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215*
Shaper Driven by Lincoln Motor, 509*
Magistrate, Attitude of One Toward a Railroad,
ii:.

Mail Service, Foreign, 291

,

Lines, 613*

-in*
Wajpehaerl

Comparativi

in

N.

Penna., 16*

Cyl. Bal..

ir

Pent

Hon,
Efficiency,

.,

Running. 100t

.

i

Service. 141

so

in

>•

Cud &

Co.:
McCord Draft Gear. 367*
Mai bine Tools (See also Pneumatic Toolsl
Boring Mill Attachment for Lathe, 2"

M,

'

\

I,

I.

'

:

Comp., Ii*
Cylinder Balanced comp., lb*
S H. a., 642*
R. I. & P.,
in Bal. Comp.,

i

ompound,
Compound. C, M.

Passenger Business, 6a

,n

i

460

Long Island R. R.
Annual Report. 564f*

1

Speed

Variable

,

Co

-

O.,

ent, of N. J., oh*
i.i.'hn Four-Bal.

'

D

Comp

British

riniiii'i

„

l

Automatic. 590*
Pintscb Inverted Mantle. Si* (G. X S.
Strain Turbine Generator, .4' (G. V n
Train, by Electricity in England. ID

Bal

I

Annual Rej

Loco.. 441t

Railways. 82. 101. 118* (G. N. S.)
See. T-n,1erground Eb>c. of
LOjiT-d
...
..
London
Loiul, ml

M'l'.lroy

Backward.

iiiinoi

Modern

:

Light in_

617*

Illinois Central

London

:

Atlantic,
Atlantic,

Tools)

liine

^

and,

&
Coal Contract, N. Y.. N. II. &
194t
1 7' If
Mni n, l\ Records; Dec. 1905. 38 Jan.. 1906,
164 'Mar.. 1006, 363: Apr.. 1906, 164
Park Avenue Damage Cases.
N 5 C. & II. K
1211
Legislation (See also Gov't Kate Regulation
Elsberg Bill. 1' 9 (G. N. S.)
Negligence, 'Employees, Change in Law. 6S9T
N. Y. si ale. New R. R. Laws. 579

Atlantic,
Atlantic,

17

I

„
H.

„

Lehigh VaWej
Bos .it ni Car. 42*
I-jterlocking Without Detector Bars

S.)

Hoisting

i

_

:

Pneumatic

,

Commerce

also' Interstate

(See

; ,,n.

Commission:

i

-17;-.

:

Efficiency of

""

^,;..'..
j

..

"
,',-,

I

,

''ul,e

Mechanical Stoker. 210*

Hayes Track Appliance

I

I

Lamps

and Runs
Engine Failures, 143
Statistics. 611t
motive Bating
i

Wisconsin

.Ma in

t.

112,

G

125f

at

of

w

ay

:

& O. Double Tracking. 64S
Reinforced Concrete Elevated Roadway, 364*
Manhattan HHevated
Damage Suits. 666
Manila & I'agupan K. K.. 4" (G. N. S.)
C.

Valve

:

1

:

;

January 1— Jink

Masonry Sec 'oucrete
Master Car Builders' Association:
Committee Work, 610?
Convention, 657?, 658?, 662, 690t
Convention, Address of Secretary Mosely, 670
Convention Exhibits, 639, 690, UTl*, Inset
Convention Plans, 1906, 106*
Convention Programme, 502
Convcntion. Topical Discussions, 007
Reports of Committees, 024*
Master Mechanics' Assoc. (See Am. Ey. M. M.
*

(

i

Assoc,

1

:
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30,

j

1

)

North Shore Railroad. Earthquake
N.

145 (G.

Effects,

Progress of Steam," nl.l Print, 292*
Prosperity (See Business Sii nation)
Prussian State Railroads
learnings and Expenses, lot
Gov't Engineer Attached io Consulate in NewYork, 28
Publicity Bureau in Chi ego, 51 (G. X. S.,1

S.

Northern Pacific R. R.
Bismarck Bridge, 174*. 197?
Ruling Grades, 441|, 451*
:

Nova

Scot la

I

:

Reporl on Railroads
(See Bolt)

Nut

:

504

Purdue UniversitJ
Automobile Testing Plant, 02*
loiive. 130*
L
Work on Mech. Properties

Historic

Maumee Bay Straight Channel, 2 (G. X. S.)
Mechanical Sinker (See Stoker. Mechanical
Meeting (See Corporate Names)
Michigan
Annual Report of the Railroad Commissioner,
44
Incorporation Laws. 57
Valuation of Railroad Property in. 23 (G.
N. S.I, 58 (G. X. S.), 353
Michigan Central
Annual Report, 320?
Detroit River Tunnel. 140*. 1S4*
Pacific Type Passenger Locomotive, 042*
Milwaukee Ry. & Light., Equipment, 64 (G. N. S.)
Mines
Motive Power in. 116*
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie:
Thief River Falls Extension, S2*
:

:

Motive Power, 581
Oil

Fuel)

(See

Oregon It. R. & Navigation Company:
Telephones on Telegraph Wires. Ill
i

irgauization

:

Committee Work, M. C. B. and M. M, 6101
Burlington Association of Operating Officers,

Rail:
Bonding. Tinned Channel Pins, 160 (G. X. Si
First T Rail? 477*
Production in 1005. 140
Shavings Cut From, by Wheel Flanges, 241t.
245?, 200?, 322?
Specifications for, 280

562-1

Third Rail, Effect of Sleet, 384*
Third-Rail in Snowstorm, 152*. 1S3
Third Rail System, Long Island R. R.. 570*

:

Owen & Northern

(See Wisconsin Central)

Rail Joint

Missouri Pacific:
Annual Report. 369,t 373t
New East Bottoms Yard, at Kansas City, 474*

Monorail
Proposed Road to Coney Island, 17 (G. N. S.)
Motive Power. Officer, 581
Motive Power Office, Card Index System for, 135*.
146t
:

General Electric Single-Phase, SO* 1(4. N. S.i
Inter Pole Railway, 500
Lincoln Variable Speed, 509*
Westinghouse Electric. 684*
Westinghouse Type S. A. Variable Speed
Auxiliary Pole. 64* (G. N. S.)
:

Gasolene Car for Interurban Service. 556*
Gasolene-Electric, 1>. & II.. 93, 126* HI. N. S.)
Gasolene, When Advantageous, 605
Lower Passenger Fares. 490?
Steam, Halsey, 598*
Steam, Great India Peninsula Railway. 75
(G. N. S.)
Strang Gasolene-Electric, loot. 188*
Union Pacific No. 7. 410*. 609+. 053
Muck Rake and the Panama Canal. 398?
Municipal Ownership (See Government Ownership)

Insulated. 716*
Kohn. "Solid Base," 2S4*

Railway Club:

Coast

Pacific

American.

Controversy and Conditions, 398
Loading Equipment for, 78?*
and. 3981:

Purchases; Testimony Before Senate Commit
tee, 63
G. N. S.
Sea Level vs. Lock. 182
Some Phases of the Problem, 5S2
Wallace (J. F.) Before the Senate Committee, 134, 193t 203
Panama Railroad, 200*
Pass (See also Gov't Rate Regulation)
Canton-Hankow Ry., 41* (G. N. S.
33 (G.
Effects of Abolition, 15 (G. X. S.
(

I

:

i

)

,

Evils and

Benefits,

Rates

267

(See
:

&

II..

Passenger Traffic

:

:

:

:

:

:

Manhattan Bridge. 489t, 190?

New York-New Haven

Hartford:
A. C. D. c. Locomotive, 303", 379*
Acquisition of Electric Lines, 100?, 537*
Annual Reporl 4i
Bal. Comp. Locomotive, 047*
Compared with Boston & Maine. 4t
.V

l

Single-Phase Equipment for. 000
Right of Way Records. Filing of, 348?*
Right to Route, Your Freight, 66 (G. N.

'<iii\ ertible
lebenl ures, 25?
Decision on Coal Contract with C. &
i
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i
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S.
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I

New York Subwav

2971
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1
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New York University, llallr
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I
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Bulk. 540?
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Electric
(G. X.

s.

in

St.

Petersburg,
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i

Petroleum Fields

the Northeast,
Railroad Earnings. 75 (G. N S
in

172;

i

Strikes,

1241

Rutland R. R,
Annual Report, 396f*
:

Ryerson.
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& Son, Flue Cleaning Machine

F..

21*

(G. N. S.)

s
Si.

Tunnel

lair

i

'oinpauy

i

Locomotives
OS*
Louis A San Finn, is,
Electric

:
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Power

Equipment

12,

St.

,,

Alls
car.
Di\

Drop Bottom Hon.

I

Standard, 40 Ton

I.

Car. 310*

.hi

B

Passed,
161
Gulf Extensions, 8931
ni. u.i

i

s

i

San Francisco Earthquake,
Saui age Safety Brake Co
Teal of Air Brake,
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it*,

87* (G. N

s
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(
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Wleland,
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117?,
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,
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Work, 301*
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nals Train Rules
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Pneumal Ic Tools
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Wrench,

U

I6fi
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>
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i

Pipe,

I

Reporl, 5i3t.
Innntl Chi
Raporl 3971

ill

i:

Solution
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I
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i

IE'.*

i

Proposed Knllr
Nile* Benicnl Pond
'o.
Driving Wl
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llgllil.

V

654*

i

i

Cuttlr

Lake Erie

.V

PItti inn

i

S.

;

a

:

\
C Track
Ircuits, 472*
iG. N
7
Sanitary Inspecll
4Vs1 of Power Station Engines,

N.

Pills
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w

Wyckoff
•JO.",;,

Grai'bical

i

20 (G.

Ol 10*

:

Passenger Kales. 21s;,

Rules

in'

i

Tin ending

also.

502*

Roundhouse (See Engine House

178}

Desi ruction by Electroli
Rifled tor Put
ng n.

i

& P.:

I.

:

.

Rallr
Projects In, 21
Picked up on ibe Road, 51
Pier
See Docks)
Pile
See Timber)
Pipe
on Stand Pipe \ n
Am.i.

.-,

I

Two

S.)

-.

In,

i

Steam and Electric Service, 189
Naugatuck It it
History.
17?
if.
N s
Rate War with Steamship Lines.
Rebuilding the Housatonic River Bridge, 323*
Reduced Detention of Cars, 513t, 6131

S. F.)

I

:

Cor

I

Jolnl

294?

..

072

I

History,

It.,

It.

Islands

&

Mileage. 467?
Roof. Knee-brace Problem

Rel rem bnieni,
161
oakum System, 3691
Safetj Car Heating & Lighting C
Inverted Mantle Pintsch
an p
See also Brake)
Safetj Appliance

172;

tun,

Building Rallrodd
Const in. lion, 488

r.i.ls

New

Train.'. 57

Rock Island System (See also C. R.

Railroad Values, 5151
da,

S.),

:

Dividend Passed.' 25?

1

L70?,

Grand Central Tcnni

Rock Island Company
St. L.

4S1,

4S9t, 519?
blast Altoona Engine Terminal, 250*
Eight-Wheel Locomotive, 042*
Eight-Wheel Passenger Locomotive, 1S75. 041*
Electrification, West Jersey & Seashore. oOO
Experimental Locomotives for the, 16*
Extension to New York and Long Island. ,,-i0*
374*. 522*
Fleming Summit Loop, 250*
French Loan, 084
Historic Locomotives, 655*
Investigation, 501
Locomotive Tests, 122t
Mileage Tickets, 444?
New York Terminal, 121?. 127*, 522
Passenger Traffic. 151 (G. X. S,
Pensions, 75 (G. is. S.)
Smoke Prevention, 219?
Water Works, 117 (N. G. Si
Year's Record of the Pennsylvania S|
ial,
072
Pennsylvania System, Mileage of, 1671
Peoria & Pekin Union:
New Gravity Yard, 540*
Per Diein (See Car Service)
Permanent Way (See Maintenance of Way)
Perpetual Motion a1 Last, 83* (G \ S.)

Philippine

I

Eleel rillcnUnu
nal, s

712

Ri

i

Richmond & Chesapeake Bay Railway:

Class K, Pass. Loco.. 1882, 642*
Collision near Clover Creek Junction,

Persistency of

Rate

i

102 (G.
(G. N. S.I. 527, 53*?. 501v. 083.

Petroleum Fields in Northeast
Philadelphia & Reading:
Atlantic Cily Cainilen Rec
Philadelphia & Western, 88 (G

316, .its

i

Pennsylvania Company
Annual Report. 468f*
Pennsylvania Railroad
Annual Report, 210t*
Coal and Oil Traffic Investigation,

US

March Meeting.

Regulation)
Refrigerator Car Lines Sec Private Car Lines!
Reinforced Concrete See Concrete. Reinforce.]
Reports, Annual
See Individual Co.)
Review of Ibe Railroad Year, 3?

(

N. S.),

Railway Signal Association
January Meeting. 40. 34s

1

Additional Trains. 5167
New York City. 345;
Passing
?) of the Steam Locomotive, 563?
Peel. Sir Frederick. 704*
Pension
Sec Employee)

:

Conditions
Situation;
(See Business
Finance)
Railroad Officers' Investments. 561?
Railroad Systems of the Onited States. 467?
Railway Lock-Nul Co., "Bull-Dog" Lock-Nut, 1S4*.

Drop-Bottom Gondola Car. 236*
Rating .See
omotive Rating)
Rebates (See Freight Rates: Government

:

:

sions!

Railroad

:

1

:

National Association of Car Service Managers
Annual Meeting, 527
National Association of Railway Commissioners
Annual Convention, 354, 385
Naugatuck, Railroad
History, 147t
New Jersey Short Line
Strauss Trunnion Bascule over the Rahway
River, 287*
New York Central & Hudson River
All-Electric Signaling at New York, 705*
Annual Report, 4451*
Atlantic Tvpe Passenger Locomotive. 642
Coal and Oil Traffic Inquiry, 606
Electric Locomotives, 04s*. 178* (G.N.S.)
Elec. Loco.. Test of. in Snowstorm. 152*, 183
Eleventh Avenue Freight Tracks, 242?
Iteming Summit Loop, 259*
New Haven and the Grand Central Terminal, 8
Park Avenue Damage Cases 121t
•Signal Arrangements for Electric Zone, 30, 40,
705*
Station riatform Canopies. 495*
Tax on Freight Cars, 15S IG. N. S.)
New York Cent. Lines
Consolidation Locomotive for, 613*
New York, Chicago & St. Louis
Annual Report, 470t*
Grade Separation at Cleveland. Ohio. 200*
New York Citv
East River Bridges. 1t

of a South African
Railroad Officer. 501, 547
Mileage of the World. 125. 65Sf
Relations to the Public. 445?, 476
Routes, to the Gulf, 50?
Value of Statistics. 65*
Railroad Commissions (See State R. R. Commis-

May Meeting. 4S5
Revised Constitution, 302
Ralston Steel Car Co,

169t, 2177. 203. 297
5
Ohio, Two-Cent Fare. 121t, 14."...
Two-Cent, N. Y.. o. & W.. 21 s;-. 293t, 297:1:
Passenger Service, How to Improve, 2::7
N. H.

V.,

S.)
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:

Commerce

Interstate
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Commission)
Motor Cars; Lower Fares, 490?
N.

N.

(G. N. s.i

N. S.)

Passenger
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:

:

Muck Rake

41*

Stanford.
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March Meeting. 464
Panama Canal, 200*

i

N

:
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:

Motor Car
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(See also Organization)
Division Engineer, Work of the, 134. 166, 215

Officer

i

Motor

of Timber,

i
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[Illustrated

an

articles

Signal
Color Blindness, 1941
C
blnation
Relay unci Crossing
(G N Si
Usk Signal Enclosed, 537
141
"i
Insuli
Pole Line Wire
Noi ma]
langei
;;.
iuI omi
Rail
Bonding, Tinned Channel

'

Urn

indicated

Strang

:

81'

Bell

i

'

(G.

Si

N.

"iii- ago
Duration

100

L.

!>..

W

\

Stop

State

E.

I..

Railroad

Southern Pacific. ::4."»
Union Pacific, ;i4;!«

Harriman Lines,

(G, N. S.)
All Electric at

W

'

':;

:

Annual Report. 761*
Automatic Block Signals for, 343*
Earthquake Relief Work. 499
New Station at Alameda Mole. 22:!*

i

Nuisance, 659

Annual Report, 44

Missouri, >;.i7^
Nat. Assoc, of Ry. Commissioners. 354, 385
North Carolina, 4201

Ohio

use)

R.
'

I

-..

I

e

Sioux Falls, 439*
York, 121t, 127*,

Value

i

4181

1'ittsburg,

651

Iron an,

N. S.)

i

Call

17

Bell,

Santa Fe. 436
Record of Removals and Renewals.
s
F., 474
Supply and Demand, 2431

Timber (See also Tie)

I

Interlocking,

Council

Bluffs,

574*

13*
6

&

Interlocking. Ii.
Junction, 4si •
United stales sic.-i lorporal Ion
All Electric

at Elsmere

O.,

".I
1.
(G N S.), 2961
Report for Quai ter, 125 n;. N S.)
See Names
University of Mini
School of Ry. Engineering 1241

(G.

N. S.)

niv er-M

i,

,

i

Value (See Finance)
Valve (See also Brakes
Anderson Automatic, and Water Column. 654*
3*
Locomoiive
Blow-Off,
Lunkenheimer

(G.N

S.)

Setting Valves with Walschaert Valve-Gear, SI
1112*
olHIg, on I>
II. I.o omotive.
Yandalia Railroad
Annual Report. 421^
Vanderbilt System, Mileage of, 4671
See Bridge
Viaduct
.
Von Borrles, August, 281
Von Thielen. Karl, 192
.V:

1

:

i

I

W
Wabash

:

Walker.

(G. N. S.)

125J*
82 (G.

A.,

T.

Walschaert "\alve Gear:
Service on Penna. R. R., 32t
Setting Valves with. 81

Warren & Jamestown Single-Phase Railway, 157*
Washington Correspondence. 13. 4o. 60. 91, 103.

&

Planting for Ties. 2431

137, 450, 512. 533

Washington Street Subway. Boston, 86*
Water
Penna. R R. Water Works 117 (G. N. S.)
Water Column. Anderson Self-Adjusting, 654*
Water Softening. 589
Waterbury Farrel Foundry & Machine Co.

Purdue University, 670
Tires (See Wheel)
Toledo & Ohio Central:
Ralston Drop-Bottom Gondola Car, 236*
Toledo. Ohio; Maumee Bay Straight Channel, 2

:

Reciprocating Screw-Thread Rolling Machine,

at

(G.

N

i

ilation of Tool Steel. 47
E.i on Railroad Abuses.
as

Tractive

Trades

4921

Locomotive Rating)

(See

Engineers.

of Loci.

|,

1961

Freight: Passenger):

(See

Traffic

1

Weather

Strip,

Acme

Metallic, 170*

(G. N. S.)

West Jersey & Seashore

560

Electrification,

Western Maryland
Extension from Cherry Run to Cumberland,
245*

:

nl

I

l'.roi

2

:

S.)

Tonnage Rating (See Locomotive Rating)
Si
Machine Tools: Pneumatic Tools)
Mani]
Towns, n

154. 210, 240, 309, 323, 354, 390, 399,

lo'.i.

:

:

Preservation, 241:-. 282*
Destruction of Creosoted Piles. 531*
Lumber Cut of the United States in 1905, 532

Tool

:

Eastern Improvements, 427*
Freight House at Chicago. 400*
Newell Grade Separation, 12*

Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal
Improvements in Pittsburg District. 427*
J. W., Ritter Horizontal Folding Door, 33*

1701

isote

i

i

Outlook
Train
Handling

Western

906,

Pac

:

:

Single-Phase Equipment for Sarnia Tunnel,
42. 08*
Subsidiary Company in Russia. 57 (G. N. S.I
Motors. 64*
\ .M
aide-Speed
Auxiliary-Pole

Terminal District, 79
65*

Busi

n

Pacific

Status. 252*
Terminals at Oakland. 70*
Westingbouse, Church. Kerr & Co.
Insulator Fin. 1S5* (G. N. S.)
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.:
Electric Motors. 684*

i

Train

lespa

I

V

1

<

sso
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,
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ion

hi. N. S.)

:
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371

a
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Running Fast

s
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,
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u

:

386, 447;:
1651

n

Is.

Electrii

S.)

i

:

If

Railroad;

i

Cast Iron, 600
a Manufacturer's Standpoint, 580
Chilled
Failure- of, 5611
Flat Wear of Driving Wheel Tires, 6101
Shavings Cut from the Rail, 2411, 2451, 2961,

Code. 458

1

1

See

85

Westinghouse "K" Triple Valve. 314*
Westinghouse, New Company, 145 (G. N

.

7 17,
.",86,
447t
Seniorily
Train Shed (See Station)
onnage, Dailj
art. C. 4 E.

reed)

Westinghouse. George, Awarded John Fritz Medal,

Lighting)
'Omotive Katingi
i05. 24 (G. N. S.)

Stand

ised

lat

714

ion.

.

rrain Robberje's
rain Rules (See
Buehring Sys

i.u,
SI

Lathe.

for

,

330*

I
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den, 210*
(Sei
Batterj

r,

(G.

:

nderground Electric of London:

1

:

e.

Co.

Attachment

1

427*

(G. N. S.)

See Sir

&

B.)

II.

Mill

.

Operators'

1

109

1

Automatic Bloi k Slgi
3
Motor
ar. No
7. 410*, 609f,
111. 151*
Rulim; ',1.0b
I'nlon Switch & Signal Company:

:

Flagging
minal,

2*

Stii

s

All-Electric

lotlves,

I

Train Lighting
Train Load (Si
19

Barbara, Cal., 298*
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1

.

Montana, 152

I

Indiana Harbor,

r

Slei in

Joseph & Grand Island, 1
Louis .v San Francisco, Is

8.. iiherii.

Halifax & Southwestern, 13
Hocking Valley, 26
Houston ,x Texa Central, 5
Huntington & Broad Top Mountain, 19
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i

Louis, Brownsville & Mexico, is
is.
Iron Mountain ,x- Southern,
St,
si
Louis, Rockj Mountain S P u U
8i
Louie s. mi im estern, .<*.»
sun * ntonlo .x Ara asa
68
*s,
San Pedro, Los Angelea & Salt Luke. 4
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104, 140. 117. 164, 165, 172,
Pacific, 26, 1 ,2
Great Northern, 18, 52, 104. 165, 180
Great Northern of !anada, 52
Gulf & Ship Island. 11
Gulf. Colorado & Santa IV. 187

i

I

I

i.

i

m

Georgia, Florida & Alabama, 68, 172, 172
Grand Rapids & Indiana, 140, 1 In. 117. 178
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si

I

121,

l

.

in

mi. I...

Rock Island

n

I

i

Gainesville & Gulf, 0$
n
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w.

.iiel.

si
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I
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52,

Cenl ral,
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exa
Missouri, Kansas & 1'exai ol
Missouri, Oklahoma ,x Gulf, l 10,
ss,
i':i. in.
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27, 59
12,
141, 1 17
Missouri River .\ Norl hwe item, ...
Missouri Southern, 52
...
Mobile. Jackson & Kt

Fort Worth & Denver City, 52
Galveston
Georgetow

Kiel
Rl

t

is

lorida.

-i

.Ii

I

e

Raleigh &

-

Florida West Shore, 180

nu

i

Quebec

.

I
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t
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i

i
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East Tennessee S

i
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'
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Mareellua &
Isco Lnke
Metropolitan Street Railway, lin
Mexican Central,
89, ill. 153, 159, 180
Mexican Pacific, ss
Michigan Central, 10, 52,
10
Midland Vallev lit
Milieu k Southwestern, ism
sir
Minn, mi
Marie, 10, 18,
s,
St. Paul & s
172
sslon, 19
use Coi
Minnesota Railroad S 51 an
Mississippi Eastern, in
« Belt, in
Missouri & Illinois Bri.l
Missouri & Louh Ian
10
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Missouri, Kansas & Ti
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13,
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69,

112. 133, 133
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indicated thus-'; All references

Abilene Northern, 160
Abilene Railroad. .",4

Adirondack &

1

I

Alaska Central, 98, i.->. tss
Alaska Pacific Railway
Terminal, 174
Alaska Railroad. 40
Alberta .x Flathead, 98
....
Albuquerque &
54
Allentown, Tamaqua & Ashland (Electric), 71
American Asiatic Railway, 140
American tlayti Co., 174'
American of Porto Rico. 07. 7s
.v.

.;.

Apalachicola Northern. .".4. lss
Argentine Central, 136,
19
Arizona .v California.
Arizona Midland,
7
iisas. Anthracite
Western, 136
Arkansas Valley, 60
Ashcrot't. Barkerville & Fori 1;
-ge
Lehville
p,
149
11.
Ashvllle s u
13, 37
\.. bison, Topekn & Santa Fe, 6, 21
149. liK). 100. 188
Andrew's Bay, 188
Atlanta & 81
1

11,

ic

iS

\

i

_.,i

;i

x 01

1

& Ohio,

e

28.

Fredcri.

Baltimore,

Canyon

Be

i

7s.

10.

Electric), 7s
1

too

19,

Llagerstawn

.v.

,

Sour Laki

Beauin.iit,

I

I

i. .,,-, ri-

S

Beauni.i.i Terminal, 7s
Bella '...In & Fraser Lai

Bessenn
Big Fork
:,

Eastern, 106
160
Western, 71

i,

rn,

78

.V

Lake rn,' Hi
Minn, sola & International)-,
Northern
i

if

.

It

k

Q.),

&

13,

(Southern

Pacific

City,

e

I
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ogham ,x Southwestern,
Birmingham, Columbus i\ St. Andrews Bay, 28
.",i

174.

California

Central

Ti

,,

ion.

i

47

of Georgia,
161
Central of Louisiana,
,ii.1
;6
of New Jersey,
en
Central
intario Railwa;
i

<

.

hatt

i

i

-in...

hatta
'herokee
lies;

Western, "t. 47

Anderson & \ lani ic
Northern, 88
Pntou
Brja - -ninii -

-j.-i,

.'.7

i

:,!,,-

I

,x-

Oklahoma
,x

Ohio,

.\-

128,

Texas,
136

»x-

Johnstown

Blacklick, 142
Conway Coasi .v M estern, 7

Co-Operative Construction, 106
Copper River, 107*
Copper River & lelkwa, 78
Copper \ alley, 130
Council City
Solomon River. 7
Crawford Baj ,x St. Marys, 123
Crawfordsville ,x Northwestern, 63
Cuba Eastern. I7_
i

l:.-i

chorrvv.-iic.
i

&

Albanv

ISO

,s-

I

i

Charleston. Parkersburg

New

Conemaugh &

161

.x-

i

,x-

-x-

Columbus.

17

8
Central
hea
Central Arkansas. On
;

»x-

i

& Jucaro.

I.

r.i

166

155,

Cleveland. Youngstown
Eastern, 1S1
Coal River, 7
Coball Range, 106, lsi
.Southern, lno
College City
Southeastern, 114. 143
Colorado
8,, in hern. 71, 161
Colorado
Colorado Roads. 123
Colorado, Texas & Mexico, 71
Columbus City & Oconee 31
.x-

Pa-

Roval Gorge Interurban,

.x-

I

,

-in

98,

i

Carson & Colorado, ss
aruthersville & W,
rn. 47
,

166

2il

Clin rles. 11

in 1, mas

,

t

t

.in

01.

71, 98, 122. 120. 136. 142.
21, 29. 40. 54, 60, 71, 91,
129. 149
60, 71. 78, 111

i

...

lss

114

Cape

149,

Baton

Southeastern,

rer

.x-

Cincinnati Roads. 106

Ashland & Mansfield (Eleetrici, 149.
Cleveland
161
Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis, 7, 37,

1SS

54-,

a.

Yac

,-ilic,

I

155
Rouge, Hamn
ui
Great

1

:'.7

I.

106.
anadian Roi

Canaliea,

37,

in,

i

i

lakland

.

2s.

Is.

Canadian Mid
Canadian No
Canadian Pa

55

Wati

ita,

I'.aitii

,

II;

I:

Hammond &

Georgetown
Portsmouth, 21
New Orleans & Texas Pacific. 91

incinnati,

Cincinnati.

.

Calumet.

em. 188

,
,

,

i

,v-

122,

.

1

Kanawha

Calif,, nun

98,

-

1

AuliusI

'

'

1

Augusin A

is:.

Indianapolis & Louisville. 29. 47. 7S
Chicago, Kalamazoo & Eastern, 37
Chicago. Lnke sin. re i South Bend (Electric). 6
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul. 13, 37, 55, 91. 98,
11'::.
143, 149, 161
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul of Washington. 29
Chicago Roads, 166
Chica;;,:,. Rock Island & Gulf. 7
Chicago, Rock Island .X Pacific, 13. 60. 114. 123,
136. 140. 155. 101. 174. 189
Chi- ago.

i

&

.v

174.

Chicago Great Western. 91

Chicago Subway. 161

Western,
Atlantic Co:
Line 160
Augusta .v Columbia, 40
rton. 28
August a
da, 71
August n .\
:

.x-

Cincinnati & Columbus Traction. 155

lss

Atlantic,

.Section.]

Chicago i: Illinois Western, 21
Chicago & Norm \\ -stem. ;n. 114. 123. 142. 181.
1S8
Chicago & Southern Traction. 47
Chicago, Burlington & Quincv. 13. 47, 91, 119,

ss
Vallev.
rhel s, 122. 136
hi.,
M
Nashville. 106
S
California
Oregon Coast. 174

.

Birmingham &

News

Chesterfield .^ Lancaster. 13, 37. 54
Chester, Perryville
Ste. Genevieve, 91
Chicago & Alton. 13

1

Cairo &
Cairo &

I

1

Black Mountain.
1
Boston
Maine, 181
Boston & Rhode Island Electric, 2s, 40
Boston Elevated, 174, lss
Boston Subways, :'.7
Bowling Green & Western, 98
Brinson Railway. 1*0
British I'olumbia Roads, ,1
Bronx, Yonkers & While Plains (Electric), 114
Brooklyn Rapid Transit, 7s. -.is. lno. 1S1
Brookville & Mahoning, 71
Brownsville, Hidalgo & Northern, 37
us
Brush Creek & Crows Run. 114,
Buffalo .x Lackawanna Traction. 1S1
Butfalo ,v Susquehanna, 13
Buffalo, Lake Erie & Niagara. 160, 174
Buffalo, Lockport & Rochester
Electric). 161
Buffalo Subway, 54
Burrs Fern Browndel & Chester. 28
Butte Counts 21
.

..v.

\,

General

I

1

Atlanta,

ttn

,

Alabama & Mississippi, 13
Alabama Central, 160
Alabama Irea Southern, 2s
Alabama Roads, 13
Alabama Western. 46
Alatia. Manatee & Gulf Coast, 114

1

1"

-.v.

Lawrence. 136

St.

an

tfl

186

ui. a

Railroad,

3i

cnha Railroads. 107
,

i-land

Cynthiana

,x
>x-

Northern. 130
Claysville,

14.°.

Traction,

1

1

.1

im

1— Junk

utY

30,
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Port Chester. 167
Danbury
Him ill.. ,x Scottsville, 114
Davis & Turner Kails, 15"*
Dawson, Grand Forks & Stewart River, 7S
Deering Soutliwestern, 13
Delaware & Eastern, 7
Delaware & Hudson, 55, 161, 174
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, 47, 71, 155
Denver & Kansas Northern, 14:1
Denver & Rio Grande. 7S. 181
Denver, Enid & Gulf, 7. 29
Denver, Kansas & Gulf (D.. E. & G.), 7
Denver, Laramie & Northwestern, 98
Electric), 143
Denver Northern
Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, 13, 61
Denver, Terminal, 61
Deschutes, 61
Detroil & Adrian Traction Co., 106
si
Detroil & Grand Rapids,
Is, 78
Detroil I!
Detroit. Toledo & Ironton. 181
.x:

i

Kamloops & Yellowliead Pass, 21, 189
Kamloops, Boundary & Cariboo, 98
Kanawha A West Virginia, 115
Kansas City & Belton, 136
Kansas City, Mexico & orient. 7. 110

Terminal Railroad. 'JO
Dover & South Bound, 47
Dublin & Southwestern, 149, 189

i

Kettle Valley Lines, 47, 71, 143. 1S2. 189
Klondike Mines, 61. 70
Klondike Roads, 143, 155
Kuoxville. Sevierville &. Newport, 115
Kootenay Central, 115, 182
Erie & Southern, 106
Erie Terminal & Southern
Electric l, 123
Shore ^ Michigan Southern, 61, 106

Southern. 175

East Central. 106
Eastern Railway. 129
Eastern Ohio Traction, 1S1
East Liverpool Traction, 61. 14::
Bast Side Viaduct, 167, 181
Edgewater Connecting. 98
Edmonton & Athabasca, 115
El Dorado & Western, 111
115
Elgin
lml'a
Electric). 106
Elk Short Line. 100
Elnira Electric, 71
Erie, 37. 47. 71, 106. 181. ISO
Erie. Cambridge Springs, Union & Corry (Electric),
181
Erie. London & Ttlsonburg (Electric). 98
Esquimalt & Nanaimo, 13
,\:

71. 91,

123. 129. 167
Greal Rend & Gulf, 167
Great Mineral of Mexico, 21
Great Northern. 21. 29 01, 106, lie

106, 115,

120, 161. 167

lsl*

17.-,.

Northern of Canada,

Great
Great
Great
Green

Southern, 61
Western. 01
River Vallev

Guantanamo,

115

7.

L.

i

Cuba',

V),

,x

37

13.

7s

:',7.

1ilr»
21
,x Ship Island. 7. ON. 143, 155,
161
Gulf, P.rownwood & Cisco,
1
Gulf Colorado & Santa I'e. 98, 11.",

Gulf I'lalnvlIIe >x Northern, 106
Gulfporl & Mississippi Coast Traction, lot
Guelpli

,x

i

Ilartweii ,x- Washington.
Hay City A Creel Noi Hi
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I

I

II.

1l".i
1

1
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Miss
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,\

Morganlnwn
Morgantown &

I

Illinois,
Illinois,
Illinois
n <]) n| a.

17 71. 136
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Minnesota, 7

Indiana
Iowa ,x
alley

\
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.
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l.sl
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i
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1
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1

,
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.

Somerset.
=

?

Soutliwestern.
,'l'ownsend Southern,
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1

nee ,X Lake si. John,
'I
sbec Midland. 1 15. 182
bee, Montreal & Southern,

,.,

bee Southern, 92

Randolph & Cumberland. 190
Rawley & Southport, 115
Richmond & Chesapeake Bay, 54
Rio Grande. Sierra Maure
Pacific, 21, .-4s 17"
Roanoke ,V Salem Traction, 190
Rochester, Scottsville & Caledonia lE.leeinei
,xi

ROCkford Railroad. P0
Rock Island. Arkansas

(

Louisiana
RHi
Rock Island
FrlSCO Terminal. 123
Rockp,, it. l.augdon
Northern, 156
Rogers Southwestern, 20
R.I, 14.

.x:

l.Mi.

e
1

<
•

1

V

-"-

Louis ,X North Arkansas. 2'.)
Louis*. San Francisco. 01. 12:',. I3ifa iro ,,,,,
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Decatur, 156 /
Louis, Decatur
Champaign (Elec ;:,-, i,;s
on Mounts in ,v Soul Inn n,
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n.
Manufacturers' Railway, is
"in- s
hwestern, 30
Marys >v Western, 72
Sacramento Belt, 100
Salem ,x Western, 137
Salem, Springfield .x Peoi la,
Sallna ,\ Northwestern,
10,
Saltna, Tipton ft Nort hv,
tei
16
Salt Lake ,x Ogden, 21
San Antonio ft Aranso L*ast
Saudiiski
Fremonl ,x South n. 108. 110
i, 21
San Francisco >x Noi liwes
\
T & s
ma. :'". 55, ins
san Francisco, Idaho ,x M
Sail Frail, 3C0 Roads,
San Pedro, Los Angeles
Sail Lake. 7.
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Saul
A
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s.i

,x-

1

I

m
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^
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ein
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1
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a

I

,
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'

'
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sin e\ epoi
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Sierra ,X

'
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i
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i

,x
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i

i

I

'
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i
I

u

South
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I
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\

I
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1

i
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'
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I

'
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.v

,x
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Shenan

I

I

,,i,

Schoodnlr
Seahoard

1

'
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I

katchewan
.
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1

,
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,x-
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,

I

1

1,
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,

i
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I

'

I

<

.

,
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,
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:

:
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hern
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s
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& St. L
New cast

1

u.i

,

7,
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Subway, 17.
Westmoreland

Rittsi, -

I

Is^

1

'

1

I

'

S

Lake

'

,

1

'

1

1.:.

Rillslinrg
!„. City. 175*
Plttsbltl}- ,,.,.'
,,nati. Chicago
Pittsbu]',.,"'! ^""' v. Butler *
&

:

1511

12:'..

,

20.

.

(ChicaV' *

North-Western). 72
Pittsburg ,x Lake Eric. 55. 175
Pittsbu
Pittsburg/
.,, North-Eastern.
144.

i

'

llallv, a-

in.
1

'-

Nevada a
iV
\evada Northern, 13 17
Nevada Roads. 70. 187
N ''» Jen ri 1:
lei
'" ]'" '
New Orleans ,x Baton n
|s !
Nevi Orleans, Crow lei 8 u,'!''/ " ,'
Newton .x Northwci lorn. 29
IBo
"
New i'ork .V Porl Che
lei
'"
N"« \ ,nl
01 olio,
Ra, e:
N,« N ,,1
I."
eul ,il
rn|l oil Rlvei 21
Mew i 01
,23. 150
,,iils
17.".
Ne« \,,,t en, Rapid
I,

nil"

'"'

"'

''"'

Portland

I

1

-

I

,x-

'

i

Interneeanlc. :!7.
Interurlian, ps

61
7, 115
Coast Railway (Pacific Coast Co.). 2
Railway (C, M. & St. r., of W.), 29
Pan-American, 7. 37. 168
Paris & Mt. Sterling (Electric), 155
Payette Valley, 155
Peach River & Gulf, 189
Pearl River Valley, 61.
Pecos
Northern Texas, pp. RS.
Peninsula (Electric I. 29.
Pennsylvania, 2:1. 61, 7:1. 99, 107. 115. 137
Pennsylvania Lines West. :;7. 123, 150, 168
Pennsylvania System. 107.
Pensylvania Roads. 47. 92.
Pensacola, Alabama A Western, 61.
Pescadero Railway & Improvement, 115.
Philadelphia & Reading. 29, 150, 155
Philadelphia & Western. PP.
Philadelphia, Camden & Inter-City Link. 123
Philadelphia Elevaetd & Subway Co., 115
Philadelphia Rapid Transit, tip, 1 it, 156

,x-

,„-

I'.a-i''-

'

1":'.

I

,1

130

00.

& Gulf Terminal.

& Idaho Northern.

1

c
Minus ,v Eastern Traction, 123
hldlana larbor, 7, 17
Indiana II
Is.
HMi
Indiana S
hem. 136
Indianapolis ,V l,ouis\ Hie r
I. & L.)
17 7'l
[ndlnui
A Louisville Traction 81 'C
I M.lln 11:1
Colin, il,,r. ,\ s
lie,
I'm, M
Inland Emnlre, !H
[nterhoi
gh
New y n ,.|, city)
'I,
17
Internal lonal id
la i. 7
.,

ra *

,

'' 167

Naplervllle .luncllon fillway, 17B
Nashville ,v 11
s
"''
Nashville .x Vhld
'""'
Nashville. Chntl """- ^,, * Sl
Natchez X Easl '"•
CI
21
Nation:
MexYv

[

,

& Eastern.

Pacific
Pacific
Pacific
Pacific
Pacific

1

,'"'

V ?''^'

1

'

Muiiisinu. 21

I

i

Imiikn'
Plttsbi

,\

l.",c,

Hudson A Maiiliallan Railroad.' 13
Hudson River ^ c.isi,. r,, Traction, 79, 175
Illinois Central. 7.

Oregon Railroad & Navigation, 99, 123. 137
Oregon Roads, 130
Oregon Short Line. 7, O'.l. 115. ls:i
Oregon Water Power & Railway Company, 21
organ Mountain. 168.

I

';'

,x

I

Iluaeliil.i

'

I

(

-•

e

i

120

29,

-

Nebraska,

ft

Mononeahela Southern .'
Montana, Tabor
Edi ,!""-,,
Montgomery ,x Hai no', !'' '''
Texas
Morgan's Louisiana

1

^Springs.

Iowa

i.

Missouri, Kansas A Texas
Missouri Pacific, 99,
15,
Moneiova ^ Panuca. 120

ft

M

Ste

Pacific,

Mississippi central. 21. 99
Mississippi Eastern. 167
Mlssippl Garden, 99
Missouri, Arkansas & Smithy/"'

„

13

Northern. 12;:
Ullbiest Railway, Coal & Coke 136
lllllio ,v Nortbeasteni. 7:> '.is
Holshni River, 1.",,
Mi
Hollj & Swiuk. Ill
Colli
llolbr
A Rig Rend, 20
Hones, lale ,\ llawle\
Erlel
71

Raul & Saul!

st.

lis,

do

Minnesota, Dakota &
Miona Sprines, is,.,

i

Hidalgo

Manila Railroad. 175
Manila Railway. 37
Marianna. Brinckley & Western, ISP
Marietta & Lake. 137
Marion Railroad. 189
Marsh Fork (Tidewater), 71
Martinez & Contra. Costa, 1117
Maryland & Pennsylvania. 1S2
Mattawamkeag '& Northern, 150.
Memphis & New Orleans (St. L. & S. F.l. 61
Meridian & Tomliigbee. 155
Mexican Central, 21. 99
Mexican Roads. 13, 21. 37, 55. 61, 71. 70
Mexican City Roads. 99
Michigan Central. 37. 72
Michigan Roads. 1st)
Middletown & Cecilton. 79.
Midland & Manitoba. 143
Midland Air Line Railway & Navigation, 47
Midland Central, 137
Midland Railway. 1H7
Midland Valley. 13.
15
Mldway ft Vernon. 21
Milwaukee Junction, 1S0
Milwaukee. Rockford & Eastern.
1::
Milwaukee Southern. 137. 182
Minneapolis & St. Louis. 20, 115. 123. 12 167
Minneapolis. Red Lake ,1 Manitoba, 21
,,.,
,.,„

Minne

115

Electric),

Hampton & > orktov, u Elei trie) 98
Hanover Railway 9]
Han isbure i Ohio River, UP

i

l

1

i

Hamilton, Gall

laxaea A Pacific, of Hartford, 29
Hii" ft Licking Valley, 14!
ikanogan Vul ral, 61

Philippine Railroads, :;s
Philippine Railway, 70. 107
Pierre, Rapid City & Northwestern

1

& Northwestern.

Gull'
Gull'

si'

Oklahoma City & Shawnee Traction, 144
Oklahoma Western, 14
Omaha, Lincoln & Beatrice, 144
Oregon A Southeastern, 14
Oregon & Washington. 168

Maine & New Ilamnshire (Electric), 150
Maine Railroads. 70. 137

1

21,

i

Madisonville. Hartford A Eastern. 129. 182

Georgia Northern, 136,
19
Georgia Southeastern ft Gulf. 161
Gilpin & Clear Creek District, 7S
Glen Cove (Long Island), 7
Goshen, South Rend & Chicago (Electric), 143
Grand Rapids Terminal Belt. 13
Grand Trunk. 61
Pacific.

1

'

Gainesville & Gulf. 120
Gainesville Midland. 13
Galveston. Beaumont & Northeastern. 98
Gassaway. Elk River & Huttonville. 129
Gates City Terminal. 155
Georgia & Florida 16]
Georgia, Florida ft Alabama, 149. 161, 17.",
Georgian Rav & Seaboard 189

Grand Trunk

'

l

McCormick & Columbia River, 61
McCloud River 7
Mackerzie-Mann Roads. 167
Mackenzie-Mann System. 137*

7

Charlotte, 175

1

I

i

Lake
Lake
Lake
Lake

iklalmina ft Pacific, 17
Electric), 01. 155

i

Northwestern Development Company, 107

Fort Smith. Indian Territory & Texas. 136
Franklin Southeastern. 143
Fremont. Elkhorn & Missouri Valley. 143
Frisco. Oklahoma & Texas. 189

& Mankato.

Cloud. Cleiteoe

St.

Duraugo Central. 1"

Durham &
Durham &

York Roads

Nova Scotia Eastern. 168

Fayette Valley 71
Flint River & Gulf. 17.",
Florida Railway. 161

I

Dulutli.

York,

\e\\

Niagara, si. Catharines A Toronto (Electric), 13
Norfolk & ,1a
stown Exposition Railwaj (Electric), 189
Norfolk & Southern, 143
Norfolk A Western, 7. 1:1. 00. 150
North & South Texas. 129, l-l;
North Carolina Roads. 37
North Coast. 55, 99
N'orl lieastern Citlia, 47
Northern Alberta Railway & Coal Company 7:1
Northern Pacific, 29, 72. 144. 155. 161, 168
North River Railway, 30, 144

Kansas City Southern. 136
Kansas City, Tulsa A Southwestern, L3
Kansas City, Tulsa, Texas A Gulf. 99
Kansas City Viaduct & Terminal Railway 29
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almost. That is to say, the instances
accepted are so rare that they may be counted
as nil.
In this connection, the scarcity of men in all departments
of train work at the present time raises an interesting query.
dismissal, without a hearing

When

is

a man, otherwise

efficient,

is

discharged for an offense like

be fair to re-employ him? The mere fact
that, after being discharged, he has to come on as a new man is in
itself a severe punishment, even if he were to lose no time; and if
he is likely to heed the lesson of his mistake, is he not an enginem.in worth having? It would be of interest to know the attitude of
"book discipline" enthusiasts on this question. Another question:

how soon

will

it

Should a man thus discharged and taken back be allowed to conue his relief department benefits, as though his employment had
Many a superintendent has, no doubt, screwed
been continuous?
up his courage to discharge a man, partly by the argument that
thanks to the ease with which employment could be found on another road the man would not be deprived of a livelihood.
But
where a "Relief Feature" lies hini to a single road this argument
loses some of Its force.
The disregard of the torpedoes raises the
question whether it is worth while to maintain two torpedo indications.
Why not make the explosion of any number of detonators
a ilgnai to at once bring the Bpeed of the train under control? is
not this sufficient for all kinds of obstructions, except those which
are invisible? And If an obstruction Is Invisible as, for Instance,
».
weak spoi in the ballast docs any one ever think of depending
on a torpedo to protect trains against it? It is proper to enforce
rules, whether they are reasonable or not.
For that, we have li<
authority of the United States Supreme Court in the Trans-Missouri
tli

—

—
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On one oi the railroads where tests of the conduct of enginemen
observing signals are constantly being made, the number of tests
recorded in the last six months was 1,417, of which 1,413 showed
compliance with the rules. Of the other four cases one was that of
the engineman of a freight train who ran past an automatic signal
indicating stop, and the other three were failures of freight enginemen to make a full stop on running over one torpedo. In all of the
four cases the enginemen reduced speed. What punishment, if any,
was inflicted, is not reported. For disregarding an automatic signal
indicating "stop" some roads, we are informed, make the penalty

this,

:
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the rules reasonable. With only one torpedo indication, and
that not requiring a full stop at a defined point, the detection of
negligence or of slipshod compliance with the rule would not be

make

it is to show that, in a given instance, no stop was
made. But if the stop (as now required, for one torpedo) is usually
unnecessary the energy spent in enforcing it might better be em-

quite so easy as

ployed in enforcing the under-control rule.

THE NEW YORK CITY EAST RIVER BRIDGES.
During the past two years there has stood in the city of New
York a monument of engineering skill and likewise a monumental
The Williamsburg bridge over
instance of municipal incapacity.
East river was completed in December, 1903, and with appropriate
ceremonies was delivered to the city and "accepted" by its Mayor.
Since then this structure, costing $11,400,000, has been somewhat a
convenience to Long Island truck farmers and f, few passengers,
but no connections have been made, either on the Brooklyn or Manhattan side with the subway or elevated rapid transit systems.
When a few weeks ago a vignetted engravin of this noble structure, with both ends fading into nothingness, was shown to the
President of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, he exclaimed:
"That is the most accurate drawing of our bridge terminals that I
have ever seen."
During this two years of disuse, the already congested traffic
on the original Brooklyn bridge has been Increasing In density. For
several hours a day the crush of men, women and young persons at
,

the terminals has been disgusting, for no woman should be so exposed to crowding; and dangerous, for there have been deaths and

The relief Intended by the building of the second bridge
injuries.
has not been given because of the incapacity of It] ifflcers and the
i

In

each of the plans proposed—any of

which would have Immediatelj

relieved and disposed of o shameful

Opposition Of "civic oodles"
condition,

The

UBe ol as

Bast river bridge

la

oi

I.

and persons who cross the river and need no further
section of railroad track to be Included

a

it
happens
an equal number
<

r

i

ii

.

that

In

For teams

facilities.

2.

As

the rapid transit sys-

each of these two uses accommodates about
Soon after the Williamsburg bridge

Of persons
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completed, Mr. Winter, President of the Brooklyn Rapid Tran
a plan ami a fair money proposition lor mah
ing the bridge useful, by extending his Brooklyn elevated Bystem
to a connection with the new bridge, in such a way as to make a
loop in Brooklyn connecting with many stations on Its rapid transil
iva

II

Company, submitted

For

borough of

New

proposed a widening
and an elevated railroad
loop from the City Hall terminal to the Williamsburg bridge ter
minal, distributing passengers at many stations where they could
transfer to the city linos an Ideal system of distribution and reliei
from congestion at the terminals, it met with the usual opposition:
The Municipal Art Society Bne arts, not the useful arts who bi
lieved that Baxter street and Delancey street should not be widened
and defaced by a transportation system. There were other ori anl
zations. called "civic bodies." in opposition.
Any active man, with
an axe to grind, can make such a paper organization. The Hoard
of Estimate and Apportionment made the mistake of reading public
sentiment in these protests, and rejected the plan. Is not this city
lines.

of

some

the

JTork,

he

streets in the slums of the city

—

subway-mad?
A few weeks ago the Bridge Department engineers submitted
Board of Estimate plans for terminals for the third bridge
named Manhattan Bridge now in course of construction. These
structures are necessary, for about one-half the passengers assemble at the terminals. Mr. Nichois, the chief engineer, had done
his work well. The plans were modest in cost, almost uncriticisabli
in deign, and adapted to the needs.
At the hearing, the same old
civic bodies appeared and opposed.
In addition to the art society
there was the "Prospect Heights Citizens' Association," the "Transil
Reform League." the "Allied Board of Trade." a "Taxpayers' Association," and others. It is only a slight exaggeration to say that the
trend of opinion seemed to be that the city should continue to build
bridges and hold them useless until the wicked investors in city
railways were ready to carry passengers in cars run through from
Coney Island to Harlem for one fare. And so the Board returned
the terminal plans to the Bridge Department "for reconsideration."
The problem to be solved is not at all a simple one, nevertheless
there are now well known enough governing conditions to make
further interference by amateur organizations quite unnecessary.
The capable engineers we already have, who have for years studied
the subject, can soon solve it satisfactorily if they have the chance.
It is plain that any system of through cars is impracticable, because
this would congest the already busy lines in Brooklyn and NewYork, and also because combustible cars are especially dangerous in
a subway.
It is plain that terminal stations are needed at each
to the

—

—

bridge end. It is also plain that loop lines, in each borough, reaching
only far enough to distribute passengers to surface lines and quite
near to stations on the elevated and subway is the only rational
way of lessening the crowd at the bridge ends. These loops maybe either elevated structures or subways or both, depending on the
location.
Mr. Nichols outlines an excellent plan, and is undoubtedlyready to present it in detail whenever the Board of Estimate call
for it. Mr. Winter's proposition was designed for economy in first
cost and for safe operation.
His plan for street widening and an
elevated structure through the poorer part of the city was distinctly
for the benefit of that region as well as for the convenience of passengers.
It is unsafe to have a sharp grade down to a subway station at the New York end of the Brooklyn bridge.
Still, so long
as the present indiscriminate subway madness continues, that plan
may wait and possibly the new Bridge Commissioner may encourage his engineers to usurp some of the functions of the Rapid
Transit Commission and solve the problem.
;

RAILROAD BONDS

IN

THE SAVINGS BANKS.

During the four years from 1900 to 1904 the capital stock per
mile outstanding of American railroad companies remained almost
stationary and increased only from $30,205 per mile to $30,686 per
mile.
During the same four years the outstanding bonds of the
same corporations increased from $29,967 per mile to $35,418 per
mile, or about IS per cent.
This is conclusive proof of an existing
"bond period" in railroad financing.
In connection with it the
matter of the various absorbents of railroad bonds, new and old,
is an interesting and fruitful study.
Of its many branches, some
of them vague and speculative, others visible and determinate, none
is more suggestive than the increase of savings bank investment
in railroad bonds.
It would be instructive, if for no other reason,
as showing and measuring the attitude of an immense group of
conservative investing institutions toward railroad securities; and

XI..
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secondary and derived matter of Importance is the effect of
attitude on financial methods and policies of the railroad corporations themselves.
As an illustration of the drift of savings bank investment toward rallorad bonds let us take th< latest returns during two
years from New York state and from the three larger states of
New England. In 1902 the total resources of the savings banks
Of the State of New York were $1,191,330,573, of which $151,991,779
was invested in railroad bonds.
orrespondlng figures for 1903
were $1,238,800,468 and J177.444.223; and for 1904 they were
Using approximate figures, while
$1,311,993,506 and $196,982,385.
the total resources of the .New Y*ni. savings banks increased during the two years $120,662,932, or about 10 per cent., the railroad
bond holdings increased $44,990,606. or almost 30 per cent. Massachusetts savings banks had in 1902 resources of $627,959,337 and
$93,943,176 in railroad bonds: in 1903 they had $649,437,662 re
sources and $ 102,21 4. 2S5 in railroad bonds: and in 1904 they had
a

that

I

$674,644,990 resources and $113,510,243 in railroad bonds. During
the two years resources increa ed
omewhat more than 7 per ct

while railroad bond investments increased more than 21 per cent.,
if we were to add street railway
bonds, more than 27 per
cent.
The $82,741,563 savings bank resources of Maine in 1904 and
their $35,123,560 of railroad bond investments show" an increase
for the two years of about 6 per cent, and about 21 per cer.t.
Corresponding figures for Connecticut are $233,055,respectively.
954 resources, $82,265,024 railroad bonds, and increases for the
two years of about 9 per cent, and somewhat more than 18 per
c.-nt. respectively
the latter percentage likely to be increased considerably, now that large groups of street railway bonds in the
state have been opened to savings bank purchase by recent legisand,

—

lation.

Taking New

Y'ork

state

and the three leading

New England

and for 1904
an increase of resources of about 9 per cent,
in two years, while railroad bond investments for the same period
grow from $344,337,720 to $427,881,212, or about 24 per cent.— railroad bonds held thus increasing more than two and a half times
as rapidly as resources.
The last computations give comparisons
on a great scale and include probably about two thirds of all the
savings bank assets of the United States which may be estimated
roughly at about $3,400,000,000. It should be said, by way of mild
states together the
it is

showing

for 1902 is $2,112,046,622,

$2,302,436,014, or

qualification,

that

some

of

the states return

railroad stocks

and

bonds together; but the amount of stocks held is so relatively small
that it may be ignored.
The total of outstanding railroad bonds
Allowing for
in the whole country is returned as $6,932,996,651.
private savings banks in the Wert and South, returns from which
are very defective, the total amount of railroad bonds held byAmerican savings banks is probably about $600,000,000, o/ say 9
per cent, of all bonds outstanding. But the influence of the savings banks as absorbents of railroad bonds goes much further.
In some states Connecticut for example
the same law of investment applies to individual trustees as to the savings banks. How
far such laws tend to further absorption of railroad bonds can
only be guessed at, but it must be a very potential "digestive" force.

—

—

As we depart from the actual figures showing how swiftly
railroad bonds are passing to the savings banks the subject broadens outward in several radiants. Thus the investment returns on
municipal bonds and on realty mortgages has, on the whole, during
the last few years fallen lower proportionately than on first class
railroad bonds.
The relative annual return may be perhaps fixed
as about 3.50 per cent, on municipal bonds of high degree and 3.70
per cent, on railroad bonds of the same general grade. This undoubtedly has shifted savings bank money from municipal into
railroad securities. But a more important factor is the extension
of state law-making so as to include railroad bonds formerly excluded this largely as a result of higher railroad credit and such
usually first mortfiscal operations as the refunding of old issues
gages into "consolidated" mortgage bonds issued on a pretty big
Naturally this has resulted in lobby work to induce legisscale.
latures to admit new issues to the "legal" savings bank lists; and
therein lies a very appreciable danger of which state lawmakers
should beware. Another trend, worth its passing attention, is the
tendency of legislatures more and more to open the securities of
roads within the state a good tendency- inasmuch as it may tend
to investment in railroad bonds that are more immediately under

—
—

—

—

the savings bank manager's eye, but
favoritism may be pushed too far.

Another branch
ject

is

the

somewhat perilous

of this "localization"

legalizing of

street

railway

in that local

and of the amplified subbonds for savings bank

Jam

ai;v
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purchase, now that the street railway has become in so many
cases a property outside of speculative investment and venture.
Thus during the first year apparently 1903 when street railway
bonds were opened, under certain restrictions, to the Massachusetts
savings banks $3,769,594 were taken in that class of security and
in 1904 the amount had risen to $6,324,370, an increase of about

—

—

In 1904 some thirty electric railway companies of
had been approved by the Massachusetts savings bank
commissioners and their bonds placed on the "admitted" list. Maine
admits the bonds of any street railway in the state and first mortgage bonds of street railways in certain other states, and New
Hampshire, with restrictions, follows the same rule. Other eastern
states, under more general statutes of investment, are even more
liberal.
Vermont appears to be unique and isolated in excluding
both railroad and railway bonds of all kinds. In Connecticut, which
adopts in the matter of street railway bonds the "local" idea, is
presented the anomaly of savings bank legalization of certain junior
street railway bonds while certain underlying senior bonds of constituent railway corporations have been left under the ban
a fiscal
paradox showing strikingly the deft hand of the lobbyist.
In summarizing results and tendencies, along with some perils,
the steady drift of railroad bonds to the savings banks and trusApart from its evitees, must be accounted a decided moral gain.
dence of the higher average value of the American railroad bond,
in railroad financing it nods clearly toward conservative bonding.
The average railroad corporation will tend more and more toward
sane and safe issues of bonds as it comes to realize how important
are the savings banks as a bond market; and, per contra, there is
not much danger that a savings bank will be misled by more liberal statute-making in its judgment of intrinsic and bed-rock values
But,
of the bonds which protect the hard-won dollars of the poor.
quite aside from such considerations, the bond drift to the savings
banks is of moment as indexing a new and expanded relation of railroad policy and properties to perhaps the most conservative element
of finance
and as vast as it is conservative.

per cent.

70

the

state

—

—

A

REVIEW OF THE RAILROAD YEAR.

exceedingly difficult for persons directly and closely
connected with great enterprises and with historical movements to
get a comprehensive view of them.
Their own tasks are highly
specialized, and they are so much concerned in the day's work that
the events which come under their constant notice are apt to take
the form of isolated parts rather than as elements in a comprehensive whole. For that reason it is well to view the remarkable
year of 1905 remarkable for many reasons, industrial, commercial

—
— from

little more remote than is posmaintained by this journal.
Speaking broadly, the event which stood out most prominently

political

a standpoint a

sible in the current record

permanent historical inwas the Northern Securities decision, the effect of which
was a good deal smaller than was thought at the time in its direct
relations to the properties concerned, but was extremely broad and
important as an expression of the attitude of the Government towards evasion of the law regarding the operation of parallel lines
through the medium of a holding company.
Had the Northern
in

—

—

cussion.

In brief, 1905 is remarkable as the year in which the American
people have learned infinitely more about their railroads than they
ever knew before a knowledge which seems quite certain to allay

—

the unmistakable hostility towards the railroad corporations that
was coming to look like a dangerous element in the national politics.

Turning from

more

this historical feature of the year's progress to

and technical one of the tendency of railroad
recollected that three great companies are
now definitely committed to extending their lines to the coast. The
Grand Trunk Pacific did not date its beginnings from 1905, but
the

definite

construction,

it

will be

work really belongs to the chronicle of the year,
together with the grants of money from the Canadian Government.
Contract was let in September to build from Portage la Prairie, near
Winnipeg, Manitoba, 275 miles west to Touchwood Hills, Northwest
actual grading

Territories. Some uncertainty still exists with regard to the eastern
terminus of this line, but west of the St. Lawrence river it seems
reasonably certain that it will extend from Quebec through Winnipeg to Port Simpson. British Columbia, with an extension proposed

Dawson, in the Klondike. During 1905, also, Gould's line, the
Western Pacific, was financed by the original sale of $50,000,000 of
bonds underwritten at 90, and work has been definitely begun on
the road between Salt Lake City and Oakland, approximately 800
miles.
The Western Pacific is the new low grade connection from
the coast to the junction with the Rio Grande Western at Salt
Lake City, the Missouri Pacific reaching the Denver & Rio Grande
to

at Pueblo, Colorado.

It is often

and

Senate refused to be stampeded into passing it. But the flood of
which it brought forward on both sides of the subject
has cleared the air, and in place of the general feeling of dissatisfaction with the railroads the feeling that something was
wrong and that the remedy presumably lay in giving an outside
body power to fix the vast and complicated schedule of railroad
rates throughout the country
it is now clearly understood that
unfair preference and discrimination, and not rates in themselves,
constitute the evil, and Congress has taken upon itself the task
of remedying this state of affairs and will probably not be drawn
into the widely accepted fallacies of the early part of the disliterature

the previous year, 1904, as possessing

terest,

In the record of 1905, also, belongs the announced decision of
the St. Paul to build to the coast. In our issue of December 15 we
called attention to the fact that this system had been in its essence
a strong and compact local railroad, and as a suggestion of the

number

and originally independent railroads which it now
of the five companies whose names began with
Dubuque, of the nine whose names began with Chicago, and of the
lb which had Milwaukee as their real or alleged starting point,
all of which are among the component parts of the present Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul.
In spite of its splendid local territory
northwest of Chicago, reaching as far north as Fargo, N. D., and
as far west as Evarts and Chamberlain on the Missouri river in
South Dakota, with three other north and south branches from
the South Dakota line into North Dakota and multitudinous connections and short branch lines, the St. Paul lacks and realizes its
need for the future of the profits which come from a through line
and a through line business.
We pointed out in the same issue
of short

includes,

we spoke

that with a mileage of nearly 7,000 miles the St. Paul carried its
typical ton of freight in 1904 only 185 miles, while on the Union
Pacific the aveTage haul is 386 miles.
From Evarts, the starting
point of the St. Paul's new line, to Seattle and Tacoma, its proposed

Company been sustained, there were groups of carriers
over the country ready to follow its precedent; but in the face
of the decision the community of interest method at once gave
way again to the competitive method of railroad operation and
development. It is fair to say, in view of recent developments, that
it would probably have done so anyway, but the decision of the
Supreme Court gave the movement a definite date
The development of competitive building, with particular refer
ence to Pacific Coast extensions, has been one of the great epochs
of the year 1905.
From a historical point of view, however, it is
doubtless secondary in Importance to the era of corporate housecleaning inaugurated by President Roosevelt. Throughout the year,
without interruption, great corporations have come Into the li^bt
of publicity one after the other, to explain obscun passages in their
history.
On Februarj 9 the House of Representatives passed the
Esch-Townsend bill creating a court of transportation and providing that a new rate proposed by the Interstate Commerce Commla
sion. after an old rate bad been declared unreasonable, Bhould be
come operative In thirty .lays, subject to review by this court of
transportation sitting as a court of equity, Tin bill was crude, it

Atlantic Cltj

connection over the West

direct current
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was

merly

Securities

all
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was presumably unconstitutional, and
was
remedy the real evils which existed
Hence the

feasible,

Inadequate

to
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coast terminals, the air line distance

is

about 1.040 miles, and the

actual length of the line to be built will probably be not far

from

1,500 miles.

The advance in electrification of steam railroads figured as an
important event in 19115. and is sure to figure still more Importantly
in the next few years.
The New York Central made satisfactory
tests el its first electric locomotive lasl May, and has work well
in hand on the electrification of its New York BUburbaE zone, which
is to be worked by direct-current trains operated under the multiple
unit system of control.
The determination of the New Haven road
to work its trains in :iik1 out of the New S"orlf terminal by alternating current has been fully discussed in thee columns and
nothing more need be said :\t the present time.
During the year
part
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In this
shire, North Eastern and Mersey lines date back to 1904.
country both the Lackawanna and the: Brie are currently supposed
to he watching the siluation very closely with a view to electrifying part of their New York lines as soon as it seems expedient to
do so. The expense of electrification is very great, lis advantagi
also are very great in congested short haul passenger territory, ami
by the respective weighing of cost ami advantage il is fair to suppose that each succeeding year will bring out its new crop of
ventures, gradually extending from the most congested to the less
congested portions of the lines. The obvious held at present is in
the vicinity of great cities New York, Chicago and Philadelphia,
and, to a lesser degree, St. Louis and Boston.
Turning again to the broad as against the specific aspects of
the railroad year, 1905 stands at the top record of profitableness
for the railroads, not only on account of the large gains in gross
earnings occasioned by big crops and great general prosperity, but
also because the alarming increases in operating expenses, and
particularly in the item of conducting transportation, which were
characteristic of 1903 and, to a certain degree, of 1904, have been
checked in a highly satisfactory manner. For some years fuel cost
has been rising dangerously fast. This year it was down again,
while the attention which began to be paid to other items in the
expense account in 1903 has apparently continued unabated. Without retrenchment, but with care and skill in operation, the increases in the year's net earnings are even more impressive than
the increases in gross. This particular branch of the subject cannot be fully treated in a brief abstract of this character. It will
be taken up at length and illustrated by diagrams in a subsequent

—

issue.

As would naturally have been expected,
increases, there was a car shortage

view of the great
fall, although
equipment bought during the year considerably exceeded all previous records, with a total of 165,455 freight cars, 2,551 passenger
Current orders with the equipment
cars and 5,491 locomotives.
companies have been extremely heavy, one trunk line having placed
orders for some five times as many cars as it requires in an
ordinary season. It is rather a prospective feature of 1906 than
of 1905, although it should be mentioned in this connection that a
large number of the cars now on the books could be sold at a considerable profit by the companies which have ordered them if they
so cared to sell them, since the capacity of the works for 1906 is
about taken up.
The year has been notable for its sales of bonds, which for
the second time in the history of the country have exceeded $1,000,000,000, and are reported by conservative financial journals to
aggregate about $1,130,000,000, including time extensions, temporary
obligations, etc.
There has been a fortunate and noteworthy absence of financing of the 1901 order, except in a very few instances.
The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton financing was sufficiently bad
and is sufficiently fresh in the mind of the reader, so it needs no
comment. The new financing of the Belmont syndicate with which
it is proposed to consolidate the New York City street railway and
the Interborough elevated and subway lines also looks pretty bad,
in that the vast sum of common stock to be created, underwritten
at 60 per cent., stands for nothing more than capitalization of the
traffic

in
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England, 1905 nas been for one thing notable as the jrear
which the rage for rail motor cars has received a setback.
In 1904 the Great Western was turning out steam motor cars as
fast as its Swindon works could make them.
It now is beginning
to doubt their economy, just at the time that continuous experii

ri

in

ment
;n.
being made, for the lirsl time, in Hii' COUntBJ
Tin:
Union Pacific has put two gasolene motors in service this year;
the Alton has built a gasolene-electric car; the Rock Island motive
power department has brought out an elaborate report on the

But it seems safe to say that we are still some distance
from the motor car period of branch line development, if there
ever is to be such a period and it looks further away now than it
subject.

—

did last year at this time.

Among the many interesting events during the year which can
only be touched on may be mentioned the determination of Mr.
Flagler to extend the Florida East Coast Line from Miami to Key
West, 126 miles over the Florida Keys; an enterprise as unique as
the Central Pacific extension across the wateTs of Salt Lake, recorded last year.
On April 2 the Simplon tunnel connecting
Switzerland and Italy was opened for a construction train amid
impressive ceremonies. The Chicago freight tunnels, built without
the people of the city of Chicago knowing anything about tbem,
were also opened for service during the year. In the spring the
Great Northern's two gigantic steamships "Minnesota" and "Dakota"
began service to the Orient.
Mr. Hill has not hesitated to say
that they were highly extravagant to build and are an unsatisfactory
investment.
A record of the year will, of course, be incomplete without
reference to the International Railway Congress at Washington
last May, which brought a great number of highly trained railroad
men from all parts of the world and certainly broadened their interests, even though it may not have added much to the specific
usefulness of the majority of the delegates present.
Three other unclassified events which belong in the chronicle
are the running of 18-hour trains from New York to Chicago on
the New York Central and the Pennsylvania and the breaking of
speed records by these and other trains; the new organization of the
Isthmian Canal Board with the subsequent resignation of Mr. Wallacs and the appointment of John F. Stevens as Chief Engineer,
and the letting of contracts and actual progress of work on our
own New York State barge canal.
The New England Roads.
In the Railroad Gazette of Oct. 6 the annual report of the Boston

& Maine was reviewed, and occasion was taken

to

on the comparison between that property and the

New

touch briefly
York, New

Haven & Hartford.

It is of interest to carry this somewhat farther.
Roughly speaking, the entire railroad traffic of the New England states is in the hands of these two companies, the territory
shared dividing naturally at Boston. The New Haven road operates
2,088 miles of main line; the Boston & Maine 2,288, so that the
division is very nearly an equal one. Another interesting parallel
between the two is the recent establishment of western connec-

any important uses or developments, since the United Traction has
no long interurban lines, but furnishes simply the key to the
suburban situation in Delaware & Hudson Albany territory by the
trackage privilege it grants the Albany & Hudson, Hudson Valley,
Schenectady Railway, and the other interurban lines in the district.
The first alternating current line of any importance in this

the New' Haven road through the Ontario & Western, the
Boston & Maine through the Fitchburg. It is still too soon for any
important results to be shown from the Ontario & Western purchase, since much reconstruction of the New Haven connecting
lines has been necessary to develop the possibilities of usefulness
of the addition.
The Boston & Maine, however, has had the Fitchburg since 1901, and it has proved a very valuable investment
The gross earnings of the Boston & Maine for 1901 after its lease
of the Fitchburg, were $31,375,620.
In 1905 they were $36,800,834,
an increase of $5,425,214; while in that same time the increase in
the Boston & Maine's fixed charges, including sinking fund, taxes,
interest on debt, and rental of leased roads, increased only $131,100.
Add to this the amount necessary to continue dividends at the usual
rate, an increase of $161,646, the entire amount required to provide for the road's annual dividend disbursements and fixed charge
obligations only increased $292,746 in the four years, as compared
with the handsome increase in gross earnings shown; the comparison being that the gross income increased over 17 per cent
while its fixed charge and dividend obligations increased less than

country was also opened during 1905

3

future.

Without including a record
so far as affects steam roads,

it

of street railway progress, except

must nevertheless be observed that

the New Haven road has been largely increasing its holdings in
these companies during the year, and as far back as last spring
owned something like 60 per cent, of the entire single-track trolley
mileage of the State of Connecticut. The recent purchase of the
Albany United Traction by the Delaware & Hudson is also noteworthy. As a transaction it seems to point to a general future
plan of safeguarding the steam company's interest rather than of

ville section of the Indianapolis

approximately 50 miles long.

—the

Indianapolis & RushTraction. Company

& Cincinnati

Without pausing

go into the subject at length, it may be pointed out that the use of alternating
current, with its economies in construction and operation, its avoidance of electrolysis, and other advantages, seems likely to modify
in an important degree the relation of steam and electric roads in
the near future.
to

tions;

per cent.

It is characteristic of both the New Haven road and the Boston & Maine that a comparatively small surplus from the year's
operation is habitually carried forward. These roads, unlike the
western lines, do not have to equip themselves for the startlingly
rapid changes in the growth and development of the country. They
occupy the oldest and most thickly settled portion of the United
States, and their problem of betterment appropriations does not
normally extend much beyond full maintenance. Of course, at the
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present time the New Haven road is behind in its maintenance
and is spending large sums to catch up, in rebuilding its bridges,
improving its connections to the Ontario & Western and doing work
that had been neglected for several years.
Some of this work is
logically charged against operating expenses; much o£ it is logically
charged against capital. The Boston & Maine has no such problem
Hence the
at present and is not likely to have in the near future.

surplus carried forward is much smaller than
road's total surplus is not especially significant.
On June 30, 1905, the New Haven road carried a balance of $15,The Boston & Maine car118,598 forward to next year's account.
ried forward $2,494,141.
On the New Haven road annual dividends
absorbed 95 per cent, of the balance of net income applicable; on
the Boston & Maine they absorbed precisely the same proportion.
Gross earnings from operation of the Boston & Maine for the
year ending June 30, 1905, were $36,213,245; operating expenses,
including a charge of $807,782 for new equipment, were $26,619,740,
leaving net earnings from operation $9,593,505; gross income $10,181,094, and net income, after deduction of charges and sinking
fund payments, $1,883,572. Gross earnings from freight were somewhere near double those from passenger traffic, and this is peculiarly significant in connection with the Pitchburg lease.
Gross
earnings from operation on the New Haven road in the same period
were $49,981,948; operating expenses were $35,833,023; net earnings from operation were $14,148,925; gross income was $15,372,377,
and net income $6, 70S, 052. Until quite recent years, passenger earnings used habitually to exceed freight earnings on this road, but
at present freight earnings are slightly in excess and bid fair to
become even greater proportionately when the lines are put in
shape to handle the traffic that is coming to them. In view of the
relative population served by the lines, it is, of course, natural
that gross earnings per mile of road should be larger on the New
Haven system than on the Boston & Maine, amounting respectively
to $23,937 and to $15,826, both of these figures serving to illustrate
the surprising traffic density of the country traversed.
Prior to the Fitchburg lease of the Boston & Maine the respective proportion of the gross earnings from freight and from
passengers was not so very different from that now existing on
the New Haven road. In 1898 freight earnings constituted about
52 per cent, of gross, in 1899 practically the same, in 1900 54 per
cent., in 1901, including the first full year's operation of the Fitchburg, nearly 59 per cent., and in 1905 just over 60 per cent. On
the New Haven road freight earnings now amount to a little less
than 51 per cent, of the total.
This study in comparison naturally leads to the suggestion
that with its passenger traffic by no means fully developed, but far
more fully developed than the freight traffic, the New Haven road,
through its new western connection, may be able within the next
few years to increase largely its freight traffic over the least congested portion of its system, and bring all of its lines up to a
standard of usefulness and traffic density approaching that of the
coast lines.
fact that its total

the

New Haven

Last week there met in New York City educators representing
American colleges, called together to abate the perils of operation, of the head-on collisions and of the gory wreckage of the
game of football. In the penumbra of so august a gathering and
with football dividing time albeit somewhat unequally at the
White House with the rate question, we offer no excuse for throw-

58
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ing fresh light on the fiscal proportions of the sport in railroad
traffic.
A year or so ago, for the first time in the records of transportation, we were able to give the traffic returns of the New Haven
road for the "big" Yale-Harvard game at New Haven. This year
we can expand the figures over six years and the same number
of "big" games, as will be seen in the table annexed:
Voir.
1005.
1904.
1003.
lOO'J.
10(11.

1900.

Yale-Princeton game
Yale Harvard game

game
Yale-Harvard game
Yale -Princeton game
Yale-Harvard game
Vale-I'rlnceli>n

Total

No. one-way
passengers.
30,629
82,629
32,48]
89,849
10,003
24,684

Receipts.

$10,472
63,000
40.820
60.667
22.234
38,879
$256,644

179,515

More than a quarter million dollars of gross receipts from six
annual football games Is an item of revenue which the greatest
railroad corporation could hardly deem contemptible. And there
They, the New Haven Company,
are some incidental comparisons:
during last year took in from regular and commutation passenger
business $20,008,579 gross, or about $54,800 a day. It will be seen
from the table that a single game in 1904 very nearly equalled
In passenger receipts the daily passenger business on the whole
system of 4,245 single track miles, while one year 1902 football
Or, again, taking 'the average football
receipts went $5,767 bettor.
they
receipts from the single yearly gamo for the six years—$42,774
signify about four-fifths of the corporation's regular daily passenger
Remembering how each
But this is not all:
receipts for last year.
of the large eastern universities plays at least Iwo "big" matches
a year and how an out-of-town match depopulates lie campus, proh-

—

I

—

ably at least 60 per cent, would have to be added for a full season's
football traffic by rail.
The figures are impressive enough to show
the acute interest with which the New Haven corporation and there
are others must view the present attack on the game though, per
contra, something must be said as to obstruction of regular traffic
and the perils and stress of handling great railroad crowds.

—

—

In the State of Michigan the law concerning the organization
of railroad corporations is so loosely drawn that there is no requirement whatever as to the time when work shall be begun on
a proposed road, and the amount of stock necessary to be subOf this only 5
scribed before incorporation is only $500 a mile.
per cent, need be paid in. Thus, a company proposing to build a

miles long can become a full-fledged corporation on putting
sum of $125. This is about what has been
done by a company recently incorporated for the alleged purpose of
building a road from Dundee to Petersburg, about four miles. The
organizers reported $250 paid in, but $200 of this represented the
nominal value of their land, so that in reality only 2y2 per cent, of
their stock was paid up in cash. The matter was brought before the
court on the complaint of another road which desired to build but
was prevented from so doing by the holdings of the defendant
company. The court held that, in order to hold its right to the
property and franchise, a company must show in good faith its
intention to build. To do away with these incorporations of companies which have no intention of building, but are chartered
merely in order to force an unreasonable settlement from another
company or prevent the construction of another road, it would seem
reasonable, says a Michigan correspondent, to require that a certain
amount of work be done each year, to entitle the company to hold
its rights, and also to require that the road be completed within
a specified length of time, under penalty of the forfeiture of these
rights. And our correspondent is right, of course.

road

five

into its treasury the

Southern Railway.

The present report is the eleventh which has been issued since
the reorganization, in 1894. It will be recollected that the Richmond
& West Point Terminal Railway & Warehouse Co., which went into
insolvency because its existence depended upon its ability to pay
the interest on speculative bonds, issued to buy speculative stocks,
was the predecessor of the Southern Railway. The South was far
removed from its present state of industrial activities in the '80s;
the time when most of the component parts of the unwieldy system
were gathered together, to be held in the weak hand of an organisaDrexel. Morgan &
tion that held a bare majority of their stocks.
Co., in 1S92, refused to undertake the reorganization, on the ground,
flatly expressed, that there was lack of good faith among the contracting parties. The principal asset of the terminal company was
the Richmond & Danville Railroad. One party to the controversy
claimed that the branch roads had been leased to this company on
a highly extravagant basis, the profits accruing to the insiders.
The other party accused their adversaries of selling the bonds and
stocks of the Georgia company (carrying control of the Central
Railroad of Georgia) to the terminal company at a great profit,
when buyers and sellers were directors in both companies. It may
be said that Mr. Samuel Spencer expressed the matter in as conservative a way as possible when, in a letter to the Macon Chamber
of Commerce in 1895, he stated that the consolidation which constituted the present Southern Railway was in part the legitimate and
inevitable result of reckless and speculative construction of needless
railroads throughout the South and the hopeless struggle to sustain
them when built. This struggle in the absence of sufficient traffic
produced unreasonable reductions, dishonest rate manipulations and
At competitive points rates were unduly
unjust discriminations.
and secretly reduced, while at non-competitive points they were left
undisturbed or possibly increased in the hopes of greater and much
needed revenue. Favored individuals grew rich, favored communities apparently prospered, while all others felt outraged and many
Mr. Spencer pointed out that railroads under
of them justly so.
such circumstances must either he consolidated to be worked more
cheaply or must be left to starve separately.
Drexel, Morgan & Co, wore again appealed to early in 1893. at
a time when the principal concerns In the consolidation were in
receivers' hands and the country was undergoing a period of genCoster. George Sherman and
II
C,
eral financial stringency.
J. Thomas constituted the reorganl atlon committee and
their plan was ultimately modified In the Bprlng of 1894 and accepted
by the security holders to the extent of over or, per cent, of the
ue by a new comsecurities involved. Tins plan provided toi the
of 120 millions 5 per cent, first conpany (the Southern Railway

Anthony
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b] tnoitgiige
solidated mortgage and collateral true! bonds a
millions
and pledge of all the propert] of the new oompan] of
milerred and Of appioxiu
5 per cent, non emnulal i\ •
lion
common stock, it was estimate, that about 101 millions of
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bonds,
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millions of preferred stock, and

L20 minions of

common
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stock would be necessarj Cor carrying " l|1 the Immediate details "i
the plan, i>> which the more unwieldj of the properties in the system
were to be weeded out ami the res! purchased on a compromise
basis, in some eases after common stock assessments.
The plan was radical and it was successful, The new common
Stock was at lust looked on as being a somewhat comic part of the
scheme, bul in the years which have followed the reorganization
the South lias had the beginnings of an era of grcal prosperity. As
a result, in the fiscal yeai for which the report is now at hand the
company earned a surplus over preferred dividends of $2,151,632, a
sum sufficient to have paid about 1% per cent, on the common.
The average mileage operated during the fiscal year 1905 was
7,199, an increase of about 35 miles, while gross earnings amounted
The increase in operating
to $4S, 145,108, an increase oi $3,n;:.~. ::.',!.
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ci m
while the total product) of Agriculture amounted to almost
per cent., of which grain contributed lea than a third. General
merchandl
amounted to 7% per cent, ol the total tonnage. The
average receipts per freight train mile were 1.83 cents In L906, as
against 1.71 cents in 1904. The average ton mile receipts were .94
hi
'•el in
a figure which has remained substantially unchanged
for several .Mars.
I.il,,
the majority of the other roads whose
reports we have thus far reviewed, fuel co
was lower in 1905 than
in 1904 on the Southern, cost per mile run under this lead amounting tn 8.36 cuts as against 8.93 cents last year. Wages of engineers,
firemen and roundhouse men were also smaller, having been redie
.mi
cents to 7.57 cents.
Cross earnings per mile of road increased from $6,279 to $6,688,
and net earnings per mile of road from $1,009 to $1,814.
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Southern Railway.
expenses and taxes was considerably less than the increase in gross
earnings, leaving net earnings from operation of $13,002,594, as
against $11,994,310 in 1904. It is worthy of note in this connection
that along the line of the company during the year there were com
pleted and put in operation 46 textile mills. 34 furniture factories,
38 iron industries, six tanneries, 77 stone quarries and coal mines,
13 cottonseed oil plants, eight fertilizer works and more than 500
smaller industries, while over 250 previously existing plants were
enlarged during the year and 54 new industries were under construction at the close of the year. Immigration to, and the investment of
outside capital in, the territory served by the Southern lines during
the year exceeded any previous year in the history of the company.
Of the total gross earnings, freight contributed $31. 775, 326 and
passengers $12,471,572. Earnings from the latter source increased
over 10 per cent., the abnormallly large increase being attributable
primarily to St. Louis Fair traffic. In the expense account $6,458,858,
or a little over $900 a mile, was spent for maintenance of way and
structures, a sum undoubtedly ample for good up-keep of the property, in consideration of the territory traversed.
For maintenance
of equipment $7,456,730 was spent, and approximately $2,286 per
locomotive was spent on repairs and renewals.
Turning to the detail statistics of traffic, the average revenue
train load is shown to have increased from 189 to 194 tons.
The
branch line traffic and the high comparative haulage of manufactures and agricultural products other than grain, as against the
traffic in coal and in grain itself, keep the train loads low in the
South. Coal constituted only 29 per cent, of the total tonnage in
1905, the next largest single item being that of lumber and logs. 16

The principal statistics of the year's operation
as follows:
1905.

Average mileage
Passenger Earnings
Freight earnings
Gross earnings
Malnt. way and structures
Maiut. of equipment
!onducting transportation
Operating expenses and taxes.
Net earnings
(,'niss income
Net Income
t

NEW

7 199
$12,471,o72
31,775,326
4S.145.108
6.458.858
7,456,736
18,195,504
35,082.515
13,062,594
14,442,065
5,151,632

may

be tabulated:
1904.

7,190
$11,327,683
30.053,989
45.147.483
5.722,835
7,203.526
17,351,632
33.150,298
11,997,184
13,132,728
4.1*0.400

PUBLICATIONS.

Chicago:
By Calvin F. Swingle, M. K
Locomotive Engineering.
Frederick .!. Drake & Co., 1905. Leather. 4%x6% in.; illustrated; 630
pages, including index.
Price, $3.
This is a plain, practical treatise on the construction, care and
Modern

management

modern locomotives.

Boiler construction as applied
all the leading types of
valves and valve gears are fully described. An entire chapter is devoted to a study of the indicator and its application, and the different types of compound locomotives receive special attention.
Locomotive equipment, including electric headlights and mechanical stokers as well as the air-brake are treated more or less at
Particular attention is given to breakdowns and what to
length.
do in cases of emergency. The book is primarily designed for the
use of those who are seeking to fit themselves as locomotive engineers.
Therefore the elementary features pertaining to the operof

to locomotives is dealt

with in detail and

—
Jam
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ation of the locomotive are first taken up, and the discussion grad
ually progresses through all of the various stages in the making
The author has arranged a list of quesof a first-class engineraan.
The student is thus made to
tions at the end of each chapter.
search for the answers, which will always he found in the preceding chapter. By this method the author thinks that the stude.-t
will be more apt to have the answers fixed in his mind than he
would if the answers were ready made for him and inserted afte
each question.

tion

and Use of Friction Clutches."

and

light reading matter

is

The usual amount of amusing
distributed throughout its eight pages.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Destruction

of

Water Pipes by

Electrolysis.

Dayton, Ohio, Dec. 26, L905.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

— Illustrations

and descriptions of pressed
structural pressed steel are given in
a neat pamphlet published by the Pressed Steel Pole Company,
Pittsburg, Pa.
These poles are now being used for various purposes such as telegraph, telephone, trolley, electric light, and for
semaphore and signal work. The Pressed Steel Pole Company also
make steel and wood fittings for these poles such as cross-arms,
collars, clamps, brackets, steps, etc.
Pressed Steel Pules.

steel poles

made fiom

rolled

lo the Euitoi: of the Railroad Gazette:
Tlie letter by Mr. Geo. Westinghouse in your issue of December
22 is of great importance to many interests, but his statements
regarding electrolysis do not adequately cover the situation. His
proposal to eliminate the trouble by using alternating
instead of direct current for the operation of electric apparatus seems to offer a solution of a great
difficulty which has followed the extensive use of electricity in the operation of street railways.
If the officials of the cities affected

to
is

—

Pneumatic Appliances
Special Circular No. 55, which is being
distributed by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, illustrates and describes a number of pneumatic devices specially designed for foundry and concrete block work. Notable among these
tools are "Chicago" and "Keller" pneumatic sand rammers and the
"Chicago" sand sifters. Illustrations of pneumatic hammers and
drills are also shown.
Some data in regard to concrete block making such as the proper proportions of materials to use and the method
of coloring the same is also given.
.

—

Valves. A pamphlet containing illustrations and price lists of
extra heavy valves for pressures above 150 lbs. is being distributed
by Jenkins Bros., New York. The valves illustrated include brass
globe, check and Y valves, as well as extra heavy iron body globe

and angle valves.

by this growing

Graphite.

— The

—

January issue

of "Graphite," published by the
Jersey City, N. J., is just being distributed.
It contains a number of interesting articles on graphite
and its uses as well as an article by W. H. Wakeman on "The LocaCo..

Service Gas Pipe

were

municipal water plants where the single trolley system has been in use for any considerable length of
time, that could not report more or less damage to
the pipes, due to the escape of electricity used in the
operation of street railways.
The city of Dayton,
where I am Superintendent of the Department of
Water, was one of the first cities if not the first
in the United States to take up this difficulty with
a traction company as soon as it was positively known
that the escaping current from the street railway
lines was destroying the pipes belonging to the city.
The first official action in this matter was in 1898,
when reports were made to the Water Board in July
of that year, although the damage to the pipes at
that time was not sufficiently pronounced to cause

The Rodger Ballast Cur Co. has just published a pamphlet pointing out the adaptability, economy, simplicity, durability and practicability of the Rodger Ballast Hart Convertible cars.
Their principle designs are described and illustrated with half-tones and line
drawings.

Joseph Dixon Crucible

evil

make public the vast amount of information which
now available, there would be few places having

Lead Service Pipe Removed After 11 Years.

Removed After Three Months.

Pebbles Removed from Under Washington Street Showing Deposits from Cast-Iron and Lead Pipes.
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Department.
those in charge of the Water Works
that time none of the main lines had burst, due to
vice branches
deterioratic.il by electro lysis, although a niinibe
way and naturally had raised a quesalready
given
had
of how long it would be before it would be shown that the
ping electric current had weakened the main lines sufficiently
The great damage to the city mains in
to cause them to burst.
interim has proven that the loss is, if anything, greater than
Within the last 90 days the city has been obliged to
anticipated.
abandon or removi s junk about 1.600 ft. of main line pipe on
one street alone, which had been destroyed by the electrolytic action
To avoid excavating under the car
of the street railway current.

alarm
i

to

to

,,

i

tracks in the future when it may again be necessary to make repairs, there has been placed a line of pipe on each side of the
These two lines
street, with short service connections to the curb.
of pipe were not laid with the idea of overcoming the electrolytic
difficulty, for the conditions so far as current is concerned have
not been perceptiby changed, so that the pipe which has just been
put in will in time go through the same course of destruction as
Those in charge of municipal water
the line which was abandoned.
works and who might be required to make such a change as above
mentioned on paved streets, can form some idea of the expense
involved and of the annoyance and inconvenience to the public.
There seems to be no possible way in which the pipe system can
be so insulated where direct current is used as to sufficiently control the current to prevent electrolysis, although many devices have
been bought and put into use, such as additional bonding, auxiliary
wires placed adjacent to the street car rails, and the rails themselves cross bonded and additional overhead return feeders, which
expedients have not had the desired effect. The accompanying pho
tographs show the destructive electrolytic effects experienced at
chas. e. rowe,
Dayton.
Superintendent, Department of Water. Dayton. Ohio.

Setting

Valves with

Walschaert Valve Gear.
Harrisburg.

To the Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
Referring to your issue of Dec. 29th,

my

in

Dec-.

31,

190r>.

which a criticism

of

Valves with a Walschaert Valve Gear,"
was published. The article was not written with the intention of
giving a theoretical discourse on the design and setting of this
gear, but primarily to call attention to its direct and indirect moI did not
tion, which materially lessens the labor of valve setting.
endeavor to touch upon every feature and combination of valve
stem tram marks, but simply gave two as an illustration of the
movements; relying on the fact that any experienced valve man
could figure out what would have to be done in other cases.
Contrary to the assumption of my critic I was fully conversant
with the facts regarding the ratio of lever arms between the eccentric rod and valve stem, but Mr. Harding has failed to consider that the slip of the "link block" in this case, together with
the fact that the "radius rod" does not act directly from link block
to valve stem but by another system of levers made more complicated through the alternate position of the fulcrum, will alter the
constancy of the ratio 3 to 1. He should also know, from experience, that theoretical changes in link motion do not always give
the required results in practice. For this reason it is customary,
among railroad valve men, to learn by practice a method that will
give them results; and the one-quarter mentioned by me in my
article, as added for lost motion, is the amount supposed to cover
It makes
all causes that tend to throw the valves out of square.
no difference what path we pursue as long as we arrive at correct
results, but no man will set valves without allowing for some lost
motion when making his alterations.
THOMAS F. CRAWFORD.
article, entitled "Setting

A

Difficulty

With Distant Signals

at Junctions.

New York. Dec. 26, 1905.
To the Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
Referring to my communication in your issue of Oct. 27th, my
suggestion of separate masts or dolls at junctions was based upon
the difficulty experienced in finding suitable positions for the distant signals for branch lines, where the sections beyond the point
of divergence were so short as to make it imperative to place the
The
signal somewhere in the vicinity of that point of divergence.
difficulty was best overcome by placing the distant signal of one
This was unsection on the home signal mast of the rear section.
satisfactory because it crowded too many signals on one mast. Hence
the idea of using several masts or short dolls spaced as near together as practicable, thereby providing a good position for a distant signal when required. I may say that I reluctantly arrived
at this conclusion because it is opposed to the ideal of placing every
signal in the same vertical line, relative to the track governed.

Vol. XI., No.

I.

olving the
there not under existing conditions a better
o
be granted thai thi correct and only positions of
If it
the distant signal are 15 deg. and vertical, and this la adopted In
practice, the difficulty would be mel by making the home signal
ton signal, using the "caution" and clear positions as
a tlin.
distant Bignal tor the next section.
is

i

problem'.'
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An Open Letter

to

.itY

JOHNSON.

Mr. Westinghouse.

So your reference to me in your recent letter to the Railroad
Gazette was "not intended to do Mr. Sprague an injustice"; that
is probably the reason why it was written and spread broadcast.
Those who have the patience to follow this subject will quite likely
reserve to themselves some right of judgment, and will he able to
form a correct opinion as to your real motives.
Contrary to your suggestion, I did not forget to mention anything of pertinence, or proper public interest in so far as it concerns my comments on the adoption under existing conditions of
division,
a. c. locomotive operation on the New Haven terminal
but in order to confine myself to that particular case, and to avoid
being wrongly, even if with apparent reason, put in a position of
antagonism to any rational application or development of the a. c.
system, I did omit many things which might with entire truth have
been said concerning the special difficulties naturally being experienced in that development, and many other things which my official
relations would not permit me to say.
But in spite of my moderation you have made references to
my contracts which are incorrect as to fact, and foolishly untrue
in inference.
Permit me to correct you as to both, for if the public
is at all interested in any personal discussion between you and myself, it might as well know the exact state of affairs.
I have at present a contract with the Sprague Electric Company, an extension of one I have had for a number of years, during
which time it was an active competitor of the principal electric comBy this contract it became the owner of my patents, and
panies.
it has naturally and very properly restricted me from engaging in
rival manufacturing, or advising those who are so engaged.
Further, in part liquidation of a royalty agreement covering
the use of the "multiple unit" system, I agreed to accept an annual payment during the term of the patents covering that system,
if living, and required a guaranty that my name should always
be used as designating it, not only by the Sprague Company but
by any successor or licensee of it. But whether those patents be
used or not, this payment is not affected by a penny's worth, nor
by any other act of mine. The contract makes no mention of any
railroad corporation, nor is any such intended, and it is a rare
order of imagination which would convert the railway and power
transmission companies of the country, the customers of the great
electrical manufacturers, into corporations which may be classed as
unfriendly to them.
This contract, under present conditions, confers upon the officials
of the General Electric Company no authority whatsoever, so far
as I am concerned, and no man knows better than yourself that
with
I would brook no interference by individual or corporation
my professional opinion or action when engaged as a consulting
engineer.
I have in addition a contract with the General Electric Company, a brief one, whose sole provision is a guaranty that the
Sprague Company shall fulfill its obligations to me, the chief of
which, in my opinion, is the use of my name in connection with
all multiple unit apparatus, no matter what the details.
Such is the legal status of my contracts, and it is in no sense
altered because the General Electric Company is now the owner
of the stock of the Sprague Company, or because it may become
its successor in the event of that company's assignment or liquidaI cannot, therefore, recognize your privilege to interpret these
tion.
contracts in a light contrary to their spirit, or in any manner other
than is mutually acceptable to the present parties to them, even if
it may serve your personal purposes to do so.
But assuming, despite your forgetfulness and inaccuracy, that
in place of the Sprague Company, the General Electric Company
becomes the principal, by whatsoever official action of the Sprague*
Company, with what poor grace comes your attack on me when
by reason of that very fact, because of agreements between your
own and the General Electric Company in force for the past ten
years, you would become, under like terms, the direct beneficiary
of every patent advantage thereby derived, and the indirect beneficiary by my abstention from manufacture.
You have said that I have a "particular personal interest" in
my "own form of control," and thereby attempt to differentiate the
apparatus built by your company. You are, of course, aware that

and it would
had a pardonable and
my creation which has
train operation, a system which you axe

have here no monetary interest whatever
have been nearer the truth had you stated
personal pride in a system absolutely of
I

revolutionized

electric

in its use,

I
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widely using, and in whose adoption to your special requirements
you have the active aid of my former confidential assistants. Were
you as careful to recognize the rights and equities of others as
you are tenacious in upholding of your own, you would not let
an hour pass before directing in this instance the proper recognition of my name, instead of waiting until the slow and tedious process of law may compel such acknowledgment.
The true inwardness and the littleness of your reference to
me lies in its suggestion that I am not independent enough to pass
upon the merits of a proposal submitted to me, or that the New
York Central Commission has not accorded your company fair treatment. So far as my friends are concerned I need no defense, for
they know that my engineering instincts rise supreme above any
personal interest when acting in an advisory capacity, and the New
York Central can best answer whether I have maintained the standard which it exacts from all who serve its interests.
A single fact, and not the only one with which you were conversant, should have made you more cautious in your reference
to me, for you well knew when you penned your letter that despite
your assertion that natural inclination would lead the New York
Central Railroad to award contracts, if it could do so on a sufficiently
favorable basis, to a manufacturing company whose works are upon
its lines, you had been awarded one of the most important contracts

—

In its equipment, that for 27,000 kilowatts of rotary converters, with

my

accord and approval.
to be regretted that in reflecting upon that commission
Permit me
you seem to have forgotten its composition.
to remind you that as one of its members it has been my pleasure
for a considerable portion of the time to be associated with the
then vice-president of an organization absolutely controlled by Westlnghouse interests, but although we often for a time may have
disagreed, in all the deliberations which affected the New York Central interests I have done myself the honor to give him, as I believe
he gave me, the credit of recognizing in the highest degree the
judicial character of our positions.
As you well know, the decision affecting the present equipment of the New York Central Railroad has nothing whatever to
do with future extensions. It was dictated in part by local conditions which are just as distinctive and determinate to-day as when
the equipment was decided upon. These reasons have been time
and again set forth, and both collectively and individually the Commission has made it clear that its decision was not necessarily to
be taken as a precedent, that there was no antagonism to any particular system, and that when the problem of such extensions should
come up every possible advantage would be taken of electric developments of any nature and from any source. Hence the attempt
to get the New York Central Railroad to abandon matured plans,
to terminate its contracts, and to adopt your proposal for a change
of its equipment, in so far as such proposal could be influenced
by cost comparisons extending to the balance of its system, is without the slightest basis of reason, nor was it helped by estimates
which being wide of the facts are utterly worthless.
I
find myself, with others, wondering what has caused your
somewhat rabid general denunciation. Is it a tardy realization of
the importance of my letter, now ten weeks old, or appreciation
of its truth, or changes in some of the original intentions of the
New Haven Company, or difficulties which have manifested themselves on existing a. c. equipments, or in the carrying out of the
full
It

is

New Haven project? Perhaps it was the loss of the Camden and
Atlantic City line to a direct current equipment, or an important
single-phase road to a rival
but these are the fortunes of war, and
a saving sense of humor will prevent an attack of melancholia.
Perchance some coolness in the reception of your ex-parte statements, privately circulated a month ago, and now in part made
public, has made necessary an attempt to bolster them up, but in
any event, your position will hardly be strengthened by over zeal,
or misdirection of statement, even when illustrated by exceptional
cases of electrolysis, easily avoided and having littie bearing upon
the general railroad problem.
You take personal offense because I have pointed out some of
the difficulties which will naturally characterize the progress of
the a. c. development, and the special ones which it challenges in
a particular case, and have essayed to make it appear that my opinions were dictated by a spirit of special friendliness to another
company. Permit mc to inform you that I have on frequent occasions stated that whatever excuse there may have been for the enthusiasm of your engineers and there was much there would have
been little for those of the General Electric Company for making
a similar proposal under like conditions, because they, probably
even better than your own men, knew the limiting conditions.
Had the New Haven road restricted its equipment, as seemed
he special reasons adopted
to many for the time wine, and I'm'
In a limited territory direct current operation, it would not, contrary to your statement, have necessarily meant apparatus of General Electric manufacture, for as I have already pointed out an
Nor save
equal right of construction lies with your own company.
on Hie iini' question of locomotive pooling was their any need for
restriction In the details of apparatus.

—

—

—
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I stood in that matter as I hope I may always stand, for what
believe to be the best interests of the public and the electric
railroad development, irrespective of any personal interests or business affiliations; and had my criticisms lacked the essential elements of truth and common sense one would have supposed that
in the supreme confidence which you profess you would have been
content to have awaited the issue, and to have witnessed my discomfiture and the acknowledgment of the error of my ways and
opinions, which I think in that event I am broadminded enough
to have made.
But I have ample reason to believe that, distasteful
as my criticisms may have been to some, when measured by public
convenience and safety results of importance have already been
accomplished, and even more are sure to follow.
The charge that the General Electric Company and myself
are engaged in a conspiracy to fasten upon the railway world the
direct current system as opposed to the alternating current or any
other particular system unduly enhances my importance, and is an
amusing product of imagination, or the results of hysteria.
I must remind you that I was probably the first engineer in
this country to recommend, in an official report some 15 years
ago, the general adoption of alternating current for the transmission of power over long distances, and I have not changed my attitude since. I have also to call your attention to the fact that
not only have I steadily advocated higher potentials, but several
years ago I publicly expressed the desirability of the development
of single phase motors for use on electric railways.
And in order
that you may not unchallenged appropriate to yourself all initiation in this art, I must not forget to mention the late lamented
Charles Van Depoele, whose name you may be familiar with, who
I

in addition to much other admirable pioneer work, some 16 years
ago advocated and patented a method of using single phase currents on electric railways.
In instructive contrast to your assumption as to my affinities,
it is a curious coincidence that at the very time of the issue of your
letter I should have committed myself to a belief in the possibilities, and stated my readiness to assume the responsibility under
some circumstances, of a d.c. operation at a potential three times
as high as your engineers have fixed in making comparisons between the two systems, a potential which, it is proper to point
out, has not yet received the endorsement of your own or the
General Electric Company. I therefore can hardly be accused of
speaking for either in thus taking this public stand, but rather
as the representative, as I have always tried to be, of consistent
advance by all lines in an art to which I have devoted my life.
You object to healthy criticism, but in your self-constituted
position as universal engineering advisor and mentor, has the New
York Central, or its Commission or the General Electric Company
been free from such? On the contrary, you have been unsparing
in predictions of failure.
The use of the particular turbines selected
was to be followed by a frightful accident and their replacement by
your own, and the locomotives were destined to absolute failure;
but the former seem to function satisfactorily, and the latter has
a record as yet unequaled by any like piece of apparatus. True,
you made no predictions of failure concerning that admirable part
of the equipment which your company is to supply, although now

condemning its use elsewhere.
Your attack on me is misjudged, and is unworthy

so energetic in

of your own
dignity, for even if your personal qualities do not appeal to the
softer side of my nature, and your assumptions do not always carry
conviction, I still recognize in you many elements of greatness.
It will therefore fail in its purpose, for it will not cost me a single
friendship, and will not impair the confidence of my associates, nor
do I believe it will adversely impress any fair-minded man though
he be a stranger to me. I will go further it will not affect my
appreciation of the many splendid products, or affect my final judg
ment concerning any developments or proposals of the Westinghouse
Company, which will live on even after your dominant personality

—

in its affairs disappears.

Permit me in conclusion to remind you that my work and inventions have been among the stepping stones to your great fortune, and while others, and not I, have reaped the larger material
have at least succeeded in imrewards of that pioneer work.
pressing my name upon the electric railway development in such
indelible fashion that you cannot erase it.
It has never stood for
doubt, or cowardice or fear of consequences, but always for advance
ment in which in many important particulars you have followed,
not led mo.
My engineering convictions and conclusions are m> own The]
am not tht
are dictated by no man or corporation.
the use of any particular system to the exclusion of any other, but
of developrather of higher potentials and the greatest ni ei 111
ment by whatever means for such system as in my particular
shall, when measured by all conditions ei equipment and operation
best fulfil the requirements ol that cs
maintain, unintlj
Thai attitude is one which
shall
UD
changed by clamor, pressure or disapproval, ami BO long as
given life and strength, and retain the confidence of my aasocl
help carry to success the enterprise Which you have so frech
I shall
1

—

1

—

i

i
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criticized, and thus aid In planting another milestone to mark the
frank j. spraqi
advance of electrical accomplishment.
i

New

York Central & Hudson River

R.

it

Co.,

Grand Central Station

New York, Jan. 2. L906.
Sprague, 20 Broad street. New York City.
Referring to recent discussions in the pub
Dear Mr. Sprague:
lie press, in which
your nam. has appeared in connection with
decisions of our Electric Traction Commission:
ii
to
tate that the relation that you hold
affords me plea
to other interests has always been free and open to me, and Lha
your attitude toward the different bidding companies has been entirely unbiased and impartial, a> evidenced by your advocacy of
what you have considered to be the apparatus besl suited to our
needs, no matter by whom manufactured.
Mr. Frank

Vol. xi.. No.

the direct system.
Th< companj doi
orce either system on the
neerlng practice with reference to the spec!
i'
in
thi
Verj
o be opei

to

t
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Viee-Pn
Dec. 29, 1905.

General and Sprague Electric Companies, New York City.
Gentlemen:
call your attention to a letter signed by George
Westinghouse which appeai-s in the Rot/rood Gazette of December
22d. and is repeated in other journals, in which, referring to my
1

concerning the adoption of alternating current locoRailroad under existing conditions, he
makes the following statement:
"Mr. Sprague forgot to inform the public, probably as he would
have done had he had more time, that he is receiving a very large
retainer under a contract of years' duration, whereby, though he
may become Consulting Engineer for a railroad, yet he cannot do
so if, in the opinion of the officials of the General Electric Company, such work or obligation mayy-be in conflict with the interests
critical attitude

motives by the

of that

New Haven

company."

only contract with the General Electric Company is a brief
one, simply guaranteeing the fulfilment of the Sprague Company's
obligations to me. and although my contract with the latter company which bought my patents is intended to prohibit my engaging in rival manufacture or consultation for a manufacturer engaged in a like business, I am not aw are that even if the General

My

—

—

T

Electric Co. has bought the Sprague Co. there is any reasonable
ground for assuming that the officials of either company have the
remotest right of interference with my legitimate work, for it is
only proper for me to say that such attitude would be distinctly
opposed to my views.
I
beg, therefore, to inquire if there is in your understanding
of my contracts any justification for Mr. Westinghouse's inference,
or anything which would in your opinion entitle you to such prohibition, or which would interfere in the remotest degree with such
action on my part as may be dictated by the very highest interests
of my clients.
An early reply will be appreciated.
Very truly yours.

FRANK

Principal

office.

SPRAGUE.

J.

General Electric Company.
Schenectady, N. Y.

New York

office,

44

Broad

Jan.

2.

street.

1906.

J. Sprague. 20 Broad street, New York.
Dear Sir: Referring to your letter of Dec. 29, 1905, our policy
is,
as you know, to refrain from entering into a controversy in
the newspapers over any particular system advocated either by our
companies or by their competitors.
It is solely on account of your personal relations to the various

Mr. Frank

traction

interests of the country that

we are writing

this

letter.

There is no reason, so far as the General Electric and Sprague
Companies are concerned, why you should not act as Consulting
Engineer for any steam railroad or for any power company, nor
any reason why you should not give such companies for whom you
act as Consulting Engineer such advice as seems to you proper,
regardless of whose apparatus is to be used.
The General Electric Company and the Sprague Company are
doing their utmost to develop the electrical art along all lines instead of wasting time in personal recriminations. These companies give the best engineering advice of which they are
capable on
the
various propositions which are from time
and if in any proposals which
to time submitted to them,
they may make for the equipment of steam roads, your judgment
prompts you to decide in favor of a system which is recommended
by their competitors, we feel sure that you will not hesitate for one
moment to recommend such system.
The General Electric Company is' in the business of manufacturing electrical apparatus, and is prepared to furnish alternating or direct current systems as may be suitable. It has perfected
what it believes to be the best alternating current railway system
in the world, and wherever the circumstances make the use of
such a system desirable, it recommends its adoption in preference

il

conditions under which
yours,

truly

F

The Cost

endeavor

the best engl-

COMPi

u. BICE, jr., Third I ice-f resident.
Plli rBlC
OMI'ANY,
SPBAOI
By a i.i. \\ hakkwki.i.. President.

e.
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Locomotive Operation.

of

XIX.
BY GEORGE

R.

HEND1

i.

Vol. XXXIX., page 592.)
GRADE WORK.
In order to study the effect of speed and loads on up-grade work,
let us consider a division 150 miles long and uniformly graded to
per cent.
We will at present study traffic only one way, that is
up-hill, as returning, an engim could take almost any train load
within reason. We will assume that the division is equipped with
the size of consolidation engines used in developing, Figs. 1 to 10,
(.see Railroad Gazette, March 31, 1905, page 312), weighing 150 tons
with tender, and having an available
force of 40,000 lbs.
As freight trains arc ordinarily run at speeds of less than 30 miles
five miles and multiples of
an hour, we will study the
Table A gives six columns (be.-.
5 up to 30 miles per hour.
the data headings) for values from 5 to 30 miles, and line one
Line two gives the weight of train
indicates the speed considered.
in tons, back of tender, and is the maximum that the engine can
These weights
take on a 1 per cent, grade at the speeds indicate
are obtained by superimposing Fig. 8 on Fig. 2 las has been already explained in connection with these diagrams), and noticing
where the intersection of speed lines and curve b c are projected
on Fig. 8. Thus we see that while 1,450 tons could be hauled at
(It is necesfive miles an hour, only 400 could be taken at 30 miles.
sary to draw additional curves on Fig. 8 below the 1,000-ton curve,
but this is readily done by the help of formulae 4 and 6.)
Line three gives the ton-miles per trip, back of tender, and
is simply the weight of trains multiplied by 150. the division length
217,500 ton-miles. Line four denotes
in miles, thus 1,450 X 150
the running time, or 150 divided by the running speed, as in the

(.Continued from
I

\v.

fe ol

IIC

By

.1.

Yours sincerely.

howevei

uol

I

I-

1

l

=

five-mile

column

—-

= 30

hours.

There

will

always be delays, how-

.i

and we have assumed that these will amount to 20 per cent,
the running time, so that line five, the actual time between ter-

ever,

of

minals,
hours.

is

20 per cent, in excess of line four: thus, 30

X

1-20

=

36

Now, by dividing the distance 150 miles by this latter figure,
we obtain the average speed between terminals, shown in line six:
as for instance

~
3b

=

4.2

miles per hour.

Line seven indicates

the amount of coal burned per mile for the weight of train and speed
given in lines one and two. These values are obtained from Figs.
2 and S as explained in the chapter on fuel, being read directly
from the diagrams. It will be noticed that at 10 miles an hour,
800 lbs. may be burned per mile, while at lower and higher speeds
the value is less. This, of course, assumes that the maximum loads
The coal burned per trip, line
for the different speeds are taken.
eight, is simply the product of line seven, and the distance, thus
75,000 lbs. of coal.
500 x 150
In the chapter on water, we found that we could ordinarily consider the quantity of water in gallons used by a locomotive as
three-quarters of the amount of coal burned in pounds, or a consumption of three quarters of a gallon for every pound of coal.
Line nine therefore is uniformly three-fourths of line eight; for
56.000 gal. approximately.
example, 75,000 X
We have now obtained the quantities of coal and water for each
Line 10 gives the
trip, and can commence to insert cost values.
cost of coal per trip, and we will first allow a price of one dollar
per ton of 2,000 lbs. Thus the first figure in line eight being 75.000

=

%=

lbs.,

or

7o ""°°

=

37.5 tons,

represents a value of $37.50, and the

other values follow^ in the same manner. We can take water at
10 cents per 1,000 gallons, and figure the amounts for line 11: for
instance, 56.000 gal. will be worth $5.60.
When we come to the cost of lubrication, we must refer to the
chapter on waste. As we are working upon a freight engine with
21-in. cylinders, the cost of lubrication may be expected to run about
.50, or
$3.06 per 1,000 engine-miles. This gives us 3.06 X .150
Under our discussion of this subject it was con50 cents per trip.
sidered that this cost was affected very slightly by the train load
and speed (within moderate limits) so that the amount of 50 cents
will apply to the several columns selected for line 12.
The cost of supplies (line 13) was stated to approximate 20
cents per trip, which accounts for that value being set in all columns.
Line 14, cost of repairs, is figured on the "Tractive Force Tons

=

—

January

5,

at the intersection of the load curves and
resistance of the train, including the
engine and tender. As this corresponds to the tractive force needed,
we obtain directly the figure needed. For instance, 1,450 tons at

the speed

lines,

Fig.

we

1

1
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Per Mile."
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find the

miles an hour (including 150 ton engine and tender) on a
per cent, grade, require a tractive force of 40,000 lbs., or 20
tons.
The allowance (from chapter on repairs) was to be 1 cent
per ton tractive force per mile plus 1 cent per engine mile. As the
grade is uniform (in the case being considered) there will be 20
tons exerted throughout the trip and we shall have 20 ton miles
21 cents per mile run, and for 150
+ 1 engine mile, or 20 +- 1
miles, .21 x 15u
$31-50 for repairs, including general and running repairs. The other values of line 14 are obtained in the same
manner. Thus at 25 miles an hour the maximum available tractive
So 10 + 1
11 cents
force (see Fig. 2) is 20,000 lbs., or 10 tons.
and .11 X 150
$16.50, representing the value of repairs for this
five
1

—

=

=

—

1

=

Thus, 36 X .805
$28.98 for the five mile column.
$14.49 for the 10 mile, and 150 X .0805
$12.08 for
where the average speed exceeds 10 miles an hour.
This completes our tabulation, and by adding the figures
in lines 19 to 22 inclusive, we obtain the total transportation
cost, as far as the train movement is affected by speed and loading
at least, as shown by line 23.
Track and superintendence expenses
are, of course, omitted, as it would be practically impossible to
vary these in proportion to individual train loads and speeds, particularly as a definite ton-mileage (all that is offered) must be
transported in any case, and the other expenses will be nearly the
same, no matter whether the trains are heavy or light.
By line 23 we find that the greatest cost of train is at five
miles an hour running speed, and with the heaviest load, though
the cost does not decrease in proportion to the latter.
In line 24 the cost per 1,000 ton-miles (back of tender) is t>ba mileage basis.
18 X .805
the others,

=

=

trip.

Allowance for renewals (line 15) must be taken more or less
arbitrarily, and as we previously proposed one cent per engine mile,
we have figured this item at $1.50 per trip of 150 miles for all the
speeds considered.

Line 16, pay of engineer and fireman, must be taken from our
schedules for this item. If we use schedules 3 and 3f we find for
this size engine in freight service a rate for enginemen of $4.25 per
100 miles, and for firemen $2.75, a total of $7 for 100 miles or
less.
The overtime rate is at 10 miles an hour, and as the average
speed of the five-mile an hour run is only 4.2 miles per hour, the
whole 36 hours occupied will be figured at overtime rates, or 70
At 10 miles an hour
cents an hour, so that 36 X 70
$25.20.
(8.3 average speed) we obtain 18 X .70
$12.60 for the trip, but
at higher speeds the rate is uniformly on the mileage basis (as
the average speed exceeds 10 miles an hour), or 1.50 X 7.00
$10.50.
For cost of handling at terminals we found that, including
hostling, turning, wiping, inspecting, cleaning fires, firing up and
calling, the expense would run about $1.50 per turn, and if we allow
50 cents more for washing out and coaling, we can fill out line
Line 18 covers the interest
17 by inserting $2 in each column.
allowance, and is deduced as follows:
A locomotive such as we
have selected will cost in the neighborhood of $18,000, and at 5
per cent, will represent an annual charge of $900. The rate per

=

=

=

—=

This charge
$2.50. or say 10 cents per hour.
300
goes on whether the engine is on the road or in the house, and if
we assume that five hours are needed for turning and running
41
repairs, we get a total for the trip and lay-over of 36
5
hours, and at 10 cents an hour the amount is $4.10.
So for the other
speeds at 30 miles an hour, or six hours actual time on the road,
we have 6
5
11, or $1.10.
We now have all the charges entering into the cost of operating the locomotive over our typical division, and by summing the
amounts from lines 10 to 18 inclusive we obtain the "locomotive
cost" per trip, line 19.
It is interesting here to note that this total
cost is a maximum at or about 10 miles an hour running time, or
8.3 miles average time on the road, allowing 20 per cent, for delays.
In order to obtain the cost of transportation, however, which
is the vital point, we should also include the train supplies, car
repairs, and pay of trainmen, as these will vary in accordance with
our speed and load. The first of these, "train supplies," will depend partly upon the number of cars in the train, though the
largest portion will probably depend more upon the "train mileage"
than the "car mileage." We can therefore assume this figure at
1.5 cents per train mile, and this gives us a uniform value of $2.25
per trip for line 20.
Car repairs (line 21) could, perhaps, be omitted from consideration here, as it is presumed that there is a definite amount of
traffic to be handled, and consequently a certain amount of car mileage must be made, but in order to complete the estimate of "train
charges," a value will be given to this item. One-half cent a car
mile is probably a fair average for cost of repairs, and as the average weight of loaded cars is not far from 33 tons, we have .5 -r 33
.015 cent per ton-mile, or 15 cents for 1,000 ton-miles, which
value we shall use in our present discussion.
In the first column,
then, we have 217.5 X .15
$32.60 (about), and so for the other
values the last column giving 60 X .15
$9.00 per trip.
Line 22 considers the pay of trainmen (back of engine) and
assumes the following rates: Freight conductors, $89.70 per month
for 2,600 miles in 26 days; for excess mileage, the same rate is
allowed, viz., 3.45 cents per mile,
Overtime is allowed whenever
the speed is less than L0 miles an hour, and is computed at the
rate of one mile for each six minutes overtl
Freight brake
men receive $59. SO pel inonlli of 2.0O0 miles In 26 days, Or 2.3 real;
per mile for excess mileage, overtime being arranged in the same
way as for conductors.
If a train crew is composed of a conductor and two brakemen
(as is usual), the combined rate is 3.45 -f- 2.3
2.3
8.05 cents
per mile, or 80.5 cents per hour.
As for the enginemen, the first
two schedules will he on the hourly basis, and the remainder on
day

is

therefore

+

—

+

=

—

+

=

thus

——— =
171 93

.79 (approxi2I7.S
mately). This line is of great interest, as it gives the best basis
for comparison of costs; it will be observed, however, that it includes the weight of cars, and only covers the operating expenses
as noted in the several headings.
The total expenses will be nearly
three times as great, and if the loading and cars are of equal weight,
the total cost per revenue ton-mile will be five or six times as
much as shown. But we are here considering the cost of the actual
movement of gross tonnage back of the tender. Examination of
line 24 indicates that for the conditions assumed, the lowest cost
is obtained at 15 miles an hour, though the lower speeds are only
slightly greater in cost.
As the speed, is increased, however, above
15 miles, the expense goes up rapidly, and at 30 miles it is 50
per cent, more than from five to 15 miles per hour. Thus we see
why stock and fast freight trains are so much more costly to move
than ordinary slow or dead freights, largely owing to the fact
that the crews are paid by the mile at high speeds, and the weight
of train is reduced to permit the engine to attain the desired velocity.
At very slow speeds, the hourly rate comes into the calculations,
and again runs up the cost.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

3,

Table A. Maximum Loa ds, 150
Running speed, miles per hr.
5

ililrs of 1 Po- Cent. Grade.
30
20
25
10
15
Mill
W't train, tons bk of tender 1,450
560
[00
1,430
1,100
Ton-mis pr trip, bk ot teudr.i 17,500 214,500 165,000 120,000 S4.000 60,000
Runn'g time, hrs. bet. trmnls
7.5
6
15
5
30
10
Actual time, hrs. bet. termnls
7. J
IS
6
12
9
36
Average speed bet. terminals
16.7
20.8
4.
25
8.3
12.5
-.mi
;.ln
Coal burned, lbs. per mile...
300
400
320
250

Coal burned,

lbs.

per trip....

Water used, gallons per

=

Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost

75.000 120,000

trip 56.1

of
of
of
of
of

coal,

.

.

sin

9.00

i;

.

1

.

60.000 4S.000 37,500
45.000 36.000 ;s,ooi
$30.00 $24.00 $18.75
:

in

1.511

.50

.50

.'JO

.20

.50
.20

.50
.20

31.50
50
12.60
2.00
2.30
19.60
" 25
32!l0
14.49

26.25

20.20
1.50

16.50

14.25

1.50

L.50
in 50

511
111.511
1.

1

I

2.00
1.711

89.25

J

24.80
12.08
L28 38
is

.79

6.98

6. 71

llll

1.40
Til Ml

2.80
56

i;n

:;

In.

.-,ii

2.

mi

.'Jii

•J.O.I

1.22

1.10

51.60
2.25
9.00

.86

60.02
2.25
12.60
12.08
86.95
1.03

6.1 S

4.06

3.92

"

-.".i

H'.s II

.

While

111, III 111
5ii

$60 mi

.

.

S1.O00

'.hi.

per trip
$37.50
5.C(i
water, per trip
lubrication, per trip.
.50
/_'ii
supplies
repairs, per trip....
31.50
Allowance renewals, pet- trip
1.50
Pay of enginemen. per trip.. 25 20
Cost of handling, per trip.
2.00
4.10
Interest allowance, per trip.
los. in
Locomotive, cost pet- trip.
Cost, train supplies, per-trip
2.25
Cost of car repairs, per trip S2 60
Pay of trainmen, per trip...
28.98
in ;i::
Cost of movement, per trip.
.70
Cost per l.UUU ton-miles, net.
Million ton miles, per engine.
3.82
per month

=

=

—

tained by dividing line 23 by line

25

18.00
J.os

1

103.13

1

JUS

74.98
1.25

line 25 is not entirely rational,

it
is of a good deal of
not being rational we mean that a division of 1 per
cent, up grade in one direction would necessarily return its engines down hill, and they could take heavy trains and make high
speeds without being dependent upon the power of the locomotive.
The values given in this line have been obtained by dividing
the number of hours in a month of 30 days (720 hours) by the
hours needed for a trip and lay over, in order to get the trips
per month that could be made on the schedule considered, and multiplying by line 3 the ton-miles per trip, and divining, of course,
by 1,000,000. Thus for column under five miles an hour we have
720
217. BOO
„
.,,.
.,
, DO
3.82 million ton nubs per engine per month,
X

By

interest.

-

,

1,000.11(10

II

=

'

and it is evident that this merely Indicates the "rate" of doing
work while ascending the grade the downhill movement would
alter these figures very considerably: still, as we are considering
up-hill traffic only, it is interesting In compare the various rates
The most Important point to notice Is
of producing ton-mileage.
that at 16 miles an hour running time (12.6 miles average spie.li
we an able In produce Ihe greatest amount of transportation per
ami tins is also the schedule tor minimum
n assumed therefore, If we
which have
run at 16 miles an buur. we not onlj do the work cheapest, but
get the must Hi' it done
will also be observed that while a running Bchedule of live
it
ansportatlon al praqtically
miles an hour will maintain the cosl
engine

in

service,

Under the condition!

i

the same figure, but little mure than halt the transportation will
be produced, and that with lung bonis and tired-out crews, wh(
the 15 mile schedule will bring the trams to the end "I" their runs
in

good time
noi be taken for granted
it must

thai

this condition will

ol
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for all combinations of costs, pay and profiles, but it is significant
that actual tests on several important roads have confirmed these
figures.
(Later we will estimate other profiles In order to compare

Vol. XL., No.
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the results.)

(To be continued.)

Longitudinal Section.

Newell Grade Separation of the Wabash and Chicago Southern.

work is being done by
about 3% miles east of Danville. The
line of the Chicago Southern, the new road being built from Chicago
to Terre Haute by the same interests that own the Southern Indiana,
crosses the Wabash at this point and the latter is raising its grade
in order to permit the new line to go beneath it.
From the situation plan shown herewith it will be seen that
there is a highway crossing the Chicago Southern at right angles,
and the Wabash occupies a skew relation to both. The original
intention was to put in straight abutments and a solid pier and
have the highway run around them. Work was begun on the abutments before the plans were changed to their present form, which
provide for a straight highway passing through a 30-ft. opening
This accounts for the peculiarly shaped wing walls.
in the pier.
To support the track girders across the 30-ft. opening in the
pier, four latticed steel girders are built into the concrete masonry,
as shown by the plans. These girders are 43 ft. long by 4 ft. deep,
the plans showing the details of their construction. They weigh
Rein11,000 lbs. each and are spaced 18 in. on centers in the pier.
forcing rods are placed in the concrete above and below the girders
as shown, the lower rods being surrounded by wire netting. The
abutments are plain concrete, the details of their design being
shown. The track girders are 67 ft. long and the structure is

An

the

interesting bit of overhead crossing

Wabash

at Newell,

111.,

Plan of Grade Crossing Separation at Newell,

tfaseot

Wabash

Railroad.

ftaif

V

—

It'o-

Section A-B.

Details of Concrete

Abutments

for Newell

Grade Crossing.
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designed for double track to provide for a future second track for
the Wabash.
While the head-room of the Chicago Southern is 22 ft., the
actual raise in grade of the Wabash is only 10 ft., as it was on a
12-ft. fill at this point, crossing the creek and highway on a trestle.
The raise of 10 ft. greatly improves the gradient of the Wabash,
Base of

13

whether the bill will be opened to amendments in the House, but,
whether it is or not, it will probably be passed substantially as
reported from the committee.
It is safe to predict that this House bill will not receive the
approval of the Senate Committee. A majority of the Republican
members of that committee take the ground that such a measure
would give the Interstate Commerce Commission

Httil

rates,

authority

autocratic

and that

it

over

railroad

would be impossible for

either a railroad or a shipper to obtain a
judicial review of the real question at issue,
that of the reasonableness or lawfulness of
The Senate
the challenged rate or rates.
Committee will not approve the Foraker bill
as it was introduced, but it is probable that

any measure agreed upon by the Republican
members will contain some of the features
of the Foraker bill and will provide clearly
that the courts shall, at some stage of the
proceeding, pass squarely on the judicial
question as to the reasonableness of the challenged rate.
Senator Elkins, Chairman of the Senate
Committee, is working on his bill which he
will bring forward as a compromise measure
and which he hopes will be satisfactory to
the President and the less extreme advocates
of empowering the Commission to make rates
as well as to the Senators and Representatives who have been unwilling to support
any of the other measures thus far presented. It is understood that since Senator
Elkins gave out his statement outlining what
he thought ought to be the general form of
a provision for changing a rate found to be
unreasonable or otherwise unlawful, he has
changed this feature of his bill somewhat.
Just what the character of this change is he
is not yet ready to announce, but there is
good authority for the statement that his bill, when introduced,
will
be
found to meet the contention of railroad officials
for a provision that will insure to a carrier the right to
a day in court and will provide for a determination by a United
States court of the question whether a rate that has been called
It can also
into question is unreasonable or otherwise unlawful.
be said that the bill proposes in some form to give the Interstate
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which was one of the considerations prompting the change. The
raise was accomplished with the assistance of a pile trestle, by
filling in the ends gradually and blocking up on the trestle.
We are indebted to Mr. A. O. Cunningham, Chief Engineer of
the Wabash, for the plans.

Washington Correspondence.

—

man

Washington, Jan. 2. Representative Hepburn, of Iowa. Chairof the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,

putting the finishing touches on the railroad rate bill that he
proposes to introduce. It is understood that this bill will follow
very closely the lines of the Dolliver bill already introduced In
the Senate. It will form the basis of the measure that will bo
reported from the House Committee and passed by the House, The
Mouse Committee is to take up the consideration Of the many railit
is not at
road bills that have been Introduced, on January 9,
present Intended to have any hearings and an early report Is expected.
The bill reported to the House will be the Hepburn bill
with few amendments of Importance.
Longer debate Is to be per
mltted In the House than was the case last year when the EschII
has nut yet been decided
Townsend bill was jammed through

to prescribe a reasonable rate to
take the place of one found to be unreasonable. Senator Elkins
will not say whether the judicial review of the question of whether
the rate complained of was unreasonable or unlawful is to be prior
to the new rate going into effect or subsequent thereto, but the
action of the court is to be provided for in such way that the review will not be limited to the single question of whether the new
rate is one that could lawfully be prescribed, but will cover the
question of whether the old rate was unreasonable and should have

Commerce Commission authority

been set aside.

'

Is

Underground Electric

of

°>

w

-

London, Limited.

To succeed Charles T. Yerlios. Mi. Edgar Kpo>or has been elected
Chairman of the Underground Blectrii Compans ol London, and
The Underground Electric
Sir George Glbh, Deputy Chairman,
I'limpaiiN

controls Ihe

Metropolitan, the Metropolitan

District,

the

Brompton and the Baker Street &
Great Northern. Piccadilly,
Waterloo, and the Charing Cross. Euston A Hampstead subway
sir Qeorge Qibb Is
lines, and also the London United Tramways,
well known to readers ol the Railroad Chmettt a- General Manager
of the North Eastern Rallwaj
<v-
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How

Avoid Accidents.*

to

1

1

i

Ludwlg RofFmeister, Injured Jit Montmorency, Julj 12; some cars were
switched down against the car from which he w:is unloading apples, without
notice to him, and he was thrown down are] Injured,
H. Schurmann, laborer. Injured April 2 at Heunessy.
He was In car
16,493 at the Winston Tile Works, piling tile in the car, when the car was
struck by a car of coal dropped in on that track liy
2, engine GO", knocking
the tile down on Schurmann.
Claim presented by Foster & Roberts Co., for value of building at Lewiston, May 3, 1904.
Engineman Henry Brlnker and bis iiieman left engine
No. 526 and went into factory to gel a drink; the engine with ear U. Q. & Z.,
4391, ran away and knocked this building down.
A., 1!. & C. car Ms.hriL'. loaded with salt, was being kicked down main
line by engine No. 171 at Hawkins, October 12, brakes broken, car ran in on
side track and struck another car, knocking it against side of building belonging to Blumenthal & Co., breaking in the walls and damaging cooking ma1

No bumping posts.
June S, switching crew at Kempshall backed a box car against the ammonia pipe which carries ammonia from the brewery to the bottling works
of the Kempshall Brewing Company, knocking down the pipe, which was only
chinery.

twelve feet high, allowing the ammonia to escape.

No one

will pretend that these accidents

and

losses could not
forethought and care.

and consequent injuries
have been avoided by the exercise of a little
Why not do it and stop them in the future

and save the money they cost?

The increasing frequency of accidents to travelers crossing the
tracks at highways, one-third of which the country over are fatal,
is caused by the increase in number and speed of trains, increase
in the population of the territory through which the road runs,
by the failure to always give the required signal of the approach
of the train, frequently by freight trains passing through stations
at a speed prohibited by Rule No. 431, by failure to have gates
or flagmen at crossings where they are needed, by failure of gatemen and flagmen, when provided, to properly perform their duties
on account of ignorance or carelessness, generally the former in
the investigation of a recent accident we learned that five out of
seven flagmen on that section of track could neither speak nor understand English but chiefly .s the increase caused by failure on the
part of the persons crossing the track to exercise any care whatever.
Gates and flagmen are generally disregarded by adults and.
as a natural consequence, by children, and the result is death and
injury.
This class of accidents, which in some states are nearly
as hard to defend as the case of an injury to a passenger, will also
explain in a measure the increase in the personal injury account. I
think that as a matter of dollars and cents it would be profitable
to the company to increase the number and quality of flagmen and
have greater supervision given to this class of the service, as it
seems to me a self-evident proposition that the lower the grade of
labor the more supervision there is needed.
Among the many cases of this kind, I have selected some which
will illustrate the matter.
I want you to remember that the cases
to which I refer in this talk are only a part of those occurring,
and are selected for the purpose of calling the attention of the
employees to accidents which might be avoided by the exercise of
care on their part, and do not include the many cases caused by
such negligence on the part of the person injured as should bar a
recovery.
Herbert Janson, wife, daughter, son and George Griffith killed; Morris
Peck and Henry Blume injured,
atber is. at 9:00 p. m., while driving

—

—

t

across the tracks at Haskell caused by sleigh being struck by engine No. 245,
hauling train No. 50. Engineman L. Kendrick, Fireman G. M. Lane, running
forty miles an hour. Headlight not burning, as required by ltule 94.
No flagman at tins crossing at night. No whistling post for crossing.
II. S. Sorner, who
was riding in an automobile across the tracks at
Grand Ave., Morton. April It. was struck by engine No. 320, hauling train
No. 25; automobile was demolished but occupants not seriously injured.
No
or flagman at this crossing.
Jacob Reich, and Elbert Harris struck and killed while driving on 13th
St., Montgomery. May 'J!', at 5:30 p. m., by engine No. 462, hauling train No.
Gales up. The piano wagon on which these men were riding was demol6.
ished as well
Hi
piano, and the horse killed.
The gateman at this crossing is an Italian and very excitable
•
K. L. Manson, injured, rural mail carrier, struck by switch engine No.
869. at Woodmont Ave., Custer, June 12.
There are gates at this crossing,
• from a
paper prepared by the Claim Department of the A.. B. & C.
Railroad, part of which appeared in the Railroad Qasettt <>f December 15,
the iieading "Injuries in passengers."
lei

i.

•

I

i

i

;

have been sick ai the time of the accident, and was In his shanty sitting
Michael I'owell, driver,
down. He could not speak or understand English.
to

injured.

and no one on the enginethey happen. Whether it is because the men on the
engine are not keeping a proper lookout or by reason of the recent
manner of construction of the large engines, making it impossible
for the men in charge to always see a man on the track, I do not
know, but I notice that some of the Class G-9 engines have the air
cylinder and pump on top of the running board. While riding on
a train the other day I asked one of our old runners whether they
He took
obstructed the view. His answer was an object lesson.
his hat and placed it in front of the window opposite which I was
The cylinder
riding and asked me if that obstructed my view.
could, I think, be put on the tank and the pump below the running
board, which is now made wide enough to hold a political meeting
Formerly they were narrow, just wide enough for a man to
on.
walk on, the old theory of construction being, as I understand it,
that there should be nothing protruding from the sides of the
boiler which would prevent the man in the cab seeing the bunting
beam. If it were practicable to so construct the running boards
and place air cylinders, pumps, etc., so that this could now be done,
the engineman would certainly have a much better chance to see,
and possibly some of these accidents be avoided.

Many

knows

of these crossing accidents occur

that

And while our patrons and the public insist upon our running
trains at a high rate of speed and guarding the crossings with
gates, flagmen, or warning bells, they, at the same time, for some
inexplicable as well as unconscionable reason, attempt to hold us
liable for all deaths and injuries, no matter how great the care
and foresight we have exercised, or how gross the neglect of the
injured party.
It therefore behooves us to do everything possible
prevent such accidents, not only that
but also money.
to

we may thereby save

life.

If gatemen and flagmen were uniformed and given authority to
arrest persons crossing the track when gates are down, or trains
approaching, the number of cases of this kind would be largely
reduced.

When there is a penalty provided and enforced against people
attempting to cross a railroad track when the gates are down or
they are warned by a flagman, accidents at crossing will be greatly
reduced. As it is now, the public compels the erection of the gates
and then almost universally disregards their warning'.
Before leaving this subject of accidents at highway crossings
I want to call attention to Rule 47, which says that when cars are
being pushed by an engine (except when shifting or making up
trains in yards) a flagman must be on the leading car, and Rule
47A requires that when cars are being switched over highway or
street railway crossings a man must be stationed on the ground to
Too much importance cannot be placed upon the
act as flagman.
observance of these rules, not occasionally, but always. If you will
comply with them in the future fewer people will be injured. Try

;

i

XI-. No.

they had nol been operated tot
real on account of being oul of repair.
Gertrude Schlff, aged sixteen real
and Gu tave Bchlff, aged twenty
years, were injured whip' driving across the tracks at Brat crossing east or
Granton, August 9, at 6:35 p. in.., by la-lug struck by engine No. 56.''., hauling
passenger train No. 71, ('<. II. Jones, en
Jam Sllverton, Iiieman. No
whistle was blown for the station and bell not rung.
The station empl
whose duty it was to be on the crossing i" Hag ame when trs
using,
iy an instant before iIh
had leti in »r
act Ident
der to go in the station
in
house
loading and unloading ba jga
for train No. 71.
II. L. Connors, driving across the tracks near Lowell. November IS, was
struck by engine No. 382, hauling train No. 1.
No whistle sounded or bell
rung for the crossing. The whistling post is not In the right place.
M. A. Graves, while crossing the tracks at 9th Avenue and Wllbert street,
Ontario, Way 8, was struck by switch engine No. to.-,, Engineman G. Allwood,
N" one on the engine knew thai tl
leni bad
Fireman A. M, Branton.
occurred.
Edward Laugdon slunk ami killed by engine nip, hauling extra freight,
n. bard streets, Berlin; James Olds,
at 7:23 p, in., August 6, ai Water ami
engineman. No one on the engine knew that an accident bad occurred; train
Ordinance provides speed
traveling twenty to twenty-five miles an hour.
If
limit of twelve miles an hour; gates at ibis crossing, but not in operation.
Rule 338 had been complied with this accident would not have occurred.
panj struck at Calkins at
Wagon belonging to the Empire NoveltJ C
a :;7 a. m., October 29, by train No. 13, engine No. 932. Engineman Henry
Robblns wagon and contents badly damaged. Flagman at this crossing claims
inn

\.\i come the accidents in which patrons are injured and their
property damaged.
It is generally understood, and has been the
custom on all railroads, that before going onto a track on which
ciirs are placed to be loaded or unloaded by patrons or employees
is the duty of the person in charge of the crew to go along the
track to ascertain if there is anyone in the cars, loading or unloading them, or wagons close enough to the cars to be injured or damaged by their movement, and. if so, to give ample warning in order
hat such persons, wagons, and gang planks may be moved to a
sate place.
In the mining district especial care should be exercised
in handling cars being loaded or unloaded by the mining companies'
employees, many of whom do not understand our language or the
danger of the business, in order that ample opportunity be given
them to get off the car before it is moved. How often that rule and
custom is violated is shown by the following cases:

Vm

it

and

see.

In municipalities, run as slowly and carefully as you can and
Rule 406. Freight trains in
see that the bell is always ringing.
going through stations should reduce their speed and do so under
control as per Rule 338. The fireman, as well as the engineman,
should be on his seat at that time keeping a lookout, and not
engaged in waving a signal to some one on another train or elsewhere, or putting in a fire, and you enginemen should see that
he does this. On the double track when you are going to meet
another train at a crossing, try to get your engine over the highway before the tail end of the other train gets by it. If you can't
do that, slow up a little, so as to give the people who may be waiting
a chance to see you, and, if you think there is danger, open your
whistle to let them know that you are coming; that is what the

whistle

is

for.

Januauy
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In the country be sure to sound the whistle; not once, but four
times as required by Rules 99 and 100, and see that the bell is
kept ringing until the crossing is passed, at dangerous and obscure
crossings where you can neither see the travelers approaching nor
they you; if you are running at a nigh rate of speed, sound the
whistle before you get to the post, as well as at it. The law requiring the giving of this warning eighty rods from the highway was
enacted when few trains exceeded twenty-five miles an hour. Now,
when few trains make less than forty ,and many over seventy, in the
open country, so little time elapses between the sounding of the
whistle and the reaching of the highway that when possible more
timely notice should be given.
And I want to say here that one of the difficulties we meet
with in this class of cases is the fact that sometimes you do fail
to blow the whistle and ring the bell, and as long as men are human
I suppose such things will happen; but let us commence now and
The greater the storm of rain, snow, or
try to do it every time.
wind, the denser the fog, or the darker the night, the more important
it is to give the warning.
If there is any way to discover whether the engineman and
trainmen are observing the signals, which, are located along the
track for the protection of the passengers, other employees, themselves, and the property in their care, other than by having inspectors observe their action on approaching signals, and ascertain
if they give the required warning of their approach to highway
crossings, etc., and you will advise the management what it is, I
am sure they will be glad to adopt such a plan. It has always been
customary to have auditors examine the accounts of officers and
agents handling money to see that not only are their accounts correct, that the money collected is remitted, but also to ascertain
it'
the business of the company is done in accordance with the rules
and a correct record kept of the transactions. No one for an instant
thinks that the fact that the officers' and agents' accounts are examined is any discredit to them; most of us are not only willing but
anxious that it should be done, as it is a protection to us as well
as to the company. And if it is necessary to check up the officers
and agents who handle money, is it not much more necessary to
check up men who handle human beings and property oi immense
value, to see that they observe signals and rules before, instead of
after, an accident?
And as it sometimes happens that an engineman will not notice
that his headlight has gone out, especially when there is snow on
the ground, any employee who sees an engine moving after dark
without the headlight burning should stop it and tell the engineman; if you can't do it yourself call up the train despaicher, so he
can do it at the next station.
Occasionally we have an accident in which trespassers are
killed or injured while walking or playing on the tracks, which
might be avoided by greater care and watchfulness to discover their
danger, by warning them of your approach, either by continuous
sounding of the whistle, by slowing up, or by stopping when you
have reason to think they do not know a train is coming, especially
on the double track when trains are moving on both tracks. The
most heartrending of them all are injuries to children, and, some-

times, to

women.

me

Let
cite you several of just such cases:
Albert Jennings, ten years old. was sitting on the tracks north of Lampton, July 9, at 10 :45 a. m., when he was struck by a work train of twentytwo emnty flats backing north engine No. 084, Conductor S. B. Welles. Air
not coupled In as required by Rule 1030 no hand brakes on the cars. Welles
was on the rear car and claims he was keeping a lookout, and although he
had a clear view for over a quarter of a mile he aays he did not see the boy
until he was within three or four car lengths of him.
Charles West, aged eighteen months, struck and killed 1,000 feet south
«>f Savannah Station, June 10, by train No. 31,
Child came on track through
a break In the right of way fence.
Margaret Kennedy, struck and killed on June 13, at 0:10 p. m., while
walking on the tracks Inside the city limits of Utopia, by engine No. 39G,
hauling passenger train No. Is, I'lngineman .1. II. Simpson, Fireman Robert
Cross, running about twenty-five miles an hour; although the engineman saw
her in time to have stopped, he did noi realize thai she did not see or hear
the train coming, ami failed to do so.
Mrs. Helen Boston, eighty four years "id, struck and killed on a bridge
near Lenox, September 1. at 4 :35 p. m.. by engine No. 684. hauling passenger
l.eiil
train No. 15; Knginemnti I. W. I.andls
Fireman B. M
Track is
straight for about two miles and a half east of place of accident, and Hie
on
the
engine
le
knew the accl
woman wore a bright pink dress skirt, x
dent bad happened.
Allen
Woods,
engine
ran
December 21,
over G. I'. Krauss,
746, IQnglneman
Bnglneman says lie saw
at 5:40 p. m., a quarter of a mile south or Blazenger,
ii
He
gb.1
was a bougb i»r evergreen,
something lying on the track and ti
o Btruck,
did not know until he reached the station that anybody bad
;

;

;

i

As the traffic and population Increase, cases ol this kind grow in
number, and. I'm' some unknown reason, in public think that, while
they must keep hit the property ol private Individuals, where there
is no danger, they are privileged to go onto a railroad track where
o b tew
everyone knows there is greai danger, ami that alter dolni
times, the courts may saj thai thej nave a license to do so, ami
thai wo must look oul tor then) ami see thai they don'1 get hurt,
tin lite Kami- theory
suppose lite courts WOUld say Biter a man
license lo
burglarizes your house si\ or seven times thai ho has
I

:\

'5

if he gets hurt doing it because too much force
out, that you must respond in damages.
throwing
So when you discover that people, old or young, are making a
custom of walking through the yards or on the track, report it to
your superintendent before, not after, someone is killed or injured,
and he will try to stop it. And if you find a child or a drunken
man on the track, drive him off, because if you don't he is likely to
get killed; and the company will not only back you up in doing so,
but thank you for your thoughtfulness.
Rule 691 says that cars must be placed so as not to project over
highway crossings, and yet any one riding over the system will see
any number of them so left, and the result is that about once in so
often a wagon strikes a car in an attempt to get across, a horse is
frightened, and a runaway results, someone is hurt, and money paid

try

again, and

it

was used

Mm

in

to settle the claim.

The last serious case of this kind occurred at Warburton, July 9, in which
Mrs. Jansen was fatally injured, caused by her horse being frightened by a
freight car which was left standing fifteen feet in the highway, the end of
the car being on the crossing plank. Horse ran away and she was thrown out.

When cars are left in such position they not only frighten
horses and cause accidents similar to the one last mentioned, but
Both the law and
also obstruct the view of approaching trains.
rules of the company prohibit this, and the practice should be
stopped.
And right here I want to call attention to Rule 723, which prohibits engines standing within 100 ft. of a highway crossing, under a
bridge, or near cars occupied by passengers, when it can be avoided,
and yet the rule is so often disregarded that one wonders whether
any one knows of its existence. Especially is this so with engines
hauling passenger trains stopping at stations and occupying half of
the highway, when they could just as conveniently he back some
distance from it.
The stoppage of trains with the rear car standing in the highway should also be avoided so far as possible, particularly in the
winter time, when there is always more or less steam leaking from
the hose, as it is likely to frighten horses waiting to get by or in
crossing the track.
Rule 571 says that trains must not block highway crossings
more than five minutes. The failure to observe this rule is the
cause of as much, if not more, criticism and profanity on the part
of our patrons and the public than almost any other one thing that
train and switchmen do. No one but the person who is waiting to
get across the track, and sometimes it is a doctor answering an
emergency call we had such a case a few days ago can realize
how tantalizing and annoying it is, so for goodness' sake observe

—

—

the rule in the future.

Turntables should be locked (that is what Rule 263 says), and
rarely, if ever, go over the line but what I see one unlocked.
The result is that children are attracted to the place, and sooner
or later one of the little ones gets hurt, as did the following, which
are cited as examples:
Anthony Young, a ten year-old boy, had his foot caught at Crandlson.
March 30, while playing ou turntable which was unlocked.
yet

I

Phillip Chartres, eight years old. injured at Alvin. August 14, 2:30 p. in.,
while playing on turntable, which is about 1,400 feet north of roundhouse
used by Bridge Department to turn wrecker on. Turntable was not locked.

wouldn't take but an instant to lock the turntable.
it and prevent some child, perhaps your own. from
going through life a cripple?
Be careful not to leave any torpedoes around that arc m>i
attached to the rail, as required by Rule 33, and never put them
on a rail in a highway; if you do children may pick litem up and
in examining them get injured. We have had several such cases.

Now,

Why

it

not do

John Newlon, aged nine years, injured .lime 30, abOUl two miles north
This little boy with his sister and another boy "ere returning
of Walker.
They picked up a torpedo lying along
ii
school, walking along the track.
Bide the track, and after trying to open It with a knife young Newton placed
the torpedo on the rail and Struck it with a stone, (be torpedo exploding and
pieces of the tin Striking him in the eyes ami face, badly injuring him.
r
of the great risks thai every railroad that uses sot
is the risk ol lire to adjacenl property started by sparks

One

runs

tor fuel

or ashes from engines. Any man running an engine OUghl to know
from the sparks thrown out and fires stalled whether the engine
Rule 946 says thai the englnemen must
is in good or bad order.
report delects in netting and ash pans: ibis is required so that
the Inspector overlooks the defect, or if on,- occurs between
if
tho regular Inspections, it win be remedied belore any damage
to, It
don,', ami if an engine is throwing more fire than si
n will take you less
it
and got if fixed,
is up io you lo report
time than lo make a reporl about the Hire ami condition of the on

owner ol the propert; and the
lumber ami sawmill country it is especially
Important thai this be done, ami where engines are working In or
around sawmills, lumber yards, powder ami tit plains, and other

ami.

at

the

companj

a

sumo
loss,

time, Bave both the
in

ger of fire is groat, the apparatus for preventing
places »in re
the escape ol fire thould ho absolutelj perlecl ami it ought to be
he
tacl
of the engineman to know thai
the personal bu Inei
should bo present when the Inspection is made, ami see that ii is

3
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done thoroughly, the same as he would ii he and nol the company
had to tool the bill if lie engine started a Hi
On the outlying division, where traffic is light and trains are
your engine starts a lire, slop and put it out. II conditions

V,,i

li

i

are such thai you can'l do that with safetj
drop a note off to the
first section crew or agent, so thai thi
can send men out to extinguish the fire.
If you don't, the Lord only knows where it may
run to (on the western prairies 1 have known it to go twenty-five
miles) or how much damage it will do in lumber country
Ii
lie precautions suggested here, which are neither new nor
original, but can be found in the book of rules and on the bull, itln
boards, had been adopted, none of the following cases would have
occurred
I,
204] started
3, engine No
tire at Hansel & Woods Company's
plant at Myron Valley; Betting on this engine was in bad order; the hood
provided l,y Hie company to be placed over the smokestacks of engines going
Into the plain of this
ipany also in bad condition.
Claim presented by Gilbert Purcell for value of a house and contents
burned April 20, one half mile south of Fort Andrew, started by engine No.
This engine was Inspected and reported to be in good condition, but
1759.
upon examination by my assistant was found to be defective.
On August 17, engine No. 539, hauling train No. 81, Shirley division, set
out three fires between Selkirk and Belmont.
Fires were observed by train
crew, but train was not stopped, and no effort was made by crew to extinguish the fires.
Fires burned over 15,000 acres of ground, destroyed about
j
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In following out its practice of keeping posted in regard to
current development the Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered five
locomotives for experimental and observation purposes to follow the
work done upon the testing plant which formed a part of the company's exhibit at St. Louis. The order consists of two each of
four types of American locomotives and two of a foreign build.
The American engines include a four-cylinder balanced compound
of the Atlantic type built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, from
its own designs; a four-cylinder balanced compound of the same
type built by the American Locomotive Co. from its own designs;
a consolidation locomotive built by the American Locomotive Co.
from its own designs; a prairie type locomotive built by the same
company from its awn designs, and a four-cylinder balanced De
Glehn compound, built by the SociSte. Alsacienne de Construction
Mecanique, of Belfort. France.
As stated, two of each of these engines have been ordered, one
to be worked on the lines east of Pittsburg and one on the lines
west. It is not claimed that they embody any distinctive novelties, for many of each type have been built for other roads and
have been in service for some time. They were merely ordered
that their performances might be observed and compared with those
of engines of a similar class designed at Altoona.
Of the five types of engines ordered three are of the four-cylinder
compound class, and of these the two of the Atlantic type were

.
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'

315
2 in.
ft. 4 In.
Single.

1 <!

3

261
2V4 in.
17ft. Sin.

in.

Water bottom.

"

capacity, water
capacity, coal
Valves, type
travel
lap
extra clearance, h. p..
extra clearance, 1. p.
lead
Wheels, driving, diameter
truck, diameter
.

diameter
tender, diameter
Tractive power
is

"

""

u«

66 1-16"

Tubes, number
diameter
length
Nozzles
Piston rod diameter
Tank, type

In

'•

7318-16"

thickness crown sheet
thickness tube sheet
thickness sides and back
water space front and sides
water Bpace back
crown slaying

Cast-steel

;;

11-16 in.
Belpalre.
Ill
in.

width
depth front
depth hack

trailing,

5V4

•

12

i:i

thickness of sheets
Firebox, type
length

'>¥,
1

>;'...

.

ft.

."•

10
11

"
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In.

12

.

2,698.0 ra.
'•
166.0
2,864 o
55

,

posts, etc.

The

42,400 "
38.000 "

2,680.17 sq.
"
181.40

diameter, driving journal front.
lengl b.

5 In.
8 "
1-16

120.1

i

Axles,

1

'"

125

ni,

e

"

in:,. 000 lbs.

"

7,200

"

firebox
total

stack, one building, a large acreage of winter feed, fence

Compound

1

"

ft.

63

I

-ol

ii

7

200,500 lbs

drivers
truck
nailing track
enKin
6 'i,i
tender
"ii
I,

"

ill

"

27
26

"

r, In.
7 ft.
31 " 11 "

engine and tender
working order

In

in.
"

26

i-

base,

total

(

Built by

.,-,,,1,11/1

i

Works.
cylinder diameter,
Under diameter,

:i

Four-Cylinder Balanced

I'.aldwiD
Its

tnerlcan

\

(

in

1.

unequal arm
panning th<
II
tanci
between the springs of the
rear driving wheel and the equalizer ovei thi oil box.
The Amerin Locomotive Co. on the other band uses a series of three short
equalizers to cover tin.
tance.
Both engines conform in
general to the standard practice ol the Pennsylvania in the use
of certain parts, such as the Belpalre boiler, the Vogt protected
single-bar guide and other team
The principal dimensions of the two are as follows, and from
these a detailed comparison can be made.

t

1,100 tons of bay

XL., No.

.

.

.3.500 gals.

20.000

lbs.

Piston,
c,

5,500 gals.
25.000 lbs.
Piston.

in.

1

5-16"

80
36
50
36

80

36
50
36
23.300

lbs.

23,300

lbs.

"

used for the axle boxes throughout and also for

Atlantic (4-4-2) Type Locomotive,
Locomot0£ Works.

/;«(,(,< a

designed by the Baldwin Locomotive Works and American Locomotive Co. respectively. The two engines are very similar to each
other in general appearance, though with the differences incidental
to the fact that they were independently planned.
Each has the
low-pressure cylinders upon the outside, driving the rear pair of
wheels upon whose axle the eccentrics are placed, and moving the
piston valves set above and between the two cylinders on either
side.
A single valve operates the high and low-pressure cylindeis
on each side. The most noticeable difference in the external appearance of the two is to be found in the arrangement of the equalization between the drivers and the trailing truck.
In the engine
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works there is a single bar with

The engines are equipped with the Westinghouse-American high-speed brake with shoes applied to all wheels.
The high-speed brake is also used on the tender. A 9%-in. air pump
The exhaust nozzles are single and vary from 5% in. to
is used.
5% in. in diameter. The lead which is indicated for the engine of
the American Locomotive Co. is set for % in. opening when in the
forward motion and cutting off at 11 in.
A comparison of the figures in the schedule show some difference of practice with two builders that are of interest. It is understood, of course, that the two engines were intended to be practically the same, and yet at the very outset there is a difference
Curious enough, it is the lighter engine
of 5,500 lbs. in the weight.
the driving wheel centers.
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Prairie (2-6-2) Type Simple Locomotive.
Ituilt hit The American Locomotive Co.

De Glehn Four-Cylinder Balanced Compound Atlantic (4-4-2) Type Locomotive.
Built by The Societe Alsacienne de Constructions Mecaniques, Bclfort, France.

Consolidation Locomotive with Walschaert Valve Gear.
Built by Tin

Four-Cylinder

Balanced
i;

mi

i

American Locomotivi

Compound
ha

i

in

Lmei

Atlantic
>•

"a

i

<>>.

(4-4-2)

ocomoi

lt><

0o

Type Locomotive.

*
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Half Plan of Cole Four-Cylinder

Compound

Atlantic (4-4-2)

V.,.

Type Locomotive.

Spring Suspension of Cole Four-Cylinder Balanced Compound Atlantic Type Locomotive.

Spring Suspension and Valve Motion of Consolidation Locomotive.

i«.

J2 J1.._,L. --,»-—

Cross-Section

Compound

of

Baldwin

Atlantic

Jll*-

Four-Cylinder

Type Locomotive.

Walschaert Valve Gear for Prairie Type Locomotive.
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that has the greater weight on the driving wheels. Again, in the
matter of heating surface, which is practically the same in the
two, there is a marked difference in the way in which it is obtained.
In one there are 315 2 in. tubes each 16 ft. 4 in. long.
In the other
the tubes are V/i in. in diameter, 17 ft. S in. long and only 261
in number.
It will be interesting to note the relative fuel consumption on the two engines when they are placed in the testing
plant and worked under identical conditions of drawbar pull and
quality of fuel some inkling of the relative value of a long and
large tube as compared with a small and short one should be obtained, though it cannot be expected to finally settle the question
as to the relative merits of a large number of short tubes as compared with a smaller number of long ones of the same diameter.
In other respects the engines are so nearly alike that the relative importance of the differences noted should be brought out
in a striking manner, for it is not probable that the slight difference in the depth of the firebox at the front and. back will make
any appreciable difference in the fuel consumption or the work that
the engines are capable of doing on the road.
The consolidation locomotive built by the American Locomotive
Co. is a massive machine of over 220,000 lbs., of which 198,000 lbs.
are upon the driving wheels, or 24,750 lbs. upon each wheel. The
cylinders are 23 in. in diameter, with a piston stroke of 32 in.
or the same, lacking 1 in. in diameter, as the engine built a number- of years ago by the Pittsburg Locomotive Works for the Pittsburg, Bessemer & Lake Erie, which was heralded, at the time,
as the largest locomotive in the world. The boiler has an outside
diameter of shell of 83% in., using plates "/„ in. thick. It is of the
straight-top radial stay type.
The equalization of the engine is arranged to take the two
rear drivers and the two front ones with the pony truck. This
will be recognized as a modification of the standard arrangement
of a few years ago, when the equalization was between the three
rear pair of wheels, and the front pair of drivers and the pony
truck.
Piston valves are of course used, and a marked feature of the
valve mechanism is the inclined connection between the link block
and the rocker arm. This connection is carried, near its lower end,
by a swinging link 14 in. long that hangs vertically when in its
central position.
The rocker arms are 10 1/;. in. long, and the driven
one stands at right angles to a line drawn from its swing center
to the lower end of the link referred to.
For an equal amount of
motion on either side of its central position, this gives an unequal
travel to the valve.
The slip of the link block is also in opposite directions, being
down when ahead of the central position and up when back of
the same. The result of this is that there is a greater travel to
the block back of the center than forward, which lends to compensate for the inequality set up by the angularity of the connection bar, and thus equalize the valve travel and tend to keep the
working of the engine square.
In the equalization of the two rear pair of driving wheels, bars
are used over the top of the driving boxes, a single semi-elliptic
spring between them and ttoo helical springs beyond the boxes al
This method of spring susthe end of the equalization system.
pension is not rare, but the comment to be made upon it is thai
the use of the helical spring tends to neutralize the sluggishness
of the semi-elliptic spring, and to give the epgine the motion thai
It has
it would have if it were carried on the helical spring only.
been found that when a helical and elliptic spring of about the
samp capacity are used in parallel to support a given weight, the
trace of the motion Of that weight is nunc rapid and prolonged
than il would be if il rested on the elliptic alone, and ye1 not as
In short
rapid or as prolonged as if it were on the helical alone.
For this reason the use of an
it is a true resultant of the two.
excess of helical spring support draws the resultant action inwards
that of the helical alone, which is an undesirable condition in the
spring suspension Of either a locomotive or a car.
The principal dimensions of this engine are ;is follows:
Cj Under, diameter
ri--n.ii stroke

13,700

power
Wheel base, driving

Tractive

"

Weight

in
,.,1

it

28

total

"
"

IS

'•"

drivers

I»8.00

'.'

">»
:i

;t,r>00.5 sq. ft.
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flreboi
t

1

:i.t;

1

Orate area

|n
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nal
Axles, dla
Ing
ter, main
length, main driving Journal
1

\

1

f,i,.|

type
length

width
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10

ck

diameter oul <lde Brsl
working presi ure
Firebox,

.

nal

lournal
ill.
ter, tender
loui nal
length, tender Journal
Boiler, type
lengtl

In.

.i

diameter, trailing, Journal
length, trailing Journal

diameter (ruck

lbs,

ft.

engine and tender
working order

engine and tender
Heating surface, n
s

'"

:;

-

"'

Straight

top.

ring

"

''"'

Ilitmulnous

,

1

,

,
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coal.
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''
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Firebox, thickness crown, Bide and back
thickness tube sheet

8-18-ln.

water space

'

Radial

446

;

diameter

2
15

<.

>=i

4 In.

v\

14 It.
ater

"

:

'.>

'i

m
«ais.
13 tons.

7.

'

•.

l

Piston

Valves,

diameter
travel
lap
lead

H

I"

6

"

s

"

7

"

63
33 "

Wheels, dlnmeter, driving
diameter, truck
diameter tender

The engine

In.
n.

6

ft.

c

Smokestack, diameter
Smokestack, above rail
Tank, si vie
"
capacity water
capacity
type

-

'

crown staying
Tubes number
Tubes, length
Piston rod, dlameti

1.

%-ln.

is

si

Vol. XI,., No.

is

33 "

equipped with the Westinghouse-American

air-

brake, with a 9Vi in. pump and two reservoirs of a total capacity
of 83,865 cu. in.
The Prairie, or 2-6-2 type of engine, built by the American Locomotive Co., has the same form of straight top boiler as the consolidation with double fire-door and the crown held by radial stays
In this engine the most noticeable feature is the Walschaert valve
gear, the details of the general arrangements or which are shown
The equalization of this engine is divided bein the illustration.
tween the rear drivers and trailing truck and the two front drivers
with the front truck. Piston valves are also used on this engine.
Its principal dimensions are:
Cylinder, diameter
Piston stroke

-1

engine and tender
Weight, in working order

ft.
"

r> I

on drivers
"
engine and tender
Heating surface, tubes

!

3,678.9
202.7
3,881.6

Grate area
Axle diameter, driving journals

>••

t't

"

1

1"

in.

12

"

8

"

"

14 "
straight top.
7

I

>

1

In.

200 lbs.
Bituminous coal.
Wide.
lnsi s in.

type
length

width

7:;\

thickness crown, side and back sheets
thickness tube sheets
water space front and sides v
water space, back
crown staying

j

"

1 -.

"

J

4

.

-4

Radial.
2 > 4 in.

Tubes, diameter
length

19

ft.

number
above

6

in.

322
4 in.

Piston rod diameter
Smokestack, diameter

1*

in.

and

14

rail

ft.

'_'l

:i

t in.

10%

"

Water bottom.

style

capacity, water
capacity, fuel
Valves, type

f

7,000 gals.
10 tons.
Piston.

12

diameter
travel
lap

•'•_>

1>4

exhaust clearance

*s

in.

"
"
"

7-32 "

lead

Wheels diameter, drivers
"

"

12

fuel

"

,

lbs.

6%

diameter, truck journals
length, truck journals
diameter, trailing journals
length, trailing journals
Boiler, type
outside diameter, first ring
working pressure

"

in.

3
>>

sq.

'

length, driving journals

Tank

Ihs.

234,500
166,800
373,800

firebox
total

Smokestack,

'"

_•

1-4 ft.

34

total

Firebox,

]

28
27,520

Tractive power
Wheel base, driving

diameter,

front

diameter

trailing

diameter,

tender

80

42%

truck

Like the other engines of this

"
"

50 "
36 "
lot,

the Westinghouse-American

Plan of Rods on Baldwin Four-Cylinder Balanced
air-brake is used, with the usual attachments. In the packing of
the pistons the Dunbar rings have been used instead of the castiron rings of the others. The exhaust nozzles are also made variable
in this case, with a range of from 5ir, to 5% in. in diameter.
All
of the tenders have steel underframing made up of 8 in. and 10 in.
channels.
The De Glehn four-cylinder compound is the last on the list
of these experimental engines and is in marked contrast, in general
appearance, to those which have been built in the United States.

Cross Section of Cole Four-Cylinder Balanced
(4-4-2) Type Locomotive.

Compound

Atlantic

The smoothness

of the outline, the concealing and apparent inacworking parts, the lack of equalization between
the weights on the several wheels, the heavy plate frame of the
truck, the smoke stack deflector and the outside steam pipes all mark
it as of non-American origin.
In the engraving, the points at which the various pieces of
apparatus intended for use in the testing of the machine are to be
applied are shown, and will be of interest as indicating not only
how the work is to be done but the thoroughness with which it is
to be prosecuted.
The engine is of the Atlantic type with a rather large trailing
wheel. The arrangement of cylinders upon this engine is the reverse of that of the other two four-cylinder compounds of American
build in that the high-pressure are upon the outside coupled to the
rear pair of drivers, while the low-pressure are between the frames,
are set ahead and drive to the front axle, which is cranked. The
engine also differs in the use of the plate frame, which will thus
be given another opportunity to demonstrate its applicability to
American service.
The Walschaert gear is, of course, used, but it will be noted
that the parts are partially covered and protected by the outside
frame, a condition that does not obtain on the Prairie locomotive.
cessibility of the

Compound

Atlantic (4-4-2)

Type Locomotive.

Again, the wheel base of the leading truck is somewhat greater
than we are accustomed to. It is 7 ft. 6}o in., while that of the
American Atlantic type is but 6 ft. 4 in. The wheels are slightly
larger, being 37% in. as against 36 in. on the American engine.
The principal dimensions are:
No. pairs of driving wheels, 2 diameter of same ...80 3-16 in.
;

Size of driving axle journals
Lentrth of driving wheel base
Total wheel base of engine ..."

Total wheel base of engine and tender
No. wheels In engine truck

SHxyl-lG

"

7
'_
28 " 60J4
59 " o
ft.

4
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Diameter of wheels

in engine truck
Size of engine truck axle journals
of cylinders
Size of cylinders. .11. P., 14 3-16x25 8-16

37 13-16
5 15-16 x

Steam ports:
Exhaust ports:

H.P.,l%xl4 8-16
11.1'.,

3

;

s

9%

in.

in.

;

xl4 3-16

L.P.,23%x25 3-16 "

;

L.P., 111-16x20%
L.P.,
;

"
"

3%x20%

in.

Travel of valve

"

5 M>

Type of boiler
.Minimum internal diameter of

Iielpairc

narrow

firebox.

5S^s

boiler

Number of tubes
Outside diameter of tubes
Length of tubes between tube sbeets
Fire area through tubes

2%

in.

139
in.

173%"
4.73 sq.

39%xll9 7/8

Size of firebox inside

Fire grate area
External heating surface of tubes
Heating surface of firebox
Total heating surface of boiler
Steam pressure per sq. in
.8
diameter of same
No. wheels under tender.
Size of tender truck axle journals
.

.

in.

"
"

.85%

Spread

ft.

in.

33.9 sq. ft
2,435.7
181.1
"
2,616.8

:

227

Y2 lbs.

36

in.
in.
lbs.

5y2 xl0

of engine, empty
147,400
41,250 "
on truck in working order
on first pair of drivers
44,550 "
on second pair of drivers
43,300 "
34,900 "
on trailing wheels
of engine in working order
164,000 "
132,500 "
of tender loaded
Ratio of heating surface to grate surface
77.1
Ratio, external flue heating surface to firebox heating surf. .13.4
Tractive power with M. E. pressure equivalent to 4-5 boiler

Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight

19.555

pressure

60 11-16

Diameter of trailing wheels
Size of trailing wheel axle journals

7%x9%

lbs.
in.

"

Philippine Railroad Projects.

BY

L.

E.

BENNETT.

In 1901 and 1902, when civil government was just being established in the Philippine Islands, the Civil Commission, headed by
Governor Taft. advertised for bids for the construction of extensive

tained on the 34 miles of Manila Electric Street Railways
operation about nine months.

in building.

In response to these advertisements the Government received
only one bid for harbor works which could be favorably considered,
that of the Atlantic, Gulf & Pacific Company, of New York and
San Francisco; and only one complete bid for the electric street
railway system, that of J. G. White & Co., Inc., of New York, associated with Mr. Charles N. Swift, of Detroit.
It was a virgin field
for capital investment.
Tlir representatives of, these firms studied the situation most
carefully on the ground, organized the work to suit the conditions
and peculiarities of the natives, even going to the point of providing school houses and teachers, churches, music, dance halls and
cock fighting pits for the amusement of the laborers, also hospitals and medical attendance, a system of luni b money, giving
each laborer 10 cents cash each noon for his lunch so that the [m
provident ones would not go hungry, ami by prompt and honest
payment of wages and scrupulous care in complying with every
promise made to the laborers, they quickly gained the eonlidonce
of the people, and have been most successful in securing labor in
abundance, which has demonstrated thai it is cniirciy feasible in
depend upon carrying out the proposed construction of about 1,000
miles of steam railroads with the comi
native labor available
in the Islands.
Moreover, it has been amply demonstrated that the
native Filipinos appreciate and understand the advantages of good
transportation facilities, nod thai they will patronize and utilize
such public utilities, as shown by the results which have been oh1

now

in

When J. G. White & Co. and Mr. Swift undertook to finance
and build this trolley system, it was not known whether the natives
would patronize the railway when built. They believed in the project, risked their money, and have won out, as shown by the tremendous traffic. The Manila Street Railways have proven that a
good return may be expected from capital judiciously invested in
public transportation utilities in the Philippine Islands, and we
may confidently look forward to the same results from the building of 1,100 miles of steam railroads about to be undertaken in
the Islands.

On December 15th, there were opened in Washington, in the
presence of the Secretary of War, the Governor General of the
Philippines, and others, tenders for the construction and operation
of the new lines proposed by the government under limited government supervision and guarantee of interest on bonds.
The government proposed in an advertisement to grant perpetual franchises, the terms of which may be readjusted after 30
years, to such persons or corporations as may propose to construct
the advertised lines and operate them on the most advantageous
terms to the Philippine Government. As an additional inducement
to capital, Congress authorized a guarantee by the Philippine government of not exceeding 4 per cent, interest on 95 per cent, of
the bonds of these lines, up to $30,000,000. Unfortunately, Congress
had not yet. shown any intention to deal fairly and liberally with
the Islands in the matter of free trade or reduced preferential
tariff rates at the time the bids were opened, and probably on that
account only two tenders worthy of consideration were received,
offering to construct about 720 miles out of a total 1,100 miles advertised.
The bidders were Speyer & Company, of New York, on be-

A

Foothills on the Island of Negros.

harbor improvement works and a complete system of electric surface
railways on the streets of Manila.
Up to this time practically no American capital had been invested in the Philippines and no public work of any consequence
had ever been carried out with Filipino labor, except the Manila
& Dagupan Railway, 120 miles long, which had taken several years
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Clearing

in

the Hill Country.

half of the Manila & Dagupan Railway Company, already built, and
J. G. White & Co., Inc., of New York, the builders and managers
of the present Manila Street Railway Company, who' offered to build
on behalf of Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt, Kean, Van Cortland & Co.,
the lines to be built by J. G. White & Co. The lines tendered for
by Speyer & Co. are the following: A line from Dagupan, the present terminus of the Manila & Dagupan Railway to San Fernando.
a good seaport about 30 miles north in the Province of Union.
The line will pass through a densely populated district and should
pay well. A line from Manila to Bbtangas via Calamba, a branch

Lucena, Tayabas, from Santo Tomas. and a branch from Calamba
Santa Cruz Laguna, altogether about 130 miles. A line from
I'asaeao to Nueva Caceres and Albay in the southern part of the
Island of Luzon, which is probably the richest "Manila hemp" dis-

to
to

the Islands.
All of these projected roads are good ones.
Speyer & Co. offered to build them without any government guarantee of Interest
whatever. These lines will serve a very thickly inhabited countrj
with a rural population of as high as 250 per square mile. The
products of the soil alone; these lines are ehieth rice, hemp, corn.
tobacco, sugar cane, fruits and vegetables; also large tjuantltU
copras co- dried cocoanuts for extracting cocoanul oil, which is
trict in

Germany and Denmark, where

shipped

to

Into the

manufacture

France,

of butter, snip, candles and

II

enters largely

man] other manu-

factured articles.
Generally speaking, the Philippine railroads are a
Important
as passenger lines than as freight carriers, and al
66 per cent
of the entire traffic is derived from passengers, while only about
of freight
The pi
83 pel cent Is derived from freight trathe.
traffic
however, Increasing slowly.
Railroads are operated cheaply In Oriental countries on account
of the cheap labor, operating expenses on the present existing lines
1

1

1
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Nam. maki
representing onlj about
ml oi the charges.
fairlj good and rerj cheap
way.
bi
hands Cor maintenan
C
Foremen and engine drivers tor locomotives, and posslblj good
telegraph operators and station ag<
The highest paid men are the machinists and locomotive engl
Section hands earn
neers, who receive aboul $35 to $60 per month.
aiioui 3ii rents per day, and foremen, station agents and telegraph
operators From $15 to $25 per month. They are slow and In some
respects unreliable, but generallj more satisfactory than any other
nationality for the work thej have to do, and they are almost with
out exception sober, respectful and obedieni to their superiors, all
of which are important virtues not possessed by some foreigners
in the Islands.
The fares for passengers are generally low, much lower than
rathe is divided into three classes, first,
in the United Slates, and
second anil third class. Fully 95 per cent, of the traffic is third
class, and the present second class should really he abolished altogether.
It is necessary to have first class, which will not be very
profitable for some years, for the reason that there is a small percentage of foreigners and educated natives who object to riding with
the poorer class of natives who form the bulk of the traffic.
Freight rates are high as compared with rates in this country.
Large freight
and range from $5 to $10 per ton for a 100-mile haul
cars do not pay. as an average car load is only about four tons,
which accounts for the necessity of a high freight rate. It is almost impossible to get a full load for even a 10-ton car, as the
natives ship in small quantities. Shipping is in the hands of many
small dealers, and there are few merchants who ever ship a full
car load of merchandise. The Chinese merchants are the largest
I

i

i

!

i

I

Native Bridge Over Mountain Stream.
shippers of merchandise, and by far the best business men in the
islands outside of a very few prominent foreign houses who do
almost exclusively an export and import business.
Railroads can only be made to pay on the larger islands and
the cheap water transportation is always a serious factor of competition except from the interior of the larger islands down to the
coast towns and vice versa. Along the coast, freight can be carried
by native sail boats very cheaply.
The lines which are at present under consideration are narrow
gage railroads, with a 3-ft. 6-in. track, and seem fairly well suited
to the requirements of the island traffic.
Trains make an average
speed of about 16 miles an hour for passenger trains and 12 miles
for freight.
They follow the low lands wherever possible and have
fairly easy graces and curvature.
It is believed that in no case
will the grades exceed 1% per cent., and that only for inconsiderable portions of the line.
The greatest difficulty which has to be contended with is the
extremely heavy rainfall which occurs within a few hours time,
causing sudden and destructive floods and much damage to roadbed.
This necessitates a very heavy expense for bridges and an
abnormal provision for flood openings of all kinds. It is estimated
that certain lines will require as much as 3 per cent, of the total
mileage to be allowed for flood openings in the way of trestles*
culverts and bridges over the whole line. The country is very much
torn up and disturbed by seismic movements- In fact, the islands
are still in the process of formation and the country has not yet
found its equilibrium. It is almost impossible to find a good solid
formation of rock, and road building in the mountains and hills is
attended by huge land slides most disastrous and annoying to road
building.
There is scarcely any formation in the mountains which
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1.

could not ice worked oul with a team
hovel.
This has also played
havoc with the mineral deposits of the Islands, which arc. very
extensive and widelj distributed, bul ool concentrated enough to
make mining Successful as a general rule. The mountain top:
usually covered with dense, vegetation and tine forests, but with
the exception of tall, coarse grass and rank v....
the. valleys
d
no clearing or grubbing for railroad purpc
!.] insl
The natives have no prejudice,
railroad introduction
and modern transportation facilities liki the Chinese, and rarely
evei disturb railroad propertj oi .,1.
the track and telegraph
lines.
In fact, they have shown great interest in Ihe proposed roads
and welcome the coming lines. Even extremelj poor people gave
tin
wrltei every assistance and accommodation within their limited
means while inspecting the routes of the proposed lines in the inI

t

i

:c

|

terloi

country and evinced an unusual Interest and enthusiasm over'

the prospect of railroad construction through their locality.
They
had some extraordinary ideas about what a railroad is like. Most
of them had never seen one.
One man in particular wanted to
know If he could travel by rail as fast as a telegram, and others
were quiti surprised when It was explained that they would be
able to travel as far in an hour as they could travel on foot at
present in a day.
They were much interested in knowing how
much it would cost to ride on the railroad, and nearly all the young
men expressed their desire to work for the road as soon as it started.
Steel bridges several hundred feet long to carry a train were quite
incomprehensible to them. And they said they had expected the
trains would be ferried across all the large rivers in boats.
This ignorance of railroads, of course, refers to the southern
The people of Northern Luzon are more familiar with railislands.

Long Freight Train

in

the Mountains.

roads which have been in existence in that section for 15 years.
all expressed their determination to ride on the
trains when the road was built, and they will do so, as they are
true sportsmen in that respect They earn very little money but
if they have a dollar in the world they will spend it like a king.
bet it on a cock fight or ride on the train; and they are good losers.
They accept a winning or a loss with equally good grace.

The people nearly

When the native rides in the train he likes best to take his
few belongings with him in the car where he can see them. He
has not much faith in baggage cars and checks, and we are inclined
to think rightly so from personal experience on the present existing lines. Especially does the native insist on taking with him
his fighting cock on the train, street car or boat, wherever he goes,
taking better care of it than of his wife and children.

A story is told that one day a train was stopped by a native
lying asleep with his head on the rail. Fortunately the engineer
saw him in lime and stopped the train. When he was awakened
he was quite free to admit that he went to sleep deliberately with
his head on the rail because he was an employee and was supposed
to be at work, and believed that, by sleeping with his head on the
rail he would more easily hear the approach of the train and be up
and working when the train passed.
Transportation through the interior at present, where no navigable stream exists, must of necessity be very slow and expensive.
Where roads exist at all, and they are few and extremely bad, transportation is carried on by bullock carts carrying about 600 lbs. of
cargo.
These water buffaloes are able to make at best only about
14 miles a day, and travel in the early morning or night, never
Transportation by this method under the
in the heat of the day.

.

January

i
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most favorable circumstances costs about 35 cents per ton-mile,
and from that up to $1.50 per ton-mile.
Another mode of transportation where there are no roads, but
only trails, is by pack animals or on men's backs. Men carry from
50 to 100 lbs. in this way and animals about 125 lbs. each. Transportation by this method costs from one cent a pound per day upwards, according to the scarcity ot animals and men. Packers are
able to make IS to 20 miles per day and frequently make trips
It will be seen that transportaof five days' duration, or 100 miles.
tion of this class costs from $20 to $100 per ton, and that only a
very few high class products, such as hemp, fine tobacco and cocoa
can be moved with such freight rates.
Transportation of timber and logging operations are difficult
or almost impossible, even where an abundance of fine timber exists,
and there is a fair depth of water which would ordinarily float logs
in the United States, for the reason that the Philippine woods are
so heavy they will not float, and have to be floated with the assistance of bamboos or other light wood which has no market value.

This shows the sore need of railroad facilities to develop the great
resources of the Islands.'
The greatest population live in the Visayan group of islands,
including Panay and Cebu. In Cebu there is a population of 350
per square mile along the route of the proposed railroad. This
island grows corn, rice, hemp, fruit and vegetables, and also has
extensive coal deposits quite close to one of the terminals of the
new railroad project. There is also an abundance of material available near the proposed line suitable for the manufacture of good
Portland cement.
It is quite within the range of possibility that coal can be
successfully mined in Cebu and cement manufactured for building

Manila

Hemp Growing

sea is gradual anil furnishes good drainage, sufficient to prevent
the disastrous floods which occur on the flat valleys of some islands
and about steep enough for irrigation purposes. The slopes are
well watered wilh numerous streams which come down from volcanoes and irrigation ditches can be built cheaply. The formation
is volcanic and thrown out by eruptions during thousands ot years.
This soil makes ideal sugar cane land and is similar and fully as
good as the sugar land of Hawaii, but much better provided with
wafer.
present only about 1(1 per cent, of the land is under
\t
cultivation, and I1.1t near the coast line, because there are no roads
or transportation facilities in the interior, and the sugar, which is
the principal product, is not worfii the freight charges of an over
land haul.
Back from the coast are enormous areas of land better
than that already cultivated, and entirely wild.
At present aboul
SO, 000 tons of raw sugar B year is grown and exported limn this
island.
This output Is capable of expansion up to 100,1
tons a
year with good transportation facilities, the Introduction of modern
methods 01 cultivation and sugar reduction and by utilizing the
waste waters of Hie streams lor Irrigation purposes
At present planting and cultivation arc carried on by the crudest
methods with a maximum of Inefficiency ami waste
There are a
t

few Swiss and Spanish planters, but they are not much more progressive than the natives.
Most of the plantations are operated by
the natives. The natural market for Negros sugar is China and
Japan. At present the Chinese are just beginning to use sugar,
and with a market like China at her door, there is no real danger
that Philippine sugar will swamp the United States and ruin the
beet sugar industry.
Negros can safely develop her full resources
up to 400,000 tons of sugar per year, and sell it all in Asia.
Development will be slow, but eventually the Negros railroads
about to be built should be excellent investments, and should pay
operating expenses from the start. Already the natives and other
planters are adopting new and improved methods of cultivation, and
some of them have introduced, with considerable success, American
plows, harrows, and other agricultural implements.
One native
stated that he was able to plow with an American disc plow five
times as much per day as with an old-fashioned native plow, which
merely scratched the surface.
The present land laws which prevent foreigners taking up
more than 40 acres of land for an individual, and corporations more
than 2,470 acres, has hurt the development of Negros. There is a
prospect that Congress will modify this law at an early date.
Sugar can be cultivated only up to the foot of the slopes of the
volcanoes, but. at higher elevations, other valuable products can be
cultivated most successfully, and will be cultivated on an extensive

when railroads are built. Some of these valuable products are
rubber, gutta percha, cocoa beans, coffee, Manila hemp, and other
products. Also, there are many valuable forest products, such as
rattan and fine timbers.
In the northern part of the island there is, at the present time,
an up-to-date American saw mill and logging outfit, owned by a

scale

Wild.

and operating the railroads instead of importing it. It has never
been systematically demonstrated whether these coal "deposits can
be continuously followed and mined or not
The Island of Negros, it is believed, has the best ultimate prospect of successful development on a large scale of any island in
the group.
This island is entirely volcanic in formation and tin re
are two principal craters, one active and the other extinct for several hundred years.
The slope from the foot of the volcano to the

23

Rafting Lumber with

New York

Bamboo

Floats.

This is equipped with several miles of wile cable
nperal 'd !i> winding engines for hauling logs down to Hie mill
The
operations are considerably handicapped for want of transportation
facilities, and the new railroads should be able to remedy this difficulty and develop a large and profitable lumber business.
Near Escalante, the proposed terminal, a splendid harbor can
lie developed
by improving the lianao river some 600 ft wide ami
dredging out the bar al the tuoulh
When this is done there will
i"'
a
uniform depth of 35 to 50 ft. of water, and accommodation
tor anchorage of eight or ten large ocean steamers
Coal is said
to exist on the island about nine miles from the Escalante station
on the private property of b Spanish planter, but it is not Known II
the quality of the coal Is good, nor if the deposit is capable of being
worked 10 advantage.
The islands of Cebu, Negros and Panaj are located side bj side.
and onlj about 30 miles apart, or less. It is quite possible, If found
desirable Or necessary, to construct car ferries, and Interchange cars.
empty or loaded, as the requirement! of traffli maj demand,
he Island of Panay has a rural population Of about 167 pelsquare mile, ami the population, which will be served bj the 100
miles of proposed railroad, will approximate 621
Inhabitants
firm.

I

The location of the railroad Is practlcall]
manj miles, and a continuous succession

com.

u
village tor
villages over all but
.nil.- 21
Here
miles of the line where II passes through the hills.
again are large areas of uncultivated hinds In the interior, bees
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which grass cloth and "Jusi" cloth are made; also numerous other
lor the manufacture of delicate and beautiful native cloth
Rice land is abundant and excellent. Coffee, cocoanuts, fruits, vegetables and poultry can hi' raised in abundance; also millions of sugar
sacks air made for shipment to the sugar plantations of Negros.
They are manufactured in nearly every household by the womeu and
children, and are made from palm leaves.
Nearly every house baa
one or nunc crude native looms for the weaving of grass cloth tex
tiles referred to above, and they produce some
delicate fabrics, which find a ready sale in the

has occurred
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some one (probably

1.

some milk producer who

of

it

fibers

ships in cans) Ilia! while he was paying freight on his cans, the
Danes were not paying any mi tie lr pai kages, which, though bolted
fast to the car, nevertheless added to the weight to be carried.
An
end has been put to Buch discrimination.

is

to

to

In connection with the French Ministry of Public
Is called an "advisory railroad committee."
It

what

Works

there

was recently

cities.

At Iloilo the government is building by con
tract extensive harbor improvement works, and
dredging the river so that, ultimately, it is expected large ocean ships for Europe ami the
United States can load and discharge their cargoes inside the river at a wharf. At present,
all cargo is handled by lighterage, which costs
about $1.50 per ton. Also the harbor of Capiz,
at the northern terminal of the island, is capable of development.

Labor is plentiful in all these three islands,
except certain kinds of skilled labor. Common
labor receives about 30 cents a day. and performs about one-quarter of a day's work as
compared to our standard. Some skilled laborers, such as drillmen in rock excavation, receive 40 to 45 cents a day. Carpenters receive
50 cents, and machinists, boiler makers and
riveters, blacksmiths, engineers, etc., from 60
cents to $2, according to their ability.
This
latter class of skilled mechanics is very scarce,
Dao
and probably Japanese will have to be imported
for the lailroad construction to make up the deficit of skilled
mechanics and riveters for bridge work.
When working in this country, or in isolated localities, it is
advisable to spend considerable time, money and trouble in providing amusements for native laborers in order to make their surroundings more agreeable. With this object in view it is not unusual for engineers and contractors to provide dance halls, cock
pits, and hire musicians for the principal camps, to make the men
satisfied with their work; also to provide ample quarters for their
families who accompany them on the work.
While considerable brigandage and lawlessness has been carried

Village with Cocoanut Groves in Background.
all who have ever been at
members of this committee.

determined that

the head of this minIt now appears that
this adds no less than 13 persons to the committee, which is a
commentary on the short lives of French cabinets. A minister has
hardly time to learn his way about his office before be must make
way for a new man.
istry

shall

be

The Cologne Gazette affirms that it is virtually decided to work
the Simplon Tunnel with electricity, and that from its first opening, which will be delayed until April or May.
The Italian authorities are said to have urged this very strongly, and to have agreed

ife*-

Field of Sugar

Cane

in

Lowlands.

on in the interior of most

all the islands in the past, the writer
does not know of a single instance where the natives have molested
engineers who were carrying out work where large numbers of native
laborers were employed, and where considerable sums of money
were being disbursed and scattered among the common people.
The 800 miles of railroad tendered for by Speyer & Co... and
Messrs. J. G. White & Co., will cost, it is expected, in the neighborhood of $28,000,000, and if Congress treats the islands fairly and
generously, as it should do, these railroads when built should mean
to the islands the difference between poverty and prosperity, between
lawlessness and business security.

The

Plantation

in

Lowlands.

and to loan some
have supplied the
motive power on the Valtellina Railroad. On the Swiss side, at
Brieg, is already the plant which generated the electricity used
during construction. Steam locomotives will be changed for electrical there; but the latter will haul the trains not only through

to giant concessions of water power on their side
of the electric locomotives which for some years

the great tunnel but over t!he new line built to connect the tunnel at Iselle with the Italian railroad system at Domodossola, which
has a number of tunnels, some of considerable length. The length
of the line to be thus worked is 25 miles.

The island of Cyprus, which is more than twice as large as
Long Island, had its first railroad opened Oct. 21 last, from the
harbor of Famagusta to Nikosia, in the interior, 36 miles.

Foreign Railroad Notes.

make use of tank cars is milk. The practice
Denmark, and for some months milk has been shipped
long distances, and recently all the way to Berlin in such cars.
The tanks, however, are not the boiler plate cylinders with which
we are familiar, but consist of enormous wooden casks, each of
210 cu. ft. capacity, two of which are fastened to the floor of a
covered freight car. For some time the German railroads charged
grew up

Native

Typical

last fluid to
in

freight only for the weight of the milk so shipped;

but recently

The German Dining Car

Co. reports that at the end of its
50 dining cars, running on various
routes.
With these it earned net about $120,000, and naid 10 per
cent, dividends, having paid tolls to the railroads which amounted
to 6.4 per cent, on its stock.
It has ordered four new cars, which
The existing stock has four-wheeled
will have six-wheeled trucks.
trucks.
last

fiscal

year

it
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION:

2.

The decision of the Directors of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford to allow holders of $185,200 of non-converted 4 per cent,
debentures of 1908 to convert them into stock par for par the
privilege having expired April 1, 1903 opens some exceedingly interesting questions in railroad economics, policy and ethics; nor are the
questions of principle less striking because the amount involved is
small. It should be explained that the $1S5,200 of debentures are the
non-converted remnant outstanding of a former issue of $16,000,000,
and that the reasons urged effectively upon the directors were that
sickness, absence from the country and accidents unforeseen and
unavoidable prevented the offer of many of the $185,200 bonds in
time for conversion. As New Haven stock now sells at about $200
a share the holder of one of these bonds now receives about 100 per
cent, dividend as a gratuity which the corporation is in no wise
legally bound to pay.
Hence arise such questions as these:
(1)
Does or does not, in such cases, the principle of caveat emptor morally apply
in other words, is the holder of a convertible bond supposed to provide against accidents and contingencies and not provide
for them at his own risk? (2) How about certain of the remnant
bonds which have passed by purchase to secondary holders who thus
become by pure luck the fortunate beneficiaries of a 100 per cent,
dividend?
(3) Should or can
in practice the corporation distinguish, in justice to its regular share owners, between the primary
and secondary holders of the debentures? (4) What effect as a precedent will such a policy have on a speculative value of railroad bonds
not converted in time? a question, by the way, somewhat pat to the
New Haven Company, which is to convert $30,000,000 3% per cent,
new debentures into $20,000,000 of stock five years hence. (5) By
parity of reasoning ought not a bondholder besides his 100 per cent,
dividend now be given also the extra 4 per cent, a year on stock
which he has lost since April, 1903, and (G) Is or is not the unique
acticn of the New Haven Company evidence of a corporative soul as
against the proverbial philosophy of the economists? Here are six
basic questions, each with its addenda, which we cheerfully relegate
to the large and thoughtful body of economists, statists, moralists
and financiers. Not often in the fiscal annals of our railroads have
they had just such a problem for analysis and solution.
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in no way an operating
income entirely upon dividends from Its
controlled pioperties.
Its investment in $2S,SS1,900 common stock
of the St. Louis & San Francisco as yet returns no dividends, the
Frisco having all it can do to pay 4 per cent, each on its first and
second preferred stock and meet its guarantees on the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois and other controlled lines. The one source for the
$1,950,210 annual dividends which the Rock Island Company has
been paying on its preferred stock has been the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific Railway, which has been paying, since the present owners
took control, S per cent, dividends on its stock, until the last fiscal
year, when 614 per cent, was paid. This reduction in the Railway
company's payments during the year ending June 30, 1905, as was
shown in the review of the reports, cut down the Rock Island Company's income after fixed charges to within $61,000 of the sum required to pay 4 per cent, on its preferred stock, a margin quite too
narrow for comfort. At the same time, the Rock Island Company's
profit and loss surplus was reduced from the nominal figure of $50,779 on June 30, 1904, to $28,111 a year later. It was at once evident
on publication of these figures that the Rock Island Company was
sailing pretty close to the wind in making payments on its preferred
shares; but the large increase in earnings reported by the Railway
company in the late summer and fall months made it seem likely
that unless there came a change of policy on the part of the management this preferred dividend would be continued. This in spite
of the fact that it was plainly evident from an examination of results
on the controlled railroad properties that business was not being
handled anywhere nearly as economically as must be done if the
roads hoped to approach the standard of other large railroad systems. In particular, the conducting transportation figure on all the

that the

is

Rock Island Company, being

company, depends for

its

was high, this one fact accounting for much of the disappointshowing in net earnings. The decision to disregard flic Inter

lines

ing

ests of holders of the preferred

stock of the

New

Jersey holding

company is an important change in the previous policy of the present
management. The funds which would otherwise have been paid over
in dividends by the Kailwin eompnn> to cover the Ko.K Island Com
pany's preferred dividend payments arc instead to be turned back
upon the lines of the Rock Island System in an extensive

directly

of Improvements which will Involve a total outlaj (in
This.
expenditures for equipment) of about $16,000(000.
surely, is a step in the right direction; the one thing, Is tact which
can bring about the ultimate establishment ol Rock island securities
and
on something like the Arm basis of the old Chicago, Roclf
Island companies,
If the Rock
Pacific Railway Company's stock,
llai
in the recent fiscal year, when most other railroad
In bIi

campaign

The

definite passing, last week, of (lie

1

per cent, dividend on

company in which is lodged final control
Hock Island and Frisco Systems, marks a distinct change in
tin' financial and operating policy of the Rock Island management.
The last four years' history of this 1,000 mile group of railroad
familiar enough to the readers of the Railroad Gazette, in the Issue of
December 1st last, the make up and Inter relations of the two systems
controlled by the Rock Island Company of New Jersey, on whose
stock it is that the dividend has Just been passed was fully de
tbe preferred stock of the

of the
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provenient of the lines so as to bring them all up to somewhere near
a uniform standard of efficiency is the most Immediately important
need.

FREE PASS EVILS AND BENEFITS.
when an effort was made by Western railroad
do away with passes, we made the comment that agreements not to give passes were as fragile as agreements not to cut
rates; that the country must wait until it had the agreement and
co-operation of the railroads plus the cooperation of an enlightened
public opinion expressed in effective laws.
The 1899 effort failed.
Again, in November, 1901, ihe Trunk Line presidents met and agreed
In Octoher, 1899,

not to exchange passes.
The agreement went into effect January
and lasted about three weeks. In view of these modern
1, 1902
instances to go back no further than 1S99 it is of interest to see
wherein the present ban on free transportation differs in its chances
of success from previous efforts in the same direction, and also to
look at some of the uses and abuses of the pass, viewed as an institution.

—

—

Our previous requirements

of

respective co-operation

by

seem now closer
to realization, it is safe to say, than they have been at any time
In the last generation.
Therefore, the decision made by the Trunk
Line officers last December to shut off passes entirely on the ground
railroads

and public opinion and

of effective laws

that they constitute discrimination in the eyes of the law, is supported at once by the weight of authority and by a public opinion
which is not only alert, but considerably excited, on issues of corporate favoritism.

Roughly speaking, a railroad has four reasons for issuing passes,
and practically all of the free rides granted can be attributed pretty
definitely to one of them.
The first of these reasons, and the one
which is unassailable, legally or morally, is the benefit which the
company derives from having certain persons use its lines freely.
Theoretically, a railroad could require its officers, traveling on company business, to pay their fares out of a fund provided for that
purpose, receipts and expenditures balancing each other on the
books. In practice, this is not done, nor, so far as we know, has it
ever been suggested that it should be done. But it is sometimes hard
to determine the limits of this practice, for, apart from regular officers and employees, there are a number of other persons who serve
the roads in a capacity more or less temporary, but are nevertheless useful with a use perhaps directly proportioned to the amount
of traveling they do. Under this head cattlemen could be classified,

together with special messengers in charge of fruit cars. An exchange of passes to permit employees of connecting roads to attend

meetings and conventions is also an indirect application of the
reason, which has sometimes been temporarily discontinued,
but seems to have sound justification in its general benefits to railfirst

road practice.

Apart from this primary use for passes, they are issued in great
to bring, or to hold, business; to disarm hostility, and as a
reward or compliment, in exceptional cases. Little need be said
about the last mentioned use; it does not make much difference
whether a railroad rewards conspicuous service, as for example that
of the bystander who prevents a wreck by thinking and acting
quickly, by a gift of money or by a gift of free transportation.
As a compliment, certain high British railroad officers receive
from companies with which they are not connected, a gold medal
which is good as a perpetual pass over the line issuing it; whether
this constitutes discrimination or not, need not be considered at
present; the British law courts apparently do not consider the cus-

numbers

tom

offensive to the principles of equitable dealing set forth in the
But the evil, the injustice, and the flagrant discrimination of passes is found under the second and third reasons mentioned for issuing them: the desire to get new business or hold old

Railway Act.

XI..

No. z

ting business.
Not long ago one ol the New York suburban road*
gave season passes to prominent doctors, in large numbers, evidently
on the theory that a doctor pleased with his summer residence was
a lirst-class, high-grade advertising medium.
But the difficult?
with expedients of this sort entirely apart from the guilt of their
discrimination is that they are promptly neutralized by similar
action by competing roads, after which the new crop of deadheads
must be carried without profit or advantage by all alike, for it Is
much easier and safer to give a pass than to discontinue one. This
neutralization of the expected benefits derived from pass giving is
so general that it is almost comic.
The spectacle of transportation worth thousands of dollars given to legislators, not by a single
road to gain friends, but by all roads, to disarm enemies, is one of
the ridiculous features that the pass situation has developed. From

—

—

officers to

—

Vol..

the standpoint of what is accomplished, it doesn't make much difference whether the state law requires or prohibits giving passes to
legislators; from the standpoint Qf gross earnings, it makes a good
deal.
The legislators themselves are quite willing to submit to
this sort of bribery, and the blackmail is very thinly disguised when
the railroads take a stand against it. The plausibility of their resources is illustrated by a bill submitted to the New York State
Legislature in lst'T, which proposed that the Secretary of State

should issue certificates to certain state officers to the effect that
they were traveling on official business, these certificates to be accepted in lieu of passage money this in direct violation of the con
stitution. which says that no public officer shall make use of any
free transportation or accept any discrimination in passenger rates
As has been said, the chances now seem better than ever before
that at least some of this useless, extravagant discriminatory transportation can be cut off. Just where the line can be drawn between
the legitimate free transportation which is a part of the working
of the railroad as a machine and the illegitimate transportation outside, is not yet clear, but it is certain that there is a chance for much
good to be done.

—

CAR BUILDING

IN

1905,

The record-breaking car building returns for 1905 which were
published in condensed form in our issue of December 22, disclose
some interesting facts aside from the magnitude of the industry and
the extraordinary demand for rolling stock which prevailed during
the last half of the year and which promises to continue well into
the coming year. After the inactivity which prevailed in 1904 none
companies were prepared for the sudden increase
which began early in the summer, and the capacity of most
of the larger plants was taxed severely to deliver the cars ordered.
The small plants profited by the inability of the big builders to
promise deliveries, and as a result many of them turned out more
cars in the last five months of the year than in any previous twelve
months. While the total output for the year was only about 3,500
cars more than in 1903, the output of the last four months far exceeded that of any similar period in years past. As indicating the
present conditions, the order of the Southern Railway for 10,029
cars, which is noted elsewhere in this issue, is of interest.
The first
deliveries from any of the builders are to begin in March, and deliveries of steel gondolas by the Standard Steel Car Company are not
of the car building
in orders

It is safe to say that the output for
1906 will be close to 200,000 cars, if it does not exceed those figures.
There are at the present time eight plants in the United States
equipped for building steel cars and cars with steel underframes.
These plants turned out nearly 75,000 cars in 1905, or about 45 per
cent of the total output, and of these 75,000 cars more than 60 per

to begin until October, 1906.

disarm the hostility of legislators and

were built entirely of steel. Assuming the steel bodies alone
weigh 10 tons each, this would indicate a consumption of 450,000
tons ofplates and structural shapes. The cars built with steel underframes would increase this total to more than 600,000 tons. The

power

trouble for the road or
The idea that passes
might be given liberally without cost to a railroad is doubtless
founded on the general principle that forty passengers can be carried
in a car as cheaply as thirty-nine can; transatlantic steamship com-

shortage in finished steel products has helped to delay deliveries of

panies, which are strictly limited in their accommodations, and must
make a positive outlay for food per passenger carried, have never
made a practice of getting or holding freight shippers in this way.

Nearly all of the steel cars are of 100.000 lbs. capacity, some
few of 80,000 lbs. capacity having been built. So far only two large
systems have adopted the 100.000-lb. box car as standard. The Harriman Lines have a large number in service which have been built
within the last two years, and the Pennsylvania Railroad and Penn-

business,

others
not to

and the

effort to

who have it
make trouble

in their

for

it.

to

make

just as they please.

But the principle has been so extended through competition between
roads that passes have not only become extremely expensive as a
medium through which passengers are prevented from paying their
fares, but. especially in the West, they have come to require positive
expenditure on the part of the roads for equipment, fuel and service.
Every year new uses are found for passes as a means of get-

cent,

to

cars of this construction.
It is

The

total

only seven years ago that the

number

of these cars

now

first all-steel

cars were built.

in service is close to 150,000,

or about 12 per cent, of the entire freight car equipment in the country.

sylvania Lines West use 100,000 lbs. as the standard capacity for
equipment for every class of freight service. Most roads, however,
are building 80.000-lb. box cars with the American Railway Associa
tion standard dimensions, 36 ft long. 8 ft. high and 8 ft. 6 in. wide

—
January
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inside.

their hours of

ties to the

constantly

These dimensions permit of loading only a few commodiamount of 90,000 lbs. or over in one car, which the 40-ton
Only a small part
•car, with 10 per cent, overload will carry safely.
of the box cars ordered recently have steel undernames. The small
builders, who are not equipped for making steel cars, have been able
to promise deliveries on wooden cars and have received the orders
in preference to waiting for long time deliveries from the steel car
With proper body trussing and side framing a wooden
builders.
box car of S0.000 lbs. capacity can be built as light and in most
The wooden car is
respects as strong as a steel underframe car.
cheaper to build and to repair, and in these times of urgent demand
for rolling stock a car can easily earn in four or five months' service
enough to pay most of the difference in u'.timate cost represented by
the assumed longer life of the steel underframe car.
The use of pressed steel shapes is becoming less each year. Most
of the steel cars built last year had structural steel underframes or
For small parts, such as side
sills built up of plates and angles.
stakes, stake pockets, brake beams and the like, pressed steel shapes
are quite generally used, but the waste of material in forming larger
members and the difficulty of making repairs to pressed shapes have
caused the practical abandonment of this construction. There have
been few changes in the construction of wooden cars. More substantial body framing has been the general rule, light steel sections
having teen used in many cases in place of wood.
The numbers of each type of cars built during the year were
usual proportions of previous years, as the demand for
came from all parts of the country. The western roads
ordered large numbers of box and stock cars, and the coal carrying

about

in the

rolling stock

roads in the East ordered a preponderance of gondola and hopper
The two largest single orders recorded, those of the Pennsyl-

cars.

vania for 36,160 cars and the New York Central lines for 20.000
were divided as follows: Pennsylvania, 20.S60 gondolas, 5.000
hoppers, S.900 box cars, 1,100 stock cars and 300 flat cars, all of
steel or steel underframes and 100,000 lbs. capacity; New York
Central lines, 9.000 gondolas and ^0,000 box cars, with 1,000 miscellaneous cars. The Southern Railway placed orders during the year
for more than 17,000 cars, of which about 5,500 were gondolas and
11,500 were box cars.
The 5.300 cars built for export were shipped to all parts of the
world. Nearly half of those built were included in two orders, one
from the Japanese Government Railway for 1,900 cars, and one from
the Argentine Government Railway for 750 cars.
Both of these
orders were for narrow gage cars with steel underframes.
cars,

DISCIFllNE OF ENGINEMEN"

—

against public policy an injury to the people or the state
a railroad superintendent to assign any other than the best
man available to run the locomotive (or locomotives) of a fast
express train; or to allow the officers of a labor union to bulldoze him into assigning members of the union to extra or irregular
runs by some cast-iron rule which classifies all of the runners alike.
(Classifying all alike always means lowering the best to the level
It is

—for

of the

raising the

poorest to the level of the best
The foregoing is a pretty
correct interpretation of the deliverance of the Grand Jury of
Middlesex County, Massachusetts, in the matter of the disastrous
poorest,

for

cannot be done by a stroke of the pen.)

of November 26.
That paragraph, which looked almost
a secondary feature of the jury's report, was really of vital
Importance. As given in the Railroad Gazette of December 15, the
paragraph referred to reads:
collision
like

nn agreement with the engineers whereby the first spare man
no matter what the character of the service required or the experience of the engineer, such an agreement Is in violation of public policy and endangers the safety of the traveling public.
The JurorB find that no engineer should be permitted to work
from 16 to IN hours or more n (lay five days In succession.
And the last sentence, referring to long hours, Is for practical purIf

on the

tbere

list

Is

is

to be assigned to the first vacant Job.

Neither statement condemns nor even
poses equally important.
criticises the practice of the road, and the public Is left to guess
how bad were the conditions discovered; but the admonition is
Every superintendent knows the need of it
weighty, as it is.

and knows how great is the firmness required to enforce the simple
and reasonable regulations which are needed to prevent the abuses
referred to.
The newspapers say that tne road In question has
now ordered enginemen to be relieved after 11 hours and to be
required to sleep at least six hours after 11 hours of service; an
order which indicates that past practlco has at least been unB'tl8factory.

Hoth

iu

maintaining the quality of his men and

In

regulating

27

work the

difficult,

it

division superintendent has a task that
impossible to assign the individuals of

is

la-

a

20 extra runners, with a view solely to getting the best
for the most important trains or most difficult runs, without

list of, say,

men

causing jealousies, if not acrimonious complaints. The selecting officer himself may exercise defective judgment, and the examinera
who tell him how he must grade enginemen may do their work more
or less imperfectly. For the first few years all enginemen are in
some degree uncertain quantities; and on most roads this uncertainty is just now a constant factor by reason of the heavy traffic.
Practically all of the extra men are pretty new; and it is with the
extra men that most of the c'elicate questions of selection come up.
In view of these difficulties it is a question whether there is any
way to settle the problem except by maintaining a larger extra
list, and, if possible, a better one.
This, at any rate, is likely to be
the only way for the perplexed general manager to look at it.
If the division officer does not know how to secure good and satisfactory work with his present force, it is quite unlikely that his
superiors can supply him with the knowledge.
The management of the hours of work is a simpler problem, if
not an easier one. Hours must be made to conform to the same

whether the force be large or small. Every time an
consents to long hours because traffic is pressing and his force
is too small, he is taking a definite risk, which is, indeed, "in
violation of public policy." No road will ever be free from enginemen who are willing to work unreasonably long hours (catching
naps while on duty, perhaps) for the sake of getting an unusually
big check at the end of the month; and no manager will ever
find it easy to repress trainmasters, despatchers and yardmasters
who, when crowded with cars, will think that they can run risks
of this kind without getting into trouble.
This being the case,
rigid rules are the only recourse.
And it is futile to try to work
all tb* time close to the limit.
The Interstate Commerce Commission, in its accident regulations, inquires about men who work
over 15 hours without 7 hours' rest; but that time-limit is a very
liberal concession to the avaricious runner and the overzealous despatcher.
Eleven hours' work, followed by six hours' rest, as in
the rule mentioned above, is a much more reasonable limit. Even
this last is, of course, far too hard a rule for regular service.
We
are not speaking now of what the human frame (and its firebox
and boiler) can endure, but of what a general rule should prescribe.
For regular service the thing needed is to adhere to the reasonable
hours, similar to those for station and shopwork, which everybody
is familiar with.
And this leads to a question which is really important, but
which nobody seems to know how to grapple with, the irregularity of freight train men's hours.
Could anything be more irrational than the universal practice of "running the rounds," under
which no man ever knows three days in advance whether his sleep
will come nights or days, whether the intervals will be long or
short or alternately long and short;' The utmost ingenuity could
not devise a more perfect scheme for making work hours as bad
and irregular as possible, than is now provided in the arrangements by which freight train men on most or all of the big railroads begin and end their trips. Whether it is the employers or
the employees that are responsible for such a barbarous arrangement is of little moment; either party has the power to change it
by united action. In war, or pestilence, or in emergencies at sea,
it may be necessary for men to strain their bodies and their nerves to
the limit of endurance, but what reason is there for it in the prosaic
work of running freight trains? The fact that we ameliorate the
strain as often as may seem requisite, does not relieve us from
the responsibility for having imposed strains where there was no
necessity for such an imposition.
A brotherhood cannot secure a change of the working-hour
scheme to one which would be more conducive to health and normal
mental conditions, without securing the co-operation of a large
number of fellow-workmen. A railroad manager cannot make the
change without either increasing his expenses or else forcing
an unacceptable plan on a part of his employees. Neither party can
be expected to do much, except as a result of a settled conviction
thai health of body ami mind i* an Important element In a trainman's equipment. Hut none of those difficulties will serve as a full
defense where a man kills passengers by Bleeping at his post of
Neil her Is a superintendent excused for Inaction because he
duty.
cannot fully accomplish the object aimed at because men neglect
rigid rules,

officer

—

public

when
means

that

can.

to

rest

It

We

their

work hours are reasonable and

to hold

regular.

The

a railroad up to the theory of doing the beat

have said that the higher

officers of a

road cannot Instruct

:
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work of finding and promen, nor in (he violation of the seniority rule which
Neither can the manager
Is necessary in carrying out that idea.
put good backbones into superintendents who, have poor ones. But
he can establish high standards for his subordinates to live up
to, and can greatly aid the superintendents to improve their backbones themselves, by assuring them that their work Is so well ap
predated that they are to be given full power and authority to
continue a wise policy long enough to insure its success.

a

division superintendent in the delicate

moting

efficient

Summary

of

Annual Reports.

There are certain operating characteristics which vary greatly
from year to year, such as the amount of business transacted, as
shown by gross earnings, and the economy with which traffic is
moved, as shown broadly by net earnings; while as a further
commentary on net earnings the expense account shows whether
the general tendency has been to improve the properties out of
Income, or whether retrenchment has been necessary. For the past
two years the Railroad Gazette has illustrated these tendencies with
diagrams made up from the composite figures of a large number of
roads, believing that in this way the abnormal effect of special circumstances as affecting any one road or any small group of roads
would be neutralized, and a pretty accurate picture would be pre1903

Vol..

XL., No. 2

1904, these being the last figures available
it is obvious, therefore.
Hi. n Hi.' figure:
I'oi
in. nl .in
llii:
inn
in. HI. and
they would B8V<
been excluded except lor the desire to retain the original group of
"ails
der that a continuous comparison might be made. It is
fair in say that the difference between the assumed figures and the
i

i

actual figures wouid not materially arfect the curve after combination with the other 16 roads represented,
Tin' most striking characteristic of the diagram printed last
year was referred to as the struggle to reduce operating expenses,
which increased at a more rapid ratio than gross earnings did.
In
1905 this was also true, but the percentage of increase of gross
earnings was so great that plenty of room was also left, in spite of
the increase in operating expenses, for a substantial increase in net
earnings not only over 1904 but over 1903, the previous high year.
In 1903 net earnings were 61 per cent, greater than they had been
in 1899; in 1904 they were 59.3 per cent, greater, and in 1905 64 per
What these increases mean is well shown by a comcent, greater.
parison with the actual figures for the 17 roads which make up the
list, and which earned $457,272,272 gross in 1899, and $765,923,331
in 1905.
They spent in 1899 $292,400,842 as operating expenses,
and in 1905 $494,970,074; and they earned net J164.851.480 in 1S39
and $270,953,258 in 1905. By way of making a uniform comparison,
net earnings are given in the way they an most commonly reWhether or not
ported; that is to say, without deducting taxes.
taxes are deducted does not affect the curve at all, so long as the
practice adhered to is uniform.
It will be observed that in spite of the downward curve of
net earnings last year, and in spite of the extremely satisfactory
results in 1905. this year is the first one in which the curve of
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1

— Percentages

of Increase

2

— Percentages

Based on 1899 — 17 Roads.

sented of the railroad year in the country as a whole. The first
diagram of this analysis is an enlargement of the one printed in
our issue or January 13, 1905, and was made by taking the percentages of increase in gross earnings, operating expenses and net
earnings of 17 large railroads, selected as being cuaracteristic of
The increases are based
conditions in all parts of the ocuntry.
on the year 189., as a starting point, and the small figures under
•eaca ensuing year show the percentage of increase for each of the
items, while the lines connecting these figures are intended to
portray the same information in a graphic manner. The railroads
which are inducted in this list are as follows: Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe; Baltimore & Ohio; Chesapeake & Ohio; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; Chicago & Northwestern; Chicago. Milwaukee & St.
Paul; Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis; Erie; Great
Northern; Illinois Central; Louisville & Nashville; New York,
New Haven & Hartford; Norfolk & Western; Northern Pacific;
Philadelphia & Reading; Southern, and Wabash.
The diagram needs no special explanation, and the curves show
very clearly the steady increase in all three of the items from year
to year, with the single exception of the year ending June 30, 1904,
when net earnings decreased.
In making up the table this year it was necessary to approximate the figures for the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.
All of the other roads were selected because they reported the fiscal
year ending June 30, and in the previous comparison the same was
true with the Big Four. This year, however, the time of its rport
has been changed to the fiscal year ending December 31. To get
as close an approximation as possible in the figures used throughout this paper half of the year ending June 30, 1904, was taken
together with the new ngures for the half-year ending December 31,

of

the

Increase in
Roads.

Expense Account

— 19

gross earnings and operating expenses crosses that of net earnings.
The obvious reason for that is that with very great increases in
gross the roads sti.l had room to increase their operating expenses
largely and leave sufficient net earnings for dividend and surplus
purposes. The way these gross earnings were used is shown very
clearly in the following table, based on the expense account of 19
railroads, substantially the same as the 17 used in compiling Figure 1, but including one or two others which were not available
for a six-year comparison.*
This table shows some remarkable and very unusual results.
It will be recollected that throughout 1904, particularly in the
early months of the year, great efforts were made at retrenchment
by all roads. The effects of this were not especially apparent last
year, for when the average is based on a large number of roads
In 1904 the cost of
it takes some time for tendencies to appear.
conducting transportation on these roads increased 11 per cent, over
this item in 1903; but in 1905, in spite of the tremendous traffic
increases, cost of transportation only increased 7 per cent, over
The diagram to illustrate these
1904, or 19 per cent, over 1903.
results (Fig. 2) shows clearly where savings can be made in the

expense account, when economy is necessary, and where money is
spent freely, when economy is not necessary. In the year ending
June 30, 1904 the economy year with all expenses cut as low as
possible, the increase in the charge for maintenance of way and
structures was only 8 per cent., and the companies were so slow
in starting new work after the close of the retrenchment period that
the charge under this head increased only 5 per cent, from 1904

—

—

R. & O.
Atchison B., R. & P.
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Maintenance of equipment,
13 per cent, from 1903.
an item that cannot well be even temporarily reduced,
except for certain special work that does not total up large. It will
be seen that this charge increased 14 per cent, from 1903 to 1904,
and 10 per cent.* from 1904 to 1905, or a total of 26 per cent, over
With the increases in large locomotives, it
1903, in the two years.
is evident that this charge must continue to remain constantly high.
to

or

1905,

however,

is

—

that for the conIt is unfortunate that one of these curves
ducting transportation charge- is not based on the proper fiscal

—

1903

I9Q2
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pared with the ten months ending October 31, 1904. Figures 4 and 5
make precisely the same comparison, only with a slightly different
number of roads four years preceding. In each one of these three
ten-month diagrams the increase in operating expenses has been the
greatest of the three items presented. This year the three increases
are all quite close together. Last year, as a result of radical efforts,
the increase in operating expenses was cut down to .7 of 1 per cent.,
and yet both gross earnings and net earnings decreased.
The last table in the paper, comparing train loads through the
last five years on 17 roads, which represent practically all parts of
the country, is very striking. The figures exclude company's freight,
except in one or two instances where no separation was made in
th3 report, and where it is possible that the load is not strictly a
revenue one. It was natural enough that in 1904, a retrenchment
year, train loading could not be very materially improved; for, in
spite of the economy of good loading, there are only a few roads,
like the Great Northern, that can effect this by management a'.one
without the aid of heavier equipment, and in 1904 the amount of
new equipment was considerably smaller than it was this year.
In 1905 five roads, made the remarkable showing of an average
revenue train load of over 500 tons. These were the Chesapeake &
Onio, 557; the Great Northern, 523; the Union Pacific and the
Buffalo, Rochester & Pitt'burg, 507 each; and the Lehigh Valley,
501.
The Pittsburg & Lake Erie, with its average loading of over
900 tons, is intentionally omitted from the table, as its traffic is so
highly specia'ized that the figure affords no comparison with roads
doing a general business. Last year only one road of the group,
the Chesapeake & Ohio, had an average loading of over 500 tons.
1904

Fig. 3

— Percentages

of Increase.

1903

—

Years Ending Oct. 31, 1902 and
Roads.

101

show the savings recently made. Continued care in operaunprecedentedly large train loads and a lower fuel cost are
now causing excellent economies, and these may be expected to
show more plainly in the record a year from this time.
Figure 3 is a diagram which we have constructed from the
totals of figures prepared by the Commercial and Financial ChroniThe Chronicle bases its figures on current
cle, as in previous years.
reports of earnings, and can use only those it receives from the
period to

as/o

tion,

8.0%

1905

7.0%

1904

Fig. 5

— Percentages

Years Ending Oct. 31, 1904-05;

of Increase,

—93

Roads.

In 1903 this loading was not reached by any road reported in the
group, although the Chesapeake & Ohio had respective loads of 508
and 511 tons in 1902 and 1901. The average loading of the 17
roads was 376 in 1905 as against 356 in 1904, the largest increase
which has occurred in any of the five years reported.
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taken from answers received to these letters,
tions of country trom which they came.

classified by the sec-

CEKl RAX RUAIIS.
at points on our lines as indicated by traffic returns are somewhat higher than they were a year
ago, and the outlook for the immediate future at least is favorable.
The indications are that shipments of iron will he as large during
the coming year as they have been during the past one.
We think
the grain movement will aiso be as heavy in 1906 as it was in 1905,
and unless signs fail shipments of flour will be larger."
President.
"The business conditions in the territory through which this
road passes are much more l'avorab.e for 1906 than during the two
previous years. During 1903-1904 the crops along the line were
poor, but this year they have been far above the average and the
crops in the territory west of the Missouri river, especially the
corn crop, are much larger than in the two previous years. The
same is true of the territory west of St. Paul and Minneapolis. We
are preparing to try the experiment of building freight cars. We
shall start in slowly, calculating to build about 15 or 20 a month."
President.
"Our impressions are that the business conditions in the territory through which this road passes are considerably better than
they were a year ago and decidedly better than in 1903. We will
probably spend 10 millions or 15 millions for construction work,
and we expect to order 100 locomotives."

"The present business conditions

General Manager.
"Business conditions as compared with last year and the year
before are much better. Good crops and activity in all industrial
lines are responsible for this result.
We will order about 55 locomotives and 3.600 cars."
President.
"The business conditions in the territory served by this company are excellent, and are as good if not better than in any previous
year."

President.

"The business conditions are favorable to an increased heavy
tonnage occasioned by the great demand for iron, coal and coke.
We will probably order 50 heavy freight locomotives and 4.300
freight cars during the year, and we expect to spend about $925,000
on new shops and shop equipment, about $825,000 on bridges, and
about $2,000,000 on permanent road improvements."
President.
of the general business conditions of the territory traversed by this line is that they are better than they have
ever been. The specific indications that will affect earnings are,
first, the general
business prosperity; second, the great demand
for manufactured articles, and, third, a full crop of grain to be
moved, coupled with the good foreign demand. During 1906 the
company will receive 6,700 freight cars and has already placed
orders for 100 locomotives."
President.
"General business conditions in our territory seem to be much
better than at the same time last year. Orders are on hand in
greater number and the only drawback in sight is the restriction
resulting from shortage of cars. We expect to receive something
over 2,000 cars next year, which will practically double our equip-

"My impression

ment."

General Manager.
EASTERN ROAD.
"Every kind of business throughout the section of the country
served by this company is apparently more prosperous than at any
corresponding period during the last five years, and we see nothing in the outlook, other than possible radical action by Congress
at the present session, which seems likely to disturb these present
aonditions of prosperity. We have 36 first class locomotives under
contract for delivery between now and the first of next May; also
2,000 freight cars under contract, with the prospect of 4,000 more,
if we can get them built within the next 12 months."
President.

WESTERN ROADS.
"I consider the business outlook for 1906 to be the best that
this country has ever had.
have raised a good crop and our
territory is settling up fast, which necessarily makes business.
have contracted for 16 locomotives and will buy 1,500 box cars."
Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
"My impression of the business conditions in the territory
through which this line passes is favorable. From all the indications before us, traffic next year should show an increase over the

We

We

present year and the year preceding, so far as freight is concerned.
Earnings the coming year will probably be affected by the lower
rate brought about by competition between the Gulf lines and those
reaching the Atlantic Seaboard. The oniy cloud on the horizon
is the possibility of
hostile legislation, both Federal and state,
which would in itself have a very serious effect on the railroad interests in this section of the country.
We have ordered 25 locomotives, 1,000 box cars and 300 stock cars, and will probably order
250 more box cars in the coming year. Our construction expenditures will probably amount to two and one-half or three million
dollars."
President.
SOUTHERN ROADS.
"My opinion of the business conditions of the territory through
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which our road passes as compared with those of last year and
the year before is that, biing a new line in territory hitherto untouched by railroads, we wiu show an extremely large increase. Our
tonnage is largely forest products and at the present time the
market for these is extremely good and lik> ly to continue so. The
probabilities are that we will make heavy expenditures for both
motive power and equipment."
Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
every Indication of an increase in business, caused
by the general prosperous condition of the country and the new
acreage that has been set out on our line. Our traffic consists largely
of fruit and vegetables, and while it is almost impossible to undertake to say just what returns will be, on account of the various
uncertainties entering into farming operations, we feel that it is
fairly safe to prophesy with the new acreage set out that there will
be a considerable increase for the coming year."

'There

is

President.

"At present we are inclined to believe that business will be
generally better next year than in 1904, and expect some slight improvement over 1905, which has been our best year for tonnage
handled. We can see no specific reasons at present which should
affect our earnings next year.
This, of course, could be affected by
possible labor troubles, which are, however, not apparent at present."
President.

"The territory through which our road passes is showing steady
growth. Each year there is a decided improvement in our business
over the preceding year, and I consider the outlook in our territory for continued growth bright. I have no specific causes to give
for this growth except the development of this whole section of the
South in all lines."
President.

"My impression is that business conditions in the territory
served by our lines are certainly as good and probably better than
they were a year ago. At present there is a shortage of cars which
has restricted the amount of business handled to some extent. Our
gross earnings for the fiscal year so far are a little in excess of
those for last year, and I see no reason why they should not be equal
to or better than they were last year from now until June 30th."
President.
"Business conditions throughout the South along our line were
never in better shape than at present. The only specific item of
traffic which would be apt to affect our earnings during the coming
year is lumber. This is moving in greater volume than at this
time last year and every indication points to a continuance of these
conditions.
The movement of general traffic of every character is
good."
President.
SOUTHWESTERN ROADS.
"It is pretty early to form a correct opinion as to the business
conditions for 1906, but we look hopefully forward to a continuance

of the present prosperity throughout all of our country."
President.
"The outlook for this year is very good. There are no specific
indications likely to affect the earnings in this territory for 1906."

President.
the territory through which our
road passes are quite as favorable if not more so than at the same
time last year and the year preceding. The future outlook is quite
bright because of the increasing developments in the mining districts served, and particularly owing to the prospect of additional
land which will be put under irrigation by the building of the United
States Reclamation Service dams and irrigation systems."
Asst. to President.
"The business of this company has been much better this year.
cannot name any specific indications which are likely to affect
I
our earnings in 1906, except perhaps an increase in cotton acreage."
Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
"I do not anticipate that there will be any material change in
business conditions on this road during the year, except possibly
a decrease in its earnings due to falling off in oil shipments from
the Humble oil fields."
President.
"Our impression of the business conditions of the territory
through which this road passes as compared with those at the same
time last year and the year before is that there is an improvement
in every way.
Specific indications that are likely to affect earnings
in our territory during 1906 are found in the almost phenomenal
settlement of the country through which the line passes, particularly
at the west end."
Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
CANADIAN ROADS.
"The business conditions of the territory through which this
road passes are quite as favorable as for the same period last year,
while the larger grain crop of the season should insure even a
better movement.
It is too early to determine fully upon our budget
for the ensuing year, but we intend not only to continue to fully
maintain our properties but to keep up the same ratio of general
improvements in all directions."

"The business conditions

"The business conditions
what better than they were

of

General Manager.
our territory appear to be some
at this time last year and the year
in

4
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have no knowledge of any specific conditions likely
I understand that the shippers generally are preparing for a somewhat increased output of pulp wood,
Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
lumber, etc."
before,

and

;

I

to affect earnings, except that

3i

mercial and financial conditions were at a very low ebb, and especially was this true of railroads.
The shares of the Illinois Central sold in April, 18/7, at the lowest price ever known, $40.50 per
$100 share. Their price was particularly affected by the failure
both Illinois and Iowa of the crops of the year before, 1876;
by uncertainty in the minds of the investing public as to whether
the company could recover the advances which it had made to
the Mississippi Central and the New Orleans. Jackson & Great
Northern Railroads, and by doubt as to whether, having through
foreclosure reduced those properties to possession, they could be
made to earn an adequate rate of interest, or indeed any interest,
upon the capital invested; and by the enforced reduction in 1877
of the dividend rate from 8 per cent, to 4. At that time British
and Dutch proprietors owned more than four-fifths of the entire
in

Illinois

Central.

For many years there was no more common axiom of railroad
finance than that north and south lines were not profitable and
that the only successful railroads were those running east and west.
For many years also, the Illinois Central stood out as the exception which proved the rule.
To-day, with the old axiom thoroughly
disproved and a rapidly growing realization on the part of railroad managers all over the country of the coming importance of
the gulf export trade, the Illinois Central with its water grade line
down the Mississippi river and its dominant position at the most
important gulf port, is one of the mott immediately and potentially
Besides having the
valuable railroad properties in the country.
most direct line between Chicago and New Orleans, most of it
double track or with alternate routes, supplemented by extensive
systems of branches and feeders, the Illinois Central has for the
present another advantage over all the other north and south lines.

capital.

Mr. Fish, after remarking that to-day more than four-fifths of
the company's capital is held in the United States, presented a statement showing the changes which have taken place in the intervening 28 Vj years. This statement was prepared with the particular idea of selecting the items of the company's business bearing
directly upon its relations to the public which it serves and to
those in its employ:
Namely, the gross receipts from traffic that
is, the money collected from the public, from other railroads, from
the express companies and from the carriage of mail and the use
made thereof; the number of persons employed, the amounts paid
them, the proportion which such payments bear to the gross receipts, and the average yearly wages of employees; together with
a comparative statement showing for each of the years named not
only the service rendered, but the service rendered per mile of
railroad operated; that is, the density or intensity of the service.
The statement follows:
Comparative Statement Showing for 1876 and 1905, the Gross Receipts and
the ise Made of Them.

—

—

Calendar year
ended
Dec. 31, 1876.

Gross receipts
Operating expenses and taxes
Amount
Per cent, of gross receipts
Earnings from operation:* Amount

$7,040,969
4.270.205

:

33,111.706

70.92%
I4,39t;.n44

2, 770.764

of gross receipts
Fixed charges, inc. int.. rent & sinking fund
Av. rate, pr annum of int. on funded debt
Per cent, of gross receipts
Leaving applicable to dividet.ds
Amount....
Per cent, of gross receipts
Dividends actually paid: Amount
Hate per cent, per annum
Per cent, of gross receipts
Number of emnloyees
Wages of employees Amount
Per cent, of gross receipts
:

29.08%

39.35%

7.023. 100

1,242,780

5.44%

3.78%
14.10%

17.6.»%
1,527.084

:

7,373.835

21.70%

14.80%

2,320.oni)
8.t>%

6,052.800

7.0%
13.44%

32.95%
4,573
$2,5*8.047

Av. yearly wages each person employed

Being

s-!'.V,ns.cr,ii

nn.il.v

1'er cent,

On

Fiscal year

ended
June 30, 1005

81.223
$20,902,737

36.10%
$557.19

42.22%
$660.47

excess of gross receipts over operation expenses and taxes.

1876, a scaled reduction in pay of all officers and employees went into effect, ranging from 5 per cent, to 25 per cent.
Since 1876 the capital stock has been increased from $29,000,000
to $95,040,000 by the payment into the treasury of the company
of somewhat more than $66,040,000 in cash. Every dollar of this
additional capital has been offered to all stockholders for subscription at the same price, in no case less than par, without the Intervention of any syndicates or underwriters. In addition to which,
$32,994,878 has in the meanwhile been taken from moneys properly
applicable to dividends, for the betterment of the property and the
creation of various funds, including one for pensions.
The annexed table shows for the two years in question the
service rendered to the public:

Sept.

1,

Comparative Statement Shotoing for 1S76 and 190G

Service Rendered

tin

the Public.

Per cent, of
service

Illinois

Calendar year
ended

Central.

I

a granger line. From points on its own line extendthrough Iowa as far as Albert Lea, Minn.; Sioux Falls,
Sioux City, Iowa, and Omaha, Neb., it can carry export
the way to the gulf over its own rails and secure the
the 1,200 to 1,300-mile haul. This, too, without having
the grain into the congested territory about Chicago.
Even on grain for export via the gulf coming over other lines.
the Illinois Central gets by far the larger part of the haul. For
example, on tonnage moving by ih<> recently announced cut in
grain rates from Omaha to New Orleans by the Chicago & North
Western, the North-Western gets a 392-mile haul from Council Bluffs
It

Is

itself

ing west
S. Dak.;
grain all
whole of
to bring

to

Dixon,

against the

III.,

III

1-mile haul of the Illinois Central

I'i'imii

Dixon (o New Orleans. This illustrates pretty dourly he advan
which accrues to the Illinois Central on the rapidly developing
l

guli

export business.

The

financial history of the property is a brilliant one.
Dur
came the one hundredth Beml annual dividend on
Its Hindi,
r;i
by
In- doila rat inn in"
xtra dividend, which
though still continued as an "extra," practically raises the rate
to 7 per cent.
At the last annual meeting President Fish addressed
the stockholders on the growth of business since his iirsi election
in March. 1877. as a director Of the company.
At that time com

ing the past year
<

<

i

1

I

p

I

.

c

I

I

:

81, 1876.

Pass'gers carried 1 mile 51.288.031
l.ms freight eiu'd 1 niI.2G4.602.Sl

Hits of service.*
816.840.845
Miles, railroad operated
1,107.66
285,142
nils of service, pr mile
I

I

•Being the Sinn

of the

Fiscal year

ended

lucrease In
I

'.in.

.Tunc 30, l'.>n.Y
583. 181.805

over IS76.
532,243.864

5,539.130.454

5,294.537,1 to
5,826.781.004
3,266.25
1,119,236

349
378 9]

6,1 12,621
I

1,404,878

rendered

In

IPO:, to Hint
in 1876.

1,13877%

94%

2.1(10
1,04 1.83%

:::>4.S8%

49

passengers and tons of freight carried one mile

Mr. Fisli then said that in considering the Increase of
service rendered it must be remembered that at the end of 1876
the Illinois Central had been operating the whole of Its lines in
Illinois tor 20 years, and the iincs in [owa for more than nine
that the railroads which have sine been taken over
{rears, and
ami are now operated are of much later construction, besides hav
That is
Ing had, when taken over, a comparativelj light traffic
ed on the old
to say. the Increase In the density of servli
than appears
lines in operation In 1876 bas been
ch
from the statement, which Includes all hues now operate, i. JTel
taking results as they stand, it It shown that during 11i«' last
yeai the compans rendered to the public with respect to each mile
per cent as intense
19
of railroad operated a Bervlce which
as was the service rendered ii. 1876, While the volume ol s.
rs carried one mile
rendered has Increased in respect to
per cent.; In respect to Ions of freight Carried one mile
S 77
2100.il! per cent., and in respect to units of service performed nun.
i

I

i

1

1

;

:

.

a
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nt. Mr. Fish said that in view of the criticism
of railroads tor [ailing to perform their duty toward the public,
he wished thus to demon trate to the owneri ol the property that
the Illinois Central has done and is Increasingly doing its duty
a i.u-t which, lie added, he beiieved is appreciated In
to the pub li
orj served by the company in which so many of the stock
.

holders

live.

statement of the President's shows graphically the wonder
of the last quarter of a century.
Results for the past
fiscal year show a similarly favorable record.
With an increase
of only 34 miles in the average mileage operated, gross earnings
increased (2,677,514; operating expenses only $291,000. and net
earnings $2,386,507, or 17 per cent, over 1904. Taxes, which
'I

ful

his

growth

amounted

(the Illinois Central owing to the provision
by which it turns over 7 per cent, of Its gross earnings in Illinois to the state, has an unusually heavy tax charge}
and fixed charges brought down the $16,424,392 net earnings to
$10,135342, the net income for the year. This is equal to 10.66
per cent, on the stock. From this, $6,652,800 was paid as a 7 per
cent, dividend on the stock; $1,255,396 was subtracted as discount
on bonds sold; $500,000 was added to the insurance fund, and $1,683,885 was set apart for betterments, leaving in the surplus dividend
fund at the c ose of the year. $1,269,027.
One disastrous event of the year was the fire of Feb. 26. 1905,
which destroyed the Illinois Central elevators, warehouses and other
facilities at the Stuyvesant Docks. New Orleans.
As these were the
property of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, which, with its 1.175
miles of line, makes returns as a separate corporation, the direct
loss to the Illinois Central was principally in the destruction of
233 freight cars, a money loss of $87,250. which was charged to
The Yazoo & Mississippi Valley's losses were
the insurance fund.
$1,095,729 on account of structures and $32,730 on account of freight
cars; a total of $1,128,459. Of this, $935,682 was charged to the
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley insurance fund, the remainder, representing depreciation, to be charged to repairs and renewals as
To the insurance fund was
the work of rebuilding progresses.
credited $1,201,259 altogether, of which $655,643 represented the
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley surplus for the year, and $545,616 was,
instead of being paid to the owners of the second mortgage bonds
of the Louisville, New Orleans & Texas, as ordered by the Board
of Directors at the close of the fiscal year 1904, with the assent of
the holders of all such bonds, transferred to the Y. & M. V. insurance fund.
to $2,027,448

in its charter

During the year the

own

Illinois Central took

line into the city of Indianapolis.

steps to acquire

v.,

XL.,

i

Mo

2

The train load. Including company freighl was
the ioad carries.
367 tons.
The average aumbei of passengers in a train Increased
from 43 to 50, or 10.7 per cent. Net receipts per mile of road
Willi an increase
clearly reflect this efficient handling of traffic.
of $529 per mile In gross earnings, net earnings show an increase
ol $520 per mile, or only $9 out of $529 per mile used in increased
operating expenses. Mainlenain e of way per mile increased from
$1,308

in

I'.iol

in

$1,393 in

1905.

Repairs and renewals cost $2211

per locomotive in 1905 against $2,458 in 1904; $i8J per passenger
car in loo:, against $688 In 1904; and $08.5o per freight car In 1905
against $61 in lorn
These are all liberal maintenance expenditures
for the road
a particularly valuable statement in estimating the
value of the equipment is a comparative statement showing the
number of locomotives and the years In which they wire built, an
exhibit which would be received with great interest from ceitain
roads whose record Is nol bo clear as is the Illinois Central's In
this respect.

results shown in the report make it clear that the directook no extreme step in declaring the two successive extra
dividends
Except for the unusual conservatism for which the Illinois Central management is noted, the showing of the road would
fairly justify an out and out declaration of the flat 7 pi r cent, rate,
a -I p which it is not unlikely will soon be taken.
The Yazoo & Mississippi Valley shows gross earnings of $8,670,245 against $7,868,335 in 1904, an increase of 10 per cent. Net earnings were $2,281,271. an increase of 8 per cent. The average revenue
train load was 246 tons, which is almost the same as the 1904 figure.
The gross earnings per mile of road increased $494 per mile, or 7
per cent.; but $400 ]>> r mile of this amount was absorbed by operating expenses, leaving net earnings per mile of road $1,895, an
increase of $93 per mile of road over the preceding year.
The principal statistics of operation for the Illinios Central
proper are tabulated below:

The

tors

1004.

1905.

Mileage worked
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
EjXpress earnings
Gross earnings
Maint. way and structures
Maim, of equipment
Conducting transportation
Operating expenses
Net earnings
Gross income
Net income

4 340
$31,602,575
9,554.748
854,246
46,831,136
6,679.311
7,323,343
18.785,938
32.703.251

4,374
$32,607,922
10,729,825
1,002,154
49.508.650
6.095.096
7.804.810
18,102,052
33.084.258
16,424,392
52.270,157
10,135.342

4.037,885
49,547,685
8,865,027

1

TRADE CATALOGUES.

its

The Indianapolis Southern.

a railroad which was being built from Indianapolis to Switz City,
Ind., the terminus of the Illinois Central's Effingham branch, and
was projected to run westward paralleling that branch into the
coal fields of Sullivan County. Ind., was acquired, and track has
now been laid on more than half of the line into Indianapolis,
giving the Illinois Central shortly its own line into that city.
A similar reaching out to the eastward since the close of the
fiscal year was the purchase of the Tennessee Central by the Illinois Central and the Southern Railway. On the partition of the
Tennessee road, the Illinois Central obtained the western end, giving it its own line from Hopkinsville, Ky.. the terminus of one
of its branch lines, into Nashville, Tenn.
A policy long in vogue on the Illinois Central is that of steadily
improving the standards of maintenance.
During the past year
the average weight of rail in main track increased from 72.78
lbs. to 73.50 lbs.
Similarly, the average tractive capacity of locomotives on level track increased from 3,724 tons to 3,860 tons:
and the average capacity of revenue freight cars from 33.77 tons
The steady application of this policy through a series
to 34.21 tons.
of years is clearly shown in the high points which these different
figures have already reached.
The operating statistics show an increase of $1,175,000. or
12.3 per cent, in passenger earnings, against an increase of $915,347,
or 2.9 per cent, in freight earnings. The operating ratio, excluding
taxes, decreased from 70 per cent, in 1904 to 66. S per cent, in 1905.
Maintenance of way increased $415,7S5; maintenance of equipment
$481,467, and conducting transportation decreased $683,8S7; a fine
The largest increase in main
record of operating efficiency.
tenance of way came in the three items, renewals of rails, renewals
In
of ties and repairs and renewals of bridges and culverts.
maintenance of equipment the increase in repairs and renewals of
freight cars was larger than the total increase in equipment maintenance. On the other hand, there was a reduction in freight train
expenses of $777,740, larger than the total reduction in conducting
transportation account. The reduction of 3.64 per cent, in conducting transportation expenses is particularly favorable in view of the
000,000 more ton-miles and 98,000,000 more passenger miles than
in 1904.

The
Other figures show operating efficiency in other ways.
average number of freight cars in a train increased from 24.44 to
26.19; the average revenue train load from 278 tons to 319 tons
notable increase in view of the large amount of high class and
perishable freight, such as bananas and domestic small fruits, which

—

In 1894. the Master Car Builders' Association, for convenience in the 61
ing and preservation of pamohlels. catalogues, specifications, etc., adopted a
The advantages of conforming to these sizes have
of standard sizes.
been recognized, not oi-Iy by railroad men, but outside of railroad circles, and
many engineers make a practice of immediately consigning to the waste basket
all catalogues that do not come within a very narrow margin of these standard
They are given here in order that the size of the publications of this
sizes.
kind, which'are noticed under this head, may be compared with the standards,
and it may be known whether they conform thereto.

number

Standards.
Fostal-eard circulars
Pamphlets and trade catalogues
specifications

and

letter

3%
3%
6
9
8*4

paper

in.

"
"
"
"

by 6 \b in.
by R
"
by 9
by 12
by 10% "

—

Lock Joint Pipe. An illustrated pamphlet setting forth the
superiority of lock joint pipe for the protection of piles in wharves,
warehouses, trestles and other structures is published by the Lock
Joint Pipe Co., New York.

—

Fans and Blowers. Fans, blowers and exhausters for heating
and ventilating, mechanical draft and other purposes, are described
in a booklet issued by the creen Fuel Economizer Co.. Matteawan,
N. Y.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Walschaert Valve Gear

in Service.

Philadelphia. Pa.. Dec. 27, 1905.

To the Editor ok the Railroad Gazette:
Motive power men who are now waiting

for the first reports

on Walschaert valve gear service will be interested to receive some
advance information as to the general satisfaction of this gear now
This road has practically
in use on the Pennsylvania Railroad.
been the pioneer in its use in this country, and the average railroad man has been rather skeptical about the success of such a
Alradical departure from the standard type of valve motion.
though it is realized that the Walschaert motion has proved sucafter many years of service on the other side of the
cessful,
water, yet foreign conditions of train tonnage and service are
not those found in this country, so that the call has been for American results.
The first Pennsylvania locomotive equipped with the Wal-

JANUARY
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schaert valve gear was received from the Baldwin Locomotive Works
during the latter part of June, 1905, and has been in actual service
since the first of July, hauling heavy freight trains over the Middle
Division, from Harrisburg to Altoona. This engine, No. 2751, is of
the Pennsylvania standard freight class H-6-B, and during its
five months of service has covered 22,000 miles without a failure
due to any part of its valve gear. It met with an accident, howeer, and is now in the Harrisburg round-house receiving a new
A careless hostler fired
set of side sheets, stay bolts and flues.
her up, after a check valve had been reground, and neglected to
find out if there was any water in the boiler.
A careful examination of the pins and bearings of the valve
motion on this engine fails to disclose any decided wear or defect,
and with the exception of the brasses on the eccentric rod end
The
the work is just as it was received from the builders.
valves have been reset once in five months, and this setting was
only necessary because the balance rod had worked loose and
thrown the valve out to some extent. At this point it may be well
to mention that this engine is the only one equipped with the stub
end eccentric rod and split brasses. All that have since been received have the solid end with the customary brass bushing.
Five months of good service is scarcely enough upon which to
base a claim of success, but a systematic inquiry among roundhouse machinists and engineers will soon disclose the future of any
new departure. With 107 of the Walschaert gears in use on locomotives running between Harrisburg and Altoona, it was not hard
The general opinion, howto obtain a wide range of criticism.
ever, is expressed in the words of one old engineer who was so
fond of his new engine that he said: "I hate to leave her at the
round-house and go home to sleep. I'm afraid some one will steal
her." The engines are not thrown into a "pool" on this division,
as is often the custom, but one engineer is assigned to a locomotive,
and is responsible for any failures that may occur. All of the
107 have shown good steaming qualities, and have pulled their
trains as well as their sister engines, with the ordinary Stephenson link motion. Failures that have been reported were due to the
exhaust nozzles, which were originally 5% in. in diameter, and are

now being bushed down to 5% inMuch criticism having been heard with regard

to the

number

of pins necessary in the Walschaert motion and the valve troubles
caused by their wear and subsesquent lost, motion, special inquiries

was discovered that while some of the pins did
give trouble occasionally, it was more the result of heating than any
lost motion.
The pin that holds the link hanger to the end of the
were made, and

it

reverse shaft arm is one of the most frequent offenders; and the
valve stem pin is also the cause of considerable trouble, due to
faulty design in the oil cellar.
The oil is compelled to travel
three or four inches from the cup before It lubricates the pin,
and in this distance the hole becomes clogged with dirt. It is necessary to exercise great care in the design and workmanship on this
gear because with 12 pins and their bearings on each side of the
locomotive something will sooner or later be likely to give trouble.
On the Southern Pacific Railroad a similar form of "grasshopper" valve gear, known as the Stevens, was placed in use many
years ago and a number of the engines are still running on the
divisions between Sacramento and Portland, but the experiment
was not deemed successful, owing to the great wear on the pins,
and other reasons best known to the superintendent of motive power
of the road. This gear differs from the Walschaert in the construction of the valve and valve stem, there being a double valve with
one stem working through the other which is hollow.
From the machinists in the Pennsylvania round-house there
was a diversity of opinion, but the only general complaint was with
regard to the work necessitated in reducing lost motion between the
crosshead and guide bars, (he latter being of the "wing" type. Under ordinary circumstances it is sufficient to line down the top guide
bar to take up light wear, but in this case it is impossible to do so
because the mechanism that supports the valve rod attachments is
bolted to the upper guide bar and il would not do to move it from
its original position.
It is Iherefore necessary to disconnect the
crosshead from both piston and main rod, and place liners under
the crosshead shoe or else resort to loose liners. This is a heavy
job for round-house men and some dissatisfaction may be expected
when il is considered that they are working on the piece work
system.

Added

the opinion expressed by both engineers and nitichin
ists, the general road foreman of engines dispelled all thoughl
ol
non-success thai might have lingered In the mind of a conservative
inquirer
lie was
in bis praises of Hie "graSBhopper" motion,
lo

and remarked thai the engines on bis division were never doln bet
ier work wiih fewer failures than at
He Is
the present time.
sisieii that the
chlnlBts at either end of the division were <iisappointed because there was really so little work in be dune when
run was complete.
The ih-si engine equipped, and one already mentioned, No.
This is
27.M. h ;i: given the besl service of any so far In use.
accounted tor from ibe i.-ict thai special pnins were taken In its
ii
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The others,
it was known to be a test locomotive.
however, are doing their share of the work and averaging about
4,400 miles a month.
Two were repaired, owing to a wreck,
shortly after they were received, but in no case have they fallen
down through defective valve motion.
The argument has been raised at times that with this motion
a small amount of lost motion at the driving box of the main
drivers would amount to considerable when transmitted to the
eccentric rod at the end of the crank pin. The work of these engines
It is a much
fails to reveal any fears from such a cause as that.
better proposition for the engineer to have important parts outside
where he can inspect them easier, when oiling up, and give them the
attention that is practically impossible when leaning over the tops
of driving wheels, or crawling underneath.
From the above discussion it is evident that with engineer
and machinist satisfied, and the road foreman anxious to get more
engines of the same type, but one conclusion can be reached, which
The present
is that the Walschaert valve motion has come to stay.
design will no doubt be improved with great rapidity, especially
the sliding cross-head that guides the valve rod. There is already a
visible difference between No. 2 751 and those that have come from
the shop during the past month. As yet the engines equipped have
only been used for freight service, but with such satisfactory results it is only a question of time when they will enter the passenger field.
Cther roads will follow in the footsteps of the Pennsylvania,
and although the progressive Rock Island has been building them
for some time, and is at present receiving quite a few, we must credit
the Pennsylvania with taking the lead in a step that marks an important milestone in American motive power development.
THOMAS F. CRAWFORD.
construction, as

An English

Visitor.

30 Streathani High Hoad, London, S.W., Jan. -

1906.

To the Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
About a year ago I was traveling from New York to Chicago.
I
was in the smoking car, and sitting next to me was a genial
American, who, guessing that I was an Englishman, pleasantly
opened a conversation with me. After chatting about various subjects we came to talk of the comfort and convenience of modern
travel, and as we were then in one of the most luxurious of modern
My
trains I remarked upon the excellence of its appointments.
friend agreed with my observations, but said he could not understand why there were so many more fatalities on the American railroads than on those of England. "Oh, it's because their trains go
so slow," replied a railroad official who was standing near to us.
I
was rather surprised to hear this, and told him that he was
certainly mistaken.
It
was evident, however, that he persisted
I spent several months in the United States, travelin his belief.
ing many thousands of miles, and so prevalent did I find this
error that I determined to do what I could to correct it. My first
intention was to make a list of all the regular daily trains in
England which attain or exceed an average speed of 50 miles per
hour. These, however, I found were so numerous that I was
constrained to limit my list to trains which, besides fulfilling these
conditions run for distances of not less than 100 miles. Even that
I
found would occupy much more time than 1 could devote to the
subject, so 1 have contented myself with giving a list which, althink, be sufficient to show that
though very incomplete, will,
English trains do not "go so slow."
would like to add a few further remarks concerning railI
Most people
roads in general and English railroads in particular.
will agree that it is far more desirable to have a frequent service
of trains running between important points at rales averaging between 40 and 50 miles per hour than to have a relatively meagre
service of slower trains, relieved by three or four, which attain much
higher speeds. And In this respect surelj the English railroad
companies serve the public exceedlnglj well, As an illustration of
give in my table
more or less Important British towns
this
and cities, distant LOO miles or more from London, and indicate
the number of trains which run between them and the Capital dailj
(except Sundays).
The sped of most of these averages more than
attain or exceed 50
in miles per hour, and Beveral, at will
a
miles per hour.
Many of ibe cities named ai
lected with London bj one
or more railways which
have no( mentioned because the route
I
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Berwick, for instance, is
ger and lakes little through traffic.
bj the Midland Railway.
As 1 wished to show the number of Cast trains available for
in
have been obliged sometimes to
each hi
places mentioned
give the same train more than once.
Some of Uie trains going to
Bath, Eoi instance, go to Bristol and Exeter also. But of the 259
reached

I

i

Fusi Regular Trains

I»i

v.

IV

VI.

No. of No. or irnlns
dally

Name of place
Bath

n.
Hallway.

Miles from

W.
L. & S.-W.
U.N.
U. W.
L. &N. W.
L. &S.-W.
G.N.
L.&N.-W.

100%

13

148
S38

14

U.

Berwick

Birmingham
Bournemouth
Bradford

MI<1.

<;.(

W.
Mid
L.&N.-W.

Bristol
Carlisle

G.

Chester

L.
G.

& N.-W.

Crewe

L.

&

Darlington

G. \V.
G. N.
Mid.

Doncaster

G.N.

Durham

G. K.
G. N.
Mid.

Edinburgh

Exeter
-

N.-W.

1

US

50.1
B5.4J

30

8

r,o..v

108

24

l

51.4

lOtiM

-"
22
29
18
33

]

0U 5

L29W

219
208

203%
118%

310 *
29914

^

179
214
158
173
232
240
156V4

28

1

52.0

7

50.5

180%

11

15

1

52.0

609
50.0

9

56.7'

4

52.8

193%
2

24
17
]4
14
14

lo.Vj

9
51
27

&S.-W.

171
loi

'A
i,

444
..

203
218
203
298
106

'..

L.&N.-W.
G. C.

201

99%

G. C.

103

L.&N.-W.
G.N.

115%

& N.-W.
Mid.
G. W.
G. C.

201

L.

G.N.
L.

230

240%
183%

G. C.

206

G.N.
G. W.
U.N.

203%

Newark
Newcastle

G. N.

219
120
272

Mid.

297%

W.

133%

Mid.
G. C.
G. N.

125%

G.

128

L.&N.-W.
G. W.
L. &S.-W.
G. C.
G. N.

246

Mid.

158%
162%
171%
133%
177%

Mid.

162

184

120%

W.

Worcester

G.

Mid.

156

York

G.N.

188%
212%

G. E.

.

•

9
..

20

56.7'
59.4">

7

.

7

56.1
50.4

2

5

52.6
52.4
53.7
50.9

5
3

17
11

1

3

18
26
25
21
18
34

50.2

57.8
53.2
52.3

4

6

50.3
52.6

4

52.3

2

07.5
54.8

5

55.7

4
4
3

5

1

58.1
57.2
52.8
50.6

12
7

56.4
53.8

5

55.8

4

55.6

8

52.7

G. C.

Great

W.

:

C — Great

:

—

;

Great Eastern.
G. E.
3
two of the 9 trains at 55.7. and two at 54.5.
Bath
•Birmingham. G. W. four of the five (aster than 54 miles per hour.
* Rlrmtngham,
seven of the eight at 56.5.
L. & N.-W.
three of the 10 over 55.
Bristol
•Exeter; four of the nine over 55.
four of the six over S5.
'Leamington. G. W.
"Leamington on the L. & N.-W.. and Leicester on the Midland are both
Just under 100 miles from London, hut as they are over 100 miles distant by
tl
iii-r lines which serve them, they are included.
"Leicester, Midland; seven of the 20 over 55
'"
four of the seven over 55,
Lelci Bter, G, C.
II
Nottingham, Midland: four of the 11 over 55.

G.

Central;

out at the south end, 30,000 cu. yds. out of the south shaft, 20,000
north shaft, and 22,000 cu. yds. were taken out
At the top of one of the shafts the company
at the north end.
bought more than a city block of swamp land, where the excavated
material was wasted and the lots made available for building purposes.
The tunnel contains 3,500 cu. yds. of concrete lining and
The exca1,150,000 ft., board measure, of timber lining in place.
vation for the approaches amounted to 45,000 cu. yds., and there
were 3,000 cu. yds. of concrete used in the approaches. The gauntlet
track through the tunnel is operated by the Union Switch & Signal
Company's electric train staff system, the installation providing for
a possible consecutive movement of 20 trains in one direction. The
photographs show in remarkable detail the characteristics of the
rock, masonry and timber sections of the tunnel, and also the con
crete portals at both ends of the tunnel.
The regular passenger schedule provides for 20 southbound and
17 northbound trains through the tunnel out of a total of 81 trains
daily in each direction. There are 13 limited trains a day in each
direction which make the 20-mile run between Scranton and Wilkes
barre in 30 minutes, including two stops and three minutes spent in
running over the last mile into Wilkesbarre. These all use the
tunnel. The company is building up a freight service both in package freight and in carload lots. Trains of two or three freight cars
The elimination by the
are hauled by 300-h.p. freight motors.
tunnel line of the 4 per cent, grade of course greatly increases
the load which a motor can handle. The maximum grade on the
cu. yds. out of the

7

—Great Western L. & S.-W. — London & South-Western G. N.
Northern; Mid. — Midland; L. & N.-W. — London & North-Western

G.

I

Valley.

was completed on July 19, 1905.
The tunnel is 4,747 ft. long. Of this distance 1,300 ft. is solid
rock section, 750 ft. masonry lined, and 2,700 ft. timber lined. The
masonry-lined section is 17 ft. wide by 22 ft. high, and the timberlined section is 18 ft. wide by 23 ft. high. These dimensions give
plenty of clearance to the largest type of Pullman car or freight car.
The two tunnel shafts are each 10 ft. by 20 ft. No. 1, the southerly
shaft, is 110 ft. deep, and No. 2, the northerly shaft, 180 ft. deep.
The excavation for the shafts amounted to 2,700 cu. yds. The tunnel
excavation was 88,000 cu. yds., of which 16.000 cu. yds. were taken

56.8"

11

& Wyoming

This tunnel was, on October 19 last, opened for service. It connects with the line first built at a point about half a mile from
the Scranton passenger terminal at its north end, and at a point
It has
over the hill beyond South Scranton at the south end.
saved a considerable amount of distance, and, more important still,
has reduced the ruling grade on this section from 4 per cent, to 1 per
cent.
The grade through the tunnel is 1 per cent, and 0.8 of one
per cent.
The accompanying photographs show in order passing
through the tunnel from north to south the portals and typical
sections in the tunnel.
Work was begun on July 5, 1904, and was carried on from both
ends and in both directions from two shafts, making six working
headings. The first round of shots was fired at the north end on
August 12, 1904, and at the south end on September 8 of the same
year. The headings met between the two shafts on June 10, 1905,
giving a continuous opening from portal to portal. The excavation

24
16

Mid.

When one considers the rapidity with which trains follow one
another on the English railroads, the high speeds at which they
run, tin ir punctuality and the extremely small number of latalLles
which occur, it must be admitted that they are managed very efficiently.
As regards the comlort of traveling on the iMigiish lines,

was to be pierced by a tunnel.

.

6
3

30
28
22
24
36
26
29

31

..

175%

Mid.

11

10
21
12
22
20
35
19
15
38

230%
164%

G.N.

..
1

28
20

125

L.&N.-W.
G. W.
L.&N.-W.
L.&N.-W.

54.0

3

24
18

6
24
23
14
19
17
27

..

218%
..

& N.-W.

18

48
27
20

185

Mid.

the remaining 120

The Lackawanna & Wyoming Valley Railroad, or the Laurel
Line, as it is generally known locally, is a standard-gage, doubletrack, rock-ballasted, third-rail electric road, controlled by the
Westinghouse interests. It is laid with 90-lb. rail on private rightof-way throughout its length from Scranton to Wi.kesbarre, Pa.
The line was put in operation between these points in December.
1903.
A full description of the road from an engineering standpoint was published in the Railroad Gazette of April 22, 1904, when
The road
also its traffic possibilities were discussed editorially.
then entered the city of Scranton by a temporary location known
as the Erie cut-off, with steep grades (4 per cent.) over a hill that

1

23
28
26
37
22
12

97%
186%
196%
220%

2.

miles.

Scranton Tunnel of the Lackawanna

10

..

Mid.

Wakefield

54.fi

1

Mid.

Stockport

50.4

14

L. &N.-W.
G.N.

Stafford

2

16

14

47
10
24
22
38

256

L.&N.-W.
G.N.

for

No.

2S

13
10

Leeds

Shrewsbury

0o.3

..

L.&N.-W.

Sheffield

59.2"

1

404

G. W.
G. VV.

Plymouth

....

10

Mid.
G. C.
G. W.

Leamington.*

Newport (Mon.)
Nottingham

-

..
..

3

Holyhead

Manchester

5118'

16
21

18

Mid.

Liverpool

9

22

G. C.

Leicester."

train.

[rains, or higher.

305

G.N.
G.N.

Harrogate

offastesl

G.N.
L.&N.-W.

Mid.
G. C.

Grantham

Speed

m.p.h.,

4IIO

L.

Glasgow

W.

London.

regi

av'g 50

QualntOD Road averages 60 miles an hour

XL.

euiilil
haiihv wish for moro luxurj tOT B UV6 01 elghl llOUI
journey than is provided in the splendid "Cornish Riviera Express"
of the Great Western Railway, the equally fine Scotch Expresses
of the Midland, the Great Northern, and the London & North West
ern, the "Grampian Corridor Express" of the Caledonian, or, indeed,
of any of the main line trains of the principal companies.
And
for a journey of an hour or two, Englishmen, at any rale, find
the compartment carriages very comfortable. When criticising railroads it is essential to take into account the conditions under which
they are run, and the requirements of the pub.ic whom they serve,
considerations too often neglected by those who make comparisons
between the railroads of England and America.
FRANK FAIRER SMITH.

VSnglani and Scotland. 1

ill.

I.

Vol.

:

;

;

;

;

i

;

given in Column V. 155 are absolutely distinct and separate trains.
Some English expresses lose a good deal in speed by the caution
which they have to exercise while in the neighborhood of London
or other large cities where there is much local traffic. For example,
the Great Central Railway's Sheffield express, which leaves London at 3.25 p.m., when once clear of the Metropolitan lines at

January
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whole line is 2 per cent, near Plttston, which la about halfway
u Scranton and Wilkesbarre.
The Scranton Hi unci was built by the ackawanna 'I'm
Company, Westlnghouse, Church, Ken' & Co. being the engineers for
In
railroad company, and Mr. P. B. Easterbrooks the Assistant
ICngineer in Charge.
The Rinehart & Dennis Co. were the contractors.
For the photographs and other inhumation we are indebted to Mr. Charles F. Conn. Vice-Presidenl of the Lackawanna
Wyoming Valley Railroad.
i

I

I

1

i
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longitudinal and Conn a good metallic return Indendent of the track rails. In the Subway the cross girders In
the roof are supported on separate
imni without longitudinal
girders except at a few stations and cross-overs, and there is thus no
continuous metallic system. Any leakage of current finds its way
up the columns to the pipe systems overhead.

girders are
p

Signal Arrangements for the

New York

Central Electrified Zone.*

a.-

Electrolysis and

Water Pipes

in

New York

City.

The precautionary measures taken by the New York City lie
of Water Supply in Manhattan ami Bronx boroughs^to

part mi

tj

:

prevent the destruction of pipes by electrolytic action resulting
from stray return currents from the electric roads are Interesting.
They have been costly, but reasonably successful. Below 125th
street all of the surface roads are operated with the conduit
tern, using the track rails as a return circuit as in the overhead
trolley system.
When the conduits were first put in the entire
track structure was designed to be as substantial and permanent
as possible.
Extra heavy sections of rails were used and the joints
were either cast or electrically welded, in addition to which copper
bonds were applied at certain points. The Department of Watei
Slippy insisted on the most effective means being taken to prevent
leakage to the ground and adjacent parallel mains, and the street
railway company in compliance with these demands designed the
conduit structure with ducts in the walls of the underground chambers in which return copper cables were laid connected to the
track rails every 500 ft. and extending from the end of each s?ction
of the road back to the ground connection at the power stations.
At the same time, wherever it was necessary to do so, the water
mains were removed from under the tracks and relocated at a
minimum distance of 5 ft. to one side of the nearest track rail.
These measures proved effective from the beginning in nearly every
case.
In some places where crossings of car tracks over-lie a network of water mains stray currents have done some damage to
hydrant and service connections 40 or 50 ft. away from the crossing, requiring the renewal of the connections at infrequent intervals, although not causing the complete destruction of the pipes.
Readings taken at these places with a voltmeter at the time the
excavations were made showed a perceptible flow of current at
varying potentials, proving the damage to have been caused by elec-

The block system to be installed within'the Electrification Zone
territory of the New York Central in the vicinity of New York la
An
to be arranged with an over.ap of the full length of the block.
engineman Will then be given two warnings and two chances to
stop before it will bi po£ lbl( for a train to overtake another on
iname ti
The signaling

most eomplete, and. it is felt, the
It certhat has ever been made.
tainly will be the large;
pensive, and the cost would
and
be con idered prohibitive if the signals were not necessary for the
operation of trains.
No expense is to be spared to provide
every feature that will add to the safety of operation, as where
safety is concerned it will not do to be "penny wise and pound

most perfect

be the

tallation

foolish."

The block system to be
alternating earn nt will be
relay that is acted on only
direct current will have to

installed

required

by an

a

be used.

the automatic electric. An
the track circuit, and a
ternating current and not by
is

for

Alternating current

is

prin-

employed in street and house lighting, and, owing to the
ease with which the voltage may be raised or lowered by means
cipally

An alterof a transformer, its field of usefulness is very large.
nating current, as will be understood from its name, is one where
the current is alternately made to flow in one and then in the
opposite direction.
'Ine frequency of the alternations or number
of current impulses occurring in a given time are termed cycles;
and these ordinarily vary from 25 for power currents to 60 and even
133 cycles for lighting circuits. The alternating current to be used
in the track to operate the track relay will be of 25 cycles, and
distributed on two main wires strung on the transmission line
po'.es, some of which may be seen now in place at Spuyten Duyvil.
Owing to the large current required and the long distance it will
have to be transmitted from the power stations, the current in
the main signal lines will be of 3,000 volts potential; and at each
location where signals are to be placed a transformer will be connected to the line to step the current down from 3,000 volts to
50 volts.

A current of 50 volts potential is a convenient one to use for
the various circuits forming part of the signal system. It is to be
employed to light the lamps in the signals, work the signal motors,
the switch indicators, the relays and all circuits of the system
except that of track where, owing to the low insulation between the
For the track circuits
rails, a low voltage current must be used.
the vo'.tage is to be reduced by a second transformer from 50 to 6
or even 2 volts, according to the length of the track circuit section.
An alternating current, owing to the change from zero to full
voltage, sets up an opposing magnetic resistance in the rails; and,
as the resistance varies according to the length of rail through
which the current passes, the voltage used must be proportioned
to the length of the track circuit.
The relay required differs materially from the ordinary form
A re'.ay of the ordinary
of relay used for track circuit purposes.
type is acted on by any small direct current; and as there will be
large quantities of direct current flowing through the track and
wires that are connected to the same, a relay that is worked by
the alternating current only is a necessity. The alternating current
relay is, in fact, nothing more than a motor, the armature of
which is allowed to turn about % of a circle in place of making a
complete revolution. There are two forms of these relays in use;
one, a single-phase relay taking its current only from the track, and
requiring a comparatively large current, as sufficient has to be
received at the relay to magnetize the fields and turn the armature.
Tue other type is rea'ly a two-phase induction motor with two
One of the windings takes current from the 50-vo!t
field windings.
power line, the other the low voltage from the track. The ample
power of the 50-volt current is u=ed to furnish the major portion
of the energy required to actuate the relay, and only a small current
is required from the track to give the necessary rotation of the
armature. The current in tht two windings must differ in phase
or time of maximum intensity by about 90 degrees, or one-quarter
of a cycle period, in order to produce the necessary pull, and the
direction of rotation depends on the relative phase of the two currents.
If the re'ation of the phase of the currents is reversed, the
armature will turn in the opposite direction to the normal and
thereby cause the signal to indicate stop. Protection is thus secured
against a breaking down of the rail-insulating joint, as the current
coming through from the transformer of the adjoining track section

i

ti

In

I

trolytic action.

On the upper end of the Island and in the Bronx, where there
are a number df surface roads using the single overhead trolley,
the cases of damage and even total destruction of pipes underground have been more numerous. The track rails, often poorlybonded at the joints, are relied on to carry the return circuit without the use of a supplementary copper return cable. Wherever the
tracks run parallel to the water mains the Department of Water
Supply has required the company to pay the cost of the relocation
of the pipes to one side of the tracks, but this has not entirely prevented electrolytic action. At crossings and other points of excessive leakage copper cables have been laid in the ground around
the path which the current seeks to follow in the pipes, and these
are bonded to the rails at each end to form a continuous metallic
circuit.
This is a makeshift expedient and not to be compared
in efficiency with the parallel copper circuit used with the conduit
system. Service and hydrant, connections are the principal points
of attack by stray currents, and these are renewed in some places
at quite frequent intervals. The chief damage is done at the wip?d
joints in the lead service pipes, which are eaten away or so badly
oxidized that they crumble when exposed. The railroad companies
when called upon to settle claims for the cost of renewing damaged
service connections usually pay up without protest. Near the powerstations the usual copper returns are laid throughout the danger
zone and are fairly effective.
When the Elevated Railroads were changed from steam to electricity the entire structure was carefully bonded with copper at
every point in the longitudinal girders, and the track rails were
likewise bonded. While some evidences of electrolysis are found
at junction points and crossings where the path of the return current is not continuous, underground structures have not been affected to any appreciable extent.
Subway has not been in operation long enough to determine
her or not stray currents from the rails are causing damage
At places
to the water pipes laid along side or above the tunnel.
where the Subway lies under a network of pipes the \oltmeter
vs a flow of current up the columns and thence to the pipes.
At other points no flow of current can be detected.
It has been sugthat in case damage is found to result from these stray curits one or more of the ducts already provided for in the walls
of the tunnel could be used for carrying a return copper cable conneeted to the track rails every 1,500 ft., as is done with the surface
init
roads.
The Subway structure differs from the elevated
roads in the distribution of the steel work. On the Elevated the
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'Extracts from a paper by W. H. Elliott, Signal Engineer of the
Yerk Central, in Railroad \te* For January.
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phase and rotate the armature in the direction
cause a. separation of the contact points opening the signal circuit
and causing the signal to indicate stop.
A most important part of the track circuit equipment is the
reactance bond. This bond is designed to allow the direct current
returning to the power house to pass from one section of the track
to the other, while it must stop the alternating current from passing
to the next sections in sufficient quantity to interfere with the
working of the relay of those sections. Accurate calculations have
had to he made and much ingenuity displayed in the design of
these bonds, for they must be so proportioned as to pass 3,000
amperes of direct current continuously whi.e stopping the alternating current and limiting it to the track section where it is to
be used. These bonds are formed of a copper bar 1 in. square and
about 30 ft. long, bent in the form of a coil and placed in an iron
box and surrounded by oil to carry away the heat generated by
the current passing through the bond. A bond is required for each
end of a track circuit. There are about 1,000 track circuits in the
electrification zone, and as the bonds cost about $150 apiece it will
be seen that apparatus of this kind is quite expensive. Each bond
allows approximately 60 watts of current to pass, in order to render
the bond effective to any larger current; and as about 30 watts
of current is lost in the track section, a total of 150 watts is required to operate each track circuit. One hundred and fifty watts
is approximately one-fifth of a horse-power, or a total of 200 horsepower is required for the 1,000 sections on the 54 miles of four-track
railroad to be signaled.
As illustrating the great expense there
will be in operating the new system, it should be remembered that
for 1,000 track circuits worked by direct current obtained from
gravity batteries but 1% horse-power would be required.
will be of a different

to

In operation the new system should be an ideal one, for there
be no batteries of any kind to need cleaning and inspecting
and no lamps will have to be lighted. All power will be supplied
from the sub-stations, and unless some of the connections break
or are burnt out by lighting there is little to go wrong. The alternating current relays and magnets are quick in releasing, and there
is small danger of the signal being improperly held in the clear
position from residual magnetism, as sometimes happens with the
battery-operated systems.
Ample power is available to work the
signals quickly, while they may be loaded heavily enough to overcome a lot of ice on the blade or increased friction in the parts
which might keep the signal from changing to the stop position.
In almost every way the system is an ideal one, and while it
will be expensive in first cost and the cost of operation will be high,
the increased efficiency and greater safety in working will more
than compensate for the large outlay of money.
The interlockings to be installed will be of the latest type of
power apparatus, and the safeguards which practice has shown
to be necessary will be provided.
Electric locking of the switch
levers will be used to prevent the switch being thrown under a
train, as with the modern rail and a power-operated movement it
is difficult to so locate the detector bar that it will be stopped by
the wheel and prevent the movement from opening the switch
when there is a train over the points.
will

In the Grand Central yard, where, in time, all of the tracks
be covered by buildings or streets, the tower floor on which
the interlocking machine will be placed will be almost level with
the car floor, and a car standing or passing in front of the tower
wi.l completely shut off the view.
As the largest interlocking
machine will have 172 working levers controlling about the same
number of switches and signals as the machine now in use, it will
be iealized that the conditions under which the signalman will have
to work will be extremely difficult.
It is expected that the operation
of the plants will be carried on almost entirely by information
furnished by a track indicator which has been designed to show
when each section of a track 'is occupied by a train. The sections
will he limited to one or two switches and comparatively short
pieces of track. Each section will be provided with a track circuit,
and in the Grand Central terminal there will be 426. These track
sections will control a relay in the tower which will close a circuit
to a lamp giving a white light when the track is not occupied
ami another lamp giving a rod light when a train is on the section.
A red and a white lamp will be provided for each section, and the
sections will be represented on a large piece of ground glass placed
in a frame and hung on the wall of the tower in front of the
signalman.
Small partitions on the back- of the glass will keep
the light from one section showing through to that of the next,
and those sections which are showing red will be understood as
being occupied by a train.
The large number of high-sp
trains which are now being
run lo meet the demands ,>|' the public has made il necessary to
convey in the engine iiiau by menus of a signal certain Information
which ii has not heretofore
n attempted in give
The Introduction ni' the long cross-overs through which trains may run at
speed; of from III 1(1 fill ini'e:; .'in hum ha; made Mere
ix 111,'
use of an additional signal arm lo Indicate when the route Is ei
will

I

I

i

for a train to

take such
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,
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of limiting the
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arms on any pole lo two for almost all situations, as has been
tne practice for a number of years, three arms now have to be
used, of which the top arm will govern movements to be made to
tne unlimited route, the second arm will govern movements over
the limited speed route, and the lower arm govern movements to
be made to ah other routes.
Such use of the signal is what is
termed speed signaling, and for roads that have four or more tracks
and long cross-overs such a system is necessary if the benefits
to be derived from the use of these cross-overs is to be secured.
of

The conditions

of modern practice require that a distant indicagiven for each home signal where a movement is
made from one main track to another in a direction with the current of traffic. To give this indication requires the use of at least
five arms.
The upper arm, the home signal for the unlimited
speed route; the second, the distant signal for the home signal in
advance on the same route; the third, the home signal governing
through cross-over to main track running in the same direction;
the fourth, the distant signal for the next home signal in advance
on this other main track, and the fifth, the home arm governing
movements to the other main or side tracks. With a spacing of 6 ft.
between each arm and the pole located on a signal bridge, the
top arm will be 58 ft. above the track.
At such a height it is
difficult to see the lignt when near to the signal, and even in the
daytime the position of the arm cannot be told with desirable
certainty.
When standing under the signal the light may be seen
between the spectacles and the lamp, and mistakes have been made
in assuming the signal was clear when it was not.
It is therefore
practically out of the question to put so many signals on a pole
placed on a signal bridge.
Tne situation may be materially improved by the user of the
three-position signal, by which means the stop indication, the distant indication for the next signal in advance and the proceed
indication may be given by one signal and the number of signals
on a mast reduced from five to three. The proceed indication is
given by the arm when in a vertical position, the cautionary indication when the arm is in the 45-degree position, and stop is indicated when the arm is horizontal. Such use of the signal requires
that the sweep of the arm he 90 degrees instead of the 60 degrees
which the signals on the New York Central now move through
when being cleared. The giving of the distant or cautionary indication by the arm when in the 45-degree position is a new feature
which should aid materially in the safe operation of trains. At
the present time the distant signal is distinguished by the arm
havng a forked end, and when indicating caution it stands in a
horizontal position the same as the home signal.
As the forked
end cannot be distinguished until the engineman is quite near, it
is possible and has sometmes happened that a home signal will be
mistaken for a distant signal and the mistake not noticed until too
late for the train to be stopped at the home signal.
With the
cautionary indication given by the position of the arm, a mistake
of the kind indicated cannot occur, for the character of the indication is denoted by the position of the arm and not by its form. With
the 3-position system of signaling, an arm in a horizontal position
means stop, no matter where the signal is located, and an arm in
the 45-degree position will mean caution, whether or not the end
of the blade is squared or notched. The proposed change is a very
decided one from the standpoint of present practice, for, according
to the rules now in force, an arm in the 45 or greater degree position
means proceed.

tion

shall

be

An arm in the vertical position will stand parallel with the
side of the pole and not be as easy to see or as distinctive as when
in the 60-degree position.
To make he blade more distinguishable
and also to have the weight of any ice or snow that may collect
on the blade assist in carrying the arm to the stop position, many
signal engineers recommend Unit the arm be made to move upwardly from the horizontal position when giving the proceed indication, instead of downwardly as is the present practice.
If adopted,
this practice will be a very decided change, although tin' moving
of the arm upwardly to give the cautionary indication is used by
the Santa Fc and the Erie.
In Germany t'ne signals are made to
move upwaid'y to give the proceed indication, so there is nothing
new in the practice.
With the- vertically raised arm the greater part Of the blade Will
be made to extend above the top Of the pule, and with a proper
offset from same can be easilj recognized as a signal arm and not
as an extension of the pole,
is true this greater distinction of
it
the upwardly raised arm over the one that is downw ar.lh inclined
will nni be had tor anj exci pt the top arm, but the top arm is the
nin
important sicnai governing trains moving oo the unlimited
peed track; and a change which Will make Ibis signal mure
l

i

distinct is undoubtedly warranted,
oilier signals on Hie pole will not

although the appearance of the
has been
ii
ba Improved,
ge ted that the change to the upwardl] moving arm be made with
one; whl!i it
the signals to be installed within the electrification
ha-; definitely been decided to change from a white to green light
yellow belnj u ed for the
[or the proceed night, signal Indication
cautionary Indication, and red. as now, to Indicate stop,
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December Railroad Lav
Hie Following abstracts cover the principal decisions on railcases handed down during December by the United States
Supreme Court and the Federal Courts:
Liability o] railroad company for assault <m passenger by mi
other passenger. The circuit Court ol Appeals for the eighth clr
CUlt has affirmed a decision favorable to the Rock Island Railroad
Company in a case where an unoffending passenger was struck by
a missile thrown by an intoxicated person expelled from the train
for profanity and disorderly conduct.
The missile was intended for
the conductor and was thrown without warning.
The court, after
an exhaustive examination of the authorities, announced as a prilliple applicable to cases where a passenger is injured by another
that the liability of the carrier must depend upon the presence or
absence of evidence tending to show that the employees either knew
oi' by the exercise of due care should have known from the circumstances of the particular case, that injury to the passenger was
threatened or impending, which injury, by the exercise of that high
degree of care which the law requires of a carrier of passengers
for the safety and protection of the passenger, might not only have
been foreseen but guessed against, thus averting the injury. Brown
vs. Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway. 139 Federal Rep. 972.
Stair taxation of rolling stock used without th<> state. The rolling stock of a state corporation permanently located without such
state and there employed in the prosecution of its business, is not
subject to taxation by the state. The imposition of such a tax is a
plain vio ation of the constitutional prohibition against depriving
one of his property without due process of law. and of the well
recognized rule of law governing levies for revenue purposes, that
tangible property can be taxed only when within the territorial
jurisdiction of the taxing power.
Union Refrigerator Transit Co.
vs. Commonwealth of Kentucky (U. S. Sup.). 26 Supreme Ct. Report 3G.
Use of bridges in common. The Supreme Court has held untenab'e the ground on which the Union Pacific Railroad Company
sought to deny the use of its Omaha bridge to a new railroad recently built into Council Bluffs.
The Act of 1871. under which
authority for the construction of the bridge was conferred, provided
that the Union Pacific Company should be governed and limited
by the provisions of an earlier act of Congress authorizing the construction of nine bridges over the Mississippi river at different
points.
Eight of the bridges were authorized on the express condition that other railroads should be allowed the privilege of crossing for a reasonable compensation. The provision for the ninth
bridge (at St. Louis) did not provide for its use by other terminating
railroads.
The Union Pacific in this case contended that the act
of 1871 made applicable to the Omaha bridge only such provisions
of the earlier act as were common to all of the bridges mentioned
therein, and that the provision for use by other roads was not common to all the bridges. The matter was decided adversely to the
Union Pacific by reference to the general policy of the government in authorizing the construction of bridges over navigable
streams. Incidentally it was also decided that the purchasers of
the Union Pacific Railroad at foreclosure took the property subject
to the act providing for a joint use of the bridge, though the mortgage foreclosed was executed prior to the act authorizing the construction of the bridge. Union Pacific Railroad Co. vs. Mason City
& Fort Dodge Railroad Co. (U. S. Sup.), 26 Supreme Ct. Report 19.
Land grants to unpatented lands. Judge Swayne in the Circuit
Court for the Northern District of Florida holds that a grant of
swamp and overflowed lands to a railroad by the state is not invalid
by reason of the fact that a patent to the lands had not been issued
to the state by the Secretary of the Interior at the time of the grant.
Under this decision the rights of the railroad by virtue of its grant
attached at the time of the issuance of the government patent, which
right was enforceable against the trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund of Florida by a proceeding for specific performance.
Kittel vs. Trustees of Internal Improvement Fund, 139 Federal Report 941.
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engine hauls a train weighing 1,100 tons (tare and contents,)
over 118 miles in a district where there are several grades of 1
per cent.; taking into consideration the time for meeting trains,
and letting faster trains pass, slowing up over grades, etc., It averages eight miles an hour, the cost being as below:
tion

road

The Cost

Locomotive Operation.

R.

HENDERSON.

(.Continued from page 12.)

UPGRADE WORK CONTINUED.
In the American Engineer of April. 1904, Mr. G. J. Bury, General Superintendent of the Canadian Pacific, is quoted as saying:
"If freight trains average 15 miles an hour, train and enginemen
can make 5,000 miles a month, while if the average be reduced to
eight miles an hour, the men cannot stand more than 3,000 miles
a month. Sixty crews at 15 miles an hour will make 300.000 train
miles per month, while at an average of eight miles an hour it will
take 40 more crews, or 200 extra men, to handle that business.
"Looking at the matter from a financial standpoint, a consolida-

$0.00

Wii^es.
inoii'Miiin and fireman
Overtime tor englneman and Qremaa
Wages, c
luctor and brakemen
n
Overtime, conductor and brake
Oil and waste tor locomol Ive
,

I in

i

I

7

i,,ns at

J3.20)

.

1.75
7.78
.80

22.40

..

Total

-

ii

!)<i

or 32.3 cents per l.OUD ton-miles

"The same

train, if loaded

an hour over the same

district,

with 1,000 tons, averages 16 miles
and the cost is as follows:

Waged, englnemac and fireman
Wage* ,, I,, t' DPd " -"ii
Oil and waste tor locomotive
<

1-

ii, -i

,,,

ii

tuua

:o

...

Total

i'

i

>::

_o

>'

$6.90
"."::

ii

.30

19.20

i

(34.13

-

or 28.8 cents per 1,000 ton-miles
"In a general way locomotives should be so loaded when traffic
is dense that they will make an average speed of 15 miles an hour,
providing there are no unusual delays."
As indicated by table A (see Railroad Gazette, Jan. 5, page
11
if we run above 15 miles per hour, we also reduce our earning
capacity and increase our cost per ton-mile. In order to observe
the effect of higher priced coal, we have calculated the cost at $2
per ton, the other figures remaining as before. We now obtain as
)

follows:
Table

Running sp
Cost

per

1,000

li.

10
[.06

.".

1

ton-miles.

.

.0.96

15

20

25

30

1.02

1.11

1.32

1.56

Here the speed of five miles an hour shows the lowest cost; but
15 miles gives the next highest rate, and when we consider that
the movement and consequently the earning power of the engine
per month is nearly doubled, there is little doubt as to the 15-mile
policy even under these new conditions.
Tables A and B give the cost per 1,000 ton-miles and the number of million ton-mLes per engine per month on a 1 per cent,
grade 150 miles in length, when the maximum possible loads are
taken at the speeds selected. But if these loads can be hauled we
can obviously take lighter ones at these speeds, and we should know
how this will affect the cost and quantity of transportation. Let
us determine which values composing the cost will be modified by
reducing the train load. It is evident that the quantity of coal
and water used will be less, and also that the repair account will
be diminished, so that items 10, 11 and 14 will be reduced. As
less cars will be in the train, item 21
car repairs will also diminish.
Items 12, 13, 15. 16, 17, 18. 20 and 22 will remain constant
for each speed, regardless of the train load, in accordance with our
assumption, as they are based upon engine miles, trips or hours
required for the run. Table C shows how the values are computed
for five miles an hour.
Line 3 evidently follows from 2 and the distance 150 miles
being the product as before. Line 7 is found by Figs. 2 and 8, as
before, but it was necessary to draw upon Fig. 8 additional lines
representing the resistance of trains under 1,000 tons weight, and
The water (line 9)
line 8 simply multiplied these figures by 150.
allowed three-quarters of a gallon for each pound of coal, as previously.
Line 10 was based on line 8 at $1 per ton, and line 11
on line 9 at 10 cents per 1.000 gallons. Lines 12 and 13 are the
same as previously shown in Table A. Line 14 was based on tractive forces of 19, 17, 14.5. 12, 9.5 and 7 tons respectively.
As determined from Fig. 8 and the additional lines for loads less
than 1,000 tons.
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Reduced Loads.]

[5 Miles per

I

Hour

SOU
RfiO
1.000
400
1,400
1.200
3.' Ton-miles per trip.*
210.000 180,000 150.000 120.000 90.000 60 0O0
170
270
211)
120
450
340
7. Coal burned per mile. lbs..
51,000 40.500 31.500 25.500 18,000
8. Coal burned per trip. lbs. . 67,500
38.300 S0.4O0 23.600 10.100 13.500
9. Water used per trio, galls. 50.700
$33.75 $25.50 $20.25 $15.75 $12.75 $9.00
10. Cost of coal, per trip
"
2.36
l.Ol
1.35
3.83
3.04
5.07
11.
water, per trip....
2

Weight of train.*

"
"

lubrication r>r trip
supplies, per trip.

.50

.50

.20

"
14.
repairs, per trio..
15. Allow, renewals, per trin.
16. Pay of enginemen per trip

3n.no

.20
27.00

12.
13.

XX.
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17. Cost of handling,
18. Int.
allowance.
20. Cost of train sup.

"
"

"
"
car repairs
"
trainmen,
"
Cost of movement
24. Ccst. 1.000 ton miles, net.
25. Million ton-miles per engine month
21. Cost,
22.
23.

Pay

of

1.50

1.50

25. 'Jo

25.20
2.00
4.10

2.00
4.10
2.25

.7'.'

2.25
27.00
28.98
148.06
82

3.69

3.16

31'.50

28.98
165.05

.50
.20

.50
.20

.50
.20

.50
.20

23.2S

10.50
1.50
25.20
2.00
4.10
2.25

15.75
1.50
25.20
2.00
4.10
2.25
13.50
28.08

12.00
1.50
25.20
2.00
4.10
2.25
9.00
28.98
96.08

1.50
25.20
2.00
4.10
2.25
22.50
28.98
133.S0

IS. 00

28.08
120.34 108.64

.S9

1.00

1.21

1.60

2.63

2.11

1.58

1.05

•Tons back of tender.

Lines 15, 16, 17, 18 and 20 are simply reproduced from table
Line 21 was figured at 15 cents per 1,000 ton-miles; thus,
210 X 15
31.50, and line 22 was taken directly from table A.
A.

=

.

January
As
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before, line 23

is

the

sum

and

of lines 10 to 22 (as in table C),

the costs in line 24 are the quotients of 24 and

3,

thus

'

=

.79.

Line 25 has been computed as in table A, and is proportional to
the values in line 3.
This process is repeated for speeds of 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 miles
an hour, and we are then able to produce tab.e D, in which the upper
figures indicate the cost in dollars per 1,000 ton-miles, back of tender,
and the lower figures the millions of ton-miles hauled per engine per
month for the corresponding loads and speeds found upon the lefthand column and the top line.
Cost per 1,000 ton-miles

In

Table D.
Dollars and Million Ton-Miles per Engine Month.

39

cates the maximum speed at which any given load can be hauled.
For the conditions covered by the left-hand diagram it is evident
that the greatest economy for any definite speed requires that the
train be as heavy as the engine can haul "at that speed," except in
the portions above the shaded "valley of minimum cost."
found in table D that the minimum cost was obtained with
1,200 tons at 10 miles an hour, and this point in Fig. 11 is in the
center of the "valley." As might be expected, there is little change
effected by a variation of 100 tons either way, but a very marked
difference is caused by a change in speed of three or four miles
per hour. For instance, with 1,200 tons, if the running speed be
reduced to six miles an hour, the cost will be 80 cents per 1,000
ton-miles.
A higher speed will also increase the cost of transpor-

We

tation.

-Miles per hour.5.

10.

15.

20.

25.

30.

1.60

1.11

1.05

1.10

1.15

1.23

1.05

1.87

2.54

3.08

3.54

3.02

1.21

.00

.85

.91

1.58

2.81

3.81

4.03

400 tons back of tender.

600 tons back of tender.

1.00

.78

.79

.86

2.11

3.76

5.08

C.18

800 tons back of tender.
.89

.72

.70

2.03

4.70

6.35

1.000 tons back of tender..

.82

.70

3.16

5.63

1,200 tons back of tender.

.79

.75

3.09

0.57

1,400 tons back of tender.

These costs are based on coal at $1 per ton, but any other price
would be handled in the same way.
In order to show the effect of speed and weight of train upon
cost and haulage capacity graphically Fig. 11 is presented, which,
ISOO

IS
Miles per

Fig. 11

SO

— Diagram

Hour.

Showing the Effect of Speed and Weight
and Hauling Capacity.

believed, gives the clearest possible illustration of this very
The left-hand diagram gives the cost in cents
per 1,000 ton-miles (back of tender), with coal at $1 per ton, and.
of course, for the engine and grade selected.
The right-hand diagram shows the same when coal is $2 per ton. The center diagram
gives the hauling capacity in millions of ton-miles per month for
a locomotive.
In all these, the speed is shown by the abscissae
(as indicated at the bottom), and the train load" by the ordinates,
aa seen at the left side of sheet. The cost in cents (In the side
diagrams) is Indicated by the contour lines, that marked 70 corresponding to 70 cents per 1,000 ton-miles, etc. The lowest point
or "valley" is cross hatched. Thus if we wish the cost (under the
Conditions which have been assumed) to haul a train of 800 tons
at five miles an hour, we find that the Intersection of lite live mile
it

is

important problem.

vertical

line

and

i

lie

800-ton

horizontal

line is crossed

by the con

tour line marked "loo" cents, which means thai the transportation covered by the accounts mentioned in table a will cost $i
per 1,000 ton-miles, llius agreeing with table I).
For a train oi
400 tons at 20 miles an hour We llnil a cost of $1.10 (110 cents),
also agreeing with table i)
The broken line marked "limit" hull-

In table A, which gave maximum loads only, it was seen that
15 miles an hour with 1,100 tons was the most economical combination.
However, table D indicated that the greatest economy was
also
not at a maximum or full load, and Fig. 11 explains this.
notice that the most economical speed for any possible train load
lies between 10 and 15 miles an hour, the lighter the train the
higher being the point of economical speed. If we pass away from
this speed, the cost rises rapidly, either for slower or faster runs.

We

Again, if for dead freight we haul 1,200 tons at 10 miles an
hour, the cost will be 70 cents per 1,000 ton-miles; if, however,
the nature of the merchandise calls for a speed of 25 innes an
hour, we must cut our rating to 560 tons, and the cost will be
about $1.03, which is the lowest possible for that speed, as any
further reduction in load would increase the cost. If the speed for
this load were only eight miles an hour, the cost would be the same,
but at 15 miles an hour it would be about 90 cents.
The value of this diagram is at once apparent, as a superintendent can decide from it what load and speed to adopt, if both
are left to his discretion, or if a definite running speed be demanded, the most economical load is at once found. If for special
reasons, a reduced load must be given engines (as in order to get
them over the road) then the best schedule to make for them is
Of course, such a diagram must be conalso immediately obtained.
structed for the particular locomoCents
tives and the physical characteristics
of the division, but this can be readily done by following the processes
above described.
The right-hand diagram (for coal
at $2 a ton) shows similar characteristics, but the lowest cost is now about
90 cents per 1,000 ton-miles; it is still
at 10 miles per hour and extends from
900 to 1,200 tons bank of tender. As
the train load decreases, the minimum
cost requires a speed of 15 miles an
hour. The effect of the price of coal
is also shown at high speeds; for instance, at $1 per ton, a speed of 20
miles and a loid of 500 tons will cost
$1, and with $2 coal, $1.20 per 1,000
ton-miles.
In general the cost is from
15 to 20 cents greater.
The central diagram shows contours of million ton-miles per month.
Without exception, the maximum tonmileage for any train load is at the
highest speed, and at any speed Is
with the greatest load, as it obviously
should be. The especial point of interest is, however, that at which the
of Train Upon Cost
maximum results can be obtained.
This Is especially important in times
of congested traffic.
It is seen that for the conditions which we
have been assuming, a load of 1,150 tons and a speed of 14 miles
an hour will result in the greatest freight movement that can be
brought about. It is probable that ordinarily an engine of the
The total
size selected would be given a train load of 1,430 tons.
monthly movement per engine would be about ti.aoo.oim ton-miles;
if the load and speed were set as above indicated, 7,000,000 ton-miles
could he made.
Perhaps the most Interesting feature of Fig. II is the close
correspondence of the points of minimum cost and maximum capacity.
In the case of dollar coal, the best arrangement for cost
Is 1,200 tons at 10 miles an hour; In the center diagram the greatest hauling capacity is round with 1,200 tons al IS miles an hour.
We also see that for the same cost, u. TO cents per 1,000 tonmiles, we can move either 5.000.000 ton miles per month by hauling
1,280 Ions at nine miles an Ihhii. oi 6,000,000 per month by taking
In oilier words, by properly BelOOl
1,100 Ions at 1" miles an hour.
lug the train load and scheduling the run. we can operate al Ho
minimum cost and \ery near the maximum engine Capacity, conWhen the full import of
Bldering the total monthh movement
.
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diagram la understood, we believe that every division superintendent in the country would find it to the advantage of his company to have such a chart prepared, and that by following its suggest inns, lie could considerably reduce his cost of operation.
this

(To be continued.)
Signaling of N. Y. C. Electrical Zone.
It seems to be definitely settled, although not yet officially announced, that the contract for the interlocking and block signal work
necessary to equip the Grand Central Station yard and the adjacent
electrified lines of the New York Central is to be given to the General Railway Signal Company, of Buffalo.
The lines which it is expected to put into operation this year aggregate about 14 miles;
Grand central Station to Mott Haven, 5 miles; Mott Haven to Wakefield, on the Harlem division, 7 miles; and Mott Haven to High
Bridge, on the Hudson division, something less than two miles. The
contract includes the block signals for all these lines, all four track,
and the interlocking throughout, though a few of the smaller
present interlocking machines may be kept in service temporarily.
There are to be 62 interlocking plants, in all. The principal ones
outside of the terminal yard are at Mott Haven Junction, at the
Wakefield and High Bridge terminals, at the junction with the Port
Morris branch at Melrose, at the junction with the New Haven road
at Woodlawn, at the drawbridge over the Harlem river, and at the
three or four points where there are cross-overs.
All-electric interlocking will be used, and the block signaling will be the General
Railway Signal Company's system.
The track circuits will be
worked with alternating currents. Detector bars will not be used,
the locking of levers being done by track circuits.
Some details of the signaling plans for these electrified lines
are given in an address recently given by Mr. Elliott, Signal Engineer of the New York Central, extracts from which will be found
in another column of ihis issue.

Washington Correspondence.

—

Washington, Jan. 9. Senator Elkins, Chairman of the Commiton Interstate Commerce, has not yet introduced his bill in the
Senate, and it is not his present intention to do so. He proposes to
hold it back to serve as the basis of the final compromise in the
Committee. The present outlook is favorable to an agreement of a
majority of the Committee on some measure along the general lines
of that prepared by Senator Elkins. It is in a way a combination of
the proposition to have rates made by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and the proposition of Senator Foraker to have the
courts enjoin all charges in excess of what may be found to be reasonable. It can, therefore, be supported by Senator Foraker as well
as by the less radical of the advocates of giving the Commission
power to make rates.
tee

The first part of the Elkins bill follows very closely the text of
the Foraker bill.
It
proposes to provide for court injunctions
against the continuance of excessive charges or discriminatory
practices, but there the principle of the Foraker bill is abandoned.
The new rate or practice is not to be determined by requiring the
court to specifically enjoin any rate above a certain amount or requiring it to specifically indicate what shall be the practice substituted.
It is proposed that the road itself shall substitute a rate or
practice subject to the approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission. If the rate or practice proposed by the road is not satisfactory to the Commission the Commission is then to prescribe the rate
or practice that is to become operative. In addition to the fact that
a case might be carried to the supreme court of the United States in
the first instance, the bill is so drawn as to permit a judicial review
of an order issued by the Commission after the carrier has failed to
substitute a satisfactory rate or practice. This, it is believed, will
be entirely satisfactory to those who have insisted that all orders
of the Commission should be subject to judicial review. The present
draft of the Elkins bill, it is claimed by its advocates, ought to be
satisfactory to the advocates of Commission-made rates for the reason that every rate made under it must either be satisfactory to
the Commission or made by the Commission itself. It is contended,
however, that the Commission would very rarely exercise the ratemaking power for the reason that the carrier would generally substitute a rate that would be entirely reasonable in the light of the
decision of the court condemning the rate complained of.
Three important rate bills have been introduced duriog the
past week. In the House Representative Hepburn has presented his
bill, which is almost identical in Its important features with the
Dolliver bill.
One important point of difference is that the Hepburn bill proposes to require the Commission to make rates that will
be "fairly remunerative." The purpose of this is to broaden the
scope of judicial review and leave no question as to whether the
court c ould consider whether or not the rate made by the Commission was one that would yield reasonable compensation for the
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service performed.
The Hepburn
whatever bill is reported from the

and Foreign Commerce, and

if

is

bill

will

be

made

Nu.

z

the basis of

House Committee on Interstate

expected that

it

will be reported

substantially as introduced.
Bills have been Introduced In the Benate by Senator Morgan, of
Alabama, and Senator Culberson, of Texas. The Morgan bill is Important as showing that one of the leading authorities on constltu
tional law on the Deriioerat'ic side is in harmony with Senator Foraker in believing that the rate-making power cannot be exercised by
an administrative commission. Mr. Morgan proposes to afford no
remedy for any transportation abuse except a suit for damages to
be brought either by an individual or by the governor of a State on
complaint from an individual that a carrier is charging excessive
rates or is discriminating between individuals or places. It provides
no method of fixing or enforcing a new rate for the future, the idea
of Senator Morgan being that a carrier would not trifle with the
courts, but, when an award for damages in excess of a certain rate
bad been made, wouid reduce its rate to the level found by the court
The Culberson bill proposes to have rates made by the
to be just.
Commission, such rates to remain in effect for one year. It provides
that a reviewing court, in considering whether a rate made by the
Commission is confiscatory or is not such as would yield fair com-

pensation, shall not consider the value of the stock of the road involved, but the actual value of the property of the carrier.
.i.

Winnipeg Shops

of the

Canadian

c.

w.

Pacific.

In our issue of Dec. 29. 1905, page 612. was a brief description
new Winnipeg shops of the Canadian Pacific. Mr. Henry
Goldmark, M. Inst. C. E.. who was engineer in charge of the construction of these shops, sends the following comments on the
design of the locomotive, machine and erecting shop:
It may be of interest to point out certain features of the loco
of the

motive, machine and erecting shop at Winnipeg, in which it difAs pointed out in the
fers from other large shops recently built.
article this shop is intended solely for repair work and not for
new construction, all of which is done at the new Montreal shop.
The latter is of the usual longitudinal type, 1,160 ft. long, with
one 80-ft. erecting bay and two machine shop bays 55 and 25 ft.
wide respectively, the latter having also a gallery. The engines are
handeld by two 60-ton traveling cranes of the usual pattern.
In designing the Winnipeg shops the writer believed that for
the work to be done there a more economical type of shop could
be built which would serve the purpose equally well. The plan
proposed, which was adopted by the railroad company, is bslieved
to meet these conditions and to be working satisfactorily in practice.
The clear width of the building is the same as at Montreal, viz.,
160 ft. It is. however, divided into three bays of nearly equal
width, the central hay being 50 ft. and the side bays 56 ft. wide.
The east end of the building, for a length of 440 ft. forms the erecting shop, while the west end for the entire width of the building
is given up to the machine tools.
Owing to the very severe climate the electric transfer table
is placed in the central bay between the transverse erecting pits
which occupy the side bays. The transfer table is of the usual electric type, its pit being only 15 in. deep, with a finished concrete
The construction of the roof
floor to facilitate passage across it.
is uniform for the entire length of the building so that the transfer
table pit can be lengthened or shortened in the future if desired.
All heavy traveling cranes are omitted, the heaviest moving crane
being of 20 tons capacity; this is confined to the north bay of the
erecting shop where boiler work is done. In all other parts of the
side bays both in the erecting and machine shops the runways
are designed to carry 10-ton cranes only. These light cranes run
the whole length of the building carrying material direct from the
machine shop to the pits. The wheeling and unwheeling of engines
This is placed over the central bay.
is done by a special hoist.
that is. over the transfer table at a point opposite the track by
which the engines enter the shop. Two heavy girders, 8 ft. between centers, are permanently fixed, forming a part of the strucOn these fixed girders are two crane
tural frame of the building.
These
trolleys each of 5D tons capacity moving on heavy rails.
trolleys are in every way similar to the usual type of crane trolThey
ley, but their movement is controlled from the main floor.
are each fitted with one 30-h.p. 'and one 5-h.p.. 3-phase electric
motors for lifting and traversing respectively. The position of this
hoist over the transfer table is in practice extremely convenient,
as the engines remain suspended while the wheels are taken away
on the transfer table and shop trucks are similarly brought to lake
The economy in this style of shop is considerab'e. The
their place.
roof construction becomes light and can be built either of timber
or steel while where the weight and .shock of heavy traveling
cranes have to be supported very heavy structural work is required
throughout the building. In many shops lately built the structural
steel a'.one has cost over $1 per sq. ft. of floor area, or about half
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East End Elevation and General

Plan of Locomotive Shop

—Winnipeg Shops, Canadian

—

Pacific.
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West End Elevation and Cross-Section

of

Locomotive Shop— Winnipeg Shopt, Cunadlan

Pacific,
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the total cob)
[escri

In addition, the moving cranes are
the hoisl with fixed girders, as above

ol the building.

much more expensive than

allowing for the space occupied by
the transfer table under the shop FOOT, the saving was very appre
liable.
The plan and cross section herewith shown "ill make the
general arrangement clear.
after
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Westinghouse Single-Phase Equipment

for the Sarnia Tunnel.

si. Clair 'runnel Company has awarded Ho- contract to
WestinghouBe Electric &c Manufacturing Company for the
complete electrical equipment of the Bingle-phase alternating current system to operate all freight and passenger trains through the
the
tunnel under the St. Clair river above Detroit, which connect
American and Canadian Divisions of the Grand Trunk Railway.
The terminals of the tunnel are at Port Huron. Mich., and Sarnia.
It is single tracked
Ont.. and the tunnel proper is 6,032 ft. long.
but double-track approaches lead up to within 300 ft. of the portals
The total distance to be electrically equipped from
at each end.

Ho

At Packer ton, Lehighton and vicinity several thousand men
are employed by the Lehigh Valley Railroad in the shops and yards,
and as the nearest hospitals are at Allentown anil Bethlehem, the
railroad company has provided a hospital car for the prompt teat
inent of injured employees, which is located al Lehighton, where
physicians can be had promptly and where the wreck train is also
Ordinarily this car is used for the treatment of injuries to
held.
employees of the Packerton yards and vicinity, which are of Such
a nature that while they need surgical attention, they do not reIn case of serious
quire the movement of the patient to a hospital.
injury, requiring movement to a hospital, a preparatory treatment
If the injury is serious after
is given before sending the patient.
the preparatory treatment is given, the patient is removed from
the hospital car and taken to the hospital by passenger train. If.
however, the injury is sustained at a time when no passenger trains
are due, and the injury is of such a nature that it is advisable to
move the patient to a hospital at once, an engine is attached to
In cases
the hospital car and the patient moved in that manner.
of accident on the road requiring the service of the hospital car,
it is moved in connection with the wreck train.
The car has the following dimensions:

Bv

Lighted

inside finish of the car is of maple and walnut with canvas
It is divided into two compartments, one of which con
tains a stove, two chairs, three cots, springs, mattresses, sheets, pil-

The

head

bichloride

2.

The

Lehigh Valley Hospital Car.

Bodv

lures, toweling, medicines, ether, chloroform, BOda

matlc

bed

At Winnipeg, even

Vol. XI... No.

lining.

terminal to terminal is 19,348 ft.
At the present time passenger and freight trains arriving from
either direction are hauled through the tunnel by steam locomoNearly all freight trains are divided into two or more sectives.
tions before entering the tunnel as they are too heavy for one locomotive to handle up the 2 per cent, grades at each end. it is expected that the use of electric locomotives will greatly relieve
the congestion existing at the terminals as their greater hauling
capacity and flexibility will reduce the division of trains to a minimum. The danger from suffocation from gases in the tunnel will
It will be remembered that a
also be done away with entirely.
little over a year ago six trainmen were suffocated in the tunnel
as a result of a train of 17 loaded coal cars breaking in two on
the heavy grade and stalling.
The plans and specifications for the electrification project were
prepared by Mr. Bion J. Arnold, Consulting Engineer of Chicago,
who has been one of the pioneers in single-phase electric traction
in the United States, and who is a member of the New York CenThe installation of the apparatus will
tral Electric Commission.
be done under Mr. Arnold's supervision.
The equipment includes a complete power station containing
boilers, stokers, coal and ash handling machinery, feed pumps, feed
water heaters, condensers, water supply, fire protection and heating
systems, piping, electric crane, steam turbine generating units, engine-driven exciting unit, motor-driven exciting unit, sw-itchboard.
feeder and distributing system, bridge and pole lines for catenarytrolley construction, overhead work, bonding, transformers for
power and light, light and power distributing systems, lightning

Floor Plan of Letiigh Valley Hospital Car.

lows and blankets complete. This is used as a reception room for the
injured before and after receiving medical attention. The second
compartment is used as an operating room and contains a large
drop table, a stand with basins, two chairs, one enameled iron
operating table, a Crescent water heater, a large, round, shallow,
galvanized iron receptacle on the floor for soiled clothing, dressings and refuse.
At one end of this compartment are closets, one of which contains a sink, buckets, basins and tin utensils. Another is a toilet
and dressing room with lavatory and urinal. Another large closet
contains extra tables, bedding, clothing, underwear, towels, splints
and crutches. Two other closets contain surgical dressings, etc.
Another closet is provided for the more delicate instruments and
This is fitted with drawers which contain tin boxes
appliances.
in which are surgical dressings for immediate use.
The surgical
appliances carried in the car are very complete, consisting of
crutches, splints, buckets, basins, stretchers, a sterilizer for instruments, hot water bottles of various kinds, bed pans, urinals, rubber
blankets, pus basins, hypodermic syringes, tournequets and a full
large operating case. Surgical dressings, cotton, ordinary gauze
of all kinds, bandages, muslin gauze, plaster of parls, pins, Iiga-

protective apparatus, arc and incandescent lamps, roundhouse momotor driven pumps, drainage and sewer systems for buildings

tors,

and yards, and

electric locomotives.
Six locomotive units will be furnished equipped with Westinghouse series-wound, single-phase motors. Each unit will exert a
drawbar pull of 25,000 lbs. on a 2 per cent, grade at a speed of
10 miles an hour. The locomotive units may be operated from
either end and two or more may be coupled together and controlled in multiple from the cab of any unit so that the mechanical strength of the couplings between cars is the only limit to the
size of train which may be taken through the tunnel.
The locomotives are of the rigid frame type, with driving axle
boxes and draft gear mounted on the same frame. Each unit will
have three pairs of 62-in. driving wheels with a motor on each

axle connected with a gear reduction of 18 to 95. It will weigh
approximately 62 tons, all of which is on the driving wheels. Equalizer beams similar to those used in standard steam locomotive pracThe frames
tice will distribute the weight on the. six drivers.
will be made of cast-steel and will be placed outside the wheels.
The locomotives will be equipped with the Westinghouse friction
draft gear. The power equipment of each unit consists of three
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single-phase, series-wound motors of the same general
those recently adopted hy the New York, New Haven &
Hartford for its terminal operations in New York. Pneumatically
operated trolleys of the pantagraph type will collect the current
from the overhead trolley line outside the tunnel.
Alternating current at 3,000 volts, 25 cycles, will be delivered
Outside the tunnel the current will be fed
to the locomotives.
through a No. 0000 grooved trolley wire and pantagraph trolley to
the locomotive equipment. The trolley wire will be hung by a
catenary suspension from steel towers which span the track or from
bracket arms mounted on lattice-work steel poles.
250-h.p..

type as

Shapes

of

Switch Targets.*

Replies to a circular sent to 60 different roads in 1904 have
elicited information on the practice of 50 of these roads in 10 different particulars as indicated below. t After summarizing the information received, the Central of New Jersey adopted a switch
target of the shape shown in Fig. 1, the stand being of the Ramapo
This is the target as it appears when the switch is set
pattern.
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These are the B. & O.; B. & L. E.; B., R. & P.; Burlington & M. R.;
Canadian Pacific; Central of Ga.; Ches. & O.; C. & A.; C. & E. I.,
C. & N.-W.; C, B. & Q.; C. G. W.; C, R. I. & P.; C, H. & D.; C.
N. O. & T. P.; C, C, C. & St. L.; D. & H.; D„ L. & W.; G., C. &
S. P.; G., H. & S. A.; G. N.; I. C; L. V.; M., K. & T.; M. P.; N.
Y.,

&

N. H.

H.; N. P.; O. S. L.; P. M.; P.

&

R.;

S. P.;

S.

L.

&

S.

Wabash.

P.; U. P.;

A number of roads with their replies sent drawings of their
standard switch targets, and some of these we copy.
Fig. 1 is the standard adopted by the Central of New Jersey.
The top of the target is 6 ft. 8% in. from the surface of the ties.
The target is 9 in. wide; extreme length 24 in.
Fig. 2 (white) and 2« (red) show the standard of the Bessemer
& Lake Erie; height of top of blade 7 ft.; length of blade, 30 in.
Fig. 3 (white) and 3o (red) show the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western standard for facing points; height of top of spindle 6 ft.
in. x 24 in.
(white) and 4a (red) illustrate the target for trailing
switches on the D., L. & W.; height of top of spindles 8 ft. iy> in.
Fig. 5 is the red target of the C, C., C. & St. L., 10 in. x 2 ft.

11 in.; target 14
Fig. 4

C~)
Fig Ga.

Fig. G.

O
Fig.

Fig.JdS

rig.?.

I

Ffg.3.

Fi'g.3a.

Fig~4a.

FTg.4.

set for the main line no target apsame as that which has been in use
on the Philadelphia & Reading for some years.
Question No. 1. On double track are targets and lamps used on
both facing and trailing point switches? Nearly all of the roads
which have much double track answer yes. The Delaware & Hudis

son says no, except important trailing switches; on the Pennsylvania
Lines West of Pittsburg they are used for facing switches only.
The Atchison and the Southern Pacific are among those answering no.
Question 2. Do you use both safety and danger blades on the
target? Nearly all roads answer yes; those answering no are the
Chicago & N.-W.; Chicago Great Western; Chicago, M. & St. P.; D.
& H.; Great Northern; Grand Trunk; Michigan Central; Northern
Pacific; Phila.

& Reading; Southern

Question 3. Are the safety and the danger blades alike? Nearly
roads answer no.
Question 4. The answers to this question indicate that on nearly all of the roads the position of the switch is indicated by the
shape as well as by the color of the target blade.
Question 5. The replies show that eight roads use switch
targets in the form of a semaphore blade. These are the Chicago &
Alton; Chicago & E. I.; C, M. & St. P.; Cincinnati, N. O. & T. P.;
D. & H.; Lake Shore & M. S.; Lehigh Valley (on some facing
switches);
Missouri, Kansas & Texas (experimentally);. Pennsylvania [west of Pittsburg]; Seaboard Air Line.
Question G. Do you use a distant signal interlocked with switchstand of facing point switch? Thirty-one roads use this arrangement, but do not say to what extent.
Question 7. Replies indicate that high tripod stands are used
on the Baltimore & Ohio; Buffalo, Rochester & P.; Canadian Pacific;
Central of Georgia; Chesapeake & Ohio; Chicago & Alton; C. &
N.-W.; C. G. W.; C, M. & St. P.; C, R. I. & Pacific; Cincinnati.
II. & D.; C, N. O. & T. P.; C, C. C. & St. L.; D. & H.; Illinois Central »(in some places); Louisville & Nashville (in special cases);
Michigan Central (where necessary); M., K. & T.; Missouri Pacific
(in special cases); New York Central ("but not generally"); Pennsylvania Lines (replacing with semaphores); Southern Railway.
Questions 8 and 9. All of the roads replying use a lamp to indicate safety at night; 28 use white •mil 21 green.
In you consider Hie use of a white light as
Axed
Question 111.
Kleven roads answer in the
signal to indicate safety advisable?
affirmative, four are noncommittal, anil one has the Subject under
consideration;) but :n believe that the use of while is not advisable
;i
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Fig. 7

Fig 7a.

Jersey and Six Other Roads.

the white target (5a) is 10
red target is 16 ft. 6 in. high.

6 in.;

in.

x

3

ft.

The top

6 in.

of the

The C, N. O. & T. P. standard is similar to these, except that
the white target has a black border and heavy black rings, while the
red target has a white border and heavy white rings.
Fig. 6 (N. Y., N. H. & H.) shows for safety a green center with
a white border. The red target (6o) measures 15 in. vertically.
The height from the base of rail is not given; but it is about 7 ft.
Fig. 7, the Union Pacific white target is 12 in. x 24 in., and
the top of the spindle is 7 ft. 5 in. high. Fig. la is the U. P. red
target.

The Past Year from an Interurban Standpoint.
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The following review

way standpoint

is

of the year 1905 from the interurban railtaken from the Interurban Railway Journal of

December 30 last:
During the year just closing there has been a marked improvement in methods of financing and construction of electric lines.
With some of the early promoters it was more a matter of how
cheaply a road could be constructed and how largely it could be
bonded, than of providing for future development. Some lines were
built along highways, using jointly county bridges cheaply conThe result was that an increase of traffic demanded heavier
structed.
and better equipment and some roads were unable to operate because of light track, inadequate strength of bridges, and lack of
funds to extend power stations. The interest on excessive bond
and stock issues absorbed the revenues to such an extent that nothing was left to provide for increased facilities. The roads recently
built have avoided these difficulties by more conservative financing
and by being equipped at the outset [or the heavy traffic that every
well located electric line develops.
Man] electric lines thai were
built a few years ago, costing from $15,000 to $20,000 per mile, have
a bond issue of from $30,000 to $38,000 per mile, in addition to stock
\i
the present time there is a tendency to reduce 'he
allotments.
bonding of electric roads in three-fourths of their cost, requiring
the promoters to furnish the right-of-way, franchises, prellmlnarj
expenses, and 26 per Cent, "f ll"' COSl of the road from the sale
the basis ol
Of stock securities, thus reducing the bond issue
real estate loans having a 26 per cent
margin. This will in. Tease
m in.- of Interurban securities and tend to repress tin- promotion
the
t

.
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Readers of this journal must, have been struck by the wide
covered by announcements of new Interurban lines that are
being buill or surveyed. The last issue of this paper contained notices Of SUCh enterprises in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois. Texas,
California, Wisconsin, Tennessee, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Delaware,
South Carolina, Oregon. New York. Iowa, South Dakota. Maine. Massachusetts, Colorado, Nebraska, Georgia, Washington and Alabama,
and the territories of New Mexico and Oklahoma. In every one of
these states and territories from two or three to 12 or 15 new electric enterprises were reported, and this in only one issue.
The year 1905 has witnessed some notable improvements in the
facilities of interurban lines.
The rapid growth of the system in
the central west has brought about new conditions of long distance
travel, interchangeable mileage, sleeping cars, dining cars, and in
the handling of local freight. Sleepers for interurhans are one of
the latest innovations and are destined to become very popular in
the future.
In some cases where the run is not yet long enough
to justify sleepers, parlor cars have been put on temporarily until
long distance connections can be made.
Another progressive step of the present year has been the formation of plans for through interurban traffic, not only by interchangeable mileage on interurhans, but also in co-operation with steam
roads.
Some interurban lines have made traffic arrangements with
certain steam roads whereby tickets may be sold at stations on
the interurhans acceptable on steam lines to cities reached by the
steam roads. This arrangement has worked satisfactorily to both
parties and is likely to spread.
It is one of the progressive steps
of 1905.
On the whole, the year has been one of great activity in
electric interurban business, and the prospect is that 1906 will show
still further development.
The new lines constructed and extensions made during 1905
make it possible to travel by trolley from western New York and
Pennsylvania to the Mississippi river and beyond, and the closing
of a gap in central New York will enable one to make a continuous
trolley trip from Maine to Missouri.
There are far-sighted electric railway men who believe the day is not distant when there will
be continuous trolley connection between Portland, Maine, and Portland. Oregon, perhaps not by a direct route, but continuous.
There is a continuous trolley connection from Akron, Ohio, to
Kalamazoo, Mich., 305 miles, and the connections are such that
the distance can be covered by electric railway in less time than
by steam, and at about one-third less cost. A trip from Indianapolis, Ind., to Zanesville, Ohio, 250 miles, can be made In one hour
All these long line connecless time by electricity than by steam.
tions have been made during the past year.
There is reason to believe that interurban interests have been
injured and retarded by the attempted promotion of "fake" schemes.
This has been the fate of other new business enterprises. Scores
of steam railroad companies were organized that never built a mile
of road, and it could hardly be expected that the electric interurban
business would escape the same experience. It is a case in which
the innocent must suffer for the faults of the guilty that is, meritorious and legitimate enterprises for "wild cat" and illegitimate
schemes. This cannot be altogether avoided, but at the present time
there is an obvious tendency toward a more solid and settled order
west.
field

—

of things.

Among the distinctive features of 1905 must be mentioned the
increasing popularity of interurban securities for investment. The
general prosperity of the country causes a steady accumulation of
wealth and of investment capital. This, in turn, causes a demand
for safe securities based on properties of present and prospective
value.
Capital is proverbially conservative and sagacious and knows
a good thing when it sees it.
Reports from all the money centers
of the country show an increasing demand for interurban securities
for investment.
On all the stock boards, where they are listed, the
quotations indicate that the men who have money and who know
how to invest it, regard this class of securities as among the best
offered.
There is no mistaking the meaning of the steady trend
of capital in this direction.
It means that capitalists recognize
the solid basis and future growth of the interurban business.
A recent development in the business is the building of electric railway lines by steam companies.
We do not refer to the electrification of former steam lines, but to the construction by steam
companies of new electric roads between cities and towns which
are reached by the steam lines, thus paralleling themselves with
electric interurban lines.
Several lines of this kind have been constructed or are proposed by prominent steam railroad companies
of the east.
This means, first, that they recognize the practical value
of electricity as a motive power, and, second, that they propose
to anticipate the construction of electric interurban lines by others
by building them themselves. The construction of these parallel
electric lines will undoubtedly draw off considerable local passenger traffic from the main lines, but as the electric lines will be
owned by the parent company, this will not matter. Steam railroads depend mainly on freight traffic. The interurban trolley can
live and thrive with only its passenger service as a source of profit,
while to many steam railroads the passenger service is a source
of actual loss.
For a sum that it will cost a steam road to run a
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train every

hour, the electric line can send oul a car, If need be,
minutes.
Moreover, the trollej line nai its termlnali
wherever a passenger wishes to alight, wher a man] of the train
on the leading steam roads run through and the local trains stop
only at regular Stations, usually several miles apart.
It is an open
question whether the loss of loeaj traffic is not a benefit to steam
roads by affording them greater opportunity for the handling of
freight and through traffic.
We are of the opinion that steam railroad companies traversing populoui sections of the country, show
business shrewdness in paralleling portions of their route with electric lines, and they also virtually admit the superiority of electric
lines for local and interurban traffic.
The (act thai they have entered on this policy should cause private capitalists, Who content
plate building such lines, to lose no time, lest thi
bi
intlcipated
and shut out. If there is money for steam railroad companies In
building such lines, there is money for those who would build them
as independent lines.

every
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yeai

of the

just closed

Michigan Railroad Commissioner.

has been a prosperous one for the railroad
of Michigan, the volume

companies doing business in the state
of business done being the greatest In
there has at times been some difficulty

their

history,

Although

furnishing a sufficient
number of cars to .airy the traffic offered, the business generally
has been handled to the apparent satisfaction of shippers and the
public, and but few complaints have been received.
All complaints
have been carefully investigated, and it has generally been found
that the railroad companies were putting forth every effort to
satisfy their patrons, and to handle as expeditiously as possible
all traffic presented.
Two companies have gone into the hands of
receivers the Pontiac, Oxford & Northern, running from Pontiac
to Caseville. aboue 100 miles, whose troubles appear to have been
caused by disagreement among its stockholders, and the Pere Marquette, serving a large portion of the state.
This action has not,
in either case, interfered materially with the business of the companies.
The service rendered is and has been quite satisfactory,
and material and important improvements have been and are being
made by both companies.
The people of the State are much interested in the probable
ultimate outcome of the receivership of tne Pere Marquette, and it
is sincerely to be hoped that when the receivership shall have been
terminated the ownership may pass to those who will be interested
in its development and improvement, and that such ownership may
be of a permanent, lasting character, and that the road may not
thereafter be hawked and peddled about for speculative purposes
as has been done during the past four years.
There is some sentiment that the issuance of all railroad stocks
and bonds should be subject to the scrutiny and approval of state
authority. It might be well to consider the advisability of making
restrictions upon new companies organized under our laws by requiring them to do a certain amount of work upon their proposed
lines within a specified time, in order to hold the rights and privileges granted them by their articles of incorporation. The necessity
for this has been suggested by a case recently decided in the
Monroe circuit, where it was claimed that a railroad company was
organized and incorporated with a merely nominal amount of
capital stock for the express purpose of preventing the condemnation of certain property by another company that is honestly striving, in good faith, to construct a railroad line.
Notwithstanding the great amount of business done, but fewaccidents have been reported involving loss of life or injury to
in

—

persons.

Some of the recommendations contained in the last annual
report of this department were enacted into law by the Legislature,
a bill having been passed fixing penalties for the construction of
a crossing of two railroad lines without the approval of the Board
of Railroad Crossings, and another providing similar penalties for
the building of a crossing of an electric and steam road before its
approval by the Commissioner of Railroads.
An amendment was also made to the law providing for the
exercise of police power over electric railways, authorizing the
Commissioner of Railroads to order fencing along the line of such
roads whenever in his judgment it should pe considered necessary,
ana also to order the necessary farm crossings over electric railway
tracks.

While there has been much discussion throughout the country
during the past year upon the subject of freight rates, there has
been but little, if any. agitation apparent in this state, and but
few complaints regarding the rates charged.
It is unfortunate that there is no law requiring electric railway
companies to make official reports to this department, in order that
A number
definite information may be available regarding them.
of new lines are in course of construction, a great many of the
existing roads have built extensions during the year, nearly if not
quite all have made important improvements, and all seem to be
doing a successful and prosperous business.
>
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consists of an apron made of (4-in. steel plate,
forms the back end of the coal space
being inclined at an angle of 45 deg. with the floor. The lower
part of the apron is attached to the floor by three pins which permit
it to swing about them as a center.
Fastened to the top of the
plate and to the rear are two cast-iron lugs, which are in turn
attached to the piston rods of two long S-in. cylinders. These cylinders are anchored at the back end in such a way as to permit a
slight turning motion as the plate is swung ahead.
When the fireman needs coal pushed to the front, instead of
climbing to the top of the pile and shoveling it down, he turns a
small valve and admits air enough to push the apron and coal the

The apparatus

Coal Pusher for Locomotive Tenders.

which

illustrations show a recent labor saving deapplied to the tenders of large locomotives. It is what is
known as a coal pusher and is located at the rear end of the tank
coal space, for the purpose of pushing the coal toward the front
end as often as the fireman needs a fresh supply. The device was
first applied to the tank of engine No. 924 on the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Pe in August, 1904. Since that time 27 locomotives built
by the company at its own shops have been equipped, and on
a recent order completed at the Baldwin Locomotive Works 20 more
were put on. These locomotives haul freight over the long western
divisions where it is necessary to carry a large supply of coal, and
the pusher has proved to be of considerable assistance to the fire-

The accompanying

vice

in its regular position

required distance forward.
of 8,500 gallons,

The tank shown has a water capacity

and a coal capacity of 10

tons.

man.

The

St.

Paul's Pacific Extension.

The Wall Street Journal quotes Capt. W. E. Pedrick, of New
York City, President of the Western Anthracite Coal & Coke Company, as follows in regard to the route of the Chicago. Milwaukee
& St. Paul's new line to the Pacific:
The route from Evarts, South Dakota, northwesterly into Custer
Cast
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^^^TExtra

Heary Pipe Bored out Inside

Li!

i

k

-•i/IK-

Air Cylinder for Raising Apron.

County, Montana, will have no difficult grades, but a worthless,
non-producing country to enter. Unless the line parallels the Northern Pacific up the north bank of the Yellowstone and Gallatin
rivers there will be more expensive construction and a poorer country to traverse for local traffic except for the spring and fall ship-
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Cylinder

General Arrangement of Device for Pushing Coal Forward

Section C-D.
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in

Locomotive Tender.

incuts of live stock, until licet Lodge valley, the pretties! valley
in the state, is reached and the Butte region with its mineral tonnage.
From there on, heavier grades and construction work arc
necessary across the Hitter Rout range, where St. Paul engineers
and Northern Pacific engineers arc now battling with each other

From
to their necks in snow for precedence over Lolo Pass.
the I'ass the St. Paul surveys run down a fork of the Clearwater
river and to the western line of Idaho in the neighborhood of
Ipprozl
Lewlston, whence a spur north to Spokane is probable.
mating the foregoing route articles of Incorporation of the Chi
cago, Milwaukee & St, Paul Railwaj Co. In Montana, were placed
up

on record last week In Silver now Counts defining the route thro
Custer County on the east, and thence through Rosebud, Carbon,
Vellowstone, Fergus, Broadwater, Jefferson, Madison, Sliver How.
Lodge, Powell, Qranlte and Ravalla, the bordei countli
r
The lot ition of the west end In Molilalia
Molilalia, on the west
will doubtless be on the Snake rlvei neai Lewlston, Idaho; thence
to Wallula, thence north
,i,
a point near Lewlston, Idaho, we
west to North Yakima, thence to Seattle, a total distance from Evat
This estimate ol dl tance over government land
of 1,668 miles.
tor develop
ale plus 26 pi r & nl
bai ed on govi rnmenl towni hip
both "" Northern Pacific
bj
ineni. is nea h correcl
from Council Bluffs
Pat Ifli
n
from si Paul io Seattle, and 'lie
Then are no wheat fields
i,,
1,000-mlle tree near Ogden
the ei,
I

I

i

"

'
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Details of
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the eastern Dakota
and the former Immense yields to the
which gave such impetus in the building of the Northern Pa
ciftc, have now
dwindled to thai of Ohio, or perhaps less. From
Spokane west, a rolling prairie country lias the appearance of the
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in

pi

100th meridian, tor InPlatte, Neb.; Garden City, Kan..
state of Washington this semi
and furnishes a million bushels
for shipmenl al one station, though mixed fanning would fare as
badly tor lack of rainfall as in the Dakotas west of Evarts.
n is
tin' same south of this parallel from Dakota to
the Rio Grande
border In Mexico. Therefore there Is not much to expecl from local

lands of the states wesl
stance, near Pierre, S. Dak.; North
ami Washburn, Texas. Bui in the
arid land yields Sne crops of wheal
eml-arid

traffic

until

or

the

new pneious metal mines are discovered, which
western Montana, as has happened recently

unlikely in
Nevada. Before
not

is

in

Pasco is reached the opportunities presented
through plent] of water for irrigation for a rich agricultural region
The entire Yakima Valley has special possibiliare unsurpassed.
ties.
The altitude is but a thousand feet, more arid than Colorado,
rainfall often but six inches, a delightful climate with energetic
farmers pouring in every year, buying untouched soil at high prices,
and paying for it from two years' crops. It is only 40 miles from
this arid climate west to the peaks of the Cascade Range where
there is rainfall in abundance and the vapors from the Pacific ocean
hug but do not cross the mountain passes. Great veins of anthracite
eoal appear south of Mt. Ranier after crossing Cowlitz Pass.
The St. Paul can, as the Northern Pacific does, continue to Seattle
from Tacoma. or reach Seattle by branching off on the Natches
river around the east side of Mount Ranier.
It is well enough to
note what has been done this year as to terminals for possible transFirst, there is the Pacific Railway, which filed
continental lines:
corporation papers in December. Its route is from Seattle southeasterly through North Yakima and Yakima Valley to Wallula. Washington, on the Columbia and touching the Oregon Short Line.
This
would serve for the northern route of the Chicago. Milwaukee &
Next, we have the Spokane & Columbia River Railway
St. Paul.
& Navigation Company, its route from Spokane through Spokane,
Whitman. Adams and Franklin Counties to Wallula. This would
also answer the St. Paul for its Spokane connection. Then there
is the North Coast Railway, starting from the Y'akima river on the
north side of the Columbia near Kiona. Wash., on the Northern Pacific,
thence up the Yakima through North Y'akima and up the
Natches to the foothills of the Cascade Range, over Cowlitz Pass
through the coal fields and down the Carletou and Cowlitz rivers
on the west slope. Three surveying parties have performed diligent work there this season. They have halted at the anthracite
coal fields, where they can look westerly and see the smoke of the
locomotives at Ashford, the terminal of the Tacoma Eastern, and
The purchase three months
its paying lumber and coal business.
ago of $700,000 wharfage and tidewater flatlands at Tacoma, in addition to the transfer of 640 acres more last week, for the former of
which the St. Paul gets the credit by rumor, and for the latter Mr.
Harriman, and the 20 miles of completed grading of what is known
locally as the "Donald" road from North Yakima up the Natches,
is the record of work done this season.
Capt. Pedrick's estimate of 1.558 miles as the length of the new
St. Paul line from Evarts to Seattle, added to the 796 miles from
Chicago to Evarts over existing St. Paul lines via Milwaukee and
La Crosse. Wis., and Hastings, Minn., would make the distance from
Chicago to Seattle 2,354 miles as against 2.260 miles from Chicago to
Seattle by the Burlington and Great Northern, and 2,344 miles by
the Burlington and Northern Pacific.

New

Interurban Connecting Link.

The two most important groups of electric interurban lines in
the country
the one group composed of the roads along the southern shore of Lake Erie and in eastern Michigan, connecting the
cities of Eric, Pa.: Cleveland and Toledo. Ohio, and Detroit, Bay
City and Kalamazoo. Mich.. a:ul the other of the lines about Columbus, Dayton and Cincinnati, Ohio, and Indianapolis and Fort Wayne,
Ind.
although not far distant from each other at several points,
have until recently had no actual physical connection. On December 30 last, a 30 mile connecting link from Findlay, Ohio, on the
north, to Lima on the south was completed and put in operation.
This brings into connection 70 electric interurban roads with a
mileage of over 3.700 miles, which figure is exclusive of more than
Of these 7S roads, 4S, with a mileage of
1,000 miles of city lines.
2,26] mibs, are in Ohio; 11, with a mileage of 888 miles, in Indiana;
eight, with 182 miles of line, in Michigan, and three, with 75 miles,
in Pennsylvania.
By using the new connection, it is now possible
to travel by electric railroad between the extreme points of Titusville, Pa., southeast of Erie, to Crawfordsville or Columbus, Ind.,
respectively northwest and south of Indianapolis, a run of something over 600 miles. A journey from Bay City, Mich., south to
liles, also becomes possible, this by even
Cincinnati, nearly
more din ei line, Further extensions and rounding out of the present territory of interurban lines in the central west is going on
rapidly.

—
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The January meeting of this Association was held al the Grand
Hotel, \c« York City, on Tuesday, the Bth, President C. H.
MoMisun (Brie) in the chair. Some 60 members were present.
A lion
in new members were elected.
The change in the constitulion, proposed al the last meeting, was adopted and the Association
now has two Vice-Presidents, Mr. A. H. Rudd P. R. R.) being elected
ibis meeting.
The meeting also adopted the proposed change in
the bylaws. Article 6, under which associate members henceforth
will have only those- privileges which are accorded to honorary
members. Mr. G. M. Basford, now with the American Locomotive
Company, and who was the originator of the Railway Signaling
Club
which in L903 became the Railway Signal Association) was
i

i

'

I

(

it

i

elei

ted an

honorary member of the Association.

The Executive Committee reported

that

tin

digest

ol

the pro-

ceedings for the years 1895-1905. inclusive, would be published in
two volumes, aggregating some 1,400 pages. These will be issued
in about thr< e months.
The first paper on the programme was the report of Committee
No. 4, I. S. Raymer, Chairman, on storage batteries. Mr. Raymer
reviewed what had been done by committees on this subject during
the past four years, and. continuing, said:
"Leaving out at the present time the question of cost, on account of the difficulty in arriving at a fair basis of calculation, the
committee is of the opinion that, from the standpoint of service
rendered, storage batteries are preferable for block signal work, on
account of their uniform and continuous supply of current as compared to the weakening or failing of caustic soda batteries, due to
the approach of their exhaustion, and to the interruption in signal
operation while renewals are being made. On the P. C. C. & St. L.
the 'primary storage' method of charging is in use. Six cells of
storage battery are used at a signal location, a set of eighteen
gravity cells are connected in series; positive of gravity is connected
to positive of storage, and negative of gravity to negative of storage.
The e. m. f. of the gravity is great enough to overcome the counter
e. m. f. of the storage.
While the signals are going toward the
proceed position the motors receive current from the storage cells,
but when signals are standing in either proceed or stop current is
being supplied from gravity to storage. Experience of three or four
years has shown this method to be practical and economical. The
storage cells are apparently in a better condition than those of the
same age on the power line. Storage batteries for track circuits
have been in service long enough to show that they are well adapted
*
*
*
for the work."
The discussion of this report was participated in by Messrs.
C. C. Anthony (P. R. R.), M. E. Smith (D., L. & W.), C. C. Rosenberg (L. V.), A H. Rudd. and D. M. Case (C, N. O. & T. P.); also
by Messrs. Bezer, Reynolds and Leslie. There was considerable
testimony to the effect that a storage battery charged for several
years at only- a moderate rate deteriorates.' the positive plates tending to buckle Experience has shown that to counteract this every
battery ought occasionally to be charged at the normal rate.
If
necessary, there should be an extra gasolene generator to insure
being able to charge at a sufficiently high rate. Surprise was expressed at the success on the P., C, C. & St. L., mentioned in the
report: but Mr. Raymer said that the same arrangement was in
use on his road, the Pittsburg & Lake Erie. The storage batteries
which have been in use on 40 or 50 miles of the D., L. & W. for in
months past have thus far given uniformly satisfactory results.
The power wire on this line is No. 10. B. & S., hard drawn copper.
To some of the signals the power has to be transmitted 10 miles,
and the current is from 2 to 2.5 amperes. Mr. Smith in future installations proposes to use a 6-h.p. gasolene engine and a 3-k.w.
generator instead of 4 h.p. and 2.5 k.w. The Pennsylvania uses for
its power transmission a No. 6 wire; distance, 12 to 15 miles.
Mr. Case uses portable storage batteries, and therefore always
charges them at the normal rate. He has 75 signals thus operated.
Each maintainer keeps two extra sets, for use while regular sets
These are taken out, sent to the charging
are being re-charged.
station, charged in one night, and immediately put back in service
at the same place.
A number of members appeared to be still in
doubt as to the conditions governing the use of portable batteries;
on what kind of a line are they desirable and economical? On the
SoutHern Pacific the batteries are carried to and fro on independent
motor cars, but the use of such cars is objected to in some cases
where the line of road is very crooked. Sending batteries by freight
train is objectionable because they get broken, and in baggage cars
No one had definite data
the space occupied by them is grudged.
on this question of transportation. The Michigan Central has recently ordered a number of sets of portable storage batteries for
signals.
These are to be used in very light service, where it is
expected one charge will last a month or more.
Mr. Ames, for the committee on rubber-covered wire, reported
that he had been negotiating with the officers of an inspection
bureau maintained by insurance companies for testing insulated
The committee hopes to be able to recommend some conwire.
venient and economical means of inspecting wire so that the large

Jam
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railroads will not have to keep their own inspectors at the wire
factories, and so that smaller roads can have independent inspection
at reasonable cost.
The next business was a short paper by Mr. G. K. Rogers, of
India, a member of the Association, describing the Mackenzie &
Holland improved Sykes block signal apparatus used on the East
Bengal State Railways. This was read by the Secretary, and a vote
was passed thanking Mr. Rogers for the paper.
Next Mr. H. W. Lewis (L. V.) read a paper on the care of
storage batteries. Mr. Lewis said in substance:
"It is important that the initial charge should be full and complete, and for that reason it should be continued until both the
specific gravity and voltage cease to rise; then discontinue the
charge and immediately adjust the electrolyte to the proper density
as recommended by the manufacturers and mark the height of the
electrolyte on the cells (a file mark is preferable, as it is permanent). Then discharge the battery about half and follow this discharge by a regular eight-hour charge, keeping the electrolyte at
the proper height during this charge by the addition of distilled or
other known chemically pure water to compensate for the water
thrown off by evaporation; and if at the end of the charge the
specific gravity has risen to the fixed density and remained there
for at least half an hour, it will insure beyond a doubt that the
battery is fully charged.
"The only reliable indication of charge and discharge is the
While no fixed figure can be
specific gravity of the electrolyte.
laid down, it can readily be ascertained in each individual battery
by observing the lowest specific gravity at which the device can be
This once
operated at the minimum voltage on closed circuit.
attained and a reasonable margin allowed, a fixed minimum specific
gravity is established. I have found that, charging on this basis and
everything going smoothly, we are able to designate regular days
1

for charging.

"As the density of the electrolyte varies materially with the
temperature, it is therefore necessary to note that a battery having
a specific gravity of 1.200 when fully charged at 60 deg. F. would
need to be of nearly 1.2096 specific gravity at a temperature of
30 deg. F. and nearly 1.1872 at a temperature of 100 deg. F., and
In general no attention is paid to housing batteries with
so on.
a view to a uniform temperature, and therefore it is an all-important
feature that the temperature be watched as well as the specific
gravity during charge and discharge, and that the electrolyte be
maintained at the predetermined height and adjusted at a temperature of 60 deg. F.

"The irregular discharge rate at which batteries are subjected
this line of work has a great deal to do with amount of
current required to re-charge them, the discharge varying from
hours to days, weeks and months. I might cite a battery whose
discharge covers a period of six and one-half days, and as a rule
another
it requires twelve hours at the normal rate to charge it;
whose discharge continues for 39 days requires 29 hours at normal
rate, while a battery discharged in two or three days can readily
be charged in eight or nine hours at normal rate; the efficiency of

to
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with weather-proof insulation for line wires. It would seem that
a number of roads have within the last few years bought considerable quantities of double-braid weather-proof insulated wire on which
the insulation proved to be of poor quality, and there was considerate sentiment in favor of using bare wire because of the impossibility of securing good braid; but one of the wire manufacturers
cleared the atmosphere by stating that not only his company but,
he felt sure, a number of others were ready to furnish a good
quality of weather-proof wire whenever the railroads should present
the proper specifications. Not only this, if the railroads will agree
upon standard uniform specifications the manufacturers will make
the principal sizes of wire, with double and triple braid, and keep
sufficient quantities in stock to promptly supply all demands.
Mr. Ames is satisfied that with No. 12 wire, double braid, it is
necessary to have at least CO poles to the mile. A number of members felt sure that No. 10, double braid, is the smallest size that
should be used. No. 12 wire, triple braid, supported by SO poles to
the mile, has been found to last a satisfactory length of time.
A number of members were satisfied that weather-proof insulation could be depended upon only for currents of low voltage.
Where these 'wires have fallen across telegraph wires carrying
stronger currents the insulation did not prevent a cross.
Mr. Anthony had heard of instances of very faulty wire recently found in service, fn one lot there were connections so poor
as to almost destroy the conductivity, the insulation at the same
time being so clumsily done that the faulty splices were quickly
discovered.
In another case the maker had made scarfed joints.
These joints were soldered and the insulation carried over them
so nicely as to conceal the faulty work. A lot of this wire broke in
service. Two roads which have used insulated line wire for many
years and extensively are the Lehigh Valley and the Philadelphia
& Reading. The officers of these roads are settled in the opinion
that bare wire must not be used; but as to just what size of wire
and quality of insulation is most desirable their opinions are not
so definite. A No. 10 copper power line, with triple braid, put up
about one year ago on the D., L. & W., with 35 poles to the mile,
broke in five places the first winter. This is the record for 142
miles of wire.
This has been a most profitable discussion, and
Mr. Anthony:
it shows clearly the need of united action looking toward standard
specifications and adequate inspection. Very few roads buy enough
wire to warrant independent efforts in this line, hence the necessity
of associate action.

The Manipulation

of Tool Steel.*

in

such batteries is greatly reduced.
"It is important that batteries in this class of work be not
discharged too low. In this condition they sulphate more rapidly,
and there is grave danger of buckling the positive plates on charge.
The only cure in sight for this bothersome sulphate is incessant
charging. This, of course, does the battery no good; as the sulphate, falling, carries quite a lot of active material with it."
The discussion on this paper was participated in by Messrs.
Ames (L. S. & M. St), Waldron (Interborough), Smith (D., L. &
W. ), Yocum (P. & R. ), Arlington, Willis, Corey, and others. In
setting up new batteries they are charged all the. way from 100 per
cent, to 200 per cent, of their normal capacity; some immediately
discharge the battery and then recharge, while others put the
batteries at once in service on the first charge.
On the Interborough batteries arc charged to 200 per cent, at ball' the usual
charging rate. The results have been remarkably good. Mr. Yocum
lias been charging at 200 per cent, for
ighi fears or more, and
the batteries are still in good condition.
On Hie Lake Shore &
Mulligan Southern certain batteries which have very light duly
are occasionally discharged into a rheostat so as to keep them
in guild condition.
Commenting on this, Mr. Corey remarked that
by the use of a rectifier, such as is used in charging automobiles
from a. c. lines, it would be unnecessary to iims waste half the
current; nearly all of it. could be used.
In this process a mercury
vapor tube is used, which allows current to (low one way but not
the other.
Replying to a question, ii was said thai the mercury
vapor tube is mil excessively cosily. A tube which, with ils panel,
is abOUl
fi'j ft. high and
weighs about l.r
lbs., is g
for 1,000
<

.(l
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hours.

When any number of tools are to be made I have found it a
good practice to forge tools first, and let them get quite cold bework the steel at as low a heat as posI
fore tempering them.
sible and as quickly as possible but not with a heavy blow as is
sometimes given by careless workmen under a steam hammer, as
this destroys the grain by crushing it.
Consequently when the
steel is tempered, it will develop what are called tempering cracks.
It is better to forge the tools with a sledge or a belt hammer, such
as a medium sized Bradley hammer, as with these the tool can
be shaped without injuring the texture of the steel. To temper
heat it just hot enough to give it sufficient hardness,
I
plunging it in a cooling mixture, gradually down to the upper
end of the red, then pulling it out gradually. This will give a
tapering from a low red at the upper eud to a cold point, leaving
the tool without any or with but very little contracting strain.
Then I ease off the temper to the desired color, and generally speaking, if the steel is of an ordinary good Quality the tool will be
good. This is our practice for lathe, planer, slotler, twist drill,
reamers, rose bits and such like tools made out of high carbon
Miller cutters and such tools we forge the same way. but
steel.
in tempering we use a small charcoal furnace, and lay our tools
then we put
In the furnace on a good bed of fresh red coals;
more coal on top of them and close the door of the furnace, letting the culler, gel bol lis the coal burns up. while the too] dresser
When the culler becomes bol we plunge
is at work on oilier tools.
it into a
tempering liquid slightly heated
To draw tin temper
we place a piece or ordinary plate iron on the bed of charcoal
which is left in the furnace, The cutter is then placed on this
plate until it Is slowly heated tl
bow
houl
[1
Ltrprl in
nicely ibis method will draw the color.
For high-speed tool making wo have live different maki
steel, and they all have their own little peculiar
a of
texture, consequently a little differenl waj ol working
aecea
These little points of differ.
sary.
to be picked up by the
tool maker.
In forging a tool we generally follow thl
.nous
B
given us by Hie manufacture)
but in hardening the
ol
thl
tool is where the difficulty In
have found that this kind
tor
the tool

I

'

'

I

t(

ai the afternoon session Mr. F. P. Fowls, of the American Tele
phone a Telegraph Company, read, by invitation, a paper on Spn
i

Ibations for Mne Wire. Mr. Fowle wenl thoroughly into the details
of his subject, most of his experience having been, however, with
telephone lines. The discussion which ensued had to do principally

ol

:

lee]

delel'l.

•From
ton. N.
tion.

it.,

,

a papei bj
read before

Mildly

\m.n
the
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ii
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ockftll.

National
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gets

soft

Works. Mom-

Master Smith,
C,
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texture as though some of its chemical parts have lost
cohesion, after two or three times tempering; this is due, I
The
think, to the high heat necessary for hardening by air hlast.
point for us to discover is, how to harden this steel at a low
have tried the ordinary temI
heat, and thus pre: rve its quality.
pering mixture and also warm water. The steel will crack easily.
With oil it is better, but not hard enough for hard tires and ends

in

its

Ir

i

a softer tool.
experimenting with a liquid that certainly makes
the tool hard enough at a greatly reduced heat, but whether it
will keep its cutting power I am not prepared to say at present,
but our practice is for lathe, planer and such machines, and where
speed is high and material hard to harden in an air blast at
white sweating heat For wheel boring cutters I have an air blast
made of copper pipe which straddles the tool. This is softened
so that it will bend easily, so that it can be readily adjusted to
like the air blast in

am now

I

V.,

XL., No.

i

2.

complaints thai prices were too high. We estimate the ><
In round figures at about 43,000,000 tons of iron on
uis of pig iron, and over 3,000,000 tons of steel rails.
The
Even these extraordinary figures may be exceeded in 1906
The country is
present outlook certainly justifies this opinion.

of no

uction

i

;

aslng its capacity to meet any possible demand that may exist
near future for either pig iron or manufactured iron and
steel.
There were no strikes or lockouts in the iron trade in L90S
that are worthy of mention. Bulletin of the American Iron ana
in

the

Steel

i

ssoi iation

The Acme Chain
accompanying

Tin

made

by the Franklin

Shown

ii

in

Hoist.

illustrations show the Acme chain
Moore Company. Winsted. Conn. The

hoist
hoist.

the line drawing, is equipped with differential gearing
,by means of which it is possible

a weight equal to the full
capacity of the blocks. The gearing is arranged so that by throwing a pawl out of engagement
with the ratchet the lower block
can be raised or lowered at increased speeds, as in taking up
slack or adjusting slings, etc.
The arrangement of the differto lift

ential gearing is clearly
in the line drawing.

shown

Through the center of the
hand chain wheel is a shaft. A,
upon which two sleeves are
mounted. The gear C is mounted upon the same sleeve as the
ratchet wheel B. and the gear F
is mounted upon the same sleeve
These
the chain-wheel G.
gears are of the same diameter,
but F has fewer teeth than C.
In operation the pawl H locks
the ratchet and gear C. When
the hand-chain is pulled it causes
the differential gears D which
mesh with both the gears C and
F to revolve around C and also
to rotate on their axes. As the
gear C has more teeth than the
gear F it is obvious that by the
time the chain-wheel has made
one complete revolution around
C, F will have advanced the

as

—

—

The Acme Chain

Details of the

Hoist.

Acme

amount

Hoist.

of

their

have turned

any length of tool. I also have a pair of tongs with broad
jaws with which I grip the tool in the middle and put it in the
I
then place the cutters between
fire and heat only both ends.
the ends of the blast pipe and gradually turn on the air, and in

suit

this

cool off both ends at once, leaving the center at its usual
I must say that the tools made in this way work splenFor taps, reamers, twist drills, miller cutters and such like

G

difference

with

it.

and

When

the pawl is released from the ratchet, the differential gears are
free to revolve independent of the hand chain-wheel, thus permitting
the unloaded hook to be raised or lowered instantly.

Lake Flour Tonnage.

way

temper, and
didly.

have to be finished to a cutting edge before tempering
I have used the lead bath for heating and cooling in air where
convenient and in oil when necessary, but when air is used great
care must be taken or the fine edge will be blown off, but the lead
bath, where only one or two pieces are to be tempered, is very
slow and inconvenient. I have found the following plan very good
mix some fire clay very thin, almost to
I
in this kind of work:
a liquid, then I heat the tools just warm, not red, and dip them
in the fire clay, then I pull them out and let them dry which only
takes a short time. Repeat this until you have a layer of clay on
the tool sufficient to protect them from the heat of the fire or
tools that

blast,
fire

'/,„

in.

or

y8

and heat them

or in an

in. thick is plenty.
to the desired point

Then place them in the
and cool them by a blast

The Northwestern Miller prints the following tables to show
the quantity of package freight, chiefly consisting of flour, shipped
eastward via the different lake ports from the opening of navigation
to Dec. 16. 1905. in tons:
Lake

Western Transit
Tnion Steamboat
Western
Erie
Mutual Transit

.

-TotalTims.
Per cent.
UT.s
439.820
10.3
162.690
25.0
396.765
lM.r.Po
11.7
51,050
3.2
239,685
15.1
6.9
109,520

.

iV;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lackawanna
Lehigh Valley
Sim Steamship
I.. & Green Bay

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

516,755
Season o/ 1904.
11
17-. PUT
l'U
86,957
1T4.G1 1;
51,499
159,023
~"7

Total in tuns

1,067,365

1,584,120

100.0

UPU.IIS

29.1
8.7
22.5

/.I//,-,

Western Transit
Lnion Steamboat
Erie & Western

'.i.

.

-Mutual Transit
....
Lehigh Valley
.

The year 1905 was not only the most productive and the most
prosperous year in the history of the American iron trade but it
was the most uniformly prosperous year. From January to December the demand for all leading forms of iron and steel and for
the raw materials of their manufacture was continuous and inThere was no "dull season," no overloading of the markets,
sistent.
no slump in prices. Upon the other hand there was no great scarcity
and steel at any time, the markets in the main were well
and consequently there were no "famine" prices. Few
orders were sent abroad and our export trade was not neglected.
Production was abnormally and phenomenally great, but best of all
prices were wisely kept within reasonable bounds. We have heard
plied,

Of 1905.
Ports on-

I/.SUII

.

oil bath.

Iron and Steel in 1905.

of iron

Si

Companies.

Lackawanna

.

.

.

Sun Steamship

.

L.

:;s:;.4-jp

1,003,710

100.0

Lake Season of 1903.
244,006
208,437

452,503

26.6

1,813
<:i:o,281

1
I

.

.

.

.

.

Si...

i

.

Steamship

& Green Bay

.

.

.

.

Total in tons

6.9

22

5,855

5,855

4.9
8.6
0.3

1,701,458

1000

S3, 111

.

0.4

it:,, ic,::

258,950

Jo.

i

ls.or.n

6.5

381.119
180,059
76.33S
258.060
S3.111
145,463

121,514
180,059

'76,338

Lehigh Valley
I'nlon Transit

18,050

259,605

.

Lackawanna

I..

:!.4
l.'i.r,

'..cue

t; -,,::::i

Total in tuns

15.8

:;::.T^7

136.626
65,331
3.813

1

13

& Green Bay

Western Transit
Vnion Steaml
Erie & Western
Mutual Transit

sc.p.-.T

226.115
159,023

1,072,708

628,750

4
lo'.e
4..-.

15.2
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The Massachusetts State Railroad Commissioners recommend
a law compelling the use of the block system on the railroads of.
that State, thus putting themselves in line with the Interstate Commerce Commission and with Congressman Esch. The Massachusetts
report (which we give on another page) does not present much of
an argument in support of the recommendation; but it states one
fact which ought to make argument for the use of the block system
unnecessary, the fact that in the minds of all competent judges the
question is already settled; "the day for discussion is passed."
Whatever may be said about legislation on the subject, it is clear
that the main reason for the continuance of the time interval system
of running trains is the fact that the railroads have not yet found
it convenient to make the necessary outlay of money.
On the subject of train rules the Commissioners also utter a sound opinion,
but offer no argument. They say that the rules referring particu-

—

—

Boston & Maine need to be made plainer.
The Massachusetts board has, however, dealt with this subject before, and in clear terms.
But a sound opinion does not accomplish
anything.
In spite of the declarations of this and other commissions, and in spite of the work of the American Railway Association,
train rules everywhere are faulty, and only the introduction of the
block system on the busiest lines has prevented this defective eondilion from resulting in disaster. It is time to confess thai ibis work
has suffered front superficiality, if not from neglect. Such success
as has been attained in the running of trains on those American
ids where the block system is not used, is duo to something else
than perfect rules. To carry out the spirit of this Massachusetts
recommendation 11 will be necessary to delve into the subject after
tin' man tier of Mr. for man; and, like him, to keep In very close touch
wilh the trainmen while doing it.
Committee recommendnt ions
which anybody may modify as he pleases, or Ignore entirely, must
\\s be subject to the defect of Inadaptability, because !!< work
al
baa to be dune at arm's length; because a oat
al con
ttee
necessarily so small aa c
pared with the number and varietj of
minds in be sat Isfled.
larly to

those

of

January

Friday,

3.

the

I

19, 1906.

—

appear as implied not direct
One thing which the commissioners appear to have passed over with slight attention is the
question of the fitness of the fireman of the leading engine of the
express train.
This man was instantly killed. Theoretically, the
fireman is an assistant lookout man as much of a lookout man as
he can be and properly attend to his fire. If this function is ever
of value it must be particularly so on a fast train, which is following closely behind a slower one and which is run by an inexperienced engineman. We hear that the fireman of this engine on
in

the Railroad

again

Gazette,

criticisms in the present report.

—

this trip

him

was inexperienced, so much
firing

in

— which,

so that the

engineman assisted

incidentally, affords another illustration of a

thing often seen in the higher ranks of the railroad service, the
propensity of a man who is promoted to continue giving his thought
and much of his energies to 1hat department of the work which he
has just relinquished. If this engineman got down and shoveled
coal into the firebox no further evidence is needed to show the parallelism between this and the Westfield

(New

The

Jersey) case.

.

t

the true facts about

bald and
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very sim-
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Characteristic
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i

The "H

inn.

Bakei

Bridge
olllslon are
so closely in accord wiMi those which we have ourselves expressed
that we d
take the apace to quote them In full, The Implied
criticisms In the Grand Jur;
pre entment, concerning
ra of
work and the relations of employer and employee, already publl ihed
i;

i

\

lev

.in

the

i

it

1

en-

gineman's published assertion that he saw the lanterns and fusees
at Lincoln and beyond there, but could not explain why he disqbeyed them, excited universal incredulity; and his subsequent statement (as*how given by the railroad commissioners) that he applied
the brakes, which statement appears to be wholly demolished by the
timonj el the runner of the second engine, onlj increases the
Collisions would
suspicion that the tacts were no! tullj divulged.
ii.ii
less ground tor grave discussions about the mysafford verj
teriea of the personal equation If onlj the publii could always have

.1

1

1

1
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and equipping the crude pioneer routes to handle a tremendously inBui followised business under modern economical conditions.
ing this, and following the Northern Securities decision, we now
have the Grand Truult Pacifii building to the coasl in Canada,
with the Canadian Northern looking on as an Interested ob erver,
apparently readj to step in and do likewise within a few years.
South of the border, the Chicago, Milwaukee iV St. Paul has a.inounced its plans of building to the coast in Great Northern and
Northern Pacific territory; the Weste a Pacific baa been financed,
n begun on this Gould connection from the Rio
and work has
(Irande system through to Oakland; the San Pedro, Los Angeles &
Salt Lake has turn built and sold to the llairinian lines, while the
Denver, Northwestern & Pacific offers an important connection between Denver and Salt Lake, with easiei grades than those of exIt
is safe and fair to say that all of these projects
isting lines.
are genuine ones, built to meet a real need and in the hope of great
future business, rather than to aid any promoter or series of promoters in an access to sudden wealth
Further south, another Pacifii
line is now building, and
is unfortunate that the same assurani e

country which Beems of much less promise than that traversed by
the other routes. It is less well built up, its grain is not so good, and
it
has fewer n.ilural advantages.
This Is true from Kansas
almost as far as Chihuahua.
What the traffic possibilities of this
pari of Mexic., are it is hard to say, but they have not sufficed to at-

cannot

trael

I

ii

in this case he given.

Mexico & Orient commenced construction work
in May, 1900, simultaneously in the United States and in Mexico,
on a proposed line to be built from Kansas City to Topolobampo,
far down on the Gulf of California. Since that time work has been
pushed vigorously on this road at a number of separate points. Approximately 100 miles of line in Oklahoma were opened in 1903, and
in 1904 about the same amount of track was being operated in
Mexico. Meantime provision was made for an entrance into Kansas
City; and during 1905, 75 miles of line was completed in Texas, 50
miles in Oklahoma, and 100 miles more in Mexico, a considerable
mileage in Kansas having been opened the year previous. Trains
are now running on four portions of the route: From Wichita.
Kan., through to Oakwood, Okla. T.. 157 miles; from Sagerton to
Sweet Water, Tex., 52 miles; and in Mexico, eastward from the Gulf
terminus to Hornillos. 7M miles: and from Chihuahua to San Sos-

The Kansas

present, but

oi

yet

to

But

route from
the Pacific

Coast, and the additional fact that they pass through a territory
which they consider to have great agricultural possibilities, and

as yet practicaly unworked. The project is a novel one,
worth while to consider carefully these points, viewed in
the light of such information as is now at hand. With regard to
the specific distance: The Kansas City. Mexico & Orient route comprises, roughly, 271 miles in Kansas, 200 miles in Oklahoma. 560
miles in Texas, and 475 miles in Mexico; a total, as originally announced, of 1.506 miles from Kansas City to Topolobampo, although
it is to be presumed that this will pan out a little longer by the time
the work has been done. The road which affords the closest comparison is perhaps the Atchison, with a mileage of 2,120 miles from
Kansas City to San Francisco. Of the other American transcontinental lines, so-called, the Harriman route from Omaha to San
Francisco is 1.S4S miles long; the Great Northern route from St.
Paul to Seattle, 1.829, and the Northern Pacific route from St. Paul
to Seattle, 1,913 miles. The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient announces
that the Hamburg-American Packet Company has entered into a contract to furnish an Oriental service from Topolobampo as soon as
the railroad s completed; therefore, it is perhaps well to consider
first the possibilities of the road with regard to this traffic, which has
been so carefully studied in the north by Mr. Hill. The reason for
the short land distance of this route is. of course, accounted for by
the eastward slope of the coast, which furnishes tidew ater at Topolobampo some 16 degrees east of tidewater at Seattle and some 13' L
degrees east of San Francisco. Of course, the great circle ocean
route from Mexico is much longer than the route for transpacific
steamers further north, so much longer, in fact, rhat the rail distance is vastly more than neutralized thereby, not only in actual
miles, but also taking into consideration the greater economy of
water as compared with rail haul. It requires a globe rather than
a flat map to demonstrate to the casual reader that the nearest
route from Mexico to Japan lies by way of the San Francisco coast
and the Aleutian Islands, but this is indeed the case. It will be
seen, therefore, that the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient will have'no
advantage in distance or economy, so far as Oriental trade is concerned, by its shorter rail route.
Moreover, we have not yet considered the grades. Just what the new line can do with its route
over the Sierie Madre mountains we are not prepared to say at
is

is

:

:

.

in

gradi

II

will surpi

The existing transcontinental

In

detail,

the present coast

it

Un

dependent on their Oriental
and con tantlj Incn
local and branch line traffic to support them.
We have ee
alicnii.n to he recent and ver\ noiahl. hrancb lln
extension work
ol the Union Pacific, and
ui ;
nothing more than an allusion need
made to the great grain crops hau.ed bj the northern lines and
the traffic In emus fruits, etc., which is bandied bj the Southern
tor exi

traffli

il

They have also a

tence

rich

I

'

i

p

Pacific.

The Kan

a

City,

Mexico & Orient

strikes

a

section

oi

I

much

railroad building as yet.

With these tacts in mind, ii must frankly be said that the prosof the line appear more interesting than inspiring.
In the
face of this

he made the confident prediction that
rapidly to completion.
Mexico has given

may

built .and built

il

will

be

handsome

subsidies; aid has been L-nrnt. d l.y numerous towns on the route.
and the subscriptions to the construction capital seem to have been
Whether the road can make a living when built, and, if so,
liberal.

how

it is going to make it, are interesting questions for the next
tew years to determine. In the meantime, the project stands as an
example of a kind of construction that has not been much attempted
in thi United states within the last generation.

RAILROAD ROUTES TO THE GULF.
The two most

of the line

territory,

band, and, without going Into this part
is fair to say that
the new line has
demonstrate that II can do anywhere nearly as well In this
as the lines which now reach the coast,

res]

City,

The promoters base their claims for the prosperity
on two main points: The fact that they have the shortest
the great producing and consuming part of the West to

this

now have their grades well
of the discussion

tenes, 73 miles additional.

which
and it

gets off wiih a three per cent

ii

If

most observers

persistent

rumors

of

impending changes

in rail-

road control each relate to the purchase by a northwestern line of
an outlet to the Gulf of Mexico. The Hill roads, through the Burlington, are widely credited with the purpose of securing a gulf

connection by taking over the Missouri. Kansas & Texas; and the
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul is known to have at least been con
sidering the desirability of getting control of the Kansas City
Southern. Ownership of the Missouri. Kansas & Texas would give
the Burlington a fairly direct north and south line from Kansas
City to Galveston, and would also connect with Burlington lines at
St. Louis, which it now enters over Burlington rails, and Hannibal.
Missouri. The Kansas City Southern would join the St. Paul's Kansas City line to Port Arthur, a good harbor on the gulf, some 75 miles
east of Galveston.
The foundation basis for reports such as these lies in the rapidly
increasing importance which has within the last few years come
Grain is the
to be assumed by the gulf ports as exporters of grain.
most spectacular commodity which the railroads carry the one
over which rate wars are most frequent and about which rate
adjustments are most sensitive. Within the last two or three yea's.
New Orleans, in particular, and Galveston as well, have been taking
away from the Atlantic ports a large share of the grain export busi-

—

—

ness this in spite of all the influence of long established custom
in the grain export trade to the contrary.
The map of the United
States shows pretty clearly the natural reasons for such a change.
Grain from almost any point in the principal grain producing states
of the country is going out of its way. so far as distance is concerned,

reaching the Atlantic seaboard for export. It is from 200 to 300
Iowa and the Dakotas to Galveston or New
Orleans than to New York. Boston, Philadelphia or Baltimore. From
the grain raising states further south, the advantage of the gulf
Then, too. the
ports in distance is, of course, greatly increased.
north and south routes to the gulf follow. In general, water grade
lines: that is. they run parallel to the general trend of the streams
On the other hand, by every route, with the exin that territory.
ception of the New York Central, between Chicago or St. Louis and
United States ports on the Atlantic, freight has to cross the summit
of the Allegheny mountains.
There are. however, certain advantages which the Atlantic ports
possess over their new competitors. The machinery of export has
long lieen centered on the Atlantic seaboard, and it is never an easy
matter to change the current of an established way of doing things.
in

miles shorter from

More than

this, in

the case of the larger eastern ports, particularly

January
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New

York, the size of the cities and the commercial development
them tend to center the export trade at their
docks, because vessels can always find a cargo to bring when they
come in to get grain. In the case of the gulf poits though with
the growth of the South and Southwest this is decreasing. y truevessels have in many cases to arrive in ballast, owing to the small

of the country back of

—

demand

in that territory for

general imports.

This means, of course,

that in such case the export grain rates have to be .arge

enough

to

cover the expenses of both the inbound and outbound trip. As has
also frequently been pointed out in the Railroad Qazette, New York
in particular has a further very great natural advantage in export
grain rates. Not only can steamers always find lading to bring to
New York but grain export rates are also lower on account of the
The rates
of
other exports from that port.
large amount
which export grain is carried ate of two sorts: cargo
at

where a whole, or substantially a whole, ship is charand berth rates, where a ship carrying a general cargo has
extra room available. Grain very conveniently fills up such extra
spaces at a late moment before sailing, since it requires no handling
or stevedoring in the berths to which it is assigned, and as a consequence berth rates are low. Therefore, aside from other considerations, through the competition of berth-rate business, grain can in
general be exported more cheaply from a port where there are a
large number of steamers engaged in miscellaneous traffic.
rates,

tered,

same points is 916 miles, and by the Missouri Pacific and International & Great Northern, including 268 miles over the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas, 890 miles. The Frisco system has the shortest
Kansas City-Galveston line, S73 miles long, including 385 miles over
the Houston & Texas Central; also the shortest line between Kansas
City and New Orleans, 879 miles long, including 395 miles between
Memphis and New Orleans over the Illinois Central, By making
use of its trackage over the Mobile & Ohio and New Orleans & Northeastern, the Frisco has its

The Missouri

own

line, 927

miles long, to

New

Orleans.

and Texas & Pacific together form a line

Pacific,

1,067

miles long between these same points.
In
These include practically all of the existing gulf routes.
addition, several other companies are reaching south toward the
gulf.
The Colorado & Southern has announced plans for an extension from Fort Worth to Galveston, and thence eastward to New
Orleans. The Rock Island not long ago bought the Arkansas Southern, a line extending 100 miles south from the Arkansas line into

work now under way to connect this with the rest
and has recently acquired a new charter empowering
it
to build on south to Alexandria and beyond to New Orleans.
The Missouri Pacific, through the Iron Mountain, is building a
low-gr^de line along the west bank of the Mississippi river which,
in connection with the Texas & Pacific at the southern end, will give
the Gould companies a favorable line between St. Louis and New
Louisiana, has

of its system,

the other hand, the gulf
Available locations for terminals on
New York harbor are very many times as expensive as similar and
equally available locations near New Orleans. Comparison between
the less important Atlantic and gulf ports would show much greater

Orleans.
Two new cut-offs in Arkansas, one building, the other
already built, will also shorten considerably the Missouri Pacific's
It is
line from the territory about Kansas City to New Orleans.
notable that all the southwestern lines which have heretofore
stopped short of the gulf are reaching out for a share in the gulf

Certain gulf ports which possess as
difference in this expense.
good harbors as some of the most important Atlantic ports are
In
not large cities but places where land is comparatively cheap.
addition to the much greater cost of land, various terminal charges
have grown up at some of the eastern ports, particularly at New
York, which, though perhaps they would be equally justifiable at
some of the gulf ports, are, in order to attract business, not applied
In short, the competition boils down to this that the Atthere.
lantic ports have the extensive advantages which result from undisputed possession for many years of the export trade and from their
much greater commercial importance, while the gulf ports have the
advantages of cheap terminal facilities and in particular of their
natural geographical location.
The interest in the subject at the present moment, aroused particularly by the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and Kansas City Southern
rumors, makes it interesting to take stock of the routes which are
at present open to grain export via the gulf. From Chicago, the Illi.lois Central, with its low-grade line 914 miles long from Chicago to
Now Orleans, holds a commanding position. Over the Chicago & Eastern Illinois from Chicago to Terre Haute, the Evansville & Terre
Haute from Terre Haute to Evansville. and the Louisville & Nashville
from Evansville to New Oreans, the distance is 1,068 miles. Through
the acquisition on January 1st of last year, by the St. Louis & San
Francisco, of trackage rights for freight trains over the Mobile &
Ohio and New Orleans & Northeastern, between Tupelo, Miss., and
New Orleans, a new route was formed over the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois and St. Louis & San Francisco via Thebes Bridge and Tupelo,
993 miles between Chicago and New Orleans. From St. Louis there
are 11 routes, the shortest, to New Orleans, over the Mobile & Ohio
and the New Orleans & Northeastern. 705 miles. The Illinois Central line between the same points is Til miles long; the Frisco via
Memphis and Tupelo, 74X miles, and the Missouri Pacific and Texas
& Pacific, via Texarkana, Tex.. 89] miles. The Louisville & Nashville has the longest route, with 915 miles between St. Louis anil
Oilcans, From St. Louis to GalvestOE the shortest route is Still
nulls, by the Missouri Pacific, Texas Ai Pacific anil [ntetnatl
il
*; Great
Northern, The same haul over the SI. Louis & San Francisco and Houston & Texas Central, via Sherman, is 1,031 miles
long
There are also three routes to ports east id' New in eans: By
the Mobile * Ohio. from St. Louis to Mobile. 644 miles; the Louisville & Nashville, from St. Louis to Mobile. 805 miles, and by the
Louisville & Nashville from SI. Louis to I'ciisacola. 7N7 miles.
Last Of all come the routes between Kansas Citj ami the gulf.
which are particularly Important because Kansas City is the point
through which most ot the export grain via the gulf is hauled, The
Kansas City Southern from Kansas City to Port \n
ha
the
shortest line from Kansas City to any point on the gulf, 786 mile
Between Kansas City ami Galveston the Missouri, Kansas & 'IV
miles long.
Id 884
By Santa I'V lines the distance between these

traffic.

In expense of terminal facilities, on

ports have a great advantage.

—

Of the existing gulf routes, with two exceptions, every one
either itself part

is

or controlled by, one of the large railroad cor-

of,

The Illinois Central is itself one of the strongest railroads in the country. The Chicago & Eastern Illinois, Evansville
& Terre Haute, and St. Louis & San Francisco are all controlled by
Rock Island ownership. The Mobile & Ohio and New Orleans &
Northeastern are properties of the Southern Railway; the Louisville
& Nashville is held by the Atlantic Coast Line, and the Missouri
Pacific, Texas Pacific and International & Great Northern are parts
of the Gould system.
The Houston & Texas Central is a Southern
Pacific line.
Nor is the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe likely to be
bought lip as some other road's gulf connection. These cover all
the gulf routes, except the Kansas City Southern and the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas, the first of which connects Kansas Citj and the
second both Kansas City and St. Louis with the gulf over its own
ails.
The situation, then, is that if any of the northwestern railroads wish to acquire a gulf outlet, these two roads form the only
available material which can be acquired in the open market at
anything like reasonable expense. Kansas City Southern stock is
selling at 62 for the preferred and 32 for the common, and there
This
is $21,000,0110 preferred and $30,000,000 common outstanding.
makes the value of the road at present prices $22,620,000. Missouri,
Kansas & Texas sells for about 71 for the preferred ami ::;i lor the
common, which makes the value of the $13,000,000 preferred and
porations.

i

common

$63,300,300
of course,

Whether

stock

Ad mil

about. $34,000,000.

either case be bought

in

either of these roads,

lor about

control

half these

taking into account

their

could,

amount
physical

condition, their situation in highly competitive territory, ami their
Individual finances, would be worth that amount to one n|' the

northwestern lines

question

a

is

which can only be decided upon
Judging from the recent tend
seems as though they might be
the St. Paul would
Southern

by the managements of those roads.
ency of the grain export business, it

of the Kansas City
some building of additional connections

Acquisition

I

>

>

i» order i" avoid
hauling grain cast as far as the Mississippi river before starting for
Kansas City; but this v.ouiii not be a difficult matter
Ml that is at
present public property in regard to a Kansas Citj Southern pur
chase is President Earling's statement that, "I am not quite sure

require

whether (he

SI.

Paul wants that road." A decision that it does want
would no doubt lie death Influenced by

the Kansas City Southern

Paul win within

years reach thi Pai
connection would have a
rexas would similarly
rreatly added value
The Missouri, Kansa
be useful mil only to the Burlington a' ai
tlet to the Boutb tor its
large grain traffic, but to the Hill transcontinental lines as an
the tact that
i

ai

the si.

Tacoma ami

Seattle,

when

a

a

few

milt

.v

originator of ihe cotton
i.

I,.

consistent!]

Burlington

tried
offlclali

t"

traffic

to

build up

thi

Ml

ourl

the

which Mr Hill
tatements credited
A Texas new originates

Orient

According
ECan

s

to
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a

winch goes west for export over
or Great Northern to the
Pacific coast. If trade to the Orient keeps on Increasing at anything
like the rate it has recently grown, the value to the Hill roads of a
line south from Kansas Citj to the gulf should correspondingly increase.
With the Missouri. Kansas & Texas in possession the whole
haul from he gulf or the intermediate states would be over Hill
system rails.
In anj ease, whatever becomes of these two properties, every
new adjiistineiii of rates shows lhat the most important controversy
still to be settled is the proper relation between gulf and Atlantic
ports. The most interesting phase of the conflict oi Interests at. the
moment is as to whether any of the northwestern or transcontinental
lines will, or perchance already have, come to the conclusion that
instead of turning over export grain to other roads at Chicago or
the Missouri river it is worth their while to pay the price necessary
large

the

amount

Burlington

and

Northern

Pacific

hi October, 1905, and

Atchison, Topeka S Santa
Itlanl i.' Coasl Line
Bal
red
Buffalo, Rochester

Canadian

make

it

possible for

them

to

carry

.*c

.,

I

i

71".'.

i

150,510
132,198

•208,005
7T."..:hl;

106,262
582,984
523,903
so.i;94
.i

ii

068

Erie

4,412,621)

474.56

Great Northern
II." king Vall.v
Illinois Central
Interoceanlc of Mexico

."..7on,'.'1

890,81

in

'

'

.

blcago

St.

.^

i.

mis

.

Southern

,v

Denver & Rio Grande

.i.i-ii

V

4 Nashville

Minn.. S( Paul .v Sault Ste. Marie.
Missouri, Kansas & Texas
Nashville, Chatt. & SI
Louis
Natl
R. K. of Mexico
New l'ork Central & Hudson River.
i

New
New

& Western ....
Susquehanna \ Western

York, Ontario
v..rk.

Norfolk & Western
Northern Pacific
Railroad
Pennsyri

Company

..

.

i

.

St.
St.

Wabash
Yazoo &

Mississippi Valley

Total
1

i
:

::. ::'_'.".

lt..7'.ii;
I'"., Oil
vi.orj
'14.907
288,029
•195.461

I

16.134
7s.7S!i

8,138,377

961,558

662,412

69.834
34,867

255,728
2,393.037
6,230 97
11,692,978
3,689,337
2,447,245
3,719,928
844.051
4.666,160
9,392,428
6,708.394
2,150.221
616,239

Philadelphia* Reading
I...nis
in
Chic. & Si
Louis & San Francisco
Louis Southwestern
Southern
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
i

•'."•

8,1 no
278.260
1,226,126
2,165,465
919,658
553,734
l.--'

i

29,626

3,031.261
3,579,772

ij

svllle

l.".7.7r.7

1

599,509
4,481,706
247,327

Mexican Central
Mexican International

fact that the

:>

J

72,437
978
'27,212

"134
169,515

.

Colorado

roads had been able to handle all the traffic offered. An exceptionally severe car shortage existed during this month in all sections
Equipment was
of the country, except possibly on the Pacific coast.
being worked to its fullest extent, as is shown by the reports of
37 car service associations, which handled during this month 3,222,911 cars, as against 2,845,951 cars during the same month of 1904.

Northern were reported as saying that twice as many carloads
of freight were shipped east from the state of Washington in October as ever before. The amount oi lumber carried increased slightly.
It is noticeable in regard to the traffic of the northern roads
of this group that grain ihipments 03 sea trom San Francisco were
about 670,000 bushels (50 per cent.) less than in 1904, and the
figures for shipments from Tacoma show an increase of nearly as
many bushels, making evident one respect in which the northern
roads are profiting at the expense of those further south.

;

<i7U,T

2,067.682
1,060.988
1,840,135

Cleve

The gross earnings during October, while continuing to show
large increases, would have made a much better showing if the

this section were large, and the live-stock movement also increased,
the receipts at six interior sections increasing nearly 14 per cent.
Of the transcontinental roads, five show gross earnings of $33,762,772. an increase of $3,959,416, 13 per cent.
Officials of the Great

G via
Ne« Jersey
.'

October.

earnings this month compared with a month last
year, when the Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis was
still giving many roads an enormous passenger traffic, accounts
for decreases this year in the earnings of the Chicago & Alton, the
Big Four, the St. Louis & San Francisco, the Wabash, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, and also some of the southern roads, which
suffered in addition from the condition of traffic in the south referred to below. Of the trunk line group, six roads report gross
earnings of $30,909,132, an increase of $3,030,055, 11 per cent. As
affecting these roads, it is interesting to note that the eastbound
grain movement from Chicago and Chicago centers was 9,740,000
bushels, an increase of over 4.000,000 bushels over October, 1904.
The gross earnings of ten of the coal roads amounted to $22,501.6S9,
an increase of $2,028,899, 10 per cent. Anthracite shipments show
only a small increase and bituminous traffic, especially, was hampered by lack of cars. The iron and steel trade, however, which
was booming, helped the roads of this group, although in most
cases the increases were probably due to the detouring of freight
over other lines by larger systems which could not take on their
main lines all the traffic offered. The Pennsylvania, which controls
several coal roads, has been doing this a great deal for several
months. The Norfolk & Western undoubtedly owes some of its increase to the activity of construction work on the Tidewater Railroad, the N. & W. having a monopoly on hauling the supplies for
this new road and also the material for new industries which are
locating on its route.
In the southern group, nine roads report
gross earnings of $1S,885,1S9. a decrease of $30,255. one-sixth of 1
per cent. Only one road of this group shows a substantial increase,
and this is very evidently due to the diversity of its traffic, which
enabled it to make up for the decreased traffic in cotton, the net
overland movement of which amounted to only 82.397 bales, as
compared with 114.079 bales in 1904. Of the granger roads, seven
show gross earnings of $21,152,340, an increase of $2,154,809, 11
per cent.
The harvest in Minnesota and Dakota was finished in
October and was greater per acre than in any season for ten years.
The wheat crop in these states amounted to 187,482,020 bushels, an
increase of 33,689,020 bushels, and other crops show similar results.
The receipts of grain at 12 interior markets were 93.823.139
bushels, an increase of over IS. 000, 000 bushels. Of the southwestern group, five roads report gross earnings of $15,579,806. an increase of $1,253,035, 9 per cent.
In 1904, the labor troubles in Colorado decreased the earnings of some of these roads, so the figures
this year are large in comparison.
The cotton and corn crops in

1,986, 16]

Increase
over 1904.
$1,248,910
69.77H

6,858,792
818,886
5,722,767
1,080,492
2,158,112
2,039,665
1,097,778
6,148,512
B71.126
5,598,003
1,842.716
1,367,479

Pittsburg ....

.

I

The

of Octobei

$6,798

...

Pi

Chesapeake * Ohio
Chicago >v Alton
Chicago
North-Western
Chicago Great Western
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Chicago, Hock Island & Pacific
...
Si. P., Minneapolis & Omaha.
— & Texas Pai Iflc
CIn., Sew in

I

in

of 46 roads
over the figures for October, 190)

Pacific

Central of
Central of

it

Railroad Gross Earnings

&

S.

shows the gross earnings
,-Month

over their own rails for the
whole haul from the grain fields to tidewater on the gulf.
to

table

the- increase

1905.

I

XL.. No.

V..i

The accompanying

of cotton tonnage

—

!

.

S145.088.406

110

853.137
).m::.4oo

289,602
-7S.3R2
'122,686
'65.645
231.857
153.960
782.621
'392,942
*j:s.212

$12,552,206

Decrease.

That railroads in the United States aggregating over 4.000 miles
in length are operated without the use of the telegraph is a surprising fact; yet a mileage considerably larger than that may be
The
figured out from the information given in the Official <;>iirte.
explanation is that these railroads, all of them of minor importance,
have telephone

The

lines.

fact is still surprising,

from one point

of view, because of the assertion so many times made, that the telephone is not a safe instrumentality for sending train-orders. Evidently these roads there are one hundred and thirty-seven of them
use it for such orders as they have to send. Many of them are
very short, and some have no regular business but freight; some

—

—

moreover, have only one locomotive the greatest safeguard against collisions of trains that was ever invented but taking all these lines together, there must be a good many train orders
and therefore many chances for collisions, if mistakes in orders
are to be considered a cause of collisions: so that on the whole
this extensive use of the telephone must be considered good evidence of its availability. Besides the roads in the class here alluded to, the telephone, as everybody knows, is used to some extent
for train orders on the Pennsylvania, the Illinois Central and other
large roads.
Besides the 137 roads referred to, a number of roads
are entered in the Official Guide as having both telegraph and telephone lines.

of them,

NEW
Car Distributor.
Pike. SI. 00.

Bv

O.

O.

—

PUBLICATIONS.

Carr,

Freeport,

III.

PisJS

in.;

64

pages.

full title of this book is "Car Distributor and Clerk to Chief
Train Despatcher and Division Operator." and it is "devoted principally to economical methods of handling railroad freight equipment."
Mr. Carr, who is car-distributor for the Illinois Central
road at Freeport. has worked a number of years in the positions
indicated by the title and has made good use of his experience;
that is to say, he has done his work and surveyed his conditions
with a studious mind and a philosophical spirit, so that what he
knows he knows well enough to have the knowledge available when
occasion arises for its use. He has filled his fifty small pages with
solid matter which will be of interest to all. doing this kind of
work. He tells the train despatcher a great many things which
the despatcher already knows, but it is useful, all the same, to
have the matter put in print in compact form. It is to be regretted
that the book has not been more carefully edited, for many passages
are lacking in clearness. A characteristic sample of the matter and
style of the book may be found in the following extract from "Miscellaneous Ideas on Handling Cars":
"Leaky roof, no door or other similar equipment fit only for
rough freight loading should be worked to the stations or division

The

Januahy
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having a demand for such cars for rough freight loading. Watch
agents loading cars with light weight freight off your line and insist on orders being placed for foreign cars, also watch agents
loading merchandise cars and keep the loading consolidated much
as possible. Keep in close touch with the traveling freight agent
and acquaint yourself with the business he desires taken care
of.
Watch newspapers where car works contract to build new cars
and if. when they are being turned out, you are extremely short
of that class equipment, suggest that some of them be sent you
for a round trip loading or a trip over your division.
When you
have difficulty in finding a proper foreign car for a shipment and
such route will not deliver one of their cars, and you can take care
of shipment with another foreign car by asking the agent to change
the route to correspond with the available car, do so and save the
business to your line. When a firm or connecting road is receiving
more freight for a firm than can be consumed or received promptly
and it ties up your equipment, take the matter up with your proper
officer and recommend that a temporary embargo be placed against
the further loading of such freight, ascertaining the actual daily
consumption of such freight and lift the embargo in time to get
the freight started again without allowing them to close down.
When cars are being held with less car load lot shipments, have
the agent unload and store in freight house, section men assisting,
if necessary, in order to get the car released and in service.
Local
freight conductors should have copies of all circulars of instructions
to' agents about handling of cars, as a well posted local conductor
is a valuable employee to a company and an unposted, careless one
can tear down more car instructions in a month than you can build
up in a year."
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Full
of the Interstate Engineering Company, Cleveland. Ohio.
illustrations and brief descriptions of the following products

by the company are given: Locomotive cranes, wrecking cranes,
gantry, cantilever, pillar and jib cranes; derricks and dredges, hoisting and conveying plants, clam shell buckets, transfer and turntables, locomotive coaling stations, railroad pile drivers, concrete
mixers, elevating and conveying machinery, mine surface equipment and structural steel work.

—

Machine Tools. A catalogue bearing the title "Twentieth Century Machine Tools," is being distributed by the B. F. Barnes Company, Rockford, 111. Brief descriptive illustrations and specifications of the various machine tools made by this company, including
upright drills, horizontal drilling and tapping machines, gang drills,
small screw cutting lathes, key seating punches and water tool grinders are given.

—

Seamless Gold-Brawn Steel. A neatly illustrated pamphlet issued by Janney, Steinmetz & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., contains illustrations and descriptions of various applications of seamless colddrawn steel, including high-pressure reservoirs, boiler shells, domes,
tanks, tubes, cylinders and special shapes.

—

Electric Hoists.
"Electric Hoisting Machinery" is the title of
the latest bulletin issude by the Crocker-Wheeler Company, AmIllustrations and descriptions of various types of elecpere, N. J.
tric hoists, winches, capstans, etc., are shown, and their weights,
dimensions and capacities are given.

Direct Current Motors.
of the

TRADE CATALOGUES.
In 1894, the Master Car Builders' Association, for convenience in the filing and preservation of pamphlets, catalogues, specifications, etc., adopted a
number of standard sizes. The advantages of conforming to these sizes have
been recognized, not only by railroad mer, but outside of railroad circles, and
many engineers make a practice of immediately consigning to the waste basket
all catalogues that do not come within a very narrow margin of these standard
sizes.
They are given here in order that the size of the publications of this
kind, which are noticed under this head, may be compared with the standards,
and it may be known whether they conform thereto.

Standards.
Postal-card circulars
Pamphlets and trade catalogues

3%
3%
6

Specifications

and

letter

paper

9
814

in.

"
"
"
"

by 6*6
by fi
by
by 12
by

10%

— Detailed

descriptions and illustrations
D d. c. motors are given
brief description of these motors was

Sprague Electric Company's Type

in its Bulletin No. 224.
printed in the Railroad

A

Gazette

December

of

29, 1905.

CONTRIBUTIONS
The Origin

of

Four-Cylinder

Balanced Compound

Locomotives.

In.

Bristol,

England, Jan.

3,

1906.

To the Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
"

—

Water Wheels. A neatly gijtten up catalogue entitled "Doble
Tangential Water Wheels" has just been published by the Abner
Doble Company, San Francisco, Cal. The first portion contains general matter descriptive of the essential features and parts entering into the construction of Doble tangential water wheels, special
attention being paid to the Doble needle regulating nozzles, ellipsoidal buckets, ring-oiling bearings, nickel-steel shafts, etc. Illustrations of several of different types of water wheels are followed
by descriptions of some of the typical hydro-electric power plants
in which the Abner Doble Company's water wheels are operating.

contain useful hydraulic information. The last seven pages are
devoted to a series of ready conversion factors, most of which haye
been compiled from a recent work by Carl Uering.
California Tour. The Chicago & Noil h
Western sends a folder announcing a personally conducted tour to
California of 41 days, leaving Chicago February 7. A special train
will be used and the cost of the entire trip, including all necessary
expenses, will be $350. The folder gives the Itinerary, enumerates
briefly the interesting points and things to be seen, and gives other
particulars.
<'oiulti<lctl

my

contribution under the above heading in your issue of
last I described the first aoplications of two different
systems of four-cylinder compound locomotives the one with the
motor stresses balanced on one driving axle and the other with
the motor stresses balanced between two pairs of driving axles
through the intermediary of side-rods. Therein it was shown that
the French P. L. M. lines, under M. Henry, were the first to
make the application of the latter system that is. the one necessitating side rods for the free balancing or synchronizing of the
efforts upon two pairs of wheels.
It was also mentioned that Dawes,
In

December

8

—

—

These include some hydro-electric units of unusually large capacities which have recently been built in accordance with designs
shown in the catalogue. Among them are two 8,000-h.p. wheels
which were constructed for the de Sabla and Electra power houses,
and a 9,000-h.p. wheel now building. An illustration is also given
of the plant at Cornell University.
This plant is of interest for
the high efficiency, 84.5 per cent, obtained on the Doble wheels.
The latter portion of the book contains the Doble water wheel
tables, covering all conditions of water power up to a head of 2.550
ft., and in capacities up to 5,000 h.p.
Other tables relate to the loss
of head in pipe by friction, riveted steel pipe, etc., and four pages

l'vrnoiiallj)

page

made

Two

Plan of Locomotive with
First proposed by

Dawes

In
,,f

1872.
tin

I.

rods

Separate Driving Axles.

Mallet
I

I

I'll

was

the first to suggest ttu

IS77.

his patent of 1872, proposed for the first time, and tor one of
iii
his locomotive arrangements, a locomotive with two, unconnected,
driving axles. This disuse of side rods, in one form of locomotive mentioned, met the want for an engine in which this wheel-

connection, ami

several notable inconveniences, were suppressed.
to one pair of wheels,
and divided at 90 dig., is as well balanced In its efforts as modern
practice can effect, and is applicable i>> one driving or anj number
of connected axles without the side rods playing any essential part

An engine

in

its

which there are four cranks

the balancing, whether they are applied or not applied, and tiiis.
be presumed, satisfied Dawes thai he covered, In his three
But
proposed types, all possible desiderata in locomotive design,
Is
in
thai case
he did not land expressly sol "couple" the wl
where these were driven from two dl lm
Bets ol engines
Phe
iii

Engines.
The Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee,
Wis., sends a 20-pngo booklet descriptive of Its "Reliance" Corliss
engines.
A full detailed description of the engine is given as well
as a number of detailed illustrations of its parts. These engines are
made in 20 sizes ami a table showing the principal dimensions of
each size is given.
Corliss

it

may

up the wheeli
engineer to publish the proposal for coi
such engines
having two motor axles) was Mr A Mallei
failed to note In the irticle Is Que tlon and
which Important fact
which (as engines of this typs have been built largely, especially
is'
it
in France) merits notice at an addition or erratum thereto,
contained on page 968 of the proceedings <>f the Soclfite' des
first
nl'

I

i

Bridge Building, Conveying and Hoisting Machinery, Cranes,
a handsomely Illustrated 6-ln, i 9-in. catalogue containing up
Etc.
« ni: of 76 pages Illustrates and describes the works and products

I
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ins Clvils, Paris, 1877, as Follows:
"Pour cylinders, of which
two high-pressure and two low-pressure, each cylinder with Its own
driving rods. These tour cylinders may be connected to the same
axle, and in this .-use by keying the cranks of each group" (that
in.

mi he ,;n
hie of the machine) "al L80 deg., a verj satisfactory
balancing of the driving axle may be realized- as already effected
bj
Randolph i- Elder in marine engines. Or. each group of cylinders may be connected to a separate axle, these axles being coupled
or not coupled; in the latter case this would be a Meyer or Palrlie
ii.'.
iiui working compound; ami the complication of the arrange
iii.'iii
would i»' justified both by the principle ami by the system
of the machines, that is. flexibility, and by the sup. rim working,
as a steam engine properly so-called."
The subjoined sketch represents the Idea emitted by Mr. Mallet
for "coupling" rods applied to a compound engine of any arrangement suggested up to that period US77). Mr. Von Borries refei
to this proposed arrangement for coupling the wheels in his papi
read at the Chicago (1903) Engineering Congress, and published
on page 1,183 in Vol. 14 of the transactions of the American Societ;
"The arrangement of working one
of Civil Engineers as follows:
set of drivers by a pair of h.p. cylinders and another by a pair
of l.p. cylinders, the two sets of drivers being coupled or not, plai id
in the same rigid frames, or in two articulated frames, was first
mentioned in Mr. Mallet's paper of 1877. page '.i.'.S; and tiler,
these engines should be classed under the head of Mr. Mallet's
system."
chaeles k, kim;.
is
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one of these plans would Introduce

We

governing
would ordi-

the law

which
been called

to the
Legislature, which
discussion of these changes

has been reviewing these statutes. A
rendered unnecessary.
Boston Elevated Railway. The commendable features in the
management of the Boston Elevated railway would undoubtedly
receive favorable criticism that is now withheld, were it not for
the crowding of stations and of cars at certain hours in the morning and evening. While the company during the year has brought
into use more cars and trains, added to its lone of employees,
made changes at stations and introduced the change to side doors
at the ends of cars, the public must await the completion of the
Washington street subway, now being constructed in a manner that
challenges the admiration of those interested in such work: the
building of the extension to Forest Hills, with accompanying
changes in stations: and the abolition of the Dudley street railroad crossing, for which the Board has recently approved plans,
before the running of longer trains and a greater freedom in dis-

at this time, therefore, is

—

tribution of traffic will effectually relieve the still present evil of
over-crowding.
Financial outlook for street railway companies. In our last
report attention was called to the unsatisfactory showing by street
railway companies in their annual returns. The returns of the
year that has just closed exhibit some improvement, but the fact
remains that unwise promotion, increase in cost of operation and
the sins of past managements in paying dividends with earnings
that ought to have been used in renewal of properties, make the
task of placing many of these railways upon a prosperous footing
a difficult and tedious one.
There have been here and there increases in fares. Some of
these, when reviewed by the Board, upon complaint of communities affected, have been approved, some approved in part, others
disapproved. As predicted, increase in cost of travel has resulted
not infrequently in such decrease of patronage as to make the
change unprofitable as well' as unpopular. Upon the whole, however, there seems to be promise that companies under wise management will in time realize a reasonable return upon investment.
The present heavy burden of reconstruction will doubtless afford
the foundation for future profitable operation, and tend to create
a permanent dividend paying basis. A management that recognizes
this should be supported by stockholders for selfish reasons.
South terminal. During the severe weather of last winter the
running of trains through the South terminal yard was on several
occasions interrupted. When, however, the number of trains is
taken into account, the record seems to entitle the management
to congratulation upon its success rather than censure for its failure.
Comparison with results obtained at other large terminals
makes the showing under the circumstances an exceptional one;
but review and criticism of methods is profitable.
Among the devices suggested for the prevention of delays occasioned by storms and severe weather were the roofing over of the
yard, the installation of oil or electric heating plants, or the
construction of a system of snow pits beneath the tracks. Any

—

—

•From

thirty-seventh annual report of the Ralli
C
.bis
I".
Jackson, Geo. \v. l'.ishop and Clinton

Massachusetts

fSee also page 59.
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ulssloners of

White.

remedy worse than

8.

lb

arc satisfied that the ines.nl practice I.- altogether the
best as well as the simplest one
that of employing men to
When ...... mi
tracks and switches tree from snow and ice.
man. is,
larger force of men should be employed, and greater p
taken to notify the public as promptly and as fully as possible of
thi
causes and the probable length of delays, even though
in. mi must be an Indefinite
one.
Nothing provokes complaint more
Mi hi apparent indifference to patrons who are left not only withlations. but without knowledge as to whether
out expeeled ai
such a. ommodation is likely to be available, or whether thej
look elsewhere for a way to reach bom.More effort should be
made to give what information Is at hand to people who are waiting to take trains that are delayed; and this information should
be given in a manner that dors not imply that questions ought
to be asked.
Lighting o\ cars. Complaint has been madi that suburban
ease.

—

i.

1.

;,

I

trains are not properlj lighted.
There is enough of reason
plaint to lead us to make the recommendation that the management of every company take steps to have
so lighted that passengers who desire to read may have the op
tunity.
i

Vestil

can

o

Vto

tra

of locking

from

thi

the door leading from the body into the front vestibule ol
This
cars was recently criticized in an order of the Board.
practice had been adopted bj companies in the effort to prevent
passengers from occupying the front vestibule. To meet the objec
tion to the present method of locking doors, it is proposed to adopt
some devic which will enable the conductor as well as the motorside

to open them.
In our opinion legislation, which would make
the violation of a proper rule for the protection of motormen a
criminal offence, would be desirable in the interest of safety.
The first of a group of recent accidents ocAccidents.
curred upon the Worcester & Southbridge street railway. An attempt, as the result Of an understanding between the despatcher and
the motorman. to make connection between a special car sent out
late at night and a regular car upon another railway, was the underlying cause of reckless speed in approaching a sharp curve. In
approaching sharp curves at the foot of heavy grades, street
should always come to an absolute stop, at a point indicated by the
maintenance of a stop sign.
The second accident of the group was the explosion of a locomotive boiler upon the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad.
Fortunately no one was injured. An examination of the boiler after
the explosion showed a giving wa* under steam pressure at a point
where the boiler was weakest. This was one of four engines of the
same type purchased of a reputable manufacturer in 1889. One of
these, on the Plymouth division, adjusted to a pressure of 150 lbs.,
exploded. The safety valve was adjusted at the time to the pressure of 149 lbs. Nothing was found which pointed to any leak.
crack or defect that could have given warning of the danger in
any ordinary inspection. In the opinion of the Board the strain
upon boilers with such a history ought to have been lessened unWhen a difference of opinless some special test had justified it.
ion between experts involves the taking of a possible risk, there
ought to be some one with absolute authority to insist upon safety
at the expense of every other consideration.
A third accident of most unusual character took place upon the
Boston Elevated Railway. [A derailment was caused by a loose
One
switch, loosened by the breakage of a pinion in a motor.]
prominent factor in keeping the train upon the structure and preventing loss of life is found, we believe, in the type of construction.
If there had been here the solid floor often advocated in
the interest of quieter operation, it is altogether likely that in
rounding the curve the cars would have been thrown into the street.
Tied together as it was. the existing structure offered a resistance
#hich a railway with solid flooring would not have given.
In approving a construction similar to this for the extension
of the elevated railway to Forest Hills, against the objection of
those who urged a solid floor, the action of the Board was based
upon the belief that in our climate this form of structure is safest.
Its strength as proved in this test adds another to the reasons
which seem to justify the selection. The fourth, and most important of this group of accidents, is that which occurred within a few
weeks at Baker Bridge. [Railroad Gazette. Dec. 1, 8, 15, 22.]
The engineer upon the pilot engine of the express train states
that he saw the green lights at Lincoln crossing and at Lincoln
station, the red fusee just west of Lincoln station and that east
of Baker Bridge, and that he knew the meaning of these lights
and the rules governing them. He claims that upon seeing the red
fusee near Lincoln station he shut off steam. With reference to
the use of brakes, his statement is vague, involving at most a
claim that he made a slight use of the brake and reduced speed a
little.
The engineer of the second engine of the express states
that in his judgment the brakes were not used, and that the speed
was not slackened. That the train proceeded from Lincoln to within
a few hundred feet of the place of accident at high speed, with
little or no appreciable slowing down, is proved by abundant testi-

man

—

Changes in law. A number of changes in
steam railroad and street railway companies,
narily have been suggested in this report, have
attention of the joint recess committee of the

a
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raonj as well as indicated Uy the impact of the blow in collision.
The engineer of the pilot engine of the express further states that
he took the train out voluntarily after notice, at 11 o'clock in the
forenoon, that he was next on the list to go on duty and a further
notice at 4 o'clock in the afternoon that he was assigned to this
train; that he felt competent to take the train and was in good
condition notwithstanding a headache of which he spoke to nobody; that the niglit was clear and his view of the track, which
runs here in a straight line, seemed unobstructed; that the engine
was working well and nothing happened to divert his attention;
that it was not until he was within 100 yards that he saw the
rear end lights of the train in front of him and at once applied the
emergency brake. As the lireman was immediately killed there
is no one to give any other version of what took place in the cab.
However disposed one may be to treat generously a
man of previous good record, and one of a body of men to whose
sp.endid fidelity and courage the public owe so much, it would be
unjtut to those whose lives were in the care of this engineer to
overlook his failure in the performance of duty.
It was the practice upon the Boston & Maine to assign trainmen
to extra or special duty in accordance with the understanding that
the first man to report after the performance of a tour of duty shall
be first on the list for the next tour. The engineer assigned to
the Montreal express upon the night in question was the man to
whom the assignment fell by this understanding. Much of the criticism founded upon the fact that so many of the crew of the express train were spare men rests upon a misapprehension of what
that phiase means. A spare man is one who is qualified for, but
not yet assigned to, regular service. As there are fewer trains
upon Sunday than upon other days, and so many men prefer Sunday as the day to be off duty, the train service of that day is
one to which spare men are very generally assigned. It by no
means follows that they are not men of experience and ability.
Every spare engineer has served his term as fireman and has
passed written and oral examinations and ought to be equipped with
ail knowledge that can be acquired previous to aclual practice.
Although opinions differ as to the kind of work which had best
be first given to a new man. it would seem fairer to him and better for all concerned that he have preliminary experience at a less
responsible post before he is assigned to th? most important trains.
Where expert skill in the grasp of a situation, cool judgment in
action and sure control of engine are especially needed, a man new
to the work is ordinarily not the one to best meet requirements.
The mere fact that the engineer assigned to the Montreal express was a spare man in no way prejudices him or the company.
As to his experience, it seems that he was familiar with the road
and had served a long term as fireman upon the engine of an express train, where it was a part of his duty to look out for signals and where he would become more or less familiar with the
handling of engine and train. His actual practice as engine?r was
limised, being confined to a little more than a month in charge
of a night switcher in the yard, five days in charge of a freight
train upon the road and one day in charge of a passenger train.
.

.

.

Hours

of labor on railroads ought to bs regulated, but in our
opinion this should be done through agreement between employer
and employees, and not by statute. Such an agreement is better
suited to railroad .service, where emergencies, in case of storms,

washouts, accidents, and other temporarily unusual conditions dea reasonable amount of extra work and an elasticity in the
regulation of labor incompatible with a statute rule.

mand

There was an agreement of this kind between the Boston &
Maine and its employees, but the record shows th it the agreement
was noi always enforced, apparently through a mutual understanding that it might be at limes disregarded;
In this case the engi
neei assigned to the express had worked beyond ordinary limits
'

of rest had inter
during llic week, hul a nighl of sleep nul a
\
weeii between his employment of Saturday and that of Sundaj
night, and nothing thai he said and nothing lltat he did gave inli
nation thai his condition was physically or mentally In any degree
impaired.
<

I

;

i

Whether or noi the work of the preceding week had anj r
connection with what happened on this Sunday night, Buch Instanci
as these show the advantage of a rigid enforcemenl of some genera
rule limiting hours of labor, and permitting exceptions only ill
such eases as are named in the rule and Involve no risk of life.
The human factor plays so large a part in all questions of Bafet]
in travel, even upon railroads equipped with the most modern de
vices, thai 11 is of great Importance thai the assignment of men
should be carefully safeguarded.
A man cannot be vi
and
\\'e are convinced
alert and watchful without proper hours of rest.
that
railroad employees do not desire legislation to fix noun ot
labor upon railroads, and we believe that Buch legislation under
it will
present conditions would be unwise,
be warranted only when
the desire of employees to work overtime and the Incllni
employers to profit by such work practically destroys any limitation
upon the hours of labor under tm agreement of parties, [The Hoard
holds thai a fusee should he red and be a slop signal.].
Noi
I

I

.

.

.
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is there any likelihood that serious interruptions of service would
follow if engineers were required to stop their trains on approaching red fusees.
With other safeguards, such a rule should work
well.
Red fusees can be used too freely, and so lose their significance and value.
They had better be used less and mean more.
Rule 99 reads: "When a train stops or is delayed under circumstances in which it may be overtaken by a following train,
he flagman must go back," etc. The superintendent stated that
under this rule no flagman would he sent back unless something
out of the usual course, such as a breakdown or extraordinary delay,
had occurred, and this was evidently the way in which the rule
was interpreted by those in charge of the accommodation train and,
by employees generally, if the statement of one of many engineers
be excepted. But a delay that has held a train back almost to or
quite upon the time of a following train would be within the literal
wording of the rule.
Rule 703 reads:
"Enginemen must never run past a red signal
displayed on the track."
In practice this rule does noi apply
to red fusees, and that it is not intended to apply to them is apparent from a reading of the whole code. But why should a red
fusee be classified as any other than a danger signal?
I

...

Railroad rules are too often uncertain and inconsistent. Changes
make them more effective, and to bring about harmony in understanding and practice. Colors should uniformly
mean the same thing, and we believe that red should invariably
mean danger and that trains stop before proceeding further. Results of experience in the use of colors lead us to suggest that green

are needed to

indicate safety, and yellow, if used, caution.
Recent accidents within and without the state emphasize the
paramount importance of the enforcement of discipline. One undivided authority to be obeyed without questioning is indispensable
to safety, and any agreement or understanding which transfers this
authority from employer to employee in matters affecting the safe
operation of a railroad is vicious. Though a man be ready to work
beyond his physical strength, tempted by the opportunity to earn
extra wages, or ambitious to undertake a service for the safe performance of which greater experience or different qualities are
requisite, the responsibility for permitting this must rest with the
management, and the right to prevent it surely belongs with the
responsibility.

—

Block signals. The public has the right to expect that a manwill adopt every measure of precaution which ought tj
commend itself to men of expert ability in the operation of rail
roads.
Not that it should heed every suggestion from theorists
or men commercially or otherwise interested in promoting patents,
but that it should study questions of safety in the light of all available infoimation and without reference to questions of economy.
No company has the right to he content with methods and instrumentalities of the past or present, and not keep a look-out for im-

agement

provements in mechanical and electrical devices that serve to aid
and strengthen human agencies.
The experience of many years upon j.he Boston & Maine mi
doubtedly led the management to believe that the rules governing
fusees and green signals furnished adequate protection against such
In defence ol
collisions as that at Baker Bridge.
that belief it
must he admitted that if those rules had been followed there would
have been no accident at thai place. But the rules left too much
discretion and responsibility with the train hands.
Although the company has favored the use o! block
Ignals
under certain conditions, it had not generally replaced the time sys
teni of signals with the block system,
in our opinion the hitler is
so far the better system that whatever the policy of the past may
have
n, that of the future ought
to be one which shall vigoi
onsiy push forward the Installation of block systems of the most
approved types.
i

The day

for discussion as to whether signals founded Upon a
railroads Into blocks are a desirable safeguard is past.
experiment having concluslvelj proved their value
Obviouslj
no
arrangement of mechanical devices ye1 invented can insure against
.accident,
ii
is unnecessary
to enumerate the man]
Instances in
different sections of the country where block signals have failed
to prevent accident.
Ami yel beyond question companii
ought to
have their Important lines equipped*wlth them.
Block signals
an engineer more definite knowledge of conditions immedl
ahead of bun, and, in limiting the held of Ins responsibility di
While failure to observe these slg
crea e the chances ol accident,
nals is always possible, the likelihood of collisions is Utldoubtedlj
lessened by their use,
the block Blgnal hat
" Introduced to a
We believe it
varying but Insufficient extent upon our railroads.
should be generally Installed when Mam follow
In quick
.succession or meet each other at frequent Intervals
This suggestion
« here
appllet at well to
ars are inn at he
ra llwayt

division

<>t

i

i

i

We recommend

.

i

requiring railroad companies, and
such street railway companies a: run cars under similar condition:
io equip
within a reasonable lime, lines ot the character above
pe and Installed In such manner
naned v\
a bloi k signal ol' such
J
as the Hoard in.iy approve.
1

1

Ii

legislation
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Heavy Eight-Wheeled Passenger Locomotive for the Central R. R. of

New

Jersey.

The American Locomotive

Co. has recent
Railroad of New
Jersey, from its Brooks Works at Dunkirk,
New York, three exceedingly heavy locomotives for passenger service. They are of the
eight-wheeled American, or 4-4-0 type, and
are interesting in part from the fact that
comparatively few large engines of this char
acter are now being built for the railroads
of the United States.
They were designed
for hauling a comparatively light train over
a very crooked division where the grades
are heavy and where the work had previously been done by engines of the ten
wheeled (4-6-0) class. The eight-wheeled engine has been adopted for this work because
of the excessive repair •charges incurred by
the ten-wheeled type on account of the sharp
curves.
The work that they are intended to perform is the hauling of passenger trains consisting of one combination car, one coach and
ly delivered to the Central

one Pullman car, having -a total weight of
134 tons without passengers or baggage, between Bethlehem and Scranton, a distance
of 105 miles. This is a difficult division because of the grades and frequent stops. In
the track rises 1.394 ft. in 67 miles of continuous up grade, the steepest portions of
which range from 37 ft. to 62 ft. per mile.
On the other side of the same hill going down
into Wilkes-Barre the heaviest grade is 95
ft. per mile.
The locomotives are expected
to run the 105 miles at an average speed of
about 30 miles per hour, with allowances on
the time card for a maximum number of 36
stops, many of which are flag stops.
Out
of the 36 about 15 flag stops and seven regular stops are made every day.
These figures
apply to train No. 23, which is the most severe of the four trains which the engines

v
t

V

it

are

e>

n

to haul.

These locomotives were designed under
the direction of William Mcintosh, Superintendent of Motive Power, and B. P. Flory.
Mechanical Engineer of the Central Railroad
of New Jersey.
They are fitted with the
Walschaert mechanism, the arrangement of
which is in accord with the regular practice, but it is interesting to note how the
details have been worked out to adjust it to
working with the cab set forw ard as in the
case of these engines with Wooten boilers.
The radius arm and combination lever are
attached to an outer rocker arm that hangs
down and through which, with a similar arm.
the motion is carried to the valve stem. The
lifting arm is turned back and the reach rod
is a short inclined connection extending from
a projection on the reverse lever to the lifting shaft lever, and is but 24 in. long.
y

The frame of this engine
made in one piece, and is of

is

of cast-steel

I section back
of the union of the single front rail with
the double rail construction just in front of
the front driving wheel pedestal.
At the
cylinders the frame has a width of 5 in. and
a depth of 6 1/, in., by which it is expected
that ample strength will be furnished for
the stresses that will be imposed. The cylinders are bolted to the frames by seven 1%in. horizontal bolts that are staggered and
two vertical bolts near the ends. The guides
are carried by a cast-steel yoke of substantial proportions and have an overhang of
about 5 in. to the rear.
In the paper read before the Western
Ry. Club by Mr. Wells, an abstract of which
appears on another page of this issue, it was
maintained that it would be bad practice to
place the injector check less than 24 in. from
the front tube-sheet on account of the tendency to cause tube leakages at the front if

it

1

were made

less.

Here, however, we And
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American (4-4-0) Type Locomotive with Walschaert Valve Gear

-»fe'k
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— Central

Railroad of

New

Jersey.

H4V-

I2j"x97-

Longitudinal Section Through Boiler of American

(4-4-0)

Type Locomotive

—

C.

R. of N. J.

R.

8% in. back of the tube-sheet, and that where
the run is heavy.
It will be interesting to note whether front leakages will develop as the result of this or not.
The boiler is of the Wooten type, with a shallow combustion
chamber and a long firebox. The back head is sloping with an
increase in the width of the water leg from 3% in. at the bottom
to 6 in. at the top.
Water grates are used spaced 8*4 in. apart
from center to center. These are screwed into the front sheet and
this check located but

Cross Section of Boiler.

secured with a copper ferrule and beading al the back
The boiler
is carried
by tour buckle plates ol thi usual character back ol
the cylinders, two of them being located it the tronl and back of
The tronl course ol the sin-n is conical
the firebox respectively.
bo that the latter Increases from a diametei ot 68 In, at the smoke
box to 69% in. .it the dome
englni
II
ho^ that they are
The general dimension ol the
:

Half Cross-Sections Through

Boiler.

i

,
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They are

among

the heaviest of this iypc thai have been built.
follows:
Cylinder diameter
i

i.i
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heel

\\

power
8

engine aud tender
working ord
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, I

lbs.

i

i

enl
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ft.
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i
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Tin' rales for locomotives in freight service will apply li
switching, work and construction
ervice
the mlleag
calcued mi the usual basis, viz.: actual mileage undei running orders,
and an allowance of six miles per
at a
tor time
'in:
ni or within certain working limil
li.
Separate reports will he made of locomotive mileage and car
mileage.
7.
and cai mileage will be made by
Settlemeni tor locomoti
i

ter,

,1

9 In.
"
13
10

.

I
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outside diameter,
working pressure
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In, -I
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I

i

i

m
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Mogul, in wheel, Ai lani
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e
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diameter, truck Journals
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1,838.1 sq.
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.tubes
Heating sur
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158.000

on drivers
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Freight
I

1

i

Orate area
Axle di

II

23

total

will be paid by the line using to
follows:
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19 In
1

base driving

Wi kin

on mileage
tnent,

26 "
23,120 lbs*
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Ive
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Firebox, type
length

width

I

82 '4 In.
200 lbs
v>

Ide

122'*
96

in.

i

i
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clearing house was on June 1. 1904, established
System and the Southern Pacific Company
(Pacific System), including the Union Pacific, Oregon Short Line,

...
id-i
in
are of
house lines or o£ foreign roads, occasioned bj accident,
will he borne by the line on which thi
It is asdent
rs.
engei cars, if of any magnitude,
sumed that accident damage
if.
will lie repaired bj thi
however, a
lini
respon ible therefor,
passenger car belonging to a clearing house line is damaged by
accident on a clearing bouse line and is accepted by anotbei elearing house line, or by a foreign line, as safe to run, repairs made
after such acceptance will be cla
ed as oi linary, not as accident,
accordance
and will be charged (or recharged) to the owner,
with Section 10 hereof.
All repairs (except accident repairs) to locomotives of the
9.
clearing house lines will be charged to the owning line, on the
basis of actual cosl.
By "actual cost" is meant -tore department
prices for material phis
intage for store department
expense and the actual cost of labor employed, plus the usual percentage for "dead labor." An addition of In per cent, will be made
to cover superintendence and "shop expense." which amount will
credited to Account No. 17. repairs and renewals of locomo-iiould
tives.
The total cost of labor and of material (separat ilj
be given for each locomotive.
10.
All repairs (except accident repairs
to passenger cars of
the clearing house lines will be charged to the owning line, on the
basis of M. C. B. prices.
If the repairs aie made by a foreign
road and charged to a dealing house line not the owner of the
car. they will be recharged by such line to the owner.
This arrangement does not, however, abrogate any existing agreement in respect to repairs to passenger cars in through service over any of
the clearing house lines in connection with others of these lines
or with foreign roads.
11.
Sett.ements for repairs to locomotives and passenger cars
will be made by bill and voucher.
12.
The cost of repairs to freight cars of clearing house lines
or of foreign roads, when occasioned by accident, fire or wind, and
amounting to $75 or more per car. will be borne by the line on
which the accident occurred. Repairs to freight cars amounting
to less than $75 per car. will not in any case be classed as accident
repairs, and will be reported to the clearing house as provided in

Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company and

Section

hlckness, crow
side and l>:l *-u si
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.\

£1

Water hoccom
5,000 gals.

^na
5
I

lead

'i

"

6o

heels, diameter, drivers

fronl

in.

1

exhaust clearance
truck

tender

::::

"

:;::

"

tl

Lmei can
The engine is equipped with the Westinghou
and link brakes, and ihe firebox is fitted with water grates in
accordance with the practice on anthracil coal burning engines, and
i

l

shown in the illustration of the boiler. In comparing this engine with the corresponding engine used on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, illustrated in the Railroad Gazette Oct. 13, 1905,
20 in.)
it will be seen that while the latter has the larger cylinders
The Lackawanna locomotive
this Central engine is the heavier.
weighs 153.100 lbs. when fitted with a superheater, of which 101,000
The heating surface is less by 133
lbs. are on the driving wheels.
ft.
on the Central engine than the Lackawanna without the
sci.
superheater, and ITS sq. ft. more than the same locomotive with
In brief, the two engines are very much alike
the superheater.
with the natural variations of weights and design that invariably
occur when two independent designs are set up to accomplish
similar or comparative results.
as

I

Working

of

Harriman Lines' Equipment Clearing House.

An equipment

by the Union

Pacific

all

i

m

12 tons.

capacity, fuel
Valves, i.v pe
travel
lap

\\

'»

2

.

.

'i

'i

clearing

.

.

I

crown, staying
diameter

Tubes,

i

.

Southern Pacific

i

i

I
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June 1, 1904.
Locomotives and cars of clearing house lines will be assigned to the lines on which they can at the time be used to the

The amount of all expenditures made by each of the clearing house lines, which, according to the classification of operating
expenses are chargeable to Account No. 20, repairs and renewals
of freight cars, will be charged to the equipment clearing house and
reported for apportionment as hereinafter provided, except the
following:
a.
The cost of repairs due to accident, fire or wind, when
amounting to $75 or more for any one car.
The cost of temporary coal doors and grain doors, which.
b.
being incurred in connection with particular shipments, does not
benefit all clearing house lines.
c.
Charges for cars sold, worn out or destroyed.
Amounts billed against foreign roads for repairs to their
d.
That portion of the cost of such repairs which cannot be thus
cars.
billed out will be included in reports to the clearing house.
e.
The cost of repairs to narrow gage freight cars.
14.
To cover superintendence and shop expense, each line will
charge to the equipment clearing house, and report for apportionment, an amount equal to 10 per cent, of the charges specified in
Section 13, which amount will be credited to Account No. 20, repairs

best advantage.

and renewals

Repairs required by locomotives or cars of clearing house
lines to put or keep them in serviceable condition may be made by
any shop on any of these lines.
Inspection to determine responsibility for repairs will not
4.
be required of locomotives or cars passing from one clearing house
line to another, except only irr the case of passenger cars belonging
to foreign roads
that is, to roads other than the clearing house

to foreign roads for repairs to freight cars
accident repairs amounting to $75 or more
per car, will be included in the amounts reported to the clearing

Under this arthe Uniti d States west of El Paso. Tex.
rangement cars of all the lines associated in interest are used
without distinction by each, its effect is to largely reduce the movement of empty cars consequent upon the former practice of returning cars to the owning road, to do away with expenses at junction points, and to add considerably to the available equipment
in any of the territory where the demand for cars may become
excessive.
For comparison with the rules under which the
York Central Lines' freight car repair pool, described in the Rail
road Gazette of June 16, 1905, page 705, is operated, the most important sections of circular No. 5 issued on May 1st last, by the
accounting department of the Harriman Lines involved, are given
herewith.
1.
By authority of Mr. J. Kruttschnitt, Director of Maintenance and Operation, for reasons of economy and convenience, an
Equipment Clearing House in connection with the operation of rolling stock equipment was established by the lines named above,
lines

in

effective
2.

3.

—

lines.
5.
Per diem charges for the use of equipment have been discontinued between clearing house lines, and rental charges based

13.

16.

of freight ears.

Amounts paid

made by them, except

house for ppportionment.
Record need not be kept by individual cars or by classes
17.
of cars, of repairs made to freight cars owned by clearing house
lines, except in the case of steel cars, steel frame cars and certain classes of wooden cars of similar age and capacity, the last
mentioned to be designated by the superintendents of motive power;
for which .each clearing house line will report to the owner, month-

7

,

Jani'ahy

ly.

19,
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the cost of repairs

made

each

to

to these cars will be treated in the

The expense of repairs
class.
accounts in precisely the same

way

as repairs to other freight cars, that is, as directed in Sections 12 and 13 hereof, these reports being for statistical purposes
Each clearing house line will furonly, and not for accounting.
nish to the general auditor and to the director of maintenance and
operation, a monthly statement showing for each of the selected
classes of its cars the total actual cost of repairs, the number of
cars owned, and the cost per car. Miscellaneous expenses which
cannot be located to individual classes of cars, such as wages of
inspectors, cost of tools, etc., will not be included.
18.

The motive power department

line.
20.
The total amount of charges for repairs to freight cars
reported to the clearing house as provided in Sections 13 and 14,
will be apportioned to the various clearing house lines on the basis
of mileage made on such lines by all cars in freight service, including those owned by clearing house lines and those owned by
foreign roads.
The mileage of roadway cars in freight service
should be included, as the repairs due to such mileage are charged
The mileto Account No. 20, repairs and renewals of freight cars.
age of freight cars in roadway service should be excluded, as the
repairs due to such mileage are charged to Account No. 21, repairs
and renewals of work cars. The freight car mileage allowed for
engines hauled dead in freight trains also for new passenger cars
hauled for other companies in freight trains should be excluded,
as no charges to Account No. 20 accrue from such service. No mileage, actual or constructive, made by cars of clearing house lines on
foreign roads will be considered in the apportionment, and such mileage should not be reported to the clearing house.
21.
As soon as possible after the close of each month, the net
charge to the clearing house, as specified in Sections 13 and 14, and
the freight car mileage, as specified in Section 20, for the month,
should be telegraphed to this office, where the amount of the expense which should be borne by each line will be determined and
announced by wire. Authority will be given at the same time for
lines which have paid out more than their proportion of the total
repairs to make sight draft on Union Pacific Railroad for the
amounts of such excess, and Union Pacific Railroad will make
similar drafts for the amounts of deficiency upon the lines which
have paid out less than their proportion. Detailed statements of
the apportionment will be furnished by mail.
22.
The proportions for the various lines of the total freight
car repairs as determined by the clearing house apportionment will
be disposed of in Account No. 20. repairs and renewals of freight

—

—

cars.
23.

This arrangement applies only

to

equipment lettered as

follows:
a.
b.
c.

"Union Pacific R. R."
"Oregon Short Line R. R."
"Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co."

Navigation Co."

"O. R.

&

N. Co." or "O. R.

59

statement shows the loaded and empty freight car mileage on the
two systems for the year ended June 30th last, during which Heclearing house was in effect, as compared with similar figures for
the previous year. The statement appears below:
t

Increas

Year ending June 30th

Union Pacific system
Southern Pacific Co
Total

dccreasi

1904

1905.

Loaded Freight far

Miles.

269,763.446
344,926.922

240,405,820
338,783,730

Inc.
Inc.

29.357.626
6,143.192

614,690.368

579.189.550

[nc.

35,500,818

Freight Car Miles
on, ens. 7:11
99,719,947
158.982,665
140,793,852

Inc.

l-'

>•

Empty

3,711,156
Dec. 18,188,813

11%

254,991,456

Dec. 14.477.0.17

n-

834,181,
855.204,167
Ratio Empty Car Mileage,
28.54
26.99
31.94
28.99

Inc. 21,023,161

3'

Union Pacific system
Southern Pacific Co

of each line will render to

the other lines monthly statements of their wheels replaced by it.
that reclamation may be made on the wheel manufacturers for
amounts due under guarantees of certain performance.
19.
Settlements for cars destroyed will be made (by bill and
voucher) between clearing house lines in accordance with M. C. B.
rules.
No portion of destroyed cars belonging to clearing house
lines will be returned to the owner, but proper allowance will be
made for the value of the entire car. Trucks in serviceable condition, when of common standard, will be used by the retaining line
in the construction or reconstruction of its own cars, or reconstruction of cars of any of the clearing house lines; trucks of light
capacity will be used for its work-car equipment by the retaining

-

240,513,799

Total

Grand

total

I

Union Pacific system
Southern Pacific Co

:s.i:

Total

10.51

Dec.
Dec.

2.91

tec.

2.4.",

I

4'"

l.ntj

Had

the 1904 ratio of empty mileage prevailed in 1905. empty
car mileage would have been 261,435,000, or 20,921,000 in excess of
actual figures. This is roughly equivalent to nearly 500.000 train
miles.

This illustrates in a striking way the great saving which has
been made in movement of empty cars, which means, of course, a
consequent increased availability of equipment for securing loads.
Had the 1904 ratio of empty mileage prevailed in 1905. the empty
car mileage would have amounted to 261.435,000 miles, or nearly
This
21,000,000 freight car miles in excess of the actual figure.
saving is roughly equivalent to 500,000 freight train miles; that
is, the 1904 ratio would, with an average of 42 cars to a train, have
required the running of 500.000 more freight train miles. Since
the close of the fiscal year covered by the table, there has been
especial opportunity for efficiency in handling equipment to be
shown because of the unusually severe car shortage and the consequent heavy demands on the equipment. In the four months ended
Oct. 31, 1905. the ratio of empty car haul was still further reduced
1.15 per cent, on the Union Pacific and 1.19 per cent, on the Southern Pacific; an addition of nearly one-half to the saving in the
fiscal year 1904-1905.
Results as favorable as these speak for them
selves for the success of the equipment clearing house as a meas
of operating efficiency.

Massachusettc

The report
The length

Commission's

Railroad

Report.*

body was sent to the Legislature on January
This figuri
of railroad in the state is 2,105 miles.
has remained practically unchanged for several years. The usual
statistics of operation are given, which, however, include the business on 2,857 miles outside of the slate. The ratio of expenses to
earnings was 72.19. a fraction less than in the preceding year. Si\
passengers, so employees and ITS other persons were killed on the
railroads in the state of Massachusetts during the year, ami 1:1
sengers. 438 employees and 1S2 other persons were injured. A table
is given, showing the casualties since L895, in which travelers on
15.

of this

grade crossings are separated from trespassers.
it
appears that in 10 years the number Of trespassers killed (1,305) was 241 larger than the passengers, employees ami travelers at crossings combined.
riie reporl of the Bridge Engineer gives the usual statistics.
Forty-nine bridges have been built or replaced during the year:
28 wooden spans by IS wood and II metal; 21 metal spans by 21
metal ami one stone. The New London Northern Central Vermont
has replaced with pin connected Steel trusses and plate girders ih
wooden bridge across the Connecticut river at Northfleld, which had
-en in service 56 years, though ii had boen strengthened sevei
lies by the addition of arches.
The length of line now owned by the street railway companies of
Massachusetts is 2,220 miles: length of track, 2.777 miles. Onlj L9

highway

the

From

this

at

table,

1

1

"Oregon Railway &

&

N."

Seme

of

this

equipment bears "S. R. V. R. R. Co." in addition to the foregoing.
"Southern Pacific Co.— C. I'. Ky ." "Southern Pacific Co.—
d.
S. P. K. it.," or "Southern Pacific Co. -0. & C. R. R."
does not apply to equipment owned by or assig
to the
It
Sonora Railway, or lines in Louisiana anil Texas known as the
"Sunset" and "Central" lines. The assigned equipment ,iii bears the
name el' the road to which it is assigned, though seme of it is also
lettered "Southern Pacific" in medallion form,
Results from the operation of the clearing house, according to
information furnished us by Mr. .1. Kruttachnltt, Directoi of Main
The
tenance and Operation, have
d
exceedingly satisfactory
following statement was made in Hie annual reporl of the Union
Pacific tei the last fiscal year:
"The clearing house pui Into effecl
this year by the companies tor the common use of their rolling
stock was an Important factor in the excellent results attained by
the transportation department.
By this clearing house syste
distributing ears there was effected an increase of
60 cars in
the average Dumber of loaded cars pel train ami also
gain of
I

miles

of

The

stree! railway is outside of the state.
the streel railwaj linei are as follows;

Me-

statistics..!'

principal

i-hi

si..

\sscls

Capital
['

1-

r

Total
tin

1.

,

1

-

-

:

1

m.i-,7

llaullltte
liabilities, Incl.

Ink

etc

I,

Ice, Is

1

in.4
.'.
191 tts
1.230.4"."
1

ei'

main

ai

tt

txpi uses.

Incl

10,71

1

1

I

.-,n.::ns

1,

27.739,33
27.761.221
27.H~n.71

I

iiiM-s.

.

1

; 111

"' v
ss

1

3.21

II

pi - mile
Cost
.1 oss
receipts

1

1

ie
1

n i.7SO,:

.1-1-1

.1

Surplus

i

1

stock

I

l5.osl.3ni

all cliai

Expenses, Including dividends.
Surplus b.r the year
Pas en
id

.,

28.250.000
382.1N0
Ntl.oll

'aifl.SS

I

il.O.Mi.nil

I

•Defli n

i

;i

percentage of loaded freight car mlleagi to
totiil freight ear mileage, representing a saving of about 5,726,992
empty ear- miles." Mr. k rut isrhnit supplements tin
flgurei
bj
the following table. Which BhOWS for the last fiscal year results
on the Union Pacific System ami Southern Pacific Company (Pacific
System) separately and lor the associated systems together. The
1.55

per cent,

in

the

i

pltal
declai ed averaged
aga Insl
stock
69 per cen! the yeai
Elghti en pa
m ers, " emploj ees and • othei
killed on the streel railways during the year, and 8,969 passen
2o-i
Phi
employees and 1,618 other personi wen Injured

Tin-

,1

i

\

Idendt

:i

-

1

1

1

1

1

-

railways reporl
*S

1-,'

pi

is

additional

spans of brldi

ist

and
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two

.s|ians rebuilt,

Inspection
pass.

Hereafter the board is not to take account, in its
highway bridges over which street railways

records, of

Washington Correspondence.
Washington, Jan, L6. Railroad rule legislation lias not made
any progress ai either end of the capitol during the past week, it
had been expected thai the Hepburn bill would be favorably re
ported from the House Committee on last Friday. The Republican
members of the Committee were unanimously agreed upon it, but
opposition came from the Democrats, who asked for more time for
Us consideration. This was granted by the Republican majority
and action was postponed for one week. It is not certain that a
repori will be ordered this week, as Representative Adamson, of
Georgia, suggested at the last meeting thai some of his constituent
would like to be heard on the subjeel Of private freight cars. The
fruit growers of Georgia are very much interested in the refrigerator car service with which their fruits and vegetables are hauled
to northern markets, and they are practically unanimous in opposing
any legislation that might interfere with the present service. They
contend that they have better service and that their products reach
distant markets in much better condition since the railroads of
the south entered into exclusive contracts with the Armour Car
Line Company. Whether this hearing is granted or not, the Hepburn bill will sooner or later be reported to the House just as it
has been agreed upon by the Republican members of the Committee.
The Senate Committee is not making great progress with the
preparation of a compromise bill, but there are frequent informal

among the leading Republican Senators with a view
an agreement on a bill that can receive the support of practically
all of the Republican Senators.
The idea that the question of the
conferences
to

reasonableness of a rate or of the legality of a regulation or pracmust be passed upon by a regularly constituted court in the
Senator
first instance is apparently gaining ground in the Senate.
Fulton, of Oregon, made a speech to-day in which he indicated that
he favored substantially the plan of legislation suggested by Judge
Walter C. Noyes, of Connecticut, in his book on "American Railroad
Rates," under which the question of the reasonableness of a rate
would be passed upon by a court, and then, if the court should find
the rate unreasonable, the Commission would proceed to make a
rate for the future in harmony with the decision of the court. It
will be noted that this is along the line of the compromise plan
that Senator Elkins now has in mind, except that Senator Elkins
would let the carrier have a try at fixing a substitute rate before
having the Commission step in and exercise its final rate-making
power. At present the prospects seem to be good of uniting enough
of the Republicans on this compromise measure to put it through
the Senate even if it should not be possible to obtain for it the
support of all the Republican Senators.
When Representative Grosvenor, of Ohio, suggested that Congress might retaliate upon the railroads for cutting off free transportation by reducing the compensation paid for the transportation
of the mails it was not generally believed that he could have been
in earnest or that any self-respecting member of Congress would
take a stand that could only be construed either as an attempt to
blackmail the roads into restoring the pass system or as an acknowledgment that Congress has in the past allowed excessive compensation for the railroad mail service in return for free transportation.
tice

XL., No.

3.

However ibis may be, ii has developed within the pasl few days
that there has ben considerable discussion among the members of
the House Committee on Postofflces of the advisability ol making
a material reduction In the pay for carrying the mails on the railroads of the country,
n will be recalled thai this subje.t was gone
into very thoroughly some years since by a joint commission of
Senators and Representatives, and the conclusion was reached that,
taking into consideration all of the exactions of the government
and the heavy penalties Imposed for failure to carry the mails on
the compensation received by the roads was none too great.
This repori was signed by every member of the joint commission
'pi
Representative Fleming, of Georgia. Now, however, members of the House Committee are talking of cuts of from 5 to 20 per
cent., and some of the representatives of railroad interests here
were told today that the Committee would probably take Hie matter
up seriously and bear representatives of the Postofflce Department
pensation th H should be
and Of the railroads as to the rate:- of e
allowed for the railroad mail servici
<. \v.
J
i

Steel-Frame 80,000-lb. Box Cars for the

C.

&

E.

I.

The St Louis plant of the American Car & Foundry Company
building for the Chicago & Eastern Illinois 750 80,000-lb. box cars
with steel u n <1< framing and body framing, conforming to American Railway Association standard dimensions. They are quite similar to a design in use by the Norfolk & Western.
The underframing consists of two 15-in., 33-lb. channel center sills spaced 12% in.
back to back, and 8-in. 11%-lb. channel side sills. The transverse
In., ",'i-lb.
members between center and side sills are
channels,
is

i

\

p/Qp^tf^
End Elevation and Cross-Section

Vol..

«-Gg-»

!

of C.

&

E.

I.

80,000-lb.

Box Car.

The
of which there are five on each side between body bolsters.
latter are built up of plates and angles with a steel center casting,
Braces of 6-in. x SVin. x %-in. angles
as shown by the details.
extend from near the ends of the center sills to the outer ends of
in. thick and 8 ft. 7% in.
the bolsters. A plate 12% in. wide,

%

long is riveted across the ends of the longitudinal sills and a 5-in.
x 3-in. x %-in. angle at its lower side supports the 8-in. x 9%-in.
wooden end sill. A wooden longitudinal nailing sill, 3 in. x 5% in.,

_2fe 5_

>j<._____^f_

Details of

Body

Bolster.

placed between center and side sills on each side and is dapped
over the 4-in. transverse channels and secured to them as shown
by the details. There is a nailing strip between center sills supported by and bolted to special supports secured to the center sill
webs by two transverse %-in. bolts each, passing through the webs.
To each side sill is bolted an upper and lower wooden nailing strip
as shown, those under the doors being of larger dimensions than
is

the others.

The upper framing is composed of channels, angles and I-beams.
The end posts are 4-in., 7%-Ib. I-beams, the corner posts 4-in. x

January

19,

1906
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deg.
a

.-.

difference

equ Ippi d
the
cold

ol
v.

temperature

ith

In

a Talma

i

,

up and cooling, the temper
through the boiler. Around the
mudring, toT Instance, the thermometei
would always read the
at
any point, and the thermometers ai the crown sheel In
Bring up and cooling down would always read the same. Hundreds
The variaol readings were taki n, and they were always the same.
nt mull
The problem to be solved
temperatures are vertical
is finding the bi
m thod to be adopted to decrease the variations
Of vertical temperatures.
was noted that ihere was less variation in temIii Bring up it
perature when the house blower was on than when the boiler was
merely allowed to -land. The boiler was wanned more uniformly,
which shows that the blower has a good and not a bad effect, as
commonl] supposed
On the other band, where the engine blower

Boilers.

is

the Novembei meeting of the Western Railwaj Club, Mr
Wells, the traveling master mechanic of the Wabash, read an
He had begun his Invest!
Interesting paper on the care of boilers.
gation with the idea thai the majority of tube leaks were caused by
abuses in the roundhouse and clinker pit; and, alter having formu
,\i

\i

there

8.

nl)

it

The Care

this

pari Icular casi

i

XL., No.

nil
oi
and all of
ovei the top.
In the ordinary method, the watei
through the boiler check and a large pari ol II through the in
The results so obtained are fair, though not quite
jector throttle.
as pood.

on the end
cl
Additional detail
well shown by the drawings, tor which we are Indebted to Mr. W.
a Nettieton, General Superintendent ol Motive Power oi the Frisco
\

The

in

lim

3 In

Vol,

e

the

has been found thai

In tiring

same on any horizontal

line

i

i

lated certain rules for the care ami washing out of engines In these
A
places, was surprised to find that tubes still continued to leak.

water had a
further investigation showed that injected f
deal to do with it. Comparatively cold feed water sinks to the bottom of the boiler, so that the temperature of the water at that poinl
is sometimes 90 degrees lower than it is ai the top, as Indicated by
thermometers placed at various points from al ove the crownsheet to is used the lines come clo er together, showing the benefit of inWith an ordinary check and an creasing the trculation. The variations decrease from the standing
the foundation ring of the firebox.
ordinary boiler, it is impossible to work the injector for half a method without a blower, to the bouse blower and then to the case
minute without cooling the bottom of the boiler, no matter how hot where the engine blower is used.
the fire may be; though the hotter the fire
the less will be the cooling at the bottom.
When the water is going into the boiler
at a temperature of about 150 deg., and that
is about the average feed-water temperature
in the winter, it enters water in the boiler
238 deg.
that has a temperature of 388 deg.
colder than the water in the boiler and not
one drop of it ever goes above the boiler
check.
It sinks, at once, down between the
flues and the outer shell, and towards the firebox. Tube leaks will be found, in ninety-nine
cases out of a hundred, to be below the cheek,
and. although there are some exceptions to
the rule, it is the lower tubes that make
This is one of the reasons why it
trouble.
is so objectionable to put on the injector and
fill up the boiler
while standing at a water
tank. The steam gage does not show what is
going on. The cold water drops down to the
bottom, the hot water remains at the top and
maintains the pressure, but, when the throttle is opened and the water is put in circulation, the pressure drops.
The engineman
who does this will use all the water put in
while standing, and sometimes more, before
he gets the steam pressure up again and can
10
20
-to
10
*o
50
l„.
30
so
2*.
20
30
put the injector on. He would be as well off
if he had not used the injector, but had waited
TESTS
DIAGRAM OF TEMPERATURES TAKEN IN FIRING-UP
until the engine was well started, when it
Test No. 4.— Getting Engine Hot. Fire built by spreading 4 inches Coal over
could he put on almost at once.
grates and building wood fire unifornuy on top of Coal, but not as
good a fire in front as in back of box.
An examination of the behavior of a
Test No. 5.— Wood fire built on top of a layer of Coal, and close to side and flue
boiler in firing up shows the same wide variasheets. Did not burn good in front.
tion of temperatures at the top and the botTest No. 6.— Getting Engine Hot. Fire buiit in back of fire box. No fire in front.
Wood in before Coal.
tom. A diagram has been made from the inNote —House blower used in all tests. It is necessarv with the fine netting with Sheridan
dications of the thermometers to show this.
I

i

—
—

«,,al.

The

shown
Changed from house blower to Engine blower, at the hour and 10 minutes reading ,
in test N
6
shows
Engine taken out of house in test N>> 3
the temperature above the crownsheet and
the lower one that at the mudring. They were six degrees apart
In order to overcome these inequalities, compressed air was
at
the start, but
when the fire was lighted the upper one introduced at the mudring in order to induce circulation, and with
began to rise at once, while it was nearly an hour before the considerable success. In these tests, as shown by the diagrams, the
lower one showed any appreciable change of temperature.
Even lines of the top and bottom thermometers are quite close together.
then the pressure was raided with a temperature of 125 deg. between In fact, the temperatures were practically the same: and this w as
thi
two points. The second Bring, the results of which are shown accomplished by merely introducing a jet of air or steam at the
by the dotted lines, gave about the same indications.
In the third
lowest point, by which the boiler was warmed uniformly from the
shown bj the broken lines, there was a difference of 135 deg. bottom to the top. The illustration shows the arrangement deresults of the first of three tests is
by the two solid lines. The upper one

1

i

r

temperature at the start, and at the end of an hour and ten
minutes this had increased to
10 deg., so that while the top had
a temperature equivalent to ai out 68 lbs. of steam pressure, the
bottom stood at about
10 di
One of the interesting things shown by the diagram is the
effect of nutting the blower on.
The house blower had been working
up to an hour and ten minutes where the diagram is marked "See
Nol " At this poini the bouse blower was taken off and the engine
blower put on. which immi diately started the circulation with a
consequent simultaneous rise In the bottom temperature.
This
ame effect is shown by the dotted lines of the second test. At the
end of two hours and a half there was still a difference of 60 deg.
The engine was Hun moved about 600 ft., which produced circulation enough to bring the temperatures together.
'i'lu'
second diagram shows the effect of cooling after raising
i m.
Each time the boiler was cooled in a different manner, the
best results being obtained by that corresponding to the broken
in

1

1

signed by Mr. Wickhorst to introduce either steam or air. Of the
two, it is better to use steam, because the air passes through the
water and produces a circulation only, whereas the steam not only
induces a circulation but heats the water at the same time.
In the first tests that were made, the thermometers were put
It was afterin on the left side and the left injector was worked.
wards found that the drop was almost twice as great on the side
upon which the injector was located as upon the other.
If a boiler goes out of the shop with the tubes uniformly tight,
the leakages will appear on the side where the injector is located.
Then, if these are tightened, the next leakage may appear on the
A case ocother side, because the tubes are not uniformly tight.
curred on a division where, of two engines in identical services,
one gave no trouble and the other a great deal of trouble from
ieaky tubes in the bottom row. An examination showed that the
latter engine was fitted with a deflecting plate just inside the check.
This was put in so that the water would not strike the tubes, with
,

Jani ahv

the result that

bottom of the
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1900.

19,

it

was turned downward and went directly to the
where it affected the lower rows of tubes and

boiler,

caused the leakage.
Another instance of the bad effect produced by filling the boiler
when standing was that of a passenger engine that came in from
a run of 23N miles with the tubes dry. Thirty minutes afterwards,
while standing on the clinker pit, the tubes were leaking badly.
The hostler had simply filled the boiler with water so that "she
would hold," with the result that, as there was an arch in the
firebox, the engine had to be taken to the house and have the arch
torn out and all the tubes worked over. This is a good illustration.
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the water is when it goes into the boiler the colder it is when it
leaches the bottom, and no matter how cold it goes in, it always
reaches the bottom first.
It is a good practice to heat the feed
water a little while it is in the tank.
To keep the engine from
popping, the steam can be blown back into the tank, but care must
be exercised not to get it too warm. It is a good preventive of
leaky tubes.
The injection of cold water into the boiler is not only a prolificcause of leiky tubes but also of corrugated and cracked firebox
sheets; and this is especially true when the fire is dirty.
It is a
common opinion that this injury to the sheets in done in the roundhouse, but it is frequently done on the road. To be sure, the boiler
washer can do a great deal of injury in this way. if he is not
watched, especially if it is possible to couple the cold water hose
to the mudring blow-off cock.
When an engine comes in to be
washed out, is standing hot in the house, and the boiler washer

for /7vd- Tring

Front Yiew

Sect/on through Center
to Froduce

Device for Injecting Air or Steam into Water Leg
Circulation.

Oevice for Blowing Out Tubes.

The reason why tubes leak at the back and npt at the front is
explained by the tests made in France by which the evaporative
efficiency of the various portions of a boiler was shown.
It was
shown there that 35 lbs. of water were evaporated per sq. ft. of
heating surface per hour at the firebox; that the first quarter of the
length of tdie tubes evaporated 9%' lbs.; that the second quarter
evaporated 4% lbs.: the third quarter 3 lbs., and the last quarter
only 2 lbs.
This is interesting as indicating where the largest
amount of water is e'vaporated in a boiler, and shows conclusively
that all injected water goes to the bottom and towards the firebox.
The greater amount of steam being generated in the back end of
the boiler compels circulation toward the back end of the tubes
and firebox, and this is why the back ends are affected and the
front ends are dry.
Forty years ago the boiler check was located near the firebox,
but this was found to be so hard on the sheets that it was moved
farther and farther forward until it was too close to the front tubesheet and caused leaks there.
It
was then moved back a little
and so located where it is to-day. so that it should not be nearer
the front than 2 ft., although IS in. may be safe.
One of the most important things in caring for a toiler is to

couples the hose to the mudring blow-off cock and puts in cold water
at about 60 deg., the cold water slides in under the hot water and
raises the heated water up as if it were oil.
After this has been
done, there is a positive line through the boiler, below which the
temperature is practically 60 deg., while above it it is 212 deg.
The line of separation will not be more than 3 in. wide, and such
treatment will be pretty sure to corrugate the side sheets.
In. the matter of feeding, there were some advantages attendant
with the use of the old-fashioned pump attached to the crosshead.
with which, when the engine was standing, it was impossible to
put w-ater into the boiler. The old-time enginemen got in such a
habit of putting water in, in that way with pumps, that quite a
number of them never got out of the habit when they began using
injectors, and they were doing exactly what is being asked of the
engineman to-day. It is impossible to put water in a boiler for so
short a time as 15 seconds, with the ordinary cheek arrangement,
without cooling the bottom tubes a little, according t<> thi amount
put in and the condition of the fire, and also according to whether
-
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Cooling Temperatures of

Firing Up.

fires dean and have the beat down close to the mudrlng;
just as close to the grate as possible, in cases where the Are is vet
dirty and the grates are covered with a thick layer of ashes, all of
the water- that is put into the boiler goes directly down to the mud
ring and slays there.
It.
is impossible to heal water below the In.
line, except
circulation, ami this does not exisi when the engine
>
is standing,
in this connection, attention Is called to the fact thai
there are more leaky tubes In the winter than in the summer
The teed water goes Into the boiler, as a rule, colder In winter time
than in summer time,
in the Bummer water goes into the boiler
at 200 deg. ami over,
in the winter it goes Into the boiler at 160
deg. and under.
This is ai
the difference between summer and
winter conditions. In zero weather ii is even worse, The colder
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the

boiler
water will be warmed more as ii enters
Water goei Into
about l':;s deg. colder than the watei already there, and unless this
238 deg. is added at once the cold feed water will slide down to the
bot torn and create
bis bad condit
Man', engineer!
with the idea of tiiiin
up
fool themselves
But
re saving fuel
with the throttle shut off, thinking that tl
thing for nothing, and If the water is
it
Is impossible In -,
is
11
not heated as it goes In, it «iii have to be done afterwards,
an Interesting thing to note on an engine, where the Injector is
shut off with the throttle, bow tl
up and does nol
Thai Is
drop back when ii is again admitted to the cylinders,
.1

1

1
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about what the pump used to do, and is what the englnemen are
asked to do with the injectors; that is, put the water In as it was
done with the pump, and it can be demonstrated to any engine
crew thai 11 will save them leaky tubes. Take a boiler in an:
ordinarily Cair condition, all the tubes open and a reasonable good
coal and water; keep a clean lire, and there is no reason why it
should noi go over any average division withoul leaky tubes If
this simple rule for using the injectors is followed; and 11 is noi
as dillicull as nii-lil be supposed.
in filling a boiler, whenever the hose is all ache. to the feed
In this way the
pipe the Injector throttle should be left open.
waste will go in al the dome by way of the drj pipe, n the lnje<
.throttle is not open, the water will so in by way of the boiler (heck,
and it will then drop straight to the bottom as though U bad been
put in al the mudring.
The introduction of the feed water should be don ai high up
it
the boiler is
in the boiler and spread out as much as possible
to be cooled let all of the water be cooled so thai the steam gage
will indicate whal is going on.
Some tests were made on the Chicago & Alton to prove that
the water boiled awaj from the firebox sheets and that the sheel
were overheated and burned. These wire tests with metal buttons
and have already been detailed in the Proceedings of the Master
Mechanics' Association. The men who made these tests were disappointed because they expected the buttons to melt. They were,
however, a success, in thai they demonstrated that the sheets do
not overheat when here is any water in the boiler. Crown sheets
do not burn out or corrugate or crack so long as then is any water
on them.
In the Santa Fe lests, for example, with the gage-cocks extending close in to the fire sheets, they got steam because steam was
In order to burn
being formed very rapidly on the side sheet.
the sheet it would require a constant, unchanging layer of steam
there, but as long as there is a changing layer of steam, steam is
being made all of the time and heat is be:ng taken very rapidly from
the side sheet.
Hot washouts, dirty fires, bad pumping, laying on sidetracks
and herding engines with dirty fires, all these things ruin the side
They do not burn out. This statement is corroborated by
sheets.
the results obtained with the fusible plugs used by the government.
They melt at about 450 deg., yet they are placed directly over the
hottest part of the firebox where the temperature ranges from
They do not burn out, for a sheet
2,500 deg. to 3,000 deg. Fahr.
will stand 60 deg. or 70 deg. higher temperature than the water
and not burn. This is about as high as it ever rises, and that
The instant the
only when the engine is working the hardest.
throttle is closed the fire loses in temperature and the sheet drops
down to that of the water, or very close to it. When the throttle
is shut off the temperature of the sheet is only slightly above that
I

I

I

of the water.

In regard to the effect of cold air on the flue sheets it does
this can be very serious so long as they are backed
by hot water on the other side. So long as the water is hot in
boiler it would be impossible to cool the sheets by blowing cold

seem that

not

up
the
air

upon them.
This matter of inequality of boiler temperatures has an important bearing on the quality of steel that should be used.
In 1894 the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association
adopted a tensile strength of 55,000 to 65,000 lbs. for both fireboxes
and external shells. At that time there was a minority report asking that the tensile strength of firebox steel be put from 50.000
Some engines that were built with the milder steel
to 58,000 lbs.
ran five and a half and six years, and those fireboxes were good
when the engines were changed to wide fireboxes. They corrugated like a washboard, but there was not a crack in them. The
1854 specification steel was too hard: 55,000 to 65.000 tensile
strength is too hard for fireboxes.
It will not stand the strains,
This very hard steel can be used, and by
as the milder steel will.
the introduction of some feed water scheme these inequalities maybe partially overcome, and it will run much better but not as well
as mild steel.
Tubesheet braces should not be made flat. Make them round.
and thus avoid damming the water, and locate them so that they
will not, interfere with the boiler washing.
Do not put in a brace
too close to the tubes, but leave a good 4-in. space, and not try to
tie too tight.

In putting in crown sheets put sling stays in front and rivet
Always slope the crown sheet so that,
over three or four rows.
in f.r-r of low water those three or four rows will overheat and
let go, and save trouble.
It
is Of the utmost importance that tubes should be kept, clean.
A very handy device for this purpose is shown in one of the drawmerely a wash-out plug with a piece of pipe and a
ings.
It
is
First run a rod through the tubes to loosen the matter
to]
:k.
and then blow them out. After they have once been opened it will
not be necessary to put a rod or auger into the firebox. The tubes
should be opened every trip and kept open. The failure to do this
is responsible for many leaky tubes.

V..I..
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it
well not to use the roller in making running repairs,
true thai the average hoilermaker will say that a good
man can use the tool and not do any barm, bin the fact remains
that more tubes are worn out with the roller in making running
An Objecl leSBOO lending
repairs than there are in pulling cars.
io sustain this position is iii the office of a certain master mechanii
It
consists of two strings of tube ends labeled "These made 10,000
miles.
Cared for them with the roller;" and "These made 80,000
miles.
Cared for tin m with the expander. The former are thin,
and the latter almost as thick as when the tubes were new.
it

is

is

quite

The Armour Car

Lines.

Mr, .1. Ogden Armour has published in the Saturday Evening
Post of Philadelphia a long article telling of some of the facts and
methods connected with the business of the Armour refrigerator
cars and answering Borne ol the accusations which have been made
The Hist satisfactorj refrigerator car was
against the company.
made in 1S71 by Mr. Hammond, of Detroit. Several wrecks occurred because the sides of meat, when hung in the can, were
set swinging by the speed of the trains in going around curves.
This defect was cured; but not until the circulation of air was provided for, with the ice all put into a box at one end, were comMr. Armour's father, seepletely satisfactory results accomplished.
ing how the use of refrigerator cars would extend the territory of
his meat business, tried to get the railroads to build the necessary
cars, but they refused in the most positive manner; and so he had
to build the cars himself, which was a decided hardship, for he
needed the money in the regular channels of his business. Seeing
tic success of his cars in the meat business he concluded to go
into the fruit carrying trade, and. with Mr. George B. Robbins,
now President of the Armour Car Lines, designed and built a
thousand fruit cars. Mr. Robbins distrusted their ability to get
business enough for the cars, but men were sent around among the
fruit growers to awaken them to the advantages which could be
gained with the cars, and soon they so aroused the farmers that
Soon the hard times came on,
a second thousand cars were built.
and 2.000 more fruit cars were built, simply to keep the Wells &
French Car Works from shutting down. The elder Armour continued to have a lively interest in the fruit industry, aside from
the refrigerator business and its profits. The number of fruit refrigerator cars in the Armour lines now is 12,000 (no mention is
made of the number used in the meat business). The managers
of the Car Lines, with their enterprise and 'facilities, are the men
who have really built up the present great fruit business of North

Carolina. Georgia, and other states.
Mr. Armour says that the present agitation against the Armour
Car Lines started, not with the growers, but with the commission
men, who have been driven out of business by the bringing of the
growers and the local dealers into intimate relations with each
other by means of the car lines, thus making the middlemen unnecessary. A prominent fruit grower of Georgia says that he is not
afraid of the refrigerator car "octopus." but rather is afraid that
the "pounding of the refrigerator service by the commission men
will cause the octopus to jump the fence and leave us, as in former
times, with no octopus but with all our peaches!" There is not
one large fruit grower in the country who does not recognize that
In former
the private car line is necessary to efficient operation.
years when fruit growers depended on the railroads and on unreliable supplies of cars, they were at the mercy of the commission
merchants, and often when markets were unfavorable had to give
away a car of fruit for nothing and pay money in addition to
make up the freight charges and the middlemen's commission.
The car lines have done away with the evil of glutted markets,
as cars are allowed to he diverted while in transit, so that the fruit
can always be sent to a good market and in good condition. The
Armour private car is not used as a device to secure rebates or
discriminations. "It was determined when the prohibitive law
against rebates went into effect it was to be obeyed and not evaded;
that a policy of indirection and evasion was a poor policy from any
standpoint and would not be countenanced by the Armour interMr. Armour then goes on to explain that self interest has
ests."
impelled the Armour Lines to keep refrigeration rates down to a
point that will foster the fruit industry. He quotes figures showing how rates for refrigeration from Georgia have been reduced from
the basis which was in effect when five different car lines were
competing for the peach business. The rates for refrigeration from
California have in 10 years been reduced 27 per cent, to 55
per cent., according to kind, loading point and destination. The
fruit giowers say, "we want lower rates if we can get them, but
above all do not deprive us of the efficient private car line service."
Mr. Armour cites certain serious losses which the business has
had to bear. To the strawberry shippers of North Carolina, last
summer, $75,000 had to be paid because, owing to extreme congestion on a certain railroad, the refrigerator cars were not on
hand at the critical moment. It is necessary to do an extensive
business in order to command the necessary capital. At Las Vegas.
New, the Armour Lines have just put up an ice plant costing $125.-

,l\\i
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In Georgia, in 1898, great, quantities of Ice brought from Maine
were stored at two places, and the whole of it was lost by melting
because there were no peaches that year and no ice needed, the
peaches having been killed by a frost. On the other hand, when
the crop is more abundant than has been expected the ice supply
is sometimes insufficient and large quantities have to be brought
from remote places at great cost.
000.

Transatlantic Passenger Business.

The Bureau of Statistics at Ellis Island lias published the following statistics of the New York transatlantic passenger business
for 1905 and several years previous:
First cabin

Second cabin
Total cabin
Steerage

1902.

1901.

1905.

1004

100.1.

907
704
93,685
102,380
572,798

956

'.'22

838

104.905
107.088
212,053
780,012

67,719
93,557
161.276
642,059

139.848
574,276

137,852
403.491

flips

its,

Of the cabin passengers in L905, 107,375 were U. S. citizens
and 104,678 were aliens; of the steerage' passengers, 25,666 were
754,346 were aliens.
The White Star Liverpool
(J. S. citizens and
service and the Hamburg-American Hamburg service each reported
87 sailings during the year, but the North German Lloyd Bremen
service heads the list with S9. The following table shows the total
trips and passenger traffic of the largest carriers, including all their
New York services.
1905,
Trips.
125

Line.

North German-Lloyd
Hamburg-American
White Star
Cunard
1

12,817

23,100
27,946
21,034

112
lot

,

86
72

rrn.h

Steerage.
135,090
117. 4 so

Totalcabin.

11

Anchor
Red Star
American

53
50

Holland-America
Atlantic Transport

47
47

I'abre

37

Nav. Gen. Italiana
La Veloce

:'4

181
1,594

20

70s

71

11,482
11,376
12.356
9,923
3,603

29
;0.741

35,686
32,479

A. A.

GOODCH1LD,

Auditor of Stores and Mechanical Accounts of the Canadian
Auditor of Statistics.

t'aciftc,

formerly

have been defined

alS "the disciplining of a property."
said generally to group themselves into two classes.
In the first class are those which show results of operation, such
as the more general statements found in annual reports; in the
second class, such statistics as are devised for the purpose of check-

Statistics

They may be

ing details of operation with a view to' improving results. It would
be impossible in this paper to discuss all phases of railroad statistics.
The field is too large. We must pass over such"" incidentals
lo a large railroad as the newsboys, sleeping and dining cars, telegraphs, hotels, dining rooms and steamships, which must all be
scrutinized and analyzed in order to satisfy the management that
these various branches of the service are being operated satisEvery station on the line must have its records laid bare
factorily.
and every phase of revenue must be looked after. Do receipts per
passenger or per ton of freight keep up? What are the causes for
the upward or downward tendency in the ton-mile or passengermile rate? What is the average journey per passenger or average
haul of merchandise? Are too many cars or trains being run for
the amount of business being done? Are the freight cars properly
What is the
loaded?
Is there cross-hauling of empty cars?
percentage of empty to loaded cars? These and many other
similar questions are the stuff of which statisticians' dreams,
and some railroad officials' nightmares, are made; questions which
require an answer, not only for the entire road, or for a superintendent's division, but for a superintendent's district or an operating section of that district.
From 60 to 70 per cent, of the cnliic operating expenses of
railroad arc made ui) from pay rolls, ami the importance of closely
watching the returns pertaining to these pay rolls, whether the outlay is incurred in the direct production of revenue, or tor the pur
pose of keeping rolling stock and roadbed in proper condition, can
not be overestimated. The large items Of pay roll expense are of
.nurse, trainmen, cngincincn and station agents.
Trainmen and
enginemen are well taken care of by comparison with train or
engine mileage, and station agents li.v comparison with the an
The staff neeessai'.v I'm
of business done al the individual station.
the upkeep of roadbed, buildings and bridges Is largely Bxed bj
the management, and the necessary authority or appropriation
granted I'm- any work of a special nature as distinct I'miii the sen
limn:
u
xpenses can convenientl] be
era! working expense,
off against the number of engineB despatched and boilers washed
while the wages paid tor maintenance of equipment may tor gen
11

it

•

Such statistics as are necessary for the purposes above outlined
more or less of a general nature, and their value to the management of a road is much or little, just so far as the detailed analysis

that official's mind against such general statistics, whereas with
proper data available in the first place, the loss of time and annoyance would be avoided.

Railroad Statistics.

BY

—

—

or shop repairs a practice in every way desirable the running repairs can safely be criticized each month, by comparing the outlay
with the work performed. In this connection, it would be well if
the Master Mechanics at their next annual convention should place
on record their views as to what properly constitutes a charge for
running repairs for both locomotives and cars. The various roads
would then have a fair figure with which to compare themselves
with each other, providing, of course, that the basis for arriving
With locomotives it should
at the work performed was uniform.
not be a difficult matter to arrive at a standard basis. If a running
repair was understood to include all repairs costing $100 or less
for labor, and the 100 per cent, capacity mileage, hereafter referred
to, was recognized as the standard unit, a good basis of comparison
would at once exist, namely, cost of running, and by deduction, other
repairs per 100 per cent, capacity mile. With cars, the problem
differs somewhat. 1ml there does not appear to be any insuperable
difficulty in handling them on a similar basis, by defining a running
repair, and also fixing upon a unit of capacity similar to the 100
per cent, locomotive capacity. Of course, the large number of cars
in use complicates matters somewhat, and the suggestion is put
forward with a view of getting this question discussed.

comparisons is comprehensive, and no farther. Considerable time of officials and their staffs is frequently lost in replying to criticisms based on such general statistics, due to the immature condition or lack of detail back of them. Instances are not
rare where an official has been roughly handled by the management
for an apparently poor record, which, upon investigation, and more
complete analysis of the situation, he has been completely exonerThis, after laboring under a stigma extending anywhere from
ated.
a week to two or three months, almost insensibly tends to harden

12,134
,

series

of the various

,
,

This latter expense, however, should be considered for a
of months, rather than for any particular month, because
cars and locomotives are, as far as possible, repaired when least
required for business on the road. Provided a railroad keeps a
separate record of its running repairs as distinct from its heavy

motives.

are

63,516
77,493
55.927
45,751
59.432
27,100

,879

1

When one speaks of statistics, the inference is almost natural
that train and locomotive performance are specially implied, and
while each of the matters already touched upon affords a large field
for discussion, the fact is that of all branches of statistics that relating to train and locomotive movement is the most important.
The revenue derived from freight traffic usually represents about
70 per cent, of the entire revenue of an American railroad, and
while the expenses incidental thereto do not form such a large percentage of the total operating expenses, the proportion is sufficiently
large to demand the closest possible analysis. Passenger business
is to some extent the creature of circumstances; it is also in part
governed by local conditions or considerations, and whether a train
pays or not, it sometimes happens that legislative requirements, or
the iwesistible demands of an enlightened public, compel a company to furnish service nol warranted by the financial returns. Com
Owing to
petition also sometimes has here an important bearing.
these special conditions statistics relating to passenger train performance have not the same disciplinary value as have those relating to freight traffic; but while these conditions exist '.here are
certain features of passenger train work which cannot be over
looked, such as comparative fuel performance and repairs, and sub
sequent reference to these branches of statistical information for
the freight train service may be applied to that of passenger trains
also.

within a comparatively recent period it was considered
know only the distance traveled, as shown bj train
and locomotive mileage, to confidently criticize a superintendent
on bis train performance, or a master mechanic on bis locomo
Train mileage ai first glance looks Innocent
tive performance.
enough, but bis proved misleading. It did not take Into a. -count
per
the number of cars in a train, and it ignored the tact that
ngines were used to haul the train, one posslblj
baps two or thn
capable of hauling 3,000 ions, while another could handle only 1,200
More ihan this, statistics based on train mileagi tailed to
tons.
furnish any informal ion as lo the financial benefits obtained bj out
lavs of capital tor the reduction of grades and curves, or to Bupplj
effected
anj bat is tor arriving tt the avlng In cost of transportation
la
"
locomotivi
by the Introduction of larger
locomotive performance
[ye mileage, as a basis of criticism of
With the lat
has also signally failed, for similar reasons
recenl years tor the purcha
meiiis of capital made
and cars, It was but natural that the cost per
motlvi
capacltj
tor fuel
om Iderab
train or locomotive mile would sb rw
I'ntil
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used

in

come

conjunction with train or locomotive mileage, has now
Is
on this
principal basis of analysis In th<

the

be-

i

and by Its use 11 becomes possible to arrive al the results
obtained from capital Investments for the betterment of the lim
and to obtain a fair index ol operating efficiency on individual ei

ind,

.

formula

tie-

lu'iu

Ingle

toi

i

being arrived

,

«

V

>

mol

n

C

which should combine the features of
motive capacity, tonnage hauled and distance traveled, becami
dent as soon as modern large locomotives began to be used, tor
was found that the Superintendent who happened to have the
it
larger power on his division could do all the shouting when it came
to a question Of the size of train, or of tons hauled per train mile;
and while it was a simple matter tor the statistician to explain
that Mr. Jones ought to make a better showing than Mr. Brown
because he had larger engines to work with, it was not considered
good statistics to stop there, for there was a possibility that Mr
Brown was really doing better work than Mr. .limes, considering
Such a unit was designed and put into
the power at his disposal.
use on the Canadian Pacific by the writer, nearly three years ago.
'
Idi
thai
and was called the inn per rent, capacity unit. 11 wa
the only tair way to deal with the question was to bring all avail
able power to the 100 per cent, basis, which represents 20,000 lbs.
pull on drawbar: show the quantity of power each Superintendent
had to dispose of. and set off againsl thai quantity the actual work
performed. Incidentally it might be said that this unit has proved
a valuable one for purposes of comparison in connection with locomotive repairs. Another question still arises, "what percentage due
your actual freight ton mileage bear to the potential freight ton
mileage?" In other words, if a 150 per cent, engine is capable of
hauling 2.000 tons over a given section of the road, ion miles long,
at an average speed of 12 m.p.h.. it has a potential freight ton
mileage of 17,280,000 ton-miles per month of 30 working days of
We all know that a large portion of an engine's time
24 hours each.
is used up in the roundhouse or shops for repairs, a considerable
portion occupied in taking on fuel and water or in switching and
light running, but were the actual percentage of lost potential power
Why not comfigured out the results would probably be startling.
pare one superintendent's division with another on this basis for a
month every now and then?
Very few roads are as yet taking any cognizance of the matter
A unit which will incorporate this
of "speed" in their statistics.
Cor a unil

I

•'

factor is not only desirable, but imperative, for it carries in itself
reconciliation of those diverse interests, the transportation and mechanical departments. Under the present system, an engineer who
brings his train in on schedule time, and transforms his power into
speed, frequently finds it necessary, in so doing, to make increased
demands on the coal pile and "his ton miles per ton of coal" presents
a wretched appearance. The superintendent or despatches discovers

an engineer, while the master mechanic puts a big black
mark against the performance. Per contra, the engineer who converts his power into load is a model driver from the master mechanic's point of view, but the superintendent will probably avail
himself of the first opportunity of calling him down hard. The engineer naturally becomes discouraged, and may be pardoned if his language is more forcible than polite with reference to statistics in
particular. What is necessary is a unil which will give the engine
and the engineer credit for the full amount of power expended, both
in attainment of speed and hauling of load, and the opinion that
such an unit would be found by taking the minutes occupied in
actual running between terminals and dividing the figure into the
ton-miles hauled per 100 per cent, of capacity, seems justified. It
might be called the "operating unit." Fuel, or pounds of coal used
per operating unit, should then furnish statistics, satisfactory at once
to the mechanical and transportation departments.
There is one other suggestion with a view of bettering present
day methods, and it relates to the direction of traffic. Most roads
divide their statistics as between east and westbound or north
and southbound. Such division may be useful as denoting the general trend of traffic, but it seems more than probable that a further sub-division setting forth such traffic as is in the direction of
the balance of traffic, as distinct from that in the direction of returning power, would be a truer basis from which to criticize locomotive or train performance. With the present system, assuming
the balance of tonnage for an entire month is eastbound, it is possible that during a large portion of the month the balance was in
the opposite direction, and. as a consequence, eastbound results as
shown are misleading, and the good actually attained by careful loading, proper handling of empty cars, and economical fuel performance
is largely lost sight of.
The tonnage rating system in use on the
Canadian Pacific was fully discussed by Mi'. Thomas Tait in a paper
read before the New York Railway Club in January, 1901 [Railroad
Gazette, Jan. IS, 1901], and it is not necessary to refer to the matter further than to state, that with the aid of tables or charts, which
are available for the use of all transportation officials and employees,
it is simply a matter of reference to determine the size of load an
engine of any capacity should haul over any section of the entire
Canadian Pai Ifii system. The engine capacity can be found by reference to the engine list printed on the cover in which these charts
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Mr. Tait's paper also explained the method by which the prescribed
a nee d ne in the proportion of tare being
allow, nu. lm the extra re
le-third of the actual gross tonnage, and the figure
greatei thi
termed "equivalent tonnage." is arrived at, This "equivalent tonis used not only for the proper loading of engines, but as a
fuel performance, and with such
(ot criticizing the
the eXiilse that "HIV tram Was all elliptic:-, while
III equitable 1'lKUrc,
Kill had all loads and ought to have a better record than I." cannot
i

:

i

idvanced.

The importance attaching to an economical fuel performance
manifested in the close attention which is being given to

is

i

by all railroads, and when the vast amount ot monej Involved
the item of "fuel" is borne in mind such interest cannot be wonMany devices have been invented with a view to securing
dered at.
correct returns of fuel consumed, and apart from the methods of
tlon
in
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Engineman's Trip Ticket.

which is a problem thai railroad managements must themselves be satisfied upon, the question of accounting for deliveries
as recorded is one of considerable difficulty. This is done on the
Canadian Pacific by an "engineman's trip ticket." form GTE. [See illustration. Fisr. 1,|
On the lower portion thereof is the fuel coupon
"C." This tickei is made in triplicate, the first two sheets having cardelivery,

bon backs. The book of tickets belongs on the engine and must not
be taken away by the engineer. When a quantity of coal is put

Jani

vi;y
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on a tender the fuel man enters the amount on coupon "C" 1,
ami tears out the duplicate copy, which is forwarded to the fuel
department as a voucher. At the end of the trip the engineer
estimates the quantity of coal remaining on the tender, and records
same in space provided on coupon "C." He then deducts this from
the quantity shown to be on hand at the commencement of the
trip, thus arriving at the quantity actually used, which he also

"1"

1

'

II

*

65

;

<

enters in the space provided. The entire front sheet of this ticket
is detached and sent to the statistical office by first train, after
having been noted and approved by the locomotive foreman at
destination point. Questions sometimes arise as to the correctness
of the estimate of quantity left on tender by the engineer making the succeeding trip, against whom such quantity is charged;
but the locomotive foreman or hostler has authority to settle such
When it is
differences of opinion, and disputes are not frequent.
stated that, with the use of this ticket, the figures arrived at by
the statistical office show a variation of considerably under 1 per
cent, with those of the fuel department, it would seem that the

.
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question of accounting for fuel issues has been practically solved.
Oil and waste supplies for locomotives are handled in a somewhat similar way. The oil coupon "B," on the same trip ticket.
is made out for the necessary supply of oil, and is signed by the
man who receives it, and coupon "B" is detached from the second
It has been found convesheet as a stores department voucher.
nient for the statistical office to accept the statement of issues as
compiled by the stores department from these coupons, rather than
make up an independent record, but it is at all times a simple
matter to check either the stores or fuel departments' charges by
referring to the tickets. The question of devising some method
of checking the quantity of the different kinds of oil used more
effectively and simply than the present method of figuring the
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the correctness of the performance sheet.
value, should he subdivided in such detail
as to furnish the results of operation on the smallest sub-division
With the Canadian Pacific this subdivision Is rep
of a railroad
resented bj engine districts, which average from 100 to 120 miles.
Comparisons of performance should only be made by one district
against itself, unless il is known that the conditions are similar
A stud} of this matter of comparisons leads
on another district
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one to the conclusion thai much valuable time is lost by endeavoring to compare results of trains on one road with another, or
even one division with another. Weather conditions, water, grades
and fuel, have each a hire In producing differences in cost which
from this, there is an even
ii
is dim. nit
to estimate, bul aparl
more serious difficulty In making comparisons between two or more
The data used In compiling results arc rarelj available
railroads.
Bj com
and when available are still more rarelj harmonious
ing one division or district with Itself for a corresponding
period the difficulties of watei and grades are largelj eliminated
or at ail events any change is on record, and falrlj reliable con
locomotive per
\
elusions maj be drawn from such comparisons
hould be bo arranged thai all the engines on a
formance Bheel
ordei of capacity,
In
prefi ablj
ide
be shown side t.\
in angement en
1'hl
Bervlce
lass ol
for each
aeparatelj
the relative economic value ol
appreelati
'ectlj
ablea one ti
has been a pleasure to the writer
it
the different types of engines,
record b
to see the practical ubb to which such an arrangemenl ol
was put up bj Mr Vaughan In his verj able papei on superui
dli trli
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Statistics, to be of

j

SM

The Canadian Pacific
miles run per pint, is occupying attention.
has in use what is termed an excess oil ticket, and if an engineer
requires a quantity of oil in excess of the schedule allowance for
the run, he must fill out one of these excess slips and hand it to
the locomotive foreman for approval, with a brief statement of
the reasons for his requirements. Should the locomotive foreman
approve this slip, he makes a requisition on the stores, and sends
the approved slip to the divisional master mechanic, also a copy
attached to the trip ticket to the statistical office. All of which
routine is assumed to act as a check on the demands for "more
Mr. Vaughan has recently suggested a statement to take the
oil."
place of the present record, which will show "quantity used," "quantity as per schedule," "quantity issued on excess slips," and "quantity used less than schedule allowance," also the percentage which
the last two items bear to the authorized or schedule allowance.
A statement of this sort would not involve as much work in compiling as does the present one showing the "miles run to a pint."
and the expensive engines or engineers could readily be detected
by simply glancing down the column "percentage of excess." "Miles
run to a pint" does not represent anything unless you know how
many miles should be run to the pint, and this proposed method
has the appearance of being very nearly a solution of an old stand
ing difficulty. The unused coupons of the engineer's trip ticket
Coupon A2. enginemen's record of
are disposed of as follows:
mileage, is retained by the engineer, while the oil and fuel coupons
B2 and C2 remain in the book, which is turned into the locomotive
foreman at the roundhouse to which the engine is attached, at the
end of each month, or as soon as all tickets are used, to be re
tained by him for reference or Check, should any questions arise
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arrive
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the performance of superheated loco

motives of similar
motives and compare them with other
capacity noi equipped with the superheatet devii
The forms used bj the Canadian Pacific in compiling and re
porting train and locomotive statistics may be briefly described
The conductor's journal, form 125, in conjunction with ti
m
neer's trip ticket, already described, is the basis of the entire
records.
The aecessarj information is abstracted on form S.O.l
and worked up on the train and locomotive performance shei
forms attache. i. Each engine on each section of the road is given
(form S.O.
tor each class of service in which
a separate card
being made on the top of each card tor
it is engaged, provision
to
the engine number by a series of "tags" running from
This card is opened from the
for the last figure of the number.
train despatcher's sheets, the first entry heing the date of trip
which is taken therefrom. The engineer's trip ticket is then taken
and the fuel used on trip entered, while from the conductor's journal is entered all informal ion relating to train and locomotive mile
age ear mileage, tonnage, etc., as provided. This method ensun
A.I
the close of the
a triplicate check of the entries on tin card.
month or week, or as often as such record is required, the cards
are added up and the locomotive performance sheet (form S.O.60)
This sheet can he issued within
is compiled directly from them.
two days after the close of the period for which such informal ion
The generality of locomotive performance sheets show
is desired.
Such information
"cost" of fuel and supplies against each engine.
The man operating the engine has nothing what
is unnecessary.
ever to do with the question of "cost." but simply "quantities' used
Form S.0.62, the summary of locomotive performance, properly
takes care of all expenses incident to the work performed, including repairs. Apart from the consideration of total cost of repairs
compared with the total work performed, all details pertaining
to repairs should he dealt with directly by the mechanical depart
ment. For the train performance sheet, the various items of per
formance of all trains operating on each section are summarized,
and the totals of these sections represent the work done on a superintendent's division. A summary is then compiled of each general
i

1

>

—

1

—

totals of each superintend
of the figures of each general
grand result for the entire
superintendent's division gives the
HavSee illustration.
Canadian
Pacific
system, form S.O. 5:).

superintendent's

ent's district,

division

and a

final

showing the

summary

I

I

ing the figures of work performed it is a comparatively easy
matter to arrive at the cost per ton-mile for hauling. The wages
of enginemen and trainmen are compiled in the office of the superintendent for each district for which train records are compiled;
likewise the amount of train supplies, while the oil and waste, as
before explained, is compiled from the storekeeper's statements of
the issues sent in to the statistical office. The fuel is already compiled as to quantity, and all that is needed is the price per ton
By dividing the freight and equivato arrive at its total value.
lent gross ton mileage into the total cost of each item, we get the
resulting average cost per ton-mile for "freight" or "equivalent
This average cost furnishes a very fair
gross" (form S.O. 52).
basis for determining the profitableness or otherwise of any special
trains, or any special class of business, on any section or division
of the road, when set off against the revenue derived from such
The results of train operations and car performance sumbusiness.
marized on form S.O. 53 comprise all information necessary for a
complete and intelligent survey of the entire field of train performance, with this qualification that the value of item "per cent,
of empty to loaded cars" is impaired owing to the fact that all
classes of cars in freight set vice are comprehended under the gen
eral caption "freight cars."
H frequently happens that empty fiat
cars are being hauled eastbound on the same section at the same
time as box cars are being hauled westbound, and the statement
gives the appearance of cross-hauling or bad railroading, which
would lie avoided were the movements of the various classes of
freight cars kept separate.
The great difficulty in the way of
working up such a rei ord, as undoubtedly should be done, is one
of expense, although it is quite possible, that with the introduction of the Hollerith system of tabulating, that this desirable
record may be obtained in an easy and cheap manner.
This question of expense is the serious one to a railroad management. Statistics cost money, and some statistics are dear at

any

but what is worth doing is worth doing well;
statistics should without question become to the

price,

devised

company using them a source of profit.
ment cannot be stated in dollars and

and well
railroad

The return on the invest

can be stated
are best
posted in the details of operation, is the company which supplies
its officials with the best possible analysis of work accomplished.
It may be further stated that the official
who studies such analysis
and is guided thereby, must inevitably lead the way on the division
cents,

but

without peradventure that the company, whose

it

officials

or railroad where he is employed.
We
Finally, there is this to be borne in mind about statistics.
want to know when we have a sufficiency of them.
man may
eat a big meal, and enjoy it. but he sometimes suffers for it after-

A

wardreat
bel
Do not iverdo thi statistical food
a
in getting ai the root of a matter, and in putting statl tii
In a
to
Ibli
simple a form as possible, and making Mem a
o
.ill
concerned.
remembei the question coming up in reference to
the fuel pitformanci on a certain division, there being a very large
Increase In consumption per 1,000 ton-miles o
noli division
The figures certainly looked very bad, but on analyzing them It
It was found
was found that on evi ry district there wa a dei rease
that traffic conditions bad altered to such an extent on two expen
sive sections as to cause an Increase in fuel consumption per 1,000
you this dis
tot
lea for the division as a whole.
can
covery made me careful when criticizing results as shown in statl
getting down to details.
tics and Impressed upon me the neci
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Single-Phase Electric Locomotives and Power Equipment of the
St.

The

.-ingle-phase

Clair
electric

Tunnel Company.
locomotive adopted

by

the

St.

Clair

Tunnel Company for the operation of the St. Clair tunnel, which
connects the American and Canadian divisions of the Grand Trunk
Railway System, will weigh approximately 62 tons, and win develop
lbs. on a 2 per cent, grade at a speed of
drawbar pull of 25,
It
lb miles an hour.
is of the rigid frame type with driving axle
It will
boxes held in the same frame thai contains 'lie draft gear.
be mounted on three pairs of driving wheels which will sustain
i

i

the entire weight, distributed by equalizer bars similar to those
used in steam locomotive practice, will have an outside frame supported op semi elliptical springs, and will be equipped with West
ingbouse friction draft g^ar. M. C. B. automatic couplers, air sanding apparatus, and bumper steps, front ami back. The cab will be
of sheet steel mounted on a framework oi iron which supports both
walls and roof.
'the principal dimensions will be approximately as follows:
27 ft. 9 In
neth ev.-,' ,.n,i sills
i

n heel

Id

Width over

1- " "
" n "

base
all

from ton el rail to top of
Dinmetev of driving wheels
,i

'•>

Mil)

I-'

"

«'•

'•-

"

"

Tie operating apparatus will be arranged along the sides ,,l
in. wide the entire length.
the cab. leaving a free passage way 3 ft.
Ibe cab will be lighted and heated by electricity, arrangement heing
made to screen the instrument lights while the locomotive is running.
Westinghouse combination automatic and straight air and
American driver brakes will be used. The air supply will be provided by a two-cylinder, motor-driven air compressor having, with
a 5-in. stroke and a speed of 190 r.p.m.. a capacity of 45 cu. ft.
Air reservoirs, signal outfits, whistle, bell with
of air per minute.
pneumatic ringers, autimatic pump governor, tools, instruments,
gages, headlights, push poles and other details complete the auxil-

iary equipment.

A

will be geared to each axle, giving each unit an aggrecapacity of 750 ii.p. The motors are of the Westinghouse single-phase, alternating-current, series-wound, compensating
type, whose successful development was first publicly announced
in the paper read by Mr. B. G. Lamme before the American Insti-

motor

gate rated

They
tute of Electrical Engineers in New York, Sept. 26, 1902.
are of the same general character as the motors selected by the
Xew York, Xew Haven & Hartford for the operation of the line
between New Haven and Xew York. Each motor will weigh complete approximately 14,500 lbs., the armature weighing approximately 5.600

lbs.

consists of a steel cylinder cast in one piece
the end by brackets of the same material, which
carry the bearings and oil reservoirs. The suspension noses and
Seats for the axle
safetj In-- form a part of the main casting.
bearings are cast solid with the frame. All bearings are of phos
phor-bronze lined with babbitt and are divided into two parts
They are of exceptionally large dimensions, are arranged for oil
waste lubrication, and are provided with large openings on the lowpressure side, giving a thorough lubrication of the entire bearing
Oil is fed into the reservoirs through openings separate
surface.
from the waste pockets and therefore reaches the waste from below
and is thoroughly filtered before entering the bearing.
The motors are swung between the locomotive frame and the
driving axles by a flexible nose suspension from two hangers supported b\ a truck transom and passing through heavy lugs with
The motors are held to
helical springs above and below the lug.
the axle bj means of caps which are split at an angle of 35 deg.
with the perpendicular, so that the greater part of the weight is
borne by solid projections from the motor frame which extend
over the axle rather than by the cap bolts. Large openings above
and below provide access to the commutator and brush holders.
Within the cylinder of the motor frame there is built up a core
The
of soft steel punchings, forming a completely laminated field.
punchings are dovetailed into the frame and clamped between end
rings of cast steel. The field coils are wound with copper strap
insulated between turns and about the coils by mica and finished
by taping and dipping, and are impregnated in the best grade of

The motor frame

and enclosed

at

.Ism

un
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varnishes, providing a sealed coil which inn withstand Uie most
severe- internal heat and is practically indestructible under the
usual conditions of heavy railroad service.
In addition to the main coils the field carries a neutralizing
winding which consists of copper bars placed in slots in the pole
laces and joined at the ends by connectors of copper strap, so as
to form one continuous winding which is connected in series with

the main field winding and with the armature circuit. The magnetizing effect of this auxiliary winding is directly opposite to and
neutralizes that of the armature winding, thus eliminating the
effect of armature re-action and improving commutation and power

Cross-Section of the Sarnia Tunnel.
factor.
The main coils can be easily removed without disturbing
the auxiliary winding.
The armature cores are formed of slotted soft steel punchings
The spider is forced
built up upon a spider and keyed in place.
upon the shaft with heavy pressure and secured by a steel key.
Coils of copper strap are embedded in the slots and joined to form
a closed multi-circuit winding which is cross-connected, like the
The basis of
multi-circuit winding of a direct-current generator.
the insulation is mica. A preventive winding is connected between

oulpul from
given weight of material, and a high ratio of continuous output, to the one-hour motor rating common in railroad
while the locomoIt also provides effective ventilation
practice.
tive is not in operation as the blower may be driven while the
locomotive is standing at the station or the end of the line. Motors
ventilated in this manner are enclosed and are thereby protei ted
from internal damage by dirt and water and from mechanical injury.
These motors are wound for 240 volts and 25 cycles per second,
and have a nominal rating of 250 h.p. each, on the basis of usual
electric railroad practice.
The essential elements of the control equipment include the collecting devices, the auto-transformers, the unit switches, the preventive coils, the reverser and the master controllers. A multipleunit system of control is provided with pneumatically operated
switches and circuit breakers, low voltage control circuit, and other
characteristics standard in Westinghouse practice. Any unit may
be controlled from either end. and two or more units may be
coupled together and operated from a single cab and by a single
crew. The tractive effort which can be readily applied to a single
train is therefore limited only by the number of units available,
and the hauling power is limited only by the mechanical strength
of the coupling between locomotive and cars. A control circuit is
carried from one unit to the next by means of connecting sockets
and jumpers in the usual manner.
Speed control of the driving motors is secured by variation of
the voltage at the motors obtained by means of taps taken from
the winding of the auto-transformer which receives current from
the trolley at 3,000 volts and reduces it to 240 volts or lower, according to the tap employed. These taps are connected to unit
switches from which current is led through the preventive coils to
the motors. Four unit switches serve to reverse the field of each
motor.
The unit switches are of standard Westinghouse design, and
are, in effect, pneumatically operated circuit breakers of great power
and reliability. The mechanism is such that a rolling and sliding
contact is obtained when the switch closes and opens. The arc is
broken at the tips, leaving the contact surfaces smooth and unEach unit has a magnetic blow-out coil with laminated
scarred.
core.
The switch cylinders are controlled by magnetically oper
ated valves, current for which is obtained from a 50-volt tap from
the auto-transformer.
The sequence of operation is governed by
the master controller in conjunction with a system of interlocks
which prevents short circuit of the steps between taps from the
auto-transformer or improper operation of the controlling mechanism. At any running point four controlling switches are closed.
Through the preventive coils approximately the same amount of current is drawn from each of these switches and the leads to which
they are connected. To change to a higher voltage on the motors,
the master controller is moved to the next notch, opening the last
switch of the group that is closed and (losing the switch next
higher, with the result that the motor voltage is shifted up one
step.
By this arrangement the voltage at the motor will be com
pletely under control of the locomotive drive'- and may lie varied
up ami down at will without opening more than one-quarter ot
Small switches in the circuits 1o the magnets el
the load current.
the reversing switches will enable ;i«iy motor or combination e|
motors to be cut out without disturbing the Others.
Evei'J u| ie Of the 17 cent rolling connections provides an efficient
:i

Motor and Gear Case Mounted on Locomotive Axle.

250-H.P. Single-Phase Alternating Current Railway Motor.
preventive ai
com)
ator and the main colls, Introducing
which is effective onlj when the coil Is passing under the hrush
air supplied by motor
During operation a forced circulatlo
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Itself
th
ig
driven blowers enters a! the rear, dlstril
eacapei
through the perforated covei
throughout the motor
over the commutator. This system ol forced ventllal
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Intere ting
motors and auxlliarj apparatui forms one ol the mo
n Becttrei e maximum
vatlons in electrli railroad construction
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7"
the pantagraph vill be such
contact with (he trolley wire 22

lions m'

that,

txtended,

wl

ft,

Tin'
stin' trolley win- will be approximate^
horizontal
enger cable will he swung from structural Iron bridges located
throughout the yards and of suitable length to span the proper
number of tracks. There will also lie a small section of tracl
equipped with a trolley line swims; by catenary suspension from
work poles.
bracket anus which am supported on lal
lectric locomotives a complete power
For the operation of n
plant will In- installed, including two t,250-k.ti
3,300-volt, 3-phase,
25-cycle, rotating field, Westinghouse steam turbine units running
at I. .Mm r.p.m. with Mir
:essarj complement of switchboards, ex
This station will also
citers, lightning protective apparatu
etc
supply current to ligh! the buildings, yards and tunnel, to opei it
motor-driven centrifugal and triplex pumps which drain the Mm
nel ami approaches ami operate the sewage systems, to run
in the roundhouses ami for other purposes,
Tlic new equipment will be used on thai portion of the Grand
Trunk Railway S\strin which connects the divisions terminating
he
at Port Huron. Mich., and Sarnia, (Int.. on opposite sides of
St. Clair river.
The tunnel proper is 6,032 ft. long and the line to
he electrically operated is 19,348 ft. from terminal to terminal.
A pair of the new units will he capable of hauling a 1.000-ton
train through the tunnel without division.
Mechanical considera
tions limit the advisable weight of Main in the tunnel to the e
figures.
Heaver trains can he divided or sent through together
with locomotives in front and behind. The service requires that
each unit shall take a train of 500 tons through the tunnel block
from summit to summit in 15 minutes under the following en
ditions:
It will he coupled to the train in a level track at a point
1.200 ft. from the summit and must accelerate ii up to a speed
12 miles an hour iu two minutes, at the end of which time it will
have reached the summit of the grade leading down into the tunnel.
it
will then run down a grade of 2 per tent, to the level track in
the tunnel at a speed not exceeding 25 miles m hour,
intinue
on the practically level stretch under the river, and then draw the
train up a 2 per cent, grade at the rate of in miles an hour to
the level track beyond the tunnel approach on the other side.
It
must then gradually accelerate the train until a speed of IS miles
an hour is reached. Bach unit must he capable of exerting a tractive effort of 25,000 lbs. for a period of five minutes in addition to
the energy required to accelerate the train at the starting point
and to run with it into the terminal yard, from which point it
must immediately run hack to a position 1.200 ft. from the summit, couple to another train and he ready to start through the tunnel in the opposite direction.
It
must therefore make a run of
the, character described every 30 minutes.
Six of these locomotives
are to he furnished by the Westinghouse Company. It is expected
i

I

i

i

that the electric equipment will greatly relieve the traffic congestion now existing and due fii a large measure to the necessity of
dividing trains at the terminal points, and to greatly simplify the
operation of the road.
Its opening will mark the progress of electrical methods in the railroad field under conditions which seem
peculiarly fitted to demonstrate its practical advantages in heavy
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would require many hundreds of Lhousi
more to atisfactorlly
ft
have been manuhandle Ihe freight. Nearly 1,000,
.it
the rate of 130,700 a yeai
01
factured 'ii the lasi
even yean
The output of rails general lj move.- m sympathy with the outpul
ei cars.
The United states Steel Corporation now has a 3teel rail
capacitj of ai lea
tinnes to work on

ton

1,3

I

and tin
production this year

bul

the

if

bars

Xoungstown

mill eon

rails the
not be as heavy as it other
nited States Steel
wise would be. The rail production of the
Corporation over the last four year was as follows:
Tens.
For
1903
1,934,000
190.1
M, 700,01 f)
1902
1,920,786
1,240,000
1904

corporation's

sheel

in

preference

to

will

I

I

-lillllllril.

The exports

of steel

for

rails

eleven

the

months ended Nov.

30,

1905, were as follows:
i

i

m,,s.

en

\

273,306

L905

aluc.

1

$6,077,737

1

Tons.

hi"-

1904

39.1,849

Value.

$10,182,402

As long as domestic consumption continues as large as at present.
cceeding last year's shipthere is no likelihood of rail export
ments to any great extent.
<

J
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Western

Pacific Terminals.

and Southern Pacific Companies have each
the United States Engineering Corps
Bach asks permission to
for proposed terminals at Oakland. Cal.
fill
in ground on the north side of the retaining wall built by the
government to define the channel known as the Oakland Estuary.
lay tracks on such ground and build depots and docks at the western end. The accompanying sketch shows the Western Pacific's

The Western

tiled

Pacific

plans at the local

office of

plan: that of the other road differs only in detail.
The Southern Pacini, whose yards are northeast of the property designated Western Pacific Terminal, now has tracks extending out to deep water on two moles built some time ago. It needs
more terminal facilities, but the present building of more yards
and docks is for the immediate purpose of blocking the Western
Pacific scheme.
At this time it is impossible to say whether or
not the older company will succeed in thus shutting out the new
company. Both roads have employed the usual methods: injuncThe Westtions and the sudden occupation of disputed territory.
ern Pacific has so far been the more successful in the use and
evasion of court orders. First, it stopped the Southern Pacific from

service.

The work

lie conducted under the supervision
Arnold, of Chicago. Consulting Engineer for the
Tunnel Company, by whom the plans and specifications were preMr. Srnold was one of the first engineers in America to
pared.
advocate the employment of the single-phase, alternating-cut rem
system in railway service. He is also a Pa.-t President of the American Institute of Electrical Engineer* a member of the Commission
in charge of the electrification or the New Vo,
Central Railroad
system in New York, and has been eloselj identified with many
electrical developments of great importance.

of

Mr.

Bion

of installation will

J.

.

Steel Rail Outlook.

Proposed Western Pacific Terminals

The Wall

Street Tournal publishes the following summary of
the probable extent of the steel rail business in 1906.
The rail mills
of the country begin
in
year with close to 2,£
,000 tons of business mi their books, and the prospeots tire thai the total produc
Hon of the
trj in 1906 will be in the neighborhood of 3,300,
tons, or about 300,000 tons in excess of the high record year of
tons in excess of 1905.
1903, and 600,1
If the output is as large
'

expected the
lage will represent a gross business of $92,
There has been no extraordinary increase in steel rail production over the last seven years.
As a mailer of fact rail pro
Auction has not kepi up in this respeel With many other cln
of finished steel.
In 1901 the rail production of the country was
2,874,639 tons, and during the depression of loot. 2,284,1
tons
'

1

I,

ooo.

at

Oakland.

from the Peralta streel freight yard, of the last
end of the retaining wall. Then the Southern
Pacific obtained injunctions from the city authorities restraining a
dredging company, which was deepening the channel of the estuary,
from dumping sand on the north side of the retaining wall, but as
the dredging was being done under a federal government contract
the order was disregarded and another injunction, aimed to pre
vent the Western Pacific from laying track on the made ground
thus formed, was also unsuccessful since the ground concerned was
building a trestle

named

road, to

Mm

federal property.
As to actual construction the present status is as follows: On
January 8 the Western Pacific laid rails west as far as Ihe light
Incise on the strip of ground above referred to as adjoining the

Jam

ai:y
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1906.

19,

north side of the retaining wall. The same ompany had been building a bulkhead parallel to the retaining wall and some distance to
the north of it, and was enjoined against continuing to do so.
They then laid ties across the tops of the piles they had driven
and spiked rails on them, thereby converting he structure into a
trestle, a work which the injunction did not cover but which attained, as well as a bulkhead could haw done, their object, which
was to enclose the contested strip of ground. On January 9 the
Southern Pacific hastily laid a half mile of track from the ferry
slip south of its Peralta street yards eastward toward the Western
Pacific terminal property, and then drove piles in the marshy ground
Work on
just east of that .property for the foundations of shops.
these shops is being rushed, the purpose being to prevent the granting to the Western Pacific of a right-of-way from First street southeast across the freight yards to the retaining wall, the latter road
having asked the city council for a 47 year franchise for this route.
Meantime, the Western Pacific has a launch equipped with a
searchlight and gatling gun patroling the waters around the retaining wall, and has posted armed guards to protect the line of track
already laid, while the Southern Pacific has enlisted the service of the
slate police to watch the men of the rival road and, it* possible,
prevent any more surprises.
1

I

Shipping Subsidies.'
HOYAl, MEEKER.

ISY

Three "reasons" for subsidy are usually given by those who advocate this method of building up our merchant marine first, the
greater cost of construction in American yards; second, the greater
cost of maintenance and operation under the American flag; and
The greatest diversity
third, the. bounties given by other nations.
of opinion prevails as to the amount of difference in cost of con-

—

The Merchant Marine Commission, appointed by Congress
much testimony on this subject. The cost of construction in American yards was estimated by different witnesses
to he anywhere from 20 to 100 per cent, greater than in English
yards. Nearly all agreed, however, that it costs more to build vesMost of the witnesses favored
sels in America than' in Europe.
subsidies as the proper means of neutralizing this disadvantage in

struction.
in 1903,

gathered

In regard to operating expenses there is even greater
The testimony taken by the Merchant Marine
Commission is full of contradictory statements regarding wages of
seamen on board American vessels as compared with wages on
foreign vessels.
Seamen and representatives of seamen's unions
asserted that wages were not a matter of nationality at all, but were
determined wholly by the port where the crew was engaged. Some
owners declared that wages of ordinary seamen were determined by
the port, but that salaries of officers were governed by the nationality of the ship. Most ship-owners and all ship-builders asserted with
great positiveness that wages were wholly a matter of nationality,
and that the port had nothing whatever to do with them. It was
asserted repeatedly that Norwegian sailors would work on board a
Norwegian ship for less than half the wages they would demand
on an American vessel. At the same time il was asserted thai
sailors of all nationalities preferred American vessels to any others
because of the better food and arrangements and the larger and
more comfortable quarters assigned to the crew. These contradictory statements cannot be reconciled.
They were presented as
It is doubtless true in many cases thai laborers, by reason
"facts."
of their own ignorance and shortsightedness, receive no greater
pay for especialy hard or dangerous labor than others receive for
sale and pleasant labor of the same grade; but il seems hardly
possible that sailors an' so perversely ignorant thai they demand
wages in inverse proportion to the danger ami Irksomeness of their
initial cost.

diversity of opinion.

'

¥

tasks.

The calm assurance with which the advocates

of subsidy

assume

thai bonuses to shipping will Immediately result in rapid expansion
of the merchant navy is rather Irritating,
The basis of this as

suinpii

-onsisis of citations of "statistics"

relating to

ffects

11

German ami other subsidies. The statistics do indeed
show rapid growth of English and German commerce and shipping,
Since English and German shipping is prosperous and these coun
of English,

pay subsidies, it
Such a use
tistical method.

tries

Increase.

is

of

argued

subsidies cause shippmto
brings contempt upon the sta

that

statistics

Discussion of British subsidies can refer
ventions, since Great Britain never has. given
construction or navigation oi ship
priori, il
posial subventions ''an build up a merchant

onlj

postal

to

general

1

tlei

sub-

on

seems unlikely thai
marine.
They help
only such vessels as are Buitabli for mall service, These constitute
bui a very small proportion of the total merchant tonnage (in the
case of Great Britain, about 2 per cent.), and thej earn even a less
1

percentage of bo n1 Ire com
rce,
if the mail payments are sufficient only
1

tracting

companj

•Abstrarl
LOO

•

"I

ioi

lor

the necessary

nrtlclo

in

thu

l'n

i

'nl

s

will act merely to 1011
it is reasonable to suppose that the contrail
centrate the ocean-mail business into the hands of the contracting
company. The building and sailing of ships will not be in the lea:
encouraged or accelerated. The contracting line will grow al ho
expense of other shipping.
I

I

the subventions are larger than the necessary cost of Intwo results are possible. Either the payments serve to
remunerate inefficiency for its inability to make profits, or the
bonus above the cost of service bestows upon the contracting line
a monopoly advantage, giving it power to cut freight and passenger
rates under the competitive point. This condition might encourage
the contracting line to expand until it had absorbed a large part
of the business of its rivals. The motive for this policy would be
If

to

rate the eon

re

rvlce

tl

.

mm

II

the

,

i,

i

hope of enhanced

and the only way to secure such
and then raise freight rates above tin-

profits,

profits is to drive out rivals

competitive price. The effects of such a policy are first to stimulate
and then to discourage the growth of shipping.
Whether the British imperial mail contracts can or cannot
be justified on other grounds, it cannot be shown that they have
helped in the least lo add permanently to the tonnage of British
shipping.

The mail subsidy policy began in Germany in 1885. The mileage rates paid are lower than those paid by Great Britain, though
on the basis of the weight of mails carried they are much higher.
On the whole, the mail subventions paid by Germany seem no more
than a fair compensation for the services rendered, taking account
of the speed requirements, the regular times of sailing, and the
In addition to these
free carriage of officials and official dispatches.
subsidies the German government grants free importation of all
materials of construction and gives preferential railroad rates on
such materials. Besides, the state gives special assistance to certain
lines in the way of special through freight rates, which give the
railroad an unduly small proportion of the combined rates on exports from Germany. Neither the amount of these indirect bounties
nor their effect on export can be accurately estimated. Commerce
and shipping have expanded, and it is reasonable to suppose that
the preferential rates had some influence in this direction. If larger
exports and greater tonnage are the only considerations, then the
German system of preferential rates would seem to be a more effi
But if state expenditure
cacious method than mail subventions.
should bear any just relation to value received, then tin expediency

.

may

well be questioned. To ascribe the rapid
to bounties, direct or indirect, is abIn the first place, this rapid expansion began in 1881, four
surd.
years before mail subventions were granted and long before preferential railroad rates were inaugurated. Secondly. Germany does nol
The total amount of the mail subventions is
pay large subsidies.
but little greater than the amounts which the United States is now
paying on account of contract ocean-mail service for much shorter
Computed on either a mileage or
routes and less onerous service.
weight basis, the German rates are much lower. Thirdly, no possible connection between the state aid and the growth of the men bant
On the other land, other economic
marine can be established.
of these state favors

progress of

German shipping

The
causes are sufficient to explain Germany's maritime growth.
emigrant movement to the United States built up (he North German
Lloyd and the Hamburg-American lines. The industrial revolution
in Germany since 1SS0 accounts for the expansion both in com
merce and in shipping. The effects of the bounties, both direct and
indirect, are insignificant compared to the effects of these economic
forces.

or Mo- countries giving direct bounties on construction and
This
navigation, France offers the most instructive study.
shows a most unhealthy condition- a marine increasing in size and
diminishing in utility. While the bounties appear to have brought
about an Increase in tonnage, they have at the same time sapped the
remaining vitality of French maritime enterprise and left it a giant
Infant which becomes more dependent the larger ii grows. The ex
perience of France shows luminously the vast difference between
,1

Tin- French postal
an expensive one
subventions an even larger in amount and are therefore probablj
The cost ol -en
more Influential than are the general subsidies
structlng steamers is estimated to i«- 2:. to "•" per cent greater In
low much of this greater <>si is due to
frame than In England,
much 1- due to the boun
11.
al economic conditions and how
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ill

subventions, and the result

ha\

I

been vers happy,

Prom

In mall sub
government paid nearlj $15,
sidies iu sij different steamship lines
The subsidies (ailed to give
any permanent Impetus to steal
ivigation.
Prom L865 to
Brazil and ttie United States paid iointlj $250,
a year for a mail
line between New Sforh and Rio Janeiro
When the subsidj ceased
the line suspended.
The subsidj created and supported the lino,

L847

L858

to

mere exlsten

but the

on

the

comme

this

shipping.

line

In

1867

had no discernible
the

Pacifli

monthly service between San Francisco and

thi

Wail

effect

either

commenced

Orient on a sub
ounipaav offered

a

idj

in
$500,000 per annum
Five years later tinAfter great difficulty a
double the service for another $500,1
bill authorizing the increased service passed Congress.
Later
was proven that the company had spenl about a million dollars In
more or less direct bribery to secure the passage of the bill. Be
icessary legi
cause of the improper methods used to lecure tl

of

11

was annulled. During the period of subsidy,
imports from China ami Japan increasi d somewhai. while exports
The subsidized steamship line was no
actually decreased.
'e
Trade with South
responsible for the one than for the other.
Vmerica and Asia remaned practically stationary because we had
A
nothing that the inhabitants of those two continents wanted.
subsidy large enough to enable goods in be given away could scarcely
have increased exports much. No devi lopment of shipping resulted
from this burst of subsidy, in a speech before the House of Repre
?:• on
sentatives in
the occasion of a new subsidy proposition for
tion, (he later contract

i

l

s-

a line to Brazil. Mr. .1. G. Cannon said:
Beginning wild the year isit, down to the present time, we have paid ul
tor Hie purposi
stabl letting steamship
o£ the Treasury over $21,000,1
Seven million dollars would buy all tin' steamship lines engaged m
lines.
commerce that sail under the American flag on ever} ocean in the world, ana
more than that, tin. subsidizing of these steamship tines, from thi Collluj
in.,
in 1S50 np p. iln* present time, has bankrupted everj
a
prominent
that favored ii.
i

The disgraceful experience with the Pacific Mail discouraged
further subsidy schemes until 1891, when the present ocean mail
act was passed.
It establishes four classes of steamships to receive
respectively $4, $2, $1 and $0.66% per mile traversed as compensation for carrying the mails.
At its passage it was confidently
predicted that ocean transportation would as a consequence be revolutionized and American shipping would soon cover every sea. Six
mail lines have been established under the law, demanding a yearly
expenditure of nearly $1,500,000, but no revolutionary developments
in Americau snipping have yet resulted. The impossibility of building up the merchant marine by subsidies, reasonable or exorbitant.
for carrying the mails has already been pointed out.
There is a widely prevalent belief that a country must possess
a large merchant navy in order to be au independent and selfrespecting nation.
It is further believed that the nation which
must make use of the merchant shipping of foreign countries is economically dependent upon those countries.
So far as economy is
concerned, there is no reason why we should object to having our
freights carried by Englishmen, Norwegians, Italians aud Germans.
So long as these people can carry them cheaper than we can ourselves, there is nothing but gmin for us in the transaction.
If we
were willing to forego the patriotic joy of manning American ships
with native Americans, it would be possible to obtain a merchant
marine and to run it under the American flag without any bounties.
It would be necessary only to allow our shipowners to buy their
ships in the cheapest market and man them on the same terms. If
our navigation laws allowed free ships and freedom in the navigation of ships, there would be nothing to hinder American shipping
in the foreign trade from expanding rapidly.
But those most
agitated by our maritime decadence do not want the merchant
marine rehabilitated in this most rational manner. A merchant
marine, they say, can have no permanence or value unless built at
home.
If

our marine

is

to be built

at

home, the difference

in cost of

if any, must lie made up
\
a subsidj' in some form.
Shipbuilders place flic costs in American yards anywhere from 20
lo lull per cent, higher than the costs in England.
When guesses
(they can scarcelj !" called estimates) vary so widely, it is idle to
talk of a subsidy to make up tile difference in first costs.
It probably does cost more to build ships i.i the United States than in
Great Britain. It would be odd were (1 not so. The ship-building
industry in Great Britain is highly organized on an extensive scale.
Where the American builder constructs one ocean-going steamer.
the British builder constructs scons
Fixed charges form a much
larger proportii
costs in American yards.
Duplicate parts are
used extensively in tie construction of British tramp steamers,
cutting down in
greatlj
Were tie industry organized on a
larger settle in the United States, there is every reason for supposing
that ships could be built as cheaply here as anywhere else.
Ii
is
well known thai in Hie production of .ill other kinds of steel structures our manufacturers '.in compete with the world.
To-day the world is confronted by an over-supply of skips.
Ever since tie end ol thi Boi r war freights have been very low.
tin
I'm
gave \h
Morgan his inspiration to organize all the steam

construction,
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No.

Ship
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at

above o
There
no gi eat demand tor rt<
and a furl hei
decrease ill pric", do.
e
1..1I1
to
n.,l
,,-in
r
B don,.
better organization in in
an
ran
tion business is much
more
[ed ihan either more or better ships,
in tact
a reduction
in the number of ships would give a more economical service.
One
oi
effect
an American subsidj would be to Increase an already
redundant shipping. Would this bring down freights and bo lead to
expansion of commerce with all Ita attendant blessings? Scarcely.
for every idle ship Is a pauper, depending for Bupporl upon active
hipping
Furthermore, everj
ed compartment in every ship
In service represents Idle capita!, which earns nothing but which
demands dividends. The proposed subsidies would probably increase the cost- ot ocean transportation by increasing the amount
of idle tonnage.
Of course subsidies might be made large enough
pay pari of tin costs of transportation, however high.
to
The
-ii mi -in
might even paj all the ocean freights.
This would
Such a policy would
certainlj tend to thi expan ion ol commerce.
differ from other
ub Idj
chemes onlj in the degree of wastefulness and imbecility.
There is then no good economii reason for granting subsidies
The
to the merchant marine either for construction or navigation.
Ik; need of national
political arguments are two in number -first,
ufficiency, and second, the need of a merchant navy to serve
as an auxiliary naval force and to furnish transports end seamen
As to the first count, it is impossible for any
for the war navy.
n;
n to be entire] j independent ol other peoples. 'To hire foreign
ships is no more an indication of inferiority or di pendence than to
buy foreign fish or flannels. Secondly, as to the military value of
a merchant Beet, it is ob
is a source of danger and not
it
Witness our own Civil War. wle
a protection in time of war.
uistrs swept half our great merchant marine
few Conn
oft the seas in spite of our powerful war navy.
The more shipping
It is much
a nation possesses the more vulnerable it is to attack.
cheaper and better for the government to build cruisers that can
cruise than to subsidize private corporations. Tin- Avar vessel has
become so highly specialized that no mail steamer can lie successThe fastest are too slowfully converted into an efficient cruiser.
to run away from a real cruiser built for speed, and the strongest
are too weak to fight. As regards the ordinary merchantmen which
make up nearly the entire commercial navy, canal boats could as
readily lie converted into engines of war as these lumbering oceaudrays.
If we had no merchant vessels, the argument for a merchant
it
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navy to train up seamen for the war navy would have great force.
But the United States ranks next to Great Britain in the tonnage
i.e., third)
in the
of her merchant fleet, and close after Germany
tonnage of her ocean-going vessels engaged in foreign trade. There
is no pressing need of hiring vessels to train up seamen.
If we want to acquire a merchant navy in any case, whether
we need it or not, we must pay the price. The childish faith in
subsidies manifested by some of our oldest and therefore, accordI

ing to a popular superstition, wisest politicians is depressing. The
report upon the last bill introduced into and finally passed by the
Senate (1902) reads in part as follows:
The purpose of this bill and its reasonably certain results win be within
maritime supremacy of the United States in
ten years to establish tin
the trade on the Pacific with Asia and the Philippines and en the Atlantic
in the trade of the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea; to establish on
a secure hasis the trade between the United States aud the republics of
South America, and to give the United sen.- a respectable representation
Incidentally it will stive to the United
in the trade of the North Atlantic.
states an auxiliary navy second only to Great Britain's au ocean mail serve,,
exsuperior to that of Great Britain. France or Germany in all respects
cept for a few years more possibly, the service between New York and Engas
extend
shipbuilding
transfer
the
Sea
ports.
will
so
to
and
North
It
land
in time, certainly from Germany, aud possibly Hem Great Britain, to the
1

;

—

United States, the center of that industry, as the centers of other industries
Finally, it will give i" the United Stales a
ntlv have been transferred.
r
measure of maritime independence corresponding to our industrial and
This object and these results are perfectly well
agricultural independence.
abroad, and afford the reason why the measure is regarded with
tndersi
undisguised apprehension and hostility by the shipping interests of lairope.
I

All these grand results are to be accomplished by the yearly
expenditure of a paltry $4,700,000 in mail subventions and a million
in general subsidies. The total is but little more than the mail subsidies paid by France, and not a million dollars greater than the
subventions paid by Great Britain. Vet the American people are
seriously asked to believe that the costs of construction and of
navigation are 25 to LOO per cent, greater under the American flag
Surely to overcome such great differthan under the British flag!
Briefly,
ences an appallingly large subsidy would be necessary.
there appears to be no way of getting something for nothing, even
If we dance we
by the occult means of government, subsidies.
musi pay the piper. Possibly we may be allowed to pay the piper
though we do not dance. For were costs of construction, etc.. in
the United States no greater than in Great Britain, they could be
made to appear so for the sake of a bounty, and when once a bounty
is given the costs can be made to conform lo its size.
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random 11 would be exceptional nol
And some who slight their opportunities. Quite likely, in Ihe
present Instance these latter are unsulted to the trade thej have set
out to learn, and would be heller off in some other kind Oi work,
While there are always some men in the ranks who, through
native ability and ambition, will rise In one way or another, ii is
said by men in position to know that the majority of mechanics
n n
nowadays are not ambitious for proniol ion. because oi a
lacli of confidence in Iheir ability In aSBUU
XBCUtive duties Or
Hut education develops latent talents and
Other responsibilities.
of students selected al

to
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creates confidence;
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average up better than freshman
Among the remaining 50
class work in the technical schools.
per cciil. there are some that apparently are entirely without interest in the work a condition to be expected, since in any given

number

<

Shipping Subsidies
Loading Equipment for Panama

The beginning of a system of instruction for shop apprentices
designed to enable them to gain an elementary knowledge of the
technical part of their trade was recently made by the Southern
Pacific at its Sparks, Nev.,
shops.
The work was started by
giving instruction in mechanical drawing to the apprentices,
and a small building was put up for this special purpose. Arrangements were made with the president of the State university to
have' the Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Mr. J. G.
Scrugham, devote two evenings a week to the instruction of the
boys. Although the work has been in progress only a short time, the
results are regarded as being sufficiently encouraging to justify considering its extension to the Ogden and Pocatello shops; also of
adding to the course some instruction by the electrical engineer.
A good deal has been written and said of late regarding the
benefits to accrue both to apprentices and to the company from
suitable instruction of this sort, in the production of well-trained,
educated workmen, among whom will undoubtedly be found material from which foremen can be selected, and which in turn will
supply material for higher positions.
It is therefore of interest
to know what degree of appreciation the Southern Pacific appreti
tices are manifesting toward this instruction and the opportunities
ifforilci!
thereby.
It
appears that perhaps 50 per cent, of them
are taking great interest in the work and are turning oul mechanical

ive

:
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The Thief River Palls Extension of the
"Soo" Line

Local Freight Agents' Problems
Washington Correspondence
The Education of a Station Agent
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versity

the

apprentices

are started

thinking on

i

:;

their

own

account, broadening their ideas and in time their usefulness.
In such results the railroad company will be repaid many times
over for its outlay in providing a course of training.

INSULATION OF POLE-LINE SIGNAL WIRES.

A number of protracted discussions in the Railway Signal Association concerning the insulation of aerial electric signal wires
have resulted in little or no definite advance in knowledge; and the
meeting in New York City, January 9. differed mafrom the earlier ones only in making the defects in the
wire service a litle plainer than they were before. It may be uselast one, at the

terially

ful to briefly restate the case.

Considering automatic signals only, line wires on poles are used
for:

(1)

track

by

Control of indicators or switches by signals or

relays.
(2) Control of signals by switches.

(3)

Control of distant signal from tower or from

(4)

To supplement

the

naik

at Ihe end of the track eireuil
say. al the ha lerj
I

circuit, as

furthest

when

a

home

signal.

relaj

is

placed

from the signal; that

is

to

end.

Ignal at one end of
(6) in single track working, bo control a
die block section or signals remote from the track section.

of the wire question may be appreciated when
considered that a single railroad company has several thousand
miles of signal wires on pole
ssary uses
All of the uses mentioned would have been called
!'" years ago, when the polarized relaj was introduced and
up to

The Importance

ii

is

-i

the "wireless" system

began

to

find

favoi

Except on

Ingle-track

Introduction of the polarised relaj made it possible, under
ilgnals and switches by
favorable circumstances, to control all
.his of the track oircult,
necessary function, thai of
The
throwing a distant signal to the deal pi Itlon Immediatelj after

lines, the

it

the

corresponding

borne

changing the polarity
the heme ami the dl

home

signal

when

it

I

or
i.

nal

mi

signal

completei

accomplished i>y
which extends between
This is done i>> causing the

clears,

the track
Its

is

readll]

circuit

strobe to the clear position, to
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move a pole changer tor the batterj of the track circuit In question.
Indicators and switches can. hj well known menus, lie managed even
more easily than the distant signal.
But not every signal engineer has adopted the wireless sy:
and not all of those who have adopted it claim tor it the highest
perfection; ami the question of the adaptability and sufficiency and
economy of line wires still remains an important one
one road
which has introduced line-wire adjuncts and safeguards quite ex-

Vol. xi... No.

we must close, as we began, by asking: Do we want Insulation?
"" »'• "''t' H all tie u
?
How much does it cost" And in how
man] instances have dangerous conditions been cause,] by lack Of,
that

1

or by defects

insulation'.'

in,

THE ESSENTIALS
A

National Congress of

claims that bj reason of the stray earth currents In the
ground throughout considerable portions of its lines, the use of the
track circuit alone for the control of automatic block signals is unreliable ami even dangerous.
Whether these stray currents are
caused hy terrestrial magnetism which is uncontrollable, or come

name "The National Board

from

thai

tensively

electric railroad or light circuits,

trolled, or at

which might perhaps be con-

he recognized and intelligently dealt with, may
be considered as not affecting the present inquiry. If the weak currents used to work signals through rails are forever to be susceptileast

4.

inglon.
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RATE REGULATION.

Hoards of Trade,
of Trade,"
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and has pa88ed the following

now

resol

which takes as
in
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ton

le

wilh

al

its

Wash

regard

to

rate regulation:

The National Board of Trade, believing that
demand not only that the rates ot transportation
there

hen

ball

be

n

unjust

,

the Interests of the people
si
Id be reasonable, and

discrimination or preferences,

but

:,is,>

tti.it

governmental supervision of all Interstate tt
the earnest hope that Congress will, in its wisdom,
nnd
dllj n- possible, enact such further legislation as maj be neo
with Justice to nit concerned, t<> secure prompt and complete
I any
:it, uses
iii
transportation methods or operations which may, upon due Inquiry,
found to exist, nnd. t<> that end, that rebates and personal discriminations,
in whatever form they may occur, and by whatever device they may
bi
compllshed, be prohibited; that the corpora
and Individuals who in any
manner participate in them be subjected to seven penalties, and the most
effective machinery practicable !>< provided for their detection and pimlsh""I,

iinii

it,-,

i

iiv,-

in.--,-

agei
as s]

i

ble to disturbance by foreign currents, the mere possibility of such
disturbance is a sufficient reason for taking all practicable precau
lions against it.
New sources of disturbance, expected or unexpected, may arise at any time. Other roads have borne similar tes-

timony

to difficulties with track currents, though hut very ft w companies have had such extensive and varied experience as the one
mentioned. Several roads which have made much use of the wire-

system have found at least a few places on their, lines, where
has been decided to be necessary to use line wires for all purposes for which the line wires are adapted, and not to put full de
pendence for everything on the track circuit alone.
Wires being necessary, there are two question to be settled
First, is it necessary to insulate them, and, second, if insulated,
can the insulation be made reasonably durable? In other words,
what is the annual cost of insulated wire for a long term of years?
The chief danger to be apprehended with line wires is the
danger of crosses. With automatic block signals, the first essential
is safety.
Line wires are so connected to the instruments that a
failure in any part will turn the signal to the stop position, a safe
position. But a cross is a failure which no one has yet successfully
provided against.
A cross with a telegraph wire may divert cutrent from that into the signal wire and wrongfully turn the signal
from the stop to the clear position; and thus lead a train to destruction.
A cross between two signal wires might do the same
thing, if it connected the batteries in the right way. Theoretically,
bare wires may be made safe. With poles set near enough together,
less
it

and wire, insulators, cross arms and bolts of ample strength a poleline might be made to defy the storms with almost ideal certain! >
and decay of poles would be the chief danger to be guarded against.
But is it not cheaper to envelop each wire in an insulating coat
and thus use fewer poles and less expensive wires? This is a
question which ought to be decided on accurate data, for each situation, and one on which the world is waiting for signal engineers to
;

give their experience in lucid figures; so that it will not be necessary for the representative of a prominent road to say as one
said at the last meeting of the Railway Signal Association that he
believes insulation necessary, but does not know exactly what he
wants.

—
—

The immediate difficulty most talked about by the signalmen
at that meeting was poor insulation. "Weather-proof," as applied to
the wrapping of a wire, may be interpreted as meaning not proof
against any destructive agencies worse than the weather; nothing
that is more severe than rain, hail, snow, sleet, frost and solar heat.
In so far as an insulating braid is not proof against abrasion it is
not even weather-proof, for wind, which is an element of weather,
may quickly wear off a considerable thickness of the braid on a
wire by swinging the wire against a tree or post.
There was
much complaint that the compounds used to saturate the braid on
wires became disintegrated very quickly and dried out. But, as the
manufacturers at once asserted, that trouble was probably due to
scrimping prices. Good weather-proof wire can be had by paying
for it.
But how well do we
n the value of good insulation?
None of it is claimed to be as durable as the copper which it encloses; what, therefore, is to be done when the braid becomes unserivceable by age, while the copper remains sound?
Can copper
be taken down, rebraided and put up again? If not, it must, when
taken down, be sold as scrap.
If, as was once or twice suggested,
the copper, after the loss of its coat, is to be used for an indefinite
further time as bare wire, the whole argument for insulation fails,
I
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excessive rates in the schedules,

it

Is

United states court of competent Jurisdiction,
upon complaint of the Interstate Commerce Commission (which complaint
shall be given precedence), shall have determined that an existing rate Is
pe, the commission, or some other competent authority, be given power
to compel the substitution of a reasonable maximum rate, such rate to go Into
effect within a reason;
and to remain In force for such period, not
long
than one year, us maj be determined, the rate fixed t<> be subject to
revision In the proper federal Courl upon proof
mcl rate Is less than
reasonable compensation.
that

whenever

a

i

Perhaps this action shows as well as any single fact which has
recorded the remarkable way in which the people of this
country have been educated with regard to the whole subject of
railroad rates and rate-making and discriminations. Last year the
National Board adopted a resolution, in common with many similar
organizations, which was in line with the unworkable and undesirable provisions of the Esch-Townsend bill. This year their recommendations are clearly thought out; they aim their measure solely
at rebates and discrimination, and they suggest as a remedy a maximum rate, to remain in force for a period not longer than a year,
subject to revision in a Federal court upon proof that the rate is
This seems as fair a remedy
less than reasonable compensation.
yet we must again point
as any that has yet been promulgated
out, as we have often pointed out before, that a tremendous responsibility in any such case rests with the commission, and that
the importance cannot be overestimated of having a commission
composed of men sufficiently intelligent to give decisions which will
not paralyze industry prior to their reversal by the courts. Granting that some effective way must be found of stopping discrimination, it is obvious that the principal things to be done are two in
number. First of all. a board of men must be found and this
who can make decisions caris a matter of the gravest difficulty
rying as intelligent an understanding of traffic situations as those
made by railroad officers; second, a law must be formulated
which will not permit a stupid or excited commission to do injuries which would be all but irreparable.
All who have studied
the present situation must be more and more impressed by the
;

—

fact that most,

if

not

all

—

—

the difficulties of the present situation, are

due to a single element the law's delay. It is probable that few of
the best informed critics of American railroad conditions would
deny that the present laws are adequate, if the small shipper who
has suffered a real wrong could get a hearing and obtain his remedyin a short time and at small cost; but it is useless to ignore the
lamentable fact that where decisions drag through a period of time
averaging about four years in important cases, as was brought,
out in the testimony last spring, the small shipper has at present
no remedy.
Much has been said, both before the Senate Committee and in
the public press, about the interdependence of railroad rates and
the fact that there is scarcely a rate in the country that really
stands alone, and that can be changed without affecting a good
many other rates as well. It seems scarcely necessary to proceed
into a discussion of this question, but several concrete instances are
at hand which we quote to add force to the points which we consider crucial in making any rate regulation law, as enumerated
above; the requirements that the proposed remedy shall never afford a means of paralyzing industry and that it is absolutely and
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vitally essential that the right
specific

instances,

selected

to

men administer
illustrate

the
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as

rates

change of the rate on a particular classification, or on a particular
commodity, between two points may force a change in the rates
on that classification, or on that commodity, between other points,
and may frequently affect an extended territory, are as follows:
INTERDEPENDENCE OF RAILROAD RATES.
On February 1, 1905, important reductions were made in the
Simulclass and commodity rates from Louisville to Atlanta.
taneously, similar reductions were made from Cincinnati, Ohio:
Evansville, Ind.; Cairo, 111.; Memphis, Tenn., and New Orleans, La.,
These reductions from the western markets forced corto Atlanta.
responding reductions in the rates from Baltimore, Philadelphia,
New York and Boston. The reductions from the Ohio river
crossings were followed by reductions from points north of the
Ohio river, and the reductions from the eastern ports necessitated
reductions from interior eastern markets competing with the seaboard cities. The reductions to Atlanta necessitated reductions to
points competing with Atlanta, such as Macon, Augusta, Columbus,
Rome and Chattanooga. The reductions from Louisville to Atlanta
brought about reductions from Chattanooga and Birmingham to
Atlanta.
The reductions from the eastern seaboard cities to Atlanta necessitated reductions from the southern ports to Atlanta.
By this process of relative rate adjustment between markets, the
initial changes referred to above from Louisville and Baltimore to
Atlanta, extended to the traffic moving from the northwestern and
New England States to practically every city and town in the
State of Georgia, and, in their final operation, reduced the rates on
a large number of classes and commodities from Atlanta to Macon;
two cities in the State of Georgia less than ninety miles apart. The
rates on cotton from Atlanta, Ga., are at present as follows:
Per tOO

To
"

"
"

Jacksonville, Fla

Brunswick, Ga
Savannah. Ga
Charleston,

S.

C

"

Wilmington, N. C

4:!

"
"
"

Norfolk, Va
Mobile, Ala
New Orleans, La

49
48
53

"

commodities:
Until a comparatively recent date there has been no competition in the southeastern section of the United States between
vegetable oils and hog lard, but the development of the cot on seed
industry resulted in the production of a large amount of cotton
seed oil which has become a sharp competitor for the trade formerly enjoyed by hog lard, the refined cotton seed oil being sold in
its native state and after conversion into so-called compound lard.
When this competition arose, the railroads in the BQUtheast provided for it by classifying cooking oil the same as lard, and by
making the commodity ratings the same on both articles.
The rate on pig Iron from Birmingham, Ala., to Cincinnati, Ohio,
is $2.75 per ton of 2,210 pounds.
This adjustment is the result ol
efforts on the part of the southern lines to develop the uinnul'm inn
of iron pipe in southern territory, in
ipetition with the pipe
foundries In Pennsylvania. This is only one of many instances of
I

same character.
the

rates

material,

&

Within the last ten years the
high tensile strength and ductility
has reached the point where almost any shape which can be cast in
gray or malleable iron can be made in cast steel. Large marine
castings, stern posts, bed plates, hawse pipes and the like are now
almost universally made of cast steel and smaller parts are made
with an equally high percentage of perfect castings.
In car and locomotive work, cast-steel is taking the place of
cast, malleable and wrought iron for many large and small parts.
Couplers, draft sills, body bolsters, platform sills, truck bolsters,
truck frames, journal boxes and even wheels are now being made of
Locomotive frames, wheel centhis comparatively new material.
ters, cross-heads, axle boxes, rods and other parts are being made
The
in large numbers, and have given good results in service.
greatest difficulty in making such castings of steel is the proper
design of the piece, for with cast-steel the shrinkage, tendency to
honeycomb, and washing out of cores and small projections In the
mold require a different foundry practice from that used in making
gray iron castings. Sharp corners and thin ribs or webs must be
avoided and proper provision made for risers and gates in the mold.
.Molten steel, if not hot enough, is sluggish, and if too hot is vioIt has more of a
lently agitated by the gases formed in the mold.
tendency to wash off small projections In tilling a mold unless carefully poured and in shrinking it contracts more than cast-iron, and
in a less uniform manner.
Blow-holes can ice largely prevented bj
the mixture of manganese and silicon with the steel and perfect
venting of the mold, but loo high a proportion of these elements
results in b'il leness.
Green sand molding is now used almost en
tirely instead of the dry leaked molds formerly employed, and with
heiier. results.
good, if m
For duplicate work, such as
>
couplei bodies and parts, molding machines are as well adapted (or
making steel eastings as for gray and malleable Iron castin
rim manufacture of
piers and bolsters from east steel ban
reached b
of development beyond which little more could be
asked. Where weaknesses have developc
In the pal
risers and
tern or In the method of molding and location ol
sinking beads tor feeding the casting
ting bave usually
come the difficult! and the standard makes ol ihese parts of car
equipmenl are turned con with a remarkablj low percenta
More complicate!
like locomotive frames
defects,
are often difficult ic> make perfectly even though thej have to
producing

art of

serving the markets of Savannah, Ga., and Charleston,
C, immediately made the rate from those points the same as
from Brunswick.
These instances show how the change in a rate on a certain
commodity extends over a much larger area than would be at first
apparent. The instances which follow carry the same idea further
and show how the change in a rate on a particular commodity may
force readjustments in the rates on other correlated or competing

fertilizer

is

Reading in July, 1867. by the William Butcher Steel Works, now
the Midvale Steel Co. These castings were made from crucible steel
of about the same hardness as tool steel, and while they had a
smooth surface they were honeycombed throughout and far from
Neither the Bessemer nor the open-hearth process of steel
perfect.
making was in successful use at that time. It was not until after the
perfection of the open-hearth process, the Tropenas and other improved Bessemer processes 15 or 20 years later that cast-steel began to be used as a commercial material of construction, although

for

S.

Generally,

The first steel castings made in this country of which anything
generally known, were crossing frogs made for the Philadelphia

the early experiments with crucible steel resulted in the discovery
several important principles of foundry practice, notably a
suitable moulding mixture and the use of manganese and silicon

carriers

on

CAST-STEEL.

of

For many years past the slightest reduction in the rate from
Atlanta to either of these ports has been followed simultaneously
The distance from
by corresponding changes to all the others.
Atlanta to Wilmington, N. C, is 435 miles, and from Atlanta to
Brunswick, Ga., 279 miles, but on account of the competition of the
carriers serving these markets, respectively, the same rate applies
In 1897, by action of the Georgia Railroad Commisto both ports.
sion, the rate on fertilizers from Brunswick, Ga., to Atlanta, Ga.,
was reduced from $3.14 to $2.57 per ton of 2.000 pounds. The

the

than the southern millers paid on the raw material.
The rate on cotton, in bales, by rail and water routes from
Columbus, Ga., to Boston, Mass.. is 6CV4 cents per 100 lbs., out of
which the carriers pay a compress fee of 7% cents, leaving a net
rate of 59 cents.
The rate on cotton factory products between the
same points, via the same routes, is only 55 cents per 100 lbs.
This comparatively low rate on the manufactured goods grew out
of the efforts of the railroads in the south to develop the cotton
milling industry on their lines, in competition with the established cotton milling districts in New England.

lbs.

43 cents.
43
43
43

ammoniated goods, and

this competition has forced uniform
upon the ingredients and the manufactured goods. Until about
four years ago the rates on wheat and corn from the western markets to points in the southeast were slightly lower than the rates
on flour and meal to the same points, but the lines originating this
business at the Ohio river forced a reduction in the rates on flour
and meal to the grain basis, presumably in the interest of the
western miller, who formerly paid a higher rate on the manufactured product to points in the south, where mills were situated,

These
which the

the remedy.

way

75

on fertilizers are the same as the rati
used in the manufacture of fertilizers,

such

soda,
kainit,
as
nitrate
of
muriate of potash,
blood
tobacco stems, llsb scrap, cotton
tankage, acid phosphate
seed meal, etc. The values of these commodities vary very greatl]
but cotton seed meal, kainit and acid phosphate ale sold in
petition with the complete commercial fertilizer, generally known

and

mm

making

sound

castings.

steel castings of

t

.

1

1

1

:

1

1

'i

1

I

i

do
in

ened

as nearly as possible in

similar part

Nil

.

.

with the best pracl

nation and shrinkage sometimes cannot
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made with the patterns.
Master Mechanics' Association in 1904 reported the preference of members in favor of cast-steel locomotive
frames based on the Dumber of locomotives in us,- as more than
double the number in favor of hammered iron frames. Specifications
for cast-steel frames were reported as follows:
be determined until a tew trials have been

A

commitl

I

the

Acid open-hearth steel; 0.28 carbon, 0.05 phospl
Iba per
manganese; tensile strength no! less than 55,
In 2 In. nci loss than 15 per cent.; all frames to be am
I

sq.

0.60

ihur,

0.01

-

In.;

elongation

led.

steel

A

recent bridge specification requires acid open-hearth
phosphorus, 0.05; manganese, 0.80; silicon,
0.05;
0.35; ultimate strength. 65,000 lbs.; elongation, 20 per cent, in 2 in.
The importance of careful foundry practice is emphasized in the
steel;

sulphur,

committee's report, and also adequate annealing, which is an essenUnannealed or poorly annealed steel
tial element of the process.
castings are unreliable and weak.
The comparative strength and ductility of cast-steel is shown
by the following table, compiled from tests made in 1891 by a committee of the Master Car Builders' Association:
t

Ult. strength.

Material.
Cast Iron
Malleable Iron
Wrought iron

20,000
32,000
50,

>

60,000

Cast steel

The saving

lbs.

"
"

"

Comparative

Elongation

strength,

in

c.

i.

=

1.

per cent.
0.35
2.00
20.00
10.no

4 in.,

1.0
1.6
2.5
3.0

XL., No.

i

The reader needs not

to be told that the brevity of this list ban
significance as affecting the aggregate loss of life and
property by train accident* in the month ol December, tor a gls
:n
Hi,
items under the different dates will slum that it is only
In what may be called big disasters that December presents a less
The Govern
discreditable record than Its Immediate predecessors.

no greal

or in record, when It appears, may very likely -how totals even
larger than the average so little does a half dozen wrecks of the
$100,000 grade affect the grand total toi the 220,000 miles of road
occur.
mi \\ In,:, ;i, eidenl
The Rock Springs collision is in no way exceptional, so far
as the cause is concerned; but a circumstance which is quite exceptional is the killing of so many persons on a passenger train while
High-class long, li tance pa senger trains
yet no passenger is killed.
now approach the ocean steamship in the variety of services performed for passengers, and consequently in the number of employees carried on the train. The New York City collision is notable,
lirst, by the question of signaling connected with It—and the failure
ol the state railroad commissioners to get any useful information
concerning the culpability of the engineman or others concerned
and second because of its suggestions. It occurred on a line soon
to be electrified, and the overturned car was one which would undoubtedly be quickly set afi/e by the short circuiting of a powerful electric current on or near the track beneath it.
The number of electric-car accidents reported in the newspapers
as occurring in the United States in December was 19, in which five
persons were killed and 87 were injured.

—

:-.

These specifications are well within the resources of the
founder.

Vol

Comparative

ductfiltj .ni.i
leable
Iron.
1

i

=

HIT
1.0
10.0
5.0

in weight for equal strength is about in proportion

to the ultimate strength,

and because of

its

Southern

high ductility cast-steel

Pacific.

The Southern Pacific Company was incorporated in 1884, under
a special charter from the state of Kentucky. Early in 1885 it took
over the 4,705 miles of line which then constituted the Southern
In that year this mileage
Pacific and Central Pacific systems.
yielded $30,000,000 gross transportation receipts. In the year ended
June 30th last, covered by the report lately issued, the average
operated mileage of rail lines was 9,138 miles and the gross transportation receipts, including those from water lines, $95,500,000.
This growth
ticularly

in

mileage and earnings has been accompanied, parUnion Pacific purchased control in 1901, by

since the

notable improvements in the physical characteristics of the lines.
The task of reconstruction has been no small one and is not yet
complete, but the large expenditures of earnings for betterments
are working a transformation in the old and new Southern Pacific
lines as operating railroads.
In particular has the main line from
New Orleans and Galveston to San Francisco been made efficient.
One of the great advantages which the Southern Pacific has over
its cbmpetitors lies in possession of its own steamship lines from
New York to the two most important gulf ports and its own rails

Southern
can be used in places where cast-iron cannot be used on account
and bolsters. Large
heavy malleable castings cannot be made with strength in proportion to the weight, but with properly annealed steel castings the
strength varies almost directly as the area of cross-section. The
possibilities of this material have by no means been exhausted in
car and locomotive work.

of the low resistance to shock, as in couplers

December Accidents.
The condensed record of the principal train accidents which
curred in the United States in the month of December, printed
in another column, contains accounts of 29 collisions, 25 derailments, and five other accidents. Those which were most serious,
or which are of special interest by reason of their causes or attending circumstances, occurred as follows:
o,

Dec.
7th
191 h

22d

Place.

Rock Springs. X. Y
York. N. Y
IIollv Springs. Miss

New

Killed.

9
1
1

Injured.
19
15
8

Pacific.

Thus, except on
to the most important Pacific port.
perishable freight, it can get the whole haul and the whole rate
across the continent.
Gross railroad earnings for the year were $89,403,632, an increase
of $2,493,126 over 1904. Operating expenses increased only $243,874,
leaving net earnings of $30.S73.617, an increase of $2,249,253 over
the previous year.
The gross earnings came $57,759,312 from
freight and $26,412,631 from passenger and extra baggage earnings.
Passenger earnings increased $1,200,000, or nearly 5 per cent., and
freight earnings $1,160,000, or 2 per cent.
Operating expenses show a fine record of increase in the maintenance charges and decrease in conducting transportation account.
Maintenance of way increased $1,416,239, or 11.5 per cent., and
maintenance of equipment $939,651. or 7.8 per cent. The decrease
Genin conducting transportation was $2,315,331, or 7.2 per cent.
Increases
eral expenses at the same time increased 10.6 per cent
in maintenance of way account came in those items which most
closely reflect betterment of the line. Repairs of roadway increased
$742,000; renewals of rails, ties, and other track material, $355,Per
800, and repairs of buildings, docks and wharves, $196,500.

from them
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mam and second track, maintenance of way expenditures
were $1,476 against $1,341 in 1904. Maintenance of equipment account includes $143,377 written off against 29 old locomotives;
$92,261 for changing 176 locomotives to burn oil, and $45,613 for
changing 19 locomotives from compound to simple; also, $37,893
for metal cabs put on 77 locomotives, for equipping 406 locomotives
with acetylene headlights, and for 174 steel-tired wheels used in
renewals. The same account also includes $102,300, cost of replacing
28 passenger cars disposed of, and $562,053, cost of replacing 1,556
freight cars also sold, destroyed or condemned, including the cost
of equipping 45 narrow gage cars with air-brakes and 347 narrow gage cars with automatic couplers. The average cost of repairs per locomotive and per car was $3,473 per locomotive in
1905 against $3,588 per locomotive in 1904; $920 per passenger car
in 1905 against $823 in 1904, and $S5 per freight car against $S1
Of the four unit items of maintenance charges, every
in 1904.
one, with the exception of cost of maintenance per locomotive, which
was larger in 1904, is heavier than in any previous year. The
decrease of $2,315,331 in conducting transportation was most of
all due to a'decrease of $1,665,649 in cost of fuel; wages of enginemen and trainmen decreased $235,688. The company was also much
more fortunate than in the previous year in the amount of payments necessary for injuries, loss and damage, in which item there
was a decrease of $433,100, or 21.5 per cent.
There was an increase of 23,348,638, or 1.87 per cent., in the
number of passenger miles, and a decrease of 1,298,829, or 0.02 per
Excluding ferry and suburban
cent., in the number of ton-miles.
passengers, the average receipts per passenger mile were 2.183 cents
against 2.141 cents in 1904. The ton-mile receipts also show a small
increase, from 1.014 cents in 1904 to 1.046 cents in 1905. The average passenger traveled 84.39 miles against 82.83 miles in 1904. The
average distance a ton of freight was carried was 268 miles against
277 miles the previous year, a decrease of nine miles, or 3.2 per
cent.
The average number of passengers per train increased from
63 to 65, or 3.4 per cent.
There were 18.96 tons on the average
in each loaded car. a slight decrease from the preceding year.
The
train load, on the other hand, increased from 275 tons to 290 tons.
an increase of 15 tons, or 5.4 per cent. Largely through the working of the equipment clearing house, described in detail in the
Railroad Gazette of January 19th, there was a gain of 2.95 per cent.
in the percentage of loaded freight car mileage to total freight car
mileage, and a decrease of 11.4 per cent., or 18,188,813, in the number of empty freight car miles. This corresponds roughly to the
running of 433,000 freight train miles.
All these figures show increased operating efficiency and large
expenditures for the up-keep of the property. The company's record
is.
in fact, to all but one class of persons, exceedingly satisfactory.
These are the holders of that part of its $197,849,000 common stock over and above the $90,000,000 through which the Union
Pacific holds control. The surplus after charges a year ago amounted
to 4% per cent, on the capital stock.
This was all put back into

The following are

mile of

the property. Since that time, $40,000,000 7 per cent, preferred
stock has been issued. Allowing for the $2,800,000 charges thus
placed ahead of the common stock, the surplus for 1905 equals 4.96
per cent, on the common. In view of these surpluses, and the
strengthening, through refunding during the year, of the company's
financial position, many of the common stockholders believe that
a dividend is clearly due them. No dividend has ever been declared on the common stock, hut just at' the time when the long
record of expenditures out of earnings on the up-building of the
property seemed about to result in such increased efficiency of
operation that dividends could consistently be declared, a new factor has come up, which, judging from a statement made in the
This
report, will delay for some time longer any such distribution.
is the necessity of building new lines of railroad for two purposes
To develop local areas tributary to the existing lines and to offset
the aggressive building of competitive lines. At least 400 miles
of new line, including an extension eastwardly from the San Francisco-Portland line into central Oregon, have already been author
led, at. an estimated cost of about $14, 000, U00.
In addition, the
Mexican Government has granted a concession for building 775
mill's of line on the west coast of Mexico from (liiaynins, the present terminus of the Sonora Railway, to Guadalajara.
In order to
take advantage of opportunities which in most cases must be seined
at. once, the management announces
that in ils judgment the resources of the company must be held in reserve and carefully bus
banded.
Thus, disappoint
nl
slill
seems lo await those who have
been hoping for dividends. Patience may in this case appear lo he
a difficult virtue to exhibit, but eventually bidders of the common
stork must get the advantages 01 this broadening of Influence.
With the first class main lines which have been wrought out of the
properties taken over in
SS.'i. anil
the strategic importance Which
the new extensions will give the company, the ii
must sooner
or later come when the Southern Pacific will be in profits to its
stockholders, as well as territorially, one of the most important of
the country's railroads.

77
the principal statistics of operation of the

rail lines:

1904.
9,014

1905.

Mileage worked
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Gross earnings
Maint. way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Conducting transportation
Operating expenses
Net earnings
Gross income'

9,138
$57,759,312
26,412,631
89,403,632
13,731,801
12,989,732

Including water

651

25.201,488
86,910,406
12,315,562
12, 050. ONI
32,006,932

29,691,601
58,530,015
30,873,617
9S,140,582
13,124,410

Net income*
*

$.-1(5,002,

58,286,1

It

28,624,365
!I5,522,!I'.I2

9,593,215

lines.

NEW
Biographical Directory of thi
Cloth.
694 pages, 6x8%

PUBLICATIONS.
Railway

Officials of

Price, $3.00.

ins.

Edition of 1906.

America.

Eailway Age Company, Chi-

cago.

Following the

five

preceding volumes, the earliest issued in 18S5,

this latest edition of the Directory of Railway Officials brings down
as nearly as possible to date the record of service of most of the
principal railroad officers of the United States. Canada and Mexico.
It is a collection of brief personal histories of the men now, or
formerly, occupying important railroad positions, giving, in general,
in each case, the date and place of birth, institution where educated, and, so far as possible, a continuous record of positions held
since first entering railroad service. The present volume contains
such a brief biographical record of 5,000 different men. Included
in the list are the names of many men who have left important
positions in railroad service to engage in other business, but whose
railroad records are of general interest. Also, in recognition of
the increasing influence of government in railroad management,
there are included sketches of the personal history of 96 national
and state railroad commissioners. Many of the individual records
are exceedingly interesting as showing the steps in the career of
some of the country's most successful men. The chief value of the
book is, of course, as a reference volume for railroad libraries.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
In 1894, the Master Car Builders' Association, for convenience in the filing and preservation of pamphlets, catalogues, specifications, etc., adopted a
number of standard sizes. The advantages of conforming to these sizes have
been recognized, not only by railroad men, but outside of railroad circles, and
many engineers make a practice of immediately consigning to the waste basket
all catalogues that do not come within a very narrow margin of these standard
They are given here In order that the size of the publications of this
sizes.
kind, which are noticed ender this head, may be compared with the standards,
and It may be known whether they conform thereto.

Standards.
Postal-card circulars
Pamphlets and trade catalogues

3%
3%

Specifications

and

letter

9
8*4

paper

by G% In.
by 6
by 9
"
by 12
" by 10% "

In.

6

"
"
"

—

Foundations and Setting Machine Tools. This is the title of
a neat little booklet published by the Niles-Fement-Pond Company,
New York. It contains valuable information for those who have
to do with the building of foundations and the setting of machine
Brick foundations are referred to in a brief way. but eon
tools.
crete foundations are recommended unless there is some good special
reason for using brick.

Sleam Shovel News.—Ho. 1 of Vol. 2 of this Interesting little
magazine contains an announcement that hereafter it will appear
monthly. The current number has as its leading article, "A Com
There is also an illustrated descrippetitor of the Panama Canal."
tion of an interesting sewer and ditching job, and other short articles
and notes of interest in this line.

—

Hummers. Illustrations and price lists of all kinds and
hammers forged from solid-crucible cast-steel are given
raialogue published b\ The David Maydole Co., Norwich, X S

of

sizes
in

a

I

I

di
Lamps. \ handsomely Illustrated cats
e
Sawyer Man Incandescent lamps is being distributed
by the Wostinghouse lOleelrie 4i M IV. Co

Incandescent

scriptive of the
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Royal

Meeker's article contributed to
December, "Shipping Subsidies,"
Compai
contain one or two statements Inviting examination,
certain Questions and answers In the report of a Parliamentary
1869
with
Committee on Packets and Telegraphs illue Book vi
SCour

the

Mr,

Political Science Quarterly tor

.
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Mr. Meeker's:
"from imv to 1858 the government paid nea
$15,000,000 in mail subsidies to six different lines.
The bud
failed to give any permanent Imp
steam navigation." We
Mr. Cobden asked Q. 58S
Kou are aware that it (the Collins
ceased because the American Government withdrew the sui>
sidy'."'
And Mr. Wilson followed: Q.
613.
"The Cunard' con
trai
Is E L91,
\.
Is n not
"Yes, v: 191
i

i

i

I

of subsidizing their vessels; and
ol course, have been
driven off tin passage."
No one,
think, can read the above without conviction that
Mr. Meeker was not fully seized of the subject of which In was
writing,
in tart, the value of subsidies to British shipping and
British commerce is very generally underrated by our advi
oi subsidies.
In 1S46. sec reports of committees, XV., p. 30, Cunard
I

1

had got this contract (for a line to New York
Boston) three months sooner there would
have been no American line." A statement which leads us to infer
that it took cash in hind to secure legislation adverse to Am
"If

in
British shipbuilding hae been
tions ovei the Hep,,
d state of m. i,
,

remember

<>t
it

i

in.

with

XI...

No.

4.

American alula
And you will

interests,

during a large part of the first calendai year In
lm
out
ports of iron and steel product.
ports our best statisticians and publicl
ireri
proving that
win p. south.
an excei:
n a
mpo Jlble.
ii

out

that
•

I

I

i

m«

I

'

Q 617. "Three hundred and twenty thousand pounds Is the
amount which is now paid by this country and thi colon] Cor the
transmission of postage, including the Galway line?" A
"And in the face of these increasing subsldiei the
Q. 618.
American Government have altogether relinquished the pra

testified:

Voi

I

in addition to his line to

Loading Equipment for Panama.

TO

I

Km rOB
When a
III

New fork, las
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in:

,,,
like th,- isthmian canal, is under
ars of unsuccessful effort, there finally results
ta. lure, both financially and fro,m an engineering standpoint, then
in order to ma
inning there necessarily is much that
must be ii.,ni
there are man;
ited obstacles that n
work can properly be started. From
removed
e real
i

.

.

I

I

who express
Ism

opinions before they have formed them.
and impatience, without an attempt at. prac-

theii

The actual labor
the solution of the problem.
-imply to get ready to do the work in the right
way. is necessarily enormous, and it would be surprising if there
not a few individuals to be found who did not understand
the conditions and who therefore should feel
ons

to

bi

toi

!

called upon to severely criticise.
In order to apprei late in a measure the
nature of the obstacles to be overcome in

even the preparatory measures, it is only
necessary to follow a few of the details of
adequate equipment for the proper
It is compara.ng out of the plans.
tively an easy matter for a committee to
settle upon the proper equipment: but few
persons understand the difficulties to be overcome in securing, shipping and setting up
the necessary ponderous equipment in a new
country where but few of the implements required for the proper handling of this equipment are available at the outset when they
are most needed. The large cranes, the
i

Bucyrus pile-drivers, hoisting machines and
cars already shipped on the Panama steamers
are in themselves more ponderous and difficult to secure and place in their proper locations than the subsequent material to be
handled. The reason the first attempted cutting of this Panama Canal failed was that
adequate preparation was never made to begin the work in the proper manner. The present Isthmian Canal Commission has begun
in the only possible way to assure successful
progress and achievement.
In the speech recently made by the Hon.
Theodore P. Shonts before the Commercial
Club, in Cincinnati, he said: "Preparation
is a part, and a most important part, of the
work of construction." This stupendous
work cannot be achieved without adequate
equipment of the most approved and thor
Loading Cars for the Panama Canal on the Steamship "Colon.'
oughly tested designs, and I believe all pracinterests.
Neither the Peninsular and Oriental nor the Royal Mail tical engineers will agree with Mr. Shonts in his views as put
could have built up their large fleets without the commercial con- forward in this speech and see the necessity of doing just what he
fidence given by their subsidies, and as the Collins vessels always says is being done. He says:
beat the time of the Cunarders, they probably would have been
"We are approaching the end of the preliminary work. We have made
driven off the passage if it had not been for their subsidy.
AVe are getting the line
the Isthmus a healthful place in which to work.
In addition to the Collins line our lines to Havre and Hamburg
were "driven off the passage" by relinquishment of the practice of
subsidizing our vessels. Our Hamburg line has expanded into the
Hamburg-American line, and if we had continued our practice in

into a condition which will enable us to operate an excavating
plant r., The best advantage, and we are assembling the plant with which
the work is to he done."

of the canal

'

the British spirit its magnificent fleet

and immense

political influ-

would have been American.
In

its issue of Jan. 5, 1906. the Iron and Coal Trades Review,
London, says:
"The total volume of British shipbuilding turned
in 1905 has exceeded that of any previous year in the history of the trade.
It amounted to 1,806,000 tons.
The year
with excellent prospects. The quantity of work on hand on
Dec. 31, 1905, is estimated as being about equal to one-half of the
it
of an average year.
Ii:
oiler words, British yards may
ded as closing the year with about six months work on
hand, which is an unusual and highly enviable position." But Mr.
Mocker tells us: "To-day the world is confronted by an over-supply of ships.
Shipyards are working short time and turning out work tit prlci
tli
above cost"
is not intended by the above citations to imply that
It
Mr.
.Meeker, who is undoubtedly a thinker, has relied entirely on his
internal consciousness for* his views as to the commercial status
of the shipbuilding industry. This is the third time that a boom
.

.

.

.

.

.

He further explains that although most of this equipment had to
be manufactured to order the bulk of it is now on the ground.
Just how much labor, and energy and time this represents is only
fully appreciated by those who have attempted even in a small
way to perform similar tasks. The accompanying photograph will
give a slight idea of what extraordinary efforts have been made to
secure the necessary equipment to push the work forward at the
Isthmus. This photograph shows the loading on the Panama steamship "Colon" of some of the large steel Goodwin cars used for transporting and distributing excavated material. This material is
by discharging trains of these cars operated by compressed
air from the locomotive.
These huge cats are to be loaded by steam
shovels with ."'-yard buckets that scoop out masses of earth and
rock weighing 10 to 12 tons in a single scoop. The French in their
efforts to accomplish this work used small cars and small locomoii
with the idea that the saving in labor to keep up the roadbed for a light equipment would offset the smaller amount of
material hauled in a train; but the fallacy of their methods has
been too plainly shown to need argument, and the present Comi

-

;
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the public satisfaction.
In these matters alone, business may In
held or lost and solicitors of freight do not know why we lose
the business. We do not hesitate to put on enough engines to move
the number of trains required, or allow enough switch engines to
do the work. Why should we fail in giving ample or efficient force
to collect the revenue or serve the public as it should?
The agent
should be the directing power or the medium for the public. The
yardmaster must realize this and they should be in close touch.
This can be helped very much if the superintendent will hold
conferences with the agents of the terminal. The general yardmaster should attend those. He then learns the situation as a
whole, can better appreciate the necessity of good service, the agents
get a good insight of this work and they can see matters from the
best standpoint. This means better handling of a terminal. All are
in touch with the situation.
The company should provide a liberal number of district yardmasters, well paid, with a good office building having good conveniences, well taken care of, with a sufficient and efficient office force
to keep proper records; the men should be trained to the necessity of following up detail matters, making the office organization
as strong as the offices of the different heads who are compelled
to get intormation from that of the general yardmaster, installing
a system of records that are complete, not burdensome, but giving
quick information. There should be a good telephone service with
a liberal number of 'phones located at points where the district
yardmasters can be reached easily, and good results will follow.
The superintendent should feel that he is responsible not only for
moving the traffic over the road and through the terminal, but that
he is responsible if the company loses a good patron. He should
keep in touch with public demands, and his actions in these matters will be an incentive to the employees. After all, there should
be no department; in fact, all should work together, thus serving well the company. Superintendents should keep in touch with
the traffic department, taking advantage of their assistance, calling
upon them to give their services in the way of getting shippers to
accept freight or placing for a time the acceptance of certain freight.
When this is done the traffic department can give great assistam e
They are then conversant with your difficulties, and not in the
dark, and thus working at a disadvantage with the public. With
this co-operation a large terminal can and will be handled success-

mission has shown its ability to cope with the problem by arranging to use an adequate equipment and by "getting the line of the
canal into a condition which will enable them to operate an excavating plant to the best advantage."
John m. Goodwin.

The Operation

Dlvi

of a

Busy Terminal

BY

H. KETCH All,
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.

C.

Superintendent,

—

District."

"A Busy Terminal" covers a good deal, and the writer must
admit that he has hardly known where and how to begin. The
busier a terminal the more need of a good organization and system.
When a terminal is crowded and demands are exacting then is the
time that good organization and system counts and enables the yard
to give better service and handle more cars with its facilities.
Considering tide-water facilities where freight is allowed to be
held 10 to 30 days for lighterage, and 60 days for export, to save
delay to car equipment, and handling of cars in continued switching, and have freight handy to deliver to boats, ample closed piers
should be provided, classifying freight for the different piers, the
yard having standing orders to place the commodities to piers on
arrival.
For open freight, ample storage tracks should be provided
where possible to have the cars convenient for placing along the
string piece for delivery. A large outer hump yard should be supplied with ample receiving tracks and storage tracks for coal, sufwhen train is
ficient number of tracks to switch coal to sizes,
switched, and holding capacity large enough to hold two days' unloading. A holding freight yard should be provided with tracks of

and enough of them to classify freight
train is switched. When cars are ordered from freight
yard to water front or piers, cars for each pier should be clustered
together when not enough for solid trains for each pier, to save
switching at the inner yard. Tracks to different piers should be so
arranged that cars can be pulled from the shed track and cars
lined up on other tracks ready to be placed to pier, thus saving
delay to labor waiting for more cars. Transfer engines should be
used for transferring to and from outer yard, not doing any switching.
Team track room should be sufficient to place cars at night,
and not interfere with unloading during the day. Enough float
bridges should be supplied to enable loading and unloading of floats
with least possible delay. Leading to floats, a receiving yard of
five or six tracks, long enough to hold the longest train, should
be provided, and tracks leading from this to tracks for the lining
up of freight for New York piers, and so constructed that cars can
be shoved on to floats without any more switching.
The eastward
provision pier for export freight and westward pier, where barge
freight is loaded into cars, should be located in connection with
a receiving and despatching yard, so that cars received can be placed
while switching trains of manifest freight, and westward freight
can be placed without delay in westward trains. All switching possible should be done in outer yard, where it can be done cheaper
and keep the force down in the inner yard, where fewer the engines
from 40

to 50 car lengths,

when the

worked more can be done by those worked.
We may have all the tracks and piers required, but without
good power and without good management, by those who have
charge of the work,

we may

not give good service or get the best
It should be borne in mind that
because we have room to get the car unloaded on the pier, it is
none the less important to get the car moved from pier to destination and that good service must be rendered by the lighterage department, or else the final successful movement has not been accomout of the facilities furnished.

plished.

The freight agent and his department has much to do with
successful handling of terminals or the undoing of same.
The
writer believes that enough attention has not been given to the
necessity of proper organization of this department.
This department deals directly with shipper and handling of n freight station.
Much depends on this department, whether the shipper is satisfied
or otherwise with the service rendered by the company. A man filling the position of freight agent at a large terminal should have
the ability to discern what is necessary to do to serve the shipper,
and at the same time proteel the company. He should be a man
broad enough to realize thai be Bhould not agree to demands upon
the yard Ih il air unreasonable and mil practicable,
He should real
Ize thai il is easy to write oul Switching orders, bill not BO easy
in do the swlching,
He should be careful to not promise service
that may noi be accomplished in the time asked tor and In the end
disappoint the patron,
\
He should
his foremen and beads of
different departments bo lined up that they will work to this end,
and feel their responsibility in this direction; he Bhould know thai
simply ordering cars placed does uol serve the company, but get
ting the work do
loes,
The agent's office should be liberally supplied with telephones, Bhould issue freight notices promptly, an
wer correspondence promptly, not only to patronsi but to offli
eo that ail can give Information asked tor promptly, thus giving
1
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fully.

A brief description of the working of the terminal of which
the writer has charge may be of interest. There are greater and
probably more complicated terminals to handle, but it is probable
that we have had more upset conditions to deal with. Possibly the
increase of passengers handled per day, and coaches handled per
train since 1901 has shown greater growth than most roads.
According to a statement dated March 10, 1902, we were handling 29,847 suburban passengers in and out of Hoboken per day.
At the present time we are handling 40,163 per day, 45 per cent,
of this number being handled in four hours.
In the passenger yard we have a track capacity for 410 coaches,
consisting of 10 tracks; eight to 11 cars etch, for receiving and
despatching trains, three storage yards situated north and south
of the eastward and westward main tracks, all equipped with s;is.
steam and water, so located that train can be switched from receiving tracks, storage yards or vice versa.' Yard arrangements
include "scenery trad;," Pullman ear track, express, and 'track for
the handling of 44 cars of milk per day.
In order to promptly clear the receiving tracks to take care
of suburban trains arriving during rush hours on a minute head
way, road engines are used to kick their own trains out of the re
eeivins yard into the storage yard. Otherwise the receiving tracks
would not be cleared fast enough. Trains made up of sleeping cars,
or private cars, are handled only by engines attached.
While some of the cleaning of coaches is done in outer yards
on the division, such as sweeping and dusting, the thorough clean
Ing of nil coaches, milk cars, baggage ears and sleeping cars, is
done at Hoboken Terminal, necessitating prompt handling of these
order to gel them in pro
cars to ami from cleaning tracks
shape prior to the despatching of trains. At one time certain cars
were assigned to certain trains, inn with increased business and
to get the best movement out of the total number of cars, tins as
hern dour a«,iy wiih, wiiii ih, exception of a few trains, sii. li as
dub trains, when' regular equipment
led.
A combination
baggage car is, however, assigned to each conductor.
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engines by day, and two by night. The day engines have a con
ductor and six brakemen; nlghl engines, a conductor and five brakemen. The switching
vim nl le and from train shed, receiving
yard, express yard and engine-house track is controlled by an electric pneumatic interlocking plant, consisting of 70 levers handled
by three directors and six lever-men on a shift of eight hours.
All eastward trains arc scheduled to boats at Hoboken. with
arrival shown at Nero iforli
In rush hours we have some cases
where there trains arc scheduled to a boat. The total number of
eastward trains in suburban service is 104 in 24 hours, requiring
925 coaches averaging IE passengers per car during the hours mentioned.
Prom 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. 17 trains arrive, an average of 55
It
is ini
people per coach, or about 10,000 people in the hour.
portant that these boat, trains should arrive at Hoboken on time,
giving the passengers sufficient time to move from trains to boats
ami enable the latter to maintain their schedule. This necessltoti
the clearing of the receiving tracks very rapidly. All suburban
trains carry baggage and the baggage goes on same boat as the
passengers. It is the duty of the station master and assistant supi
inteudent of ferries to see that trains make boats for which
are scheduled.

mm

i

Westward trains are scheduled from New York and Hoboken.
Trains are held for boats. Trains porters leave New York with each
boat, and are the last to leave the boats, delivering a ticket to the
assistant station master which indicates that the passengers have
arrived for train for which they are scheduled.
The conductor
punches this ticket, acknowledging arrival of boat, then pushes
indicator to

main interlocking tower, giving

notice that the train

Switches and signals are then given for the
movement of train, the director in the main tower passing the information to three other towers using a code of signals that indicates to the towermen at west end of tunnel whether train is going
via main line or Morristown branch.
The rush movement westward is between 5 and 6 p.m., requiring 17 trains, 121 coaches, moving 7,134 passengers, an average
of 58 passengers per coach.
The make-up of these trains is seven
to ten coaches each. A total of 106 passenger trains west in 24
hours is required for the suburban movement. We have, in some
instances, three and four trains scheduled from one boat; consequently, if first train does not leave on time the two or three following trains are delayed, which affects the movement of following trains. This is due to boats being delayed by fog, weather conditions or barges or floats interfering with their movement. At
the present time we have ten despatching tracks, but after our
fire and up to a short time ago we were compelled to handle the
service on six tracks.
is

ready to proceed.

In the entire movement of passenger trains it requires the
handling over the turntable of 2S8 engines for the 24 hours, the
greater number being handled between 9 a.m. and 3 and 4 p.m..
averaging at that time an engine on table every three minutes.
The freight terminal consists of the Hoboken city freight station and team tracks located north of the passenger main tracks
west of passenger yard, where local business is handled to and
from Hoboken and steamship docks located at this point. The Hoboken terminal station is located south of the canal. We have an
open pier, storage tracks, three covered piers, a canal 3,000 ft. long
where lumber and other rough freight is handled direct to boats
to cars, three float bridges, and two coal dumps all located
south of canal.
From 1,400 to 1.600 cars, freight and coal are
handled daily between passenger trains in and out of Hoboken, requiring a freight train movement of 85 to 95 trains. From 6 a.m.
to 10 a.m. and 2.30 p.m. to 6.50 p.m. nothing but manifest trains
can be moved in and out of freight yard. The switching required
for placing cars on team tracks, open docks, covered piers, coal
docks, grain trestle, float bridges, etc., show an average of five
movements to each car, or 200,000 movements for 40,000 cars handled.
Because of closed hours, this leaves but 16 hours for the movement of freight and manifest trains. The latter must leave the
vard on schedule or serious delay will follow. All orders for the
placing of freight are given by the agents on a regular switching
form to be placed in the hands of the yardmaster not later than
6 p.m., and call for the special delivery of from 800 to 1,000 cars
to be placed in position for unloading by 7 a.m.
This includes
orders issued for cars to be delivered to floats, etc. Manifest and
local trains are built up in the Hoboken yard, the others being
handled in an outer yard (Secaucus).
All coal is cut out at Secaucus and there switched into 32 different sizes, according to the number of consignees, in preparation
for moving into Hoboken and there placed in size lots for unloading

and

to boats.

Ten engines, double crewed, are required in the Hoboken freight
making a continuous performance except during the time
they stop to take their meals, clean fires and coal engines. The
traffic from Secaucus to Hoboken and return, except manifest moveterritory,

handled by transfer engines.
to the large number of passenger trains moved, transfer
engines have to be handled during the hours of the day that will
ment,

is

Owing
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enable them to accomplish their work without interfering with passenger trains. The freight movement easterly through tunnel is
accelerated by the use of pusher engines, but these engines are not
allowed in enter the tunnel
Movements in and out of Hoboken, freight and passenger, are
governed by the tunnel. Trains are operated through tunnel under
control of slotted semaphore signals, they being controlled by track
it,
and trains moved only on clear block. The train move
nient through tunnel, Including passenger, freight and transfer en::'
wines, shows an average movement of every
minutes east, and
l-'
- minutes west during the 24 hours,
from 7.30 to 9.30 a.m. the
eastward movement averages a train every 3% minutes and from
4.30 p.m. to 6.30 p.m. westward every four ml
i

<

1

1

ii

I
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Daily Train

Tonnage Chart

C.

&

E.

I.

The possibilities lor increasing the tonnage moved per train
by systematic loading of each locomotive to its practicable maximum
are fully appreciated bj operating officers, particularly those whose
facilities are taxed to the limit by the volume of traffic offered,
or perhaps are unequal to the task of moving it. But in ordei
aci omplish this effectively each officer must know the results day
bj day and have the individual and collective performances constantly under his eye. A daily examination and analysis of the
superintendents' records of train movements is, of course, out of
the question for the busy manager or vice-president; therefore he
will need to have the results submitted io him in some .(impact
shape that will inform him quickly and comprehensively of the
situation.
This is the purpose of the accompanying chart, which
was devised by Mr. H. I. Miller, Second Vice-President and General
Manager of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, in setting out to secure
an effective increase in the average train load of his road. This
chart presents for his instant inspection all of the essential information relative to one day's northward freight train movements; northward only, because the line being primarily a coal road, the heavy

—

mostly one way toward Chicago.
Besides the main line from Terre Haute to Chicago, which
carries the heavy traffic, the chart includes the lines of the Chicago
& Eastern Illinois to Brazil, Ind., and to Thebes, 111., and shows
the St. Louis trains, which run over the joint Big Four-C. & E. I.
line between St. Louis and Pana, 111.
It should be noted that in
its general arrangement the chart conforms to the layout of these
lines, as may be seen by reference to the sketch map in the upper
right-hand corner, included for that purpose.
In explaining the chart, the main line only need be considered.
The original of the chart is drawn on profile paper, the size of the
sheet being about 18 x 33 in. The spaces from right to left in each
of the large divisions or rectangles represent gross tonnage, in increments of 200 tons. Each small elongated rectangle or block within
the large rectangles represents a train, the engine and train numbers, identical in many cases, being entered at the right-hand end
of each.
The "drags," or heavy coal trains, which on the main line
constitute the heaviest traffic, are set down first, in the upper portion of each large rectangle. Next to them come the fast freights,
and then the local freights. The average for each of the three is
shown in connection therewith and the average of all appears at
the bottom. The length of the train block indicates the rating
or hauling capacity of the locomotive and the shaded portion the
actual tonnage of the train, which also is entered in figures in
the block. On the actual chart the portions of the blocks shaded
in the engraving are colored, four different colors being employed.
The "drags" are blue, the fast freights red, the locals green, and the
total average, yellow.
The divisions into the large rectangles indicate the several
points on the line where important changes in the make-up of
the train usually occur. At the bottom of the sheet the average
tonnage of all northbound trains for the day is set down to suitable scale in comparison with the similar figure for the same day
a year ago, the actual tonnage also being given. These also are
colored yellow. In addition to the data enumerated, the temperature for the day is recorded on the sheet, also the hours of overtime, by divisions, compared with a year ago. Any reduction in
locomotive rating due to the weather is also noted. While the
record shown herewith is not the reproduction of an actual day's
performance, it is representative of performances daily being
traffic is

obtained.
in the drafting room.
The blanks on
entered are printed from a Van Dyke
negative, the large rectangles being blank where train tonnage
and train numbers are entered. These are filled in by the draftsman
from information furnished by the car accountant. The chart does
not reach the general manager until several days after the date
of the record.
Meantime the general superintendent's office makes
up a report regarding delays and other matters affecting the train
movements, which is used in checking up results as recorded by
the chart.
In connection with the chart shown herewith, a graphic record

The charts are prepared

which the information

is

Jani any
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month. The current record is superposed on thai of the corresponding month <>r
year ago and the mean tempi ratures tor the two months suitably
i

showing the temperatures by
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This system, which Is original with Mr. Miller, lias been In
use on the ('. & E. [. only a short time, bul already a gratifying
Increase in the daily average of ions per train has resulted.

The Thief River

Falls Extension of the

"Soo" Line.

Vol. XL.. No.

4.

Ai the west end foi the Brel 80 miles the work was heavy, averaging about 35,000 cu. yds. per mile, and being a haul clay mate
rial, it was very difficult to handle anil very slow progress was
made The reel of the wrorh wai ordlnar; prairie work, averaging
abOUl 15,000 cu. yils. per mile, and 110 difficulties were met with
except in obtaining laborers, which at all times were very scarci
and difficult to get. The country traversed is practically without
waste land and is one of the richesl wheal belts in the country.
it
is said to be practically one continuous wheal Held tor the entire
a conservative estimate of the men
length of the line,
hipped
«mi Minneapolis is 10,000, ami not over LO per cent, went to
work on the railroad, the remainder mostly going to the barvi
fields where wages of $2.50 and %'', a daj and board, and $6 a day
for teams and board, were paid, against $2 a day for men and
for teams without board paid by the contractors.
Under such con
dltions it is remarkable hat the contractors wen- able to maintain
i

I

respects the most notable piece of railroad construction in 1905 was the building of the Thief River Falle extension
bief
Starting at
of the Minneapolis, St. l'ani & Sault Sainte Marie.
River Palls, Minn on the Minneapolis-Winnipeg line of this road,
directly west through the counties of Red Lake
it runs almost

many

lu

't

.

-

I

a sufficient

force

and

to get tin

work done,

Minnesota, and Walsh,
Cavalier, Towner, Rolette, Bottineau and
Ward in North Dakota, to Kenmare, on the
main line from Minneapolis, the objective of

and

Marshall

in

•rWMlPM

The total disthe Pacific Coast.
296% miles, and the rapidity with
which it was built is om of its features of
The first dirt was moved on April 7,
note.
grading was completed November 15, and
track laying four days later. Th» season was
which

tance

is

is

unusually wet, in fact the wettest experienced in this region in 14 years, and there
was also a scarcity of laborers due to the
great demand for harvest hands. These conditions caused unexpected delays to the contractors, both in grading and tracklaying.
Location was begun in September, 1904,
and completed in April. 1905. It was made
under a great many difficulties owing to the
severe conditions of the winter weather. The
location being practically all the way in a
prairie

country,

the

members

of the

engi-

neering parties living in tents suffered a
great many hardships owing to the numerous
snow storms and blizzards. On the prairies
it is very rare to have a calm day and with
the thermometer ranging from zero to 45
deg. F. below for weeks at a time, a great Map of the Thief River Falls Extension of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.
deal of time was lost. On account of these
The plant force engaged on the work consisted of 30 grading
work during the
conditions the practicability of doing any locatin
machines used in connection with dump wagons, 14 of these mawinter on the prairies is very seldom counted on.
The line is remark tide in regard to its alinement and grades, chines being hauled by traction engines with a great deal of sucthere being one tangent of 50 miles and one of 40 miles, and num- cess, the rest of the machines being hauled by teams; three steam
bers of others of 20 miles. The curvature is very light, there being shovel plants, 300 dump cars and the necessary track, and 300 to

w
7SJC)

Profile of

TSW

W5~~

Heavy Work Done on the West End, Mile Post 275

but one 3-deg. curve at the extreme west end at Kenmare, two 2-deg.
curves, and the rest 1-deg. and 30-min. curves, principally the latter.
The grades are very light, being three-tenths of 1 per cent, eastbound from Grano, 275 miles west from Thief River Falls; westbound grades are principally three-tenths, with the exception of
the grades getting out of the Red River
valley and the Mouse River valley, 20 miles
east of

Kenmare, which are

The average daily force of men was
including teamsters and 800 teams. The actual number of
working days was reduced to 120 after deducting loss of time on
account of rainy weather and Sundays.
In grading the line there were 4,500,000 cu. yds. of earth handled.
400 wheel and slush scrapers.
1,500,

—f——J2S0_

five-tenths of 1

to Mile Post 278.

_Q44

2W-+-2S
\(\r^\

per cent. The line is
—_0J0____
beds in cuts 30 ft. wide and embankments
27S-^?74
16 to 2d ft wide, depending on their heights.
The grading and construction work was let
to Winston Brothers Company, of MinneS
_s*
apolis, the latter part of March 1905, to be
S
-^—\
r A?
30
finished by October 15, the company fur74 10
•H V
74 TO
nishing all bridge and culvert material.
Profile of Heavy Work Mile Post 273 to Mile Post 275.
At the east end of the line the country
was very Mat, wet and without drainage, necessitating practically averaging about 38,000 cu. yds. each working day; 4,000,000 ft.
all material being hauled on the first 15 miles, with extreme hauls
b. m. cedar timber were used in culverts and 2,000,000 ft. Washof 1% mibs where it was contemplated being able to borrow along ington fir and white pine in bridges, all bridges being of timber
the sides. These conditions required the changing of the plant from construction, excepting the Red river crossing, which consists of
wheelers and slush scrapers, which hail been hauled in during tin- a single-track, 241 ft. metal draw span and one 50-ft. metal through
winter, to dump cars and track, and was the cause of considerable girder span. An outline drawing of this bridge is shown herewith.
The track was laid under contract by E. J. Brennan, of St.
delay in getting the grading finished.
well built with road-

\

-v

7J.

January
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Paul.
Roberts tracklaying machines with rail and tie trams operated by steam were used. Track was laid from each end, commencing at the east end July 1 and at the west end August 11, which
was about 40 days behind the time originally intended to commence
at these ends, due to unfinished grade work.
The tracklaying was
finished November 19, and for each working day each crew averaged 2.1 miles of main line mileage besides laying IS miles of
side tracks and passing tracks and seven miles of tracks at two
division points. The average daily force of each tracklaying crew
was 110 (a full crew being 130 men), which would lay 0,500 ft.
of track in 3}o hours, being full tied (3,000 ties to the mile) spiked
and lined. This record of tracklaying is very remarkable, taking
into consideration that the average per day did not include mileage of sidings, etc., and the delays caused in putting in 12 railroad
crossings.
The road was put in operation for business December 4 with
A great many elevators, lumall depots, terminal plants, etc., built.
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beet sugar; and last of all, where the factories were deluged with
the great crops of beets, they could not get any lime, and so could
not use the beets till this little regulation was modified.

Visible Supplies of Grain.

The Cnqi Reporter, published by the Department
ture, prints the following compilation of grain stocks,

compared with previous periods.

of Agricul-

January

1,

as

The

figures represent stocks of
grain available at 62 of the principal points of accumulation east
of the Rocky Mountains, stocks in Manitoba elevators, and stocks
afloat on lakes and canals.
Pacific coast stocks are shown only in
the case of wheat.
East

Wheat,

Ml.'.,

i

bush.
L899, Jan. 1
"
1900,
1
1901, "
1
"

1902,
1903,

"

1
1
1

"

1

"

1904,
1905,

.

.

.

,

Feb. 1

Mar. 1

.

Apr. 1

May

1

Jim. 1

July
Aug.

1
1

Oct.

1

1

,80,769,

.61,827,000
.61,240,000
.57.097.000 19,721.
.52,007,000 16.7.12.000
865,000 J.6, 12 1.01111
14 661,000
158,
2,000 8 374,000
476,000 9 571,000
07.",. HUH 10 ,101,000
705'000 8 808,000
i

.

Sept. 1

Nov.

.50,126,000
.89,265,000
.87.011,000
.94,900,000

"i

Corn,
bush.
26,936.000
19,024,000
14,313,000
16,825,000
9,345,000
9,547,000
15,351,000

700.

894,

—Rock;

Grain stocks
Mountains

Oats,
bush.
10,893,000
12,004,000
15,861,000
s.e.so.

8,704.

13,785,000
1.::

::

I

::.

oOO

26,095,000
22. .".70. 000

22.667,000
in

,,ooo

1,325,000
11.174.000
I

S.OIH
2o. .",07. ooo

28,018,000

1G

is:;. in hi 37,526,000
841,000
402,000 10 ,236,000 40,236,000
ooo
I.
61,69
12,253,000 MO. 707. OOO
.65,760,000 14, oss, ooo .".0.270. Ooo

" 23
1906, Jan. 1

.66,349,000 16,513,
38,700,000
.69.867.000 17,830,000 39,301,000

Dec. 1
"
9
"

,

Pacific C'st

Wheat,
Rye,
larley,
bush.
busb.
bush.
4,372,000 1,573,000 15.923.o00
1,S06,000
9,022,000
3,122.000
5,395,000 1,651,000 8,08ll.(
4,580,
3,257,000 7,186,000
4,389,
2,454,000 4,992,000
6,907.000 1,833,000 3,282,000
10,403,000 2,504,000 3,458,000
3.051. ooo
8, 801,000 2,259.000
6,052,000 1,961,000 2,720.000
4.071.000 1,554,000 2.486,000
3,354,000 1,336,000 1,860,
)
1,461,000
2,231,000 t,064,
839,000
920.000
1,557.000
589,000
823,000
1,031,000
1,358,000 1,081,000 1,230,000
.",..-,24. OOO 1,627,000
3,156,000
8,509,000 2,251,000 4.4.80.1
10.21 7. ooo 2,703,000 5,866,000
lo. 722, OOO 2,817,000
lo. 70s. ooo 2,923,000
1o.0it2.ooo 3,128,000
10,657,000 2. OOO, OOO
I

Recent State Railroad Commission Legislation.'BY EBANK HAIGH DIXON.
Not since the passage of the Interstate Commerce Act has so

Plan of Crossing of the Red River, North of Grand Forks.

much

ber yards, etc., were built at the stations in advance of the track;
also townsites were platted and towns started. As a result business started the moment the road was open for operation. Thirtytwo stations were located on the line, including 11 junction towns.
In regard to the townsites, it may be interesting to know that
of the 30 townsites owned by the railroad company, additions have
already had to be platted at 24 of the 30 and towns of 400 and 500
people have sprung up with great rapidity, giving an idea of the

attention been given by the people at large to the "railroad
question" as during the present year. President Roosevelt's vigorout stand for an Interstate Commerce Commission with powers
adequate for the performance of its duties, was the opening work
For the hastily prepared measure which was
in the discussion.
rushed through the House, the Senate substituted a committee to
The sessions of the Elkins Committee provided
take testimony.
the opportunity for a general expression of opinion on the question
of railroad control, including the views of railroad men. shippers
and students of the problem.
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Profile of the

Red River Crossing, Thief River

character of the country passed through and the haste of people to
locate therein.

In addition to building the Thief River Falls line, the company
Underwood extension of 20 miles on the Bismarck line,
and the Egeland branch of 21 miles, the latter a branch of the
rhief River Falls extension, both branches being in North Dakota.
It. also diil
10 miles of revision, work on its main line in Minnesota,
making a total main line mileage built for the season of 347 - miles.
We are indebted to Mr. Thomas Green, Chief Engineer, for the
foregoing information.
built the

'

The danger

of making hard and fast general rules from head
boon Illustrated In instructions intended to relieve
car [amines In Kossla. There, the lack of cars is felt chiefly after
harvest, when In certain parts ol the country not only grain but
great quantities of beet-roots are shipped, and the tatter, of com
miiHl be shipped before winter
Ordinarily, Crelghl tnuBl be shipped
slono.
io 111'' oiiler til ils delivery nl Hie stations; hill in order Ilia
timber, and Buch like freights which suffer less by waiting, might
iioi
prevent the shipment of grain, etc., which might spoil if [eft
long, the authorities classified frelghtB, and those of the first class
had tin preference over the second ami fiird. The
who
made the classification put lime In the third class, as an article
which could very well wail. Now. lime is Indlspensabli In making

quarters has

i

I
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I

I

I

I
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Falls Extension.

Hut the attention of the people lias not been turned toward
questions of interstate commerce alone.
The state legislative sessions of the year have been unusual in the amount and character
of the legislation Introduced and enacted, which has aimed to give
greater control to the states over transportation agencies, especially
in the matter of charges.
Missouri enacted n maximum freight
rate bill nun one relating to the classification Of freight; railroad
commission hills passed one house in both Idaho and Colorado; in
Oklahoma a commission bill which combined features of the Texas
and Kansas laws failed through nun -i oneiirieiire of the tWO houses
was made to en ate a
in amendments; In Nebraska one attempt
railroad commission, and another to restore the Hoard of Transportation abolished in 1901, but both failed, ami in their place a
constitutional amendment was submitted to the people for thi crea
lion of an

elective railroad commission,

in

Montana

a

commission

law through the governor's veto; In Nev
providing tor a supervisor; board was Introduced;
bill
ami lulls ware under discussion In towa and West Virginia.
it
Washington, Indiana,
Finally, acts were passed Ln tout
Kansas ami wo consln providing for the creation ol state railroad
is the purpose of th
it
commissions,
bin failed
Jersey a

Leu

io

become

and

,

•Abatract

of

a

to point

an article

In

out
the

their significance in relation to the
Political

Science Qunrtei
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in Wash
problems of railroad control now so widely discussed,
Ington and Indiana no legislation of this kind has ever been enacted
before.
Such slight control as lias been exercised heretofore over
railroads Id thesi commonwealths has proceeded from the general
railroad law common io all slates.
In Indiana the Grain Dealers'
Association two years ago presented a bill to the legislature, but
Their del'i it led to a more thorough
tailed to secure its enactment.

organization of the forces interested in the movement, and in 1904
containing rtpre
the Indiana Shippers' Association was created
This Influential
sentatives of thirty commercial organizations.
body secured a pledge in the platforms of both parlies for an improvement in transportation conditions; both candidates for governor expressed themselves favorably, and pledges were secured from
candidates for the Legislature.
When they found the Legislature
narly unanimous lor a change, the railroads went into a conference
with the shippers, and after a three days' session a bill was drawn
up which passed both houses of the Indiana Legislature with onlytwo dissenting votes. Kansas has had a much wider experience with
A railroad commission was created
legislation of this character.
there in 1883 which continued in existence for fifteen years. It had
power to investigate cases, to discover violations of law and to
inspect railroads at its disc let ion. but no power to prescribe rates
exi ept upon complaint.
One of the last acts of the Populist Legislature in 1S98 was to abolish this board and substitute for it a socalled Court of Visitation, consisting of a chief judge and two
associate justices, whose duties covered case's pertaining to rates
and traffic and to the physical condition and technical operation
of railroads. This august body was disposed of by the state supreme
court in a decision which held the act creating it void on the
ground that in it "legislative, judicial and administrative powers
are so inextricably interwoven as to render their separation impossible."
In 1901 another commission law was passed almost
identical with that in existence up to 1898. This law has now been
amended to such an extent as to constitute practically a new act.
Railroad control in Wisconsin began in 1871 with the passage
of the famous "Potter law," under which a definite schedule of
rates prescribed by the Legislature was to be administered and
The law proved to be so
enforced by a commission of three men
stringent and so ill-adapted to the industrial conditions of the
state that it was repealed in 1876, and a single commissioner, elected
by the people, was substituted, with general supervision of railroad
service.
It was his duty to discover violations of railroad law and
to inspect, at his discretion, the operation and equipment of railroads.
But he had no power over rates, and such decisions as he
rendered in his limited field could be enforced only through appeals
to the attorney genera], or, still more indirectly, through reports
to the governor.
It is needless to say that railroads were little
interfered with in matters which vitally concerned the industrial
interests of the state.
The commission law recently enacted is the
outcome of Governor LaFollette's campaign for a reform in the
railroad tax laws and an increase in the tax levy. He found that
the railroads would probably meet the demand for an increase in
the amount of tax by an increase of rates. ' Therefore he introduced
into the Legislature of 1903 a very stringent act based on that of
Iowa, providing for the creation of a railroad commission with
power to prescribe a schedule of maximum rates. This was followed by a special message to the Legislature which included a
detailed study of rates in Wisconsin, in comparison with the commission-made rates of Iowa and Illinois. The result showed that
the rates of Wisconsin were from 25 per cent, to 50 per cent, higher
than those of either of the other states. The bill passed the House,
but was defeated in the Senate by a powerful lobby, consisting of
Then followed an
railroad officials, manufacturers and shippers.
interesting campaign of education.
The governor continued his
investigations into the rates of Wisconsin and adjoining states, he
spoke at almost every county fair in the state, and appealed directly
to the people in an endeavor to strengthen and crystallize the reform
sentiment.
The railroads met these appeals with arguments and
addresses prepared by their attorneys and traffic experts. They were
aided by a large number of manufacturers and snippers, who insisted that a commission empowered to fix rates would have in view
absolutely equality and would be compelled to adjust rates on the
basis of distance, thus depriving shippers of the advantages derived
from commodity rates under which raw material could be secured
advantageously and markets could be controlled. The governor replied that the support of the shippers was won either through intimidation or through secret rates and rebates, and that the welfare
of the people as a whole demanded the abolition of ah personal disThe governor in this same year
criminations and preferences.
quietly pushed through an act authorizing the railroad commissioner
to examine the books of the railroads, in order to determine
whether the state had been defrauded of tax payments. According
to the administration, this examination accumulated an enormous
amount of evidence of the payment of commissions and rebates to
favored shippers.
Whether these disclosures influenced the shippers to withdraw their opposition, or whether they simply realized
that the sentiment was too strong to be resisted, is uncertain. But
the fact remains that when the railroad commission bill was again

Introduced

in

Vol, xi.. No.

January

The measure in
much modified

its

in

of this year

original
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the shippers' lobby was absent
a stringent one, but it

form was

course

through the two houses, and as

of

its

finally

long and arduous passage
passed is so reasonable and

conservative that it can hardly be aliogcihi
ati lai lory to its more
radical supporters.
In the four laws under discussion there are a number of significant features worthy of consideration.
The method of choice
of the members of the boards is interesting.
Kansas elects its
commissioners tit its biennial elections. The other three states provide for appointment by the governor. Fifteen years ago appointi

ment

of

commissioners was much more

common than

election,

19

the 28 states securing their commissions in this way; only six
were elected by popular vote. But during the next 12 years the
The special report of the Interstate
practice was greatly changed.
Commerce Commission on state regulation in 1902 shows that out
of a total of 30 commissions, 15 were elected by the people and
only 14 were appointed. This change was brought about by modifications in the laws of some of the Western and Southern states
and by the adoption of the elective method in most of the new laws.
That such a policy is out of harmony with the most efficient administration of railroad matters no student of administrative problems will hesitate to affirm. Experience has shown that the election of railroad commissioners on the state ticket has brought the
railroads into politics in a most objectionable way, embittering the
relations of railroads and people to the detriment of interests for
which the commission is created, and giving rise to charges of
bribery and corruption of a most serious character. The chanci
of securing capable men are far greater through appointment than
through choice by the nominating conventions ot the political
parties.
It is therefore encouraging to find three of the four newlaws providing for this method of selection, and that, too, in
States whose populations would hardly be classed among the most
conservative in the country. In fact, so unfalteringly did Governor
LaFollette stand for this principle that he threatened to resign
the office of governor and become a candidate for railroad commissioner in case the elective method (advocated, as he maintained,
by the railroads) should be adopted.
Another encouraging feature which reveals itself in these laws
is the change in the length of term of the commissioners.
In
Indiana the term is -four years; in Wisconsin and Washington it is
six years.
Kansas, on the other hand, with the elective method,
prescribes a two-year term. It must be apparent to anyone that a
commissioner with a two-year term is retired at just the time that
he is entering upon his period of usefulness. He becomes valuable
to the state in the intricate problems of his office only after a long
apprenticeship.
In the power granted to the commissions over rates these four
laws are all thoroughly conservative. In no one of them is power
given to the commission to prescribe a classification and complete
schedule of rates, but in every case the power is limited to the
correction of individual rates. The most common form of the law
in the past has been that which made it the duty of the commission to prescribe a complete schedule of rates for all traffic within
the state. Seven states had this form in 1890 and 13 in 1902, and
most of the recent commissions have received tnis power. The
It
action of these four states is, therefore, all the more striking.
might be fair to conclude that Legislatures are coming to realize the
absurdity of expecting three men, chosen without regard to their
fitness for their duties, to assume as their first task a problem
which it has taken railroad experts years to solve even approximately. In all four acts the railroads are required to file with the
commission their schedules of rates. These schedules having been
filed, no change of any kind can be made in them in Wisconsin,
and no increase in Indiana, without 10 days' notice; in Kansas the
adoption of a new schedule by a road must be reported to the board
In Indiana the board may alter these rates of
within 10 days.
the railroads only upon complaint, but in the other three states the
board may proceed upon its own motion. In all the states except
Kansas the rates fixed by the commission are absolute; in Kansas
it is unlawful to raise without permission the rate which the commission has prescribed, but a rate may be lowered if the benefit
of the decrease is enjoyed by all shippers. This power to prescribe
absolute rates is given to the boards for the purpose of preventing
discrimination, which is generally regarded as a more serious and
prevalent evil than excessive rates. Power to prescribe a maximum
rate has never reached effectively the fundamental difficulty in the
railroad situation. In Indiana the commission has power to approve
of group rates, and the Wisconsin law permits all forms of commodity, concentration and special contract rates under the regulation of the commission, which guarantees their enjoyment to all
shippers alike. It has been the contention of the railroads and the
large shippers that the tendency of government-made rates is toward an absolute level of equality, with no adequate consideration
These provisions for
of situation, markets and local conditions.
<d

-

special rates are intended to meet this difficulty.
Although the jurisdiction of these commissions is limited to
State boundaries, the four laws all contain a provision intended to
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protect shippers against excessive or inequitable interstate rates.
This clause provides for the filing of a complaint with the commission and the reierence of the complaint to the offending road,
as in the case of unjust state rates.
If the roads disregard the
notice sent them by the commission, the Interstate Commerce Commission is applied to for relief. This carries out the suggestion
of section 13 of the Interstate Commerce Act, which provides that
the commission "shall in like manner investigate any complaint
forwarded by the railroad commissioner or the railroad commission
of any state or territory at the request of such commission or
commissioner." This excellent plan secures a complainant before
the Interstate Commerce Commission who has no personal interest
in the outcome, is well informed, capable of estimating the importance of a grievance and of presenting it in an effective way,
undeterred by fears of personal injury or annoyance.
In form of procedure to be followed, appeal may in Wisconsin
be taken to the court from the order of the board on questions of
law that Is, to determine whether the order is reasonable but this
does not operate to stay the order. If the railroad elects to pray
for an injunction against the operation of the commission's order,
such an injunction may not issue until after notice and hearing.
In Kansas the railroad that appeals to the court from the order of
the board is not liable for any violation of the board's order pending the court's decision. In Washington the plan has been adopted
which was so many times proposed in the testimony before the
Elkins Committee, providing that if the court is of the opinion that
the order of the commission is unreasonable or unlawful, it may suspend the order pending litigation, in which case the court shall
require a bond from the railroad covering all damages caused by
delay in the enforcement of the order, all penalties that would
attach under the law and all compensation for sums paid by shippers in excess of the rates ordered by the commission. In Indiana
the court may suspend the commission's order pending review, provided a bond is filed to cover damages, penalties and over-payments,
as in the case of Washington; but the law further provides that the
railroad executing such a bond shall issue to each shipper and
passenger a certificate showing the rate charged and containing a
promise to repay the difference between this rate and the commission's rate, if the order of the commission is upheld.
If the
court sustains the commission, these certificates become payable on
demand. This cumbersome scheme was the compromise plan which
resulted from the three days' conference between shippers and railroads-.
It would seem probable that its success will come, if at all,
from the fact that the roads will be inclined to accept the findings
of the commission rather than assume the burden of clerical detail
which a contest in the courts will involve.
In the solution of the question as to the value to be placed by
the court upon the commission's findings, the Indiana law provides
that the court shall hear the appeal upon the transcript of testimony from the previous hearing. In the Washington law the complainant before the board, if dissatisfied with the board's decision,
may appeal to the court and the case is then tried de novo without
jury. The Wisconsin law provides that if upon trial of the action
the court finds that evidence has been introduced by the plaintiff
different from or additional to that offered in the hearing before
the commission, it shall stay the proceeding for 15 days and transmit a copy of the evidence to the commission. The commission
may then rescind or amend its original order in the light of the
new evidence and report to the court within 10 days. This Wisconsin plan was evidently suggested by the rough manner in which
the courts have handled the findings of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Its working will be watched with the greatest interest, and may be worthy of adoption into our national law.
It makes
the record of the commission final.
Annual reports of the railroads to the commission arc required
The Wisconsin law introduces the wise proin the usual form.
vision that the blanks prepared tor reports to the commission shall
conform as nearly as possible to the Interstate Commerce classification.
This practice is being followed voluntarily by many com
missions, but a legal provision requiring it has a tendency to hasten
a most desirable consummation, when stale and national reports
will be drawn up on the same forms, and be capable of more inAll the laws include in their scope
telligent comparison and study.
privati car lines, sleeping car companies and express companies
as well as railroads proper.
Street and interurban railways are

—

—

ill
Indiana and Washington, and streei railways in Kan
Kansas, in connection with its legislation In
sas and Wisconsin.
opposition to the Standard Oil Company, gives to iis railroad com
mission general supervision of the transportation of oil by pipe

excluded

lines,

common curriers. The commission
maximum rail's for ihe transportation of
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missions have justified their creation or not, the people are not
prepared to abandon this form of railroad control until something
more efficient offers itself. Therefore it is a source of gratification
that the most recent legislation of this character should prove to
be so conservative and so much in harmony with the best sentiment
of the country on railroaa questions.

Award

John Fritz Medal.

of the

The second award of the John Fritz medal has been made to
George Westinghouse, for "The Invention and Development of the
Air-Brake. " This medal was established by the professional associates and friends of John Fritz, of Bethlehem, Pa., on August 21.
1902, his eightieth birthday, to perpetuate the memory of his achievements in industrial progress. The award was made by the follow-

ing hoard selected for the purpose:
From the American Society of Civil Engineers: Alfred Noble,
Chas. Warren Hunt, Charles Hermany, C. C. Schneider.
From the American Institute of Mining Engineers: James
Douglas, Charles Kirchhoff, E. E. Olcott. E. G. Spilsbury.
From the American Society of Mechanical Engineers: Robert
W. Hunt, S. T. Wellman, James M. Dodge, John E. Sweet.
From the American Institute of Electrical Engineers: Charles
P. Steinmetz, Charles F. Scott, B. J. Arnold, John W. Lieb, Jr.
The medal is of gold, of a value of about $100, and with it is
presented a certificate of the award.

The Local Agent.*
viewed the

agent from the standpoint of a brakehis only employment consisted of making
all possible work and trouble for the hrakeman, and reporting him
on every occasion that presented itself.
Afterwards, as way freight conductor, I was positive that from
the time the train started until we tied up, the agent was doing
nothing but making out switch lists that were invariably incorrect.
From my point of view it was his constant delight never
to have a bill ready and a car sealed on time.
As I grew older in the service, I acquired a determined opinion that when Mr. Agent had exhausted his own mental efforts,
he never failed to consult with some higher authority to hatch up
other devilishness to delay us.
But a little later in life, as a passenger conductor, I became
more observing and lost some of my prejudice. I found out from
remarks made by passengers that all agents were not useless ornaments. I heard a great deal in favor of agents who were courteous,
well informed and first class servants of the company and the public.
Of course, I heard some reports of a few misguided fellows
who chose the opposite way of working, and at last it dawned on
me that the agent was a very important factor in the organization
of a railroad.
I saw where it meant a great deal to the company
whether or not they had proper representatives; I acknowledged
the fact that at competitive points our interests to a great extent
depended upon our representatives.
When I reached the position of Train .Master,
had a better
view of these fellow employees and I went into camp with them
heartily.
entered into a partnership thai proved mosl cordial
I
and successful and received as much, if not more, assistance from
It
was he
the agents than from any other men in the service.
that called my attention to things requiring remedy in such shape
found when
I
that I could go to the superintendenl Intelligently.
he made a statement it was based on fact and was the result of good,
thorough consideration. His loyalty and judgment were such thai
he was seldom found insincere.
Afterwards, as superintendent, in recognition of the inl
which
Celt i organized an agents' association.
We got togethei
the oldest agents al our meetings, but had all as members, and
I

first

man, and

local

my mind

to

1

1

We made

them of what we accomplished.
committees out of the experienced agents

advised

We

aK.de

a rule to invite a

ii

certain

number

our standing
of

young men

each meeting so as to give them the benefit of the acquaint)
and advice ei the older men.
do nol doubl thai the Ideas gained
bj
the members saved much worrj and indecision and awakened
ambitions.
By thus distributing a knowledgi of good methods and
Interesting schemes, man] a good man wai kepi from getting Into
a tui mi ai count of his Isolal ion.
The agent must canv read] at hand ami use generously large
doses of courtesy and common sense. There are no factors more
Important in his list or accomplishments than polite manners and
men"
He must be "all thlnj
an approachable personality.
in spirit and in truth,
The public demand the
thli
thinks
u
lie musl "deliver the goods," he must bi
pays for them,
by being a busy boss and imi
keep cynlcl in and fault finding far
Inl
him.
to

1

.

Much might

criticism of our state railroad commisis. however,
In most caseB to be
attributed to their limited Jurisdiction and to the steadily growing
Importance of Interstate commerce over which thej have no con
imi, as well as to ibc I'aci thai
of their most enduring work
in harmonizing the relations of shipper and carrier is carried on
Informally and nevei comes into public notice.
Whether the com
sions.

be said

iii

Their apparent Inefficiency
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Washington Street Subway
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Boston.
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private land, il was necessary not only to adequately BUPPOTt all
the existing buildings which are over the tunnel bul al o to
provide for taller and heavier buildings which an- permit Bible under
the building laws.
These conditions were best met by a heavy roof
of steel beams and concrete supported by reinforced concrete
idi
walls and by a line of steel posts between the tracks.
North oi
Kneeland street, as will be seen from the map. "staggered" Station
platforms occur at frequent Intervals as oeai the Burface of the
street as is practicable, and at these platforms He- root
madi
of steel beams and girders with concrete arches between.
Where
there are no platforms, and where a considerable depth exl ts, the
tunnel is covered by an arch with tie-rods.
In all parts of tin
work 11
ontlngency has been provided for that the pressure of
'1
arth may be removed on either side of the tunnel while a
heavy load is being carried on top and a pressure Is exertc.i
the earth on the other side. This provision is not usually made
in masonry subways in other cities, but the conditions of narrow
streets and the frequent construction of buildings with deep cellars
in

of

The report of the Boston Transit Commission for the year 1905
contains a complete description oi the new Washington street tun
ni'l now in process of building.
II is a two-traci structure for the
passage or trains oi cars north and south through the congi ted
portion of Hi" citj connecting with the elevated structure at either
end.
Tlie.se trains of cars ;ii present go through the original subway between Pleasant street and Causeway street but in the future
will run through tin Washington street tunnel, anil il
Id
subway will be restored to its original use as a route for ears from
the surface system.
Work has
n in progress on the tunnel during the year from
near State street on the north to the southern limit, nut far from
Oak street. The general laynui of the Washington street tunnel
is shown in Fig. 1, and the profile by Pig. 2.
The plan an, profile
show not only that portion on which the lines have been definitely
fixed, that is. to the south of Cornhill, but also indicate one of
the studies for the portion of the tunnel to the north oi Cornhill.
Of the whole length of the tunnel according to the plan re
ferred to 50 per cent, will he straight. 33 per cent, will have a
I

I

—

—

-Map

of

appear

to

demand

it

here.

Little or no provision has been made for the positive ventilation
of street subways constructed in other parts of the world. Ade-

Business District of Boston Showing Elevated, Surface and
Waikingtan Street Subway Indicated by Heavy Black Lint

curvature of about 5,000 ft. radius, 2 per cent, of about 1.800 ft.
radius and 15 per cent, of about 500 ft. radius. The grades are
as follows:
Of the whole length of the tunnel 40 per cent, will
be level, 7 per cent, will have a grade of less than one foot in
one hundred, 22 per cent, a grade of about two feet In one hundred, 13 per cent, from three and one-fourth to four feet in one
hundred and about IS per cent, of about five feet in one hundred.
A train going north and descending into the Subway, will be
about 48 ft. lower at Eliot street than when on the elevated structure at Broadway. At Eliot street the track is about 21 ft. below
the street surface and 6 ft. lower than mean low water of the sea.
Continuing north the train will climb 19 ft. to Temple place. Prom
Franklin street the tracks descend and pass beneath the East
Boston Tunnel at Stale street at about the same level that they are
Eliot street.
The lowest place in the tunnel, according to
the profile shown, will be nearly under the old subway at Adams
square, 28 ft. lower than at Franklin street.
Continuing north the
train will climb 52 ft. to the elevated structure at Causeway street.
The character of the cross-section of the tunnel varies greatly,
determined by its situation and use.
South of Kneeland street,
where the tunnel is wholly to the east of Washington street and
i'

|

Subway

Lines.

quate fans and ventilating chambers were placed in the original
Boston Subway and in the East Boston Tunnel, and will be provided in the Washington street tunnel. In accordance with the previous methods, fresh air will in general be admitted at the stations and drawn out of the tunnel at points between stations. In
some parts of the original Boston Subway the air from the tunnel
was discharged through gratings in the sidewalks, but this might
be objectionable on the surface of the crowded sidewalks of Washington street. Tubes will, as a rule, be used to conduct the air from
points where it leaves the tunnel to the points where it will be
discharged, which will usually be above the subway entrances. These
tubes will in some cases be below the tunnel and in other cases
above.

The tunnel

Washington

street is in no place far removed
of the way comes close to the lines of the
building.
On account of the narrowness, crookedness and irregularity of the street and the frequency of the tunnel station platforms, the cross-section of the tunnel is very irregular and is rarely
uniform for more than a few feet in length. Most of the sewer,

in

from and for most

water and gas pipes and other structures under the street, required to be moved to a new position and many service pipes are
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For
be laid ci-oss-wise to connect with the different buildings.
these reasons most of the earth from the pavement down to the
The work, however,
l>oitom of the tunnel is necessarily taken out.
has been carried on in such a way as to interfere but little with
the traffic of the street. The method of doing the work has been
similar to that employed on the streets when the original Subway was built. The paved surface of the street has been replaced
little by little with heavy planking laid flush with the original
surface of the paving and supported on timbers, and most of the
work in the daytime has been done under this bridging. During
the night much more of the surface of the street is occupied, but
nevertheless enough space is left free so that Are engines and
apparatus can pass through Washington street and in and out of
any adjoining street, and this provision permits the passage of the
In

sections of 20

—

Profile of

tion

1.

Section

this portion of the tunnel structure is entirely covered by
buildings (except at street crossings), and as taller and heavier
buildings may sooner or later replace the present ones, the walls,
roof and foundations are strongly built.
The walls and invert of
1 are of reinforced concrete.
The roof consists of steel
I-beams imbedded in concrete and supported on the side walls and
a row of center columns. These beams vary from 12 in. to 24 in.
in depth and are spaced from 1 ft. to 4 ft. apart according to the
loading to which they are likely to be subjected.
The work was carried on from both ends and from shafts in

Section

•

;

.

-"

in

i

-

Washington Street Subway.

Bennet and Harvard streets in sections from 12 to 20 ft. in length.
In excavating the sections to the required depth, the earth was filled
into tubs which were carried on small cars to the shafts, where
the tubs were hoisted and dumped into carts. After the excavation was completed, the floor or invert of the tunnel was built; the
side walls were next erected; then the center columns and roof
beams were placed in position and riveted, after which the roof
was completed with concrete which surrounds the beams and fills
the space between them. The invert and side walls were made almost wholly of concrete. The concrete was mixed by a Smith rotary mixer and carried to the several openings in iron carts. The
building foundations were supported on* steel I-beams during construction, and then pinned up on the completed roof with brick
masonry. During the excavation and construction of each short
section of the tunnel, the I-beams just referred to were supported

ifs^Spisfszz^:

fxImlrdStrtlMi

.

Cross-Section of Section No.

1,

North

of

Harvard Street.

of braces and props must be made.
Into six sections; the southerly Incline,
section No. 1 542.5 i'i. long, section No. 2 525 i'i. long, section No. 3
133.5 n. long, section No.
1,251.6 tt. long, section No. 5 1,013 n
long.
is

divided

1

1
line Near Ash Street
The buildings where the Incline is situated were taken down
and their material removed between Sept, 8 and Oct. 6, L904
Thej
were mainly tour-story brick structures aboul 60 years old, The
retaining walls and root of the Incline are composed of <ihi.mii
ii'

reinforced with
Bides are open,

Bteel

for

rods,

light

iVbove

the

surface

ol

the

ad

the

and ventilation. Steel posts encased In
on which is a monitor, about 8 tt. wide,

concrete support the roof,
open on the sides, The side wails from the n
copings above the surface of the urn
were
I

of the
i>uiii

in

Incline

-v. *< J3*

Cross-Soction of Section No.

and considerable rearranging

The work

1.

As

North and South Bound Tracks

comparatively few teams used in the night. On Sundays and holidays the street surface is occupied in places in putting down new
bridging and in doing other work for which the time in a single
night is too short. The street railway cars are not diverted from
Washington street in the day time except in case of emergency,
but either the north or the southbound line, or both, are often
diverted at night and on Sundays.
The work has been necessarily irregular and of a piece-meal
character, but the order of doing the parts has generally been some
what as follows: Underpinning is done where necessary; side
walls are built in narrow trenches, one at a time; new sewers are
built in or near them; interior posts, if any, are placed in a narrow trench; the roof is put on; the core is dug out; and finally
the invert is completed. During this series of operations a large
number of pipes of various kinds must be supported and changed

lengths with expansion joints between. The roof
sliding joint at the junction with Sec-

was made continuous with a

'

Fig. 2.

ft.

87

to

monollthli

2.

South

of

La Grange Street.

bj blocking or po
rei ting on neighboring uuexcavated earth or on
the partialis or wholly completed adjacent subwaj walls.
Generally the division wails and piers of the overhead and
i

neighboring buildings were underpinned with bi
the completed Bubwaj roof and on the sides ol the subwa] down
with s horizontal
to an Inclined plane, having an angle
Concn
plane paBi tng through the bottom of the Bide walls.
ing was used outside ii
asterly wall underneath the premises
>

place,
710-740 Washington street, wl
heetini
In
removed
Everywhere else wooden Bheeting was used, which wa
The roof of the tunnel is below the street
as the work progressed,
n
-s of buildings, except
Is
In the sin limine building, where It
Thli storj is now b
from 8 to 5
above the Btreel Hoor
remodeled.
The grade "i the tunnel required the raising of the

No.

i'i

grade

of

Bennet street about

-

tt,

tins

new

grade run down

t>>
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the

former grade

at

Washington

Btreel

and

;i

t

50 n. east

of

Ash

XL No

i

advance of the main work of construction, and a contract was
lor doing a portion of this advance- work.
Operations began
on the evening of Sept. 6, 1904, on the south side wall to tb<
LaU range street station, opposite No. 12 LaGrange street. Four
days later, work in Washington street waft begun on an opening
for the pump-well at the intersection of Beach street.
Work in
LaGrange and Washington streets was prosecuted diligently, although great care was required, particularly in the former stl
where the tunnel walls were horizontally within a few inches and
in

madr

street.
B(

Where

Voi

i

Hon

8.

cross Washington street, for
the structure consists of a concrete invert with
reinforced concrete side walls and the roof of L5-in.
beams, 5 ft.
on renters, willi concrete jack arches turned between the brains.
For the nexl 120 ft. going north the Invert and walls are of similar
" in. beams
construction, but the roof Is of a flat arch typi with
Elio-1

a length of 40

and Kneeland

street

ft.,

I

1

.

Cross-Section of Section

No.

imbedded in the concrete every 18 in. For the remainder of the
section the invert is of concrete and the east wall of reinforced
concrete; the west wall consists of steel columns spaced 5 ft. on
centers surrounded with concrete; two lines of center columns carry
girders extending longitudinally with the tunnel, the roof beams
extending across the tunnel resting on the side walls and these
girders, and between these beams, which are 5 ft. apart, concrete
jack arches are turned. Where this last type is used, there is a
station platform from 11 to 17 ft. in width on the west side of
tunnel for the accommodation of southbound trains. Approaches

tufyrprtafrf

Concrt/f

2,

Near Beach Street.

vertically about 10 ft. deeper than the foundations of the adjoining
buildings.
After reaching the depth of these foundations, excavation was carried on generally in pockets 6 ft. long and the side
wall erected therein before the intermediate pockets were excavated.
In spite of the precautions taken, settlment took place on the LaGrange street side of the building situated at the north coiner
of Washington street.
To obviate settlement on the Washington
street front, the building was supported by spur-shores before operations were begun there.
The foundation was then underrun in
pockets about 2 ft. wide, and strengthened by a wider concrete base

—

/^

Cross-Section of Section No.
this platform extend into LaGrange and Boylston streets, distances of about 100 and 45 ft. respectively from the west line of
Washington street. These approaches occupy practically the width
of the two streets named, and have walls of steel columns embedded
in concrete, roofs of steel beams and concrete jack arches, a row
of center columns and bottoms of concrete, eventually to be covered
to

with a granolithic surface.
It was deemed prudent to have a portion of the side walls
of the tunnel
especially where close to building foundations done

—

-.*>..»

—

3.

Near Essex Street.

IS in. in depth, containing 6-in. I-beams, this process being
continued until the whole foundation had been strengthened. In
that part of Washington street where the side walls did not come
nearer than 8 ft. to the buildings, the length of the pockets excavated was about 16 ft.
The side walls of the section south of the station platform
were built by separate contract. Excavation and masonry were carried on in alternate 16-ft. stretches, and new sewers at the same
time built on each side of the street, the intermediate sections being
a,bout
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and heavy brick piers built up to the old piers. These brick piers
were connected by a concrete wall which supported the lighter piers

The Lyceum building and the Washington street
front of the building at the south corner of LaGrange street were
underpinned to the depth of the tunnel wall before excavation for
the wall was begun. The buildings were spur-shored and the foundations carried on steel beams. Excavation was made to the required depth, and concrete walls and piers brought up to within IS
in. of the old foundations, the final pinning being done with brick
built afterwards.

of the building.

In

Shuman

he case of the

I

building smail cross-

were driven under the piers, and I-beams about 20 ft. long
were inserted under the foundation. Another set of I-beams parallel with and close to the front of the piers were placed above the
first beams and supported at the end on timber blocking, the first
beams being supported from these by iron bolts. A large box
was built upon the outer ends of the lower beams and filled with
paving stones, thus forming a cantilever, the weight of the building being upon the short arm. The excavation and masonry work
then proceeded as usual in similar cases.
drifts

masonry.

The construction of the side walls and sewers where the other
contractors had left off was finished south of Boylston square, while
the easterly side was practically completed to the south line of
Boylston street. The house connections were then connected into
the new sewers, and the old sewers abandoned. The work of excavating the core was then pushed ahead in LaGrange street and
that part of Washington street where the station was located; in
the former case the full width of the structure being taken, while
in the latter a trench was dug first and the platform posts and

Section J.
varies in width from 53 ft. at the north corner
The inof Essex street to 35 ft. at the north end of the section.
verts are of concrete.
The west side wall is also of concrete. From
the center columns steel I-beams cross over the easterly track to
a line of girders resting on columns in the
The platform girders are
station platform.
connected to the east side wall by I-beams,
the east wall consisting of I-beam posts every
The spaces
5 ft. surrounded by concrete.
between the beams are spanned by concrete jack-arches, the concrete being carried
high enough to cover the whole structure.

The structure

Ufi/'tft

is from S
wide on the east side of the

The platform mentioned above
26.5

to

ft.

ft.

structure and

for the use of the

is

north-

Approaches to these platforms
extend into Essex street and Hayward place
about 6(1 ft. from the east line of Washington
street.
These approaches have side walls of
steel columns surrounded by concrete, steel
center columns, and roofs of I-beams spanned
between by small concrete arches.

bound

trains.

The contract for this section included in
addition to the construction of the tunnel,
the tunneling for and laying of about 60U
ft. of 18-in. and 24-in. pipe sewers in Hayward place, Harrison avenue and Essex
street as part of the necessary sewer changes
The conin connection with the work.
tractors began on this sewer work on Dec.
-in.
1904, at the intersection of Hayward

M/f*ta#t/if imveif Jteel

Cross-Section of Section No.

4,

South

of

West Street

place and Harrison avenue. Two days later,
operations in Washington street were begun.
During the first month the work was confined to these sewers and to excavating and
building the west wall of the tunnel where
near to building foundations.
it was not verj
Because of the depth and proximity of the
tunnel, it was deemed fecessary to underpin
the walls of the buildings mi the west side
of Washington street from the north end of
Section 2 to and including the south corner
of the Bumstead building, a distance of
in ft., and also the walls of the
about
Arioch
Wentworth building fronting en
Washington street and Hayward place. Excavation for ibis underpinning was begun
in the lintel Cecil on .Ian. L'n. 1905.
The gen

JtipAM'i

I

method was

eral

to partition

off a

portion of

basement ami in cut through the walls
ami piers ami support the building on heavj
steel beams,
the

The general method

Washington

in

street

building foundations have been
underpinned has been to build the west wail
Cross-Section of Section No. 4, North of Temple Place.
of the tunnel to the height of the springing
roof placed, after which the remaining width of the street was line of the arch, and tht n in excavate for ami build the center wail to
excavated in st retches about lo ft. in length, the bottom concreted the springing line. liter which the arch Is turned
iii
Essex street the Brst work consisted in connecting the 24-in.
and the steel then erected and the roof finished,
w L'lill sewer nil the south side
sewer already referred In In
in that pan of Section ^ south of the station a different method
nmie, eurl ,m Hie ,MM si, I,
was adopted. The street was excavated to a depth sufficient to allow of ICsseX Sll'eel In tile lleW S-fl
After this had been completed, the side wail
the roof-beams to be set in position from side wall 10 side wall ami el" Washington stret.
the

aftei

,

;

,

in.
Worfc on Washington street
has been simplified by the diversion ol the old sewer in a tempoi
r»ei in II. iw
SO Hi. II
WOOden bOX sewer lain Hie new
iiemi with In Si tlon 3
"
here
imw mil mui
;e

The core was then excavated under
finished first.
the earth taken in oars lo near Kneeland si reel where
As the e\
il
was hoisted through a hatch and dumped inin earls
cavatlon was completed, the ventilation duel ami Invert were '"a
creted in short sections.
The contract for Section - Included the underpinning of the
the
buildings ai the corners of Washington ami Boylston streets
Boylston and siiiiiiian buildings. The Boylston building was underpinned by partitioning off a space about i- ft. square about each
one nf Hie main piers, Successively, cutting through the phis, ami

columns were planed ami concreted

supporting them bj heavy steel beams put through ami under them,
a hole underneath was Ihen dug of the required
depth
e ami

whii h

the

roof

nealli

was

anil

.

1
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This platform has about

same length and width as the other.
North of Temple place the roof of the
structure is composed of steel roof beams

the

ft. on centers, with concrete archi
place and
Between Te
between them.
Winter street the roof beams are supported
i,,
reinforced concrete walls and two lines of
North of Winter street the
steel columns.
structure diners from the above in that steel
columns are placed in the easterly concrete
wall and he roof beams are riveted to them.
Owing to the proximity of the subway

placed 5

I

to the buildings, it was decided to
underpin aboul three-fourths of all the buildings along the line of this section. The foun-

walls

dations of these buildings were carried down
same depth as the bottom of the sub-

to the

work was commenced about
and was finished in June. The careful levels taken on these buildings showed no
settlement greater than Vs in., and that in
two cases only.
way.

March

The

1,

As the new tunnel displaced the old
sewer, it was necessary to build the side walls
and the new sewers and to turn the flow of
the sewage into these sewers in advance of
much of the work in the center of the street.
Work on this section was commenced on
February 21, and has been pushed vigorUnder the provisions of the contract
the contractor was not allowed to remove
excavated material south of Winter street
between 7.45 a.m. and 6.15 p.m. except on
Sundays and holidays. This required the
greater part of the excavation to be done at

ously.

Cross-Section of Section No.

MM

5,

Near Milk Street.

-(iiV

BUfa!

BUtr

night.
The progress of the work indicates
that the completion of the section may be
expected somewhat in advance of the time
set in the contract.
The mixing of concrete has

been by ma-

chine, the plant being placed on Boston Common at the corner of Charles and Boylston
streets.
The contractor has also hired land
at the Old Providence depot and also on the
Boston Elevated property on Atlantic ave-

nue, where excavated material and paving
blocks are stored.
Section 5.
The structure will in general consist of
concrete invert, side walls of reinforced concrete and an arch roof with tie rods. For
a length of 100 ft. south of and across Franklin street, however, the roof will be constructed of 20-in. and 24-in. I-beams imbedded in concrete and supported by girders
Steel
carried on two lines of steel columns.
columns are also placed 5 ft. apart in the
east side wall the same as in the adjoining
portion of Section 4.
TTe side walls between Franklin and
Milk streets are under construction, the work
being carried on in lengths of about 16 ft.
Section 5 is deeper than the preceding sections, the bottom being from 30 to 48 ft. below the street. A feature of interest is that
the track for northbound cars from about 90
ft. south of Milk street to the north end of
the section is under the platform for southbound cars and the passageway leading to
the State street entrance to the tunnel.
From the middle of the Herald building
north for a distance of about 110 ft. the
west wall of the tunnel is under the front
walls of buildings.
Relocation of Pipes.
In fixing the profile of the Washington
street tunnel, a minimum depth of about 4
ft. of earth over the roof was decided upon to
allow space for sub-surface structures in the

The average depth between Kneeland and Franklin streets is 3'j ft, with
a minimum of 3% ft. at Summer street and a

ktimmtrU

street.

Hayward

South

Cross-Section of Section

Cross-Section of Section No.

maximum

of 9

ft.

at

place.

At most of the principal street intersections, and for the entire
length of Section 2, the complete relocation of these underground
structures has been necessary on account of the tunnel construction,
Between these points, companies and city departments represented

5,

of

Franklin Street.

North of Bloomfield Street.

beneath the surface have asked that they be allowed to lay larger
pipes and straighten their lines to conform to the necessary shanges.
and the Engineering Department has accordingly prepared precise
plans showing a harmonious relocation of all of the principal underground structures in Washington street between Kneeland and
Franklin streets. All new locations granted either by the Transit

—
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Commission or by the

—

city authorities

have been consistent with

these plans.

The new structures are laid under the direction of the Transit
Commission engineers, who designate the precise location and the
time of doing the work. In order not to incommode the public,
much of the work of relocation is done under the planking which,
during subway construction, forms the surface of the street, the
contractor making the necessary changes in the timbering at the
expense of the Commission. The relocation of all Washington street
sewers within the tunnel limits has been necessary. The water
pipes have been generally relocated in advance of the tunnel conThe pipes have been supported temporarily by timbers
while work was going on and permanently by brick piers resting
on the tunnel roof.
The gas pipes have been removed at once by the Gas Company on being uncovered, so as to avoid danger of explosion, and
small pipes have been substituted where necessary to supply the
buildings, either under the planking or through the basements
between side streets. Over two miles of gas pipes have thus been
removed between Harvard and Franklin streets, a distance of about
2,400 ft.
The permanent gas pipes have not been replaced in any
locality until after the tunnel in such locality has been completed
and the street backfilled.
The concrete of the electric conduits has generally been removed as soon as the tunnel excavation would allow and the cables
hung or looped up out of the way. This with the removal of the
gas pipes has given the contractors much additional space in which
to work, and has greatly reduced the task of supporting the pipes.
The new conduits have been laid for the most part on the tunnel
roof under the planking before the street has been backfilled. The
capacity of the electric light conduits has been materially increased
and eventually all of the old Edison three-wire solid tube system
over the tunnel will be removed and replaced by cables drawn
through these conduits. The building connections will be made
through pipes laid from the manholes. The two 10-in. pneumaticmail tubes crossing the tunnel at Eliot and Kneeland streets were
relaid in advance of the construction of the tunnel roof.
Washington street has been continuously patrolled by water,
gas, and electric light inspectors, the Water Department men carrying a red flag by day and a blue light by night for identification,
and despite the fact that bare electric light and power cables, water
and gas pipes, pneumatic tubes, etc., have been carried on timbers
in the open excavation where some settlement is inevitable, no
accident at all serious to property or person has thus far resulted.
struction.

Local

Freight Agents' Problems.*

When 800 pounds of small castings are put into a sugar barrel,
and handled from the dray to the warehouse, and then to the train,
and perhaps a transfer en route, the chances are that the castings
are loose, with no marks, and when they are unloaded at destination there is a shortage and a consequent claim.
I
think there
should be some restriction as to the weight of castings put in a
barrel, or some kind of a package specified to put them in that
would "hold." It seems to me that about all the shipper looks
out for is to get something to hold until he gets the receipt from
the railroad company; then they can take care of the rest, so long
as the classification has been complied with.
W. O. Allen.
The local agent is a much more important personage than is
usually supposed, and instead of letting the public think he is a
funnel through which they are to communicate with and hear from
the superintendent, general freight agent, or others, he should let
them think he is in a broad sense the general manager of the company's interests in that particular section of the country. The agent
is always within reach of the necessary official by wire and can
soon give them a reply on any subject.
If you seek to work closely
in connection with prominent shippers you will always handle their
business with energy and satisfaction to them, but if they come
to you and you ask them for a letter and say you will submit it yon
will find they will write to sonic official direct the next Lime.
If a rate is not quoted promptly or a shipment is delayed, do
not assist, the patron in his abuse of the company bj offering no
defense, but pour oil on the troubled waters and when you gel bach
to the office lei no lime pass until you have clone your full dutj
in trying to fix it up; then give him the results, so he will know
of your interest.
Complaints are always light or wrong if the
former, admit it and try to suggest something to prevent slmllai
complaint In future
If they are wrong, explain It, and defend
service; the pursuing of such a policy will cause shippers to think
•

more of you and
Above all. do

the company,
not dodge the Issue and pul 11 on to a superloi
with the Idea thai he will turn II down anyway, and thai you can
show the shipper his reply.
1
have a grea! deal more reBpecl tor an agenl now than
had
1
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think I am safe in saying you are
your superior officers that you should
weigh your subjects carefully and then make your recommendations,
and I am sure the subsequent action will convince you of the consideration given your views, even though they might conflict with
others.—S. F. Miller, A. G. F. A.
Some time ago we had a lot of choice flour in cotton sacks
damaged by being loaded into a car that had been loaded with ice.
The floor was wet, so the loader put in a lot of hay and then a
layer of boards. Apparently the flour was well protected and would
go to destination in good shape, but the hay was sticking up in
places between the boards, and the water gradually filled the hay,
and each one of these straws carried the water to the flour like so
many little siphons, with the result that the lower tier of sacks
was wet and caked badly. L. O. Matthews.

when I was one of them.
of such recognized, value to

Accidents on the Brooklyn Elevated.

On Friday, January 19, the middle car of a three-car train
on the Kings County Elevated Line was derailed at the switch at
Fulton and Chestnut streets, Brooklyn, and fell to the street, killing
one passenger and injuring about 15 others. As will be seen by
the accompanying sketch, the main line of the elevated makes a
sharp bend just beyond the point where the accident took
place.
Just before this bend is reached, at a distance of approximately seven miles from City Hall, Brooklyn, a connection leads
down a sharp incline on Chestnut street to the surface line of the
Long Island railroad on Atlantic avenue, with which connection is
made for Rockaway Beach. During
the summer months, the switch at
this point is connected with the
signal tower, but in the winter no
trains are run over the connecting
track and the switch is disconnected from the tower and spiked

JJUU1JL

in position.

Hi

On

the day of the acci-

dent a special train, containing officers of the road, was to be run
over the Rockaway Beach line for
purposes of inspection. An employee accompanied this train, who
was to have unspiked the switch to
Location of Accident.
allow the special to pass over it.
Another employee had been sent
ahead to assist him upon arrival of the special, but the one sent
ahead misunderstood his instructions and unspiked the switch
without noticing that it was not connected with the tower.
He did this just ahead of the regular train which preceded the special.
The first car of the regular train followed the main line; the
second car, not. a motor car, was derailed by the loose facing
point, and the third car tinned down the incline.
There was nothing in any way Obscure about this accident, as the daily press lias
claimed. It was simplj a case of a careless employee who did not

nnnnr

follow his instructions.
On January 22 the Brooklyn Elevated had another accident,
which fortunately did not result in loss of life or injury to per
sons.
On this occasion the motorman of a Myrtle avenue train
ran by the signals at the Fifth avenue junction, near Brooklyn
Bridge, and a Fifth avenue train from Bath Beach struck the real
car of the first train with sufficient lone to twi.-t it about :it right
An inspect ion made immediate]; niter Hie
angles with the tracks.
accident showed oleat'h thai the inotornian had run by his signal,
since the pipes were so damaged by the derailed car that it would
have her n impossible to move the signal after the accident occurred.

Washington Correspondence.
Washington, Jan. 23. Some progress is being made with the
railroad ratr bills in the Senate ami House Committees.
Chairman
Hepburn bad expected to reporl his bill to the House last Frit
bui the Democratic members of the Committee wanted still m
time ami the Committee adjourned until today, when there was
unanimous agreement to report the bill. Unanimity is what
sought after and what lu: cau ed most of the delaj thut
this end in view the Republican members of the Committee

n

1

Willi

made several modification! In the texl of the Hepburn bill to
more acceptable to the Democrats, None of thi changes
make
made Is of much Importance, bul the Democratic membet
Committee have been Insisting upon one of a more radical char
it

They wanted the Republicans to agree to eliminate
the long and short haul clause ol the
merce
he words "undi r ubstantinllj
law
Imllai
and con
1I1
ions." so as to prohibit absolute!] a
chargi for a short haul
(fan for a longer one
same lim
direction, the shorter distance peine Included In the longer, buu
to
provision authorizing the Interstate Commerce Com ml

acter.

1

It

1

1

•Extracts from articles in "The North-Wcsterii Bulletin." a pe
published in the Interests of the employi
of the Chicago <v Nortfi Wi
Hallway.

I
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pend the prohibition.

ii

This

mdment, howevei

i

w<

i

more

In

Into the bill us finally agreed u]
An amendment of the ion;; and shorl haul clause is one of the
distinguishing features of the hill introduced in the House bj

orated

senior
Louisiana,
Democratic
Davey,
the
of
Committee. This Davey hill proposes to go much further than any other measure thus far introduced in either house
of Congress in the direction of giving the Commission discretionary
power,
ii
would enable the Commission to giv
withhold tav
brable rates through the power to enforce or suspend tin long and
required
shorl haul clause, and ii would extend 10 30 days the ii
for notice of an advance or reduction in rates, giving the Commls
sion power to enforce this requirement or to modify it or suspend

Representative

member

will.

at

it

of the

The members

or the Senate Committee are apparently as tar
the beginning of the session
lie
Dolliver bill, the
Poraker bill, the bill presented by tin interstate Commerce Com
mission, and the Elkins plan for a compromise hill have each been
discussed in turn by the Committee, bul without anj agreement

as

apart

at

on any of the important differences between members of the Com
mittee.
in the meantime, there has been more discussion in the
open Senate. Senator Clay, of Georgia, on Monday delivered a long
and carefully prepared speech on the question of the power of Con
gress, under the Constitution, to delegate the legislative power of
fixing a rate for the future, contending that it could be done con
stitutionally.
Senator Poraker, who is looked upon as the leading
exponent of the idea that the Interstate Commerce Commi- Ion
cannot be constitutionally empowered to pass upon the question of
the reasonableness of rates and to make rates for the future is expected to make a lengthy reply to Mr. Clay in the near futun
These two speeches will mark the lines on which the debate will
be conducted in the Senate on the Constitutional questions Involved.
There is no present indication of a division on party lines in the
Senate, though it is noteworthy that in the debate that followed
Senator Clay's speech on Monday such an adroit politician as Senator Aldrich. of Rhode Island, attempted to give the discus-ion
It is apparent that if Senator Foraker and the
a political turn.
other conservative Republican members of the Committee on Interstate Commerce can succeed in having the Republican members of
the Committee agree upon a bill that will give to the courts the
power, at some stage of the proceeding, of passing on the question
of the reasonableness or lawfulness of a challenged rate the Senate
will divide on the bill on very nearly party lines.
A few Republicans may refuse to support such a bill and it may receive the support of Senator Morgan and possibly one or two other Democtats,
j. o.

been

great

living
while in our business
for competent lien, and the

mere

a

thai)
a
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demand

BY W.

of a Station

('.

than ever before.
our pay is surer thin our best bank. Our hours, are
horter than tie average business man and they are working under
as many restrictions as we, and are more closely subjected to the
requirements of the publli they serve.
to-day
I,

now

that

sentiment there is no class of men who have
each other and protect, one another's interests more carefully than railroad men. and our experience with
the management is that they do the same with us. for when we
meet a general officer we always meet a friend, and it would lake
a longer paper than this to relate the scrapes they have assisted
us out of in 2 5 years, and we are still on speaking terms.
akes that with other employers would only have been settled
with money.
hive never been asked to pay for. Not long since,
when
thanked an official for his help in a matter of transportation, he said:
"It
gives me pleasure to pui any happiness in a
railroad man's life."
We must look on the bright side and realize
that the things which annoy are a part of the business and not
allow
selves to he overeonu by them.
Let us take a kindly Interest in the business of our patrons.
ami endeavor to turn dull labor into pleasure. If they are contemplating a trip, give them all the information you can and show
your desire to add to their enjoyment. I was pleased with some
brakemeh
once met in crossing the Continental Divide, who displayed a real and active interest in calling the attention of passengers to features that might have been overlooked by one unacquainted with the scenery. These men found relief from what must
have been monotonous to them, by giving pleasure to others, and
adding much to the comfort of their trip.
We have the advantage of others, in our ability to travel, and
there is nothing that adds so much to the pleasure of life as seeing
the different parts of the country, or that helps an agent so much
in his business.
A man can be more effective in soliciting business
when he can describe by actual experience the many objects to be
-ecu and the best manner of reaching them.
There is not much danger of our becoming unsettled in life
by comparing our line of railroad with others, or our circumstances
with the condition of other men in like positions. I have note d
that when I meet a man who once worked for the North-West -in
Line, he always speaks of it with pride, and I have yet to find one
who said he found things more to his liking on the other line. On
the contrary, his advice invariably is. "Stay where you are."

Along the

more

line

regard

real

id'

for

I

I

1

w.

to

self-control.

P.urdue University.

Purdue University. Lafayette. Indiana, has installed an autoThe design of the plant has been worked
out under the direction of W. F. M. Goss, Dean of the Schools of
Engineering, assisted by Professors J. R. McColl and W. O. Teague.
mobile testing plant.

put our best efforts into our
is needed in all business,
but especially in the railroad business.
Look at the grocetyman.
He puts on his smile with his clothes and carries it all day until
he closes the store. See the farmer's wife drive iu with the eggs
and butter. He goes out to the wagon and takes out the farm products, puts up the groceries, with some candy put in for the children, talks of the crops and makes himself agreeable.
He has to.
and as you see him you say to yourself. "I am glad I don't have
to."
You make a mistake. If you could meet the busy world with
a happy smile and the kindly attention of the tradesman, how much
easier your work would be and how much more business you could
accomplish.
You would have to learn it if you worked for the grocery man, or worked for yourself.
There is not the same code of morals between the public and
railroads as between individuals. The other day I overheard a
young lady as she got off the train saying to her friend who had
met her, '1 have been signing some other person's name so long
have forgotten my own." I learned that she had bought a return
1
portion of a ticket from a scalper in the east and signed the original owner's name.
She would not have forged anyone's name to
a check, hut would do anything to beat a railroad company.
When
I
spoke of this before my minister he stated that he always got a
ticket from a scalper if he could.
I
gave it up and noted thai it
is evident the ten commandments do not apply fo the treatment of
railroads.
The agent has to stand against this
The condition of the business man is not as good as it was 25
years ago. The combination of capital is fast getting possession
of all business that is of any profit, and crowding out the individual
The great department stores are fast eliminating the local
dealer.
is

at

Agent.*

HUNGERFORD.

Having made up our minds

work, the next step

there has always

demand is greater
We make no investment of money and

Automobile Testing Plant

The Education

i.

This

It

is

Fig.

quite similar in principle to the locomotive testing plant also
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The tendency

escape from the farm has tilled the land with
numerous to be mentioned or remembered,
lawyers everywhere, until the observation is that few earn
to

doctors, of schools too

and

racl

published
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;
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— Side

Elevation of Automobile Testing Plant.
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at Purdue. An automobile of any type, whether steam, electric or
gasolene-driven, may be mounted, operated and tested on it and the
power delivered and the efficiency of the machine may be determined. A plan and elevation of the plant are shown in Figs,

93

of the machine, thereby freeing the laboratory of obnoxious gases,
Concerning the theory of action, a glance at Fig. 2 will make
clear the fact that if the supporting wheels were blocked so that

they could not turn, the automobile would, if started, tend to move
forward with its full tractive power even to
the extent of slipping its wheels upon the
supporting wheels. Its tendency to move
forward in this case will be registered as a
If, on the other
pull upon the dynamometer.
hand, the supporting \vheels are frictionless,
then the turning of the wheels of the automobile through the action of its machinery
will not result in any pull upon the dynamometer, for if frictionless, the supporting
no reaction for such
wheels can offer
The supporting wheels are, In
a pull.
frictionless,
nor
blocked
fact,
neither
but the design is to have them turn
against a resistance the value of which may
be varied at will. The arrangement is such
that whatever this resistance may be it appears as a stress on the draw-bar. The resistance is regulated by means of a friction
brake to which reference has already been
made.
By its adjustment the automobile
may be made to pull any amount on the
dynamometer; it may run under a light or
a heavy load as may be desired.
In all cases
the energy delivered by the automobile is the
product of the pull exerted at the drawbar
into the distance passed over by the tread
of the driving wheel.
Thus, the horse-power
delivered is equal to the pull upon the dynamometer in pounds, multiplied by the space
passed over in one minute by the automobile
driving wheel, divided by 3:1.000. The space
passed over is most conveniently found by
determining the number of revolutions of
Driving Wheels and Friction Brake of Testing Plant.
Fig. 3
the supporting wheel since the latter is of
fixed diameter; that is, the determination is
1 and 2.
It will be seen that an automobile mounted for testing
based upon the length of the path traveled rather than by the
revolution of the driver.
has its driving wheels carried by the supporting wheels of the
plant.
Fig. 4 is a photograph of the plant with automobile removed,
These wheels are mounted on an axle which revolves in
fixed bearings.
The automobile is held ;n position by a connec- looking toward the dynamometer. Fig. 5 is a partial view of the
tion with a traction dynamometer which, in Fig. 2, appears at opposite end showing the traction dynamometer, and Fig. 3 shows
the rear of the machine. A friction brake on the axle of the sup- the supporting wheels and the friction brake.
porting wheels absorbs the energy delivered by the machine. A
While the plant will lend itself to studies of a highly refined
motor-driven pressure blower delivers air through adjustable piping character, it is proposed during the present winter to determine the
for cooling the radiators of steam and gasolene machines and a output of power under various conditions of running of a considermotor-driven exhauster takes air from a point near the exhaust able number of typieol machines.
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Instead of a continuous slope in one ilirertinn only, lei us con
This
iider a division of 150 miles, with a summit at Hie middle,
will, perhaps, be nearer to existing cases than Ihe former supposition.
The same locomotive will he selected for our calculations,
and we will also assume that the down hill trip or portion will
he run uniformly at 30 miles an hour.
The grade of 1 per cent,
will be ample to maintain this velocity without any assistance from
the engine
indeed, the brakes will have to he used to prevent the
train running away.
From this it is apparent that on the downhill pail only sufficient coal and water need be used to run the air
pump and make up for radiation. The former would require only
about 10 cents worth of coal for the 75 miles down grade, and the
latter would be the same no matter what the train load; from this
it is evident that we can, without sensible error, consider that coal
and water will be used on the 75 miles of up-hill only. As both
sides are 1 per cent, we can refer largely to table A (see Railroad
Gazette Jan. 5, page 11) and proceed to construct (aide E.

—

Table
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Aciu.it time.

Average speed

10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
lit.

17.

18.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

E.

in
5
20
Speed up bill, miles per hr.
15
son
1,450
W't train, tons hack tender.
1,430
1,100
'JIT..".on I'M.:
Ton-miles per trip.'
165,000120,
7..".
in ii
(i.2.-,
17.5
Run'g time, hrs. bet. trmnls

6.

bet. trinnls
bet, trmnls.

lirs.

21.0
7

.

.

.->
.

$20.25

si,-..on

4.50

.in.-,

2.25

1.80

.r.o

.r.o

..Ml

..-,o

.

.

.20

.20

16.50

13.88
1.50
10.50
2.00

1.50

10.50
2.00
1.70

r.5
21

1

1

111

i

.211
s;,

1.50
10.50

n
6.0

5

$30.00

Cosl uf cent, per trip
$18.75
" water, per trip.
"
2.80
"
" lubrication, per trip
.50
"
" supplies, per trip..
.20
" repairs, per trip
"
16.50
1.50
Allowance, renewals, pr trip
14.70
Pay, of eugiueman per trip.
2.00
Cost of handling, per trip.
2.60
Interest allowance, per trip
IMT,
Cost, train supplies, pr trip
32.60
Cost, car repairs, per trip..
16 '.hi
Pay of trainmen, per trip.
Cost of movement, per trip 111.30
.51
Cost. 1,000-ton miles, net..
6.00
Million ton-miles pr month
.

O

n. 6
22
$12.00

!l

too
I

lli.T

1

30

25

560
S4,

12.0
2.5

•_'

;,

o
$9.37
2:,

2,

hi
:,o
211

.211

7.88

'.

1.50
10.50

10.50

i

;,,i

2,1111

2.

mi

2. no

1.40

1.2.-.

1.16

2.25

2.25

32.10
12.08
113.83

24. so

2.25
18.00

1.10
2.25

12 no

no

12.08

12. OS

92.41
.56
8.50

76.38

12.08
65 53

12.08
58.78

.53

9.05

in the pay of enginemen (line Mi) in the first two col
after that the amounts will he the same, being based on
ily
'Ihe cosl of handling (line 17) will, of com

I

2.2.",

.64

.78

o.sii

...211

.98
:;

'.i2

as before, but line 22. pay of trainmen, will reduce in a manner
similar to that of enginemen, and for the same reason.
Llni
2
ami 25 were computed in the same manner as in tabb- A, and
the effect of the 7.', miles of down grade is at ome apparent in Hie
reduced cost and greater movement per month.
By a process as explained in connection with tallies C and I).
the lower portion "t ml'
E has been calculated, and the re mi
laid off for graphical in pection in Fig. 12.
As before, we have
our minimum cost at about 10 miles an hour running speed up
grade, tun while in the previous casi this corresponded to an average speed between terminals of s.:i miles an hour, it now means 12
miles an hour (as shown by Ihe lower speed figures), or an average running time of 15 miles an hour. The cost is 50 cents per
lion ion miles, instead of 70 cents, and this is the lowest possible
Bgure attainable by any combination of speed and load. (This would
correspond to about 3 mills per revenue ton-mile if all expenses
were included, but no light engine mileage or empty hauls had to
be paid for.)
The total movement per engine month is shown by the righthand diagram. Here the highest possible figure is 9,000,001) ton\niles a month, which Is, however, only two-sevenths greater than
The crossed dot indicates that the best results,
in the former ease.
considering both cost and movement, can be obtained by loading
I'd) tons less than the full load for the engine) and
to 1,300 tons
running up hill at 11 miles an hour, or average speed including
20 per cent, of delays, of 13 miles an hour.
ITider these conditions
the cost would be about 51 cents per 1,000 ton-miles and about 8,500,back of tender) could be taken by each engine per
000 ton-miles
1

i

l

i

month.

The

of fast freight and stock trains is again apparent.
average 25 miles an hour we see that the cost will
be $1 per 1,000 ton-miles double what was possible with s ow
freights, and only about half as much tonnage could be moved
cost

If a train is to

•Tons back of tender.

—

Speed Between

Otveraqe

25

With Reduced Train-loads. Cost and ton-mileage.
1.02

.86

.87

.89

.93

1.66

2.54

3.0S

3.46

3.73

4.

i

t

HILL.

N

XL., No.

as before.
The time of nip being shorter, line is, Interest, will
be less, except in Hie last column, it being computed at in cents an
hour tor Hie in
trip, plus live hours for lay hut.
Lines 20 and 31, train supplies ami err repairs, will rema a

HENDERSON.

(Continued from page

i

a reduction

Locomotive Operation.

of

V<,

Terminals.
10

J5

400 tons
.78

.67

.69

.71

2.48

3.72

4.03

5.19

:::>:;

600
.65

.60

.64

6.17

6.90

.58

SIHI

3.31

r,

us

.58

.52

.56

4.15

6.36

7.73

1,000

..-,4

.50

4.9S

7.62

.51

.52

5.80

8.90

1.400

Line 1 gives the running speed for the upgrade portion, same as in table A, and of course
lines 2 and 3 will be the same as in table A.
Line
4. the running time between terminals, will be half
of that in table A (75 miles up hill) plus 2'j
hours, as at 30 miles per hour that time will be
required to come down the last 75 miles from the
30

summit

;

thus
.

—

-+-

2.5

=

17.5, etc.

In line 5

we

Miles per Hour, Up Grade.

2

Millions of Ton-Miles

have added 20 per cent., as before, to the values
in line 4.
The average speed between terminals,
line 6, is 150 miles divided by line 5, and we notice

Coat

in

31.50

one-half of that in table
I

A

i

l.

Fig.

that these values are all higher than formerly, except in the last
column, which is the same for both.
Lines 7. g and 9 need not be extended, as we can take the cost
for coal and water at one-half that given in table A, in consequence of considering that steam is required on the 75 miles of
up-grade only. Lines 10 and 11 are, therefore, given at one-half
the [previous values in table A. Lines 12 and 13 follow table A
without change, as they are based on engine mileage only. Line 14
is

C( nte pi

plus 75 cents, thus

1-

.75

= 16.50,

2

as the tractive effort will be identical for 75 miles (half the distance I, and the last 75 miles being run without steam, only one cent
a mice will be charged.
Line 15, renewals, being based on engine mileage, will remain
unchanged. As the average speeds are now greater, we shall have

per month.

'/'""

12

per Month.

Miles.

—Cost

Again,

of
if

Huuhd
•'<

Locomotive Operation.

engines are loaded, as they in

all

probability

would be, with 1,450 tons, the average speed would be 10 miles
an hour, which would ordinarily be considered quite fair; but if
a congestion of traffic occurred by diminishing the load 10 per
cent., or to 1,300 tons, 1,500,000 ton-miles more could be made a
month, and Hie cost of movement actually decreased. This being
the case, there is little to recommend the extreme load for ordinary operation, except for the personal satisfaction of making a
paper record and endeavoring to please the "man higher up" who
may happen to be so thoroughly imbued with the advantage of a
big train load, that the real cost of operation has been overlooked
by him.
/

ndulating Profiles.

often occurs that a division lies across country, that is. over
ridges of hills, and so makes a "saw-tooth" profile. Let us consider
150 miles as before, divided into 10-mile stretches of 1 per cent.
It
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grade up, 1 per cent, down and level; that is, there may be 10
miles of level track, followed by 10 miles up-hill and the same
distance down grade, this sequence repeated five times over the
This will constitute an undulating profile and we should
division.

what effect the level stretches will produce.
By means of the thin sheets, Figs. 7 to 10 (see Railroad Gazette,
March 31, 1905, page 313), we can determine the coal consumption
in connection with Fig. 2, also the maximum 'speed which different
see

In a similar manner we will calculoads can be taken on a level.
late the cost of trips running up-hill at speeds of 5, 10, 15 and 20
miles an hour, with train loads of 800 tons and upwards to the
capacity of the engine. We will assume that all down-hill movements are made at 30 miles an hour, and on the levels a speed as
When we use the greatest
great as the train load will permit.
load that can be taken up the 1 per cent, grades at the speeds considered, viz., 1,450, 1,430, 1,100 and 800 tons respectively, we find
that the engine can make on a level 32, 33, 37 and 42 miles an
hour accordingly. With lighter trains, higher speeds can be obtained.
By taking these various factors into account we were able
to

produce Fig.

which the curves have not been extended

13, in

to

told that in this case seven different persons acted directly against
their instructions, he would probably have said that was impossible."
He reported that all employees directly or indirectly responsible for the accident had been dismissed from the service,
which means a great deal more there than it would here, because
the larger number of them must have been members of the corps
of railroad employees, who have substantially a life service, as
much so as our regular army officers. It is also notable that this

announcement was received with applause by the Parliament.
Train Accidents

10

2S

IS

1st, Delaware & Hudson, East Windsor, N. Y., a freight
which had been unexpectedly stopped on account of a hot
journal was run into at the rear by a following freight, making a
bad wreck. The wreck took fire and a part of it was burnt up.
One brakeman was killed.
eq, 1st, Southern Railway, Ramsey, Ind., a freight train was
derailed by a broken truck and 13 cars were wrecked. A tramp

*rc,

was

10

Fig. 13

IS

W

— The

Cost of Locomotive Operation.

quite as light trains as in Fig. 12. We are at once struck by the
fact that the minimum cost curve (46 cents) is confined to the
the average speed between terminals
five miles an hour up-hill line
is, however, nearly 10 miles an hour, or a running speed averaging
The
12 miles an hour, if the lay-over allowance be extinguished.
cost is generally reduced from 3 to 5 cents per 1,000 ton-miles, and
the rate of increase for higher speeds is not so great.
The right-hand diagram shows nearly 2,000,000 ton-miles per
month more work done for the same up-grade speed and loads, but
nearly the same for comparative average speeds, as we should exThe principal difference is in the wide separation of the
pect.

—

schedules of minimum cost and maximum work. In Fig. 12 there
is only about two miles an hour difference in speed between these
two combinations; in Fig. 13 there is about seven miles difference
in average speed, and the variation in cost is about 4 cents instead
of 2 cents.

We again see that the most economical rating is not the maximum which the engine can haul on the Hi lis, but is slightly less,
perhaps 100 tons.

general the characteristics are similar, for
Figs. 11, 12 and 13, but there is sufficient difference to indicate the
importance of having a chart made for each operating division,
embodying the peculiar physical characteristics of each.
Figs. 12 and 13, indicating that the most economical and also
most efficient (capacity) speed is about 12 miles an hour between
terminals are corroborated by the recent tests of one of the largest
railroads in this country, from the results of which il was found
thin 12 miles an hour (between terminals) gave the minimum cost
per car mile and also the maximum car mileage per engine month.
Other roads have lately found the same to be true, though little has
been printed on this fact.
In

tlicrc

has been a serious accident on the Prussian State

lie Minisler of Public
at the next session of I'arliamenl
sure lo bo called upon for explanations, and all sorts of
Suggestions tor preventing such disasters arc offered bj members.
Last summer II people were killed In a collision, and last Decern
ber Minister Budde was asked to tell why.
His answer Indicates
even Prussian discipline does not always Becure obedience
iiiai
"As bead of the administration, of course,
madi b
to orders.
thorough Investigation, which made the causes oi the accident
clean']- than Is often possible
\
profei 101 teaching train running
might have cited this case a an example where an accldenl on a
111
i'"
Hid When be were
Single-track railroad would not be

Railroads,

Works

I

is

i

Annville, Pa., a freight train

up by the broken rod.
*bc, 7th, Union Pacific, Rock Springs, Wyo., butting collision
between an eastbound passenger train and a westbound freight,
wrecking both engines and several cars. The wreck took fire and
One engineman, one brakeits combustible portion was burnt up.
man, three cooks, two electricians and two mail clerks were killed
and eight passengers and 11 employees were injured. The freight
train had received an order to wait at Ahsay for four eastbound
passenger trains, but waited for only three.
unx, 7th, New York Central & Hudson River, Mott Haven. N.
Y.. a southbound passenger train was derailed at a switch and three
cars were ditched. One of the cars fell against the switch tender's
cabin and killed the occupant. Another switch' tender was injured.
unx. 7th. Chicago & North-Western, Winfield, 111., the locomotive of a passenger train was derailed and ditched and the engineman was killed. The fireman and two other persons were injured.
xc, 8th. Hoxie, Ala., an eastbound passengf-r train of the St.
Louis & San Francisco ran into a northbound frieght train of the
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern at the crossing of the two
roads, and one engine and one freight car were wrecked. A man

was injured.
Texas & Pacific, Boyce. La., a passenger train was
derailed by a broken rail and the engine was overturned. Three
trainmen were injured.
.In. 8th, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Corona. Cal., a passenger
train approaching the crossing of a line of the Southern Pacific
was turned on to a diverging track to prevent a collision, and the
engine and baggage car were derailed and overturned. The engineman was killed.

stealing a ride
dr,

8th,

Philadelphia

8th,

o.

& Reading, Pottstown,

Pa.,

the

la

was wrecked bj the explosion of Its boiler
Pour trainmen and three trackmen were injured.
unx. 9th, Wadley & Mount. Vernon. Kite. t'.a.. a mixed train

tive of

a

train

freight

dei ailed

and one passenger ear and

live

platform ears broke

is up
'Accidents In which Injuries are tew or Bllghl and the money Iom
Bclal »cclden1
Ph
narently small, will, aa n rale, be omitted from thlt list
II rem
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& Reading,

o, 6th, Central of New Jersey, Palinfield, N. J., the engine of
a passenger train running at high speed was badly damaged by
the breaking of a side rod. A house near the track was damaged
and a boy walking along the street was injured by a stone thrown

was

(To be continued.)

When

Philadelphia

2d,

which had been unexpectedly stopped was run into at the rear by
a following freight, making a bad wreck. The wreck took fire and
was mostly burnt up. Five trainmen were injured.
du, 3d, Lehigh Valley road, near Penn Haven, Pa., a freight
train consisting of a locomotive and 60 cars became uncontrollable
on a steep descending grade and was derailed at a curve. The engine and 15 cars were wrecked.
re, 5th, St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, Alexandria, La.,
rear collision of freight trains; one fireman killed and one other
trainman injured.
dr, 6th. 3 a.m., St. Louis & San Francisco, Adamsville, Ala., a
freight train was derailed by a broken rail near a trestle bridge,
and 14 leaded cars fell 60 ft. to the bottom of a ravine. Two men
were killed and two injured.

SO
IS
10
Miles per Hour, Up Hill. S
Millions of Ton-Miles Hauled
per
Month.
Cost in Cents per 1,000 Ton-Miles.

S

killed.
*rc,

SO

the United States in December.*

in

train
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The conductor and
through a trestle bridge and tell Into a river
d
several passengers were Inj
Crelghl train
a
iv.
Mtli. Northern Central, Woodberry, Md
standing al the station was run Into at the rear by a passenger
tram and eight passengers were Injured.
be, iith. Airhison. Topeka & Santa Fe, Newkirk, Okla. T., butting collision between an eastbound passongei nam anil a westbound
Three trainmen
Freight, wrecking both engines and several ears.
and several passengers were Injured.
be-, llth. U
p.m., Kansas city Southern, Cawthorne, Tex., butting collision of treighl trains; one trainman was killed ami tin..'
others were Injured.
is.
Batesville,
xc, 12th, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & si
train collided with some treighl cars which a
Ind.. a freight
moment before bad ben accidentally pushed out of a siding to tic
main track. The conductor and one brakeman were killed and the
engineman was injured.
dr. 12th, Southern Railway, ('nils. Ala., a passenger train was
derailed by spreading of rails, and two passenger cars fell down
Seven passengers ware injured.
a bank and were overturned.
unx, 12th, 3 a.m.. Southern Railway, Littleton, Ala., a train
consisting of a locomotive and a caboose was derailed and wrecked
and five trainmen were injured: one of them. Hie engineman, tatallj
Island & Pacific. Waterloo. Iowa, a
xc. 13th. Chicago, Rock
passenger train ran over a misplaced switch and into some freigbt
cars standing on the side track, making a bad wreck. Three train
men and several passengers were injured.
dr. 13th, S p.m.. Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe, Lyons. Tex., a
freight train was derailed by spreading of rails and 15 cars were
wrecked. The fireman was killed.
re, 15th, 4 a.m., Pennsylvania road, Coverts, Pa., rear collision
of freight trains, wrecking 12 cars and throwing one locomotive
down a bank. One engineman and one brakeman were killed and
two other trainmen were injured.
re, 15th, Pennsylvania road, Coatesville, Pa., an eastbound passenger train ran into the rear of a preceding freight, wrecking the
engine and four freight cars. The engineman was injured.
1

dr. 15th, 1 a.m.. Illinois Central. Evansville, Ind.. a passenger
train being transferred from the I. C. to the L. & N. was derailed
A brakeman
at a broken rail and the engine was badly damaged.

was

killed.

unx, 15th, St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern. Monroe, La.,
a freight train was derailed and the engine and two cars were
overturned. The fireman was killed.
be, 16th, Seaboard Air Line, Plymouth. Fla., butting collision
between a passenger train and a freight; three trainmen killed and
three injured.
xe,

lision of

16th, 3 a.m., Philadelphia & Reading, Perkiomen, Pa., colengines at a crossing. One fireman killed and one fireman

fatally injured.
be.

17th. El

Paso & Southwestern. El Paso, Tex., butting colThree
wrecking the engines and 13 cars.

lision of freight trains,

trainmen were injured.
re, 19th. Baltimore & Ohio. Hedgeville. W. Va., a freight train
standing at the station was run into by a following freight. -The
fireman jumped off and was struck and killed by a passing passenger train, and a brakeman riding on the engine jumped off and
was killed by being struck by pieces of the wreckage.
be, 19th, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. Waurika, Okla.. butting collision of freight trains, making a bad wreck. One conductor killed.
txc, 19th, New York Central & Hudson River, 106th street.
New York City, a northbound passenger train of the New York.
New Haven & Hartford running through a crossover from track

No. 4 to tracK No. 3 was run into at the side by a passenger train
of the New York Central, also northbound, on track No. 3. the N. Y.
C. train having run past distant and home signals set against it. One
car of the New Haven train was overturned one passenger killed.
This accident was reported in the Railroad Gazette of
15 injured.
;

Dec. 20.
unf, 19th, 3 a.m., Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. Lang, Kansas.
passenger train No. 17 was derailed at a point where the track had
been weakened by the malicious removal of spikes, and the engine
and several cars were wrecked. The engineman and express messenger were killed and six other persons were injured.
o, 19th, Philadelphia & Reading, Birdsboro. Pa., the locomotive
of a freight train was wrecked by the explosion of its boiler, and
the engineman, fireman and one brakeman were killed.
xc, 20th, Illinois Central, Paducah Junction, Ky., a freight train
descending a grade broke in two and the rear portion afterward
ran into the forward one, wrecking four cars. A man stealing a
ride

was

killed.

dn, 21st, Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, Hartsdale,
Ind.. fast treighl train No. 87, first section, was derailed al a misTic
placed switch and the engine and many cars were wrecked.
engineman and three other trainmen in the engine were injured.
be 22d. Southern Railway. Linn. Ala., butting collision of

freight

i

rains,

down

fell

a

Vol..

XL., No.

4.

wrecking both engines ami m; cars, many ot which
Dm- engineman was injured and one tramp

bank,

killed.
Pa.,
Philadelphia k Reading, Perkiomen Junction
between a milk train and a treighl train; line trainmen
killed, two Injured,
*t22d, Illinois Central. II, illy Spiing.-,. Miss,, northbound pa
senger train No,
was derailed al a loo e |Olnt, and six cars fell
down a bank
The baggage car and smoking car took Bre and were
burnt up. Oni pa enger was killed and one trainman and
were injured
li
is believed thai tin- rail jolni bad been

xc,

22d,

collision

li

i

maliciously

loosened.

22d, Lehigh Valley. Van Etten, N. v.. the locomotive of a
lie explosion of its boiler:
treighl train was wick,,! b\
two emo.

I

ployees killed,

live

injured

23d, Lehigh Valley, Catasauqua, Pa., a freight train was
M
derailed by a brake beam which became loose and fell on the track,
and a it railed car ran against the station building, tearing down
The telegraph operator in the station was killed.
a part of it.
unx, 24th, Denver ii Rio Grande, Durango, Colo., a passenger
train was derailed and one passenger car fell down a bank.
Two
trainmen and I", passengers were injured. John Acord, a passenger,
prevented the burning of the wreck by carrying a red-hot stove onl
of a car to a place of safety.
trc 25th, Alabama A: Vicksbttrg. Chunkey. Miss., a passenger
train standing at the station was run into at the rear by a freight,
and one passenger and the fireman were killed.
o, 25th. New York, Susquehanna & Western, Passaic. X. J., the
locomotive ol a freight train was wrecked by the explosion of its
boiler and two men were scalded, one of them fatally.
be. 26th, Albany & Hudson (Electric), Kinderhook. N. Y., butting collision of passenger cars; three employees and two passengers
One of the cars had failed to stop at an appointed meeting
injured.

station.
*bc, 27th. Pittsburg. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis. Cincinnati.
Ohio, bolting collision of treighl trains, making a had wreck, which
took fire and was partly burnt up. One trainman was killed.
be. 27th. Central Vermont. South Royalton, Vermont, but ling
collision between a northbound passenger train and a southbound
freight train, wrecking both engines and several ears. Two trainmen were injured. It is said that the passenger train had run a
short distance beyond the station where it should have met the
freight, because the engineman, seeing a way freight train standing on the side track, assumed that it was the through train for
which he was on the lookout.
In
27th. Southern Railway, Flovilla. Ga., butting collision between passenger train No. 15 and a freight train: six passengers
and one trainman injured.
unx. 27th Gainesville Midland. Bethlehem, Ga.. a passenger
train was derailed and all of the cars were overturned and fell
down a bank. Two passengers were injured.
be, 28th, New York. New Haven & Hartford. New Britain. Conn.,
butting collision between a freight train and a work train: one trainman and nine laborers injured.
.

xc. 28th, Pennsylvania road. Aspiuwall. Pa., an eastbound train
consisting of an engine and two freight cars ran over a misplaced
switch and collided with another train consisting of an engine and
a caboose, overturning one of the engines and fouling the westhound main track. A westbound passenger train coming along a
moment afterward ran into the wreck and every car of the passenger
Two passengers and two trainmen
train was knocked off the rails.
were injured.
unx. 2Sth. New York & Ottawa, Bay Pond. N. Y.. a southbound
passenger train was derailed and four cars fell into the ditch and
were overturned. Seven persons were injured.
unx. 29th. J a.m.. Baltimore & Ohio. Baltimore, Md.. a car in a
freight train passing through the tunnel, not far from the Camden
station, was derailed and ditched, and ruptured a compressed gas
pipe.
The gas rushing out of the broken pipe was ignited from a
lamp, and the caboose and cars of the train and a signal cabin
-

were damaged.
*unx. 29th.

1

a.m..

Chicago & Erie. Uisko,

Ind., a freight

train

was derailed and the engine and 10 loaded refrigerator cars were
The wreck took fire and was partly burnt up. Three trainditched.

men were

killed.

30th. Mississippi Central, Prentiss. Miss., a westbound passenger train ran over a misplaced switch and into the head of a
The engineman and one
freight train standing on a side track.
xc.

passenger were injured.
unx, 31stt 2 a. m., Pennsylvania road, Lock Haven, Pa., a passenger train was derailed and several cars were overturned. The
fireman was killed and the engineman and several passengers were
injured.
unx, 31st. Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. Kendrick. Okla.. a
freight train was derailed on a bridge and the tender and all of the
14 cars of the train broke through and fell to the stream below.
The fireman went down on the tender and was killed.
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lo (Vermillion, Ohio), in clear terms.

is

reprinted in this

in so

many

August

cases in the

two or three men were in position to check the engineman's
recklessness if they had acted promptly. The account of the drawbridge disaster at Bruce, Va., in the same month, confirms the
statements, printed at the time, of the astounding way in which
an engineman unacquainted with the road was entrusted with a
past,

heavily loaded passenger train. Collision No. 16 illustrates a combination of two operators, both young and both lacking in experience, with a "control" apparatus for block signals, which, it
appears, did not control. Why should boys of 19 be entrusted with
delicate duties at three o'clock in the morning?
A wise old superintendent said once, in this connection, that "growing boys" should

The value
which is so short that it does not always detect,
two accidents in this bulletin.

be expected to sleep in the night, not keep awake.

of
is

The railroads running from

the Missouri river westward are
by the Interstate Commerce Commission that they ought lo
carry cotton piece goods to Denver at a rate much less than thai
foi ordinary dry goods, simply because moel
in
of
roads in the
United States east of the Missouri have long made such a reduction.
Is not that a highly scientific reason?
Another part of the decision against the Boston & Albany and ils connections (printed
in our news columns) is based on the dictum that the freight rate
from Boston to Chicago is a "local rate," which will hardly be ac'"Id

1

i

ceptable lo railroad theorists.

When

the

('niiiiiii'.siou

derides

(lint

miles) should be reduced from $2.24 to |1.C0
because the railroads accept $1.50 for 3,400 miles, It has a more
plausible argument, for freight cannot be carried 1,400 miles for
nothing.
But oven this is based on an assumption the assump
Hon that the $1.50 rate to San Francisco Is not below cost.
x
i^.nitO

t

is

based

37
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There
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EDITORIAL:

1906.

2,

and that on the same basis the rate to Denver should be
ten-seventeenths of $1.50, or 88 cents; does it follow that $2.24 is
too high to Denver? Not necessarily, for it may well be that the
business)

;

ought to pay its full share of interest and profit. In
seems to us that the best reason to give in a formal decision for reducing the difference between the Denver rate and the
lower rate to San Francisco, is that the Denver merchants will
make an intolerable row if their demands are not met will make
life miserable for both the Government authorities and the railroad
officers, which is, no doubt, the real reason.

Denver

short,

traffic

it

—

The salient fact about the progress in block signaling which
has been made in the United States within the last year, as shown
in the table published in the Railroad Gazette to-day, is that about
50 per cent, more automatic block signals have been installed than
were installed in the year preceding. The increase in 1905 over
1904 is 1,082.6 miles of road signaled; in 1904 over 1903 it was 725
miles.
And the increase the year before that was only 600 miles
The increase shown in the total mileage, manual and nine
matlc combined, is not much larger than it was a year ago; but
has a different significance, because a considerable mile
' of the new automatic signaling takes the place of manual
signals.
Tha* is to say, a good deal of money has thus been spent
in
making shorter blocks, providing more safeguards and Introducing a more complete equipment of distant signals, which has
this figure
I

not made any Increase
The roads appearing in

Hocking Valley, the

In

ihe aggregate mileage of

Valley.

year, 2,599

signaled

Mr Line and the 5
The amounl of new work proposed foi the
miles, is much smaller than the amounl propo

Navigation Company, the Seaboard
iBslppl

mad

the table this year for the flrsl time are the
Louisville & Nashville, the Oregon Railroad &
i

HI

present

ago; but there are probablj fewer items which represenl goodlnten
which gave ua
lions ami nothing more.
Certain prominent n
their estimates foi L90B, withhold all information on the subjeci foi
L906; but there Is no donhl that they will put up many new sir.'

Southern Pacific and its allied line make b remarkable showin 1906 thej extended their block signaling 170 miles, ud
more than thai
this year they Intend to do almost 50 t»'i cent
railroads east of the Mississippi, which defer the Introduction
i

tie

ing,
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some

of block signals on

not thought
he «

i

ildi

A

of

their

heavy enough,
of Wyoming and Idaho
to be

stationman or

lines

because the buslnest
al

q

a

I

to a pla
trainman, in giving Info
such a way as not to discourage questioning.
in: is only reasonable treatment of a reasonable pa
inger ajnd
"I
the duty is so obvious Mini when the railroad commissioner
Massachusetts, in their annual report, lay it down as a law, one is
somewhat surprised and almost inclined to query whether such a

senger, should do

it

a

in

i

commonplace remark deserves

a place in

a

dignified public

document

Unfortunately, a very little experienci in traveling will usuallj
litlon; and
show to anj one the necessity of the Massachusetts adi
the need is not confined to the South station, or to Boston, or to any
The few passengers who deserve to be
state, or to the year 1905.

kicked

out

the station seem to greatly exasperate the tired
and the multitudes who ash one or two foolish ques-

,

oi

information concerning delayed trams
is a difficult and unpleasant task for even the wisest passenger, and
the stationman frequently has to give answers which are inevitably received with disappointment or auger; and so the average
railroad employee goes on building up for himself a bad reputation.
Yet it will be comparatively easy for any superintendent to change
the tone of the talk in any or all of his stations if he will only
feeling;

the acquirement

of

line with the Massachusetts ret
mendation. The first element in such an order is to make it clear
that the superintendent himself really desires to give the public
prompt information concerning delayed trains, and the second will
be to convince the employees that those who are politest and most
patient will receive recognition. Those two points cover the ground.
A premium for excellence in this line certainly ought to be as prof-

issue a very simple order in

itable to the company as one to a track supervisor whose skill in
sandpapering the ends of ties is one-tenth of one per cent, above the
average of his fellow-trackmen's records. The only way the superintendent can make agents believe in his good intentions ,s to carry
them out. When a despatcher notifies the superintendent that a
certain train is going to be an hour late, why wait half an hour before giving the same information to intending passengers? Or why
tell the passenger 40 minutes when the delay is more likely to be
80? If information for the public must all go through the strainer
at headquarters, the person who adjusts the meshes of the strainer
should be always on duty. Employees are required to be courteous
at all times; but here is a piece of machinery which is often essential to the company's courtesy, but which is very likely to be
rusty from lack of care. The advice to freight agents by Mr. W. C.
Hungerford, which was given in the Railroad Gazette of January 26.
page 92, is good also for ticket agents, telegraph operators, brakemen
and all who deal with the public. It is good to put on your smile
when you put on your clothes. And with the telegraph and telephone
prompt and full
in use everywhere, the company's part of the smile
information is easily practicable at all times. The telautograph,
by which a yardmaster or signal-tower clerk in a large terminal
yard gives train announcements in advance to a dozen places in and
around the station simultaneously, and without the aid of a receiving
operator, embodies a principle which ought to be put in use in multitudes of places.
When a reputable newspaper says as the New
York Times said recently in connection with a snowstorm delay in
New Mexico that all railroads have, and act on. "an instinctive
hatred for explaining their own mishaps and shortcomings." and
that there is no sign of improvement, it convicts the railroads generally; for its statement is sincerely indorsed by a jury of the public
on which sit many respectable and conservative people.

—

—

—

—

before

timi

sufficient

ing

c

conclusions regarding the dur-

to

marine concrete structures. These teste covered a period
of about 40 years, and by the end of that time they served to
ustrate conclusivelj Hon If the sea watei penetrates the mass
the hydraulic binding media cannol n 1st 11
action.
In a contributed chapter to Taylor and Thompson's treatise on
concrete, Mr. Ferei say: the real cau e oi the decomposition has
Lieen found to be sulphuric acid combined as a soluble sulphate, the
abillty of

final

product
causes

the

in

coi

i

ing

a

sulpho-alumlnate of

lime,

cements rich in lime
are the mo
qulcklj decomposed
Moreover, tor cements intended
for marine use the aluminum should be kept as low as possible.
The Administration of Public Works in Fiance limits the amount
ii

tions each are constantly helping to confirm the agent's unpleasant

5.

works which have been standing for a long lime demonstrate that
Portland cemeni mortar may be thoroughly durable in sea water,
Mr. Feret says that it is not al present known why they have reso
well, as there Is little doubt that the cements from
Isted
which they were made might have decomposed rapidly if they had
been used under different condition
there are many cases where
similar structures have been ruined in a ten years. The tests in La
Rochelli harbor, France, showed the wi dom of awaiting the lapse

of

ticket agent,

Vol, xi., No.

the

disintegration;

therefore,

I

such uses to

for

8

per cent.

Experiments disclosed a distinct difference in the method of decomposition, depending on whether the sea water in which the
concrete is Immersed remains perfectly quiet, or conditions enable a
In the latter case the mortars or
continuous filtration to occur.
concretes from coarse sand remained intact during the life of the
experiment, while the degree Of activity of the decomposition increased corresponding!) as the amount of fine sand was increased.
is

It

of considerable interest

to

Know

that instances of destruction

mortar by sea water have

in most cases been proven
and the obvious remedy is
the use of a concrete of great density, which w'ill be as nearly
impervious as practicable. As fine sand should be omitted from
this concrete, and a screened coarse sand would in most cases make
the mixture too costly, the use is suggested, where possible, of a
good puzzolanic material, which assures a mixture of great density
when ground in with the cement.
In a recent number of London Engineering Mr. J. Watt Sandeman, M. Inst. C. E.. writing on this subject, asserts that he has had
abundant proof of the permanent stability of dock and pier works
he has built of impervious concrete. He fails to say how long
these structures have been standing, so that in the absence of that
information and in consideration of the La Rochelle results his
assertion will have to be accepted with some reserve. He submits
four tables of proposed standard proportions for concretes, two of
which are for sea works; one giving mixtures for certain specified
special parts of such works, and the other giving mixtures for such
structures as sea piers and dry docks, reservoir walls, etc. Since

of concrete or
to

he due to the use of too fine sands,

maximum

of life for such structures, according to present
proportionate to the degree of imperviousness of the
concrete, these tables will be received with interest.

the

knowledge,

is

PRESSED STEEL

IN

CAR CONSTRUCTION.

In its issue of January 19 the Bailicay Age took exception to
some statements made in an editorial on "Car Building in 1905,"
which appeared in these columns on the tw-elfth of January, and
made it appear that we were preaching "a pressed steel funeral
sermon." The paragraph most severely criticized said:
"The use of pressed steel shapes is becoming less each year.
Hie steel cars httilt last year had structural steel underframes or
up of plates and angles."

The Railway Age

M"st of
sills

built

says:

fell into error doubtless by not studying more
closely the detailed statistics of cars ordered during 1905, published in the
The Pennsylvania ordered 50.000 cars, the BalItailway Age of January 5.

"The Railroad Gazette

THE EFFECT OF SEA WATER ON CONCRETE.
Much
Europe

to

more attention and

has been given in
the matter of the action of sea water upon concrete
investigation

than in this country. It is, of course, generally known that where
Portland cement concrete is exposed to sea water, chemical action
between the acids contained in the water and the lime of the cement
ensues; and if the composition of the concrete be such that the sea
tretc will be disintegrated and
water can penetrate the mass, the c
Mr. R. Feret, Chief of the
the masonary ultimately destroyed.
Laboratory of Bridges and Roads. Boulogne-sur-Mer, France, an acknowledged authority on the
abject, has recently said that no
sure means of preventing such failures has been found. And although it has been pointed out that a great many existing marine

10.000, the Harriman Lines 10,000, the New York Central Lines
for the four systems of 74,000 cars, all of which were specified
We are inpressed steel or with pressed steel underframes.
authority of manufacturers who knew what they are talking
about that among; the cars enumerated in our tables, 81,143 are known to
have been specified to be built of pressed steel or to be equipped with pressed
Doubtless some small items have been omitted, and the
sieel underframes.

llmore & Ohio
4,000: a total
to be built o£
formed on the

they could be known, would show that the number is closer to
Furthermore, a careful checking of our freight car
than to 80,000.
list for 1905 liy competent authorities places the number "f cars in that list
That is to say. thai of the total number
lenown to be of steel al llS.l'.i::.

real
1

facts, if

iiO.OOO

actually

known

(tilled for

If

to

be specified

for steel

construction,

al

least

.-,.",

per cent,

pressed steel."

we

fell

tailed statistics,

into error

by not studying our contemporary's dethat we did not look to them.
Had

we are thankful
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we given them study we might have

fallen into

errors as has our contemporary.

is

It

almost as serious

quite true that the Penn-

numher of steel cars last year, but not
them were equipped with pressed steel underframes. At
least 8,500 were class Gla hopper cars, having structural steel
underframes, this design having teen adopted as standard by the
Pennsylvania some time ago. ll is also interesting to know that all
of the recent designs of other classes of cars for this system which
employ deep pressed steel center sills have reinforced flange angles
The
riveted to the webs giving a flange on each side of the web.
sylvania ordered a large
of

all

Baltimore & Ohio

uses pressed steel

still

box cars, but

for

sills

recent designs of gondolas have sills built up from flat

the mosl

and angles, and in he standard hopper cars, channel center
Of the 10,000 cars ordered by this company which
our honored contemporary says were to be built with pressed steel
underframes, 6,500 are known to have been ordered with structural
plales

I

are used.

sills

99

Variety, volume, novelty are the characteristics of the railroad security market; and their bearings both on investment value and on

the future of railroad financing becomes a subject worthy of thought.
When we speak of investment values we, of course, refer to

values that are genuine, and to the investor in railroad securities
who seeks real values. We do not refer to "fiat" values or to the
mere speculator who buys them for a turn, and who may be called
the creature of a day. But, taking even this test of a value more or

and of an investment that is not transitory, the railroad investor of to-day faces some rather confusing conditions.
Great railroad corporations continue to pour out new issues of
bonds, most of them necessarily of the junior type, the legal limit
of the senior mortgage having expired long ago. The company itself
is showing probably immense earning power, and the new securities
range pretty high in the market. But the investor has had no tesi
less genuine,

which

of experience by

ordered 10,000 cars in 1905
with pressed steel underframes under a royalty agreement with the
Pressed Steel Car Co., but of this number only 3.745 were delivered
up to the end of tne year; and it should be remembered that we
were not basing our statement on the number of cars ordered, but
on cars built. This was made clear in the editorial to which the
Railway Age took exception. The Lake Shore ordered 4.0Q0 steel
cars, but the drawings of these cars show them to have channel
center sills. If we deduct from the total given by the Raihvay Age
the number of cars erroneously included in its figure and calculate the per cent, of the total by their estimate, the result is
nearer 30 per cent, than 55 per cent, soeeified to be built of pressed
steel.
It may be well to define here what we mean by pressed
The generally accepted definition of a pressed
steel underframes.

No such

an underframe in which the principal members
(the longitudinal' sills) are formed from one piece of plate and
pressed into the desired beam section with forming dies; the section

1903, or the St. Paul or

or built-up

The Harriman

sills.

underframe

steel

lines

is

may

be a Z or a channel.
There are only three car building companies equipped for
making pressed steel underframes.
Three other plants built
cars with pressed steel underframes which were bought from
one of the
three makers.
The combined output of cars
of pressed steel construction by five of these companies in 1905
was less than 11,000 cars, and the output of the other one company was but little more, which makes the total figure for pressed
steel cars built in 1905

same proportion

the

tioned each built a

about 30 per cent, of the total output, or in

The

as cars ordered.

much

larger

number

builders

five

first

men-

of cars with structural steel

underframes than with pressed steel underframes, and the other
one built several thousand cars with structural underframes.
The real tendency in car construction cannot be shown by totals
and per cents. The surest indication is the development of new deWhen
signs, the change from one type of construction lo another.
the Pennsylvania adopts structural construction for hopper cars,
and is obliged to reinforce its pressed steel designs with angles
riveted on the flanges, when the Baltimore & Ohio goes even farther
and designs new cars with sills built up of flat plates and angles as
in any plate girder, and when almost without exception every new
'Irsign brought out last year by other railroads and by all but one of
the large car building companies employed structural

we think the statement that "the use

rills

or built-up

of pressed steel shapes

is

becoming less and less each year," is entirely justified by the facts.
Again, our friendly contemporary, in concluding its obituary based
on our "pressed steel funeral sermon," places the Railroad <;<i:< lt<
in a false light as to its attitude Inward the use of steel
in car
building.
We have never argued againsi the use of steel in any
l"i

m

in

that industry.

NEW PHASES OF RAILROAD
The observer
ade,

of railroad

seen the periodic

lias

FINANCE.

finance who, during the last

upward Bights

of railroad

hair dee

securities In

some acute historical
His records, and it he is old enough, ins personal mem
hark lo earlier days, when a few railroad slocks ami a very

ories, f;u

al a high interest rate -comprised the whole Wall
Nrxi he finds a time when stocks have somewhat Buh
divided into common ami preferential, ami bonds separated, inn, into
\mi bo moving down the years he reaches the pre lei

occasional bond
Streel

list.

Into

the "simri

note"

multiplied groups of bonds
idea

common

Btocks

thai

of late
a

few

expanded
yeai

convertible

debenture

coming

to

hue

a

place

of

its

and stations of great intrinsic

years, can add very little to net earning

may be. on the value
New Haven debentures

"bet" for a long time or short, as the case
convertibility.

Often, as in the case of the

own

of
of

Union Pacific convertibles, the bet has been

a profitable one, but it is a bet just the same.
Conservative railroad investors in their relation to the general
subject here under consideration may be divided into two classes.
The first class, whom we may call the ultra-conservatives, and which
includes trustees and savings banks bound by investment statutes,
The double
find relatively few difficulties in the present situation.
gilt-edged type of railroad bonds are still in the market in considThey have been amplified by refunding into the
erable volume.
general consolidated mortgage class of bonds; and even some of the
So long as this group of
old long sixes and sevens still outstand.
investors confine themselves to such railroad securities and are content with an annual return ranging from 3.6 to 3.7 per cent., the
present situation is simple, even alphabetical. Not so with the vastly
larger, but yet conservative, group seeking the railroad investment
that ranges from a 4.1 per cent, return upward. For them the complexifies of the railroad bond market have becoif e very positive facts,
exacting acute judgment. For the last few years they have been passing through a veritable campaign of education not yet ended. To
secure a good railroad bond returning, say. 4.5 per cent., requires, if
we may so put the case, twice the fiscal brain matter that it did ten
years ago.

The boom epoch

of voluminous issue of railroad securities has
suggestive bearing on the railroad property itself as well as
on the investor. The reassuring facts here arc. generally speaking,
the expenditure of the derived funds in concrete ways improvements
and new equipment both, as a whole, increasing earning power, net
as well as gross. Nor do the chills and fevers of he Street on the

also

its

—

I

ups and

downs

of stocks affect

the gOOd

Steel

rail

once

train-load of improved cars or the bedrock value of the

laid,

the

new bridge

Nevertheless, looking forward lo that period
depression which must come sooner or later, the
economist must regard as perhaps its mosl absorbing feature what
we may call the ratio of Improved operation in expanded fiscal liability.
In other words, how far will better roadbeds, heavier rails,
stronger bridges ami larger terminals offset, In bad times, Hie greal
structurally

of

perfeel

industrial

to scare those Improvements in good
The period of prosperltj ami expansion has now ben sn
thai when the new tesi period of reaction comes it will be by

im cease of liabilities created

times?
e

mosl Instructive In our railroad annals, Incidentally, it win
never before the policj of "cutting melons" mi the one hand
took theorj a
the n< w
.i.ni
hi ervatlng the dividend on the othei
again
the new bond theorj of railroad extension, eai b ol which has
tar the

test

a

i

I

'l

:

u

arm BUPPOrt
finally, in the

l

slmh

of the pre: enl epOl b ol large

and varied e\

panelon of railroad securities, must nol be omitted reference to the
Exaotlj in form, but much
treel rallwaj
cal evolution ol the
the
faster in pace, the street lailwax has followed the ;n
bonded debt.
in road as regards those liabilities represented bj
i

were tar behind the preferential now Boarlng far above them and
the

many

power. Or take again the convertible debenture which figures more
and more in railroad financing. Here the investor has to make his

i

lis

his forecast for a long investment.

signifies the acquisition of lands

It

value, but which, for

i'i

presslve epoch with

make

ments, not a few of them meaning increased earning power, and
that, consolidation of railroad properties means more economical operation.
On the other hand, he sees the "terminal improvement"
in
great cities coming more and more into the foreground.

the stock market, lias alBo had opportunity for

contrasts.

to

conditions of immense railroad expansion and systematic
consolidation have ever faced him before, and in the vast diversity
of securities alone there is perplexity. He has considerable reassurance in the fact that the new funds are going into actual improve-

i
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There has been, though on a reduced

scale, the

same period

of pretty

high interest rate, followed, as the electric line has become an Institution beyond the limbo of experiment, by a reduced rate of return on all the better classes of securities, and of late a period of
very free emission of bonds. At a date not very far away we may
look confidently also for suodivisions and multiplied classes of
street railway debts and beyond, still, to a test period when ;he
wisdom of creating those debts will be searched by the hard touchstone of bad times. As stated, the scale will be lower, but the pro-

cess— and probably the

results

—of the trying out of

—

An Important

—

Arbitration Decision.

A question of considerable interest ami Importance in its bearing on the interpretation of agreements or contracts between railroad companies and their conductors, trainmen, enginemen and
firmen was settled in Colorado by arbitration week before last.
When the Colorado Springs & Cripple Creek District Railway and
the Midland Terminal Railway were consolidated last summer,
General Manager Waters of the consolidated lines reorganized the
train service of the two in conformity with the purpose to operate
them as a single line. In the execution of this purpose a joint
service of train and enginemen was established, retaining such
portion of the employees of each line as was requisite to the traffic
requirements of the unified lines. Also, the "Short Line" (C. S.
& C. C. D.) schedule, which was more favorable as to rates and
conditions than the Midland Terminal schedule, was extended over
the latter line. As far as practicable the men of each line were permitted to continue on the runs held prior to the combination, but
where conditions of service required, Midland Terminal men were
sent temporarily or permanently to the "Short Line" and vice
versa. "The Short Line" men objected to any such transfer of
men, holding that it was a violation of the arrangements with
enginemen and trainmen regarding their rights to preferment entered into with the management of their road prior to the consolidation.
In other words, they objected to men from the Midland Terminal being assigned to rights and standing on the C.
They
S. & C. C. D. over men older in the service of that road.
wanted the employees of the two lines kept separate, just as when
the roads were independent of each other; and if the demands of
the service necessitated Midland Terminal men being brought to
the "Short Line," they must quit the former and be hired on the
latter as new men under the 50 per cent, clause.
As a matter of fact, the Midland Terminal is five years older
than the "Short Line," but General Manager Waters recognized
that the employees of the younger line had seniority rights acquired thereon which he desired to regard as fully as was compatible with the new conditions, and as they had declined to join the
Midland Terminal men in preparing a seniority list for his use, he
adopted a plan that was more than fair to the "Short Line" men.
He permitted the senior man on this road to retain his rank, regardless of the line on which he served, putting the oldest Midland Terminal man second on the joint-service roster, and thus
alternated the men down the list until the requisite force had
been made up.
its magnanimity, this arrangement was not acceptthe "Short Line" men and they appealed to the grand
Efforts of these
officers of their respective national organizations.
grand officers and committees representing the conductors, trainmen, enginemen and firemen to have the management acquiesce in
their views and modify the organization in accordance therewith
The
lasted through the fall without any settlement being reached.
situation became considerably strained, and, in fact, reached a
stage where the possibility of a strike was indicated. However, at
this point, which was early in January, an agreement was reached
by General Manager Waters and the committees to refer the matter to a board of arbitrators composed of three members, the question to be arbitrated being substantially as outlined in the foregoing, regarding the right of the general manager of the consolidated lines to transfer men from one to the other and accord
them the standing described without violating the agreements dated
prior to the consolidation and claimed still to be in effect on
the C. S. & C. C. D. It was agreed that in case of a decision for
the company, the roster already made up should obtain; but if in
favor of the men, the employees would be returned to their respective properties with their former rights and standing.
Mr. W. E. Symons, late Superintendent of Machinery of the
Kansas City Southern, was chosen by the company, and Mr. P. H.
Morrissey, Grand Master of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen,
was chosen by the employees. These two agreed upon Mr. Charles
Dyer, of Denver, formerly General Superintendent of the Colorado

But despite

able to

No

5

& Southern, and now engaged

In business, as the third member,
After a careful hearing of the evidence and argument the Board
Of Arbitrators sustained the general manager, basing thell
cision on the doctrine that unless rates of pay were reduced or
oilier .similar loss or hardship resulted from the joint service, no
violation of argeement existed; the changed conditions not only
giving the general manager the right but making it his duty to
reorganize the two forces into an efficient unit. In accordance with
their agreement, the men accepted and will abide by the decision
<'

the financing of

steam roads; for,
though the average street railway carries a much larger burden of
watered stock and, often, watered bonds it has also, as pari ial
offset, its amazing increments of traffic,
street railways will be identical with those of the

Vol. XL.,

Another step

in tightening the control of the

Haven & Hartford road over the
and

New

York,

New

electric railroads of Connecticut

lessening the possibilities of through electric competition
in the New Haven's purchase, through its
electric properties, the Consolidated Railway,
of the property and franchises making up a proposed through elei
trie line from Hartford, Conn., to Worcester, Mass.
The new line
was to have been built by interests in control of the Boston &
Worcester Street Railway, which operates a double-track electric
About a year ago they bought the
line from Boston to Worcester.
Hartford. Manchester & Rockville Tramway, which owns a line
from a connection with the Hartford Street Railway, over whose
tracks it has running rights into Hartford, to Rockville, Conn.,
The new owners immediately
16 miles northwest of Hartford.
announced their intention of filling in the gap of some 50 miles
between Rockville and Worcester, and operating a high-speed trolley
line all the way between Boston and Hartford.
The new line was
projected by way of Stafford Springs, a point in Connecticut northwest of Rockville and near the Massachusetts line.
The New
Haven's purchase includes the Hartford, Manchester & Rockville
company, the partly-built line from Rockville to Stafford Springs,
and the rights to complete the line into Worcester. This purchase
brings under the control of the New Haven road a short electric
in

was taken last week
holding company for

line

which parallels one

of its branches

and makes

its

ownership

Connecticut even more secure. As yet
the Connecticut Railway & Lighting Company, with its 125 miles
of main track, and controlling the electric systems of Bridgeport,
Waterbury, New Britain, Norwalk, Ansonia and Derby, and a
through line from Stamford to Seymour, 42 miles, paralleling the
New Haven's New York division from Stamford to Bridgeport, has
not been taken over, but that this will sooner or later be the outcome of Mr. Mellen's electric campaign can hardly be doubted. An
interesting feature of the new purchase lies in the fact that the
projected line threatened not so much the New York, New Haven
& Hartford as the Boston & Albany, whose line the Boston &
Worcester already parallels over the first 44 miles out of Boston.
Successful operation of the complete Worcester-Hartford electric
line would have hurt the Boston & Albany on its 99-mile BostonSpringfield haul more than the New York, New Haven & Hartford
on its 26-mile haul from Springfield to Hartford. Nevertheless, even
this threatening of one part of the New Haven's monopoly was
enough to persuade that company to take over the new line at a price
which afforded a good profit to the Boston & Worcester interests.

of the electric railroads of

The railroad commissioners of Vermont, in reporting recently
on a grade crossing accident, killing two persons in an automobile, declare the Rutland Railroad partly at fault, because the engine
If it had been running "chimof the train was running backward.
ney in front" (as the English say) the engineman's view would
not have been obstructed by the tender and he would have been
on the inside of the curve at the point of the accident instead
of the outside; and if he had been keeping a good lookout could
have so slackened speed as to give the automobile time to cross
The driver of the automobile (and all the persons in
in safety.
it) were very careless and the commissioners justly hold that he
was primarily at fault. He was traveling faster than the law allows and took no pains to look out for crossings. But "the Rutland
Railroad Company at the time of the accident was operating its
To draw a train with engine backtrain in an unsafe manner.
ing is a dangerous practice and is excusable only in cases of necessity.
The Rutland Railroad Company from choice has elected to
so operate the engine on this train (a very short run) for more
than two years last past. There are facilities at North Bennington for turning the engine but upon the plea of congested yards
the "Y" has been used for storing cars and not left open for
It is therethe uses for which it was originally intended.
fore ordered that on and after the first day of February, 1906,
said Rutland Railroad Company cease to operate its passenger and
freight trains on the Bennington branch except with the engine
ahead and headed in the direction in which the train is to proceed, unless permission in writing to otherwise operate its trains
on the Bennington branch is first had and obtained of the Board
At any but
of Railroad Commissioners of the State of Vermont."
very moderate speeds, running the tender ahead is in many cases
dangerous to the train, as well as to vehicles crossing the track.
Whether or not the Vermont commissioners took this other danger
.

.

.
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into account, does not appear; but the strong language used would
seem to indicate that they did. Whether it be from poor design
or maintenance, making the tender truck unfit to curve, or from
a top heavy or ill-balanced load of coal or an unstable load of water,
tenders do jump the track, when no other cause is discoverable,
of this kind help to swell the column of "unexplained"
derailments in the accident records. It would have been a good
thing if the Vermont commissioners had embodied in their report
a deeper study of the subject.

and cases

At Ormond, Fla., January 24, an automobile was driven five
miles on the beach in 2 minutes, 47 seconds; or at the rate of 107.8
miles an hour. This was at the races held under the auspices of
the American Automobile Association. The machine was a 30 h.p.
Stanley steamer, and it was driven by Fred Marriott. There was
a strong north wind, which helped the drivers to make high speed.
Marriott, as well as his competitors, made a rolling start. On the
26th. Mr. Marriott broke the record for one mile and for one
kilometer, traversing a mile in 28% seconds (127.7 miles an hour),
and the kilometer in 18% seconds; and on the 29th Victor Demogeot,
with a Darracq 200 h.p. motor, made two miles in 58% seconds
(122.4 m.p.h.).
The speeds made in these, and other trials on the
Florida beach, are spoken of as "the fastest time ever made by anything on earth," but the report of the experimental runs with electric cars made on standard railroad track, between Berlin and
Zossen, Germany, in 1903, says that a speed of 210 kilometers (130%
miles) an hour was reached at that time (Oct. 27; Railroad Gazette
Nov. 20). For how many miles this rate was kept up is not recorded; for the whole distance of 14.3 miles the rate was 107 miles
an hour.

NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

Signal Association. Proceedings for 1905. H. S. Balliet, Secretary.
Single copies, 25 cents.
335 Madison Avenue. New York City.

I'tiiUray

This

is

a book an inch thick, and the body of the report takes up
It contains the full reports of the meetings of January.

360 pages.

All these were given, in
March, May, September and October.
briefer form, in the Railroad Gazette.
The standard specifications
for mechanical interlocking and material for construction work
are given in this report, and the heading says that they were adopted
by the association on October 11, 1905. The report on organization
of the signal department, which was presented at the October meeting, contains 29 diagrams showing the organizations of that number
of prominent roads.
The Secretary's reports of the several meetings are in brief form, occupying only 32 pages for all the meetings of the year; and the papers read at the several meetings, with
the discussions on them, are given by themselves in the pages following the reports of the meetings. All the matter on a given subject is collated by itself, so that a topic 'Which has engaged the
attention of two or more meetings can be found in one chapter.
II

Issued by the National Civil Federation.
Work. By H. H. Vreeland.
281 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

elfare

is a little pamphlet of only 24 pages, 5 in. x 7 in., but it
contains much more material than many a book five times its size.
Mr. Vreeland is the well-known President of the New York City
Railway Company, operating the surface street railroads of Manhattan, New York City, and the pamphlet is the record of an addiets which he gave recently before the New England Cotton Manufacturers' Association.
Mr. Vreeland is nothing if riot practical,
and without the least rhetorical flourish he has packed his address
full of actual examples of good work done by large manufacturing
and mercantile establishments for the comfort of their employees
when the employees are not on duty. The pamphlet has pictures
on nearly every page, so that he who runs may read by pictures.
Among the pictures are a girls' lunch room at the cash register factory in Dayton, Ohio; a street railway employees' pool room in
New York City; a can for keeping drinking water cool on IVim
sylvania Railroad locomotives; the physical exercise department

This

—

for girls

and women

in

a

New York department

store;

an athletic

the employees of a factory in Plymouth, Mass., and a cottage such as the Ludlow Mills, at Ludlow, Mass., rents to its employees, contrasted with a view showing how factory employees
Mr.
livo when the company leaves them to their own devices.
Vreeland calls attention to the fact, sometimes lost sight of, that
the cotton mills of New England were among the earliest concerns
in the country to do "welfare work" for employees.
Building their
factories along the streams remote from the cities, they had to
build comfortable tenements in order to keep their workmen.
Mr,
Vreeland declares that welfare work in large cities may be profit
ably extended lo "careful, sympathetic ami unobtrusive cl'forls hi
brighten the homes" of the workers.
Mr. Vreeland In bis youth
had to live in a boarding house where he had no warm loom in
which to sit in the evening, and his sympathy with young unmarried persons who work in cities is therefore of the mosl pine
field for

tlcal sort.

IOI

TRADE CATALOGUES.
In 1894, the Master Car Builders' Association, for convenience In the filing and preservation of pamphlets, catalogues, specifications, etc., adopted a
number of standard sizes. The advantages of conforming to these sizes have
been recognized, not or-ly by railroad men, but outside of railroad circles, and
many tngineers make a practice of tmmediately consigning to the waste basket
all catalogues that do not come within a very narrow margin of these standard
They are given here in order that the size of the publications of this
sizes.
kind, which are noticed under this head, may be compared with the standards,
and It may be known whether they conform thereto.

Standards.
Postal-card circulars
Pamphlets and trade catalogues
.Specifications

letter

6%

in.

3V% "by B
by
6
" by 12
9
814 " by 10%

paper

"

—

The Beaver Dam Malleable Iron Co., Beaver Dam,
sends a pamphlet describing its malleable iron tie plates.

Tie Plates.
Wis.,

and

8 34 in. by

Four different styles of plates are illustrated and described, including a shouldered, longitudinal flange plate; a somewhat similar
design with beveled ends; a flat bottom plate, and a "pierce" plate
with transverse flanges of peculiar construction for tight holding.
There is also a combination tie plate and rail brace and the Beaver
Dam standard rail brace, of malleable iron. The pamphlet is artistic
in design.

—

Variable Speed d.c. Motors. Bulletins Nos. 3 and 4, issued by
the Lincoln Electric Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, illustrate and describe in detail the Lincoln variable speed motors.
These motors are made in various sizes, with speed ranges from
They give a constant
2 to 1 to 10 to 1, and greater if required.
h.p. output at all speeds when running in either direction and are
made to operate on 110, 220 and 500-volt circuits. The illustrations show the motors as applied to machine tools.

—

Woodioorking Machinery. The essential features of two heavy
woodworking machines are described in circulars issued by the S.
A. Woods Machine Co., Boston, Mass. One of these machines is
a car-sill dresser and the other is a planer and matcher. Both
machines are especially useful for railroad and car shop use owing
to their adaptability for dressing heavy trailer and planing and
matching boards with equal despatch.

CONTRIBUTIONS
The Care

of

Locomotive Boilers.
Logansport, Ind., Jan. 26, 1906.

To the Editor ok the Rah.ro ad Gazette:
The writer was greatly impressed by the paper on the "Care
of Locomotive Boilers" by M. E. Wells in the Railroad Gazette of
January 19. I believe that too much emphasis cannot be laid upon
his remarks regarding the effect of cold feed water upon the flues
and firebox sheets. He disposes very briefly of the theory that
cold air is responsible for flue leaks, and rightly so, for the air
from the firedoor has to pass for 9 or 10 ft. over a fire at about
3,000 deg. Fahr. before it comes in contact with the flue sheet,

When an engine has been
is never above 500 deg. Fahr.
standing for some time and the fire becomes dead in spots, it is
perhaps possible to injure the flues if the rake is not used on the
fire before putting on the blower, owing to cold air coming through
the grate. But the specific heat of air is so low, and owing to
its low conductivity the transfer of heat to or from it is SO slow
that the effect of cold air on the boiler is negligible compared
with the temperature changes produced by cold feed wa
As Mr. Wells points out, hot and cold water will not mix in
the boiler unless aided by the mechanical effects of circulation
and the motion of the engine. There is a striking contrast, bet
the great care taken by the builders of stationary boilers to distribute the feed water inside, and the common locomotive practice
of dumping it in through a check valve on the side of the barrel,
where It at once falls to the bottom and passes to the throat still
which

i

cold.
of some engines which have the Checks on
and wh
icelved from the builders, the pipe
which runs forward Inside the boiler terminated over the nest of
Hies about 3 ft. from the front Hue sheet. Trouble was soon e\
perienced Willi the mud deposit Which formed on the Hue: under
one side so as
the end of this pipe, and it was therefore

The writer knows

the back

head,

to discharge

when
in

against

the

side

of

the

boiler

outside

of

the

was done, some trouble wai experienced with Is
the bottom rows, where there bad been practl ill] n,,r,-

B

this

in

Placing the checks on the baos head of the boiler is In man'.
spects an Ideal practice, and If the plpi running forward li
the boiler were stopped at the end and fitted with s number of
small horizontal branches below the water Hue. each branch having nn elbow on the end turned upward, the result would be a
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thorough mixing of the feed water with the hot water iu thf
ami the beavj deposit of mud on the Hues would i>e avoided.
The writer is convinced that relief from the present serious bolli
boiler,

i

troubles lies only in Boft water, reasonable care iu the use oi
Injectors on the road, and eternal vigilance from the lime
locomotive cuines (in Ihe cinder pit till it is ready for thi road
cin-i.ia

To Do Good Work

in

a

n.

To

i

i>
t,ne

B.

Poor Yard.
rd,

<

onn

.

Jan

30,

IDOfi

Editoe hi tin: Railroad Gazette:
We are hearing a whole lot nowadays about yard operation
Much of it no doubt of interest to those who don't have to dirceth
run yards, but not so much to the poor fellow who is "against It,"
who has to tell the old man several times a day why and where
fore cars are not moving as they should, or why penalty ears
are now and then overlooked.
If some kind expert would tell us
of better ways and means of transmitting information from the
agent to the yardmaster. and checking delivery of same, as we
as some good way of following up orders once delivered, he would
confer a favor on the man lower down.
It is not the ninety and
nine ears w hich are moved promptly that we care so much about,
but the one poor stray penalty that hurts.
How to save him is
the real question. Our expert friends say but little about the necesi

in

Vol. X!.., No.

6.

track for holding cripple
(which are madi
o aftet classification)
might save the time of a train taking on cat
aboosi
Perha]
is more or less troublesome, and
would be more oul ol the way,
and give the road buys a little better chance to gel a tew winks

were placed sonu'win !
if
ii
ui
tin
regular
lini
ol
wni hum movements, and \ci where II
Id
be reached easily
for outward road movement.
Perhaps a machinist on the ground
regularly would help keep switch engines running all day by a
ch here and there, when otherwise thej would be forced to go
The re-location of a water plug,
to the shop for an hour or two.
ai which an engine fouls two or three tracks, or a lead, would help
out, and doesn't cost much.
But all these things cannot take the place of good organization, wit hunt which the best physical arrangement of yard is of
little use; while with good organization the poorest track arrangement car. be made to do fairly good work.
\v. i.. n.
of sleep,

Delaware

& Hudson

Locomotives With Young Valves and Gear.

I

:

The Delaware & Hudson has in service two ten-wheel (4-6-0)
freight locomotives equipped with the Young valves and gear, which
have been running since Nov. -1 and Dec. 24 respectively. They
are intended tor fast freight service and are the first freight loi o
motives to which this gear has been applied. A lull detailed de-

Ten-Wheel (4-6-0) Freight Locomotive with Young Valves and Gear — Delaware & Hudson.
moving empties, and yet Mr. M.

T. is the very fellow who
needs prime consideration, for if you caa keep him out of the
way and he can be kept out of the way only by keeping him moving you will not have much trouble in keeping your yard O. K.
We must look outside the yard, however, for much that is
necessary to help yard working. If trains are put in shape at their
starting point, and kept so during the trip, much work will be
saved in yards. If a ear has to be taken on at an intermediate
point there is seldom a good reason for not putting it, in the train
with other cars of the same classification. Again, running freight
trains on a schedule will help the yard situation immensely. Any
yardmaster will tell you that it is the "hunching" of trains that
plays the mischief with his calculations. Give, him trains at fairly
regular intervals, and he will take care of them with but little
trouble and considerably less yard power than if trains come in
sity for

—
—

irregularly.

Many yards are not as well worked out in detail as one could
wish, but, like the poor, they are with us, and just as likely to
stay.
Many yards cannot be revised, except at prohibitive cost.
In such yards, brain power of the best quality must be used in
devising operating methods which do not need big outlays for their
accomplishment. Perhaps another switching lead, so that two engines could work without interfering, would help out, or a short

Young mechanism was given in the Railroad Gazette
Nov. 4, 1904. together with the results obtained on a Chicago &
North-Western Atlantic type locomotive running in the fastest and
heaviest passenger service of that road. Since that time only one
important change has been made in the valve, which is illustrated
herewith. The valve on the North -Western eugine had two of its
packing strips T shaped in section and 1% in. wide on the face.
Each of these is replaced on the present valve by two strips as
shown, which reduces the width of bearing surface
in., thereby
materially reducing the friction. Also the narrow strips^ are conscription of the

%

stantly self-facing.

Another detail which has been improved is the valve crank.
This was formerly made solid and keyed on the spindle with a
drive fit. This made it hard to get off, so the change was made
as shown herewith, a clamp fit being used instead, with a key.
The detail of the lead rod also is shown. In the older arrangement there was an auxiliary tumbling shaft across the back of the
saddle, to which the wrist-plate bearings were connected. The auxiliary tumbling shaft had connection with the main tumbling shaft
through a single reach or lead rod midway between frames, pivoted
In the
to a short arm fixed rigidly on the main tumbling shaft.
present arrangement the auxiliary tumbling shaft is done away
with, there being a lead rod to each wrist-plate bearing, which at

H

February

2,
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its back end is pivoted to the link lifting arm as shown.
two rods are tied together and braced across to make them in

The
effect

a single piece.
The valves are set for a constant steam lead for all cut-offs,
mid for M, in. more exhaust lead at a 6-in. cut-off than in full gear;
in. inside lap at full gear, changing to % in,
that is, they have
clearance at fi-in. cut-off. These locomotives have 21-in. x 26-in.

%
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Shanghai Railroad, 1U miles of which were recently opened for
in American style, with a speech by an adopted son of the
late Li Hung Chang.
Of Sheng the North China Daily News says:
"With Sheng disappears doubtless one of the most unscrupulous of
all mandarins from the political field.
When he had an object to
gain, and especially when he feared the loss of his position, he
never hesitated a moment to sacrifice a part of his accumulated
traffic

We all know how much money will do in Pekin." The
recommends the Government to seize the property of
Sheng and hold it until an investigation of his conduct of affairs
has been made. The accused "happened" to be far distant when
he was removed, and a stroke of apoplexy, so his friends say, followed his receipt of the news. His successor is the Mandarin Tang.
millions.

Ministry

f-&-H

Washington Correspondence.

i

k—?4

End View

of

Washington, Jan. 30. Debate on the Hepburn railroad rate bill
under way in the House without any special order fixing its
limit, but with a general understanding that the vote on the passage
of the bill shall be reached about Tuesday or Wednesday of next
week.
No restriction has been placed on the offering of amendments, as it has been assumed by the House leaders that, the report
of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce having been
unanimous, any amendments objectionable to the committee would
be voted down. It is not probable that any material amendment
will be adopied unless it be one strictly prohibiting the giving of
free passenger transportation.
The bill will pass the House by an
overwhelming majority.
At the Senate end of the Capitol there are indications that
progress is being made slowly in the direction of an agreement on
a compromise bill that will be able to secure the votes of a majority
of the Senate.
It is not possible at this time, however, to predict
just what that measure will provide, though it seems certain that
it will give the courts much more power than is proposed by the
Hepburn bill, and will make it possible to have the question of the
reasonableness of a rate that has been challenged passed upon at
some stage of the proceedings. The idea is gaining ground among
Senators that there would be doubt as to the constitutionality of a
law that would give the Commission authority to fix a rate and
put it into effect without giving the carrier an opportunity to
have the question of the reasonableness of the condemned rate
is

—

Detail of

Sections and

—

,-S-U

VaWe Crank.

Valve

weigh 130,000 lbs. on drivers and 173,000 lbs. total. They
carry 200 lbs. steam pressure and have 63-in. drivers. One of them
has been in milk train service for some little time, which has a
passenger train schedule, and we understand its performance has
been most satisfactory. The other, although intended for fast freight
service, has been pulling "drags" in company with consolidations
cylinders,

or

the

reasonableness

or

legality

order of the

the

of

CommisBushinfy

Bushing

m

Tumbling Shaft
Adapted for
Young Lead Rod.

.Details of

Hie

.it

in

of Itself

tin'

locomotives were

railroad's shops.

connection it is of Interest to mention that the pa
locomotive Of the North-Western already referred to 1:111
133. Olio miles before shopping, during which time the tires were
not turned, and a '/,,,-in. cut tr
them up when II
Qglne dnallj
wenl in the shop. Other locomotives of ibis same class with the
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1
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i
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the

above.
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fallen,
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House all the facts within the knowledge of the Interstate Commerce Commission showing or tending to show a combination or
arrangement in violation of the anti trust act between the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, the Pennsylvania Company, the Norfolk & Western Railway Company, the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Company, the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington Railroad Company, the Northern Central Railway Company and the Chesapeake
& Ohio Railway Company, has been much magnified. The resolution
does not call for an investigation, but only for a report of the
information

now

in

the

possession

of

the

Interstate

Representatives was that the situation shown illustrated a case in
which, under the present law, a railroad could discriminate against
shippers and no effective remedy could be obtained. The letter said
nothing of the fact that either the fuel company or the Interstate
Commerce Commission could apply to a United States court for a
mandamus to compel obedience to the order of the Commission, nor
did it reveal the fact that the company has already commenced
proceedings in court.
J. C. W.

Progress

signals.
8.
Buffalo, Rochester
for passenger trains only.

Double track
Four track, etc,
.

1.780.8
3,952.6
465.2

.

Total

Manual
Double track
Four track, etc
.

,

Total

Total automatic and manual
block
signals are used.

•For

lines entered twice.

The

lines

.

1,333.3
3,420.2
362.S

964.6
3.125.7
301.0

6,198.6

5,116.3

4,391.3

36,326.4
7,032.1
767.6

31,864.5
6,928.7
767.3

2S.508.2
5.796.3
702.6

44.126.1
50,324.7
237.1

39,560.5
44.676.S
102.1

35.007.1

50,087.6

44,574.7

39,263.9

:::!.

:;iis.4

& Pittsburg
& St. Paul

Grand Trunk
Mirhigan Central
Norfolk & Western
Southern
Total

505.3 miles.
4.320.3
197.9
113.0
19S.0
6,438.3
11,772.8 miles.

Deducting this mileage from the total (50.0S7.6) given
above, leaves a final net total of lines constantly
block signaled, of
38.314.8
Same, one year ago
32.818.1

Showing an increase for the year of
The present total is divided as follows:
Automatic
Manual

5,496.7
6,198.6
32,116.2

In the following paragraphs explanations are given of certain
items in the table, the numbers affixed to the paragraphs being references to the names in the table.

NOTES ON THE TABLE.
The proposed new signaling is on
the line between York, Ala., and Meridian, Miss. The signals are
automatic semaphores and are expected to be ready to go into service
February 1.
4.
Atchison, T. & S. F. Of the manual signaling 32.9 miles is
electric train staff.
The proposed new signals are to be automatic.
5.
Baltimore d Ohio. The Item of 70.8 miles includes 68.3 miles
3.

Alabama Great Southern.

—

—

of three-track line.

—

—

10.
China I" "I-'
Leonard's lock and block apparatus, and seven miles
•(

is

worked by

electric tiain staff.
11.
Chicago <l Alton.—It will be noted that the length of road
entered against this company is 225.1 miles greater than the entire
mileage operated by the company. This is due to the fact that
on some of the lines where the automatic signals have been put in,
at curves or other obscure places, and where the sections are not
continuous, the telegraph block system is used in addition to the
automatic. In footing up the table this 225.1 miles has been deducted.
12.
Chicago, Milwaukee d St. Paul. The proposed new signaling is for the line between Galewood, 111., and Elgin; double track,
automatic.
13.
Delaware
Hudson. The proposed new work is all automatic; 24 miles single track; 54 miles double track, and seven miles
three-track or four-track line.

—

—

it-

—

14.
Delaware, Lackawanna d Western. The item of 4.1 miles
against this road represents three-track line. The proposed newsignaling will be automatic (electric motor signals) on double track.

—

Erie. The 86 miles of new work which is contracted for,
15.
or in progress, includes 10.5 miles of automatic signals on the NewJersey & New York Railroad. The remainder is on the New York
division of the main line between Bergen, N. J., and Middletown,
N. Y. This line is at present worked by manual controlled signals, which will be abandoned when the automatic signals are put

—
—

Grand Trunk. Block signals used for passenger trains
The same system is used on the company's lines in Canada.
17.
Illinois Central.
The manual signals have an electric con-

trolling apparatus connected from station to station. Of the' 123 miles
of new signaling to be done by this company 28 will be automatic
electric motor signals, to be worked by portable storage batteries.
This is a double track line. The remainder (95 miles, single track)
will be manual controlled signals.
IS.
Interborough. Six and one-half miles of this company's
line is four-track, but only two of the four tracks have block signals.
The signals are equipped with automatic stops.
19.
Lake Shore <C- Michigan Southern. Of the 51 miles automatic 31 miles is three-track line; and of the 45.2 miles manual.
20.3 miles is three-track.
The new work proposed consists of automatic signals for the main line, on which the telegraph block system is now used but is being gradually displaced by the automatic.
20.
Louisville d Nashville. This company is reported as installing block signals on its line between Cincinnati and Atlanta, but
no statement of miles equipped is available.
21.
Michigan Central. The manual signals are usually used
for the rear of passenger trains only.
22.
Nashville, Chattanooga d St. Louis. The 45 miles of new
signals (single) track will probably be finished and in use by Feb-

—

—

—

—

ruary

passenger trains are:
Buffalo, Rochester

signals usually used

—

on which block signals ordinarily are used only for

Chicago. Milwaukee

— Block

& West Point and

16.

the opposite page is a table bringing down to January 1,
1906, the statistics of railroad lines in the United States on which
the block system is in use. This is the fifth table of the kind which
we have published, those of former years having been issued January 11, 1901; February 27, 1903; January 22, 1904, and January 27.
1905. The mileage of road as shown in the tables for the last three
years amounts to 50,088, 44,575, 39,264, respectively, the miles of
road of the different classes on January 1 being as follows:
Automatic
1906.
1905.
1904.

d Pittsburg.

Includes six miles used jointly with Atsix jointly with the Southern Railway.
Oh in.— Of the single track line 256 miles has

Central of Georgia.

9.

lanta

only.

On

B.

—
—

in use.

the Use of the Block System.

in

XL., No.

Boston A Albany. The new signaling will be automatic on
6.
the main line, double track.
7.
Boston <( Maine. The proposed new work (26 miles,) means
30 miles on one of the two main tracks on the Fitchburg division,
where one of the tracks is already signaled; and 11 miles of double
track on the Western division.
Both installations will be automatic

Commerce

Commission. As the Commission has no information on the subject other than that which has been made public in the annual
reports of the several companies involved in the resolution, its
report will not add anything to what is already known on the
subject. A resolution requesting the Attorney General to report as to
why proceedings had not been brought against the Pennsylvania
and the other roads, such as was suggested in the Senate on Monday
by Senator Tillman, would be a matter of much more importance
than the House resolution.
This suggestion was made by Senator Tillman in discussing a
letter from the Red Rock Fuel Company, of Philadelphia, that he
had had read in the Senate. This company complained that the
Baltimore & Ohio road had refused to permit a side track to be
built from its line to the tipple of the coal company in Upshur
County, W. Va., and said that the road had announced its intention
to disregard an order of the Interstate Commerce Commission requiring it to permit the side track to be built. The impression
created by the sending of copies of this letter to Senators and

Vol..

23.

1.

New York

naling 456.1 miles

and

is

—

d Hudson River. Of the manual sig"controlled"; this includes 156.2 double track,

Central

299.9 four-track.

—

New York, New Haven d Hartford. Of the manual signaling 229 miles is manual controlled; some two-track and some
24.

four-track.

—

25.
New York, Ontario & Western. The new work consists of
automatic signals, all for double track line.
26.
Pennsylvania. The item of 266.3 miles manual signaling
includes 47.4 miles of three-track line.
27.
Philadelphia d Reading. The item of 28.5 miles unrler fourtrack includes some three-track line.
The proposed new work,
which will consist of Hall automatic disk signals, will include 3.3
miles of double track on the Philadelphia division; 12.6 miles on
the Shamokin division; 41.1 miles on the Harrisburg division, and
17 miles on the Reading division; and 7.2 miles of double track
and 5.8 miles three-track or four-track on the New York division.
Pittsburg d Lake Erie. The 30.6 miles of automatic sig28.
nals entered under four-track includes some three-track line.
Southern. The short length of automatic signaling now
29.
in use on this road is in Atlanta, Ga.
Of the new signaling proposed for the present year 106 miles will be automatic, as follows:
Danville to Pelham, nine miles; Greensboro to High Point, 15 miles:
Spencer to Linwood, nine' miles; Armour to How-ell, three miles;
Austell to Roseland, 21 miles; Weems to Woodlawn, six miles;

—

—

—

—

—

February
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MILES OF RAILROAD WORKED BY THE BLOCK SYSTEM, JANUARY
Automatic——

,

1,

1906.'

Manual

,

>

,

Single

Double

Four

Single

Double

Four

track.

track.

track. 2

track.

track.

track. 2

Proposed.

Total.

Alabama Great Southern. 8
Atchison, Topeka

& Santa

Fe.'

91.0

—

—

Atlanta & West Point jointly with Ceut. of Ga.
Atlantic City (see Philadelphia & Reading)
Atlautic Coast Line

.

Baltimore & Ohio.'
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern
Bessemer & Lake Erie
Boston Elevated
Boston & Albany.'
Boston & Maine. 1
Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburg. 8

Chesapeake &

192.8

..

..

465.5
31.6
52.7

.

&

.

.

.

130.1

.

.

..

.

6.0

————

0.6

—

& Western Indiana

& Western."

Erie."

Hocking Valley

.

Central."
Interborough Rapid Transit Co.

Illinois

—

(New York) 18

Kentucky & Indiana Bridge & Railroad Co
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 19
Lehigh Valley
Long Island

—

8.8

8.0

170.4

111.7

217 9

430.6

74.7

54.0

15.0

32.0

1.1107.7

J7.0

740

—

32(1.0

5.0

330.0
2,549.7
4,320.3
3,809.2

Some.

30.5

5.0
15.6

.

.

..

—
.

—

.

.

.

.

2,157.5
4,320.3

355.7

3,01

486.6

1

1.521.0

.

.

.

.

643.7
73.0

..

607.4

.

—

44.5
390.7

.

—

19.8
20.2
28.0

.

2.4

11.1

—

572.2

—

.

.

.

—

—

1,536.6
19.8
668.5
101.0
335.2
852.6

7

—
27

117.6
397.8

85
00

86

1,407.3

—

197.9

46.0

46.0

15

866.0

123

8.0

.

51.0
27.8

12.0

—

:,07

.

.

:>

—
401.0
69.6

10.8

456 2

540.2

45.2

—

1.174.5

33.0

.

—

13.5

2.S

85.0

20

—

Maine Central
Michigan Central. 21
Missouri Pacific
Mobile & Ohio
Nashville, Chattanooga

,

g „

15.0

_

j ,

3 Q

581.0

95

'

3.0
72.0

.'.

465.0
19.0

4.2

&

St. Louis. 22

New York Central & Hudson River. 23
New York, New Haven & Hartford. *
New York, Ontario & Western. 21
New York, Susquehanna & Western
New York & Long Branch

.

2

& Western
& Western, passenger

..

..

25.0
22.0
.

Northern Central (Included in Penn.
Northern Pacific
Ohio River Bridge (Louisville)

)

—

.

s

5299

-,<is

195 8

168 9

,

.

.

j

0.5

030
19s

.

s

^

.,.,

.>

-

1M

7

299 9
70 6

—

91.0
20.2

—

.-,3.5

45
30

2,457.5
688.5
89.0

—

28 6

—

198
1.052.5

"z2

4.7

—

31
1 1

98.8
10.0
1.0

.

1

104

—

,6

5N.s 6

809 9

1,106.0

996.0

1,975.6
2,141.0

.4

6.4

1

.

.

,-,

266.3

43

11

.5

29.0

21

17

37.0
1.174.4

11

^ qj 7 3
j' 5

.

.

31.0
111.5

—

j

.

15.2

.

—

}

—

.

.

Oregon Short Line
Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co
Pennsylvania. 20
Pennsylvania, West of Pittsburg
Peoria & Pekln Union

R.

It.

—
.

47 g
^.,

-

37.0

12.0
trains only

106.4
228.2
67.0
.

.

—

—

25

Marquette

I'ere

&

Philadelphia
Phila., Bait.

Pittsburg
Rich.,

&

Reading. 2 '

28.9

& Wash.

(Included in Penn. R. K.)
Lake Erie."

Fredksbg & Pot. (includg. Wash.

San Pedro, Los Angeles & Pacific
Seaboard Air Line
South Side Elevated, Chicago
Southern Railway. 2 "
Southern Railway, passenger trains only

.

.

..

.

—

'

R. Association, St.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

,V

Penn,

B8

•

.

1

55.(1

155 "

—

1,038.7

684

s.7

2.0
.

.

.

.

952.9
6,488.8

88 8

0,488

606

120.0

In

3113.

252

1

I

1

4B.fi

4.7

—

241.0

..

..

..

>>

—

—
.

,s

—

1,050

i

—

5

IS n

|;, 11

10,326.4

186

re

241

1

,

8,952.6

—

19.1
1

_

1,780.8

47

341.8
s 7

M.I

it. it

27.7

x.7

Mississippi Valley

Total

87

2.0
.

6.G

—

Wabash

Yazoo

3.7

2.0

Louis

In

19.6

26.fi

1:1

—

80.6

.

Vandalla

Wisconsin Central

143.9

106.8

486.7

Pacific

West Jersey & Seashore (Included

228.7

—

——

Southern Pacific, Texas and Louisiana Lines
Louis & San Francisco."'
Staten Island Rapid Transit
R.

28.5

32. 11
.

SI.

Union

320.7

.

So.)

Soul linn Pacific. 1 "

Terminal

.

1,082.1

'The reference numbers in 1I10 n i>i.- Indicate uumbersd paragraphs iii the accompanying tezl
2
The columns headed "Four irnck," in, 'imle ionic three-track mileage, and In one case (Illinois Central,

767.6

50 324."

2.500

1

nulouialli

Ixll ach

and

•

28

636.0

.

14. u

.

43.0
443.5
52.0

—

245.2

—

823.1

..

—

1.107.7

5.6

—

4.1

.

210.0

—

6.0

.

.

8.

197.9

.

69.0
193.7

(Too

6.0

..

35.7

6

26

—

505.3

1,470.3
580.

.

.

—

1,178.1

0.0

.

11

97.1

24.7

..

—

200.4

304.5

—

Grand Trunk (Portland Line) 10

9

182.8

967.3

1.1

.

31.4

p,7s.l

3.5

.

837.0

2.8

..

.

73.1
3.0

—

70.8

—

—

Delaware & Hudson."

6.0

110.6
21.4
106.0

.

.

60

1,351.1

—

304.5

.

—

—

.

..

.

.

5.0

—

.

2.2

.

.

Pacific

16.0

161.7

—

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis

Norfolk
Norfolk

..

..

151.9
101.5

292.3

Nashville.

104.1

.

Chicago Terminal Transfer

&

68.6

.

6.0

8.8

Ch'cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. 12
Do. for pass, trains and part time for freights
Chicago & North- Western

Louisville

275.7

.

2.5

& Quincy

Delaware, Lackawanna

.

.

.

0.5

Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Chicago Great Western

Chicago

68.0

.

.

Ohio. 10

Chicago, Rock Island

—

.

3..S

1,147.1

..

—

..

Central of Georgia. 9
Central of New Jersey

Chicago & Alton."
Chicago, Burlington

45.0

elj fill
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Morristown, i_' miles,
al Spartanburg.

to

all

double track;

and

a
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More About Armour's Refrigerator Business.*

I

piece of single track

The manual block signaling now in operation aggregates 1,037
miles, of which al
miles is double track. The principal
are from Alexandria, Va
to
Atlanta, Ga.;
Austell to Roseland
Morristown in Chatti
ga; Austell to Rome, and L58 miles on
n will be noted that some of the
the St. Louis-Louisville line,
proposed new automatic signaling is to take the place of somi ol
the manual signals. It is proposed, also, to establish about. 428 miles
of new manual signaling, as follows, all single track:
i

M

84.4 Dalles.

Weems

140.0

i"
Rome to Ooltewab
Morristown to Asbevllle

North

Birmingham

profits

of

b

ludged

on

the

private
bai

i

ai

busini

.--

i

annol

basis
whii h
th<
enterpri
eem to Insist upon doing. This Is a business of lean
jreai
as well as fat years,
rhen the period ol profitable and
lislHd operation should be averaged with the years in which the
business was in a struggling and pioneer stag.'.
Modern Inventivi
genius ii!.i\ render practically useless and obsolete an equipment
now representing an investment of millions of dollars, and this
possibility is by no means so remote thai good
prudence
i

a

iresl

il

I

-

-

-

I

Ma. mi to Koseland
Austell

The
ness,

to

ii4.7

"

.

87.4

Corona

>1.2

would not lake

into account.
denj that the profits of the private car line business and the
pa.king business are extortionate.
have no desire to deny that
both do pay a profit.
Had
put my holdings, at the time 1 came
Into them, into railroads, national banks and other enterprises I
it

I

I

1

Total

427.7 miles

All of the foregoing is represented in the figures shown in the first
item in the table under the Southern Railway, The second Item
in the table, representing lines on which the spacing of trains is
managed by the train despatchers, covers 6,092 miles on the South
ern Railway and its controlled lines south ami east of Louisville
and 347 miles on the Louisville-St. Louis lines.
30.
Southern Pacific. The total mileage of road signaled on
the Union Pacific, the Southern Pacific and the Oregon lines controlled by these companies, aggregates 1,045 miles, and the new work
proposed for 1906 (all automatic and nearly all single track) aggregates 664 miles of road. Of the automatic signaling put in use
during the past year 54 miles, between Benicia and Truckee, takes
the place of the telegraph block system heretofore used; and of
the manual signals now in use 97 miles represents the electric train
staff (a manual controlled apparatus) which has been installed in
place of the telegraph block system. This also is on the division
lying between the places just named. This leaves only 23 miles of
the simple telegraph block system in use.

—

31.

St.

Louis & San From

isco.

—The

new work proposed on

this road this year consists of automatic signals for one mile of
double track and for three miles of single track: and the telegraph
block system on 43 miles single track.

1906 M.

C.

B.

and M. M. Conventions.

At the annual conventions to be held at Atlantic City. N. J., in
June, the headquarters for meetings, exhibits and social functions
Meetings will be held in the concert hall
will be the steel pier.
at the entrance and exhibits will be arranged along the entire
east side of the structure; the total exhibit space amounts to 40,000
provides for exhibits on a larger scale than ever
sq. ft., which
before.
Steam and electric power is to be furnished to exhibitors

should have made more inon.

y. made ii with less trouble and been
subjected to less attack.
I
sincerely believe 1 should have been of
tar less service In the industrial development of this country than
I
have been in the private car line and the packing business.
am not posing as a philanthropist or asking for any credit on that
or any kindred score. Just common-sense selfishness and the regard for the well-being of humanity that the ordinary decent citizen
has are all the motives that I lay claim to in the conduct of my
Thousands of men have been enabled to make independent
business.
fortunes by the activities of the private car. The whole people
enjoy comforts and luxuries otherwise Impossible.
The charge for refrigeration service al
rs maintenance.
repair and replacement of the tools employed in the business the
Ice making plants, ice houses, icing stations both in the fruit-growing sections and throughout Hie country along the routes from the
growing loca'ity to the market, repair shops and the cars themselves.
These cars cost from $1,000 to $1,200 each a third and sometimes
half more than the ordinary box car.
They are easily damaged.*
Almost every car needs more or less repairs every trip. They wear
out more quickly than ordinary freight cars, and are more easily
put out of service from many causes.
If loaded with anything that
leaves an odor drugs, kerosene oil, etc., as happens often the
car is likely to be made useless for further service in the fruit-carrying trade.
California is a district in which a field organization must be
maintained practically the year round. We have to maintain our
own car repair shops and icing stations, and when fruit is moving
a band of more than 50 men as inspectors, supervisors, etc.. are
up and down through the district superintending the loading and
icing, enforcing prompt movement of cars and pushing all details
We have a force of more than 200 men in California
of the work.
during the season.
Before the fruit-shipping season opens, cars enough to handle
1

•

—

—

Conventions at Atlantic City, N.

and paid for by them, but there will be no charge for exhibit space
aside from the membership contribution of $35. The installation
of exhibits may be begun on June 1; they must be completed by
June 13, and removed before June 27. The accompanying cut shows
the location of the different hotels, whose rates for those who attend
the convention were published in the Railroad Gazette of Decern
be

i

LB

The
January

fust passenger train passed
25.

through the Simplon tunnel on

—

—

J.

must be assembled at points convenient to the shipping
More than half of them go west empty and are subject
to many delays; some may be loaded with clean package freight.
These will be from 50 to 30 days en route from Chicago to Los
Angeles, and unloading there may be delayed. During all this
period, before a pound of fruit is loaded, the car line company
must keep track of these cars, trace them from point to point.
the crop
stations.

'Extracts from an article by .1. Ogden Armour, In The Saturday Et>eni
A former article was abstracted ui the Ituihoad '.'ctr.ic.

Pott, Philadelphia.
of Jan. 19, page 64.

—

February

2,
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know whether they are empty arid available for immediate
use or loaded and unavailable. Finally, the car we are following
lands at our Los Angeles shop, where they thoroughly overhaul
the car, put new padding on doors and hatch plugs, clean and repair
tank pans, drains and drain traps. After the ear is thoroughly
overhauled tanks are filled with about 10,000 pounds of ice. Wonderful things are grown in California, but no one, not even the
wonderful Mr. Burbank, has been able to grow a natural crop of
ice in Southern California.
For Northern California we must haul
the ice from the mountains at heavy expense for freight and shrinkage.
We also buy enormous quantities of manufactured ice. In
1905 we bought more than 120.000 tons of ice in California.
When the car is iced it is sent out to the loading point and
there is a further heavy shrinkage of ice in the tanks. The car may
have been standing for days in a railroad yard. The fruit loaded
into it and the packages containing that fruit are also hot
soaked,
as it were, in California sunshine. The ear and its load must, be
brought down to a low temperature. Every board, every nail, every
orange, every piece of wood exudes heat. Much ice must be melted,
obviously, to bring the hot car and its load down to a low tempera;nid

—

ture.
car, when loaded, is sent back to Los Angeles (to Bakersgoing east by the northern route), its ice tanks are refilled, it is thoroughly inspected again by car line men and is started
on its journey east. If it takes the southern route it stops first
at Tucson, Arizona, to be re-iced under the supervision of a car
line agent, who not only sees that the tanks are properly filled
to ca'pacity, but also makes a personal inspection of all drain pipes,
etc.
The car then passes on to El Paso, where car line agents are
waiting for it. It is again thoroughly re-iced and inspected and
sent on to Fort Worth, where another agent is in waiting to perform the same service. This process is repeated seven or eight
times more before the car reaches Boston Kansas City, Davenport, Chicago, Galion, Hornellsville, and East Deerfield.
The same
facilities are maintained on all the various routes.
When the catleaves Los Angeles, the car number, its condition and digest of
the waybill are all taken by a car line inspector and Tucson is
notified that the car is on the way to him.
This checking and
notification of stations ahead continues without break until the car
reaches destination, under the eye of the car line organization every
hour, and is kept moving. When the car finally reaches Boston a car
line inspector notes its condition, sees it opened, inspects condition
of its load and reports all details to the head office. Nobody in Boston
ventures to report to the shipper in California that a car handled
aid watched as described has "arrived in bad condition." The item
of repairs is a heavy one.
During a short, rush season, as in
handling Michigan and Georgia peaches, time does not permit sending cars to the shops, but car repairers have to be sent into
Infield.
In Michigan last fall three car-repair superintendents were
maintained in the field, and each had from five to ten men with
him. at the expense of the car line. In view of these facts I sub
mit that a tariff rate of $77.50 Los Angeles to Boston on the car
outlined above is as low as good and proper service will permit,
't was only a few years ago that this same rate was $95, but we
were able to reduce our operating expenses and gave the shippers
the benefit of it. Just as soon as conditions will warrant it the rate
will again be reduced.
The private car line service also enables the shipper to control
the destination of his product and to avoid glutted markets. A
Shippi r starts a car of peaches from Grand Rapids to Boston.
After
th" car has left he learns that the Boston market is full.
At any
place along the route oi thai car Detroit, Buffalo. Albany
he can
change its destination to New York. Providence, Philadelphia, Hal
timore, or any other point that promises a better market.
In 1904.
during the one month of July, more than 500 cars of Georgia peaches,
an average of more than 16 a day. were caught at Cincinnati alone,
diverted from their original destination ami senl In other places thai
promised better results. In 1901 a certain railroad touching Benton Harbor, Michigan, was undertaking to furnish refrigeration serv
at cost of ice.
Private cars were operating on another road
reaching thai same point. Mr. Roland Morrell, of Benton Harbor,
one of Hie best fruit growers in America, had 25 cars oi choice
lie was w
bin three miles of a loading station
peaches to ship,
hi lie road which provided refrigeration at cost of Ice.
To reach
a loading
station Of the private car lines his peaches had In lie
hauled five miles, part iii Hie »,i\ uphill. Yet he tinned his ha, U
upon the all< ;ed lovi price service, made the live-mile haul, shipped
in private cars and
paid the tariff of $55 a car to Boston rather

The
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1

lhan take

a

chl

6

on

railroad

refrigeration

service.

Asked why

raise peaches In
"I
"unnecessary" charge, he said:
sell.
lam inn raising peaches to be spoiled in transit ami paid for
by the rallr
I."
The Fennvllle Herald, which is the organ or one
or Michigan's heaviest peai
paper that has never
hipping points,
shown I'rii iidliness toward private car lines, said thai had it not
been for the good work done by thi Armour private car lines in
Furnishing plentj oi UrM class cars and looking after the prompt
icing el' same in transit that section would have been ruined the
lie

paid

this

ii

last sea

n

.1

107

Almost every

fruit and vegetable growing district in this counwitness to the pioneering work and the efficiency
of the private car line.
These lines have served both to develop
new fields and to widen the market of the fields already in existence.
There are practically no reliable statistics to be had anywhere in the country in relation to the fruit industry save those
gathered by the private car lines. Up to ten years ago practically
no fruit was shipped out of Michigan under refrigeration. Practically all of the crop was dumped into Chicago by boat and by
ventilated cars. The Chicago market was uniformly low in consequence, and Chicago commission men made handsome profits
by re-shipping Michigan peaches to other points, even back into
Michigan.
The private car line began to investigate the Michigan field
some years ago. Eastern fruit dealers were told to send their
buyers into that district, and, if they found that the results did
not justify the effort, the car lines would pay the expense. This
practice of sending buyers to the door of the grower buyers who
buy for cash and do not require the grower to ship on commission has spread to all parts of the country. The private car lines
give a grower a market at his own door.
Since 1889 the fruit and vegetable industry in California has
grown practically ten times in volume; and financially it is in better
California
condition than at any previous time in its history.
shipped, in 1905, 30,000 cars of lemons and oranges at an increase
in profit over 1904 of more than $100 per car.
Right now 200 cars
a day are coming out of that state.
The orange and lemon industry
of California would not ha/ve been developed without the private car.
A few years ago head lettuce was a rarity in northern markets.
The private car line has developed this trade and has made many
Florida farmers rich thereby. New York alone now absorbs 40 to
50 cars a day during the winter months.
A car line agent interested strawberry growers around Nashville, in 1903, to ship eight or ten cars as an experiment.
Shipments rose to 00 cars in 1905. Humboldt. Tennessee, used to send
out about 50 cars of tomatoes a season, six or seven years ago.
The tomatoes had to be shipped green and ripened in the commission man's storeroom, which, of course, impaired the quality.
Humboldt now ships in a season 500 cars of tomatoes that are allowed to ripen on the vines and therefore bring a much better
price.
The new prune plum district of Idaho has been deve'oped
entirely by the private car line missionary work and within a
very few years. The far northwest now sends to market from 2,000
Other important new districts are being simto 3,000 cars a year.
ilarly developed in northeast Texas, in Utah, Colorado. Arizona.
Arkansas and Missouri.
The principal fruit-growing districts of the country in L899
shipped under refrigeration only 9,164 cars; the same districts in
1905 shipped 42,982 cars. In particular districts during this period
shipments have been multiplied to 10 and even 20 limes over so
Michigan peach lands
far as the Armour lines alone are concerned.
undeveloped are worth only from six to ten dollars; with healing
peach orchards they command $200 to $300 an acre. Florida lands
growers of head
that were almost worthless are now yielding t
lettuce and other early vegetables an annual return of $600 to
There are districts in Georgia where lands bought
$1,000 to an acre.
for one dollar an acre arc now worth .wit li peach orchards in
bearing, $300 an acre.
California orange and lemon bearing hindare worth $1,000 an acre.
Mr. C. A. Sessions, of Shelby. Mich., says "buyers conic to us
because they Know this service will deliver in
to our very doors
good condition what they buy. In Chicago the market is almost
always glutted witii fruit thai goes across the lake bj boat. Chicago
commission men work to keep it glutted. We have bad commission-house solicitors running up and down our streets here solicit
trig shipments, when they knew Chicago was already overstocked.
That, was to gc
out fancy peaches al a low. glutted market price.
so they could lie reshipped to other points at a profit."
"This last summer I Shipped
Mr, J. R. W'ylie. of Shelby, says:
The same kind
plums to two points. Chicago and Dayton, Ohio.
M\ Chicago shipment averaged BO
of plums went in both places.
cents a busbci net; in> Dayton shlpmenl averaged $1.45 a bushel

try is a living

—

—

1

—

1

net."

Last fall two large cistern fruit hen e dl covered that quanti
Michigan peaches were being dumped into Chicago bj boat
iiini by
rail
from points mil covered bj the private car sen
They went on the open market in South Water street, and there
hi Michigan pea, lies for shipment east at lower pi ices lhan
thej would have had to pay over in Michigan at points served by
it
More than 100 cars were thus handled,
private cars.
lien he a [act that in -nine Isolated Inst inces local passenger trains
through freight containing
b
have been sidetracked to let pa
do nut linovi oi such an In tance, hut ii is po
private cars.
tics of

...

1

irrenee is a part of
a facl
that this sort ol
the system of our operation or a logical result of it
Some critics of the private car system are at great pains to'
create the Impression that the mileage which the railroads pay the
ental is so large that there should
owners of the private eat
Bible,

it

is

not
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no charge at all to the shipper Cor refrigeration. Mr. J. S. Leeds,
Santa l'V, made this statement under oath: "The fact of

of the
i

he business
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he mil< use

i
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1,1
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1
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1
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trull

business will not maintain It.
it
will not pay the Interest on Its
and pay for administration expenses or the organization and
if this is true the refrigeration of these commodities
replacement,
should pay a profit and should also pay its share of the maintenance
and the \pense of the operation of the line."
/•'/i in hi
Hull's.
Sensational periodicals have indulged in much
and violent comment regarding the freight rates on dressed meals
and other packinghouse products as compared with the rates on
live cattle.
This matter was thorough. y tried out in the famous
'Tattle Case" heard by Judge Bethea in the United Stales Circuit
Court sitting at Chicago. In his opinion. Hied Dec. 2. 1905, about
a month ago, Judge Bethea made the following findings of facts:
"That the livestock rates are reasonable in themselves; these
rates are equal to or less than the rates on dressed meats and
packing-house products between the same points.
"That the cost of carrying live stock is greater than that of
carrying dressed meats and packinghouse products. The evidence
shows that the defendant railroad companies pay out a much larger
amount in damages for losses arising from the carriage of live
slock than they do for losses arising from the carriage of dressed
meats and packinghouse products, in proportion to the value of
the products carried, and more in damages per car regardless of
the value. This makes the risk of carriage greater for live stock.
"That the rates for carrying packers' products and dressed
meats were remunerative."
cost

1

Green Lights for "Proceed"

at

Night.*

In connection with the inquiries which we have made concerning the extension of block signaling during the past year, those
roads which use green for the all-clear indication at night in fixed
signals or which intend to do so. have been asked certain questions
about their practice, and the answers to these questions are summarized below. Roads named without explanation use green for
proceed and yellow for caution.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Pe. Road is being gradually equipped
so as to use green for the night proceed indication in fixed signals; yellow for the caution indication.
It is expected to have
the changes all made within the next 12 months. Yellow is to
be used as a slow signal by track men. The yellow is a dark

—

hue.

—

Baltimore & Ohio. Green is used for proceed in fixed signals on
the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern only. For distant signals,
yellow, medium hue.
Yellow used also for portable caution signals.
On the Philadelphia division purple lights are to be introduced for the stop indication in dwarf signals.
Bessemer & Lake Erie. Green for proceed. Yellow for caution;
hue dark. Yellow and green are used on all siding switches,
normal color green, yellow indicating open switch. This to
distinguish siding switches from main track switches. Same
colors are used on derailing switches, normal color being yellow indicating open switch. Yellow is also used in place of
green indicating caution for minor ptu-poses, such as bi-colored
green and yellow flag for flag stop, yellow for trackmen, etc.
In addition to the uses above mentioned, yellow is used on
the home block semaphore mast, supplementary to the home
block indication when home block signal cannot be cleared to
indicate that a clearance form, with respect to train orders and
the block to be entered, releasing an approaching train from
the signal, is to be handed on by the operator by means of
deliver" hoops; also for a like delivery of a 19 order conferring
right or extending right previously restricted by train order,
to the end that the approaching train shall not be unnecessarily
stopped at points where right is not by time-table or train order
restricted.
Green and red are used on all main track switches,
normal green. Red indication on switch stand indicates open
switch on main track.
Boston Elevated.
Boston & Maine. Blue is used for stop in dwarf signals. In standard semaphores the casings, when renewed, are designed for two
glasses, so that green can be used for proceed.
Canadian Northern.

—

—

Canadian Pacific.
Chicago & Alton.

— Green

and yellow (dark hue) have been used for

several years with entire satisfaction.
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton. This road reports that green
used for proceed.

—

is

not

—

Chicago & North-Western. Green for proceed; a green light and
a red light side by side, for caution.
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha. Same as C. & N.-W.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.
Colorado & Southern.

—

•In this article, the adverse Indication of a distant signal
In describing the hue of yellow glasses, "Nets" yellow

"caution."
as dark.

is
is

termed
classed
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Delaware & Hudson.

—

6.

The yellow is dark.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western. Kopp yellow is used. Purple Is
used for stop in some dwarf signals.
Kile.
Green and yellow used on Delaware division only. These
colors are to be Introduced on the New York division.
Illinois Central.
The yellow glasses are "medium to dark."
Interborough Rapid Transit Company.
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. Does not use green for proceed;
does not use yellow for any purpose except on highway crossing
gates.
Purple is used for stop in dwarf signals.
Lehigh Valley. This company intends to use green for proceed and
yellow for caution but has not decided when to make the change.
Purple is used for stop in dwarf signals.
Long Island. Uses green and yellow; the yellow is dark. Purple
is used for stop in dwarf signals which are situated between

—

—

—

—

—

—

running tracks.
Michigan Central. Green for clear and yellow for caution, adopted
east of Detroit Dec. 15, 1905; west of Detroit about a month

—

later.

Missouri,

Kansas & Texas.

.Missouri

Pacific.

New York

—

New

—

Central & Hudson River. Green for clear and yellow for
caution are to be adopted soon on the Harlem and the Hudson
divisions.
Yellow of a dark hue is preferred. It is intended
to make the change in all lights used as signals; that is to say,
in semaphores, disks and switchstands, and in marker lights
on trains. Purple is used for stop in dwarf signals. This has
been so used for some time, and has been satisfactory.

York, New Haven & Hartford. Besides
the yellow light is used for slowboards.

its

use in fixed signals

Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company.
Oregon Short Line.
San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake.
Southern Pacific.
Terminal Railroad of St. Louis.
Tidewater Railway. Road now under construction.

—

Green will be
used for clear; yellow for caution.
Union Pacific. Besides its use in fixed signals, yellow is used for
the trackmen's night slow signals. Nels yellow has been used,
but a lighter hue will probably be adopted. Yellow flags are of
a dark tint.
Texas. In the state of Texas the State Railroad Commission requires the use of green for proceed at grade crossings of one
railroad with another.

—

—

New Ore

Cars for the Chicago

&

North-Western.

The Chicago & North-Western heretofore has used wooden ore
cars having the usual side and end slope hopper, sides vertical above
the hopper side slope, and doors swung transversely across the
car.
This design disclosed in service a number of objectionable
features, one of the most serious of which was a frequent inability
to discharge its load without assistance.
If the ore was hauled any
gieat distance it would pack down hard in the car with the result
that often when the doors were lowered the principal mass of
the load would not move until vigorous means had been employed
to dislodge it.
To overcome these objectionable features Mr. C.
A. Schroyer, Superintendent of the Car Department, designed the
car illustrated herewith. A single experimental car was built at
the Chicago shops of the road last fall in order to give the design
a thorough trial in service and develop any defects or undesirable
features that might exist. After several months in service the car
has proven most satisfactory and others will be built. Some changes
in minor details only have been found necessary.
The new design is of steel construction with a wooden lining,
wood being used in preference to steel to minimize difficulty from
the ore adhering to the sides in freezing weather. To obtain the
most advantageous condition for discharge of the load, the hopper
side slope of the older design has been omitted, the entire side
being straight. Also, the sides are given a slight inclination inward from the vertical, the car being 4 in. narrower at the top than
at the bottom.
The door opening has been increased in size, necessitating a somewhat greater wheelbase, although the total length
of the car is the same as the old.
It will be noted that this dimension on the drawing is- given inside of the contact faces of the
couplers.
This is specified to insure a train of the cars centering
properly over the pockets in the ore docks.
Each door opening is 6 ft. 4 in. long by 3 ft. 7 in. wide. The
drop doors are hinged to the car sides and each is supported at
its opposite or inner side by chains passing around winding drums
mounted on a longitudinal shaft. The doors are raised by a lever
and ratchet at the end of the shaft and car. They fall by gravity
upon releasing the ratchet pawl. An important advantage in the
side-swung doors is that in their lowered position they form the side
slopes to the hopper, confining the ore between the rails.
The features embodied in this car to facilitate unloading enable
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trom one to three minutei
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Maple i* used tor
'e,
iin lining, the ore .sliding better on this wood than on other kinds.
Openings are provided between the side planks ami H
Iges of
these planks arc beveled so thai these openings extend obliquelj
downward. They were provided on one side only in the experimental ear. the idea being thai they mi^lil facilitate thawing out
frozen ore with hoi water and also facilitate unloading by the u
of an unloading bar to loosen up the ore.
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Accident Bulletin

No.

17.

amped,
Train approached meeting station with sp< ed
nut under control; engineman bad [had
i

The

Commerce Commission has

Interstate

8

Issued Accident Bulletin No. 17, giving the record of railroad accidents in the United
States during the three months ending Sept. 30, 1905. The number of persons killed in train accidents was 272, and of injured.
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Derailments
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a and b.
bb,
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Kid. Injrd. Kid. Injd. Kid. Injid. Killed. Injrd.
14S
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7
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77IJ
1,825
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1 26
16
077
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1119
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brake
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Table Ko.

shin off
he conned ion
reservoir, and had neglected to
air brakes 2 miles before rea
he station, according to rule.
h ipa.h her
der, rt No. 1 will run 2
gai
hours late'*: should have said, "second
No. l"
did no1 b< nd order to all hati
ested stal Ions al once.
Operator failed to deliver order to easl
bound freight.
(See
Engineman disregarded
top signal.
no e in texl below
West i.Miinii ti-'iL-iit switching at a waj
feion,
crossed over t" easl bound track
without tirsi flagging eastbound trains.
Engineman misread time or was deceived by
watch lost in wreck
defective watch
vi

from train accidents and
her causes was 17.439 (1,053 killed and 16,386 injured). These
reports deal only with (a) passengers and (d) employees on duty.*
3,455.
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—

,

12
13

t:

P.&F.

;

;

being experienced and reliconductor did not carefully calcuto
meeting point.
time
late
Passenger train started from station in ad
vance of time named in wait order,
freight failed to clear time of passenger
10 minutes passenger conductor, brakeman and fireman left all care to engine-

engineman

.

able,

Total

train

accidents....
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1.623

272

Coupling or uncoupling
While doing other work about
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819

74

819

trains, etc
Overhead bridges, structures ;n
side of track, etc
Falling from cars, engne, etc.

45

3.821
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3.S21
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415
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1.244

257

3,069

list

of class

A

train acci-

Misplaced switch; speed 4<> miles per hour;
switch was undergoing alteration ami
was not suitably signaled. There was uo
rule requiring reduction of the speed of
trains running past the point where alterations were in progress.
Passenger train derailed by striking street
car at highway crossing; conductor of
street car failed to give required flag signal (3 fatal and 7 non-fatal injuries in
street car).

-

1,530 $1,256,247

given the usual

.,300

1

3,135 $2,540,908

:

Passenger car overturned by turning of
Sn' imtp
switch beneath m< ving train,
;

'''

38

;

of

;

lc

p

289

killed, 5

consisted

to run around curve.

T>
1)

4:;

rain

engine running backward

i

8

passengers injured
engine and caboose,
tender was
the first vehicle to jump the track.
large box car loaded with
Unexplained
staves and heading was probably unfit

One passenger
t

^

470
709

which the damage is reported at $10,000 or over;
notable cases in which passengers are killed, and those doing
dents/

Derailments.
1

Injured.

36
68

insufficient tail lights.

116 $205,797

and Derailments.
No.

Collisions,

;

had

last

Tauh

not.- in

;

than in the
preceding, and some are very much larger.
These figures are doubtless in large measure a reflection of the
very heavy traffic done by the principal railroads of the country
during the busiest summer months. The number of passengers
killed in train accidents, 43. is larger than in either of the two
preceding quarters, yet it is far below the disastrous quarter which
included the same three months of 1904, when 22S passengers were
killed in collisions and derailments.
The two most notable accidents in the present report are a collision killing 12 persons and
a derailment killing 15. In the table of causes given below these
accidents are numbered, respectively, 5 and 10. Flagrant misconduct and negligence characterized both cases.
.
all

months

copying train order. (See

;

;

Nearly

in

text below.;

•In Table No. 1 the passengers have been divided into classes, a, b. and
Class a includes all ordinary passengers
bb.
Class b Includes passengers
traveling on freight trains: Class bb includes persons (nor ordinary passengers on passenger or freight trains) who are customarily carried or allowed
on trains under special arrangements or privileges, such as postal clerks and
express passengers: conductors, porters, and other employees on Pullman
cars: employees on private or special cars; newsboys, baggnge solicitors,
peddlers, live-stock tenders and men in charge of freight.

three

Mistake

Signalmen, each fl months' experience, ad
mitted opposing freight trains into "con
trolled manual" block section on single
track.
(See note in text below.]
Freight encroached 2 mins. on time of pasmen in charge (2 years'
senger train
experience) "took chances.''
Engineman of empty engine (1 a. m.) ran
over misplaced switch and through crossit was his duty to see that
over track
switch was set right before passing it.
Freight approached station on descending
grade with speed not under proper conpassenger train standing at station
trol

c,

*>

6,150

•1

6,

.,

150

15

28

11,600
13,300
32,000

•

I'o

35, 169

20

39,278

18
i

SwiMh maliciously misplaced.
Runaway on 2 per cent, grade;

nonautomatic air brakes Inoperative becau e
coupling between engine and tender had
accidentally parted.
Excessive speed.

Broken truck.
open draw. (See note

m

text below.)
a. in.
Swileli maliciously misplaced
;

i

Dnexplained; supposed that empty baggage
car was lifted by sudden application of
air brakes; track in first-class condition
wreck burnt up by fire which started
from an explosion of acetylene.
;

23 158 $162,787
Collision No. 4 appears to

Total

have been due to a combination of an
inexperienced towerman and the lack of a suitable detector bar.

Fkhruary

2,

collision occurred at
p.m., and though three cars were overturned the personal injuries were slight. A passenger train, running at 40 miles an hour, was diverted by the turning of a switch
while one of the passenger cars was passing over it, with the effect
that the cars ran against a locomotive on the adjoining main track.
The towerman (23 years old) had been in service only nine days.
The detector bar, designed to prevent the throwing of a switch
while a train or car is passing over it, was only 25 ft. long not
long enough to reach from the rear wheels of a front truck of a
car to the leading wheels of the rear truck of the same car. This
made it possible for the towerman to throw the switch after the
passage of the leading truck and before the passage of the other

The

!>

—

one.

Collision No. 5, killing 12 and injuring 54 persons, nearly all
were passengers, occurred in the middle of the night, and
one of the trains was running at nearly full speed. The men in
charge of the freight train (westbound) were grossly negligent
in occupying the main track on the time of the eastbound passenger train. The freight train had run a few hundred feet beyond the side track at which it should have stopped and have
cleared the track for the passenger train. The explanation offered
of

whom

by the engineman, is that he made a mistake in reading the time
He says that he read
at L., the last station that he had passed.
"11.33" when the true time was 12.33.
This man is 4G years old

and had been in the service as engineman on the same road for
He had been
19 years. The company gives him a good record.
on duty about 13 hours at the time of the collision and had been
off duty 20 hours and 25 minutes immediately preceding this trip.
In the case of a man who, at midnight, has been on duty 13 hours,
the query naturally arises whether he was not asleep or dozing.
This engineman denies that such was the case, and there is no
evidence to contradict his assertion.

The conductor is held at fault for not having had a complete
understanding with the engineman at L. as to the point at which
they should meet the passenger train and for not making reasonable effort to stop his train before encroaching upon the time of
the passenger. About two miles before reaching the point of collision this conductor left the caboose and started over the tops of
the cars to go to the forward end. He had gone about two-thirds
of the way over the train when it reached the point where the
engineman should have shut off steam and applied the air-brakes,
but instead of at once stopping the train, as might have been done
by applying the air-brakes on any car, the conductor continued
on to the engine; but by the time he had reached there it was too
late to prevent the collision.
The fireman and the front brakeman
were also held accountable because, knowing that their train was
on the time of the passenger train, they took no measures either
the engineman or to stop the train. The rear brakeblameworthy for not acting promptly in the
emergency. The air-brakes were in operation on the whole of the
train except the caboose and one platform car at the rear.
By
going over this platform car the brakeman could have applied the
brakes.
Collision No. 11 occurred in a yard on a four-track line completely signaled, the semaphore signals being on bridges above the
tracks.
An accommodation train standing at the station was run
into by an express train which should have passed on another
main track, but which, in disregard of a stop signal, was run
through a crossover track. The engineman appears to have allowed
his attention to be drawn away from the signal by the movements
of the accommodation train, which he was watching.
Collision No. 15, occurring at,l a.m., was due to copying "79"
instead of "59" in a despatcher's order. The receiving operator
claims that after writing "79" he repeated the figures to the
to caution

man was

also held

but four other operators, listening, testify thai in re
pealing the order he sent "59." This operator, with six months'
experience as an operator and six months before that as a student,
neglected, to watch the wording of the same order when it was
wire, by the operators at other stations.
re]
ftted, on the same
He seems to have trusted to his memory, not writing down the
words and figures of the message ill successive order as they were
transmitted.
Collision No. 16, occurring al
a.m. ami causing the death
Of one engineman, "!! fireman, and two loakcincn, was due to vm \
Irregular ami Improper actios on the part of two block-signal men,
each of about six months' experience, and the negligence of mi
engineman of seven years' experience
Each of the two trains bad
Identical orders from the despatcher to meet at u. and the collision
occurred a short distance smith of li (between B ami C), the south
bound train having passed the meeting station win
stopping.
The operator at B gave to the train (wrongfully) a clear signal
and Hi' engineman says thai this action of the operator deceived
him and caused him in forget the meeting order which was in
ins possession.
The conductor ami a brakeman noticed hi' erroi
ami endeavored to apply the air-brakes, but were not aide to do bo
in time to prevent
the collision,
This was a train ui :;:: cars, of
(icspatcher;

'.

i

t

which 25 were air-braked.
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The operator gave the clear signal because of some neglect,
not clearly explained, in the preliminary operations which had taken
place between his offh e and the office at C. The block-signal instruments at the two stations are connected electrically, so that
either station wishing to permit a train to proceed toward the
other must first communicate with the other station. The operator
at C had communicated with B, and B had taken the necessary

C to forward the northbound train (which was in
and C asserts that eight minutes after this train had
departed he received a signal from B that the northbound train
had arrived and cleared the block section, whereupon he permitted
B to give the clear signal for the southbound train. These two
block-signal stations are connected by telephone, as well as by
the wires which connect the signal-indicating instruments, and the
train sheets at each station, on which are recorded the times of
departure of all trains, both at the station recording and at the
station in the rear and the station in advance, are filled out on
information conveyed over the telephone, but no communication
had been made by telephone concerning the northbound train. One
of these signalmen was 19 years old and the other 21 years.
Derailment No. 3 is somewhat like collision No. 4. in that the
man in charge of the switches in the signal tower was able to
turn the switch while a train was passing over it, by reason of
the lack of a suitable detector bar. As in the other case there was
a detector bar in use but it was not long enough to provide for

action to permit
collision);

all

conditions.

Derailment No. 10, killing 15 persons, of whom 14 were passengers, was due to the negligence of an engineman approaching
an open drawbridge at a high rate of speed, so fast that the engine
passed over a 24-ft. opening and struck the truss of the open drawbridge on the pier at the farther side of the opening. This engineman is reported to have had a good record, and he had had five
years' experience, but he had been in the service of the road where
the accident occurred only seven months and had not run over this
part of the line at all until the fatal trip. It is said that he "knew
the line pretty well." but this knowledge, such as it was, appears
to have been accidental and not the result of any definite instrucAt the same time
tion or test on the part of the railroad company.
it is to be obserced that the line of road approaching the bridge
There is a warnis perfectly straight and that the day was clear.
ing signal at a point one-half mile before reaching the draw and
a stop signal 300 ft. before reaching it, and the bridge itself, standing crosswise of the track, was in plain sight. Besides this the
draw tender had displayed a red flag in the center of the track. The
foreman who assigned this inexperienced engineman to this train
and the conductor of the train had some conversation with the runner iu regard to his knowledge of the line, but they appear to have
been satisfied with a very incomplete knowledge of his qualifications.
The warning and stop signals being only fixed boards, in no way
connected to the bridge, the rules require all trains to be stopped
before crossing. The disregard of this rule and the fact that the
engineman gives no rational explanation of his awful neglect indicate not only that he was poorly acquainted with the line, but that
he must have been utterly heedless of all landmarks.
At a point about 500 ft. before reaching the bridge the porter

applied the air-brakes by the use of the conductor's
valve in one of the cars in the forward part of the train, and this
application appears to have been effective, as men in the train were
thrown down by the sudden checking of the speed; but the porter's
action was not soon enough to overcome the momentum of the train,
ami two of its six cars fell into the gap at the draw.
of the train

Telephones on

O.,

R.

&

N. Telegraph Wires.

Company have
Southern I'acitie in Oregon and
of the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company, for nearly a
The Instruments of
now been in use on the

the National Telegraphone

lines of the

-

An officer of the company writes:
with excellent results.
spring we .quipped our line between Portland ami Roseburg, On
let. phones
a distance Of 198 miles, with tolographone instruments.
were placed in the despatchers' offices ai Portland ami Roseburg,
Intermediate telephone seis were put into the telegraph offices a
These 0aboO86
the line, and portable telephone sets In the cabooses.
sets are connected with the telegraph wire by means of ttie usual
extension pole
These Instruments have furnished good service, but we found
point II' miles
necessary to break the circuit at Junction Citj
ii
from Portland, as on account of the great number of Intermediate
telegraph offices ami relays 'he telephone circuit was not entl
I

1

'

ii

Isfactorj

ter

t

tie

longi

r

distant a

In
regular
These Instruments have been I'm- srun month
Thej are also
ervlce ami are used trequentlj bj the despatcher,
H .ii by train crews In securing orders at blind sidings or between
stations.
have in mind one Instance where a rrelghl Iraln n
which would delaj it tor
Ing with sdnie trouble between Btatlon
everal hours, Immedlatelj communicated with the despatcher bj
iin
..I
in
hone Instrument, ami thus enable,)
I
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the despatcher to promptly move his other trains
delays.
are experimenting with a later style

We

aud avoid bad

instrument
furnished by the National Telegraphone Company, which is known
as the "buzzer" or "howl" signal instrument.
This is on our line
between Portland and The Dalles, Oregon, a distance of 88 miles.
These instruments have an improved signalling arrangement which
does away with the slight Interruption in the telegraph circuit, thai
was experienced on the instruments in use between Portland and
Roseburg, and which was about the only objectionable feature about
them.

The Cost

of

of

Locomotive Operation.

BY GEORGE

XXII.
B. HENDERSOK.

I

Speed up

Weight

Ton-miles per

4.
."•.

6.

hill,

miles per hour

of train, tons back of tender....

trip, back of tender
Running time. Ins. bet. terminals
Actual time. his. bet. terminals

Average speed, between terminals

24. Cost, per 1,000 ton-miles, net
25. Million ton-miles per month

10
15
20
5
2,550
2,530
1.000
1,350
3S3.000 380,000 2S5.000 202,000
7.2

10.0
12.0
12.5

7.5
0.0
16.7

$0.36

$0.37

$0.30

10.6

16.1

14.7

17.5
21.0

6.25
7.5

20.0
$0.43
11.0

With induced Train Loads, Cost and Ton-Mileage.
.47

.42

.43

.45

5.0

7.6

9.3

13.3

.44

.40

.41

5.8

8.9

10.8

1,200 tons

l.»00

1,600

1.800

"

.41

.37

.39

6.6

10.1

12.3

.39

.36

.38

7.5

11.4

13.8

"

"

.37

.35

8.3

12.7

2,

2,400

—

=

=

=

—

=

X

We

can now tabulate these extras as shown below:

Coal. 213

lbs.

Repairs, 4 miles at

Enginemen

9.1

13.9

Trainmen

.36

9.9

15.2

$0.10

at $1.00 per ton

Water. 160 gallons at 10

.35

.35

=

X

=

5%

cts.

02

per 1,000

.22

cts

.13
-02
.15

Interest

$0.64

Total

"

—

36

—

.36

Table F gives the same information (condensed) for the second
case mentioned above that is, a 150 mile division with central
summit approached by one-half per cent, grades. We again find the
lowest cost in the column corresponding to an average speed of
12% miles an hour, and with a train of 2.200 tons back of tender
There would evidently
it amounts to 35 cents per 1,000 ton-miles.
15 cents for each 1,000 ton-miles hauled
be a saving of 50
35
back of tender, but as this includes the deadweight of cars, which
may be as great as the revenue load, we should conclude that
7 or 8 cents per 1,000 revenue ton-miles might be saved by such
grade reduction. It is evident that the other charges, such as
superintendence, maintenance of track, etc., would be little affected
by the easier profile, so that the question resolves itself into one
If a traffic of 1,500,000 revenue ton-miles per
of traffic density.
day could be depended upon, the saving per day would be 1.500
If money could
-08
$120, or for 300 days, $36,000 per year.
be borrowed at 4 per cent, interest this would represent a cash
capitalization of $900,000, up to which amount the low grade line
would be a paying investment. If the traffic were greater, then
we could afford to spend still more in perfecting the line. There
is still another advantage for the low grade location, and that is,
that each locomotive could haul nearly double the ton-mileage each
month, so that only about half as many engines would be needed
to do a given amount of work.
There Is considerable labor in calculating tables E and F, and
cost of operating on two
if we wish to know the difference in

X

The difference is
In table F, 36 cents.
15 cents, precisely the amount found by the more
laborious method of calculating various combinations of welghl
of train and speed.
While the heaviest trains and slowest speed!do not give the minimum cost, as is apparent from Fige. 11, 12
and 13, yet as a rule the cost of transportation is not greatly In
excess of the minimum, where the engine is so loaded, and r<n
quick results figures based on maximum train loads will frequently
lafound useful, especially for comparisons; but when decisions
are to be made as to the actual schedule and loading to be adopted,
then the advantages of charts showing the cost and quantity of
freight moved will be very great.
Stopping and Starting. Our analysis would hardly be complete
if we did
not consider the often discussed problem the cost of
making a stop. In the Chapter on fuel we determined the amount
of coal necessary for stopping and starting a train of 2,000 tons
back of tender on a level track. This was found to be 213 lbs.
greater than would have been burned if the train had continued
movii g uninterruptedly at a speed of 27 miles an hour, which was
the maximum speed possible under the assumed conditions. We
also found that the stop would require 16 seconds of time and 320
ft.
of distance, while to accelerate the train to 27 miles an hour
again would require 10 minutes and 34 seconds and 19,113 ft, or
a total loss of 10 minutes and 50 seconds (without allowing any
time for remaining stationary). The amount of water corresponding to this quantity of coal would be three-quarters of 213, or 160
gal ons.
Items 12 and 13 would evidently not be affected under our
methods of analysis.
The cost of locomotive repairs would be increased, as the drawbar pull would be greater during acceleration than when running
uniformly at 27 miles an hour. In the latter case the drawbar
pull or tractive force would be about 19,000 lbs., or 9 1
tons, so
that the cost would be 9%
1
lO^ cents per mile. During
acceleration, this force would probably average 30,000 lbs., or 15
ton^. and the corresponding cost would be 16 cents per mile, the
difference being 5V> cents. As the distance through which acceleration takes place is over 19.000 ft. we can call it four miles, making an increased cost of 4 X 5%
22 cents for wear and tear on
the engine.
The pay of enginemen will be increased under some conditions.
Thus if the average speed for the trip is less than 10 miles
an hour, and the 11 minutes lost by this stop is not made up, it
will appear as overtime.
If it be made up, or if the average speed,
with the stop included still exceeds 10 miles an hour, then no
overtime will be called for. We are now considering, however.
that the time lost by stopping is not made up and must be paid
Then at 70 cents per hour we shall have "pj
for as overtime.
70
13 cents; so for the trainmen at 80.5 cents an hour, we have
80.5
15 cents. As interest was assumed at 10 cents an
si
hour, the excess will be 2 cents.

—

+

Table F.
1.

column) and

24, five-mile

again 51

-.

items 10 to 22 inclusive.

3.

6.

profiles, it will ordinarily be sufficiently close to simply figure the
cost per 1,000 ton-miles at the maximum load which the engine
can haul. Thus in table E we find this to be 51 cents (see line

—

(Concluded from page 'Jo.)
COMPARATIVE OSTS.
It often occurs that the comparative cost of operating over different profiles is desired.
This may be needed in order to determine
the wisdom of constructing a new line over a lower grade, or of
altering an existing one.
For instance, a survey is being made
in order to connect two points 150 miles apart on practically the
same level above the sea. One line can be built for a certain sum,
but necessitates a 1 per cent, grade each way from a central summit; another line, more costly, can be built with one-half per cent,
grades each side of the central summit. The question then arises:
"Will the reduced cost of operation pay a sufficient interest on the
increased cost of construction for the* low-grade line?"
Table E (see Railroad Gazette, January 26, 1906), gave us the
cost per 1,000 ton-miles for all combinations of speed and train
load, and it appeared that 1,200 tons at an average speed between
terminals of 12* ^ miles an hour could be transported at 50 cents
per 1,000 ton-miles, including the operating charges embodied in

2.
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There should properly be added an amount representing the
wear of brake-shoes, wheels, etc., but no data is at hand for this
purpose; in a general way, it is covered in regular repair charges.
Still, it must be excessive and abnormal at such times, and the
money value has been variously estimated at from 9 to 15 cents
a stop. If we allow for this, it would put our cost at 75 cents
under the conditions which we have considered.
In October, 1905, Mr. J. A. Peabody gave some estimates of
cost of stopping trains in a paper presented at the annual meeting
These were generally what
of the Railway Signal Association.
might be called "high-class guesses." but as they were made by
competent railroad officials they are worthy of consideration. The
values given were as follows:
Passenger trains

530 tons, 50 miles speed

trains
2,000
400
Passenger trains
Freight trains
1.500

Freight

"

"
"

35
45
15

"
"

"

$0.4 -'
1.00
.35

56

therefore, that the amount shown by our
calculations, viz., 75 cents, corresponds closely with what might
ordinarily be expected by railroad officials, even if the individual
items composing this amount do not agree in detail. It is evident
that the method just discussed will give different results for different conditions of train load, grade, etc., but it is perfectly proper
that this should be- so. As with all questions of operating costs.
it would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to compute accurately the cost of any definite stop, yet we have here the elements
which evidently enter into the problem, and they will surely affect
the total figures in accordance with their relative importance. It
It

would appear,

Kkhki ahy
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believed that the results will be sufficiently accurate and reliable
and especially so for making comparisons,
which, it has been stated before, was the particular object sought
to be accomplished by this study.
is

tor all practical purposes,

(

The end,

>

The Acme Rotary Thread Rolling Machine.
In the rotary thread rolling machine made by the Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland, Ohio, the threading dies, instead of being
of the reciprocating type, are composed of one rotary or revolving
die which runs continuously in one direction, and one segmental
die which remains stationary after it is adjusted to the work.
The bolt or piece that is to have the thread rolled on it is passed

»3

in a heavy block that is eccentric to the shaft, and by loosening
one of the hand wheels and tightening the other, the adjustable
die is advanced or withdrawn from the rotary one.
The feeding
mechanism is also clearly shown in tlie line drawing; A is the
rotary die, B is the adjustable shoe carrying the segmental die, and
C is the driving spindle.
The bolt D is placed in the jaws E, the operator starts the bolt
into the machine by moving a handle (extending out from the feeding carriage) attached to pawl P.
This handle, which is shown
in the half-tone illustration, drops the pawl into engagement with
the notched disk G, which carries the oscillating carriage H forward and passes the work between the dies, the rolling beginning at
once.
The jaws then open automatically and allow the carriage to drop back by its weight to the feeding position again.
There are four opportunities for feeding in every rotation of the
die as there are four notches in the disk.
The bolt or rod is fed
into the machine horizontally so that bridge rods, car truss rods
or other work of almost any length may have threads rolled on the
end.
At the rear end of the main spindle there are two spiral
springs and means for putting them in tension; this is an important
feature, as il keeps the dies in pitch.
As the bolt enters and the
rolling begins at different points on the dies, the breaking down,
or the beginning of the thread, is not confined to one particular
place, so that the wear is general and uniform over the whole die
surface. The dies admit of fine adjustment for the required size of
work, or to compensate for wear.
The following results of a recent test showing the comparative
merits of cut and rolled threads may be of interest. The material
in both cases was machine steel.
A 1% in. x 24 in. piece with a
cut thread showed a tensile strength of 88.900 lbs., whereas a piece
of like dimension but with a rolled thread showed a tensile strength
of 95,850 lbs.
The rolled thread is, of course, not adapted for every
purpose, still the above test shows that where it may be used there
is a great gain
in strength and a consequent saving of weight
and cost. The saving in weight of material is about 20 per cent.,
that is to say, material 20 per cent. lighter than would be used if
the threads were to be cut, may be used if the threads are to be
rolled and there will be no loss of strength.
It is also claimed
that there is a gain of about 100 per cent, in time as at least twice
as many bolts may be rolled as may be cut in a given lime.
(

These machines are made in a 1-in. and in a 2-in. size. The
machine will cut threads from 2 in. to 1 in. Its weight is
The
10,000 lbs., and it occupies a floor space 4 ft. 10 in. x 6 ft. 6 in.
2 in. machine will cut threads from 1 in. to 2 in.; its weight is 20,000
lbs., and requires a floor space of 7 ft. x 9 ft.
1-in.

The Acme Rotary Thread Rolling Machine.

\'-

One

of the Prussian State Railroads sought to satisfy the lamors
town some 3% miles from the nearest station by
establishing an automobile service running to connect with five
trains daily, and capable of carrying 13 passengers, with fares 7 and
10 cents for two classes.
The public was pretty well satisfied
except the cab drivers,, who were forced out of business; but the
railroad less so, for it received in a year $l,X(iii, while the service
More than one-fourth of the cost was for renewing
cost it $3,19S.
t

for a branch to a

between the two threading dies and carried around with the rotating die, which is mounted on the main shaft or spindle.
The illustrations show the general construction of the machine, and it will
be seen that it differs radically in construction from roll threaders
of the reciprocating type.
The adjustment of the distance between
the two dies which control the diameter of the work, is effected
by means of the hand wheels shown. The segmental die is carried

Front E/eration.

tires.

Secf/or?

The Acme Rotary Thread Rolling Machine.
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Beecham Car Transcribing Syster

and

1

hundreds or thousands
daily

come

of

Into the office of

Car Service has always been a hard thing to accomplish. One
particular cause of delaj has been that each report has had to pass
through the hands ol everj record clerk in the office, In order to
give each man a chance to take off from ii the records of such cars
as fall within the particular group or scries assigned to him for
In this process any one clerk may in a lisl of 50 or
recording.
more car movements find only three or tour ol' his series of cars.
Yet it has been necessary lor him, in order to make sine, to read
ovei ail iiic car numbers listed on all the eonductoi
This
reports.
takes much valuable time.
In order to obviate this loss, ami in
other ways to simplify the work of car recording, a system of
transcribing car records was put into effect eight years ago on the
Chicago, Milwaukee & si Paul by \V. E. Beecham, Car Accountant
of that road, whose invention il was and who holds the patent for
its use.
The transcribing feature of this system was on August lsi
adopted in the office of the Car Service Agent of the Chicago & North
Western, and on September 1st the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe be
gan a similar method of car transcribing. In order ol
adoption, the
Beeoham system is now in use on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
Illinois Central, Burlington, Southern. St. Louis & San Francisco,
Pennsylvania Lines both East and West (which adopted ii May 1st i.
Chicago & North-Western, Atchison, Topeka & Santa fe and Missoui
of

'

il

Ste. Marie.

I

Under this method

of transcribing conductors' and Interchange
reports, instead of being passed about among the record clerks, are on
coming into the office at once turned over to girls who on typewriters transcribe the essential facts of each car movement on a
perforated stiff paper ribbon, each division of which represents a

car movement. This work is done by an ordinary Oliver type
writer, the marginal stop of which is set to run the width of the
tags.
At the hack of the machine is connected the Beecham attachment, which is a reel over which the strips of tags are run.
The tags come in a roll and are rolled from the reel on a guide,
which fits on the apron id' the carriage of the machine. When a
convenient lengih of tags has been written off, the printed part of
the roll is torn off and goes to sorters, who tear apart the perforated slips and sort them according to the requirements of the particular office system.
The tags are of different colors, each color
representing a different class of car movement. Each tag has in
its upper side a round hole, to be used for inserting a pin or spindle.
The sorting is done by young boys or girls who put on separate
spindles all tags which represent those cars which are assigned
to each record clerk.
The record clerks then make up their book
records directly from the tags turned over to them by the sorters.
This is in general the system as used on all of the roads.
Its most complete development is on the Chicago. Milwaukee &
St. Paul, where not only are car movements transcribed by this
method, but all car records, except those of foreign cars on the
line, are actually kept by means of the typewritten tags instead
of.
as is the general practice, in books. These tags are 1 in. square with
a round hole in the top into which will fit an aluminum pin. White
tags indicate the movement of loaded cars, both home and foreign,
over Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul lines; yellow tags cover empty

movements

of all cars; brown, work train movements, red, delivery
of cars off the line (i.e., to foreign roads); blue, return
to the line
from foreign roads, and green, deliveries of St. Paul cars from
one to another foreign line as reported on postal card junction interchange reports. Two strips of four printed tags, each parts of
longer strips transcribed in the office of the Car Accountant are
reproduced (actual size) in the accompanying illustration. The
strip is on white paper.
first
The top tag shows

C. M.

& St. P. car 11.125, loaded, arrived at Milwaukee (whose svmbol
number is 60). January 20. The interrogation point between the
month and the day of the month is made by a particular operator
every tag she transcribes.
Each operator is assigned a typewriter character, not used in transcribing, for
identification of 'her
work. As in any case, a space would need to be made
between the
two figures which represent the dates and it lakes
no longer to
strike a character key than a space key on the
typewriter, no time
is lost by putting in the identification
symbol. The second tag shows
"'" Cauda Cattle Car Company (familiarly abbreviated as
4 C)
car 564, loaded, arrived at the same station on
the same date. The
third tag gives the same information about Street's
Western Stable
Car Line, car 139, and the fourth, about Mather Stock
Car 12 714
These four tags evidently represent part of a loaded
stock train
which has arrived at a junction point or terminal on its
way from
the west. The other strip of five tags is green and
represents part
of a junction interchange report sent in
by the Northern Pacific
The record shows that on January 13 the Northern Pacific
delivered C, M. & St. P. cars 42,586 and 42,432 to the
Great Northern

o

o

i

Pacific.

"ii

P.

St.

i

and agents' reports which
the Car Accountant or Superintendent

conductors'

that

6.

cars 39,228 and 69,166 to the Minneapolis, St.
As this strip was taken from an actual
record, the tags naturally all show delivery on the same date.
There
is in Ibis case no mark of Identification necessary, because all transcribing from postal card Junction reports is done by one operator.
The shape id he tags used on the Chicago, Burlington & Qulncy,
Chicago & North-Western, and other roads is also illustrated, actual
This strip was made up from actual transcriptions in the
office id
hi' Car Accountant of the Burlington.
On this road, while
lags represent C, B. & Q. cars moved on the line; yellow tags,
foreign cars moved on the line; pink, deliveries of all cars both
home and foreign to Conner ting lines, and lavender all cars received
[rom connecting lines. A salmon colored tag has been used for
Burlington & Missouri River R. R. in Neb. cars, but with the
numbering of these cars in regular series with ('. B. & Q. cars,
ii
use is being abandoned
This ship does not. as in the case of
the St. Paul strips Illustrated, represent a series of tags as they
cam in consecutive order of transcription of particular car records, but is made up of tags selected from a large number, to
show more variety than is likely to be found in a single record.
The strips are shown unseparated to give an idea of the ribbon as
it looks before it is torn apart.
The first four lags are white, representing C. B. & Q. cars moved on the line. The figure 8 in the
first lag means the stli of the current month.
It is not necessary
to include the number of the month in the facts given on the
tags, because the tags are not, as on the st. Paul, used for a permaThe book records ar< made ii]) long before the 30 days.
nent record.
('.

Paul

The problem oi securing prompt and accurate records of car
movement lias long been one of the most difficult which railroad ofBeers have had In lam.
TO promptly record tin CactB shown on Hi'

M. &
& Sault

Voi. XI.., No.

NP GN

11125

42586 1 12

1?20

6*0

o

o

NP GN

4C564
60 1?20

42432 1

o

o
SWS139
1?20
60

NP Soo

39228

Beecham

13

NP Soo
59166 1 13

1?20

Car

1

o

o
MSC12714
60

12|

Transcribing System; Specimen Transcriptions;
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

%

sign
any confusion, pass. The
transcribed the record. The tag then
shows that C. B. & Q. car 32,277 on the 8th of the month arrived at thd
station whose symbol is 538 from the station whose symbol is B15d.
The second, third and fourth tags, each transcribed by a different operator, show that on the 8th, C. B. & Q. cars 32,790, 32,347 and 32.674.
respectively, moved between the stations represented by the symbol
numbers given. The second four tags are yellow. The first shows
that on the 10th of the month Fairbanks' Refrigerator Despatch
car 4,009 moved from station 3,511 to station 163. The other three
represent similar movements on the line, on the 9th, of Union Tank
Line car 1,521: and Santa Fe Refrigeratar Despatch cars 2,665 and
3,838.
Each of these four tags was transcribed by a different operator.
The third four tags are pink, representing deliveries of all
cars both home and foreign to connecting lines.
The first shows delivery on the 9th of Great Northern car 14,902, which left the line
at junction point G9, which interpreted means Great Northern
Railway, St. Paul. The other three record the delivery of Quincy,
Omaha & Kansas City car 2.170, C. B. & Q. car 32,702 (initials
omitted), and Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis (Big Four)
car 23,409. The fourth strip of four tags is lavender, recording receipts of all cars, both home and foreign, from connecting lines.
All came on the line on the 10th.
The tags were all transcribed
by the same operator. The Kanawha & Michigan car 5,714 was
received at junction El
the others, the New York Central, C. B.

which would have

is

the

mark

to elapse to create

of the operator

;

who

February

&

Q.,

cars,
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and Toledo, Canada Southern & Detroit (Michigan Central)
These examples from these two
at junction point B18.

all

roads cover the general plan of the transcribing.
On the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul an average of about
30,000 car movements are transcribed daily, with a maximum of
53,000 on Mondays.
The average number of train reports received
daily is about 900, with a maximum of 2,250.
There are 29 type-
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bing System;
0, Burlington

Tr;

Specimen

&

Transcriptions;

Qulncy.

lies

I

bell

i

'" "bin
writers used in tr
The average number of transcriptions
The tags arc
per machine per
b S20 with b maximum of 570.
0D
dlstrlbi
by tb^
e of 10 transcribers and sorters onto pins
fitted into a serf
Each C, M. & St. P. car
Inclined boards.
has its own iiin.'
CB board Molds 2.5110 pins, or 2,r,iiu cai
The hoards are In
each sido, a tola'
:5,0l)l> cars to each board.
text
dined and atta<
to each other in an Inverted V shape, with
.'

1

!

'

'

'

ii5

the vertex of the angle a little over 6 ft. from the ground. Each
pin fits into a space about lM in. square, which leaves room for
reading the tags on the pins or for easily detaching the pins from
the board.
The pins are 8 in. long and will, it has been found,
hold on the average the record of every movement of a car for
three years.
When a pin is filled to its capacity, the oldest year's
tags are removed and filed away for future reference.
The tags
are placed on the pins as they come into the office, so that
unless there is some omission or mistake in the records received, each pin represents chronologically every movement of a
particular car. When a car is wrecked or for any reason a car
number becomes vacant, a pink tag, on which are briefly noted
the circumstances, closes the history of that car. By detaching a
pin and examining the tags, not only can the detailed history of
any car be traced, but simply by a glance at the colors of the edges
of the tags as shown when the pin is removed from the board, a
rough estimate can be made of the length of time a car has been
off the line, or on the line, loaded or empty.
In the same way by
a glance at the surface of a board it is possible to tell at any time
by the proportion of each color on the top tags which meets the
eye how the particular block .of equipment which it represents is
at the moment distributed.
The spaces on the boards which are
covered by the tags form a rectangle about 31% in. high. The
sections 1% in. square in which the pegs are fitted are arranged
in a regular series of numbers as in a car record book, with 25
cars in each up and down row or two rows for every range of
100 numbers. As on most roads, the equipment is distinguished
by the numbering. Box and furniture cars bear even numbers
and stock, flat and coal cars, odd numbers. Thus 50 cars of one
class cover a range of 100 numbers.
Records of foreign cars are
transferred from the tags to a book, but these are the only book
records kept. When the system was installed in 1898 there were
six such boards; now 12 are in use.
In order to distinguish between the records of different years, the color of the typewriter tape
used is different each year. Last year a brown tape was used and
in 1904 a purple tape.
This prevents any possible confusion between the records of these years and of the present year, when
a green tape is being used. When a record is missing, the top tag
is faced down, until the matter is either squared up, or five successive movements on the home line have been reported, when the
tag is turned back and the record proceeds as before.
The principal advantage of this system of keeping car records
is that it is easy to get at.
If information about any particular
car is desired for a tracer it is not necessary to interrupt a man
who is working on a record book while the information is being
obtained, but simply to go to the board which contains the pin
for that particular car and obtain the facts desired.
When there
is special necessity for finding out the location of the equipment
quickly, the whole office force is immediately employed in obtaining the information from the boards, whereas only as many as
ordinarily work on books can simultaneously be employed under
the book record system. On one board containing the records of
5,000 cars, 12 people can work at once.
Thjs number of cars would
ordinarily be divided among from one to three books. This means
that information can in general be obtained four times or more
as quickly under the board record system. Every ten days, when
the location of all equipment is reported to the general officers, by
thus employing the entire force on the boards, the whole account
is made up in no more than half an hour.
For a little more than
a year, the transcribing system has been applied to the monthly
per diem reports from other roads. These are written off on a
typewriter by an operator just as though they were conductors' reports, are then sorted into numerical order (which shuttles them
out of arrangement by separate roads) and turned over to the
most skillful of the girls employed in the office for comparison
with the board record of the same cars. Where the two entirely
or practically agree, the foreign road's claim [or per diem monthly
payment is received as correct. In cases where there Is an obvious
discrepancy, the facts are recorded on the hark of the per diem
tag and the claim returned to the other rn.nl for correction,
It
is Obvious that this checking requires considerable head work, as
one needs to know not only the names and general location of
all of the Important
railroads In the country, bul thi
principal
connections of the home road, the arrangement of the line, the
probable Junction point where a ear would be received from each
foreign line and the length of time Which B ear would normally
take in going between any two points on the home line Or between
the principal points on foreign lines,
if, tor example, in the month
covered by the per diem statement a green tag shows that the ear
has been delivered by the Not YorB Chicago 6 St. Louis to the
Brie and the nexl tag is a white one, which shows thai the
arrived at Milwaukee 1. n days later, il is nivessary for the girl
who
checking up the account to know how long It would probablj takl
to haul the ear from the most probable .11111. lion point
It

If the nun
between the SI. I'aul and the I'rie to Milwaukee.
days per diem allowed by the Brie corresponds to the length
of time which it would have aormallj held the ear it it bad been
thus forwarded to Milwaukee the statement is accepted as eoi

of
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li. however,
I'ect, and no further examination made of the matter,
tld the
there is such a discrepancy thai by no probable chanci
car have been held by tho Erie so short a time as Indicated, the
Accordrecord Is taken up with thai r
for further adjustment,
ing to Mr. Beecham, the girls who do this work, all of whom were
entirely ignorant of the business, have become so skillful and Intelligent that they not only give complete satisfaction but
over 50 per cent, of the labor formerly required. A two weel
check ol the work after this method of tracing had been In offe
for two months showed a loss to the road of only 40 cents out of
i

a

thousands of dollars.
Before the transcribing system

men employed
on

was adopted, there were tour

figuring per diem, eight
records and two in tracing foreign cars, a total of
Under the present arrangement, it nun are employed on
records, one man on penalty work, two on bracing ami olio
work and four on miscellaneous work, an actual saving
men.
More than Ihis. while under the old system
in figuring penalties, six in

foreign

20 men.
foreign
similar
of

two

the

record

i

clerks uniformly

had

to

work

5.

Although the wisdom of transcrlh
record ol car movements.
ing car records has been the subject Ol debate al various CODVSn
lions and* is not yet officially established, the facts here presented
by different users of the system Beem good proof of Its successful
opera! Ion,

sole

Motive Power
B>

The

subject of motive

Mines.

in

i.K.i \t;l UEBS.
power as used on the railways
I

of mines.

under lhne heads; haulage by animals, haulage
by ropes actuated by stationary engines or water-power, and haulage by steam compressed air, and electric locomotives. Beginning
with animal power, the writer distinctly remembers in li is very
tender years, standing astonished at the sight of a grimy man and
a large dog attached to a small hand carl as they emerged from a
bituminous coal mine neat Pittsburg, Pa. Both man and dog were
lilted with a sort of harness which enabled them to draw the carl

maj

of

total

Vol. XI.., No.

be considered

at least six evenings a

now not only no

necessity for such overtime but
only half the day has to be spent on record work. The flexibility
of the transcribing system is being further taken advantage of
order to
In
by distributing the hours of the working day.
have informal on about car movements as promptly as possible,
ntosl
of the office force is employed in the morning on Iran
It has been
scribing and filing the car records received that day.
found that this can all be done by noon, which leaves the rest of
the day free for using the records already obtained, when most of
Ihe force is transferred from the transcribing and filing work
to tracing per diem and other work in which the records are used

month, there

is

That is. the morning is devoted to making records and the
afternoon to using them. By this means, the records are obtained
promptly, instead of being two or three clays late, as not infrequently happens under the book record system. Thus also each
member of the force becomes able to do intelligently most of the
work of the office, and the employment, because of its variety,

The office force is made up of 83 persons.
less monotonous.
Fifty of these are girls.
At
19 years old on the average.
present, the average member of the force has been in the office
considerably less than a year, which shows the intelligence and skill
with which the new work has been taken up by the beginners.
is

Some

of the brighter girls are. able

fully with less than six

months

to

do per diem work

sruci

ess

practice.

On the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy. the Beecham transcribing system has been in force for two years. An average of about
2,800 records daily are transcribed by each operator and individual
records have run as high as 4,200 transcriptions. Not only is the
operator who makes the record identified, but each person who
sorts the tags makes a distinguishing pencil mark on the back of
each strip so that it can at once be told by whom each separate
The lags are not used for a permanent record
slip was sorted.
First, for entering
as on the St. Paul. They serve three purposes:
car movements on running record; second, a record of C. B. & Q.
cars on foreign roads; and, third, for use in making up junction
cards to be sent out to foreign roads. The shape of the tags and
On the
details of the transcribing have already been illustrated.
Chicago & North-Western, white tags represent loaded cars; yellow,
empty cars; salmon, loaded interchange records; pink, empty interchange records, and red, junction postal card reports and shop reports.
On August 1st, the first day the transcribing operators were
used, the average number of transcriptions was from 1,200 to 1,300
for each of the 20 girls employed. On August 0th one of the girls succeeded in turning out 3,600 transcriptions. There are, in the train
reports received daily, about 6,000 interchange reports.
About 1 .500
junction cards come into the office every day. The information
transcribed from the conductors' reports shows initials (except Chicago & North-Western cars), the symbol number of the station
where left and the date. On the Pennsylvania Lines East of Pittsburg, where there is a force of 450 people employed, some l.siin
train reports and 135,000 car movements are recorded each day.
This requires 60 transcribing operators.
The advantage of the Beecham transcribing system, as shown
in this description of its operation, is in a saving of time and
money. By the substitution of inexpensive labor for more highly
paid labor it costs less to do the same work. Instead of having
a clerk spend his time searching out the material which he needs
for his records, this work is done by young girls and boys whose
time costs the company perhaps half as much and the clerk has
all his time to put directly on his work of recording.
Thio redistribution of the work of car recording not only saves money but
what is in this case more important, saves time. Records become
available promptly instead of often being several days or a week
or more late. This is a most important advantage, for it enables
operating officers by keeping close track of the equipment to run
In addition to the widethe road more economically and effectively.
ly recognized value of the system in transcribing, the experience
of the St. Paul shows that it can be used with success as the

Grice

& Long Mine

Locomotive. 1872.

with ease, and as the passing days rendered the sight familiar. 1
learned that these dogs were cared for in regard to food, etc., by
their owners in a way to render them efficient in the service reAlthough the mine was a large one, this was the only mode
quired.
of hauling used in it for several years.
Then rails were laid and
larger cars drawn by mules took the place of the "mixed" power
first mentioned.
As the horse and the mule, especially the latter,
have been very familiar features around and in coal mines for
many years, it will suffice to say that both have proven valuable
servants to coal operators, and the mule seems especially adapted
to that class of work as he is very sure-footed and is therefore able
to safely maintain a high speed ahead of trains of cars when descending steep grades in the uncertain light afforded by the driver's
lamp; and he soon develops an almost human familiarity with the
different parts of the mine in which he works, so that he obeys
the commands of the driver with an intelligent perception of their
meaning, and is driven without reins, and often without a bridle.
As the years passed on, the workings of many mines gradually
receded to such a distance from the original entrances that it became necessary either to locate new points of loading the output
on cars, nearer to these workings and extending the railway sid-

"Grand Mulet,"

Built by

Smith

&

Porter

(Now

H. K. Porter Co.)

ings to them, or else to adopt some mechanical means of hauling
the coal to the original openings which would accomplish the object
more rapidly and economically than was possible with the continued
use of the faithful four-footed servants. This latter idea was generally the more feasible and was especially desirable from an economical standpoint as it only involved .«me slight changes in the
r 'reas new openings and
entries already opened in the mines
The
approaches could only be constructed"^ Tilj, msiderable cost.
:?sent, rar as can be. accufirst means of mechanical haulage aJnes. ij y engines or other
rately determined, was the use of ro_
power located at or near the moutl' cr \'' 902, ines. Two systems
nS
ean, pe arranged somewere used; the first consisted of a.'
^'lC the Cached to this rope
what as on street cable lines. The
J §• ca ; j mum capacity of
at any point and in any number uj
scT
,j* st em was called the
the engines, by means of "grips." Ta&
v
Maven e complete circuit
In it the rope whil\o\\
tail rope system.
v
of the portion of the mine in which it e i° from a s not continuous,
and could be so adjusted that the tw, e.s ° s wefd be distant frpm
a
each other in proportion to the lengt. P v'cbigs-i p which was at-
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-
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tached.
These ends were lifted with couplings, by means of which
one end was attached to the front of the train and the other to the
rear, thus forming, when so coupled, a practically endless rope, but
without the advantage of enabling cars to be attached at any point.
Signals, in both systems, were communicated to the engineman by
a double line of wires connected to an electric bell in the engine
room. The "rope-rider," as the man in charge of the train was
called, carried a T shaped piece of steel, and by bringing this in
contact with both wires, actuated the mechanism of the bell. One
disadvantage of the rope systems, especially when the tail rope
was used, consisted in the fact of the engineman being at such a
distance from the trains, and the consequent delay in receiving signals when an accident occurred; indeed, the rope-rider was often
thrown from his seat so suddenly in case of derailments or breakdowns that he was unable to get at the signal wire until considerable damage was done to the cars and the road, or the timbering
of the mine.
As an offset to this disadvantage, the use of either
system required but little change in the contour of the entries in
which they were placed, or in the tracks already in use before their
installation.

Mine owners next turned to the steam locomotive as a more demeans of bringing the products of their pits to the surface,
and from 1870 to 1900 many were put into service. In most instances the entries or passageways in which they were used rarely
exceeded 6% ft. in height and 8 - ft. in width. Often they were
of considerably smaller dimensions, and I recall seeing at the. Paris
Exposition of 1S7S a mine locomotive of the inside-connected type
built and exhibited by an English firm, for use in a colliery where
sirable

1

the height of the entries did not exceed 12 in. This little engine
was not over 3 ft. in height and was built with a very long footplate to enable the driver to partially lie down while the engine
was running. On account of the space limits where these mine locomotives were to work, most of those first built in America used
inside cylinders, but the difficulty of access to the eccentrics, links,

Mine Locomotive Built

at the

Baldwin Works,

guides, etc., when so crowded together, proved a great objection
and the outside cylinders were generally used on all that followed.
A Philadelphia, Pa., firm which has not only passed out of existence, but of which it seems difficult to obtain any data as to its
passing, Grice & Long by name, endeavored to obviate some of
these objections by building geared locomotives for mining purposes, and in addition to increased facility of access to the various
parts, thought to greatly increase the power in proportion to the
space required by the entire machine, as they were geared about
two revolutions of the shaft driven by the cylinders to one of the
main driving axle. Two types of these engines came under my notice, one, (he Geo. W. Huntzinger, of which a photograph was sent
me by the builders about 1872, and Which had the cylinders, elc.
immediately behind the boiler and set at an angle of about 30 deg
The engineman sat behind these. The other type bad a space for
the engineman between these Inclined cylinders ami (be firebox end
of the boiler, and was brought to one of the Collieries of the Penn
Gas Coal Company, aboui 26 miles east of Pittsburg, Pa., in 1871
or 1872. bui proved unsuccessful and was returned to the builder.
'this lack of success, my later experience with mine locomotives

(aught me, may have been the fault of Incompetence and "crankiness" on the part of those handling it rather Iban the fault of
Ihe locomotive Itself,
Bolb iypes were entirely covered over with
a sheet-iron roof, and both bad their fire-doors on the Side Of the
firebox.

Some manufacturer

in the anthracite coal region of Pennsylvania
simplify these mine locomotives by using oscillating
believe, were built, tmt could not have been
cylinders.
Several,
used to any great extent and even their memory appears to have
saw
passed OUl Of the region win re lliey were built, .vol in 1903
one iii a machine shop In Goldsboro, N. c. to which
bad been
brought for repairs by iis present owner
The badge-plate, if ii
ever had one. and every olhci Indication Oi the maker's name had
vanished.
My most extensive experience with a mining locomotive

thOUghl

to

I

was at the mine of the Westmoreland Coal Company, at Irwin, Pa.,
from 1873 to 1880. The company bought and placed in service, early
in 1873, a Porter, Bell & Co. (now The H. K. Porter Co.) engine of
8 in. x 14 in. outside cylinders, 28 in. steel-tired drivers, and weighing 14,000 lbs. A steam pressure of 130 lbs. was carried. The service was chiefly drawing empty cars in trains having an aggregate
weight of from 36,000 lbs. to 45,000 lbs., a distance of one and onequarter miles up an almost continuous grade varying from 100 to
200 feet to the mile, and after our men learned to obey orders we
had but little trouble, except that caused by the occasional necessity of using water strongly impregnated with sulphate of lime.
This, of course, caused foaming, and was also disastrous to the firebox.
The engine was seldom used in connection with the outgoing
loaded trains as they were handled by gravity, but if by accident
they became stalled in one of the two "swamps," or hollows on the
line, they never seemed to cost the little machine any great trouble
to start them over the "knuckle."
This engine, like most of those
built for mining purposes by the Porter people, was free from the
unpleasant and somewhat dangerous rocking motion of many small
locomotives without a truck. This was owing to the use of a somewhat shallow firebox, sloping upward toward the rear, and having
the back pair of drivers placed underneath it. Although the main
pins were on the wheels of this rear axie, the eccentric were on
the forward axle, and we experienced no trouble with our valves
from this arrangement, nor did the increased length of wheel-base
prevent the engine curving freely, or cause it to leive the rails
on the very sharp curves prevailing on portions of the line. We
used coal obtained near the outcroppings and did our firing outside, at the main entrance of the mine, while the train was making
up, and generally had very little smoke while working in the mine
as we used considerably contracted exhaust nozzles, no netting
or cone, and had a ventilating fan placed at the mouth of the mine.
The small diameter of the drivers and proportionately large stroke
of the cylinders threw the rod pins very close to the rims of the
wheels, and hence the rods occasionally
struck rather hard pieces of coal which had
fallen beside the track and loosened the
keys.
It has always been a mystery to me.
anyway, why the builders of mine and other
small locomotives have generally persisted
in the use of parallel rods fitted with split
brasses and the necessary straps and keys,
instead of using the more simple solid end
rods, as in general railroad practice.
This
trouble referred to would be obviated to a
great extent, and besides as much of the
attention given these engines is usually bj
men of but little mechanical ability, the
parallel rods would be kept in better condition, fewer cut pins would be found, and
the alinement of the drivers, etc.. would be
better preserved.
The advance in Tie use of compressed
1872
air as a power for driving machinery ted
its
use in locomotives adapted to it.
to
Probably that used
in driving the Saint Gotthard tunnel was the first instance of
such an underground locomotive.
This engine was used at the
Airolo (Italian) end of the tunnel, and was provided with B
large cylindrical tank placed horizontally on the frame in place
of the boiler.
The air was compressed by power obtained from a
waterfall, and the pressure carried in the reservoir on the locomo
tive was, I believe, (iOO lbs. It passed thence to the cylinders through
a reducing valve which brought it to a reasonable working pressure
Pipes carried into the workings both afforded ventilation and enabled
the engine to obtain a fresh supply if necessary. Compressed air
locomotives were afterwards installed in some American collieries.
and appeared to give fair results.
4t& electric locomotive next attained such perfection thai ii
has been specified in nearly all orders placed for mining locomo
fives during recent years, and the Baldwin people Inform me that
with the exception of a few compressed air locomotives, they have
nothing for mining purposes but electric for a long lime
built
Admitting all the convenience of an electrii locomotive from n
practical experience In. that department of mine work
will saj
that if Ihe builders of compressed air engines will provide reducing
valves which are simple, yet perfectly reliable under all conditions,
and will also make the storage reservoir;- of
le
engines of such
a type that explosions will either not o, in. 01 their effects be nulliresults can be gotten from much
if effective
fied, or better still,
lower initial pressures, Ihe COmpre8Sed air locomotive will super
sodc all Others for USe ill mines, as il doe: n.it carry with it Ihe
danger of Igniting gas In a Berj mine, ami us yerj exhaust Is an
i

1

1

1

,

.

aid to Ihe ventilation.

One trouble with which

I

II

ttj

all

mini'

locomotives have

to

contend

the great ainounl of moisture on Ihe rails.
Tills
iml ibis in turn causes a VBrj
iml
necessitates the use of inueb
rapid wear of the tires with considerable C08l for lurning ami
The opponents of (he steam mine locomotive tirRed an nn
renewals
in

most mini's

is

|

-
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thai its exhaust would disintegrate the mini- roof ami
cause dangerous falls, hut have found this disintegration no greater
nan in the parts of the mine where the engine
on the engine e
was never taken.

objection

v..

Wo

xi.
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Turning Locomotive Driving Wheel Tiros.

for

I

example of what can be done with modern high
and a well designed modern machine tool was shown
by a test at the West Albany shops of the New York Central &
Hudson River Railroad on Dec. 19, 19(15, on a direct driven N
90 in. driving wheel chucking lathe, made by the NHes-Bement-Pond
Company, New York. As shown in the accompanying table, LfJ pairs
of average locomotive driving wheel tires were turned in 9 hours
Eight of
pair.
in,
6 minutes, or an average of 54.6 minutes per
in diameter and two pairs were 79 in. in
the (ire;; were 64
There was a good deal of metal
diameter.
\

I

Foreign Railroad Notes.

There is an express train between Basel at the northwest
corner of Switzerland, ami Chiasso in Italy, passing through the
Gotthard Tunnel, which has won the name of the "poor man's
lightning express," mainly because it carries third-class passengers,

not

ii.-i

steel

tool

l

iii

of an Inch,
.m Hi' h in
from the t.-st sheet. The
wi Ight "i tie metal removed was 2,840
ihs,
iin
motor frequently developing n-^
"
A detailed description
p
much
oi
the machine used was printed in the
Gazt "' .inn'- 9, 1905, bu( another
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of

"it
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'
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seen

be
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of

illustration

it

given herewith, so

is

th:

t

foi m some Idea ol it- ma
the reade
is about
it
twice the weigh!
construction,
of the old style driving wheel lathes, has
i

four to five times the power, and the method
employed for holding the tires allows the
lull power of the machine to be utilized ai
the tools. The machine was provided with
of the best grade of air
including forming tools
for the flanges, etc., and about a dozen righthand and a dozen left-hand roughing tools,
so that if a tool gives out it could be at

a

complement

full

hardening

steel tools,

one. The size of the
x l'j in., which is important, as any smaller steel might break
frequently.
Good crane service was provided
hat the wheels could be quickly put in
ami taken out of the lathe. In putting the
wheels into the lathe the left-hand crank
pin was put in the pocket in the face plate.
The movable head was then run up until the
grip pieces were c'.ose to the tire. The head
was then clamped and the wedges were
driven up with a light hammer. The clampbolts were then put on and the nuts screwed
N. Y. C.
up tight. A fair average time for putting
the wheels in the lathe and chucking ready for cut with operate,
one helper and a crane man is about 12 min., but this has been
The cutting-speed in
done frequently in about half that time.
per min.. the feed per revolution and the depth of cut are
ft.

new

ed by a

tool

Niles 90-in. Driving

Wheel Lathe

in

the

West Albany Shops

its third-class cars have cushioned seats and head-rests. There
are also first-class cars in the train but no second-class. The train
leaves Basel at 7.15 a.m. and arrives at Chiasso at 3.49 p.m., and
starts back immediately, arriving at Basel at 10.55 p.m. The third-

///Hut—

H-

in.

:',

—

and

*-3f?ey.~->\

was

steel

H-Zdfeftjjt

—2^EK—

-»j*

\
fVarn Line
ffough_

fumed

Rough turned

8 Revolutions with
Forming Tools.

Revolu+ions wi+h

\G>

Roughing Tool.

Method

of

Turning Tires with the Niles

90-in.

Wheel Chucking Lathe

class cars have an enormous patronage, northern Europe being full
of Italians who do the kind of work they do here, and pass to
and fro, according as their jobs last. It is comparatively a new
thing for express trains to carry third-class passengers on the
Continent; but there are many routes, like this, where an enor,,
.
.
,
u.vi.11.
than iv
the highmous travel is to be had. often much more profitable
.

,

iu

The Hungarian State Railroad shops employed altogether
1904 8,467 men, whose average wages for the year amounted
$257 each. These shops are 15 in number, the most important

in

TEST 0F X]I KS 90
West Albany Shops. N.
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ft.
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wheel lathe.
R. R. R., Dec. 19, 1905.

Size
of tool.
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1235
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_

Y.

64
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Three employees concerned in the Spremberg collision, which
A station assistant was
cost 15 lives, were prosecuted criminally.
sentenced to If, months' imprisonment, one switchman to one month.
and a second switchman was acquitted.

N. Y. C.

given in the accompanying table, and the points on the tire from
which the cuts were taken are clearly shown in the two diagrams,

ins.

class travels.

— West Albany Shops
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34-6 min.
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The Pip«r

Friction

Draft

Rigging.

illustrations herewith show the Piper friction draft rigwhich has lately heen placed on the market after several
years of tests and experiments on a large number of cars in actual

The

ging,

The patent granted
to a high point of efficiency.
1896 covers broadly any- mechanism consisting of
blocks having oppositely directed inclines with contacting wedges
;md springs arranged to resist their movement along the inclines.
The arrangement shown is claimed to have been developed
after exhaustive tests, in service and in the laboratory, both as
service to bring

W. M. Piper

it

in

119

the amount of preliminary spring resistance necessary, and th«
best angle for the wedges to give an easy movement and a high
point of work-absorbing efficiency. The diagram of the tests made
at Purdue University in 1903 shows that this particular arrangement is capable, with a preliminary spring movement of 1>4 in.
and 25,000 lbs. resistance, of an ultimate resistance of 250,000 lbs.
through a total drawbar movement of 2*4 in. One form of this
attachment is said to have reached a point of 300,000 lbs. in the
to

compression test before the travel was exhausted.
A primary requisite of a friction draft gear is that it should
not be liable to disorder or repair; that the parts be simple and
substantial

easily inspected,

design,

in

in-

capable of being improperly assembled and
of such form and construction that it may
be cheaply and firmly fastened to the frame
of the car.
It is claimed that these points
have been carefully considered and accomplished in the design of the Piper rigging.
The road tests of this year demonstrated
that a considerable amount of easy motion
was desirable in the starting of trains and
absorbing the innumerable slight shocks incident to train service. This element is taken care of by the front
twin-spring arrangement, the friction elements: going into operation
gradually, with a smooth easy motion, before the springs are completely compressed, avoiding possible shock.
The patents covering the Piper friction draft gear are owned
and controlled by the Butler Drawbar Attachment Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
The gear will be known as the Butler friction attachment Piper patents.

—

Canadian

Railroad

Notes.

Ottawa, Can., January 26, 1906.
railroad to be built across Canada,
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, is divided into two sections. The
one from Winnipeg to the coast, with extension from Winnipeg east
to Port Arthur, at the head of Lake Superior, is known as the
Grand Trunk Pacific, and is being built by the Grand Trunk Company; the other section, from the Atlantic to Winnipeg, is known
as the Trans-Continental, and is to be built by the Canadian Government. A large part of the Pacific section is across open prairie;
faster than the Trans-Continental section,
it is getting on much
which is through almost virgin forest and lone, uncivilized rock

The new transcontinental

The Piper
COMPRE.S.SION

Friction

Test—

Draft Gear Assembled.
"Piper,

*3 - hervy

l!!!!gp!^fel;lil|S
.HflER.-hr.OflSriNfi-S

ne-sian.

^gi¥fiff

TMa.So'FT

almost the whole distance. The idea of the Government in building
so far north is to open up this northern country for emigration
and settlement. The Grand Trunk Pacific has already a considerable amount of line under construction, and is making every effort
Specifications are ready in Montreal, and
to forward the work.
tenders will be invited in a few days for the section that runs from

Touchwood Hills to Edmonton, N. W. T. With this
amount under way. the company will have more than
under actual construction by spring.
Winnipeg to Port Arthur. 250 miles, is

additional

1,000 miles
Besides this, lie line from
under const nut ion and will.
1

is expected, be ready to haul no small part of this coming season's
it
wheat crop to Lake Superior.

An interesting decision as to the liability of a railroad company
unsettled localities was made by Judge Cumberland, of Manitoba,
On June 20 last a cow belonging to a resident
a short time ago.
of Minnedosa. Man., got through a detective fence of the Canadian
The place
Pacific's right-of-way, and was there killed by a train.
The case came to trial
in question was on the outskirts of the town.
in the County Court on December I. and a verdict was entered for
defendants on January 10, Judge Cumberland found as a tact thai
the land in that locality was neither settled, improved nor fenced
and that consequently there was no duty devolving upon the com
pany to fence their road at this point nuclei- section L99 of the Rail
way Act of 1903. He also found as a tact that the cow did not
at large owing to the negligence of Hie owner or his agent, under
in

ILk

<T

o

[:

2:17
He, however, held that sub-section
dees ie. make a railroad company liable for Injur}
io cattle which, because there is a defective fence, gei upon iis
line from adjoining lands at a point Where, under section 199, the
company is under no obligation to erect or maintain a fence

sub-section
of section

IZOOOC

t

of section

J!'.?
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co-ordinate that which is systematized
it
plain and easy to the average mind.
To cumber forms with a complex system of numbering
«a> en
i,\
combining the letters of official titles or In at
deavorlng to aeparate those coming under any particular authority
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termed, General Manager, General Superintendent, or other, where
will you draw the line upon the blanks to bear his designation?
if
"Hi*
hose used by him, or by his authority, whai can I"- done with
the man] strictlj operating blanks bul entirely distinct from the
head official? If all operating blanks are given Ins particular designation then the number becomes so large as lo be confusing, and
it
is hard to keep the number in true order.
Again, the different departments have similar demands in the
way of forms and the separation of them according to departm
leads to a needless duplication of blanks that is not economical.
All forms intended tor like use should lie brought Into close
juxtaposition.
This will facilitate the arranging of stock in the
supply department; lessen iiie labor of picking up to fill requisitions; prevenl duplications and printing unnecessary forms; permit
of a more orderly arrangement of samples so that they can be more
readily found and kepi track of; and assist in making and maintaining a proper index.
Two good methods have been evolved bj librarians for the
proper classification and indexing of books and general knowledge.
By the first of these the ten digits are used in making a general
classification in ten parts, each of these pans is then divided into
ten divisions by the use of a second series, and these in turn may be
again subdivided, and so on indefinitely. By the second method the
letters of the alphabet are used in the same manner, with the ad
vantage that in place of having ten as the basis, with a multiple "1
tens, we have twenty-six as a basis with a multiple of twenty sixes.
Taking the figures we readily see that the basis of ten for one
digit makes 100 with two digits and 1,000 with three figures, while
one letter gives 2<i, two letters 676, and three letters 7 7
The
first gives us a total number of 1,110, the second a total of 18,278.
The use of letters assists the memory, and thus facilitates the
ordering, naming and handling of same.
To illustrate: Assuming that the letter A represents any written understanding between two or more parties, then:
i

.

1

Ag may
A<

>

.

Agreements,

symbolize
•

•

"•

I

'.nil

rail-.

"
"
Ar
Releases.
.Making the second subdivision we

may

Aga Agreements touching

Itighr of

Agb
Age
Agd

"

Baggage.

"

Cars,

••

•

have:
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mull with the authorities who d.-vis, ami authorize forms, on the
one hand, and with those who use them, on the other
From the
latter he will secure suggestions for Improvements in forms, and
these he will take up with tin former; and those that are valuable
will be adopted.
Having all forms approved by him would insure
the correctness of the printer's proofs and product, would prevent
wrong copj being used and assure tin- correct Bymbolizlng of forms.
Having such a focus gives tin- opportunity to properly lib-, not only
the form itself, bul all variations and correspondence regarding It
The establishment of such a bead affords
First
An opportunity toi nggestlons of improvements, so that
tin- existing forms may be gradually improved until they become
the best that the combined experience of the users may evolve.
Second A central authority to which all forms would com
that all needless, exceptional, duplicate and obsolete forms would

—

—

be eliminated.

—

Third A means for holding true to form and symbol and prevents confusion in the system.
In the matter of ordering supplies upon requisitions vised and
approved by various officials, there is great waste. To have the
subordinate make his requisition for a month's supplies upon one
sheet, and that sheet to pass successively through the hands of four
or five of his superiors is wasteful of time and effort, and leads to
perfunctory work that becomes expensive. The better way is to fix
a standard of supply of each article for each ordering unit, this
standard to be fixed low rather than high, and after this standard
is fixed and approved, orders to go directly from Die unit to the
supply source and be filled; in case- additional supplies, or additions become necessary an application for them should go th>
quired rounds for approval.
In this way the valuable time of officials will not be wasted
upon useless detail, nor will it be Qecessarj to turn over to inexpeNor will the- approval berienced clerks this important matter.
come so perfunctory as to make ii possible for an agent to order,
upon a stationery requisition, a new freight house and office, and
have it receive the approval of four different officials and reach the
department for supplying, as has been known to have occurred under the system of many approvals upon each single requisition.

way,

Mr. Stickney on Rate Legislation.

Damagi
Ara Contracts touching Right of way,
"

Baggage,

*•

Art.

"
Ace
Ara Releases
Art)

••

Arc
Ard
Are

"
"
"
"

Art

"
Cars.
inn Accidents.

a<

"

Baggage,
Customs,
Dogs, or live stock,
Employees' transportation.

"

Freight.

"

"

Should there be more than one blank for any or all of the
above forms they would be numbered consecutively as put into
service; any excessive numbering would indicate at once a redundancy of forms, which would call for attention.
To keep a proper record and file of forms, a vertical file should
be provided, with folders bearing the symbols arranged in exact
alphabetical order, into which should be placed a sample of each
form. Each folder may have printed upon it a form requiring the
insertion of the following information:
Quantity: Invoice Date; Printed by; Remarks; Price. Or, this
could be printed upon a separate sheet and attached to the sample
in the folder; or a card index could be 'made to keep it in more
accessible form.
If found necessary, although it will add an element of complexity, a series of numbers could be arranged to symbolize the
authority who ordered the form, as for instance:

President.
First Vice-President.
2 Second Vice-President.
3 Third Vice-President.
Fourth Vice-President
1

1

in

Comptroller.

11 Auditor.
12 Treasurer.
l'ii

General Manager.

Then lAga may be

the First Vice-President's agreement to per-

mit the placing of a pipe underneath the track.
In order to make the system perfectly plain to all there should
be printed a complete list of the symbols, with their application so
far as has been made, leaving blank for future use those that have
not been applied.
To properly install such a system will require expert knowledge of classification and indexing, but once established the most
ordinary mind need not go astray in its application.
While this system can be worked by the stationery or other
department, yet much better results will be attained by having a
Supervisor of Forms. Such supervisor should have no authority
to institute or abolish forms; yet if the right man is selected he
may effect much economy. A good supervisor will be in receptive

President A. B. Stickney. o! the Chicago (jreat Western, made
at the annual banquet of the Chicago Real Estate Board
last week and again said some spicy things about rate regulation.
he following partial report of Mr. Stickney's remarks is taken
from the Chicago Tribune:
The railroads have not been altogether to blame for the rebates.
Attention is called to the evident fact that no railroad can
commit the rebate crime alone. It takes at least two, the shipper
as well the railroad. Experience has proved that, until the universal railroad monopoly shall be effected by consolidation into
two or three, or perhaps one huge corporation, the large shippers
at competitive points have irresistible power to get lower rates than
small shippers. Also that under present conditions, without effective support from the law, railroads are powerless to prevent
rebates and kindred devices.
There is no question but that,
as long as rebates exist, no manufacturing or mercantile business
is safe.
It is a notorious and undisputed fact that most of the
great trade monopolies of this country are founded and sustained
by the rebate in connection with the protective tariff, which has,
in effect, taxed the people hundreds of millions of dollars, not to
produce revenue for the government, but to enrich trade monopolies.
It is my conclusion that, because the railroads have assumed
the common law obligation of common carriers, and because they
are public highways, it is fair and right to control their rates
by law. and that, berause railroads are monopolies, the law of
self-preservation, as well as of fairness and justice, demands that
the people, through the government, should control railroad rates
by law. Such laws, however, to be effective, must be fair and
just and intelligently directed to substantial facts, which are the basis
of reasonable rates. The country is indebted to Theodore Roosevelt
for his courageous course in regard to legislative control of rates.
He has recommended that whenever the reasonableness of any rate
is challenged, the legislative commission, after full investigation,
shall have the power to determine and put in force a rate which
the commission shall deem just and reasonable. And if this principle is incorporated in the bill, it will be an assertion on the part
Such a law would
of Congress of its right to fix all railroad rates.
be immensely valuable, because it would be a precedent in future
legislation, when the whole problem shall come intelligently before
Congress in the final contest which will, sooner or later, come.
Congressional committees and the interstate commission have
produced a surfeit of expert opinions by expert witnesses, and I submit that the time has come when Congress should provide a commission to investigate actual facts and by systematic arrangement
and consideration discover the principles of reasonable railroad
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tunnels under the North and East rivers, bringing Long Island,
for the first time, into direct railroad communication with the rest
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city fathers, in their zeal for the city's interests, would make
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for the 90 miles between Philadelphia and New York. The requirement that rates to New York shall not be higher than to Baltimore
or Philadelphia amounts to just this for the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company. The "equality" which would make it impossible to charge
for the 758 miles from Cincinnati to New York more than for the
667 miles from Cincinnati to Philadelphia or for the 593 miles from
Cincinnati to Baltimore might, it would seem, tempt the carriers to
do what they can to favor exports through those more southern
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we may be

—

sure that this will be the reasoning of the average legislator if
he knows the facts and reasons on the subject at all. An eel gets
used to being skinned at last; and after 15 years the railroads of
Ohio must be measurably prepared for a charge. Indeed, some of
them had about concluded ten years ago that a general two-cent
rate might have its compensations. The application of the two-cent

would enable the railroads to abolish the 1,000mile ticket which the late J. F. Goddard declared was always and
incurably an evil. The G. P. A., who threatens if the law is passed
to abandon low-rate excursions, may or may not mean what he
rate to all tickets

—

says.

If

he refers

to

cars from 500 miles
for

a single day,

the ambitious affairs in which he borrows
at the gross receipts
is to be hoped that he will carry out bis

away and aims merely

it

he neither makes money for the road nor promotes
the real happiness of the public. But as regards the short-distance
excursions, which utilize cars otherwise idle, and gives the
slow people brief outings after the fast people have got tired of
Such excur
traveling, we advise the legislators not to be scared.
sions have both popularity and profit to recommend (hem.
threat,

for

cities.

THE PARK AVENUE CASES.
The

legislature of Ohio is really going to pass a law limiting

passenger fares to two cents a mile throughout the state, on large
roads and small; or at least that appears to be the opinion just
now of all good judges. For 15 years the proposition has been
renewed in every legislature, but each time it has failed to get
the necessary number of votes. Now, in consequence of the agitation at Washington concerning interstate rates, or of the agitation
caused in pocketbooks by dearth of annual passes, the members of
the legislature have formed a purpose which is more definite, intelligent and vigorous' than anything known in past years, and they
appear to be acting with sufficient harmony to accomplish their object.
The proposed law is very crude, for there must be many
from. say. three
thin roads on which the reduction of the rate
cents will have so little effect in stimulating traffic that it will be
many years before the gross receipts will get back to their present
volume. Such a reduction en uses the maximum diimngi to the r
and tho minimum benefit to the public, As, however, the highest iin
aginable gross Income from passengers on these roads the weaker
roads in thinly settled regions is Insufficient iii pay passenger ex
and interest. It is
penses nnd a fair Share of the general expen
perhaps not a matter of great moment. The passenger business must,
In most cases, be done at a loss in any event, and a smaller or a

—

I

—

-

we reviewed at some length the
Supreme Court of the United States in the Muhlker
The point at issue— the liability of the New York 8 Harlem
case.
and New York Central & Hudson River railroads for easement dam
In our issue of April 21, 1905,

decision of the

ages occasioned by the track elevation on Park avenue. New York
City— has again been ruled on by the Supreme Court in the

\nna Siegcl and Others, plaintiffs in error, versus the Now York
Harlem Railroad and the New York Central & Hudson River
The Supreme Court has now reversed the Court of B.P
Railroad.
penis, holding it to have been In error, and basing its decision on
Story ease of 1890, which the Muhlker decision Inst spi
11mwith
reversed. The subject is important and Interesting at
ihllul points of law and affecting large sums of money, and the
decisions ol the courts have been tossed back and forth, year after
Our review ol
jrear, without seeming to rest on any arm ground

Of.
«fc

the

Muhlker case was

sufficiently

full

so thai

it

is

only

oei

Mr, Muhlker, like the
main point
at
present plaintiffs, was s properiv owner on the portion of Park
avenue above which the elevated tracks ol the New Fork Central
the present time

Railroad

nm.

lie

to recite the

brought action against the company

damages, and the Supreme court of the State of Nen

to

recover

S*ork

sus-

-
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tained him.
An appeal to the Appellate Division of that court
affirmed this Judgment, but the Court of Appeals, (he tribunal of
last resort in the state, reversed the decision of the Appellate IJ
i

vision,

and the case then went

to the

Supreme Court

of the United

States.
The Supreme Court first ascertained (hat the law of New
York, as settled bj the elevated decisions beginning with the Story
case, recognized the right of an abutting property owner to light, air
Starting
and access, as easements appurtenant to his premises.
from this principle, the Court planted itself upon the Constitution
of the United States, which prohibits the taking oi private propeirtj

compensation, and as the record showed
thai
these easements of private property had been taken from
Muhlker by the erection ami operation of (he structure without
compensation, (he act was void as to him. whether perpetrated by the
state or by the defendant companies.
In analyzing this decision it is necessary to keep in mind the
very unusual circumstances which attended the building of the
elevated structure on Park avenue circumstances which would
seem to the layman, and which have seemed to many inferior
courts, to differentiate it entirely from the Manhattan elevated
cases.
When the Harlem Railroad was chartered in 1832, Park
avenue did not exist except on a layout map. The charter provided that if the railroad company should lay out a line along the
street, open or proposed, it must first get permission from the city.
This was done. The railroad also obtained deeds from the prop
for

public use

without

—

erty owners for its right of way.

These deeds purported

to

give

fee for 24 feet in the center of the avenue, with necessary slopes

and banks on the sides, but not to exceed the full width of the
avenue, which was plotted on the map at 100 feet, across the large
tracts of farming lands which then occupied the territory north
The railroad was built in
of the city as it existed at that time.
1835, 1836 and 1837 as far as the Harlem river; then the avenue
was widened to 140 feet, at that time the widest street in the city,
on account of the railroad.
In the early '50s the city commenced a regular proceeding to
open Park avenue from 38th street to the Harlem river. In 1872
an "Act to improve Park avenue" was passed. All grade crossings
were removed, the tunnel was built, and four tracks were authorized,
making a railroad structure 58 feet wide, with a roadway on each
side.

The troubles of the railroad began when Congress decided that
Harlem river, already a handicap to the growth
northward of New York, must be maintained as a navigable stream.
and that all bridges must be raised to 24 feet above mean spring
the insignificant

It is fair to say at once that the sacredness of a navigable
stream in the eyes of the government has often been a very expensive thing for all concerned, and perhaps never more so than in this
case. In order to provide for the quite inconsequential traffic of that
river the city has probably spent 120,000.000. at the least, for bridges,
and railroad traffic has always been seriously handicapped. About
1890 the New York Central engineers, in accordance with a ruling
of Congress, made a plan to raise their Harlem bridge and tracks,
with an elevation to extend only as far back as 125th street. A bill
to further this plan was passed by both houses of the legislature,
but was then allowed to die by mutual consent. A year or so after
that, property owners and the railroad got together, and it was
agreed that the city should bear half the expense of raising the
tracks southward to 106th street, but that the city's share should
not exceed one-half of $1,500,000. The bill to accomplish this was
passed by the legislature, so that the track raising was done strictly
by state order, and the railroad, which spent $3,000,000 as its share
of the improvement, obtained thereby a roadbed not as good as it
had before, although there were two slight benefits, one of which
was that the new bridge, on account of its greater height, did not
have to be turned as often as formerly; the other, that one grade
crossing north of the bridge was removed.
Immediately after this improvement, fostered by property owners and ordered by the state, was completed, the property owners
began their suits. In 1900, in the Lewis case, the Court of Appeals
took the remarkable position that the changes in the avenue were
made for the benefit of the public at the instance of the state by
a governmental agency, and that the railroad companies had no authority or control over the work and could not be responsible for it;
that if the Harlem and New York Central railroads had never
used the viaduct they had been compelled to build, they would
never have been liable for damages, but the court held that their
liability began with that use and continued therewith, although the
statute authorized and directed the companies to use the tracks on
The manifest absurdity of such a
the viaduct when completed.

tides.

Vol. XI,., No.

6.

ion was recognized by the court Itself in the subsequent appeal
the Fries case, where the Court of Appeals reversed itself and
held that the railroads were liable neither for the construction nor
for the us
hi
Ion was given
n
viaduct, although f
by a divided bench, The progress of the law was this, then: That.
in

the

in

impel lam

first

building

for

the

running over

it

after

the railroad wae

case

the

railroad

was held

tree

of liability

under compulsion, but was penalized for
was built; that in the second important case
cm iniy free of responsibility, while in the

viaduct
II

held

—

third legal landmark
the Muhlker case the position of the railroad was entirely ignored, and the attention of the court was dionly to the properly owner, who had apparently had something taken awaj from him without compensation.
The briefs which have been filed in these cases are so volumlnniis and
the information at hand is so extensive that it is fa-ir
to say. after all thi
"ns and reversals, appeals and divided
benches, thai uol much is really settled from an equitable standpoint
i

except

and

the railroad has been a consistent loser by state order,
the cost oi providing a modern transportation system into

thai

thai

the greatest city of the country, presumably a benefit mutually to

has been princisubsequent damage
claims by only one of the parties of interest, while other parties of
interest have not alone been content to evade their natural and
equitable share in the cosl but have been quick to seize the opportunity on legal technicalities to derive damage benefits from the
railroad.
The great and fundamental difference between the Park
avenue viaduct and the Manhattan elevated cases is that the steam
railroad was the first comer in its territory, and, as was pointed
out in one of the court decisions, property owners who built alongthe state, to the railroad
pally paid

for both

and

to the municipality,

in the first instance

and

in

was there must necessarily have
discounted the effect of the tracks in the price which they paiaf for
their real estate; while in the street elevated road cases the structure, with its unquestioned damages to adjacent property, was a
late comer, built after the houses and shops which line the streets had

side its tracks after the railroad

been placed there.

As was

stated in the decision in the

Muhlker

the elevated railroads were built no attempt was made
by the state to improve the street for the benefit of the public. Instead, it granted to a corporation the right to make an additional use
of the street, in the doing of which it took certain easements belongcase,

when

ing to abutting owners for which it was compelled to compensate
them, as the court in this case held that the New York & Harlem
Railroad Company was not vested with any title in Park avenue that
permitted it as the owner of real estate to erect its elevated structure without regard to the injury it might work upon the easements
of light, air and access enjoyed by abutting owners, and the court
decided that the railroad must settle for damages caused by so much
of the structure as exceeded established uses.
One advantage of being able to review a legal suit from the
standpoint of a layman is that it is permissible to look at the subject all at once, and not bit by bit, in decisions built up through the
structure of the courts. The recent Supreme Court decision, which
will cost the New York Central Railroad some millions of dollars
in damages, apparently without redress, when viewed in this way,
presents an aspect of obvious injustice. The non-legal mind cannot

pretend to

tell

where

this injustice lies;

it

only realizes that

it

damages on
account of easements which they doubtless never expected to have
when they bought the property, while on the other side the railroad
pays the cost of doing what the state orders it to do, and likewise
exists;

since on one side property owners obtain large

pays for the speculative ventures of citizens who are presumably
equally benefited with the rest of the community by the establishment of a through, safe connection between New York and the rest
of the world.

RECORD OF THE PENNSYLVANIA LOCOMOTIVE TESTS.
The final record of the locomotive tests made by the Pennsylvania Railroad system at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in
1904 has just been published in a book of some 750 pages, which
contains all the data, conclusions, etc., obtained from the tests,
together with adequate descriptions of apparatus, exhibits, etc., of
This work is perhaps the most exthat road at the exposition.
haustive treatise of its kind ever published, and as previously noted
in these columns, the tests and the record of them will doubtless
endure as an intellectual monument to. the enterprise and scientific
The tests will bear
spirit of the Pennsylvania Railroad System.
the same relation to the St. Louis Exposition that the International

boiler tests bear to the Centennial Exposition held

in 1S76.

The

I

February

9,
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8.
With reference to grate area, the results prove beyond question that the furnace losses due to excess air are not increased by

locomotive construction has been materially advanced by
reason of these tests. They have demonstrated the practicability of
the testing plant as a means of studying the performance of locomotives; they have established a logical method of conducting tests
art of

increasing the area.
In general, it appears that the boilers for
which the ratio of grate surface to heating surface is largest are
those of greatest capacity.

and of making the necessary observations; and they have determined
the efficiency and the limits of power which may be expected from
the modern locomotive.
Furthermore, they have pointed out the
lines along which further investigations should be continued, and
as stated in the concluding paragraphs of the book it is the purpose
of the Pennsylvania to establish this testing plant at Altoona and
make it a part of the permanent organization of the testing de-

9.
A brick arch in the firebox results in some increase in furnace temperature and improves the combustion of the gases.
10.
The loss of heat through imperfect combustion is in most
cases small, except as represented by the discharge from the stack

of solid particles of fuel.
11.
Relatively large firebox heating surface appears to give no
advantage either with reference to capacity or efficiency. The fact
seems to be that the tube heating surface is capable of absorbing
such heat as may not be taken up by the firebox.
12.
The value of the Serve tube over the plain tube of the
same outside diameter, either as a means for increasing capacity

partment.
The shortness of the time allotted to the tests as well as the
unavoidable delays incident to work of this sort made it impossible
to test more than eight locomotives.
Such tests as were made, however, were very complete and carefully conducted so that the results
obtained can be relied upon. Four of the locomotives tested were
designed for freight service, and four were for passenger service.
Of the freight locomotives, two were simple, one was a two-cylinder
cross-compound, and one was a four-cylinder tandem compound. The
passenger locomotives were all of the four-cylinder balanced compound type, although each was a representative of a particular

At maximum power, a majority of the boilers tested,
12 or more lbs. of steam per square foot of heating
surface per hour; two delivered more than 14 lbs.; and one, the
second in point of size, delivered 16.3 lbs. These values expressed
2.

terms of boiler horse-power per square foot of heating surface
are 0.34. 0.40 and 0.47, respectively.
3.
The two boilers holding the first and second place with respect to weight of steam delivered per square foot of heating surface, are those of passenger locomotives.
4.
The quality of steam delivered by the boilers of locomotives under constant conditions of operation is high, varying
somewhat with different locomotives and with changes in the
amount of power developed, between the limits of 98.3 per cent.
and 99.0 per cent.
in

The evaporative

5.

efficiency

generally

is

maximum when

the

power delivered is least. Under conditions of maximum efficiency,
most of the boilers tested evaporated between 10 and 12 lbs. of
water per pound of dry coal. The pffiripnry tails as thp rate Of
evaporation increases.
When the power developed is greatest, its
value commonly lies between limits of G and S lbs. of water per
pound of dry coal.

The observed temperature

(1.

of the QrebOS under low rates
the limits of 1.100 degrees F. and 2,000
apparently upon eharaeleristies of the loco

draft in the front-end for any given rate of combustion as measured in inches of water, depends upon the proportions
of the locomotive and the thickness and condition of the fire. Un-

der light power, its value may not exceed an inch, but it increases
rapidly as (.he power is increased. Representative maximum values
derived from the tests lie between the limits of 5 inches and 8.8
inches.
14.
Insufficient openings in the ash-pan and the mechanism of
the front end, especially the diaphragm, are shown by the tests
to lead to the dissipation of considerable portions of the draft force.

THE ENGINE.

The

indicated horse-power of the modern simple freight locomotive tested, may be as great as 1,000 or 1,100; that of a modern
compound passenger locomotive may exceea 1,600 horse-power. \
16.
The maximum indicated horse-power per square foot of
grate surface lies, for the freight locomotives, between the limits
15.

and 21.1; for the passenger locomotives, between the limits
and 28.1.
17.
The steam consumption per indicated horse-power hour
necessarily depends upon the conditions of speed and cut-off. For
of 31.2

of 33.5

the simple freight locomotives tested, the average minimum is
The consumption when developing maximum power is 23. S,
and when under those conditions which proved to be the least ef23.7.

ficient, 29.0.
18.
The compound locomotives tested, using saturated steam,
consumed from 18.6 to 27 lbs. of steam per indicated horse-power

Aided by a superheater, the minimum consumption is reduced
steam per hour.
19.
In general, the steam consumption of simple locomotives
decreases with increase of speed, while that rf the compound locomotives increases.
From this statement it appears that the relative
advantages to be derived from the use of the compound diminish
hour.

to 16.6 lbs. of superheated

as the speed

62.
22.
The loss of power between the cylinder and draw-bar is
greatly affected by the character of the lubricant
It appears from
the tests that the substitution of grease tor oil upon axles and
rank pins increases the machine friction from 75 to 100 per cent
I

The eoal consumption per dynamometer horse power hour.
2:!.
the simple freight locomotives tested, is at low sp
is not less
than 3.E lbs. nor more than 1.6 lbs., the value varying with running
for

sumption

As

motive.

the rate of combustion

and
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7.
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pet

•

consumption per

locomotive

at

the higher Bp

8.2 to 8.8 lbs.

coal

lbs.

of which under all
1

foi

.".

dynamometer horse-power hour.

1

namometer horse power hour
Inoreai

more (ban

locomotives
Results at hlghet

freight
lbs,

con

the

for the simple locomotives Increased to

values generally lying between the limits

The smoke-box temperature
power,

Is

a- a

the draw-bar, diminishes with increase of speed.
At 10
revolutions per minute, the maximum is 94 and the minimum 77:
at 280 revolutions per minute, the maximum is 87 and the minimum
stress in

conditions.

slowly increases,

increased.

THE LOCOMOTIVE AS A WHOLE.
The percentage of the cylinder power which appears

21.

degrees

depending

is

Tests under a partially opened throttle show that when the
degree of throttling is slight, the effect is not appreciable. When
the degree of throttling is more pronounced, the performance is less
satisfactory than when carrying the same load with a full throttle
and a shorter cut-off.
20.

of combustion Ilea between
F..

definitely determined.

The

13.

BOILER PERFORMANCE.

delivered

was not

or efficiency,

system of compounding. It was the original intention to also test
simple passenger locomotives, but shortness of time prevented. The
tests of the balanced compounds show that, if properly designed,
they are economical in fuel consumption as well as non-destructive
to the track.
It is necessary, however, to design the parts with
great care, and carefully calculate the weights and disposition of
the several moving parts, otherwise the unbalanced forces, even in
the four-cylinder balanced arrangement may become excessive. It is
noteworthy that the two American designs of balanced compounds
gave better results tnan either of the foreign-built locomotives. Of
course, the Hannover locomotive gave a lower steam consumption
under certain conditions than the others, but this locomotive was
fitted with a Pielock superheater.
The de Glehn and the Hannover,
and especially the latter, had a very narrow range of economical
working.
The final chapter of the book gives a summary of conclusions
from the tests, and while these conclusions by no means cover a
complete statement of the entire results obtained from the tests,
they nevertheless serve to indicate some of the more important
facts which have been learned. These conclusions are as follows:

1.
Contrary to a common assumption, the results show that
when forced to maximum power, the large boilers delivered as
much steam per unit area of heating surface as the small ones.

123

dynamometer

hots, powei

dj
1
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for the four

compound passenger locomotives

tested, varies

from

2.2

per hour, depending upon the running conditions.
In the case of all of these locomotives, the consumption increases
rapidly as the speed is Increased.
26.
A comparison of the performance of the compound freight
U>

more than

5 lbs.

locomotives with that of the simple freight locomotives is very
favorable to the compounds. For a given amount of power at the
draw-bar, the poorest compound shows a saving in coal over the
best simple which will average above 10 per cent., while the best
compound shows a saving over the poorest simple which is not far
from 40 per cent. It should be remembered, however, that the conditions of the tests, which provide for the continuous operation of
the locomotives at constant speed and load throughout the period
covered by the observations, are all favorable to the compound.
27.
It Is a fact of more than ordinary significance iliat a steam
locomotive is capable of delivering a horse-power at the draw-bar
upon the consumption of hut a trifle more than 2 lbs. of coal per

hour.

This fact gives the locomotive high rank as a steam power

plant.
28.
It is worthy of mention that the coal consumption per
horse-power hour developed at the draw-bar by the different locomo-

marked differences. Some of these are easily
explained from a consideration of the characteristics of the locomoWhere the data is not sufficient to permit the astives involved.
signment of a definite cause, there can be no doubt but that an extension of the study already made will serve to reveal it
tives tested presents

apparently well-informed correspondent of the Journal of
the German Railroad Union gives an account of the motives and
aims of the organization of Russian railroad employees which has
There are
caused so much confusion in the empire by striking.
nearly a million employees on some 39,000 miles of railroad. With
a force as efficient as that in Western Europe, this mileage ought
Most of these, of course,
to be well worked with half that number.
are in the lower grades. The average pay of a track hand is $108
per year, that of a track watchman $89, of women tat crossings, etc.)
$72, of switchmen $90; of firemen, enginemen. conductors and yardmen (lumped together by this correspondent), $194; station-masters,
an average of $28 a month; bookkeepers, etc., $13 to $21 a month.
In the offices clerks get $155 to $465 a year. There is no allowance
for clothing or rent, which some of the higher employees get. The
men may be required to work extra time without additional pay.
The dissatisfaction of the men is indicated by the fact that these
grades of employees spend on the average only five years in railroad
service. They either find some other employment or are discharged
Gross misdemeanors, such as withholding
for gross negligence.
money collected, selling tickets and thefts of freight, extending
sometimes to whole carloads, are common subjects of prosecution
The organization of employees has formuin the criminal courts.
lated its demands, which are doubtless beyond possib.lity of immediate realization, though most of them may reasonably be striven
The men have little experience in organization or in profor.
portioning their demands to what it is practicable to obtain, and
are easily led to accept the schemes of socialists whose inspiration
comes from Germany or France. They cannot command means
enough to enable them to leave work for any considerable length
of time.

The witticisms of the head-line artist constitute the most pleasing part of some issues of certain papers, for example the New
York Sun; but now and then he tries too hard and turns the joke
on himself. A press despatch from Lima, Ohio, Feb. 3, says that
"mistaking the head-light of a freight locomotive standing on its
passing track for southbound accommodation No. 9. Engineer Moses
Tyler, of the Cincinnati-Detroit limited, on the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, dashed into the accommodation train a quarter of
a mile further on. Both engines were demolished and Tyler and
several passengers were injured." This item is headed. "Headlight Fooled the Engineer," which would seem to indicate that
the news editor himself was fooled; fooled into thinking that
enginemen have to depend on the presence or the character of a headlight for their knowledge of whether or not it is safe to run past
a meeting station. The simple duty of the engineman is to learn
the numbers of the engines (or trains) that he meets; and at a place
where he is liable to meet a train (passenger) which has as
good a right to the road as he himself has, he must, if necessary,
bring his train to a stop and go and take a close view of the
number of each engine that he sees, until he makes sure that the
one which he is looking for either is or is not at that station. If
it is there he can go on;
if it is not there, he must follow the
orders which he has, telling him on what conditions, or after what
time, he may proceed regardless of the opposing train. Poking
fun at the engineman who makes a mistake in this matter would

8.

perhaps be legitimate amusement, If It were not so tragic
In the
case that we recall where an engineman was thus "fooled"
en persons were killed.

last
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The Swiss

State Railroads have made a contract with Brown,
are Hie contnoioi
lor building the Simplon
tunnel, for an experimental electrical equipment of the tunnel, to
be in working order by June 1 next. The motors (alternating current) must be able to haul passenger trains weighing 6CO.00O lbs.
through the tunnel at a speed of 42 miles an hour and freight
tra as weighing 880,000 lbs. at a speed of 21 miles an hour, and
the tracks and signals must be arranged to permit two trains to
pass in each direction within the tunnel at the same time. The
firm, if the equipment works satisfactorily, will conduct the train
service for one year.
Should the equipment not be ready or not
work satisfactorily by June 1, the State Railroads will take over
the tunnel and conduct the traffic with steam locomotives.
The
new line from Iselle, the Italian entrance to the tunnel, to Dormodossola. which has several tunnels, and one long one, is outside of
the jurisdiction of the Swiss State Railroads, but the contractors
agree to make an offer to the Italian authorities to equip and work
that line also, ;n accordance with the original intention that locomotives should run through between Domodossola and Brieg, the
Swiss entrance to the tunnel.
The engineers declare that the
water power used for excavating the tunnel is adequate for developVisitors to the Milan
ing the electricity to work the railroad.
Railroad Exhibition, which is to be opened next May, will, it is
hoped, have an opportunity to observe this electrical instalment.
erl

&

Co.,

who

Announcement

An

Vol. XL., No.

is

made

of the establishment at the University

comprehensive school of railroad engineering and
administration which will be open for work next September. It
will have three departments intended to cover the entire range of
railroad work. The problems of construction and maintenance of
way, including track both for steam and electricity, will be treated
Power and its application and all that is ordiin one division.
narily included under mechanical and electrical engineering as applied to railroad problems will be treated in another division. The
problems of operation, of organization, financiering, rate-making,
and everything which has to do with the actual formation and management of a railroad company will be treated in a third. It is
of Illinois of a

intended to cover the entire field of railroad service, so that anyone who wishes to enter railroad employment in any branch of
railroad engineering or management will find an opportunity to prepare himself especially for that work. This distinct and adequate
recognition by a leading engineering college of the unique place
occupied by the railroads in our modern system of industry is most
encouraging. Aside from the special faculty organized to give instruction in these various departments, prominent railroad officials
from the various branches of service will be engaged for special
lectures and special courses in order to emphasize the increasing
value of the practical features of the curriculum.

NEW
Manual

of

Recommended

PUBLICATIONS.

Practice

nance of Way.
1905 edition.
neering and Maintenance of
Price, $3.00.
pages 6x9 in.

for Railway Engineering and MaintePublished by the American Railway EngiAssociation. Chicago, III.
Cloth, 175

Wav

;

At the fifth annual convention of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association, March, 1904, it was
decided to publish a manual of the recommended definitions, specifications, and principles of practice adopted by the Association from
year to year after consideration of committee reports submitted on
the various subjects included within the scope of the Association's
work. This volume is the first edition of the manual, and it is
Parto be supplemented or revised annually after each convention.
ticular care has been exercised to include in the book only such
matter as has been carefully considered by the Association prior
to its adoption by vote so that the manual represents only the approved practice recommended by the Association. The specifications
and principles of practice are in the nature of recommendations
only and are not binding on the members or railroads which they
represent.
The subjects for which recommendations are laid down include
Roadway, Ballasting, Ties, Rail, Track, Buildings, Masonry, Signs,
Fences. Crossings, Cattle-Guards, Signaling and Interlocking, Records, Reports and Accounts, Water Service, Yards and Terminals,
Iron and Steel Structures.
As showing the sphere of influence of the Association a separate pamphlet has been published giving a list of railroads represented and a table of membership classified by the positions or
occupations of the 495 members. Of the 207,977 miles of railroad in
the United States, December, 1904, 170,883 miles, or about 85 per
cent., are represented in the Association, and in addition roads
having a mileage of 27,980 located outside of the United States
are represented. Extracts from a number of letters are included

.

February
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pamphlet showing the wide extent to which the recommended
practice of the Association has been adopted by various railroads
as standard.
in the

TRADE CATALOGUES.
In 1804, the Master Car Builders' Association, for convenience in the filing and preservation of pamphlets, catalogues, specifications, etc., adopted a
number of standard sizes. The advantages of conforming to these sizes have
been recognized, not oLly by railroad men, but outside of railroad circles, and
many engineers make a practice of Immediately consigning to the waste basket
all catalogues that do not come within a very narrow margin of these standard
sizes.
They are given here In order that the size of the publications of this
kind, which are noticed under this head, may be compared with the standards,
and It may be known whether they conform thereto.

Standards.
Postal-card circulars
Pamphlets and trade catalogues

3% In. by 6%
3^ "by
9

and

Electric Hoists

Tool Company,

New

tive of its products.

letter

Railroad Mileage of the World.

The number of miles of railroad in the six grand divisions of
the world at the end of the year 1903, as tabulated by the Archiv
fiir Eisenbalmwesen, was given in the Railroad Gazette of June 30,
1905, page 749; but as the mileage of individual countries is a figure
frequently sought after, we print below the detail tables. The Bureau of Statistics at Washington has reprinted these tables, in its
November Summary; and the statistics of area and population of
countries which we give are taken from the Summary. In many
instances these figures differ slightly from those in other translations from the Archiv, but not in any case to a sufficient degree to
materially alter the averages which a railroad statistician would use.

In.

Europe.
-Miles of railroad.

fi

6
Specifications

125

" by 9
" by 12

Per

8% "by 10%

paper

P.c. inc.

"

Country.

— The

General Pneumatic
York, is publishing a series of cards descripHoist Card No. 1 and Riveter Card No. 1 are

and Bridge Riveters.

now being

distributed.
The hoist card illustrates and describes
more or less in detail the Shepard electric hoist, and the riveter card
contains illustrations and a brief description of the various designs
of Shepard pneumatic bridge riveters.

—

Automatic Slack Adjuster. Full detailed drawings and a clear
description of the "American Automatic Slack Adjuster" are given
in a 24-page pamphlet published by the American Brake Company,
St. Louis, Mo.

Germany
France
Russia

....
Ireland.

&

Finland)

(incl.

Italy

Belgium
Netherlands. 1
Switzerland
Spain
Portugal

Denmark
Norway
Sweden
Servia

Roumanin
Greece

European Turkey.'-

.

.

& Man.

Malta, Jersey

Total Europe

CONTRIBUTIONS
Deterioration of Spikes

in

Mexico
Central America

Chile

172,449
43.000
18,045
10,204
4,424
3,606
380
166
1,868
504.773
593,940
90.500
110.000
713,859
703,604
3,219,000
97,722
72,210
279,901

Argentina

1,135,840

Cuba
Cumberland, Md., Jan. 23, 1906.
The accompanying photograph shows track spikes which were
used in black oak ties about four years. This condition existed
over about two miles of track located in a narrow valley where fogs
were prevalent. The black oak ties were mixed in amongst the
white oak ties in which the spikes showed no sign of deterioration,

tion.

Santo Domingo
Hayti
Jamaica
Porto Rico
Martinique
Barbados
Trinidad
Colombia
V.'iic/.tieln

British Guiana

Ecuador
Peru

Total.

1S99.

33,819
24,120
22,461
28,102
33.093
9,966
4,237
2,095
2,576
8,607
1.48S
1,963
1.456
7,697
359
1,974

:

Bolivia
Brazil

Paraguay
Uruguay

Total America

7
15

2
10
6
10
4

t

Asia

Total

&

883,800
346 396

gypt
igerla and Tunis
ongo Free State

8.0
6.4

14.S

'3

3
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.

.
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8

4.9

4.5

10
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0.6
1.6
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0.5
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0.6
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0.8
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9.8
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0.1

0.005
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Oil
5.6

0.08
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0.04
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1,35 1,1

736
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1

9
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1.1
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Locomotive Operation.
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S.nil
u
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To the Editor of the Railroad

<i

Stork,

Feb.

1:1111;.

sT.
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II

mania
West Australia
i

\/i.i cb:

On page 112 of your issue of Feb. notice an error which
crept into the manuscript of my article on "Coal ol Locomotive
Operation." At the bottom of the first column, the saving should
be 30 cents per 1,000 revenue ton-miles. Instead of 7 or 8 cents,
ruin wrighl. the rust would
as, if the lading wore one hull' the lolal
•
be 2 x .50
.711 on
1.00 on
per cent, grade and 2 x .35
per
This
cent., a difference of 30 cents in favor of the low grade lino.
would be a saving of 1,600 X .30
inn per day, or {136,000 per
v
(rear, which is 4 per cent or
instead of {900,000, to repre
sent the Increased capital expenditure which would be pel
bli
llllder tho :l':::il til
ll'nllir rollilili
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Hawaiian islands
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4.2
3.8
36.6
34.9
4.7
0.8
0.1
0.08
0.2
0.15
0.1

953
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rltlsb
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17,732
r.O.i
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7.6
2.2
10.1
1.9

I

276,993
36,170
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2.0
2.0

276
23
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seems probable that the inferior texture of black oak as
compared with white oak permits moisture to gather around the
spike.
We should be glad to have the opinion of other correspondents to show whether or not this experience has been general, and
whether black oak in a moist climate has chemical properties that

The Cost

1.4
3.3

2.6

17.2

46,320
9,833,000
6,695

bysslnla

Ohio.

[It

are injurious to spikes.-

4.6
2.7

Africa.

while the spikes in the black oak ties were affected about as shown
in the photograph.
Can you offer any explanation as to the probable cause of this action?
j. r. leichty,
Division Engineer, Baltimore

15.4
10.1
4.4

1.728
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i"iss 'ssi<>iis.

37.3

4.5
1.9
3.9
2.6
1.9

I

[Trench

13.6
1.6
9.0

4.1

i

Spikes Removed from Black Oak Ties After Four Years' Service.

18.5
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5.8
4.9
5.3
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6.3
3.7
7.7
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1.2
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16.2
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.14,663,061 147.853,000 26S.S16
Asia.
20.95O
British India
1,766,797 294,361,000
3,741,000
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Cevlon
25.4S1
'J.I 109
Asia Minor
686,385 19.56S.000
1.6. .8
7.740.000
Russian Central Asia
214,191
4.S32.141
Siberia & Manchuria
5,773.000
5,664
9.500,000
34
628,000
Persia
1.130
231.214 29.577.0110
Dutch East Indies
1,366
Japan
147,655 15,862,000
Tort ll:;ih'sr IV
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572,000
1,428
71'.) 000
400
33.273
Borneo, Celebes, etc...
China
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9,670.
37
Korea
84,380
Sin in
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244,338
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sq.

11
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16
7
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7
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America.
80,372,000 207,932
19.074
5,457,000
656
217,000
13,545.000
10,356
4,242,000
946
1,573,000
1,583
117
610,000
140
1,294,000
785,000
185
953.000
137
204,000
139
198,000
58
274,000
88
400
4,000,000
634
2,445,000
278,000
76
1SC
1,204,000
4,610,000
1,036
656
1,816,000
9.36S
14,334,000
157
636,000
1,210
959,000
3,051,000
2,884
10. 70S
4,794,000

3.025,600
3,04S,710
40,200
767.060

Canada
Newfoundland

To the Editor of the Railroad Gazette:

?q. miles.

Per

since 100

3,786,030 411,380,000 186,678

United States

Black Oak.

Popula-

2ns.s:;o 58,549,000
261,035 48,300.000
121,371 42,371.000
207,054 38,962,000
095,616119,925,000
110,646 32.475,000
11,373
6,694.000
13,646
5,668.000
15,976
3,356,01)0
194,783 18,618.000
:;i;.ii:;s
5,429,000
15,360
2,465,000
2,263.000
124,130
172.876
5,199,000
18,630
2,536,000
50,700
5,913.000
J."., 014
2.434,000
102,550
9,875,000
402
348,000

Austria-Hungary
Gt. Britain

Area,

16,604

0i

rs

Potal
1

Including lUxemburg.
Including Bulgaria.
1

J

1
*

1:;

n

Asia, Malacca and Philippine
\ot elsewhere specified
in

Islands.
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The Delaware & Hudson Gasolene-Electric Car.

Voi

XI-..

No,

8.

When speed is up the jump spark is cut out.
volatilization of the liquid fuel is produced In two carburetors which form an Integral part of the engine. Each carburetor supplies three cylinders and is equipped with two lloat feed
engine

shaft.

The

sparsely settled districts where the cost of operating a steam
train is excessive, and the Immediate investment of capital
for an electric service uncalled for, (here has arisen a need for
a self-contained car which shall he independent of a feeder system,
1

n

drawn

and at the same time be cheaper lo operate than the ordinary
locomotive and train. For this purpose, the General Electric Company in conjunction with the American Locomotive Works, at Schenectady, N. Y., has recently completed an experimental gasoleneelectric car which presents many features of interest.
The first trial run of this car took place February 3, when a
successful trip was made from Schenectady to Saratoga, N. v..
and return, over the lines of the Delaware & Hudson. During the

chambers.
valve type.

The chambers are identical and are of the usual needle
Very flexible arrangements are provided to govern the

it may be taken from tin- atmosphere or Ii
the crank chamber, or from both according to the conditions required. The mixture is heated to the required temperature in a
warmed by the exhaust. In
small chamber which
is
Itself

air supply so that

warmed bj the
which
in a ..in, ill chalillicl
the engine is very complete. The lubrication is especially
so, being force feed for main bearings and pistons and drip feed
Gasolene is stored in steel tanks befor all other working parts.
neath the car, and the burnt gases pass
through the roof into mufflers from which
The cooling
they exhaust into the air.
system for the cylinders consists of radiating tubes located on the top of the car.
for cooling is contained in the engine base. The heating system for the car
forms a shunt with the cylinder cooling
system.
The electric current is furnished by a
120-k.w. direct-connected General Electric
six-pole unit, designed for 600 volts. This
generator is provided with commuting
which in connection with the
poles,
method of voltage control, permits of a
very flexible operating system. The advantage of commutating poles is evident
when it is considered that the field excitaGeneral Electric Co-'s Gasolene-Electric Motor Car for the D. & H.
tion at starting is weak, and the large current at
low voltage Is required to give the necessary starttrip several important features of this method of driving were demOwing to the peculiar operating conditions of this
onstrated. While the car was not designed for high speed, the ing torque.
average running time was about 35 miles an hour, and several times system, the generator while retaining the characteristics of a shunt
;.'_•
k.w two-pole comthe car attained a speed of over 40 miles an hour. The smooth and wound machine, is separately excited by a
rapid acceleration were most favorably commented upon by the pound wound exciter working at 110 volts. This is located on lop
engineers present, as well as the complete absence of vibration which of the generator and is driven by a Morse silent chain.
There are two motors for the car, each designed to give 200 h.p„
might, be thought to accompany the use of a gasolene engine. •
This car consists essentially of a gasolene-driven electric gener- and known as the GE 69 type. These are of standard street raili

in |m

i

1'

,H in.

1

1

.-.'

•

1

l.-.

all details

.,

ator furnishing current to electric motors
geared to the driving wheels and controlled
by a method similar to that employed in the ordinary straight electric
The car in question,
car equipment.
shown in the illustration, is of the comnination type, comprising a passenger
compartment, smoking room, a baggage
room, engine room, one toilet and a motorman's compartment; it is 65 ft. long
over all and weighs, equipped. 65 tons. A
complete controller equipment is located
at each end of the car. the forward controller being located in the engine room,
while the rear compartment is self-contained. The car has seating capacity for
40 passengers, including seats for 12 in
the smoking room. In general it is built
on the lines of a standard D. & H. passenger coach, and is handsomely finished.
Within, the passenger compartment is
decorated in mahogany with a birch wainscoting; the smoking room in quartered
oak and both the baggage and engine
rooms in painted poplar. The outside of
the car is painted and lettered in the
standard D. & H. pattern, and Gould pattern bumpers and drawbars are provided.
The gasolene engine for this car was
built by the Wolseley Tool & Motor Car

Company,

Ltd., of

Birmingham,

Ala.,

and

considered the most powerful unit yet
made for this class of work; it develops
160 b.h.p. when running at 450 r.p.m. The
cylinders are horizontal, six in number,
9 in. x 10 in., and arranged in three pairs.
the two cranks forming a pair being at an
angle of ISO deg. All valves are mechaniEngine
cally operated and the cylinders are watercooled. Hitherto, difficulty has been experienced in starting internal combustion engines of this size, but in
the present case this has been entirely overcome by using shells
filled with black powder to provide the initial charge in one cylinder.
On starting the engine, the shell is fired by a hand trigger,
the whole being similar to the breach mechanism of a gun. Jump
sparks and low tension ignition are both provided, current
being furnished to the latter by a small dynamo driven from the
is

Room

of D.

&

H. Gasolene-Electric Motor Car.

construction and need no special description. For regulating
the speed of the motors, as mentioned above, voltage control has
been adopted; in other words, the speed of the car is governed by
varying the field strength of the generator. With this method the
speed of the engine remains constant after acceleration. The controller is semi-automatic, and can be set for any predetermined maximum acceleration. It is arranged for series parallel control, the

way
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motor connections being changed from series to parallel by the
reversing handle. This latter has five positions, "series ahead,"
"parallel ahead," "off," "series reverse," and "parallel reverse." Arrangements are provided to prevent the motor connections from
being changed from series to parallel until the resistance is put
in the field circuit of the generator.

Further operating details comprise a General Electric combinaand automatic air-brake equipment, and a special lighting equipment. Meridian lamps are used, equipped with Holophane
reflectors, the whole affording a very satisfactory system for car
lighting.
The headlights are supplied with 100 c.p. incandescent
lamps of the stereopticon type, one for each end of the car.
The trial trip of this car demonstrated the practicability of
this car equipment, and was entirely satisfactory to the engineers
The opinion was
of both companies so far as the tests indicated.
expressed that this was merely a step toward the final electrification straight

A gasolene car would be useful in establishing
a passenger traffic, but eventually the motive power for operation
would be electricity.
The accompanying photograph of the car was taken after the
arrival at Saratoga.
tion of all service.

The Pennsylvania Station

in

New

York.

At the St. Louis Exposition in 1901 the Pennsylvania Railroad
exhibited a large scale plaster model of the terminal passenger station to be built in New York city as a part of the tremendous undertaking of tunneling under the Hudson river, across Manhattan
Island and under the East river to Long Island City. A number

Seventh Avenue Elevation

of photographs of this model were reproduced in our issue of
Sept. 3, 1904, but at that time we were unable to show any drawings
giving a clear idea of the size and arrangement of the building,
which will be the largest of its kind anywhere in the world. In
this issue we show three plans at different levels and a number
of cross-section profiles.
A photograph of the model is also

shown again to give a better idea of the proportions and appearance of the building. For a general description of the tunnels under
the city and the rivers on each side the reader is referred to our
issues of October 9 and 16, 1903.
The station will occupy the entire area of tour city blocks
bounded by Seventh and Eighth avenues, and 31st and 33d strei
Work on the excavation, which will be carried down about 40 ft,
below the street level, has been in progress tor nearly two years
and is not yet completed, The dimensions inside the main founds
tions are 800 ft. by 512 ft.
The building will be of while granite
and the architectural treatment is essentially classic, with a long
colonnade of massive columns extending the full length of the Seventh avenue side.
The entrances on 31st street, 8Sd streel and
h
Eighth avenue will be II. inked with l.nc.e
ornainenled purlieus al
lie eaves.
The main linily of be building
Will be only 65 ft. high above the streel, but (he arched roof 0V61
ihe main waiting room, extending across the building, will i»
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high.

are below
All the waiting rooms, baggage rooms, concourse, et<
the street level. The first plan shows the arrangement ai the street
level with the entrances and exits on all four sides of the building.
.

The main entrance is from Seventh avenue, opposite 32d street,
through a wide arcade which leads into the general waiting room.
Small shops will line the two sides of the arcade and also the
Seventh avenue front of the building. The arcade ends in a high
portico from which a broad flight of stairs leads down to the
waiting room floor. The restaurant and lunch room flank the portico on each side, with steps leading up, as they are on a slightly
higher level than the floor of the arcade. The passenger entrances
from 31st and 33d streets are carried over the carriage driveways
below with foot-bridges to the stairways leading down to the ends
of the general waiting room.
The restaurant and lunch room may
be entered from the landings at the top of these stairs. On the
Eighth avenue side a separate entrance with ticket offices, waiting
rooms, etc., connects with stairways leading directly to the main
concourse. The carriage entrances are on Seventh avenue through
high portals at the corners of the building. A driveway on a 6.6
per cent, grade leads down from each entrance to the carriage stands
opposite the ends of the general waiting room and on the same
level.
Baggage in wagons is carried around the baggage drive and
delivered at the baggage room under the arcade.
The second plan shows the arrangement at the waiting room
floor level.
The baggage room, cab stands and driveways occupy
all the space in the eastern half of the building.
In the center and
extending almost the entire width of the building is the general
waiting room, 114 ft. x 276 ft. The women's waiting room and toilet,
57 ft. x 97 ft, and the men's room of the same size flank the wide
entrance to the main concourse. Ticket offices, telephone, telegraph
and news stands are arranged along the walls. The baggage counter is under the stairway leading down from the arcade with entrances from the waiting room on each side of the stairs. The

New Pennsylvania
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Station

in

New

York.

waiting room has a high vaulted roof supported by massive orna
nieii columns.
The main concourse opening off of the waiting mom is I".", ft
wide and 153 ft. long, spanning all the tracks on the level below.
It will have a vaulted roof with a clear span of 126 ft., which will
form pari of the roof of the main station building. Broad stairs
at each end lead up to entrances and exits on 31sl and 33d BtTi
ami opposite the entrance to the waiting room are the stairways
leading to Eighth avenue.
From both sides of the concourse, stairs
lead down to each ui the train platforms below ami in the center
nine large passenger elevators Will carry passengers down to
and up from trains.
The space to the west of the concourse is
open from the tracks up to the roof of the building. <>u the same
level as the concourse, on the Eighth avenue tide, a baggage passage
., ii
wale extends acroBS the entire width of the station over all
Uaggage will he raised and lowered 011 eight
the train platforms.
ilong
a
baggage elevators ami trucked through a pa
Seventh
0OID
the "1st street side np to Ihe end of the baggl
it

avenue.
third plan shows the a r ran gem at
the exll concourse
and the number and location of trad
rma The
ibove all the tracks
exll concourse is 58 ft. 10 In
wide and
\i
the north end it branches, one exll leading to Eighth avenue
and the other to Seventh avenue with a tunnel to an exll on 84th
street,
Connection will be made at this level with the propt
Seventh and Eighth avenue rapid transit subways which will cross
Suitable tl<
the railroad company's tracks on the upper level.

The
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THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
be provided at the entrances from the subways, and stairs
to the main concourse.
The tracks in the station will be 21 in number with 11 platforms. They will be spaced 31 ft. centers over plat forms and 13 ft.
centers between platforms. The platforms will be clear and unobstructed by columns, and all baggage and mail will be bandied
at one end, away from the passengers. West of Eighth avenue the
tracks begin to converge into the four-track tunnel under 32d street
which leads to the two single track tubes under the Hudson river.
At the east end the tracks begin to converge under the station to
enter the two double-track tunnels under 32d and 33d streets which
meet the four single-track tubes passing under the East river.
The heating, lighting and ventilating plant for the station will
Pipe galleries will
be in a separate power house across 31st street.
extend under the street and distribute the wires and piping throughout the building.
offices will

up

will lead

Medal for Heroism.

The first medal to be granted to a railroad man for heroism,
under the Act of Congress of Feb. 23, 1905, has been sent by President Roosevelt, with a commendatory letter, to Mr. George Poell,
of Grand Island, Neb., a fireman on the St. Joseph & Grand Island,
who, on June 26 last, near Powell's Station, Neb., saved the life
of a child two and a half years old, son of Station Agent John
Ussary at that place. The child was standing or walking on the
track when Poell's train (freight train No. 16) approached at about
Poell noticed the emer30 miles an hour on a descending grade.
gency application of the brake, looked up and out of the window

Vol. XL., No.

railroads provided lias mil aearij sufficed.
ness may be stifled for some monthi to

8.

The prospect that busicome alone could Induci

the government to consent to have rolling
tock bulll outside of
the country. The railroad department, which provides tor a large
part of the government's expenses out of'its surplus, which this
year Is larger than ever before, is alwayi ready to provide for every
possible want; but the Finance Mini ter is so dependent upon the
m
railroad surplus that he mu
on limiting railroad expend
i

i

i

itures.

The London Tramway Subway.
The

'I

i

a

i,i

,i

ay and

tains a description ol

Rail-u ty

the

first

Wot

Id,

electric

London,

for

January

tramway subway

11, con-

to be built

London which is soon to be opened for operation. It has been
and is to be operated as a municipal project by the London
County Council, which already operates a number of surface tramway lines south of the Thames. This is also the first municipal
project undertaken north ol thi Thames. The line extends from
the Strand to Islington and beginning in a subway under Aldwych
and proceeding under Kingsway, the cars will emerge at the junction of Southampton row and Theobald's road.
The route follows
the latter street to Rosebury avenue, along which it continues to
in

built

Islington. A new an 1 direct route will thus be opened between
the Thames and the north of London and a very dense traffic will
be dealt with.
The subway, which is the first undertaking of the kind in England,
has a marked similarity to the Bubway constructed in Boston, Mass.,
in 1900.
The London subway was first suggested in 1898, with the
proposal for the construction of the new street. The estimate of
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Section Through Queen Street Station.

and saw that

would probably be impossible

to stop the train
before reaching the child. He quickly ran out upon the runningboard and to the pilot of the engine, where he succeeded in grasping the child by the clothing, while the train was still running
about 12 miles an hour, and threw him into the ditch, saving his
life.
Poell, however, was severely injured
being unable, in his
haste, to secure a good footing on the 4-in. step at the bottom of
the pilot and he was nearly killed, losing his left foot and having
both arms broken. The committee which awarded the medal consisted of Secretary Moseley, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and Messrs. W. P. Borland, J. W. Watson, W. R. Wright and
G. E. Starbird. All of these men are connected with the Interstate
Commerce Commission, the last three as inspectors of safety appliances.
Poell is a member of Lodge No. 277 of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen. He has recovered, and has been elected County
Clerk.
The Locomotive Firemen's Magazine prints a picture of
Poell, with the child whom he saved.
it

—

—

A

war scare has been manufactured out of the letting of contracts for 20,000 freight cars for the Prussian State Railroads. As
for some months nearly all industries in the country have been
complaining bitterly that they could not get nearly cars enough
to ship their products, it is not necessary to imagine any military purposes behind, these contracts; especially as the existing
car stock would hold all the armies of Europe, and in case of
war the ordinary industries would have much less need of it.
Germany has had a boom this year, like another country which
we need not mention. Early in the year the railroad authorities
get together representatives of the chief industries-r-coal, iron, beetroot, etc.
and ask them to estimate their traffic for the ensuing
season, that it may the more intelligently be provided for.
Last
spring their estimates were that they would do about 4 per cent.
more business than the year before; actually, they have done about
8 per cent, more, and the 6 per cent, increase in cars which the

—

the cost of the construction of such a subway, and of the tramway for a system of electric traction was £282,000 ($1,368,000).
The Council decided that it was desirable, notwithstanding the
large capital required, that the experiment should be tried. A
bill was accordingly introduced into Parliament to confer upon
the Council powers to construct the subway and a tramway within
it and
extending along the Thames Embankment to and across
Westminster bridge. The proposed tramway along the embankment
encountered much opposition, and that part of the scheme was
rejected.
The Council was, however, authorized by the London
County Council (Subways and Tramways) Act 1902, to construct
a subway from Southampton row, along Kingsway and Aldwych,
to the Victoria embankment.
They were also given power to construct tramways in the subway, but only as far as the north side of
the Strand.
The construction of the subway was carried out at the same
time as the formation of the roads. Stations have been constructed
at the northern and southern ends of Kingsway, the entrances
and exits being placed in the center of the roadway.
The greater portion of the subway is close to the surface of
the street, but in the short length of less than a mile between
Theobald's road and the Strand there are several kinds of construction.
The rails are on the surface in Theobald's road, then they
descend below the surface in Southampton row by an open cutting
The two lines then form
in the center of the street for 170 ft.
a double S curve of 500 ft. radius vertically, and dip under Hol-

born in two deep level cast-iron tubes, which were driven under
the street by Greathead shields, and then rise close to the surface
at the station in Kingsway, a little to the north of Great Queen
From this point to the station situated at the junction of
street.
Kingsway and Aldwych, the subway continues close to the surface; in fact, the depth from the surface of the street to the top
After turning under the westof the subway is only about 3 ft.
ern arm of Aldwych, the subway falls very quickly again, in order
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may pass under the Strand in cast-iron tubes
At present the subway has been carried only as

The rails are jointed with fishplates of the ordito 1 cement.
nary type, a sole plate (2 ft. by 1 in. by % in.) being placed underneath. This plate is secured to the rail with %-in. countersunk
bolts.
As it was not necessary to make provision for vehicular
raffle, the form of construction adopted for the conduit presents
considerable variation from the type used for ordinary street tramways. Supporting channels, embedded in the concrete, and further
secured by bolts, are placed at intervals to carry the slot rails,
which are of a special design. They are made in lengths of about
7 ft. 6 in., and can easily be lifted to enable inspection of the
conduit to be made. Energy for working the cars will, until the
tramway powerstation at Greenwich is completed, be purchased
from the Metropolitan Electric Supply Company.
For the service through the subway a new type of car has
been constructed by the United Electric Car Company, Limited, of
Preston. It is a practically all-steel car, and is of the single-deck

at a deep
far as the

4

curb at the north side ot the Strand. After passing under the
Strand it will be continued along Wellington street, and will finally
emerge on the embankment at road level. The varying levels at

1

show the difference in construction necessary when going along a new street specially constructed, in comparison with crossing existing thoroughfares. It was necessary to
which the subway

is built

a depth of 31 ft. below the surface of the roadexisting sewers and other obstructions.
At the Strand crossing the rails had to be kept 34 ft. below the
surface for similar reasons. Under Kingsway no obstructions had
to be dealt with, as the sewers are in duplicate one on each side
of the street, and the pipe subways also on both sides, take all gas
dip the rails

way

to

in Holborn, to avoid

and water

No

pipes, electric cables, etc.

inconvenience, however,

is

133

caused to the public by the dip

I

fris t ing

I

AsphalLe
'

urface
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_Gro_ung_
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Section at Northern Entrance of Tunnel under Holborn, Showing Retaining Walls of Open Approach.
angle and
under Holborn and the Strand, as the stations are fixed at points bogie type. The underframe is built entirely of steel
comwhere the subway is close to the surface. At both Great Queen channel sections. The side and end framing is formed of a
secured to the sills
street and the junction of Kingsway and Aldwych, the platform bination of angle and H sections, which are
with rolled-steel angles cut to suit and riveted to the posts and
is only 16 ft. below the street level, so that it is not necessary
car
The tramcars will run at short intervals, and sills. Cant rails and garnish rails run the whole length of the
to provide lifts.
the joints being strengthas passengers will be continually entering and leaving by the short in one piece, and are riveted to the posts,
ened by gusset plates well riveted. The fender rails also run the
flight of stairs it is hoped that the platforms will not be unduly
admit of the
crowded. It will never be necessary to break up the surface of whole length of the car, but are so divided as to
The
in sections.
removed
being
steel,
sheet
which
are
of
panels,
proroom
is
pipes,
ample
laying
as
Kingsway for the purpose of
fender rails, have
vided in the pipe subways at both sides, and, in fact, the small main panels below the window belts, and the
curved surfaces in accordance with the usual practice, and the cars
depth from the surface of the road to the top of the subway wi
roof frames are comnot permit of any pipes being laid in the roadway. At a consid- have five fixed windows on each side. The
with steel panels.
erable depth below the tramway subway, the Great Northern & posed of Z and L steel sections covered
The inside finish of the cars is composed entirely of alumPiccadilly Railway is being built, and it will have a station in
sheets, on which
Kingsway, a little south of Holborn. This is an ordinary tube inum, the ceiling being formed by aluminum
and picked out in dark colors.
railway, which will eventually be carried under the Thames to suitable decorative designs are chased
Above the ventilator lights and the doors
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will be aluminum mouldings, so designed
as to render clean'ng as simple as possible.
The ventilating sash in the roof is
glazed with decorated glass, the ventilator
sashes with '/,«-in. plate, and the side windows with Vi-in. plate, :ill the glaBS being
set in with non-inflammable felt. The side
windows are furnished with adjustable
spring roller blinds, furnished with non-

inflammable Pantasote.

The compartment doors are of the
twin type, made of steel plates, the upper
In. plate glass,
part being glazed with
set in non-inflammable fell, the lower
panel being of aluminum, and the top of
the door being furnished with "lilt and
These doors have a
miss" ventilators.
Ordrtanct Datum
"f Asphalr*
Seals of Feer
twin operating device to enable them to
!
work simultaneously The platform doors
L
are so arranged a to work with a folding
Section at Entrance to Iron Tubes under Holborn.
step, which prevents entrance to the car
The signal lamps are of the
Waterloo Station. There are, therefore, lines of traffic at three dil'- from the front end when in operation.
ease
ferent levels in the new street the ordinary traffic on the surface, oil type, so arranged as to Illuminate the Inside of the oar In
re of the electric lamps.
the tramway traffic a short distance below the roadway, and a tube hi I'a
The seats are of the longitudinal type, and are formed of oak
railway at a still deeper level.
The conduit system was selected for the Q6W line, and it is slats screwed to angle Btee] supports, the slats being rendered aon
Inflammable. The car bodies are mounted on center-bearing mas
lull work the first opera
continued in the subway, in ordlnarj c
Bpi
\
In the subway, on
[mum traction trucks provided with steel-tired wheels
tion is, of course, excavation of the roadway.
cars la Interchangeabllltj
reautremenl In the construction of the
the contrary, it was necessary to build up the conduit and track
d
from the bottom of the tunnel. For this purpose concrete has been of the various parts from one cat to another, and this has
The rails rest on longitudinal wood sleepers, 12 in. wide given special prominence In the design and execution of the
used.
'
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by 6 in. deep, to which they are bolted by
anchors are secured by %-in, by L6-in. bolts,
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this will be found an advantage In maintenance remains
veen.
Ml the metal Bt1 ogi are ol brass, copper oxidised
finish.
The Boors will be covered with steel plates and over this
with "lltOSllO." Tin c\ic, mi painting is In the L. C. C. Standard
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The longitudinal wooden sleepers are embedded
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The Division Engineer.
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then resign.
Vague, wordy, slip-shod or equivocal orders
for a cloak on future days of reckoning are unprofessional.
a railroad man must be brave.
Should instructions or orders be verbal or written? It is a
much-discussed question. Passing over the general case, it is my
experience in quite a good many years as Division Engineer and
on three different roads, differing in organization, that as a general
pj actice no instructions or general orders should be given in writing
by a Division Engineer to Roadmasters and Superintendents of
Bridges and Buildings. My reason is that it is not their way. In their
earlier work as foremen they were used to receiving their orders
ally. They are little used to letters in their life work. You are using
foreign tongue, or at least new methods.
not adapt yourself
There is but one of you and probably six of them. Is
to them?
not such a course best for the company's interest? When in an emergency you issue written instructions of some length you must in nine
es out of ten go and explain them verbally. Some may say they
want to pla.c themselves on record. Well, if your spoken word is
not good, your written one would not stand in court very long,
tor there could be found people who know you.
If a man's word
is not good, what is his letter or his bond worth?
Letters you must
use to a certain extent, but never depend on them. Supervision of
track, bridges ami buildings on the part of a Division Engineer by
letter is practically worthless. There must be some progress reports
sent in to you so you can report progress to your superiors as
demanded, but these reports are pretty ancient history for a Division
Engineer. You should see the work so often and so well that your
knowledge of its progress is broader, deeper and better than any
report can give.
If you give your work office supervision in the
main, you make a vital mistake. Soon a wily Roadmaster somewhere is doing ill and as he pleases, and giving you fairy tales by
mail.
Soon you will think a good man a poor one, when if you
had been out on your work much you would have been sure to see
bility,

made

I.

We

are speaking only of such experiences as occur to u Divisioj
Engineer in railroad work. The purpose is to mention the tli.ngs
common to all of us who have this particular point of view. My
own experiences are colored by the conditions surrounding the
companies for which my lot lias been to be a Division Engineer.
And, for the present, at Igast, we shall speak of maintenance work
only.

When a railroad man is first promoted to Division Engineer,
most common mistake is to try to continue in the duties of
the position which he has just held.
If he was promoted from
Assistant Engineer, or from Superintendent of Bridges and Buildings, or from Roadmaster, he will try to continue those duties.
He
has not learned to let go, and to depend on others' help. Some few
of us try to keep up this detail work all our lives.
General Grant
found it difficult to get some men to be really brigadier generals.
They would forget, and persist in leading one of their regiments
instead of commanding the whole brigade.
If we are promote
to the office of Division Engineer late in life, we often fail to learn
the lesson of letting go the details. A somewhat different trouble,
but a similar result, is seen when a young engineer with little
knowledge of details of track or bridge work is made Division
Engineer through family influence or some one's mistake. This
young man burns with an ambition to let everyone see he Knows
track and bridge work, and shows off that scrap knowledge be has
his

l

picked up. He will criticize a switch, find good tics among those
taken out, and condemn bridge bracing, just to convey the idea to
novices present that he is a very smart Division Engineer in his

—

own

estimation.

When first put in charge of a division as engineer on maintenance, recognize at once that there are other practical men there
and that you are supposed to be rather the scientific one in your
line of work.
Leave the practical track work to the Roadmaster
and his foremen. If you do not know how to put in a switch, do
not pretend to know it; and, whether you know it or not. never
try to put one in save in emergency and when no one else is there
to do the work better.
As Division Engineer, yours is the organizing and business side.
If you know the practical side of track
and bridge work, drop it now at once. There are others to do it,
and you should not take the time from your other and present
duties.
In a word, if you have been a Superintendent of Bridges
and Buildings or a Roadmaster, quit it. If you have never been
a Superintendent of Bridges and Buildings or a Roadmaster, don't
try. You are Division Engineer, and the duties of that one position
are what the railroad company expect of you. To think that you
must now know how to do any of the work of each man under
you is a fallacious notion of 15 years past. The idea is not now
admissible in a man under 65 years of age.
In your treatment of Roadmasters and Superintendents of
Bridges and Buildings use a judicious mixture of military discipline
and the golden rule. Laxness is not kindness to an employee.
Good men expect to do their duty. Bad men soon despise you if
you do not make them do their duty. Good men never leave you
because you make them do their work properly and promptly.
Laxness is a weakness on your part, and a shrinking by you from
an unpleasant duty.
A kind man once had a first-class waitress.
After some time she said she must quit. When asked the reason,
she said that she was fast becoming careless and would soon be a
poor waitress. So she was going back to her former master, who
would swear at her once in a while. While profanity is no part of
discipline, there is a germ of sound philosophy in the incident.
It
is easier for you to let things drift, and your ease is sweeter to
you than your fluty. The best of men sometimes forget and need
just enough admonition of the right sort given in the right manner.
Men so handled become better disciplined the longer you have
charge of them.
Give clear orders. To understand orders as usually given is
often not easy. Be definite, and positive, and brief. Give an order
in the language the man who receives it speaks.
Never mind
about diction. Talk straight or write straight just in the lingo of
the employee, if you can possibly do so. Point it out, if you can,
instead of talking it. We were ballasting, surfacing and lining a
difficult piece of track at one time.
The engineer party had set
stakes.
Dropping off there to look it over, I saw that things were
not going well. There was confusion between super elevation and
run-off.
I
spent a couple of hours there with Brennan (all roads
have a Brennan on track) and won his gratitude. Between us we
got praise from the Superintendent for better riding track and faster
progress in ballasting.
in his patois that

I

When

I

left

the division old Brennan declared
d
mon that ivver shtruck

was "the besht

the Mountain" (division). A high compliment. If you must write,
use the fewest and shortest words you can. Be positive in orders.
Say do and do not. Answer yes and no to queries. Do not dodge.
Do not leave an anchor to leeward through obscure or vague orders.
If you do not know what you want done, or if you fear the responsi-

Why

,i

his good qualities.
If you criticize work by letter without seeing
the work, what force has the criticism? Soon no one cares what
you think. A Division Engineer is the one engineer who comes
naturally in most direct contact with the men of all kinds and
The touch of the elbow
grades.
Personality counts much here.
and the grip of the hand are most potent here. Do not sell your
railboadeb.
birthright for a mess of pottage.

Mr. Wallace Before the Senate Committee.
Mr. John P. Wallace, whose resignation as Chief Engineer of
the Panama Canal is fresh in the minds of the readers of the Railroad Gazttle. was this week called before the Senate Committee on
Interoceanic Canals, and has given a long explanation of his relations with the Secretary of War and the other officers with whom
he had to deal while he was connected with the canal.
Mr. Wallace was before the committee on Monday and Tuesday,
and the first part of his testimony dealt with his relations to
William Nelson Cromwell, of New York. Mr. Cromwell's only official relation to the canal is as director and counsel of the Panama
Railroad.
Mr. Wallace's chief reason for resigning his position was that
he "was made jointly responsible with Mr. Shonts and Mr. Magoon
for work on the canal, while Mr. Shonts had a verbal agreement
with the President that he should have a free hand in the management of all matters. I felt Mr. Shonts was not as well qualified as
I was either as a business man or an administrator; and he was
not an engineer. I thought I was to be director general of the canal

work. I thought it better to sacrifice my ambitions regarding this
work, which was to be the crowning event of my life, than remain
to be humiliated, forced to disobey orders, or create friction."
After outlining his objections to Mr. Cromwell, Mr. Wallace
said, in reply to an inquiry:
"I thought about him as being the
man who brought about the sale of the canal to the government:
who brought about the revolution in Panama: who assisted the
government of Panama in making its investments; who is carried
on the diplomatic list of that government, and who is interested in
public utilities on the isthmus. I felt that a man mixed up in so
many things might have his mind perverted, and at some time he
might give the wrong advice, and the result would be a scandal.
.

interests in Panama look upon Cromwell as their friend.
the principal stockholder in the Panama-American Company,

All the

He

is

which handles ice and electricity."
Mr. Wallace had found that the Panama Railroad paid dividends
in excess of earnings and then had sold bonds to repair ships and
cars; and this made him suspicious of Mr. Cromwell. As to resigning without notice. Mr. Wallace said that he was liable to be dismissed at any moment by telegraph: and he took care that the work
in his charge should not suffer by his resignation. When he came to
New York to resign he found that he could not see Secretary Taft
except in the presence of Mr. Cromwell: and therefore he then gave
only a part of his reason for resigning an offer of larger compenMr. Cromwell appeared to be the
sation which he had received.

—

principal adviser of the Secretary of

War

in all canal matters.

He

Fbbhuakv
procured

the
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Wallace

Mr.

appointment of

President

as

clearly that the Civil Service system was not adapted to procuring expert labor for work on the isthmus.
Speaking of the Bohio dam, Mr. Wallace said he discovered that
solid rock bottom could not be found nearer than 167 feet, instead
of 128 feet, as had been shown by the Walker borings.
He did not favor the eight-hour day and recommended that as
few restrictions as possible should be placed on Mr. Stevens and that
the "wolves should be kept off his back." If the canal work should
be let by contract, said Mr. Wallace, the eight-hour provision would
increase the contract price about 20 per cent. He thought the man
in charge should be permitted to get his men in China, Japan, India,
Spain or where he pleased.

shown

the

of

Panama Railroad.
On Tuesday Mr. Wallace described the conditions on the Isthmus and the difficulties of his work. He had a definite programme,
and intended to make an annual report explaining his whole plan
and course, but the report was never made. With the French excavating machines, which had cost $30,000,000, Mr. Wallace experimented sufficiently to discover that the machines were not fit for
use.
The experiments made in March, showing that excavating
could be done at i'i cents a yard, were not sufficient to show with
certainty the cost of doing the same kind of work in the rainy
Mr. Wallace's successor had not had the benefit of his
season.
analysis of the year's work because, said Mr. Wallace in reply to a
question, ''the Secretary of War told me he did not want a report;
he had no use for me except on the Isthmus as a directing engineer."
Secretary Taft was very angry at the time of this conversation.
Mr. Wallace said that in all his experience in railroad construetion he had never seen men better fed and housed than they were
on the isthmus. The complaints, he said, came from clerks who
went to the isthmus from Washington or New York, who had the
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serious objections to general office book records are
that they are unwieldy,
cumbersome, and they lack
the possibilities for alterations and expansion which
Parcard systems offer.
ticularly in the cases of locomotive, car, machine tool
and pattern records, we
find book records inconcomparisons
venient for
over any period of time.
Instead of cards, loose leaf
systems of filing are frequently preferred, but personally the writer is par-
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which

adopted,
In Ibis connection attention is directed
to a card which obviated
the use of three book records devised by our account clerk. (Card No. 1.)
These cards are 2" s \ il'
in, and what is known as
"tenth cut": thai is. on ten
consecutive cards the number tabs have traversed the
width of the drawer. The
lit
the desk
cards just
drawer, making it handy
for entry or reference without necessitating the acluntanl leaving his seat
Three general heads will
be QOted, Vis.: "Transfers."
"Repairs" and "Mileaj

we

"Transfers"

which the engine
date and
division
Cor
Bhop)
to
hop al which the rep
transferred; under "Repairs" the
we
were made, class or repairs, dales In and oul of simp, together with
aggregate cost
Under "Mileage" we find the mileage made
month together with the jurisdiction Bhop which reported It.
lotlves.
Card No 2 Is a historical and current record
On the face we And the historical record and de criptlon and on
1

i

1

1

1

1

the

•Preaei
Vlei

the January
I al
linnlcnl Bnglr

meeting of the Western Railway Club b]
Illinois Central.
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reverse side the current record. Note that provision Is made
for eight changes in number it necessary and that in the current
record space is provided for 1IU shoppings for <]:!:
• •
impairs.
In
the lower left-hand corner of the historical record a space 2% In.
.

-

i

1

RCOORO

OP"

MACHINERV EQUIPMENT
MAOMINE TOOLS

I

?.

OQ.

MACHIMFWV OEP'T

x 4 /i in. is left for a diagram for the wheel-base. Where there
are enough engines in a class to warrant it, this diagram is stamped
on the card; otherwise there is a blue-print pasted upon It, the blue
print paper being of as light a weight as practicable.
fa*l "*,
Attention is directed to the flexibility of this particular record,
especially in cases where numbers are changed. The old number
Is erased at the upper right-hand corner, entered in the place pro•cxwae** at
vided under "general description" and the new number applied
All motive power men know how changing engine numbers affects
book records. This is expensive especially to large railroads, par
ticularly where the old numbers are wanted for reasons of classifications or re-grouping.
This record will save about $30 a year
for books and more than twice that sum in labor.
In addition to
this, the changes in book records would probably involve tenfold
Card No. 6.
more time on the part of the clerks than this form. These cards
are 6 x 10% in. and are filed consecutively
ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R. CO.
RECORD OF. _ . - — — -..PATTERNS.
by engine numbers, suitable guide cards
>.
""CUB
WT C»3<iNC on
OLD «UUM«
ma
NUMOEA3 or CNCINE3
DESCRIPTIONS
REMARKS
being provided.
on c»«s.
ww m.
M.tUI
nu tumi MM
ma
nnw
N
Referring to the "current" record on
the reverse of the card, we find not only
the leading details of repairs for a long
time past, but also the dates, places at
which repairs were made, costs, etc. We
can see at a glance these details for an extended period without going to the garret
and searching through a pile of books, perchance following through a series of
changes in numbers, thus risking errors
Card No. 3.
or incorrect information.
Card No. 3 is self-explanatory as a
Illinois Central R. R. Co. ""**$£&&*"" Record of Car No.
pattern record. This same form is availDETAIL DESCRIPTION
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
able both as a numerically or alphabetl

-

..

•

,

ically arranged file.
There is no more
important record in a railroad mechanical
engineer's office than a complete, simple
and convenient pattern file. This card is
the same size as No. 2, and as before
stated, filed in duplicate; that is, one set
is filed numerically by pattern numbers,
and the other alphabetically according to

the

name

of the part.
Card No. 4 is a historical and current
record for freight cars composed upon the
same general lines as No. 2.
have in
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preparation a similar record for passenger
car equipment.
Card No. 4 is 5 x 8 in.
and is filed by consecutive numbers, the
cards being-separated by guides placed at
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Assistant Superintendent of Machinery, in
charge of the car department, card No. 5
has been devised. These cards give the
general descriptions of the passenger car
equipment and are filed in numerical order.
They are 3 x 5 in. On the
reverse side is a current record for repairs, painting and varnishing,
Cards Nos. 6, 7 and 8 are self-explanatory. It is absolutely
necessary to have a complete record of shop machinery equipment
on a railroad system of any size. General descriptions such as
would be provided on these three forms for machine tools, stationary engines, pumps, air-compressors, stationary boilers, etc., assist
in obviating unnecessary correspondence, provide data for arranging
for transfers of such apparatus from one shop to another, as well
as necessary information for ordering duplicate parts in emergencies and together form a detailed inventory.
These cards are
in. and are filed by location, and, where necessary, are arranged

3x5

Journal B01

Card No.

4.

by departments or shops, the groups being separated by guide cards.
Card No. 9 is a form used for recording water analyses. These
are filed by operating divisions and are arranged alphabetically by
names of water stations under each division. They are 3x5. The
trades and supplies catalogues are indexed on card No. 10, which
is a common form.
It also is 3 x 5.
We file our drawings by drawer and drawing number, the letter
prefix denoting the size of the sheet. Cards Nos. 11 and 12 serve
as indices for locomotive and car drawings respectively. The locomotive index is kept separate from that for cars, and either set
To further avoid
is arranged alphabetically according to subject.
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ghl arise from the similarity of the two
Forms, card No. li is printed on salmon paper, while rani No. L2
is white.
As a check and a cross index, caul No. L3 is used Coi
iioiii
locomotive and cat drawings, same being Sled in numerical

any confusion

order.
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Occasionally it is desired to know upon whose authority or
\.
tor what reason changes in drawings (or patterns) are made,
cordingly, when such changes are made, a brief description of the
alteration, the drawing number, date and the name of the officer
authorizing same are entered on a card like that shown on No.
This serial number is placed within
15, hearing a serial number.
a little circle drawn in the lower right-hand corner of the tracing.
Should a discussion arise as to this particular feature on a drawing.
by referring to the card index we find the necessary Information.
Card No. 16 serves as a "follow up" system in connection with

drawings issued with circular instructions. Cards of this form are
They show the date Issued, to whom sent
filed in numerical order.
and the number. They also serve the mechanical engineer or the
chief draftsman as a Chech upon the person having the disposition
of blue-prints directly in charge.

They are

;;

x

5.

and

properly,

bul

wen

penalty tra
cars off the

when
ol

do

thai

o

and

effect

all

we had

line, almost
10 per cent, more than in
year, our own peopli
perate that we could
I<
not control the situation.
Then as to a remedy
oni must
be provided, the matter Is getting so serious.
have
I
iropo
sltion to several of our connections looking
e rule in
rd in diversion
to experiment with.
Foi In tance, I made a
proposition to three large systems that I would enter into an

will

always determine whether

it

is

best

to

.

agreement with them under which
hihit

tin

delivers

oui

1

would have the right

to

pro

cars to five connection

considering that
Hvi just tor an experiment, and they would have the right to
prohibit delivery of their cars to five connections, under penalty
of $1 per day until that car was returned either to home road in-

our

oi

We wanted to
maximum penalty
Into it.
am open

just how that
the car of $lo.

would work out.
These roads are
looking
to an agreement
with anyone who
i" take up the proposition.
We have gone further. We
tune investigated and
have to-day a list of roads thai are not
have the promise of the management thai
misusing our cars, and
those roads will be respected, and their cars will not be diverted.
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul).
Mr. Beech am
think it
I
might be a good idea to try and obtain some reliable statistics in
regard to diversions.
have no doubt at all but that as many cars
are diverted in this day as ever, bul
do not believe that there
n seems to me that the results are about the same
are any more
as they used to be.
For example, we have cars that have been
wandering aimlessly about the south for more than a year, anil
had occasion not hum since to appeal to a gentleman who presides over the destination of one of the southern lines, asking him
to try and send home a certain furniture car.
He promised that
he would, but he said that it was a very difficult matter
i
get
Such a car as that north of the Ohio river, because ii was constructed of Georgia pine, and the tendency was to stay in that
section of the country.
In like manner he said, he had a car west
of the Rocky Mountains that was constructed of Oregon fir, and
it was impossible lo get it out of that climate.
I
hive watched
statistics in my office for some time, and I have found that the
average of cars away from home from 60 days to 14 months, runs
just about as it did eight or ten years ago.
I
have those statements on file and I occasionally look them over, and they vary but
little.
It has been said that people were diverting cars in order
to avoid penalty.
That may he true on some roads but I cannot see
any necessity for it. The trouble is that none of us have absolute
control over equipment.
If we had, it must be plain that when
we have a N. C. & St. L. car in our possession and have a load
of freight going to Nashville or Atlanta or some other point down
there, we would take that car and place it where that load could
be put into it, instead of putting that car in local service in the
direction in which it is to go, and placing one of our own cars
for the Atlanta, load.
It requires the movement of an empty car
here and another one there and a great deal of shifting around
to get them where they ought to be placed.
It would be a good
thing if we could accomplish it. but we have no means of knowing
where all the cars are. nor do we know where all the business is.
And so. while we do not want our own cars to leave our line,
they are constantly leaving it. and we are constantly getting other
In general we are trying to load foreign
roads' cars on our line.
cars in the direction of home, and while I hear a great deal about
putting merchandise shipments into them in order to switch them
over to some other railroad for the purpose of avoiding the dollar
I
know that
a day, I do not think there is very much to that.
there is not much of it on our line. If we have a foreign car on
our line and it is under penalty, we try to get it somewhere where
we can load it in the direction in which it should go.
Mr. Drew (W. C). The point on diversion is not simply avoiding penalty. What we object to and what we suffer from is, we
get our cars away down east, and we labor with the eastern lines
We get them up to Chicago and we
to get those cars started west.
begin to feel happy. They get to Chicago, but we never see them.
They are shot back to the eastern states again on the road that
brought the cars in. That is an abuse it seems to me that ought
not to be allowed, and any road which does that I think is certainly
And yet such diversions are
treating its neighbors unfairly.
constantly being made. I have 65 instances in which cars of ours
were loaded at freight houses with merchandise inside of three
weeks, all over this country, and by almost every road that runs
to

We

pui

line.

a

see

on

I

I

1

i

I

In conclusion, careful investigation of each case and good Judg-

ment

correctlj

I

foreign prints are preserved for reference, they are
dexed by cards of the form shown 011 No. 14, alphabetical!]
ranged according to the subjects. Class No. 11 to No. II Inclu
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are

handle can
our appeals,
of our
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the previous
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record or adopt a card system.
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Diversion of Cars.*

The following is an abridged record of the discussion at the
meeting in regard to the diversion of cars on foreign lines awaj
from the home road:
Every heart has its sorrows.
Wisconsin Central
Mr. Drew
Mr. President, and I have mine. My sorrow just now is diversion
I have collected a few examples from our experience on
of cars.
.

(

)

—

this subject:

Road A. Large number of cars diverted to date. Thirty-seven
individual cases taken up with the road. Some of these cars badly
delayed before being moved to their connections.
Road B. Despite numerous promises our ears still move to
their connections after being held on their rails some time, instead
of being returned to us.
Road C. Several of our cars

have been loaded back

to

New

York and New England points from Chicago.
Road D. Thirty-five individual cases of diversion have been
to date.
He has repeatedly as's attention
sured us that our cars would be looked after and returned. Reports received to-day. however, show he is still disregarding our
requests and loading our cars away from us.
Road E. Sixteen of our cars have been loaded at their outfreight house at Chicago during the past three weeks.
Road F. Twelve of our cars loaded back east instead of being
returned to us.
We sent a man around to personally look into the thing. He
found two of our cars in a cut of 30 cars placed to a long freight
house. He went to the yardmaster and said. "What are you doing
with those two Wisconsin Central cars in there, loading them
The yardmaster
to the east, when we are just perishing for cars?"
replied, "Do you suppose I am going to get an engine and haul
out those 30 cars and switch out those two cars for you? They
are in there and they are going to stay, and you will have to
hunt them up when they come back." When you find that is occurring 20 or 30 times a day. it amounts to a good deal. What I object to is the seemingly conscienceless way people handle cars hecause they say they need them.
Another thing we have to contend with is this: We turn a
car over to a switching road to be put at a certain place to be unloaded.
By all the rules of equity that car ought to be brought
back to us. Do you think it is? Not by a large majority. Those
cars are simply gobbled up and taken away from us. We are in
an unfortunate position because we originate a great deal of freight,
and when our own cars are keipt away from us, and especially
in a shortage like the present, connecting roads will not furnish
any of their cars, our business suffers very materially. We have
certain embargoes in force now
We are obliged to say to shippers,
you cannot load a car to such a railroad. They have five times
as many of our cars as we have of theirs. It is a pretty strenuous
thing to do. They say, "We have lost a good customer on that
road if you will not let us load a car to them." They have to

called to Mr.

lose

it.

—

Mr. Kearney (Baltimore & Ohio). I presume the B. & O. is
want
one of the roads that Mr. Drew has been hitting at. bui
to say that I think we held out as long as any road in the country
We were trying conscientiously to
did against this diversion.
I

•Extracts from the report of the proceedings of the Association of Trans,
nortatlon and Car Accounting Officers, at St. Louis. Nov. 21 to 22, 1905.

'.

—

into Chicago.

—

Mr. Liggett (St. Louis Southwestern). This subject under consideration comes very close home to us. As the matter now
stands we have 60 per cent, of our equipment away from home
and can get but a very small proportion of it back. We have three
times as many of our cars away from home as we have foreign
cars on the line, and the result is that our local business is seriously
crippled. We have used every honorable means to induce connecI question
tions to return our equipment, but with poor success.
very much if, in times like this, when industries are suffering and
the roads have not equipment to do the business, a penalty for
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diversion or an increase in the per diem rate, would contribute
bring cars home.
Mr. Wrenne (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis). When people say that cars cannot be worked home it is not fair.
They can
be worked home if the people pay any attention to it.
But if the
superintendents of transportation will wink at such matters, it will
continue.
There is already a car service rule that cars shall not
be diverted. There is no attention whatever paid to it, not a particle, and if the officers and members of this Association will go
before the American Railway Association, I think some attention
will be paid to it.
The members of the American Railway Association understand the importance of this as well as we do.
If people
who own cars can have their cars brought home, they can do their
business.
If not, they cannot.
lo

—

A

Historic

provide granaries for storing their crops, and they therefore hasten
haul their grain to the stations in the few weeks between harvest and the time when the fall rains make the Russian roads
impassable.
If they could wait till winter, they could haul with
sleighs till spring.
Then the outlets for grain on the frontier are
comparatively few in number, and their elevators are soon filled,
and shipments cannot be made as fast as grain arrives, so that
even with a greatly larger number of cars, shipments from interior stations cannot be made.
No Russian grain port is ice-freo
all winter, though the harbor of Odessa is usually closed but a
few days; and this, of course, greatly limits exports in winter.
Before the late railroad strike there were about 170,000 car loads
of grain waiting to be forwarded at interior stations.
We may
imagine that things have not mended since.
to

Washington Correspondence.

Locomotive for Purdue University.

By the courtesy of the Pennsylvania Lines, and especially as
a result of interest shown by Mr. D. F. Crawford, General Superintendent Motive Power, Purdue University has been able to add
a machine of more than passing interest to its collection of historic locomotives.
This latest acquisition, 'which is the sixth locomotive to take its place' In the Purdue museum, Is the "Reuben
Wells," which was built in 1866 by what was then the Jeffersonville, Madison & Indianapolis Railway Company, for use on the
"Madison incline." Its appearance when new is shown by the
photograph accompanying. Somewhat recently it was remodeled,
the rear end of the frame having been cut off, the number of axles
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Washington, Feb. C. It cannot be said that the Hepburn railroad rate bill has been strengthened by the House debate. On the
contrary, it has been so severely criticised, not only by its opponents, but by its supporters as well, that if it had not been understood that it is to be made over by the Senate there would have
been strong pressure for amendment in the House. As was indicated in the report of the House Committee, the bill in its present
form is not satisfactory to any one not even to Representative
Hepburn, whose name it bears, or to any other member of the
committee from which it was unanimously reported. It will serve
the purpose for which it was intended, however, that of giving
the advocates of rate legislation in the House something to vote
for, and it will then be sent to the Senate where the real bill
wiil be made.
Representative Grosvenor, of Ohio, spoke for many
of his associates as well as for himself when, after a speech of
severe criticism of the bill, he declared that he would vote for it.
as he believed it should be sent as speedily as possible to another
body where it would not be subject to such iron-bound treatment
as in the House. Mr. Grosvenor went further than any other critic
of the bill in declaring that the railroad rate issue was a "fake

—

issue."

Tank Locomotive,

Built for Jeff.,

Mad.

&

Ind. R. R., 1868.

reduced from five to four, and a saddle tank placed over the boiler.
The engine as it now appears is shown by photograph. Fig. 2.
The scene of this engine's activity was in the immediate
vicinity of the city of Madison. Indiana, a place of considerable
commercial activity rather early in the last century. Located upon
the Ohio river and surrounded on the east, west and north by
hills rising to a height of over 400 ft., Madison was easily accessible from the water, but the steep hills on all of the roads leading away from the town made it difficult to distribute merchandize

After a long process of agitation the construcknown as the Jeffersonville, Madison
& Indianapolis, was undertaken. The initial portion of this road
was finished in 1841. The portion then completed consisted of
a mile and a quarter of track rising almost uniformly at the rate
of 310 ft. to the mile, or with a grade of 5.89 per cent.
This incline was designed and for many years was operated as a rack
and pinion road, the first locomotive having been built by the
Baldwin Locomotive Works and delivered from Philadelphia to
Madison by water. Some years later when Mr. Reuben Wells had
become Master Mechanic of the .1. M. & I. Railroad Co. he became convinced thai by the use of a properly designed locomotive,
As a result of bis
the rack and pinion might be dispensed with.
conviction he designed and bull! the locomotive which bus now
been presented to Purdue University. Tins engine when put to
work performing a service with plain wheels which had previously
involved the use of gears, was justly regarded as a machine of
most excellent adaptation
remarkable capacity. II. was, in fact,
Of the means to an end, the significance of which becomes greater
when ii is remembered thai it was pul In service in 1868, or nearly
40 years ago.
the interior.

to

tion of a railroad, afterward

;i

The successor
imitation

is

K.

S.

Prince Khllknv as Russian Minister of Trans
Noiiivoshayov, who was General Manager of lb'

of

Railroads, where Count Witte made his reputation
adminisl ralcir. The new Minister has made a statement of
the causes of the periodical ear famines In Russia which has al
traded much attention, and modifies Hie common Judg
thai
at
it
is chiefly due to incapacity and negligence.
Some of these cause
are due to the character of the countrj and the circumstances of
tin
grain growers. The latter are mostly very pom- ami cannot

Much of the serious criticism of the Hepburn bill has been
directed against its failure to provide for an effective review by
the courts of the orders of the Commission. As the debate has
progressed it has been made apparent that those members of the
House who have seriously studied the provisions of the bill are
satisfied that no order of the Commission changing rates could
be reviewed by a court unless it could be alleged that the rate
made by the Commission was so low as to be actually confiscatory.
It has been contended that it would be impracticable to obtain
a review even on the ground that the rate was confiscatory, for the
reason that the penalty provided for failure or neglect to observe
an order of the Commission would be so heavy as to deter the
railroad from going into court unless it were willing to put the
Commission-made rate into effect pending the review a course that
the road would be reluctant to adopt on account of the extreme difficulty that would be encountered in restoring a rate that had
been lowered for any considerable length of time and to which
related rates on the same road and on other roads had been adjusted.
The bill seems to contemplate the possibility of a court's
enjoining the order of the Commission in some way pending the
appeal, but it is contended that this could not be done for the
reason that there would be no one against whom the injunction
It is pointed out that an
could be effectively directed.
injunction
directed against Ihe Commission would be of no effect, for the
reason that the Commission is not required to perform any acl to
pul an order into effect, the order being self-executing and the
penalty beginning to apply without any further action by the
Commission upon the date fixed for it to take effect. If this con
struction of the bill is correct it would Justlfj Mr. M. ('.ills declaration thai it would give the railroad a chance to apply to the courts
on peril of its life. In the case of an order that would put into
would bankrupt the road, il could take its
effect rates which
choice between being pul Into bankruptcy bj obeying the order
or taking the risk of being bankrupted by the peualtj It the courl
should chance to sustain the Commission,
Tin se arguments have nol been without effect on the opinions
\n except b
of Representatives, but thej have not changed votei
small minority of the members of the Hou e have been determined
from tin beginning to vote for anj kind ol rate bill thai might
be endorsed by the committee, believlni that the bill would in anj
ease be nude 0V61 to meet the wishes of
niajorii\ ol the Sena

—

i

tors.

Southwestern

lull

as an

daj

1

hill.

The Senate Committee

take up the task of making a
on Friday Of this week and is lo continue Its sessions from
until Februarj
11
to i:a>
16, when
to vot
on reporting a
There is no lonna] woik being done bj the eiinunitlce this
is

to

ii

deal of aulel wort Is in
a
and eftoi
change the views of Senators who are members ol
the committee and those who are not
The principal tight 111 the
committee is to be over thi due tion ol whethei or not pro\
w eek,
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is to be made in
lu\ bill to be reported for the determination bj
a court, at somi
tagi
of the proceedings, of thi judicial question
Sena
of whether or not a rate called into question is unrea onable
tors Elkins, Poraker, Aldrich, Kean and Crane, of the Republican
question
will stand out firmly for a provision that will bring thi
n is possible thai they may rebefore the courts in some way.
None of the Democratic mem
reive some Democratic support,
lounced his position cm this
of the committer has yel public!}
question, but it is understood that Senators Foster, of Louisiana,
and McLaurin, of Mississippi, are disposed to favor giving the
\tmt of helpcourts this power, though thej may not go to the
ing the majority of the Republicans to report a bill containing this
it is still possible that there may be several committee
provision,
reports wiiluuil a majority in favor of any one bill.
it is generallj expected that Senator Knox, of Pennsylvania,
will have as much to do with framing the hill to be passed bj thi
Senate as will any other man, though he is not a member of the
Committee on Interstate Commerce. The reason for this is thai
it will be believed thai any proposition he may favor will have the
approval of the President. Senator Knox does not seem to be In
complete harmony with the President at this time, however, for
he has let it be known thai he favors provision for an effective
review, while the President is disposed to believe thai no more
right of judicial review should be given than would he afforded by
the Hepburn bill. This opinion is not shared by any memboi ol
The members
his cabinet, however, except Attorney-General Moody.
of the Cabinet who do not agree with the President are naturally
refraining from expressing their views for publication, hut it is
understood that some of them differ so widely from the President
as to favor the Foraker bill, which proposes to have all questions
as to unreasonable rates and other alleged violations of the lawdealt with by the courts in the first instance and makes of the
Commission little more than an investigating and prosecuting body.
i

.

The

Effect of Nitrogen on Iron

and

Steel.

In a brief monograph Dr. Hjalmar Braune recently discussed
the effect of minute quantities of nitrogen on iron and steel. For
the past 20 years the abnormal brittleness of these metals, especially
when produced by the basic process, has attracted especial attention.
The author states that he has been engaged in the investigation of this phenomenon for the past six years and has come to
the conclusion that this accidental brittleness is occasioned by the
presence of the nitrogen that the metal has taken up during the
different periods of its manufacture.
This nitrogen is only found combined with pure iron ferrite,
forming a nitrate of iron of which the carburets, such as cementite,
are entirely free. The nitrate of iron exists in solid solution in
the ferrite, whose melting point it lowers and at the same time
In this respect,
its dissolving properties for the carburet of iron.
the nitrogen exerts a marked influence on the quality of the metal,
upon soft iron as well as upon hard steel and castings. This has
been proven by the following experiment.
Test pieces of the best quality of iron and steel have been heated
in ammonia to the temperature of 1,475 deg. F. for varying lengths
of time, so as to cause a larger or smaller quantity of nitrogen
The same test pieces have then been
to combine with the iron.
reheated in sand, so as to secure a homogeneous distribution of the
combined nitrogen throughout the metal.
In the case of test pieces having the following composition:
0.005 per cent.
Sulphur
0.060 per cent.
Carbon
0.050
"
Phosphorus
0.010
Silicon
"
0.060
Manganese
metal
varied
as
the proporthe
quality
of
that
the
found
was
it
tion of nitrogen increased. For proportions ranging from 0.07 to
0.08 per cent, of nitrogen, a break in the continuity of the elongation is observed, which for the higher percentages of nitrogen falls
rapidly to nothing. The metal then cracks along the whole surSuch pieces had been charged with nitrogen
face of the test piece.
by heating in ammonia to 1,475 deg. P., but because of the limited
time during which they were reheated the surface contained a
higher percentage of nitrogen than the interior.
The transformation of the metal, as the proportion of the
nitrogen increases, can be readily followed photographically. The
metal first used was composed of large grains with a uniform surface.
As the amount of nitrogen increases, the interior aspect of
the grains is modified and lines like streaks of corrosion appear
between them, at the same time the size of the grains decrease.
their
It will also be noticed that while some of the grains retain
original appearance, others are completely changed.
When the quantity of nitrogen has risen to from 0.07 to 0.08
per cent, the grains are very small, scarcely one-tenth their original
dimensions; at the same time the cement that fills the joints between them has increased in thickness. As soon as this structure
has been developed the metal becomes exceedingly fragile.
When the amount of nitrogen has been still further increased
up to 0.20 per cent, the cellular structure disappears entirely, and
which
in its place there are a series of small dark, rectilinear lines

-I

XI.

,

No.

8

have the appearance of perllte more or less clearly defined. In the
passage from thi Ci Hilar to the entectic structure the contour of
thi cells can be seen to become marked, divided and separated into
small rectilinear lines or bars.
The conclusion reached from an examination of this cellular
structure shows that here is a very clear relationship between it
and the elongation of soft iron. The larger the cells the more
ductile the metal.
The cement forming the joint between the cells
contains the impurities of the iron. The amount of nitrogen contained in metal produced under ordinary industrial conditions very
rarely amounts to as much as 0.07 per cent., but in very soft metals,
especially in Lancashire iron, the lower percentages are quite sufficient to make the metal brittle.
In order to study the Influence of nitrogen upon the hard steels,
one was taken having the following composition:
I

Carbon

It:,

on

ii.

Manganese

Sulphur
Phosphorus

per cent.

Jii

0.012 per cent.
0.025

0.45

This was treated

increasing quantities of nitrogen by heating
As in the case of soft iron, the tensile
strength increased at first with the increase of nitrogen, at the
same time the elongation decreased; until, suddenly, when the
amount was between 0.030 and 0.035 per cent, the elongation almost
entirely disappeared; and the metal became decidedly brittle.
With a steel of 0.50 carbon, the critical point, corresponding
to an entire disappearance of its malleability, was attained when
the content of nitrogen was between 0.040 and 0.045 per cent., and
finally for steel of 0.20 carbon the same point was reached with
from 0.05 to 0.06 per cent, of nitrogen. In every case, the sudden
appearance of this brittleness corresponds to a change of structure.
Metals as ordinarily produced rarely contain 0.06 per cent, of nitrogen, though those with from 0.03 to 0.04 per. cent, are common.
It is for this reason that the hard steels become brittle more easily
than the soft ones, because their critical content of nitrogen does
not vary as much from that which is ordinarily in them.
Nitrogen thus exercises an important influence on tempered
steels.
The nitrate of iron, in this case, is found in solution in
martenite, just as it was in the ferrite of the reheated steels. The
influence of the nitrogen upon the electric and magnetic properties
In soft iron especially the coercive
of steel is also considerable.
force and hysteresis is increased.
in

ammonia as

to

before.

Pig Iron and Rail Production in 1905.

The Bulletin of the American Iron and Steel Association prints
the following statistics of pig iron and rail production in the United
States during 1905. The collection of unsold pig iron stock statistics

has been abandoned.
total production of pig iron

was 22.992,380 gross tons.
against 16,497,033 tons in 1904, 18,009,252 tons in 1903, and 17,821,307
tons in 1902. The following table gives the half-yearly production
in the last four years in gross tons.

The

Periods.
First halt'

Second half
Total

it

1903.

9,707,367
8,301,885

1904.
8.173.43b
8,323,505

11.163,175
11,829,205

17,S21,307

1S,009,252

16,497,033

22,992,380

mo.-,.

was not only much the

largest in our
exceeded that of 1904 by 6,495.347 tons, or over 39
year of next largest production was 1903, when 18,-

The production
history but

1902.

8,808,574
9,012,733

of 1905

per cent. The
009,252 tons were made. The increase in production in 1905 over
1903 was 4,983,128 tons, or over 27 per cent. The production in
the second half of 1905 was 666,030 tons more than that of the
first half.
The total production by states is shown in the subjoined
table.
Total Production of Pig Iron by States.
Production.
Hlast furnaces
*
gross tons of 2,240 lbs.
In
(including spieseieisen.)
blast
Dec. 31, 1905. ,
First
Second
Total
Jun. 30, , 1905. In. OutTot'l. Half 1905. Half 1905. for 1905.
15,987
7,636
8,351
1
1
21
1
2
9
23
550.20S
647,860 1.198,068
13
14
6
11
165,991
145,048
311,039
5
6
5.226.691
5,352,436 10,579,127
124 126 27 153
156.334
4
2
6
175.762
332.006
3
510. 210
15
14
12 26
240,672
269,538
1
11
12.047
4>
25,752
3S.699
1
3
1
1
4
4J
743.547
860.515
1.604.0G2
29
30 19 49
4
4
149,016
149,163
298.179
2
32.793
30.942
63.735
3
5
8
2
195,757
15
12
8 20
176.935
372.692
4.586.110
42
55
7
62
2,181,058
2,405,052
21
19
17
4
979,157
1,055,326 2.034.483
147.05::
140.751
2
11
288.704
9
9
351.415
6
184,234
167,181
6
6]
<>
1
1)
1
2
2
176,376
231,398
407.774
3
4
1
5
f

States.

Massachusetts
Connecticut
New York

New

Jersey

Pennsylvania

Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina

Georgia
Texas

Mabama
West Virginia
Kentucky
Tennessee
Ohio
Illinois"

Michiean
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Missouri
Colorado

——

,

303)

I

Oregon
Washington
Total 1005

,

"

<>

O

294

Total, 1004

210

The production

of

1

If

1

1J

313 111 424
261 16S 429

,

11,163,175 11,829,205 22.992.3SO

8,173,438

8,323,505 16,497.033

Bessemer and low-phosphorus pig iron

in
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was 12,407,116 tons, against 9,098,659 tons in 1904, an increase
3,308,457 tons, or over 36 per cent.
The production of basic
pig iron in 1905, not including charcoal of basic quality, was 4,105,179 tons, against 2,483,104 tons in 1904, an increase of 1,622,075
tons, or over 65 per cent.
The production of charcoal pig iron
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Locomotive Handling at Terminals.

1905

of

was 352,928 tons, against 337,529 tons in 1904, 504,757 tons in 1903,
and 378,504 tons in 1902. The production in 1905 was 15,399 tons
more than in 1904. but it was 151,829 tons less than in 1903 and
25,576 tons less than in 1902. The production of spiegeleisen and
ferro-manganese was 289.983 tons against 219,446 tons in 190-1, an
increase of 70.537 tons. The production of ferro-manganese alone
was 62,186 tons, against 57,076 tons in 1904. One company produced 1,243 tons of ferro-phosphorus in 1905, against a similar
production of 946 tons in 1904. Another company reported a production of 2,750 tons of ferro-Bessemer in 1905, but did not report
any iron of this grade in 1904. These figures are not included in
the spiegeleisen and ferro-manganese reported above.
The whole number of furnaces in blast on Dec. 31, 1905, was
313, against 294 on June 30, 1905, and 261 on Dec. 31, 1904.
The
number of furnaces in blast at the end of 1905 was larger than at
the close of any year since 1891, when exactly the same number
of furnaces

were

active.

The production of all kinds of rails in the United States in
1905 was 3,372,257 gross tons, against 2,284,711 tons in 1904, an
increase of 1,087,546 tons, or 48 per cent. This is the maximum
production in any year. The year of next largest production was
1903, when 2,992,477 tons were made.
The increase in 1905 over
1903 amounted to 379,780 tons, or over 12 per cent. Rails rolled
from purchased blooms, crop ends, "seconds," and rerolled, or re-

-

BY W. A. MAC CAST,
In times of freight blockades, such as have occurred in recent
years, the energies of all transportation officials are bent to ascertain and remove, so far as can be done, all causes tending to
congestion, and to improve the service in« all directions.
Prompt
handling of motive power is a first essential in moving congested
freight, so that the engines may be cleaned, coaled and turned and
made ready for service without delay. This means providing not
only good facilities for each of these purposes, but it means having
them so located as to be readily accessible.
The writer has known of instances where, during these strenuous times, engines have made a return trip over divisions of the
road running backward because if permitted to try to reach a
turntable they would be so hemmed in by other movements and
the cramped surroundings that there was no assurance when they
could be gotten back to the main tracks ready for a trip. These
delays sometimes amount to three and four hours, when one hour
should have been sufficient for the required purposes; and the
facilities themselves are usually to- blame.
With this in mind, a
plan is submitted which it is believed will, without requiring a
large amount of room, tend to expedite at least the cleaning and
handling of the engines at the coaling wharf.
The plan needs no explanation, being a series of parallel ash
l«its holding one engine each.
This will permit of any particular
engine that may be specially needed receiving prompt attention
and returning to its service instead of having to wait behind a
string of three or four already on a single track ash pit.
The
Trcrre/ing_ C7sp_ Hqisf-^

Storage or~
Pu/r-Ouf Tracks

7b £ntj*ne

Insp.

PiH

'-^

ash Hoist

Ash Pit Arrangement for a Terminal Yard.
newed, rails are included. Renewed rails are rails that have been
in use and after reheating are rolled down to smaller sections.
The following table gives the production of all kinds of rails
in 1905 according to the weight of the rails per yard.
Street rails
are included.
-RailsBessemer. Open-h'rth.
li;.409
200,853
1,468,123
131,501
1,510,699
35,354

Kind of rails.
Under 45 lbs
45 lbs. and less than 85
85 lbs. and over
Total, gross tons

In the following table the production of
1905 is given by states.

r
States.

Total, gross tons

220.080
1,599,624
1,546,053

Industrial Railroads and Car Service.*

3,372,257

The subject of industrial railroads and their relation to car
service and per diem charges was taken up.
The following are
extracts from the discussion:
Mr. Daly (Illinois Central). The question has been discussed
by several Chicago railroads as to what t^e difference is between
a non-per diem road and an industrial road. For example, we have
connection with the Pullman Railroad at Chicago and with the
Illinois Northern Railroad.
If the New York Central loads a car
to either of these railroads, or if it comes to Chicago and we reconsign it to either of these railroads, we pay the per diem while
that car is on the Illinois Northern or the Pullman Railroad,
simply because we class them as industrial railroads. Now take
a smaller road located at New Orleans or Louisville or Atlanta or
San Francisco, under exactly the same conditions: They are classed
by the roads in that territory as non-per diem roads. Hence if
we load a car to them, we have got to stand the per diem on it.
Now should there be any difference between an industrial road at
Chicago and an industrial road at Atlanta, or a logging road that
is not eligible to per diem and cannot get in.
Still, because we
connect with these railroads at Chicago and thej are termed Industrial roads by the Chicago railroads themselves, it obligates
the road that delivers to them (not the road that loads the freight
to pay the per diem on the car. wherea
It
we did not class them
as Industrial roads we would save the per iiieiu we are new paying.
believe if one section of the eountrj bears the per diem on
I
cars, the other Bectlon of the eountrj ought to do likewise.
Paul con
should like to ask If the Chicago, Milwaukee >v St
aiders it fair that when we deliver them .\\\ Illinois Central car
going i" the South Dakota Centra] and they assume the per diem
On that car while it is on the South Dakota Central tricks and

kinds of rails in

all

Rails

,

1.0115.154

18,687

Iron.
...

2,093,521

164,577-

318

2.25S.416

3,188,675

183,264

318

3,372,257

r.i'ssfiniT.

Pennsylvania
other States

Total.

31S

318

183,264

3,188.675

Iron.

(

tppii-li'rth.

Total.
1,

US. 841

Twenty-four plants in 12 states rolled or re-rolled rails in 1905,
New York, 1; Pennsylvania, 5; Maryland, 3; West
as follows:
Virginia, 1; Georgia, 1; Alabama, 3; Ohio, 4; Illinois, 2; Wisconsin, 1; Colorado, 1; Washington, 1, and California, 1.
The production of Bessemer steel rails amounted to 3,188,675
gross tons, against 2,137,957 tons in 1904, an increase of 1,050.718
tons, or 49 per cent.
In the following table the production of Bessemer steel rails is given by states from 1902 to 1905.
1902.
1903.
1904.
1905.
1.14N, 425
UMl.LM
K<ll,li57
.Oil.-,. 154
IVlinsylvanla
1,786,967
1,760,472
1,336,300
2,093,521
Other States
1

4',,

lal

gross tons

2,946,756

2,935,392

-'.137,957

3,188,675

Pennsylvania the states which made Bessemer rails
in 1905 were New York, Maryland, West Virginia, Georgia, Ohio,
Illinois, Wisconsin, Colorado, and Washington.
The total production of open-hearth steel rails in 1905 was
In addition to

183,264 tons, against 145,883 tons in 1904, 45,054 tons in 1903,
I'll,'
6,029 tons in 1902, 2,093 tons in 1901, and 1,333 tons in 1900.
maximum production of onen-hearth rails was reached in 1905; the
year of next highest production was 1904. Alabama rolled almost
all the open-hearth rails that were rolled in 1905 and 1904, Pennsylvania rolling the remainder in 1905 and Pennsylvania and Colo

rado in 1904.
The production of iron rails
in
lbs.

was 318 tons, all rolled
weighing less than IE
the production was 871 tons
in

1905

Alabama, Ohio, and California, and
to

the yard.

In

1901

all

The demand by shippers for ears on the Prussian Stale Rail
ways last December was 28 per cent, greater than Ihe year before.
Ill
November 197,688 carloads Of beet roots alone were forwarded.
which is :vi per cent more than the year before. These are usually
hauled

bill

shorl

distance

space required is very little more than would be needed for the
usual design of' two parallel ash pit tracks of the same standing
room with an ash car track between them. With a track layout of
this design, so located that it would be easily accessible by engines
coming from or going to trains, any locomotive should be made
ready for a return trip in a minimum of time.

—

i

I

pay it to us. and then the next week the] give ub one ol
railroad
cars going to the Georgia Central, which Is an
to the Souiii Dakota Central in everj
mt which we have
not seen nt to classif) at an Industrial railroad, Is it fair that
we should collect per diem rrom them on our car. and refuse to
pay them per diem while their car
on our tracks?
Association)
have been
Mr. Praii (Pittsburg Cai Servici
I

li

i

'Extracts from the

Car A

mntlng

In

]

Officers, nl

St. Lot

'

1905

Pi-nnaportntlnn nnd

'
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very much Interested in hearing the discussl
Industrial and
non-per diem roads. An understanding of the industrial and the
non-per diem road to me is absolutelj
:essarj in conducting car
service.
A car service rule applied as an Industrial rule is per
diem pint' ami simple, with tree ii
allowed and .fi charge, Instead of no time allowed and
:ents a daj charge.
The industrial rule is applied duUng the entire
vernonl of the car
the
loaded car in. the detention of the ear while on the track of the
it
industry, and the return of the empty car.
has to be applied
to an industry exactly in the same way as the per diem regulation
No matter what the
to a connecting line, using the same report.
industry may do with thai car while in its possession, thai car
is Charged tor after the free time expires, at the rate of $1 per
ear per day.
If the car is held 60 days it gets the free time, which
is the regular time allowed to everybodj
tor the unloading of the
car, or the regular time allowed tor the loading of the car, and
one day for the switching of the loaded car. and one day for the
return of the empty. It is the acknowledgment of the same prini

Voi

XI,

.

No. 8

or on the rails of the industries thej
terve, the} accepting
responsibility tor their service.
Where the industrial rule has
been Introduced, delays have been reduced 90 per cent,
in
cnune, e, a there is one thing
Kvery
should like to point out.
railroad is perfectly willing under per diem, in have the switch
rails

till

i

I

ing road return

its cars in two days even it
n Is a four-da]
claim, and make
on tin movement, the Idea being thai
the return of the car quickly is well worth the 10 cents.
It
is the
same way under the industrial rule, II' a ear Is placed today at
I

I

any time it is recorded as to -morrow.
We give
do not count the tirsl day. If liny can place

mm

to
row.
ear the 'In
they receive it. they will chargi tor It. Ii it
detained on an
industry track for three days, they collect a dollar and they can
bring the car back and give it to the railroad and they do not
owe the railroad anything. It is an inducement to move the
as fast as they can, and they do it.
The tree time is one
day in addition for the load, and up to 4 o'clock of the day after
the recorded release of tic car foi the return o! the empty,
four
o'clock means the railroad has a right to begin clucking at 4 instead of 6 o'clock.
It means a day.
if you deliver a ear on Men
day mid. a per diem and they bring it back that day there is no
charge.
If they bring it back Tuesday, there is a charge.
II'
yen
i'i;ni
a car on Monday under ordinary ear service rules, the time
If you give the .industrial road the car
begins at 7 a.m. Tuesday.
on Monday I record it as placed at 8 a.m. Tuesday. We calculate
from the next 7 a.m., so we calculate from 7 a.m. Wednesday,
giving them Wednesday and Thursday.
If the car is returned on
Friday by 4 o'clock we record it as released the previous night
at 6 o'clock.
That is to keep down the car service charge and
makes plain that we cannot calculate the time for the return of
the empty.
If we did, we should have a complication.
We have
to remember always the free time as it expires under the direct
rule, which is the rule allowing 4S hours.
If you go over it again
you will see that it is the reclaim allowance. You give a car to
a connection in switching service. You allow them four days reclaim.
Under the industrial rule practice as we apply it we allow
thing you simply undertake to do, but the other party doesn't carry
out his part.

We

tln-ni

thai

It

i

i

i

granted in switching sen
bj the American
Railway Association; four days reclaim. Four days besides the
day of the offering and the delivery of the car. Now you can take
the industrial rule and apply it to what thej call non-per diem
roads, because non-per diem roads are nothing in the world but
industrial roads, and if the non-per diem road is long enough
and it requires two days for the load and two days for the return
of the empty, you have the right to allow it to them under the
car service rules.
That is, the regular time and the necessary
time for switching the load and for the return of the empty. There
is no difficulty in understanding the industrial rule, and that the
non-per diem road is an industrial road. If it is not, why is it
not admitted into the American Railway Association? In handling
the business of the United States Steel Corporation, the corporation,
and all its plants (and I have 27 in my territory), are all handled
under the industrial rule. I have a form called 520 which is nothing but an interchange report put in book form. Every car is
recorded on Form 520, and the carbon is turned over to the representative of the plant, and every one of those plants makes the
same report on my form and turns the carbon over to the agent
when they return the car. It is absolute per diem. In handling
Mr. Elliott (Illinois & Iowa Car Service Association). The inthose industries we have another form which we call 510, which dustrial rule ought not to be difficult to understand. Its purpose
is an offering form.
We offer all cars we cannot place on inter- is simply to give time enough to do the work, in addition to the
change tracks, giving the car number and initials, and all those regular car service time allowed free. The distinction between per
ears are again recorded on the interchange report. Form 510, and diem rules and the industrial rule, is that the per diem rules
every car received in the Pittsburg territory is recorded from time are a matter of agreement between you, which you agree to abide
of actual receipt.
Not an imaginary receipt. We follow that up by, while the industrial rule is something you put upon someone,
with Form 510, recording actual detention, from actual receipt to who may or may not carry it out. In regard to the Illinois Northactual placement on interchange and actual return of the car to ern case that Mr. Daly spoke of. it would be a very simple matter
ciple that has been

—

the rails of the railroad. I do not mean to say in making that
statement that in the report of the railroad detention in switching
we report the time consumed in the return of the
service,
empty car. That is never done and cannot be done under car
service rules and regulations on any car.
If you stop and think
you will see that the car service regulations and records only showrecords to the time of unloading of the cars. Consequently in
applying the industrial rule to the plant, the detention is only
reported to the time of unloading the car, but if the car is not returned after unloading within one day there is a charge of $1.
and no detention is shown for that empty car movement. You
must remember, in order to understand my statement, that in
determining the length of time for handling a car in switching service you must multiply the railroad detention by two. In
some districts by three, where you move your empty cars when
you get ready. Under the industrial rule, if the empty car is
not taken from the track where it is unloaded by the engines in
the service of the industrial company automatically, the industrial
road is charged for the failure to promptly move the car back to
interchange, and in that way the industrial rule as a car service
rule is far in advance of any other car service rule that is applied
in any Association.
It is per diem pure and simple.
.

—

Mr. Johnson (Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific). Are we to
understand that Mr. Prall advocates having only two methods of
handling the per diem question? I judge he believes he can include all railroads not signers of the per diem agreement under
his industrial rule.
Mr. Prall 1'. C. S. A.). Yes, I desire to make that a positive
statement. For instance, there is one road in the Pittsburg territory that delivers to another road. The first road is 10 miles long,
the second 15. There will be no difficulty in handling it, the second
1

—

road having an additional day, the first road being responsible
for the maintenance of its record for deliveries to the other road
under the industrial rule. Again, the New Haven & Dunbar operating under the industrial rule, makes deliveries to nine different
plants connecting with its rails. They run a regular car service
record with all their plants and apply the regular rule, called by
us "1 A." allowing 48 hours for the loading or unloading of cars,
and collecting car service themselves. They pay under the industrial rule for the detention of any car, either on their own

for the railroads to say, "You may have that car so long; after
that you will pay $1 a day for it." That is simple enough, but
getting the dollar is another matter. You bump up against traffic

arrangements and the other departments. There are lots of industrial rules that are applied and you are able to enforce the
collection.
There are other industrial rules that you may want
to apply, or may' apply without getting any money.
There is a
great distinction there between the agreements on per diem, which
are agreements among you, and the industrial rule, which is something you simply undertake to do, but the other doesn't carry out
his part.

—

Mr. Prall. The per diem rule has a most distinct advantage.
that it is a matter of agreement signed agreement. It is a
contract between railroads that must be lived up to. That car
service, whether it is an industrial* rule or any other rule, is a
question of law. It is a question of the understanding of the railroads of their own interests, and where the railroads have such
a record that they can and do proceed to the end of collecting
their just demands, there is no distinction between the charge of
$1 a car per day as charged to an industrial road, and as charged
The difficulty is invariably in
to any corporation or individual.
the application of a car service rule that we may have to sustain
our contentions in the courts. We must sustain our position as
being always equitable, applying reasonable rules and regulations,
so that it can be proven, not that those rules are expedient, but
that they are of mutual advantage to the community and the railroads. We have to apply those rules which give the least annoyance to the consignee and in such a way that they are not only
applied to the consignee but to the railroad in its service, so that
through the application of the rules the railroad improves the
service to the satisfaction of the consignee, which ends in the cooperation of the consignee with the railroads.
Mr. Daly (111. Cent.).— I should like to ask Mr. Prall if he has
any industrial lines that have refused to pay him car service according to his car service rules.
Mr. Prall. Yes, in the past, but now the rule has been agreed
upon.
Mr. Daly. Has the average number of days been knocked out?
Mr. Prall. I knocked the average time out in the very first
The biggest
notice that I promulgated as car service commissioner.
in

—
—
—

—

—
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kind of a row was raised, but now there is not an industry that
The actual time and the
to go hack to the average time.
average time of the United States Steel corporation has been reduced in consequence from between five and six days to less than

wants

two.

Engine Failures.

143

factory condition but delays occurring through inattention or faults
on the part of the crew. He said also that the reverse conditions
sometimes existed, that through prompt and wise action on the
part of the engineer, a technical failure may be actually avoided.
Failure of the first class occurred when an engineer brought his
engine back to the roundhouse because of an alleged failure of

whereas in fact the injectors were in working order but
were not properly handled. This, he said, while recorded as an
engine failure, was really the failure of a man. As an illustration
of the manner in which a technical failure may sometimes be
avoided, a case was cited where an engine within four miles of a
terminal broke its piston rod; the cylinder head, piston and rod all
being blown clear of the engine. The engineer knowing that all
harm had been done which could be done, held his throttle open
and got into the terminal on time, thus
avoiding a technical failure, notwithstanding
the fact that there was actual and serious
breakage of parts. In conclusion, attention
was called to the extremely satisfactory records which many roads are now enjoying
injectors,

Mr. M. K. Barinim. Assistant to the Second Vice-President of
& Quincy, addressed the engineering students of Purdue University on this subject January 29. The importance of the subject was emphasized by a statement to the effect
that the proportion of engine failures to mileage is to some extent
an indication of good or poor management, though the possibility
the Chicago, Burlington

The
with reference to engine failures.
speaker considered a good record to he one
which permits a mileage of 10,000 miles per
failure, yet some roads are to-day operating with less than one failure to 15,000 miles.

Company
Transit
Rapid
Interborough
Test of Subway Engines.
An interesting official 15-hour test of one
of the nine twin vertical-horizontal Reynolds
Corliss engines, cylinders 42 in. and 86 in. x
60

which are

in.,

in

operation at the 59th

Interborough Rapid
York, was concluded
December 15th. The tests were conducted by
the Interborough Rapid Transit Company
and representatives of the Allis-Chalmers
Company as a final determination of the fulfillment of the builder's guarantee and formally provided for in the original contracts.
How well the tests of engine No. S, which
was selected as representing all the engines
installed, fulfilled (he claims made for it,
station

street

of

Transit Company,

the

New

be readily ascertained from the following data giving a synopsis of the completed
As per agreement, on account of the
tests.
impossibility of keeping a constant load, the
power was determined by the readings of
These readtested integrating wattmeters.
ings were reduced to l.H.P. by running the
generator as a synchronous motor: adding
the electrical input (.> the switchboard readings when developing power, to obtain the
power exerted by the engine. The result of the
test so made, under conditions approximating the contract requirements of 7..".00 h.p.,
75 r.p.m., 175 lbs. si ram pressure and 26-in.

may

vacuum, was a consumption of
dry saturated steam per l.H.P.
Six of the Nine 1,200-h.p. Allis-Chalmers Engines
tion of the Interborough Rapid Transit

an epidemic

mitted.

makes a

any defect

failure

in

an engine or

its

iween shopping,
a careful study of the requirements of different
classes of engines with reference to shopping will greatly assist In
reducing failures on ihe mad.
id'

u;

engines were

:

1
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liiihnes ul

was shown that technical
men. Ihe apparatus being
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given in the following table:

mechanical operation

stops whitfi would otherwise
The speaker discussed the effect of engine failures
be unnecessary.
upon the cost, of operation, loss of business and the movement of
lie
causes leading lo such failures and
traffic;
he thru analyzed
described the manner in which failures arc reported and the methods
Attenby which the higher officials handle the Statistics Of them.
tion was called to the importance of shopping engines at proper
intervals.
Large engines in freight service require to I"' shopped
after running from 45,000 to 60,000 miles, while smaller engines in
lighter service will frequently run tor 75, 11110 to 125, 1100 miles be

which causes

or well

hi'.,

within the guarantee of 12.25 lbs. The steam
consumption per k.w. hr at the switchboard
was 17.34 lbs. The details of the test are

Fifty-Ninth Street Power StaCompany, New York.

of failure under the best of management was ad"Practice," he said in defining failures, "varies greatly."
A broad definition counts as failures all delays of any account whatever chargeable to engines. Another and a much narrower one is
a delay of more than five minutes to a passenger train or of more
than ten minutes to a freight train at any one point due to broken,
defective, or lost parts of machinery, hot bearings or leaky boilers.
A generally accepted definition which lies between these limits
of

11.96 lbs. of
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vacuum

was, therefore, equivalent to only 25.52 In. referred
barometer; no correction was made, however, as none
was provided for in the contract. Other tests at varying vacua
show that If tli«' vacuum had been carried enough higher to correspond to 26 in. vacuum when referred to 30 in. barometer, the
steam consumption would have been about 0.09 lbs. better, or 11.87
lbs. per l.h.p. hr., instead of the official figure of 11.96 lbs.

Phe

to

30

in

General

Electric

Straight-Air

Brake

Equipment.

General Electric Company has recently placed upon the
complete line of air-brake equipments for all classes of
The apparatus now offered is the result
electric railway service.
of a long experience and careful study of the requirements of electric tra. tion service.
It combines the essential features of positive control, simplicity and ease of manipulation, and is adapted
[Or motor cars, operating singly or occasionally hauling one or
two trailers. The General Electric standard straight -air-brake equip
incut consists of the following:
Motor compressor, suspension
cradle, air compressor governor, motorman's valves with removable
handles, brake cylinder, reservoir with hangers and drain cocks,
safety valve, gages and exhaust, mufflers.
The compressor is compact and self-contained and the motor
is made in accordance with the standard practice of the General
Tin-

market

a

Diagram

Company

of

General

railroad

motor construction.

bearings are supplied with dust-proof doors providing perfect protection from dust, and at the same time rendering all parts accesHerring-bone gearing with a removable prosible for inspection.
tecting case is provided, assuring comparatively noiseless operation
and long wear. The wearing qualities of the compressor are further assured by straining all entering air through curled-hair filters,
thus excluding dust and other foreign substances. All parts of the
motors and compressors of the same size are interchangeable. Careful provision has been made for the lubrication of bearings, and
the enclosed construction affords protection from water and dust.
The compressor is supported in a cradle in any convenient place
beneath the car. Several sizes of compressors are made to meet
any requirements.
To govern the intermittent action of this motor compressor, a
compact and reliable governor is furnished. This may be located
in any convenient place beneath the car or within the car itself, as it is dust, snow and waterproof and is also of small size.
This governor consists of a flexible diaphragm and plunger which

t,

operates a

pair of contact fingers through a double system of
These open and close the circuit in response to the varialioii in pressure upon the diaphragm.
The double series of leverB
lenders Ihe action of the fingers quick-break and positive, and a
strong magnetic blow-out effectually extinguishes the arc formed
on opening the circuit. All parts of this governor, subject to wear,
are easily renewable, and the construction, together with the absence of valves of any sort, insures reliability of action.
To control the admission of air into the brake cylinder an
improved form of motorman's valve is employed. These valves
have been specially designed to meet the requirements of the hard
service and rough usage to which they are put.
Two forms are
made, known as Type S and Type SS. the latter differing in con
st ruction from the first only in that it has an auxiliary valve for
admitting air to pneumatic sanders. This auxiliary valve is operated by a press-button located in the handle so that the operator
can apply the sand during breaking or running without removing
his hand from the handle. As these valves, from the nature of
their service, are subjected to wear, special attention has been paid
to the wearing surfaces which are designed to keep in proper
alinement and to facilitate even wear, and also to permit regrinding them when that becomes necessary. These motorman's valves
levers.

are furnished either of the slide valve or rotary type.
The brake cylinders supplied with these equipments have been

Electric Straight-Air

The four-pole
Electric
cast-steel magnet frame extends in both directions to form a complete box shaped covering for the armature and field coils. All
in
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Brake Equipments.

designed with a view of incorporating such features as have been
found to be most satisfactory in the past. The cylinders are fitted
with tubular piston rods, which surround the push rods to which
the brake levers are connected. These push rods are so arranged
as to move within the hollow piston rods when the brakes are
applied by hand. The reservoirs are made of a special grade of
steel, and are so constructed as to give maximum strength with
minimum weight. A %-in. drain cock of substantial construction
is furnished with each reservoir; this is fitted with a lever handle.
Mufflers are provided to deaden the noise of the exhaust when
brakes are released. These do not interfere in any way with the
free release of the brakes.
In addition to the parts mentioned, when two or more motpr
cars are equipped with the straight-air brake equipment, couplings
for reservoir lines between cars are provided, as well as special
governors for simultaneous starting and stopping of the car compressors.
These retain the same desirable features as the governor
described.

The General

Electric

Company

also furnishes automatic equip-

ments and combined straight and automatic air-brake equipment
meet the requirements of all classes of service.
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an established rate. * * * * The second danger is that rate
making by the Government, which can only affect excessive rates

of

and place discriminations,

will go too far,

and

will bring on evils

it wasted no
time in doubtful economics of highly debatable points, but viewed the suggested regulative measures solely

far

with the purpose of finding out what they would accomplish. "What
is really the matter, and what can we really do about it?" might
have been the text of this speech, to which we will give fuller
space in a subsequent issue. The following quotations are straight

We devote this week an unusual amount of space to the thorough and interesting document prepared t/ Mr. James McCrea to
show why passenger fares should not be arbitrarily reduced to two

because

to

the point:

"In nine cases out of ten when I have talked with any one who
was very eager for general railroad legislation, and especially for
Government rate making, I have found that the special grievance
complained of was a personal and not a place discrimination."

"Government rate making is not, and cannot furnish, any
remedy by and of itself for personal discrimination or rebates."
"To sum what we may learn from English experience, we
that the provision against increasing rates has prevented
the reduction of rates, that undue preferences or rebates have been
find

more serious than those

cents per mile in the State of Ohio. The paper discusses at length
points that are thoroughly familiar already to readers of the

Railroad Gazette, but it does no harm once in a while to round up
a subject and view it broadly, from a standpoint somewhat remote
from the nearness of daily practice. The arguments made by Mr.
McCrea, which should at once strike the technical and the nontechnical reader as being most effective in the advance of his cause
are, first of all, that the profit of passenger business depends wholly

on passenger density. The writer is forced in making his argument
to apportion costs between freight and passenger traffic, else he
could find no way of determining whether or not a service was
one kind of a

prevented rate reductions."

in a broad

"The experience of
us that
persons

it

is

all

other countries, taken as a whole, shows

entirely possible to abolish all discriminations between

*
*
that Government rate making has not lowered
made them QOl only higher but Inelastic. * * * *
Government rate making has not stopped discriminations be*

*

rates, but lias

that

tween

localities

iii

the slightest degree."

"Two dangers seem
is

lo

me

In

menace

shall

fall

arisen,

to

thai

The

Mist

have rales lixeil in some form by an executive
powers delegated to ii by Congress, we
glvo an effective remedy tor the worst evil which
exercising

known

as

'personal

discriminations.'

Whatever

else

m rati do, il eiiitiinl. by lite mere fact Of its
governmental rale
existence, do away with an offense which consists In the evasion
I

of course, impossible to say accurately that an]
on a railroad costs a certain amount or a
certain proportion of the entire amount of expenses to handle, but
profitable.

It

Is,

traffic

to agree with Mr. McCrea that it is fair enough
comparison to pro rate expenses on a train mile basis.
Winn this Is done it is perfectly clear why Eastern lines can make
en Western lines cannot,
a proiit out of their passenger im
for a road must be maintained ami flxed charges must be paid
whether a train a day or two hundred trains B day are run
it
may be objected that on lines doing an abnormally
the track,

we are disposed

business
freight business and an abnormallj light pa
" er business pa] tor itsell
would be Impossible to make the pa
that a rate win. h would actuallj bear the requisite proportion of
undoubtedly,
expenses would drive away traffic. There are casi
where this is true, and here the railroad must make a voluntary
sacrifice, either to build for the future or to comply merel] wll
charter requirements.
Mr, McCrea did not go Into ibis, and h<>
What he set out to do was to prove to the
did not need to.

heavj

this legislation.

that in the desire lo

commission,

designed to cure."

many

that discrimination between localities exists
and that the long and short haul discriminations are not interfered
with.
It therefore appears thai in England the rate making by
Government, so far as It has gone and so far as it affects discriminations between localities, has had cither no result or has

successfully stopped,

it is

ii

i

i
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proving that much

convincingly h\

which be

were clearly not excompany. He showed this

that his passenger charges

orbitant and not unduly profitable to the
ol

tie

pi

.

• ngi

r

irailic

on

tin-

done at a figure which returns
no profit at all to the company, His si
main point rested on
this proved assumption thai a reduction of passenger tares in Ohio
is a
tax, and thai the taxes paid by Ohio Hies arc already abnormally high in proportion to the gross earnings of the roads. The
issue is thus presented squarely,
if the Ohio legislature wish,
lines

in

Is

inti

1

lax the roads further,

let

It

tinder true colors.

do

over the railroads in the mailer of knowing ac
curately their shop costs. The conditions are not similar, of course,
and the greater difficulty of keeping, or arriving at, costs in a locoor

trusts,

motive shop are well known. To keep the costs of manufacturing
would be comparatively easy, but the proportion of pure
manufacturing in the majority of shops is small. Repairs consti-

only

tute the principal output, and repair costs are difficult; in fact, next
impossible, to determine accurately under the methods which

to

obtain generally, taken in conjunction with features which are to
a greater or less extent unavoidable in railroad practice. A typical
instance will suffice to illustrate this point.
The average round
is very deficient in facilities for making repairs to locomotives,
therefore any machine work, for instance, that may be necessary

house

has to be done in the "hack shop." A machinist at work on an engine in the roundhouse brings to the shop a piece to be machined
The foreman orders a man on a lathe, say, to lay aside
at once.
the piece on which he is engaged for the roundhouse job, which
takes an hour or two. perhaps; the repairer meantime having to
wait or he probably does wait, whether he has to or not. Or if the
emergency requires it, a piece is taken from an engine of similar
class in the shop, just ready to go out, maybe, and its departure
delayed until another can be made. This sort of thing, these emergency happenings, are occurring continually and in a variety of
which only the man who has experienced them has any conception.
The difficulty of any attempt to keep an accurate record of repair
costs under such conditions is obvious, especially in shops where the
methods which constitute present general practice prevail. Piecework shops, however, having the individual operation system, find
themselves able to ascertain these costs with much greater accuracy than was formerly possible, especially, as Mr. Parish says,
after the system has been in force long enough for every one to
have a thorough appreciation of the importance of getting at costs
correctly. He adds that the use of a card system is a great help in

—

this connection.

we take

the railroad commissioners' report and the grand
and read them together, we shall be pretty likely to
conclude that the engineman who failed at Baker Bridge, Mass..
in November, had actually worked 16 hours a day for five successive
days, in the week preceding that collision which gives a very practical aspect to the commissioners' dictum that working hour limits
should be "rigidly" enforced, by a rule to which exception shall
be made only in cases where no risk of life is involved. As any
little mistake made by an engineman may endanger lives, the only
possible interpretation of this reccommendation is that the rule
for enginemen's hours shall recognize no exceptions whatever.
This
is a hard saying: who can hear it?
Yet it is perfectly logical.
Think of the glowing terms which are used in describing the skill,
alertness, fidelity and courage of the ideal engineman; do they not
always imply a man in the full possession of every faculty, with
body and mind in perfect health? And is any railroad officer readj
to "stand for" the assignment of any but an ideal runner to a fast
express train on a busy railroad? Of course not. in theory. But
how shall we reform our practice? One way is to stop trying to
work so close to the limit. The Great Western Railway of England,
in replying recently to a question from the Board of Trade conIf

jury's report

—

cerning overwork, said:
"The

rpanj

t

delay

:

,ii.,

11

probable that

I

i

i

-.

-

ii

i

,

I

forced upon the company
was the voluntarj action of a can
it
rule,
is an excellent
up rintendent, we do not know; but
must be somewhat costly in monej and
eem wa ti
often
mu
lui
and unnecessary. Moreover, the putting of fresh men on a
nam will not always prevent mistaki
Bui who can devl e an)

Whether or

noi

this

regulation

wae

by an arrogant labor union or

ii

other way of avoiding

and

negligence of

a

share

men who

oi

the

are kept

n

I

ponsibility for thi

luty?

too

erroi

con

In

itlj
ol a collision on
English practio
beard n
prominenl road in this countrj where the engineman al fault
had been on duty 27 hours. He had been detained by a landslidi
Quite likely he had slept a part of the time while waiting. II
may even he true that the delay was not. the real chief cause Of
his mistake.
Nevertheless, ih<- only way tor the superintendent to
wash his hands of responsibility in such a case is to provide th<
best possible arrangements for relieving men some hours before
they are exhausted, and for providing this relief wherever it may
be in ded
not at the "terminal." which may he 150 miles away.
American legislation has been very lenient in allowing all bo
Emergencies
of dangerous practice on railroads in emergencies.
We cannot
are just the time when all safeguards are Important.
adopt safeguards without increasing expense, but the increase would
he far more rational than many increases thai have been approved
in the past. Why should not you, on your road, have a larger list
Posof spare enginemen, and a higher grade of men on that list?
sibly a satisfactory condition may he attainable only by returning

trasl

to

this

•

a

to the traditions of the fathers,

and having

paid by the month, regardless of the

a

number

small force of men
worked.

of days

FURTHER ROCK ISLAND RETRENCHMENT.
For the last eight years the St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad has paid a dividend on its second preferred stock; for four
years regularly at the rate of 4 per cent. During the last financial
year a great deal of refunding and readjustment of securities came
due, all of which was sucessfully accomplished. On Friday of last
week, with gross earnings for the half year, June 30 to January 1,
about $1,000,000 greater than for the corresponding period a year
ago, the directors announced that the quarterly dividend on the
$16,000,000 second preferred stock would not be paid. Ordinarily it
would be surprising to find a railroad after having so successfully
weathered large new capital requirements and with earnings so
distinctly on the increase, passing a dividend paid almost continuously since reorganization ten years earlier. Last fall, however, a
new plan of action was adopted in the management of the Rock
Island properties. The 4 per cent, dividend on the preferred stock
the controlling Rock Island Company early in January was
passed and there was announced an extensive campaign of improvements on the lines of the Rock Island System. Operating conditions on the Frisco System were similar a high operating ratio
and in particular an unduly large proportion of gross earnings
of

—

used for conducting transportation. It is therefore natural to find
a parallel policy under way on the Frisco lines. Particularly does
it seem, as did the passing of the Rock Island dividend, conspicuous
only in its lateness, when it is realized that immediate needs for
additions, improvements and new terminal facilities now callng for

from similar expenditures already authorized, will
& San Francisco about $3,000,000. The $640,000
second preferred annual dividend requirement will cover only a
part of this, but its application toward improved operating efficiency,
following similar action on the Rock Island, is another step in
the right direction. Every such move makes clearer the purpose of
the principal owners of these allied railroad groups to run their
attention, aside

cost the St. Louis

properties
this

as

particular

railroads

instance

as
rather than
only is the

not

credit

factories.

Frisco

System

In

itself

benefited, but the financial position
of all the com
panies will ultimately be strengthened.
The New Jersey holding
company's payments depend entirely on dividends received from

directly

have made elaborate and detailed arrangements for the
[•ellel
ind enginem, n whoso ruins are delayed on the road, and who
are therefore prevented from reaching their destination stations within the
booked hours of duly.
For example: A goods train lias suffered such serious
1

7.

l. ,i time,
two hours nil, -i n
lu Buch a -use Hie men are relieved befon
arriving al tbe destination
ti
a and are allowed to proceed horn,
a
pa
sengers, having oi c
'Be no duties either actual <u theoretical
to all Inti
.oid purposes resting
Moreover, In order thai tin men
hall not b
preju
iu any way in
'li
the late arrival ol their trains thej are paid fogi
Mi,' usual
rate tor the 11
upled In traveling from the point at which
in'-,
ii,
,i
p.
are
heir destine! Ion bI

It

in the discussion by the Western Railway Club last month ol
the uses and advantages of card index systems in motive power departments, iir. Parish, of the Lake Shore, referred to the superiorly oi industrial concerns, and particularly the large corporations
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will

not

reach

Its

destination under,
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the two groups of railroads. The more money that is spent out of
"Frisco" earning on the line instead of being paid out in dividends,

3

.
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the sooner will

come the time when earnings

tion on

&
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St.

common

P.

S.

Company's funds are
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Hartford
New Haven & „
.

T,

.

.,

,

Railroad

_

Company has
,

which must be taken as an announcement
„ .,
.,
„
of the official extinction ot the aged and venerable Naugatuck Rail..
,.
road ot Connecticut. The Naugatuck road itself, prosperous and
.,
,.
„
expanding, will, ot course, remain vigorous and vitalized. But its
...
,,
....
with
its
traditions.
and,
them
entity, its outlines and perspectives
..
will pass away, merged and obscured in the larger New Haven system by which for years it has been held under a 10 per cent.
lease.
The final coup de "grace is in the form of a notice which
shows that the New Haven, having acquired more than three-quarters of the Naugatuck sliares, has, in effect, sold the road to itself
at $300 a share duly mailed by check to shareholders, willing or
It is Connecticut law and the price
unwilling, who still outstand.
paid is high though the form of procedure seems a bit unique; is.
indeed, we believe the first proceeding of the kind under a Connecticut statute enacted recently. But we are not here discussing
........
j
-it +i
railroad ethics or law in the case or the merits or demerits of the
proposition.
Much more interesting are two object lessons in railroad history which the last chapter in the life story of the Naugatuck Railroad in connection and contrast with a sister line, the
Housatonic— calls to mind.
Two large valleys, the Housatonic and the Naugatuck, cut west
ern Connecticut north and south. In a rough and general way the
two valleys are thus parallel. The Housatonic valley, much the
broader and longer, reaches well up into the Berkshire region of
Massachusetts. The Naugatuck Valley shuts in several miles south
of the Connecticut northern state line.
Seventy years ago (1836)'
the Housatonic Railroad was chartered with layout through the
valley of the same name
and four years later it was opened. Sixty
years ago (1845) the Naugatuck Railroad was chartered and four
years later it was opened. Both roads had their southern terminal
The Housaat Bridgeport on the sound with steamboat connections.
tonic line was 74 miles long, the Naugatuck, 56. Both roads were
among the earliest three or four railroad lines opened in Connecticut and are to be classed in the "pioneer" group of New England
local railroads.
They were opened at a period when far more than
now—at least in New England—the coming of the railroad was supposed to spell prosperity for the beneficiary region; and that fact,
together with similarity of location and identity of the chief terminal, made their prognosis one of exceptional interest.
That prognosis, from the comparative viewpoint, was all in
favor of the Housatonic. In operation it was the older road by
nine years. At an epoch when water power was the unit of factory industry it skirted a large swift river abounding in narrows
and falls and not seriously affected by summer drouth: while the
Naugatuck was a much smaller stream occasionally running low
in long hot spells.
At its northern terminal the Housatonic tapped
the Boston & Albany, a trunk line east and west, and later acquired
a shorter cut toward Albany; the Naugatuck for two decades ended
northward in a small factory village (Winsted) and the later east
and west connection the Connecticut Western, now the Central New
England— was unimportant as a feeder. Finally the Housatonic was
the longer line by 18 miles; and, as to original industries native
to the soil, it cut a region of active iron mining and large secondary
Nothing
Iron Industry which at that time the Naugatuck had not.
was wanting to make the relative forecast of the two lines one,

sen; out a circular
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Housatonic and Naugatuck railroads, th
The strange outcome was jusl what
could not have been predicted. The Housatonic led a staggering
it
existence,
paid tor awhile a dividend on Its preferred -stock but,
[four tnemorj does not go astray, trifling divl
dends or none; and it was flnallj taken Into the New Haven system
in

definition
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not

C

on any
Clark
or

basis

the

call

prosperltj

a "nuisance"

Naugatuck bas run on
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story
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the case of
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1
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tor

what

President

Per contra the
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life
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period of the hardship ool uncom
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In
reached a period of payment of dividends rising
was leased manj vean ago at that rate to tl

short
it
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value.
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imh

townships

Connecticut

1 '" l '"

Trumbull
Monroe

1,204

Newtown

3.180
1,255
3,974

New

.:.

i

Brooknelil

Milford

Cornwall

li

"' 0Q

7^r
1900.

>

1,587
1.043
3,2(6
1,046
4.804

i

1,175

1,703
J

'

U

'

1

1803

Nortn"canaan
Total

16,774

16,601

Naugatuck Railroad.

'TI^

Connecticut townships.
Stratford

01"1 '"""''!"^

2,040

.'.'.' .'.'.'.'.'.'.' .".'.' .'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.

Derby*.
Ansonia

3,657

llllt

f^s-lo

12,681
1,U77

rS"™' Falls
Naugatuck

3

10.451
5

i'stl

2823

3.053
1,016
2,179

3,300
3.214
12,453
7,763

Thomaston
Litchfield

Torringtou
Winchester

^7479

Total

'6*

1,720

7

Hymouth

1 3

3 358

u wiu

be seen that while the nine Connecticut towns served
Housatonic road have remained practically stationary during
sixtv y ears the thirteen townships served by the Naugatuck have
increased to more than four fold— about 312 per cent.— during a
half century; and the disparity would be still more marked could
the changes of population during the past five years be included,
There are striking specific cases as well as the broad generalization,
Tnus for an example, on the Housatonic line there is the station
o£ Hawleyville in the township of Newtown.
For more than a third
of a century it has been a junction point where the Highland division oi tne New Haven system— formerly the New York & New
England road— the Housatonic, the Litchfitfd branch and lines to
Norwalk and thence to New York city. Intersect, By every rule and
Precedent Hawleyville should have had its "boom"; yet it has re
mained all but stagnant and little more than a mere station. By
W£V ot contrast may be cited Torringtou on the Naugatuck line
some 45 miles fl om tide water. That township had in 1880 a popu:!2 ~, "sing to 6,0 is
in L890 and more than doubling to
la t'°" of
12 453 during the last census decade
a growth western in speed
w '» lp eastern in the solidity and permanence of industrial char
b * the

-

'

:!

-

'

—

and,

dates:
Housatonic Railroad

.

bled wiih all the siars of the railroad horoscope blinking in the
Housatonlc's favor; and that horoscope seems now, in the back look
of the larger fraction of a century, as one sided as it appeared then
Parados has beep aptlj defined as the truth walking backwards;
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—
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factory

to

capitalizes the guaranteed

essentially

Its

Naugatuck valley proper is hardly more than 40 miles in length.
But it may be questioned whether any valley of the same extent
in the world registers a larger factory product in quality and volume;
certainly none in the pace of its °
growth.
Returning to a comparison of the two valleys and their respective railroad lines and using the census returns for population
in Connecticut towns tapped
by
J the two lines as the test, the an*; "
nexed tables are compiled blanks in the first column of figures indilating townships set off from others and incorporated since the

.
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the more patent historical causes there are anclenl
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tonic managemenl and passenger tares and freight rates so high
Much more definite .1- a ground plan
as to be deadly to progress,
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The story is told in most alluring fashion, both in typi am
numerous colored half-tones of surpassing beam.v. all made from
photographs. The book of 72 pages is magazine si/.e, printed on
Its
plate paper with an embossed cover in green, gold and blue.
beauty and artisth excellence entitle it to special commendation
aside from its merit as a most creditable piece of advertising.

A numAutomatic Lotoei
Compound Lever
ber of interesting illustrations and detailed descriptions of Buckeye
jacks are given in a 2S-page pamphlet published by the Buckeye
Jack Mfg. Co., Louisville. Ohio. Among the illustrations are ineluded a one-ton automobile jack, a 10-ton track or trip jack, and
a number of automatic lowering jacks ranging in capacity from
The last few pages of the pamphlet contain
five tons to 15 tons.
a number of highly complimentary testimonial letters from users of
1

the

Buckeye

jacks.

—

High-Pressure Blowers. This is the title of Bulletin No. 127.
In condensed
just issued by the B. F. Sturtevant Co.. Boston, \Iass.
form it presents the essential features of this type of rotary or socalled positive blower, tabulates the proper sizes required for different capacities of foundry cupolas, gives the principal dimensions
of horizontal and vertical types and illustrates methods of driving
by direct-connected Sturtevant motors and engines. A detailed description of this machine was printed in the Railroad Gazette of
Feb.

2,

1906.

—

Pneumatf Sanders. The Watters
made by J. H. Watters, Asst. M.

sander,

A.
M.,

C. pneumatic track
Georgia R. R.. Augusta.

B.

and illustrated in a 12-page pamphlet just issued.
Line and half-tone engravings illustiate the details of the mechanism
and its application and operation. A large number of favorable testimonial letters from motive power department officers also are
printed.
E. G. Fisher & Co., Fisher Building, Chicago, are general
western agents.
Ga., is described

—

Locomotive Lubricators. The No. 21 Detroit locomotive lubricator is described in a pamphlet just issued by the Detroit Lubricator
Co., Detroit, Mich. The pamphlet also contains a large amount of
helpful hints and other information which will prove interesting
and instructive to locomotive enginemen. roundhouse foremen, and
lubricator repairmen.
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nated to the interei
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here
Pennsylvania ai
West Virginia are subordiothers, and our railroads, upon which
lines in

1

its.''

Two

Senatoi El
sign
re made on this lettei
which the complaint ai
Senator from tie
said that the shipper had an adequate remedy in the mandamus, but
kins.

was a disinclination to employ this remedy; and Senatoi
Foraker, of Ohio, said that the Governor's complaint "went to tie
heart of the railroad trouble all over the country;" a remedy for the
evil complained of would do more than anything else to solve the
railroad problem.
Senator Foraker s right; this is the heart of the trouble. Look
at the facts. A citizen of Philadelphia, teing a director in the Pennsylvania railroad and also in the B. & (J. Mr. John P. Green, for
instance votes as a director on the boards of both companies. Ill
votes, we may presume, in a way to promote the interests of each
company. Neither by himself, nor with his associates, does he
trol the policy of the B. & O., for be and all his Pennsylvania friends
together, including the railroad company, own less than a majority of
Moreover, it is readily imaginable that his course as a
the stock.
director of the B. & 0. would not in the slightest degree he chai
if he should divest himself of all interest in the Pennsylvania Railroad.
In other words, the most unselfish and public spirited director of either company would act just the same if the roads were
in active competition with each other.
In such a situation, what can the law do? If anything, it must
come out squarely and say just what is meant: that it is against
public policy for one group of men to own large blocks of stock in two
separate and competing railroads. Have not these public officials
learned, from the Northern Securities case, and from contemporary
history, that the American people have never gone to this extent in
If West Virginia
trying to regulate the acts of the individual?
wishes to regulate the Baltimore & Ohio railroad let her do it in the
direct and obvious way
by legislative action concerning rates, an-j
by taxation. It is tiresome to hear Senators and others talk so mysteriously about "'problems" that are so simple when frankly dealt
•• M. F.
with

that there

j
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Wheeling

& Lake

Erie Earnings.
Pittsburg,

Em

mi:

the following information:

i

print

—

"Wheeling & Lake Erie. The gross earnings for the six months
ending January 31 were {2,900,293, an increase of $578,245; net
earnings ?S29,9S1. an increase of ?28,810."
I beg to correct this information by appending the true figures
hereunder:

Per

Railroad Gazi.i

12, Woti.

Inl'.

To the Editor of the Rajxroad Gazette:
I notice on page 48 of your edition of February 9th you

Statement of Earnings and Escpenses, Sfc I/O
„,l„ r "1 sf. 1903 and 1904.
Six months, ending
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31,

lit"""'.
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Dec.31, 1904 inc.
$2,321,048.47
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"The Road of a Thousand Wonders." A veritable gem ol thi
ment
advertiser's art is being distributed by the passt n(
of the Southern Pacific bearing the above title, the n
being the Coast Line and Shasta Route of the Southern I'
to Portland,
extending from Los Angeles through San Fr
To quote the title page, "these page picture and tell
1,300 miles.
of this region and its wonders, of the varied charms of sea and sky.
ttun
of mountain and valley, held and forest; and of clin
which mean summer all the year; of numberless resorts ait 1.1
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In 1894, the Master Car Builders' Association, lor convenience In the (II
etc., adop
ing and preservation of pamphlets, catalogue
The advantages of conforming to these sizes have
of standard sizes.
been recognized, not olIj- by railroad men, but outside of railroad circles, and
many engineers make a practice of immediately consigning to the waste basket
all catalogues that do not come within a very narrow margin of these standard
They are given here in order that the size of the publications of this
sizes.
kind, which are noticed under this head, may be compared with the stand
and It may be known whether they conform thereto.
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TRADE CATALOGUES.
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1

No.

ma, telling of the diffli
I,,,
Governoi
.1 Imore & Ohio

>

number

1

1

laws
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V01

545,480.16

+28.36

1906
plus

i

In the wilderness of words which have been printed concerning
the need of regulating the railroads of the country by legislation or
judicial action, the main facts seem to have been most of the time
obscured, and the average reader rises from the perusal of an
editorial, or Congressional report or debate, with anything hut clear
ideas of the problem which he is trying to grasp, or of the remedy
which should be applied to the evils from which he suffers. This

Better

eft*
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'

.?45,30S.L7
5122,601.61
81, 1905, than six months end-

Dec. 31, 1904
we had received the same average revenue per ton-mile for the
vj s
months ending Dec. 31, 1905, as we did for the mx
months ending Dec. 31, 1904, our gr iss earnings would have
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if

increasi d
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5167,1
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$578,152.12
Or, 35.95 per cent, instead oi
the ratio of operating expenses to earnings would have de71.62 to t..",.8 per cent.
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Michigan Central.

Detroit River Tunnel of the
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11c Tunnel Co., and he employed Mr. E. S. Chesbrough, then City
Engineer of Chicago, to prepare plans. Mr. Chesbrough had only
recently completed the waterworks tunnel, two miles out, under
.L.ake Michigan, at Chicago, and also a roadway tunnel under the
Chicago river. He made borings and drew up the plans for two
The accompanying
parallel tubes, each to contain a single track.
map, reproduced from the Railroad Gazette, April 2. 1870, shows
The estimated cost of the
tne route of the tunnels as proposed.
No work on the tunnel was
entire improvement was $2,650,000.
ever done, however. Years went by with the tunnel project being
In 1904 the two railroad companies again
revived periodically.
A bridge
tried to agree on some scheme for crossing the river.
was talked of, and Boiler & Hodge, the engineers for the Wabash
bridge at Pittsburg, were asked to prepare estimates and plans for
a suitable overhead structure. While their plans were never made public it is understood that they were prepared to recommend a through
steel truss bridge, with 600-ft. spans and 150 ft. under Clearance,
reached by elevated approaches through Detroit, involving an entire
rearrangement of the yards and terminals of both roads.
Having failed to make joint arrangements with the Grand
Trunk, the Michigan Central decided to abandon the bridge project
and to build a tunnel for its own use at the most convenient point
under the river. An advisory board of engineers was created la^t
year to draw up plans for a. double tunnel to be operated with
electric locomotives. This board consists of Mr. W. J. Wilgus, Vicejfresident of the New York Central; Mr. H. A. Carson. Chief
Engineer of the Boston Rapid Transit Subway, and who has re1

After vainly trying for a number of years to reach an agreemini with the Grand Trunk for the building of a joint bridge or
tunnel entrance into Detroit from Canada, the Michigan Central
has finally decided to build a double-track tunnel under the river
Several years ago the Grand Trunk built a singlelor its own use.
tiack tunnel under tne St. Clair river at Port Huron, Mich., 55
miles north of Detroit through which through trains are run, but
at Detroit all the through traffic of the Michigan Central, Grand
Trunk and the Pere Marquette is ferried over the river to Windsor,

The accompanying map shows the general railroad situation
The main line of -the Michigan Central
Detroit and Windsor.
enters Detroit from the west and curving slightly after crossing the
1..
S. & M. S. at West Detroit continues on to the Third Street
The Toledo
Siation at the foot of Third street next to the river.
and Bay City divisions come in from the south and north relatively and join the main line at West Detroit Junction. The
\\ abash, Pere Marquette, and the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton come
from the south along the river bank over the Detroit Union
11
tail road Depot & Station Co. tracks to the Union Depot, just west
This station
of the Michigan Central Station on Third street.
is also used by the Canadian Pacific for trains ferried over the
The Lake Shore enters from
river at the foot of 18th street.
the south and swings almost entirely around the north end of the
city to a connection with the Grand Trunk tracks running down
to the river. The lake Shore and the Grand Trunk use the Brush
(bit.
;it

I
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Froposed Tunnel under the Detroit River.
(Hipraduced from The Railroad Omcttc,
centlj

direction.
The Wabash
Pere Marquette and Canadian Pacific ferry slipi on the Detroit side
are more than a mile and a half from the Union Station, the Mich

ticallj

1

1

in

the

revel

1

Igan Central slips are owe hall' a mile away ami the Grand Trunk
Ip
an about the same distance from the station.
be seen from the map how difficult ii would have init
wi
to locate a bridge or tunnel anywhere along the river front which
would give satisfactorj facilities in both the Grand Trunk an the
Michigan Central. Any compromise s tuatlon would have Involved
iae abandonment of valuable terminal propertj bj one or both n
1

1

The fact that
such an arrangement
ail
the railroad terminals air dtuated mi the river front com
plicated the problem of building a Join! terminal becau e ol the
length of the approaches required I'm elthei a tunnel or a bridge.
The history of the tunnel projei
Intel e
ng
In
be late
sixties the Michigan Central ami the Greal Western, mm the Grand
Trunk, came to an agreement to build a mint tunnel under the

ami neither would con enl

to

1

i

1

1

1

ami the Detroit Rivei Transit Com pan j was Incor
porated in own ami operate It. The legislature of Michigan pa ed
inn authorizing the construction of the tunnel ami the Dominion
Mr,
nt
llkewi e passed a hill I'm' the Bame purpose.
Govern
h\ Joy. President of the Michigan Central, was also pre Ulent .a
Detroit

river

;,

.1

L870.)

2,

completed the East Boston tunnel under Boston harbor, and
Mr. W. S. Kinnear, Assistant General Manager of the Michigan
Central who was formerly chief Engineer 01 that mail ami who
wiii mi as Chief Engineer of the tunnel company after the contract
'ft" Detroit River funnel Company has been Incot
is awarded,
Bids mi the
porated in M chlgan and Canada to build the tunnel.
work la ve in in asked for bj March 8. ami as soon as iae contract

mile above the Michigan
Street Station, about three-quarters of
(fnl ral Station.
On the Canada sine, the Michigan Central terminal i< a little
below tiie Third Street Station on the Detroit side; the Canadian
Pacific terminal is almost opposite the Third Streel Station; and
the Grand Trunk. Waba:b and Pere Marquette are sti'.l farther up
All of the passengei sta
the river opposite Brush Streei Station.
from the si
tions are head end terminals and movements of train
lions to the ferry slips are

[pi-ll

will he begun.
excavation for

awarded work

is

pleted

c

The tunnel company has prai
Windsor shaft ami lias com

the

axcaval am for tin' Detroit shaft.
a careful study nf all the topographical ami traffic ci
tions on both sides of the river tie' Advisory Board ol Engineers
The approach grade
a
[ded on the location shown on the map.
,n iim Detroit side begins at about the' Intersection of 15th ami
The tracks leading to the Third strut Station
in. 1IhUci
h.' deflecteu to each
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side of the open approach cut ami brought
again ver the approach tunnel about
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tin' crossing.
The entire length of the tunnel ami approaches
12,800 ft., of the tunnel 7.SU0 It., and of the subaqueous section
2,625 ft. for the west-bound track, and slightly less for the ea
bound track.

at
is

Subaqueous Tunnel Section.

The width of the Detroit river at the point of crossing is about
ft.
The minimum depth is L9.7 ft., and the maximum depth

2,600

of the channel in the center of the river is 47.2
series of test bores was made on both sides of

ft.

A complete

is

bag

the rivei

method
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remle,
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1

1
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depo Itlng con
under water, will be used [or
this work.
After the concrete has .1 :ai|i|l"
ing and wedges will be laid on tin
unni-te by divers to receive
\n alternative method will be to drive idles In
the tunnel forms
the bottom of the trench and cut them off at the right elevation
to receive the saddles, thu
dl penslng with the blocking and wedges.
The forms, built either of timber or steel will be built on shore
ol

i

the center line of the tunnel from portal
to portal.
Most of the holes were drilled
30 or 40 ft. below the level of the bottom
of the tunnel, and the core samples obtained
showed favorable ground. The river bed
is underlaid with stiff blue clay, containing
some gravel and occasional sand pockets of
small size. Bed rock is from 20 to 40 ft.
below the bottom of the tunnel and the clay
on top contains few boulders of any size.
The maximum velocity of current in the
river was found to be 2.31 miles an hour, the
maximum velocity at the bottom 1.56 miles
an hour, and the minimum velocity at the
bottom 0.8 miles an hour; these currents are
not swift enough to produce much erosion of
the hard clay bottom.
It was necessary to fix the location of
the portals of the approach tunnels, as shown
on the plan and profile, because of the yard
and terminal arrangements required on both
sides of the river; and to keep the grades
in the tunnels within reasonable limits, the
top of the tubes must be kept very close to
the bottom of the river. Under these conditions, driving the tunnels with the common
shield method would involve filling a mat of
clay or other material over the places where
the roof is near the bottom of the river in
Sketch Map of Railroad Terminals in Detroit and Windsor.
order to hold the compressed air in front
Michigan Central, Third Street Depot.
^.
Windsor /''/"<', Canadian Pacific.
of the shield.
To overcome this difficulty
nion Depot, Wabash, Pen
Marquette, Detroit,
5.
Windsor Depot, Brand Trunk, Wnhash.
Mr. W. J. Wilgus, one of the members of
Toledo, & Ironton, Canadian Pacific.
6.
Windsor Depot, Pert Marquette.
Brush Street Depot, Brand Trunk, Lake Short a
oii Junt Hon.
7. West Di
the Advisory Board of Engineers, has deMichigan Southern.
Windsot Depot, Michigan Central.
B.
vised a method of building the tunnels designated as Design A, which is entirely original and as yet untried, but in convenient lengths of from 50 to 500 ft., floated into position,
which apparently has many advantages over any previous method in and sunk in their proper place on the saddles before described.
use for similar work. The specifications have been drawn to give the When they are placed, the remainder of the concrete will be debidders the option of selecting any or all of four methods proposed or posited entirely surrounding the forms and filling the excavated
of submitting alternative plans of their own for doing the work in
trench to the level of the river bottom. The adjacent sections of
some other way. The three other methods included in the specifica- the forms will either be joined under water so as to make watertions are:
tight connections or an open space will be left between them to be
Design B: Trench method suggested by Mr. H. A. Carson, mem- filled with concrete forming a solid bulkhead to be cut out later
ber of the Advisory Board of Engineers, but differing essentially when the tunnel lining is put in.
from Design A.
After the concrete surrounding the forms has thoroughly set
Design C: Trench method, being a modification of Design A.
the water will be pumped out of the first section and if the leakage
Design D: The common shield method using compressed air, is excessive sufficient air pressure will be put on to enable the
the same as is being employed in the tunnels under the Hudson forms to be removed, the waterproofing applied and the inner tube
and East rivers, New York.
If the forms are made of
or tunnel lining to be put in place.
Design A may be briefly described as a method by which the rolled steel they will be built with water-tight joints and left in the
pervious material underlying the river is replaced by an imper- work to act as additional waterproofing on the outside of the inner
fectly water-tight mass of concrete placed under water, through
tubes. If the forms are made of wood, waterproofing will be laid on
which, without the use of shields, the inner tubes or tunnels proper the exterior and allowed to remain on the inside of the concrete
i
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Tunnel Under the Detroit River, Design

be constructed to secure water-tightness, continuity of strength

and good workmanship, the whole work being done without the
use of high air pressure or cofferdams. The following is an outline
of the progressive stages of building the tunnels by this method:
A trench will be dredged in the bottom of the river, which is
principally silt and firm clay, without rock or boulders, to the approximate dimensions shown on the drawings. It has been assumed

%

that the slope of
to 1 will be sufficient for the purpose, but it may
be necessary to use flatter slopes or put in sheet piling to maintain
the approximate cross-section.
"Two-men" stone will then be deposited over the bottom of the trench to a depth of 18 in. to form
a blanket between the underlying clay or sand and the mass of
concrete.
On top of the loose stones 1:3:6 concrete will be laid
to a thickness of 2 ft.
The concrete will be machine mixed on
barges or floating platforms, which will be moved progressively

A.

shell when the forms are removed.
This will require high air
pressure to prevent hydrostatic pressure from distorting the waterproofing.
When each section has been made water-tight the inner
lining of reinforced concrete will be put in and the tunnel and
tracks completed.
The specifications give the contractor the option of using steel
If steel forms are used they
or wooden forms for the tunnels.
will have to be strongly braced internally to prevent distortion in
floating to place and after the water has been pumped out preparatory to putting in the inner tubes. When sinking them in place
pumps can be used to equalize the water pressure inside and out,
and it is expected that lengths up to 500 and 600 ft. can be successfully floated and sunk. Convenience in handling, however, may
make it desirable to use shorter lengths. Provision has been made
in designing the inner tubes for a variation of 3-in. in the aline-

'
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-45 O
Longitudinal Secf/on

B-B.

Typical Section of Ti/nne/.

telephone, signal and lighting wires will be
laid in conduits built into those benches.
The vertical faces of the benches will be reinforced with old rails, laid longitudinally.
&:/>'
A clearance of 11 ft. 6 in. is provided for beMi
tween the benches, which is well outside
the maximum equipment clearance line.
t
The track construction is designed to
give perfect drainage and to prevent creeping of the rails. The floor of the tunnel has
a gutter 1 ft. 3 in. deep and 2 ft. wide in the
center which slopes to the sump near the
middle of the river. Recesses are formed in
- 8.-;:*
the floor to receive the cross-ties on which
the rails rest. The New York Central standard type of under-running third-rail will be
,,"•..;?:
used in the tunnel. Other details of the design are clearly shown on the drawing.
Design B differs from Design A in that
the inner tubes are made in sections complete, on the shore, floated into position, sunk
on the cradles previously laid on the concrete bed and then joined with strong and
Details of Tunnel Construction, Design A.
water-tight joints before the surrounding
merit of the sections in case the cradles are not accurately set. mass of concrete is deposited. Backfilling will then be deposited over
The forms are to be provided with grouting holes and screw plugs the tubes and around the mass of concrete and the top of the filled-in

trench covered with rip-rap. Design C differs from Design A only
in the details of the steel forms to be used and the steel reinforcement in the inner lining.
Dredging the tunnel trench will be carried on day and night to
complete the work as soon as possible. Part of the dredged material
is to be retained for backfilling on top of the concrete before the
The reis
placed.
rip rap
inder will be loaded on

intervals to permit filling any voids in the concrete
surrounding the tubes. If concrete bulkheads are not used temporary steel bulkheads will be put in the forms before they are sunk
to prevent 'flooding when the water is pumped out by reason of
defects in the forms or joints of adjacent sections.
at frequent

interior lining will be 23 in. thick of 1:2:4 concrete rein

The

scows and dumped either op-

main

posite Belle Isle in the

the Michigan
Shore, or inside a new bulkIn ad
at
the foot of 12th
street, where a tract of land

channel

near

along the river bank is to be
reclaimed.
The advantages claimed
for the trench method over
Rethe shield method are:
duction in lift of traffic owing
to the feigner lev*?' b,1 which
the tunnel can be buftl
i\
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on the river would not be greatly interfered
and coiicretinc, bathes. There is every reason
to believe that the tunnel can be built by this method safely,
quickly and cheaply.
(To be oontinui •/
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Operation of Electric Locomotive During a Snowstorm.

throw

qo1

it

dear

Vol. XI.., No.

of

the

third

rail,

and

it

was found

thai

7.

from

ervlce on th<
operation much better
ovi
running rail would have been goi wlthoul the plow.
The report which follows is arranged by paragraphs, topically,
with reference both to the results obtained from the locomotive
and from each of five types of third-rail protection (including also
These third-rail protection devices are
the unprotected type).

the standpoint of

third-rail

i

herewith, and the stippled part, of the drawing around
win re Hie snow located and made the mosl trouble
One tiling was demonstrated clearly that a third-rail entirely unprotected is a good deal less troublesome in a snowstorm than
third-rail protected in SUCh a way that snow is encouraged to
accumulate.

shown
very unusual and interesting test of one of the
New York Central's electric locomotives was made near Schenectady.
N. Y.. during a severe snowstorm. At the time the locomotive vvenl
on the track there was about 13 inches of snow between the rails.
The protected and unprotected over-running rails were both completely covered, and in some places there was from four to six
The flanger
inches of snow on top of the protection boards.
plow used to clean the snow out from between the track rails did

On February

9 a

Snow Test

of

Elevation

New York

of

the rail show:

•>

Very little flashing, or trouble,
nprotected.
trip of the locomotive. On the follow
Ing trips conditions grew worn-, due to the fan that Ice had formed

Over-Running

Rail,

was experienced on the

'

first

Central Electric Locomotive.

Locomotive,

Showing Flangers.
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and Uie snow had become ironed out by the shoes. The unprotected over-running rail finally became so bad that it was almost
impossible to run over it.
Over-Running Units, Protected. The service of these rails was
not much better than the bare rail; in fact, in some cases it was
probably worse. The wings of the snowplow would throw about
enough snow to keep the top of the rail covered.
Under-Running Rail. The locomotive left the barn at 10:30
a. m., as stated, and at 2 p. m. it began operation on the long
stretch of under-running rail. Except in a single instance, there was
This exception occurred at the west end of
practically no trouble.
the line, where there are two short lengths of this rail installed.
The long stretch between the under-running rail at the Fonda,

—

—

on the under contact

I

.

.

.

J

W

,

'

Condition of Five Types of Third Rail After Passage of
.Johnstown & Gloversville station and the West Crossing gives
the shoe a chance to fill up with snow and ice, so that when the
top contact surface of the under-running shoe strikes the rail there
is a chance of the circuit being broken.
After the locomotive had
made one trip over the under-running rail, the snow was scooped
from under the contact surface for 2V> or 3 inches; and, unlike
the over-running rail, each passage of the locomotive would tend
to clean off the surface of contact.
After an inspection lasting all the afternoon, it was agreed
that the conditions under which the locomotive was operating
were more severe than in regular service because no flangers were
being run over the line; also, that the snowplow at present used
on the locomotive can be improved; that the operation of the shoe

View

of

rail

is

other types, and that the rail

much more satisfactory than on the
is much easier to keep clean.
The

is made, is the one which
Railroad Gazette, which was designed and patented by Mr. Wilgus and Mr. Sprague, and was further
developed by Mr. Katte.
The report as presented on general conditions shows that the
snow began falling February 9 at 1:30 a. m., and stopped at 2 p. m.;
that its character was medium heavy, average depth 17 inches;
drifting, none; fianger over road on tracks Nos. 1 and 3 at 12.30
Effect of flanger on under-running third rail: flanger on track
p. m.
3 packed the snow hard against the rail, but after the first passage
of the locomotive the snow was cleared away for a distance of
J L or 3 inches beneath the rail, as shown by the
heavy line in the drawing. On the unpiotected rail
of the over-running type the effect of the flanger
was minimized, since the rail was on the far side
of the track so that the flanger on track 3 made
little difference.
The first trip of the locomotive
over the unprotected lail caused less trouble than
succeeding trips, for the reason that the arcing
of the first passage melted the snow and formed
ice, which made conditions much worse on subsequent trips.
The over-running third rail of the
New York Central type, protected top and side
Flanger
(Fig. 31, suffered no ill effect from the flanger, since
it was too far away; but after the passage of the locomotive the effect
was the same as with the bare rail; that is to say, there was a tendency to iron down the snow on top of the rail and to form a layer
of ice. Fig. 4 shows the New York Central third rail of the top protected type. This suffered no bad effect from the operation of the
flanger, but it was almost impossible to run over the rail after
a few trips. The type of the snowplow used on the locomotive was
chiefly responsible for this.
The rail of the inner running type,
shown in Fig. 5, was packed about more tightly with snow by the
flanger than were the others.
The shoe on the locomotive arced
badly in running over it, but not as badly as on the New York Central over-running protected types.
When the locomotive was laid up again at G p. m., after having

under-running

rail,

to

which reference

we have previously shown

'

.
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road tor eight hours, the sno\> wai packed mouud the
holder, but there was very little on the
armature. About 10 Inches of snow clung to the bottom side of the
armature and commutator screws. There was no sign of motor
trouble which could be attributed to the snow.
Operation of Shoes. The enclosed third-rail shoe stops took
care of the snow very well. There was no indication of trouble occasioned by the snow preventing the shoes from turning on their
This was one of the sources of trouble in the experiments
axles.
made lasi winter. The shoes, however, arced badly, both on the
protected and on the unprotected over-running rail. The arcing on
the under-running rail was very much less.
While the trials were being made, the snow fell, during Momorning, a' an average rate of three inches per hour.
1

1.

iii

(iii
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Washington Correspondence.
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WASHINGTON, Feb. 13. Rapid progress is being made by the
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce with the preparation of
the railroad rate bill to be reported to the Senate. The speech delivered on Monday by Senator Lodge, of Massachusetts, has done
much to clear the air. 'While Mr. Lodge did not assume to speak
for the President, and it is clear that his views as to the unwisdom
of any provision for fixing transportation charges by governmental
authority are certainly not concurred in by the President, there is
no doubt in the minds of Senators that in the part of his speech
dealing with the question of judicial review, Mr. Lodge expressed
the views of Mr. Roosevelt.
It is significant, therefore, that Mr.
Lodge declared that the President's message recommending that the
Commission be given authority to fix rates "subject to review by the
courts" contemplated that the courts should be empowered "to determine, not merely whether the rate established by the Commission is confiscatory, but whether it is lawful, just and reasonable."
As a result of conferences with Senators, after Mr. Lodge had
made his speech. Senator Elkins, chairman of the Committee on
Interstate Commerce, introduced his revised bill to-day and will ask
the committee to consider it to-morrow.
He has expressed confidence that it can be reported from the committee and be passed by
the Senate, but, in the opinion of other Senators this is hardly possible.
It is known that the President is anxious to have the Hepburn bill made the basis of the action of the Senate, and there is
little doubt that this will be done, but when it is reported from the
committee it will be very unlike the Hepburn bill that passed the
House. The present plan is to retain the language providing for
the fixing of a rate by the commission, but to insert a provision for
a judicial review that will give the courts jurisdiction, not only of
the question of whether or not the rate made by the commission is
reasonable and just, but to go back of the order of the commission
and pass upon the question of the reasonableness and justice of the
rate that had been complained of. There will be no express provision
authorizing the court to suspend the order pending review nor any
provision attempting to interfere with such suspension.
In the opinion of some of the lawyers of the Senate it will be
very difficult to frame such a review provision that will be constitutional, their theory being that an order of the commission fixing
a future rate is a legislative act and that the courts can neither
review it after it has been made nor inquire into the grounds on
which the commission as a part of the legislative branch of the
government based its action in making the order. In order to
narrow, as much as possible any adverse court decision on any constitutional question, it is proposed to include in the bill a provision
that if any one feature of the act shall be found to be unconstitutional it shall not be held to invalidate the entire act.
It is held, however, by Senator Foraker and some of the other
members of the Committee on Interstate Commerce that the Hepburn bill is unconstitutional fundamentally, and that no such provision can save its most essential features. The ground of this contenion is that it proposes an unconstitutional blending of legislative,
executive and judicial functions in the hands of one set of officials.
It is obvious that if this contention is correct it would make no
matter whether the provisions for judicial review might be constitutional or not. the whole rate-making power would fall to the
ground. Even this would not destroy the law, however, if the present plan is carried out, for it is proposed to incorporate in the Hepburn bill the third section of the Foraker bill. This is the section
that provides for the bringing of proceedings in the United States
Circuit Courts in the first instance and that authorizes a court, finding that any rate is unreasonable or unjust or is unjustly discriminatory and therefore illegal, to issue an injunction restraining the
railroad from continuing the illegal charge in excess of the lawful
reasonable rate or restraining the continuance of the illegal discrimination, the injunction to remain in force during such period as the
same or substantially the same conditions may continue as are
established by the evidence in the case. It is proposed to give complainants the right to elect whether their complaints shall be passed
upon by the commission or taken before the courts in the first
instance.
In addition to affording this alternative method of pro
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No.

;

cedun
expected that the Incorporation oi this provision from
Hi.
Foraker bill will make it certain that the courts will leave some
kind oi effective legli Union on the tatut
ooks and will not destroy
the whole act. Then
no
to be no doubt now as to the bill being
reported by a majority of the committee, for, even if Senator Dolliver and Senator Uapp should refuse to unite with their Republican
associates it is understood that at least two Democrats Senator
.VlcLaurin and Senator Foster
will vote for the amended bill. The
revised Elkins bill also includes the third section of the Foraker
bill, so that whatever may be done by the committee, it is practically
certain that the bill reported will contain a provision for an alterit
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native procedure before the courts.
A general investigation by the Interstate Commerce Commission
into the relations between the railroads and the bituminous coal
industry seems to be assured by the unanimous adoption by the
Senate of the Tillman joint resolution directing such an investigation.
The- resolution is now before the House Committee on Interstate and
foreign Commerce, and there is little doubt that it will be reported
and adopted by the House. It calls for complete information as to
the interests of railroads and railroad officers in the mining of bituminous coal, as to whether there is a combination, in the form of
a trust or otherwise, in the bituminous coal industry, as to how
the relations of the railroads and their officers, and any combination
that may exist, operate on independent producers, and as to whether
there is discrimination against independent producers in the matter
of car supply or in any other way.
The Commission is required to
report any remedy that it can suggest for any of the enumerated
evils that may be found to exist, and also to report any facts or conclusions that it may think pertinent to the inquiry
j. c. w.

Required Reduction of Passenger Fares

in

Ohio.

Mr. James McCrea, First Vice-President of the Pennsylvania
Lines West of Pittsburg, has submitted to the Ohio Committee on
Railroads and Telegraphs a full discussion of the passenger business done by his company, as an argument against the enactment of
any law fixing the maximum rate which railroads may charge for
transporting passengers within the State of Ohio at two cents a
mile. A portion of this document follows:
Exhibit "A" shows the earnings per passenger per mile and per
passenger train mile for each of the different roads embraced in the
Pennsylvania System West of Pittsburg for the year 1904; and I
beg to call your attention to the fact that twenty out of the thirtytwo roads show a loss upon every passenger carried. The passenger
train earnings include the earnings from mail, express and baggage;
and yet eleven out of thirty-two lines show an actual average loss
on every passenger train hauled.
Exhibit "B"* shows the passenger mileage, earnings, expenses,
and averages on passenger business from 1871 to 1904, inclusive, on
Pennsylvania Company lines Northwest System), and from 1890 to
1904 on The Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company lines (Southwest System). The rate received has decreased
from a maximum of 2.83 cents on the Pennsylvania Company lines
in 1S73, to 2.02 cents in 1904, while the expenses have increased from
1.89 cents in 1S73 to 2.13 cents.
On the P., C. C. & St. L. Ry. the
rate received has decreased from 2.30 cents in 1S90 to 1.94 cents per
passenger per mile, while the expenses per passenger per mile have
decreased from 2.13 cents to 1.93 cents, leaving a margin in the year
1904 of only one-tenth of one mill per passenger per mile. The
difference in the cost on the Northwest System, 2.13 cents per passenger per mile, and that on the Southwest System, 1.93 cents per
mile, is wholly explained by the difference in the number of limited
express trains with expensive equipment and high speed. On the
Fort Wayne road there are six daily trains of this character, while
on the P., C, C. & St. L. Ry. there are only two per day.
At this point it seems proper to me to give an explanation as to
how the expenses in connection with the transportation of passengers are arrived at. Briefly
A All known items relating exclusively to passenger business
are charged to passenger expenses.
B General expenses, such as cost of maintaining road and roadbed, superintendence, taxes, et cetera, are divided between passenger
and freight on each division, in the proportion which passenger train
mileage bears to total passenger and freight train mileage.
Of course, this is arbitrary, but the rule is almost universal, and
its favor
I know of no other basis that has so many arguments in
and which seems so absolutely reasonable. Should there be any imperfections in this method of dividing these expenses, it must have
been a constant one. and therefore there can be no doubt as to the correctness of the ratio showing the increased cost as between 1S73 and
t

—
—

1904, inclusive.

Later on I will go a little more into detail as to the reasons why
earnings per mile have been reduced and expenses per mile increased,
but it seems right to say here, in a general way. that the earnings
have been reduced by competition and the increase in the use of mileage, commutation and excursion tickets, while the expenses have
*Xot shown

in this abstract.
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been Increased because of higher standards for track and equipment
and greater weight and speed of trains.
Exhibit "C" shows the passenger statistics for all Pennsylvania
Lines for the state of Ohio, as well as for the Pennsylvania Company, P., C, C. & St. L. Ry., the Vandalia Railroad, and the G. R. &
Columns 13, 14 and 15 show the earnings and operating
I. Ry. Cos.
cost, with profit or loss on all passenger trains, and the earnings
include the earnings of passenger, mail, express and baggage.
I
prefer to treat the subject from this standpoint rather than from
that of the earnings, expenses and profits per passenger per mile, as
shown in columns 9, 10 and 11, because the criticism has been made
that by showing only the earnings from passenger fares an attempt
has been made to deceive the public. I think a little consideration
will make plain to anyone not only the difficulty but the illogical
results that would be produced by attempting to apportion the mail
and express earnings on the basis of the passengers carried one mile.
In the earnings of passenger trains is included $49S,7S7, on account of mail and a large proportion of the earnings from express
covering traffic that was carried on exclusive mail and express trains
and upon which no passengers were handled. Had the operations of
these trains been excluded, the average earnings per passenger train
mile would have been considerably reduced and the net result

of m
in making tip the figures for manufactures 60 per cenl
revenue is set aside for interest and dividends and 4u per cent.
In agriculture the taxes are
for surplus to cover depreciation, etc.
estimated at 1 per cent, on the valuation. It will be seen from these
figures that if a man had $1,000 which he desired to invest in three
industries in the United States si earn railroads, manufacturing and
agriculture in the same ratio as investments in such have up to
the present time been made be would place in:

Railroad

would draw particular attention

to

column

C.

&

St.

I,.

Ry

Vandalia Railroad

:

loss.
profit.

10(171

"
G. R. & I. Ry
03450
In studying the results shown in column 17, please take into
consideration the information which I will give you later in regard
to the average number of passengers carried per train mile in the
state of New York as compared with the state of Ohio. In the former
state they average 01 passengers per train mile, while in Ohio the
average is 48, or a difference of 13 passengers, which at 2 cents per
mile would have added to the net profits of operation 20 cents pei
train mile, or enough to have eliminated the deficit and left a surplus
of over 15 cents per passenger train mile on all Pennsylvania Lines
in the state of Ohio.
Of course, I know that the advocates of the
measure under consideration by your committee will charge that
these unprofitable results are partly due to over-capitalization on the
Some of you are no doubt aware that the
part of the railroads.
leases under which the Pennsylvania Company operates the P., F. W.
& C. Ry.; the C. & P. R. R., and other properties, were made thirty
years or more ago, at a time when the rate of interest was much
higher than at present, and it therefore pays a rental of 7 per cent.
on the stock of most of these companies. The actual capitalization
per mile is not high, but at the time at which the leases were made,
what was a fair rate of interest has become in some instances burdensome. So far as the Pennsylvania Company stockholders are
concerned, with an investment of $40,000,000, they received in 1904
a return of 5 per cent., but in many previous years they received
nothing whatever, because the income was devoted to capital expenditures without any increase in capital.
The stockholders of the P., C, C. & St. L. Ry., with a capital
stock of $52,000,000, received in dividends during the year 1904,
$1,841,511.50, or less than 4 per cent.
Outside of this small return
to the people who invested so much money in these properties, and
Ihe interest on the bonded debt, every dollar expended has gone hack
to the public in payment either of wages to employees or for materials for the operation and improvement of the road; and right
here I desire to say that for every dollar represented in the capitalization of the Pennsylvania Lines in the state of Ohio, an actual
dollar has been invesloil: li ji the property cannot lie reproduced for
the same capitalization; and that the return on the capital so in
vested is less than for any other character of business; and as proof
would refer you to the statistics of the Interstate
of this assertion
Commerce Commission, from ,vli ii-li Ihe following slalonielll Is made
up; the figures covering the railroads arc taken from the reporl
for 1903, while those in regard to manufactures and agriculture are
from Hie census reports of 1900:
1

t

I

-''-'

•

4S!I

Agriculture

The gross earnings from these investments, according to returns of Interstate Commerce Commission reports for 1903 and census
reports of

19011,

would be from:
Per cent.

Agriculture

$46.00
310.00
106.00

16.S
132.1
21.8

Totals

$462.00

46.2

Railroads

Manufacturing

Of the above gross earnings there would be expended on account

and incidentals:

of cost of operation, including labor, material, taxes

Per cent.
12.2

$33.00
265 00
37.00

Railroads

Manufacturing

10 of this state-

034OJ cents
"
03867

Pennsylvania Comoany

C,

s~7i;

sleeks and bonds

Manufacturing

Agriculture

ment, in which you will find the passenger train proportion of fixed
charges and dividends on capital stock, per passenger train mile. 1
presume no one will dispute the propriety of the passenger traffic
(including mail and express) bearing its fair and proper share of
the fixed charges and reasonable dividends to the stockholders for
the capital invested in the property. When these charges are provided for, the Pennsylvania Company lines in the state of Ohio
show a loss of nearly 10 cents per passenger train mile, the P., C, C.
& St. L. a loss of over 3 cents per passenger train mile, the Little
Miami over 15 cents, and all Pennsylvania Lines in the state of
Ohio a loss of almost 11 cents per passenger train mile, while the
results on all of our lines, including those outside of the state of Ohio,
are as follows:
P.,

—

—

affected accordingly.
I

is?

33.5

$335.00

Totals

There would remain

l-.s
7.6

i

and dividends:

for interest

Per cenl.

Agriculture

$10.70
26.90
58.40

Totals

$96.00

Railroads

Manufacturing

Amount

to be carried to surplus for

3.7a
1
1

1.62
- >"•
.

'

9.60

renewals and depreciation:
Per cent.

Agriculture

$2.35
is lo
10.55

0.85
7.65
2.16

Totals

$31.00

3 10

Railroads

Manufacturing

he had invested all of the $1,000 in railroad stock and bonds
his net returns would have been:
From interest and dividends,
$37.50; surplus, $8.50; total, $40.
if all had been invested in manufacturing his returns would have been:
From interest and dividends, $110.20; surplus, $70.50; total, $192.70. If he had invested all
in agriculture his profits would have been $120.50; surplus. $21.60;
II

total, $142.10.

In other words, it is shown that if a man invests in manufacturing he will, on an average, receive 4 -/,„ times as great a return
and if he invests in agriculture he will receive 3 V, times as grea
a return as if he had made his investment in railroads.
Here let me speak of a very important feature in connection
with the transportation problem, which is seldom referred to in
the public prints and which I do not believe is generally though!
of, although the truth of it, I think, will easily be recognized when
your attention is called to the matter; and that is, that to serve,
the public well and as they have a right to demand, transportation
companies must expend large sums of money in increasing their
facilities.
The only way in which (his capital can be obtained is by
it out of the income
sale of stock; or

A.

Taking

B.

The
The

C.

from operations;

sale of bonds.

There are always expenditures

to be made which cannot be
expected to yield a return equivalent to the interest on their cost,
as for example the separation of the grade between railroads and
Highways, ami many other Improvements that add to comfort, convenience and safety, and a large part of these expenditures must
income: and unless the transportation companies
be taken £
can show a surplus so invested over and above thai Which Is m
sary to pay interest on its debt and a fair dividend on its capital

public will not buy additional stock or bonds that nun
be offered in the market, In order to provide additional facilities
necessitated b> growth of business; therefore it is necessary thai
iiel
profits Of a railroad shall show a Sufficient surplus over divi
mpanj will
dendi to be convincing- evidence to Invi tors thai th
itions
be able io paj its Interest and dividends on sucl
stock, the

are offered for sale.
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Middle States, and the avi ragi passi tigers pel mile of road dropped
while the rate increased from
79 cents to 1.89 cents, ami
the avi rage haul pei pa
engei fron
17.5 to 22.5 m
He in
Group 3, which includes Ohio. Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and W
in, the average number of passengers per mill
road dropped
d1
to 2,385, the rate increased from
89 to 2.16 per mile, and the avei
age haul increased from 22.5 to 38.4 miles.
By following the statements down through the different gro
you will find that the average rate received, ami the average haul
per passenger, increases almost uniformly as the average number
of passengers per mile of road (or as we call ii
the "pass.;
density") decreases; when jrou reach Group 8, the
ir density
increases and the rate and average haul drops.
This is nothing
more or less than a demonstration of the same law that govern
business transactions.
A merchant maj be forced by competition
to sell 100 barrels of sugar at such a small margin, that when
charged with its proportion of the general expenses, such as
wages, heat, lighting, etc.. the operation will result in a loss; but
ho might sell 1,000 barrels at the same margin, and. by a wider
distribution of the fixed charges, leave himself with a small profit
instead of a loss.
You will note in Exhibit "D" that I have selected some of the
principal roads in the different states.
In New England the average number of passengers per train mile is 63; on the N. Y.. N. H.
& H. Railroad, which was selected as a Connecticut road, the average is 77 passengi
per train mile: on the roads in the state of
Xew York the avi rag is 61 passengers par train mile; in Oh o the
average is 4S; Indiana. 54; Illinois, 49; Michigan. 42: the average
for Ohio. Indiana and Illinois in the year 1904 being abnormally
swelled by the travel to the World's Fair at St. Louis.
I might elaborate this question of the effect of densely populated
districts upon the profits in the transportation of passengers, but I
think it is sufficient to refer you to Exhibits "D" and "E" and say
that when the density of travel in Ohio equals that of Xew York
and Connecticut I think you will find that the railroads will no
longer oppose a similar service at a similar price.
While the average rate received per passenger has, by reason
to 10,651,
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the first-class fares in Great Britain are 2.94
Germany a fraction over 3 cents; the
second-class fares in Great Britain 2.4G cents, in France 2.32 cents,
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for the year 1904 was 1.95 cents, and on the P.. F.
&
C. Railway 1.96 cents: in both cases less than the third-class fare
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France and Germany.
The gentleman referred to says that he does not know the charof equipment furnished with third-class tickets, but I am not
only familiar with it but have no hesitation in saying that we would
not be permitted to use on the Ohio roads cars equipped like the
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European countries,
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for anyone to form a correct judgment of any
business proposition without a thorough knowledge of all the facts
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the facts concerning it; and the same reasoning holds good
with respect to all the subjects of legislation; therefore, in a government of the people by the people, the people have selected representatives whose duty it is to meet together and carefully consider
the questions involved when new laws or modifications of old laws
are demanded, and consequently it is your duty as representatives
of the people, before legislating on a subject of this magnitude, to
make every effort to ascertain the whole facts of the case, and be
guided in your recommendation ami vote bj such facts and con-

know

of the representatives of the largest taxpaying interests.

As one

arguments presented, so that in the end both the public and the
railroads will feel that they have been properly treated. This is a
course that has always been followed by Congress, members of
Mate legislatures here and elsewhere, and by the representative
bodies of countries with whose rates ours have been compared, so
that the practice has almost become an unwritten law; and surely
interests are
it seems to me not only fair to the railroads, whose
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of the transportation companies which serve the people of the
state of Ohio, and because I sincerely trust that the effect of what 1
have said will be a careful study by your committee of this bill,
through consultation with the experts of the other railroads, and
other experts that you deem it proper to employ, to check and verify
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which has recently been opened between "War
and Jamestown, N. Y., traverses the valley of the t'onewango creek, and connects the rich "Tiona" oil fields of Pennsylvania with the southern shore of the Lake Chautauqua. Warren,
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the investigations which I am urging you to make shall prove,
as I believe they will, that a rate of two cents per passenger mile
simple
is not remunerative to the railroads, then it follows as a
matter of justice that the existing law should not be changed and
that to do so would work serious injury, both to the railroads
and to the interests of the state of Ohio as a whole.
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will injure or cripple

without its reacting on every citizen in the state. The
taxes paid by the Pennsylvania Lines in the state of Ohio in 1904
amounted to $1,249,03.0, or 3.72 per cent, of our gross earnings,
which is surely in excess of that paid by any other industry in the
siato; and, while we have sometimes complained, yet we have paid
them without dispute so long as they bore a reasonable comparison
with the taxes assessed against other citizens: and we still stand
ready and willing to pay our full share of any tax that is assessed
uniformly and fairly upon all citizens of the state, but we ask in
return that our rights shall be given that fair and reasonable consideration that you would give to any other subject upon which
in the state
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employers of labor, and the largest purchasers of ma
have <i it mj duty to appear before you ami present the
facts submitted, and ask dial before coming to anj conclusion you
carefully consider them; have tic statements checked by rep
senlalivos selected by yourselves, with the sworn Statements till
nislieii under the requirements of the law and died in the office of
the Commissioner of Railroads and Telegraphs at Columbus, Ohio
ami in the office of the Interstate Commerce Commission at Wash"ion.
Disinterested experts can always be Found, and when
laiion Involving so much Is before you Cor conslderat
to mi' that it is the duly of the representatives of the people in taki
the time and spend the money, If necessary, to enable them to oh
lain such Information as will place them In a position to decldi
what Is fa ir and equitable to all Interests, tf It Is determined that
a I'linn-i' is necessary, an I'lTori should be made I., see what adjust
can be reached between what Is demanded and what the ti u
in en
iioriaiinii compi
is
feel thej can (airly tie asked i" yield, and then
prepare the law In such Form as will make it beai with as little
hardship as possible on the Interests affected,
have not undertaken to criticise In detail the bill thai Is now
am merel
before you I'm- conslderat inn. because
Hie largest
terials,
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the southern terminal of the line, is located in the heart of the
oil fields and the natural gas belt of the western portion of the
It contains some 15,000 inhabitants, while its surrounding
state.
territory has a population of 10,000 more within easy access of
the new road. Jamestown, at the other end. is a prosperous manu
facturing city of 29,000 inhabitants, and is connected by steam and
electric roads with the resorts of the Chautauqua region, whose sum
mer population is estimated at 50.000. The New York towns of Falconer. Frewsburg and Fentonville. and Ackley, Russell and Glade,
Pa., bring the total permanent population of the territory adjacent

new road up
The equipment

the

10

I

i

more than

to

of the

road

65,000 inhabitants.

thoroughly modern, comprising

is

horizontal gas engines as prime sources of driving power, and the
single-phase alternating-current system of the Westlnghouse ElecThis is the flrsl instance of a
tric & Manufacturing Company.
single-phase electric railway, operated by gas engines. The curtrans
rent Is generated in a power bouse without a boiler plant,
milled at n potential Of 22,000 VOltS over bare copper wires to
transformer stations operated withoul attendants, fed to the central
trolley section at 3,300 volts, to the terminal sections within the
city limits at 550 volts.

The track is laid with 70-lb. rails on oak and chestnut tics
The rails are connected by soldered
and ballasted With graved.
bonds made bj the Ohio Brass Company, and are cross bonded at
The line follows the winding course of the
frequent intervals.
ml has many curves. The grades are heavy; one is
Conewani
per cent and a
three-quarters of a mile long with an average of 3'
The sharpest curve has a radius of 65
short stretch oi 7 per cent.
Four turn-OUtS are now In use, but this number will soon be
ft.
The car bams are ai Warren. Pa., and Frewsi
Increased to five
burg. N. Y.. with the repair shop at Warren.
The power bouse is bleated ai Si. iii. 'bam. five utiles sonlh of
Warren, that sue having been elected bj reason of us proxlmllj
L, the natural gas pipe lines from which its fuel supplj is obtal
a
ycle, alt
380 voll
he quipmenl 1m lud< s two 260 k.w
:

'..'

.

i

i

!

generators of the revolving Beld type, whli
connected to horizontal gas eni
The two units are connected In paralli and run
ithness.
The
mat Icable
ad
w
tlnghouse Machine Comp tnj
r
hed and Installed bj the Westln
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md parallel working,
tirely adequate In respect to both regulat
plane with
and which places this typo of gas engine upon thi si
large Corliss strain engine practice.
To make all puts accessible
the engine has been elevated to such a height that all parts are
In pection and cleaning, especially of cylln
above the Boor level
is possible withi
lismantling the engine.
Injury from neglect hai been avoided bj providing automatic
auxiliaries, both oil and cooling water being delivered undei gra\ II
essure and ompre: ied air for start
head, j lindei oil b
Thi starting arrangement has proven
ing from stora
particularly efficient, and with only two operations, opening up ol
gas and air valves, the engine automatically starts and comes up
Less
to speed under its own Ignition without further attention.
ilupti
\
than a minute is required to bring the engine up to sp
cate system of igniters is employed with tour different combinai'li
combustion chamber. Any igniters m.iy lie replaced
tions
while the engine is in service and in ease of necessity any cylindei

tiers,

)

i

i

>i

i

may

be isolated for repairs during operation.
There are two main generating units of 260 k.w., BOO nominal
h.p. capacity at present installed at Warren, with space lor a third
Single-crank, tandem units were employed in place
of equal size.

twin tandem units in ofder to give greater flexibility of operation,
the former representing the standard adoptecl by the builders. The
units have solid couplings between engine and generator and operate in parallel on the station load in the same manner as an ordi
nary steam driven unit. The four-stroke cycle is used, which, with
nf
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auxiliary oil cylinder does all the work of actuating the main valve.
The sensitive centrifugal regulator is positively driven, as is the
auxiliary oil pump supplying the relay system. Manual synchron
izing adjustment for alternating-current working is also supplied.
The ignition is of the hammer-break type, in duplicate, with
two independent sources of current. The point of ignition is changeable and the igniter plugs are removable while the engine is running.
An automatfe safety stop is interposed in the igniter circuits.
Separate water circuits are supplied for each important part with
open funnel discharge. The pistons are maintained at an even temperature by a double-ended plunger pump attached to the center
erosshead. A gravity water supply for the entire engine is used
with an automatic motor driven pump for maintaining a constant
head.
The oiling is done with a gravity Hush system for the engine
oil with a filter and a positive-driven return pump.
For the cylinder oil positive-timed injection from sight-feed pumps driven by

engine

is

employed.

The Warren plant was

started on Oct. 19, 1905. and has since
been in continuous service, averaging 17% to 18 hours a day without developing any trouble of a serious nature. The only prolonged
shut-down was made after a two-months' run for the purpose of

examining the condition of the interior
/

Map

of the

of

the

first

unit started.

(T x

/
I \
Warren & Jamestown Single-Phase Electric Railway.

the tandem arrangement, gives a power impulse with each successive
stroke of the engine. The cylinders are 21 in. in diameter by 30 in.
stroke.
The unit runs at a nominal speed of 150 r.p.m. For this
particular service the engine is rated at 47tl li.h.p.. with a maximum
of 520 b.h.p.. giving a 35 per cent, overload capacity on the generator.
The cylinders are symmetrical about both axes and supported
The
free from the foundations by front, center and rear housings.
front housing is anchored but the remainder of the engine is free
The jacket walls are cast
to adjust itself to temperature changes.
free.
The interior of the cylinders is accessible from above and
below through valve openings without removing the heads. Solid
forged steel crank shafts are used with positive pressure oiling at
i

.

lie

pins.

The bearings are of segmental construction with wedge adjust
ment and water-cooled shells. The crossheads are of cast-steel with
guides and adjustable slippers. The pistons are in one piece,
They are
cast symmetrical about both axes without internal ribs.
mounted permanently on the rods and an- water-cooled, being floated
!

Nickel steel is used for the piston
free from the cylinder walls.
rods which are made with a bored water duet. The rods are made
in two parts to facilitate handling and are united at the center
the packing is
erosshead. The rear piston may be disconnected,
el
the segmi Otal metallic type, floating about the rods and internally lubricated.
All the valves are of the poppet type, spring seated
in the direction of pressure and removable in one piece with bonnet.
One inlet valve for each cylinder end combines the fund ions
Each valve is under direct
of mixing, governing and admission.
governor control. The exhaust valves are raised by a multiplying
lever system giving heavy force at the start, followed by rapid
opening. The valves are water-cooled and are always full of water.
The balanced system of governing is employed in which an

Pole Line Construction at Turn-out.

Showing Catenary Suspension.
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on porcelain

insulators of

Ohio Bras*

the

Company, known by the trade name of Locke
No. 406, which are supported on chestnut
poles. Each feeder connects with a transforming station, one of which is located 1%
miles from the Warren terminal and the
other l'j miles from the end of the line in
.iamestown.
The transformer stations are made of
concrete blocks and are of suitable size to
permit a good arrangement of the apparatus.
They are similarly equipped, each containing
two 150-k.w., 22, 000-3. 300-volt, lowering transformers of the oil-immersed self-cooling
type, which are controlled and protected by
fuse type circuit breakers and disconnecting
switches in the high-potential circuits and
by oil switches and enclosed fuses in the secondary lines, one of which taps the 3, 300-volt
trolley section while the other feeds the city
Single-Phase Passenger Car on the Warren & Jamestown.
section of the trolley line through auto-transEvery part was found to be in perfect working order without evi- formers along the track which reduce the potential from 3,300 to 550
dences of deterioration from wear or excessive strains.
volts.
Both high and low-potential feeder circuits are protected by
Daily observations of the gas consumption of the plant furnish choke coils and low-equivalent lightning arresters which are mounted
an indication of its high economy. During the month of Decem- in the transforming stations. The apparatus is symmetrically arber, 1905, the cost of gas consumed by the interurban system averranged, that mounted on one side of the station being exactly dupliaged less than 50 cents per hour, or about 16 cents per car hour cated on the other. The two transformers are connected in parallel.
At present the large gas Each has sufficient capacity to carry the entire normal load and
for 35-ton interurban single-phase cars.
engines operate both interurban and city
systems totaling 10 cars. During the week
ending January 12 the cost of gas averaged
less than 75 cents per hour, or 7% cents per
car hour, for three interurban and seven city
cars.
With this combined operation there
has been realized a saving of approximately
/
"_-_£
20 per cent, in cost of gas over the independent operation of the interurban and ur-mr-n
ban plants, the former by the new horizontal
and the latter by vertical type engines.
Fuel gas is available from several different points and is clean and uniform in

\

^^

n

quality, averaging from 1,000 to 1,100 b.t.u.
total per cu. ft. Gas is obtained at a straight
rate of 15 cents per 1.000 cu. ft., which

places the cost of power so far below the
usual figure that any other source of motive
power is out of the question.
Prom the generators the current passes

i
"""'1A-:

g-^'MSBJ."'

jF|£r^
[

through a switchboard of blue Vermont marble panels completely equipped with appar-

tS

coils.

The

high-potential lines of No.

6

bare copper wire are carried

Cr^SMgW*

J

vkr~?

Single-Phase Baggage and

atus and controlling devices to raising transformers of the "Westinghouse oil-immersed, self-cooling type, which
transform the potential from 380 to 22,000 volts. The two feeders
which leave the station are protected by circuit breakers of the fuse
type, disconnecting switches, low-equivalent lightning arresters and

choke

"'"

&

either

may

& Jamestown.

Express Car, Warren

be readily cut out of service.

The transformer stations are operated

entirely without attendants and require only occasional inspection. The building is fireproof.
It contains no moving machinery or apparatus and has adequate
automatic protection, so that there is no likelihood of trouble othei
than the opening of a circuit breaker because of excessive load.

The high-potential

the trans

feeders •liter

former houses through protected openings
The high-voltage feeder
under the roof.
leading to the Jamestown transformer station
is carried upon the pole line which supports
the overhead construction.

The

trolley line

divided Into a central
The central sec

is

and two terminal sections

tion is connected direct to the transformer
stations receh Ing alternating current at 3 800
volts,
a No. 000 grooved trollej wire is

swung by catenate suspension from

in

a

messenger cable which is carried on heavj
porcelain Insulators mounted on angle iron
brackets supported
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head line construction Is substantial, and has noi given any troubli
since erection.
With such a line 3,!
volts is as easily handled a
lo\i potential direct-current
with the usual overhead construction.
The central high-voltage trolley line is separated Erom the ter
minal sections ii> section Insulators. Within the limits of the tei
niin.il towns the trollej lines are supplied with alternating currenl
.it
the low potential of 550 irolts.
\
feeder from each transformer
station leads to three 75-k.w. auto-transformers which are located
\,,
along the track anil connected ,,,
sccondarj feeder which
he trollej
supplies
The auto-transformers reduce the potential
from 3,300 to 550 voll
They are swung between pairs of poles.
The low-potential irolley is supported from span wires by in
;

i

,

i

sulating hangers, in accordance with the standard practice for direct
current work.
In Warren the ears run over the tracks of the Warren Street Railway Company, which is equipped with the dire,
cm-rent system. The two trolley wires alternating-current and dl
rect-current are suspended side by side from the same spans without appreciably complicating the structure or in any way impairing the service of either system.
The passenger ears are of the double-end, vestibuled, double
truck type, with 33-in. wheels and 5%-in. axles. They measure 52
ft.
over all by A.t ft. in width, and seat 59 people on cross seat!
which have high backs and are upholstered in green plush. The
cars are supplied with baggage racks, signal circuits and many
other modern features. A smoking compartment is provided at on
end and on the side. They are finished in mahogany and are
decorated in excellent taste.
The operating company has at present five passenger cars and
one baggage ear, all of which were furnished by the St. Louis i'ai
Company. Each is equipped with four Westinghouse No. 108, 50-h p,
motors of the single-phase, alternating-current, compensating, series
type, mounted one on each axle and connected by single reduction
gears.
The motors are connected permanently in multiple and are
operated by the hand control system by means of taps from an
auto-transformer which supplies a varying e.m.f. at the motor terminals. The controllers are of the drum type and closely resemble
those of direct-current practice, though they occupy somewhat less
space.
They are mounted upon the platform at each end. so that
the car may be operated in either direction. A feature of this installation is its simplicity and the small space required by the
electrical apparatus.
It consists only of one bow trolley, two standard wheel trolleys, two controllers, two canopy switches, one autotransformer, two preventive coils with resistance, two fuse boxes,
one change-over switch, and the necessary connecting cables.
The bow trolley is used on the 3,300-volt section and the wheel
rolleys on the terminal sections of the line.
The change-over switch
is arranged to cut out the bow trolley and transfer the connections of the wheel trolleys from the low to the high-voltage servic
taps of the auto-transformer, so that, in case of accident to the bow
trolley, the wheel trolleys, which are mounted on heavy insulators,
may be used on the 3,300-volt section of the line. The bow trolley
is pneumatically operated, the controlling valve being mounted on
the platform within easy reach of the motorman.
The wheel trolleys are handled in the ordinary way with ropes in which suitable
insulators have been inserted to guard against the possibility of
ground when used on a high-voltage circuit. The preventive coils
and resistances eliminate arcing at the controller contacts when
passing from one transformer connection to another.
The cars are equipped with Westinghouse straight air-brakes
operated by means of an air compressor which is driven by a
single-phase, series-wound motor of "a construction similar to that
employed for the main driving motors. Hand brakes are also supt

—

—

I

The

plied.

car,

approximately

complete with equipment but without load, weighs

6(1,000 lbs.

The motorman has the car under complete control at all times.
accelerates rapidly and without the slightest jar.
It runs smoothly, and the alternating-current equipment responds readily to emergency demands, it being found possible to stop the car in a very
short distance by simply throwing the reverse switch. As the controller handles are interlocking the operating drum must first be
thrown to the off position.
The winter schedule requires two passenger and one baggage
Commencing al
car.
o'clock in the morning cars leave either end
of the line every hour and a half; this service continues until 11.30
p.m. The run of 22% miles is made in one hour and fen minutes,
each car laying over about 20 minutes between trips. There are
53 stations along the line at which stops may be made; the average
run each way includes about 15 stops. The two cars pass at a
switch near Ackley, about, the center of the line. Commencing at
the Warren terminal, the schedule is as follows:
Wan- n to Norl Warren
10 mins.
North Warren to Ackley Switch
25
Ackley Switch to Frewsburg
20
,v. sburg to Jamestown Terminal
15
It

>'•

ii

i

j

Total run. one way

The maximum running speed
plete

run from terminal

in 47 minutes.

1

hr.

and 10 mins.

50 miles per hour.
The comto terminal without stops has been made
is

Vol, XL., No.

The change from the high to the
Aa the car approaches

low voll

7.

I

the terminal section the molorman releases an air valve, thereby lowering the bow trolley
which automatical^ close down and locks in place. Aftei passing
the section Insulator the conductor places the wheel trolley on the
line iii the ordinary way.
The change-over may In- made withoul

accomplished.

slopping.
ml. a present arrangements tin- ear is run
wo days wilh a
mileage of 246, ami is then brought in for Inspection
The haw
trolley si
s are found to give a lite el approximate^ 10,000 mi
So far there has been no indication of undue weai of the trollej
here been any
wire, nor has
rouble with the overhead structure,
lite baggage car makes three trips per day on regular schedule,
having Warren tit 7
a.m., 11.40 a.m. and (.15 p.m., and leaving
I

I

I

i

i

.

i:

.

Jamestown at 9.50 a.m., 2.30 p.m. and 7 p.m.
The present service of tin- Warren & Jamestown Street Railway Company requires a total of but eight employees, outside the
general offices and car crews, it is made up of four men in the
ai
An
barns, three power house attendants and one lineman.
additional line-man is occasionally borrowed from the Warren Street
Railway Company. There are no attendants in the transformer
tei

ions.

The officers of the railway company are: Mr. D. H. Siggins,
President; Mr. 11. M. Preston. Vice-President; Mr. S. Q, Smith,
Mr. Siggins is assisted in the management of the propSecretary.
erty by bis son. Mr. H. A. Siggins, a director of the company ami
general manager of the Warren Street Railway.
Railway Education.*

The

daily

activities

of

important to be neglected

mankind have long

become too
and it is now

since

in the educational world,

the universities may shape their curricula with direct
reference to these and yet lose little, if any. of the mental development so long considered a monopoly of the humanistic- studies. The
four years devoted to professional preparation for medicine or for
the law are not commonly supposed to have any particularly injurious or warping effect upon the mind of the student; in fact, are
Equally
conceived to be mentally stimulating and invigorating.
harmless and equally beneficial is the mental preparation for other
practical pursuits of life; in either case, the chief essential in the
arrangement of the educational pabulum is that the various studies
shall be handled in a broad and scientific way, compelling, on the
part of the student, both analytical and synthetical modes of thought.
Thus, in existing universities, we find not only the traditional
schools of law, medicine and theology, but also the modern schools
of engineering, architecture, education, journalism, commerce and
the like. In turn, the engineering school divides out into its civil,
mechanical, and electrical branches, and, so right along the line, is
to be seen greater and greater indication of the influence of the
spirit of specialization, -which, after all, is but a response to the
demand that education shall adapt itself to the necessities of life.
The number of persons engaged in engineering, in architecture,
or in educational work falls far below the number at work in the
transportation industry, and yet there has been but little effort to
provide technical training for the latter. As a part result of this,
the railways are finding themselves to-day in lack of a sufficient
number of men qualified to occupy, with dignity and success, the
positions of initial responsibility, men who know how to do the
right thing at the right time, who show initiative and originality
when thrown back upon their own resources, who possess not merely
physical or brute obstinacy but especially that inflexible mental determination and persistency arising from the realization of the
trained mind as to the relation of the individual worker to the
collective working.
It may be that careful professional training
will be of considerable benefit to those destined to attain to the
seats of power in the transportation industry; I am inclined to
think that it will.
The conducting of modern transportation is
becoming constantly more and more complex; the day of happygo-lucky, rule of thumb railroading, while not entirely gone, will
soon be but a shadow of the past.
There is no industry at the
moment which demands keener intellect, shrewder wit, and better
trained comprehension; no industry in which the failure of these
qualities in its officers and, to no small extent, in its men, would
be more disastrous to the general interests of the country. The
necessity for, and demand for. an adequate supply of these qualities
In sheer selfis increasing with the extension of the industry.
defense, even from a dividend point of view, the railways of this
country will have to pay more attention than they have ever done
before to the improvement of the quality of the men they take into
their employment. For their own interests, they must stimulate a
steady flow of the brightest minds of each rising generation into
their service, so that they may have ample choice of selection in
filling up the lieutenancies and eorporalships, some of those appointed to which, in turn, will qualify for responsibility as captains
realized thai

•Extracts from a paper presented
Railway Club:
tOr the University of tllcago.

al

the January meeting of the St. Louis
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and colonels, and, maybe, even as generals of the railway army.
There are all varieties of transportation problems, but, without
doubt, the most difficult one of all is that of securing competent and
rust worthy service.
Let us now address ourselves to the consideration of a remedy
for the situation.
It seems to me that two kinds of work need to
be carried on, the first and the one of primary importance being
the development of facilities for technical training in transportation,
l

granting to the various studies included in the same all the dignity
university teaching and making the transportation school as
direct and natural au opening into transportation as the medical
and law schools into medicine and law. The second is the more
systematic provision of technical education for the men already in
the service, the great majority of whom, for many years to come,
must necessarily be without the initial training referred to in the
earlier part of this paragraph. Much may be said in praise of the
work accomplished for employees through the railway clubs and the
educational branches of the railroad Y. M. C. A. and in other ways,
but more needs to be done, with greater system, and with more
pronounced educational results.
My proposal is that the railways should directly encourage the
extension of transportation teaching at all of the larger universities.
Even in our engineering schools, the attention given to the special
equipment of the civil and mechanical engineer intending to enter
railroad work has been but limited, and, so far as the commercial
and operating sides of railroading have been concerned, their portion has been utter neglect. The courses in railway transportation,
offered by so many of the universities, have been mere academic
exercises, frequently taught by men without any living interest in or
understanding of the railway organism, in no way affording the requisite technical preparation for a railway career. Such places as New
York, St. Louis, San Francisco, New Orleans and many other university towns ought to have their own schemes, but the development
should be greater in Chicago than elsewhere on account of the
unique facilities it affords as the foremost railway center of the
of

country.
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aspect, for instance, railway construction, maintenance of way, locomotive construction, locomotive tests, and so forth. The independent

establishment of a railway college would necessitate the provision
of an entire engineering equipment, and this enormous expense
would be largely saved by the cooperation suggested. The students
of the engineering side of the railway college would not only obtain
a more comprehensive preparation for this special work of their
future employment than would be given in any ordinary school of
engineering, but they would also secure a knowledge of general railway organization and operation through the non-engineering courses,
a certain number of these being included in their curricula, which
would enable the novice railroad engineers to understand better
than they often do, under the present systems of training, the relationships of their respective departments to the general work of
the railway. The mechanical man would have some knowledge of
track a necessity, not an accomplishment, in these days, when the
problem of high speed and weight of motive power and car equipment is so interlinked with that of track capacity; he would have
some knowledge of accounting, sufficient at any rate to realize the
relation borne by the expenses of his department to those of the
whole railway; a thorough understanding of the working necessities
of the operating department would form part of his mental equipment; and many other matters, that, aside from his work though
they may appear to be, would nevertheless be of real advantage to
him in the performance of his daily duties.
It has also been suggested that it would be an advantage if
railway students, not specializing in engineering, were required
to take a certain amount of work in this branch. In fact, the Canadian railways, in the transportation department which they have
provided at McGill University, Montreal, have arranged for something of this kind to be done. Personally, I am inclined to agree
with this policy, provided it be carried out in moderation, because
(1) the training may be of practical value to the future railroad
man, and (2) it insures that each student shall have the benefit
of the accurate and scientific training arising out of the study of
engineering and correlated subjects.

—

Turning now to the subjects of the curriculum, I shall confine
The railway companies, as a first and great step, should cooperate in founding, in that city, a railway college. The task of my attention chiefly to the railway subjects proper. What railway
establishing the college should not be leift to the railways centering subjects should be taught in the suggested college? The following
on Chicago. The companies of the North, Bast, South and West technical courses could and Should be given: Railway Construction,
will secure no less benefit from the realization of the project than Maintenance of Way, Economic Theory of Railway Location, Railway
the first named.
I believe that the college should
be placed in Terminals, Plans and Specifications of Railway Structures of all
academic relation with the University of Chicago because the broad- kinds, Railway Accounting, Station Returns, the Construction and
ening influence of a great university would be a good thing to have Use of Railway Statistics, Organization, Handling of Traffic Freight
environing its students. A mind running in narrow grooves is the and Passengers Signaling and Train Service, Motive Power Equipworst possession a practical man can have, for it prevents him from ment, Car Equipment, Rate-Making, Government Control of Railways, Passenger Department, Freight Department, Railway Finance,
appreciating the scope of his own duties.
One distinctive feature of this college should be the arrangement Telegraphy, Corporation Law in its Relation to Railways, Railway
of the work of its members.
The students should follow their Liabilities, Law of Carriers.
The names of the subjects will largely indicate to railway men
classes from the beginning of October until the middle of June, and
from that time until the middle of September should be placed out what would be the work of the classes held therein. For instance,
on the railroads at a small salary to learn the practical details of the Handling of Traffic course, on its freight side, would deal with
the business. They could be used to fill in the odd vacancies (which the methods of disposing of freight in the "out" and "in" freight
occur during every part of the year), and, even if they did not houses and at transfer stations, the work o.: the yards, way-billing
accomplish much, they would probably earn the small salary and expensing, supervision of fast freight, car service, per diem,
assigned.
The combination, in each year of college life, of the and so forth, in each section of the work starting with a general
theory of the class with the practice of the road would be beneficial type, then proceeding to description of other methods in use both
both mentally and morally to the student. Any inclination to the in this country and abroad, and finally winding up with such critical
Accompanying the class-room work,
"swelled head," acquired in the class room, would be knocked out work as may be desirable.
of him most effectually by his associates in employment.
During would be the actual observation of working methods on railways
the whole period of the three months he would be required to sub- at points within reach of class visits.
mit weekly reports as to the work he was doing, with descriptions
Under the head of Freight Department would be handled the
of and observations upon the same.
organization of the department, duties of officers, solicitation of
Admission to the college should be granted only to youths who freight, the industrial agent or commissioner, freight claims, clearhave already proved the possession of a certain amount of ability ing systems, and so forth, the whole course giving a compact survey
and perseverance by graduating from the four years' course of a of the actual work of the department, with due regard to differences
high-school.
Nowadays, with the spread of educational facilities, of organization, policy and methods. Classification and rates, it
there is no reason why this requirement should not be enforced. I may be added, would be handled in the course of Rat' Making
In
know of at least one town with barely 1,500 population that possesses a similarly practical manner, each of the other railway subjects
a high-school offering as strong a four years' course as many would be treated, and, in the hands of competent professional instrucplaces of twenty times the population.
In the high-school is, or tors, would both inform and train the minds of the students
should be, laid the foundation of a broad culture upon which the
Associated with these railway subjects would be the more gen
superstructure of railway technology could be raised with confl- eral ones of mathematics, surveying, mechanical drawing, shop work,
Though not necessary in some branches of the service, it chemistry, physics, economics ami English In all full courses, lead
dence.
might yet be advisable to add to the educational admission require- ing to the Bachelor of Science In Transportation, students spet
ments a physical test, which should cover eyesight, hearing and [zing in one branch or other of railway eng
ing would not be
general condition.
Through these requirements there would be aide to take all of the subjects named in Hie preceding paragraphs,
some assurance of obtaining the sound mind in sound body, so bill such selection would be niadi
de
essential to the production of the highest results,
sirablo.
The courses of the railway college should provide raining on
Throughout the whole four years everj effort would be made to
five different sides: mechanical engineering, civil engineering, elee
exclude the incompetent ami the Idle
What would be the position
trlcal engineering, commercial and operating, all with distinct refer
at the end of the fourth and
u
n from the Foundation
To effect ibis, the college should of the college? Each year there would be Issuing from the colli
of course, to railroad work.
be In close touch with the engineering department of the
*<
at tin- service of the railw.-n
lity,
p
body ot young men. Bound
so that courses common to railroad and general engineering should
in imdy ami in mind, not
lacking in either culture or practical
not need to be bandied in the railway college, only those courses knowledge directly in line With their inline work -young men
Coming under Us direct charge which bear a distinctly railroad sesslng already, bj reason oi
otual rail-
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loading, a useful acquaintance with their future duties, men capable
ii
thinking and working, men readj to bring to their duties the
accuracj and swiftness of scientific methods and the discretion and
ol pasi and presnc ol railr
wisdom oi the accumulate
ent, Of both Bast and West.
My remarks have so fai referred to studenti ol the rallwa;
I

in ihe regular four years' undergraduate period.
be hoped that these would form by far the largest
constituency of the college, then are others to be provided for, who
s,
possess equal mental qualifications, but, for various reai
limit their education to one or two years from the date of graduation
arFor these lie- college should pn ent a
at high-school.
rangement of courses, emphasizing the railroad Bubjects, and yet
giving some general training, so that a youth compelled to leave at
the end of one or two years' work would be competent to dischargi
with success the duties of, say, a station agent a branch oi the
ice in which the railways are particularly weal; at present

college able to put

Though

it

is

to

i

1

—

or any other suitable position. There are a great manj young men
drifting into the mind-restrainirig curricula of the shorthand and
business school who, with the opportunity of a much more broadening kind of education before them, offering a dlrecl openini Into the
branches of a profession where men. and not machines, are the
great need, would be glad to take a one or two years' course ui the
suggested college. If there were associated with the college a department of correspondence tuition, these shoit course men could continue their technical education after they had entered the servlci
with advantage to themselves and profit to their employing companies. The ambitious boy with plenty of determination but little
money in his pocket could probably find many opportunities of temporary employment the close relationship existing between the in
stitution and the railways would doubtless secure not a lew advan-

—

tages for such students.

The railway college, financed by the railways, would place at
the disposal of the roads a number of scholarships. It is not difficult
to see how the companies might well use these scholarships as one
factor in cementing to their service the loyalty of the better class
of their employees. Such scholarships could be offered in open competition to the sons of employees fulfilling the necessary educational
and physical requirements for admission.
The companies would benefit by the leavening influence exertea
by the steady influx of able and broad-minded young men, whose
training would enable them to see far above and beyond the petty
aims and strifes of unregulated unionism, and who would become
natural leaders of thought among their associates. Their influence
would strengthen good discipline, encourage amiable relations between men and officers, because there would be better understanding
of one another's duties and responsibilities. The work of the school
would have a direct bearing upon the labor problem as it faces the
railway companies to-day.
A further thought presents itself, namely, that the specialized
education of the railway college would induce in the mind of the
future railway man a greater appreciation of his work, a stronger
desire to remain in an employment in which his training would De
1 lie
more likely to bring ultimate success than in any other.
greater reliance with which railway officials could depend upon the
service of the members of their various departments would be enTo some railway men, particutirely beneficial to the companies.
larly unfortunate in the unsettled temperament of their subordinates, the change would seem almost Utopian.

Turning to the second kind of work which needs to be carried
on under the head of railway training, namely, as previously stated,
the more systematic provision of technical education for the men
already in the service, the organization of this side of railway education must fall under three heads: (a) evening schools, (b) correspondence tuition, and (c) traveling teachers.

Our evening railway

classes at Chicago,
considerable success.

which are now

in their

A number of railways
second year, have had
with interests in that city have met the expenses between -them, in
Our
return, sending employees to the school on free scholarships.
initial difficulties lie to quite an extent in getting hold of the right
kind of material. A considerable portion of the men sent to us
reveal no sign of any real desire to better themselves by hard work.
Lacking in energy, determination and foresight, they are soon found
among the backsliders. This class of men we do not want; they are
not of the kind out of which real railroad men are to be made,
though no doubt, they ape the title. As experience lends wisdom to
the administration of this work, we are hoping to be able to devise
some method of selection which will enable the companies to fill
up the classes with workers and "stickers." Of course, the conditions to which railway employees are subject render regular attendance at evening classes, with the due performance of home work in
connection therewith, a task of difficulty and demanding great perseverance. Company's service, sickness or other unavoidable cause
may compel a man's absence for two or three nights. Tie loses the
connection, his hack work has accumulated considerably, and unless
he is gritty, he is apt to become discouraged. But it is the grittj
men we want to train and not the weak-backed ones so thai if out of

Vol.

XL,

No.

7.

wo or three
ns, uiirier present conditions, we dlscover one worth while, the result is encouraging. Our school affords
also a temporary abiding place for another type of man, not without
grit or brain capacity, but yet an unreliable student.
1 refer to the
man who measures his education on a strictly cash basis, poorly
calculated at that; he does not want to waste his valuable time 0V61
any of the broader problems of railway management and policy, is
indifferent to the manner in which the company's business is cane
on outside of his own immediate work; with a metaphorical pistol
ii
your head, he (1.
hi
attitude, not his words) demands that you
prove to him the possession oi goods that can be transferred to him
in the minimum time and at the maximum advantage of dollars per
month to himself, He can »e J10 per month increase in salary at
the end of three months with a very appreciative eye, but is absolutely blind to a hundred per month increase three years hence.
Here is a man that wilfully narrows his rapacity, and, until something happens to reveal to himself what a fool he is, neither school
nor company ran hope to do anything with him.
in conducting the evening classes, our plan has been so far to
compel everj man in his first year to take similar work traflie
e\orj

i

i

i

•

—

man. accounting man, operating man, motive power man, roadway
man. all alike have had to pass through the sane- course, which gives
a general Burvej of the more important features of the whole organization, work and policy of the railways.
[Notes regarding, and outlines of, these evening courses of the
University of Chicago uavi already been given in these columns.
Editor.]
Of course, the treatment oi each subject has to be more or less
brief, but we have arranged our syllabus so that upon this class a
number of more specialized courses can be built. However, it is probable that after the urrent year, our evening syllabus will be modified
by dividing up this general course into its component parts, and
treating both the elementary and more advanced stages of each part
i

in one continuous class. This will probably induce the men, who are
not willing to devote their time to the study of departments of the
road other than their own, to put in solid work with the classes, and
we are hoping that a year's experience, in classes relating to their
particular departments, will have so broadened them and have so
whet their appetites for more that they will desire to enter classes
dealing with other parts of the railway organization. At least, if
this does not happen, the conclusion will then have to be reached
that such persons are educationally incorrigible.

*******

Another side of the Chicago railwa) education scheme, so far
as

it

correspondence tuition, a
open next October. This will give

affects present employees, is that of

department which

will probably

the opportunity of the higher training in railway transportation to
the young man located, it may be. a hundred miles from "anywhere,"
and so improve the chance of bettering his position. It is the intention to reproduce some or all of the courses previously named
as closely as possible in this correspondence department. The sentimental and material advantages to the correspondence student of
membership in and work with a university of international standing
are obvious.
At certain points where classes of forty or fifty employees can
be formed, we are hoping to be able to handle some of the courses
by the direct instruction of a traveling lecturer. Such a lecturer
would have several centers established within accessible distance
of one another, and would hold "school" at each one night a week
during, say, six months of the year. He would thus be able to handle
ten or twelve centers during the year.
With half a dozen energetic and capable young men. of trained ability and with specialized
knowledge of their subjects, a wide field could be effectively covered
in this way.

In addition to this work of instruction, the railway college
should become a world-famous center of research work. As its test
ing plants, appliances and libraries develop, its faculty and advanced
students, in association with practical railway men. could be constantly devoting attention to the consideration of the improvement
I should like to see its
of railway facilities in all departments.
libraries associated with a bureau of information, which should collect, classify and make readily accessible the results of the investigations of all countries and all investigators on railway subjects.
Thus, if a railroad wished to have at its disposal a complete record
of past and present experiments and experiences of other railroads
in the matter of treated ties, it would be able to have drawn up for
it by the bureau a succinct account of the same, or could send its
representative to the bureau to investigate on the spot, with the
help of the officers of the bureau and of the college specialists in
that field. Or if a railroad wished to review the methods of handling l.c.l. freight in various parts of the country or abroad, similar
The value of the bufacilities would be at its disposal, and so on.
reau, as administered by a scientific college in this way. and situated in the most accessible city in America, would be immense.
I should like to say much more in explanation of the undertaking which the railways centering in Chicago and the University of
Chicago are endeavoring to carry out. There are some difficulties
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in the way. The least serious one is that of nuance. The work proposed to be done is so entirely in the interests of the railroad companies and will contribute so much to their more economical working, that there can be little doubt of their willingness to extend
their financial aid to whatever amount is necessary.
The annual
income required is not really very large, probably never exceeding
$100,000 per annum. At present we need but a fifth of that income.
In fact, it should not be a difficult task within the next five years to
secure a permanent endowment for the institution and its work
that would provide adequate buildings and equipment, as well as
a sufficient annual income for current expenses, thus relieving the
companies from annual contributions. But even if the latter were
to continue, the co-operation of twenty-five to thirty roads would reduce the quota of each to the insignificant sum of $3,000 to $4,000
a year. With hundreds of trained men graduating each year from
the college, with thousands of railroad employees enjoying the
benefits through evening classes, divisional schools and correspondence tuition, with the further advantages available in the Bureau
of Information and in the experiments of its various plants, each
road could depend upon getting good value for its money, even if its
individual appropriation were twenty times as much.
A difficulty of more importance than the financial one, though
still but temporary, is that of securing suitable instructors.
We
need men of the highest and broadest mental training, keen in investigation, sympathetic in teaching, men who possess the most

academic qualities and qualifications, and at the same
lime have the practical instinct. We see no other opportunity but
to train our own instructors, and this we are proposing to do by
taking able university graduates of suitable preparation, placing
them for twelve months or so out on the road, a month here, three
months there and so on, engaging in the practical side of the subjects in which they are specializing, studying the different methods
in use and their relative values, consulting with and being advised
by railway men of all grades and all opinions. Furthermore, not
only will they do this before engaging in teaching, but, as instructors
of the college, they will be expected to keep in touch with movements in their respective departments on the railroads, making
investigation trips on all possible occasions.
It has been suggested that the railway college should be largely staffed by railroad men. Where suitable men of actual road or office experience,
efficient teachers and capable of real research work, in short, likely
to do credit to the college, could be obtained, such could be made
good use of. But the ex-railroad man who has "resigned" because
of incapacity, we do not want; the ex-railroad man who has been
worked out, we do not want; the ex-railroad man who is looking for
a kind of retiring allowance in the shape of a nice easy job, we do
not want. The railroad man of trained mind, high capacity and
wide experience, possessing undoubted powers of discipline and exposition, associated with a strong personality, we do want, but we
could not get him, for the railroads need this type of man for their
own service, and are able to pay him anywhere from three to ten
times as much salary as we could give him. A careful study of the
question has convinced me that the policy of training our own instructors, securing them before they have the opportunity of making high salaries, men who combine the practical instinct with
desirable

power of exposition, who possess love for research and are disposed
toward teaching, is not merely the only feasible plan. but. except in
special instance's, the most desirable one.
Detention of Cars

in

Yards.

The committee on conducting transportation presented the Co]
lowing statement from the Pennsylvania Railroad bearing upon
experimental work undertaken with the object of facilitating the
movement of cars through yards, This was followed by a discussion, part of which is included herewith:
You all know that there is need for belter transp.ortation. We
have put a lot of mone] Into railroad improvements, ems have
been Increased in their capacity, larger locomotives put on the
road, and now comes the question of better and quicker transportation,
We are endeavoring to formulate some methods by which
car movement can be given closer supervision, and to establish Bitch
records and methods as will malic it possible for us to keep In
touch with yard delays, train and car movement, terminal dela]
and delays at sidings and point of shipments where freight originates.
We have been keeping certain records during the past
year, and And thai our greatest trouble is to get cars through yards
and released ai terminal points
After we decide exactly what we
are going to do as to keeping records and establishing better Buper
Vision in yards and al terminals, we then expect In lake up and
of delays) at all stations, sidings, coal
establish an audit [anal 3
tipples, etc.
hope by the next time the Association meets that
I may be able to give Mm something mure definite mi tiiis Bubject.
Mr. Drew (Wisconsin Central), if ibis is an Important ijuei
linn to the Pennsylvania anil the Halt inline Ai Ohio and alt Hie nt'ier
1I1

1

big roads, what do you think it is to the great majority of small
single track roads such as we have in the West?
all know
that in the west the yardmaster is an autocrat.
He does just
about as he pleases, and we have to let him do pretty much as
he pleases, and if we can devise any scheme by which we can
assist him in doing his work of getting his trains out and saving
that long detention that we all know about, we shall have accomplished a great deal. We have a method now of obtaining in-

We

formation as to movements in yards. When I was a telegraph
operator, I used to sit at the key and hear the despatcher:
"When
is No. 222 going to get out?"
"Oh, I don't know; it is up in the
yard." It would be waiting on a single track road in the yard to
get out.
Now we have our yards all connected by telephones, and
when the despatcher asks the operator, he cries to a man in the
other end of the yard and obtains the information promptly.
Mr. Aylesbury (Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis).
Judging by number of cars handled we should be having one of
the worst congestions we ever had in the St. Louis terminals, at
the present time.
We came to the conclusion that something must
be done to eliminate the delay to cars in our yards, especially the
movement of empty cars. We found out that one reason for delay
was on account of being unable to give the yardmaster prompt
information as to what disposition should be made of empty cars.
When a freight drag comes into the terminal yards it has to be
switched immediately or put on the hold track. If we put very
many cars on the hold track we are congested. We asked the
different superintendents if they would instruct their agents and
yardmaster to card all loaded cars delivered to the terminal lines.

card about 1V2 in. square is used. When the Illinois Cenbrings a car into St. Louis, their agent at East St. Louis
tacks this card onto the needle beam, showing they brought this
car and delivered it to the Wiggins Ferry Company for the Iron
Mountain. When this car comes back from the Iron Mountain it
is delivered to the Wiggins Ferry and instead of calling up my
office for disposition of that car, all the yardmaster has to do is
to look at the little card on the needle beam and he knows that
(he ear belongs to the Illinois Central.
No one knows, unless he
lias seen this practice, what it means to the large terminals in
disposing of these empty cars. The lines entering St. Louis are
all vitally interested in the movement of cars through this gateway, and while they are putting these cards on the cars for our
benefit, they realize the effort is returned one hundredfold in the
return of cars to them without any delay or congestion in the

A

Cnr

little

tral

terminals.
Mr. Seale

—

(Southern Railway). After the last meeting the
Southern took in hand this matter of delay. I am sorry to say
we had never thought of it before. We 'have made a betterment
in the yard delays.
We take, for instance, conductors' reports out
of a certain terminal for 24 hours from midnight to midnight
which shows the time that trains left there. Then I go back through
my records and find the time that each one of those cars arrived
by the conductors' reports, show the delay to each car. and then
make an average; I do not know thai I can tell you just what
our delays were, but on the average about 18 hours. We reduced
the average to 13.
understand the Pennsylvania says that five
hours is considered too much. Really, it is too much. If we were
lo eliminate our carded train that goes right through a terminal.
and take Into consideration only tie delays to slow freight, our
delays would he something like 20, 22 or 21 hours. That seems
unreasonable, but as a matter of fact it is true. We have bettered
it. and are going to make a much greater improvement
I have inm
Mime blanks which we are just putting in the big yards to show
what the delay is chargeable to whether waiting tor engines, waiting for the train to be madeu p, or wailing for other trains. Delay
is
chargeable to one of three things
waiting tor an engine, for

—
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train to be

made

our main

like

Take a road

up, or waiting tor passenger trains.

line

For

Instance,

Washington

from

Greenville,

to

\u\\ take
There are seven relay points.
load of slow
Just see what
freight With 13 hours delay al each Of those points.
it
would amount to. it would be exceptional tor the same bud
tn meet with such delaj at e\ erj one of thi
nuts.
We have told our superintendents that it Is all well and good tor
of them at times to bold a train tor tonnage, but if all of
them were to hold the same train or the same
eh ol cars, what
WOUld Ibe result be? So novi nem of our trains wail al terminal
When yon have a whole lot of 11. ilk
points.
all times
do ii but we have arranged now so thai we take care of each
Freight train as it comes In,
We have companj
omething

Miss.

;

,

1
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li

1

1

to

lill

in

wilb that train to glvi

(Chicago m Iwaultei
the moi

Mr, Beecham

who has
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move

Paul).
And any one
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verj
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bad not long since In tracing
1.1
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of lumber thai started From Chicago to Los Angeles
and »
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•F.xtrnrtH frmn the proceedings of tl'c Association <if Transportation and
Accounting Officers, nt St. Louts, Nov. 21 to 22, 1005.
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up iu railroad affairs every day. Many of these gentlemen have
stated that freight moves with reasonable despatch on their railroads, but I want to pul myself on record as saying that freight
does not move with necessary despatch on any railroad. When
it comes to handling less than carload freight, from all that 1 have
been able to learn aboul (lie railroads in Europe, the railroads of
this country are not in it, and you know perfectly well when you
come to figure out the mileage that your cars make, that it is very
low. One gentleman Bald here to-day that they move about four

v.,

1

XI..,

Construction of a Subway Tunnel Under the River Seine
1!

v E. o\i

\i 1.1 ,\

No.

7.

In Paris.

nob.

The "Transversale Nord-Sud" line,
tropolitan subway system, is projected

or line No. 4, of the Pari
to pass the Seine at two 'lit
ferent points. This passage, which is 358 ft. long and Includes two underground stations, furnishes one of the greatest difficulties which
met with in the whole construction.
Its cost is estimated at
13,100,000. The Prefecture of the Seine brought forward a proposal
1

miles an hour. I can walk taster than that,
1
am a poor walker, too. It is not a
question of getting a load into a car. The
man who wants 10 load the car will take
care of that. It is not a question of getting
a load out of a car. The man who wants the
contents of the car will take it out if you
But it is up to
give him an opportunity.
the railroads to move that car from where
it is loaded to where it is to be unloaded,
ami they have not as yet solved that problem.

and

January Decisions

Railroad Law.

in

The following cases were decided in the
United States Supreme Court and the other
Federal courts during the month of January, on railroad matters:
Presumption of Negligence in Grade
Crossing Accident. The mere fact that a person is found dead beneath a railroad engine
at a grade crossing does not of itself alone
raise a presumption of negligent operation
of the locomotive, and it is the duty of the
representative of the deceased suing for his
death to establish that fact. In such a case,
Fig.
a right to recovery will be defeaieu where
the evidence shows that the deceased was familiar with the crossing
and the operation of trains at the particular time in question, and
tnat the accident could only have occurred by reason of his own
carelessness in venturing upon the track at the time he did. St.
Louis & San Francisco Railroad Co. v. Chapman. 140 Fed. Rep. 129.
Mail Carrying Contracts. The condition in mail carrying contracts whereby the contractor is required to perform all services
that may become necessary under the contract without additional

—
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Caisson on the

Mounting Stage.

two twin tunnels of small circular section with a metallic
lining for the Seine crossing.
Instead, however, of adopting this
plan, the proposal of one of the most successful Parisian engineers
Monsieur L. Chagnaud was adopted. His plan provides for a single
tube double track tunnel of the same dimensions as in the other
sections of the Metropolitan.
The project of the Prefecture was
unsatisfactory, largely because it required a four per cent, grade
on the approach to the edge of the river. Also the Seine was to be
to use

—

pay, is construed by the Supreme Court to
intend only those services reasonably within
the contemplation of the parties at the time
bids are advertised. The advertisements for
these bids usually specify the amount of
In the
extra service likely to be exacted.
case in question this amount of extra service
was stated and the bids were made upon
that basis, but Congress afterwards made
provision for an enormous increase of the
service and the Government contended that
this should be performed without extra compensation. The service was clearly not con-

templated at the time the bids were solicited,
and the Supreme Court upheld the extra
compensation allowed by the Court of
United States v. Utah, Nevada &
Claims.
California Stage Co.. 26

Hack men

Supreme

—A

Ct.

Rep.

69.

railroad company having contracted with a transfer company for furnishing vehicles for incoming
passengers, and the provision in this regard
at

Station.

may legally exclude from its
other hackmen and cabmen
seeking entrance thereto for the purpose of
soliciting for themselves the custom or
patronage of passengers, and this right of
the railroad company may be enforced by
injunction. This rule of law, however, does
not operate to prevent licensed hackmen
from soliciting patronage from the public
sidewalk at the main entrance of the station, provided the ingress and egress of
passengers and employees is not interfered
being ample,

grounds

with.

all

Donovan

v.

Pennsylvania Company, 26 Supreme

Fig. 2
Ct.

Rep.

— Putting

91.

The Swedish State Railroads have regulated the maximum permissible speed of trains by the weight of the rails. On tracks the
rails of which weigh 81 lbs. per yard. 56 miles an hour is permitted; on 66-lb. rails, 50 miles; on 62M.-lb. rails, 47 miles; on
50-lb. rails, 37 miles.
But no train may run more than 37 miles
an hour unless it is equipped with continuous brakes.

in

Place the Cast-Iron Lining of the Caisson.

crossed on a level grade 46 ft. below the surface of the water. M.
Chagnaud's proposal makes the crossing possible at 36 ft. 7 in. below
the surface of the Seine, which is almost 10 ft. higher than in
the other proposal, this change, of course, doing away with the
necessity for so steep a grade on the approaches.
Incidentally,
interesting to observe that on the entire length of line
it is
No. 4 there are but three four per cent, grades, which is the maximum allowed on the Metropolitan's lines. These are, where it
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crosses under line No. 1, under the Orleans Railway, and under the
Bierre sewer collector.
The type of tunnel used throughout the subway, except at the
Seine crossings, has an interior section very little different from
In its construction a special type of
the common masonry type.
shield is being used. The walls are formed by a cast-iron lining made
up of rings 2 inches thick, which are themselves divided into arches

having such curvature as will most effectively strengthen them
to resist the pressure supported by the tunnel in the position
which they are in each instance to occupy. To make the walls
weather- and waterproof, creosoted planks of wood are placed in
the bolted joints, and injections of cement made through and over

165

radius. At their extremities they will be temof metal bulkheads, which are to be removed when connection is made between the different sections of the
tunnel. In order to make this possible, a space 5 ft. long will be
left open between them; the connection being made by means of
movable caissons. Two of these short movable caissons lowered
vertically will make possible the construction of two masonry walls,
which will form a joint with the abutments or jambs of the two
extremities of the large caissons. These walls will be raised up to
the plane of a horizontal supporting surface built at the ends of
each two adjoining caissons.
On this supporting surface it will
then be possible to place the final short caisson, under cover of
which the joint between the two longer ones
can be finished and the panels forming the
temporary extremities of the long caissons

of a curve of 1,148
porarily closed by

ft.

means

removed.

The construction of the various Seine
crossings will include the use of three different processes. The compressed air shield
method will be used for building a three-section tunnel; a compressed air caisson will
be used for the tunnel of line No. 4 and for
the two stations included in the Seine crossing; and the freezing process will be used
at the crossing under the line of the Orleans
Railway, because the working of this line
must not be interfered with by underground
construction work. Of these three methods
of construction, the sinking of caissons by
compressed air is the only one yet in complete operation.
The first caisson for the large arm of the
The Caisson After Being Launched.
Fig. 3
Seine, nearest the right bank, (snown in the
the lining so as to fill up any vacant spaces that might remain illustrations) has been sunk to its final level.
In its construction,
between the outside curve of the arch and the earth surrounding rapid progress was made by the use of automatic riveting machinery
it.
Inside, the metallic lining is covered with a layer of asphalt and pneumatic hammers. After it had been mounted and the iron
4% in. thick; that is, corresponding to the height of the ribs. plates which make it water-tight riveted on the outside, it was
This, in its turn, is coated with Portland cement l'/M in. thick.
launched, as already shown in Fig. 3. This was made easier beIn the parts of the tunnel under the Seine, on the other hand, cause it was first raised 7 ft. 3% in. above the surface of the river.
there will be some striking differences from this type of construc- The caisson was then towed to the point at which it was to be sunk.
tion. The metal tubes forming the shell of the tunnel will be made
The position at the bottom of the river to be occupied by it was
in the same way as throughout the rest of the line, but will be
first dredged at a level of 16 ft. 4% in.. below the surface of the
surrounded by the metal caisson used in placing them in position. water, so as to enable the caisson to rest, when sunk, upon an even
The whole of the space between the walls of the caisson and the bed. Up-stream from this point guide piles were sunk, against
tunnel proper will be filled with cement and concrete in which the which the caisson bears. These protect the caisson and also supangle irons, or ties, of the iron framing will be imbedded. This port a large platform. After the caisson was sunk and settled in
will make, outside the metallic lining of the tunnel, a lining of
position, the next piece of work taken in hand was placing the cast
strongly resistant and practically indestructible masonry.
iron plating on the tunnel. After this was finished concrete was inThe construction of the first of the caissons to be built and troduced between the cast-iron lining and the outside jacket until
its placing in position in the Seine are shown in the accompanying
the caisson was thoroughly well supported upon the bed of the river.
The shafts for access to the working chamber
were then put in position, as well as the air
chambers, which cap the whole. Sinking to
the deeper level wafc then begun by means
of compressed air.
After the desired level
was reached, the working chamber was asphalted.
The tunnel, which had been filled
wiili water to cushion the caisson and facilitate the sinking process, as soon as the
caisson was in position, was emptied, Hi'
shafts for access to the working chamber re
moved, and the openings lefl in the plating
carefully closed up.
Telephone connection
was made between the working chamber of
the caisson and the buildings on the quej
The two new tunnel stations to be
mi the section win re line No.
crosses the

—
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1

Seme

arrangement,

will, in their interior

lie

quite different from the other stations of the
Metropolitan lines. The actual ei
ot
|ai Let
he stai ien will in' formed bj a
section of asphalt Injected around the lining.
1

Fig.

4,

-The Caisson Ready

to be

Sunk.

The metal
shows the construction

of the caisson on the
mounting Stage, arranged for it on the Quai des Tuileries. This
illustrates clearly the ribbed construction, first placed in position,
and later, as shown in Fig. 2, supporting the interior cast-iron
In Fig. 3 the
lining, which is in that photograph being mounted.
caisson has been launched parallel to the river bank. Fig. 4 shows

photographs.

Fig.

1

the same caisson completed, placed on the temporary mountls
Stage in the river ami ready to he sunk. The caisson weighs 280 Ions
There will be three such caissons used in carrying the luntiel
under the main arm of he Seine, and two more in the crossing
of the smaller arm of the river. Those useil In the main arm will
The
be 118 ft. 1 in., mi ft. 7 In., and 121 ft. fl In. long, reepeotivelj
caissons to be used under the smaller arm of the river will each be
65 ft. long. All the caissons are made to conform to the circumference
I

lining

is

composed

ot iron plates

riveted to the outer transverse ribs, which, as
lie
II
apart
aich will be
in the tunnel caissons, are spaced
centered and of 20 ft. 5 in. radius, the plane of the
Fulls
fi.
above the platform, which are mux
spandrels being
In.
in ft, 5 in. wide, instead of 13 ft.
>«
wide, a: In the other
>Yi

"/„

in.

thick,

I

1

1

the Inside
a feature common to all the
ed with a thin
metal lining will
layer of concrete, held In position by metal armoring, upon which
on will he made up
there will be a lining ol gla ed tilei
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ground. They will bi n Ct high, 54 Et wide and L90 Et. long.
For the accompanying Illustrations of the construction and
sinking of the drst caisson for the Seine crossing we are indebted
to Monsieur Bienvenue, Engineei in Chief of the Paris Subwaj

The Division Engineer.

carrying on the work you do, never delegate to any one that
supervision which ai Division Engineer, you are supposed to
For example, the Roadmasters and Master Carpenters report to
you. and yon should noi arrange thai thes report to your Assist
You shirk your duly when this
Engineei or to your Chief Clerk.
You are noi doing what you are paid to do. Again, you
is done.
are having men report to an inferior in rank, as a Road master or a
Master Carpenter outranks an Assistant Engineer or a Chief Clerk.
Finally, you are asking this younger engineer and ihis clerk to do
wort i" which thej are not paid. Have you a right to order a man
continually to do work beyond his grade? Can you hold him then
Nothing so lakes the hearl oul of a
responsible for his mistakes.'
Roadmaster as getting orders oxer the signature of his Division En
gineer, which can mean one of two things, viz.. that the Divis on
Engineer never wrote the message, or that he has gone crazy. How
do we feel when we gel such a message or leller from the Chief
Engineer's office? Surely, ii will distress us less than our similar
communication will worry a roadmaster. Then stop ii before you
If your Chief Clerk needs to write letters about
well begin it.
other things than accounts and hills, have him sign his initial
If he sends a wire, have him sign only your
after your name.
initials or his own name to ii. while you have it understood that
messages you send will have more of your name than the initials.
If an Assistant Engineer needs to wire or write, lei him use his
own name, and have an understanding with all about it. Or, when
you are away, let him say, "In the absence of the Division Engineer
you are directed," then sign the name of the Assistant Engineer.
Remember, that a man on the spot has the best point of view, and
that a good extra gang foreman on the spot ought to be as good,
If you have the
at least, as a Division Engineer 100 miles away.
idea that your office as such can run your field work in your absence
you have not the right view. "Railroads are burdened by bureaus
and departments not properly balanced, which give a chief clerk
in an office more authority than a higher-priced official on the spot."
The Division Engineer must not allow his own office force to
annoy or to domineer over roadmasters and master carpenters. But
From the Chief Engineer's office, from the
this is not enough.
Superintendent's office and elsewhere, he will receive foolish queries
and aggravating letters. Never, under any circumstances, pass these
things on to roadmasters and others. Take these troubles on your
own shoulders. You cam carry them better than they can. You
should be the better drilled railroad man. It is mean to shift burdens to shoulders less broad than your own. Stand between your
men and criticism, and they will stand between you and failure.
Never try to trick men under you. Be sure your Roadmaster
If the fact that, trickery is wrong will not deter
will find you out.
"Honesty is the
you. just bear in mind that you will get caught.
best policy, and I ought to know, for I have tried both," a fellow
once said to me. who was just out of the penitentiary for horse
have never yet heard of a really successful Division
I
stealing.
Engineer on railroad work whose word w-as not as good as his
bond among his men as elsewhere.
Regarding the relations of the Division Engineer with associated officials, the Superintendent, Master Mechanic, Division
freight Agent, etc. As railroads are generally organized he stands
Here the work of mainon what may be called the firing line.
tenance touches that of transportation, motive power and traffic, and.
sad to say, on some roads the clashing here is so great that a
stranger would think it the warring of foreign powers instead of
the working of parts of the same interest. It is expensive. Will
How often the end sought is not harmony, but destruction!
it end?
One department tries to eat up another? Then dividends cease.
The management changes; and the road, at its new birth, has then
a saner existence. While human nature is as it is, harmony must
be earnestly sought for. It will not come through gravitation. We
have so many officials now who were telegraph operators or clerks
yesterday that breadth of vision and trained tempers cannot be
reasonably expected. These growing pains of American railroads
must be lived through. Those of us with a little white in our
beards sometimes wonder that, roads ever earn a dividend at all.
In spite of ourselves we waste ten times our salaries each year, and
cannot help it, and carry out ill-advised work and practices. If we
all worked for the company and quit working for promotion for its
own sake, things would be better. Why do some of us want most
It is natural in youth
to do that which we are least able to do?
and inexperience, but some never outgrow it. Why do some men
always feel that the way to have certain work well done is to have
that work placed in their hands and then they forget to look after
There was once a Traffic Vice-President of a granger road
it at all?
in

1
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who absolutelj refu ed to express any opinion on track and always
denied any knowledge of ii
He minded his own (traffic) business.
lie
drawl the highest salary of any railroad man in America.
Othei no n can work with him.
The niiiiinii oi the Division Engineer to the Superintendent of
Hint part oi the line should be that oJ belpfulne
and a firm redo all in his power to make the administration of that
SOlve to
Superintendent a success. Whether or not the engineer reports to
the Superintendi
the principle holds the same. The division ofStar performance is costly and
ficials should do good team work.
not in the Interests oi the
tockholdi rs.
No effort should be spared
If such cannot
lo agree ni once or else reach an understanding.
be had, then refer the difference in opinion or in understanding to the
Never fight ii
ion must be final.
proper general officials,
It
will gel into the lower ranks of the service
out on the division.
and become a mos1 deplorable conflict, causing endless friction and
If your Chief Engineer does not or cannot, settle it, then he
loss.
cannot carry his load, and the Division Engineer had belter quit
now while lie is set in no ill repute Avoid quarrels.
But stress of circumst:
ome mistake may place on a
division a Superintendent whose hand is against every man. Then
Though lhe sins of my lib
The division
hell.
fight.
a
have already
:
punished hereafter as
many. I never expe,
But you need not be
been punished with such superintendents.
tive power and the traffic division officials are in
lonesi
The
Never lose your temper.
Do your work above
equal distress.
criticism.
Give thai Superintendent plenty of "swing." and then,
when he has ch arly done you wrong and you can prove it, let him
down hard. Show your knowledge of railroading. After a while he
will learn to respect you, at least. After a while longer the company
On
will remove him, and you will float up on a wave of reform.
an average, a Division Engineer has quite as long a railroad experience to draw from as a Superintendent, and should be more
than a civil engineer a railroad civil engineer. I once went to a
division as its Division Engineer when I was a stranger there. I
have told that Superintendent I never quarreled, but would fight in
self-defense.
We had no trouble, ever. He was a broad-gage man,
and I went there in an emergency. Such a modus vivendi would
went to a division of another road where the
I
not always do.
Superintendent was at war with the head of the Engineering DeIn six months
partment, and looked daggers at me as we met.
he was my firm friend, and remained so. At the same time I retained the good esteem of my superior the head of the department.
But never quarrel and
It was sailing pretty close to the wind.
never fear. I most dread a weak or inexperienced Superintendent.
He does not know good work from poor work, and he meddles more.
But if a Superintendent was writing this article he would no doubt
-.press a corresponding fear about his division engineer.
RAILROADER.
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How

to be a

Good Station Agent.*

I
am very much gratified at being able to meet with you today, for personal as well as business reasons. I know from experience that we can do business together better if we are acquainted,
and it is important that we should all understand the various instructions emanating from my office in the same way; then we will
Then again. I do not know it all. I have
all be pulling together.
been benefited by meeting the agents on the various divisions,
and have received suggestions that have resulted in improving the
service. This is a strenuous age in railroading, as in every other line
Service that satisfied our patrons five years ago will
of business.
not answer to-day. Then a shipper ordered a car. giving a reason-

able length of time in which to furnish it; the shipment was made,
and that ended the transaction. To-day a car of a certain dimension and capacity must be provided immediately it is ordered. A
large percentage of shipments must be traced to destination. Nearly
every large point on our line is reached by some other line, and
constant and persistent effort on our part to avoid
it requires
loss of traffic through failure to provide the right kind of equipConceit may puff a
ment just, at the time it is required.
man up. but can never prop him up. A man should never be
ashamed to own that he has been in the wrong. Our history contains the name of no man worth remembering who led a life of
Beware of a sudden rise in the world. The chap does not
ease.
belong at the top of the ladder who didn't climb it honestly, round
by round. Do the thing nearest to you, and do it well. No successful man lives without jostling and being jostled. He has to
elbow his way through the world, giving and receiving offense.
His life is a daily battle, but persistent, long continued and well
.

.

.

directed effort will always win in the end.
those who wait and hustle while they wait.

All things come to
Keep an even temper

no matter what happens. This is a prime element of success. Never
let the sun go down on duties undone.' The best a man ever did
•Extracts from an address to agents by E. E. Betts, Car Service Agent of
& North-Western.

the Chicago

Februauy
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should not be his standard for the rest of his lite. He should strive
to do better.
Have a fixed purpose in life and work to that purpose. Don't
quit your job because of some fancied grievance, and then be sorry
for it the rest of your life.
It is a serious matter for a man to
change his occupation, particularly in middle life. Be sure you are
thoroughly acquainted with yourself before you make a move.
Clothes don't make the man, but they often go a long way towards
securing a job. or, having a job, in securing promotion. "Cleanliness is next to Godliness." We caunot all be handsome, like your
superintendent, but we can at least keep our clothes clean; our
shoes shined; wear a clean collar; change shirts once a week and
shave often enough so that we shall not resemble the Wild Man
of Borneo.
Recently a general freight agent wanted a traveling man and called in an agent who was promising material, but
he was turned down solely on account of his personal appearance.
"Honesty is the best policy" always and ever. If something
has gone wrong at your station, and you are taken to task, don't
Give the facts. If there are any extenuating cirlie about it.
cumstances state them. More men are dismissed for lying than
because of the act lied about. If you are in the wrong, and you
know it, don't argue the matter; acknowledge the fact; say you
are sorry and that it won't occur again, and see that it don't.
There is a time for all things. The time to tell your superintendent
about the poor condition of your stock yards is before some business is lost, instead of after the other fellow got it and the matter
has been reported to Chicago.
No booze fighter ever achieved lasting success. Whiskey will
get the best of any man.
It is an unequal struggle.
"Cut it out."
Keep things in order around the station. You will find you can
accomplish about twice as much in a given time by having things
in their right place, and there is nothing so annoying to a superintendent as to find the station office and other premises littered
up and in an unbusiness-like condition.
'

An Early "American
by w.

One

B.

Special.

PALEY.

runs recorded in British railroad history took place in connection with what is now termed an "American special." On Jan. 15, 1840, the sailing packet ship "Siddons"
anchored outside the Mersey about noon, having made the run
across in the fine time of 17 days. She brought New York papers
to December 28 and President Van Buren's message to Congress.
This was awaited with considerable interest, a good deal of friction having arisen between the two governments over the Canadian
insurrection, then very recently suppressed. It was impossible to
get the papers and despatches to Liverpool in time to catch the
12.15 p.m. train on the Grand Junction Railway, which, though it
seems almost incredible, was the latest train by which London
could be leached the same day. About an hour after it had gone,
however, Messrs. Willmer and Smith, news agents, obtained a
light engine and overtook it at Stafford.
The directors had a
meeting that day and were not a little surprised at another request for a special, coming from a rival agent who had got wind
of the earliest fast

of the other
it

in

common

firm's

enterprising

fairness, as

effort.

It

he had not been

was

difficult

officially

to

refuse

informed of

his rival's energy.
Captain Cleather, the manager of the line, personally took the agent up through the tunnel from Lime street station (then worked by a stationary engine and ropes) to Edge Hill,
telling him that it was doubtful if an engine would be found ready
to go.
By good luck one that could be spared had steam up and
at 2.20 p.m. the messenger started on his journey of 96 miles.
Not even a single coach was provided, the man in charge of the
papers, and a boy who accompanied him, having to find room
where they could on a four-wheeled tender bo small that it only
carried about 700 gallons of water and half a ton of coke.
It was
a bitterly cold day, not the smallest screen or weather-board of
.111 y
kind was fitted to the engine, yet the messenger, with extra
ordinary pluck, said he should like to try the 60 miles an hour
of the Great Western!
The original intention had been to catch the 6 p.m. train out
of Birmingham, but aa the little engine rushed along it became
obviously possible to gel .here in linn- for the 5 o'clock. This train
not only got to Euston hair an hour before the 6, bul was the
one which the other agent had overtaken al Slaffnrd. If il was
caught therefore neither would have an advantage over the other
as to the possibility of landing his "copy" in London in time
for next morning's papers.
Precisely at three minutes past Ave
the engine slowed into the station at Curzon street. Birmingham,
and to the great relief of the agent the
o'clock train bad qoI lefl
The rivals proceeded to BufltOD by it, he llrsl man In blissful
ignorance of the second's arrival, and next morning lie
I'm
dent's long-winded message occupied the whole of a targe si\
column page of The Times.
The route of the special would be over the Liverpool a Man
Chester Railway tor aboul 11 mites from Lime street, turning 08
then by a curve down to the Grand Junction Rallwaj al Nnwton
"•

I

|
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Junction, then by Crewe, Stafford & Wolverhampton to a terminus,
now a goods station, on the east side of Birmingham. From the
time given, namely, 2 hours and 43 minutes, it is expressly stated
that 23 minutes have to be deducted for stops for water and an
obstruction outside Birmingham. This leaves 140 minutes for 96
miles, equal to 41.14 miles per hour.
So many as six stops are
said to have been made in all, and the average running speed was
probably not far short of 60 miles an hour. The Grand Junction
passenger engines were six-wheelers, with single drivers, in some
cases only 5 ft., in others 5 ft. 6 in. in diameter, with carrying
wheels 3 ft. 6 in. They had inside cylinders, variously 12% and
13 x 18, massive outside frames of wood and iron bolted together,
and carried a dome near the funnel. The line was one of the
three allies which in 1846 united to form the London & Northwestern, which has perpetuated the names of many of the original
Grand Junction engines in its own locomotive stock.

How

a Station

Agent Should Handle Freight Cars.*

—

We have cars of different capacities some 40.000, some 50,000,
some 60,000, and some 80.000 lbs. capacity. It costs money to haul
an empty car, and it costs more to haul an 80,000 capacity empty
than it does a 40,000 capacity empty, because it weighs more.
Therefore, it is obvious that we do not want to furnish a 40-ton
car to move 20 tons of freight if it can be avoided. A car order
should state the capacity of the car wanted, in order that the
despatcher may, if it is practicable and economical to do so. furnish you with a proper sized car but remember this, the first consideration is to secure the business. Never permit a car of freight
to get away from you on account of waiting for a car of the proper
capacity. We would prefer that you use any kind of a car rather
than absolutely lose a shipment of freight.
The loading of cars to their maximum capacity has a marked
bearing on economical transportation. Our average revenue tonnage per car is about 12 tons. This is too low. It has not been
increased for three years, notwithstanding that during that time
we have largely added to our heavy capacity equipment and destroyed a large amount of small equipment. We ought to increase
this at least 10 per cent.
Such an increase would reduce our
empty mileage to just that extent and add to our revenue train tonnage. The rate on grain from Missouri Valley to Chicago, locally
An 80,000 capacity car loaded to 10 per cent, above
is 14 cents.
capacity, which is our standard maximum loading, at this rate
would earn $123.20. The same car loaded with 60,000 lbs. would
earn $S4.20. By failure to secure full utility we, therefore, lose
$39 of the earning capacity of this car, or approximately 32 per cent.
Again, an 80,000 capacity car weighs approximately 17 tons.
Loading it to 10 per cent, above capacity, for every ton of dead
weight of car hauled, we earn $7.25 revenue on the load. Assuming that we use an 80,000 capacity car to handle a load of 60,000

—

we receive for the load $84. For the 17 tons deadweight of
same 80.000 capacity car wo earn from the load therein $4.94

lbs.,

this

per ton. It is, therefore, apparent that we lose $2.31 per ton on
Experience teaches us
this car from Missouri Valley to Chicago.
the approximate cost per mile for handling empty ears is 2 cents
This indicates that it would be economy to have moved a 60,000
capacitj car empty 1,960 miles to care for iliis load, provided we
utilized the 80,000 capacity ear to the full percentage of utility
point.
at
lie same or some nearby
secure on grain between 85 per cent, and 90 per cent, of
I

We

of the car, while our standard load is 110 per cent
you will observe that we lose between 20 tier cent, ami
25 per cent, of the utility of each ear. or for every four car load.!
of actual freight to be handled we are using five ears to handle
This is equivalent to hauling one car empty from
the comniodiiy.
Missouri Valley to Chicago, because all of the commodities handled
in the live cars could have been handled in lour.
Further, we frequently move cars empty from Chicago to Mis
The conclusion, therefore
that we have hauled
sourl Valley.
Willi
One car from Chicago to Missouri Valley and return 'iii|u.\
on reve ue earnings. The distance from Chicago to Missouri Valcosts ns 2
it
ie>
is
167 111 il is. or 934 miles tor the round trip,
per mile to handle an empty ear.
We have, therefore, ex
cent
pended $19.68 of the company's monej with no return, Why"
Because the local representative on the ground either tailed to
d
tailed to
hlpmenl to
01
secure the proper car tor thi
insist on the shipper loading the Car to its full capacity, because
hlppi
the
hi
to gel
would be a little extra
icpen
car and Shovel the grain back bo enable liim to get a BufBcienl
ai
mi iii tin- car to bring it up ti
rating.
menl is al a premium,
when a heavj traffli
vlng ind ei
railroad is the prompt mil. lading
the most Important thing on thl
rhe mlli
oi car. ami their movemenl in points where wanted
ot our cara has Bteadllj
decreased during the paBl tin
We want to correct thli and Btart the bail roiling in the other
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There Is no such thing as a surplus of equipment now
on this system at any time of the year. Foreign cars arriving at
In the matter of unloadyour station should be gives
ing, securing disposition before the car Is ready to move, and seeing
that it is moved after it is ready. No foreign car should be degh (allure to have disposition
layed at any station a minuti tl
in your possession.
If a foreign car is loaded it should be so loaded as will take
direction.

the line, it' possible, or loaded in direction of the junction
In operating under per diem and penaltj we cannot ignore
the proper home routing ol cms, or at least in loading them to
some point that will take them off our rails and avoid the penaltj
Erie car at your stacharge.
If, for instance, yon had an empt)
load tor New York City, routed via the Lake Shore,
tion and had
it is no crime to load the Erie car because we are loading it into
home territory and other lines are using onf equipment In a simOi course, it is desirable to load a car via the home
ilar manner.
line, if possible, but some latitude is allowed in matters of this kind.
it off

point.

ti

—

— a home

route card was gotten up to provide agents
to do with the handling of foreign cars,
necessary information to insure that cars are economically handled.
One of the essential features of this form is the date the car is
received from a connection, as 30 days from that date, if the car
still remains on our line, this company is obliged to pay one dollar
a day for its use. We have had considerable trouble on account
of agents at junction points failing to give all of the information
required on this blank, particularly the date of receipt and the
date the car will become "penalty." Many agents simply fill in
the car numbers and initials. This defeats the purpose of the
form it is of no use whatever. If a foreign car arrives at your
station with a Form 55-A improperly filled out it is up to you to
secure the necessary information through your chief train despatcher
Because somebody at the
and then properly make out a card.
other end fails to do his duty is no reason why you should allow
the car to leave your station without a full and correct home

Form

55

and everybody having

—

route card.
If you have a foreign car billed and not moved, report it to
the train despatcher at once. If you are holding foreign cars for
Keep the
prospective business report them on the 46 report.
despatcher advised of your wants in this line. It may be more
economical to hold a car if you can use it in three or four days.
At the same time, that is a matter for the despatcher to decide.
He has in mind the needs of the entire division.
Do not load any foreign cars to non-per diem roads. If you
haven't a list of these non-per diem roads it can be obtained through
my office. If at a junction point you have any foreign cars for
delivery to a foreign road see that delivery is effected before midnight. That will cut off 20 cents on every car. There is a difference of 20 cents between the delivery of a car to a connection at

11.59 p.m.

and
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The Standard Wleland Pipe Threading and Cutting Machine.
Illustration shows a 6-ln. standard Wleland
threading and cutting machine made by the Standard Engineering Co., Eilwood City, Pa
The bed of this machine as shown,
including the journal-boxes, is cast in one piece. It Is provided
with a trough for catching the oil
which is dellvei ed to the die head
and cutting off tool by means of a
The die operating
rotary pump.
mechanism is independent of the
adjusting screw, as is shown in the
line drawing. The adjusting screw
II
passes through the fulcrum nut
or block G, which is provided with
a clamp gib to lock the adjustment.
Moving the fulcrum block G to the
left by turning the hand-wheel J
contracts the chasers radially, and
by moving the block to the right
The
the chasers are expanded.
lever F has an arc-shaped fin which
rides on its rest and automatically
centers the lever and connecting
Details of Die Operating
link E in a straight line at all
Mechanisms.
points of adjustment. The finished
threads are prevented from being gouged or damaged inasmuch as the chasers are withdrawn from the pipe the
moment the lever is raised The cam ring B has an opening opposite each chaser which allows the passage way to
be cleaned without removing the ring. The lower chasers marked
1, 2, 3 and 4 have a groove and are put into place from the inside of the die head in the order named. The upper chasers, 5, 6,
7 and 8, have projecting pins and are inserted from the outside
through holes in the periphery of the cam ring.
«they are firmly
held in position so that they will not drop out. The chasers are
unusually deep, and will cut a full thread at one cut. Those for
6-in. pipe will, when new, cut a perfect thread or screw 2% in.
long.
This enables the cutting of a full taper thread for heavy
fittings tapped deeper than standard, and it also allows the entrance of the chasers to be ground when necessary and still leave

The accompanying

pipe

r

12.01 a.m.

Don't educate shippers to think because we have a few new
series 40-ft. furniture ears that they can be furnished on every order
that is placed for this class of equipment. These cars were built
We have orders for more of them than we
for a special purpose.
can furnish. If we are short of cars, don't advertise it to shippers
and cuss the despatcher. Put the best side out; put on a little more
steam yourself and get a faster move on unloading your cars. Keep
in touch with shippers; get information as to the future business.
and keep us advised. Don't hold cars around your station, thinking
perhaps you are going to require them in a day or two, when the
man at the next station may he turning away freight for want of
cars.
This matter must be looked at from a whole road standpoint.

The Standard Wieland Six-Inch

Pipe

Threading

and

Cutting

Foreign Railroad Notes.

Machine,

The hours for a day's work in the shops of the Prussian State
Railroads have been reduced to nine.

Chips are prevented from
for a standard thread.
passing into the cam ring by means of the face ring C, which is
secured to the die-head by screws. The die-head A is arranged
on a slide so that it can be slid aside before cutting off the pipe
or removing it from the machine, thereby preventing the ruining of the bottom chasers by dragging the pipe across them.
The cutting-off slide has a tool post so that the burr may be bored
out of the pipe by placing the cutting-off tool at an angle.
The steady slides are universal and have removable steel Vjaws. The chuck jaws are independent and are provided with renewable steel teeth. The jaws of both the front and the rear
chuck project beyond the face of the cJiuck shells; this makes it
possible to grip short nipples in the front chuck and to screw
flanges to pipe by power by holding them in the rear chuck jaws.
Six spindle speeds are attainable by shifting gears driven by a
single speed pulley. The change-gears are shifted by means of
The countershaft has two
levers placed at the operator's side.
friction clutch pulleys, 1G in. in diameter, for 5-in. double belts,
and should be driven at 200 r.p.m. The floor space required for
this machine is about 4 ft. by 10 ft., and its net weight is about
These machines are made in several sizes, and are used
5.500 lbs.
in a number of railroad shops, including the Pennsylvania, the
New York Central & Hudson River, and the Erie. When desired
they can be fitted for motor drive.

The Austrian State Railroads have agreed to give a limited
number of free passes yearly to retired and pensioned employees
and to certain members of their families;
The Italian Ministry under which the operation of the railroads
by the State began has been dissolved, after a life of only nine
months. The management of the railroads was not in question.
The new Minister of Public Works is Signore Tedesco, who has
held the place before, and is said to be persona non grata to the
railroad companies, with whom important questions are still pending.

The new President of the Swiss Confederation, Dr. Ludwig
is a railroad man; at least, he has for two years been
Manager of the International Railroad Freight Law Bureau, and at
the same time Honorary Professor of Railroad Transportation Law
Forrer,

Berne University. For 2G years he has been a member of
He is best known as the author of a
the Swiss National Council.
proposed law concerning insurance against illness and accidents,
which has been much praised by adherents of State Socialism in
and out of Switzerland, but which has been defeated in Switzerland
by the opposition of the country people.
in the
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— We

wish

it

distinctly un-

derstood that we will entertain no proposition to
publish anything in this journal for pay, except
We give in our
in the advertising columns.

editorial columns OUR own opinions, and these
only, and in our news columns present only such
matter as we consider interesting and important
Those who wish to recommend
to our readers.
their inventions, machinery, supplies, financial
schemes, etc., to our readers, can do so fully in
our advertising columns, but it is useless to ask
us to recommend them editorially, either for
money or in consideration of advertising patronage.
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of the corporation, voted to reduce the regular

fare to 2 cents a mile on the main line between New York and
Springfield, Mass., and to 2V2 cents a mile on the Shore Line and
Air Line divisions, then under lease. Last Saturday the directors

company voted to reduce the regular rate of 2 ]/o cents a mile
on the Berkshire division to 2 cents a mile and to consider later a
similar reduction on the Naugatuck and Northampton divisions.
There has thus been an interval of almost twenty years during
which the regular rate, as we understand it, has remained satisfactorily unchanged, notwithstanding the immense growth of the system and of the volume of passenger traffic and the definition of the
New Haven's "trunk" line under the Connecticut statute as including 114 miles of double track between New Haven and Providence in
addition to the old "main" line between New York and Springfield.
In fact, the company now charges on its through system for the 232
miles between New York and Boston $5, or 2.15 cents a mile; and
of the

it
will be noticed that last Saturday's action of the directors does
not affect its Eastern business. We do not, of course, overlook the
fact that during the twenty-year period referred to the company has
1,000 miles on the
fixed a general 2-cent rate by mileage books
whole system and 500 miles in Connecticut but this has not been
the "regular" rate, nor is it now. We have not the slightest doubt
that the New Haven has found the reductions both wise and profitable, and that continued reductions will be in the end remunerative.
But the facts remain writ large that reductions of the regular
rate have tarried long, that, they have not been general and are not

—

—

so now, and that they have been, in the main, differentiated accordtraffic on the various parts of a railsystem which Is far and away ahead of all others of the
country In the size of its average passenger tralnload. It, is a very
different cane from the sweeping and Indiscriminate imposition of
lie 2-eenl
rate as a maximum on railroad lines of all kinds In a
large state with, relatively speaking, very low passenger density.

ing to density of passenger

:
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In support of the proposition in Ohio and other states to reduce
by law passenger rates to 2 cents or less per mile, the "voluntary"
decision of the New York, New Haven & Hartford fixing the two-cent
rate has over and over again been cited. The facts, historical and
present, may therefore fitly be stated with their proper qualifications.
In the year 1886 the New Haven directorate, when President
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Instead of being arguments for such a proposition, the whole history
New Haven Company strike in a line diametrically

and policy of the
opposite.

ANOTHER

RAIL

MOTOR CAR

Another design of gasolene-electric rail motor car is described
another column, and it is quite similar to the car designed by
the General Electric Company for the Delaware & Hudson, illustrated in the Railroad Gazette, February 9. These two cars, of the
same general type, represent one effort in the direction of producing
a satisfactory rail auto-car; the Union Pacific gasolene motor car
represents another, and the steam motor cars, now in extensive use
in

England, but as yet untried In this country, represent still a
The gasolene motor cars on the North Eastern Railway and all those built in this country are still some little way
removed from unqualified success. They are interesting experiments but as yet of little practical value for actual service. The
gasolene engine has made wonderful progress wit bin the last few
years, due largely to the development of the automobile, and it is
not surprising that the results obtained with road vehicles of moderate power have attracted and held the attention and efforts of
many of those who have been trying to work out the more difficult
If the gasolene cars have one
problem of railroad motor cars.
common fault, it is that they are underpowered. It is a difficult mat
in

third method.

an engine of sufficient power to drive a ear continuously
at a speed of 30 or 40 miles an hour over a road of average grades
Ante
and U) keep the size and weight down to reasonable limits
mobiles of 200 h. p. are talked about, but they are myths. Increas
ing the size and multiplying the number of cylinders will not inter to build

crease the power of the engine In direct proportion unless the adjustment of the vnlves and Ignition Is perfect And it must be reniein
bored that the power of the prime mover does not by any means rep

The em Ine In the Delaresent the power delivered at the wheel
ware & Hudson car runs at 450 r. p. in., and lias si\ 9 In I 1" In
cylinders, it is said to be the most powerful unit of its kind built,
but It develops only 160 brake horse power, which means about 180
horse-power delivered at the wheels when every part of the apparatus Is In perfect working order, On feJrlj level track and In
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(lie absence of strong head winds the car mi
alned an average
speed of 35 miles an hour and a maximum speed of 40 miles an
hour, A gas engine cannot be forced beyond iis lull capacity as an
a steam boiler, and as it lias no reserve power,
be slightest un
favorable circumstance means a considerable falling off in the speed.
The gasolene-electric combination gives smooth and easy control,
and in connection with storage batteries some reserve power lor
,ii
-derating in- limbing grade
bul Eft the expense .of added weigh!
and first cost of the apparatus. The Union Pacific cars have not yet
had a fair trial to test the wearing qualifies of the dlrecl tramsmis
sion gear employed.
If it iiroves entirely successful, the introduction of a generator and motors on the axles to transmit the power
from the engine to the wheels would seem to be a useless complication which has few advantages to offset ii^ additional weight, and
.

I

.

i

.

seems strange, in view of the interest which is manifested
motor cars in this country, that no road has as yet made
serious experiments with steam cars using a flash boiler. The prevalent
almost universal type of car with which experiments have
been made in England during the last two years does not differ
in any material particular from a little locomotive with an upright
boiler, and a ear built around it.
It is safe to say that these ears
are not a success, and the Great Western (England i, which was
foremost in its experiments, has now discontinued building them.
cost.
in

It

rail

—

—

The reasons

for this are plain: the upright-boiler locomotive has no
advantage over any other small locomotive, except, perhaps, in
minute fuel economy; there is no economy in train crew, and a
locomotive temporarily out of commission means a ear out of com
mission also, as Mr. Forney used to point oul in these columns.
The North-Eastern is now experimenting with light locomotives
coupled to a single car with a device which permits driving from
either end.
This saves new first cost and gives separate units,
but introduces no special working economies
Meantime, the automobile makers are contributing every day
to the practical designing of gas engines and flash-boiler steam engines.
It
seems reasonable to suppose that it will be only a
question of time and no very long time at that before they can
produce a ear capable of picking up its load at the start.

—

NEW POINT

A

—

THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE ACT*

IN

The Supreme Court of the United States on February 19, with
an undivided bench, handed down a decision which looks as if it
might be important and far reaching in its interpretation of the
Interstate Commerce Law.
The case arose in a suit instituted in
the United States Circuit Court of the District of West Virginia by
the Interstate Commerce Commission to enjoin the carrying out of
a contract under which the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Company
agreed
the

New Haven 60,000
New Haven & Hartford

to deliver at

New

York,

tons of

New

River coal for

at $2.75 per ton.

The price
Newport

of coal at the mines, plus the cost of transportation from

to New Haven, was $2.47 per ton, while the published rate
from the mine to Newport News was $1.45 per ton, and the bill
was based on the claim that this was in effect a discrimination in

News

company carried the coal for less than the usual rates.
The company denied this and alleged that it was a loss it sustained
on the price of the coal, and that it took these means to reimburse
the New Haven road for something over $100,000 which the New
Haven had lost through the inability of the Cheasapeake & Ohio to
that the

a previous contract, owing to a strike of miners.
The Circuit Court held that there was no violation of the rebate provision of the Interstate Commerce Act, but held that the
contract between the two roads was illegal and enjoined its enforcement. Both railroads and the Commission appealed. In the course
fill

White says: "We find it impossible to
conclude from the proof that the Chesapeake & Ohio could have
made a contract for so large an amount of coal to be delivered
over so long a period without taking into view the existing prices,
and the cost necessarily to be occasioned by the delivery of the coal
of a long decision .Justice

the full published freight rates were to be realized.
Indeed, the
proof leaves no doubt upon our minds that in making the contract

Vol

merce Law rests, and a substitution in their stead
nl the Chesapeake & Ohio as to what «a- best lor

XL.. No.

8.

of the conceptions

itself and for the
Further, as the prohibition of the Enteretate Commerce Act
ever operative, even if the facts established that at the particular

public.
is

time the contract was made, considering the then cost of coal and
other proper items, the net published tariff of rates would have
Ih.ii realized by the Chesapeake & Ohio from the contract, which
is not the case, it is apparent thai the deliveries under contract came
under the prohibition of the Btatute whenever for any cause, such
ibe

as
cost

leased cosfc of the coal at the mines, an increase in the
ocean carriage, etc., the gross sum realized was not
io net the Chesapeake & Ohio its published tariff of

ln<

the

of

Hiii. ieiii

*
*
As the court below did not deride that the second
and sixth ...lions oi ibe Ai-i relating to the maintenance of rates
had been violat.-d. the injunction by it issued was not made as

rates.

directly responsive to the comments of the statute on that subject
as we think it should have been.
therefore conclude that the

We

below

should be modified and enlarged by perpetually
enjoining lie Chesapeake & Ohio from taking less than the rates
fixed in its published tariff of freight rates by means of dealing
in the purchase and sab- of coal, and as thus modified the decree
below is affirmed."
In the earlier part of the decision the court expands the principle expressed in the last paragraph, and it brings out very clearly
the point that if, by the mere fact of purchasing and selling merchandise to be transported a carrier is endowed with the power of
disregarding the published rate, the carrier then possesses the right
injunction

l

owners

of like commodities by entirely different rules.
favored persons from whom it would buy and the
favored persons to whom it would sell, thus giving such persons an
advantage over every other and leading to a monopolization in the
to

treat the

selecting

the

hands

of such persons of all the productions in which the carrier
chose to deal.
To the non-legal mind this seems a perfectly sound exposition
of the principles laid down in the Interstate Commerce Act, and it
has for a long time been pretty certain that some of the suits
pending would develop this situation, or something like it, although
the actual breadth and scope of the decision which the court
handed down is said to have surprised even the attorneys who
argued the case. It remains to determine what the effect of the
decision will be on coal railroads which haul their own coaf and
upon private car lines, if these are declared common carriers by
congressional act, as it now seems quite likely that they will be. A
number of critics have said that this decision will prevent coal
roads from owning coal mines and beef packers from owning refrigerator cars. We do not believe that this is so. If it is, it is not
so by virtue of the present decision, for the matter at issue deals
only with the entire rate for product plus transportation. If this
rate is such that any one can buy the product at the market price
and deliver it to a customer, after paying the rail rate, as cheaply
as the railroads or car lines themselves can do so, then the principle
This is as it
laid down by the court is apparently not violated.

should

be.

But right here comes in a very interesting and perplexing
question, which shows what the law has to contend with when it
concerns itself with the very broad principles of the Interstate
Commerce Act in extension. Suppose a coal company, which has no
apparent connection with a railroad, makes a wholesale rate very
much lower than its retail rate provided a sufficiently large quantity
of its commodity is bought at one time. We believe that this would
not conflict with any existing statute. Suppose, then, that only one
customer is so situated that it can take advantage of that rate, that
customer being a railroad. What is to prevent the coal company
from making a "midnight tariff" for the railroad whenever it seems
expedient and, if it does so, how will the result be any different
from the present situation? We do not know whether it would be
or not. We merely suggest this as one of the interesting possibilities which this novel and very far reaching case appears to bring up.

—

if

Chesapeake & Ohio sought to accomplish results which it deemed
beneficial by means which it considered effectual, even although
resort to such means was prohibited by the Interstate Commerce

COLLECTING TICKETS AND CASH FARES.

the

*
*
*
Act.
We think it is shown that the mode of delivery
adopted was simply the result of a disregard by the Chesapeake &
Ohio of the economic conceptions upon which the Interstate Com-

•Tli.- decision oi the
nited States Circuit Court "ii tin- edse (which Is
now- affirmed) was reported In the Itailroad Qazetlc. <>t Feb. 5. t:m|. p:ip> inn.
t

It was announced in Houston, Tex., the other day that one of
the railroads entering that city which for a year or so had had
on its passenger trains collectors, who had been put on to relieve
the conductors and leave them free to attend to the safe and prompt

movement of their trains, had taken them off; and, at the same
time, it was announced that one of the other railroads had just
decided to put a large number of collectors on. This epitomizes a

muiARY

Ki
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number of news items that have appeared in the newspapers during the past dozen years; collectors are put on and taken
off. and put on again, and no one seems to have a settled opinion
whether it is or is not profitable to employ them. What is the
reason for this? Do we not yet understand the essential conditions of the business of collecting tickets and fares?
Let us admit at the outset that there is no great weight in the
argument that we ought to partly relieve the conductors to prevent collisions. Collectors are put on to stop or reduce stealing.
A level headed conductor has no trouble in attending to safety first
considerable

Relieving him of work is more likely to
entail the same difficulty as putting a third man on the engine, the
difficulty of holding him to the infrequent duties that still rest on
him. Conductors who by neglect cause collisions seldom convince
anybody that overwork in other things was the real cause of the
trouble; and the true remedy for collisions does not lie in this
direction at all it is to be found in connection with the signaling

and cash and tickets second.

;

and the lookout on the engine.
We must also admit that on heavy trains doing local business
the best conductor or collector in the world will miss some fares.
As long as there are dishonest passengers this will be a penalty
of our slipshod way of admitting people to the trains without col-

when they

enter.
Again, we must recognize
conductors or collectors honest; and if a
superintendent were to begin with a force of honest conductors he
would have a duty not to unnecessarily tempt them to become

lecting their tickets

we cannot make

that

all

dishenest.

So much concerning what we should not or cannot do. What
we should do is reasonably simple, if we take time enough and
spend money enough. Many a superintendent west of the Mississippi
has said that he could not do as well in this matter as his eastern
friends, because of the smaller number of men from which to
select efficient and reliable conductors.
While this point cannot
be ignored, it is proper to suggest that bank cashiers seem to be
as reliable in Idaho and Arizona as in Ohio or Maine. But whether
one does or does not have the time and money necessary to accomplish ideal conditions there are a few simple principles that would
seem to be generally applicable whether dealing with a railroad
in the wilderness or one in New York or Chicago.
For practical purposes the prevention of stealing and the prevention of mistakes may be treated as one and the same thing. The
bank examiners deal with an honest cashier the same as with one
suspected of dishonesty. If a railroad superintendent is not ready
to expend the necessary care and money to deal strictly with all
his conductors he need not feel disappointed if he has friction in
trying to discipline a part of them.
To prevent mistakes, in a
business where some mistakes are inevitable, it is necessary to
enforce as many habitual safeguards as possible; habitual as against
occasional.
Tickets as well as cash should be closely watched.
Tickets turned in to the accounting office by conductors should be
examined without delay. Tickets which can be profitably handled
by scalpers or traded in by passengers should be limited to as few
days as practicable; so that when 100 tickets of a certain form have
been sold on a given day it will be possible to find out quickly
whether or not all of them have been promptly used and turned
in.
To so arrange tickets that the passenger will have the least
possible temptation to misuse them and the conductor the least
possible temptation to do anything but promptly turn them in helps
to promote honest habits; and habits help to govern action.
Habits
One of the disadof accuracy tend to promote habits of honesty.
vantages of the coupon mileage ticket is that it is easy to make
mistakes with it. Accidental mistakes often lead to voluntary "mis
takes."

cash fares the duplex receipt and the L0 cent
Beyond this there is
rebate are generally regarded as essential.
no check except such as may be effected by requiring the practice Ol
All those exeop
habits Of accuracy to the utmost possible extent.
tional situations in which it is necessary to allow conductors to col
In

lect

collecting

171

men whose

secure

will keep

self-respect

them above

to

be reputable citizens

important so to explain the
ethics of surprise checking that these men will understand that it
casts no aspersion upon them.
The only systematic way to detect
misconduct in any conductor is to watch the conduct, good and bad,
It

is

of all conductors.

To

train a

man

in habits of

accuracy

— which, as
—

an important element in training for honesty
begin when he is young; long before he is fit

is

we have

said,

necessary

it is

to

with a

to entrust

passenger train. A clerkship in a station or the general offices is
a much more favorable place for thus training a young man than

a freight

Native honesty may be as strong, or even
but the training which confirms the
mental and moral traits must be found in fiduciary practice. It
may as well be admitted, also, that politeness, another important
element in a passenger man's training, can be cultivated on a freight
train only under decided disadvantages.
These considerations afford a strong argument in favor of having special collectors to
take tickets and fares. If we desire to have the freight man for
a passenger conductor because of his experience, we must, as a
rule, put up with a man somewhat less qualified to deal with passengers than would be a man from an office. In view of the very
small number of brakemen that we see on many passenger trains
nowadays, we are not going to argue against the employment of collectors; there is too much evidence of the need of more men on
trains, for the purpose of attending to the wants of passengers;
we will content ourselves with the observation that whatever number of men is employed, and of whatever grade, every one of them
should be made useful in promoting the comfort of passengers. One
prominent eastern road has given up the attempt to make polished
gentlemen out of freight conductors, and recruits its passenger
from other
train
forces beginning With passenger brakemen
The difference between freight cabooses and "varnished
classes.
cars" is frankly recognized. The policy is made acceptable to the
freight conductors by arranging their work so that they earn about
is

train.

the brakemen;

stronger, in

—

—

much pay as do the passenger men. Assuming, as we must
assume, that the men who are put in charge of passenger trains
are properly trained for all of their duties, this policy disposes of
one of the obstacles to securing satisfactory men to collect fares and
tickets.
If we eliminate the long period of freight-train service
there should be time to train men in accuracy, honesty and trainmanagement before they are too old to be put in charge of pasWhen the block system is in use everywhere the
senger trains.
training of an office man to take charge of a train will be a less
as

tedious task than

at present.

it is

we have here expressed

the views which

If

sum up by saying

fairly

that the

man

we may

are correct,

to collect fares

should have

the two essential qualifications of honesty and politeness: and that
as a means of securing these the superintendent should take an
interest in a third qualification, civic pride if we may use so
ambitious a term. It is necessary to seek men who not only have

—

to cultivate the moral virtues.
cannot be trained up in the freight
If we must
train service we must train them in some other way.
have two men on a train where we should prefer to get along with
one, we can use the two to give passengers more efficient and pleasing personal attention. However high the character of the men.
constant discipline in accuracy is proper and necessary. Discipline

some moral character but who intend
If

men with

in accuracy

qualities

these

is

as near as

we can

get to discipline in honesty.

January Accidents.
The condensed record of the principal train accidents which
occurred in the United States in the month ol January, printed In
another column, contains accounts of 89 collisions, 23 derailments
or which
and one other accident. Tin.sc which were most serlou
are of special Interest by reason of their causes or attending circum
i.nii es. occurred as Follows:
i

the net fare, or omit the receipt, .should be the subject of con-

watchfulness and care.
In surprise checking the main thing is to get reliable che<
One trustworthy "spoiler" is bet
its. which is by no means easy.
ter than a dozen who think Iha.l Iheir main duly is to dlscovei
something wrong. Surprise checking is necessary, If it docs Dot
discover more than one thief In ten years, for prevention, not
is the desideratum.
11 must
be admitted that —so loose is our system
--all of the precautions mentioned In the foregoing paragraphs are
Insufficient without surprise checking,
While thus constantly watching for thjever) we must try to

and desire

stealing.
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of these accidents, Qlendora and ffldelsteln, are reported as
The derailment at
having beeu Hue to failures In bloch working,
with the
St, Louis aii'onis an Interesting Ins tan
disastrous derailmeni on the Elevated road In New York Cltj a few

Two
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alike, in that In both ol them
about 15 ft., from the track to the pavement of
the street; but they are unlike In that in the St. Louis case no
person was.kllled. This favorable outcome may be partly due to
the negative fact that only a few people were In the car; but it
the greal strength
is pleasanter to dwell on the positive tact that
or Hi, car framing « is undoubtedly an essential element in the
sa\ ing of these 13 pa
In es.
emphasizes the tact that the occurThe first item
o,
i-sengers does not always imply something
ce of Injurii
wrong in our provision lor the safety of passengers; for these 10

months ago.

senger cai

The cases are

I

fell,

;

—

men- drovers, no doubt were in a freight caboose. The Interstate
Commerce Commission has lately introduced in its accident bullea change that will produce instinctive results on this point:
riding on a train to take charge of freight, together with mail
clerks, express messengers and other classes who are lawfully on
a train but are neither employees nor regular passengers, are put
in a separate class, distinct from regular passengers in passenger
If regular passengers riding in freight cabooses were also
trains.
segregated in the Government reports we should see a s ill inrther
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!i_ per cent, of the passenger earnings of the PrusState Railroads, while i;i per cent, of the freight earnings
are net. At a meeting of representatives of German blast furnaces
Dec. 3, one of the speakers affirmed that on the average 2:; in ^1
per cent, of the cost of producing pig iron in Cermany went for
railroad freight charges, which have been reduced comparatively
little in course of years;
while in America, where in 1876 Sir
I.owthian Bell found that the cost of transportation for materials
for a ton of pig were $8.33 at Pittsburg it has been reduced to $2.34,
This speaker drew the conclusion that in dull times America wl
make the prices of pig iron for the whole world, and unless the
German iron-masters can secure lower freights, they will be driven
out of the market at such times.

expenses absorb
sian

I

tins

men

diminution of the totals in the first column of the casualty tables.
A railroad is bound, of course, to see to the safety of all persons
lawfully riding on its trains, including employees; and the separating of persons into different classes in the tabulations is not advocated by any one with the idea of showing more or less blame
But with casualty reports as
or responsibility in any given case.
ordinarily made, in which the reader is likely to assume that all
of the "passengers" were riding in passenger cars on regular passenger trains, most people are likely to jump at the conclusion
whether the number be small or
that the deaths and injuries
great have occurred in spite of the exercise of the highest care
Such a conclusion is in some
of which the railroad is capable.
degree erroneous; for. irrespective of the care taken by the trainmen or the intelligence of the provisions for safety made by th«
company, the dangers of travel are inevitably somewhat greater on
fi eight trains than on passenger.
The second accident. Palisades, illustrates another phase of
passenger travel which has lately become prominent the fact that
a large number of persons may suffer in a passenger train collision
or a derailment, while yet no passenger is injured.
The number of electric car accidents reported in the newspapers
of the United States in the month of January was nine, in which
four persons were killed and 56 injured.

—

—

—

After sinking some 300 million dollars in the Siberian RailRussia, it" recent reports are true, is likely to gain more
wealth than from all Siberia from its extreme northeastern
European government, now unavailable for the lack of three or
four hundred miles of railroad. There, in the valley of the Pechora,
and especially on its little tributary the Uchta, north of the 63d
parallel, about 300 miles south of the Arctic, as far northeast
of the navigable Dwina river, and 400 miles east by south from
Archangel, in an uninhabited wilderness, have been found (so Russian newspapers say) stores of petroleum which promise to exceed
in quantity the fields on the Caspian, while much superior in
quality.
The Caspian petroleum, by the way, is heavy, and yields
per barrel only about half as much illuminating oil as the American crude oil. But this is not all: the same country is full of
copper mines, from which millions of tons of ore may be extracted.
We are not accustomed in this country to find petroleum
and copper in juxtaposition: but this is in Russia, and on the
edge of the Arctic zone. Unfortunately it is impossible to draw
on these treasures at present; for they are almost inaccessible, and
there is no one in the country to do the work. A pipe line to the
Dwina would give outlet for the oil to the port of Archangel,
which has a considerable and increasing trade, chiefly with England; but it would not bring men and supplies in. About 400
miles of railroad will be necessary for this, connecting with a new
line from St. Petersburg eastward.
This the state is asked to
build.
It pretends that it has something else to do just at present.
A company with a capital of less than $3,000,000 has been organized
to develop these treasures, but at latest news had not had all its
subscribed. This story may seem like a romance manufactured to bear Standard Oil and Amalgamated Copper stock; but
it is
probable that it is founded, at least in part, on fact. Baku
petroleum specialists are reported to have examined the country
and to be enthusiastic over the prospects.
road.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
In 1894, the Master Car Builders' Association, for conveniens In the nl
Ing and preservation of pamphlets, catalogues, specifications, etc., adopted a
number of standard sizes. The advantages of conforming to these sizes have
been recognized, not or-ly by railroad men, but outside of railroad circles, and
many engineers make a practice of Immediately consigning to the waste basket
all catalogues that do not come within a very narrow margin of these standard
sizes.
They are given here In order that the size of the publications of this
kind, which are noticed under this head, may be compared with the standards,
and It may be known whether they conform thereto.

Standard).
Postal-card circulars
Pamphlets and trade catalogues

\
3%

3

6

9

Specifications

and

letter

In.

by

6 >4

" by
fi
" by 9
" by 12

8% "by 10%

paper

In.

"
"

The General Railway Signal Co., Buffalo, N. Y., has issued the
second section of its catalogue and price list the section which
deals with mechanical interlocking. This is a book of 480 pages,
6 in. x 9 in., and both the letter press and the drawings are large
and plain, affording the maximum of convenience to the reader.
This company, with the large and well equipped shops which fell
to it when it absorbed the Pneumatic Signal Company, is well prepared to make everything in the mechanical interlocking line; and
this catalogue describes interlocking machines, both with vertical
and with horizontal locking; all kinds of leadout and ground connections, switch-and-lock movements in ample variety, bridge locks
and everything that is in demand. Self-contained electric motor signals are recommended for distant signals with mechanical plants,
and everything in connection with these signals and with electric
locking is shown. The lists of articles, always on the page opposite the drawings of the same articles, are printed in large type,
and every descriptive clause which is not short has the principal
words printed in full faced capitals, making a convenient "short
title" for use in ordering.
Besides the regular index, there is an
index to pattern numbers, enabling the reader quickly to find the
order number of any casting of which he knows the number.

—

Steam

Engines.

— "Allis-Chalmers

Engines

—At

Home

and

Abroad,'' is the title of a 68 page bulletin about to be issued by
the Allis-Chalmers Co.. Milwaukee, Wis. The title page illustration
represents four engines, capable of furnishing 35,000 h.p., installed
in the power-house of the Twin City Rapid Transit Co., Minneapolis.
A number of other large railway power-stations in which AllisChalmers engines are used are also illustrated. Illustrations of
its pumping and blowing engines, as well as of air compressors
and hoisting engines which are installed in some of the largest
municipal and industrial plants in this country, are also given.

Water
lowing

burg, Pa.

—

Four interesting pamphlets bearing the folpublished by the Pittsburg Filter Mfg. Co., Pitts-

Filtration.

titles are

"Mechanical Filtration," "Efficiency of Mechanical

Filt-

"The Purification of Water from a Sanitary Standpoint," and
"Water Filtration and its Relation to Municipal Health and Prosperity, with some Statistics of Typhoid Fever Epidemics."

ers,"

—

Tents and Awnings. The United States Tent & Awning Co.,
Chicago, sends its 40-page pamphlet catalogue, describing and illustrating its large line of tents and awnings. A full list of sizes and
prices for different qualities of materials is given. The list also
includes cots, paulins, flags, horse covers, etc.

l

CONTRIBUTIONS
Weak

The German iron-masters do not favor any general cheapening
of passenger fares, arguing that these are already so low that they
hardly exceed the bare cost, and that a reduction in freight rates,
which would permit a greater growth of manufacturing industries,
would be of much more value to the laboring population than any'
reduction in the cost of travel. One man has been to the trouble
to separate passenger and freight expenses, as nearly as possible,
on the basis adopted in this country; and has found that passenger

Cars

in

Passenger Trains.
Worcester, Muss.. Feb. 17.

13(16.

To the Editor or the Railroad Gazette:
Gentlemen: I was a passenger on the Pacific express (Boston
& Albany Railroad) which entered into collision on Thursday evening
The cause of the collision will probably be
last, in the Boston yard.

—

cleared up as another case of inevitable human fallibility. But the
cause of the loss of life and limb cannot be so disposed of. That
was plainly due, in my opinion, to the improper use of old and

February
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weaker cars in the middle of a modern heavy train. The train consisted of two modern baggage and express cars immediately behind
the locomotive; then followed two cars of the 1860 pattern filled with
emigrants; then followed two modern day coaches, one of them vestibnled, and two or three sleepers. The collision was an insignificant
bump. The train had just pulled out of Trinity Place station and
had acquired but little headway (the locomotive and forward cars
only had passed Huntington avenue), and the brakes had been on
hard for several seconds before the crash came. The locomotive and
two forward cars were practically unharmed, but the baggage car
was telescoped into the forward emigrant car.
It is my opinion that had the train been composed either of all
modern cars or of all old cars, no loss of life would have occurred.
In the former case probably nothing would have smashed; or if it
did, it would have been one of the baggage cars.
In the latter case
the inertia would have been so much less that probably nothing would
have crumpled; or if it did, it would have been the baggage cars
Sidney

again.

Functions of a Good Draft Gear.
BY

to overhang a foot or more beyond the center of the carry iron.
This overhang is more serious if we consider that the connection
between the coupler and the yoke is not always secure, which has
a tendency to throw more weight on the carry iron. Often only
four bolts in tension (none in shear) are used to fasten the carry
iron to take the weight of the couplers and the vertical chafing
between two adjoining cars. It is self-evident that the motion of
the draft rigging could be increased beyond 2% in., provided a
more substantial support or suspension of the coupler is devised.
This increase in stroke would increase the whole work done by the
lbs.,

draft gear.

The recoil in the different gears varies even more than the
capacity, at least in proportion. Roughly speaking, it should be
small, so as not to re-act on the car as soon as the latter is through
taking the impact. On the other hand, a certain amount should
always be present to insure the proper return of the gear into its
normal condition, else lost motion will take place between the followers and the yoke, with results far more serious than those of
a recoil too large. This point should be watched very carefully,
especially so since some friction gears in service may change their
bearing surfaces, which affects the friction and causes the sliding
parts to stick.
Let us now take up a specific case in order to see what really
does take place during the time the cars come together. Suppose
that a loaded train runs into a loaded car standing still. Speeds
of 13 and even 15 miles an hour have sometimes been assumed
in this connection, but let us assume a speed of eight miles an
hour, which is usually made the basis of tests in this field.
The weight per car being taken as 40.000 lbs., and the load
as 100,000 lbs., the total weight (w) is 140,000 lbs. The velocity
(v), eight miles an hour, is very close to 12 ft. a second.
This
gives an energy stored up in one moving car equal to
=
wv or 140,000 x 12-' or 313,450 foot pounds.

STUCKI.

A.

a. beeve.
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Ask the man on the repair track, "What part have you to repair the most?" and he will answer, "The draft rigging." Is it
a wonder, if we consider that this detail has to be yielding; that
all the heavy blows and shocks are concentrated at that point and
are from there transmitted to the car?
These blows get heavier every year. The trainmen know that
the steel cars can stand more punishment than their wooden predecessors, and have a decided tendency to handle them accordingly.
The switchmen in yards seem to be somewhat of the same opinion,
judging from a recent expression from one railroad officer, "that
sleeping within a mile and a half radius from a switching yard is
2 x 32.16
2g
out of the question." The locomotives are constantly increasing
acceleration of gravity, being taken as 32.16.
g
in weight; so are the cars. The number of cars in a train is
Let us further consider that the cars in turn are equipped with
double that of a few years ago and trains run at a higher speed.
four types of gears which were tested for the Master Car Builders'
Is it any wonder that the old style draft gears fail under the new
Association at Purdue University in 1902, the first three being of
conditions of service? Even designs of recent date have failed
the friction type; the last one being a spring gear. At the moment
quite frequently, and it may not be amiss to see what really does
the respective gears became solid, i.e., have reached their capacity,
take place when two cars come together.
the whole work done by two gears and the work left to be done by
For convenience sake, let us first define the expressions most
the car is as follows:
used hereafter:
-Gear
Capacity
Pressure at the point the gear becomes solid.
A.
B.
D.
C.
Whole work done In ft -lbs. by two gears. 36,800
Recoil
28,200
Pressure at the point the gear starts to recede.
27,600
12,130
Work
left to be transmitted to standing:
Whole work
Energy temporarily absorbed during the stroke.
i:is, :vi:<
4 J.i'.jr,
142.92a
car in ft.-lbs
150,600
23.5
Work given off
Ter cent, of work done by the draft gear
18.1
17.6
Energy given off during the return stroke.
7.8
Work absorbed
Energy permanently absorbed.
The figures for the work done are derived from the tests above
Impact
Maximum pressure due to energy left unabsorbed by the mentioned, and the work left to be transmitted is obtained by subwhole work done.
tracting the whole work done from the whole energy, i.e.. 313.450
It will be noticed that this leaves the usual meaning of "cafoot pounds, divided by two, inasmuch as only half of the energy
pacity" and "recoil" intact.
need he transmitted to the standing car to result in a uniform speed
In a general way the functions of a draft gear are to absorb for the two colliding cars.
energy and to transmit part of the excess energy safely to the
The impact now depends upon the rigidity and stiffness of the
car.
In order to permanently absorb as much work or energy as car, and it is natural that the less the latter yields the harder the
possible, it is necessary to have a high capacity, a long stroke, and
blow will be. If the cars, or even only one of them is a wooden
a low recoil. Until comparatively a few years ago one standard one, the dynamometer car will not register as high as with a rigid
spring of 19,000 lbs. capacity was all that was required. As the steel frame.
cars got heavier, two such springs were found to be necessary, either
After the impact has taken place, the draft gear is free to
side by side or in tandem, and both types are extensively used to- expand to its usual condition, and in so doing will give oft a certain
day. However, some of the railroads, desirous of protecting their part of the work in the return stroke.
Taking the same gears as
rolling stock as much as possible, did not stop there; some tried above, we find the following:
triple and others quadruple springs to suit the changed condition
('.
A
B.
D.
of the service, but this made at the best only 4 x 19.000 or 76,000
to. 100
166
Work liven oil In 11. lbs
1,400
1,800
lbs. elastic resistance, which was still considered insufficient, and
Work absorbed In Et.-lbs
33,382
23,800
22,800
1,750
Absorption In per cent, of total energs
21.3
LB. 2
5
1.2
Objectionable in other respects. At this period, for the first time,
the friction draft gear made its appearance and at once attracted
The movement of the standing car during the closing of the
the attention of railroad men because among other advantages it two gears has not been taken Into consideration,
is.
how
It
made it possible to obtain a capacity of 150,000 lbs. and more.
very small. A draft gear willi a capacity of: 150,000 Ihs.. uniforml]
Since that time, friction has been made use of in innumerable increasing from zero and with B Stroke 01 2% in "ill have a move
different ways and constructions, thereby using the different me
incut of about. '/,„ in., which is entirely negligible.
This is due to
chanical elements, such as the wedge, the cam, key, eccentric, lever, the enormous speed of the moving car and the absence of any mo
torsion, leaf springs, coil springs, dampe
tion with the standing car.
or otherwise, plain
Thesi
ns will naturally cli ...
pressure or plain or grooved surfaces, the inclined plane, etc., etc., when the difference of sp
of two approaching cars is smaller.
but In an article of this sort it would lead too far to describe in Then a considerable movement of the
lower car tikes place
detail the construction of these respective gears.
tween the time the couplers meet ami the moment the draft gears
The lunger the stroke the greater is the whole work done, become solid. This move
,ci
in
.hail gears.
everything else being equal. With the standard 6%-ln. x 8-In. spring
From what hie- been Bald, it win
ond tunc
the stroke is 1% in., % in. initial compression being allowed; and
lion of the draft geai 1. an Important one. and in providing tor
the stroke naturally remains unchanged, even it' the springs are
the transmission of this excesi energj to the car we should alv
arranged side by side or In tandem, When the friction draft gear consider the mosi severe cases allowab
e,
nfortunat
was Introduced, Ibis motion was increased anil the majority of gears there is no stipulation or standard In this respeel as yet, and we
oi'
that type adhere to 2% in. This dimension has not been ex
often hear of Impacts reglsti
\t
lbs
seeded as yet, and the reason why it cannot very well be done is any rale it is wi II lo mal e the dra
strong as the coupler,
the fad that the overhang of
w o
he coupler, already great, would and lie ear si ronger ban ell lea utile
become excessive, especially when under tension. We have alreadj
The springs of s dr. hi car should not I"- exposed to the no
pretty tar In allowing the coupler head, weighing possibly 200
8
bill
pai
should he pi,
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capacity.
Otherwise these heavy blows are transmitted through
surfaces of small area and a decided tendency exists to crush the
All
material or to cause the coils to slip relative to each other
oilier weak parts should be thrown out of action and the final blow
should always be transmitted through the strong and solid parts.
The writer has seen many serious mistakes made in this direction,
and in every case subjecting the gear to actual service showed
them up very quickly. It is interesting to point oul that in Mgures
quoted above the total work done by the draft rigging is in everj
case small, in comparison with what is left for the ears to take

We may look at ii from any side as to its life, first cost, method
of manufacture, ease of repair, and find every advantage in favor
nl iiie simple device.
For the
ime reason the different pans in
themselves should not be ot an intricate or delicate nature; the)
should be governed by the same rules as any other car casting

care

souri

of.

wen

e to get as high a capacity in gear I) as in
the other types of gears, the impact would he the
same and the car would absorb the same amount of energy. However, the work given off by the spring gear is nearly as great as
Che work done, hence in returning to its normal condition it would
transmit another blow to the car, setting up a series of oscillations and jerks which would tend to shorten the life of the car and
all its parts.
Unfortunately service data cannot be obtained in
this respect inasmuch as the inaccessible gears of two adjoining
In other words, it is one of
ears are always working together.
your own and one of your neighbor's gears that protect your ear.
If

the

it

cases of

and unless cars are kept on special runs

impossible to
it is almost
obtain accurate data in this respect.
There is another condition, in itself almost the reverse from
that just mentioned, hut the result is just as hard on the car, and
has a tendency to rack it to pieces. This is always the case when
the first portion of the stroke is too stiff, which means that the
small waves constantly existing in a moving train are not taken
care of by the draft gear but are transmitted to the car just the

—1153

»)<—

4034'

New Bismarck

Bridge of the Northern Pacific.

The Bismar<k bridge

of the Northern Pacific crosses the Miswest of Bismarck, N. Dak.
It is a single-track
The original
structure, carrying the main line of the railroad.
bridge was bu.lt in 1SS2, and was designed for a train load of two
7:. ton engines followed by a uniform load of 2,000 lbs. per foot.
As
11
bad become too light for present traffic, it was decided to replace
it
with a new structure during the summer of 1905. This work has
just been completed.
The previous bridge consisted of three 400-ft. double intersection through pin spans, supported on four granite masonry piers
across the main channel Of the river, with one 113-ft. deck approach
span at each end. It was built by the Detroit Bridge & Iron Works.
As the masonry piers were in good condition, it was decided to use
them for the new bridge, making such changes as were necessary
for the changed bearings. The main spans, therefore, are the same
length as before, but the east approach span, 113 ft. long, has been
replaced with a new span 140 ft. long on account of the hank formaThe west
tion, which has a tendency to slide toward the river.
approach span has been replaced with a new span of the same length
as before. The new structure is designed for the Northern Pacific
Railway standard loading of two issvton engines followed by a

river jusi
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New Bismarck

if the draft gear had been a solid block, and the gear cannot
duty until the shocks are large enough to overcome the initial

same as
do

its

resistance.

A

draft gear should be self-contained,

i.e.,

it

should not exert

any side or other component pressure on the car frame, except
the direction of the center sills. By this no allusion is made

in
to

such as the weight of the gear itself. Whenever friction is
used to augment the capacity of a draft gear, the bearing surfaces
should be made large. By doing this the friction is not increased
(for the amount of friction is independent of the size of bearing
surface), but it is necessary to reduce the wear and increase the
life of the gear.
This point should be watched closely, especially
in designs where large surfaces are hard to work in. as for example, in spring damp.eners, where sometimes only one point bears
and in cam motions where only a line is touching at one time.
It has already been mentioned that wear sometimes changes
the shape of the friction elements, such as cams and keys, thereby affecting the original motion and either making the gear too
The natural suggestion would be to make the
stiff or too flexible.
friction surfaces of such contours so that the wear, no matter howmuch there is, will not affect the shape and its subsequent working.
The Master Car Builders' Association has made the interchange
of arcs possible or at least practicable, and through its efforts the
whole question of rolling stock has immensely been simplified, not
only for the railroads but for the car builder as well. Why not
then assist these efforts and use such details as have been made
standard or recommended practice; for instance, the yoke, followers,
fillers, and springs?
By doing this it will not be necessary for the
It
will facilirailroads to carry so many different parts in stock.
tate repair, and undoubtedly save a good deal of time.
Simplicity of construction is the fundamental principle in car
building, and it applies to draft gears more than anything else.
As between a draft gear containing 20 pieces and one doing exactly
the same thing, but containing 10 pieces, there is only one choice.
trifles,

Bridge,

II

MXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXI-I
Northern

\

^ls^s^s^

Pacific.

uniform train load of 5,000 lbs. per foot of track. The main chanspans are designed with curved top chords, as seen by the
illustrations, giving a much more pleasing effect than the older
design.
The approach spans are deck-riveted lattice spans. The

nel

contract for the fabrication of the new structure was let to the
American Bridge Company, and the greater part of the work was
done at its new Ambridge p'ant. The track stringers were made
at the Detroit works.
As it was necessary to maintain traffic across the bridge during
construction, and as the traffic was expected to be unusually heavy
on account of the exposition at Portland, Ore., it was decided that
the railroad company itself would do the work of removing the old
bridge and erecting the new one in its place, as it was believed they
could do it with less probability of delay to traffic than if the work
should be done by a contractor.
The bottom of the Missouri river, as is well known, is of a
very unstable character, and sudden changes in the channel are
to be expected. For this reason the original bridge had been erected
on Howe trusses supported on intermediate temporary piers, as it
was thought that ordinary falsework could not be maintained. In
the erection of the new structure, however, it was decided to use

the ordinary method of falsework supported on piles; and although
the requirements of maintaining traffic and the erection of a heavier
structure made it more difficult, it was successfully accomplished.
The high-water stage of the river at Bismarck does not end until
about the 10th of July, so no attempt was made to push the work
before then; but after that date there is a steady decline in the high
water of the river and force of the current. The force which had
been previously organized was then largely increased, and the work
was pushed vigorously until the last span- was erected.
The 400-ft. spans were connected up and swung while under
The approach spans were assembled on falsework alongside
traffic.
their permanent position and riveted up complete, and then moved
The entire work of riveting the old
into position between trains.

February
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spans and erection of the new spans in their places was accomplished without accident and without materially interfering with
traffic.
The last span was moved into place December 25 last, the
rapidity of erection under the conditions described being one of the
notable points in connection with the bridge.
The tendency of the east bank to slide toward the river has
been referred to. A short distance back from the river this bank
Some years ago
rises to a height of about 100 ft. above the tracks.
this sliding tendency, in conjunction with the resultant earth pressure on its back, started the east pier to moving toward the river.
Mr. George S. Morison undertook to restore it to its original posi-

175

Large Electric and Steam Locomotives.

At the February meeting of the New York Railroad Club, Mr.
E. Muhlfeld. Superintendent of Motive Power of the Baltimore &
Ohio, presented a paper on the subject of large locomotives.
He
gave a brief review of the work of the heavy electric engines
used on the road.
This consists, to a large extent, of helping
on grades of from one to one and a half per cent, and over curves
of from five to eleven degrees, with the mileage of 5,042 miles per
J.

month, about evenly divided between light and loaded service.
Considering $1.25 per net ton as a base cost for fuel delivered at
the power plant, the average total operating
and maintenance expenses during the year
for generating the current; the labor and
material for the locomotive electrical and
mechanical repairs; the engineer's wages;
wiping, hostlering, inspecting, oiling and
despatching; lubricating and miscellaneous
supplies, was approximately $34.00 per 100
miles run per locomotive.
Of this amount
the average cost of labor and material applied to each locomotive for the running and
shop repairs, would be $3.20. or 52 per cent,
for the electrical, and $2.90, or 48 per cent.
for the mechanical, making a total average cost of $6.10 per 100 miles run for both
the electrical and mechanical repairs.
The above figures do not take into consideration interest, depreciation, taxes nor
insurance on the investment, nor do they
include the expenses incident to the maintenance of such equipment as battery, feeders, third rail, bonding wires,
insulation.

Falsework and Traveler Used

in

tion.
First excavating back of it, he built under it a foundation of
concrete, and interposed rollers between pier and foundation.
When power was applied to the pier it moved back so rapidly that
workmen in the excavation at its back barely had time to get out
of its way.
Although the tendency of the pier to move bodily toward the
river had been corrected, the sliding of the bank once more imposed a pressure on its back, which started it to tipping. To relieve it, an excavation was once more made at its back and is being
maintained permanently. Special provisions have also been made
to drain the high bank suitably to minimize the tendency to slide.
The general character of the new structure is shown by the

accompanying

The work was done under the general

illustrations.

safety

cut-out

which

is

switches, extra motors, etc.,
not required for steam locomotive
operation.
The wages for the conductor, or
second man on the locomotive, have also been omitted.
During their service considerable difficulty has been experienced
with the shoes used for collecting the current from the surface
third rail; the loosening, wear and breakage of pinions used to
transmit the power from the motors to the gears on the driver
wheel axles; the lubrication, heating and wear at the armature
hearings; the flange and tread wear of driver wheel tire: derailments; stalling and breaking in two of freight trains due to slipping
of driver wheel, more especially with wet rail or when tire of
drivers connected in series are not of exact diameters, and in miscellaneous renewals and shop repairs.
The driver wheel tires which when new were 2 7 s in. thick, are
now 1% in. thick, showing only 7,500 miles run per '/,,< in. metal
removed at tread, and will have to be renewed within a few months.
The large steaU locomotive dealt with
was the Mallet compound, illustrated In the
Railroad Gazette for September 4, 1903, and
May 27, 1904. This engine was put in serv
ice on the Connellsville Division on January
6, 1905, and in the year lhat it has hern at
w irk il has developed lhat tins subdivision
of the power has resulted In less strain on
all parts and reduced the liability to breakage; and also that while the wearing and
total parts per locomotive are increased, they
are greatly reduced when compared with the

Rebuilding the Bismarck Bridge

development of the same power bj tandem
locomotives, and the reduction in concen
rated stresses ami weight insures a more
satisfactory and economical maintenance of
these details mnsi susceptible to deprecla
1

tion.

The
equal

to

tives like

and Second Spans Erected and Falsework Under Old Third Span.

First

tion.

former
direction of Mr. 10. .1. Pearson, then Chief Engineer <>r the Northern
Pacific by Mr. italpli Modjeskl, Consulting Engineer, Chicago, who
designed ihe new structure, organized the forces In the field and
had direc.1 charge of the work. Mr. Ernest Nlckerson was Resident

Engineer

and Mr. James Saguln

Bismarck,

at

Superintendent

of

Erection.

a
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hit
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Chase by the state of 15 private railroads, which have an aggregate
capital of $226,1
.000.
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ruling grade helwien Continence and Fori Hill being 1 per cent.,
total distance 43.-1 miles.
In through freight service, from Connellsville to Rockwood, the
2,400, singly, has moved, In .:<: steel cars, 1,668 tons of loading,
and 702 tons of cars, or a total of 2.370 tons In the cars. Adding the
weight in working order of the locomotive and averaging the weight
of the tender loaded with coal and water at 225 tons, it would make
the total weight of the train, including locomotive and tender,
2,594 tons, about 64.3 per cent, of which was paying load.
The actual running time was four hours, making an average
speed of 10 Vi miles per hour. When handling this tonnage over
the hardest pulls and around 8 degrees 30 minutes curvature, as high
a rate of speed was maintained as with through freight trains of
1,200 tons total, when handled by consolidation locomotives.
Had this same train of cars been hauled by the standard consolidation type locomotive, it would have required the maximum
hauling capacity of two locomotives to have handled it at the same
rate of speed, and the average weight of the motive power would
have been 304 tons, making the total tonnage of the train 2,674 tons,
and about 62.4 per cent, of which would have been paying load.
When helping trains consisting of consolidation type pulling
locomotive having tractive power of 39,700 lbs., with 40 cars consisting of about 2,400 tons, weight of lading and cars, the 2400 has
pulled 36 of the 40 cars in the train on 3 and 4 degrees curvature,
and 1 per cent, grade, making an average speed of about 4^
miles per hour, and has pushed the entire train and pulling locomotive, weighing about 2,550 tons, when the pulling locomotive was
shut off, at a speed of 2 miles per hour, and maintained the
working steam pressure and the normal water level for a distance
of one-half mile on the same curvature and grade, and which performance could have been continued.
During the year the engine had made 44,976 miles at a total
cost of labor and material per 100 miles run of $3.16. During the
last six months it has been out of service eleven days for washing, staybolt testing and repairs, or about 6 per cent, of the time.
When working at Rockwood the locomotive remains in service
for two or more weeks' period, and is then taken to Connellsville
for a washout, staybolt test and the necessary inspection and running repair work.
Allowing for firebox and boiler tube renewals, heavy machinery
repairs, etc., it is estimated from the last year's performance that
at the end of ten years the shop charges for working repairs will
have averaged not to exceed 9 cents per mile run.
When operating over combination, level and mountain divisions,
No. 2400 will consume less coal per ton per mile than the various
types of simple consolidation locomotives now in the service,
tin-

and the

and when operated on a comparatively

level line it

consumed ma-

On

the mountainous part of the
division, the fuel consumption per ton-mile is more favorable than
for the simple consolidation locomotives, but not to such a great
extent as when working on the more level portions of the division.
In this mountain helper service, where the engine is kept at
work for long periods between fire cleanings, it has been able to
meet all rquirements, and still use ordinary run-of-mine coal, containing 20 to 40 per cent, of volatile matter.
The general condition of the boiler and machinery after 12
months of service was as follows:
Treads of tire show even wear amounting to Vi« in., or about
7«4 in. per month; tires calipered uniform in diameter.
High and low-pressure cylinders were in good condition, being
worn smooth and not oblong or bell-mouth.
The high-pressure piston and low-pressure side valves were in
good condition. Piston valves have had the packing rings renewed
once and the slide valves have received no repairs.
The engine frames, splice bolts, keys, pedestal caps, braces, etc.,
have given no trouble, and there have been no renewals nor repairs.
All driver bearings were in good condition, and while there
have been two warm journals, due to lack of lubrication, since the
locomotive has been in service, none of the frictional surfaces were
terially

less

coal

per ton-mile.

injured.

The driver boxes were in good condition, crown brasses have
given no evidence of becoming loose in the boxes, and are of
sufficient thickness to continue in service for twelve months before renewals need be considered.
The driver wheels are fitted up when new with '/ 10 -in. end play
between each hub and box, which has been increased to from V SJ
in. to
tne front and rear driver wheels on both high and lowi n -l
pressure engines having the greater amount.
All parts of the Walschaert gear were in good condition, and
the total lost motion between the main driver wheel axles and
the piston and slide valves, as measured at the valve stems, with
the reverse bar in full forward position, averaged •/„ in. for the
low pressure and slightly less for the high-pressure engines, and
for all engines in full back-up gear.
The boiler, which carries a working pressure of 235 lbs, indicated, was in good condition, and there has been no evidence of
weakness or any trouble due to staying, leaky steams, leaky or

%

V..i
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broken staybolts or leaky rivets. The staybolts are of the ordinary
straight type 1 in. in diameter, spaced 3% in., with tell-tale holes
drilled at the outer end.

The firebox was in good condition, and there has been no indication of leakage, except at the furnace door ring, where two defective rivets were deplaced by countersunk head patch bolts.
The boiler tubes were good for another month's service, and
there was but one flue plugged, which was due to its collapsing
about eight feet from the front tube sheet.
This locomotive will remain in service until the latter part of
January, 1906, when it will be removed on account of the tire wear
having reached the limit allowable of Vi in. at the tread; it will
then have the driver wheel tires reset, boiler tubes removed, boiler
(baned out, boiler tubes replaced and reset, and whatever repairs
It
that may be necessary given to the machinery and repainted.
is estimated that the cost to make these repairs and put the locomotive in condition for another year's service, or 40,000 miles' run, will
be about $750 for labor and $250 for material, or a total of $1.'

From the performance up to the present date it has been found
that the following features embodied in the design of this locomotive
have given entirely satifactory results, with respect to design, maintenance and operation:
The flexible joints to the high and low-pressure cylinder, receiver and exhaust pipes.
Articulated frame.
Intercepting, reducing and emergency valve and intermediate chamber system of compounding and simpling. Combination hand and power reversing
gear.
Walschaert motion gear. High-pressure piston and low-pressure double ported slide valves.
High and low-pressure cylinder
Method of securing high-pressure cylinders to boiler.
packing.
Single disc main throttle valve. Driver, crank pin and other bearLubrication of valves, cylinders
ings.
Injectors and water works.
Tracking and riding qualities, going forward or
and bearings.
backward around maximum curvature, and when pushing, pulling
or braking trains or running light.
There has been no trouble on account of priming, and the
sults accomplished through the distribution of the

re-

work over four

instead of two main crank pins and auxiliary parts have been
markedly satisfactory.
In consideration of the boiler having 72.2 sq. ft. of grate area,
220.0 sq. ft. of firebox heating surface, 5,380.0 sq. ft. tube heating
surface, and flat and radial sheet staybolts of the ordinary solid
type, the performance of the boiler, firebox, boiler tubes and stays,
with 235 lbs. indicated working pressure, has demonstrated that it
is economical and entirely practicable to operate well-designed and
constructed locomotive types of boiler under severe weather, water,
fuel and handling conditions, with from 200 to 250 lbs. boiler
pressure.
While the boiler tubes are 2% in. in diameter and 21 ft. long,
there has. with ordinary attention, been practically no difficulty
on account of leaky or stopped-up boiler tubes, and the steaming has

been at all times free, and such as would enable the locomotive to
develop the maximum tractive power under the most severe operating conditions.
There was initially some irregular wear of the flange to the
left front driver wheel tire of the forward engine, on account of
the cross-equalizer of the spring gear not being sufficiently strong to
carry the weight, but after a new equalizer was applied this trouble
was eliminated. Several of the driver springs also broke, and the
grate gear was redesigned to provide larger drop grate openings.
It also required some experimenting to make a suitable flexible
connection between the oil delivery pipe and the low-pressure cylinder steam chest, which, however, has resulted satisfactorily.
While it has been noted that quite a number of changes in
minor details would be desirable, should other locomotives of this
type be constructed, still, when taken as a whole, the design, construction and operation in general can be considered as efficient and
economical.
From a transportation standpoint, locomotive No. 2400 has been
performing the service of two standard consolidation locomotives,
when used as a helper, and when handling through freight trains.

This results in a saving of delay which would produce overtime
cases, whereas the 2400 takes the place of the second
helper and moves the train promptly.
In starting trains it has been frequently noticed that during
unfavorable freezing weather conditions, with ice on the rails, the
2400 would push the train and take the slack between the tender and
engine of the pulling locomotive, before the latter had moved its
driver wheels. It has also demonstrated that it has as good a hauling capacity when backing up as when going ahead; and for the
reason that it has seemingly not been stalled since in regular
service, it may not be out of place to mention here that it has
been nicknamed "Maud," in comparison with the renowned mule
that moves anything it goes up against.
Among the advantages accruing from the use of this engine
there stands prominently forth the capacity to develop a high
tractive power for starting and moving heavy trains, which is at
in

many
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the maximum because the whole of the 334,500 lbs. of weight are
distributed over the 12 drivers. This involves a tonnage and speed
per train that will provide for the least number of locomotives
and crews. The result then of this year's service indicates that
for slow freight service, where a greater tractive power is desired
than what can be obtained from a properly designed consolidation
type locomotive, is that it would appear that the use of the Mallet
articulated design, as already described, would result in the movement of the greatest tonnage per hour over a single piece of level
or mountainous track, with a proper degree of safety, efficiency and

economically than the new ones, and that the Mullet engine must
be considered in the light of an experimental machine as well. As
for the power plant, it was acknowledged that it was somewhat out
of date, but still it was claimed that it was working with good
economy, and though it was the intention to rebuild it, the company was well satisfied with its present performances. It provided
power for the shops where about one hundred motors were at work,
besides charging the storage batteries, so that, in spite of the fact
that the requirements of the road service were apt to vary, the
load on the power house was practically constant.

economy.

NEW YORK

RAILROAD CLUB DISCUSSION.

At the conclusion of the reading of his paper, Mr. Muhlfeld
added a few words in which he emphasized his belief that the steam
locomotive was by far the most desirable, flexible and economical
for the handling of heavy traffic. In short, he definitely threw down
the gauntlet to the advocates of the electric machine.
The discussion which followed totally ignored the desirability
or the practical operation of heavy locomotives in themselves, but
swung around the relative merits of the two types as set forth in
the paper.
It naturally followed that there were differences of
opinion as to the details of opinions expressed, though no position
The first speaker,
taken by the writer was seriously attacked.
Mr. Gaines, for example, doubted the advisability of using high
steam pressures. He said that while it was perfectly possible to
build boilers that could carry a 250-lb. steam pressure, experience
had shown that these high loads tended to a rapid deterioration of
the boiler, and that as a matter of fact the life of the firebox was
about in an inverse proportion to the pressure it was called upon to
carry. A further peculiarity of this is also to be found in the fact,
that while, with the lower pressures the deterioration of the firebox
is gradual, when the higher is used the box simply goes all at once.
The reply to this argument was that while there had been some
trouble with leaky tubes, due to the wide variations of duty that
the boiler had been called upon to perform, and to the carelessness
of the fireman in running with dirty fires or fires with holes burned
through, they had been comparatively insignificant, and when the
engine was brought into the shop but two broken staybolts had been
found.

Attention was also called to the use of inclined planes of the
Central Railroad of New Jersey for handling the heavy coal traffic
up to the summit of the divide between the Wyoming and Delaware
valleys as presenting a possible comparison in cost of operation
with that of electric locomotives that require a special power plant
for their propulsion.

Evidently the steam locomotive, especially the Mallet compound,
in the hands of its friends, for there seemed to be no word of
adverse criticism in regard to it. It appears that it is an exceedingly easy riding engine, and that it is no more effort to handle it
than it is the ordinary engines of the road. There has been no
complaint on the part of the fireman as to the amount of labor
involved in the shoveling of the coal, and the maintenance of the
steam pressure. This may possibly be due, as one speaker expressed
it, to the fact that it was designed on easy lines.
That is to say,
there was a liberal allowance for all of the parts that enter into its
construction, and advantage was not taken of every possibility to
save in weight and space. As for its development of power, it was
estimated that, at 4% miles per hour, it developed about 860 horsepower, which was increased to about 1,860 when the speed rose
The general average of the power that was
to 10 miles per hour.
used was placed at about 1,500 horse-power. As for the work of the
engineman, he seemed to have less trouble with the reverse lever;
that is to say, it took less exertion to move it than with the ordinary consolidation locomotive.

was

It was generally agreed, however, that the matter of the cost of
repairs of this engine had not yet been definitely or finally settled.
The engine was new and the cost of the first year must necessarily
be less than those of the years to come, and it is expected that the
rate that has prevailed up to this time will be increased from year to
year, for six or seven years, after which it will settle down to an
average that will be maintained through the balance of the life of
the engine. Attention was called to the fact that the repair cost of
different engines varies almost in direct proportion to their first
cost, or, to express it differently, in proportion to their tractive
power. This is merely another way of saying that It varies as the
weight of the engine.

In Mr. Muhlfeld's paper comparisons were made of the cost of
operating steam and electric locomotives that were in favor <>f lb"
h<- electric plant
former, These were criticised on the ground
and locomotives of the Hall
re & Ohio had been designed ten or
twelve years ago, and that they were obsolete and Old-fashioned,
so that it could not be expected thai they would be tolly up to
modern, present-day requirements and able to make the showing
that was obtained wiib a locomotive of the latest design, The reply
to this was that, as a mailer of fact, the older electric locomotives
of the Baltimore & Ohio were doing better service and doing It moro
1 1 1
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It seemed to be a curious coincidence that the specifications for
electric locomotive as laid down by Mr. Muhlfeld, comprising

fourteen points (omitted from our report of the paper), were almost
covered in the latest type of electric locomotive. It was urged
also that it is possible to combine more power in an electric locomotive under the control of a single man than would be possible
with any steam engine. The use of several units that could be combined and worked as a single machine offered advantages that no
ordinary locomotive possessed. It was claimed and conceded that
the accelerating power of the electric machine far exceeded that of
the steam, and the case of the New York Central engine was cited
as an instance.
A discussion had arisen on the point that developed a kind of
sporting proposition, in which it was suggested that the two types of
engines be placed alongside and with the same weights of trains,
race from a standing start for the length of the electric line at
Schenectady. This was done, a Prairie type of engine with about
the same weight on the drivers being used as the competitor.
In
spite of every effort, the electric locomotive won in each of the four
trials that were made, by about a quarter of a mile.
During the
acceleration the engine developed about 2,500 horse-power at the
wheels.
This was made possible because the present control of
three engines is such that the drawbar pull is maintained constant
during the whole period of acceleration.
The Mallet and other steam locomotives had been criticised
because they had been able to develop but 10 horse-power per ton
of weight, though it was claimed to be possible to exceed this. The
New York Central engine had developed 22 horse-power per ton
under normal workings, while as much as 30 horse-power had been
obtained at times.
One other advantage of the electric locomotive is that it is in
perfect relative balance, which is not the case with the steam engine.
It is in the details of the electric engine that improvements
must be made. As one speaker expressed it, the paper of the evening seemed to be a plea for the further development of the electric
locomotive.
Motor cars were kept pretty well out of the discussion, though
they were alluded to, and it was urged that, as they had been
worked up to a state of practical perfection and the cost of maintainance had been reduced to a minimum, it was fair to use these
figures as the basis for estimating the value of the electric locomotive along the same lines. This was not conceded, however, as
the conditions of operation were so different and the requirements
of the service of the latter so severe that It was claimed thai comparisons along these lines were impossible. One item of the details
of these cars was mentioned that is of interest. The gearing between the armature shaft and the axles has been found to be wanting.
Starting with the rawhide piuion and steel gear, the railroads
had then taken up the cast-steel gears and now. with the heavy motors that are used, these had been found to be too weak. There is
a shearing stress on the teeth that they cannot withstand, and il has
been found to be impossible to secure castings of sufficient strength
and homogeneity to stand up to the work. It has therefore
been found to be necessary to resort to forged ring gears in which
the teeth are cut in a forged ring like the tire of a wheel.
As between the direct and alternating current machines, there
seemed to be a tendency to favor the latter, though the greater
part of the discussion referred directly to the former. The advantage claimed for the latter was that the motors could always be used
in parallel so thai there was less danger of slipping than in the
case of the direct current machine; in fact, this Bllpplng of one pair
of drivers was one of the principal drawbacks thai was acknowl
edged to exist in the present electric locomotive,
In closing the discussion Mr, Muhlfeld emphasized bis earlier
statement thai the boiler of the Mallei engine bad given do trouble
at all. and that the occurrence of leak] tubes had been Insignificant,
in spite of the high pressures and the fan thai these tithes are
21 ft, long, the longest thai have ever
n applied to any locomotive
lie fell that the electric locomotive was laboring
In ibis country,
all

1

under the difficulty of lying between the use of the overhead trolley
and the third rail. The overhead trollej waa Impractical with the
direct current, while the disadvantages ol the third rail were to be
found in the Increased Aral cost, Increased complexity of mechanism, the Increased danger ol personal Injur; to workmen and others
ami the fact that ii is not adapted to working with voltages greater
than BOO. 11 was suggested thai the alngh phase alternating engine
with the mechanical details worked oul along the lines thai bad been

1
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followed on the Valtellina road in Italy offered a solution lliat
should be carefully considered.
The claims thai the electric locomotive had won out where it
had been placed in competition with the steam engine was met with
a contradiction and a counter-claim that it had been introduced
where the conditions of the traffic were such that the steam engine
The ease of the Baltimore tunnel is in point.
could not be used.
and the same bold; true of the work that is now being done in
Xi « York
is simply a question of the inability of the steam
engine to men the requirements, and has no relation to its tractive
1

1

capacity.
In reviewing the discussion as a whole, it appears that the
consensus of opinion was that electric locomotives, like those that
are driven by steam, must be designed for the special service that
they arc Intended to perform, and that no one type can be taken as
universally applicable, while in the matter of heavy freight service
the time does not seem to have yet come when it can compete in
economy of operation and maintainance with the steam machine.

Horseback Inspection

of the Philippine

I!V

On May

I..

E.

Railroad Projects.

BENNETT.*

started from Iloilo, the seaport of the Island
of Panay. on an inspection of the railroad projects for which bids
had been asked by the Government. The first route to be covered
was the proposed line from Iloilo north through Pototan. Passi,
Dumarao, and Dao to Capiz, 78 miles, with a branch line 22 miles
long to Batan in northern Panay. which is a flourishing port on the
coast.
Our party consisted of a native cook, who also acted as
19, 1905,

I

Escort of

Native Soldiers.

building for a railroad with light grades and curves.
It would involve comparatively light construction work with the exception of
the numerous bridges and flood openings.
1
carried a letter of introduction from the Governor of the
Islands to all native officials in the towns which secured for us
every attention and assistance. The Filipinos are naturally a hospitable people and
will almost always share what they have
with a traveler and decline to accept payment for food or lodging. After a two-days'
journey we arrived at Passi on Saturday
night, and having been invited by the Presidente, or local mayor, to spend Sunday as
his guests, we accepted.
He welcomed us
heartily when he learned my mission.
Passi is a large town with several thousand inhabitants, located in the center of
an extremely fertile district.
In the surrounding lowlands rice and sugar cane are
grown, and in the hills hemp, coffee, cocoa,
grass fibers for making fine grass cloth, and
a fair quality of tobacco are grown. Only
a small part of the land is under cultivation as it costs at present from $30 to $40
a ton to carry the produce down to the
Cocoanut Rafts on the Pagsanjan River.

interpreter, one native soldier and myself.
Food, bedding, cooking
utensils, dishes and other supplies were carried on a pack pony and
each of the party was mounted on another native pony. With this
outfit we could make about 20 miles a day over the trails, sleeping
at night in the most convenient settlement along the way, usually
as the guests of some native village official.
Prom Iloilo to Passi the proposed line passes through a country
much like that to be seen in eastern Nebraska, ranging from absolutely flat to low undulating hills.
Everywhere, of course, is heavy
tropical vegetation.
The route is through an almost continuous line
of small villages from Iloilo out to Pototan, 20 miles.
The public
highway is lined with houses for the entire distance. Long lines
of pedestrians can be seen on the highway from dawn to dark carrying packs of fa.'m produce on their backs into the larger towns.

.

These native farmers will carry from 50 to 75 lbs. of farm produce,
fruits and even grass and forage on their backs in this manner
and trot along the dusty roads for miles to sell their load and
return with the equivalent in the necessities of life which they
cannot get from the soil. Carts and farm animals are scarce and
during the rainy season the roads become so_ muddy and at times
are completely flooded so that they are impassable even for men
on foot to say nothing of carts. Under these circumstances it is
not to be wondered at that there is little prosperity and progress.
The population reached by this first 20 miles of the line must
exceed 350 per square mile, or about six times the average rural
population in the United States. For the remaining distance up to
Passi, 35 miles from Iloilo, the population is over 200 per square
mile. The country beyond Pototan is more undulating but easy
who has been

actively engaged in pioneer railroad surveys
world, was employed by J. Q, White &
the construction of a number of rail
lines In the Philippine Islands, which were authorized by the United
States Government, to make a teconnoissance of the country through which
ii
was propesed to build.
Early in 1905 ne began his trip through the
Islands and on bis return to the United States made a favorable report which
served as a basts for compiling the bids made by .7. G. White & Co.
These
bids tor an aggregate <d nearly 300 miles, have been accepted by the Government.
Some of Mr. Bennett's experiences are told by him in this interesting
extract from his diary.

•Mr. Bennett,

and construction,

who Intended

Co.,

in man; parts of the
to submit bids for

i

Country Road

in

the Philippines.
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next day for lloilo, and thinking that the
return trip would be made quicker and with
more comfort by boat, the ponies and pack
outfit were sent back empty to lloilo over the
trail we had followed.
The boat, a small
coasting steamer of 100 tons register and
called the "General Blanco," did a general
trading business along the coast, dealing
chiefly in fish of various stages of decomposition.
In all my travels I have never
encountered such a vile odor as we were
compelled to endure for the next two days,
not even excepting a steamer loaded with
garlic on which I made a trip from Alexandria to Brindisi.
Fish never seem too
badly decomposed for human consumption
in the Orient.
When we arrived at lloilo
I
was compelled to throw away what few
clothes I had taken with me as the smell

Rice Fields Near

lloilo,

Panay.

at lloilo, and only during the dry season can anything be
transported. The opening of a railroad through this country will
develop it rapidly as thousands of families are only awaiting trans
portation facilities to move in and cultivate the rich soil.
On Sunday afternoon the Presidente took us to see the cockfights in the municipal cock-pit.
Cock-fighting is the national sport
of the natives, and men, women and children attend the Sunday mains which are
the event of the week. Early Monday morning we started on the next stage of the

market

to Dumerao.
Between Passi and Dumerao a range

had permeated everything.
Another interesting inspection trip was
through the island of Negros over the route
left lloilo in a steam launch on July
I
of the proposed railroad.

making for Himamaylan on the southwestern coast of
It was a beautiful trip down the narrow strait between
Panay and Negros and we landed in the evening at the town which
is at the mouth of the tidal estuary called the Himamaylan river.
This estuary is used in a small way as a port for shipping sugar.
12,
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Negroes.

journey

of

forms a divide about 300 ft. high
and 11 miles across. This divide is sparsely
settled but presents no great engineering
low

hills

difficulties in

the

way

of railroad building.

side of the divide slopes down
gradually into a beautiful and fertile valley which extends to the coast and the port
of Capiz. The principal town between Passi
and Capiz is Dao, which stands at the junc-

The north

tion

of

two small rivers

in

the

midst of

Dao shows evidences
of great loss by the war.
The remains of
many wood and masonry houses indicate
that it was a flourishing settlement before
the war broke out. Dao is 19 miles inland
the

rich

rice

fields.

River
from Capiz and the country lying between
A succession of small vilis rich and under extensive cultivation.
lages extend all the way down to Capiz, which is a substantial and
flourishing sea port doing a large business and having good stores,
large warehouses and a number of comfortable residences.
Arriving Capiz I found that a coasting steamer was leaving

at the Port of lloilo, the

Terminus

of the

Railroad.

We slept over night at the house of a half-breed Spanish planter
who was the son of a Spanish priest and a native woman. His
father had long been the virtual ruler of t.ie town before the war.
The next day the planter provided us with horses and a two-wheeled
The
carl and accompanied us as far inland as San Juan de Hog.
whole country between Himamaylan and
San Juan de [log is practically one continsoil being a rich
Tin- plantations have man]
loam.
substantial buildings on them and in man]
ways this is the most prosperous looking
district in the islands.
The land boldings
on Negros are nearly al! in large traits of
200 to 2,000 acres. On the other islands the
holdings are smaller, most of the farms
being about two aires, which supports an
entire family.
On the s. mill day we started from San
Juan de Hog to visit a large volcano about
7,000 ft. high situated some distance inland.
We went on horseback as far as [sabela,
passing through a rich muni 1.\ planted with
sugar cane and corn,
The mayor of the
in. Kens, egga and
town supplied us with
rice and with the supplies of canned milk,
not to be had
butter and othei nei
in
bul « bich we can
he Interior toy
u mi us, we prepa red a plent Iful noon meal.
After lunch Hie mayor, dressed In Immaculate
a<
w bite, accompanli d mi to a small bill
ould overlook the
of the toy 11 « here we
vallej an,i gel some photographs of the vll-

uous sugar plantation, the

alluvial

1

1

t

1

i>

1

nrroundlng ugai plantations,
contempt tor his country
and
men who labored and soiled
he would not think ol appi axing In pi
Mis young nephew
unless neatlj dressed.
lai

lie

1

and
had

tin

.1
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The National Sport

of the Filipinos.
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whom

met before we left, told me he had been attending coland had been studying theology' and philosophy. His
father had borrowed the money to send him by giving his
farm as security and paying a high rate of interest. They
had very little to eat in the house but the young Filipino was
very much disgusted when I suggested that he would have made
better use of his time by studying improved methods of cultivating
sugar and rice. Unfortunately this is too frequently the effect of a
It only gives him
little education on the average young Filipino.
the idea that it is dishonorable and degrading to labor with his
1

lege at Iloilo

hands.

Leaving Isabela early in the afternoon we arrived that night
at the foot of the volcano where we spent the night with an unusually intelligent native lieutenant of the Constabulary in command of a detail stationed there to catch some cattle thieves who
had been operating in the neighborhood. He had been to the St.
Louis Exposition and had just returned from the United States.
When I told him about the young student of Isabela he laughed
and his comment was that many foolish young Filipino students
preferred philosophy and an empty stomach to the study of sugar
cane culture with plenty to eat.
The next morning he accompanied our party to several sugar
plantations and from a small hill near one of them a planter showed
me the whole surrounding valley which was a magnificent sight.
We could see about 20,000 acres of rich sugar land still uncultivated
for want of good roads and transportation facilities.
The gently
sloping sides of the nearby volcano showed another 20,000 acres
suitable for growing coffee, cocoa, rubber, gutta percha and manila
hemp. One enterprising native planter had started a plantation
on the volcano slope and had demonstrated that it was possible to
cultivate all of these products successfully, but he was unable to
make the venture pay for want of communication with the markets.
Leaving this valley we crossed a low range of foothills about
five miles across which were uncultivated and sparsely inhabited.
On the other side was another valley of sugar plantations and for
seven hours we passed through a continuous line of plantations,
arriving at La Carlota about 10 o'clock in a drenching rain. We
tried to get a night's lodging at the house of the Mayor but he
and his chief-of-poliee had gone out to spend the night with somt
planters and to have a game of "monte." A frightened policeman
whom we encountered finally took us to the house of an American
school-teacher who put us up for the night.
The next day being Sunday we rested and in the evening our
pedagogue host took us to the Planters' Club, where we met some
of the leading native planters.
The club house was well furnished
and they kept on tap several of the best-known brands of American
and Scotch whiskey. The members played poker and several of
them could swear fluently in English, demonstrating in various ways
that the village of La Carlota is fast attaining a high state of
civilization.

Early Monday morning we started on our way to Murcia, where
we arrived at night, having passed through extensive and fertile
sugar plantations, corn fields and much wild land uncultivated for
want of roads. From Murcia we went down to the sea to the port
of Silay.
Here we spent the night very comfortably at the residence of Senor Domingo Hernaiz, a rich native planter. On the
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vain for our coming. One of two things was le
tor us to do,
return to Silay on horseback or risk crossing the rough channel In
a small fisherman's boat. The wind was blowing hard and the waves
were high but we decided to rlsl
hi
mall boal and in two hours
time had navigated the 20 miles across the channel. The little
was only 30 ft. long, but the fishci on
good sailors and gulaed
us skilfully and safely. A few hours later we were in the harbor
in

I

i

of

Iloilo.

The Island of Negros is capable of producing 400.000 tons of
sugar a year when cultivated and developed with modern appliances and provided with transportation facilities. The country is
well drained and slopes gradually toward the sea on all sides from
the volcano in the center of the island. The soil is volcanic ash
and mud thrown out by the eruptions of past ages, and there is
no better soil anywhere for the cultivation of sugar cane. Railroad
construction will be easy with light grades and curves. The cost of
railroad building should not exceed $30,000 a mile, and the road
should pay good returns on the investment as the country develops.
The railroad will cause a vast acreage to be brought under cultivation which is now wild land.

Senator Lodge on Rate Regulation.

The following highly condensed abstract is taken from the
speech on rate regulation delivered by Senator Lodge in the United
States Senate, February 12:
The evils complained of in our system of owning and operating railroads may be practically covered under three grievances:
1.
Discrimination between persons.

Excessive rates.
Discrimination between localities.
Mr. Lodge argued that the discriminations known in this country as rebates and in England as "undue preferences" form a large
proportion of all the injustices complained of, and nothing is more
important than to cure them. "In nine cases out of ten," he said,
"where I have talked with any one who was very eager for general
2.
3.

railroad legislation and especially for Government rate making, I
have found that the special grievance complained of was a personal
and not a place discrimination." Arguments for or against Gov rnment interference to stop rebates have no application to the questions of excessive rates or of discriminations between localities.
have a stringent law recently passed against rebates. Government
rate making is not, and cannot furnish, any remedy by and of
itself for personal discrimniations or rebates.
"The evasion of the established rate for the benefit of a favored
shipper, which constitutes a discrimination between persons, therefore, must be dealt with not by general legislation as to rates, but
by an ample provision for punishing those who violate the law. I
regard these discriminations between persons, or rebates, as by far
the greatest evil now existent in connection with our railroad systems and as one of the most fruitful in wrong and injustice with
which we have to deal. It is upon these personal discriminations
that the great trusts whose operations have not only alarmed the
people but have made them justly indignant have been built up.
To make the law thoroughly efficient we ought to add, in my judgment, three provisions. We should restore the former penalties of
the interstate commerce law which should not have been repealed
and make these secret evasions of the published rates punishable
by imprisonment. The men who perpetrate these evasions in defiance of the law suffer but little by a fine, even if it be a heavy
one. Their resources are too large to make a money penalty a serious one. For this very reason they are persons who would feel
acutely a punishment by imprisonment, and that penalty ought to

We

following day our host accompanied us about 20 miles on our journey along the coast to Manapla. This is a town which does a considerable business in native timber, the logs being floated downstream with bamboo floats from the forests several miles back in
the interior. These forests extend inland to the summit of the
volcano and there are thousands of acres of rich timber land awaiting the coming of the railroad to be opened up. It will pay well
to build logging lines from the main line into the forest.
From Manapla we continued on to Cadiz the next day where be provided in any law which we pass.
we were entertained by the Mayor and the American school teacher.
"A second addition to the present law which we need is a proAn impromptu dance was arranged for us which was not altogether vision to facilitate the procuring of evidence by the law officers of
enjoyed after a long day's ride on horseback. The teacher told me the Government. This defect has been pointed out by the Attorneyof having established a young ladies school for teaching improved General in his report, and I think nothing is more requisite than a
methods of cultivating the soil but at first his pupils, who belonged clause enabling the proper authorities to examine the books of the
to the leading families, brought servants along with them to the railroad companies whenever they have good reason to think rebates
gardens to do the work. When they finally were made to under- are being granted. A third and last addition should be the enactment
stand that they, and not the servants were to be taught, they willing- of suitable provisions in regard to private car lines, switching
ly undertook to do the work and were then making good progress.
charges, private sidings and tracks, elevator charges, midnight rates
Leaving Cadiz in the morning we arrived at night at Escalante. and all the various and ingenious arrangements now employed to
the port of Danao, at the mouth of the Danao river. This river is cover up the grant of rebates.
That the eradication of rebates
700 ft. wide and 50 ft. deep and affords good anchorage for eight is not impossible, or in the least impracticable, is proved by the
or ten steamships.
There is a bar at the mouth of the river which experience of England, where 'undue preferences' are practically
must be dredged out first, however. We lodged with constabulary unknown and where the railroads are most reliable in the payofficers and were well received by the natives.
After resting a day ment of dividends, showing that the abolition of rebates and perwe telegraphed for a steam launch to meet us at Victoria on the sonal discriminations would be to the railroads a solid benefit
northern end of Negros to take us across the rough channel to Panay instead of a fancied injury.
and then back to Iloilo. We took passage on a sailing lighter to
"It may. I think, be safely asserted that if there was no grievance
Victoria, traveling as guests of the owner, a Chinese merchant who to be dealt with except excessive rates there would be no need of
traded along the coast. Head winds and the strong tide delayed any legislation whatever.
We could safely leave the cure of exus and just when we were within sight of Victoria, the steam launch cessive rates to the law of competition among the railroads themsent over for us turned and steamed back to Iloilo, having waited selves, and where there were no competing lines to the competition
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which no consolidation nor combination of roads can do

with."

With regard to England, Mr. Lodge quoted Mr. Acworth's
mony, as follows:

testi-

As to rale making, I have no doubt that the interference of Parliament
and courts and the executive has all tended to stereotype and keep rates at
an unnecessarily high level.
Speaking as an individual student, I have no
doubt that leaving the power to make rates generally and primarily to the
railroads and to the free play of the business forces is the process that will
arrive at the best results for the community, with this exception: that I
fully think it is necessary that the community in some way should interfere
to protect all customers from unfair treatment.
"In England the result, practically, of the very moderate legislation which they have adopted has been to make the rates almost
wholly inelastic. No railroad dares to lower a rate, if it can possibly be avoided, because of the restrictions imposed by law on increasing the rate when it becomes necessary.
The result is that
rates in England have not, as a rule, declined; and while our rates
show a decline of 41.7 per cent, as against a 24.3 per cent, fall in
prices, it is apparent that in England prices have fallen faster than
rates, owing to the fixed character given to rates by legislation.

"To sum what we may learn from the English experience, we
that the provision against increasing rates has prevented the
reduction of rates, that undue preferences or rebates have been successfully stopped, that discriminations between localities exist and
that the long and short haul discriminations are not interfered
with.
It therefore appears that in England the rate making by
Government, so far as it has gone and so far as it affects discriminations between localities, has had either no result or has prevented rate reductions."
In Prance, with nearly all the railroads in private hands, but
governmental regulation of rates very stringent, amounting practically to Government rate making, the result has been "to make
rates inelastic, to keep them high and to drive business to the
waterways. Discriminations between localities exist just as they
do here, but are made by the Government in obedience to local
financial and political influences, which exert power in proportion
to the pressure they can severally bring to bear."
In Germany, where almost all the roads are operated by the
Government, and with a complicated system of rate fixing, Mr.
Lodge demonstrated that instead of doing away with discrimination*
Government rate making has resulted in giving discriminations of
one sort or another to SO per cent, of all the freight carried. Rate
fixing there "has been carried out with an elaboration and scientific
The result has been the
thoroughness unequaled anywhere else.
abolition, practically of rebates or personal discriminations, and
the multiplication of all other discriminations, extending not only
to localities, but to industries, character of articles, and the final destination of the freight. The outcome of this system of discrimination has been to sectionalize Germany and to draw tariff barriers
around certain regions or districts, and the discriminations have
been brought about by the pressure of political, local and industrial
interests, have been taken up by political parties, and have played
a large part in national politics and in the legislation of the Reichsfind

is also apparent that, although Germany has managed to
a profit on her railroads, the transportation efficiency is low,
the railroads are run with great disregard of public convenience and
rates are 50 per cent, higher than our own and are inelastic."
Mr. Lodge called attention to substantially the same state of
affairs
in
Austro-Hungary, Italy and the smaller European
States. In Russia, where rates are fixed by the Government and are
lower than anywhere else except in the United States, the roads are
run at a loss, which the taxpayers have to make up. Government
rate fixing, apart from the deficit it occasions, has impeded the
freight movement in Russia, by oscillating one way and another un-

tag.

It

make

der pressure of local interests, has sent freight to the waterways
and has not removed discriminations, but merely substituted others.
"If now we review the experience of all other countries, taken
as a whole, we find a singular uniformity of resull so far as general
principles are concerned. This examination shows us that it is not
only entirely possible to abolish all discriminations between persons that is, all rebates or undue preferences but that this has
been actually and effectively accomplished in other countries. II is
not necessary to differentiate between the methods employed In the
several countries, for whether, as, In England, railroad regulation
has been effected through the establishment of a railway commission court, or, as in France and Germany, by the simple operation of
direct Government control, the conclusion on this point is the s
II
is proved beyond a doubt that personal discriminations can be
utterly extirpated, and if it has been done In other countries II
can be done here by suitable legislation.
"On the second iioinl of excessive rales the experience of other
countries demonstrates thai whatever good effects Government rate
making baa bad it ims no1 lowered rales, but, on the contrary,
has made them nol only higher bill inelastic.
Where, us In Russia.
rates are low. although not so low as ours, the railroads are run
at a loss, ami the loss is made good mil of the pockets ol Ihe las
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payers.
In England, with maximum rates fixed by Parliament in
a schedule and the prohibition against raising rates without the
consent of the railway commission court, the rates are higher
than ours, inelastic, and do not decline in accordance with the fall
of prices, or, indeed, in any substantial degree.
"On the Continent of Europe generally rates are 50 per cent,
higher than ours and show the same quality of inflexibility and
the same lack of adaptation to changing conditions which we find
in England.
have the lowest average freight rates in the world,
and yet our railroads are run at a profit without, of course, a dollar
Government rate making in this
of expense to the taxpayer.
country directed as it can only be against place discriminations
and excessive rates therefore, if the experience of all the rest of
the world is of any value, and I regard it as conclusive, would
either not reduce the rates at all, or, if it did reduce the rates generally, it would destroy the profits of the roads and lower the
wages of those employed upon them unless we accepted the other
alternative of Government ownership, with the roads run at a loss
and the people taxed to carry them on. The idea of many persons
who have been urging Government rate making in this country appears to be that Government rate making will lower freight rates.
In seeking popular support that is one of the inducements'they hold
out, and yet it is as clear as anything can possibly be that it will
be impossible to reduce rates arbitrarily and suddenly by Government action without destroying the profits of the railroads and
lowering the wages of those employed upon them, or else forcing
government ownership and placing upon the shoulders of the taxpayers the gigantic burden of running 200,000 miles of railroad at a
loss.
So far as excessive rates alone are concerned, it seems to me
perfectly obvious from the experience of other countries that there
should be no legislation, because if legislation is attempted the results will be disastrous in ultimately raising rates and in making
them inflexible and will produce a far worse condition than now
exists under the play of natural forces.
"The third and last point is that of discrimination between localities.
The experience of other nations shows that government
rate making has not stopped discriminations in the slightest degree.
It has substituted discriminations made by the government
for the discriminations which are brought about by economic forces,
the competition of markets and the action of business interests. It
hardly, I think, needs argument to show that discriminations forced
in this way through political action would be peculiarly unfortunate
in the United States, and that the combinations of political interests would make discriminations which would be in the long run
more oppressive than those which come into existence by the natural
competition of business interests and the working of economic
forces.
That discriminations which arise in what may be called
the 'natural' way have in some instances been created to serve the
selfish ends of individuals intrusted with the management of railroads is undoubted, but the history of our railroad development
shows that these are constantly being reduced in number, and that
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the laws of competition and the necessity of earning money are
certain to cure them in the long run. Moreover, the discriminations
which exist in what may be called the 'natural' way have the
immense advantage of not leading to those results so apparent in
Germany, where the pressure of local and political interests has
forced the establishment of rates which have broken the country
up into sections and thrown around each section a barrier higher
than those which any tariff could create in obedience to the entirely false principle that any given town or city or any given area
of country is entitled by its neighborhood to the sole possession of
the region and the population immediately surrounding it.
"That discriminations between localities exist under our system
which work injustice it would be folly to deny, but it would be a
greater folly to establish a new series of discriminations,
still
working a larger injustice in the hope of curing the original inTo get rid of the inequalities which exist is eminently
equalities.
desirable; hut it is much better to submit to those than to create
more and worse Inequalities by another system which experience has
proved to be worse. In this direction, therefore, it seems io me
Whatever atthat we ought to proceed with the utmost caution,
tempt to remedy place discriminations we ma] make we should
so guard it as to avoid applying a remedy far worse than the
ease. The experience of the world leads me to doubl most seriously
whether any government rate making, with a view to curing place
discriminations, can be affected without bringing a change for the
worse; but If it is to be tried at all It ought nol to go beyond the
fixing of a maximum rate by the commission, with the most abso
lute protection against hasty or prejudiced action through provision
This certainly is as faifor an appeal to the courts of the country.
ns we can safely go, unless we are prepared to disregard ontiroh
all the teachings of experience and all the wisdom of those who
are authorities upon railroad economics,
"in (dosing ibis consideration of the lesson,, of experleno In
wish
regard to the relation of the rallroadt to the Government
am looking
again to insist upon the magnitude of the problem,
at the railroad system simply as ono of the greatest forces in our
l
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modern economic life, upon which the prosperity oi the country and
ils trade and commerce are more dependeiil than upon an> other.

whether
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is just
and reasonable, and an arrangement
law lor the rapid disposition of all such cases.
II
is in this waj and with this spirit that Congress should approach
"There seems to be now prophets of a new dispensation who
the discussion Of this question.
Many of those who are loudest in «ish to depart from the line marked out by the President in his
denunciation of the railroads, and who assume to speak for the message and accepted in the Mouse hill of last year by removing
people of the United States, confuse their own persona] hostilities,
o far as possible from the proposed law all proper provisions tor
and. in some cases, their own desire for revenge, with the public review bj the courts. This si cms to me to strike at the very heart
interest, which has no grudges to satisfy and which seeks only to
of the measure.
I
am anxious to see this legislation, but I cannot
promote the general welfare.
Even the shippers who especially assent to an} restriction upon the right of an American citizen to
cry out for sympathy, it is well to remember, have shared, in some seek redress in the courts of the country.
I
am not yet prepared to
instances at least, in the rebates and personal discriminations which substitute for the courts of the United States an executive commiscould not have existed without their seeking and collusion, and sion. A proper solution of this railroad question is of vast Impormistake occasionally the disappointment caused by a failure to se- tance. Inn it sinks into nothing compared with the primary duty of
cure preferences themselves for a righteous indignation which aims preserving to everj American high or low, rich or poor free acsolely to redress a public wrong.
cess to the courts nl the country
am quite aware that no
"It must be remembered that the idea so sedulously dissemistatute can take awaj the constitutional right of a citizen to
nated that the railroads are merely the property of a few men and appeal to the .nurts if an attempt is made to takf his property withrun for their selfish interests, is without foundation in fact. The out due process of law. In other words, legislation cannot prevent
vast capital invested in railroads and distributed in the form of an appeal to the courts if it is alleged that the rate is confiscatory;
stocks and bonds is held by thousands of persons, many of whom
hut this is a very narrow ground and a very limited right.
have most moderate means.
These securities largely constitute
"A rate may not be absolutely confiscatory and yet may be in
the securities of savings banks, in which are laid up the hard won the highest degree unjust and unreasonable, and indeed well-nigh
earnings of the working men and women of the country, and if we ruinous. I am not sure that it would be possible to deprive a citiinjure or destroy these securities we only affect slightly the great zen by legislation of the right to appeal to the courts as to the
capitalists, hut we bring misery and misfortune and poverty to
justice and reasonableness of a given rate, which is a purely
thousands of persons whose little all. either in their own names or judicial question. But no attempt ought to be made, either directly
that of the savings banks and the trust companies, has been or indirectly, by silence or by assertion, to destroy this privilege,
placed in the railroads of the country.
It is well also not to forget
or, rather, this right.
If delays are feared it is easy to make
that the high paid men who are at the head of the great lines of arrangements by law which will compel the swift disposition of
road are but a handful in comparison with the great body of these railroad cases
If it is a question as to maintaining a rate
people who earn a secure but modest livelihood in the operation pending an appeal, either by bonds or by paying the money into
of railroads.
There are between two million and a half and three court, loss to the party successful in the suit can be prevented.
million of people whose livelihood is dependent upon railroads. None of these objections have any real weight.
But the distrust
To force by ill considered legislation a reduction in the earnings of the courts, the inclination to refuse an explicit statement of the
of this great body of people would be a cruel injustice, but that
right to such a judicial review of the commission's decision as are
is just what we shall do if we do not consider well the steps we
now manifested are ominous in the extreme. Nothing could be
take.
more alarming to reflecting men than the disposition shown by
"I consider it essential that we should have proper legislation
some persons to transfer to the legislative and executive branches
in regard to the railroads, that there should be Government superpowers pertaining to the judiciary and thereby deprive the citizen
vision and regulation, that we should stop the intolerable abuse of of the most fundamental and sacred of rights.
rebates or discriminations between persons, because if we do not
"We are about to pass a great measure from which, I hope,
we may find ourselves precipitated into that worst of all disasters, great good may come, but one which, in its operation, will affect
government ownership. But it is equally essential that the legisla- the property and interests of millions of our fellow citizens. It
tion we undertake should not itself lead to government ownership,
should be guarded with scrupulous care, but above all it should
the dangerous pitfall we are seeking to avoid. It is vital that this provide that no man should be deprived of his opportunity to go to
legislation should succeed, but it can only succeed by being efthe courts in defence of his rights if he thinks those rights are
fective against the evils which it can cure, while it proceeds with invaded."
the utmost care in those directions where experience has shown that
some of the remedies now proposed have introduced evils far more
The Panama Canal.
unbearable and far more injurious than those which it was sought
to remedy.
The report of the Board of Consulting Engineers on the Panama
"Two dangers seem to me to menace that legislation. The first Canal, together with the report of the Isthmian Canal Commisis that in the desire to have rates fixed in some form by an executive
sion and letters by Secretary Taft and Chief Engineer Stevens.
commission, exercising powers delegated to it by Congress, we shall were submitted to Congress on Feb. 19 by President Roosevelt,
fail to give an effective remedy for the worst evil which has arisen,
who added the following letter of his own, advocating a lock canal.
that known as 'personal discriminations.'
Whatever else governTo the Senate and House of Representatives: I submit heremental rate making can do it cannot by the mere fact of its exist- with the letter of the Secretary of War. transmitting the report
ence do away with an offense which consists in the evasion of an of the Board of Consulting Engineers on the Panama Canal, and
established rate. A result of a failure to deal with what, to my the report of the Isthmian Canal Commission thereon, together
mind, is the real, and, I am strongly inclined to believe, the only with a letter written to the chairman of the Isthmian Canal Comreal evil of the present conditions would be to discredit the law,
mission by Chief Engineer Stevens. Both the Board of Consultconvince the people that it was insincere and thus promote an agita- ing Engineers and the Canal Commission divide in their report.
tion in favor of that worst of all evils, government ownership. The majority of the Board of Consulting Engineers, eight in numWhatever else is done or left undone, no pains should be spared to ber including the five foreign engineers, favor a sea-level canal;
render the law effective for the absolute extirpation of personal and one member of the Canal Commission, Admiral Endicott. takes
discriminations or rebates.
That which is to be feared as to re- the same position. Five of the American members of the Board
bates is that the law will not go far enough and will not be in- of Consulting Engineers and five members of the Isthmian Canal
telligently effective.
Commission favor the lock canal and so does Chief Engineer
"The second danger which is involved in this legislation is that Stevens. The Secretary of War recommends a lock canal pursuant
the rate making by the Government, which can only affect ex- to the recommendation of the minority of the Board of Consultcessive rates and place discriminations, will go too far and will ing Engineers and of the majority of the Canal Commission. After
bring on evils far more serious than those it is designed to cure. careful study of the papers submitted and full and exhaustive conThe lessons to be learned from the experience of other nations sideration of the whole subject I concur in the recommendation.
confirm this view and admonish us to proceed in this direction
It will be noticed that the American engineers on the Conwith the utmost caution. We should not go too far in rate mak- sulting Board, and on the Commission by a more than two to one
ing by Government surely not beyond conferring the power upon majority, favor the lock canal, whereas the foreign engineers are
an executive commission to make maximum rates. The commission a unit against it. I think this is partly to be explained by the
charged with this great duty, upon the just performance of which fact that the great traffic canal of the old world is the Suez Canal,
the stability of business and of credit, as well as the wel&re of a sea-level canal, whereas, the great traffic canal of the new world
thousands of people will so largely depend, should be established is the Sault Ste. Marie Canal, a lock canal. Although the latter,
and organized with the utmost care.
In tenure and salary the the Soo, is closed to navigation during the winter months it caroffice of Commissioner should be made acceptable to men of the
In my
ries annually three times the traffic of the Suez Canal.
highest character and ability, and the chairman of the commission judgment the very able argument of the majority of the Board
should, as in England, be taken from among the judges of our of Consulting Engineers is vitiated by their failure to pay proper
(inn it courts.
heed to the lessons taught by the construction and operation of
"Finally, there should be ample provision for an appeal to
the Soo Canal.
It must be borne in mind as the Commission
or, more properly, a review by
courts of competent jurisdiction points out. that there is no question of building what has been
sitting in equity, not only as to whether the rate is confiscatory,
picturesquely termed "the straits of Panama"; that is, a waterway
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through which the largest vessels could go with safety at uninterrupted high speed. Both the sea-level canal and the proposed lock
canal would be too narrow and shallow to be called with any
truthfulness a strait, or to have any of the properties of a wide,
deep water strip. Both of them would be canals, pure and simple.
Each type has certain disadvantages and certain advantages.
But in my judgment the disadvantages are fewer, and the advantages very much greater in the case of a lock canal substantially
as proposed in these papers forwarded herewith'; and I call especial
attention to the fact that the chief engineer who would be mainly
responsible for the success of this mighty engineering feat, and
who has therefore a peculiar personal interest in judging aright,
is emphatically and earnestly in favor of the lock canal project and
against the sea-level project.
A careful study of the reports seems to establish a strong
The sea-level caual
probability that the following are the facts:
would be slightly less exposed to damage in the event of war; the
running expenses, apart from the heavy cost of interest on the
amount employed to build it, would be less; and for small ships
the time of transit would probably be less. On the other hand,
the lock canal at a level of 80 feet or thereabouts would not
cost much more than half as much to build, and could be built
in about half the time, while there would be very much less risk
connected with building it, and for large ships the transit would
be quicker; while, taking into account the interest on the amount
saved in building the actual cost of maintenance would be less.
After being built, it would be easier to enlarge the lock canal
than the sea level canal. Moreover, what has been actually demonstrated in making and operating the great lock canal the Soo, a
more important artery of traffic than the great sea-level canal,
the Suez, goes to support the opinion of the minority of the Consulting Board of Engineers and of the majority of the Isthmian
Canal Commission as to the superior safety, feasibility, and desirability of building a lock canal at Panama.
The law now on our statute books seems to contemplate a
lock canal.
In my judgment a lock canal as herein recommended
is advisable.
If the Congress directs that a sea-level canal be conOtherwise
structed, its direction will, of course, be carried out.
the canal will be built on substantially the plan for a lock canal
outlined in the accompanying papers, such changes being made,
of course, as may be found actually necessary: including possibly
the change recommended by the Secretary of War, as to the site
of the dam on the Pacific side.
theodoue roosevelt.

The main conclusions of the majority report of the Board of
Consulting Engineers, in favor of a sea-level canal, are as follows:
The vastness of the interests to be served by the canal, many
of which interests now wait for their development on the construction of the waterway, demands that the canal shall, when
opened to traffic, be of the type which, will most perfectly fulfill
the purposes which the waterway is intended to accomplish.
First and foremost it is essential that the Panama Canal shall
present not merely a means of interoceanic navigation it may
be said that any type of canal would enable vessels to pass from
ocean to ocean but a means of safe and uninterrupted navigation,
on which no special hazards will be encountered by and no vexatious delays will be occasioned to the vessels which will traverse
it.
It is therefore evident that the canal ought to be formed in
such manner that the course thereof shall be free from all unnecessary obstructions, and that no obstacles should be interposed in
that course, whether temporary or permanent, which would by their
very nature be an occasion of peril and of detention to passing ves-
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sels,

and more particularly

Panama Canal

to

vessels of the great size

which the

accordance with the provisions of the law
of Congress) designed to accommodate.
The board is of opinion
that this consideration should be of determinative force in respect to the type of canal to be adopted, and that it should lead
to rejection of all proposed plans in which lift locks, whether few
or many, form the principal or dominating features, and consequently to the acceptance of the sea-level plan as the only one
giving reasonable assurance of safe and uninterrupted navigation.
It has already been
slated as the opinion of the board that
the time required for the construction of the Panama Canal with
a summit level of 60 feet above mean sea level, will at best be
only two years less than required for the construction of the sealevel canal.
Hut as affecting this question Of time, il should be
observed that accidents during construction leading to an extension of the time required in complete the canal would be
'e
likely to occur in the more numerous structures involved in the
building of the lock canal than in the works for the sea-level
canal.
It has further been shown that
the difference in cost lie
Iwcen the two plans will not exceed about $71 ,11110,11110 in favor Ol
the former, which must be reduced by the capitalized cost of the
maintenance and operation of locks and by the cosl of the over
is
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before stated,
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is

seen,

therefore,

thai

the loch

design has inconsiderable advantage either in time ul' realization
or ultimate cob! over the one recommended by the board for adop
lion by the United States Government, which possesses all the

advantages of

practically

Indefinite

capacity

for

traffic,
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cannot be
of safety and uninterrupted operation which
approached by any lock plan.
It Is the belief of the board that the essential and the indispensable features of a convenient and safe ship canal at the American isthmus are now known; that such a canal can be constructed
in 12 or 13 years' time; that the cost will be less than $250,000,000;
that it will endure for all time.
The board does not believe that a provisional treatment of
this great question would yield results which would be satisfactory to the American nation or advantageous to American commerce, or that such treatment would be in consonance with the
increase of population, of trade, and of wealth which will surely
take place during the next half century in the Western Hemisphere.

degree

THE MINORITY KEPOBT.
The minority report, signed by Messrs. Noble, Abbot, Stearns,
Ripley and Randolph, concurs with much of the majority report,
but concludes that a lock canal would be the better one for the
United States to construct, for the following reasons:
Greater capacity for traffic than afforded by the narrow
(1.)
waterway proposed by the board.
Greater safety for ships and less danger of interruption
(2.)
to traffic by reason of the wider and deeper channels which the

makes

lock canal
large

possible at small cost.

Quicker passage across the Isthmus for large ships or a

(3.)

traffic.

Materially less time required for construction.
Materially less cost.
The Isthmian Canal Commission (except for Commissioner
Mordecai T. Endicott, dissenting.) concurs in this minority report,
and advocates a lock canal for the following reasons:
It provides greater safety for ships and less danger of
(1.)
interruption to traffic by reason of its wider and deeper channels.
It provides quicker passage across the Isthmus for large
(2.)
ships or a large traffic.
It is in much less danger of damage to itself or of delays
(3.)
to ships from the flood waters of the Chagres and other streams.
Its cost of operation and maintenance, including fixed
(4.)
charges, will be less by some $2,000,000 or more per annum.
It can be enlarged hereafter much more easily and cheaply
(5.)
(4.)
(5.)

than can a sea-level canal.
Its military defence can be effected with as little or,
(6.)
perhaps, less difficulty than the sea-level canal.
Brief specifications of the plan recommended in the minority
report as adopted by the President are as follows:
The plan recommended by the minority of the board is a canal
with locks, following in general the same location as the other,
but with slight variations therefrom in Limon and Panama Bays.
Its controlling feature is a dam to close the valley of the Chagres
at Gatum, thus creating an artificial lake of which the surface
is to be 85 ft. above the sea, and which is to constitute the summit
level.
The length of this dam will be 7,700 ft., and the height of
It will contain
its crest 135 ft., or 50 ft. above the water surface.
about 21,200,000 cubic yards of material, principally the spoil from
It is provided with ample spillthe excavation of the canal prism.
ways and regulating works. A channel 500 ft. wide at sea level
leads from Limon Bay to the Gatum dam, where is placed a double
flight of three locks, by means of which vessels are lifted into
the artificial lake. The lake provides unrestricted navigation for
a large part of its length, but becomes more contracted as the
Continental Divide is approached until in the Culebra cut the width
It finally terminates at Pedro
at bottom is reduced to 200 ft.
Miguel, where the first lock on the Pacific side is placed, having a
lift of 30 ft.
By means of this lock vessels are lowered into another artificial lake created by a dam closing the valley of the
Rio Grande, and by two other dams closing other depressions,
The crests of
the level of the lake being 55 ft. above the sea.
these dams are 80 ft. above the sea. Communication between the
lake and Panama Bay is effected by a double tliuhi of two locks,
placed near the shore on the high ground called So^a Hill.
The cost of the canal under this plan is estimated by the minority
of the board at $139,705,200, and the lime required to build il at
.
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Detroit River Tunnel.

{Concluded from
Last

i>«<if

152.)

week we gave a general outline

of the Detroit river tuna description of the three

nel project of the Michigan Central and
alternative designs for building the tunnel by the trench method.
The fourth alternative method, designated as Design D, is the familiar shield method now being used in the tunnels building under
the ICast and North rivers in New York. The shallow depth of the
tunnel roof under the river bottom made necessary by the limited
approach grades introduces many difficulties in the application of
this method, but it is included in the specifications to give bidders
an opportunity to submit proposals for a well-tried scheme with
which they might be familiar. Were it not for the shallowness of

Vol. XL., No.
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The approach tunnels at eai M end leading from the shafts to
the portals will be built with timbered open-cuts and back-filled
after completion.
The cross-section shows the details of (-oust ruction at a normal section, where the center lines of the two tubes
are at a minimum distance from each other of 20 ft. 6 in.
Reiiil.iri.il
concrete of a 1:2:4 mixture will be used in the arches
above the bench, and a 1:3:6 mixture of concrete, not reinforced
for the walls, floor and bench.
The tubes will be 2 ft. 7 In. thick at
the crown, and will have a full circular arch of 8 ft. 3 in. inside
radius.
The reinforcement in the crown will be essentially the
same as for the subaqueous tunnels, Design A, consisting of annular rings of %-in. rods spaced 6 in. center to center, and longitudinal rods
in. in diameter, spaced 12 in. center to center, the reinforcement being laid in a mesh 2 in. from the extrados and intrados

%
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Portal

t.

Tunnels, Design D.

the tunnel the shield method could no doubt be successfully applied
in this case as the ground through which the tunnel is to be driven
is firm but easily worked in front of the shield without blasting.
If the shield is used, thick mats of clay will have to be deposited
over the river bottom at the places where the tunnel roof comes
dangerously close to the top of the mud to prevent blowing out in
front of the shield.
The accompanying profile shows the depth of
the tunnel under the river and the grades which will be used if

Design

D

is

zdo~

755

Tea

Profile of

employed.

The

cross-section of the twin tunnels, Design D. shows the principal features of the construction which differs but little from that
to be used in the Pennsylvania tunnels and the Battery tunnel of
the Interborough in New York. The two tubes will be spaced 30 ft.
3 in., center to center, and will be parallel between the shield chambers.
They will be lined with segmental cast-iron rings with an
outside diameter of 22 ft. 6 in., inside of which will be another shell
of 1:2:4 concrete 2 ft. thick.
The design of the floor and benches
is substantially the same as for Designs A and B. The cast-iron shell
will be made up of segmental flanged rings 2 ft. 6 in. wide, and 1%
in. thick.
Each ring will be composed of 11 segments and a keysegment at the crown. Grout holes are to be provided in each segment for surrounding the outer shell with a thin layer of grout as
additional waterproofing.
The specifications cover the method of building with a shield

of the arches.
The main body of concrete will be covered with
three layers of felt and four alternate layers of pitch, and over this
will be laid 4 in. of 1:3:6 concrete to protect the waterproofing.
The benches will contain the telephone, power, lighting, telegraph
and signal circuits in single-way ducts, as in the subaqueous section.

Cross-passages between the two tunnels will be spaced every 200 ft.
The portals will be of 1:3:6 concrete, handsomely decorated and
surmounted with a cornice and balustrade. A series of five sumps
will be found under each track just outside of the portals, and the
two rows of sumps will be separated by a pump chamber. The
drawings show pile foundations which will be put in if found
necessary when the excavation is made. The retaining walls of the
open cut rise to the height of the portal face and continue on out
to the end of the cut, reducing in height as the tracks come up to
the surface. They are to be stepped on the near face and given a
batter of 1 in. to 1 ft. on the front face. Stairs will be built in at
both sides leading down from the top of the retaining walls to the
level of the bench in the tunnel.
The open approach cut will be built with retaining walls for the
first 1,090 ft. from the portal in the Detroit side and for the first
800 ft. on the Windsor side.
The walls will have a 4 ft. footing
course of 1:4:7% concrete and a 12-in. coping 3 ft. wide of 1:2:4
concrete, the body of the wall being of 1:3:6 concrete.
They will
be 29 ft. apart at the top of the footing courses, which allows 13-ft.

id/dm. ffod*
6
fctrs

'^ Heart/ dotted fines Shcrr normal section between Spiring

Cross-Section Through Subaqueous Tunnels, Design D.
very fully. The shields are to be erected in the shield chambers
built out just beyond the shafts, and at least two shields must
be used in driving the tunnel to expedite the work.
All of the
working plant must be built to withstand a pressure of 50 lbs. per
sq. in.
Bulkheads built of concrete or brick set in cement must be
put in at least every 1,000 ft., and when the shield has been forced
out 500 ft. from the shield chamber at least two bulkheads must
be in use. Each bulkhead must have two working locks 6 ft. x 20 ft.
near the bottom for the passage of men and material, a pipe lock
12 in. x 31 ft., and an emergency lock large enough to hold the entire
working force at the shield, near the roof. A safety screen must
always be in place within 100 ft. of the shield. The working plant
above ground must be ample to maintain the necessary pressure
in the tunnel, and a spare plant of at least 25 per cent, of the capacity
of the normal working plant must always be ready for emergencies.
Ventilation in front of the shield is to be provided for with an 8-in.
ventilating pipe open to the outside atmosphere and having a suitable pressure regulating valve at the shield.

Chambers

Cross-Section of Approach Tunnels.
for the tracks.
A gas-pipe fence will surmount the copwill be built into the walls on both sides.
The track structure will be 6 in. of quarry spawls laid on the center
earth core overlaid with 18 in. of stone ballast in which the ties
will be bedded. Sub-drainage is provided for by a line of 6-in. farm
tile laid under the paved gutters along each wall.
Weep holes or
drains through the walls will carry off water collecting behind the
walls.
Great care will be taken in excavating for the open cuts to
prevent caving and damage to adjacent property by draining off
water in the soil. Beyond the retaining walls the banks of the cuts
will be sodded and given a slope sufficient to hold the sod.
The shafts near the river banks at both ends of the tunnels will
provide ventilation and an outlet for the drainage pipes from the
sumps as well as an exit in case of an accident in the tunnels.
They will be built with double wells 12 ft. x 15 ft. 6 in., and the
space between the two wells is of sufficient width for a staircase
leading up from a cross-passage at the level of the bench in the
tunnels. Two sumps will be built under such track at the shafts and

centers
ing.

The wire ducts
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a large pump chamber in between. The sumps will have a combined capacity of 20,000 gallons. Old rails will be used to reinforce
the 1:6:6 mixture of concrete, as shown in the drawings. Waterproofing, consisting of 5 layers of felt and 6 alternate layers of
pitch, will be laid in the concrete entirely surrounding the shaft and
foundations. The excavation for the Windsor shaft is almost com-

work having been done by the Tunnel Company, which
has also begun work on the Detroit shaft.
The specifications for concrete to be used on the work include
Class A is a 1:2:4 mixture, using No. 2
five classes or mixtures.
broken stone or gravel, which is from 1/16 in. to % in. in its largest
diameter. Class B is a 1:3:6 mixture, using No. 1 gravel or stone,
pleted, this

185
in

Italy.*

I.

unprepared from the technical, economic, and
administrative standpoint, the Italian Government and Parliament
have taken it upon themselves to solve the railroad problem. In
1885 contracts were stipulated by which the Italian railroads were

Although

totally

divided into three great systems, i.e., the Adriatic, the Mediterranean, and the Sicula roads; the first two in Continental Italy
divided the country longitudinally in the Adriatic and Tyrrhenum
directions, the third was for Sicily.
The companies paid the Government $53,000,000 as value of

T^~ . -Waterproofing
Class

Details of Portals and Cross-Section of

which

is

from

%

in. to 2 in. in its

largest diameter.

Rubble stones

not to exceed 1% cu. ft. in volume may be used in this class of work.
Class C is a 1:1:2 mixture with No. 2 stone. Class D is a 1:4:7%
mixture of No. 1 stone, and Class E is a 1:1% :3% mixture using
No. 2 stone. Grout is 1 cement: 1 sand. Concrete may be laid in
freezing weather if salt is used or the sand and water are heated.

A

'

Open Approach Cut.

the railroad material, and the Government agreed to pay their annual interest charge of $369,730. The chief conditions of the abovementioned contract consisted in fixing a percentage of 27 frs. 50
centimes (5.25 per cent.) on the gross returns, which the railroad companies were to pay the Government annually. This percentage was to be increased if the gross returns exceeded the limits
Ordiof the initial gross returns, which were fixed at $44,000,000.
nary and extraordinary expenses were to be paid by the companies.
Reserve funds were instituted, to which 10 per cent, of the
initial gross returns, and 15 per cent, of later returns, were devoted, for the purpose of meeting unavoidable emergencies, for the
renewal of railroad metal and other material, and lastly for the
improvement of the lines and increase of material. Since a considerable portion of the rails belonged to the Government, the surrender of the railroads to private companies assumed the character of a lease rather than that of a private business. When one
adds to this that the condition of the rails was deficient, and that
the material was worn and scant, it will easily be understood that
the new administration was inaugurated under unfavorable auspices

and commenced badly.

•

A

special office of General Railroad Inspectorship
tuted, the object of which was to control the service,
care that the conditions of the contract were respected.

was instiand take
A Board

of Tariffs, so-called, was further added, to which delegates of the
Government and of the companies were appointed, the object of
which was to make such alterations in the tariffs as the economic

conditions of the country might render opportune.
But the defective condition of the roads, the mistaken working
methods, and the obstacles created by the contract conditions, rendered a uational and proper railroad system impossible, and the
companies barely obtained a scant interest, which did not sur
pass 6 per cent, on the capital paid to the state; and only by the
concession of the construction of the new rails, were the companies
enabled to continue carrying on the railroads, which in certain
years, especially for the Mediterranean line, returned scarcely any
profits.

The Government, on its side, while apparently enjoying the stippercentage, was in reality obliged to spend a considerably
sum in aid of the scant reserve fund: and the ..ninny had

ulated
larger

I;
V"';
...

s^-ioV* i

^MfTi-™

C;

As soon
to put up with Inadequate service and very high tariffs.
as the conditions of the contract were enforced, the results proved
to be quite different from what had been expected, and conse
fluently the reserve funds fixed for the Improvement of the road
in.
material did not suffice, and the Government was compelled
to have recourse to the Treasury so as to make up for this, but
always did so tardily and inadequately
Th
impanles, on their side, with an Insufficiently developed
property, vainly begged the Government to .menu 1.. iho matter.
and meritorious as the efforts made by the companies were, the
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Section B-8

Section A- A.
Details of
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Windsor Shaft.
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iii

to

18

gallons of water.

All

be machine mixed.
The estimated cost of the tunnel is between $7,000,000 and
The actual tunneling work under the river is expected
.$8,000,000.
to be completed in less than a year.
We are indebted to Mr. W. J. Wilgus. Vice -President of the
New York Central and member of the Advisory Board of Engineers,
for the drawings and information.
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railroad capital to dwindle, the Ministers of Public Works in
order to keep themselves clear of all responsibility deceived the
Parliament by laying all the blame for the bad service and eon
tlnual unforeseen expenses which the Treasury was compelled to
pay, at the companies' charge. For, much as the Government has
attempted to avoid the grave responsibilities incurred by its sliorl
sightedness, and inadequate as are the present conditions of the
Italian railroads to the requirements of the life and commerce of
the country, it is none the less a fact that the Government has,
during the past 20 years, subscribed $40,000,000, besides the enormous capital spent on new railroads.
Moreover, the Railroad Inspectorship, which the Government
created to control the railroad service, to study its defects and suggest remedies therefor, was transformed Into a legal office, which
wasted its time and energies in fruitless quarrels with the companies, and seconded the Ministers of Public Works in their efforts
to deceive the country regarding the real cause of the railroad
difficulties, i.e., the inadequate condition of the railroads, the lack
of rails, and the conditions imposed on the service.
Thus the inspectorship so far lost its technical character that a barrister was
appointed as Director.
In like manner, the Board of Tariffs, which might have rendered
real service, was paralyzed in its functions, being rarely summoned,
and then only to consider matters of secondary importance. In
this way the action of the inspectorship was rendered null, on the
one side, -while on the other, public opinion was misled by the
convenient system of laying all the blame on the companies.
This system, while screening those really responsible, created
a current of opinion of which the extremist parties availed themselves, and thus Socialists, Radicals and Republicans advanced state
monopoly as their program, in their wrath against the companies,
which were denounced as those solely responsible for the disgraceful railroad service.
In support of this opinion, the many complex questions connected with the grave railroad problem were
neither examined nor discussed, while appeal was made to the mob
and to the railroad staff.
Public meetings were called, and, totally ignorant of the true
state of affairs, passed votes in favor of state monopoly.
The railroad staff rebelled, imposing terms and conditions on the Government, and ended by declaring the strike which an inefficient minister was incapable either of foreseeing or tackling.
Those acquainted with railroad problems demonstrated that it was a question of substance, not of form, and that the first necessity was to
develop the railroads, and complete the lines, thus inaugurating
a more logical and rational service. Thus it came about that while
the most competent and authoritative statesmen had always declared themselves opposed to state monopoly, they finished by giving in to the weight of public opinion and threats, and only a few
isolated men held to their convictions.
The Government also went
with the tide, and, taking a leap in the dark, proposed the bill
for state monopoly, which was hurriedly passed by both branches
of Parliament, without any kind of preparation, under the pressure
of the railroad strike.
This hurried manner of solving so grave a problem presented
one advantage only; it served to conceal the responsibilitv of those
who had brought about the disastrous state of affairs, in which
both the Government and private management would have
found
the Italian railroads in a deplorable condition, and, what
is worse,
with a working system opposed to all practical and rational
notions!

—

Private Cars and the Fruit Industry.*

•

The shipment
idea. As

of fruit under refrigeration was not originally
far back as 1868 fruit had been transported under
ventilation or pprtially iced.
Swift transported iced beef with established success in 1880, but it was not until
188S that any one was
daring enough to attempt the costly transportation
of carloads of
fruit under complete refrigeration from
California. In 1888 several
men, Hutchins, of Detroit; the Thomases, father
and son of Chicago, and the Hubbard brothers, after
experiments with the shipment of iced fruit in Michigan and from the South,
demonstrated
the practicability of a thorough iced car
service from California
and the next year staked everything they had upon
their idea and
induced a few growers of cherries and apricots
in California to try
their new cars.
In spite of every obstacle, Thomas and
his associates were successful— unexpectedly so. Upon their almost
forgotten efforts indeed, rests much of the present prosperity
of California
They organized the California Fruit Transportation
Company, and within
three seasons, so amazing was their success,
that they

Armour's

six

hundred cars— and their profits were really fabulous
But they quarreled with the Earl Fruit Company,'

argest fruit shippers of California.

owned over

one of the
Undeniably they themselves

became greedy^ Earl went to Chicago and tried
to make terms with
them. When he failed he approached Armour
and made arrange•Extracts from an article

in

McClure's Magazine, by

B.

s.

Baker.
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ments

to rent some of his refrigerator cars In the fruit Industry.
also got hold of certain patents and organized two refrigerator
car lines of his own. Backed by Armour, whose Influence with the
railroads was supreme, Earl began a fierce contest for the business.
He paid rebates for the first time on the California fruit business.

He

In two seasons Thomas was utterly defeated and finally, after disastrous experiments in shipping fruit to Europe, the California Fruit
Transportation Company was sold out, name, idea, business and all
to Swift
Co. -and Swift & Co., of course, Is a part of the "beef
£.•

trust."

Armour now

perceived the brilliant opportunities for profits In
the fruit-shipping inFtNIWILLL.MICM
dustry.
He developed
his business rapidly.
CHAUTAUQUA. M.V

CHICAGO

0* &3Sg~&
35o

— -•
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For some
worked on
apparent
with the

time he
terms of

friendliness
Earl Fruit

Company. But Earl
was a man of great
energy and capacity,
and he developed so
DECKER,

IND.

much

aggressiveness

and his

profits

glittering

mour decided
nate him.
ing crushed
.

rival,

were so
Ar-

that

to elimi.

Hav-

.

his

Armour

last

rapidly

broadened his activities, reaching out for

more and more
profitable

ness

of

fruit

the

of the
busi-

country.

To-day he owns and
operates some 14,000
Fig.

refrigerator

1.

worth

cars,

over $14,000,000; he not only controls most of the fruit transportation of California, and therefore the destiny of the fruit-growers themselves,
but he penetrates the peach-growing districts of Michigan and Georgia, and the strawberry fields of North Carolina; he brings tropical fruits from Mobile and New Orleans, melons from Indiana
and Illinois, and early vegetables from Arkansas and Missouri.
Having crushed his private-car rivals in the fruit industry, Armour now began a new campaign. The railroads themselves had
been buying refrigerator cars, and offering them for the shipment
of fruit and dairy products.
So Armour went to various railroads
and proposed or demanded that they make contracts with him for
the exclusive use of Armour refrigerator cars.
He pays over
$200,000 a week in freight at Chicago alone, and vast sums elsewhere. By giving his business to one railroad and taking it from
another he could almost make or ruin the profits of the companies
concerned.
Here was the Pere Marquette Railroad, for example,
over which was shipped the bulk of the fruit grown in the rich districts of western Michigan.
The Pere Marquette was a weak railroad, hungry for more traffic. Armour went to the eager officers of
the Pere Marquette and guaranteed to give them forty cars of meat
a week, in return for which the Pere Marquette agreed to use none
but Armour's cars for its fruit shipments. The Pere Marquette had a
few refrigerator cars of its own with which it had served its customers; but under the new contract it could not supply its own cars
to the people along its own line.
It is the theory of the private car that any shipper can own cars
and have them shipped over the railroad. Armour says plausibly
enough to his rivals who complain:
"Why don't you get your own cars if you want to do business
on an equality with me?"
But these competitors, even if they bought cars, could not ship
them over the Pere Marquette Railroad because Armour had prevented the use of any cars but his own anywhere on that railroad.
And the Pere Marquette was not the only road affected. No railroad
in all the great fruit country of the South was at liberty to use any
refrigerator cars except Armour's. About the only fruit-originating
railroad of any importance which he did not get was the Santa Fe,
which does its duty by its clients by owning its own refrigerating
cars, although it charges the same icing rates as Armour and has
indulged in the same methods of paying rebates. The Pennsylvania
Raliroad and the Gould lines also own their own refrigerators and
have refused to make exclusive contracts with Armour.
Armour's really valuable service is to roads like the Pere Marquette. They found it a burden to buy and own enough refrigerator
cars to handle all the fruit business on their lines, because fruit
shipments are crowded into a certain short season. Armour could
send his cars to Florida or to California in the winter, and could employ all his cars all the time, which is an economic saving and there*
*
*
fore a service to the people.
The very life of these hardworking Michigan farmers depended on railroad service, and they

—
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were naturally willing to pay almost anything rather than to
perish industrially. But can we, after all, excuse Armour on the
ground that the railroad did not do its duty?
From Paw Paw, Michigan, to Dubuque, Iowa, the icing charge
before Armour's reign was $10 on the average. After Armour got
possession it increased to $37.50. To Boston from Grand Rapids, before Armour, icing cost $20 a car; after Armour, $55.
shipper went to Grand Rapids and tried to reason with Armour's representative there. He explained how unreasonable and
unfair such charges were; how, in the end, they would serve to limit
the fruit production of Michigan and therefore reduce the business
of the Armour car line itself, let alone that of the
Cincinnati
railroads. When he had finished speaking Armour's
man looked up and asked:
"Well, what are you going to do about it?"

A

The Iowa markets, which had been

profitable

to Michigan growers, were' almost entirely closed
after 1902.
But conditions in Michigan, bad as they were,
cannot be compared for downright hopelessness
with that of the fruit growers of California. The
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be too severe for failure to observe them to the very letter, for on
their faithful observance depend the lives of passengers it may
be some of your own loved ones of employees, and the safety of
the property entrusted to the company for transportation, as well
as its own. And yet, if the instructions contained in the two fundamental rules and those known as the "Flag Rules" had been observed, none of the following cases and many others that help fill
the records of my office and the daily press would have happened.
It is a standing disgrace to the service that such accidents happen,
and the sooner you help get the careless and reckless men and
the drones out of the service, as it is your duty to yourself and the
company to do, the quicker the traveling public, yourselves, the

—

—

property in transit, and that belonging to your employer and yourselves will be safe and the greater your certainty of getting to the
end of your run to be welcomed by the wife and children awaiting you.
In this connection I want to suggest to the enginemen that
when you discover a cause for the sending out of a flagman give
him a chance to go back before you get stopped, so that he can
cover the required distance quicker. And as these rules are among

i\

the most important, if not the most important, in the book, I give
the substance of them as I understand them.
Flagmen shall have for day signals not less than two torpedoes
and a red flag; for night signals not less than two torpedoes, two
red fusees, and red and white lanterns; conductors shall see that
flagmen have these signals when they go on duty.
When any train makes an unscheduled stop (whether at a station or between stations, or whether such stop be caused by accident to the train, or by signal, or in any other way), the train shall
be protected as follows. In the night time the flagman shall immediately place a lighted red fusee in center of track about 500
ft. behind the rear of train.
He shall then go back as rapidly as
possible with red and white lanterns to a point not less than threefourths of a mile (24 telegraph poles) distant from rear of train
and until he reaches a point where the danger signal can be seen
not less than one-fourth of a mile (eight telegraph poles) by the
engineman of any approaching train. When the character of the
road or weather makes it necessary the flagman shall go a greater
distance with signals, so as to insure absolute safety. In the day
time he shall carry a red flag and proceed to a like point. When
he reaches such point, whether in the night time or day time, he
shall at once place one torpedo on the rail on the engineman's side
and shall remain at that place until recalled. If a train approaches
he shall flag it and remain until the train stops. When recalled,
if no train is approaching, he shall place a second torpedo on the
rail 200 ft. nearer his train and return with all possible despatch.
When any train makes a scheduled stop at any station, and
occupies the main track longer than usual at that station, whether
on account of baggage, passengers, or for any other reason what
ever, the flagman must protect his train in the same manner.
Injuries to Employees.*
When any train has been stopped by a preceding train in the
manner above mentioned, the flagman of the last train must protect
We next take up injuries to employees caused by the careless- his train in the same manner.
ness of other employees; first, as in the case of passengers, those
When it is necessary to protect the front of a train, it shall be
caused by collisions. From the number of collisions on the main done in the same manner.
track and in yards one would almost think that the general and
In all cases above mentioned it shall be the first and Immediate
fundamental customs and rules on railroads that "In case of doubt duty of conductors to see that flagmen obey this rule. Both con
always adopt the safe course," and that "Speed must always be ductor and flagman will be held responsible. When a flagman goes
sacrificed to safety" were seldom observed; but I do not think that
out, the next brakeman or baggageman must take his place on lhe
is so.
On the contrary I believe it to be the exception and not train, as required by Rule 248.
bo rule, else the number of accidents resulting from such failure,
The engineman on approaching train, on seeing flagman's sig
though many times in number what they should be (and as long
nal, shall Immediately indicate it by one short blast of the whistle,
as men are human we will have some accidents), would be so
reduce the speed of his train and find oul the
much greater in number that people would be unwilling to travel ami Immediately
purpose uf lhe signal, and if he does not hear the second torpedo
at all.
Yet I have the faith to believe that in the near future the
It the engineman on approaching
he will bring bis train to a slop.
II ii 111 her
of such cases will be so greatly reduced that the least
train sees no signal (the flagman having been recalled I. hut hears
thoughtful of us will stand aghast at the record of 1903 and 1904.
the first torpedo, be shall reduce the speed of his train and lien
and that these fundamental rules and the instructions contained in
after proceed cautiously, and prepared to stop within vision, until
what are known as the "Flag Rules," and "Caution Card," will be
On
he is notified by signal or otherwise thai the track is clear
so strictly observed and enforced and that blocking of trains by
hearing the second torpedo, the eiiginencin will know that the flag
space, not time, intervals will become so general as to practically
heen recalled and will proceed cautiously, keeping a sharp
eliminate this class of accidents, which are caused:
By failure to man has
lookout for train ahead and prepared to slop within vision, until
watch for and observe block and other signals; by trains following
If
he is notified by signal or otherwise thai the track is dear.
each other too closely; by trains following at too high a rate of
a fusee is seen, the engineman shall not pass it until ii is burned
speed; by failure to protect rains stopped on the main track; by
out. and thereafter shall proceed cant iouslj am
ed lo Stop
cars not being left in lo Clear :il sidings; by switches being Left
within vision, until notified by signal or otherwise that the
wrong; by lack of caution in time of storm or fog; and by gonclear.
eral carelessness and failure to realize the terrible result Which Is
When the whistle is sounded recalling the flagman it' there is
bound to follow any buk of care, failure iii comply with the rules
clear view lo the rear lor one foul h of a mile (ei| tl tell
and Hie uncertainty of ileleelion and punishment if such carelessness not a
graph poles) the train should he moved ahead at a speed of not
and failure to comply wiih rules does not cause an accident.
less than six miles per hour, unlil a point
reached where the
Every man In the train, engine, ami switching service ought
is straight tor
the train
toui
track
in have every requirement of these rules by heart, understand ex
always hearing in mind thai the
flagman's return Is the
actly what they mean, and i»' ready al any Instant, and In
period of greatest risk
weather, to execute them to the letter, and no punishment should
The following cases will Illustrate how much room there

longer the distance shipped, the more dependent
the shipper becomes.
J. A. Leverone, of Cincinnati, made two shipments of pineapples, one of fourteen cars from
Mobile over the Louisville & Nashville, which had
an Armour contract, the other of ten cars from
MOBILE
New Orleans by the Illinois Central, which had
no Armour contract. The distance from New Orleans to Cincinnati is greater than from Mobile
I MEW ORLEANS
to Cincinnati. On the Armour cars the icing
charge was $45 each, on the Illinois Central cars
Fig. 2.
the charge was only $11.37 each one-fourth as
much. At the same time Armour shipped pineapples and sold them
at his own branch stores in Cincinnati in competition with his client
Leverone. And he sold for $35 a car cheaper than Leverone or
just about the profit which he made out of Leverone on ice. What
chance could there be for a shipper against Armour under such
circumstances?
Of course, Mr. Leverone objected; his very business existence
was threatened. He refused to pay the charges. The officials of the
*
*
but finLouisville & Nashville Railroad threatened him, *
ally settled with him, refunding the icing charges. Then the Louisville & Nashville issued an order withdrawing the high Armour rates
from Mobile to meet the Illinois Central competition at New Orleans.
But the poor fruit growers on parts of the Louisville & Nashville,
who had no other railroad to help them out, were still wholly at the
mercy of the Armour monopoly and are to-day.
l
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standing on top of way-car In train hauled by engine No. 1892, whli b itoppi d
just west of the depot and then started up and ran Into Ide ol freight train.
Alexander Peabody, engineer, George i'. Smlvlns, fireman, Injured at LO p
in
engine No. 784, was back
:i. near Penryn Ave Peltonvllle;
Oct. 3, on trai
it
track
Ing down track 3 and collided with engine No. 189] standlni
run at sIom rati ot
this
track
must
Instructions require engines running on
The engine was running
speed, so as to be able to stop within their vision.
so Cast that It could not stop, although Engineer Peabody saw engine No. 1891
« hen 300 ft. distant
.1.
I..
SIcPherson, yardmaster, and Jacob Gonorowskl. brakeman, Injured
se of extra engine No. 674, which was
at Peeweezle, July, 28, were In cal
stopping for drawbridge, when engine No. 937, onglnoman Isidore Guggen
helmer, ran Into he rear of rain.
r,
Injured April 11 ai Aromlntap, was In charge
Luke M. Peters, engl
of limine No. 2143, backing around Y. when train No. 31 backed Into extra
No. 7326. to which engine No. 2143 was attached
Leggetl and Samuel
r, T. J. Xlbblts, engineer, Rupert
L. P. Jarvls, engh
Minns, Bremen, injured Nov. 20, at 7:15 a. m.. one-half mile east of Peeble's
jusi
backed In on side track with work train,
Corners; engine No. 759 had
and switch had not yet been closed; engine No. 1473, train No. is. Engineer
Tibbetts, Conductor Perry, came along at a high rate ot* speed, and ran Into
this open switch just east of the home signal, colliding with engine No. 739.
l<

.

i

i

Rules 41 S and 419 say: "When you get a train order, conductors
must read it aloud and then sign it and show it to the engineman,
the rear brakeman or flagman, and the engineman must show it to
the fireman and in case of freight train to the head brakeman,

who

are required to read

it,

the object being that every employee
is and if the engineman or

on the train will know what the order

it the brakemen or fireman may remember and
by remembering prevent an accident.
Next come injuries caused by derailments, which generally result from running into open switches, off derails, too fast running
Nearly all
at bad places in the track, defective equipment or track.
of the cases would be avoided by careful running, proper inspection
of track and equipment, and by compliance with the rules of the
company.

conductor forget

John D. Mickles, engineman, Samuel R. Smetzel, fireman, Michael Stubbs.
tramp, and unidentified tramp killed, and seven others, including a telegraph
operator, injured one and one-half miles west of Daisy Centre, May 21, 1904,
There seems to
by train No. 36 running off derail and knocking down tower.
have been no pretense of complying with Rule 396, requiring conductors to
show their orders to rear brakemen and flagmen, and enginemen to show
their orders to the firemen.
Train passed Daisy Centre 5 minutes ahead of
time, running 60 miles an hour in a terrible rain storm.
by derailment of train No. 17, between
From the investiMerrieton, and Swimmel, Aug. 15, 1904, at 6:10 p. m.
A
gation it appears that this, derailment was occasioned by fast running.
bulletin was issued by Superintendent Rathencrest, June 30, 1903, prohibiting
From the statetrains going down this hill faster than 30 miles an hour.
ments of all the train crew it would appear that no attention has been
from
what
has
been customary
this
bulletin,
and
the
passengers
say
it
paid to
for a long time for trains coming into Swimmel from Werehere, and from
Racketico. if in sight of each other, to make the race to see wheich train can
get there first, so as to get to Eppskokee first.
Lemuel Izzard and L. Wackles. killed R. P. Bownes, engineman, Roderick
Bloke, stockman, Robert Castel, fireman, C. Plympton, brakeman. injured, four
miles west of Beadleston at 1 :4S p. m., July 24.
Train No. 36 had broken
air hose or axle, derailing and throwing third car from engine onto westbound track just as train No. OS was coming.
Train No. 98 ran into derailed car and 14 cars of time freight burned up.
Izzard and Wackles were
stealing a ride on Train No. 30.
P.

T.

Bines, brakeman,

killed

:

I shall next call your attention to accidents caused by defects
in the equipment, especially in that of freight cars and engines.
They are of so frequent occurrence as to no longer attract attention, but when the time comes that.the man who inspects reports
not to the foreman, whose duty it is to keep the equipment in repair, but to a superior, whose duty it is to find defects, there will

be a material reduction in such cases. Train and enginemen should
report defects discovered by them on Form 995 and attach card to
truss rod of car jr locomotive tank. And first we will take up those
caused by defective cars:
Smindorf, brakeman, killed at Snook's Junction, by falling from car
This car was delivered to us at Pealey, Sept.
8, at 7 :40 p. m.
the running board was rotten and full of holes
7
the brake at the north
end of car would not hold on account of having a loose ratchet wheel.
P. L. Merrill, conductor, injured at Pencost. Nov. 12, was climbing down
side of O., J. & G. car No. 9168; screw pulled out of top handhold, allowing
Merritt to fall to the ground, striking on a rail and injuring his hip. back
J.

No

I.

667,

Sept

:

and

;

side.

Randolph Smuck, brakeman, injured at Parrott, April /3. was going down
side of A., B. & C. car No. 4721
stirrup was gone and he fell to the ground,

XL., No.

Vol..

8.

any of the latter being Injured,
never could
understand.
One cause of the groat in res
Is accidents by trains breaking
in two and by defective couplers is probably on account ot the tad
that many of the automatic couplers are commencing to wear out
and are not repaired or renewed promptly enough, and, also, because the levers and chains of the coupling apparatus do not receive sufficient attention. Another reason is because of the unnecessarily hard usage given the couplers, especially In the yards where
trains are made up. Just why an appliance to save life and limb
should be abused by the employees, for whose benefit it was put
on the cars and engines, is one of the things which it would take
a mind-reader to answer. Hut the truth of the matter is, as every
experienced adjuster knows, that the automatic coupler has cost the
railroads for equipment and freight damaged many times over what
it cost them to settle claims for personal injuries caused by the old
link and pin coupler: and when the brotherhoods take up such
matters as this and try to remedy them, they will not have so many
crippled members drawing insurance for permanent disabilities,
which would have been avoided by the proper handling of cars.
Another class of injuries which has come with the safety appli
ance is that caused by the bursting of air hose, and it is surprising
how many of them there are.
Some day a man will get up a hose which won't burst, or
which will give notice of its intention so to do, and we will all
rise up and bless him.
The following are samples taken from a
job lot of such cases:
G. A. Graham, conductor. Injured June I. three-quarters of a mile north
.mi id by air hose on
of Bogle
a. B. ft C. <-ar No. ::m;4 bursting, causing
car, so as to prevent

I

i

Graham

to fall against stove In way-car.
K. L. Grobbet, brakeiran. injured
mile north of
the air hose bursting, throwing on emergency brakes.
in front end of way car, \\a^ thrown to the ground.

Now

let

us see the result

to

Brandon
caused by
This man, who was
:

persons by reason of improper load-

ing of cars:
R. Puddles, switchman, injured at Itrtimmatou. March 4, was hanging on
side of A., B. & C. car No. L'479, loaded with lumber, engineman shut off
suddenly, and when car stopped the lumber slid and caught his hand bett
lumber and stake on car.
Lumber was loaded in two piles 16 ft. lengths,

leaving a space of about six or eight inches between the piles.
George Brownell, brakeman, injured July 17, one and one-half miles south
At Cranton train extra, engine No. 1020 picked up A., B. & C.
of Cranton,
car No. 7S41, loaded with logs two stake pockets broke logs fell under waycar, which tipped over, injuring Brownell.
:

;

And it is just as important to properly unload packages of
newspapers and mail from moving trains, and to exercise a little
care in throwing coal from engines, as it is to see that freight
securely loaded. The number of accidents caused in this way
since the running of fast mail and newspaper trains commenced
would fill a book and could all have been avoided by the exercise
of that care which employees or postal clerks would have exercised
if they, instead of the company, had to foot the bills caused by
their carelessness.
To me, it seems not a difficult or unreasonable
precaution to look, before you throw out a heavy bag of mail or
half a dozen packages of newspapers, to see that no one will be
hit by them, and that they could and should be dropped just
beyond the far end of the station platform, but never in a street
or public highway; and don't throw your clinker bars or ash bars
off engines, or anything else for that matter, without looking to
see if anyone is passing and when through with them put them
in a safe place so they won't project and strike anyone on the
next track or fall off and injure someone. If this had been done
cases like the following would not have happened:
Henry Forbes, roadmaster, injured Nov. 3. at Marionette, was walking
west on station platform, when mail sack was thrown from train No. 68,
struck him on the legs and knocked him down.
Paul Rhelips, injured at Dragitt, May 15. at 5:30 p.m.; caused by his
being struck with a block of hard wood which was tied to a letter thrown
from train by the baggageman, while passing through the station at 45 miles
is

per hour.

The Strang Gasolene-Electric

Rail

Motor Car.

The accompanying

illustrations show an experimental gasolenemotor car built by the J. G. Brill Company for the
Strang Electric Railway Car Company. This car has made a number of experimental runs near Philadelphia recently, and is now on
its way West to have further experiments made with it.
The proelectric rail

;

spraining his back.

Matthew Brummage, switchman, injured Jan. 4, at Keewabtah, was riding on A... B. & i'.. flat car No. 5935, which was being switched; he tightened
the brake, but the dog was in had order and he had to hold brake tight with
There was two Inches of slack on the bottom brake rod, the chain
his hand.
slipped, and he wrts thrown from the car and his left foot run over.

How many
hand

of the accidents caused by defective running boards,
holds, ladders and brakes would have been avoided had Rules

and 7,rjG, requiring trainmen to examine cars, brakes, and
ladders and to set out bad order cars been complied with, I leave
you to guess. And why when such defects are discovered by train
and yard men they do not report them to the next crew taking the
741, 742,

pelling apparatus consists of a six-cylinder gasoline engine direct
connected to a direct-current dynamo in the engine compartment, a
starting rheostat, storage battery mounted under the car, a seriesparallel controller and two motors on the axles.
The engine is of special construction, and includes a number of
governing devices which are unique in design and operation.
It
was built by the Strang Electric Railway Car Company, and designed
by its chief engineer, Mr. Lars G. Nilson. It is of the four-cycle
type, and has six 8 by 10-in. cylinders.
To secure a short crank
shaft and reduce vibration to the minimum, the cylinders are partially opposed, three on each side, and are set at an angle of 90
deg. to each other.
An advantage of this construction is in the

February
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accessibility of the parts.
The bearings and wearing surfaces in
general are large, but the weight of the entire engine is reduced by
using aluminum for covering parts where there is no strain. The
engine frame is a substantial cast-steel structure, securely bolted

to a rectangular base of the

same

material.

The vaporizer

is ar-

ranged to work with the utmost economy with all kinds of loads.
Kerosene, alcohol or crude oil may be used instead of gasolene
with a slight change of adjustment of the vaporizer. The ignition
is of the high-tension, or "jump spark" type, with coils of a special
design, one coil for each cylinder, and all operating from one in-

189

rangement is entirely automatic and does not require to be watched
by the operator.
The use of a direct-connected gasolene engine requires one which
is large enough for the maximum load, therefore, it runs most of the
time at one-third its normal power.
In the Strang system the
storage battery enables the engine to run practically at the same
speed at all times, with the air and fuel adjusted but once and for the
best possible combustion. The battery acts as a balance or equalizer
and the engine takes care of the normal load. The battery is of
comparatively small size, as it is rarely called upon to furnish current for more than a few
minutes at a time.

The engine is provided
with automatic governing
devices dependent entirely
upon the condition of the
batteries and the consumpcurrent.
This arrangement has nothing to

tion of

do with the speed of the
engine or the motors, but
is
simply an additional
safeguard
against 'overcharging the batteries, and
is entirely automatic and
solely for the purpose of

economizing fuel and sav-

when

ing the battery
car is running

the
or
standing still. The switchboard is placed against the
left side of the engine com-

within easy
reach of the operator. It
includes voltmeter, ammeter, starting rheostat and spark control.
The platform at the rear of the car is equipped with a controller
partment

Experimental Strang Gasolene-Electric Rail Motor Car.

The commutator is driven from the end of the cam shaft
outside the casing at the rear of the engine.
The oil is
contained in a reservoir placed beside the base of the engin and
pumped to the different bearings; it is returned to a filter located
over the reservoir. A centrifugal pump belted to the flywheel draws
water from a tank in the vestibule at the center of the car and
forces it through the cylinder jackets and to radiating pipes upon
the roof.
In cold weather the passenger compartment is heated
by the water from the cylinder jackets. The gasolene is stored in a
tank underneath the car floor, and is pumped to an overflow cup at
the side of the vaporizer and the excess returned by another pipe to
terrupter.

and

is

light

and a combination

volt-

and ammeter.

The maximum speed of the car which can be maintained is
50 m. p. h. The average gasolene consumption is 0.45 gallons per
car-mile. One hundred gallons of gasolene are carried, which gives
a mileage radius of 225 miles.
Several cars of this type are now being built by the J. G.
Brill Company for the Missouri & Kansas Interurban Railway, to be
used on the line running over the old Santa Fe trail from Kansas
City, Mo., to Olathe, Kan. These cars will closely resemble standard
interurban cars, will be 52 ft. 9 in. long over vestibules, and will be
mounted on Brill 27-E trucks. They will be divided into an engine

compartment

in front, 14

ft.

8 in. long, a

smoking compartment 10

Engine and Dynamo.
ft.

Six-Cylinder
the tank.

The

Engine and

Frame.

the storage battery are placed on a cradle
car.
By the use of 250 volts instead of
usual 500 the number of cells is reduced and a more reliable
cells of

s

in.

long,

commodatlons

and a passenger compartment

21

1

in

long

\<

for 41

passengers will be provided.
The patents on the Strang System are controlled by the Strang
Electric Railway Car Company, 16 Wall Btreet, New Sort
I

underneath the center of the
tin-

insulation

is

Technical Considerations

in

Electric Railway Engineering.

secured.

The

electrical equipment consists of a 50-kw, 250-volt, d.c. gen400 r. p. m. directly coupled to the gasolene engine; two
50-h.p. series-wound motors of the regular street railway type, two
k 18 controllers, and a storage battery of 112 ceils having 200 am
pare hours' capacity.
When running on a level trach under ordinary conditions, the
current goes directly from the generator to the motors, lull when
coasting down grade, slowing up or standing still, the Burplus of
current Is taken up by the batteries ami furnishes the extra power
lieeessar.v fur Mceelen* Km ,'ind for ascending steep grades.
This ar-

erator,

I

,

On January
considered

25 the

London

Institution

of Electrical

xhaustlve paper, under this title, read bj Mi
P
W. Carter, 11' we quote his last remark
Ural the author's ob
maj at once become apparent;
"There is a< present a
ural conservatism amongst railroad mai
ucllnatlon
on the pari of directorates to sanction the outlaj ol a large amount
of -capital when the besl system of operation appear
to the Buper
ih-iai observer still b matter ol
11
peculation
Is hoped thai this
paper will serve in a measure to define the Bphei
eful
1

:

ness of the several

bj at<

Ion,

oi

ai
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ic>o

prove that the most suitable

up

did not take
of railroad electrification, no)

and material, preferring

tern

|

Lcular case."
Mr. Cartel-

i

can be determined in any par-

the

economic engineering aspect

he describe particular apparatus
rather to deal with the technical side of

did

was

generalization had
been attempted without detailed Investigation thai so much misleading information had been published lending to create and foster
the idea among railroad men that electrical engineers did not really
grasp the conditions of railroad work.
Details were given of the methods employed in investigating
the preliminary and exact engineering features of the electrical
system, the author's work being based for the most pari on tinuse of continuous current railroad motors, as applied to suburban
Mire under conditions obtaining in England.
the problem,

lie

.-

1

1

i

ii

1><

,

;i

n.-si-

i

The engineering details throughout are affected by the size,
importance and location of the system. Where bul tew trains are
operated these may with advantage ba made smaller and arrang
to accelerate at a lower rate than might be advisable and prac
ticable in the case of a large and crowded system, in order to diminish the overload capacity necessary in generating and distributing systems, since this is likely to govern the capacity of the plant.
Suitable provision must always be made to minimize the trouble
and delay due to a breakdown, but the amount of capital thai can
be economically sunk in spares, duplicate feeders, and stand-by
plant will depend largely on the importance of the system.
Mr. Carter took as being available for railroad service (1)
the continuous current system: (2) the single-phase alternating
current system, and (3) the polyphase system employing induction motors, remarking that the numerous alternative combinations
of service and system could mostly be disposed of when general
principles had been elucidated. At considerable length, and by
the aid of a number of train resistance, motor, energy consumption,
acceleration and other curves, he showed how, from the requirements of the service, the dynamical characteristics of the motors
necessary for driving the train may be deduced. There is not at
present a general agreement as to how railroad motors should be
rated, though the rule most generally followed was that of the
Committee of Standardization of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
That rule is not by any means universally followed in England the motors on the Liverpool Overhead Railway
being an instance of this. A brief account of the methods of making service tests and of expressing results, as developed by the
General Electric Co. of New York, was given, and later Mr. Carter
endeavored to show why, under suburban conditions, the singlephase alternating system compares very unfavorably with the continuous current system. Some of the disabilities of the single-phase
system disappear at low speeds, where the equipment weight is in
any case a smaller fraction of the train weight and its increase
therefore of less importance. Again, a service involving infrequent
stops and moderate speeds, where the input per ton is small and
the motor losses can accordingly be kept within reasonable limits,
may often prove quite suitable for operation by the single-phase
system. In short this system shows promise of having extensive,
but by no means universal, application to railroad work.
The polyphase system, employing induction motors, has the
disadvantage of requiring two or more overhead conductors, which
lomplioates matters considerably at junctions, although it is not
so serious an objection on continuous track.
It is not well suited
for suburban or other service in which stops are frequent and a
high rate of acceleration is necessary. With tandem-parallel control about one-third of the input during the time of controller acceleration is wasted in rheostats, and since controller acceleration
is continued
until practically full speed is reached, after which
the power required is small, the waste in rheostats is nearly onethird of the whole input if stops are frequent. It is true that some
of the energy of the moving train can be recovered when stopping,
hut only by imposing extra duty on the motors and so diminishing
their service capacity.
There is not the long range of efficient
speed-curve running which characterizes the continuous current
motor, the change from aci elerating to free-running being almost
sudden. "The equipment weight, moreover, for suburban service
is almost as high as in the single-phase system."
"The polyphase
system is practically confined to trains drawn by a single locomotive or motor coach.
A small difference in the size of the driving
wheels would result in a considerable inequality iu the loading of
the motors, and if some of the wheels are new and others old
as would be sure to be the case at times with multiple unit trains
some of the motors would do all the work and might even drive
others as generators. The difference in size of the wheels is almost without effect in the continuous current and single-phase systems." For a class of service to be suitable for this system of
operation, it must be such as will provide the motors with an
efficient load during the greater part of the time they are taking
power. A mountain line can be satisfactorily operated by polyphase motors, since the continuous grades furnish a sufficient load
and there is no need to carry excessive motor capacity to provide
l

—
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for acceleration,

in fairly level country, goods or other service, In
which
an Infrequent and the acceleration therefore of small
Importance, might very well be operated bj thi polyphase syi
High-speed long-distanci
ervice
particularly suitable, the high
ta
al
n
the gradi
n
of relatively smaller importance, so that during frei running the motoi
can be arranged
tooperate near the load oi highest efficli
In his conclusion of the- whoh mattei Mr
howed that
I

i

I

I

ti

i

it

was not the

possibli

a

operatin

i

lat

consti-

tuted the case for the electril
»n of suburban lines; for a converted line to handle electricall) the present traffic would not create
per cent, on the
a sufficient saving in operating expenses to pay
\i Ion
capital sunk ii
raking all things into consideration
,sl em by far the most
the author thought the contlnu
irrenl
suitable Eor English suburban servii
arked that the Liverpool-Souihpni service, In which the schi lul
teed is 30 miles per
hour, wuh tups less than a mile and a quarter apart, could hardly
be effectively and efficlentlj operated otherwise than by the con
1

i

tintiie
Si.

me

was stated

of the objections
thai

tie

to this system w.<*e discussed, and it
'em of operation is a matter for inves-

tigation fn particular ca es, dep
the considerations
raised in an early part of the paper.
The author said that there did cot appear to be much prospect for .exceedingly high-speed lines In England for some time! to
come; and that the operation ol main line trains would not be sensibly improved by electrification.
Electrical operation it was contended was only economically feasible for those classes of traffic in
which some special
id vantage resulted.

The Whitney Self-Adjusting

Chill.

The accompanying illustrations show sections of the Whitney
self-adjusting chill, invented and made by John R. Whitney, FarmThis device is termed self-adjusting because it is
ington, Conn.
constructed to adjust itself automatically to all of the conditions
involved in casting wheels. With the solid chill, when the molten
metal strikes the inner surface of the chill, that surface immediately
expands in the direction of its circumference, and as the circumference of this surface cannot enlarge until the whole thickness
the chill has become heated, an enormous
of
pressure is
exerted to compress the material of which the chill is made. By

The Whitney Self-Adjusting

Chill.

careful experiments, such expansion has been found to be at least
in. in every inch.
The inner circumference of a 33-in. chill
being about 100 in., its total expansion must therefore be about
I in., and the metal of the chill must he compressed to that extent
as soon as it is heated by the molten metal. As a consequence, the
chill is at once subjected to a great strain, tending to break it in
two.
It also becomes warped out of a true circular shape, and on
cooling the inner surface becomes broken into many fissures. For
this reason, it is necessary to frequently renew solid chills.
0.01

To remedy these difficulties, somewhat more than twenty years
ago a so-called contracting chill was introduced. It was a kerfed
chill, and from the nature of its construction, every form of it was
much larger in diameter and much heavier in weight than the
solid chill. But in this form of chill, when the molten iron
strikes the inner surface, the segments of which it is composed expand

laterally, or in the direction of the circumference, as well as
This lateral expansion

radially, or in the direction of the diameter.

amounts in all to about 1 in., while the radial expansion is only y in.
The expansion in the direction of the circumference closes up the
s.

kerfs, the inner surface is not disintegrated or broken into fissures,
and all strain due to the difference of temperature between the inner

and outer surfaces is removed. The inner surface thus retains its
original size and shape until all of the required chilling effect upon
the wheel has been produced; then, when the chill has become

February
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through, it expands as the wheel cools and contracts.
claimed that more than half a million wheels have been
cast in chills so kerfed, and that the treads of the wheels so cast
were so smooth that not one of them required the least grinding.
Chills made in this way, it is claimed, if carefully handled, are as
accurately round after ten years' use as when they came off the

heated
It

is

lathe.

The Whitney

self-adjusting chill

is

a modified and improved form

of the contracting chill, by which the size, weight and cost are reduced to practically the same as the solid chills in ordinary use,
without lessening in the least any of the valuable features of the
contracting chills. Two forms of the Whitney self-adjusting chill

are

form

shown
shown

in
in

Figs.
Fig.

1
1

and
is

2.

The

composed

inner
a

of

surface

number

of
of

the
seg-

ments, formed by kerfs cut all the way through from the
upper to the lower face; while in the form shown in Fig. 2
the segments are formed by cutting the kerfs half way through,
and alternately from the upper and lower faces, as shown. The
kerfs in both cases are cut in the process of casting, and not
afterwards by sawing. They are made by inserting in the chill mold
sheets of asbestos paper, and are only about 0.01 in. wide throughout.
They extend into the ohill for at least 2 in. from its inner
face.
This new chill is interchangeable with any other chill in use
without any alteration in the other parts of the flask.

High Speed Experiments

in

Prussia.

The Prussian State Railroads are about to resume the experiments with steam locomotives at high speeds. In 1904, with superheated steam, a speed of 84 miles an hour was reached on the
Military Railroad (where the highest known speeds had been made
with electric motors). This speed was made with a train of three
8-wheeled cars; SO miles an hour with six such cars.
The new
tests will probably be made on tracks between Spandau and Hanover.
Tests with new power brakes are reported to have been
satisfactory for freight trains.
The tests with high-speed passenger trains are not yet completed, but it is hoped that by next fall
a satisfactory brake will be developed for the highest speeds.
The estimates of the earnings and expenses of the Prussian
State Railroads for the current year, now near its end, submitted to the Diet Jan. 9, are that compared with the previous
year there will be an increase of $14,446,000 in gross earnings,
and an increase of $11,376,000 in working expenses, so that the increase in net earnings will be only $3,070,000, which is a very
moderate gain for a business amounting to $380,000,000. Higher
prices of materials and better pay for employees have caused expenses to grow out of proportion to the growth in traffic. The
profits of the state railroads this year will contribute about $49,000,000 to the national income.
For the coming year (beginning with next April) the Minister
of Finance estimates an increase of $27,489,000 in gross earnings
and of $15,946,000 in working expenses, leaving a gain of $11,543,000
in net.
Of the increase in expenses, $6,660,000 will go to the employees.
On capital account the railroads ask for $34,750,000, and
$23,800,000 are wanted for new freight cars alone.
This for 21,685
miles of railroad.

Train Accidents

in

the United States

in

January.

xc, 2d, Auburn Junction, Ind., a freight train of the Baltimore
& Ohio backed into a freight of the Vandalia at the crossing of
the two roads, and 14 cars were wrecked.
One brakeman was

injured.

nux, 3d, Southern Railway, Fair Forest, S. C, a freight train

was derailed and the engine and several cars were overturned. The
engineman and fireman were killed and several other trainmen were
injured.

Tallulah Falls road, Clayton, Ga., passenger train No. 9
at a point where the road-bed had been weakened by
rain, and three cars were overturned.
The conductor and three
passengers were injured.
re, 3d, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chicago, 111., rear collision of freight trains, wrecking the caboose. Ten men in the caboose were injured.
re, 4th, 3 a. m., Baltimore & Ohio, Chester, Pa., a freight train
dr,

3d,

was derailed

'Accidents In which Injuries nre few or slight, and the money loss In an
parently small, will, as a rule, be omitted from this lint.
The official accident
record, published by the Interstate Commerce Commission quarterly, Is regit
tarly reprinted In the Railroad Oat9tte.
The classification of the accidents In
the present list Is Indicated by the use of the following
AilllllKVIATIONS.

re

DC

Rear collisions.
Butting collisions.

which had been obliged to slacken speed on account of another train
ahead of it, was run into at the rear by a fast freight, making a bad

A

conductor was killed.
Colorado & Santa Fe, Cleburne, Tex., butting
Several pascollision of passenger trains, damaging both engines.
sengers were slightly injured. The collision occurred in the yard,
and one of the enginemen says that be was blinded by the electric
headlight of the other engine.
unx, 5th, 11 p. m.. Southern Pacific, Palisade, Nev., fast mail
train No. 9 was derailed and two trainmen and 10 mail clerks were
injured, one of the latter fatally.
be, 6th, Pennsylvania road, Corry, Pa., butting collision between
passenger train No. 4 and empty engine No. 900 wrecking both engines and ditching many cars.
Both firemen and one engineman
were killed and eight passengers were injured.
unf, 6th, Boston & Maine, Walloomsac, N. Y.. a passenger train
was derailed at a misplaced switch, and the engine and first two
cars were badly damaged. The engineman, fireman and five passengers were injured, the engineman probably fatally. It is believed
that the switch had been maliciously misplaced.
nux, 6th, Philadelphia & Reading, Brantsville, Pa., a freight
train was derailed and 25 cars were wrecked; the conductor and
engineman were killed and several other trainsmen were injured.
xc, 7th New York Central & Hudson River, Grand Central Station, New York City, a train of empty passenger cars, being run into
the headhouse of the station by gravity, were allowed to run too fast
and collided violently with three empty passenger cars standing at
the end of the track. The car at the end of this string of three was
pushed over the bumping post and against the doorway of the waiting room, killing a man who was trying to enter the door.
be, 8th, 3 a. m.. New York Central & Hudson River, Geneva,
N. Y., butting collision of freight trains, wrecking both engines and
seven cars. One engineman was killed and one other trainman was
wreck.

be, 5th, night, Gulf,

injured.

unx, 8th, Texas & New Orleans, Dunagan, Tex., a work train
drawn by two engines was derailed and one of the engines fell down
a bank. A fireman was killed and one other trainman was injured.
nux, 11th, Terminal Railroad of St. Louis, St. Louis, Mo., a
sleeping car in a train of the Wabash road was derailed while
passing over the elevated structure at Carr street, and after running
a short distance on the sleepers fell over to the right and dropped
to the pavement, about 15 feet below. Nine of the 13 passengers In
the car were injured.

;

;

;

;

New York

xc, 12th,

& Hudson

Central

River, Liverpool, N.

Y.,

between a freight train and a train consisting of an engine
and caboose, switching on the main track, damaging several cars.
One brakeman was killed and three other trainmen were injured,
two probably fatally.
be, 13th, Louisville & Nashville, Monroe, Ala., butting collision
between a special passenger train and a logging train; three pascollision

sengers injured.

Southern Railway, Lawrenceburg, Ky., a freight train
yard broke in two and the re-r portion ran uncontrolled down grade some distance and collided with a passenger
train, making a bad wreck.
A tank car filled with oil and two
loaded box cars took fire and were burned up. One fireman was
kille and four other trainmen were injured.
eq, 13th, Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, Wakefield. La., a freight
car in a mixed train was derailed by the breaking of the flange of a
wheel, and three persons were injured.
unx, 13th, Branchville & Bowman, Bowman, S. C, a train consisting of a caboose, a locomotive with the tender in front, and five
freight cars, made up in the order named, was derailed on a curve,
and the engine and two cars fell over into a pond. Two passengers
were injured.
*bc, 15th, 11 p. m., New York, Susquehanna & Western, Paterson,
N. J., butting collision of freight trains, wrecking both engines and
several cars. The wreck took Are and was mostly burned up, One
trainman was killed and three others were Injured, There was a
dense fog at the time.
eq, 17th, Darieu & Western, Glennville, Qa., a freight train was
cars
which tell on the track, am
di railed by a brake beam
were wrecked. Two men were Killed and lour injured
dn, 17th, Southern Railway, Cookevllle, Tenn., a freight train
was derailed at a misplaced switch: one brakeman was lulled and
w
other trainmen were Injured
e
unf, 17th, Colorado & Southern, Uneva Lake, Col
were over
rain was si ruck by a snowslide and I'oui' pa
turned; 12 persons were Injured.
*xc, 13th,

backing

in the

1

.

us

1

unx,

Miscellaneous collisions.
Derailments defects of roadway.
Derailments; defects of equipment.
Derailments; negligence In operating.
dn
Derailments unforeseen obstruction.
unf
mi 1
Derailments unexplained.
Miscellaneous accident!.
o
An asterisk at the beginning of a paragraph Indicates a wreck wholly or
n dagger Indicates an accident causing the death of
partly destroyed by Are
one or more passengers.

zc
dr
eq

191

11.

17th, Central

mi was derailed at

flreman wai

Fatall;

a

wark, N. J., a passi
of New
Bwltch and the engine was overturned. The
'

injured

of New Jersey, Bound Brook, N J., rear col
ars
passenger trains, bad;
Several passengers wen
in-, 18th, Baltimore S Ohio
Newton Falls, Ohio, butting collision
one fireman
of freight trains, wrecking both engines and LS car;,
iv,

lision

isth. Central

of
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and an unknown man were killed and one other person was Injured,
be, 19th, Seaboard Air Line, Mlna, Ga., butting collision between
a freight (rain and a switching engine, wrecking both engines and
in cars.
The engineman and fireman of the switching engine and
a telegraph operator «nv killed and two other employees were injured. It is said thai the switching engine was wrongfully occupying the main track on the time of the freight train
v. i:nii. New York, New Haven & Hartford, Hartford, Conn.,
collision of pa
at a meeting point, one of the trains
running beyond the point where it should have stopped to clear
the side track. Two cars were ditched and several passengers were
slightly injured. The engineman (63 years old) of the train which
was at fault was not Injured by the accident, but died of apoplexy
the nexl day.

Boston & Maine, Ayer, Mass., rear collision of freight
trains, damaging one engine and a caboose.
The caboose took fire
from the tire in its stove, which was overturned, and with several
cars was burned up. One fireman was injured.
unf, 21st, Western of Alabama, Montgomery, Ala., a passenger
train was derailed at a switch, which it is believed had been maliciously loosened, and one baggage car and one passenger ear were
overturned; 14 passengers were injured, most of them slightly.
*rc, 21st,

unf, 21st, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Riceville, Ark., passenger train No. 3 was derailed at a point where the track had been
weakened by heavy rains and several cars were damaged. Seven
passengers were injured.
re, 22d, Central of New Jersey, Netherwood, N. J., an empty engine, easthound, ran into the rear of a preceding freight train which
was switching on the main track, and four cars were derailed. A
part of the wreck lodged on the westbound track and a westbound
express train ran into it, and the cab of the locomotive and the sides
Four
of all the passenger cars in the train were badly damaged.
employees were injured. There was a dense fog at the time. It is
said that the empty engine had disregarded distant and home signals
set against it
unf, 22d, 1 a. m., Chicago & Eastern Illinois, Hillsdale. Ind., a
freight train drawn by two engines was derailed at a washout, and
both engines and several freight cars were wrecked. One fireman
was killed and four other trainsmen were injured.
*o, 22d, Missouri, Kansas & Texas, Holland, Tex., a private car
in a passenger train too kfire from the range in its kitchen and
was destroyed. The occupants of the car escaped, but lost all of
.

their clothing.
re, 23d, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Glendora, Cal., a local
passenger train, just starting from the station, was run into at the
rear by a following express train, and the rear car was crushed
for half its length. The conductor and 14 passengers were injured,
most of the passengers slightly. The express train approached on
a descending grade, and the danger of a collision was seen by the
conductor of the local, and he had started his train for the purpose
of trying to avoid it.
It is said that a block signal operator gave a
false clear signal to the express.
unf, 24th, Central New England, Ore Hill, Conn., an empty engine ran against a large tree which had fallen across the track and
the cab of the locomotive was wrecked, fatally injuring the fireman
and a brakeman. The tree had been partly cut the day before, preparatory to felling it, and it was held upright by a rope. A high
wind arose in the night and so strained the rope that it gave way,

allowing the tree to fall upon the track.
*rc, 26th, Missouri Pacific, Jefferson City, Mo., a freight train
standing at the station was run into at the rear of a following passenger train and 10 freight cars were badly damaged. The wreck
took fire and was mostly burned up. Of the 200 passengers on the
passenger train many were bruised, but none seriously hurt.
xc, 26th, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Omaha, Neb., a switching engine in the yard backed into the side of a freight train passing on the main track, damaging the engine and wrecking one
rreight car.
The fireman was killed.
xc, 26th, S p. m., Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, Bellville, Tex., a
freight train, moving backward, collided with a switching engine,
damagnig the caboose. The fireman of the switching engine was
badly scalded by steam from the boiler of his engine, which, it is
said, exploded immediately after the collision.
nuf, 20th, 7 p. m., Central Vermont, Bolton, Vt., a passenger
train ran over a misplaced switch and into a side track, and continued some distance on the side track without being derailed, but
on reaching a second facing point switch the engine ran upon one
track and the tender the other, and the tender and two cars were
derailed and fell against some freight cars. The main track switch
had been misplaced, and the lamp changed so that it indicated all
right. It is said that no person was injured.
unx, 27th, 1 a. m., Atlanta & West Point, East Point, Ga., passenger train No. 97 was derailed, and the engine and several cars

The engineman was injured.
a. m., St. Louis & San Francisco, Dora, Ala., passenger train No. 204 was derailed by a broken rail and the baggage
Three passengers and three trainmen were
car was overturned.
were ditched.
dr,

injured.

2Sth,

1

Vox, XL., No.

8.

Southern Railway, Campobello, N. C, a freight
on a grade, was run into at the rear by a
following freight, and the conductor, who is said to have been sleepre, 29th, 4 a. m.,

train

which was

stalled

ing in the caboose,

was

killed.

Shore & Michigan Southern, Doughton, Ohio, butting collision of engines; four trainmen injured.
*bc, 29th, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Edelstein, 111., butting
collision between a passenger train and a freight, wrecking both
engines and several cars. An express car and its contents took fire
and were burned up. Three men were killed and a fourth fatally
injured.
It is said that a block signal operator had slept at his
post and allowed a freight train to pass without being aware of its
be,

2i*t

1

1

.

I.

like

passage.
be, 29th, 11 p. m., Great Northern, Columbia Falls, Mont., butting
collision between westbound passenger train No. 1 and eastbound
passenger train No. 2, damaging the engines and express cars of both

Two

firemen and one express messenger were killed.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, Lexington.
Ind butting collision between passenger train No. 34 and a freight
rain, badly damaging both engines and several cars.
Five trainmen and four passengers were injured.
be, 30th, Seaboard Air Line, Columbia, S. C, butting collision
between northbound passenger train No. 66 and a southbound freight
train, badly damaging both engines and several cars, and wrecking
the mail car. One engineman, one fireman and two mail clerks were
killed and three other trainmen were injured.
eq, 30th, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Laura, 111., passenger
train No. 1 was derailed by a broken wheel, and the first four cars
were overturned. The conductor and two passengers were injured.
unx, 30th, Missouri, Kansas & Texas, Colbert, I. T., a freight
train was derailed and the tender, three freight cars and the caSix passengers were injured, most of them
boose were ditched.
trains.

be, 29th,

,

i

slightly.

m., Delaware & Hudson, Delanson, N. Y., butting
between a passenger train and a train consisting of a
passenger car, occupied by laborers, pushed by a locomotive. One
of the laborers was killed and nine were injured.
xc, 31st, 9 p. m., Delaware & Hudson, Delanson, N. Y., passenger
train No. 85 collided with an empty engine, and one fireman was
be, 31st, 7 a.

collision

killed.

unf, 31st,

Louisville

&

Atlantic,

Foster's, Ky., a freight train

was derailed by running over a cow, and the engine fell down a bank.
The engineman was killed and the fireman and one brakeman were
fatally injured.

Foreign

Railroad

Notes.

The Bavarian State Railroads have increased the privilege of
free traveling for the corps of employees, so that 12 such free trips
Workmen not belonging to the
in a year may be had hereafter.
regular corps of employees may have a pass for their vacation, and
when they have served three years may have passes for four trips
each year.

In 1904 during a drought in Silesia the woods caught fire from
locomotive sparks, and great destruction followed of forests belonging partly to individuals and partly to the Prussian Government.
The amount paid by the railroad department for damages was
$1,050,000, but it received $325,000 for what was left standing after
The most notable fact in the matter is that all claims
the fire.
were settled without litigation.

Two

of the Prussian State Railroad directories (there are 11
have forbidden all employees to drink alcoholic beverages
while on duty. The order of the Minister, in force on all the State
lines, applied only to trainmen and such station and track men
in all)

as affect train service.

Karl von Thielen, for eleven years, until 1902, as Minister of
Works the head of the Prussian State Railroad management, died in Berlin Jan. 10, at the age of 74. Thielen was the
son of an army chaplain, studied law and entered the state servFrom 1867
ice, and as early as 1864 the state railroad service.
to 1880 he was an officer of a railroad company, but returned to the
state service when the government acquired his company's lines,
and in 1S91 succeeded Maybach. under whom the state system was
His funeral was held in one of the
chiefly acquired, as Minister.
Public

great railroad stations of Berlin.

Last October as an express train was standing on main track
at Duisburg, in Prussia, the station assistant signalled line clear
to another express approaching on the same track, the result of
which was a collision with two men killed and two others severely
injured. The station assistant had been in the service since the
age of 14, and had a record as a faithful and trustworthy man.
He recognized his blunder, delivered- himself up, and on trial was
sentenced to four months' imprisonment.
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A liberal extract from the Wallace testimony before the Committee on Interoceanic Canals is printed this week. It is interesting as a historical document, because it shows graphically the tremendous difficulty our government has had and is having in

near Blaney, on the Seaboard Air Line, January 30, where four
trainmen were killed and 2 injured, they say that
"The wreck was caused by the freight crew leaving Blaney sidetrack

organizing the work at Panama on a practical basis.
we think that no one will be disposed to criticise Mr. Wallace after
he has read the testimony. But the meaning of it is broader than
that.
It shows the confusion that must arise when a distinguished
engineer, accustomed to put through construction and executive
enterprises of the first magnitude with undivided responsibility.
does not know whether he has been appointed by a committee, a
commission, Congress, the Secretary of War, the private lawyer of

until both trains Nos. 81

—

—

Incidentally,

the administration, or the President of the United Slates. We have
wo masters
it on the highest authority that a man cannot serve
Mr. Wallace was expected to serve six, and to repent to one or two
other unclassified authorities as well.
We believe firmly that the
Panama Canal is going to be built, and built in a manner creditable
1

we trust most devoutly that the present period
crude and unstable organization will be brought rapidly to a
close.
Great works can be successfully carried through under the
military system of graded responsibility or under the civil system
(if
undivided responsibility; but at Panama we have neither one
thing nor the other, and the pity of it is that so useful a man as
The
Mr, Wallace should have been sacrificed to demonstrate this.
fundamental difficulty seems I o be thai governmonl work is everj
body's business, while Congress, as be representative of everybody
personified, must needs dig up the seed every day or two to see if
Two tilings seem
it
has sprouted, anil bow lasl il is growing.
li>

the United States;

of

i

highly essential at the present state of affairs; thai a simple, defl
nile. and withal ;m honest organization be perfected, and llien Unit
be left alone, for better or tor worse, until II has bad lime in
ii
be measure ol
capacity.
d ei n on si rn !• beyond dOUbl or cavil
I

I

1

1

though South Carolina would have to have a Ian
forbidding the working of trainmen excessive hours, tor the state
Railroad Commissioners who conden
the practice In a report
mi
collision a tew months ago (Branchville, April 2; Railroad tin
.//.'. May 2b. page r>7::, and
November ::. page 116) are now com
ami to conclude thai their
polled to reporl on a similar ease again
warning has not been heeded
Reporting eii
butting colli Ion
it

looks as

i

.i

.

.i

Tie-

against orders.

crew had orders to remain in the sidetrack ai Blaney
and 66 had passed— train No. 81 going south, and

No. 06 going north.

"However, we must condemn the practice of working crews as long as the
The testimony clearlj shows
crew of extra freight No. 658 were worked.
Conductor Sondlej
that this crew was on duty for 2."> hours and 32 mlrutes.
of the extra freight No. 658, admitted that lie was asleep mid thai all of his
mill
crow were asleep while tile freight was ill the sidctracU at l'.lalley
We believe that the
iilesi ami that they thought train No. 0b had passed.
whole crew was asleep, thus losing sight of the fact that two trains were to
Tins is the second serious wreck which has occurred
pass Instead of one
within a year on account of the overworking of crews on freight trains, and
we must condemn this practice, not only because it endangers the lives of the
crews, but ..ii ace. mil of Hie danger to the traveling pill. lie."
."..".

I

This case illustrates the wisdom of the rule of the Great-Western
Railway of England, mentioned in our issue of February Hi. page
146, that trainmen must be relieved after a certain number of hours.
even if the relieving men have to be sent out to pick up the train at
some point on the road. There was a provision against overwork on
the Seaboard Air Line, but it appears that it was not adequate or
was nol carried out. According to the report, the conductor, Lv
asked if conductors have not a contract with the railroads that
niter being on duly a certain number Of hours a rest can be de
manded, replied that a rest can be demanded only at terminals, and
then only after registering that res! was needed, lie -aid be asked
the operator al Cassatl to request despatcher at Raleigh to make
work between Cassatl ami Columbia as light as posslbli
Tie
« weir worn out, and that the despatcher replied "O, K."
b: crews, stated
despatcher, when asked about rules demandini n
,

i

.

I

thai

Conductor Sondlej was correel

In

stating thai

manded al terminals, bul thai no rule stated
demanded al other points, and thai "verj tn

thai

qui ntly

in be de
could nol be

est

real

t

li

and be alwayi grants such requests, allow
in
trains to take Biding and remain .bad until sul!
<t
bad been made "I him by the
been mtiiiv.I bj 'lew
No re
ir be had received such a request be »
freight crey tor rest.
Such req
have ordered them to He up at Borne iwltch,
the train master."
\
oi
generally made to the superintended
be lb
n that trainmen cm
h
which once more enl

quests tor

,

re

I

ordei

i
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variably depended cm to carry out proper rest-rules any more than
we can depend for safety from collision on enginemen's regard for
tlie safety of their own lives,
Conductors and brakemen will take

Vol.

XL...

No.

risks to make a little
nc; and ongiuemen will lake risks for the
sake of saving time or of avoiding the unpleasant duty of defending
an act, however well justified, which has produced unpleasant re

urged thai the new mortgage toi $200,000,000 to Cund the obllga
lions incurred in thit expansion and to provide for future require
ments could just as well have been negotiated if Messrs, .J. P.
Morgan & Co. had been less closely affiliated with the property, but
this is by no means certain.
So, too, when John W. Gati
d<
cend
ed upon the
ouisville & Nashville like ihe wolf on the fold, and a

suits.

serious

I

was pending as the result of the sale of unlisted
which was not a good delivery, this same bouse, through its
intimate railroad connections, was able not only to assume the con
tracts but lo place the property out of harm's way.
In theory,
If
the directors of ' railroad concern content themselves with
working the property and planning its finances, the bankers can
co-operate wholly from the outside, but in practice it is often
most helpful to have their interest greater than this.
In short, at the present stage of American development and
doubtless for very many years to come, the relation between the
railroad and the banker will have to be a very close one, and it
may fairly be asked whether it is not better that this relation
There are perils both ways.
should be frank and acknowledged.
The attitude of the banker-director must be such that he engenders
no shadow of suspicion due to the fact that he is at once a member of the railroad board and of the firm which is primarily
interested in the company's securities.
But there is nothing impossible in such a relation.
The more immediate question raised
by Messrs. Kuhn, Loeb & Co. deals with the ability of the bankerdirector to direct, and this would seem to be chiefly a question of
fact.
We have never heard Charles H. Coster spoken of as a
dummy director, in spite of the many and complex interests with
which he was connected.
Yet the recent resignations are thoroughly in line with the great awakening of the public conscience
in corporate matters: the attitude of the firm, based as it is on a
question of fact, is above criticism, and should do much to
eliminate from railroad boards all over the country the element
that does not belong there, and is a hindrance, physical and moral,
When railroad directto the Dest development of the properties.
orates are honest and efficient it does not matter much whether
their membership includes bankers, lawyers, engineers, or ministers
panic

stock

Though

Carolina commissioners justly condemn the
men, for which error the company is responsible.
they Just as clearlj place the chief blame for the collision on the
men in charge of the freight train, where it rightly belongs. For
these men, however tired they may have been, or however lonj; or
soundly they may have slept, were awake when they committed
their fatal error.
The conductor admits giving the order to proceed, and the engineman must have been awake to start his engine,
'and, besides, he did some switching before starting.
This engineman was killed, so that we do not know much about his acts or
mental processes, but for a man to assume or conclude that two
trains have passed while he has been asleep, or even partially asleep,
without any positive evidence as to the time or times, or other circumstances, indicates grave mental or moral delinquency.
One
brakeman claims to have told the engineman that the opposing
passenger train had not arrived. This brakeman expected the collision, and got the front brakeman to go back with him to the caboose.
One can imagine circumstances where it would be easy to
accept excuses for sleeping while a train is lying on a side track,
but it is utterly impossible to excuse taking chances on the main
track, after waking. This case indicates that the superintendent ot
this division not only has a duty in the matter of regulating the
working hours of his trainmen, but also in regulating their habits
of mind; that is to say, their respect for rules and their sense of
the South

overworking

ol

responsibility.

BANKER-DIRECTORS.
The retirement

members

Kuhn. Loeb & Comin which the
firm has long been directly represented can be traced more or
less directly to the recent insurance investigation.
It
was Mr.
of

pany from the boards

of the firm of

of directors of the

railroads

Jacob H.

Schiff, the senior partner in the firm, who at the time of
the Equitable disclosures spoke out strongly against the present
system of directorship in great corporations. His view was that

many

of

the gospel!

SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE CHESAPEAKE & OHIO CASE
much what was actually
Commerce Commission

decided in the recent case
against the Chesapeake &
Ohio, as what was implied, that has excited comment and surmise on
all sides.
The ease was what the lawyers call one of first impresIt was interesting
sion. There were no precedents exactly in point.
and important for this reason alone, to go no further into the merits
It

is

not so

not in most instances had come to be
considered a negligible quantity by the executive officers.
This
statement was coincident with Mr. Schiff's resignation from the
board of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.
The firm's own
explanation of the more recent action is as follows:

of the Interstate

"The reason for this step is the steadily increasing difficult; which the
members of the firm have been experiencing in meeting the demands of their
own business and at the same time giving the necessary time and attention

Any case that calls forth from the Supreme
Court of the United States the admission that there are no authorities on the question to be decided is an epoch-making decision because it develops the law and removes its confines a degree further
It catches
into the domain of untried and undetermined questions.
and chains for the common uses of the law those nebulous, wandering and fugacious problems that refuse to emerge from the clouds
of doubt until held and fixed by a solution of the court of last resort.
Here the exact point decided was that the Chesapeake & Ohio
could not deliver to the New Haven coal purchased or mined by
itself, at less than the cost of the coal and the transportation
charges in its published tariff. And the reason given by the court
is that if this could be lawfully done, it would open a way to ship
at less rates for one person than for another, and so nullify the
prohibition against discrimination in rates. The cfturt accordingly
holds that the arrangement was unlawful, and being so neither side
The consolation to the Chesapeake &
could or should enforce it.
Ohio must be that it thereby escapes a loss of $100,000 on its deal
with the New Haven, while the latter may comfort itself with the
reflection that, after all, its profitable contract with the Chesapeake
& Ohio was really unlawful, and it did very well to have gotten so

the director

to the

in

if

performance of their duties as directors

of corporations."

This is undoubtedly one reason, and a good one, for the step.
In the Railroad Gazette of October 20, 1905. under the title, "What
Should Directors Direct." English and American systems of railroad directorship were contrasted and a plea was made that the

American director should not be expected
tailed

oversight

On

England.

technical

to

the other hand,

it

was

said

the minute
was expected

to give

departments that

in that

editorial,

dein

that

the highest duty and most serious responsibility of directors was in
appointing officers, in promoting from the inside so far as possible,
in

making

ciently

or reforming the organization so that

it

will

work

effi-

and

without friction, in watching intelligently the result
of the officers' work, and in infusing enthusiasm and loyalty.
It is easy to see how members of a firm of bankers, a single

—

department of whose business— that of bond sales is said to have
to half a billion dollars during the last year, may find
it hard to give the time demanded for this ideal of American

amounted
railroad

Yet

directorship.

there

of the controversy.

is another side to the work of the banker-director
which is so vital to the conduct of an American railroad that it
would indeed be rash to say that Kuhn, Loeb & Co. have taken the
only ethical position.
There is no country in the world where
the capital needs of the transportation system are as urgent and
as changeable as in the United States.
When the Southern Railway was reorganized in 1894. a mortgage for $120,000,000 was
placed upon it to provide for the requirements of a long series of

before this unsatisfactory interruption.
plain principle here involved and decided is that
a carrier may not charge less than its published rates by producing,
or dealing in, the subject of transportation.
The court has not actually decided that a carrier may not engage in any business except that of transportation, but then there

as then anticipated.
Since that time it has doubled its
mileage and nearly trebled its gross earnings per mile. It may be

ditions in respect to the period

years,

far along with

it

The broad and

are

some necessary implications on

engaged would do well
in

to

this- subject

consider.

when

which the roads

so

We

are confronted with concarriers first became involved

such outside business and then again in respect

to the charters

Makcii
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which authorize it. Some of these railroads acquired the right or
exercised the power of such dealing hefore the Interstate Commerce
Law was passed, while others did so after that. Some roads claim
the privilege by virtue of early charters, granted generously and
readily in times when the abuses of them were neither imagined nor
realized. And such roads claim immunity from disturbance in their

up by vain hopes, doomed to disappointment. Equally unavoidable
the conclusion that those railroads who are engaged in any other
business than that of transportation will eventually have to choose
between that other business and interstate transportation. For a
carrier that ships its own merchandise over its own road will, by an

charter rights, notwithstanding changes in state constitutions, on
the ground that corporate charters are contracts between the state
and the companies chartered, and so inviolable under the federal
constitution. Those carriers, whose charters, though equally favor-

and thus accomplish the

able, are neither so ancient nor so entrenched, still claim that their
corporate privileges cannot be abridged for reasons as applicable to
them as to their more venerable fellows.

Through the haziness surrounding such differing conditions, and
the claims attending them, there shines the light of one or two
fixed principles which may show a way out of these perplexing
questions.

doctrine so often promulgated and
no state may pass any law or confer

First, there is the

so freely acknowledged, that

any right in conflict with the constitution that binds all the states,
or with any law of Congress passed by the authority of that in-

And there is yet another principle, not so
vincible instrument.
often pronounced, nor so familiarly known, but equally fixed and
essential, that every measure of Congress passed under the mandate
of the constitution requires the subjection and abandonment of all
rights or privileges inconsistent with it, however inveterate or law-

may theretofore have been. Even those most injuriously
by the application of these powerful and pervasive princiFor what
ples must realize the cogency and necessity of them.
is essential to the welfare of the whole state compels the acquies-

ful they

affected

cence of

would seem

does not permit one to pursue a course where his interest

is con-

where duty may be so
easily, secretly and effectually sacrificed to interest, the ban of
prohibition will ultimately and accurately extend to the cause which
stantly opposed to his duty, and especially

tends to produce such forbidden results.
This development and extension of the decision under view
may not proceed rapidly or by a regular and measurable progression.

Events of large import succeed each other, sometimes quickly, at
other times with inexplicable tardiness. On the whole, it is doubtless true that development of law is slow, and wisely slow, that
interests affected may gradually adjust themselves to the new conditions without the loss and confusion that a whirlwind of change
would entail. But the law, if it advances slowly, at least never

What

progress it makes, it never surrenders, and where
and the occasion urgent, and opportune, the advance is as expeditious as it is timely and salutary. If, emboldened
by its success in this case, the Interstate Commerce Commission
should ask the court to prohibit the coal roads from dealing in
coal as incompatible with the duties of interstate carriers, the questions here suggested would be presented for decision. And then we
should doubtless know what now we may merely believe.
recedes.

the

way

is

clear

Report of the

And thus that the rights of carriers arose prior to the Interstate
Commerce Act, seems quite immaterial on the question whether they
survive the passage of that Act.

by an entirely different

test:

That question

Do those

is -to

be determined

rights conflict with the law?

Those carriers who claim under ancient charters may occupy impregnable positions against attacks by the state granting such charNo
ters, and yet be helpless and defenceless under a federal law.
state by its constitution or its statute can grant a right inconsistent
with the constitution of the United States or repugnant to any
power granted thereby to Congress. It is immaterial whether a
state charter is safe from state attack, or that such charter was
granted prior to the exercise by Congress of any power conferred
upon it. All state charters must, under the principles above stated,
be held to have been granted subject to the exercise by Congress of
And those powers do not originate as
its constitutional powers.
of the date of the statute exercising them, but of the date of the
constitution itself, which, in contemplation of law, no charter may
transcend, precede or withstand. The Haddock and Coxe cases, decided by the Interstate Commerce Commission, seem to authorize
the inference that the fact that a carrier was, prior to the enactment of the Interstate Commerce law, authorized by charter to be
a dealer in commodities transported by it, exempts such carrier
from the operation of the decision before us. But it will be found,
we think, when this question is directly presented that, such position
will not and cannot in the nature of things be sustained.

An erroneous decision long undisturbed and frequently recognized becomes in time a rule of property, which the higher courts
are loth to abrogate. Hut this reluctance docs not extend to subverting the uniform policy of the nation, and when such rule works out
results hostile to that policy the courts

have

not.

stroy the rule in order to preserve the policy.
cisions are binding,

if

at

all,

only upon

hesitated to de-

At

best,

the courts, and

such deIf they

—

evince too much conservatism and their faults lean on that side of
virtue the legislature may at. any time change such bad, case-mado
law, to conform to its general policy.
From these considerations we are hound to cnnrludc that those
carriers

evil that the

Illinois

Railroad and Warehouse Commission.

to follow

a necessary and fundamental presumption that all rights are
granted subject to the constitution and the powers to be exercised
by Congress for the benefit of all the people. Such rights therefore
are to be considered as accepted upon the condition that, when inconsistent with a statute subsequently enacted, they must be at
once and forever abandoned.

—

a shipper,
law forbids; and as the law

irresistible temptation, discriminate in favor of itself as

all its citizens.

that it matters little in determining
the survival of a right inconsistent with a law of Congress, that
such right arose prior thereto. In considering such questions, it i9
It

is

who claim exemption from

the results of this Interesting

decision by virtue of their charters antedating the Interstate Commerce Act. or being Invulnerable from state assault, are buoyed

The thirty-fifth annual report of the Illinois Railroad and Warehouse Commission for the year ending June 30, 1905, recently transmitted to the Governor, again directs attention to the fact that Illinois continues to have the largest mileage of main track of steam
roads of any state in the country. The total mileage of main line
and branches was 11,637, an increase of 108 miles over the previous
year.
The total mileage of all classes of tracks was 20,065. The
total capital per mile of road is $60,271. which is slightly less than
the year before. Casualties showed a considerable increase, 66 passengers being killed, or one for every 811.322 carried, and 707 were
injured, or one in every 75,739 carried.
The total income of all steam roads within the state from opera
tion was $150,632,745, an increase over the previous year of $10.-"
883.353.
The total income from passenger service, including mails
and express, was $38,845,522. Freight service yielded $8S, 406.542
and unclassified earnings were $9,178,296. The total number of revThe
enue earning passengers was 53.547,290, an increase of 39.o:»Average distance each passenger was carri 'd was 32.7 miles, and
the average amount received per passenger was 59 cents. The average amount earned per mile of line by passenger service was $3.1 76.
an increase per mile of $253.
The revenue freight tons were 123,584,087. The average haul
per ton was 111.6 miles, the average amount received per ton 75
There
cents, and the freight earnings per mile of road $7.0S6.
was an increase of 1,556 tons of freight hauled and an increase in
the average distance hauled of 9.9 miles, while the average amount
received for each ton was decreased 1 cent. The operating expenses
per mile of road show a decrease of $44, while the net earnings
per mile of road increased $230. Figures for furl consumption show
an average of 101 lbs. per mile in passenger service ami 16S lbs.
per mile in freight service. The total consumption for all services
was

S. 049, 595

A

tons.

further marked

shown

in the mileage of Inter
surface electric and elevated
lines, exclusive of street railways, was 7i;:: mile:-, an Increase over
The total capitalization per mile
the previous year of 176 miles.
of road of these classes of roads, which in 1901 was {222,616, de
creased to $193,338. This high figure is due iii the extremely high

increase is

The

urban electric roads.

total

for

capitalization of the Chicago elevated roads, which is $2,062,867
per mile, against $82,694 for the surface road
An increase in Income of $682,383 is Bhown, the total being
$10,364,559.
Of this $863,688 was for freight Bervlce. Special refer
ence is made in the repori to the Increasing volume of bu
The faol
of these lines in the transportation of package freight.
that the Interurban lines are engaged In transportation business
to recom
exactly similar to the steam roads cau e thi
mend that all laws applicable to steam roads be made bj law equally
applicable to the Interurban
led
ous. of which
The Interurban ami elevated road
Onlj three were passengers, seven were employees and 10 "others."
1

1

This

is

n

is

,1

1

seven leas than the prevlou
ui one more
ba a th<
,

1

li

otal

ear,

number

injui ed
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Hebrew drummer whose

Pressed Steel Car Company.
covering the calendar year L906,
shows profits of $1,106,901, against a loss of $707,111 the previous
year, and profits of $2,768,897 in 1903— clear evidence of the fluctuating conditions recently prevailing in the car building industry.
During the three years the 7 per cent, dividend on the preferred
After the $875,000 required for this
stock has been maintained
payment ami $175,000 charged off for depreciation, in 1905 there
surplus of $5(1.9011, contrasting with a deficit of $2,037, HI
was left
in 1904.
The total surplus, including profit and loss surplus carried

The seventh annual

report,

;i

$2,588,776 in 1905, against $2.531, 871 in 1904 and $4,568,985
sales for 1905 were $19,357,821'.. nearly $15,000,000
greater than for 1904, when they were only $4,498,268. far the
Sixty per cent, of the
smallest figure in the company's history.
gross sales for the past year were made in the last five months.
The Pennsylvania Car Wheel Company, one of the subsidiary companies, during the year acquired a majority of the stock of the
over,

was

in 1903.

The gross

Company,

which

controls the Central
plants at
McKees Rocks,
A new departure in
Pa., adjacent to the Pressed Steel works.
the company's business is the construction of separate works, now
During 1905 the
almost completed, for building passenger cars.
first all-steel street railway car was built for the Metropolitan
Street Railway, of New York City.
Gross sales of the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company for
Net profits of this company are not
the year were $7,563,194.
On the
given, but from them a 6 per cent, dividend was paid.
whole, the statistics given in the report are most meagre. The brief
summary of the various allied companies may be worth repetition:
The Pressed Steel Car Company has works at Allegheny, Pa.,
and McKees Rocks, Pa., with a capacity of about 150 all-steel or
Its new steel passenger
steel and wood composite cars per day.
car shops are to have a capacity of 750 cars per year.

Pennsylvania Malleable
Car Wheel Company.

Both

have

The Western Steel Car & Foundry Company has works at Hegewisch (Chicago), 111., and Anniston, Ala., with a capacity of about
100 cars per day.
The Canada Car Company, Limited, whose plant has just been
completed at Montreal, has a capacity of 6,000 freight and 150
passenger cars per year.
The Pennsylvania Car Wheel Company's foundries at Allegheny.
Pa., have a capacity of 250,000 car wheels per year.
The Pennsylvania Malleable Company and Central Car Wheel
Company have a capacity of 23,000 tons of iron, steel and malleable
castings and 100,000 car wheels per year.
The subjoined table gives the gross as well as net earnings and
surplus for the year in each of the seven years since the company's
organization:
Gross sales.
$19,357,826

1P05
1904
1903
1902

4.498,268
26,601,249
33.883,519
23,032,491
22,540,115
14,108,212

1901

1900
ls'.i'.i

•Loss.

Net earnings.
$1,106,901
»707,111
2,768.897
4,578.114
1,927,925
2,075,181
2.237,000

Surplus.
f

$56,901
2.037*111
1,008.897
2,903,114

409,290
1,200,181

612,000

tDeflcit.

President Carroll D. Wright, of Clark College. Worcester, Mass..
an authority on political economy and. therefore, is to be listened to when he speaks on a subject in that field. In a lecture before his class in statistics and social economics on "Efforts Made
by States to Regulate Industry," he is reported to have said recently:
"If I am a minister of the Gospel and I go to a ticket
office and ask for a ticket at half price, and get it, just why should
I
preach against rebates next Sunday? Ethically, there is no difference hetween John D. Rockefeller getting a discount on the
transportation of his oil and the Christian Endeavor Society going
to San Francisco for a convention at wholesale rates.
We damn
the one, and some seem to wish the damning to extend beyond
this earth; but we applaud the other for doing the same thing."
One reason why the preacher should not talk about rebates in his
pulpit is that the question has no place in preaching.
Rebates
may or may not be immoral; and even when presumably immoral
are surrounded by so many difficult questions that they can be
discussed with profit only where all sides can have their say. But
the preacher who accepts a rebate and then denounces Rockefeller
is the person aimed at, we suppose; and it must be that Dr. Wright
has been misquoted. Surely, he must recognize the difference between an open rebate made to clergymen on the basis of the general public sentiment that they are debarred from accumulating
wealth, and a secret rebate paid to a big shipper to aid him in
killing off small shippers. As for the San Francisco convention,
the railroads earnestly desire the privilege of reducing rates on

is

certain occasions of that kind, in order to increase the profits
of their business; would Dr. Wright forbid them?
It is true that
Christians who do not endeavor may seem to be discriminated
against; but have any of them ever complained? Possibly they
deserve the punishment, for not belonging to the society!
The

Vol.

visit

to

California

happens

XI...

to

No.

9

tuned

be

for the convention date ought to have his interests attended
but perhaps he knows enough to attend to them himself!

to

The latest decision issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission, prepared by Commissioner Prouty, affords a fine example
of fruitless government activity. The New Haven road has decided
that through rates on oil from Pittsburg to New England points
are so low thai it prefers to go without the business to give It

—

freely to its competitors, and on business to local non-competitive
points to charge local rates for its own part of the haul. It would
seem that ordinarily this ought to be the privilege of any carrier.
But the course taken by the New Haven greatly favors the Standard
Oil Company and the Commission virtually declares it against public

policy; but finally has to decide that nothing can be done to remedy
the alleged injustice.
The case is that of the Fred <!. Clark Company against the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and others, and
the Waverly Oil Works against the Pennsylvania and others, the
New York, New Haven & Hartford being the principal defendant.
The New Haven participates in through rates to New England
points on other traffic generally.
The Standard Oil Company
brings crude oil by pipe line to its seaboard refineries and sends
the refined oil and the products by tank steamers to distiibuting
stations at Wilson Point. India Point, New London and East Boston.
From the distributing stations the oil and products are
Independent shippers like
shipped out locally to interior points.
complainants, are obliged to send shipments by rail to the same
destinations.
The Commission holds that the combination rates
on petroleum and its products from Cleveland aid Pittsburg to
points reached by tne New Haven Company result in unjust rates:
that the refusal to participate in through rates is unreasonable,
and that the situation is such as to operate greatly to the advantage
of the Standard Oil Company.
But there is no competitive relation
between petroleum and its products on the one baod r.nd other
articles of traffic on the other, and the failure to provide joint rates
on petroleum, while maintaining joint rates on other traffic, does
The Act to
not constitute wrongful preference and advantage.
regulate commerce does not authorize the Commission to compel
the establishment of joint rates, and therefore, notwithstanding
the rates complained of are held unjust and the general shipping
situation is such as to work a practical monopoly :n favor of the
Standard Oil Company, the Commission ho! It' that it is without
authority to grant relief in these cases.

A committee representing the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers appeared before the New York State Railroad Commission
the other day and, according to a New York city paper, protested
against the practice on several of the railroads hereabout of sending out light engines such as inspection engines which stop along
It is asserted that this
the lines and fail to send out flagmen.
practice is likely to lead to accidents and confuses the engineers
Commissioner Dickey, who acted as chairof the regular trains.
man, said that he would do everything in his power to stop the
practice.
The committee also protested against the Priest flange
scraper, "a mechanical contrivance attached to locomotives for the
purpose of cleaning rust and dirt from the sides of rails." The
engineers are reported as saying that the contrivance is dangerous.
This "news" has the ear marks of a fictitious issue. The protest
looks like a divertisement, the preparation of which served to while
away an hour which otherwise would have been dull. We hate
to think unkind thoughts, but find it hard to assign any more sensible motive for the first protest than that of helping the brakemen to put in a few more days next month though friendliness
between enginemen and brakemen is a commendable thing. If
Commissioner Dickey desires to do everything possible not merely to please his visitors but to promote safety, he will do well
to require that the offending railroads, if he can find them, shall
protect each light engine which has to stop between stations by
holding all following trains at the last preceding station until the
That is the
light engine reports at the next following station.
simplest cure for this kind of complaint. It will make the flagman unnecessary. As regards the second protest, the query naturally arises whether the intelligence of the complainers concerning the behavior of the flanger is not. perhaps, of the same quality
as that which the reporter displays in describing it!

—

—

In the 1.236 columns of news that have been telegraphed from
Washington, within the past two or three months, on the "Rate
question," the funniest item is that of last Saturday reporting Sen-

Elkins' proposition for helping the coal mine operators of
Virginia, who have complained that the railroads discriminate against them. Senator Elkins says that he would have voted
in committee for the Hepburn bill as it came from the House [without the much discussed court review provision] if the committee

ator

West

had allowed one amendment which he had proposed and which

Makcii
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vitally affected the interests of his state,

ment was as

West

Virginia.

This amend-

follows:

containing illustrations and brief descriptions of
general line of machinery, including coaling devices of various
types, coal crocket's and buckets, pulley blocks and sheaves, "Stevedore" rope, cable railways, steam and electric hoisting engines, overhead power trolleys, scales, industrial railways and cars and electric

page pamphlet
its

That carriers of interstate commerce shall, upon application, put in all
necessary switches to meet wants of shippers, make prompt connections and
operating arrangements with connecting branch or lateral lines, reasonable
and just division of through rates and make reasonable and just allowana s
to connecting, laterat or branch tines for originating freight.

locomotives.

The queer feature is in the last two words. At this distance from
the Senate chamber an allowance to a lateral line for "originating"

CONTRIBUTIONS

freight seems to be translatable in only one way; it is a rebate
to a coal shipper who has a short track from the railroad to his

have been imposed upon by
some one of his neighbors who is in the coal business and who
wishes to be able to do business o la Hutchinson salt works. Who
would ever have suspected that the universal absolutely universal
denunciation of rebates that has filled the ears of the public for
the past 15 months would culminate in a bill to legalize rebates
in almost the worst form that could be imagined?

The honorable Senator seems

mine.

—

NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

—

The Earning Power of Railroads Edition of 1906. Compiled and edited bv
Floyd W. Mundv. of Jas. II. Ollphant & Co., 20 Broad St., New York.
Price, $2.

is

a handbook of tables and notes showing facts as to earn-

ings, capitalization, dividends, mileage, etc., of 125 railroads in the

United States and Lanada. The introductory chapters deal with the
general theory of a railroad annual report, viewed from the standpoint of the investor, as a means df determining what the property
is worth and what it can earn.
A number of convenient rules of
thumb are given, together with qualifications of their use. The principal part of the book is devoted to an analysis of the annual reports of the roads included, giving through a series of years the
principal facts which the banker and investor wishes to know.
There are over a hundred pages of notes at the end of the book
devoted to roads whose statistics are not wholly self-explanatory.
This is a very convenient book to have on the desk for ready reference.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
In 1894, the Master Car Builders Association, for convenience in the liland preservation of pamphlets, catalogues, specifications, etc., adopted a
of standard sizes.
The advantages of conforming to these sizes have
been recognized, not only by railroad men, but outside of railroad circles, and
many engineers make a practice of immediately consigning to the waste basket
all catalogues that do not come within a very narrow margin of these standard
1

ing

number

They are given here in order that the size of the publications of this
which are noticed under this head, may In
npared with the standards,
may be known whether they conform thereto.

sizes.

kind,
iind

it

Standards.
Postal-card circulars
.'
Pamphlets and trade catalogues
.

I.

.

3%
31/2

.

<;

9

Specifications

and

letter

paper

8^4

in.

by

"by
"
"
"

GYs

in.

fi

by 9
by 12
by 10%

"
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Economizers. Bulletin No. 128 entitled "Economizers," in the
Sturtevant Engineering Series, has recently been issued by the B.
This publication briefly outlines
F. Sturtevant Co., Boston, Mass.
the essential features of an economizer, displays the advantages of
the Sturtevant type with staggered pipes and metalto-metal joints,
and by means of well selected photographs clearly illustrates the
important parts of these machines.

—

Railroad and Contractors' Supplies. The Kalamazoo Railway
Supply Co., Kalamazoo, Mich., is sending out an advance bulletin
to be followed shortly by complete catalogue No. 14.
The bulletin
shows a few of the important specialties made by this company,
including a variety of hand, push and velocipede cats, cattle-guards,
track jacks, levels and drills, water tanks and pumping engines.
The bulletin is 7V4 in. x 10 14 in., and has 40 pages.
Bolt Critters.
Co., Tiffin, Ohio,

— Bulletin

issued by Hie National Machinery
and illustrates the national single
Samples of work threaded on these machines

No.

10,

fully describes

bolt cutting machine.

The Bismarck Bridge

to

—

This
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are shown and the detailed illustrations el' the various parts el
the machine are remarkably good and clearly illustrate Hie principal
features of the mechanism.

of the

Northern

Pacific.

New Haven, Conn., Feb. 26, 1906.
To the Editor of the Rajxroap Gazette:
In your issue of February 23 I note a misstatement in your
article on the new Bismarck bridge of the Northern Pacific Railway, more particularly relating to the rectification of the east
pier of this bridge, which had moved 44 in. toward the river from
Mr. George S. Morison was called into
its established location.
consultation and furnished plans and estimates which provided for
tearing down the old pier and rebuilding it in its proper position, but these plans were not used, and the actual method of
rectification adopted was one designed by the writer and carried
out under the immediate direction of Mr. W. L. Darling, the present
Chief Engineer of the Northern Pacific, who was then Assistant
Chief Engineer.

examination demonstrated that the pier was moving on a
of coal about 5 ft. below the concrete base
The movement was due to very unusual conditions, as it was found that in some remote time a large section
of the bluff parallel with the bank of the river had broken off
and slid to the bottom of the slope. Surface material washing
down from the bluff masked this condition and entirely concealed
Subsequently, reservoirs for the Bismarck water works
its nature.
were constructed on the high bluff at the east end of the bridge.
Leakage from this reservoir, following the natural seams of the
stratified blue clay, was intercepted by the fallen mass, setting
up a hydrostatic pressure estimated at 7,000 lbs. per lineal foot,
extending for a distance of about 1,500 ft. This pressure, in conjunction with the deepening of the river bed caused by scouring,
caused the mass to move on the plane of the thin coal seam toward
the river channel, carrying with it the bridge pier.
A deep ditch and tunnel were driven at low water level in
order to drain away the water. Observations extending over a
period of two years demonstrated that the movement had practically ceased, and it was then decided to attempt Hie rectification
The old pier, 100 ft. high, and weighing 1,250 tons, was
of the pier.
undermined by parallel galleries which were refilled with concrete
and provided with roller planes of old rails, between which 2-in.
solid steel rods were placed, which ultimately supported the entire
weight of the pier and one end of the 400-ft. span. The new base
block thus constructed was built on the original center, with its
base 13 ft. below that of the old foundation. Strong machine
screws, 4 /. in. in diameter, provided with capstan heads, were then
attached to the upper line of rails, reacting on the lower base block.
The capstan heads, 10 in number, were revolved by means of oak

An

slippery 1-in. seam
block of the pier.

1

capstan bars or levers.
The work progressed satisfactorily at first, and the pier had
been moved 5 in. toward its original center when a local slide of
The fricthe material from the slope of the excavation occurred.
tion of the steel roller bearings was so little that, while the amount
of sliding material was not large, its pressure was sufficient to
cause a rapid movement of the pier back to its old center, thus
accomplishing in a few seconds the work which it litis been expected
would require at least 24 hours to complete. This unexpected incident caused the utmost consternation at the time, but resulted most
fortunately, as the pier stopped within '_• in. of the calculated
center.
It should be explained that the expansion rollers fur the Brst
and second long spans were on the nexl adjacent river pier, and
Tin anchor
thai the two spans had been lied together with rods
bulls on the riist pier had been removed and Hie bedplate well lubricated to permit the pier to nunc under the
All interstices between the rollers ami the openings left be
tween the two base blocks were subsequently refilled with concrete,
mil both surfaces were dowelled together i>\ steel rails embedded
in concrete masonry.
| he remedy appeared to be entirelj efficacious, ami do furthi
Bui In
ome manner Hie
movement was noted for several yeai
drain pipe mentioned above became clogged, with tin- result that
ed which threw
an accumulating pressure eii tin- piei wa
out of line slightly,
The pressure was relieved bj excavating the
.

Dump Cars ami
New York, eastern

Rail Cars.
Benjamin Watson, 66
representative of the Smith Haitimore Steel Car & Foundry Co., has just issued a 10-page folder
containing Illustrations and general dimensions of its complete line
of narrow and standard t;:ige roiitniclors dump cars.

Contractors

Beaver

street,

a neat B6 pane catalogue issued by the tngeraollYork, describes and Illustrates the various designs
and uses of the Ingersoll-Sergeani rock drills. A numbei of types
of both steam and power-driven air compressors are also illustrated.

Rook

Rand

Drills,

Co.,

New

i

i

II

i

material back of the pier
the plans ami calculations tor the work were made bj Mr 9
Mr W C Smith •
Ineer.
Bratager, Principal \
iietii
k. h. m'hi n«i
Engineer in chai ge
Fourth Vice-President, N'ew Vnrk, Ne« Haven I Hartford
<

Coaling

The

('.

VV.

Plants,

Hunt

Co.,

Hoisting

West

Engines, Industrial Rail-ways,
Brighton, New Vork, semis

New

etc.

.

a

I
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ford division in 1872. From 1874 to 1881 he was Engineer of Main
Way of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, being appointed Clili'f Kngineci nn the luttei dale
He leaves the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad with the
very best wishes of all who knew him and admire his great ability,
and with the sincere desire that he may enjoy many years of good
health ami happiness which lie so richly deserves.

tenance of

of William II. Brown from the position
Engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company on February 28,
aftei having reached the age of 70 years, the Penn
sylvania Railroad lias losl the services of one of its most efficient
and trusted offii
Mr. Brown ha
itinually "al It" for the past 40 years,
Ice]
and by his untiring efforts and devotion to his profession, he has
become so well versed with the physical characteristics of the
great railroad system in which he has played such a prominent
part, thai he can draw diagrams from memory of the alinement,
stations, and crossings id' nearly every mile of the main lines.
His brain is a vast storehouse of fails and anecdotes of his work
and experiences during his many years of active life. Not only
has he an unusual memory, but he has also one of the most active
minds that one often meets, and he can grasp a proposition and
His motto has always been, "1 will never
solve it in .short order.
put off until to-morrow what I can do to-day." Whenever a new
line was to be laid out or a change of line made, he entered into
the work with all his heart, and did not rest until he had completed it. All he wanted was the order to go ahead, and he produced the results. He has always been
a hard worker, and frequently has said.
during unusually busy times, that there
were not enough hours in the day for
him.
It must have been a great satisfaction to President A. J. Cassatt to have
such a man for chief engineer during
the last few years when the Pennsylvania Railroad has been expanding so
rapidly, straightening and four-tracking
its main lines, and building low grade

With the retirement

of Chief

I

I,

Mr. Cassatt, who is without an equal as a fearless, progressive,
clear-headed railroad man, found in Mr.
Brown just the person to put into execution and rush the various improvements that have helped to make the
Pennsylvania Railroad the system that
freight lines.

it

is to-day.

E.

President Hadley on the Hepburn
In its external form the Hepburn
interstate commerce, which passed the

bill

for

U.

TEMP]

l

Bill.*

the

regulation of

House at the beginning of
February, varies very greatly from the Eseh-Townsend bill of a
year ago.
Practically, however, then' is only one important point
The Eseh-Townsend bill provided for the creation of
of difference.
a court which would, among other things, afford a speedy and uniform means of hearing appeals from the commissioners' decisions.
bill attempts to put these decisions into effect without
the intervention of such a court, and to limit rather than facilitate
the right of appeal by making the decision of the commission itself
final on all questions of fact.
One of the criticisms made against
the Eseh-Townsend bill was that it
provided for two trials of every case
one before the commissioners, another
before the special railroad court which
that bill created.
In the Boston Transcript of April 1, 1905, the present
writer urged that a single hearing in
the railroad court was better than two
successive hearings by two different
kinds of bodies.
Mr. Hepburn's committee desires to avoid the double hearing, but it undertakes to do it by eliminating the court instead of the commission.
There is reason to fear that this
plan will not work.
In the years 1871 and 1872, the
railroad situation in England had many
points of resemblance to that which
now exists in the United States. The
consolidation of independent companies
had gone so far that the railroad system of England, like that of the United
States to-day, was managed and controlled by a comparatively small number of men. The most serious forms of
personal discrimination had been prohiotted by the Railway and Canal Traffic Act of 1854. as they are to-day prohibited by the Elkins Act in the United
States: but there was a great deal of

The Hepburn

Born on a farm in the southern part
Lancaster county, of Quaker parentage, Mr. Brown when he left home to
make his mark in the world was
equipped with a hardy constitution and
a mental and moral stamina that have
enabled him to cope with the many
perplexing problems that have confronted him.
When a young man he
saved his money and bought a transit,
much to his father's disgust, and with
this transit he obtained a view of the
unfairness in granting facilities and
so
field
of engineering that opened
much arbitrary difference in rates for
broadly before him in the future, and in
different commodities and different lowhich he had reached the highest pincalities.
The English local shippers
nacle of success as a railroad engineer.
felt themselves quite as helpless against
He was born on February 29, 1836,
these forms of railroad preference as,
and has actually had but 16 birththe shippers in the United States do todays; and indeed to one who sees
William H. Brown
day.
The courts were slow in giving
him at work from day to day, he
appears to be of an age midway between 16 and 70 years. redress, and were inclined to tolerate a great many things to which
A broad minded man used to dealing with extensive engi- not only individual shippers but chambers of commerce seriously
neering and business problems, Mr. Brown was able to handle his ana justly objected, under these circumstances there was a demand
department with skill and his advice was almost daily sought by for a tribunal which should be ready to deal with railroad rates
the officers of the company, and frequently on subjects not directly instead of reluctant; which should give the quick decisions and
connected with engineering. His employees and those who had deal- secure the prompt compliance with those decisions which was
ings with his department knew that all reasonable requests which needed in order to make them do any good.
Two investigating commissions, one in 1867 and another in
they might make would be granted, and if there was doubt about
their being reasonable requests, Mr. Brown would soon dispel all 1872, showed how great was the complaint and how wide the deThe outcome of these inquiries was
doubts, as his answer "yes" or "no" would be given immediately mand for special legislation.
an act known as the Regulation of Railways Act, 1873, which had
and in no uncertain terms.
Mr. Brown's first railroad service was in 1861 as Engineer many points of resemblance to the Hepburn bill. It provided for a
on United States military railroads, having had some experience commission which, besides ascertaining the rates charged by railon surveys previous to that time. The next year he went to the roads and making reports to Parliament concerning their managePittsburg. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis as Assistant Engineer, ment, should also be empowered to investigate complaints concernbeing promoted in 1S63 to Principal Assistant Engineer. One year ing unjust rates or discrimination in facilities and give adequate
and speedy relief. It was intended to have the quick jurisdiction
later, he went to the Pennsylvania as Assistant Engineer of the
Pittsburg division. He was afterwards made Engineer of the Oil of these commissioners supplant the slow jurisdiction of the older
Creek Railroad, and later Principal Assistant Engineer of the Phila- courts. I quote from Section 6 of the Regulation of Railways Act,
delphia & Erie division of the Pennsylvania. In 1867 he was 36 and 37 Vict. Ch. 48:
appointed Engineer of that division, and two years later was put
For the purpose of enabling the commissioners to hear and determine the
in charge of the construction of car shops at Altoona, Pa., with the matter of any such complaint, they shall have and may exercise all the Jurisof the Railway and Canal Traffic Act, 1854, on
diction conferred by Section
title of Assistant
Engineer,
lie was made Resident Engineer of
the Middle division in 1870. Chief Engineer and Superintendent
panel- by Arthur T. Hadley, I.I..H. President of Yale University. In
of the Lewiston division in 1871, and Superintendent of the Bedthe Boston Evening Transcript, Feb. 24.
of

".
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the several courts and judges empowered to hear and determine complaints
and may make orders of like nature with the writs and
tinder that act
orders authorized to be issued and made by the said courts and judges; and
Ihe said courts and judges shall, except tor the purpose of enforcing any decision or order of the commissioners, cease to exercise the jurisdiction conferred on Them by that section.
;

The twenty-sixth section of the same act undertakes to restrict
narrowly the opportunity for appeal from the judgment of the
commission. The commissioners themselves may state a case; on
the ease thus stated, and no further, the courts on appeal may
decide what is the law. This was intended not only to shut out the
retrial of questions of fact, but to give to the commission, as far
as the circumstances admitted, the power of deciding which were
questions of fact and which were not.
Much good was expected from the Act of 1873. But in its
actual workings it proved a serious disappointment, and Parliament in its recent legislation has gradually abandoned the theory
on which that act was based.
And let this significant point be
noted:
Parliament abandoned this theory, not because it hurt the
The power
railroads, but because it failed to benefit the shippers.
of quick decision which the Act of 1873 gave the commissioners was
The courts insisted on retrying quesin large measure illusorytions in their entirety, instead of acquiescing in the attempt to
separate the law from the facts. This was an almost inevitable
result; partly because laws and facts were things so closely interwoven that it was hard to separate them, and partly because the
courts in England, as they do in every other country, resented
attempts to infringe upon their jurisdiction and made difficulties
The consequence
for every legislative act that undertook to do so.
was that the shipper, instead of finding a case decided in his favor
without appeal, was subjected to a roundabout and circuitous
course of litigation, with the courts prejudiced against him, because
they were anxious to vindicate their own past functions against

This may sound like a fanciful and farfetched difficulty, but it is a real one, which has its roots deep
Hear what the Select Committee on Railways
in human nature.
of 1882, itself by no means over friendly to the railroad interest,
says of the working of this provision of the act:
legislative interference.

Your Committee think that a case has been made out for granting to litiImportant matters,
gants before the Railway Commission a right of appeal.
many of them "primte impressionis," which fix the law and practice all over
the United Kingdom, come up from time to time for decision, and it appears
to your Committee that one recognized appeal to a higher court would not
tmly be just but much more satisfactory than the present circuitous and uncertain motions for a prohibition, to which defendants are now constantly
having recourse.
of

the Committee
the attempt to
decisions had been a

Whatever differences of opinion there were in
1882— and there were many— all agreed that

prevent appeals from
complete failure.

the

commissioners'

Not the individual case only, but the whole apparent attitude
courts toward the matter of railroad legislation, may be

of the

prejudiced by a statutory provision of this kind. In suits brought
before them at common law the attitude of the courts is friendly
to the individual trader rather than to the modern corporation.
The rights of the individual trader are a good deal more ancient
and his common law standing somewhat better established than
Hut when it comes to an
those of the large joint stock company.
attempt to infringe the common law rights of a company by acts
The courts view' these
of special legislation, the case is reversed.
They are placed,
special acts with close and suspicious scrutiny.
almost in spite of themselves, in a mental attitude favorable to the
corporation and adverse to the individual complainant favorable
The history of the
to the railroad and adverse to Ihe shipper.
Interstate Commerce Act has already shown us the effect of this
mental attitude. Even where the courts have decided against the
railroads, they have tended to do so on grounds of common law.
rather than of statute. Take the recent case where Ihe Chesapeake
& Ohio sold coal to the New York. New Haven 4i Hartford at a less
The Supreme
price than individual shippers were obliged In pay.
Court decided the contract to la- an illegal one on general grounds;
but it at the same time throw out till complaints id' discrimination
Now, it a statute, in
as defined by the interstate Commerce act.
addition to its novelty, contains a provision Intending to limit the
powers of Ihe courls to supervise its operation, Ihe courts will
almost certainly And some way of making H null and void.
This
renders our legislation wholly Ineffective, puis the courts on the
side of the big man when they ought naturally to be on ihe side
of the little one, and
reates a feeling Of popular Irritation ngainsl
tif judicial system which is dangerous anywhere, ami most of all
in a democracy like our "»
Hui the <'\
effects 01 the attempt to give the ESngllBb Railroad
Commission power of fixing rates did noi stop here. The attempt
ed performance of this dutj took up so much of their time that
they failed tn perform oilier duties, which under more favorable
circumstances they might have carried out efficiently and usefully.
They Hoi nui have thai Influence on the Formation pi' railroad
tariffs which their experience and high position would otherwise
have secured.

—

c
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What an advisory commission can do to influence railroad
management in these ways was shown by the history of the Massachusetts Railroad Commission under the leadership of Mr. Charles
Francis Adams in the years from 1870 to 1875. It was shown in
other States, notably in Iowa, in the decade immediately following.
It is exemplified in England, even under somewhat unfavorable
conditions, in the results of the conferences between the board of
It was illustrated in the history of the
trade and the railways.
Interstate Commerce Commission itself during those first bright
months of its existence when its members considered themselves
in the light of advisers of the railroads or the public, and had not
asked for powers which have since proved their undoing.
The possibility of giving successful advice is dependent upon
the fact that your advice is advice, and is not a command disIn trying to become a poor
guised under the form of courtesy.
kind of court you forfeit the chance of becoming a good kind of
In obtaining authority to settle specific rates you
commission.
lose the influence which, properly directed, would have enabled
you to systematize and control general tariffs. The more intelligent
railroad men feel, and feel deeply, the arbitrary character of many
They would welcome the counsels of a body which
of their rates.
should act with them to indicate what the country needs and to
show the country that the railroads were working for it and not
From the days of Albert Fink down to the present
against it.
time the weight which would have been given to the representatives
of such a commission in a tariff conference is overwhelming, the
But
actual influence which they would have had is unbounded.
once let these counselors appear, not as representatives of the public
to help the railroads to do right, but as masters set" over the railroads to determine where they have done wrong, and the relation
of openness and equality essential to all harmonious action becomes
impossible.
For these reasons I believe that evil and not good will come
It encourages the Commission to try to do
of tne Hepburn bill.
what it .cannot do. It relieves that body of the responsibility of
doing what it can ano ought to do. But whether at this late date
it
is possible to get a bill passed which will produce any better
results is a very douotful question.
There is no doubt that the conservative element in the Senate
would be strong enough to insist upon the insertion of a provision
for court review like that which existed in the Esch-Townsend bill.
But it is not clear that much would be gained by such a course.
The Commission wou.d still think that it was a judicial body. It
would make enough doubtful orders regarding rates to prevent it
from having any real influence on the railroad management of the
country as a whole. If you could give the judicial function to the
courts and make it clear to the Commissioners that they were
expected to do something else, there would be a very substantial
gain, but if you only give some of the judicial functions to Ihe
courts and leave the Commissioners to exercise others, the gain
is too slight to be worth considering.
Moreover, there are several strong positive reasons why the
conservative interests in the Senate ought not to insist on a com
promise measure. In the first place, if the railroad men attempt
to have the bill modified it will be regarded as a selfish effort
to block the wheels of legislation for their own private interest.
This is always a blunder. From the standpoint of railroad man
agement alone, the good from preventing the passage of the Hep
burn bill would not be nearly as great as the harm which would
come from assuming an attitude of factious opposition. The Hep
burn lull will not greatly hurt the railroads. If anybody is much
harmed by illusory attempts to limit rights of appeal it will be the
shippers. Now, this is a free country, and it the shippers are bent
upon hurting themselves it may be inexpedient for the railroads to
Should the Hepburn bill be passed
go too far in preventing it.
in

substantially

the

form

in

which

it

comes from the House

of

Representatives there is a fair chance thai alter a lew years of
People may do as
unsatisfactory operation it may be repealed.
they have done in England; confess Ihe failure of one method of
But il the compromise
legislation and try to devise a better one
measure is adopted, nobody will know who is responsible lor the
Ten
failure.
Each parly will cast the blame upon the oilier.
years heme we shall see thai we have accomplished nothing, but we
The Interstate
shall be totally unable to tell whose faun it is.
Commerce An illustrates the dangers incident 10 such a compro
misc.
Being based upon no principle or. rather, being based "it a
mixture of two conflicting principles it was quite impossible for
us in draw any sure lessons from its failure or to convince people
tile:.:
grave harm is lo
in which direction il OUghl to be amended
lr>
lie done by an experiment
il
is often better to let the majorit >
ii
in their own way, fer the sake of fixing the responsibility lor the
present and enabling our successor to do better in the future,
Hui apart from any consideration of seiiish Interests, or any
attempt 10 forecast the future, there are Immediate public reasons
against factious opposition i" am populai measure ol regulation
Tbe countrj la to-daj In the midst ol a great
of a moderate type
This has been aroused by Ihe insurance
Wave of moral seiii 111011I
and by
inquiry, by the evidences of political corruption In citle
1
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various abuses of corporate power which have come to light,
own way ii will result
the spirit of reform is allowed to havi
in a good main wise ims. and sum. foolish ones also; but the good
ihis
Is pretty sure to outweigh the evil.
If, on the other hand,
sentiment is resisted, every case of unintelligent resistance will
give rise to deep-seated misunderstandings; will intensify the evils
and dangers incident to the movement; will make radicals out of
those who should have been conservatives; and will during the
next time of commercial crisis leave us face to face with the danger
I

of bitter class struggles.
Of this movement

public

sentiment

is

Rooseof
such

man

9

factious opposition.

The Panama Railroad and the Canal.

When

President
a

xl. No

bad principles is sometimes better than a law based on no prlnci
pies at all; and the harm which would come, either to th<
or to the country as a whole, from tin- passage of the Hepburn bill
hi
anything at all like it. is a far less serious evil than the spirit
of distrust and of class antagonism, which would in- aroused by

i:v

of

recognized
leadei
He is
the
many-sided activity than verj few people be
lieve that he is right in everything, but a great
veil

\.,i

the

in

i

i

i

i

i

taiiv

i

.

u

Ai.iin.

the canal property from
there was Included in the purcha

1904 the United States bought

new French company,

confimajority of the American people im
dence that he is right in general. Therefore
If the President to-day approves of a law, there
is more than ordinary reason for giving weight
in iiis views.
He does not represent himself
alone.
He does not represent his office alone.
He represents a sentiment which under leadership like his is most salutary; but which, should
it
fall under the direction of other
leaders,
\

••

might readily become hysterical or pernicious.
position of many of the senators and rep-

The

resentatives

they

that

will

stand

a

for

bill

which has the approval of the President and
not for one which fails to have his approval,
is in my judgment a wise one.
And though I
cannot concur with the President in believing
that the Interstate Commerce Commission is
the proper body for judicial determination of
rates,

I

believe that

it is

better to acquiesce in

a measure that he approves than to insist upon
a compromise which would not satisfy him or

anyone

else.

Let us sum up the different elements in the
whole situation.
The Hepburn bill does not appear likely to
accomplish its object. The history of English
railroad regulation shows that a similar measure passed under closely analogous circumstances, failed to do the good which its advoVndericood, VeicTork.
cates expected.
The same failure is likely to
nd
From fttert ogruph by C. I.- Cheater; Copyright, 1906, by
od
be repeated in the United States, when an act
Bucyrus Steam Shovel at Work.
West Bank of Culebra Cut, Looking South
provides that a commission shall be at once an
advisory body, a prosecuting body, and a judicial body. The combina- of the 7,000 shares which constituted the capital stock of the Panama
The remaining shares have since been bought for $155,tion of these three functions in one office is repugnant to the Consti- Railroad.
tution of the United States, to common law, and to the American 020. At the time of the transfer, the railroad consisted of a single
sense of fair play. And the bill is subject to this further criticism, that track of 56-lb. per yard rails, from Colon to Panama, with a gage
by investing the commission with certain judicial duties and powers of 5 ft. In April. 1905, it was decided to double-track the road,
which it cannot well assume, it incapacitates it for the most im- and since then the energies of a force of 4.000 laborers have been
portant administrative functions which properly belong to it. What mainly directed toward that end. The track (still retaining the
the United States needs is an act under which the commission will old, inconvenient oft. gage) has been practically relaid with 70-lb.
it-

I

—

is ballasted with rock and
In connection with the great crux of
the work the transportation of excavated
material from the Culebra cut to fill the
swamps or to be dumped in the sea some 250
or 300 miles of additional track will have
to be laid. Were the canal to be built at sea:evel, some 270,000,000 cubic yards of materia!
would have to be transported for distances
varying from a few feet to 15 miles.
The Commission has recently ordered to
give only a few items in an invoice of mammoth proportions 61 steam shovels. 1.300 flat
cars, 12 rapid unloaders, 22 unloading plows.
13 earth spreaders, 321 dump cars. 12 hoistng engines. 120 locomotives, 5.000 tons of
steel rails. 125.000 cross-ties, 12.000 piece? of
piling,
14 air-compressing machines, tine
cranes. The Panama Railroad on in own account has lately purchased 500 40-ton box
cars, 12 caboose cars, 10 refrigerator cars, six
passenger coaches, 24 locomotives, two wrecking cranes, one locomotive crane, one pile
oi
Undt ricood, \ eu
driver, three 100-ton track scales, one wooden
Train at Work.
coal-hoisting plant, one cantilever crane.
With the 89 steam shovels which will shortly be in operation,
it
is plain that the resources of the railroad will he taxed to
the utmost to remove the spoil from the excavations, in addition
Last
to handling the abnormal traffic incident to canal construction.
October, 12,000 tons of commercial freight had accumulated at the
canal termini, while at the same time steamships were forced
The reorganized administration
to depart without their cargoes.
of the railroad cleared up the accumulation in a month's time.
Formerly, there had been no system, worthy of the name, in car
rail.

The roadbed

gravel.

—

—

—

—
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take part in the making of tariffs and give effect to the publicinterest in the general questions of railroad management, leaving
tne specific cases of violation to be stopped or punished by the
courts.
The arguments, both historical and economic, in favor of
a bill to have a commission do its own business instead of relieving
it of that duty in order that it may do somebody else's business,
are very strong indeed. If. however, these arguments do not carry
iction, and a measure drawn on these lines fails to get the
would not try to compromise. A law based on
necessary votes,
I

I

;.
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thick, to bottom of girder of 2 ft.
The center girder is 4 in. wider,
however, these respective dimensions being 12 in. and 16 in. For
accounting or tracing, but when the first 200 of the BOO cars ordered
were gotten into commission, the well-nigh paralyzed freight traffic
took a new lease of life.
"The nature of the traffic," says Engineer Stevens, "has complicated the handling of the business of the railroad to such an
extent that an extremely low cost of handling can never be arrived at. All of the canal business moves from terminals to interior points, resulting in a very light average through train tonnage and a very large empty-car haul, and these factors, coupled
with a heavy grade road and extremely light power, resulting in
small train loads and large train mileage, will keep operating expenses high as compared with those of roads operating under more
favorable conditions in regard to above as well as with cheaper

labor."

Of course in building the canal the dredge, rather than the
steam-shovel on a railroad track, will be used whenever practicable.
The service conditions for the steam shovel impose serious difficulties.
On rainy days, with wet rails, only four five-yard dump cars
per train can be hauled in place of the usual twelve. Derailments
are frequent. At Culebra, the clayey material in which the steam
shovels are working becomes so sticky that it will not clear itself,
but has to be shoveled by hand from the French dump cars. The
old Belgian rail (3% in. «wide at base and 4% in. high), in combination with the short spikes (4 in.) and the ties of soft pine
without tie-plates, have been the cause of many derailments, and
in default of track tools there have been resultant serious delays.
Requisitions for tie-plates dated November, 1904, were not filled
until June, 1905.
"With new track properly ballasted and surfaced,"
says Acting Chief Engineer Dauchy, "and the installation of new
cars, locomotives, Lidgerwood unloaders, bank spreaders, and modern drilling machinery, the establishment of dumps of the proper
height and with tracks leading to them, the troubles that we are
now having will be largely done away with, and the output of
the steam shovels increased to something like their capacity."

Maintenance Economy

of

All-Steel

Cars.

The economy of all-steel equipment is exhibited in a striking
way in the accompanying engravings from photographs, for which
we are indebted to the courtesy of Mr. Julius Kruttschnitt, Director
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Mr. Wallace's Testimony Before the Senate Committee.

The following extracts from the testimony of Mr. John F. WalCommittee on Interoceanic Canals, Feb. 5,
shows most illuminatingly the false position in which Mr. Wallace
was placed by Secretary Taft. The testimony is a dignified and
convincing document, and it is most unfortunate that the facts of
lace before the Senate

brought earlier to the attention of the
people.
Senator Kittredge. What were the terms of your employment
by the Canal Commission?
Mr. Wallace. When the Spooner bill was first passed, or about
the time it was being considered, quite a number of my friends suggested to me the propriety of going on the original Commission;
and I gave it some consideration at one time, and even went so
far as to permit them to introduce me to various men that were
influential.
After further consideration I decided that I did not
it

could

not have been

American

—

—

care to become associated with the work in that capacity and give
up my railroad work.
In February of 1904 I was in Washington at a hearing before
the Interstate Commerce Commission in regard to some controversy
over freight rates, and Mr. Fish, our president, was also here, and
at that time he had several conferences with Admiral Walker, and
several names were mentioned to me of possible commissioners
from the south, and I was asked to state which of the various
names presented was preferable for the position, and I did so recommend Major Harrod. After I left Washington I received a letter
from Mr. Fish, in which he said that my name had been considered
for the position, and he transmitted to me a copy of a letter that
he had written to Admiral Walker in regard to it.
In that letter Mr. Fish objected to my becoming connected with
the Commission, although he indorsed me for it. if it would interfere with my connection with the Illinois Central Railroad, but
he left it to me to decide as to whether I desired my name mentioned in connection with it or not. I thanked him for his kindness and told him that I felt much more gratified at the expression
of his good will than I would have been if I had received the Com
missionership, and that incident was closed.
In May I received a copy of a letter from William Barclay Parsons, which I would like to read to you
it is very short
as it*
gives you, in a way, the idea that was in the minds of the Commission as to the scope of the duties of the chief engineer.
This is the letter from Mr. Parsons:
"My Dear Mr. Wallace: On this trip from New York to the

—

—

Car No. 80793 Before Repairs Were Made.
Isthmus, the Commission has been giving earnest consideration to
verj great measure
the selection of a chief engineer, realizing that
of our success will depend on that Official.
"The man for this position must possess exceptional Qualifies
tions.
lie must not only be an engineer, but must also i>e an a
lie must
ministrator and an executive,
have mature judgment,
and yet energy of accomplishment lie musl be well known and
lonsldered e
favorably known. Among the men who have
so Qualified naturally your name occurs, and thi Commission de
to know whether, if a tender of tin- i" i""n were made, it would
he seriously considered by you.
"Owing to a previous professional engagement with the British
of the
Government,
will be obliged to leave Panama In ad>
other members of the Commission and will arrive In New jfork •"<
The other mem
April 19, so as to sail tor England on April 26
hers id' the Commission and
would verj much like to have you
and me meet to talk this matter over so that
could communicate
Would ii be i"
with them prior to my leaving for Europe,
tor yon to be in New York Borne
ore lie dati
mentioned,
II
on. say, the L'lst or 22d of April "
you Can do this we can dis
inswei to mj assocl
can
cuss the whole thing, and
•i can Imagine that you will be disinclined to think ol
;i

I

1

1

Car No. 80802 After Repairs Were Made.

Harrlman Lines. The views
which bad n -n badly Bmashed
in a wreck, ami these same cars after they were put through the
Cheyenne shops 01 the r
Mr. Kruttschnitt says, "Car 80,802
seemed hardly worth picking up, yet $322 put it in perfect condiCar 80793 was not quite bb bad, yet if a wooden car had
tion,
experienced Buch treatment, the body would have been absolutely
worthless; $800 restored the Bteel oar to Us original condition."
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your connection with the Illinoi
ntral, but on the other band you
would attach your name to the greatest piece of construction ever
undertaken.
am,
"Hoping thai you will bi able to tneei me,
ours sincerely.
n ill iam u.vui l.w PAKSONS."
i

I

">

That was the introduction to the Commission which afterwards resulted in my appointment.
My object in presenting these papers is to show this committee
that,
did not seek the position, as lias been stated publicly on
several occasions.
At the close of this letter Mr. Parsons suggests an Interview
in New York with iiim in a preliminary way, as he returned to this
•country a week before the regular Commission did and they delegated him to have a preliminary conference with me.
called on Mr.
As I was in New York at the time designated
Parsons, and in an interview stated to him that the question of my
giving favorable consideration to the acceptance of the position of
chief engineer depended entirely upon terms and conditions. [Reading:]
"Mr. Wallace informed Mr. Parsons that if the Commission were willing to give him a free hand in the conduct of the
work under the general supervision of the Commission, permit him
to select such assistants as be might require, and also give him
full control over all details connected with the work, he would be
willing to give the matter favorable consideration.
Mr. Parsons
leplied that he had no doubt the Commission would be willing to
tender the position subject to the conditions named."
Senator Dryden. What is that you are reading from now'.'
Mr. Wallace. That is just a memorandum that
had to refresh my memory.
Senator Kittredge. Were the terms agreed to?
Mr. Wallace. After the Commission came back I was invited
to appear before it in Washington, and I came on from Chicago.
On Wednesday, May 4. I first appeared before the Commission, and
naturally the first question that I asked them was as to the terms
and conditions that they were willing to offer me. I wanted their
idea as to how they proposed to conduct this work, and. not being
able to get any expressions out of them as to the conditions, they
asked me to submit to them my ideas of how the work should be
I

l

—

—

I

—

—

•

conducted, which

I

did.

—

Senator Hopkins. Did you do that in writing or verbally?
Mr. Wallace. No; that was verbal, entirely. I particularly
stated that I could not consent to take the position except on the
consideration that I would not take orders from any one individual,
or be under the control of the various Commissioners in their individual capacity; that I would be willing to carry out any instructions which the Commission as a body might give me in the
conduct of the work; that I imagined that the only benefit that

—

my

services could possibly be to the I'nited States Government or
Commission in that work would be so far as I might have
ideas that were original, or so far as the methods which were my
methods and the ways which were my ways could be applied to
that work to produce results.
If I was simply to take charge of the work and conduct it according to the ordinary governmental methods or to the regulations of governmental departments, and use the methods which had
always been used in the conduct of public works, my services would
be of no avail at all; that it would be much better to secure some
person who was fa'miliar with those methods and was accustomed
to those ways.
And I was particular to state that what I apprehended more than anything else was that each individual member
would have his own ideas about special things, and that I would
in a short time be endeavoring to serve seven masters instead of
to the

one.

After quite a conference on that subject, the Commission not
giving any expression of their ideas except occasionally asking
me a question, I bid them good day and withdrew, and I never expected to be called back again. I thought that would settle it,
because I felt the necessity of talking so plainly that I did not
imagine that the Commission would care to have that kind of a
man as their servant; but the next day Admiral Walker called
me in and stated to me the salary which they had proposed to
pay me. Although it was not the one that I had named in the tentative proposition,
to!d them that the salary did not cut any figure;
that the thing that I was anxious about was the conditions, because
I
felt that the conditions were those that were prime requisites
to obtaining efficient results.
He wanted to know if I would accept the position.
asked him if he had conferred with the President, and he said the President understood the situation in a
general way. I told him thai
would like to reserve my decision
until he could personally see the President and inform him of the
conditions that
had made. About a week afterwards I received
a letter from him in which he said they were satisfactory, and
then accepted an appointment, which was simply a plain letter
telling me that I was engaged as chief engineer.
The primary causes which led me to tender my resignation as chief engineer of the Isthmian Canal Commission were
underlying and fundamental, and
must emphatically resent the
I

I

I

I

I

I
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my motive in leaving the work was a financial one.
careful consideration of the entire subject had brought me
to the decision that
should disconnect myself with the work at
the earliest possible date that it could be done without embarrassment to the Administration or injury to the work. It is unnecessary to stale Hi, reasons for this decision, except that in fairness I should say that they involve no criticism of any act of the
President or the Secretary of Wa r
My final decision was arrived at as the result of the six days'
uninterrupted thought which
was abb to give the subject in all
charge that

A

I

I

its

my voyage from New York to Colon
had pledged myself to my family to give

bearings during

in

May.

the matter of my resignation as chief engineer, or of any position which
would require my continuous residence on the Isthmus, serious con-

Furthermore,

1

sideration.
It was at this psychological moment
that I received a cable
gram from New York offering me a business opportunity which
I
was bound to consider.
therefore immediately cabled the SecI

retary of War requesting a conference and arrived in New York
for that purpose on Thursday, June 22.
In the meantime I had addressed a letter to the Secretary in
which I confirmed the request for an interview and also requested
my annual leave of absence, which was a part of my original understanding with the Isthmian Canal Commission, and which I had
requested from Admiral Walker in March to take effect at our
mutual convenience some time later in the season, which request,
however, was not complied with or answered, owing probably to
the sudden change made in the Commission on April 1.
On my arrival in New York I was met by Mr. William Nelson
Cromwell, who stated that he was delegated by the Secretary to
arrange for a special interview with me, and asked if I would
meet him at the Manhattan Hotel at 10 a.m. Sunday, June 25.
While Mr. Cromwell treated me with the suavity and courtesy
for which he is noted, he endeavored to draw from me my reasons
did
for desiring to see the Secretary.
I told him frankly that I
not consider it would be proper for me to discuss the matter in
advance of my interview, and I also requested him to arrange for
me with the Secretary that the interview should be absolutely private and that no one but the Secretary and myself should be
present.
On arriving at the Manhattan on Sunday I was met by Mr.
Cromwell, who ushered me into the Secretary's private apartme.it.
accompanied by my son. Assuming that arrangements had been
made for a strictly private interview, my son withdrew, expecting
Mr. Cromwell to do the same. However, the Secretary in rather
a peremptory manner directed Mr. Cromwell to remain.

This action of course caused irritation and apprehension on
part that the interview would be unpleasant and unsatisfactory;
and the irritation under which the Secretary was evidently laboring had a tendency to prevent that calm and dignified consideration of the question in all its bearings which should have been

my

given

it.

the Secretary understood me to say that I had accepted h
did
I
position in New York, he labored under a misapprehension.
state to him that I desired to accept one, but under such circumstances and conditions and at such time as would cause the least
embarrassment to the Administration and the least injury to the
work, and that I was even willing to go to the extent of remaining for an indefinite time on the Commission should he desire my
counsel and advice in arranging for the change, assisting in preparing plans for submission to the advisory board of engineers in
September, or in the further consideration of the question by the
Administration or Congress during its next session.
If

Much to my surprise he indignantly spurned my suggestion and
took the position that I was compelled, under what he called my
contract, to remain in charge of the Isthmian Canal, regardless of
circumstances or conditions, until the completion of the work, and
spoke in such a manner as to outrage my feelings to such an extent
that further discussion of the reasons for my action was out of the
question.
I did not seek the position of chief engineer of the Isthmian
Canal Commission, and, considering my salary as general manager of the Illinois Central Railroad Company and my other sources
of earnings, my financial condition was not improved by my acceptance of the position, and it was with the greatest reluctance that I

did so.

While

it

was my own expectation that

connection with the work,

it

I

did not occur to

should continue

me

that

I

my

was not

withdraw if justice to myself and my family and to my
reputation as an engineer required me to do so. It was not only my
right but my duty to give the matter the most careful consideration in all its bearings, considering not only the general situation
as it affected the work, but my family, personal and business relations, and all the various factors entering into the problem, and
I
could not concede the right to the Secretary of War or anyone
The only debatable questions were the deto dictate my decision.
tails as to putting my decision into effect, and while I stated to the
Secretary what my desires were, I told him that I was perfectly
free to
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willing to conform to his wishes as far as possible as to the time
and manner of my withdrawal.
"It was this suggestion to which he chose to refer as a "dicker."

naturally took exception, particularly as he
I
that he did not care for any reports that I might make
summarizing and analyzing the results of a year's hard work on
the Isthmus; also, that he did not value my counsel and advice,
and that the only service he desired was that of a constructing
engineer on the Isthmus.
No intimation of friction between the Secretary of War and
myself would have become public if it was not accidentally or
otherwise given out by the persons in attendance at the conference on Sunday other than myself, and I desire to state emphatically, and the representatives of the press will bear me out, that
I
have refused absolutely, either directly or indirectly, to be interviewed, and have remained silent under the innuendos which
have been daily published since the conference, and would not
have made even this statement at this time if it had not been for
the severe strictures contained in the published statement of the
Secretary, which I consider unjust and uncalled for. and which
could serve no useful purpose.
In regard to the situation at Panama, at no time during the
progress of the work could my relations have been severed more
opportunely than now, and with less damage to the work. A complete organization of departments and bureaus has been effected.
Mr. W. E. Dauchy, a gentleman of high engineering attainments,
who has been chief engineer of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
Railroad Company, and who had occupied the position of division
engineer in charge of the Culebra division, was upon my leaving
the Isthmus placed in charge of the work as acting chief engineer,
he having occupied a similar position during my absence from the
Isthmus at the call of the Secretary, during the month of April,
and having satisfactorily conducted the work through the demoralization attendant upon the change in organization.
The only work which can be performed until after Congress
at its next session shall take .some decided action is the gradual
increase in the organization and the addition of units of machinery
along a well-defined plan which Mr. Dauchy thoroughly understood.
The simple work of excavating at Culebra and preparing for
further excavation are the only things which could be done pending a final decision from Congress. The only possible benefit that
my personal service as chief engineer could have been to the work
was such as might be due to the purely personal element, which
would have been largely supplied by my continuance with the work
in an advisory capacity.
As far as the actual engineering and construction work was concerned Mr. Dauchy was fully as capable as I.
Despite all of the discouragement and obstacles which have
surrounded this work (as the Secretary knows and has practically
stated in his letter) I endeavored to faithfully and vigorously perform the duties of my office and have never complained or criticised my superiors or any one connected with the work, and. as
stated in the Secretary's communication, I have never requested
additional emoluments or asked any favors of a personal nature,
and any suggestions which I may have made (as his statement
will bear me out) have been made because I considered them necessary for the increased efficiency of the work.
The reorganization of the work in April was not considered
ideal, hut as it was such a decided improvement over the existing
condition of affairs and seemed to be all that could be done under
existing laws I gave it my hearty approval.
I have made no criticism of personnel or individuals, but do
believe that the obstacles due to the governmental methods required
by existing laws are so serious that they will have to be eliminated if the American people are to see the Panama Canal constructed in a reasonable time and at a moderate cost.
My only desire in this statement has been to protest against
what I consider the unjust denunciations of the Secretary, and to
fully inform my personal friends and professional brethren, who
have been familiar with my career, of the essential facts relating
emphatically disclaim all responsibility for the
lo this matter.
I
various statements recently published alleged to have been made
by so-called friends.
In regard to the type of the canal
would prefer to be excused
can have access to the reports
from presenting any opinion mil II
of the advisory board and the Isthmian Canal Commission, which.
understand, are divided in their views, and one of which favors
think
one type of canal and the other the Other. In other words,
I
can give you better service after having an opportunity to see
those views than before.
made a good many mistakes in my altitude toward
I
that work, mainly for the reason that
was enthusiastic In regard
studied It, and
That is, I became so as
to it.
[ell as if not li
felt that the Secre
lng should stand in the way ol its success.
tary of War and Mr. Cromwell failed to appreciate the character
new chairman
of work that I was best able to give, and when
tried to accept that position.
Of the Commission was appointed
was very grateful to the Secretary for the change, because
felt that in appointing me on the Commission and on the oxecu
stated

I

I

I

I

.

.

1

I

I

I

;i

I

I

committee he was trying to shape the work up in a proper
way. But later on, and particularly after I had sailed for the
Isthmus and gone back there, to my mind there appeared an indication upon the part of the chairman to dominate the entire work
and to place me in a secondary position.
Senator Morgan. Who was the chairman?
Mr. Wallace.— Mr. Shonts; and I felt that I could not give the
tlve

To that statement

.
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1

—

work

best service to the

—Let

in that position.

me interrupt you one moment, recurring
When you left the
put to you awhile ago:
Isthmus was it your purpose to ask to be relieved of your duties
as chief engineer, turning them over to the successor that you had
left there in charge of the work, expecting to remain as a Commissioner for the purpose of advising in respect of this choice of routes
and such other matters as might be useful to the construction of the
canal?
Mr. Wallace. That is, if the Secretary of War desired me to
do so.
Senator Morgan. Was it your purpose, then, in leaving there,
to disconnect yourself at all events and absolutely from all connection with the Panama Canal construction?
Mr. Wallace. I do not like to say that it was my absolute purpose; but it was what I desired to do, and I desired to discuss it
with the Secretary, and I desired to suggest that course to him.
Senator Morgan.

now

to the question

I

—

—

—

Now, if you will let me explain, Senator, my position was this:
After mature thought in going down there the last time I felt that
the relations between myself and Mr. Shonts and between myself
and Mr. Cromwell would in a short time arrive at a point where
I
felt that friction would be engendered which would be detrimental to the success of the work, and would be embarrassing to
the Administration; and I did not think that it was fair to let
that situation mature. I thought it was better for the work for
me to come north and have a plain talk with the Secretary, and if
he felt the same way that I did for him to relieve me and to put
some man in there (of whom there are a great number in this
country) that could work in a subordinate position to Mr. Shonts,
and who was willing to be in a position where he would be dictated
to and under the control of the work, as Mr. Cromwell was.
Senator Morgan. When did you first see Mr. Cromwell on the

—

Isthmus?

—

Mr. Wallace. He came down there with the Secretary of War,
think it was, in December. Let me have my notes and I will
tell you.
It was in November, 1904, when the Secretary came down
to revise the Bunau-Varilla treaty, or to make an arrangement to
modify some of its requirements; and Mr. Cromwell was with him
and acted as the go-between between the Secretary and the Panamanian authorities, or at least that is the way it seemed to me.
Senator Morgan. How long did Mr. Cromwell remain there
after that negotiation was closed?
Mr. Wallace. He returned with the Secretary of War to the
I

—

—

United States.
Senator Morgan. When did he reappear on the Isthmus?
Mr. Wallace. I never saw him on the Isthmus again.
Senator Morgan. You never saw him any more?
heard from Mr.
Mr. Wallace. No, sir. The next thing that
Cromwell was in March, when I received a cablegram from him
stating that, on his recommendation, the Secretary of War had
authorized the directors of the Panama Railroad to elect me genreceived
The next day, or the same day.
eral superintendent.
a cablegram from Mr. Drake, the Vice-President of the Panama Rail
road, stating that I had been elected by the board of directors of
immediately
the Panama Railroad as general superintendent.
wired Admiral Walker, and told him that I did not understand
that I had no relations whatever with the Panama Railroad,
this
and that
reported to him and should receive any instructions of
that kind from him.
declined to accept the position as general superintendent of
tin
Panama Railroad, for the reason that I did not care to report
to Mr. Drake or Mr. Payne, the general manager of that companj
in New York, and be reporting consequently, practically, to Mr,
Cromwell, who was counsel of that company, and who evldentlj
directed all its movements, because it made a divided responsibility
had
did not propose, on account of the position
And again.
held in the railroad service, to accept a position of that Kind, where
would have to get Instructions from men that had never visited
did,
the 1st hums, and who knew less about it than
Senator Morgan. Did you receive anj Instructions or
directions pr advice from him (Mr. Cromwell) In regard to the
nagement of business affairs on the Isthi
Hon of the
in our n
Except In this waj
Mr. Wallace,
Panama Railroad he wr.de out all the resolutions and apparent!:
directed the conduct of the business that was done by the directors
cd' the
Panama Railroad and looked aftei the whole transaction of

—
—
—
—

1

1

I

—

I

1

I

I

1

I

.

.

—

.
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Senator Morgan
Wa that dime m \ew v
Yes. sir: that was done 111 New York
Mr. Wallace
nm"
Senator Morgan. Then he
Mr. Wallace. Yes, sir.
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Senator Morgan
When you came to New York the last time,
iln' purpose ol conferring with the Secretary of War and of
tendering your resignation m chlei engineer, and, as I understand,
hi' conferring wiili him about your resignation as commissioner, did
you sit Cromwell?
Mr. Walla, e
Yes, sir.
Senator Morgan
Where did you first see him?
He ramr to my hotel, at the Marie Antoinette, in
Mr. Wallace,
the morning, Jusi a
was first coming down in the morning. 1
hail landed during ihe night.
Mr. Cromwell called to say that he had been instructed by the
Secretary of War to ascertain from Mr. Wallace the reasons for his
return to the United States and to discuss the situation with him.
Well, I declined to discuss my reasons for coming up.
I
told
him that
thought it was both my privilege and my duty to talk
with the Secretary of War. and the Secretary of War alone, first;
that he was the officer to whom I reported under the Executive
order that outlined the reorganization. Then he said that he was
also delegated by the Secretary to arrange for an interview with
me. I told him that I would like that interview to be absolutely
private and personal. And he said that he had arranged to hold the
interview at the Manhattan Hotel, and if 1 thought that was not
private enough he would arrange it. at his house.
I told him that
I
did not desire to go to his house; that I wanted to see the Secretor

.

—

i

I

tary,

and

I

would see him alone; that the hotel or any place was

good enough for me as long as that object could be accomplished.
After he left I immediately communicated with the Secretary
of War by wire, reported my arrival, and asked him if the arrangement with Mr. Cromwell was satisfactory, or words to that effect;
and he replied that it was. I wanted to know whether Mr. Cromwell really

was delegated

to

—

make arrangements

of that kind.

Senator Morgan. Did you wire the Secretary here at Washington?
Mr. Wallace. Yes, sir.
Senator Morgan. When did he arrive in New York?
Mr. Wallace. I do not know. I met him Sunday morning at
the Manhattan.
Senator Morgan. Well, was the Secretary alone?
Mr. Wallace. Mr. Cromwell, when I went into the room, met
me at the door. We were in large double parlors, and my son was
with me.
Mr. Wallace. Knowing that; the interview was to be a private
one, he withdrew.
Mr. Cromwell made a pretense of leaving the
room, when the Secretary said:
"Cromwell. I want you to stay
here.
I want you to hear all this."
And he was directed to remain.
Senator Morgan. What was the first remark the Secretary

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

made

to

you?

Mr. Wallace.

— He said:

"Now, Wallace, go ahead and tell what
do not remember the exact words, but
that is my recollection of it now.'
Senator Morgan. Did you proceed to tell him?
Mr. Wallace. I told him that I had two matters to take up
with him, one of a personal nature and the other general. The
personal matter concerned my connection with the work as chief
engineer, and the general matter concerned the general statement
that I wanted to make to him in regard to the work.
Senator Morgan. Did Cromwell stay while you were discussing
both these propositions, the personal and the general one also?
Mr. Wallace. Yes, sir.
Senator Morgan. Did you invite him to stay?
Mr. Wallace. No, sir.
Senator Morgan. Did you protest against his staying?
Mr. Wallace. I did not protest, because when I told him freely
and went to such an extent in my interview with him, telling him
that I wanted the interview to be a private and personal one, I
thought that was sufficient. I presume, looking back at it now, that
I ought to have remonstrated.
But I was impressed with the fact
that the Secretary was angry, and that he was suppressing his
feelings; and, of course, until my resignation was handed in and
accepted, I felt that I was his subordinate, and I did not want to
precipitate any unpleasant features in the controversy, which I
was impressed was going to be unpleasant anyway, from his attitude.
Therefore, I simply let it go along on that basis; but it
changed my entire attitude, naturally, from the beginning.
Senator Morgan. Had anything occurred between you and him,
by way of correspondence or otherwise, to provoke him to anger?
Mr. Wallace. No, sir; not that I know of. I supposed of all
men connected with the work in a higher capacity, that the one
man I could talk freely to was the Secretary, although- 1 had never
had any private conferences with him either personally or about
the work since its inception. There had always been other persons present at our conferences. When he was on the Isthmus in
December or November, and was down there about ten days, he
lived In the house with me, but his time was all taken up with
these conferences and various things, and we hardly got out of
bed in the morning before Cromwell was at my front door, and generally he was in close conference with the Secretary when I retired
you came up here

—

for."

—

—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

at night.

I
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At one time during that slay
requested an Interview with
the Secretary, In order to explain the work to him, and be Snail;
set an hour and a day; and when we went into my library to have
the discussion, I had my papers laid out on the table there, and
have told Mr. Carpi
was about to commence, when he said:
"I
to send for Mr. Cromwell, as I promised Mr. Cromwell that when
had this conference I would have him present." And Mr. Cromwell came into the room.
Senator Morgan. In what light did you regard Cromwell there
as an adviser of the Secretary, or as a spy'.'
Mr. Wallace. Well, it struck me that In had a great deal of
influence over the Secretary, and that the Secretary relied on him
for advice and counsel in every step that was taken in connection
with the work. I felt that to such a degree that my motives toward
him were very mixed. I felt very kindly toward him in one way,
because I felt that the Secretary could not have made the change
in the executive committee, or would not have made it, except on
Mr. Cromwell's advice, or at least his concurrence in the Secretary's
policy in regard to the matter.
I told him that I desired to resign as chief engineer.
Senator Morgan. What did he say to that?
Mr. Wallace. He did not make any reply. He let me go ahead,
and I outlined to him what I desired to do, and the methods that
I
thought would accomplish it with the least injury to the work
and the least embarrassment to the administration.
Senator Dryden. Was that the first intimation that Secretary
Taft had of your intention to resign?
Mr. Wallace. In this cable I had sent him I said: "I desire
to confer with you and others in regard to matters which may
That was about
affect my relations to the work as chief engineer."
two weeks before I came up here.
Senator Morgan. That might affect your relations as chief
I

I

—

—

—

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

—

engineer?
Mr. Wallace. Yes, sir.
Senator Morgan. Did you proceed to make to Mr. Taft a statement of the causes why you thought that your resignation as chief
engineer might be beneficial to the work?
Mr. Wallace^ No, sir; I did not.
Senator Morgan. Why?
Mr. Wallace. I did not give him any reasons whatever.
Senator Morgan. Why?
Mr. Wallace. I did not think that his attitude was such that
it was wise to take up and discuss those features, and I confined
myself simply to telling him what I desired to do; and then when
I got through he said, "Now, go ahead and tell us the general mat-

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

you want to talk about." Then I went ahead and discussed
the general features of the work there, and Mr. Cromwell commenced
ters that

me.
Senator Morgan. Who did?
Mr. Wallace. Mr. Cromwell.
Senator Morgan. To cross-examine you?
Mr. Wallace. Yes; that is, about general conditions.
Senator Morgan. Yes.
Mr. Wallace. And concerning several statements I made, one
in particular, the Secretary said that he disagreed with me most
emphatically; and to my mind it appeared as if there was going
to be an attempt made to irritate me into losing my temper, which
I tried very hard to control.
The examination reminded me a good
deal of a cross-examination which a lawyer might make of a witness when he tried to force me to answer yes or no, without proper
to cross-examine

—
—
—
—
—
—

qualifying explanations. It was like some of the experiences that I
have had on the witness stand.
After I made him the general statement, then h^ cleared his
throat and got off that denunciation of me, which was almost word
for word what he published through the Associated Press later on.
After the conclusion of that I undertook to argue with him and
Mr. Cromwell, and to explain my position and his. I said to them:
"You certainly do not take the position that I have not got the
right of resignation at all
that I could be in a position where I
could be discharged by a cablegram on a moment's notice, and you
have the right to change the conditions, and yet I have not the
right to resign at any time or under any conditions?" And they
first took the ground that that was my position there.
Then I said
to the Secretary:
"Mr. Secretary, I cannot let you nor any other
man dictate to me what my rights or what my duties are. I know
what they are." And I said: "You and Mr. Cromwell are supposed to be the two smartest, shrewdest lawyers in the United
States; and do you mean to sit there and tell me that there can
be an implied contract that would bind me to give my service to
the United States Government forever, regardless of changed conditions or anything of that sort?"
And after some argument he finally said, "Well, you at least
ought to give us a year's notice." I said, "If it comes down to a
question of notice, that is a proper thing to discuss, and I am
willing to discuss that with you. I do not mean to say that what
I do claim
I have advanced here as my desire is binding on you.
that I have the right of resignation, and that I want to resign as
chief engineer, but I am willing to discuss the matter with you in

—
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When I got up to withdraw from the room I told him that I
would, as soon as possible after I had composed myself, send my
resignation to the President through him, as Secretary of War, subject to the President's acceptance at his own pleasure and con-

that was mixed in so many things was liable to have his ideas
perverted, and might some time or other advise the wrong thing,
or do the wrong thing, which, if the executive committee that controlled the Isthmian Canal should follow his advice and follow his
instructions, might possibly lead to scandal.
Senator Morgan. I take it from what you say that your apprehension of his capacity for doing dangerous things consisted mostly
in the fact that he was on the make and had good opportunities on

venience.

the Isthmus to

Then he turned around and said, "Well, I will not
ils phases."
stoop to dicker with you." He said, "That would be to dicker."
Then one thing led to another, until finally the conference was

all

broken up.

—
—
—
Wallace. — included

Senator Morgan. Did you send in your resignation?
Mr. Wallace. I sent it in that way.
Senator Morgan. What offices did you include in that resignation?

I
the office of Isthmian Canal CommisMr.
sioner and chief engineer, and made their acceptance subject to
the acceptance of the President, at his pleasure and at his conveni-

ence.

When I left after that interview I never dreamed for a moment
but that I would be called to another one before the matter was
"Well, Wallace,
finally terminated or that the Secretary would say:
you and I seem to have misunderstood each other. Let us take
But my
this matter up to the President and discuss it with him."
resignation was accepted, and that incident was closed, except that
the next morning after the interview occurred, all sorts of articles
came out in the newspapers criticising me, and on the following
Friday morning what I understood was the authorized statement of
the Secretary was given to the Associated Press.
I
may have been wrong in it. but I supposed an inti.

.

.

—

make money out of the Government?
Mr. Wallace.— One of the things that struck me most peculiarly
about it was that when I got into the Panama Railroad office I
was looking over their reports and I found that the last year that
the Panama Railroad was owned by the French company, which
owned 99 per cent, of its stock, they declared a dividend of over
$100,000 more than they had earned; and that after the declaration
of that dividend they sold bonds in their treasury to make ordinary
repairs or rebuild their steamships, which should have been rebuilt
out of the earnings of the company; and it looked to me as if for
counsel to advise that proceeding (which to my mind was practically taking that much money that belonged to the United States
Government and putting it into the pockets of the holders I mean,
of the owners of the New Panama Canal Company) bordered on the
line of "high finance."

—

New Dining and Cafe-Smoking

The Burlington has placed in service on certain of its limited
new dining and cafe-smoking cars, built by
the Pullman Company. The dining cars have some new features
trains out of Chicago
of interior design
is

Interior of

1

I

I

.

.

—

.

1

i

shoulders?
Mr. Wallace. Yes, sir; you have caught the meaning.
Mr. Wallace. I suggested that ho may be perfectly harmless,
but it struck me that from his relation to the work, as being the
man that brought about the sale of the Panama ("anal, that, assisted
In the Panama revolution, that acted as fiscal agent of the Panama
Government in making its investments, that Is carried on the
Panama diplomatic, list as one of its members, la a director In the
Panama Railroad, an advisor to the Secretary, a stockholder In a
public utility company that was on the Isthmus.
I
felt that a man

—
—

and arrangement.

reproduced, from which

it

A

photograph of the interior
model for the

will be seen that the

Interior of Burlington Dining Car.

Smoking Compartment, Burlington Cafe Car.

mation of the offer
had received would be more acceptable to
him than any other reason that 1 could give him, on account of
Mr. Morton's having laid down his duties as Secretary of the Navy
and accepted a more lucrative position, and Mr. Day's having laid
down his duties in the prosecution of the trusts, and things of
may have been
that sort, and that seemed to "go" satisfactorily.
wrong in intimating anything like that.
I
want to say right, here, however, that I had not accepted that
position then and that I have not accepted it since; and that before
I
had the interview with the Secretary, I told the parties that
had made Ihe proposition to me that, while their proposition was
satisfactory in a way, I did not propose to go any further with
could make a satis
them until I could find out whether or not
factory arrangement with the Secretary of War to accept my resignation and to make some arrangement by which my leaving would
not endanger the work or embarrass the Administration.
think
Senator Morgan. If I catch your meaning, and
do. part of your office up here was to shake Mr. Cromwell off your

Cars for the Burlington.

high class
is the Vienna rooms of
A plate rack encircles the car. cm which are
restaurants.
specimens of ancient ware and steins. A new feature is the provision at each end of a small private dining room with two tallies.
one seating four and the other two persons. The seats are high
and stationary, being built into the car. and are upholstered in
leather harmonizing with the woodwork.
The interior of the car is finished in English oak and an inter
esting story is told regarding the trees from which the lumber

arrangement and furnishings

German

was obtained. They grew on the ancient English estate ol Rock
iugliam Park and were centuries old. A short time ago it became
necessary to sacrifice some of them and -7 were sold to the Pullman
Company. The particular oak which furnished materia] for the
Burlington dining cars was nearly 8

up a gate-hook was found within 10

ft.

in

diameter,

in

cutting

it

the center, apparentlj
In the same tree was discovered
driven (here Ten or 800 years ago.
From ils
a slug bullet, such as was used in the tirst matchlocks,
position in the tree It must have been there since about the time
There was also found a Battened musket ball that
of Cromwell.
had been driven Into the tree some time In the earlj part of the
last

c In.

In.

of

The ball had penetrated the tree about 8 In., and
entered
wood had since grown over the place where

century.
of

It

it
has teem
of the caffi-smoklng car Is also shown,
The dlnlnr
tor 12
tor IS persons, nnd the c;itV h&S
SO persons 18 In the main room and sl\ in each private room.
The dining cars BJ« lighted bj electricity f'"ic an axle generating

The buSel

mom

—

system, and
cafrt

have an acetylene

smoking cars are

plant
c.as
lighted by acetylene.

toi

an

auxiliary,

;
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Accidents Due to Defective Equipment and Carelessness.*

xi.„ No. 9

Vol.

careless handling of derricks being comparatively new are on
the recent surprises in the business, and
venture to saj thai tbl
company has paid out during the last 18 months in the investigation and settlement of accidents caused by defective scaffolds
enough money, not only to furnish for the system the most ap
proved scaffold now known, but to nickel plate them as well,
b<
following cases will show what is going on in this way:
1

During the

have had an epidemic of accidents
caused by defectli
gral
baking rigging and defective shoveling
sheets on engines, especiallj ol the Conner. A few years ago they
were practically unknown. Now they come so often as to create
no remark. The following cases will demonstrate the necessity
either of sonic different apparatus for shaking grates of engines,
two

last

i

i

of greater care In using the apparatus, or of some better method
of inspection and re]
A. G. Kenly, fireman, Injured near Windermere; caused by the Bhovel
which he was using catching on the shoveling sheel ol engine No. us
James C
was shaking
y. fireman, Injured June 19, In Caster yard,
grates ,.n engine No, 917, and connecting rod brake, catching his band between
shaker rod and quadrant,
li.
D. Porter, fireman, Injured near Mansfield, Maj LO
caused bj grate
rod breaking as be was shaking the grates on engine No, 1280.
;

i

it. B.
Babcock, brldgeman, Injured at PernclltT, a mile and a ball aorta ol
rvhlteston, Jan. 14, while standing mar derrick mast, which was being ral ed
and put In position on abutment; the masl suddenlj Bllpped, and knocked
this man oil' the abutment to concrete foundation :;
below, breaking his
fl
i

and

arm, and bruising his
II. R. Roberta, brldgeman, killed neat Red creek,
March i, ai n a. in.
derrick car was being taken from side track to bridge No. 75, and In round
Idi
ol
len
Ing a curve an
impi was made to swing the 1
curve, but It suddenly swung over to the other si.ie ol car and tipped tni
imped, fall
derrick car over
Roberts was standing on front end ol
Ing hack onto the track, and the derrick tender, whirl, did nol leavt
A 2x4 cleat, nailed on side of m
track, ran over him
". to sla
in place came off. allowing ropes, which control swinging of
leg in

two

s

pi

his

1

j

i

i

i

;

I

Next we come to a class of accidents which is also on the increase and which is of comparatively recent origin, and which
I believe could and should be absolutely prevented by the exercise
of a little mechanical ingenuity or which, even under present run
ditions of engine construction, would be avoided by greater care
on the part of the engineman. And some day when an injector
breaks or a blow-off cock is opened as McGrath or Kennedy or
some other mechanical superintendent is passing an engine, and
their legs are scalded. I will bet my next month's salary against
an 1S99 bird nest that they will find a way to prevent such injuries, which are as painful as they are unnecessary and expensive,
either by putting the blow-off cocks and injectors under or on top
of the engines, instead of having them project from the side.
W. 1*. Willard, engineman, injured July 22, 4 miles west of Janesville
injector pipe on engine No. 4018 broke, and Wlllard was scalded about face
;

and head.

Henry Jennings, conductor, injured Oct. 1. at 5:55 p. m.. north of Rath
burn; was walking by engine in charge of Engineman L. J. Hosmer, who
started the injector and threw hot water on Jennings.
Edward Sinus, night engine Inspector, injured at Granby roundhouse
Jan. 12, at 8 :45 p. m.
he told engine despatcher to open valve to sec if sand
was running properly: despatcher opened the blow off cock instead of sand
valve, and steam and hot water scalded Steins' right hand and leg.
:

We

have every year a number of accidents to employees caused
by defects in engines and appliances furnished enginemen. nearlyall of which could and should be avoided if we had more thorough inspection, greater care taken in repairs and, what is just
as necessary, more care taken by enginemen in reporting defects:
and when you report defects, and repairs are not made, call the
attention of your master mechanic or division roundhouse foreman
to the matter and I doubt not that not only will the defects be repaired but greater pains will be taken in the future to see that
your engine is kept in good condition.
William Cut-bin, stripper, injured at EHmwood shops on the 10th of March,
was taking boiler front off engine No. 3461 removed all holts except one, and
:

while waiting for crane to be attached to the door to lift it away, the door
on Curbin's leg. who was standing on the pilot beam of engine. Investigation showed that the bolt, which had not been removed, and which had
been left to hold door, was a "dummy."
G. M. Cramer, fireman, injured, Sept. 9, at Huntingdon.was climbing up on
cab of engine No. 7S4, to get coal chute down, when brake released, and on
account of leaky throttle, engine started back, and caught his leg between cab
of engine and chute.
I. B. Olsen, fireman, overcome by heat on engine No. 941
caused by
absence of lagging on side of engine.
M. II. Woodrow, engineman, and Douglas Evans, fireman, injured haltmile east of I'everly. June 10, caused by whistle valve on engine No. 2605 becoming stuck, they being unable to fix it. and they were almost deafened
by the continuous whistling.
Whistle had been reported on the trip before
by the engineman, but was not repaired.
Henry Winter-on, a boiler washer, injured on May 15, at Kendrick,
was using a 4-ft. nozzle to wash ouf boiler of an engine, when the collar of
nozzle came off. and he was thrown against cab of engine, injuring his back.
fell

;

The thought has often occurred to me that if the master mechanic or some one other than the foreman, whose duty it is to
inspect and repair, would check up the work slips form No. 141 and
inspection records to see that the repairs called for on them were
made, we would not have so many engine failures or accidents of
this kind.

Before leaving the question of engines I want to say a few
words about accidents caused by the breaking of lubricator glasses
and water gages; they grow more frequent every year and until
somebody invents something to take the place of glass, which will
not burst, as you value your eyesight, which becomes more necessary every day as the number, speed of trains, and signals increase,
carry the shields, which the company had provided for your, nol its.
protection, over the glass, and not in your seat box as many enginemen do now, and then when the glass breaks, and no one can tell
when it will do so, there is little danger of your vision being impaired or lost by your eyes being struck by flying particles of glass.
Accidents a
by use of defective derricks, scaffolds, and the
I
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Within the last few years accidents caused by defective jacks
commenced to investigate claims,
and drop cables, which, when
were unknown, have become very frequent. I mention the following to show what they are. All of them would have been prevented
by proper inspection not by inspections made to find things O. K..
but by inspections made to find defects; and if not made for that
purpose, we had better discontinue them altogether.
I

—

1.,
M. Lumpkins, section foreman, injured Feb. 2", al Graves; be was
helping ear repairer, and had jacked up a car in order to move the trucks, Inn
when ready to let the car down the jack would not work, and all al once gave
way. and Lumpkins was struck on the head by the lever and knocked down,
injuring him.
R. J. Hopkins, laborer. Injured June 22. at Osa/.i. was giving signals t"
have train, load--. with ties, moved, when cable broke and hit hi:n in the face.
In the same category, while perhaps not of the same class, come
I

accidents at coal chutes and water tanks, roundhouses, stations, and
other places. Had inspectors, repairmen and employees using the
appliances, done as they would have done if the loss occasioned by
neglect was to be theirs, none of the following accidents would have

happened:
Will Flanigau, cinder pitman, injured May 21. at Cranby shops, was ,-als
ing cinder bucket with hoist: chain broke, and the bucket fell on his foot.
Frank Ilogan. fireman, injured in Colby yard, March 16; had just finished
coaling engine No. ST."), and pushed up lever to shut off the coal, when the
pulley, over which cable works, dropped and struck him on the head.
W. R. Brady, fireman, injured at Quarton. June 1 was standing on tank
of engine to take water: rope was frozen and coiled up and he could not
reach it: got the ash hoe and caught the rope and pulled the spout down;
when it was part way down it fell and struck Brady In the back,
D. \Y. Dalmann, operator and leverman. injured Aug. 12, at Hampton;
was in interlocking plant tin-owing distant signal, when chain conn,
lever with counterbalance weight broke and lie was thrown to the floor.
was unStanley Lord, freight brakeman. injured at Rembrandt. May 20
loading freight from a car; the skid which was being used was broken off at
one end, causing it to slip, and allowing Lord and the boxes to fall to the
ground, injuring Lord.
:

:

Another class of accidents which might also be avoided is that
caused by defective floors and platforms in roundhouses and at stations, the failure to keep tools in repair, lack of light, and failure
While, fortunately, they are
to properly secure lights on switches.
not so great in number, yet they go to swell the total, as well as the
expense, and ought to be cut out, as they could be with proper care

and supervision.
brakeman, injured at Calton. Nov. 2S went Into coal shed
In coming out he stepped on a broken board in the
floor of coal shed and sprained his left knee and left hand.
II. L. Minturn, injured at Acwoith. Jan. 16. while running to throw a
switch, he ran Into a three-thtow switch upon which there was no light.
was
Jacob Paley, boiler-maker helper, injured July 11, at Hinsdale
striking punch, knocking out rivet: the punch came off the handle and struck
L. N. Corbey.

!

to get coal for caboose.

:

him

in

the eye.

injured April 3. at Alberon, while throwing switch near
roundhouse, the switch light fell and struck him on the head.
Albert Kaufmann, machinist helper, injured July 6. at Hamburg; was in
roundhouse working near dynamo belt, which became unlaced and loose eud
of belt came round and struck him on the left arm.
Next in order, I wish to call your attention to accidents caused
by overhead obstructions, drawbars, lumber poles, cinders, and other
A. D. Yarrow,

obstructions being left too near the rail, holes and trenches left
uncovered, and failure to block guard-rails and frogs, etc. Everybody is or should be familiar with Rules 617 and 619. which require blocking of frogs and guard-rails and a clear space of 6 ft.
from the rail, and yet one would sometimes think from the appearance of some yards, side tracks and switches that the rules,
It. howlike the midnight closing ordinance, were dead letters.
ever, is the intention and desire of the management that they.
like all other rules, should be enforced, and no one is so much
interested in that enforcement as the train and yard men, who

j
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work in the yards and on side tracks and switches. It they had
been observed, or if their non-observance had been reported by the
men who must have known of their violation, none of the following
accidents would have occurred:
P.

B.

Montgomery, brakeman,

Masou, while attemptM. & C. No. 1783; chain on

Injured

fatally

at

ing tn uncouple car G., P. & A, No. 583 from 0.,
pin being broken; blocking gone from guard rail.
John Lenahan. Switchman, killed at Juniper. June 4; footboard of
switch engine on which he was riding struck a telephone pole lying in the
giass alongside the track, throwing Lenahan under the engine.

Kendrick. brakeman, injured at Bentley, .Ian. 5, 7:00 p. 111.; was
riding on the side of a box ear, when he was struck by a spike sticking in a
hoard, which was part of the fence around the cellar which was being exIt was necessary to amputate two
eavated for the new depot at Bentley.
lingers of Kendriek's right hand and his right leg, and he also received a
very bad scalp wound.
Peter Alton, brakeman. was climbing up the side of A., It. & C. car No.
2843, at Ilaekley. when he was struck and knocked off the ear by a high-way
crossing sigu at that place, and so badly injured thai it was uecessary to
amputate both his legs below the knee, and his right shoulder blade was also
broken. This crossing sign cleared this car only 2 ft.
K. G. Purdy, switchman, killed in Walton yards, Dec. 10; caused by his
being knocked off the top of a car by the Avery Street viaduct and run over
1'.

and

D.

want to call especial attention to the Alton, Montgomery.
Purdy and Kendrick cases. In the former the crossing sign had
been in the same place for over 20 years. The man who put it
there, roadmasters, and section foremen, who should have discovered its dangerous proximity to tne track and moved it to a safe
distance, the one required by Rule 619, were grossly careless, and
the injured man and other trainmen who had passed it daily for
yea^s must have discovered that, it was too close to the track, and
if they had reported it, as they should have done, this accident
would not have happened, and they were blamable for not doing
In the Montgomery case the section foreman was at fault for
so.
I

properly blocking the frog, the roadmaster for not seeing

not

it

was done, and the car inspector and repairer for not discovering
that the coupling apparatus was defective and repairing it. In the
Purdy case the management was at fault for not seeing that warning whips were up for the viaduct they are now; and in the
Kendrick case the man who hung up the lamp too close to the
track to warn people, instead of making it a protection, increased
the danger, and the division engineer who allowed it to be done
were inexcusably careless. Such cases not only swell the total number, but account in a measure for the total increase in personal

—

injury cases.
Section foremen do not seem to realize the importance of examining the whip guards for overhead obstructions every time they
pass them to see that they are in proper position and if not, pull
them down with the hook provided for that purpose. If the roadmasters would be more particular to see that this is done we would
have fewer accidents of this kind in the future.
And in removing hand cars in yards, place them far enough
away from the rails so that a man riding on the side of a freight
car won't be struck by them, as happened to
A. T. Swanson, brakeman, injured at Tracy, Aug. 30; he was hanging on
he side of a ear. and was struck by the bundle of a hand car, which bad been
1

man on a ear.
I
shall next call your attention to accidents caused by carelessness of enginemen which you will, I believe, agree with me in
thinking should not have happened and by proper care and thoughtloo near to clear a

lefl

fulness will not occur in the future:
George Bowman, engineman, killed ai Holsteln, on Sept, 9; caused by
engine running oil' the track, this being lie cud of be road, and the first
ne brakeman, had
time Bowman or any of the crew on the train, other th
over the line.
A section foreman, who was seal along as pilot, claims
I

I

1

11

have told Bowman when he came to the v, north of the depot, bui Bow
This
In stop.
IVorl
paid no attention I" the warning, and made
engineman had been on duty tor It hours when be got to Creever, ai aboul
12 o'clock midnight, and asked for 8 hours' sleep, bul was senl oul again in
lour hours and a half.
Michael O'Neill, turn-table man, Injured Oct. it. ai Patten; he was push
turntable With engine on It. and while doing so engine ran Oft before be
to

n

got

I

lefl shoulder.
to the stall where 11 was to go in; Btruck bli
Ralph Bnrnham, rear brakeman. train No. 55, seriously Injured ai Brad
nighi of Dec. 21, by being caught between the tender of engine No mi
asl side of track and
This man was standing on tl
the mail ear.

it

ley.
I

on the double track and there is anyone around, don't let it be
your fault that an injury occurs because ample warning was not
given of the approach of two trains instead of one.
John Cooper, section laborer struck and killed by engine No. 1564, haulmiles north of Steuben, while
ing train No. 21, April 111, at 9:00 a. m., 1
Train No. 21 was running on
working on the track, cleaning the crossing.
southbound track.
Although running on the wrong track, engineman is
No one on the
unable to say whether or not he whistled for the crossing.

H

engine saw the man.

hose .mil
lr, sic
started to cross over In the wesl side 10 help couple II
n1 of
lie knew the engine was coming hack, hul owing to the
whistle.
hi
steam escaping from 11 did nol realize ii was so close, ami before inThe Steam was scaping from Hie sleain hose al the
gel over was caught,
for some engineers to have Mils si. am
is customary
II
back of Hie lender.
lake couplings; others Bhul oil the
blowing off lis they are backing Li]
hnp.isslhle for he hrakein.iii to
Is aim. .si
Is blowing "II' ll
si. •am. as when il
see.
Why should nol all eiigliieineii shul II oil"'
I

moving

Injuries caused by the

which men are working seem

to

of cars being iced or on or under
of a class so inexcusable as to

me

merit the discharge of the party at fault. Think how you would
feel if you or your boy wa6 under, on, or in, a car with a flag out
and someone moved the car without notice and you or he was run
over.
The following are a few such cases:
caused by
Philip Elder, car cleaner, injured at Armstrong, July 5;
train being moved by switeli engine while he W'as on the ladder filling the

water

cooler.

Patrick Connelly, car repairer, injured Nov. 29, at I'alesliurg, was under
Switchman Moody backed train No. 27 on
end of car on repair track
it struck the car under
No. 5 track, and cars did not clear coach No. 36S
which Connelly was working, moving it about 10 ft. and dragging Connelly,
;

;

who caught hold

killed.

209

of brake beam.

Brown, ear cleaner, injured at Terry ville yards. May 3, at
10 :00 a. m., was working in smoker No. 762 engine No. 37 coupled onto the
ear and pushed it down track and it collided with some other cars, knocking
this woman down.
No switchman riding on the car at the time of the acA.

P.

;

cident.

Injuries caused by carelessness in throwing switches and dewe all know ought not to occur, and yet they are of frequent
occurrence. The following are samples:
G. M. Claney, engineman: Alfred Dolan. fireman; injured about 10 a. m.,
June 4. at Peronia
after going in on side track to get some cars, got signal
from Brakeman B. Looniis to come ahead.
Loomis failed to throw derailing
switch, and while going to main line engine left the track, weut down embankment. and turned over.
Foreman Brinson
Richard Jones, brakeman. injured May 7. at Nelson.
told him to cut off two cars and ride them out onto main line, and after he
had started lie foreman noticed an engine coming up the main line, aud
threw switch for side track, the cars collided and he was thrown down in
rails

:

t

car.

Accidents caused by kicking caboose cars in which men are
resting are of altogether too frequent occurrence, and are as inexcusable as they are frequent. Rule No. 341 should, I think, prohibit
the practice, as it does that of moving cars containing passengers
unless coupled to the engine and air-brakes in use. Had this been
done, the following cases would not have happened:
K. M. Simpson, brakeman, injured Dec. 1J. at Albion, was in way-car
cleaning ashes .an of stove, when the way-car was struck by another car
lacked into it by switchman, throwing him against end of car.
Paul O'Connor, and E. Putnam, brakemen, injured Feb. 22, at Pod
Switih engine \..
worths, were asleep in caboose No. 147::. on caboose track.
634, Foreman I.. Sherry, went in and got caboose and kicked il out mi lead.
It did not clear the switch Hack, and as other ears were kicked hack on
caboose track it was struck by cabQose No. 1289, throwing these men to the
floor.

in

Indeed, I believe that if the practice of kicking freight cars
yards and at stations was prohibited the saving in the cost

equipment and for damage to contents of cars would
be much greater than the increase in pay-roll caused by necessary
increase in the number of men in the crews.
Speaking of accidents of this kind brings to mind those resulting from careless handling of boarding cars, which are now so
common during the summer season at all points on the system.
You all know the class of people who inhabit boarding cars, how
little they appreciate the danger, that they arc on the sides, (op.
under, and in the cars. So handle them, not as some brakemen
do egg cases, but carefully; never move the cars wilhout going to
see that no one is under them cooking his dinner, thai the men
pants Of cars arc all in a place of safety, and never make a II
or kick with them, always have the engine coupled up. and don'l
Road
uncouple ii until the cur has got to the place ii is in lie lefl
masters and foremen should sec that the opening tor ingress and
I'lio
egress from the cars is on the side aw 13 from the traffli
switeli to the truck on which the ears stand should be locked and
the key in the foreman's pocket, or else a rail taken up sn thai no
if you
run ai
one can gel In on the track wlthoul notice,
anj cases where this is nol done, report them before, nol after,

of repairs to

someone

is

hurt,

1

i

I

a double-track district, it you are running mi the wrong
track and there are any section men working mi the track or em
ployccs or others walking or running mi the track, you should aci
upon the theory thai even if thej know you are coming thej win
think you are mi the track usually occupied, ami until you know
you musl be prepared i<> Btop
thai they understand the condl
Ami il i»" tralm are passing
in lime to prevent injuring them,
in

11

Before leaving the subjeel of injuries in employees caused bj
11
wanl to mention some motor
arelessness of other employee
and hand-car accidents and Injuries to section men caused bj the
use lit defective cars, bj tasl running, overloading, and by failure
in comply wiiii the rules.
Why men mi motor cars and band
coming in from work want to run faster than is Bafe (thej never
do 11 on the waj out), why they should overload, use defective
cars, run closer together than 800 11
be oul aftei dark wlthoul
mi
11
be hli bwaj - to ob true! the
light, leave iiu'ii
a
and frighten horses, contrary to Rules 841, B42, and 843, we maj
p|
we can sei no go.nl reason tor failure to
perhap gue
V.nd
1

1

.

.

1

-

ply

Willi

the

rubs which are made

for

llimr

nwn

protection,
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as well as that of the company, and If more careful Instructions
were given them by the roaiiniasters and more careful supervision
exercised, many of the accidents mentioned below would not have
happened. And on account of the class of men now employed on
the track, such Instruction and supervision is more necessary than
ever, as the records show that we have many more such cases In
proportion to the mileage and business than we did a few years ago.
G. Botticelli, laborer, Injured March 23, about 14 miles south of Yerkcsvllle, was riding on thi
front <'n.i of hand cur, which whs being followed by
another hand car; section foreman Blgnaled to the rear car not to come
too close to first car, signal was not heeded and the second car ran Into

Vol. XL., No.

9.

the speed is reduced to that suitable for the work. These engines
are simple reciprocating machines similar to those used for the
stoker valve, as will be described later. The delivery end of the
screw conveyor is well up over the hopper and has ample opportunity to move with the variations of the relative motions of 4he
engine and tender, and yet always be in such a position as to drop
the coal into the hopper.
The hopper into which the coal drops from the screw conveyor
has an upper opening of about 18 in. by :il in., and tapers down

first, derailing It.
II. I'. Dennis, laborer, Injured -May 28, '»'- mil's west of Orion;
caused
lie Bays ill'' foreman was not at the
by the handle of a band cat" breaking,

the

brake.
X.

R. Forbes, Injured near I.arkin. June L'4. with four other men, was
While going down tirade, trying
riding on a hand ear going home from work.
lo gel to station hefore train pulled out, ear jumped track, all lie- men were

thrown

"IT.

occasioned

it
is claimed by
ami Forbes injured.
Forbes that Injury was
reason of hand car being out of order and track out of gauge.

i>\

In passing over highway crossings, especially in cities and in
running past stations, hand and motor cars should be so run that
the man in charge could stop the car in its own length.

The Hayden Mechanical

Stoker.

Without

really expressing an individual willingness to assist
development, there has been expressed a desire on the part
of the mechanical officers of the railroads of the country for a
stoker that would lighten the labors of the firemen on the large
locomotives, now so extensively used. This expression has naturally led to attempts to produce a machine that will do the work;
and among the latest to be tried with success is one built by the
N. L. Hayden Manufacturing Co., of Columbus, Ohio.
This stoker performs all of the functions of taking the toal
from the tender, dividing it into small portions and distributing
it in the firebox.
For this there is. first, a heavy grating placed
just in front of the coal gates on the floor of the tender beneath
which the horizontal section of a coal conveyor is made to travel.
Coal dropping through this grating is taken by the conveyor and
carried up on one side and thence back to the center, where it
drops into the tube of a screw conveyor, by which it is carried
forward to a point just back of the boiler head, where it drops
into a hopper.
The bottom of this hopper is closed by a valve
which is capable of turning through a half of a revolution and receiving a charge of coal, when its opening is uppermost. The half
turn drops the coal on a shelf in front of the firebox, whence it
is blown by steam jets to the various parts of the firebox with an
even distribution. The rate of feeding can be varied to suit the
exigencies of the work that the locomotive has to do and the quality
in the

of the coal that is to be used.
This much for the general principles of the device. Turning
to the details of the mechanism, the first point to be considered
is the receiving grate.
This is a heavy casting with openings of
about 4 in. by 3% in. that lies in the floor immediately in front
of the coal grates.
Beneath there is a conveyor passage through

View

of Stoker as Applied

to

H-6-A Pennsylvania Locomotive.

As the depth is about 21
6 in. by 10 in. at the bottom.
the storage capacity at this point is 3% cu. ft., or about 175 lbs.
The charging valve is located beneath the hopper. It is in
the form of a hollow shell, as shown in the illustration, and will
hold about 12 lbs. The coal drops into it when the opening is uppermost.
It turns on trunnions that are centered in the main casting
and which are fitted with spur gears at the outer ends. These gears
mesh with a couple of racks that are directly connected to the
to

one of

in.

Pennsylvania Locomotive Class H-6-A.
which buckets are driven by an endless chain. The coal dropping
down through the grates is caught by these buckets and carried up
one of the legs of the conveyor and then back to the center, where
it drops into the tube of a screw conveyor, by which it is carried
to the hopper on the back head of the boiler.
This tube is raised
above the foot plate so as to afford ample head room beneath it,
and is carried by an angle arch springing from the front of the
legs of the tank and the cross piece of the conveyor.
There is thus
no physical connection between the conveyor on the tank and the
stoker on the boiler. The conveyor is driven by its own engine,
consisting of two 4-in. by 4-in, cylinders driving a worm by which

piston rods coming from the two operating cylinders AA placed
above the door and partially back of the hopper on either side.
As the pistons of these two cylinders move up and down the motion
is communicated to the rack and by them to the valve, which is
turned through a half revolution for each full stroke. The steam
admission and exhaust for these two cylinders is regulated by a
special valve, which is, in turn, driven by a small two-cylinder

engine.
Starting with this source of power, the engine used to drive
the valve of the distributing cylinders is of the two-cylinder type
without eccentrics or pivoted connections. The cylinders have a*
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bore of V/< in. with iy2 in. stroke of pistons. The latter are packed
with two small spring rings and are solid with their rods which
are screwed into the Scotch yokes by which the rotary motion
is given to the shaft.
Each yoke also serves as a point of attachment for the valve stem of the mating cylinder, so that the cranks
form the eccentrics for the valve motion. As these cranks are set
at right angles with each other, when considered as eccentrics,
one leads the crank, the valve of whose cylinder it controls; while

Section A- B.

^—4$'-^

Hopper and Coal Valve

—
for

//f

*~4fc-4

Hayden Mechanical Stoker.

the other follows it. The valves are, therefore, arranged for an
outside and inside admission respectively; but, owing to the position
of the cranks, can have no lap or lead and therefore admit steam
for the full length of the stroke.
In the case of the outside admission valve, steam is admitted
to the upper end of the steam chest and passes down through the
center of the valve to the other end, where it leaves by the side
opening at B to enter the space beneath the valve and be admitted

211

to the cylinder through the port C when the valve has risen sufuncover it. For the exhaust of this cylinder the valve
acts as an ordinary D valve.
In the case of the other cylinder the flow of steam, with the
valve of inside admission, is reversed. Steam is admitted to the
center of the valve, and exhausted direct at the upper end; while,
ficiently to

at the lower end, it passes to the center of the valve through the
The
side opening D, and thence to the upper end and the exhaust.
Scotch yokes are held in alinement by stems projecting downward
These engines are very compact and measure but
in the usual way.
17% in. by 7 in. by 7 in. over all. The shaft carries a worm at

one end meshing with a gear of 72 teeth, on whose shaft is a
crank driving another Scotch yoke that is attached to the stem
of the distributing valve of the operating cylinders AA.
Before taking up the operation of this valve attention is called
It must admit steam
to the three functions that it must perform.
to the two ends of the operating cylinders and exhaust it from
the same. It must also admit steam to the steam jets for the propulsion of the coal at the proper instant as it would be wasteful
and inadvisable to keep the jets open and blowing all of the time.
The illustration shows the method of action very clearly. Starting with the left-hand figure and the crank at the upper point the
valve is at the extreme of its travel; and, as it is of the inside
admission type, steam is flowing out to the top of the operating
or distributing cylinders by which their pistons are forced down
and the coal valve turned to dump on the receiving plate at the
door.
This port, which started to open when the crank was 45 deg.
from the central position on the approaching side at R, is held
open through a quarter revolution or until the crank has reached
On passing this point the port is opened to the exhaust and
E.
almost immediately the one leading to the bottom of the operating
cylinder is opened to the steam and the pistons returned to their
upper position with the coal valve set to receive a fresh charge.
While the piston is down the valve dumps its contents upon the
fuel plate, and then, as the crank turns on, the valve is drawn
down still lower until, just before reaching the lower center, the
port to the blast pipe is opened and the steam admitted that blows
the coal out into and distributes it over the firebox. Then, as
the valve rises, the ports to the jet and the lower end of the operating cylinders are closed, that to the upper opened and the cycle
repeated.

The maximum rate of feed used
of the Pennsylvania Railroad, which

Front Elevation ind Section of Hayden Mechanical Stoker.

upon a
is

class H-6-A locomotive
of the consolidation (2-8-0)
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As the worm gear has 72
type. Is about 14 strokes per minute.
in ih, the speed of the small valve-operating engine is about 1.000
r.p.m.
The operating cylinders themselves bail to be worked out very
carefully so that slamming would be avoided and a proper cushion
be given to the pistons at the nds of their strokes.

at the outside turn almost at right angles and serve to
the back corners of the firebox; the Intermediate Jets
throw the coal along the sides and into the front corners, while the
one in the center throws it straight ahead. The actual practical
working will be considered later.
Finaily. the furnace door has been designed so that it can be

This has been accomplished by an Ingenious arrangement of
check valves shown in the illustration. There are two sets of check
valves at each end: one for the admission and the other for the
cushion. The latti r are so arranged that the

opened

i

The two
deliver

In

any time. It carries a chute on the back into which the
from the valve, and beyond this simply takes the
place of the ordinary door, and can be used as such in case of any
at

coal is delivered

stroke of ti J 4 in. travels to
the end with the exhaust
port at L open in front of it. This port is
then covered and the insignificant resistance
of the entrapped steam encountered for the
next 1% in.; alter which the piston unco
the port and steam is admitted beneath the
check valve N, which is opened against its
spring and steam flows to the top of the
in. of its stroke
piston, where in the last
The check valves
it gradually comes to rest.
OO in the steam pipes serve to admit steam
above the piston and yet prevent a reverse
flow into the exhaust during the period of
cushioning. In studying this action it must
be borne in mind that the pipes PP serve
both as exhaust or admission passages according to the position of the distributing
valve; also that the port L is not uncovered
by the piston when the latter is at the end
piston,

with

within

2

in.

a

of

%

of its stroke.

Then

if

steam

is

admitted to

the upper pipe P, it passes up through the
cheek-valve to the top of the piston, forcing
Conveyor Engine, Hayden Mechanical Stoker.
the latter down until it passes the port L,
when the live steam enters the cylinder above the piston by that disarrangement of the apparatus or when it is desirable to rake or
passage. In the meantime, as the piston approaches the lower end inspect the fires.
This sufficiently covers the mechanical features of the device.
of the stroke and steam is admitted below, the passage to the exhaust in the lower pipe P is blocked by the lower check valve O As for its practical operation, the experience with it has not been
Of course extensive, but it has apparently been satisfactory. The important
so that there can be no back flow or escape in that way.
step in the development was to provide for the proper distribution
the same conditions are obtained on the reversal of the stroke.
The admission of steam to these operating cylinders starts the of the coal. This required a long series of experiments and when
pistons with a very rapid action. Advantage is taken of this in the the adjustments had been so made that this distribution could be
construction of the coal valve. A reference to the side elevation relied upon, an application was made to a consolidation locomoand section will show that the lip of the valve is flush with the tive on the Pennsylvania lines of the H-6-A class having cylinders
edge of the hopper on the boiler side but stands about 2% in. 22 in. in diameter with a piston stroke of 28 in., and weighing
This
back of it on the other side. There is thus 2% in. of motion to 193,500 lbs., of which 173,000 lbs. are upon the drivers.
the face of the valve before it begins to close the opening to the engine has been in service for about five months and in that time
hopper. In this distance it acquires a momentum sufficient to cut there have been no delays due to stoker failures. The trial as
thus far conducted has been more with the
Cab Boot
idea of determining the value of the device
as a labor saver and an efficient steam producer than as a coal saver. In fact, the coal
records that have been kept are nearly worthless as will be shown later.
With this in mind, the log of a single
trip will be quite as valuable as indicative
of what has been done as an attempt to com-

a statement based on an average of all
have been run. A round trip from
Columbus to Dennison, taken out at haphazard, will serve this purpose.
The distance between the two points is 100.3 miles.
On leaving Columbus going w est there is an
adverse grade of 1 per cent, followed by .94
and .78 per cent., making a total upgrade for
a distance of 13.6 miles to Summit, from
which point there is a down grade of somewhat smaller percentages into Newark, 33
miles from Columbus.
From Newark to
Dennison the grades are very light and short
and the road may be considered to be practically level. On the eastbound trip referred
to. the train out of Columbus consisted of 28
pile

that

r

cars weighing 1,281 tons, which was increased to 43 cars and 1.839 tons at Newark.
In moving about the yard the firing was done
Side and End Elevations, Hayden Mechanical Stoker
by hand in the usual manner; as the work
through any projecting lumps of coal that may intervene and thus required was intermittent and it was easier to handle the coal in
this way than to start and stop the stoker at such short intervals
close with the full stroke..
With the coal delivered from the valve, there yet remains the as would be necessary.
At 12.30 p.m. the engine started with its train, and at 12.33U
important function of its proper distribution over the grates. This
is done by means of five jet nozzles shown in the plan.
Steam is the stoker was put into action, delivering coal at the rate of 14
admitted to all of these nozzles through a pipe leading from the charges per minute. Ten minutes later there was a stop on a
operating valve already described and in which there is a valve siding to permit a passenger train to pass when hand firing was
so that the flow, as a whole, can be controlled. Each nozzle is fur- again resorted to.
The safety valves were set. to open at 205 lbs. and the pressure
ther provided with adjusting valves by which the intensity of the
individual jet can be regulated, to accord with the size of the fire- was maintained above 195 for the whole trip except on the hill
box, the intensity of the draft and the quality of the coal used.
out of Columbus. Here the engineman was not working the engine

March
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very hard, and the fireman, not noticing it, continued to run the
stoker at full speed with the result that a surplus of coal was
thrown in and the fire deadened.
It occasionally became necessary to use the hook to level the
fire, and this was done 13 times between Columbus and Dennison.
The total elapsed time between terminals was 5 hours and 10 min-
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was standing about 22 minutes during the course
At one point the operating valve stuck for about 6y2
minutes and before it was again made operative the fireman threw
tions, the stoker

of the trip.

37 shovelfuls of coal into the furnace, doing it in eight firings, in
which the facility with which the change from stoker to hand firing
can be made, was fully demonstrated.
probably have
Better results would
been attained in this, if the speed of the
stoker had been cut down so as to more
nearly meet the demands of the engine,
whereby the feed could have been made
continuous and the necessity for the use
In fact, on
of the hook entirely obviated.
other occasions where attention has been
paid to this matter, and the requisite
amount of fuel fed with the proper adjustment of the distributing nozzles, it has
been found to be possible to avoid the use
of the hook.
Such a rate of feed would
be from six to eight charges per minute.

The return trip from Dennison to
Columbus was even more uneventful than
the other. The engine left Dennison at 8.47
a.m. with 65 cars weighing 2,005 tons, and
reached Newark at 12.10 p.m. At this point
20 cars were dropped, and, with the remaining 45, weighing 1,392 tons, the engine
left Newark at 1.05, arriving at Columbus
at 3.33 p.m.
On this trip the stoker was
put out of service for nine minutes through
carelessness in taking on coal at Conesville.
About 5.000 lbs. were put upon the tender at

Conveyor Engine, Hayden Mechanical Stoker.
which 1 hour and 55 minutes were on sidings, giving an
actual running time of 3 hours and 15 minutes, or an average speed
As a matter of fact the actual speeds varied
of 26.1 miles per hour.
between wide limits, running from 15 to 50 miles an hour.
As the stoker was set to feed the coal faster than the requirements of the engine demanded it was necessary to shut it off at
intervals in order to let the fire burn down. There was, of course,
no regularity in these intervals of stopping. Sometimes they would
follow one another rapidly and in quick succession; then they
would be separated by wide intervals. In all, under these condiutes, of
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of the gates so that the (out
tins place without a proper adjus
flooded tin- grate in large lumps ami tool to be shoveled away be
The manipulation of the stoker
lore the conveyor, could be worked
il
was practically the same as <>n the outward run. ll was si;
and si
led al varying intervals according to the demands of the

servbe. ami in all was standing 2 hours 47% minutes between
The elapsed time was 6 hours Hi niiniiles. anil the actual
terminals.
So that the stoker was
net 38 minutes.
houri
running time
idle, while the engine was in motion, for 39% minutes, ami the
The record of steam
log shows Hi, H the book was used nine limes.
gage registrations shows that the pressure did not fall below 200
The train was long ami heavy and pulled hard.
lbs. on the trip.
so at least one thing can be taken as demonstrated ami thai is
that the stoker is a thoroughly efficient means of maintaining steam
1

This

pressure.

is

conceded by

Vol..

XI...

No.

if.

though, in reality, this is totally without any foundation Is (act,
we shall presently see.
Beyond the possibility of a prevention of smoke ami Hie saving
lie able lo maintain the steam
of coal. Hie BUCCei Hil slokci mil
pressure ami save work for Hie B reman.
We bave seen that it
can hold up the steam pressure. How is it as a labor saver? As
would have
one fireman expressed it. "The stoker saves no work.
more time to sit down it
could throw in a half dozen shovelfuls
would rather do it; and as for
of coal and then sit down ami
breaking up eoal, I'd quit Hie job before I'd do that."
Watching Buch a man at work it is evident that one-shovel
Willi the stoker
firing has no place in bis list of accomplishments.
the fireman is busy, but it it is used intelligently there is no reason
why he should not have more time to "sit down" than would be

as

i

I

I

I

all.

preventer, the Hayden
stoker ranks with the other stokers on the
market in that it does not do it. There was
continuous stream of smoke issuing from
he slack at all times when the stoker was
It lightened somewhat just before
in use.
a charge was thrown into the firebox, Inn
ll
the change was apparently insignificant,
is probable that a portion of the gases now
escaping in this form could be burned by
the admission of more air above the fire,
which should be made a matter of further
experiment. As the door is now arranged
,-in. holes through it, one on
there are two
each side, and it is by way of these that all
of the air now admitted above the fire

As

a

smoke

,i

I

:;

passes.

As
worked

the

stoker

solely with a

has,

view

thus

'

far,

been

to the determina-

tion of its capabilities as a means of maintaining a steam pressure, no tests have been
made as to the coal consumption so as to
compare it with engines not equipped in the
same service. The railroad officials seem to
think that it burns more, while the owners
Valve for Operating Cylinders, Hayden Mechanical Stoker,
of the device say that they are burning a
mixture of pea, nut and slack, while the other engines are served possible without it. It has been taken for granted, too, in some
with a large percentage of run-of-mine. As a matter of fact the quarters that the stoker would make it possible to use a cheaper
records in this respect are worthless. When the coal is not weighed man than at present. This is far from being the case as a firstand there is a variation of 2.000 in the estimates made on a single class man must be employed; better, if anything than at present,
tank full, as in the case of the run from Columbus to Dennison. and one who will realize the necessity for constant and persistent
between that of the man on the wharf and the representative of work. The stoker feeds but a small quantity at each charge and
the hopper holds but a small reserve, so that the conveyor must
be in motion most of the time. If, however, the fireman takes no
interest in what he is doing, and gluts the hopper and overcrowds
the conveyor he will be spilling coal all over the deck, overloading the fire, wasting coal, putting himself to needless labor and
will fail to get the results that he should. But if the stoker is run

as it should be run, it can be made to maintain an even fire over
a whole division with but an insignificant fraction of the physical
exertion ordinarily required. The stoker, however, does require
attention and that, too, of a pretty constant
character. The steam nozzles must first be
carefully adjusted so that they will give a
proper distribution of the coal. If the jets
are too strong the coal will be driven to the
front end of the, box, while, if not strong
enough, it will fall short and be apt to bank
up in the center, requiring frequent raking
in order to keep the fire in condition. With
these small but very essential details "attended to. the physical labor involved drops
to a mere bagatelle and a man should be
able to fire a heavy engine over a division
without any fatigue. There is no coal shoveling to do, none to lift, merely the drawing of
it down to the conveyor grates, or guiding it
to them in its natural flow.
Showing Cushion For-rs.
And here the matter of the fallacy of the
need of putting fine coal upon the tender can
be shown. In the case of the run referred to,
Operating Cylinder, Hayden Mechanical Stoker
where run-of-mine coal in large lumps was put
the motive power department it is readily conceivable that the upon the tender at Conesville, the fireman had no trouble in breaking
evidence would not. be allowed to have much influence in a court them up as they came down and delivering coal to the conveyor
with far greater rapidity than the engine needed to be supplied,
of law.
It can only be stated that a careful observation of the
working of the stoker leads to the conclusion that it can probably so that coal of any size can be used and with no danger of steam
be run in a way to effect an appreciable saving in coal as compared failure because of the extra exertion demanded of the fireman.
But above all and in it all there must be an intelligent appreciawith hand firing.
The reason why this combination of pea, nut and slack coal is tion of the requirements of the fire in order to get the best that
used, is thai it was desired to have coal fine enough to pass through there is out of the coal and the stoker; for it affords chance for
he grate above the conveyor without requiring the fireman to waste by overloading the fire that does not exist with hand firing
The idea was that this would involve too much labor, since a man will naturally use as little as he thinks he can in order
break it
I

1
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own back, while with the stoker there is no back to save.
word may be said, to call attention afresh to the fact,
a change from stoker to hand firing can be made without

save his

One
that

final

is ready to be opened at
to give free access to the fire for inspection or raking.

one moment's delay, and that the door

any instant

A New Design

of Reciprocating

Screw-Thread Rolling Machine.

The. Waterbury Farrel Foundry & Machine Co., Waterbury,
Conn., has recently placed on the market a new line of its reciprocating screw threaders which have been redesigned throughout.
The machines are made in
seven sizes with capacities
for rolling threads on wire

from Vs in. in diameter up
and including 1% in.

to
in

of

diameter.
the No. 3

Illustrations
and of the

No. 4 machines are given
herewith. The smaller machines up to and including
the No. 4 size are arranged
to be equipped with a hopper feed; above this size
hand feeding is considered
more economical. The machines are all equipped with
an automatic feeding device
which insures straight and
The No. 3 Reciprocating Screw- accurate threads even on
Thread Rolling Machine with
the longest work.
A pan
Hopper Feed.
large enough to catch the
drip from all parts of the
body is provided as well as a geared pump by means of which
It is claimed
a uniform flow of oil is distributed over the dies.
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practically be built to a factory site. It is worth much to him if, in
securing business, he can have your interested efforts and tactful
aid in treating with the shippers.
Finally, in this important matter of working with officials of
other departments of the division, as you go about over the division
always listen to the Station Agent. If at a competitive station,
you have to listen to him, for he is on the line of battle for business,
and you must help in the fight and throw your weight into the
balance for your company. If he is only an agent at a local station
you must not despise him, either. There are three classes of men

whom I always feel impelled to take off
an agent at a one-man station, a section foreman and a
bridge foreman.
Without these men we are as nothing. They do
much for little. Their work is never done. They are always liable
They have more all-round railroad ability and
to a call of duty.
A Division
railroad responsibility than any of the rest of us.
Engineer should be such a man as the agent at a local station is
in railroad service to-day to

my

hat, viz.,

glad to see around. Mend the hole in the platform, fix the door-lock,
give him a new office floor, paint the waiting-room and patch the roof
whenever it is necessary; anyhow, look at it with him. He has a
rather lonesome job, and appreciates your human interest in his
efforts to be all things to all men. Agents get the traffic, and traffic
is fundamental, while maintenance is a contingency.
What is the proper way for a Division Engineer to treat his engineering assistants? It is generally conceded that the golden rule
is the best foundation for proper treatment between man and man,
or, as we now phrase it. "the square deal." In the treatment of those
engineers less experienced in railroad work, were 1 to suggest a
variation from that general rule I would engraft on it what may be
termed the eleventh of the decalogue.

On the first full-sized locating party of which I ever had charge,
the assistant and second in rank, was an engineer older than myself,
whose health had prevented his advancement. He was a very fine
fellow, a captain, wounded at Gettysburg. After a couple of months
I privately asked him in what respect I would be most apt to fail as
a chief of party. He replied that I would kill the party with kindness.
Yet that party within two years reduced the cost per mile of
located line 50 per cent., as shown by the company's accounts. Four
of the sixteen men remained with me ten years, at which time I left
the service. They were the reliable, efficient nucleus of the best party
of that company's service.
Never drive young engineers. Lead them instead. If as Division Engineer on maintenance you drive your engineering assist
ants, then I can go on that division and do the same work in the
same time, and loan temporarily one-fourth of the men to the
I
Chief Engineer at any time the service needs them elsewhere.
have never felt the competition of another Division Engineer who
drove assistants.
asked
Tell assistants what you wish done, and be most explicit.
one of my younger men one day if he understood. He replied. "Why,
you have made it as plain as the letters on that box car over then
Give them good instruments and implements, proper plans and
enough men. Show them how to do the work at the start, if necesSet them a good example by doing your own work well,
sary.
promptly and cheerfully. Tell them you will judge them by their
Coach them from day to day and never let them be humiliresults.
ated by getting far wrong. If after six months of such handling a
man is not doing good work and enough of il. then send him in to the
chief engineer and say he will not make a man the company needs
Do not be such a fool as to think you can drive a lazy, careless, in
competent young civil engineer and make him a good man to keep
Never wrangle with assistants. "Whelher they be good or bad
neers, whether you personally like them or not. see 10 11 thai they
The division engineer
like you and feel that you arc their friend.
must he the most popular civil engineer on that division or he will
1

Farrel Foundry &
rocating Screw Thread

The Waterbury

Machine
Rolling

Co.'s

No. 4

Recip-

Machine.

that with the No. 3 machine 50 blanks % in. in diameter can be
threaded per minute, and with the No. 7 machine 20 blanks l in. in diameter can be threaded per minute.
1

The Division Engineer.

<

III.

When

a Division Engineer reports directly to the Superintendent
on maintenance matters, it sometimes occurs that the Chief Engineer objects to the Division Engineer's being ;is useful as possible.
have had a Chief Engineer object to my running grades and centers
for track whenever useful to the Superintendent, and when he so
requested.
Some Chief Engineers think the line and level for
the track on maintenance is the track foreman's work, and thai engineers should be above il. I'.ul of whatever craft a railroad man be.
his skill should be used to further the company's interest. We must
When a track man or a bridge man wants a
all strive to be useful.
line or levels to work to, ho should have thorn. A Division Engineer
Is In an organization to strengthen it by his technical skill and by
his team work with other men there. He should strive to be missed
very much when he leaves that division, lie is working, first of all.
for the stockholders.
always kept on the
With the Master Mechanic of the division
re
best Of terms.
There is no reason for any oilier attitude.
Win never he
paired his buildings, and lie repaired my machinery.
was a mechanical eng
r
we always moved in double harm
The I1.1II1
our great comfort and the C
pany's liesl Interest.
representative COUld do little for me save lo give the glad hand, but
It
is worth much lo him for
I
Could Hid him. and always did so.
you to say in advance or informal!; whether or not a track
I

I

I

fail

in

sol

li

gri e

think
wish lo say thai
Lest whal precedes be misunderstood.
tie
young American civil engineer, as be graduates from our i"si
technical schools ami from the good homes of this land, is as high
a type of young manhood as Almighty (aid lias yel been aide 10 111:1 K
Thej are better educated than we division engineers were when we
(liven such engineers of sufficient experience for their
lefl college
position on a locating party, till 0111 tile rank ami til.' of thai part]
00
with .a soldiers, plainsmen, woodsmen or cowboys, and there
work, no exposure ami no danger a good chief ei partj cannot lead
them to face. These men are each ami all Invincible when well led.
or the
The material for engineer parties in this countrj to-daj
rank
11
the title
\n\ best. Never have two assistants ol In
.net paj I'e Hie same, make sein.uiu el servlci COUIll as rank as in
he army,
And ibis prevents bickering ami axes responsibl
I

I

It

li

1

1

1

you do, always handle the work bo
!i "
Never lei
responsible for ii
UIot", no lll-feelit
engineers flghl ii out. literally, or in spirit, althoi
them tl
Early and la
ometlmeB does very well
vl tit, so as to trj them out in getting
siiy of harmonj
Qo awaj on
on together, Qo on Inspection and aj you leavi othei work to them
doubl » nether a civil
barring emi
foi a « e,k

Whatever

els.'

is

;.
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by the Democrats wilh the help of a minority of Republicans. This
gives great Importance to the Democratic position on the question
of review.
of opinion on this que
There are decided difference
among Republican:-, and il may
tion among Democrats as well a
be difficult for Mr. Bailey to get his party solidly in line in supporl
b
of any Bpeciflc amendment.
At presenl the indications are that
Democrats who are in favor of review will endeavor to frame an
amendment that will receive the approval of most of the men on
I

Washington, Feb 27.— Washington

lias not

yd

fully

recovered

from the surpri e occa loned by the unexpected turn of affairs in
the Senate Commi tee on Inters! ite Commerce last Friday when
reported to the Senate
the Hepburn railroad rate bill was oniric,
wiih. mi amendment and was put in charge of Senator Tillman, of
South Carolina, the senior Democratic member of the committee.
This result was brought about by the combined actios of two of
Senator Aldrich,
the most astute parliamentarians in the Senate
It
is doubtful if
Of Rhode Island, and Senator Bailey, of Texas.
ii
«iii evei i" Known just what occurred in the conference between
thai look place
these two leaders on opposite sides of ilie Senal
i

1

dining the two hours' recess of the committee that preceded its final
action, but there is little doubt that an understanding was reached
between them as to the action to be taken In the committee, and it
is not unlikely that the understanding will go so far as to affect
the

management

their side and that will provide lor review while attempting to
deny to the courts power to suspend an order of the commission
pending review
Senator Lodge today Introduced an amendment to the Inter-

Commerce law. providing for displacement of the present InterCommerce Commission by a new commission of nine members.
The amendment provides thai not more than five of the members

state
state

on" political party; that three of them shall be lawyers;
Salthree, persons of experience in the management of railroads.
aries are fixed at $12,000 for each member except the chairman, who
shall be of

is

to receive

$.",011

more.

•'

<
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Disinfecting Apparatus for Railroad Cars.

of the bill in the Senate.

The strength of Senator Aldrich as a Senatorial leader has
he
rested almost as much on his ability to keep in touch with
leaders in the Democratic party as on his influence over Republican Senators, and it may be that the outcome of the Senatorial
contest over the Hepburn bill will demonstrate that the Senator
from Rhode Island has gained a decided advantage for the advocates of conservative legislation by the seemingly paradoxical
method of putting the railroad bill in the hands of one of the most
Certain it is that Mr. Bailey, who is
radical men in the Senate.
not a member of the Committee on Interstate Commerce, and who
is himself an advocate of amending the Hepburn bill by including
in it an express provision for judicial review, succeeded in persuading Senators Foster and McLaurin, who were insisting on
a review provision, to cast their own votes and that of Senator
Carmack, whose proxy they held, in favor of reporting the bill to
the Senate without amendment but with the express understanding
that every member of the committee was to have full liberty to vote
The action of the comfor amendments and to offer amendments.
mittee, therefore, was equivalent to reporting the bill to the Senate
I

The

disinfection of passenger and cattle cars by

means

of car-

attended with difficulty, and even with danger to the
employees carrying it out. If applied with a brush, the acid does
not always cover all the surface nor penetrate the cracks. To apply
it to the ceiling the employee risks getting burned or blinded; and
as the air itself is not disinfected, the workman himself can be
bolic acid

is

without any recommendation.
There has been a disposition in some quarters to believe that
Mr. Aldrich made a tactical blunder in having the bill put in
charge of Senator Tillman. What he probably wanted to do was
to emphasize the fact that the Senate proposes to deal with the
problem of railroad legislation without executive interference. Putting the bill in charge of the bitterest personal enemy of President
Roosevelt in the entire Senate served to emphasize this, but Senator
Aldrich probably counted on Senator Tillman's taking the first opportunity to give oral expression to the intention of the Senate to
disregard White House influence. If this was what Senator Aldrich
was counting on he was not disappointed, for Senator Tillman lost
no time in issuing a declaration of independence to the press in
which he said: "The President has performed his full official duty
He has nothing more to do with it
in connection with this bill.
until it comes before him as an act of Congress for his approval
or veto. The Senate alone has the say now." There is no doubt
that Senator Tillman will say something to this same effect in the
Senate if the opportunity arises and there is any talk of Presidential interference.
Uncertainty as to what disposition will be made of the Statehood bill the unfinished business before the Senate makes it impossible to predict how soon the railroad rate bill will be taken
up, but Senator Tillman has given notice that he will push it
He is not likely to encounter
to the front as soon as possible.
opposition from any quarter, as the Senators who are opposed to
the Hepburn bill seem to be fully as anxious as its friends to bring
the conflict on as soon as possible and have it over with. They
will not seek to delay the bill or to postpone the final vote any
longer than is necessary for them to present their arguments against
it and in favor of such amendments as they may believe should be
adopted. It is expected that if the bill can be amended so as to
provide expressly for an adequate judicial review it will receive the
votes of nearly all of the members of the Senate. Senator Foraker,
alone, has announced emphatically, both in the Senate and out of
it, that he will not vote for any measure that proposes to give the
Interstate Commerce Commission authority to prescribe transporta-

—

—

Senator Morgan, of Alabama, will probably stand with
him, and it is possible that Senator Pettus, of Alabama, may also
vote against the bill, even if amended so as to provide for review.
Those Democratic Senators who are following the lead of Senator Bailey hope that they will be able to obtain decided party advantages from the fact that the railroad bill has been put in charge
An effort will be made to
of the Democratic side of the Senate.
eeure harmonious action bj Democratic Senators on all amendments, with the hope that the bill may be put into its final form

tion charges.

Section Through the Koerting Disinfecting Apparatus.

Washing the car with soda solution at a temperature
infected.
of 125 deg. Fahrenheit is not always practical in winter, as the
solution will not retain the desired temperature long enough. The
apparatus here shown is used in Germany with success and satisfaction.
There is a cylinder B which is filled with the disinfecting fluid, through the opening F. It is then connected by the
and inlet hose with a water main, steam pipe or hand
nozzle
anything to give a pressure of from 10 lbs. to 60 lbs.
air pump
An air-tight piston in the cylinder is driven
to the square inch.
down and the disinfecting fluid is driven out through S by the
pressure of the steam, water or air, and the liquid is sprayed into
the car. After use. the water is let out through A. The fluid used
is dilute carbolic acid, lisol. pinol, formaldehyde, or whatever is
The makers of the device are Korting Brothers,
legal and desirable.
Hannover.
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Through an unfortunate oversight, the name of Professor E.
Dewsnup. of the University of Chicago, was omitted as the
author of the paper on Railway Education, printed in the Railroad
R.

We

wish to give Professor
Gazette, Feb. 16.
for his interesting discussion.

Dewsnup

full

credit
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illustrate, the present Litchfield branch,

ness on the main linos. To
about 32 miles long, and opened about 34 years ago, used to sharer.
It
Is now to
as an independent line, 4 cents a mile and upwards.
have a two-cent rate, a reduction of 50 per cent, from the old fare
and along wilh il has been secured a passenger and freight service
on the branch Incomparably better than Hie original. Whole tomes
inieii on the merits and demerits, the public vantages
havc> bee
and public' perils, of Hie great railroad consolidations of our times.
But, trite as the statement Is, the benefits of those consolidations to
weak branch lines stand unquestioned. And, as proof of such bene-
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system and the Highland, Northampton and Naugatuck divisions, to
be extended a little later to the whole of the New Haven's system
of approximately 4,200 single track miles; (2) at as early a period
as possible the reduction of freight rates on the whole system also.
The passenger reductions, we infer, are a matter now of only a
few days, or, at most, weeks; the freight rate reductions probably
tarry into the months or perhaps longer. The sweeping passenger
reductions particularly have some very striking historical suggestions: In 1886 President Watrous announced the two-cent rate over
the 135 miles of the company between Springfield and New York
City, predicting, in a general way, as a result a loss of about $500,What actually
000 in passenger receipts for the following year.
came to pass next year (1887) was a gain of about $90,000 instead
of a loss of $500.000 a blasted forecast, which gives fresh interest to
President Mellen's new departure, which extends, almost at a stroke,
the two-cent rate from one-eleventh of the single-track mileage of
his system to the remaining ten-elevenths; nor does the fact that
the change has waited twenty years in the coming detract from its
Another striking phase of the change
interest now that it comes.
is the vivid side light that it throws on the values to the public
The numberless branches of the Now
of railroad consolidation.
Haven system all get the benefit now of the lower rate based on
the immense passenger prnlils due lo the density (if passenger bust
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of a coming
passenger fare on the Berkshire
division of the New Haven system has been followed by much
more expansive and radical propositions which only await the
ratification of his board of directors.
The new plans to be early
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the two-cent-a-mile rate on the Old Colony
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the most recent, as

and impressive example.

Last week we printed President Hadley's Boston Transcript
Since the appearance of that
paper on the Hepburn bill in full.
paper Senator Foraker has made in the United States Senate a long
and carefully worked out address in opposition to the bill, some extracts from which are printed this week. It has occurred to a great
many newspaper editors to contrast the positions taken by Senator

Foraker and President Hadley, and many of the ablest of these
have condemned President Hadley severely for what they
For
evidently consider a species of temporizing with the problem.
example: "If intelligent men are to hold up their hands at the first
demand of the demagogue, what chance is there of resisting his second and third demand? We shall have taught him the trick, and he
What need he care
will not be slow to apply it on every occasion.
for your arguments, your warnings, your law. your precedents, your
demonstrations, if you announce in advance that you will abandon
them all if he only threatens loudly enough." It seems to us that
these editors have allowed their very exemplary senses of justice to
run away with their judgment, and their understanding of President
is that Ol the
Hadley's position. As we understand this position,
highly practical economist who is concerned not with the passage
of a bill or the altitude of a President, but with the broad question of
Pr Hadley
the attitude of the American people to their railroads.
might say with Robert Browning's Ognlben, "1 have seen three and
editors

it

twenty leaders of revolts."
road legislation less deeply

If
lie

be had studied the question of rail
would perhaps lia\.
ted amend

mentS to the Hepburn bill to make il workable, bul his conviction
Beem
was so clear that this bill could not lie made workable that,
to us. he turned his attention from the bill Itself to the economical
leai movement
i« a
and political, causes tor the bill. He Hen
throughout the country hostile to the railroads and to strong coi
porate Interests, and 11 seemed to blm highly desirable thai this
movement should die a natural death and not he perpetuated Into
n might be similarly argued thai the enactment
a national party
and working Of the Poller law in Wisconsin was B prime Cause for
[I

the death of the original granger
If we remember rightly

Potter law,

movement
« n

novel
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tlonal; it merelj worked the wrong way, benefiting no one, and re
tarding the developmenl of the state. On the other hand, we think

Senator Foraker lias demonstrated thai the Hepburn
il
as well,
being unworkable, is clearly unconstltuti
Ms provisions. Need it, then, be so greatlj feared?

besides

bill,

In

many

of

This is a si liking record ill
senger earnings following a period

REDUCED PASSENGER FARES.

"All local rates two cents per mile" is the announcement which
May 1, 1898, has headed the time-tables of the. New York,
This railroad was, we believe, up to the
Ontario & Western.

since

recent enactmenl of the ohm two-cent-a-mile law, the only one on
which a general rate of two cents a mile was in force. The New
York Central, on its main line most of the waj from New York to
Buffalo, and the New York, New Haven & Hartford on certain sections of its main stems, have for some time had a two-cent-a-mile
rate, but, except by mileage hook, this has nol yet been extended over

most of the branch lines of either company. As maj he guessed
from the history of similar reductions, the adoption of the flat
rate was not a voluntary experiment of the Ontario & Western's.
Early in 1898 the New York legislature enacted a law providing
that the railroads of the state should, in every case where their
local rates were higher, sell 500-mile mileage hooks for $10. Rather
than introduce a mileage book system, the New York, Ontario &
Western on the day ou which the new law became operative made
a local rate of two cents a mile effective over its lines. Coincident
with this, it withdrew its round-trip, 25-ride, and other reduced
The immediate effect of this action was to slightly
rate tickets.
reduce local passenger receipts; the decreased earnings, according
Manager in the annual report for
the year ended June 30, 1898, being due entirely to the reduction
Although the reduction was in force only two
in passenger rates.
out of the twelve months of the fiscal year, the average rate paid
per passenger per mile for the whole year was reduced from 2.064
Before the reduction, the nominal rate had
cents to 1.839 cents.
been three cents a mile. As a matter of fact, as is plainly shown by
the average passenger mile rate for the preceding year, the company had not received anything like this rate on most of its passenger traffic. Aside from the very low rates on immigrant traffic
which class of travel, however, was of so comparatively small
amount that it could not have had very great effect on the average
there were the usual classes of reduced rates, alfor the whole
ready alluded to, in force which brought down to nearly 2 cents the
average passenger mile return to the company.
Thus the first year, which included two mouths under the new
reduced rate, showed a loss to the company. In the next succeeding fiscal year, however the first which included 12 months continuous operation under the low rate there was an increase of 43 per
cent, in the number of passengers carried and of 7 per cent, in local
passenger earnings.
More than this, the reduction in the local
passenger rate was probably responsible for a stimulation of local
freight earnings.
The annexed table carries the story further.
It gives for the fiscal years ending on the dates named the local
passenger earnings of the road.
These do not include through
business, immigrant business, or business ticketed to and from connecting lines, but purely the local passenger earnings between stations.
For better comparison, the statement includes the earnings
for the two years prior to the reduction in the passenger rate.
It also includes the percentage of increase for each full year since
the rate reduction went into effect. As the figures for the current
fiscal year are for six months only, an assumed percentage of increase for the whole year is obtained by multiplying the halfyear's earnings by two in order to get a comparison with the previous full year.
The resulting percentage of increase (38.11 per
cent.) is probably somewhat overestimated, for, particularly on the
New York, Ontario & Western, With its large summer resort business, July-December passenger earnings are normally larger than
those in the six months from January to June; but the figure for
the half-year makes it plain that the current full year's increase
The table follows:
will be a substantial one.

to the statement of the General
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Year ended June 30, L897...
1898...
1899...
L900...
1901...
I
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1903...
mi I...
1905...
Half-year ended Dec. 31, 1005
I

•Assuming the

full year's

passenger earnings.
$563,390
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The value of these increa ei to the compan: cannot, unfortunately, be absolutely proven withoul knowing what proportion
oi

net

was yielded bj the increa ed business at the lower
compared with net earnings under the old three-cent-a-mlle

profit

rale, as

nominal basis;

yet without exact figure
iver ibis point, there
doubt that net passenger earnings for at least the latter
part of the seven-year period would show almost
not
quite
if
as large proportionate increases as gro

eems

little

Here a reduction In passengei tare
which in all probability
would nn,
h
been made voluntarily, has resulted within seven
years in doubling earnings from local passenger traffic. The underlying principle is, we bi
one which might be much more
generally acted upon by passenger traffic managers.
A low and
uniform rate is a most effective means of increasing passenger
travel
Simplification ol passenger charges to the extent that a
man can go up to a ticket window anywhere on a road with tie
suranee that ii will cost him (say) two cents a mile no more ami
no less to travel, and that the next man is paying as much as he
and no less, has no small influence in increasing passenger earnings.
Of course, the primary reason why a reduction like the Ontario &
Western's increases passenger earnings is because it makes ii
cheaper to travel, but such a move also makes it easier to travel.
Most travelers would he thoroughly glad to be relieved of the necessity of considering whether it will be cheaper to buy a round-trip
ticket, or two separate fares, a through ticket or a combination of
two locals, a five-day or a thirty-day ticket, involving the
probabilities
of
whether one
is
likely
to
wish
to
stop
oyer on either half of the trip, or to return by some other route, or to
be able to come back within the time limit, or to comply with
one or another of the numerous restrictions with which many railroad companies seem to believe it necessary to hedge about the
daily life of the average passenger.
Complications like these,
which are often not clearly understood by passengers, add no more
to their happiness than does the chance discovery at the end of a
journey that a considerable saving might have been made in the
cost of the trip by buying a different kind of ticket.
A contented
mental state is or should he a prime consideration for the passenger traffic manager to bring about in his patrons, for it has a
strong, though somewhat indefinite, influence on the likelihood of
later journeys.
The instinct of travel is abundantly latent in
American character, and, as has been time and again proved, needs
only kind treatment for development to a remarkable degree. The
psychological effect of a complication of passenger fares cannot be
reduced to figures and accurately in dollars and "cents proven a
loss to the company; but it is there all the same, and most travelers
do not have far to look to recall instances of such vexations. A
low, uniform rate goes very far toward removing this hostile
mental attitude. More than this, to the, unfortunately, always existent class of passengers who have no regard for a contract printed
on a railroad ticket, and to that bane of the railroad company, the
scalper, such a rate is admirably adapted.
Unless the passenger
attempts to evade paying fare on the train, he has no opportunity for
dishonesty; and the scalper, no stock in trade for his business
The system, therefore, tends at the same time to the satisfaction
of the honest and to the discomfort of the dishonest classes in the
community, and increases passenger earnings for these reasons as
well as for the primary reason that a lower rate stimulates travel.
It is. of course, obvious that there are a great many cases in
which railroads cannot follow the example of the New York. Ontario & Western.
For instance, no railroad which enters over its
own tracks a large city like New York or Chicago could afford to
abolish commutation fares or trip tickets, as was done by that road.
Railroads
in
territory
in
the
West, where population
and
travel are necessarily thin, could hardly be expected to put in force a
Even in the comparatively populous state of
two-cent-a-mile rate.
Ohio, the general reduction by law to that basis will undoubtedly
for some time work hardship to the more poorly situated roads.
But the truth of the principle involved is not shaken by these exEven in the West some reduction and more uniformity
ceptions.
in passenger fares might easily be a distinctly paying investment,
It
considered in the light of ultimate advantage to the road.
would tend to stimulate travel, increased travel to stimulate busi.
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no waste due either to an excess of air or to the production
This chemical combination of combustion is exceedingly
exacting quantitatively, and until all the coal used has the same composition for every shovelful, and the gases are liberated with the
same freedom, we will be unable to produce perfect combustion on
a commercial scale without waste.
When the requirements of the case are considered it is small
wonder, then, that a motive power official said that he knew of no
device that would do the work. In the case of a road engine that is
working with comparative regularity for long distances, a fireman
who will use the one-shovelful method of firing, and who will regulate the flow of air through the door with the utmost care, may, after
he has learned the peculiarities of his engine and of his coal, be able
to go over a division with comparatively little smoke production. But
when it comes to accomplishing such a result on a switching engine,
the difficulties seem to be pretty nearly insurmountable.
An engine of this class will average a speed of something less than three
miles an hour throughout the day. It will stand idle, and then run
at actual speeds up to thirty or more miles an hour.
It may be
running light, or working to the full limit of its power. It will move
first forward, then backward, and its fire will be in all conditions
imaginable. All these wide variations will follow in quick succession and occur within short intervals of time, and the fireman or
stoker that, can follow all these changes and hold the fire in a con-

ness and increased business to stimulate railroad earnings. In Ohio,
it seems safe to say that in most cases it will not take very long
to create enough new local traffic to bring net earnings to or above
the old figure even on the weaker roads. Certainly, if the example
of the Ontario & Western counts for anything, this is probable,
for in

New York

State

it

has far from the best situation or

there

In general, the lesson of cheaper and
executives.

It carries

what

with

it

to

more uniform

fares

heart by passenger

terri-

is

one

traffic

large possibilities of ultimate increases

sometimes nearly as important, of increase
in good will toward the railroad company.
The interurban electric
lines have pointed the way by their success in creating travel
through convenience of service and low rates.
If their policy
could have been adopted in time, it would in many cases have
gone far toward preventing beforehand their competition.
But.
entirely aside from this phase of the subject, the policy of low and
uniform passenger rates is, on its own merits, worthy of much more
in earnings, and,

is

of smoke.

tory to traverse.

which can be more frequently taken
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is

general adoption.

SMOKE PREVENTION.

Philadelphia the other day sundry men and
certain locomotives belonging to the Pennsylvania Railroad were making nuisances of themselves by emit- dition to work just as it is desired that it should, at all times, is
ting large volumes of smoke at all hours of the day and night. yet to be produced, and will be awaited until the end of time. When
These persons urged upon the commissioners the desirability, nay, the engine is working hard, the smokebox vacuum may be 10 inches
even the necessity, of doing something to put an end to the nuisance or more, and the air supply just right. The closing of the throttle
and clarify the air. It was urged that there were innumerable drops the vacuum to almost zero, and the smoke pours from the
smoke-consuming and smoke-preventing appliances on the market stack.
which, if they were only to be applied to the offending locomoIt was asked, in the course of the inquiry, whether a brick arch
tives, would cure the trouble and prevent the smoke. This testimony
would not help matters. It might, and it might not. If the arch
reads so well that the man who did not know would be convinced is hot and the supply of air is all right, the gases may be held at
that it was only because of the greed of a great corporation that the or above the ignition temperature, and the combustion will then
defenseless citizens of the Quaker City were subjected to all this be satisfactory. Let us suppose that this condition exists just after
Apparently it was only needful that a few dollars be fresh coal has been placed in the firebox, while the engine is at
discomfort.
spent and a little care exercised and, presto! there would be no work. If the throttle is closed under these conditions, the supply of
more smoke. It appeared, incidentally, from the testimony that air is cut off by the loss of the draft, and yet the fresh coal continues
the switching engines in the West Philadelphia yard were the to be baked by the incandescent fuel beneath and the hot arch above.
worst offenders.
The result is that the hydrocarbons continue to be distilled in large
This would have made a strong case had not an official of the quantities, though perhaps in less quantities than before, and
road testified that he did not know of any practical way to prevent owing to the lack of air they drift over to the tubes, where they
smoke. It may have been dense ignorance on the part of the of- are chilled and the soot precipitated so that the stack belches smoke
ficial, but it is an ignorance that is shared by a great majority of
of the blackest, densest and richest kind.
If the arch is cool it
his fellows, who have to do with the locomotive. The citation of cer
serves as a smoke producer when the engine is working, but will not
tain methods and devices that work well in preventing smoke on cause as much trouble when it is standing.
stationary plants is not helpful in its bearing on locomotive practice.
These are only a few of the conditions that bring about smoke
The conditions of operation are so different that what, is a success production in locomotives, especially those in switching service, and
in one place is worse than useless in the other.
the people who declare that it is a very simple and easy matter to
In order to obtain a clear understanding of what must be apply an effective remedy show how superficial their study of the
done to prevent locomotive smoke, it may be permitted to pass in problem has been. They count on almost superhuman intelligence
brief review the sequence of firebox occurrences.
When coal we on the part of the fireman, ami a capacity to use that intelligence to
are considering soft coal
is thrown into the furnace there is an inits utmost throughout the whole day, despite fatigue and distracstantaneous production of large quantities of hydrocarbon gases. If tions; and they count further on such a harmony of mechanism
these gases are evolved and held at a high temperature until they and material as is never found in practice,
In short, they count
are mixed with the proper quantity of air for their combustion, they upon the impossible.
If
will burn without smoke and with the maximum of economy.
If the advocates of smoke abolition in railroad yards bad but
they are mixed with an excess of air, and still kept hot, they will Iried to introduce such a little thing as one-shovelful tiring, and had
burn to carbonic oxide, still without smoke, but with a great loss of learned the impossibility of getting the men to follow it they
efficiency.
But if they are cooled below the ignition point, before would realize in a small way what the task really is thai must be
they receive their air, and the soot is once formed, then there will performed to accomplish their desires.
That the smoke nuisance
be smoke, and the smoke consumer will be worthless; in fact, there can be somewhat abated there is no doubt, inn to think that switchSmoke must be prevented ing locomotives, burning soft coal, can be made in .i,> their work
is no such tiling as smoke consumption.
from forming, or smoke will issue from the toil of the stack. These successfully, without smoke, where the demand lor steam and ex
conditions of high firebox temperatures, the proper admixture of pedition is as urgent as ii is in mosi rases, s 1,1 think the Impossible,
the air and practically complete combustion, may be regulated sue.
With an automatic stoker that
cessfully in the stationary plant.
Pennsylvania Railroad.
feeds the fuel with constant, regularity, with moving grates that
keep the air spaces clear at all times; with a brick furnace that
No transportation company in ibe country more accurately remaintains a high temperature on all sides ami dampers by which flects general prosperity than the Pennsylvania Railroad. Iti recent
closed December 31st last, furnished a succession of earnings
the flow of air through Hie grates and above the lire can be iniiIncreases little short of marvelous, Month after month, partlcu
trolled, the combustion can he kept at the desired poinl of perfec
mi the lines direi
in the latiei- hair of the year, gross earning
But even here Ibe full
tlon and the smoke prevented trom running.
operated
Blast of Pittsburg and Brie (excluding the Northern Cencombust
Ii
needed
for
ion
is
mil
of
air
perfect
admitted.
Supply
tral;
Philadelphia, Baltimore i Wa
n ton;
\
Jersej & Sea
la
cut down so that a Blight haze appears at ibe stack, because
.mil Cumberland Vallej
rail
bowed Increases ran
more economical to waste a. little heat in ibe formation of smoke from one to
two million dollar
the months which
than to waste large amounts in the production of carbonic oxide;
followed not the lean bait of i:" !. but the latter part oi thai
and it has been found to lie an impossibility 10 admit preclsel] the « hen earnings were rapldlj on he Increase
Reports of the monthl>
proper amount of air to produce that complete combustion wherein earnings foreshadowed tin- remarkable returns "i the year's ahov
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ing.
On the lines Easl directly operated (excepting the roads already mentioned) gross earnings, from freight traffic alone were
over $100,000,000.
This was an increase of $14,000,000 over the
previous rear's showing and of $10,000,000 over 1903, which up
to now held the record
earnings.
Gross earnings
for gross
last year were $133,921,992 against $117,191,812 in 1904, an increase
of $10,730,181.
Net earnings from operation ($40,531,582) showed
an increase of over $5.n(m,u(m. To these net operating earnings must
be added interesl from investments amounting to over $10,000,000
plus various oilier interest and profit items, a total of $12,036,918.
This makes a total of $52,508,500 net operating earnings and other
income. Deducting from this total $7,062,S10 for rentals paid roads
operated on basis of net earnings, anil $14,803,173 in fixed charges
of various kinds, there remains $30,102,517, the resultant net Income
for the year.
This is an increase of $2,] 11,(550 over the net income
for 1904, which had hitherto been the most profitable year in the
company's history as measured by this final statement of net income. These figures cover a system of 3,704 miles east of Pitts
burg and Erie as against 3,748 miles in 1904.
The advance sheets now at hand contain condensed income accounts of "all transportation companies East and West of Pittsburg
and Erie, owned, operated or controlled by or affiliated in interest
with the Pennsylvania Railroad system." The total figures for the
companies East (5,970 miles) are:
Gross earnings, $176,288,208,
an increase of $20,473,749; operating expenses, $125,732,473. an in-

crease of $14,563,591; and net earnings, $50,555,735, an increase of
Interest, rentals, dividends and other charges, includ$5,910,158.
ing extraordinary expenses and extraordinary expenditure funds,
took $65,240,249, or practically all of the gross income.
West of
Pittsburg and Erie, the Pennsylvania Company shows an increase or
$4,205,85S in gross and $1,201,432 in net earnings from operation;
the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis an increase of $2,S84.620 in gross and $730,899 in net earnings from operation.
The
aggregate of companies West (5,041 miles) shows the following
figures:
Gross earnings, $89,781,390, an increase of $8, 379. 429;
operating expenses, $66,367,876, an increase of $6,023,297, and net
earnings, $23,413,514, an increase of $2,356,131.
Interest, rentals,
dividends and other charges, including extraordinary expenses and
extraordinary expenditure funds, took $29,407,470.
Totals for the
entire system (11,011 miles) rise to the remarkable figures of
$266,069,598 gross earnings, an increase of $28,853,178 for the year,
and $73,969,249 net earnings, an increase of $S, 266, 289.
Regularly a notable feature of Pennsylvania reports is the
amount of money spent in extraordinary expenditures for betterments and additions. From the income of the year on the lines
East, directly operated (3.764 miles), nearly eight and one-half
million dollars ($8,424,881) was appropriated for revision of grades
and alinements. additional tracks, yards, docks, bridges, piers, stations and other terminal facilities, abolition of grade crossings
and improvement of equipment. There was also paid $3,249,238 on
account of principal of car trusts. These were the appropriations

The charges to capital account on this same mileage
during the year were as follows:

from income.

Cost op Road:

Being expenditure on low grade
from York Haven to Glenloch
Enola, llollidaysburg. Mor-

freight line

on

:

I'itcaii'n,

and

yards,
Duquesne
Way Elevated road, extension of four
track system on main line, shops, stations, and other facilities
$18,151,688.23
Cost of Pittsburg. Virginia & Charleston Uv..
absorbed April 1st, 1903
11,618,019.03
risville

other

'.

—

.

Equipment:

_

locomotives

Freight equipment

$7,0S7,867.50
265,000.00

Less credits

$7,352,867.50
29,164.99

.

>4 7

S29.769.70S. 16

7,323,702.51
1,647,547.43

Real Estate
Total charges to capital account for 1905

$38,740,958.10

Excluding the cost of the Pittsburg, Virginia & Charleston,
this «makes the aggregate expenditures for the year for construction, equipment and real estate on the Main Line between New
York and Pittsburg $38,797,058 (this aside from similar expenditures amounting to $4,429,102 on the branch and auxiliary lines
operated as part of the four grand divisions East)
an immense
appropriation for the future betterment of the property.
Nor is
the past year's record a specially unusual one. During the last five
years the sum total of charges to income and capital for betterments
has been $152,708,727.
There is no more striking feature of the report than the activity
of the Pennsylvania Railroad grand division (with branches, 1,799
miles).
On this one division alone, earnings from freight traffic
increased more than $9,000,000 over the previous year, and earnings
from passenger traffic more than $1,000,000. Freight earnings were
$63. 217,008, or $34,781 per mile of road.
Passenger earnings were
$13,064,180, or $7,188 per mile of road, a total of $43,848 gross
earnings per mile on this division. This, while not the largest gross
earnings per mile in the system (the United Railroads of New Jersey
grand division earning, gross, per mile of road, $52,372), represents
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by far the largest freight tonnage on the system.
stood at one of the stations between Altoona
ha

XL., No.

10.

Even when one
and Johnstown,

ah

a and Harrlsburg, and watched the ceaseless succession
and freight trains which pass over the line it is scarcely
to realize that on this one division alone were carried
92,582,616 ions, or (1,515,465,537 tons one mile; a freight traffic

or

of coal
possible
di

Ity

ii

6,335,638 ions one mile per mile of road,
oilier division of ibis heavy tonnage
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system.
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twice that
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These figures lead the waj to a consideration oi the traffic statisthe entire system
The whole freight and passenger movement on the lines, both East and West, is shown in condensed form
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These consolidated figures show thai with the exception of a
decrease in the number of passenger miles West of Pittsburg and
Erie due, of course, to comparison with the year which included the
long-distance passenger travel to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
at St. Louis, both freight and passenger traffic increased largely
throughout the whole Pennsylvania system.
The year saw a net addition of 505 locomotives to the equipment
of the lines East directly operated. These acquisitions added 20,000,000 lbs. to the tractive power of the equipment in service, or about
pi.oiiu lbs. for each of the new locomotives; showing, as of course is
obvious from the other features of the report, that most of theiu
were heavy freight locomotives. In passing it is interesting to
observe that on the Pennsylvania Railroad grand division anthra
cite and bituminous coal and coke furnished 49,947,927 tons out
of the 92,582,616 tons carried, and the trainload was 524 tons; clear
proof that this heavy tonnage was economically handled.
The
trainload for the directly operated lines East was 505 tons.
Many of the most interesting features of the report can best
lie summed up by the following extract from the general remarks of
President Cassatt, included in the report:
The tonnage shows an exceptional increase both in volume and
mileage over that of 1904, the traffic for the year being much the
heaviest in the history of the. company, and by reason of the liberal
expenditures recently made in the construction of relief lines and
large terminal yards and the substantial additions made to your
motive power, the movement of tonnage has been materially improved.
The prosperous conditions prevailing in the country are
reflected throughout the entire system.
There was a slight reduction in the average rate, and also in the net earnings per ton per
mile, hut owing to the volume of traffic carried, there was a large
gain in the freight revenue.
There was an increase in expenses in all departments, and notably in that of maintenance of
equipment, due to the outlays necessary to keep your motive power
and equipments up to the requirements of the traffic.
The heaviest outlay during the year was on the low-grade freight
line from York Haven to Glenloch, Pa.
Work was prosecuted vigorously, and the sections between York Haven and Columbia and
between Atglen and Parkesburg are now in service. Between Columbia and Atglen and between Thorndale and Glenloch, grading
is rapidly approaching completion, and the entire road will be finished in the early spring.
Additional expenditures have also been
made upon the yards operated at Enola in connection with this line,
and facilities provided at Thorndale and Denholm on the Philadelphia and Middle divisions, through which four freight trains in
each direction can be coaled and watered at the same time, and
the delays avoided that now result from trains having to follow each
other at intervals and wait while those ahead are being served.
The Vards at Harrisburg. Tyrone. Altoona, Pitcairn and Pittsburg
have been further extended, the eastbound classification yard at
Hollidaysburg enlarged, and provision made for an extensive westbound yard at the same point, for the classification of coal cars
At the Morrisville
to be distributed over the Pittsburg division.
terminus of the Trenton cut-off, liberal yard facilities are also being
furnished for the accommodation of the traffic passing over the
New York Division. At Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, the express station has been rebuilt, and the widening out and lengthening of the tracks on the south side is under way. At East Liberty,
Pittsburg, a new passenger station is being erected, which will
furnish adequate accommodation for the large travel at that point.
The elevated road on Duquesne Way and the car-load delivery yard
have been completed and the freight houses are under construction.
On the Pittsburg division, the four-track system has been finally
completed between Bolivar and Blairsville Intersection, and work
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track,

being pushed betweeu- Beatty aud Donohoe, and on the revised
between Beatty and Southwest Junction. The second track on
the Western Pennsylvania division between Tunnelton and Saltsburg
has been completed. A jumpover has also been constructed at Ehrenfeld to prevent interference by the South Pork coal traffic with the
main line movement. On the middle division, the four-track system
on the Canal line at Newport has been put in service, and also the
stone arch bridges constructed over the Juniata on the new fourOn the Philadelphia ditrack line between Granville and Mayes.
vision, the elevation above high water of the tracks along the Susquehanna river between White House Road and Harrisburg has
been completed. On the United Railroads of New Jersey division,
the principal items of outlay, outside of the Greenville Yard, were
for the improvement of pier and yard facilities at New York and
Harsimus, the extension of the Waverly yard, the reconstruction of
the Princeton branch, the erection of the Trenton Shops and
the elevation of tracks in Camden. The improvement of the Greenville yard was further continued, and a large sum expended in filling, dredging the channel, construction of lighterage and coal piers,
aud furnishing other facilities.
One of the most important matters which received attention during the past year was the providing of a sufficient water supply for
present and future needs. Owing to the largely increased demand
arising from the growth of the traffic, the former sources of supply
had become inadequate, and on the lines traversing the coal districts the quality of the water was rapidly becoming unfit for locomotive use. Arrangements have now been made, through contracts
with companies organized and owned by the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company, to secure an adequate supply of good water at ail points
of the main line between Pittsburg and New York, and also on
the more important branches, and for the construction of the reser-

were the construction of the Barnesboro tunnel for second
and the improvements to the line between Amsbry and Irvona

accommodate the business of the New York Central lines. The
outlay on the Cherry Tree & Dixonville road was in the construction of track, sidings and branches necessary to provide for the joint
business handled by your own and the New York Central interests,
branch
in accordance with existing contracts. The construction of a
the valley of
is now under way from West Brownsville Junction up
the Monongahela, 4% miles, where it will connect with the Pennsylvania, Monongahela & Southern Railroad, which is being built
On the Western New
to further develop the Monongahela valley.
York & Pennsylvania, the principal expenditure was on yards and
shops at Olean, on canal and dock facilities at South Buffalo, on the
Ebenezer yard, and on right of way and real estate. On the Allegheny Valley the outlay was mainly on the second track from Rimeryards,
ton to Phillipston, on the Coleman, Phillipston and Cochran
to

and on sidings, right of way, and real estate.
Expenditures for the current year will include the extension of
and
the four track system on the Middle and Pittsburg divisions,
the necessary revision of alinement and grades connected therewith.
This work, which is being pushed as rapidly as practicable, will
complete the four tracks between New York and Pittsburg with the
exception of two three-track sections, one of seven miles between
Spruce Creek and Tyrone Forge, and one of 3% miles immediately
east of Conemaugh. This will, however, not obviate the necessity
Pittsburg and
for the construction of additional relief lines for the

New York

As already

divisions.

stated, the low-grade freight line

between York Haven and Glenloch will be placed in service in a few
months, and will then furnish an entirely independent route, with
maximum grades of three-tenths per cent, against eastbound and sixtenths per cent, against westbound traffic, between Marysville and
Morrisville, 137 miles. Another double-track relief line is in operation between the eastern
end of the Allegheny mountain tunnels and
Petersburg, on the Middle division, 47 miles.
These two lines will amply provide not only
for the
fic

prompt movement

of the present traf-

between the points named, hut for a large

but it will be necessary to proceed
with the construction of an additional
freight line about 50 miles long, between Morrisville and Newark, and of one between Glenand Philadelphia about 20 miles in
loch
length, and also to relieve the Pittsburg division by building an independent line between
Pitcairn and Blairsville, 43 miles, and between

increase;
at once

Johnstown and Altoona, 39

miles.

Whether the

latter lines should be for passenger or freight
service is a question that is now being care-

fully

studied;

freight,

Pennsylvania Railroad System.
voirs and the piping of the water to your lines whence it will be
distributed along the right-of-way to the necessary points. The cost
of this undertaking will be large, but it will be of incalculable value;
while the difficulty in obtaining water in sufficient quantity and of
good quality shows that this step could not have been longer delayed.
It is proposed to obtain the funds for this outlay by an
issue of special securities maturing at short periods, and as there
will be a large saving both in cost of water aim in boiler repairs,
the principal and interest thereof can be met, without undue burden,
out of your current income. It was found absolutely necessary also
to largely increase the motive power in order to meel the exceptional
demands of the traffic. Substantial additions were made to the
passenger equipment, and arrangements concluded tor the building
of a large number of Standard freight cars, to replace eqnipmenl ol
small capacity. It was deemed wise to make these replacements at
once, Instead of distributing them over a period of years. Ami while
ho equipment absolutely owned l>\ you] company will show a tem
porary decrease until the maturltj of the Car Trusts under which
the standard equipment is built, the number of ems available for
service Is not diminished, while the tonnage capacity Is largely inbe adililion ol
Contracts have also been lei covering
creased.
twenty thousand cars to the trelghl equlpmcnl of the system under
the usual ear trust arrangements
on the branch and auxiliary lines directlj operated easi of Pitts
burg the largest expenditure was upon the Cambria & Clearfield,
cherry Tree & Dixonvliie. Western New fork & Pennsylvania and
The main Hem upon the HrSt named
Allegheny Valley railroads
I

I

it

is

but whether for passenger or
deemed best from an operating

standpoint, that the relief lines shall be entirely independent rather than that two additional
tracks shall be laid alongside of an existing
The necessity for the
railroad.
four-track
prompt construction of these relief lines will
be apparent when it is stated that the average
daily movement of freight cars over the Allegheny mountain summit for October, November

and December, 1905, and January, 190G, was
in 24 hours of 6,974 cars;
that there is a daily average passenger movement of 2S trains in each
direction; that freight trains require two assisting locomotives on the
eastern and one on the western slope, and that on the eastern slope
passenger trains also must have an assisting locomotive. The dally
5,669 cars,

with a

maximum movement

average number of Independent train units passing over the eastern
slope during the months named, including assisting locomotives
when descending without trains, but not counting them as sepal
units when attached to trains ascending the mountain, was 168 In
each direction. It should also be noted, as Indicating the provision
thai should be made for the future, and the Increase In tonnage on
the line between New York and Pittsburg during the last Bve
was In per cent., and in ton-mileage. 82 per cent. With the comple
lion of the relief lines referred to, you will have a doubi< track
road between Pittsburg and Philadelphia and Ne* ITork entirelj In
dependent of your four-track road, with the exception ol the section
on the Middle division between Petersburg and M in Yllle, 96 miles,
ami the short section between earkersburg and Thorndali on the
>

Bui it is believed thai the flrsl of these
Philadelphia division.
"» grades
b
sections will not require relief for some yeai
admll of hea\> trains and a consequenl relatlvelj small number of
II

*

train units.

the tunnel line Into and through thi
prosecuted during the year, ah the
real estate required tor the terminal b tat I on
ami also the greater portion of thai needed for the terminal yard
i;, i,,i
On the section between Newark and the Mud
city.
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son river, the draw, bridge over the Hackensack river
tract,

from

ami the work on
both

ends,

is

to

(lie

be

Bergen
furthei

Is under con
which is being driven
expedited through the central

Hill tunnel,

from which heading: are driven In i»>tii directions. In the
North River tunnels, the shields are al work on both sides of the
will be connected
stream, and it is confidently expected thai
>
and the iron lining in place before thi end of the year. Tin- exi
vation for the station site and the building of the retaining walls
an- steadily progressing; tie' power house from which the terminal
station will be operated is under construction, and the tunnels
tinder the city of New York are being driven westward from the
main shaft at Fust avenue and also in both directions from the
intermediate shafts located on Thirty-second and Thirty-third stn 81
between Fourth and Madison avenues. On the Basl River section.
the shields on the Manhattan side are in place and working towards
the river; and, while the shafts on the Long Island side are not
'I completed, a considerable amount of work has been done between
those shafts and the eastern portal of the tunnels in Long Island
City.
The power house in that city is in service and is supplying
the electric lines of the Long Island Railroad. Nothing has occurred
to seriously delay the progress of the work or to suggest any special
difficulties in carrying out the general scheme of construction.
Large expenditures were necessary upon the Philadelphia Ba
timore & Washington; Northern Central; Long island, and West
Jersey & Seashore, in the elimination of grade crossings, construction of additional tracks, erection of stations and other terminal
facilities, improvement of bridges, electrification of lines, and the
increase of motive power and equipment.
On the West Jersey &
Seashore it has been determined to electrify the line via Newfield
t.i Atlantic
City and thus furnish increased facilities for reaching
that important resort.
In pursuance of the policy heretofore authorized, your company has placed its guaranty upon a further issui
of $5,691,000 of the 4 per cent, refunding bonds of the Long Island
Railroad Company, and in conjunction -with the other companies,
which are co-owners with it in the line between Washington and
Richmond, has guaranteed an additional $2,000,000 of the RichmondWashington Company's 4 per cent, collateral trust bonds.
Following action taken at the last annual meeting, the
Pittsburg, Virginia & Charleston was merged into the main line on
April 1, 1905.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Company having been
the owner of more than two-thirds of the capital stock of the South
West Pennsylvania Railway, which was built as a feeder to the
system, and which, branching from the main line at Greensburg,
extends through the coke region to Connellsville and Uniontown
and to a connection with the Monongahela division, it was deemed
wise to acquire the small amount held by outside parties; and it is
proposed to also consolidate this road with the main line. There
will be submitted for approval at the annual meeting the necessary
resolutions to this effect; and like resolutions will also be submitshaft,

.
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ted covering the absorption of the York Haven & Rowenna Railroad
and the Allegheny Valley Railway. The York Haven & Rowenna is
a link about five and one-half miles long in the freight line which

nearly completed from York Haven on the Northern Central via
to Glenloch on the main line, as hereinbefore fully explained. As it does not lie in one of the counties through which the
Pennsylvania Railroad passes, and therefore could not be built under
that company's branching powers, a separate charter had to be taken
out for its construction until it could be absorbed.
The Allegheny
Valley forms the connection through its river and low grade divisions between the main line al Pittsburg and the Philadelphia
& Erie at Driftwood, and also furnishes through its line to Oil
City and over the Western New York <£ Pennsylvania a direct route to
Buffalo, Rochester, and other important trade centers. Its terminals
at Pittsburg are of great value, and its location along the Allegheny
river makes tributary to it a territory already largely devoted to
steel and other manufacturing industries, and one capable of increased development in the future. As the company is a guarantor
upon its outstanding funded debt, and owns or controls more than
three-fourths of all its stock, it is deemed advisable to acquire the
comparatively small amount held by outside parties and make the
road an integral part of the main line.
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This summing up by the President of the accomplishments of
the year and the necessities of the immediate future, together with
the actual figures of the report, help to give fresh realization of the
wonderful strength of the Pennsylvania. There is no need to comment upon the traffic wealth of its territory, for only the extent of
its future possibilities is unknown.
Next to location, its most important asset is a continuity of successful management, such as is
capable by judicious economy in a year like 1904. when gross earnings decreased four and a half millions, of showing the largest net
income in the company's history. Last year goes on record as 'the
high water mark of the Pennsylvania's prosperity, but other records
have been short lived. Already returns for the first month of 190(1
show a larger increase over the corresponding month in 1905 than
any of the 1905 monthly increases. What new traffic levels the
future has in store for the company it is not safe to guess.
The following (able includes (he principal operating statistics
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Prepared by s.
Rapid Transit fn \'»- i»i Oltp and nil,., Oreai Cities.
i
special committee et the Chamber
v. Burr under the dlrectl
Cloth, 295 pages.
1906
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In April, 1904. a special committee of the New York Chamber of
Commerce was appointed to outline a plan to suitably recognize
the services of the members of the chamber who had so loyally and
honorably served the City of New York as members of the Rapid

This committee suggested the preparation
'transit Commission.
and publication of an historical memoir of the rapid transit enterprise then nearing completion aim th<- awarding of gold medals to
the past and present members of the Rapid Transit Commission.
On Dec. 7, 1905, at a meeting of the Chamber of Commerce, these
medals were presented to Alexander E. Orr, Morris K. Jesup, John
Claflin. Woodbury Langdon, Seth Low. John H. Starin and Charles
Stewart Smith with appropriate ceremonies. The memoir suggested has just been issued.
Historically the book is of great interest and value, going back
to
the earliest settlements on Manhattan Island. The gradual
growth of the city, i(s changing centers of business and population and early plans for relief are matters about which there has
heretofore been little collected information. The subsequent chapters take up the building of the East river bridges, the tunnels
under the Hudson and East rivers, the elevated railroads, earlyRapid Transit Commissions and the organization of the Commission which planned and caused to be built the present Subway.
A full description of the engineering and operating features of the
Subway follows. Rapid transit in other great cities is taken up
in Chapter XX., and the facilities of London, Berlin, Budapest,
Paris. Glasgow. Boston, Chicago and Philadelphia are briefly considered in order. A summary of the present rapid transit laws in
New York and the report of the proceedings of the meeting when
the award of medals was made concludes the book. The work of

many months of patient delving in obscure
It has been well and carereports and long-forgotten publications.
fully done and the result is a memoir befitting the occasion for
which it was prepared.

compilation represents

is

Columbia
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Practical
Y'ork

Railway Handbook, 1906.
McGraw Publishing Co. Leather.
Price, $3.
including index.

Electrical
:

Ikil-^s,

By Albert B. Ilerrick. New
-HixB^ in.; illustrated; 4fiO

the second edition of this useful and comprehensive work.
the various branches of electric railway construction and operation, as the headings of the nine sections into
which the book is divided will show: General Tables; Testing:
The Track: The Power Station: The Line; The Car House; The Repair Shop: The Equipment and The Operation. Under general tables
is included the usual information found in hand books as well as
such data as is particularly adapted to electrical work, such as
the relative resistance of conductors. The section on testing de-

This

is

The author covers

scribes and illustrates various methods and kinds of tests, such
as testing rail bonds, motors and other equipment. Considerable
space is also devoted to describing the different ways of determining the current flow in water pipes. Types of track construction
are explained in the section on track, and illustrations of a number
of typical sections are given, with tables of approximate cost per
mile of single track. Under power stations, there are numerous
suggestions as to the design and equipment of stations and illustrations showing the various types of equipment and general plans
Various methods of wiring are also
of power houses are shown.
considered at length. The section on line includes descriptions and
illustrations of line splices, poles, both wood and metal, various
types of cross arms, bonds and bonding, manholes and conduit construction and genera] distribution of current. The construction,
heating, transfer tables, doors, floors and general lighting of the car
house are briefly described under the next section. Under repairs,
is given a general description of the arrangement of the repair
house and suggestions as to its machine equipment, including a
table showing the number of machines required in houses designed
Some 70 pages are
for 30 cars, 60 cars and 300 cars respectively.
devoted to a general description of equipment, including rolling
stock, car bodies, car frames, trucks, motors, wiring and air-brakes.
The section on operation covers ten pages and briefly describes
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schedules and speeds and signal systems.

A

list

of questions for ex-

been included in the articles specified; because the general words
"or any other interstate traffic," according to the well-established
rule, could be construed to extend only to articles of like kind
with those specified. This view is now fully sustained by the decision handed down by the court a few days ago in the Chesapeake
& Ohio coal case. In this case the Supreme Court after disposing
of the main question involved, passed upon the very question emphasized by the Attorney-General in the Santa Fe case. Discussing
the claim that instead of enjoining the Chesapeake & Ohio from
the particular violation of law involved, the court should have enjoined the defendant railroads, in general terms, from violating the
Act to regulate commerce in any particular, the Supreme Court
holds that an injunction of such a general character would be "violative of the most elementary principles of justice," and that granting it would be to lay down a rule which would be "destructive of
the fundamental liberties of the citizen."
After Messrs. Judson and Harmon retired from the Santa Fe
case, contempt proceedings were begun against the road before
Judge Philips, who had issued the original retraining order. Judge
Philips held that an injunction must be predicated on some specific
wrong; that the bill on which the order was based contained specific
complaint only as to rebates on packing house products and grain,
followed by a broad, general, averment, based on information and
belief, that on many other principal articles of traffic, necessities
of life, rebates were also granted; that the restraining order enjoined the railroad company from transporting such specified articles "or any other interstate traffic" at greater or less rates than
those named in the published tariffs, and declared that the general
words "or other interstate traffic" were controlled by the antecedent specifications and limited to traffic of like kind. Judge Philips also held that there was no evidence to furnish any foundation for imputing to Mr. Morton or Mr. Ripley any personal re-

amination of motormen is also given. The use of formulas and
mathematics has been eliminated as much as possible, so as to make
the text useful to as many as possible of those interested in the
It should be a satisfactory handbook for practical use.

subject.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
In 1S94, the Master Car Builders' Association, for convenience in the filing and preservation of pamphlets, catalogues, specifications, etc., adopted a
number of standard sizes. The advantages of conforming to these sizes have
been recognized, not only by railroad men, but outside of railroad circles, and
many engineers make a practice of immediately consigning to the waste basket
all catalogues that do not come within a very narrow margin uf ihest- sl.-mrhnl
sizes.
They are given here in order that the size of the publications of this
kind, which are noticed under this head, may be compared with the standards,
and it may be known whether they conform thereto.

Standards.

3%
3%

l'ostal-card circulars

Pamphlets and trade catalogues
Specifications and letter paper
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" by
" by
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Auxiliary Field Direct Current Motors. Circular No 1.117. issued by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Pittsburg,

and describes in detail the general construction and
operation of its type SA motors. These motors are of the directcurrent variable speed type and are titled with auxiliary fields.
They are specially adapted to meet the demands of service requiring a wide range of speed variation. A brief detailed description
of this motor was given in the Railroad Gazette of March 2, 190(5.
Pa., illustrates

—

The Sullivan "Plug" Drill. A nicely gotten up 12-page pamphpublished by the Sullivan Machinery Company, Chicago, illustrates and describes in detail the Sullivan "Plug" drill which is
extensively used for quarrying and contracting work. In a test
held at Barre. Vermont, 160 holes 3 in. deep by
in. in diameter
were drilled in one hour with the drill. The air pressure averaged 100 lbs., and the estimated consumption of free air was 15
CU. ft. per min.
let

sponsibility for the alleged violations of the
law.

commerce

interstate

ti.

%

New
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Line~~°* Jpprore'd by

US

Alameda Mole.

The city of San Francisco is located, as is well known, on a
long narrow peninsula on the western side of the bay of San Francisco.
All the important railroads terminate on the eastern shore
of the hay. necessitating a very complete and elaborate system of
ferrying, both for freight and passenger service across the bay.
Of such service the oldest and by far the most complete, the best

—The

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New
York, presents in a special catalogue some details of its new incandescent mantle lamps for burning Pintsch gas, by which a steady
white light is produced and the candle power of the gas is increased
more than three times over the old standard burners. Sections of

Car Lighting.

Station of the Southern Pacific at

g. c.

'

Plan of the Alameda Mole of the Southern Pacific Co., California.
various types of lamps are shown, together with illustrations from
photographs of the lamps, 'the new designs of lamps, while differing radically from the older standard designs, are characterized by
the same artistic appearance.
The only change necessary in the
piping ami apparatus in the car is fitting a differenl regulator, which
maintains an outlet pressure of
lb.
per square Inch.
The 1906
edition of the general Pintsch gas catalogue of ibis company, also
jusl Issued, contains l!il pages anil illustrates all Hie ear-lighting
litiings used wiiii Pintsch gas.
Both catalogues are paper bound,
1
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and handled

various freight terminals for handling freight, both
in bulk and small lots, and iis facilities for handling express and
wagons over separate terry lines, this company lias wo Important
passenger terry stations, each located al the end of a long, narrow
artificial mole, made by tilling in a strip between rock walls, and
crossing the shoal water or He- easterly side of the bay so as to
reach deep water for the ferry boats.
These ferry terminals con
sist essentially of three parts.
A slip, oi- as it is sometimi called,
a ferry rack, consisting of piling and wharf work, ami having
two wiims. one on each side, approximate]} lining the outlines of
\i the head of this slip is a depot for the accommoda
the boats
lion of passengers, baggage, etc., beyond which again is a train
shed for ihe protection of passenger! ami bagg ige to and from
liesides

lie

cars.

Vboul two years ago the more southerly of these two passenger
terminals, known as the Uameda Mole, wai destroyed bj fire, and
II
»-i
decided bj the Southern Pacific Companj 10 replace this
»nii a very elaborate, ornamental ami up-to-date
tructure, which
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to
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the upper deck, just forward of the saloon, so that passengers can
leave the boat for the shore, or enter the boat from the shore in
three different directions.
When a boat is in the slip its forward end back to the pilot

house

is

entirely covered by a roof, which

is

a large elliptical arch

aas

in detail and design.
The ceiling is domed and hipped with highly
ornamental moulded panels between the roof trusses so that the
paneling is both horizontal and transverse. In the center of the
dome three large ceiling sashes give light from the lantern above.
At the spring line of the dome a cornice of classic and ornate
design runs entirely around the room.
Between the southerly incline and Ihe waiting
rooms the roof is supported on Doric columns
ornamented. The waiting rooms and inclines

are separated by wrought-iron

grill

work

7

ft.

high.

The color scheme in the waiting rooms is
old ivory, with the high points of the enriched
members almost white, producing a very pleasing and harmonious effect in quiet tones. The
exterior of the building is while, which makes
it a conspicuous object in almost any weather.
There are a great number of artistically arranged electric lights, as the domed roof of
the second story waiting room and the arched
roof over the end of the slip give an opportunity for elaborate treatment of this kind. At
night when a ,boat enters the slip the elliptic
roof is lighted up with a great number oi incandescent lamps, which flood with light the
boat and all the aprons, producing a very agreeable effect and preventing any confusion in the
handling of passengers or baggage from insufficient lighting.
The transverse and horizontal
lines of lights, spaced at equal distances, give
a brilliant effect.
As the time for the arrival
of a boat approaches the light is turned on.
illuminating the entire slip, and making it very
convenient for steering the boats.
It was necessary to
place this building
partly on piles and at the same time keep i!
isolated
from the slip because in stormy
weather a boat striking the fender piles might
cause considerable vibration in the building.
This is the only building of this description
Interior of Upper Waiting Room, Alameda Mole
in or around the Bay of San Francisco which
spanning the slip. Under this roof are also the three aprons above is artistic and pleasing from whatever direction viewed, whether
mentioned, so that passengers, baggage, etc., can leave the boat from the bay, from the shore or from either side, and the impresentirely under cover.
At the head of and communicating with sion is not merely that of a train-shed, but of a monumental buildeither of these aprons is the main head-house or ferry building
ing dedicated to public use. along ornamental but at the same time
This head-house is two stories high and is covered with a large dignified lines.
rectangular dome, which forms the ceiling of the upper or ladies'
The building was built by the maintenance of way department
waiting room. Passengers leaving the upper
deck of the boat pass outside the waiting room
down long inclines to the rear of the main
building.
Passengers leaving the lower deck
pass across the central apron through a corridor
to the rear of the building.

To the rear

of this

main building

or head-

house is a covered concourse 7b ft. wide, which
extends across the entire rear of the building
and is flanked on either end by train-sheds of
the same width as the concourse. Still further
to the rear, between each pair of tracks and
connecting with this concourse, there are umbrella sheds of artistic design. They are 18 ft.
wiib' and 500 ft. long, so that passengers can
go from the train by way of the umbrella sheds
and concourse lo the boats always under protection from the weather. Prom this concourse
there are entrances to the left facing the slip
su that passengers leaving Ihe boat on the upper
deck incline lo ihr right or left do not cross
those seeking to enter the boat from the waiting rooms.
The first story waiting room or
main floor contains tickel office, news stand and
smoking room, and from this floor leads a
broad stairway to the large general wailing
room mi the second Mom-. On the second floor,
in addition to the general waiting room, are the
terminal offices such as trainmasters',
local
despatches', conductors', tickel takers', etc.
The character of architecture employed is
French Renaissance, The c
lourse Is spanned
with low tlai trusses supported on Doric col
umns. The train-sheds al each cud of the con'86
Mill Up In a height ui tWO stories, ami
have curved oi barrel-shaped roofs, and there
is a lantern parallel with their axes tor ventilation,
sheds
The
are also supported by large Doric columns,
The domed loot of the bead house is supported upon Bteel
trusses and its form was carefully studied as regards appearance
and outline. The walling room on the second floor Is very ornate

Interior of the

I

-

Lower Waiting Room.
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Bome private tutor. There is do
peak of In
system and no educational facilltie
to
Korea.
Few people know how to road and writ'-, and it may lie
a
thai education is limilod almost entirely to the higher class
of Koreans, with the exception of the pupils In the foreign missionary schools. No doubt the Japanese will start a public school
system now, as Hie Koreans would have done themselves if left
of the parents ol the families with

Korea.

public school

BY L. E. BENNETT.
September, L905, the writer had occasion to visit Korea In
order to inspect and make a report on the Seoul electric si root
railway system for Messrs. .1. (I. White & Co., of New York and
London. The paper which follows contains such parts of this report
as are of general interest In their discussion of the Interior communications of the country, together with other notes on points of
interest not only to those who are interested in Korean railroads
from the standpoint of the economist or of the investor, but also
to American manufacturers of railroad supplies.
The area of Korea is about 92,000 square miles, and lie present
population is about 8,000,000, or about 87 inhabitants per square
mile: but the country is capable of supporting double this population.
At the time of the Japanese occupation of Korea, American
capital and enterprise had been most successful in developing transportation facilities in the hermit kingdom.
Development of the
country itself has been very slow, and here arc large areas of
good uncultivated land, including extensive tracts of excellent grazing land for live stock.
The temperature in summer is from 70 to Km degrees Fahrenheit, and in winter from
to 30 degrees.
The weather during
winter months is dry, clear and crisp, and Korea is an exceedingly
healthy and agreeable climate the year round.
Summer, winter,
autumn and spring are about the same as northern Now York, except that they have a more clearly marked dry season and rain
season. The rainfall is about 60 inches per year, and the months
of heaviest rainfall are June. July and August.
The Korean people are very ignorant and superstitious, but
in

i

I

I

alone.

The Korean people are exceeding!]
Chinese and other ignorant masses

superstitious, just as the
they are quite

of people are, but

ml callable of quick learning.
said to maintain a present military force of
about 50,000 soldiers in Korea. At present the country is in an unsettled state of transition from Korean to practically complete
Japanese rule, and it is impossible to say how the new Japanese
government will work out. Scant respect has been shown for the
rights and desires of the Korean people and government by the
Japanese military force, which has administered martial law in
the country up lo the present time. The Japanese have abused the
Koreans and seized their property under the pretense of military
net essity, but in reality the land is afterward occupied by Japanese
farmers who cultivate and use it for anything but military purbrighi

a

The Japanese are

(i

Suburban Line.
They are a
if let alone.
hardy race, but not very thrifty, and do not accumulate
property or wealth.
This is owing chiefly to centuries of abuse
and robbery on the part of a corrupt official class. Their stock
is a mixture of Tartar and Mongolian blood, having almost the same
origin as the Japanese. They are almost exclusively an agricultural
people.
The average Korean does not work for wages, but cultinaturally

peaceful

and easily managed

strong,

vates the

soil.

He

tries to raise, for sale, only a sufficient surplus

Track and Overhead Structure.
poses.

The country swarms with low adventurers from Japan

of

of foreign and domestic manufacture as may be absolutely essential, and such as his family is unable to manufacture or produce. The average earning power of a
Korean is probably not more than 20 cents per day.
The labor supply is not at all efficient, but is ample for any
public works.
A common laborer earns from 20 cents to 30 cents
per day in the interior, ami at the seaports from 30 to 40 cents.
Korean skilled labor scarcely exists, but there is plenty of Japanese
skilled labor available in Japan which can be imported at small
cost.
The rate of wages for Japanese skilled labor in Korea is from
80 cents to $1.50 per day. according to the kind of work and skill
of the laborer.
One military school and four government language schools exist
These latter teach only foreign languages. The mission
in Seoul.
schools, which are supported and run almost entirely by the American missionary societies, are the best schools in the country. In
the interior all education is by private arrangement on the part

the coolie class, who are reported to have seized property and exacted signatures to deeds of transfer to themselves by force, and
unfortunately the Japanese military authorities seem to have protected these adventurers in their abuses and have persistently refused to listen to the Korean side of the controversy, but have supported all Japanese in the possession of their dishonestly acquired
possessions.
The finances of the Korean government have been controlled
by a Japanese financial adviser, who, it was asserted, refused to
allow even the Korean Emperor to expend his own private funds
without the previous consent of the adviser.
Now that Marquis Ito, one of the greatest men of Japan, has
gone to Korea to establish a civil government and has turned out of
office the old financial adviser and many others who were connected
with the provisional military government, it is hoped and believed
that the Japanese government will give the Korean people a
"square deal" and protect them in the possession of their property

•This 1* the third of a series of papers written f<>r the Railroad QasfCltt
by Mr. Bennett.
The first two dealt with the Philippines aud the next will
describe the interior communications in Siam.
Editor.

rights.

to

buy such necessary

articles

But even the Japanese government has a different idea of

fair
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dealing from ourselves. For instance, the government is reported to
have seized all the telegraph lines in the country which belonged
to the Imperial Korean government, turned out all the Korean
operators and replaced them with Japanese telegraph operators and
proceeded to charge the Korean government 10 sen (Japanese
money) per word to send messages over their own lines, while the
Japanese government paid only 5 sen per word for the use of the
Korean telegraph lines.
These are. however, very likely only some of the inevitable

Combination Car, Seoul

Electric

Railway.

abuses which occur with every war, and no doubt the Japanese will
do differently now that peace is restored. The Japanese will doubtless go very far in the absolute government of Korea, and the Emperor of Korea seems likely to become simply a figurehead.
To one who had just come to Korea from the Philippines, the
contrast was very noticeable.
In Manila everything reminds one
that the Philippine islands are run for the Filipinos, and foreigners
and Americans are rather curtly given to understand, if not in so
many words, at any rate, by the general attitude of our government, that if they are not satisfied with the policy of concessions
to the natives at the expense of the foreigner, they had better get
out.
No such air of paternal government for
the natives pervades Korea, and one is con-

227

and Chemulpo.
A private banking business is established in
Seoul by Messrs. Collbran & Bostwick, an American firm, and the
principal English banks of the Orient have correspondents in
Chemulpo. General business is steady, and shows a healthy increase, but the resources of the country are entirely undeveloped.
The mining industry of the country was first successfully exploited by an American company, which operates at the present
time very profitable gold mines in the interior. Gold, copper and
coal are the chief minerals known to exist at present.
Various
concessions for mining and prospecting were
granted by the Korean government before the
war to American, German, English and Japanese people.
These are all being prospected at
the present time preparatory to being developed and systematically worked if the prospects
are encouraging.
It is very doubtful if anymore mining licenses will be granted to any one
but Japanese companies in the future.
A franchise was also granted before the
war to Messrs. Collibran & Bostwick for a system of water works to supply the city of Seoul
with good wholesome water, and while no
actual construction has been started it is understood that arrangements are being completed to
carry into effect this project.
The transportation facilities of the country
consist of several railroads of standard gage (4
ft. 8% in.).
One of the rivers, the Chemulpo,
is navigable to Seoul, and one or two others for
a short distance only.
In Seoul there is an
electric street railway.
The country is also
fairly well provided with roads and trails, but
The bulk of
few carts or wagons are used.
transportation is still carried on by means of
pack animals, small horses and cattle, which
carry 150 lbs. of cargo on their backs, and by
means of the natives themselves, who carry as much as 70 to 100 lbs.
of freight in a frame strapped to their own backs.
In Seoul there
are a considerable number of "rickshaws," or man carriages in use.
which is an innovation brought over from Japan.
The railroads, which exist at the present time, are the following:
Chemulpo to Seoul, 26 miles, completed.
Seoul to Fusan, 2G5 miles, completed.
Seoul to Wiju, 250 miles in operation and partially completed.
Seoul to Gensang. 125 miles, building.

The

railroad built in Korea was the line from Chemulpo
26 miles, the franchise for which was originally granted

first

to Seoul,

reminded that Korea exists for the
and profit of the Japanese.
On the steam railroads in Korea, which are
all controlled by the Japanese, no Koreans are
employed for any positions whatever, except
common laborers, because Japanese laborers
stantly
benefit

are not obtainable in the country.
Whenever
Japanese laborers are available they are also
employed, bul there are few to be had.
All
foremen of gangs, trainmen, station agents and
employees, even car cleaners on the railroads,
are Japanese.
Also all locomotive engineers,
firemen and machinists.
Telegraph employees, as stated before, arc
all Japanese, as well as (lie post-office force,

which was entirely made up of Japanese employees, the majority of which could not speak
he country.
the language of
rule seemed to be in force with
1

in

"Carpetbag"
a vengeance

Korea.

The public debt

Korea was said to be
Japanese money,
which was recently floated by the Japanese in
Japan for the purpose of issuing a new system
of Korean currency and based on the gold
standard of Japan. This was badly needed, tor
the Korean currency was in a deplorable mudThe government revenue from all sources
dle.
was said In be about $1,000,000 per year.
The commerce of Hie country amounted, roughly,
only

about

of

7.000,0(1(1

lowing chief items:

yen,

Fishing

Type
to

the

tol

industry produced about $1,760,000,
agriculture about $75,000,000, and minerals about $2,000,000.
The
Imports were about $0.0011.
and the exports about $5,000,000, not
including extraordinary Imports on account Of war.
The banking of the country is also last passing Into the hands
and control Of the Japanese
There arc no Korean tanks. llranchea
representing the principal Japanese banking bouses practically control the banking business now. and are established In Seoul, t'u an
i,
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of
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a Mi'
Town end, of Chemulpo, an old and succi Bful American
merchant, who was associated with Mi
Mot e, of the A.merl< in
Trading Company, in this venture. The line was constructed |is
an American company, Messrs Collbran
Bo twlck, of Seoul, and
was opened to traffic and operated by them for some time, when it
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the principal seaport, ami Seoul, the capital of Korea, and In the
freight-carrying traffic meets with water competition of the Chemulpo river for eight months of the year.
is frozen, however, from November to March, and
with the water transportation. The line Is substantially built with a good, solid road-lied, and good station build
Ings, but is trequentlj damaged by floods from the Chemulpo river.
The grades are light, lull Ihe curvature is a considerable handicap
to speed and economic operation.
Trains make about 20 miles an

The

river

ice Interferes

hour.

The Fusan

266 miles, is the best and most difficult piece
the country. II was built under a franchise
granted to a Japanese company, and the money probably was advanced by the Japanese government. The line was located and constructed enlirely b> Japanese engineers. The glades and curvature
are heavy, and the work entailed a large amount of rock excavation
and many tunnels through rock. Bridge work was also heavy, and
it is probable the line cost $35,000 per mile or possibly more.
The
bridge masonry and retaining walls and culverts along the line are
built either of concrete or of rubble masonry made of good hammer
dressed stone. The bridges and rails are of American made steel.
Heavy floods occurred in September of last year, and carried
away several of the largest bridges, doing much damage to the line
in other respects also, so that it required two days to make the
trip lo Fusan when the writer passed over this line.
The bridge piers were built with too light a cross section
to withstand the heavy floods, and when the water reached the
steel superstructure, instead of carrying the bridge off the piers
as might have been expected, the piers themselves broke off, a
clean fracture of the masonry, about 8 ft. below the bed plates
of the spans, carrying away the whole of the superstructure.
The water had entirely subsided by September 20, 1904. and
of

railroad

line,

work

in

Temple and

Trolley.

hand platform carried by two men. No
wheelbarrows were in use, and no steam shov
els or other mechanical devices.
Coolies carried earth from a barrow pit up a ten-foot embankment by hand, about half a cubic foot at
a time, and placed it in the bank.
In Chemulpo the Japanese were carrying
out harbor improvements without dredges. The
manner employed was to lay a portable track
on the mud flats at low tide, after which iron
dump cars were placed on the track. A stone
dike was built by hand anu the material for
the fill was excavated by hand at low tide by
Japanese coolies where it was desired to deepen
the harbor and the material was transported
to the dike in dump cars and placed in the fill
by hand behind the dikes. When the tide began to rise it was, of course, necessary to stop
work, and the track and cars were inundated
until the next low tide.
Japanese naval officers had been working
for many months raising the Russian cruiser
"Variag," which they sunk at Chemulpo at the
beginning of the war. It was afloat and being
repaired sufficiently to be towed to Nagasaki
when the writer was at Chemulpo. This work
must have cost more than the cruiser was
worth,
and
doubtless
would never have
been undertaken had the Japanese known
what a number of Russian ships they
were goiing to secure for their navy later on.
But, returnin i to the Japanese railroads, the Fusan line is well
built and ballasted with gravel and broken stone, and is altogether
sort of

View

of

Main

the Japanese

Street, Seoul.

engineers had erected ferries and pontoon bridges
temporary traffic of passengers and baggage, and it was necessary to change cars several times on the trip, The railroad engineers and workmen were busy getting the steel
work of the bridges lifted otu of the water, and
were already engaged in the re-erection of the
for

bridges.

A matter which caused great surprise was
the crude and antiquated methods used in all
construction works by the Japanese in Korea.
As the war was just over and the writer had
read so much about the up-to-date methods of
the Japanese government and army, it was
naturally expected that they would use modern
appliances in railroad construction and other
engineering works in Korea.
Nothing of the
was visible anywhere. Bridges were being
and erected without a single hoisting engine or steam-operated derrick. Piles were being
sort

lifted

driven with hand-operated pile drivers.
Concrete was mixed and placed by means of shovels
only, and without any mechanical concrete mixers; earth and rock were excavated entirely by
hand and transported in bags, baskets and on a
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the Front of the Car!
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;eyed and construction work had been started
several months ago, but all these Korean projects require a large amount of money, and
must, ot necessity, proceed slowly, as the Japanese have not the funds at the present time
to carry out extensive works in the development of Korea, and they will only accept foreign money in so far as they can control that
money and the properties developed themselves.
It is pretty safe to predict that the day when
railroad franchises, mining licenses and the
control of any public utility can be acquired by
foreigners in Manchuria and Korea is past.
The Japanese will buy foreign goods, railroad
materials, rolling stock and machinery for the
development of these new possessions, and borrow foreign capital to pay for the proposed
works, but at the same time they will keep a
firm hand on all franchises and control of the
industries of these countries; and there is no
doubt that the Japanese hope and expect within
the next twenty years to develop their own resources and industrial institutions to the point
where they can also manufacture and supply
all of the goods and materials, machinery, etc.,
which will be required for the Manchurian and

Korean trade.
The Korean

Korean Soldiers Awaiting Miss Roosevelt.

equipped

with

are

railroads

at

present

good American locomotives of

a creditable piece of work, barring the mistakes
in the weight of the bridge piers.
The line from Seoul to Wiju, on the Manchurian border, was originally a franchise
granted to a French company, and surveys had
been made and construction begun under the
direction of the French engineers when it was
acquired also by the Japanese, and was built
It is
very hurriedly after the war began.
roughly built, more in the nature of a provisional military line than the other two roads
described. This line is being rebuilt, however,
and will be extended to connect with Port

Arthur and the Manchurian-Russian

line

some

place near Kerin, or south of Harbin. This is
all provided for in the new Japanese-Chinese
It is a
treaty, which has just been published.
strategic line built for political and military
purposes, and while it is expected to develop
the resources of the country it serves, and
especially to develop the large forests of the

Manchurian-Korean

frontier,

which was

one

the sore contentions which caused the
war, still it will probably not pay operating expenses for some years to come;
but it
safe
say
that
the Korean
is
to
people will be made to stand
this
burden instead of the Japanese, on the ground
that
the
line
is
for
of
the
protection
the Korean empire.
I
had no opportunity to see any part of the new Gensang
line, which will cross the peninsula from Seoul to Gensang on the
northeast coast of Korea, and provide communication with the
east coast, and at the same time open up a good and wholly undeveloped country. It was understood that this line has been surof

Ticket Office and Station.
standard design and build, and with rolling stock built mostly by
The passenger cars are
the American Car & Foundry Company.
neat and comfortable, even if they are not elaborate or gorgeously
lil (cil.
The freight cars are entirely fitted for the traffic.
Passenger traffic is divided into three classes first, second
and third.
The first and second class
Bengers occupy the same cars, which arc merelj
separated by a wooden partition in the
of the car.
The difference is simply in the

—

finishing of the interior litlhiKs

el'

(lie

ears, the

being a little more
elegantly finished ami Furnished than the Bee
..ml class.
The third class ears are very plainly
finished, with no upholster] ami plainlj painted
Mist

class

compartment

inside.

the passenger fares ate verj cheap, being
about three cents a mile loi flrsl elaBS, two
cents tor second class ami one cent lor third
class.
The great bull! oi the traffic is pas

Forma probably To pei
whit
business done bj the railroads
Third class passenger trafflt predominates, and
the
forms probably 90 pei
enl
and aecond class
Bi
Tin
senger but Iness
can are never full, ami can scarcely pay the
railroads tor hauling them
senger

rem

traffic,

,.r

ii

tin'

1

il

Lines

in

Operation

at

Turnout.
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eighl

are reasonable, ai
met Imes vrerj lou
For
the Chemulpo-Seoul line, where there Is water compe
titlon,
<u<railroad hai al times carried coal as cheaply as 50
cents a ton, and other tnerchandl e In proportion.
There is ample and excellent teamei coi
unication and connections between the railroad terminal points ol Chemulpo ami
Fusan ami the poris of Japan
Steamship service is vrerj frequent,
and passage most reasonable.
There is a fine new steamship
service between Fusan and Shimonisaki, so that passengers can
leave Seoul in the morning a1 7 o'clock, arrive in Fusan al 8
o'clock In the evening, go righl aboard the steamer and arrive al
,

rati s

.

Instance, on

Shimonisaki or Moji earlj the nexl morning, or jusi 24 hours from
the capitol of Korea to Japan, where passengers ran take nam [oi
Tokio, Yokohama or any pan of Japan.

With the exception of the gold mines mentioned above, the
only purely American enterprise of importance al present in Korea
the American Korean Electric Co., which owns and operates
the Seoul electric trolley lines and the electric lighl plant.
This was a concession granted to Messrs Collbran & Host
wick, associated with certain Korean gentlemen, of which the
Emperor himself was probably one.
The franchise was an exclusive
one for 35 years, and may be renewed on terms to be arranged by
the parties.
On the completion of the line it was to be taken
over from the builders by the Korean company and paid tor.
Probably because it was built to sell, and also because of limited
is

it was laid with 25-lb. rails and with narrow gage nark.
and generally gives one the impression that it was built to sell.
Upon completion the company found difficulty about securing
the necessary funds to pay for the line, and it remained in Unhands of the builders who operated the line. Finally, it was reorganized as the American-Korean Electric Co., of which onehalf of the stock is owned by the Emperor of Korea and one-half
by Messrs. Collbran & Bostwick.
The company is incorporated
under the laws of Connecticut.
The line was opened in 1899, and was almost immediately
stopped by the natives, who forcibly tore up parts of the track,
burned cars and caused considerable loss to the company. There
was an unusual and long drouth in the country. They said that
the power house rested on the "Rain Dragon's" back, and their crops
were being destroyed because he could not. do his work. Two days
after the riot the long-delayed rains came, and upon resuming
operations six months later American motormen and conductors
were employed in place of the Japanese, who had previously been
employed.
The superstitions were gradually dispelled, and have
finally been entirely removed.
The American motormen and conductors at $100 per month
added greatly to the expense of the operation, and the line was
operated at a loss. Their contracts were canceled in 1903, and the
Koreans who have been employed in their places give good satisfaction and receive $10 per month.
The railway is now in the
sixth year of its existence, and the earnings have steadily increased
since 1903.
Its advantages are now recognized by the people, all
prejudice having been overcome, and its prosperity is increasing

capital,

rapidly.

The

electric light service

was inaugurated by

this

company

in
is in

1901 in Seoul. The demand for electric light continues, and
excess of the capacity of the plant. The trolley lines have a present
mileage of 10.7 miles of street railway. The company aims to run a
five-minute service on the principal part of the line. The gage of
the track is 3 ft. 6 in.

The
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Japan out of Japanese wood, with trucks
The road-bed is simply the
Brill Co
public street, laid with Trails at any level, and not. ballasted e X
eepl. with Band, which is obtainable every when- from the coal
disintegrated granite formation of the ground. There are ufi local
and

ear.,

iron

were

buill

work by the

in

J.

(I.

regulations regarding street traffic.
Bridges are or the wooden trestle type, and built of Oregon fir.
Poles are also of pine and may be erected of any size or height
the companj may desire. The track is single, with numerous turnouts for car crossings. The buildings and power house are usually
of good, substantial construction, being built of bricks and granite
The ear barns are of wood.
The company pays no taxes of any kind, not even customs duties
on imports, and there is no land nor property tax in Korea.
The city of Seoul lies in a valley of Slightly rolling hills surrounded by mountains. The population is estimated to be about
300,000, Of which 200,000 live in the city proper anil 100,000 more
in various outlying suburbs, all of which will be served by the street
It is a large city, built with fairly substantial houses.
railway.
The street traffic is very dense, and streets fairly swarm with
people.

The people do not patronize the

street cars

and steam railroads

at present to the extent that usually prevails, owing to two principal
causes, mainly because of their limited means, and partly on account
of the poor service afforded, as it has long ago been demonstrated
that even a semi-savage appreciates the difference between a good

and bad

service.

As the earning power

of the people increases, as it will do under Japanese direction of affairs, the people will undoubtedly
patronize the railroads and street car lines much more than they
do at present.
The sensible and logical thing to do with this plant is to consolidate with the Chemulpo & Seoul railway. 26 miles long, and
operate the present street railways and light in Seoul, the steam
railroad to Chemulpo with its heavy passenger traffic, and the
Chemulpo electric light plant under one management, and supply
the power for operation from one plant.

The

Electrical

Equipment

of the

Louisville

&

South Louisville Shops of the
Nashville.

equipment of the South Louisville shops of the
& Nashville has been carried out with the same care
and thoroughness as was the general layout and other details of
the plant which were fully described in the Railroad Gazette of
June 9. 1905. As was then shown, in the general plan, the shop
buildings are grouped around a transfer table having a bridge
100 ft long and a transverse travel of 1,050 ft. The bridge is
operated by a railway motor capable of driving it at a speed of
By means of sliding clutches the motor may be
12 miles per hour.
disconnected from the bridge drive and connected to a drum to
pull coaches and locomotives onto and off of the bridge. Along

The

electrical

Louisville

the north side of the transfer table lies the largest building of
the group, having a length of 1.000 ft., and including under one
roof the boiler shop, the general machine shop, and the erecting
shop.
The south bay of this building is divided into 40 sections
and every section has a track connecting with the transfer table.
Eleven of these sections are in the boiler shop which is separated
from the erecting shop by a brick wall 12 ft. high. A general view
The distribution of light
of the erecting shop is given herewith.
The erecting floor
in this building is excellent as will be noticed.
is served by a 100-ton electric traveling crane provided with two
trolleys and capable of carrying the largest sized locomotives from
any part of the erecting shop over the wall into the boiler shop,
A 10-ton crane on a lower runway serves to carry small parts. The
traveling cranes, of which there are 11, are all of the Niles Company's make.
The most interesting applications of electric drive are found in
the machine shop. Near the middle of the shop is a switchboard
controlling the various local feeders and connecting them to the
mains running to the power house. Near the switchboard is located
a Bullock three-wire multiple-voltage balancer which is shown in
the accompanying illustration. This divides the 240 volts supplied
by the mains into 100 and 140-volt circuits. A third wire, in addition to the generator mains, serves to supply three different voltages, viz., 100, 140 and 240 volts, to the motors driving machine
These diftools, which it is desired to operate at variable speeds.
ferent voltages are applied successively to the motor armatures
by means of Bullock type "Y" controllers and intermediate speeds,
and speeds above the normal at 240 volts, are obtained by the use
of shunt field resistance.
A 90-in. Niles driving-wheel lathe is
driven by a Bullock type "N" motor operating on the three-wire
system. Other special tools are a Bement-Niles three-head frame

It is now proposed to rebuild the power plant and increase the
capacity greatly.
Also to practically rebuild the whole line and
extend same by the addition of five miles of new suburban line,
as it has been amply demonstrated that the line will have a permanent and increasing traffic. For this purpose, bonds have recently
been negotiated in London, which was the object of my visit to
Korea.
The improvements are under the supervision of Messrs.
J. G. White & Co., of New York, who are the consulting engineers
to the underwriters of the new bond issue.
The concession carries no obligations as to track level, maintenance of way, paving or regulation of fares, these matters being
left entirely in the hands of the company.
The company appears
to have tne right to extend its lines to any part of the city
using any public street, and also has the exclusive right of public
lighting.
It has no fixed contracts with the city for street lighting,
although light is supplied for that purpose at agreed rates.
The line is divided into zones, and ticket offices are established
at various points along the line where passengers are required to
purchase tickets before entering the cars, as fares are not collected on the cars by the conductors.
The faro is about 2% cents
per zone, in our money, and the line is divided into four zones, at
the rate of about one cent per mile.
The plant is about as follows:
Boilers are of the Babcock & Wilcox type, and engines of Macintosh & Seymour make.
These tools
slotter and an American three-column radial drill.
The electric equipment is made by the General Electric Co. and are driven by Bullock variable speed motors as are also a number
the Westinghouse Co.
The motors drivof heavy lathes and other tools of various kinds.
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General View of Erecting Shop

Interior of

Power House:

— South

Louisville

&

Louisville Shops of the Louisville

&

Nashville.
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ing these large tools are rigidly connected
to the machines and the power Is transSuch tools as are
mitted through gears.
operated at constant speed are belted to a
line shaft which is driven by a belted motor.
In the boiler shop the large punches and
shears are driven by individual motors
which are belted to the tools. Compound
wound motors are used, and the usual arrangement is to place the motors close to
the machines on foundations built a few
inches above the floor. The slipping of the
belt in starting, due to the unusually large
inertia of this class of tools, allows the
motor to start with much less current than
would be required if the motors were geared,
and the compounding of the fields has the
same effect, as it increases the torque of the
motor.
To the north of the machine shop lie
the forge shop and the wheel shop. In the
forge shop, motors are used where possible,
but, as nothing has been found thus far
to displace steam hammers, the number of
motors is not very large. In the wheel shop,
the machine tools are all of a constant speed
type and are belted to eountershafting
driven by a Bullock 60 h.p. type "H" motor.
To the north of the wheel shop lies the
foundry, and electricity is used for all purThe drop
poses to which it is applicable.
for breaking the scrap, the blowers for the
cupolas, and the ventilating fans as well

Nashville Shops, Showing Three 350-K.W. Allis-Chalmers "Bullock" Type "I" Generators
Direct Connected to Cross-Compound Engines.

The
as the cranes, are all motor driven.
distance from the power house to the foundry is so great that no other method of
Placed
transmission could be considered.
along the east aide of the foundry is a run
way supporting a traveling crane, and this
runway passes along the Side of the Wheel
shop, the end of the machine shop, and ex
The
tends as tar as the transfer table.
\
crane bridge is 40 ft, long, thus giving
cellenl yard service to the various
and affording a
ati tai or]
mel hod ol
erj
transporting material from one department
in the wood
hop he tools are
to another,
\
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Allis-Chalmers "Bullock" Three-Wire Multiple-Voltage Balancer with Switchboard
for Controlling Local Feeders.
South Louisville Shops of the Louisville

&

Nashville.
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M-in.

pump.

The switchboard,

built by the Western ElecWi'sion Mush type.
All the piping between
the engines and the boilers is carried under the floor.
This gives
a
neat appearance to th
room, as is shown in the illus
iii.
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The speech made by Senator Foraker before the United States
in opposition to the Hepburn Bill constitutes perhaps the
besl argument which has yet been presented on this side of the
case.
Senator Foraker commenced by saying that the proposed
rate legislation was so contrary to the spirit of our institutions
Senate

its

of

such

drastic

immediate

effect,

and revolutionary character
at

least

as

that

if

not

tn

precedent, the consequences
are likely to be most unusual and far reaching. He then gave at
considerable length a history of railroad development in the United
States which it is not necessary to reproduce in these columns.
The abstracts that follow show the main line of his argument.
It is not to be wondered at that the upbuilding of such great

a

10

Kill

makes the order

of tne

Commission condemning a

rate

ef-

and thereby disposes of that rate, and then authorizes the
Commission to name a new rate and put it Into operation in place
fective

of the

condemned

rate.

authorizes the Commission to compel disagreeing railroads
that have nothing in common except a physical connection lo
operate joint
as through routes on such rates and terms as it
may impose.
It dispenses with jury trials in an Important class of actions
to
recover money by providing a procedure that makes such
trials impossible.
it

I

Senator Foraker's Speech.

NO,

visions of this character.
It

'Flic perfection <>i detail which go lo make the shops one ol the
notable railroad shop plants of the country is largely due to the
careful personal supervision of T. II. Curtis, Superintendent of
Machinery, who began the work while Mechanical Engineer or the

XI..

This bill increases the powers of the Commission in many re
specU, but I shall call attention to only its most important pro-

tration.

and

Vol.

\

Imposes such extreme, unreasonable and burdensome pento probably invalidate the measure in that respect.
It
does not provide for a proper review by the courts of the orders of
the Commission, but seeks to exclude the same.
There are other provisions that merit attention, but these raise
It

alties as

the questions

I care to discuss at this time.
a common agreement that, although the railroad situation is vastly improved as compared with what it was only a few
years ago, there are still, as there probably always will be, many
evils to remedy, and to that end there should be some kind of

all

There

is

interests should

appropriate legislation.

tices.

The principal difference of opinion is as to whether to accomplish this common purpose the legislation to be enacted should
be of an amendatory character, such as to work out these remedies in the courts, where ordinary controversies are settled, or
should be such as to confer the rate-making power to be exercised
in the way provided by this bill on the Interstate Commerce Commission.

have been attended with many abuses and evil pracwould be strange if it had not been. Rather the wonder is that
these abuses and evil practices have not been greater than they
have been. It would be strange, indeed, if there were not now,
notwithstanding the improvements in the railroad situation, evil
practices and abuses still remaining for which a remedy should be
It

provided.

These

—

evils are, generally speaking, of three classes
excessive
and discriminations. Of these, excessive rates are the
serious.

rates, rebates

least

Nevertheless there should be some prompt and effective remedyprovided by the law against excessive rates to whatever extent they
may be indulged in and wherever they may be found.
A more serious class of evils, because more prejudicial in their
consequences and results, are rebates. They are granted under manyforms and guises, and include not only money payments, but all
kinds of discriminations between shippers, such as undue allowances for terminal charges, elevator charges, refrigerator charges,
icing charges, and private cars, false weights, improper classification,
under billing and many others too numerous to mention. The practice of giving rebates was a result of sharp competition between
roads for business. At one time almost, if not quite, every road in
the country- indulged in the practice. The strongest and most prosperous railroads, although, like the others, granting these rebates.
were always, as a rule, anxious to put a stop to the practice. In that behalf many traffic agreements and arrangements, of one kind and another, were entered into, including many others that were known as
pooling arrangements. All these arrangements and agreements proved
ineffectual to a greater or less extent.
The pooling arrangements
were more nearly observed than any others, but they were unfortunately named, and because they prevented, in some measure at
least, free and active competition they were always unpopular.
In
consequence they were prohibited by the interstate commerce act of
1887.
Subsequent to that statute traffic agreements and arrangements were chiefly relied upon. They were in effect simply agreements between competing roads as to what were regarded as reasonable schedules of rates, coupled with the further agreement to
maintain the same.

But the Supreme Court of the United States in what is known
as the Trans-Missouri ease, and the Joint Traffic case, held that these
traffic arrangements were in violation of the Sherman anti-trust law,
which, until that litigation was commenced, was not generally understood to apply to railroads; they being fully regulated, as it was
thought, by the Interstate Commerce Act. The prohibition against
pooling and the invalidity, as established by these decisions, of
traffic agreements and arrangements left the roads without any adequate remedy against the practice of rebates, which each road felt
compelled, in justice to itself, to indulge in because its competitor
did; the weak roads to get business, the strong roads to hold it.
Very largely on this account the tremendous consolidations of railroad properties resulted which have occurred during the last five
or six years.
The effect of these consolidations upon rebates and
discriminations as to persons and places was no doubt to restrict
them somewhat, but the practices continued to such an extent, and
with such consequent dissatisfaction on the part of shippers and
railroads alike, that the Congress, to provide an efficient remedy
against them enacted. February 19, 1'jii:!, what is known as the
Elklns law.
The Elkins law has proven a most efficient measure for good,
and since its passage the practice of giving rebates and allowing
discriminations among shippers has been largely discontinued.

I

believe in the

court plan, as contradistinguished

from the

rate-making plan, not alone because it is, as I shall endeavor to
show, much simpler, much more expeditious, much more efficient,
and without expense to the shipper, but because, in addition to
all
that, it avoids all legal and constitutional questions, while
the rate-making plan as set forth in this bill encounters a number of such questions that are of the most serious character, #,nd
some of them, in my judgment, fatal.
In the first place, there arises at the very beginning of this
controversy a most serious question as to the power of Congress
to fix rates at all.
I

know

it

has been assumed throughout

all

this

discussion,

as it has been in framing this bill, that we have that power and
that it is unquestioned, and I know that there are many expressions to be found in the opinions of the Supreme Court of the
United States that indicate a similar assumption on the part of
that court, but nevertheless, the fact remains that the court has
never yet passed on that question, and there are many eminent
lawyers who are of the opinion that the court will hold, when it
does decide that question, that Congress aoes not have that power.
Their reasoning seems to me to be sound, and the effect of it
absolutely fatal to this entire scheme of legislation.
I am confirmed in this opinion by what the Supreme Court
said in the Northern Securities case where, after discussing the
nature of the combination there under consideration and the evil
consequences thereof, Mr. Justice Harlan, speaking for the court,
said:
Will it be said that Congress can meet sucli emergencies by prescribing
the rates by which interstate carriers shall be governed in the transportation
aDd
of freight and passengers? If Congress has the power to fix such rates
upon that question we express no opinion it does not choose to exercise Its
power in that way or to that extent.

—

—

This statement, apparently not necessary to the disposition
that case, is, at least, an announcement to the legal profession that the question of the power of Congress to fix rates in
the exercise of its power to regulate commerce is an open one,
upon which the court will hear argument whenever that question
may be presented. If it be an open question for the Supreme
Court, so, too, is it an open question for the Senate, and no mere
assumption should be allowed to dispose of it. We cannot dispose
It must be argued in the courts, and I shall,
of it by ignoring it.
therefore, discuss it now, at the beginning, where it properly belongs.
Congress has no power with respect to interstate commerce
except that which is conferred by the commerce clause of th?
Constitution "to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among
the several States, and with the Indian tribes," and to enact all
legislation necessary to give effect to this power.
The controlling questions arising upon the construction of this
clause are. first, what is "commerce," and, second, what is included
in the power "to regulate?"
It is an elementary proposition that the law, whether statutory
or constitutional, is what the framers of it intended it should be.
If that intention can be ascertained and be not in conflict with the
of

—

AlAItcn
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But
power to

convention, from contemporaneous history, or from the restrictions
imposed by the Constitution upon the exercise of this power, all of
which show that rate making was not within the mind of the
framers of the Constitution, but shall confine myself to adjudicated
cases and recognized rules of construction.
These authorities (quoting a number of Supreme Court decisions) and others that might be cited establish the proposition
that the power conferred upon the Congress as to interstate commerce is precisely the same as the power conferred upon Congress
as to foreign commerce; neither more nor less.
This power, being identical in both cases, can not include the
power to fix rates to be charged for transportation in the one
unless also in the other. During the whole period of our country's
existence no one down to this moment has ever claimed, or even
suggested, either at the bar or on the bench, that it was tbe intention
01 the framers of the Constitution to confer on Congress by the
commerce clause power to fix rates of compensation for the carriage
of passengers or freight in foreign commerce.
This is not alone,
because the fixing of the carrier's compensation is not an article
of commerce to be transported, not an element in the conduct of
commerce that affects one way or another the question of safety
or convenience in transportation of either life or property, but also
because, aside from all questions about treaties and international
relations generally, it would be utterly impracticable to exercise
such a power with respect to international commerce. To-day but
little of it is carried in ships of American registry.
Less was carried when the Constitution was framed.
Then as now the great
bulk of international commerce was carried in ships and transports
over which we could not have, if we so desired, any control whatever, except only while the same might be in our ports or within
our jurisdiction. "Whatever we might be able to do as to American
ships we could not fix rates for foreign ships. The mere suggestion
of the situation as to foreign commerce, how it is carried on, and
the impossibility of intelligent action in prescribing rates of charges
is enough to show that such an exercise of power was not and could
not have been contemplated by the framers of the Constitution
when they conferred on Congress the power to regulate foreign

that power?

commerce.
But if this power was not conferred as to foreign commerce
neither was it as to interstate commerce.
The advocates of rate-making legislation cite decisions of the
Supreme Court to the effect that the power to regulate commerce
conferred upon Congress by the commerce clause is a complete
plenary power. This is true, but the complete power spoken of
by the court is the power to regulate.
The question remains
whether or not within this complete power to regulate is included the power to fix rates of compensation for a carrier to charge
for the service he is to render; and for the reason that it is not
necessary to the execution of the power "to regulate." which goes
properly no further than may be necessary to insure comfort, safety,
and uniformity of regulations in the transportation of passengers
and property, and because, in the nature of things, such a power
can not be exercised and never could be exercised with respect to
foreign commerce, it never could have been the intention of the
framers of the Constitution that any such power should be conferred.
This does not leave us at the mercy of the carriers.
In other words, if it be held that the Congress has no power to
fix rates, it does not follow that there is no power in the Govern•

ment

to control

commerce.

charges to be made for the transportation of inter

It does not so follow, because all carriers of interstate commerce, like all other public utilities, are required, in the absence
of any statutory provision, simply because of the common-law rule,
to charge only reasonable and just rates, and to abstain from the
practice of unreasonable discriminations between individual ship
pers and between independent localities. This rule of the common
law has been universally recognized in this country, and has always
been enforced in courts of equity when their jurisdiction in such
eases has been invoked,
it.
therefore, there were no legislation
on the subject, any shipper who might be charged an excessive
rate could either pay and recover bach in an action al law, in a la w
court of proper jurisdiction, or, to avoid b multiplicity of suiis. he
could exhibit his bill Of complain! in a court Of equity and secure
These propositions are elementary and do
relief by Injunction.
iiml
citation of aulborilies lor lln-ir Support, but Hie books an
;i

full

of cases in point.
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should be that I am mistaken in claiming that the
is not comprehended within the power to regulate
interstate commerce, and it be assumed that Congress has the
power to fix the compensation of a carrier for the transportation he
sells, then the further question arises, how shau Congress exercise

language employed, and that it never is what, in the nature of
it could not have been intended to be.
What, then, was the intent of the framers of the Constitution
when they put the commerce clause into that instrument?
I 'shall not stop to gather this intent from tne debates of the
things,

state

—

)

if

fix

it

rates

it is utterly impossible for Congress by statute lo
the rates for interstate commerce.
It must resort to some
plan under which it can avail itself of the help of some kind of
board, commission, tribunal or agency.
But when it undertakes
to do this it must take heed lest it undertake to do it in such a
way as to delegate legislative authority and thus make its effort
unconstitutional and unavailing, for it will be conceded that it is
unconstitutional for Congress to delegate legislative power.
The chief provisions of the Hepburn bill is that if after hearing
a complaint the Commission

Manifestly

all

fix

be of opinion that any rates are unjust or unreasonable, or unjustly discriminatory, or unduly preferential or prejudicial,
it

shall

have power

and prescribe what will, in its judgment, be the just and reasonable and fairly remunerative rate or rates.
to be thereafter
observed in such case as the maximum to be charged
and to make
an order that the carrier shall cease and desist from such violation
and shall not thereafter publish, demand or collect any rate
in exSuch order shall go into
cess of the maximum rate
so' prescribed.
effect thirty days after notice to the carrier.
to determine

...
;

.

.

.

.

.

...

...

The first question raised by this provision is whether or not all
three of the powers of government, legislative, judicial and executive,
can be centered and commingled in a political board, claimed to
be administrative in its character.
This proposed legislation is radically different in this respect
from the interstate-commerce act. By that act the Interstate Commerce Commission was empowered to hear complaints as to unreasonable rates, and if upon such hearing it concluded that the rates
challenged were unreasonable, it could condemn them and order
the railroad to desist from further charging the same; but the
Commission had no power to enforce this order, and if the railroad
refused to comply with it the only remedy was for the Commission
to sue the road in court upon the order, to secure there, by judicial
decree, its enforcement.
The hearing of the complaint and the making of a finding and
order with respect to a rate were to that extent in the nature
of a judicial procedure, but it was not judicial in fact, because the
Commission had no authority or power to give effect to its order
when it made one. The net result of what it was authorized to do
was, to employ the language used in the Minnesota statute already
quoted, to make a recommendation, for that is all its action
amounted to. If the road did not see fit to accept the conclusion
of the Commission, resort must be had to the courts, where alone
judicial power could be exercised.
I
mention this with particularity to show that the very able
lawyers who, as members of the House of Representatives and the
Senate, framed the interstate-commerce act of 1S87. carefully avoided conferring on the Interstate Commerce Commission any kind of
power except only executive power, for they stopped short of giving
it judicial power by refusing to it authority and power to execute
its orders and decrees, and they carefully refrained, as the Supreme
Court held, from conferring upon it the legislative power of making
a new rate to be substituted for a condemned rate. They gave only
the one kind of power, because they were familiar with the rule,
and by their action showed their respect lor it, that two kinds
of power, much less three kinds of power, could not be conferred
on what they clearly intended should be iii legal effect, as well as In
This
practice, only a purely executive or administrative board.
Hepburn bill, however, gives to the Commission the additional
power of executing its judgment id' condemnation Ol B rate, which
makes the power purely judicial, and then in addition gives to the
ommiSSion the power to substitute a new rate tor the one il has
condemned and put out of existence, which is a purely legislative
r

(

act.

In addition
never heretofore

lo

these

two new powers, judicial and

legislative,

conferred on the interstate Commerce
Commission, it is allowed by this Hepburn bill lo retain all the
executive power with which it was originally Invested, with much
more power oi thai character added.
That iho lull is unconstii ionai. because "i this commingling
of all these powers, appears beyond question.
show
Senator l-'oiaker here quotes a large number ol
Ion Is uncon
thai ihi' delegation of legislative power to a comml
BtltUtlonal, and says
The essence Of all these decision
glvi D ill tbe case "i
ciari,, page 698, where, as stating the true rule, they quote Judge
itannci as the w
onsln cast
follow
iii..
between ii"- delegation "f power lo make the
true distinction
SB to what II shall In', and .011
LVO
law, Whlcl
1. inn:
.ii
fill. n as 10 ltd execution, lo i"- exercised under and
.mil
tj

any

bj

act

I

—
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did

not, therefore,

when thej
commerce

conferred on Congress the power to regulate Interstate
without coupling with ii the power lo ir- rati
leave shippers and
travelers al the mere] of the carrier as to rates ol charge
dl
criminations, or other wrongful practices, but, on the contrary,
provided tor them complete remedlei lp
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I
repeat this quotation to emphasize It.
inning through all the wellThis rule indicates the distinct)
considered eases on the subject oi the delegation of
According to this rule the test is whether or urn the party
power.
on whom the authoritj is conferred is Intrusted with any discreIf, on
tion to make the law; it' so. the statute is unconstitutional.
the ether hand, no discretion be conferred, but onlj an admin!
li

them delegated, are complete sovereignties, and when
thai thej have complete sovereign powei a: to rates
and railroads within their borders, then- cannot be any question
the siate. acting through its legislature,, when all
legislative power is conferred upon the legislature, or acting through
for the creation of
imissions, where the constitution provide
of legislative power as in
a commission ami for the exercise bj
the stales of Mississippi, Texas. Louisiana. Virginia, and other
States, to make rates, and to prescribe regulations, and to do,
generally speaking, all the things thej have been authorized in
such States to do: but the case is wholly different as to the Federal
Government, which has no power, except that which is delegated
and such as is necessary to be exercised to give effect to that which
is

it

bj

remembered

i

II

is

delegated.

of the United States expressly provides that
shall be vested in Congress, and it further
provides that the Congress shall have power to regulate interThere is here no division of legislative power,
state commerce.
nor is there any authority to the Congress to delegate to any
commission, hoard, or tribunal, or agency anj pari of its legislaall

The Constitution
power

legislative

power conferred upon Congress can
exercised by any authority except only the
Congress itself, and the only question remaining is whether or
not the conferring of the power to make rates upon a commission or tribunal is a delegation of that power, and that question
must be determined by the terms of the statute conferring the
power. If Congress has the power to fix rates, a commission can
be created and it can be utilized in the fixing of rates. But it can
be utilized only under some such statute as those enacted by the
legislatures of Iowa and Wisconsin, when, in 1873 and 1NT4. they
passed their respective statutes, classifying the railroads according
to earnings, and providing that the officials chosen to execute them
should, by computation, taking the classification as a basis, determine what statutory rate should apply. That was administrative.
The Congress could also utilize the Commission in the fixing
of rates if it should see fit to resort to the policy of a mileage
basis.
But for the Congress to simply declare what is already
the law, for it is only declaratory of the rule at common law,
that rates shall be reasonable and just, and then create a commission and empower that commission to say what in its judgment a
rate shall he, is. most clearly, to confer legislative power, because
the rate to be fixed is the law to be enacted, and that is to be determined by the discretion of the Commission instead of the discretion of the Congress. And not only is it a delegation of legislative
power, but it is a delegation of all the power the Congress has
on the subject, for Congress cannot constitutionally make a rate
that is not a reasonable and just rate.
If extortionate the courts
would enjoin at the suit of the shipper, and if confiscatory they
would enjoin at the suit of the carrier in both cases on the ground
that property was being taken without due process of law.
But if this bill be enacted and be upheld, notwithstanding these
objections, then another serious legal question arises. By the sixth
paragraph of the ninth section of Article 1 of the Constitution it
is provided that "no preference shall be given by any regulation
of commerce or revenue to the ports of one state over those of
another. * * * "
(Senator Foraker then gave a history of port differentials.)
From the quotations made, and others that might be made, it
is clearly shown that the purpose of these differentials is to measure
as nearly as may be the respective advantages and disadvantages of
the ports of entry named and what is true as to New York, Boston,
Philadelphia and Baltimore, is equally true as to Newport News, New
Orleans, Galveston, and other ports of entry, and the purpose of
these differentials has no relation, except indirectly and incidentally, to railroad rates, but have reference solely and directly
to
their effect on the respective ports of entry.
Railroads are not restrained by any law or constitutional provision from making agreements of this character. That they are of
the highest importance not only to the ports with respect to which
they are made, but to the whole country, is universally conceded.
Without these differentials there would be a natural tendency to
concentrate exports at the port having the best harbor and shipping facilities, provided it could be substantially as easily reached
by rail from the interior. The differentials are therefore, essential to the maintenance of the system of diffusion and
distribution
that is now in force as to our export traffic, and which is of
such
vast importance not only to the railroads and these different
cities,

tive
not,

power.

The

therefore,

legislative

he

—

;
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Discretion may bi
tive dutj i"' enjoined, the statute is valid.
to what the law shall be.
lowed as to its execution, but none a
ired thai the States, except only as to the
When ,i is reme
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that cities arc n,,i to have
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their natural advanta
in rates that

overcome by the differences

upon

of these differentials show that
are not indirect nor Incidental preferences for the ports thej
favor, hut that they are direct and intentional lor the express purpose
of overcoming the results id natural advantages and natural compe
til inn.
Preferences are their principal purpose, not an incident,
The cities themselves recognize this, for it was the cities and not
the railroads that asked for the recent hearing before the interstate
Commerce Commissioners, Bitting as arbitrators, when they had
have quoted.
occasion to deliver the opinion from which
Now, as to (he application of all this. If Congress undertake
to exercise its power to regulate Interstate commerce, it must exerercise that power subject to all the restrictions and limitations
imposed upon it by the Constitution. It. must, therefore, avoid, in
the exercise of this power to regulate, coming in conflict with any
other constitutional provision that has application to it.
The Hepburn bill seeks to avoid the question by entirely ignoring differentials in connection with its expressed purposes.
This
is open confession that Congress has no power, acting directly by
commission or otherwise, to observe these differentials in the making or fixing of rates. Thus the authors of that bill acknowledge
that the whole system of differentials is founded on a purpose to
give direct preference to the ports respectively favored at the expense of other ports, and. therefore, if done by Congress, in contravention of the constitutional provision under consideration.
The Commission clearly understands that the sole purpose of
the differentials is to interfere with and affect the results of natural
competition, thus directly and intentionally aiding one city to the
corresponding prejudice of otheis.
This is something carriers,
unrestrained by law, are at liberty to do. and something that is of
great advantage to the whole country, but which the Congress is
expressly prohibited from doing, because it shall give no preference
whatever a.s between the ports of different States.
But if we invest the Interstate Commerce Commission with the
power to make rates it must exercise that power subject to this
prohibition of the Constitution that there shall be no preference
for the ports of one State over those of another. The whole system
of differentials must in consequence be abandoned. As a result each
city will then be entitled to its natural advantages, not only of location but of railroad and shipping facilities and every other kind
of advantage it may possess.
As a practical result New York will
at once have over Boston. Philadelphia. Baltimore, Newport News,
and all the other competing ports of entry, respectively, the advantages measured by their respective differentials.

The entire history and purpose

thej

I

THROUGH ROUTES AND JOINT RATES.
The Interstate Commerce Act of February 4,

1887, provided
supervision by the Interstate Commerce Commission of
through routes and joint rates, but the provision of that act with
respect to through routes and joint rates applied by its terms
only to the common carriers "subject to the provisions of the act."
In other words, the provisions of that act as to through routes
and joint rates were limited in their application to carriers engaged in transportation wholly by railroad and transportation
partly by railroads and partly by water, which carriers were
"under a common control, management, or arrangement for a
continuous carriage or shipment," etc. The provisions of the statute
applied when the carriers, if they were separately owned and en-

for

the

from and independent of each other, themselves established a through route and made an agreement as to the terms
and conditions upon which freight and passengers should be transported over it. There was no attempt to compel carriers that could
not so agree, or, for any reason, would not so agree, to submit to the
establishment of through routes and joint rates, and the apportionment of the same by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
But the first section of the Hepburn bill amends the first section of the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887 so as to make it read
in this particular as follows:
tirely distinct

That the provisions of this act shall apply to any common carrier <>r
carriers engaged in the transportation of passengers or property wholly by
railroad (or partly by railroad and partly by water when both are used under
a common control, management or arrangement for a continuous carriage or
shipment) from one State or Territory of the United States to another, etc.

The effect of this amendment is to make all its provisions
applicable to all railroads without regard to whether they are under a common control, management or arrangement or not, and
to routes made up partly of rail and partly of water transportation
only in a certain contingency, namely, when, as under the old
statute, they are subject to a common control, management or arrangement.

What

thus proposed to do can be done, and done legiticannot be done in the way provided in this bill.
What this bill thus provides for is a taking of private property
for public use, and although that property, if you take again the
Pennsylvania road for illustration, is already subject to a public
use, it may be put to an additional public use, namely, a use by the
connecting carrier or oarriers to the extent indicated, but private
it

mately, but

is

it
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property taken for a public use, although it may be a railroad
already devoted to public use, cannot be taken' without making
just compensation. The ascertainment of what is just compensation
in such a case is like the ascertainment of what is just compensation
in any other case, a purely judicial function that cannot be exercised by a board, but only by the courts. In determining what is
just compensation in such a case not only must rates of fare and the
apportionment of the same be considered, but the franchises and
every other element of value that may be taken or affected must
be taken into the account.
Congress has no power to dispossess the courts of their jurisdiction to fix this compensation, neither can Congress prescribe a
rule by which the compensation shall be ascertained.
(Monongahela Navigation Co. v. the United States, 148 U. S.,
p.

312.)

THE BILL ELIMINATES JURIES IN OASES WHERE THE PARTIES ARE ENTITLED TO THEM.
Section 5 of the Hepburn bill purports to amend section 16 of
the Interstate Commerce Act as amended March 2, 1889.
It would
be more correct to have provided that what is set out in section
should be a substitute for section 16, because of the great dissimilanguage but also in legal effect between section
16 as it now stands, of the interstate commerce act and the section
as it will read if amended as proposed. Section 16 of the interstate
commerce act as amended March 2, 1889, authorizes the Commission,
or any party interested in any order the Commission has made under
the provisions of that act, to apply by petition to the circuit court of
the United States, sitting in equity, to enforce such order on complaint that the same is being violated, and the court may, in ordering compliance, make also an order for the payment by the carrier
of such sum of money not exceeding $500 per day for each day that
the carrier shall fail to obey its order of injunction or other process.
This is in the nature of a fine for contempt, and therefore
clearly within the power of the court to impose.
Controversies requiring a trial by jury are especially exempted
from the operation of this provision of the existing statute.
It can not be claimed for the framers of this provision that
they overlooked the fact that under the seventh amendment to
the Constitution, in any action brought to recover money, if the
amount involved be more than $20, the parties are entitled to a
trial by jury, for the provision of law now in force, which they
were amending, was framed with careful reference to that fact
and so as to preserve that right. It would seem, therefore, that
they have intentionally framed this section in plain disregard of
5

larity not only in

that constitutional provision.
The bill does not provide for any proper review by the courts.
Many other objections and imperfections might be pointed out,
but enough have been mentioned to show why the framers of this
bill should seek by the terms of it to prohibit a full review by
the courts of the orders and proceedings of the Commission, except
only as to whether they have been "regularly made," which means
nothing more than a review of the question in any given case,
whether an order of the Commission condemning a rate and fixing
another to take its place has been made in conformity with the
proceedings and requirements of the statute, not whether the rate
condemned was or the rate substituted is reasonable or just or fairly
remunerative as the bill allows and requires.
The points mentioned are sufficient, however, to show thai ii
by any possibility this bill should be both passed and upheld by the
courts, the powers conferred by il upon the Commission are so
vast that there is a special reason in that fact alone for subjecting
the exercise of them to the most careful scrutiny and review by
the judicial department of the Government, not only on behalf of
the railroads, but also on behalf of the shippers.
And yet this bill, thus confessedly unsatisfactory to every
member of the House committee and probably to every member
01 the House of Representatives, passed the House without amendment, because, as the newspapers announced, "Ihe order had gone
forth" that, while there might be debate, no amendment no matter
how necessary if might appear should be allowed. The bill came
to the Senate, and. so Car as the committee is concerned, then'
has been a repetition of thai experience.
No matter what may
be its defects and HO matter What Ibis. Iliat or the other Senator
may think, not an "1" shall be duitcd aor a "t" shall be crossed
of all this Important measure.
To even suggest thai the bill is
Ailed with unconstitutional provisions or that it will prove iniprne
ticable in operation Is heralded as a species of treason
n
disloyalty
—to whom or to what nobody knows. The whole proceeding is
precedent iii my experience ;is a member of this body and
without
probably without a precedent In the history of the nation,
it
wt
are to abdicate our functions and permit such an Imperfect, ill
advised and ii -considered bill to become a law, discredit will attach
and disappointment will follow, not only to "those who desire such
legislation," as the House committee suggested. but"to all the people
Of the whole country.
It will prove thus disappointing because If it dee:; nut [all and
perish iii the courts, experience will shortly demonstrate the utter
Impracticability of satisfactory rate making bj e
mission.
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What, then, are we to do? The answer is plain. We can accomplish everything desired by simply amending the Elkins law
so as to broaden and strengthen it and make it more available.
This is easily done. An amendment making such provision
will be offered at the proper time.
I
shall try to find opportunity
to speak upon it then at such length as may be necessary to fully
explain it. For the present it is enough to say that the purpose of
this amendment will be not only to preserve the benefits of this
salutary law, but to make them available, for every kind of case
that can possibly arise, to the humblest shipper in all the land.
This may be done by extending the provisions of the third section
of the Elkins law to excessive rates, and by making it specifically
applicable to every kind of rebates and discriminations as to both
persons and places, and by making it the duty of the Interstate
Commerce Commission not to act as judges, and legislators, and
prosecutors, and sheriffs, but to address themselves to the purely
executive duties of hearing complaints, exercising, their powers of
conciliation, and, where these powers fail and they find there is
probable cause, sending the case at once, through the AttorneyGeneral, to the proper court for immediate proceeding, in the name
of the Government, for the benefit of all parties interested, without
expense to the shipper.
The great difficulty shippers have had in the enforcement of
their rights against the railroads has been that no shipper single
handed and alone can, as a rule, afford to resort to the law with
a railroad for his antagonist. The disadvantage is too great on
many accounts, and particularly because the shipper is likely to be
subjected to an expense he should not be required to bear; but if
he can invoke the protection of the courts in the name of the
Government, and without expense to himself, he will not fear to
assert his rights, and if the railroad knows that it is charging
him an unjust rate, or subjecting him to an unlawful discrimination,
and that if it does not desist from such practice it will be called to
account in the courts, where it will have the Government for
prosecutor, it will in most if not in all cases make haste to agree
with him.

Prompt Handling

of

Competitive Freight."

The first thing in the prompt movement of l.c.l. freight is to
start trains promptly.
The receiving doors of freight houses should
be closed at a fixed hour, say 5 p.m., and shippers given to understand that goods received after that hour will be held until the
next day. Freight going not more than 200 miles should be at
destination the next morning at 7 o'clock, and be at the platform
ready to unload. Competitive freight should be put in cars carded
with a large letter "C" and waybills should be stamped "competiCarload freight should be reported by telegraph and be
tive."
closely watched from the general office.
The clerk in charge of fast
freight records should be one who has had experience in the operating department and who is conversant with schedules, grades and
local conditions along the road.
The engines of fast freight trains
should be kept in the best condition and should be loaded 15 per
cent, lighter than on ordinary freight trains.
A reduction of 10
per cent, from the standard load is not enough. The engine and
train crews should be assigned regularly to the same runs.
This
is just as necessary as in passenger service.
The crews will appreciate the work to be done, know the conditions and realize their
responsibilities.
They will also take pride in making good records.
If there is anything in
the wages agreement with trainmen to
prevent the assigning of regular crews to fast trains it should
II
is important to so arrange the engines on difbe eliminated.
ferent divisions that fast trains can be run through without breaking up.
It would be a great help to the traffic department if fast freight
schedules were absolutely maintained: freight agents would then
be relieved of any temptation to exaggerate when promising shipp

good time. With anything but perfect service they have
upon their imaginations, ami in striving for competitive
their Imaginations are liable to be slight
overworked,

to

draw

freight

i.\
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work has been hurried through and
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handling of
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Dump
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Car and Steel Underframe.

traffic.

The disturbing factoi thai has given myself and the operating
the serious accidents. Let us
most grave concern das
idditional knowledge how to
see if by conference wi
bat the influences or circumstances thai lead up to this most regret
*
*
*
have urged most particularly upon all
table feature.
officers

11

1

I

concerned the exercise of the greatest care in selecting men for the
telegraph, engine and train service, and have pressed upon officers

The Interesting design

of flu h-fl
Irop-bottom gondola car
has recentlj been perfected by The Ralsto
Company, Columbus, Ohio. The drawings show the improved design, embodying such changes as were Indicated as being
advantageous from trials of a sample car built for experimet
purposes.
The photographs show the lirst iar of the improved
design to lie turned oul
The general features uf the design are

illustrated
Steel Car

herewith

EDO a

ohio centra!
^™
20000

Ralston Flush-Floor Drop-Bottom Gondola Car for the Toledo
these

supervising

departments

the

importance

of

keeping their

men's knowledge of the rules up to date; also to notice their
habits.
By careful selection, by getting men of character, and by
inculcating obedience to the rules, we should leave only one chance
which we cannot guard against that of error in judgment.
The matters that I look for the most improvement in this
present year are, first, the time of our passenger trains; acceleration of their speed as far as the track conditions will permit, and
cutting out all dead time at stations; also

—

well

&

"£""*

*£

Ohio Central.

shown by the illustrations that
The depth and construction

little

need be said regarding

of the girder center sills are
worthy of special note, however, as is also the body bolster construction.
The doors are raised and lowered by a longitudinal
details.

crank shaft on each side worked by a ratchet and lever at each
end.
In the improved design the number of doors has been increased from 12 to It!, and an important change in their length
and method of hinging was made, as will be seen best by reference

the education of enginemen so that they will
make greater effort to maintain their schedule, or to recover time, when starting behind
time. Second, the first-class freight service.
Third, the car supply for points distant from
headquarters. Fourth, the hurrying home of
foreign cars. In no account in our expenses
have we made such an improvement as in
this last, but the improvement has not ye'
reached my expectations.
I
would urge upon all to curtail their
correspondence.
Do as much of your business as possible in personal contact with
your officers, thereby leaving more time at
your disposal for originating improvements
in the handling of traffic.
Now that the rates of wages paid in all-

have

departments

gone

up

so

much,

we

should take every means to cull from the
service all who are not fully capable of giving service equivalent to the rates paid, and
to secure a continued and improved economy
in the employment of men in all branches
of our maintenance work.
This company has been ibe pioneer in
business enterprise in the west and should
This is no small task, for
retain the lead.
the great increase in the wealth of the country has attracted shrewd men from many
countries.

If

the officers and

men

of this

company

will see that all the business offer-

ing to

is

all

it

taken care of promptly, and that
passenger or freight, are run

its trains,

strictly to schedule;

and that the

Interior of Ralston

tesy on the part of its employees, for which this company is al
ready celebrated, is maintained, we have no need to be alarmed at
Hie advent of

competing

Drop-Bottom Car With Doors Dropped.

fine cour-

lines.

The Minister of Commerce in charge of the Hungarian State
Railroads has issued an order forbidding employees concerned in
train movement (trainmen and most station men) to drink anything intoxicating while on duty and for eight hours before going
on duty.

the cross-section.
The center sills were lowered, an I-beam
placed on top of the cover plate, and the doors hinged above this
with their backs adjoining, doing away with the material-holding
space down the center of the first car. The doors are worked in
Friction of the doors on
sets of four by the ratchets and levers.
the shaft is minimized by the use of small rollers on the latter on
which the doors rest, enabling one man to raise the doors with ease.
Also included in the illustrations is a view of a steel underframe design which this company uses in repairing and rebuilding
to
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equipment, of which it does a great deal. The center sills are two
lfi-in. channels with
'pin. by 20-in. top and bottom cover plates
between bolsters. An 11-t't. reinforcing plate at the center of the
The ends of
sill of the same dimensions completes the box girder.
the center sills are notched and turned down for the wooden end
sills.

are worthy of note. The top plate is % in.
and is continuous, passing through the center sill webs.
The bottom plates are % in. by 8 in., and each passes beneath tie

The needle beams

by

8

in.

The plates are riveted
center sill flange, being riveted thereto.
together securely at their outer ends and cast-iron filler blocks
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enabling the easy removal of the truss rods and brake rigging.
By this means the car is stripped in about one-fifth the time that
would be required if it were lifted upright and the workmen went
under it. The center sills are removed by means of the cranes if
necessary. Any needed repairs are then made on the floor, the body
painted and stenciled and the underframe applied, little time being
required for this last operation. The body is then reversed, set on
its trucks and moved into the yard, where any minor repairs needed
are made.
The Ralston Steel Car Co. fitted up its present plant in Columbus about six months ago.

How

to

Improve Passenger Service.

There are three essential features

in the maintenance of an
passenger train service.
First, the track.
Second, the
equipment of the passenger trains, including ventilation and cleanliness.
Third, the manning of trains with capable men. Track
will be treated by other officers in a separate paper, but we may
point out that the preparation of the time-table is intimately connected with the condition of the track. The writer has heard many
complaints relative to the nervousness of passengers in the swing
of long sleeping cars on curves, due to running trains faster than
the elevation of the rail provides for; we alone afford the opportunity to passengers to (ravel by one line across the Continent,
and it behooves us to make every reasonable provision to make
such a long journey pleasant, entertaining and satisfactory. There
always will be a certain amount of tediousness in such a long journey, the only relaxation a passenger has, outside of ordinary literature and the magnificent scenery in the mountains, is to take a
turn on the platform when the opportunity is afforded. The value
of buffet and library cars and combination parlor and observation
cars is in relieving the tediousness of the journey. We use observation cars on the Pacific division, but this only embraces a small
proportion of the journey, and the physical characteristics of the
mountain journey are so attractive that time passes more rapidly
efficient

Ralston Steel

Underframe.

between complete the member. The beam is so designed that when
the underframe is applied to the body of an old car the same bolt
holes that served for the wooden needle beam can be used for the
new one.
The construction of the body bolsters is similar to that of the
needle beams, except that the bottom plate is also continuous and

Plan and Side Elevation of Ralston
bottom Manges of the center sills and the web air cut nut hi
it.
The sills arc reinforced by a '--in, thick plate
ai ibis point,
in ibc application to an old body, the old bolsters
ran be used by lilting thrill to the rruter sills and holding them
by a 'i-iii. cover plate beneath, to which the obi center bearing
riveted.
This raises the Side bearings >, in., serving to counteract
the permanent set usually existing after a period of service.
The method ol handling the ears in making these repairs is of
Interest,
The old eats on being brought In are fitted at each end
with a trunnion which clamps over the end Bill above the coupler.
The hooks of two cranes are attached to the trunnions and the
body lifted off of the trucks, turned over and laid on the floor,

*A paper presented at a Canadian Pacific "Hirers' conference at Field,
C, Feb. 12, by R. Marpole, General Superintendent of that company at
Vancouver condensed.

B.

—

Flush-Floor

Drop-Bottom Gondola Car.

Hie

accommodate

I

Part End Elevation and Cross-Sections of Ralston

Dump

Car.
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than when passing over othei sections
of points of interest creates monotony.

oi

the

line

where the want

;er trains were not in firstAt times the engines in fast pa
Too
class condition, and too Ccw engines were run In that service.
much importance wai attached to the mileage performance of Buch
power, with the result of vexatious delays. The practice of restricting the allotment of passenger power to the bare necessity
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has helped to make the Canadian Pacific popular with the public.
The neat and natty appear:
ol trainmen is quickly noticed by,
and pleasant to passengers. This remark applies to conductors as

i

It is aba mistake, and a costly and aggravating one at that.
the front end of a train an engine which is not
to put at
We must Uave
either In appearance or condition fit. to handle it.
to our fast passenger trains, to
tr power allotted
the best
make ii In keeping with the composition of such trains, as well
If a man has one or mon tally-hos
as to avoid aggravating delays.
in a city for the purpose of securing the patronage of visitorsis

surd

i

tourists and the like, and he has competition for such business
and desires to advertise and. make a good name for himself, he
does not put in from of the coach a horse affected with disease
One of my superin
occasioned by overwork or natural defects.

tendents says that the practice of using passenger engines in freight
service, in order to make a mileage showing is a vicious one;
engines assigned to passenger service should he kept only for such
service.

A prolific source of .annoyance to passengers is that of being
compelled to go into a nauseously odorous lavatory the unsanitary condition of these apartments in the summer season has calledfor many complaints from our patrons [And those of every other
road that we know of.— Editor.] and the nuisance must be abated

—

refer particularly to first-class and colonist cars;
trainmen are remiss in their attention to the lavatories more frequent examinations and the application of an effective deodorizer
and disinfectant is necessary; and this material should be supplied
to the brakemen and held by them in a receptacle in one of the
cars.
If kept in the train box in the baggage car, the men as a
rule will not take the trouble to fetch it.
Conductors should make a periodical inspection of all the lavain

some way:

I

—

the train, including the tourist and sleeping cars. We
sleeping car conductors, who will look after the work
of the porters, but the conductor of the train must understand that
this arrangement does not relieve him of the task of making a
close inspection of all cars.
The poor ventilation of cars is a source of complaint, but it
is a difficult task to satisfy every occupant of a car in this reRegulating the heating of cars requires to be closely watched
spect.
by the train crew passengers may be made extremely uncomfortWith our peculiar and rapid
able by inattention or ignorance.
variation of temperature, it occurs to me that special drilling of
the men is needed, and this by a competent man acting as train
tories in

now have

—

inspector.

the Railroad Gazette says "It is against public
that a Railroad Superintendent should use any other than the best man available to
run the locomotive of a fast express train." For the first few
years all enginemen are in some degree uncertain quantities; but
by the time these men are entitled by seniority to promotion as
passenger engineers, their fitness therefor should be pretty well
known to the road foreman, and through him by the Master

An

article

in

policy— an injury

—

—

to the people of the state

think we now have a loyal, reliable and competent
the passenger service and who are anxious to maintain a good record in the operations of trains. The satisfactory
movement of trains depends largely upon the engineer—given a
machine in good condition and not overloaded, a fireman with brains
as well as muscle, and good fuel and water, he will cover his run
with despatch, and with a certain amount of pride. The selection
of suitable men for firemen, and especially for passenger trains is
important. I am satisfied that lots of delays to such trains have
happened through the incompetency of the fireman. The subject
of securing a better class of wipers and consequently good firemen,
will be introduced at this meeting.
Passenger trainmen are not always as quick in their movements as they should be. and this remark applies especially to the
brakemen. 1 am in favor of appointing Train Inspectors, who
should travel constantly from point to point on passenger trains,
detecting and reporting, or posting men who are not properly performing their duties. While it may be claimed that this is the
duty of the Trainmaster or Superintendent, it is not possible for
these officers to give the close and expert attention to the work
that it undoubtedly warrants; we have inspectors for nearly every
departmental work, and it occurs to me that it would be to the
company's interest to copy the example of the Southern Pacific.
The selection of suitable brakemen for the passenger trains is a
matter of importance we should only engage men for this service who are fairly educated and have a smart appearance, and
who are able to converse intelligently and intelligibly with passengers this applies especially to that section of the line where
we have something of interest to show our patrons. It is gratifying to state that our train employees are noted for their unvarying
courtesy and politeness to passengers and this is a feature that

Mechanic
lot of

men

I

—

in

—

—

—

well as brakemen.

it

a

is

recognized rule that

the officers of our

steamship department are to wear white shirts and black DOW tic
men.
and boots—we should follow this practice as regardi tr
Our last, summer's record of transcontinental passenger train
was unsatisfactory. While no human foresight can always prevent
the detention of trains; it is well known thai a way large- percentage of the causes were preventible- the use of defective power,
poor fuel and water, overloading, and a time schedule too fa
When such a condition
nc
chronic it soon results in a general deterioration in the service and demoralization of the employees
concerned. We have as loyal and efficient a class of employees
in our train and engine service as any other railroad in America
and to further the improvement in our train service we must susI

—

them in their efforts to give satisfaction to and enlist the
good will and favor of our patrons by practising what we preach
providing proper power and good fuel and water, and the most
expeditious means of supplying fuel and water to the engine.
take the followFrom an old copy of tin Railroad Gazette
ing:
"A letter in a recent issue, to the effect that the average individual would rather ride on a train running on a slow schedule
and 'gei there' on time, than starl under the hallucination of high
speed and reach his destination late is a reiteration of a remark
that so many men have made before that it has become threadbare yet there seems little hope of its ever reaching the eyes and
permeating the brains of the men who have to do with making
time-tables and controlling the movements of trains. The large
percentage of late trains on American railroads makes the close
calculation of connections a pure case of gamble."
Tlo demoralization that follows the movement of continuouslydelayed trains means a loss to the company in delays to freight
trains, and where dining cars are not handled on the transcontinental trains, and meals are supposed to be taken at hotels and
They
restaurants, delays are most exasperating to the passengers.
either have too long a time between meals, or else must eat at
hotels or restaurants where no provision can be made to provide
suitable meals. The only remedy for such a condition is to use
a dining car on every train from coast to coast. If trains are on
time and the mountain hotels are not overcrowded with regular
guests, it is perhaps not necessary to haul dining cars over the
Mountain section but judging from our experience of last year,
it seems to me to be an important feature in our efforts to "improve our passenger service" to use dining cars over the entire run
Montreal to Vancouver.
Passengers like to get out for a meal and relaxation and to
view the magnificent scenery at Field and Glacier when the oppordelicate
tunity is afforded them, but only at seasonable hours;
women and children should not be expected to get out of a train
for the purpose of taking a meal at unseasonable hours or in inclement weather.
Finally. I may say that in my experience delayed trains, especially near the end of a loug and tedious journey, create more
disappointment and worry and cause more harsh criticism of our
With comforttrain service than almost any other feature in it.
able cars, for sleeping or sitting, good wholesome food at reasonably moderate prices, civil attention and delivery sharp on time
at destination we shall ensure satisfaction to the passengers and
a good name for the company.
There is one other source of discomfort which should and
can be remedied the stops at water tanks. The injudicious manipulation of the air-brake in making a short stop at a water tank
causes discomfort and alarm to the passengers. The writer visited Winnipeg twice in two months last year and particularly noticed the occasional violent character of the stops made at water
tanks. It behooves Superintendents and Trainmasters as well as
Master Mechanics and Road Foremen to detect and promptly discipline enginemen who are guilty of this totally unnecessary act.
There should be a stand-pipe at the other end of the
platform from the tank so that trains in either direction need make
only one stop for station and water and thus avoid a cause of
discomfort to the occupants of the coaches the fewer stops made
by an important train the greater is the satisfaction of the passenger.
That excellent journal. The Railway and Locomotive Engi"The aggregate for extra costs for stopping trains is
neer, says:
considerable and the possibility of saving is worthy of more consideration than it has received. The work which Mr. Peabody has
done in directing attention to the cost of making unnecessary stops
If we provide a water supply to our engines
is highly creditable."
by the method mentioned and thus curtail the number of stops,
the cost of the extra stand-pipes and connections will be more than
covered in a short time by the reductiou in the wear and tear
of the rolling stock and power and extra fuel used, as well as
I
take it for granted that a paper
often in damage to the rails.
will be presented by some other officer on the subject of station
tain

—

I

—

—

—

—

—

staffs.
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Electrification of the Paris-Orleans

Engineering for January
•the electrification project of
of Paris:

Suburban Line.

which take continuous current at 600 volts from an outside
third rail.
The current generated in the central station is 5,500volt three-phase, transformed down and converted in three substations.
For the extension to the Quai d'Orsay, two small substations had been put down for this purpose; one of these has
been done away with, and has been replaced by another, which
has been installed within the generating station building. A third
has been built at Ablon, a distance of eight miles from the gencars,

prints the following description of
the Paris-Orleans suburban line out

5,

The French railroad companies have hitherto moved very cautiously in the matter of electrifying portions of their lines. The
first to adopt electric traction by locomotives was the Paris-Orleans
Railway on the extension from their old terminus at the Qua!
d'Austerlitz to the new one at the Quai d'Orsay; but the primary
object in view in this case was to prevent the emission of smoke
and noxious gases inside the almost continuous tunnel which joins
both termini. In a treatise on electric traction he has recently
published, Mr. P. Dubois, one of the engineers to this company,
appears to have been unfavorably impressed by the cost of electric traction on this extension built by his company within the
He considers electric traction at best as an auxiliary
city limits.

steam traction; he. however, recommended a trial on a small
and for part of the suburban traffic only. This trial is now
being carried out, and the traffic with some of the nearer suburbs
is being dealt with electrically; so far, however, the train service
has not been sufficiently developed for the new system to yield all
the advantages that may be derived from it.
to

scale,

Quite recently the Paris-Orleans Company doubled their lines
to Bretigny, a distance of 20 miles, over which there
are now four parallel tracks two for main line and two for suburban traffic. Electric traction has been for the present limited
to the Paris-Juvisy section, the company having decided that the
traffic beyond the latter township did not justify departure from

from Paris
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The power of the latter has been considerably increased, and it now contains three electric generators of 1,000 kilowatts each, direct coupled to four-cylinder triple-expansion CorlissDujardin tandem steam-engines, having cranks at right angles.

erating station.

The steam-valves of the high-pressure cylinder only are controlled by the governor.
The engines run with superheated steam;
Each engine, at a speed of
all the cylinders are steam-jacketed.
75 revolutions, develops 1,500 indicated horse-power, with a cut-off
equal to 0.046 the volume of the low-pressure cylinders; the output, however, with later cut-off, may be raised to 2,250 horse-power.
When running under the most favorable conditions, the steam consumption does not exceed a maximum of 11 lbs. per indicated horsepower hour. The fly-wheel has a diameter of 24 ft. 7 in.; its rim
weighs 33 tons. The alternators are Thomson-Houston 40-pole machines, with fixed armatures and revolving fields.
Each alternator
weighs 38 tons, and has a normal output of 1,000 kilowatts; it can
withstand a 25 per cent, overload during two hours, and one of 50
per cent, during five minutes. The exciting current is at a pres-

sure of 125 volts, generated by three continuous-current compoundwound dynamos. Steam is supplied to the engines by 12 Babcock
& Wilcox boilers, mounted in four sets, and provided with super-

(2f400

ie~200

latal Langlh of Utidrrrrxune

-

-

Electric Motor Car for the Paris-Orleans
It is very likely, however, that had the section
been electrified further out than Juvisy, and had a logical extension in the number of trains followed the electrification of the
longer section, a paying traffic would have rapidly developed, leading to increased profits and a better utilization of the power available at the generating station.
In the work of electrification of
part of the suburban line in question provision has been made with
a view to meet future extensions, and the underground cables,
which have been laid to Juvisy only, are amply suited to take the
pressure of 11,000 volts, which would be required were the current
to be carried as far as Bretigny.
One of the advantages first derived from the transformation was the greater rapidity with which
the electric suburban trains reached the Quai d'Orsay terminus without having to stop at the Quai d'Austerlitz for an electric locomotive; the saving in time is at least 15 per rent. Juvisy is lis
miles from the Quai d'Austerlitz terminus and 11.! miles from the
new terminus at the Quai d'Orsay. There arc eight Intermediate
The profile of the line is com
stations over the latter distance.
parativcly a very easy one; the gradients .'ire
in 200, except over
a length of about three-quarters of a mile at .1 point where flic
suburban lines cross the main lines, over which they are
in 100.
At no part are the curves of less than 40 chains radius. The total
distance is covered in 34 to 88 minutes by the trains Which ship
at every station, this corresponding in an average running Bpeed
The through trains run the whole
of about 28.5 miles an hour.
distance in 26 minutes, this n v
k a Bpeed <if 31 miles per hour,
For the electrification of this suburban line the system that
was adopted for the extension to Hie Quai d'Orsay has been followed, and traction is effected by electric locomotives or rail motor-

steam traction.

I

1

i

i

1 1

1"SS0

^
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Suburban Service.

heaters and economizers. A large portion of the fuel used consists
of slack coal mixed with the cinders taken from the locomotive
smoke-boxes. The boilers are fitted with Bennis automatic stokers;
the ashes are removed automaticalJy, the machinery being driven
The main switchboard is at one end of the engineelectrically.
room: the high-pressure switches are operated by a system of levers.
There arc two sets of high-pressure bus-bars, so that the traction
The Static
service can be separated from the lighting service.
transformers at the Quai d'Orsay sub-stations lower the pressure
of the three phase current from 5.500 volts to about 370. the re
converters converting the latter current to continuous at about
The high-pressure three-phase current, distribution t» the
volts.
furthest sub-station, at Ablon, is through two underground threepha e mains, in parallel, one of which would suffice, were the other
The mains contain three conductors. SO
to be put out of service.
square millimeters (0.12 sq. in. in section, paper insulated and leadThey have been tested at the 111:1 n .let nrcrs' works
Covered
pressure of 40.000 volts, ami in the conduits at a pressure of 30.000
fOltS during one hour.
t>n
in
current for traction is picked up from a third-rail
starting the trains take a current amounting to as much as
given n high COndUC
or J. 000 amperes, anil the third rail has b
It consists of a mild
tivity in order to limit the drop in pressure
steel flanged rail, weighing 100 lbs. per yani. along which are placed,
I

11

1

1

1

1

rails,
of the distance, two lengths of mlld-a
as Bsb plates and Forming counter rails; the latter weigh 50 lbs.
per yani
The three rails are bolted together everj three meters,
fhSJ are in 72 ft. lengths, and are electrically bonded ttl each joint
by lour flexible copper bonds 0,34 sq. in In section, two being for

for the greater pari
title,

1

1
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The third-rail is prothe hird-ra.il and one for each counter-rail.
and at a few other points where
tected by planking at tin
In order to Increase the conductivity of the
foot traffic is large.
return circuit the track-rails ol the neighboring main lines for steam
uded ai well as the tracks for electric
traction are elect
traction; junction boxes arc mounted along the track In the usual
t

way.

The

company has increased the number

railroad

of

its

elec-

and has recently put

in service, besides, five eleeIt now owns 11 electric locotrie carriages, or rail motor-cars.
motives, in the latest of which a part of the body serves as a luggage-van. They are carried on two bogies. Their principal dimentrie locomotives,

sions are the following:
6in.

Length of underframe

33ft.

Total length outside buffers

37 "

4

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.10

"

2

12

••

8

Outsidewidth
Height

above

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

'.

'.'.

"..'.'.'.'.I'.'.'.'.'.

'.

'.

'.

'.

rail

&S

Dlstance between °truck' centers' ....!.
Diameter of wheels

Drawbar pull °on starting '.
Drawbar when running

.. ...

'.

'.'.'.'.'.

6 "
"
1

.18 "
I

.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'

.'

.'.'.'

;;

•'

.'.'18.900 lbs!
13.:'00 '

The electric locomotives are fitted with four 270 h.p. motors,
each driving an axle by gearing, and capable of giving a speed of
Series-parallel control of
43.5 miles an hour to a 200-ton train.
the motors has been adopted. As is the case with the older type
of electric locomotives built for the extension to the Quai d'Orsay,
the newer type is also fitted with a sliding contact at top for collecting current from the overhead conductor, formed of ± bars, over
switches and crossings.
The electric carriages, or rail motor-cars, contain three thirdclass passenger compartments, to seat 32 passengers, and a luggage
compartment. They have the following dimensions:
Length of underframe and body
Length outside buffers

w
cwswe width
Height above

'

:::

::::::::::::

::

:

ft.

"

::: :::: :: :: :::: to

::

12 "

rali-ievel

D^tSVUen
truck -centers
Diameter of wheels

53
f,7

:::.\:::::::::.\\\-40
:t

Weight empty

"
"

1 In.
"

I

"

•:

i »
-»

"

42 tons.

The underframe throughout is of steel. The body is built up
non-flammable wood. The flooring is covered with an asbestos
compound, and with a steel plate at the part above the motors,
The outside panels are covered with sheet steel. No wood has been
used in the fittings of the motorman's cab. The motors are enclosed
One motor is mounted on each axle, and it
125-h.p. machines.
weighs, with its gear, 4,077 lbs. The working of each group of
motors is on the Sprague-Thomson Houston multiple-unit system,
The current is collected by lateral slide-shoes, and, as in the case
of the locomotives, by a sliding contact at top, which comes into
play when the third-rail is replaced by an overhead conductor. The
carriages are heated electrically on the Parvillee system; they are
Each
lighted electrically by a separate circuit from the third rail.
electric carriage can haul seven trailers.
A train thus made up
weighs 175 tons empty, and affords sealing accommodation for 520
of

passengers.

Hitherto the electric locomotives have run an average of 125
miles per day, and the electric carriages 155 miles, and have given
satisfaction.

Washington Correspondence.
Washington, March

ti.— One-thing that is

now regarded as being

settled is that any railroad rate bill that is passed by the Senate
will contain an express provision for the judicial review of orders

issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission. When the Hepburn
hill was before the House it was contended by Mr. Hepburn and
others that the courts of the United States would have inherent
jurisdiction of all applications for review that might be made. Mr.
Hepburn took the extreme view that, under his bill, the courts could
consider not only the question of whether rates made by the Commission were confiscatory, but could also inquire into the reasonableness of the rates prescribed in the order and could even go
back of the order itself and pass upon the question as to the reasonableness and lawfulness of the original rates undertaken to be set
aside by the Commission.
In other words, he contended that the
courts could examine the whole matter in controversy, including
matters of fact as well as questions of law. and could try the whole
ruse de novo. Mr. Stevens, another member of the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, did not go so far as Mr. Hepburn, but contended that the courts would have "more or less'*
power of review.
Since the bill passed the House some of the Senators in favor
of a review amendment have been studying the question, and. when
the bill is taken up by the Senate they will contend that there is
no such thing as the inherent, jurisdiction of a United States court,
and that such courts, from the Supreme Court of the United Stales
down, have no jurisdiction except ueh as has been conferred upon

v,,i

XL N "

'"

them in express terms, either bj the Constitution ol thi United
States or by act of Congress
This contention Is based on a long
line of decisions by the Supreme Court of the United States, thi
earliest being that in the case of Turner vs. The Bank, decided in
1799.
it is contended that, as the Supreme Court said in the ci
itute must look to
of Cary vs. Curtis, "The courts created bj
the statute as the warrant Cor their authority." and that "the courts
of the United States are all limited in their nature and :on titu
mh. rem m num existing bj pn
tion, and have not the powei
The contention Is thai un
scription or by the common law."
a specific provision for Judicial review should be pul Into a lull the
jurisdiction of the courts as to questions arising under it would be
restricted to constitutional questions.
II
Is evident that much difficult} will be experienced In framing
a review amendment that can secure the support of a majority of
the members of the Senate, especially It the Democrats unite in
insisting that thi
irt
shall be denied authority to suspend the
operation of an order lending its review. This is understood to
be what President Roosevelt now favors, and he also favors so line
iting the rights of review as to prevent the court from Inquiring
,,,,,,
t |,,.
reasonableness and lawfulness of the original rate. Notwithstanding Senator Tillman's emphatic declaration thai the President has nothing more to do with the rate bill until it reaches
him for his approval or veto, Mr. Roosevelt is not keeping his hands
°ff.
He is still pressing his views upon Senators and is exerting his
influence in such ways as to greatly increase the bitterness of feeling against him on the part of Senators, some of whom have been
among his strongest supporters in the past. These Senators cornplain that the President Is using his power of appointment to influence Senators seeking places for their constituents, and it is also
alleged that White House Influence is being exerted in the House
of Representatives to prevent the passage through that body of
ljills in wnich Senators not in harmony with the President are interested.
On the whole, conditions are ripe tor a very acrimonious
debate when the railroad wn is taken up.
The speech of Senator Foraker on the constitutional questions
involved in the Hepburn bill has produced a marked effect in the
Senate. It has raised grave doubts in the minds of some of the
lawyers in that body as to whether the Hepburn bill is not fundamentally unconstitutional and as to whether it would not be the
height of folly for Congress to put it on the statute books only
to have it. wiped out by the Supreme Court when the first test
case should reach that tribunal. It is not probable, however, that
these doubts will be strong enough to change many votes on the
question of the passage of the bill. It is not expected that more
than two or three Senators will stand out with Senator Foraker
against the passage of any bill giving the rate-making power to
the Commission, whether that power is to be exercised subject to
judicial review or not.
One of the questions that will come up during the debate will
be as to the extent of the power over the relation of rates that the
bill would give to the Commission.
Even Senator Dolliver might
favor an amendment if he could be convinced that the bill in its
present form gives a large measure of such power. In his speech
he defended the decision of the Supreme Court in the Maximum
Rate Case and took very strong ground against giving to the Cornmission such power as it attempted to exercise in that case. Opponents of the Hepburn bill contend that, under it. precisely such a
complaint as was made in the Maximum Rate Case could be presented to the Commission and that the Commission could make
Mr. Dolliver will not
just such an order as it made in that case.
admit that this is true, but that it will be strongly argued during
the debate, though it does not seem probable that any amendment
can be adopted that will restrict the power of the Commission in
this respect.
Many of the arguments for a judicial review amendment ai e base d on the contention that the Commission would have
a lar S e measure of power over the relation of rates and that judicial
review is necessary in order to prevent that power being used to
apportion commerce among communities in accordance with the
theories of the Commission as to the relative importance that rival
localities should have.
j. c. w.
i

'

Foreign Railroad Notes,

Tne

Passenger train through the Simplon Tunnel left
Jan 25 and arrived at Iselle at 9.33. The train
consisted of a locomotive and four ears. This was an experimental
train
The °P enin S for traffic will be much later.
Brie S at

first

8 46
-

am

-

-

-

-

The Italian State Railroads have established an office in Cardiff.
Wales, for the purchase of coal. The Italian coal dealers don't like
it.
Italian manufacturers were asked to submit bids for very large
quantities of rolling stock. They bid, but the authorities found
the prices so high that no bids were accepted; and now they
threaten to ask foreign manufacturers to bid; which will probably
induce the Italians to modify their figures,
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"Shavings cut from rails by wheel flanges" were shown in the
Railroad Gazette, page 358, April 14, 1905, and in another column
in this present issue Mr. S. Whinery recalls the subject and suggests
a remedy. Mr. Whinery's wide experience and accurate judgment are
sufficient to cause us to accept without question his recommendation
that on a very sharp curve, capable for low speed ouly, the outer rail
should have little or no super-elevation, and that a nearly level track
will reduce the flange wear and the rail cutting.
The engravings
shown in April last were of ribbons or shavings nearly 14 in. wide
and 1/32 in. thick cut from the inner edge of the outside rail on a
16-degree curve by the flanges of new 6-wheel switching-engines, and
also by new 100,000 lb. capacity loaded cars with insufficient lateral
draw-bar motion. Mr. Whinery points out correctly that, due to an
elevation of the outer rail the wheels tend to, and do, under motion,
work down the plane so that the wheel flanges press against the
inner rail, and he says:
'"'If the tread of Ihe wheels were cylindrical
this would nol matter,
ihey are not; they are eonical.
The result is that when the flanges press the
inner rail the diameter of the inner wheels at the point of contact on the
pall is considerably greater than that of the outer, ami these inner wheels
run ahead of the outer wheels, shielng ihe truck around ami throwing the
(lunge of the outer t'nmi wl
with great tone against 11
uter rail, at an
angle which facilitates shearing (he rail."
1 * *

1

I

Perhaps there is an error in this. British car ami locomotive
wheels are coned from the flange outwards, but American wheeltreads are designed with the idea that coning is not advantageous in

:

Notes

News

March

1906.

16,

shortest feasible wheel base for the switching engines and, on cars,
side bearings with least possible friction

end draw-bars with

suffi-

cient lateral motion.

Encouraging developments in the timber preserving industry in
have occurred in recent months. Within the year two
different processes for treating with creosote oil have been described in these columns (one being elsewhere in this issue), each
of which accomplishes two important results of great practical value,
namely, maximum impregnation with a minimum expenditure of
the antiseptic, without the preliminary weakening steaming process;
and cheapening of the cost of treatment. The second result is a
natural consequence of the first, as the omission of the steaming.'

this country

as well as the reduction of the quantity of oil required to completely
saturate the timber, both reduce materially the cost of treatment.
The thoroughness of impregnation obtainable by these methods as-

sures indefinite resistance to decay, while the absence of the destructive effect of the heat leaves the treated timber with its strength

unimpaired.
In regard to the detrimental effects of the steaming or heating
stage of timber preservation, the Government has lately completed
an exhaustive series of experiments. Involving, we believe, between

and 7,000 tests, which we understand establish conclusively
and exactly the injury done to the timlier liber by the high tempera6,000

running, but. nevertheless, the diameter, near tin' flange, Is Increased
slightly as a reinforcenif-m of
lal where the greatest wen
occuri
rii" diameter of the wheel decreases only .06 in. tor a distance of

litres used to prepare ii artificially lor the reception of the pre
BervatlveS. At litis writing a bulletin is in preparation, and shorth
The
be issued, giving in full detail the results of these tests.
I,,
tests carried out at the si, Louis Exposition, while regarded as

2%

preliminary to the more exten h

1
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seasoning process simplifies Hie plant mechanism, reducing the
subsequent interest, depreciation and main-

initial cost as well as the

tenance charms; it also reduces the number of treating operations,
and therefore shortens the time required, thus creating a larger
plant capacity by enabling a greater amount of timber to be treated
within a given time.
In regard to cost, it is safe to say that with the price for creosoting brought down to from 25 to 30 cents a tie, processes using creosote will largely if not entirely displace all Others, which are substitute processes devised in response to the demand for a cheaper
treatment than creosoting has heretofore been.
Mr. William Whyte, manager of the operating department of the
Canadian Pacific lines west of Winnipeg, outlines for his subordinates an ambitious program in the address which we printed last
week (page 235), and from the utterances of other speakers ai
this conference of officers, it is apparent that the ideals presented
are not at impossible heights above the levels of present attainment.
The good progress already accomplished is what leads Mr. Whyte
to call for a further advance.
Though his standards are high, an

examination of the different paragraphs of the address shows that
lie calls for nothing that is not. within the reach of any welldisposed and energetic officer of experience. He does not here ask
for new things or new methods, but only for greater perfection in
the old. The paper of Mr. Marpole, also given last week, indicates
some of the details to which attention must be given in order to
carry out the wishes expressed by Mr. Whyte. We judge that the
weakest point in the operating department of the Canadian Pacific
as it is of most roads is in the moral and mental qualifications of
large numbers of the men. We set standards of wages and then get
as good men as can be got for the wages prescribed, whereas, to
produce the satisfactory results which everybody desires, it will be
necessary to first set the standard of qualification and then pay
what is necessary to get men who will measure up to the qualification demanded. The needs are moral as well as mental, for moral
qualities are essential in carrying out recommendations like those
of Mr. Whyte. An engiueman must have moral character to induce
him to strive as earnestly to make up time lost on another division
as he strives to recover losses for which he is himself responsible.
A brakeman needs moral character to do the little acts of help and
kindness to passengers which go to make up the perfect, service
spoken of in these essays, but of which an inspector or boss can
rarely take cognizance.
To have brakemen who are intelligently
polite and who will keep themselves well posted, it is necessary to
get men who have some native appreciation of these virtues; mere
rule-book training will not secure the desired efficiency. Wages have
been increased, therefore, Messrs. Superintendents, he more careful
to see that you get what you pay for, says Mr. Whyte. That is a
wise admonition. The railroad service nas seen many warning examples of raising pay without raising efficiency. Even if an old
employee deserves the increase by reason of higher cost of living
or greater demand for his kind of service, the grant should be
taken advantage of as the occasion to raise the standard of efficiency.
Finally, Mr. Whyte puts before the superintendents the highest kind
of an incentive for their own self-improvement -the assurance that
thus far they have been the leaders of the whole business world

—

—

In their territory.

May

they fully retain this leadership!

THE ELEVENTH AVENUE FREIGHT TRACKS.
The bill recently passed by the Senate of the state of New
York which, if it becomes a law, will require the New York Central
to remove its tracks from Eleventh avenue, in the city of New
York, brings up for discussion some interesting questions of public
policy entirely apart from the legal question whether or not the company has a right to maintain its tracks on the avenue. The company
is now occupying the streets under an ordinance passed by the Common Council, approved on May 6, 1847, and supplemented by an
agreement between Mayor William V. Brady and President Chamberlain, of the Hudson River Railroad.
The agreement provides
that the directors of the company may locate their railroad on any
of the streets or avenues of the city of New York westerly of and
including Eighth avenue, and on or westerly of Hudson street, provided the assent of the Corporation of the City has first been obtained for said location; but it is also provided in the old agreement that the company will at all times be subject to such regulations with reference to the convenience of public travel through
such streets and avenues as are affected by the railroad as the Com-

XL.. No, U.

Voi.

mon

Council shall from lime lo lime, by
or ordinance,
The history of the present agitation for track removal, without going into its detail, may he summed up in general by saying
that the tracks on the avenue have been unpopular for some time;
that the author of the bill made his campaign for election on his
,

direct.

promise that he would have the tracks removed, and that the local
public sentiment of the majority of west side voters is undoubtedly
in favor of removal.
The city contends that the company has no
valid franchise for its surface tracks, and that if it ever had such
a franchise it expired in 1897 fifty years from the date of the
Brady-Chamberlain agreement.
On the other side of the question there are two extremely
strong reasons why the tracks should remain where they are. One
of these is purely physical.
If the tracks are taken off grade they
must be laid in a subway or on an elevated structure. The west side
sentiment is so strong against an elevated structure that it is improbable that permission to build one can be obtained, while a subway would have to be built below tide water for most of the distance.
It would be feasible, although expensive, to build a watertight subway in which freight traffic could be handled by electric
locomotives, but it would not be feasible to build water-tight freight
yards below tide-water to handle the cars used in the subway. At
present there is a west side freight yard on the Hudson river
which extends from 72d street south to 60th street, and another one
at 32d street, besides the many spur tracks to industries in between.
It would be possible to place these yards above grade,
should an elevated structure be built although this would introduce
some novel problems in freight yard arrangements but it is not
clear how they could be built below tide water.
It may be urged that it would be possible for the city to buy
the company's franchise, after long litigation, and this may be the
outcome of the entire matter; but, if it is, public interest will only
partially be served. The interest of the truckmen and the foot passengers would be satisfied as soon as the tracks were taken off
the streets, but there remain much larger interests which would be
During the last fifty years a very great
greatly harmed thereby.
number of industries have located along these tracks, and are dependent on the transit facilities they received by the spur lines
which extend into their respective properties. These industries were
located where they are because of the railroad franchise to operate
there.
They have been very largely instrumental in building up
this part of New York, and, with the tracks removed, they must
needs find some other way of getting their bulky commodities to
the railroad. Considering the greatly congested condition of these
west side streets, it is easy to understand that this would be a very
difficult matter to accomplish.
With all these facts taken into consideration, it will be seen that
the tracks on Eleventh avenue present some difficult problems to
the student of justice in the abstract. It may at once be frankly
granted that they constitute a nuisance, although the extent of this
nuisance has been considerably overdrawn in the political presentation of the case.
On the other hand, the tracks serve to make of
this whole western coast strip a rather unique manufacturing
locality.
That portion of the city which the tracks occupy seems to
the casual observer to be a good deal more useful as a manufacturing
locality than it does in any other capacity; this from the standpoint
of the municipality.
From the standpoint of the vested rights of
those who have located the industries the packing houses, lumber
yards, biscuit works, etc., of the west side it would surely be a
grave misfortune if these transit facilities were taken away. Therefore, even if the city should condemn the company's franchise,

—

—

—

—

—

thereby satisfying the corporate interest of the New York Central,
it would leave unsatisfied a very large number of important industries which have certainly considered in the past, and have doubtless been advised in the past, that they have a right to be where
they are. The subway suggestion may as well be at once abandoned,
The plan for track
for the reasons which have been mentioned.
elevation would remove the nuisance of the tracks at grade, and
would leave the manufacturing plants their transit facilities. Such
track elevation would be extremely expensive to the railroad, and
it is probable, therefore, that the latter is rather pleased than otherwise that public sentiment is so strong against an elevated structure
that it is quite improbable that one will ever be authorized, at least
There has already been talk of a two-story
for railroad purposes.
west side thoroughfare to relieve trucking traffic, but this plan does
not take into consideration the existence of railroad tracks on the
.-tructure.

ter

It seems evident that the railroad company, by virtue of its charand supported strongly by the manufacturing interests, will be able

"
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to put

own supply and

for track removal

& Maine and other

up a prolonged contest in the courts, if any peremptory order
is made. We are not concerned with the result of
any such contest, but desire only to point out that this is one of
these doubtful cases which sometimes arise in great municipalities
where important vested rights are so conflicting that the decision
requires an amount of judgment and a breadth of view hard to be
attained by any legislative body which has the matter under consideration. The obvious thing that ought to be done in such a case is
to take the discussion entirely out of the realm of politics and make
it entirely a matter of civics; and yet, almost any resident of the
United States in general, 'and of New York in particular, should
probably be pardoned for expressing a belief that this is the last
thing which is likely to be done. It is campaign promises and ward
politics that leave it to the courts to be the authors of such streaks
of good government as this country aud this municipality have.

TIES— THE SUPPLY AND DEMAND.
Last December one of the large Eastern railroads closed a contract for the majority of its requirements for ties for 1906 at a
cost of 72 cents delivered at its tidewater terminus.
It paid 60
cents for the same class of yellow pine ties in 1905. That the price
of ties was going up was not altogether new to us, but that they
should go up in price 20 per cent, in a year was indeed startling.
Quotations received from one of the largest dealers in timber in New
York corroborated the information; the price was even higher,
73 cents, and

it

had increased

7 cents in six

months.

In order to

what the general situation was, an investigation into the
supply and demand for railroad ties was begun last month by sending out a circular of inquiry to a number of roads scattered over
all parts of the United States and Canada.
The information confind out

tained in the replies received from 21 roads, representing 40 per cent,
of the total steam railroad mileage of the country and including
most of the important railroad systems, gives an accurate basis for
calculations and comparisons.
The questions included in the circular covered the number of ties used for renewals, source of supply, trend of prices, provisions made for a future supply, extent of
use and experience with treated ties and experience with substitutes for

The

wooden

ties.

21 roads which replied will require during 1906 29 million

renewals alone. According to Poor's Manual for 1905, these
roads had a single track mileage of 117,500 miles, or 40 per cent.
of the total in the United States. On this basis the total require
ments of the steam roads for renewals in 1906 will be 72,500,000 ties.
For new construction about 15,000,000 ties in addition will be required, or a total of 87,500,000. Electric street and interurban roads
will probably use from 5,000,000 to 8, 000,000 for renewals and new
construction. This gives a grand total of 95,000,000 ties which will
be put in track during the year.
The sources of supply are narrowing to more restricted areas
each year. A few years ago most of the railroads had no difficulty in
obtaining a large majority of the ties needed along their own lines.
Now they are buying them and shipping them, in many instances,
500 and 1,000 miles.
The Grand Trunk obtains some ties from
Arkansas. In the East and Middle West white oak and chestnut,
with some few pine and cedar ties, are used almost exclusively, by
far the greater part being white oak. Some red oak, beech and other
softer woods are used, but as the demand for these woods for cheap
"furniture and building material is heavy and they must in most
cases be treated, they are not extensively used.
Treating cheaper
kinds of woods pays better. The supply of white oak is drawn
almost entirely from the forests of West Virginia. Kentucky and
ties for

ennessee.

There

is

practically

Pennsylvania,

quantities in

none

New

which is available
York. Ohio. Indiana and
left

in

large

Illinois.

The Pennsylvania Lines West obtain less than 10 per cent, of the
tics used tor renewals along their own lines.
The Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern obtains about 16 per cent, of Its Oak lies along its
lines.
How long the hardwood forests will last at the present rate
of cutting cannot even be roughly estimated,
Then, are, of course,
thousands of acres of timber lands that will remain untouched for
come, because there are no Facilities tor ge
g the timber
to a market. The Alleghenles In Pennsylvania have bees practically
stripped of all but Bcrub second-growth imbor, and much of the avail
able supply of the Adlrondacks lias also been cut out
in Maine, Michigan and Canada, cedar, hemlock, Princess pine
and tamarack, with seme few hardwood tie
used almo
ex
years

to

1

limber land

In

Then- is still a large ana of
Maine from Which the Bangor >v VX008t00k drafl

numbers to the Maine Central, Boston
The Michigan Central uses cedar ties
and on sharp curves, and

its

supply

is

furnished from the forests in northern Michigan and the Georgian
Bay district in Canada. While the timber lands of Michigan are
commonly supposed to have been pretty well cut out, there are still
thousands of acres of cedar swamps which have not been cut, because
the prevailing prices did not make it profitable to get the ties to a
market.
These will furnish a limited supply for some years at
advancing prices. While Canada still has an enormous acreage in

timber lands as yet untouched, the present available supply is by no
means unlimited. With the exception of cedar, the hemlock, birch,
tamarack, and Princess pine ties are not profitable to use for ties unless treated. There are large undeveloped tracts lying north of Lakes
Huron and Superior, and in the Province of Quebec, which are being
opened up gradually by new railroad construction.
The Grand
Trunk obtains less than 10 per cent, of the cedar ties which it
uses, along its own lines. Mr. Joseph Hobson says:
"There is not
any serious danger of*a tie famine in Canada for a long time yet,
but prices will go considerably higher.
Antiseptic treatment of
timber will ultimately have to be adopted on a large scale, to minimize consumption by giving a longer life to the ties."
In the Southern states, North and South Carolina, Georgia and
Florida, yellow pine, cypress and some oak ties are used. This territory is being heavily cut and much timber is shipped over the lines
passing through, in addition to the amount supplied for their own
use.
The supply is still comparatively plentiful and no outside
sources are being drawn on.

West of the Mississippi the greatest scarcity of suitable tie timber prevails, and a majority of the tie treating plants in the country
have been built in that territory to utilize the inferior soft woods.
In the mountainous districts of Missouri which have not been opened
up there is a good supply of oak, and the roads which traverse this
Louis & San Francisco and the Rock Island, obtain
from along their own lines. Arkansas. Louisiana and Eastern Texas furnish most of the pine ties.
The most active cutting is being done in the loblolly and other
pine forests of Eastern Texas. At Somerville, the Atchison, Topeka
&. Santa Fe has just completed a treating plant using creosote, which
has a capacity for treating 3.000,000 ties a year and will meet all
that road's requirements for renewals and new construction.
The
Southern Pacific obtains a large number of pine ties, and also
cypress, from Louisiana and Texas. Most of the pine ties are treated
with the Burnettizing process.
This company also uses some
redwood ties obtained in Northern California. The Union Pacific
buys about 250,000 pine ties in Texas, and for the remainder of its
supply uses mountain pine, all of which is obtained along its own
country, the

St.

practically all of their oak ties

line.

The roads on the Coast obtain their principal supply from the
redwood forests of Northern California and the pine and fir timber
lands in Oregon and Washington. Enough yellow pine is still to be
had in the Rocky mountains to supply the needs of the railroads in
that territory at reasonable prices.

This brief outline of the chief sources of supply perhaps gives
the impression that the supply is ample and will be for some years
to come.
The following extract from a reply received from the
United States Bureau of Forestry throws some light on the subject,
even

if in

an Indefinite way:

"The Forest Service has do

figures on tin available Bupply of timber in
Beginning with die past year, the Forest Service la getthe United states.
ting statements from lumbermen on the amount of timber cut, and by rain,
tin
next Census year, we shall be In a position to make an Inventory of he
forest
Not having a basis en which tn calculate the present supply, the
1

t

made no attempt

to estimate lieu long the supply will last.
that the present rate of cutting Is exhausting the
suppu rapidly, and how quickly the supply is exhausted, or whether it is
ever exhausted, »iii depend on whether the private land owners, states and
Federal Government will quickly Institute
ervatlve forest
polle;
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is

evident from

of the replies received

all

of roads which can

no loner

lain

particularly In the case
alone their own

their supply

has been from L6 per cent,
to SO per cent, and has bei a more rapid during the lasl three years.
The increase in cost of hardwood ties white oak has been greater
in proportion thai for the Inferior woods; pine, chestnut and beech.
lines.

The increase

in the last 10 years

—

however, has advanced
Aroostook is paying 32 cents a
the Michigan Central is paying
Cedar,

greatly
tie,

in

price.

as againsl

is

The Bangor &
cents in 1896, and

40.5 cents for flrst-Q.ual.ltj cedar ties,
as agains! 26 cents ten years ago. The average price of white oak
ties in the Middle states is now from GO to TO cents, as against 35 to

50 cents. Such roads as the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Norfolk &
Western, which run through West Virginia and Kentucky, are getting oak ties for 40 cents, although in 1S96 the price was 30 cents.
In this connection Mr. R. Trimble, Chief Engineer of Maintenance
"When the
of Way, Pennsylvania Lines, Northwest System, says:
price of ties goes

up

to $1

we

will either

And some substitute or

endeavor to prolong their life by the use of preservatives, tie-plates,
wood-screws, etc." The present inquiry throws no light on future
prices which may be expected; and guessing is futile.
In view of the present shortage and the upward trend of prices
it is interesting to note the precautions which are being taken by
some of the larger railroads to insure a steady supply of ties for
future years, in the form of long-term contracts with dealers, purchasing interests in standing timber lands and planting timber on
the company's property, or encouraging farmers along the line to
plant timber. Some few roads have made long-term contracts with
dealers, principally those which have treating plants in operation.
Among these are the Santa Fe, the C, R. I. & P., the Illinois Central and the Northern Pacific.
Others buy from year to year from
the same dealers without a long-term contract for a specified number
of ties, and these dealers are depended upon to provide a supply.
Two, at least, of the transcontinental roads, the Southern Pacific
and the Northern Pacific, have reserved a large part of their Government timber land grant as a reserve, a wise precaution.
Only one railroad, the Pennsylvania, has gone into the planting
of quick-growing trees on a large scale to provide for future timber
Other roads have tried it, but without any encouraging
supply.
success. In 1902 the Pennsylvania planted 14,000 yellow locust trees
on the company's property; in 1903, 43,000 trees; in 1904, 224.000:
in 1905. 197,000, and this year about S00.000 will be planted.
The
Michigan Central has planted 80,000 catalpa trees on 123 acres of
company property, but so far the results have been indifferent, and it
is doubtful if good results will ever be obtained from the plantings.
The Illinois Central has planted two large groves of Catalpa Speciosa, one at Du Quoin, 111., and the other at Harahan,
La. The Norfolk & Western made a similar experiment with a grove
of six acres at Ivor, Va., but it has since been found that loblolly
pine has a more natural growth in that country, and large tracts of
the company's lands have been set aside until the loblolly pine has
attained a sufficient growth to cut for ties. On the Northern Pacific,
the question is under consideration of planting on company property and encouraging farmers along the line to plant.
Another method of conserving the supply of tie timber adjacent
to the company's lines, and one which is of doubtful policy, is the
practice of charging extortionate freight rates on ties shipped to
other roads. A recent decision of the Kentucky Railroad Commission condemned this practice in strong language and ordered a
reduction in rates on ties on all roads in that state.
The Commissioner's opinion says:
No good reason has been shewn why this practice should be permitted tu
prevail.
It was clearly shown that lies are less valuable than the low grades
of lumber.
In one instance the rate upon ties was at least two and one-half
times that of the rate upon lumber.
This extraordinary rate is now in effect
upon the Louisville & Nashville, and it has been in force for a number of
years.
With such a rate In effect, the movement of this commodity from
points upon the line of this railroad has been prohibited, and the producer has
been forced from necessity !<• dispose of bis crossties to the railroad com
Nowhere do we find any attempt at a justification
pant's charging this rate.
iml
I. counsel
for the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company
of this rad'
very frankly admitted thai heir was no real justification for it.
It will noi il" te say thai because these ties are a necessity to the railrate for their transportation in
roads they should be permitted to charge
excess of what may be deemed Jus1 and reasonable for the service performed.
;

I

:i

were recently examined by Lieutenant-Colonel von Donop, Inspector
One inof the Board of Trade, in his investigation of an accident.
spector (of roadway) bad been in the service 63 years; a signalman 45 years; a guard 35 years, and other persons shorter periods.
A seventh man, not included in our average, the fireman, had been

11.

:
lerin
ei'vie.
only h
years.
ol
are -''i'
English railroad literature, bul thli case would seem
to
prettj nearly the "limit."
The accident referred to was m
Wiekham, about two miles from William (where in passengers
killed in a derailment last summer) and is also peculiar in other
respects.
The train, consisting of an engine ami four small passenger cars, was derailed while running at very low speed, and all
ol
Hie wheels were left standing inside of the rails, the left rail,
which was on the inside of a slight curve, being pushed outward.
The Inspector was utterly unable to ascertain the cause. At the
place where the derailment occurred the line, which is single track,
passes over two wooden trestles from 8 ft. to 18 ft. high. Each
rail rests on two longitudinal stringers 13 in. square, one above
the other. There are iron tie rods every 10 ft. The gage was
slightly wide, but not enough to cause the derailment of the wheels
in this train (of which the treads were about three inches wide)
until one rail had been violently pushed over.
Trains were run
over the trestles to test the track and structure and it was watched
for days, but Col. von Donop could only conclude that "whilst there
undoubtedly must have been some defect either in the rolling stock
or in the permanent way to account for this derailment, I regret
that I am unable to state the precise cause of it."
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Structural Engineering Tables. By Edward Godfrey.
Leather, pocket size, 6M;x4
by the Author, 1!)06.

Published
200 pages. Price,

Pittsburg:
in.

$2.50.

This is a handy little pocket book for engineers, draftsmen and
others engaged in designing structural members, compiled somewhat
in the form of a reference book often made and kept by engineers
No doubt it is the outgrowth of such a
for their own reference.
small scrap book begun and enlarged by the author from time to
time in the 15 years in which he has been engaged in work which
brought him into daily contact with the various pocket books of the
The tables are in
steel companies and others in a search for data.
some instances taken direct from the pocket book of the Carnegie
Steel Company, but most of them have been independently compiled
by the author. Some of these are particularly handy, as, for example, the tables of weights and areas of angles, and a table for
The tables of
quickly finding moments of inertia of rectangles.
properties of built sections are quite complete and cover the usual
forms employed in structural work. About 70 pages are devoted to
drawings of typical constructions for roofs, bridges, floors, arches,
Several
etc., and 15 pages to stress diagrams of roofs and bridges.
tables in the back of the book have been furnished by manufacturers,
and include tables of data respecting electric cranes, wire rope and
paint.

New York: D. Van Nostrand
1906. 'By F. D. Warren.
Price, $2.50.
Company.
Cloth, 4 [X7in.: 260 pages.
This work is intended for the use of architects, engineers and
Part I gives a brief
contractors.
It is divided into four parts.
general discussion of the subject from a practical standpoint, bringing out some of the difficulties met with in practice and suggesting
remedies. Under Part II. is compiled a series of tests, including
the tensile strength of concrete-steel, floor tests, roof tests, etc.
Part III. contains a series of tables from which the necessary data
for designing the more common cases in practice can be obtained,
and Part IV. treats of the design of trussed roofs from a practical
standpoint. The author states that if this work will tend to doaway with the use of some of the "empirical formulae" and "rule
of thumb" methods of designing reinforced concrete structures and
tend to concentrate all toward a standard and universal system,
as well as remove some of the prejudicial influences at work tending
to demerit its worth because of unfamiliarity with its design, it
will have accomplished its purpose.
Reinforced Ooncreti

1

TRADE CATALOGUES.
In 1894, the Master Car Builders' Association, for convenience in the filing and preservation of pamphlets, catalogues, specifications, etc.. adopted a
number of standard sizes. The advantages of conforming to these sizes have
been recognized, not only by railroad men, but outside of railroad circles, and
manv engineers make a practice of immediately consigning to the waste basket
all catalogues that do not come within a very narrow margin of these standard
sizes.
Tbey are given here in order that the size of the publications of this
kind, which'are noticed under this head, may be compared with the standards,
and it may be known whether they conform thereto.

Standards.
Postal-card circulars
Pamphlets and trade catalogues

3%
3'/2

6

Thirty-five years and six months is the average term of service
of six employees of the Great Eastern Railway of England who

No.

XI..,

Voi

Specifications

and

letter paper

—

8V4

In.

"

by
by

"by

6%

In.

6.

9
" by 12
" by 10%

"

Friction Springs. The Harvey friction spring for draft gears,
pedestal trucks, bolsters, equalizers, bumping posts, etc., is fully
described and illustrated in Catalogue C of The Frost Railway Supply Co., exclusive selling agent, Detroit, Mich. This spring was described and illustrated in the Railroad Gazette April 7. 1905. The

!
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catalogue explains in detail the principle and design of the spring,
its characteristics and advantages, gives results of various tests on
machines and in service, and illustrates it in detail by numerous
engravings. The "Adjustable" center-line draft plate also is illustrated.
The catalogue is a very nice piece of work.
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is experienced the track be adjusted with the outer and inner rails
almost on the same level, and I think the remedy will be found
effectual.
s.
whinery.

The Western Maryland Extension from Cherry Run

to

Cumberland.

—

Grinders, Polishing Wheels, etc. The Gardner Machine Co., BeWis., is distributing a binder containing the first sheets of
matter describing and illustrating the products of this company,
which include disc grinders, band polishing wheels, disc wheel circles, sectional wheel chucks, etc.
Additional sheets regarding the
latest products of the company will be sent for insertion in the
binder as fast as issued. The present sheets are devoted to Gardner's improved disc grinder No. 4, illustrating and describing the
machine in detail and the work it will accomplish.

BY RALPH

loit,

—

Valves. A neatly gotten up seven-page pamphlet containing
illustrations and detailed descriptions as well as sizes and price
lists of the "Eurema" Y valves, is being distributed by the Western
Tube Company, Kewanee, 111. These valves are made of special
high duty metal and are tested to 300 lbs. hydraulic pressure. They
are recommended for working pressures up to 175 lbs.

—

Paint. The Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J., has
just issued a folder entitled "Colors and Specifications," in which
The specifications
five classes of steel construction are illustrated.
suggest best methods for construction and maintenance, painting
of steel work, based on the company's experience of 43 years as
makers of protective paint.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Shavings Cut from the

Rail.

New

York,

March

12, 1900.

To the Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
In looking over some numbers of the Railroad Gazette, which,
for want of time, were unopened when they came out, I just now
find in the issue for April 14, 1905, page 358, an account and illus-

The aggressive

policy

C.

DAVISON.

shown by the Gould System during the

past few years in

its effort to reach the Atlantic Coast is again
brought into prominence by the completion of the Cumberland extension of the Western Maryland from Big Pool, Md., to Knobmount,
a distance of about 60 miles. It will be remembered that some years
ago, when Mr. Gould's effort to reach New York proved futile, he
bought from the city of Baltimore control of the Western Maryland,

and shortly after obtained control of the West Virginia Central &
Pittsburg..
The Western Maryland extended west to Big Pool,
directly across the Potomac river from Cherry Run.
It is from
this point to Knobmount, a few miles south of Cumberland, that a
single track connection has been made with the West Virginia
Central & Pittsburg, known as the Cumberland extension of the
Western Maryland. The country between these two points is extremely rough, and was a difficult one in which to locate a line
that would be reasonably free from heavy grades and curves. Several alternative preliminary location surveys were made and then
lines compared, both with reference to construction cost and economoperating value.

After careful consideration of the several
the location shown in the accompanying illustration was
decided upon, and the final surveys for it were completed in the
early part of 1903. As shown, the new line follows along the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal side of the Potomac River Valley and occupies
for the, greater part of its distance the side of the valley opposite
from that on which the Baltimore & Ohio is built. Owing to the
mountainous nature of the country, the canal, and to the occupation
of the opposite side of the river by the Baltimore & Ohio, the new
route necessitated the building of five tunnels and 23 bridges, including nine over the Potomac river, seven over the canal, and three
over the tracks of the Baltimore & Ohio, which it parallels most of
the way. Near Baird the new line is on the same side of the river
as the Baltimore & Ohio, and in many cases is so close to it as to be
within a stone's throw. At Baird rail connection was made with
the Baltimore & Ohio for the purpose of transferring material to the
ical

routes,

of some remarkable shavings cut from the outer rail on
sharp curves, by the wheels of passing locomotives and cars, and new line.
the article closes with an invitation for further information about
The exact length of the Cumberland extension is 59.3 miles, conthe matter from those who may have observed similar phenomena. taining 37,046 miles of tangent and 22,238 miles of curves. The
More than thirty years ago my attention was called to a similar maximum grade eastbound is 0.3 per cent, and the maximum grade
occurrence. On a road with which I was connected my attention westbound is 0.5 per cent.
The total curvature is 3.1S2 deg., an
was called to the fact that the outer rails were being whittled away average of 54 deg. per mile. The maximum curvature is 6 deg. The
very rapidly on a sharp curve in a city yard. Handfuls of shav- line for construction purposes was divided into three divisions. The
ings, smaller, as I recollect them than those illustrated in the first division extended from Big Pool to Sideling Hill Creek and
article, could be picked up along the outer rail.
Upon investigation was 22.10 miles long; the second division extended from Sideling
found that the outer rail had been originally elevated in accord- Hill Creek to Paw Paw, 14.2 miles; and the third division extended
I
ance with a then accepted rule requiring a specified super-elevation from Paw Paw to Knobmount, a distance of 23.1 miles. The first
for each degree of curve, the rule being based on a speed of about and third divisions were provided with three residences and three
40 miles per hour. When the yard section boss observed that the resident engineers each, and the second division was provided with
wheels were chipping the outer rail he concluded that he had not two residences and two resident engineers. The residences in each
used enough elevation for the outer rail, and gave it more. This division were placed from six to eight miles apart. The general conwas repeated a number of times with the result that the trouble tract for constructing the first division was awarded on Aug. 1, 1903,
seemed to increase with each additional boost of the outer rail.
to the Degnon-McLean Contracting Company, now the Degnon ConAfter a little study I concluded that the trouble came from tracting Company, New York, and the general contract for the secexcessive elevation of the outer rail, and against the judgment of ond and third divisions was awarded jointly to the McArthur Bros.
the track foreman, had the track readjusted so that the rails were Co. and Kilpatrick Bros. & Collins Contracting Co., of Chicago
almost on the same level, after which the trouble ceased.
and Beatrice respectively. These two divisions, as shown in
Further observation in a number of cases convinced me that the illustrations of the plan and profile of the line, contained about
the excessive wear and shearing away of the outer rail on sharp 80 per cent, of the work, including all the tuunels and Potomac river
curves in yards is due entirely to excessive super-elevation of the crossings. The contract for furnishing and erecting all the steel
outer rail.
work was awarded to the Pennsylvania Steel Co., Stcelton, Pa. Tho
The accepted theory is that the elevation of the outer rail line, as previously mentioned, is a single track road, although all
shall be such that the tendency of the wheels to slide down the of the bridge piers and abutments have been built to carry two
transverse inclined plane of the track shall balance the outward Single track bridges. .Many of the fills were also made wide enough
centrifugal force of the train at a given speed; or in other words, for double tracking, and all other construction along the line, when
that
in
resultant of the weight upon the wheels and the centri- i<<i si ihie, was made so as to facilitate double tracking later on.
fugal force shall be normal to the plane of the track.
As the
Starting from Big Tool, the first di
ling Hill Creek.
standard rules for super-elevation arc usually based on high speed, a 1I1. lain. of '.'"I mil.
closet] parallels the river and the canal.
and as the speed in yards is comparatively low, the result is much Part of this division is located on a public he away known as the
too great an elevation of the outer rail and the wheels lend to. and old National Turnpike.
ami
The
company had to
do, under motion, work down the plane so that the win el Sang*
mi
ei en
this road For a consld
reagainst the Inner rail,
if tin- treads of the wheel,
in repair
p
were quired lo
p such w'ori
od of two
cylindrical this would not matter; bul they are mil; they are
The first di\ Ision
far a
a dlstanc
The result is thai when tin. flanges press the inner rail is comparatively free from difficult work. Then are two
conical,
the diameter of the Inner wheels al the polnl of contact On Hie rail
in this stretch
one over Lie!
over Qi eat
is considerably greater than
that of the outer, ami these inner
ronolway,
es, with thi e
Each of these an
wheels run ahead of the outer wheels, luelng the truck
far
pans re: in-,
and
a ami abutment
throwing the flange of the outer fronl wl
with great force ag
as Licking Creek bridge, about
earth and loose rock work
the outer rail, ai an ancle which facilitates shearing the rail.
ol' ordinary character.
Beyond this some heavj work was done. InTo go into details would require more of your space than would eluding a till Jul en
upwards
ol
perhaps he warranted.
suggest that where trouble ol
ill
About three miles west of MillirthWOrk,
000 rn \il

tration
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and second divisions. The railroad crosses this creek on a threespan deck-girder bridge consisting of one 95-ft. span, one 50-ft. span
and one 20-ft. span, resting on concrete piers and abutments. The
foundations for the piers and abutments, except in the case of one
of the abutments for the construction of which a cofferdam had to
The concrete for the work was
be built, gave but little trouble.
prepared in a concrete mixer placed directly above the site of one
of the abutments. From the mixer it was delivered to the piers and
to the far abutments by means of a temporary pole trestle built across
the creek. The concrete for the near abutment was delivered to it
by means of a chute from the concrete mixer. For a short distance
west of the bridge the road is carried in a fill and then for about two
miles it runs close to the canal and is built on a bench cut into a
solid rock hillside which rises abruptly from the edge of the canal.
This bench is in many places supported by fills held in place by both
masonry and concrete retaining walls.
This side hill, or canal work as it is called, was the heaviest
and most expensive work done on the entire line, its estimated cost
In order to form
in some places being as high as $150,000 per mile.

stone and one mile east of Hancock another heavy fill, containing
upwards of 55,000 cu. yds., was made to carry the line across the
Tonolway bottom. About one-half mile west of Hancock another
large fill was made. This contains a 25-ft. concrete arch which provides a waterway for the Little Tonolway Creek. From Little Tonolway Creek to Round Top, a distance of about three miles, the line
has a 0.5 per cent, up grade. Considerable heavy rock work was
encountered between these two points which, in some places, averaged as high as 50,000 cu. yds. per mile. Just west of Round Top the
line has a 0.3 per cent, descending grade, and for a considerable
distance is carried along on the abrupt face of the mountain side
on a bench built into the solid rock. The preparation of the roadbed
at this point necessitated the removing of a large amount of solid
A short disrock, and much retaining wall work had to be done.
tance beyond this sidehill work the iine passes through a cut from
which upwards of 50,000 cu. yds. of material had to be removed.
The material from this cut was used in making a fill CO ft. high
just west of it.
From this fill on, for the next two to three miles, some heavy
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Profile of the Cumberland Extension of the Western

work was encountered which required the removing

of

approxi-

mately 50,000 to 60,000 cu. yds. of material per mile. Beyond this
heavy work the line approaches near to and parallels the canal for
some distance. Considerable trouble was encountered along the
stretch, inasmuch as the tracks had to be carried on a shelf 12 ft. to
20 ft. above the canal, cut into the face of the abrupt solid rock
mountain side, rising directly from the water's edge. West of this
work the line crosses the canal basin on a GOO-ft. trestle, at the west
end of which is a fill containing upwards of 45,000 cu. yds. of
material. The remaining half-mile of the first division to Sideling
Hill Creek was comparatively light work. In prosecuting the work
on the first division steam shovels were used to some extent, but in
the greater part of the work little machinery was used. The east
end of the first division from Big Pool to Hancock, a distance of 10
miles, has been completed and has been in operation for the past
6 to 8 months.
The Sideling Hill Creek is the separating line between the first

f

AO

Maryland.

the bench along the side hill over the canal large quantities of
material had to be removed, and in many places blast tunnels were
These tunnels were started from the face of the cliff at, or
used.
slightly above the grade of the railroad, and were run into the rock
at right angles to the line until they reached a point directly beyond
the inner side of the future roadbed; then a lateral tunnel was
driven each way from the head of the previous tunnel, forming the
letter T. as indicated in the diagram. These lateral tunnels extended
from 40 ft. to TO ft. from the main stem, and in these laterals the

powder was placed. The blast tunnels were just large enough for
man to work in, somewhat irregular in size, but averaging about
The powder was deposited in charges, any3 ft. wide by 4 ft. high.
where from 25 to 75 kegs placed at intervals of from 10 ft. to 20 ft.
Some unusually large charges were fired by this method. The largest
shot of this character was fired in the sidehill work near Paw Paw,
at which point about 1.200 kegs of black powder, at 25 lbs. per keg.
together with a moderate quantity of dynamite at each powder pocket
a
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Immediately adjacent to thi exp odei
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This method was probably repeated
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wires along the Baltimore & Ohio
on the opposite side of the Pol
river, a distance of about one-half mile.
The reason for using such heavy eharges
was principally the desire to throw as much
of the material as possible over the canal
and into the river. Even with these heavy
charges, however, the greater part of the
rock landed in the bed of the canal, from
which it had to be removed by means of
steam shovels and revolving cranes and
dumped beyond the tow-path embankment

graph

into the river.

leaving the two-mile stretch of
at the west of Sideling Hill
Creek, the line passes through Indigo tunnel, which is the first and longest tunnel
on the line, being 4.330 ft. from portal to
portal.
The method of driving this tunnel
was novel. Instead of removing the advance
drift or heading from the top of the section,
as is usually done, a bottom heading 10 ft.
high by 20 ft. wide was driven, and then
the remainder of the tunnel, or the overhead
bench, as it may be called, was removed.
The diagram clearly shows the method of
drilling the blast holes for the bottom headEach round of blasting in the heading
ing.
contained on an average of 20 holes. These
were distributed as shown in the diagrams,
and were loaded with upwards of 160 to 175
The depth of
lbs. of 60 per cent, dynamite.
the drill holes averaged about 11 ft. and

After

sidehill

work

General Design of Concrete Abutments and Bridge Piers— Western

Maryland.

each blast loosened on an average of 10 ft.
of the heading. About 8 hours was required
The
to drill, load and shoot each round.
loosened rock from the heading was removed
in narrow-gage dump cars hauled by mules.

The top bench was shot by means

of drilling

average of five holes, placed and
drilled as shown, on an angle of about 30
A charge containing about 50 lbs. of
deg.
dynamite was used in each round of holes
and each blast removed about 10 ft. of the
The loosened rock removed by
bench.
the blast was shot down and out towards
the portal of the tunnel and formed a
muck pile as shown. The roof arch was
trimmed to the proper section by means of

on

an

worked from the top of the muck pile.
steam shovel operated by compressed air
removed the muck from the portal side of
the pile and placed it in 3-yd. dump cars
which in one end of the tunnel were hauled
to the portal by mules and in the other by
drills
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a small contractors' locomotive.
The tunnel was worked from both ends.
The material met with throughout the tunnel was a hard shale formation which was
It was found to be selfeasily blasted.
sustaining, and thus no timbering was required.
As shown in the progress chart,
the greatest progress made in any one month
heading was in
in driving the bottom
January, 1905, when 456 ft. were removed.
The greatest progress in anyone month in removing the upper bench

was made
removed.

Details

of

Standard

8-ft.

Concrete

Arch

Culvert— Western

Maryland

in .May, 1905,

The

total

when

1,259

ft.

were

time for driving the

tunnel was IS months. This, as in the case
of time given for other tunnels, does not
mean much, as no particular effort was
made to make fast time on account of great
speed in most cases being unnecessary, for
the reason that steel bridge work, and especially right of way matters, could be re-
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Considerable difficulty was met with at both portals of
Indigo tunnel in disposing of the spoil, as the face of the mountain at
each portal descended for a considerable distance below grade, forming a gulch between it and the face of the hillside, directly over
the canal, upon which the line was to be located. The bench for the
track on this hillside could not be built until operations on the canal
had ceased; therefore some special means for disposing of the tun-

garded as governing the length of time required to build the
road: therefore, in most cases the contractors were allowed to
drive the heading entirely through before attempting the bench
In some cases, also, the bulk of the tunnel was
excavations.
driven from one end, for the most part, owing to heavy or troublesome approach cuts which delayed getting at the other end. This
was particularly true of the Welton, Knobley and Kessler tunnels.
After the bottom heading of the Indigo tunnel was driven there

West Heading

of

was particularly no

favorable.

Knobley Tunnel Showing Timber Bracing.
limit to the

amount

Interior

of drilling that could be

longitudinal Section, Shorvtng Method of
Remor/'ncr * uyerhead Bench "

Method

Driving

of

Tunnel

Indigo

Maryland.

and load the muck. The reason for not using this
bottom heading method to a greater extent than is done is that the
average character of rock ordinarily encountered does not readily
permit of it. The success of the method really depends upon
the consistency of the rock being such as to readily permit the
shooting down of the top enlargement or bench without being subject to disastrous falls, and to be able to cut the upper portion of the
tunnel to the true section. Twice before in this country has this
method been attempted, but it had to be abandoned on account of the
uncertainty of the material; as it was found that at one shot the rock
might cut out somewhere near the rock section in the roof, and then
again it. might not stop coming down until the roof had gone 15 ft.
or 20 ft. higher than was required.

of the shovels to dig

of the rock met. with at Indigo tunnel, as well
as in all the other tunnels along the line, was considered extremely
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Indigo Tunnel.

of

Method of Removing Bottom
Heading, Shotring Drill'ffofes.

— Western

The character

View

nel spoil had to be devised. First, that part of the gulch directly in
front of the portals was filled to grade; a narrow-gage tramway was
then laid up the gulch and the dump cars containing the spoil were
hauled up to a dump about 500 ft. above the portal by means of a
wire cable operated by a hoisting engine
placed on the side of the hill. The line
leaves the west end of the tunnel on a
6 deg. curve built on a fill partly made
from the material removed from the tunnel, and is carried along the side hill for
a considerable distance on a bench built
close to the canal.
In many places this
bench is held in place by retaining walls.
Just beyond the side hill work, near
Little Orleans, as seen by the profile, a
fill of 800 ft. long and from 25 to 75 ft.
high is encountered beneath which a pair
of 20-ft. concrete barrel arches 155 ft. Ions

done in the so-called top bench, for the power drills could be applied
through the whole length of the tunnel hundreds of feet in advance
of the steam shovels, and progress depended solely upon the ability

Method of Removing- Overhead
Bench Showing- Grill /io/es.
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tained from a heavy rock cut just beyond.
This cut is one of the heaviest center cuts on
the line, it bavins a maximum depth of 70
it.,

and

it

Is

was met with
to hold.

2,500
in

Because

li.

long.

Great

difficulty

getting the sides of the cut
of this sliding,

it

is in

man;

places as much as L20 ft. wide at the top.
A short distance beyond this cut is the
This
first Potomac river and •anal crossing.
bridge consists of two 79-J[. deck plate girder
spans, one a each end; two 150-ft. deck truss
shore spans and two 152-ft. channel spans.
The abutments, as well as the five piers, are
all of concrete on solid rock foundation.
The
general designs of the bridge piers and abutments used throughout the line are illustrated
accompanying dine drawing. The
in
the
method of handling the forms and material,
such as concrete, etc., which were used in
the construction of the foundations and piers
of the bridge, was by a cable way which had
a span of 1,000 ft. The forms for the piers
were made in 5 ft. sections and were raised
to their new position after the concrete in
Second Crossing of the Potomac River Showing Concrete Piers and Abutments
them was set, by means of the cable way. The
in Course of Construction a nd Cableway Used for Handling Material.
track just west of the bridge is carried on a
fill built on a 5-deg. curve.
The fill is 1.300 ft. long by 20 ft. wide shale, and no ti mber bracing was required during its construction,
at its top. and is from 18 ft. to 45 ft. deep.
It contains upwards
Near Baird. and less than half a mile from the west portal of this
of 100,000 cu. yds. of material, most of which was obtained from
tunnel, the thir d river and canal crossing is made on a bridge
I

ft. long, composed of a 3-span deck
girder viaduct which spans the canal, two
truss girder shore spans and one truss girder
channel span with an average length of about
151 ft. From the west end of this bridge the
line is carried on a single-track temporary
pile trestle, 1,177 ft. long, built on a 6-deg.
curve.

about 860

As soon

as material is available, a permaThis
be made at this point.
trestle is known as the Baird trestle, and is
shown in one of the accompanying halftones.
The first crossing of the Baltimore &
Ohio is made at the west end of the trestle
on a 120-ft. through truss girder bridge. The
piling shown at the west end of the trestle
has been replaced by a concrete abutment on
which this bridge now rests. About half a
mile beyond this trestle a track connection is
made with the Baltimore & Ohio, which the
new line closely parallels to Magnolia, a distance of about 3% miles. No great difficulties

nent

Second Crossing
borrow

of the

Potomac River Showing Cantilever Erection

of 150-ft.

Spans

fill

is

to

were met with between Baird and Magnolia,
although some fairly heavy sidehill work, as
well as some deep earth and loose rock cuts
were made. At Magnolia the fourth river and

pits near by, on both sides of the track.

From

the fill to the second river crossing,
the line follows along the side hill for from
two to three miles, and just before reaching
the river it passes through a fairly deep cut
which required the excavation of about 45,000
cu. yds. of rock.
The second river and canal
crossing is made on a bridge 1,367 ft. long
composed of a plate girder span at each end,
a truss deck girder span over the canal, five
truss deck girder river spans and a viaduct
composed of four plate deck girders supported
on three 30-ft. steel towers resting on concrete
pedestals.
A cable way similar to that used
in the construction of the piers on the first
river bridge was used in building the piers
of the bridge, which are placed on a 25-deg.
skew with the bridge so as to parallel the flow
of the stream.
All of the up-stream ends of
the river piers are provided with a steel nose
to protect them from injury by ice.
About
1,700 ft. west of the bridge the line passes
through the second or Stick Pile tunnel, which
is 1.670 ft. long.
This tunnel took 11 months

The

1,100 ft. is on an up-grade
which is the heaviest grade
on the line.
This tunnel was driven in the
usual method, the top heading being removed
first, and then the bench was taken out
in
two lifts. The material met with was a hard

to build.

first

of 0.5 per cent.,

Potomac River Showing Temporary Trestles Used for
Depositing Concrete for Bridge Piers.

Fifth Crossing of the

March
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a second story was erected on the pile trestle,
as shown in the illustrations. Halt a mile beyond this bridge the line again crosses the
Potomac on the sixth river bridge, which is
practically a similar structure to the fifth
A few short
river crossing just described.
stretches of heavy work were encountered between the fifth and sixth bridges, including
a fill about 800 ft. long with a maximum
height of 40 ft., as well as a loose and solid
rock cut which required the excavation of

about 60,000 cu. yds.
Just beyond the sixth river crossing is
another fill 600 ft. long by 30 to 35 ft. high.
At the end of this fill the line is carried over
the first independent canal crossing to Paw
Paw, at which point the third division begins.
Half a mile beyond this canal crossing, the
tracks are carried over Purslane Run on a
From this point on
20-ft. deck-girder bridge.
to Old Town, about 10 miles, the line closely
parallels the canal, and for the greater part
of the distance is carried on a bench built

The method

in the hillside.

of building this

bench was similar to the method used in the
sidehill work near Sideling Hill Creek, which
has already been described.
There are several 4-deg. curves in the stretch, and some heavy
cuts and fills were also made in this 10 miles of line. Just west cf

Licking-Creek Bridge: Three 80-ft. Plate Girder Spans on Concrete Piers and

Abutments.
the second Baltimore & Ohio crossing is made on a bridge having
a total span of about 1,030 ft., composed of a viaduct supported
on trestle towers and a number of truss and deck girder spans
resting on concrete piers and abutments. The canal at this point
is left about a mile to the northwest, as shown
on the plan, where it passes through a tunnel

about 2,500

ft.

the first canal crossing is a cut from which upwards of 120,000 cu.
of loose and solid rock were removed.
It has a maximum

yds.

long.

About half

a mile beyond the bridge the
through Kessler tunnel, the third
tunnel on the line.
It is 1,802 ft. long and
was driven through solid rock. The tim'? consumed in driving it was 16 months. Consid-

line passes

erable

difficulty

was experienced

in

getting

through this tunnel, as a very hard rock
formation was met with a short distance in
from its east portal. The east approach to
this tunnel is through an extremely long and
deep solid rock cut, which commences about
It is from 20 to 125
1,500 ft. from its portal.
ft. deep, and upwards of 150,000 cu. yds. of
material were taken from it. Just beyond the
west approach of the tunnel, which is about
300 ft. long and which necessitated the excavation of about 35.000 cu. yds. of material, the
fifth Potomac river crossing is made on a
deck girder bridge having a total length of
about 650 ft. composed of four deck truss girders and two deck plate girders resting on concrete piers and abutments built on solid rock

Temporary Trestle

foundations.
The concrete for the piers and abutments of this bridge was
delivered through chutes from a temporary pile trestle over which
narrow gage dump cars were operated. As the piers were built up,

&

Baird -Baltimore

at

Ohio Tracks

the

in

Foreground.

depth of 60 ft. and is about 2,000 ft. long. The material from this
cut was used in a fill 3,000 ft. long by 30 ft. high, one-half mile beyond. From here on. with the exception of a few fairly deep cuts and
fills, nothing but sidehill work is found until the line reaches Town
Creek, over which it is carried on a deck
girder bridge composed of Ihree SO-fl. deck
plate girder spans resting on concrete piers
miles west of
and abutments. About 2
Town Creek the line passes through a solid
rink <iii, known as Reeces cut, having a maximum depth of 50 fl. ami about 2. .",00 11. long.
Just west of this cut is a till over one halt
niilr long, across which the line is carried to
tew
\
within a short distance of Old Town
heavj ruts am! tills arc then tiii'i with in the
next two to three miles, at the md of which
the line passes through an extremelj heavj
This
u
solid rock cut, kuov, a as Knui kol
m,i
the heaviest and must difficult cut on the
its maximum depth is SO ft, and it 'line
1

-..

1

1

1.

n

1

inn:'

ini

\

1,

"mi

ti.

long

v.

maximum

his cut
height of 70 ft. Ju
rom it.
wai made « (l the mate: lal taken
"in Knuckols cut to cue mile
he b or!
omparal Ivelj light, except
bej ond Sloan was
i

1

'

1

1

1

1

,ir

ID

6

made,

Ninth Crossing of the Potomac River Showing Concrete
Tunnel in the Background.

Piers —-Portal

mil.

of

Knobley

9

sonic

by

tht

For a
beyond

extremelj
profile

which

60 ft. till were
distant e of from three to
Sloan the line passes ik

us and

heavj

a short

cut

can

The material removed from
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was inosiiy limestone and hard shale. Aboul one mile beyond
work the line leaves the canal and passes over a heavy
nil which carries
independi al Baltimore & Ohio crossto the Sri
in;
aear North Branch.
After passing over a lill at the west end
of this bridge the line again passes through a deep cut to the fifth
canal crossing over which 11 is carried on an 85-ft. span deck girder
bridge.
From the wesl end of this bridge the line is carried on
a fill, upwards of one mile long, with an average height of 25 ft.,
in the seventh Potomac river crossing.
This bridge is 382 ft. long
and consists of tour 95 ft. 6-in. deck girder spans resting on concrete
piers and abutments.
ii in. this bridge the line passes over a fill to the east approach
ihi'si'

this neavj

11

i

V.»i..

XL.. No,
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The heading had also to be held to form by heavy timber bracing
as shows in the illustration. The material taken from Ik- .v: f end
of the tunnel was used in making a (ill a short distance from its
west portal, and that taken from the east end wa carried to the
other side of the river in dump ai on a temporarj pole tre-ile and
wai used tor making a fill on the river bottom. The new line continues for a distance of one mile west of the fill, where it makes a
connection with the West Virginia Central & Pittsburg at KnobI

i

mount, which

is

about two miles from Cumberland.

The first train passed over the new extension on February 8, 1906,
when a party of officiate, Including Mr. J. Q. Barlow, Chief Engineer
of the Western Maryland, to whom, with others, we are indebted
for the above data, made the first trip over the new extension from
Cumberland to Cherry Run.
•

Four Cylinder Balanced Compound Locomotives.

The American l.ocomotiv. Company has just, published in
pamphlet form a paper on "Four-Cylinder Balanced Compound Locomotives," read by Mr. F. .1. Cole before the Pittsburg Railway Club.
It is a valuable and Inti resting discussion of the subject, in which
the theoretical and practical advantages of the type are well set
forth, together with the trend of the development since the first
introduction on the Northern Railway of France fifteen years ago,
and the reasons for the machine as it is built in this country.
The forms of crank axles used come in for a liberal amount of
attention, though the one adopted by the American Locomotive Company is of the Z shape, with a diagonal member connecting the two
However, owing to the expense of making solid crank
cranks.
axles, the danger of internal strains and of cracking, with the necessity for scrapping the whole axle when cracked, the built-up axle is
In the built-up axle the danger from
gradually being substituted.
internal strains is very much reduced, as there are no abrupt
changes of shape. The cracking at the corners is therefore confidently expected to be very much reduced, and if such cracks do
occur, the part failing can be replaced without discarding the entire
axle.

The pamphlet enters into some detail regarding the construction
compound built for the New York Central, and
shows the value and simplicity of the valve that is used. This
of the four-cylinder

Fill

at

Collier's

Run. 60 ft. Deep; Showing 10-ft. Arch Culvert
in Course of Construction.

of Welton tunnel. This tunnel is 750 ft. long and is the fourth and
shortest on the line.
The time consumed in driving it was five
months. The west portal of this tunnel is in the abrupt face of the
mountain at a considerable height above the river. The first blast
holes for the heading were drilled by men working from a rope
ladder which was suspended from the top of the mountain. As soon
as sufficient progress had been made with the heading, a cable way
was erected which carried the spoil from the tunnel to the oth°r side
of the river, where it was used in making a fill. From the west portal of this tunnel the line crosses the river on the eighth river
crossing, which consists of a deck girder bridge 3S2 ft. long, similar
in design to the bridge just described at the east approach of the
tunnel. Prom the west end of this bridge to Knobly tunnel, a distance of about l ]/i miles, there are two canal crossings and one river
crossing.
The canal crossing consists of one S5-ft. deck girder span sup-

Concrete Arch Bridge Over

Wagon

Little Orleans,

Road, and Retaining Walls;
Maryland.

ported on concrete abutments, and the river crossing, which is the
ninth and last, on the line, consists of a 4-span deck girder bridge
similar in all respects to those over the seventh and eighth river
crossings.
About 250 ft. from the west, end of this bridge the line
enters Knobly tunnel, the fifth and last tunnel on the line.
This
tunnel is 1,428 ft. long, and it took six months to drive. The material
met with was mostly hard rock, with the exception of a few hundred
feet in its west end. which was of loose clay and sand. Considerable
trouble was experienced in holding this material up, and timbering
had to lie used during the construction of this portion of the tunnel.

engine, with cylinders 14 in. and 24 in. in diameter, with a stroke
of 24 in. developed when tested at St. Louis, 1,630 indicated horsepower, 1,470 dynamometer horse-power, and a drawbar pull of 9,796
lbs. continuously at 57 miles per hour, and a cut-off at half stroke.
The pamphlet closes with a brief illustrated description of various
types of locomotives to which the four-cylinder compound principle

has been applied.

The Western

Pacific.

The following information comprises what may fairly be termed
as full an account as can be compiled at the present time of the
Western Pacific Railway Company, which is being built from Salt
Lake City to San Francisco to serve as a Pacific connection for the
Gould system of railroads. The company was chartered in March,
1903, the charter providing that the line should pass through Oakland. Stockton, Sacramento, Marysville and Oroville, Cal., and the
Beckwith Pass in the Sierra Nevada mountains, a distance of about
850 miles, with about 410 miles of branch lines in California; a
total of about 1,250 miles.
The company has purchased the
Alameda & San Joaquin Railroad from Stockton to Tesla, Cal., 36
miles, and has also acquired the property, rights and franchises
of the San Francisco Terminal Railway & Ferry Company, the
San Francisco & Oakland Railway Company and the Stockton &
Beckwith Pass Railway Company.
The Western Pacific was financed by an issue of $50,000,000
of first mortgage bonds, guaranteed by the Denver & Rio Grande
and the Rio Grande Western, under a covenant to purchase unsecured obligations of the Western Pacific to an extent sufficient to
operate and maintain the road, and to pay its interest and sinking
fund requirements. Capital stock has been issued to the amount of
$75,000,000, two-thirds of which has been acquired by these guarantor companies.
The Rio Grande Western also agrees to purchase second mortgage bonds of the Western Pacific in such
amounts as may be necessary to complete the main line from
Salt Lake City to Oakland, with adequate terminals, in ease the
proceeds of the first mortgage bonds are not sufficient for this purpose.

Through its affiliations with the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio
Grande Western, the Western Pacific will be able to use on advantageous terms properties and terminals in Salt Lake City valued
at $1,000,000, so that it will not have to make expenditure out of
capital account for its eastern terminals.
The route and traffic possibilities of the line may be roughly
Starting from the harbor of San Francisco
reviewed as follows:

Marcb

it.,
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the main line proceeds by ferry to the city of Oakland; from Oakland to the forest and mountain regions of the Sierra Nevada mountains the line traverses the valleys of California by way of Stockton, Sacramento and Marysville, crossing the Sierre Nevadas at
the Beckwith Pass, the route extends through the Great Interior
Basin and continues through the State of Nevada into Utah. Oakland is the suburban residence district of San Francisco and it is
estimated that 30,000,000 passengers are carried annually between
San Francisco and the Oakland side. Besides being a residence

and 29,962 carloads in 1903; of dried fruits 4,539 carloads in 1893
and 14,953 carloads in 1903. As a result of these traffic increases
it has been graphically 'said that the coast country is now flooded
with freight of all kinds and there is a chronic car shortage; therefore, it is evident that the Western Pacific will not have to depend
for its livelihood upon rate warfare to get a sub-share of traffic

Over
it is an important manufacturing and shipping center.
400 trains of the Southern Pacific System alone arrive and depart
each day, and every month that company transports 16,000 cars
across the Bay of San Francisco to Oakland.
The valleys next
traversed are characterized by being owned in small holdings principally devoted to fruit, berries and vegetables.
It will be recollected that Stockton is located at the entrance
the two great valleys
to the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys
of California which extend north and south about 400 miles and
comprise an area of about 10,000 square miles, less than 400 ft.
above sea level, and now populated by but a few hundred thousand.
The present plans of irrigation and reclamation are designed to
make these valleys give homes to a great population. In the Sacra-

work on the Western Pacific on February 14, 1906:
San Francisco division, extending from San Francisco to
ton, 92 miles.
Line has been located complete and has been

district

—

—

already existing, but can find a handsome business in providing
for the constantly increasing surplus of traffic over traffic facilities.
The following abstract shows* the progress of construction
Stockcross-

sectioned for 21 miles; 18 miles of the right-of-way is covered by
the track of the Alameda & San Joaquin Railroad, which the
company owns, and 15 miles additional has been purchased. The
contractors now have about 140 men and 264 horses on this section and 8,959 ties, 40,260 ft. of rail and 100,000 ft. of trestle timber
have been received.
The Sacramento division extends from Stockton to Oroville,
Cal.. 115 miles.
This line has been located complete, 64 miles of it
have been cross-sectioned and right-of-way for 60 miles has been
bought. There is only a small working force on this division at

\5yUT LAKE

Route

of the

Western

valley the road passes through the citrus belt of northern
California and then across the Sierra Nevada mountains through
virgin forests which extend for almost fifty miles on each side of
the line.
The line finally chosen for the Western Pacific was selected
after long and careful consideration of the experiences of all other
transcontinental lines, and it is believed that the route as selected
will never need to be altered by cut-offs or reduction of grade and
curvature.
The great problems involved in building a transconThe
tinental line are directness, grades and snow conditions.
maximum grade on the Western Pacific will be 52.8 ft. to the mile.
comparing with approximately loo ft. maximum on the Central
which also passes through more than forty m les of
Pacific,
snow sheds, while the Western Pacific will not require any. The

mento

maximum

grade on the Oregon line of the Southern Pacific is 3
the maximum grade on the Coast line, crossing the
Santa Lucia range, is 2 per rent.; tin maximum grade on the
Valley line, used also by the Santa Pe, across Tohnehnp. Pass. Is
no rt., with a loop on the grade. Beckwith Pass, occupied bj the
Western Pacific, Is approximately 1,900 rt. lower than the pa
used by the Central Pacific, and the line traverses a country which
is practically free from snow.
The Western Pacific has two main sources of profit; one arising
from the business which the Missouri Pacific will be able to throw
Over, the other the traffic Which it will Itself originate.
The hi
prising growth of the Pacific coast within the last tew years give
reason to believe thai this latter profit will he of the highest Im
portance, ami it may !» added that on the Denvei & Rio Grand'
ami uio Grande Western al the present time about 85 per cenl
of the iota! business done originates or terminates with tie'.
panics.
In
L901 there were 6,469 Cars of decldUOUS
in
alone
shipped from California by rail; in pin;: there were 7,141 cat
ami
in PI03 7,688,
Of Mini
hints 8,076 Carloads were shipped in 1893
per

cent.;

t

i

t

Pacific Railway.

present. Supplies aggregating 1,782 ties and five cars of rails have
been received.
The North Fork division extends from Oroville to Spanish
This has been located for 06 miles and crossCreek, 76 mites.
seei i.ined for 26 inih,:.
Fifty miles of the right-of-wa\ ha\i
purchased and the remainder is on government land. A force of
about 1,(00 men and 12". horses is working on this division.
The sierra division extends from Spanish Creek, Cal., to
This has all been finally located; 65
Deephole, Nev., 14S miles.
miles of it have been cross-sectioned, and right-of-way has been
bought for 91 miles. The contractor is working on 13 sections of
this division with a force ol about 360 men and 100 horses.
it

The Humboldt

division extends from Deephole, Nev., to Elko,
This has been located compete, with the location subject to some possible changes.
No cross-sectioning has been done;
22 miles of right of way have been bought and most of the remainder is on government land.
No contracts for construi
have been III
The Salt Lake division extends from Elko Nev., to salt Lake
Tin Utah, 264 miles. This has been located complete; 66 miles
h,i\ • been
n\ e
roi
of
sect loned and nln<
been bought.
The contractor's force ol about 166 men and
horses Is new at work
lis
been made in securing
Good progre
rights ol waj do1 yel pui bat i
miles.
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The Chicago & Eastern

Illinois

The heavy coal traffic <> Hie Chicago & Kastern Illinois Hailroad haw for a considerable time past been overtaxing its motive
power as well as the capacity of its track facilities, yards and
main and side tracks to care for, classify and forward thi car.:.
For years, during the fall and winter months yards, sidings and
passing tracks, for many miles south of Chicago, were blocked
with coal trains and great delay resulted to main line movements
from inability to care for and classify traffic at Dolton, the Chicago
I"

The rapid growth

of this traffic

XL., No.

11.

the run around
Ol
higher than the knuckle of the scale track. The primary
pre nt
purpo
ol raising the grade of this run around track to ii
height was to enable it to be used when the scale is out of commission or use of this track is blocked for some other reason. Also,
it is for use on very windy days when the elevation of the
track may be Insufficient to carry the cars to then de tin itlon in the
Classification yard, the extra height of knuckle being I'm
In considering the winter season, the profile of the
cial purpose.
regular scale track should naturally be arranged for the average
winter day, the run around taking care of weather of unusual
Practically the same thing is true lor the southward
severity.
yard hump, except that here both tracks have the same grades and
elevations.
In this case the large majority of the cars handled are
empties. A level section at the summit will be noted. This is to
provide for sma adjustments la profile as may be found desirable,
.n the northward yard, another scale directly west of and close to
the hump scale has been placed on a special track off of the running track. This is for live stock, it not being desirable to run
One scale tender looks after both scales.
live stock over the hump.
The scales in both yards have the Streeter-Amet automatic weighing

Shown; the northward yard having the knuckle

1905 Improvements.

1.27

freight term'nal.

OJ

and the volume

ft.

«•

device.
It
will be noted that the classification tracks in the northward
yard connect at the north end to the running track, east of and
adjacent to the northward main track. This running track in the
former plan ended a short distance south of Frederick street, join-

Coal,

Sand and Ash Handling Plant

at

Coaler,

III.,

C.

&

E.

I.

attained by the end of 1904 are exhibited graphically in the accompanying diagram showing the ton-miles per year from 1894 to 1904
inclusive.
Last year (1905) showed a corresponding increase over
1904, as indicated by the November record, which was 157,000,000,
an increase of 13.000,000, or S.3 per cent., over November, 1904. To
meet the requirements of the situation, extensive improvements
were authorized far the year 1905 on the Chicago division (Chicago
to Terre Haute), as follows:
1. Second track construction on the section between Terre Haute,
Ind., and Danville, 111., aggregating 7.51 miles.
2. Construction of two miles of new double-track line to connect
with the Chicago Southern (Danville cut-off).
3. Construction of a locomotive coaling, ash-handling and watering plant at Coaler, near Watseka, 111.
4. Construction
of passing tracks between Terre Haute and

Chicago aggregating

11.8 miles.

Construction of third track between Momence and Dolton,
aggregating 20 miles.
6. Construction of a new northward gravity yard at Dolton.
7. Remodeling of an existing yard at Dolton.
8. Installation of automatic electric block signals protecting 98
miles of main line between Bismarck Junction and Dolton.
water softening plants on the Chicago
9. Construction of 13
5.

division.
10. Main line ballasting on all divisions.
Because the Dolton yard work is the largest and most important
single feature in the foregoing list, and because these yards have
already been illustrated and described in the Railroad Gazette

Diagram Showing Increase

of
in

Freight Traffic on the C.

&

E.

I.

Ten Years.

There was one cross-over
ing the northward main at that point.
between running and main track about one-third of the distance
from the south end of the yard. To facilitate deliveries to connecting lines and departures to the city yards the running track has
been extended northward to connection with the interlocking plant
at the P. C. C. & St. L. crossing, and cross-overs put in with the
interlocked lines— P. C. C. & St. L., Chicago
Terminal Transfer and Chicago Junction

rail-

—

roads to take care of freight movements into
and out of the yard there. This arrangement
minimizes the movements through the throat

between northward and southward yards,
which is across main line traffic, in making
deliveries to foreign roads and to the city.
An additional cross-over between the running
and northward main tracks was put in about
midway between the original one and the
former end of the running track, and the latter was left in as a third cross-over, giving
in each case space between cross-overs for a

The ar50-car train, or three trains in all.
rangement is such that any one of the three
can be pulled out independently of the others,
a feature of great convenience.
In the southward yard, the seven tracks
Coal, Sand and Ash Handling Plant at Coaler, III., C. & E. I.
west of the hump are new. The four marked
(Sept. 15, 1905), they will be considered first.
At the time of the "holding tracks for southward trains" are intended for use to reprevious article they were in process of building from plans which lieve or clear the classification yard; as, for instance, if a train
had been carefully worked out. Since their completion and putting is made up but power for it is not immediately available, it is run
in service a number of additions have been made to increase their on one of these "holding" tracks to await a locomotive.
The coal chute has been extended 18 pockets, making 78 in all,
capacity, efficiency and flexibility of operation.
As it will be
advantageous to know in detail of just what these changes consist, 399 on each side. Two additional cinder pits, each 190 ft. long,
final plans of the yards are reproduced herewith.
were put in, the sand house capacity increased from 20 to 35 cars,
One of the most important changes was in the hump of each the storage and oil room capacity doubled, a gasolene motor put
yard, by raising the grade of each run-around track to the elevations on the turntable, and three additonal water cranes for locomotives

Mabch
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put iu, making a total of five in this yard. Careful attention was
given to the drainage of the cinder turntable and water crane pits
ana to surface drainage generally, to avoid a repetition of troubles
experienced during the severe weather of last winter. Also to minimize troubles heretofore experienced from snow, three miles of
snow fence was built along the west side of the two yards.
A series alternating lighting system consisting of a 100 h.p.
high-speed Ideal engine and a 60 k.w. Fort Wayne alternating
generator, was installed to provide some 40 arc
lights and about 250 incandescents. The power
plant is adjacent to the roundhouse and the distribution is made through the yards on 35-ft.
Particular attention was paid to lightpoles.
ing the two humps. In the northward yard are
194 switch lamps cared for by three tenders
having separate cabins as indicated on the plan.
The southward yard has 132'switch lamps with
two tenders at opposite ends of the yard. The
terminal at present has a total of 54.7 miles of
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mence-Goodenow section involved 370,000 cu. yds. of earth, 3,300
cu. yds. of masonry, and the extension of numerous culverts.
Included in the masonry are two reinforced concrete bridges of the
flat-arch type, one containing 1,142 cu. yds. and the other 1,564
cu. yds.
The former is Bridge 476, crossing Trim creek, a view
of which is shown herewith.
The shorter section of the third track
work, from Thornton Junction to Dolton, was done in connection
with the Dolton yard work. This track enables northbound freights

track.

Houses for the hump riders were built adjacent to the respective humps, the one in the
southward yard having a second story for the
yardmaster's office, from which he is able to
see the entire yard. In the northward yard the
yardmaster's office has a third floor, or lookout.
for that purpose. A third story was added to
the interlocking tower controlling the crossover between the two yards to be used as an
office for the general yardmaster, from which
he can overlook both yards.
Car movements over each hump are conConcrete Bridge No. 476 Across Trim Creek, C. & E. I.
trolled by a semaphore operated by the man
in charge of the hump.
Three special hump switching engines are to enter Dolton yard without disturbance to main-line traffic, and
being built for this service by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. under the protection of the Thornton Junction interlocker.
They will be 0-8-0 type, weighing 220,000 lbs. total— all on drivers,
The second item given in the list of improvements is the conof course. They will have 23%-in. x 32-in. cylinders, 57-in. drivers, struction of a double-track connection to the line of the new Chiand carry 200 lbs. steam pressure. Their tanks will hold 8,000 gals., cago Southern just south of Bismarck, by means of which a cut-off
There will between Bismarck and Brewer, around Danville, is obtained. The
to minimize the number of trips to the water crane.
also be 14 0-6-0 switching engines for general yard work at Dolton. situation will be clear by reference to the accompanying map. The
weighing 160,000 lbs., having 21-in. x 26-in. cylinders, 51-in. drivers, line of the C. & E. I. into Danville from the north has considerable
and 5,500-gal. tanks.
heavy curvature in it. The line to Terre Haute, in getting out
The assistant agent at Dolton has in his office a complete of Danville, runs due east for about two miles, crossing the
private telephone exchange with metallic, circuit, having 18 connec- Chicago Southern just before entering Brewer yard. Therefore, by
tions to all important points about the yards and vicinity with building the connection south of Bismarck mentioned and using
which it is necessary to have quick communication, not including jointly with the Chicago Southern the 6.44 miles of its double-track
six connections within the office.
There are in addition a private line between these points, a distance of 2.28 miles, is saved and a
wire each to headquarters in La Salle street station and to 12th considerable amount of curvature and the passage through DanThe connecting line is
street freight house (the principal freight house), the latter being ville will be avoided by through freights.
a new wire just put in on account of the volume of business be- approximately two miles long, with a maximum gradient of 13 ft.
tween these two. The line out from La Salle street station has to the mile and curves not exceeding one degree.
With the building of the 7.51 miles of second track from Newconnections to the 33d and 37th street and Oakdale yards.
The next important feature of the improvement work is the port to Hillsdale on the Danville-Terre Haute section (the first item
third track connection between Momence and Dolton. By reference in the list) the C. & E. I. is now continuously double-tracked from
The improvement work also
to the accompanying sketch map of the system, it will be seen Chicago to Clinton, Ind., 163 miles.
that the traffic of the entire system is carried by this section of involved the construction of 11.8 miles of new passing tracks bethe line.
It
was here that the greatest congestion occurred as tween Dolton and Terre Haute. Seventy-car tracks were provided

Gravel Pit at Lyford, Ind., C.
the beginning of the article', and an extra track beh ii; track
was
intention to build
At Hn
It
through from Momence to Dolton,
miles; but after careful consideration it was decided that bj extending II from Momence to
the summit of Goodenow hill, 17.2 miles, building a long passing
track at Chicago Heights, and putting in a third track from Thorn
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Interlocking.
In October, 1905, the manual block signal system was Installed
on all single and double track not having the automatic signals,
where through trains are operated. American Railway Association
manual block signal rules are used. To establish this system, it
was necessary to string an additional block wire from Woodland
Junction to Pana, 122.6 miles, and from Bismarck Junction to

4

—
E

Map

of

Danville Cut-Off, C.

&

E.

1.

Although these signals are controlled
Terre Haute, 63 miles.
manually, on single track they are electrically locked by a specially
devised machine in a manner which makes it impossible for an
operator to pull his signal to clear until the operator at the other
end of the block has unlocked it for him. These locking machines
To operate them
are of a type not in use on any other railroad.
there is also an insulated iron wire covering the entire territory.
The capacity of the telegraph department also had to be increased materially, and between July and January new wires were
strung as follows: St. Elmo to West Frankfort, 80.6 miles; Lyford
to Terre Haute, 13.4 miles; Bismarck to Danvil.e, 9.9 miles; Terre
Haute to Danville, 54.4 miles; Terre Haute to Fmdley Junction, S2
miles; Danville to Rossville, is miles; Woodland Junction to Pana,
two wires, 254.2 miles; Chicago to Terre Haute, 178.8 miles; Danville to Woodland Junction, via Villa Grove, 105.5 miles; Thebes
To this should be
to North Junction. 4 miles; total, 791.8 miles.
added 500 miles of wire for the automatic signals; also telephone

1
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wire in Dolton yards and at block stations, which brings the total

amount up
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is of the belt conveyor type, are shown.
coal storage bin has a capacity of 700 tons, and extends
Its subover four tracks, two main and two passing tracks.
structure is of steel, and the pocket itself of heavy wooden construction.
The coal is received on a

views of the plant, which

The

to 1,424.3 miles.

A complete new plant, embodying coaling, ash handling and
watering facilities, was built- at a point about two miles south of

track at one side of the pocket, which
is on a slight grade and contains a
concrete steel-lined hopper about 190
from the pocket. The coal cars,
ft.
which are of the side-dump type, are
pushed beyond this hopper and are
then dropped back over it by gravity
and dumped. At the bottom of the receiving hopper is an automatic feeder,
which carries the coal in a steady
stream to a small hopper above a large
belt running at an angle of 20 deg.
This belt conveys the coal to the top
of the storage pocket at the rate of
100 tons an hour. As the belt turns
over the head pulley, the coal Is discharged into a small steel hopper, from
which it is delivered to a belt running
horizontally for distribution over the
four tracks. Distribution to the tracks

governed by an automatic belt
This tripper runs on a track
below the belt, and is self-propelling in
is
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raised by air to two 7'^-tou storage tanks located above the coal
pocket, from which it is discharged by gravity through telescoping
spouts to the locomotives.
To handle the cinders, under each of the four tracks is a
concrete pit 5 ft. deep and 50 ft. long. Each pit has a track in the
Overhead, atbottom for trucks carrying i-ton steel buckets.
tached to the coal pocket and running its entire length, is a steel
I-beam inclined track, which extends over to a large reinforced
A heavy steel trolley with a double block
cpncrftte storage bin.
and heavy hook attached, runs on this track and is # moved by a
steel cable attached to the drum of a steam hoist in the power
Therefore, to clean a locomotive's ash-pan, a truck with
house.
its bucket is run underneath, the ashes raked into the bucket, and
the latter raised and dumped automatically into the reinforced
concrete bin.
This bin has a storage capacity of 75 tons, and
A gate and a hinged apron
slopes toward the receiving track.
enable the cinders to be discharged into an empty coal car.
Two water cranes, one between each pair of tracks, enable
water to be taken at the same time. The arrangement of the plant
is such, therefore, that a locomotive on any one of the four tracks,
whether north or southbound, may at one stop take coal, water and
sand and clean Are. A power plant is located in a brick fireproof
building adjacent to the coal pocket. It has a 50-h.p. vertical boiler,
a 25-h.p. vertical steam engine, a combined vertical steam engine
and air compressor, a 10-h.p. steam hoist and a fire pump.
All exposed surfaces of woodwork about the plant are covered
:1

with corrugated galvanized steel and painted with natural graphite
paint.
In addition, the whole surface underneath the coal pocket
and underneath the inclined belt conveyor housing is ceiled with
adamant plaster on expanded metal. This is to prevent sparks from
locomotives lodging in the woodwork.
Seven are
Thirteen water-softening plants have been built.
of the continuous type, capable of treating from 15,000 to 20,000 gals,
hourly.
Six are intermittent, with a capacity each of 300,000 gals,
every ten hours. Six of the 13 are Davidson plants, built by the
Otto Gas Engine Works, five were built by the Kennicott Water
Softening Company, and two by Wm. B. Scaife & Sons Company.
One plant, that at Terre Haute, was formerly at Rossville. It was
moved to Terre Haute and a new plant built at Rossville. It is
expected with these plants to reduce the incrusting solids in the
boiler water to 5 grains per gallon.
Last year (1905) 226.5 miles of the system were reballasted.
The road owns a fine gravel pit at Lyford, about a mile south of
Clinton, Ind., a view of which is shown herewith. About 37 acres
are embraced in the site. The face as seen in the photograph will
average over 45 ft. in height' and is about 3,600 ft. long. To do the
ballasting mentioned for last year, the pit was opened in March
and worked continuously till the end of the year, something less
than half a million cubic yards being taken out. This ballast was
distributed in Williamson. National and Rodger cars.
In future treated ties are to be used altogether by the C. & E. I.
A contract for 300,000 ties, treated by the
for main track work.
zinc-tannin process, has been given for 1906.
We are indebted to Mr. H. I. Miller, Second Vice-President and
General Manager, and to Mr. R. H. Howard, Engineer Maintenance
of Way, for the data for this article.

The Fleming Summit Loop.
One of the sharpest railroad loops in the United States is on the
Cherry Tree & Dixonville Railroad, recently built and operated
This road
jointly by the Pennsylvania and the New York Central.
passes through the hilly coal districts of western Pennsylvania, where
it is necessary to resort to sharp curves in order to keep within the
maximum grade limit of .8 per cent. The loop is about six miles
west cil' Cherry Tree, and is at. the point of highest elevation on the
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Commencing with a 2 deg. curve at A, a series of 10 deg. reverse
curves follow, leading up to the point where the actual loop is
formed by a long 10 deg. curve passing through an angle of 248 deg.
Continuing, a long
27 min., from tangent point to tangent point.
tangent and a 4 deg. curve, bring the track to within 75 ft. of the
opposite side of the loop approach. Disregarding the difference in
levels between the two points X and Y the road practically returns
to its starting point after covering a distance of 4,600 ft. (the actual
rail distance between X and Y).
The famous Georgetown loop on the Colorado & Southern, near
Denver, Colorado, is located in the Clear Creek Canon, where it is
necessary for the road to recross itself in order to ascend the heavy
grade above Georgetown. This recrossing, however, is accomplished
in a much longer linear distance than that illustrated in the present
case.

Fleming Summit loop has a radius of
The shortest possible
about' the allowable limit.
distance, therefore, in which a loop such as this could be formed
would be 3,604 ft., not allowing for any drop in grade. Comparing
this with 4,600 ft., the distance between X and Y, it will be seen
how close this construction approaches the allowable limit.
The train resistance due to curvature is overcome by the usual
method of raising the outside rail. The distance of such elevation
was found by the following formula:

The

573.7

10-deg. curve of the

This

ft.

e

is

= 0.06688

gV
R

where

= elevation required.
of track (4.705).
V = velocity in M.P.H. of fastest

e

g=gage

R= radius

train.

of curvature in feet.

The Fleming Summit loop has been in service for more than a
It is a
year, and during that time has carried a heavy traffic.
There are two bridges on the
single-track line, with 85-lb. rails.
line around the curve.
East Altoona Engine Terminal of the Pennsylvania.

BY RODNEY H1TT.
of the Pennsylvania Railroad at East
Altoona, Pa., is the largest on the system and handles more engines a day than probably any other engine terminal in the country.
Altoona is the division point on the main line between the
This new terminal,
Pittsburg division and the Middle division.
which is part of the extensive improvements planned at Altoona
to take care of the constantly increasing traffic to be handled al
that point, should be studied in connection with the general yard
scheme now in use there.
The Middle division has no very heavy grades between Altoona
and Harrisburg and a single engine can haul an average train over
From Altoona west, however, the heavthe road in both directions.
iest grades over the mountains are encountered and the average
westbound freight train requires three engines, two in front and one
pushing in the rear to take it up to the summit at Gallitzin tunnel
All freight engines on both divisions heading into Altoona in addition to the helper engines on the mountain grade, Cambria and
Clearfield division engines and yard engines are cared for in this
new terminal, a total of about 300 locomotives in each 24 hours,
The
or about one every five minutes throughout the day and night.
engine movements in and out are fairly regular and as the new
terminal has been designed to care for thai number of engines
without overcrowding there is little congestion now that the whole
plant is in smooth working order. Passenger engines are still hail
died at the upper roundhouse west of the passenger station
The new terminal is located near the east end of the yard

The new engine terminal
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he eastbound receiving yards west of the engine terminal and
a1
proceed down the special power track or tlie eastbound fast freight
the engine yard, where thej
track to the ladder at the head
are admitted by the towerman as quickly as possible. They seldom
wait more than five or ten minutes.
I

i

I

The tracks in the terminal yard are arranged for the independent handling of Middle division and Pittsburg division engines.
All Pittsburg division engines are inspected, cleaned and coaled on
the north side of the coal trestle and Middle division engines on
the south side. This arrangement is carried out throughout the
The ladder track is on a 1.75 per cent, determinal operation.
scending grade which gives the cabins a good run when they are
cut loose. Pittsburg division engines head in the yard with their
cabins in the rear: An incoming engine cuts its cabin loose and
drops it by gravity down the cabin ladder to the Storage tracks on
the north side. The engine moves down the ladder and enters the
inspection track. Middle division engines back into the yard and
drop their cabins ahead of them into the storage tracks on the south
side, the engine then proceeding to the south inspection track.
At the inspection pits the road crew turn the engine over to
the hostlers, turn in their engine failure and repair report, get
their time and are dismissed.
If the engine needs no attention in
the house it has the fires cleaned over the ash pits beyond, takes
coal, water and sand and is run around the house, down to the
east end of the yard, turned and run in on the storage tracks to
await call.
Outbound Pittsburg division engines pick up their cabins and
proceed out of the yard at the west end over a special power track
which connects by a cross-over with the westbound fast freight
track. They run down over this track to the westbound departure
yard some distance west, where they take the waiting trains. Outbound Middle division engines leave at the east end and couple on
waiting trains in the pull-out tracks to the south.
The roundhouse is used only for making repairs and not for
storage as is usual.
If engines are ordered into the house for repairs the fires are drawn, coal, water and sand are taken, unless
repairs to the sand box or tender are to be made and the engine is
run into the house, ready to leave when the repairs are completed.
A straight track through the roundhouse leads down to the east
end of ,the yard to the turntable track at the entrance to the storage
tracks.

The only engines running against the movement are occasional
switchers working in the westbound classification yards which are
allowed to leave the terminal at the west end and cross-over to
the yards where their work is to be done. This interferes only
slightly with the general movement and saves a three or four-mile
run out at the east end and back through the eastbound yard running tracks which may be blocked and cause a delay of an hour or
more before the engine could get to work.

—

Inspection Pits. The inspection pits are located on each side
of the coal trestle approach, 44 ft. apart center to center.
They are
75 ft. long, 4 ft. wide and 3 ft. deep inside, and are connected with
a covered underground passageway in the center, 6 ft. deep and
4 ft. wide.
The foundations, walls and floor are concrete with a
mortar finish on the inside of the pits.
light steel framework
shelter house will be built over each pit but at present engines are
inspected in the open air. These shelters will be 80 ft. long, 19 ft.
2 in. center to center of side columns and 16 ft. high in the clear
from the top of rail. The ends will be open and the sides will
be of glass from the ground up to the eaves. A smoke-jack will
bs put in the roof at each end to carry out the smoke of locomotives
headed in either direction. Entrance to the pits is had by narrow
steps 2 ft. wide leading down from the ground level to the crosspassage. Steps lead up to the floor of the pits from the passage.

A

The

rails are laid on 2-in. x 10-in. x 12-in. oak blocks spaced
apart and spiked to 6-in. x 12-in. stringers running along the
top of the pit walls. The stringers are held in place by %-in. anchor
bolts bedded in the walls 6 ft. center to center. The inside rail is
carried over the passageway by a box girder 6 ft. long made up of
two 10-in. I-beams and two %-in. plates, 12 in. wide, to which the
rail is clamped with bolts and flange washers.
8

in.

The force of men at the pits consists of a foreman, two air-brake
inspectors, two running gear inspectors and two boiler inspectors.
These men go over each engine as it comes in and mark any defects found.
The boiler inspector looks at the staybolt inspection
date tag which is attached to each engine and orders the engine
in the house if the prescribed time since the last inspection has
expired. The air-brake inspector is likewise responsible for checking the date of cleaning and oiling triple valves, draining reservoirs,
etc.
Road enginemen turn in their engine report, M. P. 62, to the
foreman who enters the inspectors' reports as well and sends the
blank, properly filled out, to the work distributor's office at once.
While the engine is standing on the ash pits, the necessary orders
are given in the roundhouse to take care of the engine as soon
as it is placed in a stall. A pneumatic tube system has just been
installed to send these reports from the inspection pits to the

CL>.,

No.
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order to save time and have everything ready in the house
when the engine is run in.
Ash Pits. The four ash pits are 240 ft. long and will accommo-

The timber trestle leading
of these pockets are in use, however.
to the wharf has a grade of 3.88 per cent., and the base of rail
over the pockets is 36 ft. above the engine tracks. Coal is deliv-

date four engines each, or 16 in all, eight for the Pittsburg division
and eight for the Middle division. They are located about 280 ft.
beyond the inspection pits, two on each side of the coal wharf.
The track leading from the inspection pit turns out to two tracks
spaced 30 ft. 4 in. center to center, which is the spacing at the
ash pits. This allows room for a stub track for ash cars between
the pits. A second ash car stub track is laid next to the outside
pit and an overhead traveling crane of 61-ft. 6-in. span covers
This crane runs on a steel runway extending the
all four tracks.
entire length of the pits and has a capacity of five tons. The
electric hoist has a speed of 85 ft. per minute, the trolley 150 ft.
per minute, and the bridge 400 ft. per minute. The operator's cab
The runis hung from the bridge close to the runway at one side.
way has 11 bents and is high enough to give a clearance of 21 ft.
under the center of the bridge.
The pits are about 4 ft. deep and 4 ft. wide between the 12-in.
x 6-in. oak stringers on which the rails are
M. P. B8
laid.
The walls are of hard-burnt brick and
In
the floor and foundations of concrete.
Loco. No.
the bottom of the pit a narrow gage, 2-ft.
4%-in. track is laid on timber stringers to
Tra in No
O g >
When an encarry the ash bucket cars.
f'hj
gine is run over the pits three of these buckets, which have a capacity of about 48 cu.
each, are run under it, one under the
ft.
front end and two under the ash pan, and
mil
the cinders and ashes are dumped into them.
the
and
cleaned
the
fires
have
been
After
Z • Q
engine moved off of the pit the ashes are
I
wet down in the buckets; the crane picks
them up and dumps them into the ash cars
E s li
on the adjacent stub tracks. The pits drain
to sumps with perforated covers and removThese sumps exable perforated linings.
Tool Equipment
tend 2 ft. below the center of the 10-in.
Gauge Cocks
Condition
drain pipe and all cinders washed down
"
" Class Water
settle in the removable lining at the botJ g « 8
" Injector "R
tom where they can be easily removed at
»
u
L
frequent intervals.
I £
Satelj Valie Luis at
Coal Wharf. This is a wooden strucSafety Talie Seals at
ture supported on concrete piers with 18
Reservoir Pressure
pockets on each side, each having a storage
ill! Train line Pressure
capacity of about 25 tons. Only about half

ered

office in

—

in hopper cars pushed up the incline with a switch engine
and between 25 and 30 cars a day are used. The pockets have a

slope of 9 in. in 12 in., but in the winter when the coal is wet
or frozen this is hardly enough to make it run freely from the
spouts.
Two or three men are employed on the wharf all the time
in unloading cars and working the coal down in the pockets.
Two types of gates are used, one a special design of the LinkBelt Engineering Co. and the other a pneumatic gate designed by
the railroad company. Both are under-cut gates and operate easily
and quickly. The Link-Belt gate uses a gear and pinion with a large

move the gate which turns in the arc of a circle.
raised and lowered with counterweights. The pneumatic gate designed by the railroad company has a straight lift.
It has an opening 2 ft. 5 in. x 4 ft. 9% in., and is raised by a directacting air cylinder of 6 in. inside diameter, air being admitted below
the piston through a valve on the side of the pockets which can be
hand-wheel

The spout
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No.

1

opi ai d m the top oi the tan]
reached from the top of the tender. Counterweights are used to the tank is emptied the vaiv
The spout is raised and lowered by a more dry sand runs in.
help out the air cylinder.
The dry sand bins an- in ,M ih. top oi the wharf and are emptied
chain and wheel geared to a sprocket over which a counterweigh!
through a 4-in. galvanize, iron spout with a Hap cover which pr<
With the coal running iree these chutes will de
chain is passed.
vents rain from entering when the pout is raised.
In the bottom
The average of three observa
liver about 1,000 lbs. per second.
ieal plug va!\
an engine was 25 seconds from of the dry sand bin is a In
[01
hutting oil
il
tions of the time required
the time of spotting under the chute until the engine began to the flow of the sand. This is raised by a cord which is tightened
move forward. The best time was 15 seconds for a full load. The when the spout is lowered and tails Into place of its own weigh!
when the spout is raised. Any sand which may remain In the pout
coal delivered to engines is not weighed but a gager is employed
when it is raised runs down into a funnel below the ball join! which
iic as it comes in and keeps a record of his estiwho coal
connects to the dry sand elevator hopper.
mate of coal supplied. This gager becomes very expert at est!
Water Supply. The system of water supply consists of the regmating the amounts supplied and the record kept is about as satisfactory as the more complicated but often
enough inaccurate weighed records.
Sand Bins. The three 12-ft. bents at
the end of the coal wharf are used for sand
drying and storage. The drawings show the
arrangement and some of the details of the
Wet sand is delivered in
apparatus used.
cars on top of the wharf and dumped
through trap doors into the two wet sand
Below
bins which have a slope of 45 deg.
each wet sand bin is a dryer with a capacity
The flow
of 2,000 lbs. of sand an hour.
of wet sand is regulated by a slide valve
in the bottom of the hopper. Passing around
the stove and surrounded by the wet sand
is a coil of 1%-in. wrought-iron pipe which
is connected to the chimney of the dryer.
Section "TTirough Coal B
This pipe is perforated with %-in. holes and
serves as an outlet for the steam generated
Coal Wharf, East Altoona Engine Terminal.
The inside of the
in the sand as it dries.
stove hopper is almost vertical and is made up of No. 12 wire ular supply drawn from two large tubs located between the engine
The dry sand sifts through this house and the coal wharf and the emergency supply drawn from
netting, 3% meshes to the inch.
screen and falls into the elevating hopper below after passing over the high-pressure water mains laid around the buildings. There
a double wire screen of 12 and 2% meshes to the inch. Pebbles are in all eight 12-in. standpipes and three 8-in. emergency standThree 12-in. standpipes
and dirt fall down to the bottom of the stove hopper where they pipes. These are distributed as follows:
may be removed through openings closed with slides. The sand as on the north side of the coal wharf for incoming Pittsburg division
engines; two 12-in. standpipes on the south side of the coal wharf
it collects in the elevating hopper drops down through an opening
When the tank is for incoming Middle division engines; one 12-in. and one 8-in. standin the top of the air tank, 2 ft. 6 in. x 4 ft.
pipe alongside the outgoing engine track for the Middle division;
full the operator turns an air valve which closes the opening in
the top of the tank and admits air under pressure into the tank. two 12-in. and one 8-in. standpipe alongside the outgoing engine
The sand is elevated to the dry sand bins above, and as soon as track for the Pittsburg division, and one 8-in. standpipe alongside
I

I

i

I

i

—

—

Coal

Wharf. East Altoona Engine Terminal, Pennsylvania Railroad.
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the running track through the roundhouse between the machine
shop and the office. Two of these standpipes are Sheffield, 12-in.;
the remainder are Gulland.
Storage Yards and Turntable. Engines which do not require
boilers washed or repairs to be made are run around the engine
house into the engine storage tracks, where they are held with steam
up awaiting orders. These tracks are arranged in four gridirons,
ea»h with standing room for from 35 to 40 engines, or about 150

—
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long is provided under one of the storage tracks of each group for
inspecting and making light repairs if needed.
Roundhouse. The roundhouse is the largest building of its kind
ever erected and is of unusual design in every respect. It is 395
ft. in diameter with a 100-ft. turntable in the center, and it contains
50 stalls and two running tracks which pass through it in brick
tunnels. The foundations of concrete were carried down from 20
The framing is
to 25 ft. below the present level of the ground.
entirely of steel, the inner circle is composed entirely of wood and glass doors and
The
the outer circle of brick and glass.
original intention was to install a 12%-ton
crane to run entirely around the house, and
the building was therefore designed with
a high circular bay and a lower lean-to
around the outside. The crane has not been
installed, however, although the runway supports on the columns were put in.
The main bay is 65 ft. wide, center to
center of columns, and 35 ft. 6 in. high at
eaves.
The columns in the inner circle are
spaced 13 ft. apart and the roof trusses are
radial.
A monitor in the roof provides ven-

—

and some top light. The bottom
chords of the roof trusses are 30 ft. above
the floor, which gives a large overhead space
tilation

and assists greatly in the ventilation. The
lean-to is 25 ft. wide and has 18 ft. clearance
under the roof trusses. The smokejacks extend up through the roof 3 ft. 9 in. outside
the center line of the row of columns which
brings the end of the engine pilot within
ft. of the outer wall when the engine is
spotted with the stack under the smokejack
bell-mouth.
The bottom of the bell-mouth
is 16 ft. 5 in. from the floor, or about 2 ft.
ti
in. above the stack of an H6a consolidation engine.
The smokejacks are of special
design and were made of "Vulcabeston" by
Paul Dickinson, Chicago. They are 84 in.
across the bell-mouth and the taper to the
37 in. flue is nearly 1 in 2%, so that even
if the stack is not spotted squarely under
the mouth of the smokejack. the smoke in
emerging strikes an inclined surface of such
small pitch that it is not thrown down and
out into the house. These jacks have proved
very satisfactory in service, and to this feature perhaps more than to any other may
be attributed the good ventilation of the house.

13

Pneumatic Coal Chute Gate.
engines in all. The ladders at each end of the storage tracks lead
to a 75-ft. electric turntable at the extreme east end of the engine
yard.
Before moving into the storage tracks engines are run on
In* turntable and turned to head out for their respective divisions.
The turntable is driven by a 12% h.p. General Electric motor. While
on the storage tracks engines are in charge of hostlers, each man
caring for the engines on two adjacent tracks. A work pit 200 ft.
1
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1-ton Weston triplex chain hoist. These hois' s are found very useful
in dismantling and making repairs as they have reach enough t>>
take down side rods, air. pumps and all the heavy parts mi the front
end.
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On each column between engine pits is mounted a
made of a
in. 12%-lb. I-beam. 12 ft. 3 in. long, which
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Engineman must deliver this report to the Yard Master
Engine House Foreman) at the end of day, who will

see that

it

correct,

is

and forward promptly

sign

to the

Superintendent.

Erase the word "Helping" if Engine hauled train, or
If a Helper
Show loaded mark " X '' when loaded, or " -" when

"Hauling"

empty
the column headed "Hours Shifting," no time is to
be shown unless one hour or more Is occupied in
shifting at one point, when the time and station number
should be shown.
In

to

Explain Detentions Here.
190

Date

Loco. No.

Cond'r

Train No.

o

I

—
c

Engineman

M. P. 358

S-1&05

9tix~-%.

Pennsylvania Railroad Company
Philadelphia, Baltimore eV Washington Railroad

Company
Northern Central Railway Company
West Jersey & Seashore Railroad Company

Division

Time Report
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Enginemen

and Firemen
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c

Locomotive No
X

o
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M

for
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No

M
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Engineman
Fireman
Conductor
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minutes
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Yard Master
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Foreman
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The engine pits are 65 ft. long, 3 ft. 11 in. wide and 2 ft. 6 in.
deep at the outer end, sloping to 3 ft. deep at the catch basin at
the inner end from which an 8-in. drain leads to the sewer. The
bottom is crowned and gutters are formed along each side to keep
the pit always dry and well drained.
The floor of the house is
almost flush with the top of the rails. It consists of 4-in. x 6-in.
yellow pine stringers laid on stone ballast on top of the earth Ailing
to which the 2? 4 -in. T. & G. yellow pine floor boards are nailed.
The floor is crowned to 3 in. above the top of the rails to drain
toward the pits.

An

interesting detail shown in one of the drawings is the form
stops used to prevent engines overrunning the pits and
breaking through the floor into the heat duct. It is a steel casting
bolted to the web of the pit rail with a depression 5% in. deep. The
end of the stop, however, is only 3 in. above the top of the rail
to allow clearance for the pilot.
Pour drop pits are installed in the house next to the through
running track leading out past the machine shop. One pit is 55
ft. long for removing an entire set of wheels under an engine:
(wo
have double tables 8 ft. 6 in. long for removing single drivers by
of track

'

FTTRT'
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movement

Lubrication of the elevating screws is
of 2 ft. per min.
provided by filling with oil the 7-in. pipe casing extending down
below the worm wheels. In the 24-ft. table six elevating screws
are used and for the 55-ft. table 12 screws. The tables are formed
of channels, as are also the foundations for the elevating shafts and

worms in the bottom of the pit.
The engine house is heated by

hot air which is carried entirely
around the house in a heat duct below the floor and between the
engine pits and the outer wall. The fan house near the engine house
contains two Sturtevant fans 16 ft. wide and 12 ft. in diameter
^
driven by
n x 16-in. engines.
Cold air is drawn in over two
exhaust steam heater coils having 10,830 sq. ft. of radiating surface, warmed and forced into the underground heat duct leading to
the engine house. The fans have sufficient capacity to change the
1
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hem along the '»>'
be raised by the other table; and the fourth is
^1 it. long in
work on engine trucks, lenders or use in emergent [es
In addition to these pits a fifth is fitted with removable rails for
removing tires without dropping the wheel (inters. The drawing
show the detail:; oi Hie nierhanism for the 8-ft, 6-ln, tables; the
mechanism for the 55-ft. and 24-ft. tables is essentially the same
111
The pils are of concrete,
II. 2>4 in. deep, and
ft. 7 in. wide- and
the trench containing Ibe worm wheel shafts and iniiliir is 16 ft,
below the level of the floor. Two long shafts mounted In adjust?
able hearings ami extending the length of the pits are driven In a
27-h.p., 220-voll General Electric motor.
To these shaft: are keyed
the worm wheels which engage the tour elevating screw
suppori
n
tng each table, two of which are right-hand and wo left h.in.
miller runs at 180 r.p.m., and the tables are geared to ha
r
prtleal
dropping the wheels on one table and running
loin of the

l

pit to
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1
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Doors for Inner Circle.

air in the house iii about 20 minutes.
At the junction nf the teeder
and the roundhouse heal duel, the inside wall of the latter is built
and
ni in the form ol
lave wedge in divide the currj
make it Bow equally in both directions around the i"
Tin' roundhouse heat duct Is
tl
wide and about 8 ft deep, de
also as a
creasing in depth awaj from the fa
in
old water,
hot
pipe gallery tor the 6-ln. steam o
heli inn around the hOUSI
water and tin. compressed ail pipi
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« ill of the duct
The cold
water main carries Km lb
main lei bollei
ire, Hie hot Watei
sure ami tie compressed an
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pipe nut lbs pressure
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glass
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Shop
This building is 67 it. LO In I 160 ft. 7 in. and
includes also the Hue and smith shop, which is ix ft. long and
the full width of the building. The middle bay or the machine
shop is spanned by a 7 '.ton Niles electric traveling crane which
serves the heavier tools. The south hay, which contains a planer,
horizontal and vertical boring mills, slotter and some smaller tools.

li

n

XL., No.

foundations.

minutes.

The

Vol..

The other buildings adjacent to the roundhouse are the mashop, oil house, closet and locker house, office and bunkhouse,
and the power house. These are all of brick on concrete and Btone

si

id house
For much of the work clone in the
nd the compressed air is also used for
pneumatii tools ai
For boiler washing
ng brakes on engines nol under steam.
onvenienl arrangement of va.)
and QUing an ingeniou
inted on a small shop truck which
gages and hose connectio
Boilers are washed oul in from 2% to
can be wheeled to any pit.
an bi ailed with hot water In about 5
hours and an en
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With the exception
served by a light air hoist traveling crane.
the two wheel lathes and two radial drills which have in
dividual motor drive all of the machine tools are group driven
from overhead shafting. A 20-n.p. motor is mounted on the roof
trusses in each of the side bays and is belt-connected to the main
shaft in each bay. The equipment of the machine shop includes
seven engine lathes, one Sellers and one Niles wheel lathe, three
radial drills, three vertical drill presses, tool grinders, one planer,
one shaper, one vertical boring mill, one slotter, two horizontal bor
is

ft.

the air

Roundhouse

Makcu
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ing mills, one turret lathe, bolt cutter, hydraulic press, drop machine for forcing out brasses, tool room, head-light bench and
benches and vises for small work. In the smith shop are a pipe
threader and bolt threader run from the machine shop countershaft.
The smith shop, which occupies one-half of the portion beyond
the partition, contains four fires and anvils and a 2,000-lb. steam
hammer. A large shear and punch are outside the building and
are driven by individual motors. The flue shop has a cutter, fur-

Plan of Machinery

in

Drop

267

basement, 32 ft. x 43 ft., contains 10 storage tanks, which are filled
by gravity from tank cars standing on the track alongside the upper
story.
They may also be filled from barrels from the unloading platform on a level with the car floor. Four of the tanks
have a capacity of 80 bbls.; the other six are smaller and are for
oils used in small quantities.
The ground floor is 43 ft. x 21 ft.
10 in., and is divided into a drawing room 14 ft. 2 in. wide, a waste
room 12 ft. wide and a sweat room 17 ft. wide. A brick wall sep-

Section at Motor End.
Cross-Section Through Drop Pits.

Pits.

Section Through Table.

Cross-Sections Through
welding machine and hydraulic testing machine tor testing
Hues up to 300 lbs, This shop has a capacity for welding
Hues a month,
in the roundhouse aa iii^h as 8,000 Hues have
n
reset In one month
tn the machine shop and roundhouse all repairs
are done by piece work,
ti
Oil House,
house is really a two-story building al
though the lower Boor Is entirely below ground
It
is absolutelj
fireproof and Is bull! entirely of steui. brick and cement,
The
nace,

r

-

>,

1

1

Drop

Pits.

arates the 3weal room from the waste room and
corrugated iron
I'he Hoot
partition separates Lhe latter from the drawing
m
Is reinforced
'ete with Blag
concrete and the
me
finish relnfoi
I-beam
between the s m
with expanded
al
purlins,
ti
Compressed air
used toi ral Ini the oil from tin
tanks to the drawing room
Closet <i>i<i La
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high,
Nil
i<
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\
106 ft., and contains it., expanded metal locket
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Machine Shop, East Altoona Engine Terminal, Pennsylvania Railroad.
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Machine Shop, F'/ue Shop
and Smith Shop
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ft.
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Plan of

Heating and Pipe Ducts from

Power House and Fan House.
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No

I

I
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use of the roundhouse men. Each of these lockers is 12 in. x 12 in.
x 5 ft. high. They are arranged around the sides of the building
and in four banks of 26 each in the center. Between these banks
of lockers are double rows of large wash basins, 70 in all, with
open plumbing. At one eud of the building are 20 water closets

and eight urinals.
k-f*-*

60-
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store-room. The building is heated and ventilated with the Sturtevant hot air system by two fans in the basement.
Power House. The power house is 65 ft. x 65 ft., and is divided
by a brick partition into an engine room 22 ft. 10 in. wide and a
boiler room 38 ft. 8 in. wide.
The floor of the engine room is a
few inches above the ground level; the floor of the boiler room
is 7 ft. below it.
The foundations of the
building are of concrete, the walls are brick
and glass and the roof trusses are steel with
a wide monitor having swinging sash.
In
the engine room are two Ball tandem compound engines of 150 h.p. running at 255

—

r.p.m., direct connected to 250-volt, 100-k.w.,
direct current generators of the General
Electric multipolar type.
These machines
furnish light and power for the engine ter-

minal. Next to the generators are two Class
H Ingersoll-Sergeant air compressors ar-

-SfCT/CW
5e:ct/o/v A-A.

ranged for cross-compound compressing with
a water after-cooler between.
These compressors have simple steam cylinders 12 in.
x 12 in., and 12-in. and 18-in. x 12-in. air

They will deliver 500 cu. ft. of
per min. at a pressure of 100 lbs.
when running at 150 r.p.m. The air intakes are under the eaves
of the building and the compressed air is delivered after passing
through an atmospheric after-cooler outside the building.
Two
Worthington duplex high-pressure pumps with cylinders 8l-> in.
and 15 in. x 17 in. deliver hot and cold water to two accumulators,
one, for hot water, being weighted for 300 lbs. pressure, and the
other for cold water, being weighted for 100 lbs. pressure.
The boiler room contains a bank of six locomotive-type boilers
of 140 h.p. each, which carry a steam pressure of 140 lbs.
These
boilers were built at the Juniata shops of the railroad company.
The breeching is carried under the floor to the bottom of the stack
which is on the west side of the building. It is steel, brick lined

Cross-Sections Through Heating and Pipe Ducts.

cylinders.

free air

—

This is a two-story and basement brick
Office and Bunkhouse.
building of mill construction, 65 ft. x 161 ft. 1 in. The basement
and part of the first floor is used for a general storehouse; the
remainder of the first floor is occupied by the offices of the roundhouse foreman, road foremen of engines, and train despatcher.
On the second floor are nine bunk rooms for road crews running
into East Altoona and containing 74 single beds, a reading room
44 ft. x 26 ft., an air-brake instruction room 26 ft. x 52 ft., and a
bath-room and water closets. An unloading platform 9 ft. 3 in.
wide and 90 ft. long is built along one side of the building for
handling stores out of cars. The heavier stores are kept in the
basement, a freight elevator being installed in the center of the

Plan of Power House. East Altoona Engine Terminal.
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A No. 28 Cochrane
inside diameter and 120 ft. high.
of sun h.p, is put in the breeching and supplies
feed and boiler washing In the
foi
hoi watei at
lef
f
pumps with cylinders 10 in.
engine house. Two Wo
1

1

is

i

ti

ft,

teed water heater

1

water from the heater to a 6,000
inted on a framework above the boilers, and
gal. steel tank
Bach boiler is also equipped
are also used tor feed water pumps,
In addition to the boiler
in
emergencies.
with Injector! toi u
iced pumps, two Knowles vacuum pumps have been put in for use
with the Webster vacuum return system and the Sturtevant fans

and

6 in.

for heal

\

10

in

elevate

thi

hoi

in

hopper cars on the coal track running over
outside the boiler room.
Openings are cut
in the boiler room wall at the floor level and coal is fired by hand
from the pile in the pit outside. Under the from ends of the fireboxes of the boilers is a trench in which a narrow gage ash-car
Ashes are dumped directly into this car, which is run to
runs.
a pit outside the building.
Over this pit is a runway for a pneumatic hoist which also spans the coal track. The ash buckets are
lifted from the pit by the hoist, run over the empty coal cars standing on the track and then dumped.
The entire plant was designed in the motive power office at
Altoona. A similar plant on a somewhat smaller scale has recently
been completed at Hollidaysburg, and another is building at Fairview, on the Middle division.
Coal

a

pit

7

is

ft.

delivered

in

deep jusl

Fig. 7

— Bridge

64.

East from the Scranton station and yard toward Hoboken the
grade rises for 20 miles to Lehigh; for the first 5.9 miles between
Scranton and Nay Aug station, at the uniform rate of 76 ft to
the mile 11.43 per cent.). East from Scranton station there has
been for some time a short stretch of third track and about two
Roydhouse, Arey & Co.. Philadelphia, were the general contracmiles up the hill a 3,000 ft. passing siding. These have been altotors for the buildings.
gether insufficient to accommodate the heavy eastbound traffic out
of Scranton. About five miles up the hill, beginning at a point about
Lackawanna Third-Track Work at Scranton, Pennsylvania.
one mile before reaching Nay Aug station, there has also been eight
BY HI till RANKIN.
miles of third track. The distance therefore between Scranton
The most important divisional point on the Delaware, Lacka- and Nay Aug where the grade is heaviest has been the gap which
wanna & Western is Scranton, Pa., the junction with the main line with only two tracks has limited the capacity of the whole 20-mile
of the Northumberland branch, which runs southwest SO miles grade.
Freight and coal trains of from 20 to 30 loads are operated
through the Wyoming valley and originates large quantities of over the grade with one or two pushers. Even with this additional
power, it is difficult to keep the freights out
of the way of passenger and milk trains.
In order to relieve this condition, in
April of last year the company began work
on the construction of a total of 3.4 miles of
new third track. Together with the old
third track and siding, completion of this
work will make the third track continuous
The line
for 13 miles east from Scranton.
over almost the whole of this distance is
above Roaring Brook, at one side or the
other; the track being held up on embankments and retaining walls much of the way.
The whole line is very crooked. On the 3.4
miles of new work there are 697 deg. 46
min. of curvature, or 20u deg. and 2 min. per
mile.
The maximum curve is 6 degrees.
Beginning at the western end of the
work at the end of the stretch of
third track leading east from Scranton
yard, the same problem which reappears
Fig. 1
Unfinished Retaining Wall West of Tunnel.
throughout almost the whole of the work is
anthracite coal.
The company has important coal workings also met. The line runs between high rock walls on the north side and
in and about Scranton.
The centering here of this, the most im- Roaring Brook on the south side. A retaining wall S50 ft. long is
portant class of traffic handled by the road, makes Scranton the to be built on this section, its height varying from 8 ft. to 34 ft.
traffic center of the Lackawanna, rather than Binghamton. which
above the bed of the stream. The creek bed is at the deepest point
is the geographical center of the system, being almost exactly half
S5 ft. below the top of rail. This wall is being built on the standard
way between Hoboken and Buffalo, and the point of junction of the retaining wall plan of the road, the width of the wall at the top
main line and the two longest branches, one to Utica and Richfield of the footing course being ,5/ 100 of the height of the wall. The
Springs, the other to Syracuse and Oswego.
The movement of
traffic through Scranton is very heavy.
Considerably more than
half of the tonnage goes from there east to tidewater.
Scranton is
in the valley and at the foot of a long grade, both west and east
hound on the main line.

—

Fig. 9

— No.

6

Arch; South Side.

Fig. 10

— No.

6

Arch; North Side.

—
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then completed before any excavation is made of
the bench. The method of cutting for the headai
ing is to drill into the face diagonally froi

each side of the heading until the holes nearly
meet behind, and then shoot the wedge-shaped
section included by the drill holes back into
the open part of the heading. This gives the
first entrance into the new face and makes it
possible for the workmen to easily get at the
surrounding rock. Before any shooting is done
holes are drilled in at the sides parallel to the
length of the tunnel and the portions of the face
left after the wedge-shaped piece is out. are
blown out sideways into the vacant space. The
rock is hard enough so that the side holes in the
heading are in no way disturbed by shooting
the "V." The excavated material is wheeled out
on hand-barrows on to the runway shown in the
picture and there dumped into narrow gage cars
which are drawn out on the temporary track by
horses. At the mouth of the tunnel the rock is
loaded on standard gage cars and thence unloaded by work train.
The east portal of the
two tunnels is shown in Fig. 5. The excavation
from the west end is handled by narrow gage
Fig. 3
West Portals, Old and New Nay Aug Tunnels; New Tunnel on the Right
cars and dumped directly into the fill along Roarwalls have a width on top of 2% ft. In cases where the slope is ing Brook. Fig. 2 shows at the top of the slope the dummy track for
higher than the wall, an inch is added to the height of the top the cars and the method of wasting down the slope. The rock
in the west end of the tunnel is a hard sandstone, almost a blueof the wall for each foot which the slope is higher than the height
of the wall; that is. a 20-ft. wall protecting a 50-ft. slope would be
stone, nearly as hard as flint.
On the east end the formation is
22 ft. 6 in.
20 ft.
30 in.
conglomerate, which makes much easier cutting. At this point,
made 20 ft.
(50—20) in.
high.
One of the lower sections of this wall, which is already as already mentioned, the pier between the two tunnels is 20 ft.
built, is illustrated in Fig. 1, which also shows the relation of the
wide. A section of the old and new tunnels is shown in the accomtrack to the creek on one side and the cliffs on the other. Two panying drawing. Fig. 6.
hundred feet before reaching the west portal of the Nay Aug tunnel
East from the tunnel are a number of bridges under the right
is a 33-ft. arch, shown in Fig. 2, which is yet
to be extended for two tracks.
This photograph also shows clearly the relation of the
A., /// .% _
line to the creek.
The present Nay Aug tunnel, which is
about two miles east of Sc.ranton station, is
a double-track tunnel, unlined. shown at the
left in Fig. 3, which is a view at the west
end.
This shows the portals of the old and
new tunnels. The new tunnel, it will be ob17 to SO Bench of
Pock to be /eff
served, although built to accommodate only
rK standing
one track, will be wide enough for double
track. The extra width could be obtained at
so comparatively slight additional expense
that it was deemed advisable, particularly as,
Fig. 6
Section of Old and New Nay Aug Tunnels; New Tunnel on the Left.
as soon as it is finished, operation of the old
tunnel can be temporarily abandoned and a number of necessary re- of way which had to be extended for third track
Fig. 1 shows
pairs made. The width of the bench between the two tunnels is IT ft.
Bridge (14 and the extension of the abutnic.ts for the additional
on the west end. shown in Fig. 3, and 20 ft. on the east end. The track. In S00 ft. on this section of the line are four bridges or
new tunnel will be 775 ft. long, 30 ft. wide and 20 ft. high above arches, including two over Roaring Brook, Bridge 64 and No. 6 arch.
top of rail. Track centers are 13 ft. The headings are at present Bridges 66 and 67, the other two. and No. 6 arch are shown in
in for a total of about 720 ft. from both ends, and the bench for
Fig. S, and No. 6 arch, on larger scale, in Figs. 9 and 10; Fig. 9
about 660 ft. Fig. 4 shows a view taken inside the new tunnel at from the south side and Fig. 10 from the north side. This arch was
the east end, showing the method of excavation. The heading is cut
extended and lined, the lining put in the old barrel being only 20 in.
down to about 7 ft. from the roof of the tunnel, a convenient height thick. II was extended 28 ft. on the south side and 12 ft. on the
for a man to stand on to get at the roof, and the top excavation
The old head wall was perpendicular to
north side, on a skew.
No reinforcement was
the barrel of the arch.
used.
The retaining wall between Bridges 66
and i)7. shown in Fig, 8, was necessarj because
additional right of way could not be secured
At various points along this pari o1 the line,
deg. curves were reduced, some on one side o1
In many
the track and some on tl\<' other
cases tin third tracking Involved changing the
original order of the trai
\i a point abom 2,400 n
easl ol No 6 arch,
Roaring Brook again crosses under ii<- track
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Gas & Water Company's pipes, which run
point,
throughout all the work. Easl

parallel
In a cul

to the track
with an earth

on the north side of the track, located between two
coal breakers, one on each side ol the track, thi companj has had
A -tin. pipe pu1 in three
pes.
great difficulties with cast ir
rough by sulphur water from
years ago was in that time so eate
the washeries that it was entirely useless; th irefore, in connection
with the new work, concrete boxes, instead oi large-section cast
iron pipe, have been put in to carr} the drainage water under the
tracks.
on the south side of the track, is one of the reserFurther ea
The extreme convoirs of the Scranton (las & Water Company.

embankment

it

servatism of the water company in protecting its property was one
in
expensive character of the third-track work.
of the causes ol
This is well illustrated in the case ol this reservoir which, as
shown in Fig. 13. is a considerable distance away from the track
embankment. Nevertheless the railroad company was forced to
build the retaining wall shown, H77 ft. long.
At a point near the upper or eastern end of the new work, the
Erie & Wyoming Valley branch of the Erie Railroad crosses the
i

Lackawanna on a high overhead

oridge.

The

last

two photographs

are views from this bridge. Fig. 14 looking west down the track
toward Scranton. and Fig. 15 looking east up the Hack. Both of
these show well the character of the country through which the
whole line runs. Beginning at a point directly under the bridge and

Fig.

12— Bridge 68, New Location: New Masonry Includes
Wing Wall to Protect Water Company's Pipes.

extending eastward parallel to the track is still to be built a concrete retaining wall 600 ft. long. East of the bridge is a complication of interests, shown in Fig. 15. At the bottom, 45 ft. below the
track is Roaring Brook: above that the D. L. & W. main line; 40 ft.
above that the Lackawanna's Winton branch; above that the Drinker
turnpike, and still above the highway, the line of the Dunmore
& Moosic Lake Railroad. The problem was to widen the main line
for the additional track in the exceedingly narrow space available.
At the lower side, the reek could not be filled in or interfered with
in any way because it furnishes part of the water supply for the
city of Scranton.
Any moving further over of the Winton branch
would have involved moving also the highway, if not the Dunmore
& Moosic Lake, further above; therefore, in order to get the extra
space, the retaining wall shown in the picture was built to support
the slope of the Winton branch. Further east, some 2,000 ft. on the
lower side of the track, is a retaining wall, already built. G71 ft.
long and 1G ft. high above the foundation, which is 4 ft. below the
bed of the creek. This is at the foot of a 44- to 48-ft. fill. The eastern end of this wall, which is about one mile west of Nay Aug
station, marks the beginning of the old third track and the upper
end of the present third track work.
The situation of the line, hemmed in by the mountain on one
side and Roaring Brook on the other, together with the reservoir
of the Scranton Gas & Water Company and other structures belonging to coal companies, prevented any great betterment of either
grade or alinement. In addition to these natural difficulties, the
work had to be done along with regular operation, in a heavy season, of the main line.
The average train movement in 2! hours is
from 14o to 170 trains. All material, with small exceptions, had
to be handled b> train service, four work trains being continually
on the work. All grading was handle. iby contract, the contractor
i

l

loading and unloading

\

01

XL., No.

11.

material and the companj furnishing the
ed on the
and team 8ho
cuts.
The total excavation was 62,800 yds. ol rock at
1,600 yds.
of earth.
About 19,200 yds, of concrete will be used on thi entin
work, including bridges and archi
\ll
concrete work was put
in by contract, with the exception oi some small repali
undei
The concrete mixture was 1:2 or
old tracks.
ling on the
(del
character of the stone} and 6
rhi concrete was put In the forms
so wet that the men who were pail ic
ank in up over tl
ankles.
Mill run rock was used; the maximum size to pa
through
The rock was not screened, but the dust was put in
2 in. ring.
with it. The retaining walls were built in 30-ft. seel inn-, with a
key between ectiou
Burke Brothers, of Scranton, are the contractors for the work.
Thi contractor: tor the steel work on the
three steel girder bridges were the Ah I'lintiek.Marshall Construction Company, of Pittsburg, Pa
On January 10 the third track was put in operation from the
tunnel east of Nay Aug 3.5 miles, this Including the 3,000 ft. of
old siding. The third track all the way from Scranton yard to the
tunnel will not be in shap tot
ervice befori summer, as the heavy
850-ft. retaining wall (Fig. Ii and the extension ol the 33
(Fig. 2) west of the tunnel are still to be finished before the fill can
be made. The new tunnel is to be ready for use next month, and
the whole new stretch of third track is expected to be In operation
by September 1.
For the photographs and information about this work we are

work

train service

Lh<

Derricl

•';

ii

Fig.

13— Retaining Wall

to Protect

"Water Supply Reservoir.

indebted to Mr. Lincoln Bush, Chief Engineer; Mr. G. J. Ray, Division Engineer, and Mr. H. C. Boyden, Assistant Engineer in charge
of the work.

Building the Brooklyn Subway.

BY GEORGE

The subway

L.

New

FOWLER.

York, that is to connect the terLong Island Railroad with the East
minal
river tunnels and the subway system of New York in Manhattan
Borough, extends from the junction of Flatbush and Atlantic avenues to Fulton street and thence to Joralemon street, beneath
which it runs to the connection with the tunnels. In this there is
an easy curve at Flatbush avenue and Fulton street, while the latter
swings to the right further down, so that Joralemon street furnishes
the direct route.
In this distance it is safe to say that Fulton street is one of
the busiest streets in the country. From the City Hall, which is
at the junction of Joralemon street, to Flatbush avenue. Fulton
street is the center of the business and shopping district of the city.
It
further serves as the main artery of communication between
all of the central and southern portion of the city and the Borough
of Manhattan; and it is through it that the great army of workers
must pass morning and evening. In comparison with the demands
th^t are put upon it. the street is narrow and is- congested w-ith
Above the surface there is an eletraffic at all hours of the day.
vated railroad while, on the ground, there is a double-track surface
line of trolley road.
The sides of the street are bounded by the
During the
largest department and retail stores in the borough.
rush hours of the morning and evening, the street car traffic is
run on an average of nine seconds headway in each direction, so that
13% cars pass a given point per minute. The sidewalk traffic, comof Brooklyn,
improvements of the

MAKOH
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posetl principally of women and children, may be gaged by the
estimate of a proprietor of one of the large stores, that 50,000 persons visit his establishment daily, while about 8,000 people are

employed

there.

With these

facts in mind, it will be readily understood that the
construction of a big ditch through this thoroughfare, and extend-

275

eontractors for this section. The material through which the work
is carried is a glacial drift consisting of sand and gravel of such
consistency and uniformity of distribution that it can be depended
upon, and it is free from quicksands and pockets of heterogeneous
material that would be apt to cause trouble.
When the contract was let the plans called for a double-track

/g Reds. /? Ctrs. f I?

tYaferproo ft'rtgs
/j 'nods,

3 "ctrz. -^

Section of Double Track Tunnel.

Section of Double Track Tunnel with Center Supporting Wall.

Two

Section of
-Tiro

Single Track Tunnels.
-.tM/M HOI/ a

Brick Tunne/s

SKMitfeaLfyrn

C.L

-4-

c

Plan of

Run from

Single to Double Track Tunnel.

ing the full width of the si
Is
an undertaking requiring nol
only engineering skill of a high order, lull 1111 amount of care and
addition lo detail dial is almost o\ erwlielniing, it here is to be
a freedom from accident and delay to the traffic upon which the
business Interests of the city depends.
The construction of the tectlon under consideration la being
carried on by the Arm of Cranford fl McNan
who are the subI

structure,

was wen

throughout nearly the
in hand, the
:i

11

whole distance
tor

a

tour-track

iitei

road

the

work

was b

ed the contrat
and w bile the plans for this wen
were asked to do the excavating In such a way thai the Bub
The
tracks without unn
could be widen.', to
contractors were nol allowed, however, to do anj of the extra work
thai would i»' oalled toi bj this chain:.' In plan until the contract*
1

1
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had been signed, sealed and delivered. As
the matter stands at present, the subwaj
Starting at the
will be of varying widths.
Bast river there will., be two distinct singletogether In one at
track tunnels thai c
the upper end of Joralemon street. Thence
there is a stretch of double-track tunnel
Which soon widens to four tracks. A pari
of this four-track work will eventually consist of a central span for a double track with
1

a single-track tunnel

on each

side.

This

be at that portion of the line where
the -original double-track work was com
pleted before the change was made in the
Beyond this there are five, six and
plans.
seven tracks abreast. At the corner of Flatbush avenue and Pulton street there will be
a point where there will be five lines of
tracks one above the other. In other words,
there will be a five-story railroad line.
Above the surface of the street, there are
two lines of elevated roads that cross,
There are the
one above the other.
will

surface lines on the street level. Beneath
the surface there will be the regalar line
up Flatbush avenue with an under cross-over

Second Stage
to

connect with the

line

of

that

Timbering
is

to

be

First

for
built

Stage

of

Timbering

up Fulton

street.

In the matter of timbering, a standard form of supports has been
adopted and the timbers are all cut to the
proper lengths, so that when they have
served their purpose at one point they can
be moved to another further on and used repeatedly without waste and without con-

Double

Track Tunnel.

outside the lines of rails. The remainder of
the deck of 4-in. x 6-in. plank is then laid
longitudinally on cross ties placed on these
The surface of the
10-in. x 10-in. stringers.
street has thus been provided for, and the
next step is to make a full-width excavation
about 6 ft. deep. During this operation the
deck beams are carried on blocking until the
permanent uprights can be placed. The 12in. x 12-in. horizontal braces, formed of 6-in.
x 12-in. timbers bolted together, are then
laid in the bottom of the excavation, with
their ends bearing against the rangers at the
sides and which have their bearing, in turn,
against the sheeting. These, therefore, serve
the triple purpose of acting as shores for the
sheet piling, as ties to hold the bracing together and as sills for the vertical shores
that are then set beneath the I-beams carrying the lines of rails. The sheeting against
which these beams C abut is permanent and
planking 2 in.
is formed of square-edged
thick. The timbers C with the structure of
which they form parts are set accurately at
10-ft. intervals so as to clear the steel columns that are to be set later as the final
structure. Before the beam C is laid across

Double Track Tunnel.

The methods that have been adopted for the execution of the
work are very simple in the general plan, though of course every
foot of the way presents its own individual problem to be solved.

in

the center line the crown timber D of 12-in. x 12-in. timber is set.
The excavation is then carried down on the sides to a depth of
about 6 ft. more, the beams C being held meanwhile on blocking
until the vertical shores can be placed. At the outside the sheet
piling makes it possible to carry the work down vertically, but at

fusion.

In excavating there is a consecutive
order of work maintained throughout. Starting with the street in its original condition,
the first step is to remove the pavement in
sections about 20 ft. long. The pavement between the rails of the tracks is first taken
up and an excavation made that will permit
6-in. x 6-in. cross ties to be slipped in beneath the rails. On these ties a longitudinal
flooring of 4-in. x 6-in. plank is laid and on
this a transverse decking of 3-in. plank.
Then a shallow excavation is made between
the tracks, and from this two pairs of 8-in.
I-beams are worked in beneath the cross ties
so that they form a longitudinal support.
The excavation is then made to the depth of
the bottom of these longitudinal I-beams for
the full width of the street, others being
worked in meanwhile beneath the outer ends
of the cross ties, as shown in the section.
At the same time three lines of 10-in. x 10-in.
longitudinal timbers B are laid on each side

Third Stage

of

Timbering

for Double

Track Tunnel.
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then the work is carried out to the sides to the full width of the
completed subway.
In the designing of this timber support and bracing, special
pains were taken that it should not only carry the street traffic
without yielding, but that the side sheeting should be so supported
that there should be no flow of the earth behind, causing a settlement of the foundations and buildings resting upon it. As the text
books give but scant information as to the point of maximum pressures, the matter was taken in hand and thoroughly worked out
by the contractors and their engineer. The result of this is shown
in the location of the rangers and bracing as indicated on the drawing.
The theory upon which these pressures were worked out is
based upon the location of the center of gravity of the triangle
of material embraced between a line bisecting the angle between

the center it is on a slope. At the bottom
of this excavation the beams G are placed
in 10-ft. lengths on the upper surface of
are fastened.
which the thrust blocks
These serve to take the thrust of the inclined side braces F and the arch braces E,

H

which are then

set.

The excavation

is

then

carried down at the center to the depth of
the beams G and a line of 12-in. channels
bolted back to back, breaking joints and thus
forming a continuous I-beam, is then laid
with the transverse struts I between them.
These channels serve the double purpose of
carrying the street load while the verticals
are being placed beneath the shores at the
ends of the crown beams D, and as a longitudinal tie and brace for the completed system of timber work below the surface.
In the next operation the excavation is
extended at the center down to the line of
the subgrade in order to permit the spoil
tracks to be run up as close as possible to
This center excavation has
the heading.
sloping sides and is not sheeted except where
the soil is bad. It is during this part of the
work that the lateral inclined struts P together with the channel beams are used to
carry the superincumbent loads; the latter
rest on the ground ahead of the work and
on their permanent shores at the back, and
the span of 10 ft. is such that the street is
carried safely.
As soon as the central excavation is down to grade the permanent uprights are placed beneath the channels and

ti

n
First

it
stage.

3i/0
Cross

,

Bracing

k«J

A-Frame

for Carrying

IyaI

Elevated Railroad Columns.

the vertical face of the sheeting and the line of slip, and the verThis is shown in the accompanytical face of the sheeting itself.
ing engraving of the triangle A B C. If. for example, the line of
slip of any material is C'D, or 45 deg., then by bisecting this angle
with the line B C' and drawing E F at the center of gravity of
the triangle A B C we have F as the point of maximum pressure.
A ranger placed at F is, therefore, called upon to hold back the
The
greater portion of the earth contained in the triangle

ABC.
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has been found thai the ranger a1 tin poinl ol maximum p
Tins theorj ha
suit was usually about 6 ft. below the surface.
its In the efficiency ol the
received the strongest kind of endo
method and the total absence of all sealing along the line of the
work.
The loading for the
All Of the excavation is done by hand.
latter part of the work is done directly by shovel, but for the ad
vanced portions of the headings, the spoil is carried back and pul
These buckets hold about
cu.
in the buckets by a belt conveyor.
yd. and are set on small Sat cars, upon which they are bauled
by mules from the heading back to a derrick
located on the street, by which they are boisted
and dumped Into gondola ears of 20-ton capa
city of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit H. R.. in
which the spoil is taken to Coney Island ful1

filling in

marsh

This mi
tory.

ried

i

hod

ol

Voi

sup]

Though the weighi
for months at a time

XL.,

No

ii

a
ol

in this

rated .structure ba

manner

it

is

been

seldom thai

car
n

ih<

has to be any adjustment of the bl
er it is first put in pit
When a train is passing there is no extra tremor and no trouble
has thus far been experienced in any way. After the excavation
have been brought up to the column, a diagonal side brace is put
in that, serves to steady the frame, though carrying no part of thi
load.

Then, have

of course,

been innumerable cases of underpinning

lands.

such a soil as that of Fulton street.
and with the elevated structure and high buildings to be cared for there have been other problems to solve than those of the street traffic
alone. As will be inferred from what has been
said, some of ^he excavations of the subway
extend out beyond the line of supporting columns for the elevated structure. These latter
had to he carried and underpinned in every
instance. As in the case of the regular street
supports, a standard system of A frame was
adopted for this work, the design of which is
clearly shown in the engraving. The columns
of the elevated structure are of the Phoenix
design, about 11 in. inside diameter, and are
composed of six sections. In the order of the
work the load is taken off these columns heView on Fulton Street Showing Supports of Elevated Railroads.
fore any of the street excavation heretofore
described is commenced.
The first thing done is to dig pits of foundations of adjacent buildings, each of which has required
about 5 ft. x 8 ft. whose centers are located 10 ft. on individual treatment. Without enlarging upon this matter too much
either side of the column to be supported.
These pits are an engraving is presented showing the method adopted in working
carried down to grade and timbered In such a way that the beneath one of the piers of a large department store. Grooves
one marked G in the cross section serves as a cap for the lower were cut in the sides of the pier and 24-in. I-beams imbedded thereline of verticals.
The upper portion of this work is capped near in with concrete. The ends of these I-beams were then carried by
the street level by 12-in. x 12-in. timbers which, in turn, serve to cross-beams of sufficient length to reach to blocking that was set
carry the bottoms of the A frames. These latter are formed by clear of the work so as to permit of the necessary excavation. The
lower portion of the pier was chained and allowed to hang while the final foundation was
brought up to it.
In this as in all of the balance of the work
the greatest precautions are taken to avoid accidents, and a personal supervision is given to
each detail of the work by those in authority,
as far as this is possible. The wedges used in
this work are all of hard wood bearing pieces
above and below. When the load has been imposed by the driving of the wedges, the excavation is done by skilled timbermen.
The
result of this care is that there has been a
remarkable freedom from injury to the adjacent buildings throughout the whole length of
In one place where
the cut-and-cover work.
there is a restaurant in a sidewalk vault whose
foundation reaches down so that the timbering of the subway actually touched it, there has
been no cracking of the walls or a leak through
the concrete sidewalk above; which means that
there was absolutely no settlement.
The same systematic method of conducting
the work, though varying in detail, has been
followed in the tunnel sections as in the cut
In

work at the upper end on Fulton street. Three
engravings are presented showing the consecutive steps that are taken in the timbering. The
tunnel is driven through the soft material composed of coarse sand and gravel by means of
a roof shield and the advance heading is closely followed by the deeper cuttings at the rear.
The sectional roof shield is pushed ahead by
hydraulic jacks in the usual manner. The
Timbering and Spoil Trucks Beneath Fulton Street
roof boards are placed beneath the tail of
two pair of 12-in. x 12-in. timbers set as shown in the engraving. the shield and blocked up in place, the blocking being held by
The sills on which they stand are set to clear the columns and I-beams located as shown in the engraving of the first stage of
when the frame is set the lower ends are drawn together, thus the tunnel timber work. In this the roof boards A are placed, as
raising the upper part and relieving the column of its load. The stated, directly beneath the tail of the shield, and are blocked up
method adopted for drawing these ends together is to place an and held by the I-beams B below. These are carried by the cross
hydraulic jack on the face of the incline of the frame and force stringers C. which are held up by the vertical bracing shown. At
one end of the diagonal eye-bars down the slope. The ends of the the sides, it is impossible to use sheet piling and so the sides are
timbers are sledged for the purpose and the movement of the upper sustained by longitudinal sheeting placed in position from the top
end is such that there is a slight cracking of the connections be- towards the bottom as the excavation is carried down, a ranger
tween the bottom of the column and its foundation when the com- being placed near the top to take the thrust.
plete transference of the load to the A frame has been accomplished.
In the second stage of the timbering the vertical supports have
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been replaced by arch timbers witli diagonal bracing to the sides
and a straight cross brace has replaced the arched brace that was
This is done when the excavation has been
originally put in.
brought down to the line of the spring of the arch.
The final stage is shown in the engraving where the arch timbers have been removed and the moulds with the supporting timbers
are in place. This shows the concrete partly in place and the arch
timbers beyond that have not yet been removed. In this the only

2

same way
roof

and

material of the false work that is left in position are the roof
boards with their I-beam supports, and the longitudinal sheeting on
the side with their holding pieces.
The method of concreting followed has been practically the
same throughout the whole of the work, whether in cut or tunnel.
Thus, in
It has been to concrete in alternate sections 5 ft. wide.
the cut work the bents for carrying the street traffic were placed
accurately to 10-ft. centers. When it came to the concreting of the
roof, a section 5 ft. wide between these bents was taken and the
moulds set up and the work completed. After
the concrete had had ample time to set the
load was transferred to the concrete structure
and the bent removed. This left the intermediate space of 5 ft. between those that had
This
been completed ready for concreting.
was then done and the roof thus made continuous. The concrete, as thus placed, is not
continuous in the sense of being monolithic,
but contains a seam at oft. intervals across
the structure. It would be possible for water
to percolate through this were it not that the
waterproofing was applied on the outside and
the whole thus protected from water from

is

as

shown in the illustration. The
beam supported at the end
The depth varies from 2 ft. 2 in.

a concrete

center.

reinforced by rods 1% in.
center to center and
set 3 in.
from the lower face.
At the
top the reinforcement consists of rods of the same size spaced
This section extends for a distance of
12 in. apart and 6 ft. long.
145 ft., beyond which the center wall is omitted, and the roof consists of a series of reinforced concrete beams with a depth of 4 ft.
2 in.
The clear span is 26 ft. and the reinforcing in the roof consists of bars 1% in. square and 17 ft. 6 in. long extending toward
the center from each of the side walls and overlapping about 8 ft.
at the center.
In both of these sections special waterproofing is
applied inside the concrete.
to 2

Timbering Beneath Fulton Street.

79

then allowed to set thoroughly before the supports were removed.
The finished work will present a number of cross sections
varying with the location and the requirements of the traffic. At
the westerly end on Joralemon street there will be two single-track
circular tunnels spaced 26 ft. apart between center lines. These tunnels are to have an internal diameter of 15 ft. 6 in. and a brick
lining of 1G in. inside the board sheathing that, having been placed
beneath the tail of the shield, is left permanently in place. The
bottom of the tunnel is spread with a layer of
concrete 1 ft. thick, upon which the ballast is
laid.
At the sides provision is made for the
wire conduits that also form a footway for
workmen, which is provided with a gas pipe
hand rail. These tunnels connect with the
tubes passing beneath the river and run westerly for a distance of 314 ft.
The two tunmels then come together and
the tracks run in a flat-roofed tunnel spanning
both tracks, but separated by a wall of reinforced concrete 16 in. thick. The roof and side
walls will also be of reinforced concrete. In
the division wall the reinforcing consists of
rods 1 in. square spaced 12 in. between centers
and set vertically 2% in. from the face of the
wall on each side. In the side walls the reinforcing consists of rods 1% in. square, set vertically 2% in. from the inside face of the wall
and 12 in. between centers. The outside corners at the bottom are also reinforced in the

ft.

square

8 in.,

and

spaced

8

is

in.

above.

The concreting of the tunnel section has
been carried on in the same way. The bents,
for carrying the roof, were spaced at 6 ft. and
ft.
intervals between centers.
It is,
of
course, very difficult to do satisfactory concreting in the roof of a tunnel where the maI

has to he put in from the sides or from
In this case the roof was not more
than from 12 ft. to 20 ft. below the surface.
Pits were accordingly dug at 10-ft. intervals
and so adjusted that the openings in the tunnel roof came between the sections of conterial

below.

creting.

By means

of these pits, the concrete
the street and sent down to
position through these chutes.
It could thus
lie placed exactly where il was needed and all
spaces filled. The mixture used on all of the
work was that of 1-3-4.
In concreting between the underpinning
Timber Supports Beneath Fulton Street, Showing Belt Conveyor from Headings.
and the original foundations of buildings, a
neat cement was used, mixed very thin so that it would Bow
This double-track single-span tunnel then runs Into
doublereadily. The space left
to
be tilled
was usually about 6 in. track BUbwa] in which the depth of the roof is less and the centei

was mixed

in

:i

a

dam was

built around this opening and the cement poured
was filled,
ii
was tamped contln
isly as
put In and for some time after the spur,- was full.
Hods were run
In beneath the upper parts so as to work out any air thai may
have been imprisoned, and the tamping was continued until a blow
on one side caused a rise or was perceptible on the other,
was
it
In

until

it

11

The Illustration of the ti
supported by a row of Bteel columns,
hat will be
track scci ion shows he general form ol construction
rhc side walls arc or reinforced concrete 18 in. thick.
followed,
and the roof is of the same material, with
Ii
tare rods,
The
spans from center to center or the row:, ol supporting columns are
is

i

I

1

i

12

fl.

6 In.

,
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Where

Hie elevated

us are i" be supported on the roof,
walls, anil these carr> one end

,i

[-beams arc used

12-in.

the side

in

of 24-in. l-beams. whose other end is supported by the bulb angle
columns between the tracks. The elevated column Itself is footed
on 10-in. I-beams, usually about six in number, Hint reach from
one to the other of these
in
beams, the whole being embedded in
i

the concrete of the roof.
The columns used tor the center supports are of the standard
bulb angle construction ami serve as points of attachment lor He'
reinforcing lie bars of the concrete roof as shown in the Illustration.
The roof itself is shallow, having a depth <>i but little more than
24 in., and the top is in places not much more than the same dil
tance below the surface of the pavement.
When the contracts were let it was expected that the work
would be completed by Jan. 1, 1907. bul the necessary enlargement
will require an extension of the time limit.
This work is being done under the direction of the Rapid Transit Railroad Commission of New York, of which Mr. George S. Rice
is Chief Engineer, and Mr. Alfred Craven, Deputy Chief Engineer,
and Mr. Svere Dahm, Chief Inspector of Designs. Mr. Frederick
C. Noble is Division Engineer for this section, and Messrs. White
& Goodrich are resident engineers in charge. The contractors for
the work are The Rapid Transit Subway Construction Company,
of which Mr. George H. Pegram is Chief Engineer and Mr. Percy
Litchfield the Resident Engineer on the work.
As previously stated,
the work is being done by Cranford & McNamee, sub-contractors
for this section, Messrs. W. V. Cranford, John McNamee and F.
L. Cranford being the active partners.
Mr. Fred Cranford is in
active charge, and Mr. J. C. Meem is Chief Engineer. Mr. R. N.
Cranford has charge of the underpinning of buildings. Mr. Howard
Robinson is superintendent of the Fulton street, and Mr \V. I. Johnson of the Joralemon street section.

Specifications for Steel

Rails.

The American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of

Way

Association, the American Society for Testing Materials and the
American Society of Civil Engineers have each a standing committee on Standard Specifications for Steel Rails. The committee
of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way
Association submitted revised specifications at the last convention
of the Association which were adopted as a recommended standard.
In June, 1905, Committee A on Standard Specifications for Iron
and Steel, of the American Society for Testing Materials, recommended that the specifications of the Maintenance of Way Association be adopted with some changes as the standard
of the
Society for Testing Materials. At the annual meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers. Jan. 17, 1906, a special committee
on rail sections presented specifications differing in some respects
from those reported to the other two societies. As this subject is
to come up at the 1906 convention of the Maintenance of Way Association for discussion looking to the adoption of one standard specification by all three bodies, the specifications and recommendations
of each are reprinted here for convenient reference and comparison.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL RAILS.

Adopted by the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance
of

Way

Association.

The

entire process of manufacture and testing shall
be in accordance with the best current practice, and special care
shall be taken to conform to the following instructions:
(b)
Ingots shall be kept in a vertical position in the pit heating furnaces until ready to be rolled, or until the metal in the
interior has time to solidify.
(a)

(1.)

No

bled ingots shall be used.
Sufficient material shall be discarded

(c)

(d)
to insure

sound

from the top

Rails of the various weights per yard specified below
to the following limits in chemical composition:

(2.)

conform

shall

50 to 50

60 to 69

Per cent.
70 to 79

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

0.35-0.45

0.3S-0.4S

to exceed
0.10
o.i'n
shall not exceed,
Manganese
0.70-1.00

Q.20
0.70-1.00

0.40-0.50
0.10
n-.n
0.75-1.05

,

Carbon
Phosphorus not
Silicon

(3.)

than

of ingot

rails.

4

ft.

of steel.

nm

•,

80

to

S9

90 to too
lbs.

lbs.

0.43-0.53
0.10
0.2O
0.80-1.10

0.45-0.55
0.10
G.20
0.80-1.10

Oiie drop test shall be made on a piece of rail not less
and not more than 6 ft. long, selected from each blow
The test piece shall be taken from the top of the ingot.

The

rail -shall be placed head upwards on the supports, and the
various sections shall be subjected to the following impact tests
under a free falling weight:

Weight of
lbs.

,

15 \" :inil

More than
Mere than
More Hem

any

"

"

"
"

T.~>

Mora than
If

55 "
65 "
85 "
rail

"

rail,

per yard.
including
"
"
"

,

Height of drop.

55

ir> fi.

t:>

16 "
is -

85

20

"

22

"

65

mo

break when subject to the drop

test,

two additional

Vol. XI,., No,

LI,

made of other rails from the same blow <it Bteel, ami
either of these latter tests fail, all the rails of the blow which
ihc.\
represent will tie rejected, but if both of these additional te
pieces meet the requirements, all the rails of the blow which they
represent will be accepti d.
The number oi passes ami speed of train shall be BO
(4.)
regulated that on leaving the rolls at the Snal pass the temperature
of the rail will not exceed that which requires a shrinkage allowance at the hoi sawi of 6 In. for 85-lb, and 6% In. for 100-lb. rail
tests will be
if

I

.

ami no

artificial

means

of cooling

thi

betweenThe above shrinkage allowrail

shall

be

used

the finishing pass and the hot saws.
may be varied, if necessary, so as to give a finishing temperature of not exceeding 1,600 deg. Fahrenheit at finishing rolls
for mills rolling from reheated blooms, and not exceeding 1,750
deg. Fahrenheit at finishing rolls for mills rolling direct from

the bloom to finish

rail.

The* drop testing machine shall have a tup of 2,000 lbs.
weight, the striking face of which shall have a radius of not more
than 5 in., and the test rail shall be placed head upwards on
solid supports 3 ft. apart.
The anvil block shall weigh at least
L'li.iiiin
ibs., and the support:
shall be pari ol or firmlj secured to,
the anvil. The report of the drop test shall state the atmospheric
temperature at the time the test was made.
(6.)
The manufacturer shall furnish the inspector, daily, with
carbon determinations for each blow, and a complete chemical analysis every 24 hours, representing the average of the other elements
contained in the steel, for each day and night turn. These analyses
shall be made on drillings taken from small test ingot.
Unless otherwise specified, the section of rail shall be
(7.)
the American Standard, recommended by the American Society of
Civil Engineers, and shall conform, as accurately as possible, to
the templet furnished by the railroad company, consistent with
paragraph No. 8, relative to specified weight. A variation in height
of one-sixty-fourth of an inch less, or one thirty-second of an inch
greater than the specified height, and one-sixteenth inch in width
The section of rail shall conform perfectly to
will be permitted.
the finishing dimension.
(8.)
The weight of the rails will be maintained as nearly as
possible, after complying with paragraph No. 7. to that specified
in contract.
A variation of one-half of 1 per cent, for an entire
order will be allowed. Rails shall be accepted and paid for according to actual weights.
The standard length of rails shall be 33 ft. Ten per cent,
(9.)
of the entire order will be accepted in shorter lengths, varying by
even feet to 27 ft., and all No. 1 rails less than 33 ft. shall be painted
green on the end. A variation of one-fourth of an inch in length
from that specified will be allowed.
Circular holes for splice bars £.hall be drilled in accord(10.)
ance with the specifications of the purchaser. The holes shall accurately conform to the drawing and dimensions furnished in every
respect, and must be free from burrs.
(11.)
Rails shall be straight when finished, the straightening
being done while cold, smooth on head, sawed square at ends, variation to be not over one-thirty-second of an inch, and prior to shipment shall have the burr occasioned by the saw cutting removed
and the ends made clean. No. 1 rails shall be free from injurious
defects and flaws of all kinds.
The name of the maker, the weight of rail and the month
(12.)
and year of manufacture shall be rolled in raised letters on the
side of the web, and the number of blow shall be plainly stamped
on each rail where it will not subsequently be covered by the splice
(5.1

bars.
(13.)
The inspector representing the purchaser shall have free
entry to the works of the manufacturer at all times when the contract is being filled, and shall have all reasonable facilities afforded
him by the manufacturer to satisfy him that the finished material
is furnished in accordance with the terms of these specifications.
All tests and inspection shall be made at the place of manufacture
prior to shipment.
No. 2 rails will be accepted up to 5 per cent, of the
(14.)
whole order. Rails that possess any injurious defects, or which
for any other cause are not suitable for first quality, or No. 1 rails,
shall be considered as No. 2 rails; provided, however, that rails
which contain any physical defects which impair their strength shall
be rejected. The ends of all No. 2 rails shall be painted white in
order to distinguish them. Rails rejected under the drop test will
not be accepted as No. 2 rails.

Action of American Society for Testing Materials.
A recommended the adoption of the above specifications with the following modifications:
Clause 3. Change from "each blow" to "from every fifth blow."
Change heights of drop for 65-75, 75-85 and 85-100 lb. rails from

Committee

—

and gg ft." to "17. 18 and 19 ft.." respectively. Insert the
words "taken from the top of the ingot," after the words "If any
rail break when subject to the drop test, two additional tests."
"18, 20

Clause

).

— Action

on this clause to be referred to a sub-corn-

:
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—

mittee to investigate the conditions at the various rail mills affecting the amount of shrinkage.
Clauses 7 and 8.- To be recommended for adoption after they
have been harmonized by the American Railway Engineering and
Maintenance of Way Association.
Clause 9.— Change "33 ft." to "SO ft." and "27 ft." to "21t ft:'
Clause 14. Change "5 per cent." to "10 -per cent." Strike out
"rails rejected under the drop test will not be accepted as No. 2

Length. The standard length of rails shall be 33 ft. Ten per
cent, of the entire order will be accepted in shorter lengths, varying by even feet to 27 ft., and all No. 1 rails less than 33 ft. long

rails."

every respect, and must be free from burrs.
Straightening. Care must be taken in hot-straightening the
rails, and it must result in their being left in such a condition that
they shall not vary throughout their entire length more than 5 in.
from a straight line in any direction, when delivered to the coldstraightening presses. Those which vary beyond that amount, or
have short kinks, shall be classed as second-quality rails and be so
stamped.
Rails shall be straight in line and surface when finished the
straightening being done while cold smooth on head, sawed square
at ends, variation to be not more than 7a 2 in., and, prior to shipment, shall have the burr occasioned by the saw cutting removed,
and the ends made clean. No. 1 rails shall be free from injurious

—

—

society adopted the specifications and recommended changes
as a whole with the exception of the proposed change in Clause 3

The

"from each blow"

to

"from every

fifth

blow," and the recommenda-

tions as to Clauses 4, 7 and 8, all of which were referred back to
Committee A for further consideration.

American Society

of Civil Engineers.

The

specifications submitted as a majority report by the special
committee on rail sections are as follows:
Process of Manufacture. The entire process of manufacture and
testing shall be in accordance with the best state of the art, and
the following instructions shall be faithfully executed:
Ingots shall be kept in a vertical position in the pit heating
furnaces until ready to be rolled, or until the metal in the interior

—

bled ingots shall be used.

There shall be sheared from the end of the blooms formed from
the top of the ingots, assuming that such blooms are about 8 by 8 in.
square, at least 40 in., and if, from any cause, the steel does not
then appear to be solid, the shearing shall continue until it does.
If, by the use of any improvements in the process of making ingots,
the defect known as piping shall be prevented, the above shearing
requirements may be modified.
The number of passes and speed of train shall be so regulated
that on leaving the rolls at the final pass, the temperature of the
rail will not exceed that which requires a shrinkage allowance at
the hot saws, for a 33-ft. rail of 100-lb. section, of 6'/ 10 in., and
These allowances to
'/,„ in. less for each 5-lb. decrease of section.
be decreased at the rate of V90 in. for each second of time elapsed
between the rail leaving the finishing rolls and being sawn. No
artificial means of cooling the steel shall be used after the rails
leave the rolls, nor shall they be held before sawing for the purpose
of reducing their temperature.

—

Chemical Composition. Rails of the various weights per yard
below shall conform to the following limits in chemical

specified

composition:
z

70 to 79

•

Percentage
80 to 89

Carbon
Phosphorus shall not exceed

0.50-0.60
0.085
0.20
0.075
0.75-1.00

Silicon shall not exceed
Sulphur shall not exceed

Manganese

Drop

Test.

than

4

—One

ft.

^

90

lbs.

lbs.

less

lbs.

0.55-0.63

0.53 0.63
nnsr,

O.0S5
0.20
0.075
0.80-1.05

n.-jn

0.075
0.80-1.05

drop test shall be made on a piece of

and not more than

6

ft.

to 100

7ii i,i

steel.

The

rail,

The

18ft.

79-lb. rails
rails

If

any

tional tests

20

90 to 100-lb.

rails

»

22

ft.

when subjected to the drop test, two addibe made of other rails from the same blow of steel,

of the ingots, and if either of these latter
the rails of the blow which they represent will be
rejected, but if both of these additional test pieces meet the requirements, all the rails of the blow which they represent will be
accepted.
The drop-testing machine shall have a tup of 2,000 lbs. weight,
the striking face of which shall have a radius of not more than
in., and the test rail shall be placed head upward on solid supports 3 ft. apart.
The anvil block shall weigh at least 20,000 lbs.,
and he supports shall be part of, or firmly secured to, the anvil.
The report of the drop test shall state the atmospheric temperature
at the time the test was made.
Section.
Unless otherwise specified, the seel ion of rail shall be
the American Standard, recommended by lie American Society of
Civil Engineers, and shall conform, as aeeuralelj as possible, In
the templet furnished by the railroad company, consistent with the
paragraph relative to specified weight. A variation in height Of
'/„, in. less, or '/ s2 in. greater than the specified height, and '.',„ in.
in width will be permitted.
The section Of rail shall conform to
the finishing dimensions.
Weight.—-The weight of the rails will be maintained as nearly
as possible, after complying with the preceding paragraph, to that
per cent, tor an
itied in contract,
a variation or one-half of
entire order will in' allowed.
Rails will he accepted and paid foi
according to actual weights,

also taken
rails fail,

from the top

all

''

I

—

I

i

i

defects and flaws of all kinds.
No. 2 rails shall be accepted up to 5 per cent, of the whole order.
in., or in
They shall not have flaws in their heads of more than
the flange of more than
in. in depth, and, in the judgment of
the inspector, these shall not be so numerous or of such a character
as to render them unfit for recognized second-quality rail uses. The
ends of No. 2 rails shall be painted white, and shall have two prickpunch marks on the side of the web near the heat number brand,
and placed so as not to be covered by the splice-bars. Rails from
heats which failed under the drop test shall not be accepted as

%

No. 2 rails.

—

Branding. The name of the maker, the weight of the rail, and
month and year of manufacture shall be rolled, in raised letters
on the side of the web; and the number of the blow shall be plainly
the

stamped on each rail where it will not subsequently be covered bj»
the splice-bars.
Inspection. The inspector representing the purchaser shall have
free entry to the works of the manufacturer at all times when the
contract is being filled, and shall have all reasonable facilities afforded him by the manufacturer to satisfy him that the finished
material is furnished in accordance with the terms of these specifications.
All tests and inspection shall be made at the place of manufacture prior to shipment.
The manufacturer shall furnish the inspector, daily, with carbon determinations for each blow, and a complete chemical analysis
every 24 hours, representing the average of the other elements contained in the steel, for each day and night turn. These analyses
shall be made on drillings taken from small test ingots.
For Basic Open-Hearth Rails. The specifications for rails made
by the Basic Open-Hearth process shall be the same as for Bessemer
rails, excepting that their chemical composition shall be:

—

—
t

70 to 79

Percentage
80 to 89
lbs.

lbs.

Carbon
Phosphorus shall not exceed
Silicon shall not exceed
Sulphur shall not exceed
Manganese

0.53-0.63
0.05
0.20

o.5s-u.r,s

0.75-1.00

0.80-1.05

nor,
0.20

one

1

\

90

lo

inn

lbs.

0.65 0.75
O.Oo
0.20
n.m;
0.80-1.05

This report was received and the committee continued.

ft.

rail breaks,

may

—

—

not

rails

•So to 89-lb.

—

from each

long, selected

test piece shall be taken from the top of the
shall be placed head upward on the supports,
and the various sections shall be subjected to the following impact
tests under a free falling weight

blow of

ingot.

—

%

has had time to solidify.

No

shall be painted green on the ends.
A variation of Vi in. in length
from that specified will be allowed.
Drilling.
Circular holes for splice-bars shall be drilled in accordance with the specifications of the purchaser. The holes shall
conform accurately to the drawing and dimensions furnished, in

Italian Traffic Troubles.

The Italian Minister of Public Works. Tedosco, in company
with the General Manager of the State Railroads, visited various
eilies on the lines to put themselves into touch with the shippers
and receivers of freight. At Milan, the Chicago of Italy, they met
a gathering which included leading representatives of commerce
and industry, who made their ears burn. They had stood all they
It had got to the point that goods were carted
could, they said.
Since
GO miles or more because Ihe railroad service was so bad.
that time the Minister, Tedesco has gone out of office with the
cabinet to which he belonged, and has been succeeded by a Slgnor
Carmine, the third railroad minister since the stale began work
ing the railroads last July.
Blanchi, the General Manager, made a
gnnii impression at the Milan gathering,
it
was Intended thai tins
office should bo independent of parties and polili

August von Borries.
Kerr August von Borries, well known to American readen bj hi
contributions to the design of railroad equipment, died at Marau
i<
b
was briefly noted
1.
L906 at thes
the Austrian Tyrol, Feb.
had been devoted
Hli
mi thoRailroad Gazette, March -.
in the sen Ice of the German railroads
Bi
he was later for a number of yean In chargi ol the exten
Later be became a
of tin fin 1la.11 State Railway near Hanover.
1

,

i
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Director of the Prussian State Railways (Regierungsrat) and conWhen, a few yeai
tinued as such until the nmc of his death.
ago, tin- Technical High School at Charlottenburg proposed to inaugurate an elaborate coursi ol instruction in locomotive design,
Herr von Borries was called to Berlin and appointed Professor in
charge.
He has twice vi ited this country; first, as a member of
an inspection party representing the German state railroads, and
later, in 1893. as a member of the Jury of Awards in the transportation department of the Columbian Exposition at Chicago. He
is perhaps best known in this country for his work in the development of the compound locomotive and for his extensive experiments designed to disclose the best proportions for locomotive
stacks.
The compound balanced German locomotive which was ex
hibited at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition by the Hanover Locomotive Works was largely of his design. Heir von Borries was an
While much concerned
effective as well as an inveterate worker.
with matters of large moment, he never lost his interest for details.
His contributions to ihe technical literature of his country have
been numerous and valuable.

The Shirley Plant

of the

Columbia Creosoting Company.
Charged Retort, Showing Door and Fastenings.

The timber preserving plant of the Columbia Creosoting Company is located at Shirley, Ind., about 33 miles east of Indianapolis,
at the junction of the P. & E. and Michigan divisions of the Big
Four Railroad. Although comparatively small, being a two-retort
plant with a yearly capacity of 2,000,000 ties, it is notable for a number of reasons and embodies advanced ideas in timber preserving
practice in this country.
Perhaps the most important of these is

feature being intended to guard against loss of the creosote
in case of the breaking of a va ve, Cor Instance, allowing the oil
to escape.
This concrete pit has a capacity of 40,000 gals. The
this

building superstructure

is corrugated galvanized iron on a steel
retorts are 7 ft. in diameter and 130 ft. long,
back to back of rims. They are made of %-in. steel, with doubleriveted circumferential
tripleseams
and
riveted, double-butt longitudinal seams.
The
cylinders rest in cast-iron saddles bearing
on cast-iron sole plates bolted to concrete

framework.

The

foundations. Each cylinder is anchored at the
middle,
permitting expansion toward
both
ends.
The retorts have doors at each end,
though at present all of the charging is done
from one end. The method of fastening the
doors and absence of all leakage at same due to
the gasket used is one of the special devices of
the plant. As will be seen by one of the illustrations, the door is held by 46 bolts which are
hinged to the retort rim (except at the door
hinge) and swung forward into corresponding
notches in the circumference of the door. The
edge -of the latter around which the washer

moves is rounded, permitting a minimum movement of the nut for tightening and removal.
When the nut has been set up by hand, onequarter of a turn further with the wrench is all
needed to prevent leakage under the
pressure to which the retort is subjected, namely, ISO lbs.
that

is

maximum

A specially devised friction wrench enables
quick tightening and removal of the nuts. With
an ordinary wrench it formerly took six men
General View of Columbia Creosoting Co.'s Plant Looking Toward Retort House
three hours to change a charge in a retore. Three
the absence of steaming the timber before injecting the preservative. men now do it in 25 minutes, it being possible with this friction
Only air-seasoned timber is treated and the policy of the manage- wrench to loosen the door in eight minutes and tighten it up in 11
ment is opposed to the exposure of the timber undergoing treat- minutes, without special effort at speed by the men.
ment to heat of any sort, whether dry or steam. Yet by the methods
The cresote is received in tank cars, three of which may be
employed complete penetration of the timber with the use of a seen in the general view of the yard looking toward the cylinder
minimum volume ot the preservative is obtained. The creosote used house. It is pumped from these cars into two 160.000-gal. storage
is the highest grade obtainable in America, the
specifications requiring a boiling point of 220
deg. C. which insures the elimination before use
of all light and volatile fractions.
The plant, which was completed about a
year ago, is situated on a 17-acre tract north of
the town, adjacent to the Michigan division of
the Big Four.
good idea of its appearance

A

and general arrangement is conveyed by the
accompanying illustrations. It should be explained
at the outset that the plant
is
designed to keep the air from the creosote as completely as possible to minimize
evaporation. Also it is of interest to know that
because of the construction of the plant and the
methods employed, an insurance rate of
of 1
per cent, is allowed, from a base rate of 4%
per cent. Prevention of waste of the creosote
was another of the objects sought and attained.
The retort building is 153 ft. by 33 ft. Its
lower portion, including foundations, is in
effect
a large concrete pit 30
in.
deep

%

Electric

Locomotive Withdrawing Charge from

a

Retort.

March

16,
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instantaneous vacuum by a process which is one of the special
features of the plant and by means of which the amount of oil
By this process a
left in a tie can be varied from 1% gals. up.
20-in. vacuum can be obtained in 15 minutes and a 25-in. vacuum in
35 to 45 minutes, maintaining a temperature of 160 deg. F. in the

meanwhile.
retort has a set of Bristol recording gages, including
a pyrometer and a pressure and a vacuum gage. The temperature
in the retort never exceeds 175 deg. F., which is the maximum
temperature at which the oil is maintained to prevent crystallization.
Much trouble has been experienced with these gages from the presence of the heavy creosote within their mechanism. The effect is
to render them inaccurate, requiring them to be taken down every
They have to be renewed about once a
30 days to be boiled out.
year. A scheme has just been perfected at the plant for absolutely
protecting these gages from the action of the oil, thereby saving
the item of expense of annual renewal as well as the considerable
annoyance of monthly cleaning and the constant possibility of inretort

Each

Loading Treated Ties Into Box Car.
tanks, one of which may be seen on the
right in the picture. The second has been added
since the view was made. The top of the brick
pump house is just visible over the tops of the
box cars, beyond the tank ears. From the storage tanks the oil is pumped to two 30,000-gal.
overhead tanks projecting through the roof of
the cylinder house, from which it passes to the
retorts and from the latter by gravity to a 3S000-gal. underground tank outside of the cylinder house.
From this latter tank it is again
raised to the overhead tanks. A service pump
in the cylinder house is so connected that it can
take the creosote from any point that is. from
the cars, the storage tanks or the underground
tank and deliver it to the overhead tanks.
The pressure pump in the cylinder house
is so connected as to be able to pump from
either overhead tank to either retort. All pressure lines are made of double strength pipe,
with extra heavy fittings. At every point where
a valve is required, two instead of one have
been put in as a safety feature, so that should
one break the other will prevent any loss of oil.
This doubling of the valves also prevents leakage.
The cylinder is first filled with creosote
by gravity from 'he overhead tanks. The pressure pump is then started and additional oil
pumped in to give the requisite saturation, the
pressure maintained, as already mentioned,
being ISO lbs. The oil is then allowed to flow
from the cylinder to the underground tank,
after which the free oil in the timber is
withdrawn by the creation of an almost

accurate records.
To check the pyrometer readings a thermometer is inserted
through the cylinder shell to take the internal temperature. The
clearance between loaded train cars and shell is so small that if
(his thermometer occupied a fixed position at the distance the bulb
needs to be thrust within the shell it would be broken off by the
moving cars. Therefore a simple mechanical device for moving

—

—

Inside of Retort

House.

Partial

View

of

Pumps and

Piping.

the thermometer and cage in and out has been applied to the shell
the retort.
Another special device is an Indicator by which the cylinder
operator is kept informed with exactness Of be movement of the
This indicator resembles a large
oil to or from the overhead tank.
clock tace with 20 large divisions corresponding to the height in
feet of the 30,000-gal. overhead tank, and each large division is
subdivided into 10 parts. Each of these small divisions is equivalent
to 7.52 gals.
For each complete revolution of the large hand ol
the Indicator the small hand advances one large division tor foot),
exactly as with a dock. The hands are actuated by a float In the
tank, which connects by a copper wire over pulleys running In
irictionicss bearings, to an accurately tinned drum back of the
indicator face, also running in frlctionless bearings.
One of the minor features indicating the care with which
waste has been guarded against is Hie connection by pipe Of the
\1 0,
In order that
retorl
safetj valves to the overhead tanki
such oil as drips on the concrete floor of the cylinder house will
not be lost, this floor is given a side drop of si\ inches and along
The oil is washed
Hie lower Bide B small gutter leads 10 a sump
from die floor to tin- gutter with hot water and is carried to the
suni|i.
Being heavier than the water it gravitates i" the bottom,
Apparent ly the only oil (hat
from which it is raised by a pump,
is the slighl
is losl
amount (ha( drips from Hie lies and cars in

of

I

(he yard.

The
for

Tram

Car.

car.

several

combination

iiewn. is notable
photographic view "i which
chief of which are simplicity of design In
with ample strength, the absence or chains and

a

features,

1
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provision of means for limiting the amount of timber that can
be placed on the ear and holding same when submerged, and sine
plifled construction of retort track and guard-rail fastenings, yield
Ing greater head room.
The wheels have roller bearings. Instead
ei chains, fixed hails are provided, which are
L% In. In diameter
and are therefore too stiff to sprint;. This prevents the workmen
from forcing in a last extra tie, a practice that would be possible
with lighter bails by springing them out of shape. As the cars are
designed for only '', in. clearance in the cylinder, the need of
instead of a T-rail track in
rigidly limiting the load is apparent,
the cylinder, the track rails are angle iron, placed close to the
bottom and giving the Increased vertical room mentioned. As a
result of this feature and the small clearance, a 30 per cent, greater
To prevent side motion of the car
load is possible for the car.
in the cylinder and to hold it to the track during submergence, lugs
on the under side of the angle end-sills run in angle-iron guides
in the retort. The capacity of each car is from 52 to 5G ties and
each retort will accommodate 15 cars.
The cars are moved into and out of the retorts and around
the yard by an electric locomotive. The Morgan third-rail traction
system is used, with a mining type locomotive which has gears
which engage a rack-rail laid between the track rails. This rackThis locomotive, which appears in
rail is also the conductor rail.
one of the views, has a drawbar pull of 8,250 lbs. Current for its
propulsion and also for lighting the plant and yard is furnished
by a unit made up of a Fleming 75 h.p. engine and a Bullock 45
It is housed in a brick
k.w., 250 volt, direct-current generator.
lean-to alongside the oylinder house.
One view shows the method of transferring the ties from the
tram cars to railroad cars. The fixed bail of the tram car having
been removed, a rod is slipped through the holes by which it is
secured to the arms and over this rod a skid is hooked, down which
the ties are slid to the car. The loading and unloading of ties is
done by piecework.
In addition to the parts already described, the plant includes
a boiler plant using natural gas for fuel, a small blacksmith and
machine shop, and a quite complete chemical laboratory where important investigations of interest and value in regard to preservation of timber by creosoting have been, and are being, conducted.
The primary reason for establishing the plant at Shirley was
because of its favorable location for the discharge of a ten-year
contract with the Big Four for creosoting a minimum of 600,000 ties
a year. The B:g Four specifications require that each tie shall
contain 2Vi gals., or 8 lbs. of oil per cubic foot. Complete saturation
of the tie is assured with this amount.
For red oak and beech,
results at this plant show that about 4% gals, are required originally
for saturation and approximately the same for hard maple.
Soft
maple requires about a gallon more. This, it will be understood,
is prior to the removal of the free oil by vacuum.
Twenty-eight
different timbers have been treated at the plant and the results
recorded. In seasoning the timbers for treatment the best results
are obtained from soft woods in from four to six months, red and
black oaks in six to eight months, sugar tree and hickory in eight
to ten months, and beech about a year.
As indicative of the economy of the plant and effectiveness
and accuracy of the methods used, a report on work for the Big
Four made January 20, is of interest, being as follows:
'

Oil received to Jan. 20.

Used

in

On hand

1906

treating lumber
Jan. 20, 1900
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"Solid Base" Rail Joint.

The accompanying drawlngi show b design of bridge rail joint
which a number of claims of superiority over other joints of
similar character are claimed.
It
is simple, strong and not ex
pensive to make. There are only three pieces, a base plate and two
angle bars. In the process of manufacture no upsetting or bending of the joint base is required, the process being one of rolling
for

with overhangThe base plate, it will be seen, is ton
ing legs on each side, llieir under surface being at a 4-deg. angle
The rail seat is grooved to give a small
with the horizontal.
shoulder half the thickness of the outer edges of the rail base
The angle bars have a 13-deg.
to assist in resisting lateral thrust
angle on the under surface of the bottom leg and a 4-deg. angle
on the top surface. The bottom leg is extended beyond tiie vertical
entirely.

I

Cross-Section Through Center of

Kohn

"Solid Base" Rail Joint.

end and a lip is turned up to assist in preventing creeping of the joint. To apply the joint the base is introduced under
the rail ends from either side and the angle bars, which are interchangeable rights or lefts, are slipped in until the bolt holes are
in line.
When the bolts are tightened up the wredge-shaped bottom
legs of the angle bars are drawn up in the contracted openings
between the top of the base of rail and the overhanging legs of the
base plate.
It is claimed that with this construction a perfect three-point
fishing contact is obtained since the bottom legs of the angle bars
come in contact with the base of rail and the overhanging legs of
the base plate before the top surfaces of the angle bars come in
contact with the under side of the rail head. Any irregularity of
manufacture is overcome by the base plate shifting laterally during
the tightening of the nuts. Owing to the small angle of 4 deg. on
the under side of the overhanging leg, a powerful wedging action
The
is obtained without distorting or bending up the overhang.
wedging action is obtained by tightening the joint bolts and not
leg at one

1,497.187 gals.
9,831 gals.
"
280,481

290,312 gals.
Total oil used for ties
tsi.lsl ties treated at

On

2%

gals

1,206.875 gals.
1,211,210 ••

assumption that the percentage of waste is
the record shows the average impregnation per tie to
have been within 0.36 of 1 per cent, of the specification.
As might naturally be expected from the foregoing statements
the

justifiable

negligible,

regarding this plant, and paramount in practical importance in
the matter of results, the cost of creosoting ties has been greatly
reduced by these methods. In Mr. Von Schrenk's report to the
International Railway Congress last May the net cost to the Government for creosoting ties was given at 45 cents. The contract
price with the Big Four at the Shirley plant is 30 cents a tie.
The officers of the Columbia Creosoting Company are A. T.
Hert, President; L. T. Dickason, Vice-President; M. L. Gould,
The
Secretary and Treasurer; C. B. Lowry, General Manager.
ideas embodied in the plant, as well as the special devices that
have been referred to, are Mr. Lowry's and to him we are indebted
for the information for this article.

The Prussian State Railroad management has assigned a government engineer, Gutbrod, heretofore the member of its Halle
directory, expert in mechanical engineering, as an attache of the

German Consulate in New York. This is the only government,
so far as we know, which maintains technical experts in foreign
countries to keep abreast of changes in engineering practice; just
as army and navy officers are attached to foreign embassies a practice that might be imitated to advantage.

—

Angle Bar for Kohn "Solid Base" Rail Joint.
by driving the angle bars in the direction of the length of the rail.
It is claimed that perfect surface and alinement is obtained with
this joint owing to the equal pressure on the two sides and the
bottom surfaces of the rails. The base plate gives a solid base for
the rail ends and the lateral thrust of the joint is carried by all
the joint spikes, being transmitted to the base plate by the rail seat
shoulder and the overhanging legs. The large bearing surfaces and
the friction between them, it is claimed, practically eliminate creeping of the parts of the joint, but as an additional precaution the
ends of the angle bars are turned up to engage with the end of
the overhanging legs of the base plate. The joints can be applied
without disturbing existing track standards. They can be made with
spike holes punched, as shown in the drawing, or with the holes
in the spike extension on the sides of the base plate.
Some experimental joints of this type were put in the main outbound passenger track of the New York Central near High Bridge,
N. Y., on April 3, 1902. As no facilities for rolling the joints were

Maiwii

Hi.
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had they were made of cast-steel. These joints, after four
years' service are still in track and show no signs of wear or disThe bolts have been tightened but twice in that time.
tortion.
The joint has been designed and patented by Koby Kohn, 45
West 119th street, New York City.
to be
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pleases the tool builder but costs you at least 35 cents each
it happens.
A pattern maker in one day's time will enable
you to reduce your loss 75 per cent. Perhaps also you believe the
faces or ends of the piston should be smooth; Vs in. is a great
plenty if this finishing is to be done in a lathe, that is Ye. in. per
in. fine turnThis total finishing of
face on the 20 in. piston.
ings represents an almost total loss of 20 lbs. of metal equal to 30
it

time

%

Minor Shop Savings.

The tendency of machine design is towards strength and massiveness and it is noticed that whenever a discussion centers about
machine shop output, the common thought runs on the capacity
The demand for heavy
of the individual machine to remove metal.
metal working machinery went from our shops to the tool makers,
who have and are responding in no uncertain way. We are buying
machines that in bulk, weight and working capacity are marvels.
Machines of increased size to accommodate the cumbersome details
of present day design are of course necessary; yet in the average
run of railroad machine shop work the size of the average machine
On that we will agree,
of ten years ago is large enough to-day.
but general exception will be taken to the capacity of machines but

ten years old.

The machine of to-day aside from its inherent strength, is
equipped with speed and feed adjustment attachments which are
immensely valuable. These are no uncertain improvements tending to increased ease, accuracy and speed of output. I do not question the need of strength in the machine itself, but I do question
the value of the results we get from a blind use of these machines.
To be sure, if there is an excessive amount of stock to be removed from any piece to be finished the rational method is to
crowd on power and get it off, but my contention is this: in the
average run of railroad machine shop work the excessive stock
Excessive stock means unnecesfor finishing should not be there.
sary initial expense for castings or forgings. Excessive stock on
castings indicates poor pattern design or the use of one pattern
to fill several sizes needed at a consequent saving in pattern shop
labor but a heavy increase in resultant net cost of output. It may
indicate a lack of business perception in the machine shop superintendent; or it may indicate a pattern shop personel out of touch
with present day demands or a force inadequate to properly take
care of the work. Of all of the characteristics developed in the
machinist working under premium or piece work methods, none
should be more satisfactory to his foreman or master mechanic
than his plea to get rid of a burdensome lot of stock on a certain
casting. The machinist working in the usual day rate manner will
pay very little attention to stock. If he has one of the large high
powered machines he will take the feed and cut the foreman will
set, with seldom ever a word as to the reasonableness of removing all the apparently unnecessary stock; but if that same workman adds to his pay check in direct proportion to his output and
his machine powei is limited, he will begin to scheme to save,
for himself of course, but every time he gains an advantage for
No. 1 he likewise gains for his company. When the workman in
this manner builds his own pay check he puts himself in the
He must pay for
position of one who must pay his own way.
the mistakes of others if the castings don't come in the very best
shape. I have noticed that when we have to pay our own bills we
watch the bills and we are a great deal more careful of amounts
than when we simply O. K., and verify the extensions of bills of
others.
It is a patent fact that patterns for railroad shop use
are not skinned to the limit demanded by manufacturing concerns
whose chiefs are generally principal shareholders in all profits.
This sentiment may sound well but what is it when expressed
in dollars and cents?
Let us suppose your road purchases 50 locomotives, carrying 20-in. cylinders. The pattern shop in making
ready to meet repairs with castings builds a piston head pattern,
The foreman pattern maker knows the cylinsay, of the solid type.
ders on these engines will wear larger and larger, hence prepares.
in a way, for this by constructing a pattern which will finish for
a 20%-in. cylinder. What has he done? For all engines so damaged as to require new cylinders, for all cylinders bushed during
the life run of the engines, perhaps for 20 years, the machine
shop will continue to finish the piston head to 20 in. Suppose the
thickness of the piston is 5 in. Each time this stock is removed
there are 25 lbs. of metal turned off which at. a net loss of Lc.
pci- pound, means a loss in metal of 25 cents.
We all know it will
cost more for labor to finish the piston head carrying this extra
stock than were if reduced to a decent minimum.
No matter on
what machine this finishing of the piston head is done, Hi" theon
Tin
is the same.
Is oi
this particular loi of engines require
at least two sizes of the patterns.
These patli rns are eai llj madi
and last well. Hie same core boxes will answer for as many sizes
as are actually demanded.
Simply because you have a machine
Capable of removing the slock in one nil. If neee: :iry, gives no
r
excuse for the 2. ,e. loss in metal. As a pure macl
iperatlon
•A paper presented mi the February meeting of
C. .1. Crowley, Bhop Den
Btrator, C, B 8 Q

Club by
Iowa.

the
Ry.,

Western Hallway
Weel Burlington,

cents at least.
It is to be noted in working in cast-iron there is a usual loss
The iron dust is lost
of 15 per cent, of the turnings or borings.
If the solid piston .is
in every movement from tool to scrap bin.
of uniform thickness the sides can be quickly and easily finished
on a wet grinder. When preparing the piston pattern for end finishing on the grinder absolutely no attention need be paid to stock,
The grinder will remove the sand, leave
finish the rfettern to size.
It
of the hard scale and save you 30 cents worth of stock.
thus possible to build patterns to suit the best laid plans of
the machine shop. The pattern shop foreman should be as closely connected to the machine shop foreman as is usually the relationship of the machine to the erecting shop foreman. The proper
construction of patterns when made is so important that there
should be some intelligent member of the mechanical force daily
in touch with the pattern shop, advising the pattern maker on all
particulars of special importance to the finishing and erecting shops.
Build your patterns as nearly right as you can in the first place.
In common with the gain obtained in cutting to a minimum
the amount of finishing stock is that obtained in coring all possible holes.
Actual practice determines that a hole can be properly
reamed for one-half what it costs to drill; therefore if a hole
must needs be exact in location and size first core it as large as
practice will permit, then finish with a reamer. This will apply
on castings which can be drilled from a jig. As said above, the
labor cost is one-half and the metal of the hole is saved. Carrying out these ideas will enable any shop to turn out front cylinder
heads finished for 35 cents. On quite a few castings which are
to be finished we commonly add a flange or series of lugs to fasten
The metal in these lugs or flange is paid for
it to a face plate.
at a new metal price and goes back to the foundry at a scrap price,
a material loss of course. Instead of doing this over and over
perhaps a thousand times a year, get your shop inventor to contrive
some sort of a permanent chuck which will hold the casting in some
other way and will save this waste. A chuck costing $5 will perhaps save $100 a year.
Particular attention should be given to steel castings as they
are hard to finish. Brass is easily worked and enormous cuts and
stood by a lathe
I
feeds may be taken on our heavy machines.
hand recently in one of the largest and best shops of the country
and saw the look of satisfaction on his face and that of his shop
demonstrator as the machine tore the metal off a driving box
inquired if such cuts were common and was told that
I
brass.
in. to Y2 in.
they were. I found most of their patterns carried
No doubt this metal was removed
finishing metal in the crown fit.
as quickly as would only Yi in- But did net that extra % in. represent labor and material absolutely without a use in the production of a finished brass? There is not a great difference in price
of new and scrap brass, but there is invariably a loss in weight,
metal actually lost. A 10 in. x 12 in. driving box brass pattern
with Yi in. excess stock on the crown will weigh 14 lbs. more
than it should and will represent a dead loss of at least (10 cents
every time a new brass is put in a box. We have powerful machines for the work and the extra stock gives us so little trouble
to remove that if perchance we should be told there was excess
stock on the brass we would think or say there is not enough loss
But inspection does show a big loss, and a loss per day
to count.
(Heat
in some shops enough to pay the wages of a good machinist.
stress is laid on the proper proportions of eastings simply because
It isn't after
castings are used in such quantities in our work.
all, the greatest feature of shop work to finish six or eight pairs
of driving wheels per day, but it is a money making sehenie to put
the closest (bought on the 200 or 800 other jobs which keep 26
other machines busy and which, because they are small, we pass
More monej can be made for
by regularly as being unimportant
company by following up the LOO small items than by putling Hie major Ihnught on the ten larger item:
On finishing forgings the same general principle applies Hammered hi Corged iron maj cost 3 cents per pound, while the Bcrap
11
the
per poiiiiil
turnings or borings will not
0V6I '• Cenf
frame forge men will work carefully, and keep the stock on a main
frame within % In. all over thej will do their work as well as

most
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be expected,
loss
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you can plane frames bul bow best you can forge frames.
Items are generallj less than material cos) Items, U
tore it behooves everj man In authority In these matters to »
in
rough material.
Tins idea is Bplendidl] carried out In buying lumber for railbop use. The rough Blzei are on the ragged edge of those
road

cheapl]

Labor

cost
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will yield dressed lumber of full size even when the lumber
green.
Powerful machines are
ded when they are needed,
but their strength and utility is often used at a loss because some
one has stopped thinking when he doesn'l have to paj the bills.

which

is

i

Strauss Bascule Bridges.

Two

lion bascule bridges, prepared by
designs of Strauss tr
Chicago, are illustrated herewith. The Strauss
In it. not
bridge is the development oC the fixed-trunnion bridge.
only does the bridge proper move on trunnions but the counter
weight as well, substituting lor the rigidly-attached counterweight
mass moving with the leaf, a pivotally-connected counterweigh) mass
moving independently of the leaf. This enables the touiiterweighl
to move horizontally as the bridge opens and therefore requires
no pit: it also enables ihe counterweight to be so located and formed
as to permit the use of concrete instead of pig iron, and permits
the use of straight-line structural members throughout.
Both designs shown herewith have overhead counterweights. There is another type having an underneath counterweight. The tail ends oi
the trusses of the moving leaf are carried under the floor of the
fixed approach, where a structural steel box, usually hung centrally
on pins in the tail ends, swings in the space embraced between
these trusses, the approach floor and water line.
This box holds
the concrete counterweight (supplemented at'times by pig iron)
and generally is shallow, getting its volume from its width and
length.
By means of a pair of pin-connected links, it is kept from
oscillating and is mail* to move parallel to itself through the entire
range of motion.
In the overhead counterweight type, the counterweigh! is car-

Mr.

J.

B. Strauss.

o

O

Q.
Q.

o

m
c

-S

Cross Section, Copenhagen

-H

Bridge.

ried in a box which is generally deeper and narrower, and eccentric
with respect to the supporting tail-end pins, the connection to the
pins being by means of a leg on either side.
In the closed position
this box is above the traffic clearance line, and in the open position
it is just above the floor line.
The parallel motion is obtained by
means of a pair of braced links pin-conneeted to the box and to
the tower forming the fixed support. Of these types, the latter is
usually the more economical of the two. In highway bridges, the
counterweight is generally placed centrally on the tail-end pins and
designed as a portal, co-operating with the operating houses to

form an ornamental gateway of pleasing effect.
A feature for which special importance is claimed in the Strauss
design is the concentration of all the load on one point on the
foundation, the effect being the same as a fixed span. Another point
is the matter of balance.
By reason of the pin-connection for the
counterweight, it is not only possible to locate the center of gravity
of the leaf with exactness, but in the final adjustment counterweight may be added to or taken from any part of the box without changing the point of application. This secures a practically
perfect balance and reduces the lost work to a minimum.
The
Wheeling & Lake Erie bridge at Cleveland, Ohio, built in 1904,
stops at any point of its motion without the use of the brakes, it
is said.
There is no tendency either to open or close of its own
accord, and no chance, therefore, of getting beyond control and
coming down too hard on the foundations in closing, or against the
bumper in opening.
The Rahway bridge of the illustrations is a double-track, singleleaf railroad bridge, designed for Cooper's E-35 loading.
It carries
the tracks of the New Jersey Short Line across the Rahwav river.
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The clear span provided is 65 ft. and the length of the leaf is 83 ft.
The trunnions are 14 in. in diameter, and the counterweight pins
8% in. The bridge is provided with air whistle, signals, semaphores, brakes, etc.
ah devices, Including truss and rail locks,
Racks are used in place
are controlled from the operator's house.
of operating sinits. and all machinery is housed in machinery enclosures of ample size. Hand power operation is also provided, the
hand power gearing being inside of the operator's house.
This bridge its designer considers a good example of medium
span structure for either interurban or heavy railroad service. It

Vol. XL., No.

11.

A general plan of the Knippel bridge, plans for which ;>i
under way for the city of Copenhagen, Denmark, is also shown.
This bridge is of the overhead countei weight type, the counterweight
being designed as a portal moving up and down as the leaf closes
and opens. Two tower harmonize with the portal counterweight,
the effect being that of an ornamental gateway at the entrance to
the bascule. The operating houses are located in these towers. The
bascule proper is designed to act as an arch under live load, the
two channel piers being proportioned to take the arch thrust.
The two approach spans are simple plate girder spans. These spans

Slagr

Concrete

Counfertv'r
2/S,000/6s-

Bridge

Open

-34
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to-
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-10-

\Base_
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I
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Rail
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Water line-*
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!<-«£.

£~/eyaf/on.

^mmXZJ,

r-H
Cross Sect/on.

'\<-S0"M\<-S'-\

Half Section of
Moving leaf.

Strauss

Hand Operated Bascuie Bridge

is very stiff, and of substantial character throughout.
Although
the distance from the base or rail to water line is only 10% ft.,
no pit is required. It is claimed that this design was as economical
as a 150-ft. plate girder span, originally proposed for this crossing.
Of the other designs presented, one is of interest because of
its extreme simplicity and low cost, its designer asserting that it
is the most compact, direct and efficient movable bridge ever produced. It is particularly adapted for canal bridges which do not
require frequent opening. It is operated by hand power and requires no maintenance, it is claimed.

for

Half £/enrf/'on of

7brrerr

Canals.

are paved with brick, while the bascule has a wooden floor. The
operating power is electricity, direct current, and in place of an
operating strut, as in the W. & L. E. bridge, there is a rack, so designed that all curvature comes in the rack castings, which are
steel.
The bridge is designed to be of a monumental character, and
was selected in an international competition held by the city authorities of Copenhagen for this purpose.
Its estimated cost is $230,000.
The Strauss Bascule & Concrete Bridge Company, Chicago, has
recently acquired the patents of Mr. Strauss and will design and
build the bridges bearing his name.
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The Care

of

Air and

Steam Heat Hose and Couplings.

hose, complete, value
1,195 steam heat hose and couplings

Making a cash value

$57,024
5,975

$62,999

of

Comparatively speaking, this is, of course, only a small sum,
I think you will agree with me that it is worth looking after.
Now one portion of this equipment is more perishable than the
other, i.e., the rubber hose, and when the hose is worn out, the
whole thing must be removed and replaced by a new outfit. The
cost of replacement could be $62,999, or it can be $33,834, and as
this replacement must be made seven times per year, in the case
of steam heat hose, and at least once every 18 months in the case
of air hose it will make a considerable difference to a railroad company which figure it chooses.
In giving the above figures I use the maximum and minimum;
in practice, each railroad hits a mean somewhere between these,
depending on the attention it receives, but the choice is a wide
one and there is room to lose or make considerable money.
If you will go over almost any large railroad to-day and make
a thorough search, you will be surprised at the number of disordered air and steam hose couplings you will find that are going
Don't give notice that you are
to waste by being allowed to rot.
coming, however, or you won't find them there are ways of disposing of such things. I have in mind a case that happened at a
divisional point on one of the big railroads of Canada. When word
came along that there was to be an inspection in a few days, the
boys started in to clean up and found many things, among them
three barrels of air and steam hose couplings, with more or less
worn out hose attached. When they were got together they looked
like a good sized bunch of trouble for some one, and as the men
in question were firm believers in the old saying that what you
don't see won't hurt you, they packed them on the tender of an
engine on a local train and dumped them into the first deep lake
they came to. The money loss to the railroad in this case must
have been some hundreds of dollars. How they disposed of these
at other points on the road I am not in a position to say, but it
is more than likely that the total quantity to be disposed of ahead
but

—

particular inspection amounted to at least 50 barrels.
I
would be willing to take the money value of them for two years
salary, anyway.
I
merely use the above as an illustration of a thing that is
going on more or less on all roads in America, and I don't want
anyone to get the idea that this incident occurred on a road where
things are run loosely; on the contrary the supply department
of the road in question is above the average in efficiency, as can
be easily proved. There is not much use in pointing out an evil
if you are not prepared to suggest a remedy, and this I am prepared to do, and after due consideration I have concluded that a
few facts from my own experience would help point the moral about
as well as anything I could say.
Some years ago I was called on to take charge and organize
the stores department on a certain railroad.
I may
say here that
I
was not altogether a green hand at railroad business, having had
a somewhat extended experience in different lines of the work, and
that
found all of my knowledge useful in my new position.
had not been very long keeping si ores until there was brought
of this

I

forcibly to

I

my

notice the constant

am

demand

for the class of material

attempting to deal with in his article, and these demands
invariably necessitated the supplying of new material. As soon as
gave the matter special attention
made up my mind there was
something wrong with our method of handling the business. As
a
first step toward reform
collected all of the second li.nn] air
and steam heat, couplings on the road, Mien tOOi Inventory of all
the new stock made up and in the hands of men at terminals,
divisional ami junction points, and opened a debit and credit ac
count with each man who handled this class Of material,
The next
step was to put up e bench and vice n> the general stores build
ing, and start a man cleaning up anil repairing old coupling heads
and applying new hose, work Which had
" done In simps pre
I

I

1

I

I

I

found we did not
You may judge of my surprise when
have to purchase anything in this line outside of hose, gaskets,
and small bolts for nearly one year, coupler heads and nipples
having been bought previously each month. The cost of refitting
standard air hose amounted to 4 cents each while the steam heat
hose cost 6 cents. The men at outside points now had to keep their
account with me straight, that is, they had to return me one coupler
head, nipple clamps and defective hose for each new one received,
while the shop people simply brought to the store old outfit for
exchange; the result was that you could not find a single item
of the material laying round loose from one end of the road to
the other, and the men were just as careful of it when it was
disabled as when it was new and ready for service.
The next benefit derived under this arrangement came about
As all of this material used on the road was handled
in this way:
in the stores building under my eye I noticed the large number
of hose that had been pulled apart by trainmen failing to uncouple.
I watched this for some time and found that it amounted to 2f>
per cent, of the whole. I also located the points where most of
the hose came from, and then took the matter up with the trainmaster and superintendent. The number of torn hose received deviously.

It is the privilege and prerogative of the air-brake expert to
look after and discuss the care of the air-brake generally, and the
object of his work is to bring about greater efficiency in the working of a very important part of railroad equipment. His fundamental idea is to make money for the railroad company, recognizing the fact that money saved is money made. It is not my
wish to encroach on the air-brake man's ground, but to draw attention to an opportunity of saving money that is to a great extent
neglected by the larger railroad companies. I refer to the care
of air and steam heat hose and couplings.
The first question to be considered is, are they worth the bother
and expense of looking after them closely. Well, let us see how the
Suppose we take a road of 2,000 miles with an averfigures look.
age equipment, say. of 16,000 regular freight cars, 200 passenger
cars, 200 other cars, vans, plows, 265 engines, and 265 engineers.
This road would have in use the following air and steam hose and
couplings:
:;j.400 air
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creased at once, but some of the men fell short in their returns
and in explanation stated that they found cars with everything
gone, even the nipple, and so could not return what they did not
have.
I
again called on trainmaster and superintendent and received back an explanation that did not explain anything nor produce the goods. Then I figured up the loss to date, and asked
the superintendent whom in his department I should bill with $225.
This seemed to wake up things all around, and the investigation)
that followed showed that yardmen when they destroyed a hose
had been disposing of them in some dark corner or in the bottom
This made quite a little trouble for
of the river on the old plan.
a few people, but the result was that we got the torn hose down
to 5 per cent., below which I have not been able to bring it, but
I am disposed to think that is not bad, when one poor fellow writesthat his is 90 per cent.
Just as an instance to show how this scheme worked out, oner
of the joint car men at an important junction got ahead of his
count 18 pieces, and when I asked for an explanation he informed,
me that the road we made connection with at that point had stored
cars in our yard for a few days, and after they were taken out
he found 18 hose and couplings on the ground where the train crew
had thrown them while replacing with new equipment from the
van.
Since he was a joint man, and only one road called on him
There was $15 worth of
to return old hose he sent them to me.
good material in this lot. If the road in question did business in
this manner on the whole system, how much does it lose every year?
As to the cost of looking after this, I can say with a clear
conscience that it has not cost our company one cent. Ten minutes
per day of one clerk's time is all that is required to keep the
How much
accounts, and the time I devote to it does not count.
have we saved per year? I do not know, as there are no figures
obtainable, but with all the care we have given the matter, with
every man who handles this material on the watch for our own
and stealing from other roads to keep even with that account we
lose $21111 worth each year.
How many thousands would we lose
if it were not looked after?
storekeeper.
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Goodwin
design of

of the

Goodwin Car.

now something more than ten years ago that the first
dump car was built and put in service. The first
car brought out was ahead of its time; many of its

steel

structural features were of a revolutionary nature
This pioneer car was far from being perfect, but

which it was designed;
was expensive and heavy
easily made inoperative under the most severe

for
It

car building.
did the work
and it was built to stand the racket.
but did not get out of order, nor was
in

it

The
conditions.
railroads were not then prepared to endorse and to hu\ such bear]
cars, and few contractors, in whose work thej were especially valu
able, were in a position to invest in such expensive equipment, even
they fully appreciated the earning value id' it.
it'
The policy of
building and leasing cars early adopted bj the Goodwin far Co.,
was the natural outcome of (lie conditions existing when their
cars wen. first Introduced, ami this policy of leasing onb his b en
continued until recently. Quite a number of cars were built and put
under lease for long and short terms to contractors,
Steel
panics ami others, and they have proved then perfect adaptaC
bility
for handling any ami every kind ef dumpable material.
it

1

Ballast, iron ore, coal, blast furnace slag, billet end:
pig iron and
lime stone have been handled in these cars, loading i>> dropping
from chutes twentj feel above the ear, and then discharging under
absolute control without manual labor of any kind,
in railroad
construction work, trestle filling, etc., thl
valuable.
I'.'u::
111
Mr w'm 11 Taylor, of Scranton, Pa., repreaei
Interests with large capital, became the president ami general
manager Of the Goodwin Car Co. Mr. Taylor Is a practical business
man. ami in addition to attending to affairs of tins company, is
It

1
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President and Manage] of the si- Clair Coal Co., one of
individual operator! and shippers in the anthracite coal
fields, and also conducts the open
as or ins three large machines and supply houses located ;ii Allentown, Hazelton and Scranton
Pa., and is also active ai Directoi mi Nevt ifork banking institutions.
The entire control ni' ,ii«. company's Interests was turned over to
Mr. Taylor as President ami Crucial Manager, and he proceeded
to put the company in a livm nnancial position and t<i enlarge Its
Willi the able assistance of Mr, John M Good
Beld ni' operation.
win in charge
the engineering department and the hearty co
operation of a thoroughly capable and efficient organization, he

also the
Hi.

1

» >
t

Which

in

the

new

lie

companj on
lias

policy of

a

directed

XL., No.

11.

dividend paying basis In the horl time
operations.
This speaks iii Itself for

ils

management.

Successive modifications

Goodwin car produced the
air dumping apparat
From iiiis car (as in all types of Goodwin care) the load .an be
discharged in any direction. This is the type to he Been to-day on
.lass

ol

"G" or special service

the

car,

first

with

many

its

1

large pieces of construction work throughout the country.
weighs 50,000 Ibi
ha:, a capacit) of ::o ,uhh- yards level load,
or so, 000 lbs., and is 36 tc. long,
it
is bulll to withstand tin- heavy
shocks incident to sloam shovel loading, and has all of the distinct11
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have made Goodwin cars so widely and favorThis type of car, however, was too heavy and expensive for general service, and to meet the demand for a lighter
and more simple car. having all the advantages of the Goodwin
Class "G" car, the company has designed and now offers its new
The aim has been to build
type, class "P" car, patents of 1906.
a car conforming in every respect to standard freight car construction, but embodying the distinctive and desirable features of
the Goouwin car. Two types of class "P" cars are shown in the
The "P P C" car is for carrying coal, lime stone or
illustrations.
other bulk freight of similar character, and Ihe "S P" car is a
modified form intended for the ore-carrying roads. In the class "P"
cars, the swing doors of the class "G" cars have been replaced by
fixed sloping sheets, and the load is discharged through four doors
which have a clear opening of 4S in., extending the entire length
Any one, or all of these doors may be
of the car on both sides.
opened from the platform of the car by a single motion and the
In the
load discharged all on one side, or half on each side.
"P P C" type the doors on the lower aprons may be raised and
This permits disthe load also discharged between the rails.
charging the load on center-dump coal trestles, and into hoppers
between the rai s or discharging it over the side of trestles, or loading chute?. The bottom sheets of the body or box have a slope
of 32 d*g. in the "P P C" car. and 3ti deg. in the "S P" car.
Ive

ably

Features which

known.

'

Side Elevation of Class

-'Ml

Under the class "P" cars, any standard truck and any standard equipment can be used, and the structural details have also
been worked out with great care to avoid complicated or special
shapes and sections and to reduce the amount of riveting to the
minimum, all with the view of bringing the cost to the lowest possible limit, while retaining strength and efficiency.
The Goodwin
Car Co. now proposes to sell these types of cars as well as to
continue to lease their type "G" construction cars.
Foreign Mail Service.

The report of the Superintendent of Foreign Mails, just issued
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1905, gives the comparative spded
of mail steamers on both the Atlantic and Pacific. Many lines invited failed to report. There are shown the number of trips made,
the average apparent time (in hours) of the trips, and the quickest
trip made by each steamer of the steamship companies in conveying the United States mails from New York to London and to
Paris.
The number of hours stated does not indicate the time
consumed in the sea vcyage only, but the period elapsing between
the actual receipt of the mails at the post office in New York and
their delivery at the post office in London or Paris.
The quickest
Atlantic mail trips were mane by the North German Lloyd, and the
quickest Pacific trips by the Nippon Yusen kaisha (Japan Mail

SP Goodwin Car

for Carrying Ore.

Elevation and Cross-Section of Class SP Goodwin Car.

o

'

'
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When the development of the locomotive was young, in the
year 1S27. Mr. H. Aiken made an "Illustration of Modern
Prophecy." which was engraved and printed in London in January,
1828.
Aside from an interest which elderly persons may find in
the female figures, this steam tricycle has indications of details worked out more than half a century later.
The wheels

of

etch

is

asked for to pay for

to

coffee.

Steam.
feeds his

liurs

itli

common

coal.

I'min a print published in Loudon. January, 182a

are suggestive of pneumatic tires; the spokes are evidently
designed for tensile strains only: the handle-bar and headcostume has
but
the. chauffeur's
quite
modern:
are
light
realized.
The engraving is made from a
been
not
yet
Mr.
W. Laycock. of Sheffield,
rare one owned by
print
a
England.
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Friday,

we wish

to reiterate the statement we made at that time
obvious that there are a great many railroads which are
physically unable to follow the example of the New York, Ontario
& Western in making a uniform passenger rate. So far as the
application to general practice is concerned, it seems most desiraThe pasble, however, that fares should be as simple as possible.
senger traffic manager is so accustomed to making his calculations
to provide for diverse and complicated kinds of business that he
does not always realize the feeling of helplessness with which the
passenger tariff is apt to impress the passenger, particularly on
western lines. We have at no time advocated a general adoption
of a uniform rate of two cents per mile, or of any other sum per
mile, throughout the railroads of the country; but we do believe
that a simplification even a radical simplification of passenger
tariffs would not only be possible, but would be very helpful in en-

doubts,

that

it is

—

—

gendering a spirit of confidence and good feeling on the part of
the traveler towards the railroad.

The disastrous butting collision of passenger trains last Friday
morning near Adobe, Colorado, reported in another column of this
paper, appears to have been due directly to over work of a telegraph
operator, for which the public will hold the employer at least equally
responsible with the operator; for the fact that the day man remained on duty at night without permission will not be a sufficient
defense.

The

officer

in charge will be judged responsible for not

detecting and preventing such a risky proceeding. But though this
immediate cause
is true, the reports indicate that the main and

The trouble was not that
when awake, he told the despatcher that
when he did not know whether it had passed

was a moral delinquency of the operator.
be

fell
i.

:'.

asleep, but that,

had not passed,

or not. Railroad managers have plenty of sins to answer for, but
trusting sleepy operators to stop trains is not one of them; and
those editors who predicate their censure on the allegation that

"Operator Lively, while asleep, allowed a train to pass for which
he held an order." should correct themselves. Lively did not have
If he had had it, his stop signal,
the order when No. 3 passed.
which does not sleep, would have been displayed and would have
stopped the train. The despatcher would not have sent the order
until first assured that the signal was displayed; and the setting
of the signal and giving the assurance would have been done in
the regular and simple routine. The case is one more disheartening Instance of a man who knows his duty, but lacks the moral
courage to do It when doing it may Involve a little censure Rather
than admit having been asleep, and by such admission risking the

:
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In the contributors' column this week there are two letters
from correspondents about our editorial entitled "An Experiment
in Reduced Passenger Fares," printed in the Railroad Gazette
March 9. These letters are self-explanatory, and we think that our
editorial also made its point of view clear; but, to remove any

310
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316
316

Wheeling & Lake Erie Earnings
Machine Shop Practice

23,

1906.

—

—

loss of a

March

dollar, this operator risked
and lost a score of lives.
Getting operators with moral courage is not easy in the wilds of
Colorado, and some railroad men will for that reason be lenient
in their judgment of the man who appointed this operator.
But
there is a deeper question than that. Getting operators with strength
of character is not easy, either East or West, on the plan usually
employed. A better plan is needed. How many of your own operators can be trusted to frankly report irregularities for which they
themselves are wholly or partly to blame? Only yesterday an officer of an eastern trunk line told us of continued difficulty in getting operators and signal men on his road. Not long ago a road
in Pennsylvania deferred the adoption of the block system on
certain lines because of the difficulty of getting reliable men who
would work all day (or all night) in the woods, remote from civilization.
Clearly, it will be necessary, if competent men are to be
secured, not only to pay more money, but also to give the good
treatment, vacations and careful instruction and counsel that competent men desire. And how about moral courage among superintendents and despatchers? Only a few months ago we had occasion
to report an instance on an eastern road
another trunk line of a
signalman working 36 hours on a stretch. As we have said, going
to sleep is not the greatest fault in the signal or telegraph service,
for the rules, in a very simple way, provide against disastrous results from that kind of neglect; but how can a superintendent

—

—

bear to be responsible even for the secondary cause of a collision?
The Denver & Rio Grande apparently empowered despatchers to
permit over work. Other roads do the same. Do we realize how
"
very cautiously such power ought to be .xcrri sim!

Those who are working

for

the passage of compulsory

Heel,

signal laws, whether in Congress at Washington or in the Massachusetts legislature at Boston, will have no lack of impressive
arguments. The regular record, published by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission every three months, does Indeed afford examples
enough; but cases like Adobe, burning the bodies of a dozen
tims beyond recognition, serve to more effectually arouse our hardened sensibilities. It should be carefully noted that the argument
for the block system remains unshaken, notwithstanding the fact

manual system, a sleepy operator may make trouble
with the space Interval as well as with the time interval and
despatcher system. But. although a block signal operator l.y collusion with another operator, or through the coincident neglect
of an englneman can cause a collision by Bleeping if tho circumstances are favorable, the fact remains thai such cases are rare.
With or without better
The difference In the routine Is radical
that, with the

—

moral character In the men. or better training, the block sysIt is operated by few
tem is more practicable, sure and safe.
DeBpatchers' orders are
and simple processes, requiring little time
written, transmitted and made effective by numerous processes, re
These are to a large extent simple, when
quiring much time.

•
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viewed singly, bul the} become complii ited when we take Into
consideration the detail:
elected with the handling of nuni'M.u
orders at tin' same st:
a1
the same time nr ihink of the exacting nature of the menial problemi Impu id mi tin- lii'Sjin i'Im t. An
efficient ami reliable signalman
like an efficient and reliable teleI

graph operator,
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elements.
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ing system

is

aboul

block

training, which

is

product

the

Is

qualities.

tern

j

due

in

worked

oi
1

1

ha:

experience and moral
any one of these three
the ail vantage of requiring less
training,

a lack ui

the simpler processes.

bj

a

The

train-despatch-

constant succession of exceptions to
by constantly following the rules,

the rules; the bin
m
with very rare exceptions. A block-signal operator must have a
regular habit of being awake for every train; under the despatching system the operator who desires to sleep is frequently finding
occasions on which he can be off guard ami no harm ensue.
His
reputation will be harmed if lie despatcher finds him out, but
frequently the despatcher is too busy to watch him. Thus we see
that the block system puts a lighter tax on the moral as well as
on the mental faculties. The block system in its crudest form is
bound to improve the conditions when it is introduced on any road
where the traffic necessitates placing much dependence on the despatching system; but why not have track-circuit control and thus
still farther eliminate the puzzles and trials of mental and moral
training? This is what the Southern Pacific is doing. If we had
1

government investigation of accidents we might then have light
thrown on the question whether such protection ought not have
been provided on the Denver & Rio Grande.

THE RIGHT TO ROUTE YOUR FRIEGHT.
The decision of the United States Supreme Court in the California orange-routing cases, reversing the Circuit Court and the Interstate

Commission, which was

briefly noticed in the Railroad Ga(General News Section, p. 66), is a fine example of
Dutch justice; it is the unanimous decision of the nine justices, and
is written by Justice Peckham.
The acts charged against the railroads are not in terms prohibited by law, and, therefore, "a court
is bound to consider the bearing which the result of its construction
will have on the general purposes of the act." The Atchison and the
Southern Pacific, by routing the enormous shipments of oranges and
lemons for Eastern cities over such Eastern roads as they saw fit,
succeeded in stopping the costly competition which those Eastern
roads had indulged in (by means of secret, illegal rebates) and in
that way resonable and undiscriminating rates were sustained and
fair dealing promoted. The general result being for the public good,
the technical difficulties of the law which a year or two ago guided
the judges of the Circuit Court and four of the five Interstate Commerce Commissioners are now minified by the Supreme Court until
they vanish from sight, and the railroads are justified. Some of the
most refreshing judicial decisions that the courts give us are those
in which they brush aside sophistries in order to make a statute
press harder against an offender who has taken care to respect the
letter while violating the spirit; here we seem to see the opposite.
The spirit of the public tariff law and of the anti-pooling law were
violated; but technically. Justice Peckham makes out that they were
not violated.

zette

March
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It will be recalled that the Interstate Commerce Commission
based its decision that the railroads were wrong mainly on the fact
that the clause forbidding shippers the right to route their freight
violated the law regulating the establishment of through routes. A
through route and rate having been established, it should be open to
all shippers and at all times, except as the tariffs might be modified

after

due notice and publication, as required by the law.

Therefore,
railroad reserved to itself the right to designate the route,
would be holding a route open to a given shipper at one moment

when the
it

and perhaps closing it to him the next moment. In pretending to
give the shipper something in return for this privilege the road was

making a false pretence, for the rate, as shown in the tariff, is
guaranteed by the law, and the railroad cannot give any additional
or greater guarantee.
It is a contradiction to say that the tariffs
create on the one hand many through lines, each open at all times
to the initial carrier, while none is at any time open to the shipper
except in the varying discretion of the initial carrier. Railroads
have objected to the formation of through routes by the government
because they might thereby be forced to make contracts with insolvent connections, but here they impose this condition on the shippers.
Chairman Knapp filed a dissenting opinion, holding that,
having given notice in the tariff that the through rates were conditional, the tariff

was

lawful.

Roads are free

to

make

or refuse to

make through

routes,

sonable conditions;
rate when they see
Justice

Vol.

12.

make them they may attach readiscontinue the through route and
and Chairman Knapp is now sustained.

ami

they
fit;

XL., No.

they

if

may

Peckham

all through hi
emphasizes the fact
that the shipper suffered no Important detriment. Though the railroads reserved the right to route the oranges contrary to his wishes
i

they seldom did so; they usually carried out his directions. The
freight reached its destination as early as if routed by the shipper,
and "in that event the particular route taken is not very important,
to the shipper."
The freight was sent over the best roads in the
country; those which were shut out were the roundabout roads.

Witnesses gave no evidence as to any road being insolvent. The
court must consider the possible evil results of an arbitrary application of the routing rule; but no such results were discovered.
On the other hand, the railroads, by doing the routing themselves,
stopped the rebating, which formerly had been flagrant among the
thai
Eastern roads. One shipper testifi.
n imn Mars his company
had received in rebates $174,000. This was done through the refrigerator car companies, yet it was a bald violation of the law, nevertheless.
There is no pretence that the railroads discriminated between shippers.
The Circuit Court, in re\ wing the order of the Interstate Commerce Commission (to abolish the conditional tariff) paid little or no
attention to the arguments which were elaborated by the Commission and which are summarized above, but held that the routing rule
was equivalent to a pool. It was agreed to between the initial carriers and the Eastern connections, and had the effect of stopping
the competition between these Eastern connections.
(The Circuit
Court is justified by the Supreme Court in its placing of the emphasis on the question of pooling; the court is not bound to
confine itself to the grounds specified by the Commission.)
Justice Peckham then goes on to reverse the Circuit Court; and this
mainly on the ground that although all of the good effects of a pool
were produced, there was no actual agreement to pool. The Eastern
roads simply were satisfied that it would be better to allow the
initial lines to distribute the freight than to continue the practice
of rebating; they believed that they would be fairly treated; and it
was testified that not one of the Eastern companies knew what percentage of the business it received. They simply knew that rates
were maintained. In short, there was no written pooling agreement,
but there was a very effective "blind" pool.
The Eastern roads
trusted to the Southern Pacific and the Atchison to manage their
pool for them satisfactorily, and the trust was not betrayed.
The Commission caned this arrangement a tonnage pool, for the
initial carriers certainly did divide the shipments with a view to
giving each connecting road a proper share. The object was de>
clared to be not so much to prevent rebates as to effect a tonnage division. Mr. Justice Peckham, on the other hand, holds that the main
purpose was to break up the rebating, and therefore he decides that
what was done was not repugnant to the anti-pooling law. He apparently couldn't see how these two things are inter-related. The
-.)

ii

rebates were the weapons in a fight for getting business;

a pool
designed to secure business without
having to fight for it. The essence of a pool is the peaceable division of competitive business, and the essence of this agreement
was precisely the same.
Finally, Mr. Justice Peckham holds that the Eastern connections
were not really competing roads. The initial carriers rightfully entered into agreements with the different Eastern lines for joint
through rates, and could make any desired terms with any one of
them, provided these were not in violation of other provisions of the
act; and the only way that an Eastern connection could compete
with another Eastern connection would be by violating the through
tariff which had been made by the initial carrier and which the connection had agreed to. This, says Justice Peckham, would be unlawful; therefore, it could not properly be done; therefore the
Eastern line could not compete with its rivals. The fact that the
Eastern road could easily kick out of the traces; could, as often as
found desirable, say every few days, call upon the initial carrier
to change the tariff change it according to law
does not occur

when adopted

or put in force

is

—

—

•The through

different roads, contain
a clause expressly stating that in guaranteeing the through rate the road
Shippers are all the time
reserves the absolute right to route the freight.
diverting carloads of oranges to new destinations after they have made part
and to
Shippers claim this privilege as a legal right
of their journey.
divert to advantage they must know where these cars are while on their
Usually the roads route cars as requested.
way East.
For seven years previous to 1900 all shippers received rebates of $15 to
this was paid by the refrigerator car companies and by the
$25 a car
The California roads claim that their action In routing the
eastern railroads.
freight (beginning Jan. 1. 1900) was necessary to stop this payment of
rebates.
It appears that the general eastbound tariff of the roads, covering
all commodities, has the same clause denying shippers the privilege of routing their freight.
tariffs,

showing the rates over 183

;

:

—
Maul'U

—
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that "all that would be Rhode Island —

23, 1906.

to Justice Peckham, apparently.
He says
needed for a total suppression of rate competition among the Eastern
connections would be the honest fulfillment of their agreement as
to joint through rates."
If the law had required such agreements
to be kept unchanged for a month or a year, this reasoning might
hold water; but traffic men will not be able to see it in that light.
The complaining shipper will have to interpret this decision as
holding that the right of a California shipper to decide what road
he Will patronize say, between the Mississippi river and the BuffaloPittsburg dividing line has in this matter been so very slightly
infringed that he has no claim of any consequence for damage.
Probably this is as near justice as we could expect. As the railroads
are carrying the fruit at exceedingly low rates, and as the initial carriers themselves maintain a pretty vigorous competition (in facilities) it is probable that the decision works substantial justice; but
to hear this kind of philosophy from hair-splitting and precedentbound lawyers is an unfamiliar sound.

—

holds with some persistency to the local sysconsiderable. State tax commissions, with
alt their infirmities and under the evil impact of politics, have,
nevertheless, been forced to consideration and study of principles in
railroad taxation. Just as in New England the old district school
system has had to yield almost universally to centralized control by
municipal hoards higher as to intelligence and experience so
the change from local to state taxation of railroads marks the transfer to a higher order of taxing agency, and some coherency and
uniformity have been substituted for the old local diversities. The
fact that the state taxing agency often has the local distribution of
the railroad tax receipts in Eastern states among cities and towns.
West and South in the counties has no immediate bearing on the
merits of the change.
Excluding those state taxation boards, which have been the temporary products of demagogism there has been, on the whole, in
state taxation a discernible tendency to reach honest and equitable
generalizations as tests of railroad values for a basis of taxation. It
has taken a number of forms. Gross earnings is one, taxation of
which, however, while plausible in theory, has not been very successful in practice, and has borne hard on struggling lines.
Absolute
still

tem.

The gain has been

—

—
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TAXES.

The fact that the State of New Jersey has been passing through
an "equal tax" contest with new and additional taxation of railroads in the foreground of the general issue is one of many reminders in these days of rate bills and two-cent-a-mile statutes of

—

Most of these
various railroad directions.
measures can be summed up in the word "taxation," using that

appraisal, as though it were a piece of realty, of a railroad's whole
plant within state bounds with apportionment of equipment to mileage, has been another pleasant theory that has proved infirm in
practice. More successful and, on the whole, representing a growing
tendency, is taxation of railroad debt usually on a basis of par
and of stock on a basis of market values not always easy to ascer-

word

tain.

—

legislative

—

activity

—

in

What, for example, in its final
the two-cent-a-mile proposition but a tax or impost upon
the operating railroad corporation in the form of reduced rates to
in its very broadest sense.

analysis,

be distributed

among passengers

—

if

is made as to values of inreaching that market appraisal

just estimate

—

— of

encouraging because entangled by the rulings of the courts against
state taxation of interstate traffic.
It is unfortunate that the progress toward general principles of
taxation as between the public and the railroad corporations has not
extended in the same degree to the individual holder of railroad se-

—

may be serious.
Some years ago

has the merit

including value of franchise which is the common basic principle of
public taxation of all kinds. But we are not going here in extenso
into the relative merits and demerits, so often discussed, of the
various tax systems. We are merely pointing out tendencies and the
slow but steady drift toward scientific railroad taxation, the more

in proportion to distance traveled?

And, on the tongues of economists and statists, equality of rates
can be readily enough transmuted into equalization of a tax on
transportation. The whole situation is rich in its emphasis on the
subject of railroad taxation and its deep problems, whether those
problems be considered historically or in the flickering lights of the
future.
We are now referring, however, to direct taxation of the
railroad corporation by the state or municipality not to the indirect forms of impost under the head of "regulation," though we
are by no means sure that regulation may not at last reach the
point where its contacts and collisions with normal forms of taxation

It

terstate lines within the state

is

As a resident holder of securities of a domestic railroad
corporation the resident owner of stocks and bonds is fairly protected.
But, as a non-resident, or as a holder of securities of a
railroad outside the state, he is still overmuch a target of unjust
taxation and the victim of some amazing anomalies very fruitful in
curities.

New York railroad tax commission said in
no method of taxation possible to be devised
which is not at this time applied to railroad property in some part tax dodging. Take but a single case: Under the Connecticut law the
of this country." Not long ago we had a more personal illustration resident escapes all tax on bonds of Connecticut railroad corporations
of railroad tax intricacies. Applying to the able head of a railroad and of shares of outside railroad corporations. But, under a special
commission in one of the oldest states of the Union for information and exceptional proviso, he is held for taxes on bonds of outside
as to the system of taxation of railroad bonds in his commonwealth, railroad corporations whether those bonds have been subjected as
we were referred by him to the attorney-general of the state with a debt of the railroad corporation to outside taxation or not. It is
the remark: "So complex are our railroad taxes that I don't under- hardly si range that, under the circumstances, to abate tax dodging.
stand them myself, and never did." Nevertheless, when one takes Connecticut, some years ago, passed a law allowing such a bondthe wide and, so to speak, landscape view of railroad taxation in holder to substitute for the municipal tax a lower bond tax to be
the United States, one can find some encouraging evolutions in the paid to the state. This case is cited, in an old state where tax laws
direction of scientific and harmonious methods. Order is coming out ought long ago to have passed their formative and plastic stage, to
show what a large vacuum still remains for the redress of the douof chaos, but coming very slowly.
It would have arrived more
quickly if changes in the character of American communities on the ble taxation of the ignored and victimized railroad security holder.
With state laws for railroad taxation still greatly lacking In
one han and of the physical conditions of railroad management on
the other had themselves been less continuous and radical.
The uniformity, with legal principles of state taxation as yet much unpioneer Western town once yearning for the railroad and willing to settled and with the swil'i growth ol' railroad consolidal ion bringexempt it from taxation for a long term of years has since grown to ing interstate complii itions to the from, there lias been some tenii v of late to discuss the question of federal taxation of railthe big city that wants to exacl what taxes it can get. And the once
isolated and independent railroad line has since become part of a roads as a general substitute tor taxes by the states
the assumpgreat system with its fresh group of taxation problems imposed by tion being that the receipts are to be redistributed to the states
Taxation questions have thus on a basis of their relative railroad interests. The proposition Is
interstate traffic If by nothing else.
been tangled by mutations both in the taxing power and the thing speculative and academic, and cannot be described as a real ti adeni
taxed.
though, In a broad way. suggested by recent federal activity In
The Important forward Btep in railroad taxation during the last relation to railroad corporations, Even as a remote ultimate 11
two decades has been tho rapid transition from local to centralized seems very unlikely.
Vs a term of redress, in the uncertain future.
railroad corporations may conic to favor it so as to escape
taxation,
Prom the varying systems of local appraisal, from the
whimsical moods and tenses of municipal boards of assessors, and undue state exaction and Irregulai tl
tax laws
But, saying
from habits and customs, dating sonic of them back to town or nothing Of OhvlOUS political dangers and the transfer to federal
Immense and so complex, the control in
county organization, there has been throughout ihe country a pro- authority of a function
gressive movement inward the centralizing of taxing power ami
taxation of so rasl an Interest a
ha
b
a
ometl
kind of a board,
mii nevei Bee tht
11
is true
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ultimate shapes of taxation of Hie great and growing material InThe prognosis follows
terests represented by the street railways.
closely the analogy of the steam roads. At first, as localized Institutions, local taxation modified in many states by a state collecting
agency with redistribution to the municipality; later, as the local
railroads extend, cross state lines and become freight carriers, a
tendency toward uniformity of taxation and probably toward some
diversion of tax revenues to the tate treasuries; and, finally, under
new mergers with old steam corporations the treatment, for purposes of taxation, of street railways as though they were integral
parts of the steam system perchance by that time itself electrified.
The trolley is yet young, but in its rapid, if brief, life story it has
already in so many aspects repeated the longer annals of the steam
i

—

roads that

its

Vol. XL., No.

12.

work by experts
struction.
as of the

of the highest authority In the art of building conIn the belief that good construction should be recognized
utmost importance in every city and town this work, as

prepared and recommended, has been based upon broad principles,
hoping to impress upon municipal authorities everywhere their
grave responsibility in enacting and enforcing laws for the protec-

and property. The work is somewhat voluminous owing
the efforts of the committee to provide for conditions existing
ill
matt'
"m (.ruing, affect
in towns as well as cities.
It covci
ing or relating to the construction, alteration, equipment, repair
or removal of buildings or structures erected or to be erected. The
work is nicely printed and is bound in a flexible cover. It contains
an alphabetical index, as well as marginal subheads which will be
found most useful for ready reference.
tion of life
to

i

future in taxation can be, with reasonable certainty,

<

TRADE CATALOGUES.

foretold.
In 1894, the Master Car Builders' Association, for convenience In the filing and preservation of pamphlets, catalogues, specifications, etc.. adopted a
number of standard sizes. The advantages of conforming to these sizes have

United States Steel Corporation.
the year ended Dec. 81, L905, shows gross
sales and earnings of $585,331,730, an increase of more than $114,000,000 over 1904 and of $24,821,257 over 1902, when gross earnings
were $560,510,479, the largest in the company's history. The net
earnings of 1902 $133,308,764 still remain the largest on record.
Last year's net earnings were $119,787,658, an increase of $46,611,136 over 1904. The surplus for the year was $17,065,815, an increase
The total surplus on December 31 stood at
of over $12,000,000.
$84,738,451, a gain of over $23,000,000 above the figure a year earlier.
The following are extracts from the remarks of the President:
"The production of pig iron, steel ingots and finished products for
It can be attributed
sale exceeded that of any previous year.
largely to the liberal expenditures made during the last four years
in improving and expanding the properties that it was possible
to accomplish the record-breaking results in production and handling of business which resulted for the year, and consequently to
Although the capacity
realize the amount of net earnings shown.
of the producing furnaces and mills at Chicago and vicinity has
been materially increased from time to time, it has not kept pace
with the increased and rapidly increasing consumption tributary
to this location; and therefore a large percentage of this tonnage
In consequence, it has been
is now supplied from Eastern mills.
decided to build a new plant on the south shore of Lake Michigan.
in Calumet Township, Lake County, Indiana, and a large acreage
of land has been bought for that purpose."
The following table shows the source of the company's production of iron ore and other facts about production for the past three
years:
Iron Ore Mined.
—
Ton s

The annual report

for.

—

—

,

been recognized, not only by railroad men, but outside of railroad clrcleB, and
engineers make a practice of Immediately consigning to the waste basket
that do not come within a very narrow margin of these standard
are given here In order that the size of the publications of this
kind, which are noticed under this head, may be compared with the standards,
and It may be known whether they conform thereto.
Standards.
Postal-card circulars
3% in. by <\% In.
3',£ " by
6
Pamphlets and trade catalogues
" by 9
6
" by 12
9
8>4 " by 10% "
Specifications and letter paper

many

all catalogues
sizes.
They

—

A treatise on reinforced conissued by the Northwestern Expanded Metal Company, Chicago. It deals with the value of expanded steel and its application to reinforced concrete in every
form, giving tables and calculations for its use. It shows the comparative value of concrete and steel when used together, giving
simple rules for determining their proper proportions and their easy
and practical application to all classes and kinds of structural work.
The principle and disposition of concrete and steel sections as laid
down in this book demonstrate the value of expanded steel in the
construction of beams, columns, girders, floor slabs, and, in fact,
anything made of concrete. The book is a convenient size for the
pocket and ready reference. Copies can be secured by writing the
company at 790 Old Colony Building. Chicago.
Reinforced Concrete Construction.

crete construction has just been

CONTRIBUTIONS
Shavings Cut from the Outer

Rail.

Roanoke. Va„ March

18.

1906.

To the Editor of the Railroad Gazette:

190J.

1903.

934,512
1,186,104
1,271.831
1,056.430
6,054,210

1,412.40:2

2,106,443
1,867.856
1.918.5S4
8,058,070

comments thereon in your issue of March 16, 1906, relative to shavings cut from outer rail on curves by wheels of passing locomotives

18,4S6,556
12,242,909
Coke manufactured
2,204,950
Coal mined
Limestone quarried
1,967,355
Blast Furnace Products.
Pig iron
9,940,799
Spiegel
158,071
Ferro-manganese and silicon
73,278

10,503,087
8,652,293
1,998,000
1,393,149

15,363,355
8,658,391
1,120,733
1,268,930

and cars:
I have on several occasions found shavings such as were described in the Railroad Gazette for April 4. 1905, on curves at outlying points on heavy grades where the outer rail was elevated for
a high rate of speed. Trains on descending grade running at rate

7,210.248
100,025
59,148

7,123,053
121,779
34,409

On
of about 45 miles per hour, the curvature being about 6 deg.
these curves the loaded movement is in the direction of the ascend-

10,172,148

7,369,421

7,279,241

7,379,188
4,616.051

5.427.979
2,978,399

6,190,060
2.976,300

11,995,239
Finished Products.
Steel rails
1,727,055
Blooms, billets, slabs, sh't & tin plte brs
1.253,082
780,717
Plates
484,048
Heavy structural shapes
Mrchnt st'l. skclp. hoops. bnds ,V cot. lies
982,782
Tubing and pipe
911,346
~
84,049
Rods
Wire and products
1,283,943
Sheets
black, galvanized and tin plate
924,439
404.732
Finished structural work
150.265
Angle and splice bars- and lolnts
61.490
Spikes, bolts, mils and rivets
149,596
Axles
28,2.30
Sundry Irmi and -del products

8,406.378

9,167,960

1,242,646
932,029
404.422
313,779
577,384
710.765
84.934

1,934,315
493.292
519.713
362.765
634.830
710, 555
101,699
1,126,605
763.670

62,981
25,787

469.692
138.709
53,259
119,716
30,039

9,226,386

6,792. 7S0

7,458.879

From
From
From
From
From

1905.
1,359.722
1,871,979
1,671,747
1,578.626
12.004,482

Marquette range
Menominee range
Gogebic range
Vermilion range
Mesaba range

Total

Total

Steel Ingot Production.

Bessemer Ingots
Open-hearth ingots
Total

:

Total

NEW

1,220.01(1

735,482
357.4S8
72.170
46.003

PUBLICATIONS.

Prepared bv The National Board of Fire Underwriters,
Buihlinq Code.
Leather, 6x9 Vi In.
263 pages.
Sork.

New

;

This work has been prepared by the National Board of Fire Underwriters, through the Committee on Construction of Buildings, for
the purpose of securing uniform building laws throughout the country.
Every effort has been made to make it as complete and comprehensive as possible, and the committee has been assisted In its

In connection with the article by Mr. S. Whinery, and your

ing grade. My explanation of excessive curve wear would be that
with the very slow movement of the loaded trains, the high elevation of the outside rail throws a great preponderance of the load
on the inner rail and holds the trucks rigidly in tangential position or possibly by reason of the wheel tread being coned and the
inside wheels running on the larger diameter the tendency is to
slew the truck in direction contrary to the direction of the curve.
I think both have an influence and the result is that the flange
of front wheel on each rigid wheel-base is held firmly against the
outer rail at an angle which with a sharp flange causes shearing,
and in any case causes excessive flange wear of rails.
Where it is necessary to maintain a considerable superelevation for high rate of speed in one direction only, it is at the expense of power and wear of rails in the opposite direction, and
is a greater hardship where the loaded movement is in the direction
of the ascending grade, and speed in that direction must necesMy practice has been to ameliorate the unsarily be very slow.
favorable conditions as much as practicable by elevating the outer
rail as little as is compatible with maintaining fair riding track
on descending grade, and to have trackmen give particular attention to maintaining the track rails in position at right angles with
the plane of the ties. The constant tendency is to tilt both rails
out and widen the gage on curves, and as the rails tilt the flange
wear increases rapidly. The tilting is caused by the oscillation
of both engines and cars and by the greater weight being bcrne
by the outside base of rail. To remedy the defect it is necessary
at intervals to pull spikes and adze ties so that the rails will have
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I have found that close attention
matter by trackmen will secure at least 20 per cent, longer
g. w. merkell,
for the rails on curves.
Assistant to General Superintendent, Norfolk & Western.

firm bearing in proper position.
to this
life

An Experiment

in

Reduced Passenger Fares.
March

16, 10OC.

To the Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
In connection with your editorial on "An Experiment in Reduced Passenger Fares," in your issue of March 9, I call your attention to a study of railroad passenger rates indicating the effect
of low rates in increasing revenue, which appeared in your issue
of Feb. 10, 1899. As one of the traveling public, and something
of an observer of human nature, I am firmly convinced that almost
every individual who travels at ail will go twice for two cents
against once for three cents. I think it is this peculiarity of human
nature that is responsible for the largely increased revenue that
almost invariably follows a reduction of rates. But I agree with
you, also, that uniformity of the rate has much to do in encouraging travel. Of course no rate can be put below cost, and the
old rule of what the traffic will bear seems to be the proper one
to follow, the chief difficulty being in determining just what the
traffic will bear, that is to say, just what rate will produce the
maximum net revenue. In the study of rates referred to above,
the fact that low rates do increase revenues seems to stand out
clearly, although I am aware that there may be other local reasons
wm. g. Raymond,
for the apparent gains.
Dean

of the College of

An Experiment

in

Applied

Science. State University of [owa.

Reduced Passenger Fares.
Philadelphia,

March

16,

1906.

To the Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
Referring to .article in your issue of March 9, "An Experiment
Reduced Passenger Fares," I want to take issue with some of
the deductions you draw from your analysis of the situation on
the New York, Ontario & Western a line with little but local business, no heavy suburban traffic, and no expensive terminals to
maintain which found it desirable to reduce its passenger rate to
two cents per mile.
The table you present shows an increase in gross passenger
earnings of 72 per cent, from 1897 to 1905, and you attribute this
increase to the reduced and uniform rate of fare. You must admit
that all railroad earnings have largely increased during this period
regardless of the rates charged. The gross passenger earnings of
the New York Central & Hudson River, a two-cent-a-mile road, inin

—

—

creased over 89 per cent.; the earnings of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, a two-and-one-half-cent-a-mile line, increased over
77 per cent., and the earnings of the Pennsylvania Railroad, a
three-cent-a-mile road, increased over 94 per cent. These increases
have been made without any change in the rates of fare charged.
They prove, I think, that the increase on the New York, Ontario
& Western has been only normal, and also that the general prosperity of the country and the activities of flourishing trade have
had more to do with the increase than the reduction in fares, as
the same result is shown on the three larger systems which have

made no change

in their varying rates.
Again, you fail to show the net increase in earnings. The increase in gross earnings from 1897 to 1905 has been accompanied
by. a corresponding increase in expenses, an increase on the Pennsylvania Railroad, for instance, of more than 98 per cent. The
actual increase In net earnings on the New York, Ontario & West-

becomes an interesting question.
mention an important consideration in the
passenger business the service provided. While none of the stall
dard railroads has reduced its fares during the period covered by
your article, it is well-known that marked improvements have been
made in the service, and this Is virtually a concession to the passenger, because he gets that much more for his money. Roadbeds
have been bettered; a larger proportion has been rock-ballasted.
Safety appliances have been perfected; the equipment has been
greatly improved. More parlor and dining cars (which seldom
pay) have been provided. Coaches have been made more comfortCommodious and expensive terminals have been constructed,
abel.
More frequent and faster trains have been added. It Is not a Ren

ern, therefore,

You have

failed to

—

ures the service

is

improved.

On

when by

large expeudit
the contrary the charge Is usually

eral rule of business to reduce the charge
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I think you will find that the rates on the standard
railroads of the country are as low as those which charge a flat
two cent a mile rate. In fact, you will find that the average rate
per mile on the principal trunk lines does not exceed two cents.
it
It is simply adjusted to satisfy the various classes of patrons
The flat two cent a mile
is made flexible rather than arbitrary.
rate is an advantage to the occasional traveler, but it would be
a disadvantage and a hardship to the commuter and the frequent

performed,

—

traveler.

note your suggestion that "simplification of passenger charges
man can go up to a ticket window anywhere
on a road with the assurance that it will cost him (say) two
cents a mile no more and no less to travel, and that the next
man is paying as much as be and no less, has no small influence
This may be true, although it
in increasing passenger earnings."
has never been tried, but I believe from experience that nothing
would produce greater irritation and dissatisfaction among the traveling public generally than to charge everybody the same rate per
I

to the extent that a

—

—

mile.

The man who rides daily to and from his office insists upon
having a lower rate than he who rides only once a week; the commercial

traveler

who

rides

frequently insists upon a

lower rare

than the occasional traveler, and the man who makes the rounu
trip between one point and another within a limited period insists that he should have a lower rate than the man who goes and
comes when he pleases; and every passenger man in the country
knows that large movements are created only by a substantial
reduction in rates.

Everything is comparative in this world, and passenger fares
are no exception to the rule, and if a rate of two cents a mile were
adopted on all the railroads in this country, the demand would
very soon arise for a reduction below that figure. As an illustration, a bill has been introduced in one legislature this winter for
a rate of one and one-half cents to apply in a territory where a
two cent rate obtains very generally. If the price of a ticket is
to be measured by the frequency of the trip taken by the purchaser, the restrictions which you criticise are unfortunately necessary to insure the observance of the contract of ticket by the purchaser, thus protecting the forms of transportation sold at higher
rates.

We

a "contented mental state" for the passenger is
some of his fellows, and it does
not take a passenger long to find out that there is a round trip
rate or a commutation rate by means of which a reduction from
the standard fare may be secured.
The experience of the passenger agent is that a reduction in
rates stimulates travel for a short period, but that the novelty soon
wears off and the volume of traffic falls back to its normal condithink it is not well understood by those who write upou
tion.
I
such questions that a large proportion of the business of the great
railroads to-day is carried at reduced rates; and these reductions
on special occasions are a great stimulus to travel. This stimulus
find that

when he

gets a better rate than

moment

a flat rate is established.
that the electric lines have created travel in a
great many instances, but the beginning of their prosperity resulted from underselling the competing steam roads, and the opportunities they have of using the highways and passing the door of
the passen'ger at frequent intervals. The cheapness of the rates,
of course, has much to do with this increase, but it will be found,
if a careful analysis of the question is made, that the frequency
of movement is also a most important factor, next to that of the
lower rate, in taking from the competing steam road, with its less
frequent service, the short travel. Where the electric lines have
to pay their own right of way, and run in competition with steam
railroads outside of the suburban territory adjacent to large cities,
will be found that many of them are not formidable competitors.
it
think most of the men who have charge of the passenger
I
traffic of the country would hail with delight the opportunity to
make one rate, say two cents a mile, for everybody, but there are
many special rates for conventions, special occasions and excursions of various kinds, and commutation rates, demanded by
he passenger interests that those in charge of the passenger traffic
would be loath to endorse a reduction in the maximum fare.
The railroads in Ohio, having had their maximum fan
duced, are endeavoring to apply the Hat rate to all classes of travel,
ImM we observe that already they are being severely criticised for
ii.
and are threatened witli reprisals by municipal authorities
is lost

It

the
is

true

1

through adverse and hampering legislation.
\n

OLD BAD BOAOl

1;

raised.

The improvements In the service, representing an Increase In
the expense of performing It, have been equivalent to a reductlou
in fares.
And It la here that the "contented mental stato" Is produced; for while die passenger naturally wants tn pay as lltUe
fare as he has to, he always expects the besl in the way <>f a
The progressive roau is, therefore, constantly improving Its servCompared with the service
ice and attracting travel by this means.
1

Brown, Boverl & Co. have
motives which are to haul tieit
is a mi wheeled engine, 10 tl
68 tons, capable of developing
pinch, and Intended to run "1
miles with passenger trains.

completed "tie of the electric locotrains through the Simplon tunnel,
6 In. from buffer to buffer, weighing
:t00 at a
900 h.p. ordinal
miles an hour with freight, or 42
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Santa Barbara Station

of the

Southern

Pacific.

The Southern

Pacific has recently completed at Santa Barbara,
a very attractive passenger station in the Old Mission style
of architecture, views of which are shown herewith.
The walls are
concrete, 11 in. thick, the concrete being composed of sand, fine
gravel, crushed rock and German cement, and being faintly buff
Cal.,

tinted wherever

it

shows cither inside or outside of the building.

Street Side of

Fireplace

in

Ladies'

New

Waiting Room.

Track Side

of

New

V01

XL., No.

12.

The roof covering

is full-sized, red, Old Mission tiles.
The platform, Including the portions under the baggage shelter, arcade and
passenger shelter, is of bituminous rock laid on concrete.
The
arcade extends around the waiting room and office portion of the
building, with an extra width at the passenger end affording large,
out-door passenger waiting space and being supplemented by a porte
cochere in the rear of the building, opposite the women's waiting
room entrance. The baggage room is in the one-story part of the build-

Station at Santa Barbara, Cal., Southern Pacific.
ing and has a wooden floor and tongued, grooved and beaded side and
top ceiling, with the usual baggage protection wainscoting; the
baggage room being supplemented by an arcade baggage shelter
The private and -public office rooms
at the end of the building.
have wooden floors and quartered oak wainscoting and picture
molding, the remainder of the walls and the ceiling being sandfinish plastering, buff tinted.
Three ticket windows open from the
office into the general waiting room.
The lavatory floors are ceramic mosaic, the wainscoting and partitions are of Italian veined marble, and the remainder of the
walls and the top ceiling sand-finish plastering, buff tinted.
The general waiting room is in the two-story portion of the
building and extends the entire height of the two stories. It has
a ceramic mosaic floor with enameled tile wainscoting to the height
of the doors with base of Tennessee marble, top molding and picture molding of quartered oak, sand-finish plastering, buff tinted,
on remainder of walls, and a high open roof timber ceiling, antiqueoak stained. The women's waiting room is in the one-story portion of the building surrounded by the arcade. It has a high open
roof-timber ceiling, antique-oak stained, like the general waiting
room, and the finish is the same as the latter.
All seats and other depot furniture are of quartered oak. The
electric light fixtures were specially designed to correspond to the
general style of the building, and all electric light, telephone and
telegraph wires enter the building through conduits. The mantels
around the fireplaces in the women's waiting room and general
waiting room are of concrete, with buff sandstone fireplaces, and
the over mantels are ornamented with plaster of paris plaques,
bronze painted.

Station at Santa Barbara, Cal.. Southern Pacific.
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Grade Separation at Cleveland, Ohio.
BY GEO. H. TINKER,
New York, Chicago & St. Louis.
The city of Cleveland, in common with other large cities, has
realized the necessity of eliminating the grade crossings of steam
railroads and city streets. The inception of work of this character
dates back a number of years and its progress has in general been
marked by a broad and public spirited consideration by the city
Assistant Kngincer.

Showing l-Beam Floor

—

Detroit

Street and

Nickel

grades being

4

per cent.

At Wilson avenue

a similar plan was adopted for eliminating the crossing with the
Erie Railroad. In this case the span of the girders was shortened
by placing bents at the curb line.
The street surface was depressed 18 ft, and the subway grades are 4 per cent. This work
will be completed during the present season. At the crossing of
Broadway and the Pennsylvania Railroad also, the street is depressed and the railroad carried overhead. This work was begun
in the fall of 1905.
In the three cases mentioned the general plan is the same.
The street surface is depressed and the railroad carried overhead. At the crossing of the
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad and
Detroit street the topography favored an opposite solution.
The tracks of the railroad were
depresesd about 4 ft. and the street surface
raised about 15 ft., giving an approach grade
from the east of 4 per cent, and from the west
of 0.6 per cent.
This is the first crossing to
be treated in this manner. As the work of
crossing elimination progresses there will be
many others that will admit of a similar solution and it is possible that the type of structure adopted here will be more or less closely
followed in other cases.
The abutments are of concrete founded on
shale rock at a depth of a few feet below the
These are extended to
subgrade excavation.
form retaining walls for the street approaches.
In the construction of these walls vertical expansion joints were left every 30 ft. The con-

was machine mixed and dumped in the
forms from a drop-bottom bucket designed by
the contractor. Between the tracks were built three piers, each
consisting of steel columns spaced 8 ft. 2 in. center to center and
resting on concrete pedestals. These columns support cross-beams
of 15-in. 42-lb. I-beams, and on these cross-beams and the abutments
are the floor stringers of 15-in. 42-lb. I-beams spaced 3 ft. center
to center.
At each street line is a light fascia girder carried by

Plate Grade Separation

authorities and the officials of the various railroads interested, as
well as by a deep interest on the part of the citizens. In some
instances, with a foresight not always in evidence, franchises have
been granted to railroads with the condition that certain specified
crossings should be separated at some future date when the interests of the city should require it, at the sole expense of the
railroad.
In the majority of cases the work
has been done by the city and railroad jointly,
each bearing half of the total expense. In all
cases work has been taken up only as part of
a comprehensive plan embracing the improvement of an entire section of the city or all the
crossings on a single railroad, it being the intention that eventually all the grade crossings
within the city limits shall be eliminated.
At the present time work is in progress at
During 1904 Deseveral different crossings.
troit street was taken under the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern tracks, the railroad being
carried on a through plate girder bridge with
solid ballasted floor.
The city required a clear
span the entire width of the street, necessitating a girder 102 ft. 5 in. long. The surface of
the street was depressed 20 ft. 6 in., the subway
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Track Depression

in

crete

Plate Grade Separation.

Detroit Street and Nickel

The floor
the cross-beams and abutments.
stringers are placed perpendicular to the center line of the cross-beams and arranged to
As the crossing is on a skew.
break joints.
this
brings
in
illustration,
as shown
the
the stringers at an angle with the street line.
The short ends are riveted to the fascia
girders.
floor si ringers

Supported iy the

is

a

slab

Of reinforced concrete 9 in. thick at the crown
and 3 in. thick at the curb line. The reinforce
H.u bars.
This
consists of
In
In
bj
carries the regular street pavemenl and two
The two 11 tt sidewalks
street railway tracks.
are of 5-in. slabs of concrete not reinforced
The fascia girden carrj a solid railing ol
Inforced com rete molded In place, as shown In
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Temporary
Concrete Curtain Walls Completed and Columns Encased in Concrete
Floor and Railing for Use During Winter —-Detroit Street and Nickel Plate
Grade Separation.
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by building as much of the reta
walls as
could bo built without obstructing the
reel
The work was then stopped until the spring
ti05, when the street
nt'
as closed to traffic,
the street cars detoured around the work, and
the abutments wen completed
Railroad traffic
was then a
on he noi th hall of. the
right-of-way and the wori ol track impression
begun. A G5-ton steam shovel was used load
ing into dump wagons.
The excavated mate
rial was used to fill the street approaches, the
average haul being 750 ft. The average day's
work for the steam shovel was about 400 cu.
yds. The railroad company forces followed the
steam shovel with ballast, and relaid the track
which they had removed ahead of the steam
I

i

i

11

I

I

shovel.

When one-half of the right-of-way had been
excavated and the track relaid. traffic was
diverted to that side and the shovel moved to
the south side.
Upon the completion of the
excavation the pedestals for the columns in the
piers between the tracks were built and the
steel work erected.
Concrete for the pedestals
was hand mixed. These pedestals are founded
on hard blue clay and shale at a depth of one
There is in Deto five feet below subgrade.
troit street a 6-ft. sewer built in tunnel, durShewing Steel Columns in Piers and Forms in Place for Concreting Curtain Walls
ing the excavation of which the roof had caved
where the sewer crosses the railroad. In exDetroit Street and Nickel Plate Grade Separation.
cavating for the pedestals six of the pits penetrated the caved-in tunnel roof.
Some old I-beams were secured the city. The proportions are 1 part 'Portland cement, 2% parts
in. to
and placed across the tunnel so as to insure that the weight of the sand and 5 parts stone. The stone is limestone from
bridge will not come upon the sewer but be carried by the undis- 2 in. in size. A sack of cement was assumed to measure 1 cu. ft.
turbed rock at the sides of the tunnel.
A careful tally of the number of sacks used each day showed exAs soon as the steel work was erected and riveted the placing actly five sacks, or 1V4 barrels of cement per cu. yd. of concrete.
of the concrete metal protection was begun by concreting the colThe labor cost of concreting was about $1.40 per cu. yd., disumns and curtain walls. This work was completed to the level of tributed as follows: Unloading materials, 13 J per cent., forms
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General Plan and Profile of the Detroit Street and Nickel Plate Grade Separation.
the cross-beams in November, 1905, and
there stopped for the season as it was not
deemed advisable to continue this work in
freezing weather.
The half-tone illustrations show the work at different stages. The
features of the steel work and the appearance of the piers with the concrete metal
protection in place are clearly shown.
The total amount of material exca

-—.-660-no '—>f~ -is'fi—>fr—

—n

r-i

i5'$--*v
\of Rood-ray',
El.
'Lis

Section C-D.
Section A-B.
The total amount of
approaches was 28,600
Sections Through Masonry- -Detroit Street and Nickel Plate Grade Separation.
rii. yds., of which about 1,500 cu. yds. came
were 15 cents
from outside sources. This would indicate that the excavated ma- 21% per cent, placing concrete 6$ per cent.; wages
and 17y2 cents per hr.
terial, which ranged from sand to hard blue clay, swelled about 8

was

25,100

material

i'ii.

filled

yds.

Into

per cent.

There were in the foundations 3,537 cu. yds. of concrete. This
was all mixed under the supervision of an inspector employed by

There are 132 tons of steel in the structure. The labor for
Handling
erecting cost about $4.25 per ton, distributed as follows:
plant 26M: per cent., unloading material 7% per cent., raising steel

Makcu
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%

in. diam36 per cent., riveting 30 per cent. All rivets are of
The average day's work for
eter soft steel, and were hand-driven.
a gang of four men was 162 rivets. The cost was 10.3 cents per
rivet.
The proportion of defective rivets was 3.14 per cent. Wages

were 50 cents per hour.

The contractors
Bros.

& Morse

and masonry was The Williams
This part of the work was sublet

for the grading

Co., of Cleveland.

H. Bard & Co., of Toledo. The contractor for the superstructure was the Van Dorn Iron Works Co., of Cleveland. The concrete metal protection was sublet to Masters & Mullen, of Cleveland.
The work was done under the supervision of W. J. Carter,
City Engineer, and F. D. Richards, Bridge Engineer, of Cleveland,
and E. E. Hart, Chief Engineer, and A. J. Himes, Bridge Engineer
of the N. Y. C. & St. L. R. R.
to J.

Track Circuits

Place of

in

Detector Bars.*

running circuits through switches it is impossible to force
current to flow through every foot of rail, and the bonding
to cross-overs and fouling points must be made as perfect as possible.
Jumpers should be used for both positive and negative rails.
Examination of track circuits through many interlockings indicates that signal workmen are apt to get lost in wiring through
switches. A great number of bond wires are put on, but through
failure to trace the circuits, wires at some one or two points are
left off, making the continuity of one side or other depend on the
contacts between switch points or switch plates and the stock rail
or through the parts of frogs.
It is equally important that a reliable person should take entire care of the bonding through
switches, as the situations are too complicated to be left to the
trackmen.
Where, to avoid putting in short pieces of rail, it is necessary
to have a dead space, this should be as short as possible; always
shorter than the wheel base of a four-wheeled caboose. Track cirThis can be done
cuits should be inspected and tested every day.
by raising the latches of the levers controlling various switches
when trains are .moving over them and noting whether the locks
pick up. One hand should be placed in front of the lever while
trying it with the other so that if the lock is not holding, the
These
lever cannot be moved far enough to throw the switch.
tests should especially be made with light engines or cabins on
the circuits so that a momentary picking up of the relay might
be detected. A fraction of the labor and expense required to keep
detector bars in reasonably good order will unquestionably keep
the electric locking working with practically absolute reliability.
The attention required will be no burden to the repairman, and
negligence due to the fact that failures are few should not be
In

Steel

Erected and Concreting of Curtain Walls in Progress
Detroit Street and Nickel Plate Grade Separation.

—

fjei'f.'s/S,

S JCSns.

IB'/ong

hooted o*vr J £eams
'

the

tolerated.

The repair man should be cautioned against the mistake of
imagining that the only failures to be looked for are those which
would keep the lever locked. When failures locking the levers up
occur, the releasing, with few exceptions, should be left to the repairman. This can be done either by an application of battery
at the lock terminal or by lifting the indication latch by hand.
The circuits are usually short and as a general thing very little
time is required in locating the trouble. As a mater of fact theiv
are few instances throughout the use of elctric looking that
switches must be operated any length of time without its protection.

Through Altoona yard there are six electro-pneumatic Inter
lockings with a total of 6S working switch levers equipped throughout with electric locking. The results from its use at three of
the larger plants and where the movement is heaviest are as to!
Details of Concrete Steel Columns and Connections- -Detroit
lows:
At the east end of the yard, a point where all traffic passes
ami where all westbound freight, with the exception of high-c
Street and Nickel Plate Grade Separation.
nains, is taken into the yard, there are II
working switch levers. During 1905 there
were three failures on the sale side and oniCtr tine
Ctr. tine
Post
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of Pott
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on the wrong side. This failure was caused
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1905, or when the entiri
[ng was elei tl tcallj locked, to Dee.
31, 1905, there were seven failures on the -afe side and none on tin
other. The situation at the third Interlocking, where there are
23 working switch levers, is particularly interesting.
The planl

was put

17, 1905, and controls the movement to
from two ladders. At least 30 per cent, of
swinging trains, which requires that
after the engines
a cut lose and have run far enough to
clear the lockn
the signals and switches must be changed,
the trains allowed to inn into the yard, the switches again changed
and the cabins allowed to follow the engines. During the 48 flays
of service no failures of circuits were reported.

in operation

a receiving yard
the movemeni:

Dei

built

li

Revised Constitution for the Railway Signal Association.

At the Chicago meeting of this association, March 19. a committee consisting of J. A. Peabody, W. M. Camp and ('. C. Anthony
reported a revised constitution which, if approved, will go into
effect, we suppose, next October.
The new constitution consists of
ten articles and embraces also those subjects usually put in a separate class and called by-laws.
Provision is made for temporary
changes where necessary. This constitution lias evidently been prepared with great care and it embodies many improvements over
that now in force. It is proposed to divide the active members into
two classes. Railroad signal officers, including inspectors, supervisors and assistant supervisors, are called senior members, and all
other active members "junior." Questions of standard practice are
to be decided by a two-thirds vote of the senior members voting,
though never at a meeting where less than 20 senior members
are present. An honorary member shall be a person whose connection with the association may promote its welfare or a person
of established reputation who has ceased to be actively engaged in
signal work.
Provision is made for expelling, at annual meetings,
members who are guilty of dishonorable or unbecoming conduct,
but an expulsion is not to be recorded in the published Proceedings.
Dues are payable in the first three months of the calendar
year for that year. The executive committee is to consist of the
president, an eastern and a western vice-president, the secretarytreasurer, two executive members and the three latest living past
presidents who are active members. Officers are to be elected separately by ballot, without nomination, and a majority is necessary
to elect.
The dividing line between the East and the West runs
from Buffalo to Pittsburg and thence down the river to the Gulf
of Mexico. A president shall not be eligible for re-election until
five years after his first incumbency, and vice-presidents not until
after one full term (two years).
All terms are one year except
those of the vice-presidents. No meeting except the annual meeting can approve expend. tures or appropriations. The regular meetings are to be the annual meeting in October; meetings in January
and May in New York, and in March and Septemoer in Chicago;
but the executive committee may change the time:; and places of the
last four.

Alternating Current Electric Systems for Heavy Railroad
Service.*

BY

B. O.

LAMME.

In attempting to solve any new and difficult problem in the
engineering field it is natural that it should be first attacked with
methods and tools already at hand. The results obtained in this
manner are in many cases as good as could be expected, but it is
usually found that afterward new methods and tools are developed
especially adapted for obtaining the best results.
In the problem of heavy electric traction the method of procedure has been very much the same as in other engineering undertakings. The first and most natural means used was that which
had shown such remarkable results in light traction work, namely,
the direct current system, in the application of this to heavy work,
however, the necessities of the problem led to the development of a
number of adjuncts, such as the rotary converter or motor generator sub-station for transforming from alternating to direct current, the use of the third rail instead of the overhead trolley on
account of difficulty in collecting current, and other features of
lesser importance.
As the purely direct current system developed, both in the
extent of territory covered and in the size of the equipments
handled, it soon became evident that the usual 550 volts was not
sufficient for transmission to any great distance if much power
was to be transmitted, or large equipments were to be handled.
This led naturally to the transmission of the power at high voltage as alternating current, with sub-stations at suitable points for
transforming to direct current for the trolley system. In this way
one of the first serious limitations of the D. C. system was apparently removed, but at the expense of moving machinery of a
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capacity practically equal to the total car service, this machinery
performing practically no other function than merely to transform
from one kind of current to another. Furthermore, the transformation in these sub-stations is a two-fold, and sometimes a three-fold,
one.
If, for instance, rotary converters are used, the high tension
nating current voltage is first transformed to low tension in tin:
"Step down" or lowering transformers. The current at low tension
is then fed into the rotary converter and is transformed to direct
current.
Part of the energy of the alternating current circuit
passes directly Into the direct current circuit, while part Is transformed into mechanical energy, and is then converted into direct
current energy, except that part required for overcoming the friction and certain other losses in the machine.
In the case of a
motor generator the energy of the alternating circuit is all transformed to mechanical energy by the motor. Mechanical power is
transmitted to the generator through the shaft, and is transformed
to direct current energy in the generator.
Necessarily not all the
alternating current energy can thus be transformed, for each change
exacts its price or commission.
Further, if the alternating transmission voltage is very high,
then in the case of the motor generator method it may be necessary
to transform or "step down" the line voltage to a voltage suitable
for the motor.
This means three energy transformations in this
case.
However, the loss in transforming from the higher to lower
alternating voltage does not involve much additional waste of
energy, for the alternating voltage transformer, in general, is the
most efficient known method of transforming energy, as but 2 per
cent, to 3 per cent, is lost in well-designed apparatus.
On tlie other hand, transformation of energy by rotating machinery is much less efficient, and change from electrical to mechanical form, or the reverse, is generally less efficient than transforming directly from one electrical form to another. This indicates, in a general way, why a rotary converter sub-station has been
given preference over the motor generator method in a majority
of cases.

After the sub-station adjunct was developed the way seemed
a while, but as the size of the car equipments was
increased it was found that another difficulty had been encountered,
namely, the limited amount of current which could be taken from
the overhead trolley wire. This determined the amount of power
which could be delivered to the apparatus on the car. This led
to the development of the present well-known third-rail system,
which has been used very extensively where the power consumption
for individual direct current equipments has been very heavy.
Even with the above two vital modifications of the direct current system, it is found, as heavy railway conditions are approached,
that one of the weakest links in the system is the voltage drop between the transforming sub-stations and the car or locomotive.
This is due primarily to the enormous currents which must be
handled wtih the usual 550 to 650-volt direct current system. Suggestions have been made by prominent engineers that this difficulty
should be overcome by increasing the direct current voltage to
However, this solution has not been pushed
1,000 or 1,500 volts.
extensively by the principal manufacturers of electric apparatus, as
it is felt that this would be only a partial step in the solution of the
problem, like the transforming sub-station and the third rail, and
also because there are certain inherent tendencies for trouble in
the present 600-volt apparatus, which would be greatly exaggerated
at much higher voltages.
While the above development was being carried on, the problem
was being considered in other ways. Many engineers objected to
the third rail for general use, believing thai a live conductor should
not be located so near the ground, and that the place for the trolley
wire is overhead. Recognizing that high voltage for transmission
is necessary, but that, after transformation to direct current, there
remains the difficulty of collecting large currents from an overhead wire, it occurred to many that a more suitable solution of the
problem could be obtained by supplying the high voltage alternating
current directly to the trolley wire and then utilizing it, either directly or indirectly, for propulsion of the car or locomotive.
to be clear for

TORTABLE SUB-STATION SYSTEM.

Keeping in view the above trend of direct current development,
the most evident of such methods would be to put the rotary converters or motor generator sub-station on the locomotive itself.
However, as the ordinary electric car, even of large -size, has practically no place for such a transforming sub-station, this method
has not been given serious consideration for such equipment. However, in the case of heavy locomotives it becomes a possible one.
In theory it presents some very good points, but in practice a considerable objection is found in the size, weight and cost of the
sub-station which must be carried by the locomotive.
It has been
suggested that this sub-station be placed upon a tender equivalent
to the present tender of a locomotive, and it has also been proposed
that it be placed directly on the locomotive itself.
The type of sub-station which is feasible on a locomotive or
tender is much more limited than in the case of a stationary subFor simplicity (here should be but one overhead wire,
station.
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and therefore the supply system should be single-phase alternating
current.
This practically limits the transforming equipment to
a single-phase motor generator unit. There are two types of singlephase motors having suitable speed characteristics for driving the
generator, namely, the synchronous type and the induction or nonsynchronous type. The synchronous type must hold rigidly in step
with the frequency of the supply system, and when carrying heavy
load it can be thrown out of step by a momentary break in the supply circuit. As such breaks are not uncommon in railway service,
There remains, then,
this type of motor is considered unsuitable.
the single-phase induction type motor for driving the generator.

Assuming, therefore, the use of a single-phase induction motor
for driving the generator, it should be wound preferably for the
full trolley voltage in order to avoid the additional weight of a
step down transformer. This motor must have a capacity sufficient
for the maximum power of the locomotive, plus all the electrical
and mechanical losses other than those in the motor itself. It is
self-evident that in order to reduce the weight of the motor as
much as possible, it must be run at very high speed.
It may be well to look a little closer into this motor generator
transforming set. Considering, first, the motor, it may be said that
the single-phase induction type motor in its simple form is one of

It
the least effective types of electric machines which we have.
is non-starting, or starts very uneconomically as a distorted polyphase motor. Its power factor, or the ratio of its true power to the
apparent power supplied it or the current and volts supplied, is not
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kilowatts (2,000 h. p.) or more.
Moreover, the load fluctuations
would be violent and, therefore, a machine of first-class commutating ability is required.
I do not consider that any direct current
machine now built, with the above capacity and with a speed of
This, therefore,
1,500 r. p. m. is sufficiently good for such service.
implies a generator of questionable characteristics, or the choice
of a speed of 750 r. p. m.
At this lower speed the size of motor
generator of the above capacity may be too great to be placed on
the locomotive itself, although the weight and cost may not be
much greater than for the higher speed unit.
For the purpose of comparison motor generator units corresponding to the above New Haven locomotive conditions were
worked out some time ago. The approximate results are as follows, both for the 1,500 r. p. m. and 750 r. p. m. outfits:
Speed
Approximate weight
No. load losses

Combined em., at 750 K. W.«
Loss at 750 K.
•1,000

W

1,500 r.p.m.

750 r.p.m.

47,000 lbs.
65 h. p.
90 per cent.
110 h. p.

54,000 lbs.
65 h. p.
90 per cent.
110 h. p.

h. p.

The above weights include starting apparatus, exciter, etc., but
do not include the massive base plate which is usual with stationary
motor generator sets, as it is assumed that the frame of the locomotive could be made stiff enough to serve for the base. The locomotive structure might require some additional weight, which should
also be charged against the portable sub-station outfit.
However, the 1.500 r.p.m. unit was not considered a practicable outfit, from the operating
standpoint.

New

York,

New Haven &

Hartford

A.

C.

—

D.

C.

Locomotive.

nearly as good as that of a polyphase motor of the same dimensions.
Its output is only about half that of a good polyphase motor built
on the same frame. It is, therefore, heavy in proportion to its output.
It takes a fairly large current from the line at no load.
On account of its poor starting characteristics, it would preferably
be kept running when the power is shut off from the car motors,
and it would, therefore, take considerable current from the line
when the locomotive proper is running emp.ty, or is at a standstill
for a short time.
On account of its magnetic losses and the high
speed at which it should be operated, this motor would have appreciable losses, even when running empty, and would, therefore,
be drawing energy from the line when the locomotive is coasting or
is at a Stand at 111.
On a 25-cycle alternating system such a motor
could be Imilt with two poles for 1,500 r. p. m.. or with four poles
tor 7511 r. p. in., the number of poles necessary being a multiple
of two. The lower sp
machine would bo somewhat heavier than
the higher speed one, but Its losses when running empty would
probably be no greater, and could even be less.
Taking up next the direct current generator driven by the above
motor, it is seen from the above thai it will be run at either 1,500
in., or at 760 r. p. m., corresponding to the above motor si
r. p.
as it would preferably be direct driven. The higher speed generamic. would naturally lie chosen
this speed is
tor, being the
not ton hi' h to permit the construction of a first-class generator of
Taking, for Instance, an electric locomotive of
the required output
the above type, and corns)
ling in capacity to those being built
for the New fork, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, it would be
ii
at
that the generator deliver an output or 1,500
nei
larj
b
i

1

I

i
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1
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Assuming, however, that such a motor generator set could be used it would permit some
very neat features as regards operation of the
locomotive.
In case it is to be on an alternating current trolley circuit exclusively, so
that the motor generator set is always used,
then the ordinary direct current control apparatus can be almost entirely eliminated, for
the speed of the car motors can be controlled
by varying the direct current voltage delivered
by the motor generator in the manner proposed
by Leonard, namely, by varying the field excitation of the generator. In this way any speed
within the range of the apparatus may be obtained efficiently, as there are no armature
rheostatic losses and the power supplied is practically in proportion to the load.
However,
with this method of control a separate exciter
is required for the D. C. generator, as a selfexciting machine could not be controlled over
a sufficiently wide range.
If, however, the equipment must operate on
both alternating and direct current as in the
case of New Haven electric locomotives, then
a complete complemeLt of D. C. controlling apparatus must also be used, as the motor generator will be out of service when the locomotive
is on the D. C. trolley.
In addition to the efficiency of speed control, this motor generator scheme possesses an

may be of value in special cases. This is its
energy back into the high voltage A. C. line by suitably exciting and controlling the car motors so that they can be
made to operate in a stable manner as generators of power, such
power being fed into the motor generator set and transformed and
returned to the line, minus the usual commission, of course. This
may be of considerable advantage in let ins trains down long grades.
Inordinary braking, however, it is a Question Whether it is worth
other feature which

ability to feed

I

the complication, as it means that special provision must be
for exciting and regulating the fields of the car motors

made

In general, it may be said that the disadvantages of the motor
generator scheme are found in the size, weight and cost of the ap
paratus and the relatively high continuous losses; also, there are
objections, from the mechanical standpoint, to carrying a motor
tins scheme
generator operating at high speed. The advi
ol
lie in the efficient speed variation, simplified control and the ability
to return energy to the high voltage Hue. however, at the price
mi additional complication,
1
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General structural features of the Induction motor
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point, it may he said that the use of two overhigh difference of potential between them is considered very objectionable by many engineers.
Those advocating
this system have usually talked moderate trolley voltages such as
While higher voltages may he possible there is no
3,300 volts.
question but that the trolley problem becomes Increasingly difficult
with increased voltage, and the current collecting devices, switches,
cross-overs, overhead equipment of the yards, etc., present serious
problems.
hie
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il

wins with

in
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The constant speed

characteristics

of

the

induction type

of

motor have come in for much criticism when used for railway
work. One law of the induction motor is that it requires a given
amount of power to develop a given torque or turning effect, regardless of the speed at which it is running.
At full speed the power
supplied to the motor appears as useful output, with the exception of the losses in the motor itself. At one-half speed the same
power applied gives but one-half full output, the remaining power
being wasted in heat. At one-tenth speed, nine-tenths the power
is

wasted.

motor

The reduction in speed is, therefore, obtained with this
same way as a corresponding reduction could be ob-

in the

tained with a friction clutch, namely, by wasting part of the power
as heat.
With an induction motor, therefore, there is no such
condition as power consumption in proportion to the speed, but
the power consumption is constant, regardless of the speed.
It is
evident, therefore, that the induction motor, in its usual form, is
an inefficient piece of apparatus where the speed must be varied.
This difficulty is overcome to a certain extent by using two or more
motors arranged in the so-called "cascade" or "tandem" connection.
With this connection a part of the power which would be wasted
at lower speed in the case of a single motor is, instead, fed into
a second motor and utilized to a greater or less extent. However,
there is but one speed at which these two motors, connected in
tandem, can operate efficiently, and below this speed the power is
again wasted. The two motors in tandem act as if a single motor
had been geared for lower speed. The result is the same as if one
constant speed motor had teen used with a high and a low gear,
to give two changes in speed.
These two speeds correspond to the
efficient running conditions.
By the addition of a friction clutch for
intermediate conditions and the use of gears with two speed ratios
with a single motor, we approximate closely the conditions of operation, as regards economy, that would be obtained with two induction motors arranged to be operated singly and in "tandem."
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One method of equalizing the loads would be to drop the speed
of all of the locomotives to thai of the lowest one by connecting
suitable resistances into their motor circuits.
This would be effective for one given load,
ni would not give suitable equalization
for other loads.
For example, with 6 per cent, difference in
diameter of drivers of two locomotives, one would tend, when running empty, to carry one and a half times load, receiving power
from the line, while the other locomotive coupled to it would carry
one and a half times load as a generator feeding hack into the
line.
The use of resistance would lessen this extreme unbalancing
but could not eliminate it entirely, as there must be some load on
the motors in order that, the equalizing resistances may become efI

It is thus evident from the above that only an average
equalization of load would be practicable.
Taking up the structural features, it may be said that the in
diieiion motor is not particularly well adapted for railway work at
the usual frequencies of alternating current circuits, but the reasons for this are somewhat too technical for the scope of this
However, the Ganz Company, of Budapest, has avoided, to
paper.
a greater or less extent, a number of the structural limitations by
reducing the frequency of the supply system to 15 cycles per second
instead of 25 cycles, the lowest in general commercial service in the
This low frequency presents no particular disadvantages
country.
at the generator station except in the case of small steam turbines,
which can have a maximum speed of only 900 r. p. m. The frequency of 15 cycles per second is equal to 1,800 alternations per
minute, which is equal to the number of generator poles multiplied
by the revolutions per minute. As the least number of poles is 2.
the highest possible number of revolutions is 900. This speed is
lower than desired for steam turbines, except those of large ca-

fective.

pacity.

In

the transmission

line,

however, the use of this low

New Haven Locomotive

—One

fre-

of the Trucks.

quency in itself is advantageous, as it gives less line drop and loss
than with 25 cycles. All transformers, however, become somewhat
Normally the induction motor, in comparatively large sizes, heavier. The real gain with this frequency, is in the motor, which
closely approximates a constant speed between no load and full load. can be given
better proportions and characteristics.
The variation in speed within these limits will usually be less than
Among the advantages claimed for this system is its ability to
2 per cent.
Two such motors rigidly connected to the same load return power to the line under certain conditions. When the inmust have the same speeds or they will not divide the load equally. duction motor is run above its synchronous speed it acts as a genAssuming that the normal speed variation in the motor is 2 per cent, erator and returns power to the line. If a car equipped with such
and that one pair of car wheels or drivers is 2 per cent, smaller than motors be started down grade with the power on, it will speed up
the other, then one motor will tend to run 2 per cent, faster than the until the motors run above
the synchronous speed.
Below synother at all times.
They will, however, automatically adjust for chronous speed the induction motor acts as a motor. At synchronequal speeds by unbalancing their loads. At no load one would tend ous speed it does
no work. Above synchronous speed it acts as a
to take half itr rated load as a motor and thus drop 1 per cent, generator,
but it cannot deliver power efficiently, except when runbelow synchronous speed, while the other would tend to raise 1 ning but slightly above synchronous speed.
If it is desired to run
per cent, above synchronous speed, and carry half load as a genera- much above synchronous speed, then resistance
must be connected
tor.
The resultant would be equal to no load, but each motor would in circuit just as in the case of the motor when running much below
be carrying half load. Again, at half the rated load of the two speed and the efficiency
in returning power to the line is affected
motors, one would tend to carry ho load and the other full load. by the rheostat in
the same way as its efficiency as a motor is
In the same way at full load for the two motors, one would carry- affected by
the use of resistance. When running 50 per cent, above
half load and the other one and one-half loads. The difference in synchronism,
a considerable amount of power is wasted, just as
load between the two motors in this case is always equal to that load when running 50 per cent, below speed.
on one motor which would be required to give a drop in speed equal
In this and in the preceding cases where mention has been made
to the difference in speed between the car wheels or drivers.
With in regard to returning power to the line, it must be kept in mind
4 per cent, difference between the drivers the unbalancing would
that there must be some load connected to the line which can
correspond to the load required to drop one motor 4 per cent, in absorb this power. A single locomotive on the line cannot return
load
speed, or about double
on the basis of a drop of 2 per cent, at power advantageously because there is no load except the normal
full load.
light load losses in the line and transformers.
Therefore, the reThis difficulty can be overcome in a single locomotive by keep- turn of energy would possess no particular advantages as the
ing all drivers of the same diameter or by the use of side rods, but practical way to get the additional load would be to connect a
this is not feasible when a number of separate locomotives are to
rheostat across the line and thus waste the power returned to the
drive the same load. When it is borne in mind that the drivers of line. However, in a system where there would always be a number
different locomotives may have as much as 6 per cent, or 7 per of locomotives in operation with a considerable portion of them
difference between the diameters of their drivers it is evident taking power from the line, there would be some advantage in
that the unbalancing of the load between two locomotives may
restoring power.
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ARNOLD'S ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC SYSTEM.
Another method of solving this railway problem with high voltage trolley was that proposed and tried by Mr. B. J. Arnold. He
recognized at an early period the advantages that could be obtained with high voltage and a single trolley wire, and he, there-

adopted single-phase alternating current for his supply sysHowever, it was again attempted to cany out the work with
tools at hand, and the only motor available at that time for use
on his single-phase trolley system was the single-phase induction
motor.
As already mentioned in connection with the motor generator method, this motor has very bad characteristics in regard to
starting, overload capacity, etc., and Mr. Arnold, therefore, proposed to supplement the single-phase motor with certain compressed
air appliances which would furnish the characteristics lacking in
the motor itself. The motor was intended to run at or near its
normal load most of the time, while the air apparatus was to do
the starting and was to assist in taking care of abnormal condiVariable speed operation was also to be obtained by means
tions.
This system differs from the preceding
of the air apparatus.
ones, and one notable feature was that the electrical apparatus was
in reality a minor feature of the scheme, many of the desired
locomotive characteristics being obtained by mechanical means, as
fore,

tem.

distinguished from electrical.

By

time the
at this stage another
cifically designed to
This system
service.
Alternating
1st.
this

SINGLE-PHASE SYSTEM.
problem was becoming better understood and
system was brought forward which was spemeet the varied conditions of heavy traction
contains the following features:
current is used on account of its facilities for

mission circuit by step-down transformers, into the trolley system
A high-voltage trolley current is carried into the car or locomotm
and is stepped down to a suitable voltage to be applied directly
to the motors themselves.
At the same time the step-down transformer is provided with variable voltage connections whereby the
voltage supplied to the motor can be varied up or down over any
desired range.
The type of motor used is one in which the speed
varies directly as the voltage applied to it is varied. Speed control
is thus obtained without wasting energy other than that in the
motor itself. It, therefore, permits efficient speed control over any
range desired by simply varying the voltage over the necessary
range. There is but one transformation of energy between the highvoltage trolley wire and the motors which is that of the step-down
transformer, and as stated before, the alternating voltage transformer
At the same
is our most efficient device for transforming energy.
time this transformer serves the double purpose of transformation
and regulation, as mentioned above.
This method of varying the speed by varying the voltage supplied to the motor is not limited to this particular type of motor, for
the ordinary D. C. railway motor can have its speed varied in the
same manner. However, with direct current, no simple means
has yet been devised for varying the voltage efficiently.
The control of the speed and power by varying the voltage
may be roughly compared with the control of a steam locomotive
by varying the steam pressure. Throttling varies the pressure applied at the cylinders and thus varies the speed and power. However, the equivalent of the variable cut off is not found in the
motor, but it may be said that voltage control in the motor is the
equivalent of combined throttling and variable out off in the steam
engine.

transformation.
2d.

One
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trolley

wire only

is

used,

by adopting single-phase

alternating current.

There are several variations in the types of single-phase motors
used by the different manufacturers, but the principal features of
the system are common to all. In its characteristics of variable
speed over any desired range, and consumption of power in proportion to the load, the single-phase equipment is on much the same
The
footing as the steam locomotive, as just indicated above.
equipment also possesses the ability to operate at increased speed by
increasing the voltage above the normal and can thus make up for

when desired.
As mentioned before,

lost time,

it is important that under certain conditions an electric locomotive should be able to act as a brake, or to
return energy to the line, as when taking loads down grade, for instance. There is but one way in which the car equipment can act

Truck Showing Motors
3d.

in

With alternating current and one

as a brake, namely, by reversing the function of the motors and
converting them into generators of power, the driving power being
furnished by the train in movement. In acting as generators there
are two ways in which an electric equipment can expand its power:
First, by wasting it in resistance as heat, and, second, by feeding
back into the line in case there is any other load on the line
it
which can absorb the power.
The motors of the single-phase system can readily meet the
first of these conditions, namely, that of feeding power into a
resistance.
As the motors are of the commutator type, and are,
reality, first-class direct-current niachfi.es, they will readily
in
pick up as D. C. generators and can feed power into a suitably

Place.
trolley wire only,

any

desirable voltage can be used on the trolley line.
4th.
By using alternating current an efficient means for varying the voltage to the motors is obtained. With single-phase there
is one only supply circuit to be handled, and the variable voltage
apparatus can be given the simplest and most efficient form.
5th.
A type of motor was developed which can have its speed
varied by varying the voltage supplied to it, and which uses power
in proportion to the load, when operated in connection
with the above variable voltage supply circuit
6th.
The motor is preferably wound for low voltage and the
same transformer which is used for stepping down from the trollej
voltage to the motor voltage can also be used for obtaining the
desired voltage variation, for varying the speed, and the power in
proportion to the speed.
7th.
The motor is inherently of a variable speed type and can
automatically adjust its speed to that of other motors driving the
same load, with bui very small unbalancing of the loads on the
individual motors.
The type of motor developed is our which can be used on
8th.

practically

direct current, also.

The abovo covers the principal features of what Is now known
si
nia> be noicl llial
It.
the single-phase railway system.
these appear in one form or another in Ihc preceding systems.
11I'
which have been described.
It Is intended to cover practically all
It Is, in lad. a tool espethe best features of the other systems.
dally designed to do a particular piece of work, and is not pri
manly an adaptation ol o\i:;tin;-, appaialus lo a new condition The
single-phase system may be described briefly as follows:
Slnglo-phase alternating current is fed either directly from the
power house Into the trolley line, or from n high-voltage transas

proportioned resistance. This method of braking is perfectly teas!
1,1,.,
provided the controlling apparatus and car circuits are arranged for this purpose.
Consider, next, the case of feeding power back Into the li"
and controlling it. It would appear when looking at the problem
roadly, that a motor which could have its speed and power varied
:n economically over a wide range, should also be capable of re
versing its functions and becoming a generator of power with an
economical control over a wide speed range; and it has been de
terznlned in an extended series of shop tests, that the sic
phase type of railway motor does possess this property under
tain conditions. A number of ways of doing this in a more or less
Some of these method
successful manner have been tried.
very effective, and permit practically perfect control of the power
the line,
and speed during braking, or when returning
Such an arrangement would probably not be adi able tor mi
'

1

1

•

Its true field would be in letting a nam down a
stopping trains.
made Of such length thai Hie power is returned to the line for
long enough period to represent a fair proportion of the total
a
lime of operation. Both this method and thai where the power Is
-,
,,of the
absorbed in a rheostat, are valuable In relieving thi
brake shoes, which is a very Important
Bffloienl as
The resistance method of braklni
the
the other, has one advantage, in thai It
the train
supply system. Therefore, In case the po
.

is

descending a grade the resistance

still

I

be cffectlvo.
In tho past

have been taken by the
i.-«
hs two contract
Com mj toi Ingli phase
Weettnghouse Electric & Manufacture
railway equipment Involvlni
nitpment or part of the New JTork, New Haven
These axe for to
& Hartford Railway ByBtem and for the electrification of the St,
1
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or Sarnia tunnel, under the Detroit river, on the Grand Trunk
Railway. The former equipment will operate under high speed passenger service conditions, while the latter approximates freight
locomotive conditions. A brief description of these two proposed

that it might prove inadvisable to feed more than one or two sub
stations from a given plant, two or more power plants being installed on a very long system.

may be of interest.
THE NEW HAVEN SINGLE-PHASE EQUIPMENT.

the part of the electrical equipment which will doubtless excite the most interest, principally because it is a newcomer
in an old field. From the standpoint of the designer the generating
system and overhead construction may present just as Interesting
features, but to the layman in the electrical field there is but little
with which to make comparison; but when it comes to the locomotive the general problem is much better understood.
The frame, trucks and cab of this locomotive were built by the
Baldwin Locomotive Company, on designs developed after many
conferences between the New Haven Railway Company, the Baldwin Locomotive Company and the Westingliou e Klectric and Manufacturing Company. The design adopted was partially determined
by the fad thai the motor equipment must be suitable for use on
both alternating and direct current. This to a certain extent controlled the number and size of the motors anil thus affected the
construction of the trucks and other parts. The results have turned
out so well, however, that there is every reason to believe that
this type of locomotive will be used in future even where alternating current alone is used.
The mechanical construction of the locomotive presents many
novel and interesting features which deserve special consideration.
The running gear consists of two trucks, each mounted on four
62-in. driving wheels.
The length of wheelbase is S It. The side
frames are of forged steel and to them are bolted and riveted the
pressed steel bolster carrying the center plate. The weight on the
journal boxes is carried by semi-elliptic springs with auxiliary
coiled springs under the ends of the equalizer bars, to assist in
restoring equilibrium.
The bolsters are 30 in. wide at the center
plate, and are widened, where bolted to the side frames, to nearly
double this amount, thus giving a very strong construction without
excessive weight.
The center plate which transmits the tractive
effort to the frame is 18 in. in diameter, and will be lubricated to
permit a perfectly free motion in curving. The truck centers are
14 ft. 6 in. apart.
Owing to the fact that the entire space between the wheels
is occupied by the motors, it was impossible to transmit the draw-

installations

In this case the problem is somewhat complicated by the fact
that the locomotives must operate on direct current over the New
York Central part of the New Haven system, and on alternating
current on its own part of the line. However, this complication is
not nearly as great as would appear at first thought, for the type of
locomotive chosen is one which adapts itself well to both classes of
However, there Is necessarily some duplication of parts
service.
on the locomotive, such as the collecting devices, certain details of
the controllers, wiring, etc.
On the other hand, it is surprising
how many parts are common to both classes of service.
As 11,000 volts will be applied directly to an overhead trolley
and as the trolley system will span from four to six tracks, it is
evident that a very substantial overhead construction must he used.
The construction of this overhead system is one of the most interesting features in this whole electrical system.

Tin:

This

LOCOMOl

tVE,

is

The trolley system is to be suspended from steel bridges which
span from four to six tracks normally, and even a greater number
These bridges are placed at intervals of about
at special points.
300 feet, and at points about two miles apart heavier structures,
called anchor bridges, are placed.
The steel cables which support the trolley wire proper are supported by massive insulators on the bridges. Two cables are used
for each wire, and form a double catenary suspension carrying the
The double system
trolley wire by means of triangular supports.
of suspension gives increased stiffness to the trolley construction.
The triangular supports are placed about 10 ft. apart. The steel
cables have a total sag of about 6 ft., while the trolley wire itself
is maintained in a practically horizontal position.
At points corresponding to the anchor bridges, that is, about two
miles apart, each trolley wire is broken by section insulators and
is connected to the other trolley wires and to two feeder wires
through automatic circuit breakers. Otherwise each trolley wire,
with its cables and supports, is insulated from the adjacent wires.
In this way each wire is sectioned and a short circuit on any one
section can cut it out without putting the neighboring wires out of
service.
The two feeder wires just mentioned are carried the
whole length of the alternating system, and by means of these and
the arrangement of automatic switches, any entire section of four
or more trolleys could be cut out of service and the sections beyond
can be kept in service.
The trolley wire has a nominal height of 22 ft. above the track.
This height will vary a few inches up or down with wide variations
in temperature.
The pantagraph type of trolley used on the locomotives has an effective range of about 8% ft. and therefore a very
considerable variation in the height of trolley is permissible.
The overhead system is designed to be amply safe under abnormal conditions, such as high wind or heavy coating of ice. The
stresses in the supporting cables with a load of ice % in. thick
or 1 in. total, each side, on the cables, hangers, etc., will be about
1/6 of the ultimate. The stresses in the structure due to wind have
been figured on a basis of 16 2/3 lbs. per square foot, projected
surface for the cables and 25 lbs. per square foot normal surface
This is on a basis of the cables being covered
for flat surfaces.
with ice as given above. Allowance is made for double these pressures in summer when there is higher wind velocities, but under
this condition the cables will be of much smaller diameter in the
absence of ice.
As 11,000 volts is used on the trolley system, no transforming
stations are necessary on the part which is now to be installed.
The high voltage trolley system will extend about 19 miles in one
direction from the power house and about three miles in the opposite
direction to Stamford. This system could be extended in the latter
direction approximately 20 miles further, if desired, without transforming sub-stations. Therefore, about 40 miles of the trolley system can be supplied directly from the main power house. With a
locomotive load representing 4,000 k.w. about 19 miles from the Driving Wheel With Caps Removed to Show Pockets for Driving
power house and a corresponding load 15 miles away, or four miles
Pins on Quill.
from the power house, the drop at the end of the line will be about
13 per cent.
This drop is on the basis of feeding into the load bar pull through the center line of the locomotive in the usual way.
from one direction only. If there were a transforming sub-station Instead of this, strong plate girders heavily cross braced are carried
about 40 miles away from the power house, feeding into the same outside of the wheels and the entire strain of the drawbar is cartrolley system, then the drop at a point 20 miles away would not ried to these through strong box girders having top and bottom
be 13 per cent, but would be considerably less, as power would be plates 42 in. wide. Directly underneath the girder at each end is a
supplied from both directions. It, is apparent, therefore, that with Westinghouse Friction Draft gear to which the drawbar is atThe entire design lends itself to a very strong construcsub-stations along the line feeding into a common trolley system, tached.
such sub-stations could be possibly 60 miles apart. For example, tion without great weight. The cab is built up of sheet steel on a
framework of "Z" bars. The apparatus inside the cab is carried
if a transforming sub-station were placed in New Haven about 40
miles away from the power house, the drop at the midway point on a framework of structural steel which is built into the cab and
between the sub-station and power house would be equivalent to a firmly anchored to floor and ceiling. Over each motor is a large
load on the present system at 10 to 15 miles from the power house. trap door which permits easy access to motor bearings, brushes, etc.
The motors are four in number, each of 250 h.p. nominal
However, the above distances between sub-stations are so great
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capacity, but with a continuous capacity of over 200 h.p. each, or
over 800 h.p. total. The motors are of the gearless type, and are
wound for a normal full load speed of about 225 r.p.m. They are
connected permanently in pairs and require about 450> volts at the
terminals on alternating current and 550 to 600 volts on direct

current.

The frame and field of each motor are split horizontally, and
can be removed in halves in order to give access to the inside of
the field or to the armature. The armature is not placed directly
on a shaft, but is built up on a quill through which the car axle
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On

alternating current the motors are not operated in series
on D. O, but are connected permanently in a given manner and the supply voltage is varied. This gives an equivalent of
the series parallel, except that the number of efficient operating
steps is much greater.
On A. C. operation no resistance is used
in regular running, but a slight amount is used in passing from
one working step to the next, this being in the nature of a preventive device to diminish the short-circuiting effect when passing
from one transformer tap to another. There are six operative voltages, or running points, on the A. C, corresponding to six taps on
the lowering transformer, while there are a small number of intermediate steps which are used only in passing from one working
point to another. Experience has shown that the number of steps
on A. C. required to give a smooth acceleration is considerably
smaller than required on D. C. In consequence the controller is so
arranged that on A. C. about half as many steps are used as on
D. C. The tests have shown that the acceleration on both A. C. and
parallel as

D. C. is very smooth.

There is one feature in the D. C. control which is not generally
found at the present time on direct current equipments, namely,
shunting the field for higher speeds. On the series position on
It is usual railD. C. the motors have an efficient running point.
way practice to pass from the series to multiple position by introduction of resistance, there being no intermediate efficient running speed. On the New Haven equipments, however, the type of
motor used is one which permits an almost indefinite shunting of
the field without affecting the commutation or operation otherwise,
and advantage is taken of this to obtain several higher speeds by
shunting the fields before passing into multiple. In this way several efficient running points are obtained between the series and
multiple. The tests have shown that these motors will operate in
a perfectly satisfactory manner on direct current with their fields
shunted down to much less than half their normal strength.

When

operated on direct current, as stated before, the current
On alternating current, however, step
down transformers must be used, as the A. C. trolley voltage is
The step down transformers are two in number, one on
11,000.
each side of the cab, in order to balance the weight in the cab.
It must be borne in mind that these transformers are the heaviest
single pieces in the cab and there would be considerable difficulty
A further reason
in placing a single transformer to advantage.
for two transformers is that an injury to one would not entirely
The transformers are connected in parallel
disable the locomotive.
across the high voltage, but on the low voltage side each transformer feeds one pair of motors, through a separate control unit.
This means that the controller when operated on A. O. consists
is

New

Haven

—

Locomotive One of the
Transformers.

Two

Step-Down

passes with about 5/8 in. clearance all around.
On this quill, at
each end, are placed bearings which carry the field frame.
At each end of the quill is a flahge from which projects seven
round pins, parallel to the shaft, into corresponding pockets in the
huh of the wheel. Around each pin is placed a coiled spring wound
with the turns progressively eccentric. These springs are contained
between two steel bushings, the smaller of which slips over the
pin, and the larger fits in the pocket in the wheel.
These springs
are amply strong to carry the entire weight of the motor, but are
normally required to transmit only the torque of the motor and
They allow a total
to keep the motor axis parallel to the axle.
vertical movement of about % in.
The end play of the motor, instead of coming directly on the wheels, is taken by strong coiled
springs inside of the driving pins which press against covers in
the outer ends of the spring pockets in the wheels.
The torque
on the motor frame is taken by heavy parallel rods which anchor
the frame to the truck above and below the axle. These rods permit
vertical or side motion of the motor, but prevent excessive bumping
strains from coming on the motor-driving spring. The entire weight
of the motor is normally carried on springs supported from a steel
frame surrounding the motor and resting on the journal boxes.
The motors are internally of the same general type which the
Westinghouse company has been building for some time for interurban service. However, due to the relatively low speed of the
motors, the maximum commutator speed is very low, being less
than 3,000 ft. per minute when the locomotive is making 60 miles
per hour. This may be compared with 5,000 to 7,000 ft. commutator
speeds which are frequently attained in both I). ('. and A. C. highspeed service with fairly large motors,
One interesting feature in these motors is the method of cooling.
As a blower is used in the locomotive for cooling the lower
transformers, it was decided to extend this method of cooling to
the motors also.
In the floor of the cab is an air conduit of considerable size from which air is piped to each motor. This method
of cooling improves the continuous capacity of the motors, as evidenced by the above figures, which show that the continuous rating
is almost equal to the one-hour rating.
A further very great advantage in this method of cooling lies in the [act thai the motors
can be kept very clean In this manner, as the inside of the motor
is kept under partial pressure at all timoB, tending to keep out
dust and dirt, as all air flow is outward. The air furnished In the
motor, being taken from the inside of the rah. ran he Kept rela

and dry.
direct current part of the line, current la taken from
the third-rail system, except in the ease of some Bhorl section
cross-overs fed from an overhead trolley mi direct current.
The
motors aro controlled In the usual erli
parallel method m com
blnatlon with resistance, as in ordinary 1). C. practice.
lively clean

On the

of

fed directly to the motors.

two normally independent units.
The main controllers are of the well-known Westinghouse

elec-

The

design, however, differs somewhat from the straight D. C. type, due to the fart that switches,
blow-outs, etc.. must operate on both alternating and direct current

tro-pneumatic unit switch type.
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not bo very effect hi
img the rheostat. However, when runIn
ning on D. C. the transformer is idle, and the air passing through
becomes effective in the rheostat.
The locomotive is equipped with devices for collecting both
alternating and direct current. For the latter there are eight collect ins shoes, four on each side of the locomotive, arranged in
pairs of two eai h.
Then are, of course, two pairs on each side, one
at each end, for the purpose of bridging such gaps as are necessary
in the third rail system.
There must be shoes on each side, as the
locomotive mu
to make contact with the third rail when
turned end about
These D. C. contact shoes must also be able
to work on two forms of third rail, one in which the shoe runs
under the rail and the oilier where the shoe runs on top of the
The locomotive is provided with a pantagraph low tension
rail.
i'M ahead D. C. trolley to conform with certain New York Central
ill

requirements.

For collecting alternating current the locomotive is provided
with two pantagraph type high tension bow trolleys. Each trolley
lias a capacity to carry the total line current under average conditions, but two are provided to insure reserve capacity.
Each of these locomotives is to be able to handle a 200-ton
train in local service on a schedule of 26 miles per hour, with
stops averaging about two miles apart.
In order to make this
average speed the maximum speed will be about 45 miles per hour.
One locomotive will also be able to handle a 250-ton train on
through service. For heavier trains than this it is intended to
couple two locomotives together and operate them in multiple. This
presents no difficulties, for, as stated before, the locomotives are
fitted up for the multiple unit system of control.
It is evident from the above description that the engineers of
the New Haven Railway Company have had in view the adoption
of an electric system which is particularly well adapted for future
extensions.
If the electrification were to stop at Stamford, then
the full advantage of the alternating system would not be obtained. However, the section which will be electrified with alternating current is of sufficient length to enable the New Haven Railway engineers to determine the advantages and possibilities for
future extension, and it is safe to predict that such extensions will
be made in a comparatively short time.
SARNIA TUNNEL.
This equipment is to be on a relatively small scale as compared
with the New Haven, as there are to be five locomotives of 750 h.p.,
which can be operated singly or in multiple as desired. These
locomotives are to be of comparatively low speed, developing their
rated horse-power at 10 to 12 miles per hour. The service is very
intermittent.

On account of the low speed of these locomotives the motors
are geared to the axles. As the normal axle speed is about 60 r.p.m.,
it is impracticable to get a motor of the required capacity into
the available space, if made of the gearless type. The motors are
therefore designed for a speed of about five times that of the axle.
Except for the fact that they are of the single reduction type
instead of gearless, the motors are very similar in general features
of construction to the New Haven motors.
The whole equipment,
however, is simplified somewhat by the fact that alternating current
only will be used.
On account of the limited height of the tunnel it is found
advisable to use only 3,300 volts on the trolley wire. However, as
the length of the electric part of the system is comparatively small,
this does not impose any very severe conditions.
It is probable,
however, that in case the electric zone at either end of the tunnel
should be greatly extended, it would be advisable to use 6,600 volts
on the additional sections, with transformers on the locomotives,
so arranged that they could be switched from a 3,300 volt connection to 6,600 volt connection, or vice versa.
As this system as a whole has been very fully described in
various technical journals it is not necessary to go into it more
fully at the present time.
Discussion.
Mr. W. J. Wilgus, Vice-President, N. Y. C. & H. R. R.
The
motives in the minds of steam railroad men when considering a
change of motive power from steam to electricity, in the majority
of instances, are based upon one or both of the following conditions:
(a)
The desire or necessity to abate smoke nuisances in tunnels or terminals in large cities; or
(b)
The improvement of passenger service to attract an increased patronage by the public.
In other words, steam railroad companies at the present stage
of the development of electricity as a motive power, do not consider its use from motives of economy but from those of necessity
or from the broader policy of improving public service. To accomplish these objects, safety, reliability and earning capacity should
be borne in mind, as follows:

R—

SAFETY.
is adopted, full consideration must
be given to the question of safety to the employees of the company

Whichever

electric

system

Vol..
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and

to the public.
Of decreased dangers from collisions with the
use of electricity there is little to be said at this discussion, but
increased dangers from working conductors involves the selection between« the third rail working conductor with D. C. current, and the overhead construction with A. C. current.
Both forms
of construction have their disadvantages but, properly installed.
neither offer any more cause for apprehension on the part of railroad
men or the public than (dements of danger that exist with ordinary
steam railroad equipment, as for instance, boilers carrying heavy
pressures and fires on steam locomotives. As between these two
forms of construction, however, there has been more or less heated
discussion and as a rule the impression seems to have gone forth
that the third rail is dangerous and that the overhead construction
is absolutely safe.
I would
not like to be considered as condemning either as I
feel that there will always he local conditions that will require
think, however, that it is only fair
the use of either or both.
that the advantages and disadvantages of both should be made plain
to those who are contemplating the future change from steam to
I

electricity.

Properly designed and protected, the third rail may be said to
have the following disadvantages:
(a)
Hindrance to ordinary maintenance of track.
(b)
Danger from derailments.
Other objections have been made as, for instance, troubles with
snow and sleet, complications at frogs and switches, difficulties of
current collection and great danger to employees and trespassers.
Extended experiments under my direction have proven the fallacy
of these objections, provided the rail is properly designed and protected.
Objection has also been made to the use of third rail because of interference with the clearance lines of equipment, but
inasmuch as several trunk line railroads have already adopted third
rail so as to fix the standard outlines of equipment, other railroads
must naturally adjust the outlines of their equipment to the clearance diagram that has already been adopted to fit third rail con
ditions in order that traffic may be interchanged.
Overhead construction has the following disadvantages:
(a)
Inelasticity of construction which prevents the laying of
additional tracks or changes of grade and alinement without requiring radical expensive alterations in the permanent overhead
structures.
For instance, it has recently been necessary in the electrification of about 50 miles of double-track on the West Shore Railroad to decide in favor of third rail because by so doing $400,000
was saved that otherwise must have been spent for the increased
cost of the overhead construction designed for anticipated future
conditions that might not become necessary for between five and
ten years.
(b)
Danger to trainmen on the tops of freight cars.
(c)
Danger to the public at overhead street and highway
bridges.
(d)
Danger to trains in tunnels and at other places with restricted clearances, owing to the possibility of rearing cars in
cases of collision or derailment making contact with the highly
charged conductor.
(e)
Danger from derailments knocking down a supporting
structure which would affect not only the track upon which the
derailment occurs, but also all tracks on, for instance, a four-track
railroad, with the possibility of accident to more than one train.
(f)
Danger to trains where the overhead conductor carrying,
for instance 11,000 volts, is within two or three feet of moving
cars.
In the city of New York, for instance, the public authorities
have even taken a decided stand against wires carrying high voltages on transmission lines remote from the track.
Corrosion due to freight locomotive gases.
(g)
On the question of safety it may therefore be concluded that
properly designed working conductors, either third rail or overhead,
offer as much safety as is now enjoyed with present steam railroad
equipment, that both types of working conductors are necessary for
the full development of the art. and that as between D. C. systems with third rail and A. C. systems with overhead construction
a selection of either may be made to properly fit local conditions.
with the preference from a non-electrical standpoint in favor of
third rail.
RELIABILITY.
One of the arguments urged by the steam railroad men against
the adoption of electricity for heavy railway service is the superior reliability from the fact that the breaking down of one unit
whereas with
still leaves unaffected other units on the system;
electricity, the failure of the power, station or line brings all units
to a standstill.

To meet this argument it seems imperative that those charged
with the responsibility of changing motive power from steam to
electricity must reduce to a minimum the chances for a wholesale
interruption of traffic. This object can be attained as follows:
Power stations may be constructed in duplicate so that
(a)
in case of the failure of one the other, by utilizing its overload
capacity and spare units, will permit the entire system to be oper-

,
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some reduction of efficiency. The New
York Central & Hudson River Railroad has adopted the two power
station idea, either one of which under above conditions, can operate
ated, although possibly with

system with full efficiency.
The first impulse may be to criticize this policy as expensive,
but it should be borne in mind that by so doing the requirement
of reliability is obtained, and moreover, as those operating the system become expert in preventing troubles, the surplus power may
be utilized for taking care of the expanding traffic of the company.
Already we see ahead the necessity for the use of this surplus
energy and in the meantime we are amply protected against the
usual troubles in starting a new system.
(b)
The transmission line should, where possible, be in duplicate, and the working conductor should be such in fact as well as
In other
in name and not utilized for transmission purposes.
words, the working conductor should be sectionalized so that in
case of breaks of any kind the trouble will be confined to the section in question, leaving the remainder of the road to be operated
without delay to trains. The system described by Mr. Lamme appears to omit a consideration of this feature so that in case of
a breakage of the overhead construction not only will the working
conductor be out of service at the point of trouble, but the entire
system will be at a standstill. In other words, should a derailment
or any other occurrence cause the collapse of the supporting members of the overhead construction as proposed by Mr. Lamme, not
only will the trolley wires but also the feeder wires be broken
and all power will be cut off from trains.
(c)
In order to guard against interruption of service batteries
have been considered a necessity on trunk line railroads. This has
been urged not only by the advocates of D. C. current but by some
of those most prominent in the A. C. field, and it is therefore somewhat surprising that those who have been the most urgent in their
advocacy of batteries for D. C. installation should now consider
them unnecessary where they are advising the use of A. C. current.
Certainly conservative railroading on trunk lines carrying
frequent passenger, mail and express trains should leave no stone
unturned to guard against interruption of traffic and thus meet
one of the strongest arguments that has been raised by those believing that steam railroad practice with independent units is far
its

superior to electric traction. If this is conceded, the cost of batteries is just as legitimate a charge against the use of A. C. electric
systems for heavy railway service as for the D. C. system, and even
more so if but one power station is used as contemplated in the
system described by Mr. Lamme. I merely bring out this point in
fairness to both systems.

—

Locomotives. The relative technical advantages of A. C.
systems for heavy railway service I will leave to those
who are far better qualified to discuss them, merely calling attention to the wisdom on the part of the steam railroad men to adopt
the system not only best suited to local needs, but, moreover, the
one which by long experience or careful experiment is proven to be
worthy of adoption in such a revolutionary step as the change from
the long tried steam locomotive to electric motive power in disIn other words, the
tricts where a failure would be disastrous.
responsibility on the steam railroad men of the change from one
kind of power to another is sufficiently heavy without adding to it
the use of untried systems.
(d)

and D.

C.

EABNINO CAPACITY.

To secure increased earning capacity in making a change from
steam to electricity a change must also be made in the operating
conditions that by long experience are known to bring about the
creation of a new remunerative traffic. We all know that when the
change from horse cars to electric cars was first proposed many
arguments pro and con were made as to the relative cost of operation and therefore the effect upon earnings.
Almost, immediately,
however, the question of comparative cost of operation disappeared
because it was discovered that the improved conditions, entirely
apart from the cost of operation, created enormous increase of traffic that made the advantages from the use of electricity self-evident
The causes of these benefits alike to be public and to the rail
roads were:
I

(a)
Increased speed, which wis obviously attractive to the
public and which increased the capacity of the railroads.
(b)
More frequent stops without corresponding loss <>f si d,
because of quicker acceleration.
(<)
Mori frequent units.
1

When

Steam railroad finds it desirable to rhaimr its motive
trains which must be handled by loc
power on Its thr
otlve
should it not hi the same lime follow in the footsteps of urban
railroads and adopt the same flexible system of train units for its
suburban traffic? By so doing trains made up of a desired numhei
of cars may be run with the frequencj best suited to the volume
or tratiic at different times of the day without in any manner ait
ing acceleration, which in turn is largelj the measure of the capacity
of the road
For Instance, with the multiple unit system at cer
tain hours of the day trains of three cars will !»• sufficient, wh< n
a

-,ii

1

>
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hours trains a few minutes apart may be made up of as
as 10 or 12 cars.
With multiple unit operation the power of the train is always
proportioned to the load and there is therefore a uniform acceleration; whereas with locomotive operation the larger the number
Moreover, in conof cars the slower the locomotive' is in starting.
gested terminals the use of multiple unit self-moving cars dispenses
with switching, flying movements and duplicate interferences across
the throat of the yard.
Therefore the more frequent trains possible with multiple unit
operation, quicker acceleration and higher uniform speeds, all combine to make attractive to the public the territory along the railroad adopting that system; whereas a mere change from steam
to electric locomotive practice, whether of the A. C. or D. C. system, brings to the railroad none of the increased earning capacity
which it should secure when incurring this large expense.
at the rush

many

SUMMARY.
Admitting that the purpose of a change of motive power for
heavy railroad service from steam to electricity is to abate the
smoke nuisance and improve the passenger service so as to make
travel more attractive, the electric system that is adopted, whether
direct current or alternating current, must employ the safest appliances known to the art, must have all possible safeguards against
interruptions due to troubles in the power station and on the line,
must employ well tried apparatus that has passed beyond the experimental stage, and must be thoroughly flexible so as to afford the
traveling public the advantages that are denied with steam operation.
The use of any system which does not possess these qualities
will burden the corporation adopting it with a heavy expense, for
which there is no adequate return. Whether this system shall be
A. C. or D. C. depends entirely on the development of the art from
a practical standpoint and the local conditions. The more congested the traffic the more necessary the adoption of the system
that will be least in danger of failure and best adapted to public
demands.

Washington Correspondence.

—

Washington, March 20. It is becoming apparent that Senator
Bailey will not be able to command the support of all the Democratic Senators for his proposition to amend the Hepburn railroad
rate bill so as to provide for review by the courts of orders issued
by the Commission with a provision restricting the right of the
courts to suspend an order pending its review. The break in the
Democratic ranks increases the probability that the Senate will
adopt a review amendment that will not impose any restrictions
on the power of the courts to enjoin the enforcement of an order
the Interstate Commerce Commission pending review with a
provision requiring the difference between the challenged rate and
that made by the Commission to be deposited in escrow subject to
the -order of the court on the final determination of the case.
Republican Senators who favor such an amendment are confident
that it will meet with the approval of President Roosevelt, whose
of

views on the subject of suspension seem

to

have undergone con-

siderable modification.
The proposition to require the impounding of the amount in
controversy rather than to require the roads to give bond for the
reimbursement of shippers is favored on the ground that, under a
bond provision, it might be necessary for shippers who had paid
the old rates pending review to institute suit to recover the amounts
due them. On the other hand, if the money is bold in escrow
subject to the order of the court, it would be paid out in accordant e
with the directions of the court, and if the order of the Commis
sion should be sustained it would be returned to the shippers who
had paid it 8,1 once. This proposition is also favored on the ground
that it would tend to prevent roads from Instituting review pro

eeedinns merely for the sake of delay. It is contended that, under
such a provision, the officers and attorneys of a railroad would be
deterred from filing an application for review unless they were
convinced that the order of the Commission was Illegal and would
Otherwise, they would have nothing
let aside by the court.
be
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!
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equipment and general expenses lncrea ed In a in en the Bame ratio a
gross earnings, while conducting transportation shows lesi Incn
and maintenance ol way shows a slight decreaa
Thi operating
ratio was 71 per cent., a decrease of in. The average
train
load increased from 426 tons to 560 Ions.
i
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contended Hiat'there should
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the power of the courts to review the orders
be no
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the Commission is that such review is more necessary to prem.iii
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All-Steel

Drop

Bottom

i

General Service Drop

General

Service

Gondola

Car for the

Frisco System.

i

The Frisco System is now receiving a lot ol 200 all-steel drop
bottom general service g
lola cars, 100 for the Chicago & Eastern
Illino s ami loo for the Kansas City, Port Scott & Memphis, which
embody a number of new points in design. Thej might properly
be termed a 99 per cent
Bat bottom dump car In that, although
the floor of the car
Bat with the doors closed and is to all appear
It

Bottom Gondola Car

—

K.

C,

F.

S.

&

M.

General Service Drop Bottom Gondola Car Discharging Load Through Four Doors.
theories as to the government of the transportation business of the
country by making decisions in accordance with their ideas as <o
what the law ought to be rather than in accordance with the manifest intention of Congress.
The history of the Commission in the
pasl is cited to show that it has heen overruled by the courts so
frequently for the reason that it has attempted to read into the
Interstate Commerce act provisions of law that were not put there
by Congress.
w
,,

Wheeling

&

,-

Lake Erie Earnings.

ances an ordinary flat bottom gondola ear without hoppers, when
the doors are open it will discharge its lading to an even greater
extent than 99 per cent, without shoveling. The cars are of 100.000
lbs. capacity and were designed and built by the Pressed Steel Car
Co., of Pittsburg.

the courtesy of the National Tube Co. a test was
of these cars at their works at McKeesport, Pa., on
March 7 by officers of the Pressed Steel Car Co., to demonstrate the
rapidity with which the car clears itself in dumping, and several

Through
made of one

photographs were taken which are reproduced in the accompanying
engravings.

earnings of the Wheeling & Lake Erie for the seven
Jan. 31, 1906, were $3,350,618, an increase of $709,253;
net
$968,735, an increase of $467,993.
The surplus after
charges was $133,118, which compares with a deficit of $139,945 for
the corresponding period of the previous year,
Maintenance of

months ended
'

first of these shows a general view of the car before dumpload of 99.300 lbs. of run-of-mine coal. This is somewhat
less than the capacity of the car level-full and therefore the coal in
the car is not visible in the photograph. The second illustration
shows the car as one-half of the load is being dumped from the

The

ing

its

M

uicii
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approach to the ore-trestle of the National Tube Works. The third
photograph is an interior view of the car after dumping the whole
load, and shows distinctly the self-clearing nature of the car.
It
will be seen that, one end of the car was on a curve, the elevation
of which decreased the angle of inclination of two doors imme-

minute for each of the four
dumped and the doors closed
to form a flat bottom gondola car by two workmen in four minutes
or less. The fourth illustration shows the interior of these cars

diately over the truck, thus retaining a small portion of the load
which would have otherwise dumped. The illustration shows more
coal retained at that point than at any other.
The car was not
weighed after dumping, but it was estimated by several of those
present that not over GOO to 700 lbs. of coal remained in the car.
It may safely be said, therefore, that not more than 1 per cent, of
the load will be retained and the greater portion of this will run
out when the car is jarred to any extent, such as the coupling of
an engine or slight shifting. The time required for dumping is
about six seconds for each half of the car. and the time consumed

The car is built entirely of steel and has 16 drop doors so
that practically the whole bottom of the car drops. The eight doors
over the trucks drop to a clear opening of 23 in., while the eight
doors in the center of the car have a 26-in. clear opening. The
center sills are pressed to form an inverted V at the top and are
rivetted to a T-shape which has a 4-in. top, and are reinforced with
angles at the lower edges. The center ridge of the car is only
The body transoms are built up of plates and angles
4 in. wide.
which give a 7-in. space, while the cross-bearers are of presseu steel
shapes and have a top surface only 3 in. wide.

in closing the doors about one-half
sections.
Such a car can be placed,

with the doors closed.

Genera! Service Drop Bottom Gondola Car After Load

Was

Discharged by Gravity. No Shoveling.

operated by a so-called "creeping shaft" mechancarried in slots by the cross-bearers ami bolsters, ami
while the doors are closed by chains attached to these Shafts, the
latter arc automatically moved over underneath the doors when
fully closed and the load is thus securely supported ami ace dental
discharge is impossible.
The gcm-ral dimensions of tin' car arc:
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The "American"

Electric

Semaphore.

signal

>

here desi

and possesses Importanl merits.

commutator or the brushes. By filling this pan once in every
three or four weeks it is hoped to do away with the trouble now
From this pan a hole is
so frequently experienced from frost.
cored to and under the glass covering, so that the commutator will
have the benefit of the absorbent while yet the fumes of the chemical cannot reach or injure the insulation on the armature winding.
This signal can be moved from the stop to the proceed position
With eight volts a
in 7V-; seconds on 10 volts and 2% amperes.
current of three amperes is required to clear the signal in 10
The blade can be readily moved from any position that the
onds.
the

i

Fig. 1.

Model B.

Fig.

3.

xi,, No.

12.

The
blade, is supported by the Bquare semaphore shaft S Fig
chain is attached to the top part of the quadrant sheave while the
blade is at stop. It passes around the sheave, lying in the groove;
and thence through a square hole in the lock-dog. I), which is provided with rollers to prevent friction between the chain and the
dog. As shown in Fig. 2 the lug on this dog is under the lower
i

been developed in tin' past two
The spectacle casting and
Made are pulled to the proceed position instead of pushed, as in the
ordinary designs. The electric motor is of high electrical efficiency
The shaft is of tool steel, ground
"'
lesign.
and excel
re ol phosphor bronze, needing Do lulniea
to gage; the bi
tion, and the commutator is built exactly like the commutators
of large electric generators- of drop forged copper segments, insulated with mica. The whole motor Is enclosed and dust proof.
The commutatoi and brushes are protected by a glass covering
which ran be removed to permit inspection. In the base of the
motor, directly hack of the name plate, there is a copper pan which
,an be filled with calcium chloride, or other suitable chemical, or
with lime, to absorb any moisture which may collect on the glass,

The

years,

Vol

edge of the sheave and the chain has been forced in toward the
semaphore shaft so that it does not hang in a straight line. In
this position it will be noted thai the blade could not be depressed
on account of the lug on this dog. When power is applied to the
chain it is drawn taut, and this throws the dog and its lug clear of
The sheave is then pulled down and the blade brought
the sheave.
This locking device is made to
to the clear or proceed position.
operate in the same way whether the blade is moved to "proceed"
by elevating or by depressing the arm.
tubular
The sheaves, c, Fig. 3,
LBt-iron, and fitted on
shafts.
These shafts meet in the center of the machine but are
of course independent of each other. The sheaves are each made
from a single piece of "metal and the tube is Banged at one end for
the gear d, Fig. 4. The outer ends of these tubes have bearing!
bushed with phosphor hronce. There is an oil cup about midway
between the flanged end of the tube an.rthe sheave into which oil
may be poured to lubricate the bearings. The lubrication will last for
months. The sheave, tubes and gear revolve together. Fig. 3 shows
two sheaves, the machine being for a two-arm signal.
The vertical phosphor bronze rod connecting the mechanism
>

Fig.i.

UodclC.

Motor and Connections for the Electric Semaphore
motor may stop in. The figures just given are computed from the
instant the circuit is closed (not, as is customary, when the load is
thrown on the motor) and are based on the use of a 90-deg. semaphore casting, counterweighted to raise a 6-lb. weight en the
end of a 4-ft. blade. It will be noted that this requires a counterweight of considerable size when depressing the blade to the proceed position. It is possible to operate one blade for two positions,
or one blade for three positions; two blades for two positions, or

two blades for three positions, all without making any changes
other than of the wires leading to the circuit controller. This can
be done in 20 minutes.
Figure 1 represents the mechanism equipped with a dash pot A
as a cushion when the arm returns to the stop position, as
the general custom. But as clash pots have peculiarities, the designer has substituted something simpler and more satisfactory.
and I. This fan is worked in conthe fan, B, shown in Figures
nection with clutch. It is supported by an independent bearing and
auses no friction on the motor shaft. When the motor is engaged
by the clutch the fan is disengaged, and vice versa.
The clutch is operated by a solenoid which is in series with
the motor. It is enclosed in a watertight iron case, and bolted to
It acts through
the underside of the plate supporting the motor.
the vertical rods seen at each side in Fig. 3 projecting through the
to act
is

::

i

base plate.

The blades, when in either the stop or proceed position, are
mechanically locked and it is Impo sible to move them except by
operating the mechanism enclosed within the post. The sheave, at
the top of the post, carrying the bicycle chain for operating the

of the

!/

Fig. 2

American Railway Signal Company.

with the blade is % in. diameter, straight and hard drawn. No
guides are required no matter what the length of post, as there
Should the rod
is no compression strain and hence no buckling.
break there can be no improper indication given, as there is no
obstruction on which the casting could catch. The tensile strength
of the rod is 2,100 lbs.
A bicycle chain connection is used at both ends. The lower
one is fastened to a funnel shaped flange to prevent water or
moisture reaching the chain.
The covering for the slot magnets e, Fig. 3. is to protect them
against dripping water. The only moisture that can accumulate on
the slot magnets is what may condense from the atmosphere. The
armature is not liable to freeze to the slot coils, as the armature
with its bar weighs about five pounds, and all the moisture that
could collect on these coils would hardly hold that weight. There is
about one 200th of an inch clearance between the armature and
the cores of the magnets.
With this mechanism the blade can be stopped at any angle
and immediately returned to the proceed position, without first
returning it to the full stop position. This is a very desirable
quality as not infrequently momentary interruptions to the track
The
circuit allow the blade to move toward the stop position.
mechanism can, of course, be used to move the arm either up or
down from the horizontal. If a road which is using the downward
indication when a signal is installed desires to change, all that is
required is the new blade grip casting; then by giving the head
casting on the post a half turn the signal is ready for service.
The mechanism can be used to operate two blades separately
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The slot or lock
or lioth at the same time, With the same motor.
coils can he wound to S00 ohms; and then with 10 volts the signal
will at all times be under perfect control, because these coils are
at no time required to hold more or less weight than the armature
of these is sufficient to break away from
From this
of five volts or less is used.
explanation it will be seen that the weight of the blade at no time
adds to the work to be done; and there is no necessity of a delicate
system of adjustment between these coils and the weighted sema-

and

The weight
when a current

its bar.

the coils

armature bar when released from the coil is
under the most adverse conditions.
It
has been known to work successfully with 250 lbs. of added
weight, which is many times in excess of any ordinary accumulation of ice or snow.
The circuit controller f is enclosed in a water-tight case, keeping the rubbing contacts free from dust and moisture. This controller is operated by a rim g on the large bronze gear and the
construction and operation are such that at no time can the cirThe
cuits be shifted except through the operation of the gear.
wires leading from this controller are run through fibre bushings and rubber tubes to a duplicate board from which the leadout is made. Phosphor bronze is used in all gears. This not only
precludes the possibilty of rust, but insures a long life, great
strength and little wear; and no oil is needed. All moving parts
are bushed with bronze.
Signals of this design have been in use over a year, and one, a
two-arm signal, three-position, working each blade separately and
independent of each other, has been in operation since the first of
November, subject to all k'nds of weather, and thus far has not
failed.
The fan with which the new model (Figs. 3 and 4) is fitted
serves to prevent the formation of frost and ice on the gears and
moving parts, by keeping the air in circulation. The fan is thus
used for two distinct purposes, for enabling the signal to be returned to the stop position without the use of a dash pot, and for
phore.

The weight

of the

to release the signal

sufficient

circulating the air.

This apparatus is designed and manufactured by the American
Railway Signal Company, of Cleveland, Ohio.

Machine Shop Practice.
Good machine shop practice may be said to be the
Whatever can be
Very much might
about rules and procedure for maintaining discipline, for
at the desired result at the lowest cost.
cheapen production is a step forward.

arriving

done

to

be said
the sys-

tematizing of output, for the installation of the piece-work system
many modifications thereto, and many other points; these,
however, will be but briefly touched on. Attention will be directed
chiefly to the equipment of the shops to indicate how very much
can be done in the way of cheapening output.
The general management of a large machine shop is a subject
The control over the shop should be very complete, and
in itself.
as much a one-man control as possible, not that one man should
actually supervise the shop but that he should control every department through competent assistants, each assistant or foreman having trusted foreman or sub-foreman under him. The utmost care
should be taken to have all the work performed systematically, so
that the time lost in handling work is reduced to a minimum.
Again, the utmost care should be taken to turn out good work, for
in the end any concern doing poor work is doomed to failure; not
only should the workmanship be good, but the parts turned out
should all be to gage within a predetermined limit of error, the
allowable error being determined by means of limit gages.
The general scheme of handling the men, whether by day work,
piece work, premium or other systems, is also a subject, in itself.
Each system has advantages and disadvantages. The men should
be under careful supervision, but at the same time not watched as
if they were trying to cheat the company.
A speed foreman or a
man whose duty it is to speed up the tools to the proper poinl
Is generally obnoxious to the men unless he has exceptional tact.
The work can lie done by a sub-foreman without the special
tie.
The good will of the men should, as far as possible, be obtained by
making the surroundings comfortable and bealtby and paying a
good wage to keep good men.
An efficient tool room is a requisite of a good shop. In it the
tools Should be kepi in some good system and should be kepi always
in the best of condition.
The machines in this department should
be high class, otherwise their imperfections will lie reproduced in
the tools. In the larger shops it is the duty of Hie tool room to
not only see that certain tools are on hand for doing the work
but to see what jigs or other fixtures could be made to cheapen
production, and to consider In general the best way to handle any
or the

1

certain that all outgoing material is charged to the right account
and to prevent delays in the manufacturing department by having
ready to deliver the proper material at the required time, is to
create a general store-keeping department for finished and unfinished material in charge of a good general storekeeper and under
him a sufficiency of clerks.
General management, tool supply rooms, general stores department, accounting departments are classed as non-productive, though
of course without efficient service in these departments no works
can pay. But the works themselves, the machines and men doing
the actual labor, are where the money comes from, and it is there
that the greatest reduction in cost must be made. In general it
will be found that as the productiveness of the shops increase the
non-productive labor will also increase. The great cost in all shops
is the labor.
Anything to cut down the relative cost of labor is a
step in the direction of greater profit for the manufacturer, not
necessarily to cut down the rate of wages, but rather the reverse,
but to still further increase the output per man. The means for
increasing the output may be taken up under these heads:
1st.

2d.

The general

stores

dcprirlncnt

is

of great

importance, for on

depends very much the profll or loss that the company will Incur
The only possible way to prevent shortage, to reduce Btock to a
minimum, to keep an exact inventor} of material on band, to make
it

Multiplying tools.
Multiplying machines.

Improving the quality of the cutting tool.
Increasing the speed and ease of handling the machines.
"One machine one tool one man," was the old rule since the
operation of the first machine, and if some shortsighted trades'
unions had their way, would still be in force. But such is no
longer the case in live machine shops. Many single spindled drills
3d.

4th.

—

—

work, replaced by multiple spindled drills, so that
with one operation half a dozen or more holes are drilled, gaining very greatly in time and also in having the output absolutely
interchangeable, a point of the very highest value. Single-headed
planers are now the exception except in small sizes; planers cutting on both the forward and return stroke have been used but
are not generally approved; plate edge planing machines cut both
ways with entire satisfaction. Lathes also have multiple cutting
tools.
With locomotive driving-wheel lathes, for example, the two
wheels and the two bearings are in some cases machined simultaneously.
Shafting lathes have usually three tools operating, gun
Vertical boring mills have usually two heads.
lathes, four, etc.
Turret lathes in their many modifications are a slightly different
example of multiplying tools. The different tools are contained in
one machine, but usually one tool operates at a time, the saving
in time being effected by the extreme ease of changing from one
Screw cutting machines with multiple spindles are
tool to another.
now universal, so that the price per operation is reduced to a minimum what a difference between the time when every screw was
cut in the lathe or by hand dies and present day practice, when,
for example, the operator has to thread 15.000 half-inch bolts in
a day to make a living wage, as is the case in a Pittsburg shop!
The milling machine is another example of duplicating tools, though
The milling cutter may have 20 to
in a slightly different sense.
30 cutting edges, each doing its fair share of work and each is as
distinctly an individual tool as the cutters in a boring bar. for
example. Besides this a milling machine may have several heads.
Milling machines have been productive of immense economy in the
machine shop, not only in the decrease in time for the operation
but also in facilities offered for milling any kind of profile. The
multiplying of cutting tools in a machine will always be more of
The tendency of engineering pracspecial than general application.
tice is towards specialization, which is eminently favorable to the

are, for special

—

multiplication of tools.

Many non-automatic manually controlled machines can be replaced by semi-automatic ones, so that one man can attend to two,
threo or more of these machines; and, one step farther, many nonautomatic or semi-automatic machines can be replaced in automatic
ones, for which the only attention required Is the intermittent
feeding of a new bar from which the screws, nuts, bolts, etc., arc
automatically turned out. But, in addition, besides the economy
it, there is the advantage
of obtaining uniformity of product
and greater degree of accuracy. It is quite possible, however, to
overstep the mark in installing automatic or semi-automatic ma
The} are onlj a paying Investment
chines, especially the former.
when the number of pieces of one Kind is large, so thai the time
taken to set the mechanism is small compared to the nine the
machine will be In operation, it is the balancing of capital and
Interest against saving in attendance.
Hand chipping should be replaced by pneumatic chlppers, band
rlveiing by pneumatic or hydraulic riveters, hand Bling by emerj
wheels or portable electric grinders, p
We drill to replace
Planers should be supplemented by milling mul
old ratchet,
in
hi down the number of operations,
lathes should be Bupple
i'ii
in'
by grinding machines.
Portable tools are usually though!
of as being small and light, and tin
them arc. but
ometimea the work is so large that II cannot be taken to the
machines, and consequently the ma. bine baa to be taken to the
Work, necessitating large ami hi
-. d
in flic shops Of the Weslingh
such, for example, as wenElectric & Manufacturing Oo, at East Pittsburg ID machining large

in

1

11

special job.
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machines for every indicheapening cost.
all up-to-date machine shops is
considered under the head of
lal

resull
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and

es bj

mall articles of averj
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with alv
Another Impei

vidual

means

<iuare

of a transit, as the ordl

of

value can hardly be overestimated, as
multiplying
ived by Its use pays tor Hs installation
b
the time and thi
many times over. Practicallj ill traveling cranes arc electrically
operated, and they are usually so (quipped that there is motion
The use of the electric magnet for lifting
in three planes al once.
It
in connection with these cranes should be made with reserve.
is, however, of much service in some places when- the crane travel
is small.
Small electric or pneumatic jib cranes or suspended hoists
should i" Installed wherever there is much lifting in one particular
I

1

spot.

The discovery of the value of certain steel alloys is one of the
Its value
greatest of the age in regard to machine shop practice.
is far-reaching, not only in greatly decreasing the time required for
an operation but also in leading machine shop men to investigate
all connecting problems, such as the strength and better design of
machines, the time required for handling and chucking the work,
under old conditions, a certain operation in a machine
etc
If,
required three hours time and one hour for chucking and handling,
the idle time of the machine would be only 25 per cent, of the
total, if the time of the operation were reduced by the use of highspeed steels to one hour then the idle time would be 50 per cent.,
and some endeavor would undoubtedly be made to decrease time of
bucking. There is a large amount of literature on the subject of
these high speed steels, and some of the showings are little short
This is especially
of marvelous compared with former practice.
the case under favorable conditions in experimental demonstrations.
Under ordinary conditions the results are less startling, for the
problem is not one of speed alone. High speed steel may not always be a paying investment; for example, a light job requiring relatively little time for cutting compared to time required for
preparing and chucking; or, again, suppose, under ordinary conditions, a man has all he can do attending to two machines, the
cutting time of one being just sufficient for the chucking time on
the other, then any decrease in cutting time would be of small
advantage. In general, the new steels cannot be used to the limit,
first, because the present machines will not stand it and the general tendency is to retain present tools, working them to the limit
instead of at once scrapping them, and, second, much of the work
The old carbon steels
will not stand it on account of special shapes.
give better results, as far as service is concerned, on very light
But on the larger work, shafting, guns, wheel turnfinishing cuts.
ins, big planing operations, etc.. the advantages to be gained by
These steels have inthe use of high speed steel are considerable.
creased the output of railroad shop machines 25 to 100 per cent.,
and in some cases even 200 per cent. There is still considerable
experimental data to be obtained before the best results are obtainable from these steels, as the speed bears some relation to the
depth of cut and the feed. The highest speed does not necessarily
remove the greatest amount of metal in a given time. In general,
a slower speed and heavier cut and feed is more efficient.
As a sample of what may be done in general practice there is
given a table of results, obtained at the Union Pacific shops, under
new and old conditions in turning a pair of locomotive tires. These
are average results and are not for a particular instance. They
were reported in the Proceedings of the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association for 1904.
i

—

Timt of Output of One Pair of Driving Wheels.
Tool steel
-a
,
Air
hardening;. Highspeed
Carbon,
Operation.
Ills. Min.
I Irs. Mill.
Hrs. Min.
o
30
00
36
Setting tool, etc., throughout |ob
1
20
30
Grinding rough tool
so
o
nt
1
00
Grinding flanging tool
1
8
00
5
00
00
Roughing cut
5
00
2
30
30
Finishing cut
:',u
30
30
Flanging cut
I'nitip'i/'itu

'

1

1

l

i

i

1

Total

20

labor

00

12

oo

3

00

the average total time in the shops of
the Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad Co. per pair of wheels, under
old conditions, using air-hardening steel, was eight hours; under
new conditions four pairs per day. or 2'j hours per pair. This is
not meant for a comparison of the two shops, as conditions may
not be the same. But not the whole of this improvement is due
in the tool steel.
Much of it is due to better methods of driving
and better facilities for handling the wheels. Many similar examples could be given. Later on in this paper reference will be
made to some other results obtained in the P. & L. E. R. R. shops.
From the old hand driven or foot power tools to the line shaft
belt driven shop was an immense stride, and as the machines themselves were improved so that some were all but human, it would

As a

parallel

to

this,

;.,.

I

12.

seem that the

limit had bei n reached,
This was, of course, not
even of the machine, and verj much less so ol the method
of drive.
The large belt-driven shops had bee,, me g perfect Del
work of shafts, countershafts ami miles of bin [n •
Thi
Interfered
greatly with the lighting and genera] cleanliness,
Anothei
drawback was the lack of speed variation. The cone pulleys and
back gearing, or Its equivalent, could give as wide a total speed
change as was desired, but thi
b p
were too coarse. The average
increase of speed by menu, ol the
one pulley was 50 per cent.
It
may be assumed the average loss of speed would be 25 per cent,
now n wer po sible to
that is, one-half the speed Increment,
it
decide, within 10 per cent., the speed a tool will stand, and if a
method of control were put in to give that speed increment, then
the loss of speed would average only 5 per cent. The advantage
in favor of a close speed range would thus be 20 per cent., and if
the average time the machines were running were 5u per cent, of
the workman's time, then the net savings would be 10 per cent.
If the mechanics wages were $3 a day, the saving would be
a day, or $100 a year per man.
true,

•

'

(To be continued.)

The New Westinghouse "K" Triple Valve.
This valve, which was first publicly introduced al the Wei
Seneca Tests on the lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway
last October, is new more in designation than i.i detail, since it
consists of an ordinary Westinghouse quick-action freight triple
va ve with a small addition and slight modification in the ports of
the valve body and slide valve, designed to meet those condition
existing in the long-train service of the present day, which are
not met with entire satisfaction by any present standard triple
valve.
Any Westinghouse freight triple valve can be made over
into the "K" type with very litt'e expense and during the U3iial

time required for general repairs.
The principal advantages gained by such mollification are:
(1.)
Quick Action in Service Applications. This is obtained
by venTng a certain amount of brake pipe air to the brake cylinder
at each triple valve during the service applications i.i a way similar

—

to

the emergency applications of the old triple

valves,

with

less

danger of undesired emergency applications, and with a greater
degree of sensitiveness of graduat.on than can be obtained in the
present standard valves.
Retarded Release of Brakes on the Forward Part of the
(2.)
Train. This extremely desirable result is accomplished through an
arrangement of ports in connection with a spring affecting the

—

movement of the piston and, slide valve in the release position in
such a way that either a full or restricted exhaust port can be
obtained as the position of the car in the train requires.
3.
Even Recharge of Auxiliary Reservoirs Throughout the
1

1

—

Train. The "feed port" is so changed in relation to the triple-valve
piston that its opening is reduced on such triple valves as are in
the "restricted-exhaust" position, while those having the full exhaust opening also have the full recharging opening. This provides
that all the brakes in the train may be recharged in about t:ie
same length of time. These very desirable results have long been
sought after but never before obtained in a practicable shape. The
quick-service feature insures a much more rapid response to service
applications of the brakes on all lengths of trains. With the old
triple valve on a 50-car freight train, it is necessary, in order to be
sure that all brakes will apply, to make not less than a 7-ib. brakepipe reduction. With the "K" triple valves under such conditions.
a 5-lb. reduction will readily apply all brakes, thus materially reducing the loss of air from the brake pipe during an application.
More than that, a reduction of pressure such as will insure the
application of all the brakes on a 50-car train with the old style of
triple valve develops only a small cylinder pressure on the rear cars
of the train, while the new valve causes a pressure which is approximately equal on all the cars.
On a 100-car freight train it is, impossible, with any present
make of triple valve, to apply all the brakes with any service application.
This applies even where the triple valves are all in firstclass condition.
With the "K" triple valve, however, no trouble is
experienced in applying all of the brakes on this or even a greater
length of train. With the ordinary triple valve on such a train,
a 15-lb. brake-pipe reduction will apply from 76 to 81 brakes if
Westinghouse triple valves are used; and from 50 to 61 if NewYork triple valves are used, referring to equipment with S-ln. x
12-in. brake cylinders in both eases.
With the 10-in. x 12-in. brakecylinder equipment, the number of brakes that will apply under
With
similar conditions is considerably less than with the 8-in.
the "K" triple valve and its quick-service feature, however, a
means of applying all the brakes is afforded with lighter brakepipe reductions than are required with the old triple valve giving
the unsatisfactory results above mentioned.
This retarded-release feature provid-es a means by which the
brakes can be released at slow speeds without any danger of train
partings. With the present equipment it is often necessary to bring
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freight trains to a standstill before releasing the brakes it the
speed has been reduced to ten miles an hour or less, and under
certain conditions this speed limit is even greater. In many cases
it is not practicable to release at slow speeds even when the engine
has the independent straight-air brake to control the slack of the
train.
By proper manipulation of the brake-valve handle, this retarded-release feature puts into the hands of the engineer a means
of (1) releasing the brakes at the rear end of the train first; (2)
releasing those at the head end first, or (3) releasing the brakes
throughout the train all at the same time.
The restricted recharging of the brakes on the forward cars
causes the air pressure to rise more rapidly throughout the entire
brake-pipe and makes more air available in a shorter time for
releasing and recharging the rear brakes. This effectually obviates
the tendency of the rear brakes to stick, because this tendency is
due to the auxiliary reservoirs on the forward end absorbing so
much of the air while recharging that the rear cars do not get
the pressure required to promptly release their brakes. It also
prevents re-applicat'on on the head end after release, due to the
brake-pipe pressure there being lowered through the rear brakes still
recharging after the forward ones are fully charged.
This feature also permits of the brake-valve handle being allowed to remain in the release position longer without overcharging the head of the train, thus more quickly building up the brakepipe pressure, and. consequently, recharging the auxiliary reservoirs.
Since those brakes at the rear of the train are charged in
about the same time as those at the head end, a more evenly distributed braking power is obtained, causing each brake to do its
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of ports to suit the new slide valve, and he addition of the
retarded-release feature, 29, which in the ordinary freight equipment protrudes into the auxiliary reservoir volume. Besides this,
the port 6 is drilled through the body and check-valve case in such
a manner as to connect the chamber Y above the Chech valve to
a port in the slide-valve seat. In the release position of the valve
when used with the 10-in. brake equipment, this port b communicates through a port in the slide valve with the slide-valve chamber,
and thus with the auxiliary reservoir, permitting air from the
brake-pipe to raise the check valve 15 and pass through port b to
the auxiliary reservoir. This is in addition to the supply that

ment

I

passes through the ordinary feed groove i around the piston, so
that in full release position the auxiliary reservoirs will charge
very rapidly. But if the valve is in the retarded-release position,
port b connects with a much smaller port through the slide valve,
while the piston fits closely against the ends of the slide-valve bush,
cutting off any supply through feed groove i, thus greatly reducing
the rate of recharge. This also applies to the valve when arranged
for an S-in. equipment except that communication between port b
and the slide-valve chamber is broken during the full release, all
the air for recharging then coming through the feed groove; while
during the retarded release the port in the slide valve which opens
b to the slide-valve chamber is about half the area of the feed
groove. This difference exists because of the different volumes of
air that have to be handled, while the feed grooves in both valves
are the same size.
The retarded-release feature is made possible through the
supplementary portion 29, which consists of a brass frame casting
open on both sides and attached to the triple-valve body by means
of three screws, SO; the stem. 31. acts as a stop for the triple-valve
piston when moving to the release position. Since it is held to its
position by the spring 38, and collar 3>, it will readily be seen that
by properly proportioning this spring, the stem 31 can be made
to compress the spring or not, depending on the rate of increase of
the brake-pipe pressure in chamber h. If the triple valve is on the
head end of the train, where the brake-pipe pressure builds up
rapidly, spring 33 will be somewhat compressed by the piston when
going to the release position, thus allowing the slide valve 3 to pass
beyond full release position and partly close the exhaust port. As
the brake-pipe pressure equalizes throughout the train, and feeds
through into the auxiliary reservoirs, the difference of pressures on
the two sides of the piston becomes less, and the slide valve is
gradually forced back to the full exhaust opening.
Quick-Service Feature. When the slide valve goes to the service-application position, its arrangement of ports is such that the
chamber Y is connected through port b to the brake cylinders,
These ports are so restricted that the resulting flow of air from
the brake-pipe to the brake-cylinder through port ft is not sufficient
to cause an emergency application, but will materially hasten the

—

brake-pipe reduction throughout the train. It is for this rea
that a much smaller reduction is required at the brake valve to
obtain a given brake-cylinder pressure than would be the ease with
the old type of triple valve. This is true not only because "i
air exhausted to the atmosphere at the brance valve, but also be
cause of the additional pressure derived from the air entering the
brake cylinders from the brake pipe and thereby causing a higher
brake-cylinder pressure.
In all other respects the operation of this valve is practically
Its outward apthat of the present F 36 or H 49 triple valves.
pearance, when attached to the auxiliary reservoir, is so much like
those valves thai, to distinguish it. a thin lug is east on the top
of the body in a position easily seen from the side of the valve; and
'-" is also
cast en ike side of the bodj
iis designation "K-1" or "K
ike former replacing the F 3(5 and the latter the 11 19 standard
1

Westinghouse "K-1" Triple Valve.
share of the work, and avoiding the overheating of sonic of the
wheels.
A 5U-car freight tra'n equipped with the new valve and running
at a speed of 20 miles per hour will bs brought to a standstill
by a 5-lb. brake-pipe reduction in aboul ton ft. shorter di3tance
than with the old type, due to the more prompt application, higher
average cylinder pressure and more positive an ion of the brakes.
It
requires a 20-lb. reduction w th the old triple valves to stop in
the same distance as the 5-lb. reduction just mentioned.
More than
10-in.
this, the amount of free air saved on a 50-car train with
brake equipment, due to the lighter brake-pipe reductions and quick-

about 25 cu. ft. for every lull appllcat on. Ami
a full application with the new valve slops the train in 36 per
lent, less distance than required with the standard valve.
The present: standard Westinghouse freight triple valve maj
he transformed Into the Improved type by a Bimple change, preserv
ing all the o'd pails except the body, slide-valve, slide-valve bush
and graduating valve. This can he done when these valves are sent
Thus Hie nisi of re-sland
to Hie brake works for heavy repairs.
ardlzlng is reduced 111 a minimum, the time required will no1
exceed 1i1.1i allowed for ordinary repair work, and the railroad
Will get the advantage Of Using the pails of their own lr 'pie valves
s'

i-viee

feature,

is

The accompanying
through the "K" triple

Illustration
valve, from

central vertical Bectlon
which ihc changes required to
Is

a

convert the old standard valve Into thiB type will be readily meet
These changes are
A new body, !; a new slide valvi
stood,
a new graduating valve, ?. of the slide-valve type; the nece
modifications In the piston Btem, ;. required by the new type ol
graduating valve; the new glide-valve bush with proper re-arrange

valves.

A large number of these valves are already in service g ving
The serious problems
results that are in every way satisfactory,
brought forward by the rapidly changing conditions of frelg d en
iee have made it absolutely necessary to Increase 'be power and
Yet the adoption of any new device
of the airbrake.
would entail such an Immense amount of expense a. id Inconvenience that the arrangement above outlined wherebj the valves new
required re
in Bervice can be utilized and transformed to give thi
sulls with only a slight add tion to the number of parts and with
flexibility

little

expense, will prove In lie ,,lle Of lie
brought out in connei tion with

inenis yet
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The Are seems

have started from the coals In the fire hoxes of
Ing gas
bul there was an explosion of. Illuml
! the flames. The collision occurred on
to bavi
in
an engineman baa a view of an opposing train [or
to

locomotives,

the
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great deal less to maintain interlocking where track
during snow and sleet storms, when
bara mual often be disconnected,
Mr. Sperry observed thai thi
fundamental principle of the deiector bar is wrong; a (allure to
come in contact with the wheel will cause an improper Indication.
This is nol true of the track circuit, with which a failure will invariably give the desired protection by maintaining the route.
Mr. W. A. I). Short Signal Engineer of the II Inola Central,
presented a paper on power distant signals.
He said thai those
roads in the Middle West which a few years ago thought the gas
signal was the best for this purpose have found that the regulating
mechanism of the gas signal Is too delicate, especially where the
signals cannot be Inspected every day; and the electric motor is
now being generally adopted. Mr. Short has secured information
from 111 railroads representing
miles of road, and he finds
that "five years ago the average di inini of the distant signal from
the home signal at Interlocking plants was 1,441.14 ft., and from
the interlocking machine it was 1,750 ft.
To-day the average
distance from the home signal to the distant is 3,745.64 ft., and of
the distant signal from the interloi king machine 4,025 ft."
Just
what data were taken in computing these averages is not stated.
Mr. Short says that where a power signal is used there should be
an electric lock on the back latch of the home signal lever to
absolutely ensure the distant signal being in the caution position
before the home signal lever can be unlatched to be put in the
thai
i

it

i-osi

a

Irculta are used, particularly

which appears
curve where
only a few hundred feet; and, moreover, the track of the Atchison.
Topeka & Santa Fe runs parallel to the Rio Grande track, making
There
it easy to assume that an opposing train is on another track.
was a blinding snowstorm at the time, and the weather was so
cold thai thi
The rera suffered much from this cause.
ports indicate that the collision was due to a false report sent to
the train despatchei bj the operator at Swallows, a station easi of
Adobe. This operator had been asleep on duty, and when asked
if train No. 3 had passed replied that it had not, whereas il
had
gone by while he was asleep. As a result of this misinformation,
the despatchei- issued an order to No. 16 based on his supposed
ability to hold No. 3 at Swallows.
The following statement is published as from A. C. Ridgway,
ul manager of the company: "No 3, leaving Pueblo, had ordera to meet No. 16 al Idobe. On account of delay in getting out
of l'ueblo after the train had left the order was changed to make
The despatcher had
the meeting point Beaver in place of Adobe.
'O. K.' from Florence and Swallows, the operator at Swallows stating that No. 3 had not gone by. He had been asleep beyond question; did not hear No. 3 go by and 'O. K.'d' despatcher's order, and
This was the day operator, and
is the sole cause of che collision.
he was doing duty for the night man, as the night man had gone to normal position.
The discussion on this subject showed in a striking way what
Pueblo to cash pay checks without asking permission from the
Pueblo office. Our standing rule is that day operators are not to a change has come over signalmen's minds with reference to
relieve night operators and work overtime unless permission is the use of the power distant signal. The recommendations of this
Association in its favor, adopted two years ago, are now being
asked and granted by the chief despatcher."
followed by most of the important roads.
There is a difference
of opinion among members as to whether the power distant signal
Railway Signal Association.
shall in all cases be controlled by a separate lever or shall be
operated automatically.
The latter method seems most likely to
This association held its regular March meeting at the Great be generally adopted.
With this, approach locking between the
Northern Hotel, Chicago, March 19. Vice-President J. A. Peabody distant and home signals is easy and cheap. The matter of locking
(C. & N. W. ) presided. About 75 persons were in attendance at the the home signal at "proceed" when the distant is at proceed, either
two sessions, and 40 new members were elected. The revised con- mechanically or electrically, received some consideration, and the
stitution as published in the notice of the meeting was discussed, majority inclined to the opinion that some arrangement should be
and a number of changes made. It was recommended that with made whereby the home signal shall at all times be in such a
these corrections it be presented at the New York meeting in May condition that it can be set to the stop position quickly.
The Committee on Standard Specifications for Mefor adoption.
Switch signals came up for discussion under this head; and it
chanical Interlocking presented the following substitute for para- developed that on many roads electric locking and time-interval
graph No. 7-1 of the specifications, which were referred back to the locking is receiving considerable consideration.
Members recogcommittee at the October meeting.
nize the need of anticipating open switches, and the opening of
a

.

i

—

Specifications for Signal Pules. All straight poles must be of
lap-welded iron steam pipe in sections of 4 ft., 5 ft. and 6 ft., with
swedged joints; the swedging to be 18 in. length and the male
section inserted 16 in. The swedged ends must be hammer caulked.
The total weight of 32-ft. poles, which must be set in concrete,
One-arm
shall be not less than 526 lbs.; for 38-ft. poles, 639 lbs.
poles, set in base castings, must be 26 ft. long and weigh not less
than 413 lbs. Two-arm poles must be 32 ft. long and weigh not
less than 526 lbs. All these weights apply to poles without fittings.
Weights and lengths of pipe are fixed as follows: 4-in. section,
9 ft. 4 in. in length, to weigh 10.665 lbs. per foot; 5-in. section,
11 ft. 4 in. in length, to weigh 14.502 lbs. per foot; pipe of 6-in.
section for poles set in the ground to weigh IS. 762 lbs. per foot;
for one-arm signals to be 14 ft. long; for two-arm, 20 ft. long; 6-in.
section for one-arm poles set in base castings to be 8 ft. in length;
6-in. section for two-arm poles set in base castings to be 14 ft.
long.

—

Concrete Foundations for Signal Poles. Poles which are set in
the ground must be reinforced by concrete not less than 12 in. by
12 in. by 6 ft. deep, and the pole filled with cement mortar 2 in.
above concrete; and there must be a %-in. drain hole through the
wall of the pipe at the top of the filling. Concrete foundations for
base castings must be 30 in. by 30 in. at the top, and be not less
than 5 ft. deep, with 1-in. slope per foot on the sides. Anchor bolts
are to be 1 in. in diameter, and extended to within 12 in. of bottom
of foundation.

These paragraphs were adopted and will be incorporated in
Standard Specifications printed in the 1905 proceedings as
paragraph No. 124.
the

The paper by Mr. Spangler* on "Substituting Track

Circuits for

Detector Bars" evoked quite a lively discussion, and brought out
The substitution of track circuits necessarily
the following points:
increases the number of insulated joints in and around switch
points, which, from a track maintenance point, is undesirable. The
relays used on the circuits release too slowly; to meet this condition about 60 ft. instead of the customary 45 ft. to 50 ft. should be
Many of the speakers favored the retention of detector
allowed.
bars, and argued thai they are giving full protection under all
Evidence was given to show
conditions, except with 100-lb. rails.
•A report
tion,

.i

iibi

Batterj

of

Mr. Spangler's paper, and a notice of the revised constituA paper on
h\ the c
mlttee, will be found elsewhere.
Practice by Mr. F. B Corey, Is deferred to a future Issue
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switches in the face of trains.

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario.
Ottawa, March 12, 1006.
This road, the new Ontario Government Railway into New Ontario, running noith from North Bay to Liskeard, 113 miles, and passing through the Cobalt mining regions, was a distinct financial success
last year, the first in which it was operated to its present terminus.
The prospects for the coming year are that earning power will be
greatly increased. The silver discoveries at Cobalt proved a silver
mine indeed for this example of government ownership. Both
passenger and freight traffic were largely increased, the latter both
in ore coming out from the mines and machinery, building material,
supplies and settlers' effects going in. Both kinds of traffic were
hampered by lack of rolling stock. The passenger trains one each
way daily afforded standing room only, and freight was often two
or three weeks on the road from Toronto and Ottawa to Cobalt,
which is 103 miles from the southern terminus of the Temiskaming
road.
In the coming season the equipment of the road will be
even more severely tested. It is estimated that nearly 100,000
people will make for the new mining region this spring.
The
Provincial Commission, which manages the road, is taking steps to
increase the equipment before next month, and to be ready to supplement it if necessary.
A score of mines already shipping ore
and a prospect that the number may be doubled, an influx of settlers
into the clay belt which will soon become productive, the demands
of business resulting from the opening of many stores in the new
towns along the line all these promise to add largely to the permanent earning power of the new road. Last year its net earnings
were $113,000 $1,000 a miie. It is not unlikely that they will be
three times that amount this year. There are 100 miles northward
from Liskeard under construction and work is practically completed
to within 35 miles of a junction with the projected line of the new
National Transcontinental Railroad, the eastern end of the Grand
Trunk Pacific. This is to be at a point about 142 miles north of
Liskeard. With the construction of the new transcontinental, the
Temiskaming & Northern Ontario would become both an important
feeder and an outlet to the trunk line. In any case, as long as the
prosperity of the mines continues, the road will be prosperous and

—

—

—

—

to that extent will be a fine object lesson of the success of the prinJ. a. m.
ciple of government ownership of railroads.
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of events which take place under their observation.
Discussions of subjects pertaining to all
departments of railroad business by men practically acquainted with them are especially desired.
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show the public
where the money is put, or what is being done with it, he would
endeavor to keep the public so well informed that excessive rates
would be readily discoverable. At present it is usually impossible
to know whether rates are exorbitant or not until it is too late to
give the public any adequate relief by legislation or other state
With
Mr. Adams' plan is not without reasonableness.
action.
Intelligent management it would undoubtedly aid in hastening that
practical degree of publicity that all fair-minded students and
critics desire.
The enforcement of the long-and-short haul rule
everywhere would, of course, work much injustice, at least for a
time; but Mr. Adams could plausibly claim that the change only
Nobody,
shifted the burden from the oppressed to the oppressor.
however, could devise such a law which would not have to be subject to exceptions; and there's the rub: Where Is the wise and pow
orful body to supervise Hi" allowance of exceptions'.'
profits to the stockholders in dividends, or else to
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A rigid long-and-short haul rule and a law to prevent stockwatering are the two principal elements in the remedy tor railroad evils proposed by Mr. Brooks Adams in the Boston Transcript.
Like Dr. Hadley, Mr. Adams states his position rather briefly, not
giving all his reasons and not touching on all of the difficulties,
but, like Dr. Hadley, he also takes a calm view, recognizing that
compromise is necessary and not only necessary but exigent. He
shows in very clear terms how the courts have uniformly taken that
position which favors vested interests, while the Commission has
as uniformly taken an opposite one; has tried to make progress by
dealing out justice even at the expense of costly departures from
traditional practices which sufficiently explains the strenuous endeavors of most capitalistic interests to keep all questions within
"Stock-watering" is
the hands of the courts as far as possible.
used as a broad term to include stock-fattening as well. In other
words, Mr. Adams would forbid stock dividends and other devices
by which the earning power of a railroad is concealed from all
except experts until ownerships have been so juggled that the public finds itself powerless to prevent exorbitant profit taking to pay
unreasonably high dividends. By compelling a railroad to pay its
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mercial common sense which would have dictated an appeal to
Instead of being comCongress for the remedy now suggested.
mercial, New England is capitalistic, though Mr. Adams does not
directly say so.
The railroad investors, rather than the shippers
and manufacturers, control public sentiment there. Finally, Mr.

—

Adams gives a clarifying view
On this he says:

of

the

"court review" perplexity.

As the vested Interests resisted all relief, the President had to do what
he could, not what he would.
The Hepburu bill is confessedly imperfect,
but all men can understand a proposal to erect a tribunal which shall nave
power to correct an unjust rate, while the intricacies of the automatic system
Furthermore, the
of the long and-short haul are popularly Inexplicable.
vested interests clearly prefer to take their chances with a new statute which
All lawyers know that a court
the Supreme Court may emasculate.
can emasculate any new statute at pleasure, but rourts are usually careful
To do so would be fatal to themselves.
not to exasperate society at large.
Either it purports to prevent
The Hepburn bill presents an alternative.
If It cuts
a judicial review of the Commission's decisions, or it does not.
depriving citizens of thenfor
held
unconstitutional
be
off review It mnv
property without 'due process of law: if It does not. it would be Impossible
Take
to limit the extent of the review against the will of the judiciary.
Ames vs. Union Pacific has established
for example, the plea of confiscation.
that any reduction, however small. In gross receipts, which carried out logically might impair dividends and thereby injure values, may be conflscnt lo:i
per cent, on
while Calloway's case decided that rates calculated to return
beside B
12 per cent. In all
actual Investment, and (1 per cent, on water
Hence It might be
surplus, had In them nothing Intrinsically unreasonable.
below
a 12
dividends
tended
reduce
which
to
Inferred that any equalization
pet cent, basis would unreasonably diminish the value of the property, aad
conobliged
to
lie
Court
fact
the
would
determine
this
To
be confiscation.
Few lawyers assume that s constitusider both law and evidence.
which
statute
certainly
bar
\
a
Judicial
review.
can
a.
Congress
of
tional
should unconditionally subordinate all the (unctions of the Commission to
court review would be assumed to be an approval of the law as it BOW Stands.
Under such a statute the judiciary would feel Itself strengthened, and ni
The privileges of vested Interests would be maintained
II, .f
would follow.
Conversely, an enactment which purported to limit the
or even extended.
judicial review, and to place responsibility on the Commission In preference
Su
to the Court, would be Interpreted as disapproval of the atl
ntlon
pretne Bench, and an expression of a demand Tor a caori
tax.
.
of the transportation
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"The Character of Correspondence School Teaching" was the
editorial in the columns of a contemporary,
wherein. In answer to many inquiries regarding the character of
tendency In seme quarters
such Instruction, and also because of
by the highscellena ol the work d<
to ridicule the same,
grade schools was pointed out, particular reference being made to
'authorithe high character of the text books, pn
Ing In the
ubjecl
The weak points, the drawbai
ties on the
subject of a recent

.-i
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detail, simply as
mosl of these are

in till thai was said in this
The opportunity afforded by these

the nature of thlngi

beartllj

concur,

OOlS to tho ambitious among the masses who. as a rule, cannot
afford a technical course In a collego Is valuable and far reaching
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less,
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readily

and with
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schools
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embers
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Neverthe-
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ome

if
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more thoroughly or

than the

we have heard condemi
sions,

—

uol

all

— which

of the engineering profes-

be admitted.

In

many

of the adver-

tisements of these cours'
aking it appear thai the engineering
professions are easily and quicklj learned and by listing them indiscriminately with the varietj of trades or occupations now covered by the larger of these schools, the impression which is conveyed regarding these professions is undeniably one of inferiority.
For example, we have before us one such advertisement in which
the interested person is asked to indicate in He
neous list
given, running from show card writer to civil engineer, which "occupation" he prefers, promising to show him that it is "not only
It is
possible but actually easy" for him to enter thai occupation.
not surprising that the members of the high and difficult calling of
the civil engineer, for instance, should consider that such a presentment is a reflection on the dignity and superiority of their profession, lowering its standard in the eyes of the public.
It is also

misleading to the student, actual and prospective. In view of the
great and valuable work these schools are doing we feel that they
owe it to themselves as well as to these splendid professions in
which they give instructions to modify a practice which tends to
cast discredit thereon.
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last
twelvemonth irerj few issues of new bonds of great railroad
corporations which have not been of a high grade, and offered at a
per cent, basis oi below.
Bui this does not affect much the
sentimental scruple of the b
Iholder whom railroad consolidation
has overloaded with securities hearing the title head of one
n a trustee who musl render an account, he hates to
poration.
i

be found with, say. half or two-thirds Of his trust held in one coi
poration.
Savings hanks considerably, trust companies somewhat
less, are under stress of the same argument, and even the man who
invests his

own funds generally

prefers the distributive to a cen

tralized policj

The case has um\ begun to expand beyond the steam railroad
in.
Thus the holder ol a trolley railway bond in the Hudson

Mohawk

river or

valley or in Connecticut

or Massachusetts a

deemed himself the owner of a street railway bond pure
and simple. He now finds himself, while still the bolder of the
bond, a dependent of the New York Central or New Haven
or two ago

A PHASE

OF RAILROAD BONDING,

bought up the trolley systems. The securdecreased in value by the change on the contrary, it is apt
i" be dei idedh enhanced.
Bui if the trolley bondholder, before the
trolley sale, was already a large holder of the steam company's

corporations, which havi

During the last year we have had occasion more than on
point out the "bond period" into which, as regards their broader
operations in finance, the railroad corporations of the country have
entered.
Its most impressive index is the increase of the bonded
debt of American railroads from $32,494 a mile to $35,418 a mile
(about nine per cent.i during the year 1904, while, during the same
year, capital stock per mile decreased from $30,719 per mile to
$30,686 per mile; and when the returns for 1905 are fully made up
we have little doubt that a similar, if not larger, bond increase will
be shown in view of the size of bonding issues during the last fewmonths.
Historically, bond periods in our railroad development
have been generally periods of railroad prosperity and good health,
and such is the case now. Some of the fiscal phenomena of the
present great standing harvest of railroad bonds are, however,
unique and striking, and especially so is a new relation of investors
to such bonds as a sequel of the rapid progress of railroad consolidation.
While it is a fact which cannot be measured in e!
figures, it is one which railroad financiers have begun to encounter,
especially in those regions and centers where single great railroad
systems have their special spheres of fiscal influence and look for
markets for their securities.
Forty years ago the independent railroad corporations of the
country were many. Now they are relatively few. Each independent company, whether large or small, had its stock sometimes of
two or three classes and its mortgage debt represented by from
one to several groups of outstanding bonds. The mortgage security
was specific and localized. It covered a railroad property usually

—

—

simple in character, not interstate, often small in size, easily visible,
and its annual report readily analyzed with gross earnings, seldom
going beyond six figures in dollars and not infrequently falling to
five.
The great mergers and consolidations have changed all that,
and with the absorption have, of course, gone many of the separate
and small bond issues with their specific local mortgage security.
The one-time bondholder of the small road now finds himself the
owner of bonds ofteu by the process of exchange of a different
bond of a bigger road. What is more to the point, he often finds
also that, by the same process, from being an investing bondholder
in several comparatively localized lines
with a moderate investment in each he is become a large holder of the securities of the
great absorbent corporation, and that not by original volition but
by the compulsion of railroad events.
The same truism holds if
his local railroad stocks have been guaranteed by the big company;
and if be hunts new railroad investment he must go pietty far
afield to a new financial center and rely upon investment opinion
secondary, derivative and often misliked by the ultra-conservative

—

—

—

—

security holder.

There has thus been reached in many cases a situation following the great railroad mergers in which the investor finds himself
overloaded with the securities of the dominating railroad system.
He has or, what amounts to almost the same thing, thinks he has
in the rural phrase,
too many eggs in one basket"; and this con-

—

ity is in

—

t

unload a part, at least, of
investment policy.
Ai a period when centralization is the resonant keynote of
railroad policy, every new- phase of it is of interest and significance.
Among its fiscal phenomena this overloading of the investor is not
a fact
to be despised simply because it thus far seems to have
Indeed, unless we are greatly mistaken,
gone almost unnoticed.
it is already beginning to be felt in that law of supply and demand
which affects even the besl types of new railroad bonds in this
case tending to increase the supply and considerably lower prices in
the market. To illustrate the situation we could name here at least
one great railroad corporation that prolongs the corporate existence
of strong subsidiary lines as a basis for separate mortgage security
and higher prices for new bond issues. In seeking a measure of
the size of this overloading" and its psychological influence on investment, three or four points in the market quotations of certain
large groups of bonds is probably fair and. by some, may be considered excessive. But. as the tidal flood of railroad bonds competing with, for example, new industrial and telephone securities
rises, and, along with it. railroad mergers proceed, the results of
the overload of the investor is a thing to be watched with interest.
That, for instance, it is one of the obscure but genuine forces in the
expanding device of the convertible railroad bond can hardly be
securities, the sentimental disposition to

his holdings

becomes a force

in his

—

—

disputed.

ELECTRIC SYSTEMS FOR HEAVY RAILROAD SERVICE.
to

whom

electrification

a live question, but there are few railroads

whose

staff inch

Among
is

railroad officers there are

many

an engineer who has followed the subject so closely as to even
understand the nomenclature of the new science and discuss it intelligently with the electrical companies' engineers.
Fewer still
have any confidence in their own judgment of the comparative

and cost of operation of a.c. and d.c.
This is not censurable. For these it is not written in
"Even a fool, when he holdeth his peace, is counted
wise."
The knowledge is not necessary .until its time comes, and
meanwhile the different systems are being tried out by discussion,
experiments and actual use in comparatively light service; and we
shall not need to wait long for the results of working of the alternating-current locomotives and motors on the New Haven road
under like conditions and side by side with the direct-current locomotives and motors of the New York Central.
Nevertheless, there is a present value to every operating officer
in reading the discussions before the New York Railroad Club, of
which the substance is reprinted in last week's and in the present
safety, reliability, original cost

current systems.
the Good Book:

issue of this paper.
torical,

but there

is

Much

of this is technical,

some

of

it

is

his-

a remainder of clear statement of the economics
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Even where the change is compulsory, as it is
with the Central and New Haven terminals in New York City, there
is a chance to make it profitable.
Mr. Wilgus says:

319

selected list of then existing trolley runs at high speed longer
than 20 miles.
This showed 14 trolley services, 50 to 1SS mile
runs at average speeds of from 20 to 30 miles per hour. These
average speeds necessitate occasional running at 60 miles per hour.
The operation is safe. Admitting that local conditions will often
govern, the fact that the two great electric companies have contracts for over 500 miles of single-phase alternating-current electrification is by so much indicative.

of the proposition.

a

"To secure increased earning capacity in making a change from steam to
change must also be made in the operating conditions thai by
limy experience are known to bring about the creation of a new remunerative
We all know that when the change from horse cars to electric cars
traffic.
was first proposed many arguments pro and con were made as to the relative
Almost, immecost of operation and therefore the effect upon earnings.
electricity a

however, the quest inn of comparativ
st of operation disappeared
was discovered that the improved conditions, entirely apart from
the cost of operation, created enormous increase of traffic that made the advantages from the use of electricity self-evident."
diately,

because

February Accidents.

it

The condensed record of the principal train accidents which
occurred in the United States in the month of February, printed in
another column, contains accounts of 20 collisions, 17 derailments
and two other accidents. Those which were most serious, or which
are of special interest by reason of their causes or attending circumstances, occurred as follows:

no reason to expect any such proportional increase of
receipts, in a change from steam to electricity, as was obtained by
the change from horse power to trolley, except by suburban and
some local trains. It has been difficult for most of us to see an
advantage in electrically-operated express trains or freight trains,
There

is

t'-ii

Injured.

Killed.

n
3d Duran, N. Mex
In
but Mr. Townley indicates some possibilities, in that the electric
5th Helena, Mont
locomotive has available unlimited power, while the steam locomoith
1"
Janesville, Wis
3
14th Columbus. Kan
tive is limited to the power generated in its own boiler. This means
15th Boston. Bass. .
8
Swannanoa, N. C
! 8th
that the size and weight of freight trains, or the speed of express
25th Enterprise. .Miss.
1
trains, will not be limited by the present strength of track and
The most prominent accident in this list, the collision due to
bridges, or by weight on driving axles. Enough electric locomotives
a runaway near Helena, Mont., apparently escaped being a great
can be coupled up and worked by the multiple unit system to move
holocaust only by the fact that the passenger train carried but
anything at any speed, if the draft gear is strong enough. This few passengers. The only explanation of the cause is that near
more frequent Austin the engine of the freight train was detached from the cars
feature, combined with the economic divisibility
small trains at an approximately proportional cost per car mile
to take water and "by some means the cars got started down the
makes a basis for considering the revolutionary proposition to hill." It was in August, 1901, that 34 passengers were killed in
the same state (at Nyack
by a collision due to a similar runaway.
abandon the well-developed and nearly-perfected steam locomotive.
Mr. Townley, alone among those who took part in the discus- Are steep grades specially dangerous in Montana? Or was the
"The track capacity of any given road can be materially lesson of 1901 poorly learned?
sion, said:
The collision at Boston on the 15th resembles the Montana
increased by the substitution of electric traction for steam." This
case in that a chief element in it was a feature which is known
is important if il can be shown to be true.
We have in mind one to be dangerous and which has been exemplified in other collisions
railroad, with a congested line, and the problem before it of addiquite recently. The car in which the passenger was killed was
tional tracks, cr additional "track capacity," to be secured by elec- a light car placed in a train between heavy cars.
The case was
trification.
After careful study, the engineer of one of our great exactly like that at Sheffield, Mo., in October last, when 13 persons
electric companies was not able to demonstrate any material inwere killed. It raises the query whether the lessons of collisions.
crease. This was during the past year, and the chance is still open. as related to the make-up of passenger trains, will have to be sepIn one respect the New Haven road gives the best possible op- arately exemplified on each railroad before the danger of mixing
portunity for demonstrating the advantages of electrification for heavy and light cars in the same train shall be duly appreciated
The number of electric ear accidents reported in the news
the public benefit, for an increase in revenue and for possible
papers of the United States in the mouth of February was eight,
economy. It is an interlaced, complicated system, largely for local
in which eight persons were killed and 03 were injured.
services; an inevitable combination due to the force of circumstances, rather than a consolidation of the modern type.
It owns
Massachusetts is very far ahead of any other American state
240 miles of electric trolley lines, and its problem is to make these
in the intelligence and energy with which she has tackled the grade
trolleys, working in harmony with its own lines, earn more money
crossing problem, but even in Massachusetts some of the most
and give better public service. Here, if anywhere in the world, pressing local problems have been found very bard to deal with
electrification of the main lines and branches, at any cost within and are still unsettled; and there is a persistent
demand that things
reason, should b? profitable, as it enables the company's trolley cars he made to move faster. A bill has been introduced in the legislain city streets to pick up passengers and run through to destination;
ture to empower each special commission one of which is apand there appears no reason why this extension of service is net pointed to deal with each local problem to decide how soon its
Reciting that human lives continue to
alike applicable to freight. Per the carrying out of this scheme the orders shall be carried out.
necessity, the pro
alternating-current locomotives and motors with overhead conduc- be sacrificed ami that more speedy action is
posed lull aims to lake Ihe matter out of the hands el Ihe railroad
tors seem best adapted to involve the least possible complication.
commission. It seems likely, however, thai nothing can be done,
It is out of place here to discuss the estimated comparative
for the causes of delay are by no means trilling.
In some cities,
costs of installation and operation of the a.c. and d.c. systems. It is
the interests of conflicting parties and the great COSl have in.!.
a matter of fact rather than of opinion, and the electric companies
The city of lies
action seemingly impossible for the time being.
will soon develop the facts.
Mr. Wilgus, with an evident desire ton is particularly opposed to a change In the law Just at present,
to be fair-minded in his dignified contribution to the discussion,
because of the great expense thai might be thrown on the citj
seems to bo in conflict with himself in prophesying the comparative for work In the Charlestown district which must be done in the
Again, a special commission never knows, until it
safety of the two systems. He admits the dangers of the use of the near future.
takes up a case, whal obstacles are going to
ncountered.
froi
third rail conductor, proved by many ghastly catastrophies; ass
" the grade cro
interminable and unavoidable "delays of the
\\
thai his protected, under-contact, rail conductor is safe, although it
real lilies afford example!
in;; problems nl Ihe
ircelj less Btrih
lias never been tried, even e\|>ori
atally, in actual service; and,
mi' iii. iii these afforded by the interstate freight-rate problem.
The
his
in
it
nevertheless,
summary makes
axiomatic thai companie
progressive citizens of Massachusetts are, Indeed, to be commiaer
iniisi
employ well-tried apparatus thai has passed beyond the ated
nut those of them who are Inclined to despair should look
experimental stage." Mis protected conductor rail is promising, but
for a moment ai titer neighboring state o!
ifork
II
Vlassatin in
i- slew. \Yw York is. in comparison
we have no evidence thai a derailed train maj no1 plow it up or
up
over, wiih a result of holocausts ihe like of which have already
His fear of derailed trains knocking down the supporting
occurred,
\
nd real colli Ion bas occur)
English road which
1
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There was an overlap of 424 ft., and the grade
car
Id have been stopped in 300 ft., but it
and seven persons were
struck the car ahead with much tori
ciently

checked.

was such that the

The

injured.

I

inspector

concludes

lhat

the

motorman

under-esti-

mated his speed and that the work-car, having two pairs of motor
armatures, instead of the one pair usually found on passenger
had more momentum than the motorman hail calculated on. The
principal moral to
D is, therefore, that for such vehicles,
i

with such a short overlap, the present speed limit at automatic
signals (30 miles an hour) should be made lower.
The inspector
also finds that the use of sand has been neglected, for the ri
that somebody believes that by it the track circuits would be interfered with. The inspector rejects this argument, as well he may;
but he modestly contents himself with the conclusion that "the
subject of sand] is one on which the views of the company should
bfe obtained."
1

Delaware

&

Hudson.

common with

the other anthracite carriers, the Delaware &
of very marked prosperity.
Under the
present agreement between operators and miners, which expires
April 1, anthracite coal, the main source of profit and traffic of the
company, has been produced in larger quantity than ever before.
General prosperity has at the same time helped to enlarge passenger and merchandise freight traffic.
It was, of course, to be expected that in the year following the strike, earnings would attain
record figures, but it could not have been expected that the high
records of 1903 would be surpassed in each of the two succeeding
years.
The earnings of the Delaware & Hudson Company come
from two sources the mining and sale of coal and the operation
of its line of railroad extending from Wilkesbarre, Pa., northeast
through Albany and Saratoga, N. Y., to a Montreal connection
at Rouse's Point, on the international boundary.
In 1902, the strike year, gross earnings from all departments
were $22,500,000, a decrease of $7,000,000 from the previous year.
Railroad earnings were $11,000,000, a falling off of over $1,000,000
from 1901. The year after the strike (1903) saw railroad earnings
rise to $13, COO, 000, a gain of over $2,500,000, and gross earnings to
$34,000,000, an increase of $11,500,000. The next year's earnings not
only kept pace with these enormous increases, but in 1904 railroad
earnings were $15,000,000, an increase of nearly $1,500,000, and gross
earnings were $34,600,000, an increase of nearly $500,000. Following
this nominally slight but, in reality, striking increase in gross
earnings over the increase of $11,500,000 following the year of the
strike, gross earnings have taken another upward move of more
than $2,600,000. At the same time, railroad earnings increased last
year $1,300,000 over the 1904 figure.
This surely is a record of
progressive corporate well being.
Of the $37,331,629 gross earnings from all departments, 73 per
cent, came from coal. Of this amount $20,000,000 came direct from
the sales department, and $6,889,764 of the $16,3S2.074 total gross
railroad earnings from the transportation of coal. Total net earnings were $7,695,923, less interest and rentals of $3,016,328, leaving
$4,079,594 as the total net income for the year after all charges,
being 11.14 per cent, on the $42,000,000 capital stock. Dividends of
$2,S69,300 were paid; $1,303,643 was charged to profit and loss and
credited, $800,000 to mining plant and $503,643 to equipment, and
the net income balance of $188,908 was credited to profit and loss.
The road is operated in four divisions the Pennsylvania, Susquehanna, Saratoga and Champlain divisions, following in this order
from the Wyoming valley north to the Canada line. On the two
southern divisions carriage of coal is much the most important
business. Pennsylvania division earnings from coal were $3,326,96S,
which is 74 per cent, of the division's total freight revenue of
$4,521,609. On the Susquehanna division, coal earnings were $2,794,761, 52 per cent, of the total freight revenue of $5,344,375.
Coal
traffic on the two northern divisions is a much smaller share of
the total, being in each case 23 per cent, of total freight earnings
of $2,125,701 on the Saratoga, and $1,242,269 on the Champlain
division.
On both of these northern divisions, passenger earnings
were considerably larger than earnings from coal, amounting to
more than one-third of total earnings; whereas on the two southern
divisions passenger earnings were only about one-tenth of the total.
Gross passenger earnings were $3,014,839, of which the Pennsylvania, Susquehanna and Champlain divisions, aggregating 594
miles, earned $1,S28,809, against. $1,186,030 on the 249 miles of the
Saratoga division. The importance of the passenger traffic on this
division and the necessity for protecting it are shown by the acquisition during the year of a half interest in the Schenectady Railway
(electric), and also, though not mentioned in the report, of a half
interest in the United Traction Company, which controls the street
railway systems within the cities of Albany and Troy.
The main line mileage was 843 miles, the same as in 1904. This
makes it easy to compare operations for the two years. Maintenance
of way figures out at $1,731 per mile of main track, against $2,101
In

Hudson has had a year

—

—
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in 1904 and $1,922 in 1903.
A decrease in a year of $370 a mile,
or 18 per cent, in cost of maintenance of way would, in the case
of many roads, mean skimping the property; but the Delaware &
Hudson's expenditures on the line are so liberal that this merely
Large
brings the figure down more nearly to the general average,
expenditures on the line in preceding years must have been largely
responsible for the reduction.
Under maintenance of equipment, repairs of locomotives cost
$1,886 per locomotive, against $1,744 in 1904 and $1,186 in 1903.
Repairs of passenger cars cost $377 per car, against $381 in 1904 and
$321 in 1903, and repairs of freight cars cost $58 per car, against
$43 in 1904 and $41 in 1903. Twenty-two locomotives, six baggage
cars, four combination cars, 131 coal cars, 12 milk cars and 15
service cars were purchased or built during the year.
Conducting transportation cost $7,230 per mile, against $6,145
per mile in 1904 and $5,560 in 1903— an increase for 1905 over 1904
of $1,085 per mile, due to the largely increased traffic handled by
the road. Gross earnings of the railroad department were $19,):;:;
per mile in 1905, against $17,878 in 1904 and $16,617 in 1903, an
increase of $2,816 per mile in two years. Expenses were $12,081 per
mile, against $10,90S in 1904. Net earnings were $7,352 per mile in
1905 and $6,970 in 1904, an increase of $382 per mile following an
increase of $303 per mile in 1904. These are notable earnings' in-

creases.
Traffic

and mileage

statistics

show

6,965,154

more passengers

carried one mile than in 1904, and 325,059,477 more tons of freight
The passenger miles were
carried one mile than in that year.
120,840,369, or 143,364 passengers one mile per mile of road; and
the ton miles 2,107,422,372, or 2,500,234 tons one mile per mile of
road.
This is an increase of 385,649 tons in freight density. The
rate received per unit of both passenger and freight traffic was
Total freight earnings increased from
slightly lower than in 1904.
The
$14,346 per mile of road in 1904 to $15,7uo in 1905.
It was
train load showed an increase for the year of 35 tons.
393 tons in 1903, 420 tons in 1904, and in 1905, 455 tons. Anthracite
coal furnished more than one-half of the total freight tonnage of
18,021,300 tons, and nearly half of the increase for the year of
2,409,137 tons.
The tonnage of bituminous coal increased 20 per
cent., and of coke over 200 per cent., probably partly as a result of
closer interchange relations with the Pennsylvania Railroad (Sunbury division) at Wilkesbarre.
Financial operations of the year consisted in refunding $10,000,000 first mortgage bonds of the Albany & Susquehanna Railroad, a
subsidiary company. The Albany & Susquehanna has issued new bonds
at a lower rate of interest, which were offered to stockholders of the
Delaware & Hudson to the amount of 25 per cent, of their stock.
These bonds have, for 10 years subsequent to their issue, the privi
lege of conversion into stock of the Delaware & Hudson at the rate
of five shares of stock for each $1,000 bond. An increase of $5,000,000 in Delaware & Hudson stock has consequently been authorized.
One important element of the Delaware & Hudson's strength lies
in its large appropriations out of income for betterments and depreciation. During the past year $1,821,573 was appropriated from
current earnings and profit and loss for betterments, and $2,347,126,
written off various accounts for depreciation, a total appropriation
of $4,168,699.
Depreciation charges included $S26,000 charged off
railroad equipment, and $800,000 charged off mining plant, washeries,
This
etc., which cancels this item as an asset on the balance sheet.
is an extreme case of conservatism in valuing tangible property, an
extensive mining plant being now carried on the books at no valuation whatever. The sinking fund, amounting to five cents a ton on
coal produced, was $250,260. In accordance with its provisions, 500
shares of the company's stock were bought for $92,513 and retired,
and on April 1st, 2,285 shares of stock, to be obtained by exchanging
$4.17,000 in Albany & Susquehanna new bonds, not taken up by
stockholders hut purchased for the sinking fund, will be similarly
canceled.
The principal figures for the year's operation follow:
'

Mileage worked
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Gross railroad earnings
Maim, of way and struc.
Maint. of equipment
Conducting transportation
Railroad operating expenses..
Gross earnings from all depts.
Net earnings from all depts...

1905.
843
$13,233,954
3,014,839
16,382. "74
1,459.345
1,884,725
6,094,763
10,183.960
37.331.62P
7.695,923

1904.

843
$12,092,269
2,842,962
15,071,124
1,724,931
1,574.874
5,180,335
P.195,281
34,655,113
7,452,479

Michigan Central.

The report for the year ending Dec. 31, 1905, reflects the prosperous conditions of the rest of the Vanderbilt system. The mileage was increased from 1,653 to 1,745 during the year, principally
by assuming operation of the Detroit, Toledo & Milwaukee Railroad
from Homer to Allegan, 66 miles. Gross earnings increased $1,790,924 to a total of $23,283,868, and although operating expenses,
chiefly owing to liberal charges for maintenance of equipment, ingain
was
earnings,
a
good
even
faster
than
creased
shown in gross income after the deduction of expenses due to the

1

.

March
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lines should enable

increase of $252,341 in the item "other income," arising principally

that can be obtained along

from increased revenue from securities held and interest on advances. After paying dividends, which aggregated 8 per cent, during the year and which consumed $749,520, a surplus for the year
of $223,934 was carried forward, as against $123,255 in 1904.
The
Michigan Central carries a good deal less coal in proportion to
other commodities than is the case on most. of the railroads of the
country, and it carried a little less this year than it did last.
Anthracite and bituminous together amounted to only 26 per cent,

tiply its earnings per mile of road.

be recollected that the Carnegie Company has contracted to give the
Gould roads 25 per cent, of its Pittsburg tonnage, though this arrangement is now pending the completion of the West Side Belt
Railroad to the works; a link which is expected to be in operation

by summer.

The company is capitalized at the rate of $83,666 per mile, stock,
and $33,079 per mile, bonds, exclusive of equipment trust obligations.
This makes a pretty good load to carry, as with all the
Gould properties, but the funded debt, at least, is low. Net earn-

have been increasing even more rapidly in proportion than
have earnings from freight traffic. The proportion of increase in
freight traffic during the year amounted to 6 per cent., while passenger and express traffic together increased over 12 per cent. This
is quite an extraordinary showing in a year which indicates no' special reasons for such a growth. The increases were due to both local
and interline business and indicate a very healthy state of affairs
in the company's prospects. The following table gives the principal

ings for the .current year fell almost $2,000,000 short of meeting
interest, taxes, rentals and discount, but it seems reasonable to
suppose that the new Pittsburg traffic, new equipment and facilities and good management will be able to put quite a different
aspect on the statement next year. The following table shows the
principal operating statistics for the year ending June 30, 1905.

Wheeling

The report
sixth which the

&

541,435
18,865,916
4,417,952
4,733,764
973,454
223,934

Lake

1904.

1905.

statistics of the year's operation:

Jlaint. of way and struc.
Maint. of equipment ....
Conducting transportation.
General expenses
Operating expenses
Net earnings
Gross Income
Net income
Surplus after dividend

greatly to mul-

ever, the report does not show a classification of the freight carBesides the
ried, and such a classification would be interesting.
coal traffic, iron and steel of course constitute an important part of
the tonnage, though just how important cannot be stated. It will

traffic

Mileage worked
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Gross earnings

it

In the income account, earnings from coal carried are separated
from the general total of gross earnings and are shown to constiExcept for this separation, howtute 36 per cent, of the total.

of the total tonnage.
The freight traffic of the road is unusually
well diversified, with a large movement of grain, of forest products
and of general manufactures. As a result, the road gets a good ton
mile rate, averaging .615 cent; and at the same time manages
to get an average revenue train load of 418 tons.
This has been
very greatly increased during the past year. In 1904 the average
revenue load was 371 tons.
It is interesting to see that earnings from passenger and express

1905.
1,745
$16,255,481
5,225,528
23,283,868
3,418,740
4.386,927
1",518,S14

its

Mileage worked
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Gross earnings
Maint. of way and struc.
Maint. of equipment
Conducting transportation
General expenses
Operating expenses
Net earnings
Surplus

1904.
1,653

$15,273,012
4,818,764
21,492,945
3,135,125
3,261,044
10,130,382
514,464
17,041,015
4,451,930
4,515,401
872,775
123,255

442

44J
$3,812. 46
534,410
4,595,607
732,228
763,899
2,015, ll9
127,889
3,639,135
956,471
193,360(deScit)

535,879
493,748
325,282
687,119
717,459
750,710
120,011
275.290
1149, PS.",

63,654

TRADE CATALOGUES.
"In the Maine Woods," an annual publication of the Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad, is in size, interest, quality of engraving and
descriptive writing, easily the peer of the first-class magazines.
Editorially, it has but one objective:
To make known the charms
This it does in 130 pages,
of out of door life in northern Maine.
with a series of descriptive articles and 118 engravings of incidents and ways of living in the woods. These show how easy it
has been made to live with absolute physical comfort, surrounded
by chances to fish, hunt, photograph and study nature. This magazine is a fine example of method in creating new railroad business,
but it is only one of the several activities of this company in
pioneering. On its northern lines, primarily supported by lumber
industries, it has won population and an enduring source of revenue
by making known its agricultural and manufacturing possibilities.
It is a marked instance of successful pioneering by a transportation
company.

Erie.

at hand for the year ending .Tune 30, 1905, is the
company has made, and the first full-year statement

by President P. A. Delano. It will be recalled that the
Wheeling & Lake Erie is now controlled by the Wabash-Pittsburg
Terminal Company through ownership of 51.73 per cent, of its
capital stock, while the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal Company also
controls the Pittsburg Terminal Railway & Coal Company through
ownership of its entire capital stock, and is itself controlled by
the Wabash Railroad through a similar entire stock ownership. The
Wheeling & Lake Erie and the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal Railway
together furnish the Wabash entrance into Pittsburg and supply it
with highly important traffic connections at Cleveland, Wheeling
and Toledo. The Gould management has realized the importance
of having at least this portion of the system in thoroughly able
hands, and it is safe to say that no unit in the Gould group of roads
is better worked at the present time than the Wheeling & Lake Erie,
with P. A. Delano as President and B. A. Worthington as First
Vice-President and General Manager. The brief statement of President Delano, which heads the report, explains that the difficulty
heretofore has been that the road was too poor to adequately supply itself with equipment or to make the necessary improvements
to be signed

take care of the business at hand. Last spring 62 locomotives,
contracted for in the summer of 1904, were received, and these have
proved of great service. Two thousand cars have also been added
to the equipment since the close of the fiscal year under review,
and the increased business handled with this equipment has fully
The Wheeling &• Lake Brie has not yd
justified the expenditure.
begun to receive any considerable benefit from the Wabash-Pittsburg terminal, and the benefits of the Pittsburg extension will
probably not begin to show until the latter part of the fiscal year;
but it is fully expected that by the summer of 1906 there will be
a very material increase in the business derived from this source.
The road started off under its new management handicapped by
a number of unfavorable circumstances, Inside the shortage in
equipment and in general facilities, For example, the cost of operating was materially Increased by the necessity of putting on a mini
ber of fast non-paying passenger trains for World's h'iiir husim s
The company also encountered a severe drought which lasted from
October to February, which still further reduced the usefulness ol
the road's equipment, already insufficient to lake care of lie business.
The average earnings per mile of road for the entire fiscal
u
amounted to $10,393. For the six months ended lice. ;',l, 190.".. tin
average earnings were at the rate of $13,1 IS per mile, and the com
Id easilj
pany believes thai it
have Increased ti
arning
per cent, If ii had then had the track facilities and the equipment
necessary to handle the business.
Mr Worthington ays In hi
report that the future of the propertj Is dependent whollj upon
this development of facilities, and be believes that dm lm ii

—

Goodwin steel dump cars are
Goodwin Car Co.. New York.
These two types are designated Class P P C for coal, ore, limestone and other bulk freight and Class S P O for ore. The essential
features of the Goodwin general service dump car Class G have
1 hi

shown

Two new types of
in the 1906 catalogue of the

nip Cars.

been retained, but these two types are much simplified in every
The weight has been reduced without sacrificing strength
and the capacity has been increased to 120,000 lbs. of bituminous
real for the Class P P C cars and 120,000 lbs. of ore for the Class
detail.

to

S

P

cars.

—

omotives.- The Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia,
has just issued its "Record of Recent Construction," No 54
II
contains half-tone illustrations and specifications tor upwards of
LB locomotives built by the company for foreign roads, including
locomotives tor use in Porto Rico, Brazil. Japan, Chile, etc
/

Pa.,

CONTRIBUTIONS
Cab Arrangements on Electric Trains.
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it
The ca
a car tor
is verj unhand]
u a window.
ii
Ide door, 11
service sh< uld be buill
no regula r sid
ollin
apparatus
and the
« Indovi can be h
so placed thai the motorman can use the window without leavlnj
his seal, very much the
the cab seal and window ol the
steam locomotive
\
loot al one ol the cars ol either the Man
haiian elevated or Brook] n elevated roads will show how much in
w, p
tavor the side window and seal is with the motorman,
.11
i

his Irani

in

1

I

<

To Tin K

u in

Shavings Cut from the

Rail.

New

ViiiL,

\hurii 20,

lane,

nn Railroad Gazette:

noie your editorial comment on mj communication in Th<
Railroad Gazette ol March 16, relating to the shearing ol shavings
from the outer rail on very sharp curves under certain conditions.
Referring to my expressed opinion that the coning ol the whi
"Perhaps there is
is the principal cause of this shearing, you say:
an error in this," and proceed to show that the present standard
coning is so small that it could have very little appreciable effect
The action of the wheels of a car truck upon curved track
has been observed more or less, and has been theorized about a
It is not a simple problem to investigate theoretically,
great deal.
and scarcely any two writers seem to agree in conclusions. My own
study led me to the conclusion 1 have roughly stated in the com
munication, but to undertake to demonstrate it would lake up too
much of your space, and would here most of your readers if thej
undertook to read it at all. Small as is the coning of standard
wheels, it se?ms to be sufficient to produce the results observed.
It will he found, 1 think, that whittling of the rails occurs onlj
with new wheels where the coning is not yet worn away. In the
cases I have observed it occurs mostly where the gauge on curves
has been originally, or has been widened, so that the front outer
wheel may impinge at a considerable angle against the rail. Whatever may be the pressure, the flange of the wheel and the edge
of the rail must stand at a certain angle with each other before
actual shearing of the softer metal will take place, just as in a
planer the edge of the tool must make a certain angle with the
The
surface to be planed before it will take hold of the metal.
coning of the wheels not only tends to produce the necessary pies
sure, but to increase the normal angle between wheel and rail.
However, the principal object of my communication was to suggest a remedy fcr this shearing action, and I hope that some of your
other readers who may have had experience in similar cases will
favor us with their observations.
s. WHINERY.

President

Mellen

on the

Hepburn

Bill.

de-

livered at Hartford, Conn., by Charles S. Mellen:
Any legislation along lines that will accomplish the practical
elimination of preferences and discriminations (and the present
laws have nearly acomplished their purpose in these respects)
;

existing laws requiring the frequent examination
of books, records and accounts, as in the case of national banks,
with the fullest returns and their publication and accessibility will
do more good to the public (and be without harm to the carriers)
than any such legislation as is now pending before the United States
Senate.
Under existing laws, amended to include car companies and
other carriers not now subject to the Interstate Commerce- Act,
and with power to examine books and accounts and give such measure of publicity to the operations of the carriers as might be
adjudged necessary. I would myself undertake to stamp out and
hold in restraint the payment of all rebates and the practice of
discrimination as completely and effectually as are murder and
other crime against persons and property in all well-organized, welldisposed and law-abiding communities. More than this is impossible, and such a bill as this is unnecessary to eradicate the only
evils of railroad management of which complaint has been made,
or which are claimed to be existing, and would appear to be an
attempt to obtain doubtful legal powers for an ulterior purpose
to

—

not frankly disclosed.
If is easy to incite,

bj

as lo ivinli r a position upon the Commission on
opportunities in the speculative world.
So much has been said about review by the courts land the
much
arguments lor ami against have been without number) thai
tear other Important objections may be overlooked, and I will only
say upon that particular branch of the subject that you should
view with suspicion, ami visii with your condemnation, any man
or set of men who solicit to render you service but are wary ol
review bj the courts until it is too late to be of any good. Their
main interest is less your advantage than to secure power for
themselves.
i.ili

the finest

I

One would naturally suppose a measure drafted

lo protect

tin-

interests of the public against abuses on the part of railroad man
agement would confine its attention to matters in which Hie public
interested, and why I believe there is some ulterior purpose
net frankly disclosed in the present bill is because it is so drafted
that it was plainly the intent of its framers to interfere in he relations of the carriers between themselves, in matters wherein the
public has no interest.
The bill contains provisions intended to fori,- the carriers lo
is

I

among themselves for through lines or routes, to compel
persons created by the states to do that which their charter
requirements do not
template; to amend their charters, in fact.
putting additional burdens upon them without their consent, and
all this by a power that had no part in their original being or
contract

artificial

creation.

The

carriers are compelled by their charters to carry persons
rates, and they have spent their money
to put themselves in position thus to do; but ttiey are under no
obligations beyond their own lines, and I do not believe there is.
any warrant in equity or justice in attempting to make them assume a liability beyond their (barter limits, and if they do their
service within the limits of the territory they are chartered to
serve there should be no power (outside the power to alter, amend
to compel them to
or repeal, possessed by their original creator
go beyond those limits to perform another service elsewhere without their consent.
Under Section 15 the power attempted to be conferred upon
the Commission is such that our company, having a line partly
by rail and partly by water over steamboat lines wholly owned
and controlled by it. it is possible, if another party should establish
a nondescript steamboat line in competition, for the Interstate Commerce Commission to order us to establish a through route with
that line, and prescribe the rates and the divisions of those rates
that shall obtain, thus diverting from our own line our own business, dividing our revenue, reducing values and consequently impairing the service and for no advantage whatsoever to the
public (unless it be to force a compromise or purchase!, for such
temporary reductions of rates as are the result of such a policy
are more often a curse than a benefit, in that they are unstable, and
a cause for discontent when all either do not or cannot participate.
A policy like this is simply a case of robbing one carrier to benefit
another, and offers the widest possible chance for speculation in
reducing the value of the securities of one carrier and enhancing
the value of those of another. w ith no possible advantage accruing
to the public; and unprincipled men will be quick enough to see
and take advantage cf the same and such, you know are occaThe railroads
sionally found in the service of the Government.

and property at reasonable

I

—

The following extracts are taken from an address recently

amendments

L3.

iii
mi- in hi- open to most serious objection as being
no public interest, and unnecessary unless there may
me ulterior object, and certainly giving such a grand chance

I

—

No.

XI..,

.

which s.eni
dictated

1

i

Voi

it is exhilarating to lead, it is pleasing to
be applauded; but the man is yet to come forward who can satisfy
and control the mob, and it is well for the sober, successful citizen
to think whether or no he should wait until his own particular
interest is attacked before he rises to defend from such attack an
interest so large, so important, so far-reaching as the railroad interest of this country, for the precedent established, his own interest
will stand next in line waiting for the same disposition to interfere
and manage it to his detriment.
To attempt in the short time al my disposal a thorough analysis
of the Hepburn bill is impossible; but I will refer to one or two
Mais that have received but little attention by the press, and

r

—

have no monopoly

of

r

,

them.

power is given to prescribe the accounts,
This is right
records or memoranda to be kept by the carriers.
and proper; the carriers should keep all accounts, records or memoranda prescribed by the Commission, and the Commission should
have the fullest power to use the same in any way in which the
public interest may be promoted; but in this same section it is
provided that any carrier who keeps any ether books, accounts cr
memoranda than prescribed by the Commission is guilty of a
misdemeanor and subject to fine or imprisonment, or both, in
Of what possible advantage is it to
the discretion of the court.
the public that a carrier should be prohibited from keeping such
accounts, records and memoranda of its business as may appeal to
its officers as an advantage in keeping a check upon and record
of its operation, so long as all records are kept that the Commission
may desire?
Why should I be subject to fine or imprisonment, or both, if the
Commission does not prescribe data and memoranda that I need
to keep a check upon my business, and I supplement the records
it does require by such additional records as I may need for my
own convenience and information? Such a law as this would cover
with shame the Czar of Russia or the Sultan of Turkey, and is
wholly out of place under any enlightened system of popular gov-

Under Section

20,

ernment.

The warrant.
at

limes,

I

am

told, for all this is that the

have been confounded

by

information

Commissioners.
by the

supplied

Makch
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on the statute books if the rate-making proposition should be
J. c. w.
found to be unconstitutional.

the misleading conclusions they have
in their own offices, and they do not
propose to have a carrier appear before them with any data or
information other than that in their possession, from which conclusions may be drawn contrary to their own; in other words, that
no man shall plead in his own case any information drawn from
accounts, records or memoranda other than those on file in the
office of the Commissioners, for fear that their own misleading
results may in the future, as in the past, be proved to their concarriers

in

controverting

left

drawn from accounts kept

Rebuilding

Speed of construction, as illustrated in the methods employed
Bridge No 105 on the Highland division of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford at Sandy Hook, Conn., which was
destroyed by fire, was recently discussed by Mr. A. H. Terry, Divi-

result aimed at, it would have been
have prescribed (for it would have been much more
effectual, although as hard to have controlled) that in any controversy no carrier should appear before the Commission with any
accounts, records or memoranda, or with any more brains than
possessed by the Commissioners who hear the case.

sion Engineer, before the Connecticut Society of Civil Engineers.
The progress of the work is shown in the accompanying photo-

to

graphs.

—

Senator Tillman, in charge of the Hepthe Senate, has made his first move in the
direction of pressing for an agreement upon a time for the final
vote on the bill, and Senator Dolliver has expressed the opinion
that the bill may be passed in 10 days or two weeks, but the end
of the debate is not in sight, and it is certain that, it will be
much more than two weeks before a vote can be had. There is no
disposition on the part of any Senators to prolong the discussion
unduly or to delay final action, but there are so many points upon
which there are radical differences of opinion among Senators that
an extension of the debate for some weeks may be necessary to
It is
give time for all of the arguments that will be submitted.
expected that nearly every member of the Senate will make at
least one set speech.
Senator Lodge has already made two, and
men like Senator Poraker and Senator Bailey may be counted
upon to make several before the final vote is reached.
While other subjects are receiving more or less attention in the
debate, it is apparent that the point around which all of the dis'
cussion centers, and over which the principal contest is to take place,
is the question whether or not a reviewing court is to be permitted
to suspend an order of the Interstate Commerce Commission pending judicial review. There is no longer any practical doubt as to
the adoption of an amendment providing expressly for review, but
there is much doubt as to whether the amendment shall prohibit
the suspension of an order as is proposed by Senator Bailey. Senator Spooner's speech, in which he drew a distinction between the
authority of Congress to confer jurisdiction on the inferior courts
of the United States or to withhold such jurisdiction, and the power
of Congress to restrict the general judicial power of a court when
once jurisdiction has been given it, has aroused much doubt as to
the constitutionality of the Bailey amendment, and has convinced
some Senators that its adoption would add another to the many
grave doubts that exist as to the constitutionality of the Hepburn bill.
An argument that is now being brought forward is that if this
amendment should be adopted and the courts should be prevented
from suspending, pending review, the operation of the provision
imposing a fine of $5,000 a day for failure to put an order of the
Commission into effect, it would make the bill unconstitutional
under the provision of the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution
of the United States, which provides that "excessive bail shall not
be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual
punishments inflicted.' It. is contended that the courts would probably hold this to be unconstitutional on the ground that il propose
to impose an excessive fine, and on the ground thai il would be
;in attempt to deprive the carriers of the right, to have an order
reviewed on constitutional grounds, by presenting the alternative
of having thei-r properly confiscated by the operation of the ordei
or taking the risk of having it confiscated by the imposition of
the fine.
The advocates of giving to the courts broad powers of reviev
.nd leaving them free to exercise the right of enjoining the enforce
ineui of an order so as in prevent the possibility of Irreparabb
wrong being done seem to lie gaining ground, but they are mil V'l
ready to claim that they have a clear majority oi' the Senate. A
it
deal will depShd on the success (bat Mr. l!uilo\ ma\ have in
securing votes for bis proposition on the Democratic side of the
Il
have Ihe unanimous support
is certain thai he will nol
Senate,
of his Democratic colleagues, but the Republicans are also divided
and so many of their rotes on this proposition are in doubl a i"
what the outcome win be.
I<e it, unsafe to predial
proposll
Senator Poraker intends to pre:.:: his
and ask
Ihe Senate lo incorporate il in the hill as an alternative method "I
procedure, leaving the Interstate Commerce Commission free to
proceed with the hearing of a ease and issue an order or go Into
court and ask fur an Injunction against an illegal charge, as it
Me will contend thai ever the mOBl ardent advi
prefer.
111:1 j
of giving the Commission power to make rates cannot object to this.
effective legislation being
and thai n would afford a guaranti
27.

bill in

I

1

1'

This bridge was originally a deck wooden truss of three spans,
ft., and 70 ft. from base of rail to low water level.
The fire
It crossed the Housatonic river running east and west.
which destroyed it was caused by a live clinker which dropped from
a locomotive and lodged on the northwest corner of the bridge seat
just under the junction of the end post and the bottom chord. The
There
fire was discovered at 10.45 a.m. Sunday, November 19th.
was a strong wind blowing from the northwest and the timber was
very dry after a long continued drought. All efforts to check the.
fire were unsuccessful, and at 11.55 a.m., one hour and ten minutes
total length 500

Washington Correspondence.
Washington, March

York,

in replacing

To have accomplished the

burn railroad rate

Housatonic River Bridge of the New
Hartford at Sandy Hook, Conn.
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New Haven &
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was totally destroyed and in the river.
Word was immediately sent to New Haven and by 6 o'clock in the
afternoon of the same day, under the direction of Mr. Edward Gagel,
Chief Engineer of the road, Mr. W. H. Moore, Bridge Engineer, and
Mr. W. J. Black, Engineer Maintenance of Way, the main features
of a combination pile and frame trestle with openings for ice way
had been designed. Meanwhile word had been sent to all bridge
supervisors in the Western district (west of New London and Willimantic) to forward at once to Sandy Hook all timbers and piles
which they had in stock of the various sizes needed. At the same
time work trains were despatched to each end of the bridge to
clear away the wreckage. A small water pile driver with float in
three sections, the property of the road, was also ordered to Sandy
Hook at once.
After arriving on the ground Monday morning, November 20th,
after its discovery, the bridge

was decided to pile the center and east spans so far as possible,
and to build the west span of frame construction. This last was
made necessary on the west span by the fact that the bottom of
the river in this span was rock ledge. The trestle as designed was
to be built in three tiers with four ice ways, one in the east and
one in the west span and two in the center span to be one tier in
height and to be each spanned by four girders. These girders were
to be placed one under each rail and one under each batter post
it

of the intermediate tier.

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday (November 20th-22nd) were
employed in clearing the wreck and unloading plant and material.
Thursday, November 2.°,rd. saw the work actually started. The plan
employed the first week was as follows: On the cast side there
were at work, a land pile driver, a water driver, and for two or
three days a steam wrecking derrick which was used 10 lower the
heavier portions of the plant to the river bank. This docs not count
two work-trains which were used to bring material, clear
away wreckage, etc. On the west side there was a small derrick
car and a stationary hoister which was set up on the west abutment. There was also a switch engine to handle the derrick car and
bring material to the bridge and a work tram fur bringing nun
.'.Iter
the first week, a patent car pile driver was used
rial.
for power on the east side and the American Bridge Company's
Tin
derrick had a 50-fl
derrick ear No. 204 on the west side.
boom and capacity of all tons, with boom at SO deg. The force at
wort, after November 24th, consisted of about lit" carpenters and 100
Thit
equally divided between the two sides of the river
laboret
brought in daily bj trains limii Bridgeport,
trom Basl
Waterbury, Danbury, and one gang o1 35 laborer
Onlj about 70 men could he boarded in Sand} Hook
Hartford
n
were all bridge carpenters. Must of the work was done be
p.m. (daylight to dark), although pile dr.
tween 6 a.m, and
weni ,in night and day until completed. Such other work as could
pi
thus exp
111 -in
bli
in'
n
whenevei
was d
force w:is in large pari

:.

ii

il

il

1

the follow Ing daj
the trestle, as mentioned above, was built in three tiers
bent with vertical posts 21 ft. long.
post tram
Lop pier was a
enl « Ith vertical
po
Intermediate tier was a
20 ft. long except Where bents came on tup of girder spans
"i

irk

The
The

i

I
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1

pile
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pan
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Nov. 2isf.

At foot

of east abutment.

Dearie on

ment by heat of the

left is

rock sealed

fire.

off

abut-

Voi. .XL..

No.

11

LooMng west from

east altutment.
Wreck of old bridqe liilnn in river on the
This wreckage lay in the line of th> bridge ana had to be
pulled out of the way before the new bridge could be started.

right.

Looking east from the west side of the

river.

I

ii

m

Nov.

West pier still smoking.
Wreckage around
from up-stream.
and between east pier and east abutment.

View of east abutment from the river

Housatonic

side.

River Bridge of the

New

York, New Haven
to 24th Inclusive.

r

trestle In the west span fairly started, showing
The horses were framed
erectinq in stepped tiers.
flat and ended up with block and fall from hoisting
engine on top of abutment.

Temporary

24th.

method

Rebuilding

icrst pii

&

of

Hartford at Sandy Hook, Conn.;

November 21st

Makcii

Nov. 26th.
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Men worMng on runway on
Temporary/ trestle two days later.
which girders for leeway were earned into place.

rcsl ,„•„. lowing frame bents erected on rip-rap on the
at
sjllc and pile !arircr at K Srk
n piles for center span bent. The
bottom teas rock ledge on the west side of the pier so that
Wreckage in
piles could not be driven there.
foreground at the left.

r „ llxtnlctim
,
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Firm ten Hem of horses ore In place: the
East span looking east.
ended up by patent pile driver. This tier o) four
put together and ended up in thirteen hours.

Mh

top in
lying pat, in
teen horses was
1

lire. 2d.

Looking west.

Derrick ear placing an S ton girder

in

center leeway.

1

Deo. 4 (ft.

ooklna

11

1

from

it

Looking south.

Rebuilding Housatonlc River Bridge of the

t><

New
to

York,

New Haven &

December 4th

1

Ml

"'"

'!«>*

Hartford at Sandy Hook, Conn.; November 26th

Inclusive.
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whole ended
laced and tin
imlshed by the holster set on
ci
In the watei the bottom
thi
111:
was first levelled off with small stone The higher tiers were pul
the same waj
uded
toj .'Hut on
the tli
iach of the two lower tiers should
To do this it was necessary U
All timber was
be kept two bents ahead of the one next higher.
cut on the track level and lowered into position by the car derpany's derrick.
rick until the arrival ..1 the American Bridge C
span were unloaded bj hand and taken
The girders for thi wi
in skids to their resting place, power being applied through block
then the posts erected, then the

ci

up by block and tall, po
When
the west abutment.

1

1

1

I

No

XL.

V01

13

was then framed and hauled into position with its top
When th<
was thus
lei
first bent and so on.

next bent

resting on the

In place, each bent, beginning with the one neari
was ended up and stayed in position, alter wi eh tin rangers' were
was
telegraphed Into po Itlon and doweled down. Tl
placed in the same manner. On this tier, after the timber.; bad
been cut, 14 horses were carried to their destination piecemeal,
put together, and erected in 13 hours.
Each bent of the enure structure was brace'd n.aversely by
1

X

a single

brace of 3-in. x

1>>

in

pine, spiked

The structure was braced

spike.

with
longitudinal!} b)
'

_

in.

a

I

v

in.

boat

tuple row of

"fyr

Afternoon of Dec.

4///.

Ready

Placing
ml
I"
i

last
Hi'

girder

/•/'

tier

in
<>/

east

mst

icctcay

1/..

Rebuilding Housatonic River Bridge of the

and

fall

fiom the

lioister.

These girders were 55

ft.

New Haven Road

long and 4

ft.

The center pair came riveted together and were placed
without cutting them apart. After the arrival of the derrick all

(i

in.

deep.

bents were put together ashore and carried out by the derrick and
placed bodily. The iron of the center span was placed by the derrick.
The girders of these spans were 55 ft. and 40 ft. long, respectively.
The west span and the two higher tiers of the center
span, including girders, were built by the force on the west side.
On the east side the construction and method were both different.
All except five bents of the bottom course were pile bents.
The 46-ft. .girders were lowered to the river bank by the steam

\fornlno

</

Dec. 6th (not Dec. 5th)
top of interniediati tier.

Derrick

cai

Five horses

placing rangers on
meet.

at

n

at

D

Sandy Hook. Conn.; December 4th and

Di

1

1th, 2 p. m.

All the
flat on the course beneath, before a bent was raised.
timber on the east side was cut on the river bank just south of
the bridge and from there carried to the foot of the abutment,
from which point each stick was telegraphed to its destination by
a fall running from the patent driver on top of the abutment to
the east pier. The bent nearest the pier and farthest from the
driver was put together first and hauled into position with its
The
sill resting on its bearing on the rangers of the tier below.

Patent pih driver crossing bridge
for

New Haven Road

wrecking derrick and hauled into position by block and fall, the
land driver furnishing the power. This gave a level surface to
work on. All the bents of the next course were framed together

5th.

rangers between the intermediate and bottom tiers and a double
row of rangers between the intermediate and top tiers. In addition
to this, there was a single row of X bracing placed longitudinally
No dowels were used except for the
for the two highest tiers.
rangers and track stringers and no mortise joints at all. All joints
were made by spiking a plaster of 3-in. plank to cap and post and
sill and post.
On the west side the track stringers, ties and rails
were carried out with the top tier, two methods being employed:
Before the arrival of the large derrick car the stringers, ties and rail
were carried out by the small derrick car and placed piecemeal; after
the big derrick car came, a panel of track 36 ft. long was put together

t<<

Rebuilding Housatonic River Bridge of the

lying

nil

fl

span.

at

first

ii

ain

to

take siding and clear

to cross.

Sandy Hook, Conn.; December 6th and

7th.

ashore, carried out as a whole and placed bodily. On the east side
the top tier was complete before any of the stringers were placed.
Here the stringers were all framed on the river bank and hauled
into position by the patent driver, after which the track forces
placed the ties and rails.
The total amount of square timber was 270,000 ft. (board measure) exclusive of waste, which was small. Of this amount 90,000
ft.
was in stock at the time of the fire and the remainder was
bought in the market and forwarded to the work as required. There
was practically no delay to the work on account of lack of
The first regular train crossed the new structure Decern
material.

—
MaHOH

30.
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ber 7th at 2.46 p.m., just 18 days and 4 hours from the discovery of
the fire, and about 14% days from the time the first timber was
framed.

Alternating Current Electric Systems for Heavy Railroad Service.
[In tin- Railroad Gazette his( week was published on pages 302 to 300 an
abstract of a paper on ibis subject, read before the New York Railroad Club,
by Mr. It. G. Lamme, of the Westingnouse Electric & Mfg, t'o.. together with
a comment by Mr, W.
Wilgus, Vice l'rest., N. Y. C. & II. It. It. 11. An abstract of the further discussion by Mr. Calvert Townley, N. Y., N. II. & II.
It.
It., and Mr. Frank .1. Sprague, of the New York Central Electric Commission, is given here.]
.1

—

I
think too much credit cannot be given Mr.
for his persistent and long continued effort in developing
and pushing forward to its present position the alternating current system.
Some one has got to get behind every new development and put his entire energy into it before it is successful, and
as you very well know that is generally a thankless task.
Interesting comparisons between electric and steam operation
have been made, the cost of installing and the operation of various
systems have been discussed, and the results obtained by the use
of any of the electrical systems have been compared with those
obtained by the use of modern steam locomotives. It seems to me
that, valuable as is all this discussion, in a sense it is misleading.

Mr. Townley.

Lamme

electric locomotive, however much we may admire it, is a
very new baby; the steam locomotive has been through years of
development, and with all its complicated mechanism it has been
perfected to a high degree. No one expects or claims that the
electric locomotive as it appears to-day will be the electric locomotive of ten years hence. All that can be said of it, is that it is
the best available now, and that best seems good enough to try.
Further, the chances are in favor of a decreased first cost, and
of reduced operation and maintenance charges as time goes on,
so that any comparison neglecting these probabilities is consequently incomplete and faulty. Further, from a much broader
standpoint, a comparison between electric and steam locomotives
is in many respects like a comparison between their prototypes
the trolley car and the gasolene motor car, or any of the self-propelled and self-contained vehicles, that is to say, the self-contained
unit has only available the power generated by and within itself,
and it is, therefore, absolutely limited in the amount of work
which it can do. The power limitations of the steam locomotive
have existed from its beginning, and as they have had to be reckoned with, the road-bed. bridges, rolling stock and train operation,
all have been arranged accordingly.

The

not

surprising, therefore, that even the contemplation
readjusted to take advantage of the removal of this
limitation requires a complete mental revolution, which the mind
of the steam railroad engineer finds it difficult to make.
To illusirate this point, we may consider that the electric locomotive Is,
in fact, the equivalent of a steam locomotive with its boiler removed and set up some distance away, and that a system equipped
with electric locomotives, or with multiple unit cars, is the equivalent of a large number of steam locomotives, with all their boilers
removed, rolled into one and placed some distance away.
The
electric system is simply the connecting link between these boilers
and the driving wheels of the several engines on the road. This
means that for the power developed by any one locomotive, instead
of he limitation of the amount of coal one fireman can shovel into
its one firebox, or by the amount of steam which that locomotive's cylinders will take, there is available at the drivers of oath
machine practically all the power generated in the entire power
house boilers, that is to say, a steaming power represented by the
amount of coal which all the firemen on all the locomotives can
shovel into all of their several fireboxes. This statement of the
case is. of course, not literally true in the last analysis, but it is
It
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construction of additional tracks, and for the strengthening of expensive bridges, trestles, etc. I see no escape from this conclusion.
The value of this increased track capacity is difficult to appreciate.
Take, for example, a community whose business growth depends
upon its railroad facilities. When those facilities have been outgrown it often is a long and a difficult, if not an impossible task,
to expand them, that is to say, to procure rights of way for additional tracks through a congested district where they are badly
needed, is frequently so difficult and expensive an undertaking that
such tracks are never provided, and a further growth of that community is, in consequence, correspondingly hampered.
If my logic is correct, and by the substitution of electricity
for steam it becomes feasible to materially expand the traffic capacity of a choked up and congested section of railway by a material percentage, this consideration far outweighs in importance any
comparison of the relative costs of the engine mile of steam and
electricity.
I do not mean by this that the cost of the engine mile
is not important, nor that w e do not expect to obtain a material
reduced cost by the substitution of electric locomotives, but I want
to emphasize what I regard to be the far more important side of
this question than that which has heretofore been given greatest
:

prominence.
will study for a short time the railroad map of
England, you will be impressed at once with two
prominent facts; first, that the New Haven system is not a single
line stretching across the country, but is a more or less complete
network of lines ramifying among the numerous manufacturing
towns throughout the states of Connecticut. Rhode Island and
Massachusetts. This fact naturally means many short distance runs,
and a comparatively large number of trains in a given district.
Two conditions to meet which electric traction is particularly well
adapted. You will also see that for a considerable part of the
distance, tide water is reasonably near; in fact, within easy electrical reaching distance.
This condition, and the fact that there
are numerous water powers throughout the New England hills,
If.
affords ample opportunity for the cheap generation of power.
therefore, with short hauls and congested traffic, and if with an
abundance of cheap power, the New Haven system is not especially
designed and located for operation by electricity, I doubt if you
will find a large railroad system anywhere that is.
Bearing in mind, then, the numerous possibilities of complelc

traffic,

even

high

the multiple unit system,
becomes feasible
any amount of .speed and any amount ol tractive
power that is needed in perform a given service, m follows thai
the size of train units, whether passenger or freight, can be in
creased up to any extent desired, and be limited Only by be Btrength
I

of the draft ge ir of the rolling stock.
The track capacity of any given road can be materially Increased by the substitution of electric traction fen- steam, and with
nut the expenditure of .me dollar for new rights of was foi thi

New

and the favorable conditions of the New Haven road,
which we have just named, it was absolutely essential that, in

electrification,

considering the question of initial electrification, there should be
borne in mind not only the immediate requirements, but also the
possible future duty which this road would have to meet, and to

an

select

system suitable thereto, and which would impose

electric

as few handicaps on future expansion as possible. It is' our view
that in selecting a method of operating by electricity, first consid
eration should be given to reliability, including safety, and second
From this point of view
to first cost and low operating charges.
you will note that in the system which we have adopted, and which
has been described by Mr. Lamme (single phase alternating current) our selection has been particularly happy.
Starting front the power house bus-bar. there will be but one
link in the transmission of energy to the locomotive, namely, an
11.01111 volt trolley wire.
Had we adopted a system of high tension
transmission, with rotary converter substations, there would have
been no less than eight links, instead of one. that is to say. 1st,
an 11,000 volt, three-phase transmission line: 2d, a high tension
Sub-Station SWitCh-board; 3d, a set of step-down static transformers;
1th. a rotary convener; .".lb. a D. C. switchboard; 6th, a storage
battery; 7th, a system of direct current
lers, and 8th, a 600 volt
1

third rail.
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operating charges, it is noted thai the single-phase alterbe labor and other
at o
nating current system eliminati
and it is, of course,
expenses connected with substation op
tment
relieved, likewise, from the heavj fixed ch
is further relieved of the constant losses of
it
in
those stations,
rable drop
transformation, and of the loss due
This will mean a
in the tiOO volt secondary distributing system.
saving in power output averaging at least 10 per cent,, this b
it'
anything, an under rather than an over statement of the fa
It was supposed a year ago that possibly the single-phase system would be handicapped by a very heavy and a very expensive
locomotive, which would be subject to a further disability of design, in that the motors must be geared to the driving axles, instead of being direct connected. These objections, it is now known,
have disappeared. The motors are made of the gearless type, and
judging by factory tests of our first locomotive, the other imaginary
disabilities have also vanished.
A further important consideration to us has been the flexibility
with which the electric system might be extended in the future to
branch lines. It is likely that we may be called upon at any time
to reach out a considerable distance and handle, by electricity.
a limited and infrequent service. This can be accomplished by the
use of the 11.000 volt single-phase trolley, at a very moderate construction expense for an overhead structure, and with no fixed
operation and maintenance charge such as would be necessary were
-

a rotary sub-station required.
Considering the advantages which I have enumerated, and I
have by no means stated them all, simply referring to the most
important ones, I do not see that the engineers of the New Haven
road had any alternative but to select the system which has been
chosen. The only difficulty which presented itself was the necessity
for operating on the continuous current system between Woodlawn
and the Grand Central station, but when it was found that the
single-phase locomotive, with but slight additional complication and
expense, could be made to operate with equal facility on either
he continuous or alternating current, this remaining difficulty
promptly disappeared. I desire here to call attention to one fact,
which, although we all know it, remains so frequently unsaid as
to be sometimes forgotten in a comparison such as I have drawn.
I refer to the fact that the alternating current single-phase system,
while it can be used at any desired tension on overhead trolley
where the continuous current cannot, it can also be used on a
third rail or any other form of conductor, and at any tension,
low or high, that may be best adapted for the service. That is
to say, in passing through a city or town, or under bridges or
tunnels with insufficient clearance, it is always possible to step
down the high trolley voltage and run for such distance as may
be necessary at any other selected voltage, the current being colIt is obvious that a
lected either from a third rail or otherwise.
system which lends itself to practically any form of transmission,
and any form of current collectors, and that may be used with
any other system, cannot be charged with weaknesses attending the
use of a particular type of conductor. I regard this flexibility as a
very valuable feature of the single-phase system.
Mr. Wilgus criticises Mr. Lamme's description of the overhead
construction as failing to provide for operation in case any section
If you will refer to Mr. Lamme's paper
of a line should be disabled.
you will find that this criticism is not well founded, as provision has
bi en made for a continuous feeder running the whole length of the
overhead structure, which feeder is so arranged that by means of
>iii
out switches any section of track may be entirely
I
cut out of service, and the sections beyond remain undisturbed.
might also point out that each individual trolley wire is likewise
ected at the end of each two mile section, so that one. iwo or
.arks in any sections may be cut out n ser
three of thi
and the remaining ones be undisturbed.
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connection with on
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centers not feasible in steam railroading, and at a moderate expi use.
By equipping such lines with the single-phase trolley sysi
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but he must condemn
the limit ot potential
in d.c. operation.
He had predicted raising the direct current standard for somi
ses of work to at least 1,500 volts, and wished
to repeat without reservi that not only was this increase poi
with modified forms of construction, but it made practicable the
and effei
resuscitation and adaptation for locomotive use
methods of variable speed control.
It had been incorrectly stated at a former meeting of the club
that a continuous current locomotive had but two economic speeds.
atages,

tin

I

<

•

the ordinary two-motor d.c. equipment the motors were given
two impressed electromotive forces, half and full, by the series parallel control, and with a four-motor equipment there were three impressed electromotive forces; in each combination there was for
any definite current and torque a certain speed, but with each the
entire range of speed after leaving the resistance control was an
economic one.
Since it had been stated that the power to make up time was
one of two factors which alone would be sufficient reason for adop
In

of single-phase operation, it was of special interest to note
that Mr. Lamme emphasized the fact that even with the plain series
motor there is possible a wide range of economic speed control by
Hence
field variation alone while maintaining a constant torque.
this assumed advantage seems to have already largely disappeared.
The special improvements which had been referred to made possible a range of several hundred per cent, in economic speed at
will, with any desired gradation, and a like range of return of
These developments
curre.pt to the line where such was advisable.
contained the promise of effective results in certain difficult classes

tion

of railroad operation.
It had been stated

that the storage battery as a reserve was
available to the single-phase a.c. system, but of course the only pos
sibility was by the introduction at sub-stations of rotating machinery, held to be such a bugbear in d.c. operation, and then only
under conditions of serious energy losses, as illustrated in the plans

There a polyphase synchronous a.c. motor
drive a single-phase generator, and to the same shaft is coupled
a direct-current machine which with light line loads will charge
the storage battery, and when the line load increases, with consequent slowing down of the synchronous motor, it will reverse
its function, and taking current from the battery help drive the
single-phase generator. About half of the electric energy, after
leaving the original power station, will undergo six transformations, and the other half ten transformations before reaching the
of

a certain western road.

is to

motors on the car.
Much had been said on the subject
had been held as individual to the

which trouble
system. That such has
taken place was undeniable, but largely because of local conditions.
Most electric railways in the localities instanced had their tracks
They ramified in all direclaid in intimate contact with the earth.
tions on streets filled with leaky sewer, gas and water pipes. The
ground was at times saturated with rain and other liquids with resulting conditions especially favorable to electrolysis. On a trunk
Heavy traffic rails
line railway conditions were essential} different.
of enormous current capacity were carried on wooden sleepers embedded in well drained broken stone ballast. Being on a reserved
right of way they were well removed from gas and water pipes, and
In this connection he quoted some
little apprehension need be felt.
recent remarks by Mr. A P. Trotter, the electrical expert of the
British Board of Trade, under whose jurisdiction all electric railway installations in England were now made, as they appeared in
the February, 1906, issue of the Transactions of the Faraday Soci' ty,
of which Lord Kelvin is President.
Mr. Sprague said that it is not the volume of current on the
rail that determines the amount of electrolysis, but the difference
and character of potential which exists in the different parts of
the track and the facility offered to the flow of current because of
that difference of potential to other metal conductors. But the
single-phase a.c. system had a special difficulty of its own. When
using pressures as high as 11,000 volts, even with only 5 per cent,
loss on the rails there would be a mean difference of potential on
the tracks of 550 volts, with a maximum of nearly 800 volts. Leaving out the question of electrolysis, which there is good reason for
believing will take place, there were possibilities of serious interference with lightly insulated telephone and grounded telegraph servof electrolysis,

d.c.
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ices, the latter operating with phantom circuits in the duplex and
quadruplex systems.
Referring to the economic advantages of high tension operation,
he reminded his hearers that he had always been the advocate
of higher potentials, and believed that whether with a.c. or d.c.
currents it would be necessary on occasion to go to the highest permissible limits, but here again came up a new point for consideration, for the higher the potential the greater the necessity for
concentrating motor equipments in a single unit, whether it be a
car or locomotive, for we could not view without apprehension the
project of introducing into the several cars of a passenger train
made up wholly or partly of motor cars of the very high potentials contemplated in long distance infrequent locomotive service.
It is therefore quite possible that different standards of potential
would be adopted on different parts of the same line.
In discussing pressures, conductor capacity and costs, some elemental facts should be borne in mind. When subjected to singlephase currents all conductors labored under some of the same disadvantages as does a motor, and an iron track rail especially so.
Under average conditions as to size, frequency and power factor
a copper trolley wire will offer about one and a half times, and a
steel rail about six and a half times as much total apparent resistance to a single-phase alternating current as the same conductors
will offer to a direct current of like volume.
Comparing the actual capacity of tracks and conductors as to
be installed on the New York Central and on the New Haven, the
total apparent resistance per mile of the latter will be about six
and a half times as much as that of the former to like volumes of
the two currents. This practically meant that if the two roads
had sub-stations the same distance apart then with the same loads
and line losses the mean pressures required on an a.c. system would
be over two and a half times as much as on the d.c, and the maximum pressure over three and a half times. For example, operation with a direct current at 1,500 volts would give the same line
losses as operation with a single-phase a.c. at a mean pressure of
about 3,800 volts and a maximum of 5,400.
Mr. Townley had stated that in place of the normal high tension overhead trolley a low pressure third rail could be installed
wherever along the line limited tunnel and road crossing clearances
will not permit the former, and also that terminal yards could be
similarly equipped. Momentary shiftings from high to low pressures
and vice versa are not enviable operating conditions. With a tunnel of some length and in yards an a.c. third rail is possible, but
only and with special construction. Single-phase operation is essentially a high pressure and copper conductor proposition, and the
ordinary steel third rail is practically barred to it. The mean a.c.
pressure can only be about seven-tenths of that allowable on the
d.c. system, with resultant current increase irrespective of how it
On account of the high rail impedance the result
is transformed.
is very much as if on a d.c. system the pressure were reduced a
third, and with the increased current a 10 or 15-lb. rail were generally adopted. A copper conductor should therefore be used, and
even then the low power factor, the greatly increased currents, the
extra resistance of the equivalent copper conductor and the high
impedance of the traffic rails would constitute serious operating

limitations.
to the cost of working conductors were misleadThe constant tendency of the times is to require the abolition
of grade crossings, and when established in congested districts they
cannot be changed save at great expense and risk. Even in the

Statements as

ing.

country the tendency is to make the clearances as small as posunnecessary grades on either the railroad or the street,
and when the railroad is the lower the changes necessary to in
sure reasonably safe conditions for carrying a high potential a.c.
trolley wire by present methods are necessarily costly, and must
be added to the capital account chargeable against electric equipment on this plan. Changes in levels and alinement of tracks, as

sible to avoid

well as the addition of sidings and running tracks, must also be
anticipated.
Single-phase, polyphase and continuous current motors have different characteristics. The first gives an intermittent drawbar pull,
the others a continuous one. In a 25-cycle single-phase machine
for 50 times a second the torque produced by the reversible and
variable current rises from zero to a maximum of nearly half as
much as the mean, while in the continuous current and the polyphase motors the maximum torque Is practically the mean for any
given conditions. The result is two-fold; llrst, the hitter m*'l
since they receive a continuous instead of an Intermittent delivery
of energy, are not only lighter but more economical; and Becond
for equal drawbar pull it. would seem that the actual weight on
the drivers of a single-phase Ine
olive must rieeossarlly be COD
siderably in excess of that required tor the others, 01 else when
pushed to the limit there would be a periodic slip.
A comparison of two locomotives appeared to bear out thl
tentlon.
The New Yorl, Centra] d.c, machine has about 7" torn
weight on the drivers. Ms motors measured on the hour rating and
without special ventilation aggregate 2,200 h.p, caj
and it is
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guaranteed to handle trains having a total weight of from 400 to
550 tons, according to schedule required. The New Haven a.c. locomotive is reported to have 72 tons on the drivers, to have an hour
rating without ventilation of only 1,000 h.p., and is intended to
handle trains of 200 to 250 tons.
It has been popularly stated that while cars equipped with
single-phase a.c. motors cannot accelerate as rapidly as those
equipped with like capacity of d.c. motors this is not a matter of
importance when dealing with locomotive drawn trains making infrequent stops. Whatever disadvantage there may be in this respect
it is equally present whether a single-phase motor be used under a
car or in a locomotive, for in either case it will probably be operated up to the slipping point of the wheels, and the gist of the
criticism,

of

course,

is

that there

is

required a greater ratio of

weight on the drivers to get equal acceleration, and the heating
of the motors is more pronounced.
This is a matter of considerable
importance when-attempting the quick accelerations which are necessary for high schedules with frequent station stops, and it is pertinent to operation on the New Haven road, where within the district to be operated by single-phase current the station stops and
the schedules are practically the same as those of the New York
underground railroad, on which d.c. motors are used and 43 per cent,
of the weight of the train is carried on the drivers.
Mr. Sprague held that the polyphase motor, admirable a machine as it was, has but limited possibilities in railway service,
and was largely confined to single units. For multiple unit operation it was impracticable under the ordinary conditions of railway
operation because of the small air gaps and the difference of duly
with varying wheel diameters.
Comparing the direct current and single-phase motors simply
as machines, he said that the former with equal development must
always be the better, for it is of simpler construction, is lighter
and more economical, has a larger air gap and runs at a slower
speed. It has from a half to a sixth of as many sets of brushes, can
always have a series winding for the armatures, can be operated
at a higher individual potential, and sparking at the commutator
Heating is less, for the transcan be more readily eliminated.
former action is absent, and the torque is constant instead of intermittent.
The claim that a motor built for successful operation
on single-phase currents must necessarily be the best kind of machine for d.c. operation was not borne out in theory or in practice.
If so there would be no valid excuse for maintaining dual

manufacture.
Iowa,

Vermont and Prussia.*

of my friends seem to cluster about the idea
law passes, New England will suffer from the incubus
of what are termed "commission rates"; that we shall be afflicted
with a touch of "Government rate making." While there is not

The apprehensions

that

this

if

the slightest foundation for any assertion of this sort. I want to
inquire for just a moment whether if this w jre possible it would
necessarily be an unmitigated evil for New England?
The State of Iowa is about the size of all New England comIt was one of the first states to create a commission with
bined.
power. For the last thirty years the maximum rates of Iowa have
been fixed by its Commission. While there was objection at the
outset that these rates were too low, there is little or no claim of
Its railroads are prosperous, and its railroad
that sort to-day.
service excellent. Taking New England as a whole and considering
all conditions of construction and operation, we ought to enjoy as
favorable freight rales as Iowa.
The State of Prussia, which, as you know, is the largest in the
German Empire, is about twice lie size of New England. It owns
ami operates nearly or quite all its railways at the present time.
live
and prescribes the absolute rate for railway transportation.
have had the
at Newport, in the northern part of Vermont, and
curlosltj to compare some ot the rates which we pay with thoso
which are made by the Commission of Iowa and the Government
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upon which the rate in carloads from Newport to Boston
cents.
In Iowa the tariff for a corresponding distance is 26
cents and in Prussia 36 cents. Our principal industry at Newport
of butter,
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Western.

tJioton by H

between vertical concrete walls. That part of the drawing .showing
the signals on the branch lias been separated from the part showing
the main line in order to bring it within the space of a page.
All
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lumber, upon which we pay a rale to Boston
10% cents; to Hartford. Conn., 256 miles, 15
cents.
The Iowa lumber rate for 240 miles is
The Pruscents; for 256 miles. 9% cents.
sian tariff for 250 miles is ti.4 cents.
Going now in the other direction. I find that
the rate on sugar in carloads from Boston to
Newport is 19 cents: that, the Iowa tariff for a
corresponding distance is 17.1 cents, while in
Prussia the charge is 10.9 cents. Fertilizers in
carloads take a rate from Boston to Newport of
17 cents; in Iowa the distance tariff is 9',{.
is

of

'

Prussia, from 7.7 to 9.8 cents.
possible that rates can be found which
are lower for corresponding distances in New
England than they are in either Iowa or Prussia.
I know of none.
These figures fairly show
that the rates of Iowa are materially lower than
those of New England, and that those of Prussia are lower still.
would be glad to have
I
some of these gentlemen who stand horrified
when you talk of a commission rate or a Government rate make plain just how it is that the
payment of these charges from 10 to 33% per
cents;

in

It is

cent, higher is of such
tries of New England.

enormous

Interlocking on the

benefit to the people

Lackawanna

Fj

and the indus-

at Roseville.

3

_ s|i

Switcnes and

..

Doub

|

e.

D eck" Signal Rod Lines,

branch signals (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7j are entirely
hidden from the cabin. Both main and branch lines are equipped
with automatic block signals, and therefore no distant signals are
of these

shown

in the 1,lan

a11
'

of these being at

the farther en(is of ln<

The signal department of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
has lately finished an interlocking plant of 49 levers at Roseville
avenue, Newark. N. J., in which a number of interesting details
have had to be designed especially for the location, and some of
these details are here described. Roseville avenue is the junction
of the main line of the Morris & Essex division with the Bloomfield
branch, leading to Montclair.
The grades of both the main line
and the bra neb have lately been depressed, so that the whole of
the roadway shewn in the drawing, Fig. l, lies in a narrow cut

Fig. 4

— Leadout,

Looking East.

Fig.

2

Roseville

Avenue Signal Cabin, Looking West.

"

—
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block sections terminating at signals 1, 20, is and 52.
The main
passenger-station building is between the main line and the branch,
close to the intersection ot the tracks. The tracks farthest from the
station, both on the main line and on the branch, have separate
platforms and stairways on the farther side.
The front of the signal cabin, a frame building, facing the
track is flush with the wall of the cut, as shown In Fig. 2, and its
main floor, 23 ft. above the tracks, is entered directly from the street
which crosses the railroad on a bridge. The three overhead bridges

Jjyy
i

Fig. 5

— Pipe

'

<>

i

'

i

main line and one on the branch are shown in dotted
1.
The machine has room for 52 levers, three of the
spaces being spare. Of the 49 working levers, 25 are for signals,
nine for switches, 13 for locks and bars, and two for movable
crossing the
lines in

Fig.

point frogs.

The lower story of this building is virtually a chamber in the
retaining wall, and it is used for a storage room and repair shop.
The interlocking machine, which was furnished by the Union Switch
& Signal Company, is a Johnson, with vertical locking. The Johnson pattern, with a few modifications, is standard on the Lackawanna, the principal modification being the provision of slots for
locking the tappets in both the normal and the reverse positions.
These are added in order to insure the proper stroke of the tappets
The electrical apparatus, rein case the machine becomes worn.
ferred to below, was also furnished by the Union company.
Of the three tracks in the main line, the middle one is signaled
In the morning
so as to be usable either eastbound or westbound.
it can be used for express trains toward New
York (Hoboken), and in the afternoon for
the same class of trains from Hoboken westward. The cross-overs have number 12 frogs,
enabling trains to pass from one track to the
other at 30 or 40 miles an hour. Signal 52
is for a westbound movement on the righthand main line track, signal 51 for a main
line movement to the branch, signal 50 for a
movement to the middle track westbound,
and signal 49 for any other movement from
westbound main track through the junction.
Elaborate electric locking and indicating
apparatus is provided. There are repeaters
in the tower for all hidden signals, train in_!_
_I_
dicators to give automatic notice of the approach of trains, and a train "describer," worked by the signalman
at Newark, by which full information is received concerning all
trains from the east. Telephones connect with the adjacent stations
As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the gas pipe rods to switches and
signals for each direction from the cabin are arranged in two
groups, one above the other, making a "double-deck" line. The amis
on the rocker shafts are 7> L in. and 9 in. The 7'--in. arms operate
the rods for the lower deck, and the 9-in. arms those tor the upper
deck.
In order to maintain the established 7 -in. stroke the levers
.

Carriers for Single-Deck or Double-Deck Lines.

'

Fig.
Fig.

6

Details

of

Pipe Carrier.

Fig.

8— Bolt

7

Signal

Rod

(Pipe)

Line

and

Fence.

Showing

flector Bars.

Lock.

Fig. 9

—

Stockdill Deflector Bar.

De-
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operating the lower deck, both the up and
at

8%

In.

throw on

down

rods, are placed

the' tall levers.

Iron,

h

pipe carriers

Ului trated In

and have

I

KIgs. 5

for thi

13.

looking west, shows, on the right-hand post, signals
The signals for the eastbound tracks on this bridge
are automatic.
The distant signals connected with this plant are fitted with
electric locks to Insure to a train a route which It has once accepted.
For example, home signal 52, when cleared, automatically clears
distant signal 85. The distant, when It reaches the clear position,
opens a circuit breaker, which has the effect of locking the latch
of 52, and keeping It locked until the train has passed the home
signal, and till the distant arm (85) goes back to the horizontal
position. The locking of the latch of 52 prevents putting that lever
home, and therefore prevents the signalman from clearing any conflicting route; though he is not prevented from throwing arm 52
to the stop position in case an emergency should make that deFig.

10,

and

50, 51

and 6, are of malleable
double-deck arrangement. The
foundations foi
lers have iron uprights with wood tops.
All other foundations, including those for cranks, compensators,
bolt locks and whei
malleable iron piers imbedded in concrete.
Owing to the lack of room on the Bloomfleld branch, the
pipe line had to be put part on one side and part on the other of
the fence between the eastbound and westbound tracks, as shown in
1

Vol. XL., No.

52.

sirable.

For Information concerning this plant we are indebted to Signal
Engineer M. E. Smith and General Foreman of Interlocking C. J.
Kelloway.

The Engineering and Maintenance

of

Way

Association Convention

The seventh annual convention of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association was held in the
Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, March 20, 21 and 22. It was the largest
meeting the association has yet had, the attendance being over 200
out of a total membership of 52S. New members admitted during
the year were 102; dropped from the roll, 37; net gain, 65. The
cash balance in the treasury was $9,949. The 1904 amendment to
the constitution made the term of office of president and vice-president two years; but First Vice-President James Dun (A., T. & S. F.)
having resigned, Second Vice-President A. W. Johnston (N., C.
6 St. L. was elected First Vice-President and Walter G. Berg
( L.
V.
Second Vice-President. The other officers elected for the
ensuing year were: Secretary, E. H. Fritch; Treasurer, W. S. Dawley (re-elected); Directors for three years, W. C. Cushing and J. P.
)

)

,

Snow.
President H. G. Kelley called the convention to order at 10
March 20. His address reviewed briefly the past year and
contained suggestions for the present year. Reference was made to
the representation of the association by invitation of the President of the United States, on a national advisory board on fuels
o'clock.

Fig. 10

— Main

Line East of Junction; Looking West.

Fig. 7. It will be noticed that the pipe line is in no way connected
to the fence proper, though it is secured to the same foundations.
The pipe used in the pipe line is of 1-X wrought iron, and weighs

217

per 100 ft.
Starting east from the cabin, there are 14 leads on the upper
deck and 15 leads on the lower deck; and there are 10 leads on the
lower deck and 8 leads on the upper deck running west from the
tower, making 47 leads in all.
As the switches are successively
lbs.

and structural materials.

The membership

of

many managing

a cause of gratification and also emphasizes the principle
of the association that its work must be marked with conservatism
and its recommendations adopted only after most thorough consideration.
After reviewing the important committee work, reference was made to the publication of the first volume of the association's Manual of Recommended Practice, an event of considerable
importance in the history of the association.
Progress toward
partial electrification of steam roads was touched on, and the fact
officers is

that the new conditions arising will in the immediate future require
the attention of the association.

Committee Reports,
ties.

This committee has met twice by itself and also has met with
the track committee. With the last named an attempt was made
to prepare a formula to show, for three types of track, the right
lengths of ties and right spacing, but it was found impossible to
formulate any rule which would be of value. One member, however, has made a study of the theory of spacing, which the committee prints in an appendix. The committee resubmits, with corrections, the specifications for ties presented last year.
The use
of dating nails in ties has been th\. subject of considerable discussion.
Copper nails are stolen and steel corrodes. It is suggested
that experiments should be made with iron and steel wire boiled
in oil and also the same galvanized, with a view to determining

Fig.

11

— Signal

No.

4.

reached, the lower pipes are dropped out, one after another, and
the upper pipes are brought down to take their places, as is clearly

shown

in Fig. 3.
All front rods and head rods are adjustable, and the head rods
are also provided with gages so that overthrow can be provided
for.
All of the main line signals are slotted, and they bolt-lock all

switches through which they give right to move. The detector bars
are 50 ft. long, and each has 14 Kelloway patent detector-bar clips.
The deflector bars which appear in Fig. 7 are shown in detail
in Fig. 9.
These bars slide between fixed rollers, and when kept
thoroughly lubricated are said to give satisfactory results.
In Fig. 8 is shown a bolt lock made with a vertical arm to fit
it for use where the pipe lines are arranged in two "decks."
To
keep the rod clear of the pipe line there is an offset, as shown.

the best material.
Everything that the committee has learned during the past
year concerning preservative treatment of ties confirms the favorable opinions before expressed. The committee believes that preservatives should be more generally used; but many roads refuse to
do anything when the price of ties is low, and then again refuse
when it is high because they are unwilling to buy large stocks
The report gives some results of the experiat the high prices.
mental track of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe. The committee
recommends for adoption a code of specifications for ties, another
of definitions and specifications for a dating nail; also rules for
keping tie records. It is recommended that the standard tie be
7 in. x 8 in. x 8 ft.
To the report is appended also a code of specifications for tie treatment, which the association is asked to discuss.
These are confined to forms of treatment which are neither
secret nor patented. Another appendix to the report gives interesting notes from Mr. Kruttschnitt, of the Southern Pacific, and
Mr. Faulkner, of the Santa Fe, concerning their experiences in tie
treatment. An essay on a proposed standard method for analysis
of coal tar creosote and zinc chloride, by Mr. J. E. Moore, of the
'

.
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repub-

Ballast Cross-Bections.
Last year's report showed two sets of
ballast cross-sections, a majority and a minority report. These were
referred back with instructions to try to reconcile the differences.
The members of the ballasting committee agreed on a set of sec-

ballasting offers the following definition of
disintegrated granite, a material which is being used to a considerable extent in the West:
"Disintegrated Granite. A natural deposit of granite formation, which, on removal from its bed by blasting or otherwise,
breaks into particles of size suitable for ballast."
The following notes prepared last spring by Mr. J. B. Berry, at
that time Chief Engineer of the Union Pacific, are submitted:
In til*- Kocky Mountains disintegrated granite is usually in mass and
very compact, with occasional dikes of hard granite sticking up through ii to

tions, which afterward, with slight modifications, were agreed upon
at a joint meeting with the track committee. The sections are
shown in the accompanying illustrations.
These sections are in the nature of a compromise between the
different sets of sections proposed last year.
It was the general
opinion that some surface drainage was desirable, if not absolutely
necessary, even with such material as crushed rock and slag. This
requirement is met by the slight rounding of the surface between
ties, the distance to top of ballast at end of tie being one inch lower
than at center, and space being left under the rail to allow passage of water. It was also the general opinion that a large body
of ballast is necessary around the end of the tie to give support
to that part of the material which is directly under the tie.
Without this support, the ballast works out and allows the tie to drop.
This requirement is met by allowing the ballast to come well up
on the end of tie and providing a flat slope from there to the foot.
It
was thought that a steep slope, equal to the natural angle of
repose of the material, had practically.no resistance to a disturbing force and that the ballast should, therefore, be put at such an
angle as would resist a disturbing force from the start.
Where the ballast contains clay, or material which makes it
practically impervious to water, the latter must be carried away
on the surface entirely. The importance of a steep slope, in this
case, is greater than that of support at the ends of the ties, and
a section is provided accordingly.
This is shown for cementing
grave] and chert. Ballast sections shown are for first-class track
only.
It was not thought proper to provide for different classes
id uack until the Association had taken some action on classification.
A double track section for cementing gravel was not shown
because it seemed probable that a double-track road would use a
better ballast.
The report is signed by John V. Hanna, Chairman; C. A.
Paquette, Vice-chairman; C. H. Byers. A. O. Campbell. M. P. Cotton, L. F. Goodale. G. II. Hicks. B. C. Milner. J. O. Osgood, F. W.
Ranno, Samuel Rockwell. A. F. Rust, G. M. Walker. Jr.

Canadian

Pacific, which was published in Bulletin 65,
lished along with the present report in Bulletin 72.

is

BALLASTING.

The committee on

—

the surface,
The bulk of

it
may be taken '>ut by a very heavy steam shovel, but we
When blasted and picked
have found it much cheaper to do some blasting.
The dikes of granite
up. it crumbles Into small cubes about the size of peas.
blasted
and
material,
and
have
to
be
thrown to one side or
out
solid
ape

Single Track
Section for Chert and Cementing Gravel Ballast.
used for riprap.
We have been able to load with a steam shovel having a
three-yard dipper about 2,000 en. yds. a day.
Disintegrated granite runs vevy easily om of the cars, is of a good size to
is easily handled under all conditions, becomes quite compacl
the track with little or no dust, will stand hard tamping wiili tamp
one of the best ballasts to 'shed water
have ever seen, and we find
more economical, especially in renewals of ties, than any other kind of

track,

ballast

when

in

lng bar.
it

is-

I

ballast.

We

have used about

within the

a million yards of disintegrated granite for ballast
three years and can report as follows

lasl

:

Average
cost, per cu. yd.

Cost loaded on ears at pit
Labor unloading from center
Tools, engineering

dump

9.19 cents.
13.37
0.76

cars and putting under trk

and miscellaneous expenses

Total

-'.'>.'.'-

Weight

of

ballast,

::.i»i"

cent-

to cubic yard.

lbs.

npany must de
This cost includes everything except haul, and each
The items
for itself what it costs to haul ballast per cubltc yard.
have given included tools and their repairs, powder and fuses, steam drills,
wages of pii employees, labor putting ballasi under track, repairs to cars,
wages of locomotive engineer, fireman and trainmen who spot cars at the iui,
roundhouse expenses, water supply, oil and waste for locomotives and steam
shovel, fuel, rental of locomotive and steam shovel and rental of outfit cars.
cide
I

w'o"

RECORDS, REPORTS AMI Allot NTS.
this subject found itself widely scattered,
and the different subjects were therefore referred to sub-committees.
These committees report on ledger accounts for individual pieces of
work, system for office records of bridges, conventional signs for
right of way maps and proposed standard progress profiles and
track charts. The standard requirements for drawings of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburg are given in full: also data on
this subject from the Illinois Central, the Nashville. Chattanooga
& St. Louis, the Central of New Jersey, the New York Central, the
Norfolk & Western, and the Canadian Pacific. The committee submits a standard progress profile and a standard track chart.
It
holds that ledger accounts with individual pieces of work are
essential, and recommends for adoption the definitions which it
lias formulated and the charts which it has mentioned; but the couiona signs arc offered only for discussion.

The committee on

\

i

-i

1

1

1

IKACK.

Jk.

committee on track believes Unit tin- A. s. C. E, rail section might in- Improved by increasing tin- proportion of metal in
This view is based on
tin- base ami reducing that
in tin- head.
The commitreports of frequent breakages which star! in tin- base
tee recommends the appointment of a committee to confer with the
Master Mechanics' Association as to the amount Unit the gage of
track should i»- widened on curves, with a view in deciding how
much tin- widening should le- for different wheel ba as ami different
it
is
becoming customarj to have flanges made on all
curves,
wheels, and wheel liases are being made longer
The Committed
Basement
desires a full discussion of standard drilling tor rails
curves an- discussed at length and a Formula Is submitted -for
approval: also rules [or the maintenance of gage ami the inspection
Tin-
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district, 5,000, with maximiles per hour.
listrlcts of a railroad aol meeting
Class "0" shall Ino]
the traffic requirements of Classes "A" <>r "B."
These conclusions were made from statistics collected hy the
committee.
The report is signed by Chas. S. Churchill, Chairman; VV. M.
Camp, Vice-Chairnnui; C. H. Ackert, 1). U. Carothers, W. C. Cushlng,
W. A. Gardner, \v. .1. Harahan, Win. Hunter, J, Krutt ichnitt, Sfm,
Michel, C. A. Wilson and H. R. Williams.

spnger car mileage pel
mum speed of passenger trains of

'

10

ROADWAY.
This committee presents a long report on the proper wording
of the overhaul clause in contracts, dealing with the manner of
payment and the method of computing overhaul, but no conclusion
could be reached and the reader is left to digest the conflicting
views as best he can. This matter fills about 90 pages. There is a
tabular abstract showing the present practice of members of the
association, but aside from this the most encouraging paragraph
that we find on the subject is one quoted from a correspondent of
the Engineering News in 1S88, who concluded that "in view of the
difficulty of the subject the best way out is to guess at the quantities of earth to be hauled" and leave it to the contractor to make
Make no computations of the allowhis esimates as best he may.
ance for the overhaul, but say to the contractor, Here is the work,
what will you do it for?
SIGNS, FENCES, CROSSINGS AND < AlTII-ct Alius.
9, submits specifications for standard right

This committee, No.

way fences, describing three classes. Galvanized wire fencing is
discussed at length. The committee believes that the rapid deterioration of woven galvanized fence wire is due to the thinness and
unevenness of the zinc coating. It is held that woven fence should
have a second coat of zinc after it is manufactured. The committee
proposes to print the report of the investigation of this subject
which was made by Dr. A. S. Cushman of the United States Department of Agriculture (Farmers' Bulletin No. 239). The committee
recommends that its specifications for fences be adopted as good
practice and that the longitudinal wire for fences should be No. 9,
with ultimate tensile strength of 1.S00 lbs. to 2,200 lbs.
of

SIGNALLING AND INTERLOCKING.
This committee presents its seventh annual report. It recommends that, for single track, lock and block, with track circuit conmeaning, presumably, the present
trol, be used, and train orders
system of recording and repeating train orders) be abandoned.
Automatic signals should be used to make intermediate blocks for
following movements only. Diagrams are given of the best arranget

ments of block signals at stations, and the committee recommends
that these diagrams be adopted as good practice. The specifications
for mechanical interlocking adopted by the Railway Signal Association are printed, and the committee proposes that they be endorsed
as good practice.
The committee submits a code of conventional

which the association is asked
of automatic signal locations include
representations of upwardly inclined signals.
Reports are given
of letter ballots on the question of the proper angle travel of semaphore arms and on the question of the upwardly inclined arm.

symbols and of
to approve.

definitions, both of

The diagrams

MASONRY.
This committee discusses failures of concrete structures, waterproofing of masonry and waterways for culverts.
Many failures
of concrete structures have been reported, both of plain and reinforced, due to improper design, premature or improper loading and
improper mater als or workmanship. The committee has considerable information, but is not yet ready to make a report.
The
The subsubject of waterproofing is held over until next year.
committee on waterways for culverts has not met, but the chairman has prepared an article which is to be published.
This report is supplemented by a code of specifications for stone
masonry and another of definitions. The committee recommends
that the specifications be adopted as good practice, and that the
definitions be approved.
:

BUILDINGS.

The report

of this committee is under three heads:
Relative advantages and disadvantages of circular, square or
other special designs of roundhouses, and recommended general
1.

practice.
2.

Smoke jacks— various

designs and material,

recommended practice.
3.
Roundhouse doors descriptions and
designs and recommended practice.

—

life,

sketches

cost

of

and

various

Roundhouses.

Advantages
(a)
(b)
space.

of the circular roundhouse:
It is the logical shape when a turntable is used.

Ordinarily

it

is

the most economical

design

for

ground

it

(d)

The
is

XI..,

No.

L8.

requires only one "jack" per stall.
cost of handling locomotives In and out, and of turn

(c)

ing them,

Vol.

minimum

a

circular shape allows good command of the work in
the house by the foreman.
(f)
It gives the best
facilities for furnishing natural light
around the engine end of the locomotive.
(gi
Artificial light can be provided at least cost.
ihi
It
affords better facilities for locating benches ami
lockers.
(i)
It giv.s maximum room at the engine end and econon
space at the tender end of the locomotive.
With equ.il facilities for work, and ventilation, the cubical
j
capacity per stall in a In alar bouse is comparatively small; conse(e)

i

The

i

i

quently heating

is

more economical.

Ik)
At the expense of roofing over Ihe turntable, the loss of
heat by open doors may be reduced to a minimum.
One operator and one power equipment can handle all
(1)
engines going in and out.
Disadvantages:
i,oc,
when the turntable is oul of
hi' tied
ii|i
lai
i

service.

(b)
Loss of heat from open doors, one outside door per stall
being usually used.
(c)
Difficulty in increasing the length of the stalls after they
are built.
Rectangular houses are classed under two heads: through rec
tangular houses and transverse table houses.
The through rectangular house consists of a series of parallel
tracks running lengthwise of the house with a system of lead tracks
and switches at each end outside of the house and a system of
double slip switch crossovers in the house, to be used in running
engines around one another. The advantages and disadvantages
following do not apply to the small rectangular house, open at one
end only, with capacity for two to four locomotives.
Advantages of the through rectangular house:
(a)
It may fit some particular location or shape of propertj
where length but not width can be had.
Provided that in case of emergency there is no confusion
(b)
in operating the double slip switches and no derailment occurs at
them, locomotives can be readily handled.
Locomotive standing room can be increased for longer
(c)

machines by changing the location of the pits and also of the crossover track system, or by increasing the length of the house and
readjusting the tracks at the end.
Disadvantages:

Assuming that all locomotives will enter at one end and
(a)
depart at the other, it will be necessary to turn at least one-half
of them before they are put into the house, and the same number
again after they go out. in order to save the use of two jacks per
engine stall throughout the house.
(b)
Either two turntables or "Y" tracks, one at each end, will
have to be used or the locomotive will have to be run from end to
end outside to be turned before and after going to the house.
(c)
Loss of heat from doors in opposite ends of the house
being open at one time will be very great.
(d)
There is no space for work benches, or for storming parts
of engines temporarily, without blocking the running space for
other locomotives.
Locomotives cannot be required to arrive at one end and
(e)
depart at the other without materially cutting down the capacity
of the house by keeping several of the tracks open.
If crossover clearances are maintained, and tracks are
(f)
kept open for running, there will be a large amount of space in
the house per effective stall, consequently the cost of heating and
of lighting will be comparatively large.
The transverse table house consists of a series of parallel engine
pits, usually running crosswise of the house, the locomotives being
handled to and from them by means of a transverse table, located
either inside or outside of the building, as determined by conditions and requirements.
Advantages of the transverse table house:

(a)
The capacity of the house can be readily increased by
extensions and additions of other transfer tables on the same depressed tracks.
Cranes can be used to advantage if necessary.
(b)
(c)
The design is favorable for use in connection with a
machine shop or an erection shop, where the transfer table or
tables can be used in common for both.
(d)
When the transfer table is covered, heat may be saved.
One door, however, will have to be opened many times instead of
each of many doors occasionally. There will, in this case, be an
economy in the smaller number of doors needed.
Adaptability for some special locations.
(e)
Disadvantages:
(a)
On account of the necessity for the use of a turntable as
well as a transfer table, the cost of operation and of maintenance
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will be high; the turntable will have to be used for about one half
the engines when coming in as well as when going out.
Increased time for handling locomotives when the turn(.bj
table work is included.
(c)
The arrangement of parallel tracks in an engine house
does not give the best disposition of the floor space, for when the
spacing is made to suit the requirements around the engine end
there will be room to spare at the tender end.
The Committee makes the following conclusions, and recommends as general principles of practice that:
The circular form of an engine house is, in general, the preferable design, with possibly the following exceptions:
(a)
At branch terminals, or similar points, where not more
than three or four locomotives are housed at one time and where
it is more economical to provide a "Y" track than a turntable, or
where it is not necessary to turn the locomotives, a through rectangular house, with switches at one end only, may be desirable, or
(b)
At shops where a transfer table is used and an engine
house is to be added, and at special locations, the transfer table

house

may

be desirable.

Smoke

Jacks.
of jacks is at the present time
in a state of rapid transition from the small diameter, adjustable,
cast-iron form to a fixed jack of large size, with a large size flue
and a damper, made of various materials. These large jacks were
at first made of wood, but are now being made more and more
of cast-iron, asbestos board and other non-corrosive and non-eumbustible materials, as fast as manufacturers are able to adjust
construction to the new designs. Arguments in favor of the large
fixed jacks are:
The modern large locomotive requires larger jacks to take care
of the smoke, particularly from green fires.
Necessity for quick service in the roundhouse makes frequent
adjustment of the location of the locomotive desirable to facilitate
inspection and repairs. These movements frequently result in the
separation of the stack from the jack. This difficulty is overcome
by the use of the large jack.
A saving in labor is secured, as there is no work to be done in
adjusting the jacks to the stacks each time a locomotive enters
the house. This saving, and the general better atmospheric conditions prevailing, offset the loss of the increased draught caused
by the small jacks acting as extensions of the stacks.
The life of the jacks is determined by the kind of material
used, and there are no reasons why the same material cannot be
used in the large as has been used in the small jacks. The cost
will increase with the size, but advantages in favor of the larger
size are so great that cost should not be a determining factor.
Cast-iron jacks with bottom openings 3 J/2 to 4 ft. wide and
from 10 to 12 or more ft. long, tapering gradually upward to a
flue of a reasonable length, and 3% to 4 ft. in diameter, with a
damper, cost from $175 to $225 each, erected.
The Committee recommends that the engine house smoke jack
should be flved, the bottom opening should be not less than 42 in.
wide, and long enough to receive the smoke from the stack at its
limiting positions, due to adjustment of the driving wheels to bring
the side rods in proper position for repairs. The bottom of the
jack should be as low as the engines served will allow, and it
should be furnished with a drip trough. The slope upward should
be gradual to the flue; the size of the flue for the largest locomotives should be not less than 42 in. in diameter; a damper should
be provided in the flue easily adjusted from the floor, and the
material used should be non-combustible and non-corrosive.

The design and construction

—

Roundhouse Doors.
Designs of roundhouse doors include the following: Swinging,
rolling, folding, lifting and sliding doors.
(a)
Swinging Doors. Have the advantage of being:
Comparatively cheap in first cost.
Glass can be used in them.
Small doors can be built in the larger ones.
They are, however, exposed to the wind, and liable to be
blown against a locomotive and damaged.
If struck, they are liable to serious damage.
(b)
Rolling Doors. Are now made of wood slats or of metal
Cost about 60 cents per square fool erected
Small doors or glass are not placed in the large d
Are not exposed to damage by wind.

—

—

If

Struck, the

They

(c)

(d)

damaged

sliils

are easily repaired.

snugly along the sides and at llie bottom
Folding Doobs. Are made of wood.
Glass and small doors can be used in them,
Are not exposed to damage by wind.
If struck, they are liable to serious damagi
LUTING DOOBS. Are made of wood.
Glass and small doors can be used In them
Are not exposed to damage by win
fit

(e)

fall.
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Chicago
Eastern Illinois. Ten water-softening plants in
operation and three in process of construction. The character of
the boiler water supply is very poor. The cost of softening runs
from one to three cents per 1,000 gals., with an average of two
Capacity of plants varies From I",
cents.:
gals per hour to
"
per limn
nei aging
gals
ga
he oldest of the
plants has been In operation about tWO months, so thai the beneficial
results of using treated water are not \ ei demonstrated
Chicane
\ mill -Western,
Water supplj varies from very good
Many of the waters conl tin B large quantity of soaleto very bad.
formlng matter, and some ol them, taken from running streams,
contain mud and other matter in suspension at certain seasons.
Twenty-five water-softening plant:, in operation, the oldest of which
hi: been in serviee throe ami
h roe-quarters years.
Capacity of the
10 gals, per 24 hours
plants varies from 120,000 to s
the average
being 300,000 gals. Cost of Oftenlng water at those plants is OS
of a cent for the lowest, to 8
cents tor the highest
the average
being 1.8 cents per L,000 gals, Chemical analyses of the waters.
solids are reduced
before and after treatment, show thai
so that the quantltj ten in the Bottened water is approximately
Sole.
waters before
from till
HOB
tO live
treatment contain approximately 10 to 50 grains per gallon of
the mechanical Department) who
making material
have charge ot the locomotives on the divisions when the water
it-

I

i

.

,i

:

damage
the hangers rusl

WATER

reports for the two years previous, which covered
in detail the subject of water softening for locomotive boilers, this
committee has confined itself for the past year to collecting information from railroads which have installed water softening plants.
This follows in detail by roads:
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. Nearly all kinds of water are
embraced in the general boiler water supply. Sixty-five plants in
operation. The oldest of these has been in service for two years
and six months. Capacity of plants varies from 40,000 gals, per
24 hours for the lowest, to 450,000 gals, per 24 hours for the highest.
The average capacity is given as 50,000 gals, per 24 hours. The
cost of softening water at these plants varies from 0.7 of a cent
to 14 cents per 1,000 gals., the average cost being 3.5 cents per
1,000 gals.
Among the beneficial results from the use of softened
water there is reported a very decided decrease in engine failures
due to boiler troubles, resulting in reduction in payrolls of boilermakers and helpers; reduction in the number of flues used; increase in time between shoppings (about 100 per cent.), and increased ton mileage of locomotives. Some of the districts where
water is softened now show but from one to three engine failures
per month from boiler troubles, where before softening the water
they had this many failures every 24 hours.
Baltimore & Ohio. Boiler water supply is, generally speaking,
good, though in the coal and oil regions the waters contain large
amounts of corrosive solids and some free sulphuric acid. Two
plants in operation. One of these has a capacity of 20,000 gals.,
and the other 10,000 gals, per hour. These plants have been in
operation about two months. The cost of softening is 0.7 of a cent
per 1,000 gals., but the raw water was then in the best condition.
The cost will increase in dry seasons. They report that the scale
is falling off of the flues of the boilers that are using the softened
water. Also they notice absence of foaming and pitting since the
plants were started.
Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburg. There is one water-softening
plant with a capacity of 000,000 gals, a day, which has been in
service two years. An improvement is noticed in the condition of
boilers using this water.
Central Railroad of New Jersey. General character of the
boiler water supply poor.
One water-softening plant, which has
been in service since Sept. 1, 1904. Capacity per day is 240.000
gals.
The use of softened water in their locomotive boilers eliminates a considerable amount of incrusting solids, and improves
operation of the locomotives.
Chesapeake <£ Ohio. One water-softening plant in operation
which has been in service one year. Capacity 5,000 gals, per hour.
Cost of softening water is 4.10 cents per 1,000 gals. The use of
softened water has reduced leaky flues and boiler seams to a

Following

i

I

struck,

Glass and small doors can be used in the large ones.
One-half of the doors are necessarily closed all the time.
Are not exposed to damage by wind.
If struck, they are liable to serious damage.
The Committee recommends that roundhouse doors should be
made of non-corrosive material; they should be easily operated, fit
snugly, be easily reuaired and maintained, and should not be exposed to damage by wind, directly or indirectly, and should admit
of the use of small doors.
The particular kind of door that will
suit a given case can be determined only by giving proper value
to the different factors enumerated above.
The report is signed by A. R. Raymer, Chairman; E. D. B.
Brown, Vice-Chairman; G. F. Bristol, M. Coburn, H. M. Cryder. B.
C. Gowen, B. C. Macy and H. M. Steele.
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Sliding Doors.
Do not lit tightly;
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per hour— averaging 15,000 gals. The
softening is 1.2 cents per L.000 gals, tor the lowest; 2.6
cost .11
lie
highest, an average of 1.7 cents per
gals, for
cents per t,t
There has been a decrease In boiler failures on road,
1,000 gals.
decrease in Hue work, and some decrease in washing, due to the u e
of softened wati
Character of the boiler water
St. I'aul.
Chicago, Milwaukee
Both alkali and Incrusl
supply varies from very good to very bad.
ing waters are found. One water-softening plant in operation, which
has a capacity of 4.000 gals, per hour. Cost of treatment is 13.6
Benefits are derived from the use of softened
cents per 1,000 gals.
water, as illustrated in the case of an engine which required work
on flues each week before the installation of water-softening plant.
This engine was after erection of plant supplied with soft water

from 8,000

to

30,000

gals,

t

—

.1

exclusively and ran for six weeks without any work on flues.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. Character of boiler water supply variable, the solid matter dissolved in the waters ranging from
Fifteen water-softening plants, the old6 to 150 grains per gallon.
Capacity varies from
est of which has been in service 21 months.
4,200 gals, per hour for the lowest, to 15,000 gals, per hour for
the highest, with an average of 8,400 gals, per hour. The cost of
softening varies from 3.1 to 14.9 cents per 1.000 gals., the average
being 12.2 cents per 1,000 gals. The use of softened water has increased the engine miles between washings, reduced engine failures on account of leaky flues and staybolts, and materially reduced
the cost of repairs to locomotives.
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis >( Omaha. Water ranges from
very good to very bad. Nine water-softening plants in operation,
the oldest of which has been in service four years. The cost of
softening water varies from 1.3 cents per 1.000 gals, to 3.9 cents,
the average being 2.1 cents per 1,000 gals. There has been a decrease in repairs to boilers, and a marked improvement in the
handling of trains in the district where the plants are in operation.
Lackawanna & Western. Five water-softening
Delaware.
plants, the oldest of which has been in operation three years. Average capacity 286,000 gals, per 24 hours. The lowest is 240,000
The cost of softgals, and the highest 350,000 gals, per 24 hours.
ening is lowest, .9 of a cent; highest, 1.1 cents, average 1 cent per
There has been a reduction in scale-forming matter in
1,000 gals.
locomotive boilers, resulting in greater efficiency of engines, as evidenced by greater mileage for every tube reset. Previous to using
treated water, boilers needed more frequent washing out, and scaleforming sediment made it necessary to repair boiler tubes often.
Water poor. Two water-softening
Detroit. Toledo & Ironton.
plants in operation and one under construction. The oldest plant
has been in operation nine months. Cost of softening: lowest, 1
cent; highest, 2.7 cents, with an average of 1.8 cents per 1,000 gals.
Capacity of plants 100,000 and 160.000 gals, for 24 hours averaging
Considerable benefit received from less boiler work
130,000 gals.
and maintenance. Locomotives using treated water give less trouble
with flue and firebox leakage. Roundhouse boiler work estimated
to be 50 per cent, less since the installation of water-softening
plants, and 20 per cent, reduction in fuel expense.
One water-softening plant -which has been in operation
Erie.
The capacity of this plant is 12,000 gals, per hour.
for six months.
Eastern Division. Eight
El Paso a- Southwestern System
water-softening plants, the oldest of which has been in operation
a lttle over two years. General character of water supply poor.
The water from several of their wells contain 170 or more grains
per gallon of incrusting solids. Capacity of plants varies from 2.000
averaging 5,000 gals, per hour. The
gals, to 10,000 gals, per hour
cost for softening water on this road is 7 cents at the lowest, and
28.5 cents at the highest, with an average of IS cents per 1.000
gals.
Before the installation of water-softening plants it was almost impossible to get an engine over the division between Alamogordo and Santa Rosa without boiler trouble. Since the plants
were started, the use of softened water has lessened their trouble.
Hocking Valley and Toledo d Ohio Central. Water poor. Three
water-softening plants in service, the oldest of which has been in
operation three years. Plants have a capacity of from 100.000 to
Their cost for softening is two cents
650,000 gals, per 24 hours.
per 1,000 gals. The use of softened water results in the removal
of scale-forming matter, prolongs the life of the boiler, and saves
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well ai doing away with engine
mi account of bani water,
Lake Brie
Western, Character of boiler watei supply vaAt two of the Btations where
riable.
oftenlng plant- are located
ui Incrusting matter per gallon.
the waters contain about 25 gi nil
At the other two stations the waters sometimes contain 60 grain
of incrusting matter per gallon, with also a large amount of alkali
part of the time.
Pour plants in service, One of these has been
operating for 21 months, and the other three for eight month
They have a capacity of from 175,000 to 275,000 gals, per 24 hours
averaging 206,000 gals. The eosl of chemicals use, loi softening
water is 2.1 cents per 1,000 gals, for the lowest,
cents per 1,000
gals, for the highest, with an average of 2.5 cents per 1,000 gals.
The benefits derived from the use of softened water in locomotive
boilers have been removal of incrusting solids (part of which were
also corrosive), large reduction in engine failures due to leaking
boilers, and decreasing running repairs to boilers.
Lehigh Valley.
Four water softening plants, the oldest in operation for two ye.irs.
Capacities are: lowest. 100,000 gals, per 24
hours: highest, 300,000 gals, per 24 hours, averaging 225,000 gals.
Three of the plants have been in operation for only nine months,
and figures showing benefits din- to the use of softened water have
not yet been ascertained.
Misstiun /'in ific. General character of water supply poor. Three
water-softening plants in service, all of which have been in operaThe capacity of each plant is 250,000 gals.
tion for nine months.
per 24 hours. The average cost of softening water on this road is
2.4 cents per 1,000 gals., ranging from 1.2 cents per 1,000 gals, for
The number
the lowest, to 4.3 cents per 1,000 gals, for the highest.
of engine failures due to water troubles has been greatly reduced by
softening the water.
A master mechanic states that a saving of
several hundred dollars per month has been effected through the
use of softened water.
\
York, Ontario <( Western. One water-softening plant in
operation, which was installed in 1901.
Capacity 5,000 gals, per
hour. Cost averages 2.5 cents per 1,000 gals. Engines are out of
service less time on account of boiler washings and flue repairs
than they were before commencing to soften water; also flues last
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Character of boiler water supply varies on
Illinois Ventral.
Six water-softening plants in operation.
different parts of the line.
The oldest has been in operation 16 months. Each plant has a
capacity of 10,000 gals, per hour. Have resulted in great reduction
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Norfolk d Western. Water variable. On about one-half of the
the water is fair. On about one-fourth it needs filtering to
remove mud and suspended matter. On about one-fourth it contains much scale-forming material.
One water-softening plant in
service, which has been in operation one year.
Five plants in
course of construction. Cost of treatment is 3 cents per 1.000 gals.
Capacity of all the plants ranges from 100,000 to 250.000 gals,
per 24 hours. The one plant which has been in operation for the
past year has proved a great success. The water untreated contains 36 grains per gallon of incrusting solids. After treatment it
contains only four grains. After 30 days' use of the treated water
in a stationary boiler, no scale was deposited in it.
Pennsylvania Lines West Southwest System. General character of boiler water supply varies part good and part very bad.
Four water-softening plants in operation, the oldest of which has
been in service for one and a half years. Cost for treatment varies
from 2 cents to 3 cents per 1.000 gals., with an average of 2%
cents per 1,000 gals. Capacity of plants varies from 10.000 to
The in20.000 gals, per hour averaging 15,000 gals, per hour.
stallation of these water-softening plants has done away with
cracked firebox sheets; reduced number of leaky flues; made less
boiler work; no trains given up on account of leaky engines; less
roundhouse labor; less fuel consumed, and engines are gotten ready
more quickly for trains.
Pittsburg
Lake Erie. Water poor, containing carbonates and
sulphates of lime, also at times sulphuric acid. Ten water-softening plants in operation, the oldest of which has been installed
two and one-half years. Capacity is from 15,000 to 60.000 gals, per
hour averaging 25.000 gals. The cost for softening is: lowest, 0.5
Beneof a cent; highest. 2.5 cents; average. 1 cent per 1.000 gals.
fits derived from the use of softened water, are: increased life of
fireboxes and tubes; absence of scale, collapsed tubes and corrosion:
line
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Character of boiler water supply
ik Eagle Pass.
water-softening plants in operation, the oldest of which
has been in service four years and seven months. Capacity of
plants is 1,000 gals, per hour. As a result of the use of softened
water, there has been a saving of 40 per cent, in boiler repairs, 20
per cent, in fuel, and 50 per cent, in labor and water used for
washing out locomotives.
Rio Orande Western. Three water-softening plants, the oldest
Capacity of the lowest is 50.000 gals, per 24
in service five years.
hours; highest, 120,000 gals., and average 70.000 gals, per 24 hours.
The plants reduce the incrusting solids. to three or four grains per
gallon, eliminating the matter in suspension and improving the
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water-softening plants in operation, the oldest of which has been
operation six and a half years. Capacity of plants varies from
12,500 to 175,000 gals, per 24 hours, with an average of 51,000 gals.
per 24 hours. Seven more plants in course of construction. Average cost for softening water is 4.2 cents per 1,000 gals. This varies
from 1.9 cents in the lowest to 6.5 cents per 1,000 gals, in the
highest.
Beneficial results shown in an average decrease in scaleforming matter and prevention of corrosion due to action of unstable salts naturally contained in the waters before treatment.
Texas <C Pacific. All kinds of water. One water-softening plant
which has been in service eight months. Capacity 80,000 gals, per
24 hours. Cost 3 cents per 1.000 gals. Results have been beneficial,
but to what extent has not yet been determined.
Water at this
point was so bad that it was necessary to replace the boiler used
in the pumping plant every four months, but that the boiler used
since plant was installed is still in use.
Union Pacific. General character of boiler water supply is poor
carrying a considerable amount of both the carbonates and sulphates of lime and magnesia, to which is attributable hard scale.
Thirty-six plants in operation, the oldest of which has been in operation four years.
Capacity varies from 8.000 to 20,000 gals., averaging 11,600 gals, per hour. Cost of softening water per 1,000 gals,
varies from 0.8 of a cent in the lowest, to 3.9 cents in the highest,
with an average cost of 1.9 cents per 1,000 gals. Benefits derived
are a very marked decrease in boiler repairs and in fuel consumption, decrease in number of boiler washings, and increase in mileage
of locomotives owing to less frequent shoppings.
Wabash. The Wabash Railroad has one softening plant, with
a capacity of 175,000 gals, per 24 hours. Cost of softening water
3.1 cents per 1,000 gals.
The report is signed by G. M. Davidson, Chairman; Anthony
McGill, Vice-Chairman; Geo. Crocker, C. A. Morse, R. S. Parsons,
J. P. Ramsey. E. J. Randall. H. S. Waterman, M. H. Wickhorst and
K. J. C. Zinck.
in
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Discission.
Uniform Rules. Organization. Titles. Etc. The rules submitted
by the committee were taken up seriatim. Mr. Walker (N. C. &
St. L.) pointed
out that paragraph 11 of the rules required a
report on accidents attributable to track, roadbed, etc. He thought
the department should also report on accidents which result in
damage to track, roadbed, structures, etc., as a broken axle, for
example. The committee accepted the suggestion.
Mr. Ewing (P. & R.) called attention to the fact that under
the head of "general rules" certain specific duties were outlined.
He moved that the general rules contain such matter as is applicable
to the heads of all departments, and the specific duties of each head
of department be outlined under a separate heading.
The motion
was carried, as was also another declaring it to be the sense of the
association that the committee is proceeding along the right lines
in its formulation of rules.
A suggestion that there be a separate
department for water service provided for in the rules was accepted
by the committee, which will take cognizance of it during the com-

—

ing year.
Ties.

good, a 6 x 8 tie was ample for heavy traffic. There is a prevailing
opinion that a 7 x 8 or a 7 x 9, or some other size tie, does not cost
any more than a 6 x 8, but I think if you undertake to buy any
great number on that basis, you will find it is a mistake. We find
that is more and more true, as we are coming to sawed ties instead

hewed ties."
Asked regarding an 8 ft. 6 in. length as against 8 ft., he said
there were two or three reasons recommending the latter:
It is
long enough for good ballast an 8 ft. 6 in. tie must be cut from a
17-ft. log, and the logs are not cut that way.
It therefore seemed

of

;

wise to adopt a size according with present sawmill and lumber
practice.

suggested that there are at least
Mr. Bremner (C. B. & Q.
three classes of track to provide specifications for. and a size should
be specified for each; also the specifications should differ for different kinds of woods.
Mr. Wentworth (C, M. & St. P.) said he
believed that an 8 ft. 6 in. tie equalized the bearing so as to minimize trouble from center binding.
Mr. McGuigan (G. T.) referred
to the difficulty of getting ties of any particular standard, many
roads being glad to get ties of any acceptable size whatever. The
conclusion was finally referred back to the committee to give three
sizes of standard tie corresponding with the three classifications
of track.
Conclusion 6, asking discussion on specifications for tie
treatments and referring them back to the committee for further
consideration, was adopted.
Mr. Carl G. Crawford. Chief of the Section of Wood Preservation, Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, then addressed the convention with reference to the work of the Forest
Service, and of his particular section,
fn the latter connection
he said that they hoped, in the course of a year, to erect and equip
a laboratory at Washington which will be a great help in research
work.
Ballasting.
The committee's definition for "disintegrated granite" was approved; also its definition for "cinders," which is as
follows:
"Cinders The residue from the coal used in locomotives
Discussion of the report pertained to the
and other furnaces."
recommendation that the ballast cross-sections submitted be approved as good practice. Chairman Hanna explained in detail the
reasons for adopting certain features of the cross-sections.
Mr.
Barnard (Penn. Lines) called attention to the fact that the association had adopted a roadbed without crown, and that therefore
cross-sections of the ballast committee should harmonize therewith.
This was later put in the form of a motion and adopted,
fn regard to crowning, Mr. Trimble (Penn. Lines
said he had for
years believed in this, but he had found that although the roadbed
may be nicely crowned in the original construction, examination a
year or so afterward will reveal the absence of any crown, and
that the ballast has been hammered into the roadbed.
He also
doubted the advisability of a uniform section for gravel and rock
I

—

—

I

ballast.

Mr. McDonald
N. C. & St. L.) inquired about the practice of
other roads in treating ballast that has become foul, having been
seeking information on the point for a long time.
Prof. Allen
suggested, as a precautionary method against fouling, the
(P.l. I. T.
use of fine gravel or sand on the roadbed before the ballast is put
on; this being accepted practice of highway engineers for the construction of macadam roads, and is also being followed to advanMr. Stevens (P. & R.
tage by some railroad engineers.
said the
only way to properly get rid of the water that would otherwise
remain around each tie as soon as the roadbed becomes impervious,
is to provide end drainage where the ballast is banked around tie
ends, by leaving an opening from the end of the tie through the
(

)

— The

committee asked the convention

to

take action on

The president stated that the specifications prethe conclusions.
sented year before last, and printed in the report, would, without
objection, remain the sense of the association. He also called attention to the fact that the following paragraph has been inserted
in the specifications:
"Ties treated with a water solution, like
zinc-chloride, particularly red oak and beech ties, must be piled in
close piles on well-drained ground, to prevent checking."
Conclusions 1 and 2, regarding approval of the specifications
and adoption of the definitions, stood as recommended.
Conclusion 3. on dating nail, was likewise adopted.
Mr. Wendt (P. &
1..
E.) stilled that his road had been using copper instead of galvanized steel dating nails for several years, as the latter would not
last in the industrial districts.
This was due to the fact that the
figures were raised instead of depressed.
A depressed-figure galvanized steel nail as provided for in specifications, hi' thought would
give satisfactory Bervlce,
Conclusion i. on rules for tie records, was approved. No. 5. on
size of standard He. provoked some discussion.
Objection being
made In the recommended size, 7 in. x s in. x S ft., Mr. Curl is, of
Hie committee, explained thai it was the general consensus of
opinion, as Indicated by replies to a large number of Inquiries, that
ibis size was targe enough.
One of the roads represented was
using a 6 x 8 tie, and reported ii perfectly satisfactory,
in tin
tie was reported as not satisfactory, the
Instances where the
objection was of a two-fold nature: first, thai the tie was too thin
tor the length <>i spike which is now oelng used, ami thai con e
quently alter a lew years' wear ihe spike would go entirely through
the ii'': i'or thai reason ii was decided in adopt the 7 In thickness;
second, thai the 6 x s tie was ton llghl when' the ballasl ws
or there was no ballasl; a condition which has lo be met, bul uol
condition to determine the size of the tie.
Nevertheless, the size
oi the tin was Increased to 7 x s.
The genera] consensus of opinion
expressed in the reports was to Hi.' effect thai where ballasl wa
1

6x8

i

:i
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I

ballast.

A motion to have the cross-sections applicable also to stone
and slag ballast, the ones shown being only for gravel, was adopted.
Also a motion to have the ballasl come Hush with the top of the
tie in Ihe particular cross-section, showing it 3 in. above.
Yards and Terminals. The committee asked the adoption Ol
tie
conclusions on hump yards, which was done with sonic slight
changes, the most important being in clause (a), which staled that
"a hump yard is the best form of yard, etc."
This was modified to
"A hump yard is a desirable form of yard foi
read
receiving,
classifying and making up trains, because cars .an be handled
through it faster and at less cost than lb rough anj other form of
Clauses lal and (hi were then transposed, as being num.'
yard."
properl] Lh
'der In which they should a
Mr. Baldwin (111, Cent.) thought that ail freight car n
hose tor beavj
tracks should lie under rover, instead ol onlj
repairs, as recommended.
This evoked some Interesting dlscui
in the course of which he asked if any members had ever gotten from
their master mechanics a statement of nine actually lost in ihe
car repairmen in bad weather,
He had, and found It amounted to
\
motion i" amend the
large sum of money during a season
The con
conclusion in accordance with hi:- suggestion was lost
elusions about team deliver; yards were adopted
Suggestions were asked
rem members as lo the direction "I
a number were
committee Investigations i"i the coming year
poling
made, Including
Methodi ol Burface d

—

1

I

:i

I
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additional data on cost of operation of hump yards; location of scales; actual data from railroads on loss of time by car
repairmen due to bad weather during certain seasons; handling of
switches outside of large terminals in cold weather, and in hump
yards; electric lighting of yards.
The report contained a revision
Iron and Steel 8i
The chairman read the clauses which
of last year's specifications.
on being offered as he proceeded. He said
were changed

yards;

maximum fiber strain allowed for ties In timber bridge
had been changed from 2,400 to 2,000 lbs. per square inch.
Mr. Robinson (A., T. & S. F.), of the committee, explained that he
was opposed to the adoption of this figure and read a list of the
sizes of ties that would be required under these conditions for
different wheel loads and spacings, to indicate what it would mean
He then gave the cost of open decks on the
in increased cost.
Santa Fe, based on 60,000 lbs. axle load, 4 in. between ties (12 ft.
7 ft. centers of stringers, $2.50 per
long ties being considered)
lineal foot of track; 8 ft. centers of stringers, $3.15 per foot of
that the

floors

:

track; 10 ft. centers of stringers, $3.50 per foot of track. A balFor 8 ft.
lasted floor of creosoted timber would cost as follows:
spacing of stringers, $4.20 per foot of track; for 10 ft. spacing,
$6.70 per foot of track. The advantages of the ballasted floor were
given in brief detail.
Some of the clauses had been changed since the report was
printed and these were indicated as the reading progressed. One
of these was a change in the elongation from 18 per cent, to 15
per cent. On this same clause (84) discussion arose over the figure

—

phosphorus content for acid steel 0.08 per cent. Mr. Webster (Cons. Eng.) suggested reducing this to 0.06 per cent., and
after similar expressions from other members the committee announced its willingness to accept the suggestion.
Mr. Condron (Cons. Eng.) moved to increase the mean ultimate
tensile strength of structural steel from 60,000 lbs. to 62,000 lbs.
per sq. in. Mr. Webster's amendment to refer the matter to the
committee for report next year was defeated. A subsequent motion,
following considerable discussion, referred the matter to the committee to report next year on the advisability of raising the limit,
for the

as suggested.

The committee's impact formula brought out lengthy

discus-

sion, relating principally to the provision of funds to enable the
committee to conduct impact experiments in order to derive a
satisfactory formula. The matter was finally disposed of by a

motion of Mr. McDonald (N. C. & St. L.) that the committee be
requested to inaugurate as soon as possible and push to an early
completion an exhaustive series of experiments on the subject of
impact, and to submit, as the result of such experiments, a formula
for impact; and that the board of directors be requested to provide the necessary means for the experiments in such manner as
they deemed advisable.
The two parts of the specifications as read to the convention

were accepted.
Records, Reports and Accounts.

—Conclusions

1

and

2

of the

report, relating to definitions, were, in conformity with the practice
No. 3, relating to ledger accounts
of the association, not discussed.
The
with individual pieces of work, was offered for discussion.
adoption of this conclusion involved the approval of two forms.

M. W. 1,013 and M. W. 1,014, shown in the report. The former is
an "approval of authority for expenditure." Mr. Tye pointed out
the omission of provision in this blank for distribution of the expenditure to various accounts. It was suggested that separate lines
be added for this purpose. Mr. L. C. Fritch (111. Cent.) suggested
the addition of a "completion report," covering the same work as
the authority blank and being the report from which the ledger
account is finally closed up. Both suggestions were accepted by
the committee.
The need was referred to of an estimate form to accompany
the form for authority for expenditure and a motion was adopted
requesting the committee to prepare such a blank or else change
Mr.
the "authority-for-expenditure" form to provide for both.
Montzheimer (E. J. & E.) moved the addition of provision for an
estimate number on the blank, which was adopted.
Mr. Hunter McDonald raised the question of the practicability
of keeping a ledger account in the maintenance of way engineer's
office, there being certain charges which the engineer never sees
until they show up on the comptroller's accounts, such, for example.
as charges through the legal department resulting from suits. The
chairman of the committee admitted that this particular point
had not been considered; however, he expressed his conviction that
the ledger accounts could be kept satisfactorily. After further discussion as to the practicability of keeping such accounts and their
value, the conclusion (No. 3) was approved.
Conclusions 4 and 5 were adopted as read and No. 6 was approved. In regard to No. 7, Mr. McDonald pointed out that its
adoption as read involved the adoption of many conventional signs
that had not been passed on. The committee suggested the addition of the clause "except the conventional signs, which are subject
In this form the concluto the later action of the convention."
sion was approved.

Vol..

XL., No. 13.

Classification 0/ Track. -This was a special committee which
had been asked to give a means for classifying districts of a railroad so that on portions of any road or even on the whole of some
lines, lower standards of roadbed, track and other items of con
struction may consistently be used. The chairman of the com

Mr. Churchill (N. & W.), explained in detail how tbi
reached their conclusions and decided to classify on the basis of
car mileage in conjunction with the actual speed of trains, after
considering such points as size of locomotive, maximum axle loads-,
character of traffic, gross and revenue tonnage, train mileage and
speed of trains.
The three classes recommended by the committee were taken
up in order. Regarding Class A, it was objected by some members
that the standard was too low, reference being made to the statistics accompanying the report, which showed freight car mileages
per year per mile of track as high as 1,550,000. Such figures, it
was asserted, called for a higher standard, since this was ten times
the standard set. The committee's standard was for single-track
mileage and was not high enough for lines of two or more tracks.
The chairman directed attention again to the definition, which
showed Class A to include all roads having more than one main
If a district of a railroad has enough business to require
track.
more than one track, that district is regarded as one which should
adopt the highest standard of the association, Class A. The duty
the point at
of the committee was to designate the lower limit
which it is wise for any railroad to decide that a given district
They did
on that road shall adopt the highest standard.
not wish to rule out all single-track railroads, simply because a
double, three and four-track road runs a million cars. Many of
the single-track roads should be made first-class in their standards.
They should adopt first-class standards throughout. Therefore the
limit must be placed low enough to include districts of singletrack railroads whose business is of such a character, either passenger or freight, as to warrant them in having a first-class roadbed and in adopting first-class standards. For that reason it was
thought wise not to place the limit too high, and it was made
150,000 car miles. One trunk line represented on the committee
has fast trains, many of them merchandise freights, and there are
some districts of this road where the fast trains run in greater
numbers than on other sections. That district of the road should
use the highest standards. The company is working for the highest
standards, and it should consistently have a reason from the committee for the latter's belief.
The committee was asked what was meant by "maximum speed
It was explained that the words meant the
of passenger trains."
allowable speed of the district which generally appears on the timetables, the speed for which the road is built.
Mr. Tye pointed out that up to 150,000 car miles per mile of
track there were three different standards, and beyond that there
was nothing else. For the lower one-tenth there were three standards, and for the upper nine-tenths nothing additional. He hardly
thought a board of directors could be induced to spend the same
amount of money to get a good track where there were only 150,000
car miles, as where there were 1,500,000.
Mr. Camp, of the committee, replied that 150,000 freight car
miles amounts to about ten trains, figuring 50 car trains. Some
locomotives can haul more than this but the average locomotive
does not haul 50 cars per train; 1,500,000 car miles means 5,000
cars a day. If this number of cars a day is moved over a single
track the passenger trains will have to be got rid of. Dividing
this among four tracks gives a proportion of less than one-tenth,
which is the proportion of 150,000 car miles and 500 cars on one
mittee,

—

.

track.

.

—

.

Mr. Porter (B. & L. E.). The freight car mileage is fixed at
150,000 miles, and the passenger car mileage at 10,000 miles. On
that basis one passenger car mile is equal to 15 freight car miles.
If a road had 5,000 passenger car miles and 75,000 freight car miles,
should it be in Class A? The sum of the two makes 150.000 miles.
Mr. Churchill. Our intention is to make the 150,000 car miles
Since passenger trains run at greater
solely a freight requirement.
might conspeed, we thought 10,000 should be their limit.
ceive of a condition of this kind: 140,000 freight car miles over
a district and 11,000 passenger car miles. I would recommend, in
a district of that kind, under the action we have suggested, that
that district use the Class A standard on the basis of the passenger
car mileage.
Mr. H. J. Slifer said he did not think the association could
afford to say that if a section of road was handling ten trains
a day it should have Class A track. He thought the freight mileage should be placed higher.
It was answered that the figure quoted would represent an
average throughout the year. As the heavy business of a railroad
is limited usually to a few months the number of trains during
that period would be considerably in excess of ten a day. But
even accepting 500 cars a day, on a basis of 40 cars per train this
Adding four passenger trains each way, the daily
is 12 freights.
total would be 20 trains a fairly busy piece of road.
The recommendation of the committee for Class A was finally

—

We

—
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accepted without change, and Class C likewise. Class B was amended
by adding "less than the minimum described in Class A," as the
original form made it include Class A. A motion to adopt the report and publish it -in the Manual of Recommended Practice was
amended to refer it to the vote of the association by letter ballot.
Roadway. The chairman of the committee asked for an expression of views and discussion on the three methods of overhaul
described in clauses A, B and C, under "Abstract of Current PracHe called attention to the fact that
tice of Association Members."
the association is on record against an overhaul proposition as a
part of the specifications; the present question being the submission of an alternate clause for such roads as desired to pay for
overhaul.
In view, of the fact that the returns to the circular of inquiry
of the committee showed that out of 110 answers received, 73 allowed overhaul, and 54 of these favored method C, Prof. Allen
(M. I. T.) moved that the committee be requested to bring in next
year a specification in harmony with method C. But the chairman having announced that such a specification had already been
prepared, and having read it to the convention, the motion was
withdrawn and a substitute offered that this article on overhaul
be adopted. This was amended to submit the matter to letter ballot.
The clause to be so voted on is as follows:
"No payment will be made for hauling material when the length
of haul does not exceed the limit of free haul, which shall be

—

feet.

"The limits of free haul shall be determined by fixing on the
two points, one in excavation and the other in embankment,
such that the distance between them equals the specified free haul
limit and the included quantities of excavation and embankment
balance. All haul on material beyond this free haul limit will be
estimated and paid for on the basis of the following method of
profile

computation, viz.:
"All material within this limit of free haul will be eliminated
from further consideration.
"The distance between the center of gravity of the remaining
mass of excavation and center of gravity of the -resulting embankment, less the limit of free haul as above described, shall be the
length of overhaul, and the compensation to be rendered therefor
will be determined by multiplying the yardage in the remaining
mass as above described, by the length of the overhaul. Payment
for it will be by unit of one cubic yard hauled 100 ft.
"When material is obtained from borrow pits along the embankment and runways are constructed, the haul shall be determined by
the distance the team necessarily travels. The overhaul and material
thus hauled shall be determined by multiplying the yardage so
hauled by one-half the round distance made by the team less the
free haul distance. Runways will be established by the engineer."
Signs, Fences, Crossings and Cattle-Guards. The specifications
for standard right-of-way fences were taken up, clause by clause.
No. 14, providing that the [wire] fence shall be so manufactured
as not to remove the galvanizing, etc., called forth the remark from
Mr. McDonald that this was impossible, as the twisting of the wire
breaks off the zinc. Fencing can be obtained where the wire is
galvanized after the weaving is done, and the quality is much better,
though the price is higher. He suggested an alternate clause, admitting both methods. No action was taken on the suggestion. The
specifications covering posts were modified so as to include concrete

—

posts.

'Conclusion No. 2, regarding the tensile strength of wires, was
adopted.
A new conclusion was interpolated as No. 3, being the
last paragraph to the section on "Galvanized Wire Fencing," reading
"In conclusion, the committee believes, first, that the
as follows:
rapid deterioration of modern woven galvanized fence wire is caused
by the coating of zinc being too thin and of an uneven thickness;
second, that to procure better protection to the wire and a longerlived fence it is necessary to secure an increased uniform thickness
of the zinc coating on the wire; and to insure that the galvanizing
is intact after the wire has gone through the fence-weaving machines
it would seem to require that a second coat of zinc be applied to the
fence after it is manufactured." Conclusion No. 4 (formerly No. 3)
was adopted.
Suggestions from members for the work of the committee for
the coming year included: Gates; comparative economy of metal and
wood signs; different kinds of metal and other posts, extent to which
used and results obtained; best kind of cattle-guard; best form of
private and highway crossings.
Signaling and Interlocking. The specifications for construction
of telegraph block signal and connections were taken up first, and
were adopted after being read. Action was next asked on the conclusions. Objection was made to No. 1 on the ground thai it Involved
a transportation question rather than a malntenance-of-way que tlon
and after some suggestions for amending it, it was finally withdrawn
by the committee. Conclusions 2, 3, 4, r> and ti were adopted Without
No. V asked Hie indorsement as good practice Ol the
discussion.
standard specifications for ineclianieal interlocking ami material Col
"Is
construction work adopted by the Hallway Signal Association
CUSBlon of these specifications was requested.

—
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Mr. Trimble (Pennsylvania Lines) objected to sections 2 and 3
relative to provision of transportation, moving to modify them to
make this provision of transportation for men and material optional
with the railroad company. Carried. Section 6 was likewise included.
Section 12 was modified materially, a portion being stricken out.
As adopted, it reads: "Any devices furnished shall be subject to
Engineer before being placed in posiacceptance by the
tion."
The remainder of the specifications as submitted were approved as good practice.
The portion on automatic block signals was next considered.^
Mr. Dunham, chairman of the committee, moved that the several
arrangements of signals shown in the report be adopted as standard
practice in the matter of signal locations. Carried. The conventional
symbols were also approved.
Attention was asked by the committee to the diagrams of signals
shown in connection with the result of letter ballot on the question
of angle of travel of semaphore arm. Particular reference was made
The comto Fig. 7, illustrating the use of an upper inclined arm.
mittee considered that this type is correct in principle, and that
the various types with drop arms have weaknesses which are overcome entirely when the upward-travel arm is used. On motion, the
committee was instructed to examine during the coming year a
signal of this sort and report next year.
Rails.
Discussion was opened by a motion to adopt the following

—

paragraph in the report:
"There shall be sheared from the end of the blooms formed from
the top of the ingots not less than 25 per cent., and if, from any
cause, the steel does not then appear to be solid, the shearing shall
continue until it does. If, by the use of any improvements in the
process of making ingots, the defect known as piping shall be prevented, the above shearing requirements may be modified."
Mr. F. E. Abbott (Lackawanna Steel Co.), of the committee, was
not in favor of the adoption of the paragraph, on the ground that
manufacturers would oppose it. The object is to get rid of the
piping, and the only matter of agreement will be to reach a point
where sufficient shearing is done to remove the piping. If it can
be removed by shearing 15 per cent., manufacturers will not agree
to shear 25 per cent. Mr. Webster, chairman, said that this would
simply be going back to the old requirement, which is known not to

accomplish the object. Motion carried.
The committee asked for information during the year on the
cause and nature of failures in 70, 75, SO, 85, 90 and 100 lb. rails.
In explaining the kind of information wanted, Mr. Trimble (Pennsylvania Lines), of the committee, said: "The S5-lb. rail is by some
people called a shallow-head rail other people have a rail which has
a deeper head, and the statement has been made that the American
It has been
Society's rail is defective in having a shallow head.
stated that the head is so shallow that it fails by shearing in the
;

Ws use the 85-lb., the American Society section, and I haven't
seen any cases of that kind, although it has been reported to me that
there have been such cases on our road. I have been told that other
85-lb. rail, with a deeper head, has been better wearing and stronger
than the American Society section rail. If you will look at the
100-lb. rail of the American Society and compare it with the other
100-lb. rails, you will see there is very little difference in the depth
of the head. The difference is so small I do not think you could tell
it by observation in the track, either from the effect of the loads
that pass over it or in any other way. In the 85-lb. rail the variation
in the depth of the head is very marked, and we have the statement,
of the manufacturers that the 85-lb. American Society rail is a
assume
defective one. I am not sure about the other weights, but
that the same difference applies to the 80-lb, and the 90-lb. rails
We are asking now for definite information to compare the American
'Society section with other sections which have B deeper head, to
find out whether we should have a deeper head or not."
A motion to adopt the A. S. C. E. specifications relating to drop
Also another to adopt the committees recom
tests was carried.
mendations for shrinkage clause. A motion to adopt the A S. C. B.
specification for chemical composition, including a footnote recommended by the committee, reading. "Carbon ma] be reduced to
aull local conditions," aroused considerable discussion on the ques
The motion Was linalh
ilie carbon ami phosphorus contents
M
track.

I

I

carried as originally made.
Another lengthy discussion ensued

upon motion to adopt the
committee's recommendation for a specification tor Btraightenlng
This specification reads:
rails.
"Straightening. Care must be taken in hoi Btraightenlng the
that
rails, and n musl result In their being left In such a
thej shall not vary throughout their entire length of S3 tl
ri.au b Btraighl
In b lj due, tlon when dellven
8 in
Those which rarj beyond that
the cuid Btraightenlng presses.

—

-

i

,

hall be classei
amount, or have shorl kins
and be bo stamped. The distance between support!
,

d duality rails
rails In the

ol

inn press shall not be less than 42 In."
Mould also be modified to read
Section ii. in our
i

as follOWB
Kails shall be Btralght

in

line

ami surface when finished

the

;
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defects and

Saws

1

1

1 1

of large jacks

i

I

I

of

Mr. Abbot was ipposed to the clause as it reads. The A. S. ('. E.
Us proposed specification making the
in
committee has
.

Economics

,

:.
van:.
line 5 in.
a straight
The effort of this
association to reduce tliis to
in. would undoubtedly he met. with
in rolling rails any mill
strong opposition from manufacturers,
will endeavor to hue them come through so that by the time tlie\
are (deled (hey will lie nearly straight; the more nearly they are
straight, the better it is for the mill and the road that buys rails.
They would not fill their hotbed with rails with a 5-ln. camber.
That would lie against the interest, of the mill. They would ordinarily try to keep down to
in., and make them perfectly straight,
if possible;
but if by mishap rails should come down that had a
camber of
in., the mill would expect to straighten those rails
and make them first quality rails, and they would object to a clause
in the specifications which would require them to make BUCh rails

limit

progress.

of

now

''

l

:;

'

,

second class.
Mr. Trimble said he thought Mr. Abbot had given all the argument needed to get the 3-in. clause into the specification
Since
there are only a small proportion of the rails which have a camber
of 3 in. when they reach the hot-bed, the larger part do not reach
anything like that figure, and rails are injured in the "gagging"
process in straightening them.
There was further discussion, in which Mr. Webster explained
that the 3-in. provision was inserted on the strength of information
furnished the committee by Mr. E. F. Kenney, Inspecting Engineer
of the Pennsylvania Railroad, who had looked very carefully into
the matter of rail straightening and had requested the reduction
from 5 in. to 3 in. The motion to adopt the clause as submitted

was

carried.

Written discussion under the heading. "Arrangement of Matter
was invited by the committee in lieu of discussion

in Specifications,"

on the floor.
Masonry. The specifications for stone masonry were taken up,
item by item.
The principal discussion was on the Sth, which

—

provides "that all stones must be laid on natural beds," etc. The
question arose as to the ability always to determine the natural bed.
Mr. Fritch (Illinois Central
thought that the clause should he
changed to provide that all but unstratified stone should be laid on
its natural bed; this to prevent the rejection of stone not laid on
its natural bed where it made no difference, and thus avoid working
an unnecessary hardship on the contractor.
Mr. Humphreys (TJ. S. Geol. Survey) said tests of large cubes
of homogeneous stone showing no natural quarry bed gave quite
different results under compression when the load was applied
against the bed. as compared with application in the direction of
the bed. He thought it important that the engineer should satisfy
himself that the stone was being laid on its natural bed. Cases
were cited by members illustrating the action of stone laid under
different conditions and indicating the difficulty of determining the
natural bed at time of laying, but no motion was made and the
clause was accepted as read.
There was little discussion on the remainder of the specifications, occasional slight changes being made.
A motion to adopt as
a whole the classification for masonry given in the report, with
such modifications as may be necessary to meet the changes made
in the specifications, was carried.
In final action on the report a
motion was made for its acceptance, leaving it to the committee
to make the necessary corrections in wording as developed by the
I

discussion.
Motion carried.
Buildings. The report of this committee included engine
houses, the advantages and disadvantages of circular and rectangular houses, smoke-jacks and engine house doors.
Conclusions as to the advantages and disadvantages of the different styles of houses were adopted.
A written discussion offered by Mr. Duncan McPherson Nat.
Trans. Ry.) criticised the arguments about the small cubical capacity and consequent economical heating of the circular house,
pointing out that the item following, which advocates roofing over
the turntable, is a tacit admission of the great loss of heat througli
open doors of this type of house. The roofing over is costly, increases the cubical capacity per stall beyond the rectangular house,

—

(

and makes a

difficult building to ventilate.
Personal experience
with a house so equipped was disagreeable in the extreme.
Also
no reference was made by the committee to the excessive time
Attempts to
required to empty the circular shed in case of fire.
counteract this disadvantage have produced the expensive so-called
Mr. McPherson also look exception to each of
fireproof designs.
the six disadvantages enumerated by the committee relative to
through rectangular houses.
Under smoke-jacks, Mr. Puck (C. P. R.) called attention to the
fact that the committee made no recommendation for height.
Mr.
Raymer, Chairman, explained that that would depend almost entirely on the construction of the house: that with the present types

11

be use of the jack as an extension to the locomotive
Stack and an aid to tin draft a
in the older small jacks, is losl
therefor, ih, length is merely a mallei' ol getting the jack through
This is dependent on the building construction.
the root
The conclusions about .smoke jacks anil engine hOUBe doon
were accepted.

straightening being done whili cold
smooth on bead, sawed square
at ends, variation to be not more than
In., and, prior to ship
n?.removed
ment, shall have the bu
the saw
rails shall he free from injurious
and the ends made
m.
NO.
•
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Action was asked on in' conclusions in Hie report. No.
relative to a standard rail joint, was adopted without discussion.
No. 2, relative to the appointment of a committee to confer with a
i

I.

committee from the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association in regard to widening gage on curves was amended i" provide
thai the report of this committee include the action of all kinds
of locomotive-driving-wheel arrangements on track, and Hie mid
lor increasing the spacing between the inner pairs of drivers on
Mr. Kittrcdge
locomotives having four or more pairs of drivers.
liig Four) spoke of trouble they were having from some new
I

engines with all-flanged drivers, especially on curves sharper than
degrees. The amended conclusion was accepted.
referred to maintenance of gage and inspection of
Conclusion
One clause in the recommendations, relative to maintenance
track.
"Within proper limits, a slight variation of the gage
of gage read:
from standard is not seriously objectionable, provided the variation
is uniform and constant over long distances.
Under ordinary conditions it is not necessary to regage such track when the increase
Objection was made
in."
in gage has not amounted to more than
io the clause on the ground that it tended to minimize the importance of accurate gaging. A member referred to the existence up
lo recently of two gages
4 ft. 9 in. and 4 ft. 8% in., and asked how
In answer
the objection would be reconciled with this condition.
to this. Mr. Flitch (III. Cent.
said that when these two gages were
in use much more trouble was had from broken wheel flanges than
now with only one gage, and many roads went to considerable
expense to change the gage
in.
The clause was finally modified by omitting the first sentence
and having it read: "Under ordinary conditions it is not necessary
to regage track when the increase in gage has not amounted to
more than ^ in., provided such increase is uniform." The desire
was expressed by some members to reduce the % in. to >, in., but
this was not urged.
Conclusion 4, asking the approval as good practice of the easement curve formula submitted in the report, was accepted, it being
understood by members that the tables derived from the formula
could be extended to take in longer curves than the figures given
by the committee included.
Water Service. Interest in the rather brief discussion of this
report, centered in a statement made by Prof. McGili (Canadian
Inland Revenue Service i. of the committee, regarding the advantages and possibilities of using barium hydrate for water treatment.
The present practical objection is the cost of the reagents, but he
had strong hopes of this being brought down to where it would be
profitable for a railroad to use this substance on a large scale.
Barium hydrate has two qualities of permanently high importance
in the softening of water not possessed by carbonate of soda or
lime.
In the first place, the sulphates are completely thrown out
of solution, and they are really the worst scaling features of a
water. The second advantage is thai barium hydrate renders available for actual softening of the water the lime which is present -in
the water: that is to say, the lime which is an objectionable quality
in the water is made by a chemical reaction with barium hydrate
to become valuable itself for further softening of the water.
If
railroads could arrive at or determine some maximum price they
could afford to pay for barium hydrate it would then rest with
chemists and manufacturers to try to bring down the cost to this
limit.
If a fixed and large demand existed it was thought that certain methods could be applied which would cheapen considerably
the cost.
At least two cases are known where barium hydrate
might be turned out as a by-product in the course of other manu(I

'.',

''..

—

I

%

::

—

factures.

The further point was made that although by present methods
the scale matter may be brought down to 4 or 5 grains per gallon,
if sulphate of lime remains even to the extent of 1 grain, scale
will continue to form.
Therefore a slight excess of soda ash is
necessary to give best results.
But this excess makes trouble in
its turn by increasing
greatly the foaming tendency.
Barium
hydrate disposes of the sulphate of lime without objectionable influnee on the foaming trouble.
II 'ooden
Bridges and Trestles. Prof. Hatt (Purdue Univ.) said
that the American Society for Testing Materials has appointed a
committee to draw up specifications for structural timber. This
committee includes not only engineers, but consumers and producers. As timber must be used as it is- found in the forest, it is
necessary that specifications shall reflect the condition of supply.
The present specifications are an advance, but further consideraHe therefore moved that the specifications
tion seems necessary.
for bridge and trestle timbers and piling he referred back to the
c

—
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30,

bridges and
rugated bars: also electric-all} lighted transparencies showing
...
.,
«„„
„,„„
buildings .if reiniorced concrete.
..mini.
la
City,
Crescent
Compound Manufacturing Co., Ellwood

comcommittee with the instruction that thej co-operate with the
for structural
Materials
Testing
for
Society
American
the
mittee of

motion
bodying

•:<""'.,
ing paper a
-Crescent" com-iound roofing and
_„,
ks centiifugal
I'he Bi
Dayton Hydraulic Macnine Co., Dayton, Ohio.
"""
and
model
le
ciphei
telegraphic
Dempsey
"!i'!"\.. Chicago.
lei- cleaner.
hanical
er snowing operation of Clark n
of
Photographs and
Detroit Graphite Manufacturing Co., Detroit, Mich.
pamphlets describing suspension graphite paints.
equipped with
roundhouse
models
of
Sectional
Paul
Chicago.
Dickinson
also lull
the Dickinson' movable smoke-jack and Dickinson ventilator:
lull sized section
and
ril.estos
from
"vit
smoke-jack
made
Dickinson
of
section
cast iron
Dickinson
samples
of
Also full-sized
of -iu-iu. cast-iron .jacks.
chimneys and ventilators.
,.„
,
;l;
silica
ot
Dixon
Samples
.1.
N.
Dixon Crucible Co., .l..s.. Jersey City,
graphite paint, and of lumber crayons
lamps.
signal
ol
-Samples
York.
Dressel Railwaj Lamp Works, New
Samples of eyeless picks, hammers,
Eyeless Tool Co., Newark, N. .1.

The
to the preparation of joint specifications.
was rejected, and instead the committee's specifications, emsome slight changes indicated by the chairman of the com-

timber, with

t-

view

a

,

wooden bridges and

:

1

l

ii,'.'| ,ii', s','.!

I

'
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Eastern Granite Roofing

Co.,

Xew

Samples

I'ork

and sand-surfaced roofing.
Edison Manufacturing Co., Orange, N.
v signals and crossing bells.

ling

were

trestles

1

l

mittee, were adopted:
workmanship" Mr.
I'nder "recommended specifications for
shall be
Cartridge (('.. U. & Q.) objected to the provision that "ties
substitution
notched over the stringers to a close fit." suggesting the
meaning, which
of "sized to a uniform surface." or words of like
would leave the notching optional instead of making it compulsory.
Motion to this effect carried. Certain clauses were pointed out
workmanship, and on
that seemed to relate to design as well as
to the committee for
back
referred
were
specifications
the
motion
The specificaconsideration with regard to workmanship only.
tions for metallic details used in
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-

perfected granite

of

Edison primary batteries

.1.

.-i|

samples

toi

Chloride

ol

,.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pa.and "Exiilc" accumulators, battery ..-Ms. etc.
Cull sized Sheffield inspection car.
Kairhanks Morse .x- Co., Chicago.
also samples .it" Barrett track jacks, rail drills, stand-pipes, wheels, etc.
Samples of Daly spikes.
Mich.
Frost Railway Supph Co., Detroit,
Drawnis illusGabriel Concrete Steel Reinforcement Co.. Detroit. Mich.

approved.

.

Way

Exhibits at the Maintenance of

Association.

.

trating Gabriel system for reinforcing .-..ncrete.
William Goldie, .li.. .x Co.. Bay City, Mich.

Numerically, the exhibits at the Engineering and Maintenance
convention were fully 50 per cent, greater this year than
were of unusual interest and variety. They occupied the

Way

of

a

but it was quite
parlor floor of the Auditorium Hotel, as usual,
number will necessitate
evident that any further increase in their
conventions. This
the provision of exhibit space elsewhere for future
headquarters and place of
will of course, mean the changing of
only
meeting also. Just how the problem is to be met is at present
may be required before
a matter of conjecture. However, its solution
the next convention. The list of exhibitors follows:

u

"•*

Literatur, ,.

s

crushing machinery, timber preserving
.and dredges and power and electrical machinery.
breakers,

ore

SRSuSS?SS5

Manufacturing Co., St. Louis. Mo. Circulars describing
C." water cooler and full sized sample of signal lamps.
Mayes Track Appliance Co., Geneva, N. V. Full-sized samples Haves
lifting and Haves pivot derails.
Hubbard & Co.. Pittsburg. Catalogues of nark tools, nuts, washers, etc.
Samples ol shovels and scoops.
llussey I'.illUS Shovel Co., PittSbUl-g, Pa.

steam shovels

Indianapolis Switch .x Frog Co., Springfleid, Ohio. -Blue-prints of frog
and sample of adjustable switch-rod.
Samples of twisted high carbon Bteel bars
Inland Steel Co., Chicago.

Ilandian Buck

ribing
plants,

for concrete reinforcement.
Chicago
Samples of material
Illinois Sleel Co. (Cement Department
of manufacture of "Universal" Portland cement and s|
mens of finished product.
Literature
International Creosoting & Construct ion Co., Galveston. Tex.
I

spikes
American Iron & Steel Manufacturing Co., Lebanon, Pa.— Screw
showing effect of spikes on ties.
i„„i.
„..i*i_.
lockpositive
double
ol
Samples
American Luck Washer Co., Chicago.
naSh
locomotives.
of
Photographs
New
York.
American Locomotive Co.,
operation
iSericln Signal Co., Boston, Mass. Working model showing

r

"U

.f'wiS'co., Chicago-Full-size samples

processes of wood preserving.
II. W. Johns Manville Co., New York.— Samples of asbestos roofing, pipe
coverings and packings: also electrical devices, fuses. 'Transit,-' hoard, etc.
Samples of Justice spike puller and
rhilop S. Justice, Philadelphia, Pa.
"K.-lianee" hydraulic jacks.
Kalamazoo Railway Supply Co.. Kalamazoo. Mich. Pull sized samples
handcars, velocipedes, track drills, jacks, gages and levels; also new wheel
with reinforced tread, and Rool scraper ami Hanger.
Photographs showing installaKeiinicott Water Softener Co., Chicago.
tions of Kennicott water softeners on various railroads, and map showing
lies, riliing

Valve &

'\meric-in

Meter

Co.,

Cincinnati.

Full sized

Ohio.

—

—

wire

steel

of

samples of

operation
"Economy" switch-stands and model of track and switch showing
Anderson interlocking switch-stand.
<if
,,,
Atlantic steam
of
Photographs
New
York.—
Co..
Equipment
Atlantic
shovels and contractors' saddle tank locomotive.
and
mi-is Railway Supply Co., Chicago—Atlas rail joints, braces

'^^la^el^l^ratraol^cK,
v

• ,

,

M

T«..n'e,r

;
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l

iron

;;g

Co.,

Co.,

Chicago-Samples

of

tie-

K»n-,„

mate

roofing

Newark, N. J.- Samples of Gladstone Lalande bat-

Malleable Iron Co., Beaver
tie-plates and rail braces: also F.

Ham

Dam. Wis.- -Samples of mallea& N. anti-spreader and anti-

—

rail

measuring oil tanks.
Brown-Sphinx Co., Chicago.—The R. L. Brown switch-stand.
Samples
Brnley Steel Fence Post Co., Neilsville. Wis.
'

Bryan Manufacturing

WIb.

Co., Racine,

—Models

—
—

Photographs showing coaling stations
Link-Belt Machinery Co., Chicago.
erected for various railroads
Full-sized samples of Smyth derail
Locomotive Appliance Co., Chicago.
also Newton wrecking frogs.
ers Nos. 1. 2 and :t
Burnham Co., New fork. Full-sized sample of sash operating
Lord
device in operation.
Metallic and linen tapes, sleel rules.
I.iilkin Rule Co., Saginaw. Mich.
:

Samples of L. & S. anil
Belle Citv Malleable Iron Co.. Racine, Wis.
<reeper I. & S adjustable rail brace: L. & S. stationary rail brace: also
model of track showing effect of application of L & S. ant. rail -creeper.
"Parold" roofing, "Hydrex waterBird & Sou, I-\ W., Walpole. Mass.
proofing and "N'eponset" insulating paper.
sell
Bowser & Co., S. F., Ft. Wayne. End. -Full-sized samples Bowser
'

their location.
Samples of creosoted wood
Kettle River Quarries, Minneapolis, Minn.
blocks.
Sample
steel
lap.-s. transits, surveying
York.
Keuffel & Esser Co., New
an. measuring Instruments.
samples ol
Full sized
Co.,
Philadelphia.
Pa.
Portal.
le
Light
Kitson
Kit son portable light.
luhe clean
Samples
boiler
of
Manufacturing
Pittsburg,
Pa.
Co.,
Liberty
.-is for locomotive arch flues and twin strainers for condensing plants.
York.
Photographs of hoisting
I.idgerwood Manufacturing Co., New
1
rapid unload. t and apparatus for coaling vessels at sen
engines. Lldgerw
I

mail crane and

,

,

f :!:-. ,,ri

1

Battery Supplies

Reaver
M.-

,

^SSHSST Barker

,

Bruleys

ol

etc.

Working
Maholley Railroad Ditching Machine Co. Yincennes. 111.
model of railroad ditching machine.
Working model of truck
McCltntock Manufacturing Co., St. Paul. Minn.
and locomotive showing application and operation of McCliulock new call
I

signal.

McCord &

Dog" grip

of "Bull

i.x

antl

Co.,

Chicago.

Samples of crossing

Bttcyrus <',,.. South Milwaukee,
Shovels and 1tlli ton wrecking crane.

Wis.

bells,

relays.

batteries,

Photographs of

Bucyrus

m

9

s

Buffalo

ton

0. -r

cent.

Co.,

1

Tonawnnda,

N.

ncrete reinforcement.

Cambria s

I

Co.,

Johnstown, Pa.

v.

Samples of twisted high carbon

cinder

.

cent,

rail

,

joint

and

Insulated rail Joint.

Wood Preserving Co., Milwaukee, Wis. photographs show
roundhouse doors, tics. etc.. treated with av.-narlns carbollne
so.- Bpllce-bar and a
Sample of Di
Carnegie Steel Co., Pittsburg.
,

1

Heavy fence Btays and tools.
Tool Co., Chicago,
Myron c. New York. Sample copies ..f engineer

lei showing "Cllroan
Samples and
.1
st.i.-u G
Co., Chicago.
.-lav stock guard.
Wooden model "f Conlcy frog.
cooler. .1. D„ Areola HI.
Full-alzed samples ...
Cook's Railway appliance Co.. Kalamazoo, Mich.
and
c.inU's collapsible roll drill and drill grinders: also standard track .hoi,
Cook's oomblnotlon steel and wood rattle-guard.
Samples of metal
criwrlghi Metal Roofing Co., Philadelphia, Pa
lug and model showing application.
Louis
t»h St
Corrugated Bar & Expanded Metal Co., St, Louis, Mo, (for
Expanded Metal Fl reproofing Co.), Samples of various nixes of iTohnHon cor

climax

shall-

"Gibraltar

steel

Met. -alt'

s.

reinforced

crete

i

hump

coal

and

erected.

sample of
Ohio.
Full-sized
point and Odenklrk switch-stands.
Chicago,
Photos showing concrete selevators
Co..

Co.,

Cleveland.

led.

e|

Samples of wile glass ami
Mississippi Wire Class Co. New York.
figured rolled glass.
Morilen Frog & crossing Co., ciii.-iigo
Model <>i' track and switch show
samples "G. I..
switch-stands: working
ing "Security" switch-stand

M"

"Universal" switch-stand: samples of adjustable ..pen side switch
photographs of Lelghton-Hansel continuous rail crossing
Mcurrr Bros. Co.. Brooklyn. N. V. Samples of metal Spanish til. foi
in plate and Welsh charcoal iron plates.
roofing: "Anchor" ventilators:
of
Municipal Engineering .x Contracting Co.. Chicago.
Working
lei
"Chicago" Improved cube concrete mixer
graphs and literature lllns
National Coal Dump Car Co., Chicago
PI
iiniing the "National" conl dump car
Samples of rnrlous si
National Lock Washer Co., Newark, n
\;ll
ll" lOCh w ushers
Samples Mnrraj ami rail
National Railway Materials Co., n.-w Vork
pi-is. guard-rail braces and clamps, rail braceB, eti
Samples ol
Security" mineral
National Roofing Co., Tonawnnda, V V
of

lei

i

:also

i

.i

i

asphalt

I

Ing hooks.

etc.,

showing

i

1

Samples of "Capitol"
Capitol Lock Not .x Washer Co., Columbus, Ohio.
lock nut and washer.
Working
ci
Manufacturing Co., Edwnrdsvllle. 111.
Signal .x
teleon
" automatic block signal.
model of "t'hamel
Photographs showing Bteel tanks
Chicago Bridge A Iron <',.,. Chicago.
and towers lilllll lor varlOUS rallr.ia.ls
1.- 'tool
Samples of riveting and chipping
,1 1110
chi, iino 1
Co., Chicago
imers drilling, reaming and boring machines: also sand rammer.
Measuring tapes and Jointed leveling
Chicago sieel Tape Co., Chicago.
chirk Publishing Co.,

Photos

McMyler Manufacturing
"Economy" separable switch

sockets

C'arbollneum

Chicago Wire Fence

i.ins

Mens.-h, Chicago.
tanks, buildings,

I

Sample too per

bag trestles

.*<

.1.

John

Paulus, Buda and Wilson
liuda Foundry & Manufacturing Co., Chicago.
and friction
i'-ai-k
drills, switch-stands, tall-benders, car replacers, ratchet

st. -el lines I'm

Model of new structural

Co., Chicago.

ing posl
L.

Bryant Zinc

i

—

ties

';""S!:;:"S

.

showing method

ad

and

,

"C

the

,,,„.;„„ applica
mmlic-i
Co., Chicago.- full sized door, showing
tion and operation of AlTith adjustable door-hanger.
railAmerican
of
Photographs
American Heist & Derrick Co., St. Paul.
l'°

I

sized rails.

Manufacturing

Alliiii

ii.

telautograph in operation.
"Crip'' nuts in various sizes.
Grip Nut Co., Chicago.
Samples of the Hall rail joint for various
Hall Rail Joint Co., Chicago.

fe£W «JK8£ &28!Hi
&»
*£««&•£
^A^X£™ms.
SSS

Goldie perfect

of

Iwiu coal, ore
Co., New York.—Literature describing &
.-..list rile! ion ra is
don Battery Co., New i'ork. Samples of Cordon primary cells.
Graham Flange Frog Co., Salem. Va. Model of Graham flange frog.
Cray National Telautograph Co., Chicago. Saini.li- of Cray "Nations

Goodwin car

and

last,

Samples

plug.

ie

1

roofing.

New Castle Forge S
grip nut

bolls,

Newman

it.di

Co.i

New

Pn

Castle,

Samples

of

track

bolts

clock

and

time

etc

Clock

Co.,

Chicago

watrhman'n

Full-slxed

Indicator

Photographs showing
Otto ens Engine Co., Philadelphia and Chicago
ling stations, water tanki and cri
snn.i bins! and pnei
ll
a,
Sample* of Palmer rail
Palmer-Davis Hull Joint Co., Chicago
Peas.- I-, -arson c.niii
Chlcngu.
Sample* ol coil
n
Blueprinting
in
nine prlni s mad.- wlih the Franklin continuous nine printing machine.
Models
I'l
The l'eilli-.\ lv aula Sl.-el
switch with adlostiihle si
and double crank, Manar.l swltcl
lograohs of sleel bridges.
ivtvlvnl Reinforced Construction Steel li
lalvestnn, Pen
Samples
-

>.,

-

'..

I

i

I

an.

I

ph.. in- of Pel-rival reinforced r-oncreti
He.
iniliiev. Manchester, Sargenl Co., Chicago

Sntuplen

&i
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"iii lc" .'ii i.. km:
mi .Hi eeyer.
Rail rolnl Co., New iork.
full-sized sample "i "Continuous' In u
joint, "Continuous"
standard, Wolhaupter standard and Weber
standard, continuous, step and compi
Ise and Insulated rail [pints.
liatlroad Supply Co., Chicago
Samples Wolhaupter, Q, & \v, ami Servls
rati io in
i

i

'

<

i

i

i

in'

d

rail

ilati

v Model showing MacPhei on
llamapo Iron Works, Nlagai
safety switch; also new Ramapo automatic switch-stand,
Reinforced
oncrete Pipe
o., Jacke
Mich
Sample ot reinforcing for
concrete sewer pipe; also literature descriptive of concrete sewer pipe
Roberts *v Scnaefei Co
bl< igo
Photographs showing coaling sti
d
ni

i

i

.

i

tor. various

erected

railroads.

Robertson

Manufi
ring Co., Chicago
Photographs and blue-prints
Installations of Robert*
pne
atlc cinder conveyor.
Rohll a. PI
B Idge & Crossing Safetj Gate Co., Chicago.
Working
model "i bridge and crossing safel j
.ins. t.
Ryerson & Son, Chicago
Samples oi "Simplex" track |ai
Safetj Nut Lock Co., Minneapolis, Mum.
Samples of "Safety" mil lock
SafetJ Switch Appliance <'o.. SI. I.ouis. Mo.
Working
Id showdiiu
operation "t "Safety" switch.

showing

1

Scherzer

Rolling

Bridge Co., Chicago.
photographs Showing Scherzer rollina lii'l bridge
i.iti

—
— Album

1

and

mlsccllnn

9

Manufacturing
Racine, Wis.
Samples of "Racine" rail
and pamphlet describing the Qercules bumping post.
Sherwin-Williams
Cleveland.
Co..
Ohio.
Literature
descriptive
of
"Metalastlc" paints.
F. A. Smith, Chicago -Sample of curve lining gage.
Ilohi
''
Smith. Chicago.
Kruwings and blueprint.'
ts
Bhowlng Smith
system of water softening and purification,
Smitli Improved Lock Nut Co., Rockfoni. 111.
Sample of Smith Impi
Scott

<

>>

.

—

—

lock nuts,

1

P. Springer, Waverly, N. T.—Model of Springer rail joint.
Stowell Manufacturing & Foundry Co., South Milwaukee. Wis.
Showing
the Wilbern door-hanger.
Strauss Bascule & Concrete Bridge Co., Chicago.
Working model of thi
Strauss trunnion bascule bridge; model of ribbed reinforced concrete bridge
Truss & Cable Fence Co., Cleveland, Ohio.— Sample- oi
wire board
fencing.
Truss Steel Tie Co.. Pittsburg, Pa. Sample sections of truss steel tie
U. S. Wind Engine & Pump Co., Batavia, 111.
Full sized samples of
switch-stands and semaphores and literature describing the new (' s adjustable water columns also water tanks.
i;
P. Van Hook. l;l
nington. 111.
Sample of concrete-steel fence post.
Verona Tool Works, Pittsburg, Pa. Samples track tools, nut locks,
gages, etc.
Versailles Railway Signal Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.— Samples of vulcanized

—

—

—

—

_

——

:

for rail insulation.
W. Walker. Pittsbur;

.7.

Ta.

folding door.

— Fu'1-slzed

sample of

Rltter

horizontal

— Sample of Walters ballast niacins
Wis.— Samples of Waterman spike
Mass. — Samples of Whall special railroad

Walters & Okell. Fort Madison. Iowa.

device
"' S

'

W

te !' m!>n. Manitowoc.
"hall & to.. Boston,
-S

H
insulating fibre.
m
J
Wharton.
^*
,,.,
,

<-•

t

-

-

-

Wharton manganese

G

'

lock.

Philadelphia. Pa.— Photographs and samples showing
frogs: also switch-stands.

steel

—

Wilson Manufacturing Co., New York Full-sized sample of sliding swing door also samples of rolling doors.
E T. Winslow Co.. Chicago.— Full-sized sample of "Hydrolithic" batten chute; also photographs and literature describing "Hydrolithic"
batterv
vaults, cisterns and "Hydrolithic" waterproofing.
Jas.
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lish more next year than we did thl
What I want
bring before the members of this organization lc thi need of
the co-operation of the railroads in enabling us to gel cha
samples of deposits, sand, stone and gravel, which form the constituent parts of concrete.
This is the first lliiug we must get
information on as the basis of the final report of concrete and
reinforced concrete. If the organization has to buy all th! material,
has to pay the freight, as well as the expenses of the Inspector who
over It, it will quickly exhaust the appropriation,
So thai
when we appeal to you members from the various railroads to help
us in
his thing
irust you will understand the reasons why we
are doing It, and. after the samples are furnished, to realize that
lakes time lic-l'iiro llial material can be tested ami a report made.
il
We tested some 77 samples last year. Those tests extend over
"11. embracing (luce mouths, six months and a year's time, and
they were made systematically and regularly; and while we b
been doing a greal deal ol talking, as lias been said, we have also
been doing a great deal of work, with a limited amount of money.
1 hope you will have patience, and 1 think the coming year
will show
the value and extent of the work we are trying to do, and with
which your sub committee is so cordially and heartily co-operating.
1

1

.1

—

plates.
D.

tihre

XL.,

to

Spencer Otis Co., Chicago.
Samples of Hart tie-plates and photograph'
the "National" coal dump car; also samples of McKee rolled Bhoulder tie

.if

Vol

;

Investigation

of

Concrete Materials Under National
Fuels and Structural Materials.

Board

on

In view of the importance of and general interest in the work
which is to be carried out under the supervision of the National
Board on Fuel and Structural Materials, the following statement
made at the recent convention in Chicago of the American Railwav
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association by Mr. R. L.
Humphrey, who has the direction and supervision of the Government
laboratories for the testing of structural materials, regarding what

has thus far been accomplished, is reproduced:
I
have heard some little criticism and comment relative to the
work which was being done in the investigation of structural materials, on the ground that there has been a great deal
of talk
and very little action. The work was inaugurated last June under
two appropriations by the Government, one for $5,000 and the other
for $7,500. The first appropriation became exhausted June 30, as it
was necessary to use the money in the purchase of necessary
equipment, leaving $7,500 to carry on the work during the year.
When I say that we have some 14 assistants at the laboratory, and
that we have been examining some 77 samples of sands, gravels and
crushed stones in different parts of the country, which were donated
to us by the people who owned the deposits and were carried by
the railroads free of charge; that the steel we used in the reinforced concrete was donated by the manufacturers, and cement was
donated by cement manufacturers, you will understand the work
necessary for your committee to do in co-operation with the joint
committee on concrete and reinforced concrete, as well as with
members of the advisory boards in getting all these assistants, and
the co-operation we had. There was insufficient money, and we did
the best we could. There is in preparation at the present time a
bulletin which will appear before the end of this year, telling
of the
work which was done in that line during the past year, and also
setting forth the work which has been done at various technological
institutions under the work of the joint committee.
It takes a good deal of time and effort to organize.
I think our
organization in St. Louis, where is located the laboratory of your
committee on concrete and reinforced concrete, is fairly under way.
We hope to get $100,000 from the United States Government, and it
seems sure that we will get it; and we hope every member interested
in the work will write endorsing this work, because it is
only
through this interesl 1l1.1t we will get the appropriation. We will

Standard Locomotives for India.

The Engineering Standards Commiitee has issued a report supplementing that of 1903, in which five designs of locomotives were
recommended as standards for the Indian State Railway. Of these,
two are intended for lines of 5 ft. 6 in. gage and three for those of
the metre gage. In both cases the Belpaire firebox and a boiler pressure of 180 lbs. per square inch was adopted. The reason for the
adoption of the Belpaire firebox is that it gives more steam and
water capacity than the usual arrangement with semi-circular outside shell and girder stays for the firebox, and with increasing
pressures and larger fireboxes the length and weight of girders
become excessive, and direct staying has to be resorted to.
For the engines of the 5 ft. 6 in. gage, inside cylinders were
decided upon as being the type most universally adopted on the
Indian railroads. With these the Stephenson link motion and balanced slide valve have been adopted, though the Walschaert gear
and outside cylinders are to be used on the roads of metre gage.
Although the Calcutta Conference for Engineers expressed a
preference for frames outside the wheels for the metre gage engines, inside frames have been adopted, because the difficulties
anticipated in the oiling and examination of the inside frame engines have not been found to exist in the new engines sent to the
Bengal & North Western, and Rohikund and Kumaon railways, and
the width of the firebox is only 2 in. less than in the outside frame
engine. On the other hand, the advantages gained in reduction of
the width between the cylinders, the elimination of the fly crank
from engines of high power, the more effective staying of the
frames and reduction of weight in all parts except the boiler, which
can thus be made more powerful, are of such importance that the
committee, after full consideration, have adopted the inside frame,
which, it may be observed, is very largely used on narrow gage
lines in other countries than India.
Among the details adopted as standard are copper staybolts of
1 in. diameter spaced not more than 4 in. between centers, on the
broad gage engines.
The cylinders of these are to be 18^2 in.
diameter, with a piston stroke of 26 in., and the two are to be cast
in one piece.
The reversing gear is to be, preferably, of the screw
type, though a steam gear may be adopted if required. The wheel
centers are to be of cast steel, with balance weights cast solid,
those of the passenger engines to be 5 ft. 8 in. in diameter, with
3 in. tires, making the diameter of the wheel 6 ft. 2 in.
The corresponding diameters on the freight engines are to be 4 ft. 7% in. and
5

ft.

1%

in.,

respectively.

The steam brake may be used on the engine and tender in combination with the automatic vacuum brake fittings on the engine, to
enable the vacuum brake to be applied on the train simultaneously
with engine; or the vacuum brake alone may be used.
Owing to a difference of opinion among the members of the
conference as to the merits of flanged and unflanged brake shoes,
there are no recommendations as to this detail.
There is to be a cab over the engine only on the broad gage
engines. It is to be fitted with sliding shutters, and no cab is to be put
on the tender except in the case of those roads that especially require it. Tender cabs are, however, to be used on all of the metre
gage engines. The matter of the shape of the firebox is evidently
to be left to the discretion of the management of the several lines, as
it is merely stipulated that, "if rectangular fire holes be adopted,"
the sheets shall be disked out to meet the thin plate that is to be
used.
In view of the practice prevailing in this country, the tubes
are to be very short, that is, 11 ft. 4% in. on the broad gage engines,
and strangely enough, this is increased to 4 ft. 9% in. on the narrow
gage. The cylinder diameters of these narrow gage engines are to
be 15 a l. in. for the passenger service, and 15 in. and 16 in. for the

:
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light and heavy freight engines, respectively.
The common stroke
of all three to be 22 in.
The Ave classes of locomotives that have
thus been adopted as standards are for broad gage passenger service. 4-4-0;
for broad gage freight service, 0-6-0; for narrow gage
passenger service, 4-6-0; for narrow gage freight. 4-6-0 and 4-8-0.

The following

is

including all of the lines where traffic is densest, will be fully
protected by automatic block signals. This includes complete protection of the entire principal main line between Omaha and San
Francisco, the entire Coast Line between San Francisco and Los
Angeles, and short stretches on various other parts of the roads.
The accompanying map shows the location and extent of this
work, the solid lines indicating the mileage protected at the end
of 1905, and the shaded portions the work projected for the current
year.
With the completion of this work the U. P.-S. P. lines will
have by far the greatest mileage of road equipped with automatic
block signals in the country, and nearly all of it single track. The
estimated cost of the work to be done this year is reported to be
in the neighborhood of $3,000,000.
The foregoing figures may perhaps be taken as throwing some
light on the statement published in our issue of March 16, showing
the remarkable amount of work now being done at the shops of the
Union Switch & Signal Company; for that company furnishes, we
believe, all of the material used for automatic signaling on the

a schedule of the general dimensions of these

engines:
Service

Passenger.

Gage

5

ft.

6

in.

4-4-0
Class
Diam., cylinders .18 Vi in.
"
Stroke of piston. 26
Holler press.,sq.in.l80 lbs.
Valve gear
Stephenson.
Heating surface
Tubes, sq. ft. ..1,229.5
Firebox, sq. ft..
120.0

Freight.
5 tt. 6 in.

Passenger.
1 meter.

0-6-0

4-6-0

Frelghr.
1 meter.
4-8-0

Freight.
1 meter.
4-6-0

18%

In.
loin.
15% in.
"
"
26
22
22 "
180 lbs.
180 lbs.
180 lbs.
Stephenson. Walschaert Walschaert.

16 in.
22 "

180 lbs.
Walschaert.

:

Total, sq. ft.

.

Grate area
Tubes,

length

.

.1,349.5
25.3
.11 ft.4y2

in.

number. ..236
diameter .1% in.

1,229.5
120.0
1,349.5
25.3
11 ft.4%

954
L6
in.

11

ft9%

in.

177

23c;

1%

954
108

108
1,062

1%

in.

W't. working order
Engine
51.0 tons.
48 tons.
48 "
On drivers ...32.5 "
39.5"
"
39.5
On tender
"
Eng. & tender.90.5 "
S7.5
Wh'l base Kigid 9 ft. 6 in. 15 ft. 6 in.
"
Engine
22 " 11
15 " 6 "
Eng. & tender. 44 " 9%" 38 "4%"
"
2
5 "1%"
Diam. drvg whls. 6 "
Tractive power of

1,062
16
11 ft.9U

1,164.8
126.2
1,291.0
17.5
11 ft.9Vi

in.

177

1%

in.

in.

216

1%

in.

in.

:

:

33.7 tons.
"
26.1

22.95 "
56.65 "
12 ft.
in.
21 " 1%"

42
4

"
"

1%""
9

33.3 tons.
"
25.8
22.95 "
56.25 "

39.5 tons.
"
32.0
22.95 "
62.45 "
14 ft. 3 in.
23 " 4Mi"

12 ft.
in.
21 " 1 "
42 "1%"
4 "

44

"

O

Union and Southern

75%

lbs.
lbs.

boilr press.4.48

Tender capacity
Coal

Water

19.533
23,440

lbs.
lbs.

12,518
15,022

lbs.
lbs.

13,922
16,706

3 "

17,682
21,218

lbs.
lbs.

Pacific lines.

Train Accidents

in

the United States

in

February.

"10%"
7 "

be, 1st, San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, Rowland. Cal.,
butting collision of passenger trains; three passengers injured.
dr, 1st, Great Northern, Towner, N. Dak., passenger train No. 3
was derailed by spreading of rails, and 14 passengers and four

boiler press.

At 75 per cent.16.233
At 90 per cent. 19. 480
Factor of adhesion

343

lbs.
lbs.

5.50

4.67

4.15

4.05

trainmen were injured.

"Yi tons.
3,000 gals/

4 tons.
2,000 gals.

4 tons.
2,000 gals.

4 tons.
2,000 gals.

collision

:

7 V. tons.
3,000 gals.

were

In this the factor of adhesion is obtained by dividing the adhesive weight by the tractive power.
While these dimensions seem small when considered in the light
of the great distances and long hauls of India, as well as in comparison with what is proving so economical in this country, it must
be remembered that in Mr. Priestley's recent exhaustive and valuable report on American railroads to the Indian commission, he
called attention to the economies effected by the use of large cars
and locomotives in the country, and at the same time expressed
the opinion that Indian traffic was not yet ready for such capacities,
though advising that efforts should be made toward that end.

Automatic Signals for the Union and Southern

& Dayton,

Cincinnati. Hamilton

3d,

be,

of passsnger trains.
injured.

Leipsic, Ohio, butting

One engiueman and two passengers

Seaboard Air Line. White House, Fla., the engine
backing into a side track to take out a part of
its cars, collided violently with the cars, killing one and injuring
five of the trainmen.
unx, 3d, Erie Railroad. Midvale, N. J., the locomotive of a
freight train, which was running tender first, was derailed and fell
xc, 3d, night,

of

a freight

train,

down a bank, and

the engiueman was killed.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Duran, N. Mex., a
passenger train was derailed and the tender and seven cars were

unx.

3d,

'Accidents in which Injuries are few or slight and the money loss la apparently small, will, as a rule, be omitted from this list.
The official accident
record, published by the Interstate Commerce Commission quarterly, la regularly reprinted In the Railroad Gazette.
The classification of the accidents In
the present list Is Indicated by the use of the following

Pacific.

During the past two years the Union and Southern Pacific lines
have been especially active in affording additional safeguards to
traffic by extension of automatic block signaling on their principal
lines.
Up to December 31, 1905, 1,038 miles of track had been thus
protected.
Our yearly report on progress in the use of the block
system, published February 2, gave the proposed new work on these
lines for 190G as 664 miles.
Since that time plans have been made
for further large extensions of this work during 190C, so that by
the end of this year it is expected that 3,237 miles of the main lines,

ABBREVIATIONS.
rc

be

Rear collisions.
Butting collisions.

xc
dr
eq

Miscellaneous collisions.
Derailments defects of roadway.
Derailments; defects of equipment.
dn
Derailments negligence In operating.
unf
Derailments unforeseen obstruction.
unx Derailments unexplained.
o
Miscellaneous accidents.
An asterisk at the beginning of a paragraph Indicates a wreck wholly or
partly destroyed by fire
a dagger Indicates an accident musing the deatb of
one or more passengers.
;

;

;
;

;

ines to be

protected be/ <7c/fomcrt/c ff/ocA S/gner/s
at end of /906 mww

Lines protected bi/ C/i/fomaf/c B/ocfr S/grncr/s

at end of S90S
'

^

**\

bmi

Mileage of automatic B/ock SJg-na/s /90S • /OS8

*

-
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The wrecl
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identified,

perished

in

injui

rain

i

re. 8th,
a.m., Central of Georgia. Forsyth, Ga., real colli Ion
of passenger trains; live passengers injured
nnf. 8th, 3 a.m., Southern Pacific, La Moine, Cal.. a freighl
train was derailed by a rock which fell on the track, and three
An unknown man riding cm one of the cars
cars fell down a hank.
l

was

killed.

9th, Illinois Central. Manchester, Iowa, a freighl train ran
over a misplaced switch and into the rear of another freight standing on the side track; two trainmen injured, one fatally.
dr. loth. Texas & Pacific. Odessa. Tex., eastbound passenger
train No. 4 was derailed by a broken rail, and two passenger cars
The conductor and two
fell down a hank and were overturned.
passengers were injured. The injuries of one passenger wen
ported as probably fatal.
xc. 11th, Baltimore & Ohio. Shenandoah Junction. \V. Va., a
freight train became uncontrollable on a steep descending grade
and collided with a preceding freight; three trainmen injured. It
being asleep.
is said that the runaway was caused by the engineman
a pasxc. 11th, 1 a.m.. Southern Railway, Greensboro. N.
senger train ran over a misplaced switch and collided with a yard
engine.
Both enginemen, one fireman and the yard conductor were
killed and two other trainmen were injured.
mix, 11th. 9 p.m., Illinois Central. Chapmansboro, Tenn., a
passenger train running at full speed was derailed and some of
Six passengers and three trainmen were
the ears were ditched.
re,

C

injured.
o.

12th. Louisville

of a freight train

&

Nashville.

Bank

Lick. Ky., the locomotive

was wrecked by the explosion
brakeman were

the engineman. fireman and one

man

of its boiler,

and

the

fire-

injured,

fatally.

4 p.m., Louisville & Nashville. Maurice. Ky.. butting
passenger trains; one engineman and one fireman
killed; five other trainmen injured.
be, 13th. Southern Railway. Asheville. N. C. butting collision
of freight trains due, it is said, to misreading of orders: one trainman killed, three injured. There was a dense fog at the time.
unf. 13th. 3 a.m., Southern Pacific, Shasta Springs, Cal., passenger train No. 15 was derailed by a rock which had fallen on
the track, and both of the two engines drawing the train were
wrecked. One engineman was injured.
be, 14th, Chicago & North-Western. Janesville. Wis., butting collision between a passenger train and a freight; three trainmen
There was
killed and four trainmen and six passengers injured.
a blinding snowstorm at the time.
*txc. 14th. St. Louis & San Francisco, Columbus, Kan., passenger train No. 118 collided with some freight cars which had
escaped control and run to the main track, and the engine and
The wreck took fire and the entire
several cars were wrecked.
passenger train, except one sleeping car, was burnt up. One passenger, one express messenger and a newsboy were burnt to death,
and the engineman and firman were injured.
dn, 14th. Baltimore & Ohio. Okonoke. W. Va.. a freight train
became uncontrollable on a steep descending grade and was derailed at a curve; engineman killed, two other trainmen injured.

be.

13th,

collision

of

said that the engineman was asleep.
*14th, Missouri Pacific, Gasconade. Mo., westbound fast mail
train No. 7 was derailed and the engine and two mail cars were
ditched. The wreck took fire and the mail cars were burnt up.
It is

Four trainmen were injured.
locomotive of a
o. 14th. Northern Pacific. Frazee. Minn., the
freight train was wrecked by the explosion of its boiler; one brakeman killed, two other trainmen injured.
xc, 15th, 1 a.m.. Pennsylvania Railroad. Lancaster. Pa., collision between a fast parcels express train and a freight train,
making a bad wreck, blocking all main tracks. Both trains were
westbound and the freight train, apparently in consequence of
disregard of signals, attempted to pass from the four-track section
to

the

two-track

section

and struck the cars of the

simultaneously with
latter on the sides.

i

hi

,

the

of

llni

'
,

ollidi d

passenger car

i

that

was

killed

in

md

« Ith
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eight
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the
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train o
tiger

train

were injured,

rhi

wai

wr«a

emptj nam.

ntu
ar in
backing, app
o ha ire disregarded a sti
loking car ol
passengers were killed and injured
lis position In
thi
train wa
paratively light construction,
immediately behind
a
baggage and mall cars; and behind
H wi re heavy sleeping cars.
xc, 16th, New York Central & Hudson River, Ravena, N. v.
vltcn and
eastbound passenger train No. 4 ran over
through
cro track and collided with a coal train, making
r
a bad wreck; two passengers and two trainmen injured.
•
mix. 17th. Durham & Southern, Holly springs, N. C, a
motive was derailed at a switch and the engine was overturned.
he conductor was killed and the engineman and Breman were
injured.

which

the

Missouri Pacific, Verdon, Neb., butting collision between

pa

inn

;

and

ii

trainman and one express mes
mi. s were burned up, and 11
aot

p.m
Boston & V.lb in) Bo
passing from the two-track

15th, 8

-i

i

aid

11

1.

train

g a
and a freight, due to a misundersta
One man was killed and several were inju
the meeting point.
a.m., Norfolk & Western, ftippon, Va., a freighl train
•re, 7th,
drawn by two engines ran into the rear of a preceding freight,
wrecking the caboose and several ears and overturning one of the
The wreck look fire and was parti) burnl up. One engine
engines.
man was killed and one fireman injured.

a

txc.
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collided
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lieved
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No.
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the express train,
All of the express

|

i

i
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be, ISth. Southern Railway. Swannanoa. N. ('., hulling collision
passenger trains, both running ai good speed; one conductor and
one brakeman killed, three other trainmen injured. Misunderstand.
ing of orders is given as the cause.
xc, 1Mb. Baltimore & Ohio, Ohio I'yle, Pa., a freight train broke
in two and the rear portion afterward ran into the forward one,

of

wrecking many
19th,
fast

Q were injured.
Three train
Mountain & Southern. Carondelet, Mo., a
carrying no passengers, was derailed, presumably

ears.

Louis. Iron

St.

mail train,

by a broken rail:

12

nun

Iowa Central.

be, 20th,

injured,
Elclora. Iowa, butting collision of freight

the northbound train; one
one fireman injured.
unf, 20th. Southern Pacific, Delta. Cal., a passenger train drawn
The engines were
by two engines was derailed by a landslide.
wrecked and two mail cars fell clown a bank. After the derailment a second landslide occurred, killing one of the enginemen.
unx. 20th, Mobile & Ohio. Marion. Miss., a freight train was
The engine
derailed and an engine and nine cars were wrecked.
was overturned and the fireman killed.
re. 21st. Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. Amasa. Pa., rear
collision of freight trains; one conductor killed, one trainman intrains,

due

to

disregard of orders

engineman and one brakeman

by

killed,

jured.

Chatham, \ a., rear collision of
re, 21st. Southern Railway,
freight trains, derailing and overturning one engine and five cars;
four trainmen injured.
unx. 21st. Louisville & Nashville. Nortonville. Ky., a freight
train was derailed and the engine was overturned; engineman
killed, several other trainmen injured.
xc. 22d, Pittsburg. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, Carnegie,
Pa., collision between a through freight train and a yard train,
wrecking eight cars: two trainmen killed, eight injured.
dn. 23d. 2 a.m.. Central of Georgia, Matthews, Ala., freight train
No. 38 was derailed by a misplaced switch; three trainmen injured.
eq. 24th. Toledo. Peoria & Western. Crescent City, 111., a westbound passenger train was derailed by the breaking of the flange
of a wheel of the tender, and the engine and first two cars were
ditched.
The engineman was killed and 2n passengers were slightly
injured.
be. 25th. St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern, Diaz, Ark., butting collision of freight trains, wrecking both engines and six cars;
two trainmen injured.
be. 25th, New Orleans & Northeastern. Enterprise, Miss., butOne engineting collision of passenger trains, making bad wreck.
man was killed and 12 passengers and trainmen were injured. It
appears that one of the trains should have waited for the passage
of four trains in the opposite direction, but started out after the

passage of the third.
be. 26th. Delaware. Lackawanna & Western. East Buffalo, N.
Y., butting collision of switching engines; employee killed.
unx. 28th. Coal & Coke. Elkhurst. W. Va., a passenger train
was derailed and the locomotive and two cars fell down a bank,
one of them turning over twice. Some of the passengers were
thrown into Elk river: 13 passengers, a mail clerk and three train-

men

injured.

The Hungarian State Railroads have had to defend suits for
non-delivery of freight within ihe time prescribed by law during
or after the great railroad strike which disabled them for some
Their defence was that such delivery was rendered impostime.
sible by "higher power." which in their law is about what is called
The courts upheld their claim and pro"act of God" in ours.
nounced that a railroad strike, at least such an one as they suffered from, is "force majeure." which certainly sounds better than
At least there have been railroad strikes
to call it an "act of God."
in this country which it would be flat blasphemy to call "acts of
God."
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passenger traffic in great cities are a never-failing source of wonder. As soon as we get accustomed to the hugeness of one set of figures we are presented with a new lot, which so
far surpass any previous statement that we lose the basis of comparison by which we gage the size of things. The New York railroad
commissioners have just issued a pamphlet of statistics of transpor-

The

statistics of

New York

and this pamphlet shows that in the
boroughs of Manhattan, Brooklyn, Bronx,
Queens and Richmond, constituting Greater New York, there were
1,171,151,698 fares paid, an increase of something like 100,000,000
over the year previous. Now, according to Poor's Manual, all the
steam railroads in the United States in the year 1904 carried 716,244,858 passengers; therefore, it appears that within the limits of
Greater New York in the year 1905, 454,906,840 passengers more were
carried than were carried in the previous year over all the ramifications of our steam railroads from Maine to California, and from the
Canadian frontier to the Gulf of Mexico. But the passenger train
tation

year

in

1905

in

the
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mileage of the United States in 1904 was 444,156,014. The car
mileage in Greater New York in 1905 was 230,249,455. To gel the
full dramatic value out of these figures, we must add to the paid
fares the number of transfers, since a transfer means a ride just
as much as a paid fare does and has the same effect in congesting
traffic.
If, therefore, we add transfers and paid fares, and divide
by lite car mileage, we find that throughout the railroads of the
country in 1904 there was an average of 1.6 passengers per trainmlle, while on the Greater New York transportation system there
was an average of 6.2 passengers per single car-mile.
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forcement; and when such a law has been enacted and no attempt
has been made to enforce it and the evil continues to exist, the demand of the average mind is not to enforce the existing law but
of
to enact a new law. This is a keen sighted exposition of a trait
the
the American character that is prominently in the foreground at
Mr. Stiekney expressed the same point graphically
present time.
that
just about a year ago, when he called attention to the fact
an
the law which makes it a misdemeanor for any individual not
Congress
by
enacted
was
pass
use
a
company
to
railroad
officer of a

and approved by the President
rule of

vidual

passed

it

and by the

fifteen

years ago, while, as an indi-

was ignored by the Congressmen who
President who approved it. What, then, is Mr.

action,

it

He mentions, in passing, that if there are such
things as reasonable rates they must be based on something, and
that nobody knows what they must be based on; while, if Congress
confines itself to enacting laws which declare, like the present law,
thai all rates shall be reasonable and just, it is simply enacting a
moral rule which no one will dispute and which no one can interpret
Stickney's remedy?

Mr. Stiekney suggests that before the enactment of any
Congress provide an interstate commerce investigation
committee, on which there shall be a sound lawyer, a mathematician,
traffic manager
a railroad auditor, an engineer, a superintendent, a
and a station agent. He is disposed to believe that this body of men
will find ibiil lift rales -the remainder of the rates after deduction
of the rebates— are the reasonable and just rates which should conor apply.

legislation

How hopeless the present situation is from the
stitute the tariff.
standpoint of the possibility of actually accomplishing anything good
after.
or useful Mr. Stiekney clearly concedes when he says thai
hut not before, a thorough investigation bj such a commltl
I

ages of the rate regulation controversy Mr. \
"
Stiekney, President of the Chicago Great Western, was looked
as somewhat of a radical because he advocated the enactment of
legislation thai would really regulate rates, instead of saying, with
most critics of the Esch-Townsend bill, that effective regulation was
In

the rally

si

I

'•

in a very excellent paper, published In the Political
Science Quarterly, part of which we print, this week, Mr. Stiekney
He al o howi with
maintains ale position in a very able way.
great clearness the nature of the task that Is comprised In atti
He
ing to Formulate legislation that will be of anj conceivable u e
Bays, most happily, that ii is a distinguishing characteristic of the

would seem possible to frame legislation which would be just. In
As there is not the slightest posslbllltj
telllglble and enforclble.
that Mr. Stickney's suggestion will be carried out. the
must seem remote to him, as it does to us,
nt ia»

Impossible,

Beeks to remedy everj economic evil b pa
nt of the lav
The average mind regards th< enacl
Ing a law.
The average mind is always In favor of enacting a law
sufficient

American mind
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after Ihe law
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t
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two or three months, In the steam trollej annals
history or, hi least, the outline of history, h-is
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minor

in

almost

exactly

dimension, the
similar In

Bui

Idea

Inchoate

the

B

Maine

&

'

i

situati

i

promises

policy

charactei

upper

the

to

New England

to

be

Mellen
dwarl

elements of the New
aov and prospective. There seems to
acquired
ha
be little doubt thai the bighly absorbent c
the whole street railwaj system of Worcester; while only a final
the way
to k
agreement as to the price of much watered
n •'•> or more of tiacti of
in
Connecticut
io purchase or
Railwaj S Lighting Company. These. two purchases would carrj tinNew Haven's street railwaj mileage well up toward the thousand

meaning when
Haven policy and

compared

in

with

present

II

i

i

i

i

'

<

ii
would create several interesting new situations
mil'
is
attention:
The New
which
worth
special
Haven would then be anchored firmly by purchased street rail
ms .11 mi ie points of population in Massachusetts Pittsfield
in the west. Springfield at the center and Worcester in the east.
All three of these are on the Boston & Albany steam line already
paralleled by a Ions dist
electric road between Woroestei and
:e
Boston; and acquired electric lines of the New Haven already
span a considerable part of the distance between Worcester and
Springfield.
Whai stub a system imports, onlj the future can tell;
but, as a guess, the immediate policy of the New Haven is self
protective rather than aggressive and may be described metaphorically, as that of the sheathed club.
Meanwhile two more general
First, how the non-protective and
facts deserve sharp attention:
ultra-conservative policy of the Boston & Albany in refusing during
its long life to acquire steam lines has been repeated in the

mile mark,
;;

of electrics, in spite of the different

New

York Central,

policy

New York

of

the

lessee

corpora-

And. secondly,
bulks very big the more striking fact that in the very important.
if not extensive, railroad region represented by the New England the
knell has been sounded of steam railroad extension for almost
every railroad purpose whether competition, protection or business in new- territory. For policies, plans and combinations based
on the precedents of steam railroad operation and development there
is now substituted in that region a policy based on electricity.
How
long will it be before we find a similar condition of railroad affairs
in other and much greater areas of the country, especially those
of dense population?
tion,

the

in

si ite.

—

Vm

Nashville
coun

.M.

Railwaj

Railway

Price, $1.25.

.v.

Brockway, General Accountant
Light Comoany, and ex-Secretary Street Railway Ac
..i
Lnjerlcs
WcGraw Publishing Co Ve« i'ork. 1906.
Accounting,

by

VV.

B.

1

It

paj

di\ iileiids tu

iis

stockholders.

Looking at the Bubjecl of street railwaj account from a itand
perhaps rather broader,
bas always seemed to us mo
unfortunate that the expense statement Is quite habitually lumped,
ami not separated into Its component parts. The man unacquainted
with a particular property who tries to derive hum- knowledge ol
it
from the company's report would doubtless hold thai this dh Ision
of expenses is just about as important an Item ae the statement ol
expenses itself. Under ihe present customary way nl presenting
street railway reports, we know what the gross earnings are and
an rely upon that figure, and we also know what the operating
expenses are and what is left for payment of fixed charges and for
distribution to stockholders; but we cannot possibly tell whether
the net earnings stated have been obtained by starving the property,
or whether track, rolling slock and power plant have neen liberally
maintained out of earnings. We can only suspect, because ol many
point

I

I

sin

row iui experiences

the

in

past,

thai

a

company

is

likely to

be

maintaining itself out of earnings if we happen to
know that it needs new capital and is particularly anxious to make
a good showing.
Therefore, the mere tact of this omission of detail
in the expense account throws almost every company under suspicion at one time or another in its corporate history. The Information about what a company ought to spend for maintenance
of way and structures and for maintenance of power house and
equipment is actually so scarce that a single company might give
these details with all fullness and find that they conveyed very
little meaning to its critics because of the lack of a standard of
comparison.
The best street railway report which has come to our attention
is that of the Twin City Rapid Transit Co., of St. Paul and Minneapolis.
The income account of this company, for the year ending
June 30, 1905, is shown as follows:
insufficiently

i:>

ceipi

9,

Passenger earnings
Miscellaneous earnings

$4,733,333
25,928

Total earnings

si 759 263
I

p|

I.N,

>

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Operation of power plant
Car service
teneral expenses
Legal expenses
Injuries and damages
Insurance
Insurance Fund

ELECTRIC RAILWAY ACCOUNTS.

I

N(

street
railway lines), the fixed chargi
ma
absorb all that
gained by low operating cost, ami therefore It is quite possible for
a company to operate Cor BO per cent
ot
earnings and still uol

/

A handbook, recently issued, deals with the subject of electric
railway accounting, taking into consideration the monthly report
of a street railway company, the annual report and the general
work of the accounting department.*
It seems worth while to devote special attention to this book
because of the lamentable lack of fullness, of clearness and of uniformity of practice in the reports which are sent out by the street
railway companies throughout the country. The diversity of these
reports is so great that nothing like the same estimate of the properties involved can be obtained that can be gotten from the reports of the steam railroad companies, harmonized and unified
under the wise guidance of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The author of the present book does not go into his subject very
deeply from the standpoint of the investor or of the student of
transportation. He is an accountant, and he is chiefly concerned
in having certain things brought out properly and clearly in the
statements which the companies make. Thus, he is concerned that
the monthly reports should be issued promptly; that companies
should adopt a uniform style of making these statements, and that
the work should be done in an honest and thorough manner. In
all this we heartily concur, as also in the objections which he raises
in
dependence on the operating ratio, so called; the ratio of
operating expenses to gross earnings, as a measure of the efficiency
or economy of a property. As Mr. Brockway points out, this ratio
is affected by a great many things which the ratio itself does not
disclose.
He cites a case in a city where two companies compete
practically throughout. Assuming that each gets half the business
and has to run full service to do it, it follows that the percentage
"I expenses to earnings is very high with each company
as each
has expense enough for all the -business, although it gets but half
of it.
This high ratio is not the fault of physical conditions in
this case, and is certainly not a figure by which the efficiency of
the management can be tested. As the author also points out.
if the bonded indebtedness is large
(as it is verj apt to be with

XI.

si 4::.40t

203,762
10 3 57
945,784
228,583
1

i

JJ.'.I'.IO

122,948
26.605
21,395

Total operating expenses
Net earnings from operation
Interest and taxes
Surplus available for dividends

si\i 19,1 15
2.640.1
1

Preferred dividends
dividends

¥210.001)

Common

881,387
1,091. 3S7

Total dividends
Balance, after dividends
Appropriated for renewals
Profit,

,

1.050.797
1,589,320

497.933
.

.

.

.

240,0110

257,933

forward

This statement is printed in full as an example of what street
The Twin City report
railway accounts ought to be and are not!
is not only favorable; it is also honest, and it seems to us most
desirable that all street railway accounting should not only be
honest and thorough as far as it goes, as the author of the pressnt
hook recommends, but also that it should embrace with frankness
this truly critical matter of the expense account, and theraby take
pleasure in showing all the world when it has nothing to conceal.

—

THE PROGRESS OF RATE REGULATION
Rate regulation by government

may

be said to have been a
first term.

potential possibility since early in President Roosevelt's

of a specific law has been directly imminent since the
President's message at the close of 1904, and the hasty introduction
of the Eseh-Townsend bill into the House December 5, and into the

The passage

—

Senate December 6. 1904. Two other dates really three other dates
stand prominent in the history of the efforts which are being
made to give Congress direct authority over railroad rates. It
was on March 2, 1905, that the Committee, on Interstate Commerce, by resolution of Senator Kean, was authorized to take testi-

—

mony on

the subject, and started

its efforts,

resulting in the publica-

embodying what has
been assumed to be the Administration's position and eliminating
some, though not all, of the crudities of the original measure, was
introduced in the House of Representatives January 24, 190G, and
tion of a five-volume report.

The Hepburn

bill,

April
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was passed by the House with but little demur. The last date
to be kept in mind is February 23. 1906.
After the crude and
unconsidered action by the House the Hepburn bill had a narrow
escape in the Senate Committee, where Senators Aldrich, Elkins,
Foraker and others failed by one vote to bury it. Then, by a sudden turn, which puzzled many beholders and edified all, they put
Senator Tillman, a Democrat, hostile to the Administration, vengeful, distrustful of President Roosevelt personally and politically,
and most wont to execrate his Southern policy, in charge. Thus
is six weeks to-day since the Hepburn bill emerged from committee under the most unique circumstances as a Democratic measure, in charge of the Senator who hates the President as the devil

it

hates holy water.

Since February 2:'. the history of the rate regulation bill has
been marked by some of the best debate that has ever been brought
out in the Senate of the United States. The traditional obstructionism of that body has given way to an earnest and sober discussion,
with speeches of great brilliancy by Senators Foraker, Lodge, Knox,
and others. The opponents of the bill take their ground that it is
Its friends hold to the contrary.

unconstitutional.

During the last few weeks the special point of debate has narrowed down very much from the earlier discursive attacks and
rejoinders. Many of the attacks had been aimed at side issues, and
many of the rejoinders had shown no obvious connection with the
attacks. The Hepburn bill provides in its amendment to Section 15
of the Act to Regulate Commerce, lines five to nine on page 11,
that orders of the Commission shall go into effect thirty days after
notice to the carrier, and shall remain in force and be observed by
the carrier unless the same shall be suspended or modified or set
aside by the Commission, or be suspended or set aside by a court
of competent jurisdiction.
It provides in its amendment to Section
16 of the Act to Regulate Commerce, page 17, lines four to nine,
that from any action upon petition a bill shall lie by either party
to the Supreme Court of the United States, and in such court the
case shall have priority in hearing and termination over all other
causes except criminal causes; but such appeal shall not vacate or
suspend the order appealed from. The italics are ours. And in
these 12 words lie the crux of the situation. There are now two
parties in the Senate; the party of broad review, and the party of
limited review by the courts. President Roosevelt long stood firm
in his determination that no other provision for court review should
be placed in the Hepburn bill than that already quoted, but on
March 31, to the surprise of all and to the consternation of many, he
changed this position and gave out an amendment indorsed by Attorney-General Moody and the radical Republican Senators, pro-

viding that the orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission may
he suspended or set aside in a suit brought against the Commission
in

the circuit court of the United States sitting in equity.
Prior lo this amendment, (he stock answer of those opposed to

tampering with the bill was that if the courts could not be pre
vented from exercising their normal functions, no provision could
be made for such exercise further than that already stated. Against
this it was contended that the courts could only work in the fields
assigned them, and thai if they were not given freedom of review
they would simply declare the bill unconstitutional, and that would
be the end of it. Greatest of all difficulties has been the question
whether a judge should have power to suspend a litigated railroad
rate pending final adjudication.

I

are

we not again

unconstitutional in vesting a judicial bodj

with

powers?
This doubt that the courls can do any useful reviewing without
transgressing their functions has never been more sharply accen
tuated than by the decision by Mr. Justice Brewer, of the United
stales Supreme Court banded down April 2, upholding the Mich
tax law. primarily because it was not shown thai the state bad attempted to vest an administrative body with legislative functions,
legislative

as claimed.

rate of taxation or exercise other legislative function would be
judged unconstitutional."
In brief, the present situation is that nineteen senators, including such leaders as Spooner, Hale, Lodge, Kean, Knox and Lodge
are put down to vote flatly against the Hepburn bill and any amendment that falls short of an absolute court review. Twenty-nine Republican senators are counted in favor of the President's amendment.
It is certain that the Hepburn bill cannot be passed without specific
provision for court review, and the observer is compelled to feel
that the chances of passing any kind of a rate regulation bill that
will be constitutional in its important provisions are extraordinarily

We have already taken occasion to point out some of these
We
points and to ask whether the Hepburn bill need be feared.

small.

may add

Togi ther with tins decision, the justice Included

a

n

ami direel declaration thai in the Nation no one of the three
great departments can assume or lie given ttie Functions of another,
for the const ii ut ion distinctly grants to the President, Congress and
lucid

our

full belief that

the executive, legislative and Judicial

pow

ere of the Nation.

are:

provement

of

TRADE CATALOGUES.

—

The National Paint Works, New York, is disSpecial Paints.
tributing its new blue book, being the sixth edition, entitled "TechIt contains a number of comnical Review of Paints for Metal."
prehensive articles on paints for special purposes, such as station
and railroad paints, structural iron paints, etc. About three pages
are also devoted to an interesting discussion on the painting of steel
cars.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Approach and Detector Locking.
Omahn, Neb
ill:

1
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certain system of electric

in'

rill:

route locking used in
There is a.
connection principally with electric interlocking plants, which semis
in this
lo me lo possess some rather objectionable features,
lem the indication circuits of the home signals are normally broken
through open back points ot' indicator relays, controlled bj the
home Hack circuits, so lb.it the signal lever cannot be put normal
without forcing the Indication or using a ban. release unless a
in other words,
train happens I" be occupying the track section,
ii'
the Bignalman clears a home signal be cannot restore his h
in the usual was unless a train is within Hie in
king limits
on the track governed. The approach locklni
iccomplished bj
hi eaking
be power cin ults of tin- s» Itchei
In tl
contn
through points of a stich relay, whose cli
mi iparallel witli the front
circuit breaker on the distant signal levi
point or an indicator relaj controlli
distant circuit.
suppose tin- reason tor this arras
nl
the
to
tie
an
'mi hi
a
from changing
rou
j

I

I

I

.

i

I

i

t

approaching train by sticking
tins system has the folio irli
I

I

President

be.

Mechanical apparatus for firing locomotives; imsteam car-heating apparatus, especially for long
trains; hose coupling for air-brakes, in which cut-off cocks may
be dispensed with, without affecting the automatic working when
trains break in two; apparatus for communication between trainmen and the locomotive, especially for long passenger and freight
trains without continuous brakes, and also in passing through tunnels; a critical consideration of the present condition of the motorcar question, and of the running of light trains either by motorcars or locomotives; simplification of the methods of dividing receipts from freight passing over more than one line, and of other
freight accounting. The objects competing must have been put into
use (or the writings published) between July 16, 1901, and July 15,
1907.
Any such improvement must be in use on some railroad
The applications
of the Union and be approved by such railroad.
for competition must be made between January 1 and July 15, 1907.
gestions

lint Justice Brewer wenl further than this expression of doubt
that a judicial body could become legislative
He added
therefore be conceded that an attempted delegation bj Congress to

the

need not

The German Railroad Union offers every four years prizes
improvements in railroad appliances and methods. This year
7.500 marks are offered as first prize, 3,000 as second and 1,500 as
third for inventions and improvements affecting the construction
and maintenance of the railroads, the same for those affecting rolling stock; and a first prize of 3,000 marks and two prizes of 1,500
marks each for improvements in administrative methods, operaThe Union
tion and statistics and for publications of notable value.
suggests some of the subjects which are felt to need improvement,
though the prizes will not be confined to these. Among these sug-

•

the Judiciary Beparatelj

it

for

In

Here, then, is the issue. Shall the court be given full power of
review for lie fear that it mil given it il will decline lo uphold the
bill as being plainly unconstitutional; and, if il is given this power,
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se
relay, but also to ureal
switches in a certain routi Inn
of conflicting routes, which Introduces undue complication In the
wiring.
1.
It leads signalmen into the habit ol forcing their Indlca
b <<< to operate a hand release.
nous, as n Is ea lei and quicki
mind when called upon to design the
In
Having these
i

i

i

locking
the following
electric

Coi

dei
and important plant recently,
wish to submit tor criticism to the
which

ai

i

cue,

h

1

i

indicator relays are provided,
Gazette,
controlled by Hack circuits in the usual manner. The Indication
circuit for each high home signal is broken through a front point
of the indicator relay controlled by the track circuit in the route
governed.
With this arrangement signals can be cleared and the
levers put normal at any time, provided a train is not in the secThe power circuits for all switches are broken
tion governed.
through relays controlled by the indicator relays of their own
tions, thus providing straight detector locking as an additional precaution.
The approach locking is accomplished by breaking the
indicator circuit of the home signal governing a certain route
through the front points of a stick relay controlled bj a circuit
breaker on the distant signal lever in parallel with a front point
on the distant indicator relay. The stick relay is restored as soon
as a train has passed out of the home circuit. The result is that it
a train passes the distant signal clear the indication circuit of the
home signal is broken, until it has passed out of the home circuit.
But if the distant signal is not clear, the electric locking does not
operate until the train passes the home signal. In this plant it is
proposed to cover up the home signal indication magnets so that
they cannot be forced unless the signalman should crawl under the
machine, a preceding which would consume as much time as the
operation of a hand release and be much more difficult. The hand
releases are arranged so that the first turn will break the circuit
of the relays controlling the switches in a route, and the last will
shunt out the points of the indicator relay controlling the signal
w. n. akki.mh ia.M.
indication.
Chief Draftsman, signal Department, Onion Pacific.

readers of

Railroad
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Way

Right of

Filing

Records

Roanoke, Va., March 28th, 1906.

To the Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
Thinking that my method of filing right-of-way records might
prove interesting to some of your readers who are engaged in purchasing railroad right of way, I give you below a brief sketch of
the same. This system of keeping these records is what I call the
envelope system. While this system is not new for keeping lease
records, and possibly other records as well, yet I am not aware that
it has ever been used before in filing right of way records.
In buying right of way, of course, individual maps are made for
each piece of property desired, and before the deed is obtained and
the matter closed considerable correspondence is generally necessary. For instance, in dealings with the right of way agent, attorneys, land owners, company officials and others, this correspondence
becomes quite voluminous. Our method of handling the records
of each individual piece of property is to have the plan, all correspondence sent and received, copy of voucher bills, etc., contained
in an envelope about 914 in. by 15 in., with the following record
printed on the same, which gives a complete history of the essential
facts connected with any individual piece of property; in other
words, it is a combination of the envelope and card systems:

'•"" i:kai "-

Tonfi
ItUD

Dale

Plan, No. 7206.
Sta.

is

1

.

N

i

CONCORD
BRANCH N.SW.RY.

1

CONCORD TO FOREST
:

63

i"

st.i

Feb

:

1

tth.

I

7206

D0C.

S3

10

Name: JOHN JONES
Stain:

Virginia.

Countj

:

Campbell.

City

I.yn

:

lil.i

rg.

Cost SI, 000,%
Acres
7

78

:

1

\
A 7 100
'

:

March

1906
6 mo. -$1,000
Marcl 21st, 1906
Price per Acre: $l-s, -.;
March 20th I!
Vouchered

1

'

i|iii.,n

1

tption Accepted

tth,

:

This envelope
contains the complete

:

JOHN
»

.TONES.

21.

~ 78

'

I
believe that the above record is self explanatory, with the
This numeption of the figure 21 in the lower right-hand corner.
ber has reference to the numerical number of that particular piece
of right of way acquired on each piece or line of work, when more
than one piece of right of way is purchased.
The advan
oi this system are obvious to those who handle

right of

way

First.
w

;i\

all

records.

— During

the

1

">

1

'

the negotiations for the purchase of right of
and fads in relation to the samp are at
pondeni
.

Vol. XL., No.

14.

your instant command without searching through letter iileB, plan
racks, voucher books, etc.
Second. After the purchase of any piece of land is fully con
summated and deed secured, the envelope can l»- Bled away and
desired.
given a permanent file number
have used this system to great advantage sine, by Ita use
I
This
delays, misplacing of correspondence, etc., never occur.
inglj unimportant and insignificant system (like the card syst< m
of keeping right of way records is only fully appreciated, and its
true value only becomes known by its use. Therefore 1 gladly sub
mit it to those who may find it an Improvement on their own
methods of filing right of way records With the sincere hope
that they may get the same absolute satisfaction from the use of
rHEODORE row,
the same that we have obtained.

—
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i

Real

I

state Agent, Norfolk

The Operator and the Adobe
To the Editor of

tin.

& Western.

Collision.

Railroad Gazette:

who knows ids
il
one more disheartening lust
dutj hut lacks the moral courage to do it when doing li maj Involve a little
leep, anil by sucb admission risk
Rather llian admit havii
censure
"The case

i

ng

il,,

10

-

,1

Is

:i

1

dollar, this operatoi

risked

-and lost—a score of llvs."

After perusing the editorial in the Railroad Gazette of March
23. of which the above is a part, the casual reader would be led
to believe that this operator who slept while No. 3 passed Swallows
was a moral derelict who deliberately made himself comfortable,
took a good nap and upon awakening was so criminally indifferent
to his responsibilities that he told the despatcher that No. 3 had
not passed when he knew that there was a possibility if not a probThus far there has
ability that it had passed while he was asleep.
been no evidence to show that this operator's previous record was
not good. Until such evidence is forthcoming it would seem that
he should be entitled to a little more charity. There is no one
who realizes the awful responsibility which is upon him more than
the operator himself if he is old enough and has had the experience which one in such a position should have. Anyone who has
experienced the terrible feeling which a railroad man has (though
it be but for an instant) when he erroneously believes tie has made a
terrible mistake, will never take any chances which might make that
state of mind permanent. The shock to the nervous system is something awful and indescribable. It is no wonder that some of the best
of railroad employees have become violently insane soon after mak"A man suffers
ing such a mistake. An old conductor once said:
the tortures of a thousand deaths in trying to keep awake while
doubling the road at night." This operator was "doubling" at the
time of this wreck. Any operator who has ever done this at night
will tell you that it is quite possible for one to go to sleep sitting
boit ttpright at his sounder, sleep several minutes and awaken again
without realizing that he has been asleep at all. It is quite possible that this was the case with the operator in question, as there
was a snow storm at the time which would do a great deal towards
muffling the noise of the slowly moving No. 3.
ex-telegrapher.

—

Railway Signal Association.*

At the meeting of the Railway Signal Association, held in
Chicago. March 19, Mr. F. B. Corey, of the General Electric Company, read a paper on the Charging of Storage Batteries from
Alternating Current Circuits, the main part of which is reprinted
This is a subject which has
in this issue of the Railroad Gazette.
been of much interest to telegraph, telephone and signal engineers
Almost all lighting plants are alternating
for a number of years.
and this explains in part why storage batteries have not been more
rapidly introduced on telegraph and telephone as well as signal
circuits; for to use this current it was necessary to install motor
generators which are not only costly but undesirable for outlying
points owing to the skill required in their maintenance. All of
the objections to the different methods spoken of in Mr. Corey's
paper were discussed by the members at Chicago, but the discussion was limited mainly to a comparison of the tube and motor
generator sets. If, as this paper indicates, the mercury arc rectifier tube is a success the operation of outlying signals will be
materially advanced.
Mr. Mock (Detroit River Tunnel Co.) suggested that comparative figures should be reported to show the relative value of the
various systems, but no figures were obtainable because of the
limited number of installations now in use.
Mr. Short (I C.) has 27 plants at which he is using motor
generator sets to charge storage, and two plants where he is using
mercury arc rectifier tubes. He said that the average cost for installing motor generator sets was approximately $180, and rectifiers
$200 each.
Mr. Corey said that the life of the tubes described in his
•The other doings of

lids

meeting were reported March 23
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paper under normal operating conditions would be at least 600
some running as high as 2,000 hours. One tube in a laboratory test operated tor 8,000 hours. Answering a question as to
whether the burning out of the tube destroys it. he said not necesThe cost
sarily, the supply of mercury being simply exhausted.
of materials required to make the renewal is so small that it
scarcely pays to return them to the factory to be refilled. Mr.
Corey said that the tubes do not decrease in efficiency with age.
The question of labor in operating is simple. The arc rectifier
needs no attention after the charging has been begun, and the
current saved by its use is so great that it pays to make renewals
as frequently as necessary. Motor generator sets need continual
lubrication or other attention; there is continued expenditure for
oil and waste, and they consume more current than the rectifiers.
voltage on the line side of the rectifier
If there
is a drop in
(below 28) the tube assumes the normal position and the battery
is taken off charge, and unless some one is present to start the
charge by adjusting the tube there will be an interruption to the
To meet this condition self-starting
completion of the charge.
switches have been designed and are in use to a limited extent.
Mr. Mock compared the two systems and figured a net saving
of $2,400 in ten years in favor of the rectifier, assuming the life
of motor generators to be 10 years and that of tubes at 600 hours.
The details of operating the two systems were minutely discussed and the consensus of opinion was in favor of the installation of rectifiers for charging batteries in signal service. A
point in favor of the rectifier is the fact that in putting them in
use on a line from 5 to 15 miles from the power plant no
adjustment of reactance is necessary, for it is self compensating,
whereas with motor generator sets the motor needs adjustment
This increases the cost of
for the various drops in voltages.
liours;

installation.

With this development of mercury arc rectifiers new fields are
opened for the economical use of storage batteries, particularly
The records, as far as
in districts remote from current supply.
available, show that the use of transformed alternating current
does not, as has been believed to be the case, affect the life of the
battery plates.

The next meeting of the Association will be held at the Grand
Union Hotel, New York, on May S, at which time the three-position signal and the installation of all-electric and mechanical interlocking plants without detector bars will be discussed.
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THE LONG ISLAND CITY POWER STATION.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has had under consideration for a number of years plans for establishing a terminal for
The earliest of these contemplated
its lines on Manhattan Island.
a bridge over the Hudson River with elevated approaches and terminal in the City of New York.
The demonstration that electric traction was practicable for
heavy train units made possible, however, an entrance by means
of tunnels, which would enable the adoption of a well rounded
out plan for a terminal which would embrace not only the Pennsylvania Railroad main line business, but through connection with
New England and the railroad system on Long Island.
The announcement that the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
proposed to enter New York City was made in May, 1902, and since
that date the project in all its features has been actively underway.
It is the purpose of the present series of articles to describe
the progressive development of the terminal plans in their transportation, engineering and architectural features, the present article being a description of the first unit in the construction which
has been completed in operative condition, namely, the Long Island
City power house. Other articles will follow as rapidly as they are
prepared and as the development of the plans warrants.
OIMIANI/A
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POWER HOUSE ARRANGEMENTS.
of the work to be done very early

led to the
decision that to secure reliability of service, as well as convenient
power distribution, there should be two main generating stations,
sites for which could be more readily obtained if they should be
located one in New Jersey and the other on Long Island. The latter station would also naturally be used as the main source of
power for the Long Island Railroad lines as fast as equipped, and

The magnitude

the electrification of the Atlantic avenue improvement, which was
pending when the general project took shape, required the early
construction of the Long Island City power station.
The flexibility of the alternating current system of power transmission permits the generating station to be placed at any reasonable distance from the natural center of load that may be dictated by the important considerations of condensing water supply
and cheap coal delivery, and the proximity of the East river was
obviously advantageous for both these purposes. Such a site was
fortunately available in Long Island City, and it had the additional advantage of a location convenient to the Long Island Railroad freight yard, which facilitated the cheap handling of coal and
ashes by rail, as well as the delivery of building materials and
equipment during construction. The site consists of an entire rectangular block with the short side toward the river, extending 200
ft. north and south on Front street and on West avenue, and 500 ft.
deep along Third and Fourth streets.

STATION CAPACITY.

At the time the design was undertaken, the extent of electrification in sight was such as to necessitate station capacity of not less
than 50,000-k.w., and probably more. A station of such size requires for economical operation generating units of the largest
practicable size.
When the decision was made the largest size of
steam turbines and generators that had been standardized was of
5,500-k.w., and this size, therefore, became the unit basis of the
power station design. The rectangular shape of the lot, practically
L'OO ft. x 500 ft., made it possible to plan a station that could readily
be extended to occupy the entire block. The adopted design will
permit the disposition of fourteen 5,500-k.w. generating units in
the building covering the block, or about 105,000 electrical h.p. if
such an amount of power be eventually required.
For the initial load that was to be placed upon the power station during the earlier years of the Long Island Railroad electrificaThe
tion, it was decided that three 5,500-k.w. units would suffice.
building as designed for this initial equipment covers the full width
of the block and half its length, and contains room for six 5,500-k.w.
units and two 2,500-k.w. units of the same type to be used for
lighting the tunnels.
As now built, therefore, the station can hold more than double
its present equipment, and when extended in size will accommodate
more than four and one-half times the original Installation ol
i

trical

generating machinery.
DETAll s

been incorporated through which the IVnn
sylvania Railroad Company is carrying on its New YorK extension
work. One of these, the Pennsylvania, New Jersey & New York
Railroad Company, will build all of thai portion of the tunnel and
approaches In the state of New Jersey and extending under the

Hudson

multiplicity of detail.

[ON.

Two companies have

New York; from

River Division being under the direct charge of Mr. Alfred Noble,
Chief Engineer, and the North River Division under the direct
charge of Mr. Charles M. Jacobs, Chief Engineer; the general railroad facilities and the electrical and mechanical features of the
railroad and terminal are under the charge of Mr. George Gibbs,
Chief Engineer of Electric Traction. These three officials, together
with Brigadier-General Charles W. Raymond, Chairman, constitute
a board of engineers to whom the general engineering features of
the whole plan are entrusted. In addition, advisory committees
consisting of officers of the road have been appointed to pass upon
and work out the special problems relating to the required railroad
facilities, and pass upon the adequacy of 'the operating features as
developed by the labors of the various departmental bodies.
It will be seen that by this comprehensive organization a harmony of operation with proper degree of independence is effected,
which, while it keeps the officials of the Pennsylvania Railroad in
close touch with the enterprise in all its stages, relieves them of

and

Island.
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undei water and had only been filled
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Underneath the stacks the concrete cap is 8 ft. 6 in. deep, the
piles being cut off 2 ft. lower down.
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concrete.
In reviewing the character of this construction, it should be
remembered that nearly all large power stations are. for the same
reason that dictated the location of this one. placed adjacent to
bodies of water of considerable size, and in such a location the

Spruce piles were used, varying in length from 25 ft. to
ft,
They were driven practically to refusal with a 2,000-lb. hammer
falling IS ft. to 20 ft. The first pile was driven mi Nov, 16, 1903, and
the last one on March 5, 'nil.

adjacent soil is frequently of a soft or treacherous character. This
type of foundation is eminently well suited for a power house so
situated, as when finished it closely resembles natural bed rock in
its ability to sustain concentrated loads as heavy as are likely to
be met with, and is entirely free from the necessity of rearrangement, should circumstances attendant upon the development of a

The foundation construction for the complete plant and equip
ment includes the foundations for the coal unloading tower on the

I 11

I

OOAJ

apart in the clear.
The flume is made entirely of concrete, which, at the Outer
end of the intake Bume, is reinforced vertically and horizontally
by corrugated rods. Between the power station and the bulkhead
the flume runs underneath the freight yard, which necessitated
the reinforcement of the considerable portion of the overflow flume
with 15-in. I-beams. The concrete roof of the overflow was further
reinforced under the
beams with expanded metal
The general plan of the foundation Indicates the method of
handling the condensing water supply to and from the flumes.
The condensers are placed directly under each turbine foundation.
1

I'H

Mill [ON.

dock, and of the ash hunker and two coal bridge piers in the yard.
Tlie arrangement of the steel structures of the towers erected upon
these foundations wis such as to permit the u
yard for
railroad purposes.
This is especially true of the arrangement of

General View of Long Island City Power Station from River, Showing Coal Tower

change or increase in the power station equipment require the shifting of loads upon the foundation subsequent to its construction.
The flume for the condenser intake, and the overflow flume
directly above it, traverse the building foundations completely from
west to east, and are integral with it. Both the intake and the
overflow flumes are nominally 10 ft. in diameter, this large sectional area being required to provide sufficient condensing water
with a low velocity of flow when the power station is extended to
its maximum future length of 500 ft. and filled with generating
machinery.
At the bulkhead line the intake is provided with an ice fender,
extending to a point below the extreme low water, in order to prevent a boat that may be lying against the face of the timber rack
from packing ice against it and stopping the water supply. This
timber rack extends from the bottom to the top of the intake
opening, and is built of 3-in. x lo in. yellow pine timbers spaced 4 in.

mull:

in

Operation

— Pennsylvania

Railroad.

the coal unloading plant on the dock, which was carefully planned
to save this valuable property for other requirements.
The coal dock on which the unloading tower was placed is
opposite the foot of Third street, and the tower is about 500 ft.
from the river wall of the power house and offset somewhat to
the south, causing a horizontal bend in the apparatus for delivering
coal from the unloading tower to the power house bunkers.
The design for the coal handling apparatus called for the construction of a tower 170 ft. high, with a hoisting boom projecting 43 ft. 6 in. over the slip at a height of 163 ft. above the dock, coal
being passed by gravity through crushers to a cable railway operating on a level track and arranged to automatically dump coal at the
required points in the bunker over the boiler rooms.
The elevation of the rail of the cable railroad is 107 ft. above
the general surface of the railroad yard. This height of lift was
decided upon in order to do all the work of hoisting in one operation, and to cover in this single hoist all the vertical space necessary for dumping into the crusher and loading hoppers, the location of the crusher and the crusher coal storage and loading hoppers and weighing apparatus being directly over the cable railroad.
The cable railroad operates on a level track so as to prevent
runaways and consequent difficulties. In order to insure suitable
operation of such apparatus it was felt desirable to have a very
rigid foundation for the main tower on the dock, especially since
it was likely to receive shocks from boats on both sides of the pier
in which it stood.
The dock at the point where this tower is
located is approximately 55 ft. in width and the river bottom is

Ai-i:ii.
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below the dock. The base of the hoisting tower is 30 ft. by
in., the longer dimension being crosswise of the dock.
The foundation of the tower practically extends the entire
width of the dock. An examination of the river, bed on the site
of this tower showed that the rock, while not far below the bottom, presented a sloping surface, but at no place was there a great
quantity of earth between the bottom of the harbor and the rock.
It
was therefore necessary to devise some method which should
retain and reinforce the piles and prevent any tendency to side
displacement.
A crib was therefore provided which is 40 ft. wide and 50 ft.
long, having its walls of 12-in. x 12-in. timbers solidly built up and
fastened with %-in. dock spikes, the sides being tied together by
four interior partitions, two in each direction. Two of these compartments thus formed were provided with floors to form loading
pockets for the sinking of the crib. A section was cut out of
the dock sufficiently large to permit the introduction and sinking
of the crib and the site was dredged to within 2 ft. of the highest point of the rock.
The crib was then constructed in an adjacent
slip, towed into position and sunk.
After placing a sufficient quantity of riprap to prevent movement out of true position the piles were driven, in the four corner
compartments, down to rock, and were cut off flush with the top
of the crib at a point below mean low water.
The interior of the
crib was then filled with riprap placed between the piles, and the
top of the crib, where it was to support its load, was capped with
20

ft.

37

ft.

J

35i

the boiler house is 10 ft. above the basement,
of the boiler room is 35 ft. above the first
floor.
In the engine house the engine room floor is 23 ft. 6 in.
above the basement, and thence to the roof trusses the height is
about 40 ft. in the clear. This is a much lower engine room than
is commonly met with in power stations of this size, the saving
in head room being due to the adoption of the horizontal type of
steam turbine, which enables economy in vertical space required
as well as in the floor area.

The

first floor of

and the second

floor

CONSTRUCTION.

.STEEL

large power stations of modern construction, the superstructure of the buildings consists of steel framework which carries the weight of the room and the entire contents of the building excepting such portions of the machinery as may be more conveniently carried on separate foundations. The south wall of the
boiler house supports the outer ends of the boiler room roof trusses
on that side of the building, but in other respects the steel superstructure is independent of the building walls.
The steel framing of the boiler house and engine room are
necessarily different in type, as the former has to carry a double
tier of boilers with flues, economizers, with a coal pocket of 52,000
tons capacity on top of everything, while the engine room consists of simply a large open space which makes the roof truss
construction the most conspicuous feature, but aside from this does
not involve any difficult construction. Conditions in the boiler
house are, however, more complex, chiefly by reason of the imposition of the coal pocket which runs the entire
length of the building.
The steel stacks are independent of the
boiler house excepting where it passes through
the lower fire room floor, at which point the
floor is built against the stacks.
At other
points they pass through circular openings in
the floors and roofs, so that there is no stress
induced upon the structure by deflection of the
slacks under stress of wind.
The columns are grouped in the most
effective manner to carry these heavy concentrated loads.
Their bases are supported on
grillages of steel beams embedded directly
in the monolithic concrete foundations whicii
underlie the entire structure.
The first steel was placed in position on
the foundation on March 17. 1904. and the steel
erection was completed about the 20th of Sep-

Like

all

tember, 1904.

COAL AND ASH HANDLING STlUCTtJRK.
The foundation of the coal tower has been
already described. The rather unusual heighl
of its structure was due to the adoption of
the level cable railroad to convey the coal
from the hoist to a position where it could
dump by gravity into the coal pocket without
any intermediate hoisting operations.
The completed structure may-be said to
consist of three paits. the coal hoisting tower,
the bridge supporting the cable railroad, and
the ash bin structure which is so arranged
that it forms a part of one of the piers of the
General View of Long Island City Power Station and Ash Tower
Pennsylvania
aide railway bridge.
This level bridge is
Railroad.
U117 II. above the dock, and is at about twoa double layer of C-in. \
-in timbers, the upper layer being laid at thirds the entire height of the lower, whose top is 170 ft. above the
right angles tn the lower, and the concrete piers supporting the dock.
corner columns of the tower were constructed on these timber caps
Prom the foundation 1111 lo the level of the cable railway the
A considerable space around the crib, formed by the slopes width of the superstructure of the tower Is nearlj the full width
caused by the excavation was filled with riprap, forming a solid of the dock, and the structure consists of essential lj four heavj
and continuous buttress on all sides. The resulting construction corner columns of the box pattern thoroughly braced to each other
thus forms a solid mass HI ft. wide and 50 ft. in length and 27 ft. in ail directions, except below the engine room Boor, where lal
deep, extending well below the river bottom with the piles carrying
tlced bracing Is omitted In ordei to accommodate the rallroai
inweight to bed rock, and the timber crib and its riprap rein
ment on the three tracks passing through the tower along the
forcing its bracing and securing all parts againsl lateral displi
docl
The Moor on which is locate, the hoisting apparatus is
ment.
lTi
11.
above the dock, and the space around and over ibis Hoor
As thus executed, ao coffi rdam, cut stone masonry, or expensive is enclosed for a heighl of 11 n. forming an en
for the
hand labor Was required below water level, but B massive and aolBtlng mechanism. The sides of this mgine
m are made ot
stable structure was obtained by the employmenl ol cheap male
expanded metal and plaster, and the roof of cinder concrete, tar
rials, simple methods and clean labor,
ami gravel,
The foundations tor the piers and ash bunker in the yard
The upper third of the tower, e ctend Ing bovi the level of the
required no special treatment, but were carefully carried oul In
cabli
railway, carries the bolsttng boom, the receiving hopp
the same general manner as all the other foundations on the wor!
crushing and weighing apparatus, and the cable railwaj machln
hi Ml NBIOKS,
is about
11
half the « Idtb of thi
of
The overall dimensions of the present building are
ft.
but in oi her respects Is similar in
x 2t'.2 ft. outside measurement.
The boiler bouse Is 103 ft. wide columns substantlallj braced In all directions. The boon
inside, the engine room 66 ft., and the electrical galleries 26 ft.
long over aii, an.i project
43
ce of
wide.
The boiler home propci- is S2 ft. high in the top oi the the tower and over the slip al an eli
It
ive the
parapet.
The coal pocket enclosure, superimposed on the bollei dock. 11 consli ts of two parallel
oro
on
house, la 60 n
wide, ami its parapei is 118 ii, high.
The engine top, ami wiib portal
11
aach pauel point.
supports the
room is 7ti 11. high to the top ol the parapei
trollej carriage from which thi hoisting bucket Is
uspi
1,
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Tin- [rack for this
over whose drums the hoisting cables >>]».-i
trolley is carried by brackets on the bottom chord of the boom.
Tiie top chord of the boom was so designed as lo properly com
pensate for the delleeiion due to the heavy trolley and a hoisting stress id 1.2,000 lbs. applied at its outer extremity.
Between the coal tower proper and the boiler house structure,
a distance of about 600 ft., there are four spans of bridge constructlon supporting the cable railway.
The ash bin is dirctly across Front street from the boiler room,
and ashes are delivered to it through a bridge at an elevation of
b'9
the street by means of a telpherage system which
ft. above
hoists and transports the ash cars from the boiler room basement
up to the level of this bridge and thence over into the tower, where
the contents are dumped into the bin. The bottom of the bin is
the base of the
120 ft. above a railroad track that runs through
tower, and Ihe ashes are handled through dumping gates into
gondola cars standing on this track. The capacity of the bin mi
trimmed is 300 tons.
(To be continued.
;i
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Charging Storage Batteries from Alternating Current Circuits;
the Mercury Arc Rectifier.*
B. COREY, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
places where direct current power Is available for
signal batteries are comparatively few.
Alternating current circuits, however, are found extending over the country in all directions, but in order to use such alternating current circuits for
charging storage batteries some means must be available for rectifying this current, i.e., converting it into direct current. Where such
existing circuits are not available, a single alternating-current generating plant with high-tension transmission and rectifying substations will be found, in many instances, to be an economical
plan.
Of the means used for rectification, the single-phase rotary converter requires careful attention and does not possess a wide range
of regulation.
The motor-generator set is more complicated in
construction, though more simple in its operation; but for machines
of small capacity their efficiency is low and the cost is high, considering their capacity.
Synchronously driven rectifiers are unsatisfactory, and the chemical rectifier has not proved to be a
commercial success.
The mercury arc rectifier is a device which, although recent,
has been developed to a point where it has assumed considerable
commercial importance. Large numbers of these rectifiers are now
in successful operation.
While its principal application has been
the charging of batteries for automobile service, it has been successfully used to operate direct-current arc lamps, small d. c. motors,
and for other purposes for which direct current is essential. Its low
first cost, small floor space, high efficiency and simplicity of operation all serve to render it an almost ideal apparatus for use in
charging batteries for automatic signals and those used for electric
interlocking. With this apparatus a skilled mechanic or electrician
is not necessary, which fact is proved by the successful operation
of those rectifiers by owners of automobiles.
The mercury arc
rectifier, as its name implies, consists primarily of a mercury-vapor
arc, this arc being enclosed in an exhausted glass vessel of peculiar
construction.
Fig. 1 shows the standard form of tube with the
metal caps which serve to protect the electrodes from injury and
through which connections are made to the various circuits.
Mercury vapor in its ordinary, or molecular condition, is prac-
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a non-conductor of electricity. Such vapor might be formed
by applying heat to a mass of mercury enclosed in a vacuous chamber.
If a body of vapor thus formed were subjected to the action
of an electromotive force, either continuous or alternating, its resistance would be found to be very great. If, however, the mercury
vapor is ionized in other words, if the atoms of mercury in this
vapor are electrified the electrical resistance to current in one
direction will be very small, while its resistance to current in the
opposite direction will still be great. To use a very crude analogy,
its action on an electric current is similar to the action of a check
valve on a current of water flowng through a pipe.
The ionization of mercury vapor is easily accomplished. If an
arc is formed between one mercury electrode and Knottier electrode,
the mercury being the negative, ionized mercury vapor will result.
When a mercury arc is formed, as in the mercury arc lamp, the
negative electrode being mercury, the resistance of this arc is small,
but only to current of one direction. Hence it is seen that the
current in a mercury arc must be uni-directional. This brings us
to an understanding of the action of the rectifier.
A mercury
cathode is provided and two anodes of suitable material are connected across the terminals of an alternating current circuit, thus

Vol, XI,.,

i

ilar in form to the impressed alternating current wave, except that
the negative half would
be transposed, so as to

become positive with reference to the zero line.
This, however, Is not the
case.

a mercury
If, when
arc is once established,
the current falls to zero,
even for the most minute
interval of time, the arc
is extinguished, and certain means are necessary
for its re-establishment.
It is, therefore, necessary
to insure that the current
through the mercury arc
Mercury Arc Rectifier Tube.
Fig. 1
rectifier shall not fall to
The means used to
zero, and so cause an interruption of the arc.
bring about this result are reactances introduced in the circuit of
the rectifier, and so designed as to obliterate the pulsations, so far
as needful, and make the resulting current continuous.

—

Bearing in mind the fact that the current flow through mercury vapor must always be in the same direction, a clear understanding of the mercury arc rectifier may be secured by a careful
study of the diagram. Fig. 2. In this diagram, A and A' are the
operating anodes; B is the cathode; C is the starting anode; E and
F are reactance coils,
and G and H are the
terminals of the al-
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before the Railway Signal

Association at Chicago, March

ternating current
supply. The battery
to be charged is connected between cathode B and the
point D between the
two reactance coils.
The rectifier is supported by a movable
frame, so arranged
that the top of the
tube may be tilted
slightly

in

starting.

This movement of
the tube forms a
bridge of mercury
between the cathode

B and
anode
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starting

the
C,

may

and

cur-

then flow

between
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through the mercury.
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becoming alternatively positive and negative. The arc shifts from
one anode to the other with each alternation, always passing from
a positive anode to the negative cathode. The current in the wire

11

connected to the cathode Is, therefore, always in the same direction
The direct current delivered bj the mercury arc rectlfli is very
different In its characteristics from that delivered by the syn
chronously driven rectifier. As mentioned above, the current from
the synchronously driven machine consists of a series of pulsations
each separated I'riun the others by a Certain small interval. If we
were able to operate a mercury arc rectifier, in accordance with the
above theoretical considerations, without any accessory apparatus,
this rectified current would be composed of a series of pulsations
Inn without the separating gaps mentioned, the
current wave being sim-

tically

—

Nti.

©
r

©
o TO?

When

the tube

swings into

mal

its

position,

northis

bridge is broken and
an arc of ionized

mercury

vapor
is
formed. This ionized
vapor, ascending in
Fig. 2- -Rectifier Connections.
the tube to the anodes A and A, permits a flow of current from each of them in turn to
the cathode B, and the tube is then in operation through a starting resistance.
The load switch is then closed, and the starting
anode and the starting resistance are both disconnected by opening
the starting switch. Automatic starting devices have been used to
some extent, but the operation of starting, as above described, is so
extremely simple that the necessary complications incident to the
use of automatic devices are not considered advisable, except in

£

special cases.

From inspection of Fig. 2 it will be seen that the alternating
current circuit is through the mercury arc, the battery and one of

<
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the reactance coils, one-halt of the wave being through the anode
at the right and the reactance at the left of the diagram, while the
other half wave flows through the anode at the left and the reacWhen the impressed e.m.f. falls below that
tance at the right.
required to overcome the counter e.m.f. of the mercury arc (about
14 volts) plus the load, the reactance which has been receiving
current from the line discharges, maintaining a current in the same
direction.
This action maintains the excitation of the anode, and
prevents the current from approaching the zero value until the
voltage at the other anode has risen to a point where an arc is
To make this action more
started between it and the cathode.
plain, the path of the current through the battery, due to one side
of the wave, has been shown in plain arrow heads, while that
due to the other half of the wave is indicated by the arrow heads
in circles.
*
*
*
The action of the rectifier tube is independent of the
frequency of the alternating current circuit. Standard outfits can
be operated on any frequency from 25 to 140 cycles, inclusive, thus
covering the whole range of commercial circuits.
On account of the action of the reactance coils the voltage delivered by any given rectifier will vary somewhat with changes in
Rectifiers are designed to deliver direct current at
frequency.
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for direct-current voltage averaging 112, it being practically constant for all loads between quarter and full load. In this respect
it shows a marked superiority over the motor-generator set.
Another valuable property of the mercury arc rectifier is its
inherent regulation which obviates the necessity of moving the

regulating switch so frequently during charge, as would otherwise
be the case. This inherent regulation, with standard reactances, is
from six to eight per cent., with changes in d.c. load. When the
e.m.f. of the battery increases during charge the current decreases,
and as this occurs the voltage of the rectifier rises, thus tending
automatically to compensate for the increased voltage of the batSo far
tery. Fig. 3 shows the regulation of the 10-ampere rectifier.
as I know, storage battery manufacturers agree that no harm can
result to the battery from the rapid variations in current strength,
and some are of the opinion that charging through a rectifier is
more efficient, on account of better chemical action and less gassing.
The life of the rectifier tube varies in much the same way as
the life of incandescent lamps, it being dependent on the maintenance of the vacuum. The life of the tube under normal operating
Two tubes are always shipped
conditions is at least 600 hours.
with every panel, and the cost of the renewals is small.
The saving in cost of operation of the mercury arc rectifier set
over a motor-generator set, when charging a 44-cell battery, has
been shown by tests, when figured at 6 cents per k.w.-hour, to be
56% cents per charge.
51.867

Cost per charge, motor-generator set
Cost per charge, mercury arc rectifier

1.30:2

$0,565

Saving per charge

Assuming the minimum

life figure of

600 hours:

Seven hours per charge equals S5.7 charges during life of tube.
$48.42.
$0,565 x 85.7
Total saving during life of tube

=

=

Michigan Railroad Tax Law Upheld.

The Supreme Court of the United States on April 2 decided
against the railroads in the Michigan Railroad tax cases, involving
the taxes of all the railroads in that state for several years past.
The opinion was by Justice Brewer.
There were 27 cases, all involving the validity of an act of the
Michigan Legislature of 1901 changing the method of taxing railroad
and kindred corporations from the old system of exacting the payment of a certain percentage of their gross earnings to an ad valorem
system, providing for the fixing of the value of the railroads for tax
ation on the average value at which other property in the state is
assessed. The taxes levied against the various railroads of the state
for 1902, the first year after the new law went into effect, aggregated
as against $263,446 which would have been called for
under the old system. The railroad companies tendered the latter
sum and resisted the payment of the difference, amounting to $481.151.
Each year since the companies have refused to pay the difference, so that the suits involved an accumulation of about $2,000,000
in taxes, as well as the establishment of a tax system for the state
permanently fixing their annual payments at about three times
The railroad companies
as much as they have been in the past.
contended that in arriving at a decision as to the valuation of their
property the State Board of Assessors undervalued other property
In the state 17.6 per cent, and thus discriminated against the railroads. Hence, they alleged that the action was in contravention of
the Fourteenth Amendment to the Federal Constitution. The Circuit
Court dismissed the bill of the railroad companies, thus sustaining
the action of the tax authorities and upholding the law under which
it was taken; and this decision is now affirmed.
Regulation of Ten-Ampere Rectifier.
Fig. 3
Justice Brewer, delivering the unanimous opinion of the court,
voltages up to 200, and special rectifiers are supplied for somewhat said there had been frequent occasions to consider questions of state
higher voltages when required. According to the connections used, taxation in the light of the Federal Constitution, and the scope and
the direct-current voltage varies from 20 to 25 per cent, of the limits of national interference were well settled. There was no general supervision on the part of the nation over slate taxation, and
impressed alternating voltage.
The mercury arc rectifier is furnished in three standard sizes, In respect to taxation the state had, speaking generally, the freedom
In view of the freIn case a greater of a sovereign, both as to objects and methods.
viz: 10 amperes, 20 amperes and 30 amperes.
current capacity is desired, any number of tubes may be operated quent, and uniform expressions of opinions by the Supreme Court,
in multiple, making the maximum current capacity practically un- the Fiurteenth Amendment would no! prevent a state from changing
its svsleni of taxation in all proper and reasonable wa\s nor coin
limited.
In electric generators the only limit to be considered
The
pel a state to adopt an ironclad rule of equality in taxation
is the maximum, but in the mercury ant rectifiers wc have also to
For instance, the minimum current decision In effect holds that a tax levied oft railroads is not n
consider the minimum limit.
nii> Illegal because .t hears more heavll] on that property than
on which a L0-ampere rectifier can bo operated Is approximately
By a proper arrangement of charging switches at upon other property in the same state, and. further, that the Fei
three amperes.
is will not Interfere In the matter of stati
taxei unless thi
each signal the batteries connected to the charging circuit maj be c
earlj
iii
bus increasing the
rights of the owners of the propertj taxed
thrown into a series-multiple arrangement,
The In- Infringed,
lie charging circuit.
current and roduei uc. the volla;;e el
The railroads conl ended, also, that thi law laxed property in
creased transmission losses incurred by such an arrangement are
lling
slates; thai debts were run
more than offset by the small losses in the rectifier Itself, as cum
used partly ill oil
other property, and as
tj
taxed pi
pared with other charging apparatus.
The drop In voltage across Hie mercury arc is constant, so that it was an attempt to regulate Int
Justice Brewer no-opted a
final the decision of the Michigan
the efficiency varies with tho direct current voltage delivered In the
ation
rectifier.
The efficiency of the 10-ampere rectifier operating from a court as to the validity of the lax law under the eta!
that the
Remarking on the contention ol the railroad
220-volt 60-cycle circuit quarter load to full load la ovei SM pei cant
$744,898,
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Brewer touched on
Congress and In the public
lustlee

llr said

If there were a clear
other departments of the govmder the Federal Constitution. In the
ernment, il would
hi
three great departments run assume or be
nation no oni
ither, for the Constltui Ion distinctly grants
given the fun
ingress and the judiciary separately Mi • executive,
to the
li
may, therefore, be
legislative and judicial powers of the nation,
conceded thai an attempted delegation by Congress to the President
or any ministerial officer or board of power to fix a rate of taxation
or exercise other legislative function would be judged unconstituGul dues il follow that a state is subject to the same retional.
straint?
Crimes again
the nation must be prosecuted by indictment, yet a state maj proceed ii> information. Suppose a state by
lis constitution grants legislative functions to the executive or to the
judiciary, what provision of the Federal Constitution will nullify
Will the grant work an abandonment of a republican
the action'.'
form of government, or be o denial of due process or equal protection?"
Coming to the case at issue he said there was no abandonment
by the Legislature of its functions. He added:
"The state prescribes as the rate of taxation upon railroad property the average rate of taxation on all other property subject to
ad valorem taxes. It provides the most direct way for ascertaining
such average rate, deducing it from a consideration of all the other
rates.
No authority is given to the local assessors to apply their
judgment to the question of the railroad rate. Their authority in
respect to the matter of taxation is precisely the same as it was
before and independently of this statute.
Why is it necescary that the Legislature be convened to add iis formal approval of
the integrity of the action of the local officers? May it not intrust the
mathematical computation to the State Board of Assessors, and, if so,
may it not likewise act upon the assumption that the local assessors
will discharge their duties with an eye single to these duties and
irrespective of the effect upon the railroad rates?
It may be laid
down as a general proposition that where a Legislature enacts a
specific
rule for fixing a rate of taxation,
by which rule
the rate is mathematically deduced from facts, and even this
occurring within the year and created without reference to the
matter of that rate, there is no abdication of the legislative function,
but on the contrary a direct legislative determination of the rate.
Unless there be some specific provisions in the state constitution
compelling other action the state may treat its entire territory as
composing only a single taxing district and deal with all property
as within the district and subject to taxation accordingly. The state
is traversed in almost every direction by railroads.
To hold that
for each railroad the average rate must be determined from the
property in the localities immediately contiguous or through which
its road passes might weil introduce into the matter of taxation a
confusion and inequality resulting in far greater injustice than the
uniformity established by the present system.
"So far as the restraints of the Federal Constitution are concerned it is within the power of a state to separate a particular class
of property, subject it to assessment and taxation in a mode and at
a rate different from that imposed upon other property and apply
the proceeds to state rather than local purposes. This is not open
to question."
The opinion passes over the other questions raised in the case
as not of paramount importance, and concludes:
"It is enough to say that generally we accept the findings of a
trial court upon a question of fact when the testimony respecting
it is conflicting.
It may also be said that a Legislature is not bound
to impose the same rate of tax upon one class of property that it does
upon another. As it may exempt all of one class, so it may impose
a different rate of taxation. It is sufficient if all of the same class are
subjected to the same rate and the taxes administered impartially
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have been before Congress and the public during the past six
months, The only report adopted on the Brat day was that of the
committee on be classificat Ion of expenses on elei
al
ays. Tins
committee, in co-operation with representatives of the Amerl
Street and Interurban Railway Accountants' Association and of the
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers, proposes to
hold a meeting within three months in consider proposed changes
in forms, with a view to arranging the classification oi operating
expenses of steam and street railroads, so that all practicable uni
formity may be
ached
The convention again adopted (for the eighteenth time, we believe) a resolution declarinr. thai Congress oiihIiI to require the railroads
a uniform classification Of freight
The reports of the committee on safely appliances and on other
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subjects are deferred to a future issue.
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National Association of Railway Commissioners.

The* eighteenth annual convention of this body was held in
Washington, April 2, 3, 4 and 5. The roll call of the first day showed
commissioners or clerks present .nun the states of Connecticut,
Georgia, Illinois, Indiana
Kansas, Kentucky,
(C. V. .Mi-Adams),
Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
New Hampshire, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Washington and Wisconsin (John Barnes and B. H. Meyer).
Also representatives from
the American Railway Accounting Officers and the Street Railway
Accounting Association. All of the Interstate Commerce Commissioners were present.
The President Of the Association. Mr. W. (',. Smith, one of the
commissioners of South Dakota, delivered the opening address, discussing chiefly the questions of state regulation and of safety, which

Map

of

New York

Freight Terminals.

The enslaving on the opposite page, which explains Itself,
reduced from one published in the Itniiinni Equipment Register.

is

Washington Correspondence.

—

WASHINGTON, April :i. President Roosevelt and the radical Republican Senators have surrendered to the conservative advocates
of amending the Hepburn railroad rate bill so as to provide explicitly for the judicial review of orders issued by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, but thej hue done so in such a way as to
complicate the situation rather than clarify it.
When the limited
review amendment indorsed by the President, by Attorney-General
Moody, and by the radical Republican Senators was given out at the
White House on Saturday evening it was claimed that it would have
the support of twenty-nine Republicans and of enough of the Democrats to insure its adoption.
It was soon found that this was an
overestimate of its strength, and all of the Republican support that
is now claimed for it is sixteen, with the probability that this is
an overestimate. It has also been repudiated by many of the Democrats, and there seems to be little probability that it could gel a
majority of the Senate if it should be brought to a vote. On the
whole, the interjection of the Administration amendment has probably increased the difficulty that will be encountered in arriving at
an agreement on the text of the review amendment to be adopie
An event that may have more to do with shaping the action of
the Senate on the Hepburn bill than the introduction of the President's amendment was the announcement by Mr. Justice Brewer on
Monday of the decision of the Supreme Court in the Michigan railroad tax cases. This decision was lcoked upon in some quarters as
a virtual notice to Congress that the Supreme Court would hold the
Hepburn bill to be unconstitutional. One of the contentions of the
railroads was that the Michigan law required the assessors to perform a legislative function in fixing the rate of taxation of railroad
property by a mathematical computation based en the average of the
other rates in the state. The Supreme Court upheld the Michigan
law, but the reasoning by which this was done, it is believed by
some Senators, would, if applied to the Hepburn bill, insure its
being declared unconstitutional. Justice Brewer interjected into his
opinion a declaration not necessary to the decision of the case before
the court as to the division of the powers of government between the
executive, legislative and judicial branches, in the declaration that
"an attempted delegation by Congress to the President or any ministerial officer or board of power to fix a rate of taxation or exercise
other legislative functions, would be unconstitutional." The decision
has not yet been published officially, and it is understood that when
it is published this part of it will be stricken out because some of
the other justices, while concurring with Mr. Justice Brewer's opinion as a whole, object to this as an unnecessary expression of opinion
on a point not involved in the case. The court held that the question of a state statute attempting to confer legislative power on an
administrative agency was not involved in this case, for the reason
that the Michigan legislature had not attempted to do so, and it is
the part of the decision showing that no such attempt was made
that has the most direct bearing on the question of the constitutionality of the Hepburn bill. One ground on which the court held
that no such attempt had been made was that the Michigan law gave
no authority to the assessors to apply "their judgment" to the question of the railroad tax rate. If this means that a requirement that
they should apply their judgment would bring the question of the
validity of such a state enactment under the Federal constitution
into the case, it is questioned what view the court would take of
the Hepburn bill, which proposes to require the Interstate Commerce Commission to prescribe what will in "its judgment" be the
just and reasonable and fairly remunerative rate. It is hardly probable that the court would follow one rule as to a tax rate and another as to a freight rate. The court also finds that the question
of the delegation of legislative power was not involved in the
Michigan cases, for the reason that the state law prescribes "a
I.
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The New Bergen Hill Tunnel of the Lackawanna.
specific rule" for fixing the rate of taxation, in accordance with
which the actual rate can he determined bj a "mathematical computation." This, it is suggested, in an indication that the court would
uv
II.
run. irs.
require the fixing by Congress of some definite standard or specific
tftnt
ISDglDGci'
Delaware, Lackawanna & We«U'rn
The present Bergen tunnel of the Lackawanna Railroad is sitrule for the determination of freight rates by the Interstate Commerce Commission, such as a provision that the rate should be a uated one mile west of the Hoboken Terminal, and is a single
The Commission could then de- tube for double-track, 1,280 ft. long. At the west end of this tuncertain amount per ton per mile.
nel is the junction of he Morris & Essex, or the "Old Road" with
termine the rate by a "mathematical computation."
This decision has so strongly reinforced the arguments of Sen- the Boonton Branch, or as It is now called, the Main Line. The
ator Foraker as to the unconstitutionality of the basic principle on "Old Road" is purely a suburban line, ami runs through Harrison,
which the Hepburn bill is based that it may lead to a reconsidera- Newark, the Oranges, Summit and Morristown, and joins the Main
tion of the provision conferring the rate-making power and to an Line just east of Dover, having brain lies from Roseville to Montattempt to modify it so as to increase the probability that it will clair and from Summit to Bernardsvllle and Gladstone. The greater
stand the test of the courts. It is not probable, however, that any part of the people in these towns do business in New York City
very material change will be made in this part of the bill, but it will and commute daily to and from their business.
The Boonton
.1.

\

i

I

V
Profile of

y

Oliqnment

New Tunnel Through Bergen

be passed despite the protests of Senator Foraker and possibly a
few other Senators, and the Supreme Court will be called upon to
decide whether it involves an attempt to confer on an administrative
commission the functions of the legislative branch of the government,
j. c. w.

The Italian authorities are charged with designing to use free
passes on the state railroads for political purposes, and to moderate
criticism of the railroad management. The government has submitted to Parliament a bill concerning the subject. This provides for
extending pass privileges, formerly secured by law to certain government officers, to the families of senators and deputies. Further,
the Minister of Public Works is authorized to issue monthly not
more than 60 single-trip passes, good for not more than five per-

Hill

— Delaware.

Lackawanna & Western.

Branch. or Main Line, is the more direct route to Buffalo, and all
through passenger trains, with one or two exceptions, and all
freight trains are run over this routs. All freight for Hoboken,
Jersey City and New York, and all export freight, besides the immense volume of suburban passenger traffic, has to pass through
this tunnel, which is seven-eighths of a mile long, and is operated
as a single absolute block.
As there are more than 100 trains
(scheduled) each way in 24 hours, besides the great number of
freight extras taking freight to and from the terminal, it can be
readily seen that this absolute block nearly one mile long within
a mile of the river front is a great handicap to the operating department, and it has been thought for several years to be an absolute necessity to get more tracks through Bergen Hill.
To relieve
the congestion at this point is the object of the new tunnel tube

~^S Drain Pipe

Longitudinal Section of Tunnel at Open Cut.
sons each, and 100 tickets at reduced rates "to be allotted to persons
who have done the state service, or for other reasons" which here
probably would be interpreted as available for packing conventions,
etc.
Similar privileges are authorized for retired railroad officials,
including those of the companies formerly working the state railroads.
As "members of the family" shall be considered parents,
grand parents, sons under 25, unmarried or widowed daughters,
widowed daughters-in-law living under the same roof, and two
servants per family. Tables of the classes of officials, etc., entitled
to passes are contained in the bill.
With regard to the press,
Italian journalists and editors of important foreign periodicals may
have as many as three tickets, personal or family, at reduced rates,
and one free pass per year, taking into consideration the number
of the journalists and the importance of each journal, under regulations to be fixed by the Ministry after hearing the Italian newspaper union and the syndicate of foreign correspondents in Rome.

—

Cross Section of Tunnel at Open Cut.

through Bergen Hill, the contract for which has been
William Grace Co., of New York and Chicago.

let

to the

The new tunnel will be a single tube for double-track 4,280 ft.
long with portals flush with those of the present tunnel and having
three air shafts and two 100-ft. open cuts across both tunnels.
The new tube will be built parallel with and distant 51 ft. 6 in.
southerly at right angles from the center line of the present tunnel, leaving a wall of natural rock between the two tunnels of
from 19 ft. to 23 ft. in thickness, depending on whether the old
and new tunnels are lined or not. The new tunnel will be built
on the same grade as the present tunnel, which is descending eastward at the rate of 18 ft. per mile, as shown in the profile.
The material to be penetrated is solid trap rock and is clasTunnel approach excavation to include all exsified as follows:
cavation outside the portals; tunnel excavation to include all
excavation of the tunnel between portals, and shaft excavation to in-
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elude all excavation from shafts down to the roof of the tunnel.
The material from the approach excavation at the east end of the

built

the

in

shaft

357
lining

at

a height to

be

determined by the

engineer.

Two open cuts, 100 ft. long, will be built across the width of
both tunnels, each about one-third distant from either end of the
These open cuts will be lined with concrete throughout,
All material from the tunnel tube and from the west approach tunnel.
the end walls being vertical and the side walls being built on a
will be loaded on cars furnished by the railroad company on side,
in. per foot.
A wall of concrete about 20 ft. above
tracks adjoining the work, and all suitable rock will be hauled to batter of
Boonton, N. J., and crushed in the railroad company's crusher and the surface of the ground will be built around each of these open
cuts to keep persons from throwing stones,
A ladder of iron
etc., on the cars below.
steps will be built up one of the end walls
of each open cut located between the two
tunnels. The construction of these two open
cuts will probably make it possible to operate the tunnel in three blocks instead of
one as at present.
During the construction of the new tunnel, an inspection engine equipped with platforms and searchlights will be run through
the present tunnel to inspect the roof of the
tunnel after each blast, before letting any
trains through either way. The periods of
blasting will be limited to four periods of
15 minutes each in 24 hours, when the schediffl
ule will be arranged to accommodate this.
All sand, stone, cement, vitrified brick,
Ice Breakers
vitrified tile pipe for drains and conduits.
SOIbffoi/s
Breakers
to
be
Ice
steel rails, doors and door frames for shaft
placed at Po actrs.
houses and open cut enclosures will be furnished by the railroad company on the site
of the work, the proportions of the concrete
mixture are also to be made as the engiioo
neer directs. The furnishing of all material
-J?oU
JankShafts 2oodJ.
by the railroad company stops all controSect/ on C-O.
versy between the railroad company and the
contractor about the proportions of material
used in the mix. It also allows the contractor to carry work with less investment of
capital.
Wet concrete is preferred, and will
be put in, except in extreme cold weather.
Details of Shaft and Shaft House, New Bergen Hill Tunnel
Delaware,
A smooth face will be obtained by spading
Lackawanna & Western.
the stone back from the face of the wall.
used for ballast. The contractor will crush sufficient rock from When dry concrete is used, a facing mixture of one pari cement and
suitable excavation to furnish all crushed rock used for concrete three parts sand will be placed next to the face boards.
in this work.
The contractor will be paid an additional price per
The contractors have arranged to install an electric plant and
cu. yd. for all rock so crushed.
The earth excavation from shafts will use electric drills on this work. The drills will be furnished
and open cuts may be wasted by the contractor in dumps to be by the Box Electric Drill Co., of Denver, Colo. The advantage
arranged for by him. The portals of the new tunnel will be built claimed by the maker of this drill is that it can be operated with
of concrete and the new tunnel tube will be lined for at least threequarters of its length. The side wall lining will be of concrete,
and the arch will be lined with two rings of vitrified brick laid
on edge, backed by concrete. The lining will be 2 ft. thick, as shown
in the illustration of the tunnel section.
It was decided to line the
arch of the tunnel with two courses of vitrified brick backed with
concrete instead of using all concrete arch lining, to obviate th?
possible damage to the roof lining from engine gases or blast
effect from engine exhaust.
The tunnel will be 30 ft. wide, with
a semi-circular roof 30 ft. in diameter, the springing line of the
arch of the tunnel being 8 ft. 5 in. above the base of rail. The
roadbed will be so cut as to drain to the side ditches, and three
ditches, each 2 ft. wide and 1 ft. deep, will be cut at the center
of the roadbed, in each of which a line of 8-in. vitrified drain tile
will be laid.
One cable conduit, 6 in. square, will be built in each
concrete side-wall. The top of the conduit will be 6 in. above the
base of rail, and its nearest edge will be 8 in. from the face of the
side-wall.
Hand holes 8 in. square and 14 in. deep will be left in
the side-wall at sufficient intervals to give access to cables. Six
refuge niches, two located :.t each of the air shafts, 4 ft. wide ami
6 ft. high, will be left in the sides of tunnel lining for the use of
workmen. Weep holes, made of vitrified tile, will be built at the
bottom and through the side walls where the tunnel is lined.
These will be spaced 50 ft. apart or less. Vertical drains, s in
square, will be left In the concrete lining, extending from the weep
holes to the crown of arch and located in thP hack of masonry, nexl
to the natural rock.
tunnel will he wasted in a
(he

West Shore

fill

between the east end

of the tunnel

and

tracks.

%

—

1.

Three

ft. by 30 ft. inside, will be built for vent.
side walls of these shafts will be even with th.
side walls of the tunnel and all of the shafts will be lined with
concrete 2 ft. thick. Shaft houses, 20 ft. by 40 ft. Inside, loi
at about 35 ft. above the surface of the ground, will be built aroun
each of these shafts. The detail:; of the shafts and of the Bhafl
.

Hon.

I

houses are shown in the Illustration, The surface inside
houses and ou tsi lie or shaii s w in be covered with concrete
will be drained by means of weep hole:: left In the sldei
house walls. Vertical drains will also he left in the ha.
lining on both soles and ends, anil will he connected with
ii<ditches of
tunnel,
Metal Ice breakers of so ih ran
1

I,

t

oi

aal

1"

hafl
of shall

ol

lie

will

aide
be
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Without Lining

air shafts, 10

The two

Lining

Cross Section and Details of New Tunnel Through Bergen Hill
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.

1% h.p. tO drills require

b.p. per drill, while Hie
about 15 h.p. per drill.
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President stickney on Rate Regulation.

The following

dem

i.

-.
i

is.
Stickney, Presl
printed in He- Political Science

Quarterlj
is the remedy?
companies have tried to
q bj agreement amongst themselves not to
pay
To destroy such agreements ii has not
n necessary
tor the large shippers even to make a protest.
Thej have only
to route all their shipments over one of the competitive lines and
i'.n
the full tariff rates,
immediately thousands of stock-exchange
tick
increase in earnings of the favored line and
the decrease in earnings of all the others.
Tick, tick, tick, up go
the stocks of the favorite, and tick, tic, tick, down go the stocl
of the others.
No management can stand against such attacks
through the ticker. It has no alternative hut to apologize humbly
for the strike and agree to pay a still larger rebate in the future.
The strike being thus ended, the commercial magnates have only
to turn their whole traffic to the lines which have surrendered, in
order to obtain full rebates on the traffic which the single line had
carried during the strike under the impression that It was getting full tariff rates.
It has thus been proved by experience that
an agreement among the railroads to maintain tariff rates and pay
no rebates is not a remedy.
Would consolidation of all the railroad companies into one
huge corporation be a remedy? It seems altogether probable that
the autocracy thus created would be strong enough to defy rebateseekers.
Whether it would destroy rebates would depend to some
extent upon the personal interest in manufacturing and commercial
enterprises of the railroad czar and of the grand dukes, his bankers,
his uncles, brothers, brothers-in-law, sons and sons-in-law.
If the
reign of the first czar should be benign, what would be the charIf

tic

for nearly

iropi

I

half

1

1

>

diagnosed, what

railroad

a

1

i

acter of the reign of his hereditary successors?
of the insurance investigation are not reassuring.

The

disclosures

The autocracy would necessarily be localized somewhere, probNew York City, thousands of miles from many of the activities which are dependent upon railroad transportation.
It would
entail upon the country evils akin to. if not essentially identical
ably in

with, the evils of absentee landlordism, which has cursed Ireland.
Russia and all the countries in which it has existed. Out of touch
with the activities and the aspirations of distant communities, the
czar would expect his managers to make present returns as large

as possible,

letting

the

future take care of

itself.

The

ticker

is

always crying: "More, more!" Consolidation has already reached
a stage which produces many complaints. It is alleged that no
person authorized to act in redressing a wrong, or in meeting the
needs .of a new industry, can be reached without undertaking a
journey across the continent and humbly submitting the case to the
unsympathetic decision of the "unconscious arrogance of conscious
power."
If. as is by no means certain, autocracy would
be a remedy,
the remedy may well be regarded as worse than the disease. With
a grand duke in control of each of the great combinations which
now command rebates, and the czar getting a "rake-off" as stockholder, or otherwise, from all. it does not seem probable that the
chances of individual enterprise would be improved.
Would legislative control of rates be a remedy? It is a distinguishing characteristic of the American mind that it seeks to
remedy every economic evil by passing a law. The average mind
regards the enactment of the law as sufficient. The average mind
is always in favor of enacting a law. but after the
law is enacted
the average mind is opposed to its enforcement. And when such

a law has been enacted and no attempt has been made to enforce
it
and the evil continues to exist, the demand of the average mind
is no; to enforce the existing law but to enact a new law.
Besides,
if the statutes of this class be examined, it will
be found that the
a.erage legislative mind possesses the same reverence for enactment and the same disregard for enforcement, and that, consequently, none of the statutes contains proper provisions for enforcement.
If it were not for these well-known characteristics,
the fact
ihat the Interstate Commerce law has been in existence
for more
than 18 years without results would be evidence that legislation
is not a remedy for the rebate system.
This law forbids in the
most comprehensive language the rebate and other kindred evils,
but it provides no adequate instrumentalities for its enforcement,
Besides, Its penalties are in many cases so out of proportion to
the offence thai this enforcement cannot be expected. For illustratii n: under ihis law. as originally passed, if a man
rides on a
pass from New York City across the state line into Connecticut he
"" demeanor, punishable bj a line of not less than $1,000
" l:l " $ 5
or by imprisonment in the penitentiary for
noi less than oi
eai
nor more than the years, or by both fine
and Imprisonment, in th< discretion of the court, for each ride,
A later amendment abolished the prison penalty and made the fine
lli:l "
?l •""" i"'
a
more than $20,
The same penalties
.

1

14.

aTe imposed for paying rebates; ami under the original law ik
penalties ran. not against the railroad company which paid the
rebate and reaped the profits from the traffic which the rebs
cured, bul against the minor traffic agent, who, on a salary oi
year, was supporting a family, and who, it
pci
P< rhaps $2.5011
might !»• claimed, bad by a wink or a nod or by absolute silence
agreed to pay the rebate, The writer was present at a contnM
between a shipper and such an agent as to whether the agent bad
agreed to make the rebate claimed and heard the following dia
logue:
i

from a paper by A.

i

chi'

of ih.

Vol. XI... No.

spoke to you aboul the rebate at the time.
"///
Vis
/
No.
but
Sfl Id
\<l< n
knew jrou said \o. inn there wae • queer
Shipper.
which
thought meant ifea.
Shipper.
I

I

I

1

.

I

:

I

look

In

youi

I

i

On

this evidence the rebate

was paid

in the interest of future

liom the same shipper. What American Jury would fine or
Imprison a man for having a queer look in his face when he said
traffic

No?
In one of the outbursts of public excitement which have perlqdically occurred sine.- the enactment of the law. one poor fellow
was convicted; mil the conviction so outraged common decency that
Speaking from recollection,
the president promptly pardoned him.
this is the only conviction under the law in the 18 years of its

existence.

Under

the

original

payers of rebates, hut

a

law
later

the

penalties

ran

only

amendment imposed

the

against the
penal-

same

receiving a rebate."
This seemingly just
well nigh impossible to convict anybody, because the rebate crime is, as a rule, known only to the giver and
tic receiver.
Neither party can testify against the other without
incriminating himself, and this, under the provision of the federal
This predicament
constitution, no witness can be compelled to do.
necessitated another amendment., which required both parties to
testify, and avoided the constitutional provision by guaranteeing
absolute immunity from prosecution for offences which such persons might disclose either to the Interstate Commerce Commission
or to the courts. Since the passage of this amendment, the giver
or receiver of a rebate has only to confess to become immune and
to render both the Interstate Commerce Commission and the courts
pnivi rle=s to enforce the penalties of the law.
Under the Elkins amendment, the penalty of imprisonment was
abolished, and the fine of not less than $1,000 and not more than
$20,000 was inlposed upon the railroad companies themselves as
well as their officers and agents, and upon those who may solicit
or receive a rebate. This amendment was passed in 1903, and no
convictions have yet been made. It is a disputable question whether
a railroad company will be immune against penalties if it produces
its books or other testimony in court.
A case involving this question is before the Supreme Court,
It is needless to add that the law has had little effect upon the
rebate system.
At the time of the first enactment, which was
during a period of intense public excitement, and at the time of
each subsequent enactment, and since the president has become
"perniciously active" in attempting its enforcement, there have
been, not organized and effective revolutions, but just common ordinary strikes against the rebate system. Like all strikes, they have
lasted only as long as the excitement has lasted.
Notwithstanding the failure of the Interstate Commerce law
during 18 years of trial, it is the conviction of the writer that
it is possible to frame a reasonable and just law. with reasonable
and just provisions for enforcement, which would be effective. Such
a law cannot, however, he drafted off-hand, with a few days or even
a few months for its consideration, during a period of excitement
amounting almost to hysteria.
A law intended to establish and enforce just and reasonable
rates must be framed with reference to the fundamental facts
which are the basis of such rates. A great deal of intelligent investigation has been devoted to ascertaining the principles of economic operation, but no investigations have been attempted in respect to the fundamentals of reasonable rates.
Ask the expert
traffic official what is the basis of reasonable rates and by what
method they can be ascertained, and, if he regards the question
seriously, he must confess that he does not know. Ask the doctrinarians who write books, and they must confess that they do
not know. The fact is nobody knows; nobody has the basis, the
formula, or even a theory. Have reasonable rates relation to the
cost of producing transportation, or to the interest on the fortuitous
capitalization of each railroad company?
Is a railroad company
entitled to earn reasonable profits on cost of production, or reasonable interest on securities issued? Nobody knows.
The people, the
legislators and the courts are at sea upon these fundamental propositions.
All is mystery.
If there are such things as reasonable rates, they must be
based on something, have relation to something, which, by investigation. can be ascertained and demonstrated.
If there are no
such things, then in enacting laws which declare, as the present
law declares, that "all rates shall be reasonable and just and that
all unjust and unreasonable rates are unlawful." Congress simplv
ties

"for

soliciting or

amendment made

it
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enacts a moral rule which uo one will dispute and which no one
can interpert or apply. If laws of this class, making those things
criminal which the day before their enactment had been regarded
as lawful, arc to be enforced, they must be intelligible and explicable, so as to appeal to that sense of justice which is innate in the

American people.
It is probable thai such an investigation as is here suggested
would prove that the net rates the remainder of the rates after
deduction of the rebates are the reasonable and just rates which
should be made the tariff rates, open to all shippers, alike.
It would therefore seem to be a wise procedure for Congress to
provide an interstate commerce investigation committee, composed
of, say, seven members, four members to be appointed by the president, and three members to be appointed by the railroad companies. One member should be a sound lawyer; one a mathematician; one an experienced railroad auditor; one an engineer of
capacity, experienced in calculating costs of transportation; one
a superintendent, experienced in the actual movement of trains and
of rolling stock; one a station agent, experienced in the details
of station or terminal service, and one a traffic manager, experienced in present rates. The committee should have authority to
demand from the railroad companies a new line of statistical facts
which have never been compiled, relating to costs, and particularly
to relative costs as between the different conditions under which
commodities are transported. To give a single illustration: the
committee should demand statistics showing the commodities which
require, under certain conditions, the hauling of only half a ton of
non-paying car to each ton of pay-freight and, under other condi-

—

—

tions, the hauling of three or four tons of non-paying car to each
ton of pay-freight. The statistics should cover all the relations
of weight of car to weight of load which this illustration suggests.
There are other lines of facts which, like those just cited, would
need only to be mentioned to show their relevancy to the problems
to be investigated.
The investigation should be systematic and thorough it should,
above all, be public; and the results should be published from time
to time so as to keep the public informed during the progress of
the work, and to permit public discussions in the newspapers and
elsewhere. There is no corrective influence so powerful as publicity; no other agency can secure thorough comprehension of the
facts and proper control of the inferences.
After, but not before, such investigations, publications and discussions if there remained evils which such investigations, publications and discussions had not remedied it would seem possible
to frame legislation which would be recognized as just and intelligible and which would accordingly prove to be enforceable.
;

—

—

Test of the Sauvage Air Brake.
BY CEO. L. FOWLER.
Ever since the introduction of the air brake into freight service
it has been recognized that a means should be found whereby the
pressure en the brakeshoes should be proportioned to the weight on
the wheels. The current method of adjusting the leverages so thai
To per cent, of the weight of the empty car is used in brakeshoe
pressure leaves only about 23% per cent, of the weight of a loaded
car of 60,000 lbs. capacity available as brakeshoe pressures, and
this meagre percentage is cut down still further, so that it is less
than 20 per cent, in the case of a .car of 100,000 lbs. capacity.
The Sauvage safety brake is intended to overcome this trouble
and to substitute for the ordinary arrangement one that permits
the use of the full 70 per cent, of the loaded weight of the car.
It
also provides
greatly increased braking power with a small
addition to present equipment, and with no increase in the con
sumption of compressed air, or it makes il possible to attain the
present brake power with a considerable savin;; in the consumption
'Phe device was iried tentatively on the New York. Ontario
of air.
& Western Railroad in the summer of 1904, and in the fall of the
year il was decided to equip the milk cars of the road. This has
been dene, in part, as last as the work could be carried on at the
Middletown shops, and early in September last a series of tests
were made In determine the relative efficiency of Ibis brake In
;i

comparison with the standard Westinghouse equipment.
The arrangement as used and recommended by the Sauvage
Safely Drake Co., of 12 llroadway. New York, consists of a second
cylinder coupled to ihe brake levers in such a way that ii comes
onlj after Ihe piston of Hie lirsl cylinder has traveled
predetermined portion of iis stroke, brought the shoes to a
rIng against the wl
Is ami applied the ordinary braking pressures.
The illnsl rat ion shows this connection, No change is made in
the triple valve, auxiliary reservoir, or the brake cylinder connec
Hon, wiib the exception of h
onnectlon of the auxillarj cylinder.
This is so arranged that iis piston is net acted upon ii\ the all until
that of the lirsl cylinder has done all of the work of taking Up the
slack ami adjusting the brakeshoes to the wheels,
The air is admitted to the regular brake cylinder, A. iii the
usual manner ironi the auxiliary reservoir.
When lis piston has
into aclicn
a

I
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to a point uncovering the opening to the pipe, C, air is
admitted to the rear of the second cylinder, B. In the meantime,
while the piston of A is traveling out it is carrying the swinging
lever to which the piston rod of the cylinder, B, is attached, with it,
and this in turn, pulls out an extension of the piston of B, as will
be explained later.
It will be seen, then, that as soon as air is
admitted to the second cylinder it transmits through the swinging
lever a pull upon the cylinder lever at the point of attachment of

moved out

the piston rod of A, twice as great as that of the latter if the
cylinders are of the same size, on account of the multiplying effect
of this lever. In this way, if the brake cylinder pressures were the
same, the brakeshoe pressures would be three times as great as
when the single Westinghouse cylinder were used, which is about
the increase needed between an empty and loaded car of 00,000 lbs.
capacity.
The mechanism by which the extension of the piston rod of
the second cylinder is drawn out is shown in the illustration. The
main piston rod is hollow and the extension telescopes into it. To
the extension there is hinged the drop piece, or latch, D, which when
When it is
lifted to the central position slides in the hollow rod.
drawn out beyond the edge of this hollow rod it drops down and
catches on the end of the same, as shown in the lower portion of
the engraving. Then when air is admitted to the second cylinder
the rod catches on the drop piece and does its work through it.
When the brakes are released the two pistons retract together,
and as the end of the drop piece, D, approaches the cylinder head it
is raised by the inclined lug attached to the latter to its central
position and slides into place in the piston rod.
A cut-out cock in the pipe C by which the second cylinder can
be put out of use completes the mechanism of the new device, and
in it there is nothing of complication or anything that is apt to
get out of order. When it is desired to use the single cylinder on
empty car work the cock in the pipe C is closed and the extension
to the piston rod of the second cylinder is merely drawn in and
out.
To use the cylinder, the cock is opened, thus practically
duplicating the work of attention required by the ordinary retaining valve.
It has been found to be unnecessary to close the valve for
empty cars in service, as will be shown in greater detail later.
In order to provide for the semi-automatic adjustment of the
cylinder and guard against the use of the second cylinder on an
empty car where there might be a danger of flattening the wheels,
various forms of automatic cut-out valves have been devised, one
of the first forms of which is shown in section in the engravings,
and its operation is as follows:
It is placed in the pipe C together with the cut-out cock, the

emergencies only.
Within there are two valves. O and n, opening downward and
held against their seats by springs. The stems of these valves proto move
ject up into a cylindrical space in which a piston q is Ire
up and down. Above this piston there is a disc with a packed
This is
stem r that can be depressed by the double ailing lever s.
so constructed that no matter which way the upper portion is
moved the central part will come down against the disk stem and
push it and the piston down.
latter to be used for

The device has been tested on a number Of cars on the New
The lirsl trial was on a passen
York. Ontario & Western Railroad,
ger train, where its work was so satisfactory that the equipment of
all of the milk cars on the road was ordered, and this is nearly
completed, 'these cars are of the ordinary type, are equipped with
Pox trucks, and weigh empty about 38,850 lbs.
was desired to make a comparative lesl of the Stopping and
II
working qualities of this new brake with the ordinarj Westinghouse
equipment, in order to obtain the stopping efficiency, the amount
Thai Ibis might be done.
of air used anil Ihe control Of the train.
This
trains were placed at disposal tor the execution of the work.
was done in the regular service of the road, with no Interruption
and no variation except as noted later. The cars, when loaded.
lbs. of ice ei
carried about 30,000 lbs. of milk and ::.'
nun n
The main tests were made wiib ihe leverage
in conn.
use wiib the Sauvage brake against Ihe lib
;

'

I

he Westinghouse bral
The work was dene between Sidm-v
the
121.31 miles. The rains used I.

with
Of

i

I

an.

I

M i.bllel ow
on

ite

n. a
Ol

di

Ihe work.

willi Ihe cars leaile:!. were in regular milk service scheduled to
leave Sidney al 1.36 p. in. and arrive at MlddletOWD al 7.30 p. m.
da ihe return trip with emptj cars ihe worl
Si,lne>
al
IE
p. 111. and arrive at
scheduled In leave M iddlel ow
ll

al

i

1.2a p, in..

events
in order to secure an autographic rei
throughout the whole period of the run, an Instrument espeel
designed tor the work was placed in the elght-wheeli
that was attached to the reai end of •.,.
m bj which
the; Instrument was fitted with a drlvlni
wide was driven ovei
In
U
a mil oi" brown mantis papei
tO that floln «
table ami iolle.1 upon
done l.v
id
from one oi
ii.
The
il
Btarted.
-mil Dial Ihe paper
Ihe axles, and Ihe reduction ol motion WII
i
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Piston Rod and Latch of Sauvage
Safety Brake.

Detail of Auxilliary Cylinder

General Arrangement Sauvage Safety Brake.
traveled 20.75 in. for each mile traveled by the car.
The registering apparatus consisted of six stylographic pens,
each of which drew a continuous line from one end of the run to
the other.
The indications of the several pens were as follows:
The pen at one end of the row, which made the line shown at
the bottom of the record, was attached to the armature of a double
magnet, so arranged that if the circuit through one magnet coil
was closed the armature would be drawn in one direction, whereas
if that passing through the coil of the other magnet, it would be
drawn in the opposite direction.
This pen was used to indicate the passing
of mile-posts and stations.
Two sets of circuit
wires were led from the two magnets to the
monitor of the caboose, and there provided with
push buttons.
According as the circuit was
closed by one or the other of these buttons
tlic pen was moved up or down, causing a notch
to appear in the line, and thus locating the milepost or station, as the case might be. The pen
was moved upward to indicate mile-post and
downward to indicate station location.

The sixth pen was fixed and served merely to draw a base line.
The whole of the record was thus autographic with the exception of the indications for mile-posts and stations, which were
made by an assistant in the monitor.
In this way a complete record, unaffected by the personal equation of the operator, was obtained showing the intensity, character
and location of all the brake events, as well as the speed of the
train with its accelerations and decelerations due to engine pull or
brake applications.
In addition to this principal Instrument a pressure recording

The second pen was attached to an armature whose magnet was in a circuit that was
closed at intervals of 111 seconds by a clock.
As the paper traveled at a speed in direct proportion to that of the car, the speed of the latter
can be determined at any moment of time
or
place
by the distance separating the
notches on the second line, as they are
farther apart the higher the speed.
A suitable scale makes it possible to measure this
Autographic Recording Apparatus Used in Sauvage Brake Tests.
speed at once.
The third pen was attached to an armature whose magnet was gage was placed in the caboose and connected with the train pipe.
in a circuit closed by a wiper on the driving mechanism.
These
On the engine there was a stroke counter attached to the air
marks measure distances of about 570 ft., and were used as a check pump.
on the mile-post and for use in the determination of short distances.
Work was commenced on a run from Sidney to Middletown on
The fourth pen was attached to the piston rod of a small August 29, 1905. and finished on a run from Middletown to Sidney
cylinder, to the rear end of which the train pipe pressure was ad- on September 12, 1905.
mitted.
This piston was held normally at the rear end of the
In all 10 runs were made. Of these three were with loaded
cylinder by a spring, which was compressed when the train pipe cars and the Sauvage brake from Sidney to Middletown; three with
pressure was admitted. As this pressure was lowered by the appli- loaded cars and the ordinary air brake, using the high leverage,
cation of the brakes, the spring pushed the piston back towards over the same run; one the same as the above, except that the
the end of the cylinder, carrying the pen with it and thus register- standard leverage was used; one from Middletown to Sidney with
ing the reduction made for the application of the brakes.
the Sauvage brake and empty cars; one the same as the last except
The fifth pen was attached to the piston rod of a similar cylin- that the Sauvage brake was coupled to the high leverage used with
der, to which the brake cylinder pressures were admitted. Normally the ordinary brake, and one with the latter and high leverage.
the piston was held by its spring against the back head of the
The trains were hauled by the same engine and engineer with
cylinder, to be pushed out, compressing the spring when the brakes
one exception, and were as near the same composition and weight
were applied, thus registering the brake pressures used and in- as the exigencies of service would admit. There were some variadicating on the record where the work was done.
tions in the brake equipment, as will be noted. The following is a
were used between Sidney and Summitville, between which points all of the
special stops were made:
detail of the composition of the several trains that

Direction

No.
cars
Aug. 29. 11
Date.

Brake.
Sauvage.

Weight of

of

train.

movement

761,290

ll.s.

South.

Remarks.

One car was not

Ordinary. 774,838
Sauvage. 578,852

"

2,

Sept. C.
Sept. 7.
Sept. 8.
Sept. 9.
Sept. 10.

"

13
9

669,813
irdl n:i
540,600
Sauvage. 687,239
S:mi\ age
629,600
Irdlnary. 675,362

Sept. 11.

12

Sauvage.

Aug. 31.
Sept.

£=3
Sections of Sauvage Automatic Cut-Out Cock.

Sept

12,

10

Ordinary

11
'.1

8

1

1

\

<

Clear, dry mil.
line
car
(6029)

'

"
"

North.

"

South
North/

"

Soul

ii

582,300

North

Ordinary. 642.443

South

with
Cloudy.

fitted

Sauvage brake.
wet and dry rail.

cut out.
Rainy, wet rail.
dry rail.
dry rail.
dry rail
drv rail.
ine car(6033) standard lev
Clear, dry rail.
erage.
lamp rail to I.iv
Foggy.
ingston Manor
Cloudy, drv mil.
Clear,
Clear,
Clear,
clear,
I

1

u
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In this list the caboose is not counted in the number of cars,
the engine included in the weight of the train. This is placed
at the uniform figure of 275,500 lbs.
In doing this work arrangements were made for a series of
special stops in each direction, so that comparisons could be made
between the action of the two brakes at the same point in the track
and at approximately the same speeds, independent of the regular
service work.
The special stops were made as follows:

as though three Sin. cylinders were connected to and acting upon
the end of the main cylinder lever.
A fourth engraving shows the arrangement of the foundation
brake rigging under the milk cars with which these tests were made.
Following these leverages out from the cylinder to the brakebeam, it will be seen that the pressure upon the beam for each pound
of pressure in the brake cylinder will be for:
2.22 lbs.
Ordinary brake (Standard leverage)
3.03 "
Ordinary brake (High leverage)
6.67 "
Sauvage brake

SOUTHBOUND (LOADED TBAIN).
Emergency Stops from Full Speed.

For an equalization of the brake cylinder pressures at 55 lbs.,
the brakebeam loads were as follows:
6,137 lbs.
Ordinary brake (Standard leverage)
Ordinary brake (High leverage)
8,376
18,328 "
Sauvage brake

nor

is

163, on descending grade of 74.45
At mile-post 150 (East Branch), level.

At mile-post

Ordinary Single Cylinder
Leverage.

Method

ft.

per mile into Cadosia.

Ordinary Single Cylinder with

with Standard

1

1

1

High

Sauvage Cylinders with standard Leverage

erage.

Attaching and Cylinder Lever and Proportions Used

of

At mile-post 113, on descending grade of 59. 6C ft. per mile into Luzon.
At mile-post 102 (Mountaindale) descending grade of 64.26 ft. per mile.
Service Stops from Full Speed.
At mile-post 154 (Fish's Eddy), ascending grade 50.21 ft. per mile.
NORTHBOUND (EMPTY TRAINS).
Emergency Stops from Full Speed.
At mile-post 92, on descending grade of 52.8 ft. per mile into Summit,

ville.

in the

Sauvage Brake Tests.

At 60 lbs., this becomes for the ordinary brake with
Standard leverage
1

[igb

6,695
9,137

leverage

lbs.

"

be shown later that 55 lbs. was the maximum pressure
obtained in the Sauvage cylinders. The average weight of the loaded
It will

car

was

73,610 lbs.

These equalized pressures under emergency application therefore
show the following percentage of the weight of the car in the brakeshoe pressure.

At mile-post 150 (East Branch), level.
At mile-post 189 (Franklin) descending grade of 66 ft. per mile.
Service Stops from Full Speed.
At mile-post 135 (Rockland), level.
At mile-post 171 (Rockrift), descending grade of 6S.32 ft. per mile.
A higher leverage than that previously employed was used, and
is shown in the engraving, in which the arms of the cylinder lever
are 8% in. and 15% in. long, and which is marked "standard" lever,

Cars
brake cylinder pressure:
Empty.
Loaded
Ordinary brake (Standard leverage).... 63.18 per cent.
32.80 per cent.
86.23
15.5]
Ordinary brake (High leverage)
1SS.4V1
Sauvage brake
99.59
For 65-lb. brake cylinder pressure
Ordinary brake (Standard leverage).... 74.66
39 16
101.91
53.79
Ordinary brake (High leverage)
,

For

55-lb.

,

,

,

,

:

In the case of these tests a train pipe pressure of SO lbs.
used, which equalized in the cylinder of the caboose at 65 lbs.

base cms
BRAn£ CrLWO£R PR£SSVH£

,-.

,

>i

,

v

-Y

'

".

;,.

',

,:

—
—

T/fAlf/
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/O SeCCWD

-m/l£ fasr

/>A£SSL/#£

aa/o

D/STAMC£ M£ASUB£D BY WH££L A£YOLUT/ON

)YH££L K£VOlt/rW/VS

TM£ WT£RMLS

/O S£COND T/M£

stat/om wo/cat/ohs

Af/L£ fiOST

mT£RYALS

AHD STATtOV <*.D/CAT/OHS

/67

Specimen

of

Autographic Record

of

The high leverage is shown on the engraving, in which the
lengths of the two arms are 10 in. and 14 in., respectively; a change
that increased the pull on the rod leading to the trucks from .523
lbs. to .714 lbs. for each pound of pressure in the brake cylinder;
an increase of 36.52 per cent.
In the case of the Sauvage brake, the arms of iho main cylinder
lever are of the same length as in the standard leverage arrangement of the ordinary brake. In addition to this the Sauvage cylinder Is attached to a lever that doubles Its pull on the cylinder lever;
so that when the second cylinder Is at work the effect is the same
age.

l/A/£

IW£ Pf>£SSW>£

DISTMC£ AI£ASU1£D BY

—APCX

THAW

Brake Events

in

Sauvage Brake Tests.

the Intention to use the tame engine worked bj the
all <>r these trips; but, owing to the floods and the con
sequent disturbance of the service about the Brst of September,
another engine of the same kind and weight, but with b diffi
braking power, was used on the southbound run September 6. with
tra braking power,
a loaded, ordinary high-level
amounting to about 42 per cent, tended to lower the length of the
it w;i.s

crew during

1

stops on that day.

The caboose was not equipped with the Sauvage brake. The
result Is that the pressure registered by the cylinder of that car Is

•
t
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somewhat higher than

in

the Sauvage cylinders on the balance of

the train.

In order to determine just what allowance should be made for
a standing tout was mail.
result that the Sauvage brake
cylinders equalized al a lower pressure than the single cylinder of
the Westingh
m,
The difference in their equalizing pressure amounts to about 10 His.; that is to say. with a pressure of
his,

1

66 lbs. in the braki cylinder of thi caboosi
rain would have a pressure of 55 lbs.

the

cylinders of the

1

In addition it has been found, by means of a dynamometer
placed in the pull-rod, that the si ess actually transmitted to the
brakeshoe is considerably less than dial called for by theoretical
This loss of power Is due to the frictlonal resistconsiderations.
ance of the cylinder packing, Hie friction of the levers on their
pins and the binding of the connections.
In all, it amounts to
about 22 per cent.
It follows, then, that the actual brakeshoe retarding force is
much less than that called for by the theoretical calculations. Consequently, instead of having 188.49 per cent, of the weight of empty
and loaded cars in brakshoe pressure, it becomes 147.02 per cent,
and 77.GS per cent, respectively.
The travel of the brake cylinder pistons was kept in careful
adjustment throughout the whole course of these tests at from
5 in. to 6 in. with the ordinary brake, and from 7 in. to 7.5 in. with
the Sauvage brake.
The accompanying engravings show samples of the work transscribed from the original. One shows the time, distance and location marks when running; a second is a copy of the record of the
emergency stop made on September 8 near mile-post 164. A third
is a short section from the details of the report showing the grade
of the road, the location of the mile-posts, the points of brake application, the amount of train pipe reduction and the brake cylinder
pressures. The upper set of lines and figures refer to the work of
the Sauvage brake with a loaded train on September S, and the
lower lines to the run with a similar test and the ordinary brake
with the standard leverage August 31.
The records of the special emergency stops were as follows;
1

I

Date.

Brake.

Aug. 29. Sauvage.
Aug. 29.
Sept.
Sept.

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept

2.
2.
2.
2.
8.
8.
8.
8.
9.
9.
9.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept. li.
Sept. 11.

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Sept
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

31. 'Ordinary
31.
31.

31.'
6.|

6

?:?
7.i

Sept 7.'
Sept 10
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

10
lO.t

lO.t
10.+
12.

Sept 12.t
Sept 12.t
Sept. 12.4
Sept. 12.+

in feet

Speed

milepost.

per mile.

l.-.l

+ 1.32

per hour.
42 miles.
"
37

113
163
150
113
102
163
150
113
102
189
150
92
150
92
163
150
113
102
164
113
102
189
150
92
185
163

—59.66
—74.45

41

46
44
60
44
44

—74.45
—
59.66
—64.20
Level.

—66.00
Level.

—52.80
Level.

—52.80
—74.45

52.5

43
51
60

—
—59.66
—
64.26
—66.00

45.5
60.5
59.5

Level.

150
113
102
sr,

—74.97

1

48
48

—

—52.80
—74.97
Level.

Level.
Level.

—59.66
—64.26

"
"
"
"
"

45.5 "

42
38

Level.
59.66
- 64.26
74.45

— 74.45
—
59.66
—64.26

161
150
113
102

60

Level.

—59.66
—64.26

"

47

52

"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

.",1

55
51
62
39

"
"
"

"
50.5 "

40
57
57
42

"

"
"

"
49.5 "
46.5 "

Slop.
in sees.

17.50
22.50
50.75
:;i mi
>>9 90
33.30

I

1

/67

12.80

20 mi
24.10
28.50
20.00
19.40
31.10
22.40
30.20
77.50

31.20
51.90
45.70
46.50
40.00
31.20
28.50
43.90
42.74
62.80
18.16
51.20
38.60
50.60
62.20
37.00
39.50
41.10
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In these the ordinary brake was used with the standard lever- i*
*i<
ages on August 31, and with the high leverages on September 6, 7, Sl
10 and 12. The Sauvage brake was worked with the standard lever_ages at all times except on September 11, when it was attached to
the high leverages.
Specimen of
In the comparison of these records a certain amount of grouping

«

1

required.

The runs with the Sauvage brake on August 29, September 2
and September 8 may be compared with the high-leverage tests of
the ordinary brake on September C, 10 and 12.
The same runs of the Sauvage brake may be compared with the
standard-leverage test of the ordinary brake of August 31.
The run with the Sauvage brake of September 9 may be compared with that of the ordinary high-leverage run of September 7.
The run with the Sauvage brake, coupled to the high leverages,
of September 11, may be compared with the run of the ordinary
brake of September 7.
Taking up these tests in detail, it is seen that, grouping the
three runs of August 29, September 2 and 8, there were nine
emergency stops made from an average speed of 47.08 miles per
hour, and that the average length of stop was 1,364.0 ft.
The

v
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Tiis

1,050
S5N
687
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feet.

679

SS4

»

713

•Brakes worked with Standard leverage.
fBrakes worked with High leverage.

is

'6z

/6J

/e«

T

application

2.544
1.073
L.228
1,123
2.114

1.

>

I

'istaiice

In

1

consider the length of the step to represent the actual amount of
work done, and hat this varies with the square of the
loclty, il
will be found that there is an increase of efficlem
per cent
It
must be borne in mind, however, that in this
on the
ordinary brake was working with a leverage that results showed, as
alar service work.
will be indicated later, is Impractli
ptember 2 and 8
If now we compare the runs of August
with Ihcse of August 31, we haV(
as before, tOl the former an

run after
required to brake

Grade,

No,

average record for the tests of September C, 10 and 12 Is for speed
50.88 miles per hour and for distance 1,819.3 ft.
This shows a loss of C.27 per cent, in speed and a reduction of
we
25 per cent, in distance for the Sauvage brake.
If, however,

Time

Location
at

Vol, xi.
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Report Diagram of Speed, and
Sauvage Brake Tests.
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t
:

11

1

i

Brake Events

b

in

average speed of 47.68 miles per hour, with an average distance
of 1,3G4.6 ft. run after the application of the brakes, while for the
run of August 31 the average speed was 40.37 miles per hour and the
distance 2,221 ft. This shows an increase of speed for the Sauvage
brake of 2. 82 per cent., and a decreased average distance of 38.56
per cent.
Applying the principle of squares of velocities to this

we find that the increased efficiency of the Sauvage brake is
43.89 per cent.
This is a fairer comparison on the basis of service work than
the preceding one, in that both brakes were operated with the regular leverages that are used in service.
series,

On September 8 and August 31 the conditions of operation were
most nearly identical.
September 8 was the only trial of the
Sauvage brake in which all cars were equipped with it; the weather

April

6,
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conditions were the same, both brakes were working on the standard
leverage, and the weights of the two trains, including engine and
tender, were 961,600 lbs. for the Sauvage and 1,051,000 lbs. for the
ordinary.
Taking up the stops in detail, they were as follows:
Sauvage

,

--,

163
150
113
102

44
44
48

Ordinary
Distance

,

Speed,
Distance
miles per hr.
in ft
60
2,114

Milepost.

Speed,
miles per

hi*.

60
42
38

679
s'.is

1,050

^

in ft.

4,406
1,202
1,088
2,099

45.5

In this there was a saving of distance on the part of the Sauvage
brake in actual distance at
Milepost 163.
Milepost 150.

.

.

..

.52.98 per cent.
.43.51 per cent.

Mil. post 113.
Milepost 102.

.

.38.4.3 per cent.

..

.50.00 per cent.

.

we equate on

the basis on the squares of the velocities, the
saving of distance on the part of the Sauvage brake was at
If

Milepost 163.
Milepost 150.

..
.

.

Milepost 113.
Milepost 102.

.52.98 per cent.
.51.09 per cent.

.. .17. 4S
.

.

per cent.
.55.06 per cent.

This is an average of 49.39 per cent., with a minimum of 38.45
per cent., from which it seems safe to conclude that, at the same
speeds, the Sauvage brake will stop a loaded train in from 40 to 50
per cent, shorter distance than the ordinary. In other words, it will
require from 1.66 to 2 times as great a distance in which to stop
a train with the ordinary than it will with the Sauvage brake.
The shorter the train, the greater was the distance run. This
is quite in accord with the expected in that, with a heavier train
fully braked, the unbraked weight of the locomotive forms a smaller
percentage of the whole in a long than in a short train. In other
words, there is a greater amount of resistance in the train to effect
the engine retardation.
The air consumption in these tests was about the same in the
There was a certain varying amount of
case of the two trains.
leakage from the train pipe at all times, and this was a burden that
tended to increase the percentage of the brake using the smaller
quantity and decrease the proportional difference between the two.
The total number of brake applications in the whole series was
154 for the Sauvage and 172 for the ordinary, or an average of 39.7
for the Sauvage and 38 for the ordinary on the southbound runs
and 35 for the Sauvage and 32 for the ordinary on the northbound.
In order to ascertain approximately the air consumption on the
two types of brakes when the special and emergency stops were
eliminated and nothing but the working service conditions obtained,

two runs were made between Norwich and Middletown, 146.95 miles.
The elapsed times between terminals were 6 hrs. 14 min. 15 sec.
for the ordinary brake, and 6 hrs. 53 min. 30 sec. for the Sauvage
train. Of this 5 hrs. 13 min. 15 sec. and 5 hrs. 40 min. 51 sec. were
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that there might be trouble on account of the sliding of the wheels.
therefore, instructed to use and did use sand on
all of the special stops with the ordinary brake and high-leverage
brakes except on those of September 6, and on this day the most
serious sliding took place on a clean, dry rail; whereas no sand
at all was used on any of the stops with the Sauvage brakes. It is,
therefore, evident that the ratio of effectiveness of the Sauvage
brake in comparison with the ordinary would have been much
greater on all of the comparisons with the exception of that of
August 31, had the conditions of application of the brakeshoes to the
wheels been the same.
Even as it was, there was a serious amount of flattening according to the railroad reports as the result of these brake applications.
In all, 28 pairs of wheels were reported to have flattened with the
high-leverage ordinary brake, and but four pair when the Sauvage
brake and the high-leverage connections on the test of September 11,
and none under current conditions. Since that time no wheels have
been flattened in the regular service using the Sauvage brake.
There has been no opportunity to investigate as to the exact
reason for this, and a cause can, therefore, merely be suggested.
In the case of an ordinary brake in an emergency application
the whole of the brakeshoe pressure is put upon the wheel in the
form of a blow. With the Sauvage brake, on the other hand, the
regular cylinder takes up all of the slack and puts on a pressure
that causes the shoes to adjust themselves to the wheel. Then the
second cylinder puts on the extra pressure, which thus takes on the
form of static load instead of a blow, with the result that the effect
on the wheels is not sufficient to bind and skid them.
The conclusions to be drawn from a consideration of this work
is that the Sauvage brake is especially valuable in the case of loaded
cars, and the situation may be summed up in the statement that the
advantages possessed for the Sauvage brake are not purchased at the
expense of any modification in the present equipment that will require a change in toe method of operation or the parts in use. The
same triple valves, brake cylinders, levers and connections can be
used as in the standard equipment. If these are already in position
on the car they need not be moved, for the new cylinder can readily
be put in position beside or ahead of them, as in the case of the
milk cars that have been tested.
The advantages offered by the device are that a brakeshoe pressure proportional to the weight on the wheels can be obtained, and
this on about the same consumption of air that obtains for the
ordinary brake working on empty car-wheel loads, and that for ordinary handling the air consumption is materially less. In short, it
adds efficiency to the present brake without any additional complication and without any change in the standards of construction or
operation of that to which railroad employees have been trained.

The engineer was,

occupied in running, respectively. The pump stroke counter registered 18,701 strokes for the ordinary brake and 10,558 for the
Sauvage train. There were 54 distinct brake applications with the
Railroad Decisions in March.
former and 37 with the latter. Taking the averages of the time
and amount of train pipe reduction for the runs, they were a reducThe following decisions in railroad cases were handed down by
tion of 12.25 lbs. throughout a period of 37.64 minutes for the ordinary and a reduction of 8.73 lbs. for 24.93 minutes for the Sauvage the United States Supreme Court and the Federal courts during
brake. If these are compared on the basis of the products of these March:
Effect of discrimination clause of commerce act on railroads
two sets of figures, it will be found that the train pipe reductions
authorized to mine and sell coal. The Interstate Commerce Comwere but 47.10 per cent, of those used on the ordinary brake train.
The air consumption, with allowances for leakage, amounted to mission having construed the prohibition of the interstate commerce
11,909 strokes of the pump with the ordinary brake and 5,608 strokes act against rebates and discrimination to be inapplicable to the
with the Sauvage brake, making the latter 46.85 per cent, of the freight rates charged by interstate carriers authorized to mine and
sell coal by legislation existing at the time of the enactment of the
former.
act, and this construction having been long followed in practical
If it is assumed that the cylinder capacities of the engine, tender
and passenger car brakes are equivalent to those of five milk cars execution, will be regarded as read into the interstate commerce act
the relative capacities of the two trains would be as 15 to 14. by its re-enactment by Congress without alteration in this particular.
Dividng the strokes of the pump required for brake applications But this construction will not avail a carrier not authorized to act
by these figures and comparing, it will be found that the Sauvage in this dual capacilj ai ihe lime of the enactment of the interstate
brake required only 50.25 per cent, the amount of air per car in commerce act, and which buys coal on the market and transports
..nee nt a price- Insufficient to yield its published freight rates after
order to do the braking thai was required by t ho ordinary brake.
deducting the cost of purchase and delivery. New York. New Haven
it is, of course, unsafe to make broad generalizations from
Ingle tests, especially where there is a chance for a variation in & Hart lord Railroad Co. v. Interstate Commerce Commission, 26
the handling of the brake and the exigencies of the run; but it does Sup. Ct. Rep. 373.
Exemption from taxation. The antebellum charter of the Che
seem fair to state that a loaded train can be handled on a much
lower air consumption with the Sauvage than with the air brake raw fi Darlington attempted to confer a tax exemption privilege on
Whether this saving will range from 35 to that company. After the Hiii the authorities of south Carolina, In
as ordinarily applied.
taxation and
percent., as these particular runs would seem to indicate, rrinnins disregard of the provision, assessed the pn
attempted to collect the same. This effort was resisted and culto be proven by future use and Investigations.
regarding minated in b decision ot the Supreme Court of the- United states
One criticism may. however, be forestalled, and thai
sustaining an injunction against the levy and subsequent pniceedthe fact that the number of applications were fewer and the perlodi
i.ii- its enforcement.
This decision ustalned the validity ol
shorter.
Both of these were due to the superior action ol the
Itate
Sauvage brake, Fewer applications wore required in order to keep exemption in the charter. The suit wai participated
through Its Aii.irnei General, and the decision was accepted and re
tin. train under enninii be.Muse a higher speed was permissible on
I.,
the taxing officers of the State until the consolidation of
the grades, while ti
reater efficiency of the braki
when applied,
the Cheraw a; Darlington with the It
Coast Line terminated
the whi
reduced the period during which a brakeshoe pressure
in 1900 the Legislature passed an act authorizing
the privilege,
was required.
Mi.
before
calli d and
levy ol back taxes on this property tor the ten
There Is one final polnl to which attention
Id bi
ii.
Hie wo brakes on the wheels,
in this the effect
is (lie eir. ei
the consolidation, these to be collected from the Atlantic Coast Line.
in
bat
resulted in anothei decision, In which the finality of the
bi
rded
a
of the ordlnarj brake with the standard leven
d
i.\ n ...
llditj of the exemption la asserted.
earlier deel Ion
When tie cars were w<n i-e.i mil tie he
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this conclusion is supported most strongly by thi condui
State of South Carolina in its attitude of acquiescence in the
Gunter v. Atlantic Coast
decision for more than
.mil
t

lie

1

Line Railroad Co. 20 Su]
Texas statute requiring street railSchool children's ra
road companies to issue half-fare tickets to children is held not to
impair the obligation of contracts with cities in that State fixing
the rates which were entered into after the adoption of a constituprovision giving the Legislature control of all privileges
San Antonio Traction
it or created under its authority.
Co. v. Altgelt. 26 Sup. Ct. 261.
Conditional right-o] way deeds. A deed of right of way on the
express condition that the railroad company maintain a passenger
ion and stop certain of its trains at the station to take on
passengers, failing in which the land will revert to the grantors, will
be taken to merge a previous contract between the parties which
did not provide for the reversion, and the railroad company having
failed to perform the condition cannot in a court of equity ask to
have the deed changed to conform to the prior contract. Gray v.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Co. 140 Fed. Rep. 337.
Right-of-way contracts. A contract made by a land owner granting a railroad company "the full and free right of way of the
width of fifty feet" through his land and covenanting to execute a
deed, when required, conveying the land in fee simple, vests the
company with a right of easement only prior to the execution of the
deed, and hence a lease by the railroad company of a portion of the
land thus held will confer on the lessee no right to enter upon such land
to operate for and take away oil and
South Penn Oil Co.
gas therefrom.
140 Fed.
v. Calf Creek Oil & Gas Co.
1

i

—

1.

,

1

able one.

tional

,

1

were uttering great losses. They Interested the Ministry of Com
merce and Indu trj and on Its representations 11 is said that no
orders "ill be given to foreign works. As the Russian works are
ol limited capacity, and as the rail
id
probably need fully doubli
their usual annual requirement
It si im
to an outsider
additional
ilamit; Coi Russia, though perhaps this 1- an unavold

A Reinforced Concrete Elevated Roadway.

granted by

—

Vol. XL,.. No.

The reinforced conci.
approach to thi
over the tracks
Chicago, Rock Island k l';n Ific and the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe at Walnut avenue, Oklahoma City, Okla. T., embraces
interesting features.
The main part of the structure is on Walnut
ti

Ol

1

lie

;

It is 340 ft. in length, of which 112 ft. consists of fill between reinforced concrete retaining walls, the balance being made
up of six girder spans ut 20 tt. each, two of 25 tt. and one of 22 ft.
On Main street joining this at right angles at a point about a
third of its length from the tracks is a similar structure, having
a total length of 230 ft., consisting of 100 ft. of fill confined b>
crete retaining walls and five girder spaus of 20 ft. each. Thus it
will be seen that the combined approach forms a roughly T-shaped

street.

structure one-tenth of a mile long.

The roadway on Main
while on Walnut street a

uniform grade of
per cent.,
grade of 8 per cent, was found

street has a

maximum

Rep. 507.
Railroad construction contract.
In a contract for railroad construction a provision that "solid rock"
include "all other material
shall
which in the judgment of the engineer cannot be moved without being
blasted" will be given a reasonable
construction with reference to practical railroad construction; and, thus
construed, the term may include material having the characteristics of
solid rock, but the blasting of which
is not practical, even though it com J
without blasting. In
be removed
such a contract a penalty clause is
also to be liberally construed. Thus
a penalty of $100 a day for delay beyond the time fixed for the completion of the road was held not operative after the railroad company took
possession of the road for commercial
purposes, though the road was not
contract.
according
completed
to
Fruin-Bambrick Construction Co. v.

—

Ft.

Smith & Western Railway Co. 140

Fed. Rep. 465.

speed and failure of
e
signals at crossings. A person in
Reinforced
full
possession of his senses of
sight and hearing who deliberately
walks upon a track in front of an approaching train in broad daylight at a point where there is an unobstructed view of the track for
a quarter to a Lalf mile, is guilty of such a reckless disregard for
his own safety that there may be no recovery for his death by being
run over at the crossing, though the train is run at an unlawful
speed and without sounding the statutory signals. Gipson v. Southern Railway Co. 140 Fed. Rep. 410.

—

Foreign

Railroad

Notes.

Co. announces that it will add
a "Simplon Express" between Calais and Milan.
This train will leave Calais at 2.55 p.m., receiving passengers from
the trains leaving London at 11 a.m. It will arrive at 6 the next
morning at Lausanne, at 9.55 a.m. at Domodossola, and at 12.35
p.m. at Milan a considerable reduction of the present shortest time
between London and Milan.

The International Sleeping Car

to its limited trains

—

The waste of war has sensibly reduced the available rolling
stock of the Russian railroads, which was insufficient previously,
and the whole country is reported suffering from the inability of
the railroads to handle their traffic. Under these circumstances the
Minister of Transportation was preparing to order rolling stock
from foreign works. The Russian car and locomotive builders protested.
Owing to strikes and other disorders they claimed that they

Concrete Elevated Roadway at Oklahoma City.
necessary. At the point where the approach joins the viaduct proper
the roadway is about 23 ft. above the ground level. The Kahn
system of reinforced concrete was used throughout. The roadway
is uniformly 24 ft. in width and consists of 4 in. of asphalt pavement laid on a 6-in. concrete slab, reinforced with %-in. x lVi-in.
Kahn bars 10 in. on centers. Bars of the same section 6 ft. long
were inverted in the top of the slab over the center girders.
The roadway is carried on three lines of concrete girders 11 ft.
apart supported in turn by three rows of columns. Small transverse
stiffening beams 20 in. deep connect the girders at the columns and
act as transverse bracing.
The outside girders are 20 in. x 26 in.,
the central one is 2 in. deeper. All girders are reinforced with two
lVi in. x 3% in. and two 1 in. x 3 in. Kahn bars the full length
of the span and two 1% in. x 3% in. bars 12 ft. long.
Two 1 in. x
3 in. bars are inverted over the columns.
In addition, the middle
girder has a 1 in. round truscon bar, which is bent up over the
supports.
The columns are 20 in. square at the top and are battered onequarter of an inch in a foot on all sides. They are reinforced with
four
in. x 2 in. bars.
The railing is also of concrete 6 in. thick,
reinforced longitudinally with
in. round rods and vertically with
in. x 1% in. bars.
Projecting stiffening ribs 6 in. wide placed
at 6 ft. 6 in. center to center help to support and stiffen the rail.
Foot passengers mount the structure by means of two reinforced concrete stairways starting beneath the roadway and coming up on either side in the third panel from the viaduct proper,

%

%

%
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which

is reached hy 6-ft. sidewalks supported 011 cantilever brackets
placed at 7 ft. centers. These brackets are 10 in. wide and are reinforced with two % in. x 2 in. bars on the tension side and a
in.
x 1% in. bar on the compression side.
The sidewalk slab is 4 in.
thick reinforced with
in. x 1% in. unsheared bars.
The stairs are built with longitudinal strings and a smooth
underside.
They have a
in. x 1% in. transverse bar in each
tread.
They are built in three flights, the longer reaching from
the. roadways to a platform about 7 ft. above the ground; the shorter
runs from these platforms to a common landing beneath the roadway, from which a few steps lead to the ground. Separate posts
support the platforms.
The retaining walls have the same section as the hand rail
above the roadway. Below the street level they widen out with a
batter of 1 in. to 1 ft. on the outside and twice as much on the

Machine Shop Practice.*
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inside.

In the structure there

were used 1,200
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izo-

cu. yds. of

concrete and

{Concluded from page
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The advantages

of a motor-driven shop over a belt-driven one
so universally accepted that no argument is necessary.
All the technical magazines have had frequent articles on the special
advantages of electrically driven shops toward getting cleaner, better lighted, easier handled shops and it would be but wasting time
to repeat the arguments.
The electric motor presents the opportunity of obtaining the ciose variations in speed that are so conducive to economy, and there are many different systems which
will give, more or less accurately, the speed changes required.
Until
quite recently the multi-voltage system of control was undoubtedly
the best, but owing to the great improvement or rather specialization of motors this system may probably be replaced entirely by
the use of field controlled motors giving wide variations of speed.

are

now

-
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Reinforced Concrete Approach and Elevated Roadway Over the Tracks of the Chicago, Rock Island
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Oklahoma City.
tons of steel.
The total cost was $15,600, p. 000 of which
the asphalt paving.
This is less than the estimated cobI ol
a stnol structure With wooden Mooring and having an approach limn
Main street only. The asphalt paving was rolled with a nine-ton
steam roller and the completed structure ti sted with a 20 ton moving
:i7

for

load without deflection.
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Bourk, City Engineer, by the John OUUgan Co., of Falls City, Neb.,
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an individual motor drivi
be an economical Ini

will

with 10 per cent, speed increments
iomlng when pracpeed changes or changes

every metal
material are required, will be, in an up-to-date machine shop,
equipped with
ndlvldual motor and al practically the price
thai a group-driven
is usually claimed
of the presen
ii
system of moto
is much cheaper than the individual motor
not Ihe experience in the shops of the Lake
drlvi
iui
si
hown in an exhaustive report by the committee of the Master Mechanics' Association and published in tb lr
proceeding
n
the year 1903. An extract is given herewith.
tically

'

in

11

i

|

i

Group Driving.
1
group motors
Wiring 11 motors at sis :;n
Wiring 202% H. P. at $4.80
1

nun-shaft, line belt, pulleys, etc
Itlng

$4,550.00
jet. 30
:>72.00

0,607.00
3,881.00

$16,271.30
Hniated Cost for Individual Vrivi

$12,340.00

103 motors.
\\ it-iii—

in:;

in.

Wiring 242

\A

urns
II.

P.

at sts.:;o
at $4.80

l.s.sl.'.Mi

1.164.00

$15,388.90

may seem surprising, but it is even more favorable
The roof construcdirect-driven estimate than it appears.
tion must be appreciably heavier when it is expected to support
rountershafting than would be the case if simply required to cover
the building. Additional members must be incorporated, but this
expense we are not in a position to estimate at present. Then no
charge is made against belt-driven tools for belt shifters and the
cost of applying the belting, which for 103 tools is quite an expense." On the other hand the speaker thinks the estimate for
the individual drive is somewhat low both in capacity of motors
and cost of wiring. The whole report from which the above extract is taken is an excellent one and worthy of close inspection
"This result

to the

by anyone interested in shop equipment.
One argument often brought up against the old belt-driven shop
was the great w aste of power, and the same is brought up against
the use of individual motors as against group driving on account
of the lower efficiency of small motors, but the argument is not
worth considering when the total amount of the power consumed
is taken account of.
The cost of power is very rarely 2 per cent,
Suppose by the
of the cost of the output in shops of any size.
strictest economy 50 per cent, of the cost of power could be saved,
During the year 1904 the
yet the net saving would be only 1 per cent.
total cost for power at the Pittsburg & Lake Erie shops was slightly
over one-half of 1 per cent, of the cost of the labor and material.
Some information concerning the motor equipped shop of the
The shops
P. & L. E. R. R. at McKees Rocks may be of interest.
are compactly situated and consequently direct current could be
used to advantage; the voltage in use is 250. For machine work,
the multi-voltage system of drive is used and with excellent results.
The voltages vary by steps of 40 from 40 to 240, with intermediate and additional steps obtained by means of field resistance.
The controllers in use have 21 steps in forward motion;
giving approximately 10 per cent, increments. Individual motor
drive was carried to a much greater extent than in any shop previously put up, but experience has not shown that any mistake
was made in so doing. In the machine shop only one small group
of tools is driven from shafting.
All the others have individual
motors. The tools in the group above referred to are such tools
as drill grinders, polishers, bolt threading machines, etc.
In the
wood working shops, however, group driving is the rule; individual
motors are used only on the larger machines; in general in machines of this class no change in speed is required and therefore
group driving is entirely satisfactory.
One excel' snt feature of the electric installation is the entire
absence of exposed wiring, and yet every foot of the floor of
the big machine and erecting shop, 172 x 530 ft., is accessible. This
is accomplished by running a tunnel 3 ft. 6 in. by 4 ft. the full
length of the shop, and from it branch ducts 4 x 12 in. from side
wall to side wall every 5 ft. 6 in. These latter were made part
of the floor and were put in practically without expense. All the
wiring in these ducts was put in after the floor was put down,
loricated conduit being used.
In order to protect the machine, not the motor, the motor is
controlled' through a fused switch and also a circuit breaker. Up
to date there have been only three cases where the machine gave
way, though all the machines have had severe work. The weak
parts, chiefly gears, were replaced in these instances by heavier
material, and no further trouble is expected.
In obtaining speed
variation, in a large number of machines it is impossible to obtain
it
entirely by the motor.
Speed ranges of 50, 75 or 100 to 1 are
not at all in
such, for example, as changes given by the
old triple or quadruple geared lathes.
This is, in an electrically
driven tool taken care of by obtaining, say a 3 to 1 variation in
the motor and the necessary number of change gears, each ining the speed in proportion of. say 3% to 1. A very common method of obtaining these changes is to use sliding or rocking
gears. This the writer considers bad design; nothing but clutches
T
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should be used, for otherwise it is impossible to change from one
gear drive to another except when the machine is Idle, and then
on the heavier machinei only with difficulty, whereas with clutchi
the change can be made without stopping the machine. In the
P. & L. E. R. K. equipment this point was absolutely insisted on
despite the severe opposition of every tool maker. Magnetic clutches
for the reciprocating tools were not used, as it was considered that
the improvement in results would not be sufficient to warrant the
expense, and also the clutches at that time were in a state of
development. Better results mi> now be obtained and probably at
lower cost.
The complete list of all motors Installed numbers 83. This list
of motors shows sizes as follows:
No.

ltatlug.

1

2

Total. 11. 1\
2

6
6

3

18

4
5

24

6

TA

16

10
13

10
1

13
3
7
3

55
18
120
9
100

19

11
3

Rutlug.
15

No.

Total,

25

35
45
60

1

—

—

1

II

I*.

195
60
175
103
45
60

20

83

1,000

13

It should be noted that the rating is for full speed and voltage,
not the actual horse-power obtainable at all times and not the
horse-power required by the machines. The horse-power rating for
the variable speed machines would be only 40 to 50 per cent, of
the motor rating. The other motors around the plant would add
about 450 h.p. and the cranes about 250 h.p., bringing the total
motor rating up to about 1,700 h.p. Of the 83 motors, 75 are used
for individual drive and eight for group driving; five of these eight
being in wood-working shops; 27 are constant speed and 56 variable
speed motors. The total cost of these 83 motors was $20,275, or
an average cost of $244.50, exclusive of mounting. The same motors
could now probably be bought from 15 to 25 per cent, cheaper. The
average horse-power of these 83 motors is 12.05.
During the year 1904, the average horse-power taken by all
machine tool motors was about 200 during working hours, but all
the tools listed above were not in operation. The average power
consumption at present is about 300 h.p., or about 30 per cent,
During the year 1904.
of the horse-power rating of the motors.
the average power consumption of the machine tools was 17.3 per
cent, of the output of power house; it was 38.71 per cent, of the
total electric power; lighting was 24.9, heating motors 23.78 per
cent.
The electric power consumption of the machine tools including cranes and blast fan was subdivided as follows:

Per cent.
39.71
20.80
-'844
5.0o

Variable speed tools

Constant speed tools
Blast fans
Cranes

100.00

Total

The

cost of power for the
$2,662.66; 'this does not

total

was

cranes,

machine

tools,

including the

include the maintenance of

motors.
In addition to the shops being well equipped with motor-driven
tools, there are at present in service seven cranes from 120 ton
Three more will be added shortly.
to 7% ton capacity.
The capacity of the power house for electric work is 600 k.w.
There is
full load rating, or 750 k.w., with 25 per cent, overload.
space for one additional generator of 150 k.w. capacity.
The following few items are given concerning speeds of cutting.
These are not given as maximum and are not special tests, but are

every day practice, as previously stated.
McKees Rocks Shops.
P. d L. E. It. P. Co.
Sample Cutting Speeds.
Speed
W't removed
Machine

—

No.
10
10

description.

Lathe
"

16%
13
20
14
23
51

52
6">
<?5

!47
33

lbs.

per mln.
2.63
2.33

ft.

169

"
"

3.43

"

4.2
6.3
5.3

Wheel lathe
Wheel lathe

Boring mill

Wrought

Iron.

Steel.
Steel.

Cast

74.5
53.9
59.5

1.1

Remarks.

iron.

Steel.
Steel.
Steel.

30
29
120

18.3
2.03
0.52
0.88

Drill
Dr |n

Cast

13.2
15.5

3.2

Planer
Planer
Sharper

Material.

per min.

106
44
170
43
54

steel.

Cast iron
Brass.

60 strokes, mln

Wrought
Wrought

1 V4 -in. drill.
1%-ln. drill.

iron.
iron.

Steel.

Railroad shops are in general repair shops, so the weight of
metal removed is not at all remarkable, compared to many tests
which have been reported.
To show the excellent results obtained in the new shops the
following figures may be noted. The shops were opened in February, 1904, but were not in full operation until some months later.
conditions, so
It, of course, took some time to become used to new
that results for year 1905 would probably show a higher increase
over year 1903.
1903.

1904.
,.

145
10

04
None.

E::::::::::::::::::::::

«»ug
O.o

$210,472

$61,516

$4,800

Locomotives repaired
Locomotives built

SS

e

Increase of onlv
Credit for outside work

The

force of

men

is

now

jo

25 per cent,

...

more than during

1903,

Apiui,

6,
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but the output is very considerably greater. Formerly five to seven
locomotives were overhauled per month, now from 14 to 20. Very
much of the increase in number is due to the repairing of locomotives for other roads— Erie, Lake Shore, Pennsylvania and Union
R. R.
The new shops are considered an excellent investment despite
the heavy first cost, and it is estimated that they will have paid
for themselves, including first cost and interest, in ten years or less.

The McCord Draft Gear.
high capacity draft gear embodying an entirely new prinshown in the accompanying illustrations. It is not a friction gear, and although friction is an unavoidable element of its
The gear is designed
operation, it is in no way essential ther-eto.
on the theory that the proper way to absorb the shock of a
blow is through an elastic medium rather than by means of frictional surfaces, which at the very least require a certain amount of
power to operate, the work of which is necessarily transferred to
The printhe draft lugs and underframe and absorbed by them.

A

ciple is

Fig.

1

— McCord

Draft

Spring

Fig.

2

Gear

Showing

When Under

Position

of

Lever

3— Perspective View

Fig.

of the

McCord Draft Gear.

secured by shaping these levers so that in rocking one upon the
other the leverage is increased in practically the same way.
Reduced to practice the device is extremely simple, consisting
of two malleable iron castings forming the casing, a malleable
spring cap, two cast-steel levers, a cast-steel front follower and a
spring. The shoulders on the malleable casings take the place of
a rear follower. The entire device consists, therefore, of six castings, one spring and seven rivets.
Pig. 1 shows the position of the levers and spring of the draft
gear assembled in the yoke under no load. Fig. 2 shows the posiis

and

no Load.

— McCord

Draft Gear Showing Position of the
Parts Under a Buffing Load of 250,000 lbs.

Moving

ciple of elastic resistance to shcck

is accomplished in this gear by
simple arrangement of cam-shaped levers acting on the spring as
the drawbar moves, the leverage decreasing as the load applied in
creases.
The final result is to increase about 12 times the capacity
of the spring, the gear showing an ultimate capacity of about 250,000

lbs.

Fig.

4— The

McCord Draft Gear Before Assembling.

when solid.
The best idea

of the operation of the device is obtained by conceiving the coupler acting against the spring through a lever, and
this connection between the spring and the lever so arranged thai
as the coupler moves the spring is automatically moved out on
the lever until at the end of the coupler movement the spring has
gained an increased leverage against the coupler of about 12 to L.
In order to get the device into a more compact and practicable
form for application to cars, this single lever effect is obtained bj
means of two cam-shaped levers, and the variation oi the leverage

2
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McCord

Gear as Applied
Capacity Steel Car.

Draft

to

100,000

lbs.

Fig. 6

I

movement in inches.
Showing the Action of the McCord Draft
Gear Under Compression Test.
yoke:

Fig.

L.

20

— Diagram
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tion of the

moving parts under

a

buffing load of 250,000 lbs.

when

gear becomi
olid
Pig. 3 is a perspective view ol the draft
gear ready to slip into the yoke, and Fig.
shows all the parts
Fig. 5 is a detail of the application
of the geai befo
as: imb Ing.
Kit;. 6 exhibits the action of
car.
to a 100,000
ion test.
In this latter, special note should
the gear undei
be taken ol tb
a between the drawbar travel and resistance
to load, indicating that
ample coupler movement Is allowed, to
give adequate elasticity to the gear until the load is increased beyond ordinary service conditions and up to present maximum draw
liar pulls.
After this point is reached the resistance increases very
rapidly until the capacity of the gear is exhausted. The release
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Prof.

14.

Hutton's Resignation.

the

1

i

i

is almost vertically down to 20,000 lbs.
This same verticil
release line is obtained at all loads from about 30,000 lbs. up to
the capacity of the gear.

line

Besides the ordinary compression, tension and drop tests, in
this gear is said to have shown as good if not better results
than any other, the device has been most thoroughly tested for
over two years under the most severe service conditions. The type
shown here is suitable for standard steel sill spacing and is interchangeable with many of the high capacity gears now in use.
A special design embodying the same mechanical features, but
of 125,000 lbs. capacity, is made, which can be applied to the M. C.
B. sill and draft lug spacing for wooden cars.
The gear is made by McCord & Company, Chicago, and is called

which

the

"McCord"

draft gear.

A New Design

to

for

of Metal

Saw.

The following

from the American Machinist of April 5:
taryof thi Amei lean Soi lei ol Hi h al
cal Engineers, presented to the council at Itc meeting in January a
letter of resignation, the work connected with the conduct ol
society's business having increased to such an extent that itseem to
him Impracticable to continue to carrj the in mien along with his work
as the head of the depart n k!i oi mi-iii.i n
of Colum
iiia University.
This resignation was not accepted, but action upon
it was deferred to give opportunity for conferences with absent members of the council ami others,
n was later proposed that the services of Professor Hutton he retained tor the conduct of meetings and
for the performance of other [unctions for which he has proven his
exceptional fitness; the society employing another man to attend to
and supervise the detail work of the secretary's office and to be the
business manager; this last-mentioned man to have the title of Secretary, and Professor Hutton some such title as Honorary Secretary.
This plan was approved by the council at its meeting of March
27, and a special committee was appointed to select the new man
and to rearrange the methods of the office and its personnel, if necessary, in order to Institute the new regime.
In this way the society
may for a long time secure the benefit of Professor Hutton's special
skill, ability and experience, while at the same time the aim will be
to secure an efficient manager for the society's business and routine
work, and one who can give much more time to it than it is possible
for Professor Hutton to give.
It is generally recognized that in the
work of building up lie society his services during the 23 years
that he has been its secretary have been invaluable, and that for the
high position the society occupies to-day its members are very largely
indebted to him. Professor Hutton's letter follows;
Prof.
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[utton, Sect
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The High Duty Saw & Tool Co., Eddystone, Pa., has furnished
American Locomotive Company its latest designed machine
high duty sawing.
It is made primarily for sawing 13 in.

the

square, 0.60 carbon steel billets into convenient lengths for forging
into locomotive driving axles, but heavy irregular shaped pieces
such as forgings and castings can likewise b
handled by the machine by the temporary removal of the special appliance fitted to the
machine and shown in the illustrations foi

New York
To the Council

American Society

Jan. 29.

Mechanical Gngineei
Gentlemen: It may be known to some members ol the Council that for
several years I have had the thought in mind of resigning the Secretaryship
of the

—

of

i

JJJHk~A

handling billets.
The massive vise, with its
supplementary table for the firm holding of
the heavy axle billets, is a noticeable feature
of the tool.
The machine weighs about ten
tons.
The "Tindel" high duty saw blade with
which the machine is equipped is 48 in. in
diameter by % in. in thickness, and has 76
high-speed steel cutters spaced on alternate sides
of the blade.
The blade cuts to a depth of
16 in.
The machine is of high power, with
•*
an initial drive of 20 h.p.
The bearings of
the main driving shaft are provided with
fij
phosphor bronze bushings. The spindle is a
high carbon steel forging running in a solid
tapered phosphor bronze bushed bearing 30 in.
long. To insure rigidity the ordinary split bearing is avoided, the arbor seat being cast solid
on the carriage. The saddle carrying the spindle has a surface bearing on the bed of the
machine of 30 in. by 26 in. and is square locked
both front and back.
It is gibbed front and
back with heavy phosphor bronze taper shoes. Following the "Tindel" system of sawing, no worm gearing is used in the main drive,
the power being transmitted entirely through straight gearing.
The feed, however, is by roller friction discs transmitted through
a worm and worm wheel to a heavy screw engaging in a long
bearing bronze nut in the back of the saddle. The friction feed is
preferred as it gives a better gradation of feed than can be accomplished through gearing.
The housing and bed plate of the machine are cast in one piece
to insure rigidity.
This plan also affords opportunity for affixing
the massive vise and supplementary table by large bolts so that
the utmost rigidity of the holding appliance is obtained, it being
of prime importance in high duty sawing that there be no vibration or spring of the material in cutting.
Both vise and supplementary table are removable, leaving the bed plate of the machine
available for such shapes as steel castings, forgings. etc. It adds
much to the effectiveness of high duty sawing to lubricate and keep
the saw cutters cool.
For this purpose a plentiful supply of drilling compound is pumped in a steady, liberal stream into the kerf
by a rotary pump affixed to the machine and operated by a small
bell from the main driving shaft.
The machine is designed for a minimum feed of % in. per
minute up to a maximum of 1% in. The periphery speed of the
saw blade is in two steps, 35 ft. and 50 ft. p.m. An automatic
stop is provided so that the depth of cut can at all times be under

dI

the control of the operator.

Duty Saw & Tool

Trials of this machine at the High

Works, previous to
a cut' of 1 In. per minute on 14 in. square,
without the slightest strain on the machine.
Co.'s

its

.50

shipment, showed
carbon steel billet,

M^33&*JL#

MM

-.,-

A New Design

of

High-Duty Saw.

I was firsi
of the Society, on the completion of twenty-five years of service.
My more recent thought has been that instead of
elected in March. 1S83.
waiting for a merely sentimental period to elapse, which would have meaning
to myself alone, I might rather emphasize the more obvious culmination of
my service to the Society by withdrawing at the time when the Society shall
It will
cross the threshold of its new home in the Engineering Building.
then have been given to me to have wrought for the Society from the days of
small beginnings, when I paid my own office rent and expenses, through the
period of rented offices, and of the ownership of the modest home in Thirty
first street and up to the opening of the days of larger opportunity in the
splendid surroundings of the new enterprise.
It is wise, I am sure, that ai
the time of this external change the Society should also make the Internal
rhange Incident to securing as Its Secretary one who will and can devote his
entire time to the work and development of the Society.
It Is well known to you that I have felt that I must owe and pay my

first

allegiance to the

work of

my

professorship in Columbia University.

This being the case, the Council should be advised far enough in advance,
embarrassment may be entailed by my withdrawal.
I have
therefore thought it best to present this formal letter at the first meeting of
the year, and to ask by it that proper action may be taken looking to the
question for the future which it raises.
I ask that I may be relieved of the
duties of the Secretaryship at the end of the current society year, or at such
other time thereafter as the Council may see fit to have this resignation,
so that the least

take effect.
It would be my wish and preference that no unnecessary or premature
publicity be given to the fact of my declsjon.
I seek to avoid having anything like a "fuss" made.
(Signed) F. R. HUTTON, Secretary.

On the State Railroads of Baden only 24% per cent, of the passenger earnings were yielded by the sale of simple one-way tickets,
while 21 per cent, was due to round trip tickets, and more than 33
per cent, to mileage books.
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publish anything in this journal for pay, except
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part of the year "was marked by extremely cold weather and severe
snowstorms in January and February." These seasonable incidents
were succeeded by rain which made it bad. We learn, too, that the
"appearance of yellow fever in July" was unexpected. The habit of
disaster is an acquired taste, and by early autumn the management
records that their "unfortunate condition was supplemented by a
shortage in the cotton crop," and lightly touches on the fact that

—

"later in the year a renewal of the flood conditions hereinbefore

referred to affected your lines."
The writer of tne report slowly
recovers poise and good cheer after these lamentations, and perhaps
has read in Tennyson's Ulysses that "Though much is taken, much
abides," for the meagre figures show that, although "smitten of God
and afflicted," the company almost earned its regular dividend.
Indeed, they came so near earning it that they paid it.
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"Results of operation" and the "condensed balance sheet" failed
two pages, one leaf, of the recent Missouri Pacific report.
It is somewhat difficult to bind a single leaf in a pamphlet, and it is
uneconomical to print a form of less than four pages; but this difficulty has been overcome by a somewhat enlarged record of turbulent
Nature's dealings with this property. We are told that the early
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recorded, and paid for during many years, so that, with all facts
known, the engineer, whose office is to direct the sources of power
in Nature for the use and convenience of man, has a comparatively
easy problem to solve, if the management tells him to save money

way.

in that

The "Yoakum System" is coming
commonly spoken of as though under

more and more often
name there were as dis-

to be
this

group of railroads as those controlled by Mr. Harriman or
The growing prominence of Mr. B. F. Yoakum in the
railroad world is one of the noteworthy signs of the times, particularly in the railroad development of the Southwest. Since 1904
Mr. Yoakum, previously President, has been Chairman of the ExecuLast December,
tive Committee of the St. Louis & San Francisco.
on the rearrangement of offices due to the retirement of Mr. Leeds
from participation in Rock Island affairs, he was made Chairman
of the same Committee of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway. In these two positions he directs a combined system of some
thing over 14,000 miles of line, a group which, although not COD
tinct a

Mr. Hill.

to that section of the country, essentially belongs to Hie
There is another road in which Mr. Yoakum is a
Southwest.
not unimportant director the Colorado & Southern which, with
Worth & Denver City line, reaches from Denver south
its Fort
east into Texas as far as Fort Worth, whore it connects with both
the Itock Island and the Frisco Systems. The other important lino

fined
"I loved the garish day, and spite of fears,
Pride ruled my will
Remember not past years.'
:

But we can't

happenings
whets our appetite 'for the literature in the same company's reports
We find that in 1903 "during the months of April
in "past years."
mid May thai portion of the states of Missouri, Kansas ami Nebraska
traversed by the Missouri Pacific Railway was visited by continuous
The M. P. management must feel, with Noah, thai
bu :vy rains."
"water has tasted of sinners ever since the flood." Notice, too. thai
we are not told that these three states suffered as a whole; the
visitation fell upon "that portion traversed by the Missouri Pacific."
The inference is obvious: hostile interests, perhaps the Rock Island,
1904 the sun reappeared, only to
11
have boon praying for rain.
hide again, as we have seen, in 1905. But this abject submission
to the forces of Nature Is now a thing of the past. The management
has gone to the root of the matter, noted that these dlsastei
occurred only in the odd numbered years, and so has altered their
fiscal year to end June 30, completely disabling the arithmetic of the
elements, and, like the crew of the "Bolivar,"
doing

heli>

and

so,

this

tale

of

heroic

1

—

—

already in operation in which Mr, Yoakum is interested is the St
Louis, Brownsville & Mexico, which has trail; laid from BrOWnt
iiii,
hi the extreme southernmost polnl of Texas, north along the
Of
to within loss than 50 miles of Houston ami Galveston.
1

road

ibis

Mr.

Yoakum

is

Southern,

New

Orleans &

At

President.

which Mr. Yoakum is more or
aiming a1 Houston and (inhesion.
Of

Pacific

less

From
is

two

least

completely
east

the

alreadj

111

other roadi
control are

the

Colorado

work on a New
The new
Pacific.

a<

paralleling the Southern
Mis
have trackage rights over the v.i 00
Valley from New Orleans to Baton Rouge, to build
Southern! *7
itaton Rouge west to a point on the Kansas
>
miles of which into lte.uimont is to be used undei
after using the present line, improved, of the I'
rlghi
and
moot. Sour Lake & Western for a ShOrl distance wosl of lleaumonr
it has this
10 build over the remaining dl tance into Houston,

Orleans-Houston

company expects
'

1

i

1

>

line
to

.v

tl

i

>

<

'

1

1

.

1

Sucfaered

Bluffed

The moral,
Nature's

1

lod

11m*

Almighty's

stoi tn

eternal sea."

the Berious undertaking in this brief mention, Is thai
behavior In the Southwestern states has been observed

month sold

17,500,000 notes to obtain fundi
Hie north, the Colorado i Southern's exten

ruction,
in

the Onli

From

also InU
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Houston and Galveston as Its objective points. Bonds to the amount
have been authorized, and of this amount $17,000,000
issued and sold to finance this and other extensions. The Trinity &
Brazos Valley, a 77-mile road In Texas, has been bought, and is to be
used as part of the new line. On completion of the Fort WorthHouston line a Gulf outlet may be provided, not only for the
Colorado & Southern, but for the Rock Island and Frisco Systems
as well, each of which already runs into Fort Worth, and has
Thus all the
long looked toward Galveston with envious eyes.
railroads with which Mr. Yoakum is identified seem to be converging on the most important Gulf outlet in Texas through
Houston and Galveston. At the same time, both the Frisco and
The
the Rock Island are reaching south toward New Orleans.
Frisco already gets to this, the most Important Gulf port, by trackof $100,000,000

—

In New Orleans It shares
age rights over the Mobile & Ohio.
with the Southern Railway, ownership of the New Orleans Terminal
Company, which Is building large terminal accommodations for
these roads.
South from Little Rock, Ark., the Rock Island has
nearly completed a connection with the recently purchased Arkansas
Southern, which, with a southern extension already built, brings
These are acit Into Louisiana to within 250 miles of New Orleans.
complished facts. There is also news of other plans under the diThese include the acquiring and
rect leadership of Mr. Yoakum.
connecting up of various short local lines in Texas and the establishing of a shorter Rock Island line into Mexico. In accomplishing
the latter object the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico is to be used.
Once the Rock Island and Frisco reach Houston and Galveston,
this road, its extensions to those cities completed, would bring
them to the mouth of the Rio Grande river. Across the river from
Brownsville is Matamoras, the terminus of the Matamoras branch
(lately made standard gage) of the National Railroad of Mexico,
over which the Rock Island would have a connection to Mexico City
some 800 miles shorter than its present connection via El Paso and
the Mexican Central. If the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico should
carry out its reported plan for a line of its own across the Rio
Grande river at Brownsville and south along the east coast of
Mexico, at present unoccupied by a railroad, to Tampico, and eventually southwest to Mexico City, a large additional amount of distance would be saved. This may be far in the future, but It seems
highly probable that connection will soon be established with
Mexico by way of Brownsville. Some of these developments, no
doubt, are considerably In advance of Mr. Yoakum's present plans.
but taking into account only those which are definitely decided on. it
is no wonder that the Rock Island and Frisco Chairman is coming
to be credited with headship of a system of his own. If he is soon to
control allied railroads connecting Chicago with the Gulf, Chicago
with Colorado, Colorado with Galveston and Galveston with New
Orleans, together with a new short line Into Mexico and a more
extensive system of intermediate feeders and connecting lines even
than at present included in his two largest railroads, the "Yoakum
system," will be a very definite reality.

THE PATERNITY OF STRIKES.

Vol. XL., No. 16.

The

control of corporations by either the national government or by
the states is complete. It needs simply to be rationally enforced, but
not enforced in a way to harass or destroy the usefulness of these
corporations. The public lends a quick ear of sympathy to oppressed
employees, and when such oppressions are presented at court or to
legislative bodies, or even in the newspapers, the

quickly, and probably

more

quickly, than

it

remedy comes as

does to employers

when

they are treated with like Injustice.

The commission supplemented its decision in declining to make
an award "which would compel an agreement by the operators with
the United Mine Workers of America" by a considerable discourse,
making it clear that here a principle was involved; and the commission made its awards on the several questions at issue between
the several operators and "their respective employees, whether the
latter belonged to a union or not."
Award No. 11 is as follows:
That no person shall be refused employment, or lu any way dlsorlml
aated against, <m account of membership or nun membership In any labor organization
and that then; shall be no discrimination against, or
interference with, any employee who Is not a member of any labor
organization by members <>f such organization."
;

The arrogance of the
Mine Workers

leaders,

who

are primarily agitators, of

shown by their quick departure in the beginning of the present negotiation, not simply from
the rules of procedure and methods of conciliation provided by the
commission, bul Horn the principles made clear in the above quotations.
They demand not simply a recognition of their union as a
party to the contract, but also demand that the employers of labor
in the anthracite coal region shall arbitrarily deduct from the wages
of employees the amount of the dues of each individual as a member
of the union and pay the gross sum over to the treasurer of the
union. It is as if one nation in hostile relations with another nation
should be compelled in intervals of peace to aid in placing the bonds
to secure the money to pay the costs of the other nation's warlike
the United

of

America

is

preparations.

Looking back over the record of many employer and employee
and especially the strike of 1902 in the anthracite region,
it seems difficult to come to any other conclusion than that the
interference by the President of the United States was harmful.
This is a republic a government by the people. Tyranny is abhorThis is the United States
rent. Paternal government is distasteful.
of America; it is not Russia. We have no "White Czar." We must
learn, and we are learning, to govern ourselves to settle our own
individual disputes either privately or in the courts of law. That
habit of mind which leads individuals or associations of individuals
to go beyond the law is like Bret Harte's men in pursuit of some
murder suspects. One of them says: "We have no warrant." The
leader says: "We have five good men, and don't need no damn
warrant." It is also shown in another less crude but, as we believe,
more dangerous form in overlooking the municipalities and the
courts and appealing directly to the President of the United States

struggles,

—

—

for interference in the constituted order.

unmanly and

It

is

dangerous, weak,

infantile.

ELECTRIC SYSTEMS FOR HEAVY RAILROAD SERVICE.

A

short story of the anthracite coal strike of 1902 Is told in another column by Dr. Warne, who watched and studied closely its
incidents as they occurred at the time. It is printed now "lest we
forget" what then occurred, and the basic principles which were
violated both in the beginning of the strike and in the interference,
to the appointment of the commission.
In this land of liberty every man should conduct his business lawIt is axiomatic
fully, and he Is entitled to the protection of the law.

improper in form, which led

inseparable from violence and lawlessness. It should
a strike is a lawful undertaking: but ignorant human
nature is such that until that time when the public recognizes the
necessity for the immediate protection of property and life when a

that a strike

not be

is

so, for

great strike

is

ordered, there

is

certain to follow a period of killing,

wounding, boycotting and destruction.
The report of the Anthracite Coal Strike Commission clearly shows
and the data in its appendices confirm the fact that if the authorities
of the State of Pennsylvania had simply enforced existing laws
and had taken the necessary precautions at the beginning of the
strike, when violence was inevitable, that a result better and more
enduring, alike for the men, the operators and the public, would
have been secured. It is easy to say that employees are at the
mercy of their employers, but it is quite equally true that the employers are at the mercy of their employees sustained, supported
and protected by all lawful means, as workmen nearly always are,
by the communities, by the state and by the national government.

—

The letter in another column from Mr. Wilgus is one of several
reasons for returning to this subject, which was editorially discussed
two weeks ago. We then simply undertook to summarize the more
important arguments and facts contained in the long papers presented before the New York Railroad Club, so as to make them available by non-technical railroad officers. This necessarily resulted in
calling attention to apparently conflicting statements, but it should
be borne in mind that Mr. Wilgus was induced to contribute to the
discussion by the highest motives that of giving to railroad officers
a summary of the results of his long study for a safe and reliable
electric traction system under the governing conditions existing

—

on his own road.
In substituting electric for steam traction on a busy line it
would be reckless to use other than "well-tried apparatus that has
Mr. Wilgus' protected,
passed beyond the experimental stage."
under-contact, conductor rail "has been in actual use near Schenectady, both experimentally and otherwise, for nearly a year under
the most severe conditions in temperature changes, snow and sleet
storms, and actual operation of both steam and electric equipment."
Its successful operation in a sleet storm is described in another column. If, in its severe trial, all kinds of. equipment which is to be used
have passed safely over this experimental installation, then it may
fairly be said that the under-contact conductor has passed beyond
We do not mean to
the experimental stage and is "well tried."

Ar-Rii. 13,

question

it,
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if

in

this year of trial of this conductor rail all the

working conditions of a great railroad, including a position of safe
clearance, were met.
It was not accepted by the engineers of the
other Eastern roads who were called in conference during the past
year to try to standardize the position of conductor rails, but we
understood at the time that among the objections were novelty,
height and consequent reduction of clearance, and the mechanical
difficulties of under contact, which have been overcome.
This seems to be the proper place to say that the editorial reNo "holoferred to contained one inexcusably careless sentence.
caust" has been reported to have been caused by a derailment and
contact of the car body with the conductor rail; and yet no one will
deny that the conditions are ripe for it. The sentence should have
been a more careful reference to the train burnings caused by shortcircuiting in the Mersey tunnel in December, 1902, in the Paris
Metropolitan, August, 1903, and in the New York subway in March,
1905.
The causes are alike, and the result is the same as may be
expected to come from a wreck driven over a conductor rail.
Of losses of life, due to the conductor rail, by employees and
trespassers no record is available in this country. In England, on
the small number of electrified miles of the Northeastern and the
Lancashire & Yorkshire railways, these were, in 1904, seven killed
and eight injured trespassers, and one killed and twelve injured
employees and "persons on business." This total of about one man
for each two miles of road per year occurred on lines much more
Nevercarefully hedged and patrolled than are American roads.
theless, we should not exaggerate this danger, for these losses should
decrease year by year, and also have a recompense of less trespassing with its attendant dangers.
Through bridges for trains or overhead trusses for signals or
single-phase current wires have a degree of danger, and Mr. Wilgus
gives some facts. On four-track roads the signal trusses and enough
additional trusses to make intervals of 300 ft. are to carry the a.c.
wires, and by so much increase the number of supporting columns

by derailed trains. On double-track lines, with the same
columns to be hit, but without overhead trusses, losses
and delays by these unusual accidents would presumably be less
serious. In yards it has commonly been assumed that overhead construction for the d.c. system is necessary. It has not yet, we believe,
been fully worked out, but a certain amount of this overhead work
will apparently be needed in complicated yards where electric locomotives are used, although not necessary with multiple unit trains
There are surely more derailments in yards than on equal
only.
to be hit

number

of

—

mileage of main line, so that this necessity if it proves to be a
necessity for overhead trusses for the d.c. system in the yards- tends
by so much to even up the comparative dangers. It is worth while
to refer again to the record, published in the Railroad Gazette, for
May 12, 1905, page 475, of safe high-speed trolley schedules. The
conditions vary somewhat from those which will prevail on electri-

—

steam roads; nevertheless, the record is indicative.
considerable study has been made in England and data obtained which indicate that the quantity of coal needed for a unit
of transportation work is quite nearly alike for the steam locomotive
and for either of the electric systems under consideration, under
Power-house coal costs less per ton
certain assumed conditions.
than locomotive coal.
The sum of it is that the killing power of the electric current
adds something to the dangers of heavy and high speed traction,
although there should be some offset to this because of the elimination of smoke from yards and tunnels, but the theorists do not agree
on the comparative dangers of the two electric systems; and, further, electric traction eliminates some of the dangers and most of
the nuisances of the steam locomotive; but, still further, the steam
locomotive will, as far as we can see in the future, be the more
economical where the bulk of the transportation is done within a
few hours of each day.
fied

A

THE UNJUST SENIORITY RULE.
Mr. Buehrlng'S ideas are printed in (his issue, not with the
may accept them preserlptively, but because

notion that any officer

they are suggestive.

Nothing
seniority

is

rule.

more obvious than the frequent injustice of the
Not only does the service suffer from Inefficient

nun, and from the discouraging effect of the rule on bright unit
energetic men whom it keeps down; the Benlor man iiimself often
secures less ultimate happiness than if ho had Known enough t"
stay on the level for which he was fitted. Superintendents see the
absurdity of promoting an inferior man of long service Instead of

371

the best man with a shorter time of service, and some have the
courage to choose by merit, with the occasional result of being
charged with favoritism. Mr. Buehring thinks that the reason for
this apparent favoritism can be formulated and recorded, and, if
uecessary, promulgated.
He proposes a record of merits. The bane of our disciplinary
records is that they deal so largely in demerits in emphasizing what
is wrong.
We dogmatize to each other about the need of turning
the matter around the other way and emphasizing good conduct
instead of bad, but we don't make much headway in actually turning it. Every road's rules for the Brown system provide for marking merits for heroism and other unusual things, but they are
unusual and have little effect on everyday practice. We must find
some way to commend men oftener if we are to expect the practice
to work any general benefit to the service.
Mr. Buehring himself
seems to be afraid of the idea, and he gives the reader little help
in applying it. Those roads which write an employee a letter at the
end of a year telling him that his 12 months' undisturbed record has
effaced a previous record of demerits, go part way in solving the
problem, and we hear nothing but praise of that system; but more
is needed.
Commendatory letters to men who have no sins to be

—

washed away are good.
Mr. Buehring desires to have merits so recorded that they can
be measured, and different men's records compared. In spite of its
difficulties, this seems worth trying.
We already weigh and compare men in our minds, and may perhaps do it better and more
defensibly from the pages of a book. The objection to commending

men

for known merit is (1) fear that we may afterward overlook a
merit or demerit, and so leave an unjust record on the book, or (2)
that when we are obliged subsequently to censure we shall give the
impression that the commendation has been revoked. But the remedy
for this is simple if we apply Sir George Findlay's prescription for
all troubles between employer and employee:
"Have a good understanding."
Talk with the aggrieved, and get an understanding.
This takes time, but it is the rational way, and no one has devised
for the railroad service any better way. The bigness of the railroads
is a chief reason why discipline is less satisfactory than it was in
the day of smaller things, when the real commanding officer was
more nearly in touch with the men. Let us admit with equal frankness the corollary of this, that the superintendent is bound (1) to
get from his manager the limit of authority of, say, 30 years ago,
and (2) to keep in touch with his men. The first part of this requirement implies a campaign; but may not the employees on a
big road rightfully expect their 5, 10 or 20 division superintendents
to be men of large size, and expect them to co-operate with each other
in magnifying the importance of their offices until tne general management takes the action necessary to convert them individually into
vital connecting links between the owners and the workmen?
And
the second part, if you have a large number of men, means that you
must have two or three high-grade assistants men nearly as competent as yourself. It is a long campaign that Mr. Buehring's sug-

—

gestions call for, and better salaries.
it would be a fine thing to know your men so well,
them by your counsel, and to so hold their confidence
that you could have the courage to promote B, a 90 per cent, man,
instead of A, a 75 per cent, man, even when A is three years ahead
on the list, we must admit the difficulties. Mr. Buehring stipulates
that each man's record must be fairly kept, and no tyrannous superintendent allowed to do any injustice. The scheme outlined cannot

But though

to so enlighten

be carried out in a day. For the present the tyrannical superintendent must keep his own "fair" records. Again, even the superintendent who is not a tyrant must exercise his own fallible judgment;
can he ever make the records of 50 or 100 men such that they will
stand scrutiny? If credits are given for efficient service as a passen-

ger conductor or brakeman or ticket seller, men who are born polite
will quickly knock out seniority.
They will easily put themselves
five years ahead of other men who are efficient except In suavity.
Mr. Buehring assumes that all the men will measure up to a reasonable standard of courtesy. But It is not safe to so assume. There
is no satisfactory standard of courtesy except the highest
Healing with a crew as a unit Is also bothersome
The conductor

ami engiiieinan who run together but
oilier eannot easih lie changed around

.arli

III,

1!

To

to

veil with
run with more COn-

men
praise a man only when you can praise him wholly, and
implied bond never afterward to censure him, Is like

under an

To put iii writing those
waiting to semi dowers to iiis funeral.
things which, we have become accu tomed to note and forget will at
After making an elabfirst be difficult, and will often seem absurd.
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Inning the next IB years the capl
was actually reduced, being in 1885,
In 1893 the figure
$72,735; in 1890, $66,447, and in 1895, $65,810.
was $70,830, but this apparent increase was offset by the fact that
refunding had lowered interest rates on bonds. At present the
Freight traffic managers had long held that they could not formulate capitalization amounts to $50,000,000 stock (of which $533,500 Is
the reasons for raising or lowering freight rates; but Interstate guaranteed 10 per cent, stock), and $101,324,000 bonds. The boi
Commissioner Prouty, working at $G25 a month, quickly showed are gold mortgage 3% per cents, and gold 4 per cents. each a $50,them how to classify thoughts and philosophize concerning reasons, 000,000 issue and $1,324,000 in bonds of other roads assumed by
even when dealing with such small matters as rates on shoe-blacking the company, $924,000 of which, in Detroit, Monroe & Toledo 7 per
ipparatus n.o.s., and leather scraps k.d. Commis- cents., mature on August 1st. The company's present capitalizadaubers c.l., X
tion, then, per mile of main track is $32,895 stock and $66,660 bonds,
has
set
a good example to superintendents.
sioner Prouty
a total of $99,555 per mile. There could hardly be a more striking
way of showing how low this capitalization is for a splendid railroad like the Lake Shore with its 312 miles of second track, 129
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
miles of third track and 73 miles of fourth track, than by menThe Lake Shore & Michigan Southern is an example of an ex- tioning the fact that the New York, Chicago & St. Louis, its weak
ceedingly well situated and prosperous railroad which is controlled brother, with its total of 6.24 miles of second track, is capitalized
per
by another company and, owing to this control, is enabled to regu- at $60,640 stock and $38,490 bonds per mile, a total of $99,130
less than the capitalization of the Lake
larly spend very large sums out of earnings for the improvement mile; only $425 a mile
Shore & Michigan Southern.
It was in 1898 that the New York Central's purchase
of the road.
The Lake Shore is the great Vanderbilt holding company.
of majority control was made and all but a little over four of the
During the year its holdings of the $3,6,300,000 outstanding stock
fifty millions stock exchanged for twice its face value in 3% per
Stockholders who of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis (Big Four)
cent, collateral bonds of the New York Central.
held aloof from this arrangement, although they have received only were increased from $11,224,000 to $18,752,700, and the remaining
$127,400 Indiana, Illinois & Iowa stock was acquired, making the
a small proportion of the actual earnings on the stock since that
time, have fared better than those who made the exchange, for hold- Lake Shore owner of the total issue of this road. One-half the
capital stock of the Indiana Harbor Railroad, a connecting line
ers of the convertible bonds are getting 7 per cent, on the amount
list, report or estimate, 11 may sometimes be necessary to throw
ase in hand by rule of thumb
the whole record aside and dei
that is, on grounds which yon do not formulate, much less divulge.
ao justification for giving up.
But a little trouble of this kirn

orate

capital stock

tallzation

and funded

per mile of

debt.

line

—

—

—

Lake Shore

&

Michigan Southern.

of their old stock, while 8 per cent, is now being paid on Lake
Shore stock. As against this rate of 8 per cent., which is paid both
on the $45,289,200 stock held by the New York Central, and the
$4,177,300 still in the hands of the public, earnings for the year
ended Dec. 31, 1905, were equal to more than 23 per cent, on the
Here, to a certain extent, is an exentire issue of $49,466,500.
ample of the freezing out" process by the company which owns
majority control; but, on the other hand, the fact that so large
a proportion of the stockholders were willing to make the exchange
'

in 1898 shows that this increased value came as unexpectedly as
the rest of the fortune-making rises in value of standard railroad
stocks during the last decade.
The difference between the 8 per cent, paid and the much larger
rates earned in recent years has either been expended on the road
itself or used to increase the Lake Shore's holdings of other comIncluded in expenses of operation in the report
panies' securities.
for 1905 are two items, one of $3,743,020 for new construction (addition betterments) and the other of $3,360,773 for additions to equipment—a total of $7,103,793 spent out of income for returns properly
chargeable to capital. This was in addition to such liberal regular
maintenance expenses as $2,875 a mile for maintenance of way, and
for equipment repairs and renewals, $2,270 per locomotive, $1,006
per passenger car, and $74 per freight car. Adding together the
construction expenditures for addition betterments, which amounted
to $2,463 per mile, and the maintenance of way expenses, total expenditures on the line, out of income, amounted to $5,338 for each

mile of main track, a very remarkable figure for any railroad.
These habitual expenditures out of income have naturally resulted in keeping down the capitalization of the company. As long
ago as i*7!i the m.ni was capitalized at $74,289 per mile, including

recently completed south from the lake shore near Chicago to Danville, 111., this year for the first time appears in the list of securities
owned. It was announced last week that these two companies, the
I., I. & I. and the Indiana Harbor, are to be merged under the title
Besides these purchases, the
of the Chicago, Indiana & Southern.
Lake Shore increased its holdings of securities of various other

subsidiary companies.
Naturally, from its position as the most important Vanderbilt
line west of Buffalo, results for the past year shared conspicuously
In 1902 $30,000,000
in the general prosperity in trunk line territory.
and a year ago $35,000,000 were record figures for gross earnings.
This year there were gross earnings of $38,600,000, an increase of
more than $3,400,000 over 1904. Of this increase, $2,800,000 was contributed by the freight earnings, largely due to the unusually heavy
westbound movement of merchandise and by a total increase of
4,152,736 tons in "products of mines" tonnage, principally in ores.
Regular expenses of operation increased $2,600,000, and addition betterments $1,546,500 more; a total of over $4,000,000 increase in
expenses of operation. The larger amounts spent on addition betterments make the nominal net earnings a decrease of $700,000 from
In reality net earnings showed an increase of
the preceding year.
over $800,000. Fixed charges increased $230,000, due to the sale
of additional gold bonds during the year and to increased payments
on account of leased lines; but income from investments covered
After all paythis three times over, with an increase of $947,693.
ments, including dividends, there was' a surplus for the year of
$510,600. from which $279,700 was written off to cover sundry uncollectable charges, discounts on bonds sold, etc., leaving a balance
of $230,900 to be added to the profit and loss balance of the previous
year,

raising

it

to $17,118,973.

In

reality

the resultant figures of

1
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the income account are purely arbitrary, as they depend entirely
upon the amounts spent for addition betterments, etc. outlays
which no ordinary railroad would include in its income showing.
Passenger earnings were $7,675,938, an increase of $436,042 over
1904.
This does not include mail and express earnings, which
amounted to $3,317,864, an increase of $120,643 over the previous
year.
The sum of passenger, mail and express earnings was $10,993,802, or $7,231 per mile, $10 per mile more than the sum of all
earnings on such a road as the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul last
year.
The size of the mail and express business shows clearly
enough the importance of the Lake Shore as a link in the country's
transportation system, and the extent to which fast mail and express
are routed over this line. There were 6,545,616 passengers carried
and 369,901,000 carried one mile. This is an increase of 21,503,851
passenger miles over the preceding year. The average passenger
was carried 56
miles and the average train carried 53 passengers.
There were 35,181,074 tons of freight carried, an increase of
6,126,779 tons.
The ton miles were 5,382,839,643, an increase of 562,527,979, which is certainly a striking figure of gain.
The ton-mile
rate was 0.520 cent, a decrease of 0.002 cent from the preceding
year.
Earnings per freight train mile were $3.22 and per mile
of road $17,752, an increase of $1,116 in freight earnings per mile
of road.
The passenger density was 243,300 passengers one mile
per mile of road and the freight density 3,540,527 tons one mile per
mile of road.
Of the total of 32,314,514 tons of revenue freight carried, the
largest single items are:
Grain, 1,SS6,214 tons; live stock, dressed
meat and other packing house products, 748,593 tons; anthracite coal,

—

%

1,217,820; bituminous coal, 6,970,313; coke, 1,034,859; ores, 4,919,489;
stone, sand, etc., 4,795,173; bar and sheet metal, 1,129,709; other

manufactures, 1,982,931, and miscellaneous, 1,279,961 tons. The combined tonnage of manufactures and miscellaneous commodities was
8,098,G92 tons. In view of this substantial proportion of high-grade
tonnage (25 per cent.), it is very remarkable to find so large a
train load as the Lake Shore is able to show.
For the past year
the revenue train load was 620 tons and, including company freight,
654 tons, the former an increase of 31 and the latter of 37 tons
over the previous year. This showing is highly significant when
we consider that out of a total of 1,520 miles, 980 miles are not
main line, and that the past year's increase has been accomplished
along with a largely increased movement of high grade freight.
The gains in earnings were reflected in increased maintenance
expenditures. Maintenance of way cost $2,875 a mile against $2,159
in 1904, an increase of $716 a mile.
Repairs of locomotives per locomotive were $2,270, an increase of $116 over 1904. Repairs or passenger cars ($1,006) increased $191 over 1904. Repairs of freight
cars is the only item which shows a decrease, being $74 per car
against $76 in 1904. The expenditure of $3,360,000 for additions to
equipment appearing in income account was independent of charges
to maintenance for renewals, on which there was spent $396,954 for
locomotives and $845,689 for freight cars. Figures for renewals
are included in the item "repairs" used in obtaining the unit charges

maintenance of equipment.
During the present year the four-tracking of the road is being
continued and further extensive improvements made, the eventual
plan being undoubtedly to have a four-tracked road from Buffalo to
Chicago. The splendid condition of the road and the efficiency of

Mountain & Southern; the rest of the space being taken up with
a summary of the physical conditions that worked against the road,
which included floods, yellow fever and a shortage of the cotton
crop, a paragraph devoted to the new Thebes bridge, and the announcement of a change in the fiscal year, which is in future to
end on June 30 instead of on December 31. This does not explain
why the company did not do as other companies in the same situation have done; that is, issue in the spring a full annual report
covering the whole year ended December 31, and later an equally
detailed report for the six months ended June 30.
It is hard to
explain the policy in thus withholding from the shareholders, for
six months' information which is of vital interest to them and
which, of course, is in the hands of the management. Further,
if the announcement is to be taken literally, stockholders will never
get detailed figures for the six months ended June 30, 1905, since
the President says:
"Hereafter the annual reports of the company
for distribution to the stockholders will cover fiscal years ending
June

30."

The regular annual reports

of the Missouri Pacific, although
bulky documents, are considerably open to criticism because of their
involved character and particularly because operating expenses are
not listed under the customary headings so that results are not susceptible of comparison with other railroads.
In this case, such
detailed criticism is impossible on account of the meagreness of the
information vouchsafed in the recently issued statement. Operating expenses here are not even shown under any separate accounts
whatever. Considering the report merely as the barest sort of a
summary of totals, it seems worth mentioning that on its face the
statements for the two half years show a total surplus after dividends of $1,927,22S, whereas in reality the road failed by $18,207
to earn the 5 per cent, paid during the year on its capital stock.
In other words, in the account as shown there was charged against
the year's income only $1,945,435 instead of double that sum, or
$3,890,870, the actual annual dividend requirement at the 5 per
cent. rate.

By adding together the figures
we are able, with the 1904

given for the two six-month
report at hand, to make the
following comparison, which sums up all the information concerning the operation of the company which the recent statement gives:
periods,

1901.

Mileage operated
Gross earnings
Operating expenses

1905.
6,237
$42,518,272
30,177.727

6.234
$43,693,617
30,406,041

Net earnings
Taxes

$12,340,545
1,123,256

$13,287,576
1,298.771

Net operating income ....
Sundry charges

$11,217,289
1,100,907

$11,988,805
1,282,337

Other Income

$10,116,382
2,439,376

$10,706,46S
2,937,274

$12,555,758
8,683,09ti

$13,643,742
7.71S.10S

$3,872,662
1,945,435

$5,925,634
3,890,868

$1,927,228

$2,084,766

fixed charges aud rentals....

1

for

operation as illustrated in the train load figures are exceptional,
especially in view of the fact that they have been accomplished
with such low capitalization. The Lake Shore as it stands to-day
is a wonderfully valuable and efficient property and forms one of the
chief assets of the New York Central system of railroads.
The principal statistics of operation follow:
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Surplus*
Mvidends

Surplus
•Applicable to dividends.

NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

its

1905
Mileage worked
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Express earnings
Mall earnings
Cross earnings
Mainl. way and structures
Malnt. of 'equipment
Conducting transportation
Operating expenses
Addition betterments
Total expenses
Net earnings
Gross Income
Net Income

1

,520

$26,980,655
7,675,938
1,082,058
2,285,807
:;s,(!uo.sl(i

4,869,542
4,044,965
14,292,416
24,227,715
7.in::.7iH

1904.
1,454
$24,185,29
7. 23!), SHii

920,646
2,276.575
35,101,058

21,627,046
5,557,281
27,184,28]

7,269,802
10,787,965
1,467,965

10.547. 742

litrhiins

University.

By Carl C, Thomas, Professor Marine Engineering, Cornell
Published by John Wiley & Sons. 281 pages.

i

3,281,903
4,840,250
18,482,788

3l.:t:tl.5iis

Steam

This volume gives in logical order the fundamental principles of
steam-turbine design. It discusses the action of steam or turbine
buckets, the thermodynamic principles involved in the flow of steam,
and the effect upon velocity of friction resistance. It Includes graphical representations of work done in heat transformation, calculations of velocity and weight of flow, an account of experiments on
the How of steam and excellent descriptions of the impulse turbine.
and of the impulse and reaction turbine. The Curtiss turbine is
shown as a type of the first and the Parsons of the second
The last chapters describe various other types of turbines, then
operation, and their application to various work.
The texf through
out is clearly written and the illustrations excellent. The mathe
matical work Is nowhere obtrusive and the significance of all bn
puitaiil equal ions is enforced by means of well chosen numerical
A feature of the book also is lie ana\ oi e\perlIllustrations.
mental data drawn from naanj sources, While the volume is evl
dently planned for class-room Instruction, It will go far in satisfying ail who are Interested In the problems of the turbine,
II
readable, even for the layman, and yel
sufficiently complete to
ei ire well the purposes of
be dei Ignei

7. 070.772

4,457,742

I

Missouri Pacific.
If has boon generally known
hat the Missouri I'acilio was unfortunate during lie past year and Stockholders have consequent l>
awaited with interest a full detailed report covering the fiscal and
calendar year 1905. Instead of such an informing document, the
company has recently issued a four page pamphlet, Which contains
separate statements tor the two six -nionlli periods in Urn year. These
show only the totals of gross earnings, operating expen
ael
earnings, other income, fixed charges, sundry charges, dividends
and surplus, No corresponding figures for the previous year are
given, which makes comparisons Inconvenient There are condensed
balance sheets nf the Missouri 1'arlflc and Of the St. Louis. Irnn
I

t

i

.

I

i

TRADE CATALOGUES.
Electric Traveling Cranes,
a
logue bearing tin- title 'Outdoor
Niles H.'inent I'omi Co. New York
of various types are shown In actual
Bve Ions to iO Ions. Anion
installed in the storage yard of the
<

i

Illustrated

19-page cats
being distributed by the
liluBtrs
lectrlc cranes
use. ranglni
Ities trom

well

-pan,

American

Cm

10 ton

ei.un

A Foundry Oo

A
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Mich; a 61-ft. span, 40-ton crane in Uie freight yards of
the New York Central at Buffalo
a eight-ton, 32-ft. radius.
three-motor electric pillar jib
tor the Continuous Hail Joinl
Company's Troj \\
at Detroit,

.

Graphite Paint.

— The

Detroit Graphite Manufacturing

Company,

bed a neal little pamphlet on "The Best
Way to Prevent Rust." The chemical action resulting in the formation of rust.
ed in a popular manner and cases are cited
showing lis disastrous effects on insufficiently protected steel or iron
structures.
The pamphlet is illustrated with half-tones of buildings
and bridges painted with Superior graphite paint, made by this company.
Detroit,

Mich.,

hat

publi

I

Coul Handling Machinery.—The C. W. Hunt Company, New
York, is distributing a GO-page catalogue of their coal handling machinery. The company installs complete plants and this catalogue
gives descriptions of towers, booms, elevators, steam shovels and
hoisting engines, as well as narrow gage railroads for piers and
shops.
It also describes conveyors, chutes and various minor sup
plies.
It is well illustrated with drawings and half-tones.

Sprinkling Car.—The Brill Centrifugal Sprinkling Car is described in a pamphlet published by the J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Instead of applying pressure inside the water tank.
a centrifugal pump, driven by a 500-volt, direct-connected motor,
expels the water through the sprinkling heads, of which there are
four.
The apparatus is simple and will sprinkle the road for 50 ft.
on each side of the track.

Panel-Back Seals— A little pamphlet entitled "Prejudice and
Railway Car Seating" illustrates and describes the adthe panel-back or "fit-the-back" feature of the Richards
Co., Chicago.
Parlor car chairs, reclining chairs, office
room chairs are shown; also a new design of double
seat for day coaches, first used on the new "Alton Limited."

Progress in
vantages of
Chair-Panel
and dining

—

Coaling Stations, Cinder and Sand Bi?is and Water Tanks.
circular just issued by Roberts & Schaefer Co., Chicago, shows half,
tone views of locomotive coaling stations built by this company;
also reinforced concrete cinder bins, sand bins and water tanks.

Cement Making.

—

The Allis-Chalmers Company's, Milwaukee,
catalogue No. 129 is devoted to cement making machinery.
Both the dry and wet processes are described and the rock-crushers,
mills, rotary kilns and other apparatus used are illustrated.
Wis.,

wise, for nearly a year

under the most severe conditions in tew
perature changes, snow and sleet storms, ami actual operation or
both steam and electric equipment.
I hope that you will
corroborate
this statement.
As to the third rail having dangers that have been proven by
many ghastly catastrophies, I must confess that I am in ignorance
iii
this point,
it is true that I know of a few fatal accidents on,
for instance, the Manhattan Elevated Railroad due to carelessness
Of workmen around an unprotected third rail, but on the other
hand I know of equally fatal accidents, not to workmen but to
the innocent public on, for instance, the Indianapolis alternating
current overhead construction. There has been much said about
the "dangerous third rail," but I have been unable to find any instances in this country of accidents, even with the usual unprotected
or partially protected types, except to workmen or trespassers. The
N Y. C. & H. R. R. R. type is expected to guard against even acciof that kind.
I
am very anxious not to take any attitude as a partisan in
favor of either the third rail or the overhead construction, hut
feel that so much has been printed about third rail that from my
standpoint seems to he unfair as compared with overhead construe
tion, that it should be made plain by those who are obliged to use
both that after all the third rail is not as bad as it has been represented, and that later developments have shown that it may be
protected so as to be almost innocuous.
As to knocking down overhead construction, I feel that this
is not a mere theory.
In my personal experience on western lines
know of at least five through pin-connected bridges that were
knocked down on one railroad, and I have known of two instances
on the lines of this company withiu the past few years where derailed trains have collided with through trusses, and we have also
had several signal bridges knocked down, including a signal tower.
With overhead trusses having supports every 300 ft. on a fourtrack railroad it seems to me that the chances are multiplied for
serious results from derailments knocking down these supports so
as to affect not only the track upon which the derailment occurs,
but all four tracks, and that this danger is still further magnified
by the carrying of extremely high voltages directly over the moving
equipment. Yr ou may perhaps have noticed recently in the press
that we are having difficulty with the Department of Water Supply,
Gas and Electricity to secure the rights to string aerial transmission lines carrying 11,000 volts within the city limits in the upper
part of the Borough of the Bronx, entirely upon our own private
right-of-way and upon steel poles with concrete bases on the side
of the tracks and not over them.
w. J. wilgus,
Vice-President, N. Y. C. & n. R. R. R.
1
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Per Diem 25 Cents.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Electric Systems for

Heavy Railroad

Vol. XL., No. 15.

Service.

To the Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
Upon my return from a trip over the

line I have just glanced
over the issue of the Railroad Gazette of March 30 and note with
some concern your editorial on "Electric Systems for Heavy Railroad Service." For instance, you apparently infer that my remarks
on the possibility of increase of revenue from change of motive
power applied to express service. What I had in mind is exactly
the business to which you refer as an exception, viz., suburban and
other local trains. In other words, if from other reasons than an
increase of revenue it is necessary on a steam railroad to change
the motive power from steam to electricity, involving the use of
electric locomotives to pull non-electric cars from remote points,
is it not at the same time wise to adopt a type of self-contained
electric suburban equipment which can be operated by the multiple
unit system in such a way as to adapt the size of frequent units
to the volume of business at different portions of the day?
Certainly in the case of this company a careful analysis of the situation proved conclusively to my mind and to those associated with
me in making the change of motive power, that as long as the
change had to be made anyway for long haul traffic, electricity
should be so applied to the short haul traffic as to give to the
public, and therefore to the railroad corporation, all of the wellknown benefits that come with the use of electricity in interurban
traffic.

As to my being in conflict with myself in prophesying the
comparative safety of third rail and overhead construction, I must
confess that I cannot quite see where I have been guilty of this
unpardonable offense. While I do admit that under certain conditions the third rail conductor may offer dangers (and for that
matter what system of railroading does not offer some kind of a
danger?) still I am firmly of the belief that the third rail conductor is the safest type at the present development of the art,
and that it is a "well tried apparatus that has passed beyond the
experimental stage." The third rail that we propose tn adopt has
been in actual use near Schenectady, both experimentally and other

The proposed increase in the rate for the use of interchanged
freight cars has been approved and it will go into effect July 1,
four years from the date of the adoption of the per diem principle.
Secretary W. P. Allen, of the American Railw-ay Association, announces that the rate (25 cents a day instead of 20 cents) has been
adopted by a vote of 221 members (1,640.460 cars) against 68 members (114.5S2 cars). The corresponding reduction of the penalty
rate from 80 cents to 75 cents was adopted by a vote of 226 members (1.717,064 cars) against 61 members (131,761 cars). The proposition to reduce the penalty against companies having over 2,000
miles of road was lost, 147 members (885,425 cars) voted in favor
of it, and 135 members (969,150 cars) against. The New Y'ork Cen
The revised form
tral and the Pennsylvania voted in the negative.
The membership of the association
of penalty notice was adopted.
is

304; cars

The

owned

Pennsylvania

or controlled. 1,874,100.

Railroad's

Long

Extension

to

New

York

and

Island.

(Concluded from page 858.)

GENERAL FEATURES OF POWER STATION EQUIPMENT.

A

description of the steam plant should be prefaced by an
outline of the general system on which it is laid out. The desirability of subdivision into units or groups of units always appeals
strongly to the operating force in a large steam plant, which must
always be ready for emergencies no matter how perfect the design of the plant may be. The necessity which may arise at any
moment for cutting out a portion of the plant makes it desirable
to design it in the first place with a view to easy and economical
subdivision, so that when completed a large power plant may be
regarded as a collection of self-contained individual plants, all
located under one roof and under one control, but capable of being
readily separated. When, as is usually the case, they are joined
up and operated as one plant, the lines of separation between the
sections are practically obliterated.
The unit system of design was followed in laying out the

Ai-uii. 13,
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equipment of the power station. The boiler plan! of 32 boilers
is divided into eight groups of four boilers each, four of these
groups being on the first floor, and lour directly over them on
the second

floor

of

the

boiler

house.

The four

boilers of

each

group stand opposite each other across an alley or firing space,
and are separate as regards economizer, flue and stack connections,
but their steam connections are made up so as to form them into
a group for the purpose of unit subdivision. That is to say, the
four boilers at the west end of the plant on the first floor, on
both sides of the alley, are piped to one manifold, which is connected to a vertical header, and the four boilers directly above
them on the second floor are piped in the same manner to the
same header, the two groups of four constituting the first unit
group at the west end of the boiler room. This group is amply sufficient to furnish steam to the two 2,500k. w. lighting units, which
will eventually constitute the first unit subdivision at the west
end of the engine room. The second groups of four boilers on the
first and second floors are piped together in like manner so that
they can, as one group, supply steam to the flrsl 5,500-k.W. turbo
generator. These main groups of boilers are piped together by
a cross-connecting header which is to he considered as an equalizer, rather than as a large main into which all boilers feed and
from which all engines take steam, which is
the most usual layout of power station steam
Although this subdivision into unit
piping.
plants may or may not be availed of by the
operating force, it nevertheless constitutes a
systematic and uniform scheme of development, favoring the duplication of the bends,
valves and other pipe details, thereby render-

Vol..

XI,, No.

16.

luted with
Each boiler
be 96 boilers of the type now installed.
Honey stoker.
The disposition of the hot gases aftei leaving the boilers is
The arrangement ol Hues, economizers and
of particular interest.
dampers has been made so as to permit the operation of the plant
on the unit system (that is, by working each set of eight boilers
on one turbine), but at the same time certain features of interchangeability are incorporated, so that the flues and economizers
can be interchanged and cross-connected to Insure the greatest capacity and highest efficiency under all conditions of operation, even
though some portions of the boiler and economizer plant may be
out of service. One economizer utilizes the waste heat from two
i.

.i

batteries of boilers.
The boiler flues are of sheet steel, and are underneath the floor
on which the boilers are situated. The economizers are directly
behind the boilers and over the flues. Each economizer consists of
56 sections of 10 tubes each, designed for 250 lbs. pressure. The
sections are designed with a special system of connections for circulating the water through them. The soot scrapers on the econo-

mizer tubes are driven by four small Westinghouse Standard engines
The rear wall of the economizer chamber is made of vitrified
asbestos air cell board, laid on in sections, so that in the event

ing construction economical.

STEAM GENERATING PLANT.
boiler plant for the Long Island power
station consists of 32 Babcock & Wilcox water
tube boilers set in batteries of two boilers
each, eight batteries on the first floor and eight

The

on the second floor immediately over the former; these batteries are equally distributed
on each side of the boiler plant, with a firing
space between boiler fronts of about IS ft. in
width.

The boilers are designed for a working
pressure of 2U0 lbs. per square inch, and each
boiler has a total effective water heating surface of 5,243 sq. ft., comprised in three steam
drums 42 in. in diameter and 23 ft. 10% in.
long, and 21 sections of 4-in. tubes 18 ft. long
with 12 tubes in each section. The general
arrangement of the entire boiler plant and
accessary apparatus is shown in the sectional
elevation.

Besides the water heating surface each
boiler is supplied with an internal superheater
consisting of two sections of tubing arranged

much

These
like a letter U lying on its side.
superheaters are shown in position in the sectional view of the power station. Each superheater is capable of superheating the output of
the boiler 200 degs. Fahr. when operating at
200 lbs. pressure, and comprises about 1,116 sq.
ft. of superheating surface.
The sections and drums composing the boilers are

Steam End
hung from

wrought-iron beams framed into the building columns, and suspended entirely independent of the brickwork in such a manner
that the brick setting is not affected by the expansion and contraction.
Each battery occupies a rectangular space 23 ft. 5 in.
long by 30 ft. 6 in. wide. The headers, drum heads, manhole plates
and cross connections are hydraulically forged from open-hearth
steel.
The tubes are of lap-welded charcoal iron, expanded into
reamed holes in the forged steel headers. The longitudinal seams
of the boiler drums are butt-strapped inside and outside, and circular seams are double riveted. All pressure parts are tested and
made tight at 300 lbs. hydrostatic pressure after erection.
Provision is made for flooding the superheater when it is out
Each boiler is fitted with three 4-in. safety valves.
of service.
Each boiler has two steam openings, the main nozzle receiving
steam from the superheater and the auxiliary nozzle taking its saturated steam directly out of the tops of the boiler drums for use
in the auxiliary mains that supply the small engines in various
parts of the house.
The 32 boilers now installed are arranged in four groups with
eight boilers in each group, the eight boilers being those on the
The group nearest
first and second floors directly over one another.
the west end of the plant is intended ultimately to take care of the
two 2,500-k.w. lighting units there to be installed. The other three
groups are each capable of supplying one 5,500-k.w. turbine unit.
The ultimate capacity of the boiler house, when finally extended, will

of

5500-K.W. Turbo Generator.

broken economizer tube

of a

of the brick

work

it

is

down any
The economizers

not necessary to tear

in order to replace the section.

are provided with 6-in. headers, which is a larger size than usual,
and each section is provided with a separate blow off for cleaning.

For the
been

STEAM TURBINES.
equipment three main generating units have
consisting of steam turbines direct connected to

initial

installed,

three-phase 11,000-volt generators of the revolving field type. The
turbines are of the Westinghouse-Parsons single-flow type, rated
in.
to develop 5,500 k.w. at 175 lbs. steam pressure, and 27%
vacuum, running at 750 r.p.m. A general view of the three turbine
units in the engine room is shown.
separate condenser is provided for each turbine of the counter-current surface type, built by the Alberger Condenser Co., and
having 20,000 sq. ft. of cooling surface, consisting of seamless drawn
brass tubes of No. 18 S. W. G., and 1 in. outside diameter.
The condenser is placed in a large arched opening made in the
turbine foundation. There is thus a marked saving in space made
possible by the horizontal type of turbine, for it enables the entire
condensing plant, consisting of condenser, circulating pump, dry
air pump and hot well pump to be compactly grouped within and
about the base of the foundation.

A

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.
Since the standardization of the steam turbine as a prime
mover, a distinct type of electric generator has been designed to

—
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conform to the new speed condition imposed by the turbine. In a
way, it is a reversion toward the earlier types of high-speed genThe difference between the size and weight of a 5,500-k.w.
erator.
turbo-generator and one of the slow speed engine type is no less
marked than the difference between the two types of prime mover.
The "engine" type of generator runs from 60 to 75 r.p.m., while
the turbo type, so-called, running at 750 r.p.m., can be designed
with far greater economy both of floor space and material
conditions which readily lend themselves to the greatest possible
simplicity of design.
The stationary armature, enclosed in a large cylindrical yoke
of cast-iron, consists of a ring-shaped core built up of overlapping
puuchings of soft sheet steel with the interior surface slotted to
receive the winding, having ventilating strips inserted at suitable
intervals to form passages for the free circulation of air through
the core and winding. The coils are wound with copper wire, and
as is usual with very large generators, the coils were built into
the slots after the armature frames and cores were permanently
The coils are securely held in the
in position on the bedplates.
slots by retaining wedges of hard fiber, fitted into grooves formed
The ends of the coils where they project
in the armature teeth.
beyond the ends of the laminated core, are protected by large perforated cast-iron flanges, completely enclosing the opposite ends of
the armature. The machines are "star-wound," i.e.. the three sets
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units each consist of a Westinghouse-Parsons steam turbine directly
coupled to a 200-k.w. direct-current turbo-generator, designed to

run at 1,800 r.p.m.
These turbines are of the same general type as the main units
and are designed to run either condensing or non-condensing, with
175 lbs. steam pressure and superheat up to 200 deg. Besides a connection to the superheated steam supply they are also connected
steam. They
to the auxiliary steam main that supplies saturated
are arranged so that they can be exhausted into one of the large
condensers, or when running non-condensing, into the auxiliary
exhaust mains, passing the exhaust steam either to the feed water
heaters or to a separate outboard exhaust riser.
The exciters are located near the southwest corner of the main
floor.

The motor-driven exciter, also of 200-k.w. capacity, is driven
by a 290-h.p., three-phase, 440-volt induction motor, both motor
and generator being mounted on the same shaft, bearings and bedThis motor-driven exciter is located in the operating galplate.
The three-phase motor derives its current from three 175-k.w.
lery.
oil-insulated self-cooling transformers located in the basement of
the electrical gallery.
The storage battery is intended mainly as an absolutely reliable
source of supply of the exciter bus system and the other more
important auxiliaries. It is installed in a specially arranged room
in the engine rocm basement and consists of
110 cells, each containing seven plates of the
type "R" chloride accumulator manufactured
by the Electric Storage Battery Company. The
tanks are built large enough to ultimately contain 11 plates. This battery has a discharge
rate of 36 amperes for one hour, and is conIt is nortrolled from the operating gallery.
mally kept floating across the excitation bus.
In order to charge the battery a 12.5-k.w.
booster driven by a 15-h.p. induction motor is
located in the operating gallery next to the
motor-driven exciter above mentioned.

CONCLUSION.

The
on Sept.

first

work
1903,

15,

of clearing the site began
and the excavation on Oct.

20.
The first turbine was started Jan. 16,
1905; high tension current was first turned into
the transmission line April 27, 1905. Current
was furnished for testing cars on May 13, and
on July 26, 1905, the line between Flatbusn
Terminal and Rockaway Park, the first section
of the Long Island Railroad to use the new

Interior of

armature

Engine House Showing Three 5500-K.W. Units.

needed for the generation of three-phase alternating current, are all connected to one point called the "neutral,"
and the neutral points of the three machines are connected to one
neutral bus, which is permanently grounded through a resistance.
The revolving field consists of a four-pole structure formed
out of solid steel disks milled to receive the winding. It is 6 ft.
The field coils are wound
8V4 in. in diameter, and about 6 ft. long.
with heavy copper straps embedded in slots and retained by heavy
bronze wedges. Ventilating ducts are provided in the core, which
enables the revolving field to draw an abundant supply of air
through its interior by a sort of fanning motion, which also aids
in reducing the temperature of the stationary armature.
The core is pressed on and keyed to a shaft of nickel-steel 19%
in. in diameter, and running in bearings 15 in. in diameter, through
which there is a forced circulation of oil. The field is separately
excited at 220 volts, the exciting current being delivered to the
winding through a two-ring collector by moans of sliding carbon
of

motive power, was permanently changed from
steam to electrical operation.
The station was planned and built by
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., Engineers
for the Pennsylvania, New York & Long Island,
which is the organization through which the
Pennsylvania is carrying on its New York extension work.
The design and construction
were under the charge of George Gibbs, Chief
Engineer of Electric Traction of the road, and
under the general supervision of the Mechanical and Electrical Advisory Committee, New
committee composed of officers of the Pennsvl-

coils,

brushes.

These generators are each guaranteed to deliver 289 ami"'"'
per terminal at 11,000 volts, and 80 to 100 per cent, power factor
for a space of 24 hours continuously, with a rise In temperature
not to exceed 35 deg. C, and a 50 per cent, greater current for two
hours with a rise not exceeding 55 deg. C.
EXCITERS.

Three separate sources are provided for exciting the fields of
the main generators, viz., the two steam-driven exciters, one motordriven exciter, and a storage battery. These are designed to give
direct current at from 180 to 220 volts.
The stonm-drlven engine

York Extension,
vania Railroad.

The Anthracite Coal Strike
1IY

PRANK

.H

I

l.W

\\

of 1902.

\KM

memorable

strike of the anthracite mine workers In 1902
was a natural consequence of the Incomplete and unsatisfactory Bel
tlement— unsatisfactory alike to both sides which political ezpedi
ency, Interpreted by the leaders of the national Republican partj
forced upon the country In terminating the strike of 1900.
The
1900 contest had been inaugurated on September 17 of that
under nine or more specific and well defined grievances or demands
mi the part of the mine employees, all of which the operator
bad al tirsi refused, but which were compromised before the strike
flic

|

had completed

Its sixth week through fear that a continuance of
the industrial disturbance up to the Presidential election in Novem
ber would jeopardize the prospects of the candidate of the Repub
llcaii party,
The settlement of the 1900 strike being a compromise
many of the issues raised by the United Mine Workers of Urn

were naturally

left

In

a verj unsatlsfactorj state, and
cont inn;i nun
and IndU

months following there was

I

i

tor

the 18
turb

ance throughout the entire anthracite region, marked bj Innumei
aide petty strikes with now an. then a more Berlous suspension "I
coal mining.
I

As an outgrowth of this situation and also as
result of the
failure of representatives of the United Mine Workers to secure
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joint conference with representatives of the operators for the purpose of discussing and at
on some method Cor an adjustike of 1902 was on May 12 inment of the is iui
augurated. Befoi
nlng companies bad posted no
ag that "The rates of wages now
tices at their colli'
in effect will be continued intil April 1, 1903, and thereafter sub
lifferences will, as heretofore, be adjeot to 60 days' noli
justed with our employees at the respective collieries." Notwithstanding, on the day the strike order became effective, practically
every mine in the entire region became non-productive and con-

tinued so for tlie greater part of the following six months, almost
the entire 140,000 mine employees remaining idle for all of thai
time. Mining operations were resumed on October 23.
The specific demands embodied in the wage scale of the Sha
mokin convention, which determined upon suspension, were for an
increase in wages of 20 per cent, to miners paid by the ton.
reduction of 20 per cent, in the hours of work eaeh daj bj per
diem employees, and thai 2,240 lbs. constitute the ton on which
payment should be based for all coal mined where miners were
paid by weight. This last demand was to apply in any district where
by the
it was practicable to weigh coal, and to all miners paid
quantity and not by the day. A fourth demand, which towards the
close of the struggle really became the most important of all, inasmuch as it practically included all the demands, was that for arbitration of the issues.
;i

the first day the employees remained away from the colresponse to the strike order in May, 1902, the machinery
of the organization adaptable to strike conditions became operative.
Pickets were stationed about the colliery grounds to prevent mine
workers and non-union men, usually brought into the region from
the eastern seaboard cities, from going to work. Usually the "imports," as the men from outside the region were called, arrived
under guard, or secretly at night, but very few escaped the vigilance of the strikers, the result being disturbances of the pi
and in cases small-sized riots. Once within the well-guarded grounds
of the mining company the strike-breakers were usually safe beyond the reach of the strikers. Whenever workers were encountered by the pickets, if persuasion failed to keep them out of the
collieries, recourse was not infrequently had to force, which took
the form of duckings in creeks or rivers, marching of non-union
men along the public highways to their homes in scanty attire,
whitewashing of some, stoning and assaulting of others, and visitation upon workers of other forms of punishment devised by the
ingenuity of the mob. So great was this interference with those
who continued at work that by June the companies had turned their
collieries into armed barricades or stockades, with newly built or
repaired houses for the accommodation of the workers, the whole
grounds in not a few cases being surrounded by a high wooden
fence topped with four or five strands of barbed wire.
With such forces as boycotting, ostracism, picketing and the
like in operation throughout the entire region it is little to be
wondered at that peace and order were disturbed. Aroused human
passion and embittered class hatred were given a loose rein; public
sentiment, which should have held a check upon these enemies to
organized society, seemed only to urge them upon their devastating
course, since the great majority of the inhabitants of the coal
Despite
fields strongly favored the cause of the men on strike.
responses of sheriffs of different counties to appeals of the operators for protection; despite the large increase in the number of
officers and coal and iron policemen to preserve order, and in face
of frequent proclaiming of the riot act and threats to call for
troops, the machinery of local government in the coal region was
interfered with and made almost useless by public sentiment, called
by some the "tyranny of the majority" which not only secretly
but openly supported the strikers' acts, even to violation of law.
Thus justice not infrequently miscarried at the hands of juries
summoned to try offending strikers who were more often than not
composed of mine workers and their sympathizers. The sworn offleers of the law, in their endeavors to perform their duties, were
as dry leaves before an autumn storm. As early as July 10 the
sheriff of Carhon County had called upon the Governor of Pennsylvania for troops, but this request was refused, the chief executive believing that the county officials had not exhausted all their
powers for preserving the peace. Disorders in the various sections
grew apace as the strike dragged on towards its third month. On
Inly 29, following a riot at Shenandoah in which one man was
killed and 40 and more shot, which was precipitated by an attack
upon a deputy sheriff who was escorting non-union men from one
el the collieries, the Eighth and Twelfth Regiments, the Governor's
troop, and two companies of the Fourth Regiment, all of the Pennsylvania National Guard, were stationed in Schuylkill County. A
month later they were joined by the Second Troop Philadelphia

On

lieries in

City Cavalry.
About the middle of September, after the
tour months without any indication that the
soon return to their places in the collieries, the
to hring the already costly struggle to a close

had continued
mine workers would
operators determined
by attempting to restrike

Vol. XL., No. IB.

sume the mining

of coal with non-union men.
Efforts were made
by the superintendents and other officials throu
nal Inter
views, by posted notices about the company grounds, in promises
thai "foremen will not make known the names ol those applying
for work," and in other ways to induce the miners in particular
to return to their eld places.
This activity of thi operators was
accompanied by renewed efforts on the pari ol thi
trikei
to keep
the mines closed and all workers away from the colllerli
until
ill" uperators granted their demands or at least submitted the issues
to arbitration.
Railroad (racks extending into tin- colliery ground
were destroyed, dams supplying the mining plants with water for
steam purposes were blown up, washerles set on the and In other
ways badly wrecked, and armed attacks made upon
iery guards.
Non-union men were assaulted; houses sheltering the defenceless
wives and children of workers were dynamited, to some the torch
was applied, and in others the furnishings wantonly wrecked;
deputj sheriffs escorting men to and from work were attacked;
me,
rains bearing non-union workmen were Wre
and
Railroad bridges were dynaofficers of the law resisted with force.
mited or set on lire to prevent coal being shipped out from the
region, crews hauling non-union mined coal were stoned and fired
upon, and attempts were even made to wreck passenger as well
>l

I

i. ii

I

I

as coal trains.

By the beginning of October aits oi lawlessness were general
throughout the whole anthracite region. Seven men had been killed
in conflicts between strikers on the one side and non-union workers
and officers of the law on the other, three of the killed being striking mine workers, three non-union men and the other one an innocent third party.
The issuing of sheriffs' proclamations in all the
seven counties affected; the swearing in of hundreds of deputies, and
even the ordering into the region of the Ninth and Thirteenth
Regiments, the Sheridan Troop, and the remaining eight companies
of the Fourth Regiment to assist the military force already in the
fields, were not sufficient for the preservation of law and order
as the struggle bi tween the operators and mine workers became
more and more acute. Such were the conditions in Schuylkill
County that its sheriff requested of the Governor that martial law
be declared throughout its borders, but this request was not granted.
On October 6 all the remaining fighting strength of the entire National Guard of Pennsylvania, comprising, with those already in
the field, a total of nearly 10,000 officers and men, constituting one
In his general
division, was ordered into the anthracite counties.
order Governor Stone designated the counties in which "tumults
and riots frequently occur and mob law reigns," and instructed the
commanding officer to "see that all men who desire to work and
their families have ample protection, protect all trains and other
property from unlawful interference, arrest all persons engaging
in acts of violence and intimidation and hold them under guard
until their release will not endanger the public peace; see that
threats, intimidations, assaults and all acts of violence cease at
once; the puhlic peace and good order are preserved upon all occasions, and that no interference whatsoever be permitted with officers
and men in the discharge of their duties." Under the protection
of troops escorting workers to and from the collieries, anthracite
was being mined for the first time since May. The operators claimed

that from 17,000 to 20,000 men were at work in mines throughout
the three fields by the middle of October.
But so great a quantity of anthracite had been shut off from
the market by the five months suspension that a fuel famine had
set in throughout all the principal cities of the eastern seaboard

and middle western states. Anthracite in domestic sizes was selling
for $25 a ton and in cases for as much as $30 a ton, pea sizes for
So valuable had anthracite he$12, and buckwheat for $6 a ton.
come that the bottoms of rivers in the three fields of production
and in the vicinity of coal docks near the large cities were dredged
Bituminous coal for domestic use was retailing at $9
for coal.
a ton. The poor on the East Side in New York City were paying
25 cents a bucket, or 75 cents a bushel, and the prospect of suffering among this class for lack of fuel was so appalling that charitable organizations held union meetings to devise some means of
grappling with the pressing problem. Everywhere the public was
being compelled to have recourse to substitute fuels like oil and
gas and to adopt various devices for meeting the necessities for heat
in their houses.

At the beginning of October, after failure of repeated efforts
terminate the strike, the prospect of a fuel famine at the opening of the winter months had become so threatening as to overshadow all else in the public mind. Public feeling was in a highly
excited state and immediately moved to the support of President
Roosevelt when, in behalf of the public, he undertook a settlement
After repeated efforts on his part to bring the
of the controversy.
operators and mine workers to an agreement, on October 14 both
parties agreed to abide by the award .of a commission to be appointed by the President. On October 23 the 140,000 mine workers
returned to their places in the mines after an idleness extending
to

over five months and 11 days.
The Anthracite Coal Strike Commission held sessions for the

April

13,
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next five months, taking testimony from 558 witnesses representing
both operators and mine workers.
Its report was made to President Roosevelt and to the parties to the controversy on March 18,
1903.
The award increased wages for different groups of mine
workers, such as contract miners, engineers and pumpmen, tire
men and company men; continued the prevailing methods of payment for coal mined; provided for check weighmen or check
docking bosses, or both; settled upon a uniform and equitable distribution of mine cars, and provided against the limitation of output by miners; determined the size of the mine car; established a
sliding scale of wages; denied alike to operators and to mine workers exercise of the power of discrimination because of membership or non-membership in any labor organization, and regulated the
payment of wages to the laborers or contract miners. In addition,
the Commission made general recommendations on such vital points
as the enforcement of law and protection of property, the employ-

ment of children, and the compulsory investigation of industrial
disturbances. At the same time, by virtue of actual conditions existing within the anthracite industry, which it was seen would give
rise to issues just as important as those passed upon by the Commission, as well as for the purpose of interpreting and carrying into
effect the award of that body, it called into existence a joint committee of three operators and three mine workers, with provision
for an umpire in case these six could not agree, which has become
known as the Anthracite Board of Conciliation. This award of the
Commission was to continue in force for three years, until March
31, 1906.

The cost of the strike, estimated by the Strike Commission,
was about $100,000,000. Of this amount over $46,000,000 represented
loss to the coal mining companies due to the decrease in production; $25,000,000 represented loss in wages to the mine workers,
and $28,000,000 the estimated loss to the railroad companies in
freight receipts through the withdrawal of coal traffic. The cost
the state of Pennsylvania for maintaining troops in the coal
region was about $1,000,000,' and the expense to the Federal Government for the Coal Strike Commission exceeded $50,000. The Commission's estimate of the money cost of the strike of 1902 does not
take into consideration the compensating advantages to one or
the other side to the struggle which made the cost of suspension
much less than would at first appear. What seemed a cost to the
operators or the mine workers was in cases merely a deferred payment. Take the question of production as an illustration. While
it is true that probably 20,000,000 tons of anthracite would have
been mined if there had been no strike, yet this amount of coal
was not destroyed by the suspension nor lost absolutely to the
mining companies, as the estimate would indicate. The coal mereBut all
ly remained in the ground unimpaired, to be mined later.
the money cost of the strike of 1902, whether counted at first as
a loss to the mining companies, the mine workers, or to the railroad companies, has long since been transferred from all of those
engaged in the production and distribution of coal to the pockets
This
of the consumer, that is, upon the shoulders of the public.
has come about through the higher price for a ton of the domestic
sizes which the railroad mining companies have received since the
strike.
It is estimated that during the three years and six months
following the close of the strike of 1902 the increase in price which
to

of hard coal have had to pay amounts to more than $30,In other words, the railroad mining companies have transferred the cost of the strike of 1902 to the consumer in higher prices
for anthracite to the extent that the average householder using hard
coal since the close of that struggle has paid $17.50 more for bis

consumers
000,000.

fuel.
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Locomotives for the
Hartford

and bolted to the top flanges. The transoms are further
braced by gusset plates which are riveted and bolted to the bottom
flanges of both sets of channels and which transmit the tractive
power from the center-pin to the side channels. The frame is still
further strengthened and secured by diagonal plate braces.
As the entire space between the wheels is occupied by the mo^
tors, it was impossible to transmit the drawbar pull through the
center line of the locomotive; so the entire strain Is carried by
the strong plate girders which make up the locomotive frame. A
Westinghouse friction draft gear is mounted directly underneath the
box girder at each end and is applied to two steel bumpers laid
horizontally between vertical gusset plates on the ends of the side
channels.
The running gear consists of two trucks, each mounted on four
The trucks have side frames of forged steel,
62-in. driving wheels.
to which are bolted and riveted pressed steel bolsters which carry
the center plates. The weight on the journal boxes is carried by
small semi-elliptic springs with auxiliary coiled springs under the
ends of the equalizer bars, to assist in restoring equilibrium. A
very strong construction is secured without excessive weight by the
use of bolsters 30 in. wide at the center plate and extended to
nearly double that width at the ends which are bolted to the side
frames. Center pins 18 in. in diameter transmit the tractive effort to the frame.
They are well lubricated to permit free motion
on curves. The truck pedestals are provided with wedge and gib
adjustments to take up wear, and the bearing brasses are easily removable by hand. The distance between the truck centers is 14 ft.
riveted

6 in.

The cab is formed of sheet steel mounted on a framework of Z
bars which supports the walls and roof. Windows are provided
at each end, giving an outlook on both sides and in front of the
locomotive; and the driver is so close to the front that he can see
the track a very few feet ahead. This advantage is not possessed
by any type of steam locomotive now in service. The master controllers, auto-transformers, instruments, grid resistances, air operating valves, compressors and other auxiliary apparatus are mounted
inside the cab upon an angle-iron framework which is built into
the cab and securely anchored to floor and roof. A clear passageway is left through the center. Trap doors in the floor furnish easy
access to the motors for inspection or repair.
The fquipment of the locomotive includes four gearless motors,
controlling apparatus and auxiliaries. The motors are of the compensating gearless type, designed for operation on both single-phase
alternating and direct-current. They are wound for approximately
235 volts on alternating current and 275-300 volts when operated
by direct current. They have normal rated outputs of 250 h.p. on
the basis of ordinary railroad practice, and a continuous capacity
The locomotive therefore has a continuous opeiof 200 h.p. each.
ating capacity of 800 h.p.
The motor frames are made of cast-steel and are of a circular,
skeleton form. They are divided horizontally into two parts in
order to give access to the inside of the field or to the armature.
A laminated core with slotted projecting poles is built up within
this frame and wound with field coils of flat copper strap insulate
between turns with asbestos and filled with an insulating compound
which is heat-conducting and waterproof, so that a sealed coil is
produced which can withstand moisture and internal heat. Copper
bars are placed in slots in the pole faces and connected to form
a continuous neutralizing winding which forms part of the circuit,
including the main field coils, the armature coils and the auxlliarj
winding, all in series. This auxiliary winding produces a magnet
Held which opposes and neutralizes the reaction of the armature.
II
is so formed that it need not be disturbed in order to remove the
1

i

New main

York,

Railroad.*
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Held coils.

The armature core is built up of soft steel punchings which are
ambled on a cast-iron spider and held in place and keyed lo
The surface is slotted and the armature
prevent their turning.
winding is arranged In three layers. The two uppei layer: are com
posed of copper strap connected to form the usual direct-current typ
:i

Thirty-five electric locomotives are in be furnished bj the
Company to the New York, New Haven & Hartford, suitle for operation on its direct-current division between the Grand
Central depot ami Woodlawn, and on its alternating-current portion

Inghouse

between Woodlawn and Stamford, One locomotive has
already been constructed and Hie results obtained assure the com
"i

iis

line

plete success of the alternating-current system.
The frame, trucks ami cab of the locomotive

Baldwin Locomotive Works, according

to

were built

the

bj

designs developed with the

New Haven

Railroad and the Westinghouse
co-operation of the
The frame is of the rigid type with Bide
trie & Mtg. Companies.
pieces made of steel channels, to which are bolted and riveted othei
ag
Bteel channels placed transversely, two over each truck,
Hansoms for the transmission "T Hie weight in He center-pins.
together
These channels are placed outside the wheels and as clo
p>
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The third layer constitutes the preventive winding
Thl
between the commutator and the main winding

is so proportioned as to minimize the combined
normal working current and that which is prodi
il
under commutation, when short-circuited by the bi
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in a harness which definitely fixes the radius of movement of the
spring tip. A pawl on the side of the spring harness allows easy
adjustment of the tension.
The weight of each motor is carried on a frame which passos
over the wheels and side frames and rests on the journal boxes.
Bach frame carries four bolts which receive the weight of the
motor and each bolt is fitted with a heavy coil spring at its lower
end through which all weight is transmitted to it, so that the motor
is carried on very flexible springs and is independent of the truck
frame. The torque of the motor and the jar caused by sudden starts
and stops are transmitted from the motor to the truck through
heavy tie-rods which affect the motion of the motor only lengthwise of the locomotive. The armature is not placed directly on a
shaft but is built up on a quill through which the car axle passes
The bearings which carry
in. clearance all around.
with about

%

Vol. XL., No.

great improvement on any method of mounting

gi iai ie

15.

motors here-

tofore devised.

The motors are arranged

for ventilation by a forced circulation

which enters under pressure, is distributed throughout the
motor and escapes through the perforated covers. In the floor of
the cab there is a natural conduit formed by the side channels of
the frame, the floor and side walls of the cab, and a lower plate,
through which air is carried to the motors, transformers and
resistances.
This method of cooling improves the continuous capacity of the apparatus and is, in a large measure, accountable for
the high continuous rating of the motors which almost equals that
on the one-hour railroad basis. The air furnished to the motor is
taken from the inside of the cab and can therefore be kept relatively
clean and dry.
On the direct-current part of the line current is taken from the
of air

a^X

'

3 Bjr

^

'•'"--'*

1
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^*ur~""

Truck

for A. C.

—

D.

C.

Electric

Truck Completely Equipped with Motors and Contact Shoes.

Locomotive.

the field frame are mounted on this quill and from a flange at each
of the quill seven round pins project parallel to the shaft into
corresponding pockets formed in the hub of the driving wheel.
The torque of the motor is transmitted from these pins to the
wheel through helical steel springs which are wound with their

end

turns progressively eccentric, and which are contained between two
steel bushings, the smaller of which slips over the pin and the
larger fits in the pocket in the wheel. These springs are under
compression both longitudinally and horizontally so that, at all
times, they fill the pockets in the wheel but permit a vertical and
a lateral motion. Their longitudinal compression between the quill
and the segmental cover over the outer ends of the pockets in the
wheel keeps the motor at all times midway between the hubs.
The end play of the motor does not come directly on the wheels
but is taken by strong coiled springs inside of the driving pins,
which press against the covers in the outer ends of the spring
pockets in the wheels. Though normally required to transmit only
the torque of the motor and to keep the motor axis parallel to

A Pair

of Drivers

system by eight collecting shoes, four on each side of
the locomotive, arranged in pairs of two each. There are two pairs
on each side, one at each end, for the purpose of bridging such
gaps as may occur in the third-rail system. The direct-current conone
tact shoes are designed to work on two forms of third-rail
in which the shoe runs under the rail, and the other on top of
the rail. To collect alternating current from the high-potential
overhead trolley line, the locomotive is equipped with two pantagraph-type, bow trolleys, each of which has a capacity sufficient to
carry the total current required by the locomotive under average
conditions two being provided to insure reserve capacity.
On direct-current the motors are controlled in series parallel
In alternating-current operaas in ordinary street railway practice.
tion no resistance is used in the regular run, but a small resistance, which constitutes a preventive device to diminish the shortcircuiting effect when changing from one transformer tap to anthird-rail

—

—

with Motor Armature, Bearings and Housings.

the axle, these springs are amply strong to carry the entire weight
iu.
of the motor.
They allow a total vertical movement of about
The torque of the motor is taken by heavy parallel rods which
anchor the frame to the truck above and below the axle and per-

%

mit vertical or side motion of the motor but prevent excessive
bumping strains from coming on the driving springs. If these
springs are compressed more than % in. by the heavy centrifugal
force exerted by the motor when rounding curves, the force is
taken up by noses on the motor which fit into corresponding re
cesses in the cross-ties between the side frames of the locomotive.
This suspension has the advantage of removing all dead weight
from the axle, of driving through springs, and at the same time
of having the motor thoroughly anchored to prevent undue strain
on the driving spring. The only parts of the locomotive not spring
supported are the flriving whels, axles and journal boxes. It is a

Detail of Driving Wheel.
is employed in passing from one working step to the next.
There are six alternating-current voltages or running points, corresponding to six taps from the auto-transformers, and there are
a small number of mid-way steps which are used only in passing
between working notches. Experience has shown that the num-

other,

required in alternating-current operation to give a
is considerably lower than in direct-current
practice.
In consequence, the controller is so arranged that on
alternating-current about half as many steps are used as on directcurrent. Tests so far conducted show that the acceleration on both
alternating and direct-current is very smooth.
There is one feature of the direct-current control which is not
generally found at the present time in direct-current equipments,
In the series posiviz., the shunting of the field for higher speeds.
tion in direct-current operation the motors have an efficient running
ber of

steps

smooth acceleration

April
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point.
It is usual railroad practice to pass from the series to the
multiple position without an efficient intermediate running speed.
With the New Haven equipments, however, the type of motor used
permits an almost indefinite shunting of the field without impairment of commutation or operation and higher speeds are provided
by shunting the fields before passing into multiple. In this way
several efficient running points are obtained between the series and
multiple positions; and tests have shown that these motors operate
properly on direct-current with their fields shunted down to less
than half their normal strength. When operated on direct-current,
the current is fed directly to the motors. On alternating-current.

Armature

Each

line switch is

38i
provided with an overhead trip so connected

that all of the switches of both switch groups as well as both
the line switches open in case of an overload or short circuit
on either pair of motors or in the circuit of either pair. The overload trip is automatically locked out when brought into action and
cannot be reset until the master controller is returned to the off
position.

The external

resistances used in regulating the flow of current
motors are arranged in two groups which are connected in
series when the motors are in series, and in series with each motor
when the motors are in parallel. The change over between the direct-current third-rail and the alternating-current overhead system
can be made easily and quickly even when the locomotive is running
at full speed. An ammeter is mounted in each end of the locomotive in plain view of the operator when at the master controller.
The master controller is of the drum type and is operated by
a lever which moves through an arc of about 60 deg., with notches
and latch wheel to define the different positions. Reversing is accomplished by a separate handle which interlocks with the main
lever.
When the master controller is in the off position, connections
are so established that all circuit breaker trips which may be open
are closed by the simple closing of a small switch conveniently
located in the locomotive cab.
Current is supplied to the control
to the

Quill.

however, auto-transformers are required, as the alternating-current
trolley voltage is 11,000.
Two such transformers form part of each
equipment one mounted on each side of the cab floor to balance
the weight. They are connected in parallel across the high voltage.
but on the low- voltage side each transformer feeds one pair of
motors through a separate control unit. This means that the control system when operated on alternating current consists of two
normally independent units.
The main controllers are of the well-known Westiughouse electro-pneumatic unit switch type. The design differs somewhat from
that used iii direct-current service, because of the fact that the

—

Magneto Speed

Indicator.

circuits by two sets of seven-cell storage batteries, each
lias a capacity of 40 ampere-hours and weighs 150 Ibi

of

which

in connection with the switch groups, cut-out switches are pro
vided so that either pair of motors may be cut OUi bj simply ren
it is thus possible to cut out
dering certain switches inoperative,
the motors without manipulating the main circuit
The auxiliary equipment includes two air compressors driven
li>
motors which can lie operated on either alternating or direct

Master Controller.
switches, blow-outs, etc., must operate on both alternating and direct
current, as many parts of the controller are common to both Bys
terns.
The reversing switches are also parts of the unit switch
groups.
The main controllers are operated from master control
lers at each end of the cab.
The control system is arranged tor
multiple unit service, so that two or more locomotives can be coupled
to the same train and handled by a single driver.
There are six switch groups, each containing unit swltche
The two line switches are so connected In the switch groups thai
each carries the current supply to each pair of motors when they
are operating in parallel construction.
When the motors are in
series, one of the line switches carries the current supply to all.

current; two blowers driven by similar motors and which furnish
air to the transformers, motors and direct-current rheostats; oil
ie nit breakers tor the high-tension circuits; swit
equipment from alternating to direct current; a sieam generator
to supply heat to the railroad coaches in cold weather; a complete
Westinghouse air-brake equipment, signal apparatus, automatic bell
ringers, whistles, sanding apparatus, etc.
The New Haven locomotive measures 86 ft
in over Hie bump
it
is capable ol handling
era and weighs approximate]) 85 ton.
26 miles
a 200-ton train in local service on a schedul
id
oi
per hour, with stops averaging about two miles apart
making in
such service a maximum speeil ol about 15 in I'll. It ean al
a maximum Bpeed of
a 250-ton train on through sei
two
with tea' ei trains It is planned
iupli
60 miles per hour,
or more locomotives together net operate them In mult
The tests which have been made on the ftrsl to. nmottve equipped
I

;i
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how that

difficulty, meet all the requirements for
gned.
This locomotive ha
lal
oi
u
b
repeatedly accelerated a 200-ton train at a rate of .5 of a mile per
hour per second, which is In excess of the rate required by bi
ev Haven road.
Ice con. in urn
The current ami power
the
consumption
very closely to the predetermined values.
The line upon which the locomotive has been tested is not well
adapted to high-speed svorli on account of the numerous sha p
curve
exist, but, in spite of these adverse conditions, the
motivi ba
been operated at speeds above 60 m.p.h. without
will,

ii

which H has

without

beei

stumbling along in the dark, falling occasionally in the "slough of
despond," and only achieving success after the wasteful expenditure
of millions, the lapse of years of time, and with our self-esteem and
great American boastfulness badly damaged.
M.I

i

i

difficulty.

Some Phases

Panama Problem.*

of the

BY JOHN P. WALLACE.
The events connected with the Panama canal project during
the first two years of American control have been of such a kaleidoscopic nature that it would require an intimate acquaintance with
the actual facts to understanding^- consider the situation.
Briefly,
the present status is that we have been in possession of the work
for approximately two years, have expended some 70 millions of
dollars, and have excavated about 1 per cent, of the material which
must be removed from the Culebra excavation for a sea-level canal,
or 2 per cent, of the amount of material to be excavated for the
high-level project.
The importance of the work done, however,
while it cuts a very small figure compared with the amount to be accomplished, has developed very interesting figures as to the efficiency
of machinery, metnods and character of labor employed, nature of
materials to be encountered, climatic influences; in fact, has produced a great deal of data not only useful in itself, but giving fundamental information, from which valuable deductions may be derived as to the efficiency of modern appliances and proper methods
of work.
The nucleus of the organization which was started by the
speaker was developed from practically 500 French and native employees to from eight to ten thousand, which, since the speaker's
resignation in June, 1905, has been practically doubled. Up to the
present time this force has been employed largely on preparatory work
of all kinds, such as the construction of sewers and water supply
for the various towns and cities, the clearing away of the jungle,
the drainage of swamps, the enforcement of sanitary measures, the
provision of quarters, the conduct of engineering surveys and technical studies, the construction of railroad tracks, shops and other
preparatory facilities for the future conduct of the work; the purchase, manufacture, erection and installation of steam shovels, locomotives, engines, cars, shop machinery, and other facilities needed.
The present situation is that of an army of 20,000 men and officers
equipped and waiting for instructions as to the plan of campaign,
before the word is given to strengthen up the skirmish line and
commence the attack upon the enemy.
During the last two years the Isthmus has been covered with
engineering parties, verifying, correcting and elaborating previous
surveys and technical studies, and they have determined not only
the configuration of the ground along and adjacent to the proposed line of the canal, but have drilled its surface to the depth
of 40 ft. below the sea-level from one end of the canal route to
the other to develop its subformation, and they have measured and
gaged the streams draining the territory along and adjacent to the
line of the canal.

Prom

the experience of the speaker in connection with this
and other public works, he is forced to the conclusion that either
the work should be put into the hands of one strong man, with
practically unlimited authority, combining the technical and scientific training of the engineer with the administrative and executive
ability of a man of force; with this should be coupled the separation of all matters connected with this work from the control of the
ordinary Government departments at Washington under such supervision only as to insure the Government that his administration
is efficient; or the same result accomplished through the letting of
the work to a contracting firm, large enough to control under one
management the entire constructive work on the Isthmus, under
broad and general specifications and under such general supervision
as may appear to Congress to be proper. The first step of any
contracting firm would then be to place its affairs in the hands
of a strong single executive, supported by such advisory technical
knowledge as might be deemed necessary. The precedent for this
method, and a working application of this principle, is the special
agreement which was made for the construction for the improvements at the mouth of the Mississippi under Capt. Eads. It was
a contract which bound the contractor to certain results for a
specific sum, and no more satisfactory compact for public work
was ever made by the United States.

—

It is only in this way, or some substantially identical way,
that the construction of the canal can be successfully accomplished.
While the work may be completed at some time, and at some cost,
by the poorest and most inefficient method even by hired labor
under Governmental control the accomplishment will be far from
satisfactory.
It goes without saying that if any large American
corporation were engaged in the business of constructing a great
public work for the purpose of furnishing transportation, unhampered by political questions or selfish interests, the work would attract practically no attention, except the ordinary interest connected
with an engineering project of great magnitude. It is a fact of
which the public is not aware that many of the large railroad
systems to-day are spending as much money annually in the improvement, maintenance and operation of lines of transportation
providing for the handling of tonnage much greater than that which
will pass through the Panama canal, or will be expended on the
Panama canal, and their operations proceed with hardly a news-

—

—

are based.
As the speaker will probably be called upon by the Senatorial
committee to give his views on the general question of plan, he
does not consider it proper to discuss this feature of the situation in detail at this time, but desires more particularly to call
attention to the fact that consideration of the questions of administration and the methods under which this great work shall be
conducted is equally vital. While there is no doubt but that, out
of all the controversy on all matters connected with this great subject, success will finally come, it is a question whether it shall
be attained in a straightforward, efficient, business-like manner,
resulting in the economical, efficient and speedy construction of
the best type of a canal to serve the commerce of the world through
future generations, or whether we shall finally reach the light after
-

•An address delivered
March 2.

at a dinner of the Illinois Manufacturers' Associa-

—

—

paper notice.

may

be argued that commercial interests would suffer by
railroad under the control of a general contractor, and that it will be difficult to secure the proper control of
its obligations as a common carrier.
The plan suggested in my official communications on this subject was that of operating the Panama railroad as a simple transfer organization, whose sole duty as a common carrier would be
to receive the freight delivered at its ocean wharf on one side, and
deliver it at the ship dock on the other side, for a flat rate per
ton regardless of classification, except so far as the cubical contents of certain light articles would be made equivalent to a ton.
The proposition is simple and perfectly practicable. The forwarding agents of the world would thereafter bill all goods over transportation lines using the Panama railroad as an immediate transferring link, on their bills of lading, subject to the transfer charge
across the Isthmus of Panama; this could be collected by Government agents, either from the steamship line delivering the freight
or the one receiving it. In this way no complication of accounts
would be necessary, and all commercial interests would be treated
with equal fairness. It would be a simple, normal and logical introduction to the conditions w-hieh will exist w-hen the canal is
opened and rail trans-shipment gives way to through passage of
shipping under a flat tonnage charge, and would save over $100,000
per annum of the expense of management through the present New
It

placing the

Panama

—

While there remain many engineering problems of greater or
importance in regard to the solution of which even engineers
of great reputation differ, and while the detailed engineering works
are of magnitude, it is generally conceded that no engineering problems remain which are impracticable of solution, and that even a
sea-level canal is possible, the time and cost of its consummation
having been found to be within reasonable limits. And at last the
great problem as to the selection of a plan whether it shall be
one with six locks at an elevation of approximately S5 or 90 ft.
above sea level, or a sea-level canal has been submitted to the
American Congress by the President for its final decision, together
with views and opinions of the leading engineers who have given
this question study, and the data upon which these conclusions York
less

tion, Chicago,

L6.

'
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i
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office alone.

One

of the objections raised

to

the proposition

was that

"it

would unsettle transcontinental rates." If this is to be a final and
determining reason, why are we building the Panama canal?
After the proper facilities have been provided in the way of
docks and wharfs, double-tracking of the Panama railroad, and
providing it with modern equipment, there will be no difficulty
in a general contractor easily, promptly, and economically handling
all the commercial freight, without any interference with the canal
construction work; particularly if he has the absolute control of
both, and is held accountable only for the proper performance of
the duties of a

common

carrier.
of local rates

and the charges to be made for
by the contractor are simple, and easily adjusted: it
would seem a brilliant opportunity for the United States Government, either through its Interstate Commerce Commission or otherwise, to experiment with the regulation of rates across the Isthmus

The question

this service

1

\ci;n.
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and the general control of the operation of the Panama railroad,
and acquire some experience therein before attempting tjo tackle
the complicated problem of regulating the rates and controlling the
methods of doing business on 200,000 miles of railroad which interlace and ramify throughout the United States.
The transportation
rate problems of Panama, as compared with those of the United
States as a whole, might be likened to a single grain of sand compared with the seashore.

THE TEHUANTEPEC RAIt-ROAD
While the construction
benefits on the commerce

IN COMPETITION WITH SUEZ AND PANAMA.
of the Panama canal will confer great
of the world, the commercial interests

of Great Britain

have not been blind to the possibilities of a project and route, which will, in a large measure, anticipate the future
benefits of the construction of the Panama canal and give immediate results, pending its accomplishment, with a strong probability
of being able to retain the trade

if once secured.
I refer to the
railroad transportation facilities which are about to be completed
in the interests of British capitalists, across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, a distance of about 176 miles.
This railroad is being constructed in a most substantial manner, provided with the very best facilities, equipment, etc in order
to handle a large amount of traffic at the minimum cost per ton.
Modern machinery and methods will enable this railroad to conduct
a profitable business at a rate of not to exceed $2 a ton from shiphold to shiphold; and with the best modern loading and unloading
facilities, proper wharves, warehouses, and harbor terminals, the
time from ship to ship should not exceed an average of two days.
It Is fair to assume that modern cargo steamers are able bo
handle the average run of ocean freights with profit on a basis of
one-tenth of a cent per ton per mile, or, in round figures, $1 per
1,000 miles.
The advantages of the Tehuantepec route over the
existing route to the far east by way of the Suez canal are as
follows:
Prom New York to Australia, say the port of Sydney, the saving in distance by way of the Tehuantepec Railroad would be 5,700
miles, and any railroad rate across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec,
less than $5.70 per ton, should take this business from the Suez
route.
In addition it would save the time that it requires an
ordinary cargo vessel to steam 5,700 miles, minus the time required
to transfer the freight across the isthmus by rail.
This would make
an actual saving of time of at least 15 days, even allowing the
maximum of four days for the isthmian transit.
From New York to India and China points, this route would
not be so material, as the line of least resistance fnom a traffic
standpoint would be over the transcontinental lines through San
Francisco, Seattle, or other Pacific ports.
From Liverpool to points in the far east where the distance
is the same, the Tehuantepec ship railway could charge the Suez
tolls, which are approximately $2 per ton, and compete for the business with a fair profit.
Turning to the ports, however, In the United States, the advantages given by this route are also remarkable.
From New
Orleans to Hong Kong, the saving would be 4,800 miles over the
Suez canal route, and would yield the Tehuantepec railroad $4. SO
a ton on the basis of equivalent charges by the Suez route, in addition to saving from 12 to 14 days in time.
,

From New Orleans to Yokohama the saving over the Suez
route would be 8,400 miles, which would enable the Tehuantepec
railroad to charge $8.40 per ton for the transit of freight on its
railroad, on an equivalent basis with Suez, and save approximately
24 days In time. From New Orleans to Australia, the port of
Sydney, the figures would practically be the same.
As there is little question of the ability of this railroad to
handle freight from ship to ship for $2 a ton or less, its ability
to build up an enormous business to the far east in competition
with the Suez route is plainly manifest.
Let us now compare the Teh unn tepee route with that of the
Panama canal on Iho same assumption that $1 per ton will carry
ocean freights 1,000 miles, and that $1 per ton will he the minimum
rate charged for transit through (he canal.
From Liverpool 1o TTong Kong, the saving In distance via
Tehuantepec will be L.200 miles, and allowing two days for the
transit of the freight across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, the saving
of time will he approximately two days.
The saving In distance
will lie equivalent to $1,20, which added to the minimum charge of
through the Panama canal, would give $2.20 as a maximum
$1
charge to the Tehuantepec railroad.
From Liverpool in Yokohama the saving as against the Panama
From New York to Australia, port of
route will hi' 1,100 miles.
Sydney, the saving win be 7111 miles, which, on the
basis
stated, would yield the Tehuantepec railroad a maximum
charge of $1.76 a ton. or approximately one cent per ten per mile;
1

t

1

i

:

some
In

(lie

in

per cenl

higher than the averagi

1

ite

on the trunl

ern China, the saving of the Tehuantepec line over Panama is
approximately 2,000 miles, which would permit the Tehuantepec
railroad to charge a maximum of $3 per ton on an equivalent basis,
and save in time approximately five days.
From New Orleans to Australia, port of Sydney, the saving
would be approximately 1,400 miles, allowing the Tehuantepec railroad a maximum charge of $2.40.
From New Orleans to Honolulu the saving would approximately
be 2,000 miles, permitting the Tehuantepec railroad to charge a

maximum

rate of $3 per ton.

From New Orleans

to San Francisco the saving in distance
via the Tehuantepec route would be 1,800 miles, permitting the
Tehuantepec railroad to charge a maximum of $2.80 per ton, with
corresponding saving of several days in time.
The advantages of Tehuantepec over the Suez and Panama
routes in the saving of money and time make it self-evident that
in the years that will elapse before the completion of the Panama
canal, our British cousins will undoubtedly build up a large and
profitable business, which it will be difficult thereafter to divert

back

to the

Panama

Government, is evident.
which will give an average of
rate as low as $1.50 a ton
two cents per ton per mile for transit over the Isthmus and allow
50 cents per ton for the handling of freight from ship to car and
from car to ship would be ample, after complete facilities for
handling the business had been provided and the business had Increased to a sufficient amount to justify it say to 1,000,000 tons
per annum.
,
So far as the mere question of rate is concerned, with the only
disadvantage of breaking bulk, this rate would immediately enable
us to compete with the Suez canal on all traffic from the United
States ports to the far east, and from the ports of Europe to
Australia, Japan, China and all points east of Singapore; and so
far as our trade with the west coast of South America is concerned, this would give the United States, particularly the Mississippi valley, a decided advantage over all the ports of Europe,
and would enable us to anticipate the larger part of the advantages
of the Panama canal.
It would give our merchants and manufacturers such a foothold in this trade, provided it is properly catered
to and developed, as would enable it to be held at least in part.
The failure of the United States to improve and utilize the
Panama railroad to its full capacity, and do it at once, may seriously
affect the value of our Panama investment, which has already
reached 70 millions of dollars, and may reach 300 millions.

loss to our

—

A

—

—

I'llIIZATlON OF THE PANAMA RAILROAD.
direct benefit of a flat rate of $2 a ton or less across
the Isthmus of Panama by rail will at once put us in a position,
where, for a comparatively small investment not exceeding 2 per
cent, of the total cost of the canal
which investment should be
made in any event, in order to assist in its construction a large
percentage of the ultimate advantage to bo derived from the canal,
commercially, will be secured. The greater part of this benefit will
lie in the reduction of rates, which will result to the benefit Of
the agricultural and commercial interests of the countries in Cen
tral and South America bordering on the Pacific below the Mexican

The great

—

of the rates which have accrued to the
lailroad on business from New York to San Francisco has
been low and reasonable, its charges on the traffic passing over
the Isthmus to and from the countries bordering on tin
coast in Central anil South America have been exorbitantly
ilble
and have been kept by the railroad a1 a figure as hi
Horn.
without causing the Irallie to be dlvei
It
is
the speaker's recollection that the rate winch accrued to the
Panama railroad on coffee from Costa lfi
A lower
$0 a ton for the distance across the [1 tlimus. say SO miles,
Ing of the rate to $2 a ton or less will stimulate all forms of agriIn the countries affected there
cultural and commercial enterprise

While the proportion

Panama

1

largely increase tin
It will
pop
capacity of these countries; ami if this trade is pro
nnd catered to by the manufactun
ad merchants of the United
by.

it should
yield large
nnavinl and per on;il

states,
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San Francisco the saving win i»- ai
mateiy 1,200 miles, which would
ixlmum rate to
tin- Tehuantepec railroad.
From New Orleans to Hong Kong, a common point for north

route.

do not submit these ideas to discourage our own enterprise,
but simply to show the cold facts and to point out at least the
It is in the immedirection in which I think the remedy lies:
diate provision at Panama of the proper facilities and equipment
for the development of the maximum efficiency of the Panama Railroad, and the putting in of a flat rate of not more than $2 a ton
and possibly as low as $1.50, in order to prevent other lines from
diverting traffic from that route, and to encourage and expand the
traffic tributary to it.
That this can be done, without any material
I
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have thoroughly
orbed, la that the transcontinental railroad lines are in mysterious ways working to delay or dofeat the completion of the Panama
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seemed

to
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canal.
The speaker has no interest whatever in this matter, beyond
a desire to correct what he feels to be a false impression.
The only ground for a motive of this kind would be in case the
construction of the Panama canal would reduce the traffic rates
from the Atlantic to the Pacific seaboard to such an extent as to
II
interfere with the business of through transcontinental lines.
Is
a fact known only to a few persons and those who have direct
knowledge of the existing rates and their divisions between the
Panama Steamship line, the Panama Railroad, and the Pacific Mail

N.YO.

Type of Protection

UP.

Wood
Protection

CIye rage

Effects

of

a

Storm on

Different
Protection.

Types

XI..

of

No

ir.

Third

Rail

One of the drawbacks which has to i» overcome in third rail
operation is the coating of the contact rail by snow, ice and sleet,
Which causes arcing 01 the contact
hoi
111
and
equent difficulty
in maintaining the current in the motoi
[n the Railroad '" etti
of February 16th there was described a very unusual and Interesting test of one of the New York Central's electric locomotives

Oyer - Running

Third Fa, I

Fibre
Protection

Sleet

Vol..

Unprotected

Protection. Top

and

Side

Third Rail

Inclined Top
Protect/dn

l./.ff.ff.a/.ff.T

Contour

Sleet Formation with Various

Types

of

Third Rail Protection— New York Central

& Hudson

River.

Steamship line, that the average rate of charge
which accrues to the Panama Railroad Company
for the transportation of freight between New
York and San Francisco, is less than $2 per
ton.
If the rate to be charged for transit
through the canal is to be the same as Suez, the
future rates between San Francisco and New
Y'ork cannot be materially affected by the construction of the canal.
If the rate is hereafter reduced to $1 a ton
for transit through the canal or pending its construction, and the Panama railroad rates are reduced to this figure, the reduction will be so
slight that it will have little or no effect on
through transcontinental rates, and will probably effect no greater reduction than will gradually be made by reason of competition existing
between the railroads themselves.

The only advantage gained, so far as New
York and San Francisco business is concerned,
by the construction of the canal, will be the
avoidance of breaking bulk. This, to some extent, however, will be necessary even after the

Sleet formation

on Over-Running Third Rail; Interborottgh Rapid Transit and Long Island

/,*

/;

Protection.

canal is completed, as the probabilities are that
cargoes will be consolidated at least to some
extent at the Isthmus in order to cheapen transportation. As the rates heretofore existing between New York and San Francisco via the
Isthmus have been generally from 30 to 35 per
cent, lower than the through trans-continental
rates by rail, and as this differential has not
been able to secure any great share of the business between these two points as against the
through transcontinental lines, it would not appear that the parties interested in these lines
have any cause to become unduly apprehensive,
or have any motive for an expenditure of their
time and money to either defeat or delay the

canal projei

When

1

understood that to the through
ocean rate must be added the local rates for
caiiying freight from inland points to the seaboard on either coast before through shipments
can be made, it will be readily seen that the
amount of tonnage between the Atlantic and
Pacific coasts using the canal route will necessarily be limited to the traffic originating at the
sea ports, and that the traffic from the interior
Sleet formation on Over-Running Third T'ail : Inclined Top Protection.
cannot be expected to take the ocean routes in
Effects of Sleet Storm on Over-Running Third Rail; March 3, 1906
New York,
preference to those offered by rail. Even in this
Central & Hudson River.
case only certain classes of goods will withstand the ocean voyage, which will require from three to four weeks. during a severe snowstorm on February 9th. This went to show
The speaker has had a wide acquaintance among men inter- the practicability of the under-running type of third rail for operaested in the transcontinental lines, and he has yet to know of a tion under such conditions. On March 3d a different set of weather
single step being taken, by those interested, in opposition to the conditions gave a further chance for comparison of various types
project, and is satisfied that nothing of this kind will be done and of third rail protection.
There was a light rain, followed by hail,
that no reasonable motive exists therefor. His attitude towards followed by rain again, with the temperature ranging from 28 deg.
the canal project is that of a patriotic American citizen, whose to 33 deg. Fahrenheit, and an east wind with a velocity of two
only desire is the promotion of his country's welfare, politically miles an hour. The sleet began to form at nine in the morning
and commercially, and whose hope is that this great enterprise will and continued to form throughout the day, the quality of the sleet
ultimately be accomplished in an honest and efficient manner, and varying with the temperature.
In thickness it averaged about oneadd to the glory and prosperity of our nation.
quarter of an inch. The accompanying sketches and photographs
it is

—
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Railroad Commissioners' Convention at Washington.

with the various types of

protection.

There were two types of over-running

rail tested:

On

the unprotected over-running rail the sleet was so bad that
after three hours it was impossible to run.
On the inclined top protection over-running rail on the section
of the track where the wind could get at the side of the rail the
sleet formed at some points entirely over the top of the rail.
At
such places the contact shoes arced badly.
Operation of each type of the over-running rail was thus shown
to be unsatisfactory under these weather conditions.

[Continued from last week, page 354.]
subject of rate legislation was briefly discussed and the
This report,
report of the Committee was unanimously adopted.
which discussed the subject at length, concluded with a recommendation to the effect that the powers of the Interstate Commerce
Commission should be enlarged so as to give it authority to correct
any unreasonable or unjustly discriminatory rate, regulation or
practice, and to substitute a just and reasonable rate, regulation or

The

practice in lieu thereof; that the orders of the Commission should
be made effective, but that the legislation should
preserve to the carrier the protection of the
courts in all its rights under the legislation. A
proposition was submitted by Mr. Chadbourne,
of Maine, the chairman of the Rate Committee,
that the traffic managers of the railroads should
be invited to meet with the association next
year and contribute their expert knowledge on
the subject of rates, hut it was voted down.
The report of the Committee on Safety Appliances was adopted. This contained a recommendation to be made to the legislature of each
State separately urging the passage of an act
identical with the Ohio law which denies to the
carrier the right to defend its act in case any
one is injured by a violation of the safety appliance law. The report again called attention
to the need of a law requiring the use of block
signals, and a resolution offered by Mr. Kilpatrick, of Illinois, asking Congress to provide
for the appointment of a commission to inquire
into the matter of the best automatic block signal system available for use on the railroads of
the United States, was adopted. The bill for a
compulsory law, introduced in Congress by Mr.

Esch,

Sleet formation on

Under-Running Third Rail;

Three-Piece Protection.

is still in

committee.

The present report also emphasizes the dangers due to the employment of men in train
service excessive hours. It says:
"The records
of the Interstate Commerce Commission show

that the railroads have reported, under the requirements of the accident law of 1901, a total
of 118 accidents, involving the death of 51 persons and injury of 198 persons, where the employees involved had been on duty from fifteen
to forty-eight hours.
Many of these accidents
were directly caused by employees falling asleep
*
*
*
at their posts of duty.
This question
of long hours is one that urgently calls for regulation, both by the Federal Government and by
the States. A bill which has the support of the
railway employees' organizations was introduced
in the House by Representative Esch, of Wisconsin, and in the Senate by Senator La Follette.
Another bill, which is without the indorsement
Of railroad employees' organizations was introduced in the House by Representative Morris, of
Nebraska. Only a few States have as yet made
any attempt to regulate the hours of labor of
train employees, and even in those cases where
legislation has been attempted the effort seems
to have been to prevent railroads from compelling train employees to work an excessive number of hours for a single day's pay. rather than
to protect the public safety by requiring abso
lutely that employees shall neither he required
nor permitted to remain on dutj an excessive
number of hours consecutively, In even the
formation on Under-Running Third Rail; Fibre Protection,
best laws (here is no limit to the number of
Effects of Sleet Storm on Under-Running Third Rail; March 3, 1906
hours a man may be permitted or required to
New York
work, and there is absolutely no protection to
Central & Hudson River.
the public.
There were three types of the under-running rail tested:
"Following the example of Illinois, the State of Ohio has passed
On the under-running rail with wood protection the drip carried a safety-appliance law. patterned after the Federal statute a law
the sleet off the edge of the slide board and no sleel formed on the such as Ibis Should be On the statute books of .very Stale In the
rail.
The Federal statute has stood the test of the courts, and no
On the under-running rail with fibre protection, the drip was mistake can be made in adopting it as a model for Stale laws. Its
carried off by the fibre and no sleet was tor
provisions have been embodied in the Ohio statute (referred to
on the rail,
On the under-running third rail with mica compound insula above), and also a bill now pending In the legislature of the S
lion, except on Ilie edges of the rail, no sleel formed.
Of Kentucky.
The superiority of the under .running rail over the over rui
"Your committee recommends also an additional section
type was therefore shown under these weather emiilil ions.
the maiter in which ii is now proposed to amend th<
law,
Ariel- a number of trials, the attempt to run on the expo ed
and thai la to give the various State commissions authority to make
third rail was given up, and operation was confined to the pre
all necessary ami proper regulations i" carry the law Into effect,
leeleil sections
(In lie- prolecleil lop running rail lln-ie w:
n
Including regulations for the dli
guidance of such insiderablo arcing of shoes, but on the under-running rail there was
pectoi
b
ma; be appoint d to ezei ute and enforce the lavi
no sign of arcing.
The Association adopted a
iffered by Mr. D. H
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Meyer,

i>r

Wisconsin, declaring

it to

e

of the association

the roads.

Congress should authorize and direct the interstate Commerce
Commission or so
men! of the national government
that
to

ascertain

I

To the extent that regard is paid to the spirit of
the italicized clause, the record of .the employees enters, and, hence,
the system of discipline in use as well.
This relationship is not generally acknowledged because discipline methods originate with employers and the seniority rule came
from the employees, and to merge the two in any way is tanta-

mount

each admitting the other fellow's scheme is good and acBut why not? It has not been long since the
superintendent was supposed to know whether or not his employee's
services were satisfactory and he had "power to act." But organized labor and other factors have changed this very generally, and
greatly circumscribed not only his authority, but, by schedules and
arrangements, that of the general manager, president, and even
chairman of the board, as well. Some very exasperating situations
consequently occur, but the men who forge ahead in life are not
the ones who spend much time fretting about "tied hands." etc.
If
one cannot keep from having his hands tied, get as much freedom
as possible, and go on.
Now as a matter of fact the employees recognize the necessity
of maintaining discipline and enforcing the rules whlcn are essential to safety and the economical operation of the road, but they
properly object to arbitrary and excessive discipline, and promptly
"take it up to the top" in such cases. On the other hand employers
can have no valid objections to seniority if due regard is paid to
the spirit of the proviso, "other things being equal." Such being
the case, why not make discipline subserve both ends observance
of the rules essential to safe and economical operation of the road
and also furnish the data necessary to carry out the spirit of the
seniority rule proviso, "other things being equal"? This. in effect
is the basis of the system suggested by W. D. Buehring. Chief Clerk
of the Superintendent of the Tucson Division of the Southern Pacific: and I think, as outlined by him. it is well worth very careful consideration.
It consists of keeping a daily record of services
rendered by each employee not of amount in hours or miles or
units of work, but of quality—balancing it yearly, and using it, and
it alone, as the proviso of the seniority rule, "other things being
to

ceptable in toto.

—

—

equal."

This system practically possesses the most important characterthe Brown system so far as discipline is concerned, because
it
emphasizes the fact that the successful executive must have the
to-operation of his men and that he can obtain it by keeping a
record of quality of services.
It
also does a great deal more, for
it
is not merely a negative record, a record which shows what a
man should not have done, but a positive record whereby a premium is practically paid for good service. It is true some roads
now give credit, in "Days" and others "Commendations on the Record" for exceptional service under the Brown system, but there is
a vast difference between the man who puts in his time and misses
any "Brownies" [demerits] and a "rattling good railroad man," and
that difference is very largely due to lack of interest not "hitistic of

—

ting the ball."
It is just this lack of interest which is so exasperating to the experienced railroad official, for he remembers it was
not so when railroad systems were small and the unions did not
•Extracts from
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Mr. Buehring on Seniority.*

—
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being equal."

,

ini >labor union.- would be
doing the least 1 can to miss the Brownies" is touching very direct
Ij
the pocket book of the railroad c<
Traffic must be hauled
in
large units and hauled quo klj
delays of even an hour an
serious matters, not in overtime particularly, but in power tied up
that length of time traffic
ness.
Not long since th
uperintendenl had but tew and short
trains to be moved; but tew crewi
vhoi
kni
and dealt with
persona lh and SO could enthuse; and no union schedules and
ei'ii'- to keep him away
tie
from hi
ucce i'ui executivi
could get iln
pi
his men by In
e
i of
llitj
But con
ditions have grown quite too complex
The Bi
man that Is the
lowest in rank
who is permitted discretionary pow
o far
tin "man behind the gun" thai the men are not workremoved fr
ing I'm the "old man" but tor an Intani
ompany. They feel
that officials may c
and officials may go. but they will stay on
regardless thereof.
Furthermore, transition periods always present
Unusual difficulties, and the organizations of the modern large systems are getting down to an army basis so rapidly that the employee, have not had time to inquire the interest in their new companies' Insignias that the soldier has in the Bag.
And so
is that
peration of the employees cannot be had without paying a premium for it. By paying its premiums the Bueh
tern would

Ini

The Brown System of Discipline has been so generally adopted
throughout the United States that it would probablj
that the larger part of the operating officials of American
regard it as giving better results than any other
'gain the Seni »
ity Rule as to promotion of employees, and
especially those classes
of employees generally affiliated with labor unions, is In forci
to
even a greater extent than Brown's Discipline. The two thing:
interdependent because of the qualifying clause of the Seniority
Rule "Men will be promoted in order of seniority, other tin,,, is

Tin

of Interest,

value of all of the railroads in the
United States, and to ascertain the value ol
oad property oi
each State separately. Consideration of the report of the Committee on Railroad Taxai inn was deferred until next year.
The report of the Committee on the Powers, Duties and Work ol
railroad commissioners led to a discussion which showed that m
of the commission,
a
Bed with the existing leg! lation
in their respective States, and are seeking increased authorit)
One of the propositions favored by s
e of the delegation
thai "i "reciprocal demurrage," bj which a railroad would b
pelled to pay demurrage if a ear should be dema
id and should not
be supplied within a specified time.
John s. McMillan, of Washington, was elected president of the
association for the ensuing year, and Seattle, Washington, wa
lected as the place for the next annual meeting, the date (between
July 1 and August 31 >, to he determined liy the executive committee.
the
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it.

mark

a hig step in

The premium
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so offered
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e

enough

bjected to

by the unions on the ground ni
veiled attempt to lower the wages
by increasing the output of the deft employee to the eventual detriment of his hss talented brother. As a matter of fact, it is just an
incentive to assure a good man who takes an interest in what
he does, that Ihe indifferent man. now ahead of him in seniority
rights, can be passed, and passed in a time sufficiently short to
make it worth trying. It is, of course, possible that the unions will
object to removing absolute seniority, but if the members can be
convinced that this Buehring record will be ably ami fairly kept,
and that the employee shall have the privilege of appeals from the
decision of a subordinate officer. I feel sure the unions would regard
it as just as effective a safeguard against the tyranny and favoritism
of petty officials as is the present practice, and free from the objection of making the good man help the drone along.
That drones
are kept in high places by the good work done by better men below
their level and that this is well understood and recognized by the
men who comprise the majority of the unions, I am quite convinced
from my talks with union employees on the subject.
ii

The

different

methods

of discipline in

vogue on different

rail-

roads make it difficult to lay down iron clad rules, but the following is suggested by Mr. Buehring:
1.
A book record will be kept of the service rendered by each
employee, in detail, which will be balanced once each year and summarized each year's record for merit and demerit to stand unchanged during the entire period of his service with the company.
:

2.
Employees in the service of the company when this system
inaugurated, will be allowed a certain number of points for each
month's work [in the past], such to be summarized for each year
as though this system had been in effect at the time the employee
entered the service of the company.
3.
The work performed by each man will be classed as Excellent. Good. Indifferent or Poor for each day's work, and his rating
established accordingly: 100 per cent, being considered good.
4.
Each day's work will be considered to have a value of 100
points of per cent for conduct and efficiency. An infraction of the
rules or failure to meet the standard of efficiency will involve the
cancellation of from 1 to 100 points, while excellent service will
entitle the employee to additional points of from 1 to 100 per cent.
but in no case will more than 200 points be allowed for one day's
work.
Conduct means the behavior of the employee on and off duty
5.
as regards drinking, fighting, disorderly conduct on one side; and
It is presumed,
especial courtesy and acts of heroism on the other.
of course, that employees will observe general good behavior and
therefore no special emphasis is placed on this phase of discipline.
Efficiency would necessarily be subject to subdivision according to
the conditions prevailing at different points, but generally speaking it should cover the salient points of each class of service. For
instance, taking the train service (it being understood that both
rain and engine crews are considered as one unit in giving credit
for train movement) a form of conductor's trip report is suggested

is

I

below.

Conductors, enginemen. engine foremen, etc.. should make
6.
a monthly report on character of service rendered by their brakemen, firemen, switchmen, etc., respectively, which report should be
u ed in Ihe interest of the brakemen, firemen, switchmen, etc.; that
lead to special examination regarding those
is. the report should
nihs or instructions wherein they have been reported deficient.
Conductors should report as to the enginemen as well as other
classes of employees.

.
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7.
Employees whose rating falls below a certain standard are
subject to dismissal without further cause.
S.
Employees will be entitled to a fair and impartial hearing
concerning any entry made against their records and may appeal
to the superintendent; and the superintendent will also have the
right to charge demerits against the record of any employee for
infraction of any rule or instructions, where said offense' is not
sufficiently serious to justify discharge; but such discipline shall
not involve cancellation of more than the number of points said
employee is expected to earn during the current year.
9.
The violation of any rule which is essential to safety will be
considered a dischargeable offence.
First of all comes the necessity of having an accurate check on
all work, and a systematic and equitable award for good service.
To secure the first result, the following forms of report are suggested, to be turned in by each employee in charge, for himself and
crew for each day's work, the entire crew to be considered as a unit.
Train and Engine Service. The following is the form suggested
for reports to be made out by conductors, and on which place is provided for the engineer to make note of any special credit claimed
by himself or fireman, or to note exception to the conductor's report in any part. This trip report should be signed by both the
conductor and engineer, and carries a par value of 100 points, covering the essential features of road service with supplementary space
providing for special features, such as "Good service at wrecks,"
"Repairs of defects in equipment, track or structures," etc., per

—

sample form appended.

CONDUCTOR'S TRIP REPORT.
Conductor

Date,
Engineer.

Rrakeman

Fireman.

Train No.

District

.

P.rakeman

Making schedule or better
Getting out terminal on call or better

-I"

C.
D.
E.
F.

Observance of signals
Handling of equipment

1"
1"
I"

to

conduct

Supplemt

(May
II.
I.

J.

K.

20

Protection of train (seals, etc.)

General

Claim.

Value

Item.
A.
B.

also frequently happens that the entire force conthat there is no unfair allowance in this

it

of telegraphers, so

sists

proportion.
The following form

is

suggested for a daily report of the station

work:

STATION AND TELEGRAPH SERVICE.
1906.

Date

Station.

Clerical Force.

Agent
Telegraphei

A.

Items.
Handling' of train orders

B.

Handling

i

Value.
20
10

messages
l'rumptly answering calls
General conduct (telegraphers)
Reports to general offices

'.

It.

E.

of

10
10
10
10
In

Reports to superintendent's office
Station records
Seal records
1.
General conduct tstation men)
Meritorious service, 1 to ion points, etc.

F.
<;

Ill

II.

The agent should
credits that

Allowed

Claim.

In

be responsible for and stand all demerits and

may

affect his station both in the telegraph and clerical
All of the telegraphers should share in allowance for

department.
the telegraph department and in the delinquencies of any number
of the staff; this would encourage them to help each other out,
check mistakes and prevent possible errors. The same idea should
hold as to the clerical force and also be applied to failure to get
off reports on time and correctly.
It is expected that agents have
executive ability in handling their men and apportioning their work
fairly between them, but if such is not the case, the necessity of the
men helping one another to avoid demerits will tend greatly to enforce a readjustment of the work, eliminate any member who may
he careless or incompetent, and enforce a co-operation between employees in each class of service; to assure which ends the entire
corps must be considered as one unit.
The latter part of rule 8 would be particularly applicable to station service where the infractions of regulations are not subject to
classification in a daily report.
Despatching. The question of applying this system to despatches is debatable, but might be permissible to the extent of placing
a premium on the prompt movement of trains with issuance of as
few orders as possible. It is suggested, therefore, that the chief
despatches make a daily report on the work of each man along the
following lines.
(Let each despatcher be identified by initial):

—

at

be Debit or
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(

Iredit.

1

1-100
Efficient service at wrecks
Repairs of defects to equipmt. track anil struc 1 100
inn
Exercise of good judgment in emergencies....
1

Special

Totals

Remarks
(Sinned)

REPORT

SERVICE OF DESPATCHER FOR

ul'
I

Each

of these regular items has a specific value, emphasis being
placed on the prompt movement of trains. The special items have
no fixed value and may be 1 or 100 points, but the total allowance

one day's work must not exceed 200 points all told.
As stated above, the crews would be dealt with as a unit as far
as the operation of the train is concerned; but this would not prohibit recognition of specially good service, nor would the crew suffer
for the delinquencies of any member thereof, for which full charge
should be made against the record of the party at fault, the conductor being required to make mention of this under head of re
marks.
The point arises: Should a crew be held responsible for delays
over which they have no control? The only delay over which there
Delays
is no control is a wreck, and that is sometimes questionable.
for water should be figured in the time-table schedule of the train,
and the crew required not to exceed the allowance made for taking
water. Delays for break-in-two are strictly "up to" the crew. Delays for orders must be cut out by better figuring on part of desin make use of telela ted
patches; conductors should be sli
graphones at blind sidings in endeavoring to get more time on
opposing trains.
All employees should be encouraged in assisting cadi other,
in performing work of any disabled member of the crew; and, with
the exception of accidents, where disability is self-evidenl. the disabled employee should have 5 or 10 points c
teled limn bis record,
and twice that number Of points credited to relieving employee.
This. would eliminate collusion of employees to unfairl] benefit
another whose, record is. perhaps, not very good,
Station and Telegraph Service. These reports should covet all
points concerned In the operation of an agency and may !» equally
giving this .Ml iniiiits) and
divided between the lelegraph service
I

the station work (50 points) or a total of 100 points per day, the
same as outlined in rule 6, with the allowance ol 100 additional
points for meritorious acts.
the |e|e
.voiild lie affected In
An Agent and bis telegraphei
graph department and the agent and his clerical force toi the Bta
linn work outside of telegraph duties,
This distinction
snry on account of the telegrapher being ei.i ed a
lallst,"
P
and no clerk can perform his duties, though the telegraphei can
of dividing the
perform the duties of a clerk. Hence the
equal share
credits for any station allowing each arm ol the Bervl
I

1

1

1

ltio.

D

C

I!

E

F

.

-

.

It

II

No. of
moved
No of train orders issued
mill, trains delayed meets
tin. waiting t'tii- orders

B,

Ne.

I'.

—

for

—

A

ra ins

t

('.

on

Date

livisinn.

Item.
A.

Rr.MARKS.
(Note should lie
m. answering promptly).

line

tnaile of

any delay on account of operators

1

This would be on record and have no comparative value in
number of orders

points, but the actual figures in minutes delay,
issued, etc., would stand for themselves.

—

Yardmen. Each crew would be treated as one unit and dealt
with apart from every crew, and the yardmaster share pro-rata
with number of crews in the allowance made, thai is with one day
and one night crew, the yardmaster would receive one-half the allowance made each; for three crews, one-third, etc.
The following form for a daily report is suggested:

YARDMAN'S HAIIA REPORT.
S

Foreman
Switchmen

D

I

fin

'ate

yardmaster

.

.

.

No. ears handled
No. ears dam
\.i
rains s» Itched.

.

1

Item.

a
1

1

1

1

1

t

.

.

-••'

in

Blocking movements of inn
hiet
Geni 11
Meritorious services
to inn points

l'o

1

»

1

In

1

I :.

1

1

The
where it

Allowed

Cli

in

.

\

1

'

Value.

rains switching.
[analing of equipment
.in..- of signals
ibt .'i
teluys in

1

1

1

of rule 8 would apply to any Individual
thought best to establish a sj tem of discipline, ail.'.
Inn points tor each day's service and
100 points a. lition.il for
meritorious acts and enforced
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of the employees affected as knowing his business thoroughly and
of being perfectly square.
He would undoubtedly have his hands
full in attending to such department, for as very little of his worl
would be routine in character he could not turn over much of It
to a clerical force for even a few days; thai Is, lie would have to

Furthermore, he would
be in bis office a greater part of the time.
in the course of a year nave occasion to explain his decision to
pretty much every one of the employees under his jurisdiction,
which means he must be tactful and patient. In short, a satisfactory man to handle this branch of the service would be a high-
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this was out of the. question with the existing width of foundation
as the additional fill would have Imposed an excessive overturning
moment. On the other hand, the old fill back of the abutment was
thoroughly compacted and therefore capable of resisting part of
the thrust from an arch. Conditions therefore were favorable tor
springing an arch between the abui iiienis, and plans were made
shown herewith.
The primary consideration determining the design was to se;

priced official, and according to my ideas, be outranked by no one
on a division exi epi the superintendent himself. He should have
his hands entirely tree in the selection of his clerical force and
be subject to only general regulations. It would be advisable for
all such officials on a system to have frequent meetings, in order
that practice on the various divisions be as uniform as possible.
All of this means, in effect, that the carrying out of the proposi d
system in practice would entail a large expense and add to the
enormous number of records and accounts now being increased al-

This fact undoubtedly conNevertheless, if by its use, the
stitutes a serious objection to it.
vast army of railroad employees in the train, engine, station and
yard service in this country could be induced to take the personal
interest in the work, which a very limited number of them now
take, I believe the expenditure the system would entail would be

most daily on our American railroads.

but a drop in the bucket compared with the economies that would
be effected.

Reinforced Concrete Bridges on the Chicago

&

Eastern

Illinois.

The third-track and other improvement work on the Chicago
division of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, described in the Railroad Gazette of March 16, while involving no heavy bridge work,
includes several interesting reinforced concrete structures. Plans
for two of the arch bridges and a highway under-crossing are shown

Bridge Across Stony Creek, Showing Masonry Abutment;
Northbound Track Blocked Up to New Grade Chicago and

Old

—

Eastern

Illinois.

herewith.

The Stony creek arch is a short distance north of Danville and
replaces a double-track 75-ft. deck plate-girder bridge. The grade
of the road had to be raised 9 ft. at this point to provide an undercrossing for the Indiana Harbor Railroad. Estimates were made
for putting in new plate girder spans designed for heavier loading,
as well as for the design adopted. One of the half-tone engravings
gives a good idea of conditions prior to making the change, except
that the northbound track had been raised to the new grade line,
the girders resting on timber blocking on the bridge seat. The
southbound track had not yet been disturbed. The masonry abutments were in fair condition and it was decided to use them in
new girder bridge would have required these
the new structure.
abutments to be built up to conform to the new grade line, but

cure the largest allowable arch that could be sprung between the
abutments without imposing an excessive unit pressure on the foundations and to keep the resultant of pressure near the middle of
the base. The design used is a parabolic arch of 55-ft. 8-in. span,
2 ft. 6 in. thick at the crown and 32 ft. 6 in. wide over parapets.
It is designed for Cooper's E-50 loading, with a factor of safety

A

—385'—

-
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Section on Center line of Higntrat/.

Reconstruction of Highway Under-Crossing near
Creek Chicago & Eastern Illinois.

—

Half 5ection on Center Line of Bridge

Stony

General

Plan

Showing

Arch

rlaTf

Elevation.

Reconstruction of Stony
& Eastern Illinois.

—Chicago

Creek

April
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of 6 under live load. As seen by the drawings, the face of each
old abutment was notched to give a series of faces to receive the
thrust of the arch normally. Steel dowels were inserted in each
of these faces.
The wing walls for the new structure are one of the unique
features of the work. The old wing walls were reinforced by addition of a thickness of 4 ft. of concrete on their faces, carried up

New

55-ft.

389

from the foundations to a height conforming with the new fill, in
which steel bars were imbedded. This concrete was tied to the
old masonry by a large number of steel dowels.
This is all clearly

shown in the drawings. The plans also show in detail the reinforcing of the structure by Johnson corrugated steel bars, 17 Ms
tons of which were used. The concrete was a 1:5 gravel mixture, the total for the bridge being 1,487 cu. yds.
This cost $7.60

Double Track Reinforced Concrete Arch Over Stony Creek

48,

— Chicago &

Eastern

Illinois

g BarsJS
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per cu. yd., including the steel reinforcing bars. The total cosl
therefore $1 1,801,
The Trim creek arch is about 39 miles south of Chicago on the
CI
douhle-track deck-girder bridge,
it repla
three-track line,
the old masonry for which was removed to make room for an
entire new structure. The arch is a flat parabolic type, of 38 ft.
span and 2 ft. 2 In. thick at the crown. The barrel is 48 ft. long.
The arch is founded on a firm clay, depth of foundation being 27 ft.
below base of rail. All details of the design and of the reinforcing
by corrugated bars are shown in the drawing. The total amount
of concrete was 1,578 yds. and 18 tons of bars were used.
The highway under-crossing shown is about 100 ft. north of
The track prevlouslj was carried over this
the Stony creek arch.
crossing on a steel I-beam span. This was replaced by a rein^g 3ars
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probablj premai
The o-called con ervatlve
and the report
Senators are very confident, however, that an agreement will be
Imenl will then be expanded
eai bed on this basis.
The review ai
bj incorporation of a provision thai Is being prepared by Senate!
Spooner for Impounding the amount of the rate in controversy
pending the review and for its payment to the carrier or to the
shippers in accordance with the final determination of the court.
Senator Spooner Is end avorlng to so frame this provision that, In
the event that an order reducing a rate is finally sustained, the
money impounded shall go to the producers of the freight instead
Immediate
of the shippers in cases where the producer is not thi
shipper.
The theory on which he is seeking to do tins is that the
oi
shipper who buys an article tor shipment deducts the amoun
the freight from the purchase price that would be paid If the article
i

i

Cfrs.

Half Elevation.

B-B.

General Plan of 38-Ft. Reinforced Concrete Arch at Trim Creek
forced concrete slab built between the old stone masonry abutments,
the I-beams being blocked up while the slab was being built.
These structures were designed by Mr. T. L. Condron, Consulting Engineer, Chicago, under the supervision of Mr. W. L. Dawley,
Chief Engineer of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois.

Washington Correspondence.

—

Vol..

Washington, April 10. The beginning of the end of the railroad rate debate in the Senate is in sight. Present indications are
that an agreement by substantially all of the Republican Senators
upon a form of amendment providing for a judicial review will
soon be brought about. It is expected that the President will agree
to the incorporation in the review amendment of the provision suggested by Senator Knox giving the reviewing court authority to determine not only whether the order complained of was beyond the
authority of the Commission or in violation of the rights of the
carrier secured by the Constitution, but also whether it was in
It
violation of rights secured by the laws of the United States.
has been reported to-day that the President has already agreed to
this, but it is not admitted at the White House that this is true

—Chicago

&

Eastern

Illinois.

was purchased at the point of consumption, and that any excessive
freight charge is borne by the producer and not by the shipper.
When the question of the form of the review amendment has
been decided on the most important task before the Senate will be
the amendment of the provision conferring the rate-making power
on the Commission so as to remove at least some of the constiThe opinion of the
tutional objections to it in its present form.
United States Supreme Court in the Michigan railroad tax cases
has served to direct attention sharply to the fact that this provision
It might be exis certainly unconstitutional in its present form.
pected that Senators who do not favor the proposed legislation would
rest content to allow the bill to go through in such shape as to
insure its being declared unconstitutional and void, but this is not
the case. The conservative Senators, who include most of the leading lawyers on the Republican side, will all co-operate in any moveEven Senator Foraker.
ment to make the bill constitutional.
who believes that the whole proposition is vicious in principle and
that it cannot be made constitutional- so long as it is proposed to
give the rate-making power to the Commission in any form, will
support every proposition tending to remove any constitutional
difficulty.

With the exception

of Senators

Foraker and Morgan and pos-

April

LS,
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one or two more, the general opinion among this group of
Senators is that it will be possible to fix up the rate-making feature of the bill so as to make it constitutional, and an effort will

sibly

made

change it so that it will not require the Commission
to apply "its judgment" to the question of a rate and to exercise
legislative discretion.
Several proposals will be advanced for incorporating in the provision a standard by whose application to a
specific freight situation the rate to be fixed can be determined.
One of these is the provision contained in the Elkins bill empowering the Commission after hearing, "to make an order directing the
carrier or carriers to modify such rate, fare, charge or regulation
in such particulars as shall be specified in such order, and if such
modifications shall require the change of any rale, fare or charge,
be

I

Rational

Method for the Introduction and Management
Piece-Work in Railroad Shops.*
WILLIAM
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Simp
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management and operation
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of locomotive repair shops.

two distinct and directly opposite methods of paying for work are
in general use; one, the day-work or hourly system, which pays
each particular class of labor a certain rate per hour, and each

workman in that class the same rate regardless of ability, capacity
or conditions; the other, a piece-work or piece-rate system, which
considers conditions, time, the ability of the workman, and pays
for output only.
The day-work method which really is the absence of all system,
is adapted to shops where little attention is given to organization;
where forces are divided into gangs and each gang with a foreman is given a number of engines or a mixed class of work to do.
Where men work on shoes and wedges to-day, rods to-morrow,
motion work the next day, and perhaps the next day operate machines, the day rate is probably the only method elastic enough
to cover such cases.
Such an organization always results in higher cost for supervision and a much lower rate of individual efficiency than where
the efforts of each workman are concentrated in perfecting himself
in some particular line of work.
The contract system is well adapted to the requirements of the
locomotive boilers, but a failure in repair work. The premium and
straight bonus systems are no doubt the ideal thing for manufac
turing concerns, but hardly practical for locomotive repairs. Piecework has been stigmatized as "a lazy, haphazard method of shifting responsibility and direction from employer to employee; as working deception in the latter and giving us a long string of broken
promises from the former; as hated by unions, as bringing on
Strikes," etc., but notwithstanding it is gradually growing in favor,
and at the present rate of increase, ten years hence will be in prai
thai operation in most, if not all. of the railroad shops of
lie
country.
Price fixing is the difficult problem.
Pew, if any. foremen who
have been trained in the atmosphere of the day shop and have giv
no particular attention to principles of shop operation or to eo
of details, will be able to determine a fair price for a given opera
linn.
Prices fixed and put into effect on any other basis than
effori on ihe pun of the workman under normal conditions
Caii
will necessarily have to be changed, and in many cases useless and
unfair prices la the pai
have resulted In more or less bitter feeling
against piece-work among workmen.
The Introduction ^f plea
work requires men of Bpeclal skill and experience; men who
fully Informed as to the capability and physical endurance of work
men, the capacity of machines and the amounl of producl to be
expected from men under eerlain conditions,
teen months ago on the Brie Railroad we began Lo work
F
nut a pieee work nrga n iz
in
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each of the 10 different
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shop specialist or piece-work expert.

The Master Mechanic of each
The general foreman.
The time-keeping department.

4.

5.
6.

shop.

7.
A time specialist, with the title of assistant to the general
foreman, for each shop.
8.
A piece-work checker for each sub-department in shops large
enough to justify it; in the small shops two or three departments
are combined.

The Mechanical Superintendent

finally

approves each separate

price before it is put into effect.
The jurisdiction of the Assistant Mechanical Superintendent extends in a general way over all shop operations. All appointments
of general foreman, gang foremen and piece-work checkers are made
by him, subject to the approval of the Mechanical Superintendent,
recommendations for such appointments being first made by the

Master Mechanics.

different

The shop

specialist reports to and receives instructions from
the Mechanical Superintendent.
All piece-work schedules are made
and records kept in the office of the shop specialist.
The assistant to the general foreman is the man upon whom
rests the responsibility for fixing the time upon which all piecework prices are based. He is in many respects the most important
factor in the entire piece-work organization.
No piece-work expert, I care not how proficient he may become in the business, can
handle all the details of rate fixing on a large railroad without
relying more or less on the judgment of the man who makes the
recommendations from personal observation of the work.
These positions are made attractive both in point of salary and
in placing men in line for promotion to roundhouse foreman, general
foreman. Master Mechanics, etc., and we aim to select the best young
men in the service for this work.
The piece-work checkers in the different departments each perform exactly the same duties, which consist in carefully checking
over the time and work of each employee who is paid by the piece.
depend largely, but not entirely, on these checkers to see that
accurate division is made between day and piece-work time, and
that the labor on the number of operations turned in by each workman is actually and accurately done. They report to the assistant
to the general foreman all inaccuracies that may arise in the practical application of the schedules, also all operations of frequent recurrence in their respective departments which have no piece-work

We

price.

The Master Mechanic and general foreman of each shop have
same general control over all the details of piece-work that
they exercise over the shop in general. The Master Mechanic is
the

held responsible for the output of his plant and reports to the
Assistant Mechanical Superintendent in charge of shop operations
on all matters pertaining to shop machinery and output, and to the
shop specialist on all matters pertaining strictly to piece-work and
piece-work prices.
The time-keeping department varies little from that of the
ordinary day work shop, the only practical difference being that,
instead of keeping all straight day work time, the same clerks keep
part day-work and part piece-work time. No increase in the time
keeping force is necessary in a shop on account of the introduction
of piece-work.
The card, form 2861, Pig. 1, used by the assistant to the general
foreman in timing operations, calls tor all the essential informs
tinii necessary in price fixing.
It
is 4 in. x »;>._. in., a convenient
size tor the pocket.
The assistant to the general foreman is to note
anything which would in any way affect the price, whether called
for by the card or not, and this he does, under the head of "Re
marks" or on the back of the card. As these cards arc made out,
thej pass through the hands of the general foreman and. if satisfactory to him, are turned over to a typewriter, who makes out,
These cars are then signed by
in duplicate, card, form 2196, Pig. 2.
lie
Bhop officials, as Indicated thereon, and sent In to the gen
office nt' the mechanical department, where they are checked and
signed by the simp specialist, the Assistant Mechanical Superin
tendent, and approved by the Mechanical Superintendent
After
cards are approved bj the Mechanical Superintendent thej
are turned back to the office of the Bhop
pi
all si and entered In
see Pig, ;>i. the schedule number pis
the pieci work schedules
in the upper left-hand cornel
(see Fig. 2), the original card Bled
in
the file case, ami the duplicate returned to the Master Me
when the duplihanic as bis authority to pul the price Ii
iffect,
cate
si el
sd by the Mai tei Mei banli it
In
dule
". upper lefi
oposite the schedule numbei which It bea
band corner), and Died In
case exactly like the one in the office
1

1
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we have perfected the following organization:
The Mechanical Superintendent.
The Assistant Mechanical Superintendent.

application,

its
1.

to

the order shall specify the maximum rate, fare or charge that may
be put in force by the carrier in lieu of that found by the Commission to be unjust and unreasonable or otherwise contrary to
law, but the Commission shall not have power to modify any rate,
fare, charge or regulation established by the carrier or carriers
to a greater extent than shall be necessary in order to remove
the injustice and unreasonableness or other unlawfulness thereof."
It is contended that this fixes a definite standard by prescribing the
limit below which the Commission cannot go in fixing a rate.
It
has also been suggested hat the amendment proposed by Senator
Bailey would fix a standard by requiring the Commission "to determine and prescribe a rate or charge which shall afford a just,
compensation to the carrier or carriers for the service or services
to be performed," it being contended that the provision that the rate
shall afford a just compensation fixes a standard by which it can
J. c. w.
be determined.
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day Of the piece-work completed by each workman, and when the
mount of work is completed,
cards are full of item:-, or a
properly signed and
they are totaled by th,
turned in to the general foreman's office, from which place thej
are sent to the time-keeping department.
The daily record cauls (Fig. 4) are for the use of the workmen. They are delivered to employees as they enter on duty in
the morning. They make a record of their day's work and dep
the cards in box at night. Changes from day work to piece-work,
or vice versa, are recorded on these raids by the gang foreman in
charge of the workmen. When these cards have been checked m
the general foreman's office, they are turned in to the time keeping
department and checked against the piece-work cards Fig. 3), to
see if differences exist in the two records.
Fig. 5), are all made up in the
The piece-work schedules
office of the shop specialist and sent out to the Master Mechanics
They are bound in Shipman's cloth binders,
to be put into effect.
and make a neat book. These schedules are put in the hands of
the checkers and gang foreman and otherwise distributed about
th shop so that the workmen and all concerned can have free access
to them.
We attribute the marked degree of success which has rewarded
I

i

i

i

I
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pri< es.
We do not make promises to-day which we know
be broken to-morrow. What we do say is that we will not
change a rate unless we can give a good and sufficient reason for
it; and when the rate is changed, it will be so fixed lhat an hoi
effort on the part of a competent workman will lie rewarded by a
substantial increase in earnings over his day rate.
Thirty-three per cent, of the total earnings of all men employed
on general locomotive repairs on the entire road are now on a
piece-work basis. In the car department r.i; per cent. <,l the freight
and 92 per cent, of passenger repairing is piece-work. Besides tni
we also pay piece rates on a large part of the work of our heavy
repair gangs in the roundhouses. Our engine wiping is all piecework.
We knock all fires, shovel all cinders, and handle all coal
at fixed prices for each separate operation.
Since the workmen
have become thoroughly familiar with our methods of fixing rates,
we have met no opposition whatever in the extension of the work.

change
will

I
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RECORD OF OPERATIONS FOR ESTABLISHING PIECE WORK PRICES.
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Time and Cost Cards Used

in

Connection With the Piece

Work System

at

the Erie Shops.

our efforts in the extension of the piece-work principle to the different shops of the Erie within the past 14 months to the perfectly free, honorable and open way in which we have placed the
entire subject before our men.
If, on account of changes in conditions, or for any other reason
it is necessary to alter a rate, the change is made in precisely the
way in which new prices are fixed. After the change is approved
by the Mechanical Superintendent, the duplicate card is returned
to the Master Mechanic through the office of the shop specialist
and price in shop schedule is changed to agree with the card. Our
men know just what we are doing all the time. Our time specialists
have received positive instructions not to time operations for
the purpose of fixing piece-rates without the workman knowing for
what purpose time is being taken. The old way was to get the
employee on a "hurry-up" job, take the time in secret, deduct 25
or 30 per cent, and then lix the rate on the remainder much on
the same principle as an Indian would shoot his victim from

and our inability to rapidly change conditions, cut out bad practices, and install proper tools and facilities for making repairs in
the most economical way are now the only obstacles which pre\ ni
a more rapid extension of the piece-work principle.
On the machine side of our shops operations are classified and
certain machines do certain kinds of work. Our prices are, therefore, in many instances based on single machines, and if the work
is changed to some other machine, we, of course, reserve the right
Each shop on the system is placed strictly on
to change the price.
As a whole, the schedules made for one shop are
its own merits.
never put into effect in another shop. However, where conditions
and day rates are the same, we frequently send prices on certain
operations that have been carefully and accurately timed in one

ambush.

and workman.

—

In the two or three shops of the Brie which have worked more
or less piece-work for several years, we have found II necessary
within the' past year to make changes in the prices on hundreds
We do not say to our men that we will not
of different operations.

shop,

to

to be put into effect after the
force are satisfied they will meet

other parts of the road

Master Mechanic ami his

official

local requirements.

benefits alike employer
Honestly administered, it offers greater possibilities
for increasing earnings than any other method of remunerating
Under it. where time is honestly and faithfully applied in
labor.
the interest of the concern by which workmen are employed the
reward will be proportionate to the effort.

The piece-work system properly applied
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reach the Gulf.

Last Friday

of-

announcement was made by the management of the Rock
Company that there had been acquired a half interest

in the Trinity & Brazos Valley, the short line bought not long ago
by the Colorado & Southern to form part of its Gulf extension
from Fort Worth, Tex., to Houston and Galveston, and that the
St. Louis &
San Francisco had acquired all the rights of the
Colorado Southern, New Orleans & Pacific which is building a line,
as described last week, from New Orleans to Houston.
This
means that the Rock Island Company, the nucleus of Rock Island

development on the Gulf
which thus far has never been touched by either of its
railroad systems.
The new Fort Worth-Galveston line will apparently be owned jointly by the Colorado & Southern and one of
the Rock Island companies probably a forecast of the eventual
taking over of actual control of the Colorado & Southern by the
Rock Island Company. The value of the Trinity & Brazos Valley
control, is directly interested in railroad

of Mexico,

—

appears to be in its trackage contracts more than in its 77 miles
of completed road.
From Fort Worth south to Cleburne, its
northern terminus, it owns trackage rights over the Gulf, Colorado
& Santa Fe. As soon as the gap between Mexia, its southern terminus, and Houston, at present under construction, is filled in, it has
the right to use the Santa Fe tracks from Houston to Galveston.
Thus on completion of the 150-mile stretch north of Houston the
Rock Island, the Frisco and the Colorado & Southern will be able to
run trains directly into Galveston. The announcement also confirms
hat there is to be an extension of the Arkansas Southern, now part
I

Ol the Rock Island, Arkansas & Louisiana, southward to a New
Orleans connection, which the Colorado Southern, New Orleans &
This will give the Rock Island a line from
Pacific is to furnish.
Thus
Little Rock on its Choctaw district south to New Orleans.
Yoakum Influence is already reaching out for a hold on the highly
competitive territory lietween Fort Worth and Galveston and
a
share in the traffic along the rim of the Gulf between New
Orleans and Houston, so long monopolized by the eastern section
of the Southern Pacific's main line.

The Interchange of freight cars between different railroads is
a feature of railroad business In this country which seems dee
lined always to have iis sorrowi
The obstacles to orderly progress
are not perhaps so big as those which trouble the Panama Canal,
hut they bid lair to I"' still prominent in the railroad world long
after the canal has become a peaceful strait, wiih not a gra
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The increase of the interchange car service rate
the more reasonable sum of 25 cents a day has
accomplished, and now we must resume the less pleasant
to

been safely
task of thrashing out the diversion difficulty. There seems to be no
diminution in the stream of complaints of diversion, and what to
do about it will probably be the main car service question at the
Chicago meeting next week.
A true philosopher, sufficiently removed from the dust of the conflict Sir Oliver Lodge, for instance would no doubt assure us that there is no cause for despondency, even if we do have to tackle this question anew every
six months or oftener.
Who has ever claimed, or even supposed,
that a frictionless rule for the interchange of freight cars could
be devised to cover this great country, or even a quarter of it?
To expect to do this business as smoothly now as it was done in
18S0, would be to join the ranks of the childish optimists who
think that they can establish a uniform freight classification for
the whole United States. It has been proposed that every car sent
into an enemy's territory be accompanied by a special notice
(as is done with embargo and penalty notices) warning everybody
not to divert that particular car. Why not? This seems a laborious
task; but we do as much cheerfully for a shipper whenever he
asks it. We talk about the fabulous sums that cars are worth
when business is brisk $5, ?10 or more per car per day and yet
we hesitate to spend ten cents a day in keeping track of a car. It
is unpleasant to think that "enemy's territory" is a term which
sometimes means a place controlled by an amiable neighbor: but
The wholesale diverting or
a
sharp Unite will cut any knot.
defrauding which is accomplished by dividing a road into two
roads, or by sending cars on useless journeys to "break penally" is
a \et harder problem.
It would not be impossible to agree on
arbitrary rules to govern Ibis mailer in every important

—

—

—

—

—

—

graphical district; nor. probably, to get the question before some
high judicial body for a lasting settlement of the disputes winch it
one
This might, however, be very slow, and there
involves.
I

remedy always at hand: Send

and determined compla
uecessarj
direct to the principal offenders.
"Put up a Eight,"
With the "industrial" railroads there is Btlll another hard nut to
-i.i.i
tei
The Illinois Northern, owned bj the
specific

it

Company,
pa

[i

that
eight

and
it

is
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Pi
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best
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not dishearten; but it Is hiplily important, first, that they be settled according to the rules of equity, even if it be necessary to
carry the matter to the courts, to get the benefit of trained judicial

Pacific Railroad of Missouri,

road,

and was

Vol..

leased to the 'Atlantic

XI,, No.

&

1C.

Pacific Rail-

bankruptcy because the lessee could not fulfil its
obligations.
We
d not be concerned with earlier events, from
minds, and, second, that the grounds of the settlement be pub- the incorporation of the original company which built the line belished in such fulness anil with such clearness as to be instructive tween St. Louis and Kansas City in 1849, up to Mr. Gould's entry.
in the settlement of similar difficulties in the future.
Nothing must
During the next 12 years the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & South
be allowed to interfere with the stability of the general per diem ern was bought outright and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the
rule for interchange, and its essential ally, the dollar-a-day (or Texas & Pacific, the International & Great Northern, and the Wabash
higher) demurrage rule.
were leased and then had their leases abrogated for non-payment
of rental; but the Goulds kept their interests in each of these lines
The trainmaster cannot praise the industrious men who are except the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, whether leased or operated
under his supervision, though he must be prompt and strict in individually, and it was doubtless this method of separate control, as
censuring those who are lazy or blundering. This we read in a we pointed out in 1904, that saved the lines from dissolution as
sketch on Trainmasters' duties by a New York Central trainmaster, Gould properties in 1892 and 1893.
which is printed in another column. We copy this part of Mr. Cur
The first period in the development of the system may thus be
tier's article as illustrating how unquestioningly everybody takes
said to have terminated in 1892 with the death of Jay Gould and
it for granted that in railroad service commendatory words must
the succession of his son, George J. Gould, as the principal reprealways be weighed, sifted, cooled and revised before they are spoken sentative of the family. Of the four Gould roads in which Jay
aloud.
The man quoted last week, who suggested otherwise, is ahead Gould had been a large stockholder, George Gould was made Presiof his time.
The question is whether he is so far ahead that ordi- dent of three: the Missouri Pacific, the International & Great Northnary trainmasters and superintendents cannot catch up with him. ern and the Texas & Pacific.
We believe not; if only those who desire to catch up will have
The second period in the development of the system, which
the courage to take the step. Who has forbidden any trainmaster began at this time, may be said to have ended with the purchase
to commend the industrious?
If the trainmaster makes his own
Between 1892 and
of control in the Denver & Rio Grande, in 1901.
position in the matter perfectly unassailable that is half the battle. 1901 a praiseworthy effort was made to better the deplorable physical
He must be proof against the slightest word of just criticism. One condition of the old Missouri Pacific and Iron Mountain. The best
superintendent of our acquaintance has been exceptionally successful energies of the management were devoted towards grade reduction
in administering the seniority rule, to the advantage of the service;
and general betterment of the property, while at the same time
and good judges give, as one of the elements in his success, the fact certain new construction, such as the White River line in Arkansas,
that his men never doubt that they are going to have a "square was began. Extensive changes of grade and alinement were made
deal."
That feeling on the part of the men means much more on the main line, through Arkansas, of the Iron Mountain, which had
than that the superintendent intends to give a square deal.
He always carried heavy traffic, both of freight and passengers, but was
really carries out that intention.
To do so he has to do a lot of one of the worst lines in the system to operate economically; also
plain talking and much patient explaining to men whom the square on the Valley division of the same road, between Little Rock and
deal
keeps
down. As phrased in the article quoted,
the Arkansas City and between Pine Bluff and Little Rock, Kansas
superintendent or trainmaster who would succeed must "lay City and Little Rock, etc. The changes which were made resulted
aside a law of nature,"
the
law of sympathetic considera- in the increase of the tonnage rating of engines from 800 tons to
tion
for
the
inefficient,
when they are amiable and well 1,300 tons between Osawatomie and Leroy; from 1,000 tons to 1,450
disposed. There is a higher law, a law of business; that if a man tons, between Leroy and Coffeyville. and from 775 tons to 1,300 tons,
does not do his duties well he must make way for a better man. between Fort Smith and Little Rock.
This, too, is a law of nature, but we do not sufficiently study this
The St. Louis Southwestern system was built up as a Gould
aspect of nature. One encouraging thing in this trainmaster's sym- property somewhat earlier. Edwin Gould became a director and
posium is the statement that on the New York Central a perfunc- Secretary of the St. Louis. Arkansas & Texas Railroad in 1889, and
tory knowledge of the rules is no longer tolerated. A trainmaster was made Vice-President and then President after the reorganizawho can say that concerning all the men on his division deserves tion in 1891. The original property was split up into several parts,
a gold medal at least that is the feeling that arises in the mind operated in harmony as the Cotton Belt. It need not be described
of one who remembers the opposite condition that prevailed among in detail at present, further than to say that it is shown on the
four-fifths of the trainmen nearly everywhere only a few years ago.
Missouri Pacific map as a portion of the network of southwestern
Still another bit of trainmaster's wisdom is the clearly defined
lines, and adds about 1,300 miles to the system.
declaration of Mr. Slack that when a man is wrong he knows it.
Russell Harding was Vice-President and General Manager of the
Of course he does, if he is intelligent. And the other side of this Missouri Pacific system from March, 1900, to September, 1904, and
truth is that if the trainmaster does not make it plain that he also performed his work efficiently, with entire charge of the reconstrucknows it he stultifies himself. And to give unmistakable evidence tion, which was placed under the direction of the operating departthat you correctly estimate a man's misconduct you must punish ment. Bui even with this task accomplished, the Gould system had
him as the offense deserves, not as your tender feelings may dictate. no ends it was all middle. There was a network of lines stretching first southeast and then southwest from Omaha through Kansas
City to St. Louis and Memphis and thence into Arkansas, Indian
THE GOULD SYSTEM.
Territory and Texas. Two long spurs ran out from this group,
In past years we have devoted much space to describing the one of them the Texas & Pacific main line to El Paso, the other the
evolution of the Gould system of railroads; that curious collection Kansas & Colorado Pacific main line to Pueblo, Colo. But this was
of lines, rather ill assorted and ill connected, which was saved from highly competitive territory, and the competitors had lines which
bankruptcy in the early '90s on account of the very looseness of its stretched further east and further west. The Missouri Pacific had
organization and which now has the interesting distinction of bid- the Rock Island system to contend with for much of its central
ding fair to own the first railroad, or group of roads under one business: it had the Illinois Central as a strongly entrenched comownership, to deserve the title "transcontinental" within the borders petitor for the north and south business, and the Union Pacific, the
of the United States, while at the same time it is the worst financed Atchison, the Rock Island and the Burlington all working against
and the least managed of all the great systems. The elements of it for the traffic west. As the system existed in 1900, it was a trestrength and of weakness are so intermixed in the entire Gould sit- mendous possibility as yet disappointed of accomplishment.
uation that it is quite without parallel in its promise, on the one
The third epoch of development, beginning with 1901 and now
hand, and its defects on the other. Since 1901 the character and in full swing, has been concerned primarily in adding legs and arms
the aims of the system have undergone a radical change, and it to the body of the system. The principal acquisitions and new work
is the purpose, therefore, of the present study to outline the hishave been in three localities; west of Pueblo, around Pittsburg and
tory prior to 1901 rather briefly, in order that the connection of west from Baltimore.
events may be established, and then to treat in greater detail of
The first Gould names appeared on the directorate of the Denver
the events of the last five years
& Rio Grande in 1901.
It is probable that control was acquired
In four issues of the Railroad Gazette in 1904 (July 29, August gradually, as it certainly was acquired quietly, throughout a number of years. The Denver & Rio Grande and the Rio Grande West19, September 9 and October 14) the growth of the Missouri Pacific
system as the foundation of the Gould system was described. Jay ern were linked together in corporate ownership, affording a through
Gould took hold of the property in 1876, when it was named the line, such as it was, from Pueblo and Ogden, Utah, and north and

—

—
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Denver ami Santa Fe, N. Mex. Then, in
Railway Company was inrorporated to
build a main line some 935 miles long, with 400 miles of brandies,
from Salt Lake City to Oakland, Cal.
It will be recollected that the Harriman line from Utah to
California starts at Ogden, 37 miles north of Salt Lake City, and
proceeds west over the famous Ogden-Lucin cutoff across the end
of Great Salt Lake. The old route lay around the north end of
the Lake and was one of severe grades and curves. The new route
is better, but there is a maximum grade of 116 ft. against eastbound
The Western Pacific goes around the south
traffic at Truckee, Cal.
end of the Lake from Salt Lake City, crosses tbe Central Pacific at
Palisade, Nev., bears well to the north, then turns south and crosses
The best possible route was sought careit again at Sacramento.
fully and painstakingly by an able body of engineers who had also
the experience of the pioneers to help them. As a result, the ruling
grade is understood to be 1 per cent., although the net distance between terminals is some 90 miles longer than by the Central Pacific.
connections from

south
1903,

tho Western

Pacific

In the entire conception and execution of this line Mr. Gould
had to contend with the strongly entrenched Harriman interests.
Even now the vital point of the Oakland terminal is being sharply
contested in the courts. Six months ago it was fought out on the
basis of first possession by armed bodies, as in the early days of
railroad building. The cost of the work has been very great. 3onds
to the extent of $50,000,000, of which the interest and a foolishly
inadequate sinking fund are guaranteed by the Denver & Rio Grande
system, were issued as a first mortgage on the main line. In the
terms of the mortgage the Rio Grande Western Railway also agrees

purchase a sufficient amount of junior obligations to complete
the work. The D. & R. G. properties receive in return a majority

395

and a connection was at once started across the gap from Cherry
Run to Cumberland 50 odd miles of heavy construction to enable
the coal mined in West Virginia Central territory to reach tidewater over the Western Maryland without dependence upon the

—

—

Baltimore & Ohio.
It cannot be said positively that this purchase was or was not
made primarily and solely with the intention of giving the Gould
system an outlet on the Atlantic. To accomplish this, a line perhaps 100 miles long will have to be built, through country offering
great engineering difficulties, to establish a connection with the
Wheeling & Lake Erie. Even if this is done, the Baltimore & Ohio
will have a competing line better, probably, in every respect, and
the Pennsylvania, with its slightly longer route and far easier grades,
Surveys for such a connection have been
will also be in the field.
made, but there would be considerable difficulty in financing this

Ultimately, it probably will be built, and
line at the present time.
the Goulds will have their own rails from Baltimore to Oakland.
The Gould system of 1906 has a purpose, which was lacking ten
years ago. It stretches across the continent, save one small link,

and has reinforced its southwestern stronghold with lines north,
south, east and west. The organization is still loose, and the management and financing are looser, but there are great possibilities
ahead, if only there can be a steady hand at the wheel, capable of
steering a safe course through the tortuous channels that are opening out. Diplomacy, skill in finance, conservatism and management
are the needful things and the greatest of these is management!

—

THE

INFIRMITIES OF STATE RAILROAD COMMISSIONS.

to

stock which

covers no construction cost, as the road is being built by the proceeds of bond
Thus at the very outset of the Pacific extension the comsales.
pany has thrown a great load of meaningless stock on the property,
for it to carry for all time. Yet there can be no reasonable doubt
control

of

the $75,000,000

of

capital

going to prove a strong and profitable adjunct to the Gould system. The recent growth and development of
the Pacific States has surpassed all expectations, even of a few
years ago, and the Western Pacific should amply pay for itself in
local business, as the Denver & Rio Grande does, while the best
energies of the other Gould roads, aided by the cordial co-operation
of the Rock Island and the Burlington, will provide through traffic
that cannot now be accurately estimated, but will surely he very
that this western line

is

great.

A year

or so before the definite formation of the Western Pacific

enterprise, steps

were taken in the 'East

to secure for the

The

the long coveted connection into Pittsburg.

Wabash

detail of the secur-

ing of this entrance was complicated, and expensive to carry out.
The Goulds bought the Wheeling & Lake Erie; they organized construction companies to build a line 80 miles long through the mounThen they incorporated
tains, and to bridge the Monongahela river.
the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal

Company

to take over the securities

At the same time that they were fighting Harriman in the West they were fighting the Pennsylvania at Pittsburg,
and every step of the Pittsburg entrance had to be bitterly contested.
The desired result was finally achieved through the medium
of the purchased railroads mentioned and of the West Side Belt
Railway; but it was achieved at great cost, estimated to have probably amounted to $50,000,000. A contract was made with the Carnegie Company for 25 per cent, of its Pittsburg tonnage moving
under certain conditions, and then was jeopardized by the actions
of the lines further west in their treatment of allied Interests.
From
This, however, need not be gone into at the present time.
present appearances, the contract is going to hold good and the company will be in shape to profit by it with the completion of the Wei
Side Belt connection, which should be effected by this summer.
of this aggregation.

I

The acquisition of the ancient Western Maryland was a project
more novel, because separated from the Gould base of operations
in the St. Louis territory.
The Western Maryland, chartered III
1852 as the Baltimore, Carroll & Frederick, began building in 1857.
aided largely, not only at the outset, but through many subsequent
years, by the city of Baltimore, which fostered and cherished the
Hut the
project of an Independent, paternally governed system.

project never

came

stretched out along
it"

the coal

Held::,

its

to

anything beyond

Mason ami Dixon's

a

road thai
weak-ki
and terminated Si
In 1902, Baltimore SOld
I

line

chance of usefulness.

syndicate thai bad also purchased control of the
West Virginia Central & Pittsburg Railroad, In the Gould Interest,
Its

interest to a

In a rough way and with a number of defects in the analogy
the development of 'he commission system in its' relation to American railroads has followed the precedent of the states in their relations to the central government.
We have, in fact, a kind of
federation of commissions, albeit infinitely varied and bound by the

There is the central body, the Interstate Commerce
Commission, seeking new powers, wanting existing powers defined
and, in a broad fashion, needing accurate expression of what we
loosest of ties.

may

call

quarters

constitutional functions;

its

or

more

of our

and, outside of

commonwealths, the

state

it,

in

three-

commissions,

acting under most heterogeneous statutes that have sometimes collided with the federal constitution, and have been sometimes in harmony, sometimes in discord with the federal commission. Both the
federal and the state commissions, mainly through, the medium of
decisions of the courts and new legislation, are groping toward the
Both
light and seeking the ideal ratio vivendi with the railroads.

have their deep problems which, as in our national and state history, have been complicated by unlooked-for events. But we are limiting this analysis to the state railroad commissions and to infirmiinfirmities which we hope
ties which have obstructed their progress
and believe in the course of time and under the impact of civic
intelligence will be outgrown. To obtain a text let us take for comparison and contrast two state commissions.
The first is a commission of long standing in an old state, a
commonwealth highly capitalized, and with large railroad Interests.
The commission belongs to the "advisory" group, but to whose ad-

—

as corporative assent lias given wellnigh the
not a "political" commission and. if partisanship
has touched it at all, it has been only in remote and diluted forms
Its personnel is high, its integrity and motives unquestioned, and
its chairman an able lawyer, who has held his place for many years.
vice public as well
force of law.

It

is

The commission has always laid down definite policies and. In the
As advisers Its
main, followed them consistently and successfully.
members are in contact With legislative commit tees and new lawhas well equipped offices, with an auditorium for public
annual reports are significant and exhaustive. Described in a single word, the commission Is r" Itive. Contrast witii
such a commission the "negative" commission of an adjoining
It is a political body all of one party;
wealthy commonwealth.
two members out of three, former chairmen of partisan state committees.
It lias never even expressed a policy, much less tried to enforce
Given large powers under the statutes. It has habitually led
one
Hi. in
unused.
lias dodged
It
legislative responsibility and
all
"trims" between the railroads and the people even, [or example,
making,

hearings,

It

Its

iome years ago leaving to the initiative of a private dtlsen the
printing of street rallwaj returns which the legislature had ordered
its annual reports are colorbut wiiii the printing proviso omitted,
lei
Incomplete and defective
Of constructive faculty it has none.
nit.

with an exception or two, the chief ambition of

Its

members

for

—
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Similarly the besl a higher standard of commission work: and the ease will not be
becomes a vain thing.
The much altered even when the steam companies absorb the street
maj bi
a weak, timid or selfish board.
ib,
ms, for
two sj
and fireman ran hardly run a decrepit locomotive and
bi
ontrc the two, untrained or careless, maj ea ii] cripple the public bodies, happily, must ;\<\ when fronted by question ol public
convenience and safi
most modern machine of the loco
The directions of imn
ent to be desired in state
Coming first to the Haws of mechanism, thai is to say, the conthe crea
railro
In a con; i
structive statute, one finds its infirmities many.
it
produci of something live statute, clearness, uniformity among the states, enforced n
number of western stati
has been th
sponsibllity and th
qualifications which the statute can
which, if not exactly demagogism, is mar kin to it; and, although
name. This should supply the mechanism. Secondly, and more
this feature has been amended and severity has been pruned ei1
by later legislation or by the rulings of courts, enough remains important, are the forces which make for a higher personal standIn other states the creative statute goes to the other ard, for eradication of polities and partisanship and for
to be an evil.
extreme and makes the board a mere body of clerks for the tabula- missions trained, competent, in touch with legislation, versed in
principles as well as practice, well salaried directly by the state,
tion of returns often on blanks imperfect or nebulous. As to ambiguities of statute there is hardly a state which defines the duties of able and willing to initiate policies, brave enough to hold the sea
This flaw has continuously loomed larger as equitably between the people and the railroad corporations and posiits commission clearly.
All this will doubtless, in
railroad consolidation has waxed, intra-state and inter-state ques- tive in temper, attitude and action.
tions become mixed and the rate question, for example, assumed our many states, differing much in the nature of their transportation
new and puzzling forms. Lack of uniformity in the constructive problems, be slow and hard of attainment, touching, as it does, at
statutes of more than forty states was, of course, to be looked for many points the basic obstacles to reform encountered in the general
struggle for civic purity and competence.
But. with general tenin view of divergency of local interest; but hardly the degree of it
which has prevailed or the lethargy in rectifying it in so com- dencies gradually upward, improved mechanisms, methods and men
paratively simple a matter as the organization of the boards. One in our state commissions are very far from impossible.
must question, too. certain specific features apt to be copied by one
Take, for example, the policy of imposing the
state from another.
Rutland Railroad.
cost of a commission on the railroads as a separate tax. It is, to sa>
the least, an undignified tax, bears the earmarks of an imposition,
The thirty-ninth report of the Rutland is the first issued under
and accents the idea of making the commission paid servants of the direct auspices of the Vanderbilt system. During the year ended
the corporations rather than of the state an idea which, no doubt, in December 31. 1905, which it covers, control of the road was taken
some cases has had its effect on commissioners not endowed with over by the New York Central & Hudson River, and the authority
morals or intelligence. Finally, mark the low pay of many commisst of the higher officers of that read extended over the Rutland.
sions, ranging in some dozen states from ?5 per day of actual work The Rutland Railroad is made up of a number of short local lines
up to $2,000 a year sums just large enough to tempt the office originally independent, which were consolidated with the idea of
making a through route. The road can be used both as part of a
seeker, but far too small to command trained service.
New York-Montreal line and as part of a Boston-Chicago or BostonNevertheless, it must be said that, as regards the statutory mechMontreal line. From a connection with the Harlem division of the
anism in the states, there has been a slow but steady drift toward betXew York Central at Chatham it runs across the international boundterment. Partly due to the influence of the interstate commission,
ary line south of Montreal, which city its passenger trains reach by
partly to national meetings of state commissioners and partly to the trackage rights. From Boston over the Boston & Maine to Bellows
reformative pressure of evils, commission law-making has improved Falls, thence over the Rutland to Ogdensburg on the upper St. Lawand moved toward uniformity. It would be a pleasure in the same rence river, and thence by the Rutland Transit Company, a lake
degree to be able to chronicle the uplift of state commission per- line owned by the Rutland Railroad, to Chicago, a Boston-Chicago
sonnels. Here the outlook is not so encouraging. Speaking in the line is made. The weakness of the road for through traffic is that
broadest generalization the political and mere office holding motive neither of these routes is the natural, shortest or cheapest way.
During its history the Rutland Railroad, a reorganization in
To men
is very much in evidence and easily enough understood.
1867 of the Rutland & Burlington, has been controlled by two railpotent in party management the office of railroad commissioner has
road companies which now have no interest in its ownership. From
some very alluring charms. Saying nothing of political "influence," 1S70 to 1S96 it was leased to the Central Vermont. Default havthere are the picturesque attractions of railroading, the free rides, ing been made in 1S96, the lease was cancelled.
Next the Delathe family pass, the junkets of the observation car. the joy of ware & Hudson bought control.
In 1899 the Delaware & Hudson
mixing in affairs, and other and, sometimes, more sinister ele- sold its interest, and, soon after, the expansion period of the road
ments of personal vantage all these to be sharply distinguished began under the guidance of Dr. W. Seward Webb. Control of the
from the laborious, responsible and exacting detail work of the Ogdensburg & Lake Champlain had been held from 18S4 to 1S96
What wonder that, by the Central Vermont, and early in 1901 the road fell into the
competent and conscientious commissioner.
of the Rutland.
In July of the same year the Bennington &
under exist ins conditions, the state railroad commission so often hands
Rutland was acquired, and in December the Chatham & Lebanon
perhaps,
more so,
falls into the vat of party patronage and pelf
Valley, these two acquisitions thus bringing the road to Chatham
than other state commissions like those for banking, insuranca or
and to w-ithin 30 miles of Troy and Albany. The Montreal connectaxation, where required technical work is likely to be more in tion was also built at this time and the road began to try to
the foreground, perquisite fewer and less spectacular and individual take a place as a through route. Dr. Webb, however, was never able
As secondary results, we have a number of to realize his ambitious plans for the road, and as a natural conresponsibility greater.
types of the state commission in the West too commonly the board sequence of his relationship to the Vanderbilt family came the taking
that feels that it must answer only to popular agrarian appeal; over of control by the Xew York Central.
The Rutland operates 415 miles of its own. and has trackage
at the Last and in the midland the commission responsive to the
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and, in many states, a commission with the prime
object of preserving a nice balance between the two and reducing

corporation;
itself to

a

cipher.

years there has entered the state commission field a
theorems ami problems imposed by the street railways
questions bearing not only on the public interest but inter-ri
with the steam railroads and demanding from the commissions

Of

new

late

set of

On this
rights on 53 miles additional for passenger trains only.
isis. freight earnings were {3,636 per mile of road, and all passenXo separate figures for through
e trnings $2,158 per mile of road.
and local earnings are given, but these figures show how small must
be the road's through traffic. With total earnings of $5,794 per mile
of road, the passenger business furnished over 37 per cent, of the
whole. Gross earnings for last year were $2,562,089. an increase of
li

$125,052 over 1904.

Operating expenses increased $S0,2S3, leaving
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an increase in net earnings, Which were $846,486, of $44,769. Freight
earnings increased $07,081, due mainly to Increased tonnage of agricultural products, coal, marble and products of the forest.
The
increase of $3S,19S in passenger earnings was due to larger local
travel.
After first charges and an appropriation of $100,000 for
equipment bonds, there was $190,847 available for dividends, out of
which 1% per cent. ($135,804) was paid, the first payment on the
capital stock since 1903, when 1 per cent, was paid.
The road's maintenance charges are low, corresponding to its
freight density of 450,960 tons one mile per mile of road and passenger density of S3.354 passengers one mile per mile of road. Maintenance of way (415 miles) cost $913 a mile; repairs and renewals
of equipment, $1,674 per locomotive, $370 per passenger car, and
$36 per freight car. These figures show considerable changes from
those of the previous year. Last year maintenance of way cost $146
more a mile, and equipment maintenance $15 less per locomotive,
$116 less per passenger car, and $12 or 33% per cent, more per
freight car. than in 1904.
The 1904 figure of $24 for freight car
repairs and renewals is very low.
While it is natural for maintenance of way to cost less per mile on a road with thin traffic, one
freight car is very like another, and an average of $24 a car is not
enough to keep equipment in shape. Even the 33V, per cent, increase to $36 a car in 1905 is a small figure for freight car main-

397

&

Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago

Louis.

St.

This road, commonly called the Pan Handle, constitutes the
With lines
southwest system of the Pennsylvania Lines West.
Its record
directly operated, its^working mileage is 1,427 miles.
for the past year tells the same story of general prosperity that is
the keynote of the annual reports of 1905. Gross earnings increased
This is
$2,900,000, from $28,500,000 in 1904 to $31,400,000 in 1905.
at the rate of $22,000 per mile of road, an increase of almost $2,000
per mile of road over 1904. Operating expenses increased $2,150,000.
leaving net earnings of $7,897,710, an increase of $730,000 over the
previous year. Net income was $3,574,200, an increase of $654,000,
and surplus after dividends $1,277,000 against $635,212 in 1904.
There was $1,000,000 spent out of income for extraordinary expenditures on the line, leaving a profit and loss balance of $277,000. The
appropriation for betterments ($1,000,000) compares with $690,000
in 1904.

Earnings came, $22,3 17,917 from freight and $6,439,549 from
passenger traffic earnings (not including mail and express). Freight
earnings show an increase of $3,169,000, against a decrease in passenger earnings of $360,290, the latter due to comparison with the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition year. Average earnings per ton per
mile were 0.63 cents, a decrease of 0.04 cents from 1904; but extenance.
penses decreased 0.05 cents per ton mile, leaving an increase of 0.01
The largest tonnage of any one commodity moved was of prod- cents per ton mile in net earnings. The rate per passenger mile was
•1.99 cents and the expense 2.18 cents, showing a loss of 0.19 cents
per passenger per mile. The passenger figures are not absolutely
conclusive owing to impossibility of pro-rating expenses on an
entirely accurate basis, but they go to show why railroads
in Ohio so strenuously objected to the two-cent-a-mile law recentlypassed.

To make up the total increase of over $2,000,000 in expenses,
maintenance of way furnished $640,965; maintenance of equipment.
$781,699; conducting transportation (traffic), $17,668, and conducting

transportation

(operation),

The

$697,397.

largest

increases

under maintenance of way were in the ordinary up-keep accounts,
such as applying track material, roadway maintenance, ballast, ties,
buildings and grounds, etc.
The rail account, however, shows a
decrease of $223,168.
Per mile, maintenance of way cost $2,735
against $2,291 in 1904 two very liberal maintenance figures.
Under maintenance of equipment, repairs of freight cars increased $754,787, or from $116 per car in 1904 to $124 per car in
1905.
Repairs of locomotives cost $3,455 per locomotive against
$3,748 in 1904, and repairs of passenger cars were nearly stationary
at $1,462 per car in 1905 against $1,480 per car in 1904. These also

—

Rutland Railroad.
ucts of the forest other than lumber.
Next was bituminous coal,
275,152 tons, a decrease of 14,518 tons from 1904.
Apparently the
New York Central has not yet succeeded in increasing from ils
own mines in Pennsylvania the coal tonnage of the read. The
rain load was 235 tons, an increase of 12 Ions over the previous
year.
This includes company freight, and perhaps shows increased
economy due In consolidation.
In general, it is difficult (and perhaps too seen
to trace advantages which have resulted from merging with the large system.
a
General expenses show a slight decrease of $5,000, bu1 ihis
was saved in he one Item Of insurance, while salaries ol' general
officers Increased from $19,300 in $21.
Traffic returns, whenbenefits of the new control should sooner or later prominently ap
pear, dn nnl show any greal gain.
The trouble is thai the large
system has in each ease iis own through line better than the through
line which ihe Rutland can afford.
Apparently, as long as the \ow
York Central is able to comfortably handle iis own traffic, the Knl
lan.i will have lo depend Cor an enlarged prosperity
on increa ed

are exceedingly liberal figures.
The number of tons carried during the year was 35,023,606. an
increase of over 4,000,000 tons from 1904.
The tonnage mileage
at the same time increased 658.000.000 ton miles, to 3,482,500,000.
Freight density was 2,440,000 tons one mile per mile of road, an
increase of 450,000 over 1904.
Correspondingly, freight earnings
increased $2,186 per mile of road over 1904. The average train load
also shows a notable increase of 44 tons, raising the figure to 350
tons; not a huge figure in comparison with the Lake Shore, for
instance, but, on the whole, a creditable showing.
Of the total of 35,000,000 ions hauled, Hare were 13,200,000 tons
of bituminous coal and 9. nun, 000 tons of manufactures. Other mine
tons, and miscellaneous articles 1,700,products contributed 6,000,
The traffic Of the read seems well distributed, with a
000 tons.
good-sized proportion of high-grade tonnage, which, most of all, has
increased during Ihe past year.
For instance, bituminous coal carried increased 1,000,000 tons against an increase of 1,600,000 tons in

manufactures.
The principal resulls of
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Steam Shovel News. This little trade magazine has for leading
March number a general article on the Erie Canal
and another on "The Brie Canal and Freight Rebates"; "Chini
Labor on the [Panama] Canal," and 'What the Railroad! Axe Doing."
There is also a brief description of the new interurban union station
al Toledo, Ohio, and other miscellaneous matter ol Interest to -team
shovel makers and users, contractors, etc.
articles in its

Vol. XL., No. 16.

much curved track. Such wheels must be removed often
turning in order to overcome this wear. This is expensive,
on account of the cost ol removing and replacing the wheels, turn
ing the tires, and also the loss of metal, as they will stand prob
useless and must be
ablj but lout turnings, and then the' lite
replaced
Excessive rail wear, drive wheel linage wear and danger
ol
he sharp wheel flanges climbing the rail, all occur at the same
there is
for

i,

i

linie.

maj

ownei
and operators or
therefore be Interesting
with sharp curvi
to know thai Mr. Harrj Elliott, Road
Foreman oi Engines, Santa Fe, Prescotl & Phoenix Railway, has
By his device Ho- engineman in
perfected a steam flange oiler.
tie
ab applies a film of fuel oil to tie drive wheel flanges, this
Qraphite Paint. "Spring Painting" is the title of a small pamph
being dote in in h a way and so small a qua. nil., hetng used that
let issued by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City.
It
Is
it
does not attach to the tread of the wheel or the lop of the rail,
easonable talk on spring painting, particularly of bridges, via
This
ducts, water towers, smoke stacks, gas holders, iron covered build- and in no way affect- tin- locomotivi drive wheel traction.
ings, structural steel and steel cars.
The protective qualities of has been in use on some of the locomotives of the Santa Fe, Presthe Tieonderoga flake graphite used only in Dixon's Silica-Graphite eott & Phoenix Railway for 14 months, and at no time has the oil
Is of one
Paint are explained and the suggestion made that the renewal season in any way conflicted with the wheel traction.
of nature is a good time for renewing the coatings of man's handi- locomotive have made 10.000 miles without perceptible wear or sugBefore the flange
gestion of tire turning on account of flange wear.
work.
No
oiler was used tires were turned after running 2u,000 miles.
Jacks. Ratchet, friction, ball-bearing and cone-bearing jacks are estimate has been made of rail wear or decreased risks on account
described in a 40-page pamphlet recently issued by the Buda Foundry of climbing the rail. These results were noted upon the Crown
& Mfg. Co., Chicago. Additions to the lines previously shown are King road, where more than one-half of the line is curved, and most
contained in the publication. Each style of jack is shown in a half-, of the curves have a characteristic of 16 deg.
This arrangement has not been applied to all locomotives, but
tone view and on the opposite page all of the detail or repair parts
are similarly exhibited. A brief description of the jack is given, it soon will be. Its use on this line has not been of sufficient length
to make estimates of saving in dollars and cents, but it must be
also a list of repair parts with prices.
very great, and it should interest every Superintendent of Motive
Auto-Pneumatic Air-Brake. A circular issued by the inventor Power and those in charge of maintenance of way where curves
enumerates the principal advantages claimed for certain features over 5 or 6 deg. obtain.
Mr. Elliott will be glad to give further information on this
which he has added to the standard triple valve to improve greatly
its service.
The difficulties in present equipment, which his inven- subject to any who are interested. It is not likely that the ordinary
tion is devised to overcome, are given briefly, as well as an idea lubricating oils can be used in this way. California fuel oil so far
of its method of operation.
Half-tone views of the improved triple- seems to be the oniy oil filling the requirements.
\v. a
DRAKE,
valve are shown. A. L. Goodnight, 115 S. 24th street, Omaha. Neb..
nix
Supt, Santa Fe. Preseott & I'l
is the inventor.
It

I

i

lines laid

i

I

—
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Blue Flag for March, the journal issued by The Lowe
Dayton, Ohio, has as leading articles "Selling Paint
for Profit." "Meeting Cheap Competition." "Valuable Testimony,"
"Varnish," and "Why Paint Peels." There are also a number of
testimonial letters relative to "High Standard" paint, the company's
product, and miscellaneous matter of interest.

The

Brothers

Little

—

Water Columns. Bulletin No. 3,106 of Charles A. Stickney Company, St. Paul, Minn., describes the Johnson railroad water column.
Half-tone and line engravings illustrate the device, the latter showing its design and all details. Besides a general description, instrucOn the final page is a repair price
tions for setting up are given.
list.

CONTRIBUTIONS
The Muck Rake and the Canal.
Pittsburg, Pa., April 17. 1906.

To the Editor ok the Railroad Gazetti
The President says in his "Muck Rake" speech: "Gross and
*
*
reckless assaults on character *
create a morbid and vicious
public sentiment, and at the same time act as a profound deterrent
to able men of normal sensitiveness and tend to prevent them from
entering the public service at any price. As an instance in point,
I may mention
that one serious difficulty encountered in getting
.

the right type of men to dig the Panama Canal is the certainty
*
*
*
that they will be exposed
to utterly reckless assaults on
their character and capacity."
This is quite true, and as time gees on some of the chickens
of the Administration will come Inane to roost.
When the Grand
Vizir tried to destroy his Chief Engineer he said that he wished
to make the situation so terrible that no other high officer would

dare to resign.

man

anj

He was reminded

of self-respect to serve

To Prevent Wear

of

that

he had

under him.

made

it

difficult for
ii.

G. p.

Driving Wheel Flanges on Cu-ves.

Pn scott, Ariz., April 10, 1908.
III. R IILBOAD Ii i/l III;:
EDITOB ol'
I have noted recently referei
n your paper to excessive rail
wear in rails laid upon sharp curves, but nothing concerning an
excessive wear of the drive wheel flanges on the locomotives run
ning on such track, although such must occur at the same time
that the rail is being worn.
The greal wear of drive wheel flanges
is known to the mechanical
department of every railroad where

To

I

III

Recent Controversy and Conditions at Panama.

Co.,

I

To the Editor

hi

the Rah, road Gazette:

In M. Bunau-Varilla's open letter to the President, published
in the New York Sun of March 6. he says "I appeal from President Roosevelt badly informed to President Roosevelt better informed." This is a very significant sentence. The President's letter to Congress, dated Febtuary 19th, transmitting the reports of
the Board of Consulting Engineers says:
"It will be noticed that
the American engineers on the consulting board and on the commission, by a more than two to one majority, tavor the lock canal,
whereas the foreign engineers are a unit against it. 1 think this
is partly to be explained by the fact that the great traffic canal of
the old world is the Suez Canal, a sea level, whereas the great
traffic canal of the new world is the Sault Ste. Marie Canal, a lock
canal.
Although the latter, the Soo. is closed to navigation during
the winter months, it carries annually three times the traffic of
the Suez Canal. In my judgment, the very able argument of the
majority of the Board of Consulting Engineers is vitiated by their
failure to pay proper heed to the lessons taught by the construction
and operation of the Soo Canal."
On such a subject, the President is hardly qualified to express
In the first place, the friends-in-council, William H.
a judgment.
Taft. Theodore P. Shonts and William Nelson Cromwell, are not
engineers. What they have to say carries weight with the public
because Taft is Secretary of War, Shonts is Chairman of the Commission, and Cromwell is an exceedingly clever fiscal agent. Their
opinion in engineering matters has no weight with engineers: it
should have no weight with the President. Wallace, it is plain,
has been done a grave and an unrectifled injustice. His successor,
John F. Stevens, is incontestably an able engineer, and his sobriquet, "The Sphinx," bestowed on him by canal workmen, amounts
to a testimonial in these days when Government employees, as
a rule, talk too much. Stevens went to work w ith his mouth shut,
to carry out his orders, whatever his opinions may have been as
to the preferable type of canal.
As indicated in his letter of Dec.
19, 1905, to the Commission, and reiterated in his letter of January
On
26th, his judgment favors the adoption of the high-level type.
the other hand, the judgment of the ablest canal engineers in the
world, as expressed in the majority report of the Board of Consulting Engineers, is in favor of the sea-level canal. Four of these
engineers have bad experience solely with lock canals. ,M. Quellenec, Chief Engineer of the Suez Canal, is the only member of
lie
hoard whose judgment might be considered biased by the circumstance that his experience has been with a sea-level canal.
More than this, out American engineers have not had the experience of the European engineers in canal construction. The verdict of the foreign engineers, then, deserves to have weight with
T
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the President, rather than the uninformed opinions of men of less
experience.
In the second place, the elongated lock at Sault Ste. Marie the
"Soo Canal" is not a canal at all; it is simply a lock connecting Lake Superior with Lake Michigan.
Nor are the conditions
analogous. The "Soo" is 2,330 yds. long. OS ft. wide at the canal
and 270 ft. at the basin above locks, and 25 ft.
gate
deep.
The Poe lock, opened in 1896, is SOO ft. long, 100 ft. wide
and 22 ft. deep. It accommodates vessels drawing 21 ft., and
The Suez Canal is
it can be filled and emptied in seven minutes.
90 miles long, with a depth of 31 ft. and a bottom width of 108 ft.
The type of Panama Canal approved by the commission in its
latest findings would be 48 miles long, with three locks, and would
have a width of 1,000 ft. for 20 miles of its length. It is obvious
that to institute a comparison between the "Soo" and the Suez
Canal on the one hand, or the "Soo" and the Panama Canal on
The President's
the other, might result in misleading deductions.
"Moreover,
inference is illogical when he says in the same letter:
what has been actually demonstrated in making and operating
the great lock canal, the Soo, a more important artery of traffic
than the great sea level canal, the Suez, goes to support the opinion
of the minority of the Consulting Board of Engineers and of the
majority of the Isthmian Canal Commission as to the superior
safety, feasibility and desirability of building a lock canal at

—

—

I

Panama."
The schemes for a lock or a lake canal at Panama depend for
their accomplishment on big earthwork dams for the barrage of
the great floods of the Chagres river. At Bohio the maximum depth
to bed rock is 160 ft, through mixed and porous river detritus.
The pneumatic process has not as yet been successfully operated
to anything like this depth, and in the debilitating tropical service
conditions it is unlikely that workmen can stand a greater depth
"The theory adthan 100 feet. A resident engineer writes me:
vanced by some that the head could be lowered by pumping is no
doubt chimerical. At the site the elevation is practically sea-level,
and the slight tide of the Caribbean backs up beyond it. The
various schemes of Lindon W. Bates for lower dams, built after
the scheme proposed by George S. Morison for Bohio and somewhat similar to the barrages of the Nile, would found the dams
of earth and piling on the present valley floor, and have a great
spread up and down stream with a less height, so that the filtration through the permeable material under the dam would be very
slow and difficult. These plans deserve the greatest consideration,
as they develop the lock scheme to the limit as the most economical
and quickest of realization: but coming up at this late day it seems
impossible to obtain for them the consideration they deserve which
is much to be deplored."
Another consideration not to be overlooked is the delicacy of
handling necessary to get boats 700 and 800 ft. long through a lock
canal. A daily object lesson is the docking of the big liners in
the North river. The Isthmian waterway is not intended for a boat
to fit into, like a hat in a hat-box, but for a ship', broad of beam,
The
to navigate, and even (to a limited extent) to move about in.
advocates of the San Bias tunnel route seemed to be persistenly
unable to comprehend that a ship foundered in a trench or a tunM. Buuau-Varilla's pronel is not precisely easy of extrication.
jected "Strait of Panama," to be evolved from his transformable
130-ft. level canal by dredging, has a width of 500 ft., as compared with the 200-ft. minimum (for seven miles) of the 85-ft.
The danger
level lock canal of the Commission's present plan.
to a lock canal from malicious injury such as dynamiting has often
been pointed out.

—

.

Messrs. Shonts, Magoon and Harrod, of the Commission, are
not engineers; Messrs. Hains and Ernst have had no experience
These five gentlemen conin canal construction or management.
stitute the majority which favors the 85-ft. level lock canal and
dissents from the judgment of the majority of the Board of Consulting Engineers. They are scarcely qualified to choose definitely
the type of canal to be decided on.
What was the Board of Consulting Engineers appointed for?
The present muddle is due to "vaulting ambition thai O'erleaps
itself."
The Commission lias been in loo much of a hurry; it
has been too prtfne to count "the mortal years It takes to mould
memorial forms." In consequence. Lindon VV. Bates's great lakcCOUntry concept comes too late; M. Hunan Vanlla's transformable
of "unlmaglned emplrei
canal is pigeon-holed because Cor the g
Ik! sacrifices immediate expediency to
permanency
The objection raised by opponents of the sea-level plan, thai
any canal must have at leasl one lock In order to allow for the dll
Cerence In tides, will hardly hold. The mean tidal range for the
It has been
Atlantic side is 1.43 it.: tor the Pacific side 12.6 ft.
throughout the canal
calculated that
this variation, distributed
\ny boj
miles an
length, would give a eurreiil of about 3
who owns a canoe will admit that this is not a prohibitive urrenl
The United Stales lias spenl on the 'anal to Hale BOme |70,
1,000 ou. yds.
000,000,
For this expenditure we have to show i.
,000 dug by the French, thai applj
excavated by ourselves ami 10,
i

'

...

I

'!

i
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Any sensible person who
of canal we have chosen.
reads the reports of the Department of Health under Colonel Gorgas
will not be dissatisfied with the amount of excavation already made.
There is neither rhyme nor reason in the jeremiads of those who
think that because dirt isn't flying there's nothing doing. "If we
haven't made the dirt fly we have made the filth fly," the Chairman of the Commission sagaciously remarks. The energies of 4,000
men are at present directed to the extirpation of stegomyia and
anopheles, setting rat-traps and probing crab-holes, covering roadways with gravel, draining and petrolizing swamps, fumigating
houses, and peddling drinking-water. The most captious of critics
can find no fault with the thorough-going work of Gorgas and
It is too bad, though, that a lot of highly specialized
his men.
labor has had to chafe in idleness on the canal zone while the
preliminary work of sanitation has been going on.
Here is an extract from a letter written early in January by
one of the better-paid instrument men: "At present there does
not seem to be any effort made toward actual construction, but
the sanitary people, carpenters and painters have been very active
the past year, and have improved the appearance of the country
We are busy making small surveys and takwonderfully
ing topography, but it is expensive work, and should be done after
they have adopted some type of canal. Of course, only part of our
work will be useful for any one type of canal."
Not all of the technical employees of the Commission possess the engineering qualifications of the man who wrote this letter.
From the base of supplies at Washington, 2,000 miles from the
firing-line, a great deal of shuffling ineftlciency has been drafted
One man who for ten years had been a
into the canal service.
government clerk in Washington got an engineering job on the
Isthmus paying $175 a month, involving supervision of track-laborEven the Jamaica "nigger" soon learns to detect the incomers.
petency of some of those set in authority over him, and so he
"At Culebra,"
either "soldiers" and shirks or becomes disheartened.
a resident engineer said to me when I was on the Isthmus, "the
negro trackmen were often far more valuable than many of the
high-priced men sent by the Commission."
In his notable article on the Panama Canal in The Contemporary Review for March, 1889, forecasting the French debacle, Mr.
Edward Whymper quotes the Isthmian saying: "Only poor men
come to the Isthmus." To certain discouraged resident engineers
in the last few months it has seemed as though the Commission
was sending to the Zone the men who have failed to make ends
meet at home, the incompetents who crowd the lower rungs of
every professional ladder. No more of such labor is wanted. It
And, working under tropical conditions of
is costly at any price.
about 25 per cent, efficiency, the price of 80 cents to $1.04 for a
day's labor of the lowest grade is equivalent to $3.20 to $4.16 for
a whole man working a whole day. The necessary surveying has
been done no government enterprise was ever initiated with more
abundant or satisfactory data in hand, and there is at present a
reducible surplus of engineering talent at Panama. Along with
the double-tracking of the Panama Railroad and the other problems
which Stevens, with his tremendous capacity for work, cheerfully
the camp-followers and
faces, is the job of eliminating the unfit
fullebton l. wai.do.
hangers-on of the undertaking.
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Washington Correspondence.

— No

agreement on the review
Hepburn, railroad rate bill has
yet been reached. Such an agreement seemed to be in sight early last
week, but the premature announcement that the President had
agreed to it and the action of certain newspapers in representing
this as a surrender on his part has resulted in a temporary delay.
There Is no reason to believe, however, that an agreement will not

Washington, April

amendment

17.

definite

to be incorporated in the

reached along substantially the lines indicated last
of a restricted review still cling to the hope
that they will be able to secure a majority for their proposition,
but the Indications are that In the end a majority will be found
[or an amendment based on the incorporation of Senator Knox's
provision tor the protection of carriers In their legal rights in the
Long amendment with the addition of a provision tor Impounding
iii
inin
cont a\ ersj pending he
The notable feature of the debate during th< past week has
been the declaration of Senators Ballej and Tillman in tavoi ol
ii
mileage rates. Senator Foraker was not stow to take advantage
of ibis ami to point out bow mileage rates would affect the fruit
Industry of Senator Tillman's stale and the Cotton industry of (be
iv will be beard of D
As the debate progre 6!
cut in- South.
it
u the contentions of the opponents of the Hepburn
age rate,
bill
is thai
whether the bill, as Bnall] passed, shall require the
Is or not, the CommisCommission to make rates on an
This
sion will be forced to make them on approximate^ that basis
at
is based on the theory
thai there is Bcarcelj a rate thai
irgi
can be changed without changing the relation of rates affei
rival communities, and thai
ntly, practically every order

eventually
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has been brought to the front by the

New Outbound

nurd States Supreme Court

In the Michigan Railindicating thai the provision of the bill empowei
ing the Commission to ti\ rales must prescribe some specific rule or
definite standard so that, in theory, the rate will be made by
Congress and the ait ion of the Commission will be purely administrative and will be confined to the determination of the rate by

decision

Vol.
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One of the most important
new outbound freight house
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1

Wabash Improvements
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on property newly acquired on dark sin
to Taylor street and eastward to the alley.
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becond S+ory Plan
First

and Second Story Plans; New Wabash Freight House

applying the legislative standard to a specific freight condition. Of
course, the simplest standard that could be devised would be one of
mileage rates; but, despite the declaration of Senators Bailey and
Tillman in favor of this standard, it is not at all probable that it
will be seriously considered by the Senate.
The chances are that
the Senate will take the risk of the provision in its present form
being declared unconstitutional or will endeavor to devise an amendment under which the courts can hold that the Commission is simply
required to ascertain certain facts and determine the rate in accordance with them, eliminating the exercise of legislative discretion by
administrative officials.
j. c. w.

The new Italian Minister of Public Works has introduced a bill
providing means tor making the railroads adequati to the work

Wabash

H

at Chicago.

street and Plymouth Place, a short
house. It was used for both inbound
and outbound freight. But the business outgrew it, congesting it
With the completion
so that additional facilities were imperative.
of the new outbound house, the older house will be used entirely
for inbound business.
The cost of the new outbound house is about

of the

is

at Twelfth

distance southeast of the

new

$60,000.

The new freight house is 796 ft. long, with a two-story office
portion at the Polk street end. Plans and elevations are shown
herewith. It. is built of brick, the foundation walls and floor-supporting piers being brick on concrete' footings. Tne roof is comThe flooring is 1% in.
position, supported by wooden roof trusses.
x 2% in. maple, laid over a 3-in. sub-floor. The basement, cold room
and entrance to the lobby have concrete floors laid over a 5-in.

-

Aran,

There are 30 doors each on the team ami track
and 30 scales one (or each door. There is a check clerk's
for every two scales, thus greatly expediting Ihe handling

course of cinders.
sides
office
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The Duties

—

The freight section will be lighted with 17 Humphrey
gas arc lamps of 500 candle power.
One of the most interesting features is the arrangement now
of business.

being installed for service from the Chicago freight tunnels.
There will be two connections from the Clark street bore, one at
each end of the building, with elevators for raising and lowering
the tunnel cars. A track will run lengthwise of the floor from one
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of

Trainmaster.

a

He is the first one resorted to by the train crews when things
do not roll along their way; he is the right hand of the Superintendent. He listens to complaints and grievances, regulates, adjusts or dismisses them, investigates sins of omission and commission resulting in poor service, and digs out evidence, fixing responsibility for accidents.
To him are sent the complaints of passengers
against the men. some of merit, many without, but all to be impar-
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New Wabash

Foundation Plan;

Freight House at Chicago.

He must exercise a general supervision over all
employees, not only in train service but also in yard and station
service on his division, keeping a watchful eye upon station buildings inside and out to see that they are kept up to a proper standard
of neatness.
He must be familiar with the actual conditions that
govern yard ami switching facilities in detail at terminals in order
that no "song and dance explanation" as the boys call it be received in cases of derailment or other mishap; whether this train
can get along with one less car, or the other train is being run
without enough cars, watch the time and stops of trains to ascertain if they are doing the best they can. see that cars are properly
and regularly distributed; keep in touch with the despatcher "1
lially investigated.
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The loaded tunnel cars will
elevator to the other.
ecelved ordl
narlly at the north or Polk street end, will be run oul onto the
longitudinal connecting track, unloaded onto the Hoor and continued
to the siiiiih elevator [or return to the tunnel,
<>u the tartl
le
of each elevator there will be track r
to store eight or ten tu
cars in cii.se tiic elevator is nui ready to handle them.
Then
:iim
:t
runaround track i,\ each elevator. The Inbound aousi will
have siniiiiir connections to the tunnel. The Waba h
e
the distinction of being anions
he ?erj
Brsl
elghl hou
In
Chicago to have connections made tor the tunnel Bervlci
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thej have learned thai In orde
good work they must take
good care of their ho.ln
Informal meetings ;nv
-qiientlj
held where the Trainmaster
ttechlzes his men as to theii understanding of the rules; such
meetings are produ
wonderfullj good results; thej keep the
men on edge, and lot: of pirited discussions take place at the e
times.
A much
ard of train service
required, and
given, than there used
be; a perf
torj knowledgi of the rules
in' operation
was once d< rated to bi sufficient. Nowadays, the men
are
onlj
to know
the rules, bul in understand the
fundamental principle thai broughl them Individual!} Into being,
and 11 is pi': ol the duty or the Trainmaster in make that clear
in Hum.
I'ln
is not a difficult task tor, thanks to a system thai provides Intelligent men to star! win,, the average man
1

1

I

I

ti

i

in train service to-day is of

ren

somewhat superior calibre to ins brethMr earns more money and
and more is expected of him

earlier clays of railroads
works less hours for it than formerly
in a better standard of service.

the

in

Mm

as a

trary, knotv

rule, no matter what they may protest lo the conwhen they are in the wrong, and what good discipline
the way of penance, and the quality ol the service is

requires in
the gage that shows whether the Trainmaster also recognizes this
important Eact. The points of contact between the Trainmaster and
his men are many. Discussion of every day matters of operation
frequently develops problems that require considerable thought to
solve.
This broadening process is of the greatest importance; it
brings out the actual knowledge of his business possessed by each
man. This close relationship between the Trainmaster and the
men promotes an esprit de corps that really animates, and it tends
toward perfect service. F. T. Slack, New York Central, New York.

—

As a Trainmaster's duties bring him closer in touch with men
than any other official, he should make a study of

in train service

the habits, disposition and peculiarities of each man in his charge,
that he may be more able to assign responsibility for accidents
detentions to trains, etc.
Since May 1, 1905, I have personally instructed over 1,500 men
in train service; this includes enginemen, conductors, firemen and
brakemen. To accomplish this, we hold at least two meetings each
month, at which practical talks are given by Assistant Superintendent S. R. Payne and myself, our subjects being train rules
and train orders.
We give practical illustrations or each rule,
specifying the condition or accident which brought about the requirement of the rule; and, for our train orders, we give an
illustrative lecture on a blackboard.
In addition to dwelling upon train rules and train orders, we
have a heart to heart lalk with our men, encouraging them to give
us their confidence, and assuring them that we are all one large
family, in which the welfare of one means the welfare of all.
A Trainmaster should be a student of human nature. In most
cases, recommendations "cut no figure," as the greatest rascal generally has the best recommendations.
A Trainmaster, who is a
student of human nature, can pick out undesirable applicants from
their manner of dress and general appearance.
A Trainmaster must be the arbiter between the conductor and
brakemen, taking care that the report from the dyspeptic conductor
does not deprive the company of the services of a man who will,
if given a chain e, become valuable.
He must, on the other hand, see
that the "smart Aleck" of a brakeman does not impose upon the
easy-going and generous-minded conductor.
A Trainmaster must give special attention to the prompt and
regular movement of traffic, carefully investigate detentions of
trains, and make frequent inspections of train equipment, books,
bulletin boards and train registers, and be responsible for their condition.
Charles F. Ray, New York Central, Syracuse.

—

The Trainmaster is responsible at all times to have enough men
on hand who are qualified to till all places in the train service. We
have on this division 134 passenger conductors on regular runs, and
28 extra passenger conductors.
In the freight service we have 98
regular freight crews on regular runs. We have 90 freight crews
on irregular runs. There are 58 freight conductors standing extra
at the different terminals.
W.- have 10 railroads using the tracks
of the

New York

master has
over the

New

liihs. etc,

Central in the vicinity of Buffalo and the Trainthat these employees are qualified for running
York Central tracks and has to examine them on train

to

1'.

see

W, Resseman,

New York

Central, Buffalo.

One is supposed to exercise general supervision over all employees in tho train, station and yard service, often examining passenger equipment as to cleanliness, and see that it is such as will
make a journey comfortable and pleasing; that the schedules are
accommodating; thai required freight cars are supplied and distributed, promptly loaded and unloaded and moved with despatch; that
the motive power is sufficient for prompt and regular service, and
the maximum tonnage rating maintained; that the service is only
such as will meet actual requirements.

Vol. XL., No.

16.

The performance

of these duties requires close application al
of many miles, and cea
A familiarity with all existing conditions of what
evei nature is essential thai he may act promptly when necessary.
He must lay aside thai law of nature which sometimes en

times, day
less vigilance.
all

and night, the traveling

i

'

personal feeling, and at toward till with absolute impartiality.
He
is the medium between thi
men ami h
mpany, so to speak, ami
must safeguard their individual interests between themselves. He
cannot praise tin Industrious, bul must urge the indifferent, in the
interest

of a

equitable

common muse

tin-

Trainmaster should be frank and
so and honest with Hie

with his men, ami tiny equally

Trainmaster.
Highbridge.

—W.

W. Currier, Putnam Division, New

5Tork Central,

The duties of a Trainmaster are multitudinous, and it be
located at a point somewhat distant from the Superintendent's of
lice, he must not onlj attend to his
rain service and men. but also
the municipal and commercial interests of the company he ri
i

I

sents.

All new work and improvements of tracks in his territory are
invariably referred by the Superintendent to the Trainmaster tor
a thorough investigation of the conditions on the ground, and he
is asked for recommendations.
Being the last official to whom such
matters are referred, he must work the thing out because he has
no one to turn it over to and ask to "Please investigate and advise," and as far as the Operating Department goes, he is the buffer
between the railroad company and the public.
In the train service, the Trainmaster is again a buffer between
the railroad company and the employees in his department. He
must enforce strict discipline, and at the same time be fair and
impartial with his men and command their respect. His position
is something like the city fireman.
He must be on call at all times,
day and night, ready to respond to any call in case of trouble in
his territory.
On some of the large roads, there is a position designated as Chief Wrecker, but usually it is the Trainmaster who must
proceed to the scene of the trouble and clear the way and keep
traffic moving, if any possible way can be found.
A passenger conductor on the "Big Four" once said to his Superintendent in reply
to an inquiry as to how he would like to be Trainmaster, "I do
not care for the position, as I am better off in charge of one train
than 50, and when I get to my terminal I know that I am free
No, I'll hang onto a
until it is time to take my run out again.
good passenger train." A good Trainmaster must be born for the
position as everybody can't fill it successfully, and when a railroad
company gets a good one they keep him there and make superintendents out of clerks and train despatchers because the Operating Department is like a locomotive the throttle is simple and
easy to work but the steam and machinery which it controls is complicated, and requires a lot of energy, experience and hard work

—

to

keep

it

x.

in order.

•Horseshoe" Concrete Arches.
BY LIAX1EL

B.

LUTEN.

designing arches of concrete considerable variety is possible in arranging the ends of the arch to fit the side slopes of
earth and to afford easy passage of flood-waters. The usual forms
are spandrel walls across the end of the barrel and wings extending far enough to hold the earth side slopes, the wings occupying
any position from parallel to the stream to parallel to the track.
A more economical type of end for arch culverts has recently
become popular on many of the railroads in Indiana and Ohio, and
is called the "horseshoe" arch from its resemblance to a horseThe views shown in Figs.
shoe, as may be seen in Figs. 1 and 2.
1, 2 and 3 represent an arch of 20-ft. span and 9-ft. opening on
the Big Four Railway between Danville and Greencastle, Indiana.
Thirty-seven of these arches of spans from 3 ft. to 18 ft. have been
built on che Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Ry., and 23 of
the spans up to 22 ft. on the Indianapolis & Western Ry.
As may be seen in Figs. 2 and 3, the "horseshoe" end is formed
by cutting the barrel of the arch to fit the side slope of the earth
fill, one and
one-half to one in this case, then squaring the end
of the arch ring normal to the intrados, and forming a shoulder
over the crown to hold the toe of the slope. The end of the arch
ring is thus a warped surface of helicoidal form such as may be
generated by a line having two simultaneous motions, one about
the axis and one along the axis of the arch.
This type of arch is of exceedingly simple construction. No
forms are necessary except the drum of the arch, extended at its
lower part to the extreme ends of the proposed arch. To form the
"horseshoe" end to fit the proposed slope two lines may be stretched.
as shown in black ink on Fig. 4, one on each side of the arch
and a few feet away, transverse to the roadway and in the plane
of the desired slope, that is ordinarily, at a slope of one and onehalf to one. A workman standing in line with these two lines
and sighting across the two can direct the placing of the concrete
In
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— Horse-Shoe

^S

Arch on the Big Four.
Diagonal View of Horse-Shoe Arch.

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

Fig. 3

— Side

View

of

Horse-Shoe Arch. Showing Fit

of

Forms

in

Place for Horse-Shoe Arch.

Shoulder

to Side Slope.

Fig. 5

— Concrete

Arch With Wing6 and Spandr

Fig.

6

— Funnel-Shaped Horse-Shoe

Arch.
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lie end
u
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a
n
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ped
urface bj working with
can be trowelled to thi
iwn; and Its surface may be tested
talrlj drj concrete ovei th
to the lagging of
by applying a try squai
te blade tangent
11
In forming the part of
the drum.
ai ta eoui
Is
where ii is nearly vertical, to build
the surface over
a short section of form as shown in Fig. I, a view of drum erected
and reinforcement in place ready tor concrete. A section of the
te drum and faced with a tew short upright
centering laid
hoards is all that i: neeessarj to hold the concrete Cor an hour or
two until ii he- hardened enough lo stand trowelling, when the
form ma
removed and the surface shaped with the trowel. A
b
further guide in building the warped surface may be had hy laying
off on the drum lagging the inner curve of the face, by holding a
rule normal to the drum and locating it at a point with he required
thickness of face between plane of slope and drum.
The face may he made of uniform thickness from crown to
springing, but presents a better appearance if thickened towards
the springings.
A massive appearance may be given to an otherwise light arch by increasing the amount of shoulder and giving
to the warped face a considerably thicker aroh ring than the actual
section of the arch back of the shoulder.
Thus in Fig.
the arch
shows at the face a thickness of 24 in., while one fool bai k of the
[ace the crown is but 13 in. and increases to 17 in. of crown under
the 30 ft. of fill at the middle of the track.
An arch built with "horseshoe" ends does not present as handsome or finished an appearance as the type shown in Fig. 5 with
li
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in the drawings neeessarj tor laying them out,
The arch wa
signed for Minion cars, anil has since its erection in 1905 been
subjected to the full load of some of the beavle
loi
tlvi
on
the Big Four Ry
with ballast trains. The contract price of this
arch complete was $570.
These culverts were erected bj The National Bridge Company.
of Indianapolis, and were all reinforced with their system of a
single series of rods passing near the intrados over the crown and
mar the extrados at the haunches and crossing Hie arch ring at
alternate points as shown in Fig. 7. A success tul no thod of anchoi
lng reinforcing rods in concrete is also shown in Fig.
(in the
quarter-foundation plan), where the ends of the rods are bent Bide
wise in a gradual curve and hooked ovei the next adjacent rod.
I

1

t

1

Fig.

7— Elevation.

Sections

and

Plan

wings, spandrels and copings; but it has a very decided advantage
in cost, as the saving in forms, concrete and labor amounts to
from 15 to 25 per cent, of the total cost of the structure. And after
a foreman has once been carefully instructed in the building of
one of these ends, he can make it quite an artistic structure by
forming all lines and curves truly and accurately and relying on
the very simplicity of the device for its merit. The beauty of this
design rests in its common-sense.
As to the capacity of this arch for handling floods, it is quite
as effective as the spandrel and wing type where the wings stand
perpendicular to the track, but is not as effective as splayed wings.
The wings of the "horseshoe" arch may also be splayed slightly,
however, and ar arch of this type which was built especially to
accommodate an excess of flood water while limited to a given span
and rise, near Lebanon, Indiana, on the Lebanon & Thorntown
Traction Ry., is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The arch was designed
on the principle of the Venturi tube, in which a constricted waterway produces increased velocity of flow. Ordinarily, an arch is
built with straight cylindrical barrel and heaviest section at the
middle of its length and with the extrados conforming to changes
of section,
in this arch, the heaviest section is similarly at center
of track, hut the intrados is splayed outwards towards the ends,
both at sides and at top and bottom. The arch is of span 18 ft.
with 7 ft.
in. opening at center line of track, while at its ends
the arch has a span of 20 ft. and opening of S ft. 6 in.
The net
result is that the end areas of waterway of the arch are 20 per
cent, greater than at its smallest section, and the presumption is
thai the arch will handle all the water
hat will pass the largest
-i
section by increased
through Hie constricted section. The
j
efficiencj of this 18-ft. arch is thus increased about 20 per cent, by
ti

I

this di

The

cost of the structure

not increased in the suite proporrequired being the same as for an
IN ft. arch with straight barrel.
Hill considerable C
plication of
centering
it
although the added labor is almost entirely
tion,

the

amount
ii

I

of

material

is

Key West Extension
B

ii

of the Florida

M(i:v c,

SM

East Coast.

II II.

Unexpected progress has been made

lo dale on the Key
Florida Fast Coast Railroad despite numerous
difficulties, and
indications point to the completion of the tn
lie ndeus task much earlier than the most sanguine engineers predicted at the outset.
A large share of the land work across the
keys has been finished, although n is lest than a year since con
Struction was actually begun and hardly ten months have elapsed
from the date that a large force began work. The construction

extension

of

of

the

Funnel-Shaped

Horse-Shoe

Arch.

gang is about to transfer itself to the water stretches, which, for
the most part, do not interpose any decided obstacles. Of course,
there still remains a good deal of land work to be done in spots,
but

it is

desirable,

if

not absolutely necessary, to avoid the thickets

on the keys during the warmer months when the mosquitos constitute a serious menace.
For rather' more than half of the 165 miles between Miami
and Key West, the railroad will be over water, but only at two
or three points is there much depth.
In fact, it is, as Henry II.
Flagler says, as much like landscape gardening as it is railroad
building.
Building the reinforced concrete arches is not as great
a problem as is their protection from the tropical storms at the
few points not guarded by reefs, before and after completion. This
difficulty caused contractors to be somewhat slow in bidding and
it is not unlikely, therefore, that the Florida East Coast Co. wili
do part of the work itself.
Four long viaducts are to be built, the longest and most trouble-

some being

for the seven miles

between Boot Key and Bahia Honda.

stretch over water from 10 to 30 ft. deep. It was originally
intended to keep to the Florida mainland as far as Cape Sable
and then cross by a viaduct 35 miles long, directly to Key West,
but the depth of the water most of the distance ruled out that
plan.
Instead, the extension is being made from Homestead southwestward over a stretch of the Everglades called Big Prairie by
dredges which throw up an embankment. This, in the opinion of
the engineers, is the most noteworthy work ever attempted. Only
a short span will be necessary from the mainland to Key Largo
at Jew Fish Creek.
But shallow water in the vicinity has caused
much annoyance to the fleet of construction boats, so that a big
dredge has been stationed there.
Soon after reaching Largo, the surveyors found a large lake
Acto be crossed, which had never been mentioned on the maps.
cordingly it was christened Lake Surprise. A dredge is at work
there sinking up the piaty bottom of the lake, which is dumped
into a hopper and then forced through big pipes supported hy
It will
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is
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a mixture, but the negroes are isolated on one side of

tin-

embankment.
The other camps are on Umbrella, Upper Malecumbe, Lower
Matecumbe, Long, Crall, Vaca (two), Summerland, Ramrod and
Cudjoe Keys and Key West. The average camp roll is from 200
to 250 men, there being a constant shifting from one to another,
particularly within the same division, of which there are three or

From
four, each under the general oversight of. a section engineer.
Key Largo to the Matecumbe Keys the islands lie closely together.
Between Lower Matecumbe and Long Key there is a decided gap.
and the same is true between Long and Estetta Keys, hut in h
merely coral points prolatter case the Duck Keys intervening
1

jecting above the water

Prom Bahia Honda

— will

to

—

serve as anchors for the bridge work.
40 miles, the keys again lie

Key West,

closely together.

The Finished Roadbed Across the Keys.
pontoon bridges for a quarter of a mile to the point where an embankment for the railroad track across the lake is being built.
The only foundation the key offers at this point is mangrove roots.
The sections of pipe resting on the pontoons have leather elbows
to permit of flexibility.
Rattling can be heard in the big pipe as
the pieces of coral rock are forced through. Occasionally a large
jagged piece of rock will tear through a leather joint and then the

mud

spurts.

first actual construction camp at which I stopped in making a tour on the launch "Nan" with William J. Krome, principal
assistant engineer, was composed entirely of negroes. It was after

The

All winter the newspapers have been filled with stories of suffering and deprivation alleged by laborers from New York and
Philadelphia, who went South to do the earlier construction work.
Some of these complaints have already reached the courts. On
the other hand, equally vehement denials have been made by officials of the Florida East Coast road.
It is true that hardships
existed at the threshhold of the work, but they have been so reduced steadily that the path ahead seems comparatively smooth.
There was acute distress in December, because of a tremendous
rainfall that month.
Weather bureau reports show that the precipitation was 15.18 in., or 14.67 in. more than that of December,
1904.
The average December rainfall for IS years has been 3.13 in.
Many consumptives and infirm persons, anxious to spend the
winter in a warmer clime, applied at the New York employment
agencies and the same motive actuated a large percentage of the
able-bodied applicants. A physical test was imposed, but it largely
failed of its purpose, because many of the successful applicants
either sold or gave way their tickets, while some of those who arrived at the keys had apparently exchanged
good arms and legs for those of the wooden
variety, during their journey.
Some sort of

photographic identification should have been
tried.

A good
disappeared

A Typical Scene

in

the Florida Keys.

dark and they mistook the launch for the pay boat, as is often the
case.
The whole camp began a rythmical clapping of hands in the
tents, which, from a distance, seemed like the fervent devotions of
a colored camp meeting. Negroes, with a few exceptions, clear the
jungles as an advance guard. They are selected because they are
commonly immune to certain poisonous plants frequently found.
The work is done on contract, bids by the square foot or yard being
received.
Such contractors make better wages than ordinary
laborers.

another all-negro camp on Key Vaca, the only other
black settlement.
With one or two exceptions, the
whites and negroes are carefully kept apart. At Plantation Key

There

is

exclusively

One

of the

Workmen's Camps.

many

of the would-be laborers
soon after the trains reached
Florida.
Now negroes are shipped by boat
to Key West to avoid their exodus from
trains at Jacksonville.
Few of the arrivals
brought more than a handful of baggage,
and the coquina rock that covers most of
the keys in the few days tore even the
stoutest shoes to pieces.
Living in tents
during the December downpour was no joke.
At the camp on the easterly end of Key
West the men struck early. A big body of them marched to town,
surrounded the city hall and demanded food. For two days the
city fed them on the baseball grounds by public subscription.
Then
a local grocer offered to feed the force for 45 cents a day each,
and the business men of Key West forced them to return to work.
A few were kept busy on Key West streets as vagrants serving out
Some long ago worked out their service, but preferred to
terms.
remain as boarders at the city lockup.
The construction gangs eat in long tents much in military
fashion.
The food while rather coarse and not served in appetizing style, has been wholesome and fairly well varied.
One of
Wells on the
the greatest problems has been the witer supply.

Houseboat for Foremen.
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onlj sail water.
At Key West raiu water is excluSo every drop has to be transported on lighters from
Miami in tanks holding from 5,200 to 6,000 gallons. Eventually
this water may he pumped in pipes, some of it the whole distance of

keys

in in

sivelj

is

h

used

165 miles.
Several

times there has been lively scurrying to prevent a
water famine in some of the camps. In the same way, too, there
have been dynamite and other shortages, owing partly to the fact
that the railroad company was at first short of carrying steamers.
Ordinary craft cannot navigate the shallow channels among the
keys, so it was necessary to get hold of stern-wheel steamers quickly
An agent went up the Mississippi and bought boats at St. Louis
and points further north. Several launches, pressed into service,
were found to have slow and uncertain engines that had to be replaced, so the only wonder is that the confusion has not been

greater.

As

things stand at present, the commissary stores at the

camps

run by a Miami grocer offer the greatest field for improvement.
There has been little sickness and few accidents considering the
carelessness of many of the men. The money derived from the commissary privilege by the railroad company goes to the support of
the camp hospitals and the general institution at Miami.
As something like ten tons of dynamite are used each week
for blasting,

the question of storing the explosive

is

important.

One boat, so far, has carried all the dynamite from Miami to the
two or three lighters, kept as magazines a couple of miles off shore
with a watchman aboard.
A day's work consists of ten hours, starting about 6 a.m. and
ending at 5 p.m. Many are put drilling for dynamite blasts by
steadily dropping iron rods into the coquina rock.
Others shovel,
while still others work with wheel-barrows or drive mule carts. A
channel wide enough for a small river is blasted along the surface.
The rocks and gravel thus obtained are then thrown up at one side,
forming the railroad embankment.
Liquor is strictly prohibited on the keys and the men get along
without it surprisingly well. The conchs from Key West, however, have found it profitable to start "blind tigers" at several
places, for which they were severely punished.
Defying one of
the camp overseers, these offenders came near having a floating bar
dynamited.
Construction trains will probably be running from the mainland to Key Largo within a twelve-month, and inside two years
the ends of this wonderful oceanic railroad are likely to be in operation, with temporary boat connections across the long water gap at
Bahia Honda.

New York Subway and George

S.

Rice's Views.*

Of the New York rapid transit railway, 24.6 miles, only 18
miles at present are operated, and at this particular time it is
carrying very nearly 500,000 passengers on week days, and at times
as many as 530,000 passengers.
The great trouble found in operating the Subway railroad has
been to accommodate the crowds in the rush hours, that is, from
7 in the morning till 9. and from 5 until 7 in the afternoon.
At some
of the stations during these hours it is an unusual occurrence
for a passenger to secure a seat on entering a car.
The remarkable point about the operation of this railway
is that in the rush hours eight car trains are being run every two
minutes. The express service continues all day long on week days,
from 6 o'clock in the morning until 12 o'clock at night, during
which time no interval of express train service is greater than five
minutes. There is also a local travel on entirely separate tracks
every two or three minutes. Of course, the schedule is made to fit
the requirements of the travel. The Sunday travel is very much
lighter, about one-half the ordinary day travel.
The local trains run all night, and on no branch is there an
interval greater than 15 minutes.
The four-track system, which
comprises the lower six and three-quarter miles, has a train interval
of about seven and a half minutes.
This means that there are 760
trains running each way during the 24 hours, and that over 8,000
cars pass any station on the four-track section each 24 hours. The
passenger miles per day equal 1,125,000; the car mileage is 108,860.
and the train mileage is 19,106. The average express speed is 25
miles an hour. At rush hours it varies from 20 to 21 miles, and
at other hours it reaches a maximum of 27 or 28 miles.
The contract called for 30 miles, but the curves and Broadway apparently
it not very crooked
have cut down that speed. It is not considered safe at the present time, nor will it be, I think, to run ttioee
cars at a speed of 30 miles an hour. The average local speed is
16 miles an hour, including stops. The rush hour speed is 13 or
14 miles per hour, and at other times it is about 18, sometimes 20.
From Brooklyn bridge to 157th street the schedule time Is 27 minutes, and from Brooklyn bridge to 145th street in Harlem, it is 27
minutes, and on the four-track section it is 16 minute*.

—

—

•Bxtraci from nn address by Uenree S. Rico. Chief Kntrlneer of the New
York Rapid Transit. Commission, delivered before the Now Kngland Railroad
Club at Boston, Feb. 13.
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When

this plan was laid oul 111 L895 the transportation In
which were consulted and which were accustomed to ban
dling large bodies of men, looked with guspli
thl
tour-track
system with reference to transfers. They said that the ordinary
person would be inclined, if he entered at Bleecker street, and
wantd to go to 103d street, to remain on the locals rather than
transfer to and from an express train, although it would take him
a little longer. The fact is that people will transfer to save two
minutes, and this has made a good deal of trouble, for the rea on
that the movement from train to train has been so great thai the
service has been very much impaired.

terests

The average stop of an express train at an express station ha
been about 45 seconds, and the average stop of a local train
than 30 seconds. An endeavor was made to get the contractor.
when adopting the plans for the equipment to operate the road
to have side doors, not the side doors you have here in Boston,
which are central side doors. The New York man is "wedded" Id
a side seat; that is, to seats which run against the directi"
the car.
It was suggested to the operating company to adopt a
door which would be 6 or 8 ft. distant from the end of the car,
and have no vestibule, but this was not considered practical, from
a question of operation, as it was thought too many men would
be required to operate these doors; this view I am not in accord
with.
I
think that to have a very wide door is something absolutely necessary in handling the trains in New York, so that the
passengers can go in and come out in a very short time, as an
average of 45 seconds is too great. In some cases the stop has
been as much as 90 seconds at some of the express stations.
The track is 100-lb. rail, and is ballasted in broken stone with
the ordinary tie. There is another difference which we had with
our contractor. In the beginning, in studying this problem of the
track, we laid out an entirely different kind of track.
We did not
want to use ties; we did not think it was necessary. We were
underground, with no frost, and there did not seem to be any
reason why we should use a tie or should use ballast; we wanted
to use concrete.
We had constructed in Long Island, near Jamaica,
an experimental section of track which was used for one winter,
and it showed up very well. My own idea is that we should have
a solid track, and I think that we are coming to it now.
The track, however, is admirable. I do not know an easier
running road. It has been a success, but, of course, the cost has
been very great to maintain it under the traffic of heavily loaded
express trains, eight cars long, and running at great speed almost
continuously from the beginning of the year to the end.
The greater portion of the subway already built is constructed
by the use of steel columns between the tracks. About three years
ago we tried the concrete construction, reinforcing the concrete by
steel bars, and this form of construction we have latterly followed.
In the new subways about to be built we are going to use the
reinforced concrete construction almost entirely, getting rid of the
posts from one end of the road to the other. All trains going in
one direction will go in a subway by themselves, and not only
assist in moving the air, but in case of a derailment there will be
solid walls at each side.
The largest station on the railroad so far built is the Brooklyn
bridge station. That has something over 24.000 square feet of area
of platform.
At this station are collected every week day almost
60,000 fares, 135.000 people using the station daily, being at the rate
of nearly 50,000.000 passengers a year.
The Brooklyn bridge itself,
which is almost over ihe station, has a daily passenger traffic of
somewhere in the vicinity of 300,000 passengers a day. On the line
of the subway in operation at the present time there are 48 stations,
some of them elevated but most of them subway, and three of
them with elevators. One has an escalator operated on the same
movement, that is, the people going up will be on the upper part
of the escalator, and those coming down will be on the under side.
Mr. John B. McDonald was the contractor for the road we call
Contract No. 1, that is, the one in Manhattan and The Bronx. The
Brooklyn extension is called Contract No. 2. Mr. McDonald bid
for Contract No. 1, $35,000,000.
He practically took the engineer's
estimate of what the work would cost, and made his bid on those
li

figures.

the construction of that work there were over $2,000,000
changes required in the sewers and in water pipes. The
rock was over a million and a quarter cubic yards, and the earth
over two million cubic yards, making over three million and a
half cubic yards of excavation.
There were 62,000 tons of steel. The work was designed by the
engineering force of the Rapid Transit Commission, laid out and
superintended by it, and constructed by the contractor, through
In

worth

of

sub contractors, very carefully selected amongst men who had had
a very large experience in all classes of work. The inspection of
the work was rigid. The steel and iron- were very carefully tested
by inspectors who spent their time at the mills. Not oniy were
there chemical tests, but ;i complete inspection from beginning
The testing of the cement has, I
to end was carried through.
think, done more towards the raising of the standard of Ameri-
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can Portland cement than any other enterprise in this country.
The contract time was tour and a halt years. The work was
carried out within a few months of that time, with the exception
of a section north of Fort George, where the contractor was delayed on account of the city authorities not giving consent to a
slight change of route.
When the work was originally designed
in 1897 or 1898, the section of the city north of Port George had
not been laid out into streets. It was the purpose of the Commission to make the cost of the road as small as possible, and for that
reason it was laid out through public property. When the route
was deflected at Fort George to the west, it was so deflected because
there was a street there. But after the contract was let, the city
laid out the section north of Washington Heights (the Dyckman
meadows) into streets, and the route was changed, and certain
procedure followed as prescribed in the legislative act. The old
route had to be abandoned, the new one required the consent of
the abutting property owners, and it was then passed upon by
the Board of Aldermen. When it went to the Board of Aldermen
they were told that the city would save $75,000 by the change and
that it would be a benefit to the road. The Aldermen waited nearly
a year before giving their approval, and the work necessarily was
delayed on that account.
The Rapid Transit Railroad in Manhattan includes three tunnels, one near 42d street underneath the present surface car tunnel, south of the Grand Central station; another under Central
Park, and a third under Washington Heights.
The Washington
Heights tunnel is the longest two-track tunnel in this country, with
the exception of the Hoosac tunnel.

407

vated line in the central part of the city is a step backwards. Of
course in the outlying districts elevated roads have been laid out,
but not in the central part of the city.
DISCUSSION.

—

Professor Swain. It is astonishing to consider the growth of
Just ten years ago this year the
street railway transportation.
first subway operated by electric power was opened, that in Buda
Pesth, and one year later our Boston subway was opened to Park
street.
All of us who have seen the New York subway have had
occasion to feel very proud of that magnificent piece of work, and
yet I think it is safe to say that the construction of the subway in
New York is an easy piece of work to what it is in Boston. In
New York there are not the crooked streets that we have.
In the matter of cars, it has always seemed to me that the best
kind of a car was one with two doors on each side, as Mr. Rice
I was
says, about a quarter of the way from the ends of the car.
interested to hear Mr. Rice say that the headway of their express
should like to ask him whether he
trains was two minutes.
I
thinks that it is practicable to operate either express or local trains
In a report which the Boston
at a smaller headway than that.
Transit Commission recently made to the Legislature we assumed
two minutes headway, that is, 30 trains to the hour. When the
Washington street tunnel is open and the elevated trains are transferred to the tunnel they expect to operate eight-car trains, and
they will probably be operated on as short headway as can be found
.

.

.

practicable.

The growth of traffic in a city is something which is perfectly
In the operation of the road sidings have been provided at amazing.
noticed from what Mr. Rice said that the average
I
certain places, for instance, near 96th street, 72d street, 42d street, number of trips that each inhabitant of New York makes in a year
14th street, Spring street and at Chambers street; and there is a is about 300. The traffic grows a great deal faster than the papuloop for the local cars at Brooklyn bridge, called the City Hall loop. lation. The population will double, perhaps, in 30 years, and the
An important feature of the road has been the storage track traffic will double in 12 years. In other words, each year the numunder Broadway, from about 13Sth street to 144th street. At that ber of trips that each person makes, man, woman and child, inplace there are eight tracks, where cars are stored, and easily han- creases. That is natural, because the greater the facilities the more
dled for commencing service in the morning, the idea being to have people travel.
a distributing point very near the middle of the line. Other yards
The traffic in the rush hour is an important question in studyfor similar operation are at termini of the road, one at Van Cort- ing the problem of urban and interurban transportation, and I
landt Park, another at Bronx Park, and one at the end of Lenox should like to ask Mr. Rice if he can tell us what in New York
avenue, at 150th street.
is the ratio between the traffic in the rush hour and the average
Various new routes and extensions are now projected.
The hour during the day. We were accustomed in Boston to assume
Commission last May laid out work to the extent of $300,000,000, when we first studied the problem about ten years ago that the
embracing about 165 miles of new lines, principally subways. With- number of people carried in the rush hour would correspond
in the next few months, three of those roads will have been preto carrying the whole traffic in the day, in ten hours, that is to
sented to the Appellate Division. One of the necessary modes of say, in the rush hour there would be one-tenth of the whole trafprocedure is to get the consent of the property owners. In Man- fic in the day in one direction. I think that is perhaps a reasonhattan it is almost impossible to get 50 per cent, of the abutting able figure, and yet I notice in the recent report in regard to London
property owners to so consent. That being the case, to protect traffic it was found there that in the rush hour there was about
the general public the Appellate Division appoints Commissioners 16 per cent, of the total daily traffic; in other words, in one direcwho decide whether on account of such consents not having been tion in the rush hour there was one-sixth of all tnac went in the
That procedure is now whole 21 hours in that direction. That is a very large proportion,
obtained the road shall be authorized.
being gone through in reference to the three routes, above re- and I am interested to find whether that bears any relation to the
ferred to, which will incolve an expenditure of about $100,000,000. size of the city, and whether it is increasing or decreasing as
The operating company now interested in the merger, that Is, electric transportation is becoming introduced more and more.
Mr. Rice. The headway on the New York express service is
the combination of the New York City railway, the subway and
I
noticed
the elevated roads, will possibly supply the money for those three limited to practically two minutes; it may be a little less.
roads.
Whether they will go any further or not in providing about a week and a half ago four trains came in a little more than
capital is a question.
It is expected, however, that half of the
a minute and a half apart, but that was in the rush hour, and they
In our ne'vt
lost their speed a little later as they went up the line.
$300,000,000 estimated for all contemplated new lines will be
alini ments we have as straight lines as possible, and less headwaj
supplied by the companies bidding for the contracts.
The new construction, as I was saying, will be entirely different. can be had between trains, because we will have better control Ol
Of the five lines which, have been laid out in Manhattan, no line the trains. The block system for express service is such that it
has a tangent less than 4% miles long. The longest line has a is almost Impossible for two trains to come together. If the motor
tangent of about seven miles. Of course, in New York there are man overruns his signal, his power is not only cut off. but the brakes
long avenues, permitting lines to be readily laid out. They will are put on. Under such conditions it is not possible for a collision
to occur for the reason that (he blocks are so arranged that, with
all be four-track roads, and constructed on the same principle as
the present subway, as far as four tracks are concerned. It is a train running al a speed of 35 miles an hour, the lap is sufficient
probable that the express stations will be a mile or a mile and a when the train strikes a trip to stop before it can reach the next
think that in the operation of our new lines dial lap can
train.
half apart, which principle will be carried out because It has been
lie very much diminished, mid in thai way the headway can he diinin
found to be a success.
hed, particularly 1. we have those long seven mile tangents, which
The present power house, at 59th street on the Hudson River
think will be one of Hie features of our new .oust ruction.
front, has a capacity for running not only the present rapid trail
The heat in the
Replying to a question, Mr. nice continued;
sit system of 24.6 miles, but is also capable of handling some of
the proposed extensions. Mr. McDonald when ho made his orig- subway was the only put ol the work toi which we did not maki

—

I

i

I

The temperature of the subway ha
deg. on account of the liberation of beat, due to the use
ot
the traJ
electricity, and, of course, also u, the b
account of the friction, bill il is mainh Horn the electricity Itself.
no proi laion what
When the subwaj
deslgm 6 wi
thai
except to look out for a system ol \. dilation
when we were to put that system in we would not be handicapped

inal

any calculations.

ment

ai

bid for the whole work, $85,000,000, estimated that his equipwould cost him about $8,000,000. The contractor was to
supply his own equipment. The city merely had that portion under
contract which would eventually come back to It, the principle
being thai the equipment would belong to the contractor anil that

he would give a lien on that equipment to save the clt3 against
any loss In case the enterprise did not turn out properl]
The
estimate, as I have said, was $8,000,000. The contracting company
has already expended on n
qulpmenl $2 1.(10(1,0110. three times the
amount that was originally estimated, it was. however, done foi
a purpose, as it was predicted thai traffic In the future would be
Therel
tie
'oiiimisslnn has objected
by underground travel.
to any extension of the elevated lines; It considers thai >"
1

t,
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W( have found in
the air in our Now York subway thai
as far a.- thi o
d
concernei ii
Idi
averages 20.71.
We
have made In the
number of experiments, and th< avei
age is 20.6, a variation of about n parts in
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teenth and Fifteenth
treets just west of Dearborn.
Both ari
5,000 tons daily capacit] and are similar in principle, differing only
in the details necessary to adapt thei
local condition
Taking the C. <k E
yard a typical, it is seen to be a do
track arrangement having under each track three largi underground
chambers, built of concrete, with concrete separating walls. The
total length oi the plant, out to out, is 140 ft. and each chamber
is 45 ft. long.
The width is 30 ft 6 In outside and the dl ta
between track centers 12 ft. Each
hambi r Is double hoppered at
I

i

There is practically as g
air in
subwaj as there is on the outside. The
iiai
n
we have found In all
our determinations has been 20.25.
In the
carbon dioxide examinations, we have about
the same result: subway 4. si. outside 3.67.
rin- maximum was 8.89.
The dust problem is a serious one.
though not so much now as
was in the
beginning of operation of the road, when
everything was new. We originally intended
to have no ballast track, but to have a per
fectly smooth concrete track, where it would
LO.00O.

I

the

i

il

be readily cleansed; is was a mistake, I think,
to put in the ballast track.
This last winter we have had very little trouble, but we
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have had some examinations made, and have
found that of the dust which is collected 60
per cent, is iron and one part is oil.
The oil has been the cause, and, in
fact, almost the only cause, of the odor in
our subway. We used a mercantile oil which
was not what it should be. All the machinery was new, and it was deluged with
oil.
There has been attention paid to that
matter and the odor has almost entirely been
eliminated.

Coal

Loading

Facilities

of

the

Chicago

Freight Tunnels.

One of the functions of the Chii igo
freight tunnels will be the delivery of
large down town office buildii
to the
To obtain this coal distores, hotels, etc.
rectly
and expeditiously requires special'
i

facilities at

the yards of the important

i

i

coal

for delivering the coal from the railroad cars direct to the tunnel cars. The

consist of special chutes into v
dump cars deliver their loads
for discharge into
the tunnel cars. The
chutes for the Chicago & Alton and the Chii

the

llities

railroad

cago & Eastern Illinois are illustrated ni n
with.
The Alton chutes adjoin the freight
house on Van Buren street just east of Canal,
and the Eastern Illinois chutes are in the
Fourteenth street coal yard, between Four-

*-8uilding fine of Fre/ahf

Details of Track

Beams Over Coal Chutes

in

C.

&

ffoi/j;e

A. Yards.

I
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the bottom and from the bottom of each hopper a chute 14 ft. long
leads down to the tunnel. These chutes are elliptical in section,
36 in. x 30 in. for the long and short diameters respectively. As
shown by the location plan, a special tunnel connection is made
for this yard, running from the Dearborn to the Fifteenth street
bores and enlarging to a width of 14 ft. to provide space for two
tunnel tracks where it passes beneath the chutes. The center line
of the bore coincides with the longitudinal center line of the plant
above and the elliptical chutes are given an inward inclination as
they descend, to make connection to the tunnel. Delivery of coal
to the tunnel cars is controlled by special automatically-closing
valves at the bottoms of the chutes.
The track is supported on 36-in. transverse plate girders 7 ft.
These girders are 30 ft. long and have their ends
2 in. on centers.
embedded in the side walls of the chambers. They also rest on the
top of the longitudinal concrete partition wall, which is reinforced
by transverse 6 in. I-beams placed directly beneath the transverse
girders and having their ends similarly embedded in the side walls.

is'ig-

I<--K>j<
i

,!2"l,3l.£*

CI.

>f

Separators

—

800
i4'e"—

->k

2/'s--
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into the side walls by plates on their ends, as shown In the crossThe storage capacity of each of the double-chute chambers
dumped
is about 300 tons, so that about 750 tons of coal can be

section.

into the plant at one time for withdrawal by the tunnel cars.
storage capacity of the C. & B. I. plant is about 900 tons.

The

Connection to the Alton chutes is made from the Van Buren
conduit by a loop, one side of which passes directly beneath the chutes. The bore is only 6 ft. wide, providing therefore
From the inner
for a single tunnel track as already mentioned.
portion of the loop a connection runs southeasterly to Harrison
street, passing the plant of the Chicago Edison Company, for coal
delivery.
Because of the single-track bore, permitting only five cars
giving
to be loaded at one time, each chute branches at the bottom,
two outlets for delivery at both ends of a car and thus enabling
quicker loading. The C. & B. I. plant can load 12 cars at once. The
ears have a capacity of about six tons.
Both plants are floored over between tracks. The plans con-'
template in each case a shed overhead for protection. For the C.
& E. I. this is shown as a steel-frame, corrugated galvanized Iron
construction. The Alton will probably put in an umbrella shed.
The latter plant is practically completed and the C. & E. I. plant
We are indebted to Mr. Geo. W.
will be ready within a month.
Jackson, Chief Engineer of the tunnel company, for the plans.
street

Spanish Railroads.

The Spanish nation has progressed considerably, beginning with
the restoration of the monarchy in 1875, but more strikingly since
the Spanish-American war in 1898 and the consequent loss to Spain
The budgets show a yearly surplus of $10,000,000
of her colonies.
Of the floating debt of the treasury to the Bank
to $12,000,000.
of Spain, amounting to about $280,000,000, only $80,000,000 remains
unpaid. About $200,000,000 has been repaid out of the surplus and
by means of issues of 4 and 3 per cent, treasury bonds, chiefly subscribed to by the Spanish people. The gold premium has fallen
from 115 per cent, in 1898 to 23 per cent., with a present tendency
toward par value. The 4 per cent, national debt bonds (consolidated) are quoted at about 93 on foreign markets, whereas they
Spaniards have,
stood at about 29 during the American war.
since 1898, invested $40,000,000 in their own merchant marine, $45,000,000 in sugar factories. $150,000,000 in electric plants, mine development, and other industries. A new spirit of commerce has
arisen all over the country, this being reflected in agriculture and
industry, and the approaching marriage of the King with a Protest-

ant princess, niece of the King of England, is a distinct departure
from the old exclusiveness.
Spain begins to appreciate at last the enormous natural resources of her soil which have been permitted to remain dormant
so long. In fact, a new era of push and enterprise has begun, but
what stands in the way of quicker development is the lack of upto-date means of communication, especially as far as railroads are
concerned. Not less in importance is the question of irrigation and
cheap power, such as electricity, steam, and water. Those three
branches of business are, I believe, three great possibilities open
to foreign technical experience and initiative, which qualities Spaniards do not possess, but which they are anxious to receive from
other countries and to support with the money and everything else
required.
All the

Plan and Longitudinal Section of Chutes in C.

These I-beams are connected together by

%

in.

&

A. Yard.

rods embedded In

partition wall. On top of the transverse girders are 12-in.
beams bolted together in pairs with cast-iron separators between.
The lies list on these I-beams and each track rail is directly over
The distance from top of track-supporting I-beams to top
a pair.
All detail dimensions are given
of elliptical chutes is 19 ft. 8 in.
on the drawings.
The Chicago & Allon plans as shown represent an enlargement
of the original plant pul In some time ago, it being the first installation of the sort.
There were formerly three chutes, and two

the
1

more have now been added.

This, like the C. & 10. I., has two rallunlike the latter the conduit beneath is single
There is no longitudinal partition wall and there are theretrack.
fore five chutes for discharging the coal to the tunnel cars, against
L2 for the other.
Also, the chutes are circular Instead or elliptical.
The track-supporting girders are 80 In, deep, and Instead ol ties
the rails are laid ou longitudinal 8 111. x 12 iii. oak stringers proThe rail-carrytected on top by a i- In. channel, flanges down.
ing 1 2 in. I-beams are connected across by stiffening braces or struts
aB shown in the detail. The transverse partition wails between
chambers are reinforced by l'/i-in. corrugated steel bars, anchored

road

tracks,

but

main railroads radiate from Madrid, which is located
nearly in the center of the Peninsula. To the north and northwest they run from the capital to Bilbao. Santander. Gijon, Corunna. Vigo and Irun; the last named place Is on the French frontier and this road is the main line from which the other five
roads branch. The main lines to the south and southeast go to
Seville and Badajoz. which is near the Portuguese frontier, and
from these branch roads run to Cadiz, Huelva, Malaga and Almerla.
To the west. Madrid is connected with CacereS, near the Portuguese frontier, and to the east and southeast with SaragosSB, BarceThere are also some Imlona. Valencia, Alicante and Cartagena.
portant main lines between other cities. About 60 per cent, of
the total mileage In the country is comprised In the North Span
Ish Railway Company, controlled by the Franco-Spanish Company,
and In the Madrid-Saragossa Company, controlled by the Roths
clillds.
All the other systems are more or less tributary to and
1I1 pendent
upon these two groups whose control has always re
malned in Paris, the lines having been built largelj by French
capital.
The North Spanish system Is 8.291 miles long, and Its
The Madrid-Sara
annual gross earnings are about $25,500,000
gOSSB system Is 2. 1ST miles long with gross earnings Of 821
Of the other companies, the most important ohm the lines from
"is In
Madrid to carer,-: and Portugal, the Iragos Railroad
Andalusia and srtuthern Spain, These Independent lines do not
tOUCh all the districts In their territory rich In mines and :igrl
.utnu
Culture, the resources of which, in consequence in
Istlos,
According to oil
nlcatlon, cannot lie ineir available,
700 towns with 8,000 to 24,000 Inhabitant! are without any railroad
service.
This lack of railroad facilities Is being remedied to somo
I

—
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degree, and English and Belgian initiative in this respect is gradually making itself evident by the railroad concessions that are
being from time to time secured from the Government by representatives of those nations.
About 7,000 miles of the existing lines have a 5-ft. 6%-in. gage;
there are 1,000 miles of 3-ft. 8-in. gage track, mostly in the northern provinces. These narrow gage roads are managed entirely by
Spaniards, but, although prosperous, their gross earnings amount
to only 5 per cent, of the total for all the roads in the country.

Since the standard gage on other European roads is 4 ft. 8y2 in.,
freight and passengers coming from any part of Europe have
With the exception of
to be transshipped at the Spanish frontier.
a few miles all Spanish railroads are single track. Most of the
trunk lines need a double track and a considerable increase in the
service and in the rolling stock and locomotives. The total rolling
stock is: 1,890 locomotives, with a total of 849,280 horse-power;
5,548 passenger cars; 15,700 freight cars (covered), and 20,483 freight
cars (open trucks).
The total amount of gross earnings is about $57,000,000, out
of which $54,000,000 is earned by normal-gage systems, and $3,000,The operating expenses amount to
000 by narrow-gage systems.
about $26,000,000, 48 per cent, of the gross earnings. The number
of passengers transported is about 37,500,000, or 4,800 per mile.
The total freight amounts to about 20,000,000 tons, about 2,560
tons per mile.
Gross earnings have increased about 50 per cent,
in the last 10 years.
The rates of passengers' fares vary from 1%
cents to 4% cents per mile, according to each of the three existing
classes of cars. Freight rates vary from 2% cents to 10% cents
per mile, according to tariff rates on each of the six existing classes
all

of goods.

The operating expenses in Spain are lower than those in England and Prance. The Madrid-Saragossa Company has an operating ratio as low as 40 per cent., and, as a rule, all the other
systems should be worked at the same rate. Materials also, such
as ties, timber for buildings, wagons, etc., are cheap. Labor is considerably cheaper than in almost any other European country.
Though some improvements have been realized in the last few
years, under the growing pressure of traffic in passengers and
freight, they are still much below needs of the public which is
constantly demanding better facilities, more rolling stock and
quicker deliveries of goods. Some great improvements, such as
the cheap kilometric passenger tickets, have shown that the Spaniards are ready to avail themselves of all facilities offered to them.
The reduction of the present high freight rates would be equally
advantageous to the companies and the public.
Among the various trunk lines whose construction has become
a great necessity the most urgent is undoubtedly the direct trunk
line from Madrid to Burgos and to the French frontier, which
shortens the present circuitous route from the Great Harbor, on
the Bay of Biscay, Bilbao, and from France to the capital of Spain,
by about 90 miles. This road, whose construction has begun, is
to be of modern European gage, and will thus permit Spain to
enter for the first time into through European railroad transport,
avoiding the present trans-shipment of all merchandise and passengers crossing the Franco-Spanish frontiers.
This road will be
double track, thus assuring rapid traveling. According to a report
of the United States consul at Bilbao, "this road will bring Bilbao
within seven hours of the Spanish capital, a reduction of about
90 miles and a saving of eight hours as compared with the present
time.
Consular Report.
Union Pacific Motor Car No.

7.

The Unio\ Pacific has just turned out of the shops at Omaha
seventh gasolene motor car. As shown by the photograph reproduced herewith, the design has been much enlarged and considerably
improved in general appearance, as well as in many details, since
the first one was built' last year.
(Railroad Gazette, March 10, 1905). All of the
cars since No. 1 have been much longer,
with seating capacity for 57 passengers.
No. 7 differs from those preceding it in
the provision of a side door to facilitate
receiving and discharging passengers, and
in the form of the windows, which carry
out still further the likeness to an inverted racing yacht, which was the model
for the lines of the roof and forward end

its
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Reply of Coal Operators to Miners' Committee.
TO MR. JOHN MITCHELL, AND OTHLliS, COMMITTEE OJ ANTHRACITE HI

hill-climbing

ability

—

Gentlemen. In 1902 you assented to the proposition of the operators that "all questions at issue between the respective companies
and their own employees, whether they belong to a union or not,"
should be decided by the Anthracite Coal Strike Commission; accordingly the award of the ommission covered and decided all such
questions; therefore, we have heretofore proposed to you that the
relations thus established by arbitration be continued for a term
of three years
the same period as that fixed by the Strike Commission.
This offer you have rejected.
Your present proposition is that all relations between every employer and his employees shall be fixed and controlled by a single
instrument. Originally you suggested that this should be a form
of contract with the "United Mine Workers of America"; now you
suggest that it shall be with your committee as "representatives of
the anthracite mine workers." Inasmuch as the authority and standing of your committee as r< presenting anyone depend wholly upon
its designation by a convention of the United Mine Workers as
the representatives of that body, it is clear that the change proposed is not substantial, but merely formal, and raises no new
question. This is evident also from the fact that your proposition
contains numerous provisions for action by "the organization" and
"the district officers" of the United Mine Workers of America.
This proposition restricts production by strictly limiting hours
of labor and providing that no miner can work in more than one
chamber or have more than two laborers; it seeks to equalize wages
with reference merely to the name of the employee's position, and
not at all to his capacity or the work which he actually does; provides that no new veins or collieries can be opened without an
arbitration as to wages, and that no contract of employment can be
terminated without an arbitration; it makes the employers the
agents of the union to aid it in levying upon the wages of the employees the dues fixed by the union; it provides for increase in
wages and rates of payment which would approximate 21.6 per
cent., and would increase the cost of the domestic sizes of coal about
$1.20 per ton, and it suggests diluting the present Conciliation Board
into three boards having co-ordinate powers.
It provides still further that the arrangement proposed shall continue in force merely
for one year.
The above provisions, other than those regarding wages, and
the adjustment of complaints, concern radical and fundamental principles in reference to the management of the business which are
vital to its success.
These questions have all been settled by the
award of the Strike Commission, which has established the existing
conditions.
So far as concerns the matter of wages and adjustment of complaints, we have offered to submit to the members of the Strike
Commission the question whether any changes in conditions have
occurred since the award of the Commission requiring that the
award should be modified as to those matters and, if so, how it should
be changed. Those are the only subjects in regard to which you
have made the least suggestion that the conditions have changed
since the award of the Commission, and as to those no facts in
support of that suggestion have been made public. But the claim
for a change in the existing relations must obviously rest upon
some change in conditions since those relations were all established
by arbitration. You have rejected this proposition of arbitration.
You now propose that it shall be submitted to the Strike Commission
to decide whether the terms contained in your amended proposition, which are stated above, shall be adopted.
In other words, you
seek to have every subject which has been already settled by arbitration reconsidered, and every issue retried which was settled by
the Strike Commission three years ago, pursuant to the President's
injunction "to endeavor to establish the relations between the emi

—

was

sought in die present design and we
understand good results in this respect
were shown on trial trips. A speed of 40
miles an hour was easily developed and
vibration and noise from the engine were
little

noticeable.

I

WORKERS.

of the body.

Improved
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Union Pacific Motor Car, No.
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In our former propositions, and we regret that
have nothing further to offer.
both of them.

ployers and the wage earners In the anthracite region on a just
and permanent basis, and so far as possible to do away with any
causes for the recurrence of such difficulties as these which you
have been called upon to settle."
You say that "it is not a sufficient answer to say that because
a question was arbitrated three years ago, the same question would
not be a proper subject for investigation at this time." If any new
facts have arisen in the meantime, these might properly be investigated. Nothing new is suggested to us by your communications.
But it can scarcely be seriously claimed that questions already fully

you have declined

We

Yours respectfully,
GEORGE F. BAEK, E. B. THOMAS, DAVID WILLCOX, W. H. TRUESDALE, MORRIS
Williams, Joseph L. cake, john B. kerr, Committee.

The Railroads

of CuCia.

Cuba consists of a single trunk line
supplemented by a number of transverse
sea-to-sea roads which, in the western part of the island, have been
developed into interlacing local systems. This situation, however,
is not the result of the building of the trunk line first and then constructing feeders; the history of the railroad development of the
island shows that the exact opposite was the case. The first roads

The railroad system

considered shall be re-examined because one of the parties thinks
may upon a rehearing secure a different decision. If that were
it
Indeed, in the present case you
so, controversy would never end.
propose that in order to make an arrangement for only one year's
duration, the Strike Commission shall re-examine questions which it
took six months to decide.
To resume, the fundamental principles regarding the conduct
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Cuban
have all been established by the Strike Commission.
suggested why they should be retried. As to the only
matters regarding which you have made the least suggestion that
conditions have changed, we have suggested that the existence and
effect of such change be considered by the Strike Commission, and
that its award be in force for three years so that political considerations may have as little influence as possible upon these business

of this business

No reason

is

questions.

You are responsible for the suspension of work. There was no
good reason for ordering the men to stop work pending our negotiations, which had been delayed by you, especially in view of the
fact that we were willing to continue to pay the wages fixed by the
Strike Commission.
We have no other suggestions to make than those contained

,

Railroads.

were built by plantation owners to connect them with the nearest
seaport. As Cuba is a narrow island and has for some centuries
been active in foreign commerce, there was always some port
within a comparatively short distance of the plantation, so a number of short and disconnected lines were built. It was not until the
last decade of the nineteenth century that the amalgamation of
groups of these odds and ends of road into anything like important
railroad systems began. Most of the railroads in the western half
of Cuba were, between 1892 and 1899, acquired by three companies,
controlled by English capital.
The first of these companies to be incorporated was the Western Railway of Havana in 1892. This road runs southwest from
Havana through Pinar del Rio to San Juan, 125 miles, over
rolling country south of the Sierra de los Organos Mountains.

-
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The track

standard gage and construction was started in
This
10 miles being opened for traffic In 18G1.
part of Cuba was the scone of some of the hardest fighting in
the last rebellion against Spain before the war of 189$, and
the railroad suffered heavily during that period. Trains were attacked and dynamited and much of the roadbed destroyed. Stations and several whole towns were burned, but have now been
restored and the road is in much better condition than before the
uprising.
The traffic Is mostly sugar and tobacco, but the land
is fertile and abundantly watered and Is suitable for cattle raising
and most tropical fruits and vegetables. It is interesting to note
that in this district an excellent quality of Sea Island cotton can
be grown. On account of the absence of frost it is unnecessary to
1857,

the

is

first

replant each year, and

Vol. XL., No.

It is

16.

probable that the Cuban production of

compete with the United States grown cotton.
The United Railways of Havana was incorporated In 181)8 and.
aside from its railroad property, owns land, warehouses, and d<x
a banking business. The system consists of about 403 miles of line
lying mostly in the Provinces of Havana and Matanzas, 210 miles
this staple will

of which represents the Cardenas & Jucaro, which was taken over
a few months ago\
The first section of the lines now operated by
this company was opened for traffic in 1837.
The part of its road

which runs eastward from Havana through Matanzas and Jovellanos
Esperanza, in the Province of Santa Clara, constitutes the first
link of the through line from Havana and Santiago. Another important road goes from Havana to Batabano directly south of Havana on the south coast, and there are other branches and connecting lines between these roads. The country served is comparatively fiat and is rich and fertile.
In the western part of the Province of Havana there is an important tobacco raising district, which
is reached by the lines of this company, while the center and southwest portion is particularly suited to the raising of sugar cane as
to

Falls of the

Taco Taco

— Western

of

Havana.
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Caibarien Railways, a total of about 217 miles. One of the roads
runs from Sagua La Grande across the island to Cienfuegos, and
another runs from Caibarien westward to a connection with the
first line.
There are also several branches and cut-offs and one road
from Bsperanza to Santa Clara makes a link in the trunk line by
connecting at the last named town with the Cuba Railroad.
The western part of Cuba is much more thickly populated than
the eastern part.
It can be compared in railroad development to
the Atlantic states of this country. There is little, if any, new country to be opened up by a railroad and branches or extensions are
built only to existing towns to take care of the traffic in sight,
rather than to create traffic by running a line through unsettled
regions.
The Western of Havana is building an extension from
its western terminus to Guane, and the United of Havana is building 20 miles of road from points on the old Cardenas & Jucaro.
The eastern part of
the

consisting
provinces of
Puerto Principe and
Santiago de Cuba, was,
until a few years ago.
without railroads of
any importance, there
being a few
short
of

island,

the

lines /built

from

sea-

ports a few miles into
the
interior.
There

was only one

Falls

of

the

line dunning aciors the island,
this being the Jucaro
and
San Fernando,
which was built by
the Spanish Govern-

Hanabanilla

The
well as tobacco.
bulk of the freight
traffic is sugar, either
in the cane or partly
refined.
This is ship-

ment

from Havana to
New Orleans and other

ped

ports

in

the

The

The

traffic in

starting

Cuba
from

Rail-

Santa

on the Cuban
Central, completes the
trunk line to Santiago.
Its mileage, including leased lines
Clara

portance, truck farming being carried on
on a large scale especially around Guines,
about 45 miles south

and branches, is about
It was built by
500.
Sir William Van Home, Chairman of the Board of the Canadian
~ icific.
The company was incorporated in 1900, and the line
through to Santiago was opened in December, 1902.
It got
its entrance into Santiago by buying the Savinalla & Marota,
which ran from San Luis to Santiago, 30 miles, taking the only
practicable route to the coast through the Sierra Maestra mountains. A large part of the Cuba Railroad was built through virgin
forest, and many new towns have sprung up along it.
A branch
has been completed from Alto Cedro, on the main line, northeast
to Antilla on the Bay of Nipe. This "branch" will eventually be
the eastern part of the main line, as it is plannedto make Antilla
the seaport for all the exports which are now shipped from Santiago.
The Bay of Nipc is a perfectly protected harbor 20 miles

Havana. This produce gets a ready market
in
the
United
States, the low rates
prevailing by steamer
from Havana favoring
export to this country.
The Cuban Central was incorporated
in 1899 to take over
the Cienfuegos & Villa
of

the Sagua La
Grand and the United

Clara,

Palms,

This is now
by the Cuba

Kailroad.

United

States.
fruit and vegetables is
rapidly growing in im-

Bottle

for military pur-

poses.
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— Western
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long and Is nearer New York than Havana is. Extensive terminals
are being built and ships drawing IS ft. will be able to come up to
the docks. Work is also under way onabranch from Cacocum north
to Holguin, 15 miles, to connect with the Gibara & Holguin, Gibara
being a port on the north coast. The principal traffic of the Cuba
Railroad is in sugar, mahogany and other timber.
The four companies mentioned operate between 1,200 and 1,300

Electric

Vol. XL., No.
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Traction for Trunk Lines.

The following extracts are from a report made by Mr. K. de
Kando, Chief Engineer and Electrical Director of Ganz & Co., to
his company on impressions received by him on his recent trip to
America.
The development of electric traction on trunk lines has an entirely different history in Europe and in America.
In America the first electrification of trunk lines was forced
through the competition of street railways which prolonged their
lines outside of the city limits as early as lSt»7 the
Haven & Hartford R. K. electrified its Nantasket
i

New

York,

New

Beach branch).
the nature of things a mere

This electrification on trunk lines was in
copy of street railway operation on a larger scale.
Just as have been all American developments, this was a rapid
one.
The advantage which electrification showed over steam service was so attractive as to lead not only to electrification of such
steam lines as were suffering through competition of electric street
railways, but several new lines were built, more particularly for
suburban traffic, where heavy trains composed of numerous cars
were operating similar to service on electric trunk lines. (Chicago,

Aurora & Elgin,

Typical Scenery

— United

of

Havana.

miles of the total 1,600 miles of road in the country. Nearly all is
standard gage. The Matanzas is the longest of the smaller independent railroads; it runs from Matanzas south to the center of
the island and then east to Colon, on the United of Havana. It
The Guantanamo runs
is about 200 miles long, including branches.
north from Caimanera through Guantanamo to Soledad, 35 miles,

Long

Steel

Girder Trestle

The Cuba Eastern runs from
and is building 40 miles more.
Boqueron on the Bay of Guantanamo, northwest to San Pre, and is
planning an extension to San Luis on the Cuba Railroad. This
will develop a sugar district now without transportation facilities.
We are indebted to the United of Havana and the Western of
Havana for their courtesy in supplying information and the accompanying illustrations.

etc.)

only natural that in this rapid development experiments
with new systems could find no place, all the more so since the
continuous current system itself had to pass through experimental
stages of several years duration until it reached the present point
of perfection.
Purchasers as well as manufacturers were therefore
afraid to try new systems when they were exposed to a repetition
of the bitter experience which had marked the first years of continuous current operation.
Nevertheless both the General Electric company and the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company made tests with polyphase and single-phase motors ten years ago, as is shown by the
These experipatents of that time (Steinmetz and Armstrong).
ments proved to be failures, partly because the development of the
induction motor was at that time not advanced enough to fulfil the
requirements of electric traction, and partly because the attempt
was made to operate the new system simply by replacing the continuous current motor by a polyphase motor and the series connection by cascade connection. The polyphase motor used in this
manner was not a very good substitute for the continuous current
motor. The really valuable features of the polyphase motor, its use
of high tension, etc., were not made profitable. In addition, the mistake was made of exaggerating the importance of the air gap between
rotor and stator which, following continuous current street railway
practice, was taken several times larger than the air gap which is
possible with polyphase motors through the use of correct design of
the bearings.
The failures of these experiments on polyphase motors and the
scientific arguments against this motor in the publication of Berg
produced a public opinion among American engineers which was
(Berg's calcuagainst the three-phase motor as a railway motor.
lations were based on three-phase motors with much larger air
It

is

— Western

of

Havana.

is possible in good practice and the result was that the
comparison between continuous current and three-phase motors
was unfavorable to the latter.) It was therefore natural that the
single-phase commutator motor was preferred as a substitute for the
continuous current motor. I had no occasion to see the single-phase
motor of the General Electric Co. in operation, and I made no special
attempt inasmuch as public utterances of General Electric Company's

gaps than

April

20.

1906.
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engineers showed that they do not consider the question of singlephase traction as important as do the engineers of the Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co., which has placed upon the market a series of
single-phase motors.
I have seen in operation the largest of these
motors and also some of the small ones, and as far as a cursory
inspection permits drawing decisive conclusions these motors appeared to be equal to the best continuous current motors in regard
to working of commutators and brushes.
The Westinghouse single-phase system is the best developed
among the single-phase systems known to me, and as far as I
know, Mr. Westinghouse is thus far the only one who has built large
single-phase locomotives.
In order to judge of the chances of the three-phase system for
future work, it is necessary first of all to make a comparison with
the single-phase system. We will not be wrong in using the
results obtained by the Westinghouse company with its single-phase
motors as a basis of comparison inasmuch as these motors are
probably those which have been most perfected. The details will
be mentioned later.
As regards the development of electric traction for trunk lines,
In Europe this problem was presented in an entirely different form
than in America. There were really two problems. The first was
the one taken up by the German "Investigating Committee" appointed to look into the question of high-speed electric traction. The
results of the Zossen experiments carried out by this committee
will be a valuable inheritance for the future.
The second problem was that which was placed before Ganz
& Co. by the Societa per le Strade Ferrate Meridionali in 1897. Inasmuch as Italy has no coal, but has large unused waterpowers in
the neighborhood of the railroads, and since these roads pay to-day
many millions of lire for English coal, the Italian Government requested the two largest Italian railroad companies, the Societa
Meridionale and the Societa Mediterranea, to carry out experiments
which would lead to the use of electric power for their lines.
The Societa Mediterranea chose as a trial line their line from
Varese to Milan, which line is almost in its entire length without
curves and without gradients and which has a dense traffic. The
equipment of this line was intrusted to the British Thomson-Houston Company, which installed a plant according to the well-known
American continuous current system. The result was an increase
of passenger traffic, as might have been expected Judging from
American examples of development in suburban systems, and this
increase in traffic sufficed to cover the considerable increase In
operating expenses. The electrification of this line was therefore
a success in technical as well as commercial respects.
The Varese-Milan line was, however, not a solution of the given
problem. The only problem solved was that of handling dense suburban traffic, but not the substitution of steam locomotives throughout the entire network of a trunk line. It is necessary to say that
on this Varese-Milan line all freight trains and also all through
passenger trains are handled as heretofore by steam locomotives.
The Societa per le Strade Ferrate Meridionali laid the problem
before Ganz & Co. in its entire extent and demanded a proposition
whereby all steam locomotives on the Valtellina line could be replaced by the energy of the Adda River.

The well-known continuous current system with
volts

500

to

600

appeared inadvisable on account of the long distances, the

and the resulting large capacity of
the locomotives and the comparatively sparse traffic which would
have made a continuous current installation very expensive.
A
new system had therefore to be found which was low in first cost
of installation and efficient even over long distances and with heavy
train units, and the new system had to produce a locomotive which
In its capacity was superior to the present day steam locomotive,
since the designers of the latter were making every possible exertion to Increase the power per weight unit, and the electric locomotive had therefore to Improve on this ratio.
To solve the problem, a high pressure for the contact line had to
he chosen and the motor had to he built for this high pressure In
order to avoid the carrying of a transformer on the locomotive.
This condition is only fulfilled by the Induction motor or by the repulsion motor. Of the two types the polyphase induction motor In
superior In efficiency as well as In power per weight unit, and It was
therefore chosen for the Valtellina line.
Shortly afterward the German "Investigating Committee" chose
the polyphase system for Its experiments at Zosson. which In a way
confirmed the correctness of choice of system in the Vnltclllna line.
After the Zossen experiments had produced the desired result-; an
regards speed, and nfter they were concluded we find, however, tint
German opinion changed somewhat and began to favor the slntrlenhase system. It almost appears as though engineers thought that
the polyphase system had not been proved a success In Zossen
Should this actually have been the case, I could account for It prln
clpallv by the two following reasons:
First:
The arrangement of three contact wires In a vertical
plane which made a real switch Impossible and therefore the Installation of this system In terminal yards Impracticable.
size of train units, the gradients

4'5

Second: The use of a simple rheostat without other regulating
such as cascade connection or different number of poles
made necessary an excessive amount of energy wasted at the start.
an amount equal to the energy used by the train running at full
devices,

speed.
It would have been advisable to use three or even four synchronous speeds to reach 200 Km. (about 120 miles) per hour. Thus
the rheostat losses could have been reduced to one-third or onefourth, and at the same time the maximum peak could have been
reduced to one-half through correct choice of acceleration at the
various starting points, even without increase in time of run.
During the last few years almost every large electrical concern
has studied the design of a suitable single-phase traction motor.
The best work in Europe in this line is shown in the Winter-Eichberg motor. This motor is not as perfect, as far as commutation is
concerned, as the Westinghouse motor, but it is not as delicate, inasmuch as it can (according to the statement of Dr. Eichberg) be
short circuited during 30 seconds, giving the full torque standing
still without burning out the short circuited armature coil.
The

largest motor which I saw in Berlin was a 115 h.p. motor built for
the Hamburg-Altona Ry. The data which was given me in Berlin
will be discussed further on.
The problem of electrification of the Italian roads was similar to
the problem placed before the Swiss roads and also before the Swedish and Norwegian roads, with the difference that the two latter
used trains of much less weight and used lower speeds and therefore
required locomotives .of less capacity than were used by the Swiss
and Italian roads.

In Northern Germany the electrification of trunk lines is not
yet of actual importance, but in Southern Germany, as well as In
Austria and France the electrification of the mountain railroads
may be expected in a comparatively short time.
In the United States the electrification of railroads in the shape
in which this problem presented itself in Italy has never yet been
discussed.
But If we consider the enormous exertion made
by American railroads to increase the capacity of their lines,
it is certain that electric traction will play an important role in this
endeavor to obtain greater capacity and that that electric system will
prove to be victorious, which can present the most powerful locomotive and the locomotive which will possess the greatest capacity for
a given weight.
First of all are to be considered the pusher locomotives which
are used on long grades that could only be reduced by enormous
expenditures.
In all these cases the three-phase locomotive has a
tremendous advantage on account of its great capacity per weight
unit and furthermore on account of the possibility of recuperating
energy on down grades.
I have had occasion to go over the Susquehanna-Deposit grade
of the Erie Railroad several times and to watch the traffic on this
line.
I have seen a freight train composed of G2 cars weighing to
gether 4,923,000 lbs. handled by five locomotives, one in front and
four as pushers in the rear. The weight of each locomotive with
its tender was 144 American tons, and the weight of the five locomotives Is 655 metric tons, making the total weight of the train
2,895 metric tons.
The operating engineer of the railroad told me
that similar trains were generally handled with three pushers and
that the train above, which I saw. was really a special one inasmuch
as the fourth locomotive made its first trip and was only to be
tried out on this occasion.

The importance

of electric traction for such a line

is

given

first

by the Increase of capacity on account of the more powerful
electric locomotives and then by the economy in operating expenses.
As regards the first point, the Increase of capacity per weight
of all

may

be Interesting to note the following data:
line has a total length of 15.3 miles, and
the annual traffic is about. 170,000.000 gross ton miles. In order to
handle the entire pusher service by electric locomotives it would
he necessary to Invest $600,000 In power stations, line equipment,
sub-stations and locomotives.
As a basis of calculation we take the
above mentioned train using three locomotives only. Instead of four,
with a total weight for the three of 3 X IS]
398 metric tons, which
Is 17.5 per cent, of the gross tons.
If we add to this about one third
for locomotives returning empty, the number of yearly ton mllei
which correspond to the weight of the pusher locomotives. Is equal
to 10,000,000 ton miles.
Using three-phase locomotives, Ganz system, the three steam
locomotives could be replaced by two electric locomotives each weighing 60 tons, with all the weight on drivers. The steam locomotive?
nt the head of the train car haul on tills grade 650 American or 590
metric tons and the pushers have theref6re to haul 1,660 tons which
corresponds to a drawbar pull of abOUl 26,000 KgT. (about r.r. 000
lbs.).
This would reduce the number of ton miles t.\ 12.2 million
ton miles per year, or. In other word' In the case of electric traction
there would be n saving of 27 8 million ton miles merely on account
of the lesser weight of the electric pusher locomotives
This figure speaks for Itself, and It Is not necessary to point
unit,

It

The above mentioned
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out how important it is to have the smallest possible weight for a
given capacity and Im
itis to use the weight of adirj
hesion to the fullest extent In all such heavy traction problems.
.As regards thi
can be effected through the use
b
of the three-phase
-ystem, a few figures are given below
merely for the purpose of showing the approximate extent to which
such Ravings may be expected.
Electric traction will allow savings to be made In the cost
of coal, in the cost of train hands. In the cost of repairs to locomotives, in the expense of providing for water, and if three-phase
traction is used with recuperation, in the omission of a great part
of the mechanical braking and in the small cost of wheel tires and
brake shoes. In the following I shall only deal with the first three
savings which are in most cases of greatest importance.

Electricity as motive power will permit a great saving in coal.
railroad statistics, 0.08 to 0.1 Kgr. of coal
is burned for each gross ton Km. as an average (about 0.25 to 0.30

As shown by European

On the lines such as the above mentioned, with
lbs. per ton mile).
heavy grades, the coal consumption will be greater and will certainly not be overestimated by taking 0.16 Kg. (0.35 lbs.) per ton
mile.
If the work done by the pusher in the above instance is
taken on an average, at three-fourths of that done by all locomotives, then the coal consumption of the pusher locomotive will
be equal to three-fourths of the coal consumption, or: % x 170,000.-

=

°- 35
44,600.000 lbs. - 22.300 tons.
If we take the price
of coal at $2.85 per ton the total cost of coal for one year will be
$63,600.
As against this, the cost of production of electric energy
will be considerably less.
In the case of three-phase current, the
consumption in one year will be about 4.25 million Kw. hours. If
we take the cost of one Kw. hour at the switchboard on the average,
including all expenses, at lc. (the cost at the New York Subway
powerhouse is 0.8c. ), then the cost of electric energy in one year will
be $42,500, or $21,100 less than the cost of coal for steam locomo-

000

X

tives,

the

which represents therefore a saving equal

first cost

to 3.5 per cent,

Vol. XL., No.

16.

steam locomotives.

This will lnrcease the percentage of Interest
paid by the saving, and It can be asserted with absolute security that
the three-phase system can count on a great future, not only
in Europe but also in America.

(To be continued.)

Cast Steel Cylinders.

The motive power department of the New York Central Llnee
has been making investigations and done some preliminary work in
the way of ascertaining the possibility of obtaining steel cylinders
for heavy locomotives.
Thus far no attempt has been made to
design a cylinder with the special object of having it cast from
steel.
The question to be solved in the first place was whether so
large, heavy and complicated a casting could be made of steel.
The Penn Steel Casting & Machine Co., of Chester, Pa., which
agreed to undertake the work, was furnished with the patterns of
the ordinary cast iron cylinder, having a diameter of 23 in. and a
piston stroke of 32 in.
No change whatever was made, and the
work was successfully done on the first pair. These weighed 7,810
lbs.
The result was so satisfactory and the castings were apparently
so sound that a second pair was ordered from the same pattern
after a few changes had been made by which the weight was
slightly reduced. This consisted in merely cutting off the strengthening ribs that encircle the shell and thinning the central rib by

of

of installation.

Further savings will be made in the wages to train hands inasas cleaning of fires and steaming up of locomotives are entirely absent.
This saving can be estimated at $30,000 to $35,000
which corresponds to about 5 to 6 per cent, of the first cost of instal-

much

lation.

A

further saving

is

possible through the reduction of cost of

repairs.
Experience has shown that the cost of repairs on large
electric locomotives such as those used on the Valtellina line or the

New York

Central can be taken at about 1.7c per locomotive mile
steam locomotives is about 5c. per locomotive
mile (the pusher locomotive will work as a rule at full capacity
of their boiler and engine and the depreciation will therefore undoubtedly be higher than with the ordinary locomotives'). If therefore the total locomotive mileage is taken at about 370.000 miles
the cost of repairs of steam locomotives will be at least $18,500. In
the case of electric pushers where the number of locomotive miles
will he only two-thirds of 370.000 (instead of three steam pushers
only two electric pushers will be necessarvl. the cost of repairs for
This represents a
250.000 locomotive miles will be about $4,270.
saving of $14,270 per year, equal to about 2.3 per cent, of the first

The

cost of repairs of

cost of installation.
In' order to judge the value of the recuperation feature, I submit the following approximate data:
The pusher service on the
above line requires, without recuperation, about 5,000.000 k.w.
hours per year. The total number of k.w. hours which could be recuperated works out to he about 1.500.000 k.w. hours at the switchboard of the power house. Provided the electrification of other lines
or the sale of electric energy to other consumers would alwavs

nrovide a useful load for this reeunevated energy, these 1.500.000
k.w. hours could be counted in full, takins: the cost of energy at lc.
per k.w. hour and assuming that about 0.5c. of this corresnonds to
that part of the cost per k.w. hour which is proportional to the
output nf recuperated energy. This effects a savins- of $7,500 per
year, which corresponds to about 1.2 per cent, of the first cost of
Even if no other consumers can he found it has been
installation.
shown through detailed calculations made in similar instances
that the trains running tip the trrade and the general loss of the
svstem will make use of at least about SO ner cent, of the recuperated
?nergy, and it will be seen therefore that the recuperation will con
6 ner cent, to the general
tribute at least
first cost of installation.

charges against the

The total amount snvcrl in operating expenses will in all events
correspond to more than 10 per cent, of the total cost of the electric
plant.
If

we

consider

that, in

America locomotives are out out of

new ones

ser-

shorter time than in Europe
and that therefore the steam locomotives which would be replaced
bv electric locomotives may be used immediatelv on other lines. It
will become evident that we are justified in taking as first cost of
Installation for the electric traction only the difference between the
entire cost of the electric equipment and the value of the replaced
vice and renlaeed by

in

much

Cast Steel Cylinder for

New York

Central Locomotives.

which the two cylinders are bolted together. Nothing was done
that could not be done easily and cheaply without mutilating or
seriously altering the pattern, and no change at all was made in
the core boxes. The cylinders are, therefore, in every sense experimental mere reproductions of the cast iron, and not what would
have been designed for steel; the idea having been to ascertain
whether a steel cylinder could be made at all, and, if so, whether
The second pair of cylinders
it would be feasible commercially.

—

weighed 7,740

The

lbs.

metal of the two sets give an average tensile
strength of 73,600 lbs. per square inch of section, an elastic limit
of 34,500 lbs., elongation of 29 per cent., and a reduction of area of
39.55 per cent, with a silky fracture.
To those who are familiar with the difficulties of making large
steel castings, especially of a design complicated by core work, as
iu the case of locomotive cylinders, the advance that has baen made
and the skill required to produce these cylinders will be most
evident. The solution of the problem will place this stronger metal
at the disposal of designers who will now be able to reduce the
weight of these heavy front castings, that usually add little or
nothing to the adhesive weight of the engine, by a considerable
tests of the

amount.

The cylinders will, of course, be bushed with cast iron and
used on freight engines. The results that they give in service will
be watched with great interest, for it will be upon this that an
extension of their use will depend.

:
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material and of the results of labor as absolute as the
wastes of a long war. It is a loss to the whole country, and
although it is unequally distributed, it is- a hindrance in progress
on the Atlantic Coast as well as on the Pacific and in the broad
country between the oceans. The loss of property by the Southern
Pacific and the Atchison is small in amount, and one might think,
carelessly, that the roads leading into San Francisco would benefit by
the carriage of material and persons during the progress of reconstruction. But this is not the lesson learned from the Chicago and
Boston fires of a generation ago, or of the more recent Baltimore
The San Francisco defire.
It does not work out in that way.
struction of property is greater than our losses during the Spanish
war, comparable to the English costs of the Boer war, something
like one-third the cost to Japan and one-fifth the cost to Russia of
their desperate campaigning. Nevertheless, it should be borne in
tion of

mind that the amount of money needed to replace the destruction
at San Francisco is only about one-quarter of one per cent, of our
national wealth; a tax, but not a heavy tax, and not equally levied.
is another view, and an interesting one: Our country's wealth
At this
increasing by as much as five billion dollars a year.
rate, in May next the San Francisco loss will have been covered by
the natural increment of growth in wealth. Or, put in another way,

There
is

the nation loses by this disaster four weeks' time.

Some time ago, using as a basis for liual comparison the savings bank returns for the year 1904, then the latest at hand, we
pointed out the great and increasing degree to which the eastern
savings banks were becoming absorbents of railroad bonds. The
returns for 1905, now coming in, repeat the tale. The savings
ill'
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new reports the great sum of $953,
among some 300 banks. The Ma

of the fiscal year covered by the

676,617

as assets distribuli d

chusetts hanks Increased

their holdings of

railroad

bonds during

the year by $12,230,728 and the Connecticut banks by $8,062,766

the latter

sum representing almost two-thirds

Increase

of the total

In two New England stales alone there
of $12,896,930.
were thus taken by savings banks last year $20,293,49;! In mil mad
bonds, or a sum within about 20 per cent, of all the olhor investments of the year of the savings banks of the two statei
Id
be said that, in the Connecticut returns, railroad share a.re merged

of assets

1

Willi

bonds, but tho

amount

Is

bo small

that

II

nia>

be

1
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The San Francisco earthquake and fire loss, although it will
never be precisely known, seems at present writing to be likely to
amount to between 250 and 300 million dollars, but a material portion of the burden is distributed by insurance in England and
Germany. By other less direct methods the losses are shared by
other countries; so that we may say there has occurred within a
period of a few days a tremendous international calamity, a destruc-

1
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blinks

440

The Earthquake

27, 1906.

which conservative

may

tions are taking up progressively railroad bonds

institu-

be illustrated

by Harvard University, which ten years ago, out of total investments of $S,381,581 held railroad bonds amounting to $2,125,898,
rising now to $6,241,828 in a total investment of $18,036,025. Of
its total funds it had about a quarter in railroad bonds in 1895,
now more than one-third. It is to be remembered, too, how the
increased railroad bond investment has come in the face of the
competition of industrial and other bonds during the last few years.
The general subject broadens when we reflect on the great volume
of railroad bonds of various kinds now pouring into the market
and which, as offerfor improvements rather than new enterprise
ing high security at reduced prices, are likely to make the present
a record year for conservative bond investments. They connote,
however, fresh attempts in the legislative lobbies of highly capitalized states to secure for certain special classes of bonds savings
bank legislation attempts fraught with considerable investment
dangers, saying nothing of legislative morals.

—

—

The Chicago, Milwaukee &

St.

Paul has at the present time,

we

equipment of compound locomotives (all Vauclain four-cylinder) of any road in the country, the number being
250 about 25 per cent, of its total locomotive equipment.
And
while most other roads have been changing over to simple such
of this design of locomotive as they owned, the St. Paul is contemThe Union
plating an increase in the number already on hand.
Pacific is second only to the St. Paul in the number of these locomotives in operation, using them in both passenger and freight
service on certain divisions, where they are reported to show deIt should
cided economies over simple engines in like service.
be borne in mind, Of course, that the most favorable operating conditions for compound locomotives are those which approximate
most nearly to continuous running at constant speed and load, with
the greater relative advantage at the slower speeds. Therefore, the
physical character of the division over which they run and the
lemiaee back of them are (he principal factors determining the
renin service on
quality of their performance.
In (he test m
the St. Paul, which was described in the paper read al the April
meeting of the Western Railway Club, and which was conducted as
thesis investigation by students of the i'ni\ersit\ of Wisconsin,
believe, the largest

—

1

:i

the final figure for fuel Bavlng of the

compound ever

the opposing

[mple engine was onlj (.86 pei ent, This was after rejecting runs
ei each where the engine was underloaded and the Bpeed was high
was
The te
obviously uneconomical conditions for elthei kind
in discussing the small
made between Chicago and Savanna, ill
advantage shown bj the compound, Mr. Manchester, Superintendent
1

—
of

1

Motive Power of the road, gave seme figures from a II months'
<ui
11
compound ind an equal Dumber or Blmple engines on

record

—
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4 i8
same

which was very much

in favor of the simples.
per hundred ton miles, and the
repair cost per mile run was less than half thai of ihe compounds.
Neither kind was in for genera] repairs during the period, On the
other hand, on the La Crosse division, which is a slower division,
and on which, we presume, the engines can be loaded more nearly

this

division,

showed

Thej

a

cost of coal

le

to capacity, comparative records

pounds

of

from

ps in 35 per

>

ent.

showed a coal economy for the comn was evident rom Mr. Manchester's
I

certain divisions of the St. Paul and the service

experienci

mpound is best adapted, while conditions on
n tl
other divisions enable simple locomotives to make the better show
He further said that, the compound is a locomotive on which
ing.
the "stitch in time" is of greatest importance. The road using it
must, maintain a thorough and efficient roundhouse organization to
possible there,

assure

a

its

receiving continuous and proper care, otherwise

it is

much

In this, of course, he was voicing the generally
admitted cause for the commercial decline of the compound locomotive; for the lack of proper roundhouse facilities and of the proper
skill and care in maintaining them has been the principal difficulty
which caused the discarding of the compounds in so many cases.
But the existence of practical difficulties of this nature, or the
deficiencies of mechanical designs through which the endeavor has
been made to take advantage of the compound principle, is no reason
for condemning the principle itself.
It is therefore encouraging to
observe the interest that is being manifested in the latest application in American locomotive practice of the compound principle
the four-cylinder balanced type.
better not to have

it.

THE SUPERHEATER ON AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVES.
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it.

not the same prominence given to

it in discussion and the press,
repeating Itself, but it
Ing in the
apparent indifference of the railroad man to an Improvement that
promises to effect a saving ill fuel and boiler repairs, ami lines
increase the efficiency of the locomotive. That we will come to it

is

in this,

history

is

not

I

in time there is no doubt, just as we have come to the Walschaert
gear; but American progressiveness seems to be wanting when radi-

changes in locomotive practice are concerned.
The paper read at the April meeting of the New York Railroad
Club, together with the discussion that followed should certainly
have an educational influence. One road, the Canadian Pacific,
that was the most advanced in the adoption of the compound, has
come to the front as the most prominent advocate of the superheater, and the results there obtained must be most gratifying to the
management. There the superheater has apparently come to stay,
even to the exclusion and discarding of the compound, just as was
done in Germany.
dees not seem likely that the superheater will be extensively
used upon the compound, as the composite saving of the two systems
is not enough in excess of the superheater alone to make the combination of the two worth while.
As to the final form that the
superheater will take, there is, as yet, no certainty. It seems now
as though it would be of the smokebox type, though the tube superheaters are rendering a good account of themselves.
This statement is based more upon the results obtained abroad than upon
any evidence forthcoming in this country. Abroad, the tube superheaters were tried in order to avoid the troubles experienced with
the smokebox type, with a reversion to the latter after the tube
type had been well tried. But that our experience will be the same
cal

1 1

does not necessarily follow.

There

To say that history repeats

itself

is

trite.

Nevertheless,

it

is

often interesting to call attention to repetitions, especially when they
are as marked as in the case of introduction of the superheater in

When

America.

marked

the

compound controversy was on there was a

indifference to the results brought out

the reports of
other roads. There seemed to be a prejudice against the type born
of that conservatism inherited from the old schoolmaster mechanic
who was averse to trying any experiments, and abnormally afraid
of anything that added even in the least degree to the complication
of the locomotive.
Meanwhile the Germans and the French were
in

hammering persistently at the compound problem until they achieved
a success that warranted them in formally adopting the compound
to the virtual exclusion of the simple type.

Hardly had these results been accomplished when they were
another improvement that bid fair to cut down coal consumption still more.
Recognizing the theoretical advantages of
superheating, the Germans attacked the problem of designing and
offered

applying a suitable apparatus to work in connection with the locomotive boiler. There were discouragements without number. It
was the unexpected that was continually happening, but each change
of detail brought a measure of relief, until the superheater demonstrated that with its aid, on a simple engine, the coal consumption
is less than upon a compound without it.
This proven, there seems
to have been no hesitation in adopting the superheater as a standard
of construction, and thus introducing a new order of things.
This
is a perseverance that has been rewarded with success.
But in
America we are repeating the same old story of indifference.
In the compound controversy there was scarcely a superintendent of motive power in the country who took the slightest interest
in making it a success; while the hostility in all quarters was
intense almost to bitterness, as those who were interested in the
introduction of the type fully understand. The compounds that were
built were almost forced upon the railroads by the rival builders,
for at that time, before the amalgamation of the locomotive works
each concern was striving for business and anxious to make a

record for

its

product.

Now comes

the superheater, offering even greater theoretical
advantages than the compound. It. has won golden opinions from
all sorts of people who have tried it.
Its record for saving in boiler
repairs is unsmirched.
It permits the use of lower pressures, it
involves but little extra complication, and in every way seems to
be a desirable adjunct to the simple locomotive. Yet what is the
American superintendent of motive power doing about it? Almost
nothing.
He is "letting the other fellow do the experimenting."
He is quite comfortable in his willingness to wait and see, and
since the competition of the locomotive builders has, to a great
extent, been removed, they have not the same incentive to push the
superheater that they had to develop the compound, and so there

that

is

is one lesson to be read out of all these experiences, and
that the superheater has now been put into such shape that

economy has been demonstrated, and it behooves every superintendent of motive power who cares to maintain or attain a reputation for progressiveness to give it a trial not a trial by simply putting one on a locomotive and then relegating the machine to the
tender mercies of the hostler and the wiper, but a trial in which
an intelligent interest is aroused in all who have to do with it
personal interest in the results obtained that will show to subordinates that the head of the department means business, and that
their co-operation is demanded in a way that will make for success
its

—

—

and

satisfaction.

THE HEPBURN

BILL.

There are two strong economic reasons why Congress should
pass what is commonly known as a rate bill this session. The first
of these is that the small shipper under the present system suffers
a grievous wrong in the delay of the law and the cost of litigation.
If he is unjustly overcharged for the transportation of his freight,
he has recourse to justice under the provisions of the Interstate
Commerce Act, which provide that railroad rates for all such traffic
as comes within the jurisdiction of the general government shall be
just and reasonable, but so many delays are thrown in his path and
the expense of court procedure is so great that to right any small
injustice, or any pretty big injustice, which he has suffered, he will
have to spend far more than he can hope to receive. The other
reason is the existence at the present time of a strong public feeling
against corporations in general and the railroads in particular, a
public feeling which does not differentiate between wrongs for
which the railroads are responsible and economic evils unavoidable
in the growth of any great transportation system.
As we have
pointed out in these columns, this feeling cannot be disposed of Dy
a policy of doing nothing. If a bill be not passed it seems sure that
a national party will grow up, having as its principal platform a
basis of hostility to railroads and to corporate interests which will
do far more harm than any legislation now contemplated.
The difficulty with most of the earlier rate regulation measures
has been that, aimed at rebates and discriminations, they failed to
fully enlarge the powers of the Commission as to extortionate rates.
Relief of rebate giving has nothing to do with the making of rates,
for rebates are secret evasions of the rates as established, punishable
by law; yet it is no exaggeration to say that this important fact is
scarcely comprehended at all by the masses of voters at the present
time. To enable the man who gives a rebate and the man who accepts a rebate to be punished, no long and elaborate act of legislation
is necessary.
The Elkins law allows the Interstate Commerce Commission to proceed by injunction against rebates and discriminations,
but not against extortionate rates. The Foraker amendment to the
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Hepburn bill adds to this ho provision that the commission
also proceed by injunction against an extortionate rate.

may

t

If

a clause similar to this Foraker

amendment had

.been incor-

419

always that the commission, being an administrative body, has its
sole function in carrying out the expressed will of Congress that
a rate shall be just and reasonable, and that, under the constitution,
it can be neither an executive body nor a judicial body, the unconstitutionality of this paragraph is evident. Enforcing the standard
of Congress with regard to the reasonableness of rates has no connection with prescribing "the terms and conditions under which
through routes shall be operated." As a matter of fact, carriers al-

porated in the original Elkins bill, it seems probable that the
present agitation would never have existed, at least along the
present lines. Under existing law, if a shipper is charged an extortionate rate he can obtain redress under the common law, or
before the commission, but the railroad is the defendant in the
action, and it is. to its interest to delay the proceedings. Under the ways decide these matters among themselves; but, if they did not,
amendment allowing the commission to proceed by injunction the commission has no standard to go by, for no standard has been
against an extortionate rate, the railroad is the defendant, but is fixed by Congress, and therefore it wotild clearly be powerless and
enjoined from further charging that extortionate rate, and its in- would exceed its constitutional functions if it attempted to make an
terest lies in hastening instead of in retarding action.
The dif- order prescribing terms and conditions, for the operation of through
ference between the two ways of adjusting a rate is extremely routes includes the number of trains which may be run, the speed
simple in its plan, yet it carries all the difference that there is be- at which these trains must be run, and a host of other particulars
tween success and failure, and offers a far better remedy for the for which Congress has given no standard. The clause, therefore,
law's delay than can be given by any increased and complex confers the entire absolute legislative power of Congress on the commission, and this cannot be done. It is true that it is prescribed in
system of special courts, or hearings before the commission.
the same paragraph that the commission is to perform these acts
It is unfortunate that this addition was not made to the
Elkins bill. Since it was not, it can probably best be brought into when "the carriers complained of have refused or neglected to voleffect through the medium of the Hepburn bill, and it is most desir- untarily establish such through routes and joint rates, provided
able that it should be brought into effect, because it reaches a no reasonable or satisfactory through rate exists." This limits the
genuine evil in a simple and effective manner. But along with this provisions but does not save the constitutionality.
Another clause doubtless unconstitutional in itself, but which
good feature the Hepburn bill contains several bad features, and
would presumably not render the whole bill unconstitutional, is
it is surely to the interest of all that these bad features should be
amended or stricken out rather than that the good ones should that providing that any carrier, any officer, representative or agent
lose their usefulness by being incorporated in a bill which contains of a carrier, etc., who knowingly fails or neglects to obey any order
made under the provisions of Section 15 of this Act, shall forfeit
unconstitutional provisions.
First of all, it is necessary to so frame legislation that the com- to the United States the sum of $5,000 for each offense, and in case
mission as constituted shall exercise constitutional functions; that of a continuing violation each day shall be deemed a separate offense.
In the case of a contested ruling it is easy to see that this
it shall not attempt an impossible mingling of administrative, executive and judicial powers.
The function of the commission is, of provision might pile up a tremendous fine against a railroad acting
Congress has fixed a standard of with honorable intentions, and that, under these circumstances, the
•course, an administrative one.
courts would adjudge the penalty a cruel and excessive one, and
rates a broad standard it is true, but a standard nevertheless
in requiring that they be just and reasonable.
The function of the thereby unconstitutional.
commission is to see to it that they are just and reasonable, and
Apparently as a result of the careless and hasty change in the
to apply to the court for an injunction against them when they bill as presented, a curiously objectionable paragraph appears on
are not, or to decide the question itself after hearing.
But in page 16 of the Hepburn bill as printed, lines 18 and following. In
Section 15 of the Act to Regulate Commerce as amended by the the original bill formulated by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
Hepburn bill, it is provided "that the commission is authorized it was provided, properly, that if a carrier did not show grounds of
and empowered, and it shall be its duty whenever after full hearing, objection to a ruling of the commission within 60 days after the
upon a complaint made as provided in Section 13 of this Act, or ruling was promulgated, the carrier was subsequently to be estopped
upon complaint of any common carrier, it shall be of the opinion from making objections to the enforcement of the ruling on any
that any of the rates or charges whatsoever demanded, charged or other grounds 'than those of improper form in making and serving
collected by any common carrier, subject to the provisions of this the order.
Now, the Hepburn bill is, of course, the commission's
Act for the transportation of persons or property as defined in the bill, with certain modifications. One of these modifications, made
first section of this Act, or that any regulation or practice whatsoby the pending bill, was to strike out the court review provision.
ever of such carrier or carriers affecting such rates are unjust, or This was done in such a way that the act now prescribes that when
unreasonable, or unjustly discriminatory, or unduly preferential or a carrier fails or neglects to obey any order of the commission,
prejudicial, or otherwise in violation of any of the provisions of this other than for the payment of money, while the same is in effect, any
Act, to determine and prescribe what will, in its judgment, be the party injured thereby or the commission in its own name may
just and reasonable and fairly remunerative rate or rates, charge apply to the circuit court in the district where such carrier has its
or charges, to be thereafter observed in such case as the maximum principal operating office or in which the violation or disobedience
*
*
*
to be charged;
and to make an order that the carrier shall of such order shall happen, for an enforcement of the law. With
cease and desist from such violation to the extent to which the the provision for court review and the 60-day period stricken out,
commission finds the same to exist, etc." Now, there are two ex- it now reads that if it appears to the court upon hearing that the
pressions in this paragraph as quoted which invalidate the chance order was regularly made and duly served, and that the carrier
that the commission can do good, because they require it to be is in disobedience to the same, the court shall enforce obedience by
judicial and legislative as well as administrative. As an administra- a writ of injunction and the carrier shall be prohibited from showing
tive body (be commission can do but one thing, and that is to see any objection except in the form of the order ami the way in which
that rates comply with the standard set by Congress; to wit, that
it has been served.
It seems clear that this provision, owing to this
they be just and reasonable. The Act is clearly wrong in authoriz- careless striking out of a clause, is an unconstitutional one, Involving
ing the commission to act when it shall be of the opinion and to pre
the taking Of property without due procc
id law.
ilde
ii
One other clause of the Hepburn bill is very objectionable, not
scribo what will, in its judgment, be ju
and reas
seem a simple point that Congress merely authorizes the comml
much on the ground that, it Is unconstitutional as on the ground
sion to act when rates are unreasonable and not malic their un- that it Is foolish.
It Is prescribed, very properly, that the comreasonableness a matter of its judicial opinion, and to prescribe B mission shall at all times have access to all accounts, records and
•rate which, in its judgment
Is also preIt
a legislative act will be reasonable, memoranda kept by carriers BUbJeci to the Act.
but on these distinctions apparently harms the ennsl il ntinnn lil\ of scribed, most absurdly, thai il shall be unlawful tor sueh carriers to
Keep any other aeeounls. records or memoranda tl
the paragraph and the usefulness of the Act.
pre-
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of the amount of coal business done
competitors, say, the Lehigh Valley, and if the commission did not specifically provide for this record, it would thereby
Such a provision has a Russian sound and bears no
be illegal.

record for

its

by one of

its

own information

analogy to American customs and practice.
Let us grant, then, that a bill must be passed, and that the Hepburn bill comes as close to what is necessary as any measure which
can be enacted under the present congressional situation. Does it
not seem wholly wise and expedient that the clauses which are objectionable and unconstitutional should be amended or stricken out
in order that actual good may be done, especially in removing the
evil of the law's delay? An unconstitutional bill will harm no one
directly, but in the present state of tension seems sure to lead to
hasty and dangerous action, not only by the law making bodies of
the country, but by a body of voters who cannot discriminate between

justice

and revenge.

March Accidents.
The condensed record of the principal train accidents which
occurred in the United States in the month of March, printed in
another column, contains accounts of 28 collisions, 20 derailments,
and two other accidents. Those which were most serious, or which
are of special interest by reason of their causes or attending circumstances, occurred as follows:
Mar.
2d
2d
7th
7th
11th
16th
17th
19th
25th
26th
30th
31st
31st

Killed.

Place.

Wendover, Wyo
Thurmond. W. Va
Saratoga. N. Y
rsinghamton, N.

1

4

Y

Ohio
Adobe, Colo
West Windham, N.

Fostoiia.

Lockbridge, la
Carthage, Texas
Casper, Wyo
South Whitlev. Ind
Gaft'ney.

S.

Fulton, N.

C
Mex.

Injured.
2

1

H

3
22
3

5
3
9

10
2
2
22
3
8

12
12
19

3
16

Thirty-one of the 54 killed in these 13 accidents were the victims of the two worst, Adobe and Casper. Adobe was the subject
of editorial comment in our issue of March 23, and of comment by
a correspondent in the issue of April 6, page 348. While not insensible to our correspondent's plea for more charity, we cannot
see that his view differs materially from our own. He recognizes
the need of a reasonable degree of age and experience in an operator
who is to attend a train-order office at night, and that, no doubt,
Is just what was the trouble. The force of our correspondent's phrase
"criminally indifferent" depends on the operator's age and experience.
One can imagine an operator so young that he does not
realize the gravity of his responsibilities, and such a condition tends
to relieve him of the burden of guilt and to throw it on the superintendent or employer, who is bound to realize. But it is difficult
to imagine a person capable of learning to read and write and
telegraph, and secure a position under a competent superintendent,
who is so young or so dull as not to realize the wrong of claiming
to have been even partly awake when he knows that he has been
partly asleep.
The operator who sits at his desk, sleeps several
minutes, awakes, and does not realize that he has been asleep,
does so, we believe, only after he has made a number of experiments in that line. On his first experience he is alarmed. It is
after repeated trials that he becomes sufficiently hardened to do it
without being alarmed. Therefore we call such conduct morally
vicious.

The number of electric car accidents reported in the newspapers
of the United States as occurring in the month of March was five,
in which one person was killed and 31 were injured.
The State of North Carolina, while not among the foremost
of the railroad states of the Union, ranks well in the list with her
main trackage of 3,859 miles. The fact gives added interest to the
constitution and functions of the body that serves as her railroad
commission and which are set forth in the last commission report,
for the year 1905, which contains the railroad statutes as revised
and brought down to the present date, including the legislative session of 1905. The state has not a railroad commission properly
and exclusively. It has, instead, a "corporation commission," so
called and named in the statute as a "court."
It consists of three
officers whom we may call either commissioners or judges, elected
by the people and thus, by that fact, thrown into the limbo of
caucuses, conventions, general politics and pulls. No member of
the commission can "jointly, severally, or in any other way, either
directly or indirectly, hold any stock or bond or be the agent, attorney or employee, or have any interest in any way in any steamboat, canal, navigation, express, telegraph, bank, building or loan
company or association." and under heavy penalty must get rid
of any such interest if he happens to acquire them by inheritance
or otherwise. The commission thus, so to speak, divested of investments, is given most extensive and varied powers. It is a body
advisory, supervisory, judicial, regulative and clerical all in one.
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takes purview of railroads, street railways, electric power combanks, telephones, transportation and public service corporations generally. Its powers are too ample to be described herefully, but they reach out and pretty radically into almost <
branch of up-to-date questions relating to public service corporations, including freights and fares; and, besides, the body is constituted a board of "state tax commissioners," with the usual functions of such a body.
The tasks, duties and responsibilities which
states much smaller than North Carolina distribute among several
bodies, that state loads on a single commission vyith such multiplied and varied offices as would make the best trained economist
dizzy.
And we cite the case of North Carolina, not so much as an
exception, but as a type of the way other states, by their creative
and organizing statutes, establish "overloaded" commissions to
handle grave railroad problems and metaphorically make up such
a heavy train as no locomotive can pull. Incidentally one is tempted'
to ask why North Carolina, after cutting off her commission from;
so many forms of corporation investment, didn't push consistency
further and, as tax commissioners, cut them off from property owning entirely and create a commission in forma pauperis.
It

panies,

Texas

&

Pacific.

This company, operating 1,820 miles of main line in the Southwest, the stronghold of the Gould system, furnishes an arm reaching through Texas as far west as El Paso. Its eastern terminus iaNew Orleans. In the eastern half of the distance between the two
termini there are several hundred miles of branches and connecting
lines.
On the other hand, over the 613 miles between Fort Worth
and El Paso the main line constitutes the whole of the company'^
property, with the exception of a six-mile branch to coal mines.
Judged either from a tonnage or revenue standpoint, through freight
traffic is more important than local tonnage.
Competitive freight
furnished 2,374,125 tons out of the total tonnage of 4,156,701 tonscarried.
Competitive freight earnings were $4,487,385, against $3,355.S44 revenue from local freight traffic. Of the 2,044,309 passengers
carried, only 285,417 were local passengers, showing that the through
line of the company is much more important for freight than for
passenger traffic. Of course, the great handicap of this Gould spur
to El Paso is that its western connection at El Paso is the Southern

which has its own line between El Paso and New Orleans,
and which consequently could hardly be expected to turn over a great
proportion of traffic to its rival. On Mexican business, however, the
Texas & Pacific further fortifies the strong position of the Goulds,
since it gives a connection for the Mexican Central's traffic at EI
Paso, just as the International & Great Northern interchanges with,
the National of Mexico at Laredo.
As a local line, the territory through which the Texas & Pacific
runs in Louisiana and northeastern Texas furnishes cotton and lumber traffic. The western half of the line between Fort Worth and
El Paso has been largely until recently unsettled prairie country.
It is now, however, being steadily taken up by new settlers, who are
finding the land rich in agricultural possibilities. During the past
Pacific,

year the passenger traffic of the road, although not quite as large
as in 1904, was swelled by the large number of settlers carried westward; this business, of course, not adding to earnings to the extent
that first-class business would do. The freight traffic was at thesame time increased by large growth in shipments of fruits and
vegetables, particularly on this formerly undeveloped Rio Grande
division west of Fort Worth. On this division alone there was an
increase of 1,743 carloads of oranges, lemons, green fruits and vegetables carried.

A season of heavy rainfall in the last half of the year decreased
This was followed by the
the yield of small grains and cotton.
yellow fever epidemic in Louisiana, which seriously interrupted passenger traffic, delayed greatly the movement of merchandise, and
As a result,
to some extent increased the cost of transportation.
gross earnings decreased $302,757, or 2.43 per cent., and net earnings.
$401,230, or 9.27 per cent.
The record of the Texas & Pacific's earnings shows that the past
Gross
10 years may be roughly divided into two equal periods.
earnings from 1896 to 1S99 showed considerable gains; in 1900 there
was an increase in gross of $1,450,000, and in 1901 of over $2,000,000.
In the five years since then there have been in three of the years
comparatively small increases in gross earnings, and in two years
decreases. Gross earnings in 1905 were $12,130,391 ($6,643 per mile),
operating expenses $8,210,166, and net earnings $3,290,225. Freight
earnings decreased $164,763, or 2 per cent., and passenger earnings
$140, S61, or 5 per cent. In view of the almost complete suspension
of passenger traffic on the Louisiana lines during the three months
of July, August and September owing to the quarantine, it is remarkable that there was not a larger decrease in total passenger
earnings. It is probable that in common with the other Gould lines
in the Southwest the passenger earnings in 1904 were considerably
swelled by travel to the St. Louis Fair.
Damage to the cotton crop is reflected in the total number of
bales moved, which was 720,993, compared with 830,012 in the pre-
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The revenue received per bale was also less than in
1904, being $1.23 against $1.34 in the earlier year.
Of the cotton
carried, Texas furnished more than half, Louisiana the rest. There
was also a decrease in the tonnage of cane sugar moved and in the
shipments of rice, but an incerase in shipments of sugar and molasses.
Out of the total of 4,156,701 tons carried, 909,737 tons were
manufactures, merchandise, etc., a larger figure than that of the
tonnage of mine products, including coal.
The road is fairly well, but by no means liberally, maintained.
Maintenance of way cost $707 per mile, which is perhaps not too
small for a road so much of whose line runs through Texas prairies,
with one, or, at most, two, passenger trains a day each way. In
1904 the figure was $729 a mile. Repairs and renewals cost $1,624
per locomotive, against $1,819 in 1904; $955 per passenger car,
against $940 in 1904, and $47 per freight car, against $46 in 1904.
These amounts are probably sufficient to keep the equipment in repair, but hardly represent any equity in concealed earnings.
Of

-vious year.

the $783,286 spent on improvement account during the year, $557,595
was charged to income.
There has been another increase in the average car load and
train load, as uniformly for the past few years. Ten years ago, in
1S96, the average car load was 10.37 tons, and the average train
carried 153 tons. Last year the car load was ISY2 tons and the
train load 215 tons, the latter an increase of four tons over the
preceding year. These are small increases compared with those on
most Eastern trunk lines.
There were 20,498,474 bushels of corn exported from the port
of New Orleans during 1905. The Texas & Pacific elevators at Westwego, eight miles from New Orleans, handled 7,809,304 bushels of
corn.
As compared with the 549,356 bushels of wheat exported
through New Orleans, there were 627,224 bushels handled at T. & P.
elevators. Much of this grain, of course, was not exported.
The branch line mileage in Louisiana was increased during the
year by the extension of the Avoyelles line, 22 miles beyond its
former terminus to a junction with the main line, thus making a
complete loop through this agricultural region of Louisiana. In spite
of this fact main-line mileage operated and the length of the
Avoyelles branch are given in the mileage statistics the same as in
4he preceding year.
The principal statistics of operation are given below:
Mileage worked
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Gross earnings
Maint. way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Conducting transportation
Operating expenses
Net earnings
App. out of income for impvmts

1905.
1,826
$8,243,229
2,714,881
12,130,391
1,290,685
1,371,413
5,124,373
8,210,166
3,920,225
557,595

1904.
1,826
$8,407,992
2,861,742
12,433,148
1,331,901
1,373,451
5,018,288
8,111,692
4,321,455
700,584

Vandalia Railroad.

On January 1, 1905, the Terra Haute & Indianapolis, the St.
Louis, Vandalia & Terre Haute, the Terre Haute & Logansport, the
Logansport & Toledo, and the Indianapolis & Vincennes railroads,
Pennsylvania allied lines radiating from Indianapolis and Terre
Haute, were consolidated as the Vandalia Railroad Company. This
consolidation had for years been delayed by litigation, during which
time some of the advantages of union were gained by operation
under the informal title of the Vandalia Line. With the ending
of the important suits at law, formal merger was made and the
report of the first year's operation of the consolidated company, with
its 658 miles of line, is now at hand.
In this, comparisons are
made with the totals of the lines as operated separately during
the preceding year. The results of operation of the Terre Haute
Peoria, with 145 miles of line, operated separately, are included
under separate tables.
The Vandalia earned gross $7,195,877, a decrease of $400,000
from the preceding year. There was an increase of $353,300, or
S per cent., in freight earnings, the decrease in gross resulting
from a loss of $G92,200, or 28 per cent., in earnings from passenger
traffic, due to comparison with an abnormal year, when these roads
•carried so large a proportion of traffic to the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition at St. Louis.
Operating expenses decreased $264,381,
leaving net earnings of $1,642,210, a decrease of $135,000.
The
Terre Haute & Peoria earned $649,346 gross and $52,958 net. The
rental of the road (30 per cent, of gross earnings) was $194,804,
leaving a loss to tho controlling company of $141,845 on the year's
operation.
Maintenance of way cost the Vandalia $1,383 a mile, against
$1,197 a mile in 1904. Repairs of equipment cost $2,460 per locomotive, against $3,553 In 1904, a decrease of over $1,000 a locomotlvo;
$1,064 per passenger car against $821 In 1904, an Increase of over
$200 per passenger car, and $76 per freight car against $75 in
1904.
Apparently heavy expenditures for repairs of passenger cars
came after the Exposition closed, when thero was chance for a general overhauling.
The principal articles of traffic were bituminous coal, lumber,
manufactures, grain and livestock. There was a large Increase In

&
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the tonnage of manufactures carried, which totaled 1,197,548 tons,
an increase of 208,120 tons over 1904. The train load increased
20 tons over 1904 to 264 tons. The number of tons carried one mile
per mile of road was 959,668, an increase of 105,933.
Passengers one mile per mile of road decreased over 50 per cent.,
from 204,132 to 125,606. Passenger earnings per mile of road were
The
$2,697, against $3,766 in 1904, a decrease of $1,069 per mile.
number of passengers carried one mile decreased 38 per cent., while
the average rate received per passenger mile, 2.06 cents, increased,
being 1.84 cents in 1904.
The Vandalia furnishes the Pennsylvania Lines with entrance
into St. Louis and on that account can always count on a large and
steady through traffic. The local lines of the system are much less
important, but as a whole the road gets a fair share of local traffic
in Illinois and Indiana.
The principal statistics of operation for the Vandalia Railroad
follow
1905.

Mileage worked
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Gross earnings
Maint. way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Conducting transportation

1904.

658

658

$4,675,742
1,775,291
7,195,877
909,785
1,228,049

$4,322,431
2,467,579
7,594,946
787,518
1,334,132

198,767
2,833,683
5,553,667
1,642,210
1,676,4S1

202,280
3,108,822
5,818,048
1,776,899
2,066,815

:

Traffic

Operation
Operating expenses
Net earnings
Net income!

NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

By Frank Parsons, Ph.D. Little, Brown
364 pages. $1.50.
254 Washington St., Boston.
Professor Parsons' book, in which he takes up in great detail and
The Heart

&

of the Railroad Problem.

Co.,

with commendable thoroughness all the more conspicuous abuses
connected with railroad practice, might be described as a lamentation without a remedy. A book of 364 pages is a substantial document and the writer has evidently spent much time in securing a
vast number of instances of iniquitous rates and rate making practice.
On this account his book has considerable historical value and
will be of interest in future years to the man who wishes to find
out the way the railroads secured competitive business in accordance with the law, behind the law, and in spite of the law. Unfortunately the author's attitude of mind is not impartial. It does
not pretend to be impartial. In treating of the long and short
haul clause Professor Parsons is apparently at once puzzled and
dissatisfied by the provision that similar conditions must exist
to render the law effective as to two transportation routes under
consideration. He cites with the greatest length cases where long
hauls are cheaper than short hauls, but can either see no reason
why they should be so or does not care to explain this reason.
This is only one instance to show that the book is not going to be
a helpful one in arriving at any solution of the difficulties which
actually exist. He. clearly holds the view that one of two things
must be true; either that the long haul charge is the fair one or
else that the higher short haul charge makes up deficiencies in the
rate for the longer haul, and seems unable to grasp the fact that
long haul business which keeps cars moving and secures some traffic
to help pay fixed charges on an existing line, thereby reduces the
This lack of
short haul rates which it is necessary to charge.
judicial balance and this confusion of thought makes it natural
that the author should be unable to suggest any remedy for the
As a matter of fact, he has none to suggest,
evils he mentions.
except the very pleasing and very visionary one that the railroads
all unite into a national system under a great leader, like James
J. Hill or A. J. Cassatt, who would operate the roads on business
principles untrammeled by the spoils system or any political control, backed by a public interest that would not tolerate favoritism,
managing the roads for the whole people as stockholders, etc. We
have not counted the specific kinds of injustice which Professor
Parsons enumerates in his book. We imagine there are about a
hundred, and we are old fashioned enough to think that Professor
Parsons' remedy, working at its best and most impractical summit
of efficiency, would not remove more than possibly three of these
kinds of injustice.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

—

Noiseless Brake Hanger. A well Illustrated catalogue describing the "Hrill" noiseless brake hanger is being s< nl out by the J.
G. Brill Company, Philadelphia. The principle Feature ol Hie
Is a ball and socket Joint with the cap socket held firmly in place
by a wedge which, as the socket becomes worn, is advanced by a
'

pair of springs.

The Northern Pacific Is advertising Itself in a very appropriate
and modest way by circulating samples of the bill of fare which

Whether
for the Blaster da] dinner In its dining cars.
passenger department, will care to be complimented on the
modesty of an advertisement we do no! know; but a modest menu
This one is handsome as well though we
is always appropriate.

was Issued
the

—
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have never been able to find any suggestion of either high speed
or low prices in the Northern Pa
md black trade mark.
d
That the Northern Pacific viands are all right gois without Baying;
>
»nd there is an E a
si pa
a
ouvenir card
Striking pii
owstone Park scene.
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Station at Grand Junction, Colorado.

i

J

S£i ,/
he April number of this journal has for
leading article a reproduction of thai portion of Mr. Jno. P.
Wallace's address to the Illinois Manufacturers' Association at Chicago on March 2 {Railroad Oazetlr, April i:ii as pertained to the
Tehuantepec Railroad. There are also notes regarding Lake Shore
improvements and "Nickel Hate" betterments; railroad extensions
.

i

its

New

Station

of

the

Denver

&

Rio

to the Gulf; an Alaska railroad, and other information of general
Interest to contractors and railroad builders.

Quarrying Machinery.— The Ingersoll-Rand Company sends a
small illustrated pamphlet showing track channelers and drills; the
heavier channelers can be driven either by steam with independent
boilers or by air from a central compressor.
Graphite Paint.— "Preservation of Structural Steel and Iron"
the title of a 20-page pamphlet of pleasing design sent by the
Chicago Graphite Manufacturing Co. A discussion of the merits
of various pigments considered desirable for protecting iron and
steel structures is given, with a presentation in detail regarding this
company's product. There are also a number
of half-tone engravings from photographs of
various structures, the steel and iron in
which is protected by its paint.
Is

A new

station

Grand Junction Colorado, was oi Ipril 17
the Denver & Rip Grande Railroad.
It
Is illustrated herewith by a photograph and floor plan.
The new
station emphasizes in a striking way the pi
Colorado and
the efforts being made by the Denver & Rio Grande to provide for
its patrons comfortable, convenient and even
luxurious facilities.
Although Grand Junction, according to ea tern standards, Is
opened

tor

service

at

by

not a large city, it is the center of a large and productive territory,
and the center of the Denver & Rio Grande's east and west system.
The management therefore decided that it was appropriate to pro-

Grande

at

Grand Junction, Colorado.

vide a distinctive style of station rather than the stereotyped styleso familiar to the traveling public.
The design of the exterior of the building is a fine example of
the French renaissance style. The whole is built in the best and
most durable materials. The foundation is of concrete resting on
Raymond concrete piles driven to hard-pan and the construction
throughout is largely fireproofed with reinforced concrete. Hard
burned, rich colored buff brick is used for the body of the exterior
walls, and trimmings of light terra cotta to match the brick are liberally used.
The roof is covered with clay tiles of a rich red color,
blending agreeably with the light warm tones of the walls.
The buiding consists of a large two-story central portion containing the waiting rooms, etc., and a single story addition at one-

—

Turntable Tractors. The designs of locomotive turntable tractors made by Geo. P.
Nichols & Bro., Chicago, are described and
illustrated in a neat pamphlet just issued.
The most satisfactory form is stated to be
the electric, and a number of photogr
views of their application on tables for different roads are presented. A brief description of the design is given, and of the
engine haul providi
desired.
Gaso-

BAGGAGE ROOM

EXPfN

->s

n

CM

„iL. jz_.

a

i

line tractors are supplied

where electric curMention is also n

rent is not available.
of transfer tables for

houses an

Floor

Plan of

—

Votor. A 14-page pamphlet issued by the
Draper Manufa
Ci
Port Huron, Mich., describes the McGrath pneumatic turntable motor and shows a number of b Llf tone
engravings from photographs of its application on several
Pni-

known

/.

roads.

most important

A

lis)
of other roads is given, including
in the country.

Passenger Station of the Denver

&

Rio Grande at Grand

Junction.

rectangular en
|] ation shown.

.1

New

16

of

the

end containing the baggage room and two express rooms. It is
proposed to make a similar extension on the other end of the central
portion at some future time to provide a lunch room, kitchen and
a large open pavilion. The front of the building is at present provided with large ornamental iron canopies w-ith wire glass roofs.
The plan of the interior was evolved after much study and
is of
a type likely to become popular for buildings of this
class.
It
provides generous light and convenient and airy

I

A

ML

i

27,
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The doors on each
facilities for the accommodation of travelers.
side of the building open into the magnilicent general waiting room
32 ft. x 67 ft. in size and running up through two stories to a
height of 25 ft. The finish of the waiting room is elaborate, the
walls being divided into panels by pilasters wnich support a richly
modeled lorniee and paneled ceiling 111 plaster. Stained glass has
been much used in this room; wall decorations are of stained burand ceilings of fresco. The ticket office opens from the main
waiting room toward the track front of building, forming the onestory porch shown in the photograph, making a convenient arrangement both for the public and for the operating force. The checking alcove is conveniently situated at one end of the waiting room
and the retiring rooms for men and women are easily accessible
from the rear corners of the waiting room. A commodious lobby
at the rear of the waiting room contains the stairs leading to the
second story rooms, which are provided for the Division Superintendent's offices, trainmen's rooms and the despatcher's and telegraph offices, with the necessary toilet and locker rooms. The
wood finish of the various rooms is of quartered oak throughout
and the floors are of tile and cement. The artificial lighting is
done by electricity, many incandescent and Nernst lamps being used.
The heating is by the vacuum system of steam circulation, the
steam supplied from a central plant in the Grand Junction yards.
The design of the building was furnished by Mr. Henry J.
Schlacks, of Chicago, and the general contract for the building was
carried out by the William Simpson Construction Company, of
Denver, Colorado.
lap,

Superheated Steam on the Canadian Pacific Railway.
At the April meeting of the New York Railroad Club, Mr. H.
H. Vaughan, S.M.P., of the Canadian Pacific Railway, read the
paper of the evening. From this it appears that during the past
year a number of locomotives have been equipped with superheaters
in addition to those in use at that time, all of which are of new
construction.
The types of superheaters used are the Schmidt fire
tube, a modification of the Schenectady, which may be called the
Schenectady B, and one designed by Mr. A. W. Horsey, Mechanical Engineer of the Canadian Pacific, and the writer which will
be called the "C. P. R." The complete list of engines so equipped
follows, those marked X being on order and not yet delivered.
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The steam returns from the return bend through VA in. tubes,
which connect through union nuts and special cast-steel fittings,
similar to those mentioned above, with the fingers of the bottomheader, which is shown in detail. The steam pipes which connect
this header with the cylinder casting are necessarily very short;
however, there has been no difficulty in making the joints tight.
Each large superheater fire-tube contains two of the small tubes
from the top header and the corresponding return tubes to the
low header. The return bend has lugs cast on it, which spaces
it properly from the sides of the large tube and the other set of
small tubes so that there is a uniform circulation space about the
small tubes. The cast-steel return bend is made especially heavy
at that part which comes in contact with the smoke and gases from
the firebox.
It will be seen that the "Schmidt," "Schenectady" and "C. P.
R." superheaters now being applied on the Canadian Pacific are
identical in every respect with the exception of the arrangement of
the headers and the connection to them to the superheater pipes.
The primary object sought in the design of the "C. P. R." type were
the separation of the joints from the heater pipes -to the headers,
the location of these joints in a position where they could be conveniently inspected and an arrangement of the superheater pipes
that would permit any individual element being removed or apThese objects appeared deplied without disturbing the others.
sirable after the experience on earlier engines, and it is evident
they have been very satisfactorily obtained. The first is also satisfactorily met in the "Schmidt" by the separate bolting of the superheater pipe Dangers to the header, and its need did not develop to
any great extent in the earlier engines with the "Schenectady,"
although later experience would suggest its necessity, as more or
less trouble is developing with the joints between the superheater
pipe and main headers.
Both the second and third requirements are also partially met
by the "Schmidt," but not as thoroughly as in the "C. P. R." deIt must
sign, and in both respects the "Schenectady" is deficient.
not be understood that either of these types give especial trouble
in service or are difficult to maintain, in fact, the reverse is the
case, but the points mentioned are conveniences and advantages
which are believed to have been obtained by the modification illustrated and their value will be appreciated from the roundhouse
point of view.

The most important question in connection with superheaters
naturally that of the coal economy obtained, and this is not easily
determined, as all who have followed the effect of different improvements or proportions of locomotives will appreciate. Tests are open
to the objection that they do not represent general service conditions and coal records on account of their inaccuracy and lack
Tests on superheaters present, however, an addiof definite results.
tional difficulty over those directed to ascertain the relative economy
of simple versus compound engines, or of wide versus narrow fireboxes, where the efficiency of either the boiler or engines alone
is involved, in that they must necessarily include the efficiency
The determination of the water conof the machine as a whole.
sumption per unit of work is not sufficient, as it is quite possible for any advantage shown in this respect to be neutralized
by less efficient boiler performance. Even with equal boiler efficiency, the additional heat in the superheated steam would represent a reduction in the water evaporated of one-twentieth of 1 per
cent, for each degree of superheat, or 5 per cent, for 100 deg.
and 10 per cent, for 200 deg. superheat. In other words, if an
engine with 100 deg. superheat showed a saving in water consumption of 5 per cent., in comparison with an ordinary engine, and
the boiler were equally efficient, there would be a saving in coal,
and there must in addition also be some loss in boiler efficiency on
account of the necessarily higher temperature of at least a portion
of the smoke-box with anj design of superheater.
is, therefore, necessary in comparing superheaters with oth
it
engines to measure the coal consumption per unit of work, To do
this a rather extensive series of tests are required to average the
cai
influence of the efficiency of the Bring with a dynamometi
tn measure the work done, and owing i" the latter n
available during the pasl year it has been Impossible
astructed
is
take them. During the pasl winter b cai
which will enable some experiments to be made, but at present
the only figures available are tho
the tons hauled and
is

Weight
of

Class

Type

of

superheater.

Schmidt
Schenectady B.
('.

P.

('.

P.

R
R

C. P.

R

C. P. R
C. P.
C. P.

R
R

P.

R

X
X

X C

of

No.

engine. equlpd.

700
710
740

10
55
30

820

1

TMI
1,180
7,000
1.100
1,640

5
3
15
3

20

engine.

190,000
HID, (Kill

100.000
III

1. Ill

Ml

10(1.

215,
l!Hl,

215.

1

185,000

Size of
cylinders.

21x28
21x28
21x28
20x26
21x28
21x28
21x28
21x28
21x28

Type

Size
of
drivers.

of
engine.

110

simple
simple
simple
simple

10-wheel
10-wheel
10-wheel
10-wheel

63 ins.
63 "
63 "
"

W.

63

"

no
63
75

'

Pacific.

"

10-wheel

'•

Pacific.

57

"

Consolidation

Do.,

F.

simple
simple.

This makes a total of 186 engines built or being built of the
superheater type.
In the case of the Schmidt fire tube superheater, the only alteration made in the "Schmidt" design has been the substitution of
separate bolting for each flange connecting the superheater pipes
to the header in place of using clips as in the original design.
This has entirely overcome the trouble from leakage previously
experienced, and while a small change, is a considerable improvement.
The "Schenectady" superheater used on the 1621 class employed
the "Field" tube type of superheater pipe in which steam is led
from the saturated steam header through the small tube to the
rear end of an inch and three-quarter tube attached to the superheated steam header. The lire-tubes are 3% in. in diameter, and
each contains one 1%-in. superheater pipe. In the "Schenectady
1!" type of superheater, with
which the 710 class engines are
equipped, the well known design of "Schenectady" header is retained, but Ihe superheater pipe ami fire-tube arrangement is the
same as in the "Schmidt" and ('. P. R. design, namely, 22 liretubes 5 in. in diameter, each containing four 1%-in. Buperheatei
pipes of which the back ends are connected in pairs by return
bends while the front ends are connected in pairs to the saturated
and superheated steam header:: respectively.
The arrangement of the front end and ihe superheater tubes
of the "C. P. R." superheater is shown in the Illustrations,
Steam
from th" dry pipe enters the lop or saturated steam header, as
shown in detail, and flows through the fingers ni the header Into

1%

lei
ill.
in. solid drawn weldiess steel Inlies. Inside di:i
These tubes are upset at one end and are forged and benl 03
They are
bolt header and bending machine tO the shape shown.
Mine
which
connected by bronze union mils to speeiai casl
el
copper wire gasket being use.
screw Into the header; B
In
As shown, these small lubes extend Into large
in ihe union out.
,.,

i

'

5

in,

sheet,

superheater fire-tubes

where they eonneet

to within about
with the heavj

30
Cat

In,

bach tube
return bends

of the
I

1

I

coal

consumed

he
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road,

and

are the Etna! ixbltei
onon
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i.n
«
compa
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Su< b
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workfrom a number of engines, wlthou
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The two general
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pounding has during the past few years become firmly established
for freight service, and on account of the high cost of coal there
would be no question as to its continuance had not the use of
superheaters been introduced.
Of compound engines there are,
however, two classes which afford excellent comparisons; the 1,200
class consolidation, of which there are 41 in use. and the 1,300 class
10-wheelers, of which there are 37.
Both these classes are modern
"Schenectady" compound engines, and although the 1,200 class is
rather lighter than the 1,600. it has the same grate area and is
a good engine for comparative purposes, while the 1.300 class is
practically identical with the 700 class, with the exception of the
change from compound to simple superheaters.
The dimensions of the various classes are given in the following table.
Class

,

,

700, 710

1,200

200

Boiler pressure, lbs
Firebox, width, inside, Ins
Firebox, length, inside, ins
No. of ordinary tubes
Diameter of ordinary tubes. ...
No. of special tubes
Diameter of special tubes
Length of tubes
No. of superheater pipes

Diameter superheater pipes....
Heating surface tubes, sq, ft..
Heating surface firebox, sq. ft.
Heating surface total, sq. ft...
Superheating surface
Grate area, sq. ft

65%
96

Weight on drivers,
Weight of tender

lbs

Water, imperial gals
Coal, tons

1,000

200

.

200

200

60%

65%
102%

65%
96%

ii.

281

378

-Ml

256

244

2 in.

2-ln.

2-ln.

2-in.

2-ln.

-2

55

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2,084
134
2,218

5-ln.

14'

IS"

.

s.s

..

1%-ln.

2.S85
so
3,065

2,216
105
2.381

.

.

..

.

&

1.G21

200

70%
102%

14' 2" 14' 6'Vio"

.

Cylinders, ins
Driving wheels, ins
Total weight of engine, lbs

1,300

1

..

..

43.6

50.0

375
43.6

2%"

55
1%-in.
2,705
165
2.870
340
43.6

22x35

22x35

21x28

21x28

.".7

63
190,000

57
ISO, 200
163,700
121,500

57
186,200
163,700
121.500
5,000
10

150. 500

140,500
114,000
5,000
10

142,1

122,000
5,000
10

5,000
10

22

3-ln.

14'

5-ln.

14'

2%"
88

IVi-in.

2,233

180
2,413

378
50
21x28
63
190,000
141,000
122,700
5,000
10

In comparing road coal records a good many difficulties are
met with, some of which are usual on all roads, while others apply
particularly to the Canadian Pacific Railway. The easiest figures
to arrive at, those based on general averages, are not by any means
reliable, and considerable study is necessary to ascertain the actual
result.
The consumption per 1,000 equivalent gross ton-miles, or

as it may preferably be called per unit miles varies considerably
on different sections on account of the difference in profile, the consumption on the same section varies with the weather conditions,
increasing from 25 per cent, to 50 per cent, in winter over that
required in summer; and also varies under the same weather conditions with the proportion between east and westbound traffic.
Engines are on account of the peculiar traffic conditions moved
from one section to another more than is usual on most roads.
Most engines have assigned crews and in consequence those engines
doing the greatest amount of work on any section as a rule give
better relative results than those making fewer trips, as the latter
are extra crewed and the men are not so interested with the results.
Taking these points into consideration it will be found that
the records of the summer work afford the most reliable results.
According to these, and using the 1,200 compound consolidation
class as a basis, it has been found that the saving effected by the
1,600 class with 375 sq. ft. of superheating surface, varied from 15
to 24 per cent., according to the division on which the engine was
run and the amount of work done. On one division, between White
River and Sehneiber, the consumption on the engine with the superheater was 1 per cent, more than on the compound. The other
two classes, namely, the 1,300 class, which was a 10-wheeled compound, and the 1,621 class, a consolidation simple, gave results
between the other two.
Assuming these comparisons to be accurate, the superheater
locomotive has evidently shown itself to be rather more economical
than the compound with the amount of superheat obtained, on the
"Schmidt" and "Schenectady B" design, and from the good results obtained from the C. P. R. engines there is every reason
to believe that still further economies will be reached.
The results from these engines were entirely unexpected as the design
was developed from a mechanical standpoint entirely, and they are
not by any means easy to explain, except that they must be caused
by the steam being heated to a higher temperature than in the
"Schmidt" or "Schenectady" engines. Since this was not discovered until December it has been impossible to carry out proper
temperature tests, on both types, but one made on one of the 740
class engines would indicate a higher superheat of 40 deg.
In view
of the superheating surface being identical, this can only be explained by the peculiar arrangement of the headers, which prevents any abstraction of heat from the steam, after it has been
superheated, by the entering steam, by the tendency to a more
equal flow of the steam through the various superheater pipes in
passing from one header to another. In support of the first reason
the poor results obtained from the "Schenectady" A type are of
interest.
With 340 sq. ft. of superheating surface against 375 in
the "Schmidt" engine, the superheat was only about 20 deg. as
against 100 deg. This would show that any reduction in the temperature of the superheated steam by transferring its heat to the
entering saturated steam is not as might be expected compensated
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and that the degree of superheat finally obtained may be
seriously diminished by such action. The reason for this is not
very clear, but a key to it may be found in the following diagrams
which have been worked out on the following data:
(a)
Firebox temperature 2,000 deg., smoke box temperature
800 deg., flue 16 It. long (at point 1. from firebox)
2,000
200 nl.
(b)
Radiation from superheater tubes equal to that from
blackened copper in vacuo
.0854 B.t.u. per min., per square foot
per deg. F.
(c)
Boiler with 88 superheater pipes 1% in. O. 1). 12 ft. long
using 20,000 lbs. steam per hour with 150 deg. superheat without
abstraction of heat after superheating.
(d)
Specific heat of superheated steam 0.6.
The full lines show the temperature of the superheated steam
on its passage from the header through the tubes and back and
the dotted lines the increment of temperature per ft.
Fig. 10)
shows the form of these curves when the steam enters the tubes
at boiler temperature, and Fig. 11 where its temperature has been
raised 100 deg. by contact with the superheated steam, which in
its turn is lowered 100 deg. by this action.
It will be seen that there is a loss of 50 deg. by the transfer
of heat on account of the increased radiation from the superheater
pipes to the boiler and the decreased transmission of heat from
the flue gases to the superheater tubes.
These diagrams are not presented with the idea that they are
quantatively accurate but to illustrate the actions which accounts
for the loss when heat is transferred from the superheated to the
saturated steam.
The results obtained from engine 820 in passenger service have
been very encouraging as have also those from the Pacific type.
A graphic record of a test made on No. 820 shows that the superheat obtained varies from 160 deg. to 200 deg. at the steam chest.
This engine has been in service since last June on the Lake Superior
division between Chalk River and North Bay, and the results for
five months, June to October inclusive, compared to those obtained
from two other identical engines on the same section were as
follows:

for,

—

=

=

(

Tons.

consumed,
763
734
913

Engine No. 823
Engine No. 820
Engine No. 838

Lbs. coal per
gross ton-mile,
160.0
143.5
199.0

Relative

consumption.
111.5
100.0
138.5

a difference in the runs in which these engines are
making three stops, but engine 820 having 11 flag
stops against two for the other engines, which would, of course,
increase the relative consumption of 820 so that while unsatisfactory on account of these figures referring to one engine there
is still but little doubt that the superheater is very satisfactory
and economical in passenger service, and its relative economy does
not decrease with increase of speed as is the case with compounds.
The repair question is so far unimportant and nothing has developed to show that superheater engines will exceed appreciably
simple engines when expenses that are fairly due to experimental
construction are excluded. Lubrication on a superheater is identical with that in a simple, with the exception of the additional
cylinder connection required, and what is wanted is simply to de-

There

employed,

is

all

liver the oil to the required spot.
In conclusion the writer sees

no reason to change the opinion
superheater steam locomotive ateconomy than the compound without any of
would now add to this by stating that the
temperatures with the still further economy
is relatively practical and to that on engines now under construction the proportions of superheating surface will be increased to
attain this result. It is especially advantageous in passenger service and so far no counter balancing disadvantages have been developed which are worth considering. Whether this is due to special
conditions on the Canadian Pacific Railway or not superheating

previously arrived at
tains equal or greater
its disadvantages, and
employment of higher

is certainly successful

tion to discontinue

that the

on this road, and there

is so

far

no inclina-

it.

DISCUSSION.
It

was prominently

set forth early in the discussion that the

simple locomotive is especially adapted to the use
steam. It has been found that where the engine is
multiple cylinders, condensers or other auxiliary
saving effected by the use of superheated steam is

of superheated

complicated by
apparatus the
not as great as
In fact, while
in the case of what may be called primitive engines.
the saving may well drop to 5 per cent, in the former it may rise
to 30 per cent, in the latter class.
Yet, while the engine itself is well adapted to the use of superheated steam, it is difficult to design an apparatus to do the work
on account of the form of boiler that is in universal use. The difficulties that may arise due to the elimination of a certain amount
of the heating surface is of no account and may be disregarded.
It is the space and form that gives the trouble.
In reality the steam generator should be a three-stage affair

;
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and should consist of the boiler, the superheater and the economizer.
The latter utilizes the waste gases at their lowest temperature to
heat the water at its lowest. The superheater uses the hot furnace
gases as they escape to add heat to the steam, and it is thus protected from the intense heat of the firebox.
The boiler is constructed to withstand the high temperatures of the gases immediately after and during the process of combustion and thus convert
the water into steam.
A superheater has the peculiarity that it is always economical,
which may not be the case with other auxiliary apparatus; the
condenser, for example.
There are cases where a condenser not
only may effect no saving but may even be the cause of an increased
water consumption, but this is never the case with a superheater.
Another advantage of introducing the superheater lies in the
fact that the pressure can be reduced on old boilers and the same
amount of work obtained as before. In fact, where the superheater
has been introduced there is a tendency to lower the boiler pressure. On some new engines for the Canadian Pacific the pressure
will be 175 lbs. instead of 200 lbs. on similar engines. The cylinders
will be slightly larger, and it is expected that the superheated steam
will do as much work and more economically at this lower pressure
than the higher pressure on the other engines. Should this expectation not be realized, the cylinders will be bushed and the
pressure raised to 200 lbs., as the boilers will be strong enough to
carry it.
An important matter to be borne in mind in the designing of
a superheater is the means employed for the regulation of the
gases, for it is upon this that the efficiency of the apparatus largely
depends. Another point is the desirability of securing a uniform
flow of steam through all parts of the superheater, and this, it
is thought, is accomplished to a marked degree in the C. P. R.
design; a fact that accounts to a great extent for its very satisfactory efficiency.

There was some criticism of the results given in the main
paper in that the coal records were probably inaccurate, as they are
upon most roads, and to this was added a criticism of the heating
surfaces given, in that the flat areas of the receivers were omitted,
which increased that of the C. P. R. type very materially, and did
not greatly affect the others. The speaker, however, rather weakened his criticism of Mr. Vaughan's percentages in that he ended
by giving the savings that had been effected on the Belgian roads.
These engines using the superheater had saved 30 per cent, in
water; 24 per cent, in coal, and hauled an increase of 6 per cent,
in tonnage as compared with a four-cylinder compound of the same
calculated tractive power. In Sweden, again, a simple engine with
a superheater had saved 26.7 per cent, in coal as compared with
another simple engine of the same design.
These results have been obtained only by a persistent trial, for
five years ago the prospects of success with the superheater were
most discouraging in Germany.

As for the amount of superheat, it was considered useless to
raise the temperature beyond a point where cylinder condensation
is prevented, and 200 deg. Fahr. will do this.
With such an amouut
of superheat the pressure can be reduced from 30 to 50 lbs. This
is a matter that should receive most careful attention, since there
is no doubt that in the struggle for savings with the compound
engine the pressures have been carried too high, and the result has
been excessive boiler repairs.
While there is some doubt still as to the effect of compounding
on engine repairs, there seems to be none that the introduction of
a superheater does cut down boiler repairs, and so it was urged
that this alone was reason enough for proceeding rapidly with the
introduction of superheaters on locomotives, for they certainly add
to the capacity.
It was urged that the value of the superheater depends largely upon the cost of coal, and that where this was expensive, the
apparatus was good to use, but where fuel was very cheap it would
not be worth while to make the application. The reply to this was
that unless the price of coal was less than a dollar a ton the saving
of 15 per cent, that could well be depended upon fully justified the
extra expense.
One of the principle points to be considered in the superheater
is its value to the fireman, who appreciates it most if it rellevi
him when he is called upon to work the hardest. It was, therefore,
claimed by one speaker that inasmuch as fully 20 per cent, of
the fuel used was burned when the engine was standing anil tinsuperheater of no use, that the real efficiency of the latter would
not amount to more than 5 per cent.
On the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific there are six locomotives
with the Cole superheater, but Hie results obtained have mil been
altogether satisfactory.
The Illinois coal that has been used con
tains quite an amminl ol' iron, and this forms hard pieces Oil the
ends of the tubes that clogs them' and la very difficult to remove.
This accumulation takes place ;<> rapidly thai it sometimes fills
them on a single trip. For this reason the trial has no! been alto
gather satisfactory, though, In spite of the trouble thus experienced,
very line results have been obtained, ami Willi a enal thai lease:.
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no deposits the other troubles that have arisen can probably be

away in time.
In lubrication a number of experiments have been tried with
a positive feed, the results of which have not been very satisfactory.
This was partly due to the mechanism used and partly to a
misunderstanding of what was required. As a consequence of the
cleared

experience thus obtained, there has been a reversion to the sight
feed lubricator and two connections, one to the cylinder and one
to the steam chest, for it is essential that the oil should be delivered
It is now proposed to use a
to the point where it is to be used.
five-section lubricator.

The figure of .60 for the specific heat of the steam was critiThe reason
cized as being higher than the generally accepted .48.
given for this choice was that the specific heat varies with the
temperature rising from .4S to .75, and that .60 is a fair average
between the two. When the cut-off is long the amount of superheat
is low, and vice versa.
Finally, in the consideration of the various types of superheaters, it should be remembered that Herr Schmidt is not the pioneer
in the introduction of the superheater, but of high superheat, an
end that is not needed, as already shown. Neither is it desirable
or necessary to resort to a special construction of engine, as advocated by Herr Garbe. This engineer suggests the use of cylinders
of such dimensions that a uniform cut-off at one-third stroke can
be obtained, and that the speed be regulated by the throttle. It is
hardly necessary to call attention to the inadvisability of imposing
such a condition on American locomotives. The over-cyliudering
would be such that they would spin themselves to pieces. It is far
better to disregard any such suggestions as this and so design the
engines that the proportions of cylinders and weights on the
driving wheels are such that they will always keep their feet.

Electric Traction for

Trunk

(Concluded from page

Lines.

Jjllj.)

Voltage on Contact Line.

Engineers of the Allgemeine Electric Co., as well as those of the
General Electric and Westinghouse companies, have expressed
their opinion that 3,000 volts is not sufficiently high. Mr. Lamme is
of the opinion that 10,000 volts may not be sufficient and that 15,000
may have to be adopted.

The

idea of increasing the pressure in the contact line is justiwith the single-phase systems, because with single phase current a pressure of 3,000 volts only permits taking from the contact
line one-half the power which can be taken from two contact lines
with three-phase current. Then, too, the single-phase system uses a
transformer on the car which permits higher pressure without serious decrease of efficiency.
Furthermore, the increase in contact
line pressure will obviate the use of double transformation in comfied

paratively short lines which will feed directly from the central staThe omission of transformer sub-stations has however disadvantages. It is impossible to choose the pressure at the power stations so that it will suit each particular case. Even if the pressure
in the contact line is chosen at 10,000 to 15,000 volts there may be
cases where the location of the powerhouse is determined by outside
conditions (water power, etc.), which may make necessary higher
pressure, say 30,000 or 40,000 volts.
Then, too, it would not appear permissible to have very long
sections which cannot be switched out electrically, and in cases of
very high contact line pressures this will make necessary separate
transmission lines. It would therefore appear preferable to have the
transformers between the transmission and contact line rather than
on the locomotive in order to choose the pressure for the transmission line as will best suit the particular instance.
There are also other points which speak against having the
transformer on the locomotive. First of all this would increase the
weight of the locomotive, not only by the transformer's own weight
but also by the difference in weight of the parts which have to
carry the transformer.
Second, the high tension winding of the
transformer oannot as well be protected against vibration.
With 3,000-VOlt three-phase current two normal contact
each of about so square millimeters cross section (two-fifths of an
inch in diameter), a contact device such as we use on the Valtelllna
line will collect from 1,500 to 1,800 h.p
which Is quite sufficient
for all European railroads.
Should we care to double this pressure
the capacity of the motors of our present locomotives would have to
lie
-I
deeren
alioul 20 per cent
This difference in capacity Is explained by the greater
rved for insulation used with the
higher pressure, which leavt
pace for copper.
Altogether I see no reason for Inci
safe and well (rid
pressure of 8,000 volts Which W6 have thus far been mine for nil
of our European pro
tion.
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opinion that with a
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ii;n e double the ca]
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hieh
motor of the Ha
havi had occasion tc
see, due to the courtesy of the A. E. <;.. has a rated hourly output
entilation) of 115 h.p. at 600
th
dei
C. tempi
7 u lbs.).
legs, (about
revolutions per minute, and
Three of these motors use one reducing and regulating transformer
which weighs 2,500 kgs. (about 5,500 lbs.). Our Canada motors,
which can be used on three-phase as well as cm continuous current
have an hourly rating of 120 h.p.. and one of these weighs 1,750
kgs.
If the motor were built simply for threelbs.).
phase current the weight would be 1,300 kgs. (about 2, SCO lbs.), inasmuch as these motors do not need any transformers, but have a
starting rheostat which per motor does not weigh over 200 to 300
kgs. (440 to 000 lbs.).
It is evident that one horse-power capacity
weighs, for three-phase, about WY2 kgs. (about 36.3 lbs.) (for motor
and rheostat), and in the Hamburg single-phase about 27% kgs.
(about GO. 5 lbs.) (for motor and transformer). I have taken the
transformer as a specific regulating device, together with the motor,
and in the other case the motor and rheostat. In all other parts of
the equipment there is no special difference in weight.
Still more favorable for three-phase is the comparison if made
with a view to determining what capacity could be had in threephase motors with the weight of the Hamburg single-phase motor
and transformer.
A motor which we designed for the London & Brighton Ry.
and

i

I

i

i

i

I

,

r.

.

1

i

(Canada) weighs 2,800 kgs. (about 6.150

which corresponds

lbs.),

to

the weight of the Hamburg motor with its transformer weight, and
this motor has a rated hourly capacity of 360 h.p., which is three
times as much as the Hamburg motors.
Still more interesting and important is the comparison which
can be made as regards weight and capacity between heavy locomotives of the two systems.
1 have seen a Westinghouse single-phase locomotive weighing
62 American tons, having three axles equipped with three motors
of 225 h.p. hourly rating each.
The motors had a gear ratio of
about 1 to 5. Each single motor weighs approximately 12,000 lbs.,
and the corresponding reducing and regulating transformer about
The motor equipment of
15,000 lbs., about 23 metric tons in all.
our new Italian locomotives for three speeds, including water rheostat and water, is about 26.5 metric tons, and has an hourly rating
of 1,500 h.p. The three-phase equipment weighs therefore about 17.7
kg. per h.p. (about 38.9 lbs.), and the single-phase equipment 29.3
kgs. (about 64.5 lbs.), and it must be remarked that the motors for
the three-phase locomotives work without any gear, while the motors for the single-phase locomotives have a very high gear
reduction, so that the latter have about five times the number of
revolutions at the same schedule speed as the three-phase motors.
In addition to that, the output of 1,500 h.p. of the three-phase locomotives is obtained by the use of only one of the motors on each locomotive.

Had we built this three-phase locomotive for one single synchronous speed, the weight of the motor and rheostat would have
been 14,800 kgs. (about 32,500 lbs.) for 1,500 h.p.. or about onethird of the weight of the above mentioned single-phase locomotive.
Both locomotives have about the same diameter of driving wheels.
The additional weight of 6 tons over the three-phase locomotive (this
locomotive weighs about 62 metric tons) is the result of two special pilot axles. The maximum drawbar pull of both locomotives is
the same (25,000 lbs. for the single-phase locomotive, and 11,500 kgs.
for the three-phase locomotive).
This drawbar pull can be developed for the three-phase locomotives up to 25 km. (about 16 miles)
per hour with the new locomotive of three different speeds, and up
to 32 km. per hour (about 20 miles) per hour with the small locomotive for two different speeds. The single-phase locomotive has
only 10 miles per hour, or about one-half the speed, when it develops
this drawbar pull. The maximum speed corresponding to the maximum safe number of revolutions of the motors is about 30 miles
per hour. The three-phase locomotives, however, can develop their
full capacity at 64 km. (about 40 miles) per hour, or at a speed
one-third higher than the single-phase locomotive
My data with reference to the New York, New Haven & Hartford locomotive is not complete, but what I have is sufficient to compare a b
single-phase locomotive with a direct current
locomotive or with our three-phase locomotive.
The New York,
New Haven & Hartford locomotive has four motors of 250 h.p.
work without gear transmission, while
the three-phase locoi
the motoi.
ie-phase equipment have a very high gear
each
of these motors weighs aboui
If we take
1,000 lbs.
the co
former in about the ame ratio to the total
lit, as we found with the other single-phase locomotive, it will
weigh about 22,000 lbs., and motor and transformer together about
78,000 lbs., or 35.5 metric tons, which corresponds to 35.5 kg. per h.p.
or almost exactly double the weight of that of the motor and rheostat in our Italian locomotives.
The single-phase motors of the
A. E. G., as well as the Westinghouse company, represent a result
1
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and Adhesion.

one of the most Important problems, and in order to obtain the maximum drawbar pull with a given weight of adhesion
four main conditions have to be fulfilled. First, motors must give
as constant a pull as possible; second, the drawbar pull must be
regulated as slowly as possible, and the steps must be as numerous as possible; third, the distribution of the drawbar pull on the
driving axles must be proportionate to the pressure on axles; fourth,
the motors must be capable while standing still to develop the full
torque for a certain time without injury.
Continuous current and polyphase induction motors have practically an almost constant torque.
Single-phase commutator motors,
however, have a torque varying between zero and the maximum, if
no special devices are employed. In the latter case about 0.7 times
the torque of continuous current or three-phase motors can be

This

is

obtained.

The above mentioned single-phase locomotive of the Westinghouse company demonstrated that with 25 cycles per second it is
sufficient to have a spring suspension for the motor in order to
ameliorate this condition. As a matter of fact, I have been told by
engineers of the Westinghouse company that this locomotive will
surely give one-fifth of its adhesion weight as drawbar pull.
With direct connection motors it will be necessary to haveeither an elastic coupling between the motor and driving axle or an
elastic suspension for the motor casing, which will allow an oscillation of the casing around the axle.
I have been informed that with the New York Central locomotives it was necessary to reduce the drawbar pull, which was originally stated at 20 per cent, of the adhesion weight to 15 per cent.
Whether this was caused by the difference in pressure of the axles
or by the difference in torque of the motors or by the few steps of
the controller, I could not find out. In any case, the coupling rod
and the water rheostat used on the Italian locomotives are an ideal
solution.

A few words with reference to the fourth condition regarding
our adhesion weight in cases where a heavy train is hauled on a
heavy grade, that is when the locomotive works near the limit of
its adhesion weight and where this locomotive must be stopped,
as is the case on all of our European railroads going through mountainous countries where we have heavy gradients immediately in
front of stations.
It is necessary that the locomotive must give its
full drawbar pull standing still for a certain time, inasmuch as the
brakes cannot be opened before the locomotive has developed ita
entire pull.

A continuous current or a three-phase motor can give its full
Not so the
torque standing still, for some time without injury.
single-phase motor, where the coil which is short circuited will havea heavy current. The temperature of this coil will soon rise so as
to destroy it.
In the Westinghouse motor there are metallic resistances inverted between commutator and armature windings, and these reAn insistances would be fused by the short circuiting current.
crease of the size of these resistances would increase the temperaturecapacity, and thus the time which the motor can be placed under
torque while standing still could be increased also. But this is not
a radical solution of the question, not any more than the incandescence of the brushes in the Eichberg motor, because even an increase
from 10 to 30 seconds would not give any really satisfactory length
of time.

Making Up Lost Time.
has often been called a disadvantage of the three-phase system
would not be able to make up delays. The possibility of
making up time is not so much a question of the system but rather
one of the schedule or time-table. The change of time which is
necessary to make a given distance is given with each system, and
it is a matter of adjustment in time-tables to decide w-hat difference
in time will be allowed between schedule time and the shortest
possible time which will be reserved for making up delays.
With a continuous current system more than with the threephase system, economy will be poorer if the schedule time is so adjusted as to leave too much of a reserve for deviation from the timetable. With the single-phase syst( m a change of ratio of transformation will increase the speed and therefore reduce the minimum time,
and the limit in this cas3 is only given by the maximum speed
which can safely be allowed for the motors; but it is not influenced
by any regard to economy.
This is an advantage of the single-phase system over continuous current and three-phase systems, and may be important in cases
where trains are despatched without fixed time-table, for instance
in suburban rapid transit systems, in such cases especially during
rush hours a delayed train will interfere with all trains following
it. and it is therefore necessary to make up even small delays as
much as possible. In such eases it is permissible to raise the averIt
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merits made by him on the Valtellina line, and he proves that the
three-phase system is the most economical of all known systems
for the various traction problems.

age speed Of all trains proportionately. This could only be done
with continuous current and three-phase current it the entire system
were projected for a higher average speed than the normal speed
which, as stated above, would affect the economy. With single-phase
current, however, a few additional taps on the transformer will
give a reserve higher speed without badly influencing the economy
at normal speed.
For trunk lines with comparatively long distances between
stations this advantage of the single-phase system must not be
overestimated, inasmuch as trunk lines have no such special demands for making up time under all circumstances. The present
steam roads have a time-table very near the limit of the capacity
of the steam locomotives, and there is only a comparatively small
reserve time which can be made up. With the three-phase system,
as we use it on the Valtelina line, it was easy to create a similar

Wabash Eastern Improvements.
WABASH-PITTSBUHG TERMIH At..

The

Wabash management

of the

efforts

first

Federal Government for the necessary bridge over the Monongahela river, has been followed by the development of facilities
within the city of Pittsburg. Through the courtesy of Mr. B. A.
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were taken up with the serious problem of effecting an
entrance into the city. The accomplishment of this plan, after it
was made feasible by the requisite legislation and permission of the
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reserve without influencing

the economy of the normal schedule
The special advantage of the three-ph;i e system in this
was that this time reserve was always at the dl pi al of the
engineer, Inasmuch as three-phase motors are not In any way Influ
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of communication between different
tour floors, the two intermediate ones
are chiefly used for storage and as a means of communication with
warerooms, 22 of which arc now being built for the use of comim
.linn
oilier purposes, thereby avoiding storage
>r
sion
and rehandling In the freight station. They face on Ferry street
and Fourth avenui
eath the passenger terminal. On the
lit station 40 extra large doors aid in quick
ground floor Ol
handling of freight. The freight terminals are in the heart of the
business seel ion of Pittsburg, the main entrance facing Fourth
and Liberty avenues, the latter of which is the principal teaming
thoroughfore of the city. A great point of economy in the operation
of il,
will be the handling of freight from cars to trucks,
running trucks on elevators, and lowering to wagons or into the
warerooms. A power plant for electric light, steam heat and refrigeration is now being built.
This is to supply the terminal ofstation and warerooms.
fice building, passenger station, freight
There will be two 50-ton refrigerating machines. The four tracks
of the freight terminal will hold 10 cars each, and can be loaded
simultaneously. There are also tracks for storage and shifting.
In the passenger station there are seven tracks.
Baggage and express matter is handled on the floor below the track level.

rapid

and convenient means

floors of the station.

01

tile

Vol,

xi..,

—

Wabash

n

pears to have been settled satisfactorily, for the Wabash Pil i: lung
is now building a four-mile line from the track of the
West Side Belt Railway, a controlled local switching road, at a
point one mile east of Castle Shannon to the head waters of Thomp-

Terminal

,i

About a mile from the terminal station and within the city
of Pittsburg there was originally a small tunnel 400 ft. long known
as the Bigham tunnel. This has recently after about two months
work been converted into a cut, material from the excavation being
used for filling in ad.litional ground at the two yards in the terminal territory the West Liberty yard and the Rook yard. The
West Liberty yard is used entirely for weighing and classifying
coal by gravity tracks.
The Rook yard is a much larger yard with
repair shops, and is about four miles southwest of the terminal
station.
Further west, the numerous tunnels are being lined and
a large wooden trestle approaching the cantilever bridge over the
Ohio river at Mingo is being filled in. At Hickory, Smithfield and
Young new stations are being built, and it is planned to build a
new station also at Virginia, near the east bank of the Ohio river.
At the time when the Wabash was trying to get an entrance
into Pittsburg an agreement was made with Mr. Andrew Carnegie
by which the Wabash line was to be given one-quarter of the in- and
outbound tonnage of the Carnegie works. Soon after, the Carnegie
Company was absorbed by the United States Steel Corporation and
there was some doubt as to the legal responsibility of the larger
corporation for carrying out this agreement. This, however, ap-

No,

Wabash Passenger

Station at Pittsburg.

Freight Terminal at Pittsburg; Looking North Toward Passenger Station.

April

27,

son's Run,
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2,000-car yard
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being built at the junction
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provided in contemplation of the great volume of business to be

new line with the Monongahela Southern Railroad, a sub- received from the Steel Corporation. The Homestead, Bessemer and
company of the United States Steel Corporation. The Mo- Braddock mills of the Steel Corporation, the works of the Westingnongahela Southern is seven miles long and extends to a connec- house Electric & Manufacturing Company and the Westinghouse
tion on the Monongahela river at Duquesne with the Union Rail- Air-Brake Company will be reached.
The Steel Corporation's
road of the United States Steel Corporation. The railroad map mills at McKeesport are also to be brought into connection by buildof the Pittsburg territory published herewith shows this new
Wabash connecting line. Completion of the four-mile gap will make
a connection between the Wabash line and the principal plants of
of this
sidiary

the United States Steel Corporation.

Large yard

facilities are

being

^
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Freight Terminal at Pittsburg; Looking South Toward
the Monongahela River.
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The following statement
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louth Huron, Ohio,
the
North Huron In ord
al
e imements now under waj then
b
Huron yard
be a gravltj a
These
n yard ol 1,000 cai
ty,
to change the position
of the main line for about one mile to the eastern boundary of
the company's property along tin; public highway.
At North Union. Ohio, there la to be installed a more powertui
engine in operate the present efficient car-dumper; all the existing
ore conveyors are to be rebuilt and r< inforced, so that two-ton clamshell buckets can be used; the track arrangi ment Is to be remodeled; an additional slip 1,400 ft. long, with 20 ft. draft of water and
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Out bound,
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itlon not later than
op
„,.
ectlon Is
its completion and the bethe middle of .May.
^piafform
^
mil; hi
shipments by the various plants is
expected not only to give a large volume of
traffic to the local lines of the Wabash system,
but to increase the general traffic of the whole
•

'

'

;

I

==

road.

Another connection

is

being built; this one

at Clairton, between the West Side Belt and
the St. Clair Terminal Railroad of the United
This will make it
States Steel Corporation.
possible for business from the great Clairton
plant to be handled to and over the Wabash
The Clairton steel plant is scarcely more
lines.
than in its construction state, but the tonnage
was 375,000 tons outbound and 1,500,000 tons
inbound during 1905. The Steel Corporation
has made large purchases of land in the vicinity and proposes to enlarge the Clairton plant
so that it may be brought up to about the size
of the largest plant, that at Homestead.

WHEELING A LAKE

,

ERIE.

At Jewett. Ohio, the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal connects with the Wheeling & Lake Erie,
the Wabash connection between Toledo and
Between Jewett and Toledo, 185
Pittsburg.
miles, all 56-lb., 60-lb. and 70-lb. rail is being
replaced with standard 90-lb. section, and it is
expected to have the whole line relaid with
The lighter rail
90-lb. rail by the end of 190C.
taken up is used in yard extensions and the
70-lb. rail on the Wheeling and Mingo division,
where it replaces 56-lb. rail. Rails for about
40 miles of track are now distributed and are
being placed in the Toledo division main track.
Ten thousand tons additional 90-lb. rail will
be received shortly.
A great deal of gravel
ballasting is to be done during the present
season. Steam shovels have been put at work
in the Stringer gravel bank on the Ohio river,
the Warrington gravel pit at Warrington, at
Coshocton on the Cleveland & Zanesville division, and at Belleville on the Toledo division.
Cross Sections
At the same time tracks are being relined and
all curves relaid with transition ends.
Much attention is being
Twenty
paid to increasing the capacity of the Toledo division.
new SO-car passing sidings are being laid and 20 other sidings are
being extended so as to hold SO cars. When these are all built there
will be passing sidings at an average interval of about four miles,
Many of these are built as "lap" sidings, with the purpose of
eventually using them in the double tracking of the road.
The capacity of the Homestead yard, near Toledo, has been increased by about 500 cars during the past year. It is now proposed

Details of Floor;

Looking North from First Avenue; Wabash Freight Terminal.
wide, is to be dug: there are to be iasta:ie;l four additional
Wellman-Seaver-Morgan ore conveyors and an additional McMyler car-dumper, all to be provided with suitable track facilities:
a 400-ft. ore conveyor bridge to the ore stock pile is to be built,
the capacity of which will be about 1,500,000 tons; a complete rope
haulage system for handling cars to the ore conveyors and stock
piles is to be put in; the streets and other highways are to be
changed from their present locations to the southern limits of
the yards, and the principal street at the south end of these tracks

200

ft.

five-ton

Wabash Passenger Terminal.
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is to be built parallel to the Lake Sbore & Michigan Southern tracks
across the Huron river and into the town of Huron.
At Cleveland a new lift bridge over the Cuyahoga river has
lately been finished and plans are being developed for greatly improving all bridges and track facilities in that city, to accommodate much larger business. Contract has been let for a McMyler
car-dumper, which is now under construction. It will be necessary
to rebuild about 900 ft. of dock at this location to conform to a
change in line of the Cuyahoga river, recently made Dy the city
.of Cleveland, and also to build new tracks and increase yard ca-

stas* i-

Map

Point District,

the

of

Pittsburg.

the Wheeling &. Lake Erie during the present year, with the purpose of ultimately cutting out all grades on the Pittsburg and Toledo
division that exceed four-tenths of 1 per cent, compensated. New
freight stations are being designed for Zanesville, Fremont and
Dillonvale, and a plan is now under consideration for establishing
docking facilities on the Maumee river in the city of Toledo.
The construction of the Orrville-Bolivar cut-off, known as the
Sugar Creek & Northern Railroad, is now under contract. It is to
be 22 miles long and will do away with excessive curvature, save six
miles in distance and reduce the maximum grade from 1 per cent, uncompensated to four-tenths of 1 per cent, compensated, with 3-deg.
maximum curvature. This will make it possible for heavy consolidation engines to haul the maximum train load single-header. Ninety-pound steel rails on white oak cross ties with 12 in. of ballast
and steel and stone bridges are to be used, and all through freight
trains operated over this cut-off. The new line leaves the present
line of the Wheeling & Lake Erie at Bolivar, Ohio, crosses the Zanesville division at Justus and again meets the main line at Orrville.
At Justus, the Zanesville division junction point, much ground

General Transverse Section of

Wabash Passenger Terminal.

Cleveland, in conjunction with the Wheeling
away with another grade crossing at Jefferson
street and rebuild several small bridges at other points in this city to
.accommodate the heavy rolling stock now operated on this division.
There is also in contemplation the building of a large yard at
the summit of the grade four miles south of Cleveland, but final
plans have not yet been settled. The yard at Kent, on the Cleveland & Zanesville division, has been doubled in capacity and now
pacity.
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has been acquired, on which a 2,000-car yard Is ultimately to be built,
with modern roundhouse and shops. The new cut-oft is expected
to be finished by November 1st, with sufficient yard and shop facilities to meet present n qniivments.
At Columbia, Ohio, mar the Junction of the main line and the
Cleveland and Zanesville division, the Wheeling & Lake Erie's principal yard is located.
Here trains are made up for both the Cleveland and Toledo divisions. The capacity of this yard has been Increased during the past year by 200 cars, and to the full limit of
possible development.
It now covers all the area between the tracks
of the Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling (B. & O.) and the river.
At Canton shop facilities have been increased and modern machinery and appliances installed.
At Terminal Junction, near Wheeling, W. Va., a 200-car yard is
now being built and general facilities are being bettered to meet
increased business.
The estimated cost of the improvements made and under way
on the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal, West Side Belt and Wheeling
& Lake Erie, as furnished us by Mr. Worthington, is shown in the
following table:
Passenger station, Pittsburg
Freight terminal, Pittsburg

$1,500,000.00
450,000.00

Warehouses
Power Plant
Bigham Tunnel cut
Rook Yard
West Liberty Yard

300,0(10.00
1imi.ikio.iio

30,000.00
18,000.00
18,000.00
530.000.00
100,000.00
800,000.00
150,000.00
85,000.00
60,000.00
15,000.00
4,000.00
4,000.00
820,000.00
25,000.00
75,000.00
10.OoO.00
186,500.00
600,000.00
25,000.0
150,000.00

Ballasting

Homestead Yard
North Huron Docks
South Huron Yard
Cleveland Docks
Yard near Cleveland
Zanesville freight station
Fremont freight station
Dillonvale freight station
Orville-Bolivar Cut off

Columbia Yard
Canton Shops Increased facilities
Terminal Junction Shops
Union R. R. connection
Justus Shops
Norwalk Roundhouse
New passing sidings on W. & L. E

—

Total

Injuries to

$6,055,000.00

Employees Caused by Their

Own

Carelessness.*

Lastly, I shall call your attention to a few of the accidents in
which employees are injured by their own carelessness, thoughtlessness or recklessness, and frequently it is the latter. If we could
eliminate them and one-half of those caused by the carelessness
of other employees much of the unfavorable criticism of railroads
would cease, as the cause would no longer exist.
We will take up some of the most common accidents of this
class, caused by coupling cars, getting on or off, or falling from,

trains or engines,

moving or standing.

serve to illustrate
and the result.

how

The following cases will
frequently unnecessary chances are taken

Can anyone imagine a reason why a man

common

sense
who is old enough to be out of school should stand on a footboard
and when the couplers are almost together put his hand in between
them to pull them over or try to kick them over with his foot;
walk backwards between the rails fixing a Jenney to get ready to
couple, instead of stopping the car or engine and getting the coupler
in position; why they should stand in the middle of the track and
wait for an approaching engine or car to reach them and then
step onto the footboard or brake-beam, when they could just as
well get on the side or other end, and do it with safety; why men
jump on an engine pilot, which Rule 761 prohibits, or on a moving
car to ride a few feet to a switch, when the same is going so fast
as to make it dangerous, unless they want to show how expert
they are; why they should get off moving cars or engines under
the same circumstances; why a man should not get off a standing
car or engine without getting hurt; undertake to climb from car
to car when unnecessary; cross the track in front of moving cars
or engines, when they are so close to them that to the uninitiated
it looks like suicide; or cross between cars, when they could just
as well climb over? But rather than take the time, which the
company pays for, they take the chances, and then if they get across,
like the man who drove over in front of the engine at the last
highway crossing and waited on the other side to see the train go
by, they wait until the tail end comes along and get on there, but
if they get caught blame the engineman for coming too fast, or
the company for not having the track nickel plated, or for having
a hand hold in the wrong place.
Why they should allow themselves to be struck frequently in
broad daylight by overhead obstructions, for which tell-tales are
erected to warn them; by building close to the track, with the location of which they are familiar. Yet rather than work their gray
matter a little, they, get hurt. Why a man sent out to look after
broken rails or defects in the track shouldn't watch for trains
from both directions or take the trouble to ascertain before start-

mm

of

•I
a paper prepared by the claim Department of Hie A„ B. & C.
Railroad, parts of which appeared In the llailroad Gazette of Dec. 15, Jan. 5,

F,

b.

'-';<.

and March

2.

Vol. XL., No.

17.

lng whether trains are on time. And yet you all know that Ju
such chances are taken every day with results shown in the following cases, which are such as happen all the time; the only reason
or excuse that can be given for them, that I can imagine, Is, that
the men injured never should have been employed; that instead
of being employed on trains and engines and drawing not earning
more pay than principals of schools, and frequently than school
superintendents, they should be working in a barn or shoveling dirt
instead of on a railroad, where their recklessness, carelessness, and
failure to realize the dangers of the business and the necessity
of complying with the rules and taking no unnecessary chances,
not only endangers their own lives, but those of others. They are
of the same class that the railroad organizations, for the protection of their desirable membership, ought to help get out of the
service, not try to keep in until someone is seriously injured or
killed, and then complain and say the company is liable because
they keep such a grossly careless, incompetent man in the service;
and if you will think for a minute, you will know that none of
the careful, forehanded men the men who own homes and have a
little money in the bank
are in this class; I never saw one of them
in my office on such business and never will.
I will first refer you to some cases caused in coupling cars,
and by getting on and off cars, of which the following are fair
samples, each of which not only could, but should have been avoided
by the exercise of a little common sense by the injured person:
G. L. Penston, collector, injured at Wanley, May 10 went In to uncouple
did not tell anyone he was going In behose after getting train onto track
otber cars were switched onto train and his bead was
tween the cars
I

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

caught between the cars.
Henry Kendrick, switchman. Injured at Mertonvllle, March 13 wa»
standing on front footboard of engine, which was about to couple onto a car
drawbar on engine was too far to one side to make the coupling and Kendrick attempted to kick it over with his foot, but missed It and his foot waa
caught and crushed.
M. T. Bowers, fireman, Falrmlll, Jan. 6, was trying to jump from the running board of engine to footboard, when he fell and was injured.
was standing on top of car,
L. B. Gorky, conductor, Panltoca, Aug. 14
gave engineer a stop signal, and when slack came back, fell off car.
P. F. Newton, conductor, Injured Oct. 3, at Durham
got off head end'
of train, and tried to get on way-car as It came along, and was thrown to
the ground and badly injured.
Train was moving about 15 miles an hour.
Then comes the class of injuries caused by crossing between
cars or in front of moving cars or engines, and those caused fre~
quently in broad daylight by obstructions with the location of which
employees are perfectly familiar, but fail to take any care to avoid,
such as the following:
H. M. Tupper, switchman, Injured at Murferton, March 21, ran ahead of
moving car to throw switch after throwing the switch he attempted to crossthe track again ahead of the car, was struck and badly injured.
David Spnrton, switchman, Olivia, Dec. 12 while hanging on side of car,
was caught between car and viaduct, and severely injured.
L. Q. Lafflln, switchman, Rutherville, Oct. 4
was sitting on top of car
riding backward his head struck viaduct, and he was knocked off and injured.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Among other classes, altogether too frequent, as well as unnecessary, are those caused by leaving cars too near a switch tO'
clear a man on a car on the next track; by going under cars torepair them, or under engines to clean the fires, without putting out
a flag; by cutting steam hose without first knowing the steam is
turned

off.

Now why

a man switching cars will not take the trouble toput them far enough in on the track to clear himself riding thenext cut in on the adjacent track, or why a man will go under an
engine or car to repair it or for any other purpose, without protecting himself from injury by putting out a flag as required by
Rule 153, passes my understanding. Whenever you find the rule
disregarded, report it, so that it will not happen with the same
man in the future; why a man should undertake to cut the steam
hose before he knows the steam has been turned off, the devil himself could not tell, and yet the following cases would seem to show
that a man with a big stick is needed all over the system.
William Jacobson, switchman, injured at Delavia, May 19 he left caboose
on side track too near the lead, and then rode some cars down the lead, and
was struck by the caboose.
H. J. Calpine. car repairer, killed at Mestlgo, June 3 was under car making repairs
did not put out flag or tell anyone that he was going under
the car was moved and he was killed.
the car
cut hose between
J. P. Alton, switchman. Injured at Wolton, July 13
sleeper and coach and failed to turn steam shut-off cocks
was badly burned
;

;

;

;

:

;

by steam.

The number of injuries to bridgemen, carpenters, freight house,
dock, coal shed and track men is increasing every year.

And lastly I will refer to a few cases of injuries which cannot well be classified, so we will say from other causes. They are
a miscellaneous lot, none of which ought to have happened, or indeed would have happened if the first rule of nature, self preservation, had been observed.
But I will give you several examples and
you can then judge for yourselves:
hanging on side of
A. F. Ford, barkeman, injured at Lenopa, Sept. 3
stock car instead of ladder, cow kicked him and broke his wrist.
in atB. L. Pomeroy, brakeman, fatally injured at Schuyler, Oct. 29
tempting to oil a hot box while train was running, he fell under the wheels.
John Leveridge, fireman, injured at Worthington, May 8 passing through.
;

:

;

1
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own, waved hand at trainmen standing on side track, struck mail crane,
and injured bis arm.
Richard Manville, switchman, injured at Poulsville, June 17; stood on
top of car giving signals and when slack ran out fell off of ear; left leg
broken.
K. T.

;

train.

And so I might go on for hours detailing to you the various
accidents that have occurred from the carelessness of employees,
but I believe you will agree with me in thinking I have enumerated
enough of them to illustrate the point I wish to make; that is, the
employee is too careless, thoughtless and negligent; and I hope also
to satisfy you that the larger part of them could be avoided and
that a united effort should and will be made by us all to prevent
them in the future. It does not require any argument to demonstrate that the many accidents occurring every day, and the resulting injuries and destruction of property, ought to be reduced,
and that, if the rules were complied with and proper care and supervision exercised in transacting the business of the company, their
number and consequent money loss would be materially reduced;
and it is up to you men to do your share to bring about this necessary result. A company that advertises that it has the best of
everything including men that goes to make up a first-class ''.tilroad and that has spent not thousands but millions for safety
devices and appliances, as the A. B. & C. has, ought to be able to
make a better record; indeed, it ought to make the best record
and I believe when you understand the matter we will be where
we belong at the head of the procession, not only so far as freedom
from accident is concerned, but in everything else.
Blackstone, in his Commentaries on the Common Law of England, said that the great beauty of the common law was that under
it "there was no wrong without a remedy," and so I say that there
must be some remedy which, if properly applied, would prevent
the happening of a large proportion of these casualties; and I suppose that the man who says there is a wrong or criticises results
and I believe I have demonstrated that there is something wrong
ought to be able to at least suggest some remedy which will
sound plausible, even if it is not practicable.
In addition to the suggestions which I have made in discussing
the different classes of accidents herein mentioned, there are several others which, in a general way, I submit to you and to the
management of the company.
One of the most, if not the most, necessary things in securing
good results and as few casualties as possible is to hire good, competent, careful and sober men to do the work, and when we have
a bureau of employment properly conducted to secure the best men
and a school in which to instruct them as to what the rules under
which the road is operated are, what their duties are, and how to
perform them, in conjunction with the physical examination of
applicants for employment, we will have taken the most important
step to do away with accidents and when we clear our roundhouses,
repair yards, coal stations, gate houses and all other branches of
the service connected with the transportation of persons and property of men with whom neither other employees nor the public can
communicate because of their inability to understand or talk the
English language, we will have taken the next one.
When labor- organizations and employees generally do what
they can to keep incompetent, careless men out ot the service,
not in it, and when they are discovered in some careless act, or
cause some accident, and are discharged or suspended, instead of
trying, through the influence and power of their organization, to
have the discharge or suspension set aside, do all they can to sustain tin' order of suspension or discharge, we will not have the
list
of casualties staring us in the face that we do now. and the
organizations :/ili not have so many crippled member asking for
assistance, and the proportion of employees killed and Injured to

—

—

—

—
—

number won't be 21 and 81 pel- cent res] tively.
Read the newspapers, railroad as well as brotherhood, so Unit
you will get some of th" theory of the business to m you for a
the whole

better place.

Familiarize yourself with the advertisements of the

company, train schedules, maps, names of the officers and where
they are located, so that you can answer questions of patrons ami
others.
Treat everybody politely and decently, as by your conduct
and manners the corporation and management will be judged. Take
advantage of wbai others have learned by the greatest of nil teachers
expel

ic

force

it.

if you do not owe it to yourselves, your families, your
fellow employees, consider whether you do not owe it to a company which has always paid you well and regularly for what you
have done for it, that is noted for giving every man a square deal.
And last but not least, we want sufficient and efficient supervision.
Poor Richard, the philosopher, never said a truer thing
than that "The eyes of the master will do more work than both
his hands." And as the business of a railroad increases and grows
more complicated every day, it requires more and better, and not
less, supervision.
If the number of employees and the tonnage of
trains increase five fold, so should the supervision increase, in
order that the business be conducted in accordance with the rules
and that safe and economical operation be secured, and there should
always be enough supervision to obtain this necessary result. The
more independent the labor, the lower the class of labor, the more

And

and better the supervision required.
After we get the men, the track, equipment, rules and supervision, we should see that all the employees know and understand
the rules and their duties and how to perform them. Some day
we will have a training school for this purpose, just as the Government has for its soldiers and sailors, and many municipalities
But you should study and familiarize yourself
for their police.
with the time-table and rules, the same as you have done with your
The rules were made
pay schedule you all understand that.
by men who have come from the ranks, who know from actual experience what the failure to observe them means to our patrons,
to yourselves, and the company, and if you don't understand them,
have someone who does explain them to you until you know them
by heart and exactly what they mean, and when you have done
this, comply with them and things will go better; there will then
be few accidents, suspensions and discharges.
Do the company's business the same as you would your own.
If the time ever comes when you are unwilling to do this, quit.
Think before you act, not afterwards, as then it will be too late.
And remember that other lives, perhaps that of some one near
and dear to you, may depend upon your acting and doing immediately, and not to-morrow, the right thing and in the prescribed

—

way.

your first duty to always look after your employer's
protect the lives and property intrusted to your company, as well as the lives of those crossing over its tracks and those
of your fellow employees, then will come to you not only the knowledge of duty performed, but promotion in position and increase in
That is why your president, general manager, and the
salary.
whole push are where they are now, instead of working in the

Make

interest,

it

to

ranks.

Don't try to get in too
.sufficient rest.
miles or hours for the pay there is in it, as you may get
Don't undertake
hurt or killed doing so, or injure someone else.
to run an engine over a piece of track which you have never been
If called for such a run. don't lie afraid to
over without a pilot.
I'M a pilot, and then make the run with the greatest care.
ai
When an order Is given you in writing, or verbally, if you
don't understand It, ascertain exactly whal It means before yon
undertake to execute it, and if you understand what is wanted, but
don't know how to do the thing, find out from someone who does
before, not after, you have made a mistake, as it will take you
less time to learn to do it right than it will to explain why you did
it
wrong, ami by so doing you may prevent yourself or someone else

Never go out without

many

I.

•;-•!

i

Ing hurt

Someone

ed good track and
competent men t
equipment ami sufficient and Intelligent Inspection to see thai not
only tlie track and equipment are kept in good repair, but also
that the men keep in good physical ami menial condition
A method of Inspection ami repair by which the man wl
hanlcal experience ami win
spects will lie required in have some
at least know by mum
or
the different put: nt the car. en:in examine, who can talk and undei
structure he is supp
fflngliSh and einiipiel
what the result will he if le [ailt to
discover defects ami have them remedied, ami who win report
not to a foreman whose duty it is to repaii
the defect, but i"
a superior whose business n is in And them.
This is the "it ol
Inspection necessary to prevent injury and loss.
And wlnm w, iin

good

i

i

I

be

will

simpler the better)
business of the company conducted, and if it is true, as has been
said, that one of the worst evils from which our country is now
suffering is the failure to enforce all the laws on the statute book,
I am afraid the same saying will apply to the operation of railroads.
Too many rules, orders and bulletins are disregarded by
employees, and that disregard not discovered or overlooked until
some accident occurs. If there are any rules that are impracticable
they should be cancelled, but until they are their observance by
The quickest and
officers and employees should be insisted upon.
best way to get a bad rule or law cancelled or repealed is to en-

nee

After getting

different from the one above shown.
rules and instructions (the fewer and
telling how the trains shall be run and the

record

Then we want good

Morrison, brakeman, llonierton, April -jo
went back along the
track, to flag his train, went to sleep on the track was struck and killed by
a nut tier
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1

of cars delivered.
printed mi whiti
10
The whei
is
pa
th" received interchange report on yellow paper and the <!<
ered interchange report on pink paper.
The forms are bound in
books with a paper cover. They are, on the C. & N.-W., in sets of three,
one narrow sheet, the original, and two wide sheets, with
or 150 individual sheets to the book. The original narrow blank
of the conductor's train report is sent to the office of the Car Service
Agent, who keeps a running record of the ears: the duplicate is fori
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CABOOSE CARS

Patented applied for, Jan. 1906, E. E. Betts.
Number
Taken al

Initials

No.

,

i

A new system to be used in making up accurate car records has
recently been installed on the Chicago & North-Western Railway by
Agent, (Those invention it is and who
E. E. Betts, C
has applied for a patent covering it. The Betts system is a further
development of the process of car recording. The car transcribing
system was described in detail in the Railroad Gazette of February
2nd as in use on a number of railroads, including the Chicago &
North-Western. Under that system, conductor's, agent's and interchange reports, instead of being pa sed .ibout among the record
1

XI.

There are three kinds o report blanks in m
on the Chicago &
North-Western: The treigH
is' wheel report, the daily in&
terchange report of cars r< en \a, and the daily interchange report

Betts Car Reporting System.

ARRIVED

Voi

\

Dale

Lett al

Date

934

3 5

tell al

Dale

'<-'.!

Emply

Taken

at

101S22
9 23
929
3 5
Chicago & North-Western Freight Conductor's Report Used Under Betts Car Reporting System.
Portion Is Original
Filled in
Sheet Sent to Car Service Agent; Blank Portion Represents Additional
Triplicate.
Round
on
Duplicate
and
Spaces
30

Erie

1

Perforation for Filing
clerks, are transcribed

by typewriters on a perforated

stiff

paper

ribbon, on each tag of which are written the essential facts of one
car movement. The tags are torn apart, sorted, and each sorting

turned over to the proper record clerk. The book records are then
directly from the transcribed tags.
This system makes
a great saving in time and efficiency, since it avoids the necessity
of passing reports about from clerk to clerk, each of whom enters
on his book only the numbers which belong to his assignment.
Under Mr. Betts' new system, this advantage is retained and, at
the same time, an additional saving of time and labor is brought
about by doing away altogether with the transcribing process. As
shown in the accompanying illustrations, the original forms for the
reports are made up in such a way that one copy of each report
can be cut up without transcribing as soon as it reaches the office
of the Car Service Agent. By using the round perforation in the
end of the record for each car, the records, after being separated,
can be filed on a peg, just as under the transcribing system.

made up

Shown on

Original.

warded to the Auditor of Car Accounts for statistical purposes, and
the triplicate to the local Division Superintendent. The original,
which goes to the Car Service Agent, does not include the latter
half of the record left blank in the illustration of the conductor's
The
report, the information given ending with the date column.
same is true with the original of each of the two interchange forms.
The copy sent to the Car Service Agent is immediately cut up into
separate slips, each covering one car movement. On the Chicago &
North-Western the average day's work of from 50,000 to 75,000
it
records can be cut up in an hour and a half, and
spoiled.
After
record
to
have a single
is
the
exception
the reports are cut up into separate records, the records are sorted
on spindles, each covering the series assigned to a record clerk,
just as under the transcribing system, and the record clerks are thus
able to devote all their time to effective work, instead of having to
spend a great deal of it in searching out the particular cars which
come under their particular books. Information as to car initials,
950

INSTRUCTIONS.

Report of Delay.
Report the exact time in hours and
minutes your train is delayed.
State
where detention occurs and cause.

REMARKS.

In reporting cars which belong to this Company.
vtiu will please be careful to give the initials "C.
& N. W." and not "N. W." or "C."
"<'., St P., M. &
O." cars should be reported as
such and not "O."
Whenever Baggage, Mail or Passenger cars are
taken in Freight Trains, a special report should be
made on Blank, Form 937. Original to be sent to
Car Service Agent, Chicago, duplicate to be sent
to Division Master Mechanic.
In addition to reporting Passenger Equipment
cars on Form 957 you will also report them on this
blank,

Form

&

North-Western

MADISON

Railway Co.

DIVISION.

FREIGHT CONDUCTOR'S REPORT.
GOING

No

Train

M.

Station at

Left

950.

190..

write the Initials and Numbers
plain, and be sure to report them correctly. When
cars are set out of trains on account of being disabled or heavy train, report the same.
The weight of loaded cars and contents must be
reported in Tons. If the car weighs 20,000 lbs.,
and contains 22,450 lbs. of freight, it should be reported as 21 Tons, because it weighs nearer 21
oris than 22 Tons.
If the car weighs 22,000 lbs.
and contains 41,620 lbs. of freight, it should be
reported as 32 Tons, because it weighs nearer 32
Tons than 31 Tons. The stenciled weight of empty
cars must be reported in like manner.
For instance, a car is stenciled as weighing 22,600 lbs.,
it
should be reported as weighing 1 1 Tons
if
23,500 lbs., it should be reported as weighing 12

Be

Chicago

careful

(Name

to

Arrived

of

month must be

written.)

of

month must be

written.)

at

M

at

190.-

TName

Conductor,
Brake man.

Brakcman.

I

CABOOSE CARS.
1

Caboose No.

Taken

al

Lell al

No. Miles

Run

;

Tons.

ACCIDENTS.

ALL Caboose Cars in train in above spaces
Caboose Cars, as well as the Regular Caboose-

Report
extra

When

accidents occur, causing cars to get off
the track, give initials, number and contents of all
cars off, also give numbers of such cars left at the
wreck. If the contents of any cars are transferred,
give the initials and numbers of such cars.

ENGINES.
En

nc

£J

WHOM

TakenatLellal

Mileage

Engineer

Ton S Coal
Tons
u se d

THIS REPORT SHOULD BE SENT.
Original or narrow sheet to be folded once only
and sent to Car Service Agent. Duplicate to Auditor

TO

Car Accounts. Triplicate to your Superintendent.
Report to be made at end of each run without fail.

W.

E.

MORSE.

General Superintendent.

Reverse Side of Freight Conductor's Report Used Under Betts Car

Report ALL Engines used en route. Helpers or
Pushers, as well as the regular engine, and show
where each is taken and left, and mileage made
by each.

Reporting System

— Chicago

&

North-Western.

.
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CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY

certify that these Cars

were delivered,

CO.

Agent

DAILY INTERCHANGE REPORT OF CARS
R. R.

Delivered to

R. R.

Agent C.
Date

at Station

FROM

M.

Patent applied

for.

TO

BILLED

E. E. Bens.

&.

N.-W. Ry.

190

This sheet to be sent to Car Service Agent, Chicago.

INITIALS

CAR NUMBER
LOADED
EMPTY

Del'd by C.

& N.W. Ry.

INITIALS

LOADED

Del'd by C.

& N.W.

FROM

Original Point ot Shipment

"If?™.

„
Final Destination

CONTENTS

AT STATION

to

R.R.

EMPTY

AT STATION

Ry. to
R.R.

EMPTY

Del'd by C.

& N.W. Ry.

AT STATION

to

R.R.

R.R.

LOADED

INITIALS

Del'd by C.

4 N.W. Ry.

AT STATION

to

R.R.

EMPTY

LOADED

Del'd by C.

& N.W. Ry.

AT STATION

to

DATEJ

R.R.i

&

Delivered Interchange Report, Betts System; Chicago

North-Western.

Original and Latter Half of Duplicate and

Triplicate.

where left, whether loaded or empty, and
Records of foreign cars can be sorted

car number, where taken,

the date, is here recorded.
into accounts or books, and

cars into ending numbers, books
The rest of the
is desirable.
information as to contents, destination, car mileage, etc., is included
only in the reports which go to the Auditor and Superintendent.
The interchange reports are printed in similar form, showing
initials, number, loaded or empty, name of railroad received from
or delivered to, date, and on the duplicate and triplicate, original
point of shipment, final destination and contents. An innovation
in the delivered interchange report is that each of the individual
records contains complete information showing the delivering line
and to whom delivered, thus making it possible to send out these
records, after they have been used for record purposes, instead of
junction cards, a feature which means a saving of one or more
clerks in the average large office. All that is necessary is for the
reporting line to put the separate slips covering cars of one road
after they have been passed through the records of the home office,
in an envelope and mail them to the line which owns the cars.
To the roads also which transcribe junction cards received, there
is a saving of time, as slips received from a road using the Betts
system may at once be sorted without the necessity for transcription.
There is also in use, in addition to these three reports, a report
to be furnished by stations and yards within large switching terminals, where cars are handled from yard 'to yard or station to
station within switching limits, and no regular train reports made
This is arranged on the same principle as
out, as on road trains.
the other three records.
or

any combination

of

all local

methods which

The additional work required from conductors and agents under
new system is small. At first it takes a short time for men
to get accustomed to any new system, but after they get used to it,
the new forms work as smoothly as the old. Particularly because
there is more space on the new form, a great many conductors on
the Chicago & North-Western, where the Betts system has been in
use less than three months, prefer it to the old form. The latter
the

half of the form, including the information in regard to contents,
destination, car milage and weight, can be dittoed, as under the old
form.
The advantages claimed for the Betts system are, rtrst and most
important, accuracy. All errors in transcribing (and errors are sure
to be made) are eliminated, since the record which comes to the
clerks is in the conductor's or agent's original handwriting. It is
easy to see that this makes for accuracy, for it is an axiom that
the fewer handlings, the fewer errors. With this system one handling
Next in importance, the Betts system saves time. From
is saved.
actual use on the Chicago & North-Western it has been shown that
car records are entered in the record books under the Betts system
from 24 to 48 hours earlier than with the use of the transcribing system. This means all the more when it is taken into account
that the transcribing system was a gain of considerable time over
the previous system, or lack of system, without it. Cutting the
records can be done by a boy, separating 2,000 records to the stroke,
and the cost of cutting records is about 1% cents per 1,000. The
advantages of any saving in time in car recording are obvious, particularly in view of the fact that the shipping public is coming
to appreciate more and more the desirability of being able to get
certify that these Cars
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prompt information about shipments. The third advantage of the
Betts sytem is economy. With its use the entire cost of transcribing records is saved by railroads Which now have the transcribing
system, and on railroads when
bing is not being done, the new
system makes possible an increase in the assignment of work to rec>

•

as already explain' 'i,
ds assigned to each clerk, and no others, go directly to the clerks, thus doing away with the skipping difficulty.
item is its sucBe1
The
he advantages ol th
was put in effect on the Chicago &
11
cess in actual operation.

ord clerks of
is becau

a.

'i

i

February

records was discontinued.

when
The nen

1st

,

all
-

machine transcription of
is working with great

tern

success. As a practical result of Its use there is obtained a better
car record, a more current record and a more economical record.
The total cost of transcribing in a large car record office amounts
to perhaps 10 per cent, of the total pay-roll expense, and under
the Betts system in addition to fts other advantages there is a
money saving to this extent in wages, stationery and typewriters.

Tie Treating on the Southern

Pacific

and the Santa Fe.*

—

Mr. Kut'TTscnxiTT. I think some stress should be laid on the
fact that no one method of treatment can be prescribed that will
suit all kinds of timber, different woods require entirely different
treatments, as is evidenced by the fact that we are not able to adopt
a standard treatment that will do for all of our lines; for instance,
for the Wyoming mountain or lodgepole pine, and for the Louisiana
and Texas yellow pines, we prescribe 90 days for air-seasoning
and find that this reduces the time of treatment and is in every
way beneficial, while on the Pacific Coast it is found that the Douglas fir. which we use to a great extent for tie timber, takes the
treatment best without seasoning.
We doubt whether bolts, "S" irons, or other devices will be of
any benefit to prevent ties that are badly checked from checking
further.
We think the specifications should be rigidly enforced,
and would not attempt to treat badly shaken or checked ties.
All machine work to be done on timber should, without doubt,
be done before treatment.
We have found it best at all of our works to apply a vacuum
before admitting live steam. We think it promotes the seasoning
of the timber by removal of the fermentable sap, the retention of
which serves to promote decay.
We raise the steam pressure to 25 lbs., but prefer to specify the
temperature above which the timber shall not be heated rather
than the steam pressure.
We have found with Pacific Coast timbers that they are not
injured if the (upper grade of) temperature be limited to 280 deg.
Fahrenheit, and the eastern yellow pines are not injured if the
temperature be limited to 250 deg. Fahrenheit.
We use a pressure of 125 lbs. to 145 lbs. per sq. in. for forcing
the chloride into the ties.
We use only one-half the amount of dry chloride per cubic foot
(our specifications call for Vi lb.) that the Committee recommends,
and we never allow the solution to go as high as 5 per cent. Our
standard solution is 1.7 per cent., and we do not permit it to rise
above 2.5 per cent, as a maximum.
While the heating of the solution is all right, we see no reason
in burnettizing why the cylinders should be provided with steam
coils.
It is an added expense, and an added device to rust out
and be corroded by the chloride of zinc.
Creosoting. The amount of creosote per cubic foot of tie seems
While we do not use this treatment for ties, we have
to us ample.
used it extensively for trestle timbers and bridge ties and have
never had any trouble with timber impregnated with this amount
of oil.
We heat the oil rather higher than the Committee recommends before admission, using a temperature of from 170 to 180

—

deg. Fahrenheit.

The method of measuring the solution absorbed, by gage readings on the tank holding tin stock supply ot the solution, is fallacious, unless the coefficient of the measuring tank is obtained
The apparent injection of both zinc chloride and
for correction.
creosote may be simply evidence of compression of bubbles of air,
gas, etc., in the timber.
I quote clauses of our specifications bearing on this subject:
"At regular intervals of about 30 days during operation and
whenever there is a change in the character of the timber to
he treated, make a coefficient for the measuring tank as follows:
"When injecting, pump from the measuring tank into the retort the exact net number of inches theoretically required for the
timber, without coefficient of any kind; let off pressure from bottom of retort through a pipe into and over top of measuring tank;
note exact inches returned; subtract this from the theoretical number of inches. This gives the inches remaining in the retort. Then
nl >n
•From letters from Mr. Julias Kruttschnltt
the
Pacific and
and Mr. E. O. Faulkner, of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
published by the Americas Rallwaj Engineering .^ Maintenance of Way
with the report "n ties, presented to the
Association, In
The report of this meeting was published In the Railmeeting. March, 1906.
road Gazi ti, of March 30, puce
t

Sou'

1

.

i.

'

i
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the ratio of 100 times the inches flowing back to the inches remaining gives the percentage to be added, in every case, to the
theoretical inches required.
Example:
60 In. required theoretically;
12 in. flowed ba<
I

100x12

liis,

i

North-Western

Vol. XL., No.

remaining; then

=

25 per cent., the coefficient required
48
This coefficient is the addition to be made to the theoretical amount
to be pumped from the measuring tank into the timber.
"This must lie corrected at intervals not exceeding two days
(preferably each day at noon) by taking stock of material used in a
given interval and the amount of timber treated in the same inThese pounds of preservative material divided by the cubic
feet of timber treated should correspond to the amount of preservatlve per cubic foot desired."
In creosoting, the individualities of the timbers treated must
be consulted. The method given in the proposed specifications is
that long in use in the east, but it is absolutely inapplicable to
is in.

i.

Douglas fir.
With liouglas

fir, our standard method of treatment is to run
the trucks into the cylinder, close the door, fill with creosote (120
deg. to 140 deg. Fahrenheit), open up the vents and allow the
vapors to pass out under atmospheric pressure through the condenser, which is only for use in measuring the rate of vaporization
and recovering a certain amount of light oil which is carried over
mechanically during the process. When the timber is properly
dried, fill the tanks with creosote, close the vents, and put on pressure, injecting oil from the measuring tank.
At our works in Texas we use the method outlined by the
Committee, heating the oil up to 170 or 180 deg. Fahrenheit before
admission.
A standard analysis for the oil is much to be desired, but we
do not know that there is one.
Mit. Faulkner.
In regard to the proposed specifications governing method of piling ties before treatment, as also the several
different forms of the treatment itself it seems to me the Committee is undertaking quite a task in attempting to frame specific
rules governing these matters in such a wide territory as that covered by the Association, and they probably will not be followed
excepting where they agree with local conditions or practice.
Take the question of piling ties to start with; we have given
some attention to this matter, and for that reason fully realize its
importance, but find that for the climate and woods of eastern
Texas, where the rainfall is heavy, and at certain seasons of the
year the atmosphere very warm and humid, the form most suitable
there is not suited to the climate and woods of the Rocky Mountain region.
In east Texas our ties are hauled to the right-of-way,
inspected and brought into the Somerville storage yard as quickly
as possible after making, and there piled on the
plan, so
as to give the best opportunity for quickly drying out and for the
rain to fall off.
We tried the same plan in New Mexico, but found
the hot sun and dry air seasoned the outside of the ties so fast
that they checked badly, so we make piles 7x7. with the outside
ones on edge where the shape will permit, just as suggested. In
the case of cypress ties, we pile them as solid and close as possible in order to hold the water or sap in the wood.
As to the
time of drying; this, too, depends somewhat on local conditions,
in Arizona a certain lot of ties cut in June lost 33.1 per cent, of
their weight in the first 30 days and in the next 90 the total additional loss in weight was only 1.6 per cent.
Ties cut in December
were held six months before the loss in weight equaled 30 days
in the other case, and until the warm spring days, practically no
decrease in weight occurred after the first month.
If we expect the best results out of treated inferior woods,
we must give them a fair show, and this is not done in putting
them in the track just as soon as they are received after treatment, when they have probably 70 or more pounds of water in
each tie; and when some of this water will squirt out as the spike
is driven.
What can one expect from a soft pine tie under such
conditions, but rail-cutting;, loose and damaged spikes and unsatisfactory service? A year ago one of the leading roads in the west
noticed their treated ties were corroding spikes. After full investigation I reported that, in my opinion, where the ties were allowed to properly dry out before insertion, the damage from corrosion was scarcely noticeable, but where the contrary was the
case, then some corrosion took place; but, even then, nothing like
so serious as to give concern.
Now that so many roads are using
Burnettized or Wellhouse ties, special attention should be called
to the necessity of seasoning after treatment, even if more ties are
ordered to admit of this, as I believe it would pay good interest on
the investment.
Now as to treatments; as the Committee knows, we are adopting the Rueping process at Somerville, while continuing Burnettizing in New Mexico and Arizona. We use half a pound of dry zincchloride to the cubic foot; the Southern Pacific uses a quarter of
a pound; the Union Pacific four-tenths; the Great Northern, I
I
hardly think these roads will
believe, something over a pound.

—

—
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both sides of the chamber are convinced that the bill in its present
form is unconstitutional, and that it would not stand a test In
the United States Supreme Court. It is probable that a majority
of the members of the Senate believe that, whether a review amendment is adopted or not, if the bill is to be made constitutional the
provision conferring the rate-making power on the Commission must

change their methods simply because the Committee says half a
pound Is the correct quantity. It the Committee is going into
this subject, I would suggest that it be in the nature of a recommendation rather than as an absolute proposition. Twenty pounds
steam pressure is provided for. Where cylinders are well jacketed,
this may be sufficient, but where they are not, I think allowance
should be made for outside temperature. From one to five hours'
steaming is laid down, depending upon the character of the timber
and its conditions; would this be sufficient in the case of Oregon
do not know, and have asked the Government officials if
fir?
I
they have any tests on Pacific Coast timbers, but they say not.
The period covers the time of our steaming, as we pile the timber
long enough for good seasoning beforehand; but there are portions
of the year where 90 days does not accomplish much.
The Committee also stipulates that the solution should be heated to 140

be amended so as to provide a specific rule or definite standard for
rate making.
The advocates of amending the bill so as to provide for broad
review and for the suspension of an order of the Interstate Commerce Commission pending review have had their arguments much
strengthened during the past week by the presentation by Senator
Lodge of a compilation showing that the members of the Interstate Commerce Commission, collectively, in their annual reports

theie any special significance in this temperature, or is
it simply such as might be expected to accomplish results?
It is
possible in some of the oldest plants there are no heating coils
in the cylinders, neither thermometer flanges, nor sap drums, and
I believe the Committee should recommend that in new plants hereafter put up these appliances should be provided.
Creosoting Treatments. One hundred pounds pressure is required; this is seldom necessary in the case of loblolly pine with
10-lb. treatment, as the wood will take up almost that quantity
under the vacuum; it would be better to say the pressure must
be continuous and such as will give the desired absorption. I also
think the timber should stay in the cylinder long enough after treatment to take care of the drip, and that the final gage reading should
not be taken until after this has been forced back. I would not
allow anything like 10 per cent, water in the oil before having
steps taken to reduce it; I believe with proper appliances it is quite
possible to keep it out, and for this purpose would require a sap
drum under the cylinder to take care of any water or condensaI
think the
tion at the end of steaming and vacuum periods.
working temperature of 140 deg. is too low and that it should
I saw a sample of oil sent in by a treating plant
be at least 175.
for analysis, which showed that it began to solidify at 153, it being
fully liquid at 160; I know this is an extreme case, but I think 140
Again, in creosote, where the treatment is in weight
is too low.
pet cubic foot and the tank gage shows gallons, the weight of the
oil per gallon is an important feature, especially as creosote expands, so that a gallon at a low temperature weighs more than
sometimes more than half a
it would at a higher temperature;
pound difference, which, on a 10-lb. treatment, equals 5 per cent.
In our commercial treatment we therefore require the temperature
of the oil to be taken at time of forcing it into wood, and after
forcing back; then strike an average of the two in case there is
any appreciable difference.
deg.

;
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Washington, April 24. No progress whatever has been made
with the railroad rate bill during the past week unless getting Senator La Follette's three-days' speech out of the way can be called
progress.
This speech, which was probably delivered chiefly with
the view to its circulation in Wisconsin, has had no effect in
the Senate and has attracted little attention in Washington. There
has been some discussion among Senators of the review propositions
that have been submitted, but the conservative leaders have been
disposed to allow things to drift' until after Senator Spooner's
reply to Senator Bailey's speech on the power of Congress to deny
to the courts the right to enjoin temporarily the enforcement of
an order of the Commission. Senator Spooner's reply will probably
bo delivered to-morrow, and it is expected to be a complete answer
When this speech has
to the speech of the Senator from Texas.
been delivered the principal arguments of the conservative Senators
will all be before the Senate and the effort will then be made to
get together on an amendment that will provide for broad review
and will leave the courts free to suspend an order pending the
review proceedings.
Many estimates as to how Senators will Hue ii|i on this amend
ment have been made, but it is still too earl; to make any po
tive predictions.
The only thing that can be said with reasonable
certainty is that the Bailey proposition to deny to the courts the
power of suspension will be defeated by a very substantial majority,
on
and that the review amendment thai will he framed by n
There are various eslimale:- as
sirvntive lenders will lie adopted.
to the majority that this amendment will have, but
mans Sena
tors are still in the doubtful list, and while there seems to be
ground for the belief that there will be a majority tor the amendment if will take the rotes of these doubtful Senators to settle
the question whether It Bhall be a small majority or a large one.
There are some Senators who profess to believe that the difacuity of Becurlng a majority or the Senate In favor of any Import
ant amendment will be bo great that the Hepburn bill will Anally
be passeii in substantial^ the form In which II reached the s>
from the House ol Representatives, Such a result is extremely
Improbable, however, for the reason thai many of tie- Senators on
I

and in the bill prepared by them, and individually, as witnesses before the committees of Congress, have uniformly and unanimously
advocated legislation that would give them the power to make rates
subject to broad judicial review and to the right of the courts to
suspend an order pending such review. The Commissioners have
advocated review going not only to the question of the constitutionality and legality of an order but extending to the question as to
the reasonableness of the order. They have gone even further than
this and have advocated giving the courts authority to inquire as
to the reasonableness of the original rate sought to be set aside
by the Commission. It is contended that the recommendations of
the Commissioners, especially as to the extent of their own powers,
ought to have great weight with Congress, and that the legislative
branch of the Government ought to be reluctant to confer on administrative officials autocratic powers and freedom from judicial
restraint in excess of what they themselves are seeking.
j.

Train Accidents

in

the United States

in

c.

w.

March.

Michigan Central. Bay City. Mich., butting
one brakeman killed.
be, 1st, Pittsburg & Lake Erie, Belle Vernon, Pa., butting collision between a passenger train and a freight, due to a misplaced switch; both engines wrecked; three trainmen injured.
be, 1st, 9 p. m., Union Pacific, North Platte, Neb., butting collision between a westbound passenger train and an eastbound
Both
freight, due to a misunderstanding or misreading of orders.
engines and three cars were wrecked. There was a blinding snowstorm at the time.
2nd, Colorado Southern. Wendover, Wy., a passenger train
broke through a bridge and the engine and first two cars fell into
The engineman, fireman and one mail clerk were
the canyon.
It is said that the derailment was
injured, the fireman fatally.
due to the weakening of the birdge by a fire which had been set
by tramps.
xe, 2nd, Chesapeake & Ohio. Thurmond, \V. Va., a freight train
consisting of two engines and 34 cars became uncontrollable and
ran at high speed down grade three miles, and collided with some
freight cars; one engineman killed.
1st,

be,

2

m..

a.

collision of freight trains;

be, 3rd, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western. Lyons. N. J., butting collision between a passenger train and an empty engine; one
fireman killed, one other trainman and several passengers injured.
eq, 4th, Southern Pacific, New England Mills. Cal., a freight
\ man
train was derailed by a broken wheel, making a had wrei k.
riding on one of the ears was killed and another injured.

Southern

Hallway, High Point, N. ('.. a passenger
a defective joint and two passenger ears
and a freight ear fell down a bank. Twenty persons were Injured
dr, 5th, Atchison, Topeka &' Santa Fe, Tolpec, N. M.. a passengei
train was derailed bj spreading of rails and live ears were ditched
Seven passengers were injured.
*eq, 5th, Pennsylvania lanes, Loudonville, Ohio, a train
The engine tell
sisting of an engine and a caboose was derailed.
Into the mud at the side of the road and the caboose caught Are
ami was burnt up. The fireman was killed and two other trainmen were scalded. The derailment is said to have been dm to a
broken flange.
mix, 5th, Baltimore & Ohio, Smlthfleld, w. Va., a locomotive
was derailed and overturned and the nglm man, flreman and a
brakeman were burned to death.
dr.

I

5th,

was derailed

rain

at
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C, passenger train No. 9
passengers were injured.
fxe, 7th, Delaware &. Hudson, Saratoga, N. v.. a passenger train,
unexpectedly stopped by an accident to a freight train ahead, was
run into at the rear by a following passenger tram, and the rear car
was wicked. Two passengers were killed and 12 injured, two of
dr,

6th,

Southern Railway, Frost,

was derailed by a brok

them

ind

S.

six

fatally.

tli,
a. m., Erie road, Binghamton, N. Y., passenger
•unx,
train No. 7, second section, was derailed and wrecked. The wreck
quickly took fire, but the flames were extinguished by the city
The engine and first three cars fell down a bank.
fire department.
The enginemau and fireman were injured, the former probably
i

1

fatally.
be, 8th, Kansas City Southern, Bon Ami, La., butting collision
between a passenger train and a freight, due to a misplaced switch.
One fireman was killed and both enginemen were injured, probably

fatally.
xc,

10th,

Southern Railway, Philadelphia, Tenn., collision of

One fireman was killed and five
freight trains, wrecking 15 cars.
other trainmen were injured.
*rc, 11th, Baltimore & Ohio, Fostoria, Ohio, an eastbound
freight train which had been stopped for water was run into at
the rear by a following freight, and the caboose and some of the
A westbound pascars were thrown upon the westbound track.
senger train, coming a.ong a moment afterward, ran into the
wreck and its engine and first four cars were piled up. One fireman and one mail clerk were killed and another mail clerk was
fatally injured.
The engineman and one passenger were also injured. The wreck took fire and was partly burnt up. A number of
persons were badly burnt by the flames while trying to rescue
the imprisoned passengers and a number were also scalded by
be, 11th, 4 a. m.,

La Marque,

Tex., butting collision between a

southbound freight train of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and a
northbound newspaper train; one brakeman killed, two other train-

men

injured.
11th, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Akron, Col., butting
collision of passenger trains, due, it is said, to the failure of an
operator to deliver an order.
A mail clerk was killed and four
trainmen were injured.
xc, 12th, Lehigh Valley, Pittston Junction, Pa., collision between
a passenger train and a freight; one trainman killed.
be,

*tbc, 16th, 2 a. m., Denver & Rio Grande, Adobe, Col., butting
collision between westbound passenger train No. 3, drawn by two

and eastbound passenger train No. 16, making a bad
The wreck quickly took fire and many passengers were
burned to death. The total number of persons reported killed in
the collision is 22, and of injured the' same number. There was a
blinding snowstorm at the time, accompanied by intense cold. The
collision was due to the non-delivery of a meeting order to the
engines,

wreck.

westbound train at Swallows, a station a short distance east of
Adobe. The operator at this station had been asleep and afterward, when asked by the train despatcher if No. 3 had passed,
replied that it had not.
He then took the meeting order, but the
train had passed.
This collision was reported in the Railroad
Gazette of March 23, page 315.
be, 17th, 5 a. m., Boston & Maine, West Windham, N. H., colThree
lision of freight trains wrecking both engines and 10 cars.
trainmen were killed and three injured.
be, 17th, Louisiana & Arkansas, Long Springs, La., butting collision of freight trains, due to the overlooking of an order by the
men in charge of one of them. Both engines were wrecked and
several ears were damaged; one fireman was killed and two other
trainmen were 'njured, one of them fatally.
xc, 17th, Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, Washington, Ind.,
a passenger train ran over a misplaced switch and collided with
some freight cars standing on a side track; three passengers
injured.

unx. 17th, Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, Bedford, Ind.,
the tender of the engine of a passenger train was derailed at a
curve and, with several cars, fell down a bank.
Five passengers

and one trainman were injured.
unx, 18th, Missouri Pacific. Willis, Kan., the locomotive of a
freight train was derailed and overturned, and the fireman was
killed.

19th, 1 a. m., Chicago,
111.,

Milwaukee &

St.

collision of freight trains in the yard,

Paul, Davis Junc-

due

to

mistake in

or misunderstanding of hand signals; and two cabooses and eight
cars were wrecked.
A drover in one of the cabooses was killed

and one trainman was injured.
eq, 19th, St. Louis & San Francisco, Jasper, Ala., a freight
< beam which I'll on the track and 12
train was derailed by a in
cars broke through a trestle bridge and. with most of the bridge,
ii

the ravine below.
l!»th, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. Lockbridge, Iowa, a
mail bag thrown from a car in a passenger train struck a switchi'l.
broke it, and thereby loosened the switch rails, so that
ral cars of the train were derailed and thrown against the

fell to

'In,

work
train

One employee on
train standing on a side track.
was killed and 12 were injured, four probably

fatally.

unf,

niih.

Mobile & Ohio,

Fletcher,

Ala.,

a

freight train

was

washout and the engine was overturned, The engineman and fireman were injured, the former fatally.
re, 21st, 4 a. m., Southern Railway, Bath, S. ft, rear collision
of freight trains; engineman and fireman injured.
unx. 22nd, West Jersey & Seashore, Atlantic City, N. J., a
mixed train was derailed and one passenger car was thrown against
a freight car on a side track, making a bad wreck. Two passengers
and one trainman were injured.
unx, 22nd, Lehigh Valley, Honeoye Falls, N. Y., the engine of
a passenger train was derailed and overturned, and the engineman
and fireman were killed.
re, 23rd, Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, Goshen, Ind., an
eastbound freight train standing at a water tank was run into
at the rear by a following freight, and several cars were wrecked.
A part of the wreck fell on the westbound track and was run into
by a westbound freight train. Five trainmen were injured.
'i'

railed at a

New York Central & Hudson River, Rochester, N. Y'„
empty passenger trains; one engineman fatally injured.

xc, 23rd,

collision of

re, 24th, Chesapeake & Ohio, Salt Lick, Ky., a freight train
which had been stopped by reason of a defect in the locomotive
was run into at the rear by a following freight. The caboose and
four cars were wrecked. One engineman was killed.
re, 25th, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Shawnee, O. T., a
freight train was run into at the rear by a following freight, and
the caboose was wrecked; four trainmen were injured.
jxc, 25th, 11 p. m., Texas & Gulf, Carthage, Tex., a passenger
train collided with a freight train and 15 passengers were injured,

three of them fatally.

steam.

tion,

cars of a
the work

Vol. XL., No. 17.

Alabama & Vicksburg, Hickory, Miss., paswas derailed at a switch and the engine and
The engineman was killed and four
first two cars were wrecked.
trainmen were injured, one of them fatally. It is said that the
dn,

25th, 1 a. m.,

senger train No.

2

switch had been out of order and had been spiked and that a freight
train had run through it in this condition, thus leaving it insecure.
re, 26th, 5 a. m., Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington, Patuxent, Md., a northbound freight train which had for some reason unexplained run beyond a block signal which was set against it. was
set back into the block section just vacated and was run into at
the rear by a following passenger train, making a bad wreck.
One fireman, one brakeman and two postal clerks were injured.
26th, Chicago & North-Western, Casper. Wyo.. a work train
broke through a bridge which had been weakened by a freshet and
nine employees were killed and 12 injured.
*unx, 26th, 2 a. m., Atlantic Coast Line, Coosawatchie, S. ft,
a freight train was derailed and 10 cars were wrecked and destroyed

by

fire.

re, 28th, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Riberia, N. M., pasrenger train No. 10 ran into the rear of a preceding freight train,
wrecking the engine, caboose and several freight cars. The fireman of the passenger train was injured seriously, and several
passengers slightly.

dr,

2Sth, Louisville

&

Nashville,

Perth, Ky., northbound pas-

senger train No. 2 was derailed at a curve in consequence, it. is
said, of spreading of the rails, and the engine and first three cars
were overturned and wrecked. Three trainmen w-ere injured.
re, 29th, Louisiana & Arkansas, Hope. Ark., a freight tra:n
ran into the rear of a preceding freight; four trainmen injured,

one of them

fatally.

Texas & Pacific, Escota, Tex., butting collision between
a passenger train and a freight, badly damaging both endines. Six
passengers were injured.
dr, 30th, New York, Chicago & St. Louis, South Whitley, Ind..
a passenger train was derailed by a broken rail and the whole of
The
the train except the engine and baggage car was ditched.
first passenger car was overturned and fell off a trestle, landing
upside down in a stream, and the six cars following this fell down
a bank. The reports say that no passenger was killed and that
only 19 were injured. All of those in the smoking car, which fell
be, 30th,

into the stream, escaped with slight injuries.
xc, 31st, 2 a. m.. Southern Railway. Gaffney, S. ft, collision
between a string of freight cars which had escaped control in the
yard at Blacksburg, wrecking ten cars. The wreck occurred on a
bridge and most of the broken cars fell to the stream below, but
without doing serious damage to the bridge. Three trainmen were
fatally injured.
dr, 31st, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Fulton, N. M., eastbound passenger train No. 10 was derailed by a broken rail and all
of the cars except one sleeping car fell down a bank. One trainman
and 15 passengers were injured.
unx, 31st, Southern Railway. Holton, Ga., the tender of the
engine of an express train was derailed and. with a club car and
The club
three sleeping cars next following, fell down a bank.
car was wrecked.
Two trainmen and eight passengers were injured, one of the trainmen fatally.

—
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Tunnel Under the English Channel.

Members of the London Municipal Council who recently visited
Paris for the purpose of studying the public transportation service,
were addressed by M. Sartiaux on the subject of the proposed Channel tunnel. According to M. Sartiaux, dread of the sea voyage is
the reason why the passenger travel is so small.
Although the
total population of the Continent and the British Isles is about
150 millions the actual annual exchange of traffic over all lines
between France and England is scarcely 1,200,000, while between
France and Belgium, with a total population of hardly 50 millions,
the annual exchange is about 4,000,000. Hence M. Sartiaux recommended to the London County Council a project for a tunnel
with a total length of 33.5 miles under the Straits of Dover.
SeveraJ years ago preparatory work for such a tunnel was
brought to an abrupt end by English public sentiment under the
agitation of Lord Wolseley, who declared that it would threaten
the territorial security of England.
He preferred a bridge beBut a bridge would obstruct navigation.
cause it could be seen.
Later there was a plan for a combined bridge and tunnel, by which
about one-third the distance (on the English side) was to be traversed by a bridge and the balance by a tunnel. Such a plan would
overcome the trouble about navigation and quiet patriotic solicitude.
It is to be hoped that the representatives of Great Britain in
Parliament will see more clearly to-day than they have in the past
the desirability of closer connection with the Continent, and that
the great obstacle to communication between England and France
will soon be removed.
Le Journal des Transports.

New

Station of the Great Northern at Sioux Falls.

The new station which the Great Northern built at Sioux Falls,
Dak., to replace the old frame station, burned down, is said to
be the finest in South Dakota. The half-tone view published herewith shows that it is a good example of a design that is being
used by a number of roads in towns of moderate size. The walls
are granite up to the
S.
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It was estimated at first that this extension would cost $12,000,000 to $14,000,000; when work was fairly started on it the estimate was raised to $20,000,00. Now the company which is building
The French Minister
it says that this will not be nearly enough.
of Colonies affirms, however, that, cost what it may, the road must
be built, or France will lose all influence in China.

ment.

The New Haven's Proposed Joint Steam and

Electric

Service.

An excellent example of method in securing desirable relations
between the railroad and the population which it serves was given
in the conference between Mr. Mellen, President of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford, and the citizens of Hartford, on March 20.
After an address on subjects other than local ones, Mr. Mellen said:
I have been advised this is a good time and place to put in a
little special pleading upon local matters, and I want to suggest a
thought to you and see if I cannot secure your support and cooperation in a matter that seems to me of large interest to Hartford
and its immediately surrounding country tributary to it commercially.
You are

aware we have invested very largely in electric lines
say here our operations have not been haphazard, nor
to eliminate competition, but rather upon a well- defined plan), and
in this particular district we are now better prepared to take the
second step in the carrying out of our plans than anywhere else.
Here the arrangement of our lines is such we would like to
make the experiment on a large scale to determine whether the
two systems of traction steam and electric may not be worked
in common, each supplementing the other; and we would like to
electrify our steam tracks between here and Waterbury, and on
the Central New England Railway between here, New Hartford
and Springfield, and on the east side between here and Rockville,
Melrose and Springfield, and upon the Valley Line between here
and Middletown.
Instead of running to and from our stations through our yards,
with all the switching and delays incident thereto, we want to
connect at convenient points with the street railway tracks, and
(and

let

me

—

—

window

sills and Menominee brick above that.

The roof
two

is

waiting

each

30

ft.

slate.

The

rooms

are

square,

and

the baggage room, adjoining the men's waiting room, is 30 ft. x 34 ft.

Beyond this is an express
room 24 ft. x 30 ft. The
floors

of

the

rooms are made

waiting
of Ital-

ian marble, the wainscoting, white enamel tile,
and the ceilings pressed
steel.
Red birch is used
throughout for finish, including the settees. Electric
lights and
a hot
water heating plant are
included in the station's
equipment.

The building

is

sur-

rounded

by a vitrified
brick platform 30 ft. wide
on the track side and 12
ft.
wide on the other
three sides. The area be
twees the building and
Eighth street, the approach to the station, will
bo parked, with suitable
driveways for carriages
New Station at Sioux Falls, South Dakota Great Northern Railway.
and express and baggage
wagons, and the brick platform will be extended to the street. tor Interurban service make a circuit of the principal streets, col
We owe the engraving and Information to the courtesy of Mr looting and delivering suburban shopp
and
lie stoic doors;
Archibald Gray, Assistant General Freight and Passenger Agent
we believe both the city and the railroad will be greatly ""' Balners
of the Great Northern at Sioux City, [OWB
thereby,
No city on our lines is so favorablj situated as is Hartford for
the development of this idea.
There is no question bul <
The French opened their railroad In their province Of Tong and cheap service will prove to the greal oh
King from flic harbor of Hal phong BOUthwesI In the Chinese border NOW, will you "gel together," as your name Implies, put your
al
Lao-Kal, about 300 miles, March i~ft, and a good deal
more shoulder to the wheel, an. help?
in the same quarter
Die world, has figured in BtatlstlCI Of the
in order to do whal we de In and feel Is essential to a
mileage of Asia for Mine years or more,
in 1901 the Chlm
oj
Factory result, we muBl run fast from the time we leave the con
ernmetii granted a concession tor the extension of this lln
m nectlon on the present steam track and maintain a more modi
300 miles In the same general direction through the proi
pi
with
ol
upon the Btreel tracks; and to make the Bpeed
Yunnan, not to a corporation, but directly to the French govern Safety upon the si
we inic
use a deeper Mange the

—
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Now, whal
your streets.
want is thai .von shall permit us
use on the streets where this suburban service will naturally
go the "T" rails we use in other cities New Haven, tor instance
and. waiving noni
w rights under your contracts, see howit will wiirli. ascertain it' the objections are real or Imaginary, anil
years' trial, wi
e up the "T" rails, restore the grooved rails,
and go bai
the old order of things.
am not afraid of your
derision.
I will trusi
you, and if you are afraid to trust me I will
secure the performance of my pan of the agreement by a good and
in

I

I

bond

sufficient

to

your satisfaction.

suggest right here that 1 am advised the contract requiring the use of the grooved rail is not binding in law. but I
have none the less required its ohservauce on the part of our company, and shall continue to until we ran agree amicably upon its
modification.

me

Lei

am still claiming to be worthy of your confidence, that I am
"making good" in the handling of this property from day to day
as fast as any human being can, and I am living in the hope that
some day you shall believe, as I do, that the best policy is for us
to work hand in hand in a common cause and share with each
other the burdens of bad and the benefits of good times.
I
am
acting on this belief at the present moment, and shall be most
seriously disappointed if you force me to go elsewhere to try an
experiment the conditions here favor beyond any other place, and
it will be your fault if it must be so.
Now get together, help me help you, and be the first city
to have the most complete, efficient and cheap suburban service of
any city in Xew England. The proposition is knocking at your
doors such an opportunity as no other city has to-day. Must I go
elsewhere and prove how greatly you stand in your own light, or
will you have everyone come here to see how it is doile and envy
1

1

,

—

you your advantages?
Both in opening and closing Mr. Mellen invited his audience
to put to him any and all questions they chose.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.
E. L. Steele asked what streets would be used by the proposed
interurban service which would require the T-rail. Mr. Mellen said
it would call for only a small proportion of the trackage.
Everybody would save five cents now spent in taking a trolley at the
station, and much time would be saved, too.
Hartford, he said, is
particularly well situated for this service. There are no competing
railroad interests here to offer objections, and this city has suburbs
in all directions.
Xew Haven has the Sound on one side, and so
less outlying territory to serve.
P. C. Sumner asked when this service could be expected, if the
arrangement was made. Mr. Mellen said the Rockville bonding
was now going on, but it was useless to hope for much until the
bridge was ready. Until then suitable cars could not be run. But
he would agree to have such a service between Hartford and Middle-

town during 1906.
Being told that

to do business in Providence, only ninety miles
away, a Hartford man must start the day before and lay off unfed
forty minutes at Blackstone on the return trip. Mr. Mellen said
the service might not be as good as desired, and he was glad to
hear a real objection. He would look into the matter.
To a complaint that there was no evening service between here
and Middletown, he said the proposed trolley on T-rails would give
what was wanted.
He said nothing would be discontinued; the proposed business
was an addition.
A traveler on the Central New England asked why 500-mile
books were not good on that line when 1,000-mile books were. Mr.
Mellen said he could see no reason why, and he would look into
that, too.

"Phil" Hansling, superintendent of streets, was called up to
give the objections to T-rails.
He said there were many. These
were reduced where Belgian blocks were used between the rails,
but drivers of vehicles who did not turn at the right angle to
cross were liable to accident and loss. He said the paving between
the rails in Main street was probably the most expensive in the
country and unnecessarily costly.
Mr. Mellen said he did not ask the city to waive any rights,
but simply to let this experiment be tried.
He said there were
objections to many things, and it was always a question of balances.
It was objectional to have the steam cars rush into and through
the city, but tin advantages exceeded the annoyances. Similarly he
had confidence that, once tried, the proposed plan would prove
to have advantages far overbalancing the disadvantages.
He said
there were many cities that would sit up nights to get the chance
that is now offered to Hartford.
The talk throughout was gc
nati
and abounded in quick
hits which were much appreciated.
At the close of the meeting the
club, by a rising
m motion of tfr. Sumner, gave Mr. Mellen a
vote of thanks.
I

XI.

i

.

No.
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The Earthquake.

M. C. B. flange— on our whei
and wi cannot use it on the street
tracks with ihe grooved rail, which we are bound by contract to use
to

V"

The material damage done by the

Californii

hquake

ol

April is

outside of San Francisco, appears to have been coin
paratively small. The must serious report was that of the subsidence
of the roadbed for a number of miles, but latei official reports Inan ag n ;at
dicate that the damage, not the complete destruction,
of two miles of track, in different places, was the onlj real basis for
this report.
This damage is said to have been quickl) repaired.
None of the railroad companies' boats in San Francisco Bay appear
to have been damaged, and the large and costly ferry house at San
Francisco escaped fire. The papers sa> that the tall tower on this
ferry house is to be taken down.
The track and buildings of the
Coast Line division of the Southern Pacific, which enters the
from the south, are presumably badly damaged within yie limits
of the city, though the terminal buildings at Third and Townsend
streets are said to be usable.
The railroads and express companies are all carrying food and
clothing to San Francisco free, and are pursuing the same course
with refugees leaving the city. By Tuesday of this week, six days
after the earthquake, many thousands of people had left the city
for temporary homes in other places.
Considerable numbers of
refugees had to be fed by the public authorities or charitable persons
as far east as Salt Lake City. The telegraph companies are serving
the people of the city without charge, and the San Francisco postmaster accepted letters to be forwarded without either envelopes
or stamps.
Carloads of food, clothing and other necessary supplies were sent
from scores of cities in the East. West of Chicago these shipments
were made into full trains. These trains were run at express speed,
regular passenger trains being sidetracked where necessary. It is
understood that the Southern Pacific and the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe will reduce their regular rates on building materials going
to San Francisco. A Chicago reporter estimates that the free service
given by the railroads will amount to $3,450,000 during the first
month following the disaster. The Secretary of War probably will
order 2,500 additional troops to San Francisco.
Mr. E. H. Harriman, President of the Union and Southern Pacific
roads, started from New York for San Francisco on the day of the
disaster, taking a 25-hour train to Chicago and a special from that
city; and he crossed the continent in about 1ST hours, making the
trip from Chicago in about 62 hours.
to the railroads,

i

i

i

Foreign

Railroad

Notes.

In Russia the railroads collect storage on freight received at
stations and not removed after a certain short time. During the
recent railroad strike, when the railroad employees refused to unload the cars and made it impossible for consignees to take away
their freight, the storage bills ran up to considerable sums, and the
consignees protested. But the railroad authorities have refused to
abate the storage charges.

On the main lines of the German Railroad Union in 1903 there
were 11,621 miles of track laid on iron sleepers, which was 16 per
cent, of the total track.
Thousands of miles of this have existed
for 20 years or more and they offer an experience unequaled elsewhere in the world. In many cases the iron ties have not lasted
as long as the wooden ones, but the advocates of iron claim that
this has been due to improper form and construction.
The Prussian Ministry of Public Works calls the attention of
the several railroad directories to certain defects which have beet:
found in the superheated steam locomotives and cf the means taken
to remedy them. In the steam chest of the Schmidt superheater the
projecting ends of the steam tubes rust easily, and the crownplates of the superheating chamber become distorted and leak. To
prevent rusting of the tube-ends one directory has introduced drainage channels with valves into the steam box. and these valves open
when steam is cut off. It has also strengthened the crown plates.
Other directories are advised to experiment with these methods on
several engines and to report the result at the end of the year.
The earnings of the Italian State Railroads for the first half
year of their operation by the government, that is, for the last
half of 1905, were about 6 per cent, greater than in the corresponding half of the previous year. Great complaints are made of the
irregularity of their working, which is largely charged to a totally
inadequate equipment; the operating companies not having provided for the growth of traffic after their contract expired, and
the government apparently not appreciating that fact. The governnient in January was negotiating with the four Italian works
which build locomotives for 305 new engines, they, the works, accepting the prices for which 50 engines were contracted for with
foreign works, plus the duties.
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bill

A.

will.

bill?

the

law so that the wronged shipper may obtain justice without its
costing him more than it brings him. Second, extension of the law
so that the burden of proving a rate "just and reasonable" will lie on
the carrier. Third, free access by the Interstate Commerce Commission to railroad accounts and memoranda that should be known.
Q.
How about rebates and discriminations?
A.
Already covered by existing law. The pending legislation
neither adds to nor subtracts from it.
Q.
Will the Hepburn Bill accomplish the desired things?
A.
Not in its present form.

—
—

—
—

Q—Why not?
requires the Commission to perform legislative
A. — Because
cannot do under the constitution.
acts, which
Q. — How can this be remedied?
confined to
that the Commission
A. — By so amending the
administrative acts.
Q. — What would such an amendment provide?
would provide that the Commission, after investigation
A. —
it

it

is

bill

It

what is the just and reasonable maximum
thereby administering the existing law that rates must be just

of a rate, should declare

and reasonable.
Q.
In what way does the bill, as it now reads, differ from this?
A.
It provides that the Commission shall proceed when it shall
be of the opinion that rates are unreasonable, and that, it shall determine and prescribe what will in its judgment be the just and

—
—

the exercise of

its

opinion,

it

is
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to
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these clauses changed, would the bill serve its purpose?
remains a provision, probably constitutional,
still

but excessively foolish, which forbids carriers from keeping any
other kinds of records than those ordered by the Commission.
Q.
Change this clause and the unconstitutional ones will the

—
A. —

—

Hepburn

become workable?
will be well worth trying.

Bill
It

It is seldom that so clear and complete an analysis and comparison of the work of any department of a railroad is given as
that of the paper on "Actual Locomotive Efficiency" recently read
before the Pacific Coast Railway Club and reproduced in another
column. It is especially interesting and valuable in that it shows
the relative advantages that have accrued of recent years from
the introduction of the larger locomotive and incidentally of the

large car, though the car does not enter into the consideration of
It is not to be expected that the cost would fall in a
the paper.
direct ratio to the increase of tonnage hauled, and this, of course,
does not occur, but it is significant that, as the tonnage is increased,
so in almost every case has the cost of transportation fallen away.
The records show, too, that the large locomotive is economical from
the standpoint of the cost of repairs per 1,000 ton miles. If these
figures are compared with the increase of tonnage hauled, it will be
seen that they are accompanied by an increase of cost per engine
But this is by no means
miles, as has often been stated before.
Undoubtedly much of this is due
in proportion to the work done.
that,
to improved shop facilities, since there can be no doubt but
Willi those available twenty years ago, the cost of maintaining the

modem

large locomotive would have risen beyond all bounds. This,
thai can well be left to those Interested in

however, is a matter
become a law-making body instead of a law-administering body.
Q.
Are there other unconstitutional provisions in the present shop management.

—

bill?

— Yes, but they would probablj not invalidate the whole.
Q. — What
these provisions?
failure of an agreement between
A. — The
provides that,
A.

aici

in

bill

Cmium

y prescribe the terms and
may be operated. This, of

the carriers concerned, the
conditions under which thi'mich mules
course. Includes Hie number of trains thai may be run. etc., and vests
the Commission with the entire, absolute power of Congress; power
which It cannot constitutionally hold. The bill also provides cruel
and excessive penalties, which is unconstitutional, it also provide;,
ioi

through a blunder due in striking out the original court review provision, that the carrier is prevented from showing any objection to
an injunction served upon
for violation of an order, except objee
lion to the form of the order. Tills Involves Hie taking of property
without due process of law, which is unconstitutional,
il

Of quite unusual Interest are the
column which shew the idling grades

tables printed In ai
of all the transcontinental

Ill several
operation except the Great Northern.
to make an Interesting comparison
Thus, the Canadian Pacific
With the situation as it existed in L89S.
has reduced iis ruling eastbound grade from 116 ft to 52.8 ft..
between VancouveT and Revelstoke, and its ruling westbound grade

lines at present

instances

it

in

has been possible

Grades on the
point
u
116 ft. to 66 ft., between
liurriman route from Omaha to Portland, via the Union Pacific.
Oregon Short Line and oiemm Hallroad & Navigation have been
between Cheyenne and
o 48 fl
reduced, eastbound, from 91
Laramie; from 68 ft to 18 Ct. between Laramie and Granger, and
from tio ft. to 66 ft between Pendleton Junction and Portland.
Westbound, thej have been reduced from 66 ft to 18 ft., between
iiniu

I

I
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Laramie and Granger; from 66

ft.

to

h

tt.

between Granger and

Ticeska, and from 74 ft. to 26 tt., between Pendleton Junction and
Portland. From Granger to Omaha, 854 miles, eastbound name now
encounters no grade in excess of 43 ft. to the mile. The maxima
from each of the reports furnished are as follows: Omaha to San
Francisco, in;

ii

:a

tt

d,

L06

tt.

westbound; Omaha

to

I

POINTERS

IN

STREET RAILWAY CAPITALIZATION

The prolific subject of street railway capitalization which, in
the form of "hindsight," grows in prominence during an epoch
of

corporative

criticism,

cannot,

subjected,

be

unfortunately,

any large and general degree, to accurate
best we have are the annual reports of the

tests of

in

The

figures.

state railroad commisbodies or single officials to whom the
annual blanks of street railway companies must be returned.
Often those blanks are defective and their specifications obscure.
Some commissions insist on corrections; others do not; and not

—

sions or of those other

—

—

seldom one will find errors in one case, which we have in mind,
reaching a mistake of more than $10,000 a mile in the clerical
Still one must do
footings after the blanks have been handed in.
the best possible with the new material on hand such as it is, and
from such new material contained in the reports of Pennsylvania
and Maine for the fiscal year ending in both cases June 30, 1905,
one can distill some striking facts absolute and contrasted. The
Pennsylvania report is made by the State Secretary of Internal
Affairs; that for Maine by the state railroad commission of three
members.
The secretary of the former and larger state speaks as the
Irishman said, "straight from the shoulder," on the subject of
overcapitalization of electric railways. Listen to some of his words:
"Financiers have almost gone wild in the way of investing money
Many of them
in these methods of local transportation.
have been failing from a financial standpoint but this has not been
due entirely to a failure to receive a requisite amount of remuneration but too often it has been due to excessive capitalization" that
is to say, large fixed charges on railways built on bonds eating
up income. The secretary also indulges in regretful retrospect.
He is sorry that rigid laws were not passed early to check fictitious

—

.

.

.

—

capitalizing so that

"many

of the citizens

of

the

commonwealth

ix.

per mile in the em
Massachusetts, which, under
the long eniorced replacement value rule maj !>' accepted as
a kind ni limit by honest capitalization for states with large urb
italization

hardly

phatically

urban

squares

willi

commonwealth

the

$50,772

of

communities.

By way

Portland,

same; New Orleans to San Francisco, 117 ft. east and westbound;
Montreal to Vani ouver, L16 tt., east and westbound, except for single
pusher grade of 242 ft, between Hector and Field. B. C; St. Paul
to Tacoma, L16 ft. east and westbound; Chicago to National City,
175 ft. eastbound, L85 tt. westbound. Of the new lines, the Western
Pacific announces a maximum of 52.8 ft., but says nothing of the
ruling grades further east, on the Rio Grande Western and Denver
& Rio Grande. The existence of a ruling eastbound grade of approximately 116 ft. on five routes from the coast, the Union Pacific,
exTJ. P.O. S. L.-O. R. R. & N., Southern Pacific, Canadian Pacific
cept for the single pusher grade noted) and Northern Pacific, is
noteworthy.
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state

of contrast to

Pennsylvania we turn among the new

reports to that of the state of Maine w]
railway corporations return a total mileage

commission

eighteen operated

i

I

more than 380 miles and total capitalization of only
$38,649 per mile. While including a considerable numbei of
Maine contains none that can be reckoned large and the Stati
On the face
essentially non-urban and with population scattered.
..I
the returns, tor causes not apparent, she seems to have esc;
the general tempest of trolley infection or at any rate has not
The situation there, by the way, has some
its stronger gusts.
of a triflle

i

i

President Mellen, in financing through southand 700 miles
of electric lines under the Consolidated Railway Company as a holding corporation has had to pay high prices for original water. President Tuttle. of the Boston & Maine, if he secures legal sanction
for a similar policy in Massachusetts and northern New England
though he will
will be largely spared the hydrostatic experience
be lucky if he finds his electric ventures as profitable in ratios as
the earlier and greater enterprise of his Connecticut colleague.
As the reports come in of those state commissions which have
cognizance of the street railways, while one finds an occasional
novel utterance or suggestion, the leading feature is the new impressiveness which old facts assume. Passing such odd and inconsistent happenings as the latitude allowed to electric railway inflation in western states which have been so eager to "raid" the
steam lines, the conclusion must be reached, as a general truth
now of national dimensions, that it is too late to "dessicate" the
electric lines originally dropsical. Consolidation has blended watered
and unwatered stocks inextricably. The quick and keen original
promoter has often shifted holdings to the innocent investor and
localized meanings.

ern

New England

his great aggregation of between 600

—

new

obstructive legislation has been piled up on the first statutes
on which the earlier evil was based. We face too the telling fact
of railway history that if the first promoter was both forethoughtful and sharp he played successfully on a public weakness which
in the first stages of the electric railway demanded the new service
at any price and in certain regions is still making the same demand. If the unwatchful public makes a fool of itself it must expect
to be fooled, to find the men who who will fool it and to pay
But it by no means follows that because the
the final penalty.
public has been fooled once it ought to be or will be fooled again;
and the time is probably near, if it has not already come, when
Lincoln's famous proverb fits the electric railway situation. However that may be it is certain that, as regards new construction,
most of the ills of electric railway stock watering are past not
only because legislators have awakaned to facts and to perils but
also because the conditions which made electric railway hydraulics
so profitable in popular centers have been exhausted.

—

—

would have been relieved from the frauds which have been committed as a result of fictitious capitalization which has so genercharacterized the financial affairs of street railway corporaThen comes an amusing non sequitur which may indeed be
called an anti-climax.
The secretary, while disclaiming the idea
"that it is ever too late to do right." thinks, as the existing street
railway companies have been allowed to over-capitalize that "to pass
a law now which would restrict corporations hereafter incorporated
would seem unjust discrimination." This unique theory of making
ally

THE CHICAGO TRACTION SITUATION.

tions."

the best of a vested evil by perpetuating and expanding it, as proofficer of the second state in the union, is commended to the prayerful allention of the economic moralists.

pounded by a high

An

returns for Pennsylvania street railway
some difficulty owing to uncertainBut. taking the secreties of statement and lack of summaries.
tary's own return of $387,112,703 for total capitalization in stock
bonds and other debt with an operated milage of 3.169 for 117
corporations controlling many subsidiary lines, the approximation
The figures certainly are not
of $122,125 per mile is reached.
pigmy.
But they do not bulk so enormous when compared with
about $148,000 in a group of Eastern states which, besides Pennsylvania includes New York, New Jersey, Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia; nor the $112,000 in
the southern states; nor the $109,000 in the United States, taken as
a whole, as returned last year and probably about the same now.
As a brief palliating clause may also be mentioned Pennsylvania's
many and somewhat costly city lines though her mileage capanalysis

of

the

cooitalizalion is attended with

—

Although two recent events have added fresh complications to
the already over-complex traction situation in Chicago, the street
car using public is possessed of the belief that present conditions
point to at least a temporary solution of the transportation problem.
This belief is based, in part, on the feeling that the conditions
could not be worse and that any change will be an improvement.
Another basis of the belief is the fact that the recent events have
weakened the positions both of the traction companies and of the
municipal ownership propaganda, and that each will be compelled by
Still another reason is the
public sentiment to make concessions.
apparent willingness of the traction companies to build their lines
and improve their service. They have finally come to realize that
the most effective method of allaying the municipal ownership agitation is to minimize the causes for complaints against the transportation facilities.

The more important of these events was the decision of the
United States Supreme Court which wiped out franchise claims estimated at $60,000,000 to $70,000,000, and caused a slump in Chicago
It made the street car
traction stocks aggregating $20,000,000.
companies occupants without legal rights of streets in which 30
per cent, of their lines were being operated, these lines including
In its decision the court passed
their most important trunk roads.
on the validity of the so-called "ninety-nine year" claims which were

May
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based on an act of the legislature meant to extend grants made to
the original companies by the city in 1858 and 1859 from 25 to
99 years. These grants covered nearly all the trunk lines entering
the business district and the claims of the companies placed them
in a strong position in their negotiations with the city for the
expiring franchise on other lines. The Supreme Court sustained the
validity of the act of 1SG5, but held that by reason of the ambiguity
of its terms it did not extend the life of the grants made by the
city to the companies. A petition for a rehearing will be filed, but
the chance of the Supreme Court reversing itself is regarded by the
lawyers as exceedingly remote.
The financial effect of the decision is to leave the companies
without a basis of substantial value for half their capitalization.
Aside from tangible property, estimated to be worth $28,000,000,
the companies have unexpired franchises running from a few months
to ten years on a large mileage of the outlying lines.
In addition
to these lines the companies have the right under the decision of the
Supreme Court, to remain in possession of and operate 43 miles of
single track, covered by the ninety-nine-year grants, until the city
exercises the right to purchase.

The companies estimate that these unexpired rights cover 70
per cent, of their mileage, but they admit that the 30 per cent, of
the mileage which they are operating without legal right includes
the most important parts of the traction systems. The unexpired
franchises cover disconnected lines, many of them cross-town roads,
which are valuable principally as feeders for the trunk lines.
Many of these franchises expire this year, about 50 per cent, of them

within the next five years, and all of the remainder by 1916. No
satisfactory estimate of the value of these rights can be made,
but practical railroad men have placed on them valuations ranging

from $10,000,000 to $20,000,000.
The Union Traction Company, which operates the lines of the
North and West divisions of the city, is largely over-capitalized and
the Supreme Court's decision leaves its stock issues without tangible
values beneath them. The bond issues of its underlying, constituent
companies, the North Chicago Street Railroad Company and the
West Chicago Street Railroad Company, about equal the tangible
assets plus the unexpired franchise values.
Assuming that these franchise values aggregate $10,000,000. the
Union Traction Company's financial condition is as follows:
.1

8St

!.\.

Tangible oropertv
Franchise rights

$15,000,000
10,000,000

Total

$32,000,000
L7,903,000
11,224,200
t.simj.ik

ii

The Chicago City Railway Company, which operates

dition of the

the prin-

company:
Ins,

ts.

8.

Capital stock

Excess

nt

18,

These figures Indicate

thai

against

a

par

and

being 330,935. Although it was a hotly contested election,
with municipal ownership the principal issue. 119,789 voters, or 36
per cent, of the total number, failed to cast their ballots on the issue.
These figures show that a large percentage of the voters were indifferent concerning municipal ownership.
total vote

At the previous elections the municipal ownership propositions
had been academic in their nature. The vote had no binding effect
on the city council further than the moral obligation created by
the expressions of opinion of less than half the voters who cast their
ballots at these elections. Two concrete propositions were presented
at the last election. Affirmative votes would give them a legal, bind-

market

price

there are tangible assets of only $28,
however, that Union Traction Bto
never sold at par, the $20,
>f preferred shares selling from
around fill to 18, and the $12,000,000 Of common from 16 to 6.
Chicago City stock sold for $200 only a shorl time, the outside
price prior lo and since that II
having been around $190, Since
the slump the shares have sold at $150. The valuation of the
ble properties given above are estimates submitted to the Citj
Council by Blon J. Arnold. Hie well-known electrical cimincri and
traction expert.
The estimate on the tangible propert] of the
Union Traction Company was made in November, L90B
Elements of speculative Importance have prevented the took
from dropping to the basis of tangible property values, These ele
ments are: Present possession and operation, possibly for veins.
it

must

be

One was, "Shall the

effect.

ways?"

On

110,323.

The law requires a

city proceed to operate street rail-

was

this question the affirmative vote

121,916; negative,

three-fifths vote to authorize operation.

affirmative lacked 17.42S of the 60 per cent, or 139,344 votes

was defeated.

The other question was,

for the purpose of purchasing or constructing street railways?"

affirmative vote

was

The

showing a majority

110,225, negative 106,859,

for the proposition of 3,666.

The defeat

of the operation proposition is a serious embarrass-

ment to the municipal ownership movement. During the campaign
Mayor Dunne and his followers argued that municipal ownership
without operation was no improvement on private ownership. They
cited the experience of the city of Toronto to prove that divided
ownership and operation is a failure.
Urgent appeals to voters

he buys the properties, to lease them to the present companies
some new corporation, otherwise he must procure the approval of
operation at some future election, in view of the falling off of the
in its favor to a bare
municipal ownership vote from nearly
to
majority, the success of such an effort appears doubtful.

noted,

,1

I

i

Hrst move on the pari of the city administration to accom
public ownership win be to obtain a tesl In the courts of the

The

capitalization of $111,000,

000,000.

showing that

opinions on the subject.
In April, 1905, the question was presented whether a franchise
should be granted to any street railway company. At this election
the vote for granting a franchise was 59,013; against, 152.135, the

''•

$86,000,000

Total

48,200, in a total vote of 236,810,

or

tfls.n

market price over par value

and again,

67,747, or nearly 25 per cent., of the voters did not express their

if

$18,192,231
Mabilitit

120,863,

swelled the vote, but did not secure the adoption of the operation
ordinance. The result will be that Mayor Dunne will be compelled,

$13,192,231
5,000,000

Total

offering to accept a 20-year franchise,

in effect, "Shall the city issue $75,000,000 of street railway certificates

city,

Tangible proper! v
Franchise rights

which
purchase their properties at any time
after five years, which is agreed to be the shortest period in which
rehabilitation can be accomplished. The traction people undoubtedly
believe that the municipal ownership sentiment will die out within
the next five years, and that their possession for twenty years will
not be interfered with by the city. The result of the city election
on April 3 furnishes some foundation for this belief. Comparing the
vote at that election with previous expressions of public opinion
at the polls on municipal ownership, a radical change of sentiment
on that question becomes apparent.
In April, 1904, the question
whether the city should refuse to grant franchises to the companies
and compel them to operate under the police powers of the city was
submitted to the voters. The vote in favor of the proposition was

The companies are

will give the city the right to

required, and the proposition

has no bonded indebtedness. It has outstanding stock issues of the par value of $18,000,000.
A little more than a year ago a syndicate, headed by J. Pierpont Morgan, paid $200 a share for 92 per cent, of the stock, which
fixed the market price capitalization at thai time at $36,000,000.
Assuming that the franchise rights of the Chicago City Company
are worth $5,000,000, the following \yill indicate the financial con-

South division of the

issues.

The

>

6,169,900
S7.-..'l'.lT.lun

cipal system in the

the city is ready to buy; large prospective profits during
time arising from the enormous earning powers of the companies, and the possibility of ultimately obtaining new franchises.
With all possible expedition the city cannot take over the properties for more than a year, and the probabilities are it will be five
years before municipal ownership could be brought about. In the
meantime the companies must operate their roads. A majority of
the members of the council favors giving the companies short-term
franchises, and that majority may become large enough to override
the veto of Mayor Dunne, who is forcing the municipal ownership
until

this

ing

$25,000,000
Liabilities.

Union Traction Company, stocks
West Chicago Street Railroad, bonds
West Chicago Street Railroad, stocks
North Chicago Street Railroad, bonds
North Chicago Street Railroad, stocks
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Financiers are not likely to encourage municipal ownership of
The new
utilities in which they have millions invested.
field of investment opened by this loan will be closely scrutinized.
Before these questions can be settled a new mayor must be elected,
new conditions may arise and further delay result.
In the meantime the people are clamoring for relief from the
it.

public

present inadequate street car service. The companies say that they
stand ready to improve the service if given franchises, even for short
terms.
Some local capitalists have agreed to put money into reconstruction and equipment on franchises terminable at the will of
the city if the municipality will guarantee the return of their investment with a fair opportunity for profit. This eagerness to obtain some sort of right to operate street cars is due to the desire
to secure something from the wreckage caused by the Supreme
Court's decision and obtain an opportunity to abate the municipal

ownership sentiment by improving the service. Experiments in this
direction made by the Chicago City Company last year have

awakened the

traction people to the fact that adequate, up-to-date
transportation facilities constitute the most potent argument they
can make against public ownership.
Some plan must speedily be agreed upon to give the companies
the legal right to operate their lines in the streets in which they
are now trespassers, but numerous difficult problems must be solved

before the city and the companies can reach an agreement.
first place, neither side is united and acting in harmony.

In the

Mayor

Dunne's municipal ownership plans will be opposed by a majority
of the new city council, which includes some of its strongest members.
This majority has already started a movement toward the
passage of franchise ordinances. Mayor Dunne will probably be
able to prevent their adoption by the use of his veto power, and
a deadlock appears inevitable unless concessions are made.
Antagonistic interests divide the traction companies. The Union
Traction Company is operating the systems in the north and west
divisions of the city under leases from the North and West Chicago
companies. The latter are asking the courts to annul these leases
on the ground that the rentals have not been paid for a year and a
half, and that the company has failed to pay a floating indebtedness
of $3,416,000 it assumed with the leases. The underlying companies
are also asking the courts to give them 205 miles of trackage operated by the Chicago Consolidated Company, which, they assert, was
built out of their earnings, and order cancelled $6,750,000 of bonds
that are a lien on the property. Attempts are now being made to
bring about an agreement between the Union Traction and its underlying companies that will enable them to act as one company. When
this has been done the receivership of the Union Traction Company,
involving taking care of $6,000,000 of receivers' certificates, must be
disposed of by the Federal court. Financial troubles are likely to
follow this action, including a possible assessment on the Union
Traction stocks.
After all these lawsuits have been disposed of and the Union
Traction interests are united, negotiations may be expected to be
inaugurated for the merger of the traction system of the three
divisions of the city. With the Union Traction Company loaded with
$75,000,000 of securities on 305 miles of trackage and the Chicago
City with $1S,000,000 on 220 miles, one of the difficulties in the way
of a consolidation is apparent.
Negotiations for a merger were
opened several months ago, but they failed because the Chicago
City Company demanded that the $32,000,000 of Union Traction stock
be wiped out on the ground that it represents so much water. The
Union Traction people will endeavor to obtain an agreement that will
give some value to these shares.
A side issue between the city and the Union Traction Company,
but having an important bearing on the question of improving the
service, is the removal of the river tunnels.
The Federal Government has ordered them removed on the ground that they are obstructions to navigation.
The company uses these tunnels for the
operation of its cables. Pending the reconstruction of the tunnels the
company has asked for permission to electrify its cable lines. Once
the trolley is installed the public will not submit to a restoration
of the cable service.
Realizing this, Mayor Dunne has refused to
grant the permits until the Supreme Court has passed on the petition for a rehearing, and the 99-year claims are finally and forever
settled.
The court is expected to decide the question in May, and,
if favorable to the city, the first step will be taken toward a radical
improvement in the service.

The drummers of Philadelphia who object to paying $30 for
a $20 mileage ticket and getting their $10 back again when the
ticket is used up, and who have been blowing hot air (through
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the newspapers) at the Pennsylvania Railroad for many weeks, have
at last got the Attorney-General of the state of Pennsylvania to
take action or to say that he soon will do so; but the only really
formidable argument that he offers is that the railroad takes the
passenger's money to protect itself from the scalpers. Even it we
assume that this is true, the basis of the claim is still hard to
substantiate, for the sum extorted from each ticket buyer is not
over 10 or 15 cents; and if the drummers love the mileage book
as warmly as they seem to think they do, they ought to consider
this trifling sum a small expenditure for such a great business
advantage.
The report of the Attorney-General's proposed action
says that he will file a bill in equity in the Dauphin County Court
against the Pennsylvania, the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,
the Lehigh Valley, the Cumberland Valley, the Buffalo & Susquehanna and the Erie roads, asking in the name of the Commonwealth
for a perpetual injunction to restrain these roads from collecting a
rebate of $10 on each $20 interchangeable mileage book sold. His
chief arguments are that "the present practice forces the passenger
to give bail for his conduct; takes the passenger's money to protect the railroads against scalpers; imposes all chances of loss of
ticket on the holder; subjects the holder to unreasonable expense
and annoyance; gives the railroads the use of the public's money
without interest, and discriminates against one class of passengers."
As the agitators of this alleged extensive public demand have from
the first employed many words for few ideas, this elaborate analysis
of their grievance is not surprising; but the real issue can be
stated very briefly. They charge discrimination and oppression.
As, however, the whole of the alleged abuse would be fully offset
by a money allowance of the size mentioned above, it comes down
to a question of over charge; ought the $20 ticket to be reduced to
$19.90 or $19.85, or some such figure? A passenger gives bail for
his conduct when, instead of forcing the conductor to depend on
the passenger's honor to pay, he buys a ticket. The chance of the
loss of a ticket must necessarily fall on the passenger, whatever
kind it may be. The other specifications in the argument are even
more shadowy than these; and the charge that there is discrimination against the mileage-ticket holder, can be nothing but a boomerang, for the discrimination is the other way; it is in his favor.
The passenger with a single-trip ticket costs no more to carry than
does the drummer; why should the drummer pay less? Mileage
tickets are supposed to be justified by the wholesale principle, and
there is much solemn talk about the economic justification of the
use of this principle for the benefit of traveling salesmen; but as
these salesmen do not travel in carloads, or even in dozens, the
argument has but the flimsiest kind of foundation. There is no
justification for the mileage ticket but expediency; and every traffic
officer knows that other considerations of expediency demand its
abolition.
What a heap of bother would be saved if we could only
agree to let some Ohio legislature make all passenger rates!
Then
we could have a flat rate for all passengers.

—

Eight prominent Chicago wool buyers complain to the Central
Freight Association that for several years the traveling freight
agents representing roads east of Chicago, in the wool territory
west of that city, have been in the habit of exceeding their duty
in order to secure shipments of wool over their respective roads.
"While we do not object to these freight agents soliciting wools
when ready for shipment, we do object to the unfair solicitation, in
which the acts enumerated below form a good basis for complaint:
Providing printed invoice blanks; buying wool from grower, weighing, loading and marking wool for buyers, paying for wool with
dealer's draft; using telegraph blanks for dealers' business and using dealers' code books for frank messages; using railroad transportation, expense money and paying for livery to hunt up growers
and keep Eastern buyers posted on whereabouts of same, prices
asked and quantities for sale by them. In fact acting as representatives for Eastern concerns without remuneration and thus working
against the dealers of this city." We print this merely as an illustrative example for the benefit of people who think that the Interstate Commerce Commission has an easy task when it sets out to
suppress rebating.
Here are a dozen different services which a
railroad has done or can do for shippers or consignees,- any one
of which may have a substantial value, and yet which all together
may be so shadowy as to thwart the most strenuous attempts to
What does a two-day speech by
punish the offender in court.
Senator Spooner in Congress amount to, as against a two-day trip
with a "livery" among the wool farmers of Utah?

The New Haven Register says that General Superintendent
New York, New Haven & Hartford, has issued a
circular which "comes down on the men hard." Attendance at the
instruction car has not been what it should be and the General
Superintendent raises the query whether the efforts of the company
He
to improve the means to fit men for promotion are appreciated.
Shepard, of the

is of the opinion that the men ought to acquit themselves of the
inference that they are not ambitious and enterprising. To the out-

—
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sider this circular raises the question whether the go-when-you-please
method is the right way to educate traiumen. Why not make
school attendance compulsory? Is there not an inconsistency in
spending days and months of valuable time in the work o£ refining
the rules of the standard code, or the air-brake rules, as though
it were necessary to make of train-running an exact science, and
then leaving to chance the settlement of the question whether or
not the men know the rules? Either a man needs the knowledge
or he does not; there can be no half way work about it. If attendance at lectures is voluntary, the dullest, who are most needy, will
Why should not every fireman be made
be the surest to stay away.
to fully qualify himself in the air-brake art before running an
engine on the road? "Fully qualify" means 100 per cent, in that
branch of the catechism which deals with questions of safety that
What superintendent can
is to say, almost all of the questions.
go into court and for one moment justify a scheme under which.
by the deliberate pre-arrangement of the company itself, enginemen
take a part of their lessons in the safeguarding of trains after they
have been for months entrusted with trains? To state it baldly,
firemen become enginemen first, and learn air-brake refinements
afterward.
We notice Mr. Shepard's so-called "trimming" in this
place because the principle applies not only to air-brake instrucIt is true
tion but also to other things that trainmen should know.
that lecture car instruction does not embrace the sum of all wisdom
in this matter; a considerable percentage of the men are perfect
But the lecturing
in the car but need watching when on the road.
is all-important in its place.

—

A "blower" went out of business in the Third avenue power
house of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Railway a few minutes after
10 o'clock on Sunday night, and as a consequence traffic on the
Brooklyn bridge and on the cars running through the old section
The light furnished to
of Brooklyn became monotonously slow.
the cars was inadequate, and much discomfort and annoyance to
passengers were caused. The unsatisfactory conditions prevailed
The foregoing, from a New York city paper,
until about 11 o'clock.
forcibly suggests the query why we do not make better use of our
telephones and other electrical facilities. Hundreds or thousands
of passengers were kept in suspense for three-quarters of an hour.
For that length of time a majority of the people in the cars were
exercising their minds in fruitless debate each within himself
of the question whether the failure of power would or would not
be so complete as to warrant abandoning the cars and finding some
other way to get home. As the delay was less than an hour we
need not here consider the other hundreds of people waiting in
suspense at home. And though this suspense of the passengers was
complete, unrelieved by even the chance to indulge in plausible
guesses as to the cause of the trouble, it is probable that every
delayed car was within one minute or at most two minutes of a
telephone. A telephone message sent from the power house, 10 minutes after the accident, in such cases to, say, 50 or 100 places along
the lines, could be made the means of settling every passenger's
anxiety. By proper prearrangement such telephone messages could

—

—

—

—

be distributed as readily as the single message is sent to the superintendent's or despatcher's office. By the use of the telegraphone
By the use of the
all the hundred messages could be sent at once.
telautograph all could be recorded at destination without human
intervention. When a railroad train is stalled in the woods five
miles from a town the passenger's impatience is usually a good deal
mollified by the knowledge that he cannot liberate himself without
the help of the locomotive, however hard he may try. But when
civilization slips a cog in the heart of a great city, the gap between
theories and results is painfully conspicuous.

—

Of judges who openly express their contempt for the law
such parts of it as do not please their individual fancy New York
Instances of judges reCity seems to have more than ils share.
buking policemen instead of the prisoners whom the policemen have
brought into court are familiar to all readers of the daily newspapers, and poorly veiled expressions reflecting on other judges are
noi unheard of. The latest instance of contempt observed is an approval of trespassing on freight trains by Magistrate Crane. According to the published report, Judge Crane, mi bearing the cases of

—

Central, said: "I think the New
Mint is coining In il from the
by three representatives ol the New
Y<iri< Central with stealing rides on freight ems coming from Albany.
"I don't think," smd the Magistrate, "thai the road will become bankrupt through the free transportation of people who utilize
their empty freight ems for free rides, even If ibu people are hoboes,
.in
s.
admire their earnei tne
these men are evidently not bol

tour

men

arrested on the

.Ww

York Central is gelling ulioul
Tim men were charged
city."

y/orfc

nil

i

work which brought them to this city." He dis
charged George Bisserl and Joseph Zerrenner, both of Albany, and
lined
Henry Dawson, of
their companions, George Christy and
New York. $3 each. The danger to the lives of the tre pa ei them
selves seems to have had do more weight with the ludge than the
and
dangei to trains generally, and the vlcloui example set toi 003
in

the pursuit

of
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The
others who make of the railroad a pedestrian's highway.
earnestness of the judge in his effort to thwart the police officers of
the railroad is equaled only by his innocence in regard to "earnestness" in the pursuit of work which the prisoners professed.

New York

Central

The past year has been one

&

of

Hudson River.

more than ordinary importance

There has been
in the history of the New York Central Railroad.
a great growth in earnings, several small independent companies
have been absorbed, additional electric properties have been acquired, and large progress has been made on the pioneer work of
electrifying the New York terminal.
In the earnings' account there was an increase in 1905 of $7,522,393 over the preceding year. This brings gross earnings up to

over $86,000,000, and again makes the New York Central second
as an earner only to the Pennsylvania Railroad and the group of
roads controlled by the Southern Pacific Company. The freight earnings alone were $52,000,000, a figure exceeded by the total earnings of only seven other companies. Freight furnished more than
$5,000,000 of the larger earnings, a gain due to a large increase in
tonnage hauled and in the average haul of each ton, two influences
which together overcame a decrease of 45/100 of a mill (0.045
cents) in the earnings per ton-mile, this decrease in the average
rate being due to increased proportion of grain, coal and other low
Passenger earnings, $25,761,387, showed
class commodity tonnage.
the large increase of $1,587,353, due to a larger volume of all
classes of traffic. Mail and express earnings also increased by $445,820, reaching the large sum of $5,5S0,2S6.
Of the great gain in gross earnings, a large proportion went for
expenses of operation, which increased $5,39S,663. Maintenance of
way contributed $496,754, maintenance of equipment $2,277,250 and
conducting transportation $2,262,771, of the new working cost. Also
more than $1,500,000 was appropriated for addition betterments,
leaving net earnings of $24,594,851, an increase over 1904 of $2,144,Charges on new debentures issued and adjustments of the
028.
tax account raised fixed charges and reduced the gain in net earnings by $1,177,681. After payment of the 5 per cent, dividend there
was a surplus of $2,113,348, from which there was deducted $1,500,000 as a special fund for new equipment and betterments, the exact
amount similarly appropriated during the six months ended December 31, 1904, covered by the previous report. Thus the New York
Central in its earnings strongly reflects the great prosperity of the
past year, and at the same time, similarly to that great system
which alone is comparable to it, the Pennsylvania, used a large
share of the gain in increased expenditures, many of them by no
means chargeable to ordinary expenses of operation.
Early in the last fiscal year a fraction more than half of the
capital stock of the Rutland Railroad and all of the capital stock
for the New YorkRiver. Results of operation of the St. Lawrence
& Adirondack (65 miles) are included in the figures of the report.
The Rutland, however, though shown on the accompanying map of the
New York Central Lines east of Buffalo, issues a separate report
which has already been reviewed in these columns. In February.
1905, the New York & Ottawa and the Ottawa & New York Railroads were acquired, adding 128 miles to the operated mileage and
giving the New York Central an entrance into the capital citj of
Extensions in the Clearfield bituminous coal region of
Canada.
Pennsylvania added 66 miles more to the working mileage. In this
territory, also, there was a consolidation of several small lines which
had been organized in the New York Central interest. The Beech
Creek Extension, the Clearfield Southern, the Pittsburg & Eastern,
and the Curwensville & Bower were consolidated into a new company called tin- lleeeh Creek Extension Railroad, which, with a
mileage of 128 miles, was united to the parent road under a 999of the St.

Central

Lawrence & Adirondack were purchased

& Hudson

year lease.
Following the example of Hie New York. New Haven £ Hartford, a company has been created to take control of the electric
This was done, hew
lines held in tile New York Central Interest.
ever, noi by making use of the charter of an already exl
electric road, like the Consolidated Railway Company, but bj In
This
corporation of a new holding company with wide powers,
is the Mohawk Valley Company, through which control of the elec
trie lines owned, mostly In the central pari Of New York State, is
The year's acquisitions are the Roche tei i ESa ert Rapid
held,
Railway, operating an electric line between Rochi tei and Geneva,
one-half the capital Btock, the other hair belnj
.^
Hudson, of the Schenectadj Railway, opet
bany,
electric lines In the eltj of Schenectady, with brahchi
hard to
Troy and Mansion, in addition to these purcha
w«J
believe thai the New Vork Central is noi
with the buying of the United Traction Company, which operates
40 miles, and

by the

Delaware

Albany ami Troy, by the Delaware & Hudson,
the oity
In
which leek over control of the Traction Companj during the yi
Work on the Improvement ol the Grand Central Station ter
Ion to
on the Hud on
imniit mid the elet
1
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the Harlem divi Ion to North While Plains, has
The main power stations at Yonkers and at
steadily progressed.
Port Morris are nearing completion, and work is under way on
various sub-stations and transmission lines, so that present prospects are that electric operation can be installed during the present
year as far as between the New York terminal and temporary ter-

Croton and on

minals at High Bridge and a1 Woodlawn. Preparation for this work
has involved an Immense amount of improvement on the New York
snd of these two divisions. On the Spuyten Duyvil & Port Morris.
and on the Hudson division in particular, large improvements have
These include extensive rock cutting for four tracks
been made
just beyond Melrose Junction on the Spuyten Duyvil line, the construe! ion of a new yard and engine terminal at High Bridge,
abolition of grade crossings and a new cut-off between Melrose Junction and Spuyten Duyvil. the building out into the river on the
Hudson division north of Spuyten Duyvil of from one to six new
tracks and the beginning of a large yard, much of it on new land, at
Croton. Expenditures on work connected with the electrification
amounted to over $7,000,000 during the year. There has also been
continuous betterment throughout the rest of the system, including
the relief of main tracks between Albany and Buffalo by additional sidings, and more double tracking, revision of grades and
new sidings on the Pennsylvania division, to meet the great growth
in bituminous coal traffic.
These improvements have been taken care of in various ways.
The extraordinary expenditures during the year amount to no less
than $16,400,413, of which only $2,715,491
was charged direct to cost of road and
equipment on the general balance sheet,
though other sums appear on the balance
sheet as increases in advances for leased
lines.
For construction and equipment on
leased lines there was spent $8.744.S65, in
part charged against funds provided by the
leased companies. Current income was called
upon to the extent of $1,314,277 for maintenance of way improvements and $21S.44.~i
for additional equipment. At the same time,
operating expenses included $2,S53,71S for
equipment renewals, and there was charged
against the special improvement fund $553,61S for construction and additional equipment. Among the amounts expended for construction and equipment on leased lines is
an expenditure of $332,039 on the Beech
Creek Extension Railroad, for 20 Class "1"
passenger locomotives. This Class "I" typa
is the most modern Atlantic type racing passenger locomotive in use on the system. It
is, therefore, obvious, even without actual observation of the fact, that these locomotives
are not suited to the traffic of a 128-mile line
in the Pennsylvania coal fields.
As a matter of fact, they have regularly been used in
hauling fast express trains on the main line.
It is not possible, of course, to tell how much of the cost of these iocpmotives was paid by the leased line and how much by the parent
company, but as a general question it would be interesting to know
to what extent the resources of leased lines have been called on to
provide for needs of the parent company.
Taking up the expenses of operation, which it will be remembered increased by $5,398,603, maintenance of equipment shows the
largest relative gain of $2,277,250, or over 20 per cent. Maintenance
of way works out at $2,646 per mile on each of the 3,774 miles of
main track operatea, against $2,699 on each of the 3,515 miles in
Thus, in proportion to average mileage operated, there was
1904.
small change in this account.
This is equally true per mile of
main, second, third and fourth track owned and operated, on which
maintenance of way cost $1,720 per mile in 1905 against $1,720 in
1904.
Looking at this expense from these owo points of view it is
Repairs
plain that expenditures on the line have been liberal.
and renewals of equipment cost $2,561 per locomotive in 1905 against
$2,609 in 1904; $643 per passenger car in 1905 against $542 in
1904; and $80 per freight car against $56 in the preceding year.
The large increase in maintenance per freight car came in spite of
an increase in the total number of cars of over 2,000, and is refleeted in an increase of $1,633,219, or over 45 per cent, in the
cost of repairs and renewals of freight cars, this being by far the
In
largest increase in any single item under operating expenses.
addition to Ihe large amounts spin! under operating expenses, it
must be remembered that ther,e. was in the income account also
an expenditure of $1,532,722 for new construction and new equipment
(addition betterments) which lessened net earnings to that extent.
The tonnage hauled was more than 19,000,000 tons and increased
There was an increase in the total Ion mileage
5,600,000 over 1904.
The freight density was 2,577,839
of 1,430,000,000, or 17 per cent.
tons one mile per mile of road, an increase of 217,522 tons. Freight
earnings were $13,916 per mile of road, and passenger earnings
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$9,028 per mile of road. The train load shows up well, with an in
crease of 27 tons over the previous year, bringing Hie figure for
revenue freight to 399 tons, and for all freight to 459 Ions. The
The largest single item of
average ton was carried 197 mile3.
freight traffic and the largest single increase during Ihe year was.
be New York Central
in bituminous coal, a commodity in which
through the ownership of its valuable soft coal properties and the
I

efforts of

an exceedingly

coal department, has succeeded in

efficient

There was also a
of Its traffic.
tonnage of manufactures carried, thus
adding another testimony to the general evidence oi the immense Inyear.
crease in high grade traffic in trunk line territorj la
Since the (lose .it the fiscal year there has been authorized
by the stockholders an increase of the capital Btock of $1

making a most Important
strikingly

large Increase

article

in

I

Most of the J150
bringing the authorized total to $250,000,000.
Especially since
1,000 previously authorized is now outstanding.
announcement of this increase it has been feared by many that the
company was overreaching itself in its large expenditures for 1m
provements. This feeling is largely because there is no actual proof
that there will be a saving in expenses or a gain in earnings in any degree commensurate with the expenditures involved in the new improvements.
It is, however, more than reasonably sure that the
management is pursuing the course of wisdom in leading the way
these tremendous improvements and that the ultimate rein
Certainly, returns in the
sult will be thoroughly profitable.
year 1905 show an earning power large enough to seem to insure

New York

Central

& Hudson

River.

the stability of the company while the improvements are under way.
The principal statistics of operation are as follows:
1905.

Mileage worked
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Express and mail earnings
Gross earnings
Maint. war and structures
Maint. of equipment
Conducting transportation.
Operating expenses
Net earnings
Gross income
Net income

-1.774

$52,312,331
25,761,387
5,580,286
$86,095,602
9.984.101
13.23s.t2r,

34,360,22]
59,968,029
26,1 27,573
32,051.072
10. 408, 570

1904.

3,515
$46,932,254
24,174,034
5,134,466
$78,573,209
9.487.347
10,900,875
32,097.450
54,569,366
24.O03.S43
30,472,580
9,407,758

TRADE CATALOGUES.
Ballast Cars.— "An Ocular Demonstration" is the title of a littlepamphlet of the Rodger Ballast Car Co., Chicago, showing half-tone
engravings of the Hart convertible cars, built by this company, in
action, both center and side dumping and being plowed off with
a Lidgerwood unloader; also views of sections of track on which
material has been deposited with these cars and distributed with
the Rodger plow car. A view of a drop-bottom gondola, with a
number of workmen shoveling out the material remaining after
dumping, is presented to contrast the results obtained by the two

types of cars.

Fe—

The passenger department is
Atchison, Topeka <C Santa
distributing a folder showing a dozen exterior and interior views
of tourist sleeping cars, which fill an important office in California
These cars have the conveniences of first class Pullmans.
traffic.
but the upholstery and fittings are simpler. A trip over the Santa
Fe is a delightful experience, and some of these pictures suggest
the sources of delight, but in other views the photographer seems

:
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to have failed to catch the psychological moment; the expressions
on the travelers' faces may deter other persons from joining California excursions.
The human face divine is a ticklish thing to

monkey

with.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Improving Discipline by Recognizing Good Service.
Tucson, Ariz

.
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TO THE BdITOB OF THE RaILKOAD GAZETTE!
have read with interest the editorial in the Railroad Gazette
"The Unjust Seniority Rule." with reference to the
improvement in railroad discipline as outlined by me, and while
I do not presume to consider that my suggestions represent the
I

of April 13 on

only solution of the problem, it may be assumed that the present
system of discipline is inadequate and that an improvement is both
desirable and feasible.
Therefore, as a possible elucidation of the
several queries suggested by your article, I beg to say a word.
The question of "Conduct" appears to have been given undue
importance. The highest standard desired in this respect is to
impress upon the patrons of the company that all of its employees
are gentlemanly and anxious to make them feel that it "costs nothing to be polite." An excessive degree of politeness is rather ludicrous, and on the other hand I have seen men enjoying but limited
social advantages convey information so concisely and satisfactorily
that it was a pleasure to transact business with them. So that,
without discouraging "suavity." it may be said that if an employee
has an interest in his work, he will take care of the "courtesy"
end of it without any coaching. There should be no danger of the
"suave" employee getting ahead appreciably, for this element of
discipline weighs only 10 per cent, in the final result. At the .same
time this is sufficient to encourage politeness.
Therefore let us see what can be done to stimulate interest
in the actual work. As you have said, it seems worth while trying
As I see it, the only
to accomplish something in this direction.
way to get ahead is to make the employee feel that good work is
going to be substantially rewarded; then you have him working
for the company instead of spending half his time inventing excuses for work badly done. This accomplished, you relieve the
executive officer from the necessity of continually investigating delinquencies, thus giving him time for doing his work.
In train
service we have a group of men who are held responsible for a
certain result, under the leadership of one man. This group is
known as the crew, and the head of it as the conductor. They are
just as essentially a unit as a military organization, for they are
working towards one end, and they should be dealt with as a unit.
Failure to recognize this principle is bound to be detrimental to
discipline and to the railroad company's interest.
The crew must
be made to feel that we are looking for results and are not desirous
of comparing the moral or intellectual attainments of the several
individual men. We must subordinate the individual to the group,
and thereby make each one feel that his personal success is dependent upon the result of the joint labor of the entire crew. Cooperation is the keynote of success.
You say that the engineer and conductor may not get along
together; but this is not logical, for men having a common interest will soon learn to eliminate personal likes and dislikes, particularly

in

business.

Suppose you and your worst enemy were

carry a basket of eggs to market, slung on a pole between you, and privileged to share in the profits of the sale would
you drop your end of the pole to spite the other fellow? I don't
think you would, and furthermore, you would not worry about his
dropping the other end either.
Then take the question of convenience in handling men as a
group. There is a decided advantage in checking the record or live
or six men at once. The conductor's report is made up by him lor the
trip and he is claiming .ill thai he thinks thej are entitled in.
You
check ii against the Main sheet and sit what per cent, of schedule
Ihi-j
made ami make- allowance accordingly. Say he was 30 mill
utes late getting oul of. the yard, and thai each 15 minutes can
Ave points of the 20 allowed,
He has Lost 50 per cent, of thai Item,
ami so on down the list, ii is simply a question of percentage after
the values of the respective. Items are once fixed
By thai
mean
tin'
rating is established as standard permanently. There Is no
chance tor favoritism
\n you
No "good judgment" Is required.
a
possibl] two
good clerk
to check up the record
Cor a
division ami make the entries, and figure how many points should
be cancelled from the rep
rned In tor Bill Jones's crev on
account of having lost three hours on the schedule and breaking
in two the bodies of three Bat cars by rough handling of the ti ilo
Don't you think Bill Jones would
a be aide to figure this out
himself ami realize that there was "nothing In It" tor bl en a to
do wink lial w a J 1
cannot see why any high priced official Is nei
The
arj
superintendent now hands oul the "days" himself, and if anj oni

compelled

to
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called "on the carpet" he passes judgment on the case before
goes on record. The present practice of putting employees on
the defensive has resulted in making satisfactory discipline almost
impossible, and it takes more than half the superintendent's time
keeping "tab" on his men.
is

it

Regarding the possibility of errors and the necessity of making
incidental revisions. This could not be seriously considered as an
objection to this or any other system, for corrections are in order
at any time before the record is closed for the year, and there is
no more liability in this matter than any other involving simple
computations. Six per cent, of 100 is 6, regardless of whether it
affects a man's record or your bank account, and when you consider
that the men are going to claim all that's coming to them, it will
readily be seen that the better the work is done, the less tro'uble
there will be keeping the record. You cannot compare a merit
system with a demerit system because the principles involved are
diametrically opposite. In the former, information is voluntary and
voluminous; in the latter you have to extract information with a
corkscrew if you get it at all.
It is true that to establish such a system and educate the men
up to it would involve considerable time and patience, and it would
undoubtedly meet with opposition among certain classes of employees.
The railroads would also feel that this record, properly
kept, might involve considerable expense; but did you ever stop to
think what it must cost a railroad company to maintain the elaborate system of reports intended solely for the purpose of checking
up the service rendered by the men? These are reports that should
be unnecessary and would be superfluous if the men could be induced to take a proper interest in their work. Simply divert this
expense from useless records to handling an adequate system of

and watch the results.
not necessary that such a system be inaugurated in its
entirety, at once.
Begin, say, with a record of the movement of
trains, and reward the crews for good service.
Issue a bulletin to
the men advising that a premium is to be paid for good service
and that the record of each crew will be started off at the same
point.
Let monthly bulletins be issued showing the rating of respective crews and announce that all those averaging above 75 per
cent, will be entitled to one day credit for each per cent., that is
80 per cent, would mean five days credits, 100 per cent. 25 days
credits, 125 per cent. 50 days credits, etc., and have this offset
discipline (demerits) charged against their records and also be a
factor in promotion. Wouldn't it be worth while?
On one point, however, I desire to take issue with you that
is,
regarding the "tyranny" of the superintendent. If the truth
were known your verdict would most likely be reversed, in the majority of cases. If he is obliged to measure men by the "rule o' thumb"
and enter discipline against a man's record on a summary of evidence abstracted from unwilling employees there are always those
on the "off" side who complain, no matter how just the decision
may be. Why not eliminate this style of discipline and let the
man's record stand for itself?
w. D. beuhmng.
discipline,
It is
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the M. C. B. Air Brake Hose the Best for All Service Conditions?

THE RaILKOAD GAZETTE
was brought forcibly to my attention on the
road where
was employed during a severe winter when ballast
trains were employed filling trestles.
In December. January and
February the delay to trains through hose freezing up. and damage
to air pumps in the attempt to overcome leaks became verj serious
indeed, and was finally partially overcome by removing the hose
frequently and drying them, while a fresh lot were put on in their
plans. This was well enough so far as it went, but we also had
TILE EDITOH OF

This question
1

on the road a large number of flat cars engaged in log train
service, and the trouble with these was even more serious and
not so easily overcome.
After they were loaded these cars were
hauled some nine miles to a large division yard where they were
made up Into trains and stood pushed together until the mad engine
was ready to go on and start them on a 130-mile run to destination.
It
was found, as sunn as the cars were moved, that 60 per cent, ol
the hose coupling joints leaked badly beci
the hose had been
frozen solid In a short circle position, so that when cars were
tretched out the coupling heads lifted and cau ed leaks, and the
delaj Is getting these trains started on this account amounted In
CS 68 to six hours.
'Phis was bad enough, but it was only the
bi
inninc of the trouble which
continued for the greater paid
Hi
the run, and the record oi
Idded wheels removed from these
tog cars tor three months was enough to make the old man's hair
turn gray.
became convinced that
lj
laj
In
an air hose that would not act ai the tandard hose was acting,
ami we took the matter up with the air hose people, with the ob
in:
would be ai light and fl til
')>ic.
a hose thai
o
with thin wails, offering the least possible spaci
men!
nt moisture to freeze, and at the Bame time that
would be Btrong
enough to resist the bursting pressure ol the air, it is uol oeci
sary to enumerate the difflcultle
we met with In securing what
t

I

1

I
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we wanted,

or anything near

of a rut.
Finally
and applied

we accepted one out

it,

so

hard

of the
this

it

is

to

move people out

many samples submitted

Now

hose, although the best
what we wanted, nor was it anywhere nearly the
best that could be made, yet the improvement was so great and so
immediate that no sooner was one train equipped with the hose
than the men whose duty it was to look after and handle the log
train sent in urgent requests for a further supply, and by the time
all of these cars were equipped the delays to trains had been cut
down to practically nothing, while the number of skidded wheels
was reduced to the proportion of one to eight. If anyone thinks
it was not worth the small additional cost, just ask the Superintendent of Motive Power, the car men, and the engine drivers.
offered,

was

to

it

the

cars.

not

Finally the supreme test and recommendation came when it
was found that the engine men on other trains stole the hose off
the log ears to use in case of trouble. The next thing to be determined was whether the new hose had the life of the regular

standard hose, and to determine this they were left on the cars,
though the intention was to remove them in the spring, since,
while they were 1% in. inside, they looked like a 1-in. hose from
the outside, and car men used to remove them when going on
foreign roads and report wrong hose.
They stood the time test well, but to my mind the most satisfactory test made was where one of these special hose was applied
to the testing plant in the main yard and used every day under
pressure of 110 lbs. for IS months, and then returned to my office

and

it

was

still

soft

and pliable and

American Railway Association.
The semi-annual meeting of this association was held at Chicago,
There were present 190 delegates, representing SO roads.
The membership of the association now comprises 314 members,
operating 226,096 miles, and the associate membership 19 members,
April 25.

operating 628 miles.

The Committee on Train Rules presented a general revision of
the Standard Code of Train Rules for Single and Double Track,
which was adopted by the association. The changes which have
been made by the committee are the subject of an article in another column. There are few or no radical changes, but manyrules have been put into clearer language, and there are some
changes in practice.

The Committee on Car Service reported the adoption of the
amendments to the Code of Per Diem Rules, changing the per diem
rate for the use of freight cars from 20 to 25 cents, to take effect
July 1, 1906; and on recommendation of the committee the association
Resolved, That a penalty for diversion should be imposed only in cases
where cars are delivered to specified foreign roads contrary to the expressed
wish of the car owners.
The report of this committee contains arbitration cases Nos. 28
to 32, inclusive, and gives answers to some questions concerning
the interpretation of rules. The committee says that the amendment to Rule 6, adopted last year, has had the effect of putting nonper diem roads on the same basis as private sidings and has had
satisfactory results. The idea that the per diem rate can be increased sufficiently to warrant doing away with the penalty rate
is not favored by the committee; a high rate would interfere with
the free movement of freight cars when loaded, and would unduly
stimulate the movement of empty foreign cars. The committee
does not believe in an automatic rule for the prevention of diversion; it would either cause delays, or unnecessary transfers, or
unnecessary empty mileage, or all three. The resolution above
quoted having been adopted, the committee intends now to prepare
a rule prescribing a penalty for diversion.

The Committee on Safety Appliances presented statistics showing that the number of freight cars fitted with air-brakes on Jan.
1, 1906, was 1,652,297, or 89.8 per cent, of the cars reported as in
service by members of the association.
The number of members
304 and the total number of cars reported is 1,840,009. The number of engines equipped with power brakes is 50,413, or 99.6 per
cent, of the total number in service.
The number of new freight
cars under contract or construction on January 1 was 191,863, and
is

new engines
-

xi-.,

No.

18

tributed in the course of a few weeks. It will cost $2.50. The Com
mittee on Transportation of Explosives presented a plan for the
formulation of a bureau for the safe transportation of explosives
and other dangerous articles. The plan proposed by the committee
was approved by the association, and the committee was directed
The committee
to proceed with the organization of the bureau.
reports that 150 roads, operating .ss,:i."> miles, had adopted the regulations for the transportation of explosives on Man
19.
roads are considering the matter. The proposition for the establishment of a bureau contemplates a formal organization, like that for
the payment of car service on interchanged cars. Members agree
to abide by the regulations, which implies refusing shipments of
dangerous articles which do not comply with the requirements of
the bureau. Provision is made (or the appointment of a chief inspector and subordinate inspectors,
inspectors are to see that the
regulations are complied with by manufacturers, shippers and railroad companies; to visit the works of each manufacturer every
three months, or oftener, and to supervise the loading and transportation of explosives.
W. C. Brown, New York Central, was chosen President of the
association, and W. A. Gardner, Chicago & North-Western, Second
Vice-President. For members of the Committee on Train Rules the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern, were chosen in place of the Hocking Valley and the
1

li

Louisville
It

&

Nashville.

was decided

to

hold the

autumn

session of the association

at Chicago. Oct. 24, 1906.

full of life.

Therefore I maintain that the M. C. B. standard air hose of
to-day is a long way from being the best procurable for the purpose
for wnich it was intended, as the hose we developed will do all
that the standard hose will do, and very much more besides. This
may not be of much interest to railroads in the south, but I think
I have proven that it is of very great importance to people who
operate railroads where the thermometer goes down to 30 and 40
storekeeper.
deg. below zero in a moist atmosphere.

of

Vol.

2,568.

rh" Committee on Statistical Inquiry presented a form covering railway transportation statistics and^ directions for making
it out, which were adopted.
The Committee on Standard Cipher Code reported that the
Standard Cipher Code wa practically completed and would be dis-

The
The

Silvis Freight

Yard

of the

Rock

Island.

plan of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific for
Moline, 111., included a large
freight yard between the main tracks and the shops. Construction
of the yard was postponed, however, until after the shop plant
was in operation. Work on it was not undertaken therefore until
last summer and the yard was opened to service only in the present
year. A plan of the yard is shown herewith.
Although in itself not a yard of exceptional size, in conjunction
with yards already existing in the vicinity the aggregate capacity
afforded is much the largest on the system. East Moline is 173 miles
due west of Chicago and eight miles east of Rock Island, 111. After
crossing the Mississippi river at Rock Island to Davenport. Iowa, the
Rock Island lines diverge in three directions southwest to Kansas
City, west to Omaha, and a connecting branch northwest.
There is
also a line from Rock Island southeast to Peoria. Five lines, therefore, center here. The capacity of the Natiek yard at Moline is more
than 800 cars, of the yard at Rock Island 600 cars, and at Davenport,
on the west bank of the river, 500 cars, the combined capacity of
the three being nearly 2,000 cars.
The total capacity of the new
yard is about 3,000 cars, so that there is now yard room in this
territory for about 5,000 cars in all.
Prior to completion of the
new yard at Silvis, the name that has been given to the station
formerly known as New Shops, the other yards mentioned were
badly overcrowded. They will now be used mostly for local business and for storage. A plan of the Silvis yard showing its relation to the shops is given herewith.
The tract occupied by the new freight yard is about a mile and
a half long by 500 ft. wide. The yard occupies part of the tract
of 700 acres originally acquired for the new shops, which was all
graded at the same time before the shop buildings were put up.
Not a great deal of grading was necessary, as the ground was fairly
level.
For the freight yard alone about 32 miles of track were
laid.
The eastbound yard has IS tracks, with capacity for 1,200
cars, and the westbound 12 tracks, with capacity for 1,030 cars.
The storage track will hold about 500 cars. All main line and
ladder track switches are interlocked. Other switches are moved by
hand. There is a complete air-testing plant, the nearness of the
shops making an abundant supply of air readily available.
The yard includes large engine terminal facilities at the west
The entrance to the engine terminal is at the extreme west
end.
end of the westbound yard, although engines from or to the eastbound yard use the running track just north of the storage tracks.
This arrangement permits free movement of engines to and from
the round-house and the various facilities.
The coal chutes have
a track on each side, and engines may pass from these tracks to
the ash-pits and thence to the turn-table, or around the ash-pits and
directly to the turn-table. The coaling station is an 80-pocket Rock
Island standard design, with inclined track approach.
Cars are
drawn up the incline by a 25-h.p. electric hoist. There are two
double ash-pits, each 130 ft. long, enabling eight locomotives to be
cared for at one time. The pits are the depressed-track, shovelcleaned type.
extensive

original

new shops near East

—

Other yard facilities include an ice house 30 ft. x 301 ft., with
loading platform and crusher house; .a covered transfer platform
30 ft. x 950 ft., with office at the west end; and two 100-ton, 4G-ft.
The Silvis
automatic weighing track scales, one for each yard.
passenger station is on the south side of the main line. The plan
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which has jusl been built, which
also shows a steel fool brid
A
station
wes
lie
ird
lusi
crosses the
racks to tin si
special feature of the terminal 13 a hotel located northwest of the
ion cl the manj trainmen whose runs
round-h
for a
en d here, it is u fi me buil ling, which cost $25,000, and is run by
the Rock islands di d ig-cai d partmeni
All of the work on the yard was done bj company forces
lent, un ler the supern Super! d
Divi
directly in ch
v\
to whom we
ngineei oi M
vision of
The total cost, not
are indebl
for the information and plai
including preparation of the sit... was about $300,000.
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Gross

'

Grand

$85,553,639
8.173,079
37,158,203

sTc.i.i

140

7,49
34,27

512 $300,067,145 $281,608,930 $130,884,023 $118,221,741

total

24,458.209

in,i-, as.-

Percent

12,663
10.71

8.68

The

Net
|

Calendar y'r as below.163 $204,123,606 $186,278,338
21.018.0H8
21.332,208
years ending Sepl 30 88
•_.,;,
„„ June .;,,
80,025,451
73,998,300
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^o not cover a uniform period, but it may be recalled that even the
United State3 Census Offli e, In Its elaborate volume covering 1902
had to rest contented with a similar method.
in the tollowin
table i" the total of gross and net for the
calendar years 1905 and 1904 are added two other lines of ill
toi
one the earnings of all the roads for which we have return
the l- months ending June 30 and thi other the earnings of all
the roads for which we have the figures for the 1- months ending
Sept. 30.
By combining the three we get a very comprehei
aggregate.

~~

„„.,.iw»
,
„ »„
far «,
a^s possible
so
gross and net earnings of—
all the important street and electric railways in the United Slates
has just been published by the Commercial and Financial Chronicle.
The following is an abstract of the article:
It is no easy matter to obtain periodic returns of income, in
a way at all comprehensive, for the electric railways of the country,
It was formerly the policy of managers of street railways to pursue
extreme and complete secrecy concerning the affairs of such roads,
With the change, however, in the system of traction from animal
power to electricity this policy has often had to be abandoned. In
order to obtain means for making the conversion to electricity,
new capital had to be enlisted. Furthermore, the numerous and
extensive consolidations of street and electric railways have also
been attended by the investment of much outside capital. Thus a
new set of persons has become interested in these enterprises and
these new owners have naturally insisted that they be kept informed
Still, even now
as to the income and condition of the properties.
there are relatively few companies that give out monthly reports
of earnings and less than half a dozen that furnish weekly statements.
In New York State the Railroad Commissioners require
the filing of income statements available to the general public
every three months.
Not as much can be said for other states.
In fact, there are onlv a few states in which the street railways
are required to furnish returns of any kind to the constituted
authorities even once a year— from all of which the reader can
judge of the difficulty of securing data regarding income for some
definite and uniform period of time
The effort has been to procure' comparative figures of gross
and net earnings from all the electric railways in the country
except those inconsequential in extent and earning capacity.
The figures sought were those covering the even calendar
year.
This has necessarily
increased the
difficulty
of
obtaining
returns.
For in the
case
of
large
numbers of
companies the fiscal year and the calendar year do not
correspond.
In
those
where annual statements are
states
required by the state authorities-say New York, Pennsylvania
and Conneeticut-the fiscal year of the street railways quite generally ends with June.
In Massachusetts the Railroad Commission
asks returns from the street railways for the 12 months ending
.Sept. 30.
In other parts of the country, where the state officials
call for no returns, the fiscal years vary widely, some companies
making up tneir statements to end with March, others with February, and st II others with November or October showing great
diversity in the dates covered.
Notwithstanding these drawbacks we have succeeded in gathering a large number of returns for the periods desired that is, for
the cah ndar years 1905 and 1904.
In some instances the figures
are those ot roads that furnish regular monthly statements, from
which we have made up totals for the 12 months. But large
numbers of others are those of roads which never supply figures
for current periods and from which we have special reports covering the calendar year.
The result is a comprehensive exhibit,
eovering no less than 163 roads.
These 103 roads earned over
.$2iiu.iiiin.iitio gross ancl over
$85,000,000 net.
In exact figures the
total of the gross for 1905 is $204,123,606. which compares with
$186,278,338 for 1904, thus showing an increase of $17,845,268, or
The total of the net is $85,553,639 for the calendar
9.58 per cent.
year 1905. again
$76 151,540 for 1904; an increase of $9,102,099,
or 11.91
In addition to the roads represented in these
totals. 22 other roads have sent comparative figures of gross earnings but not net earnings.
Adding these, the mtal of gross is
brought up i" $211 085,131 in 1905 a against $192,545,536 in 1004,
the Incre
539 >95, or 9.63 per cent.
The total
us reached, while in themselves large, fall far
short of indicat ng the full earnings of the street and electric railways of the country. The results relate to the calendar year,
but large numbers of companies with fiscal years differing from
calendar years will not furnish totals for any other period of
Roads whose fiscal years end with June 30 or Sept.
12 months.
We have undertaken, therefore, to
30 are particularly numerous.
carry our investigation further and see w ial have been the earnings for the latest fiscal years of the roads tor these two sets of
periods. Obviously, this method is open to the objection that results
oi
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gate gross earnings of
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it

will
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he seen, shows aggreagainst $2S1.00S.936 in

The
earnings of $130,884,923 against $118,221,741.
sain in gross amounts to $24,458,209, or 8.68 per cent., and in net
Even these totals fall short ol
to $12,663,182, or 10.71 per cent.
recording the entire earnings of the electric railways of the United
States.
The minor roads not represented in these figures would
not swell the amounts to an;, very great extent, but, as it happens,
there are a few large companies that are also missing because no
data concerning their income can be obtained. Among these are
the Chicago Union Traction and the Virginia Passenger & Power,
both in receivers' hands; the Cincinnati Traction, the Denver City
Tramway, the Omaha & Council Bluffs Street Ry., the St. Louis
& Suburban, and also the Pacific Electric Ry. and other lines formin S P art of the extensive system of Huntington roads in California,
besides a few other roads of smaller, but considerable, earning
and

1904,

nel

capacity.
Ir seems no exaggeration to say that if we could have returns
covering all the electric railways in the country the total of the
n between $350,000,000 and $360,000,000.
The census
S ross would
in its compilation' for 1902 showed total gross earnings of $247,The increase from this figure to about $355,000,000 obvious553,999.
reflects large expansion.
Too. one gains a new idea of the imPortance of the electric railways from the fact that they should
have reached a point now where their gross revenues exceed 350
million d°»ars. Earnings from the sale of electricity for lighting
and DOwer Ptoses are. to be sure, in some cases included in the
totals but in others notably in the case of the Public Service CorP° ran °n of New Jersey, which, besides controlling practically the
entlre street railway business of northern New Jersey, also controls tne § as and "Shting interests of the greater part of the whole
state of New Jersey eai '"ings only from railway operations are
Hence it can be truthfully declared that the electric raillacluded
ways of tne eountry have been expanding their revenues in a notew °t" tny de * ree entirely apart from operations connected with the
l^ing and P° wer Portions of their business,

™
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Washington Correspondence.
Washington, May 1.— An early vote on the final passage of the
Hepburn railroad rate bill is now assured. By an unanimous agreernent adopted yesterday the Senate has decided that on Friday
of this week the bill shall be taken up to be read by sections for the
purpose of amendment, the discussion on amendments to be under
the rule'limiting speeches to fifteen minutes each, and each amendment to be voted on as soon as its discussion has been concluded,
It is the general opinion that, under this limitation of debate,
amendments will be disposed of rapidly, and that not more than
three or four days will be required to complete the reading of the
bill and the disposition of all amendments.
It is the general expectation of Senators on both sides of the chamber that the final
vote on the passage of the bill can be reached as early as Wednesday of next week. An agreement for a final vote on that day
would have been made yesterday but for the objection of Senator
Morgan, of Alabama, who gave notice that he would object to any
proposition for fixing a definite time for voting. His reason for this
objection was that if a definite time should be fixed there would be
danger of a lot of amendments having to be voted on at the last
moment without any debate. There seems to be no reason to doubt
that the bill will certainly he passed before the end of next week,
even if the vote cannot he reached as early as Wednesday. As it
is certain thai some amendments will be adopted, the bill, after its:
passage by the Senate, will have to be sent to a conference committee of members of the two houses, as it is not probable that the
House will accept the Senate amendments without a conference,
though there is little doubt that in the end it will be sent to the
White House for the President's signature in substantially the
form agreed upon by the Senate. The conference ought not to
take a great deal of time, and the bill will probably be a law within
ten days after its passage by the Senate,
There are in all about seventy amendments that have been of-
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hnically pending;
fered in the Senate to ihe Hepburn bill, and are
but only those will be acted on that are [ormally offered by some
Senator during the reading of the bill or at some stage before the
final vote.
The rules of the Senate as to amendments are very
liberal, unless they are modified by an unanimous agreement, and
there is nothing to prevent any of the amendments heretofore presented or entirely new ones being offered during the reading of the
bill, or after the conclusion of the reading.
Most of the amendments that are formally offered will be defeated; many of them will be presented by Senators simply for the
purpose of making a personal record on the bill. The principal interest will be centered in the judicial review amendment, in the
various propositions to amend the provision conferring the rate-making power, and in the Foraker amendment proposing to permit the

apply to a circuit court for an injunction against an
unreasonable rate instead of having a formal hearing before the
Commission and an order from that body.
The adoption of a conservative review amendment seems to be
assured. It is probable that its foundation will be the amendment
agreed to in the White House conference on March 31, and preThis will be
sented to the Senate by Senator Long, of Kansas.
modified in line with the suggestion of Senator Knox for the incorporation of a provision for the protection of the rights of carriers
secured to them by the laws of the United States a= well as those
secured by the Constitution. This Knox amendment will probably
be narrowed so as to limit the protection to those rights secured
by the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887 and the acts amendatory
thereof.
The Long amendment will probably be further amended
so as to permit proceedings for review to be brought in the circuit
court in any district in which the railroad company has its lines
instead of in the circuit court for the district in which the company
has its principal operating office. This amendment is necessary in
order to prevent the shutting out of the Southern Railway Company, which has its principal operating office in the District of
Columbia, which is not included in any judicial district of the
United States.
Several amendments to the provision conferring the rate-making
power on the Interstate Commerce Commission will be considered,
but it is probable that the principal change made will be the
elimination of the words "in its judgment," which, it is now generally conceded, would require the Commission to exercise legislative discretion in the fixing of a rate, and which, if retained in the
bill, would probably insure the entire measure being held by the
courts to be unconstitutional. The clause requiring the rates made
by the Commission to be "just and reasonable and fairly remunerative" will probably be allowed to stand, although propositions will
be presented for striking out the words "and fairly remunerative,"
and for substituting for them a provision such as is favored by
Senator Bailey requiring the rates to be such as will afford just
compensation for the services performed.
Senator Foraker will make a hard fight for the adoption of
his amendment providing for the alternative method of procedure
There
for the correction of an unreasonable or exorbitant rate.
seems to be no ground on which a sound argument against this
amendment can be based. It does not propose to lessen in any way
the power given to the Interstate Commerce Commission by the
to afford an
It simply proposes
other provisions of the bill.
alternative method by which the Commission may proceed if it, or
the complainant shall prefer. One of the strongest arguments thai
can be made in favor of the Foraker amendment is that, in the event
of the rate-making feature of the Hepburn bill being found to be
unconstitutional, as many lawyers believe it will be even if amended
as proposed, the Foraker provision would still be left in force
and would afford a most effective means for putting a stop to any
unreasonable or exorbitant charges by the very summary process of
The 1'oraker amendment, if adopted, will round out
injunction.
' 0. w.
and complete Hie lOlkins act.

Commission
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the Railroad Gazette of June 30, 1893, profiles and tabli
the ruling grades ol the five so-called transcontinental lines were
An earnesi efi'nri was made this spring to correct this in
.shown.
We are
Hair, bul it was only partially successful.
formati
enabled, however, through the courtesy ol Mr. Julius Kruttschnltt
and ol Mr, W. L. Darling, to show the revised profiles ol the Harri
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man lines and of the Northern Paclfli
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The

The Chicago Subway.
The Boston

Wew&
Chicago Creii til
The Chicago

ilu>

publishes
a

ili«'

following

comments

bway:

it is built to
not a rail] oad line,
and yet has no railroad contransport freigh
it
is a lighterage or
nection, so Cai
rail
are concerned,
teaming proposition.
Of the railroad mileage of the country, 40
.More than one-fourth of the
per cent, ten
in
Chicago.
valuabli
business section of the city is given up to railii s
and freight yards.
Under Hie Chicago Subway
road ter
between the
plan
whole business section of the city
the
lake front and the rivers, and also underneath the rivers and
beyond north and west, is treated as a freight yard, 12 tracks
iiinlcr the
and south and L6
12 parallel streets running north
narks running east and west. The terminals for this underground
freight yard are furnished by the sub-basements of the buildings
and blocks, so far as they make connection with the subway, and
by the space as appropriated underneath the railroad terminals.
Congestion in such a freight yard is practically impossible, for at
-every intersection of the tracks are four switches and cut-off
loops, as well as telephone connection.
In addition the spaces
under the sidewalks are reserved for sidings. Therefore, the
44 miles of tunnel may gradually become three times this amount
of track beneath the streets, and an indefinite amount of track
within stores and buildings, for the small cars that have been
adopted may not only be rapidly whisked in and out of sub-basements, but elevated to higher basements or to wholesale departments
or storage rooms upon any floor of a building.
Thus every merchandise building in this part of Chicago may become a limitless
railroad terminal.
The small units of cars and the 2-ft. railroad
gage were adopted in order that the central lines of the streets
might be followed and every street corner turned, and also that
the space under the sidewalks might be reserved for sidings from
which elevators might lift the cars to the basement floor. But the
rapidity with which Chicago is building down to the subway, 40
feet below the street, nas shown the greater utility of placing the
elevator system within the building.
When, many months ago, Marshall Field learned that somebody was tunneling below his block in Chicago he declared his
intention of getting a court injunction against such work.
The answer was: "You are too late, Mr. Field. The work about your
building was finished long ago." Then Mr. Field was invited down
to visit the streets of a city he had but recently learned about.
As he read the brass signs on the street corners below he exclaimed: "So this is my first view of my own corner underground.
Can I see the other three corners?" In a few minutes he had been
upon a tour of inspection about the other three corners and around
his own block.
Mr. Field stood and looked down the long alley,
through whitewashed and electrically lighted walls relieved in
color only by the lead pipes filling the arched roofs and carrying
hundreds of miles of telephone cables connecting the S.OO0 or
10,000 subscribers to the Chicago Automatic Telephone system. He
reflected for a few minutes and then exclaimed: "Well, it was
fortunate I did not know what you were doing down here, for I
certainly would have fought you in the courts.
Real estate maybe as valuable under ground as above ground. You need not bother
to build elevators under our sidewalk.
I will meet you more than
half way. I will come down to your level with the entire building."
Already 27 buildings are building down at the expense of more
than $3,000,000 to a level with the subway. To build up from the
subway and instal the elevator system and connection beneath the
sidewalk takes only about two weeks. Nearly 30 such connections
are already in, and 40 more have been ordered.
Applications for
these connections are coming in daily.
The making of additional
basement floors beneath the buildings is a matter of larger moment, but in this case the subway has the hauling of the material
from the excavation and this point serves to illustrate the possibility of subway earnings and the point that its competition is
with horses and not with steam locomotives.
At the present time, when new buildings are built in this district in Chicago, connection is made with the subway and the old
building is taken down from within.
Its debris and the soil
below disappear ih rough the subway.
In taking the dirt from
beneath the building of Marshall Field & Co., 1,500 cu. yds. of
dirt per day was the work of one little electric locomotive and six
cars, as contrasted with the possibility of 300 cu. yds. per day that
could have been removed by horses. While the horses would have
occupied space and stood idle, the electric locomotive pulled three
cars, or lb cu. yds. of dirt out to the lake front dumping ground,
while the three other cars were loading, and that was all it had
to do simply throw three empties upon one track and take out
three full cars on the other. The price was the teaming price of
60 cents a yard, which meant $900 per day for the earnings of
that locomotive and its engineer, at a cost of wages, oil, waste and
power, as near as could be figured, of $5.50 per day. Of course,
the balance of the cost is the interest on the cost of the subway.

—

XL..

No

is.

look ridlCUlOUS, but thej are vouchsafed for In one
engineers in (barge.
They are no more ridiculous than
those tor transportation between the Chicago & Alton terminals
and the First National Bank building. The Chicago & A iton haul
soft coal 162 miles and dumps il through a subway tunnel Into
the subway cars for 50 cents per ton.
The subway, by actual
timing, recently received this coal in Hie delivery time of one
minute and 20 seconds, ami in is minutes thereafter ii dell
Tie
it
into the coal hole of the First National Bank building.
ived the same price for 20 minutes' work and less
subwaj
than a mile haul that the Alton road received for its 162 mile haul
and the bank got in its coal without dust or dirt, horses or teamsters or labor, within or without its building.
The subway is dry and sweet, with an even temperature of
about 58 deg. and perfectly ventilated.
When the problem of
ventilation appeared the management did not send for sanitary
engineers or experts on ventilation, but sent a man through the
Then
district to inquire what basement boilers had poor drafts.
to the owners of such boilers was offered a draft of air from
below. The result was magical. Poor furnaces and bad chimneys
quickly became economical, and the demand for subway air was
such that it has since had to be systematically regulated.
The
ventilation problem was soived without expense to the subway.
The Chicago Subway has as many tunnels under the Chicago
river as there are bridges. There are five bridges over the river
and five subway tunnels underneath. Over the south blanch of the
Chicago river there are 10 bridges and underneath, the Chicago
subway has seven tunnels. Over the north branch of Cue Chicago
river there are four bridges and underneath, the subway has two
tunnels.
This is a total of 14 tunnels to 19 bridges. There were
no dedicatory services, opening ceremonials, brass bands or headlines in the newspapers announcing the completion of these tunnels, and they are purposely without date, for they were building
without public knowledge or inspection, every hour of the day,
whether Chicago was asleep or awake, and they were built as
every other part of the tunnels were built with telephone connection from the breast of the work, not only to working desks.
The directions
but to the bed-sides of the engineers in charge.
were emphatic that if anything was struck besides clay formation, unusual or not understood, not another movement forward
was to be made until it had been referred back up the line of
supervision for authoritative consideration.
If the foreman did
not understand it, the matter went to the local engineer; and if
not understood there, it went further up the staff and to a Chief
Engineer with a salary larger than that of the President of the
United States. Thus the Chicago Subway was built, without crash,
accident or flood.
Nevertheless, there are automatic pumps, at
regular intervals, which remove drainage or water as automatically as the flues to the boilers above cleanse the atmosphere.
The first seven miles of the Chicago Subway were finished before
the newspapers of Chicago knew of the existence of such an enterprise, and yet the record of every day's work was properly and
legally placed on file at the City Hall.
At times the subway construction has been in progress days and nights with the maximum
number of men that could be worked under every street, and at
other times, awaiting some necessary franchise or legal action,
the subway work has been shut down for many months, and at both
times during the past six years, tne management has been as
unresponsive to the demand for public information as it has been
The policy has
to demand from its stockholders for information.
been that one man could pilot a work so dangerous and difficult
but that more could not.
Terminal connections have purposely been kept in the background for the reason that up to within a few months it has not
been deemed best to permit the extent of the work to be known.
No terminal connections were desired until the 44 miles of tunnel
were completed and ready for full operation. One of the most
roomy tunnel installations with Chicago Subway is beneath the
post office.
It has double trades, high arches, automatic delivery
system, by endless belt line all installed in working order and
awaiting only government red tape on minor details of contract
relations.
In a few weeks not only the newspapers of Chicago,
but all the mail from the railroads, will pass to the post office
through tne Chicago Subway, saving the great delays of the
teaming transportation system. It is expected that by June 1st
connections with the railroads will be completed and opened for
business. At that time 54 connections with mercantile houses will
have been installed.
It is figured that by August 1 there will be moving through
None of
the subway 30,000 tons of merchandise every 24 hours.
this will pay less than 50 cents per ton, and if the average rate
is 60 cents per ton and the estimates are based upon 365 days, the
gross income from this source alone should be $6,500,000 and the
net income from this should be not less than $5,000,000.
The subway can be operated very cheaply, day and night, and
the rates are teaming rates and not railroad
in all weather:
freight rates, and the percentage of cost as applied to gross earnoi
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ings in railroad operations in no way applies to this enterprise. It
power on a clear right of way and on a level as against
oats, horses and men in the most congested teaming district in the
world, where team.ng has practically reached its daytime limit
with a groS3 annual expense of $05,000,000. So dense has the traffic
in this section of Chicago become that for the most part teams can
no longer be hired on a trip or tonnage basis. They must be
engaged by the day, for no man can tell what progress teams can
make through the city. Of the estimated $5,000,000 for annual
net earnings of the subway at least $1,000,000 must be deducted
for interest on the $20,000,000 indebtedness and what remains is
the earnings upon $40,000,000 of stock, provided the capitalization
remains as at present. That an estimate of 30,000 tons per day is
not excessive is indicated by the fact that 11,000 tons in less than
carload lots goes at 60 cents per ton between the railroads every
day, and this business only awaits the completion of the subway
Two thousand tons of express
terminals under the railroads.
It is
further
matter goes between stations daily by wagons.
figured that one-third of the goods now teamed through this section
of the city at an expense to the merchants of more than $60,000,000
This means gross
a. year, will in 1907 pass through the subway.
earnings of $20,000,000. On this basis, the estimates are $12,000,000
for net earnings, but it will be very difficult to find a basis for
$8,000,000 of expense, as the subway does not do the loading or
unloading of the cars. The goods are received in the cars and the
•cars are delivered for unloading in the stores or for automatic
unloading as in the case of coal.
is electric
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shows a new design of locomotive rod-boring machine,
Works. It will bore rods from 30 in. to 10 ft.
between centers, and holes from 3 in. to 7 in. in diameter. The
spindles are driven by tangent gear ng, giving a smooth motion
under heavy cuts.
Each spindle is driven by a 7-h.p. motor, so
that the spindles are entirely independent and may be run at
different speeds.
They are counterweighted, have power feeds,
controlled by pull pins, hand feeds and quick hand return.
The
heads are movable on the rail by rack and pinion, and have clamp
The work table is 20 in. x 11 ft. 10 in., and
for fixing position.
Figure

2

built at the Niles

i

_

Three New Railroad Shop Tools.

The accompanying

illustrations

show three new

railroad shop

which are just being put on the market by the Niles-BenientFigure 1 shows a new hydraulic
Pond Company, New York.
wheel press which emoodies a number of new and valuable features.
To facilitate the handling of heavy work with an overhead crane
tools

Fig.

2

— Niles-Bement-Pond

Locomotive

Rod

Boring

Machine.

maximum

distance from the table to the spindles is 15 in. The
overhang in front of the housings is 10 in., and the down feed is
14 in.
This is a most efficient machine for the purpose intended
and will do a variety of other boring also. An ingenious arrangement for lubricating is provided consisting of a circulating pump
which forces the lubricant into a pipe placed back of the rail from
which it is fed to the boring spindles by means of flexible pipe
connections.
Figure 3 shows a 79-iu. standard wheel lathe designed by the
Niles-Bement-Pond Company for railroads not requiring a machine
of the capacity of its heavy driving wheel chucking lathes.
This
machine is fitted with "sure-grip" drivers, which engage the tires
directly and hold them absolutely rigid under the heaviest cuts,
allowing the full power of the machine to be used at the tools.
The face plates, as in the larger machines, have holes for the
the

Fig.

1

— Niles-Bement-Pond

300-Ton Hydraulic Wheel Press.

the cylinder and resistance head

of tic press are so! over in order
not Interfere w ill the booh of the crane.
This press has a capacity of 300 tons, and it is driven
The maximum distance between the
by a 7%-h.p. motor.
nit
and the slidinghead is 8 ft
II
will handle wheels
in.
up lo 72 in. in diameter mi the tread, and tie distance between
the tie-bars is 7s in.
The machine is mounted on a base-plate,
but no strains are transmitted to it as all pie sure Is taken bj the
The cylinder is lined with copper expanded Into place
tie-bars.
and burnished. The piston Is packed with best cup-leather; is light.
durable, and causes little friction. The pump is double-acting,
n
has two Sizes of plungers and three speed
ol
delivery, any one
or all of which are under instant control
The delivery may be
Instantly stopped by trip-valves without shilling the belt.
The
ram is counterwelghted tor quick return when the release valve is
opined. The safety-valve can be sel to open al a desired pressure
and is protected from tampering by a lock-box,
The pressuregage is graduated for ions ol' pressure and for lbs. per sip in.
on Hie ram. A water-tank is boiled under the cylinder and takei
the discharge and supplies Hie pump.
The Bliding-head Is held
in position by large Bteel keys ami Is supported by rollers running
fln planed ways on the ba e and also by rollers on the lower lie bar

dial

i

t

i

i

< (op tie

bar

may

I

Fig. 3

— Niles-Bement-Pond

79-in.

Standard Driving Wheel Lathe.

reception of the crank pins, enabling Hie tires to !" chucked
the tare plates,
The tool-rests are of massive design and the
teed mechanism is operated bj a rocker shall ai the front.
The dimensions of this lathe are
Swlni over bed. SO in.;
minidiameter of face-plates, 79 In.; distance between face-plate
i

to

mum,
motor

6
is

i'i.

6

in.;

maximum,

9

tl

If

motor driven,

a

20-h.p

used.

The Belgian State Railroads have lei contracl tor 177 loi
works in the COUntrj al prices ai follows: Twi

lives to various

wheeled engines with superheater
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engines, l.ui without superheater, $14,395; 30 16-wheeled tank
gines, $16,723; -I eighl «b
led tank engines, Jiti.257 each.
i

100-Ton Flat Cars for Allis-Chalmers Company.

Two

200,000-lbs. capacity flat cars, Intended for the special purcarrying heavj engine shipments, have been i>uiit at inWest Milwaukee shops of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul for
the Allis-Chalmers Company.
Drawings and photographs of the
design are shown herewith.
The car is 39 ft. 6 in. long back to back of end sill channels.
S ft. wide center to center of side sill webs, and 9 ft. i% in. wide over
The center and side sills are 15-in.. 100-lb. I-beams, and the
all.
transverse members are S-in., 21%-lb. channels spaced 3 ft. 7 in.,
riveted to (inter and side sill webs.
Between center sills, similarly
spaced, are 1-in. x 8-in. plates bent to rivet to the sill webs.
The
end sills are 15-in.. 55-lb. channels. Each corner of the frame is
reinforced by a l^-in. plate 1 ft.
in. wide riveted to the top flanges
of the end and side sills.
Oak nailing pieces 4 in. x 4 in. are bolted
to the transverse channels, three on each side of the center sills.
As shown in one of the sections and in the plan, the double body
bolster is formed from heavy plates, with the principal members passing respectively above and below the center sill flanges,
and their ends riveted together and to the side sill webs. Suitable
stiffening members and side bearings are provided, as shown in the
cross-section.
All of the plates are 1 in. x 10 in. except the lower
one, which is 1% in. thick. The draft gear is equipped with the
Harvey friction spring. Class D, 6% in. x 8 in.
Interest in the design centers in the truck arrangement. The
body is carried by a cradle swung between two 100,000-lb. capacity
Barber trucks. The two longitudinal members or equalizer bars of
this cradle are hammered iron.
The cradle center bearing and two
truck bearings are cast-Etael and are riveted to the equalizer bars

pose

of

i

ti

Cradle for 100-Ton Flat Car

100-Ton Capacity Car for the Allis-Chalmers Company.

Cradle

for

100-Ton

Car

Allis-Chalmers

Company.

Allis-Chalmers Company.

18.

M.v\
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Mot more than one scheduli

in. rivets.
One or the cars was tried on a L6-deg. curve and
with
thej will ;;o where any
took it without difficulty,
n is
ordinary car will. The trucks arc M. C. B. standard, so that axles,
anywhere in interplaced readil
bearings, wheels, etc., can bi

for leave

change

"at

i

territory.

The ear was desigm

I

by

the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.

Manchester. Superintendent
Master Car Builder.

of

DeVoy, Mechanical Engineet ol
Paul, under the supervision of a E.
Hennessey,
Motive Power, ami .1.

J

on

division

a lie

half

anus

length";

Under rule

1

taxation according to mileage.
In organized territory, railpay $(io per mile of single track, ami $2(i a mile tor ai b
additional track.
In unorganized territory the rates will be $4n
and $10 respectively. The rates for roads less than 150 miles long
In
will be $15 for single track and $5 for each additional track.
view of the early replacing of steam by electricity in Ontario, the
government proposes to tax electric roads of over 150 miles, running on their own right-of-w ay. the same as steam lines. Thus if
the Grant! Trunk installs electric locomotives it will continue to
pay the same tax. Rural electric lines are to !> taxed $10 a mile
on each track. There will be no tax on city street railways. The
increase in revenue from this source will amount lo about $200,000.
The transportation interests were on hand last week in full
force to point out the injustice thai would be done them by the
passage of the government's Sunday observance law in its present
form.
General Manager Mi Nicholl, of the Canadian Pacific, was
He strongly objected to
the first witness before the committee.
the canceling of Sunday trains and showed why public necessity
opposed it. His statements were corroborated by Mr. F. H. McGnigan. Vice-President of the Grand Trunk. Representatives of the
trainmen also opposed the measure as involving extra work on Monday and in no way lessening the labor of freight handlers, etc. The
steamship companies' representatives also were hostile to the bill.
The first bill taken up by the railway committee Friday was
that authorizing the Grand Trunk Pacific to issue debenture stock
to the amount of $25,000,000.
The Minister of Justice explained that
the issue would not interfere with the security of the government.
The money would be used by the company to purchase rolling stock
upon which the government would hold a lien. The clause authorizing the company to guarantee the bonds of the Grand Trunk
Pacific Branch
Lines Co. caused considerable discussion.
Mr.
Emmerson. Minister of Railways, suggested that any such guarantee
should be subject to approval by the Governor-in-Council. The bill
was finally reported with the amendment suggested by the Minister
is

will

The bill to incorporate the Grand Trunk Pacific Branch Lines
Company was next taken up. The capital stock is placed at $50.Twenty-two branch lines from different points of the G.
mentioned as feeders to the main line.
.7. a.
m.

The Revised Standard Code.
The Train Rules Committee of the American Railway Association has, during the past year, made a comprehensive revision of
the Standard Code of Train Rules, having held sessions which
covered in all 15 days; and the revision, as reported by the committee, was adopted by the association at its meeting in Chicago
week. The principal changes made by the committee are noted
below.
In this work the committee has been aided by the following train despatchers:
F. G. Sherman
C. of N. J.), W. H. Graves
(C. & N.-YV.l. .1 F. Mackie (C., R. I. & P.I. and H. M. Tompkins
last

(

& M.

S.I.

General rule G. .second sentence, refers to the use [at any time],
not the habitual use. of intoxicants.
Rule
refers to "patrons"
instead of passengers.

K

The definition of a regular train is "a train authorized by a
time-table schedule." A main track is "a track extending through
yards and between stations, upon which trains are operated by timetable, or train order, or the use of which is controlled by block
signals."
Rule 2 provides for the inspection of the watches of other
classes than conductors and enginemen.
Rule 4 A is omitted and
the single form for Rule 4 reads:
Gael) time-table, from the moment ii
supersedes the preced
ing time-table, and Its schedules take effect on any division (or subdivision
ti

their Initial -antinTK on such division (or subdivision)
But when a schedule of the preced
abl
responds In number,
day of leaving, direction, him; Initial and terminal stations with a schedule of
He new time-table, < train authorized by the preceding time-table will retain
its train order! and assume Ihe schedule of 1I1
responding
iber "i
at the leaving time al

in

lb.

1

I

le

will be u

[or

rule

1

"to

1

heir

1

Imi

ai

each

time

L-eed 01

is

a train."

i"i

twelvi

hours after

stai Ion.

anj station lose both
;iit
authorized i>.\

al

as

1

1

i-lghl

una ichedule and can thereafter pro

lei

Rule 87 is changed to 86, and reads:
An inferior train must clear the time ol
than

rectlon, nol

less

train, in the

same

i

five

superior train in the sai
la
clear al the time a firsl
dm- hi leave the neil Btntlon in the rear where

minutes, bul musl

direction,

Is

;i

I"-

1

shown.

observed, lengthens the time Interval
the rear is far away, but ni
shortens it to less than live minutes. Rule 88 provides specifically
for extra trains and continues to require trains to pull into sidinginstead of being pulled in by the locomotive.
Rule 93 has been included in Rule 85. in improved language,
and a' new rule numbered 93 reads: "Within yard limits the main
class trains.
track may be used, protecting against
"
class and extra trains must move within yard limits
prepared to stop unless the main track is seen or known to be clear."

The last clause,
where the next

i(

be

will

station

in

Rule 94 has a new paragraph added permitting a train which
loses its right of track to go to the next telegraph station ahead
of and on the right of another train which overtakes it.
Rule 96 requires the arrangement with the operator to be made
in writing.
In rule. 101 the directions as to keeping the engine in
motion and telling how to go back are omitted.
Rule 207 requires the despatcher to say what direction he refers
Rule 208 is made 208A.
to: as, for example. ":;l West, copy 5."
and a new rule. 208B. provides for sending the order to the operator
Rule 209 has a note requiring
at the meeting or waiting point.
that when additional copies of an order are made on a typewriter,
the new copies must be telegraphed to the train despatcher. Rule
211 permits an operator to send orders to enginemen rather than
go far away from his office. When a "19" order restricts the supe-

riority of a train at the station where delivered, the train must
"When
be stopped before the order is delivered. Rule 218 reads:
a train is named in a train order by its schedule number alone,
all sections of that schedule are included, and each must have copies
delivered to it." Rule 219 requires the operator to get the signatures of the conductor and engineman. Rule 220, second paragraph, applies not only to orders but to parts of orders
Rule 221B provides for east and west, corresponding with the
provision in Rule 207.
In the forms of train orders a large number of changes have
been made. In all of the forms the supposed stations are represented by letters of the alphabet and not by names of towns on
"No.
the othei side of the globe: for example, old form A 5 read:
The new form reads, "No.
5 will meet Extra 95 at Hong Kong."
Form D is omitted. Under form F,
5 meet Extra 95 east at B."
the rule following
nine examples are given.
Under forms L and
the example is omitted.
All of the foregoing refers to the rules for single track.
F< Ilowing this code is the code of rules for double track. This in
nearly all of its features is the same as the code for single track,
those rules which are necessary only on single track being omitled.
The blank forms, 31 and 19. are not changed, but the clearance card

M

is

changed

a trifle.

Increase

in

Size of Ocean Steamships.

The following diagram was prepared by Mr. Elmer L. Corthell
show the increases in size of the vessels of the Cunard fleet from
It was
the foundation of the line, in 1840. until the present day.
published as part of a report to the Permanent International AssoIn the same report. Mr. Corthell
ciation of Navigation Congresses.
shows the average length and gross tonnage of the 20 largest Steamto

ships, as follows:
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Rule 12c prescribes a circle
I2e the signal is 10 be given above He-

t'ime-table schedules, nidi's- fulfilled, are In effect
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of Railways.

iL. S.

1

capital

of a

time-tables

in

23. tin' in xi title 1- 'Superiority of trains.' and
the first rule. No. 71, contains the paragraphs about right and
superiority which former]] were contained in tie- definition ol
"superior train.''
Rule 81 is made No. 72 and there an- other slight
changes under this head. Rule S2 reads:

r

T. P. are
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Following rule

lie- Ontario Government's railway tax bill
Ottawa, April 30
was introduced in the Legislature last week. The principle of the

000,000.
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At the February meeting of the Pacific Coasl Railwaj Club,
Mr. Win. P. Evans, of. the Baldwin Locomotive Works, read a paper
on locomotive efficiency, In which he made careful and detailed compariBons of the efficiency of the modern large locomotive with the
These comparisons were based:
lighter ones of 20 years ago.
1.

3.

On the theoretical efficiencies.
The first cost.
The interest on the investment.

6.

Depreciation in value.
Cost of fuel consumed.
Cost of supplies consumed.

7.

Hauling capacity.

S.

Cost per ton-mile.

4.
5.

9.

10.

Reliability of service.
lost in shop repairs.

Time

I.

THEORETICAL EFFICIENCY.

The comparison will be based on coal and water per ttorse'-power
per hour. Any marked saving in this direction is to he found only
by comparing single expansion engines with compound engines, or
with those using superheated steam. The water ra;.- of single expansion engines has not been improved to any appreciable extent
since 1S85.
At that time consolidation engines with cylinders 20 x 24 in.
were in use. They had Stephenson valve gears, which were as well
designed as to-day. The boilers with their narrow fireboxes did
not evaporate quite as much water per pound of coal as is done
now with wide fireboxes and longer boiler tubes. The theoretical
advantages of compounding are familiar to all. but the results of a
recent comparative test on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois between
two 10-wheel freight engines, one a four-cylinder balanced compound weighing 191,060 lbs., and the other a single expansion engine
weighing 185,800 lbs., will be of interest.

The average

of seven tests on each shows:

Compound. Single expansion.
Water per horse-power per hour
Saving by compound in per cent,

29.20
of water,

34.12

17 per cent.

There also should be incidental economies resulting from the
use of the balanced compound engines, as they should be free from
frame breakages and much easier on the machinery as well as the
rail due to the fact that the forces in these engines are perfectly
balanced.
Superheated steam is comparatively new and still in the experimental state, but its advantages in reducing the water rate per horsepower are proven without question. The following results of tests
made by the Canadian Pacific show what has been done in this
line.
The Schmidt fire tube superheater was used:
Saving

Coal, per

1,000 ton miles.

January to May. with superheater
Freight, without superheater
June to September, with superheater
Passenger, without superheater

129
176
382
495

by superheat
per cent.

22.S3

In this connection there must be added a demand on the locomotive boiler for about 10 lbs. of coal per hour for each car in the
train for heating; and, if electric lights are run by a dynamo driven
by steam from the engine, this, as in the case of the Chicago &
North-Western equipment, may call for 150 lbs. of coal more per car
per hour.

Improvements in the valve-gear are continually being made the
subject of experiment, but only two types, in this country, need be
given serious thought the Stephenson link-motion and the Walschaerts valve-motion.
The Stephenson link was in general use
20 years ago and is the most common to-day, but in the last year
the Walschaerts gear has been applied to a great many new engines.
No economy is claimed for this year over the Stephenson, and its
application is cue to mechanical simplicity and reduced weight. No
comparative tests have been made to my knowledge, so it may be
assumed that no gain in the water rate is obtained.
RELATIVE WEIGHTS AND TRICES OF LOCOMOTIVES.
II.

—

1

883

-1905.

Price

American

Weights

Price

80.857

$6,695

per lb.
SM.IIS2S

Price.

liiL'.L'illl

187,200
227,110(1

15,'830

0892

15(1

.0854

1M2

15,690
14,500

Price
per lb.

$0 092
.083

72,800

Pacific

Ten wheeler
Consolidation

Weight.

$9,410
15.750

Atlantic

Mogul

85,000
92,400

7,583
7.SNN

Kill

No. is

its depreciation is gradual until the cosl of repairs and
maintenance equals the service- which can be obtained for it. Under
average conditions prevailing in this country tola occurs after a
service of about 2u years when the curve of depreciation runs

parallel to the base line.
Ii
may be discussed systematically by dividing

it into several
principal headings.
1.
The original cost of the locomotive and its present value.
To the cost charged by the builder should be added the freight
charge for delivery and the cost of breaking in the locomotive.
The value of locomotives which have been in service a number of
years, but which are in good working order, may be obtained approximately by obtaining the net weight of the locomotive proper,
without tender, and without water in the boiler, and multiplying
this weight by seven for the value of cents.
Depreciation must have some relation to the estimated life,
2.
but it is not necessarily a constant, as is often assumed. The common rule is to divide the original cost by the estimated life in years
lo find the yearly depreciation.
A more rational method is based
on the fact that after certain periods of service locomotives depreciate more rapidly.
When this is taken account of, it is suggested
that for the first five years the full second-hand value of the locomotive may be taken; for the second five years 85 per cent, of this
second-hand value; for the third five years 70 per cent., and after
15 years 50 per cent, of the second-hand value; after 20 years 25
per cent, of the first cost.
DEPRECIATION.
V.
Again the money invested in a locomotive may be treated as an
amount of capital which is to be redeemed by an annuity in a
certain period of years. For example, if the life of a locomotive
is taken as 15 years and the interest at 6 per cent., we find in
the annuity tables that the annual payment required to redeem
$1,000 in 15 years is approximately $43, and for a locomotive costing
$10,000 the annual charge would be $430, which is considerably less
than the straight charge obtained by dividing $10,000 by 15, which
equals $666.
This argument applied to engines in 1885 as well as 1905, except concerning the length of life of the engine. The actual life
of a locomotive is a very uncertain thing to compute.
An engine
38 years old was recently withdrawn from active service, having the
original rods, frames, etc., and in England engines are said to be
running in the neighborhood of 50 years old, and a Baldwin engine
60 years old is still in operation in Cuba.
Generally in this country when a locomotive is 20 years old
it is supposed to have reached the limit beyond which it is not
considered policy to spend much money for repairs, and if the same
size and price of engine were purchased with which to replace it,

an annual charge of

5 per cent, would create sufficient funds to
a renewal at the end of the 20 year period.
In connection with the depreciation of locomotives, it is very
properly maintained that it is best to keep engines in active service
to as great an extent as possible so that they may be worn out
and the benefits of new and improved forms be obtained. In short,
it is very much better, if it be possible to so operate the road, to
have, say, 50 engines which must be replaced in 10 years, than to
effect

Jti.'o

lbs.

XI...

After this

Actual Efficiency of a Modern Locomotive.
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have 100 stay in service for 20 years.
From what has been said it is plain that depreciation depends
more on the service and use of the locomotive than the locomotive
itself.
Since engines 20 years ago were used more carefully and
made fewer miles in a month than they do now, the rate of depreciation was much lower than to-day.
In this respect the charges
against an engine of 1885 would Be less than for an engine of 1905.
As it has been impossible to get reliable data covering the past
20 years, that which it has been possible to gather for the years
from 1897 to 1905 is given herewith:
1897 coal enst ?3.37
3.20
1898
3.12
1899

1900 coal cost $3.12
"
1901
3.29
"
1902
3.14

•

INTEREST ON INVESTMENT.
III.
This figure is governed by the economic conditions of the country.
At present the usual rate of interest is 4 per cent. In 1S85 it
was 5 to 6 per cent. Interest is therefore 1 to 2 per cent, lower than
in 1885.
The fluctuation between the two dates has been great,
especially during the panic of 1893 to 1897.
I\.
DEPRECIATION IN VALUE.
As soon as the engine goes into service, its value takes a sudden
drop due to the fact that il then becomes a second-hand machine.

•'

The introduction of oil has reduced the cost of this item on
roads within reach of the oil supply.
An average figure for evaporation of water per pound of coal
is 6%.
From the results of a number of tests made with fuel oil in
California we may safely allow 10% lbs. water per pound of oil.
Coal. $3.38 per ton.
I

nl

168

,

cenl gal.. 8 lbs.

gal. oil

=

1

ton coal.
.169

Coat at $3.38 a ton. or .169e. per

lb.,

=

.027(14.

6y4

The

price per pound is figured from the total weight of the
engine with three gages of water in the boiler, but excluding the
tender.

1903 coal cost $3.17
1904
3.26
"
1905
3.38

(IP375
Oil at

%-cent

gal. or

.00375 per

IHISH2

lb..

10%
This makes a saving of 60 per cent, by the use of oil.
the boilers are equipped with some form of superheater
the evaporative rate for both oil and coal is lower, but they continue
to bear about the same ratio.
This is due to the fact that some of the heat of the boiler is
diverted from evaporating water to superheating the steam, and
also because of the reduction of the heating surface effective for
evaporating water. This is not true of the Vauclain superheater,
which is entirely in the smoke-box and utilizes the waste gases for

When

Mat

4,
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the purpose of superheating the steam without in any way reducing
the heating surface of the boiler.
SUPPLIES.
VI.
As fuel has been discussed separately, the item of "Supplies"
Where water has been
will include water, oil, waste and tools.
treated chemically to precipitate the scale forming salts it has a
real value after treatment, aside from the cost of putting it in
the locomotive tenders, which varies greatly with the character of
the water and the method of treatment.
Twenty years ago water was not treated at all. To-day very
few railroads use a water which they know is bad without treating
The money paid for water treatment is then an expense
it first.
which is found charged to engines to-day which was not charged
20 years ago.
,
The cost of oil is a subject of great discussion among motive
lubricating
men,
and
although
the
cost
of
locomotives
is
power
usually not over 1 per cent, of the locomotive expenses, it generally receives as much attention as the cost of fuel.
When we consider that the fuel ordinarily runs into expense 30 or 40 times as
fast as oil, there seems to be little reason for this anomalous fact
unless it is the peculiar conditions under which lubricants are purchased. Very often there is an agreement with the oil company
that lubrication will be effected for a specified figure, and whatever
is used over that amount (per engine mile) is supplied free of cost;
that is the extra cost as represented by the excess of oil used is
refunded to the railroad when the annual settlement is made. At
first sight this would seem to minimize the anxiety to make a good
oil record, but the incentive lies in the fact that when the contract
is renewed in one or two or five years time, if the refunded amounts
have been large the unit price is increased.
As an illustration: A certain railroad was working under a
guaranteed amount of oil for locomotives at $1.20 per 1,000 engine
miles.
The year before the contracts expired, owing largely to an
increase in the size of locomotives caused by the liberal purchases
of heavy power, the cost (as charged out at the agreed prices) ran
While the amount necessary to reduce
in the neighborhood of $2.
the cost during the life of the contract was promptly forthcoming
the price was raised in the new contract to $1.82 per 1.000 engine
These statements and documents passing constantly through
miles.
the hands of the officials are no doubt responsible for the alertness
with which oil consumption is watched, as no such arrangement
obtains with fuel.
The next table gives what may be considered a fair average of
the number of engine miles for an engine to make on a pint of
valve oil.
Engine Miles per Pint of Valve Oil.
Engine.

Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
(

'.impound

Service.

Passenger..
Freight.
Passenger.
Freight.
Passenger.
Freight.

Passenger.

Cylinder.
IT
17
19

Miles per pint.
150
100
1

19
2"
22
17 and 28
17 and 28

.

211

80
90
60

90

Freight.
Compound
60
This shows that the modern engines can go only about one-half
as far on a pint of valve oil as the smaller engines of 20 years ago.
The introduction of grease for heavy bearings of late years has
made a saving which can be illustrated as follows:

Estimated Cost of Cylinder and Kin/inr nil or Crease.
Grease— x
z
Without.
Willi.
Service.
Cylinder.
Engine.
1.31
Simple
Passenger.
17
0.85
1.65
Simple
Freight.
17
1.12
l.os
Simple
Passenger.
19
1.G7
Freight.
2.07
1.41
19
Simple
Passenger.
22
2.23
1.45
Simple
2.68
22
1.S4
Simple
Freight.
2.23
1.45
Passenger.
17 and 2S
Compound
2.68
1.84
Freight.
17 and 28
Compound

—

-.
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In the following table are given the weights on drivers and
power of representative passenger and freight engines built

tractive
in 1893,

comparing them with engines
Comparison

11.04

.lis

This shows a saving of 33.2 per cent, by the use of grease.
The cost of waste per thousand miles has been found to be
proportional to the cost of the oil. Prom a report of the Chicago
& North-Western Railway, the cost varied on different divisions from
one-tenth to one-quarter that of oil, the average for the whole road
being one-seventh, that is, where the oil costs $2.10 per 1.000 engine
miles, the waste amounted only to 30 cents for the same distance.
The oil and waste should ordinarily vary proportionately for engines
of different size so that if we take the waste at one-seventh the cost
of oil, we cannot be very far from the truth. If an engine Is equipped
tor grease on all the main bearings the expense is much less. as
then only the waste for the tender truck boxes and for wiping Hie
engine is necessary.
We now come to the most Important division of our subject, viz.:
VII.

MAII.IMI CAPACIT1

\M' COST

I'KIt

ION Mill

The hauling capacity may be considered as a

definite quantity,

depending entirely upon Hie design of the engine. Assuming that
the boilers of engines 20 years ago were as well proportioned tor the
work the cylinder would do ;is they me to-day, the hauling capacltj
is fixed by the size of the cylinder and wheels, or In other words,
by the tractive power.

and 1904.
Tractive
power.
17,270
12,900
15,550
14,050
16,480

Weight
Type.
American type
American type
American type
American type
Ten-wheel type

on drivers.
75,210
83,860
64,560
78,480
93,850

simple

compound
simple

compound
compound

5J 76,250
15,250
Freight, 1893.

Consolidation compound
Ten-wheel simple
Mogul simple

22,950
23,310
21,030
35,580

120,600
101,000
91,340
172,000

Decapod compound

4 J 102.870

25,720

tractive effort of passenger engines has increased from
15,250 to 23.740, or 55.6 per cent.; of freight engines from 25,720 to
These figures show an enormous increase
46,600, or 81.2 per cent.
in size of locomotives in use to-day over those employed 20 years
During this time, however, but few railroads have seen any
ago.
material improvement in the roundhouse facilities or shop equipment, and it is a grand tribute to the mechanical officers of railroads
that repairs have been kept as low as they have.

The

Comparison of Tractive Power, 1893 and 1904.
Passenger, 1904.

Weight
on drivers.
101,420
103,600
141.290
114,890
80,930

Type.
Atlantic type compound
Atlantic' type simple
Pacific type simple
Pacific type simple
Atlantic- type simple

Tractive
power.
22,180
16,420
29,910
25,610
25,590

4.57
6.28
4.71

4.46
3.10

5J 118,710
23,740
1904.

Freight,

Santa Fe compound
Consolidation 2-cyl. compound...
Consolidation simple
Consolidation simple
.[
Consolidation simple
.

62.740

234,580
166.000
151.490
171.460
165,770

3.73
4.13

10,300

40.720
44,080
4.

3.71

3.S9
3.61

..1.0

5 J 233,010

46,600
55.6 per cent.
81.2 per cent.

Increase passenger
Increase freight

During this period compound engines have also been introduced,
and statement of their increased cost of maintenance has very frequently been due to an increase in size of the size of the power
rather than to the compound features.
There have been compilations made of the average weight of
trains in tons (of 2,000 lbs.) hauled by certain American roads during a period from 1895 to 1905. These figures include branches as
well as main lines, and also exclude the tare weight of the cars, so
that the tonnage actually hauled by the locomotives in through
freight trains will be very much greater.
The following table shows the increase of train loads possible
on account of heavier power.

Average Weight of Train in Ann riant Tons.
1S95 1896 1897 1898 1899 1900 1901 1902 190;! 1904
412 424 lis HIT 464 4S6 ISC,
290 320 361 398 392 :;st 121 419
470 17s ISO 51S ..2. ...

Eastern
Lehigh Valley
New York Central
Pennsylvania
Southern.
Louisville"* Nashville
Norfolk ft Wesl en,

Chesapeake
Southern

179
S2S
352

194

17::

355
379
170

194

191

322

152
167
321

266

281

325
162

Ohio

ft

222

234

t.YJ

231
176

233

13.,

450 500

538
226

...

'•

218

225

325
250
285
577

335
232

382

216
3K4

289

4SC,

Inn

203

533
222

194

209
20N

17:,

INT

222
236
205

275
232
263

352

127

155

531

220
313
816

226
886
386

240

254

261

267

891

381
381

tin

418

884
441

1SN

e

Central
Chicago ft N.-W
C, M. & St. Paul
L. S. & M. S
Western.
Southern 1'aclllc
Northern Pacific
Great Northern
IllinoIs

16.52
11.04

built in 1904.

Tractive Power, 1S93
Passenger, 1893.

of

141

152
318

167

230
CJ

857

281

80

615

...

03
It,

1.27.'.

229

Average

actual train loads show what has been done with the
power available on the roads, part of it being light power built
some time ago. and part the modern heav; power. The train loads
have actually increased from 229 to 386 tons, or 68 per cent.
Willi an increase or tractive efforl of 56.6 and 81.2 per cent
tor passenger and freight engines in LO years, the train loads actually
These figures agree surprisingh
hauled have increased 68 per cent.
Well, which is coincidence, because there are a great many consul
eratlons other than engine power which go to make up the ai

The

tonnage of tialns hauled for

year.
0081 pes row miii
This cost Is an important one as it is the means used
railroad oiiicials in making comparisons of one month oi year with
a fact, an] transport!
another or one division with anothe

vin.

a

nil

i

charges.

The

co

i

"t hauling trains per ton mile has been

tabulated tor
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the sanio period for which the tonnage hauled »;is given, and show
We say partial,
the effect partially due to enlargement o! trains.
as there are many other
besides the train loads which oil ei
Such
this cost, as the variation in price of materials, labor, etc.
increases have occurred principally within the last Ave years, and
il
will be scon thai generally the cost has risen in this period while
fell before.
But we also see that the greatest increase in tonnage
per train wat made in the previous five years.
I

1

1

no,

i

Cost

Eastern

Lehigh

"I

Transportation i><
Toi\ Ifih in Cents.
1901 1002 1003 1904
1896 L897 L898 1899 II
1

189

i

Valle

4::

.42

\ru i'ork Central
Pennsylvania

39

Soul bern.
Louisville & Nashville

Norfolk & Western
ipeake & Ohio

28
«8

Southern
1

Central

Illinois

C

.V

\
St.

W
67
39

Paul

& M.

S
Western.
Southern Pacific
Northern Pacific
Great Northern
I.

S.

.40
.48

.42
.35

.41

11

.38

.42

34

36

38

10

54

.50
.28

.51

..

.27
.25

...

31
.31

.<;<;

.7u

.«!)

11

.40

.43

..".1

.39
,55

58
33

.54

.27

.24

.52
.27
.23

.26
.22

.or.

>;i

.ti.-i

.(',4

.45

.43
.50

28

.48
.44
.48

.40
.38

.24
.mi

r

.4

•-•:'

...
.:.:.

lentral.

Chicago*
\l.

.85

11

11

63

.60

.56

.60
.37

.61

.61

.37

.34

62
5]

To

.50

.53

.44

.

.54
.59
.32
.62
.50
.45

63
33

.57

34

.50
.56
.38

.64

.64

.47
.46

.48
Is

...

58
.11

...

66

.68

...

.46
.42

.47
.42

.46
.46

Examine, for instance, the record for the Northern Pacific, the
cost dropped from .70 to .17 between s'.iT and 1900. and Hie tonnage
per train increased from 230 to 391 in the same time; whereas, from
1900 to 1904. the load has only increased from 391 to 403 (12 tons)
and the cost has been reduced only one point, that is, from .47 to .46.
Also for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul from 1895 to 1902.
the train load increased from 152 to 285 tons, nearly double, and
the cost dropped from .67 to .56, but since then the train load has
decreased slightly and the cost has risen to .59. In this case again
the lowest cost is accompanied by the heaviest train. Other roads,
1

however, show an increased cost (generally slight), although the
train load has become slightly heavier, this being due, no doubt,
If we now return
to the greater charges for labor and material.
to the table of train weights, we will see what enormous strides
some of the lines have made in introducing heavier trains. The
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern has increased from 318 to 615 tons
in 10 years, or nearly double, and the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.

Paul has accomplished nearly as

much

in proportion,

but

its

average

train load now is not as great as the Lake Shore's was 10 years
ago. This is accounted for by the fact that the Lake Shore is nearlystraight, with maximum grades of 18 ft. per mile, while the Milwaukee has grades possibly three times as steep, and numerous
branch lines of light traffic.
must not confuse these train loads, however, with what is
really hauled by the locomotives, as the Lake Shore has engines
which can pull 3,000 tons or more back of the tender. As stated
above, the figures are the average train loads for main lines and
branches, and, moreover, do not include the weights of the cars
themselves, which may be from one-half to one and one-half times
the load, depending on whether it is heavy (like coal and ore) or
bulky (like some classes of merchandise, such as furniture). One
of the transcontinental lines recently so grouped its power that
that is.
it could move trains from 1,350 to 2,600 tons westbound;
the train load back of the tender lay between these limits for different portions of the line, the locomotives being located according

We

to

the grades encountered, the idea being to maintain a constant

train load as far as possible.
Of course, introduction of heavy locomotives into the power
equipment of a railroad will have an immediate effect upon the
average train load, but even if 100 such machines were introduced
into a lot of 1,000 engines, the general average would be but slightly
raised.

Statements from different roads show that locomotive growth is
not responsible for all the increase in train load, and that we might
The portion which cannot be attriblook elsewhere for the reason.
uted to the size of the locomotive must be credited to the system of
tonnage rating, and its accompanying results.
When an engine
was given 30 or 40 cars without regard to their loading, it might
be stalled on controlling grades, or be under loaded. When there
was a little congestion, and rates were high, these things received
attention, but with increasing competition and the advance in
it
became necessary to figure closely upon the hauling power
of the locomotive and the resistance of the train.
By this means
nearly their true value in making up a train,
cars were
ami straw lints and pic, iron were in baicer considered equal loads.
little

in effect several years.
1. All delays waiting for an engine at an initial terminal, except in cases where an engine must be turned and does not arrive
in time to be despatched and cared tor before leaving time.
2. All
delays on account of engines breaking down, running
hot, not steaming weli, or having to reduce tonnage on account of
defective engine, making a delay ai a terminal, a meeting point, a
junction, or delaying other traffic.
The first case could not have been any different with engines
twenty years ago than to-day. The second, which embraces breakdowns, hot boxes, and failures for steam, are chargeable more to
the engine than are delays at initial terminals, but even these are
not always the fault of the engine or crew.
All know of cases
where engineers have reported loose eccentrics time and time again,
but because the cams would have to be taken off and reduced, nothing was done but tighten a set-screw, perhaps
Then the eccentric
shears off a key and slips around. The engine may limp into the
next division point, but there is a breakdown charged against the
engine and crew when the roundhouse foreman or some higher
authority was more responsible than the crew.
In general, Unreason engines of to-day would be more or less reliable than those
of twenty years ago is on account of the service they have to perform and the care taken of them and the use of material better
adapted to the special service in which it is used.
The higher
speeds of to-day are hard on the engine.
The excessive loading
which some trainmasters expect a freight engine to handle often
accounts for a failure which would not have occurred had tinengine been more properly rated.
The use of cast-steel driving tires and centers in place of castiron, of steel boiler-plates in place of laminated iron, of high carbon forging for axles, pins, and rods in place of case-hardened iron,
have all tended to materially increase the reliability of the engine
of to-day as well as to decrease the cost of maintenance.
The care
used in the selection and inspection of material, and the corps of
trained chemists and metallurgists maintained by the large manufacturing plants of to-day have all assisted to this end.
The art of building locomotives may progress unevenly, that is.
a fault may creep into all engines built for a certain period of
years, which is due to the use of the same design or method of
manufacture when it no longer produces a satisfactory product.
When the fault is recognized, the method, material or design is
changed and a finer article is produced than ever before, only to
make some other part seem unsatisfactory in comparison.
To show where the new power is more satisfactory than the
old, the following experience may be cited.
For a long time the
service between certain points was erratic. The trains were hauled
by eight-wheeled engines which were too small to make time with
the trains put behind them.
Being old, they were subject to frequent breakdowns on the road. In their youth these engines had
done the work expected of them. The trains were less and less
regular, until a sufficient number of powerful ten-wheel engines
were purchased and the trains are now run so that the officials are
proud of the railroad's record of scarcity of train delays from

engine failures.
LOST BY BEINO HELD FOB SHOP REPAJBS.
be said to have nothing to do with the size of the
engine. Of course, in any modern shop the small engines of fifteen
years ago which are still running can be repaired with much less
labor than the modern power, but the biggest engines are given a
complete overhauling to-day in less time than was necessary for any
engines twenty years ago.
In one of the shops of the northwest, where a proper system of
shop management has been in conscientious operation for four or
five years, the time of general repairs has been reduced from one
X.

This

lloriiS

may

month to thirteen days.
The cost of maintenance has been reduced when based on the
cost per ton mile as is shown by the following table for one of the
southeastern lines:

and changes of method, the rating of engines
is now so perfected on a few roads that the engines are run at the
most economical tonnage and speed, all things considered. Where
this adjustment, lias been made, any further saving must come from
heavier power, as has been to some extent the case in the past.
IX.

It

I

I.IAl'.II.M Y

OJ

SI K\

[I

This division of the subject, is taken to mean the number of
engine failures as related to the trains run both twenty years ago
and to
First it will be well to discuss what is meant by an engine failSome roads report as an engine failure anything whatever
ure.
that delays a train over two minutes on the road, which is charge-

<>/
Maintenance per Ton-mile.
For one of the soin heasteru lines

Cost
1

<

cm

trials

IX.

able in any way to the locomotive, whether- or not such time was
subsequently made up. Other roads count only breakdowns. The
Chicago & Northwestern Railway ha.s made the definitions of an
"engine failure" the subject of an official circular, which has been

costs,

By repeated

Vol. XL., No.

1

Cost of repairs
per 1,000
freight ton-miles.

of repairs
per 1,000

'est

freight toil-miles.

1x17
1898
1899
1900

1U01

1S.L-

23.9

1902

-1.7

1903

21.6
21.6

25.
.

•

1

20.3

Removal

of

Bulger Tunnel.

Bulger tunnel, on the line of the Pittsburg. Cincinnati, Chicago
Louis is about 24 miles west of Pittsburg. In 1887 this tunnel, which is 320 ft. long, was widened for double track and lined
with brick and stone. When the necessity for a third track in

&

St.

this territory arose it was decided to remove the tunnel entirely
and make instead an open cut through the ridge that it pierced.
This work is now in progress and the accompanying views, taken

May

4,

1906.
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Erecting Centers Before Removing Masonry of Bulger Tunnel

Cutting Out Bulger Tunnel on the

P..

C,

C.

&
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St.

P.

L.

C. C.

&

St.

L.
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February 23, give a good idea of its features. The opening is being
made wide enough for four tracks and is abnui 90 II. deep. It contained about 236,000 cu. yds. of material, principally rook.
The
allnement in connection with this work is also being materially im
and
deg.
proved, 2 deg. curves replacing a number of curves of
We are indebted to Mr. W. C. Cushing, Chief Engineer of Maintenance nf Way of the Southwest System of the Pennsylvania Lines
West of Pittsburg, for he photographs.
(;

1

t

Vol,

XL., No.

18.

ferred by mere compliance with a law of Kentucky authorizing foreign railroad corporations lo possess control and maintain railroad
in that state on filing their foreign articles of Incorporation with
the state.
Evansville & Henderson Traction Co. v. Hendei on
Bridge Co., 141 Fed. Rep. 51.
Time <>/ Filing Claims.- A federal court will permit the filing
he
of a personal injury claim against a receiver of a railroad after
ii
fixed by a notice for the filing of claims, in a case where tinI

Claimant is a minor and the negligence is that of his representative.
Park v. New York, Lake Erie & Western R. R., In Fed, 799.
Colorado Frog Blocking Act. The law of Colorado which requires railroads to securely block all frogs and switches does nol
deprive a railroad company of the right to defend an action tor an
injury caused by a failure lo observe this law by showing that the
employee continued his employment Willi the knowledge of this violation of the law and hence assumed risk of injury from the defect.
Denver & Rio Grande K. R. v. Norgate, ill fed. Rep. 217.
Venue of staix. a railroad companj maj waive iis right under
the statute to be sued in the federal court of the district ol Itt
corporate residence by making a general appearance in a suit
nion
without objection to the jurisdiction or the court. Main \.
I

Railroad Decisions

The

in

—

April.

of Congress authorizing the confirmaisi\
purchasers of land erroi
patented
iii
western railroads will not be a bar to a sail by the government
againsl the railroad company conveying the land to recover the
value of these lands.
Southern Pacific R. It. v. United Stales. 2<;
Sup. Ct. Rep. 296.
Drainage through Rights of Way.— The Illinois Farm Drainage
act, which charges railroad companies with the expense of removing
soil when necessary to widen and deepen channels through rights of
waj to carry increased volume of water, and also with the cos! of
new bridges and culverts made necessary by these changes, violates
the constitutional inhibition against taking property without due
process of law in placing the expense of moving the soil to widen
the channel on the railroad company.
The provision placing the
expense of erection of bridges and culverts to conform to the new
conditions is sustained against the objection that it is likewise a
violation of the due process provision, and in addition the constitutional provision guaranteeing the equal protection of the laws to all
citizens.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. v. Grhnwood. 26 Sup.

Public

tion

Iannis.

of lilies in biniii

act

fiiir

Ct. 341.

—

Removal of Condemnation Proceedings to Federal Courts. The
mere fact that a non-resident defendant in condemnation proceedings is the owner cf part of the lands sought to be taken as a whole
for railroad

purposes does not create a separable controversy be-

tween the particular land owner and the railroad company under
the Wisconsin eminent domain statute, so as to entitle him to
remove the proceedings to the Federal Court on the ground of diverPerkins v. Lake Superior & Southeastern Railsity of citizenship.
way, 140 Fed. Rep. 906.

—

Receivership Prot eedings. A federal court in possession of
the property of an insolvent railroad through a receiver will not
be ousted of exclusive jurisdiction over the property by the fact
that a mortgagee residing in the same state with the railroad company, and thus entitled to bring foreclosure in the state courts, has
intervened in the proceedings to enforce his particular rights
under the mortgage. Cole v. Philadelphia & Easton Railway, 140
Fed. Rep. 940.
Liability as bet ween Lessor and Lessee of Railroad.
In the
absence of a statute fixing liability, a railroad company leasing its
railroad to another company is not liable for injuries resulting
from negligence of the lessee company in its exclusive operation of
the road. It follows that the joinder of the non-resident lessor and
the! local lessee as defendants in a suit by an injured employee will
not authorize the removal of the action to a federal court, as the
action is really against the local company alone. Curtis v. Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway, 140 Fed. Rep. 777.
Routing by Initial Carrier. The provision of the Interstate
Commerce Act which requires filing of joint traffic rates, when
agreed upon with the commission, does not forbid the adoption by
carriers as part of an agreement for a through rate from California to the east of a rule allowing the initial carrier the right to
route the shipment beyond its own terminal as a condition to guaranteeing the through rate. This particularly where the purpose of
the rule is to prevent rebating by connecting lines.
In the practical operation of the rule the shipper has generally directed the
actual rmiling. and his request to divert the shipment en route lias
usually been respected. Neither is the rule opeu to the objection
that it works a discrimination or is in effect a pooling device. Also
a federal circuit court may enforce an order of the Interstate Commerce Commission to a railroad company to desist from enforcing
a rule.
hough for a different reason than the one relied upon by

—

—

1

1

Pacific R. R.,

140 Fed.

1121.

Pacific Coast

The March meeting

Railway Club.

of this club, held at the Palace Hotel.

San

an address on Railroad
Young Men's Christian Associations, by Mr. George D. McDill, of
the International Committee. Mr. McDill's talk was illustrated with
stereopticon views showing the railroad Y. M. C. A. buildings al
Francisco, on

the

17th,

was given

e.p

to

Springfield. .Mass.; Port Richmond (Philadelphia), Pa.; Collinwood.
Ohio; Oakdale, Tenn.; St. Paul, Minn.; McKee's Rocks, Pa.; Binghamton, N. Y. Bellevue, Ohio; Douglas, Ariz.; Helper. Utah, and
Seven of these buildings cost over $25,000 each.
Childress, Tex.
Most of them are new. and the collection of pictures was unusually
interesting.
The views are reproduced in the Proceedings of the
Club, Volume 7, No. 11. Mr. McDill gave interesting facts concerning the rapid growth of the association on the principal railroads.
On the Gould Lines in the Southwest, in the five years following
1899, the number of associations increased from eight to 25; membership from 1,000 to 10,000; percentage of running expenses paid
by members from 48 to 75. At Pocatello, Idaho, the total membership of the railroad association is 620, of whom 378 are members
of no church, 125 members of the Mormon church, 99 of the Roman
Catholic Church, and 18 of all Protestant churches.
The speaker devoted himself more particularly to the Y. M.
C. A. work west of the Missouri river, and told of the large sums
paid by the roads in that region for Y. M. C. A. buildings. In conclusion, Mr. McDill said that the most westerly buildings of the
Railroad Y. M. C. A. were those at Helper, Utah, and Douglas, Ariz.
These two associations, with Pocatello, where money is being raised
"I
for a building, form the frontier of the railroad work.
want to see the time when California, and Oregon, and Washington
shall have adequate provision for their railroad men in club houses
such as you have seen before you to-night, and under the auspices
No other club plan has
of the Young Men's Christian Association.
ever been successful for any length of time. The Association has
to day practically the only experts in welfare work in the country.
Over 2,000 men are now employed by the North American Associations, and the majority of these men could command larger salaries
But they are giving their lives to help men, and
in other vocations.
I want to commend to you their work, and ask you who are present
to-night to help the Association to secure a foothold on this coast."
;

...

Foreign

Railroad

Notes.

The returning soldiers seem to have taken possession of the
Siberian Railroad, and to be working it very badly, even for their
own interest, which is to get home as soon as possible. A correspondent of a Russian newspaper who tried to return from Manchuria says that the soldiers would not permit passenger trains
to overtake and pass soldiers' trains (long trains of freight cars,
that they flatly refused to obey
which can only move slowly)
either their own officers or the railroad authorities, and often destroyed buildings, etc., on the line. They were determined, they
said, no longer to starve and freeze in Manchuria.
;

Southern Pacific Co.
the Commission.
mission, 26 Sup. Ct. Rep. 330.

v.

Interstate

Commerce Com-

—

Fence Law. The Minnesota railroad fence law,
applied to a case of parallel railroads, does not allow a recovery againsl cue of the companies I'm an animal injured or killed on
the adjoining righl ct way. although the animal reached the right
nf way where il was killed through a defective fence of the former
company. The action lies solely against, the railroad which ran
over the animal. Bear v. Chicago Great Western Railway, ltl Fed.
Hep. 25.
Eminent Domain "I Foreign Companies m Kentucky. A railroad company Incorporated under the laws of a sislor state canned
exercise the right of domain under the laws of Kentucky unless ii
This right is not conis incorporated under the laws of thai slate.

Minnesota

when

—

Berlin Elevated Railroad, a massive masonry construction
part, was built quite as much for the entrance of trains
from other railroads and for the passage of such trains through the
city from east to west as for strictly urban travel. Now it is found
that these long distance trains limit the city travel unduly: not
trains enough can be put on to accommodate the travel. To remedy
his there is now talk of designing two-story cars for the city trains,
nten d Hem special station platforms. The
the upper story to
German Society of Mechanical Engineers offers a prize of 6,000
marks for an effective working out of this plan.
'I

lie

for the

most

I
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delailed

report

of

specific

violations

of

the

Interstate

to at once

to solicit or receive

any concession.

It is

a statutory crime, a mis-

demeanor, punishable by a fine of from $1,000 to $20,000 for each
The law has already been enforced and fines imposed,
offence.
which proves that it is workable. 11 would be much more easy
of enforcement if the proper government officers were authorized
to go without notice at any time and examine a railroad company's
records for the purpose of finding evidence of violations of this ami
rebate law.
For another purpose the form of examination of Na-

banks has worked well for many years. The anti-rebate
designed for the protection of the railroads and the smaller
shippers. The railroads have found that they cannot, without the
enforcement of this law, avoid discrimination and at the same time
do justice to their stockholders, and the bill which became the law
was initialed by one of the trunk lines and prepared by its own law

of

any agreement

undoubtedly refers

the anti-pooling clause when he
the railroads from uniting for im-

to

to prevent
proper purposes we have very unwisely prohibited them from nun
Ing for proper purposes; that Is, tor purposes of protection to
themselves: and to the general public as against the power Of the
great corporations.
They should certainly in' given power thus to
unite on conditions laid down by Congress, such conditions in in-

says: "In the effort

clude the specific approval of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

May

11,

1906.

But there

is

anti-pooling

rates.

attitude of the British Board of Trade toward the flagging
once more illustrated significantly in the report of Major
Pringle on a mild collision which occurred after dark, on the night
of February 8, at at. Mary's Junction, Derby, on the Midland Railway. A local passenger train ran into the rear of a preceding
passenger train of the same character, which was standing at a
The rear guard of the train had two or three
starting signal.

The

rule

is

minutes in which he might have gone back, but he did not do so,
and the inspector has not a word of censure for his inaction, or
even a word mentioning it. And yet the rule requiring the man in
charge of the rear end of a train, when detained, to go back with
a flag or lantern and torpedoes, stands to-day in the English rule
books, as it stands in those of America, in all the solemn dignity
that attached to it before the span' Interval was ever thought of.
Indeed. Us dignity is even more profound than it was In the old
days when it was a vital mailer, for then there was not so

much
the

force In the language of the rule, though there was more in
Aside from this point, the principal feaexecuted it.
his decof Major Pringle's report on the st Mary's collision is

men who

laration that

When pooling was made unlawful, a law of ibis nature
the only one to which the railroads could turn for their own
The
protection ami die protection of their Independent customers.

this

and of immeasurably greater harm than high

ture

was

*{

«j
i«

which the railroads may come."

reasonable present hope of

law

department.

l

clause being repealed.
We need, and railroad officials will welcome for their own
protection, a strict enforcement of the law against discrimination.
Secret rates and rebates in any of their many forms are immoral

no

tional

is

to

{»«

}*£
|*g

Railroad Construction
Railroad Corporation News

Friday,

urge with all his accustomed vigor upon
For ninethe Department of Justice the enforcement of that law.
teen years it has been the duty of the executive officers of the
United States to prosecute anil punish every railroad for discrimination; for charging one more or less than another for a like service.
For more than three years it has been unlawful for any shipper

Presldeni

}'j?.

19.

has been used hysterically to influence legislation not strictly
germane, nevertheless it officially calls attention to evil practices
long known and not at all confined to the Standard Company oi
Upon receipt of this report, the President
to the railroads named.
transmitted it to Congress with a message favoring an enlargement
It would
of the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
seem to be the proper course for the President on receiving this

Commerce Law

:
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Car Building
Bridge Building

:

Commissioner Garfield's report to the President on railroad rate
discrimination in favor of the Standard Oil Company should be
taken seriously. Although it contains errors of fact, although it
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lomdon

has
if a signalman, by reason of multitude of duties,
not time to be deliberate and to watch the trains that pass his
or
cabin, "some .additional security in the shape of trach circuit
necessary."
In this case a train bound for Itakewell
the st. Mary's Junction starting signal because the signalman (37 years in the service as signalman and IS years at this
He pulled off tWO others all
Cabin) torgOt to pull Off this signal.

treadles

slopped

is

ai

right, but left

uted partlj

to

111

is

one

In

the Stop position

the fact thai

the

le^

(This omission
he three

si

n

|s

attrib:i

"

not

The two signals which were pull
dose together.
Imforgotten was No. 9
Nos. is and it, but the one which wa
was
mediatelj after dealing with the Bakewell train the signalman
Axed

t

This he
to admit 8 second train. One going to Ripley.
the home and "directing" signals
cone ,,u .net to pa
was not run(after it had approached near enough to bow thai It
to pull off the starting signal
faBt), though he did not att

called

upon

allowed

lo
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from the stop
train had not

Bakewell
been received from the station in advance.
The Ripley train was running at from 6 to 1- miles an hour when it
struck the rear of the other one. The standing train had been there
about three minutes, and the guard had just got out, with the intention, not of flagging following trains, but of going back to the signal
cabin to learn what was up.
When, however, he saw the Ripley
train coming, he showed a red signal with his hand lamp.
(Both red
and green signals are shown with a single lamp.)
He got back
about 100 ft., but the engineman appears to have had his eyes fixed
so intently on the semaphore signal that he did not see the
guard's light. Indeed, he might have seen the tail signals of the
train, as there was a view for some distance.
Major Pringle holds
that the engineman might have prevented the collision.
The inthis because the clearance of the

position;

(of course)

spector criticises the custom of announcing successive trains from
one block station to another at such short intervals that a signalman

has two or more overlapping indications, so to speak, on his mind at
the same time. Concerning electrical control, from the signal instruments of one station to those of another ("lock and block") he has
not a word to say.

The Government quarterly accident bulletin, published in this
shows remarkable increases in casualties in the last three
months of 1905. The number of employees killed in train accidents during the quarter was 42 per cent, greater than a year ago,
and the number killed in coupling accidents 20 per cent, greater;
and the total of employees killed in accidents of all kinds was 1.00S,
or 20 per cent, above the same quarter of 1904.
Each item was
issue,

decidedly larger than in the quarter immediately preceding
(July-September). The enormous increases in freight traffic which
have taken place, together with the opening of new railroads, are
in themselves sufficient, no doubt, to explain much of this increase
also

in the totals; but the Commission is undoubtedly right in mentioning as an important element the employment of inexperienced men,

and the overworking of both experienced and inexperienced. When
the 'Commission has to report, as it does in this bulletin, that a
conductor, sleeping in his caboose, failed to put out a red light
when stopped, and that an engine came on and ran into the caboose
(killing two persons) because of this neglect, and of the fact that
the man running this engine also was asleep, one may well inquire

what good

be expected by the public from the veiled publicity
of these bulletins. They have now been published four years and a
half, but the accounts of accidents give no names of persons, roads
or places. Unless the Commission is also empowered to investigate
the facts of such flagrant cases and report them, as is done in England, with sufficient fulness and detail to concentrate upon them a
proper degree of attention, the bulletins fall far short of their true
is to

function.

One

fault of a

man who had worked

boiler explosion in this bulletin is attributed to the

a period of 21 hours and another
period of 11 hours with only 2% hours between the two for rest.
Facts like these, unless explained, are sure to lead the public to
look upon railroad safety regulations as a farce.
The report of
the Baker Bridge collision, in November, gives little that was not

known

before; and the details of the Wyoming collision, that killed
10 men, only serves to pile up additional evidence of the weakness
of the best single-track meeting-point

arrangements that have been
devised, unless they are fortified by the block system.

ON THE EVE OF

A

RATE

BILL.

Until May 8 there seemed to be no doubt that the Republican
Senators, possibly with the exception of Senator Dolliver, of Iowa,
and Senator Clapp, of Minnesota, would stand as a unit in support
of the agreement reached last week for the amendment of the Hep-

burn railroad rate
Interstate

bill

so as to eliminate the requirement that the

Commerce Commission should

tion in prescribing

what

exercise legislative discre-

judgment" be the just and reasonable rate to be observed as the maximum to be charged, and so
as to provide for an unrestricted judicial review by simply giving
will "in its

the United States circuit courts jurisdiction of suits brought to set
aside orders of the Commission.
On Tuesday, of this week, however, it became known that Senator Allison, of Iowa, who had
agreed to offer the amendments that had been decided upon, had
been won over by his colleague, and that he would not support any
amendment that was not acceptable to Senator Dolliver. This
necessitated an entire readjustment of plans, and as a result or
conferences among the Republican Senators a new agreement was
drawn up and put in writing so that there could be no doubt about
it.
It consists of six propositions, as follows:

First— The words

Vol. XL., No.
"fairly

nim

ratlve" in Section 4 of the

19.

bill

are to be stricken out.

—

Second The words "in its judgment" in the same section are
be retained.
Third -Jurisdiction is to be vested in the United States circuit
courts to hear and determine suits against the Commission.
to

—

Fourth No preliminary injunction or interlocutory order is to
be granted without a hearing and notices.
Fifth The application for a preliminary Injunction or interlocutory decree is to be heard by three judges.
Sixth A direct appeal from an interlocutory .order or decree
is to be provided for, such appeal to lie only to the Supreme Court

—

—

of the United States.

While all of the Republican Senators have tentatively consented
support this agreement efforts are being made to have it modified.
We have expressed the opinion that the retention of the words
"in its judgment" will render the bill fundamentally unconstitutional and worth no more than waste paper.
Many of the best
lawyers on the Republican side are endeavoring to induce Senator
Dolliver to consent to the elimination of these words, but they have
not yet been able to make him waver from his determination to
insist on their retention, and Senator Allison is supporting him. The
action of Senator Allison has been surprising, as it had been generally believed that after President Roosevelt had given his approval to the agreement reached last week there would be no difficulty in carrying it through the Senate.
Had Senators Dolliver
and Clapp been the only ones standing out against that agreement it
would doubtless have been carried through without their votes,
but when they were joined by Senator Allison, who carried with him
Senator Cullom and a few others, there was nothing to do but to
seek a new basis of agreement. Hope of inducing Senator Dolliver
to agree to the elimination of the words "in its judgment" has not
yet been abandoned, and he has been besieged by his Republican associates.
It has been pointed out .to him that if he persists in his
course he will be responsible for putting into the bill words that
will almost certainly make it unconstitutional, and that if it results in the whole act being declared void, the country will hold him
to

responsible.

Whatever may be the final result of the efforts now being made
induce Senator Dolliver to agree to striking out the words "in its
judgment" there is little doubt that all the other clauses contained
in the agreement will be supported by the entire Republican side.
The proposition to strike out the words "fairly remunerative" is advocated on the ground that they are not necessary, and that a rate
that was not fairly remunerative would be one that would be unjust
and unreasonable from the standpoint of the carrier. The clause
providing that a temporary injunction can be granted only after
notice and after hearing before three judges, does not narrow the
scope of the judicial review in any way, and it is not probable that
it will prevent the granting of such injunctions in many cases, for
the fine of $5,000 per day provided for by the bill seems sure to
influence judges to grant such injunctions in nearly all cases in
which they are asked. But the effect of these amendments will be
to harass the applicants for injunctions and to cause delays, as it
will be very difficult in many cases to get three judges together.
An amendment, not included in the agreement, that will be
very strongly supported is one proposed by Senator Gallinger, of
New Hampshire, to provide explicitly that the Interstate Commerce
Commission shall not fix differentials, and that it shall not hear
complaints based on the relation of rates or fix rates with relations
to other rates.
The leading advocates of the bill have contended
that there is nothing in it that w'ould give the Commission power
to fix differentials or to fix the relation of rates, and the Gallinger
amendment simply proposes to make it clear that it is not the intention of Congress to confer any such power.
Up to the present
time the consideration of amendments has proceeded much more
slowly than had been expected. Senator Foraker's amendment prohibiting the giving of free transportation and requiring equality
of services and accommodations for equal fares opened up a general
discussion of the "jim crow" car subject.
The substitute offered
by Senator Culberson, which was finally adopted, avoids this difficulty and simply limits the giving of free transportation to officers,
agents, employees and attorneys exclusively in the service of the
roads giving the transportation, and to ministers of religion and
inmates of hospitals, eleemosynary or charitable institutions, and
provides a penalty of not less than $100 nor more than $2,000 for
each offense. An effort is to be made to have this modified so as
to allow passes to be exchanged, so as to permit the giving of passes
to the families of employees, and so as to strike out the words
to

t

May
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"exclusively in the service."
It is pointed out that few, if any,
railroad attorney are exclusively in the service of any single railroad, and that the language used would make it necessary for a
road to pay the transportation of its own attorneys, traveling over
its

own

lines,

on

its

own

467

the inclusion of its line in the mileage of the Southern Railway
system. The figures used are in most cases those of average mile-

age operated as shown in the latest annual report.
The nine important systems and the independent group are

made up

business.

as follows:

Vanderbilt System;
Central & Hudson River.
Boston & Albany.
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

21,353 Miles.

New York

THE GREAT RAILROAD SYSTEMS.
To take as a basis the fundamental units of railroad ownership
In this country and then enlarge these units by the addition of the
properties directly affiliated has often been attempted. The process
is not an easy one; from direct control through lease or stock ownership the interest of one railroad or group of railroads in another
railroad proceeds through successively lessening stages until the

border line is reached, beyond which no tangible affiliation exists.
Close to this border line there is an area of considerable uncertainty
with regard to the camp in which a road belongs. The clue furnished by the annual reports in such cases is apt to be a slight one.
It is well known, for example, that the Vanderbilts, in connection
with Mr. Hughitt, hold enough proxies at a Chicago & NorthWestern meeting to control the directorate; also, that the Central
of Georgia is controlled, through stock ownership, by Southern Railway interests, and hence is directly affiliated with the Southern; yet
the control in each of these cases is personal and not corporate.
This distinction between personal and corporate control is the
stumbling block in the path of the student of railroad economics
who desires to construct a correct grouping of the systems.
For the purposes of the present grouping, the border line has
been arbitrarily fixed at the point where it seems most tangible and
permanent. The financial interest of great banking houses, and of
certain heavy individual interests in systems not otherwise connected, has been excluded from consideration for the reason that it is
apt to be shadowy and loom greater than it really is. Mr. Morgan
and his associates took the Louisville & Nashville from John W.
Gates, and placed it with the Atlantic Coast Line.
They also
finance the Southern Railway and the Brie, and Mr. Morgan is
himself a member of the directorate of the New York Central, the
New York, New Haven & Hartford, and the United States Steel Corporation; but it is obviously stretching the imagination too far to
say that any actual affiliation exists between the Atlantic Coast
Line, the Southern, the Erie, the New York Central, the New Haven

and the

(

Steel Corporation.

be understood that the lists here given do not include
all the lines directly held in the great systems.
For example, a
group of four roads ciosely held in the Vanderbilt System the
Peoria & Eastern, the Cincinnati Northern, the Dunkirk, Allegheny
Valley & Pittsburg, and the Lake Erie, Alliance & Wheeling has
been excluded from the group, in spite of the fact that each of these
It will

—

Michigan Central.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louts.
Pittsburg & Lake Erie.
Lake Erie & Western.
New York, Chicago & St. Louis.
Chicago, Indiana & Southern.
Indiana Harbor.
Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo.
Rutland.
Chicago & North-Western.
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.
One-half of Reading control. 1 )
One-sixth Hocking Valley.
One-half Chesapeake & Ohio control.

Large interest in Lehigh Valley. 2 )
1
% of 43 per cent., with the rest safely disposed.
(

Pennsylvania System; 16,836 Miles.
Pennsylvania Railroad.
Baltimore & Ohio.

Long Island.
Cumberland Valley.
Norfolk

& Western.

Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago.
Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.

Vandalia.
Grand Rapids & Indiana.
Toledo, Peoria & Western.
One-half Reading control.
One-half Hocking Valley control.
One-half Chesapeake & Ohio control.
One-third Richmond-Washington line.

Gould System; 16,520 Miles.
Missouri Pacific.
Iron Mountain
Denver & Rio Grande.
St. Louis,

Western
St.

&

Southern.

Pacific.

Louis Southwestern.

Texas &

Pacific.

& Great Northern.

International

Wabash.
Wheeling &. Lake Erie.
Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal.
West Side Belt.
Western Maryland.
One-half Colorado Midland.

Harriman System; 14,725 Miles.
Union Pacific.
Oregon Short Line.
Oregon Railroad & Navigation.
Southern Pacific Company.
Arizona & Colorado.
Cananea, Yanui River & Pacific.
Maricopa & Phoenix & Salt River Valley.
Gila Valley, Globe & Northern.
Sonora.
One-half San Pedro, Los Angeles

&

Salt Lake.

Rock Island System; 14,855 Miles.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.
St. Louis & San Francisco.

The same thing is true of the West Shore; but the BosAlbany, as a more recent acquisition, has been listed separately.
The selection in this way, while it may be considered an arbitrary
one, is nevertheless probably quite clear, and it seems advantageous
to avoid making a list long enough to include each separate, small,
controlled company. Similarly, construction companies, such as the
Vancouver, Victoria & Eastern, which is building in Canada for the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois.
Evansville & Terre Haute.

from the list, as it is certain that it is
closely woven into the Great Northern control. Roads of over BOO
miles which are to be ranked as independent, are grouped together
under a separate head. Certain of these roads have considerable
mutuality of interest in the way their securities are held, but it is
nevertheless true that the roads as given cannot be said to belong in
any of the other groups. The central idea has been to present a
concise view of the actual railroad grouping of to-day, as it stands
a matter of public record, or of definite public understanding.
lie systems in the followIn reckoning llic mileage of each of
ing tables, no account has been taken of mileage of roads in
which there is a part interest which does not amount to control
For instance, the mileage of h Chesapeake & Ohio, the Reading,
and the Hocking Valley, is not included in the statements of fit U'
the Vaniieiliilt or Pennsylvania systems, although all three ro&dl
Similarly, the
are closely held in control by these two groups.
mileage of the Colorado Midland coni roiled Jointly by the Denver
& Rio Grande and Colorado & Southern is not Included In either
in the case of the Cincinnati,
the Gould or the Hawley systems,
New Orleans & Texas Pacific, controlled Jolntlj bj the Southern
Railway and the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Daylon, the fad thai the
President ol the Southern Railway is President Is re ponslble tor

Atlanta & West

ton

out.

&

Hill system, are excluded

Erie,

Hill System; 20,242 Miles.
Great Northern.
Northern Pacific.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

properties presents a separate report, for the reason that they are so
closely held in the corporate bond that it seems unnecessary to single

them

Reading controls

)

Central Railroad of New Jersey.
2
Principal interest divided between the Reading,
( )
and Lake Shore.

Evansville & Indianapolis.
Chicago & Alton.
Colorado Southern. New Orleans ,\ Pacific
One-half Trinity & Brazos Valley.
Atlantic Coast Line System; 11,247 Miles.
Atlantic Coast Line.
isvllle & Nashville.
Nashville, Chnltaimoga

1

Louisville,

& St. Louis.
& St. Louis.
Point.
of Alabama.

Henderson

Western Rallwav

Georgia Railroad.
One-half Chicago. Indianapolis & Louisville (Monon).
One-sixth Richmond-Washington line.
Southern Railway St/item; 11,146 Miles.
Southern Railway.
Mobile & Ohio.
Central ol Georgia.
Georgia Southern ft Florida.
Northern Alabama.
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific.*
Alabama Great Southern.
nii.> half Chicago. Indianapolis ft Louisville (Monon),

One

sixth

Richmond Washington

line.

I

•

I'm

I

colli I'd

Hawley System
Minneapolis .v St
[owe Central
Louts .\ \\ .'Morn.
Toledo. SI
Colorado A Southern,
Colorado Springs 4 Cripple Creek District.

Irtli i,

1

Fori

Worth

Denver

>\

City.

Wichita Valley,
half Colorado Midland.

One

half Trlnltj 8

Bi

s

-

I

Independent Systems,
Santa

Atchison, Topeks .\
Chicago, Milwaukee ,\ Bt. Paul
Illinois Central and n
S M
Missouri. Kansas ,\ rexas
Kansas Cits Southern,
1

Wisconsin !en
Chicago Grenl Western
'

I

I

illej

Lackawanni
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Minneapolis,
Atlantic.*

Paul

si.

>>i

Saull

Ste.

Marie and

unlink South

Shore

&

le

Delaware, Lackawanna
Lehigh vallej
lelaware
udson.

l

>.v

&

XL., No. 19.

Bmaller companies operates 1. 1-7 miles of line, eon tj
Southwest System. In addition 1" these two groups, there
are some 15 other companies operated independently, of which the
principal are the Vandalla Railroad, witli. Including the Terre Haute
& Peoria, a working mileage of 77n miles, ami the Grand Rapids &
Indiana, operating T'7."> miles,
or the other independent roads, the
Toledo, Peoria & Western is the largest, and the Cleveland, Akron
Ing

everal

tilting the

Grand Trunk and Central Vermont.
i.i

Vol,

Western.

i i

\,\\
York, New Haven & Hartford and New York, Ontario & Westers.
Boston & Maine and Maine Central.
Seaboard Air Line and one-sixth IIiehinund\VasliiuL;i<in lin.-.

Pittsburg.
Buffalo, Rochester
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton and Pere Marquette.
Detroit, Toledo .V Fronton and Ann Arbor.
.>.

El Taso & Southwestern System.
San Antonio .V Aransas Pass.
•Controlled by Canadian Pacific.

Of the independent roads, included in the lust group, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is undoubtedly controlled by the Rockefeller interests, but these interests have not yet so organized their
share holdings in the properties in which they are concerned that
these properties can be called a system of railroads. Whethi r they
ever will be must be a matter of conjecture. Judging from the past
history of the Standard Oil group of capitalists, it is probable that
they will prefer to operate their properties singly rather than in
groups. The Harriman roads are understood to be represented on
the Santa Pe by at least two directors.
The President of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has lately been elected a director
of the Union Pacific. The Harriman interest is also active in the
Illinois Central, but so far as can be seen at the present time, Mr.
Fish is still on top. The Erie. Lackawanna, and Lehigh Vallev are

& Columbus

the next, in point of mileage. All these roads are conby the Pennsylvania Company.
With the exception of the
northern end of the Grand Rapids & Indiana, which inns north
to the straits of Mackinac in Michigan, the lines West are shown
on the accompanying map: certain of the smaller independent railroads, however, appearing in lighter lines than those which represent the principal systems.
The whole mileage of lines west of
Pittsburg and Erie owned, operand, controlled by or associated
in interest with the Pennsylvania Railroad amounts to ."..nil miles,
on which gross earnings for the past year were $89,781,390. The
purpose of the present review, however, is to deal with results on
the 1,342 miles directly operated by the Pennsylvania Company, the
1905 reports of the Pittsburg. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis and
the Vandalia Railroad having already been reviewed in the Railroad,
trolled

Gazette.

Gross earnings of the Pennsylvania

Company were

over $40,-

500,000, an increase of $4,200,000 over 1904.

Of this increase, more
than $3,700,000 came from freight traffic.
Operating expenses increased nearly $3,000,000, leaving net earnings of $11,500,000, an
increase of $1,200,000 over the year before.
Returns from invest-

Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittcburg and Erie.
the trunk line community of interest, dominated
by the two strongest interests in that territory, the Pennsylvania
and the New York Central. The Chicago Great Western and the
all closely allied in

Grand Trunk are
in Great Britain.

in

a position of true independence, being controlled

The New Haven road

is also essentially independent, principally for the reason that its stock is held in small shares,
widely spread, and shy of the market. The Pennsylvania, however,

owns
is

$1,000,000 par value of the road's stock. The Boston & Maine
also independent, although New York Central interests through

the American Express

Company have a

considerable share in the

control.

Pennsylvania Company.

The form of control under which the Pennsylvania Railroad
holds its Western lines is complicated enough so that it is not out
of place to again briefly review the inter relation of the different
parts of the system. The Pennsylvania Company is the corporation
which holds control of all the Pennsylvania Lines West. It also
owns large blocks of securities of allied roads, like the Baltimore &
Ohio, Chesapeake & Ohio and Norfolk & Western. The Pennsylvania
Company operates directly 1,342 miles, made up of 13 different
companies, of which the principal one is the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne
& Chicago, the Pennsylvania's fast line route between Pittsburg and
Chicago. These 1,300 odd miles constitute the Northwest System
of the Pennsylvania Lines West. The Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago
& St. Louis, itself controlled by the Pennsylvania Company, includ-

to mere than half as much as net earnings, making
the gross income, after deduction of $1,970,195 for rentals paid
railroads operated on the basis of net earnings, $16,343,460.
Net
income, after fixed charges, was more than $6,000,000, from which
$2,000,000 was appropriated for extraordinary expenditures, and the
balance, $398,268, after payments of dividends and contributions to
sinking funds, was transferred as the year's credit to profit and
loss.
A similar appropriation of $2,000,000 for extraordinary expenditures was made in 1904.

ments amounted

Results of operation on the various Lines West, as presented in
the different reports, are not always easy to assign to the proper
company, owing to the rather complicated system of presenting
let urns, which, moreover, do not always, owing to different viewpoints, exactly correspond in different places.
For instance, the
miles of road operated by the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
Louis are given in that company's report as 1,427, and the total
mileage operated by the P., C, C. & St. L. is given in one tabulation
in the Pennsylvania Company's report as l,::70.
There is also a
figure of 1,170 miles reported as the mileage of the Pittsburg. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway in a separate income account
in the P., C, C. & St. L. report.
Again, by consulting the Record
of Transportation Lines published by the Pennsylvania Railroad,
showing detailed figures of mileage, the length of the P., C, C. &
St. L. and directly operated companies appears to be 1,376 miles.
Tnese apparently conflicting figures are. worth mentioning as an
instance of the complexity of the statistics presented. It is, of course,
in most cases possible with care to assign figures to their proper
place, but the form of presentation certainly tends to confusion
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rather than clearness so far as quickly getting a definite idea of
the detailed operations of the two largest companies is concerned.
The increase of nearly $3,000,000 in operating expenses already
mentioned, which raised cost, of operation to $29,038,7SS, was made
up of an increase of over $1,500,000, or nearly 40 per cent., in maintenance of way, $586,000 in maintenance of equipment, and $S29,000
in the operating branch of conducting transportation. The increase
in' maintenance of way can be shown even more strikingly in another way. in that, per mile operated, it increased from $2,S67 in
1904 to $3,990 in 1905, a notable increase of over $1,000 per mile on
a road already exceedingly well maintained. This compares with
$2,735 per mile on the Pan Handle lines.
Repairs and renewals
per unit of equipment cost $2,404 per locomotive against $2,783 in
1904, $902 per passenger car against $.831 in the previous year, and
$71 per freight car against $59 in 1904. As a matter of comparison,
the P., C, C. & St. L. spent $3,455 per locomotive, $1,462 per passenger car, and $124 per freight car last year. The Pennsylvania
Company, therefore, is spending much more on the up-keep of its
roadbed, the Pan Handle much more on its equipment.
As the
freight density on the Pennsylvania Company's lines is equal to
3,725,000 tons one mile per mile of road, against 2,440,000 tons on
the Pan Handle, it seems as though in some way the Pan Handle
must, with so much heavier maintenance of equipment expenditures,
he taking care of some of its controlling company's equipment needs.
There were 77,880,690 tons carried, which made up over 5,172,000,000 ton miles. Freight earnings per mile of road were $22,497,
and passenger earnings $4,446. The train load shows the large
increase of 46 tons to 439 tons in 1905.
On passenger traffic the
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results has been turned back to bring
high standard of its lines.
The principal results of the year's
Mileage worked
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Gross earnings
Maint. way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Conducting transportation

up the already exceptionally

working follow:
1904.
1,340
.f27.4S5,171

1905.
1,342

$31,242,539
6,174,700
40,596,440
5,354,734
6,416,431

5,868,722
36,390,582
3,842,144
5,829,573
*

:

Traffic

Operation
Operating expenses
earnings
Net
Income from investments
Net income

....

622,804
13.817,014
26,043,362
10,347,220
7,120,349
5,187,930

641.175
14,646,803
29,038,788
11,557,652
6,756.003
6,0.14. t::t

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

&

St.

Louis.

The Big Four corresponds more or less closely for the New
York Central, to both the Vandalia and the Pan Handle for the
Pennsylvania. Like the Vandalia it furnishes a connection to St.
Louis, but its line, instead of ending at Indianapolis, extends as far
It also, like the Pan Handle, gives connection
east as Cleveland.
with Columbus, Dayton, Springfield, Columbus, and, by trackage
rights, Louisville, Ky.
The past year has seen the closer uniting
In January Mr.
of the road to the rest of the Vanderbilt system.
M. E. Ingalls, long President, became Chairman of the Board, and
the authority of the president and vice-presidents of the New York
Central Lines was extended over the road. Since then a number
of other general officers of the New York Central have been put
in authority over the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago & St. Louis.

The principal financial event of the year
was the issuing of $7,597,463 additional common stock, bringing the total (common
stock)

outstanding

to

within

less

than

$5,000,000 of the $40,000,000 authorized. The
new stock was offered to stockholders at
par to the extent of 20 per cent, of their

holdings, but was not eagerly taken up. As
a result, additional Big Four stock to practically the amount of the new issue found
its way into the possession of the Lake
Shore, which now holds $18,752,700 of the

outstanding common. From a
standpoint the year has been
marked by completion of the St. Louis Line,
44 miles long, from Hillsboro southeast to
Lenox, 111., a new double track line saving
12 miles of distance over the old route. This
is being used jointly by the Big Four and
the Chicago & Eastern Illinois as entrance
into St. Louis.
A further betterment during
the year has been a large and general improvement of the Cairo division, the southernmost line of the road, so as to put it in
Excondition for carrying heavy traffic.
penditures on this division during the year
reached nearly $1,900,000. In connection
with the new Vanderbilt line south from InCleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.
diana Harbor, Ind., on the Lake Shore
average receipts per passenger mile were 2 cents, and the average near Chicago, to Danville, 111., the Cairo division furnishes a
cost per passenger mile 2.30 cents, which results in a net loss from through line from Chicago to the junction of the Mississippi and
passenger traffic per mile of road of $504; a showing similar to, and Ohio rivers at Cairo. A new fast freight line, which if is expected
even more unfavorable titan, that cm the P., C, C. & St. L., where will carry a large traffic, has been formed to handle through shipthe loss was $310 per mile. In connection with this large passenger ments over this route between Chicago and New Orleans, using the
deficit on the Pennsylvania Company's Hues, which include the Mobile and Ohio line south of Cairo.
This is to serve as a Gulf
route of the Pennsylvania Specials between Pittsburg and Chicago, connection for all the New York Central Lines, competing for Cuban
it would be exceedingly interesting to know how much influence
and South American, as well as Cull', export traffic. The llansvillethe heavy expenses of these two L8-hOUT trains have on making
Lndiana Harbor line is also soon to serve the Big Four in another
It
is a
fairly well-settled fact that
passenger traffic unprofitable,
important way by bringing it Into Chicago over Vanderbilt rails
there is a large loss on the operation of such trains, made up to the
company only by the great advertising value of the high speed instead of, as at present, using 56 miles of the Illinois Central track
between Kankakee and Chicago.
service.
The Income account tor the past year shows a small gain
Conned ing. as ils lines do, hike ports like Toledo, Sandusky.
Cleveland, Ashtabula, Erie and Chicago with the Columbus and 1'ills- In gross earnings $376,653. Earnings front freight traffic increased
burg territory, it is to be expected that coal and ore should furnish $1,275,600, but passenger earnings I'ell off neaih as much, due to
a large share of Ihe Pennsylvania Company's traffic. As a matter less of the large SI. l.onis traffic which naturally came lo the Vanderbilt connection to St.
of fact, out of it total of 77,880,690 tons carried, ever 58,1
Louis during the World's Pair year,
,000 ions
were products of mines, of which bituminous coal furnished 24,400,- Eliminating this Exposition passenger business front the 1904
tons, ami ores 1.5,100,000 tons.
000 tons, coke 8,200,1
The Increase nigs, passenger returns for 190B would have shows In tad of a
in oro tonnage is especially notable, the figure for 1001 having been
decrease of $1,078,602, an Increase of ever $800,000.
ii, 55(1,0110,
which means an Increase of mere than 5,000,
Operating expenses Increased $983,748, leaving a decrease in
tons laal
iim earning
year. Coke tonnage also Increased from 5,900,11011 in 8,200,000 ions.
ol
This In spile of the tact that no add!
(871 i79
Iron products, castings, machinery and bar and shod metal fur- Hon betterments were deducted from gross earnings, as against
nished 10.500,000 of the 17,300,000 tons of manufactures carried.
Net
Income was
$286,000 deducted on
this account
In
L904
As long as the steel trade contii
s active the
Pennsylvania $1,870,426, a decease of $508,411; dividends $1,828,876 an increase
Company cannot fail to share largely in Ils prosperity, The present of $209,888, due to the 01 » stock, and the year's surplus only $41,660
report shows (dearly enough that much of the past year's good BB against $769,800 ill L904, B decrease Of $717. True
The amount
$35,595,163

physical

—
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credited to profit and loss, after certain other deductions, was,
therefore, only $8,950.
To offset, on the balance sheet, the new stock issue occur two
new items: Sundry collectible accounts, $1,571,403, and loans and
bills receivable, $3,040,000, which might well be further explained.
It is, of course, not unlikely that these items represent cash received from sale of the new stock temporarily on loan. An Item of
$117,000 for advances to the Kankakee & Seneca Railway, a small
subsidiary company, seems hardly justified as an asset, when another part of the report shows that this road showed an operating
deficit for the year.
There was spent for new construction and additions to property $3.1S2,225, and for new equipment $2,181,383.
The first sum
•was charged to construction and equipment on the balance sheet.
Of the second sum, $1,227,383 was covered by the whole of the
reserve fund for equipment, and the balance of $954,000 was charged
to cost of road and equipment.
In addition to $1,429, S90 included
in the improvement account for the Cairo division, there was
advanced during the year for real estate and easements on that
division, $442,928.
Maintenance of

way and structures cost $2,999,105, an increase
of $268,162 over 1904.
Per mile of road this account took $1,512
against $1,444 in 1904.
Maintenance of equipment was $3,390,675,
an increase of $30S,438. This works out in repairs and renewals
per unit of equipment at $2,490 per locomotive against $2,691 in
1904; $708 per passenger car against $665 in 1904, and $60 per
freight car against $62 in 1904.
In spite of this last decrease the
largest single item of increase under maintenance of equipment
was in freight car repairs and renewals, due to an increase of 3.4S9
in the number of freight cars owned. The maintenance figures are
liberal, though not especially so in view of the fact that two subsidiary companies on which maintenance expenditures would naturally be lower than on
the main lines, the Peoria & Eastern and the
Cincinnati Northern, are not included in these

or

and
this

funded debt.
equipment, too,

of

Voi

The balance sheet

for

figure

was

XL., No,

.

cost

of

19.

road

During
period the improvements which have been made have come
is

smaller

than

it

in

L888.

current earnings.
One result has been that the road
always been handicapped bj defective roadway and lack of
equipment.
The betterment funds were in particular needed for
the strengthening and replacing of the many bridges on the line.
Here the road has been very weak, and although for the past
few years there has been an average annual appropriation
out of earnings of between $200,000 and $300,000 for renewals
and strengthening of bridges, efficiency is even yet limited by
the
weakness of the long Cleveland
viaduct,
necessitating
the turning over of at Cleveland a good deal of heavy traffic to other
roads.
Work on this Viaduct is now under way and part of the
renewal has already been 'made. On completion of this improvement the weanest spot in the road will be removed and operation
should be made more profitable and economical.
Expenditures
during 1905 for bridge improvements amounted in total to $252,036.
On the other hand the total additions to the equipment roster during
the past ten years have been only 27 locomotives, 13 passenger
cars and 898 freight cars, increments of equipment entirely too
small to handle the increases in traffic on even so modest a railroad as the Nickel Plate. As a result there have been large annual
payments for hire of equipment. This fairly well sums up the
out
has

of

general improvement policy of the company for the past ten years.
The new step which has been taken was the sale in March of
an issue of $10,000,000 4 per cent, debenture bonds maturing in 1931,
the proceeds to be used for general improvements. Part of the funds
received from this sale are to be used in buying several thousand
cars and another part in finishing the strengthening of bridges.
The new equipment should enable the company to make a con-

totals.

The conducting transportation figure for
the year is high, amounting to 44.36 per cent,
of gross against 43.47 per cent, in 1904. both
high percentages. The principal increases were
In engine

and roundhouse men; train

service,

supplies and expenses; switchmen, flagmen and
watchmen, and station, yard and telegraph service.
The total increase in conducting transportation was $364,154, and the whole account
$9,989,670. One item of increased expense which
can be directly traced is that of $64,374 for
rents of tracks, yards and terminals, due chiefly
to operation under new trackage rights of a
Toledo connection over 46 miles of the Hocking
Valley. As a result of the various operating expense increases, the operating ratio increased
from 72 per cent, in 1904 to 75 per cent, last

New

year.

The

principal articles of tonnage were grain, 1,530,746 tons, an
increase of 244,800 tons; bituminous coal, 3,808,462, an increase of
336,050 tons; lumber, 1,268,387, an increase of 51,000 tons, and
manufactures, 3,922,507 tons, an increase of 773,675 tons. The total
tonnage carried was 14,510,234, an increase of 1,661,681 tons, and
the ton mileage. $2,464,700,000. The freight density was 1,243,160
tons mile per mile of road, an increase of 113,756, and the passenger density 165,586 passengers one mile per mile of road, a decrease of 51,818. The train load increased from 348 tons in 1904
to 376 tons in 1905.

The Peoria & Eastern, with 350 miles operated, shows gross
earnings of $2,960,727, and net earnings of $904,004; the Cincinnati
Northern, with 248 miles operated, gross earnings of $S47,230, and
net earnings of $100,086.
The
nati,

principal statistics of operation of the Cleveland, CincinSt. Louis follow:

Chicago and

Mileage worked
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Gross earnings
Maint. way and structures
Malnt. of equipment
Conducting transportation.
Operating expenses
Net earnings

New

!905.
1,983
$14,291,108
5.379,056
22.517,763
2.999,105
3,390,675
9,989,670
16,879,345
5,63S,418

York, Chicago

&

1904.
1,893

$13,015,507
7. 152,558
22.141.1 111
2.730.943

3,082,236
9)625,515
15,895,60
6.245,507
I

St. Louis.

The present year apparently marks the beginning of a new
period for the Nickel Plate road. The history of the New York,
Chicago & St. Louis from the time it was built in 1881 was reviewed
in the Railroad Gazette of June 16, 1905.
For the past 19 years,"
since reorganization in 1887, there has been no increase either
in the miles of road operated or in the amount of capital stock

York, Chicago

&

St.

Louis.

reduction in per diem payments, which for 1905 were$412,621, most of which is really a charge for hire of equipment.
Although the new bonds impose a considerable charge against income ($400,000), the money which they furnish should strengthen,
the net earnings of the road by more than the amount required for
this annual payment.
Continuation of the present dividends on
the first and second preferred stocks after the new payment seems
especially safe from the fact that, if desirable, the Lake Shore could
at any time easily turn over enough traffic to the Nickel Plate to give
the necessary boost to earnings. The history of the New York, Chicago & St. Louis is interesting as an example of a road coming out
of reorganization with weak credit and a limited mortgage, with
the possibility of raising funds by issues of new capital stock precluded by the low price of the stock, which has been compelled
through a long series of years to spend money for improvements
(if at all) out of earnings.
As a result of this policy and the
gradual improvement of the road, its credit has been brought to a
point where debenture bonds can be sold at a reasonable price. The
time has now come when the management feels safe placing an
additional (though not obligatory) charge of $400,000 a year ahead
of dividends. It is a reasonable expectation that economies resulting
from the use of the new capital will overbalance the extra charges.
A further use to which part of the new funds is likely to be put
is in making a serious beginning of ultimately double tracking the
whole road. The chief operating official of the Nickel Plate has been
quoted to the effect that $500,000 is to be spent this year on double
track from Cleveland west to Lorain, 26 miles, and on a 12-mile section just east of Chicago. At present the total second track of the
road amounts to 6.24 miles.
Gross earnings, which were $6,300,000 in 1895, were $9,100,000
in 1905, an increase of $463,356. or 5.36 per cent, over 1904. and of
Compared with
$2,790,000 or 44 per cent, in the 10-year period.
1904, freight earnings increased $382,225, or 5.31 per cent., and passiderable
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senger earnings
$6,483,010,

$11)0,781, or 7.83

Operating expenses were
expenses tor addition better-

per cent.

and there was charged

to

ments $537,341, leaving net earnings, after betterments, of $2,083,an increase of over $281,000. From the year's surplus of
$290,363 there was deducted $250,000 as a special improvement fund
for new improvements and betterments, making a total deduction
from earnings for betterments and additions to property of $787,341.
Here, evidently, is a source which could, if necessary, be called
upon for the new debenture payment. The year's improvements
include a new branch line 3Vi miles long, the first branch line
owned by the road, to the National Tube Company's plant at
South Lorain, Ohio, and 15 new freight locomotives, 12 of which
were renewals and three, new numbers in the equipment.
379,

The report gives a brief summary of the conditions of the
improvement funds at the close of the year. According to
this, funds amounting to $8b8,000 were set aside during the year
to the credit of these funds. As the amount appropriated from the
year's surplus to the special improvement fund amounted to only
$250,000, and there is no other source indicated from which other
special

funds were received, the source of the extra $618,000 added to the
funds during the year is not clear. There is another respect in
which the report is lacking, namely, that although figures are
given among the first charges for the amount paid on principal and
interest of equipment trusts there is no statement of the amount of
equipment trusts outstanding or of the number of units of equipment covered by such arrangements.
Operating expenses as a whole increased $182,204.
Per mile
maintenance of way cost $1,572 against $1,723 in 1904. Repairs and
renewals of locomotives amounted to $2,580 per locomotive against
$1,968 in 1904, an increase of $612 per locomotive, due particularly
to a considerable expenditure for renewals. Repairs (no renewals)
of passenger cars remained practically stationary, at $807 per car
against $802 in 1904, while there was a considerable increase in
repairs (no renewals) of freight cars from $58 in 1904 to $73 in

—

1905.

The balance sheet contains two small items of current assets
which are not usually included by most railroads. They are, contributions to co-operative fast freight funds, and contributions to
Withtraffic association funds, together amounting to some $30,000.
out accurate knowledge of the reason, it seems strange to consider
these current assets. Such payments would naturally appear to fall
under the head of operating (traffic) expenses, rather than to be
current assets, like cash in the hands of the treasurer..
In freight traffic the Nickel Plate gets a long haul, 236 miles.
This, however, is a decrease from the year previous, when 251
miles was the average haul. The train load decreased eight tons,
Freight density is
from 337 tons in 1904 to 329 tons in 1905.
2,837,600 tons one miles per mile of road, an increase of over 200,000, and passenger density 174,155 passangers one mile per mile
of road. The average number of passengers per train is high and shows
an increase, being 74 in 1905 and 70 in 1904. The large number is
probably due to the comparatively small number of passenger trains
run. The number of commutation passengers, which increased over
200 per cent, in 1904, shows an added increase of 16 per cent, in 1905.
The principal statistics of operation follow:
1904.

1905.

Mileage worked
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Gross earnings
Maint. way and structures
Malnt. nf equipment
Conducting transportation
Operating expenses
Not earnings
Addition betterments

NEW

r>23

523

$7,534,856
1.437.616
9,108,730
S22.272
1.107,263

$7,152,63]
1,836,834
8,645,374

3

1,191,286
6,168,680
2,481,695

.

4,.'!2.s,(H

Oiil.lNti

952,266

6, 483,010

2,625,720
537,34]

674,467

PUBLICATIONS.

of his death in L902,
pleted by Professor

the multitudinal boiler in 1801. In 1813 he designed an iron clad
ship; in 1817 he obtained the first charter from New Jersey, "to
build a railroad from the river Delaware, near Trenton, to the
In 1826 he built a steam locoriver Raritan near New Brunswick."
motive, which he operated on a circular track on his own property
in Hoboken. His sons, Robert Livingston Stevens and Edwin A.
Stevens, were both assistants and successors to their father's engineering work.
Robert designed and built, in 1884, the yacht
"Maria," which beat the "America" in a fair race just before the
"America" went across the Atlantic to win its famous victory in

international competition. Robert Stevens designed and had made
in England the first T rails approximating the present standard
sections, but the story of the work of this family is too long for this
notice.
This is intended to be merely suggestive of what the reader

may

find in

it.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
The Canadian Northern Raihvay has issued a handsome descrippamphlet telling the salient facts concerning the road and its
plans for the future. The road is now in running order to EdmonIt passes
ton, Alberta, 825 miles west by north from Winnipeg.
through "A thousand miles of wheatfields," and this phrase is the
The Canadian northwest is all so new and
title of the pamphlet.
has grown so rapidly that every page gives the reader a surprise.
The Canadian Northern Railway was unknown in 1895; and it is
only since 1901 that it has been running trains through from Port
Arthur on Lake Superior to Winnipeg and beyond; but to-day its
lines aggregate 2,400 miles, and it has an imposing railroad map
Besides a wheat country which will support an empire,
all its own.
Saskatchewan and Alberta promise great things in coal mines, oil
wells and other necessaries of life; and the railroad promoters and
builders of the region now have in mind definite and sober plans
for building to Hudson's Bay. The present, astonishing as it is,
only foreshadows a far greater future. The present pamphlet was
tive

issued on the occasion of the visit of H. R. H. Prince Arthur, last
month, and it is made up principally of an annotated time-table
of the prince's train. This makes an attractive narrative, and it
has been prepared by a skilful pen.

—

The Trussed Concrete Steel Co.,
begun the publication of a monthly bulletin under
It is a
the above title, the first number of which has just appeared.
four-page form, 8% x 11, printed in two colors. The first two pages
are devoted to "A Test by Fire" of a large reinforced concrete warehouse in Minneapolis recently, in which after burning inside for
two hours the damage to the building was given as only $500. The
remaining space is devoted to statements regarding the number of
important orders for large buildings recently booked, tests of reinTrussed Concrete Bulletin.

Detroit, Mich., has

forced concrete beams, etc.

—

Corrugated Bars for Reinforced Concrete. A useful catalogue
containing upwards of 235 i\-± in. x 6% in. pages has just been
published by the Expanded Metal & Corrugated Bar Co., St. Louis,
Mo. It is profusely illustrated throughout with both line and halftone engravings of reinforced concrete bridges, buildings, etc.
It
also contains a number of engineering tables as well as much other
useful data for use in connection with the designing of reinforced
concrete structures.

—

Foundii/ Information. The Obermayer Bulletin for March-April
has articles on "Electricity in Foundry Practice," "Warping of Castings," "The Strongest Copper Alloy," "The Cupola 'render" and
"Wanted A Foundry Foreman." There is also considerable other
matter of interest to the trade.

—

Technology, with
A Hlstorj of-the Stevens [nstltul
of the
biographies of the trustees, faculty, and alumni and a r
Bound in half-leathachievements of the Stevens family of engineers.
Edited bj Prof. P de R. Furman, Hoboken,
er, size 8X11W In., 650 pp.
Price, $10.00,
N. J., from whom copies can !» had.
This luxurious volume in memory of Henry Morton, first President of Stevens Institute in 1870. and so continuing until the time

Korton Memorial:
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'

l'arniil Roofing.- A clover advertising poster is issued by F. \V.
Bird & Son, makers of Paroid roofing. East W:\Ipolc, Mass.
It is
The firm is
a life size reproduction of a thoroughbred bull dog.
sending it to all railroad officers who ask for it.

was partially made by Dr. Morton and com
Furman, It, consists of three sections, the

History of Stevens Institute, the Story of the Engineering Works
of the wonderful Stevens family, while the third section consists
Every one
of biographies of those connected with the institution.

CONTRIBUTIONS

who knew or knows of Dr. Motion's work will want the volume.
To others the interest lios in a second section. Ihc developments
In steam railroading and steam navigation, made by the membei
Colonel John Stevens was a lawyer about
of the Stevens family.
40 years old, when ho saw John Pitch's Steamboat struggling with

Reforms and Advance Information.

Thai settled bis career ever afterward
the title on the iieiawnre.
as an engineer. In 1798, Ion years before Pulton ran his "Clermont,"
Colonel Stevens had a steamboat OH the Hudson :is builder, owner
and captain. Several years before Fulton's steamboat ,-ippe:
1,
Colonel Stevens had a double-screw Steamer running,
lie patented

Pitt

To nn Editor of

Pa.,

May

L906,

.'.

k

mi ro u) Oh etti
in these times of Investigation, of hunting tor discriminations
and graft, why has no one public!} alluded to the gtvl
Phi
foreknowledge of the
advance Information by the President?
ortb
ontenl a ol an Impoi tan or rad leal
PI
millions or dollars, In thi
e, to the
Information Is given, and the Bum ol stock values advance or dei
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cline from $1,000,000 to .1(50.000,000.
Who. in general, gets the
benefit we know.
But what do they pay for it?
If any other individual or clique gave, to a selected tew, government information worth millions of dollars, what would we

constant load, and are entirely independent of the motive power
circuit, and thus the electro-motive force is constant.
In the substation the alternating current is stepped down by oil-cooled transformers with a ratio of 20 to 1 to 550 volts, and delivered at this
think? Is it not the 'most Important act of discrimination yet un- potential to the signal cables which extend through the Subway
earthed? Is it not an excellent opportunity for graft? Without from sub-station to sub-station. In normal operation of the system
any exceptional sources for receiving information
got the im- the transformers in all sub-stations are on the signal mains in
portant points of the "Muck Rake" speech 18 hours before it was multiple, and each slalion is provided with switch-boards on which
published. In remote Pittsburg, quite out of touch with Wall Street
arc mounted the necessary switches, circuit breakers, ammeters and
I got a reliable synopsis of the message accompanying the Garfield
report four hours before its publication. Partly from facts and
partly from market indications, one may assume that no important
J^msisMmmtf
"Wall Street interest had less than 24 hours advance information
Transformer Coil
of the. last Presidential utterance.
Probably no one believes that Mr. Roosevelt was directly paid
for this information. A few people may think that he might as
I Ohm IVon Indue tire
Resistances
well sell as give an unfair advantage. Has not the time come to
point out to our arch reformer that reformation, like charity, should
Battery
begin at home?
?. ffear ttome
Is it not a piteous comparison
the incisive logic and diction
3. home
of the Standard Oil reply and the vague, illogical, redundant Gar4. t?ear Distant
field report?
It seems thai the Lawson style has affected the gov5. D/stant
ernment more than the people attacked.
D. b.
6. Spare
I

I.

—

7.

Oakland

to

New York

in

71

Common

Hours 27 Minutes.

Mr. E. H. Harriman, President of the Southern Pacific, arrived
in New York City over the New York Central, by a regular train
(the Empire State Express), on the evening of May 8, in 33 minutes
less than three days from Oakland, Cal.
To Buffalo Mr. Harriman
traveled by special trains. The memorandum of times given to the
reporters on arrival in New York was as follows:

I.

this route

0.

7.

The distance shown
and the time was 73 hrs. 12 min.
page

565.

Signal

Fig.

in

the

New York Subway.*

to a few years ago, track circuits for automatic signals had
apparently settled down to an almost uniform arrangement of standard apparatus in which one installation was different from another
only in details of construction and style and character of batteries.

1

—Automatic

Signal Connections,

^mmmmsm^ Trans former
..

I

Ohm Non

Co//

Jnefucf/ve

ftesistances

had then elapsed since the first successful
system of block signals had been installed, this uniformity of design
seemed to indicate that in the near future it would only be necessary for a railroad company to purchase standard plans, place on
them the number of signals required, decide whether they would
use storage, gravity or potash batteries for their track circuits and
proceed with the installation.
Every signalman knew that such batteries had their limitations
for track circui* work, as they often had signals act mysteriously
on account of stray currents from electric railroads becoming mixed
up with the track circuits. While these conditions caused many
detentions to traffic, yet as there was nothing better on the market
the railroad companies took the many detentions as necessary evils
which had to be tolerated.
With the advent of the high-speed electric roads, it was realized
that they would have to be signaled, but as the rails were used for
returns for the power current, it was manifestly impossible to use
batteries for track circuits. To operate track relays it was necessary
to have relays responding to the return current from the motors.
of years

Alternating current fulfills these requirements, not alone when
direct current is used for motive purposes, but as well when alternating current is used.
The instruments must respond quickly
to the action of alternating current; but when the train shunts the
track circuit, the return power circuit, whether direct or alternating,
must not cause the track relay to remain in the clear position.
In the New York Subway, single-phase 60-cycle current is used
lor the track circuits and for lighting the signals. This is supplied
by turbo-generators in the main power house, and delivered to the
sub-stations at a potential of 11,000 volts. The generators carry a

*A paper by J. M. Waldron, Signal Engineer, of the Interborough ltapld
Company; read before the Railway Signal Association ;ii New York

iranslt

.May

S.

[

Stop

?3

miles,
is 15

Up

As a number

Circuit Breaker on Home
Blade, stiotving contacts
tor clear pos/tion ofsignal

was

miles longer than the Erie.

Alternating Current Track Circuits

e>->

Distant

was 3,329
The New York Central

in that record

Spare

Common

a

in October
last, by special trains all the way, but over the Erie instead of the
New York Central east of Buffalo. That trip also was made by Mr.
Harriman, and was reported in the Railroad Gazette, of December
15,

Home

Spare

4. dear Distant
5. Distant

Left Oakland Mole, Cal., 7:33 p. m. Saturday.
Sparks, Nev., 305 miles, 6:47 a. m. Sunday.
Green River, Wyo., 709 miles, midnight Sunday.
Omaha, Neb., S27 miles, 2:45 p. m. Monday.
Chicago, 111., 44S miles, 12:45 a. m. Tuesday.
Buffalo, N. Y., 540 miles, 12:59 p. m. Tuesday.
New York, 440 miles, 10 p. m. Tuesday.

The best time ever before made over

Battery

2a.
5.

Fig. 2.

New York Subway.

r

May

1
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alternating current relay to prevent a harmful amount of direct
synchroscopes, all of which are so connected that any sub-station the
from passing through the relay.
current
the
with
can be cut off the line at any time without interfering
The alternating current relay consists of two pole pieces, which
connection between adjacent sub-stations.
made up by winding coils of wire around laminated iron cores
In case the 11,000-volt 60-cycle cables leading from the main are
aluminum vane moves through a quadrant of a
powerhouse to the several sub-stations should break down, there is between which an
mounted
circle. This vane is supported on jeweled bearings, and has
transformer,
25-k.w.
sub-station
a
each
power
in
reserve
provided for
it by lavite insulations, the necesfrom
insulated
but
shaft,
its
power
on
11,000-volt
25-cycle
the
switch
to
which is connected by an oil
controlling signals and stops. Attached to the end
This, at a potential of 550 volts, can be thrown on to the sary springs for
circuit.
The reversing of these springs are small pieces of graphite which make contact
signal mains by reversing a double throw switch.
with platinum on the tops of the stationary pedestals when the.
of this switch cuts the 60-cycle transformer off, and the 25-cycle
will pick up at
intended
for con- relay is energized; the relay is adjusted so that it
not
current
is
25-cycle
The
mains.
signal
the
on

B

£ Storage Ba ttery Main -^
"^-Common /fetum tV/re-?

71

i*-

^S
u

s

CtoO Short B/ock

D-
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H
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\
-U-
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CT

ji

u
y4fo8 long'

B/ock
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Fig. 4-

-Automatic Signal Circuits

of the

Express Tracks

in

the

New York Subway

in
stant operation, as there are considerable voltage fluctuations
The frequency being lower, the energy conthe power current.
sumed when operating the signal system by it is increased about
In the course of a year this would be no small item
66 per cent.

in dollars and cents.

transformer with two secondary coils is placed at the exit
The primary coil is connected across the alternating current mains. Cut-outs and fuses are placed in each of the
primary connections. One of the secondary coils supplies current
to the rails for track circuits at a potential of about 10 volts. The

A

end

of each block.

other

is for

lighting the signals at 50 volts potential.

In the circuit

^rnmuuMm^

of

Rapid Transit Company.

Interborough

the

three volts; that is, it will cause the springs to makecontact when there is a potential difference of three
volts between the two rails of the track at the end of
the block adjacent to the signal.
In the normal operation of the system there is
a difference of about six volts maintained between
rails at the relay end of the block, thus giving a
working margin of 100 per cent. The block lengths
Their lengths are equal to
average about S20 ft.
braking distance plus 50 per cent, when a train is
possible for it to make at
Grades are taken into consideration in
that point.
making these calculations. The illustrations show the

making the greatest speed

Fig

5.

circuits used for traffic in one direction, and where there are no
complications entering into the block signal system.
Pig. 4 shows connections from signal to signal, and Figs. 1, 2
and 3 the wiring in the signal case at each of the signals, A, B,
Fig. 1 shows the ordinary wiring
shows the arrangement where the
is normal length— about S50 ft.— and the
450 ft., and Fig. 3 shows the wiring where the
These special wirings are designed to guard

and C, which are shown
in an instrument case.
first block in advance

in Fig.

4.

Fig. 2

second is short, say,
next two are short.
against the interference of the automatic stop with the cars of
a long train which is not to be stopped. Ordinary trains arc of
uniform or nearly uniform length, but two ordinary trains couple.
together make a train so long that the foremost car may work the
automatic stop before the last car has reached it. The illustrations
are traced from the operating drawings, made by the Railroad ComIn the originals the index to the cable section shown in Fig. 1
Fig. 5 shows how the
in the same way in Figs. 2 and 3.
is
binding screws on a relay arc connected lo the relay itself, and
designed to aid repair men and inspectors in studying diagrams.
As all automatic signals must depend upon the track circuit for
their operation, the efficiency of this determines the degree of sue

pany.

@©4

I.

is

Battery

Home

re&riC^ Stop
®aW
Distant
l

24. ffear
£. Distant

Q.Gr.Brons~/g.
tor Stop Cont.

Common

'•once

Stop

shown

cess of the signaling system;

therefore,

it

is

of

prime importance

A lame portion
operation for Is months,
which is equivalent to nine years' operation on a road having 104
The number Of failures has been small, averaging
rains per day.
ahout 17 a month. The a.c. relay failures have been one to about
About 40 per cent, of the total number of
7r>,oim,(HMi movements.
failures have been due to slivers from brake shoes bridging rail
thai the track circuit should be the best obtainable.

Of the

Subway signaling has now been

in

I

between the transformer and the block rail is a grid resistance oi
one ohm and a BO-ampere BOO-volt turn The purpose of the resistance is to prevent a dead Bhort circuit In the secondary coll of the
Ai the signal end of the
the block.
>0
asses from the rail through
bin resistance, then through a relay
ampere fuse to a grid of oi
and Impedance coll, which are In multiple, to the return rail; then
« >i
The
of starting.
r or
through this rail back i" the transfor

transformer when a train is
block the alternating curre

In

<

i

•

i

winding of very low ohmlc resistance around
a laminated Iron core, and Is placed In the circuit In multiple with

Impedance

coll

baa

a

insulation joints in the vicinity of stations.
II
is hard to realize what this record means until one goes to B
station In the Subwaj during the busy time of daj and count!
passing trains; at the end of 60 minutes ii will be found thai 122
ieople have passe,
trains or 7m; ears, probablj carrying S<
Will And hundreds of
If you make a journey over the road, you
aii depend toi their operation upon
signals and automatic slops,
tlj
to the action of the
the track circuit, and all respond pi
hi
trains; all perform their dutj towards humanity by protrain,
tecting the train In advance from being run Into by your
on ibis record, the signals are io be om Idered the guardian ai
you will probablj be Interested In ibis precision and
of the Subway,

pa

i

almost Infallible operation, [oi the many hundn
"
100
dreds of automatic slops you have passed makt
operations each 24 hours. These have tor a whole month performed
"O detheir duly Willi but 13 failures, all on the
OVI m nts.
tentlon tO nearly one hall' million
ii
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Cross-Tie Record of the Santa Fe.

The annual statement of ties laid and removed on the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe. issued by Mr. E. 0. Faulkner, Manager Tie and
Timber Department, gives the records for 1905. The records for
the first half of thai year were printed In these columns October G,
1905.
As in that case, the present statement gives the number of
treated and untreated ties removed on the Eastern and Western
grand divisions by divisions and by years, the latter referring to
the year of treatment and insertion of the ties. The records on the
Eastern grand division go back only to ties treated in 1S9G, while
those on the Western date from 1SS5. The statement also includes
figures for the total number of treated pine ties laid from 1S85 to
1905 inclusive, and the total number of removals since 1S97, no
record of removals having been kept prior to that time. The figures
for insertions are for 1905 only, of course.
Omitting the figures
for removals by years, the totals by" divisions for both removals and
insertions are as follows:
Ties Removed.
Eastern Grand Division.
,

Treated
Other

Rotten, causes.
Illinois Dlv
1,530
152
Missouri Div. ... 4.3S8
625
Kan. City Div...
737
96
Eastern Div
821
3.2S2

Middle Div
So. Kan. Div

Oklahoma

25,304
10,556
Div.*. .26,920

395
2,941'.

1,361

,

,

Untreated.

,

Other
Total.

Rotten,

1.6S2
5,013

108,548
103.677
13.815
133,838
182,645
189,510
78,156

833
4,103
25,699
13,449
28,281

Av.

life

of treated

Total,

ties. yrs.

84i:

109.042
104,523

422

14,237

2,692
2,115
12,046

116.530
184,760
201.556
78,318

4.8
4.5
5.3
5.3
6.3
5.7

causes.
194

162

6.5

Western Grand Division.
Western Div. ...74,096
Pan Handle Div. 8,553

1,372

Colorado Div. ...27.138
73,337
New Mex. Div
Rio Grande Div... 93.675

1.305
5,122
1,699

.

4S9

75,468
9,042
2S.443
78.459
95,374

177,700
165,532
39,416
24,944
20,791

4.799
2,664
2,252

1S2.499
168,196

9.5
6.2

41-.66S

iO.5

1,096
1,081

20,040
21.S72

10.5
14.4

Vol. XL., No. 19.

Also,,
that cars for city delivery retrace ibis part of the route.
cars in trains from the east for the souili and west, from the west
for the south and east, and from the south for the east and west,
must leave the yard at the same end by which they enter. For
an ordinary through yard it is usually sufficient to provide ready
means of transit from the receiving to the departure yard in the
same direction. Hut owing to the variety of car movements necessary in the East Bottoms yard, convenience of access from the
eastbound receiving to the westbound classification and departure
yard, and from the westbound receiving to the eastbound classification and departure yard had to be provided.
This was done by
means of two cross-over yards connecting the respective switching

leads.

The physical conditions limiting the size of the yard are: The
junction of the Pueblo and Joplin lines with the St. Louis lines
at the east end of the westbound receiving yard; the tracks of theSt. Louis & San Francisco, and of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul at the east end of the classification yards; the narrowing of the available ground between the engine house and
the Dixey elevator at the west end of the classification yards, and
several city streets beyond the west end of the eastbound receiving
yard.
The sizes and capacities of the individual yards are as follows,
the figures having reference to the ultimate plan to be completed
Westbound receiving yard, 11 tracks averas conditions require:
aging 61 cars standing room; westbound classification and departure
yard, 36 tracks with from 18 to 55 car lengths of standing room;
hump lead connecting these yards, 63 car lengths clear between
hump and railroad crossing; elevator yard, 10 tracks averaging 51
cars standing room, with "drilling" lead at each end; eastbound
receiving yard, six tracks averaging 75 cars standing room; east-

•Including Eastern Oklahoma Ry.

Ties Inserted.
Eastern Grand Division.
Illinois Division

Missouri Division

Kansas City Division
Eastern Division
Middle Division
Southern Kansas Division

Oklahoma Division
Total

Treated.
253.151
194.222
38.223
239,354
300,561
241,191

873
4,430
1,747

241.

317

Colorado Division
New Mexico Division
Rio Grande Division
Total

The

119,962

489

120,451

1,386,667

7,856

1,394,523

1,406

299,312

297,906
184,847
82,108
104,801
135,698

84,232
394

82.108
189,033
136.092

SOS, 360

S6.032

891,392

New

1902, 99.38 per cent;
1905, 99.97 per cent.

N S

A

—i

\

ve„ n

^.

111

^

l-iiin.sTs

,?&

CITY

241,101

j

KANSAS

K

A

S

N

'VLocol rreigM
Disrr/cf
££*

^^^M

184,847

number

1901, 97.74 per cent.;
1904, 99.85 per cent.;

K A

Borrows

ml

of treated ties that have been laid in these
divisions is 13,708,467, of which 2,192,027 were laid last year. Most
The total removed
of these (11,179,721) have been laid since 1897.
was 1,576,006, of which 1,493,483 were for decay, and the remainder
for other causes. The average life of those removed for decay was
There were still in track the first of the present year
10.62 years.
Of those laid in 1897 there remained S4.95 per cent.;
10,928,362.
1898, 87.28 per cent.; 1899, 93.59 per cent.; 1900, 98.12 per cent.;
total

Y

Total.

254,027
198,652
38,223

Western Gram] Division.

Western Division
Pan Handle Division

It*

-*.

Untreated.

A

S

p^X

1

T
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1

S

S
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1

*
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Location of East Bottoms Yard; Kansas City.

1903, 99.62 per cent.;

East Bottoms Yard of the Missouri Pacific at Kansas City.

The old freight yard of the Missouri Pacific in the East Bottoms, Kansas City, Mo., was used for only a part of the trains entering and leaving the city. When it was decided to handle all of the
trains at this yard, enlargement and a complete rearrangement was
made necessary. Additional property was acquired and plans made
for a terminal that would for some time to come meet the needs
of Kansas City business.
The plan as laid out to meet these requirements is shown herewith, with the portion immediately necessary for handling present business shown in solid lines and additions to be made in the future when traffic requires represented
by broken lines. It should be explained, however, that the eastbound and westbound receiving yards are not shown to correct scale
corresponding to the remainder of the layout, or with the right
number of tracks, being merely sketched in to indicate their relation
to the general plan.
In order that the peculiarities of the design may be understood, the general location of the yard with reference to traffic
should be explained. This is shown on the accompanying sketch
map of the local freight district of Kansas City which gives the
location of the various Missouri Pacific lines into the city.
Trains
from the Pueblo (Colorado) line, the Joplin and Coffeyville lines,
and the two St. Louis lines enter the yard from the east and leave
Trains from the Omaha
for these lines at the same end of the yard.
line and other Nebraska and Kansas lines enter the yard from the
west and leave at the same end. The local freight, district of Kansas
City is west of the yard, therefore the trains destined for entrancs
at the west end of the yard pass through this district, requiring

bound departure yard, 21 tracks averaging 62 cars standing room;
eastbound hump lead connecting receiving and departure yards,
45 cars clear length; cross-over yard from eastbound receiving to
westbound departure yard, 105 cars, clear room; cross-over yard,
from westbound receiving yard to eastbound departure yard, eight
tracks averaging 35 cars standing room. There are also five coal
storage tracks with capacity for 125 cars; seven car repair tracks,
average length 16 cars; three eastbound caboose tracks and two
westbound caboose tracks. The engine house layout includes a 22stall roundhouse with 75-ft. turntable; a 200-ft. double ash pit; a
500-ton Link-Belt coaling station; an engine crane with 1% yd.
clam-shell bucket for coaling and for cleaning the ash pit; two
12-in. water cranes which receive their supply from a treating plant;
a sandhouse, and miscellaneous structures.
To make clearer the train, engine and car movements, important
points in the yards have been designated by letters. Freight trains
from the east and south enter the westbound receiving yard at
"A." The engine, upon being cut off, picks up its caboose and proceeds over the engine running track to the eastbound caboose track,
leaving the caboose on the proper track and proceeding to the
ash pit and engine house. Meantime a yard engine is attached to
the east end of the string of cars and pushes them over the railroad crossing into the hump lead and over the hump at "B," classifying the cars into the westbound departure yard, eastbound crossover yard or the repair yard, occasional cars for the elevator being
thrown into the north track of the westbound departure yard.
Cuts of cars for the city and trains for the north leave the westbound departure yard at "C," the caboose being taken by the yard
engine from its proper track and placed on the rear of the train
in the westbound departure yard, the engine meantime proceeding
from the engine house to the west end of the yard at "D."
Cuts of cars from the city and trains from the north and west
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enter the eastbound receiving yard at "E." The road engine
cut off. takes its caboose places it on the caboose tracks and moves
over the caboose running tracks to the entrance of the engine tracks
at "P." The yard engine pushes the cars from the receiving yard
into the hump lead and classifies them over the bump at "G" into
the eastbound departure yard, the westbound crossover yard or the
repair yard.
It also take- cuts from the eastbound cross-over yard
(which have been switched over the westbound hump at "B") and
places them in eastbound trains, and takes the caboose from the
eastbound caboose track for placing on the rear of the train. The
road engine passes from the house over the engine running track
to the front end of the train at the exit of the eastbound yard
li

at "P."

Company
classified

coal which is brought into the yard from the east is
into the eastbound cross-over yard over the hump
then run into the coal storage yard from which it is

first

"B" and is
taken to the coaling station as needed.
We are indebted for the plans and information to Mr. M. L
Byers, Engineer Maintenance of Way of the Missouri Pacific.

The Relations

Railroads to the Public*

of the

BY

R.

C.

RICHARDS,

The subject which has been assigned to me to-night is certainly
a broad one, and one that is entitled to a much abler mind and
speaker than myself. From the last report of the Interstate Commerce Commission, which was for the year ending June 30. 1904,

we learn that the capital invested in the railroads was $13,213,124,679; the mileage, 214,477; the earnings, $2,073,177,325; that we
were paid for wages $817,598,810; that we had 46,743 locomotives.
1,798.000 cars; carried 715,419,62S passengers, and 1,309,899,165 tons
of freight.
I give you these figures simply to show the immensity of the
business and to emphasize, if possible, the great importance it is
to the prosperity and success of that business that our relations
with our patrons, the public, should be open and above board, reasonable and courteous: that the public, which is our customer (and
nearly every person in the country at one time or another uses
facilities), should be reasonably satisfied with our service.
We
carried the whole population of the country ten times in the year
covered by the report referred to, and we hope to carry more of
them and more of their property this year than we did that.
Now, whether the relations between the public and the companies who employ us shall be pleasant, friendly and neighborly.
or whether we shall be at swords' points, the public demanding more
than it is entitled to and we granting less, depends partly on the
general policy of the owners of the companies, partly on you and
me and the others who are doing the actual work of the roads
and who come in personal contact with the public, and partly en
the knowledge the public has of the good things we and our companies do. If we are decent and courteous, kindly and fair in our
dealings with our patrons, they will believe that the owners and
real managers of the corporations are the same and will in time
learn to treat us in the same way. If our stations are reasonably
commodious and well kept, our trains comfortable, run at reasonably frequent intervals, with safety and at convenient times; if
we handle the freight with promptness and despatch; if the man
who sells the ticket, the man who solicits the freight, who collects
the charges, assists the passenger, investigates the claims and complaints, is honest, fair, prompt, considerate and courteous, the public will believe that the company is the same, and if a question
arises between the public and the companies we will be much more
likely to get a fair hearing and a just decision, and less attention
will be paid to the specious and unfair arguments of demagogues
and agitators, and the company so represented will get its share or
more of the patronage.
Who is it that is always called on for aid in the way of reduced
rates, special service and other accommodations when any special
<>vent is to happen in our towns and cities, when it is desired to
locate a fair, a convention, get up an excursion, or when a calamity
stub as has recently happened in San Francisco occurs? It is always "What will the railroads do?" and we always do our share
and generally more. Who is it that is called on wdien some spe< ial
information is wanted that can be gotten quickest through distant
representatives of the railroads, or when there is some special order
to be promptly filled? Any railroad agent or solicitor can answer
the question without the aid of an encyclopaedia. Who is it that
pensions their old employees, if not the railroads? The North-Western paid over $70,000 for that purpose last year. Who is it that
takes care of its injured men. furnishes them with hospital and
surgical care, if not the railroads? Who is it that buries many of
the dead who are killed trespassing on the tracks, if not the railroads? I remember such a case in my own town, and after the
funeral the family published a card of thanks, but forgot to men-

our

—

•An address

delivered

before

the

Transportation

Association

XL., No.

19.

Hie fact thai the North Western paid the expenses.
Why would
be well to advertise some of the good and generous things
we do? We rarely get thanked for them, Would not the public
have a better feeling towards us if it knew about these things,
ti"ii

it

not

which

an every day occurrence on a railroad? Some one always
it is claimed we do.
But, if. on the other hand, our stations are inadequate and
poorly maintained, the trains slow and run at infrequent and Inconvenient hours, the freight handled carelessly and without reasontells

.ire

them about the bad and mean things

able expedition,

the

ticket

sellers,

the

freight

solicitors,

the col-

conductors and brakemen, or other employees or officers are
generally arbitrary, disagreeable, discourteous, impertinent and unfair, or inaccessible and unaccommodating, woe betide us when any
such question comes up. And, gentlemen, the way this question
will lie decided does not depend any more upon the Presidents, VicePresidents, General Managers, Freight and Passenger Traffic Managers, than it does on you and me and the other subordinates, and if
we do our duly as we should the decision will occasionally be in our
lectors,

favor.

One thing that I desire to call special attention to, and that
the importance of promptly and honestly investigating complaints
and claims, and reporting the facts as they are. not as we would
like to have them.
On account of my having been for many years
connected with the North- Western Claim Department, which is
organized, as all Claim Departments are. for the correction of other
people's errors and mistakes, I may over-estimate the importance
of this matter, but 1 believe it is the man who has a complaint,
whether it is reasonable or not. who stirs up trouble and who never
ceases talking and telling his friends about it if his complaint has
not been given proper consideration, who whips his goods over some
other line and tries to get his neighbors to do the same. I remember
hearing about a farmer who had an unsettled claim against a railroad of 30 years standing who swung a jury against them for
a large verdict; of an attorney who had a claim for loss of a coat
in a Pullman car and because the road hauling the car had not
paid him, had not traveled a foot on that road for ten years, and
so it goes.
is

General Claim Agent, Chicago & North-Western Ijailway.

waukee.

Voi

of

Mil-

And in this matter try and look at the complaint or claim not
from our standpoint alone, but from the point of view of the customer that is what the successful business man does; and if our

—

patrons will give us a little indulgence in these matters in the way
of time and not complain if we take as long a time in the investigation of their complaint cr claim as they would gladly allow the
customer in which to pay for the goods, we will get along better,
be better friends, and at the same time save a lot of wear and tear
to our nerves, and some profanity.
Unfortunately we are obliged to confess that we receive too
many complaints and claims, and yet. when you think of the many
million of consignments that we handled on the North-Western alone
last year, each averaging four or five or more packages (right here
in Milwaukee we handled one day this week 2.352 waybills and 18.156
packages of less than carload freight, and 507 cars with the same
number of waybills for carload shipments), and that railroad men
are only human and make mistakes occasionally as well as other
men, can you wonder that sometimes a shipment goes astray or
is damaged, especially when you consider the way in which many
of them are marked and packed; yet out of the 57.229 claims presented to us last year for loss and damage to freight only 11 resulted in litigation, so you will see that we are at least trying to
adjust them with reasonable promptness and fairness, and you will
perhaps understand why it sometimes takes longer than it should
to straighten out these matters, and why some claims are unnecessarily and I regret to admit unreasonably delayed, but such cases
are becoming more rare every year, as we are all trying to improve
our methods.
I remember a complaint my wife had a short time ago with
the largest mercantile house in Chicago, if not in the world, that
seemed as plain as the nose on your face, and yet it took two months
to straighten it out, simply because the right man did not get hold
of it, and so it is with us.

We also learn from the same report of the Interstate Commerce Commission that we numbered 1,300,000 men. and it occurs
to me, as I think it has many times to my hearers who have given
any thought to the subject, that we ourselves constitute a considerable portion of the public. Our number computed on the usual
basis of figuring the number of residents to a town from the number of names in the directory, and allowing for a reasonable increase in the number of employees in a year, would make the number of people directly dependent for a living upon the railroads,
without including those engaged in the construction of new lines,
nearly 6.000,000, or about one-twelfth of the total population of the
country, so that out of every dozen people in Milwaukee at least
one of them gets his living directly from the railroads, and if we
will all give our business the support we ought to and explain
to our friends the reasons why many things are done which they
do not understand, and occasionally tell them of some of the many
good and charitable things the companies do, instead of criticising

—
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every move our superiors make and every policy they adopt, which
unfortunately many men do, we can be a mighty and almost incalculable force and influence in making and controlling public opinion.
And let me say to you, gentlemen, that we are engaged in as
important, as honorable, and as great a business if it is not now
recognized as a profession it soon will be as there is in the world.
There are some improvements to be made in it, as there are in
every business or profession. Two of them occur to me, probably
many do to you. Those I wish to mention and which I have for
years urged and hope to live to see adopted are:
First.
A new method in the selection of employees; and
Second. Their education after selection; so that the same care
will be taken in choosing a man in whose care innumerable lives
and property of incalculable value are to be entrusted as is always
done in selecting a type of locomotive, car, bridge or other structure; as much care taken in choosing ten $600 men as is taken
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same time we will have done that which will assist in bringing about a better understanding between the public and ourselves
and result in friendly co-operation and cordial relations between us.
at the

—

—
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The engraving and account which follows are reproduced
from the Morton Memorial Volume, edited by Professor F. deR.
Furman, of Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J.
Early in October, 1830, and shortly after the surveys of the
Camden & Amboy Railroad were completed, Robert L. Stevens sailed
for England with instructions to order a locomotive and rails for
that road. At that time no rolling-mill in America was able to take

a contract for rolling T-rails.
Robert Stevens advocated the use of an all-iron rail in preference to the wooden rail or stone rigger
Transcription of Letteh Shown in Manuscript
plated with strap iron, then in use on
Below.
one or two short American railroads. At
Liverpool, November 26, 1S30.
his suggestion, at the last meeting held
Gentlemen
before he sailed, after due discussion, the
At what rate will you contract to deliver at Liverboard of directors of the Camden &
pool, say from five to six hundred tons of railway,
Amboy Railroad passed a special resoluof the best Quality iron rolled to the above pattern
tion authorizing him to obtain the rails
in twelve or sixteen feet lengths, to lap as shown in
the drawing, with one hole at each end, and the prohe advocated.
jections on the lower flange at every two feet, cash
During the voyage to Liverpool he
on delivery?
How soon could you make the first de- whiled away the hours on shipboard by
livery, and at what rate per month until the whole
whittling thin wood into shapes of imis complete?
Should the terms suit and the work
aginary cross-sections until he finally degive satisfaction a more extended order is likely to
cided which one was best suited to the
follow, as this is but about one-sixth part of the
needs of the new road. He was familiar
quantity required.
Please to address your answer
with the Berkenshaw rail, with which the
(as soon as convenient) to the care of Francis B.
Ogden, Consul of the United States at Liverpool.
best English roads were then being laid;
I am, vour obedient servant,
but he saw that, as it required an exROBERT L. STEVEN'S,
pensive chair to hold it in place, it was
President and Engineer of the
not adapted to our country, where metal
Camden & South Amboy Railroad &
workers were scarce and iron was dear.
Transportation Co.
He added the base to the Trail, dispensing with the chair. He also designed the
"hook-headed" spike
which Is substantially the railroad spike of to-day) and
the "iron tongue" (which has developed
into the fish-bar), and the rivets (which
have been replaced by the bolt and nut)
to complete the joint.
:

(

cZZt-vr-farC.

The base of the rail which he first
proposed was to be wider where it was
to be attached to the supports than in its
intervening spaces.
This was afterward
modified, so that the base was made the.
same width (three inches) throughout.
Mr. Stevens received no favorable answers to his proposals, but, being acquainted with Mr. Guest (afterwards Sir
John Guest), a member of Parliament,
proprietor of large ironworks in Dowlais,
Wales, he prevailed upon him to have
Mr. Guest be
rails rolled at his works.
came interested in the matter and accompanied Mr. Stevens to Wales, where
the latter gave his personal' supervision

~"rTe-*l£</~'£ //jfi

-Vl-7^~^n,

^fr/"*^/^

««

After
to the construction of the rolls.
the rolls were completed the Messrs Quest
hesitated to have them used, through fear

damage to the mill machinery, upon
bearing of which Mr. Stevens deposited
a handsome sum guaranteeing the expense
hi

'

of repairing the mill in ease it was dam
aged.
The receipt m' this deposit wa
preserved for many years among the areh

Camden & Amboy company.
matter of tact, the roiling apparatus
\
fti
did break down several limes
for altering the mils lor lie Stevens rail is shown
Ives of the

The
in

In

selecting one $6,000

which

to

First

T
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man, and when selected a school established
to their duties and how to perform

educate them as

them.

simile Of a bill
on the following

]

i

"simplicity, selection, supervision, safely and speed." we will have
taken a long step toward: advancing to the front rank the business
of which we all are, as we ought to be, so proud, and
believe that
I

At

Brat,

as

Mr

Stevens,

In

a

letter

have seen, described it. "the rails came
from the rolls twisted and as crooked as snakes," and he was gri
discouraged,
ai last, however, the mlllmen acquired the art of
straightening the rail while it cooled,
The first shipment, consisting oi 150 bars 18 ft long IG lbs. to
the yard, arrived in Philadelphia on the ship "Charlemagne,"
to

If we all do our best the day win come in the near future
when the recognition we are entitled to will bo fully accorded us.
And remember, gentlemen, that while Wisconsin has Its great mei
chants, lawyers, bankers and politicians, we have our great rail
road men who arc at least llieir
is. who have done as much if
not more to advance the welfare of the state as any of lis other
Citizens, and when We cm. with justice to our patrons and liiumr
to ourselves, write on our trade marks ami adveriisenienis he words

page.

a

16,

ins

father,

which

l

1831,

The
almost

rail

was

lirsl

desire.

Immediately Increased

tn

lbs. per yard, but
weight to between 10 and
n was then >'
In, high,

it

was

12

lbs.,

and rolled In lengths of 16 ft.
_u
wide at the bead, ami :;'. iii. wide at the base, the price paid
England being £8 per ton. The Import dutj was (1.86 per ton.

in.

In
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Accident Bulletin No. 18.

.I

So 2 ?

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued accident bulletin No. 18, giving the record of railroad accidents in the United
States during the three months ending Dec. 31, 1905. The number of persons Killed in train accidents was 320 and of injured

Casualties

l.

—

,

Derailments
Miscellaneous train accidents

,.tc

Falling from cars or engines, or
while getting on or off

Other causes
Total

(other accidents)

Total,

all

.

P.

&

i

1382

S

S

&

I

P.

.

classes

38

1,535

12

186

63

320

4,121

85

3.797
8S6

63

4,124

.

;

K.

F.

&

2

F.

2

'.s.,

7

1

*

ing englneman'e unfitness.
conducl or Ld CD
1
a. in.
asleep and failed to (lay; engineman of approaching train also asleep.

)<-'iiri<-(]

:

fell

—

270 2,076
S5
886

.hi

2 engines coupieii together "bucking"
snow ran Into the cara ol their own
train; occurred B a. tn. engineman,
15 years' experlcnc on duty 16 braIntoxicated; conductor suspended l't
days for continuing operations, know-

$300

Bee note in text.)
and fireman both asleep.
bey had been on duty 27 hours, detained by landslide, but had bad i
hours' sleep in this time.
Signal operator, 2 weeks In s<i
gave* passenger train clear blOCl
nal when block section was occupied.
Misplaced switch; engineman <»f pas
senger train not keeping good looki

3

It.

F.

&

2

F.

Engineman

2.000

i

.

Total train accidents
Coupling or uncoupling
While doing other work about
trains or attending switches
Coming In contact with overhead bridges, structures at
side of ti:ni;,

R.

'

S

§

,

•-•

Total persons
Classes
Class
Em\
report. <l
bb.
^-ployees-,
z—a and b.--,/
Kid. Injrd. Kid. Injil. Kid. injrrl. Killed. Injrd.
23
970
8 100 155 1,107
186 2,177
1,17s
15
529
3
70
81
579
99
16
390
.
36
1
84
35
442

Collisions

1

mi

a

u.

Persons.

t>,

Passengers

/

g
=
3

'sii

3,797.
The total number of casualties from train accidents and
other causes was IS. 227 (1,109 killed and 17,118 injured). These
reports deal only with (a) passengers and (ft) employees on duty.

Tabic Ao.

Mr,..

4

R.

P.

&

5

It.

P.

&F.

-

6

B.

1

It.

F.
P.

&P.

7

8

R.

F.

3,000

26

17

3,200

34

1

3.500
4,100

10

.V I'.

&

4,311

57

F.

out.

2

2

..

4

38

383

24
18

538
524

1

6

18
61

190
362

3,041
3,740

44

1,064

7

83

738 12,174

82

2,599

19

•

40

389

215
3S6

3,597
4.325

58

See note in text.)
Misplaced switch.
Inexperienced engineman failed to control speed of 50-car freight train (48
cars air braked). Brakemen censuri d
by superintendent for not applying
i

band brakes.
F.

Disregard

of

automatic

stop

signal,

and also of stop signal given by flag.
Engineman, 15 days' experience, on

789 13.321

duty 14 hours, with 3 hours' Inter-

269 1,008 14,250 1,109 17,118

mission.

The total number of casualties to employees this quarter is
very large; larger in nearly every item than during the last preceding quarter, and much larger than in the October-December quarter of the year before.
As there was an enormous amount of traffic
moving on all of the principal railroads of the country throughout the time covered by this report, it is fair to conclude that the
number of men employed had been materially increased, and that
therefore the proportion of employees killed or injured to the
number in the service was not so much greater as would appear
from a comparison of the casualties alone. On the other hand,
there is evidence that many of the new men which it was necessary
to employ to handle the additional business were entrusted with
dangerous duties after but very little training, and that both new
and old men were, in the stress of work necessitated by an enormous freight business, frequently kept on duty continuously for
many hours beyond a reasonable day. Some notes are given below
of accidents caused by men who had been on duty without adequate
periods of rest. In view of the high standard of safety which the
railroads set for themselves, and which the people and the courts
justly require of the railroads, this list of instances of overwork
constitutes a grave criticism of the management of the roads on
which the accidents occurred.
The most disastrous accident in the present record, measuring
by the number of fatal injuries, was collision No. 16,* killing 17
persons, for which an engineman of limited experience was at fauit.
Another collision, No. 26, f killing 10 persons, was due to gross carelessness of three men, one of whom was killed. One derailments
reported as due to cause unknown, killed 13.

9

B.

F.

&

F.

2

3

4.517

10

P..

F.

&

F.

2

1

1.9X1

11

B.

F.

&

F.

1

4

5.120

12

B.

P.

&

F.

23

5,500

Failure to deliver despatcher's order.
(See note in text.)
Operator asleep
Occurred 4 a. m.
awoke when called by conductor fle
livered 3 orders, forgetting a fourth.
Despatcher gave conflicting orders to 2
passenger trains.
Men in charge of
one of the trains disregarded rule to
get clearance card at a preceding sta;

tion.

Work
lar

13

R.

F.

&

2

F.

False

6,000

train encroached on time of regupassenger train.
also
clear block signal given
;

engineman approached station carelessly; saw tail-lights of standing
train, but assumed that they were on
the parallel track of another railroadSignalman in service here 5 days
had long experielsewhere 2 years
ence as telegraph operator.
Southbound train ran past meeting
point.
Northbound had run past automatic block signal set against it.
Approached station not under control;
;

14

B.

F.

&

F.

F.

8,300

3

42

15

M.

F.

&

3

2

10,600

44

16

R.

P.

&P. 17

36

10,700

27

17

B.

P.

&F.

3

1

1,102

4

IS

R.

F.

&

F.

1

11,350

59

19

B.

P.

&

P.

6

20

B.

F.

&

F.

5

engineman in service 7 months.
Engineman of 5 months* experience ran
past five warning signals.
(See note
in text.)

15

11907

35

Freight encroached on time of passenger train.
Engineman asleep ran past automatic
block signal set against him also past
a red flag.
Brakeman on engine
failed to keep good lookout. Crew on
duty 16 hours 45 minutes, with 2
hours intermission.
Freight ran beyond meeting point
engineman and fireman killed.
Conductor tried, too late, to apply air
:

brakes.

13,800

6

train met only one
section of eastbound schedule of second section was "overlooked"
en-

Westbound freight

;

;

Table No.

2.

Collisions

and Derailments.
,

No.
Collisions,

538

rear
butting
trains separating

Loss.

Persons

Killed.

1,014

60
74
3
49

736
685
98
658

2,077

1,553,085

186

2,177

$255,170
530,543
60,363
92.SS7
23,745
301,501

10

414

11
1"
17

181

45

91
99
22
371

1,645 $1,264,209

99

1,178

Total collisions and derailments. 3,722 $2,817,294

285

3,355

miscellaneous
Total

Derailments due

to

B.

P.

&

P.

3

10

14.000

62

22

B.

P.

&F.

4

4

20.000

36

23

B.

F.

&F.

3

23.015

9

,

Injured.

$513,282
447.086
128,973
463,744

231
294

21

in caboose.

Total

356
767
93
68
16
345

6

24

M.

F.

&

P.

1

23

23,550

11

25

B.

P.

&

P.

2

67

20.700

2

26

B.

P,

&F. 10

17

32,500

66

27

R.

F.

&

2

34,553

29

Table No. 2o is a list of train accidents in which the damage
reported at $10,000 or over, including also notable cases in which
passengers are killed, and those doing damage less than $10,000 and
<lown to $2,000, wherever the circumstances or the cause may be of
particular interest:

F.

2a.-

—

Total.

.

63

243 $302,59]

DERAILMENTS.
82 occurred

— Causes of Prominent Accidents.

$2,500

ductor

[Note.
K. stands for rear collision; B., butting collision; M., miscellaneous collisions; D., derailment; P., passenger train; F., freight and miscellaixeoua trains.

Freight train became uncontrollable on
descending grade.
Air brakes had
been tested, but were found ineffective when applied a short distance
from fouling point.
Despatcher claims to have sent a meeting order which operator denies having received.
No evidence to prove
either statement.
Men in charge of freight failed to Identify opposing passenger trains.
(See
note In text.)
Freight train, 65 cars (85 per cent,
air-braked),
became uncontrollable
on steep grade.
Brakes had worked
for 5 miles on grade
engineman appears to have failed to maintain adequate supply of air.
:

Is

Table No.

(See note in text.)
(See note In

Mistake by despatcher.
text.)

:

Defects ol roadway, etc
Defects of equipment
Negligence train and signal men. etc.
Unforeseen obstruction of track, etc..
Malicious obstruction of track, etc...
Miscellaneous causes

gineman and fireman killed.
Southbound encroached on schedule
time of superior northbound train.
Should have cleared 5 minutes.
Southbound freight encroached on
time of northbound passenger train.
Engineman killed; conductor asleep

1

a.m.; excessive speed: con-

and

engineman

in

duty

18

hours.

5.310

40

Dmible-head train ran past signal and
>>tT derailing switch;
both enginemen

S,

51

Excessive speed on curve of 13 deg.
.'".(>. ruin.
outer rail elevated 8 In.;
sjiced limit, 25 miles an hour
speed
or this train estimated 70 miles an
hour; engineman experienced.
Stone-arch bridge undermined by heavy
Train had a helping engine at
rain.
the rear; 14 cars fell down bank.

j

killed.

3
In Table N'n. 1 the passengers have been divided Into three classes
Class a Includes all ordinary passengers; Class b Includes passengers traveling on freight trains; Class bb Includes postal clerks, express messenger's,
eea mi I'ullman cars, newsboys, men In charge of freight, i't<\
•Baker Bridge, Mass, November.
Roi
Springs, Wyo., December.
I.

Sheffield,

mo

.

October.

D.

2

24

;

:

4

D.

F.

10,700

50
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I).

F.

-6

D.

P.

2

7

D.

F.

1.

8
a

D.
D.

P.

JO

D.

P.

-o
:i

>•

Cause.

_ -

5

«
of open car shifted and struck
bridge, knocking down one span.
Express
Spikes maliciously removed.
car, with messenger inside, took fire

Lading

12,000

83

6

12,500

80

1

13,500

78

46

..

21

14,600
18,000

Accidental obstruction car derailed by
casting which had fallen from a car
of preceding train.
Unexplained.
(See note in text.)

47

Broken

31

18,000

53

Trobably due to excessive speed (35
miles per hour) over a line on which
there was a temporary speed limit
Yard engine,
of 18 miles an hour.
runniug tender first.

and was burned up.

P.

13

;

rail;

rail

found defective

in-

side.

Total.

.

3

23 133 $115,110

•Grand total' 84 376 $417,701

Includes 27

collisions

and 10 derailments.

Collision No. 16 was due to the gross negligence of an engineman of five months' experience. The accident occurred about 8 p.m.
The engineman had been on duty only about an hour, and had been
off duty all that day.
A heavy express train, consisting of two
engines and nine cars, was following, at a speed of about 40 miles
an hour, an accommodation train which made station stops about
every mile; and it was a few seconds after the slower train had
started from a station that the collision occurred. The express
had been following within less than the regular time interval for
several miles; and at two points within 2% miles of the point of
collision lantern signals were shown to caution the engineman of
the express; but these the engineman of the leading engine disregarded, as well as one or more fusee signals which had been thrown
off by the rear brakeman of the preceding train; and the express
struck the rear car of the local train with great force. The wreck
took fire from the locomotive firebox and some of the passengers
were burned to death. The line of road approaching the point of
collision was straight for a long distance up to the station, where
it curved through a cut, and it was just around this curve that the
collision occurred.
The explanation made by the negligent engineman is not clear, and the officers of the road appear to have been
unable to get at the truth as to all of the circumstances and conditions.
The engineman asserts that he was giving his attention
mainly to watching for the tail lights of the preceding train; but
this, of course, affords no explanation of how he became entirely
oblivious to the lantern and fusee signals. His statements about

shutting
liable.
is

off

steam and applying brakes appear to be wholly unreof the leading engine was killed, so that there

The fireman

no evidence either to corroborate or

man

to contradict

what the engine-

says.

The engineman of the second engine of this train shut off steam
a mile or more before reaching the point of collision, having seen
the warning signals; yet he took no measures to check what, was
obviously reckless conduct on the part of the leading engineman.
The engineman of the leading engine had been a fireman on this
division for six years and in that capacity had worked on fast trains,
but he had been engineman only a few months and had been passenger engineman only one trip, and that on a local train. The
fireman of the leading engine had been in the service only three
months. The engineman asserts that he had had no conversation
with the fireman for some minutes before the collision. A rule of
the road requires firemen to so arrange their work as to be able to
assist the engineman in the lookout at stations and crossings and
in observing the indications of fixed signals, but it appears that
both the engineman and fireman in this case paid no attention to
this rule.
Both the engineman and the fireman are reported as
men of good character,' and their records had been clear.
Collision No. 26 occurred about 3 a.m. and caused 10 deaths
and 17 injuries. None of the killed were passengers. The freight
train, bound westward, waiting on a side track for four eastbound
passenger trains, was started out after the passage of the third
train and collided with the fourth.
These trains were first and
second No. 20, No. 18 and No. 4. Conductor X, of the freight, says
that when he left A (westbound) he knew that he could go no
farther than 13 for the four eastbound first class trains, and so noil
vwvd him personally Ihr
fled not only
lie eiigincmnn. when Inorders, bul Hie head brakeman and rear brakeman, Z, as well,
Engineman Y entered the side track at the east switch at B, and as
the train cleared this switch the conductor remarked to Z, "We
1

I

1

«

•

1

i

are here for all four of them." The conductor claims thai after
going onto the side track he began to make out his wheel report
he having filled out his train at A and thai ihe rear brakeman
was eating his luncheon, The conductor says thai he looked out
when No. 20 passed and saw the signals. He also noted Second 20
when It. wenl by, and when No. IS went, by he walked lo the rear
Of his caboose and remarked to the rear brakeman. "thai is not
No. 4; No. 4 must have run around No. 18." While ho was dis-

—
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cussing the matter with the brakeman, Engineman Y gave the
whistle starting signal, the head brakeman threw the west switch,
and the train started to move. Both X and Z claim that they were
morally certain that all four passenger trains had gone by. The
orders were perfectly clear to them and thoroughly understood,
and neither of them has been able to figure out, since the accident,
how the oversight occurred. Fireman H claims that when Y started
to move his engine he told him that but three trains had gone.
Y corrected him by saying that all four trains had gone and that
there were no other trains to come. Engineman Y was killed.
Derailment No. 8 is reported as due to some cause unknown.
The report says that the tender of the engine first left the track
and that six cars following it were derailed. The baggage car, next
to the engine, ran against the bluff on the inside of the curve, and
the cars were telescoped and wrecked. The inside rail of the track
was found turned over for about 90 ft. The track was in good
surface and alinement and had been inspected daily. The ballast
was stone. The weight of the engine was 201,500 lbs.; weight on
The tender was in good condition. The speed
drivers, 99,500 lbs.
of the train was about 35 miles an hour.
In collision No. 6 a switch had been left in wrong position by
of two weeks' experience. Extra freight train, engine
131, westbound, collided with extra freight train, engine 8, eastbound, which was standing on the passing track. When extra 8
went into the passing track, a local freight, No. 19, westbound,
backed out of the east end onto the main track to proceed west.
The rear brakeman of this train set the switch for the main track,
and after his train had cleared it (going west on main track) he
threw the switch for the passing track again and locked it. Extra
131 was about one mile east when No. 19 departed. In some way
the lamp on the switch, which was burning when No. 19 passed
over it, became extinguished, and the engineman of 131 failed to
notice the absence of the light, being deceived, he says, by other
lights in the vicinity. The engineman and fireman on 131 jumped
The rear brakeman of
off and the fireman was instantly killed.
No. 19, who wrongfully threw the switch for the passing track,
had been in the service two weeks, under instructions; and, moreover, had been told by both the engineman and the fireman of his
train just after it had backed out of the passing track to set and
lock the switch for the main track and get onto his train.

a

brakeman

Collision No. 9, which occurred at 3 a.m., was due to
an operator to deliver a meeting order. First No. 8
meet No. 7 at X, and No. 7 was to receive the order
operator at that point, 19 years of age and of 10 months'

of
to

the failure

had orders
at X.

The

experience,
failed to take the precaution of placing torpedoes on the rail, as
required by the rules (when an order fixes a meeting at the point
where the order is delivered), and he also failed to fasten the rope
When No. 7
of the train-order signal in the "tell-tale" device.
arrived at his station, he forgot that he held an order for that train,
and changed the semaphore signal from "stop" to "all right," and
did not discover his error until after No. 7 had passed.
Collision No. 22 was between a freight train and a passenger
The
train, both running on schedules of six months' standing.
freight, after having done considerable work at a station, was
started for the next station on the time of the passenger train.

The engineman and fireman were

killed.

The conductor had given

the starting signal and then had gone to the caboose and had fallen
asleep, and he was asleep at the time of the collision, though he
had not worked excessive hours. It does not appear that the conductor or any of his men had had any conference with the engineman as to where the freight should meet the passenger train.
Collision No. 23 was due to an error in the despatcher's office.
The despatcher who was on duty at 11 p.m. issued an order scheduling No. 3 west from A to F somewhat later than its regular
Extra 86
schedule, leaving A at 1 and arriving at B at 1.25 a.m.
eastbound signed this order at F at 11.15 p.m. and lefl there. No.
3 was ready to leave A at 12.15 a.m., about 30 minutes earlier than
the despatcher had expected. The despatcher who came on duty
at 12 o'clock midnight revoked the special schedule and so notified
No. 3 at A, overlooking the fact that extra S5 had received a copy
of It at F.
Extra 85 was going to B to meet No. 3, which was due
there on the special schedule at 1.25. This order bavins been annulled to No. 3 at A, No. 3 ran earlier, and the collision occurred
a half mile west of B at about 1.05 a.m. The record of the transfer of outstanding orders from one despatcher to the other at 12
o'clock indicated, very clearly thai exn-a -v. had been given the
experlonci
The second despatcher had had Is i 'u
order, at P.
n in this place onlj eight
as despatcher, bul had
had had a good record up to the time of accident.
t

months.

He

and L3, were due to
Two collisions shown in Table l'u No
"failures in block working" errort ol attendant! at bl<
inl
ii
wen men
stations,
will be noted that both of tie
of brief experience,
No 8, u and 18, were
Three othei collision
due to disregard of automatic block signals Indicating "stop ." [n
one or these eases the men ai fault bad been on dun 111 excessive
number of hours.
In nearlj or quite everj a cldent bulletin thai has been issued
i
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il
has been necessary to record one or more collisions due to the
mistakes or negligence of men who had been on duty so many hours
as to raise the supposition, if
the presumption, that they had
become drowsy, ii thej bad no) actually (alien asleep; and cases
in which enginemen are definitely reported as being asleep on duty
are common,
in the quarter covered by the present report traffic
was very heavj and In some localities, according to common report,
there was difficulty In finding additional men for the freight-train
service as fasf as thej were needed, and the reports make a very
unfavorable record In tins respect, culminating in a collision No.
in which a conductor who
2 in the foregoing table of causes
should have protected the rear of his train was asleep in his caboose,
while the engineman of the following train was asleep in his cab,
so that he would not have seen the conductor's red lantern if il
had been shown. In collision No. 1 the engineman at fault had
n on duty 15 hours.
In collision No. S an engineman, who had
Inch in service as such only 15 days, had been on duty 14 hours,
but with an intermission. In collision No. 18, before referred to,
all of the men on the train had been on duty l(i hours 45 minutes, with an intermission.
Collision No. 10 was due to the fault
of an operator who had been asleep, though whether or not his
mistake was due to this is not clear. Derailment No. 1, due to
misconduct or neglect of a conductor and an engineman who had
been on duty 18 hours, may or may not have been due to overwork. Collision No. 22, referred to above, is als^ to be noted under

—

—

I

this head.
In the list of boiler explosions, which do not appear in Table
2 a, there are also cases in which men were apparently overworked.
In one such explosion the engineman, who was held at fault for
allowing the water in the boiler to become too low, had been on
duty very irregularly for the preceding two days. After a rest of
7 hours 40 minutes he was on duty 21 hours; then rested 2 hours
45 minutes; then was on duty 11 hours 5 minutes, up to the time

the accident occurred. The way such a "schedule" of hours works
out in practice may be seen by assuming the case of a man who
finishes his work at 7 o'clock on Saturday night.
If, then,
he
rests 7 hours 40 minutes, he will be called at 2.40 a.m. on Sunday;
working then 21 hours, he will be off at 11.40 p.m. on Sunday. A
rest of 2 hours 45 minutes then would end at 2.25 a.m. on Monday,

and working then
p.m. Monday.

for 11

hours

minutes would bring him to

5

1.30

In another case an engineman, who was dismissed from the
service on account of his responsibility for the explosion, had been
on duty 16 hours 40 minutes, following a rest of 21 hours 40 minutes.
This man had been in the service of the company about 10 years,
but had been an engineman only two months. In another boiler
explosion, which caused the injury of nine employees, and was reported as being due to the water becoming low in the boiler, the
engineman held accountable had been on duty 18 hours.

The Standard

Oil Co.'s

Low

Railroad Rates.

On May 4 the President of the United States transmitted to
Congress a report made to him, of date May 2, by James Rudolph
Garfield, Commissioner of Corporations, concerning the Standard
Oil Company's methods of getting low railroad rates.
Mr. Garfield
classifies the discriminations made in favor of the Standard Oil

Company

as follows:
First, secret and semi-secret rates; second, discriminations in
the open arrangement of rates; third, discriminations in classification and rules of shipment; fourth, discriminations in treatment of
private tank cars.
He treats these subjects in inverse order, as
follows:
On the Pacific Coast most independent refiners reecive for
the use of their cars six-tenths of a cent a mile, except where the
haul exceeds 800 miles, in which case three-fourths of a cent a mile
is allowed on the excess mileage.
This allowance, or rental for
private owners' cars, applies to loaded movements only, whereas
h-> charges that the Standard Oil Company's tank cars are paid
for at the rate of three-fourtns of a cent a mile on both loaded

and empty

cars.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford and

the Boston & Maine
have charged local rates on oil and have refused to pro-rate on oil
shipped from west of the Hudson river. Inasmuch as the Standard
Oil

Company

has, at tidewater,

refineries supplied

with crude

oil

hy its pipe lines, this gives the Standard Oil Company an overwhelming competitive advantage in New England, inasmuch as its
rail

haul

is

short while the

rail

haul of the independent refiners

is

long.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has given to the Standard a rate
of nine cents a barrel from Olean, N. V.. to Rochester, while independent refineries near Olean were given a rate of 38 cents a
barrel.
"By means of this nine-cent rate, in combination with a
rate from Rochester to Norwood. N. Y., a virtually secret and
very low rate from Norwood. N. Y., to Burlington. Vt., and secret
local rates therefrom, the Standard has been able to supply central
and northern Vermont with oil at a rate of from 15 to 21 cents a
hundred pounds, whereas no independent refiner could reach that

Vol, XI.

territory from Western Pennsylvania save by a
to 50 cents a hundred pounds."

rate

,

No.

i:<

varying from

6'S

The published tariff from whiting. Ind., the great western
refinery of the Standard Company, to Birmingham, Ala., has been
II .cuts a hundred pounds; bill the Standard Company, by means of
a secret combination of rates by waj oi Grand Jinn lion. Tenn., over
the lines of the Chicago 4 Kn stern Illinois, the Illinois Central and
the Southern Railway, has shipped oil to Birmingham for 29%
cents.
An independent competitor at Toledo has had to pay for a
similar distance, but over another route. IT - cents.
The Whiting
refinery has shipped to local points in the same state at less than
the open rate.
The Standard has shipped oil from Whiting to East
cents on three of the five railroads
St.
OUis at a rate of 6 to
connecting those points, while tin- only published rate on all roads
has been 18 cents, and the rates from the Indepi odi Ql refinery
points of Ohio to East St. Louis have been about 12 cents higher
than the rati' from Whiting, whereas on other commodities of similar grade these points pay only about five cents more than Whiting.
Open published rates from Whiting to a large part of the
United States have given the Standard Company an unfair advantage of from one to 12 cents a hundred pounds.
In Kansas, crude oil is charged on the basis of 7.4 pounds a
gallon, whereas its actual weight is 7.2 pounds.
Fuel oil. produced by the refineries, is charged at 6.4 cents a pound, whereas it
weighs 7.6 pounds.
In California, direct rebates, as well as discriminations by the
use of secret rates, have been given on oil.
The Commissioner says that during and subsequent to his investigation most of the secret rates and some of the open discriminations discovered by his bureau have been abolished by the
railroads.
Among them he notes the secret rate of nine cents a
barrel from Olean to Rochester and 10 cents a barrel from Olean
to Buffalo.
The low tank car rates made by the Rutland Railroad
from Norwood to Burlington have been made applicable to oil in
barrels.
The secret rates from Whiting to Grand Junction, to
Evansville, and to East St. Louis have been cancelled.
The railroads have advanced their published rates from Whiting so as to
put them on an equality with the rates from independent refinery
points.
The New York, New Haven & Hartford now pro-rates. A
large number of the secret rates of California railroads have been
published as open rates.
The Commissioner concludes as follows: "This investigation
has shown very clearly one glaring defect in the Interstate Commerce law, viz., the method of filing and publishing tariffs. Although a tariff or a rate has been, filed with the commission in compliance with the terms of the law, none but the favored shipper
may know of its existence. Tariffs may be made and rates may be
combined in such manner as to make it practically impossible for
tne ordinary shipper to find them. As long as the state rates are
not required to be made public, and shippers use such rates in combination with interstate rates, all manner of devices to evade the
purpose of the law are possible. All state rates used in connection
with interstate shipments should be filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission, and a radical change should be made in the
direction of simplifying tariffs and in methods of posting and filing
1

I

''.

'

,

them."

John B. Thayer. Fourth Vice-President of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, replies as follows:
"The report of Commissioner Garfield, so far as it refers toour company in its relations with the traffic of the Standard Oil
Co., is an inexcusable and outrageous perversion of the facts.
"It is true there has been in effect a special rate of nine cents
per barrel on oil from Olean to Rochester, and it has not been withdrawn. This rate was originally made in 1SS8 by the Western NewYork & Pennsylvania Railway, 12 years before the acquisition of
that company by the Pennsylvania Railroad, in order to retain to
the railroad traffic which would otherwise have gone by pipe line.
"The traffic to be transported was crude oil and unfinished
products moving from one refinery to another, belonging to the same
owners.
Attention having been recently called to the wording or
the tariff, which might be construed to include refined oil. and perhaps was so erroneously construed and applied in a few instances,
insignificant compared with the total traffic, the wording of thetariff was corrected so as to clearly confine the rate to crude oil
and unfinished products thereof, as intended. It is not a secret
rate and never has been secret.
"The tariff was not filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission because it applies to traffic solely within the State of New
York, and tariffs upon such traffic are never filed with the commission, whose jurisdiction covers only interstate traffic.
It was
issued in the same manner as tariffs are issued on all other state
traffic.
It was not made as a favor to the Standard Oil Co., but for
good business reasons, similar to those which actuated the railroad
in making special rates under other special conditions for the socalled independent refiners.
"There are a number of such rates in effect and for numbers
of shippers of other commodities as well.
It was not made, as-

May
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stated by the reports for the purpose of combination with other
rates to produce secret, low through rates to New England, and was
never to our knowledge, used for such purpose."
W. H. Newman, President of the New York Central & Hudson
River, makes the following comment:
"We refuse to. furnish our
slate rate to the Bureau of Corporations of the Department of
Commerce and Labor because the department has jurisdiction oniy
over interstate commerce.
cheerfully gave the department access to our interstate commerce books, just as we would give the
proper state authorities information as to our state rate if it was
called for.
"As to the New York Central being the only company which
refused to supply Commissioner Garfield with the state rate, attention should be called to the tact that the New York Central is the
only large state railroad in the country.
"I do not think that the Standard Oil Company received rebates from any railroad.
Naturally, it is always on the lookout
for the most favorable rates, ana, by reason of its compact organization, is instantly ready to take advantage of any changes
in the tariff.
"Any other shipper could do the same thing, only the Standard Oil Company, by being alert, has oeen enabled to get the best
possible rates by unceasing scrutiny of the tariffs. If it had failed
to take advantage of any rate changes favorable to itself the Standard Oil Company would have been foolish."

We

Whitewashing Car Used on the Central London Railway.
The car shown iu the accompanying photograph is used for
whitewashing the tunnels of the Central London Railway. It is a
motor car which has been converted for the purpose. At one
end is the motor for driving the car, while, at the other end, on
a circular frame, are arranged a large number of pipes, each terminating in a double branch. The nozzles of these branches are so
placed as to distribute the liquid ejected from them. The seats inside the body of the car have been removed and their place taken
by a tank for the whitewash liquid of about 800 gals, capacity.
From this tank a pipe connects with an electric driving pump, and
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leaving Altoona for the branch, was pulled
passenger car, at the rear, became the
leading car in the train; and it was in this car that the four passengers were killed. Most of the injured were also in this car.
The mail clerks were in the car next to the passenger car. The
only serious casualty on the westbound train was the fatal injury
of the baggage master. Five ears in the eastbound train were
wrecked. The collision was due to a misunderstanding of orders on
the part of the men in charge of the westbound train, No. 21. In
the derailment at Union Furnace, 27 loaded cars were piled up in
a wreck which blocked all four main tracks. This derailment was
due to the bursting of an air hose. Petersburg is 27 miles east of
Altoona, on the main line; and the branches named connect Altoona
and Petersburg by a line about 40 miles long.
train No. 18.

No.

backwards, and

18, in

its single

Union All-Electric Interlocking

at

Elsmere Junction.

The Union Switch & Signal Company's electric interlocking
apparatus is now in use at five places on the Baltimore & Ohio, and
one of the plants, that at Elsmere Junction, Del., near Wilmington,
is described in the accompanying illustrations. In the Union scheme
the switch machine is quite different in design from other electric
motor apparatuses used for this purpose, and the dwarf signals are
worked by motors instead of solenoids. Elsmere is a junction with
the Philadelphia & Reading and the arrangement of tracks is shown
in Fig. 1.
In the machine there are 36 working levers as follows:
Nineteen levers for 16 switches and 20 derails; 17 levers for the
operation or control of 48 signals; and 11 spare spaces, making a
47 lever-frame, which occupies a floor space 10 ft. 9 in. long and

4 ft. 4 in. wide.

This machine, Fig. 3, is fixed in a tower previously occupied
by a manual-power machine, and although the number of functions
operated is double that formerly worked, the machine takes up
only about half the space required by the machine in the old system.
The electric machine is, essentially, of the Union Switch & Signal
Co.'s well known electro-pneumatic type, redesigned to suit the
conditions arising from the use of 110-volt operating current and
fitted for the attachment of indication-motors in place of magnets.
The switch levers have two operating positions, "left" or normal and "right" or reverse.
The signal levers are normally on the center
and each can operate two signals, one "right"

and one

"left."

All the wires are carried to a slate terminal board attached to and extending the
full length of the machine, and on this are

mounted suitable fuse blocks and binding
The operating wires from the machine
posts.
are carried through the tower to the trunking
These
lines in asbestos lined wooden boxes.
boxes are fitted with doors which are readily
opened and give access to all wires.
The electric switchboard in the tower has
on it a switch, which when opened cuts out
all current to the machine; an ammeter which
shows the amount of current consumed in
operating the different functions, and two
pilot-lamps which normally glow but in case
Of grounds show by their brightness whether
the trouble is in the "common" or the operat ing wires.
A power house, situated 150 ft. from the
tower, contains the generating set and the
storage batteries, with a switchboard by which
all possible charging and discharging condiWhitewashing Car Central London Railway
The generating set eon
tions are controlled.
this pump again, by a main pipe, connects with all the branches sists of one 2 k.w. generator, belt-driven by a 4 h.p. Fairbanks
fixed on the rear end of the car.
The whitewashing process is Morse gas engine. For storage battery they are two sets of 56 cells
tremely simple. The car travels along the funnel at the rate each of Chloride Accumulator, type 7-IC. Of 120 ampere hours capacity.
of about four miles an hour and (file electric pump forces the Liquid
This battery is kept, on a rack three shelves high, with sliding
out of the pipes and sprays it on the roof and sides of the tunnel. doors in front.
About three applications of whitewash arc sufficient to properly coal
\
few feet away from the power house the gasoline tank Is
the walls. Thus the work Is both quickly and economically per
set in a concrete well, ventilated and with trapdoors On lop
formed.
The high signals are worked by the well-known Union "style B"
'rue mechanism
electric motor, with the Indication device added,
Disastrous Collision near Altoona.
is enclosed in a ease at the base of the post.
The motors are WOund
III volt current.
tor a.
in
butting collision of passenger (rains on the Pennsylvania
Dwarf signals are motoi dri en. an electric clutch iH'Ing used
\s in
Railroad Friday, May 1, about L0.4B p.m., near Clover Creek .hue'
in place el' slots)
to operate and hold the Signal clear
lion, Pa., four postal ei'
I'mir passengers, and
two trainmen the high signal, all of the mechanism 1- enclosed.
were killed, and four trainmen, tour postal clerks, and aboul a
The construction of the motor-driven dwarf semaphore is shown
dozen passengers were injured,
in consequence of the wreck of a
in Fig. :..
The motor drives a horizontal shaft bj means of
freight train at Union Furnace, on the main line, blocking ail four
the shaft having ii\e,i 1,1 it the armature of an elei no magnetic
Li
it.
tracki
Is
through passenger trains were » m k run between altoona Clutch. The ether pari of the elm.
clo
and Petersburg over the rlollldaysburg
Petersburg tranche
t of the clutch has a crank
fitted looselj on the
bait
single track lines, and the trains In collision were the westbound
pin affixed, to which the operating rod of the signal is attached,
St. Louis express train No. 21 and the oastbound Chicago mall
When the signal Is iu the normal or stop position the crank pin
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Is vertically under the
bal
when
clear he crank pin is about 16 di
aboi e !" hoi Izontal
The exi Iting coll of he clutch
is
connected In series with the
and n hen he opei at inm Is swiii bed n, both the moti
Mini
the first
lutch are excited
causing the clutch armature to ro
the second causing the
tate, and
f
loose pai
the clutch to ad
to the armature and move with It.
When the signal renins the clear
position a circuit switch cuts In
sufficient resistance to reduce the
holding-clear current to a very small
ami unt and stops the motor.
The signal is locked in the normal position by means of a hookshaped formation on the eye of the
i

I

.

i

i

Elect/*',-

/ndica

-

t

i

I

<

i

i

i

i

i

operating rod, which engages with
shaft carrying the clutch when-

ever the rod is moved upward a
very short distance. Sufficient lost
motion is allowed in the crank-pin
hole to permit a slight upward
movement of the rod without turnHaving a motor,
ing the clutch.
the dwarf signal gives its indication in the same way as a high
signal.

The switch movement and the
control apparatus, Fig. 4, are mounted on a steel plate 6 ft. 2 in. long,
14 in. wide and only 12 in. high
with the sheet-iron cover on. The
base plate is bolted to the ties and
the top of cover is but 2 in. above
the top of the rail.
At each switch movement there
is a safety controller, described below. This is in an iron box with a
hinged top, taking up a space of 12
in.

x

8 in.

x 4

in.

The switch machine
shown in Fig. 2, in which

is

A

is

best
the

B a magnetic clutch,
gear, reducing the speed
at a ratio of 30 to 1, D loose joint.
E operating drum. The main purpose in making the machine of the
shape shown is to adapt it to use in
narrow spaces between tracks, where
a motor with its main rod at right
electric motor,

C reducing

STOP ONE
MINUTE,
THEN PROCEED

PROCEED
CAUTIOUSLY.

angles to the tracks cannot be used.
The operating rods are moved by
the worm grooves in the cylinder,
through the instrumentality of lugs
on the rods; these lugs engage with
the grooves. One groove works the

PROCEED
AT
RECULAR
SPEED.

CAUTIOUSLY,

PREPARED TO
STOP AT NEXT
SICNAL.
Fig. 6
'J'ltt

bluil*.a in'

Baltimore
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lock-bar and detector-bar, and completes their stroke; then the next
groove moves the switch, the lock-

—
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Fig. 2

Electric Motor and Switch and Lock

Made

by

(

nion .snitch

a-

433

Movement, Cover Removed.

Signal Co.

being motionless meantime by reason of the change in the shape
of the groove; and after the switch movement is
completed the lock-bar is again locked.
The cylinder or drum
carrying the worm grooves is reversible, so that, without changing
the position of the motor and clutch, the switch movement may be

rent is caused to undulate by the varying position of the segment to
which the collector ring is attached. This undulating current induces
an alternating current in the secondary of a small transformer in
the tower, and this alternating current drives a small alternatingcurrent motor which releases the indication latch and permits the

changed from right to lift, or vice versa.
The motor is 1% h.p. and works at 110

completion of the stroke of the lever on the machine. The stroke
being completed, the signal or next desired function is unlocked.
The indication motor is an alternatingcurrent motor of a
well-known type, with

liar

and direction

volts.

It

is

made

to

its armature shaft in
a vertical position, having a piece of centrifugal apparatus attached
thereto, similar to the

governor on a steam

Fig.

1

Continued.

revolve the drum in the direction oppo.-ite to that in which it was
last revolved simply by changing the connection of the operating
circuit to the other field winding, there being two field windings
arranged for this purpose. The magnetic clutch makes a perfect
working connection, while yet, as it is not a mechanical fastening,
it permits the motor to run on without damage in case the motion
of the switch rails becomes obstructed.
In such a case the added
load on the motor soon cuts off the power (by blowing a fuse)
unless the operator reverses and puts the switch rail back to .its
original position.
The "indication" from a switch back to the machine (insuring
proper sequence and preventing the deiring of a .signal before the

Fig.

4

Union Switch

&

engine. The rapid rotation of the armature
causes the weights to
diverge and lift the indication latch and release the lever. A very
rapid rotation of the
indication motor arma-

necessary to produce the desired effect, and this can be
only by a rapid succession of alternating impulses in
the coils of the motor. A direct current through these coils has
no effect other than to lock the armature against rotation. Single
impulses which may be caused by making or breaking a circuit
will cause the armature to move through not more than 10 deg.,
and a succession of such impulses following each other as rapidly
as it is possible to make and break a circuit by hand will cause
only a step by step movement of the armature, each step being
about 10 deg., the armature coming to a full stop at the end of
each step, so that impulses produced in this manner will not cause
tlir weights to move from their position of rest against the annature

is

secured

Signal Company's Electric Switch

Movement.
closing cil' the corresponding switch) is effected
bj lining the commutator of the motor, in add)
linn id tin' parts usually found on a direct
current motor, with n collector ring and a brush
bearing thereon. The collector ring is connected

with one Begmenl ol the commutaAt thr end el' ihr movement the automatic
controller switches the operating wire from the
operating brush, bearing en the commutator,
electrically
tor

he Indication brush, bearing mi the collect.
at. the game in
cutting out the magnetic
clutch. The motor then continues i" inn light,
driven by current from lie battery, which curin

.1

1

ring,

I

Fig

5

— Motor-Driven

Dw.ir
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ture shaft. From this it will be seen that no condition of crossed
wires, either constant or swinging, will give rise to a false indication.

There are two methods of operating the switches of a crossIn
over, one called the multiple, and the other the Beries method.
the Urst, two switch motors receive current simultaneously, and the
movements are effected at the same time. In the second method
one of the motors receives no current until he other switch has
movement. In either case the indication circuit Is
compli
i

closed until both switches are

not

home and

locked.

To avoid making a wrong movement by means of crossed wins.
the switch movement has an automatic cut-out which combines in
one the functions of two electro-magnetic circuit controllers. The
function of one is to open the motor circuit when the lever movement is completed, and of the other to open the next operating
The In
circuit when it is energized improperly by crossed wires.
strument comprises two suspended magnets, connections to the coils
of which are made by means of brushes bearing on contact pieces
connected to the terminals of the coils. When the circuits are in
proper condition and the lever completes its movement, current is
sent through the magnet in the next operating circuit, one magnet
being in each operating circuit; this moves a circuit controller to
open the motor circuit and stop the flow of current from the battery.
At the same time it moves a latch to lock the magnet in

Vol. XL., No.

19.

responding month of last year. An Increase of 5 per cent, is considered great there. Also in Austria and Hungary there was a vei
unusual increase in earnings.
I'lii'
Prussian State Railroads have adopted the Nagcl s> i.ni
investigating sensitiveness to colors, instead of the Holmgren
The railroad physicians are required to re
yarns, heretofore used.
ceive instruction in Hie methods of this system, and. moreover, they
must themselves he tested lor color-blindness, which seems a reason-

of

able requirement; for it tin color-blind
trains will surely go into the ditch.

The Duluth Extension

of the

lead

tin-

color-blind

the

Wisconsin Central.

The Owen & Northern and the Lake Superior & Southeastern
which nre the names of the two companies under whose chart
the Duluth extension of the Wisconsin Central is being built, will
together be 157 miles long. The new extension starts at Owen on
the St. Paul line of the Wisconsin Central and runs northwesterly
The traffic possibilities of the
in almost an air line to Superior.
It traverses a rich agricultural
line seem to be most promising.
Also, it is understood that it will
territory and timber region.
compete strongly for ore traffic from the head of the lakes to

the last operating circuit so that it will be held in position. If
now a live wire becomes crossed with the next operating circuit,
current will flow through the magnet in that circuit. When the
automatic controller is replaced, which occurs before the lock bolt
is withdrawn, current will also flow through the magnet in the
last operating circuit, which will cause the magnet in the next operating circuit to be withdrawn from its contact brushes and thus
open the next operating circuit and prevent a movement of the

switch rail.
Signals as

well as switches are protected against improper
to crossed wires. A fuse is placed in the signal
operating circuit between the slot coil and the motor. When the
signal lever is in the normal position the indication wire is connected to the common wire, and as the indication wire is also connected to the control wire at the signal motor, both being connected
to the same brush on the armature, a current which might reach
the control wire would be short circuited back to battery through
the indication wire, which would cause, a very heavy current to
flow and blow the fuse in the operating circuit, thus cutting off

movements due

current from the signal motors and preventing a false movement.
If the cross should occur beyond the fuse it would also be
beyond the slot, so that the slot magnet would not be energized and
the signal would not clear. The same arrangement is followed in
reference to the safety controller in connection with the switch
motor. The coils of the magnets spoken of are both placed between
the field coils of the motor and the armature, so that if a cross
should occur beyond these protecting magnets it would also be
beyond the field magnet coils, and consequently in this case the
field magnets would not be energized so that the armature would
not rotate.

This method of protecting switches and signals against crossed
wires affords entire protection, and the operation of these safety
devices does not interfere with any other part of the plant except
the particular switch or signal affected by the crossed wire.
As the automatic block system on the B. & O. is carried through
this interlocking, all high-speed signals are controlled both by track
conditions and by the position of the lever in the machine, making
them semi-automatic in character. On this division of the B. & O.
semaphores having but a single arm are always automatic signals,
and interlock 3d signals always have two arms; for example, signals
1GR and 22R, though having no diverging route, have a second arm,
which is fixed and immovable. With this arrangement the explanation given in the rule-book for trainmen is as shown in Fig. 6, threeposition signals being used, as indicated.
The other four plants equipped with the Union all-electric apparatus on the B. & O. are at Broadford Junction, Pa.; Laughlin
Junction, Pa.; Newton Falls, Ohio, and Fairpoint, Ohio. Mr. Patenall, the Signal Engineer, informs us that the plants which are completed have given very satisfactory service.

Foreign

Railroad

Notes.

of Russia, one of the great sysl. ms
of the country, carrying grain chiefly to Odessa, had become so
short of, fuel that it sent every available car to the coal mines,
and is reported to have suspended all freight business at no less
than 77 of its stations, in spite of which 36,500 carloads of freight

The Southwestern Railroad

were awaiting shipment.

The German railroads are having a prosperous season, much
like
in

In January last the gross earnings of all railroads
Empire were nearly 17 per cent, greater than in the cor-

our own.

tie

Wisconsin Central Showing Route

of

Duluth Extension.

Chicago, since it is being built with low grades and light curvaIt will also offer a
ture suitable for heavy tonnage movement.
direct route for passenger traffic between Chicago and Duluth.
The accompanying maps show the northwestern portion of the
state of Wisconsin with the new line and the relation of the
Duluth line to the rest of the Wisconsin Central system. The

Owen & Northern from Owen

to

Ladysmith, 45% miles, has been

completed, with the exception of the bridge across the Flambeau
river at Ladysmith. The remainder of the line, the Lake Superior
& Southeastern, from Ladysmith to Superior, 112 miles, is under
construction.
This has been sketched on the map in accordance
with the information as to the general route of the line at present
available.
The Owen-Ladysmith section has in addition to its
45y2 miles of main line about 9% miles of siding and yard tracks.
The alinement is good, with but seven 30 min. curves; four 40 min.
curves; two 1 deg. 30 min. curves, and one 2 deg. curve a total
of 14 curves on the entire line, with a total curvature of 186 deg.
44 min., or 4 deg. 5 min. per mile. Ninety per cent, of the line is

—

tangent.

The notable feature

of this 45-mile line is its light grades, the

grade southbound being 0-.3 of one per cent, and northbound 0.4 of one per cent. The condensed profile and plan reproduced
herewith shows the characteristics of the line in respect to grade
and alinement. The right-of-way is the usual 100 ft., with addiDepot
tional width where required for deep cuts and high fills.

maximum

Mat
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soon as the piling is worn out. The other bridges are types of the
No
road's standard pile bridge, and culverts are wooden boxes.
permanent work has been put in originally, as it was estimated
that it would be much cheaper to put in the permanent work after
the track was laid, enabling the material to be carried to site by
rail.
The principal river crossings are the Black river, with one
150-ft. riveted truss; Yellow river with one 125-ft. riveted truss:
Fisher creek with a 60-ft plate girder; Jump river with two 125-ft.
riveted trusses; Little Jump river with a 60-ft. plate girder; Main
creek with a 90-ft. plate girder, and Flambeau river at Ladysmith
with three 150-ft. riveted trusses. These steel spans contain about

§ s

t;

10

4$

grounds are 250 ft. wide and about 2,000 ft. long. The roadway is
Wisconsin Central standard: 18 ft. base for embankments, 24 ft.
base for cuts, with iy2 -to-l slopes.
The bridges across principal streams are steel spans designed
The piers and abut
for live loads of Cooper's E-50 specifications.
ments for these spans are wood, to be replaced with concrete as

TUTTT

FISHER CRFFK

GAZETTfi.
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Spam

2,000,000 lbs. of metal.

The main track

is

with

laid

S5-lb.

rails

and

Bonzano

rail

with ordinary angle bars.
The grading was almost entirely earthwork. About 1,000,000 cu.
yds. of material was handled to make the roadbed, averaging about
23,000 yds. per mile.
Three other railroads are crossed by this line: The Stanley,
Merrill & Phillips at Gilman; the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
& Omaha at Donald, and the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste.
joints.
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Extension of the Wisconsin Central.

.Marie at Ladysmith.
At the latter crossings, interlocking plants
are being installed.
We are indebted to Mr. C. N. Kalk, Chief Engineer of the
Wisconsin Central, for the profile and Information.
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Railway Signal Association.

The Maj me

was held In New Yorfc City
About GO
President C. H. Morrison In the chair
ini'iiibi'i's were present, and
candidates were admitted to mem
bershlp.
The new constitution, discussed and approved al the last
meeting, was adopted.
In the
its main features wen- described
Railroad Gazette of March 23, page 802, the principal change made
since that time being cine In Article ;'. Section 3, Classing as Seniors
ail
Article 8, dealing
railroad officers who are active members.
With standards, is as follows:
Any proposition looking to the approval or
Section i.
mendation by the association, of definitions, nomenclature, speciflca
ions, standard construction or Btandard practice, cu- aimed at de
lining formally the position of the association on anj matter of
Importance, shall be presented In wjitlni and shall be accompanied
understanding
foi
o cleat
by drawings If the latin are "
of the subject.
No such proposition shall be acted upon b) the
association unless it has been published In the advance notlci
provided for In the constitution, of the annual meeting at which
\>
ui b b pi opo men. whether direct,
t i" i>e taken
lot
mi Tuesday

'ling of this association

last,

::

p
2T Spans
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by vote on a resolution, or Indirect, by vote on the adoption of a
committee's report, shall be taken a1 an annual meeting only, shall
be on the proposition as published, without amendment, and shall
be determined by the votes of the senior members, which shall be
A proposition receiving the
taken bj call oi the roll or by ballot.
votes of two-thirds of the senior members voting, provided that
not less than twentj senior members are present, shall be adopted
the association.

bj

See.

2.

Absent members

may

send to the Secretary-Treasurer

their votes on any questions, including
tion,

which have been published

in the

amendments
advance

to the constitu-

ni tice

of

an annual

meeting; all votes received before the taking of the vote at the
meeting shall be counted.
Any report, resolution or recommendation involving
Sec. 3.
the use, or proposed use, by railwaj companies, of any device or
process thai forms the subject matter of an existing patent, shall
first be submitted to the Executive Committee and may be submitted to the association by the Executive Committee only.

The first paper read was that of Mr. H. W. Lewis, of the Lehigh
A
Valley, on the use of track circuits in place of detector bars.
In the discussion
report of this paper is given in another column.
on it Mr. C. C. Anthony (P. R. R.) advocated the use of track
circuits at switches not simply to open the control wire, as is the
case in the example cited by Mr. Lewis, but to lock the lever, so
that the signalman will be prevented not only from moving the
switch but from moving the lever. In practice, if the signalman
can throw the lever he will, when the switch does not respond,
continue his attempts to throw it until the train which is holding
him up has passed off from the track circuit; and if, while doing
this, there is an accidental closing of the circuit, even for an instant,
the switch will he thrown under the train.
Mr. Sperry (Gen. Ry. Signal Co.) spoke on the general unWith 100-lb.
reliability of the detector bar under present conditions.
rails, which are now common, and which are three inches wide on
the head, the treads of the wheels of a car will in many cases be
too narrow to hold down a detector bar on the outside of the rail;
and even with narrower rails there is the danger in a power plant
that the powerful force applied will move the bar in spite of the
The only safeguard against this is the safety
pressure of wheels.
fuse, which will cut off the power when there is great resistance
to the movement of the bar; but this is not available except with
electric switch motors.
Mr. Balliet (Grand Central Station) proposes to use both track
circuits and mechanical detector bars in the new installations in
Grand Central yard, New York City, and will plane off :l4 in. of the
outside of the head of wide rails. This weakening of the rail would
not be admissible, of course, in a track traversed by trains at high
speed. The reason for using both track circuit and detector bar is
that with a very short track circuit the wheels of a car or an engine
sometimes will not shunt the circuit soon enough to open the conWhere trains run at
trol circuit with the necessary promptness.
high speed it is usually practicable to place the stop signal far
enough back from the switch to permit the use of a longer track
circuit one long enough to insure the proper dropping of the
armature of the relay. This makes the track circuit effective and
renders the detector bar unnecessary.
Mr. A. G. Shaver (Hall Signal Co.) said that in some experiments made by him on the Union Pacific a few years ago, with a
train of ten freight cars, detector bars failed not only in tracks
laid with 100-lb. rails, but also with SO-lh. rails.
Mr. Hull (N. Y. ('.), replying to a question, said that with
track circuits GO ft. long he had used 4-ohm relays, hut had found
that in the ease of an engine alone, running fast, it was necessary
to use one of eight or nine ohms. With a 9-ohm relay the armature
will drop at IK milllamperes.
advocates locking all switches in a route
P. R. K.
Mr. Rudd
as soon lis an approaching train passes the distant signal.
The next paper was that of Mr. Clausen on the upward inclinaThe distion of the semaphore arm, reported in another column.
cussion on this paper covered the whole subject of semaphore indint ions,
from the beginning of the nineteenth century to the
present time, and some of Mr. Clausen's historical allusions were
One of the first speakers recriticized as inexact or misleading.
ferred to the recent letter ballot in the Maintenance of Way Association, which was not favorable to the upward inclination; but it
was pointed out that many of the members voting in that ballot
Mr. Rudd had
had given little definite thought to the subject.
found. ;it the last meeting of the M. W. Association, that there was
in favor of endorsing the acts of the Railway
a strong sentiment
Signal Association whenever possible; therefore it becomes the duty
of this association to discuss subjects with intelligence and thoroughness, and to record decisions 'on them clearly, so as to secure
The M. W. Assone approval Of the more influential association.
ciation has adopted entire the specifications for mechanical interim inn prescribed by the Railway Signal Association.
Mr. Hull said that the signal supervisors of the New York
Central, at a recent meeting, had voted that for a three-position

—

(

i

I

i.

)
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signal the upward position is desirable, Init for a two position signal
he thought that they still preferred the downward inclination.
Mr. Denny (L. s. & M. s.i said thai on the tracks used Jointly by
the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and the Chicago, Hock island
& Pacific at Chicago, three-position signals, with the upward inclination, are to be used.
later explained
Mr. Ames (L. s. & M. s.
that the use of the upward Inclination was found to be the most
practicable compromise between the different systems desired by
the two roads. The hike shore for "all clear" puts the arm 60 di
be in o position
downward, while the Rook island, desiring t' <
i

t

i

the downward inclination were used, show 45
downward for caution. Thus, a Lake shore engineman would in
one place read GO deg. downward for all clear, and in another place
which
find a signal in nearly the same position (45 deg. downward
would not mean all clear. The upward inclination removes thi

signal, would,

if

I

difficulty.

Mr. Yocum (P. & It.) spoke in favor of the upward inclination,
and then added that we should also go farther, and effect a com
plete reform by putting the arm on the left side of the post. This
would be more natural, and there would be far less difficulty in
fixing signal posts so that the views of the arms would not be
obscured or confused by telegraph cross arms and trees. Mr. Denny
said that in locating a large number of new signals on the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern the putting of the arm on the side
of the post next to the track obviated

many

difficulties in location.

On

the Lake Shore the trains run on the left-hand track, so that
the ordinary American semaphore, with the arm extending to the
right has the advantage of the condition mentioned by Mr. Yocum,
for the signal posts are set on the left side of the track.
Mr. Sperry called attention to the importance of this element in
designing signals for electric railroads having overhead structures.
Such roads frequently have a scanty right of way, and, in any
event, a continuous row of poles on both sides of the line interferes
seriously with the signals. On the New York. New Haven & Hartford, which is now putting up overhead electric structures for 20
miles of its four-track line between Vv'oodlawn and Stamford, it will
be necessary to relocate all of the signals (now on bracket posts)
to get them into good view.
Mr. Clausen in his paper presents a sketch of a three-position
signal, in which the spectacle casting is in the same position
as that now common; that is to say, on the opposite side of the
axis from the blade. This was criticized as neutralizing the benefit
to be obtained from the upward inclination in guarding against
the danger from accumulated ice. Mr. Shaver told of his difficulties
with ice in Wyoming, where he had had eight inches on blades on

one occasion.
Following this discussion Mr. Waldron (Int. R. T. ) read his
paper on the signals in the New York City subway. This paper is
Mr. Waldron said that the difficulties
given in another column.
which he had had with track circuits by reason of slivers of iron
falling between the ends of rails and connecting one rail to another
were 'being done away with by the use of a modified design of end
insulation which is so made that the slivers drop through to the
ground and do not lodge where they are in contact with the rails.
Replying to a question, Mr. Waldron said that in switching his
signal circuit from the GO-cycle power line to the 25-cycle power
line the only precaution necessary was to reverse the switch as
quickly as possible; doing this, there will be no overcharging the
line by having both supply wires connected at the same time, while
at the same time the interval of time between the two contacts will
be so short that the automatic stop will not have time to exhaust.
Mr. Waldron is using track circuits in place of detector bars. These
work satisfactorily, though they are only 30 ft. long. Asked if, with
alternating current, he could use a higher voltage in the rails than
with direct current, he replied that he could; though perhaps this was
because the supply of current is greater, and therefore a greater

He has operated track circuits
loss by grounding can be endured.
successfully under water. The rail of his track which is used for
the signal circuit is bonded with No. G copper wire.
The next paper was one by Mr. W. H. Arkenburg. of the Union
Pacific, who presented an argument on electric locking in connection with electric power switch and signal plants, similar to that
which was contained in his letter printed in the Railroad Gazettt
His general argument appeared to meet with
of April G, page 347.
unanimous approval, hut there was sharp criticism of his proposal
to leave indication magnets uncovered so as to make it easy for the
signalman to cut out the safeguards provided by electric locking.
Even in his provision to make it slightly difficult for the signalman
by making him crawl under the machine, Mr. Arkenburg was declared to be behind the times. The only correct rule is to put all
the apparatus beyond the signalman's control, and have the releasing done solely by the repair men; and the repair men should
Mr. Anthony called atbe trained to take all needed precautions.
tention to the fact that the whole question of what to do when
apparatus is out of order is a serious one. We take great risks
and ought to have very systematic and precise regulations. Mr.
Anthony criticized the principle that approach locking should not
take effect until the distant signal is intentionally cleared. On a

—
May
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straight line an engineman often sees the home signal at clear
before he passes the distant, so that he is justified in keeping up
Therefore, the
full speed, whether the distant is cleared or not.
looking should take effect when the train passes the distant signal,
without regard to whether that signal is in one position ,or the
other.

Mr. Denny said that on his road route locking is made effective
the home signal is cleared. This tends to prevent the signalman from clearing his signal too long in advance of the approach

when

of the train.

Mr. Arkenburg's position may not be justifiable
Mr. Shaver:
on the busy roads of the East, but on the thin lines of the West the
signalman must have more discretion. The storms there are severe
and repair men are few and far between.
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dian Pacific to enter the City of Ottawa in its proposed route, which
meant level crossings over two of the principal streets of the Cap
ital— Lauren and Nicholas streets. This was strongly opposed, the
level crossings being a menace and great source of danger as well
as obstruction to the city and citizens.
During the present session of the Dominion Parliament, the
number of companies seeking incorporation to build railroads using
In Ontario there
electricity as a motive power is unusually large.
power
is, including the great cataract at Niagara, so much water
by which electricity may be cheaply generated, and so little coal
for the generation of steam, that electric motive power for railroads
will soon become general.

Track Circuit

Place of Detector Bars.*

in

It appears to be common knowledge that the detector bar is
not giving us the protection required, and that it cannot be depended
upon even though it is maintained in the pink of perfection, for
Ottawa, May 7. Mr. Blaiklock, Superintendent of the Eastern it is continually exposed to all kinds of danger and damage which
division of the Grand Trunk, gave evidence before the committee would destroy its function with no evidence to the operator or
on Mr. Lancaster's bill which would deprive the railroad commis- tower man. While it is true the operator of a mechanical plant
sion of authority to permit railroads to run faster than ten miles might suspect something wrong by the easy pull of the lever should
an hour over unprotected crossings in cities, towns and villages. the bar be missing, it is very doubtful if he would notice any difTo show that the reduction of the speed to ten miles at such cross- ference in the pull of a lever operating two or more bars, should
ings would mean serious loss of time and money in the operation one of them become disconnected; and on power plants he is entirely
of the road, he said that on the 334 miles of the Grand Trunk, at sea, with nothing to indicate a break or disconnection.
I believe I am warranted in saying that the majority of accibetween Montreal and Toronto, there are 92 crossings in communities, and to slow down to ten miles at each of these crossings dents due to detector bar failures occur in the heat of congested
would result in increasing the time of the fast express from 7% traffic, thereby intensifying the evil. The operator, having his mind
hours to 12 hours. He also said that to slow a passenger train concentrated on speedy operations, does not notice or detect failures,
of five cars down to ten miles an hour would cost 50 cents, and but relies solely on the machine.
It would be preferable to discard the cumbersome bar altogether
a freight train $1. It would take five miles to get up speed again.
The Grand Trunk has 781 unprotected crossings that would be and substitute the simple track circuit protection. Fig. 1 shows
The cost of installing a gate is $650. anil part of one of our all-electric interlocking plants. This track circuit
affected by this bill.

Canadian Railroad Notes.

—

Fig.

Interlocking Without Detector Bars on Lehigh Valley Railroad.

1

maintenance would cost $1,000 a year. Each crossing bell would arrangement has been in continual service for the past two years,
"The greatest number of accidents occurred in the conn using the ordinary track relay and the regular Weber insulated
try and root at town and village crossings.
Mr. Blaiklock admitted track joints. We control the switches by opening the common wire
that the overhead or underground crossing was ideal, but these leading to their motors on the various track relays,
Mr. Lewis here explained the arrangement of the track circuits.
would be still more expensive.
Application has been made by the James Bay Railway Company For example, crossover switches K and L cannot be moved until
and track C I> is clear from
track A II is clear from K' to K
for approval of the route of its proposed line from a point on the
authorized line near Toronto to Ottawa. The plans filed with the K In K these points being the limits of the track circuits covering
department do not show the entrance to the city, but only alterna- these switches.
The arrangement of the track relays and the control wires for
tive routes to either side.
A date will shortly be set for the hearing
of the various parties interested before the minister.
the derails In the tour track crossing is shown in the same way. The
The Grand Trunk Pacific Branch Lines bill was passed over crossover track circuit (Relay No. 10) controls the signals bul
not control the switches.
all the committees.
Bills were reported I" incorporate the Vail
couver, Fraser Valley and Southern, the Keith River Valley and the
Prom the time this method of protection was put iii service
ever two years ago, we have only noted six failures Iwo when
Pueblo Tramway, Light & Power Company.
Br at
<. being due to operate!
pit
There was another contest before the Senate Railroad Com- plant was placed in soi
mittee over the Vancouver, Westminster A: Yukon bill giving power same time as train entered Hie seel ion, and four since, due to foi
to build through the Yellow Head Pass to Edmonton which was current opposing and neutralizing the track circuit, causing the
Senator McMullen opposed the relay to open momentarily while the switch was being operated
fully reported without amendment.
building of the line on the ground thai such a line would divert causing the breaking c
acts to are and burn them off.
Such protection can be install.. maintained and operated to a
the business of Canada to the
Qlted States, and the Hon. Mr.
Sempleman, of British Columbia, Minister of inland Revenue, an greater degree of satisfaction and safet] than detector bars, and
tiounced thai the government did qo1 favor any attempt to block with less cost, particular^ where automatic signals extend thro
The gover
ui
lavmed the con
ind n layi used tor these
legitimate railroad building.
Interlocking^; for the Bame trai
cl
the relaj
structlon of this r
and of all others thai were going to aid in signals can be utilized b: Blmplj iddlni anotl
II11I
Ihe companj
it
building up the country.
He also
h,as been Bald Hint
require Letter labor to maintain these
tor taking e.ne ot bars; but, on the
a Canadian company,
ie,i
11
had been said that Mr Hill was behind circuits than would be
he project.
Mr. Sempleman hoped thai Mr, inn was. he being the Other band, it is no noeossary to send extra help around frequently
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The Upward Indication

of the

Semaphore Arm.*

cardinal principle of railway signaling thai any debreakage of parts shall result in the arm
the stop position, it is hard al the present day to
gravitatii]
understand why a board entrusted with the selection of a proper
signal should have agreed on the downward indication for proceed,
and its an ion in the matter is now very generally considered a
There is one country where the bad feaserious mistake.
tures of the downward proceed indication and the good features
of the upward proceed indication were realized some years ago, and
in this country (Germany) the upward has been very generally
in use for a number of years. I understand that he German design

As ii
rangement

is

a

of a signal or

.

.

.

t

...

also used to a limited extent in Austria ami Belgium.
There are two good arguments in favor of a continuance of the
present practice: (1) a change would involve considerable expense,
and (21 such a change would, from the standpoint of the trainmen,
is

be a radical departure.
The following arguments
present practice:
1.

may

be mentioned as unfavorable to

The arm must be counterweighted

to cause

it

to

The counterweight

18.

on, all things considered, than one which moves upward by
the aid of a counterweight.
3. It is obvious that snow and sleet collecting on the arm will
but increase the tendency to assume the stop position.
4. The alius or blades may be as long as desired.
5. The glass may be applied to the arm casting without nullify
ing the true semaphore indication to any considerable degree.
power required for operation may be reduced to a
6. The

pended

minimum.
The possibility

of using the 90-deg. and 45-deg. indications In
the upper quadrant is, I believe, unquestioned.
The new indication can be introduced on any division of a railroad with the simplest of rules for the guidance of employees.
Trainmen will almost immediately grasp anil interpret the indications of a fixed semaphore which correspond so closely to the present

hand

signals.

Signaling in the United Slates is in its infancy, and is exApparatus placed on the
periencing a remarkable development.
market two years ago is now out of date. One road has contracted
for installation of apparatus worth one and one-half million dollars.
It is reported that another road has submitted specifications and
has contracted for an installation costing over three millions of
dollars.
Let us not permit a mistake of choice made years ago to
influence our correct action at this day.

gravitate

Philippine Railroads.

to the stop position.
2.

Vol. XL., No,

for

summer weather

will not be safe for

winter, on account of the amount of ice and sleet or snow which
may accumulate on the signal arm. As this amount is indeterminate, and may vary from a few pounds to 25 or 30, or even more,
depending upon local conditions, the excess of counterweight must
be rather large.
necessary
3. The counterweighting makes heavy construction
throughout, and the blows delivered to the stops at the end of the
upward and downward stroke, due to the increased weight of the
arm and casting, become excessive.
4. The increased violence of the blow is an element of danger
and expense, as the colored glass roundels, which are also carried
on the arm casting, may become broken.
required, and to
5. To reduce the amount of counterweight
avoid trouble from icicles, the blades must be made as short as
possible.
This will readily be recognized as a bad feature, as it
shortens one side of the angle and neutralizes the true semaphore

indication.

To still further reduce the amount of counterweight required,
customary to design the arm casting to carry the colored glass
roundels on the opposite side of the shaft or axis of revolution from
the arm or blade.
This practice has a tendency to still further
neutralize or obscure the true semaphore indication, as is familiarly
6.

it is

The new system of railroads in the Philippines will cost thirty
million dollars, and is to be built by private American capital, under
It has already
concessions granted by the Insular Government.
been arranged that the system covering the islands of Panay, Negros
and Cebu shall be financed and built by a New York syndicate,
composed of Cornelius Vanderbilt, J. G. White & Co., William Salomon & Co. and associates. There will be in the system about 400
miles of road, almost equally divided between the three islands. The
plans of the Government provide also for a system of equal size
on the Island of Luzon, but the concession has not yet been awarded.
The harbor improvements nearing completion at Iloilo and
Cebu form a part of the system of transportation of which the railroad lines now to be built constitute the principal feature.
The first division of 50 engineers sailed for Manila from Seattle
on April 29. The more prominent members have nearly all been
chosen for special experience in the projection of railroad and engineering enterprises abroad on the frontier of civilization, but the
majority selected from the railroad field of the West are principally

young engineers.

Some of the engineers selected on the basis of experience abroad
P. H. Ashmead, H. P. Howe, C. H. Farnham,
are the following:
Mr. Ashmead, Mr. Howe and
J. M. Robinson and L. E. Bennett.
Mr. Farnham have all been connected with the Canton-Hankow
Railroad in China.
Mr. Ashmead was formerly Chief Engineer;
Mr. Howe was recently Acting Chief Engineer, and Mr. Farnham
was Division Engineer and Superintendent of Construction, of the

in the universal arm casting.
The excessive counterweight must be lifted day after day.
and month after month, in the operation of the signal, merely to
provide safety during the one hour or two hours perhaps in a year San Shui Division. Mr. Robinson has been Locating Engineer of
when the conditions are unfavorable. This is not a serious defect the Quayaquil & Quito. Mr. Bennett was assistant to Governor
where signals are manually operated, or where a power plant is Taft in outlining the transportation plans of the Government in
used, but it becomes a very important argument against the present the Philippines, which are now being put into execution.
Prepractice where primary and storage batteries are used for the opera- viously Mr. Bennett was Engineer to the Emperor of Siam for

shown
7.

and the watt consumption per signal moveAs the greater percentage of automatic
signals is operated by primary or storage cells, and as automatic
signals are now being, and will continue to be, installed very rapidly,
tion of the semaphore,

ment has

to be considered.

the latter question is of over-increasing importance.
I will now attempt to enumerate the more important arguments
in favor of the upward indication:
1. In the early days of railroading it was considered necessary
to have fixed signals show only danger or caution, and no indication
was shown when it was safe for a train to proceed. This principle
may be seen exemplified in the older forms of train order signal
and switch targets, which consist of sheet iron blades of various
shapes which stand parallel to the track, and therefore cannot be
seen by the enginemen when the conditions are right for the train
But at the present time it is deemed just as important
to proceed.
to give the engineman a proceed indication as it is to give him a
stop signal; under any condition he must obtain decisive information.
And the upward proceed indication of the fixed semaphore
complies most closely with the standard of hand signaling. When
giving the proceed or go-ahead signal (in railroad parlance "the
highball") it is customary to hold the band nearly vertical over the
head; and this is just the position taken by the arm of the pro-

posed

new semaphore.

It has become a recognized principle of signal practice that
every semaphore should assume the stop position immediately after
the engine of a train has passed it; and none will dispute that an
arm which falls downward to the stop position is more to be de2.

"i
Hie I'ldcais", Mil•From a paper Ijv L. It. Clausen, Signal Kncl
waukee & St, Paul, read at the May meeting of toe Hallway Signal Association, New York City.
'

railroads and irrigation.
Several hundred native Filipinos will be used as rodmen. axemen, chainmen. etc. With the confidence gained through previous
undertakings, entire dependence will be placed upon native Philippine labor for the work of construction. It is expected that some
10,000 to 15,0110 native Visayans will be employed during the four
For location work, the
years required to complete construction.
present party will be divided into five sections three for Panay,
and one each for Negros and Cebu. Work will be commenced simultaneously on the three islands, but that on Panay will be pushed
Plans for the construction equipment are alto completion first.
ready well advanced, and such equipment as must come from home
will follow as required.

—

New

Railroads

in

Arabia.

Plans are being made for building two new lines of railroad to
The difficulties which the Turkish
reach the interior of Arabia.
Government has been experiencing with Arabian insurgents has resulted in official plans being made to build a railroad from Hodeidah,
on the Red Sea, to Sannaa 200 miles. At Sannaa 75,000 Turkish
troops are quartered. A French engineering corps, under an armed
The road is necesescort, is making surveys for the government.
sary for military operations, but will be available for commercial
Sannaa is the largest city in Southern Arabia, and is
purposes.
:,.i
The English Government has authorIt. above the sea level.
ized the building of a railroad from Adan to the British military
post at D'thala. It is expected that bids for the work will be asked
during the present month. Consular Report.

—
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An expert Muck Raker all honor to the noble woman and a
few of the imitative men who have acquired this imperfect title
would find congenial work in writing the inside history of the
Manhattan bridge delays which have already cost the citizens
of New York and Brooklyn, before its superstructure has been begun,
Its Brooklyn
as much as the highest estimated cost of building it.
pier is at Adams street, four or five hundred yards north of the
old Brooklyn bridge, where for more than six years there has
been every morning an objectionable herding of men and women.
The New York pier is at Pike street, about half a mile north of
the New York terminal of the Brooklyn bridge, where foreign visitors go to see the evening climax of indecency, the blackest spot
on the transportation systems of America, and appearing daily in
its greatest city.
It is obvious that the Manhattan bridge would
relieve this congestion, and yet since early in 1900, when the bridge
was authorized, differences of opinion as to the form and material
of the superstructure have caused a daily moral degradation and
a money loss distributed among the citizens, land owners and the
These differing opinions have been
street car lines in Brooklyn.
partly professional, and capable, as in any other engineering question, of quick settlement under normal conditions.
But politics,
contractor's interests and organized bodies of busybodies have reThe
sulted in suits by dummy taxpayers and the law's delay.
original plans for a l,46.r ft. wire cubic suspension river span were
New plans for
set aside by the incoming administration of 1902.
an eye-bar suspension bridge were prepared but failed to secure
approval of the board of aldermen. Another administration
rejected the eye-bar plans in 1901 and again prepared "ire cable
At that lotting
plans I'm- which bids were opened in August, mo;,.
the Pennsylvania Steel Company seemed to be entitled to the Con
>

the result of a

tract, but, as

valid

one clause which

and also held

thai

hail

taxpayer's
i

nmuiiiiily

I

suit,

n

the specifications were

the
in

nut

c

oilier

declared In
,iu contract
I

sufficiently

definite,

This year the specifications and contract tonus tor a win cable
bridge have been again submitted for bidding, but before the bid
wer,, opened two taxpayers' suits were begun, one apparently to
prevent anything bul an eye bar bridge being built, and the othei
Inspired

reasons

by

w

not

so

easily understandable.

We

have

faith

Hi the Courl In dealing with these dilatory under
prolong the present BerlouBlj bad situation,
in anothei
column simie pecullarltle ol the biddings are discussed, and it ap
pears, In round figures', thai the cost ol the unmanufactured a
rial I'm- the M.-ini
;m bridge «in ool exceed $2,000,000, and the
In

the

takings

i

s
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1
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balance of about $5,000,000 will be for manufacture, erection, genand profit. When the time for the relief of the community is so precious, the experience, capital, plant and skill of
the contractor essential elements in reliability should be sharply
considered. It requires much more than one million dollars to
compensate for the possibility of further delay. This is a case
eral expenses

—

—

where the

city

has no right to take any chances whatever.

collision of passenger trains at Clover Creek Juncon May 4, killing 10 persons and injuring 37, reported in
the Railroad Gazette May 11, page 481, was due to forgetfulness on
the part of the pilot of the westbound train, a passenger engineman
He had an
of experience and perfectly acquainted with the road.
order to wait at the end of double track for the eastbound train,
but did not do so. One account says that the name of the meeting
point was indicated by letters ("S T"), and that the mistake was

The butting

tion, Pa.,

in running for another station beyond, the name of which was
composed of similar letters. An officer of the road, however, is
quoted as saying that the mistake was simple forgetfulness. However this may be. two points stand out clearly. Questions of forgetfulness and of mistakes or negligence of enginemen in conferring

with conductors or with firemen will probably demand consideration
for the next hundred years, if we continue for that length of lime
our present dependence on the despatching system, for then- seems
to be little prospect of agreement as to how to manage these
tilings; but the two points which we refer to are so plain that there
can he no difference of opinion concerning them.
First, we make
train
it
a
a fundamental rule thai the grave dutj of protectln
from butting Collision shall be put upon the ininils of two men, a
iend that
conductor and an engineman, and then dellbera
rule whenevet II becomes necessary to run a train over a line wiib
which us conductor and engineman are not familiar, 'the suspension
aol always complete, bul even a tingle loophole sometimes causes
if dual
We must expect dl asters under such
a collision,
responsibility
i

is

neeessa ry

we must enforce

abolish the rule, so thai

In

dept ndli

It

II

aol

u<

:-.ii'\

let

hall

be consistent.
our
ule to bloc!
Secondly, we maki
Important lines (depending on the time-table and the despatcher on
the less Important) and then deliberately permit the suspension of
this pule also bj allowing
iportani llnet to be converted at a
moment's notice Into Importan on
ThS only rational rule Is
There was some newsto establish the block system on all lines
papei criticism of the use ol telephones foi Bending train orders
i

«

on the Petersburg branch; but no fault was found,
particular order was sent by telegraph.

MOTOR CARS AND LOWER PASSENGER
One

result of the present tendency

/

-z
v.

-

may

rates,

consideration the matter of building at
its Aurora shops a motor car of a design based on his recommendations.
The Florida East Coast is experimenting witn a Ganz car
and the Erie has ordered one. A steam car is also being built for
the Missouri Pacific and will soon be ready for experimental
service.
Following these experiments, we may expect in the near
future some definite results from several different designs of steam
cars to compare with the other two types gasolene and gasolene-

•

•

»

: i

i- t-

C

goes very seriously wrong. The simpler the design, the
will hold true.
In this fact, the advocates of the steam
perceive an advantage. It would not be the mystery to
running it or the crew aboard it that other types would
edly be, because of its analogy to a locomotive. In case of
in all
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interesting to compare in detail the bids made for the
Manhattan wire cable suspension bridge on August 1, 1905, and on
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Five bids were received at each of the two lettings.
7,
Three of the bidders at the first letting were represented at the
second letting, when two new bidders appeared to take the place
of the two who had dropped out.
The bids, arranged in order from
lowest to highest at the second letting, were as follows:
190C.

Aug.

Kyan-Parker Const'n
John Peirce Co

Co.

.

Hood Company
King Bridge Company
American Bridge Company

1,

1905.

5

.•

7.

n-^

1906.

$7.'486,49i.'i4

o.:,'m.i;::x ::u

7.284,739.00

6,769,983.00

7.983.970.00

if.

May

n

$6,493,223.00

.

General Erecting Co
Penna. Steel Co
Mill iU.-n brothers

7.9.-|0,7

12.00

7,566.191.65
7,566,191.65

^

^

Company

second letting, leaving itself free to prosecute its suit for
damages against the city because the contract awarded in August,
1905, had not been executed.
There are about 42,000 tons of steel to be made and erected as
against about 45,000 tons contracted for six or eight years ago for the
Williamsburg bridge and approaches, and the work is of such a
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8,312.146.00

the first letting, is represented in the General Erecting
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9.312,940.00
.

The General Erecting Company and the Pennsylvania Steel
Company are bracketed together because it is commonly thought
that the Pennsylvania, to whom the contract had been awarded at
at the
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Reference to this phase of the matter brings up again a point
which recurs in discussions of this question, the use of a light locomotive and single car. The equipment assigned to this service would
in most cases be such as had outlived its usefulness in regular
service and therefore, compared to an expensive motor car, would
be regarded as having only a nominal first cost.
Likewise, less
would be expended for maintenance, so that a very material saving
will have to be figured in operating costs to make the average operating officer see the

h
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In considering motor car types, the point should not be overlooked that in assigning such cars to branch-line service they may
be remote from the shops or repair points. Unfamiliar types or
complicated designs will require special talent in case anything

crew would
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that will yield the requisite degree of heat. President Hill, of the
Great Northern, sent an expert to Europe several months ago to
make a thorough study of the motor car question over there and
recommend as a result of this study a type of car for similar servic*e
in this country.
This emissary recently returned and thougli
no official report has been given out, it is understood that his conclusions have been altogether in favor of a steam car; In fact, the

it.

T

:i

H

s 8,6

an added impetus to the endeavors to obtain a satisfactory motor car design with which to
replace, where practicable, present unprofitable passenger train service.
Just now it is gratifying to note that more attention than ever
before is being given to steam car designs. A very hopeful report
reaches us that a design for a flash boiler of capacity suitable for
rail motor car service is nearing perfection.
Oil is to be used for
fuel and the one present practical difficulty is to develop a burner

down, therefore, the steam
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character in manufacture and erection as to require the close attention of the most expert bridge contractors. It seems, therefore,
singular that the two lower bids, within 2 per cent, of each other,

should be made by firms well known as granite and masonry contractors, but never before appearing as contractors for steel bridge
construction.
It is plain that both Peirce and Ryan-Parker, having
no steel works or plant or organization for erecting, are middle-

—
May
.men,
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bidding for a commission on the money to be paid to the

actual constructors of the bridge.

The lowest

by Ryan-Parker, is unbalanced, the price quoted
of simple steel work for the anchorages,
merely delivered at the site, is nearly twice as great as that of the
other bidders for the same work, and 60 per cent, greater than
their own price for more costly material to be erected in the main
span over the river. This may be partly accounted for by the
desire of this bidder to get ahead in cash at the start. This material must be delivered first, within six months, and even if purchased from and delivered by one of the higher bidders would put
the contractor in possession of nearly $200,000 profit before the
serious part of the work was begun.
The other low bidder, Peirce, adds one-half a cent a pound to
his price of material delivered at the bridge site to cover the cost
•of erection of materials more expensive to make and more costly
to erect in the suspended structure over the river. The three higher
bidders add from 1.67 cents to 3.1 cents as cost for this work. This
bidder quotes a price for the wire cable work 23 per cent, below
the next higher bidder and 25 per cent, below the average of the
three higher bidders for the contract. This difference is too great
to be reasonably accounted for, unless by the use of inferior material.
for over

'

It

bid,

5,000,000

lbs.

would be interesting to know just how much the bids were

reduced by substituting the less costly basic steel for acid steel,
The Pennsylvania Steel
but this cannot be precisely developed.
Company makes both basic and acid steel and probably has more
accurate knowledge than others of the relative cost of the two materials.
Judging from its bids, closely confirmed by the bids of
Mil liken Brothers, it would appear that the reduction due to the
substitution of basic steel is about ten dollars a ton, but the John
Peirce Company bids 23 per cent, less for ten thousand five hundred tons of basic, steel in the suspended structure at the second

491

seven points, the westernmost point reached being Keremeos and
Under the
the easternmost, Fernie, both in British Columbia.
charter of the Vancouver, Victoria & Eastern, an extension from
Keremeos westward to Princeton, 40 miles, is already nearing completion, and a further extension has been located through the Hope
mountains and the valley of the Frazer river, the remaining 150

miles to Vancouver on the Pacific Coast. This much is made clear
in the last annual report of the Great Northern.
The first public announcement in regard to more extensive plans
in Canada came in a letter from Mr. Hill, written some weeks ago,
to the Winnipeg (Manitoba) Board of Trade, in which he said:

—

are now undertaking to build up a new system a transcontinental
through the Canadian northwest which I hope will serve to further develop your city and the country from which its prosperity is drawn."

"We

—

line

At this announcement the railroad strategists got to work again,
and soon had a Hill system in Canada stretching from Vancouver
to Montreal, with branch and connecting lines bringing up the total
mileage of the new system to at least 3,000 miles. More recently,
in an interview in New York City, Mr. Hill denied that he had any
intention of building the eastern half of this line, and brought
the length of his new Canadian mileage to 1,300 miles. This
week, in an interview in St. Paul, he gave fuller facts in regard
His intention is to connect Winnipeg and Vanto the new line.
couver with each other, and the new line at several points with the
Great Northern in the United States. The Vancouver, Victoria &
Eastern extension will furnish the western end of the line. The
Great Northern feeders, which at present extend north into British
Columbia, are mostly, more or less at right angles to the Great
Northern main line, and there is no direct connection between Keremeos and Fernie, which are some 200 miles apart. This will probably

down

steel at the first

shortly be built, bringing the Vancouver line as far east as Fernie.
Fernie is just west of Crow's Nest Pass, where the Great Northern
After crossing the
interests are developing great coal deposits.

and reduced its first bid for the cables, which must be made
of acid steel and are not therefore affected by the change, nearly one
hundred and thirty thousand dollars.
Acid steel was used exclusively in the Williamsburg bridge and
cost about one hundred and fifty dollars a ton erected in place.

what are reported to be excepgood grades are Mr. Hill's hobby
the line turns northeast, crossing the Canadian Pacific main line
probably at Medicine Hat, where large purchases of land are reported for division headquarters. The line is to run considerably

The price for rolled material is now about ten dollars a ton more
than then, so that, other things being equal, the basic steel for
the Manhattan bridge should not cost more than the acid steel for
the Williamsburg bridge. Other things are not, however, equal. All
of the expensive cable erection must now be done by bridge men
at about five dollars a day, whereas much of this work was done
by common laborers on the Williamsburg bridge at about half the
wages paid the bridge men. The labor cost of erection of all structural material has increased greatly in New York City since 1900.
and its control is far more uncertain. This may be taken to account in great measure for the relative high prices quoted by the
American Bridge Co. and Milliken Brothers, who have had recent
Still, we find that the bid
bitter experience with the labor union.
of the General Erecting Company averages about one hundred and
sixty-one dollars a ton for the whole work, or about eleven dollars
a ton more than the corresponding cost of all the steel work on the
Williamsburg bridge, which may fairly be taken as a just measure
of the increased cost due to the terrorism of the Bridgomen's 'n ion.

north of the Canadian Pacific main line, crossing the great wheat
prairies to Winnipeg. At the same time, a connecting link from the
United States boundary, already reached at Emerson by a Great
Northern branch, is to be built to Winnipeg, where terminals have
already been acquired. More than this, at least two other connecting lines are already well under way north from the present termini
of Great Northern oranches in North Dakota; one from Gretna, on

letting than

it

did for the

same amount of acid

letting

'

1

MR. HILL

IN

CANADA.

For a long time there have been various rumors that Mr. James
was to largely extend his sphere of railroad influence
northward into Canada. Not long ago, according to report,
Mad bought control of the Canadian Pacific, his great northern
competitor, and through the large resources of that company was to
build new lines in Canada and weld the whole, both north and
south of the border, into a united group. On several other OCCa
sions, according to the financial reporters, Mr. Hill had bought
control of the Canadian Northern, the new and expanding line in
the Canadian northwest, and through it was to build up a great
Infrequently
Canadian system.
It now turns out that, as is nnl
true of such conjectures, the underlying fact In the ruse, expansion of the Mill Influence in Canada, is true, but the suggo
means of accomplishing this result are mostly drawn from the
Imagination of those railroad strategists who at one time or another
J.

Hill

!'•

1

Involve

every

Important

railroad

In

a

I

far-reaching consolidation

on paper.
Already, as Is well-known, the Great Northern Influence reache
in the southeastern corner of British
across the Canadian bonier,
Columbia, Groat Northern allied lines cross the boundary at at least

Rocky Mountains

at this point on

tionally favorable grades

— and

the international boundary, northwest to Portage la Prairie, and
the other from Bottineau, a few miles south of the boundary, north
via the Canadian towns of Boissevain and Souris, to Brandon,
Manitoba. This, as nearly as can be told from Mr. Hill's statements, is the extent of his immediate plans for new lines In Canada.
The exact location of the Fernie-Winnipeg line has not yet been
made public, but Mr. Hill made the significant statement that instead
of seeking the

most direct transcontinental route he was most con-

cerned In tapping a territory prolific in agricultural resources, where
the local traffic was sure to be heavy. Apparently, therefore, it will
swing northeast through (he northern part of Assinihoia. and finally
south again through the highly competitive territory in Manitoba
west and northwest of Winnipeg, already well occupied by Canadian
Pacific and Canadian Northern main lines and feeders, and with the
main line of the Grand Trunk I'aeillc projected through it. Questioned about the

means

of sending further east,

products received

Winnipeg over the new line, Mr. Hill remarked that for the
present the Great Northern was willing to turn over traffic there
to the existing Canadian roads east of Winnipeg; although, In ease
.'i
necessity, Great Northern engineers had already planned an almost direct line from the Canadian boundary to Duluth. over a
country where a 4/10 of one per cent, grade would be the maximum
miles from the boundary
on a 280-mile line. Adding to this the
to Winnipeg, the total distance by this roue from Winnipeg to Duover which to bring
luth would be 345 miles, with low
Canadian grain to the head of the Lake tor shipment.
From a through traffic standpoint the new mil lines In Canada,
even if roundabout, would have B certain degree of effectiveness.
The Canadian Pacific has just completed an allied line into Spokane,
at

<'>">

'

i

though longer, route than the Creat
Paul and Spokane, Jusl as this line will be
Paul Spokane traffic, so
able, to a certain extent, to compete tor st
Mr, Mill's new lino, though more roundabout than (he Canadian

Which will give it
Northern's between

Pnrlflr's,

will

bo

a

good,

St.

able,

in

ease of n

BBlty,

to

give the Canadian
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coast

traffic.

More than

this,

carrying grain from Canada into the
United States, it will have an added advantage over all the Canadian systems, as the Great Northern controls, with the exception of
the Canadian Pacific's Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sanlt Ste. Marie, all

when

the

time

for

ci

of the important railroad connections in the United States reaching
With this control of the territory immediately south
to the horder.
of the line, the Great Northern will be able to hring it about that
grain from its own lines in Canada rather than from the territory
of the Canadian roads, shall be most easily shipped into the United

linn.:' shown
"Hill's
in eastern Canada to what
is called
Canadian Invasion." The first railroads have opened up the country, demonstrated its richness, advertised its resources, and brought
in many thousands of colonists, and now the problem for a tew
railroad of getting traffic is comparatively simple.
Resources, and
what is more important, settlers, arc' there and production waits
only on the railroad.
It
may easily he that instead of being a
proerastinator, Mr. Hill has seized upon the most fortunate time for
is entrance into the vast Canadian wheat field.

already

It

States.

The main reason
master

to seriously

for the determination of the Great Northern's

invade Canadian territory

is

evidently the desire

and increasingly tremendous prosperity of the
Canadian Northwest, and particularly in its rich local traffic, most of
which is long distance at the same time that it is local. The
American invasion of the wheat lands of Manitoba, Assiniboia.
Saskatchewan and Alberta goes on at a rapid pace. In the past few
years more and more farmers in the United States have sold their
farms at high prices and moved across the border to the cheaper
and (now) more fertile territory of the northwestern Canada provinces, where soil and climate have been thoroughly proved to be
admirably fitted for successful wheat raising. Production of wheat
in the Canadian Northwest increases by leaps and bounds each year,
and according to Mr. Hill's view, the time is not as much as ten
years distant when the United States will be Canada's best wheat
customer.
Back of the present and very rapidly growing prosperity of the region, in Mr. Hill's mind, this further economic development evidently had a very strong influence on his decision to
build up a Canadian system. Should conditions, as he suggests, come
to the point where it may tax the capacity of Canada to supply the
to share in the great

needs of the United States in grain, the Great Northern, with

its

monopoly of the northern half of the northern tier of states west
of Lake Superior, and its fifteen or more laterals reaching north
from its main lines in the United States toward or across the boundary would, as already explained, be in an especially favorable position to handle this international interchange of traffic.

Once established in Canada, if the precedents of the Canadian
and Canadian Northern count for anything, and particularly if Mr. Hill's own policy in the United States is an example,
there will be constant expansion of his influence. If the Canadian
Pacific finds it profitable to build several hundred miles of branches
and connections in the Canadian Northwest every year, the Great
Northern can hardly fail to find it equally profitable. The region
Pacific

is

so vast that not

ready occupied.
limit of cereal

nearly

A map

all

of the

desirable situations are

of western Canada,

growing territory

is

al-

showing the northern

especially suggestive of the im-

mense possibilities of expansion. The productive area takes in a
wide sweep of territory, including all of the province of Manitoba,
the districts of Assiniboia, Saskatchewan and Alberta, more than
two-thirds of the great district of Athabasca, part of the province
a scrap of Yukon territory, and the northeastern cor-

of Mackenzie,

ner of British Columbia
for

cereals

—a

vast region.

With the greater demand

and further development of agricultural methods by

which grain raising may be more successfully carried on

in these
higher latitudes, it is not at all improbable that Great Northern
lines will eventually penetrate to some of these now far north regions.
Putting aside all
the
rumors of Hill lines to be
built at once as far north as Edmonton and Prince Albert, a suggestive fact in this connection is the recent granting of permission
to the Vancouver, Westminster & Yukon, a small road near Vancouver, more or less affiliated with the Hill system, to build lines
from Vancouver northward to the Alaska boundary, with a branch

northeast

to

Kdmonton.

at first to see why Mr. Hill waited so
long to build his Canadian line. The principal reason probably is
that even his marvelous foresight never expected such growth as
has taken plaeo in the past ten years in northwestern Canada. A
second reason no doubt is that up to this time he has been kept
busy in strengthening and assuring his territorial control in the
It

is

somewhat puzzling

United Stales,
With the northwestern strip now held fast,
he naturally looks for new fields to conquer. A third reason is that
the Great Northern, a United States road, could never hope to obtain the great subsidies which helped the Canadian roads to break
into and open to civilization these great areas of productive territory.
By having waited for the pioneer roads to develop the region,
•so that traffic will at once be offered to a new line, Mr. Hill is able to
build his Canadian railroad without subsidy, an argument which
will be practically unanswerable as against the objection which is

Vol. XI... No. 20.

A contemporary announces that
commence a series of articles on

in its

June number

it

is

going

Its decision
"railroad abuses."
to do this "springs from the highest sense of duty, prompted by
exhaustive investigation." We are informed that "no frenzied or
The eminently
No, indeed:
hysterical crusade is to be made."
judicial attitude of the publishers is shown by the following expressions from the advance circular, which is printed on pink paper
with the caption "Break the hailroads' Throttling Grip!"

to

"Merciless railroad octopus."
"Spirit of piracy savagely avaricious."
"Trampled the laws under foot."
"Hurled defiance into the teeth of the masses."
"Infamous conspiracy."
"Organized treason."
"Callousness of a Nero."
"Inflicting monstrous losses upon bound victims."
"Indifference of revolutionary madness."
"Unspeakable repulsion."
"They have their own despicable creatures upon the bench.'"
"Shamelessly vicious masters."
"Without a parallel in the annals of commercial atrocity."
"The railroads are the most powerful, dangerous and treacherous of the blood suckers sapping the strength of the body politic
and menacing the life of the nation itself."
Upon arriving at the fourth page of the pink pamphlet, the
reader is inclined to be glad that no frenzied and hysterical crusade
is to be undertaken, for where could the author find words for
such a crusade? And who is the calm, dignified economist who
is going to link up these honeyed phrases into a series of articles,
keeping his hand of steel well masked in the glove of velvet? The
Honorable
Chas. E. Townsend, member of Congress, author of
(

!

)

the Esch-Townsend

bill.

With all the improvements in railroading, the handling of trunks remains
It is the universal usage on American railroads,
as a relic of early crudity.
There bas been much
to handle personal baggage with consistent violence.
talk about the regulation of baggage smashing, but the evil continues, upon
It remains for the
the easy assumntion that it is impossible of remedy.
transportation companies adequately to meet the situation which the trehave
met and solved'
created,
as
they
mendous growth in railroad travel has
other problems.

What is this "problem" that the Syracuse Post and the Springfield
Republican are trying to inflate? There are more trunks, since the
tremendous growth in travel, but does any individual trunk get
treated worse than it would have been treated 40 or 60 years ago?
Or do a larger percentage of the trunks get smashed? Why not
consider for a moment the other side of the question whether it
is not better either to make stronger trunks or to pay the losses
on trunks of the style now used, rather than try a remedy that
would be more costly than the disease. Either the baggage handlers
must take more time, delaying the trains, or facilities must be
provided at all stations to lift and lower trunks by gentle movements. Delays annoy the passenger, and increased facilities must
Practically all of the smashing
in the end be paid for by him.
that passengers or editors complain of is that due to dropping inSole leather
flexible-frame trunks on their corners on hard floors.
trunks, having no rigid frames, are immune to this danger. Would
Some of the "probit not be cheaper to buy sole leather trunks?
lems" evolved by space writers are wholly imaginary. Why not
bring up the problem of the breakage of tea cups and tumblers in
the kitchen? As dish-washing is now a department of railroading
(in dining cars) the subject is "affected with a public interest"
and would be suitable not only for dull-season editorials, but for
agitating the sleepy atmosphere of the halls of legislation. Flexible
crockery and unbreakable drinking glasses are a crying need.

—

Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western.

The Delaware. Lackawanna & Western is one of the richest
anthracite coal roads, and is also a New York-Buffalo trunk line.
Its charter antedates the provision of the Pennsylvania state constitution prohibiting railroad companies from engaging directly in
the coal-mining business, and therefore its report is a combination
of results of operation of a trunk-line railroad and a coal-mining
company, the tonnage of anthracite coal being, however, greater than
the total tonnage of all other commodities transported by the
railroad.
In this double capacity, as in the case of most of the

May
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anthracite coal roads, it is pretty clear that the company receives
more for coal transportation than it would were not the business
held so closely in control by the anthracite community of interest,
At any rate, the average ton-mile rate last year was 0.871 cents per
ton on coal, against 0.688 cents per ton on merchandise traffic;
whereas, on most roads the rate received on coal is much lower than
the average rate on merchandise. More than this, even with over
$2,000,000 charged to operating expenses for extraordinary improvements, the operating ratio was only 53 per cent.
The Lackawanna has in recent years been exceptionally prosperous.
In 1904 a regular dividend of 7 per cent, and an extra
dividend of 10 per cent, were paid, and last year the regular rate
was raised to 10 per cent, and another 10 per cent. "Christmas
present" made at the end of the year to stockholders.
As a consequence of this prosperity, the stock sold in October last within
two points of 500. The road earned last year over charges, as shown
in its income account, 30.29 per cent, on its capital stock.
The real
earnings on the stock have been estimated as high as 50 per cent,
Earnings from transportation of coal in 1905 touched the
highest figure in the company's history $13,993,585 surpassing the
previous high record of $13,826,844 reached in the rush of business
immediately succeeding the 1902 strike. Besides this account, transportation earnings are divided into earnings from miscellaneous
freight (other than coal), passengers, mail, express, milk, by ferries,
and from miscellaneous sources. Every source of earnings shows
an increase for the year, the gains ranging from 5.76 per cent, on
Miscellaneous
coal to 14.48 per cent, from miscellaneous sources.
freight earnings were $9,230,787, an increase of $892,965, or 10.71
per cent. Passenger earnings were over $5,500,000, an increase of

—

—

493

maintenance of way expenditures included in the betterment account, the total figure for maintaining way and structures would be
These amounts are clearly very large. What
still further increased.
was done with these large funds is told in considerable detail,
which pleasantly contrasts with the practice of some roads in giving
only brief general statements of such expenditures,
The Lackawanna's balance sheet shows a wonderfully strong
There is $26,200,000 capital stock outstanding,
financial position.
and there are also $3,067,000 bonds (maturing next year). These
constitute the entire capitalization, and are almost covered by the
The Delaware, Lackawanna
profit and loss surplus of $23,800,000.

The other 818 miles
139 miles of line.
are mostly leased by paying dividends and interest on the securities
Counting in the $90,000,000 stocks and
of the leased companies.
bonds of these leased companies, the total capitalization would, of
course, be greatly increased. The annual charges on these securities
amount to $5,155,S00, but receipts from operation of these lines
must easily cover the charges, so that the financial condition of the

& Western proper owns

parent company, as shown by its assets and liabilities is a remarkable one.
Maintenance of equipment is the only operating expense which
decreased in 1905. This decrease was wholly in the item of repairs
and renewals of freight cars, and was due to the large expenditures
in previous years for repairs of the freight equipment. Most of the
older cars have now either been torn down and scrapped or put
in thoroughly serviceable condition, so that this particular expenditure was last year lessened by $129,703, or about 10 per cent. Repairs of locomotives cost $1,533 per locomotive, against $1,554 in
1904; of passenger cars, $539 per car, against $544 in 1904, and of
freight cars, $48 per car, against $53 in 1904.

These rather low figures are over-balanced by very
large expenditures out of income on renewal and
betterment account for new rolling equipment,
which amounted for the year to more than $1,750.Maintenance of way, as already mentioned,
000.
This is against $4,092 per
cost $4,849 per mile.
mile in 1904. Conducting transportation shows an
apparent increase of $1,368,000, $978,000 of which
was due to charging for the first time expense of
Offsetting this new charge,
gross earnings from ferry operations were $1,094,Both of these figures must be considered in
000.
making comparisons of total net earnings and expenses for the year, the company having last year
for the first time itself operated its North river
ferries, formerly owned by the Hoboken Ferry

ferries to that account.

Company.
The reconstruction

Delaware, Lackawanna

&

Western.

6 per cent.
These two sources of earnings are, in the case of
a great coal road like the Lackawanna, always interesting as showing what would be left to the road if it were deprived of its coal
traffic.
It has been the particular effort of the present management,
which took control on March 1, 1899, to increase these general earnAs
ings.
In 1899 miscellaneous freight earnings were $6,300,000.
already mentioned, they have now risen to over $9,200,(100.
Passenger earnings in 1899 were $3,950,000. They were $5,530,000 in
1905. These two figures relied in a fair way the increased general

prosperity of the road.

Along with and even more Important than this effort, of the
present officers has been the practical reconstruction of the whole
line,

This has been accomplished

steadily,

effectively

and

tci

a

strikingly large extent. As an Instance, automatic block signals of
the most modern type have, during recent years, been installed;
the work progressing west year by year, until now it is expected
that by the end of the present year the entire line lid ween Hoboken
and Hul'falo will be fully protected. 'Phis is only a small instance of
An idea Of its extent
the thoroughness of Hie Improvement policy.
can perhaps best be gained from the tact that with only 967 miles
of operated line, of which only 410 miles is main track, the com
pany last year, following the great Improvement expenditures of
the years immediately preceding, charged to the year's income re
newals and betterments costing over $3, 500,000. This was in addition
to $2,2X0,0110 included in operating expenses, represent inc. BXtraOl
in addition,
dlnarj expenditures, mostly tor maintenance of way.
the regular expenses on the line brought ni< maintenance of waj
cost to $4,849 per mile.
Of this Hum, ordinary expenditures CO
$2,479, and extraordinary expenditures. $2,370 per mile,
Adding in
I

of the road has made large
returns in increased efficiency of operation. In the
last six years there has been an increase of over
1,000,000,000, or about 55 per cent., in the revenue
ton mileage, against an increase of only 679,000.
or about 11 per cent, in the freight train mileage.
The revenue train load at the same time has increased from 325 tons in 1900 to 461 tons In 1905.
Evidently the good effect of the money spent on
improvements can here he very directly traced.
The gross tonnage of anthracite coal was
All other tonnage
9.168.974, an increase of 553,176 tons over 1904.
(net tons) was 8,166,768, an increase of 870,086 tons. Of the genci,i
tonnage figures, grain furnished 522,935 tons, a decrease of
342,900 tons; bituminous coal. 940,100 tons, an Increase of 66,541
tons; lumber, 317,591 tons, a decrease of 127.890 tons; and merchandise (distinct from manufactures), 1.220, 2?:. tons, an Increase
The latter figure is an especially satisfactory item
of 491,634 tons.
of increase in high-class traffic
The coal department main's a separate report of its operation,
which shows that it earned $41,226,647 In L906, as compared with
$38,593,698 in 1904. Both figures include coal on hand December 31,
Which amounted to 656,924 tons hist year as against 965,400 tons in
The profit from the coal department's operations transferred
L904.
to the general account arc $3,295,426, less bj $160,000 thou In 1904.
Since there was a largely Increased output, and a better aver.,?;.'
price received tor coal, this shows how liberally betterments to the
coal properties have been charge.
against earnings of the coal
department,
iiuring the year the Lackawanna bought the Harlem Transportation Company, which controls e freight terminal on the Har
since the close ol the year it has
lem river in \'cw York City,
made a large purchase of land in Brooklyn for a Brooklyn rn
These purchases are an evidence of the Increasl
terminal.
Important position of the road among the Eastern trunk lines, its
BUCCesS In securing fast freight traffic is another proof of the same
l

I

t'acl.

Newark has been com
at
having
accomplished along With the running of a large
ed on the grounds «
suburban passenger service ovei
The extensive grade crossing work

pleleil.

1

ii

I
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the work was being ilone. Similar work .it Summit lias also been finished. No progress appears to have been made during the year in coming to a satisfai ot
;reemen1 with si vera! other municipalities in
the suburban district of New Ji sey, and further work of this kind is
put oft until such agreements can be made. The i>asi year saw the
completion of and putting in service of the new ferry terminal at
the foot of Twenty-second street, New York City, and its almost
total destruction by lire on December 20, after having been in
operation less than three months. Earlier in the year, on August S,
the Lackawanna's passenger and ferry terminals at Hoboken were
This was not altogether a misfortune, as the
destroyed by Ere.
property was well insured and the burnt buildings would have had
to be torn down within a year or two to make way for new terminal
buildings.
Consequently, the delay and inconvenience caused were
the most serious features of the loss.
As observed by these who
use the road's suburban service, order was brought out of the confusion with great energy and skill. The new terminal is. in large
part, to be completed during the present year.
With the settlement of difficulties in the anthracite mining industry for the next three years, the present high prosperity of the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western is likely to continue for at least
that length of time.
Its ownership of some 400,000,000 tons of
unmined anthracite is tremendously valuable, and year by year,
as a result of the large expenditures on improvements, its property
becomes more and more efficient and its traffic consequently more
I

and more profitable.
The principal statistics

Mileage worked
Coal ti-ansportatn earnings
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Gross earnings
Maint. wav and structures
Maint. of equipment
Conducting transportation
Operating expenses
Net earnings
Coal department earnings....
Gross income
Net income
Surplus

1904,

957

957

$13,093. 585
9.230.7SS
5,529,002
31,951.064
4.640.20S
2,871.911
9,816,196
17,827,975
14,123,089
3,295,426
17,061,967
7.938,429
2.698.429

$13,230,87]
S.337,823
5,215,919
28,701,991
3,916,117
2,937,675
8,448,362
15,758,893
12,943,098
145,477
16,191,419
6,773,871
2,319,871

No
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tue worsted method, so long used both in Europe and this country,
has actually failed to detect defective eyes in every case would be
an interesting question, as well as the question what has been
done to improve on the Holmgren method, possibly our German
friends have simply adopted l)rs. Williams' and Scripture's scheme
of using a light to test for that defect of the eye, caused by the
use of tobacco, which becomes manifest only when the BUbjei
required to observe a small signal, as a red light, which is at a long
distance away and makes an image only on the center of the retina.
However.
do not write you to present this point particularly, but
rather to congratulate you on the poetic vein in which your editor
writes.
His reference to tie blind leading the blind into the ditch
gives a literary touch which one encounters all too rarely in our
Would that more of our writers had minds
technical journals.
steeped in the classical thought and terminology of the King
James Bible. But this literary charm is only a charm, after all.
The allusion satisfies one's taste for pleasant reading, but it is not
An examiner of
worth a cent in the actual business in hand.
His defect need not harm
eyes is not dependent on good eyes.
With the use of
either the color blind examiner or the railroad.
the numbered test colors a person having no sense of color whatever can test a man's eyes successfully, as has been shown over and
over again. Indeed, if the numbers on the sticks, or glasses, or
skeir.s of yarn were raised so that they could be read by touch, a
person who is stone blind could satisfactorily manage the test of
another man's eyes. The subject tests himself; the examiner merely
testifies to

of operation follow:

Vol. XI.

is

the result.

perhaps to be expected that blind railroad commissioners

will lead blind legislators into the ditch of useless and silly laws,
because that is the way to please the wilfully blind locomotive
engineers who object to having iheir eyes tested for color blind-

—

ness as persistently as conductors object to having their fingers
tested for honesty; hut spare us, please, the spectacle of an editor
whose acuteness of vision for scripture makes him blind to the facts
Anyone who wants scripture in this connection should
of science.
rather turn his attention to Yale university to the late chief of the
psychological laboratory there, Dr. E. W. Scripture, who has in
years past instructed the readers of the Railroad Gazette on the sub-

—

ject of color blindness.

J. n.

is.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
Canada as Seen by

—

A pamphlet just issued
Pacific Type Passenger Locomotives.
by the American Locomotive Company describes Pacific type passenger locomotives built for various railroads. The pamphlet opens
with a description of the Pacific type and an outline of the special
advantages for very heavy and fast passenger service. These are
very briefly stated and are followed by a description of two forms
of trailing trucks which have been used with great success on
this type of locomotive.
The description is followed by two pages
of tables containing, in condensed form, the leading dimensions of
all the locomotives illustrated in the pamphlet, the tables being
arranged in the order of the total weight of the locomotives. By
use of the side elevation and sectional drawings a typical Pacific
type locomotive is illustrated and engravings of outside and inThe remainder of the
side bearing trailing trucks are included.
pamphlet is devoted to photographic reproductions of locomotives,
the opposite pages containing tabular information concerning each
design. This is the first of a series of catalogue pamphlets to be
issued by the company, which will eventually include all the standard types of locomotives, and will constitute a record of locomotive production.

—

Wisconsin Central Summer Book. The 1906 "Summer Book"
of the Wisconsin Central tells of the summer resorts in Illinois and
Wisconsin reached by this road. The book is 5 x 7% in order to
have it a convenient size for handling, and. as explained in the
introductory note, its purpose is only to give hints of the characteristic features of the various localities.
It is filled with attractive
half-tone engravings, enumerates briefly the interesting points of
each resort, and gives hotel lists and rates. It contains 80 pages.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Color

Blindness and Scripture.

Km mi: of the Railroad Gazette:
have read with interest the note in your issue of May 11,
page 484, stating that the Prussian state railroads have adopted a
new method of testing employees for color blindness, the implication being that the Holmgren method has not proved itself to be
entirely satisfactory; and stating also that the examiners must have
their own eyes tested and shown to be perfect.
Whether or not
To

Tin:
I

J.

J.

Hill.

James J. Hill has given out an interview concerning his plans
for a new transcontinental Canadian road to parallel the Canadian
Pacific and Canadian Northern, in the course of which he says:
"The Canadian subsidy policy is entirely unnecessary. With
the country developed as it is, railroads should be built without
costing the people a cent. That is the policy we have followed in
our country, and that it has paid handsomely I can easily prove.
We propose to build our Canadian system at the lowest possible
cost consistent with excellent work and thorough equipment, for.
as you must have gleaned from the tenor of my policy, I am a
believer in the best roadbed, the lowest grades, the biggest engines
and the largest capacity in rolling stock. Only a cheap and faulty
road could be produced for $9,000 a mile. Such a road as we intend
to build will cost between % IS, 000 and $20,000 a mile.
"In Canada we do not propose to bond our roads for a dollar.
We shall issue stock representing the actual cash outlay, and as we
have never figured on receiving more than an average of
7 per cent, on our outlay, you will see that the burden upon
Our policy will enable us to set a new
the people will be light.
pace in the matter of rates, and I think you can mark it down that
as a result of our advent into this splendid territory an effective
I should
period will be put to the bonusing or subsidy system.
scarcely think that public men would care to propose subsidies and
that companies would have the hardihood to ask them in face of
the facts.

"Something is going to happen in a very few years that will
change the entire trend of Canadian trade and give such a market
for Canadian surplus product of foodstuffs as is little dreamed of.
Just look at the United States. She has a gross product of wheat
of 650,000,000 bushels, and I am sorry to say that it takes on
an average two acres and a half now to produce as much wheat
as one acre used to produce in the early days. Our farmers are not
as wise nor as good a class as the Canadians. Canadian farmers
husband their soil; curs take every ounce they can get out of it.
with the result just stated. By 1910 I have no doubt that the popuThe
lation of the United States will have risen to 100,000,
natural increase is three or four millions a year, and our immigration runs nearly two millions, so you can reckon it up for yourself.
Our average consumption of breadstuff's per capita is six and a half
bushels, and with a production of 650.000.000 bushels of wheat,
which may decrease instead of increase, you will see where we will
be at in a very few more years. Then will come the chance of the
Canadian West. We shall be obliged to become Canada's best customer, and the order to fill our wants will increase every year at
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rate.
At first we may only want a share of the
surplus, but later on it may tax Canada's capacity to supply the
needs of this republic. The tariff should have been adjusted long
before this, and the adjustment ought certainly not to be much
longer delayed. The responsibility for it all rests with the statesmen this side of the line. Canada's greatest and best customer
for her surplus products will soon be the United States."
Speaking of the Georgian Bay route that is, the plan to use
Georgian Bay, the Ottawa river and the St. Lawrence for a great
waterway from the Gulf of St. Lawrence clear up to Fort William,
Port Arthur, Duluth and other points on the upper lakes Mr. Hill
said:
"Nature did about all she could for Canada when she pierced
the continent with the St. Lawrence, the Ottawa and the lakes,
and to utilize the great boon the country must do her share. If

Station Platform Canopies on the

an astonishing

she did, there would soon be a continuous waterway of, say, 24 ft.
from Quebec or Montreal clear up to the head of Lake Superior.
Just think what it would mean to Canada if that great enterprise
were consummated. She could send all her wheat from the head of
Superior to Quebec for 3 cents a bushel. With a G or 7 cent rate
from the prairies to the lakes, the cost of transporting Canadian
grain to Liverpool and other British ports could be reduced to the
minimum. I can think of no enterprise that would so advance

Butterfly

Canopy

for Platform

With Tracks

for Passenger Traffic

I

I

I

I

i

i

Central.

senger trains. It extends out to within 4 ft. of the center line of
track and has an under clearance at eaves of 14 ft. 10 in. As will
be seen from the outline of a standard passenger coach, the canopy
affords almost complete protection when a train is standing at the
station.
In this design the posts are made up of four light angles,
latticed, and decreasing in size at the top.
The ridge pole is a
similar latticed box girder, the roof carlines are light plate girders
and the purlins are I-beams, with channels at the eaves. This construction gives a graceful and pleasing appearance to the finished
structure.

The other design shown is for station platforms flanked by
tracks used for both freight and passenger traffic. The eaves are
6 ft. from the center of the track so as not to strike men riding
on box cars. A somewhat simpler construction is used, two channels placed back to back, forming the posts and two Z-bars the
ridge pole. No purlins are employed, the roof boards being nailed

Butterfly

Canopy

Only.
the interests of the Dominion. The cost, roughly speaking, would
not exceed $50,000,000, and the work might be completed in five
years.
But the cost is trilling compared with the advantages of
such a cheap waterway.
I
would undertake to use the Gulf of
Mexico as a more desirable outlet for Canadian products than the
present one. The Gulf route is all down hill, and with the right
kind of grades Canadian products could be sent to British and other
he best highwnj
s;i ill heroic.
markets at a very low cost; but, as
is via the Georgian
Bay route. There are certain disadvantages
connected with the Hudson Bay route that musl appeal to any man
of prudence or forethought who considers the subject for himself.
have some of the reports of the Hudson Baj Company extending
away baclc 150 years. They are not verj promising, and
under
stand none cii' Hie Hudson Bay navigation records are."
Mr. Hill also said thai II all the lands still remaining In the
United stales thai could be utilized by Irrigation were so utilized,
here wei.- only r.iMiou.ooo acres thai
id be reclaimed,
"I
bave often wondered," said Mr, Hill, "aboul the resources
of thai territory thai the Grand Trunk is going to tap between
Winnipeg and the Easi
am told thai there are unlimited deposits
of beat,
Now. if, as
understand, there are unlimited deposits of
peal up in thai country, it can be converted Into charcoal al s cost
of $2.50 per ion.
with cbarcbal y
,m smeii iron, which is there,

New York

The accompanying drawings show two designs of station platform canopies which will be used on all outlying stations in the
New York Central electric zone. They are both of the inverted
type, supported by a single row of posts down the center of the
platform and drainage is toward a single gutter over the posts, the
water being carried off through down spouts inside the posts. One
design is for platforms flanked by tracks used exclusively for pas-

—
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for

Platform With Tracks for Passenger and
Freight Traffic.

secured to the tops of the /.bars and the channel
which are riveted to the ends of the I-beam carlines. Both
types of canopies will have composition roofing laid on the roof
boards and deck lamps will be put in at frequent intervals under
to nailing strips

eaves,

the ridge pole.

Regarding the name "butterfly canopy" which has been adopted
by the railroad company an officer writes: "The term 'butterfly
In
canopy' is expressive of the inverted type of Umbrella slicdti.
other words, the term 'umbrella sheds' applied to all classes of
canopies supported by a single row of posts; and this class is in
turn sub-divided into two types, one of ordinary A' construction
and ii
ther with an inverted covering which appears to be well

named 'butterfly.' "
The advantages claimed

for the hutterflj canopj are; in Better
drip from the eaves.
opportunities for drainage and avoiilan
i:ii
2
Better appearance.
Better protection tor passengers, espe
daily where tracks arc operated excluslvel] with passenger equip
nieiii. for the reason thai the (inter edges o! the canoplei
pro
over the car far enough to shield the platforms from Btorms,
I

1

1

i

Canadian Railroad Notes.

i

and you know

wli.-il

thai

menus."

Ottawa, May
ment
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In the third reading of the statute taw
the Ontario Legislative tasembl] exten
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Dei
Central Ontarl
to railroads were announced as follows:
31 1908; Brucebridge & Broding Lake to Dec. 31, 1906; Bruce Mines
oba & North Shore, two years
4i AJgoma lo June 30,
L909 a
in the act respecting the securities for the
from Deo. l. L907.
changed from L906 lo 1907.
"Soo" guarantee tin
The Grand Trunk Pacini surveyors are all working in the STel

low Head this spring. The Line and the Wapati passes through the
Rockies have been abandoned, and attention is being given to the
Yellowhead as the gatewaj through the mountains. The evident
intention at the present time is to build up the Athabaska to the
Miette. up the Miette to the Continental Divide, over the Yellowhead Pass to Moose Lake, which is the headwaters of the Fraser

Vol.

follow the Fraser to Fort George, then up the Nechace to
Fraser Lake and its tributaries, and across the second divide to
the headwaters of the Bulyley. by following which they reach the
Skeena at Hazelton, and thence to the terminus at Kaien Island.
The advantages of this route are apparent when compared with
other lines across the Rockies to the coast.

No. 20.

with a width of 1 ft. 4 iu. The cross-section at this point shows
a through girder design with the floor slab formed integral with
The floor is 14 in. thick at the center and 12 in.
the girders.
at the side, giving a 2 in. side drop for drainage. The width
between girders is 16 ft. The remaining spans of the bridge are
of different lengths, those on the right hand of the center span in
the drawings being 16 ft. and 15 ft. respectively, and those on the
left 14 ft. each.
The floor slabs have a uniform thickness of 12 in.
except at the side, where the thickness is increased to 16 in. for
a width of 18 in. to form a low parapet.
The Heerens bridge is a deck girder design throughout, with a
central girder of the same depth below the floor slabs as the side

Reinforced Concrete Highway Bridge Over Tracks of the Big Four near Binney,
river;

XL,

III.

For the center span the side girders have a total depth
of 3 ft., with a distance from bottom of floor slab, which is 8 in.
thick, to bottom of girder of 2 ft. The center girder is 4 in. wider,
however these respective dimensions being 12 in. and 16 in. For
girders.

Reinforced Concrete Highway Bridges on the Big Four.

the other spans the side girders are 2 ft. 8 in. deep with a distance below floor of 1 ft. 8 in. The width of side and center girders
This bridge crosses the railroad at a slight
is the same, being 10 in.
skew.

of highway bridges illustrated herewith are on the Hillsboro-Mitehell short line of the St. Louis division
of the Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. The construction
of this line under the name of the Chicago. Indianapolis & St. Louis
Railway was described in detail and several of its bridges illustrated

The spans are supported by a transverse girder and reinforced
concrete column construction, the girders being of varying depths,
as indicated by the drawings.
The columns for the center span are
3 ft. square at the bottom and 2 ft. x 3 ft. at the top, and for the
side spans are 2 ft. 8 in. square at the bottom and 2 ft. x 2 ft. 8 in.
at the top.
Heavy fillets are formed at all junctures of girders,

The two interesting designs

Reinforced Concrete Highway Bridge Over the Tracks of the Big Four at
in the Railroad Gazette, March 11, 1904. These two bridges have been
completed since that time. One is at Heerens and the other near
Binney. 111.
Both are of reinforced concrete construction. The chief feature
•of difference in the appearance of the two designs is the center
span, which in each case is 33 ft. c. to c. of piers, spanning a
double-track line.
In the Binney bridge the girders of this span
•are much deeper than in the other, this dimension being 4 ft. 8 in.,

Heerens,

III.

columns, floor slabs, etc., except at the abutments. The abutments
of the Binney bridge have a 6 ft. x 11 ft. opening above foundations, but on the Heerens bridge the abutments being very low, are

made solid.
The steel reinforcing by Johnson corrugated steel bars is
shown in detail in the drawings. The bars vary from V2

1%

clearly
in.

to

there being five of the latter 33 ft. long in the bottom
of each center-span girder of the Binney bridge, and three vertical
in.,

—
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long extending from the ends of each of these girders
the columns. Passing around the five 1 Vi in. longitudinal bars in the girders are J j In. U-shaped bars 10 ft. long
and 3 ft. on centen thi arms of which extend to the top of the
girder.
Also, every other floor bar extends up through the girder
as shown.
Other details of the reinforcing may readily be ascerBoth bridges have 2-in. gas pipe railings.
tained from ti.
These bridges were designed and built under the supervision
of Mr. W. M. Duane, Superintendent of Construction of the Big
Four, to whom we are indebted for the drawings.
rods

8

down

ft.

into

Dining Car for Argentine Railroad.

A handsome

dining ear has recently been completed at the shops
G. Brill Company and shipped to the Tramway Rural, of
Buenos Aires, Argentine Republic. This car is for use on a 200mile line running southwest from Buenos Aires. The Brill Company has furnished nearly all the rolling stock of the lines of this
company, including the equipment for its extensive street railway
system in Buenos Aires, which has now a population of nearly
one million. It ranks fourth among the shipping ports of the
world and has a Spanish population of over 100,000. The Brill
Company is building S5 of its semi-convertible type of cars for the
This road's equipment in gencity lines of the Tramway Rural.
of the

J.

Dining Car for Rural Tramway,

Interior

of

Kitchen —Dining Car for Argentine

Buenos Ayres, Argentine Repubilc.

eral is thoroughly modern and not surpassed
by any of the large systems in this country.

car recently delivered measover the corner posts, 56 ft. over
crown pieces, and is S ft. 6 in. wide over the
It is finished in mahogany
side sheathing.
richly carved and inlaid with marquetry designs of flowers, and the alcove between each
pair of windows has a fluted design which
effective.
The empire ceiling is
is veiy
tinted light green and ornamented with a
Handfestooned ribbon design in gold.
carved grill-work transoms are at either end
and the side ventilators have art glass o£
the same style as that which is used in the
upper part of the windows. Lamp brackets
of a special design which have oil burners
as well as incandescent electric lamps are
placed at frequent intervals in the dome.
These and the double lights over each sash
have frosted bulbs, and the metal is silvered
and frosted.
Unfortunately, it was necessary to use parcel racks which detract somewhat from the appearance, but utility had to
Dark green
be considered before beauty.
silk draperies will be used at the windows,
and together with the carpet and leather
chair seats of the same color, will contrast
richly with the dark red woodwork.
The
tables and chairs are also of mahogany, and
all the woodwork is rubbed to a dull finish.
The kitchen is provided with the usual
equipment of range, water-tanks, steam-table,
sinks, lockers and refrigi rators, all contrived
to economize space to the best advantage.
Push-buttons In the posts at each table
are connected with a signal arrangement
at
the entrance to the kitchen.
The
entire
even
to
the
silver.
equipment,

The dining

ures 50

ft.

interior or

Dining Koom

Dining Car for Argentine Road.

Road.
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china and kitchen utensils, was furnished by the
builders.
Electric tans are placed in the dining compartment under
the roof lining. Brass dust screens run the entire length of the
glassware,

car at the- side of the deck ventilators. At the end of the dining
compartment next to the door leading to the platform are two
closets, one on each side, for linen, etc.
Large provision boxes are
placed under the car at each side.
The exterior of the car is painted in dark blue and ornamented
in gold.
To enable it to be shipped in sections, the body of the car
was arranged to be divided at the center and the roof into three
sections.
The bottom and deck sills and long pieces upon which
the main strength of the car depends were shipped whole. When
set up at Buenos Aires the car will be as strong as any could be
which was solidly constructed without the intention of taking apart.
The trucks are made by the Brill Company and are of the six-wheel
M. C. B. type, with steel-tired 33 in. wheels.

Controlled Manual Block Signals of the Chicago

&

Eastern

Illinois.

499

proper, and from Oakland, to main line or interior points cast, north
and south, 115.295 passengers. Of this number, 78,560 were carried
free.
These figures do not include passengers carried from San
Francisco by the company's ferry boats to Berkeley, Oakland and
Alameda. The Southern Pacific's eastern connections also carried
the destitute passengers free, and many were thus transported
through the gateways at Ogden, Denver, Omaha, Kansas City and
El Paso. The Chicago & North-Western and the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul carried large numbers from the Missouri river to Chicago.
Through the co-operation of the railroads and the citizens'
committees at the principal points, and the Relief Committee at
Chicago, these passengers were provided with meals and were also
the recipients of many garments. Many of the free passengers were
carried in special trains as far east as Chicago.
During the 18 days following the earthquake the lines of the
Southern Pacific Company carried into San Francisco a total of
1,252 cars of foodstuffs, tents, blankets, cots and clothing, given
by citizens of the cities and towns throughout the United States.
These cars were transported free by all of the railroads which participated in their movement, and on arrival at Oakland were taken

In the article on "Chicago & Eastern Illinois Improvements" in charge by Captain J. M. Baker, Quartermaster, U. S. A. The
published in the Railroad Gazette of March 16, reference was made distribution of the supplies was under the charge of C. A. Devol,
Deputy Quartermaster, U. S. A.
to the installation of the manual block signal system over certain
portions of the lines. On single track these signals are electrically
The trip of Mr. E. H. Harriman, President of the Union and
locked by a specially devised apparatus, preventing an operator Southern Pacific roads, from San Francisco to New York breakfrom pulling his signal to clear until the
operator at the other end of the block has
unlocked it for him. The mechanism to accomplish this is illustrated herewith.
Fig. 1 is a diagram of the circuits. The
apparatus at the two stations A and B is
identical and a grounded circuit is used.
Assume that A wishes to clear his signal
for the movement of a train toward B. Having notified B by telegraph, telephone or bell
code, A presses his key against front point
k\
If B is ready to clear A's signal. B
throws his key to contact with its back point
k2
This closes the circuit from the ground,
G, through B's battery B 1 and key, to the
Electrical Control of Manual Block Signals
Chicago & Eastern Illinois.
.

—

and through A's key, and "stick" relay
This causes the stick relay
r, to the ground.
to lift its armature and thereby close the circuit of battery B = through A's latch magnet m, withdrawing the latch and releasing
A's lever. As soon as B presses his key, and
line

actuates A's stick relay, he may at once release it, as magnet
and the circuit through
it and r are now energized by battery B-.
A's lever now being free to move he pulls it,
and the instant he does so the circuit
through the latch magnet is broken at a,
permitting the latch to drop again and rest
on top of the bar. The opening of the circuit at a de-energizes r so that it is also
opened at rp; so that the signal cannot be
cleared a second time without another restoration of the current from B, with, of
Fig. 2
Controlled Manual Block Signals
Table
course, the concurrent action of A.
The action is the same in the reverse direction.
The operator, after get- ing the transcontinental recting an "unlock," may hold it indefinitely and may delay clearing ord, was briefly noticed last
his signal until time to do it in accordance with the rule to clear week
This train left Oakit in view of an approaching train; but as long as he is unlocked
land Pier May 5 at 7.33 p.m.
he cannot give the other operator a release, for his battery is cut The route was Southern Paoff at c.
A circuit-breaker. CB, is placed on the signal post to cific to Ogden; Union Pacific
be worked by the semaphore arm.
If the arm is not
in the stop
to Omaha; Chicago & Northposition the circuit is broken and neither station ran clear the other.
western to Chicago: LakeThe apparatus for each block is separate and distinct, having Shore & Michigan Central to
no connection with adjoining blocks. There are two levers at cadi Buffalo, and New York Central to New York. The total distance was
station, a northbound and a southbound, with the corresponding
3,255 miles, ami the total time 71 hrs. 27 mins., the average speed
semaphores, and separate locking mechanisms and circuit connec- being, therefore. 15. C m.p.li
\
condensed summary of the run
tions as Illustrated.
The scheme was arranged by Mr. V. I. Smart, follows;
Throu b
ocal
Speed.
Signal Engineer of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois.
S|>
The electric
Time,
Dote
Station
Miles, h. in hi p
Ml.
ll.
m.p.li
Miles.
Hour.
lock used is made by the Union Swilcli & Signal Company, and Mr.
Maj 5 l.v. inkland Pier
7 ;331
Smart has combined it with his existing manual signal apparatus
0.
Ar, Sparks
24.1
14.1
10
243 5 :86A
Spnrks
10 14 ....
8 :47A. ..it
in xncii a way that the cost of Installation is not high.
Ar. '. een River
10:051*.
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The Southern

Earthquake Relief Work and Mr. Harriman's Transcontinental Run.

Pacific's

s.
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The splendid work done
gees from San
April

by the railroads in transporting refu
Francisco after the earthquake and fire disaster of

f
the major portion fr
charge, and in carrying free
to the stricken city supplies of all descriptions, has been already
noticed in the Railroad Gazette; but the real magnitude of the work
is not generally appreciated « Ithoul a study of the figures c
piled
by the Southern Pacific.
In the eight days following the earth
quake the rail lines of thai company earned from Ban Francisco
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Special train of three cars was used as far as Buffalo, and from
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there the journey was made bj the Empire State Express of the
Central.
The Eai tei running of the entire trip was made
on the Union Pacini where the stretch of 137 miles from North
Platte to Grand Island. Neb., was covered at the rate of 66.8 m.p.h.;
and between Cheyenm Wyo., and Sidney, Neb.. 102 miles, at 64.7

New York

I

m.p.h.

^—J

a. o. B

report embodying the deof the American Railway
Association on the question, Who should pay the per diem on a
car loaded to a destination which is a point common to two or
more roads, no specific track delivery being stipulated, and the car
on arrival at billed destination being turned over, for delivery to
The comconsignee, to a road which does not pay per diem?
mittee decides that the last per diem road, the one making the
delivery to the non-per diem road, is responsible.

STORAGE STUB

a

Kind of Check

Number

^^
K/T..

.

Storage due on above from

M.

o'clock

._

o

*.

Grand Central Station
[NEW YORK

The committee on per diem made
cisions of the Arbitration Committee

20.

accounted for after payment for storage
check is attached to a piece of baggage
storage charges begin to run are entered
of the check.
The two lower parts fold

a preliminary check to be
has been made. When the
the date and hour at which
on each of the three parts

"orm G. D. O. i— A

Car Service Questions.*

Vol. XL.. No.

Agents will attach this form to each piece of
baggage checked or not checked, remaining at
the Station over i\ hours, except that it need
not t>C attached to baggage received after 1200
M. Saturday, until 13.00 M. Monday. This
exr ejpb^also applies to legal holidays.
The arfte and hau^aj. which storage commences must be cnu-rctfon all three portions
and the kind and number of baggage check
must be shown on tl~e stub and receipt portions.
Detach this stub and dispose of it In accordance with instructions from Auditor of
Passenger Accounts.

88888
The committee on office methods reported a code of rules for
tracing interline ear load freight. These in brief require all tracers
to go through the car service department; not to be started until
the shipment has had time to reach destination, and not to be sent
by wire except in the case of perishable, or highly important, or
unreasonably delayed freight. Each intermediate agent must reply
direct to originating office and then forward tracer. When originating with the consignee, the tracer is to be transmitted backward unThe committee
til the shipment is located, and then sent forward.
recommends the taking of a letter ballot on the adop'ton of this

Grand Central Station
INEW YORK
Storage

J

1

M
time Oet'd

DateDei'd
c

offered for discussion

i

17 A. M. P.M.

2

III

the following propositions:
1.
Railroad business mail consists of correspondence of such
classes as are not prohibited by the United States Postal Laws and
Regulations; all classes of printed matter and such light articles
as may be properly handled in the form of parcels or packages.
As railroad companies are not restricted in the forwarding
2.
of printed matter, packages containing such matter should be of
uniform limited size and weight.
3.
Pouches should be used for important local and terminal
points, the number of pouches to be determined upon by the
department having the oversight of handling railroad business
mail; the pouches to be forwarded on stated trains and to be
regularly entered on report of train baggage men.
4.
(A) Preference mail which requires prompt handling should
be enclosed in a special envelope of distinctive color and proper
Forwarding office
instructions issued for handling the same.
should date the envelope containing this matter and show the
number of train on which it is to be forwarded.
(B) Waybills should be enclosed in a special envelope provided
Forfor that purpose, which shall bear the imprint "Waybills."
warding office should date the envelope containing this matter
and show the number of train on which it is to be forwarded.
5.
A dating stamp should be used on waybill envelopes and
other preference mail, to be fixed in the baggage room or on the
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Baggage on Storage.

The accompanying illustrations show the front and reverse
sides of a check introduced a few months ago on the New York
Central Lines, used in handling baggage on which storage charges
accrue. As will be seen by examining the different parts of the check
and the instructions printed on the back, one of these checks is
attached to each piece of baggage on the expiration of the free
limit of storage, the top stub, perforated with the round hole, at
the same time being sent to the Auditor of Passenger Accounts as
tion, Officers nt

and the amount

» °w z
*

OE'I

Bearing Check
of

00Z$
00Z

09

Paid for

STORAGE OF BAGGAGE

Kind

of days

punch out the month and date, and in column
headed "Time Delivered " punch out the hour
in the A.M. or P.M. column as the case maybe
Give the receipt portion to party paying the
storage, and dispose of this, the check portion,
in accordance with instructions from Auditor
of Passenger Accounts.

06

6.

In the interests of economy and expedition in handling,
railroads should adopt standard size envelopes so far as may be
possible, for enclosing railroad business mail.
The initials R.R.B. are used most extensively. The initials
8.
R.R.S. are second in general use to initials R.R.B. The committee was favorably impressed by a suggestion that the initials
R.R.M. be used, indicating railroad mail, and recommend that the
Association determine by letter ballot, which of the three forms is
most desirable. Marks indicating that the contents are railroad
business should appear in the upper right hand corner of each
envelope, and each envelope should bear the name or trade-mark
oi the railroad in the upper left hand corner.
The service could be improved by harmonizing the instruc9;
tions on different roads.

number

Also in the column headed "Date Delivered'

* $2.00

PASSENGEC-5 RECEIPT

pieces.

When baggage is claimed, compute the number of days storage from the date shown on
the receipt and cMeck, and punch the*between

90

NEW YORK
Amount

a.

2.00

Grand Central Station

For

Fold the receipt over the check portion,

and without separating
them, attach to the baggage by running the
haggage check strap through both slots.
the perforated line,

the

t

Second Mor.th
9

car.

Regular pouch service should be maintained for valuable
letters and packages in order to reduce the number of receipts which
otherwise must be signed by each employee handling separate

1

T 20

5

OP

..£!.

code.

The committee on railroad service mail

Check

c

c

J>

Storage Check for Baggage

— New

York Central Lines.

In this way
the portion on the reverse side, which appears upside down in the
illustration, folds over right side up. back of the middle portion
of the check, similar columns of figures falling directly under each
other.
When the piece of baggage is claimed and payment for storage made, the baggageman punches the time of day. day of the
month and month on which the piece of baggage was claimed, as
over, so that the strap can be put through both pieces.

—

May

-
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well as the star opposite the number of days for which storage
He then gives the lower slip to the passenger as his
is charged.
receipt for the payment.
The amount paid by the passenger is
shown along with the number of days charged for. After payment
has been made, the middle part of the check is sent to the Auditor
of Passenger Accounts, who checks up the amount punched with
the amount of money received, and also checks up the numbers of
all the stubs previously received with the numbers of the checks
sent in. The payment then goes through the regular process of
being entered in the accounts.
In this way there is a check on every one concerned in the
transaction, a receipt to the passenger for his payment, and a convenient record of all amounts received for storage. This form has
been in use on the New York Central & Hudson River since Sept.
1905, and has been a most satisfactory improvement over the
1.
former method. It is now standard on all of the New York Central
Lines.
For the information we are indebted to Mr. J. L. Ferris,
Auditor of Passenger Accounts of the New York Central.

Proposed Card

Way

Diversion of Cars.

Bill;

At the meeting of car service officers in Denver, May 17, the
committee on car service made a report recommending for adoption
a uniform card way bill for use both in local and interline business.
A reduced fac-simile of this waybill is shown herewith.

NORTH AND SOUTH RAILWAY
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with
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be weighed

it
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prncribed hy the individual roada intercited

Thii

Interline

Card Way-bill mu.t be filled out with either
and a pteii copy takeo by the Agent

ink or indelible pencil,

fiml Oestin.tion-CnT-

making
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
(To

Railroad inning the

be intened by

»l*.

_

.
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•ding.
Ending.

Miried Cipicif)

Ed. I

of

[Mr. W. W. Hov. of Johannesburg, South Africa, Chief Traffic Manager
South African Railways, spent about half of the year 1905 inThe appendix to his formal respecting American and European railroads.
port to his company, consisting of "brief notes on various railway practices,"
has the freshness and charm which belongs to honest jottings of first impressions, although a trifle more care would have prevented his occasional
errora
I

Trains are unpunctual in America as elsewhere, but there is
more room for improvement in the west than in the east. I should
have thought that this branch of railroad working would have
received more attention from the American railway administrations.
The fast trains in the east maintain exceptionally good time.
and I quote the arrival of the "Twentieth Century Limited" in New
York, for the period May 16th to June 14th inclusive, as an example
of the good running maintained:
on time.
23 days
6 minutes late.
1 day
1 minutes late.
2 days
10 minutes late.
2 days
22 minutes late.
1 day
24 minutes late.
1 day

.

Cir—

Grots

1

Brakesman.

1

Baggageman

1

-

1

Pantryman.

4

Waiters.

no
Cir ind tiding lor Fngino ntlng

Inn.,

Proposed Uniform Card

Way

Bill

The committee deems the necessity for a uniform card waybill
urgent and recommends that the matter be referred at once to the
American Railway Association.
This committee also reported on the diversion of cars, setting
forth that when traffic is heavy the transferring of loads ai junctions is too costly to be tolerated; thai diversion for the purpose
of breaking penalty is a "uniform practice;" and thai Immediate
action ought to be taken to devise means to protect car owners.
The committee, however, throws no light on the way to carry out
this recommendation,
A table is given with the report showing
the number of apparent diversions of im\ cars shown in the records
of cars, of 1,000 consecutive numbers, mi each of wi different roads,
taken from the records for the month of November, L906,
Some of
Hie j >i
ileins in lliis report ;ire:
|

i-.-i

—

train.

—

1

..'irked ll

I

to each baggage car attached to the
Pullman porter to each car.
Pullman conductor occasionally for inspecting.

Inspector in charge of dining car.
2 Cooks.

llfl_

ol

Note Book.

of the Central

1

Combined Wcighl

Officer's

handled.
As a rule the guard's and baggage vans are next to the engine,
but the guard or brakesman generally rides in the rear vehicle of
the train.
The staff of a train generally consists of:
1 Company's conductor.

Signaltiri 0/ Billing Altnt.

Icing.
g.

Leaves from a Railroad

time the train was in the station.
Two, three and even four baggage vans are run on the same
train although not one may be even a quarter full.
Baggage on American railroads is generally very roughly

-

.otitions is
Soctiil "otitions

diversions.

bill.)

Consignor-

lo

is

is

If the express trains are more than a hour late, a refund of the
difference between the express fare paid and the ordinary fare is
made to the passengers.
The practice of starting the train by the guard's "rightaway"
whistle, or by a warning bell, has been abolished.
Trains do not carry destination boards; the names of stations
are called out by the porters who travel on the train.
I saw only one destination hoard during the whole of the time
I was in America, and that was only brought into use during the

n changed 01 tiding tranilcmtd
Coed Waybill mun he corrected eccotdlogly
Cud Way-bill draw a peo moke through the
original matki and tertte the correction in ink, taking rate lo
leave the original tnatki 10 they can bo eaiily read, and on back
to

Itom

ConsiRnof

"very rotten." One says that his equipment is misused,
misused more than before the per diem rule went into
effect; but he cannot afford the clerical service necessary to make
up the data asked for. One officer, who on January 1 had only 27
per cent, of his cars at home, declines to make up a detailed statement, because he believes that a rule for penalizing diversions is
impracticable; the benefits of such a penalty rule would not be
sufficient to warrant the cost of fixing the responsibility for
roads

and

•

Cif Ho

Billed

5oi

1

[tern

No.

i;

number

of cars L.000;

Hem

No.

i'.;

Dumber

of

timet, off line 988;

diversions

1,000;

times

diveri loni

curs

1,000;

241,

Passenger trains consist of from five to 15 vehicles.
Conductors and trainsmen are supplied with food on the dining
car during the "last call' for meals.
Certain trains tire provided with additional facilities in order
to popularize particular routes of transport. e.g. "The Twentieth
Century Limited" has, in addition to the usual accommodation at
forded on express trains, the following traveling facilities which
Barber's shop
add very materially to the comfort of the traveler:
and bath room; library in the observation car; woodwork and
decorations of a most costly description: drawing room and com
generally placed at the end
o car
partment cars; a smoking-r
similar In all respect
of the train opposite to the observation car
in that of a club bouse; a shorthand writer and typist; a bulletin
containing all the latest news and the most recent share quota
turns; telephonic communication on board the train to the last mo
nieni before departure and from the moment of arrival at destlna
t

Ion,

uniform
observed several Instances of railroad "
king winisi in attendance "n passenger trains, and man] cases
where the conductors, car attendants and porters wen chars
i/.cii by
their rudeness, want of courtesy, and famlliarit. with
pari
passengers. There was a distinct lack of supervl Ion oi
.if the
mi pectoi on most ol be cars.
The
md electrlclt]
Lighting of trains Is performed
genei
ipldlj and
latter system of lighting is
ateit by steam turbine powei
Rep
or bj axli driven motoi
pucki
toi b
fleeted « hiisi the
of b nuner kind to rolling
being unloaded in the Btatlon yards,
The coaling, watering and sanding ol engines is generally perron ed in t\\ ii in three minutes.
:
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When trains move in the station yards or approach level crossings a bell is kept continuously ringing as a warning to the staff,
and in large stations where many engines are employed the deafening noise of bell ringing seemed to me to be more perplexing than
anything

else.

Combined locomotive and maintenance shops are under the
control of the Superintendents of Motive Power.
In all orders for new passenger stock the construction is now
generally stipulated to be of steel.
No smoking is allowed in locomotive works or carriage repair

Vol. XL., No. 20.

is a subject which is receiving constant attention. Steel bridges are
replacing those of wood, and in most large cities, and more particularly in the Northern states, overhead viaducts are being constructed so as to avoid the numerous level crossings.
Most main line stations are only provided with very low level
platforms. The platforms at suburban stations, however, are of the
high level type.
The signals on the Southern Pacific are placed on the center
of the platform, and worked by one wire for each signal from the

booking

office.

some distance from the points, and worked in conjunction with the latter, are in common use.
Telephones, in boxes, are placed at appointed spots along the
line, for use in cases of emergency.
All the up-to-date stations are provided with subways for dealDiscs,

shops.

Piece work is in general operation, except on the western lines,
where the labor organizations still have considerable power.
Smaller wheels are used on goods rolling stock in America than
in Europe.
Electric car lines are contemplated between San Jose and San
Francisco, a distance of 50 miles, and New York and Washington,
a distance of 225 miles.
Through freight bookings are in force from America to Great
Britain and the Continent, and also to some of the British Colonies.
Inter-line invoicing and payment of charges is in daily operation with foreign roads amongst American railroads.
"Paid on" traffic is generally checked every day.
In providing for the conveyance of fruit traffic every effort is
made to arrange for through truck loads. The senders combine and
arrange so that with a regular fruit traffic through trucks can be
arranged.
Fencing of railroads is compulsory in the western states, but
only optional in the east. However, owing to the remarkable value
placed upon all stock killed on the railroad line, the majority of the
eastern railroads fence all their tracks.
The Pullman porters travel continuously in their cars wherever
the latter are sent, and are responsible for all fittings and equipment of the car. They are responsible for the boot cleaning, the
brushing of passengers' clothes, and the cleanliness of the interior
of the carriages, besides their ordinary duty of having to account
tor the linen equipment which necessarily accompanies each car.
In addition to being responsible for all the equipment of the
car, the porters are liable to a fortnightly check being exercised
upon the car and its contents. Clean linen is only given in exchange for its equivalent in soiled equipment.
The brass work of saloons, both interior and exterior, is not
very well kept.
Refreshments, mineral waters, fruit, cigars and cigarettes can
be obtained on all through trains, as well as books, papers and
magazines.
Iced filtered spring water is provided on all trains, both through
and local, and the arrangements for refilling and cleansing the filters
are excellent. The handling of ice, however, is performed by an
employee who is at other times engaged in work of a decidedly
dirty nature.
The saloons on through trains are very hot; no fans or other
means of ventilation are provided, with the exception of wind gages.
One feature of the Denver-Rio Grande route is the provision of
open observation cars. The open balcony has fixed seats with accommodation for 16 persons, and camp stools and chairs for another 36 passengers. An additional open observation car is attached to the train while passing through the Royal Gorge, and
the vehicle has a seating capacity of 70.
This railroad also issues about 15 various publications magazines and descriptive pamphlets and it is estimated that the company has spent close on $2,000,000 in this connection. It is contended, however, that this sum has been more than recouped long

—

—

ing with the baggage and express company's traffic. In fact, the
general practice seems to be to provide subways in preference to
overhead bridges, space being thereby largely economized in buildings where a large area is required for other purposes.
There are several powerful associations connected with the
railroads of the North American continent. These make for progress in all directions, and it is only possible to comprehend their
influence after a study of the railroad history of the states.
The principal organizations are the Railway Supply Men's Association, the Master Car Builders' Association, the Master Mechanics'
Association, Railway Accountants' Association and the American
Railway Association.
This last body of officials is the most powerful in its authority,
and its influence is very far reaching. It represents 95 per cent, of

the North American railroads.
It has introduced standard time, framed a uniform code of
signals, a standard code of train rules with all their variations
covering movements by telegraphic orders, block signals, interlocking, etc., uniform couplers, the regulation of principles governing
the use of safety appliances, standard and wheel track gages, car
service rules, and more recently the per diem car rules and regulations.

An

instruction car for training railroad employees in the use
employed on the several railroads of the states.
The Westinghouse Air-Brake Company supply the car, fit it up with
every description of air-brake appliances, and furnish an instructor
Free transportation for
free of cost to the railroad companies.
training purposes is afforded by all the companies interested in the
employment of the car. The car has won a well deserved reputation for utility wherever it has been in use.
At Chicago the street transport question has become so acute
that a company has been formed to connect all the principal warehouses in the city by means of an underground railroad transport
service.
The first section was just about to be opened whilst I was
in Chicago.
The scheme presented itself as being of great assistance in the solving of a problem which is a vexed question in other
cities besides Chicago.
(To be continued.)
of the air-brake is

A Graphical

Solution of the Knee-brace Probler
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The actual

stresses in knee braces between columns and roof
trusses will probably never be known exactly as there are so many
variable factors entering the question. In the usual construction
where columns are bolted to masonry pedestals at the bottom, either

ago.

The bedding arrangements are well organized. The clean mattresses are kept in the top bunks, whilst the pillow slips are removed from the pillows and are placed in a box at the back of
the passenger's seat. Clean slips are provided every night. Bedding and linen are excellently kept and scrupulously clean.
Compartments have tapestry lace antimacassars for each passenger's head rest. These are renewed before every journey, and
oftener if required.
All goods must be properly protected before being accepted by
the railroad companies for despatch and transport. Fragile goods
must be packed in crates. No goods are allowed to be left on railroad platforms.
A feature on some lines is that maintenance gangs are not stationed along any particular section, but large "flying squads" are
sent out by ballast trains for the purpose of examining and effecting the necessary repairs at periodical intervals. An inspection
and report of the line is made before the special ballast or repairing
train is despatched.
The Delaware & Hudson boasts of a "dustless" track, due to the
application of crude petroleum oil to the permanent way. After the
first cost of installation the process is said to be carried out at an
infinitesimal cost compared with the benefits derived therefrom.
Renewals of the oil covering are carried out during the spring
months.
Regrading, tunnelling and improvement of the permanent way

Fig.

1.

riveted or bolted to the trusses at the top and with the knee-braces
riveted at both ends, the degree to which these connections may be
considered fixed is a question leading to many arguments and differences of opinion.
It is not proposed to enter into this question at
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but to show how. the stresses in all the members of the framework can be found graphically under a given assumption.

all

Assume,

for example, that the

bottom of the columns are sufmoment is midway between
the bottom and the attachment of the knee-braces, and that the
top attachments and those of the knee-braces to the columns such
ficiently fixed so that the point of zero

that they may be considered as pin connections. Taking the truss
and loading shown in Fig. 1, it is evident that the external forces
must be in equilibrium, and, unless the points M and N are unlike
in some particular, the reactions at these points will be parallel to
the resultant of the given forces and the sum of the two reactions
equal this resultant in magnitude. This is shown by HE, Fig. 2.
which represents the direction and magnitude of the resultant of
the given forces. Assume a convenient point as a pole and eon-

503
and Q are, of course,
forces at
With these forces
respectively.
shown
is solved in the usual manner as

of the horizontal reaction at N.

the same as found at

determined the problem
in Fig.

P and

The

R

3.

The Denver, Northwestern

&

Pacific.

most important
city of Denver, although far and away the
between the Missouri river and the Pacific coast, has always
been handicapped commercially by the fact that it is not on any
Situated as it
of the direct through routes to Pacific tidewater.
with numerous railis at the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains,
westroads entering it from the east, it lacks a direct route to the
ward towards California and the great Puget Sound region. The
and
barrier of the Rocky Mountain range, which stretches north
south some 25 miles west of the city, has always until recently
been effective in preventing direct railroad connection with the
In order to reach the coast from Denver it is necessary to
west.
go either 119 miles southeast to Pueblo before starting west over
the Denver & Rio Grande, thence to bend almost as far north again
on the way across Colorado, or to go north 107 miles to Cheyenne,
Wyo.. and thence west over the Union Pacific.
From the east, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, two lines of
the Union Pacific, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific by trackage
rights over the Union Pacific, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
and the Colorado & Southern, all converge at Denver. There have

The

city

struct an equilibrium polygon in the usual manner and draw the
R\
the reacstring So, dividing HE into two parts at L. HL
R'.,
the reaction at N. These reactions
tion at
and L E
are correct in direction and magnitude unless some condition is

been numerous plan's in years past to build a line straight westward from the city which, in addition to providing a direct outlet
for Denver and its eastern connections, should open up a large territory in northwestern Colorado and eastern Utah to settlement.
Owing to the great cost of construction immediately west of Denver
necessary in crossing the Continental Divide of the Rocky Mountains no such direct line has until recently been built.
prominent
It remained for Mr. David H. Moffat, a banker and
citizen of Denver, to bring about the construction of such a line.
The Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, more generally known as the
Moffat road, already extends across the summit of the Continental
Divide and is being steadily built westward toward Salt Lake City,
Utah. In the Railroad Gazette of March 17, 1905, there was published a description of this line, including many of its engineering
In order to include more recent developments, and to
features.
give a general summary of the project brought down to date, this

imposed

further description

Fig.

=

M

If

to

2.

=

=

=

change them.

there are no bending

moments

M

at
vertically, the

N and

and

these points

vertical components of
are prevented from moving
the reactions must remain constant even in the extreme case where
may be assumed as a pin and N as resting on rollers.
Any assumption may be made as to the horizontal reactions at
these points as long as their sum equals the horizontal component
It is customary to assume these reactions as equal.
of HE. Fig. 2.
If this is the case, then the reaction at M is HL and that at N, L'E.

M

1

shown in Fig. 2.
The next step is to find the effect of these reactions at the points
The vertical components will act as vertical reacO, Q, P and R.
The horizontal components will produce bendtions at O and P.
ing moments at O and P, and, in effect, horizontal forces at O,
To determine these forces, in Fig. 2. assume a pole
P. Q and R.
vertically below E and draw the strings S, and S„ from the extremi-

as

is

presented.

The Denver, Northwestern & Pacific was organized in July.
1902.
The object of its promoters was twofold: First, to develop
by a railroad the great area from Denver to Salt Lake City lying
between the Union Pacific on the north and the Denver
Grande on the south, an extent of territory larger than the
area of the state of Pennsylvania; and second, to build a line
should furnish a main artery for traffic east and west and

& Rio
whole
which
secure

a large through business.
The region to be developed by this railroad between the Continental Range in Colorado on the east and the Wahsatch Range in
Utah on the west, untouched by existing railroads, is approximately
300 miles long by 100 to ISO miles north and south. It includes

Grand. Routt and Rio Blanco Counties in Colorado and Uintah and
Wahsatch Counties in Utah. This is a region rich in natural reImmediately west of the
sources, both agricultural and mineral.
Continental Divide are extensive forests of white pine and white
spruce timber which finds a ready market in Denver. Ai Hot Sulphur Springs and also at Steamboat Springs are fine groups of niin
1:11
springs which should make these places desirable health and
pleasure resorts. Throughout most of Routt County ami a large
pan of Rio Blanco County are extensive deposits of both bituminous
Colorado
anthracite coal. The area of the anthracite coal
and
is estimated to be IOO square miles in extent, with 12 distinct veins
overlying each other to an aggregate thickness of 7:, feet. In north
eastern Utah are Immense beds of hydrocarbon products, such
gilsonite, grahamite, elaterlte and asphaltum, which are or large
commercial value and should furnish a large traffic to a railroad
in.
Denver, Northwestern & Pacific is to run most of the waj
through this region in the river valleys, when' there are send oppor
Hack from the rivers are in-' tracts of
tunltles for agriculture.
Throughout tins whole
grazing lauds suitable for stock raising.
length of 300 miles there are no stretches of waste or desert land,
,

I

I

>

lite country ail
opment.
The second
ii. ient
through
met witii and

the

way being capable

or

some Kind

of useful

deve!

purpose of the promoters to make the road an ef
route can be best discussed after noting condl
progress alreadj made in the construction of the
101,1
The distance from Denver 10 s.iii Lake city by the m
Of Ibis. 109 miles to Sulphur
road is approximately :'T.', miles
is
11
in operation sinre last September anil Itaek
Springs has
Krcmnilitig the bull,
Bi
laid on 20 miles more to Kieninilm
1

Fig.

3.

I

I

Then, in Fig, 1. from
the horizontal component as shown.
N draw s, and s, in the usual manner and complete the equilibrium
polygon with s... in Fig. 2 draw 7.v parallel to S of Fig. I, then
SE Is the force at I' and FE tin- force at R, produced '»« the action
ties of

(

inn of 70 miles

is

already undei contract, With grading "oik

1111,

let

Completion of this motion will
wa j with a large force of men
bring the road Into the coal fields of Routl County early In 1907
The mad has two principal divides or summits 10 eros
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the Wahsatch
imits and the divide between the Grand
and Yam pa rivers thi minor summit. The rest of the line, amounting to about three-quarters of the work, is to be in river valleys
are favorable. On those parts of the
where grades a

one minor summit.

Range are the

The Contintental Divide and

prini

the three principal summits the maximum grade
line which
On the other parts of
of the completed road is to be 2 per cent.
the line
per cent, is the maximum. The heavier grades will ba
bunched so thai by using helper engines the train load which can
be handled on a 1 per cent, grade with ope locomotive can be
maintained solid over the whole line. On the mountain parts of the
I

Voi

.
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the tunnel on the west side.
Vasquez,' now si miles from
Denver, will therefore be only 56 miles away when the tunnel line
is in operation.
There is over the Divide a practically even 4 per
cent, grade equated 0.035 ft. per degree of curvature, except at sidings, where a slack grade of about 2 per cent, is introduced for
about 2,000 ft. The maximum curvature is 16 degrees. There are two
tunnels, one of them underneath an overhead loop on the descent
of the west side of the range between the summit and Arrow, a
new town formerly called Arrowhead. After the completion of
the main range tunnel it is not likely that the temporary line will
be abandoned, but instead operated during the summer months for
of

10 deg. is to be the maximum curvature, with the exception
that in a few close canyons, 11 or 12 deg. curves have been temporarily used in first construction in order to save excessive tunThe line is so laid out at these points, however, that evenneling.
tually these curves can be reduced to the standard maximum of
Id deg. curve.
On the valley portion of the line 6 deg. will be the
line.

maximum

curvature.

give a good idea of the character of the country through which the Denver end of the line runs.
From the Denver terminal the road strikes a little north of west
straight for the mountains. The development along the Trout Range of
the Rockies is shown in the photograph which includes the second,
third and fourth tunnels on the line. The engineering policy has been
to avoid high trestles on side hills and to preserve a good alinement by tunneling the spurs of the hills and keeping the line well
On the line between mile posts 23
into the side of the mountain.
and 36 west of Denver, along the ragged sides of the South Boulder
river valley, there are in the 13 miles of road 30 tunnels, from
In this same dis73 to 1.729 ft. long, aggregating 16.000 ft. long.
tance there are only two trestle bridges. These were built because
there was no material for the openings readily available. They are
later to be filled in. the drainage to be carried underneath by castiron pipe. Normal sections of the standard tunnel both for straight
and curved line are given herewith; also a plan of the standard
trestle bridge.
After traversing the South Boulder canyon the line reaches
the head of the South Boulder river about two miles north of
James Peak. This is on the Atlantic slope of the range. Near here
in actual distance on the Pacific slope of the Continental Divide
the east branch of the Fraser river is close to the summit of the
range. Careful surveys have shown that at this point. 52 miles
out of Denver, is the shortest distance through the range, and that
a tunnel 2.6 miles long at an elevation of 9,930 ft. (2,200 ft. below
the summit) will bring the line to the other side of the Continental

The accompanying photographs
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Section on 10
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Northwestern

&

Pacific.

excursions.
It crosses the summit of the Divide at an elevation
of 11.660 ft. through remarkably wonderful mountain scenery.
In view of the difficult character of the construction, there are
included in this description certain engineering data, some of which
was referred to in the previous article. The mountainous portions
of the line are generally in a granite formation; the valley portions,
in alternating granite and sandstone, with a large percentage of
Widths of roadbed and
loose disintegrated material, clay and soil.
excavations are 20 ft. in rock and 22 ft. in loose materials. Rock
fills on embankments are 16 ft., and fills of earth and loose material
18 ft. wide.
Side slopes are regulated according to the material
to 1 in rock cuts to 1
encountered in excavation, ranging from

%

[

Caps.

Isometric View of Deck.

Standard Trestle Bridge

— Denver,

Divide without exceeding a 2 per cent, maximum grade. Starting
with the tunnel elevation of 9,930 ft. at each portal, a grade of
0.25 pei- cent, rising towards the tunnel center from each end is
The same grade is to be extended outside the tunnel at
projected.
Work on the Continental
h end to accommodate a small yard.
Divide tunnel is already undei way and it is hoped to have it
ii

finished early

iii

L908.

this tunnel, the road has been exhe summit of the Continental Divide by means of a
temporary line ever the main range. By building this, it has been
possible to push construction beyond the Divide into Middle Park.
Thus, by the time the tunnel is finished, mine than half of the
whole line will be in operation. The temporary line is 28 miles
long, from l.adora Junction, the site of the tunnel portal on the
east side of the range, to Vasquez Junction, the site of the portal

Pending the completion of

tended over

l

Northwestern

&

Pacific.

Rock embankments stand 1% to 1; earth and loose
1.
The normal tunnel section is 16 ft. wide and
high from sub-grade, or 22 ft. high above top of rail. On

to 1 in earth.

material,
24

ft.

1%

to

is increased to a maximum of 17% ft. for a 10 deg.
curve, in which case, as shown on -the^flan, the tunnel center is
thrown 0.88 ft. towards the inside of 'the curve to preserve proper
clearance on both sides. The mountain ridges over the tunnels
through the South Boulder Canyon range from 60 ft. to 600 ft
above grade. The rock is in many cases seamy or "block>»" requiring timber lining. This is all 12 x 12 material, the posts set on a
sill tapped with a wall plate on which are five segment arch tim-

curves the width

equal length. Where, in a few cases, wet decomposed matewas found. S in. x 20 in. timbers were inserted for posts and
segment stuff and wall plates were left' out.
li

is of
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In

addition to the resources of the country west of the Con-
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505
tinental

Divide,

in

the plains region near

Denver are good agricultural lands and extensive deposits ot lignite coal, which is now
being mined and shipped over the Denver,
Northwestern & Pacific to Denver. Between
the foothills and the main range and in
the mountains west of the range are valuable deposits of precious minerals. Gilpin
County, through which the road passes, is
the oldest and one of the most extensive
mining counties in the state.
The Denver, Northwestern & Pacific has
had some difficulty in securing satisfactory
terminals at Denver. Construction westward was begun from Utah Junction, on the
Colorado & Southern and Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, four miles northwest of the
Denver Union Station. Later the Northwestern Terminal Railroad Company was incorporated to build a line for the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific from Utah Junction into
the central part of the city of Denver. About
229 acres of ground in the freight district
of Denver and near the grounds of the other
railroads entering the city have been secured, and a good sized brick freight and
passenger station is now being built on Fifteenth street about four blocks from the
Union Station used by the other roads.
In regard to the desire of the promoters to make the road an important through
line a brief comparison of grades and distance over the new road and over existing
By the Denver & Rio
lines is interesting.
Grande it is 119 miles from Denver to Pueblo
and 624 miles from Pueblo to Salt Lake City
total 743 miles from Denver to Salt Lake.
The ruling grade westbound is 2.40 per cent,
and eastbound 4 per cent. By the Union
Pacific, it is 107 miles from Denver to Cheyenne, and 4S5 miles from Cheyenne to Ogden,
or 522 miles from Cheyenne to Salt Lake
City, a total of 592 miles from Denver to
Ogden, or 629 miles from Denver to Salt
Lake.
The maximum grades on this section are 82 ft. to the mile (1.55 per cent.)
between Cheyenne and Laramie westbound,
and 96 ft. to the mile (1.82 per cent.) between Ogden and Wahsatch eastbound. The
highest elevation reached is 8,011 ft. at Sherman, just west of Cheyenne, and another
summit 7,225 ft. high is crossed at Alta-
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Typical Canyon Scenery: South Boulder Creek Near Rollinsville.

View from Rainbow Cut
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Colo.

— Denver.
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the Foothills, Showing Development Along Trout Range of the Rockies and Tunnels
Denver, Northwestern & Pacific.
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South Boulder Canyon and Tunnel

View

of Rollins Pass, Crest of the
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Continental Divide, Crossed at Elevation of
Denver, Northwestern & Pacific.
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Pacific.

Feet by Temporary Main Line of the
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ni.'iii, oearly LOO miles east of Ogdcn.
By the Denver. Northwestern
& Pacific it is .".To miles Hem Denver to Salt Lake City, and with the
tunnel, the maximum grade will be
completion <>i the
The highest summit, as al2 per .em. both east and westbound.
The Moffat road, therefore, will he
ready mentioned, is 9,930 ft.
shorter than either ol the other routes ami will have lower grades
in each direct]
Denver & Rio Grande and steeper grades
ttan tie
in eaeh direction and higher summits to cross than the Union Pait
appears, therefore, thai its completion should have small
cific.
effect on the through traffic of the Union Pacific, but it is not at
all impossible that it may be a severe competitor of the Denver &
Rio Grande tor through traffic across the state of Colorado.
Ever since the road was organized there have been numerous
rumors of its sale to one or other of the existing systems, but thus
The extent of its sucfar it seems to have remained independent.
cess when completed, particularly as a through carrier, is one of the
most interesting conjectures in the western railroad situation.
•

A

British

View

of

Large Locomotive Boilers.

Mr. J. G. Churchward recently presented a paper on "Large
Locomotive Boilers" before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
which he opened with the statement that locomotive engineers have
now apparently settled down to the use of one of two types of boiler
for very large engines; the wide firebox extending over the frames
and wheels, and the long narrow box sloping up over the axles
behind the main drivers.
In Great Britain the contracted loading-gage prohibits the use
wide firebox type over wheels larger than 4 ft. 6 in. diameter,
so that it is not being used so generally as in America, where it
In America the great power of
is becoming practically universal.
engines now employed renders the wide firebox a necessity, but in
Great Britain, where the coal burnt per mile is much less, few
boilers of this kind have been built.
Much more experience has been gained with the wide box in
America than in England and, so far as the author has been able
to ascertain, it has been found there that the poorer coals in large
quantities can be burnt with much greater facility and economy
This advantage is offset
in this type than in the narrow pattern.
to some extent by the fact that, when standing there is considerable waste in the wide grates as compared with the narrow, and
this is, of course, serious when goods trains are kept standing about,
as is often the case.
A much more serious trouble has been found in the leaking
All methods of tube expanding have been
of tubes in these boilers.
tried, and also much wider spacing, even up to and over 1 in.,
without curing the trouble. The reduction of the depth of the firebox, in order to get a long box sloping over the trailing wheels of
coupled engines, certainly increased the trouble from leakage of
stays, but the alternative of a wide firebox entails a much heavier
engine for most of the types, and then apparently tube-trouble is
increased. The wide firebox evidently requires a higher standard
of skill in the fireman, for unless the grate is kept well and evenly
covered, there is a tendency to have an excess of air, reducing efficiency and increasing tube-trouble.
With modern high pressures
the temperature of evaporation is so much increased that the provision for circulation which was sufficient for the lower pressure
formerly used is doubtless insufficient. Boilers in which this provision has been made have shown a very marked reduction in tube
and stay troubles.
It is probable that, in the wider boxes, the main mass of the
fire being so much nearer the tube plate has a bad effect on the
tubes as the intensity of the temperature at the tube plate must
necessarily be much increased. The extra width of box has enabled
the tubes to be put much too near the sides of the barrel. When
this is done, the water, to feed up the spaces between the tubes near
the back tube plate, has to be drawn almost entirely from the front
of the barrel, and it is possible that in some cases the space left for
It will probably be found that neglect
this purpose is inadequate.
of this consideration is the cause of three-fourths of the tube trouble.
In some boilers, an effort has been made to provide for this upward circulation near the back tube plate by leaving a space between the tube sand barrel from top to bottom, of a sectional
area equal to the combined area of the vertical spaces between the
tubes at all points, with a balance to provide for the water coming
back from the front of the barrel to feed the water spaces of the
firebox.
There is no doubt that the upward draught of water
through the spaces between the tubes for two feet from the back
tube plate is very strong indeed, and in all probability this is
enough to prevent the necessary feed of water down the spaces of
the firebox unless ample area is given, so causing stay as well as
of the

tube trouble.
By putting the clack box or check for both injectors under
the barrel, and providing an internal nozzle directing the feed
back towards the firebox, considerable assistance is probably given
in feeding "solid" water back to the firebox and the hottest part
of the tubes.
It Is generally supposed that the circulation in a
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locomotive boiler proceeds along the bottom of tin barn
tb<
front end down the firebox front and up the Bides and back of
the firebox.
The author two or three years ago fitted a number of
vanes in a boiler with spindles passing through lightly packed
glands to the outside, with indicators to show the direction of Hi
flow of water.
Observations showed that !!'• ell illation was generally as stated above, but a little alteration ol the Bring bad the
effect of materially changing the direction of the current
and even
of completely reversing them.
These experiments suggested the desirability of bringing a circulating pipe from the front of the barrel, bifurcated to
ten
Ide
of the firebox at the foundation ring, but the consideration ol pos
sible danger from an outside pipe open to the boiler, cau
tie
experiments to he abandoned. The experiment has since been made
in America, and it is reported that great reduction of trouble with
slide sheets resulted.
The extended length of tubes seen in some
designs of wide firebox boilers is due to the use of six-coupled
wheels in front of the firebox. Experience of long tubes appears
to be quite satisfactory, and they certainly keep up He economical
efficiency of the boiler when it is being forced to the limit of its
capacity.
In this respect the long tube fulfils the same function
as the Serve tube (which is favored so much on the Continent)
performs in boilers with shorter barrels.
The ratio of diameter to length of the tube undoubtedly has a
most important bearing upon the steaming qualities of the boiler
and upon tie- efficiency of the heat absorption. This is more particularly noticeable when the boilers are being worked to the limit
of their capacity.
If 2-in. tubes are employed in barrels 11 to 12
ft. long, when the boiler is being forced the length is not sufficient
to absorb the heat from the amount of gases that a 2-in. tube will
pass, and overheating and waste result.
The amount of tube-leaking which is experienced with modern wide boxes in America has
brought up again the idea that the spacing should he wider, 1 in.
instead of % in., but, from the investigations of a Master Mechanics' Committee, it appears that the wider spacing does not cure
the trouble. It is clearly of no use to provide wider spaces for
the upward current, unless equivalent area is provided for the downI

.

i

l

coming water.
The gradual extension of the practice of making the top of
the firebox and casing flat instead of round is noticeable. On the
Great Western Railway (England) less trouble has been experienced with the

flat top firebox than with the round top, although
no slingstays of any kind are ussd. The flat top has the important
advantage of increasing the area of the water line at the hottest
part of the boiler, and so materially contributes to the reduction of
foaming. This, combined with the coned connection to the barrel,
has enabled the dome, always a source of weakness, to be entirely
dispensed with and drier steam obtained. The author some years
ago made an experiment to settle this much-disputed point. Two
identical engines and boilers were taken, one boiler having a dome
in the usual position on the barrel, the other having no dome,
the steam being taken by a pipe from the top of the fiat firebox
casing.
The engine without the dome proved to be decidedly freer
from priming than the other. The liberal dimension of 2 ft. between the top of the firebox and the inside of the casing no doubt

contributed to this satisfactory result. The coned barrel connecin addition to providing a greater area of water line, also
gives a larger steam capacity, and, by the larger diameter being
arranged to coincide with the line of the firebox tube-plate, much
more waterspace at the sides of the tubes is possible. On consideration of the great intensity of temperature at the firebox plate
as compared with that at the smoke-box plate, the advantage of
the arrangement is obvious.
There is really little to be said as to firebox stays. The stay
question is in very much the same position in which it has always been. For the present high pressures, copper is still being
used below the fire-line with closer spacing down to 3Vi in. pitch.
Bronze is often used above the fire, and the boilers of the De Gl?hn
compounds are so fitted. In America Yorkshire iron is still used,
and recently Professor Hibbard, experimenting there on some iron
stays, arrived at the astonishing fact that the ductility of iron stays
increased instead of diminished with the higher pressures now
common. The author is using a few Taylor-iron stays experimentally with a view of ascertaining whether this material is
more durable than copper, under the conditions brought about by
the increased temperatures in modern boilers. Experiments are
being made by many engineers with water-tubes in fireboxes notably by Mr. Drummond. of the London & South Western Railway,
who is so satisfied with the results that he is building this type
entirely.
Unfortunately, it is a necessity to have a deep firebox in
order to employ water-tubes effectively, or it is probable that many
engineers would be following Mr. Drummond's example.
The employment of a superheater is having an extended trial
in Germany and also in Canada.
This affords the prospect of obtaining the same steam efficiency by the use of. say, 175 lbs. pressure, as by employing the pressures of, say, 200 lbs. to 225 lbs.
This, no doubt, offers some prospect of success, and is attractive
tion,

—
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A table is presented showing the dimensions of cylinders and
diameter of driving wheels used in connection with the various
boilers illustrated, to illustrate how much more heating surface
is now provided for a given area of cylinder than used to be
considered necessary. The higher pressures now common have
undoubtedly produced much more efficient locomotives, both in respect of hauling power and coal consumption. This improvement
has been very marked with every increment of pressure, right up
These have been
to 227 lbs. carried by the De Glehn compounds.
most successful compounds, and the high pressure carried is no
doubt an important factor. By employing 225 lbs. per sq. in. in
the simple engine, and making the necessary improvements in the
steam distribution, enabling higher cut-offs to be used, corresponding improvements in efficiency and economy of fuel have been
obtained. Great increase in the drawbar pulls at high speed has
also resulted. Of course, the price for these improvements has to
be paid in the matter of firebox repairs and renewals, but it is
probably better to submit to this expense than to employ the very
much heavier and more costly machines which would be necessary
to give the same hauling power at speed.
The Lincoln Variable Speed Motor.
The Lincoln Variable Speed Motor.
fact that the alternative of compounding necessitates the
use of the higher pressures and consequently presents no hope of

from the

from boiler troubles. The Great Western Railway is fitting
its Standard No. 1 boilers with the Schmidt arrangement,
to see what advantage can be gained with the simple engine.
Formerly the power of a locomotive was estimated largely from

relief

one of

The Lincoln variable speed motor

illustrated herewith is unique

in its method of obtaining the speed variation, which, it is claimed,
yields a much wider variation in speed than is possible by the
ordinary method of field weakening. Motors with speed ranges up
The method in question provides
to 10 to 1 are regularly built.
for the withdrawal of the armature from the influence of the field
poles, thereby decreasing the field area and magnetic flux, increas-

ing the air gap and resistance,- and therefore increasing the speed.
The conical armature used, by a more rapid increase in the air gap, gives a greater increase
in speed for a given lateral adjustment than is
The
possible with a cylindrical armature.
horse-power of the motor is uniform, the torque
varying inversely with the revolutions per
minute.
To accomplish this, there has been perfected a thrust bearing that supports the commutator end of the armature, carrying an annular ball bearing to take both thrust and ra^Shaft
This thrust bearing is actuated by
dial loads.
a split lever having a central pull on opposite
Movement of the
sides of the thrust bearing.
lever is accomplished by means of a si few
mechanism and hand wheel as seen in the illustrations, a spring around the lever connecting
rod being adjusted to balance the magnetic pull
The motor is a two-wire diof the armature.
The Lincoln Motor Showing Method of Armature Movement.
rect-current shunt-wound type, the same as any
the capacity of its cylinders, and this led occasionally to the use ordinary d.c. machine so far as installation is concerned.
This system admits of spesd variation inside the motor, doing
of cylinders of such dimensions that the boilers provided were not
capable of generating sufficient steam to enable them to be worked away with the electric controller with its complicated wiring, necesTo- sary to the ordinary method of speed variation by field weakening,
at their maximum economical power for any length of run.
day this is changed, and the first consideration is the capacity and the necessity of finding room for its accompanying resistance.
The speed variation is under the immediate control of the machinist,
of the boiler.

by 2-H.P. 5:1 Lincoln Motor
Showing Armature Moving Hand Wheel and Motor

Sixteen-lnch Shaper Driven

Starting Box.

as Applied to an Old Lathe
Bringing Speed Control Close to the Hand

The Lincoln Motor
of

— Showing

Method

of the Operator.
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his eye on the tool and his band on the regulating wheel
Graduallj he can
rease the speed.
can immediately ii
increase the cutting speed up to what the work will stand, or with
his cut at the maximum speed
work of varying diami

who with

i

throughout, without the abrupt

changes liable

to

occur where a

It is so easily accomplished, it is claimed that a
controller is used.
careful workman will make an Involuntarj saving on his product
of 10 to "0 per cent, of the labor cost.
The efficiency is claimed to he high, comparing favorably with
to 1
good constant-speed motors. Efficiency at lull load on a 5-h.p.,
motor is said to show by test from 86 per cent. a1 300 r.p.m. to 7a
per cent, at 1,500 r.p.m. Ol' quite as much if not more importance
is the statement that it compares very favorably with good constant.">

speed motor practice in the maintenance of any given speed under
varying load conditions— which is impossible with the ordinarj
method of field weakening by controller.
The perfection of this motor was attended with more than ordinary difficulty. Every feature the thrust bearing, the special commutating field into which the armature is drawn at high speeds to
insure sparkless commutation from no load to 100 per cent, overload, and the sleeve which carries the pulley or pinion allowing

—

the armature to slide through it in its lateral adjustment—was
tested and tried for requisite efficiency before the motor was placed
on the market. The makers claim that the motor will run in either
direction with equal results. This is an important point of merit.
A simple reversing switch is all that is required.
Views are shown of the application of the motor to machine
The lathe view shows a simple arrangement for bringing
tools.
This arrangethe speed control up to the hand of the workman.
ment costs between $2 and $3 complete. The motor on the lathe
The view of the motor alone shows the
is one of the older styles.
The Lincoln Electric Manulatest style of motor, just perfected.

,

.
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the board upon any question of fact Is
upon all companies and persons, and in
all courts.
There may he an appeal from an order of the board
to the Supreme Court of Canada upon any question of law, under
certain conditions.
An unlimited right of appeal from the board

Court.

The decision

binding and

of

conclusive

Governor-General in Council is given. The board may exeron complaint of any party interested, or it may,
of its own motion, and is obliged at the request of the Minister
of Railways to inquire into, hear and determine any matter or
thing which, under the Act, it might inquire into, hear and determine
upon application or complaint.
The rules of the board require applications and complaints
to be made in writing and lo be signed by the applicant or his
solicitor, or, in the case of a corporate body or company, by its
manager, secretary or solicitor. The application is required to contain a clear and concise statement of the facts, the grounds of
the application, the section of the Act under which the same is
made, and the nature of the order applied for, or the relief or
remedy to which the applicant claims to be entitled. It has to be
divided into paragraphs, each of which, as nearly as possible, is
to the

cise its jurisdiction

to be confined to a distinct portion of the subject, and the paragraphs are to be numbered consecutively. The application or complaint is to he endorsed with the name and address of the applicant,
or, if there be a solicitor acting for him in the matter, with the
name and address of the solicitor. In many cases it is required
The applicant is to serve
to be accompanied by maps, plans, etc.
the application, and ten days are given for the respondent or respondents to answer it. The applicant may also reply to the answer.
Any party is entitled to have a matter in which he is interested
heard in open court, otherwise matters are frequently disposed of
in an informal way by the board upon correspondence.
As the board has power to inquire into matters of its own motion, it is not strict in requiring applicants, and particularly illiterate persons, to conform strictly to such rules, but often calls upon
a railroad company, upon a mere letter or informal complaint, to

state its position.
to advise the board, chiefly in engineering
matters, and the board also has officials who inquire
into accidents upon railroads, and it is empowered to require railroad companies to discharge employees responsible for accidents.
Tariffs of tolls for passenger carriage are divided into two

Experts are appointed

BY THE HON.

K1LL.AM.
Chief Commissioner, Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada.
The Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada exercises
A. C.

authority over the railroad companies which are subject to the jurisdiction of the general Parliament of Canada, except Government
We have a federal constitution under which a general
railroads.
Parliament exercises legislative authority over the whole Dominion
of Canada, and Provincial Legislatures over the different provinces.
In the division of legislative powers between these bodies, the Parliament of Canada is empowered to make laws upon the subject of
railroads connecting one province with another or extending beyond
the limits of any province and any others which are declared by
the Parliament of Canada to be maintained for the general adVantage of Canada, or for the advantage of two or more of the
provinces.

Under this class of subjects the Parliament of Canada has incorporated many companies to build and operate railroads, and
has authorized such building and operation usually by companies,
but in some instances by the Government of Canada. It has also
in many cases declared railroads built under authority of provincial
legislatures to be works for the genera] advantage of Canada and
has thereafter assumed legislative authority over them. Although
the establishment of courts of civil and criminal jurisdiction and
proceedings in civil matters are subjects of legislation by Provincial
Legislatures, the Parliament of Canada has special power to provide
for the establishment of additional courts for the better administration of the laws of Canada.

The Board of Railway Commissioners was constituted by the
Railway Act of 1S03. which came into force on the first day of
February, 1904. The powers and duties assigned to the board are
numerous and of varied character. Before building is begun, locaLeave to cross hightion plans must be approved by the board.
ways or other railroads must be given by the board, and the board
must determine what precaution, if any, shall be taken at such
crossings, and whether they shall be made at grade or overhead
Lines or wires for telegraphs, telephones, for the
heat, power or electricity cannot be carri3d
across railroads without the leave of the board, which establishes
the precautions to be observed. Before a railroad is opened for
traffic it must be inspected by an engineer, and its opening authorNaturally the Railway Act deals with many deized by the board.
The hoard is empowtails to be observed by railroad companies.
ered to make general regulations dealing with many matters with
which the statute has not specifically dealt.
The board is authorized, by general provisions, to order a railroad company to do anything required by statute, and to forbid
the doing or continuing of anything contrary to statute. The board
is made a Court of Record, and is given full jurisdiction lo hear
and determine all matters, whether of law or of fact; and, as respects the enforcement of its orders and other matters, it is given
all such powers, rights and privileges as are vested in a Superior
or underneath.

conveyance of

light,

and

traffic

classes: standard passenger tariffs and special passenger tariffs.
Tariffs of tolls for the carriage of goods are divided into three
classes: standard freight tariffs, special freight tariffs and competitive tariffs.
All tariffs are required to be filed with the board,
and are to be published in a certain way, unless otherwise ordered
by the board. Standard freight and passenger tariffs are subject
to the approval of the board.
Special tariffs and competitive tariffs
do not require the express sanction of the board, but must specify

lower than those in the standard tariffs.
The competitive
deal with the tolls to or from specified points which the
board may consider, or may have declared, to be competitive points
not subject to the long and short haul clause under the provisions
of the Act.
The board may disallow any tariff, or any portion of
it, which the board considers to be unjust or unreasonable, or contrary to the provisions of the Act, and may require a company to
substitute a tariff satisfactory to the board in lieu thereof, or may
prescribe other tolls in lieu of those disallowed.
The classification of freight is subject to the approval of the
board, and it is to be made uniform throughout Canada, as far as
may be, having due regard to all proper interests. A company may,
with the approval of the board, or when so directed by the board,
place any goods specified by the board in a stated class, or remove
them from any one class to any higher or lower class. There are
the usual provisions against discrimination between persons or localities, and railroad companies are forbidden to charge any money
for any services as common carriers except under the provisions of
tolls

tariffs

the Act.

There are also wide provisions regarding reasonable and proper
and requiring the interchange of
traffic between railroads.
Companies whose railroads connect may
be required to agree upon joint tariffs for a continuous route over
both, and if they cannot agree upon the amounts of their rates and
the division thereof, the board may determine the matters of diffacilities for traffic to be provided,

ference.

The provisions requiring railroad tolls to be approved, and making them subject to revision by some authority, are not new. Such
provisions harve hen found in all the railroad acts of Canada from
1851 down to the present time. Before the Act of 1903 the sanction of the Governor-General in Council was necessary, and tolls
were subject to revision by the Governor in Council. There was a
Committee of the Privy Council for Canada, known as the "Railway
Committee," to which complaints and aplications on many matters
could be made, among which were complaints respecting tolls, discrimination, etc. A certain time was given, after the coming into
force of the Act, for railroad companies to present their standard
tariffs for approval by the board.
Those which have been approved
are practically similar to the tariffs that had previously been sane-
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provided for by these
traffic for short distances, but
most commodities are moved at rates provided for by the special
tariffs, which the railroad companies may increase or decrease as
they see fit, so long as they keep below the rates in the standard
tariffs, and subject to the authority of the board to direct changes.
The following are some of the most important orders that the
board has made since its inauguration upon the subjects of rates,
An order requiring certain railroad companies to
facilities, etc.:
abolish discriminatory and prohibitive rates, which they had been
in the habit of charging for years, on cedar lumber, cedar ties, etc.,
in order to keep down prices for their own construction purposes,
and compelling them to make the rates uniform with those charged
on other kinds of lumber, ties, etc. An order abolishing discrimination in rates on glass bottles from Wallaceburg, a point in the
Province of Ontario, near Detroit, as compared with rates from
United States points, and applying the same rates as from Detroit.
Prohibitive rates on cooperage stock to Montreal, for export, lowered; and an order made requiring cooperage stock between local
points to be carried on the same basis as ordinarily charged on
lumber. Split peas, for export, directed to be reinstated in a list
of articles in which they had formerly appeared, and which take
the same rates as flour for export. An application by a railroad
company for permission to make lower rates on coal to manufacturers than to dealers and ordinary consumers was disallowed.
Rates on metallic shingles, which railroad companies had raised,
were ordered to be restored to the former basis.
Export rates on cattle, which had been higher from points in
the Province of Ontario than from points in the western states
tioned by the Governor In Council.
tariffs are generally used for local

The

tolls

in order to meet what apunfair discrimination in the allotment of rolling stock.
Under the provisions prohibiting railroad companies from chargassumes to invesing rates not authorized by the Act, the board
Usually the railroad companies, upon
tigate claims of over-charge.
the satisfacnotice of the complaint, settle the matter summarily to
This
justifiable.
tion of the parties, or show that their charges are
summary jurisdiction, exercised in this way, has proved most benespeedily deas it enables parties to have their complaints

from certain lake ports eastward

traffic

peared

to be

ficial,

termined at slight trouble and expense.

Picked

Up on

the Road.

BY UULF.
servsuppose there are very good reasons why the dining car
on others it is
ice on some roads is on the a la carte plan while
Speaking personally, the former is exceedingly unsattable d'hote.
desired.
isfactory where a comfortable dinner, promptly served, is
much
For lunch only, the a la carte plan will do. In first place it is
more expensive, and the variety that one can order is quite limThe kitchen of a car is so small that whenever a few perited.
an
sons order simple repasts, the ranges are overloaded to such
extent that the delays are sure to be annoying. I was in a crack
car the other evening and waited 25 minutes for a cup of cocoa,
and that with the temperature of the car at 50. That the a la carle
plan is not in favor with the public is shown, to my mind, by a
comparison of two trains running out of the same depot and pracevening.
tically to the same destination a half hour apart in the
One of these hauls an a la carte diner and
I

the other a table d'hote. The latter is crowded
so that there are people waiting, while the
former is not half filled.
It is not an uncommon thing for slivers
be cut from rails by the action of the
flanges of the wheels, especially where the
rails are old and have been checked by the
It is, however,
rolling action of heavy loads.
a little unusual to find slivers cut from the
treads and flanges of steel wheels, especially
of the lengths indicated by the accompanying
engraving. These slivers were cut by a manganese steel switch point on an electric road
using steel wheels. The reason for the cutting is attributed not to the hardness of the
switch point or the softness of the steel of
the wheel but to the fact that the trucks running over this particular piece of track did
not curve readily beneath the cars. All of
which goes to show that it is apparently quite
an essential element for the protection of the
wheels that the center plates and side bearings should be in good condition.

lo

Slivers Cut by Switch Point from Steel Wheels.

were ordered to be lowered so as to be more in harmony with
those paid by United States shippers. Railroad companies were
ordered to discontinue charging higher rates on grain between
Rates on flour, etc.,
local points than were charged on flour, etc.
from points in the Province of Ontario to Montreal for export were
lowered so as to do away with discrimination in favor of United
States shippers from western states.
Rates on beans were lowered. The board determined that cart
age allowances by carriers, to off-set disadvantages of location as
between shippers, unless they are published in the regular tariffs
and made general in their operation, should uol be allowed. Railroad companies have been compelled to enter into joint txriffs wilh
connecting railroads, although the rate was calculated to introduce competition with the local business of one company,
The board took into consideration the question of whal arc
known as car service charges, and the rules regulating them, and
prescribed an entirely new set of rules, after hearing from Hoards
of Trade and other interests in all parts of Canada, as well as the
railroad companies.
The board also proposes, under a special sec
tion of the Act, to prescribe forme of bills of lading, and the COndl
tions on which goods shall be carried.
In some Instances, the board has directed railroad companies,
whose railroads connect with each other in or mar a city or town,
to interchange traffic so that shippers having immediate con&OC
tion with only one railroad can have their goods transferred at
the point of connection to the other line, and has llxcd the rales
for the short haul.
In sonic cases companies have been given author
ity to meet the competition of local water carriers not subject to
Hie Act, without publication of their rates, oilier than filing with
the board, and to put them in force before the tariffs can reach
the office of the board,
The board also. In one case lately, made
a temporary order as to the method of distribution of cars for

the loose wheel pops up perennially and apparently will not
down. Years ago it was tried thoroughly, patiently and carefully,
and results were obtained that were satisfactory mechanically, but
the deep gulf that frequently lies between mechanical and commercial possibility prevented the passage from the former to the
latter.
In short, the advantages of the loose wheel in traction are
not as great as one would be led to expect, but the field of invenI
suppose those who
tion and experiment is an attractive one.
are Ignorant of the failures of the past will continue to plough
As yet. the fruits have
this well-tilled field for all time to eunic.
been disappointed expectations.

had a rather startling and not altogether amusing experience on
a Pullman car the other day. The conductor came into the car.
and as be stopped 1 asked if he wanted the railroad ticket
"No,
I

handed him the money
Pullman fare, one dollar." was the reply,
and tinned to my book. A few moments later he demanded my
lie wenl away, but
fare again, which
naturally declined I" pay.
soon returned with a demand and a threat ol ejection [f
refused.
again protested, bui he Bald he would wive me a cash receipt
could settle the matter with the company, giving me to
and
understand that it would probably refund. So
paid my .second
dollar under protest.
then drew up a statement of the case which
proposed to submit and showed it to him. in about a half hour
he came back and said ibai he had been counting bis .ash and
found that lie was a dollar over and so Would refund,
The anins
ing pari lay in the assumption ol unctUOUS VirtUS en the part of
the men, who said that be always liked to be square and wouldn't
keep money that be had ohtal
in that way, tor, and here is the
Btartllng fact, "You never would have been aide to gel your monej
hack, for the company would nol refund, especially If
bad nol
turned it in." The moral of which 1b do aol paj mone] to Pull1
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than market figures.

Station signs are presumably for the benefit of the traveling
public and serve to indicate to the stranger where he may be.
Usually these signs are put in some definite position and there they
stay regardless of the convenience of the people for whose benefit
thy are supposed to exist. Under the eaves of the roof of the station platform is probably ths worst place.

On the ends of the staprovided there is a free approach and no obstructions.
Where a building stands close to the station this location
is about as bad as beneath the eaves.
The curious part of it is
that when the location has once been decided upon it becomes a
law like unto that of the Medes and Persians that cannot be changed.
There are exceptions, however, that serve to emphasize the prevalence of the rule. One of these rarities is to be found on a progressive road where the station sign was put on a signal tower a hundred and fifty feet away, which would otherwise have obscured it.
tion does well

I
was on a dining car the other day in which the General Passenger Agent had placed some fairly well mounted photographs of
the scenery of the line, which the patrons of the car were at liberty to carry away. This suggests the query why the passenger
departments of roads running through country of more or less
scenic beauty have not made a more extensive use of the souvenir
postal card.
It
seems as though for such a road doing a
summer excursion business of any magnitude a card given by the
ticket agent to the purchaser of each ticket would be sure to be
sent to a friend who is thus made a possible traveler in the same
direction.
Such a card should be a true photograph and printed
upon sensitized paper, thus bearing all the earmarks of genuineness and free from the atrocities that characterize the "Made in
Germany" article. The cost of such a card would be insignificant
and its value as an advertising medium considerable.

Washington Correspondence.

—

Washington, May 15. When it has been finally passed by the
the Hepburn railroad rate bill will be a very different
measure from that passed by the House of Representatives. The
action of the Senate has shown that there was no foundation for
the fear that was entertained in some quarters that the House bill
would be emasculated and weakened at the Senate end of the capitol.
Instead of being weakened and having its scope narrowed, it
has been broadened and strengthened by the Senate amendments.
The Allison amendments having to do with judicial review have
not in any way subtracted from the powers conferred upon the
Interstate Commerce Commission by providing in explicit terms for
the review of its orders. Every power conferred upon the Commission by the House bill remains and the courts are given no
more authority to review an order issued by the Commission than
Mr. Hepburn and other champions of the House bill have contended was given by implication in the original draft of the bill.
It is possible that the Commission may have been given more latitude in the making of rates by the striking out of the words "fairly
Senate

remunerative." though

no definite statement

can

be

made as

to

the courts have passed upon the meaning of the requirement that rates made by the Commission shall be "just and
reasonable."
If a broad view of this language is taken by the courts
a "just and reasonable" rate must be one that will be "fairly remunerative" to the carrier.
Of the many amendments adopted that were not covered by
the Allison agreement practically every one is designed to broaden
the scope of the bill in some direction. As it passed the House the
bill applied to railroad corporations alone except when water carriers and rail can hi
were under common control and managethis

ment.

sleeping car companies, and express companies. The sleeping
amendment, taken in connection with the amendment requli
ing the giving of "equally good service ami accommodations to all
persons paying the same compen a Ion Cor Interstate transportation
of passengers," may give rl e to controversies involving the Beparati
coach laws of he southern states, and, if they are held by the
courts to require the giving of equal accommodations to white and
colored passengers on Interstate trains the result may be disastrous
to the political future of some of the Senators from that section
of the country.
The amendment designed to prevent railroad companies from
engaging in the business of mining and selling coal or producing
other articles of commerce is looked upon by many Senators as
one of the most important of the amendments that have been
adopted. There is considerable doubt among lawyers as to the constitutionality of this provision, so far as it may apply to railroad
companies expressly authorized by their charters to engage in the
mining of coal or in any other business, but if it is held to be
unconstitutional the other parts of the law will not be affected.
If it had been adopted as originally presented by Senator Elkins
its effect would have been to bring about great confusion in Ihe
coal business, as it would have gone into effect at once. but. at the
suggestion of Senator Dryden it was modified so as not lo become
operative until May 1, 1908, thus giving nearly two years for the
railroads to dispose of their coal properties.
While the Hepburn bill does not undertake to change the provisions of the Elkins act, so far as they relate to the metnod ol
procedure for putting a stop to rebates and punishing the receiver
as well as the giver, amendments adopted by the Senate propose
to increase the severity of the penalties very much.
Under these
amendments, in addition to the penalties of the Elkins act, any
official or employee of a railroad granting a rebate, concession or
discrimination is liable to imprisonment for not more than two
years, and the beneficiary of a rebate or other favor is liable to
a fine of three times the value of the rebate or favor received.
The Allison amendment has been strictly adhered to by the
Republican Senators, with the exception of Senator La Follette,
who has not co-operated with any group of Senators on the railroad question. Every amendment embraced in that agreement has
been carried through just as agreed upon, and the agreement to
allow the words "in its judgment" to remain in the bill has been
adhered to up to this time, though many Senators are of the opinion that they endanger the constitutionality of the entire ratemaking provision. Senator Dolliver still insists upon the retention
of these words, and he may be able to keep them in the bill by
insisting that all those Republicans who were parties to the Allison
agreement are bound to resist striking them out. There are Democratic Senators, however, who believe that the retention of these
words in the bill will insure its being held to be unconstitutional,
and a motion to strike out will probably be made by a Democratic
Senator.
Such a motion will embarrass those Republicans who
believe that the elimination of these words is necessary to make
the bill constitutional, and it may be- that enough of them will
vote for the motion to put it through.
The defeat of the Foraker amendment proposing to provide an
alternative method of procedure by permitting proceedings to be
commenced in the United States circuit courts in the first instance
was a disappointment to those who believe that the rate-making
feature of the Hepburn bill is fundamentally unconstitutional, and
who hoped that this amendment would be adopted so as to insure
effective legislation remaining on the statute books even if the
courts should hold the grant of authority to the Commission to
make rates to be unconstitutional. The defeat of this proposition
was assured when it was not included in the Allison agreement,
and it was impossible to secure its incorporation in that agreement because there are several Republican Senators who could not
have been brought to support the agreement if it had embraced
the Foraker proposition. Its introduction by Senator Foraker and
his speeches on it may have good results, however, for if the Hepburn bill is held to be unconstitutional they will stand in the Congressional Record as indications of the line along which an effective
and constitutional law can be framed.
Senator Lodge's proposition to increase the membership of
the Interstate Commerce Commission to nine, and to fix the salaries
at $12,000, with $12,500 for the chairman, aroused unexpected opposition to any increase in the commission or in salaries, and the Senate
not only refused to adopt this but struck out section eight of the
House bill which proposed 'an increase to seven members and an
increase in salaries to $10,000. Unless this action is reconsidered
the bill, as it. goes to conference, will leave the membership and
compensation of the Commission just as at present.
J. c. w.
all

car

There seemi to be one place at which tin-re are really no bar
gains i" be obi
Someed, and ihat. is in the domain oJ Nature
how she Hi mand
quid pro <iu<i. and what you get in
effect you hand out in power.
Yet the struggle tor the unattainable thai we inherit from those who strove for perpetual motion
still continues in the efforts to procure an abnormal development
Does it happen that a genof power from microscopic appliances.
tleman from Minnesota invents an engine that, will develop ever
so many horse-power, lhat can be carried in a holy's reticule; some
eastern genius straightway eclipses the west by the invention of
another engine that will develop ever so many more horse-power
and which can be carried around in a man's watch pocket. This
is the expected and regular course of even is.
The engine is built,
particulars as usual still kept quiet.
Then the people who put
their thousands into the first engine usually throw up their hands,
or perhaps they pull out their thousands.
At any rate there never
seems to be any extensive closing of the ordinary engine shops,
or haste on the part of users to part with their present power plant
at less
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until

Senate amendments bring within ils scope all pipe lines
crossing state lines, except those used for carrying water or gas,

I

The French Minister
attention of

the

of Public Works has recently called the
of the country to the desirability of

railroads

equipping passenger locomotives with speed recorders.
The companies have been directed to draw up a program for such an installation so that all engines in service may be equipped by Dec. 31,
1908.
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departments of railroad business by men practically acquainted with them are especially detion.
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We wish it distinctly understood that we will entertain no proposition to
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
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only, and in our news columns present only sucn
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to our readers.
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to
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our advertising columns, but it is useless to a*K
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money or in consideration of advertising patron-
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two coal and ore carrying
roads, the Pittsburg & Lake Erie and the Bessemer & Lake Brie,
reviewed in this issue of the Railroad Gazette, are in certain reWhen two railroads are able to
spects little short of marvelous.
show average revenue train-load figures, one of 937, the other of
1,076 tons, it is remarkable enough; but when we learn that the
average tonnage southbound on one of them is 1,406 tons per train,
there is a chance to realize the immense economies of modern
methods of handling heavy tonnage. The Bessemer & Lake Erie,
which shows this exceptional figure, is largely an ore-carrying road, ore furnishing nearly six of the nine and a half
As part of the machinery developed by the
million total tonnage.
United States Steel Corporation for transferring Lake Superior iron
ores to the Pennsylvania mills, the road shares in the tremendous
economies which have been brought about by modern methods of
handling and transportation. On the Pittsburg & Lake Erie, on the
other hand, coal and coke furnish over fourteen of the nearly twentyfive

million tons, ores amounting to not quite three million and a

large tonnage of manufacture! Iron and steel products
make the road nearly twice as heavy an earner
on a mileage basis as the Philadelphia & Reading which, has the

A

half tons.

in addition helps to

next largest gross earnings per mile of any American
The fact that the Vanderbilt road is operated at 43.4
of gross for expenses and the Steel Corporation's line at
cent., goes to show how profitable railroad operation can
sufficient

I

rallic

is

railroad.

per

cent,

48.99 per

be when

available
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Probably if we were to interview the leading railroad presinot only
dents of the country, we should find a good many of them
for railalso
but
extension,
railroad
extolling the stock theory for
issues.
road conversion; that is. substituting stock for present bond
adjustdividend
flexible
a
idea
of
the
on
based
reasoning
is
Their
ing itself to net earnings, and to times good or bad, as contrasted
with the binding and imperative fixed charge. That an uncertain
dividend as compared with a more definite underlying charge on
rail
earnings would really create a pleasanter financial situation for
especially
doubt,
considerable
open
to
however,
road managers is,
extinct.

of shareholders are reckoned in as
the accepted and looked-for dividend rate is apt
On the other band,
lo be considerably in excess of the interest rate.
what is not doubtful, is that the "all-stock" theory is sounder as a
simpler, more straightforward and lending itself
financial system
Will
less
to tricks of inflation and high finance.

when the temper and moods
also the fact that

—

much
that

easily

theorem gain force and the original and simpler method of
Certainly present tendencies and
repeal Itself?

railroad BJbancing

the enormous emissions of railroad securities senior to shares and
Nor do the long periods for
stock capital do not look that way.
which so many issues id' bonds run. But. on the affirmative side.
may be set the recent large issues of convertible securities and th
puzzling complexities which issues of securities outside of stock are
reaching, to the confusion of even fairly experienced Investors.
more
railroad sinking funds, to extinguish lime debt, become
If
common, we shall sei- a more distinct approach to the "all-stocl

We do not need, therefore, President Hill's fiscal ex
prove that the stock question is nol entirely an academic

proposition.

The

fact

(hat

President

James .1. Mill, in his new railroad
some 1,300 miles of trackage on

project in Canada, proposes to build

cost

or

"cash" stock, which can hardly amount, counting
ment, (o less than $30, nun, nun. is both a present-day novelty In
railroad finance, and has a historical suggestlveness, past and future.
Looking bach to the dawn and n st lights of railroading, our finds
equip'

ample

to

new
anil thai a future UOt so yerj far awaj ma\ reinforce in
If it could only ha\e been api
railroading bis Canadian plans.
time to the street railways, wh.it a Niagara of capitalization
in
I

would have been averted'

i

generally on paid-in slock, the railroad
corporations naturally following the analogy of ordinary chartered
Industrial enterprise of, iiiosc early days, id' which, perhaps, the
I'ro
turnpike companies wore proi-cdenls nearest in lie railroads
the

original

lines

bull!

I

gresslvely the "bond idea" bas since been overtopping the "stock
idea" in new railroad construction; but the stock Idea la far from

For the nine months ending March "i last the New ?ork, Me\i
Haven & Hartford used foreign tn ghl ears so much lest
Iverse bal
in the same months of Hie previous n
anee decreased from 11,846,098 to $498,976, or about 60 pei
Tbis is a remarkable shew
In March the decrease was To per cent.
With the four-da; free limitation imposed b3 Connecticut law
tag,

il

and
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wiiii

the fixed

New Haven

ting in the '"item traffic, the
peculiarly hard situation, and the sharp cry
road when the per diem exchange rule

put up by the office
was forced on tin
road world. No

a

II

fmpi

I

ears

itit

i

i

nei d of softening the penalty rule for tile New Haven road, for
the 30-day limit will evidently give it. for the most of its foreign
Superintendents of
cars, about 20 or 25 days more than it needs.
other roads, who have hecome weary in the car-detention fight will
do well to sit up and take notice how things are done in Con-

necticut.
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have
n convicted
The Com tltutlonal provision dl tlnctly declares
person shall not 'he compelled III any criminal <a>e •., be a vim
;•
against himself
and ihe pi
ictlon of Section 860 is nol coextensive with
the Constitutional provision.
Legislation cannot detract from the prlvl
affordi d by the Consl ituh.ui"
i

throughout the railthai the alarm was based on imaginary
evident that the New Haven people can smite as
things.
Bui
well as cry.
The wonder is thai the consignees have noi risen in
It
must be that thousands of them have been made
their wrath.
to reform their dilatory unloading practices, yet we do not recollect
More rebearing a word of complaint from any one of them.
markable yet, we have not heard of a single New Haven freight
solicitor complaining that the harshness of the operating departThere cannot be much
on in prevents him from getting business.
i

i

and the use of witnesses and evidence which should be attributable directly
to the testimony he might give under compulsion, and on which he might be
convicted, when otherwise, and it he had refused to answer, he could nol

I

road had

v.,

.. ssii.iv

that

i

a

This failure did not leatl to an abandonment of the attempt
avoid the consequences of the constitutional prohibition adopted
by the fathers of the nation. Indeed, tie decision merely led to a
further step in th.it direction.
It
was rendered on Jan. II, 1892,
and on Feb. 11. 1893, a new statute went into effect. This statute,
to

so far as

is

it

"No person
ducing

ks.

i

material
shall

the present discussion,

to

as follows:

is

attending and testifying or from proagreements, and documents before the Inter

he excused fr

papers, tariffs,
or in

Commerce Commission,

..i. dlence
na of the Commission,
to the sub]
whether such subpoena i« Bigned or issued by on
more Commissioners, or
on any cans
proceeding, crlmlnnl or otherwise, based upon or growing
..I
any alleged violation of the Act of Congress, entitled, An Acl to Regulate
mereo." approved February fourth, eighteen hundred ami eighty-seven, or
C
any amendment thereof, on lie ground or for he reason that the testimony or
evidence, documentary, or otherwise, required of him, may 'end to criminate
blm or sullied bim to a penalt; or forfeiture.
Bnt no person shall be p»'o
ate. or sul.ji .id to any penalty or forfeiture i^r or on account of any transactlon, matter or thing, concerning which he may testify, or produce evidence,
documentary or otherwise, before said 'Commission, or in obedience to its sub
poena or the subpoena ot either of them, or in any such case or proceeding.'
-

l

SELF-INCRIMINATORY TESTIMONY.

.

Before the ratification of the Constitution of the United States
could be secured it was necessary to add to it no less than ten
amendments which together constitute, in effect, a Federal bill of
rights.
Among these the fifth contains the familiar prohibition that
follows:

"No person

.

.

shall be compelled in

.

any criminal case

'<•

be a wit-

ness against himself.

Judge Cooley
of the first ten

in

his "Principles of Constitutional

amendments

"toos from the Union

n..

power

Law," says

that they:
it

ought ever

to

have exercised,

another place in the same book, he speaks of the particular
prohibition against compulsory self-incrimination, as follows:

And,

in

"This w:is :i Common Law principle, and it lias
n incorporated in the
Constitution to prevent the possibility of a recurrence to the inquisitorial
proceedings which in arbitrary periods were sometimes had. and which are
now admitted in sonic countries under systems of .jurisprudence differing from
our own."
I

In lSb'S Congress sought to avoid

some

of the restrictions at-

tending the prosecution of persons accused of criminal violations
of Federal statutes by limiting the effect of the quoted portion of
the fifth amendment. To this end a law was enacted (R. S. S60)
providing that:
no evidence obtained from a party or witness by means of a
judicial proceeding in this or any foreign country, shall be given in evidence.
or in any manner used against him or his property or estate, in any court of

the United States, in any criminal proceeding, or for the enforcement of

any

penalty or forfeiture."

The theory

was

solely

to

protect the indi-

vidual against the use of his testimony against himself in a crim-

and that if it could not be so used the privilege could
not be set up as an excuse for refusal to respond to relevant inquiries.
This notion received further sanction by the enactment
of a similar provision as a part of the Interstate Commerce law.
Section 12 of the Act of 1887 contained the following sentence:
inal trial,

"The claim ili.it any such testimony or evidence may tend to criminate
the person giving such evidence shall qoI excuse such witness from testifying;
but such evidence or testimony shall not be used against such person on the
rial

of

any criminal proc

The foregoing was

ling

such force as its enactment by Congress
it when, on Nov. 21.
1890, Charles Counselman, of Chicago, was before a Federal grand jury, in that city,
which was investigating certain alleged violations of the Interslate Commerce law.
Mr. Counselman refused to respond to cerium inquiries on the ground that his answers might tend to criminate him.
Persisting in this refusal the witness was fined $50(1
and remanded to the custody of the United States marshal until
he should answer the questions.
A writ of habeas corpus in his
behalf was discharged by the Circuit Court and he appealed to the
Supreme Court of the United States. The latter court unanimously
tained (set Counselman vs. Hitchcock, 142 U. S. 547) the right
of the witness lo refuse to testify and directed his discharge from
The following is from the opinion, written by Justice
tody.
in

could constitutionally give

"

Blati iiford:
-se. protected bim against
the usi ol bl
testimony against
property in any prosecution against hi
Ids property, in any
criminal proceeding, In a c
ol the
tilted States.
Bui ii had only that
ii
could not, and would not, prevent the use of bis icsti
y to
other testimony to be >is,.i Ml evidence against him or his property,
in a criminal proceeding in such court,
i.t
n
prevent the obtaining

rhl

him or

Subsequently, when the Department of Commerce and Labor
the Commissioner of Corporations of the new department invested with powers and duties of investigation concerning other classes of interstate commerce corporations similar to
those over railroads possessed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, a substantially similar provision as to this sort of testimony was placed in the new law'. Although the validity of these
laws has been sharply contested and one of the most learned and
distinguished of American jurists held the first one to be unconstitutional the other view has prevailed, and to-day they are unquestionably a part of the law of the land. An extract from the
opinion of the Supreme Court, upholding the law, in Brown vs.
Walker (opinion rendered by Justice Brown, Justices Shiras and

was created and

Field dissenting! follows:

"A person who commits a criminal act is bound to contemplate the consequences of exposure to his g
name and reputation and ought not to call upon
the courts to protect that which he has himself esteemed to be of such little
value.
If he secure legal immunity from prosecution, the possible
impairment of his good name is a penalty which it is reasonable he should be
compelled to pay for the common good.
If it be once conceded that the fact
that his testimony may tend to tiring the witness into disrepute, though not to
incriminate him. does not entitle him to the privilege of silence, it necessarily
follows that if it also tends to incriminate, but at the same time operates as
a pardon for the offense, the fact that the disgrace remains, no more entitles
him to immunity in this case than in the other
while the Constitutional provision in question is justly regarded as one of the most valuable prerogatives of the citizen, its object is fully accomplished by the statutory immunity, and we are therefore of opinion that the witness was compellable to answer."
I

...

.

of the foregoing w'as that the privilege ot refusing

to give self-incriminatory evidence

i

I

of c

his

•

t

i

.

Since the foregoing decision was rendered it has been reasonwas in a shape wholly satisfactory
to those reformers who freely confess their ability to improve upon
the Federal Constitution. At any rate, no complaint has been heard
from them until very recently. But lately it has been discovered,
ahle to suppose that the law

as reasonable

men might have

suspected at the outset, that

if

an

thoroughly investigated and all those
who know anything summoned to testify concerning it, there will
really be no one left who can be prosecuted or punished for the

alleged violation

violation.

of

law

Thus when

the

is

Department

of

Commerce and Labor

pre-

ceded the Department of Justice in an inquiry, in Chicago, into
the doings of the beef packers, and a criminal trial followed, it
was found that the first named department had, in the eyes of the
law. given an extensive series of "immunity baths,'' including every
natural person whom the law could otherwise have held responsible.
President Roosevelt, with accustomed vigor of expression,

regards this as a "miscarriage of justice," and clearly thinks it remarkable that the immunity should be held to extend to any one
not actually compelled to give testimony: i.e.. subpoenaed and put
upon oath or affirmation. But there is plainly common sense in
lodge Humphrey's conclusion that such an interpretation would
extend the especial favor of the law to those who most strongly
Even
resist the efforts of lite government to acquire information
tin layman appreciates the tact that if witnesses generally availed
themselves of the opportunities to harass and annoy the inves.

ligating officers by recourse to strictly legal rights there could be

progress in any inquiry. The consequences of a law which
would impel every one asked for information to demand that a
little

—
May

25,
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subpoena be issued are quite evident. Nevertheless the administr.it ion is urging that what the President deems the correct interpretation of the law shall be fixed by what he is pleased to regard
as a declaratory statute.
In other words, he would have it provided
by law that immunity shall extend only to those witnesses who
are regularly subpoenaed and give testimony under oath. Bills to
that effect are now pending both in the Senate and House of Representatives.
They may pass, but perhaps it would be wiser to go
back to the plain rule of the Constitution. There is the ring of
genuine truth in what Judge Grosscup said of this constitutional
privilege in deciding the case of the United States vs. James.
We
quote a sentence or two:

"long drag" of five years following it, but confine ourselves to the
last decade and to novel factors not connected with stress in
the money market. There has been in the foreground the rise of
the electric railway which, particularly in the East and Middle
West, for several years in considerable areas of business cut local

"Happily, the day when this immunity is needed seems to be over.
It
us, who live in a time when there are few, if any definitions of
crime that do not meet with the approval of general intelligence and conscience,
to appreciate these conceptions of our fathers.
The battle for personal
liberty seems to have been attained, but, in
he absence of the din and
clash, we cannot comprehend the meaning of all the safeguards employed.
When we see tho shield held before the briber, the liquor seller, the usury
laker, the duelist, and other violators of accepted law, we are moved to
break or cast it aside, unmindful of the splendid purpose that first threw It
forward.
But, whatever its disadvantages now, it is a fixed privilege, until
taken down by the same power that extended It.
It
is not certain, either,
The oppression of crowns and
that it may not yet serve some useful purpose.
principalities is unquestionably over, but the more frightful oppression of selfish, ruthless, and merciless majorities may yet constitute one of the chapters

any important

of future history."

stacles to railroad value

is

difficult for

—

steam railroad passenger traffic down to the roots. In the case of
the New Haven system, for a sample, it for a long time checked
absolutely the growth of steam passenger traffic. Another compararecent and still increasing influence not yet fully realized
outside of railroad circles has been, and is, what may be termed the
tively

new urban terminal necessity. The expanded fixed charge due to
new terminals, freight and passenger, in our great cities, without
coefficient of resulting increase of business for many
years to come, stands very high in the railroad liability scale. If we
could compute it. interesting also would be the power of the
long-distance telephone as an absorbent of passenger traffic.
To

I

these we must add hostile and restrictive legislation, never more
marked than during the last few months; and, finally, those tricks

which have played fast and loose with the capitalizaand the competitive demand for new
capital by the great group of industrial corporations, not to mention

of high finance

tion of great railroad systems,

the street railways.

What have been

why such obhave been overcome' are obvious enough.
Consolidation, economy of operation relative to volume of traffic, better mechanical work on the line and office efficiency, and, pervading
THE PERSISTENCY OF RAILROAD VALUES.
all, a remarkable stimulus of national prosperity and production, are
It is a fact, unfortunate but inflexible, that at present we have
things that need only to be named. It is less a marvel, perhaps, that
no crucial or even approximate measure of the real value of Ameri- with such forces at work the railroads should have surmounted drawcan railroads as investments, taken in their entirety. It is true that backs than that they should have distanced them so completely and
we have returns, accurate enough for general purposes, which show gone far ahead on the road of rising values. Of ulterior influences,
total capital, bonded debt, floating liabilities, and, along with these,
however, making for solid railroad values is one of a psychological
statistics of traffic; and, on the other side of the account, cost of
rather than visible character, but not less potent because it is obscure.
construction, equipment and cognate entries. But the basis of return We all know how, in certain large regions covered by strong railroad
systems like those of the New Haven, the Pennsylvania and the New
for capitalization and debt is always the par value.
It takes no
account of variation in actual value from year to year or from York Central in the East and the St. Paul, the North-Western and
decade to decade. The high value of Delaware, Lackawanna & West- old Burlington & Quincy in the West, the name of the local system
ern stock, now selling around $546 on the par of $100, goes in equated has been a synonym for fiscal strength and confidence.
The corwith the shares of a pauper line. Nor can any real estimate be porate title attached to any extension or any security has been
made. It is true that some States through their tax boards make enough to carry financial persuasion alike to banker, broker, the
up. for certain dates, appraisals of stocks of the railroad lines of large and small investor and even to the familiar "widow and
the State including the State proportion of interstate lines.
But orphan" with funds to place. Now, a striking feature of the last
the dates vary, the appraisal is usually below real market decade has been the extension of this localized confidence of the
prices, and generally no consideration is given to market values of investing public in a particular system to a much more general conbonds, whether above or below par. So that even in the few States fidence of the same sort to the American railroad system as a whole.
referred to, no precise values of railroad property are reached, and, In an unconscious but very real fashion the public, seeing the railroads weathering one adverse influence after another, has come to
if they were reached, they would afford no criterion for the whole
country.
But certain general facts relating to what we may call realize the fundamental nature of transportation as a business and
the persistency of railroad values are steadily becoming conspicuous, the institutional character of the railroad. We have had steam railand just now, when the railroads are targets of State and Federal roads in this country for some seven full decades. But in no period
have we seen the sentimental factor of value so developing and so
legislation, have fresh import.
strong as during the last ten years, and especially so during the
First, for an example, may be noted for all the roads of the
country an increase of the dividend rate in the last 14 years from last five.
The appraisal of this sentiment as a railroad asset must be very
1.93 per cent, to what is now probably almost 3.50 per cent., while
during the same time the interest rate on bonded debt hits Eallen high, and not less exalted because il cannot be expressed in exact
from 4.25 per cent, to somewhat less than 4 per cent. The first terms. Will the future of the railroads dissipate or confirm it? That
measures profit, the second the growth of railroad credit and the depends, we think, less upon the strain of events during bard times
and "long drags" yet to come, and certain to come, than on the
two together are infallible tests not merely of existing prosperity
a somewhat relative term often of transient significance but of policies of railroad managers and the "great" capitalists during
periods of prosperity,
if, on
ti
firm and solid advance that interprets itself in values. As to those
ne hand, we are to have high
finance, flashy speculation on a vast scale, bonding of old stocks
values themselves,, by the credential Of market price we do not need
and bonusing of new slocks "for purposes of Control," we shall have
to cite them for a period of years in long columns of figures.
Let
anyone take the stock list, and schedule the non-guaranteed railroad one sequel and a sinister one. if, on the other band, the general
per cent, invest- railroad policy is preservative and conservative, at once far-sighted
shares of properties cast and west selling near a
ment basis or below. If it be answered Ibal some of hose values ami economical In physical ami fiscal administration, obedienl to
are affected by prospective stock distributions that raise the invest- good law ami resisting bad law. uol bj subtle evasion bul by open
ment return, docs not that very tacl emphasize confidence on the contest in the courts, we shall have quite another sequel, The oui
pan of capital in future railroad values? Jusl now there happens to come, we repeal, depends uol so much on genei j events as on rail
be a plethora of new Issues of railroad bonds, aomewhat depressing road policies, and the corporations themselves win have to answer
the price by the Inexorable la^ of supply ami demand.
Hence a new the long time question whether railroad values so persistent and so
tendency, along with other devices, inward the convertible bond triumphant through obstructions during the last decade, are to reach
idea.
The convertible bond is necessarily a Ml speculative. lint, far. rorcefull) and beneflcentlj Into the years ahead.
the leading and efficient causes

—

;

—

I

I

quite a pari
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are of special interest by reason of their causes or attending circumstances, occurred as follows:
April

17th
•.:7th

29th
30tb

i

Killed.

;.i

Richmond, K.v
Cbalco, Neb
Ecld,

Injured

:;

g

°

Monl

:\

•;

forks Creek, Colo

°

-

1

lightest month in the
April maintains its reputation
year in the accident record, and we find in the present list no accident in which a passenger was fatally injured. The length of the
as

the

foregoing list of prominent accidents is exactly the same as that
Two years ago there were
of the similar list printed one year ago.
only three in the list, (hough there were six passengers killed.
Three years ago there were only three accidents in the list, hut
there were four passengers killed. The accidents in to-day's list
are notable more for their peculiarities than for their magnitude.
The accident at Wister Junction, End. T.. on the 3d, when three pas-

senger cars were ditched and one overturned, seems notable on account of the small number of passengers injured (10); and all of
the injuries are reported as slight. Likewise in the accident at SI.
.Michael. Neb., on the 5th, where seven well-filled passenger cars
were derailed, only four passengers were reported injured. The rear
collision at New Florence, Pa., on the 17th, also belongs, apparently,
Two other accidents, those at
in this class of lucky accidents.
Swanton, Md., and Statesville, N. C, may perhaps be included among
the notable cases, although we have no particulars beyond those we
print.

of electric car accidents reported in the newspapers
United States in the month of April was 16; in which two

The number
in the

persons were killed and 82 injured.

So far as can be judged on the surface, il is quite evident that
few members of Congress take any intelligent or active interest in
the question of preventing collisions; of lessening the great loss of
life by train accidents on the railroads of the United States. This
being so. the joint resolution introduced by Representative Mann.
of Illinois, directing the Interstate Commerce Commission to invesWhether
tigate the question of block signals, is to be commended.
it is or is not desirable to enact compulsory legislation on this
subject, there is no question that the matter ought to be aired.

More than two years ago the Interstate Commerce Commission reported that the great loss of life in collisions was preventable by
the use of the block system, and the opinion was made definite by
a draft of a proposed law. A year later Mr. Esch, of Wisconsin,
introduced his bill, embodying the recommendations of the Commission, and proposing to require the use of the block system on all
roads in from two to five years. No action was taken by Congress
and this year Mr. Esch has introduced his bill again. By reason,
apparently, of the rate-bill disturbance block signals still remain
buried, and Mr. Mann's resolution evidently aims at arousing inThe Interstate Commerce Commission has
terest in another way.
since repeated its warning of two years ago. and with added emReports of the death of five, ten
phasis, but collisions continue.
or more persons at a time in a collision continue to blacken the
pages of the Railroad Gazette every month or two. It will be a
good thing to put the facts of the situation on record in formal
shape.
If the Government is not going to investigate accidents directly it may usefully do so indirectly by gathering and systematizing the reasons why some railroads have adopted the block system
and why others have not; why block signals are introduced on lines
where passengers have been killed and the time-interval retained on
lines

where the killing

is

yet in the future.

The Supreme Court of the United States has affirmed, by a
divided court, the decision of the Circuit Court for the Northern
District of Ohio in the interstate commerce suit known as the hayrate case. The case grew out of the change of hay from the sixth
to the fifth class by the railroads in Central territory, and the
Interstate Commerce Commission applied for an injunction forbidding the enforcement of the higher rates. This the Circuit Court
refused to grant, and the Supreme Court now sustains that action.
Justice Holmes declined because of his interest in one of the roads
involved to take part in the decision. There was no written opinion.
The decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission in this case
(reported in the Railroad Gazette Oct. 31, 1902, page 842), was
written by Commissioner Clements, and. was based on a long and
involved statement which might well he expected to divide the
Supreme Court, or any other body of nine judicial-minded men.
The value of hay at the point of shjpment. the total volume of the
traffic, the profit to the carrier as compared with that on grain, the
interests of the middlemen, the effect of the duty on Canadian hay,
the rights of consignees as affected by the long time the sixth class
rate had been in effect, and many other things, tangible and intangible, were solemnly discussed and then the occult decision
was issued. The higher rate was held unreasonable. This case
would be a good one to use in a moot-court exercise with which
It would afford a
to try the Hepburn bill when it becomes law.

—

Voi

.
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judge can exercise his "judgQue opportunity for showing how
ment" in a case and yet not exercise it. Commissioner Clements
would be held by any critic to have exercised his Judgment lor his
guessing faculties), in this case for no critic could deduce from the
facts which were marshalled in the opinion anything remotely resembling a rule for making a rate on hay. On the other hand, the
honorable commissioner's dictum that such and such rates were
just would be thoroughly impregnable without any mention of judgment; and this for the very same reason that sustained the previous conclusion that no one could find any way to introduce "jndginini" or anything else to suppori a countervailing opinion.
it

—

In a debate before the Nineteenth Century Club, President Hadbegan by saying he was not willing to discuss the question.
"Are Trusts Injurious?" hut was willing to speak to the question.
"Are Trusts Dangerous?" Old Sledge, he said, is a good game of
cards; it is not very dangerous. Poker is a better game; it is quite
dangerous; it is better because it is more dangerous. In any city
he ideal telephone system must be either a monopoly, or else be
conducted under an agreement by the competing companies to permit free communication between subscribers to either. Such an
agreement was tried for five years (1877-1882) in the city of NewYork, and was found to be so costly that, with rates to subscribers
higher than now, there was little return on the capital. Throughout Great Britain the Post Office Department operates telephone systems and has permitted competition by a rival, the National Telephone Company, but always with compulsory free interchange. The
cost of this has compelled undue economies in operation, has prevented the installation and use of improved exchanges, and the service is so dilatory and exasperating that the Government has now
set a date for taking over the private lines, and no competition will
Two exchange systems in any one locality
hereafter he allowed.
compel many users to subscribe to both of them, and afford incomIt is almost as wasteful as
plete service to all who do not do this.
to permit rival street car companies to operate in the same streets.
ley

I

The Erie Railroad has been taking a letter ballot and finds that
only 11 per cent, of its suburban passengers going into New York
(The number voting was
City use the Twenty-third street ferry.
10,836.)
As that ferry has been running many years one may well
believe that, as an Erie officer says, lower Manhattan is growing
up in the air not up town. At all events it seems to be trying as
hard as it can to stay below Chambers street. The vista of tall
buildings from any high window south of the city hall is now
absolutely bewildering in its magnitude. Evidently, the same influences that drive people from country to city tend not only to
keep them in it after they get there but to drive them with a constant force toward the center of the city; that is to say, in this
When the horizontal pressure meets imcase, the business center.
passable resistance it turns upward, like the gravel which railroads
drop into sunken lakes, only to see it rise in the swamps at the
sides of the track.
How conclusive these Erie figures may be we
cannot tell. Undeniably there has been an important movement
of business northward, as is shown by the tall buildings on TwentyPossibly
third, Forty-second and other streets above Union Square.
the traffic statistics of the West Shore Railroad, which lands its
passengers by a short ferry at Forty-second street, would show a
growth quite different from that of the Erie. The Erie ferry to
Twenty-third street is a long one while its older ferry to Chambers
street is a short one.
But the most interesting part of the Erie
announcement is the fact that an actual vote was taken on a matter
affecting public service. We do not know what specific use the Erie
officers mean to make of this vote; whether they intend to increase
downtown facilities, decrease uptown facilities, or do neither of
these things, but they have made their commuting customers put
themselves on record as regards the relative importance of the two
services.
It seems as if this might be a useful precedent in many
cases where there are traffic majorities and minorities to be dealt

—

with.

The continued remarkable activity in all kinds of business is
leading to important increases in passenger facilities. On the adoption of the summer time-table the New York, New Haven & Hartford is to put on an additional five-hour limited train each way between New York and Boston. The trains will leave each city at
This makes the fourth train between these cities on which
8 a.m.
the fare, including parlor car seat, is $7 (one dollar more than on
ordinary trains). The other five-hour trains start from both ends
of the route at 10 a.m. and 1 and 5 p.m.
The New York Central
is to have a new train between New York and St. Louis and the
Big Four is to have an additional fast train between Cleveland
and Columbus. The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is to put on a
new through day train from Chicago to St. Paul, starting at 9 a.m.,
and a new through night train from St. Paul to Chicago, starting
at 10.30 p.m.
On May 19 the Northern Pacific put on a third
through train between St. Paul and Seattle, at the same time

May
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equipping its present "North Coast Limited" with new cars. The
Pennsylvania Railroad is to put on a number of additional fast
trains between New York and Philadelphia and one between New
York and Pittsburg. Some notes concerning the fast trains on the
Pennsylvania Railroad and the enormous growth of the company's
traffic, may be found in another column.
The new Pittsburg trains
are to travel all the way at 50 miles an hour or faster, almost as
fast as the Chicago 18-hour trains.

Pittsburg

&

Lake

Erie.

The Pittsburg & Lake Erie
total of 191 miles operated, of

is an exceptional railroad.
With a
which only GS miles is listed as main

line, it has gross earnings of over $12,S00,000, or $67,S25 per mile,
the highest figure of any important American railroad. The main
line runs from Pittsburg northwest to Youngstowu, just across the
Ohio line, and furnishes the New York Central Lines an entrance
into the Pittsburg traffic territory. The road also runs through the
great manufacturing district south of Pittsburg, and near McKeesport separates into two branches, one following the windings
of the Monongahela and the other of the Youghiogheny river, these
lines penetrating a coal and coke territory.
The income account is a remarkable showing. Freight earnings
increased from $8,800,000 in 1904 to $11,500,000 in 1905. They fur-

517

nearly 5,000,000 tons over 1904) was made up almost entirely of
bituminous coal, which furnished 9,500.000 tons; coke, 4,800,000 tons;
ores, 3,460,000 tons; stone, sand, etc., iron (pig and bloom), castings
and machinery, bar and sheet metal, and other manufactures.
Strangely enough, as compared with the experiences of most other
roads, last year miscellaneous commodities decreased from 984,642
tons in 1904 to 657,105 tons in 1905, a loss of one-third in presumably
high-class traffic.
It is necessary to take the heavy tonnage figures
and the short main line into consideration to make reasonable the
size of the train load, which amounted to 1,076 tons of revenue
freight and 1,107 tons of aH freight; the former an increase of 64
and the latter an increase of 68 tons over the preceding year's loading.
The average number of tons per loaded car was 30 and the
average freight train carried 61 cars.
Freight earnings were $60,707 per mile of road, an increase of
$14,357; and passenger earnings, $7,1 IS per mile. The 68 miles of
main track. Pittsburg to Youngstown. includes a like amount of
second track, 24 miles of third track, 16 miles of fourth track and
194 miles of sidings, a total of 370 miles of track on 6S miles of
Extension of the third and fourth tracks is steadily under
line.
Naturally, maintenance of way expenses are exceptionally
way.
heavy, being $7,000 per mile of road, or nearly $20,000 per mile of
main line. Repairs and renewals cost $2,072 per locomotive in 1905.
against $2,005 in 1904; per passenger car $537, against $449 in 1904.
and per freight car $52, against $53 in 1904. Although the freight
car maintenance figure is not high, the fact that 1,000 steel gondolas, two 150,000-lb. capacity flat cars, and four caboose cars were
acquired during the year, less 76 cars destroyed or sold, increasing
the freight equipment 930 numbers, shows that equipment was by
no means neglected. For delivery during the present year five passenger, five freight and three switching locomotives, 14 passenger
cars, 250 low side gondolas, 1,000 steel gondolas, 1.000 steel coke cars
and 1,000 box cars have been ordered. As a heavy traffic road it
may be interesting to compare results of operation on the Pittsburg
& Lake Erie with those on the Bessemer & Lake Erie, which are reviewed below.
The principal statistics of operation follow:
1905.
191
$11,576,738
1,137,817
12.837.736
1,333.963
1,276,144

Mileage worked
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Gross earnings
Maint. way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Conducting transportation
Operating expenses
Net earnings
Addition betterments
Net income
Surplus

Bessemer

2. 777, 735

5.576.918
7,260,818
4,310,707
2,142,947
1,142.927

&

Lake

1904.
191

$8,838,911
1,063,964
10,035,510
1,385,495
1,221,741
2,585,059
5.369,253
4.666.256
2,352,389
1.472,899

472,890

Erie.

This road, the property of the United States Steel Corporation,
used for carrying ore from the corporation's lake port of Conneaut.
Ohio, south to its various mills in the region around Bessemer
is

The main line from Conneaut to Bessemer is
The average mileage operated, not including the
Western Allegheny Railroad, shown on the map, nor seven miles
and Homestead, Pa.

Pittsburg

& Lake

Erie.

nished most of the increase of $2,800,000, or 28 per cent., in gross
earnings. Operating expenses, to offset this great increase in gross,
grew by only $207,600, or less than 4 per cent. On this basis the
operating ratio was 43.4 per cent. It is, however, given in the report
as 77 per cent, owing to the system now adopted as standard in
reports of New York Central roads, of including in total expenses,
new construction (additional betterments) and new equipment (additions). These two items together amounted to $4,310,707, of which
$2,400,000 was for new construction and $1,900,000 for new equipment, principally freight cars. The net earnings given in the report,
after deductions of these expenses for additions, were $2,950,000
against $2,314,000 in 1904.
The real net earnings, however, show
very different figures, amounting to ¥7,260,000 in 1905 and $4. 666.9110
in 1904, an increase of over 50 per cent. ($2,014,562) in net earnThere was an increase of
ings after ordinary operating expenses.
21.57 per cent, in net earnings after addition betterments.
The nel
income was $2,142,927. and dividends required $1,000,000, leaving
a surplus for the year of $1,142,927, an increase of $670,000 over the
previous year. The surplus was in large pari credited to profit and
loss, making the profit and
loss surplus at the end of the year
$7,319,552, against $6,180,318 on Dec. 31, (904.

This is a most unusual Showing, and at once suggests the e\
ceptlonal nature of the Pittsburg & Lake Erie's traffic.
For a road
with 191 miles operated to appropriate well over- $4,000,000 tor e\
traordlnary expenditures In one year is most remarkable.
11
can
be due on > to b irerj high traffic density.
As a matter of fact, the
Freight density last year was 8,828,286 tens one mile per mile of
road, iin exceptional figure.
The freight density of the heavli
traffic division of the Pennsylvania is 6,836,638,
Freight density In
creased 1,827,168 ions
mile per mile of mad over the previous
year, or several limes as much as the freight density of many rail
roads.
The total tonnage of 24,900,674 revenue tuns (an Increa
J
1

152 miles long.

of line leased to the Union Railroad of the United States Steel Corporation, is 212 miles. Like the Pittsburg & Lake Erie, reviewed in
this issue of the Railroad Gazette, the road's traffic is exceptional.
The number of tons of revenue freight carried one mile in 1906 was

This was an increase of 2S4.556.179 ton miles, or 32
per cent, over the previous year. The freight density was 5.74X.1 17
tons one mile per mile of road, an increase of 1,394,678 over the pre
ceding year, an increase, like that of the Pittsburg & Lake Erie's,
far larger than the total freight density of many railroads.
Bu1
the most striking figures covering lie road's operation are those of
train loading.
The average revenue (rain load last year was 9.".7
tons, a decrease of 16 tons from 1904.
This is not as high as the
Pittsburg & Lake Erie average figure, but further figures are given
of the average train load north and south bound.
The north bound
loading in 1905 was 170 tons, an increase of 24 tons over 1904, while
the average train load south, although it showed a decrease of 81
Ions from Ihe previous year, readied the remarkable figure of 1,406
1,172,794,522.

I

tons.

For a 212 mile road, only 60 miles of which is double track,
these are w -underfill figures.
The General Manager speaks of the
[act that tor B single track line With a tonnage uf nearh 10,
1,000
tons the limit of economical operation is about reached, as the num
ber of trains required overtax the capacity of the single line.
Last
year in miles of double track was laid, and bj the end of the present
year 19 miles more is to be finished, so that bj thai time uearlj
half of the main line will be double tracked.
11
Is the hope of the
management to have the double tracking of the whole main line
i'ii Ished
wit hin the next two yean bu
-ting.
Freight earning! Increased from $3,877,000 In 1904 to $4,998,
in 1906, a gain of 29 per cent
Smallei Increases In the other sources
of earnings brought up the lncreasi in.gro
with the
to 11,180,646
much larger amount of traffic carried (2,298,000 revenui tons) it is
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16 per cent. In gross earninteresting to observe thai with a
The operatini ratio di
net earnings increased 29 per cent.
r cent, in L905, flgurea
enl in L904 to 18.9!
creased from 5
road can be operated when such
a
rtlj
which show how e onoj

ings,

large quantities of tn
and pa isert ei earning
per mile of road

Expenses
000;

for

for

mainl

Freight earnings were $24,$1,424 per mile of road, a total of $25,924
labli

maintenance of way and structures increased $118,of equipment, $154,000, and tor conducting

The total increase in operating expenses
$221,000.
Per mile of road, maintenance of way shows its increase more clearly, the unit figure rising from $2,205 per mile in
Per unit of equipment, repairs and renewals
1904 to $2,760 in 1905.
cost $2,006 per locomotive, against $1,937 in 1904; $600 per passenger
car. against $520 in 1904. and $42 per freight car, against $34 in
Twelve new locomotives were put in service last year. The
1904.
1,678 wooden gondolas owned are, according to the General Manager,
beginning to show signs of depreciation and are becoming unfitted
Although they will for some time he available for
for ore traffic.
coal and miscellaneous freight, an equivalent tonnage in steel cars
ir.it

was

rtation,

$504,484.

Vol. xi,,

No

21.

which require
In
Lake Frio is handicapped at cert:
might be
economical
aot a
helper service, so that its operation
(in the other hand, the heaviest types of locomotives and
possible,
an In service.
in general u
the largesl capacity cai
Flgui
;lven tor the coal of repairs of wooden and steel
The average co
cars separately
toi
the wooden cars was $71.11
against $58.31 in 1904; the Increase no doubt due to the Increasing
Per steel car. repairs eosi $27.83
age of the wooden equipment.
against $23.52 in I'.mi.
Unfortunately, these figures do not establish any uniform basis of comparison on account of the different age
of the cars. There were 116 wooden are rebuilt, at a cost of $37,682,
or $32.". per car, and two steel cars rebuilt at a cost of $896, or $448
•

I

;>

i

i

t

I

i

pi

car.

r

The report records that during 1.905 there were brought from
Homestead Works of the Carnegie Steel Company IT.. nun steel

the

which were placed in track during tieone halt mile of steel ties was laid and
thoroughly tested. These held up satisfactorily under the heavy
For the present year's requirements 80,000 additional
traffic of 1905.
ties have been bought; a total of L05.000 on the road, weighing
E

and fastenings, most

ties

year.

In the fall of

of

1904

1

9,550

tons and sufficient for 42 miles of track.
principal operating statistics follow:

The

lliiir,

Mileage worked
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Gross earnings
Main! of way and StrilC.

212
$4,998,613
263,436

Maintenance of equipment
ortntlon
Conductln
Operating expenses
Net earnings

667,731
1,305,561

Nil

further Im

le

5,407,691
.,s.,,li>u

2,649,09'i

2,758,595

1904
212
$8,877,547
2.;7,742

4,277,146
P;T.::71
.,

l

::.:::

*T

1,084,088
2,144,613
2,132,533

figures given.

General Electric Company.
General Electric Company for the year
deduction of all patent, general and miscellaneous expenses, allowances for depreciation and losses, and
$4,800,000 from factory plants and machinery account, were $7,300,They included $173,000
000. against $6,700,000 in the previous year.
received from securities sold and $798,000 received from royalties.
Dividends amounting to $3,800,000 were paid, leavdividends, etc.
ing the year's net profit $3,458,000. From this was deducted $1,000,000, 50 per cent, of the patent account written off. leaving the
year's surplus at $2,458,000. which, added to the surplus at the end
of the preceding fiscal year, gives the company a total profit and
The $1,000,000 written off
loss credit of a little over $12,000,000.
patent account corresponds with $594,000 written oft in 1904.
With a great manufacturing company like the General Electric
allowances such as these for accounts written off and depreciation
are of the utmost importance in determining its real financial position.
That the General Electric Company has been conservative
in this respect can be shown from the record of the balance sheet
account •'factory plants" for the past 13 years. On Jan. 1, 1893.
the book value of the Schenectady, Lynn and Harrison plants was
During the 13 years since that date, besides all ordi$2,950,000.
nary maintenance expenditures, additions have been made at a cost
of $19,400,000, making the total book cost of the plants $23,370,000.
During the same period there has been written off for depreciation $15,370,000, leaving the book value of the plants at the close
The practical effect of this process
of the last fiscal year $8,000,000.
can even better be shown by the figures for the last two years.
The total additions of lands, buildings, machinery, etc., during 1905
added $2,338,000 to the book value of the plants. At the same time,
allowances for depreciation were written off which made the increase in the book value at the close of the fiscal year only $500,000.
Of this. $300,000 is in the Schenectady plant and $200,000 in the
Lynn plant. The size of the company's business for the past year
as well as the more than $2,000,000 added to value of plants make
it clear that depreciation has been liberally charged off.
The total sales, i.e.. the amount billed to customers, were $43.146.000. or about $4,000,000 more than for the previous year, an increase of about 10 per cent. The total orders received amounted
to $50,000,000. as against $35,000,000 in 1904, an increase of 14 per
cent.
Sales in 1895 amounted to $12,700,000. There has been an
average increase of 13 per cent, a year for the intervening 10 years.
The amounts for both sales and orders are the record figures in the
company's history, surpassing in both eases the previous high record
made in the year ended Jan. 31, 1904.
A commendable feature of the report is the analysis, item by
item, of the various entries on the balance sheet, showing in considerable detail the facts on which these figures are based. This
exhibit is lacking, however, in details of the amounts of stocks of
For example, the United
security holding and other companies held.
Electric Securities Company, of Boston; the Electric- Securities Corporation, of New York, and the Electric Bond & Share Company,
of New York, the last an acquisition during the year which has
taken over the Stanley Electric Manufacturing Company, are grouped
under one Item: "Storks of security holding companies," $5,991,375.

The

total profits of the

ended Jan.

Bessemer

&

Lake

Erie.

During the
will shortly have to be provided for the ore tonnage.
year 30 wooden gondolas were converted into flat cars.
The passenger earnings were $263,436, or $1,424 per mile of
road.
The average distance traveled was 24 miles; the average
amount received from each passenger, 42 cents, and the average
passenger mile rate. 1.74 cents. This last is a decrease of 0.10 cents
from the 1904 figure. The average number of passengers per train
mile shows a large increase, Erom 34 in 1904 to 42 last year. The
passenger, mail, and express earnings per train mile were 80 cents
against. To cents in L904, an increase of 10 cents, or 14 per cent.

Com idering freight traffic statistics more in detail, the number
tons carried, including company freight, was 9,749,841, an increase of 2,389,591 over 1904. The total ton mileage was 1.187,797,-

of

528, an Increase oi 290,924,967 tons over 1904. This is a 32 per cent,
iin rease.
Two-thirds of the tonnage was southbound. Of the total

revenue tonnage rd !i,.".n.".,43!l loi
ore furnished 5,820,268 tons, and
other freight .'l.l'.sr,. 7 tons. The average number of tons of revenue
including assistant engines) was
freight pel freight engine mile
637 Ions, against 604 Ions in the previous year; showing that, although tin-re was a decrea
in the average train load, fuller service was obtained from the locomotive equipment.
The Bessemer &
.

1

1

i

-

31. 1906, after a

May
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The General Electric Company's capital stock outstanding has increased during the year from J48.248.000 to J54.287.000, most of the
new stock having been issued for cash to stockholders at par. The
total stock now authorized is $60,000,000.
Orders are reported for over 300.000 h.p. of heavy traction motors (from 125 h.p. to 200 h.p. capacity) such as are used on the
New York elevated and subway, the London underground and the
Metropolitan underground of Paris, usually operated in conjunction with the Sprague-General electric train control system.
There were on January 31st, 4,026 cars equipped with the SpragueGeneral Electric control against 2,997 cars so equipped one year
earlier.
Orders for all railroad motors for the year were about
750.000 h.p. capacity. Several contracts have been taken for single
phase alternating current railways similar to the car placed In operation in August, 1905. between Schenectady and Balston. N. Y., the
first single-phase alternating current car put in commercial operation in the United States.
These include the Pontiac & Joliet Railway, the Toledo & Chicago Iiiterurban Railway, the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company, the Central Illinois Construction
Company, the Richmond & Chesapeake Bay Railway, and the Anderson S. C. Traction Company.
The first of the 35 New York Central 100-ton locomotives has
during the year undergone a mileage test on the experimental track
west of Schenectady. The total mileage run to January 31 was
On April 2d the total was 40,324 miles. Maintenance
29,568 miles.
cost, as reported by the railroad company, has been only about onefourth of the average maintenance cost of a steam locomotive.
Actual running time of che locomotive was 172 days, during which
the average daily run was 171 miles. The maximum for a day was
347 miles in 8 hours and 45 minutes.
Successful long distance transmission of electricity has resulted
in a great increase in the number of such plants, electrical energy
in some cases being transmitted over 100 miles.
Even greater distances are now considered practicable. Two interesting examples
are the Kern river development, where four 7,000 h.p. General Electric generators are being installed for transmitting electric power
115 miles to Los Angeles, Cal., and that on the Jhelum river in
Kashmir, India, where 5.500 h.p. of electric generators are to be
used to transmit power about 60 miles for industrial purposes, and
eventually for the operation of 156 miles of electric railway. Perhaps the most notable contract taken during the year is for the electrification of the West Jersey & Seashore division of the Pennsylvania between Camden and Atlantic City, 64 miles; the first instance of the electrical equipment of an important steam railroad
from terminus to terminus.
(
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Future.

A

PUBLICATIONS.

series of articles appearing in

Scrlbner'jB

Maga-

zinc.

In the April issue of Scribner's Magazine there appears the first
article of this series.
It deals with the proposed Pan-American Railroad, projected to link up a connection between the existing railroad system of Mexico and the existing railroad systems of South

America, so that passengers and freight can be carried through from
New York to Rio de Janeiro or Montevideo. In the May number
Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Percy Girouard describes the railroads of
Africa. In Africa and in South America alike there is a continent
to be traversed before a north and south connection can be established, and in Africa and South America alike water compel il ion.
to mention only the first and mo.sl obvious thing, renders it wholly
unlikely that such through rail connection will be established within
the memory of the grandsons of any one now living. Such systems
must come to pass not from the illusory through traffic, which
can be moved so much more quickly and so much cheaper by watei
bui from the gradual development of points of local traffic, genera
tion after generation, which will eventually come together.
Bui 11
the reader is firmly convinced that neither one oi these "rallwaj
future" will ever be built, be will nevertheless !» repaid
reading the papers, which excellently describe the existing sys
terns, or so-called links, and which are illustrated mosl enter) liningly,
especially in the ease of the so .ailed Pan-American project, where
the author has shown sonic of Ihe bewildering scenery of Hie
Peruvian Andes.
of
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with reprints of Rulings of the Train Rule Committee of the American Railway Association.

CONTRIBUTIONS
The Clover Creek Junction

Collision.
Altoona,

May

22, 1906.

To the Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
Although, as is well said in the note printed on the first page
our last issue, the remedy for collisions like that at Clover
Creek Junction is the universal adoption of the block system, your
of

readers will nevertheless be interested in some of the details of
the causes which led up to that collision as they were brought out
Testimony
at the inquest held last week and this week in this city.
was given by the train despatchers and operators interested, by
the conductor and the engineman of the eastbound train, by the
other trainmen, and. finally, by Pilot J. D. Dougherty himself, on
whose shoulders rested the chief responsibility for the collision, he
being the only man on train No. 21 who was fully acquainted with
that division of the road on which the collision occurred.
There appears to be no doubt that Engineman Dougherty has
practically admitted the chief or the whole responsibility, as was
reported in the press despatches a day or two after the collision,
but yet, the evidence shows something very like contributory negligence on the part of others. The section of single track on which
the collision occurred extends from Springfield Junction (S J) on
the west to "S T" tower on the east. The pilot boarded the westbound train at Huntingdon, a short distance east of the point where
At Petersburg, the
it was to leave the main line for the branch.
junction with the branch, an order was delivered to the conductor,
the engineman and the pilot "to run as an extra from Petersburg
to S T."
At S T the train stopped and the pilot sent the fireman
back to see if the conductor had received further orders. The fireman found that none had been received and then the pilot himself
went back to see the conductor. Returning to the engine the pilot
informed the fireman (and presumably the engineman! that the
orders read S J and not S T. The train-order signal showed white
and the switch was set right for the train to enter upon the single
track.
The train proceeded and soon came into collision with No. 18.
The testimony of the conductor of No. 21 appears to be somewhat confused, but it would seem that being unacquainted on the
branch he depended wholly on his time-table for his knowledge of
the location of the stations. He examined the table, found a station
S J but did not find any S T, and therefore concluded that the T,
which, it is said, "could be mistaken for a J" was meant for J. The
pilot, knowing that there were two stations with the two names,
appears to have too readily accepted this explanation.
Engineman Dougherty read to the jury a written statement in
which he endeavored to explain how others than himself ought to
share the responsibility. He emphasized the fact that at S T he
received a "clear block" (meaning the clear train-order signal!,
and that some one at the switch with a hand lamp gave him the
signal to move forward. He proceeded at a low rate of speed and
so was able to see the opposing train a few seconds before he hit
it; and had succeeded in bringing his train nearly to a stop before
the collision occurred.
Dougherty has been an engineman 33 years, and is a regular
passenger runner. How can we explain such an unfortunate lapse
by a man of such long experience? In starting from S T at lowspeed. Dougherty, apparently, was actuated by his doubl whether
the train order actually did mean S J; but what could have led
him to thus resolve the doubl on the side of danger Instead of the
side of safety?
Surelj the rule forbidding this musl have bei
lead by him a hundred times.
The coroner's jurj decided that Dougherty was responsible for
he collision.
B
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Train DeBpntdiera' Bulletin.
['rice, $1.00.
This book is now issued in Its fourth edition.
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is a catechism,
questions numbered up to 622, on the standard code of Irani
rules.
11
has the well nndeisi
defect of not lining the practice
of any particular road, but thai is Inevitable, for there is no waj
to manage the difficulty, unless one is to go thorough!} Into detail
and reasons, as Mr. Formaii has done ami lliis
is far nar
rower in scope than Forma n's. Bui almost any catechism Is prefi
able li, mine al all, and the Btudenl who does his own thinking and
carefully compares Mr-. Colllngwood's dicta with the requirements
of his own road, can gel man] useful ideas from this little book
Its small size, ! In, \ .v
In., Is in Iti
favor, but to reduce ll to this
size the type was made too small.
Twenty-flve page an taken up
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Rebates.

a committee of
Pennsylvania directors offered A.
vacant Presidency.
11
was a critical time. The rebate
system had so fastened Itself thai the freight receipts of the Penn
ylvania had sunk in the lowesl ton-mile rate In Its history.
Ex
peases could be reduced no further; nothing could Bave the Penn
sylvanla position but expansion
Cassatt's lirsi character! tli acl was to stop all secrel ran
\i
rebates,
the Bame time he won over Vanderbilt, so that the
New \nii, Central i»
te a
upportei of the war agalnsl tllscrlm
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Standard Oil had Its pipe llni and wa no longei
bul
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bates alone mi which ran up to gre il
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in the real war against secret rales.
Everything since has been
merely an echo of Cassatt's historic reply.
11
was in this work of ^terminating secrel rates that Cassatt
Quickly, also, he
applied the "community of Interest" scheme.
reached out for control ol one road after another. He secured the
Long Island and control of Baltimore & Ohio, Norfolk & Western
and Chesapeake & Ohio, established Intimate affiliations with the
In seven
director in the New Haven.
Vanderbilts, and hi
(rears he spent over $200,000,000 and bought over $ir,o,000,000 stocks
All this time he set his face against secret
of other companies.
rates and persuaded the heads of other systems to follow his example.
"I have for several
Mr. Cassatt said to me a few weeks ago:
years believed that the Interstate Commerce Commission ought to
be in a position to fix rates whenever unreasonable rates are found,
i

provided there shall be right of appeal to the courts.

Let the govwe are
generally heartily in accord with the position of President Roosevelt.
But it is equally important that the people should recognize
the grave necessity for greater harmony of action and interests
between the railroads. We have trampled out. the secret rate and
rebate system, and it can never be revived again unless the railroads are prevented by unwise legislation from maintaining such
relations as will ensure reasonable and stable rates." James Creelman, in Pearson's Magazine.
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from the compound engines than from the simple classes, bettei
average monthly mileage and greater mileage between shopping
periods. While the boiler and tube repairs on the compound englm
have shown particularly good results.

New Wabash

River Bridge for the Lake Erie

&

Western.

crossing of the Lake Erie & Western over the Wabash
Ind.. was built in 1873.
It consisted of four
through Howe trusses on masonry piers.
About nine
years later the Howe trusses were replaced with combination
trusses.
At the end of another nine years it again became necessary to provide a stronger structure and steel spans were substituted, the same piers being used.
The steel bridge consisted of
four single-track Pratt trusses, H',1 ft. center to center of end pins.
To accommodate the present heavy locomotives it has once
more become necessary to renew this bridge, which is used jointly
by the Big Four and Lake Brie & Western. Plans have therefore
been made for a double-track structure composed of two riveted
through-truss river spans, 161 ft. 6% in. center to center of end pins,

The

first

river at
spans of

la Fayette,

X

"

Comparative Locomotive Efficiency.
According to Mr. Thomas McHattie in an address before the
Canadian Railway Club, the Grand Trunk Railway has been conducting a series of tests for the determination of locomotive efThe comparison was made between a simple class mogul
engine 20 in. x 26 in. cylinders, 63 in. driving wheels, carrying
200 lbs. steam pressure, with a long narrow firebox having 33.43
sq. ft. grate area, which has been taken as a base in making the
comparison, and a two-cylinder compound class mogul engine. 22%
in. and 35 in. x 26 in. cylinders, and the diameter of wheel, the
steam pressure and the grate area the same as on the engine before
mentioned: they were practically sister engines with the exception
ficiencies.

«5

compounding feature.
The third engine put under test was also one of the two-cylinder
type mogul class, sister to the former engine, with the exception
that it was one of the semi-wide firebox class with 41.51 sq. ft.
of grate area.
The steam pressure, size of cylinders, and the diameter of driving wheels were the same as the previous engine menof the

tioned.

The fourth engine under trial was a consolidation two-cylinder
compound class, size of cylinders, 22 'g and 35 in. x 32 in., diameter
of driving wheels 57
a firebox with 53 sq.

in.,
ft.

carrying 210

lbs.

sob-

-s

of grate area.

Each engine was submitted

Cross Section of

to the test for six consecutive days.

/WpJ-

General Layout of

Wabash River Bridge

Wabash River

Bridge; Lake Erie

&

Western.

lij4Sf-

>)<.

at LaFayette, Indiana;

engines were given the same grade of coal and were handled
by the same engineer, fireman and train crew.
Among the more important points brought out by these tests
was the fact that the coal consumed per ton-mile on all the compounds showed over 20 per cent, decrease. The water evaporated
per pound of coal also gave a considerable increase in the percentage
in comparison with the simple class engine.
Better average speed
was made with the compound engines, while a greater tonnage was
handled.
It was also found that the average amount of coal consumed per ton-mile was practically the same in the long narrow
firebox as in the wider firebox class, from which il would appear
that, in the matter of fuel economy there was no practical advantage
in Hie wide firebox,
The deductions gathered from the test showed that the compound engines are much superior to the simple class engine in the
matter of fuel economy; while, at the same time, the repairs to this
class are not more excessive than on the simple engines; on the
contrary, it has been found that greater mileage can be obtained
All

-*t—S3~*

steam pressure, and having

Lake Erie

&

Western.

and two deck girder spans

at each end, SI ft. 8 in. end to end.
piers will again be used and will be extended to provide for the additional width of the bridge needed for the second
track.
Also the replacing of the present shore spans by plate
girder spans of approximately half the length will require the building of two new piers.
A plan and elevation of the new bridge is shown herewith.
The pier extensions will be made on the upstream end. The bridge
is designed for Cooper's B-60 loading and to Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern specifications, which require open hearth steel of 60,000
lbs. ultimate strength and an elastic limit of not less than 60 per
The dead load on the through truss spans
cent, of this ultimate.
The
is 5,200 lbs. per lineal foot and on the deck girders, 1.410 lbs.
impact stress is calculated by Pritchard's formula, the total stress
being taken as the sum of the live and dead load and impact

The existing

stresses.

We

are indebted to Mr. G. P. Smith, Chief Engineer of the
for the drawing and information.

Lake Erie & Western,

Rlw
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What

a train is brought to rest from a high speed the stateoften made that the brakes have stopped the train. And
they have ceitainly had something to do with it. for without them
the length of stop would undoubtedly have been somewhat longer.
But there are many (actors which enter into, the operation of bringing a moving train to a standstill besides the brakes themselves.
Some of these other factors aie at once apparent when the problem is
given careful thought, but some are not so evident.
It must be understood that one, and only one, fundamental
cause brings a moving train to rest. This is friction. Now the
friction concerned in stopping a train is by no means confined to
is

We

have friction between the moving parts within
the train itself, between the train and the atmosphere (and this
is astonishingly gieat at high speeds), between the brake-shoes and
the wheels, and between the wheels and the rails.
Let us consider the latter for a moment. It is this friction
between the whees and the rails on which they roll which is really
the most important factor of all. Very often, however, it is entirely overlooked, along with the first two frictional resistances
mentioned above, and we say, "The brakes stopped the train." But
suppose, for example, that there is absolutely no friction betweer
the wheels and the rails. This may be easily imagined by supposing
the rahs to be made of ice. Would any amount of brake shoe pressure bring the train to a stop quickly?

one place.

.

The

.

-.

friction and. consequently, the frictional reThis
sistance, varies with the nature and condition of the surfaces.
is by far the most important and firmly established of the laws
coefficient of

of friction.
In the case of a car wheel rolling on a rail we may consider
that the point in contact with the rail is, at that instant, at rest so
For, at each successive instant a new
far as the rail is concerned.
portion of the tire comes in contact with the rail. This part of the
tire surface, for the moment during which it is on the rail, is not
moving with reference to the rail. Consequently, the friction which
prevents the wheel from sliding along the rail is not the friction
.

.

slide; and the greater the resistance to sliding, due to
the friction between the wheels and rails, the greater is the retarding force which may be exerted at the biake-shoe and the shorter
is the stop.
Another point frequently misunderstood or lost sight of is the
relation between the brake-shoe pressure and the weight carried
by the wheel on which it acts, and in particular the amount of brakeshoe pressure required to slide a wheel. In order to avoid comp.ication let us imagine the wheel to slide at once— that is. as soon
What relation existed between the forces
as the pressure is applied.
at the instant of sliding, or, in other words, what made the whee.s
slide?
The fact is that the wheels slide because the weight on the

must not

Stops a Moving Train.*

When

ment
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of motion, but the friction of rest; that is, between the wheel and
the rail we have to do with static friction. This may be most clearly
seen in photographs showing a wheel rolling along the ground or
on a rail. The part of the wheel near the point of contact with
the surface over which it rolls is clearly and sharply defined, while
the upper part of the wheel is blurred, showing that the point
in contact with the ground or rail was at rest relatively to the
camera. The case is different when we come to the brake-shoe, for

here the wheel is always moving on the brake-shoe, and we have
always to do with the friction of motion or kinetic friction. The
coefficient of friction in this case is always less, and as a rule it
is very much less, than the coefficient of static friction.
We now approach the question of wheel sliding, and for a
thorough comprehension of this a careful analysis of what occurs
must be made step by step.

Suppose the brakes to be applied with a light pressure. This
pressure multiplied by the coefficient of friction (kinetic) between
the brake-shoe and wheel gives the frictional force acting with a
tendency to stop the rotation of the wheel. But the weight on
the wheel multiplied by the static coefficient of friction between
wheel and rail gives the frictional force resisting the tendency of
the wheel to stop rotating, or, as we say, slide. A little thought
will make it clear that as we increase the pressure on the brakeshoe the frictional force tending to stop the rotation of the wheel
increases, and that this increase in retarding frictional force will
continue until the point is reached where this force becomes equal
to the frictional force (static) between the wheel and the rail.
Then the slightest increase in brake-shoe pressure makes the frictional force acting to stop the wheel rotating the greater, and naturally it must then stop rotating. The condition Of things is now
entirely changed.
The wheels are locked and are sliding along the
rails.
What have we now between wheel and rail? Evidently sliding or kinetic friction, where before it was static friction.
But we have just seen that up to the point of sliding a retarding
force was being exerted by the brake-shoes, which, when the point
of sliding was reached, equaled the static frictional resistance
between wheel and rail. Now, with the wheels sliding, a retarding force is being exerted only between the wheels and rails, equal
to the kinetic frictional resistance between the wheels and the rails
h
on which they slide, which, as we have already seen, Is very
There
less than is the case when the wheels roll without sliding.
fore, our retarding force is greatly decreased by the sliding of the
wheels and the distance required In which i" make the slop is
correspondingly lengthened. We have Hum arrived at Ihe answer
to the question so often asked, "Why is the distance traversed In
stopping a train so greatly Increased If the wheels slide during
n Is plain thai If the brakes
the stop, instead of continuing to roll?"
is
are to be most effective in bringing the train to a slop the wl
I

wheel x coefficient of friction (static) between wheel and rail is
less than the pressure on the brake shoe x coefficient of friction
Tney do not siide be(kinetic) between the shoe and the wheel.
cause of the coefficient of friction alo^e, or because of the pressure
alone, but according to the product of these two, namely, the total
Let us take
frictional force, is greater at the shoe than at the rail.
an example which will illustrate just what is meant.
Suppose we have a car weighing 8 J, 000 lbs. having four-wheel
Each wheel supports a load of 10.000 lbs. An average value
trucks.
for the static coefficient of friction between the wheel and rail under
ordinary conditions is .20. It may run as high as .30 or as low as
Calling the coefficient
.18, according to the condition of the rail.
of friction .20 the total frictional resistance to sliding between wheel
and rail is 10,000 x .20. or 2,000 lbs. This is then the force which
must be overcome if the wheels are to be made to slide.

At 60 miles per hour the coefficient of friction between brakeshoe and wheel is about .07. Suppose the braking power on our
We have then a
80.000-lb. car to be 90 per cent, of its weight.
total braking power, in pounds, of .SO x 80,000, or 72.000 lbs., which
gives a brake-shoe pressure for each shoe, there being eight shoes
of 72,000

-7-

8

=

9,000 lbs.

frictional force is then, as we have seen, the pres630 lbs. We have
sure x the coefficient of friction, or 9,000 x .07
here then 630 lbs. acting to stop the rotation of the wheel and 2,000
We shall expect it to conlbs. acting to prevent it from being slid.
tinue to revolve under these conditions, and for some time; in fact,
until the condition of 630 lbs. trying to overcome 2,000 lbs. changes

The retarding

=

materially.

"What changes must take place in order to
and what changes of condition can take place?"
From what has been said it is plain that the wheel can only slide
when the total frictional force between brake-shoe and wheel exceeds that between wheel and rail. Notice the expression "total
But

it

is

asked,

slide the wheels?

frictional force," not "coefficient of friction." This is the one necessary and sufficient condition required to slide the wheel. Two posThe friction between the wheel and rail may
sibilities are evident.
decrease, which would occur if the wheel should suddenly come
upon a greasy rail surface and cause the wheel to slide. Such causes
will not be considered, as we assume a straight, level track with
a uniform condition of rail surface. The only place left where any
change may occur is between the brake-shoe and wheel. To this
then we must confine our attention. To slide the wheel, then, the
total frictional force between brake-shoe and wheel must increase
until it becomes greater than that between the wheel and the rail,
as has been already explained. This can occur in only two ways.
Either the brake-shoe pressure must increase or the coefficient of
(kinetic) must increase.
friction between brake-shoe and wheel
These two methods of sliding the wheels are the only possible methods, and it may be confidently stated that whenever a wheel slides
(assuming the train to be on a straight, level track with uniform
rail surface condition) either the brake-shoe pressure or the coefficient of friction between shoe and wheel must have increased.
Taking the case cited above, if we consider .n7 as the coefficient
of kinetic friction at 60 m.p.h., the brake-shoe pressure required to
slide the wheel would be 2,000 -5- .07, or approximately 28.500 lbs.
228,000 lbs.,
This means a braking power, total of 28,500 X 8
which is 285 per cent, braking power. Yet an 80.000-lb. car can
hardly be found braking at over 90 per cent. Apparently we might
increase our braking power very considerably and slill be in no
danger of sliding the wheels.
But this is only hair the story. We have seen bow much the
brake-shoe pressure must be increased before sliding will occur. On
and o the
the other band, the coefficient of friction maj li
Wheels be slid, even With the same brake shoe pressure of 9,000 lbs
In order tO do this the Coefficient Of friction must be equal to
'.t.OOO, or .22.
This may seem large when compared with .07, the
average value for a sped of 60 m.p.h., but the tact has now bi
come well established that the coefficient of kinetic friction between
\i
$o
brake she and wheel Is very different al different sped:
m.p.h, the average value for this coefficient of trlctlo
h
We can
p.h, it Is about ,16, and at I" in
While at

=

:
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is
more than enough to slide the wheels.
hasten to increase our brake-shoe pressur
per cent, braking power wit]
And upon
careful consideration.
investigation we do And still further (actors whirl) have influence
tending to modify Ihis rapid increase in coefficient of friction due
to decreasing speed.
These may. be briefly comprehended in the
term, "the time element."
While it is impossible to go fully into

which

brake-shoe,

So we

may

-

no1

and complicated changes which the friction between
and wheel undergoes during the time in which the
surfaces continue in contact it may he said thai tests have fully
demonstrated thai the heating, wearing away and polishing of the
surfaces in contact have, as lime goes on. a constantly Increa ing
influence tending to reduce the coefficient of friction; the lubricating effect of the molten particles, the roller-like action of the
larger particles which become torn off during violent and prolonged
rubbing, and the smoothing and polishing of the surfaces, where
melting or abrasion does not take place; all these tend to off-set.
and niav often considerably reduce the tendency for the coefficient
of tint ion to increase as the relative speed of two surfaces in
contact diminishes. The retarding effect of hi' brake-shoe pressure
at any instant depends, therefore, on the sum total of these opposing
influences at that instant. Numerous experiments which have been
made along this line show that under ordinary conditions the increase in coefficient of brake-shoe friction and consequent increase
in retarding force, which takes place as the speed is decreased, is
the predominating influence, and that the retarding effect of a given
the Intere Ling
the braki shoe

I

brake-shoe pressure increases, as a whole, as the speed diminishes.
tests have further demonstrated that this increase in
retarding force, due to the increase in the coefficient of brake-shoe
friction as the speed decreases, is considerably less than has heretofore been supposed, and that under certain conditions the "time
element" effect may become equal to and thus neutralize the increase in the coefficient of friction due to decreasing speed. Under
such conditions the coefficient of friction is the same at the end
as at the beginning of the stop. This is modified by the degree of
hardness of the brake-shoe.

But recent

Having thus far been concerned with the kind of forces which
operate to bring a moving train to a standstill, and the ways in
which these forces act to produce the desired effect, it now remains
to obtain some idea of the magnitude of the forces involved.
This
may be done by simple, yet exceedingly instructive considerat.on of
the energy created and destroyed in the process of bringing a train
up to speed and in making a stop. First, what must be done before
a train can attain a speed of say 65 m.p.h.
We know that all matter is, as we say, inert; that is, it has no
power of itsellf to change its state, either of rest or motion. A
stone will always remain where it lies, unless some force from the
outside acts upon it and overcomes its natural or inherent tendency
to remain without motion.
Furthermore, a stone thrown into the
air would go on forever were it not for external forces, such as
the attraction of the earth, air resistance, or obstructions which may
be in its path, which retard and finally stop its motion. This property of matter to remain at rest, if at rest, or to continue to move
uniformly, if in motion, has been universally recognized as something as definitely a characteristic of all material bodies as is size,
mass or hardness, and it is called the inertia of the body.

To start a train then its inertia must be overcome, and in addition the very considerable frictional resistances between the moving
parts within the train itself. Having the train once in motion a
constantly increasing amount of force is required in order to continue to increase its speed, for we have just seen that instead of
continuing to move uniformly the air and other frictional resistances would all tend to decrease its speed. All of the force which
is required to overcome these resistances, and, in addition, constantly
increase the speed of the train until it is moving at the rate of 65
m.p.h. must come from the steam in the locomotive cylinders.
Some of the energy developed here has disappeared in the form of
heat, but the rest has been put into the train, constantly adding
to its store of energy, until at 65 m.p.h. the train has stored up
within itself an amount of energy equal, in destructive power, to
that contained in a huge magazine of gun powder. Anyone who
has witnessed the effects of a "head-on" collision, even at slow
speed, will bear witness to the truth of this statement.
In round numbers a train of five cars moving at the rate of 65
:.n
m.p.h. possesses
.000 ft. lbs. of energy, and if run against a
solid wall the result would he the same as if it were allowed to
fall to the earth from a height of about 150 ft.
But such a stop
would not be considered as a< cording to the best recommended practice, and as speeds of 65 or even 70 m.p.h. are becoming by no means
rare, some knowledge of how we may safely come to a stop is not
only interesting hut of vital importance.
I

i

Let us Imagine the train, moving as described above, to be
topped within say 1,400 ft. About ir.o.oon.i
foot pounds of energy
have been destroyed, harmlessly, and almost without the notice of
those within the cars.
Evidently some very powerful force has
;it
b
work in do this. and. as we have already seen, this is the
The natural frictional resistances of the air and
force nl friction.
i

ii
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moving parts within

the train would certainly have
topped the
li
time, but it is plain thai something more than tht
required if a stop within any reasonable dl tance
to be made.
The frictional resistance to the motion of the train is, therefore,
artificially increased in such a case by
ans of some form ol brake

the

train

in

t

It

apparatus.

The power which is thus exerted tnaj be roughly measured by
the distance within which the moving train is brought to rest and
its energy destroyed,
in such a stop as described above more power
has been used than the heaviest locomotive ever built is capable
of exerting. The truth of this statement is evident when we remember that from five to six miles is required, even under the most
favorable circumstances, tor a locomotive to bring such a train up
to a speed of 65 m.p.h., while the stop may be made within 1,400
ft., which is about one nineteenth of that
distance. Of course the
frictional resistances existing outside of the brakes hindered the
locomotive in accelerating the train and assisted the brakes in
reducing its speed, but after all allowances are made it is clearly
evident that the brakes have acted much more powerfully in
stopping the train than did the locomotive in starting it.. And this
is just what we should expect when we remember that only one
unit, namely, the locomotive, is concerned in starting the train, while
not only the locomotive, but every car in the train is concerned in
making the stop.

To start the train the total force exerted by the engine on the
train at any time cannot exceed the frictional force between the
driving wheels and (he rails, sometimes called adhesion, otherwise the drivers would slip and simply turn without moving the
train ahead.
Evidently this adhesion depends upon the weight on
the drivers and the static coefficient of friction between the drivers
and rails, just as in the case of the car wheel already considered.
But when we make a stop each wheel in the train, as we have seen,
may be retarded up to the limit set by the frictional resistance
to motion between that particular wheel and the rail. Consequently,
assuming that the coefficient of static friction between wheels and
rails is the same throughout the train, the retarding power may
be proportional to the weight of the entire train, while the accelerating power depends upon the weight on the engine drivers alone.
This explains at once the advantages of a multiple unit system,
such as a train of all motor cars, as compared with the single unit
sysem of locomotive and train. In reality, when the brakes are
applied upon a moving locomotive and train the system is changed
from a single accelerating unit to a multiple retarding unit system,
which is much more powerful in the aggregate, as we have just seen,
than is the former.

The Pennsylvania

Railroad's Extension to

New York and Long

Island.

The new Pennsylvania Railroad station in New York, for which
the plans are now practically perfected, will be unique among all
the railroad stations of the world in the number and convenience
of its entrances and exits.
This condition is due to the fact that
each of the four sides of the structure is a front, opening respectively on two wide avenues and two important streets, which latter
have been widened by the company to 80 ft. each.
The geography of the station is interesting. It is bounded on
the east by Seventh and the west by Eighth avenue; on the south
by Thirty-first and the north by Thirty-third street, Thirty-second
street having been closed and included in the station site.
In the
center of the hotel, theater and shopping district the advantage of
its location is obvious.
The frontage on the avenues is 430 ft. and
on the streets 780 ft., the sides of the structure forming a perfect
parallelogram. As the tracks are 40 ft. below the surface of the
streets the

station is divided

into

three levels.

From

the street

upward the walls of the structure rise to the height of 60 ft.,
except in the center, where the roof of the general waiting room
reaches a height of 150 ft., and the corner of Eighth avenue and
level

Thirty-third street, where there is an elevation of four stories for
purposes. The architectural design of the entire exterior is
a Doric colonnade, 35 ft. high, surmounted by a low attic, raising
the general elevation to tin ft. The unusual extent of the building
in area and its general type are suggestive of the great baths of
ancient Rome. In fact, the baths of Caracalla, still magnificent in
their ruins, were the inspiration of this architectural plan.
Although the building is low by contrast with its skyscraping
neighbors, its scope makes it impressive, and the lofty roof of the
waiting room, rising high above the top of the surrounding structure, with its eight large semi-circular openings, 72 ft. in diameter,
adds dignity to the group of buildings and at the same time makes
them a conspicuous landmark, when seen in perspective from the
streets.
In appearance it is a wide departure from the conventional railroad station.
One misses the turrets and towers and more
than all the lofty arched train shed, but as the principal function
of this station is performed underneath the streets, the upward
and visible signs of the ordinary railroad station are naturally
absent.
It will rather resemble some vast auditorium constructed
office

M
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Concourse and Tracks, Pennsylvania Station.
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on low

lines tor the easy Ingress

The exterior construction

and egress of a multitude

<>r

people.

pink Milford granite, similar
to the building stone of the Boston Public Library, the University
Club in New York, the Court House In Pittsburg, and the Chamber
of Commerce in Cincinnati.
The main entrance is In the center of the structure on Seventh
avenue, opposite the Intercepted end of Thirty-second street. This
is for foot passengers only, and from the streel entrance to the
stairway to the main waiting room there extends an arcade J^."> ft.
long and 45 ft. wide flanked by shops, which will be occupied by
merchants, whose wares will appeal especially to the requirements
of travelers. On either side of the Seventh avenue entrance there
are also a series of stoics, ai the further end of the arcade the
restaurant, lunch rooms and the cafS are established, with proper
kitchens and service connections. Beyond is the general waiting
room and the concourse, all easy of access by convenient stairways.
At the corners of Thirty-first and Thirty-third streets and Seventh avenue are open pavilions, which furnish carriage entrances
Under cover carriages descend
for incoming and outgoing traffic.
from the street level by a slight gradient about 20 ft. to the level
of the station proper, the Thirty-first street incline being assigned
as an entrance and the Thirty-third street ascent as an exit. By
this arrangement carriage passengers are delivered at the most
convenient entrance to the general waiting room.
Apart from the main entrance there are other convenient entrances for foot passengers from the street level to the general
waiting room and concourse from both the streets and the avenues.
At a central point in both streets wide bridges leading into the
street floor of the station span the carriage subway.
On the interIs

to

bi

ol
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Germany, in addition to the entrances to the concourse from tin
waiting room there are also direct approaches from Thirty-first,
Thirty-third streets and Eighth avenue.
The gates of the stairs descending from the concourse to the
trains will bear signs announcing the name, destination and the
time of departure of the train on the particular platform where
the stairs land.

Auxiliary to the main concourse and located between it and the
tracks is a sub-concourse, 60 ft. wide, which will be used for exit
purposes only. This passageway is 18 ft. above the tracks, but Is
connected with the track level by two stairways and one elevatoi
from each platform. From it ample staircases and inclines lead
directly to Thirty-first. Thirty-third and Thirty-fourth street:-, to
Eighth avenue and to future rapid transit stations under Seventh
or Eighth avenue-;
Direct connection may also be made with theproposed subway stations on Herald Square without ascending to
the street level.
The northern side of the station extending along Thirty-third
street will be assigned to the suburban service of the Long Island
Railroad, into which trains will run from all points on Long Island
by way of the East River tunnels. Ample entrain es and exits are
provided on Seventh and Eighth avenues and Thirty-third street, so
that this traffic can be handled in connection with the adjacent subways and the surface lines on the surrounding streets independently
of the rest of the station.
The third level, whii h is at a depth below the surface of the
street corresponding to the height of a four-story building, is the
track level. When the two tracks emerge from the tubes under
the Hudson and reach the entrance to the station yards at Tenth

Section of Station on North and South Axis.

mediate plane or level the real business of the passenger preparatory
journey is transacted.
The general waiting room, the largest of its kind in the world,
320 ft. long, 110 ft. wide and 150 ft. high, is the central section of
the plan. Within its spacious walls will be located the ticket offices,
parcel rooms, telegraph and telephone offices and baggage checking
windows, all so disposed as to situation that a passenger may proceed from one to the other seriatim, with a minimum amount of
exertion and without retracing his steps.
Adjoining the general waiting room on the west are two subsidiary waiting rooms, 58 by 100 ft., for men and women respectively, provided with seats, and opening into retiring rooms, with
to his

lavatories attached.
To the east of the general waiting room the main baggage
room, with 450 ft. of frontage, for the use of the transfer wagons,
is located, covering the full area occupied by the arcade and restaurants on the plane above. The baggage is delivered and taken
away through a special subway, 30 ft. wide, extending under and
along the entire length of Thirty-first street and Seventh and Eighth
avenues. From the baggage room trunks are delivered to the tracks
below by motor trucks and elevators.
The cabstands will also occupy this level. There will be maintained an ample service of electric vehicles of varying capacities
to meet the requirements of travelers.
Parallel to and connecting with the main waiting room by a
wide thoroughfare and west of the subsidiary waiting rooms is
the concourse, a covered assembling place over 100 ft. wide, extending the entire width of the station and under the adjoining streets.
An idea of the width of this concourse is gained by a comparison
of it with the lobby of the Jersey City trainshed, which is narrower by 25 ft. This may be termed the vestibule to the tracks,
as two sets of stairs descend from it to each of the train platforms
on the track level. The concourse and adjacent areas are open to
the tracks, forming a courtyard 340 ft. wide by 210 ft. broad, roofed
by a lofty trainshed of iron and glass, similar in design to the
famous trainsheds of the new stations in Frankfort and Dresden,

avenue they begin to multiply, and at Ninth avenue, and extending
There is.
into the station, the total number has grown to 21.

number of tracks leading out of the station
a total of four for the main line, two passing under
Thirty-second and two under Thirty-third street, and thence under
the East River to the Long Island City yards. The track surface
of the station may be compared to two unfolded fans joined together
at the open ends, the handle of one extending under the Hudson and
that of the other under East River. Within the station area, covering 25 acres of ground space, there are 16 miles of tracks. This
trackage area will afford ample facilities for easy movement of
many hundred trains per day by the prompt and efficient means
of electric power.
Through trains from the western side of the
Hudson, after discharging passengers, will proceed at once to Long
Island City, where the train yards and terminals will be located,
thus leaving the station tracks clear of any idle equipment, and
likewise the westbound through trains made up at the Long Island
City terminal will pass through the station, stopping only to take
up their quota of passengers. The suburban service of the Long
Island Railroad will be operated on the "shuttle" plan, by which
the trains are kept in continuous motion in and out of the station.
The planning of the station, with its numerous entrances and
exits independent of each other and separating the incoming from
the outgoing throng, was worked out to facilitate, in greatest
measure, the prompt and uninterrupted movement of the traffic.
The exposure of the building on all four of its sides to main
arteries of street traffic gives the plan a flexibility, which is rarely
obtainable in a building of such enormous proportions situated in
the heart of a great city, and also insures easy connections by underground subways with the future extensions of the city's rapid
transit system under Seventh and Eighth avenues and the cross
also a reduction in the

to the east, to

streets.

The designs for the station were made by McKim, Meade &
The drawings
White, and will be executed under their, direction.
shown with this article supplement those shown in our issue of
Feb. 9, 1906. to which reference should be made.
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sented to him are the following: Mitchell, Watson & Co., 667 shares;
Cochran Coal Company, 250 shares; Cabot Creek Coal Co., 50 shares;
The seventeenth annual meeting of the National Association Commercial Coal Company, 33 shares; Big Bend Coal Company. 17
of Car Service Managers was held at Denver May 15 and 16. The shares; Monterey Coal Company, 40 shares. In addition he holds
association includes the managers ot all demurrage bureaus in the 200 shares of the Saltsburg Coal Company stock, which he purchased,
country. 41 in number. Twenty-five members were in attendance. according to his statement, at half par value.
President J. M. Jamison, of the Jamison Coal & Coke Co., testiThe President of the association. Major Charles B. Peck, of
Houston. Texas, died in June, 1905, and Vice-President C. W. San- fied that his company had presented to Pennsylvania Railroad offord is seriously ill, so that Commissioner E. E. Hill, of the Denver ficials stock in his company with the object of securing better treatment and facilities from the corporation. Through J. R. McGinley,
association, presided.
The Secretary's report showed 33,366,361 cars reported during of Pittsburg, 500 shares of stock in the Jamison Company had been
The average offered to Robert Pitcairn, assistant to the President. Pitcairn did
1905, an increase over the previous year of 4,216,484.
detention to cars while loading and unloading, during the year not want the stock and the witness bought it back from him for
The association has published in pamph- $5,000; he was told by McGinley that Pitcairn said he preferred
1905, was 1.4 days per car.
the money to the stock. Witness said that he held in trust 400
let form all legal decisions bearing upon car service rules, and
the pamphlet may be obtained by anyone interested by application shares which belonged equally to Edward Pitcairn, trainmaster of
to A. G. Thomason, Secretary, Scranton, Pa., or any car service the Pittsburg division, and R. L. O'Donnel, General Superintendent
manager. At the request of the Association of American Railway of the Buffalo & Allegheny Valley division. The stock was preAccounting Officers the following committee of car service managers sented to the men named. George W. Clark, car distributer at
was appointed to meet at Bluff Point, N. Y., June 26, 1906, to confer Altoona, held 100 shares, and Joseph Boyer, employed in the office
on proper methods of accounting for car service earnings: E. B. of A. W. Gibbs, Superintendent of Motive Power of the Pennsylvania
Stevenson, of Nashville, Tenn.; B. H. Garrigues, of Kansas City, Railroad, held 200 shares.
Mo.; J. O. Klapp, of Milwaukee, Wis.; C. W. Bradley, of Buffalo.
George W. Clark told of having received monthly a check for
N. Y. A. G. Thomason, of Scranton, Pa.
$50 from Capt. Alfred Hicks, a mine operator, and stated that he
The committee on claims reported on the manner of adjusting did not know why the money was sent to him.
claims caused by refusal of freight by consignees, provoking a lively
R. K. Cassatt told the commission that at a time when the
The committee is to be continued from year to year in Pennsylvania Railroad Company was suffering from a scarcity of
discussion.
an effort to arrive at uniformity in treatment of claims. The com- coal cars it had relinquished its claim to 500 cars ordered from
mittee on office methods and accounting reported a form of daily the" Pressed Steel Car Company, and that the cars had been purreport and form of car service bill. This committee was instructed chased by the Keytsone Coal & Coke Company.
to confer with the Association of Transportation and Car AccountCharles E. Pugh, Second Vice-President, asked as to his policy
ing Officers, looking toward a combined form of daily report to be regarding sidings said:
"We have refrained as far as possible from
made to the transportation officer and the car service association.
putting in new sidings." The company was not inclined to place a
A paper was presented by J. E. Challenger, of Philadelphia, siding for an operation of small promise. Mr. Pugh said he had
The association de- several shares in the Brubacher Coal Company, which is a holdentitled "Publication of Detention Statistics."
cided to appeal to each railroad in the country for an expression ing company only; nine $500 bonds in the Aroma Gas Coal Comof opinion as to how these statistics should be compiled and pub- pany, five $1,000 bonds of the Pittsburg & Chicago Gas Coal Comlished.
A. J. Elliott, of Peoria, read a paper on charging for Re- pany, 550 shares, par 55, of the Thacker Coal Company, on the
consigning Privileges. A committee of three managers was ap- Norfolk & Western, and 50 shares and $10,000 worth of bonds of
pointed to further the ideas advanced in this paper. P. R. Hanlon, the Thacker Pee Company, a holding company.
of Seattle, read a paper advocating a uniform rule to govern deR. L. O'Donnel said he had 300 shares of the Keystone Coal &
tention to cars delayed by improper loading by shippers.
J. E.
Coke Company, which were given him in exchange for 100 shares
Duval, of Montreal, addressed the convention on car service condi- of the Madison Gas Coal Company, which was merged with the
tions in Canada.
Keystone. The Madison shares were given to him. His holdings
C. W. Sanford. of Chicago, was elected President, and E. B.
in the Latrobe-Connellsville Company are 400 shares, received in
Stevenson, of Nashville, Vice-President; and A. G. Thomason, of exchange for Saxman Company and Superior Company stock when
Scranton, Pa., was re-elected Secretary-Treasurer.
these companies were absorbed. Mr. O'Donnel said he purchased
The selection of time and place of next meeting was left to no bonds, but shared in the free stock issue. J. Howard Patton.
the Executive Committee, with the preference expressed for Norfolk. he said, gave him 120 shares of the Lucesco Coal Company. He
Va.. in May or June, 1907.
received 200 shares in the Jamison Coal & Coke Company from
In
Most of the Car Service Managers are associate members of Edward Pitcairn, trainmaster of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
the Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers, and the Preston Company Mr. O'Donnel has 25 shares, Gilpin Company
remained at Denver to attend the meeting of that association on 20 shares, Aronwall 20 shares, and Bagdad 20 shares. He said he
the 17th.
paid $3,000 for the stock in the last three companies ami had been
receiving from $75 to $125 a month dividends on the stock.
George W. Clark, being asked about his dividends from ("apt.
Railroad Officers' Stock in Coal Companies.
Alfred Hicks, replied that he never received any dividends.
"Did you ever get any money from Capt. Hicks?"
The investigation being made by the Interstate Commerce Com"1 received checks from Capt. Hicks."
mission into the relations of prominent railroads to the coal com"To what amount?"
panies shipping over their lines was continued last week in Phila"Fifty dollars each."
delphia, where many officers of the Pennsylvania were examined.
"How
often did you get those checks?"
in
furEvidence was given tending to show many irregularities
once a month for three or lour months."
"About
nishing cars to different shippers. The railroad company had an
The witness was ask. d why the money was sen to him
td
established schedule of percentages of cars to be delivered to diflie had never asked Capt. Hicks
ferent collieries.
Instances cited by the Government of excessive he replied that he did nol know,
numbers of cars delivered to alleged favored shippers were explained Why he sent the checks, and when they ceased coming he did not
by the assertion that in times of stress Important consignees, such ask Capt. Hicks why he had stopped sending them. Alter further
que tioning, Mr. Clark said he had received various Kit's from mine
as municipal lighting plants and huge public inslitutions. were fav
ored.
A number of Instances were cited where In the great scarcity operators during the past thiii- or toui years.
1,.
Sheppard, General Superintendent of the United Railways
of cars, three or four years ago. the railroad company permitted large
numbers of new coal cars 500 in one case which bad been ordered el' New Jersey, was examined as lii his Stockholdings in e ial 'em
panics ami alleged pier privileges given the Berwlnd- White Company
by it to be sold and delivered by the maker to coal companies In
at tidewater,
stead of to the railroad company. The Morrisdale Coal Company
ii.
ad
Edward Pitcairn, trainmaster on the Pittsliui
shipper of bituminous coal in the Clearfield region, charged thai
milted inning accepted stork in mai companies, and if. it Free
the Pennsylvania had furnished it with far less than its rightful
share of cars, and, In L902 and L903, bad practically destroyed the man. another trainmaster, said he received Christmas pi'
money frnin coal companies.
coal company's business by not furnishing cars, while the mines
Mai.
of larger shippers were able to ship their norma] quantities.
Richard Coulter, Jr.. in his testimony said that Prank
id
had particl
A large part of the Inquirj at Philadelphia was taken up with Thomson, an ex-President of the Pennsylvania Ra
pated in st. irk dist riinii ion
the examination of officers of the Pennsylvania concerning their
10.
ownership of the stocks of coal companies. From the reports of
Cleave, Superintendent or the Cambria S Clearfield dlvl
the hearings of May 16, 17 and IN, as given by the Associated Press. sion, said he had 250 shares of steel, in the Cnehran Coal
«e take the following paragraphs;
which he received in part payment Cot land told to the company, lie
laid tie had had stock in coal companit
George \v. Creighton, General Superintendent, admitted that he
offered him. but had
in..
te act ept it.
held stock in several coal companies, Mini that stock bad been pre
Among the companies in which Superlnten
Mr, Sheppard Bald lie owned stock In everal mining companies.
seated to him.
lli,
le COUld
mil recall
lie
,.l
dent Creighton admitted that he hehl sleek which bad been pre
nam.
..I
..in.
I'll,

Demurrage Managers' Annual Meeting.
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subsidiarj company of the Berwind-Whll
In one, which is
Coal Company, the witness said, he received Erom Edward Berwind.
was paying dividends, but he did nol remember the amount.
Mr. Sheppard said he owned 50 or LOO shares in the Pine Run
He
Goal Company.
Hi received this, he said, from Frank Patton.
had invested $2,500 In another company, which failed. This money
was returned to him, and be received the Pine Run Coal Company
stock.
ived,, he said. 60 or To shares in the Pittsburg
He also
Coal Company for liis work in negotiating lie sale of the stock.
Mr. Sheppard testified that the Berwind White Company rented
a pier at Harsimus from the Pennsylvania Railroad for $1,800 a year.
This pier, he said, was improved at a cost of $40,000 before the
The railroad company allows the Berwindcoal company rented it.
White company 7 cents a ton for unloading at Harsimus. and other
companies at South Amboy are allowed 5 cents a ton for the same
-stock

:i

work.
Pitcairn testified that the income from his coal stock
about $30,000 annually.
J. K. Russell, a road foreman on the Pittsburg division, said he
had 300 shares in the Keystone Coal & Coke Company, and was interested in the Ligonier Coal Company, the Altoona Coal & Coke
Company, the Greenwich Coal Company and the Connellsville Coal
& Coke Company. He had helped to organize the Claridge Coal
Company, he said, and, when it was absorbed by the Keystone Company, he received 300 shares. Most of the other stock, he said, was

Edward

amounted

to

given to him.
John Aldred, chief clerk in the office of S. C. Long, Superintendent of the Pittsburg division, sarkl he owned stock in a number
of companies which he secured through the payment of 10 per cent,
His income from his holdings was about
at the time of organization.
$8,000 annually, he said.
On May 18, Vice-President John P. Green issued a statement
The recent developments at the hearing in progress before
saying:
the Interstate Commerce Commission in this city in respect to the
acquisition and ownership of the stocks of coal companies and the
acceptance of gratuities by its employees are a surprise to the
management. While it is not believed that these have caused injustice to the public or the company, the facts with respect thereto
will be thoroughly investigated, and no ownership or practice calculated in any manner to affect the full and impartial discharge of
the duty owed by the company, its officers and employees to the
public will be tolerated.

Reply

The Standard

Oil

of the

Standard

Company makes

Oil Co.

the following full and inter-

esting reply to the Garfield charges:
26 Broadway, New York, May 16, 1906.
of the Standard Oil Company:
4 the President of the United States submitted a spe-

To the Shareholders

On May

message to Congress transmitting a report to him by Commissioner Garfield of the Bureau of Corporations, in which the Commissioner charges that this company "has habitually received from
the railroads, and is now receiving, secret rates and other unjust
and illegal discriminations."
Preliminary disclaimers were at once made to Commissioner
Garfield's allegations, but we feel that you may naturally anticipate a more elaborate and technical reply, which we submit hereunder, as to the more important points to which reference is made
cial

in Mr. Garfield's report.
It must be borne in mind that when shipments are made between two points located in different States or Territories such
shipments are interstate and the rates thereon are within the
Shipments which are made
jurisdiction of the Federal authorities.
between two points within the same State or Territory are State
or intrastate shipments, and the rates thereon do not come within

the jurisdiction of the Federal authorities.

NEW ENGLAND.
Mr. Garfield opens his detailed instances with the alleged refusal of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad and the
Boston & Maine Railroad to prorate on oil, the inference being
that this gave an undue advantage to the Standard, because the
latter reached coast points in New England by water and distributed oil thence by rail to the interior.
It was pointed out to the Commissioner that competitors distributed oil in the same way from Bridgeport, Conn., enjoying exactly the same rates to points on the New Haven system as those paid
by the Standard from Wilson's Point, Norwalk, Conn., to the same
stations, and that the same was true as to the rates given to
a competitor at Beverly, Mass., as compared with the rates given to
the Standard Oil Company at East Boston, Mass. Corroborative of
the foregoing, President C. S. Mellen of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford road has stated that "there are others operating upon
our lines with the Standard Oil Company under the same circumPresident Lucius Tuttle of the Boston &
stances and conditions."
Maine Railroad says: "No man can say with the slightest semblance

No. 21.
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Company has a refinery at Olean, N. V., and
Rochester, N. V. The refinery at Olean Is not equipped
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ruth that the Boston & Maine has ever shown any discrimination
between the Standard Oil Company and any other oil producers."

of

1
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The Vacuum
a refinery at

l

Oil

and turn out the high grades of oil required by
Company's trade. The rate of nine CI m pi t barrel was put in as a between relinerj rale, and has been in force
for a great many years.
Why the Western New York and Pennsy.vania Railroad decided lo blind bi
which means that no rate
was shown on the manifest, we do not know, but Vice President
Thayer of the Pennsylvania Railroad, the carrier concerned, in a
to

the

refine, finish

Vacuum

Oil

1,

published Btatement, says:
'It is true that there has been in effect a special rate of nine
cents per barrel from Olean to Rochester, and it has not been
withdrawn. This rale was originally made in 1888 by the Western
New York & Pennsylvania Railroad, twelve years before the acquisition of that company by the Pennsylvania Rai.road, in order
to retain the railroad traffic which would otherwise have gone by
pipe line. The traffic to be transported was crude oil and unfinished
products moving from one refinery to another belonging to the
same owners. Attention having been recently called to the wording of the tariff, which might be construed to include a refined oil
and perhaps was so erroneously construed and applied in a few
instances, insignificant as compared with the total traffic, the wording of the tariff was corrected so as to clearly confine the rate
It is not
to crude oil and unfinished products thereof, as intended.
a secret rate and never has been secret. The tariff was not filed
with the Interstate Commerce Commission because it applies to
traffic solely within the State of New York, and tariffs upon such
traffic are never filed with the commission, whose jurisdiction covers

only interstate traffic."
"Reference," Vice-President
'blind-billing' as
Its

purpose

is

Thayer continues, "is made to
were some secret device. This also is untrue.
This was fully explained
save clerical work.

if it

to

Commissioner Garfield's representative."
While the Commissioner dwells with emphasis upon the low
rate of nine cents between Olean and Rochester, he makes no
mention of a tariff of which he has knowledge showing a rate
of nine cents per barrel on crude oil and ten cents on refined oil
from Freemansburg, Pa., to New York Harbor, a distance but little
less than that between Olean and Rochester, the rates from Freemansburg being used entirely by competitors of the Standard.
to

Mr. Garfieid, in connection with the Olean rate, charges that
to a certain "virtually secret" rate from Norwood, N. Y., to
Burlington, Vt., the Standard enjoyed lower rates than competing
Many,
shippers to the same territory. The facts are as follows:
perhaps fifteen, years ago the road running from Norwood, N. Y.,
to Burlington, Vt., asked for some of the oil traffic and issued and
filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission a rate of twentythree dollars per car. The rate from Rochester, N. Y., to Norwood,
There was no through
N. Y., was nine cents per 100 pounds.
rate from Rochester to Burlington, via Norwood, and the Standard
used, open'.y and without rebate, the State rates from Olean and
from Rochester plus the local open published rate of twenty-three
dollars per car from Norwood, N. Y., to Burlington, Vt., which had
been filed at the time of issue with the Interstate Commerce Commission.
There was nothing illegal in this method of shipment.
The right of a shipper to use a combination of State and interstate rates as against a single rate higher than the combination
has been upheld by the courts.
It is difficult to understand why the twenty-three dollar rate
from Norwood, N. Y., to Burlington, Vt., is called "virtually a
secret rate" when it was not only covered by a tariff filed with the
Interstate Commerce Commission, but as far back as 1S99 was
It
applied to a shipment made by a competitor of the Standard.
was pointed out to Mr. Garfield that it was not at all necessary
for the Standard to ship via Norwood in order to reach Burlington;
that for years an interstate rate of 12 cents per 100 pounds had
been in effect from New London, Conn., to Burlington, Vt., by means
of which rate the Standard Oil Company could place oil in the
Burlington district to as great advantage as via Norwood, and
that it had made shipments via that route.

owing

SHIPMENTS INTO THE SOUTH.
Mr. Garfield charges that the Standard Oil Company has maintained "absolute control" of the section of country south of the
Ohio River and east of the Mississippi through "secret" rates and
open discriminations from Whiting, Ind.
The charge covers many rate points. First comes that as to
the oil entering the South through what is termed the Grand Junction, Tenn., combination. For years and by way of both the Illinois
Central and the Chicago & Eastern Illinois railroads running south
from Chicago the rate on refined oil from Whiting. Ind., to Grand
Junction, Tenn., was 13 cents per 100 pounds, and this rate was
covered by published tariffs filed with the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The latter fact Mr. Garfield has omitted to state in
The Southern Railway had a tariff also published and
his report.

^
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with the Interstate Commission, naming rates from Evansville,
via Grand Junction, Tenn., to a great many points through
(he South. A printed division sheet issued by the Southern Railway as part and parcel of the tariff applying from Evansville bore
the following notation: "On shipments of oil from points north
of Evansville, via Evansville, the Southern Railway will apply
rates (as shown in the division sheet) south of Grand Junction."
filed
1

ml.,

These rates have been in force since 1898, and collections have
always been made from the Standard Oil Company at the net
figures; no rebates or secret settlements being involved.
It was specifically shown to the Commissioner that the combination of rates into the South via Grand Junction was not of
.great importance to the Standard Oil Company, because during
all the time the rates to and from Grand Junction were in force
the Standard Oil Company shipped fully as much oil from Whiting
via Evansville and other routes at the rates prevailing to and
beyond the Ohio River. The use of the Grand Junction route was
simply an incident in the distribution of a part of a very large tonnage into the South. Hundreds of cars were shipped yearly into
that section from Ohio and Pennsylvania shipping points by the
Shipments were also made from
Standard and its competitors.
Buffalo and Rochester, N. Y., from Philadelphia, Pa., Baltimore,
Md., Savannah, Ga., Wilmington, N. C, and New Orleans, La.
So far as the rates from Whiting to Evansville are concerned,
the fact is that these rates were openly quoted by the railroads
and were in force a great many years. The Standard had nothing
It simply paid
to do with the railroad's method of manifesting.
the rates quoted to it without rebate or secret settlement of any
kind.

RATE TO EAST

ST. LOUIS.

Mr. Garfield complains of the application of a rate of six cents
per 100 pounds on oil from Whiting. Ind., to East St. Louis, 111.,
claiming that it was a "secret" rate, and that in the matter of
way billing by the railroads manipulation was resorted to with the
knowledge of the Standard Oil officials.
About 1890, when the refinery had been established at Whiting,
Ind., the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway named to the
Standard Oil Company a rate of six cents per 100 pounds and
issued and sent to the Standard Oil Company a rate sheet from
Chicago, 111., to East St. Louis, 111. At the same time it advised
the Standard Oil Company that under its rules the State rate of
six cents per 100 pounds would apply not only from Chicago proper
Dut from all points both in Illinois and Indiana within the socalled Chicago switching limits, and that under such rules it
would absorb the switching charge per car from Whiting to its
own rails, thus applying the six cent rate from Whiting to East
Subsequently the Chicago & Alton and the Chicago &
St. Louis.
Eastern Illinois solicited a share of the business at the same rate
and the business was divided between the three roads. For several years the three roads applied the six cent rate from Whiting
under their widely known rule, understood by every carload shipper
in Chicago and vicinity, viz., that Chicago rates would apply to and
from all points within the switching limits. A number of these
points are just across the border in Indiana and are the seat of
important industries, viz., Whiting, East Chicago, Hammond and
Indiana Harbor.
The application of Chicago rates to and from
these points within the switching limits is of long usage and concerns not only the shipment of oil from Whiting to points in Illinois
but the shipments of many other lines of goods to similar points.
Several years ago the railroads covered the matter more specifically by filing with the Interstate Commerce Commission so-called
""application sheets," providing that any rate named from Chicago
to a point in Illinois or beyond down to a minimum of six cents
per 100 pounda in carloads would apply from all points in Illinois
or Indiana within Hie Chicago switching limits.
Common usage
•established the principle of applying Chicago rates from points
within the Chicago switching limits tip to the time the practice was
covered by application sheets filed with the Interstate Commerce

Commission.
With the method of way billing, which is purely an accounting
matter between the railroad agents and the railroad auditor, the
shipper necessarily has nothing to do. Commissioner Garfield insisted that the Standard oil Company must have known id' the
method of manifesting until it was pointed out, to him with ex
treme care that the Chicago-East SI. Louis roads hauling the
did not reach Whiting, and thai the cars were switched lo them
a Chicago switching road. All the Standard Oil Company know
of
1

!

this transaction

is

Whiting, consigned

that
to
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delivered
St.

I

iters

oilis,

to
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During the time the comto Chicago, a distance of fifty-six miles.
petitive plant was in operation at Kankakee the roads running
west and northwest from Chicago absorbed on shipments destined
to points on their lines $8 per car of the rate from Kankakee
to Chicago, and as the rate was only lVi cents per 100 pounds, it
resulted in the application of Chicago rates from Kankakee, the
same as were app.ied from Whiting.

KANSAS.
In this section of the report the only reference to Kansas is
that there are some "unfair open rates" a matter too vague to
answer, and the statement that "a more important discrimination
lies in the arbitrary weight fixed by the railroads on crude and
fuel oil. As known to every shipper of oil in the United States it
has been the general custom of the railroads to assess the weights
or all the liquid products of petroleum at an estimated average of
six and four-tenths pounds per gallon, and it is so expressed in the
This includes fuel oil, which weighs more than six and
tariffs.
four-tenths pounds per gallon, and gasolene and naphthas, which
weigh less. Every refiner in the United States makes interstate
shipments under these conditions. An exception, however, to this
general rule was made by the roads running out of Kansas. Short-

—

ly after oil was produced in large quantities in Kansas the Kansas
railroads decided that since the producers of crude oil had no light
products gasolenes, naphthas to offer that would go toward constituting an average, they should pay the actual weight on the inOn the
dividual product that they offered for transportation.
theory that crude oil was not included in the general average of
six and four-tenths pounds, the Kansas railroads applied a weight
The Standard Oil
of seven and four-tenths pounds to crude oil.
Company, as explained to Mr. Garfield, objected to the advanced
weight on crude oil; but its objection was unheeded by the railroads, and yet, notwithstanding the foregoing explanation, the
commissioner includes the Kansas weight rule in the list of things
making for favoritism from the railroads to the Standard Oil

—

—

Company.
CALIFORNIA.

In California, the commissioner charges that rebates as well as
discriminations by secret rates have been given on oil. This refers
to State rates not within the jurisdiction of the Federal authorities.
Here it is no question of the Standard Oil Company alone,
but of many producers and consumers of oil.
There is no law in California requiring the railroads to file
tariffs.
When, therefore, the problem was presented of hauling
a new and large production of oil, used to a large extent for
fuel, they quoted rates to shippers according to the conditions existing from time to time.
No class rates were applied to these

hence overcharges were inevitable, and when made
were refunded, to make the freight charges correspond with the
rates quoted.
There was not the slightest favoritism shown the
Standard.
The same rates quoted to it were quoted to others,
and in many cases the rates were obtained and used by others
before the Standard knew of their existence. Whenever the situation
in California is such that all shipments can be covered by regular
tariffs the Standard will welcome the change.
Mr. Garfield mentions certain California state rates used "in
shipments;

connection with interstate shipments." In reply it may be said
that where the state rates were used from any point in California
in connection with interstate rates from some other point in California to a point in Arizona it was necessary, because no through
rates were in force from the point of shipment to destination. For
example: Through rates were in force from Redondo, t'al.. via the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, to points in Arizona on that
On the other hand, the Southern Pacific, for reasons best
road.
known to itself, did not join in through rates from Redondo. On
shipments from Redondo to points in Arizona on the Southern
Pacific it was necessary to use the local rates, no matter what they
might be, from Redondo to Los Angeles, plus the published tariff
rates filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission from Los
Angeles to point of destination. The wharf at Redondo is public,
ami Hie wharf, the state rates and the Interstate rates were open to
the use of any shipper.

u
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the claim of Commissioner Garfield was true thai the stand
ani i. favored by open rates II would Involve no! onlj .elusion
between the railroads ami the Standard Oil Company, bul collusion
II
would also Involve the con
bj
the railroads with each other
.hi ,,i b railroad not reaching Whiting, Ind., tor example to the
establishment of rates oul ol that point which would be Injurious
to business out of another point at winch the consenting railroad
if
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While dwelling upon what he considers a low rale used In tin
Standard from Whiting to Blast si. Louis, Mr. Garfield Ealli to men
lion that in 1896 and later the same rale on oil was in force by
the Illinois Central Railroad Hum Kankakee, [11., in East si. Louis,
tor the benefit of a plant located at Kankakee and in which the
Standard was in no way Interested, The same road made
rate
tor the same shipper of i'._. cents per mo pounds from Kankakee
,1

of

year's "savings" to the Standard through the operation
sums which the Presidenl aggregates as
freight rates

the switching road a1
that the carrying roads

collected freight from the Standard on Company at the rei
rate of (1 cents per ion pounds.
There was no Becrecy about
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almost every section of the United States where the Stand
refinery, except a1 Whiting,
ml.
No rales can be made applicable to the Standard which will not
he equally applicable in the Standard' c
petitors.
in conclusion:
\iter an Investigation of shipments during a
period of about fifteen years over more than 200,000 miles of railway the commission is no! able to show that the Standard Oil Company received a single rebate on its Interstate shipments, lie has
only been able lo call attention to a few instances in which the
rate situation in bis opinion required explanation.
This explanation was freely given and we believe would be satisfactory to any
man familiar with transportation problems.
If the commissioner had any doubts as to the regularity of
these rates he mighl have brought them to the attention of the
Interstate Commerce Commission when the questions at issue could
have been heard and determined. In the absence of such determination it is surely not within the limits of fairness for the Bureau
of Corporations to cast aspersions upon a great corporation.
The company owns and controls only a very moderate percentage of the crude oil production of the United States, and with at
least one hundred and twenty-five rival refineries in existence it is
a palpable absurdity to call it a monopoly. For the last quarter of
a century more than 60 per cent, of its output has been shipped
to foreign countries.
In creating and sustaining this vast foreign
trade the company has encountered innumerable obstacles and incessant competition from other petroleum industries possessing
the advantages of geographical location and cheaper labor, and
which are oftentimes developed under the fostering care of their
respective governments.
If the company maintains a gratifying
percentage of the world's commerce it is because it keeps its
agreements and delivers products of reliable quality at reasonable
prices.
Whatever measure of prosperity it has enjoyed is not
traceable to illegal or reprehensible methods, but to its economic
and elaborate industrial organization, covering, as it does, every
detail of transportation, manufacture and administration. By order
of the board of directors.
c. u. imi.vi r. Secretary.
flnerj
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Train Accidents

in

the United States in April.

unx, 2d. Pennsylvania road, Rockland, Pa., a work train going
up a wreck was derailed and the fireman and one other trainman were killed. Four employees on the ground were injured.
unx, 2d, Chesapeake & Ohio, Mentor, Ky., freight train No. 65
was derailed and wrecked and one brakeman was killed.
to pick

o, 2d, Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, Amherst, Ohio, the
locomotive of a freight train was wrecked by the explosion of its
boiler, and two men were injured, one of them fatally.
dr. 3d. St. Louis & San Francisco, Wister Junction, Ind. T., passenger train No. 6 was derailed by a broken rail and three passenger
cars were ditched, one of them, a sleeping car. being overturned.
Ten passengers were injured, but all of the injuries were slight.
The sleeping car conductor was seriously injured.
dn. 4th. Norfolk & Western, Juniper Siding. Va.. a passenger
train was derailed at a misplaced switch. Four trainmen were injured, one of them fatally.
dr, 5th. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, St. Michael. Neb., westbound passenger train No. 41 was derailed by spreading of rails.
and two baggage cars were overturned. The first seven passenger
cars were badly damaged.
The train was well filled with passengers,
but. according to the report, only four persons were injured.
The
gas tank in one of the chair cars caught fire, but was thrown out
of the car before it exploded. An explosion took place and the
wreck caught fire, but the flames were soon extinguished.
dn, 6th, 9 p.m., Baltimore & Ohio, Swanton, Md., a westbound
freight train ascending a grade with a pushing engine at the rear
was derailed by the buckling of the train in the middle, and one car
fell on the eastbound track.
Eastbound passenger train No. 12, coming along a moment afterward, ran into the wreck and was derailed.
The passenger engine was thrown against the side of the mountain
and the engineman was killed. Two other trainmen were injured.
mix. 6th, Southern Railway, Salisbury, N. C, freight train No. 72
was derailed and 15 loaded cars broke through an iron bridge, knocking it down.
unx, 9th, Mobile & Ohio. Sugar Creek, 111., passenger train No. 2

Accidents In which Injuries are Eew or slight and the money loss Is apparently small, will, us a rule, t
nltted fi
this list.
The Minimi .,, icieni
record, published by the interstate Commerce Commission quarterly, is regularly reprint id In the Railroml dim II.
Tin- Hnssifie.-uinn of lie accidents in
the present list is Indicated by the use of the following
<
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ABBKBVIATIONS.
rc

Rear

collisions.

Hutting collisions.
Miscellaneous collisions.
dr
Derailments; defects of roadway.
eq
Derailments; defects of equipment.
dn
Derailments; negligenceln operating
uuf
Derailments tin foreseen obstruction,
unx Derailments; unexplained,
o
Miscellaneous accidents.
An asterisk at the beginning of a paragraph Indicates a wreck wholly or
partly destroyed by lire; a dagger indicates an accident causing the death of
one or more passen
be
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was derailed ami the engine and first f
The
cars were ditched.
on j, ill emu n. li reman and four Othi t per: mis wei e injured.
unx. 9th, Erie road, Buffalo, N, V. an eastbound passenger train
was derailed and the engine was overturned. The engineman
biiie.i and the fireman and three passengers
were injured
unx, 9th, West Virginia Central & Pittsburg,' DaWSOn, Md.. a
work train going lo the relief of a passenger train which had been
detained by a landslide, was derailed and the engine was overturned
be engineman and fireman were killed.
'

i

New York. Philadelphia & Norfolk, Bxmore, Va.,
winch bad broken in two was run into at the rear
in a following passenger train, and theengineand several cai
were
wrecked. The engineman and fireman won. killed. There was a
dense fog at the time.
eq, 10th, 9 p.m., Atlantic Coast Line, Winona. S. C, fast mail
train No. &2 was derailed by the failure of the tire of one of the
u In-els of the tender, and the lirsi four cars were thrown at right
angles to the track and badly damaged.
It is said that none of the
occupants of the train were injured.
be, 13th, Southern Railway, Statesvllle, X. C, butting collision
between a regular freight train going down grade and an extra
It is said that the
freight going up, badly damaging both engines.
regular train was running at 50 miles an hour. The men on both
engines jumped off and all except one escaped with slight injuries.
The failure of an operator to deliver an order is said to have been
the cause of the collision.
unx. 13th, Chicago & North-Western, McNaughton, Wis., a freight
train was derailed and several cars were wrecked; one man was
rc,

a

Huh.

freight

5 a.m.,

nam

killed.

unx. 16th, Louisville & Nashville, Zion. Ky.. a passenger train
was derailed and the engine was overturned. The engineman was
killed and the fireman and four other trainmen were injured.
rc, 17th, Pennsylvania road. New Florence, Pa., an eastbound
xpress train which had been stopped on accouni of the breaking
out of a fire in the baggage car was run into at the rear by a following freight train, badly damaging the rear passenger car. Eight
passengers were injured. It is said that a block signalman gave a
clear signal to the freight, ignoring the fact that the passenger train
had not passed out of the block section.
be. 17th, Louisville & Nashville, Richmond, Ky., butting collision between southbound freight train No. 45 and a work train
running north, making a bad wreck. Eight employees were injured,
three of them probably fatally. It is said that the men in charge
of the work train had overlooked a change in a new time-table.
o, 17th, Atlantic Coast Line, Manchester. Va., a locomotive was
wrecked by the explosion of its boiler and the fireman was scalded.
19th, Cumberland Valley, Shippensburg, Pa., collision of switching freight trains; one trainman killed, one injured.
xc, 25th, Shreveport, La., a switching train of the Kansas CitySouthern collided with a passenger train of the Texarkana, Shreveport & Natchez at the crossing of the two roads and two cars were
wrecked. The baggageman and a mail clerk were injured.
25th, Lehigh Valley, Yatesville, Pa., the engine and three cars
of a freight train were derailed by an explosion of dynamite, evidently malicious, and the engineman and fireman were injured.
be, 26th. Southern Railway, Marion, N. C, butting collision of
freight trains; three trainmen injured.
dn. 26th, Southern Railway, Chatham, Va., a freight train was
derailed, evidently by running too fast; one employee killed and
two injured.
<

unx, 26th, Southern Railway, Pomona, N. C, a freight train was
derailed and the engine was overturned. The fireman was killed
and the engineman injured.
o, 27th, Pennsylvania road, Harrisburg, Pa., the locomotive of a
freight train was wrecked by the explosion of its boiler; the engineman was killed and two other trainmen were fatally injured.
*unf, 27th, Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, Chalco, Neb., a passenger train was derailed by running into the wreck of an overhead
bridge which had taken fire and fallen to the track. The train
was brought to a stand with the two passenger cars in the midst
of the fire, and these were destroyed.
The gas tanks of the cars
exploded and blew the cars to pieces. The engineman, fireman and
one passenger were slightly injured.
*unx, 29th, Northern Pacific, Reid, Mont., a freight train was
derailed and three trainmen and several tramps were injured, and
the engineman and fireman were burned to death in a fire which
consumed most of the wreck.
dr, 29th, 8 p.m., Southern Railway, Anniston, Ala., westbound
passenger train No. 37 was derailed at a defective switch and the
baggageman was killed. Twelve passengers were injured.
dn, 30th, Colorado & Southern, Forks Creek, Colo., a passenger
train, narrow gage, which was being separated at the top of a grade,
became uncontrollable and a part of the cars broke loose and ran
down the steep grade without attendance. Hand-brakes were applied, but without effect, and at the first sharp curve the cars were'
thrown down a bank, and 21 passengers were injured.
unx, 30th, Baltimore & Ohio, Triadelphia, W. Va., a special
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carrying officers of the road, was derailed, and the superintendent was injured.
unx, 30th, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Orange, Cal., a passenger train was derailed while running at full speed, and the first
three cars were wrecked.
Several passengers and trainmen were
train,

injured.

Destruction of Creosoted Piles.

These pictures show creosoted piles that are very hadly eaten
by teredos and limnoria. In the vicinity of Puget Sound, according
to Mr. A. Stewart, Assistant Chief Engineer of the Great Northern
at Seattle, a stick of timber, rough sawed, will last about eight
months, a peeled pine will last a year, a pile with the bark on will
last a year and a half, while a creosoted pile will last from 15

Fig.
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the amendment as it now stands, passes or free transportation could
not be given to Pullman employees, railroad mail clerks, representatives of baggage transfer companies, employees of contractors working on the line of a road and to many other classes for whom free
transportation is almost necessary. In the opinion of some of the
conferees the Senate amendment, by prohibiting free transportation
generally and then making a long list of exceptions, many of which
are ridiculous, goes at the matter from the wrong end. They believe that it would be belter to specify the classes of persons who
shall not be given free transportation and allow the roads to use
their discretion as to all others. An effort will be made in conference to put the amendment into this shape. It is contended that
unless this is done, even though the list of exceptions should be
greatly extended, there would be danger of leaving out some classes
who should have free transportation.
There is serious conflict between the amendment making the
act apply to pipe line companies and declaring
them to become common carriers and that provid_ Tii^
ing that from and after May 1, 1908, it shall be
unlawful for any common carrier to transport in
interstate or foreign commerce any article or commodity, other than timber and the manufacturei
products thereof, manufactured, mined, or produced by it or under its authority or which it may
own in whole or in part, or in which it may have
any interest, direct or indirect, except such articles
or commodities as may be necessary and intended
for its own use in the conduct of its business as a
common carrier. These two amendments taken
prevent
the
transportation
would
together
across state lines by means of any pipe line

1.

wt
Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

months to 15 years. The unfortunate pari of it is thai two piles
treated and driven under the same conditions will be affected differently by the teredo and limnoria.

Washington Correspondence.
in
Ti.
The Hepburn railroad rate bin is
legislative stage and the finishing touches will be pul en
It by the conferees of the Senate and
House of Representatives,
As it is usually the case with a bill thai is materially and hastily
amended, some el' Hie aim mliui'iits made by Hie Senale are mil sal

last

Isfactory even to the men who were chiefly Instrumental in secur
II
ing their adoption, and some of them conflict With eaeb other.
is
probable thai more men in both Ileuses of Congress are dll
satisfied

with

the anti-pass
the Senaie,

was adopted by
persons who

amendment than with any other
11
is
now generally recognized

thai
thai

permit the giving Of pisses to many
should be entitled to receive them, .For Instance, under

the Senale amenilmenl

tails to

oil

or other

might

commodity, except
lie

water or natural or

artl

owned by the owner

of the pipe line or in
have anj Interest. It Is

which the owner of the pipe line might
ObvlOUS thai this WOUld pul manj Of the pipe lines out Of business
or WOUld compel Oil companies owning such lines to sell them lo
will
n is expert,-,
thai the conferee
Independent corporations,
change these amendments so as to remove the existing con ft id
between them,
An effort is to be made to have the provision requiring the
tiling witii the interstate Commerce Commission ami the posting
tor public Inspection of all ratei
and charges so amended
rare
1

mm

Washington, May

its

ay

linai gas, that

noi in require the filing ami pub!
iugb rates to
'tie
points in foreign countries nol contiguou
to
United •
As the bill now stands it would require the flllng ami publication
hi every through rale, whether bj an all rail route, bj pipe tin
Is contended thai
the appll
tl
by rail in conjunction with water
cation hi' this requlremenl to tran oceanic rates would tend to
hamper ihe foreign commerce of the
nlted Statei
Another amendment that is being much criticised is thai re
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of lading which proposes to make the road on which
the traffic origi
able to the holder of the bill of lading tor
any loss, damage or injury whether such loss, damage or injury is
caused by the originating road or by any common carrier, railroad,
l

1

1 ss

or transportation

company

to

or over whose line or lines
titling the originating road

have as yet

failed to furnish the necessary information
In completing these figures the secretaries of the various lumber associations are co-operating most effectively.
A more complete statement

when

will be issued

all

reports have been received.

which the property may be delivered

Lumber,
Lumber,

may

pass, subject to a provision ento recover from the carrier, road or
This is criticised as
company respi
ir the loss or damage.
being virtually a requirement that the originating road shall insure
It is not
the safe transportation of property beyond its own lines.
certain, however, that the conferees will change this provision in
.any waj
As the bill passed the House the provision for the enforcement
by the courts of any order of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
•other than for the payment of money, required the court to enforce the order if it was found that it was regularly made and duly
The Senate amended this by substituting the word "lawserved.
fully" for "regularly." This amendment has been much criticised
by some of the members of the House Committee, and such a conservative Senator as Mr. Spooner has declared that it was a misIt is probable, therefore, that the word "regularly" will be
take.
This might have been a matter of great importance to
restored.
the railroads if the Senate had not incorporated in the bill express provision for judicial review without denying to the courts
authority to suspend an order pending review. With the review
provision in the bill it is not probable that the Interstate Commerce
Commission will often be called upon to institute proceedings for the
enforcement of an order and some railroad attorneys take the view
that it makes very little difference which word is used.
It is possible that the conferees may do something with the
Senate amendments putting the express companies and sleeping car
companies under the provision of the law and requiring carriers
engaged in interstate commerce to give equally good service and accommodations to all persons paying the same compensation for interstate transportation of passengers.
Some of the southern men in
Congress are very much afraid that these two amendments taken
together will have the effect of nullifying the "Jim Crow" car laws
of the southern states so far as they apply to interstate passengers,
and they are endeavoring to have these amendments eliminated.
In this they are obtaining assistance from an unexpected source, as
there has been a delegation of negroes from Boston at the Capitol
opposing the retention of these provisions on the ground that it is
better for the negroes of the United States to base their contention for equal treatment on the broad general language of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution rather than upon a statutory provision.
All indications now point to a speedy agreement by the conferees and to the adoption of the conference report in both houses
without serious opposition. There has been some loose talk about
the possibility of President Roosevelt's vetoing the bill on account
of the elimination of the words "in its judgment" from the ratemaking section. This is perfectly absurd, however. As a matter of
fact the President gave his approval to the proposition for the elimination of these words before the Senate had voted on Senator Teller's
motion to strike them out. Even if he had not consented to this
amendment there is every reason to believe that Mr. Roosevelt would
sign the bill. On the whole, it is a substantial victory for him and
•carries out the spirit of his original recommendation to Congress
on this subject that "the Commission should be vested with the
power, where a given rate has been challenged and after full hearing
found to be unreasonable, to decide, subject to judicial review, what
shall be a reasonable rate to take its place; the ruling of the Commission to take effect immediately, and to obtain unless and until
it is reversed by the court of review."
j. c. w.
it
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table separates the cut by species and shows the
relative position each species occupies in the lumber cut of the country. The stock on hand January 1, 1906, is also given, and its percentage of the amount cut. The stock of western white pine is doubtless
in excess of the true figure, due to confusion in reporting sugar and
other related pines with this species.
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Instruction of

German Employees.
Washington

There has been a course of instruction established at Dresden
The followfor the education of railroad officials and employees.
ing courses of lectures were given, all by officials practically engaged in the state service; six on safety precautions in railroad
'

operation, five on the relations of railroad construction to railroad
operation, four on traffic geography, six on passenger traffic, five
on railroad freight law and on rates, six on the constitution of the
German Empire and its development, six on operation service, eight
on railroad superstructure, tunnels and bridges; 12 on questions
of railroad policy, and six on hygii ue.
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of Agricul-

ture sends this preliminary statement:
The work of gathering and compiling the figures on the lumber
cut during 1905 has been done by the Forest Service in co-operation
with the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association. The summary here presented is based upon the reports of 11,(149 firms.
The results given are necessarily incomplete, since many firms
'

Total

Total
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LATH.

and species is 2,910,000,000.
RAII.KOAD COMPANIES IICRINQ 1905.
Probably no product of the forest has been the subject of more

The

total output of laths for all states
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mini

discussion and diversity of opinion than the annual consumption of
cross-ties in the United States.
The following statements are made possible by the almost unanimous cooperation of the steam railroads with the Forest Serviqe
in furnishing the necessary data.
While these statements are nearly
complete for the purchases of cross-ties by steam transportation companies, they are below the total number of cross-ties used, since no
reports from electric lines are included. The figures given are based
upon reports from 750 companies, having an aggregate trackage of
Since, according to Poor's Manual for 1905, the total
278,202 miles.
trackage of the railroads in the United States is 293,937 miles, it
follows that the mileage reported is 95 per cent, of the total. Switch
ties have been figured into the equivalent number of cross-ties.
The total number of ties reported is 80,051,000, of which 22,569,000, or 36 per cent., were to be used for the construction of new track.
On this basis the total number of ties used by the steam railroads would be 84,400,000, representing nearly 3,000,000,000 feet of
lumber, board measure.
Cross-tics Purchased, 1905.
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Preservative treatment was given to 7,615,000 ties, representing
nearly 10 per cent, of the total number reported.
Although the
species of timber treated have not been separated in most cases, it
is safe to say that almost all of the ties treated were softwoods.
The regions referred to in the preceding table include the fol-

lowing states:
North Atlantic States. New England states, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland.
Southern States. Virginia, North Carolina. South Carolina,
Georgia. Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas,
Indian Territory.
Central States. Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee,

—

—

—

Indiana, Illinois, Missouri.

—

Lake States. Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota.
Rocky Mountain States. Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Nevada,

—

Utah, Colorado. Arizona,
Pacific Coast States.
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sion.
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled. That section one of an Act enti
tied "An Act to regulate commerce," approved February fourth, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, be amended so as to read as follows
•Section 1.
That the provisions of this Act shall apply to any corporation or any person or persons engaged in the transportation of oil or other
commodity, except water and except natural or artificial gas by means of
pipe lines or partly by pipe lines and partly by railroad or partly by pipelines and partly by water, who shall be considered and held to be common
carriers within the meaning and purpose of this Act, and to any common
carrier or carriers engaged in the transportation of passengers or property
wholly by railroad (or partly by railroad and partly by water when both
are used under a common control, management, or arrangement for a continuous carriage or shipment!, from one state or territory of the United
States or the District of Columbia, to any other State or Territory of the
United States or the District of Columbia, or from one place in a territory
to another place in the same territorly, or from any place in the United
States to an adjacent foreign country, or from any place In the United
States through a foreign country to any other place in the United States,
and also to t lie transportation in like manner of property shipped from any
place in the United States to a foreign country and carried from such place
to a port of transshipment, or shipped from a foreign country to any place
in the [Tnited States and carried to such place from a port of entry either
Provided, however,
in the United States or an adjacent foreign country:
That the provisions of this Act shall no1 apply I" the transportation of pas
sengers or property, or to the receiving, delivering, storage, or handling of
property wholly within one state and not shipped to ov from a foreign coun
try from or to any state or territory as aforesaid,

Be

:

carrier,' as used in lids Aci. shall Include express com
panics and Bleeplng-car companies.
The term 'railroad.' as used in Ibis Act.
shall include all bridges and terries used or operated In connection with any
railroad, and also all the road in use by any corporation operating a rail
road, whether owned or "perilled under a outran, agreement, or lease, and
shall also Include all switches, spurs, tracks and terminal facilities "i everj
t
kind useri. or necessary in the transportatl
the persons <>i propertj
designated herein, and also all freight depots, yards and grounds used or nee
:n\ iii the transportation or delivery
and the
of anj of said propert)
term 'transportation' shall Include ems and other vehicles and all Instru
mentalities and facilities "i shipment or carriage, Irrespective of ownership
of any
tract, express or Implied, tor tin- use thereof and all services
ii
nnectlon with the receipt, delivery, elevation, and transfer in transit,
ventilation, refrigeration " i.e.-. Btorage, and handling ol pi ipertj ti
polled: and it shall he the d'M\ "t every carrier subject i" the provision
iids A.i i" provide and furnish such transportation upon reasonable request
cable rates aptherefor, and p> establish through r

C. A.*
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plicable

thereto,
"All charges made

r.
any service rendered Or I" be rendered III the
portatlon of passengers or propertj as aforesaid, or In con
tlon therewith,
hall be lust and reasonable; and ever} unjust and on,
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ulawful."
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"An Act

"The term 'common

Great and gratifying as has been the material Improvement of
the last 30 years in the railroad world, it is dwarfed into Insignificance by the marvelous improvement in and the grand uplifting
of railroad men; and it is because I appreciate and rejoice in this
Improvement and recognize from whence in a very large measure
It has come, that I am glad to participate in the dedication of Ibis
building to the service of God and to the comfort and convenience
of railroad men, located, as it is, almost at the birthplace of the
railroad department of the Young Men's Christian Association. The
work of the Young Men's Christian Association among railroad men
was commenced in Cleveland in 1X7.'! by earnest, Christian men in
evangelical services held in railroad shops, roundhouses and depots.
General John n. Devereaux, afterwards President of the nig Pour
road, was deeply Interested In the work, and set apart a ro
In
the passenger station for the use of the little association ai thai
time founded.
How wisely he bullded, bow much be did for rail
roads, as well as for railroad men, in thus encouraging this work
in lis Infancy, no one can undertake to estimate.
Eliminate from consideration If you will the religious and the
by

entitled

DEFINITION OF TERM "COMMON CARRIER."

Oregon. California.

Brown on the Railroad Y. M.

•From an address

hands of the Committee, and subse-

to regulate commerce," approved February fourth, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, and all Acts amendatory
thereof, and to enlarge the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
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Bill.

As we go to press, the Hepburn bill, much modified by amendments, has gone to conference. We are reproducing it in full, in theform

a v

a on

o

The Railroad Rate

quent changes will be noted.
A

rt

—

educational features entirely inestimably important as they are
and consider only the simple proposition of a clean, wholesome
place to sleep and eat, free from the temptations which surround
the young man employed on a railroad, under the most favorable
circumstances, when thrown upon his own resources, and in my
opinion no investment of a similar amount of money has ever paid
or can ever pay. so large a return as the money devoted to the construction and maintenance of these railroad departments of the
Young Men's Christian Association.
If a railroad officer, seeking an excuse to decline to make a
contribution of this character, propounds the ancient interrogatory
"Am I my brother's keeper," the reply should be emphatically in
the affirmative. The railroad which annually draws thousands of
young men from the villages and farms to fill up its ranks, depleted
by age, accideDt anl disease, owes something to this army of young
men. They owe it to the men themselves; they owe it to anxious,
loving fathers and mothers back in the homes from whence these
young men came; above all, they owe it to the public who daily
place in the care and custody of these men their lives and property,
to do everything within their power to make them the best, safest,,
most efficient men possible; and in doing this, in my opinion, no
agency can be enlisted so adapted, so consecrated, so devoted to thework, and so successful in the work, as the railroad branch of the
Young Men's Christian Association.
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inosynary Institutions; to
uch persons when transi
Hi',, ssary agents employed

destl
and homeless persons, and to
charitable societies oi bo pltals, and the
In such transportation
to Inmates of the national
homes or state homes for disabled volunteer soldiers, and of soldiers' and
sailors' homes, Includl
oul to enter and those returning borne after
discbarge, under arrangements with boards of managers, :m<i female nurses
%
thai served during the Civil War; to ex Union soldiers and sailors
Confederal
ad to owners and caretakers o) livestock when travel
Ing with such stock or when going to point of shipment or returning from
poinl of delivery; provided, thai this iin.visi.ni shall not be construed to
prohibit the Interchang
passes tor tl
Ulcers, agents, employees of car-

Indigent,
i

bj

;

i

and members of their Immediate families, nor to prohibit any carrier
from carrying passengers free with the object of providing relief In cases of
ill epidemic. pestilence or other calamitous visitations, nor prevent such

riers

:|

giving

|

reduced transportation to laborers transported

fr

to

any place for the purpose of supplying any demand tor labor at such place.
Any carrier violating this provision shall be deemed guilty of n misdemeanor
and shall
ach offense pay to the
niteil States a penalty of not less than
S100 nor more than $2,000, and any person, other than the persons excepted
t

i

who

provision,
or who solicits or accepts for himself or other
person, any such interstate ft
ticket, free pass or tree transportation, shall
be subject to a like penalty and line.
Jurisdiction of offenses under this
provision shall be the same as that provided tor offenses tn an Act entitled
ii<

this

uses,

which it may have any interest, direct or indirect, except such articles or
commodities as may be necessary and intended for its own use in the conduct
of its business as a common carrier.

INSTALLATION

(if

PRIVATE SWITCHES COMPULSORY.

"Any common
upon
tion,

carrier subject to the provisions of this Act shall promptly,
application of any shipper tendering interstate traffic for transportaconstruct, maintain and operate upon reasonable terms a switch con-

nection with any private sidetrack which may he constructed to connect with
its railroad, where such connection is reasonably practicable and can be put
iu with safety and will furnish sufficient business to justify the construction
and maintenance of the same and shall furnish cars for the movement of
such traffic to the best of its ability without discrimination in favor of or
-against any such shipper.
"If any common carrier shall fail to install and operate any such switch
•or connection as aforesaid, on application therefor in writing by any shipper, such shipper may make complaint to the commission, as provided in
section thirteen of this Act, and the commission shall hear and investigate
the same and shall determine as to the safety and practicability thereof and
justification and reasonable compensation therefor, and the commission may
make an order, as provided in section fifteen of this Act, directing the common carrier to comply with the provisions of this section in accordance with
such order, and such order shall bo enforced as hereinafter provided for the
enforcement of all other orders by the commission, other than orders for the
payment of money.
"It shall be the duty of carriers engaged in interstate commerce to give
equally good service and accommodations to all persons paying the same
compensation for interstate transportation of passengers."
Sec. '2.
That section sis of said Act, as amended March second, eighteen
hundred and eighty-nine, be amended so as to read as follows
"Sec. 6.
That every common carrier subject to the provisions of this
Act shall file with the commission created by this Act and print and keep
open to public inspection schedules showing all the rates, fares, and charges
for transportation between different points on its own route and between points
on its own route and points on the route of any other carrier by railroad, by
pipe line or by water when a through route and joint rate have been established.
The schedules printed as aforesaid by any such common carrier
shall plainly state the places between which property and passengers will
be carried, and shall contain the classification of freight in force, and shall
also state separately all terminal charges, storage charges, icing charges,
and all other charges which the commission may require, all special privileges or facilities granted or allowed and any rules or regulations which in
any wise change, affect or determine any part, or the aggregate of such
aforesaid rates, fares, and charges of the value of the service rendered to
the passenger, snipper, or consignee.
Such schedule shall be plainly printed
in large type, and copies for the use of the public shall be kept posted In
two public and conspicuous places in every depot, station, or office of such
carrier where passengers or freight, respectively, are receive! tor transportation, in such form that they shall be accessible to the public and
can be
conveniently inspected.
The provisions of this section shall apply to all
traffic, transportation, and facilities defined in section one of this
Act.
;

:

"Any common carrier subject to the provisions of this Act receiving freight
the United States to be carried through a foreign country to any place
in the United States shall also in like manner print and keep open to public Inspection,
at every depot or office where such freight is received for
shipment, schedules showing the through rates established and charged by
such common carrier to all points In the United States beyond the foreign
country to which it accepts freight tor shipment
and any freight shipped
from the United States through a foreign country into the United Sxstes the
through rate on which shall not have been made public, as required by this
Act, shall, before it is admitted Into the United States from said foreign
country, be subject to customs duties as if said freight were of foreign pro
duction.
in

:

No change shall he made in the rate
tares, and charges or joint rnios,
fares, and charges whir
ve been filed and published by any common carrier in compliance with the r
Irements ,lf this section, except after thirty
"'''
notice to the commission and to the public publls
as aforesaid,
which shall plainly state the changes proposed to be made iii the
I

schedule
then in force ami the time when the changed rates, fans, or charges will
go
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He
and the proposed changes shall be shown bj printing new sched
or shall he plainly Indicated upon the schedules In force at the time
ami kept open in public Inspection:
tnml
ton may, in
Provided, That ti
lis discretion and
for good cause shown, allow changes npon less than the
notice herein bj
tiled, or
Ilfy the requirements of this Bectlon In respect
to publishing, posting, and filing of tariffs, cither in particular Instances or
by n general order applicable to special or peculiar circumstances or condl
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required or approved by the com-
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acceptance thereof as maj
ami where Buch evidence of

therein

which are partle to any joint tariff
the parties thereto, other iimn the one

of the several carrier'-

shall be specified therein,
filing the same shall file

or

be

cot
'rence or acceptance is filed it
be necessary for the carriers filing the same to also file copies of
the tariffs in which they are name, as parties.
mi

-i"ti,

shall

not
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"Every common carrier subject to this Act ball al o file with laid commlsslon epics of all contracts, agree
nts, or arrangements with other common carriers in relation to any traffic accepted i,\ the provisions of this Act
to w blch

it

may

be a pai

l

i

"The commission maj determine and prescribe

tin- form
in which the
schedules required by this section to be kept open to public Inspection shall
be .prepared and arranged and may change the form from time to time as
shall he found expedient.

"An

Act to further regulate commerce with foreign nations and among
the states," approved Feb. 19, li)03, and anj amendment then
"From and after May llrst, nineteen hundred and eight, it shall be unlawful for any common carrier to transport from any state, territory or district
of the United States to any other state territory or dlstict of the United
Slates or to any foreign country any article or commodity, other than Umbel
and the manufactured products thereof, manufactured, mined or produced by
it or under its authority or which
it
may own in whole or in part, or in

Vol,

PASSENGER RATES MUST BE FILED AND

PI

BLISH1 D

"No

carrier shall, unless otherwise provided by this let, engage or participate in the transportation of passengers or property, as defined In the
first
this Act, unless the rates, lares
Bectl
f
charges upon which
I

t lie
same are transported by said carrier have been filed and published In accordance with the provisions of this section; nor shall any earlier charge or
demand or collect or receive a greater or less or different compensation for
such transportation of passengers or property, or for any service in connection therewith, between the points named in such tarilTc than the rates,
fares, and charges which are specified in the tariff filed and in effect at the
time: nor shall any carrier refund or remit in any manner or by any device
any portion of the rates, fares, and charges so specified, nor extend to any
shipper or person any privileges or facilities in the transportation of passengers or property, except such as are specified In such tariffs.
"That in time of war or threatened war preference and precedence shall,
upon the representation of the President of the United States of the need
therefor, be given, over all other traffic, to the transportation of troops and
material of war, and carriers shall adopt every means within their control

and expedite the military traffic."
That section one of this Act entitled "An Act to further regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the states," approved February nineteenth, nineteen hundred and three, be amended so as to read as follows
"That anything done or omitted to lie done by a corporation common
carrier subject to the Act to regulate commerce and the Acts amendatory
thereof, which, if done or omitted to be done by any director or officer
thereof, or any receiver, trustee, lessee, agent, or person acting for or employed by such corporation, would constitute a misdemeanor under said Acts
or under this Act. shall also be held to be a misdemeanor committed by such
corporation, and upon conviction thereof it shall be subject to like penalties
as are prescribed in said Acts or by this Act with reference to such persons,
except as such penalties are herein changed.
The willful failure upon the
part of any carrier subject to said Acts to file and publish the tariffs or
rates and charges as required by said Acts, or strictly to observe such
tariffs until changed according to law, shall be a misdemeanor, and upon
to facilitate

:

conviction thereof the corporation offending shall be subject to a fine of not
less than one thousand dollars nor more than twenty thousand dollars for
each offense
and it shall he unlawful for any person, persons, or corporation to offer, grant, or give, or to solicit, accept or receive any rebate, concession or discrimination in respect to the transportation of any property
in interstate or foreign commerce by any common carrier subject to said
Act to regulate commerce and the Acts amendatory thereof whereby any such
property shall by any device whatever be transported at a less rate than that
named in the tariffs published and filed by such carrier as is required by
said Act to regulate commerce and the Acts amendatory thereof, or whereby
any other advantage Is given or discrimination is practiced. Every person or
corporation,
whether
carrier
who shall knowingly and
or
shipper,
willfully
offer,
grant,
or
give,
solicit,
accept,
or
receive
or
any
such
rebates,
concession,
discrimination
shall
or
be
deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be punished by a
fine of not less than one thousand dollars nor more than twenty thousand
dollars
I'rovided, That any person, or any officer or director of any corporation subject to the provisions of this Act, or the Act to regulate commerce and the Acts amendatory thereof, or any receiver, trustee, lessee,
agent, or person acting for or employed by any such corporation, who shall
be convicted as aforesaid, shall, in addition to the fine herein provided for,
be lialile to imprisonment in the penitentiary for a term of not exceeding
two years, or both such fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the
court.
Every violation of this section shall be prosecuted in any court of
the United Slates having jurisdiction of crimes within the district in which
such violation was committed, or through which the transportation may
have been conducted and whenever the offense is begun in one jurisdiction and
completed in another it may be dealt with, inquired of, tried, determined, and
punished In either jurisdiction in the same manner as if the offense had
been actually and wholly committed therein.
"In construing and enforcing the provisions of this section, the act,
omission, or failure of any officer, agent, or other person acting for or
employed by any common carrier or shipper, acting within the scope of his
employment, shall in even case he also deemed to he the act, omission, or
failure of such carrier or shipper, as well as that of the person.
Whenever
any carrier tiles with the Interstate Commerce Commission or publishes a
particular rate under the provisions of the Act to regulate commerce or
Acts amendatory thereof, or participates in any rates so filed or published,
that rate as against such carrier, its officers or agents, in any prosecution
begun under this Act shall he
clusively deemed to be the legal rate, and
any departure from such rate, or any offer to depart therefrom, shall be
deemed to be an offense under this section of this Act."
;

:

:

<

n

May
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"The foregoing enumeration of powers shall not exclude tiny power
which the commission would otherwise have in the making of an order under

PENALTY; FOR REBATES TO CORPORATIONS.
"Any person, corporation, or company who

deliver property for
Interstate transportation
y common carrier, subject to the provisions of
this Act, or Cor whom, ;is consignor or consigi
any such carrier shall
transport property from one state, territory or district of the United States
to any other state, territory or district of the United States or foreign
country who shall knowingly and willfully, by employee, agent, officer, or
otherwise, directly or indirectly, by or through any means or device whatsoever,
receive or accept from such common carrier any sum of money, or any
other valuable consideration, as a rebate or offset against the regular charges
for transportation of such property, as fixed by the schedules of rates provided for in this Act shall, in addition to any penalty provided by this
Act, forfeit to the United Slates a sum of money three times the amount of
money so
eived or accepted and three times the value of any other consideration so received or accepted, to be ascertained by the trial court, and
shall

the provisions of this Act."
That section sixteen of said Act as amended March second,
Sec. 5.
eighteen hundred and eighty-nine, be amended so as to read as follows
That if, after hearing on a complaint made as provided in
••Sec. If..
section thirteen of this Act, the commission shall determine that any party
iplainant is entitled lo an award of damages under the provisions of this
Act for a violation thereof, the commission shall make an order directing the
carrier to pay to the complainant the sum to which he is entitled on or

I

,

1

the Attorney-General of the United Stales is authorized .and directed whenhe- has reasonable grounds to believe that any such person, corporation,
or company lias knowingly or willfully received or accepted from any such
common carrier any sum of money or other valuable consideration as a
rebate or offset as aforesaid, to institute in any court of the United States
of competent jurisdiction a civil action to collect the said sum or sums so
forfeited as aforesaid; and in the trial of said action all such rebates or
other considerations so received or accepted for a period of six years prior
to the commencement of the action may he included therein, and the amount
recovered shall be three times the total amount of money or three times the
total value of such consideration so received or accepted, or both, as the
case may be.
Provided. That the foregoing penalties shall not apply to rebates or considerations received prior to the passage and approval of this
Act."
That section fourteen of said Act as amended March second,
Sec. 3.
eighteen hundred and eighty-nine, he amended so as to read as follows:
That whenever an investigation shall he made by said com"Sec. 14.
mission, it shall be its duty to make a report in writing in respect thereto,
which shall state the conclusions of the commission, together with its decision, order, or requirement in the premises; and in case damages are
awarded such report shall include the findings of fact on which the award

cver

is

made.

:

That the commission is authorized and empowered, and it
"Sec. 15.
shall be its duty whenever, after full hearing upon a complaint made as
provided in section thirteen of this Act, or upon complaint of any common carrier, it shall be of the opinion that any of the rates, or charges
whatsoever, demanded, charged, or collected by any common carrier or carriers, subject to the provisions of this Act, for the transportation of persons or property as defined in the first section of this Act, or that any regulations or practices whatsoever of such carrier or carriers affecting such
rates, are unjust or unreasonable, or unjustly discriminatory, or unduly
preferential or prejudicial, or otherwise in violation of any of the provisions
of this Act, to determine and prescribe what will be the just and reasonable
rate or rates, charge or charges, to be thereafter observed in such case as the
maximum to be charged; and what regulation or practice in respect lo such
transportation Is just, fair, and reasonable to be thereafter followed
and
to make an order that the carrier shall cease and desist from sueh violation, to the extent to which the commission find the same to exisl, and shall
not thereafter publish, demand, or collect any rate or charge for such trans
portation in excess of the maximum rate or charge so prescribed, and shall
conform to the regulation or practice so prescribed. All orders oi' the commission, except orders for the pay
ni of money, shall lake effect
within
such reasonable lime, not less than thirty days, ami shall continue in force
for such period of lime, not exceeding two years, as shall he prescribed in the
order of the commission, unless the same shall he suspended or modified or
set aside by the commission or be suspended or set aside by a court of competent jurisdiction.
Whenever the carrier or carriers, in obedience to such
order of the commission or otherwise, In respect to joint rates, fares, or
;

agree among ihemselves upon
commission may after hearing
order prescribing the Just and reasonable proportion
in- received by each carrier party therein, which order
shall

fail

thereof,

to

the

the

apportionment or

make a supplemental
of such joint rate to
shall take' effect as a

part of the original order,

INTERSTATE COMMISSION MAY ESTABLISH UAXIM1 M
"The commission

may

after hearing
rales as ihe maximum t"
also,

I"IVI

BATES.

establish
lie charged ami
through routes and joint
prescribe
the division id' BUCh rales as herelnhefore provided, and Ihe terms and conditions under Which BUCh through roules shall he operated, when that may
he necessary lo give effccl lo any provision of Ihls Act. and the Carriers
plained of have refused or neglected to voluntarily establish such through

routes and joint

ami
water

exists,
Is

a

"If

:

,

before a day named.
"If a carrier does not comply with an order for the payment of money
within the time limit in such order, the complainant, or any person for
whose benefit such order was made, may tile in the circuit court of the United
Slates for the district in which lie resides or in which is located the principal operating office of the carrier, or through which the road of the carrier
inns, a petition setting forth briefly the causes for which he claims damages,
Such suit shall proceed
and the order of the commission in the premises.
in all respects like other civil suits for damages, except that on the trial of
such suit the findings and order of the commission shall he prima facte
evidence of the facts therein stated, and except that the petitioner shall not
he liable for costs in the circuit court nor for costs at any subsequent stage
If the petitioner shall
of Ihe proceedings unless they accrue upon his appeal.
finally prevail he shall he allowed a reasonable attorney's fee, to be taxed
and collected as a part of the costs of the suit. All complaints for recovery
of damages shall be filed with the commission within two years from the
time the cause of action accrues, and not after, and a petition for the enforcement of an order for the payment of money shall be filed in the circuit
Provided,
court within one year from the date of the order, and not after:
Ilia
accrued claims may be presented within one year.
"In such suils all parties in whose favor the commission may have made
an award for damages by a single order may be joined as plaintiffs, and
all of the carriers parlies to such an order awarding such damages may be
joined as defendants, and such suit may be maintained by such joint plaintiffs and against such joint defendants in any district where any one of such
joint plaintiffs could maintain such suit against any one of such joint defendants and service of process against any one of such defendants as may
not be found in the district where the suit is brought may be made in any
In
district where such defendant carrier lias its principal operating office.
case of such joint suit the recovery, if any, may be by judgment in favor of
any one of such plaintiffs, against the defendant found to be liable to such
I

;

"All reports of investigations made by the commission shall he entered
of record, and a copy thereof shall be furnished to the party who may have
complained, and lo any common carrier that may have been complained of.
"The commission may provide for the publication of its reports and
decisions in such form and manner as may be best adapted for public
information and use, and such authorized publications shall be competent
evidence of the reports and decisions of the commission therein contained
in all courts of the United States and of the several states without any further proof or authentication thereof.
The commission may also cause to
be printed for early distribution its annual reports."
That section fifteen of said Act be amended so as to read as
Sec. 4.
follows

charges,
division
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provided no reasonabl
this provision shall apply whet
rate--,
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plaint,
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carriers

line.
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HOW ORDERS OP THE COMMISSION MAY BE

mail.

"The Commission shall be authorized
upon such notice and in such manner as it

1

to

suspend or modify

orders

its

deem proper.

shall

and employees,
"It shall be the duty of every common
observe and comply with such orders so long as the same shall remain
carrier, its agents

to

in effect.

"Any carrier, any officer, representative, or agent of a carrier, or any
receiver, trustee, lessee, or agent of either of them, who knowingly fails or
neglects to obey any order made under the provisions of section fifteen of

sum of five thousand dollars
violation shall he a separate offense, and in
case of a continuing violation each day shall he deemed a separate offense.
"The forfeiture provided tor in this Act shall be payable Into ihe Treasury of the United Stales, and shall be recoverable in a civil suit in the
name of the United stales, brought in the district where the carrier has
iis principal operating office, or in any districl through which the road of the
shall

this Act.

United siaies the

ihe

lo

forfeit

lor each offense,

livery distinct

carrier runs.
"It shall hi' th,' duty of ihe various districl attorneys, under the dlrecof the attorney-general of the United siaies. to prosecute for the reThe cosis ami expenses of such prosecution shall
covery of forfeitures.
he paid out of the appropriation for Ihe expenses of the courts of the United
siaies.
Tin
commission may. with ihe consent of the attorney-general
his Acl. paving Ihe expenses
ling under
emplOJ special counsel in any prOC
i;,,

ii

I

employmet

of such

it

FAILURE

of

own

iis

ORDER OF COMMISSION.

OBE1

'in

appropriation.

carrier tails or neglects to obey any order of tin- commission,
other than for ihe payment of money, while the same is in effect, anj party
injured thereby, or ll
immlsslon in its own name, may applj I" ihe circuit
court in ihe district where such carrier has its principal operating office,
or In which Ihe violation "I- disobedience of such order shall happen, for an

•if any

of such order,
such application shall tie by petition, which
state Ihe suhslance of ihe order and the respect In which the carrier
has failed of ,1.".
and shall he served upon the carrier In such mannet
us ihe court ma.\ direct, ami ihe court shall prosecute Buch Inquiries and
make such Investigations, through such means as it shall deem needful In
ii
scertalnment of the facts at Issue or which may arise upon the hearing

enforcement
shall

of Buch

petition,

mo

upon such hearing as

if.

c

determine

maj

i

t"

be

DccesBary, ii appears that the order was lawfully made ami dulj served, and
that Ihe carrier Is in disobedience Of the same, ihe court shall enforce ohedl
en. e iii
ueii order by a writ of Injunction, or othei
proper process,
repre
datorj in- otherwise, i" restrain Buch canter, h
entatlve
from further disobedience ol such order, oi to enjoin upon It,
i

or

obedience to the bb

il

...nil

i

SERVED.

"Every order of the commission shall be forthwith served by mailing to
any one of the principal officers or agents of the carrier at his usual place
of business a copy thereof; and the registry mail receipt shall be prima
facie evidence of the receipt of such order by the carrier in due course of

of

property transported under this Act dlrectlj or Indianil transportation, or furni hes
rectly renders any service connected with
any Instrumentality used therein, the charge ami allowance tberefoi shall
he no
c than Is just ami reasonable, and the commission may, after beat
lug on a complaint, determine what Is a real
able charge as me maximum
lo he paid by the carrier or canters for the service so rendered 01
8
use or th,. Instrumentality so furnished, ami ti\ the same by approp
order, which order shall have Ihe same force and effect and
uforecd In
as II
r
like mat
let
above provided for In Ihls section.
II

plaintiff.

i
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I,,

the Bupt cine

i

i
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i

i

I
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and

priority in hearing
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I
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ui b

and

office,

office

order or requlremeni mnj lun e h< i-n
ucb
and maj be broughl a1 any time aftei
\ nhas been made agalnsi
ulgated
It the order or requlremeni
order is pr
where any one of said carriers
thi
dlstilcl
two <>r more carrier!: the
arrlev has Its principal operating
ind II
has Its principal open
g office,
hall be In the dl trlcl
office In the DIstrlcl ol Columbia, then th
where said carrier bas Its principal office, and the jurisdiction to hear and
vested In such courts,
The provisions of
ults Is hereby
determine such
•An acl i" expedite the bearing and determination of suits In equity, and so
forth,' approved February eleventh, nineteen hundred and Hut.-, shall be,
oade applicable to all such suits, Including the hearing on
and are In
an application for a preliminary Injunction, and are also made applicable
equity In enforce anj order or requirement of the
to an>
p]
commission, or anj of the provisions o1 the Acl to regulate commerce ap
fourth
eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, and all Acts
proved February
shall be the duty of the
amendatory thereof or supplemental thereto
attorney-general In every such case to file the certificate provided for in
said expediting Act of February eleventh, nineteen hundred and three,
to the application of the provisions thereof, and upon appeal as
nited States, the case shall
therein authorized to the Supreme Courl of the
have in such court priority In hearing and determination over all other
Provided, That no Injunction, interlocutory
causes except criminal causes:
of an order of
ni'-»r< einenl
order or decree suspending or restraining the
the commission shall he granted except on hearing after not less than five
days' notice to the commission.
An appeal may be taken from any interlocutory order or decree granting or continuing an injunction in any suit, but
shall lie only to the Supreme Court of the United States:
Provided, further,
That the appeal must be taken within thirty days from the entry of such
order or decree and it shall take precedence in the appellate court over all
other causes, except causes of like character and criminal causes.
agalnsi

sr

n

bom

Us principal operating

1

1

1

i

I

<

COPIES OF SCHEDULES TO BE PRESERVED AS PUBLIC RECORDS.
"The copies of schedules and tariffs of rates, fares and charges, and of
coti tracts, agreements, or arrangements between
common carriers filed
with the commission as herein provided, and the statistics, tables and figures contained in the annual reports ot' carriers made to the commission as
required by the provisions of this Act t shall be preserved as public records in
the custody of the secretary of the commission, and shall be received as
prima facie evidence of what they purport to be for the purpose of investigations by the commission and in all judicial proceedings; and copies of or
extracts from any of said schedules, tariffs, contracts, agreements, arrangements, or reports made public records as aforesaid, certified by the secretary under its seal, shall be received in evidence with like effect as the
all

originals."
Sec. 6.
That a new section be added to said act immediately after
section sixteen, to he numbered as section sixteen a, as follows
"Section 16a.
That after a decision, order, or requirement has been
made by the commission in any proceeding any party thereto may at any time
make application for rehearing of the same, or any matter determined therein,
and it shall be lawful for the commission in its discretion to grant such a
rehearing if sufficient reason therefor be made to appear.
Applications for
rehearing shall be governed by such general rules as the commission may
establish.
No such application shall excuse any carrier from complying with
or obeying any decision, order, or requirement of the commission, or operate in
:

any manner

stay or postpone the enforcement thereof, without the spethe commission.
In case a rehearing is granted the proceedings thereupon shall conform as nearly as may be to the proceedings in an
original bearing, except as the commission may otherwise direct; and if, In
its judgment, after such rehearing and the consideration of all facts, including those arising since the former hearing, it shall appear that the original
decision, order, or requirement is in any respect unjust or unwarranted, the
commission may reverse, change, or modify the same accordingly.
Any decision, order, or requirement made after such rehearing reversing, changing
or modifying the original determination shall be subject to the same provisions as an original order."
"Section 16b. Nothing in this Act shall prevent any common carrier subject to its provisions from giving free transportation or reduced rates to the
officers of the organizations of such employees for the purpose of transacting
the business of such organizations with such railroads: Provided. That such
reduced rates or free transportation are not issued with the view of discriminating in favor of or against any particular class of employees."
That section twenty of said Act be amended so as to read as
Sec. 7.
follows
That the commission is hereby authorized to require annual
Sec. 20.
reports from all common carriers subject to the provisions of this Act, and
from the owners of all railroads engaged in interstate commerce as defined
in this Act, to prescribe the manner in which such reports shall be made,
and to require from such carriers specific answers to all questions upon
which the commission may need information.
Such annual reports shall
show in detail the amount of capital stock Issued, the amounts paid therefor, and the manner of payment for the same; the dividends paid, the surplus fund, if any, and the number of stockholders
the funded and floating
debt? and the interest paid thereon
the cost and value of the carrier's property, franchises, and equipments; the number of employees and the salaries
paid each class; the accidents to passengers, employees, and other persons,
and the causes thereof; the amounts expended for improvements each year,
how expended, and the character of such improvements; the earnings and
receipts from each branch of business and from all sources; the operating
and other expenses; the balances of profit and loss; and a complete exhibit
of the financial operations of the carrier each year, Including an annual balance sheet. Such reports shall also contain such information in relation to
rates or regulations concerning fares or freights, or agreements, arrangements, or contracts affecting the same as the commission may require; and
the commission may. In its discretion, for the purpose of enabling it the
better to carrj out the purposes of this Act, prescribe a period of time within
which all common carriers subject to the provisions of this Act shall have,
as near as may be, a uniform system of accounts, and the manner In which
accounts shall be kept.
"Said detailed reports shall contain all the required statistics for the
of twelve months ending on the thirtieth day of June in each year,
to

cial order of

:

;

;

I

he

shall

made

"in
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under oath

Washington,

in

unless additional
anj carrier, person,

following,

ami

before

and

the

filed

commission, at ItsSeptember then at
any case by the commission;

with

thirtieth day

time be granted

In

the

of

I

'po rat Ion subjeel to the provisions of ibis
said annual reports withm the time B
specified, or within the tli
extended by the commission for making and filing
question authorized
Line, or shall fall
to make specific answer to anj
i'.\
the provisions ol' this section within thlrtj days from the tl
11
lawfully required so to do, such parties shall forfell I" the United States
the sum of one hundred dollars for each and every day It shall to continue
in defaull
The commission shall also have
with reaped thereto.
Hi. -iny to require said carriers to file monthly reports of earnings and ex
it

''I

hall

i.

ui

to

make and

or

file

I

reports within a specified period, and If any such carrier
reports within the time fixed by the commission it
shall be subject i<> the forfeitures last above provided
"Said forfeitures Shall be recovered In the manner provided for the
recovery of forfeitures under the provisions of this Act,
lie
oath required by this section may he taken before any person
authorized to administer an oath i»y the laws of the state in which the same
is taken.

penses or special

shall

fail

i"

hie

such
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COMMISSION MAY PRESCRIBE FORMS OP ACCOUNTS.
"The commission may, in its discretion, prescribe the forms of any and
in he kept
by carriers subjed
to
all accounts, records, and memoranda
the provisions of this Act, including the accounts, records, and memoranda
of the movement of traffic as well as the receipts and expenditures of
The commission shall at all times have access to all accounts,
moneys.
shall
records, and memoranda kept by carriers subject to this Act, and
be unlawful for such carriers to keep any other accounts, records, or memoranda than those prescribed or approved by the commission, and it may
employ special agents or examiners, who shall have authority under the
order of the commission lo Inspect and examine any and all accounts, recThis provision shall apply toords, and memoranda kept by such carriers.
receivers ot carriers and operating trustees.
"In case of failure or refusal on the part of any Buch carrier, receiver,
or trustee to keep such accounts, records, and memoranda on the books
and in the manner prescribed by the commission, or to submit such accounts,
records, and memoranda as are kept to the inspection of the commission
or any of its authorized agents or examiners, such carrier, receiver, or
trustee shall forfeit to the United States the sum of five hundred dollars
l'or each such offense, and for each and every day of the continuance of such
offense, such forfeitures to be recoverable in the same manner as other forII

feitures provided for in this Act.
"Any person who shall willfully make any false entry in the accounts
of any book of accounts or in any record or memoranda kept by a carrier,
or who shall willfully destroy, mutilate, alter, or by any other mean* or
device falsify the record of any such account, record, or memoranda, or whoshall willfully neglect or fail to make full, true, and correct entries in such

accounts, records, or memoranda of all facts and transactions appertaining
to the carrier's business, or shall keep any other accounts, records, or memoranda than those prescribed or approved by the commission, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be subject, upon conviction in any court
of the United States of competent jurisdiction, to a fine of not less than
one thousand dollars nor more than five thousand dollars, or imprisonment
for a term not less than one year nor more than three years, or both such
fine

and imprisonment.

divulges any fact or information which may come
knowledge during the course of such examination, except in so far as
he may be directed by the commission or by a court or judge thereof, shall
be subject, upon conviction in any court of the United States of competent
jurisdiction to a fine of not more than five thousand dollars or imprisonment
for a term not exceeding two years, or both.
"That the circuit and district courts of the United States shall have
jurisdiction, upon the application of the attorney -general of the United
States at the request of the commission, alleging a failure to comply with
or a violation of any of the provisions of said Act to regulate commerce or
of any Act supplementary thereto, or amendatory thereof by any common

"Any examiner who

to his

to issue a writ or writs of mandamus commanding such common
carrier to comply with the provisions of said Acts, or any of them.
"And to carry out and give effect to the provisions of said Acts, or any
of them, the commission is hereby authorized to employ special agents or
examiners who shall have power to administer oaths, examine witnesses,,
and receive evidence.
"That any common carrier, railroad, or transportation company receiving property for transportation from a point in one state to a point In
another state shall issue a receipt or bill of lading therefor and shall be
liable to the holder thereof for any loss, damage, or injury to such property
caused by it or by any common carrier, railroad, "or transportation company
carrier,

.

which such property may be delivered or over whose line or lines such
property may pass, and no contract, receipt, rule, or regulation shall exempt such common carrier, railroad, or transportation company from the
liability herein imposed: Provided, That nothing in this section shall deprive any holder of such receipt or bill of lading of any remedy or right of
action which he bas under existing law.
"That the common carrier, railroad, or transportation company issuing
such receipt or bill of lading shall be entitled to recover from the common
carrier, railroad, or transportation company through whose negligence the
loss, damage, or injury shall have been sustained, the amount of such loss,
damage, or injury as it may be required to pay to the owners of such
to

property.'*

Sec. S.
That all existing laws relating to the attendance of witnesses
and the production of evidence and the compelling of testimony under the
Act to regulate commerce, and all Acts amendatory thereof shall apply toany and all proceedings and hearings under this Act.
That all laws and parts of laws in conflict with the provisions
Sec. 0.
of this Act are hereby repealed, but the amendments herein provided for shall

not affect causes now pending in courts of the United States, but such
causes shall be prosecuted to a conclusion in the manner heretofore provided by law.
That this Act shall take effect and be In force from and after
Sec. 10.
Its passage.
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disk signal, enclosed in a case, can compete with the threesemaphore, if it chooses to, as well as with the two-

shown

(At night the semaat a single open.ng, one color at a time.
phore has no advantage over the disk in any respect.)
We state
these elementary truths, though the question is somewhat academic,
because our correspondent, "N. E. P.," whose letter we print, seems
to think that to support and defend the enclosed disk he must vanquish the three-position and the upward inclination. The semaphore
but a comis beautifully adapted to the three-position principle;
bination of three dots on a large solid-color background also makes
an effective image. Poker players seem to be well satisfied with
the dot idea. The notion that we must stick to the semaphore be-

l' M
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we must insure a far-away view

gradually being demol-

is

to

is

1

any signal which ha

the issue, the enclosed disk asks no odds of

moving parts exposed

when there
Economy

wind, snow and frost.

•••

}?•>
}J>0
"•']

i»-

1,

1906.

an extravagant consumer of money until he sees overwhelming
evidence of the cheapness of the simpler signal. To overwhelm him
The disk-ussion will have to be supported by
is likely to take time.'
figures as well as by rhetoric. In the matter of "normal-danger" the
interesting point is that we are hearing from an advocate who
speaks from intimate and intelligent experience; for questions of
have been settled in far too many cases by theory and perwithout due consideration of the results of actual use.
Bui as Cor passing an opinion in this place, with a view to scion
(ideally settling the question— why. what would the rival signal
this

Hon, as In the automatics east of Pittsburg, than
only one arm, as in the signala west of Pittsbu'rg.

•

as

suasion,

in cities

>
•

by
goes with cheapness— N. E. P. must reinforce the argument
The signal engineer or the manthe records of successive years.
ager who is wedded to the semaphore is not likely to look upon.it

and on crowded
lines, of getting along without far-away views.
The final argument
for the three-position semaphore is based on economy, for the argument that it simplifies the duty of the engineman is not universally
accepted.
It is claimed
in behalf of some enginemen that the
simple, compound or composite idea that must be formed in the
mind on coming in sight of an automatic block signal is formed
more easily when there are two arms to convey the desired informa-

and by the growing necessity,

]•'
•.

Relief from high
change that is being seriously thought about.
same causes as
the
from
time,
after
a
come,
to
seems
likely
posts
The necessity of keeping
the relief from the distant-view idea.
on
clear of overhead structures, as in the New York Subway and
other roads in cities, will gradually compel the use of lower signals.
On the fundamental issue of cheapness— and in this case simplicity

ished by the increased use of distant signals, as our correspondent
well says,

:

Friday, June

position.
With a large rectangular case the right, left and upper
sides can be utilized for three openings, or the three colors can be

cause
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Enclosed Disk Signals

si.ri

companies do

for

fuel

to

feed

the fires of

their far-fetched con

troversies?

Repealed and somewhat insistenl reports come from Boston of B
tor a new electric long-distance line between thai city and
Providence paralleling the old Boston fi Providence Bteam line
eased to the Old Colony, and now a pari of the New Haven Bystem.
This opens out and delineates an Interesting stage of President
project

electric raile
and picturesque campaign ol
strategic metaphor, the Now Haven, as a
ml
territorial whole, has seven important points tor pro
Thej are New Fork, Pittsfleld, Springfield, Worcester. Bos-

rapid

Vtellen's

i

To continue the

The

prcsonlod by "N. 10. P." are as sound a:
hi:.
perhaps as seriously in need of friends!
He toed nol
tear thai the semaphore will be made more popular by the change
lo Hie upper quadrant, fur its popularity
la about as general as
Now is a g
Mine, however, to open
could lie imagined already
the question of the merits of the semaphore, on anj ground, for the
spirit of Inquiry seems to be In the air.
The discussion al the last
meeting of the Railway signal Association, with Its suggestions of
mi:- .line
putting arms on Hie loft or Hie post, and of
pivoted In

one

oilier points

I

— and

l

1

the

middle, showed

that the

1

i

.

\

upward inclination

is

not the only

rectness of the
Assum
Hue,- and Providence.
railwaj
purchase of the Worcei
New Haven the Brat tour point named New Fork, P
Intrenched against
Springfield and Worcester are now pi
ton,

Pall

asserted

parallel

the

New
ing

I

railwaj

eiiies

attack,

Bridgeport,

Britain

ai

I

reached directlj

Corporation.

the

Norwalk,

Westward

i

wholi

ol

Connecticut, except

al

Uraonla, Waterbury and
Derb:
Connecticut Railwaj 1 LightWeill n, with
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more than 700 miles of street railway, thus holds the fort. But eastward the case Is different, and his system is still vulnerable in the
large and intricate network of steam roads of the Old Colony group
lying southward of Boston and north of Providence and Fall River.
The key of the position is Providence and the suggested protective
step, the buying up of the street railway system there, which means
the purchase of the whole street railway system of Rhode Island,
which has been twice recapitalized with very liberal injections of
water.

It

will be

ardor of success
gone, which last
which this year
2% per cent, on

a bold venture, even for President Mellen
of his expansive

electric policy

so far as

in the
it

has

year was financially more than self-supporting, and
will probably show a net balance of not less than
the stork of his great holding company, the Con-

Railway Corporation. In connection with the possible
purchase of the Rhode Island street railways is not to be overlooked
that amazing piece of legislation some years ago, by which certain
limits of taxation were worked into the form of a permanent contract with the state a contract which may yet have to be tried out

solidated

Vol. XL., No. 22.

and a military form of discipline to govern
an army of employees. The conditions of labor in Packingtown
do not seem exceptionally severe and the rate of pay is good, as
compared with that of other industries. One Is scarcely disposed to
deny that the ideal labor condition for the workingman of the
humbler type is the small shop— tin- craft and Hie guild of three
Hut. civilization cannol be set back three centuries;
centuries ago.
we must just do the best that we can with the economics of modern
It is highly important that the evils in the modern system
life.
.should be eradicated, but it is also much to be desired that they
of perishable products,

should he eradicated by some other means than that of high-colored,
overdrawn sensationalism, it is a reflection on the body politic that
Hie
neat industry should have lived and flourished with
out chech by the National or the Local Government, until exploited
by the horror story of a journalist.
,

•

.

1

1

I

.

ii

i

j

i

•
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THE COAL CARRIERS.

—

the United States Supreme Court. The greater subject of immediate interest, however, is the shifting to the eastward of President Mellen's electric "fortification" policy, and the directions, tactics and strategy of his next Napoleonic campaign.

in

Shall railroads control coal companies, shall coal companies control railroads, or shall joint control of

of outside

Since

capitalists?

both be lodged in the hands
is the
biggest item

transportation

affecting the conduct of the coal business, while coal is the biggest

single item in a railroad's expense account,

THE JUNGLE.
The reader of Upton Sinclair's "The Jungle," the book which was
the direct cause of the Beveridge bill, providing for the rigid inspection of packing house products, finds much that causes him to
reflect on the literature and on the fact which the present-day
The reviewer who has made some personal
public is receiving.
study of Packingtown and

its

conditions, sees in this book a suc-

—actual

scenes and incidents of the meat
industry so twisted and distorted that they make a picture which
is indeed horrible, and would be yet more horrible if it were true.
The picture is not true, and yet it has, as its basis, enough stern
fact so that it would be very hard to disprove as a whole. There
are unwholesome conditions, bad facts, to be found in every walk
If a historian with a poor
of life and in every modern industry.
digestion and a bad temper should care to take as his hero an uncession

of

caricatures

educated foreigner from an unenlightened part of Europe, and
should so arrange it that he was ensnared by all the possible ills
and evils that had been the collective experience of a thousand
immigrants for ten years, his hero would be pretty sure to have
a hard time of it, whether he engaged in the packing business,

whether he worked in a cotton mill, or a ship yard, or a gun factory,
or whether he simply became a farmer on the western plains, got
In
into debt and always had his crops destroyed by the elements.
other words, Mr. Sinclair, considering the packing business bad
for the workmen engaged therein, takes his hero and puts him
successively through every kind of badness that he has been able
to ferret out, using extreme examples of each, liberally seasoned
with imagination. Even if the reader has never been to Chicago,
Kansas City or Omaha, and does not know a packing house from a
grain elevator, he can check up a good part of what may be called the
non-technical experiences of Mr. Sinclair's unhappy hero from his own
information. He knows, for example, that there are a good many
days between Thanksgiving and the first of March when the temperature in Chicago does not go below zero; yet the Chicago winter
pictured by this lurid writer is one succession of blizzards and of
This is only one
cold so intense that it is practically unlivable.
instance of almost countless examples in the book where Mr. Sinclair has used the exceptional worst for the ordinary occurrence.
The book is more crudely written than any other notable piece
The author seems incapable
of muck raking which we have seen.
of writing a narrative without resort to all the effects of the twentycent melodrama. Yet he has brought out one terrible truth amidst
a most tremendous lot of foolishness, a truth exaggerated and disHis paragraphs
torted, but nevertheless most needful of remedy.

way that condemned meat is doctored for use as
convey a picture which is probably overdrawn, but they nevertheless describe a state of affairs which even in the least degree is
insufferable, and the action taken to remedy this by Congress is as
correct as it has been rapid.
But in his method of righting a wrong, the author of "The
Jungle" has done much harm in his outspoken assumption that the
fundamental methods of the packing business are horrible and inhuman. They are not. The industry has its peculiar limitations,
requiring concentration of plants, great haste in the manufacture
relating to the

food,

and also furnishes a
very desirable branch of traffic, with an infinitely greater tonnage
per acre of territory than that from any other natural source, it
is most reasonable that railroads and coal companies should be corelated.
The subject is now prominent in public attention. The

Supreme Court in the Chesapeake & Ohio case held that a company
acting in the joint capacity of a coal producer and a common carrier
could not so manipulate its rates that a discrimination should result
thereby. In April the Baltimore & Ohio sold its control of the Consolidation Coal Co., which

was considered a most excellent purchase
the time it was made by Mr. Loree, and now Congress has under
consideration, with strong likelihood of acceptance, the Elkins
amendment providing that railroads engaging in interstate comat

merce may not own coal mines at

What

all.

accomplished by the enactment of such legislation?
Are discriminations to be prevented? The Supreme Court apparently
found the existing law sufficient for this purpose. As a matter of
general public policy it occurs to the layman that the effect of the
passage of legislation similar to that proposed by Senator Elkins
is

to be

and coal mines precisely
governmental control. That is
to say, if the railroads are prevented from engaging in the coal business, coal owners, not subject to the Act to Regulate Commerce or
the Hepburn Bill, will be most likely to engage in the railroad business. This need not be done
it doubtless will not be done
by any
process as direct as the actual control of securities under a corporate title, but there are many ways by which mutuality of interest
can be secured through the personal co-operation of individuals;
mutuality of interest similar to that which causes the Chicago &
North-Western to be classed as a Vanderbilt property. The areas of
unmined coal in this country are very great, but they are not unlimited, and possession of them in railroad interest is so vital a thing
that no president of a great railroad, facing strong competition,
would be satisfied that a theoretical independence of these properties
will be to place joint control of railroads

where

it

will be least

amenable

to

—

was true independence.
economic motives
ties

it

Company was

When

fights

—

legislation sets itself against strong

an unequal

battle.

The Northern Securiany change in the

dissolved, but has there been

co-operative attitude of the Great Northern, the Northern Pacific
Only this, that the real ele-

and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy?

Company, the Harriman Ina minority by the prorating of securities
approved by the courts, which substituted the single Hill control
So far as the amalgamafor joint control by Hill and Harriman.
tion of parallel and competing lines is concerned, they are still
amalgamated, and they do not yet compete in the sense read into
the Elkins Act by the Supreme Court.
We are inclined to believe that Congressional enactment can no
more prevent railroads and coal companies from acting in harmony
than it can make "parallel and competing" lines quarrel in the
public interest, under the outworn assumption that a continuous
rate war is a continuous benefit. What it can undoubtedly do is to
drive the relationship out of its own sight and reach, and force a
roundabout and indirect method of accomplishing what is now done
The principal coal carrying railroads,
directly and above board.
both anthracite and bituminous, are listed below. In the case of
the anthracite roads it has been possible to print an estimate

ment

terest,

of competition in the Securities

was driven

into

'

m

Junk
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probably a rough one of the coal unmined. Two statisticians of the
anthracite industry, Griffiths and Ruley, have published such estimates, differing considerably.
We use the estimate of Mr. Ruley,

539

include the Baltimore

munity of

interest,

it

&

Ohio, Chesapeake

&

Ohio,

etc.,

in the com-

will be seen that these roads produce

and carry

about half the entire amount of soft coal which is moved annually.
Which is better—that this movement should be under the throughand-through surveillance of the Interstate Commerce Commission, or
that we should have all the complexities of an ownership supposed
by the law to be divided?

because it is the more recent of the two. He makes no separate
estimate for the Pennsylvania or the Northern Central, apparently
grouping their unmined holdings under the general head of "others."
Principal Anthracite Roads.

190o shipments,

&

Philadelphia

Keading.t.

Pennsylvania
Lehigh Valley (Including

.

Tons, unmined.*
3,155,000,000

.'

Del., Sus.

&

S.)

470,000.000
400,000,000
260,000,000
180,000,000

.

Lackawanna
(elaware
Erie
I

tons.

& Hudson

Northern Central
(it

THE CHICAGO FREIGHT SUBWAY.

18,600,89S
15,579,307
11,157,902
9,333,069
5,276,797
5,711,173
r,,o;,o,.N.-,!i

219,000,000

hers

•Estimate of W. W. Ruley.
tlncluding C. R. R. of N. J., and Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.

The Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Company is the prinproducing company tributary to the Reading; the Lehigh Val-

cipal

and Coxe

ley Coal Co.

Bros., the principal

results to be looked for later.

Lehigh Valley companies;

the Susquehanna Coal Co., the principal anthracite producer for
the Pennsylvania; the Hudson Coal Co., Jackson Coal Co., and D. &
H. Co., the principal producers for the Delaware & Hudson; the

Pennsylvania Coal Co., Hillside Coal & Iron Co., Blossburg Coal Co.,
and Northwestern Mining & Exchange Co. supply the Erie, and
The New York, Ontario & Western
the Lackawanna owns direct.
(N. Y., N. H. & H.) also produces some 3,000,000 tons annually
The Lehigh
through the Scranton and Elkhart coal companies.
Coal & Navigation Co., organized in 1S22, was the first corporation
which engaged in anthracite development.
So far as we are able to ascertain, no statistics of unmined bituminous have ever been prepared. The supply is tremendous, and
comes from many parts of the country. The best that can be done
is to print figures showing bituminous output and originating tonnage.
To accomplish this, letters were sent to all the large carriers of soft coal, and the following table, which is in many respects
incomplete, is made up from replies received, supplemented by such
statistics as are printed in the companies' annual reports.
Principal Bituminous

Roads.

Tonnage

,

48,000,000*
40,000,000*
12,000,000*
5,300,000*
8.00O.OOU*
7,582,344

Very

Cumberland Valley
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &

Si.

Louis

Vandalia
Toledo & Ohio Central
Missouri Pacific
Northern Central
Boston & Maine
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Wheeling & Lake Erie
Michigan Central

No

New Haven &

little.

data.

1

6,252,692

Southern
Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Hocking Vallev
St. Louis & San Francisco

York,

7.7S0,89r.

6,970.313
6,900,2 :.
6,377,677
No data.
6,329,743
No data.
6,114,313
5,551,720
No data.
5,111.921
3,856,074
4.117,773*
4,627,249
None.
4,050,142
No data.
3,808,462
No record kept.
3,793,325
3,744.671
1,780,S27
No data.
(1904)3,599,179
3,000,000*
3,488,802
None.
3,044.927
No data.
2,893,037
No data.
2,864,736

No

Erie
Louisville & Nashville!
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg

New

Hartford

data.

•J.ti!i3,39::

None.

§2,664,020

Wabash

No

Chicago, Milwaukee ft St. Paul
Denver & Rio Grande System
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton

Nodata.

data.

Very

little.

(1904)2,512,772
",473,150

2,289,407

Kanawha & Michigan

1,642,893

Pere Marquette
Colorado £ Southern

1,366,79(1

7:'.7.'J77

•Estimated from hesl sources obtainable.
[Total bituminous originating on B. 4 O. and lateral
I'll,'
figures in each column include a small amount
JMarcn 31. 1906.
i

2,399,08]
2,222,218
1,865,130
1,759,570
1,401.122

lines,
of anlliraclie.

In addition to these roads, the following large carriers of

tuminous should be

listed,

^

49,130,949
44,720.196
20,125,514
13,224,459
10,585,577
8,158,733

22,262, 717t

(

in 190o.

Carried.

Originated-

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Company
Baltimore & Ohio
P., C, C. & St. Louis
New York Central
Norfolk & Western
Chesapeake & ihio
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

bi-

although they do not furnish Information

as to their tonnage:

Chicago & North-Western,
Chicago & Alton,
Great Northern,
Illinois Central,

Burlington,

of 252,087.21

wrong

if

the country

I

Inns nf

we estimate

lit.

Will

liiliiinii

::

per

year.

\Vo shall mil

the total annual bituminous

venienl

!»'

of

million Ions.

and Its interests have a tremendous preeminence both as carriers and as producers of bituminous, and it we

The Pennsylvania

of the project

make

it

one

most notable and interesting engineering feats ever undertaken in connection with the problem of affording to a great city
The Chicago situation is well
relief from congested conditions.

The chief business district is comto many of our readers.
prised in an area of about IVi square miles, being circumscribed
on three sides' by the lake and rivers. Perhaps a better idea of
its extent may be gained from the statement that there are only

known

nine north-and-south streets and eleven east-and-west streets in the
Surrounding this district are the great railroad terminals
section.
and freight houses of the principal roads entering the city. The
density of street traffic in this relatively small area is very great,

causing highly congested conditions. As a result, teaming transportation is exceedingly slow and correspondingly costly. Other great
cities, in this country and Europe, in endeavoring to alleviate congested conditions, have diverted a portion of their passenger transportation below ground, but the pressure of freight traffic through
Chicago, if its subway
the crowded streets continues unrelieved.
proves the practical succeess that its promoters expect, will have
reversed this condition, and a goodly proportion of the heavy teamWith the
ing traffic will have disappeared beneath the streets.
heavily-laden, slow-moving trucks and vans off of these now crowded
thoroughfares, as well as a reduction in the amount of traffic by
lighter vehicles, the problem of surface transportation of passengers
obviously becomes simplified.
At the time of opening the subway will have upward of 40 miles
of tunnels. Practically every street in the business section is duplicated below the surface. The bores also extend under and beyond
the rivers for connection to the railroad freight and passenger terminals.
Connections have already been made to most of the freight
houses, adjoining the district mentioned and other connections are
being made or are contracted for. All of the passenger terminal
stations but one, and the general postoffice, have already had connections installed for carrying the mails, for which the subway company has a bulk contract with the government. A large number of
connections to stores, warehouses, etc., have been made, and these
Connections will be
are being increased as rapidly as possible.
made to all establishments desiring tficm. which can assure a mini
ilium of 50 tons of freight a day.
The more important of the useful functions the subway is designed to serve are: the transfer hoi ween railroad freight bouses of
less-than-carload freight not too bulky to be loaded into ils cars
of 15 tons capacity and 2-ft. gage; carriage of merchandise between
freight houses and mercantile establishments; delivery of coal to
office buildings, stores, hotels, etc., and removal of ashes from same;
transmission of newspapers, mall matter, packages and parcels; removal of material from excavations on building sites and debris
.in old buildings being demolished.
Doubtless the most important
single functions of the foregoing list, will be the transfer of frei [hi
ami carriage of merchandise.
Ksl iinule: on Ibi
total daily move
1

.

Chicago vary, but it appears to he in excess m i.'.n.i
will undoubtedly receive all ol thi
business n is able
ami then
it competes with teaming H.
to euro for.
will base Its charges on teaming |u
lying in the expedition with which the traffic will '"' handled, the
convenience of the facilities with which the articles are received
from and delivered to the ubway, and the fact thai the weather
This lasl advac
is not in any
Bsnsee a factor iii the matter.

menl

I

lion)

The magnitude and unique character
of the

1

Union Pacific,
Northern Pacific,
Western Maryland.

These statements show wo tilings: the hugeness of the hi Ml m In
ous traffic, and the scarcity of information about it. The roads listed
are those which carried 2,000,000 tons or over in 1905, except tor a
few with less tonnage, which it seemed advisable to Include. Even
this partial statement records a movement (Including sumo duplies
far

Some interesting details of the Chicago freight subway, which
has been building quietly for the past five years, part of the time
entirely without the knowledge of Chicago's public and even now
practically without visible surface evidence of its existence, were
printed in the Railroad Gazette, July 28, 1905, April 20 and May 4,
The subway will soon be ready for general traffic. Already
1906.
a moderate amount of business is being done, affording an index of

'the

In

subway

i.

Is expected to
siorago products

specially

i

wh.ii

in.-

i

capacit]

the

manifest
toi

of the

igi

di

subway

.

In

the transportation of cold
to

will

the large consumers.
be

In

ions per day

no
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one attempts to say at present.
i

in

mum

The

effectiveness of the operating

the controlling factor in determining the allowable maxidensity of traffic. The scheme being yel untried, there is no

me

is

precedent on which to base estimates; The officers think they will
be able easily to handle 40,000 tons daily on the present mileage.
How much in excess of this the scheme is good for will be one of
the future developments.
The operating problem has to do with a network of single-track
parallel bores crossing at right-angles with two, three or four-way
intersections as conditions require; that is, the intersecting lines are
joined by two, three or four curves. Each city square below ground
therefore is, in effect, a loop around which any train may be
diverted in the event of an obstruction of whatever nature on the
There are 120 of these loops in the
section (city block) ahead.
business district. A telephone is placed at each street intersection
and building connection, and a switch tender at each street intersection. The maximum train speed is 8 miles an hour.
We suppose
that certain lines or routes will be designated for movements in given
directions to avoid confusion: though just what is planned in this
respect we are not informed.
The possible effect of the subway service on present conditions
at the freight houses and yards furnishes interesting material for
speculation.
For instance, the rapidity with which freight to or
from the subway can be handled as compared with teams, should,
in effect, materially increase present capacities both within the
freight houses and on the tracks. The greater expedition with which
the railroad cars can be loaded and unloaded will reduce the numThe subway
ber waiting to undergo these respective operations.
cars will be delivered on the freight house floor and can be moved
from one end to the other of the house under power, saving a large
amount of trucking and increasing the efficiency of the freight handlers, making it possible to reduce the number necessary to handle
a given amount of business. Other advantages occur, but mention
of these few will suffice to indicate the possibilities of the project

can do with grain in bulk Is 100 carloads
load of bulk grain it takes BO minute
who has carried
grain, 40 minutes.
If Maxim Gorky,
many a sack on his shoulders at Odessa, will visit the elevators and
transfer tracks In Chicago he will doubtless be able to tell why.
It
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in a day.
of sacked
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This work is intended for the use of machinists, engineers and
others who are interested in the use and operation of the machinery and machine tools in a modern machine shop. The author
deals with the various subjects discussed in as practical and nontechnical a manner as possible, and where necessary he has gone
into academic discussion and has clearly explained the fundamental
principles of operation. A number of rules, formulas and tables
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The twenty-eighth annual number of this financial publication has
just been issued. As usual it contains in condensed form information about railroad and industrial companies and their securities,
government securities, and produce and cotton statistics, together
with a three-year record of high and low prices of a wide variety
of slocks and bonds in different markets.
A table at the end of
the railroad department sums up for some 60 roads, tonnage, ton
mileage, freight density, average rate received, earnings per freight
train mile and average train load.
Other tables give by years si ltistics of railroad construction, foreclosures and receiverships together with a list of the railroads sold at foreclosure and for which
receivers were appointed in 1905. The book is a convenient handbook of a great deal of condensed information which it makes readily
available.
P.y Alton D. Adams. A. M.
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Cloth;
York:
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Consideration of the unique character of the subway would be
incomplete without reference to the novel methods of excavating
building sites and of removal of old buildings in Chicago's business

made possible by its existence. The scheme is simply the
removal of the excavated material or the building debris by way of
the tunnels instead of the usual teaming method. But in the difference of the two methods is comprehended a convenience and
economy that the contractors were quick to appreciate and avail
themselves of. In instances where it is desired to occupy a building until the last possible moment before demolition, as with stores,
district

the greater part of the excavations for the

new building

are

made

and the footings built before the old structure is torn down; and
this with scarcely any surface indication of the work going on
below. Also, changes in the methods of erecting the new buildings
have been made possible by the subway service. New buildings are
going down to the "subway level, 40 ft. below the surface, for more
convenient access thereto.

The friendly relations of the railroads and the subway is indicated by the personnel of the board of directors, which is made up
almost entirely of the highest railroad officers in Chicago.
The
but to

all of

the interests involved,

from this new system of handling a great city's freight traffic will
undoubtedly be watched with interest by the entire commercial
world.

daily, while the best

22.

Electric

in this respect.

results, not only to the railroads
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Chicago's freight subway must unquestionably be a vital

factor in the city's future growth.

The official journal of the Russian Ministry of Transportation
publishes an elaborate review of the experience of the Russian
railroads in carrying grain in bulk, which was introduced 15 years
ago. That the shippers have found the method advantageous is
shown by the fact that now four-fifths of all the grain shipments
are in bulk. But the review finds that the shippers' advantage
has been at the cost of the railroads, and enumerates 10 causes
therefor, among which are some which make an American railroad man stand aghast. We can understand the necessity for tight
and clean cars, and the cost of grain doors, etc., but that loading,
unloading and transfers from car to car should take more time
and cost more for grain in bulk than for grain in sacks indicates
that the Russian railroads have not taken advantage of the appliances so long in universal use here, and which make a return to the
sacking of grain unthinkable. Yet in Russia grain forms a larger
proportion of the total freight than in any part of this country,
except perhaps the western prairie states. One of the Russian railroads carrying grain to a Black Sea port reports that when grain
was shipped in sacks it had been able to unload 330 to 400 carloads

Hgures.

Price,

$3 00

some respects the title of this book is misleading in that the text
is by no means limited to those items of electrical transmission of
power that are characteristic of water power developments only.
It embraces the whole wide range that may be properly classified
In

as belonging to electric transmission in general, whether the current be genei-ated by water, steam or gas. In this respect the book
is of much greater value than its title indicates.
The opening chapter relates to water power in electrical supply.
There is a brief
review here of what has been done in this country in the electric
transmisson of water power over moderate and long distances ranging from three to 142 miles. This general rounding up of what
has been done is followed by a discussion of the utility of -water
power, in which it is shown that while "in comparatively few
systems is the available water power sufficient to carry the entire
load at all hours of the day and during all months of the year,"
there is still every reason for using that which is at hand. This
is demonstrated by concrete instances from experience.
There are
chapters on the development of water power for electric stations,
the location and the design of electric water power stations, all
of which are illustrated by examples so that the reader, student
or engineer is furnished with ample precedent for contemplated
action.
These chapters are illustrated not only by pictures of the
buildings in which the plants are housed but by maps and plans
showing the methods followed in the various developments.
The balance of the book is occupied with a discussion of the
general problems of transmission. In one chapter there is an interesting comparison of the relative advantages of direct and alternating current. The method of operating and the means of securing high potentials under either system are fully and clearly explained and the evidence on both sides carefully weighed, though
evidently in the mind of the author, the direct-current system presents preponderating advantages; for, in the concluding paragraph
.

he says that "either of the three systems of transmission by continuous-current, that have been considered, requires a smaller total
capacity of electrical apparatus for a given rate of mechanical power
delivery than any system using alternating current except where
both dynamos and motors operate at line voltage."
It is shown that the physical limits of transmission are defined
by the voltage that is obtainable and permissible, permissible not
only from an electric but a commercial standpoint, for if the "present transmission pressures of 50.000 to 60,000 volts are to be greatly
exceeded, the line structure will involve the use of a separate pole
for each wire of a circuit." Other matters touched upon and handled
with all of the thoroughness possible in a book of such wide scope
are alternators, transformers, switches, fuses, circuit-breakers, regu-

guard wires, lightning arresters, materials, voltages and
and steel towers.
The book is exceptionally free from mathematics and formula;

lation,

losses, conductors, pole lines, insulators

Junk
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and present? its information In a way that can be readily grasped
by any who will take the pains to read carefully.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Grafton, Hall, Patenall et

al.

Boston.

May

14, 100G.

To the Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
In your issue of April 20 you say that "the upward inclination
looking up"; and from what you have said at other times, joined
with what is going on in the Railway Signal Association and among
the signal manufacturers, one may conclude that the three-position
Does this
signal is also "looking up"
it is growing in popularity.
mean that our signal practice is to be rapidly revolutionized? Let
us look around a bit. Are we not going too fast in our craze to
is

—

refine the
is

semaphpore

to

some imaginary

state of perfection, that

only an incident after all?

The upward inclination and the three-position are both put forward on the plea of economy; the first on the ground that with less
counterweight to lift there is less expenditure of energy, and the
second on the ground both of economy in battery power and of the
reduction in cost of installation by halving the nutnber of blades.
But why put such emphasis oh these moderate and questionable
economies, while we all the time ignore the marked economy of
the enclosed disk signal? Experience has shown that these "banjo"
signals cost 30 per cent, less to install and 30 per cent, less to
maintain. The simplicity of their apparatus is so marked, as compared with the power semaphores used in automatic block signaling,
that the wages of maintainers may be and are kept $5 a month lower.
Simplicity and cheapness are two cardinal elements that can
never be safely ignored if one intends to adhere to the fundamentals
In exalting the semaphore we are losing sight of these
of economy.
fundamentals. We are indulging in excessive zeal for an ideal, the
same as when we try all sorts of schemes to get a third night color
for distant signals, in the face of the complete success of the English roads in carrying on their enormous traffic for many years with
only two night colors. The fallacy that the semaphore is a necessity because it can be seen farther (in practice it can't) is exploded
by the success of the Chicago & North-Western and the Philadelphia
& Reading with their hundreds of disk signals for the past dozen
years. Does any one know of any roads that have fewer collisions
Or of any road
in proportion to signal operations than these two?
where the enginemen find less fault with the signals?
I have had experience with the enclosed disks through four
northern winters; and the days in which the signals have caused
delays because hidden by sticky snow on the glass windows of the
signal case have not been over four or one a year. This point
about the snow is one of the academic objections, as devoid of real
force as that about yellow lights looking like red. The reflection
of sunlight by the glass is equally unimportant as a difficulty. Any
signal which really causes annoyance in that way can be cured by
a slight change in location. As enginemen (and superintendents)
come to more generally use and more fully appreciate the distant
signal, this alleged sunlight fault, like others depending on the
supposed necessity of seeing signals a mile or two before you reach
them, vanishes into nothingness.
While I am .glorifying the enclosed disk I may as well say a
word for the "normal danger." Five years' practice under this,
with a considerable though shorter experience with normal clear,
has made me a pronounced advocate of normal danger.
In this
statement I am speaking only from the standpoint of the operating
officer.
I
leave economy to be discussed by others. With normaldanger, whenever you see a signal at clear you know thai il has
just been put into that position.
This affords constantly renewed
assurance that the apparatus is in working order; and this constant assurance comes to be a marked satisfaction.
It is to be
borne in mind that this is a merit in automatic signals which stands
on its own hoi torn. We do not need to depend on the analogy be
tween normal danger here and normal danger in Interlocking Big
uals.
In Interlocking the signals are kept normally in the Btop
position for convenience and celerity, that is all.
In automatic signals it is an important desideratum for another reason
the reason

—

have just given.
fact, from tin- operating officer's standpoint, all consider
ations are In favor of the normal danger,
Your readers are already
informed as to the principal arguments from a technical stand
point; that it is dangerous to neglect Bagging with normal clear,
because false clear signal Indications are more likely in occur than
with the normal danger; thai the normal danger consumes less bat
tei-y current; thai derangements may lie as readily discover! d under
(Uie system as Hie oilier; thai Hie norma] danger is really lev, liable
iii derangement
thai
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phases and details, The fundamental element of bIdj
have already referred, Includes the question of
should nni keep on forever using poBts 80 ft, bigb, with

which
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large and heavy castings, just because the practice throughout
the country has for many years been dominated by men who are
determined to make signals visible two miles away. These same
men have persistently tried all these years to get along without
distant signals, presumably because they thought that that course
was a good way to save money. But the distant signal has had
to be used, because it is a necessity, and its use is constantly growing, thanks largely to the persistent advocacy of the Railroad
Gazette. The conservatives (to call them by a mild term) have been
beaten. Having been beaten on that point, logic demands that their
theories of size be also thrown overboard. On one division of an
important road, the automatic disk (clock work) signals for 40
miles are nearly all of the old pattern, with oblong disks about
24 in. long (transversely to the track), and 6 in. to 8 in. high, and
they are on posts about 20 ft. high; and these signals are just as
satisfactory as semaphore signals that are one-fourth higher, and
more than a fourth heavier, larger and more costly. Why do we
ignore lessons of experience like this? Automatic signals have been
in use on the division referred to for more than 20 years.
The signal manufacturer and the capitalist sitting in the railroad president's chair (usually short-sighted except, on purely financial questions) have long had their way in signal matters, and have
decided many questions almost solely on their own notions of expediency. It is high time that operating officers put forward more
boldly some of the considerations of expediency that arise in the
operating department. The disk signal has permanent merit because
it can be enclosed and thus be worked by a few ounces of power.
The "normal-danger" principle has incontestable advantages because it compels an additional test of the apparatus on the occasion
Signals should always be of as small size as
of every movement.
will satisfactorily serve their purpose, because larger structures are
a standing evidence of unnecessary expenditure.
n. e. p.

The

Collateral Trust

Mortgage

in

Railroad Finance.*

An account of the origin of the collateral trust mortgage is of
interest because it furnishes an illustration of corporate ingenuity in
the matter of doing illegal things in a legal way. The construction
of the Union Pacific Railroad, among others, was subsidized by
the United States Government, which took a second lien upon all
that company's property to secure its loan.
In 1873, in order to
prevent the impairment of the government's lien, Congress passed
a law prohibiting the Union Pacific from increasing the bonded
debt of the property subject to this lien. Now railroads are built
largely out of the proceeds of bond sales. The result of this lawwas that the Union Pacific could build no branch lines or extensions under its charter.
If built at all, these branches must be
built under separate charters and legally distinct companies.
But
these companies must be controlled by the Union Pacific, or they
might fall into the hands of its competitors. Furtner, the bonds
of small subsidiary companies could not be sold directly to the
public unless their interest and principal were guaranteed by the
parent company, and this the latter could not legally do because
that would be placing at least a contingent fixed charge upon
its own earnings.
This situation resulted in the Union Pacific G per cent, collateral trust, bonds of 1879.
Legally distinct companies were organized and chartered to build the desired branches. The Union
Pacific advanced the funds with which to construct these lines out
of its current earnings, and received in compensation the capital
stock and first mortgage 7 per cent, bonds of the smaller companies, which thus became subsidiary.
To reimburse its treasury
for these advances, the Union Pacific mortgaged these first mortgage bonds, and issued and sold about $7,000,000 of collateral trust
bunds against them. Tin- Interest on Ibis collateral was more than
sufficient to pay the interest on the
per cent, bonds, so thai, as
long as the subsidiary companies did not default in their Interest
payments, the charges against the revenues of the parent com
pany were not increased, while at the same lime it wa getting the
benelll of a profitable interchange of traffic with those companies.
Thus did the Union Pacific accomplish the feat of constructing.
eventually without cost to itself, branch lines which were dire
under ils control, and al the same line- ol living up to the
i;

II

ot the national statute,

Three years

when

the Union Pacifii
a second
similar purpose, suit was brought by a
stockholder to prevent the Issuance ol the bonds, upon the ground
nion Pai
that Ibis really increased the funded burden ol' the
property, and, therefore, was in violation <<< the national statute,
it
was shown, however, that the plaintiff, althi
older
ai a lime previous to the date of ibis bond Issue, had sold his
sinck and had not again become a shareholder until after the new
bond Issue had been authorised
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gested by the practice, long current among stock brokers, business
men generally, and railroad companies as well, of borrowing upon
corporate securities as collateral. Sucb debts, in the form of ordinary promissory notes, ran for short periods Of thirty or sixty
days only. The question is naturally suggested, If such collateral is
adequate security for ordinary commercial paper, why would it not
also be adequate securltj for long-time loans?

The collateral trust mortgage soon became popular and was used
The most important of these have been
for a variety of purposes.
to fund floating debts, acquire control of connecting railroad lines,
and to finance new construction. Out of seventy collateral trust
issues about which inquiry has been made for the present investiga-

—

funding
tlon, eleven have been made for the first of these purposes
troublesome floating debts. Some of these have been due to the misfortunes of the railroad company, some to new construction for
which funded obligations had not yet been created, some to both.
Thus poor crops in Kansas and Nebraska in 1886 and 1887, strikes
and general labor agitation, caused the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe to incur a floating debt of $5,000,000 in 1888. A strike, a flood,
assisted by a general business depression, caused the Baltimore &
Ohio Southwestern a floating debt of over $1,000,000 in 1897. The
Richmond & West Point Terminal Railway and Warehouse Company
repeatedly piled up floating debts because of the general unprogressiveness and lack of efficiency in the management of the railways
which it controlled. Illustrations of floating debts due to construction were those of the Central Railroad and Banking Company of
Georgia in 1887, and of the Missouri Pacific prior to 1895. The
former piled up a 6 per cent, floating debt of $1,050,000 in building
roads in South Carolina, and funded this into a 5 per cent, colThe Missouri Pacific had been building
lateral trust mortgage.
railroads with materials bought on account or on commercial
All of the floating debt thus created had been bought up
paper.
by Jay Gould, Russell Sage and other directors, and held by them
subject to call.
This debt resulted in the Gold Funding Notes
of 1895.

The manner in which this method of funding floating debts
becomes available may be illustrated by the case of the Richmond & West Point Terminal Company in 1883. That company
had acquired control of a network of railroads in Virginia, Tennessee, Georgia and the Carolinas, by purchasing their capital stock
and bonds. Almost invariably these had been obtained in exchange
for

its

own

capital

stock,

so that these

securities

of

subsidiary

companies lay in the Terminal Company's treasury, unencumbered
by any mortgage. When the company found itself burdened with
a large floating debt in 1883, it relieved itself by pledging a great
mass of these shares and bonds as security for its 6 per cent, twoyear collateral trust notes.

The old Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific funded a similar floating
debt in 1883. That company had been seized with the mania for
Organized in 1879, it had in three years' time inexpansion.
creased its mileage from 1,578 to 3,518 miles, its debt from thirtyfive to seventy millions, and had accomplished this partly by construction under subsidiary companies, mostly by annexing all the
odds and ends of railroad lines lying loose in its vicinity. In the
same process it had collected a large and miscellaneous mass of
railroad securities in its treasury. Aided by destructive washouts,
poor crops and the poor condition of the roads acquired, it had piled
up a floating debt of over $5,000,000. About $18,000,000 worth of
these stocks and bonds were bundled together under a collateral
trust mortgage and $10,000,000 of 6 per cent, notes issued against
them, part of which was to provide for this floating debt and part
to pay off certain car trust certificates which were to mature during
the ensuing nine years.
These bonds of the Wabash were to run thirty years. Usually,
however, the securities issued to take up a floating debt have a
period of only three or four years, and are called collateral trust
notes. The Richmond & West Point Terminal notes of 1883 matured
in 1885, and were converted into another collateral trust issue bearing 7 per cent., and maturing in 1SS7; the Atchison notes of 1SS8
were to run only three years; the Union Pacific Collateral Trust
Notes of 1891, three years; those of the Northern Pacific of 1893,
five years.

The reason for the temporary nature of these issues is apThey are created when the railroad company is in financial
Consequently, these notes must
distress, when its credit is poorest.
parent.

either bear high interest rates or sell at a large discount, or both.
The first collateral trust loan of the Richmond & West Point Terrid was negotiated at 90, representminal in 188:: bore 6 per cent
Its successor in 1885 bore
ing a cost of 11 per cent, tier annum.
The Atchison notes of 1888 bore 6 per cent., and netted
7 per cent.
the company 97%. The Union Pacific notes of 1891 bore 6 per cent,
and were taken at 92%, representing a cost of 8 per cent, per annum.
The railroad company [eels that by tiding over the temporarily
unfavorable condition of its finances ii can place its long-time
Hence these short time notes.
securities at lower interest rates.
So much for the floating debt as leading to this form of security.
A more important purpose of the collateral trust mortgage is
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to serve as a means of acquiring control of connecting lines. There
are three ways in which this may be accomplished, namely: (1) One
railroad company may purchase a com lolling Interest in the securlin
roni|ian
ile
ii.
cash, and reimburse
iii
by mortgaging the securities thus purchased and selling collateral trust bonds against them; (2) the purchasing company may
exchange its collateral trust bonds directly for the desired securities
of the second company, and deposit these securities obtained in the
exchange under the collateral trusl mortgage;
the trustee of
the mortgage may sell the collateral trust bonds on the market, and
wiih the proceeds purchase the desired securities of the connecting
lines and deposit them under the mortgage.
The first method, the cash purchase, will usually be followed
when there is reason for a quick purchase of the desired securities.
Thus, during the panic of 1N93, the preferred and common stock,
the second mortgage and equipment trust bonds of the Chesapeake
Ohio & Southwestern took a sudden and large drop. The Illinois
Central snatched them up at their low prices, at the same time buying that company's floating debt and overdue interest coupons, and
This move gave the Illinois Central an
thus obtaining control.
outlet from Memphis toward the Northwest for the traffic coming
up over its Yazoo & Mississippi Valley division, and also connected
The
that division of its system with the main line at Fulton, Ky.
Illinois Central reimbursed itself for these cash appropriations by
selling an issue of collateral trust bonds secured by a mortgage
upon the Chesapeake, Ohio & Southwestern securities.
Again, in 1892, the Illinois Central purchased $35,23C,000 of the
mortgage and income bonds of the Louisville, New Orleans & Texas
ii''.

"i

.i

'

I

|:.i

111

itself

i

::

i

Railroad, which paralleled its Yazoo & Mississippi Valley division.
the terms of the agreement it was required to pay $5,000,000 of
the purchase price in cash. To pay the remainder of the pun base
price of $25,000,000 and to reimburse itself for this cash payment,
the Illinois Central mortgaged the securities purchased, and issued
$25,000,000 of collateral trust bonds against them.
In other cases the companies owning the desired connecting
lines may have only a small amount of securities outstanding, so
that these may be purchased for cash without inconveniently draining the purchasing company's treasury. The Reading Company in
1899 purchased most of the $1,500,000 capital stock of the Wilmington & Northern at from $40 to $50 per share ($50 par value), and
reimbursed itself in the following year by an issue of $1,300,000 of
4 per cent, collateral trust bonds.
A more common practice in acquiring control of connecting
lines is to exchange the collateral trust bonds directly for the stocks
and bonds which are desired, and which become the security of the
collateral trust bonds. This exchange is made at a fixed ratio stated
in terms of the par value of the two sets of securities, usually offering the holders of the desired securities a little more than the market price of their holdings at the time. Thus, in 1902, the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific Railroad Company, wishing to acquire the
capital stock of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Company, offered the holders of that stock its collateral trust 4 per cent,
bonds, together with the common and preferred stock of the Rock
Island Company of New Jersey, in the ratio of $100 in bonds, $70
in preferred stock, and $100 in common stock for each $100 of capital
stock of the railway company. The Railway company's stock, which
had been paying 5 per cent, dividends, had risen in market price
from 135 in July, 1901, to 170 in June, 1902, and thence to 200 later
in the year. The securities for which these stocks were exchanged
guaranteed their holders 4 per cent, on the par value of their
investment in the form of interest on the collateral trust bonds, an
additional 2.S per cent, if earned as dividends on the preferred stock,
in all a possibility of G.8 per cent., and gave them a bonus of
common stock. Rock Island Company's preferred stock commenced
paying 4 per cent, dividends in 1903; but its ability to continue this
is contingent upon the old Railway company's ability to continue
paying more than 7 per cent, dividends on its stock, which, in view
of the present inferior condition of its property, is improbable.'

By

Again, in 1902, to acquire the stock of the Choctaw, Oklahoma
Railroad, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Company offered the holders of that stock its 4 per cent, collateral trust
bonds at the rate of $S0 in bonds for each $50 share of Choctaw
common, and $60 in bonds for each $50 share of Choctaw preferred.
The preferred stock had been paying 5 per cent, dividends since
1898, and the common from 2 to 4 per cent. This was not in itself
an attractive offer to the preferred shareholders; but they had either
to accept this offer or furnish large amounts of funds for betterments and extensions, besides withstanding the competition of a
parallel line which the Rock Island threatened to build if they re-

& Gulf

They accepted.
offer.
The third method of purchasing the securities of another railway company is illustrated in the Richmond & West Point Terminal
mortgage of 1887. The "Terminal Company," which had hitherto
been subsidiary to the Richmond & Danville, wished to acquire the
fused this

$6,000,000 of first preferred stock of the East Tennessee, Virginia

Since the above was

wrillcii,

I

lie

E6ck Island Company has been com-

pelled to reduce the dividend on its preferred stock.

June
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& Georgia and a controlling interest in the Richmond & Danville
slock, and thus to become the parent company.
For this purpose
$-1,400,000 in cash was required, in addition to 40,000 shares of the
"Terminal Company's" stock. To obtain this cash and fund a floating debt, a mortgage for $S, 500, 000 was placed upon a list of stock
and bonds, including the "Bast Tennessee" and the Richmond &
Danville stock about to be purchased, the list amounting to $21,416,000.
The collateral trust bonds thus secured were delivered to a
syndicate in exchange for the necessary cash funds, the syndicate
reimbursing itself from the sale of the bonds. In other cases the
trustees of the mortgage sell the bonds, and from the cash proceeds
purchase the desired railroad securities and hold them subject to
the mortgage.
So much for the methods of purchasing the securities of connecting railroads. Twenty-nine out of about 70 collateral trust issues
were created wholly or in part for this purpose. Other methods
of acquiring control of connecting lines are through the lease of
their roads, consolidation, and common personal ownership of the
stock of the two companies. The lease is the most common. But
if a fixed rental is paid for the leased line, this becomes burdensome to the lessee if the acquired line should prove unprofitable or
during times of depression. If the rental be a fixed percentage of
the gross or net earnings, thus fluctuating with the prosperity of
the leased line, this in practice has been found to discourage improvements by the lessee upon the leased property, because the
lessee will not get the whole benefit of such improvements.
As a
result, many companies are supplementing their leases by purchasing
the stock of the leased lines, or are purchasing this stock and canceling or refusing to renew their leases.
The Illinois Central
adopted the latter course in dealing with its Iowa lines in 1887.
The Mobile & Ohio, in 1900, supplemented its lease of the St. Louis
& Cairo Railroad by purchasing that company's stock under a collateral trust mortgage.
Very frequently a railway company, after
obtaining a controlling interest in the stock of a connecting line,
will also lease its road.
This enables the parent company to operate
the leased road as an integral part of its system.
In "consolidation," as the term is here used, one company loses
its identity, its property being sold to the other company in consideration of the assumption of its debts by that company, or distributed to its stockholders, which consist of the parent company.
The method of consolidation is rarely followed in practice. It has
the advantage of simplifying accounts by avoiding the necessity
of keeping a distinct set of accounts for each part of the system.
But a connecting line may become a burden instead of a blessing
to the system, and under consolidation there is no way in which
to remove such a burden except insolvency and reorganization,
whereas, if control is exercised through stock ownership, the burdensome line may be dropped off by redeeming the collateral trust mortFurther, consolidation
gage and selling the underlying securities.
may lead to legal complications. There is always that danger that
the courts will declare the consolidation illegal and, since a case
testing its legality may not come up at once, but several years later,
when everything has been adjusted to the new order, it is considered advisable not to resort to this method of control. Finally, in
case a consolidation were declared illegal, there is still grave doubt
as to the charter rights of the consolidated company. Thus the present Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Company was a consolidation of the former Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad
Company, an Illinois company, and the Mississippi & Missouri River
Railroad Company, an Iowa corporation. The laws of Illinois forbid
a railroad company from purchasing and owning the stock of anOther corporation; the laws of Iowa permit it. What rights are
possessed by the present Rock Island Railroad Company, which is a
Docs it possess the most
corporation under both sets of laws?
liberal provileges conferred by each charter or the least liberal?
As a matter of practical policy, the solicitors of the company will
claim all the privileges they ever enjoyed under either charter: Inil
there arc abundant opportunities for legal complications.
Control through common personal ownership In the stock of
two or more railroad companies was. until recently, Illustrated In
the method by which the Vanderbilt system was held together.
The parts of this system, including the New Sorh Central, the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern and the Michigan Central, were opei
ated in harmony because the Vanderbilt family held a controlling
interest in the share capital of each company.
This has its dis
advantage In that the death of a single Individual may cause the
break-up of the whole railroad By stem,
in 1898 and L900 the New
York Central purchased the Vanderbilt holdings In the stock of the
other two companies, and as much of the remaining Btock as was
'' per cent collateral imsi bonds
offered, paying tor them In
secured by he stock purchased.
This case illustrates a third purpose tor which collateral trusl
bonds may be Issued; namely, to more iirmh cemenl the parts ol
in
his case common personal owner
railroad system ti
thei
ship was converted Into corporate ownership,
in other casei
aep
.•ii-.-iie
holding companies ma] be organized to acquire and hold thi
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Richmond & West Point

Terminal Company, which was organized in the interests of the
Richmond & Danville, was an instance of this kind. Or, as in the
case of the Erie Railroad's purchase of the New York, Susquehanna
& Western and several other companies in 1901, the collateral trust
mortgage may be the means of converting close but informal working agreements with connecting lines into actual control.
We come now to the most important purpose for which bonds
in general have b?en issued, and the purpose second in importance
That purpose is
for which collateral trust bonds have been issued.
the financing of new construction. The general practice in building
extensions and branch lines nowadays is to construct these under
separate charters. But, instead of selling the securities of the newrailway company upon the market, these securities are issued to
the parent company, and the latter places upon the market its own
collateral trust bonds secured by a mortgage upon these stocks and
bonds of the subsidiary company. This course secures the necessary
construction funds as readily and insures to the parent company
the control of the new lines.
In practice this method works itself out in two variations. The
parent company either advances the necessary construction funds
out of its own treasury in exchange for the securities of the subsidiary company, and later reimburses itself by the sale of collateral
trust bonds, or, in advance of construction, it gives its collateral
trust bonds to the subsidiary company in exchange for the latter's
stock and bonds; and the subsidiary company then obtains the
needed construction funds by selling the collateral trust bonds thus
received.
The collateral trust mortgage issued by the Union Pacific in
1879. already referred to as probably the earliest issue of the kind,
was an instance of the first variation. The $14,376,000 of trust 5 per
cetn. bonds of the Missouri Pacific Railway in IssT was another
instance, and were secured by the first mortgage bonds of seven
subsidiary companies. A similar collateral trust mortgage of 1890
was secured by the bonds of 19 subsidiary companies which were
built in this way.
The Illinois Central and the Louisville & Nashville are also among railroad companies which have financed new
construction in this way.
The variation has the disadvantage of entailing a considerable
drain upon the earnings and working capital of the parent company,
perhaps impairing its working efficiency, and especially diverting
funds which might have been paid out in dividends to other purposes. And in practice it seems to be less favored than the second
variation, namely, the exchange of securities with the subsidiary
companies and the sale of the collateral trust bonds in advance of
the construction work.
The latter has been a favorite method with the St. Louis & San
Francisco, that company having put out four issues of collateral
trust bonds in this way. Other railroad companies which have followed this method are the Burlington (1881), the Rock Island
(1884), Illinois Central (18S6), the Atchison, and the Union Pacific.
This method was also followed by the Pennsylvania Company in
putting out its guaranteed trust certificates in 1897 and following
years. By following this method the drain on the parent company's
treasury was reduced to a minimum, namely, the interest upon the

bonds issued.

The reasons
lateral

for financing new construction by moans of coltrust issues are various.
To construct new lines under the

parent company's charter would often mean thai they would automatically become subject to old mortgages.
This means that new
bonds issued would have a junior lien, and, as the Commercial and
Financial Chronicle puis It, an investor prefers a first lien upon
specific piece of property to a tenth or twelfth mortgage upon a
whole System, If subsidiary companies arc organized, these must
be controlled either through the lease of their lines or through slock
ownership, The first mortgage bonds of the subsidiary companies
might be offered directly to the public; but the Investor prefers a
bond which. In addition to being a first lien upon a specific piece of
property, is a direct obligation of the parent company.
The col
lateral trust bond lias both of these desirable qualities, and gains
additional strength trom the tact that frequently the same bond is
thus indirectly a first lien, not upon one branch road only, but upon
several, thus widening the security.
As In insurance, there is safetj
;i

in

numbers.

as already Intimated, the control of connecting lines
\ gain,
through Btock ownership is a possible advantage In that it ma;
enable the latter to rid Itself of such lines u thej prove unprofitable,
Sometimes a subsidiary company can obtain valuable charter p
leges.
The Rock Island built the road ol the Wisconsin, Minnesota
Pacific under an old charter which exempted Its stockholders
trom the liabilities Imposed bj the Btates through which Its lines
.v-

passed
urn the most Important reason C
m
iddlt Ions
e hi this manner consists of the limitations of the parent
nn's charter privileges.
e
In lie
rallwa]
charter will prettj deflnltelj fix thi location and length of the road
which may be constructed b] It
rhus the Illinois Central's charter
empowered It to construct a railroad trom Cairo, in. through the
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centra] part of the state to the northwest angle via Galena, and a
If Hint company wished to conbranch from Centralia
;o
struct other mileage within the state, it might be enabled to do this
through an amendment to its charter; but in these days of hostility

toward corporations

it

—

—
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consolidated or general mortgage. The use of the collateral trust
mortgage in this way is very exceptional.

&

Chicago, Indiana

Southern.

might have to surrender some other valuable

Further.
e for the desired amendment.
charter privilege in
the powers granted to a railroad company in its charter hold only
within the boundaries of its birth state; and. if it wishes to push
its lines ini.i ether states, as all great railroad systems do, these
lines must be built under separate charters obtained under the laws
of the slates in which they lie.
Hence a great railroad system
must consist of the lines of a number of smaller or of larger companies, all of which are controlled in some way by one great "parent"
company. As shown before, where these subsidiary companies sell
bonds and they usually do these bonds will command better prices
if they are represented in the market by the parent company's collateral trust bonds.
The foregoing three purposes, namely, funding floating debts,
purchasing control over connecting lines and financing new construction
are the principal purposes for which collateral trust mortgages
have been created. Of these, the last two, which together represent
the building and development of railway systems, are i>ar excellence
the purposes of the collateral trust mortgage. Fifty out of about 70
such mortgages have been created, wholly or in part, for one of
these two purposes. The funding of floating debts comes next with
such issues to its credit: A few of the more important minor
purposes are illustrated in the following paragraphs.
One such purpose of the collateral trust mortgage is to market
the companies' securities on more favorable terms than could be
obtained otherwise, either by postponing the sale of long-term bonds
until market conditions become more favorable or by combining a
number of different bond issues and strengthening their security, to
give strength to the combination. In the first case the new issue
usually takes the form of collateral trust notes which bear a higher
rate of interest than the underlying securities, and are exceeded by
them in par value. Thus the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern had
sustained during 1S96-97 a series of disasters which impaired its
earnings, so that its first consolidated 4% per cent, bonds had declined from 79 to 60. Being in need of funds with which to repair
the damages to its track, that company deposited a number of these
4'._>
per cent, bonds as security for $675,000 of notes, which were
turned over to a syndicate in exchange for the needed funds.
On the border betw-een this and the next case are the several
collateral trust issues put out by the Seaboard Air Line Railway
Company between 1900 and 1903. The Seaboard Air Line Railway
Company had authorized in 1900 a $75,000,000 issue of 4 per cent.
bonds, which were a first lien on 350 miles of railway, and a direct
mortgage on 1,010 miles of other road, subject to outstanding prior
lien bonds amounting to $12,748,000, and was a consolidated lien on
the remaining mileage of the Seaboard system.
The security was
not strong enough to sell the bonds. Consequently, as funds were
needed, three successive collateral trust issues were substituted. In
each of these there was deposited an amount of the unsalable "first
fours," just double the amount of the collateral trust notes or bonds
authorized.
Two of these collateral trust issues bore 5 per cent.
am] cue C per cent., as compared with the rate of 4 per cent, on the
underlying bonds. The collateral trust bonds sold at from 100 to
105 as compared with a price of 82 to 90 on the underlying bonds.
The Chicago & Alton Railway Company did a similar thing in 1902,
issuing $5.0(10,000 of 4 per cent, notes against $7,000,000 of 3 per
cent, refunding bonds of the Chicago & Alton Railroad Company.
In 1S9S the Louisville & Nashville's unified 4 per cent, bonds
were selling at from 80 to 90. Wishing to pay off over $7,000,000 of
first consolidated mortgage bonds which matured that year, the
Louisville & Nashville placed a 20-year mortgage upon $14,000,000
of these unified fours and $4,000,000 of Paducah & Memphis division
bonds, and issued 4 per cent, collateral trust bonds against them.
These bonds sold around par. The Louisville & Nashville collateral
trust bonds of 1882 were issued for a similar purpose.
In this case
$10,000,000 of 6 per cent, bonds were issued against $2S,163,000 paT
value of a varied list of bonds, and sold at 90.
Still another purpose of collateral trust bond issues is the reduction of fixed charges.
This may be done by converting flexible
rentals into fixed interest rates.
Tims, in L900, the Mobile & Ohio
purchased the stock of the St. Louis & Cairo, whose line it had leased
at a rental amounting to 25 per cent, of '"
of its gross earnings,
thus substituting a fixed interest charge for ibis flexible rental. Or
bonds with a low rate of interest may be substituted for preferred
with fixed dividend rates. Thus the ':2 per cent, guaranteed
certificates of the Pennsylvania Company take the place of the
7 per cent, special stock of the Pittsburg,
Ft. Wayne & Chicago,
which dividend is guaranteed by the Pennsylvania Rail
Three other purposes of collateral trust issues need only be mentioned.
These are: (1) To refund previous issues of bonds, (2) to
convert a previous bond issue for the purpose of increasing its
authorized amount, and (3) to consolidate and unify the mortgages
of railroad companies which enter into consoliclat ion.
The usual
method of accomplishing each of these purposes is by means of a
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official map of the Chicago, Indiana
Central line' formed by consolidation
of the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa, or, as it was familiarly known, the
"Triple Optic," running from /earing, 111,, east to South Bend, Inch,
200 miles, and the Indiana Harbor Railroad, which in January of
this year was extended southward 109 miles from Indiana Harbor,
Ind.. on the lake shore, 19 miles from Chicago, to Danville, 111., the
northern terminus of the Cairo division of the Kig Four.
The two roads wen- in April consolidated into the new company, the name Indiana Harbor Railroad now covering only the
Indiana Harbor Belt, not shown on the map, which, having on Feb.
1, 1905. taken over the rights of the
Michigan Central in the tracks
of the Chicago Junction Railway and two short belt lines, operates
7u miles of belt line from Indiana Harbor. Ind
to Franklin Park, III.
The advantages of the new Indiana Harbor-Danville line to the
New York Central system are three-fold. It reaches valuable coal
fields which are expected to furnish a large part of the coal supply
of the lines east from Chicago. As shown on the map, it gives
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a direct connection over Vanderbilt rails to Cairo, at the junction of
the Mississippi and Ohio rivers, which is expected to compete effectively for traffic to and from the Gulf.
To carry out this plan,
large improvements have been made on the Cairo division of the

Big Four, and the North & South Despatch Line has been organ& Ohio and the New Orleans
& Northeastern to New Orleans. It is 389 miles, Chicago to Cairo,
by this line against 365 miles by the Illinois Central and 942 miles,
Chicago to New Orleans, against 923 by the Illinois Central. By
running over the new line into Chicago from Sheff, Ind., where it
crosses, the Big Four would, instead of as at present using Illinois
Central trackage from Kankakee into Chicago, for 56 miles, and
ized to run over this line, the Mobile

the Illinois Central station in that city, be able to enter the city
over Vanderbilt rails and run into the La Salle Street station now
used by the Lake Shore and the Nickel Plate. The Chicago, Indiana
& Southern is an unusual railroad in being made up of two lines
running practically at right angles to each other.
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5.
Joint rates must be just and reasonable, but each road
charge less than its local rate to or from the junction.
Sec. 6 allows commodity, concentration and other special contiact rates, but these must be open to all shippers alike, and the
rates are subject to the regulation of the commission.
Sec. 7.
The classification of freight in the state shall be uniform on all railroads.
Sec. S provides for free transportation in certain cases and
allows mileage and party tickets. Men in charge of livestock may
be carried free both ways, subject to regulations made by the com-

Sec.

may

When up

town, visit your merchants. There is always liable
something somewhat wrong, and if it is with the other line,
they will tell you about it, advise you what they have ordered and
where from, and will let you have their business for the asking.
It'
it is something wrong with your line, you should look after it
at once and make every effort to adjust it.
Many times a small
claim promptly adjusted has a most beneficial effect.
Make a practice of watching all teamsters. The carload shipments are hauled by certain teamsters; be accommodating to them,
having a kind word, placing cars where they can get to them handy,
let them know that you appreciate the fact that they are trying
to load and unload cars promptly and they will help you out in
getting the cars, and will also prove a valuable source of information concerning shipments they have handled or that are expected.
The merchandise is also handled by certain teamsters daily.
Keep yourself informed regarding their loads, and you will be able
to arrive at pretty clear conclusions as to tonnage and shipments.
It is also a good plan to watch the other road's side tracks.
Many times you will see loads that you have not been able to
learn of from the teamsters or in any other way.
The mail order shipments are also easily watched and may also
The farmers frequently ask for rates and other inbe secured.
formation on the street or over the telephone. Then is the time
to give them all the information they wish and at the same time
solicit the Dusiness for your line.
Tell them all that they are able
It places them in a position to favor your
to ask, and even more.
line with the business.
When the shipment arrives, notify them
promptly, and when they call for it go to the wagon with them,
and if overweighed or in bad order, fix it up the best way possible.
In doing these things, they frequently tell you of shipments they
or their neighbors have received via your line and other lines,
whether the service was satisfactory and what future shipments
they are expecting and via what line.
The traveling salesman is also a man that can give you a great
deal of information. Accommodate him, and when possible he will
reciprocate.
A visit with him will be of benefit to you. Get acquainted with him and he will give you many shipments which, not
being routed by the buyer, he is in a position to control for you.
He can also give you information concerning sales and tell you of
merchants from whom you may secure future shipments.
to be

New

Railroad

Law

in

mission.
Sec.
tracks.

9.

Every railroad must maintain adequate depots and side

Every railroad shall, when within its power, furnish
Sec. 10.
suitable cars for carload lots on reasonable notice. In case of insufficiency of cars, distribution must be made to applicants in proportion to their respective immediate requirements, but preference
may be given to livestock and perishable property. The commission may enforce regulations for furnishing cars, for switching, for
loading and unloading, and for weighing.
Sec. 11. All steam railroads, as between themselves, and all interurban and electric railroads, as between themselves, shall afford
reasonable facilities for interchange of traffic; precedence may be
given to livestock and perishable freight. The commission controls
private tracks in so far as used by common carriers.
Upon complaint of any person, firm, association, etc.,
Sec. 12.
of unreasonable rates, the commission may notify the road and,
It may enforce the attendafter ten days, proceed to investigate.
ance of witnesses. If, on investigation, a rate or practice is found
unreasonable, or the service inadequate, the commission may order
such rates or practices as it shall have determined to be just and
reasonable; and what the commission prescribes the roads must do.
The commission may investigate on its own motion rates or
practices believed unreasonable.
Sec. 13 empowers the commission to compel the attendance of
witnesses and to call on the court of common pleas for aid where
necessary. Witnesses shall receive fees for attendance and mileage,
but witnesses subpoenaed at the request of others shall not be
paid by the state except on approval of the commission. A full
and complete record shall be kept of all proceedings and all testimony shall be taken down by the stenographer. A copy of the
record of an investigation shall be furnished free to any party to
the investigation and to other persons on payment of a reasonable

—

amount.

Ohio.

Whenever, on investigation, a rate is found unreasoncommission shall issue its order
a reasonable rate or regulation, etc., and all railroads affected

Sec. 14.

In establishing a Railroad Commission of three members, in
place of the single officer now performing the functions of that office, the Legislature of Ohio passed an elaborate law to regulate the
conduct of railroads and the charges which they shall make for
transportation. This law has 38 sections and an abstract of its
provisions follows.
A Railroad Commission is created, to be composed
Sec. 1.
of three commissioners; each commissioner's term is for six years
from the first Monday in February, one to be elected every two
years.
One commissioner shall have a general knowledge of railroad law, and each of the others a general understanding of matti rs
relating to railroad transportation. Not more than two can be of
the same political party. No commissioner nor the secretary shall
do any other business or serve on or under any committee of any
political party.
Salary of commissioners, $5,000 each; salary of secretary, $2,500; two clerks, $1,000 each, and one expert stenographer,
The commission may appoint necessary experts and in•T1.200.
spectors.
Inspectors shall have the right to inspect freight in cars
or in freight houses; and to inspect waybills and other papers. All
hearings shall be open to the public. The commission may attend
conventions with the commissioners of other states.
Sec. 2.
The term "railroad" shall embrace all railroads, re
ceivers, etc., and express companies, but not companies engaged exclusively in the sleeping car business.
The act does not apply to
street and electric railroads engaged solely in the transportation of
passengers within the limits of cities, nor "other private railroads"
not doing business as common carriers.
Sec. 3.
Every railroad is required i" furnish adequate facilities
and its charges must be just.
Sec. 4 requires tariffs to be Bled with the commission and kepi
In stations accessible to the public.
Tariffs, both local and joint
may be changed only on ten days' notice to Hie commission unless
the commission allows a less time.
whenever a change k mail'
a notice shall he posted in a conspicuous place in every station
showing what Hie changes are anil when they take effect
i'Iii
greater or liss than Bpedfled in Hie tariff are unlawful, 'I'lie
mission may prescribe the Forma of tariffs, which must, as tai a
practicable, conform to the forme prescribed by the interstate Com

able, or unjustly discriminatory, the

fixing
shall conform.

Rates, etc., fixed by the commission are prima facie
Sec. 15.
lawful for one year, unless modified by the commission or by the
procedure of Section 16.
Sec. 16.
Any railroad or other party aggrieved by an order
may within 60 days proceed against the Commission in the Court
The court may admit other interested parties
of Common Pleas.
within ten days after the service of the complaint. Actions under
this section have precedence over any civil cause of a different nature pending in the court. If on trial new evidence is presented,
the court shall send the evidence to the commission and postpone
action for 15 days. Either party to an action may within 60 days
appeal from the judgment of the court. In all cases under this section the burden of proof shall lie on the plaintiff.
Sec. 17.
No person shall be excused from testifying or from
producing papers on the ground that his testimony would incrlmi
nate him, but he shall not be prosecuted on account of his testimony.
Sec. 18.
The commission may inquire into the management
of the business of all railroads and shall keep itself informed as
tn their methods.
The commission shall prepare suitable blanks
for the purposes designated in this act, which blanks shall conform,
as nearly as practicable, to the forms prescribed by the Interstate

Commerce Commission.
The Commission or its aginls may inspect the books Of any
demand and examine under oath any employee, The
Commission may require a railroad to produce luniks and records
railroad on

by it outside of Ohio, or verified copies thereof
Penalty for
refusal, $100 to $1,000.
See. III.
lOvcry railroad shall send to the commission eopies of
kept,

all

contracts relating to transportation

therevs
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to station agents, i>v m. a. wlnkel. Agent of
* North-western at Algcna, Iowa, delivered before the Igent
iToji Lake, and published in the .\miii Wettern iinihtm
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Monday in Februarj evi rj railroad musl Me a veripasses and reduced rate tickets issued, with name.-.
of recipients, the amount received toi reduced rate tickets and the
B 00 for issuing.
Sec. 20.
Every railroad shall, before Sep:
send In a true statement of its iffalrS relative to the State of Ohio,
similar to that which it semis to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Sec. 21.
The Commission shall, on complaint, Ii
(in the tirst

fied

list

of all
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and,

if

necessary, petition the

New

Interstate C

merce Commission Cor relief.
Sec. 22.
If any railroad or agent demands or accepts a greater
shall
n than prescribed by the tariff, the railroad
or less compen a
be liable to a fine of $100 to $5,000 and the agent to a line of ?50
ilaM ml for a railroad to make a discount in
it
to $1,000.
i

consideraii
transportation.

tippej

furnishing part of the facilities of

Sec. 23 forbids discrimination

kinds of

between persons or

localities or

traffic.

Sec. 24 forbids any person or firm to accept a rebate or to give
false weights, etc.; penalty $50 to $1,000.
If any railroad shall do or omit anything contrary
Sec. 25.
to tins lav It shall be liable to the party injured In treble the

of damages sustained.
Any railroad employee refusing to All out and return
Sec. 26.
blanks, or giving a false answer, is guilty of a misdemeanor; fine
$100 to $1,000; also, a fine against the railroad of $500 to $1,000, if

amount

the employee acted in obedience to the direction of a general officer.
Any railroad violating any provision or failing to put
Sec. 27.
in operation a joint rate, or do anything wrong for which a penalty
has not been provided, shall forfeit $100 to $10,000.
Whenever the commission, after hearing, finds any
Sec. 28.
charge, regulation or practice unreasonable, it may regulate the

Gravity Yard for the Peoria

Voi

&

&

law.
Sec. 29 requires immediate notice to the commission of accidents attended with loss of human life, and the commission may
investigate the accident, if the public interest requires it.
Sec. 30.
The commission shall inquire into any neglect of the
laws of the state; shall enforce this act, and all other laws relating
to railroads, and report to the Attorney-General, and he must prosecute.
He also must be counsel in any proceeding prosecuted or
defended by the commission.
Sec. 31.
If a railroad does not accept a claim for loss, damage
or overcharge, within 90 days, the commission may investigate and
make the facts public.
Sec. 32. Acts of the commission shall not be held illegal by
reason of technical omissions.
Sec. 33.
This act does not release any right of action under
other laws.
Sec. 34.
The commission may compel compliance by proceedings in mandamus, injunction or other appropriate remedy.
Sec. 35 requires tariffs to be filed within 30 days.
Sec. 36 abolishes the present railroad commissionership.
Sec. 37 declares each section of this act independent, so that
the holding of one section void shall not affect other sections.
Sec. 38 repeals certain laws.

No. 22.
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Pekin Union Railway.

same, though the thing done be not specifically mentioned in this
•

.

The Peoria & Pekin Union Railway Company, owning a terminal property within and connecting the two cities of Peoria and
Pekin, Illinois, is composed of six proprietary Interests, namely,
the Illinois Central, Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis, Big Four, Toledo,
Peoria & Western, Lake Erie & Western and Chicago & NorthWestern railroads; and of the following tenant interests: Chicago
& Alton, Vandalia, Iowa Central, Chicago, Burlington & Qulncy and
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific (the two latter for passenger business only).
inning the year 1905 there was a total in-and-out movement
of cars over these terminals of 570,000, and the total cars handled
and switched on orders, including the above, was 1,110,000 for the
year. The total days engine service for the year was 8,900, making
a total of 125 ears handled per engine per day. The present mileage
of the Peoria & Pekin Union Railway is 93 miles, composed of 25
miles of main lines, 9 miles of side tracks on line, and 59 miles of
yard tracks. There is a total of 560 switches, four interlocking
plants and one drawbridge In connection with all tracks.
The records show that the business through the Peoria gateway
has increased about 8 per cent, each year for past decade and
that the present capacity of this property for economical handling
It therefore beof business should not exceed 2,000 cars a day.

^\IJ/

of Peoria

XI.

Pekin Union.

7/CV

Map

.

to increase the present capacity enough to take
care of the natural increase of business for the next decade. A new
yard was accordingly decided on, the plan for which is shown herewith.
A map of the company's lines with railroad and industrial
connections is also shown. By consulting the latter it will be seen
that it is proposed to divert all freight traffic now entering Peoria
from the east side of the Illinois river into the new yard, where
The interchange of
all trains will be broken up and classified.

came necessary

cars between any of the eight roads will be made at this point, and
thus only straight Peoria business need be sent into that city.
The portion of the yards north of the distribution or hump track
consists of a receiving yard of six tracks with a capacity of 50 cars
each and a departure yard of six tracks with a capacity of 60 cars
These yards will accommodate the business of the Toledo,
each.
Peoria & Western's Eastern division, the Vandalia, and the Dwight
division of the Chicago & Alton.
The portion of the yards south of the hump track consists of
a receiving yard of seven tracks with a capacity of from 40 to 60
cars each, and a departure yard of seven tracks with a capacity of
50 cars each. These yards will be used to accommodate the business of the Lake Erie & Western from the east and the Chicago,
Peoria and St. Iouis, Big Four. Illinois Central and Chicago &
Alton (Springfield division) from the south. A classification yard
of 22 tracks with a capacity of 500 cars, lying immediately west
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and connected by double ladder with the hump track,
accommodate the classification of both inbound yards.

will serve

A

150-ton

with automatic weighing device is conrailroad track
classification yard.
veniently located on the outside track of the
scale, which is built on a
All cars to be weighed will pass over the
pulled back on the distribution
1 per cent, grade, and afterward
place in the classificatrack and sent over the 1 ump to their proper
into the north side
dropped
be
will
cars
order
bad
The
tion yard.
the repair yard,
into
through
pushed
and
yard
oi the classification
yard and is comwhich lies immediately west of the classification
cars.
posed of 11 tracks with a total capacity of 200
".cenThe tracks in general are spaced 13 ft. centers with 15
spaced in pans ot lb ft.
are
tracks
yard
repair
The
ladders.
ters on
thus allowing room for
centers and 42 ft. center to center of pairs,
of working tracks
pair
each
between
a material or supply track
concrete culverts
The drainage is taken care of with two large
I beam and concrete construcof flat top design, the tops being of
be raised or
location of the hump is such that it can
scale fitted

The

tion.

lowered as the weather conditions demand.
west end
The engine house and coaling plant shown at the
present, as the company has
of the plan will not be built at
Peoria side of
abundant facilities for caring for engines on the
having the work of grading and
tne Illinois river. The contractors
there is no unforeraasomy expect to finish by August 1st and if
it is expected to have the
material
track
of
delivery
seen delay in
yard in operation by November 1st.
.,,„..*to .,
,.»«
Curtis
Mr. n
For the foregoing information we are indebted
Engineer,
of
Chief
Millard,
Millard, President, and Mr. Stanley
Railway.
Union
Pekin
&
Peoria
tne

Leaves from a Railroad Engineer's Note Book.
II.

a

Traffic Manager of
of Johannesburg, South Africa Chief
year 190o
African Railways spent about hal ^of^the

m

[Mr W. W. Hoy,
the Central South

B

c
'2

Illinois Central Railroad.

actual daily operaThere are at Chicago 10 railroad tracks in
given:
order
the
in
and
follows,
as
tion, used
Two tracks Slow suburban traffic.

—

Two tracks —Through main line traffic.
Two tracks— Goods traffic.
Two tracks— Express suburban traffic.
Two tracks— Engines working between running

tion,

shed and sta-

about two miles.

.

platforms, but has
The main line station at Chicago has no
level.
rail
the
above
inches
wooden floors raised a few
signal which is in operation here,
I inquired into the all-electric
worked very well
that the motor situated at the points

and found
and gave every satisfaction.
powers, a train
On a line over which this company has running
to cover 57 miles
minutes
47
hour
1
took
May
on the 19th of
platform, level
Each suburban station consists of a high wooden
with the floor of the carriages.
end for express
The platform is divided into two sections; one
trains, and the other for slow trains.
in the charge of
There is no station master, the station being
paid for bookwage
average
The
lady).
(usually
a
a booking clerk
mensem.
ing services is from £7 to £10 per
are composed
The suburban trains are of one class only and
They are
being the maximum.
of from two to six coaches, six
six wheels coupled
worked by small tender engines of four and
three and a half tons of coal
type and each carries from three to
either head or tender first
run
but
turned,
not
These engines are
of speed. They are not
as occasion demands, without reduction
very high wheeled, but are quick starters.
were furnished with wooden seats,
Ti,,. first carriages provided
are fitted with cane seats
pattern
standard
and
later
the
but
but ordinary trains ran
obtained,
not
were
times
running
The
and express trains the
stops,
14
with
minutes
eight miles In 28
same distance in 11 minutes.

Smoking and non-smoking compartments
In trains of

are provided.

whom
two coaches there are two conductors, one of
three men proIn trains of five coaches there are

acts as guard;
one of whom also acts as guard.
trains per
ii„. suburban Bervlce consists of 24S
i

weekday and

85 on Sundays.
The train brakes are the
1„

Westlnghouse air type,
Is utilized
some trains the small space at the rear

aggage, but bagga
conveyance
•>
Is not speclalh provided til
Grand Central Station,

>

for the
a »'» n, °

,

T l,e
system

install

Karl,

i

v

w

York.

tho signal cabll

pair oi points gives an Indication

'

when

"«

power

clear.
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shunting of trains and carriages is In daily operation al this station.
are fitted with hand brakes In addition
All passenger ci
to lie provision of the automatic ail brake,
ler the control of the brakesman who reguEvery train is
id (rake or by the Westinghouse airlates the speed
-

t

brake.
All passenger rolling stock is cleaned at Mot( Haven, a depot
about six miles from the Grand Central Station.
The signalman indicates electrically to the gatesman the time
when to close the gates just before lowering the starting signal.

—

New York

Interoorough Rapid Transit.

The Interhorough Rapid Transit (Subway division! U the latest
attempt at solving the method of handling congested city and interurban passenger traffic.
The suhwav is 21 miles in length, was built and is owned by
the city and has been leased for 50 years to the railway company
which works the elevated lines in and about the city.
The principal features of this system are:
Underground in the city.
Easy access by the public, as the roof

1.

2.

of the

subway usually

forms part of the roadway.
3.
The provision of local and express tracks in the center and
busiest parts of the city.
Uniform fare for whatever distance traveled; tickets being
4.
placed in a collecting box before passengers are allowed on the
platform.
Only one class of carriage.
5.
6.
Double tracks throughout with block signal sections so arranged that trains follow one another at intervals of two minutes
for local and two and a half minutes for express trains.
One million three hundred thousand passengers are carried
daily on the elevated railway and the subway.
The speed averages 30 miles an hour, stoppages included. I
traveled on some trains which attained a speed approaching 50 miles
an hour between stations, e.g., from City Hall to 96th street, a distance of 6% miles, was covered in 12 minutes. The average stoppages occupy from 9 to 14 seconds.
The length of rail is 60 ft. and the weight 75 lbs. per yard.
The power is electrically delivered to the train by means of a
third rail.
Three-phase alternating current is conveyed from the main
power house to sub-stations, where it is transformed into direct
current.
Each motor car is fitted with two motors of 200 h.p. each,
which are of the direct-current series type. The multiple unit
system is in operation on all the trains.
Express trains are composed of five motor cars and three trailers; local trains of three motor cars and two trailers.
In the eightcar train the first, third, fifth, sixth and eighth are motor cars.
By the system of motor control the electric power delivered to
the various motors throughout the train is simultaneously controlled and regulated by the motorman at the head of each train.
The weight of the motor cars averages 88,000 lbs., and that of
the trailers 66.000 lbs. All cars are heated and lighted by electricity.
Each car is 51 ft. long, and has accommodation for 52
seated and 100 standing passengers. All stock is of the end door
type, and is built to be anti-telescopic and fireproof.
The Westinghouse air-brake system is in use on all trains. An
emergency air-brake valve has been provided on the truck of all
motor cars; it is operated by a "track trip" which acts in case the
motorman does not obey the signal and attempts to enter section

which

is

blocked against him.

The subway

is lighted throughout from sources quite independent of the train power supply.
The signals are electrically lighted by a system different to the
power and general lighting circuits. An alternating current is employed in the signal track circuit which has characteristic differences from the direct current used to propel the trains.
The gage is standard 4 ft. S'j in. For purposes of emergency
a connection is made with the other railways which run through
the city.

Northern

Pacific.

On

the railroad which runs through the forests alongside the
Pacific Coast I noticed that spur sidings had been provided at frequent intervals of one or two miles for the purpose of loading
timber. These sidings are only protected by disc signals situated
at the points.
No fixed signals appear to be in use on the railroads

running along this coast.
The stoppages on this line at intermediate stations do not usually exceed 15 seconds.
In traveling from Vancouver to San Francisco the time occupied in the journey worked out as follows:
Left 8.45 a.m. from Vancouver, and after 35'i hours' journey
reached San Francisco at 8 p.m.
This time shows at an average speed of 31 miles an hour,

A

lunch basket was provided at a cost of 50 cents (2s. Id.).
room charges are excessive, 2s. Id. being charged
for five small packages, or a cost of 5d. per package.
The carriages are lighted by electric light, which gives splendid
i

be cloak

results.
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The Pennsylvania and thi \ » Fori Central.
The two railroads which exert, by their rivalry, the strongest
Influence upon American railroad working are the Pennsylvania
(8,556 miles) and the New York Central & Hudson River (7,703)
railroad companies.

Both lines compete for the mineral traffic between the Lakes
and the Pittsburg district.
One of the premier trains of America the "Twentieth Century
Limited"— is run by the New York Central between New York and

—

Chicago; the time occupied in the journey being 19 hours. Whilst
the speed of the train was increased to bring
I was in America
the "Flyer" to its destination within 18 hours, because the Pennsylvania Railroad had been enabled, by deviations and regrading
in the district of Pittsburg, to shorten its schedule for the same
journey to that amount of time. A regrettable accident, however,
caused the company to revert to its previous schedule of 19 hours.
As regards the standard equipment of these lines, wherever possible, the tracks are brought up to meet the conditions of running;
overhead bridges are being built in the vicinity of cities to eliminate the danger of level crossings so frequent in American towns;

—

block signaling is also receiving considerable attention, and the
Central Railroad of New Jersey (a subsidiary line of the P. R. R.)
has recently been installed for a distance of 40 miles with the most
modern type of block signals extant.
Additional interest is occasioned in this type of signaling in
that the signal lamps are all of the seven-day burning type and
require attention but once a week for trimming purposes. Signals
are erected at distances varying from a quarter to one mile apart,
according to the density of the main line traffic, goods and mineral
traffic requiring to be forwarded along the four tracks.
New York affords additional interest on account of the enormous tunneling work which is being carried out by the Pennsylvania.
A two-tunnel, each single track, is being pushed through from
Long Island, under the East river, through Manhattan Island, under
the Hudson River, and up into the mainland, the state of NewJersey.
In the Pittsburg district this same company has spent over
£3,000,000 in effecting improvements, especially with regard tothe regrading of the line through the Allegheny Mountains and
completing a deviation which entirely avoids Altoona and gives a
better grade for express passenger trains.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Company arranges personally-conducted tours in addition to the usual facilities afforded to thetourist agencies.
Rock Island Railways.
A white pole is fixed some distance from a level crossing as an
indication to the driver of an approaching train that he is nearing
a crossing.
The saloons are fairly well cleaned, but the brass work suffers
from want of attention.

Southern Pacific.
This railroad has no fixed signals in general operation. Thereare, however, disc signals situated at the points, and these are connected with the yellow distant signal, which works in conjunction
with the points, showing "clear" when they are set for the main line.
Dining car No. 10,059 running over these lines is the most
modern and up-to-date vehicle of its type I have yet seen. It is
fitted with ice chambers and a chill chamber, and has very well
arranged pantry and kitchen accommodation.
A large proportion of the engines on the Southern Pacific-Californian section are crude petroleum-burning locomotives.
The ferry boats belonging to this company have a carrying
capacity equivalent to 4S bogie vehicles and two large locomotives.
The boat engines are oil fuel burning, and have only recently been
converted from coal consumers. They are, however, very satisfactory.
The ferries are fitted with hydraulic lifts for adjusting
the gangways at each side, and the locomotives are in motion one
minute after arrival of the boat at the pier.
St. Louis Station.
At the station yards 2,500 trucks are handled per day of 2t
hours.

The average
The system

coal truck carries a 35-ton load.
of signaling is electro-pneumatic, and all points
operated from the signal towers are equipped with electric repeaters, to indicate that the points have been passed over and areclear.

The movement

from the
telephonic communication from

of all traffic in the yards is controlled

signal boxes, with which there
the various yard centers.

is

The telautograph instrument

is

operated at this station with

great success.

The traffic in
means of "humps"

the various marshalling yards is broken up by
There is one brakeman
or gravitation sidings.
These men are colto each vehicle as it travels down the hump.
lected and returned to the bump by a special train consisting of
van and engine.
The classification yard consists of 25 tracks.
In loading coal for foreign stations, small carrying capacity
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trucks are utilized for stations at comparatively short distances
from the loading center, and the large capacity trucks are despatched to New York and other distant stations, the object being
to get the greatest available paying haul.
Shunters work 12 hours per day, and are paid at 15 cents pei
hour. Signalmen in the principal cabins work eight hours per day.
Engines coal at St. Louis in two minutes; the larger engines
take about seven tons of coal.
Rest rooms are provided. Engine-drivers have a minimum rest
of from four to eight hours, according to the time they have been

on duty.
Trains Running on Opposing Lines.
was considerably impressed by the American method of running trains on opposing lines, e.g., when two trains are running in
the same direction, instead of detaining one at a station and allowing the faster train to proceed, arrangements are made for the latter
I

run on the opposing line of rails, passing the other train en
route and getting into its proper, position at a station ahead. From
the inquiries which I made the system answers satisfactorily. The
"Twentieth Century Limited" has actually passed an express train
under these conditions, both trains traveling at very high rates of
to

speed.

Railway Oil Contracts.
Whilst in America I took many opportunities of inquiring as
to the working of the "oiling" contract system on the railroads and
forwarded to the Chief Railway Storekeeper of this administration
copies of some agreements entered into in Europe as well as in
America.
The motive power officers with whom I discussed the matter
speak highly as regards the economical advantages of the system,
and although they admit they had considerable difficulty when introducing it, they say that the system is now no longer in the experimental stage, that it is a good one and one which saves the railroad administration money.
Contracts are entered into for periods of three, five and ten years
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the oil company lost on the contract but that compensation was
derived from the sale of the oil.
In reporting on this matter I visited some of the oil centers
in California for the purpose of studying the method of dealing
with oil in bulky quantities and ascertaining what facilities were
offered for oil transport.
In some instances the crude oil, utilized as fuel for furnaces
and engines, is carried in pipe lines exceeding 110 miles in length
from the oil wells to the coast and is run directly to the oil ships
or steamers on the wharf or into the oil tanks for conveyance by rail.
The cost of the crude article is from 35 to 40 cents per barrel of
40 gallons, equal to about Is. 6d. to Is. 8d. per barrel, or %d. per
gallon.

Canadian Pacific Railway.
Montreal at 9.40 a.m. on Sunday and arrived at Vancouver
at 12.30 p.m. the following Friday.
The distance is 2,942 miles and
the speed averaged 21% miles per hour.
The passenger rolling stock in general use is the open sleeping
car type, built to accommodate 16 passengers, with one state room
which has accommodation for two passengers. Palace cars are
now being run, but an extra charge of 36s. per passenger per night
left

I

in addition to first class fare

America

and sleeping

fee is

made

for

what in

regarded as luxurious traveling.
Tourist or colonist cars have partial sleeping accommodation,
bedding being supplied at one-half Pullman rates.
No privately owned Pullman cars are run on this line in general
traffic.
All cars are owned by the railroad.
Gas is the general illuminant on all ears.
Several passenger carriages are fitted with mosquito netting.
Books, periodicals, newspapers, post cards, illustrated playing
cards, postage stamps, telegraph forms, guide books and time-tables,
etc., are obtainable on all trains at various centers
one bulletin
to each car.
Compressed air is used in the saloons to force the water from
tanks to wash basins, no pumping being necessary.
Each car is supplied with hair and clothes brushes.
Iced spring water is supplied for all filters, which are attended
to at appointed stations.
is

—

duration.
It does not necessarily follow that the progress of the agreement leads to increased advantages for the oil company, as with
the tendency to increase the size o£ the locomotives and freight rolling stock, the cost of oiling is added to on account of the larger
Graphics of a Transcontinental Line.
consumption without a correspondingly increased payment being
made to the oil company by the railway company.
The passenger department of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Invariably also the railroads seek better terms with the termination of their contracts, and my information is that the oil com- has issued a clever folder which shows the altitudes traversed by
panies have not acted unreasonably in meeting the representations this route to the coast, and makes capital out of them. Other altiof the railroads. Both parties to the agreement are of course thor- tudes are exhibited in comparison, so that we are able to appreciate
oughly acquainted with all the facts.
Probably the best example I can give
ALTITUDES.
is the information given me by one of the
SANTA FE ROUTE TO CALIFORNIA.
MISCELLANEOUS POINTS.
8.000 «.
chief motive power superintendents, who
had just taken out some figures in oiling in
7.000 It.
anticipation of the renewal of the contract

DIAGRAM OF

coming up

for discussion.

He informed me

that, notwithstanding the increased

of vehicles employed, the larger dimensions
of the rolling stock and consequently greater
oil consumption per vehicle, the oil cost to
his company has only slightly increased during the past 14 years.
I consulted various vice-presidents and
general managers with regard to the system
under discussion and although I expected
considerable difference of view, I was very
much impressed by the unanimity of opinion.
I also forwarded to the Chief Railway
Storekeeper a list showing the names of the
companies who have entered into contracts
for the oiling of their rolling stock.
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Railroads and Transportation in Siar

BY

h.

I

.

BENNETT.*

1891 an association of foreigners living in Bangkok, the
capital of Siam, secured a franchise for a narrow gage railroad
from Bangkok to Paknam, near the mouth of the Menam river.
The length of this line is 16 miles, and the gage, one meter. This
was the first Siamese railroad. The ties are of teak wood, worth
at present about ?1 a cubic foot. They were secured at that time
cheaply, as teak is a native wood of Siam. The road was completed
In about a year, and has been in operation since the latl°r part
In

Camp

of

Building the Abutments and

an old roadbed made for carts and vehicles, and

cost, fully

as the Korat Railroad.
wen Hr, 'I'-orgeThe principal biddei
Murray Campbell, a Scotch contractor, who repri ented a syndicate
headed and financed by the great China merchants, Messrs. Jardine,
Matin sun & Co., of London and China, and Herr Bethge, a Herman
army engineer, who represented a syndicate of Germans backed by
the Krupps of Germany. The competition became bitter and from,
the very first assumed the form of an international tight for commercial supremacy, since, directly behind the two bidders, stood the
British and German consuls and all the influence of those two governments, backing the respective claims. The result was that the
British drew first blood in a long commercial war, which has not

the Construction

of 1892. it exists for its passenger traffic more than for any other
purpose, and has paid interest on the investment from the start.
At present the Paknam road pays annual dividends of 12 per cent, on
the stock. The line is ballasted with broken bricks and has practically
no grades or curves. The distance from Bangkok to Paknam is covered in one hour's run. The road comes in direct competition with
water transportation on the river. It gets about all the passenger business but hauls a very small percentage of the freight tonnage, which
still goes by water.
The Paknam road was built cheaply by using

squipped,

only about $19,000 per mile.
In 1892 the government advertised for bids for the construction of about 160 miles of standard gage railroad from Bangkok
north to the important interior town of Korat, the road to be known
•Mr. I'.ennptt went to Slam as an engineer engaged In buikliDg the Korat
He was
Railroad In 18B3, and remained with the contractors until 1S!>7.
later engaged by the Minister of Agriculture to estimate the cost of certain
canal and Irrigation work, and subsequently negotiated the franchise for a
large electric light plant and operated the plant, lighting the streets and
He was appointed U. S. Vicebuildings of Bangkok, and Hie King's palace.
Consul General to Slam In 1899.
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Engineers.

This contract was toyet ended, and secured the first contract.
build and equip about 160 miles of line for about $30,000 per mile,
a wholly inadequate sum, considering the difficulties and expense of
the work and the nature of the country.
The Germans thereupon insisted on the appointment of Herr
Bethge as Director-General of the Royal Railroad Department of
Siam, and he was appointed by the Siamese king in accordance with,
This
the wish of the German consul backed by his government
appointment placed the Germans in the position of supervising engi-

Piers of the

Ban Po Bridge.

neers and inspectors over the work to be done by the British contractors.
A bitter rivalry already existed between the two before
any work was started and the consul for Germany succeeded in
inducing the king to believe that it would be a clever move on the
Siamese side to appoint German engineers to watch the British
contractors in the interest of the government. The results will be
foreseen by any practical railroad man in America. A long fight
immediately started between the contractors and the Government
which lasted for more than six years.
The government railroad department immediately organized a

JrNE
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force directed by German ex-army engineers who introduced an
elaborate organization with so much red tape and pomp and so
many high-sounding titles tor the officers, that, for a country
like Siam, with only 160 miles of railroad under way, the whole
thing was like one of Gilbert & Sullivan's comic opera productions.
It was very expensive, but it served the real purpose for which
that is, provided
it was created by the astute Asiatic government
a fine array of uniformed foreign engineers and officials for exhibition on state occasions, which greatly impressed foreign newspaper
correspondents and consuls with the large progress which was bsing
made by Siam in civilization and railroad building.
The new Royal Railroad Department proceeded to make things
warm for the British contractor who, on his part, was not at all

—
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.the
Chiengnmi, in the teak wood country, and northern extremit)
kingdom, where the government has had considerable trouble in
who speak a dialect of their
the past with tribes called "Hawhs,
own, have their own recognized local chiefs, and are little in
sympathy with the Siamese government.
i

The
The
The
The
The
The

lines

now

built are:

Ml lea.
16
95
i" n

Takuam

Railroad, narrow gage.
Peehabuii Railroad, narrow gage
Korat Railroad, standard gage
Chiengmai branch, standard gage, about

,*-

"X

Phrabad Railroad
433

Total

investThe government railroads pay about 3% per cent, on the
to
ment. They cost about $40,000 per mile
In the hands of capable
build and equip.
governforeign railroad operators, and out of
ment control, they would easily earn 7 or 8
part
per cent. The grades are for the most
Buildings are of
light and curvature easy.
masonry and teak wood— good and substantial
The bridges are mostly steel
construction.
with concrete foundations on piles and brick
masonry abutments above ground level. Most
imof the bricks for the original work were
There are some teak
ported from China.
wood trestles over canals. The rails are of
x 8 in.
55-lb. section with hard wood ties 6
The wood is so hard that the ties sink in
water, and had all to be cut in the forests,
hauled to the rivers and canals by means o£
water buffaloes, and then floated over to the
The cost of ties
railroad on bamboo floats.
The track is balis about 90 cents to $1 each.

.H,

WEKB^mL*1
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B
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lasted with broken bricks in the low country,
and stone and gravel in the hill country.
Many of the bricks were excavated from the
foundations of ancient temples and ruins at

^BE^9flv> *^~

v

BWn ^> *

the site of the old ruined city of Ayuthia,
which was the capital of Siam about 170 years
Kj Mr'
ago before the Siamese were driven out and
the ancient city destroyed by the Burmese.
There was a great deal of difficulty exRailroad.
Korat
Building the Pak Preo Bridge,
perienced in building earth embankments in
expansion and contraction of the
Blow to show that he was fully as good a lawyer as a contractor, the low rice country owing to
with water
Much time and money were spent in keeping detailed records of banks. In the wet season the earth and clay soaked
In the dry season the banks shrunk and
expanded.
construction
and
legitimate
had
and
government,
against
the
claims
ballast
of
quanti
large
swallowing
work been prosecuted with the same energy and perseverance as cracks opened up,
most
of
two
year
In
a
the
trains.
of
jolting
the
proceedings,
from
court
arbitration
records were compiled for claims and
the practical results would have been great
,

speed in actual construction work. The fight
went on merrily until the latter part of 1896,
when the contract was cancelled and the whole
dispute submitted to arbitration, which lasted
until 1899, when it was decided in favor of the
British contractor and the Siamese government
was obliged to pay down a sum equal to about
$800,000 and also the cost of the long drawn
arbitration proceedings, which was several hundred thousand dollars more. This is the first and
last important contract ever awarded by the Siamese government for public work. It caused inestimable injury to every one concerned, and has
prejudiced the government against entering into
any contracts with foreign firms of contractors
for work in Siam.
The railroad was completed under the
supervision of the government railroad department and the Germans drew second blood in the
fight, which has been a very one-sided fight ever
It has been easy for the Germans to
since.
place nearly all orders for railroad materials

Siam in Germany. This victory was prompt
followed by the purchase by the large Qer
man main lines of nearly all the steamship
lines trading into Siam. Thirty or more steamers were bought in two transactions and passed
from the British to the German flag. The Germans followed up the two large purchases with
several smaller ones of stray British and Danish ships until the whole of the shipping beTeak Wood Trestle Worth $120 per 1,000 ft. b. m., in the London Market.
twoi
Singapore and Itangkok, Hongkong and
Bangkok, and Singapore ami ihe Philippine
had eompli
the ballast originally placed under n
Islands is today in the hands of the Gcnnaim,
oenl
•' to 10 pei
Slam has at present over 400 miles of standard and narro* appeared. Likewise the banki settlei
The bridge
gage single track railroad, and the government builds slowl] .11 below the establish.', grade, and bad to bi
fninidat ions are what might be called Boating
lie
w.u-l, al
yeai of new intension
tho rate of about :tli miles
large at the has,, and resting on round piles driven from "0 to
ml north to
present consists of an extension of the Korat R;
for
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Suam Pluk

Bridge; Korat Railrcad.

The
ft. in the ground, and about 10 to 15 tt. below ground level.
formation in the lowlands is compact silt uniform for hundreds of
30

down.

feet

also experienced with bridge foundations and
abutments. When the abutments were built and the bank filled in
behind, some of the abutments were pushed over several feet by
Difficulty

was

behind. The masonry, piles and all
fill
have been sprung forward, moving from the top and apparently in a solid mass, without the slightest injury to the abutment.
When the earth was removed from behind the abutments, they
sprung back again, in some cases half way to their original position.
As the whole of the low lands were subject to flood during
the wet season, bricks, ties and other building materials were stored
on top of the roadbed during certain seasons.
The embankment was the only dry land within some distance,
a fact soon discovered by the snakes and reptiles, which took refuge
in the buildings and the track material along the embankment,
much to the dismay of the bare footed coolies who worked on the
construction.
It was necessary to furnish bamboos with hooks on
the end so that the coolies could turn over the ties before taking
hold of them: and at the bottom of the pile it was not unusual
to find several cobras and centipedes.

the weight of the earth

seem

to

About 100 miles north

Bangkok

the nature of the country
mountains and jungle.
One stretch of some 35 miles of this country was called the "Dong
Phya Fai," land of an evil spirit, and was widely known by the
natives as an unhealthy locality. Much difficulty was experienced
Deadly malarial fever
in building this section of the railroad.
broke out and many of the white engineers and foremen died or
had to be sent out of the country to save their lives. The coolie
laborers died by the hundreds, and the balance of them stampeded
and ran away. The contractor was obliged to import Chinese direct
from China, place them in boats on arrival at Bangkok, and send
them up country before they had time to communicate with friends
and countrymen ashore, so that they would be ignorant of the bad
reputation of the country where they were going to work. They
also died like flies and ran away and it was several years before
this portion of the railroad was finally built.
One German engineer
remained through the entire construction. He constantly drank
bottled beer, which was enough to kill an average man in that
climate. On this he nearly lived, beginning drinking before breakfast in the morning.
The labor used on construction was almost entirely Chinese.
They worked by piece work or contract wherever it was possible.
A good Chinese coolie would carry in two baskets balanced on a
pole on the shoulder nearly 2 cu. ft of e'arth or clay and dump it
Good men could carry as much as 5
into an earth embankment.
of

changes completely, and the
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cubic meters or

6%

cu. yds.

9

cents a

Korat, the terminal point on this line, is a thickly settled disthe gateway to a large population. There exists an ancient
silk industry, where the natives have for hundreds of years manufactured beautiful silks on crude hand looms, and in patterns and
colors peculiar to the district. The product is very limited, and
silks from this place, like fine oriental rugs in Persia, bring large
trict,

prices.

Although railroads have done much to develop Siam and were
necessary In order to reach such places in the interior as Korat,
where there is no water communication.
I
believe the Siamese
have overlooked and neglected water transportation facilities.
Originally there were no roads in Siam other tha.i waterways. Three
large rivers running north and south for a hundred miles or more
over a level plain are connected by a network of cross canals intersecting.
These have always been the real roadways of Siam, and
carry to-day 90 per cent, of the freight of the country. Where the
railroads go they readily secure the passenger traffic, but where
water transportation is possible, the canals and rivers still compete
successfully.
A 20-ton boat starts up country for a cargo of rice, with
three boatmen, each drawing $10 wages a month. A whole family
lives on the end of the boat, and frequently the wife and children
help to propel it. The boat may be operated entirely by a man
and his family. Even if all three boatmen are hired at an average
wage of flO a month, the boat can make two trips 100 miles up the
river or canal in a month at a cost of $30 for wages, and $10 for
repairs and depreciation, bring down 40 tons of rice 20 tons to
a trip and deliver it at the door of the rice mill, which is always
located on the water, at a maximum total cost of $1 per ton for the
rice delivered at the mill.
The railroads cannot do this at a profit,
and have the disadvantage of not being able to discharge the rice
direct from cars into the mill, which greatly adds to the total cost
Then, besides, the boatmen can quite likely get
of transportation.
two or three tons of general cargo, such as petroleum or cotton
goods, on the up-country trip, which pays several dollars for freight,
and thus reduces the cost of transportation on the rice. It is safe
to say that water transportation on unhulled rice in Siam, where
that class of transportation is possible by boat, does not exceed
Rice constitutes So per cent, of the
in cost 5 mills per ton mile.
movement of freight in Siam. teak wood about 10 per cent., and
the balance of goods transported are included in the other 5 per cent.
The export trade of Siam in 1904 amounted to about $22,000,000.
The Siamese have greatly neglected these useful waterways in
German named Mueller secured a franchise some years
the past.
ago to build a systm of canals and irrigation ditches over an area
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This land was wild only because of lack
transportation facilities. The canals were completed and the
land opened to settlement, with the result that to-day at least 100,000
people live and cultivate the land along this canal where no one
lived before, and the main canal is only about 35 miles long.
No
railroad ever built in Siam up to the present can make such a

of uncultivated rice land.
of

showing.

The Korat Railroad crosses this canal. The new canal was
opened some years ago with considerable ceremony, the king being
invited to ride over it. The foreign consuls and many prominent
His Majesty traveled up the
officials were invited to be present.
railroad by special train to the point where it crosses the canal,
II
II
and arrived about 10 o'clock in the morning on a scorching hot day.
This function was a most curious sight. There was not a thing
at the landing place but open rice fields, on which the sun beat
down mercilessly. At the canal crossing, standing in the open fields
under the bleating sun were the German officials of the canal and
railroad, dressed in silk hats, spike-tailed dress coats, and tall,
white collars, which had long since wilted and collapsed from perspiration.
They were awaiting the arrival of His Majesty, who
came late, as usual. It is to be hoped that the king enjoyed the
sight as much as the spectators. He, himself, had the good taste
io wear thin silk clothes suited to the temperature and place.
Station on the Korat Railroad.
Materials for railroad construction were formerly purchased by
private negotiation, through agents in Germany and England. Some
years ago the United States minister, Hon. Hamilton King, began of public revenue, and until a year ago Siam had no public debt.
to agitate the purchase of all materials by competitive bid and A loan of $5,000,000 was floated for carrying on public works, and
advertisement in the leading commercial papers of the world. This was promptly underwritten in London and France on advantageous
proposal was opposed by certain officials at first, but not openly, terms to the Siamese government.
Fir.ally
Mr. King
Rolling stock and equipment of the Siamese railroads include
imputation of "graft."
of
the
fear
for
three classes of cars for the passenger traffic.
Passenger cars are built after the American

Ml

nirii

type.
First class cars are well furnished
like a first class day coach in this country,
with certain minor changes to suit the altered climatic conditions. Second class cars

somewhat more plainly finished, and
third class cars have plain, curved wooden
seats and plainly painted interiors, free from
any elaborate fittings and finishing. Over
90 per cent, of the passenger traffic is third
class.
The first and second class do not earn
expenses.
Passenger fares are about the
same as in the United States except first
class, which is higher per mile than on the
United States railroads.
are

Freight cars are of the two-axle type
in Europe called "wagons."
and carry from 10 to 12% tons each. The
locomotives and cars in use are of many

commonly used

Few supplied on the original conwere found suited to the requirements
the tiaffic which developed.
Bangkok, the principal seaport of Siam,
a large city of mixed population contain-

types.

tract
of

is

ing about 500,000 inhabitants.
It is located
on the Meinam river, about 30 miles from
This river is navigable for large
the sea.
ships inside the bar. It is over 600 ft. wide,
with a uniform depth of more than 30 ft.
;il
low tide. There is. however, a very bad
bar at the mouth of the river, which his
Korat Railroad Passing Through the Jungle.
only V in 10 .t. of water al low tide.
This
was entirely successful, and to-day all large orders for materials bar is composed entirely of silt and could easily be dredged. The
are purchased by advertisement and competitive bids are consid- trade of Slam is greatly handicapped by the existence of this
ered, which gives American manufacturers a chance to compete for obstruction to navigation,
ai all seasons of the year over half
Siamese railroad trade.
the cargo has to be lightered lor over 30 miles from the bar to
Thus far railroads and all public winks have been buill ou( the city, and during five mollis of the monsoon, ships ar to id
I

The King's Train.

I
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anchor 20 miles from the bar, ami di charge and load from
The
65 miles from Bangkok, under the lee of an island.
total shipping of the port of Bangkok per annum Is said to have
to
ii

titers

Exports, 500,000 tons;
been about as follow
in 1904:
200,000 tons; total, 700,000 tons.
On account of the bar only small ships ply between

imports,

Bangkok
and Singapore and Hongkong, where all cargo is transshipped to
large European and American steamers.
This transshipment costs
fully $2 per ton extra freight.
Also lighterage on one-half the total
tonnage at the Bangkok bar costs another $1.50 per ton. The local
ships are only able to cross the bar with something less than half
a full cargo. It would therefore appear that the annual cost to

Siamese trade on account of the existence of the bar at the mouth
Extra local freight aud tranof the river is roughly as follows:
shipment charges at Singapore and Hongkong on about 700.000 tons
of cargo per annum at the rate of about $1.50 per ton, $1,050,000;
extra cost of lighterage on one-half the total tonnage from the bar
and island up to Bangkok at $1.50 per ton on 350,000 tons, $525,000;
total cost per annum to Siamese shipping, $1,575,000.
If the bar
is removed, large ships direct from Europe and America can enter
the Bangkok river, discharge and load direct from wharfs, and
(not charge more than 50 cents per ton extra freight rate from
London or New York over the Singapore rate.
The cost of dredging the river bar and building stone jetties
to create scour and maintain a depth of 30 ft. of water, might cost
This work would more than pay
$6,000,000; certainly not more.
for itself by indirect returns to Siamese trade in four years.
It
has always seemed strange that the British government and shipping
interests do not take up this matter and push the dredging of the
bar.
In this way British shipping interests could recoup their
lost prestige and shipping trade at one stroke, as this would place
them in the position of being able to enter the Bangkok trade with
their large steamers from Europe, and compete on equal terms with
the German steamers, and would, to a great extent, make the local
German steamers unprofitable investments so far as the Bangkok

shipping trade

is

concerned.

Railroad Officers' Stock

in

Coal Companies.

The investigation

of the relations of the Pennsylvania Railroad
the companies shipping coal over its lines, which
is being made by the Interstate Commerce Commission, was reported in part in our issue of May 25, page 527. The hearing was
resumed the following week, and the first witness was W. A. Patton, Assistant to the President of the Pennsylvania. He presented a
list of the companies in which he held stock, prominent among which
were the Keystone Coal Company and the Atlantic Crushed Coke
Company. Some of his stocks were acquired as a result of his participation in a company which bought the coal lands when the business was started. Replying to a question as to how he acquired
large amounts of stock in certain companies, Mr. Patton said that
he was born in western Pennsylvania, and had been a life-long friend
of Colonel Huff, who had given him the stocks.
Friendship, said
Mr. Patton, goes a good ways. "These stocks were not given to me
for favors that I might be able to render. The railroad company encouraged the development of the soft coal lands and at that time
it was not considered a crime for a railroad man to hold stock in
a coal company." Mr. Patton had never attempted to conceal his
ownership of coal stocks and did not believe that his superior officers

and

its officers to

were ignorant

of such ownership.

W. Gibbs, General Superintendent of Motive Power, said that
he owned no stock and was in no way interested in any coal comA.

pany.
Witnesses testifying in behalf of the Alexandria Coal Company
asserted that thr Alexandria mine had to be sold because of inability to get sufficient cars, and that other coal companies at the same
time were receiving cars. One witness asserted that Michael Trump.
General Superintendent of Transportation of the Pennsylvania, had
said that the road intended to protect the Berwind-White Coal Company at all hazards.
Frederick Vrooman, Assistant Trainmaster, told of gifts of
money received from coal companies for favors which he did not
"Then why did you take the money?" asked the lawyer.
grant.
"Well," answered the witness, "if there was money to be given out I
was there to take it."
The First National Bank at Altoona and the banking firm of
Cassatt & Co., of the same city, are largely owned by relatives of
the President of the Pennsylvania road, and inquiry was made to
find out if President Cassatt had any interest in the coal business,
but none was shown.
The Altoona Coal & Coke Company, hauling cars from the mine
to the main track with its own engine, was allowed 18 cents a ton
out of the rate ($1.30) to tidewater.
J. B. Hutchinson, former General Manager of the road, gave
testimony concerning distribution of cars at times of great scarcity.
Some shippers asked for more cars than they required, and then
allowed them to stand loaded on the sidetrack.
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J. Howard Patton, of Greensburg, Pa., brother of W. A. Patton,
Superintendent of the Claridge mine of the Keystone Coal & Coke
Company, and is also station agent at Claridge, but without salary.
Asked why he continued as agent without remuneration, he said
because he belonged to the Veterans' Association of the Pittsburg
division.
He thought that his brother's connection with the railroad and the coal companies rather worked to the disadvantage
of the coal companies.
Victor Wierman, Superintendent of the Pennsylvania at Camden, N. J., testified concerning privileges allowed to the Susquehanna Coal Company at South Amboy, N. J., and concerning stock
He had bought this
in the Saltsburg Coal Company owned by him.
stock when assistant engineer on the Pittsburg division.
J. K. Johnston, Superintendent at Tyrone, testified that he owned
no coal stocks. He had repeatedly been offered gifts by or in behalf
of shippers, but always declined to receive them.
Albert Von Bergelberg, of the Reakirk Brothers Soft Coal Company, averred that the railroad had ruined him financially; he believed that they refused to give him cars because they held no stock
The witness testified as to hundreds of letters
in his company.
written to the general manager and other officials urging them to
allow him more cars. He said he had been forced out of the South
Amboy trade by the Keystone Coal & Coke Co. The discriminations
against him compelled him to run behind in expenses for the past
is

two years.
R. H. Large, coal freight agent of the railroad, gave evidence

showing that it was impossible for shippers other than the BerwindWhite Coal Co. to send coal to Harsimus (Jersey City). Mr. Large
also testified as to allowances made to several of the Lloyd companies on rates to tidewater points, and allowances made to the
Latrobe Coal Co. for carrying coal from the mines to the main line
of the Pennsylvania, while, as a matter of fact, the hauling was
done by the railroad, as the Latrobe Co. at that time had no engines.
There was a special allowance made to the Susquehanna Coal Co.
which supplied bunker coal to the tugboats in New York. The Susquehanna enjoyed a monopoly on this class of business.

On May 23 the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad'
appointed a committee of five directors to investigate the charges
of wrong doing which have been brought against officers of the
company during the hearing. The chairman of this committee Is
The committee has engaged as special counsel
C. Stuart Patterson.
Mr. Silas W. Pettit.
President Cassatt, who went to Europe about three weeks ago,
has telegraphed that he is coming home at once, expecting to reach

New York June

2.

suits have been brought in the courts
the Pennsylvania Railroad on charges of discrimination in the distribution of cars by the Pennsylvania Coal & CokeCompany for $2,500,000, and the Federal Coal Company, for $750,000;
also that many other shippers will bring similar suits.

The newspapers say that

against

Seventieth Anniversary of an English Railroad.
BY W. B. PALET.
now, with the exception of the Great
Western, the only important railroad entering London that was
authorized so long ago as the reign of King William IV., yet still
The South-Eastern Railway was inexists under its original title.
corporated in 1836.
Several other metropolitan lines, some of
greater importance, date from that period, but have changed their
names. To some extent the identity of the South-Eastern has been
lost since the working agreement formed in 1899 with the London,
Chatham & Dover, but nevertheless each company retains its separate capital account and its own board of directors.
It will easily be recognized that so profitable a location as one
to Dover, the key to the traffic to and from mid-Europe, would not
be long in attracting the attention of capitalists when once railroads
became a popular form of investment. The project was really
mooted so long ago as the end of 1824, a period when a small railroad mania set in, the principal result of which was the Liverpool
& Manchester line. Nothing then came of it, but the second mania,
that of 1833-7, gave birth not only to the South-Eastern but to
nearly all the original trunk lines of Great Britain as well. The
first portion of the line to Tonbridge was opened in May, 1842.
As authorized by act of June 21, 1836, the South-Eastern was
to commence at Croydon, some 10 miles from London, by a junction
with the London & Croydon Railway near its terminus. This local
The South-Eastern
line had received its charter the year before.
would have preferred to be independent of it, but the Government
did not favor an additional cutting and carving of the crowded parts
of South London, and as the Croydon company itself only got into
London over the Greenwich line it was considered that the SouthEastern was not unfairly dealt with on similar terms. No running
powers, however, were provided, nor authority to have a London
station, either where these other lines terminated, near London.
The route to Dover was to be via Oxted,
Bridge, or elsewhere.
Edenbridge, Tonbridge, Ashford and Folkestone, the first portion.

The South-Eastern

is

June

1,
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involving very long tunneling near Oxted.
Work was begun on 400 ft. above the sea, extend to the water's edge; the coast line being,
Three tunnels, respectively 1,590,
had not proceeded far when, in 1S37, the London however, somewhat indented.
& Brighton Railway obtained a charter. This line also was com- 5,799 and 4,176 ft. long, were built, named Martello, Abbot's Cliff
pelled to make use of the little Croydon company's undertaking. As and Shakespeare tunnels. In the two last, owing to the great depth
below the surface, horizontal shafts were used, opening on to theIt would go for some miles to a certain extent in the direction of
Dover, it was thought better to save the tunneling and use the sea, in addition to the usual vertical ones. The excavated material
Brighton line as far as Red Hill, near Reigate, about 21 miles was simply tipped out and the galleries were closed up again,
from London. A short bit from there to Edenbridge brought the leaving the shafts open for ventilation. In the Shakespeare tunnel
South-Bastern back to its original plan, as far as the line farther the chalk was -so friable that two separate tunnels were made, each
east was concerned, but at the expense of seven miles extra dis- about 30 ft. high by 12 ft. wide, with a mass of chalk 10 ft. thick
tance. Within recent years, however, the Oxted line has been built, between them. It was intended to leave these tunnels unlined, but
although it is not used for London-Dover traffic, a still shorter cut afterwards they had to be lined, an inconvenience considerably felt
having been previously opened. To prevent any more loss of dis- with modern rolling stock of maximum dimensions. Between Abtance, the South-Eastern Railway was laid out as straight as the bot's Cliff and Shakespeare tunnels a way was made by blasting
crow flies between the Brighton junction at Red Hill and the town down the side of the cliffs and building the line on the debris, a
of Ashford, in Kent. This stretch of 45 miles is probably the longest strong sea wall keeping this from being washed away for about
straight piece of railroad in the Kingdom.
As it goes through a mile. This sea wall is 23 ft. thick at the base, 51/2 ft. at the top,
favorable country, if the South-Eastern in old days had been an and about 60 ft. high. On this section was Round Down cliff, 375 ft.
enterprising company it might have made a great reputation on it high, which was entirely removed on January 26, 1843, by the exfor high speed.
plosion of 18,000 lbs. of gunpowder.
The Brighton Company got to work in 1841, but it was May of
From Shakespeare's Cliff tunnel to the Dover terminus (a site
the following year before the first section of the South-Eastern, for which was obtained with difficulty) the line ran, and still runs,
between Red Hill or Reigate, as it was called was opened for upon a wooden viaduct. At high tide, in rough weather, the sea
Headcorn was reached in August, Ashford in December, drives up under the line. To prevent the shingle from being washed
traffic.
and by June, 1843, the road was open to Folkestone. This, of course, away a number of old Great Eastern Railway tenders were obtained
this section, but

—

From

the

Illustrated

—

London Ncirs.

of Feb.

10,

1844.

Folkestone Viaduct; South-Eastern Railway.
for Continental traffic as Dover, and
soon proved that this branch of business would be extremely profitable. Before long the harbor was acquired from commissioners, and
a short but very steep branch railroad made down to it, crossing
the harbor by a turning bridge built of laminated wooden planks
In the form of a double bow. This bridge, built about 1848, is still

was almost as good a point

and is decidedly a curiosity.
So far as Folkestone the construction

In use,

enough.

The Folkestone

of

station, however, is

the

line

was easy

approached by one of

the highest viaducts in the country, This crosses the valley of the
Foord, a small stream which comes down through a deep gully in
the chalk. There are 19 arches, all of 30 ft. span and only 6 ft.
At the highest point the rails are 106 tt.
thick, built in brick.
above the usual level of the stream. The central piers have inverted
arches below them. All have stood extremely well, the Structure
being to-day in excellent order. The total length of the parapets
It was considered a marvel of lightness and compactness,
Is 758 ft.
from the fact that the pressure of the entire structure was not
more than 1,200 lbs. to the square foot. The Folkestone viaduct is
shown in the accompanying illustration, which Is taken from B
wood cut in the Illustrated London News of February i». 1844, and
Is therefore contemporaneous with the opening throughout of the

South-Eastern line.
The remaining six

miles

magnitude hitherto unknown.

into
UIk.1i

Dover comprised works
elialk

of

a

downs, rising to 350 or

from the Stratford works, filled up solid with concrete and pitched
about on the beach. The timber viaduct or trestle had a counterpart at the London end at one time, though it has long been
London Bridge station being, in spite
replaced with earth work.
of enlargements, too small for four companies, an obnoxious toll
having to be paid to the Greenwich Railway tor the use of 1% miles
.i
that line, the South-Eastern and Croydon companies opened, on
May 1. ism. a large terminus in the Old Kent Road, termed BrickThis was used as B BU]
layer's Aims, from a neighboring Inn,
mentary pai inget station, third-class traffic being dealt with there.
For upwards of 10 years it has been the chief London freight and
cattle station.
On the Bricklayer's Anns branch was a trestle or
wooden viaduct about a mile long, described ai "built In the American manner, In which a certain rude elegance is attained at small
The wood was subjected to Payne's anti dry-TOl process,
cost."
which was also supposed to render it flrep
The South-Bastern was a badly planned line, it not onlj took
a course about L'o per rent, too long, but one which avoided .ill the
Important places in Kent, lis length from London Bridge to Dover
was SS miles. A direct line through
th« county town.
need qoI have been more than to miles
However, In those early
for railroads, and
days everyone was not convinced of the n
Maidstone would not have one. The route by Chatham and ranterbury was the proper one. and might have been sot Into 73 or 74
lenta
miles, but the passage of the river Medwaj and the hi
1
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Early In
pond were thought too formidable.
Chatham & Dover companj buiH Its line this way, and proved
its coming
thorn in the South-Eastern's side tor many a year,
rendered cutting off the right angle a1 Red Hill Indispensable, and
v&s opened between Tonbridge and New
in 1SGS a shori
Cross, savins some 12 miles, though at the cost of heavy gradients.
•

don,
i

i

The

extensions,

i

Erom London Bridge to Cannon street

In

and Charing Cross were also undertaken with a view to meeting
the new
on, now happily ended by a working agreement
under he style of the South-Eastern & Chatham Railway.
The Dover line was originally laid with triangular sleepers,
two hem:
from a square balk. It was expected that they would
bed themselves better in the very poor ballast the district affords.
was mil a costly line, all things considered, the 67 miles from
It
Red Hill to Dover being made for $14,250,000, or about $212,500 a
mile. The railroad was opened throughout on February 7, 1844, and
has paid an average dividend upon its ordinary stock of 4.29 per
i

I

i'ii

Philadelphia, where it was built, to Kansas
to go into service on an interurban road in that

own power from

The writer has seen experimental

outfits utilizing the

automo-

power on the truck frame.
In one case, it was a high-pressure superheated steam engine with
direct chain transmission and with flash boiler, kerosene or gasolene-pan burner, radiating condenser, etc., all very much the same
as the equipment of the well-known "White" steam automobile. In
another case it was a four-cylinder gasolene engine with friction
bile

principle of carrying the motive

disc transmission,

etc.,

similar to automobile equipment.

The independent motor car idea had its inception abroad and
much more work has been done in this direction in France, Germany
and Great Britain than in this country. The .most conspicuous
application of the idea is the steam motor cars of the Great Western
Railway of Great Britain. This railway has in use a number of
modernized steam

dummy

cars using coal as fuel for steam generathe Continent seems to be for the internal
combustion engine and several experimental gasolene engine cars
are being tried. The Wurtemburg street railway is one of the most
aggressive of foreign roads in trying the independent motor car.
This railway has experimented with electric storage battery cars,
with steam motor cars of the Serpollet type, and gasolene cars
of the Daimler motor type.
It is interesting to note that the
Wurtemburg street railway put an independent gasolene motor car
into service in December, 1893, something over 12 years ago.
There can be no doubt that most of the several types of selfpower-contained cars will find useful fields of application and will
become valuable auxiliaries to the standard forms of rail transportation; but also, in the judgment of the writer, there should be no
doubt that these fields of application will be relatively restricted
and do not include such as are now served by the standard electric
tion.

The preference on

system.

The factors which have made electric traction so brilliantly
successful in city, urban and interurban service are many and varied, but those which enter into a discussion involving a consideration of other types of motor cars are:
(a) reliability and simplicity; (b) high schedule speeds and high train frequency;
(c)
cleanly and noiseless operation; (d) low cost of operation and of
maintenance.

On the other hand, the self-powered cars enjoy two advantages
which are the sole reasons for the present interest in this type of
car.
They are:
(e) absence of external power transmission circuits;

(f)

lesser initial investments.

•Extracts from a paper by F. W. Hikl. Chief Engineer of the SouthWestern Wisconsin Railway, read at the third annual convention of the
Iowa Street and Interurban Railway Association, held at Des Moines. April

19 and

20.

years,

and

its

system has be
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some
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essential

successful operation in this country at the present time may be
apropos, particularly since all this new type of cars have many
[This is the- St. Joseph Valley Traction Co. car
things in common.
described in the Railroad Gazette April 21, 1905. Editor.]
The entire space inside and under the car body is so completely
taken up with the power equipment as to leave no room for passengers or merchandise, whence it follows that this car is a locomotive pure and simple, and is of use only with trailers. Its weight
is approximately 37 tons, distributed about as follows:
15 tons.
Car body and trucks
8
iusolene engine and generator
.

for Interurban Service.*

competition has long been known, and it is now particularly evidenced by the various methods under consideration for meeting
Thus, the Union Pacific has built at its Omaha shops a straight
it.
gasolene car, wherein the power output of a gasolene engine is
mechanically transmitted to the car wheels. The Burlington some
months ago built at its Aurora shops and for a short time experimentally operated a gasolene-electric car, wherein the power output
-of the gasolene engine was transmitted electrically to the wheels.
The Delaware & Hudson has placed in operation a gasolene-electric
car.
The Lake Shore is also trying such a type of car. The Ohio
River & Columbus Railway, according to the technical press, is
experimenting with a steam propelled car which is to be a modern
edition of the old-time steam "dummy." The press very recently
described the Strang car, a gasolene-electric car which ran with
City, where it is
vicinity.

18

to

Storage battery
Mul'T I'ljiiiimii nt
Water-cooling system, gasolene tank, alr-brak
ment and other accessories

In view of the present widespread interest in steam railroad
circles in the self-power-contained car as a means of meeting the
increasingly severe competition of the electric roads, it may not
be amiss to consider this type of car from the viewpoint of the elecThat the large roads have keenly felt this
tric railway engineer.

its

electric

features of power station, substation, transmission line, overhead or third-rail conductor, track
return circuit, trolley and car equipments, are well understood by
all railway men.
The several types of independent power-contained
cars have been described at different times in the technical press.
Nevertheless, a few notes descriptive of one of the earliest cars in
17

.

.

(

cent, a year tor the G2 years.

The Gasolene Car
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All the apparatus in the equipment of this locomotive has demonstrated its utility in various fields of application, practically all
of the electrical apparatus being standard for railway service, so

well be said that there is nothing experimental about the
In view of the highly developed standard steam locomotive,
it is extremely doubtful, unless the fuel cost of gasolene engines be
enormously reduced, that such locomotives as just described will
become popular. It is proper to say here that the St. Joseph Valley
locomotive, which in itself is a very successful machine, is the outcome of exigencies arising from certain franchise restrictions affecting motive power and time when the road had to be put in
The later equipment and the other self-contained cars
operation.
in construction or in operation in all cases combine the motive
power with the passenger or freight car on the same set of trucks.
it

may

outfit.

Apparently the greatest

difficulty

encountered by the designers

of the gasolene cars is the transmission of power from the engine
This is not surprising in view of the fact
to the driving wheels.
that the internal combustion engine is essentially a constant-speed
motor and that railway work demands wide ranges of variable

speeds. At the present time the favorite means appears to be the
use of electricity, indicating that the difficulties of direct mechanical transmission and variable speed operation are so great as to
warrant the rather roundabout transmission involved by the addition of a generator, with or without batteries, and the standard
railway type motors and control. Indeed, it is claimed by the promoters that the efficiency of the gasolene-electric outfits compares
very favorably with any type of mechanical transmission, and, moreover, has the greater advantage of large variations of speed, flex-

The acdriving, ease of control and lesser wear and tear.
celeration and changes of speed are smooth, and without the jar
or shock which is ever present with any mechanical change-speed
gear.
This situation suggests to electrical engineers the early discussions of series vs. shunt motors for railway work. The designers
of the gasolene-electric cars, while fully agreed as to the method
of power application, nevertheless differ among themselves on the
important question of power supply. Thus some insist that a storage battery is an indispensable adjunct, for the reason that gasolene engines have low efficiencies at fractional loads, and furthermore have practically no overload margin; the battery, therefore,
Others,
is needed to take care of the recurring inevitable over-loads.
however, prefer to use a much larger generating unit, largely because of the saving in weight and space, and the avoidance of acids
ible

and fumes.
General Comparison.

—

It

probably needs no argument to show

that the straight electric car considered alone is far less complicated and hence far more reliable than any other form of motor
car.
The straight electric has the minimum of moving parts, all of
which (excepting the brake mechanism, which is common to all
cars) are non-reciprocating, while all other types of self-propelled
cars have reciprocating mechanisms, which include a great number
of moving parts, more or less complicated in adjustment. The
greater simplicity and reliability of the standard electric car is
perfectly obvious in the fact that, aside from the conductor or
fare collector, but one attendant, the motorman, is necessary for
the car operation, whereas, every type of independent railway motor
car, so far as the writer knows, requires an additional skilled mechanic to look after the portable power plant. Of course, efforts
are and will be made to render the equipment so thoroughly automatic as to permit of dispensing with this skilled mechanic. Far
be it from the writer's wish to infer that American inventive ingenuity may not accomplish this, but a few healthy doubts as to
its early attainment are permissible when one remembers the automobile enthusiast who stated that he owned a car for three years,
of which he spent one year on it and the other two und*er it.
The
annoyances which may attend the use of a private vehicle may be
tolerated by the owner, but such annoyances would be prohibitive
in a public utility like a transportation system; therefore the need

June
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of minimizing interruptions and delays will undoubtedly compel
the retention ot the extra, attendant.
But the question of reliability of the straight-electric goes beyond the car itself and involves a consideration of power generaPower generating machinery, both steam
tion and transmission.
and electric, has been brought to a very high order of development,
and in the hands of thoroughly competent operators the probability
of interruption of power service through failure of this machinery
is extremely remote, particularly if the plant be provided with a
judicious yet reasonable reserve. There are plants in this country
which have operated for years without failing to deliver power, and
it has come to be understood that the engineer who fails to "keep

the busses hot"
retain his job.

must have an exceptionally good excuse
.

.

in order to

.

—

Schedule Speeds and Train Frequency. It is a peculiar fact that
no other form of machinery, whether used for power generation,
power translation, or power utilization has such high efficiency,
such capacity for overload and such flexibility of control as has
electrical apparatus.
The remarkable speed and torque characteristics of the series-wound motor permit of a smooth and rapid rate
This
of acceleration, absolutely under the control of the operator.
rate of acceleration may be practically anything desired and is
accomplished without resorting to excessive power demand or abnormally large motors. The maximum acceleration is ustrally determined by the comfort of the passengers, and by the slipping
Indeed,
of the wheels, and is not limited by energy consumption.
it has been shown that for a given schedule the equipment having
the highest rate of acceleration will perform the service with the
least energy consumption.
The facility for maximum acceleration,
the great capacity for overload, and the high ratio of power to
weight, enable the straight electric car to handle more successfully
and economically high or schedule speeds than any other type of
The steam-engine operated car, becar, no matter how equipped.
cause of the overload power of the steam engine, would probably
come next, while the gasolene car, with direct mechanical transmission, would, because of the absence of starting torque and of
overload capacity of the gasolene engine, fall well below them all.
High accelerating power becomes more important as the number
of stops in a given distance increases, and it is this fact, as well
as the difficulty of mechanically transmitting power from the gasolene engine to the drivers, which renders combination gasolene electric cars at present the most promising of the self-contained cars.
That system of transportation operating the most frequent
trains will obviously best serve the traveling public.
The experience With the standard electric cars has demonstrated the public's
appreciation of this in the new business which the electrics have
built up for themselves.
Such frequent train service of the standard electric system is made possible by the fact that practically

no power

is

wasted.

The motorman by the simple manipulation

of his controller utilizes the power only as it is needed, and does
not waste energy that is, fuel when the train is coasting or standing still. Experience of electric roads is such that the starting
and stopping of the different train units so dovetail into one another that the load on the central power house is proportional to the
average energy consumption per train.
Any system of transportation employing self-contained motive
power units must be obviously at a disadvantage in this respect,
since fuel consumption must go on all the time the train is in
service, whether it is coasting or standing at a station.
Operating and Maintenance Costs. The absence of actual operating dala of self-contained cars does not permit at the present
time of a comparison of actual maintenance and operating charges
between such cars and the straight electric. It is perfectly logical,
however, to expect, in view of the complicated mechanism of the
former and extreme simplicity of the latter, that the maintenance
charges for the self-contained car system will be greater than for
the straight electric. The maintenance cost may reasonably be
expected to be about midway between Ihe electric car and the steam

—

—

—

locomotive.
The operating cost of the several types of self-contained can
will naturally vary among themselves, but in all instances such
costs, exclusive of interest on the investments, will be materially
higher than the straight electric, and In most cases the costs, including interest charges, will favor the straight electric.
This
reasonably follows In view of the high efficiency of the modern
power station and transmission systems of electric traction, and
also because of the high weight efficiency of electric cars.
The In
dependent motor car must not only drag along Its own power plant
but it must sacrifice valuable remunerative space in order to earn
it.
For the same remunerative capacity, the self-contained car will
weigh from 60 to LOO per cent more than the standard electric car
Under the same conditions of track, sp
and distance the energy
consumption required to move cars of any Borl will vary at their
ivelght, whence n follows that the energy consumption of thi
contained car will be from no to lun per cent, greater than the
I

electric car.

The labor expense
win

of practically all types of self-contained cars
he no per cent, and upwards
greater than the straight electric
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for the reason that in addition to motorman and the conductor,.
a skilled mechanic is necessary for the operation of the power generating apparatus in each of the self-contained cars. This attendant is usually paid 30 to 40 cents per hour, or from no to 100 per
cent, higher wages than the ordinary platform man receives.
All self-contained cars, excepting those equipped with storage
batteries, must have prime movers of sufficient capacity to suitably
accelerate the cars, and since the power required for accelerating
is from two to four times that for full-speed running and also because of the intermittent power demand in railroad service, it follows that the average load on the prime mover will be but a fraction of its rat3d power, hence the efficiency of engine operation
whether steam or gasolene, must be low. This condition is worse
with gasolene engines, which have no overload margin, and in
many cases the average load will probably not exceed 40 per cent.
Where a floating storage battery is carried on the car, it is, of
course, possible to use a smaller engine and to work it at close to
its rating most of the time, and the fuel cost per ton-mile of such,
a car would be somewhat less than of one without battery.
The St. Joseph Valley locomotives with single trailer, during
the early days of its operation averaging 66 miles per day, consumed 50 gals, of gasolene per day. This worked out per train
mile as follows:
12.0 cts.

Fuel, at 16 cts. per gal
Labor, 75 cts. per hour
Acid, water, waste, sundries
.

3.4
0.6

'

"

16.0 cts.

Mr. H. M. Beardsley published in the Street Railway Journal,
15, 1905, a very complete table of operating statistics of elecA study of this shows that straight
tric roads in New York state.
electric operation per car-mile is much less than the above figures,
and if the comparison be made on the basis of cost per car seat or
unit of remunerative space the showing will be still more in favor
The averages of ten roads in the table
of the straight electric cars.
work out as follows:
July

Operation.
2.629

Power
Wages
Car

of conductor,
service supplies

motorman

4.

1

4*1

cts.
"

109
16

Miscellaneous

T.044

ets.

Comparison between a single concrete case and an average of
lot of widely varying cases, while giving an indication, is not
convincing, therefore it may be of more interest to compare briefly
the requirements and performance of a gasolene-electric car and a
straight electric car for transporting a given number of passengers,
under the same conditions of distance, time, stops and roadway.
Assume a line 25 miles long, standard steam railroad construction,
stops of 15 seconds duration each, to average one every three miles.
It is desired to operate a car seating 48 passengers, making the

a

run one way in one hour.
Let us take the Delaware & Hudson car previously mentioned.
[Railroad Gazette, Feb. 9.]
It has been recently described in the
technical press but nothing regarding its detailed performance pubThis car
lished, so we must rely upon calculated performance.
weighs about 125,000 lbs. and the car body, 65 ft. over all, is of
the combination type; that is, with passenger and smoker compartments seating a total of 40 passengers, aud with baggage-express compartment. The engine is at one end, and the motorman'S
compartments with controlling apparatus at each end for operation
Power is supplied by a 160 h.p. gasoof the car in both directions.
lene engine, direct-connected to a L20-k.w. separately excited genA small 5 k.w. generator furnishes the excitation. Motor
equipment consists of two 200 h.p. standard railway motors, with
two series-parallel controllers. The generator output is limited by
the capacity of die gasolene engine. The controllers, besides the
usual connections for changing motors from series to parallel, also
have connections for changing the voltage of •the generator thP
its excitation.
The acceleration ami speed regulation Of the car is
then governed by the voltage of the generator and not bj the usual
thod of resistance in series with the motors.
\ standard interurlian car. about 15
long, will seal C01
ably is passengers, and will weigh fullj equipped U to
i";,h-i.

i

l't

lioui
Ccur 50 h.p. motors geared to about 35 to 38 d
speed, and with normal trollej voltage, such a ear will
perform very satisfactorily the sen
mtllned.
in Fig,
are two curves showing the schedule performance
which might be expected of the two cars, it referring to the g
lone electric car and A to the standard Interurban car.
Incidentally,
it is interesting to observe that as the frequ
tope lucres
the self contained car tails much D
"in the sched
stop per mile. It can
ule than the straight electrl
n
<io IV, miles per hour schedule, while the straight electrl

w'ni.

maximum

1

I

l

,

ui.p.h.

Under the conditions assumed,
of

the

straight

electric

car

will

1
i

about

60

on utnptlon
per ton

wan hours

mile at the motors, and 'his value will be used g
th<
oombtnation, Bel f-powered car. although, as a matter ot tact, the
input to the latter will be somewhat higher owing to its slower

'
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rate of acceleration and would more than offset the elimination of
rheostatic losses in the motor control.
Manufacturers of gasolene engines of the size under consideration generally claim 10 horse-power-hours output per gallon of gasolene at full load, but will guarantee only 8 horse-power-hours per
gallon of this fuel. In the calculations which follow, no account
will be taken of the rapid falling off in fuel economy at fractional
loads, so in using the 8 horse-power-hour-per-gal. value, the error, if
any, is in favor of the gasolene outfit.
Electric power station performance is well-known from numerous published or otherwise available records. The following is typical of a 4,000 k.w. turbine, water-tube boiler plant with coal at $1.60
to $1.80 per ton.
Coal

$0.0034

Labor
Maintenance

0016
(1007

Supplies

0003

Cost per kw.-hr. at switchboard

$0,006

A

well operated plant with fairly good load factor should encounter little difficulty in producing power at this figure; indeed,
many show much better results. For the purposes of this discussion, however, a higher figure, $.0085, will be taken.
This value
is easily attained by most of the interurban power plants in the

Middle WestTransmission

motors

efficiencies to the

will be

taken to average

as follows:

Vol. XL., No. 22.

gasolene-electric ami the
tandard electric, and the second between
and steam railroad service.
Tin' lirst proposition contemplates the average interurban condition and may represent the competition between two paralleling
roads lor the local passenger and light traffic business, which is
assumed to demand cars at one hour headway from 6 a.m. until
12 p.m., or 18 hours service. The items of cost and maintenance
to both roads will not 'enter into the present conslderaion, and we will assume that the general expense of administration, engineering, taxes, insurance, etc., will be the same in both.
We will take the same service conditions as before, i.e., 25 miles of
road, stops every three miles, and one hour for the run.
The single-phase system is well adapted to such service and
will be considered in the following.
It would be entirely feasible
to operate with a generating plant in the center of the line feeding
6,000 volts directly into the trolley, eliminating high tension transmission and sub-station, and thereby effect a saving in the assumed
case of approximately {18,000. Hut it might be necessary because
of water supply, coal, etc., to build the power house at one end
In order to be entirely
of the line and thus necessitate a sub-station.
fair to the gasolene car, let us assume this extreme condition.
Two cars will normally handle the service, but for special days
requiring half-hour headway and for reserve, four motor cars and
two trailers will be purchased. The normal daily mileage will be

common
l

900.

Step-up transformers

Line
Step-down transmission
Rotary
Car transformer
Feeder and trolley, net work..

Net

A. C. system.
06 per cent.
"
97

96

"

96

"
"

93%

Gasolene Electric Car,

62%

=
=
=

96 per. mi
"
97
"
96
88

tons.

3.75 k.w.-hrs., per c. m.
3.75 s 25
94 k. w. average per trip.
94 k. w.
78 per cent, of 120 k. w.
the rating of the generator, and
at this average load, generator
efficiency equals 90 per cent, approximately.

70 per cent.

=

5.6 h. p. hrs. p.

c.

m.

will develop at full load
about S h. p. hrs. per gal. of gasolene.

Interest and depreciation at 10 per cent
Or, $37.60 per day.
Estimated Cost of Gasolene-Electric System.
4 motor cars at $17.000
2 trailers at $3,000

Power at interurban generating station costs $0.0085 per k. w. hr. at
the busses
taking transmission efficiency to the motors at SO per cent.
(A. C. system).

fuel at 10 cts. per gal.

10x5.6

=

1.S0 x .0085

cm.

7 cts. pr

Motorman

lir.

Car crew

Maintenance

=

1.91

per

c.

equipment and cars. ..
Maint. plant and distribution system..

m.

Motorman

"

Conductor

Blei lianic

33

••

75

cts.

75

42
3 cts. per car-mile.

=

21
21

cts.

42

cts.

"

Interest

1.68

25

Allow for substation attendance
small supplies.... 60

7.00

of

$1.91
1.68

.60

.55
1.50
.50

4.00

.

Waste,

Summary.
Power

cts.

01

p. c.

1.69 p.
cts.

.

.

3.0
0.6

••

"

Supplies.

10.60

cts.

Per car-mile

.

Labor.

.

oil,

m.

c. in.

small supplies ... 55

cts.

1.91 cts.

69

"

0.55

"

1

4.15 cts.

These are comparative costs per car-mile, exclusive of maintenance and of general expense, and are subject to considerable
variation under varying conditions. The Union Pacific car, which
weighs about 29 tons, has unofficially been stated to consume % gal.
gasolene per car-mile in service involving much fewer stops. The
Strang gasolene storage battery car weighing approximately 37 tons
consumes, according to official statements of the builders, .45 gal.
gasolene per car-mile. No statement of service conditions is given,
but it is inferentially taken from the run from Philadelphia to
Kansas City, where the stops were very infrequent, probably less
than 1 in 20 miles.
As a check on the above calculations these data are interesting.
The gasolene consumption per ton-mile works about as follows:
D. & H. car
U. P. car
Strang car

Operating cost per car-mile
Daily Cost.
Operation

Per hr.

:

cts.

21
21

oil,

electric.

$7.00
3.00
....

80

Per

:

Conductor

Waste,

Standard-

electric,

Supplies

8

Car crew

Gasolene-

Power
Car crews

Then

Power

$68,000
6,000

The maintenance of electric cars and plants per car-mile can
be gotten fairly well from the many published records, but that of
the self-powered cars is at present a matter of guess. It will be
taken at 4 cents per car mile, which is roughly one-half the average
maintenance charges of steam locomotives per mile.

;

With

$137,250
$13,725

$74,000
$7,400

Interest and depreciation at 10 per cent
Or. $20.30 per day.

.746 x .90

The engine

$45,000
2.000
48,000
36,000
6,250

=

Then
3.75

Straight Electric 8yst< m.

Distribution system
4 motor cars, 2 trailers
Rail bonding

Straight Electric Car,
30 tons.
30 x 60 = 1.80 k. w. per c. m.
1.80 x 25
io k. w. avg. per trip.

•62% 1 60

of

Power plant
One substation

"

89

80 per cent.

efficiency

Estimated Cost

D. C. system.

$54.45
37.60

$151.70

$92.05

special days.
It is assumed that the roundhouse, repair shop and water tanks
would about balance the cost of electric car-barn and repair shop.
Omitting, then, as before, all factors of cost and operation common

to all three systems,

we

will have:

Estimated Investment for Steam Service.
2 45-ton locomotives, with tenders
'.

"
"

It is not intended to compare these three types of independent
motor cars, for such comparison would be manifestly unfair unless one took into account all the factors entering into the construction and operation of each of the cars. It is intended to show, however, that the calculated performance of the D. & H. car includes
a margin favoring the independent motor car as compared with the
standard electric.
Initial Investments.
To get down to the gist of the whole problem and to see the influence of the initial investments on a given
proposition, two cases will be investigated: the first between the

$6.05

$131.40
20.30

Thus, the difference in favor of the straight electric under the
conditions assumed would be $59.65 per day, or approximately
$22,000 per year.
Consider now an existing branch of a steam road where the
passenger traffic is light. Service must be given even if without
profit; indeed, many such branch lines are now operated at a loss
so far as the passenger and light traffic is concerned. The problem
then is to find the cheapest means of handling the business.
Let us take the same length of line, frequency of stops, etc.,
as before, but that four trains each way per day will handle the
business. We will assume that the train crews when not on the
passenger runs are kept employed elsewhere on the system. The
steam service would call for two light locomotives and four passenger combination cars. The self-powered and the straight electric would each require two motor cars and two trailers.
The
trailers would not be used during the normal service, but would
have to Be purchased and kept to meet the demands of Sundays and

0.0112 gal.

0168
0118

and depreciation

$14.60

4 passenger coaches
Interest and depreciation at 10 per cent
Or, $8.78 per day.

$16,000
16,0o0

$32,000
$3,200

Estimated Investment for Straight Electric Service.
$27,000

Power plant
Substation
Distribution

2 motor cars
Rail bonding

—

system
and 2 trailers

Interest and depreciation at 10 per cent
Or, $28.50 per day.

A

1,500
48,000
21,000
6,250

$103,750
10,375

plant of this size would not produce power so cheaply as the

Junk
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larger ones previously considered.
taken at 1^4 cents, whence we have:

The

cost per kilowatt-hour

misgiving, not to say scorn, with which they regarded it a few
years ago. The overhead trolley has demonstrated its reliability
and sturdiness on thousands of miles of electric roads from Maine
to California, from the Lakes to the Gulf, in all conditions of
weather and seasons. But until very recently low trolley voltage
limited its use to light interurban service. The writer is quite in
sympathy with the railroad men's objections to the third-rail, which,
while it has splendidly performed its functions of showing the possibilities of heavy traction, is for many reasons inadvisable for
surface work, although well adapted for subway or elevated roads.
The advent of the single-phase system, permitting the use of high
trolley voltages and hence moderate power conductors and bow trolleys, has brought the overhead trolley conductor into the field of
heavy railroading and with the large eastern roads setting the pace,
the early electrification of the present steam lines will inevitably
come.
Conclusion. Managers of steam railroads entrusted with the
direction of large vested interests are naturally very conservative
and therefore slow to make what would appear to be radical changes
Therefore, while they realize the limitations
in their equipment.
of the steam locomotive in suburban and interurban service, they
will, before stringing the trolley wire over their tracks, try out
pretty thoroughly the independent motor car, which holds out alluringly the suggestion of interurban service without the power house,
without the track bonding and without the external transmission
This try-out will definitely establish the true field of the
circuit.
self-contained car, and, in the writer's judgment, this field will
be the very short spurs of existing steam railroads serving sparse
populations and making infrequent trips principally to connect
with main line trains. Take one road, the Burlington, for example.
The Galena Junction shuttle train operating on a five-mile spur,
and meeting the more important trains of the main line; and the
Dubuque shuttle train, which operates on the mile-and-a-quarter spur
from East Dubuque over the Mississippi river bridge these could
well use such independent motor cars; unless, indeed, electric power
at satisfactory rates can be purchased of the neighboring electric
companies.
There is another field, not very wide it is true, but a profitable
field which the independent motor car may enjoy with freedom
from competition. The writer expects to see the present private
cars of our millionaires displaced by the independent motor car,
which can be made as comfortable and luxurious as any of the
Pullmans now in service. Their owners may go anywhere that
standard-gage tracks lead to, regardless of limitations to locomotives
or to electric cars.
As to prospective interurban roads which are promoted with

is

Per car-mile.

Power
Labor, as before.

3.38 cts.
1.69 "

Supplies, as before
Maintenance, as before

.55

"

2.00

"

T.62 cts.
Estimated Investment Gasolene-Electric Service.
2 gasolene-electric cars
$34,000
2 trailers
6,000
Interest and depreciation at 10 per cent
Or, $10.90 per day.

4!000

The steam

train will consist of the locomotive, tender and two
«ars, giving a train weight of approximately 110 tons. Under the
assumed conditions of schedule, stops, weight, etc., such trains will
require 35 watt-hours per ton-mile; i.e., .0745 h.p. per ton-mile. In
such service the locomotive would burn about 7 lbs. of coal per
horse-power-hour, and if this coal cost $2.25 per ton, the train-mile

—

would be approximately:

•cost

Train Crew.

Per bour.

Engineer

$0.35

Fireman
Conductor
Brakeman

.21
.30
.17 y$

$1.03%
Per train-mile.

Power

0.35 cts.
•
8.0
"
2.0
"
1.0
4.15 "

Maintenance locomotive and cars.
Supplies

Roundhouse expense
Train crew

21.5

cts.

The
.common

daily operating costs, exclusive o those items which are
to all the systems, would then be:
Steam.
Electric.
Gasolene.
Operation
$43.00
$15.34
$29.20
Interest and depreciation

Total

8.78

28.50

10.90

$51.78

$43.74

$40.10

—

As the same equipment and therefore the same investment
would be needed for a few trips more or less, and applying the same
unit operating costs per car-mile and the same fixed charges, we
get the following:
Steam.
$73.29

leage.

300
250
200
150
100
50

6 round trips, daily

1

round

trip, dally..

.

.

Electric.

$51,36
47.55
43.74
39.93
36.12
32.31

62.53
51.78
41.03
30.28
19.53
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Gasolene
$54.70
47.40
40.10
32.80
25.50
18.20

This brings out clearly that in the assumed case the gasolene
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Operating Different Types of Cars.

Electric Cars.

cheapest under six round trips per day, while the electric
is the cheapest at six trips or more per day.
(See Fig. 2.)
Generally speaking, the gasolene car will show a saving over
the steam train in light, infrequent service, but when lie frequent
begins to approximate 2% hours headway between trains, the electric car Is undoubtedly the cheapest and becomes increasingly so
with Increase of traffic frequency.
External Transmission Circuits. We come now to what, probably more than any other factor, Including even higher Initial Investment, has been the greatest stumbling block to the electnh
tlon of steam railroads.
All other details of electric railroading

the view to using the gasolene or other types ol Independent motor,
It Is highly desirable to go slow and Investigate
Broadly speaking, if a prospective road is In depend lor n venue only on its pasBr and light express tralhV, and the business only warrants
it
or more hours headwii) between
becomes very much
of a question whether or not the road will pay or ought to he built
lint this tilings us Into the realm ol
at all.
Interurban railway

have easily surmounted the objection of the steam railroad men. II
Is not the purpose to discuss the Important subject of external transmission circuits within the limits of this paper, but it is well to
point out that the progressive men in heavy railroad work no
longer look upon the electrical powei conductor with the doubt and

for

car

i3

system

t

—

1

I

.,

li.in
with rail
nomlCS, concerning which much less even
engineering it is not well I"
Bach individual proposition should be independently examined ind pa led upon by a competent engineer, who should determine the equ
iltted
teal
i

I

It.

in
i

mi

iitcst

service the
appllcal Ion

Indepem
Under cerl
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will

And only tho
plant ar-

rangemenl and operation there may ix> isolated in
rhere
the Independent ear might be called upon to handle the "owl" serv>
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II
may also be used on
in the small hours of the morning.
such streets on which the municipality prohibits the laying of
already in operation on Fifth aveindeed, such can
tracks
ervice, the Independent car will probably
in such
aue, New York,
displace the so called "trackless" trolley cars, which are in use in
Kiine of the European cities.
In conclusion, the writer believes that the Independent motor
Its field will be
transportation medium.
car will pro\
The likedistinct from
ed by the standard electric system.
tor cars becoming serious competitors
a
lihood ol
Reduction in operating cost of
cars Is quite remote.
of the electri

ice

i

I

I

the independent ear musl come about through cheaper fuel and
smaller iabor expense. As we all know, the price of gasolene is
constantly increasing, due to the diminishing supply of the crude
Kerosene engines and alcohol engines
oil from which it is made.
are frequently spoken of, but as yet cannot compete with the gasoThe reduction in labor expense is not very promlene engines.
Advances and improvement in the art of the independent
ising.
motor car will undoubtedly be made, but at the same time it must
be borne in mind that the electric system will by no menus stand
still, and if its future progress be judged by that of the past, it will
undoubtedly become the pre-emiuent transportation medium.

Canadian Railroad Notes.
Ottawa, May

28.

— The

Government has made an Important

con-

The agreement embodied in
cession to the Grand Trunk Pacific.
the National Transcontinental Railway Act provides that the Dominion shall give the company free all the crown lands required
on the western division, between Winnipeg and the coast, for right
An order-in-council recently passed
of way and station purposes.
gives the company the mining rights in all such lands in Manitoba
and the Northwest provinces.
J. J. Hill's project for a transcontinental railroad through
Western Canada has spurred the Canadian Pacific to revive its
long-existing plan to build a grain elevator on the Pacific coast.
Progress of the Electrification of the West Jersey

&

Seashore.

of the electrified section of the West Jersey
Atlantic City is progressing rapidly.
The contract for the equipment and construction of this road was
let to the General Electric Company last December, the equipment

The construction
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and a month from now they will probably be operating the earB over
im road up to the
the new line— the longest section of trunk liepresent electrified.

The

Inter-Pole Railway Motor.

of tests of the Inter-pole Railway Motor have rebeen made, according to the Street i.-mhnii/ Journal, in which
Prom these it
the most encouraging results have been obtained.
appears that the motor is sparkless under all conditions of operation,
even though the voltage may be as high as 2,000; Unit it is capable
oi greai flexibility in the matter <>( speed regulation; that the torque
is much higher than that usually obtained with the same amount
of material, so that, for a given service, it can be made smaller
It is argued that with these advantages a higher
than others.
voltage than that usually allowable can be used.
From the diagrams published of the speed curves, that have
been obtained, it appears that the average attainable is high. The
line rises rapidly from the start, and swings off easily into the line
In these diagrams the results obtained with
of maximum speed.
the inter-pole motor are superimposed upon those obtained with
one of the ordinary type, and in every case those of the inter-pole
are the higher.
Thai is in say. with the more rapid acceleration
possible and the higher speeds attainable it naturally follows that
a given distance can be covered in a shorter time, without discomfort to passengers, than can be done with motors of the ordi-

A number

centl;

nary type.

There are also some other operating advantages set forth in the
In a specific case for which the calculations were
made for a double equipment of 40-h.p. motors on a 17-ton car it
was found that a saving of 25 per cent, of the energy could be made
on a one-mile run, while the same schedule as with the ordinary
motors was retained. "The possibility of operating the motors with
weakened fields allows a saving of energy, from the fact that very

article referred to.

much

less resistance in the parallel positions will be used in getting
the motors up to full parallel running position. This is an advantage that will appear more particularly in short runs, or where the
controller is thrown on and off at frequent intervals."
In the matter of efficiency, it appears that, with 100 per cent,
of field efficiency, there is a total efficiency of 85 per cent, for themotor at about 5S per cent, of load.

& Seashore between Camden and
to be in operation

by July

1,

1906.

done so as not to interfere with the
regular operating schedule of the present steam trains. As a consequence much track work has been done during certain hours at night.
In addition to track work, bonding and pole line construction, an
8.000 kilowatt generating station and seven sub-stations are being
erected and equipped. Progress on some of the sub-stations has been
phenomenal. At South Camden, Glasboro, Newfield and Reega, the
sub-stations are well under way, each containing two 750 kilowatt
rotary converters with auxiliary apparatus with arrangements for
a third complete set. At Mizpah and Clayville the equipment consists of two 500 kilowatt rotary converters with room for a third,
while at Atlantic City two 750 kilowatt machines are being installed
with an ultimate equipment to consist of two additional 1,000 kilowatt units. The eighth sub-station is at the main generating plant
and contains two 750 kilowatt rotary converters.

The work has had

to be

The progress of the work will be clearly evident to visitors during the Atlantic City conventions. Leaving the Camden terminal on
the West Jersey and Seashore Branch, those stations most advanced
The
in construction are at South Camden, Glasboro and Newfield.
third rail construction has progressed rapidly, the over-running type
of rail being mounted on reconstructed granite insulators. At crossings special jumper cable construction is employed. The cable is
The cable
laid in bitumenized conduit, itself imbedded in cement.
ends in a bonding terminal by which it is connected to the third
rail.
A terra cotta cap completely protects the cable entrance of
the conduit from the weather.
The bonding on the 140 miles of track is well in hand. More
than two-thirds is completed, this part of the work being done under
the handicap of the present operation of steam trains. In conjunction with the third rail and track bonding, a double transmission
The conductors are arline is being run on a single set of poles.
ranged on two cross arms with the three respective three-phase wires
on each side of the pole in the usual triangle. A ground wire extends along the top of the pole line.
Current for the transmission circuits will be generated by three
2,000 kilowatt Curtis steam turbines at 6.600 volts, and stepped up
At the sub-stations the rotary conto 33,000 volts for transmission.
verters will deliver direct current to the third rail at 650 volts.
With few exceptions the over running third rail will be used throughIn the city of Camden and between Newfield and Millville the
out.
overhead trolley will be installed.
The turbines are now in process of erection at the main station

Foreign

Railroad

Notes.

game

birds are shipped from the forests
Petersburg and other cities, nearly
Over a certain route the charge for such shipments
all in winter.
by sleighs is one-third or more higher than by rail; yet the dealers in
game are said to prefer the sleighs, because the carriers are responsible, and deliver at destination whatever they receive; while
out of every barrel shipped by rail five to ten pairs of birds are

Immense

of

quantities of

northern Russia

to

Moscow,

St.

missing when delivered.

Hungarian State Railroads since the change
Francis Kossuth, son of the Louis Kossuth whose
visit to America in 1850 was one of the great events of the time.
Francis Kossuth is an engineer by profession, long connected with
the Mont Cenis Tunnel and Italian railroads, and not till after his
In
father's death in 1894 did he return to Hungary from Italy.
Hungary he has been leader of what is known as the independence

The head

in

of the

the ministry

is

party.

Indian Engineering reports successful trials of a steam rail
motor car at Lahore. The car is somewhat similar in general type
to those used on the Great Western Railway, England, and was imported, presumably, from that country. It is 5 ft. 3 in. gage, 64 ft.
2 in. long over buffers, and is, in effect, a small locomotive at the
end of a special coach, so constructed that the locomotive can readily
be detached from the coach. The latter seats three first-class, threesecond-class and 7S third-class passengers, as compared w^ith about
The wheels of the locomotive are not
54 on the British cars.
coupled: they are 3 ft. 7 in. in diameter. The cylinders, 9 x 14 in.,
are outside the frame.

The General Manager
his report for the year 1945
ican cars ordered for trial:

Natal Government Railways in
makes the following comment on Amer"The 10 American wagons ordered for

of the

experimental purposes were erected and brought into traffic use on
the 27th of July, 1905. Thus far the wagons have done good work,
but time alone will determine their efficiency in comparison with
the British product. It is very apparent that the work put into the
wagons has not the 'finish' of British construction, but this is a
point, granting that an equally long life is obtainable from the
truckSj that is not of great moment, and possibly indicates the lines
upon which British builders may yet be able to supply wagons at
a cheaper cost than hitherto."
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have been worked out in the complete car. The
value of team-work is apparent. Strength has not been sacrificed
for low tare weight, due attention has been given to ease of repairs
at isolated points where special material is not available and special tools are not at hand, and the needs of the traffic which will
be handled by such cars have been met. We understand that the
committee is at work on other standard designs of freight equipment
along much the same lines.

One
members

feature of the

Rock Island-Frisco car

is

the use of steel

body framing. Aside from the draft attachments,
the weakest points of a box car are the roof and the ends. With
the ordinary wood framing it is almost impossible to keep all the
members of the side truss rigidly in place and prevent twisting
and distortion of the whole body. It is this twisting and swaj
in the

I

I

\

broken or defective wheel, who is responsible for the loss of life and property
is ii the purchasing agent who bargains like a Shylock for the
is he can get, regardless of their qualltj
and ability
cheapest wl
Ii
It
to stand the strains to whlcb they are subjected In Bervlce7
allroad

wreck occurs as

a
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of a
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is the real cast-iron wheel question, stripped bare of all side issues
and looked squarely in the face. Wheel failures under high capacity
cars are becoming more and more frequent, and, with increasing
density of traffic, more dangerous.
If cast-iron wheels of the best
quality are not safe to run under high capacity cars, it is little less
than criminal to go on putting them under such cars. If defective
and inferior wheels are bought because they are cheap, it is more
th%n criminal on the part of the man who makes such wheels and
Discussions over specithe man who knowingly buys them.
fications and tests and guarantees only serve to divert attention
from the real trouble, which is trying to make wheels for less than
the cost of raw material. It would be a great good if more effort was

made by

concerned to see how good a wheel can be made
how good a wheel can be made for J6.S9.

all

in east

iron instead of
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the mechanical officer who knows, or at least should know, good
wheels from bad wheels, and who still allows cheap and inferior
wheels, utterly unfit for the service they are to perform, to be put
under the cars in his charge? Is- it the wheelmaker who makes
bad wheels that will stand acceptance tests but that he knows will
not stand service strains, justifying himself on the theory that he
has given the railroads all the quality he has been paid for? This

ing that destroys the effectiveness of car roofs much quicker than
exposure, walking on them, or damage from other causes.
The
green wood put in cars warps and shrinks in seasoning and tight-

ening the brace rods or plate rods has litlle effect. With a fairly
strong and rigid steel side and end frame the body is made an InThe value of Hie side trussing In
tegral part of the underframe.
carrying part o£ the load is almost negligible With wooden construction, except under excessive deflections of the sills.
By the In
rniluet inn of dco|) cross-bearers undo] each dour post in this car,
however, the steel side frame servos a useful purpose In carrying
pari of Ibe load between Hie bolsters .'Hid the blank door pi
The
lull
end framing is substantial enough to withstand any online
Ing of the load without breaking or bulging
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What an efficient standardization committee can accomplish in
the car department of a large railroad system is well shown by the
work of such a committee on the Rock Island and Frisco systems
in designing a standard 40-ton box car, illustrated on another page
in this issue.
It is difficult to find a weak spot in the fundamental
reasons underlying the general features of the design, or in the
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He further said that it was good policy for the general officers to that it may be thorough. That the clamor for it Is insensate makes
be interested in the great industries which made business for the no difference.
It should be done, although the demand for purity
road.
was advised to accept the certificates which
1
hud refused, is too apt to be a passing fever of that great body of people with
but in all cases in future to report to him whatever ownerships
fragmentary morals picked up casually and adapted to criticism of
might acquire in companies doing business with the Pennsylvania." incidents made public day by day; glib folks with capacity to "form
This js recalled, not for the purpose of preaching, which does and express a great variety of opinions on a great variety of subno good, or for "searching out the hearts of men before the judg- jects."
I

1

ment

where we have no jurisdiction. It is. rather, to show
methods of individuals and corporations
controlling large undertakings nothing new has been developed by
the testimony to the Interstate Commerce Commission of the relations between the Pennsylvania officers and the coal companies, except that some coal companies have bribed employees, and that one
of them has paid cash to a high officer.
This vulgar incident has
seat,"

that to observers of the

the slight merit of making vice unattractive.
Mr. Thomson's policy was sound, not only in relieving his officers from private cares and getting for the company all the initia-

and power of minds unharrassed. but also in making incentive
men. The result is fine a staff of educated, able, honorable
men, unsurpassed perhaps in these respects by that of any large
tive

—

for able

corporation or club or church; for the coefficient of human error
is large and variable, and sinning is as old as Adam.
But while
this policy aided probably in producing this result during the earlier
period when car shortages were little known, and when there was
no concealment by the railroad officer of his money interest in corporations which were customers of the road, nevertheless it is a

dangerous

policy.

There

is

another obvious criticism:

If it is

de-

sirable for the railroad service to have the general officers well-to-do

the money should come from the company's treasury, and not be
taken as tribute from the customers. It is not a sufficient answer
to this to say that public sentiment compels the railroads to contribute to the spread of the Gospel by giving half fare to preachers,
or that state governments compel railroads to pay the salaries of
railroad commissions, or that the price of decent treatment by
public officers and newspapers has been free transportation.
Opportunities to make money come to men who have power.

not necessarily wrong to sell influence, to receive free stock
for help or for the use of a name, but it is dangerous. Most good
things are dangerous. Not long ago an important railroad officer
It is

became convinced by his own investigations that an extension of his
company's line would make possible a great industry whose business
would be highly profitable to his road. He advocated and secured
the building of the extension. It was immediately profitable, and
the industrial undertaking was profitable, and he was offered a
substantial amount of its stock. But his president, whom he consulted, advised him to refuse it. Upon this statement of facts some
persons will judge this president harshly and regret his subordinate's
earned and lost opportunity. Others will believe that the president
properly stopped the transaction, not because it was wrong or
harmful, but for fear of a precedent for less justifiable or more
dangerous ones.
It is

the rule, not the exception, that railroad officers are imbued

with a high sense of duty and a readiness for self-sacrifice far beyond
that which prevails in other commercial undertakings. This is a
condition naturally and necessarily developed in a service where
carelessness or any slight relaxation of attention to duty may make
a loss of life and property. The responsibility is such that hours
of work or intensity of work are limited only by physical possibilities.
Successful administration is that which keeps the company out
of trouble and somewhat diminishes public complaint.
Those who
fail in ceaseless vigilance drop by the wayside, but beyond this
negative result there is the hope for promotion to a position of
power. And here there are not only legitimate chances, but also
insidious temptations which test not only the man's basic principles
of morality but also his judgment on questions new to him
like
those which Dr. Williams described to his friend.
It is not difficult to see that there is a primary wrongdoing in
the organization of industrial and other companies in such a way
that "full paid" shares are in the treasury, ready to be given away
without recording in the books of the company the money or other
value received for them. The common way of doing this is to record
the purchase of patents or good will or property at a price which

—

equal all, or nearly all, the capital stock to be issued.
The
then returns to the company such an amount of stock as
represents the over valuation of what he has sold. Over valuation
is wrong, and the full paid stock in the treasury is the result of it.
Perhaps, therefore, this stock is "tainted," and one should neither
will

seller

buy

it

tainted

it.
Honest folks differ in opinion of the use of
as well as tainted stock.

nor receive

money

It is

a time for corporate house cleaning, and

it

is

to be

hoped

THE BURLINGTON ASSOCIATION OF OPERATING OFFICERS.
The Burlington Association of Operating Officers, organized for
the purpose of promoting co-operation between these officers and of
advancing the standards of practice of the road, which originated
in a very modest way a good many years ago, has been in existence
present form for a little more than three years. The good
which may be attributed directly to the existence of this
association make an account of its organization, history, method of
operation and something of what it has accomplished of very great
in its

results

interest.
For the information contained in the following we are
indebted to Mr. S. D. Brown, Secretary of the association.
The Burlington Association of Operating Officers as at present
organized on the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy Railway is the outgrowth of a very small beginning. On March 10. 1886. in resnonse
to a call previously sent out, the master mechanics of the Chicago.

Burlington & Quincy and system lines, met at Aurora, 111., and
organized a Master Mechanics' Association with a membership of
Mr. G.
15 or 20 officers representing the mechanical department.
W. Rhodes, then Superintendent of Motive Power, was elected
Chairman and served in that capacity until 1903. Meetings were
held semi-annually until 1898; since then sessions have convened
annually.
One of the objects in forming this organization was
the discussion of questions of mechanical details, and the establishing of standards and practices in the motive power department for
Interest in the meetings was
the government of all concerned.
manifested from the very first, not only by the members them-

by other officers of the road. In November, 1896, the
superintendents first met in joint session with the master mechanics and also organized a Superintendents' Association. From
that time until 1902 meetings were held both jointly and separately
by these associations. In March, 1903, these meetings were consolidated and the Burlington Association of Operating Officers orselves, but

ganized with a constitution and by-laws.
The officers of the association consist of a chairman, a first
and second vice-chairman, and a secretary, who perform the duties
usually devolving upon such officials. The executive committee is
composed of the chairman and vice-chairman of the association,
together with the general managers of the Lines West and East of
the Missouri River, or a representative appointed annually by
them. This committee selects from among the subjects which the
members have been invited to hand in, those which appear to be
of general interest, and the members are notified through printed
programmes of all new subjects introduced for discussion at least
three weeks prior to the meeting at which such subjects are presented.
They decide on the time and place of all meetings of the
association and in other ways have general charge of its affairs.
Altogether 3S meetings have been held and 16 different points on
the line have been visited. These latter included Chicago, Aurora,
Omaha. Kansas City, St. Louis, Denver and St. Paul. A regular
order of business is followed, and the meetings are conducted somewhat in the same way as those of the Master Car Builders' and
American Railway Master Mechanics' associations. Fifteen membbers, including the chairman, constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.
The membership of the association consists of
the general officers of the system and the following representatives
from the Lines East and Lines WestrGeneral managers, general
superintendents, assistant general superintendents, superintendents
of divisions and terminals, assistant superintendents of divisions
and terminals, chief engineers, engineers of Lines East and of
Lines West, engineers of maintenance of way, superintendents of
motive power, mechanical engineers, engineers of tests, superintendents of shops, master mechanics of divisions and terminals,
assistant master mechanics of divisions and terminals, general piecework inspectors, mechanical inspectors, inspectors of transportation,
supply agents, and auditors.
Officers of the various departments
not eligible for membership may be present at any meeting of
the association upon invitation of the heads of their respective departments' of the executive committee, but do not take part in
the proceedings unless invited by the chairman. The present active
membership of the association is about 90.
Committees for the investigation of special subjects ordered by

June
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the meetings are appointed by the chairman and serve until discharged by action of the meeting. There are also several standing committees, such as Motive Power Statistics, Motive Power
Standards, Train Rules, Permanent Way, Blanks, etc.
Since the
organization of the association in 1886 something over 1,000 subNearly 60 per cent, of these have been
jects have been considered.
submitted to the management, approved and made the standard
practice of the road.
From a mechanical department standpoint the association has been
instrumental in bringing about a great many standards relating
It has tended
to rolling stock and other equipment of the road.
to diffuse much information concerning new practices and ways
of doing work between the different shops which otherwise would
have remained as purely local matters, thereby reducing the cost.

has created a lively interest and rivalry between different diviin the matter of economy and workmanship.
One of the
particular aims of the association has been the co-operation of the
It

sions

departments,

bringing

together

cost of repairs, as there will be no boilers to maintain

apparatus

in

some respects an unknown

factor.

capital expenditure necessary to

follows:
$20.00
45.00

Gas producers
Gas engines
Housing
Generators and switchboard
Electric

10.00
15.00
15.00

locomotives

$105.00

Total

By the time our transmission lines were in we should probably
have a first cost not far from $120 per horse-power developed on the
rails, although the distance of transmission and the density of
would

affect very greatly the cost of distribution.
locomotive exerts its full power but for a small fraction of
the time that it is running, and it often runs much less than onehalf of the time, due to road and terminal delays. Three thousand
miles a month is a fair average for freight locomotives, which
means 100 miles per day. At 10 miles an hour average speed, less
than half of the time would be spent in performing useful work.
This is not all due to terminal delays, as the lay-overs, while on the

traffic

A

of

is

perform the same work is
very much greater with electric traction: a modern steam locomotive, capable of exerting 15,000, h.p., can be purchased or built for
about 115,000, or approximately $10 per horse-power. The investment for a horse-power in electrical equipment will be something as

The

superintendents,

the

(except at

the power stations), but of course, the maintenance of the electrical

master mechanics and others, and interesting them in each others'
"work through the discussion of subjects of mutual interest, such
as maintenance of permanent way, structures of all kinds, operation of trains, handling of freight, etc., which are of interest to
master mechanics and superintendents alike.
A concluding thought may well be expressed in the words of a
former member, who said, "I have very great faith in the efficiency
of the workings of this joint association.
I believe that in years
to come the progress of the Burlington road will be written in the
minutes of this association; the progress in economies, progress in
improved methods, progress in all material things will be written
in the minutes of these meetings."

different
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If we
road, are likely to be as great as those at division points.
consider that it exerts its full power for one-half of the time that
it is running, we will not be understating the "work performed."
The balance of the time, perhaps half of its maximum power is
developed, which would give us an average of three-eighths of the

the engine, but one-third would no doubt be closer
they exist on railroads in this country. We
can check this roughly by remembering that while 200 lbs. of coal
can be burned per square foot of grate surface per hour, less than
full capacity of

to actual conditions as

THE PASSING

(?)

OF THE STEAM LOCOMOTIVE.

Not many months ago it was stated in Congress (jocularly, let
us hope) that in 10 years the steam locomotive would exist only
in museums, as a relic of bygone methods of transportation, but
there is certainly no evidence to warrant such an assertion.
In
some particular localities, the electric locomotive will soon displace those operated by steam, the transposition being made on an
elaborate scale, but it must not be argued from this that any such
movement will become universal. Very good reasons exist in these
special cases for the change to electric power, and in each case an
extremely great density of traffic obtains in the territory undergoing the transposition.
Motor cars are also making their appearance in limited numbers where certain exigencies in the traffic create a seeming demand for this type of vehicle. Some economy of operation is
claimed for the motor car, but where the electric locomotives are
being installed, the question is one of greater importance than bare
economy enlargement of the traffic and the proper facilities for
handling the same. A year ago, Mr. Wilgus, vice-president of the
New York Central, made this very clear by some pertinent remarks
in discussing a paper presented by Mr. W. B. Potter, before the
New York Railroad Club, and we do not know that his statements
have since been controverted. He demonstrated that the contingent
expenses were enormous ( in the New York Central's scheme at
least), and that the actual expense of electrifying suburban service
would be only about 25 per cent, of the amount spent to secure
the full value and benefits of such electrification. He further stated
that the question had not been looked upon as decreasing the cost
of operation, but rather from the standpoint of being able to build
up an increase of business, not only from the more attractive and
smokeless locomotives for the Park avenue tunnel, but also by the
increase in capacity of terminal facilities which electric traction

—

offered.

The locomotive tests of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition dem
onstrated the economical efficiency of he ordinary steam locomotive
in a way that admits of no dispute, the committee which conducted
the experiments testifying that "it is a fact of more than ordinary
significance that a steam locomotive is capable of delivering a
t

trifle
horse-power at the drawbar upon the consumption of but
more than 2 lbs. of coal per hour. This fact gives the locomotive
high rank as a steam power plant." Modern gas engines and pro
ducers will do little better than a horse-power hour per pound of
coal, and with 80 per cent, loss In generation, transmission and
conversion, we have a fuel consumption at the electric locomotive
of 1.4 His, of coal per horse-power hour as compared With - His.
There will likely be reductions In the
for the steam locomotive.
:i

The fuel
100 lbs. will be the average consumption for a trip.
.6 pound per horsesaving (as demonstrated above) may be 2
'%
power hour, and at one-third of the time for full capacity, we should
have an actual saving of .6-r3
.2, or one-fifth pound of coal per

— =

=

These figures are, of course, only roughly approximate, and
would vary greatly with individual cases, but we believe that they
do not err sensibly on the side of the steam locomotive. As there
are 8,760 hours in a year, we should save (on the above basis) 1,752
lbs. of coal, or say, 1 ton in round numbers for each horse-power of
locomotive in service, figuring the horse-power by the size of the
With coal at $1.50 per ton, we should save
boiler and cylinders.
in fuel about % per cent, on the extra capital investment.
Steam locomotives lose much time in the round house on account of frequent boiler washings and repairs, and these necessiIncluding the work,
tate cooling the boiler and firing it up again.
this may require from 5 to 8 hours, depending upon the kind 'of
fuel used and the facilities at the point where the work is done.
If we concede that the electric locomotive can make double the
mileage, we might double this saving, but still not have an attracAs stated previously, there will no doubt
tive financial proposition.
lie reducMon in the cost of repairs to the locomotives, and if we
hour.

assume that it will be cut in half per horse-power, the figures will
appear somewhat as follows:
Value ot locomotive
Cost of repairs, per year
Reduction of one-half

Horsepower of locomotive
Repairs per year per herse power

$16,000
3,000
1,500
1,500
1

double the fuel saving estimated above makes a
total of $4.00 per year on an extra investment of at least $100.
There are other expenses which might bo reduced, but on the other
hand, there are power house maintenance and repairs, and as a general proposition, it is evident that the electric locomotive will not
be universally adopted on the basis of economy, unless In some
particular localities, where coal Is dear and water power abundant;
where the density of traffic Is great and the facilities for rapid
train movement may demonstrate a paying Investment; or where
there are tunnels that cause difficulty in ventilation, or particular
grades thai could be more efficients handled bj electric than by

This added

team

to

locomotives.

power is advocated tor density of traffic, motor cars
are introduced when' the converse Is true; where traffic is light,
and not thought sufficient to pay for ordlnarj train expenses. Here
We have seen that
the principal saving is In train erew wae.es.
the gas engine costs two or three times as much as a locomotive of
equal power, and gasolene al L0 cents a gallon is three times as
ir

electric
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expensive as coal at $1.50 per ton. The clutches for speed variation are mi irerj
desirable attachments to rolling stock, as is
evident by gasolene-electric combinations, which double the first
cost and increase operating charges at least 25 per cent.
It
is true that we can use steam engines and boilers, but the
washouts and other performances to which steam boilers are periodsatisfactory maintenance
ically subject, are not conducive to the
While the "repair track" is
of the passenger end of the vehicle.
certainly

neither

nol
is

the

place to

make

the round house

repairs to machinery and boilers,
locality to protect a car.

the proper

needed to one or the other, it practically ties up a
turning at the ends of short branch runs
may be quite a serious consideration, where a light locomotive can
simply uncouple and pass around a siding. If the particular service requiring motor cars should diminish, either periodically or
permanently, little use would be found for such equipment, where
a separate locomotive and car could readily be used to advantage.
The wages of the train crew are the principal items of saving
expected, but it is uncertain how long such economies may be
enjoyed, in the light of recent legislation and the efforts of labor
If repairs are

train,

and the

difficulty of

organizations.

The general availability of railroad equipment for various uses
an important consideration in purchasing cars and locomotives
and the motor car is not likely to share in these advantages with
a light locomotive or are discarded from main line usage (of which
most roads have more than they know what to do with) and a
combination car. The difficulty of maintaining special equipment
at out-of-the-way points is another thing to be considered.
There is
little data on the cost of construction and operation of these combination types, but it is extremely doubtful if they will ever be
is

used in large numbers or in fact as generally as enthusiasts now
claim to foresee.
Upon considering the above facts, it appears that there is no
reason why the improvement and perfecting of the steam locomotive
should not be pushed with vigor. There is much room for improvement, and the Pennsylvania Railroad tests will throw light upon
the direction to turn for promising results. Superheating is in its
infancy in this country and promises to do much in saving fuel
and reducing boiler repairs. The recent interest in treating water,
and the improvements (sadly needed) in terminal facilities will
materially benefit the service performed by the steam locomotive,
and much real progress is looked for in these directions.
We do not by any means wish to impede the introduction of

on the contrary, we believe that too much attenand thought cannot be given to it, but the proper limitations
must be studied and observed. The New York Central terminal
and the Atlantic City line are admirably adopted to the substitution of electric power for steam, and we believe will give good
financial returns, but the general equipment of trunk lines which
is advocated by some experts must be considered with caution and
study.
The steam locomotive is bound to reach further development and motive power officials should bend their energies in this
electric traction;

tion

direction as the "iron horse" will be with us for many years to
come, and will not be merely on exhibition as a "relic of barbaric ages."

Report on Nova Scotia Railroads.

The report of the Provincial Government Engineer of the province of Nova Scotia for the year ended Sept. 30. 1905, has recently
been issued.
It deals, not with railroads owned by the general
government of Canada which come under the direct control of the
Minister of Railways, such as the Intercolonial (467 miles in Nova
Scotia), or with privately owned roads declared by Parliament to
be for the general benefit of Canada which come under the jurisdiction of the Railway Commission, such as the Dominion Atlantic
(231 miles 1. but with all railroads in the province not falling under
one of these two classes. These amount to a total of 490 miles, the
longest being the Halifax & Southwestern, with 244 miles of line.
At the close of the fiscal year 1904 this road had only 96 miles
of line.
The increase in its lines has for the first time raised the
mileage which falls under the jurisdiction of the province above
the mileage of either of the other two classes of roads.
The Halifax & South-Western is the Mackenzie-Mann line. It is
still being extended, and when completed as now planned will have
about l.'o miles of line. At present it connects Halifax and Liverpool, 110.5 miles; Barrington Passage and Yarmouth, 50 miles,
ami Bridgewater and Middleton, 55 miles, with two blanches 7 and
"2 miles long respectively.
Work is now nearly finished on a connecting line between Liverpool and Barrington, with track laid part of the way. The Halifax

Vol..

& South-Western during the year
&

XL., No. 23.

tinder consideration

acquired

tie-

running from Barrington Passage lo Yai
mouth, so that on completion of the Llverpool-Barrlngton section
the Mackenzie-Mann interests will have a line from Halifax on tinHalifax

Yarmouth,

eastern side of the southern part of the Nova Scotia peninsula southwest along the shore to Yarmouth, a short distance northwest of
the southern extremity of the peninsula. This, it is expect'-d, will be
put in operation late this year.
The Mackenzie-Mann system also
includes the Inverness Railway, 66 miles.
The Engineer speaks of a new departure in the province, namely.
the building of a standard-gage railroad for lumbering purposes by
the Springfield Railway Company of Bridgewater.
Previously lumber in Nova Scotia has been carried almost altogether by water.
When carried by land it was either by teams or for a short distance
As the value of
by a tramway generally with wooden rails.
lumber increases and the business falls into the hands of larger
operators it is quite possible that the system which has been initiated
by the Davison Lumber Company may be used quite extensively.
This company has purchased large tracts of timber land in Lunenburg, Queens and Annapolis counties, and has decided that for the
proper operation of their lumber lands a railroad was necessary.
In Septemb r, 1904, they submitted plans and profiles of a line 4^
miles long, and in November of the same year an extension of 3*4
miles. In August. 1905. they applied for permission to open the road
for traffic.
The line, while having rather heavier gradients than is
desirable on a railroad to carry on a general passenger and freight
traffic, is well adapted for the present traffic, and the location is
such that these gradients can be improved with small expenditure
at any time it is proposed to take up passenger traffic or extend the
In ether respects the railroad is practically up to the standard
line.
suitable for carrying on general passenger and freight traffic and
reflects the greatest credit on this enterprising company.
The only important survey appears to be that of the Cape
Breton Iron, Coal & Railway Company, which has had final surveys

under way for

a line

from Sydney

to

Louisburg, which

is

to handle

the output from new mining areas to be developed in Cape Breton
county.
The table of accidents shows that no passengers were killed during the year, and only one injured, which duplicates the showing
Seven employees were killed and 13 injured,
of the previous year.
against two killed and nine injured the year preceding.

Long Island Railroad.
The unusual situation and great potential strength of the Long
Island, a railroad confined to an island with connection only at one
terminus, and that by car ferries, with other railroads, but with a
practical monopoly of a suburban territory of tremendous promise
when once made accessible to New York City, has often been commented upon in these columns. In the review of the road's annual
Railroad Gazette, Dec. 9,
report for the year ended June 30. 1904
1904). it was shown that while gross earnings had recently largely
increased, net earnings from operation had steadily decreased,
(

and instead of a net income profit of over $500,000 in 1902 there
was a deficit after charges of over $250,000 two years later. There
were pointed out three significant items which helped to bring
about the great increase in expenses. These were increased fuel
cost, increased car service charges and increased fixed charges due

new securities issued. In considering results for the year at
present under review, ended Dec. 31, 1905 (the date of the fiscal
year having been changed), it will be interesting to observe the
present status of these sources of expense.
So far as gross earnings are concerned, 1905 was by a considerable amount the most prosperous year in the history of the road.
They amounted to over $7,800,000. a gain of more than $800,000
over the record figure of the preceding year. Operating expenses,
however, showed a gain almost as great, so that net earnings for
the year ($1,460,000) were larger by only $81,000 than those of 1904.
In fact, the net earnings figure for last year is slightly less than
in 1893. when there were 29 miles less operated.
As passenger
traffic is by far the largest part of the road's business, so the greatFreight
est gain in earnings last year came from this source.
earnings, however, showed a proportionate increase. Both increases were evidently due to the general prosperity rather than to
any particular set of conditions.
Under operating expenses, conducting transportation shows the
largest increase. This account includes two of the items already
alluded to fuel and car service. In 1901. with a passenger and
freight train mileage of 3,456,305, fuel cost was slightly over $400,000.
In 1905, with train mileage (4,284,266) not greatly increased, fuel
expense had risen to over $880,000. As explained in 1904, this great
increase is due to the necessity which the road is under of using
anthracite instead of bituminous coal on most of its locomotives,
owing to the fact that so many of .its lines enter the limits of
Greater New York where the use of hard coal is required. With
Again
electrification this condition will be immediately obviated.
the situation of the Long Island has made operation expensive by
to

—
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greatly increasing car service charges under the present per diem
system. With no connection whatever with other lines at any of
its eastern termini, no track connection anywhere with any other
railroad, and a heavy passenger service, it is easy to see that the
difficulties of promptly getting freight cars off the road are very
So recently as 1902 the Long Island paid less than $18,000
great.
Last year, car service cost $227,846, a gain of
for car mileage.
Efforts have been made to have
$13,000 over the previous year.
the road considered as a switching line, and a schedule of car service charges put in force on that basis, but so far this has not been
brought about. For a road situated on an island, with its longest
through line only 115 miles long, it would seem only fair that
some such arrangement should be made. As it is, the Long Island,
with 392 miles of line, has an unfavorable car sex'vice balance
entirely out of proportion to its size and its freight equipment.
In the third expense mentioned, interest on bonded debt, last
year's increase, due to additional bonds issued, was only $86,631,
following $169,700 in the six months preceding and $201,200 in
the 12 months ended June 30, 1904. The net increase during the
year in funded debt was $3,878,000. which is the amount of new
capitalization involved in the sale of $6,000,000 4 per cent, refunding mortgage bonds. As the terminal improvements for which
these bonds were issued necessitate capital expenditures extending
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Railroad, power for its operation being transmitted from the power
house at Long Island City of the Pennsylvania, New York & Long
Island Railroad, the company which is building the Pennsylvania's
East river tunnel. Another step in acquiring electric properties
was taken during the year in the organization of the Long Island
Consolidated Electrical Companies as a holding company for securities owned in electric lines promoted or acquired in the interest
Among the securities which this corof the Long Island Railroad.
poration is to hold are the interests recently acquired in the New
York & Long Island Traction Company and in the Long Island
Electric Railway. The new company will issue its own obligations against the securities deposited and funds will thus be provided for building additional electric roads to serve as feeders and
to protect the revenues of existing steam lines.
As will be recalled, the Long Island Railroad during the year
1905 was signally unfortunate in the loss of two of its Presidents,
Mr. W. H. Baldwin, Jr., who died on January 3, and Mr. W. F.

Potter, who, having succeeded Mr. Baldwin on January 13, held the
position until his death on April 2. To succeed Mr. Potter, Mr.
Ralph Peters, previously General Superintendent of the Southwest
System of the Pennsylvania Lines West was elected President.
The new General Superintendent also came from the Pennsylvania

Lines West,

that

so

Pennsylvania methods are now dominant.
less than a full year's term of office,
the new management is hardly to be judged
by the results presented in the present report, but apparently it is successfully carrying on the work of Mr. Baldwin and Mr. PotIn
ter along the lines laid down by them.
spite of a large increase in expenses and a
loss of $45,590 from operation of the Montauk
Steamboat Co., a charge which did not have
to be faced in 1904, the year shows a small
net income credit instead of a deficit more
than twice as great in the preceding year.
Already, in expectation of the completion of

With

>

*

*

Long Island Railroad.
through several years from which no revenue can be derived until
completion of the improvements, a proportion of the interest has
been charged into cost of their construction.

The following statistics
operations:

i

lies of

from 50

to

I

si)

392

mi4.t::s

957,958
4,407,560
6,364,636

Operating expenses

earnings

1. Miii.:'..".

Income

i"j.

:.•_'!

1

1

$2,050,456
3,928,427
959,519
7,021,378
789,383
712,994
3,929,270
5,642,261
1,379,116
'.It. .-'.'.in

in

yard one mile east of Jamaica is
Three other yards, Willi individual capaci
ears were also put in service last year. The

ear freight

1,600

completed.

•Deficit.

Baltimore

&

Ohio Refrigerator Car.

The Baltimore & Ohio class R-4 refrigerator car. of which trer
400 are in service, represents the latest development in this eiass
in.
of freight equipment.
These cars are 32 ft. 7 in. long. S ft.
wide, and 7 ft. 6 in. high in the clear inside, with a total cubic
capacity of 2,015 cu. ft. and a marked capacity of 70.000 lbs., with
They are lilted with steam and air signal
a weight of 53.300 lbs.
pipes so that they may be run in refrigerator express service in passenger trains. The principal features of interest are. of course, the
methods of insulation and ventilation and the Ice boxes. These are
shown in the accompanying drawings.
"
The insulation under the floor consists of live layers of s in.
pine, bass wood or cypress fitted in between the sills and separated
by
in
air spaces.
On top nt eaeli layer ol' boards is a sheet of
Above the sills is a layer of
Insulating paper or deadening felt.
hall' ply
I'aroid and one of three plj
Neponset Insulating p.
over which the
in. Moor boards, tongued and grooved and whit,'
hade.l are laid.
In the sides the insulation consists ol' the outside
sheathing "/„ in. thick, a layer or deadening felt, a layer of hair
white
11
I'aroid. -V, in. air space, layer of lleivnhs paper,
plj
pine lining, l" in. air space, layer of three-pl] Neponset paper,
',
111
an apace, Inn
'.in pine lining, layer of Hercules papei
ei
hair ply I'aroid. layer or deadening tell and the inside llnln
in
in the met' is the inside eelll
matched ha: s wood
hue
in. matched bass wood, laj
r
of
paper, ... in air spare. layei el papei
111
air space, %-in. bass
!' in. air spaci
weed blind ceiling, layer of pape
In
bass weed
nndei the double board reel
lining, layer el paper and tie' .in
pa
The ice boxes are arrangi d In pan-, al sai h end behind > - in
wood bulkhead, Thes are eai h 3 fl ^ s in « Idi bj
In
1

:'.

I

rebuilding of the 84th Street ferry terminal on both sides of tin'
East river has steadily progressed. When finished, there will be
four new standard slips on the Manhattan side, with a new ferry
shed and waiting room. The cost of this improvement will he
about $275,000. The new interlocking plant controlling the Long
Island City terminal yard is now in service.
A new and complete
shop tor repairing all Boating equipment is being built at e cost of
$75,1100.
111
addition to these Improvements, 11 miles of second
track between Babylon and Oakdale are under construction.
In
order In acquire additional equipment an equipment trust is to be
created covering 25 locomotives, 65 standard vestibule passengei
ears, 100 gondolas, LOO box ears. tWO ferry boals. tWO ear floats, One
lug boat and L89 steel passenger motor ears and trailers to I"' used

.
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1

1

I
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in

electric service,

|

On Nov.
tric

line

8.28

11.

the Glen Cove Railroad, a single phase eleclong, was put in service by the Long Island

L906,

miles

a

1004.

4,399,624
1,022,036
7,824,987

Conducting transportation.
N.i
Net

li

The new

is

results of the year's

392

Mileage worked
Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Express earnings
Gross earnings
Maint. way and structures
Maint. of equipment

the steamer "Wyandotte."

Brooklyn, with the exception of the Flatbush avenue freight and passenger terminals, is
finished, and passenger service over the Atlantic division is now
operated entirely by electricity. Electrification of the lines in and
adjacent to Brooklyn and Queens boroughs is largely finished and
electric train service, with 172 regular trains daily, has been in
operation since the close of last year between Flatbush avenue,
Belmont Park, Woodhaven Junction, Rockaway Park. Hammels,
Valley Stream and Far Rockaway and Jamaica and Springfield
Junction. The running time between Jamaica and Flatbush avenue has been reduced 7 minutes on express trains and 14 minutes
on local trains, and between Flatbush avenue and Rockaway Beai
President Peters reports, however, thai electric opera
14 minutes.
tion is not as yet on an economical basis. The third rail system in
use on the road is described in another column.

show the principal
I'M.;,

year's principal charges to capital account were as follows:
Atlantic avenue improvement, $780,735; Bay Ridge improvement
and elimination of grade crossing in Brooklyn, $67,115; electrification, $3,545,583. There were also charges to capital account for current
improvements amounting to $1,104,141 for general maintenance of
way betterments, including second, third and fourth tracks, and to
$135,856 covering cost of 50 ballast cars, three shifting engines and

The Atlantic avenue improvement

tunnels, there

tremendous real estate boom in that territory, and once the tunnels are completed and
close connection made with Manhattan, the
Long Island will have a chance to show
what may not improbably be remarkable capacities as an earner.

The

practically

Long Island

the various

\ \
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70,000-lbs. Capacity Refrigerator Car

567

— Baltimore &

Ohio.
""rnifimj-

Longitudinal and Cross-Sections of B.

&

O. Refrigerator Car,

Showing

Insulation.

head, falls as
in in.

it

loaves through

cools and

The upper opening

opening below.

the
Is

covered with a screen of '* in galvanized wire
with 1%-in. meshes. When it is desired to use
the car. a ventilator car, the batch plugs are
dropped Into the ice boxes and hung from a
% in, chain attai hed to the hatch frame. The
roof doors an- hinged al the back edge ind can
be secured In a raised position bj a ventilating
A clrcula
hook, as shown on the drawings.
hin of air is thus obtained down through the
forward Ice box Into the ai and oul thro tgh
the real Ice box
•

Details of

Insulation;

B.

&

O.

Refrigerator Car

en paid ti
Partlculai
[ng all the parts so thai thej are aci
ibli
and easil) removed
and replaced In ease repairs ai
riie lei
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11
will be
d
11
are made « h an offset In the centei to permit the removal
of the draft bolts without taking down the boxi
The cages al
tached to the car with holts and the framing for the drip pan
pons ami bulkhead is entire!) separate from the Boor or Bides so
!

1

the top sloping to 2 ft, !'• in. al the bottom,
The be ket are
made of '--in. mesh galvanized Iron wire on a frame or cage of.
'.•in. x 2 in. galvanized iron bars, and rosi on two 3-ln. \ 8%j In.
blocks in the drip pans.
One trap of malleable Iron is used for the
two boxes in bach end of the car, the trap being located under the
bulkhead Jusl Inside the side sill. Drainage from the Boor of the
in is carried off through the same trap
The entire space lm lo
tho ice boxes 1b lined wliii galvanized sheet
Air Cillers tin- boxen through the Tin. opening above the bulk-

at
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1

i

1

1

boxes may be removed
and lag screw
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Superintendent of Motive Powei
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Standard 80,000-lb. Box Car for the Rock Island-Frisco Systjm.

and upper plate are

The angles are

At the time that the motive power committee of the Hock
Island-Frisco System made Its investigations which led to suggestions for standard locomotive equipment (Railroad Gazette, Dec. 30,
1904 i. another committee was engaged in similar work regarding the
car equipment. Following the completion of its duties by this tatter
committee, a standardization committee was formed which is at
present engaged In standardizing both passenger and freight car
equipment. The standard design for box car has lately been comIn its report the first
pleted, and the drawings are shown herewith.

*

Vol,

'
._.

in.

XL., No. 23:

and the lower reinforcing plate

%

:;
,

in.

except the vertical reinforcing
angles ever the side bearings, which are 2% in. x 2% in. x ', in.
Between
in.
The connecting plates to center and side sills are
Center sills is a suitable steel body center-plate easting.
The tin. x sin. wooden end sill is bolted to a 2%-in. platestiffened top and bottom by 3-ln. x 2%-in. x ', -in. angles. Additional
in. x % in. angles
stiffness is given tile underl'raming by 6 in. x
extending from the ends Of the body bolsters to near the ends of
the enter sills.
The superstructure is made up of channels, angles and beams.
::

In.

x

:i

In.

x

in.,

%

:'.'•_.

t

I

__a>j

End

Cross-Section of Standard 80,000-lb. Box Car.

committee recommended a capacity of GO, 000 lbs. for box, furniture,
refrigerator, fruit and stock cars, on the ground that the conditions
of traffic did not justify the use of a higher capacity. The committee further recommended the use of steel underframe and steel
skeleton superstructure in these cars made of commercial sizes of
rolled plates and shapes only, such as can be bought in open market.
When the standardization committee came to work up the design
for a standard box car it was decided to make it of 40 tons capacity
instead of 30 tons, as in the meantime it had
been deemed inadvisable lo build cars of 30

Elevation

of

Standard

80,000-lb.

Box

Car.

The end

posts tire 4-in.. 7%-lb. I-beams, and the corner posts 4-in: x
x /,„-in. angles.
The side and door posts, the braces and
purlins are 3-in., 5-lb. channels. The top members are 3-in. x 3-in. x
%-in. angles on the sides and 4-in., 5 ^4 -lb. channels on the ends.
"
The belt rails are 2%-i. x s -in. flat iron. Longitudinal floor nailing sills, 3 in. x 5 in., midway between center and side sills, rest on
There is
4-in., 5%-lb. channels secured to the sill webs by angles.
also a 3> L,-in. x 2%-in. center nailing strip between center sills.
3-in.

:

tons capacity of steel.

The

first

working out

committee recommended the
view to

of the designs with a
using these steel shapes in such a

manner

that they would require only punching and
shearing without the necessity for heating
and working in forms and dies. Also that
the center sills and draft rigging be made of
uniform strength for all classes, designed on
the basis of the stresses imposed in service,
without regard to the carrying capacity of
the car, since high and low capacity cars are
coupled together indiscriminately in making
u]i trains.
The steel skeleton superstructure
was to be rigidly secured to the underframe
and braced in such a manner as to retain
its normal shape under all ordinary conditions.
The use of a wooden superstructure

with steel underframe was disapproved of
because of the shrinkage Of the former, without accompanying change in the latter; the
rods and holts therefore become loose and
the entire superstructure becomes shaky and
deformed.
The standard box car is 40 ft. long, 8
ft.
in. wide and 8 ft. high to carline inside.

Standard 80,000-lb. Arch Bar Truck.

t;

%

is 44 ft.
in. face to face of couplers,
9 ft. 3"* in. wide over sheathing and 13 ft. '/„, in. high from rail
to top of running board.
The center sills are 15-in.. 33-lb. channels,
It

12%

in.

Manges

The side
Under the door posts,

back to back.
in.

sills
::

ft.

are
3 in.

8-in.,

IT, -lb.

ibannels.

each side of the trans-

a transverse member built up of plates and
form to the body bolster. The web of this
member is %-in. plate, the upper and lower edges are stiffened by
3-in. x 2%-in. x
i-in. angles, and riveted to the latter end and to
the lower flanges of the center sills is a
-in. plate 5 ft. % in. long
in. wide at its widest part.
and
The body bolster construction is shown in detail. The webs
verse center line,
tingles

and 'similar

is

in

i

'

i

it

Further details of the wooden construction may be obtained readily
by reference to the drawings. The car has but one door in conformity with the committee's recommendation on this point.
The arch-bar type of truck was chosen and is designed to have
as few parts as possible. The details of the 40-ton truck are shown.
The committee called attention to the fact that many bolsters are
fitted with pressed steel or malleable iron center plates having too
small bearing surface, which either fail under load or the unit
pressure is so great as to cause excessive friction and consequently
excessive flange wear on wheels and rails, and derailment on curves.
It was recommended that in such cases the center plates be replaced
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by cast steel center plates having sufficient bearing area to bring
It
will be noted
the friction under load within allowable limits.
that the cast-steel truck bolster has a center hearing of generous
proportions.
The estimated weight of the car is approximately
40.000 lbs.
No cars have been built from the design as yet.
The committee report mentioned the portions of higher capacity
Body
cars found to be liable to failure, which for box cars are:
bolster, truck bolster, diatt rigging, door fixtures, brake beams, end
framing, end lining and roofs. These features on the accompanying
design will therefore be studied with special intsrest.
We are indebted to Mr. W. A. Nettleton, General Superintendent
of Motive Power of the Frisco, for the drawings.

Power Transmission Line and Third
Island

Rail

System

of

the

Long

Railroad.

In our issue of November 3. 1905, we published 'a general description of the electrification of the Long Island Railroad, and in
and 1:'., 1906, we printed a full detailed descripour issues of April
are now enabled to show a few
tion of the main power station.
illustrations of some of the more important details of the power
transmission and third rail systems. Overhead construction for the
power transmission line was adopted wherever it was usable, although the impracticability of constructing high-tension overhead
transmission lines in thickly populated sections of Brooklyn and
Queens required recourse to underground construction in several
places.
The lengths of the various sections of the transmission

We

Vol. XL., No. 23.

lines are as follows:
Conduit section of trunk line, power station;
to Dulchkills street, 1.12 miles; overhead trunk lines, DutchklllB
street to Woodhaven Junction, 7.85 miles; conduit section from
Woodhaven to East New York, :'..L':; miles, and from East New York
to Grand avenue, 3.04 miles; Woodhaven to Dunton, 1.7 miles; over-

head from Dunton to Rockaway Junction, 1.73 miles; Rockaway
Junction to Belmont Park. :',.71 miles; Rockaway .Inn. lion to Springfield Junction, 3.35 miles; Springfield Junction to Valley Stream, 2.57
miles; Woodhaven Junction to Hammel. H.!in miles. The total mileage of conduit lines now In use is 9.09 miles, and that of pole lines
26

I'.

1

miles.

Certain portions of the conduit were especially difficult of construction because of its being situated below the level of the ground
water, and special provision had to be made for the drainage of
the ducts. The ducts are pitched so as to bring all the drainage
into three sumps, from which it is pumped by means of electrically
driven submerged centrifugal pumps automatically controlled and
discharging into the city sewer system. A cross section of the ducts
and manholes on Atlantic avenue is given in the accompanying
The underground high-tension cables are of the threeillustration.
conductor type, each conductor having a cross section of 250,000 cm.

NEW JERSEY

Map

of

Transmission

Cable

Rack

Lines

at

— Long

Island

Railroad.

Rockaway Junction Substation.

Details of Third Rail

Guard

— Long

Island Railroad.

Lightning Arrester House at Dunton..

—
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s,

—
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and being composed of 37 copper wires. The completed cables, including insulation, measure 2% in. outside diameter. There is in all
about 25 miles of high-tension underground cable installed, besides.
Wherever the underground
.418 miles of armored submarine cable.
cable section of the transmission line is joined up with the overhead
system, lightning arresters and choke coils are installed, suitable
houses being provided to shelter this apparatus, there being one on
the main transmission line at Dutchkills street, Long Island City,
and another at Dunton, on the branch line running east of WoodSmaller houses were also provided for the same purpose
haven.
at the two drawbridges.
There are two general divisions of the overhead construction
the trunk line between Dutchkills street and Woodhaven Junction
and the branch lines between that point and the other outlying
sub-stations. The trunk line as well as the more important branch
lines are built of steel poles, while the less important branch lines
are of wood poles. The ability of the steel pole to act as a lightning,
rod is turned to advantage, and each pole is thoroughly grounded
to a copper plate buried beneath the foundation and connected to
one of the anchor bolts by a copper wire.
The wooden poles are of two kinds chestnut, which is the
standard for ordinary work, and creosoted yellow pine, which is
used only along the trestle over Jamaica Bay. The creosoted poles

—

View

of

Third Rail East of Jamaica.

are treated with 15 lbs. of dead oil of coal
tar per cubic foot of timber. Creosoted poles
are all set 15 ft. into the bottom of the bay
by means of a water jet. At the Woodhaven

JjfreefGrnde-

and Rockaway Junction sub-stations, special
poles, or racks are provided to distribute the overhead circuits along the face
of the building parallel to the high-tension
switching galleries in such a manner that the
disposition of the cables after entering the

terminal

building will be most convenient. The terminal racks at both stations consist, as
shown in the illustration, of steel truss
bridges supported on lattice steel columns
carried on concrete foundations.
The rail used for most of the construction is a modified tee shape weighing 100-

The secthe yard in 33-ft. lengths.
4 in. high, with a head 3 in. wide,
bottom flange 6 in. wide, and web 1% in.
thick. This particular shape was selected because of the limited vertical distance between contact and running rail tops requiring that the upper rail be of as low section
as possible to provide maximum insulation
distance to tie. In some cases running rails
were only 60-lb. section, reducing the available distance from the top of the tie to the
top 01 the third rail to only 7% in.
The
to

lbs.

tion

Standard CrossSecf/on.

Sset/on tnroag/! Manbote.

Standard Details
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Construction
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therefore, is thai of heavj rail squeezed out horizontally,
with a broad base adapted to reduce overturning.
The section,
together with the guard, is shown in the accompanying illustration.
The rail is of extra soft steel, as will he seen by the following
analysis:
section,

Carbon

O.OS

silicon

i>74

Phosphorus

074

Manganese

with Tii-li). standard relaying T-rails.
For sidetracking and unimportant spur work, (in lb. relaying rails are used.
The end approach blocks and incline for lifting the third rail
shoes are of cast iron. Two lengths are used one being 5'm ft. long
and used on main line tracks where the shoes must be raised and
lowered at high speed, while the other, which is 2\U ft. in length,
is used only on spur track and sidings.
The approach blocks are
attached to the end of the rails by the regular splice plates, and
are supported on standard third rail insulators at their outer ends.
The general design and arrangement of the approach blocks in
position is shown in the illustration.
The third rail joints are
bonded by laminated copper foot bonds with plug terminals. The
third rail is frequently interrupted by highway crossings and
switches, and at such places underground cables or jumper cables
are used. The accompanying illustration shows the standard method
of running and connecting up such cables.
They are buried not
less than 2 ft. below- the surface of the ground, and except where
run under public highway crossings a 2-in. plank laid on top constitutes the only protection.
At highway crossings, however, a
concrete matrix about a foot thick is substituted for the. plank in
order to insure protection against injury in case the streets are
opened by gas or water pipe workmen.
Practically all the line is double-tracked, excepting two stretches
which are four-tracked one on Atlantic avenue between Chestnut
street and Woodhaven Junction, and the other running south from
Woodhaven Junction as far as the north end of the trestle. About
20 miles of track on Atlantic avenue is laid with 100-lb. T-rails.
The remaining portion of the electrified system is laid with various
weights of rail, running from 60 to SO lbs. per yard. The completed
overhead line was first put in service on April 27, 1905, and the
third rail was first put in service about May 13, 1905.
Regular
operations began July 26, 1905. The operation of the transmission
line and the third rail have been remarkably free from interruptions
of whatever nature, and have demonstrated their efficiency as a
substantial and reliable transmission system for a suburban railroad
on whose regularity of operation thousands of people are daily

—

—

dependent.
The design and construction of the foregoing transmission system was carried out by Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., engineers
for the Long Island' Railroad Company, and the entire work was
under the direction of Mr. George Gibbs. Chief Engineer of Electric
Traction of the Long Island Railroad, subject to the approval of an
electrical committee consisting of the chief operating officials of the
road, with the President as chairman.

The 50-Ton Box Car

i

1

i

'j

First

1

kvi

i';i

as a Standard in Railroad

Equipment.

BY \V. E. SYMOXS
years ago an editorial in the Railroad Gazette on the
economy of the 50-ton box car contained this statement: "The fact
that the Pennsylvania Railroad made this car a standard two years
ago is a strong argument in its favor as having an earning capacity
greater than the 30 or 4o-ton car." An analysis of the real value of
inn box cars must take into consideration two important points:
Can the greater loads they will carry be obtained? If so, what is
the greater carrying capacity during a given period over and above
the additional first cost, and the extra cost of hauling the extra dead
load due to their weight?
In the same article attention was also
directed to the fact that "on the Missouri Pacific, after four years of
educating the shippers and agents in loading cars to the fullest
ity. the average shipment of general freight per car from 23
'

the largest stations on their lines was 11,688 lbs."
In view of the fact that many thousand 50-ton capacity cars have
been added to the equipment of our railroads in recent years and
many thousands are now under contract or construction for future
delivery, it sems not inappropriate to raise the question at this particular time as to whether the results obtained from the use of the
."in ton car in actual
service will justify its extended use in all localities as a standard car. in place of the 40 or 30-ton car, or whether
these results, when properly analyzed, will not show that the 50-ton
car, from a practical or commercial standpoint, can only be regarded
as a specialty and confined to a particular class of traffic in a territory where the limits of its usefulness are governed by well determined lines of demarcation.
A proper and intelligent analysis of this subject necessarily in-
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rage load
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<
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Conditions which militate against full load,
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Bxtra cost of hauling extra dead welghl when moved with
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Weight of car.
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cost

for

maintenance

of

permanent

way, bridges,

etc.

The most Important items above enumerated, and which are
essential to the fair comparison with cars of 30 or 40-ton capacity,
can only be obtained In ;i. tual experience with the large car under
operating conditions and it should be borne in mind that such only
tend to show the value of the car in the particular territory where
it is in service and the comparisons are being made.
Therefore, it
would be highly interesting and very valuable to the railroad world,
also to the operating officers at this particular time, if they could be
favored with a very thorough and complete report of the results obtained by the use of a given number of these cars in comparison
with others covering a period of two or three years, furnishing the
exact figures and facts, that others who may contemplate the addition of new and heavier equipment may be better able to reach a
correct conclusion in the premises, as to the type of car best adapted
for the locality through which their lines may run.
Some observations of a general character may serve to emphasize certain points of more or less interest.
One of the most prominent railway systems in the West have at present in service over
5,000 50-ton box cars, with steel underframing. 40 ft. long and weighing over 41.00U lbs. These cars, as a rule, are loaded to a point
reasonably near their capacity in both directions between Missouri
river points and the Pacific Coast, a distance of 1,780 miles, and not
infrequently from Chicago or points East, giving a through haul in
the latter case of 2.2sii miles. This, of course, is what might be
termed an unusually favorable condition of service for the 50-ton
cars and gives them a place at once among the improved facilities
that count for increased net earnings. The average tons per loaded
car on this line is 20.18. while the average tons per revenue car is
19.38.
The average tons for all cars, loaded and empty, including
cabooses, is 14.05.
From these figures it can be readily seen that
the very creditable tonnage per loaded car of 20.18 is doubtless
largely influenced by the use of the 50-ton car in this particular
territory. As further evidence of this, let us enumerate some of the
various commodities handled at different points on the line and the
quantities in percentage of the car capacities which enter into the
few of the most commonly known
general average above given.
commodities, which form the greater portion or bulk of freight
shipments and the percentage of the car capacity utilized in their
movement, are as follows:

A

Brick
Coal

Corn

Bay
Lumbei

I

tes,

el

t

Merchandise

From

Two

nt

t

i

resistance of the sample In the above analysis is by measurement for a Hi' I- Hi. section, equivalent to 1,650,000 cm. of copper.
All of the main line tracks on the elevated line are provided
with this 100-lb. third rail excepting about 7% miles, which are fitted

28,

volves the collection or compilation of itemized data on the essential
tai tors that have a bearing upon or controlling effei
on the relal
value of this car as compared to the others above mentioned
Among these most important factors are the following:

029
022

Sulphur

Vol. XI-., No.

Vi."..

Mill stuff

92.7

oil

93 5

Ore, lead, and bullion

3*.

Sugar and molasses

70.4
26.5

Wheat
Miscellaneous

61.4
ti7.ii

102.5
30.9

93-1
'
;

3

apparent that with the low average per cent, of
loading in cars handling hay, merchandise, mill stuff and miscellaneous, the 50-ton box cars have undoubtedly contributed much to
the high general average of revenue tons per car. Inversely, it
affords excellent proof to the contention made by many, and in
this

it

is

which the writer concurs, that there is a special field for the 30-ton
car of the American Railway Association dimensions, which the 40
and 50-ton car cannot invade without a positive loss, either direct
or indirect to the operating companies; and that field is the one
where the last-mentioned commodities predominate and where conditions necessitate their movement in a manner to suit the shipper,
regardless of the wish of the carrier. In further support of this
view or theory, let us again refer to the results obtained on the
Missoui Pacific road, and in commenting on the same it is suggested
that, as a general proposition, it is not within the range of possibilities for the carriers to educate the shippers so as to secure the
delivery of their traffic for shipment at a time and in a manner that
will permit of a prompt and full-carload movement at a specified
time of commodities of this character which will compare with the
handling of ore, coal, bullion and similar commodities, which are
regulated by the train load rather than by the car load and which
are offered for shipment at a time and in such quantities as do not
require movements of less than the maximum train load.
It would
seem to the writer not inappropriate to suggest that this is an era
of the shipper educating the carrier rather than the carrier educating the shipper and he is inclined to think that the results shown
by operating statistics would prove this to be correct. A casual
glance at the condition of our equipment in recent years and operating statistics will suggest, he is quite sure, some inquiry as to the
cause of certain apparent deficiencies.
In 1903 we had a total of 43.871 locomotives; in 1904 a total of

Junk
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an Increase of 2,872 engines; 1.5S5 of these were freight engines, the majority of them consolidation heavy freight engines, in
many instances almost twice the tractive power of the freight en46,743,

During the same period we also had
added to our freight equipment 38,412 cars, most all of which were
above the 60,000 lb. capacity. It is a significant fact, however, that
during the year 1904 the average tons per freight engine were only
gines of a few years ago.

48,463 as against 51,265 for 1903 and 50,874 for 1902. The ton miles
per freight engine showed a corresponding decrease, there being
6,456,846 in 1904 and 6,807,942 in 1903, proving conclusively that notwithstanding the very unusual addition in number and corresponding capacity of freight engines, that less work was performed both
by engines and cars. This would seem to warrant the conclusion
that a portion at least of this deficiency or very unfortunate waste
of tractive power was absorbed in hauling the dead weight of the
very heavy cars added to our equipment. These variations or
changes in operating results are due, of course, to a combination of
many causes, some of which pertain to railroad operation or administration

and some

of

which are commercial and

social

in

their

character.

During the past few months the' writer has had occasion to
analyze certain items entering into general operating results or
expenses on several lines and on some of these the 50-ton box car
has played quite a prominent part, particularly in localities and
under conditions especially adapted for the use of the 30-ton car,
•weighing from 34,000 to 35,000 lbs. The net revenue tons per train
mile hauled on a small road or on a certain division of a large road,
where they have quite a large volume of coal, ore, bullion and other
heavy commodities suitable for movement in the 50-ton car and also
a heavy local freight and merchandise business suitable for a 30-ton
car, can be and frequently is reduced to a figure which, in tire
absence of a thorough analysis of the conditions, would indicate a
lack of proper supervision by the adverse effect of the heavy local
freight and merchandise trains being largely made up of 50-ton box
cars weighing from 40,000 to 46,000 lbs. each, and in many cases
having only 10 to 12 tons lading. Such conditions will make a very
bad showing for any operating officer, and if viewed on a net ton
mile basis only would destroy his reputation, and materially affect
the net earnings. Under such a condition there is certainly a
special field for the 30-ton car for local and merchandise service and
the 50-ton car for the heavier and less bulky commodities of a different character, and any attempt to use the 50-ton car as a common
standard under these conditions would be as impractical and expensive as to adopt a heavy consolidation freight engine of 45,000
lbs. tractive power as the standard engine for all kinds of freight
service, without exception and with a view of eliminating all other
types of engines from the road except the passenger engine.
In England the small car or "goods wagon" has been and is a
success, and in such matters as are of purely a commercial or social
character and go to influence or govern the size of cars in England,
we are, as a nation, following closely in the footsteps of our English
brethren, not because it is English, but for the simple reason that

we cannot do
clearer to

otherwise.

In order that this

may

be

made

a

any who may not be familiar with the conditions,

little

us
govern this phase of transporta-

briefly analyze the conditions that

let

tion.

The merchandise, freight or goods traffic out of London or any
other commercial center includes quite a volume of business commonly called emergency or rush orders of merchandise of a general
character held in stock in large quantities by the wholesale house or
jobber, but not carried in sufficient quantities by the local or retail
dealer in the smaller cities and country towns to supply the trade
l>etween their regular shipments of spring, summer, fall and winter
goods or commodities. There are also financial reasons frequently
which prevent the small dealer ordering all he might fairly anticipate as his legitimate needs for a certain period; therefore, from
many causes unknown to the carrier, shipments of this kind in
great numbers are delivered to the freight houses late in the afternoon, frequently with the distinct understanding and pledge on the
part of the traffic department that they will be delivered at the
home town, possibly 10; 20. 50 or 100 miles distant, at the time of
opening of (he business houses the next morning. Frequently the
shipment only consists of a few hundred pounds. It is placed in
the car and when its destination is reached Hie car is switched or
shunted out of the train, which then proceeds, possibly repeating
This.
this operation at numerous towns along the line of the road.
not because the railroad prefers these small hand basket shipments,
but because the shipper requires it and demands it and it must lie
provided In thai manner,
In America such practice's were little known years ago. most
freight being ordered by mail;
In the sparsely settled districts
two weeks to .'10 days was considered a very prompt dolivorv
on
the frontier two or three months,
Bui things have changed.
The
small jobber iii the outlying lilies and towns, also the country merchant, calls up the wholesale house by long distance telephone without leaving bis own office and places his order with the understand
ing thai it is iii be delivered at bis town during the night or earlj
I
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the next morning. Thousands of such orders are coming in daily
to all of the large commercial centers and the different railroads
are vying with each other to see which can best serve patrons of
These shipments, although insignificant in bulk or
this character.
revenue to the carrier, are frequently made by patrons whose shipments of a different character amount to a great deal during the
year, and in order that they may be moved with promptness and
despatch and at an expense that will bear some reasonable ratio to
the revenue derived therefrom it is absolutely essential that equipment suitable should be provided. If the 50-ton box car is made a
standard by any considerable number of lines these cars will, of
necessity, be used in traffic of this character with the result that the
net revenue tons per train will be largely reduced without a sufficient corresponding increase in earning capacity of these cars when
handling a commodity for which they are especially adapted.
The freight car mileage for 1904 was 14,353,650,056; 31 per cent,
of this was empty car mileage, which would indicate that therewere many lines operated under a condition where it was almost
impossible to secure loading in both directions for their cars. While
this is doubtless largely the case in roads that are essentially coal
or ore lines, yet much of it is in the agricultural districts where
the empty mileage is box car equipment, handling an average of
about 15 to 18 tons per revenue car. This would seem to warrant
the suggestion, if not the conclusion, that a general utility car substantially built to meet all the physical conditions resulting from
interchange service, with minimum dimensions of the American
Railway Association's standard box car, of a capacity not exceeding
80,000 lbs. and with the probability that 70,000 lbs. would be more
desirable, is not only the more typical, but more desirable commercially, physically and financially, as a common standard for American railroads, than the 50-ton car, although the latter has been
made standard on some of the most important trunk lines, and by
virtue of the interchange arrangements between American roads
is not only in evidence on. but in some localities forms a no small
part of the equipment used by, lines which have openly declared in
favor of y the 60,000 capacity and against the 100.000 capacity car.
It seems rather inconsistent, from a business and commercial
standpoint, that large trunk lines should spend enormous sums of
money in perfecting their permanent way, shops, yards and other
facilities for handling their business, also equally large sums in the

purchase

of

expensive

motive

power

and

equipment

which

is

peculiarly adapted to their line and meets with the views of their
officers, and then that a large portion of this equipment should be
diverted into a class of traffic and on to lines where the conditions
are directly opposite to those which prompted its purchase and
where the officers in charge hold directly opposite views as to its
commercial value as an operating unit and as to the practicability

And while much of this modern heavy equipment is to
be found on roads whose officers question its adaptability to the conditions which they have to meet, at the same time a no less conspicuous feature of what might be termed unbusinesslike conditions
that result from the interchange of cars is the presence on the
large trunk lines which have adopted the modern heavy car of a
great number of the small antiquated cars belonging to the lines
which do not favor the use of the big car. Many of these small cars
were built years ago when the tractive power of our freight engines
averaged about 25,000 lbs. The original construction being light.
this, together with their age. renders their physical condition such
that in some cases they are scarcely safe for service in light trains
in local service, and are absolutely dangerous when placed in modern heavy trains handled by modern types of heavy freight engines;
dangerous not only to the cars themselves, but in case of accident
as a rule they are not only badly damaged, but are the direct or
indirect cause of damage to the modern heavier ears with which
they are intermixed in train service. The high cost of freight car
repairs on some lines can be traced to the retention in service in

of its use.

of light antiquated equipment that should have been
from service Immediately following the advent of the large

some cases
retired

steel car.

One of the most prominent systems in the country, which has
adopted the no-ton ear with steel under-framing as a standard, is to
retire this year from service 16,000 of the small antiquated freight
cars.
Aside from the reduced capacity, together With the increased
cost of maintenance of the individual cars which arc to be thus retired, it is not unreasonable to suppose (hat the question of salei\
in connection with their use along with the large ear maj have had
some bearing in reaching a conclusion in reference to their retirewould not seem unreasonable that the Master car Buildit
ment,
ers' Association should soriousiv consider some amendment to oi
modification of. the present rules of Interchange which, while not
restricting any railroad company as to what it should use on its
oh n lines, would establish some reasonable line oi demarcation as
between what might he considered antiquated and unsafe eq
ami character as to
in. in
ami what is of such physical ondit
am and all conditions; and this without In an) manner abridging the rights of the owners or without an; resulting Inconvenl
io the shipper, and which would at the .
time harmoni e •
i

i
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the spirit which

lias

making unusual

inio

prompted many of the more progressive roads
strides in the matter of improved equipment.

All-Electric Interlocking at Council Bluffs.

The Union Pacific has now in course of construction at Council
Bluffs a Taylor all-electric interlocking plant, made by the General
Railway Signal Company, of Buffalo, with which there will be controlled from a single tower all the switches and signals from the
east end of the Missouri river bridge eastward to the Union Pacific
Transfer Station. There will be 65 working levers in a 72-lever
frame. The average number of daily train movements at the junction is 240, and five switching engines are constantly employed in
moving cars from one railroad to another and to and from numerous
private sidings.
Fig. 1 shows the arrangement of the tracks, switches, derails
and signals, and the wiring, outside of the cabin, for electric locks.
The wires for other purposes are carried on the same poles, but are
not shown here. Fig. 1 is not drawn to scale, but is approximately
correct as to longitudinal proportions except where pieces are cut
out, as between signals D 08 and 08.
The approximate distances
From D 02 to 02.
are, beginning at the left or west end of the plan:
2,500 ft.; from 02 to 72, 2,500 ft; from 72 to 70, 3,000 ft.; from
70 to 23 (dwarf), 775 ft.; from 23 to G9, 750 ft.; from 09 to the
cabin, 450 ft.
From the cabin to the farthermost switch (5S) near
signal 70, the distance is 1,865 ft.
The lines north of the cabin constitute two double-track railroads, one of which is used by the Union Pacific and the Chicago &
North-Western, and the other by the Rock Island, the Milwaukee
and the Wab,ash, as shown on the drawing. The tracks south of
the cabin extending directly east lead to private industries, and
those to the southeast to distributing yards and engine houses, and
to the main line of the Burlington.
The home signals are all fitted with electric slots, so as to be
thrown to the stop position by the action of the track circuit relay
as soon as the engine of a train passes the signal.
The distant
signals are controlled by their home signals and also by circuit
breakers which are opened by the home signal on the same post,
except No. 72, at which point there is no home semaphore signal.
There is a disk, but this is not depended on to operate a circuit
breaker. This distant signal has a slot of its own.
In all high-speed tracks the switch levers will be locked by
track circuit locking, and mechanical detector bars are to be used
only on the yard tracks used for low speeds.
In consequence of
disturbance in the track from currents leaking from power and
street railroad circuits, amounting to as much as five amperes, it
was found necessary to use alternating currents for the track circuits. These are used throughout the plant, and for the block signals
as far as the Missouri river bridge.
The current for the track
circuits is delivered from transformers, made by the Union Switch
& Signal Company, which take 400 volts from the line, and the
relays will be of the type used in the New York subway, made by
the

a
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storage battery It was necessary in one place to provide for throwing four sets of cells from series to parallel and from parallel to
series, with charge and discharge.
The wiring for one of these
switchboards is shown in Fig. 3. This switch is used at the signal
bridge on which signals 1, 2, 3 and 4 are situated. It has three sets
of five-pole, double-throw knife switches, of 15-ampere capacity,
mounted on a slate base. These three switches are connected together, and as one lever will throw them all at once, no mistake
can be made. This switchboard throws a set of four batteries from
parallel discharge to series charge, at the same time that it throws
another set of four from series charge to parallel discharge.
The power switchboard ((insists of three main units one for
the 250-volt line circuit, one for the 125-volt main battery charge
circuit, and one for the 400-volt a.c. generator.
The equipment of the switchboard will consist of two d.c. volt
meters, two d.c. ammeters, one a.c. volt meter and one a.c. ammeter,
There will be two sets of ground lamps,
all Weston instruments.
one for each d.c. circuit. There will be two no-load cut-outs, one
for each d.c. circuit; three rheostats; one three-pole, single-throw
knife switch to control the induction motor; one two-pole, singlethrow knife switch to control the tower lights; one double-pole,
double-throw knife switch to throw the alternating line from the
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same manufacturers.

In Fig. 1 secondaries of transformers are shown connected to
track in place of the usual track battery.
On the Missouri river
bridge an ordinary track battery is used.
This is necessary on
account of the difficulty of running high-tension wires over the
bridge.

The power for this plant is to be supplied by the Omaha Electric Light & Power Company, at 400 volts 60 cycle alternating current, but there will be an emergency a.c. generator in the signal
cabin for use in case the power company's line should fail. This
will be driven by a gasolene engine.
The main battery for moving the switches and interlocking
signals will consist of 55 cells of Electric Storage Battery Company's
type E, of 120 ampere hour capacity. This will be charged by a
Crocker-Wheeler 125-volt 2-k.w. generator. To charge the storage
batteries that are to operate the automatic block signals and the
annunciators there will be one Crocker-Wheeler type L 250-volt
2-k.w. generator.
These block signal and annunciator batteries will
be the Electric Storage Battery Company's type ET, with cells of
36 ampere hour capacity.
Of this type there will be double sets,
making 252 cells in all. For the track circuits there will be a Fort
Wayne 400-volt, 00-cycle, 2-k.w., single-phase, alternating-current
generator. This generator will be used only in emergencies, should
the power company's line go down or the main transformer burn out.
All the generators will be driven by a Westinghouse three-phase,
60-cycle, 5-h.p. motor, type CCL; and the emergency gasolene engine
referred to will be a Fairbanks-Morse of 6 h.p.
The resistances in the line circuits for the block signals and
annunciators are so arranged that they are all multiples of 1,016
ohms. This was necessary in order to have all the batteries exhaust at the same time. In this way complications in the charging
circuit are avoided, as all the batteries can be charged at once.
The result is that the batteries consist of from one to four sets of
seven cells in series.
''mi.
Mic I'm- a harge and disi harge of. the line
iy. id pi
1

<

1

i

1

1

1

i

Fig.

3

— Wiring

power company's transformer

of

Switch.

to the 400-volt generator; one doubledouble-throw knife switch so arranged that the main battery
can be charged either separately or in series with the local lock
battery of six cells.
This switchboard will be made by the General Railway Signal
Company. The distributing switchboard will be of the General Railway Signal Company's three cut-out type. Cut-out A, Fig. 2, controls
signals 1, 2, 3. 4, 16, 17 and 69, and switches 28, 29, 30, 31, 46, 47.
4S and 49. Cut-out B controls all switches and signals west of and
including signals 19 and 20. Cut-out C controls all the rest.
The eiectric locking may be understood by reference to the
wiring on Fig. 1, and to Fig. 2, which shows the wiring in the cabin.
As there are home and distant signals on the same posts, the approach locking of one section overlaps the detector locking of the
next one. The working of the electric locking may be understood
from a description of one circuit. For instance, the eastbound approach locking at the extreme west end operates as follows:
Suppose a train to enter the section of track marked A, the armature
of relay No. 6 would drop, and thereby open the circuit through its
points so as to de-energize annunciator No. 6 in the tower (Fig. 2).
Annunciator No. 6 controls high-tension relay No. 7 through its
front point and wire a, b, c, d.
The circuit for high-tension relay
No. 7 also goes through the front point of annunciator No. 7. These
two front points are bridged by a circuit breaker on the lever of
distant signal No. 72, so that, although the points of either of these
annunciators may be open, high-tension relay Xo. 7 is not affected
pole,
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unless lever 72 is reversed. But, supposing lever ~rl reversed (signal
72 cleared), a train entering section A will drop the armature of
high-tension relay Xo. 7. which will break the indication circuit

As signal Xo. 70 must have been cleared before
of signal No. 70,
signal 72 could he cleared, it is readily seen that, under the above
conditions, it will be impossible to restore lever 70 to the normal
that is, between the distant
position while a train is in section A B
and the home signal for the indication cannot be received. When
a train has passed signal 70, track relay No. s drops its armature,
thereby de-energizing annunciator Xo. S in the tower. Annunciator
No. 8 controls high-tension relay No. S directly through a front

—

—

High-tension relay No. 8 controls through its front point
point.
the control or operating circuits of switches Nos. 68, 5(i, 5GA, 54,
54A and 52; so that when a train is on the rails forming the circuit
between signal No. 70 and the back-up dwarf signal No. 23, the
,-Tet.

Wires with numbers only are for control of corresponding annunciators or block signals.
Ch + = Positive charging line.
Negative charging line.
Ch
Com. = Line common.
Telephone.
Tel.
Cont. Sig. 72 = Control circuit for signal 72.
Elec. = 400 v. electric light and track circuit
primary feed wires.

—

=

=

I'is,

Sig.

1

—

=

1%.

08 .-Chanting line *

Positive wire to operate motor
D 09 controlled by the signal-

t'b.

cir nit

=

Feeder for charging circuit. This.
charges the block signal and annunciator

feed

st,,,;t^c batteries.

M. c.

--

common
Slot

No.

restored on section No, 10, which is shown on the plan by letter Dr
so that when a train has passed signal Xo. 0!) it is possible to makereverse movements. But while a train is in section No. 9 (C) it is
Impossible to clear signal No. 70, as the slot circuit for this signal
runs through the points of the relays of sections B and C.
The screw hand releases operate as follows: The circuit for
each high-tension relay controlled by an annunciator in a home
signal track circuit is taken through a normally closed contact on
a hand release. Each hand release has also a normally open contact
so connected as to cut out all breaks in the indication circuit of
its home signal should the contact be closed.
Therefore, the first
turn of a hand release will break the circuit of a high-tension relay
controlling the switches in the route so that they cannot be moved;
and the last turn will shunt out all breaks in the home signal indication circuit so that the return current can operate the indica-

man.

Main power common. That

is,

the IP'

for the interlocking functions.

tut

up

Slot 69 low

/Tel.

Fig.

Motor

of distant signal Xo.

.-P.

Vol. XI..

,-7

..Ch

=
=

Slot of

<

upper arm of signal 69

Slot of lower

arm

D

v.

of signal 69.

Signal
02 is controlled from station
uiiaba passenger yard.

A

in the

Though only one battery is shown at each loca
tion. there are two sets, "one on charge and the
other on discharge.

+

Electric Locking Circuits of Interlocked Switches and Signals on the

Union Pacific

at Council

Bluffs,

Iowa.

Continued

on opposite page.
Tin

power

four parti "i this diagram are to

i»

read from

left

to

right across both

shut off from all switches and derails in this circuit, and
they cannot be moved until the train has passed out. Also, annunciator No. 8 controls through a front point, parallel with the circuit
breaker on lever 71, high-tension relay No. 8D (through wire h).
No. 8D controls, through its front point, indication circuit of signal
No. 69; so that, when a train passes signal No. 70 with distant
signal Xo. 71 clear, it is impossible to restore signal No. G9 to the
normal position while the train is in this circuit. High-tension
relays Xo. 7 and No. SD are stick relays: that is to say, they break
their own circuit through a front point.
The restoring point for
No. 7 is track section No. 9, which is shown on the plan by the
letter C.
Consequently, when a train enters section No. 9, hightension relay No. 7 is restored, and it is possible to return signal
No. 70 to the normal position, thereby allowing reverse (westbound)
movements to be made on this track past signal No. 23. No. 8D is
is

i>u<i,s,

thi

western nut of

tin

yard being

m

the top of this page.

Now, as the switches in the route cannot be moved
with the screw hand release in this position, the signalman is obliged

tion magnets.

to restore it.
All the rest of the electric locking in this plant works in the
same manner. That is^to say, the approach locking does not operate
unless the train approaches the distant signal with the distant
signal clear.
If it is clear, it is impossible to restore the home
signal lever to the full normal position until the train has passed
the home signal itself or the first back-up dwarf signal in the route.
It will be seen by reference to the plan that the approach section
for the double signals 3 and 4 on the North-Western and signals
1 and 2 on the Rock Island extend out beyond the interlocking
limits to points E and F, which are approximately 1,000 ft. back of
the signals. All slot circuits are taken through switch-boxes on all
facing point switches in the route, and where there are two arms

—
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the signals are selected by means of the slots. The signal common
wire is not broken through the switch-boxes.
The double-arm signals, where they have a home and a distant
blade, are a combination type.
The home arm is the new General
Railway Signal Company's enclosed mechanism signal, using the
vertical motor (described in the Railroad Gazette July 14, 1905,
page 42). The distant arm is operated by one of the old-style Taylor
motors clamped on the post, with a rod outside the post.
The disk signals shown on the drawing are Hall automatic block
signals, which have been in service at this point for a number

Phosphate Cars for the Atlantic Coast Line.

The Atlantic Coast Line has recently received from the Middletown Car Works 75 phosphate cars built from the designs of Mr. R.
K. Smith, General Superintendent of Motive Power.
The phosphate
rock which occurs in large beds in South Carolina is an excellent
natural fertilizer and the Atlantic Coast Line handles a large ton-

nage over

For the foregoing information we are indebted to Signal EngiJ. C. Young and to W. H. Arkenburg, who until recently was
chief draftsman and who designed the electrical features of the
plant.
Mr. Arkenburg's arangement of electric locking was de.Ch.1-

,-ch-

-e

-Tel

,-e/ec.

-SM7P

iD.

09

The cars used

in this traffic are a combination
They are 38 ft. 8 in.
car.
in. long inside of body, and have a

and a center dump hopper

long over end sills ifcd 31
capacity of 80,000 lbs.

ft.

9%

The underframe

is made up of four longitudinal sills, each 15-in.,
channels, with wooden end sills supported on a «>-in. x 3-in. x
5-in. bracket angle riveted to the ends of the longitudinals.
The center sills are spaced 9% in. apart back to back, and are separated by

neer

,-7

its lines.

of a box car

of years.

.Tel.
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33-lb.

.Tel.

,-7

,-CT.f

.Com.

'Con*. Skj.

7S

"'-e/ec

M.C.io

5,'tr.

7S

Fig.

1.

Continued.

Electric Locking at Council Bluffs

scribed in a

rcccnl letter lo the liailruad (lazrtlc, and also
paper which was read before the Railway Signal Association
meeting in New York City last month.
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at

a
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The capacity of Russian freight cars has been Increased 20
per cent, without the intervention of any new construction, bill
simply by the order of the Ministry of Transportation thai the tan
danl Freight car, heretofore limited to a load of 750 poods, here
after may carry 900 poods,
This short and easy method is not alto
gether unfamiliar in this country; Where in tl
aily days of increasing car capacity it was known as the "paint-brush method,"
and consisted In changing the flgures after "capacity" on the Bides
of a car.
It Is not many years ago that the permit ilble
irload
in
Russia was Increased from 600 to 750 poods; bul then Bome
trengthenlng of the springs was required,
i

shorl pieces of 9-ln. channel put In at eacb hopper support,
\ simple
design of body bolster Is used consisting of two 15 In., 33 lb, channels
with flanges out, spaced in in apart. \
in. top cover plate
Iveted
j
in the top Sanges and the bottom of the box section Is formed by
a ni-in.
15-ib channel riveted In between the two heavj chanm
1"- bolster Is bull! up around the center sills, which
are continuous
from end sill tu end Bill, by cutting awaj the flanges of the bolster
channels and titling up the webs tlghl against the sill woo
The hopper Boor slopes from the ends and Bides to the Ave
and narrow hopper doors under the center Bills The floor Is made
up of "-I in. planks and has a slope of about 18 deg from the b
sontal.
The Bides are upported at the top bj the wooden sill on
top hi' the channel Bide
111
and at the bottom bj two ', In, i
\ 3-ln, ancles parallel in the d
At thi |uni Ion of the
ipenlngs.
drop doors plate cross-bearers or hopper Bupports s In. \ ii'in
'

i
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riveted across between the side and center sills.
These support 3-in.
x %-in. iron straps which pass under the center sills and support the
floor angles as well as the hopper door frames.
There are five hopper doors having openings 3 ft. x 11 in. These
openings are closed by iron doors hinged to the door frame along
one side. Two deep lugs are cast on the doors opposite to the hinges
Two chains are used
to which the winding chains are attached.
to each door, fastened to a ring to which the single winding chain
is also attached.
This single chain passes over a large sheave carried in a bracket riveted to the inside of the side sill and down to
the winding shaft mounted on the bottom flange of the side sill.
The center sills and door frame castings are capped with triangular
blocks so that none of the load will lodge on them.
Above the side sills and below the belt rail the body is built like
a gondola with longitudinal side planks bolted to a trussed side frame

40-ton

New

Railroad

Laws

in

New

York.

The Legislature of New York has passed this year two general
laws affecting railroads, in addition to the Elsberg bill and two
others having to do mainly witfi rapid transit in New York city.

Phosphate Car, Atlantic Coast Line.

of 5-in. 9-lb. channels.
The posts in this frame are carried up to
the plate, but the braces extend up only to the ^-in. x 2-in. x 2%-in.
angle girth. In the middle panel the brace is omitted.
Above the belt rail are three door openings 3 ft. 8% in. x 4 ft.
1 in., closed by overhung sliding doors fitted with seal locks as in
an ordinary box car. These doors are used for loading the cars
from platforms. The roof is made of two layers of boards with a
layer of Armitage three-ply plastic roofing paper between layers.

Cross-Section and

579

Inside lining, '7i«-in. thick, is put on the sides and ends from the
floor to the plate.
The brake cylinder, triple valve and detached auxiliary reservoir are mounted above the sills under the end slope at one end of
the car. The cylinder lever is vertical and works in a fulcrum attached to the end girth.
We are indebted to Mr. George I. King. Vice-President and General Manager, Middletown Car Works, for the illustrations.

End Elevation

of

The most important general law

is that which was introduced by
Senator Barnes, extending the liability of railroads for injuries to
employees. By this law any employee suing a railroad or a receiver
for personal injury arising from the negligence of the corporation,
the receiver, or any officer or employee, shall have the same rights
and remedies as are now allowed, and, in addition, it shall be held
that other employees entrusted with authority of superintendence,
control or command, or with authority to direct another employee

Phosphate Car, Atlantic Coast Line.
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performance

movements

lie

graph

office,

of duty, <n- having physical control or direction
of a signal, switch, engine, car, train or tele-

shall be

deemed vice-principals and not fellow servants.

an employee Is injured by a defect in machinery, cars, engines,
attachments, etc., when such defecl could have been discovered by
the employer bj reasonable care, tests or inspections, the employer
shall be deemed to have had knowledge of such defect; and proof
of the defect shall be prima facie evidence of negligem < of the employer.
This law runs in favor of executors and administrators in
case of a deceased employee; it does not affect actions now existing; and no contract between the employer and employee shall
If

limit liability.

The other law is Chapter 3S0, amending lie railroad police law so
that the Governor may appoint special railroad policemen for service
at any place (limitation to stations and steamers abolished).
An act regulating demurrage and requiring reciprocal demurrage
was passed but was vetoed by the Governor as unconstitutional.
I

The

Chilled Car

Wheel from
BY

p.

ii.

a

Manufacturer's Standpoint.

«ii:u

i

i

New Ym-k Car Wheel

\.

Co.

The

chilled car wheel situation at the present time is not
encouraging. Prices paid for wheels are lower in proportion to the
cost of material and labor than they were last year, and present

conditions of guarantee are likely to be made more, instead of less
exacting. The wheel makers presented the question of guarantee
at the Manhattan Beach Convention of the Master Car Builders'
Association last June and made clear the impossible nature of present practice. A committee of the Association was appointed to
consider the subject and no doubt a report will be made at the convention next week.
The wheel makers' report of last year was the result of careful
investigation of the whole subject, and was made after conferences
extending over a period of six months, at which every wheel foundry in the country was represented. As any change in present
conditions of guarantee must be accepted by the railroads the wheal
makers themselves can accomplish nothing beyond presenting for
the consideration by the railroads, recommendations which from
the standpoint of the makers would improve the wheel situation.
Railroad officers, however, generally look upon the solution of the
chilled wheel problem as one for which the wheel makers are
responsible.
The fact is. however, that the railroads themselves
are the sole parties to determine the price paid for wheels, and
therefore the quality of wheel which is furnished. The conditions
attending the manufacture and use of chilled wheels have changed
radically during the last eight years, and prices and guarantees
which may have been reasonable a few years ago are most unreasonable now.
The severity of wheel service has more than
doubled in the past five years on account of the increase in loads
carried.
The net price per pound paid, however, is lower now than
then, and the length of service for which guarantees are demanded
has been increased instead of being decreased. The conditions under
which guarantees are now enforced make the cost per wheel to the
manufacturer greater than ever before. Some years ago a mileage
guarantee of three or four years' service was considered ample,
and the wheel maker was allowed to examine wheels removed from
service on account of defects due to manufacture to ascertain the
justice of claims for replacement.
Now many railroad companies
retain possession of wheels on which replacement is demanded and
a bill is rendered against the wheel maker of ?2 per wheel for the
cost of such replacement.
In some cases, wheel makers are not
allowed to inspect such wheels and have no knowledge of the cause
of failure.
This practice may be convenient for the railroads and
may avoid discussions as to whether failures are due to conditions
of manufacture or not, but the injustice of it is apparent.
A few years ago, certain tests to determine the strength of
wheels and d.-pth of chill were imposed by one or two railroads
using large numbers of wheels, and these tests were gradually
adopted from time to lime by others. It was the intention of these
tests to determine the quality of wheels offered, and by testing representative wheels. To accept or reject certain lots of wheels.
Service guarantees were not demanded; the wheels having been
accepted as suitable for service under the tests, it was considered
fair for the wheel maker to be relieved from further responsibility.
Some railroads soon began to adopt the practice of imposing the
tests referred to and also requiring a service guarantee.
As the
demands of service became more severe the severity of these tests
was increased from time to lime, until now it is difficult to make
wheels which will stand both the tests and the service imposed.
Wheels can be made which will do one thing or the other, but, at
some prices paid, wheels cannot be made which will properly do
The lists require wheels to resist extreme strains never deboth.
veloped in service, and the wheel maker must make a constant
effort to turn out wheels to stand the test in order that any may
be sold, regardless of whether they will stand the service or not.
It is of vital importance to the railroads themselves that wheel
makers should he allowed to examine wheels for which claims are
made und< r the guarantee of failure in service. The increasing
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load carried by the- wheels ami the increase in speed of train
developing new causes of failure and intensifying others thai
not so important a few years ago. If wheel makers have no oppoi
tunity to investigate failures and, through the knowledge gained
by such investigations, of providing the mean of overcoming tinparticular causes of failure, it is evident that the railroads will
be the great sufferers. When a wheel [ails in service, whether from
defects due to manufacture or from those that arise from some con
dition of service, the wheel make, may be culled upon to stand a
charge of $2, or to replace the wheel which failed; hm there is
no such limit for the railroad company, a broken wheel may inFor this reason alone the railvolve the loss of life and property.
roads should invite every means of providing against such a c m
tingency, even if it does involve some trouble in the matter of wheel
inspections and adjustments of claims.
It has been asserted by some that the chilled car wheel has
reached the limit of its capacity and that something must be found
to take its place.
No doubt some railroads thai are getting just
the cheap wheels thai thej pay tor may believe that it will lie
necessary to find something better, hut it is doubtful if the great
majority of railroads will abandon the most economical and sen
able article of railroad equipment because it cannot be made cheaper
and cheaper from year to year. The difference between the
of good and poor wheels is so little that the remedy for the trouble
now existing would be quickly found if the railroads would abandon
the idea that it is of vital importance to save a little money in
the purchase of car wheels at the cost of losing large sums in sen ice
results.
Until the railroads are ready to meet this additional expense in the beginning and to abandon the idea that guarantee
requirements should be increased from year to year, instead of
being decreased in proportion to the increase in load and speed,
The chilled
the necessary improvement cannot be obtained.
iron car wheel, properly made, is fully equal to any present sen
requirements. The railroads that have not been carried away with
the idea of buying wheels regardless of cost and have c insci n
tiously encouraged the improvement of the chilled wheel to withstand the service under 50-ton cars have demonstrated the capacity
of such wheels.
There are many thousands of wheels in service
under such cars which have been in use quite long enough to conclusively prove their suitability and safety. They were made under
conditions of price and guarantee, however, that enabled the wheel
makers to turn out a really good wheel. To sum the whole matter
up, either the most important thing is to save every possible penny
in the purchase of chilled wheels regardless of service results,
or to obtain wheels that are equal to the demands made on them
at a reasonable price that would enable the successful manufacture
of such wheels.
It serves no purpose to equip passenger trains with every device
and improvement that can add to comfort and safety and to run
them closely following freight trains on the same track, or on
adjacent tracks used by freight trains, when the latter are equipped
with appliances that are unsafe.
The constant effort to reduce
the time interval between trains and to increase the speed makes
the danger of accidents from wrecks caused by wheel failures more
and more imminent: yet to-day the railroads are buying and putting under freight cars chilled wheels which are not strong enough
to stand the service.
Wheel makers, no matter how inexperienced
in the making of good chilled wheels, can secure orders from the
railroads by quoting lower prices or giving longer guarantees. A
low price paid by one railroad soon becomes the established price
for other roads.
It is a fact that for several years some of the
most important railroads have placed orders for wheels under such
conditions of price and guarantee as to make their orders absolutely
undesirable to responsible wheel makers, because wheels of good
quality cannot be made at the prices paid except at an actual loss.
Some railroad officers seem to think that it is the duty of wheel
makers to refuse to accept orders under such conditions, but it is
not always expedient or possible to do so. No doubt the competition between individual wheel makers has led them in the past and
will probably lead them in the future to accept orders on whatever
terms are offered and to cut down as much as possible the cost of
.nanufacture and, consequently, the quality of wheel supplied. The
railroads, however, eventually get the quality of wheel they pay for.
The bargaining for low prices has resulted, in the case of large
contracts for some of the important railroads, in placing or withholding orders for wheels on account of a difference in price that
would not amount to more than five or ten cents a wheel. This is
economy gone mad. Such a small difference in the price would
aeem to make no particular difference to buyer or seller, or to necessarily involve any falling off in the quality of wheels obtained.
But such bargaining has gone on year after year, and the point
was reached some time ago where wheels capable of standing up
under the increasingly severe conditions of service, on account of
greater speed and higher loads, could not be made for the price paid.
One of the unfortunate phases of the situation is that a large
pail of the wheel renewals under cars are made on foreign cars,
and if one or more railroads are buying wheels of inferior quality
inch wheels are distributed all over the country. A road that insists on buying good wheels and is willing to pay a fair price for
i

"
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may

thus be subjected to serious accidents from the failure
under foreign cars, or even under its own cars
which have had wheels renewed on some foreign road. Until a
price is paid that will enable the use of proper material and con-

them,

of inferior wheels

of manufacture the railroads
must accept the consequences sure to

ditions

wheels.

collectively and individually
result from the use of cheap
It is the misfortune of the chilled wheel that it is so cheap.

Scrap value considered, the cost of eight wheels for one car is less
than $40. The addition of $10 to the cost of wheels per car would
solve the difficulty.
It would seem to be worth this to achieve the
desired results in view of the fact that many times this amount is
certain to be quickly expended in meeting the cost of failures due to
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practically vertical from the maximum, 120,000 lbs., down to 5,000
lbs.
The gear tested had been in active service for eight months
on the car from which it was taken. In service tests of the gear,
loaded cars have been run together with relative velocities beginning with two miles per hour and increasing to 18 m.p.h. without
damage to cars or gear. The most practical test, however, is the
results yielded from its use on a thousand cars in service for more
than a year without repairs to the gears.
Pour classes are made. Class A is for wooden cars. In the
aplication to same, Yi in. metallic draft plates, extending from end
sill over body bolster and bolted to end and center sills and bolster,
are used. Class B is for interchange with twin-spring gears. It is

present conditions.

The Cardwell

Friction Draft Gear and Rocker Side Bearing.

120000
,

The Cardwell

1

friction draft gear, illustrated herewith, has over
200 sq. in. of friction surface in contact in its normal state. This

11

0000
"T-

increases as the gear comes into action to a maximum of 252 sq. in.,
the increasing surface contact being coincident with increasing pressure from the springs. The peculiar feature of the gear is the location of the springs outside the center sills, with provision for the
bodily movement of same with the central portion of the gear, the
travel of which approximates one-half the total travel of the coupler.
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Compression Test of Cardwell Friction Draft Gear.

Draft Gear.

the type shown in the illustration. Class ('
takes the standard spacing recommended by
the M. C. B. Association for friction gears.
It has longer pocket follower plates than
class B.
Class U is a special design for application to Union Tank Line cars, taking a
draft lug spacing of 23 ^ in.
The Cardwell rocker side bearing, one
style of which is illustrated herewith, is
quite simple, being made in three parts,
namely, the rocker and the carrier for same,
the latter having a detachable side to permit insertion and removal of rocker. It will
be observed that the rocker has a rolling
bearing with the carrier plate, giving rolling contact top and bottom and thus minimizing friction. Also the rolling top bearing materially increases the travel of the
rocker.
In the style illustrated there is a
top centering lug and the action is such that
when the rocker is released from contact
with the truck bearing, its own weight
brings it back to the center of the slotted
'

3ZI

Cardwell

openings in which it rolls.
are strong and its action

Rocker Side Bearing.

The

special advantages claimed for this disposition of parts is the
availability of Ihe entire space between center sills and within
coupler yoke for friction parts; and accessibility of the springs for
ready Inspection and repair.
A broken spring can be replaced without otherwise disturbing the gear, and without having to take the

car to the repair track.
Ease of adjustability in case of lost motion
either from wear of the friction parts or set in the springs is another important, advantage, the tightening of the nuts on the spring
rod being all that Is necessary.
The relation and Interaction of the
friction pails is such that acute wedge angles are maintained

throughout the range of action of gear, making it sensitive to the
action of the coupler whether the blows be light or heavy.
The friction casings or pocket follower plates surrounding the
wedges are malleable iron. The upper portion Is cut away In the
Illustration so that the heavy transverse striking edges of the two,
which limit Hie travel nl' Ihe gear, are not seen. The springs are

i

pans
The

Cardwell Manufacturing Company. Chicago.

The Motive Power
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There is a. remarkable [a clnation about a big, powerful
when it stands at the hea.i of a train readj to depart or
motive,
when a magnificent train passes at high pi
or even when the
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top portion or carrier is made ol malleable
iron and the rocker of cast-iron.
It weighs about
12 lbs.
li
is In
service on a considerable number of ears and is understood to b
giving entire satisfaction.
Both of the devices described in the foregoing are made by the

M. c. it standard.

The ultimate capacity of the gear Is 100,000 lbs. The accom
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totive has
world has ever known. The thought of what the lo
done is an Inspiring one. ami yet there is more lo come.
Those who are Interested without understanding arc fascinated
by the power and majesty of the machine. They see only the surthe difficulties and
face and are mystified, but those who undersl
1

appreciate the possibilities are inspired, because they see that the
present is Im! a beginning with a wealth of opportunity lor the
l'u

may be one or more present to-day who
leading part in the future, an attempt will be made to
indicate some of the principles which may become important.
Our railroads are established and the country depends upon
them for its very existence. They were built to meel existing needs
and were extended to create new ones, until transportation now becomes our most vital necessity. The struggling enterprises of early
days have given place to great and powerful combinations, and the
crudities and expedients of the past must give place to the perfection of construction and methods which congestion of traffic necessiThe traffic of a single district— Pittsburg to-day would have
tates.
swamped all the railroads east of the Mississippi river at the time
of the Civil War, but congestion is not the only factor to be dealt
with. Wages are advancing and rates dwindling as a natural reIn the belief that there

will act a

—

sult of irresistible forces.

American railroads are usually

built

along the lines of least

financial resistance and improvement problems in grade reduction
and curve specification were handed down to the present generation
Improvements in yards, at terminals and at
of managements.
points in transit simplify the handling of freight, and soon the loco-

Heretofore it has
of development.
weight and power, but there remains another
development in the direction of crowding the greatest possible capacity for power within the possible limits of weight and size.
Economy of operation, while important, is less important to-day
than the provision of the utmost possible capacity of the machine.
Perhaps this may be more clearly stated by saying that the greatest
need is for that which wil extend to the utmost the capacity of the
fireman and render the limited physical strength of a man capable
of supplying the requisite power.

motive

grown

will

receive its share

chiefly in size,

—

This is the locomotive problem for the immediate future to
provide more power without greatly increasing existing weights.
A secondary, but scarcely less important field for effort, is the improvement of design and method of operation which will reduce
road service failures.
Another opportunity for the greatest abilities lies in revolutionizing methods of motive power management to bring them into
parallel with those methods which have brought the greatest successes in the management of vast industrial establishments. Altogether the motive power problem presents possibilities as great as
those of any field of mechanical activity and these are worthy of
the efforts of the best of men.

Thirty years ago the head of the mechanical department led a
comfortable life. He could safely follow precedent and the strenuous
Labor wars had not begun and the
life had not been invented.
It was easy to
stirring emergencies of the present were unknown.
There was no shop problem, no pooling of
select shop machinery.
locomotives, no piece work price, no heavy locomotive or large capacity car and no train four-fifths of a mile long. No one cared
much about the records of performance or cost of work. Workmen
were better trained and good apprentice systems were in force.
There was no tendency to go outside of a railroad organization to
secure any official, and railroad ways and methods were those of
smaller days. There were emergencies, of course, but not the
emergencies of to-day. Thirty years ago the railroad official was a
good man and as efficient for the time as the official of to-day, but
he was a very different kind of official. His facilities were crude
and his responsibilities not so great. Locomotives did not weigh
50 tons and other factors were in proportion. The superintendent
was his own general manager and he knew every man in the train
service.
The master mechanic knew all his shop men and the engineers and firemen. He knew their history and he knew all about
them and their affairs. Each locomotive had a name and an engineer and fireman were assigned to it. They went into the shop
with their engine or they were laid off while it was repaired.
We have no desire to return to the old methods, but those
methods are now worthy of thought because while all conditions of
service have greatly changed, we have not changed enough in our
views as to the proper management and organization of the motive
power departments. The past has left us a somewhat unfortunate
legacy, of which the result only needs attention on this occasion.
The result referred to is seen in the tendency for young men to be
easily enticed away from railroad service after they have spent
years in preparation for it and are fairly on the road to win success.
As a legacy of the earlier days of railroads in this country
motive power positions are not. as a general rule, made sufficiently
This, however, is tu lie changed and the power to bring
attractive.
the change lies in the young men who now hold responsible motive
power positions and in those who are to hold them in the near

As motive power problems and

future.

possibilities

become better

appreciated and better understood, the railroads will surround motive power positions with greater attractions which will eventually
render il thoroughly worth while for the very best mechanical talent 10 prepare for work which, because of its attractions, will preserve this talent to the railroads. There are signs on the horizon
to-day that

litis

happy

state is

coming soon.

the locomotive problems of the present we have a few
Shall tin- next lot of passenger locomotives be single
like these:
Shall we experiment to-day with superheator double expansion?
ing? Shall we order balanced compounds? Shall we not adopt
improved valve gear? For the next very heavy freight locomotives
Shall we brave the critishall we order articulated compounds?
cisms of those who worship simplicity and order really better locomotives, even if a few complications are involved? In the shop
problem, shall we or shall we not organize and operate large plants
upon the well understood principles which have made large manufacturing enterprises successful? In the next order for 10,000
cars sliall we use all wood, all steel or composite constructions?
These are live epiestions and those who are to decide them need
to understand the reasons why they are presented and why they are
pressing.
Shall the next lot of passenger locomotives be single or double
expansion? Compounds, because of their favorable use of steam by
dividing the range of expansion and the range of temperature
changed in the cylinders, are more economical in the use of steam
than are simple engines. This improves the efficiency of the locomotive as an operating unit, which is more important than economy. There is less cylinder condensation in a compound because
the division of the expansion between the two cylinders reduces the
range of temperature and therefore reduces the amount of moisture
condensed from the incoming steam for the next stroke. A further
advantage in the use of compound cylinders which applies to the
three and four cylinder types lies in the fact that the steam is
divided into smaller installments and not so much steam is required
This
to pass through a given number of steam ports and passages.
renders a three and four cylinder compound "quicker on its feet"
than single expansion locomotives of the same capacity, and, as a
matter of fact, the highest speeds in regular train service in the
World are made with compound locomotives.

As

tu re.
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to

It may seem strange, in view of the superior economy of compound locomotives, that they have not been adopted generally in

place of single expansion locomotives. Compounds are apparently
increasing in favor at the present time, and this is to be explained
rather on the ground of the increased capacity which they render
available rather than because of their superior economy. It is
claimed by those who have used compounds and discarded them
that the additional cost of maintenance, because of the somewhat
increased complication, more than offsets the advantage gained by
saving a little fuel. While this may have been true some years
ago, it is not believed to apply to the more recent types of compounds and it may even be claimed at the present time that the
feature of economy may be disregarded. This is because of the

much more important attribute of the compound in applying
increased capacity. At the present time railroad men are so anxious
to secure the utmost possible capacity that they are willing to
accept some additional trouble and expense in maintenance in order
to secure the additional power which every railroad now requires
in order to deal with trains of increasing weights and speeds. Reliability of service in summer and winter is now becoming very
important in competitive passenger service. For this reserve cavery

necessary.
a railroad official faces the increasing weight of trains
and increasing severity of schedules, he is ready to grasp at anything which will help him out of the difficulty. Because compounds do increase capacity, young men who are now preparing to
enter motive power service will find it advantageous to have well
defined opinions as to the possibilities of the compound to meet
future requirements which are going to be more difficult :han those
When the question of locomotive design is
of the past or present.
raised on a railroad where an additional car must be hauled and
the time must be somewhat shortened, the compound locomotive lies
ready at hand to meet this need. Those who are most competent
to judge, believe that the locomotive of the future is sure to be a
pacity

is

When

compound.
Shall

we experiment

to-day with

superheating?

Superheated

in connection with locomotive
development. In German practice it has been remarkably successful and the Canadian Pacific Railway has practically duplicated the
number of experiments
stisfactory results obtained in Germany.

steam

offers a

very attractive

field

A

this country, promising very satisfactory
results.
In short, superheating is one of the fundamental questions
in locomotive practice which is worthy of most careful attention at

are

now

being

made

in

this time.

Superheating does not seem to be antagonistic to compounding,
but it serves in the same general direction to reduce heat losses in
the cylinders. Condensation of steam in locomotive cylinders and
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passages robs the locomotive of a great deal of its power and, in
cold climates, this becomes a serious matter.
It will always be
difficult to thoroughly protect the cylinders and steam passages
from radiation and therefore other precautions may be necessary
to prevent the loss of heat from lessening the power of the locomotive. Superheated steam, coming into the cylinders at high temperature as it does, permits of a larger loss of heat before producing condensation than is possible with saturated steam where the
margin for loss without condensation is very small. Superheated
steam may lose to the cylinders and passages a much larger proportion of its heat before condensing, and in this lies the chief advantage of its employment. Superheated steam is also quicker than
saturated steam in its movements through passages and ports as is
proven by the fact that in Germany seven-inch piston valves suffice
for ordinary passenger locomotives.

Such a principle as this cannot be applied to a locomotive without incurring some trouble and expense. While the improvement
in the efficiency and economy of the locomotive is very readily
.attained, it is quite possible that it may be attained at too great
an expense of restricted mileage and cost of maintenance, and it is
always necessary to nurse a new development in order to make it
practically successful. The question at the head of this paragraph
should be answered in the affirmative because the possibilties of
superheated steam at the present time seem to be exceedingly important and it is perfectly safe to spend the time and money necessary for experimenting because of the practical certainty of the
•results.

Shall we order balanced compounds? The subject of balanced
compounds really requires a paper by itself. Locomotives have become too large to permit of continuing indefinitely the mere increase of size and weight. More scientific development is needed.
The usual methods of counterbalancing answer very well for comparatively light locomotives, but as locomotives become larger and
the parts become heavier the internal stresses upon the engine itself, due to the inertia of the parts, and the effect upon the track
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arrangement which is not as liable to derangement as is the
Stephenson motion.
For the next heavy freight locomotive shall we order articulated compounds? Heretofore the locomotive has grown generally
in size and weight, without radical change in principle to meet conditions of growth which cannot properly be made through the
application of the brute strength idea in design. Large freight
locomotives of ordinary types now involve single parts so large as
Their very size gives evidence
to be difficult to handle in the shop.
of the stresses to which they are subjected, and it is believed that
the time has arrived for dividing the power and work of the freight
locomotive into a larger number of parts as is done in the case of
the Mallet articulated compound which has now been successfully
running for over a year on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. This
locomotive weighs 477,500 lbs., including tender, and is the heaviest
and most powerful ever built. A glance at this enormous machine
immediately indicates the absurdity of designing it upon the basis
of two cylinders.
This locomotive has operated so successfully as
to practically establish the principle of the articulated compound
for locomotives which are not nearly so heavy. This general subject of the large freight locomotive is one which now needs, and
will continue to need the attention of those who are preparing to
deal with the problems of the next few years.

These questions are not to-day always placed before motive
power men for final decision, but these are some of the real mechanical department questions which motive power men should be
permitted to decide, and if they are decided by the right men many
factors of railroad operation will be revolutionized. To the future
other questions may be left, but the answers must not be long delayed.
It is necessary to decide upon suitable recruiting methods upon
improvements in organization and methods of dealing with the
rank and file as well as with the officers and subordinates, to produce a stream of developed talent toward the shop, where it is soon
to be more greatly needed than ever before.

of

the unbalanced counterweights renders it necessary to devise
.a better scheme of balancing.
In ordinary practice counterweights
.are added to the driving wheels for the purpose of balancing the
.reciprocating parts, but the revolving weights themselves need balancing when near the top and bottom of their paths. When in

What is the locomotive of the future to be? It will be a steam
locomotive for a time and then electric. In many places traffic is
now sufficiently congested to render electric locomotives attractive,
but before the steam locomotive becomes a mere curiosity there

positions the counterbalance weights tend to change the
•weight on the driving wheels, due to their centrifugal action, acting
vertically upward when the weights are near the top of their path,
and acting vertically downward when they are near the bottom.
'The counterweights, therefore, tend to lift the locomotive in the one
case, and tend to increase the weight on the rails in the other case.
This causes the so-called "hammer blow" upon the rail, and because
:this so-called "hammer blow" sometimes amounts to 25 per cent,
of the static weight on the rails, it becomes exceedingly important
"in limiting the weight allowed upon driving wheels.
By using four
•cylinders and balancing reciprocating parts with other reciprocating
parts, and revolving weights with revolving weights, a practically
constant pressure on the rail is secured which renders it permissible
'to increase the weight on the driving wheels without increasing the
•destructiveness upon the track. By this permissible increase of
driving wheel load a larger boiler may be carried, which is greatly
to be desired in locomotive practice to-day.

are by no

these

On the Pennsylvania testing plant at St. Louis the Cole fourcylinder balanced compound operated for a full hour at a speed of
7a miles per hour, thus indicating a remarkable capacity. Incidentally, economy of fuel and water constitute attributes of this
"type of locomotives, and in the constructive features it is found to
'be possible to materially lighten the parts because the work is
divided among a larger number of them. The subdivision of the
power reduced the fiber stresses on each of these parts and the disturbing influences of very heavy rods and reciprocating parts are
avoided. The effect of reciprocating parts upon the structure of
the engine as the movements of these pails rapidly change in direction, has probably never had the attention which its Importance
merits. For high speed passenger service, and also for freight
service the four-cylinder balanced locomotive presents advantages
which should be tested to the utmost.

we adopt, improved valve gear? Many efforts have been
improve locomotive valve gear. These have been directed
toward an improvement in the distribution of steam, and also to
improvements in mechanical construction. Entirely aside from
possible improvements in the distribution of steam, the valve geai
of American locomotives of very large size present an opportunity
for structural Improvement which, at the present time, is extremely
Important. The present tendency toward the use of Walschaerl
valve gear is due chiefly to the desire t<> Improve structurally
is considered advis11
rather than to improve the use of steam.
able to remove the valve gear from a confined space under the
locomotive and also,
possible, to lighten Hie pails ami arrange
them In direct lines. The Walschaerl valve gear does this, and
more, it substitutes easily maintained Joints and pin com
tlons
•Vol- the very large ami
Inaccessible eccentrics and
provldi
Shall

made

to

il*

ii

remains much for

it

to do.

means ended.
new problem.

entirely

and

its

The

development and

electric

its

improvement
is an

locomotive, however,

As yet, comparatively little has been done in the improvement
of the locomotive in this country in the direction of superior economy and efficiency. In Europe the high price of coal has led to care
in design and in operation of locomotives which is unknown here.
The French are a generation in advance of us in locomotive operaIn France, locomotive engineers use devices such as double
valve gears and variable exhaust nozzles, which we do not intrust
In England, the small number of
to our engineers and firemen.
locomotive failures on the road are a revelation to any one who
studies them from our standpoint.
In England, the locomotive is
given a fair chance by receiving fair treatment, yet it probably
does not cost more in the end. We certainly have much to learn
from across the water, and while what we may learn is not so
much in practice as in method, it is none the less important. That
which we most need to learn from England is the value of appreciation of the locomotive and locomotive men.
This will be learned
and well learned probably in the near future of this we may feel
sure.
We may safely count that when those who are now students
are ready to be leaders of mechanical departments of our railroads,
the position of the department head will have become an enviable
one.
There is no field of mechanical work so full of opportunity as
this and much depends upon hose who are now fitting themselves
These leaders may now be in the
for the leadership of to-morrow.
ranks;
hex may be in the colleges, but wherever they are their
preparation must be thorough, for their work is to be great and it
will grow to be still greater.
The Idea of the importance of the mechanical problem when
demonstrated on a large scale is suggested by the fact that January
1, 1906, a combination of 54 railroads controlled by the Vanderbllt
interests became known as "The New York Central Lines." All
cars, stations, locomotives and all the Office stationery used in transactlng the business of these 51 roads will bear this name. This
enormous combination of responsibilities is not as impressive In
any other of its phases as it is in the mallei' of the motive power
responsibilities.
The question of design, of construction, of locomotives, Of shops and many other questions which are compara11
now become
tively small on the individual roads of this
great because of the effect of Hie practice in one portion of the sys
it
is easily understood thai
tern upon thai in another,
such an
aggregation of Interests renders It necessary to prepare, through
hops
The dt
careful Btudy, for every change in practice.
cannot be made without most thorough and careful consideration of
practice in Other parts of the Bystem made with the view of adopt
Ing the besl in ever] detail, ami the aim- applies with even more
for..' in the ease of locomotives.
\ll this points to the necessity
tion.
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tor very high authority id properly administrate these responsibili-

In this discussion, only the high points are touched upon,
many others bens unmentioned because of the lark of time.
There seems in he no n
of arguing al Ibis time in favor of
plai ii rA full ami complete authority tor such Important problems in
the hands of an official who stands immediately next to the throne.
This, when done, will mean much to American railroads.
During the last ten years, motive power progress has been rapid
because of the change in operating methods brought about by the
large train unit. This has brought advances in weight and power
which are startling, and the roads are not too well equipped with
either physical facilities or men.
Some radical changes are necessary
The "roundhouse foreman" as a designation of position has
become outgrown, and the men required for the responsibilities of
large and busy rounhouses cannot much longer be called foremen.
They must be master mechanics, or the equivalent, because these
positions have become more vitally important in the conduct of the
railroad.
The time has come for entirely separating shop and road
responsibilities of subordinate officials. The larger shops require
shop superintendents, and the conditions requiring master mechanics to properly look after enginemen, firemen, roundhouse forces and
the shops as a combination passed away some years ago. Motive
power work is divided into three distinct fields._ First, the shop
problem.
Second, the locomotive operation problem, including
roundhouse service. Third, mechanical engineering.
To be successful in either of these, wide experience is necessary.
It is into the enginering branch that technical school graduates are most likely to drift, the work being agreeable and being
very closely allied to the student's work at school.
Without in any way reflecting upon the opportunities offered
in the line of mechanical engineering work, it should be said that
experience either in the shops or in the roundhouse is important
ties.

1

i

View

of

New Works

of the

Canada Car Co.

young man who is to succeed. It seems desirable to positively
recommend young men to delay entering the engineering work until
for a

they have had experience in one or both of the other branches. If
they are by temperament and ability qualified for either shop or
road administration, they will learn this fact most easily and
quickly in connection with the actual work, and if they are better
fitted for engineering problems, they will be better able to handle
them later on because of the road or shop experience. It seems, in
general, desirable for most young men to avoid the drafting room
immediately on completion of their college work, and it is believed
that in this the most railroad officials will agree.
A word sepms to be needed as to progress. In studying the
careers of successful men, a prominent fact is developed which
seems specially applicable to a successful railroad man. Those who
have really advanced most rapidly and have risen highest have
usually advanced slowly during the first dozen years. It is believed that an attractive future has been pictured for those who
prepare and equip themselves in the right way to carry the mechanical railroad burden of the future.
It most assuredly will pay to
prepare thoroughly and well, for those who do this are sure to be
greeted wit
most brilliant opportunities. In order to prepare thoroughly and well, however, years of experience are required.
The railroads themselves have not done as much as they might
to provide the leadership talent which is so well known to be required for the future. It. is in fact on many roads left for the
young en n who now enter the service to correct this, and they can
do so by thoroughly preparing for their work.
No future is brighter than that which is offered in this part
of the Held of transportation, and it is hoped that some may be
present who are to win in this great game. Nothing that is easy
brings satisfaction in the doing, and if difficulties are a measure of
linn, there is an abundance of satisfaction in this work.
For young men to succeed, it is merely necessary to "make
ii

ic

Voi

XL., No.

.

23,

looking lor young men who may
does not need to lie told who
can do them. A young man makes bis record by his work itself.
He should seek opportunities to do things that somebody wants
done and in this way will become Sufficiently conspicuous to attract
attention.
Of these opportunities, motive power work is full to
overflowing.
I believe in the motive power officer, in his opportunities, his
possibilities and bis ultimate success in becoming an executive and
administrative official instead of remaining as a chief of a department.
"It is the ship with its bunkers full, its engines tested, its captain forewarned, its straight line voyage charted, that breaks the
record into port."
"And it is the minute of talk after the hour of thought, the
ounce of effort after the ton of preparation, that steers a business
project into the harbor of success."
good."
Everj railroad official
lie trusted to do things.
The

The New Shops

of the

is

Official

Canada Car Company,

Ltd.,

The new plant which the Canada Car Company,

at

Montreal

Ltd.. has.lately

completed is considered one of the best examples of a plant of
this kind on the Continent: it therefore presents some very interesting features of design and construction. The location on
the Lachine canal and Government railroad siding, just west of
Montreal, affords the verj besl facilities for receiving the raw
material and shipping the finished tars. The product of the company now consists of complete wooden cars, both for passenger
and freight service, but provision was made in laying out the shops
for the addition of a steel car plant.
The present capacity of the
shops, working day turn only, is 20 freight cars a day and 10 passenger ears a month. Al] forgings and castings entering into car

Ltd.,

Looking South Toward Lachine Canal.

construction are made in this plant. It is not the purpose of this
article to describe in detail the various shops and their construction but rather to outline briefly the particular features that contribute to making the plant remarkable for its completeness and

general economy of operation.
The generation, distribution and
application of the power in its several forms constitutes the principal item as affecting the cost of operation.
This phase of the
subject will therefore be presented in some detail.
The shops are located on a tract of 50 acres, the buildings occupying a little over seven acres. A record for rapid construction
in Canada was established, as less than a year elapsed between the
breaking of the ground and the opening of the shops. There are
two main groups of buildings. The first contains the planing mill,
matching room, cabinet shop, trimming and upholstering shop,
passenger and freight erection shop, truck shop and passenger and
freight paint shops. The other group embraces the wheel, grayiron and brass foundries, the forge shop, machine shop and pattern
shop. The general arrangement of the various departments affords a steady progress of the material through the plant with theminimum amount of handling. The storehouse, paint house, dry
kiln, dry lumber shed and office building are under separate roofs
in the most convenient places, while the power house is as near
central as possible when considering the advantage 'of its being
glose to the canal.
The shop buildings are all one-story, with comparatively low roofs. The roofs are fiat with monitor skylights.
The walls are all reinforced concrete, 9 in. thick, which embraces
the steel structural framework, and expansion joints are located
regularly to localize any cracking of the walls.
The roofs are
drained towards the center and all drain pipes run down inside
tie
buildings in order that the melting snow can be drained off
during the coldest weather. On account of the very heavy snows
common to this section, the roof construction was made unusually
heavy, and the waterproof covering is of special roofing compound,.

,ii
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laid over heavy sheeting.
The walls and monitors are well provided with windows, making the natural lighting very good. These
shops are among the largest ever built o£ all-concrete, and against
all precedent and advice, most of it was 'put in between October
and May, during the worst ot the winter weather. So far, no serious
cracks have developed.
The first or largest group of buildings has a floor area of
183,060 sq. ft, while the smaller group has a floor area of 90,596
sq. ft.
All the different shops in each group are similar in design
and any particular department can be enlarged without any change
in design, simply by additional buildings, and at the same tima
retain the general arrangement for handling the material and finished product. For instance, the wheel foundry can add moulding
floors in the adjoining portion of the gray iron foundry, and increased area in the latter can be obtained by extending the building
indefinitely.
The roofs are high enough to permit the use of overhead traveling cranes, and those shops not at present equipped with
crane service can be so provided by merely adding the runway
girders.
The shops and yards are equipped with complete fire and
drainage systems. The various departments in the large group are
separated by fireproof partitions which are provided with Kinnear

rolling steel doors.
The power station is worthy of a somewhat detailed description, not because of its size, but on account of the complete equipment, showing the attention given to details. The building is reinforced concrete, 150 ft. long by 85 ft. wide, divided longitudinally
by a concrete wall into the boiler room and engine room. It is

Automatic

Dump
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provided with Van Stone improved flanged joints, being designed
for 200 lbs. pressure. The power house piping was installed by
the M. W. Kellogg Company of New York. The equipment includes two 500-k.w. Curtis steam turbine units, two exciter sets,
switchboard, condenser, air and circulating pumps, air compressor,
boiler feed pumps, pumps for water supply, fire protection, heating
and oiling systems. The turbines, exciters, switchboard, condenser
and air compressor are located on the engine room floor, while the
various pumps are all assembled in one section of the basement
where they are under the care of one man. The engine room floor
is of steel and concrete arch construction, and is of skeleton type,
thus giving good light and ventilation in the basement. The layout
of the entire power house is such that the capacity can be doubled
without changing the general design. A 10-ton crane is provided
in the engine room for handling all machines and for use when

making
The

repairs.
electrical

equipment

is 600-volt,

Chain Drive on Axle Lathe

Car Charging Cupola.

one story high, and the engine room floor is 8 ft. higher than the
This gives
boiler room floor, the latter being on the ground level.
a spacious basement beneath the engine room for auxiliary apparatus.
The boiler room equipment consists of 1,800 h.p. of Babcock
& Wilcox water-tube boilers, divided into three batteries of 600 h.p.
each.
The boilers are designed for 200 lbs. steam pressure and
150 deg. superheat, and are arranged with extension furnaces for
the complete burning of all shavings from the mill. They are connected by means of an overhead steel breeching with a Custodis
brick slack, 10 ft, in diameter by 150 ft. high.
In laying out the
power house, it was estimated that the shavings would constitute
About 80 per cent, of the fuel required, and 011 lliis account it was
decided not to install a coal or ash handling system at that time,
although provisions were made I'm- overhead coal hoppers and for
an underground ash conveyor. Since the plant lias been in full
operation it has been shown thai the estimate was very close as
the shavings con Mime all the fuel required to operate the power
plant (hiring the day.
At night the shops are shut down and it
is necessary to burn coal to furnish a small amount of power for
lighting and some small auxiliaries, and in winter for the Qi
system. At the present time the coal used is unloaded by band from
ears rlghl In front of the boilers, while the ashes are removed by
small ears running close lo the ash pits.
The engine room equipment is somewhat unusual in thai
tains much of the piping ami auxiliary apparatus usually placed
The steam header is carried by brackets <m
in the boiler room.
the engine room side ot the dividing wall, anfl all valvi
are op
The steam piping throughout is extra hi
ated from the floor
II

1

three-phase, 60-cycle, alter-

nating current throughout. No direct current is used in the plant
except for exciting the generator fields. One turbo-exciter set of
25 k.w. capacity is used for starting up and a motor-generator set
Each shop is conof 30 k.w. capacity is used for regular service.
The electric power cables are
trolled direct from the switchboard.
carried to the two main building groups through underground tunnels which are 6 ft. wide by 6 in. high. The steam, water and air
pipes are also carried through these tunnels, being supported by
brackets on the wall. The tunnels are made of two separate thicknesses of concrete, separated by a double lining of waterproof mate-

in

Truck Shop.

They are well drained and a small pump is provided for removing any condensation. Both the tunnels are practically water
rial.

Where railroad
Inavily reinforced.-

tight.

tracks

cross

the

tunnels,

the

are

latter

The condensing apparatus was installed by the Alberger Con
denser Company, and consists of one counter-current surface. conin.
denser, having a surface of 3,600 sq. ft.; one 8 in. x 16 in. x
in
\
\ I- in. horizontal tWO-Stage rotative dry vacuum pump: one
in. x 6 iu. horizontal duplex water pump; one SO in. (lose automatic hot well, and one 8 in. x 16 in. \ is in. horizontal single
piston steam valve independent je!
inilenscr.
The condense!
nan is arranged for independent connection to all the engine
machines, thus permitting any portion to operate condensing while
the other is running non condensing tor use with the heating
em
The condensed steam is all returned to the boilers.
The air compressor is of 2.1011 cu. tl capacitj and designed to
run condensing at 200 lbs. steam pressure and 150 deg. super!
The Steam end Is an UliS-Chalmers Corliss engine, and the
pressor is the Ingersoll Kami type; both the steam and the air ends
ipound,
The compressor is said to be the most economical
mai hine of Its kind evei built
hi
compn ted air system Is 66 In. In dlametet bj 18 it lor
The compressed air is
located In the basement ol the engine room.
ed tor pneumatic hammei
and drills, toi
r ol
rlvetet
air lifts and hemline tabli
ind In the spraying ma.;
d in
painting the freight ears.
The
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oughly and

Bystema were fully Investigated. II was Anally dethe shops by the direct radiation method, using the
exhausl steam from the power bouse. The return system is equipped
with vacuum pumps which return all condensed steam to the feedwater heater, and which also reduce the back pressure cm the turbines to a minimum; 85,072 sq. ft. of radiation surface was installed, and during the past winter the system proved most satisfactorj in every way.
The shops were always comfortable an the
cided

to

all

beat

1

cost of maintenance exceedingly low.
The healing system
stalled by the \Y, li. Miller Heating Company, Chicago.

was

in-

One of the illustrations shows a typical tool arrangement, and
the two tables give the sizes of motors and methods of driving used
on the wood working machines in the planing mill, matching room
and cabinet shop, and on the machines in the forge shop. In these
shops individual motor drives are used almost exclusively and the
motors were all selected after very careful and thorough tests of
the power required by the various machines. The motors were selected with a view of having them all operate at as near full load
as possible when the machines are in normal operation, thus insuring a good power-factor at the switchboard. By the close selection of motors it was shown that the individual motor equipment
cost about 90 per cent, of the amount estimated for group drives,
and at the same time the capacity of the tools was greatly increased.
The shop wiring was installed all overhead in a very substantial

..

manner and

all

1

Vol. XL., No. 1%.

The layout of the entire plant is the result of careful stun
simi and the uninterrupted manner in which tin- material
pa
through the various shops has met with general approval. The re
suits obtained in economy have been entirely satisfactory and in
many cases beyond expectations. Mr. W. P. Coleman Is President
di

and General Manager

of the company, and Mr. C. II. Russell, Sec
Mr. N. S. Reeder, Jr., formerly Asm
mi Genera! Managi
but now of the Pressed Steel Car Company, New York, bad general
charge of the construction of the plant, and Mr. B. G, M. Capi
was his assistant. Mr. F. K. Mi Kee. Electrical Engineer, Pre
Steel Car Company, Pittsburg, was Consulting Engineer.

retary.
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shop Motor Equipment.
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Ml ihoil
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driving,

Item
Machine.

No.

Bar shear, No.
:!
t

2%

in

in.

In

'

I

i

:l
.

Williams & White.
Williams & White.

No.

b,

3,

*,

I

12

Williams

Acme
Acme
Acme
Acme
Acme
Acme

li/2 in
IH).. I"
ill
Do., 3 In
Do.,
In
Do., 4 in
Do.. 1 1.:, in
Do.,
in
Do.. 1 to in
.

42B
43
tl

44A

44B

2%

1«

Forging

4.-.

46
47

47A
30
31

rolls. No.

1

Bulldozer, No. s
Bulldozer, No. 4
Bulldozer, No, 5
Inn-lb, cushion helve

hammer

.

.

champion power hammer,

100-lb.

No. 4

31A

No. 4
6-spindle independent gang drill.
16A 6-spindIe independent gang drill..
17
6-spindle arch-bar drill
17A 6-spindle arch-bar drill
18 10-spindle brake-pin drill
22 2-In. triple-bead boll cutter
22 \ 2-in. triple-head bolt cutter
106D 1X~2 hot pressed nut machine....
14 1-in. 6-spdle nut tapping machine
2 -in. do.,
15
15 A 2-in. do
13C 24-in vertical drilling machine.
.

23

vertical drilling machine.
lMi-in. triple-head bolt cutter
IVi-in. triple-head boll cutter
1-in. triple-head bolt cutter
Eye bender, No. 2
2-in. bolt pointer

24

48
49

.

32-in.

.

23A

52B Grading machine No.

16x3
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'o. ..

Co.

Ajax Mfg. Co.
Ajax Mt'g. Co
Ajax Mt'g. Co
Ajax Mfg. Co
Niles-Bement-Pond

.»

B
B.

Foote, Burt & Co..
Ajax Mfe\ Co

Acme Mach'y
Acme Ma.-h'y

r&

It.

t'o..

,:

5

10
-',
13

B.

.

.

G.

B.
B.
B.
B.

audry & Sons

Bt

16

13A

G.

S.

Mach'y Co

Mach'y Co.
Mach'y 'o.
Mach'y '<>.
Mach'y Co
Arm,. Mach'y Co
\' me Mach'y Co
Williams & White.
Williams ,v white.
Williams & White.
Williams & While.
Bradley & Sons

champion power hammer,

100-lb.

s.

in.

Bolt header and forging machine,

41'

.

..

In
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.

I-.
i

in

1

.

Williams & White.
No.
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1.

i

In

mill shear,
In
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in

r

II.

in
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Williams & White.
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punch and shear, No.l
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No.
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I
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louble
1

in

In.

Double
t
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1.

1

in

,

Single punch

service lines to motors were run in iron

conduit pipe.
After the power was carried to the various shops, the motors
were divided into 100-h.p. groups, and each group was controlled
by an automatic circuit-breaker. This method was employed to prevent any trouble on the lines from shutting down the entire shop at
once.
These circuit-breakers act very quickly and the breakers on
the switchboard controlling the entire shop were provided with time
limit relays which would not open the circuit unless the shop
breaker refused to act. In this way the shop was protected against
a complete shut-down and also the whole circuit was protected at
the switchboard in case the protective devices in the shop failed.
The circuit-breakers in the shops were designed to prevent their
being closed on short circuits. All the motors are General Electric
and Westinghouse make, 550-volt, three-phase, 60-cycIe. There are
four l\'n-\.on. electric traveling cranes: one each in the planing mill
and matching room, and two in the forge shop. There is also a
two-ton crane in the wheel foundry. All the cranes are equipped
with three-phase alternating current motors, specially designed for
the crane service. The cranes were built by the Niles-Bement-Pond
Company and have proven very satisfactory. The shops are equipped
with enclosed alternating current 110-voit arc lamps throughout.
The foundries have several features that are deserving of men-*
tion.
The wheel foundry has a daily capacity of 300 wheels and
has two cupolas each of 21 tons capacity per hour. The gray iron
foundry also has two cupolas of nine and 12 tons capacity per hour,
respectively.
The blast is furnished by two Root positive blowers,
direct-driven by two induction motors.
The blast piping is so arranged and the gates are so placed that either blower may furnish
blast for any one or any combination of cupolas.
This gives protection against loss of a heat in either foundry from any possible
difficulty with blowers or motors driving them.
Two similar pneumatic elevators, each of three-tons capacity, one for each foundry,
are used for lifting charges from the ground to the charging floor.
The tracks on the charging floor are so arranged that either elevator
may be used for raising the charges for both foundries. The charges
are loaded on cars, weighed and taken by the elevators to the
charging floor. The cars are then run onto a charging machine as
needed, and the cars are dumped automatically.
The reservoir
ladles are tipped by small motors, and are operated, together with
the ladle train, from one point by a boy who is able without assistance to distribute hot metal for the entire output of the wheel foundry.
The wheel floors are 12 in number, arranged in straight lines.
A system of hoists and conveyors runs the length of each floor, extending over the ladle train on one side and over the transfer
train for hot wheels on the opposite side.
The hoisting and traveling movements are operated by independent mechanisms and
controlled by the workmen from any point on the floor.
Thus the hot
metal is brought from the ladle train and the wheels removed to
the transfer train with a great saving in time and labor. The two
foundries are considered the most modern in Canada and were
equipped throughout by the Whiting Foundry Equipment Company,
Chicago.
The larger part of the lumber is received by boat and an overhead telpher system carries the lumber from the canal to all parts
of the lumber yard or into the west end of the planing mill.
This
telpher is also equipped with alternating current induction motors,
and is a great factor in the economic operation of the plant. The
ire removed from the machines in the planing mill and
matcl
iom bj two fans direct-driven by a 50-h.p. and 75-h.p.
"
Ively.
The shavings, as already mentioned, are delivered In the boiler house.
In the forge shop, oil is used' for fuel
in all the furnaces, thus doing away with the
handling of coke and
ashes.
The nil furnaces are of the Ferguson type supplied by the
Railway Materials Company, Chicago.
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15

I'.ement-Pond

Acme Mach'y Co.
Acme Mach'y Co.
Acme Mach'y Co.
Williams & White..
Acme Mach'y Co.
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.
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.

.

.

in.

wheels
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Note. In column headed "Method of driving," D. C. stands for direct
coupled; C. D., chain drive
8. G., spur geared ; B., belted.
:

Planing Mill

Timber planer, 24x14
o7A Timber planer. 24x14
57

End tenoning machine.
Band ripsaw. 14x2s in.,

80
92
63

Planer. 15x6 in

boA Planer.

I a xl6

Motor Equipment.

No. 41.
No. 41.
No. 4...
No. 109

in..
in..

in

6-spdle boring maeh. 4o ft. table.
,..A 6-spdle boring maeh., 40-ft. table.
5B 6-spdle boring maeh., 40-ft. table.
83 Double end tenoner, 12-in
84 Heavy horizontal mortising machine. No. 6C
Vert, cut-off saw and grainer, No.
96
io

1

16x10 V, in
Automatic cut-off saw, No. 3, 18
*12
in
„
Brace cutting maeh., 24-in. saws.
3,

99

9S
115

No. 321
gaining

Heavy

t

i

A
,

__
1

4

91

91A
61

78

Fay & Egan ........
MaeGregor & Gourlav
MaeGregor & Gourlav
Greenlee
Greenlee
Greenlee
Greenlee

Bros
Bros
Bros
Bros

Fav & Egan

DC.

D. C.
B.
B.
B.
B.

Greenlee Bros

1

B.

7

B.

10

G.

S.

B.

A.

Woods

i

1.-,

in

B.

Greenlee Eros

B.

3-spindle vertical boring machine,
Greenlee Bros
„ No. 350
3-spindlc vertical boring machine,
No. 350
Greenlee Bros
4-spmdle horizontal boring machine. No. 32.*.
s. A. Woods
Self-feed rip saw. No. 2
A. W. W. M.hv Co..
Self-feed rib saw, No. 2
A W. W. Mehy Co..
Dimension planer, No. 32, 24x24
in. x IS ft
Fay &'Egan
Vertical mortising machine. No.
,4. 40-ft. table
Fa T & Egan

Self-f

1

24x'.i in

106B Band,
No.

rip
Mi',.

and resawiug machine,
2 Ixl s

in

106C Vertical mortlser and boring ma-

99

G.

chine, No. 302
Universal w
1-worker,

No.

i

Finishing planer,No.l53, 36x6 In.
Moulding maeh., I2x5-in., No.842
Sanding machine, 12 In., ." drum
Scraping ma, bio,.. 42-in
Smoothing planer, Ilement, No. 1
Block and chip grinder
Double-head tenoning machine...
.

i

Tenoning u
bine. No.
Swing cut off saw, Is in..

7'._

40-ft.

col, iff saw. No. 2
99C Self-feed cut off saw. No. 2
73 Universal boring machine, No. 52
1'inA Sell feci]
band ripsaw. No. 1,

71
sl

13
30
4H
30
in
in
in
30

Greenlee Bros

I

.

7

G.

"'

S.

B.
B.
B.
B.

7

1.-,

7 zi

30
.'III

::

S. G.
S. G.

Fav & Egan

S G

15

Fav & Egan

s.

20

."
:;

e

B.

G.

'

In

B.

D. C.
S. G.

!_,

10

Fav & Egan
Fay & Egan.......
Fav & Eftan

S. A.

Woods
Fav & Egan

B.

7%

B.

Machine Co..
A. W. W. Mach'y Co,
Berlin Machine Co

B.
B.

7'j
in

Berlin

Whitney. Mfg. Co
A W. W. M.hv Co.
-

Mitis & Merrill ...
Mi Iregor ,v Gourlay

Fay ,v Egan
M'Gregor .v Gourlay
,v-

.

in

S. G.

D. C.

-

!>fil!

103
106
59

B.
S.

Greenlee Bros

Lightning flooring machine, No.
107, 6x15 in
Fav & Euan
62A Lightning flooring machines, No,
Fay & Egan
„„'. „ ??!> 6„5 15 in
99A Self-feed cut- off saw-. No. 2.... Fav & Egan ...
62

64
58
66

7.">

Greenlee Bros

s.

machine.

table. No. 3

i

D. C.
D. C.

5-spindle vertical boring machine,

79
i

Berlin Maeh Co
Berlin Maeh. Co

B.
B.
B.
I'..

21

20
7 zi

7 '.4

50

1

'.

!

I

Group
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.Method II. F.
of
of
driving, motors.

Item

Make.

Machine.

Nil

<;.".
Sash monism- & relisher, No. 93.
65A Sash morttser & relisher, No. 604
t!4A Variety wood-worker, No. 4
4-siile moulding machine, No. 3.
(17

li'.t

Heavy double simper

N4A

Hoi-,

Fay & Egan
Greenlee Bros

Fay & Egan
Fay & Egan
Berlin Machine
A. W. \V. Mch'y
1

mortising niai'li.. No. mill.
Band Baw, .'it! in. wheels, lS-in.
under guide
."iii
Grindstone, No. 3, 4Sx6 in
711
Panel carver and friezer
Scroll saw, S6x39-ln. table
85
114 A Swing saw,
18-in
urn
Double rip cross-cut saw, 16-in.

'"
('..

sr.A

M'Gregor & Gourlay
Hamilton M. T. Co.
Fay & Egan
A. W. W. Mch'y Co
M'Gregor & Gourlay

ins
iiu

Automatic band saw filer, No. 49IS Do
Automatic knife grinder. No. 221. S. A. Woods

M'Gregor & tourlay
A. W. W. Mch'y Co
Baldwin -Tuthill &
Bolton Co
<

-

Group

—

Note.
In column headed "Method of driving." D. C. stands for direct
coupled; CD., chain drive; S. G., spur geared; B., belted.

The Art

of

Water Softening.

BY ('. HERSCHEL KOTL.
should never be forgotten by American railroad men, and
it cannot be too often preached to this and succeeding generations,
that the vast benefits now accruing and to accrue to American railroad service through the softening and purification of locomotive
water, are due principally to the impetus given to investigators
by the classic examination of the subject begun in 1871 by a Committee of the American Railway Master Mechanics Association.
This committee collected statistics from all parts of the country
concerning the effects on boilers of different kinds of water, and
from these statistics they learned the average cost of the additional
cleaning, boiler repairs and fuel made necessary by using hard or
muddy water. They found (hat the average cost in railroad work
was aproximately $750 per locomotive per year, and that therefore
the total cost to the locomotive service of the country was in the
millions annually; and they laid down two fundamental rules which
are as valuable to-day as they were in the '70s, and doubtless will
be standard for all time:
First.
"Get, if you can, clean, soft, natural water."
Second. "If you cannot get this, then soften and purify the
water before it goes to the boiler."
I repeat these maxims in this place because I think they should
be committed to memory by every railroad man interested in the
locomotive service.
In those days practical water-softening was unknown; but since
the time of the first meeting of this committee, and due largely
to the continued wisdom of the Master Mechanics' Association, the
various chemical difficulties have been overcome, the necessary mechanical appliances for work on a large scale have been perfected.
the interest and confidence of railroad officers have been won. and
water softening is now a business of established reputation and of
great benefit in reducing boiler expense and increasing the continuity of locomotive service.
But just as there were, before the days of real water softening,
a hundred quack remedies, all useless and mostly harmful so that
James Boon, of the Pittsburg. Fort Wayne & Chicago, had to thunder
forth in protest at a meeting of the Master Mechanics' Association,
"the only compound fit for a boiler is pure water" so now there
are quacks in the field, men who know nothing of the chemistry
or the mechanics of the art, men who by useless and silly operations
on water, some of which is better before they touch it than alter.
are doing much to discredit a valuable business and betray the confidence of the railroad world.
It therefore appears to me wise to
state a few of the principles of the art, so that those who wish
good water-softening service may discriminate between useful and
useless processes, and save the railroads money anil themselves
It

—
—

—

many

heart-burnings.

There are no mysteries

in the art of water-sof letting.

The

pres-

ent nearly perfect state of the art has lien attained by years of continued study by scientific men. and to understand it there are necessary only a reasonable knowledge of chemistry and mechanics, and

a

little

common

sense.

The whole process consists of two parts only: First
the dissolved calcium, magnesium, etc., out or solution ami

into

BUSpenslon in Iiu- water: anil, second, gelling this precipitate mil
of suspension ami settled in the bottom of lie lank.
Any water can in- prepared for boiler use, and water trom a
softening machine should never contain more than four grains per
gallon of the salts of calcium and magnesium,
hoar frequently
Hi' waters which are said to be so hard that
they cannot be Boftened,
but
have yet to find one.
hear of wains which contain so much
sulphate of calcium that the softened water win contain too much
sulphate of sodium to be usable; but this, too, is sinfi" and non
sense, [or if the water is free from precipitate il mn.\ contain 500
grains per gallon of smiinin sulphate, without a sign of foaming In
I

l

i

1

1

clean

boiler.

Softened water should be perfectly clear, that is, it should be
mud and from the precipitated calcium carbonate, for if
there are present either fine particles of mud or fine particles of
unsettled precipitate, the boiler will surely foam.
The finished water should contain about one-half grain per
gallon of sodium carbonate. Good softened water contains between
two and three grains per gallon of calcium carbonate which will
be precipitated in the boiler, and therefore the water should contain about one-half grain per gallon of sodium carbonate to keep
the calcium carbonate soft, that it may be blown out of the boiler
free from

and daily.
These are the guarantees which should be required when the
contract is made. These are the fruits of the water-softening process, and by their fruits ye shall know them.
Fortunately there are some principles of chemical manipulation and mechanical operation necessary to the successful practice
of the art, now so well established that no plant may hope to be
in the highest class which has not incorporated them in its practice.
For any ordinary hard water, the reagents to be used are fresh
lime for the extraction of the free and loosely combined carbonic
acid gas, and sodium carbonate to change the sulphate and chloride
of calcium and magnesium into sulphate and chloride of sodium.
For clearing the water from matter in suspension, such as mud,
it is necessary sometimes to add some two reagents, for instance,
caustic soda and sulphate of iron, which will combine to produce
a floceulent precipitate in this case hydrate of iron which will
carry down with it all the suspended matter. These are the only
chemical reagents necessary for any ordinary water; and. as they
are thoroughly efficient and the cheapest in the market, they cannot
be displaced to advantage by other more fanciful substances.
The Lime Treatment.
With water of a given hardness and lime of known purity, it is
a simple matter to calculate and supply the exact amount of lime
necessary. But commercial limes are of varying degrees of purity,
containing from 2 to 40 per cent, of magnesia, and the burning to
which the limestone is subjected varies in thoroughness, so that
in a ton of purchased lime there may be 2.000 lbs. of pure lime,
or there may be 800 lbs. of magnesia and perhaps 100 lbs. of tinburned limestone, leaving only 1.100 lbs. of pure lime available for
easily

1U7

71!

20

M'Gregor & Gourlay

saws
Single end wood lathe, 20-in.
swing. No. 3
Vertical boring machine. No. -..
Automatic circular saw sharpener

101

Group
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water-softening purposes. It is therefore useless to say "put in
100 lbs. of lime" unless we know its character. Of course the lime
must be slaked before use, and this eliminates the unburned stones,
but it does not eliminate the magnesia which goes with the slaked
lime and is indistinguishable from it. A mixture of slaked lime
with enough water to make it flow is called milk-of-lime. whether
the lime is pure or whether it is half magnesia; but to this day
there are men calling themselves "water-softeners," and accepted as
such by some confiding customers, who advocate the use of milkof-lime by measure for water softening.
It is necessary to be very
exact in providing just the proper amount of CaO for the extraction of carbonic acid gas from water; but there is only one method
by which an absolutely definite amount of CaO can be supplied by
weight or measure, and that is by its solution in water. A pound
of water at a certain temperature will dissolve a certain number of
grains of CaO and no more, and it will not dissolve magnesia; from
which it follows that if lime is supplied in the form of saturated
lime-water, its amount can be definitely calculated and controlled:
but to endeavor to calculate the amount of CaO in a pound or a
quart of milk-of-lime is pure guesswork, and to endeavor to soften
hard water by supplying to it measured quantities of milk-of-lime
is also pure guesswork.
A water-softening machine, therefore, to have any rank or
standing, must supply its lime in measured amounts of lime water,
and in no other way.
The Soda Treatment.
Sodium carbonate, and the oilier chemicals sometimes necessary, can be supplied only when In solution In water; and if the
water-softening apparatus is fitted with the necessary small vats
at the top, the supply of these chemicals can be conformed to and
regulated by the amount of incoming raw matter if the vats are
lined wiih valves which themselves are controlled by the incoming
stream.
Hill there is a constant tendency to Clogging Of these small
valves by the solid chemicals, due to the continuous evaporation
of the water at these points; ami for this, as well as tor chemical
reasons, il is wise to make these solutions as dilute as possll
ami any effort to save expense by making these vati
mall or by
feeding concentrated solutions of these chemicals, is misdirected
and to he del rlmenl ol good operat Ion.
'

nt.
The '<! hanii a
must be constantly borne In mind that If the watei
thoroughly softened; everj drop of It must
Ittle
Hon
<
of chemical; and since the
mix readily with haul
sol
water, II is absolutelj
ind continued
•

1

ii

i

i

stirring,

tlnuous" water-softening maSince the Introduction ol the
"
of the operation has been
no necesBarj
n tantl]
overlooked as the verj Important subject of thorough stirring. All
the European machines rely for their mixing on running the comchine,

1

i

1
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streams of hard water, sodium carbonate and lime water,
baffle plates; but while the mixture thus effected is

Around a few

make

decided improvement in the water, still the
mixing is not thorough. 1 have seen many such machines in which
the chemical reaction was not complete after two hours' standing,
and I have seen water from machines in this country, still in process
of forming precipitate after the water had been turned into the
storage tank. I have found not less than 20 minutes in summer
and 30 minutes in winter of determined stirring is necessary to
complete the mixing, and therefore the reactions, within the precipitation tank; and if this work is not properly done, precipitation
will go on for heurs in the settling and storage tanks, with the
almost certain result of delivering to the boiler water containing
fine particles of precipitate; and the certain result of this is foaming
to

sufficient

a

in the boiler.

Summary.
The necessary

characteristics of

any good water-softening ma-

chine are:

—
—
—

That the lime shall be supplied and measured in the
First.
form of lime water.
Second. That the other chemical solutions shall be very dilute.
Third. That there shallbe thorough stirring and mixing of the
chemicals with the water, continued for at least a half hour.
The result will be: Water in the storage tank soft and free
from particles of precipitate; and properly treated water when used
in a boiler will never scale, corrode nor foam.

Vol..

XL., No. 23.

Inspection of the bearings is only required once in six months.
The reversing switch is carried in
compartment on the commutator end of the shell. It is operated by the armature shaft
and reverses the connections of the armature to the mains when
the direction of the car is changed, thus keeping the same relations of positive and negative polarity in the external circuit. The
construction of the switch is similar to that of a reversing drum
switch of a street car controller. Its action is positive and sure
when a change is required and after the change is accomplished
there is no wear on the end switch mechanism.
The method of regulation will be best understood by referring:
to the diagram of wiring.
The voltage of the dynamo is controlled
by a field rheostat operated by a small series, double-field, reversewound motor in the regulator case. The rotation of the motor is
governed by the combined action of two solenoids which act against
the tension of a spring. One solenoid is a shunt wound coll conncted across the dynamo mains and the other is a series wound
When the dynamo is supplying
coil in the dynamo battery circuit.
current these two coils act in conjunction. So long as the pull of
the solenoids just balances the tension of the spring the arm of the
automatic switch is in mid position where the motor circuit is
broken and the rheostat arm remains stationary until change in
the voltage of the dynamo destroys the equilibrium between the
pull of the spring and that of the- solenoid when the motor wilt.
;i

McElroy Automatic Car-Lighting System.
service conditions on American railroads make the probThe cars are
train lighting an intricate one.
large, require many lights and a corresponding high capacity
The
of the generator and a wide range of automatic regulation.
service is constant and severe with long runs at steady high speed.
Inspection points are far apart. Any system, therefore, which is
to be successful under these conditions must be so constructed
mechanically and electrically that it will stand severe service without requiring close inspection; must be thoroughly reliable and
autornatic in its regulation, obviating the necessity of an auxiliary
light equipment and must show economy in repairs and in battery

The

lem

of

electric

maintenance.

The McElroy automatic electric car lighting system shown in
the accompanying illustrations is made by the Consolidated Car
Heating Co. In the construction and development of this system
the aim has been to provide a strong, compact, powerful generator;
a thoroughly automatic, reliable and positive means of regulation
for current flow to lamps and for battery charging; to reduce to a
minimum the cost of inspection, and the necessity for repairs; and
to give a convenient, agreeable and efficient light to passengers.
The equipment comprises an axle driven dynamo; an automatic
regulator for generator output, lamp voltage and battery charging,
and a storage battery.
The dynamo is hung between the car axle and the end sill of
the truck by the suspension known as the "goose neck cradle type"
in accordance with standard practice with street railway motors.
The weight is evenly distributed and all shock and vibration on
the dynamo is absorbed by the two heavy coil springs which support the shell. The generator is direct driven through a steel cut
gear attached to the car axle and a rawhide pinion on the end of
the armature shaft. This method of driving is positive and the
results obtained have been most satisfactory. All troubles due to
breaking, slipping, or adjustment of belts or chains are eliminated.
The action of the rawhide pinion and steel cut gear is accompanied
by no noise, no lubrication is required and the amount of wear is
small. The gear and pinion are enclosed in a pressed steel case
to protect them against flying particles from the roadbed and are
readily accessible through large inspection doors in the case.
The dynamo is a shunt-wound, four-pole machine and is of
sufficient capacity to charge a storage battery of 32 cells with a
discharge rating of 40 amperes for six hours and at the same time
supply 110,

60-volt, 8

candle power incandescent lights.

Special design is employed for obtaining thorough ventilation
for the armature, and perfect commutation at the brushes. The
use of band wires for the armature is done away with, thus obviating the danger of stripping the coils. The coils are held in position in the slots by means of fibre strips inserted in triangular
notches on the circumference of the discs. Interpolated winding for
the fields is made use of in order to obtain sparkless commutation
during the variation of field strength necessary in so wide a range of
train speed. The construction is simple and does not introduce any
complications. Under this arrangement for regulation the brushes
will carry a 50 per cent, overload without sparking and wltii no
damaging effect on the machine for two hours. The two brushes
are carried on the top of the commutator and are readily accessible
for inspection through a large hinged inspection door.
Ball bearings of special foreign design are used on the armature shaft, reducing the frictlonal load to a minimum. Oiling or

Dynamo

for

McElroy Automatic Car Lighting System.

again receive current and the rheostat be so adjusted as to bring:
the voltage of the dynamo to the correct value.
The switch connecting the dynamo and battery is automatically"
opened when the voltage of the dynamo equals the voltage of the
battery.
This operation is positive and fcakes place at zero difference of potential, so that no arcing occurs when the circuit is
opened. In reversing the operation when connection is made to
the battery, there is also zero difference of potential at the terminals which are connected, and the dynamo picks up the lamp load
without fluctuation of the lights.
It will be noted that all current passing to the battery is taken
through the heavy series coil of the solenoid, which coil, as above
stated, acts in conjunction with the shunt-wound solenoid in controlling the dynamo potential.
In case a heavy current passes
through the series coil to a depleted battery, the increased pull on
the plunger will operate the motor switch and cut resistance into
the dynamo field: thereby reducing the voltage and preventing the
battery from receiving an excessive charging current. As the
charge to the battery nears completion the potential coil assumes
nearly the entire control of the solenoid, only a very small current
passing through the series coil. The series and potential coils are
proportioned so that the proper amount of current is supplied to
the battery at all times, this amount varying according to the conThis feature is of importance in the effect
dition of the battery.
on both the life and efficiency of the storage battery.
The lamp voltage is controlled through an independent rheostat:

•
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Reversing Switch.

Dynamo and Reversing
GENERATOR

RESISTANCE..

Regulator.

Switch, Case Open.

LAMP RE SI STANCE.
VBi.ts..«w»

'i'"

11

Wiring Diagram

M

"

for

-

'"

'

McElroy Automatic Car Lighting System.
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which isi ml rolled bj ;i Bolenold onnei ted
by another m
across the lamp mains, and is independent o£ whether the current is
supplied from the generator when the car is in motion or from the
The lamps ran be turned <>n or
battery when ii is standing still.
off at will, either singly or in groups, without affecting the remaining lights, as the regulator immediately adjusts the resistance to
maintain the fixed voltage across the lamp terminals, Regulation
per cent, of
of the lamp voltage is constantly maintained within
opi rated

i

1

the mi

A 30-cell battery is used with this equipment, the size varying
according to the number of lamps in the ear. Owing to the (act
that the capacity of the dynamo is such that the battery ran be
charged at the same time that the lamps are being run direct from
the machine, it is not necessary to provide large storage
and a battery capable of carrying the lamp load for five or six
hours is deemed entirely sufficient for all purposes.
A practical demonstration of the advantages claimed for the
above system can be seen at the Atlantic City conventions at the
booth of the Consolidated Car Heating Co.. where the apparatus is
to be in operation.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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tneasure.

—

It

would make approximately 75,000,000

—

antable lumber, each of 10,000 ft. and such timber!
It would be worth a journey to Portland to see the
forestry
building of the Lewis and Clark Fair, still standing.
It is built
•of fir logs that would make the lumber men of Wisconsin
and
an

address

tor of the

before

the

Harrlman

Pittsburg Traffic Club,

lines.

l>r

J.

C

Stubbs,

.
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Program

Master Car Builders' Convention, Atlantic City,
June 13 to 15.

of the

thi
convention will be held in the sun parlor.
ol
'there will he no hotel headquarthe ocean end of the pier,
ters,
i he
office of the President, Executive Committee and Bi
tary will be in the sun parlor.
The Secretary will also have a desk
the
in the office of the
Enrollment Committee in the entrance
pier,
immediately upon arrival, each member or' tin Association
should report to the Secretary, register and receive his membership

The sessions

I

if

he has none, and be furnished a properly numbered

also be

i

cellu-

The members of the Association
furnished with badges for the members of their fami-

showing his

registration.

Cards for registration will be furnished at the Secretary's
desk in the entrance to the pier. Those members who will attend
only the M. C. B. convention need register but once during the convention, and it should be done immediately upon arrival. Those
who stay for the Master Mechanics' convention are requested to
register for that convention, after the adjournment of the M. C. B.
lies.

convention.

OPENING SESSION, WEDNESDAY,

Jl

13,

10:00 A.M. TO 1:30 P.M.

am. to 10:05 A.M.
lo :05 a.m. to 10 :25 a.m.

Prayer

1

President's Address
Intermission (to allow

visiters

to

should
are requested

retire

tbev wish to do so. although all
i,i
remain
Reports ol Secretary and Treasur
ua] dues
Assessment and announcement of a
Committees on Correspondence,
pointmen!
eti
Resolutions, Nominations, Obituai
Election
Auditing Committee
Unfinished Business
New Business
Discussion of Reports cm
Revision of Standards and Recommended Prac-

10.25 a.m. to
10:30 a.m. to

i

10:30 A.M.
10:40 a.m.

i

i

10:40 a.m.

10:1

10:55 a.m.

to
to
to

10 :55 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

11 :00 a.m.

to

1

ll:l.> a.m.

to

10 :50 a.m.

:

i

:15 a.m.

1

:

tice

Composite Design of Coupler
M C. H Couplers
Tests
i

I

t

I

Topical 1 Use ussic os
1. Circumferential variation allowable in mating
wheels. To be opened by Mr. Geo. L. Fowler
To be
Freight Car Repairs.
2. Piece work on
opened by Mr. Lelivand Parish
3. Should not the practice of hinging the running boards at the ends, to uncover ice
hatches on refrigerator cars, be abandoned?
To be opened by Mr. J. S. Lentz
Idseussion of Reports on
Cast-iron Wheels
Triple Valve Tests

,

,

"

...

v

.

'"

12 :00 M.

11:30 a.m.
" .,,,„ M

..,

"

J

to

12 :20 p.m.

-

'

12 :20 p.m. to 12 :lo p.m.

12 :40 p.m. to

1 :00 p.m.

:

1 :0O p.m. to
1:15 P.M. to

:15 P.M.
:80 p.m.

1
1

Adjournment.

MIDDLE SESSION, THIKSDAV, JUNE
Discussion of Reports on:
Brake-Shoe Tests

14.

9:00 A.M. TO 1:30 T.M.
9 :00 a.m. to

9:30a.m.

Air-Hose Specifications

Brake Beam Specifications
Axle Limits
Rule of Interchange, including Report of Arbitration Committee, Revision of Passenger Car
Rules. Prices for Repairs of Steel Cars
Topical Discussions
1. Should not the uncoupling chains of passenger
equipment be so arranged as to guard
against the uncoupling of cars in transit by
passengers who may be on the platforms.
To he opened by Mr'. F. \V. Chaffee
2. Advisability of splicing center sills on cars of
lbs. or less capacity, in order to per50,
petuate the cars for two or three years longer, with the least Dossible expense.
To be
opened by Mr. F. H. Stark
Discussion of Report on:
Revision of Rules for Loading Long materials..

to

9 :30 a.m.

10:15a.m.

10 :l5 a.m. to 10 :45 a.m.
10 :45 a.m. to 11 :00 a.m.
11 :00 a.m. to 12 :00 u.

:

12 :00 M.

to 12 :30 P.M.

12 :30 p.m. to

1:00 p.m. to

1:00 p.m.
1 :30

p.m.

Adjournment.
CLOSING SESSION, FBIDAY, .TINE
Discussion of Renorts on

15,

9:00 A.M. TO 1:30 F.M.

:

High Speed Brakes
Height of Brake Staff
Combination Automatic Couplings
Heat. Air Brake and Air Signals
Location of Ladders

9:00 a.m. to
9 :30 a.m. to
for

9 :30

am

9 :45 a.m.

Steam

Tank cars
Subjects
Unfinished Business
Reports of
ommittee on Resolutions, Correspondence, etc
Topics 1 iiscussions
1. Methods of handling car scrap and usable material.
Do be opened by Mr. R. F. McKenna
2. Deslrablitj
of adjusting brake pressure to
light and leaded cars.
To Ice opened by Mr.

9:45 a.m.

to

10:15 A.M.

10 :15 a.m. to 10 :45 a.m.
10.45 a.m. to 1 1 :15 a.m.
11 :15 a.m. to 11 :3c) a.m.

:

I

1

Geo
3.

11 :30 a.m. to 12:00 U,

:

w.

Wesl

Better fitting up "t" couplers, even to the point
of machining, or at least drilling the pivot
pin hole through coupler hies and knuckle,
with knuckle in pi
and tail of knuckle
forced against lock and proper contour preserved under this condition.
To be opened
by Mr. F. W. Brazier
-

a
i

.

.

will

1870 to 1900 the far western states and territories multiplied their population from two to 24 times.
In the same period
the increase for the United States as a whole was but 50 per cent.
The best blood and brawn of the nation and of foreign countries
was found in the comers to this new land. The percentage of illiteracy in these far western states and territories is lower than i:i
the older states. With the exception of Utah, Arizona and New
Mexico where nearly every inhabitant is a member of the Mormon
or the Roman church
the percentage of church members is considerably lower. Yet who can doubt that upon the lower steppes
•of the Rocky Mountains
where the
in the Garden of the Gods
atmosphere is so clear that Pike's Peak seems but a step from
the sugar fields of Greeley and Longmont. or in the Humboldt valley
only 4,000 ft. nearer the sky than we are here where the blueness of the skies and the brightness of the stars would pale the
bluest and brightest of famed Italia that man loves nature and
nature's God and worships him with eye and mind and heart?
The development of the resources of the wonderful Far West
•cannot be described within the limits of my time.
Within the experience of active men adobe villages like Las Vegas. Tucson and
Los Angeles; Indian rancheries like Phoenix; mining shacks like
Helena, Butte and Boise; a mere prospect upon the banks of a
wild and uncontrollable stream, like Spokane have grown to be
•cities whose productiveness and attractiveness rival the progress
of more than a century in the older states. The prune product of
the Pacific Coast states has shut out the importations from Europe,
and San Buena Ventura has beans for Boston, and to spare. The
raising of Smyrna have been superseded by those of California.
The oranges of the Mediterranean now find no market here we
have a surplus for export. Europe flavors its beer with hops
from Oregon and Washington. Cattle produced on these far western ranges are marketed on hoof and in carcass in London.
China and Japan and the South American states take flour in large
volume from Washington and Oregon. California's output of gold
is greater than ever and Colorado's exceeds it.
The products of
soil and of mine have been adequate to every enterprise; to all
the needs of all industrial pursuits.
Seven distinct lines of railroad now span the continent from
the Missouri river to the Pacific ocean. Inclusive of Texas the total
length of main line is over 66,000 miles. The wonder they have
worked in one generation is but an earnest of what they, unaided,
shall accomplish in the generation beginning with the current year.
But there are 5,900 miles of additional main line of railroad, the
projection of which, within this territory, is not only acknowledged.
"but much of the work has been contracted and is now largely in
course of construction. To these confessed projections it will be
safe to add from 1,000 to 1,500 miles which are unavowed.
Much
of this new construction will develop and serve virgin territory.
Governmental and private irrigation projects within the expectation of men who have crossed the meridian of life will bring
und r the fructifying influence of never-failing streams approximately 10.000.000 acres of land so fertile as to make the valley of
the Nile appear by comparison like the edge of Sahara.
These
lands are taken up greedily at $25 an acre.
The virgin forests of California, Oregon and Washington, Idaho
Montana are .conservatively estimated to contain more than
10,000 ft. of uncut timber.
The human mind cannot ap-

ii

i

loid disc-
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Louisiana rub their eyes and wonder if they could distingu
pine tree from the pillars of Hercules.
Eight states in this region produced last year, from b
arc being
400,000 tons of sugar.
Every year new
Tl
structed and more land is seeded to the sugar baet.
has lately been uncovered in Nevada a deposit of copper ore to
which over 100 miles of standard gage road is building by the
owners oJ the mine. Indeed, one might discourse all night of the
abundant promise of this western half of our part of the continent.
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Car Ferry Lines of American Railroads.

Companies which operate terry lines in tidewater harbors use
two kinds of car floats. For through car service the floats have
BY H. 0. DAVISON AND BRADFORD BOABDMAN,
three or four tracks, usually three, which take up the entire availWe have collected figures concerning 1,360 miles of car ferry able deck room, but for pier service, that Is, when the cars are
lines operated by 35 companies.
The car ferry equipment has run from the railroad terminal to alongside an ocean steamer, a
nearly trebled since 1S97, when the Railroad Gazette printed a' platform is put in the middle between the tracks for convenience
table giving figures similar to those published in this present one. in unloading the cars.
Nine years ago there were 197 vessels in service, with an aggreThe Southern Pacific has six steamers varying in length from
gate capacity of 2,069 cars. There are now 562 boats, carrying 265 ft. to 420 ft. The best known is the "Solano," which is 420 ft.
5,615 cars. The size of the vessels has been much increased, though
long over all and 116 ft. S in. wide. When loaded she draws 10 ft.
the average capacity in freight cars remains about 10, freight cars 8 in. of water. Her gross tonnage is 3,549 tons, and net 3,057 tons.
now being about 20 per cent, longer than previously. The average She was built in 1879 by the Central Pacific and is made of Oregon
speed of floats towed by steamers is seven miles per hour; steam- pine. "The Solano" carries the main line trains between Port Costa
ers carrying cars average about 10 miles per hour. The average and Venicia, Cal., a little less than a mile, and the average time
number of cars carried daily by all lines is 11,476.
including the transfer of the cars from the land to the steamer, is
With some small modifications, nearly all companies use the one hour and fifty minutes for freight trains and thirty-two minsame methods for transferring the cars to the boats and securing utes for passenger trains. She has two beam engines operating the
them during transit. A counterweighted bridge is hinged at the paddle wheels independently, one wheel being set about 20 ft. ahead
shore end and usually supported at the outer end on a pontoon. of the other.
The cylinders are 60 in. in diameter, with 11 ft.
It is raised or lowered to the level of the float by pulleys, hand power
stroke.
The engines are rated at, 2,250 horse-power. Oil fuel is
being applied directly on a winch or through a hydraulic ram. used, the "Solano" being the first steamer on the Pacific Coast to
The Long Island adjusts the height of the bridge by a screw mecha- do so. This boat has been in service for 25 years, and has been
nism, operated by an electric motor. The Wiggins Ferry transfers laid up for repairs for only 124 days during that time, 90 days of
the cars by wooden cradles on iron wheels and steel swing beams. this having been due to the breaking of a piston rod in 1895.
If the route of the boat is in comparatively quiet waters, it is
The Pere Marquette steamers are particularly well known
very simple to fasten the cars to the float sufficiently Arm so that because of the great distance they travel, which necessitates an
almost seagoing boat. The company has six
steel steamers of 30 cars capacity and three of
less, the larger capacity boats being used on
Lake Michigan. "Pere Marquette 17," of which
we reproduce photographs, is one of the latest
of these; she was built in 1901, has twin screws,
and is 350 ft. long over all, with 56 ft. beam.
She has four tracks on the main deck, and above
the spar deck are staterooms for passengers and
crews.
One of the most important problems
these ferries have to contend with is ice. These
boats are built with a special view to protection
against this, the bow plate being double for 60
ft. and the hulls being built out aft to enclose
the propeller shafts. Two triple expansion enThe cylingines are operated independently.
ders are 19 in., 31 in. and 52 in. in diameter,

The maximum indicated
with 36-in. stroke.
horse-power developed is 3,500, giving the vessel a maximum of 15 miles per hour, though the
average is 12V2- The boats ply between Luding
ton and Manitowoc, 56 miles, and are in service
all

the y-^ar round.

The Michigan Central steamer

'Detroit "

il-

lustrated herewith, was built in 1904 for use
between Detroit, Mich., and Windsor, Out., one
mile. Her capacity is 21 freight cars; her registered tonnage is 1.307 tons, and gross tonnage
The hull is of steel and is 308 ft.
3,089 tons.
She
long, over all, and 77 ft. wide, over all.

She has
ft. of water when unloaded.
four 10-ft. 6-in. propellers, two iti front and two
behind, driven by four engines developing 3,600
The high-pressure cylinders are 24 in. by
h. p.
33 in., and the low-pressure 48 in. by 33 in. The "Transfer." also
operated over this route, is unique in having side wheel as well as

draws 10

Steamer Ukiah

— California

Northwestern.

There are three comuse at least two of them. They
are: setting up the brakes on each car, chocking the wheels, and
making the car fast by chains fastened to eyebolts in the deck of
the float and passed around either the axle, truck, bolster or the
knuckle of the coupler.
At Hie Lehigh Valley terminals, as a
rule, only the handbrakes are set up; if the cars happen lo be all
connected as they conic in from the road, so that the air-brakes
may be set, this is done from the switching locomotive after the
cars are on the float; thai is to say, the air-brakes are only E61 When
it is convenient to do bo.
It
is mil considered sufficiently necessary
it.
The chocks are sometimes made
to take any trouble about
more effective by using "chock beds," i. e.. timbers parallel to the
track bolted to the deck on each side of the rails and having
squared notches in ihcin ti> receive the beams of sofi wood used
as chocks,
Instead of ordinary clunks, the Grand Trunk uses rail
clamps which Btand 12 In. above the rail in front of the wheels.
while on the Northern Pacific they fasten eccentric Iron blocks to
The Pere Marquette places jacks at an angle undet the
the rails.
end:; of the body of the ear, .set so as to take the weight sllghtlj
there

is

no danger of

I

heir breaking loose.

mon methods, and most companies

Off

the

hearings.

the Mississippi and other rivers in the middle west, where
imais are often operated in shallow water, side paddle steamers
are used to carry ears, or when Boats are used they are towed by
Such heats can be made with lighter
Btem paddle wheel tuns
dral'l
Hum these using screw propellers They also handle In is
when here is thin ice on be i\ er

On

i

i

t

i

one propellor.

The California Northwestern steamer "Ukiah" is a wooden idc
wheel boat 290 ft. long over all and IP... ft. broad. Her gross ton
nage is 2,564 tons, and net 2,019 tons. Her draft unloaded is 6 ft
The side wheels are driven by one engine, with cylinders 65 In
Oil fuel is used
in diameter and 12 Et. stroke, developing 2,000 h.p.
This boat carries 16 freight cars an.d is fitted tor passenger use
when not transferring cars. She can make the six-mile trip from
Tlburon to San Francisco In less than 10 minutes, with between
2,000 and 3,000 passengers.
The New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk uses one wooden Boat
140 ft
and Ave Bteel Meats; the latter are all built alike belm
long and lo ft wide ever all, with 3% n draft light, and >•' I'
when loaded. The hull is divided in 17 watertight compartments,
manhole
each et which is reached from the deck by meant ol
There are four tracks on the deck; lie two Inside tracks carrj
The rails
en each.
eight cm
each and the outside oi
carried on sieei chairs, one pair being fastened to each dei
These bonis were built to cross the. rough wa
excellent results
Baj daily all the year round In an
two ompartmi
On several oi
have been obtal
been flooded In collisions, but each time the trip wai completed
and transferred, the cars unloaded and the barge repaired and put
Vutoraatli
Bteam tov
Bhorl time
Into
service again In a
-i"
ni.e h He
beae and tor the
he i'"» et tot
u
:i

i

i

i

'

I

t
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bridge and the boat. An advantage of having low bumpers, rather
than high ones which reach to the drawheads, is that the trucks
of the last car of the string will go over a low bumper, and the
car will come down on its body on the end of the boat. This makes
the trouble evident at once to the engineman. who then stops the
train; in such a case the fastening ropes do not break and no car
is lost.
Steel floats are flat on top, while wooden floats are usually
humpbacked to give them greater strength. For this reason, in
case the float breaks loose from the dock while the cars are unsecured and the brakes unset, the cars are more liable to slide down
grade from the middle of a wooden float than from a steel float.
Another advantage of the steel float is that the bow is not so bluff

steering gear, capstan engines, pumps ami for heating purposes is
.uniishcii from a Scotch marine boiler 5 it. 6 In. in diameter and
it.
long.
The towing machine takes up quickly any slack on
8
the tow line and pays it out when a heavier strain is put on it,
so that in a heavy sea the pull on the towing bitts is kept constant.
The machine's are also useful in shortening up the towing
line and rapidly taking it inboard when the barge is about to be
Since It takes these barges normally about six hours to
docked.
make eaeh trip, and often longer in rough weather, sleeping quarters for the crew of six are provided amidships on a steel structure about Uti ft. above the main deck.
The handling of a float at a terminal is usually as follows:
The float is brought up to the transfer bridge
and made fast by ropes drawn taut by winches.
There being one of these ropes at each side,
this process draws the float up snug and so
that the tracks on the float and on the transfer
bridge are in approximate horizontal aline-

The

ment.

adjustment

final

made by

is
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a

ratchet working a screw by which the tracks
on the bridge can be slid over a few inches.
The bridge is raised or lowered before the float

comes

in until the tracks are in approximate
vertical alinement with the tracks on the float.
If, after the float is made fast, the alinement
is not accurate enough to slide the toggle bars

on the bridge into the toggle caps on the float,
time can be saved in adjustment by running
the switch engine onto one of the bridge tracks
until its weight tilts that side far enough to
let one toggle bar engage the cap.
The locomotive is then switched over to the other track
and another toggle bar is made fast. A difference in height of several inches can be adjusted by this means in quicker time than if
the float were lowered in the ordinary way.
When the bridge has been used for some time,
the toggle bars have a good deal of play, so
that the difference in the height of the rails on
the bridge and on the float may be as much as
two inches. This being too much of a drop
for the trucks of the tender to safely take, a
flat car is coupled to the locomotive and backed
up to the end of the string of cars on the float. Transfer bridges
are usually double-tracked. When the float has three or more
tracks, the tracks bend together with a crossing frog a few feet
from the bow of the boat. The switch points are on the bridge.
It is comparatively rare for cars to be lost from the floats
while in transit; most of the accidents occur while at the dock.
The engineman of the switching locomotive sometimes fails to obey
the trainman's stop signal and backs a string of cars up against
the bumper.
If the bumper holds, the force is usually enough to
break the ropes which make the float fast, in which case the float
is driven out from the dock and the cars spilled out between the

CAR

Michigan Central.

Steamer Detroit

as a wooden boat
it has a long overhang, and when there is ice
The
at the pier it rides over it. instead of packing it up in front.
pontoon is weighted 'with rocks inside and kept as free from water
as possible, so that its lifting power may be Yiear the maximum, it
being, of course, easier to let the float down than to raise it up.
When the pontoon is damaged a rope is passed under the bridge
at high tide and made fast to a gallows overhead; when the tide
falls the pontoon drops with it and can be floated out from under
the bridge and the necessary repairs made. The bridges have to be
made very strong. They are hinged at the shore end so rigidly
as to allow no torsion at that point. When heavy cars are run on
;
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narks, their weight warps the bridge, throwing an
exceedingly heavy sham on the material of which 11 is made.
Twelve companies have given us figures showing the average
The average is aboul 18 cents,
cost of ferrying one car per mile,
This large variathe highest being $1.26 and the lowest 13 cents.
tion is to be expected, as it is reasonable that the company which
does the greatest business should do it at the lowest rates; thus
the New Haven, which has i;7 vessels in service and curries about

one of

Vol. XI.,

Si..

23.

May

the force stand together, a model of faithfulness towards the
King- and country,
'ibis is to be mad.- known to all Hn railroad
men. Minister von Budde."

A New Steam

An
new

interesting design of
application of power, is

Rail

rail

Motor Car.

motor

shown

car.

Involving an en tin

accompanying IllustraThe car, which is r,2 ft.
in. over all. is mounted on two
tions.
four-wheel trucks of a similar pattern to those used under heavy
we find that the length of time the cars are on the floats, and the electric interurban cars. The body is divided into a passenger com
ratio between the average number of cars ferried and the total partment seating 30, a smoking compartment seating 11. a baggage
capacity of the floats seem to be important factors as affecting the compartment, and an engineer's call in Hie forward end. On each
cost of operation.
The distances traversed by the ferries of these of the rucks are mounted two 50 h. p. (200 h. p. total) eight-cylintwo roads are about the same; they have nearly the same number der steam motors, entirely encased, and suspended from the axle
of vessels, whose total capacity is 240 cars in the case of the Erie and the truck frame in a manner similar lo Hie form of suspension
and 264 in the case of the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western. used for electric motors on trucks. The shaft of each motor is
But with this equipment the Erie ferries an average of 316 cars a geared directly to the car axle. Steam is generated in the boiler
day, while the D., L. & W. only handles 196; also, the cars remain in the front end of the car. which extends across the entire width
on the floats of the last-named road for about 12 hours as compared of the car just back of the motorman's cab. Eight hundred and

The Long
2,000 cars per day. has the lowest cost, that is, L3 cents.
Island and the Baltimore & Ohio are the next lowest, with I'.i cents.
By comparing the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and the Erie,

in

the

:i

I

with six hours on the Erie, this indicating
quicker handling at terminals in the case of
the Erie, and consequently the cost per car
per mile of the D., L. & W. is 60 cents, and
on the Erie 26 cents. There are some companies which, according to the figures we
can obtain, are exceptions to these general
principles.
Both the Northern Pacific and
the Norfolk & Western ferry a large number
of cars in comparison with their equipment;
the cars are on the floats for only a very
short time and the floats are moved at the
average speed, yet the cost per car mile is
$1 on the Northern Pacific and $1.26 on the
Norfolk & Western; these figures are over
twice as large as those of other companies
which, in equipment and amount of business, are comparable to the two roads in
question.
Steel car floats have not been in general
use long enough to show actual figures as
to their advantages over wooden floats as
regards life and cost of maintenance, but all8-Ton Steam Motor Truck with Halsey Motors.
the estimates available make it clear that
their use is much more desirable. The first
cost is about 25 per cent, greater.
This will probably not be true fifty gallons of water are carried in the water tank hung under the
floor of the car in the center.
in a few years, as the timber supply is decreasing, especially timThis design of car has been evolved from the successful app icabers of such length as are necessary for the construction of car
floats.
The steel barges are much more convenient to handle, and, tion of similar motors of smaller horse power and a similar steam
Two of these
in fact, there is about 25 per cent, saving in convenience of opera- generating outfit to commercial automobile trucks.
tion.
The time saved in docking them when there is ice in the trucks, one of five tons capacity, having two 30 h. p. motors mounted
slip has already been mentioned.
A most important advantage is_ on the front axle and the other of eight tons capacity, having two
the strength of their construction. When the floats are loaded, the 50 h. p. motors mounted on the front axle, have been in daily use
The essential feature of
in Philadelphia for a number of months.
first string of cars run in on a side track causes the boat to list
several feet, and, since the boat is secured rigidly to the briiige the car the motors have been successfully employed in staby means of toggle bars or similar devices, while the shore end of tionary work for three or four years and are made in sizes from 2
the bridge is hinged so as to allow only a vertical motion, the to 500 horse power. The accompanying sectional drawings show the
They are arranged in two
listing of the float causes a severe warping strain on both the constructive features of the motors.
bridge and the float.
Such a wringing tends very soon to open pairs of four cylinders each, mounted on a crankshaft within the
the seams of a wooden float; it has been found that steel floats casing. Two of the pistons have a straight reciprocal motion, the
can be built so strongly that no trouble is experienced on this cylinders being fixed in the casing. The other pair of cylinders
account.
The New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk has had steel have a transverse movement on fixed guides and' the interior pistons
barges in use for nine years. They are in good condition and the have longitudinal movement within the cylinders at the same time.
superintendent estimates a life of 25 years, at least, for them. The admission and exhaust of the steam is controlled by the port
Their internal parts are more accessible than in the wooden floats. openings in the inside casing. There are no movable valves or

—

—

The accompanying table gives figures concerning nearly every
company in the United States and Canada operating car ferry lines.
Unless otherwise noted, freight cars rather than passenger cars are
understood.

Hermann von Budde, since June 23, 1902, Prussian Minister of
Public Works, and as such the head of the Prussian-Hessian State
Railroad administration, died of a cancer April 28 last. Von Budde
was a soldier until 1900, serving on the general staff, latterly as
the chief of the railroad division, which, as all the railroads of the
Empire fall under military command in case of war. requires an
intimate knowledge of railroad affairs. He retired from the army
in 1900 to become the head of a great manufactory of arms and
ammunition, but was called to the ministry as above mentioned
two years later. He was a man of very great energy and activity,
and impressed himself on the affairs of his department to a remarkable degree. The government appreciated him particularly for
his success in carrying through Parliament long cherished plans for
deep-water canals, which previously had been voted down. Shortly
before his death he directed the following to his subordinates:
"The dying Minister sends a heartfelt greeting to all railroad men.

Motor and Casing.

.

.Iim
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valve gear requiring adjusting or care. The engine is perfectly
balanced and is capable of running at 1,000 revolutions per minute
Variable cut off and reat a piston speed of 600 ft. per minute.
verse are obtained by revolving the crankshaft independently of
the inside casing, thereby changing the relative position of the port
openings. A quarter of a revolution to the right or left changes the
cut off from one-half in forward gear to one-half in reverse gear.
For traction work the engines are adjusted for a cut off in forward
gear and a small auxiliary steam cylinder is used to revolve the
crankshaft into the reverse position. The power control is obtained
by the use of the throttle. The principal objection to engines of
that is, wear and consequent leakage seems to have been
this class
successfully overcome in this design of engine, as units of this type
have been in constant service for more than three years in sta-

—

—
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A small reciprocating pump is mounted on the
start up quickly.
outside of the water tank. This pump takes steam from the main
steam pipe back of the throttle valve. When the engine is stopped
and the steam pressure begins to rise, the pump begins to work
more rapidly and fills the boiler with cold water. At the same time,
the' exhaust from the stack having been cut off, the fire dies down
and the steam does not blow off.
In the application of these motors and boi'.er to rail motor cars
much of the complication involved on a truck is done away with.
The 50 h. p. motors are about 24 in. in diameter over all and are
geared directly to the axles. Each motor has a live steam and an
exhaust steam connection, through universal pipes, with the boiler
and stack. The steam reverse cylinder is also connected with the
boiler through a small pipe which is first led to the controller. The

*--&8,--i*—e'ff'--*

Plan and Side Elevation of Steam
tionary work without adjustment of any kind, the casing not having
been removed during that time. Lubrication is provided for in the
ordinary way through a plug hole in the outer casing.
The boiler employed is a water tube marine type of boiler having a large grate area and arranged to highly superheat the steam,
which is used at about 200 lbs. pressure. On the trucks now in
service the boiler has 12 sq. ft. of grate area, the dimensions of the
grate being 3 ft. by 4 ft. On this grate is laid a bed of anthracite
pea coal from 6 to 9 in. deep. About 300 lbs. of coal can be fired at
one time, sufficient to run the truck for 25 miles or more. By means
of a variable exhaust nozzle in the stack the fire can be built up
rapidly to supply any amount of steam required. The boiler superheats the steam to between 800 and 1,000 degrees and it is largely
due to this superheat that the motors, which are free from stuffing
boxes, can be successfully used, as there is little or no condensation
when starting out after standing still, and therefore no necessity for
draining the water out of the casing in order to have the engine

Crocs-Section Through Motor.

Rail

-

'

—\

Motor Car.

boiler has a grate area of 24 sq. ft., 3 ft. wide and 8 ft. long. With
a bed of coal about one foot thick it will hold 1,000 pounds of an-

Bethracite coal, which will supply steam for a run of 100 miles.
fore starting out from a terminal the boiler is fired up and then
requires no further attention until the end of the run, when the
ashes would be shaken down and possibly a small amount of fresh
The feed pump is mounted on the water tank, as in the
coal fired.
trucks, and has a gravity feed, so that it is not likely to get out of
order or run dry. Injectors may be mounted on the boiler for

emergency purposes. In the cab are mounted the air brake con
trolley a combined throttle and reverse valve for the motors, and
the boiler teed pump valve. These, with the steam and air gages,
are all the apparatus requiring attention from the driver. The boiler
feed pump orfce being adjusted to supply the proper amount of
water for any given run requires little or no attention, and the
regulation of the fire is largely automatic.
The principal advantages claimed for this design

Vertical Section

Through Motor.

of

car are
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Simplicity, low cost of operation, maximum starting and accelerating
power, lew weighl of driving parts, and the small space in the body
"i the car occu
the driver and the boiler.
None of these
cars have as yet bei
built, but the design appears to be quite
i

Mr James

feasible.

the builder of the engines
rail motor ear is his also.
is

York avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.,
and motor trucks; the application to

T. Halsey, 336

Cast Iron Wheels.
Years ago. in the days of light capacity ears, charcoal iron and
low mileage, the ear builder of a railroad scarcely knew that he
had a wheel on his road, in the sense that a healthy man hardly
knows that he has a stomach or lungs or a heart, for with the
usual accidental exceptions that may come even to a normal!}
healthy man everything went well.
The cast-iron wheel was the
boast of the American iron master, and was apparently firmly entrenched in use. But with the great increase in car weights and
speeds, and the demand for "safety first." the steel-tired wheel
gained its foothold and has held it on nearly all roads in passenger
service.
In freight work the cast wheel was universal, and it was
not until the advenl of the 50-ton car that the idea crossed the mind
of even the oust progressive railroad officials that the steel wheel,
with its extra cost, would have a chance to compete successfully
with the staple article that had done its work so well for so

many

years.

Attention has been called before in the Railroad (!azcu< to
wheel failures that have occurred with cast-iron wheels on high
capacity cars, especially on mountain roads, and how officials have
been put to it to meet the. new conditions.
The cast-iron wheel
has been greatly improved in strength under the stress of recent
requirements by changes made in the shape of the brackets, the
form and location of the plate, and by modifications in the mixtures
and methods of casting, and there, is no doubt that it can be still
further improved. There is, however, a growing impression on the
part of railroad officials that the 50-ton car is a little too heavy
to be carried fully loaded on eight cast-iron wheels.
There seems
to be little trouble with cars of 40 tons capacity, but the increase
of 25 per cent, apparently oversteps the limits of strict safety.
It
is known what the flange will withstand under a static load, but
not as yet anything at all as to what it is called upon to sustain
under the varying conditions of service, though an investigation is
under way that should throw light on the subject.
In anticipation of these results we can only indulge in a surmise.
Laboratory investigations have shown, and attention has
already been called to. the fact that the flange of a cast-iron wheel
will break under loads of from 40,000 to 116,000 lbs., with an
average of about 70,000 lbs. Unfortunately, it so happens that the
stronger the wheel the thinner will be the chill and the poorer its
wearing qualities, whereas the deeper the chill the less the strength.
It appears that this very wide limit in the ability of flanges to
sustain a blow is in itself a source ,of danger, for it is a matter
that no direct inspection can detect, and no one would claim that
the breaking of any one wheel out of a hundred will give an exact
indication of the individual conditions of each of. the others.
So
the strength of the chain must be considered as that of its weakest
link, and the resisting power of the flange placed at such a point
as judgment and the willingness to take risk may dictate, whether
it be at 40,000, 50,000, 60,000 or 70,000 lbs.
Having established this assumed basis of ultimate strength,
what shall be the limit of load that is to be permitted? If the
investigation referred to shall show that a car of 100,000 lbs. capacity puts a stress of 30,000 or 40,000 lbs. (a guess) on the flange,
then it is evident if the factor of safety used in other branches of
engineering is a precedent that there is too low a factor of safety
on the wheels.
In this case, what is to be done?
The cast-iron wheel is accepted as good and standard practice under cars of 100,000 lbs.
capacity, yet some roads are putting steel wheels under these cars
in order to avoid the dangers of breakages.
In doing this on one
large road, the question came up as to how the use of cast wheels
could be prevented on these cars in repairs, as they would be allowable not only under the rules but by the practice of a road which
had a large number in service. The difficulty was solved simply
and ingeniously by marking up the capacity to 110,000 lbs. at the
time the wheels are applied, and issuing orders that nothing but
steel wheels shall be used under cars of that capacity.
A 10 per
i"
load will still be allowed with the increased rating, as
o
the bodies and trucks are amply strong enough to carry it.
Thus
two birds are killed with one stone; the rolling stock is protected
from substitution of cast-iron for steel wheels during the transition
period, and the operating department is having placed at its service
rolling stock that makes a shorter train or an increased net tonnage
possible, with a corresponding decrease of ton-mile expenses.
That the steel wheel is abundantly able to sustain the extra
'

i

load and stresses is certain, for its capacity in this respect is probably more than 600,000 lbs., which leaves a wide margin for sharp-
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ening of the flange before the danger limit, that has been crossed by
the cast wheel, is even approached. The fact that the steel wheel
has gained a foothold in freighl service not likely to be released
is no reason why the cast-iron wheel should not continue to be
In fact, il will probably serve as an incentive to its
Improved.
improvement.
In this work it is suggested that possibly the
present standard tread is not altogether the best that can be designed for the straight running of the wheel and the prevention
of sharp flanges.
A straight taper has been used to marked advantage, and the subject, it would seem, is well worth the attention
of the committee on standards of the Master Car Builders' Association.

Use of Steel Castings

in

Car and Truck Building

BY A. SO I'M.
metal of comparatively recent date. It it
the development of its applications has proceeded at BUCh a rapid
gait that to-day it holds its own with the other cast matals whlcb
had been used for years before the manufacture of cast-steel had
even been dreamed of. 'the improvement in the quality is possibly
more wonderful yet. so thai steel castings of to-day not seldom take
pi
ially if they are of a rather intricate
the place of forging

The

steel casting is a

i

design.
In the
for such an evolution is not hard to find.
place the steel casting in general possesses properties which
make it very suitable for conditions existing with rolling stock.
Besides that, it is a material which can easily be changed in its
composition to suit specific purposes. Owing to the fact that it is
as a rule the product of the open hearth furnace, it is possible to
try tests before pouring the ba,tb and in this way to verify the

The reason

first

proportions of the charge.
If desired, a tough and ductile material can be obtained, which
has a tensile strength, elongation and reduction of area
similar to rolled steel of low
A well-known railcarbon.
road official, a year or two
ago, discovered what appeared to be a crack in one of his
bolsters, ready to go under a
car.
He at once telephoned
for his inspector,

and

it

was

decided to scrap the bolster.
But before doing so it was
decided to put it in the testSeveral loads
ing machine.
were applied and the bolster
straightened out again, after
which it sustained a load of
working load. It was put into ser-

at least five times the maximum
vice and has stayed there ever since.
The fact that steel castings can be welded should not be under-

estimated, and even more should it be appreciated that they can
be straightened out in case of derailments or wrecks. All these are
items which will materially facilitate the repairing of the cars, and
will save time and money.
After accidents such material has seldom
to be scrapped, and comparatively little work will restore these
details to their original shape.
This is certainly true economy.
To-day steel castings are successfully used in nearly every portion of the car and truck, such as couplers, striking castings, end
sills, corner castings, center plates, bolsters, truck transoms, truck
pedestals, brake heads and many other details.
The substitution
of cast-steel for the ordinary arch bars of a freight truck is another important application, and since there are many advantages
in this practice a few remarks may be made on this special case.
The present arch bars, it is true, give excellent results throughout the country. None the less, their connection to the spring plank
consists in most cases merely of the column bolts. These in turn
are exposed to great shearing stresses and the metal in the archbars, just around the hole, to great crushing strains every time the
bolster presses or hammers against the column.
Is it any wonder
that these holes wear oblong? But possibly more important is
the fact that over 35 per cent, of the arch-bar material is cut away
at that point, which naturally leaves the same amount undeveloped
in the remainder of the bar.
Still the material is there, it had to
be paid for, and has to be hauled around the country without bringing in any return of usefulness. With the use of steel castings, the
columns and the arch-bars are cast in one piece, so that the column
This will do away with the large
bolt is not needed any longer.
holes in the bars .while smaller bolt and rivet holes can easily be
compensated for without making the remainder of the bars any
heavier than necessary. Besides that, the cast arch-bar can be made
wider at the center than at the ends, so as to provide for lateral
This again can be done withstiffness, where such is mostly needed.
out the use of additional material.
The stresses existing in the present arch-bars are well under-

Jtjne
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none the less they are somewhat obscure at a point near the
end, just where the two bars start to diverge from each other. Considering the bottom tie bar removed, as shown in the sketch, in
the case of a 100,000 lbs. truck, bars 5 in. x 1% in., loaded car passing a curve at high speed, then the load per journal will be P
L
6 in.,
22,850 lbs., distance from center of journal box to neck

stood,

=

= =

section

modulus

fibre stress

—

of

PX

L

2.6

two

bars

22,850

X

2

=
6

X

5

X

6

X

4"

5-

=

-

=

2.6,

and

the

lbs.,

depends entirely upon the

bot-

at the

nal box has
This means that the j
strength,
brace and consequently is subjected to great
Now supposing thai the truck
strains whenever the car is loaded.
is derailed, and the box gets shocks ami blows which could not
in'
iiiii'si rn
in di-sigiiing it. is it not natural that
the material,
tie

act

bar tor

as

a

Its

diagonal

will

break?

This condition can be very

inasmuch as a small amount of
add a great deal to the strength at

in the form of ribs will
that point. However, care should be taken that both journal box
bolts are of the same length.
Casting the top and bottom bar integral with each other will
also obviate the shearing stresses in the journal box bolts, otherwise present at the point where the two bars touch.

&

Rio Grande Observation Cars.

which shows that

Open Top Observation Car

to

is,

in cast arch-bars,

metal

The accompanying illustration shows two views of the type of
observation car used on the Denver & Rio Grande through the Grand

Observation Car at Glenwood Springs,

torn

already

it

much improved

Denver
52,730

2.6

this portion of the present arch-bars

strained as

601

in

the

Canon

Hanging Bridge

of the

in

Grand River.

the Royal Gorge.

Canyon, the Black Canyon of the Qunnlson and the Royal Qo
ervlce this year was begun Siaj
during the summer month
rhi
16
There is no extrs chai
Drawings ol these cars were shown In the Railroad Oaiette June
16,
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Malleable Cast Iron,

Its

Manufacture and

Its

Physical Properties.

v.,,.

XL.

No. 23.

The grates are charged (commonly with good bituminous
through side doors, which are hermetically closed except at
Tim flame passes Hie bridge, and in some
the time of charging.
furnaces there is given an additional supply of fresh air forced
through a number of small pipes and in the direction the gases
The hearth is slightly Inclined towards the bath where the
travel.
molten metal collects, and on Ibis hearth is carefully plied up the
charge to be melted. The root Immediatelj over the hearth is com
posed of a number of built up an lies which are handled by a small
In (barging the furnace these
traveling crane over the furnace.
arches are removed, and when again placed in position all cracks
or joints are closed with fire (day. A little above Hie high level of
the bath are located on each side of Hie furnace rather small rectangular openings.
Through these Hie events inside the furnace
are observed, and through these the wrought iron bars are inserted
for skimming off the slag and for "rabbling" or puddling the molten
metal until the desired quality is reached. Beyond the bath is the
blower.

coal)

When speaking of malleable cast iron, we understand i>y that
term an iron casting made malleable by a process of annealing. En
some branches of engineering we rarely meet with this interesting
product of metallurgy, while in other branches for example, freightcar building, the construction of conveying machinery and agricultural machinery, etc.
malleable cast iron is one of the most lmpor
taut materials the engineer lias to deal with, and an intimate
knowledge of the physical properties and peculiarities of this metal

—

therefore highly desirable.
In a modern technical reference book
modern malleable cast iron:
is

1

find

this definition

on

"Malleable cast-Iron is the Dame given in castings mini.' of ordinary casi
which have been subjected to u process of decarbonlzatlon, which results
in ilie production of a crude, wrought iron.
The castings are made in the
usual way. and are then embodied in oxide of Iron, etc."
Furthermore, It
siaics: "It <iii!.. requires proper mixtures and h, .oc annealing, coupled with
in
will
in
weld on Itself;
care
other particulars,
make malleable castings thai
ihai will draw ou1 in a knife-edge on an anvil under a hammer; that will
temper and cut soft Iron like a cold chisel."
This, I think, is too good to he true for ordinary malleable
Iron

.|

i

and I have not found any authorities, few as they are, to
be as enthusiastic as that.
If an engineer with the ability and
reputation as that of the author of the definition referred to has
such vague ideas about malleable cast iron, it is certainly not to be
wondered at that the average engineer has an equally vague knowledge on the subject; and I therefore dare hope that we will all
derive some benefit by the following discussion.
Cast iron, as extracted from the ore, is the base for all production of iron and steel with its numerous different properties and
uses.
We are accustomed to regard all substances accompanying
iron as "impurities," but let us remember that chemically pure iron
only exists as a curiosity of the laboratory a substance without
any value for structural purposes. Cast iron as a practical metal
contains generally carbon, Silicon, sulphur phosphorus and manganese, and the various proportions of these ingredients, together with
the remarkable phenomena in regard to combined and graphitic
carbon, form all the varieties of cast iron, malleable iron, wrought

castings,

—

mild steel and tool steel.
is even more apparent difference between, for example,
the gray iron center and the white iron rim in a cast freight-car
wheel than there is between the two distinct metals lead and tin,
and this great difference is not brought about by any "mixing" in
the metal after it left the cupola, but simply by utilizing the wellknown phenomena that a sudden cooling of the molten iron will
cause a chemical combination between the iron and the carbon it
contained previously in the forr. of graphite. To this phenomena
is due the enormous production of chilled cast iron wheels for
American freight cars; and it is again this very phenomena which
forms the basis for the manufacture of malleable cast iron which,
particularly in this country, has reached such enormous proportions
and made possible the production of machines and implements at
such a low cost as would be impossible without it.
In 1722 Reamur published the fundamental principles for the
malleable cast iron process, hut it is of comparatively recent years
that the industrial world has utilized this knowledge. It was found
that if! a casting too hard to work were exposed to a continuous
high heat for a number of days, imbedding in rolling mill scale
(hammer slag) or iron ore, the casting would entirely change
its nature, and at the time stated Reamur had collected those
observations and found the principles which governed this change
The present generally accepted theory of the
in the cast iron.
malleable cast iron process is to decarburize the metal by some
oxide, which 'will impart a portion of its oxygen to the carbon in
the metal a* a red heat, forming carbonic oxide, which is given off,
The oxidizing re-agents usually emthus extracting the carbon.
ployed are rolling mill scale and red hematite iron ore.
It is important that this material should be as free as possible
from sulphur, which is the most objectionable substance in malleaThe theory as expressed above does not, however,
ble cast iron.
seem to cover the field, as malleable castings are now produced
without any decai burizing material, the hard iron castings being
[lacked in fire (lay or sand instead of rolling mill scale or hematite
ore.
For small castings this treatment gives tolerably good results,
1ml for heavier casting tests and analyses show an inferior product.
is alreadj stated that malleable cast iron is produced from hard
It
or white castings, ami we will therefore consider the means by
which this important property is secured.
The furnace most commonly used in malleable foundries is of
the reverberatory type, as this furnace lias the great advantage of
be fuel coming in contact with the
melting the charge without
These furnaces vary in details of construction, but the acmetal.
companying illustration will give an idea of the general arrangement.
The ash pit is enclosed ;ind contains Hie air inlet from the
iron,

There
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at tin- April meeting of the Scandinavian Technical Society,
Aktrllnd, M. 10., member uf the Society.
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75 ft. lo 100 ft high.
"choke," and finally the smoke stack, al
At the bottom of the bath, on each side of the furnace, are located
the tapping holes closed by a clay plug as in a cupola. The day's
work is started by (barging Hie furnace with pig iron, wrought iron
scrap or old steel rails in such proportions as is deemed desirable
for Hie castings to be made from the charge.
The pigs and rails are placed in layers somewhat diagonally
so as to permit the flames to circulate freely through the mass on
After the charge is
its way over the batli towards the smoke stack.
placed in the furnace the "bungs" or sectional arches are placed in
Five to 10 tons
position, all openings closed and the fire started.
is usually the charge, according to the size of the furnace.
During the process of melting, which takes three to four hours,
the grate surface is kept even to prevent cold air from entering
the furnace, and when the charge commences to melt such parts as
show a tendency to bake together are separated and led towards
the bath where the slag formed is skimmed off so as to present a
clean surface of the molten metal to the flame in order to get the
After the charge is melted down the bath
full benefit of the heat.
is vigorously "rabbled' or "boiled" to insure a thorough mixture
and to reduce the percentage of silicon to the desired point. This
point is determined by dipping out a sample which is rapidly
poured into a cast iron mold, quickly cooled and broken. If the
fracture indicates the presence of graphitic carbon the "rabbling"
is continued until a sample is procured whose fracture shows
The molders are
the desired composition or state of the metal.
now ready with hand ladles to carry off the metal to the flasks
nearby, for not only does the metal cool very rapidly but chemical
changes take place in the bath and everything has therefore to go
with alacrity and dispatch. The tapping goes on from both sides
of the furnace at the same time, and within about 30 minutes the
whole charge is emptied and the furnace is allowed to cool down
to receive a new charge.
The castings are removed from the flasks, the sprews and vents
The metal is now
are knocked off, and all cores cleaned out.
almost as brittle as glass, and seme care has to be exercised in its
Here castings of similar
transportation to the annealing house.
weight and sections are grouped together and carefully "packed" in
cast iron boxes or frames varying in size to suit the articles to be
annealed. The first one of these frames is placed og a cast iron
plate resting on two blocks in such a manner that the prongs of
The pieces to be
the hand charging machine can enter under.
annealed are now placed so that they may be completely surrounded
by the packing material (rolling mill scale or red hematite ore)
and care is taken that some parts of the castings project over the
edges of the box, in this way forming a guide for the next section.
A pile of about 5 ft. high is formed in this manner, and, when
completed, removed by the charging carriage to the annealing furnace, where the piles are placed in rows so as to allow the flames
from the fire grate free play. The opening of the annealing chamber is finally bricked up tight and the fire started. These annealing
furnaces are arched chambers about 7 ft. high x 12 ft. deep and 8 ft.
wide, with canals in sides and under the floor so arranged as to
convey the flames and the hot gases evenly through the rows of
Natural draft is used,
piles, and thus produce an even temperature.
and the firing carefully moderated during the whole period of annealing from two to six days or more, depending on the character
of the castings.
The temperature is brought up to a bright cherry red or about
1800 degrees Fahrenheit. The furnace is provided with sight holes
for observation and the blue flames at the joints of the boxes give
an indication of the process going on inside where the combined
carbon leaves its union with the iron to combine instead with the
oxygen, in turn loosened from its combination with iron in the ore
or scale, and forming a new combination carbonic oxide or dioxide,
the gas producing the blue flames before referred to.
t

After the furnace is sufficiently cooled down the temporary brick
in the opening is removed and the piles taken out by the
charging carriage and placed on the floor, where the now annealed
castings are taken out and placed in the rattlers for cleaning.
wall

Junk
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If
the castings are small and of delicate construction they are
cleaned by being placed in wooden vats containing a weak solution
of sulphuric acid and "pickled."
To neutralize the acid after the
pickling process, these castings are finally washed in lime water,
Alter the annealed castings leave the rattlers they are carefully
examined for cracks or other defects, and if sprung out of shape
they are hammered or forced by hydraulic power to the correct
shape.
For such parts as are produced in great quantities— for example, like brake heads for railroad cars steel dies are made and
placed in a drop hammer. The annealing casting is then placed on
the die, and one or two blows will insure its correct form. It may
here be mentioned that nothing is gained by heating a malleable
casting before hammering or forcing it. A temperature of 50 to 100
degrees Fahrenheit seems to be satisfactory.
have endeavored to review the manufacture of malleable cast
1
iron in its different stages, and I will now attempt to review some
points which have a more direct bearing for the practical engineer
or draftsman in considering malleable east iron as a material of

—

construction.

The tensile strength of malleable cast iron varies between
40,000 lbs. and 50,000 lbs. to the square inch, with an elongation
inches of about G per cent, to 1 per cent., and a reduction of
area of about 3 per cent, to
per cent, respectively.
This, of
course, for a specially prepared test piece with symmetrical form.
Let us remember that cast iron has a tensile strength of about
20,000 lbs. to 30.000 lbs. to the square inch, and is therefore about
half as strong as malleable cast iron. This, however, only for tensile strength.
For compressive strength cast iron is again the
stronger of the two, and compares very nearly with steel.
The
position of a casting in a machine is oftentimes such that the
definite stresses are very difficult, not to say impossible, to deterin

%

o
o
o
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a small piece of cast iron (chilli is embedded in the sand at this
critical point, and the metal will cool here more quickly than elsewhere, and thus fortify this particular point, although it may
happen that some other part of the casting will be found fractured
instead, and in many cases the locations and the shape of strengthening ribs in the casting have to be altered until a casting is procured tree from shrinkage cracks. Sometimes such defects do not
appear until the casting is annealed, which, of course, entails a
greater loss than if the casting had been scrapped before entering
the annealing furnace.
In 1897 the writer, J. T. Carroll, designed and patented a malleable cast iron body bolster for freight cars. The malleable foundries
at that time were making an effort to extend the use of malleable
iron in freight car building, and so it came about that this casting
of extraordinary size for such material was made for about 2,000
cars with perfectly satisfactory results. There were some failures,
to be sure; but those were due to defective metal from the melting
furnace, as the fracture proved, showing gray graphite cast iron.
This casting was probably one of the longest and heaviest produced,
and required therefore in its production special appliances, the very
best material and workmanship, great care in annealing and final
straightening to correct form. In the present state of the malleable
foundries a casting of this kind would not be considered, and modifications in the construction of freight cars have therefore to be
made with this point in view. One of the most intricate and heavy
malleable iron castings made at present, as far as I know, is used
by the W. H. Minor Co. in its combination draft sill and lug for a
100,000 lbs. capacity freight car, its length being 5 ft. and its weight
about 200 lbs.
In conclusion, let me summarize the points I would like to
emphasize regarding the designing of malleable cast iron details.
1.
Endeavor to keep the metal in the
different parts of the casting at a uniform
thickness, depending on the size and weight
If a small casting of, say,
of the casting.
10 lbs. weight %-in. metal is about the practical thickness, /...-in. metal is about right

%

in.
for a casting of 15 lbs. to 20 lbs., and
to 7,„ in. or '..j in. for castings of, say, 40
This is for freight car castlbs. and over.

with which I am most familiar. For
reasons the demand for light
malleable castings sometimes forces the designer to give such dimensions for thickness
of metal in his casting that the foundry canings,

commercial

Reverberatory Furnace.
mine; and the engineer is here left to his own judgment, based on
experience or the precedence of similar cases. If only lightness is
the object for using malleable cast iron in place of ordinary gray
cast iron, it is customary in railroad car construction to make a
reduction in weight of 30 per cent, to 40 per cent., sometimes more.

The introduction of malleable cast iron
years ago was made more for the desire

in

railroad

ears

some

15

reduce dead weight, of
the car than because the cast iron used was not found strong
enough. The reason malleable cast iron is used to such a large
extent in car construction to-day is not only the constantly increasing demand for reduced dead weight, but still more the rapid sup
planting of wood by steel and the consequent substitution of rivets
instead of bolls. The ductility of the malleable easting very readily
permits the driving of rivets, which, as we know, cannot so readily
In- done with gray cast
iron; and for certain pails of cars, like
the journal boxes, malleable cast iron may well be considered to be
supreme, leaving cast iron and "semi-steel" far behind, although tor
this particular detail lightness alone determines its use.
While white cast iron shrinks a great deal more in tlie Bask
than gray easl Iron, and as he sections of malleable castings in
variably are lighter than is the case in a similar casling of gray
iron, fractures are very riminion, and il is therefore one id' the
designer's very first considerations to so arrange and distribute Hie
these conditions,
in pieces ot an elongated shape,
metal as to
the stiffening ribs ought to extend Lengthways so as to produce as
little resistance as possible to the contraction of the metal at the
time of solidification iii the Mask, if this in- not possible, the molder
provides a "crush core" with Hie exterior surface made Of core sand
in the usual manner, but whose Interior is Ailed with crushed coke
This core barely stands handling, and when the metal solidifies in
the Bask it is crushed bj the retarding easting and thus prevents
shrinkage cracks. Al other Mines a certain coiner in Junction of
In order to prevent this
ribs In the casting will be found ^cracked.
I

1

t

to

not make it successfully, or else the manufacturer will insist on a price per pound that
will protect him for the extra expense in
making it and the loss due to a high percastings.
These losses
c 'iitage of cracked
sometimes amount from 10 per cent, to 20
per cent.
It is, therefore, generally better
policy to modify the design to suit the foundry, although, on the other hand, these same
commercial interests on your side have to be guarded as those
prompting the foundry man to insist on a heavy easy casting.
Always endeavor to avoid sharp junctions of ribs or parts,
2.
and if the casting is long say. 24 in. or more bear in mind that
the ends should be made of such shape as to offer as little resistance
as possible to the contraction of metal when cooling in the mob:.
If called upon to inspect malleable castings as to strength it is
CUStomarj to break it with a sledge or under a "drop," and the
difficulty of breaking it and the appearance of fracture forms the
basis of opinion.
A "good" easting will hi' found a prettj tough
A fracture will show a distinct "skin" like
proposition to break.
wrought iron, while the interior is finely granulated, of a dark
bluish color, without metallic lustre.
A "bad" casting is comparatively easily broken, dees net shew the skin, but dees sometimes a
Verj dark bluish color, or in Other cases a dark gray cast iron
Tins is generally attributed to "poor annealing." but. as
fracture.
previously pointed out, if the metal in the furnace at the time of
'lng does net have the right composition the resulting casting
cannot tie annealed. To guard against this it is sometimes practical
for Important eastings to provide a small extension on a chunkj
part of tin' casting, where the chilling effect of the molding sand
would be least and so break off this extension. The fracture will
then shew whether the metal is of the proper nature for anneal
or not.
II
should be remembered, however, that there is such a
thing as over anneali ug bill in (he pp 8nl bUSJ time Ibis is hardly

—

—

1

;

occur verj often,
As for pattern making, it maj be mentioned that the common
shrink rule, U In. to
longer than the ordinary rule, is urned
ft.
Malleable cast iron shrinks more in the mold than gray easl iron,
hill in the annealing process a slight swelling lakes place.
The first pattern Is mad.' ol wood, and from this the foundry
patterns are made ol aluminum, to which metal we are greatlj
Indebted tor the present growth In the malleable Eoundrj bu
llkelj

to

1

.
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Without aluminum patterns heavier castings could not be made
economically, as the old fashioned brass patterns required two or
more men to handle them. A patters shop in a malleable foundry
is nowadays a far more comprehensive Institution than formerly.
The wood-working department is still there, but In addition a small
foundry for the aluminum castings and a machine shop with planers,
As in most
shapers, lathes and drill presses, etc., will he found.
foundries the foreman pattern maker represents a great deal of the
"brains" of the establishment, and it is generally with him the
engineer has to consult in regard to the feasibility of his design
or overcoming difficulties developed in the making of the casting.
The facts of the matter are that it is in co-operation bj Hie individuals concerned in the actual production of a casting, a machine or
The scientific, theowhat-not, that the best results are obtained.
retical training of the engineer is good and proper, and in certain
branches of engineering absolutely necessary; but in most cases, I
think, the engineer will greatly profit by learning the observations
of men who have sp nt long years in the shops and the foundries
and by learning as far as may lie the life history, if I may be permitted to use this expression, of the metals and the materials with
which he is dealing; and if these notes on malleable cast iron have
helped to emphasize this fact, this paper lias not been read in vain

Comparative Cost

of

Wooden Cars on

Repairing Steel and

the

Since October, 1904, there has been kept on the Harriman Lines
a comparative record by months of the costs for repairing all cars
of steel construction and an approximately equal number of wooden
cars.
The wooden cars chosen are of modern type, built about the
same time as the steel cars and therefore comparable in age, capacity and kind.
The figures for the first six months of the record
were given in these columns last year (July 21, 1905). Below is
the statement for IV months, which brings the record down to Feb
ruary of the present year. Only the totals for all lines are here
given instead of for each of the constituent lines as in the former
statement.
.

'ars

—Steel cars
Total
Av'ge

,

cosl

repairs.
per car.
ned.
11 .124 $19,139.45
$1.72
11 ,1 59
19,459.41
1.74
is:.
lio.si's :::;
11 .258
11 ,238
22,348.76
1.99
11 256
26,270.60
2.33
!• 25
11 ,255
25,290.88
2.14
11 ••54
24,124.18
2.43
11 ,554
28,063.49
2.53
11 ,546
29,183.00
31.909.79
2.76
11 ,546
31,947.90
2.77
11 ,544
2.57
11 ,536 -:m;h'.i. I'.i
2.63
121,536 33,021.66
31,765.16
2.53
12.,539
2.86
121.539 35,S9a61
40.207.78
3.21
12:,:.:•..;
2.65
121,535 33,226.91
r

October, 1904

November, 1904
December, 1904
January, 1905
February. 1905
March, 1905
April. 1905
May, 1905
June, 1905
July. 1905
August, 1905
September, 1905
October, 1905
November, 1905
December, 1905
January. 1906
February, 1906

Av'ge per month. .11.704 $28,370.32

These cars are

$2.42

classified as follows,

\\

,

Cars
owned.
10,701
In, Till

10,676
10,671
10.660
10,656
10,650
to.052
10,642
10,640
10.634
10,621
10,615
10,604

Box

Stock

.

dump.

,

The average

total

number
wooden

of

:os1

2.91

3.13
3 -'-'
3 15
1.45
j '.H

3.50
3.54

3.78
4.18
3.97
1. SO
4.27

10,641 $39. 777.S4

$3.74

in. 603
10,594
10,583

37,6.".ii

Wooden

4.54
4.75
4.15

total:

cj

6,232

297
871

152
517
276
248

2,305

2,699

862

459

12,535

10.583

cars involved was
The average monthly

steel

*

per car.
$3.29

77

2,900
3,013
2.287

Oil

Total

$35,209.02
31,107.18
33,385.99
34,308.70
33.57S.92
36,723.35
31,024.73
37.236.75

40.201.93
44,459.61
42,123.48
51,556.04
45,237.82
4S.1S6.S7
50,355.97
43,870.22

Steel cars.

Ballast and side

ooden cars
Total
Av'ge
repairs.

based on the February

Coal and ore
Flat
Furniture

11,704

repair
costs were $2.42 and $3.74 respectively, a difference of $1.32, or 35
per cent., in favor of the steel cars. The average total monthly
Referring to the clasdifference was $11,407. or $136,884 a year.
sification it will be observed that the wooden cars are at a disadvantage in the much greater number of box cars and the relatively
small number of coal, ore and flat cars, which cost less to mainlain than box cars, especially the flats.
And while this causes a
greater difference in the figures for average cost per car than would
exist if the several classes were on an equality as regards numbers, yet considering totals this disadvantage is offset, in part at
least, by the greater total number of steel cars involved.
For February, for example, they were 1,952 in excess of the wooden cars, yet
the total cost for repairs to the 12.535 steel cars for this month
was $10,000 less than for the 10,583 wooden cars.
One interesting thing to note in both instances is the increase
in the average cost per car per month over the period covered by
For the first six months, as given in the previous
the statement.
statement, the respective average figures were $1.98 and $3.19. These
increased in the subsequent year to $2.42 and $3.74, or by 22 and
the effect of an additional year of service.
17 per cent, respectively
Luring this time 1,300 steel cars were bought (April-May and September-October, 1905), but no new wooden cars were added.

against

10.641

for

the

—

cars.

The records are being kepi at he Instance of Mr. Julius KruttDirector of Maintenance and Operation, to whom we are
i

schnitt.

indebted lor the statement.

The Sault

Ste.

Marie Canals.

In view of the great interest in the type of canal which shall
be adopted at Panama, and President Roosevelt's reference, in his
letter on the subject to Congress, to the successful operation of the
Soo canal, which led him to favor the lock rather than the sea-level
type, the following description of the two canals at Sault Ste. Marie,
prepared as the annual report for the season of 1905 under the direction of the Engineer officer in charge of the United Slates canal, is of

especial interest.

Lake Superior was not connected by nature with the other
Great Lakes by a navigable passage. Before the building of canals,
cargoes had to be unloaded, taken across a one-mile portage, and
reloaded on boats.
This was the method of interchange previous
to the opening of the first ship canal in 1855.
The St. Mary's Rapids,
which occupy the space between Lake Superior and the lower lakes,
are about one-half mile wide and three-fourths of a mile long. The
fall ranges from IG% ft, to 20% ft.
The first canal built at this
point was built in 1797-1798 by Hie Northwest Fur Company. This

was on

Canadian side

The lock was 38 ft. long
ol
the river.
with a lift of 9 ft. A tow path was made along
the shore for the oxen to track the batteaux and canoes through the
upper part of the rapids. The lock was almost entirely destroyed
ii\
United States troops in 1 s 1 4
The first ship canal, known as the State Canal, was built on
It
the American side of the river in 1853-1855.
was l'/n miles long,
04 ft. wide at the bottom, 100 ft. wide at the water surface and
13 ft. deep.
There were two tandem locks of masonry, each 350 ft.
\ 70 ft., having ll'j ft. of water on the miter sills and a lift of about
9 ft. each.
These lecks were destroyed in 1888 by excavations for
the present Poe leek.
In the years 1870-1881 the Weitzel leck was built by the United
Mates Government. This is about 115 ft. long. 80 ft. wide, narrowing to CO ft. at the gates, with 17 ft. of water on the miter sills
when the upper pool is G01.9 ft. and the lower pool 584.4 ft. above
mean tide at New York. During the same period the depth of the
canal was increased to 1G ft. and the mean width to 160 ft. The
stone slope walls were at this time replaced with vertical face
timber piers.
The Canadian canal was built on the north side of the river
in the years 1888-1S95. It is 1 Vs miles long, 150 ft. wide and 22 ft.
deep, with a lock 900 ft. long and 60 ft. wide, and with 22 ft. of
water on the miter sills.
The Poe lock was built by the United States in the years 18871S96. It is SOO ft. long, 100 ft. wide, and has 22 ft. of water on the
sills.
Since 1892 the American canal has been deepened to 25 ft.,
and its entrance piers extended so that its total length at the falls
is 1% miles.
Its width is variable, being 500 ft. at the upper
entrance, 108 ft. at the canal gate, 270 ft. at the basin above the
locks, and 1,000 ft. at the lower entrance.
The canal also practically includes those parts of the channels
through the 'St. Mary's river which have been improved through
shoals of sand, clay, boulders, sandstone and limestone. The first
appropriation for improving the channels was made in 1856. The
draft was made 12 ft. in 1857-1866 and 18G6-18G9.
Between 1879
and 1883 the depth was increased to 16 ft. The Hay Lake route
was improved for a depth of 20 ft. at mean water in 1882-1894.
Betterment of the channels has been steadily continued since that
time, so that the dredged areas now amount to 34 miles in length,
with a minimum width of 300 ft., increasing at angles and other
critical places to 1,000 ft.
In 1903 excavation of channels was
begun for 21 ft. at low water. The accompanying map shows the
situation of the canals and locks.
The cost of the different improvements has been about as follows:
and
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8

ft.

the

9 in. wide,

Locks and canal of

1

855.

.

.

Weitzel lock

Foe lock
Widening
channel

$1 .ooo.l
1.
1,000

3,000,000

and

deepening

Improving channel through
river

Canadian lock,
approaches

$5,000,000
canal

and
5,000,000

3,000,000

The American locks are operated by hydraulic power with a
pressure of 115 lbs. to the square inch for the Weitzel lock machinery and 200 lbs. for the Poe lock machinery. The Canadian lock is
operated by electricity, generated by water power.
The Poe and
Weitzel locks can be filled or emptied in about seven minutes, and
the gates opened or closed in two minutes. The Canadian lock can
be operated in about eight minutes. An up-lockage of a single boat
350 ft. long has been made through the Poe lock in 11 minutes.
The average time, however, spent in making a lockage last year
was about 29 minutes, due to the slow movement of boats while
entering and leaving the locks. As many as five boats were often
included in a single lockage. The average time of lockage through
the Canadian lock was 15 minutes.
The average time of passage

June

8.

per ship
lockage.
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was one

six

to

minutes

less

than the average time of

shown by the change

in the class of freighters used in the Lake
Until the year 1904 there was no vessel over 500
ft. long, or which carried over 9,000 net tons.
In 1904 one vessel
between 500 and 600 ft. long was put in service. On a capacity
basis three vessels with a capacity of between 9,000 and 10,000 tons
and one which carried over 10,000 tons were put in commission that
year.
In 1905 there were 28 new vessels put in commission for the
Lake Superior trade, all freight steamers from 250 to 569 ft. long.
Against the one vessel between 500 and 600 ft. long in 1904, there
were last year in service 23 vessels over 500 ft. long and with 56
ft. beam.
Against the four vessels in 1904 which carried over 9,000
tons, there were in 1905 14 vessels carrying between 9,000 tons and

Superior

From 1855 to 1888 the canal was controlled by the state of
Michigan, and tolls charged to cover expenses, the rate at first
being 6% cents per registered ton. This was gradually reduced to
2 l 2 cents, and the minimum charge for lockage of a boat similarly
reduced from $5 to $3. Since the transfer of control to the United
States in 1881, use of the American canal has been free, nor does
the Canadian canal collect tolls for either foreign or domestic commerce. The expenses for the St. Mary's Falls canal (the American
canal) were in 1905 $64,424 for operating and $20,S22 for repairs;
This is at the rate of 2.48 mills per
total, $85,246 for the year.
freight ton.
The previous year, when much less traffic passed
through the canals, the total cost was $93,24S, or 4.25 mills per
freight ton.

During the 51 years the canal has been in commission the
growth of Lake Superior commerce has bean enormous. The yearly
traffic has increased from a minimum of 14,503 tons in 1855 to
The increase of each
44.270,680 tons in 1905, the high record.
year's tonnage over the preceding year has averaged about 20 per
In the decade 1895-1904 the traffic was over 253,000,000 tons,
against 80,300,000 tons in the preceding decade. Last season's traffic

cent.
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traffic.

10,000 tons, 10 vessels carrying between 10,000 and 11,000 tons, seven
vessels carrying between 11,000 and 12,000 tons, and three vessels
carrying 12,000 net tons and over a total of 34 vessels carrying
over 9,000 tons. This is a striking exhibit of the increased size of
vessels which are being used, and especially of the great progress
which has been made within the last year in the size of lake
freighters.
For a single cargo, the steamer E. H. Gary, of the Pittsburg
Steamship Company (United States Steel Corporation), holds the
season's record of 12,368 net tons. The barge John Smeaton, owned

—

2000

The Sault
of

44,270,680 net Ions

per cent, over 1904.

shows an Increase

of

12,724,574

tons,

Ste.

or 40

The American canal opened last year on April
and closed
December 10. The season of, navigation lasted * months and I" days.
The traffic through the A
rican canal was ^ per cent, of the
I

toiiii

freight, an

Marie Canals
by the
9,184

'

Increase of

10

I.

per cent. Over (he preceding year.

American vessels carried 95 per cent, of the
Of the freight carried, cereals furnished

total freight traffic.
-* per cent., and iron,

Including iron ore, 27 per cent.
In other words, the Iwo principal
were wheal, and iron ore. There were 68,000,000
bushels of wheat carried, against 50,000,1
in 1904, and 31,000,000
tons or iron ore, against 111. (inn, 0110 in mm. or the total of
1. 000,
net tons passing through the canals, iron 01c furnished about 70 per
cent.
The 31,000,001
is
iron
were valued at about $94,000,000,
ore tonnage showed an increase ol' tin per cent, and wheal of 37
per cent, over the previous year.
There has been a great reduction In freight rate's for watei
transportation to and from Lake Superior In recent years,
in 1887
the rale on eoal was 9Q cents a Ion.
In 1906 Miis had dropped to
Wheal cost 7 cenls a bushel in ISS7 against "
33 cents a ton,
cents a bushel In L906, The rate on iron ore in ixs7 was $i.7."> a ton,
it
is now t;s cents a ton.
On general merchandise the rate has in
the 19 years decreased bj hair, from $1 to ifu a ion
Tho main cause or in- great reduction in freight rates la clearly

3000

same company, holds the single cargo record for barges of
The steamer Augustus B. Wolvin. ol' he Aeme Steam-

Ions.

I

ship •Company, which in [904 hold the record for maximum single
cargo, tolal cargoes ami Ion miles, retained last year the two Lit ci
records.
Its total cargoes amounted to 274,401 net tons, and its
ton miles to 249,038,482. The steamer Duluth, or the Western Tran
sit Company (N. Y. C. & H. R.I, has the maximum record for the
season's run. with 11,374 miles.
t

articles of traffic

Gasolene Motor Cars for Railroad Use.

1

i

Mr. William I'. KouiioiIn in
gives some interesting
engines I'm- railroad use. Me
the gasolene railroad ear by
country Indicates that within
Trafflt

an article in the Maj Issue Ot SfOtOf
fails in regard to gasolene ears and
slates thai the serious attention given
prominent railroad companies or this

the Immediate future we maj expect
practical development to prove the utilltj of the self-propelled
ear in certain branches of railroad service
Opinions difl>r as to
the seope or lis usefulness, but its practicability is generall] eon
ceded in vle^ of its regular employment abroad ami the prellmlnar]
wiiii. alread] done In this countrj
On branch lines in Isolated district
il"' service Is Intel

some

1

iniiieiii,

iiie

cost

oi

maintenance and operation

ol

>

locomotive ami
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one or two curs is far in excess of the revenue, and the gasolene
motor car is certain to make such lines remunerative, the laboi
required being materially reduced and the fuel consumption being
proportionate t<> the work performed.
Like all other innovations, however, the motor car proposition
is meeting its share of antagonism,
in its mildest form this appears
in the scepticism expressed by the older type of railroad man. who
lias "run the gauntlet" in the developmenl of the present steam locomotive, and who does not believe thai any vest-pocket motor can
share in the same class of work.
In his opinion, the gasolene
motor may be all right as a necessary adjunct to the automobile,
which is a toy and a luxury at the best, hut thai it can ever legiti
mately undertake the performance of real hard railroad work at a
profit is dubious in the extreme.
The cars which have proven to
be impractical it would be unfair to criticize or describe, since they
are Hie result of honest effort on the pari "I the well-trained mechanical engineer experienced in ordinary railroad work, but unfamiliar with the peculiarities of gasolene engine construction and
operation.
It is generally conceded at the present time that the most effectual solution of the proposition will be to have each of the various
parts required designed and developed by independent manufacturers, whose experience in these various lines qualities them to insure
the performance required.
It is no more expedient or even feasible
for a railroad to design and build gasolene engines in its own
shops than it would be to attempt to efficiently make its electric
motors. Where the engine is to be placed depends largely upon the

form of transmission employed.
If electric transmission is used
the engine with generator attached must occupy a section of the
car body.
If mechanical transmission is used the engine may be
placed either up in the body, on the truck and partially protruding
through the car floor, or self-contained on the truck end and entirely
independent of the body. It is quite possible to place a 150-h.p.
engine measuring 85 in. long by 40 in. high and 30 in. wide and
weighing 2,000 lbs. on the front truck, and not exceed the standard
90 in. wheel base with 5 in. clearance above the top of rail.
The
advantages of placing the engine on the truck are many.
The
truck and power equipment can be constructed independent of the
type of body to be used, and the suspension and drive are more
positive and effective than when the engine is placed in the car.
The engine and mechanism are accessible and the general features
are mere in line with what has proved successful in automobile
practice.

Every car at present in existence has a different size and type
and a varying form of transmission, and each has its
temporary advocate, as was the case at the beginning of the
automobile industry. The engines in use vary in size and weight
from a 150-h.p., 3-cylinder, 1 M
in. x l(j in., 325 r.p.m., weighing
of engine,

' _.

35,000

lbs.,

down

to a 75-h.p., 6-cylinder, 8 in. x 10 in., at 400 r.p.m.,

weighing 4.0O0 lbs. It is quite possible to do'the work of the former
with an engine having 8 cylinders, 7 in. x G% in., at 1,000 r.p.m.,
weighing 2,000 lbs., and that of the latter with a 4-cylinder engine,
7 in. x 6% in. at 1,000 r.p.m., weighing 1,050 lbs.
At present cars are under construction equipped with these
last-named engines, whose performance will undoubtedly go far to
demonstrate that the nearer railroad men approach and take advantage of the practice of automobile constructors, the more rapid will
be the development of the self-propelled railroad car.

The Coal

Traffic Inquiry.*

At Washington, on June

1. the Interstate Commerce Commisinquiry into the relations of railroads with coal
and oil companies, and took the testimony of E. T. Postlethwaite.
of the Pennsylvania; J. E. Muhtfeld, of the Baltimore & Ohio, and
others.
Mr. Postlethwaite had disposed of his coal company holdings two years ago. Mr. Muhlfeld was questioned with a view to
showing that the H. C. Frick Coal & Coke Co. had been favored
bj the Baltimore & Ohio in repairing the coal company's cars.
The
evidence tended to show that favors had been granted, but it was
not at all definite.
A coal dealer of Washington charged that he
was unable to bring coal from West Virginia to Washington because the railroads had agreed to exact $3.20 a ton. while at the
time a rate of $1.10 had been granted to favored shippers.
At Philadelphia, June 5. officers of the New York Central were
heard concerning the relation of that company to the Beech Creek
Coal & Coke Co., which has now been absorbed in the Pennsylvania
Coal & Coke Co. The New York Central acquired 5,000 shares of
stock in the B. C. Co. in 1901, as a consideration in the contract
which it made for carrying the coal from the mines, paying no
cash.
The- coal company agreed to mine a million tons a year and
the railroad agreed to furnish cars enough for that quantity. The
road also agreed to buy 500,000 tons of coal for its own use, this
apparently in addition to the mil ion tons first mentioned. The
New York Central owns the Clearfield Bituminous Coal corpora-

sion resumed

its

-

•See page

.".27

(May

25),

and page 534 clnnc

II.
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lion, formed to supply the road
Coal Co.
Vice-President Rossiter said

company

for officers to bold

coal

with
it

fuel,

and also the Gallltzln

was against the policy of the
then- was no absolute

steak, but

rule.
General Manager Smith, General Superintendent Bradfleld,
and other Officers, testified that they bad no ownership in coal or
coke companies. C. H. Ewings, Superintendent of Freight Transportation, testified about the distribution of cars to different shippers.
The company has never refused to inform a coal company
as to its rating.
John 11. Herchardt, Secretary of the Buffalo.
Rochester & Pittsburg, testified that the company owned nearly all
of the coal companies on the middle and Pittsburg divisions of the
road and produced 'JO per cent, of the tonnage shipped over the

road.

Rifled Pipe for

Pumping Heavy Crude Fuel

Oil.

BY .loll \ IC ISAACS.
Consulting Engineer, Bridges, Buildings and Signals, Union Pacific System.

The crude oil product of most of the California fields is a very
heavy, thick and viscous fluid with an asphalt base. The entire
product of the Kern river fields, near Bakersfield, is particularly
heavy, its density averaging about 14 deg., Baume.
Up to the present time, this oil has been transported from the
fields in cars, but attempts have been made to facilitate its movement by long pipe lines. These trials met with little success as it
was found necessary to use very high pumping pressures, necessitating expensive pipe, powerful pumping plants and these plants
so close together that operating expenses were prohibitively high
for practical economy, while even with such a plant the delivery
is very small.
Various attempts have been made to overcome these difficulties,
the most important of these being to heat the oil. This was a decided help in short pipe lines, but a temperature sufficient to be
effective for long distance pumping caused the disintegration of
the oil and the deposit of asphaltine, called by the oil men "carbonizing," clogging the line.
Water was introduced with the oil, but as much as 30 per cent.
of water was needed to materially improve the results and the
surging of the mixture through the line soon caused an emulsion
of the oil and water, very difficult and expensive to separate,
necessitating heating the oil to 180 deg. Fahr. for this purpose.
The mixing of the lighter oils with the heavy oils has made it
possible to pump the mixture, but in the fields where only the
heavy oils are obtained, this necessitates the pumping of the light
oils to such fields from long distances and the mixing of the oils
causes a loss in the value of the light oils, which have a market
value much higher than the heavy fuel oils, making the process
very expensive.
A new process has been adopted by the Southern Pacific Co.
which has led to the construction of a "Rifled Pipe Line." The
method is to rifle the pipe, giving it an interior appearance similar
to that of a rifle barrel.
A small percentage of water is pumped
with the oil. The rifling of the pipe causes the entire liquid mass
to whirl, and as the water is heavier than the oil, it is thrown to
the exterior of the mass, causing the envelopment of the oil with
a thin shell or film of water. This forms a water lubrication between the oil and the pipe, greatly reducing the friction and allowing the plug or core of oil to glide through the pipe readily.
When this principle was discovered the first experiment was
made with a small lead pipe. In the process of drawing ordinary
lead pipe, the interior surface is slightly scored. in close longitudinal lines. The pipe was first used as received and friction coefficients determined; it was then twisted by hand, causing these
longitudinal scorings to become helical. This was sufficient to
cause a rotation of the oil and water when passed through the
pipe.
Experiments made with this rifled lead pipe indicated the
soundness of the principle and led to an experiment on a larger
and more practical scale. One-half mile of 3-in. standard line
pipe was used in the next experiment, which was performed by
the Southern Pacific Co. at West Oakland. The pipe was first
This was accomplished by
rifled by the insertion of helical wires.
simply drawing tempered steel wire from a coil through the pipe
in lengths of 500 ft. at one time, the spring of the wire causing it
This pipe
to cling closely to the sides of the pipe, forming a he'ix.
was then laid and subjected to an exhaustive experimental operation with heavy Kern oil.
The best results were obtained by pumping about 10 per cent.
water with the oil. A flow was obtained many times that obtained
by pumping pure oil. or oil and water, through an ordinary plain
pipe.
The 3-in. line was rifled by passing the pipe through a series
(See descripof rollers, to a pitch of 1.5 with the line of the pipe.
Experiments on this line
tion of rifling machine which follows.)
gave even better results and lower co-efficients than those from the
lead pipe and justified the construction of a practical rifled pipe line
for transporting oil commercially.
A pipe line was finally built, 31.17 miles long, between Volcan.

June

8,
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a point located centrally in the oil fields, on the Southern Pacific,
and Delano, another station northward on the same railroad at
an elevation of 120 ft. below Volcan. The pipe used was standard
8-in. line pipe, weighing 28.2 lbs. per foot, fitted with recessed line
couplings and tested to 1,200 lbs. per sq. in.
The pipe was rifled in the following manner: The machine
the large discs "A" and
is shown in the accompanying sketch;
"B" carry six rollers each, mounted in roller fork hearings. The
central disc "C" is a floating disc, to which are attached wedges
"w"; these wedges tapering outward on both sides of the disc, one
wedge opposite each roller fork, and engaging with the fork. When
the discs "A," "B" and "C" are apart, the rollers are open wide

and screwed together by four pair of eight inch lay tongs handled
by 16 men. The ditch was dug about 18 in. wide and the pipe
laid zigzag within the easy elastic bending of the pipe to provide
In the vertical plane, the pipe is also laid
for expansion by heat.
with a vertical zigzag or wave of about 400 ft. long or shorter.
The depth of these waves is about the diameter of the pipe so as
The object of the traps is to
to form traps at 400 ft. intervals.
accumulate water at frequent intervals when the line is shut down,
preventing the formation of a long plug of solid oil, and facilitating
the restarting of the line.
The pumping station consists of three 200 H.P. boilers of the
return tubular type fitted with water heater, duplicate feed pumps

General View of Rifling Machine.

Machine

Rifling

for Pipes 5 in. to 9 in. in Diameter.

and pressure burners. The main pump is a compound duplex
steam pump, 25-in. and 42-in. steam cylinders with O'^in. oil

allow a pipe coupling to pass freely between them. By
means of the pulling rods "P" operated by the lever "L" the three
discs are drawn together to any limit set by the adjustable stud
bolts "S."
This drawing together of the three discs causes the
wedges to thrust the roller forks toward a common center, this is,
indent them into the pipe to any desired depth. The rollers were
The discs are
set at a pitch of about 1.5 with the line of the pipe.
so spaced that each ro'ler in disc "A" lines up with the one just
to the right in disc "B," so that when the pipe is drawn through
Thus, for one
it rotates one-sixth of a turn between the two discs.
turn of the rifling in 10 ft. of pipe, the discs would be one-sixth of
Circumference of pipe
10 ft. apart in the closed position, or 20 in.
is about 25 in., so pitch of rollers to correspond to one turn of
rifling in 10 ft. would be as 25: 120.
Each length of pipe was fitted with a pulling plug on the male
thread, having an air vent, and a testing plug on the coupling end
by which water was introduced. The pipe was filled with water,

enough

607

to

plungers with

36-in. stroke.

The auxiliary water pump

is a duplex plunger steam pump,
steam cylinders, 5-in. plungers and 12-in. stroke. The oil
supply tank is 30 ft. higher than the pump and a 27-in. suction pipe
used, about 100 ft. long, insuring an ample supply for the pump.
The water is injected by means of a special injection nozzle.

16

in.

A

piece of 7-in. well casing is introduced inside the 8-in. pipe: oil
passes through the inner pipe and water is introduced through the
annular space between the two pipes, both starting off in their
proper relative position. A short baffle, or twisted plate, is placed
in the inner tube at this point to give the oil an initial whirl.
The line was first tested witli water and all breaks and leaks
repaired until the enlire line he'd 1,000 lbs. pressure. The line
was next subjected to a continuous operating test, lasting 24 days.
During this run an average of over 14,000 barrels net oil in 24

A-8- Poller Blocks.
L-Lerer.

4

C- Floating Blocks.

/»• Pulling Pods,

IY-

D-SI/dihg' B/ocAs. \
Wedges.

}

&

2

'±>y_

-©;

Rifling

Machine

for 8-in. St'andard

the pressure raised to 1,200 lbs. and then released,
if the pipe
stood the test satisfactorily, it was placed in the rilling machine.
The rollers were closed Jus! behind the pulling plug, the ro'.lers
indenting the pipe to a depth Of 3-32dS Of an Inch.
By means
of a hoisting engine and a pair of triple blocks reeved with a
seven-eighths inch steel cable, the pipe was drawn through the

machine. The rollers described
one complete turn In each 10

six
ft,

helical

The

paths around the pipe,
were then opened,

rollers

the pipe drawn out, .'nni subjected to 1,200 lbs. water test.
During
the operation of the machine, the rollers were flooded with lubrl
eating oil.
The result was a pipe spirally Indented and having the
appearance el' being rifled When looked Into at ene end

The

line

is

now

laid

in

a

illtvli

In

a

depth of about

two

feet,

Line Pipe.

hour: was obtained for the entire run al an initial pressure of
sou lb3. per sq. in.
For several hours al various parts of the test
over 676 barrels of ncl oil per hour was pumped al y "" pounds
The oil I'urni bed was exceptionall] neavj and had tood tot a
long period in an earthen storage reservoir so thai much of Its llghl
constituents bad evaporated.
The temperature ol the ol was all
below 60 deg, Pahr. when received at Delano, and In no casi
over t:. deg Pahr when received al the pumping tatlon, averai a
thai the maximum Bow ol ol
per cent, ol water wa
u
\t
11
of the line, the water and oil were found entirely
separate and where run Into the settling tanks, the water was
per cenl
In the oil shipped
ea llj bled ?>rr. leaving onl) aboul

much

experiments show

lower,

obtained win

about

a

10

1

1

1

1
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From Delano

the oil was ship
In cars for commercial
comparison with water Mow. we use the formula:
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constant of flow,

This formula does nol hold good for all cases and is used for
purpose of comparison only for the Mow of oil and water
through the same pipe line.
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No. 23.

pects.
iii
speaking of the vast amounl ol surveying which has
been done, Mr. Morse says that the difficulties met with wore far
greater than had been expected. On the Pacific and New Ontario
Despite this he believes that
sections the work was very difficult.
Mr.
specified.
the road will be in operation long before the tl
Mors.' was waited upon at many stopping places during his trip,
and particularly in Carberry, Manitoba, was he urged to hung the
Brandon branch of the road through that town.
e 1,000 men
A man is at present In Ottawa endeavoring
to work on Mr. Hill's railroads in the vicinity ol Brandon. .Manitoba.
I

s nail

Straight

XI,.,

six weeks' Inspection trip in the
delighted than ever with the proa

Pacific,

west.
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.

1

IS.IMI

in

Germany.

During tin- past 30 years, in which German industrial develop
ment has been so rapid thai it has outstripped the other European
1
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process increases the flow of
net oil through a long pipe line 8 to 10 times that of the plain
pipe under similar conditions as to diameter of pipe, pressure, etc.
While the values of "K" for the 8-in. pipe are considerably
larger than those for the 3-in. pipe for the rifled process of pumping, the faults developed in the Volcan-Delano line indicate plainly
that in future lines the rifling may be so modified as to bring the
value of "K" down to at least that shown by the 3-in. line.
Among the anticipated difficulties which did not develop were:
1st.
The difficulty of starting after stopping.
Emulsification of water in the oil.
2d.
3d.
Reversal of density under pressure of the oil and water.
This was at one time regarded as a probable serious obstacle due
to the fact that the oil is quite compressible (which, by the .way.
has considerable bearing on the facility in starting). It was surmised that possibly under pressure with an elastic oil approximating so closely to the density of water, that their densities might
be reversed, in which ease the application of the theory would fail
in practice.
Experiments were made on this phase of the matter
by filling a pipe with oil upon a layer of water, the relative percentage being about that which was expected to be used in pumping.
The pressure was then raised to various points and the pipe
reversed awhile so as to see whether from a practical experiment
such an obstacle actually occurred. From these experiments and
theoretical -considerations, it was determined that the density of
the oil became the same as that of the water at pressures very
greatly higher than those that would likely be used for such purrifled

—
—
—

pose.

—

4th.
The possibility was anticipated that the joints in the
pipe
w-hen the ends are screwed into the couplings, there is left
a space of about \, in. between the two ends) might produce a
turbulent flow and neutralize or destroy the separating effect of the
centrifugal action upon the mass of oil and water. In practice it
was found that such action did not take place and that this annular
space was filled with a more or less permanent washer of water
and the flow was still as definitely helicoidal as if the annular
space had been filled, as il was in some experiments, with a lead
washer carefully scraped out to the diameter of the pipe.
The above conclusions are not altogether surmised from results, but have been clearly visible by the introduction at intervals
in the three-inch half mile pipe line, laid at Oakland, of sections
of heavy glass pipe through which the action in starting, rotating,
etc., was clearly observable.
I

This system of pumping fluids is the joint invention of Mr.
John D. Isaacs, consulting engineer of the Harriman lines, and
Mr Buckner Speed, superintendent of pipe lines. Southern Pacific
Co., and was developed after many attempts to accomplish the same
result by other methods.

Canadian Railroad Notes.
Ottath \, June ", 1906. 'Ih.- hill in incorporate the Toronto Union
Station Company was ordered reported by the Railway Committee
ni
the House of Commons on .May 31.
It
en ites a corporation
of which Sir Thomas (',. Shaughnes
Charles M. Hays. David McNicoll. R. H. Fitzhugh, Francis H. Mcduigan and James Wm.
Leonard are charter members.
lh.
capital is to be $2,000,000.
and bonds to the amount of $3,000,000 may be issued. The purpose
is to erect a union station al Toronto for the use of railroads entering the city.
In July the National Transcontinental Railway Commission will
call for tenders for construction of the line from Quebec to Moneton.
There are now nine survey parlies in the field.
Mr. Frank W. Morse, General Manager of the Grand Trunk

instruction has increased to such an extent that
it
has far surpassed that of France. Without mentioning those industrial schools which care for the formation of practical men and
workmen, there are te\ hn^st h< hochschulen (technical high schools)
in most of the capitals of the Confederation such as Berlin (Charlottenburg), Dresden. Munich, Hanover. Dantzig. Darmstadt, etc.,
which give diplomas to a regular army of engineers every year.
The quality of the instruction and the perfection of the equipment
But the desire to
of these schools are new and beyond compare.
enter upon the career of an engineer has exceeded the industrial
development, and there is now a crisis in Germany that is perhaps
nations, technical

more acute than that

in France.
ereins Deutsi hes
statement in the Zeitschrift di
Ingenieurs, "in consequence of the democratization of the various

According

to a

I

classes of engineers, architects, chemists, etc.. and their overproduction, accompanied by that industrial concentration which does

away, more and more, with independent workers and transforms

them into salaried servants of the great establishments, it is becoming more and more difficult to find employment." For example,
the high schools admitted 5,432 students in 1890-91, and 15,866 in
1904-05; the faculties in the courses of natural sciences had 1,100
pupils in 1892 and 3,015 in 1905; the professional schools of mechanics cf Prussia had 755 students in 1891 and 3,011 in 1903, and
so on.
According to statistics, only about 50.000 technicians of all
classes are employed in German industries, so that one can readily
see what there is for the last comer.
Hence while the wages of workmen and subordinates are gradually improving, the salaries of the technicians are falling with the
irfcrease in the number of men available; the relations between them

and their employers are becoming less cordial and the discontent
Conditions more severe than those put
is general and persistent.
upon ordinary workmen are also imposed, such, for example, as
five. years for the clause "deconcurrence" (the time during which
the employee must not get to an establishment similar to that which
he has left), while the legal prescriptions are that there shall be
a delay of three years, which is not obligatory if the employer has
without sufficient cause discharged him or has not fulfilled all of
his engagements.
These circumstances have aroused among those interested a
movement towards organization whose outward manifestation is the
formation of a union of technical employees, which proposes to attempt to improve the working conditions of its 3.000 members, whose
number is constantly increasing. According to a bulletin drawn up
under its auspices, it asks for: A day of eight hours with extra pay
for overtime; no work on Sunday: a vacation of six weeks; payment
for every month; suppression of the "deconcurrence" clause in contracts; arrangements for the procuring of patents by engineers, independent of the employer; reform in the procedures regarding industrial employees: participation in insurance of state workman's
pensions.

The example of this unfortunate condition is being used in
France by those who are opposed to the multiplication of institutions
of higher technical instruction in that country.
This same party is
opposing the courses already created, and urging the limitation of
diplomas conferred on chemists and others, as well as the creation
in Paris of a fifth Ecole des Arts et Metiers, or a school of electricity, which is agitated on all sides, since it would soon result in
aln overproduction that would condemn too large a number of intelligent men to. idleness and misery.
La Nature.

!

On

a local railroad in Germany a pair of birds, there called "reda nest in a baggage car. which is hauled every morning,
loaded chiefly with cans of milk, from Marbach to Beilstein, and
back in the evening to Marbach. In this nest the hen bird has laid
four eggs, and sits on them undisturbed by the clatter of the milk
cans as they are loaded and unloaded. The cock bird keeps her
company on the trips, and forages at the termini. He never misses
his train.
tails." built
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Most of the history of rail motor cars up to the present time
has been written in England, where these cars, on a number of
short services, have been able to run with considerable regularity,
although the economy of their working has been questioned. But
in the current issue of the Railroad Gazette Mr. W. R. McKeen, Jr.,
Superintendent of Motive Power and Machinery on the Union
Pacific, gives a most entertaining account and diary of the seven
gasolene cars which have been built by that company at its own
shops.
These cars are mostly at work on regular services. Numbers 1 and 2 each make a round trip daily on the branch between
Kearney and Callaway, Neb., 65 miles. Car No. 3 is in regular
service on the Southern Pacific between Houston and Galveston,
Tex., 57 miles.
Car No. 4, after temporary service on the Kearney
branch, is now running on the Oregon Railroad & Navigation 1 ine
out of Portland, Ore.
Car No. 5 is running out of Los Angeles,
and car No. 6 is running between Leavenworth and Lawrence,
Kan., making a round trip of 68 miles daily. Bach of those runs
is considerably in excess of what has been required of motor cars
in Great Britain, but most interesting of all has been the preliminary education of the car, its grand tour after it graduated
from the shops and before it settled down to its life work. Car No.
1 ran under its own power from Omaha to Portland, Ore., and
return.
Car No. 2 took out most of its education in speed runs;
No. 3 went under its own power from Nebraska to Texas; No.
ran from Omaha to Oregon, and No. 5 from Omaha to Los Angeles.
No. (> seems to have been a slaj al home l>n Hie most recent graduate from the Omaha shops, Car No. 7. came from Omaha to New
Exci pi tor faster time,
York, and is now running on the Erie,
better hill climbing power and stronger endurance than was
anticipated, these extraordinary gasolene motor runs seem to have
been quite without Incident) and they demonstrate whai can be
dono by good engineering work in a new Held, without any prei lou
experience to serve as a guide, except that derived from the skilled
and ire less labors of 'he luaiinlael mors of aiilomoliile
I

1

I

Mr. H. V. Wilie, Assistant

to

the Superintendent of the Baldwin
of the. Van

Locomotive Works, makes, on another page, an exhibit
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been
not
been for the fear of conservative men of anything that has a
suspicion of complication, to which was added the traditional unreliability of the crank axle for heavier work than is required
in British practice, and as it was made in the old days of the

increasing

use.

It

is

probable

that

we should

obliged to wait until this late date for

this

not

have

evidence had

it

engine when we had neither the manual skill
nor the tools wherewith to make such an axle properly. All this
has now been overcome, and reports from every quarter are praclically unanimous in confirming the claims of Mr. YVille's paper
that a crank axle can now be made which is fully as reliable as
The actual
The figures given are significant.
a straight one.
number of compound locomotives of the Vauclain type (281) that
have been built or which are in course of construction, is not
large. We have not the data al hand, but it is probable that eight or
inside-connected

nine years ago the same makers had a larger number of compound
The difference and sigocomotive engagements on their books.
nificant part of the matter is lhat at that time compound locomotives were being urged on the railroads by the arguments of
the builders; whereas, at present, the initiative comes largely from
the railroads. This shows thai the value of the system has won out
in the fight Willi the simple engine.
We hear comparatively little

Possibly because ii is an old story,
soon found Its limitations In the later
growth of the locomotive by which such excessivelj large low
pressure cylinders were required that thej were debarred bj
limits of the permanent waj
So the four-cylinder machine has been
ot

but

the cross-compound.

late of

also probably because

it

now remain: to be
from European practice, and
whether the compound in (bis form can win against a simple
engine with e superheater or whether the Anal stage of tht
velopmenl will be In the form ol b Eour-cylindei compound with
That there are Other minor at
a superheater.
appears from results ob
in the type there can be no doubt, for
taineii .in the Danish state Railways that there will be a marked
difference In the rat
wear of the driver tires, and we all
ITOUld
know of the greater ease of riding, Mere
adopted

It
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modern

icant

attention did
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mean
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requirements, and the amount
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designs

ol

elated by railroad officers and that they are now asking lor these
engines, instead of receiving them under protest, as so often hap-

to the results obtained on

pened ten years ago.

this

would

This read

FLAT WEAR OF DRIVING WHEEL TIRES.

made
if

•

litis

some

i

in

the

Insure

samp

es

All

locomotives.

same

specifications.

the drivers had
However, according

of

the road first referred to in this article,
results under similar conditions.

uniform

Identically the

of tires of

same chemical

which wore remarkably well and others very
poorly.
Yet upon being eti bed they showed plainly under the
microscope a dense, solid structure in one case while in another
the steel was of a spongy or porous nature. About the only concluanalyses

of

Flat wear of driving wheel tires on two-cylinder locomotives
an incurable evil under usual conditions of service. U is one of
the several inherent deficiencies of the mechanism that are beyond
sion reached in this road's tests was that a steel of the densest
the power of the designer to overcome. That the trouble can be
possible character and of great toughness is highly essential
mitigated to a certain extent has been proven by the experiences
In connection with the comparative figures from the insideof the many who have' investigated the matter with the hope of
cylindered locomotives on the Danish State Railway it is interestapplying an effective remedy. But the action is the natural result ing to know what the results have been in this country with the
of a given set of physical conditions and will persist so long as the
balanced compounds. Inquiry of both the Burlington and Santa
conditions are unchanged. This has been pretty generally accepted
Fe discloses the [act that there has been no trouble from flat spots
by motive power men in a spirit of resignation to the inevitable whatever. This, of course, means
much greater mileage between
ever since the elaborate investigations made some ten years ago tire turnings as compared with the two-cylinder locomotive.--.
and summarized in a report to the Master Mechanics' Association.
However, now and then a road which suffers excessively in this
COMMITTEE WORK.
respect undertakes anew an investigation of the matter in an effort
Committee work for he Master Mechanics' and the Master Car
to correct the difficulty.
An instance of this sort which lately occurred on a well-known road is of particular interest because of the Builders' Associations is generally a misnomer, as the reports are
really papers by the nominal chairmen of the respective commitcare and thoroughness with which the study was prosecuted
it
extended over a period of two years) and for the reason that it tees. Occasionally it happens that all the members assist in the
is

I

(

illustrates

convincingly the fruitlessness of efforts to correct en-

tirely the trouble.

In order to ascertain accurately how this wear was occurring
on the wheels of different locomotives, a special gage was made
and each roundhouse given one. This gage was designed to fit
into the center of the wheel and to be so rotated that a sliding
indicator, which was kept a uniform distance from the flange of
the wheel, would trace a diagram which would be a correct reproduction of the worn condition of the tire. An immense number of
these diagrams were made from different engines of different classes
and from the same engines at different times. The results, however, showed little regularity.
In fact, so contradictory were they
as to lead to the belief that the wear was seriously affected by improper counterbalance.
To determine the correctness of this view, instructions were
given to weigh every individual driving wheel of every locomotive
passing through the shops for general repairs and carefully check
the counterbalance. The records were kept by the general foremen
and furnished absolute knowledge of the counterbalance of every
individual wheel; also they assured that it was correct and uniform for each class. This having been done, further wearing diagrams were taken with the gages. The results were just as irregular as before.
Needless to say. at the present time the investigators
are if anything more puzzled about the matter than ever.
One thing that has been observed by different investigators of
irregular tire wear, and by some referred to as mo-t peculiar, is
that the handling of certain locomotives by certain enginemen
affects the results favorably or otherwise as the case may be.
The
Master Mechanics' report already referred to gave as the reason
for this the slipping of the drivers at starting of heavy trains by
careless enginemen.
In fact, the larger part of the wear was said
to be due to this cause.
In the April number of the Bulletin of the International Railway Congress, Mr. O. Busse, Locomotive and Rolling Stock Superintendent of lh.- Danish State Railway, gives some figures on the
relative wear of tires on inside and outside eylindered engines.
The designs were practically alike except for the cylinder arrangement, the weights and dimensions being the same. After 18 months
of service, according to the figures given, the inside-cylindered locomotives averaged 93 per cent, greater mileage between tire turnings
for practically equal amounts of wear. The natural conclusion of
Mr. Busse is that the inside eylindered locomotive, which is comparatively a new institution on his road, is very much more profitable than the other kind. Diagrams of the average wear on the
main drivers are given and on that for the left wheel of the insidecylindered locomotive a peculiar thing is noticed. All of the other
diagrams show but one pronounced flat spot for each tire, but on
the one in question there are three such spots of approximately
equal depth: one corresponding to and in line with the similar spot
on the right-hand wheel, which is about 10 deg. ahead of its crank
and therefore 100 deg. ahead of the left-hand crank; the second
being at the 225 deg. point, and the third at the 315 deg. point, or
45 deg. behind the crank. Mr. Busse does not refer to this in his
paper nor does he offer any theory for the difference in wear lie

work

more often the proceeding is
committee draws up a
the other members of the com-

of research or compilation, but

something

like this:

The chairman

of the

circular of inquiry; this is sent to
mittee for their suggestions, or approval generally approval without suggestions; the secretary sends out this circular, and a small
number of the members reply. These replies are sent to the chair-

—

man, who compiles the few answers turned in, and composes the
document; the committee reads, and again says "0. K.," or sometimes nothing, and the work is done.
It is fair to say that this is not always the case, but it is reasonable to assume that the formula obtains in at least 50 per cent.
of the committee reports.
There is a cause for this, however, and
the reasons are fairly good ones. Members of the committee are
supposed to be chosen on account of their particular ability to treat
some special subject, because of particular study which they may
have given to the matter, or to the general interest which they may
have exhibited. So far, this is good and proper, but such members
are apt to be separated by a thousand miles or more, and cannot
get together conveniently for conference, which adds so greatly to
the interest of their work. The chairman is therefore left practically to himself.
The press of business in the ordinary railroad
is so great that this work is generally left until the last
minute, and then it is very difficult to get the members together
or for them to take time properly to consider the report prepared
by the chairman. Sometimes minority reports are submitted, or
sections of the reports prepared by the different members, but
ordinarily the "good old way," as outlined above, becomes the
standard method of operation. If this work is done by the chairman, he should get the credit (whatever that may mean) for the
work performed, but this is always assumed to be equally divided.
The old time report of scheduling eighteen or twenty questions
and the answers (like the early school book) seems, happily, to have

position

'

passed.

It

was too much

like this:

—What experience have you had with such a device?
Answer. —Twenty roads replied to this question. Fifteen had
Question.

no experience; two had it on one engine, but it was no good; three
have it now on trial, but have not yet made up their minds as to its
value.

When this was repeated eighteen or twenty times, and the
whole thing read over slowly and impressively in convention, it
was no wonder that members went to sleep or wished they could!
A report should state concisely the purpose of the investigation; the general amount of information available or contributed;
an expression of the views of the majority of the authorities and
the deductions and recommendations of the committee. If long
dissertations are needed in order to fully explain the subject, they
should be placed at the end, in the form of an appendix, and not in
the main body of the report. The presentation of the paper is also
of great importance, as the matter is now printed and distributed
to the members considerably in advance of the meeting, it is wearisome to have a long report read through verbatim, and if in drawing up the report some prominent features could be put together in
a paragraph, or in such shape that they could easily be separated
from the main body of the discussion, it would permit of a ready

—
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of abstracting and giving the principal points to the convention in a minimum amount of time, and allow the bulk of the
time for a discussion which may be more or less animated. When
a long paper is read through and the members have previously
gone through the same document, they are apt to be so tired by the
time the reading is finished that there is little life left to properly
discuss the features presented; particularly if the morning be warm
and if the dinner hour be approaching. It is hoped that the coming conventions will conduct their business more upon the lines
suggested and reduce as much as possible the labored reading

means

through of voluminous reports.

THE INDIVIDUAL EFFORT AND PIECE-WORK SYSTEMS.
Much has been written and said of late concerning the comparative merits of the individual effort or bonus system and the
piece-work system of operating railroad shops, and a brief review
of the points for and against each system may be opportune.
Under the individual effort system a standard time is set for
doing each piece of work, based on a record, kept to fractions of a
minute, of the time required by a competent workman to do the
same. In this and many other particulars it agrees closely with
piece-work, but it differs essentially in two features: (1) It guarantees to each man his day rate of pay even though he may do
less than the standard amount of work, and (2) for each succeeding piece done in excess of the standard day's work the price per
piece is increased by arithmetical progression, which offers an
extra inducement for a man to increase his output up to the very

A

working of the individual
effort and piece-work systems as compared with day-work, can best
be given by illustrating with an example in which we will take a
man whose day rate is 20 cents an hour, engaged in planing driving
box wedges, for which the piece-work or individual effort price has
been fixed at 20 cents each. The man's earnings and the cost of the
work under the various systems will be as follows:
limit of his capacity.

clear idea of the

r- Day work-^,
Cost,

Cost,

total, per piece,

6 wedges
8

"

10

••

U

13
14

"
"
"
•

15
16

"

12

$2.00
2.00
2.00

$0,333
.25
.20

"

,

— Piece work-~,
Cost

total,

$1.20
1.60
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.C0
3.20

Cost,

per piece,
$0.20
.20
.20
.20
.20
.20
.20
.20
.20

Individual
/-effort system-,

Cost,

$0,333
$2.00
2.00
.250
2.00
.200
.202
2.225
2.475
.20(1
2.750
.212
3.050
.218
3.375
.225
3.725
.233

"An extra reward of one-fifth of the regular wages for the operation
2.
given to whoever makes standard time.
"Extra compensation above the hourly rate is paid even if standard
3.
time is not reached, although this extra compensation diminishes In percentage above standard time-and-a-half.
"If longer than tlme-and-a-balf Is taken, the regular day-rate is paid.
4.
Of this, the wage-earner Is also sure.
"Standard time is carefully determined by observation and expert
5.
ment, and Is only changed when conditions change.
"The arrangement is one of mutual benefit to both parties of in
6.
creased earning to the worker, of Increased saving to the employer
7.
"The employer loses more than the wage-earner if schedules do mil
rage co-operation.
Bl
s.
"The wage-earner, working on a schedule, becomes In a lame degree
his own foreman.
0.
"The wage-earner determines his own earning power, and by CO opi
atlng to cut out wastes Increases his own value."
Is

—

'

Now, let us see to what extent these same claims apply to
modern piece-work, and in so doing it should be borne in mind thai
the up-to-date piece-work practice of the present day Is quite different from that of twenty, or even five, years ago.
The present method of making piece-work prices Is practi1.
cally identical with that described tor setting the "standard time"

under the Individual effort system.
piece worker also obtains extra pay for increased efforts.
This differs from the piece-work practice under which no
3.
extra compensation is paid until the work Is turned out In what may

for a job

The

be considered as standard time.
Here again piece-work differs, In thai a man Is paid for
4.
the actual amount of work performed, and If Ibis does not mine up
to the average, his earnings will drop below his day rate.
he word "price" Instead of "time." Ibis slntemi 0,1
f>.
If we use
force to piece-work.

reducing wages.
Some of the claims made by advocates of piece-work in favor
of their system as compared with the individual effort system are
that supervision costs less in proportion to output; that it is simpler
and more easily comprehended by the workmen, and is less expensive to install and check up. We see no grounds for advocates of
either system claiming any advantage over the other in the matter
of stimulating ingenuity and head-work on the part of the workmen,
and, in fact, the term "individual effort" is as accurately descriptive
of the modern piece-work system as it is of the "premium system"
by which it has been appropriated.
To sum up, the two systems agree in most of their essential features;

both are beneficial and absolutely fair to the employee, and

same time advantageous to the employer; but the guaranteed
day rate and more euphonious name may make the individual effort
system more attractive and therefore easier to introduce in shops

at the

which have hitherto been run exclusively on a day-work

basis.

The committee of statistical inquiry of the American Railway Association has at last presented a report that is intended at
least to make a closer comparison of locomotive performances than

"The standard time set Is reasonable and one that can be reached
1.
without extraordinary effort, Is In fact such time as a good foreman wou'd

applies with equal

a piece-work shop. The matter of making prices and
keeping a record of the earnings is somewhat more complicated under the individual effort system than under the piece-work system.
Either of these systems will mean for the employer better men,
better work and more of it, and for the employee they will mean
better pay and, as a rule, steadier work than under the day-work
system. A comparison of the pay-rolls of day-work with piece-work
and individual effort shops will show that the average earnings for
the two latter are between 15 and 40 per cent, higher per hour than
for the day-work shops, whicTh is a practical refutation of the claim
commonly made by opponents of piece-work that it is a scheme for
tarily leave

LOCOMOTIVE PERFORMANCE STATISTICS,

this

I

7.

Cost,

demand.

2.

This claim applies with equal force to piece-work.
In this respect piece-work differs because it is equally advantageous for the employer and the wage-earner to have the
schedules fair and equitable to both.
These claims are also equally true of piece-work.
8 and 9.
Advocates of the individual effort system admit that "nothing
compels the employee to make standard time," which may be understood to mean that u permits the lazy and incompetent workmen
to hold on to their job indefinitely, whereas such men soon volun6.

total, per piece.

example the day-work cost has not been extended beyond $2, because the price under the piece-work and individual effort systems has been based on an output which is slightly greater
than the average obtained by day-work.
A prominent exponent of the individual effort system, writing
in an engineering journal recently, itemized the good points of this
system as follows:
In

611

has been possible under the conditions of compiling these statistics
that have heretofore existed. The report, as it stands, must, however, be considered merely as a report of progress, for, in the opening paragraph, it calls attention to a previous report in which an

opinion was expressed that a further index of efficiency is desirable,
in the form of ton-miles per unit of tractive force, and that It
had under consideration a method of adapting the same to the form
submitted. It begs leave U, state that the experimental tests which
it considers necessary, before submitting such further index, have
not yet been completed, and it is, therefore, not prepared to report

on this branch of the subject at this time.

A

valuable feature of the report

is

the fact that

it

divides the

responsibility for engine delays between the motive power and the
transportation departments, so that if there is a scarcity of power,

the responsibility can be definitely placed either upon the motive
power department for not having the engines ready for service;
the transportation department for delays upon the road or in the
roundhouse; ir, these two acting with full efficiency, upon the man-

agement, for not providing sufficient power to do the work. The
motive power department is held responsible merely for time
nsumed in engine house movements and in making repairs;
c
the transportation department shoulders all of the rest, barring, of
course, engine failures on the road.
In order that the working efficiency of the engines may be
completely understood, the time Is distributed among the paSBi D
freight, switch and work service so that there Is no lumping of the
one line
whole, and thus allowing exceptionally good wo
to leaven and conceal something perhaps decidedly bad in another.
What should constitute engine mileage has been a point of disshould an allowance be made for movements bepute' for years,
tween the roundhouse and the terminal station or yard?
What
liould bo credited to local frelglii
for switching at station
OPI and what mileage should be attributed to switching engines?
all these
is the mileage of work engines to be computed?
items were causes of disagreement, and though the disagreement
was often sllcht. It was quite enough to make considerable variation

iiow
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6l2
in

the results, and by

t

lit-

very

was a

possibility

cast over each

and every

fact that there

of a variation in the basis, a doubt

was

statistics because it was not certain how they
were constructed.
The new form proposes that the mileage of passenger engines
shall include such items as helping mileage, light mileage between
terminals and light mileage between engine and train terminals.
The conditions are practically the same for freight service. In the
switching service there is a marked departure from previous standards.
It will be remembered that on May 8, 1903, Mr. George L.
Fowler published in the Railroad Gazette the results of an investiga-

collection of these

made by switching engines in service. The
showed that in no case did a switching engine in
freight service make more than 2.S6 miles per hour, and that in
passenger service, 3.27 was the highest average speed obtained,
though these figures dropped to 2.52 and 3.07 miles per hour,
respectively, when the time at water and coaling stations was not
subtracted from the total time out of the roundhouse.
When these figures were presented to the Master Mechanics'
convention in June, 1903, there was a protest that they were too
low, although there were observers present who were ready to corThe established rate of six miles an hour was
roborate them.
upheld by those in authority as being low enough. The following
quotations are from remarks made at this 1903 convention:
tion

of

the mileage

figures then given

"So far as mileage for switch engines is concerned, I personally
think that the six miles is entirely too low for our modern locomotives, weighing 140,000 to 150,000 pounds on the drivers, that will
haul double the tonnage of locomotives of 60,000 and 70,000 pounds
on the drivers. To figure them on the same basis would be inconsistent." "This committee says that for strictly yard work, four
miles an hour for passenger switchers and 3\<< miles for freight
"I believe
switchers would undoubtedly be a liberal allowance."
any one who has watched the expense of switching locomotives
of heavy type, will agree with me that the switching locomotives
prove to be the most expensive locomotives we have to maintain
of a heavy type."
"I am thoroughly convinced that the mileage is too low at
present on the heavy locomotives. The cost is running up on them
and the mileage we are getting out of flues and tires is running
down, and if any change is made, the mileage should be raised."
"In my opinion, it would be ridiculous to consider anything less
than six miles an hour."
The discussion ended in a resolution to refer the matter to the
committee of statistical inquiry of the American Railway Association, and this committee now recommends that the mileage of
switching engines in the yard and of road engines when switching
at stations shall be computed at the rate of three miles per enginehour, which is undoubtedly quite high enough and as close as accuracy as any convenient general average can be made.
The report then recommends a basis of comparison that is a
novelty, and must be tried out in practical work before it can be
unequivocally sustained.
It is the reduction of the mileage as
already determined to that of an equivalent mileage of an engine
having 25,000 lbs. tractive force which is adopted as a standard.
This is obtained by reducing the sum of the products of the mileage
of each engine by the ratio of its tractive force as determined by
the following formula, to that of the Standard Engine:

T

T =

=
=
=
D =
d
S
p

There
that

there

is

=

d2 x S x

.8

p
.

D

tractive force in pounds
diameter of cylinder in inches
stroke of piston in inches
;

;

:

steam pressure in pounds
diameter of driving wheels in inches.
nothing peculiar about the car or train mileage except

is

a separation of the empty and loaded freight car

mileage.
In ton mileage, that of the passenger service is reduced to its
simplest form of multiplying the mileage by the weight of the car;
but in freight service there is a call for the total revenue ton miles,
the total ton miles of lading, the total ton miles of cars and lading,
and the same total for engines, cars and lading, with a final adjustment of the weight of each car and its lading plus car allowance
factor (determined for each division) multiplied by the mileage of

the car. This car allowance factor is to compensate for different :e in
resistance, owing to the various weights and number of cars In a
train, as determined by dynamometer tests or otherwise.
Finally,
there Is to be an adjusted ton mileage of the total engine capacity,
that is to say, (he sum of the miles made by each engine multiplied
hy its maximum capacity expressed in adjusted tons. Under the
head of averages there are twenty-two items that cover a wide
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range of ratios between the several factors that have been determined, ending in the tons per standard engine, which includes passenger cars, revenue freight tons, revenue and company freight,
cars and lading, passengers per car, tons per loaded freight car
and Hit- engine capacity utilized in freight service.
To compile a report along these lines will certainly require
care and an elaboration of a quick working organization in order
be of real value to the manager and the superintendent.
have enough value to warrant such an organization,
there is probably no doubt. It is evidently the result of a long and
painstaking piece of work on the part of the committee, and Is a
strong corroboration of the assertion of Mr. Priestly in his report on
that

it

That

may

will

it

American Railroads to the effect that the American manager lives in
an atmosphere of statistics, by which all the inter-relations of the
lie managed are shown
was possible to bring them.

properties that
tions as

it

NEW

in as nearly their true rela-

PUBLICATIONS.

McGraw Publishing Co.
on
New SCork
315 pages; 114 figures.
Price, $2.50.
This book contains a series of papers and discussions whirh
presented at the International Electrical Congress held in St. Louis
As these papers are by different authors and represent the
in 1904.
results of practical working and observation in the field, there is
naturally little or no connection between them other than that they
High

i

nsion

Cloth;

Power

6x9

:

In.;

.-

cluster about and are based upon the general broad principles of
the work which they represent, with such variations of detail as
would naturally arise from diversity of operating conditions and
the standpoint of the observer. They thus cover "various phases
of the subject considered from various points of view," but this
very diversity is valuable to one who wishes to study the subject
at first hand, and it is safe to say that it is upon those very points
where the greatest diversity exists that the most light is needed.
Electrical
In all there are 17 papers, with the following titles:
Power Transmission; The High-Tension Transformer in Long Dis-

Power Transmission; Notes on Experiments with Transformers for Very High Potentials; High Potential, Long Distance
Transmission and Controi; American Practice in High-Tension Line
Construction and Operation; Spark Distances Corresponding to Different Voltages; The Use of Aluminum as an Electrical Conductor;
Conductors for Long Spans; High-Tension Insulators; The Construction and Insulation of High-Tension Transmission Lines; Some
Difficulties in High-Tension Transmission and Methods of Mitigating
Them; Pioneer Work on the Telluride Power Company; Bay Counties Power Company's Transmission System; Some Practical Experiences in the Operation of Many Power Plants in Parallel; Maximum Distance to Which Power Can Be Economically Transmitted;
Some Elements in the Design of High-Pressure Insulation; Insulating Materials in High-Tension Cables.
In the course of these papers there is a very complete resume
of the steps that have been taken in the development of the present
methods of high-tension transmission from the early conditions in
1S76, when, at the Centennial Exposition, there was a dynamo which
could supply, one arc lamp up to the beginning of the last decade,
when there were practically no transformers in commercial service
of a capacity as great as 100 kilowatts, or of a voltage exceeding
10,000, and so down to the present day, when there are approximately 10,000 transformers in America "with capacities ranging from
tance

•

wound for pressures of from 10,000 to
60,000 volts," with possibilities and experience capable of handling
S0,000 volts.
So the subject of poles, insulators, conductors and the
other items of construction are handled by men working in the
field, and all are thus brought together in a form readily accessible
for reference and consultation, making a volume that cannot fail
to be of great value to the student, the investigator and the engineer.
100 to 2,500 kilowatts and

The Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois,
Breckenridge, Director of the Engineering Experiment Station.

By

L. P.
t'rbana,

Published by the University"
This is Bulletin No. '3 of the University of Illinois Engineering
Experiment Station. It describes briefly the plan of organization
and the work already accomplished, giving a list of the publica111.

:

tions so far issued, with a brief statement regarding the ground
covered by each. The character of the work to be undertaken forms
the subject of a section, and the titles of some of the most important
investigations which have been submitted for approval of the station staff are listed under the various departments in which they
would be made. The larger part of the Bulletin is devoted to
the facilities for investigation available for this work. This is, of
course, the equipment in the various departments of the College
The descriptions are supplemented by a large
of Engineering.
number of half-tone engravings from photographs. The industrial
interests of the state of Illinois are touched on under the four heads
of Agriculture, Coal and Mining, Transportation, and Manufacturing.
In closing, reference is made to the evident desirability of co-opera-
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tion with similar slate experiment stations and certain of the Gov-

ernment departments.
The Adjustment

of the Engineer's Transit

and Level.

By Howard

C.E., Assistant I'rofessor of Civil lOugineering, University of
nia.
New York: John Wiley & Sons. Boards, 414x0% in.;
11 figures.
Price, 25 cents.

C. Ives,

Pennsylva15 pages;

This small book deals with one of the little things that is apt to
be overlooked in the training of an engineer. It opens with a brief
description of the several parts that must be considered in the adjustment of the level, such as the bubble tube, reticule, line of collimation, and vertical axis, all of which are defined and their functions explained. Then follows explanation of the method of adjustment of the Y level. This is illustrated by figures. The explanation is clear but could be rendered much easier to follow by the use
of reference letters on the figures by means of which the various
lines could be detected at a glance without requiring the mental
•effort of remembering the definitions.
The same general method
is followed in the case of the transit though the criticism regarding the reference letters on the figures does not hold. The book
cannot fail to be of value to young engineers. It would be well
for all such to follow the rule laid down by the author in the matter
of his own students, in that he has them "actually make nearly all

the adjustments rather than simply to test them without touching
the screws."

by such consignees. This would seem to confirm the view that the
pressure had been somewhat strenuous. Where cars are delayed
on the road an operating officer always does his best to move them.
In pushing consignees he seems often to do less than his best.—
Editor.]

Tickets to Station Platforms.

New
To the Editor of the Railroad Gazette:

by the name of the firm or company with which he
directly associated and then by all the companies of which he
lowed

a

first

is

is

Selected lists of corporations in banking, insurance,
transportation, manufacturing and other lines of business, alphabetically arranged, accompanied in each case by the names of company's officers and directors, are given in the Appendix. This is
a very convenient kind of a directory to have. Like the telephone
book, it furnishes a rough selection, but a pretty good one, of the
people one is apt to want to find, and, unlike the telephone book, it
gives many additional facts about them and their interests. It is a
book of 1,017 pages and is well worth its price to a New York business or professional man.
director.

.Poor's L'ailroad Manual,

Appendix and Diary; Containing Poor's Ready RefAnnual Meetings, etc. Special edition

Bond List, Dividends Paid,
of February, 1906.

erence

The new matter contained

in this very convenient publication is the
record of annual meetings and other corporate dates of railroad
companies, and of gross earnings, month by month. Apart from
this, however, there is a most valuable compilation of facts about
the operation and finance of the properties included in Poor's
Manual, but brought up to the close of 1905. As the Manual, containing this same information rather more elaborated, does not
appear until November, the present appendix is in reality a presentation of the essential facts of the Manual six months ahead of time,
and is therefore most acceptable. It is also noteworthy that an
•effort has been made, we believe, for the second time by the present
publishers, to collate the street railway statistics, imperfect as they
necessarily are, that are contained in Poor's Manual for 1905. These
are not revised up to December 31, and are therefore somewhat old
as presented, but the presentation is in useful and convenient form.
The table of gross earnings of the leading railroads, month by
month, from January, 1900, through December, 1905, is of great and

unique value.

CONTRIBUTIONS
The Freight Car Movement on the New Haven.
the Editor ojt the Railroad Gazette:
Your note of May 25 concerning demurrage mi he New Haven
road seems to call for a word from the "other side." The trouble
of 15 months ago rested with the management of the road and not
'in

I

with the four-day rule or with the public. The public unloaded
(heir cars then, as now, promptly or paid for the delay.
Hut the
public could nut unload cars held in big yards 50 or 100 miles
Short of destination. There were thousands of cars so held on which
the road was paying per diem of 20 cents, or penally of
day. v
many of the ears so held were empties it waa evident thai the
fault was not with the consignees.
The public had good grounds
for complaint; and if a reciprocal demurrage law had been in effei
in Connecticut it would have cosl the road a hundred thou and
dollars, more or less, for the quarter ending March "I. I:hi.Y
.1

if 1

1

in

mi.

TWe have heard

that an officer of the traffic department of the
road complained to the operating department thai coi
were
being pressed SO hard lo unload ears that he it lie rattle office]
was likely to suffer that is. to have businet taken awaj from him
I

I

York,

June

1000.

11,

periodicals
I do not recall having seen mentioned in our railroad
the convenient system used at the larger stations in Germany by
which tickets of admission to the arrival and departure platforms
which entitle the bearer to pass a train gate are sold by a slotmachine at a nominal price. These Bahn-Steig-Karte (please correct the German if wrong) would easily command a nickel at large
stations in this country,

and the revenue from them might go a

station expenses. By using nickel-in-thePerhaps Amerslot machines, the cost of the service is negligible.
ican railroad managers fear to encourage petty thieves by the adoption of such a system, or it may be that our platforms are smaller
in proportion to our train capacities than platforms are in Germany.
But there must be some stations in the United States where this

long

way toward paying

scheme would be both
Directory of Directors in the City of New York.
1906. The Audit Company
of New York, 43 Cedar Street.
Price, $5.
The eighth annual edition of the Directory of Directors contains
the names of over 24,000 directors, each director's name being fol-
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profitable

and practicable.

Consolidation Locomotive for the

New York

b.

w.

Central Lines.

The American Locomotive Company has recently delivered from
Brooks Works 24 heavy consolidation (2-8-0) locomotives to the
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. Their general design is based
on the types previously built for the New York Central, the Lake
Shore, the Big Four and the Indiana Harbor. It is interesting as
the standard type adopted by the New York Central Lines.
The weight of the engine is somewhat more than that of those
earlier built, due to some slight modifications 06 details such as
the use of cast-steel bumpers. A point to attract attention at once
This
in the photograph is the use of the Walschaert valve gear.
is one of the notable innovations that seems to have established
It calls for some changes in detail to
itself in American practice.
which our eyes are not yet quite accustomed. The reversing lever,
as shown in the rear elevation of the engine, has its lower end
in the form of a casting by which the lever itself is brought up
well inside the cab and close to the boiler, while the reach rod
is thrown outside the wheels and runs on an incline down to the
end of the pendant lifting shaft lever. The arm of the lifting shaft
lever extends back toward the cab and carries the hanger of the
radius bar at its back end. The counter-balance cylinder is at the
back end next the reverse lever instead of forward, as in the case
A single heavy casting is used as a bracket
of the link motion.
for the bearings for both the lifting shaft and the link so that the
whole is made not only very compact but exceedingly strong. This
casting is bolted to the back of the guide yoke, which with it is
provided with an opening for passage of the radius bar. The guide
yoke itself is a strong steel casting of an I section that drops down
from the frame brace on the outside of the guides and gives them
the necessary vertical and lateral support. The valve is of the
its

piston type, 14 in. in diameter, with a 5%-in. stroke.
At the front end there are several points of interest. The first
is the location of the headlight, which has been removed from its
position on top of the smoke-box to a bracket in front of the center
of the shell.
The reason for this is, of course, the height of the
top of the boiler above the rails (13 ft. 4*/,, in.), which necessitates
the short external stack. This stack rises only 16% in. above the
smoke box, not enough to accommodate a headlight. To make the
headlight higher than the stack would not only be inartistic in
appearance, even though clearances would permit it, but experience
has shown that, a headlight whose ventilator rises above the top
Of the stack has a bad effect on the draft; so bad. in [act, as to
make the cab uninhabitable when the engine is running without
steam. The short external stark is supplemented by an internal
In. to a
or lift stack which drops down Into the smoke-bos ''
point just above tie top row of lulus where the smoke-bos Ba
to a wide bell-mouth, thus forming an unbroken extension to the
1:1.1.
above.
The whole stack thus is 10 in lor
I'tnmethod of fastening the smoke-box brace t>j the use of
So
a pili and Jaw on the buffer casting Is simple and effective,
the uncoupling device in which there Is a rigid connection from
the vertical arm on the main shaft iii tin- bell-crank by which the
luck is lifted
The pony truck is designed with helical carrying
sprlnga resting direct!} on the axle boxei and well protected by
The truck is equalised
the housings In which thej are placed
with the two forward pairs of drivera instead of the tronl pair
in this equalization and spring
only, as Id earlier practice
is over the truck DO
II
pension the helical sprint; is In el} Used

and

the nuts of the equali.
Elllptlcs are used ovei each
ami between the two back pairs, or n
of

at

wheels,

'

I

of
in

''

k

pail's

two forward pairs
each side
This method
the
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Central Lines, Built by the American

Elevations and Sections, Consolidation Locomotive for

Boiler and Firebox for Consolidation Locomotive,

New York

New York

Locomotive Company.

Central

Lines.

Central Lines.

'
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probably produces a mixed movement of the engine, as it were,
compounded of the quick vibrations of the helical and the slow
movement that would result if elliptics alone were used.
The Westinghouse-American driver brake is used, and with it
an 11-in. Westinghouse pump and two brake cylinders of 14 in. diamThese cylinders are set vertically and are
eter and 12 in. stroke.
bolted to the front face of the frame brace at the guide yoke.
The locomotive cylinders are 23 in. in diameter, with a piston
stroke of 32 in. dimensions, calling for the ample boiler capacity
supplied. The boiler shell is 80 in. in diameter inside the smallest
ring, and this with sheets "A. in- thick brings the top 13 ft. 2% in.
above the rail with its center 9 ft. 10% in. above the rail. The
allowable clearances that cut the height of the external stack down
to 16% in. put a similar limitation on the height of the dome,
which rises only 13 in. above the shell, to which about 3 in. more
should be added for the thickness and curvature of the cover. This
cuts the available rise of the throttle valve down to 9% in. above
the shell, to which point the standpipe for the turret also rises.
The space between the highest point in the crownsheet at the front
end and the inside of the shell is 21% in., so that there is an available distance of 31% in. between the crown and the upper throttle
valve opening, which is reduced by about 5% in. for the lower. The
three water gages are set 3 in. apart vertically with the lowest,
41.2
in. above the crownsheet, so that with two gages of water
in the boiler there is a distance of 18% in. between the surface
of the water and the lower opening of the throttle valve.
The boiler is straight-top. The firebox is fitted with a brick
arch resting on circulating pipes extending from the tube-sheet
The firebox itself is 7 ft. 5 in.
to the back sheet of the firebox.
wide outside, so that it comes well out over the driving wheels,
and is provided with two fire-doors each 15 in. in diameter. It is
carried, in accordance with current practice, by buckle plates which
raise the mudring 7 in. above the frame at the front end and
23% in. above at the hack. The staying is radial and the Tate
This stayflexible staybolt is freely used at the sides and back.
bolt is used in the two outside rows in the back head, as indicated
by the double circles, and also in the two front and back rows of
the sides, the third and fourth rows from the top longitudinally
with a filling in at the corners as indicated on the drawing. The

grate slopes forward and a shallow combustion chamber is formed
by the dishing of the tube sheet.
This locomotive marks a notable advance over 25 years ago on
the New York Central. At that time the standard freight and passenger locomotive was one having cylinders 16 in. x 24 in., and a
boiler with about 1,175 sq. ft. of heating surface, carrying a steam
pressure of 125 lbs. This latest engine has increased piston area
107 per cent., stroke 33% per cent., heating surface 225 per cent.,
and steam pressure 60 per cent., so that the capacity of the engine
to do work for each stroke of the piston has been increased nearly
four and one-half times, thus somewhat outstripping the increase
of heating surface.
The principal dimensions of the modern engine arc as follows:
-'' In.

Diameter of cylinders

82

Stroke of piston
Tractive power

15,677

base, total
"
rigid
"
"
engine and tender
Weight In working order
••

on drivers
engine and tender

:;•'•-.

Heating surface, tubes
"

"

firebox

"

arch tubes
total

Grate area

main driving Journals, diameter
main driving journals, length
driving Journals, diameter
driving Journals, length
Journals, diameter
truck
"
truck Journals. length
Holler, cuilslili' diameter, smallest ring
Holler, Etea
essure
Firebox, length

Axles,
"

L2
Mi

"

81%

"

9
12
6
12

200 lbs.
ios'» in.

width

Tubes, diameter

"
"

"5J4

%
%
%
4

thickness of crow n si
"
of tube sheel
"
sides and back
water space, four sides
1

"

"

'">

I

3,492.12 sq. ft.
"
185.64
27.41
"
3,705.28
56.5
"
In.
10

"
"
"

"

In.
Lbs.

In.
26 ft 5
17 " 6
66 " 9 Mi "
282,500 lbs.
207,000 "

Wheel

"
"
"

1

'

-

number

'

length

1

.

fi.

height

"

;

in.

•

single.

Exhanst
Smokestack, diameter

20
11

mil

abovi

ft.

9M

In.
in.

Water rapacity
12

Coal

capacltj
valves, travel

tone.

5%

fllametei
steam Lap
"
exhaust lap
lend
Wheele, driving, diameter
Wheels, truck, diameter
tractive .il.ni
Weight on drivers
tractive force
Total weight
diiiiii.
Tin. the effort x
of drivers

1M<

"

17-8

68 i"
33 "
4.53

:

Lining surf n. e
grate arcs
total
[firebox heating surface
u eight on drlvei
heal
[>otal weight
x olnme 0!
t«.. cj llndet
vllnd
Heating sot ft

In,

•

'

beating surface

,

0.66

1

05

heatl
'

'

62.78

It

:

'

>' ft.

'-'

1

Orate area

cylinder volumes

|

-

™

8.6T

,

:
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Program

Master

of the

N.

Mechanics'
J.,

Convention, Atlantic

City,

June 18-20.

The sessions of the convention will he held in the sun parlor
near the ocean end of the steel pier. There will be no hotel h< ad
quarters.
The office of the President, Executive Committee and
Secretary will be in the sun parlor. The Secretary will also have
a desk in the office of the Enrollment Committee in the entrance

capital of Uio province ol Shansl, ami another shorl railroad crosses
it about en miles north of the Hoang-ho, extending from the river
\\'ei, a little cast of the line, westwards to anthracite mines just
beyond the borders of Shangsi. The United Btatei Steel Co. will
do well to watch these branches, for, according to it iron Rich-

thofen,

who

Baltimore

OPENING SESSION, MONDAY, JUNE IS, 9:30 A.M. TO 1:30 P.M.
Prayer
9:30 a.m. to 9:35 a.m.
Address of President
9:35 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
Intermission
10:00 a.m. to 10:05
To allow those who wish to retire to do so, although all are requested to
remain.
Action on Minutes of Last Meeting
Report of Secretary
Report of Treasurer

10:05 a.m. to 10:10 a.m.
10:10 a.m. to 10:20 a.m.
10 :20 a.m. to 10 :25 a.m.
10 :25 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
10:30a.m. to 10 :35 a.m.
10:35 a.m. to 10:40 a.m.

Assessment and Announcement of Annual Dues...
Election of AuditiDg Committee

Unfinished Business
Business
Consideration of matters pertaining to the Asappointment of committees on Cor-,
sociation
respondence. Resolutions, Nominations, Obituaries, etc., and such other business as may be
presented
10 :40
Reports of Committees on Shrinkage Allowance for
11 :O0
Tires and Design of Wheel Centers
11 :30
Flexible Stay Bolts
Topical Discussion
1. Is
not a boiler pressure of 1S5 lbs. better
than 200 lbs. for locomotives.
To be opened
12 :00
by Prof. W. F. M. Goss
2. The necessity of proportioning brake pressure
to wheel loads.
To be opened by Mr. Geo. L.

New

;

a.m.

to

11 :O0 a.m.

a.m.
a.m.

to
to

1

M.

to 12 :2o r.M.

1

:30 a.m.

12 :00 M.

Is

it

to

12:4" r.M.

12 :40 p.m. to

1 :00 p.m.

12:20 p.m.

Fowler
practical

to

use

the

Prosser tool

By Mr.

another

&

Ohio Railroad Motive Power.

per cent, grade.
The two-section freight helper electric locomotives have a total

in

roundhouse running repairs V To be opened by
Mr. F. R. Cooper
Discussion of Individual Paper on Valve Gears for
Locomtives.

is

During the past three years the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has
put in service several of the most powerful designs of Steam and
witching service locomotives that
electric freight, passengei and
have been recently built.
Among these are the Mallet type mountain helper steam locomotive, the total weight, without tender, of 334,500 lbs. being distributed over twelve 5C-in. diameter driving wheels, having a total
flexible wheel base of 30 ft. 8 in. and a rigid wheel base of 10 ft.
This locomotive has a tractive power of 74,000 lbs. in compound, and
84,000 lbs. in simple gear, with a capacity for hauling 2,200 tons in
freight cars at a speed of 10 miles per hour on a 1 per cent, grade.
The new consolidation type of fast through freight steam locomotives have a total weight, without tender, of 208,500 lbs. distributed over a wheel base of 23 ft. 7 in., and a weight of 185,900 lbs.
distributed over eight 60-in. diameter driving wheels, on a rigid
wheel base of 16 ft. 8 in. These locomotives have a tractive power
of 42,000 lbs. and a capacity to haul 1,180 tons in freight cars at a
speed of 10 miles per hour on a 1 per cent, grade.
The six-wheel type of switching steam locomotives have a total
weight, without tender, of 161,000 lbs. distributed over a total and
rigid wheel base of 11 ft. on six 52-in. diameter driving wheels. These
locomotives have a tractive power of 29,700 lbs. and a capacity to
haul 720 tons in freight cars at a speed of 10 miles per hour on a
1

:

0.

studied this country pretty thoroughly, there
in Schansi.

Pennsylvania

to the pier.

Immediately upon arrival each member of the Association
should report to the Secretary, register and receive his membership button, if he has none, and be furnished a properly numbered
The members of the Assocelluloid disc showing his registration.
ciation will also be furnished with badges for the members of their
families.
Cards for registration wiil be furnished at the Secretary's
desk in the entrance to the pier.
Any members who have attended the M. C. B. convention should
register again after the adjournment of that convention.
It will
only be necessary to register once for each convention.

Vol. XL., No. 24.

C. J. Mellin

1 :00 p.m.

to

1

:30 p.m.

Adjournment.

MIDDLE SESSION, TUESDAY, JUNE 19, 1906, 9 :30 A. M. TO 1
Discussion of Reports on Locomotive Tests of
9:30 a.m.
Penn. R. R. at St. Louis Exposition
9 :45 a.m.
Water Softening for Locomotive Use
10 :00 a.m.
Locomotive Front Ends
10 :45 A.M.
Mechanical Stokers
11 :00 a.m.
classification of Locomotive Repairs
Enginehouse Running Repair Work on Locomotives 11:30 a.m.
Topical Discussion
To be
1. Grease vs. oil in driving box cellars.
12 :00 m..
opened by Mr. F. H. Clark

:30 P. M.
9:4:. i.m.
to
to 10 :00 a.m.
to 10 :4.". a.m.
to 11 :00 a.m.
to 11 ::>,o a.m.
to

12 :00 M.

:

2. (a)

The

load.
(6) The

relation

of

Baltimore

properly taking care of
opened bv Mr. S. W. Miller
Distortion of wheel centers and tires out of
round due to heavy counterbalance on 100-tcn
engines.
To be opened by Mr. Geo. W. West..
iscussion of Individual reaper entitled "The
Modern Locomotive Injector," by Mr. Strickland W. Kneass

of 44

12 :20 p.m. to

12 :40 P.M.

3.

I

12:40 P.M.
1 :00

to

p.m. to

1 :00

p.m.

1 :"." P.M.

Adjournment.
CLOSING SESSION, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 20, 1906, 9:30 A.M. TO 1:30 P.M.
9:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
Discussion of Reports on Locomotive Lubrication.
10 :00 a.m. to in :30 am.
The Use of Cast Iron in Cylinders
10:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
Electricity on Steam Railroads
Discussion of Individual papers on I'.est Method of
Welding and Repairing Locomotive Frames
without Taking Down or Removing from En11 :00 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m.
gine. To be opened by Mr. R. P. C. Sanderson
Fire Kindling: Cost of material, labor and time
kindling fire in locomotives using either anthTo be opened by
racite or bituminous coal.
11 :30 a.m. to 12 :00 m.
Mr. P. Maher
Topical Discussions
1. To what extent should an engine be repaired
In the main shop, and what class of repairs
can be made to advantage in the round12 :00 M.
to 12 :20 p.m.
house? To be opened by Mr. C. A. Seley
2. Relative advantage of the piston valve as
compared with the slide valve. To be opened
12 :20 p.m. to 12 :40 r.M.
by Mr. E. A. Miller
3. Is the Walschaert valve gear an improvement
over the Stephenson link movement? To be
12 :40 r.M. to
1 :00
opened bv Mr. Geo. \V. West
Discussion of" Reports on:
1 :05 P.M.
1 :00P.M. to
Subjects
to
1
:10 p.m.
1 :05 p.m.
Correspondence and Resolutions
1 :30 p.m.
1 :10 P.M. to
Election of ifflcers
:

i

-i

i

Adjournment.

The Pekin & Han-Kow Railroad, 754
ward to the Yang-tze-Kiang at Han-Kow,

miles,

from Pekin south-

now

in operation for
Its whole length, except for the bridge, nearly two miles long, over
In the absence of sleeping cars, the pasthe muddy Hoang-ho.
senger trains take three days for the journey, not running at night.
is

Ohio 6-Wheel Switcher.

distributed over a total flexible wheel base
2»i in., with a rigid wheel base of 14 ft. 6% in. The total
weight is distributed over sixteen 42-in. diameter driving wheels,
which gives these locomotives a total tractive effort, at full working
load on eight motors, of 70,000 lbs. and a capacity for hauling 2,200
tons in freight cars at a speed of 10 miles per hour on a 1 per cent,
grade.
Two two-unit type of passenger helper electric locomotives, which
have been in service for the past ten years, will also compare most

weight

organization for
locomotives.
To be

roundhouse

best

&

to 12 :20 p.m.

roundhouse to shop and

French contractors are building a branch from a point about 150
miles south of Pekin on this railroad westward to Ta-yu-en, the

of 320,000 lbs.

ft.

favorably with the more recent designs of passenger electric locomotives put into service and undergoing construction for modern
terminal requirements. These locomotives have a total weight of
196.000 lbs. distributed over a total flexible wheel base of 23 ft. % in.,
with a rigid wheel base of 6 ft. 10 in. The total weight is distributed
over eight 62-in. diameter driving wheels, and these locomotives
have a tractive effort at full working load on four motors of 42,000
lbs., and will haul 1,500 tons in freight cars at a speed of 10 miles
per hour on a 1 per cent, grade.
The most recent acquisition is a lot of 35 Pacific type passenger
steam locomotives having a total weight of 229,500 lbs., without
tender, distributed over a total wheel base of 34 ft. 3% in., with
150,500 lbs. on a rigid wheel base of 13 ft. 2 in. over six 74-in. diameter driving wheels. They have a tractive power of 35,000 lbs. and
a capacity to haul 970 tons in freight cars at a speed of 10 miles
per hour on a 1 per cent, grade. One of the points of advanced
practice in these engines to which attention should be called is the
use of tubes .20 ft. long.
These passenger locomotives are now in regular service, and
haul without a helper through passenger trains consisting of 1 baggage, 1 postal, 2 vestibule coaches, 1 dining, 3 sleeping and 1 observation parlor car, or a total of 9 cars,, approximating 425 tons, for a
distance of 31.6 miles from Cumberland, Md., to Manila, Pa., I»ear
the crest of the Allegheny mountains, the total rise in altitude being
This distance is made up of an average
1,5S8 ft., in 63 minutes.
gradient of .4 per cent, between Cumberland and Hyndman, a distance of 13.9 miles, and of 1.4 per cent, between Hyndman and
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Manila, a distance of 17.
miles.
The maximum work to be done
over this distance con! ists
6.] miles run on a 1.5 per ci
with 8 deg. curvature between Rodd> and Manila, and a
mile
run on a 1.93 per cent, grade.
These locomoti
also hauling i>assenger trains consisting
of 11 cars and approximating 500 tons from a dead stop for a distance of 7 miles on a 1 per cent, grade, with from 1 to SV& deg.
curvature, in 14% minutes.
The accompanying drawings and tabulations give an idea of the
general design and proportions of these passenger locomotives, whi.
i;

i

i

I..",

li

BA]

M

Mi. in

S

iillln
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in addition to the above, the requirements to be met by the deIgners in these locomotives were as follows:
The greatest proportion of adhesive to total weight of engine
and lender in working order.
A substantial construction of the least number of parts.
capacitj to perform continuous service without liability for
\
failure, anil economy with respect to maintenance and fuel and water

consumption.

A boiler of simple design and substantial construction, with
ample grate area in one plane and firebox heating surface, together

RAILROAD LOCO MOTIVES OP RECENT CONSTRUCTION.
Use
0-6-6-0
o 6
6

ess,,

1

Type

.Mallet Articulated.

Service

...

l

of

fuel

Ida t Ion.

Freight.

Switching.

Steam.

Steam.

oOOOO

OOO

Bituminous

coal

m

iu lbs

(hi

Drivers.

mi

185.900
22,600

:;::t.500

leading truck
trailing truck
Total locomotive
Tender loaded
Locomotive and tender
i

On

334,500

——
—

Wheels: Driving Number and diameter over the...
Leading Truck Number and diameter over tire.
Trailing Truck
Number and diameter over tire.
Cylinders

compound
—
High or
Low
—

of

Diameter
Diameter
Stroke

Number
Katios

i

20

in.

it;

In

30

28

74
37

1

t

.

Simple.

:;_'

In.

ctrlcity.

Passenger.
Electricity.

"""

1

2

in.
in.
in.

50

1

00

00

.

11;

42

1

(8) 62 in.

in.

Simple.

1.00
4.48
7 7. :.
24.4.",

1.033.0
1.97

7t.

'in!

in.

in.

'

'
'

'

2

2

1.00
D.41

1.12
4.41
15.10
49.6
14.57
749.7
6.76

18.03
22.5
8.54
405.5
4.16

42,168

29,740

1.00
4.0

1.00
4.0

1.52
4 29
10.26
60.7
18.02

5.11

35,020

S4.1
h.,

7e.

12,000

80,000

49,000

2,200

1,480

oi

2,200
in.

96 %

970

1,180

108%

Straight top

wide

110
96

in.
in.

75 %

in.

Straight top;
sloping roof,
sheet wide

:

in.

2

13.3

108%

Width
Type

22

28

'

32- iu.
4

Length

:

Hi

1

Mellln.

Tractive Power Comp. or simple lei mum ive
Tractive Power At starting
Tons of loads capable of hauling at in m. p.
1 per cent, grade

Firebox

Freight'

(6) 52 in

In.

:;:;

.

04-4-0
unit 4-wheel

sect Ion S wb'l

Anthracite
Bituminous
625 volts, D. C. 625 volts, D. C.
culm.
coal.
161,080
150,500
196,000
320,
40,500
38,500
nil «isn
229,500
196I666
s.V
147,000
-lC'ise
376,500

Simple.

i.niji .iiiiil

simple

—
—

:

2

:

Steam.
00 OOO

.

:

Hauling capacity

(S) 60

i"

1

Total weight to adhesive weight
Weight on drivers to tractive power
Tractive power to heating surface
Heating surface to grate area
Tube heating surface to firebox
Tractive power to grate area
Cyl. volume divided by diam. of wheel to grate area.

Boiler

It:;, :.ee

352.000

cylinders

of

2iis..-,en

145,00.0

479,500
(12) 66

Simple or compound

:

Type

Pacific.

Steam.

Bituminous

Weight of locomotive

6 « heel.

OOO OOO

Freight.

Mol Ive power
liagram
Kin.

1

;

108%
75%

in.

in.

Wooten

in.
in.

firebox Straight top

wide

firebox.

;

firebox.

firebox.

Style of stays
pressure, potiuds
Diameter of barrel
Brick arch

Radial & sling.
235

Working

Heating surface
Tubes,

:

si

Firebox

u ater sides

--'Ml
5,380.0
5.C00.0

.

Total

Water tubes
Length over sheets

Tubes:

21

Number
Outsiii<'

Grates

74 T/i«

sq.ft.
•'

"
in.

ft.

2V,

ter

15

72.20

Type

'

:

q

10

ft.

70

ft

.

sq. ft.

Finger rocking.

56.24

in.

172.S4

sq. ft.

1.476.67
1,649.5

in.

11

282

2%

in.

Radial star.
225

Radial.
lsu

in.

179.4
2.612.S
2,792.2

436
dia

Area

:

Radial stay.
205

in.

ft.

'•

6

in.

179.4 sq.
"
3.234.6
"
3,414.0

20

sq. ft.

in.

ft.

276

2211
L'l,

in.

ft.

1

2

in.

73.33 sq.ft.

in.

,

56.24 sq.

ft.

Finger rocking. Plain perforat- Finger rocking,
ed rocking.

Wheel base

Driving

10

ft.

10

Total locomotive

30

ft.
ft.

:

Locomotive and tender
General Dimensions: Length over all Locomotive.
Length over all Locomotive and tender
Height, center of boiler above rail
Extreme height above rail

—

—

Gage
Valves

59

79ft.

68

5%

in.

10 ft. Oin.
15 ft. 0% in.

8%

ft.

In.

Walschaert.

of gear

16
25

64 ft. 7in.
51 ft. 5 Mi in.

4

Type

:

in.
in.
in.

8

7

in.
in.

8%

ft.

41

8

ft.
ft.

in.

3

ft.

in.
in.
9
10 in.
14 ft. 10 in.
in.
4 ft.

1%

ft.
ft.

8%

Stephenson

in-

of valves

H.P. 10

in.

:

pis-

ton, L.P.Sltded'ble ports.

Greatest travel
Outside

Lap
Lap

6

—

— In

full

1%
H

6
In.,

gear

H.

%

P.,

in.,

L. P..
In
Yes.

;

slide.
in.
in.

%

in.

1

m

ft.

9%
4%
4%

in.

31 ft.
in.
55 ft.
in.
8 ft. 9 in.
14 ft. 11% in.
4 ft. 8% in.
Stephenson in-

in.

5V,
Vsi
1

'«

6
6

13 ft. 2 in.
34 ft. 3% in.

65
46
74

ft.

ft.
ft.
9 ft.
14 ft.
4 ft.

6%
9%
3%

23

ft.

ft.
ft.

10
10

in.
in.

0%

in.

(coupled.)

in.

in.
in.
4 in.
7 in.
in.

8%

Stephenson

58

15
4

7%

ft.

ft.

ft.

in.

Oin.

S%

in.

35-ft.

14 ft.
4 ft.

10 in.

7% in.
8% in.

in-

direct.

Balanced

admis-

Inside

sion piston.

slide.

1%

L. P., 1 in.
in..
H. P.,
L. P., 1, in.

— Inside

Lead

Balanced

in.

II. P.,

.

40

in.
in.

ft.
ft.

direct.

direct.

Kind

11
11

,

6

in.
in.

in.

—

L

in.

1

ill-

Vi»

in.

in.

'

Constant
Variable

Tender

:

Type

— Coal
Water (U.

Capacity

H. P. at 10 m.

p. h.

S.

gals.)

behind tender

No.

s'...

No.

Yes.
T'-sloping back.
6 tons.

Water bottom.

No.

Yes.

Water bottom.

Water bottom.

16 tons.
7,000 gills.
2,096

15 tons.
7,000 gals.

are of the largest and most powerful type for the class now in
existence.
They were particularly designed for the handling of
heavy through passenger trains at the required speeds over level
and mountainous, open and tunneled railroad, of varying curvature

1.124

4.000 gals.

686

Y*es.
1..

7.1

tons.

gals

924

2,096

1.410

and gradient.

with provision for a circulation of water and unrestricted passageof gases, and suitable for the consumption of a cheap grade of either
gas or soft run-of-mine bituminous coals. Especial attention was
given to insure dry steam at the valve chest and cylinders by the
design and location of crown sheet, steam space, throttle valve open-

Especial attention was given to the design of a motion gear
that would provide for the quick starting and acceleration of trains,
so that the schedule time could be maintained, or time made up
without the use of tandem or helper locomotives on heavy grades
and curvature, nor the necessity for unusually fast running on down
grades.

ing and surge plates.
A cylinder, frame, running and motion gears, and general design
that would permit of increasing the weight and tractive power of the
locomotive when the boiler tubes, tire, cab, running boards, lagging,
jacketing, grates, ash pan and other similar parts require replacement, due to ordinary wear and tear, and at the same time allow
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for a reduction of the boiler pressure should age and general depreciation of the boiler necessitate the same without the renewal of
any parts not entirely worn out or destroyed.
The same details of design, construction and material as specified for the consolidation locomotives were embodied in the Pacifies,
so far as practicable, in order to insure the greatest interchangeability of parts between these and the older classes of locomotives
in the stock, as could be done without the continuance of obsolete
or unsatisfactory details, which would not provide for the greatest
economy in maintenance and performance.
As in the case of the 210 consolidations, a sample Pacific type
locomotive, No. 2,100, was constructed, in advance of the regular
order, to give opportunity for a practical test and development of
a design and construction to best meet the requirements, and in
order to discover and correct errors, which, had they been embodied
in the balance of the locomotives, would have resulted in some embarrassment from an operating and maintenance standpoint.

The above complement

of

steam and electric motive power now

places the Baltimore & Ohio in a position to handle its constantly
increasing business with despatch, reliability and economy.

The Davis

Solid Truss

Brake-Beam.

619

center
rod, is not stretched or compressed, but simply bent in the
form a seat for the strut, or brake lever fulcrum. The original

to

length of the bar is 68 in. The compression member is upset 3%
making the length of the finished truss 64% in. Special powerthese brakeful hydraulic machinery is used throughout in making
beams. The trusses are finished from the bar at one heat and are
of uniform dimensions throughout.
One of the illustrations shows the struts which are used with
the Davis solid truss brake-beam. They have been designed so as
The larger, or main memto place the metal where most needed.
the upper
ber, of the strut is first placed on the tension rod and
the truss
end' forced against the compression member, thus placing
under its initial tension. The smaller member is then forced into
place and a "Ae-in. rivet is inserted hot and riveted under heavy
pressure. This riveting by heavy pressure and the cooling of the
in.,

hot rivet produce a tight grip.
The report of the M. C. B. Committee on brake-beams, printed
elsewhere in this issue, shows the high strength and rigidity of
these beams under test. In compiling the order of merit of the
beams tested under direct tests, the Davis brake-beam stood first
in all four of the items for beams of less than 110 lbs. weight;

maximum strength, minimum
minimum deflection under 15,000

namely,

deflection

load,

lbs.

load,

under 7,500 lbs.
and combination

The Davis solid truss brake-beam shown in the accompanying
engravings combines the advantages of the strength of a trussed
beam and the solidity and simplicity of a one-piece rolled beam.
The construction of other trussed brake-beams is necessarily such

Davis Brake-Beam Struts.

Davis Solid Truss Brake-Beam.
the separate
the abutting
surfaces of the tension and compression members, or in time break.
To overcome these objections many types of rolled section brakebeams and one-piece pressed steel shapes have been designed. Such

some length of service the connections of
members become loosened due to abrasion between

that after

of the above three.
The beam tested weighed 94% lbs. and was
tested to a load of 42,000 lbs. without breaking.
The deflection at
7,500 lbs. was .040 in. and the set .005 in. or .035 "net.
At 15,000 lbs.
the beam had a deflection of .086 in. and a set of .017 or .069 net.
Mr. Nathan H. Davis, inventor and designer of the beam, is.

Davis Brake-Shoe Heads.

Bar for Davis Solid Truss Brake-Beam and Finished Truss.

beams have a greater deflection under load per unil of weight than
the truss beam and their ultimate strength is reduced. The Davis
solid truss brake-beam is made in one piece, as its name implies,
and has greater strength than a built up trussed beam of similar
weight. The section from which the beams arc made is lolled .'mil
was designed with special reference to making this particular brake
beam. It allows the maximum amount of metal in the compres
sion member to lie nearest the tension member and al the same
time provides a section in Hie compression member besl suited to
resist buckling strains.
One of the Illustrations shows
section of
the bars as rolled.
;i

111:
The i-iisk is made by a special process which consists of
the bulb loose from the tee section for a part of lis length and
leaving 11 uncut at each end. The tee section, which forms the
compression meiiilier, is then shortened by upsetting or compressing
lengthwise. This shortening causes the round Bectlon, the tension
ipressii
em!'
member, which ha
lieen severed
I'rnin
II11
During the process of
to move outward, forming the truss rod.
upsetting the compression member, the tension member, or tru
I

.

1

1

1

1

also the inventor and designer ol all of the machinery used In its
making. The beams ale made by the Davis Pressed Sleel Company.

Wilmington,

Del.

Improved Round House
u\

The

.1.

c.

si

1

\i;i

Facilities.

.

General Manager, Brie Rftlli
present day large locomotive, with

ill

the

pans

in.

and weight, ami therefore more difficult to handle, having
LB
ol engines In servlc<
e capacity of two and one hair times thai
years ago, carrying almost twice the ameinil of Steam pressure
ami doing more than twice tin- amounl of worV requires fully
the old locomo
twice as much care and attention ai terminal) a
tive did. and yet, it is evident, from an examination of the av<
n the game
round house and engine terminal thai it" ' B8 mil
percentage ol efforl expended In the development of facilities tor
in

size

I

the 'are of the
11

Is

no

modern

uncommon

large engine.
sight on man;
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in cinder pits shoveling cinders from the pits
to the ground, and from the ground to the top
of a coal car; to find a shallow cinder pii with
:i
capacity of one engine, where the capacity,

based on the number of engines handled,
should be three or four. It is not uncommon
to see a turntable about the same length, or
six to eight inches longer than the wheel base
II
of the engines (hat are obliged to use it.
is not uncommon to see round houses with
engines inside so large as to render it impossible to close the doors, and it is very common
to find engine houses so short that, after an
engine has been put in and the doors closed,
it is impossible to move material or do any
work at the front end of the engine. The
houses are dark, ventilation poor, badly lighted,
pits heated by radiating pipes with many
leaky joints, two or three inches of water in
each pit from lack of proper drainage, and,
at times, heated with open stoves with a stovepipe perhaps six or eight feet long and the
houses filled with gas.
Based on the importance of transportation
facilities at a time when the maximum power
is required, particularly in Winter and when
the cold weather conditions produce the greatest harm to the power and reduce its capacity

Locomotive Crane Loading Tender from Coal Cars.

Scale of Fee'?.

10-Stall

Round House and Engine Terminal

at

Hammond,

Ind.

— Erie

Railroad.

to the greatest extent, all of the possibilities
just mentioned are emphasized and their detri-

mental effect is fully developed, with the result that, at a period when transportation is

most important, yards

will be filled with cars,
approaching a-ains unable to get in yards,
engines attached to them held out, no room
in yards because engines cannot he made ready
to take trains out, and a complete demoralization is effected by inadequate roundhouse facilities, poor methods of repairing power ami
an expensive organization that is not able to
effect the results desired.

With

these problems and the neimprovement apparent, the
Erie Railroad has adopted a standard division
terminal, and, during the past year, has established 168 round house stalls, locating them
in units of from 8 to 25 at various terminals.
All of the difficulties that have presented
themselves in caring for and turning engines
were carefully considered and an effort made
to install facilities that would overcome these
difficulties, and, at the same time, do it by the
all

of

cessity for their

most economic methods.
The features of improvement that were
considered in the standard round house design
are Illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

Locomotive Crane Loading Ashes into Cars.

Junk
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Section B-B.

Section of Drop

K"

Pit.

Section of Truck Pit.

Plan and Details of Engine House and Drop Pits.
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^^

Roof Plan.
Part Plan and Cross-Section of
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which show the
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house recently built
brief explanation will

10-stall

hid.

A

?*6 o.a».
H.flbo/A

be made under each heading.
Cinder I'il.— The pit is built of concrete,
supporting a cast iron column which, In turn,
supports a box girder upon which the rail is
fastened. The slope of the pit is sufficient to
drop the Cinders into the receiving pit. The
cast iron column is intended to resist the
The pit is deaction of the hot cinders.
signed with a drainage pipe, with a valve
attached which can be closed, thus retaining
the water in the pit to cool cinders, and, at
times, avoid unnecessary waste of water. The
length of the pit is governed by the number
of engines handled at each particular terminal; it can be made any length necessary.
The capacity of the cinder pit is usually sufficient to carry at least two days' accumulation of cinders.

—

r

Coal Pit.
l he coal pit is made of concrete and of very similar design to the cinder
pit, with the exception of the cast iron columns, which are necessary, as the concrete
can be carried up to the base of the girder.
The coal pit can be made any size necessary,
the controlling feature being the carrying of
at least 24 hours' supply of coal, so that a
night force is not required to dump coal. Us
location should be about opposite the cinder
pit, so that the locomotive crane, which will
operate between the cinder pit and the coal
pit, can perform the dual part of loading coal
on engines as well as loading cinders into

empty

cars.

Through

Section

Pear

Section

Walt.

of Doors.

Details of Doors and

Windows

Engine House.

in

—

A locomotive crane of 10 or 15 tons' capac- proper dimensions. It is quite easy to balance any type of engine
care for a monthly consumption of 8,000 tons of regardless of the load on the tender, and it cannot be done with a
coal and the usual amount of cinders produced by the engines that table any smaller in size.
are coaled at the station. The advantage of the locomotive crane
Hound House. In designing the round house, three important
as against other mechanical appliances, or trestle work, are many, features were considered:
First, the elimination of snow and ice
It is a machine that is simple in its maintenance and can easily be in the inside of the circle, which so frequently obstructs the opencared for by the forces employed at the round house terminal. As ing and closing of doors and consequently affects the temperature
the machine is metal, it obviates the maintaining of a wooden of the interior. Second, the elimination of girders of any descripLocomotive Crane.

ity

will easily

—

—
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SecHcn
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f Coal

Section of ash

Pit.

<4-B.

Pit.

H

C.I.

Pedestals
30"crrs.

Cross Sec/ion

Through

Inspect/on Pit.

Section C-D.

Plan and Sections of Coal and Ash
trestle, consequent repair work by carpenters
and mechanics other than machine workers,

the expense and danger of pushing cars up
a steep grade and bringing them down again
and insurance on an expensive structure that
is liable to burn down.
The locomotive crane
is also used to unload sand from open cars
through the roof of the sand house, thus
eliminating any excessive labor charge for
the handling of sand.
It is also used to
gather up refuse material which accumulates
in the yard adjacent to the round house.
Turntable. The standard turntable adopted is 80 ft. long. The total length from "Kf,
drawbar to front of pilot of the longest pas
senger engine in service on the Erie Railroad
is 7C ft. 4 in., and it has been found by actual
use thai an suit, turntable is of about the

Pits.
.

p.

r——

3 2o

JP/i/ asbestos or

ready ffoolina

—

Longitudinal Section.

Cross

Through

Oil

House.

fr—£f—M
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strated that on several occasions when the
thermometer was below zero, a very comfortable temperature was maintained in round
houses so equipped. Two standard drop pits
were installed in each house, one for truck
wheels and one for drivers. The standard
length established for each round house was
95 ft. This length makes it possible to detach an engine from the tender, separate
them and do work indoors in winter that
otherwise could not be done without detaching the tank and moving it outside the house.
The peculiar construction of the houses
the greatest height of the roof being to-

—

—

made it necessary
circle
This
to construct a very high smoke jack.
jack was made 12 ft. wide at the base, so
that the smoke would be taken out of the

wards the inner

house without making it necessary to spot
an engine at any particular place. An engine can be moved a distance of 12 ft., to do
work on it, and, at the same time, the gas
and smoke can be carried out of the house.

An

ventilator

additional

is

placed

in

the

house which takes care of steam that might
be produced from pop valves. Actual experience has demonstrated that the method of

Standard Smoke Jack.
tion in the interior of the house. Third, a sufficient amount of
light to permit of proper work being done on engines.
To accomplish the first aim the roof was sloped from the center
to the outside, so as to carry the water away from the circle instead of towards it. All previous experiments with troughs or
other devices for caring for the water, when the roof sloped towards the circle, have been found ineffective. The detail drawings
show how the second and third considerations were carried out.
The annoyance of leaky radiating pipes in pits, or in any portion
of the round house, was eliminated by adopting the hot air system
with openings leading to the pits to concentrate the heat for thawing out engines. Actual results during this last winter have demon-

ventilation is entirely satisfactory and that
houses are free from smoke and gas.
The round house pits are all of concrete, in which a small square tie is imbedded
to spike the rail to; good drainage is also
provided. Floors of round houses are filled
with cinders to within five inches of the permanent level, then five
inches of limestone screenings wetted down and rolled.

Machine Shop.

—The

standard machine shop was designed and

so located as to connect directly with the round house at a central
or convenient point, so that the material can be transported back
and forth without undue loss of time. In each shop, a standard
set of tools has been installed.

Sand Spout and Valve.

The
for the

boiler house, store house and office
round house foreman are simple, In-

expensive buildings suitable for the purposes
intended.

The sand house

is

so located as to

make

locomotive crane to unsand is dried and ton vd
a tank and is dropped
the engines bj gravltj
The foregoing cites the most Impi

possible for the
load the sand. The
by air pressure to
10m the tank to
it

1

There are
features that were considered,
have
of other Improvements that
uch as con
been worked out to advantage,
venienl locations tor water cranes, steam
and water pipes In round houses located
head, Injectors for washing out boilers and
other details, it is believed thai these round
.1

number

ii

a

"Br— "&

a

Improi

e

will

<<<

I

locomotives now in
he [ncre
mission, and the Increased labor thereon than
:

1

Long/tudina/ Sect/on

and Par f

Side £/trcrt/'on.

Standard Sand House.

meet more aearl;'

the general requirements tor round house
terminals, particularly la bad weather
anj thing heretofore In use on the
road; and it is also believed that the liberal
in of dimensions will more nearly approach

anythlr

1

1

—
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\
the Instruction required that the principal and best features
existing couplers shall be embodied In the design the committee
tvai
to work out, the position taken by the manufacturers blocked
any possible action that could be taken by the committee.

ei

The committee reports oi the tfastei Cai Builders' Association
We
are, with one or two notable exceptions, quite short, this year
have given considerable space to the excellent reporl on brake beam
and have made an abstract of such of the others .is are importanl tor
record.

ARBITRATION C0MM1 nil.
In
current fiscal year but L2 cases, Nos. 692-70
This
elusive, nave been submitted to the commission for decision,
is the smallest number of eases that have been arbitrated in many
years and is a good indication that Rules of Interchange in their
present shape are fair y satisfactory to the railroads of the country.
n
As in previous years the report includes the committee's r<
mendations regarding proposed changes in the Rules for Inter-

During

the

change. The principal changes of which the committee approves
or suggests the appointment of other committees to investigate are
as follows: Appointment of committee to consider proposed increase
Appointment of comin allowable variation of height of couplers.
mittee to formulate combinations of defects denoting unfair usage

Methods

for steel cars.

of splicing sills for steel

and wooden cars

cents a
Increasing the price allowed for lumber from 3 cents to 3
Appointment of committee to consider additional prices for
foot.
labor and material not now covered by Rule 106.
The report is signed by J. J. Hennessey. P. H. Peck. E. D.
Bronner, T. W. Demarest, F. H. Clark.
1

,

COMPOSITE DESIGN OF COUPLER.

The

special committee appointed by the Waster Car

Builders'

Association to confer with the standing committee on Tests of
M. C. B. Couplers to consider the question of a composite design of
coupler, held a meeting in New York City, December 11. 1905, and
begs to submit the following report:
The duties of the special committee, outlined in the report of
the standing committee on Tests of M. C. B. Couplers, June, 1905.
read as follows:
"That the coupler committee be empowered to act in conjunction with the specially appointed committee (in which should be
included representatives of the manufacturers) to early decide upon
a composite design of coupler which shall contain, as far as possible,
the desirable features of the best couplers as now designed, and that
all patent rights involved be waived and all manufacturers be permitted to manufacture the composite coupler as adopted."
The special committee is unanimous in its opinion on this subject, and after a thorough discussion of every phase of the subject
that could be thought of it was decided that the instructions could
not be carried out and were impracticable at this time.
It developed that of all the couplers currently bought and used
in the United States to-day probably 90 per cent, were made by
manufacturers who were represented on the committee.
It was agreed that only three or four of the couplers made (all
of which were represented on said committee) complied reasonably
well with the Interstate Commerce Safety Appliance Act; that none
of the manufacturers were willing to give up their patent rights
and surrender them to the association. The reasons given by their
side

were principally two-fold:
First, That we were asking them

surrender a considerable
trade, whereby they control
to

and valuable portion of their stock in
the manufacture of the couplers for their own benefit.
Second, That if the manufacture of couplers were thrown open
to any steel foundry or any malleable iron foundry there would be
no possible way in which the manufacture of inferior couplers, by
any and evi y manufacturer, to the detriment of the standard
manufacturers, could be prevented, the presence of which in the
cars of the country would entail great cost on the railroads, and be
unfair to those who wished to purchase an efficient coupler complyi

ing with the specifications.
It was the consensus of opinion of the railroad representatives
that it would be entirely unfair and not in accordance with business
ethics to ask the manufacturers to surrender their rights without
compensation, and that the Master Car Builders' Association is not
a body which can properly acquire rights of this character and sell
them or give them to manufacturers, without rendering itself liable
to charges of unfair discrimination.
And further, that the adoption of such a standard as was proposed by the Instructions would si up and impede progress in the
coupler business, unless this work were undertaken by the association, through the agency of the standing committee at the expense
of the association; whereas now all reputable manufacturers spend
considerable money yearly in developing and perfecting the couplers
presented to railroad companies, thus meeting the increased demands of service without cost to the user.
It
was agreed that it was a probable impossibility that any
coupler could be designed which did not embody infringements on
exist Ing valid

patent

s.

As it seemed that the principal reason for the appointment of
committee was the trouble experienced by railroad companies
to-day in keeping a Stock of, and making repairs to, the very large
number of patterns of couplers, and that this was the principal and
real reason for the desired action, and as it was agreed that the

this

couplers

existing

of

many

patterns

could

not

be arbitrarily

ex-

punged from the cars, but would have to wear themselves out, it
would be impossible, even If a standard coupler could be adopted
to-day. to do more than gradually reduce the many patterns of

now

eoii]ders

in existeni e

was admitted and agreed that if we only had three or four
kind- oi couplers there would be no cause for complaint under this
heading, and that
tin r action would not be needed.
was shown, that for the reasons first mentioned the purchase of couiders had practically narrowed itself down to three or
four makes, in this country, and the elimination of the many different patterns of couplers was already in progress, and that as the
old couplers disappeared, renewals til! being made by couplers of
three or four makes, the principal source of annoyance now existing
would be eliminated.
It
was agreed that the second recommendation of the standing
committee on Tests of M. C. B. Couplers, in its report to the M. C. B.
Association in June. 1905, which was "That the present policy of
the association be followed out: that is, that the gradual improvement of the M. C. B. standard coupler and the elimination of poorly
designed and weak couplers be carried on as at present by making
the requirements to be met by the M. C. B. coupler more and more
rigid, thus compelling a higher degree of efficiency, and closely prescribing the limits for the future within which designers may work,
while at the same time in no way preventing beneficial competition"
and which recommendation was not acted on by the convention
is far the best, and, in fact, the only plan which the association
can fol'ow; that is, to have standard requirements for couplers and
narrow these requirements down so as to limit the number of couplers which can successfully fulfil such requirements, and in this way
drive out of the field inferior makes and multiplicity of patterns,
leaving the field open for reasonable and honorable competition and
It

i

1

ii

—

development.
This committee strongly recommends that in the future no
couplers be purchased by railroad companies unless they meet the
requirements of the Master Car Builders' Association and the recommendation of the standing committee on Tests of M. C. B. Couplers,
as in this way the elimination of all couplers which do not fulfil
the requirements would soon be effected.
The report is signed by F. W. Brazier, R. P. C. Sanderson, A.
Stewart. T..S. Lloyd, C. B. Fuller, J. T. Chamberlain, for the M. C.
B. Association, and H. C. Buhoup. the Janney Coupler Co.; Samuel
Lewis Smith. Nat'l Mall. Castings Co.; S. P. Bush. Buckeye Steel
Castings Co.: W. L. Jacoby. Latrobe Steel Coupler Co.; F. P. Huntley. Gould Coupler Co., for the coupler manufacturers.

AUTOMATIC CONNECTOBS.
This committee was appointed to prepare standard dimensions
for automatic couplings for steam heat, air brake and air signal,
also to fix the relative locations and dimensions of the different
parts so that as cars are equipped from time to time with such
automatic couplings, the various makes will be interchangeable, one
with another.
It is recommended that these devices be called connectors, instead of couplings, so that they may be distinguished the more
readily from the drawbar device. This report will refer to thsm
as automatic connectors.
Of the automatic connectors now in use, there are two general
types, the important difference and the one which must be reconciled before the instructions to the committee can be carried out is
the line on which two engaging connectors are parted. In the one
type the parting is on a line at right angles to the center line of
track: these make a butt joint and may be refered to as butting
connectors. The other type is parted on a line parallel with the
center line of track; this may be referred to as the lapping connector.
It would be impossible to couple one type directly to the

other.

The lapping type is made by one company and in their opinion
would prevent others from making a connector simiThe butting connector is made by at least four com-

their patents
larly parted.

panies and the interchangeability of the four butting connectors can
be readily accomplished. There are some of both types in service.
The committee thinks that under the circumstances it is not
warranted in recommending either type as standard, but because of
the patent situation it favors the butting connector. If these views
mei
with the approval of the as-ociation it is recommended that
t

Junk
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the present committee be continued, or a new committee be appointed and requested to follow out, with respect to the butting connector, the instructions quoted in the first paragraph of this report.
The committee recommends further that the railroads discourage the use of automatic connectors until the manufacturers make
arrangements by which any company may make a connector which
will couple with the connector made by any other company.
The report is signed by P. M. Whyte, C. E. Puller, F. H. Clark,

George W. Smith.
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on their diameters. It is not thought that shippers
or others will be seriously inconvenienced by this change, and, on
the contrary, the benefits to the railroads will be considerable.
The table entitled "Limits of Axles Based on Maximum Weight
of Car" shows the present nominal capacity, the designation of each
of the M. C. B. standard axles, and the load each was designed for.
To this latter weight may be added the weight of wheels and axle,
in order to arrive at the permissible weight per axle at the rail, as
given in the fifth column. This permissible weight multiplied by
4 gives the total permissible weight at the rail for a car with four
ing, of course,

and column 7 gives, in round numbers, the proposed maxiweight as recommended by your committee.
The table entitled "Comparison of Axle Diameters" shows the
proposed limits as compared with those of Rule 23. It will be noted
that for cars of nominal capacity of 100,000 pounds and 80,000
pounds, the only change is in the center of
axle "C," which should be increased Vio 0I
COMPARISON OF AXLE DIAMETERS.
an inch. For 70,000-lb capacity cars it is
proposed to increase the limits for all diamLimiting Diameters.
eters of the axle. For cars of 60,000, 50,000,
Load for
Nominal
Center,
Axles in
Journal
Wheel Seal.
40,000 and 30,000 lbs. capacity, the limiting
Capacity
Pounds.
diameter for wheel seat and center would
Proposed.
Rule 21
Proposed
Proposed.
Rule 23.
Rule S3.
have to be increased. For cars of 20,000 lbs.
5"
5»
6j"
6}"
Sj"
100,000
D
38,000
5i"
capacity the limiting diameter of center
4»*
4,"
5!"
61"
6}'
31,000
80,000
C
5 A"
4"
6"
41"
5}"
58"
only should he increased.
70,000
26,000
c
4J"
4,'"
5"
3}'
5}"
22,000
3|*
B
It should be understood, in the plan pro4>"
3»"
5}"
50,000
B
18,000
3J"
4f
41"
posed, that the limiting diameters as now
4j"
4."
3}»
31"
A
1.5,000
3J"
3"
3"
34"
41"
30 000
A
13,000
H"
4f
given in Rule 23 would hold good for all
3»"
3j"
41"
2j"
2j"
41"
20,000
A
10,000
cars having capacity marks, but that where
the marking on cars is changed to show light
LIMITS FOR AXLES BASED ON MAXIMUM WEIGHT OF CAR
weight and maximum weight the proposed
limits, as shown in the table mentioned,
Limiting Dimension,.
Proposed
would hold good. It is naturally assumed
AjIc.
Permissible
Maximum
Permissible
Weight of
Nom. Cap.
Weights of
Center.
Weight of
Journal.
Wheel Seat.
that cars having the older designs of axles
Axle and
Weights per
ol Car.
Car
and
Lading
Car
and
Wheels.
Axle at Rail.
Lbs.
at Rail.
Lading at
will continue to have capacity marks up to
DesignaLoad.
CalcuCalcuRail
Proposed.
Calculated Proposed.
Proposed.
tion.
lated.
Lbs.
lated.
the time when the axles under them may
be changed to the standard axles, at which
100,000
D
40,200
160,800
161,000
4.75
6.70
5.73
38,000
2,200
6!
5!
'4
80,000
5.32
C
31,000
32,925
131,700
132,000
4.32
6.21
1,925
61
5*
time the capacity marks would be removed
70,000
112,000
5.03
C
26,000
1,925
27,925
111,700
4.15
5.89
6
51
41
and the maximum weight substituted.
60,000
B
95,000
4.67
22,000
1,675
23,675
94,700
3.71
5.48
51
a
3J
50,000
B
19,675
79,000
3.43
3»
5.22
4.51
18.000
1,675
78,700
51
a
Assuming that the plan above described
40,000
4.09
A
15,000
1,450
16,450
65,800
66,000
4.80
3.10
41
31
4i
meets with the approval of the association,
30,000
3.90
A
13,000
14,450
57,800
58,000
2.97
3
4.58
1,450
41
4}
20,000
2.72
4.19
3.57
A
10,000
1,450
11,450
45,800
46,000
41
it would appear necessary to make modifica2}
3}
tions in both Rules 23 and 74, and the recon account of defective wheels or axle, and providing that axles ommendation of the committee is that they should be changed to
should be not less than the limits stated in the recommendations, read as follows:
and proposing that, instead of basing the limiting diameters of axles
"Rule 74. When second-hand axles are applied under conditions
on the capacity of cars, they should be based upon the light weight which make them chargeable to the owners, the diameters of the
added to the capacity and plus 10 per cent, of the capacity, calling wheel seats and center must not be less than, and the diametr of
the total weight on the rails thus obtained the maximum weight.
tne journal must be % inch greater than the limiting diameters
The limits for axle diameters given in Rule 23 should be under- given in Rule 23. If cars are marked with the word 'Capacity.' the
stood as interchange limits.
Modifications in these limits have first set of limits must be followed. If cars are marked '.Maximum
been discussed at various times, but it must be remembered that Weight,' the second set of limits must be followed."
"Rule 23. Axles less than the following prescribed limits:
the substitution of M. C. B. standard axles for those of older designs
necessarily takes time, and the committee is satisfied, from informaFor Cars Marked with "Cap u it 11."
For Gars Ma rfted " M
in
in Weight."
tion which it has obtained, that if the present limits in Rule 23 Capacity
Wheel
Maximum
Wheel
hi
'.'l,i,
ca
seal.
Journal.
seat.
weight.
Center.
Journal.
were increased at this time it would bring serious hardship upon a
inn,
in.
5
K in.
in.
6?4 In.
161,000
number of railroads and result in the stopping, at interchange
•
•
4'.,
1,
11,
II',
80,000
132,000
711,(11111
1",
"
!',
points, of cars that still have axles of the older designs.
5% "
t% •
.-,!..
"
l\ "
60,000
3% •" E
95,
si
It would, therefore, seem unwise, at this time, in view of the
:;t.,
•-'.
«% "
50,000
I's
"
79,000
"
.".',
,
"
::>,
10,000
t%
under
the
66,000
fact that there is no serious difficulty in moving cars
c,
30,000
l'„ "
58,
3
I* "
present limits, to change them, especially in view of the general
„
:;i, •
20,000
I't "
',
"
2% "
16,000
345
effort being made to substitute the M. C. B. standard axles for those
"All cars to have their light weight and capacity or their light
of the older designs, as far as operating conditions will permit.
The committee, however, cannot refrain from urging all members wei'ght and maximum weight stenciled on them."
The report is signed by E. D. Nelson, .1. 11. Manning, C D
of the association to continue their efforts in Ibis direction, in order
AXI.E LIMITS.
report to the convention of 1905, the Arbitration Committee, in connection with Rule 23 of the Rules of Interchange, refers
to a suggestion made by two of the railroad clubs and by two railroad officers, in regard to the replacing of axles under foreign cars

In

its

axles,

mum

Ajcle-
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that axles of the earlier design
practical date.

may

be eliminated

at

the earliesi

There seems to be good reason, however, why the general sus
gestion made to the Arbitration Committee, in L905, should be the
subject of discussion and recommendation.
The load carried on the axles is made up of the light weigh! oi
the car and iijc weight of tint hiding, from which would properly be
deducted the weight of wheels and axles, as the weight of these Is
transmitted to the Journals. The standard axles arc designed
A com
carry stated lends, and not for cars of stated capacity,
paratively light car body carried by axles of designated size in en
titled to n larger weight of lading when the capacity of a cur is
made the basis of axle diameters, regardless of the weight of thi
body, comparatively lighi cars are uol carrying as much lading as
they should; and, further, thai axles are, In Bome cases, overloaded
where the car body is excessive in weight and the marked capacltj
is nut reduced accordingly.
The committee, therefore, proposes thai the present method of
marking cars be changed and thai all cars ultimately should be
stenciled with light weight and maximum weight.
The former is.
course, the present light weight as used on all tars.
The latter
is the limiting weight that should be carried 00 tour axles, depend

not
in

•

it

Pettis.

II It. II

SPEED BR IKES.

The committee, appointed to look into the question recommended practice for high-speed, foundation brake gear for passer
equipment curs, finds that the gear tor tour-wheel trucks Is ss
factory.
There are Borne small changes in the gear for six-wheel
trucks which should be made before it is passed to \i. C it. Standard.
The objects to be accomplished bj these changes are: Means
tor taking up by hand the slack, which accumulates from brake
shtic and tire wear, more quickly and In smaller Increments
is now possible.
The committee has in service an an
accomplishing theBe results, but the Information so far collected is
loni cot
sufficient to warrant making definite rect
the six wheel truck.
The committee asks for another yeai in »
to omplete its Invest Igat loni
The report is signed bj P \t Gilbert, C. B Young \i Dunn,
Hennessey.
'
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STAKl
to Investigate and re
stake pockets, made m

The committee, having beeu Instructed
port on a standard location tor temporary
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Inquiries, but

with

was mentioned

last

little

year

success or encouragement. This question
In connection with the size of temporary

Vol. XI... No. 24.

spond with the present Interchange Rules, in case of a modiflcatlon of the Interchange Rules to include maximum weight of loaded
car as a basis for axle limits, such rules should supersede the axle
requirements here given.)
Eai li car must be equipped with air brakes of a capacity equal
to 70 per cent, of the light weight of car, and at least one hand
brake operating brakes on both trucks.
Each end of car must be provided with the necessary steps,
grab irons, etc., to comply with the requirements of the M. C. B.
Association.
Each tank car must be provided with adequate side
hand railing. This may be either as shown on Sheet No. 19 of the
M. C. B. Association, or by adequately securing it to the tank itself,
but must be so placed as to be readily within reach of trainmen.
Where from the construction of a car, a side hand railing is Inadmissible, the construe (ion involving an overhead running board and
high brake staff, each end of car must be provided with such lad-

ket was
The size for the
.-take pockets, then under discussion.
by 5-in.
quickly disposed of by a motion made to the effect thai a
pocket for flat cars and gondola cars with sides less than ::n in. high.
in.
or gondola cars with sides 30 in. high or
and a 4 by
This question was put
ecomm
ed practice.
over, be considei
to letter ballot and adopted.
The establishment of a uniform location for temporary ballot
stake poi ket grew out of a suggestion on the part of the pipe manufacturers, they alluding to the apparent wisdom of uniformly spacing
the pockets if practicable, so as to accommodate at least the more
common or stock lengths; and this also seemed reasonable from the
standpoint of the lumbermen.
Ordinarily the temporary stake pockets are spaced uniformly
between the permanent stakes, their distance from center to center
varying but little from the dimensions indicated on cut shown herewith. Again, the
temporary stake pockets are spaced midway
between alternate permanent stakes, while
others are located without apparent reference to the position of the permanent stakes;
the distance between centers being as much
as 7 ft. 4Yi in., and perhaps higher. Tnis,
of course, is considerably in excess of what
would give us three stakes for material 18 ft.
long, which is one of the requirements of
the rules for loading long material.
The
Temporary Stake Pockctetobe placed an owt6.de wl kn width
same may also be said of the pockets placed
Over pockets will net exceed eta oronte limits, other use to be
placed on ms.de, of cor
on the inside of steel cars, there being no
Chze ot Temporary Stake Pockets
apparent uniformity in their location. This.
Recommended Practice
no doubt, has been done by the car owners
-*» Stake Pockets for Gondola Car- with^O'htah ond above
"
'
•»•*
"
leas than 30'hio.h
flatond"
upon the assumption that such spacing is
•quite sufficient for the traffic they expect to
Longitudinal Spacing for Temporary Side Stake Pockets on Gondola Cars.
handle.
The committee did not hope to be able to recommend a standard ders as will comply with the requirements of the M. C. B. Associalocation for temporary stake pockets or even a location for a recom- tion.
mended practice; but, through the kindness of some of the pipe
After September 1, 1906, there shall be a push-pole pocket at
manufacturers who have manifested a particular interest in this each corner of the car. Where from the construction of the car,
work, have been able to secure a suggestion that would seem to at the push-pole pockets cannot well be placed on the body, they may
least satisfy that class of traffic, and incidentally would accommo- be applied to the trucks, placed above the end journal boxes.
date lumber shipments except loads handled on twin and triple cars,
Tanks must be secured from turning on the underframes,
where it is required they be spaced, from center to center, not less either by center anchors riveted to the tank and underframe, or
than 2 ft. nor more than 3 ft.
by means of dome yokes, and must also be secured to underframe
in., as referred to in Rule 48 (Rules
for Loading Long Materials).
The latter, however, is somewhat by means of tank straps, two for tanks not more than 76 in. in
special and refers to a shipment usually handled on flat cars where diameter, and four for tanks of greater diameter.
The sectional
the stake pockets are but seldom in excess of that measurement.
area of dome yokes and tank bands must at no place be less than
The cut herewith shows the longitudinal spacing for temporary
Cars having no underframe, with tanks securely riveted
4 sq. in.
side stake pockets, which, as above mentioned, would seem to con- to body bolsters, do not require dome yokes or tank bands.
veniently accommodate the general run of short lumber and pipe
Tanks must be carefully inspected and tested with cold water
shipments handled in gondola cars.
pressure at least once in five years. The test for new tanks should
The report is signed by A. Kearney, C. E. Fuller, A. Stewart, be at 60 lbs. per sq. in., and for old tanks at 40 lbs. per sq. in.,
F. H. Clark, T. H. Curtis, J. S. Lentz, W. F. Keisel, Jr.. L. H. Turner.
which they must stand without serious leak or evidence of distress.
This inspection and test must be made by the tank car owners, and
Tanks, when tested,
all tanks must be so tested by January 1, 1908.
TANK CARS.
must be stenciled with date and place where test was made, and by
The Executive Committee on February 12. 1906, reappointed the whom, as follows:
former committee on Tank Cars, with a request that revised specifiTested (Date)
cations be submitted for consideration as Recommended Practice.
Pressure (pounds per square inch
At ..Place)
The necessity for this has already been brought to the attention of
By (Name of firm)
railroads which have issued circulars on the subject of tank car
interchange, and the recommendations hereinafter submitted are
New steel or iron tanks must be designed for a bursting prestaken almost bodily from one of the railroad circulars, which circu- sure of not less than 240 lbs. per sq. in.
lar was issued after joint conference of a number of roads issuing
Application of Safety Valves.
similar circulars, namely:
1

I

i

;!

i

Requirements for Tank Cars.

Tank
must

cars offered for movement over the lines of this company
conform to the following general and detail specifications:

General Specifications.

Tank

cars which bear evidence of damage from fire must be
withdrawn from transportation service.
Each truck must have a strength equal to or greater than the
strength of the axles used. Table following specifies the maximum
weight of loaded car which can be used with various designs of
axles:

Mln

,

Journal
diameter,
:p, In.

mum
I

.,

Diameter at

ilameter

of wheel in
l

„

.,;..,

center.
3 7; in.

in

4',i

-

5

—

Of

1

1

c

4%

5%

"

r,',

"

6$

"

1%

weight

lollll.lt .Ml'.

GG.000 lbs.
76,000 "
96,000 "

••

:i

4

Maximum

"
"
i

in;. iioo

132,000
r.

;

s

it;

i.ooo

"
"
"

*

ote.
The above ratinf for axles is based on maximum
•weight of loaded car, because of the wide variation in specific gravity of loads carried and on account of the impossibility of determining the weight of the load by inspection. The dimensions corre;

All tanks carrying volatile or inflammable material, such as
crude petroleum, fuel oil, benzine, naphtha, kerosene, illuminating
oils, petroleum products, turpentine, etc., must be equipped with
5-in. safety valves of the recommended design; one valve for a
capacity of 6,500 gallons or less, and two valves for a capacity of
more than 6,500 gallons. Where tank cars carrying such products
are subdivided into compartments, each compartment must be provided with a safety valve. Where only one valve is used, it must
be set to open at a pressure of 8 lbs. per sq. in.; where two valves
are used, only one must be set to open at a pressure of S lbs. per
sq. in., and the other at 12 lbs. per sq. in.
Tank cars carrying volatile, non-inflammable products, such as
gas liquor, ammonia liquor, etc., where the prevention of evaporation is essential, may be provided with vents depending on frangible
lead discs for safety, which vents shall be of recommended design,
the discs to be of a thickness that shall insure rupture at pressure
not higher than 25 lbs. per sq. in.
In the case of coal tar, where from the nature of the product

absolute tightness is desired, either the frangible lead disc or the
5-in. safety valve will be accepted, or, if the shippers so elect, an
open vent may be used.
Tank cars carrying non-inflammable or non-volatile material.

—
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riveted.
The sectional area of the additional metal in bottom of
tank shell must be' at least 20 sq. in.
Particular attention must be given to the longitudinal anchorage of the tank, which must be thoroughly substantial, to prevent

such as sulphuric acid, vinegar, linseed oil, cottonseed oil, lard oil,
tannery products, glucose, molasses, calcium chloride, caustic soda, silicate of soda, etc., need not be provided with 5-in. safetyvalves, but each tank should have a small open vent or valve.

fish oil.

end

Old Tank Cars Having Wooden Underframes.

Tank

covers must be made of either cast or pressed
malleable iron.
With the view of complying with the above-mentioned construction, the Pennsylvania Railroad Company has had patented the
design shown in cut H on page 323 of the 1903 M. C. B. Proceedings
and then assigned to the P. R. R. Company. The opinion of the
Eastern Railroad -Association on the design in question was ascertained in order to see whether such car could be constructed anywhere without liability of patent infringement. The Pennsylvania
Railroad has therefore thrown open to the public the right to use
this design, so that it may be followed anywhere without liability
to claims for royalty or infringement.
Within the past year or two there has been considerable fricThis is becoming
tion due to enforcing the tank car requirements.
materially less, and the committee believes that if these requirements are generally enforced, it will require but a comparatively
short time to adapt thereto the few cars now remaining to be
brought up to the requirements.
The report is signed by A. W. Gibbs, C. M. Bloxham. Robert

cars having

steel or of

construction covered by the following detailed specifications:
If cars are not equipped with intermediate sills, the underframes must have two center sills, each not less than 5 in. wide by
If the car is
10 in. deep, spaced not more than 18 in. apart.
equipped with intermediate sills, the center sills should not be less

wide by

9 in. deep.
draft timbers are underneath the center sills, the space
between the center sills must be filled in with timbers not less in
depth than center sills, extending from end sill to center of nearest
cross-bearer or cross-timber, provided the latter is located not less
Center sills and filling timin. from center of bolster.
than 4 ft.
bers must be securely bolted together by means of %-in. bolts. On
cars having center or intermediate sills not less than 10 in. wide
by 10 in. deep, the filling timbers may be omitted.
End sills must not be less than 9 in. wide by 10 in. deep. End
sills 6 in. wide by 12 in. deep, reinforced with buffer blocks not less
than 6 in. wide by 10 in. deep and of sufficient length to overlap
center sills, will be accepted as a substitute for the 9 by 10-in. end
5 in.

Where

Gunn.
SUBJECTS.

sills.

The committee recommends for noon-hour discussions, Conven-

Draft timbers secured to inside of center sills and extending to
cross-timber, will be accepted as a substitute for
Where center sills are 9 in. wide
filling timbers referred to above.
by 10 in. deep in section or over, and draft timbers are placed between same, they need not extend farther back than body bolster,
provided they are adequately secured to center sills by means of
seven %-in. bolts or their equivalent, and butt against body bolster.
Draft timbers located underneath the center sills must not be less
than 4 in. wide by 8 in. deep, and each draft timber must be held to
end sills and center sill by means of seven or more %-in. bolts.
Draft timbers extending beyond bolster must be secured to center
sills by additional bolts.
The draft gear and draft attachments must be at least as strong
(Not shown.)
as the recommended design.
In all cases, tail yokes must be used; and tail bolts, tail straps
or American continuous draft gear will not be accepted. Tail yokes
as per M. C. B. standard, or attachments of equal strength, are ac-

tion of 1006:

cross-bearer or

—

Circumferential variation allowable in mating wheels. To be
opened by Mr. George L. Fowler, Consulting Mechanical Engineer,
New York.
Piece work on freight car repairs. To be opened by Mr. Le
Grand Parish, Asst. Supt. M. P., L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, Ohio.
Should not the practice to hinge the running boards at the
ends, to uncover ice hatches on refrigerator cars, be abandoned?
To be opened by Mr. John S. Lentz, M. C. B., Lehigh Valley R. R.,
Packerton, Pa.
Should not the uncoupling chains on passenger equipment cars
be so arranged as to guard against the uncoupling of cars in transit
by passengers who may be on the platform? To be opened by Mr.
F. W. Chaffee, General Inspector, N. Y. C. & H. R., Albany. N. Y.
Advisability of splicing center sills on cars of 50,000 lbs.
capacity, or less, in order to perpetuate the cars for two or three
years longer with the least expense possible. To be opened by Mr.

—

—

—

ceptable.

Head blocks must not be

than 10 in. wide, unless reinforced
by metal plates, and of sufficient depth to extend at least 6 in. above
bottom of tank and may be made of two pieces bolted together and
bolted to underframe by means of not less than four %-in. vertical
bolts.
Head blocks must be cut out to suit curve of tank and, preferably, be supported at center by means of substantial casting
securely bolted to end and center sills. Where the construction
does not permit of this casting, then head blocks secured by stayrods 1% in. in diameter anchored to center sills, will be accepted.
Where stay-rods are but 1 in. in diameter the ends of head block
must be tied to corresponding ends of head block at the other end
of car by means of two rods not less than 1 in. in diameter with
l's-in. threaded ends, or two 1-in. rods passing diagonally through
head blocks towards bolster and secured to underframe, or straps
not less than % in. thick and 3 in. wide, passing over head blocks
and securely fastened to underframe, will be accepted.
Where tank cars are fitted with cast-iron dome heads and covers
not sufficiently strong to stand the necessary 40 lbs. hydraulic test,
they may be replaced by others of pressed steel or of malleable iron.
Tank heads less than '/10 i n thick, bearing evidence of damage
from impact with head blocks, should be reinforced at bottom by
means of steel plate shoes % in. hick, riveted to head and shell.
-

I

Tank Cars.
must be equipped with
shell.
The design must be

New;

framing or with reinforced

F. H. Clark, Supt. Rolling Stock, Pittsburg Coal Co., Coraopolis, Pa.

less

All tank cars built hereafter

steel under-

at least as

strong as that shown in cut II on page 323 of the 1903 M. C. B.
Proceedings.
New tank cars must conform In In- general specifications given
in the foregoing, in addition to the following detail specifications:
The center sill construction of the undorfrnino. between bolsters, must have a sectional area of at least
sq. in.
Each car must be equipped with steel body and truck bolsters,
steel couplers and a draft gear (preferably of the friction type) of
approved design, having a capacity Of at least 60,000 lbs. Tail bolls
or straps must not be used.
All longitudinal and bead seams must be double riveted,
Where
head blocks are not used, head seams need not be double riveted.
The construction of the car Ihronghoiil must be at least as
strong as the recommended design.
(Not Bhows
If the car has no underfn
the tank shell at bottom must be
at least % In, thick, and all circumferential scams must be double
I

shifting.

Dome heads and

wooden underframes, of railroad, foreign or
individual ownership, will be required to conform to the foregoing
general specifications, and, in addition, must be as strong as the

than

—

Methods of handling car scrap and usable material. To be
opened by Mr. R. F. McKenna, M. C. B., D. L. & W., Scranton, Pa.
Desirability of adjusting brake pressure to light and loaded
cars.
To be opened by Mr. George W. West, Supt. M. P.. N. Y. O. &
W. R. R., Middletown, N. Y.
Better fitting up of couplers, even to the point of machining.
or at least drilling, the pivot pin hole through coupler lugs and
knuckle, with knuckle in place and tail of knuckle forced against
lock and proper contour preserved under this condition. -To be
opened by Mr. F. W. Brazier, Supt. Rolling Stock, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
New York.

—

—

Subjects for

1

Commute

Investigation During the Year 1906-Jfin:

— Up-to-date passenger car
Second. — By introduction or use

First.

cleaning.
of the solid knuckle, would it
not be advisable to increase the limit of variation in height ol
couplers from 3 in. to 4 in., minimum height 31 in., maximum 35 in.
Third. The present brake head should be made so as to allow
the brake beam to hang horizontal as near as possible for eithei
inside or outside hung brakes, at the M. C. B. standards heights of
13 in. for inside and 14% in. for outside, and make a standard dis
tance between the face of the M. C. B. standard brake shoe and the
lull rum hole of the beam for live and dead lever.
Fourth.
Passenger car ventilation
Fifth—Wheels for ears of Inn,
lbs. capacity and the stri
to which they are subjected.
Sixth.
Best location and use of the conductor's brake valve
The report is signed by James Macbeth, W. E. Fowler, O. M
Slimson, R. P. C. Sanderson. 10. 10. Davis.

—

—
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The committee,
of the opinion

that

\\n

1

mi

i

vihh RS

on BOX i\» STOCK

IRS

I

after a careful consideration of the Question, Is
it
is inexpedient
for this association to recom

the exclusve use of either sldi oi end ladders.
We have not
heard of any serious accidents due to uncertainty On the pail of
1.1 Inmen
at
w e belli
to the location of laddei
aneral
practice to locate the rool grab irons parallel to the
Ide
nd of
ne car on which the ladder ma> be placed, and arc Of the opinion
thai this roof grab iron is a
llfflclerj
Hi
the location
of the ladder.
Wo recommend that the committee on Standards lie
t,.
Instructed to modify the m <• 1:
and rules covering the loca

mend

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

-

1

i
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(Mm

grab Irons to show the roof grab Irons parallel to the side or
the car on which the ladders are located, these grab irons to
dge of the
tl
be placed between (he limits of I- or I", In. fr

end

o!

ui

.11

,

The report is signed bj \V. E. Fowler, Joseph
Clark. T. H. Curtis, \Y. R. McKeen.
PRICES FOB REPAIRS T" Mill

I

10.

Buker,

F.

II.

Vol. XL.,

No

24.

ii
Is
eseary to remove a large number Of airbrake
order to insure die safety Of the trains.
lOven with this preiau
lion, on lines which are thoroughly equipped with testing plants,
sen. his accidents have occurred due to hiirsl hose.
The interchange of cars is so general that inferior hose applied,
where this matter is not considered, doee not give the roads propi
protection.
The relative freedom from damage due to hurst hose
should be the proper measure of efficiency of Inspection and qualitj

thai

'

in

i

IRS,

of hose.

response to a circular of Inquiry the committee received but
twelve replies, seven of which recommended that no change be
Iii

made in the present prices, three recommending licit changes
made and two, making no recommendations whatever.

be

After very thoroughly going into this matter, the committee
Minuends that Rule No. 106, of the 1905 Code of Rules, be changed
to read as follows:
"All rivets, 10 cents per rivet, which covers removal and replacing of rivets, including removing, fitting, punching or drilling
holes when applying patches or splices, and replacing damaged
parts, not to include straightening or repairing."
"Straightening or repairing parts removed from damaged car,
50 cents per 100 pounds."
"Straightening or repairing parts not removed from damaged
car; also any parts that require straightening, repairing or renewing, not included on rivet basis. 20 cents per hour."
"Credit for scrap material removed from cars constructed of
pressed steel or structural steel, ^ cent per pound."
The report is signed by T. H. Russum, R. F. McKenna, W. F.
Eberle. G. N. Dow. E. B. Gilbert. R. W. Burnett. James Macbeth.
UK-Ill: \KI

llii-l

sci
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ii
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\
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ions.

In submitting the air-brake hose report from the Engineering
Laboratory of Purdue University, the committee arrived at the following conclusions:
1.
It thinks that a chemical standard should eventually be set
for the rubber in the tubes and friction.
It is believed at the present time that the physical tests which are now the standard of
the Association are not conclusive, and from information which
has been brought to the attention of the committee during the past
year, the committee believes that the government chemists and
superintendents of tests, and the chemists of some of the large corporations, have now arrived at a point in connection with tests of
rubber where they are able to determine within a very small per
cent, the amount of shoddy or substitute which is being used to
adulterate the pure gum.
2.
It believes that the bursting pressure and chemical analysis
of the rubber and grade of duck should eventually make up the specifications.
In order to effect this, the committee would recommend
that a committee composed of several of the railroad chemists give
the matter of chemical analysis a thorough investigation with a
view of making a report to the Association.
3.
The life of the air-brake hose depends upon the purity of
the rubber. This conclusion is arrived at from a study of the report, which shows plainly the rapid deterioration of the inner and
outer tubes.
4.
The committee is satisfied, from a careful study of the
stretching test (Table A), that a physical test will not give any
idea of the life of the hose. This leads to the conclusion that it
is possible to develop a system of ageing the hose by some thermal
or chemical method, which will give a general idea of what the
condition of the rubber would be after various periods of service.
This will eliminate a great deal of the uncertainty of determining
the cause of the failure.
In the foregoing expression as to chemical and other requirements for specifications, the committee does not feel that provision
should be included which will throw the burden of maintaining
the quality of the hose on to the Association, but on the members

The committee

feels that we should call attention to the meconditions which bring a!
failure in air-brake hose.
Observations lead to the belief that very little advance has been
made in eliminating the cause of this damage. The committee has
had presented to it report from one of the prominent railroads,
which shows conclusively the fact thai 85 to 90 per cent, of the
failures may be attributed to external or mechanical causes, and
cannot be said to be due in any way to the quality of hose.
It is a well-known fact thai some roads are now using a cheap
hose and thus- getting a low cost per car per year. The committee
feels that this is not the only object to be considered, but that
.safety of trains, passengers' lives, and the tremendous cost on
account of wrecks, must not be lost sight of.
All of the tests were made under 1903 specifications.
The committee presents a specification for woven and combination wrapped and woven air-brake hose for the consideration of the
Association.
In submitting this specification the committee has had
in mind the necessity of having it in line with the present wrapped
hose specification. It is believed that the tensile test will be valuable in determining the quality of the rubber. It will not be possible to present the copyright label for air-brake hose at this time.

chanical

Specifications for

one operating more than one track, on account of the danger
This has been brought very forcibly to the attention of the committee on account of several accidents caused by
hurst hose. when, the train on the opposite track ran into the wreck.
While ii is a fact that the purchase of inferior hose will show
a low first cost per car per year the subject should be analyzed
from another point of view: The operating, purchasing and mechanical departments are all involved. Within the past few years
air-brake testing plants have been quite generally introduced at division terminals, for the purpose of knowing the actual condition
of the airbrake apparatus previous to leaving (he terminal.
The
educational value of these air-brake testing plants has' been enormous, and one of the things brought out prominently is the fact
to

to passing trains.

Woven and Combination Wrapped and Woven
Brake Hose.

Air-

All air-brake hose under this specification is to consist of not
than three plies of woven, braided or knitted fabric, or of
two or more plies of canvas wrapping surrounded by at least one
ply of woven, braided or knitted fabric.
The hose should be flexible without kinking easily.
The rubber, fabric or duck should be
the best of its kind made for the purpose, and no rubber substitute
or short fiber fabric will be allowed.
less

The inner tubes should be composed of three calenders of rubber and not less than V,. in. thick at any point. Should a machinemade tube be used, it must not be less than y& in. thick at any
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The Committee desires to bring out strongly the necessity of
the safety of air-brake hose, especially on two, three and four-track
roads, and the danger to single-track roads when the trains are
pulling in on side tracks, which makes the situation equivalent to
double-track operation. The necessity for careful inspection of airbrake hose in service is not as apparent to a single-track line as

I

It

must be

free

of Results
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—Table

A.

from holes and imperfections, and

in joining

must be so firmly united

to the cotton fabric that it cannot be
separated without breaking or splitting the tube. Each ply of the
hose should be separated by a distinct layer of rubber, and over
this is to be a cover '/,, in. thick and at each end a '/„ in. cap
should be vulcanized on. the cover and the cap to be of the same
material as the inner tube.
The hose is to be furnished in 22-in. lengths, and variations
exceeding
in. from this length will not be permitted.
The rubber
caps at each end are not to be less than '/,,.. in. nor more than
in. thick.
The inside diameter of the hose must not be less
it

%

%

1% in. nor more than ,'.„ in., nor must the outside diameter
be less than 2\
in. nor greater than 2
in.
The hose must be
smooth and regular in size throughout its entire length.
Each hose must have vulcanized to it a badge of white or red
rubber as shown; on the top of the badge the name of the pur1~

than

,

,

Jink
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chaser, on the bottom the maker's name, on the left-hand end the
month and year of manufacture, and on the right-hand end the
serial number and the letters "M. C. B. Standard."
The letters and
figures must be clear and distinct, not less than Vi« in. in height,
and stand in relief not less than '/.,.. in., so they can be removed
by cutting without endangering the cover. Each hose must also
have vulcanized to it a badge of rubber showing the copyright, as

shown.

Each

200 or less must bear the manufacturer's serial
at "1" on the first of the year and continuing

lot of

number, commencing
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Bursting Test. All hose selected for test will have a section
long cut from one end and the remaining 17 in. will then
be subjected to a hydraulic bursting pressure of 400 lbs. per square
inch for 10 minutes, which it must stand without failure. At a
pressure of 100 lbs. per square inch it must not expand more than
% in. in diameter or change in length more than % in., nor develop
any small leaks or defects.
Friction Test. A section 1 in. long will be taken from the 5-in.
piece previously cut off, and the quality determined by suspending a 20-lb. weight to the separated end, the force being applied
radially, and the time of unwinding must not exceed 8 in. in 10
minutes.
Stretching Test. Another section 1 in. long will be cut from
the balance of the 5-in. piece and the inner tube or lining will be
separated from the ply and cut at the lap. Marks 2 in. apart will
be placed on this section and then the section will be quickly
stretched until the marks are S in. apart and immediately released.
The section will then be re-marked as at first and stretched to
8 in. and will remain so stretched 10 minutes.
It will then be
released and 10 minutes later the distance between the marks
last applied will be measured.
In no case must the test piece break
or show a permanent elongation of more than 14 in. between the
marks last applied. One-inch strips will also be taken from the
cover and will be subjected to the same test.
Tensile Test. Another section
in. long will be cut from the
remainder of the 5-in. piece and the rubber tube or lining will be
separated from the ply and cut nl the lap.
H will then I"' re
duced in the middle for a distance of 2 in. by Yi in. wide parallel
The parallel section shall be spread to the full width of
in. at
This specimen shall be stretched
the end by curves of '--in. radius.
uniformly by gripping the enlarged ends and in no case should the
tensile strength per square Inch be less than
100 lbs., nor the
elongation at the time of failure less than 8 in., measured bj marks
5

I

by means of a sharp knife supported by the. tool rest. The process
consisted, first, of removing a section from each end of the hose,
of sufficient length to eliminate the enlarged and damaged portion;
second, a section 4 in. in length to be used in securing a sample
for the stretching test; and third, a section 1 in. in length to be
used in determining the friction. The portion of the hose remaining after sectioning was used in determining the bursting pressure.
By the process described above, accuracy and uniformity
were secured in the form of all test specimens, which in every
case were taken from the same relative position in the hose.
The log sheets used in recording results obtained from tests
were similar to those used last year, a sample of which will be
found in the appendix of this report.
The tests were conducted along the same lines as previously
followed, each sample hose being subjected to three distinct tests,
namely, bursting, friction and stretching.
In conducting the bursting test, the sample was first carefully
fitted with nipples, then filled with water and placed in the machine, where it was subjected to 500 lbs. pressure for a period
minutes. If, after this lime, the test piece was uninjured,
It
pressure was gradually increased until rupture occurred.
might be mentioned, however, that before the sample was fitted with
nipples, its weight, length and number of turns of canvas were
accurately determined.
The friction samples were carefully prepared, with a view to
having the section as nearly as possible one inch in length. The
friction was determined for both the outer and inner wrapping,
time being taken by means of a stop-watch. When the friction was
sufficient to sustain the 25-pound weight for a period of ten minutes
without unwrapping six inches, the actual amount unwrapped was
recorded. If, however, the friction failed to support the weight for
ten minutes, then the time of unwrapping six inches was taken.
The stretching test was made on a longitudinal strip of rubber
taken from the inner tube at the lapped or thickest part. In conducting the stretching test, marks two inches apart were first carefully made on the sample.
The sample was then placed in the
machine and stretched until the distance between the marks measured 10 inches. The stress was then immediately removed and the
sample measured to determine the permanent elongation or set
Marks were again placed on the sample two inches apart and the
sample again stretched until the distance between the new marks
measured 10 inches. The sample was held in this elongated state
for a period of 10 minutes, when it was removed from the machine
the

consecutively until the end of the year, and the serial number should
not be duplicated, even though the hose bearing the original numbers
be rejected. For each lot of 200, one extra hose must be furnished
free of cost.

The
for the purpose, and ranged in age from one to 72 months.
hose tested were received from 57 different sources.
In he preparation of the hose for test, each specimen was given
the same treatment. The sample was first mounted on a hardwood mandrel, placed in a lathe and rotated, and cut into sections
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rubber from the canvas. The effect of the gasoline on the rubber
was insignificant, as the actual time required in removing t ti < strip

mittee

of rubber, in many cases, was only 10 or 20 seconds. To test the
effect of the gasoline, a piece of rubber was immersed in gasoline
for 20 minutes, after which time a careful examination failed to
show the slightest noticeable change in the character of the speci-

standing committee on Tests of M. C. B. Couplers for
year, which reads as folows:
"That the present policy of the association be followed out, that
is. that
the gradual improvement of the M. C. B. standard coupler

men.

and

presented in Tables A, B and
C, which were prepared without any special reference to brands or
manufacturers.
In the preparation of Table A, the ages of all samples ranging
from one month to six months were reckoned as six months of
age; all sizes ranging from seven months to 12 months, as 12 months
of age; all ages ranging from 13 months to 18 months, as 18 months
of age, etc. In the summary of the friction tests, if a sample met
the requirements for either the outer or inner wrapping, the sample
was considered as passing the M. C. B. specifications.
In Table B, all weights per foot included between 0.61 and 0.70
are given as 0.70; all weights included between 0.71 and 0.80 as 0.80;
all weights included between 0.81 and 0.90 as 0.90, etc.
A study of the data obtained discloses the following facts:
1. Seventy-eight per cent, of the total number of hose tested
passed the M. C. B. specifications for the bursting test.
2. Thirty-two per cent, of the total number of hose tested passed
the M. C. B. specifications for the friction test.
3. Pour per cent, of the total number of hose tested passed the
M. C. B. specifications for the stretching test.
4. There is a gradual decrease in the bursting pressure with an
increase in age.
5. The friction appears to decrease with an increase in age, but
not to a very marked degree.
6. As the age increases, the per cent, of samples which pass the
M. C. B. specifications for stretching decreases very rapidly.
7. Neither the weight of the hose per foot nor the number of
turns of canvas appear to affect the bursting strength of the hose
to any great extent.
8. The maximum bursting pressure attained by any sample was
990 pounds.
9. The minimum bursting pressure was found to be 100 pounds.
A piece of the inner tube of each hose was properly labeled and
filed away for future use in case any chemical analysis was thought

A

general

summary

of results

is

desirable.

While preparing the report on tests of air-brake hose submitted
under date of March 8, 1906, it developed that valuable information
would be obtained if comparison were made of the results obtained
from the tests of hose made by different manufacturers. To this
end, Table D was prepared, showing the comparative results of tests
At first an attempt
of air-brake hose of different manufacturers.
was made to prepare this table with reference to brands, but this
was found impracticable, since in a great many cases the brand was
not given. A total of 35 different manufacturers were represented
Of this number, only eight of the leading
in the series of tests.
manufacturers have been considered because of the comparatively
It was found that beyond two
small number of samples tested.
years of age only a few tests under each condition were available.
For this reason the results given are confined to those obtained from
samples under two years of age. The table is prepared in two parts.
First, on samples ranging from 1 to 12 months of age, and, second,
on samples ranging from 13 to 24 months of age.
The report is signed by Le Grand Parish, J. Milliken, T. S.
Lloyd and R. L. Ettinger.
TESTS OF MASTER CAK BUILDERS

COUPLERS.

At the 1905 Convention the standing committee on Tests of
M. C. B. Couplers submitted two propositions to the members relative to the method to be pursued in the future to bring about the
adoption of a standard design of coupler. The first proposition,
reading as follows, was unanimously adopted:
"That the coupler committee be empowered to act in conjunction with a specially appointed committee (in which should be included representatives of the manufacturers) to early decide upon
a composite design of coupler which shall contain, as far as possible,
the desirable features of the best couplers as now designed, and
that all patent rights involved be waived and all manufacturers be
permitted to manufacture the composite coupler as adopted."
This committee, composed of fi,ve railroad members and five
representatives of coupler manufacturers, with Mr. F. W. Brazier
as chairman, conferred with the coupler committee and has framed
its report to the association, from which it will be seen that it was
decided the instructions given could not be carried out and were
considered impracticable at the present time, for reasons given in
their report.
The report of the committee on Composite Design of Coupler
terminated the work of the standing committee on Tests of M. C. B.
Couplers for this year, as both committees were working under instructions to early decide upon a composite design of coupler. In
view of the action taken by the special committee, the coupler com-

I

new recommends that the second proposition contained

1905 report of the coupler

lie

committee be adopted

to

In

govern the
the ensuing

the- elimination of poorly designed and weak couplers be car
ried on as at present, by making the requirements to be met by the
M. C. B. coupler more and more rigid, thus compelling a higher degree of efficiency closely prescribing the limits for the future within
which designers may work, while at the same time in no way pre-

venting beneficial competition."

There are several slight Inaccuracies and omissions In the
M. C. B. drawings of standards and recommended practices in the
Proceedsings of 1905, for coupler and coupler yoke, to which the
committee draws attention as follows:
M. C. B. Sheet 11. End view of coupler at bottom of sheet
shows slotted instead of solid knuckle. As the solid knuckle has
been adopted as standard, the drawing should be changed accordingly.

M. C. B. Sheet "B." Yoke for twin-spring gear and yoke for
tandem-spring gear shows a dimension of GVfe in. between legs of
yoke. These yokes were designed for the G'/.-in. coupler butt and
therefore this dimension should read 6% in. The over-all dimension of 9 in. (over legs of yoke) is correct and the 6% in. is a typographical error and should be corrected.
M. C. B. Sheet "B." There is no 5 by 5 1 by 6%-in. butt shown
on this sheet with 1 5-16 in. holes for the 1'4-in. rivets adopted as
recommended practice. Inasmuch as the yokes are shown for this
size butt, the coupler butt should be included on this sheet.
As the above corrections and additions do not involve any
changes in the standards or recommended practices as adopted by
the association, the coupler committee recommends that the secretary be instructed to incorporate the same in the drawings.
The report is signed by R. N. Durborow, J. E. Buker, Theo. H.
Curtis, F. H. Stark.
-.

REVISION OF PASSENGER CAR RULES.
Rules Governing the Condition of and Repairs to Passenger
Equipment Cars in Interchange.
1.
Each railroad shall give to foreign cars, while on its line,
the same care and attention that it gives its own cars, except in
case of cars on which work is done under special agreement existing
between the company owning the cars and the road operating the
same.
The expenses of maintenance of passenger equipment oper2.
ated in interchange or iine service, shall be divided into three
classes, namely:
(a) Owner's defects.
(b) Delivering company's defects.
(c) Line expenses pro-ratable against the roads comprising the
lines on a mileage basis.
(a) Owner's defects are those due to ordinary wear and
3.

Code

of

tear.

(b) Delivering company's defects are those due to unfair usage,
derailment or accident. Delivering company is solely responsible
to car owners for any improper repairs made by them.
(c) Line expenses shall consist of the expense of terminal
cleaning, lubrication (oil, waste, tallow and labor), lighting (oil,
wicks, chimneys, burners, shades, gas, candles and broken glass).
The railroad making the repairs for the defects not pro4.
ratable against the line is privileged to bill the car owner for
these repairs, unless there is evidence to indicate that the damage
was occasioned by unfair handling on the part of the delivering

company.
5.
Information as to mileage made by cars must be furnished
promptly on request of owners by railroads over which cars are

run.
6.

(b)
7.

Cars shall be thoroughly oiled at terminals.
to be made for lubrication at intermediate points.
Only one journal bearing per journal may be charged per
(a)

No charge

trip.
8.
No labor charge shall be made for applying brake-shoes,
journal bearings, hose (air, steam or signal) or for icing, filling
lamps, gassing tanks or coaling cars.
9.
No credit to be allowed for scrap brake-shoes removed.
Note. Steel back brake-shoes not to be removed if over 'j in.
thick; grey iron shoes not to be removed if over % in. thick.
10.
Loss of metal from tires of steel-tired wheels, caused by
flat sliding, is chargeable to the company on whose road the damage

—

is inflicted.

—

Note. Loss of service metal from steel-tired wheels as a result
of sliding to be measured from point where slide begins. One-sixteenth inch of metal to be allowed for flat spots under 2% in.
long and Vs in. of metal to be allowed for flat spots 2% to 3% in.
in length, both inclusive.
11.
(a) Axles broken under fair usage or having journals

J

ink
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in. or more under the standard for car (except for 3% by 7,
which will be condemned at 3 j in.) may be renewed at the expense
of the car owner.
(b) Cut journals, axles bent or broken or rendered unsafe by
unfair usage, derailment or accident, shall be renewed at the expense of the railroad on whose line damage is inflicted.
(c) Where necessary to true up axles in cases of cut journals,
where the journal is reduced below the limit as prescribed in Rule
11a, axle must be changed at the expense of company cutting journal.
12.
Charge for car heating to be 10 cents per day per car.
Cars lying at stations for over 48 hours, expense of heating to be
borne by railroad in whose possession cars may be.
13.
(a) Brakes must be in perfect working order.
Cylinders
and triple valves must have been cleaned and oiled within six
months, and in case of cars equipped with high-speed brakes, triple
and high-speed valves must be cleaned every three months and date
of last cleaning and oiling stenciled on brake cylinder and triple
valve with white paint.
(b) The adjustment of piston travel based on not less than 70
lbs. initial pressure must not be less than 5 in. nor more than 8 in.
Defects in Wheels Owners Responsible.
14.
(a) Loose wheels.
(b) Variation from gage if less than 4 ft. 5% in. inside of
wheel at flange, or, if more than 4 ft. 6% in. outside of flange or
less than 5 ft. 4 in. outside of tread.
]

—

631

tb) Cars in interchange requiring holders to be filled, the receiving road shall be charged for the quantity of gas supplied.
(c) For cars stored in shops for repairs the company having
car in its possession shall be responsible to the delivering company
for the gas in holders.
This will apply to sleeping-car companies
when cars are in their possession and out of service.
19.
The depreciation of all passenger equipment cars due to
age shall be 3 per cent, per annum, to continue not to exceed 50
per cent, of the original value of car body. The depreciation of
trucks shall be 3 per cent, per annum, to continue not to exceed
50 per cent, of the original value. No depreciation shall be allowed
on the value of air-brakes.
20.
This code of rules is understood to apply to all equipment

interchanged in passenger trains.
21.
Bills for line charges shall be made and rendered monthly
and prices for materials and labor shall be in accordance with

accompanying schedule.
22.
This Code of Rules shall take effect Sept. 1, 1906. The
committee make recommendation that specifications be prepared for
standard steam and signal hose.
Air-brake hose applied subsequent to Sept. 1, 1906, must be
made in accordance with M. C. B. specifications and so labeled.

CAS

(Name of road.)
C 10 RTIFICAT

Car No
Wheels are out of gauge

—

than

4

feet

BM Inches

if

.

No. of Atmospheres
No. of Holders
Size of Holders

less

here

E.

Initial

—

.

.

.

.Station,

\

190.
Inspector.

.

/
.ist

of Prices

Agreed Upon for Expenses of Maintenance of Passengei
Equipment in Interchange.
K. II.
New.
Scrap

Axles, 4 1 4x8 in
Axles, 3%x7 in

or

4

If

feet

V

more than

Q% Inches

hero

or less than 5 feet 4 Inches here

Wheels — Cast-iron.

8.

9.

15.
(a) Shelled out; wheels with defective treads on account
of pieces shelling out; if the spots are over 1 in. or so numerous

as to endanger the safety of the wheel.
(b) Tread worn hollow; if tread is worn hollow % in. or over.
(c) Worn flanges; flanges having flat vertical surfaces extending more than % in. from tread, or, flanges less than 1% in. thick.
(d) Burst; if wheel is cracked from wheel fit outward by pressure from axle.
(e) Flange, rim, tread, plate brackets or any other part of
wheel, either cracked, chipped or broken under fair usage.

Wheels

— Steel

10.
11.
12.
1::.

14.

15.
16.
17.
IS.
19.
20.
21,

Tired.

1, 2,

3

$5.25
4.50
.50
.30
.75
.16
.11
h:;
.1111-14

.50
.11
.06
.15

6.00
.05
.01

1.35
.85
.50

.50
.30

1.00
.65

1

16.
(a) Loose; broken or cracked hubs, plates, bolts, retaining ring or tire, occurring under fair usage.
(b) Worn flange or tire; with flange less than 1 in. thick or
having flat vertical spot extending more than %, in. from tread, or

with tire thinner than shown in Pigs.

$14.00
$7. 75
12.00
6.50
Burners, round wick, each
Burners, dual wicks, each
Bell or signal cord and couplings, per car
Bearings, journal, applied, per lb
Bearings, journal, credit for scrap bearing one-half weight of
new bearing, per lb
Bolts, nuts, and forgings, per lb
Bolts, nuts and forgings, credit, per lb
Bowls, opal, gas, 9-in., each
Chimneys, round, wick, each
Chimneys, dual wick, each
Candles, per lb
Coal (including labor), per ton
Chain, per lb
Chain, credit, per lb
Cleaning parlor and sleeping cars, exclusive of bedding, per car
cleaning vestibuled passenger and combinat ion oars, eaeh
Cleaning common passmger and combination tars, each
Cleaning vestibuled baggage and mail cars, each
Cleaning common baggage and mail ears, each
Taking out carpets, seals, draperies, etc.. from parlor aud sleeping cars and beating them, per ear
Taking out and beating cushions and backs of seats of passenger cars, either vestibuled or common, per ear
No additional charge for cleaning trucks of parlor or sleeping cars.)
Domes, gas. each
Diamond S brake-shoes, applied, each

and

50

50

Diamond S

brake-shoes, no credit I'm- sera]).
Gas, Pintseh, per receiver
Globes, gas. 4-in., each
Globes, opal. gas. each
Glass, per light
ilass, setting, per light
Hose, air-brake or signal, complete with linings, applied in ear.
eacb
in. air signal
i'i in. air-brake
Hose, air-brake nr signal, eredli for linings
Hose, I'i in. straight port, steam, complete with linings, up
piled to car

4.
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.50
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'.

.

.

1
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in
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1

.
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in.
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; 2.-.

ill
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.

1
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cast.
cast,
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*...
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it
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Steel, spring, credit
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17.
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Cam /m

.-.7.
ii 11
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:.s
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in.

in

length.

(a) If a car Is transferred frnni the service of one railroad to that of another, the receiving mad shall Issue gas certificate
authorizing the delivering mad hi hill agaittsl il for Hie number
of atmospheres of gas and number of holders at the time car was
received.
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BKAKI BEAMS.
Brake nanus
A large number of brake beams now being used do not even
meet the specifications ol L889. The result is thai such brake
bt'iims nni only give inefficient service but soon Call.
Investigation shows thai many now freight cars have been
equipped with brake beams hung a1 variance with the M. C. B.
standard heighl also at variance with the height tor which the
brake beams were designed. This misapplication produces a torsional strain on the beams when the power is applied.
Minis are still applying "outside hung" brake beams,
\i;ui>
which wi believe is radically wrong, ;is ii is Impossible to obtain
Outside hung beams are
satisfactory results with beams so hung.
incfli: ieni

affected

Vol

xi...

No.

24.

tendency

is
resisted and overcome by the brake hangers, which
transmit the stresses directly from the brake beads and shoes to
the truck frame, to which the hangers are rigidly attached.
It Is
therefore apparent that this action, which is limited to Hie play
Of the brake hangers, does nol produce any stress at the center Ol
the brake beam
showing the line of forces.)
(See Fig.
11
a rigid head beam Is hung
it
a heighl other than that for
which 11 was designed, one end of the brake shoe will naturally
come in contact with the wheel before the other, and on being
forced Into full Impact by the application of the brakes, will cause,
not transverse, but torsional stresses, or a twisting of the braki
beam about its own axis, the greatest stri
being produced tit »r
near the brake heads.
1

by the action of the bolster springs,

curving of the trucks, sagging of the cai
body, etc., all of which prevents effects
braking, and particularly under the varying
conditions of loaded and empty cars. There
is no argument in favor of such an arrangement, with the one exception, that they are

more accessible

A brake-beam should be hung inside of
the wheels to some rigid portion of the truck,
so that it will always maintain the same
relative position to the wheels;
when so
hung the beams are easier to maintain, and
not being exposed are less liable to be struck
by obstructions on the track (impromptu
bumping posts, etc.). The first cost of the
inside hung brake-beam is less, they cost ins*
to apply, and most important of all, give
more effective results in braking.

Position

m

ffeconnmoco locution

5fjf Centers

W,TH
fltiOwflBLf VHRIHTIOH "SHOW* IN

OQT7C0 t/<Vf3

Vertical Stress.

Owing

to

the

large

number

of

brake-

beams which have become twisted or buckled
in service, some have asserted that brake
beams are subjected to a severe "transverse"

Relation of
Fig. 2
or vertical stress. From a mechanical standpoint there can be practically no "transverse"
stress produced in a brake beam in service.
Even under extreme
misapplication, which produces torsional or twisting strains, only
a nominal amount of "vertical" stress will result. The question
therefore naturally arises, why do some brake beams become
twisted or buckled in service? This is due to the use of brake
beams which do not have sufficient strength in the normal line of
puil.
Being overloaded they fail and naturally in the line of least
resistance, this being -"transversely" or up and down in relation
to the position of the beam on the car.
If the proper stiffness in
the normal tine of pull is specified and used, the vertical strength
w'll be sufficient.
This has been further demonstrated by the satisfactory service of thousands of brake beams of proper design^

M.

C.

B.

Brake Shoe to Wheels
and Contours.

of

M. C.

Standard Gage

B.

The use of automatically adjustable brake heads will take care
of all conditions of application, and eliminate any and all stresses
on

brake beam structure, other than those produced by the

the

normal braking force or lever

The

real cause of the

pull.

many

beams attributed

failures of brake

"transverse" or vertical load, is the overloading of a structure
wnich is primarily too weak, and where the line of least resistance
is at right angles to the lever pull, resulting in the buckling of the
to

beam

in a vertical direction.

Many brake beams

are used to-day on equipment where the
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STANDARD BRAKE BEAM GAUGE
Fig. 3.

and strength, on light weight and low capacity cars, such service
covering a long period of years.
\
brake beam cannot be subjected to any stress or strain in
service until the brake; are applied and then any strains, other
than those due to the applied power, must come from the rotation
of the wheels, or if the brake beam is misapplied, from the im
pnipcr cimtacl id lie brake rimes nil the wheel. The rotation Of
the wl
wing to the friction of the brake shoes, lias a tendencj
This
to move the brake beam up or down, as the case may be,
I

Fig.

5- Recommended M.

C.

B.

Standard Brake Head Gage.

service loads are double the capacity of brake beams tit the allowInvestigation of this subject also shows
able deflection of /„, in.
that the types of brake beams which have sufficient normal capacity
even when they have little "vertical" strength, give satisfactory
service, and do not show any weakness or tendency to fail by crossbending, while other types of brake beams, of much greater vertical
'

strength, but less normal stiffness, have failed in the same service.
Some of the brake beams now being used in the most exacting
serviie
and which tire proving
"high speed" passenger service
1

1

.Ii

\k
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most satisfactory, have less "transverse" strength than many of
the light types of freight brake beams which fail by buckling in
ordinary Ereighi service, where the requirement Is very much less
than the "high speed" service.
Capacity.
When it is considered that some 60,000-lb. capacity furniture
and rifregireator cars weigh over 50,000 lbs., and that some 100,000lb. capacity flat and gondola cars weigh as little as 30,000 lbs., it
will be seen that the mere "capacity" of a car can hardly be used
as the basis of determining this question.
The load applied to the

brake beam is what we wish to determine, and under the present
conditions this is fixed by the light weight of the car, and the ratio
rtr^G

ZSISTAt\CC
[

bracket

fTlT ~—/*£S'STANC£. O"
BRAHE HAHGtR BHACfiCT
'

•

DOWNWARD

ROTATION
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addition to the different makes now in use will be apparent, and
after a careful consideration of this question, it is believed that
one new standard should be arrived at, which will take care of the
maximum conditions, but the use of the present M. C. B. No. 1
beam (7,500-lb. capacity.) should be permitted where the car does
not exceed 30,000 lbs. in weight, and braking power does not exceed
70 per cent, of light weight of the car.
This will admit of the iontinued use of all brake beams that meet the present standard of
7,500-lb. load with only '/„ in. deflection, on this light equipment,
but will give a common standard for all cars weighing more than
30,000 lbs., which will practically include all new and modern cars,
Further application of brake beams which do not meet the
present M. C. B. requirements should be
abandoned, and after a specified date such
beams should be refused as improper material for interchange.
In arriving at the desired working capacity, we may assume 50.000 lbs. as the
maximum weight of line or general service
freight cars; there may be some instances
of special construction where this weight is
slightly exceeded, but these exceptions need
not be considered in view of the allowance
to be made later.
Now, assuming 1,500 lbs.
unbraked weight per axle as a minimum
which can be allowed to avoid slid flat
wheels, and we will have a maximum braking

power
lbs.;

-/'

of 50,000 lbs., less 0.000 lbs., or 44,000
this divided by four gives a maximum

braking force of 11,000 lbs. per beam. Adding
to this value a reasonable factor of safety
necessitates a capacity in the brake-beams of

-

15,000 lbs.
Deflection.

UPWARO ROTATION

In establishing the proper capacity of
beams the present M. C. B. allowable deflection of '/,„ in. has been used, it not only
Diagram of Brake Beam and Hangers Showing Lines of Force
being the recognized standard by which n,
Due to Friction of Shoes on Wheels.
measure all capacities of brake-beams, but
of braking power to same. This condition will obtain until some experience has shown that this can be easily met in
economical
method is adopted for braking in proportion to loaded and empty design, and it also leaves sufficient elasticity to "withstand th~e~shocks
car s.
of service without injury or permanent set.
While there is considerable variation in the weight of cars.
Length of the Brake Beam.
the disadvantage of having two or three capacities of beams in
Manufacturers are now called upon to furnish three different
,
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lengths of brake beams, namely; 60 In., 60^ In. and GOVi in.
This with allowable and unavoidcenter to center of brake boes.
able variations of ', In. In manufacturing, gives the extremes In
length of 59% In. and 60% In
on of the standard shoe on the wheels
pjg 2 sin
It will be noticed thai
in. and 60% In.
ol 59%
at the two extn m
table; in the former case the
uot li
f Hi,
,i,i
lie
ihroat of the flange of the wheel; and in
the latter in tance encroaching so closely to the outer edge of the
wheel, that with a slight variation in hanging, it
i
t rea (3
WO ul.i overlap The present M. C. B. standard of eov.-in. centers
would be satisfactory if it were not exceeded or could be mainThe usual variation of >i in. either
tained.
way from the specified length, allowed by
most railroads, does not seem to be too much.
This allowance, with the present standard of
i,n
in., would permit of brake-beams being
i

i

i

.

,

in.,

which

is

too long,

and with

specified at 60 in. from center to center it would admit of beams being made 59%
would cause the shoe to
in. long, which
crowd into the throat of the wheel. It would
therefore seem best to decide upon the mean
of 60% in., with an allowable variation of

XL., No. 24.

bearing value for a brake beam of the Increased capacitj
previously recommended, hut the diameter o/ the level pinholt In
the brake beam fulcrum should have our attention.
Inspection
lias shown that the standard of l'„ in. in diameter in many In.Many brake beams have pinstances is not being adhered to.
holes roughly cored, and both too large in diameter and out of
round, many heing found 1 3-16 In. to
in. in diameter,
It is
very Important thai these pinholes do not exceed 1% in. in dlameter, so as to eliminate lost motion as well as to reduce the wear
The tendency to wear increases very rapidly in
at this point.
proportion to the amount of play. In the ease of iiialh-abh iron
not. drilled) to size.
Ink rums these holes should he drifted
In

and

1

'

I

«?'::

made 60%

Vol..

.

m

beams

[^^V

not over % in. either way. This would then
give us the extremes of 60 in. and 60% in..
neither of which lengths is objectionable
when not exceeded.
See Pig. 2, showing
fcjw
position of shoe on the wheel at 60%-in. centers, with the allowable variation from this
length shown in dotted lines.)
We recommend that the association
e hp tuvfiTioti
SIP£ eicv^T/on
specify that ail
brake-beams should be
60% in. from center to center face of the
brake heads with an '"allowable variation of
not over
in. either way from this dimension.
Gage shown on Fig. 3 should be
adopted as standard for checking these diMethod of Testing Showing Arrangement in Machine in Direct Test.
mensions and measurements should be
taken at the center and at each end of the brake heads
the case of wrought iron or steel fulcrums, these holes should be
In order to check and
drilled or punched and reamed to size.
Brake Heads.
Difficulty has been experienced in fitting the brake shoes on maintain a 1%-in. pinhole a gage should be adopted for this purmany of the brake heads now on the market, because the brake pose, and such a gage limiting the variation from the exact size
heads do not conform to the M. C. B. dimensions. Fig. 4 shows desired is herewith submitted. It will be noted by reference to
the relation of the M. C. B. standard Christie brake head and Fig. 6 that the small diameter of the gage pin. which must enter
brake shoe. The plan contemplates contact or bearing at the cen- the fulcrum hole, is 1 3-32 in., or the same diameter as the lever
The larger diameter of the gage pin, which is 1 5-32 in. in
ter lugs of the brake head, while the ends of the brake head clear pin.
t

%

.

the back of the brake shoe, their function being merely keep the
shoe in vertical alinement while the center lugs transmit the load
directly to the beam and fit the shoe lug so snug'.y as to prevent
any upward or downward movement of the shoe. In practice a
great deal of play is often found at this point, which is very objectionable, as it allows the shoe to chatter up and down with the
rotation of the wheels.' Also many brake heads are found which
bear at the ends and lack Contact at the center, causing the shoes
to break at the center when worn.
Many brake heads also will not
ailow the brake shoe key to be properly driven into place.
MiVWS

n
£H7£tr Pin

Fig.

6

— Lever

HOLC

Mf«//*t/w-

MUST

EHTEft Pin HOL£

Hole Gage.

Pin

All of these difficulties can be remedied by specifying that all
brake heads shall be made in conformity to present standard dimensions, at least in the essential points. In order to insure these
results the gage shown by Fig. 5 should be adopted as standard
with which to check up these dimensions.
It is important that all brake heads be of such an angle in

the center line of the fulcrum, or the normal line of
applied force (which is horizontal), that the shoes shall be in
perfect contact with the tread of the wheels when applied.
When
rigid heads are used they should be designed for the particular
height at which they are to be hung. Brake beams with adjustable
heads can be hung at any height.
relation to

Lever Fulcrums.
standard angle of 40 deg. from the vertical for the lever slot is now almost universally used on freight
brake beams and should be maintained as a standard. The present
3-32 in. in diameter is also
M. C. B. standard lever pin which is
generally used and should be maintained, having ample shearing

The present M.

Z'oii

C. B.

I

Fig. 7

— Recommended

Application of Inside

Hung Freight Brake

Beams.
diameter, must not enter the fulcrum hole, and is only 1-32 in.
larger than the desired diameter.
While there is at present a wide range of variation in the
position of the pinhole of freight brake beams, the majority (probably SO per cent.) are located approximately either at 2 in. or 3 in.
The latter dimensions
in front of the face of the brake heads.
would probably be preferable. This would bring the pinhole 1%
in. forward of the face of a standard 1%-in. thick brake shoe.
The position of the lever pinhole should be specified in relation to
the face of the brake heads, and not the brake shoes. In order to
insure uniform results this dimension', whatever may be determined
upon, should be limited to not over 1-16 in. variation either way.
The committee would recommend that 3 in. be made the stand-

.

.

1

.
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ard distance from face of brake head, measured from the center
on line of curve on top of lugs to center of lever pinhole. (See

2%

Fig.

The
as much

7.)

Application.

As the hest results can only be obtained when beams are inside hung, we recommend to the association that all brake beams
be inside hung, and that the present M. C. B. standard height of
13 in. from top of rail to the center of the face of brake shoes be
adhered to on all new equipment. When this height can not be
obtained on old equipment, it is recommended that the beams be
hung as high as possible; if provided with rigid heads they should
be designed to suit the height at which they are hung. In all
cases the lever fulcrum and the center line of the brake beam
should be horizontal, which is in line with the applied power. In
addition to the above we recommend this association adopt as
recommended practice the following features of application as
shown on Pig. 7, namely:
All brake hangers should preferably be attached to the brake
same, just back of the central brake shoe
be firmly locked in position by the brake
them as close to the shoes as possible, overof the beam to rotate about the hangers.
This will also admit of the use of longer brake hangers, than if
they were attached to the brake heads at a point above the center
of same, and which is a desirable feature.
Where by reason of design of brake beam the recommended
location of brake hanger eye is impracticable an alternate location

head at the center of
lug so 'that they will
shoe, and by bringing
coming the tendency

635

above the preferred location for brake hanger eye as shown

in.

by Fig.

7 is permissible.

brake hanger should be limited in dimension
as possible, in order to prevent wear and overcome the
chattering or excessive movement of the beams up and down with
the rotation of the wheels. In order to obtain a minimum play at
this point of attachment, a standard size hanger
in. diameter
should be adopted, and this size is now in general use.
In order that the proper release of the brake beam be obtained by gravity, the brake hangers should have an angle as
nearly as possible to 90 deg. from a line drawn from the center of
the brake shoe to the center of the axle when the shoes are half
worn. This will also prevent any possible wedging of the beams.
Third suspension hangers should be used on all brake beams
when practicable to prevent the shoes from dragging on the wheels
when the brakes are released. They should be attached to flexible
(not rigid) brackets, and should have the same exact angle and
length as the brake hangers to prevent binding or tilting of the
slot for the

%

beam.
Chains are preferable for safety hangers, as the yoke
similar forms of safety attachment are often so arranged that
strike the beams, causing a loss of power and a tendency to
age the beam.
Fifty-one inches center to center of safety hangers is
generally used and should be adopted as standard.

and
they

dam-

now

Facilities for Testing Brake Beams.
In order to insure that purchasers obtain brake beams which

DIRECT TEST.
LOADS AND DEFLECTIONS.
Make-

NAME.

Lab.

Up.

No.

Weight.

Mark.

AT MAXIMUM.

15.000

7.500

Elastic Limit.

Resilience.

Load.
Load.

Simplex
Simplex
Simplex
Simplex,
Davis

4
5
15
18
1

Solid
Solid

Truss
Truss
Truss

Pressed Steel ....
Pressed Steel ...

7
6
8
12

Sterlingworth.

23

Diamond

Truss

17

Central
Vanderbilt
Buffalo

Solid
Solid
Solid

Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid

.

Monarch

13
10
14
16

.

.

.

Waycott
National Hollow
National Hollow
Atlas

19
21

Marden
Keystone

11

.

22
20
24
42
43
44
48

Haskell

Truss
Truss
Truss
Truss

.

.

Solid

.

&

Truss
Truss

Barker

Solid

?

Truss
Truss
Truss
Truss

Creco.

Creco
Creco
Pressed Steel ....

95.00
124.00
137.75
131.50
94.75
85.25
92.25
82.50
88.00
157.50
80.75
105 00
110.00
94.50
69 00
74.00
127.00
91.00
115.00
65.00
105.00
68.5
86.0
91.5
94.5

C-2
F-2
G-l

H-l
B-l
A-l
Extra
S-l

R-l
E-2
P-l
D-l
M-l
L-2
J-l.

Extra

None
Q-i

None
K-2

None
None
None
None
None

Deflection.

Set.

Load.

Inch.

Inch.

Lbs.

Inch.

Inch.

Lbs.

.098
.062
.018
.022
.040
.100
.085

.000
.000
.000
.000
.005
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.012
.000
.004
.008
.000
.001
.008
.000
.005
.002
.000
.000

15,000
15,000
15.000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15.000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000

.188
.135
.035
.044
.086
.211
.172

.000
.006
.001
.003
.017
.025
.005

Deflection.

Lbs.

7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7.500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500
7,500

.101

.110
.053
.055
.064
.048
.063
.082
.070
.064
.110
.038
.100
.083
.070
.043
.040
.048

Load.

Set,

.231

.015

.085
.117
.128
.105
.137
.174

.001
.001

.002
.000
.033
.023
.000
.020
.003
.011
.115
.004
.009
.003
.003
.007

202
.115
.214
.

.081
.267
.160
.139
.089
.078
.110

17,000
16,000
24,000

Inde
Inde
14,000
16,000
12,000
14.000

Inde
20,000
18.000
20,000

Inde
Inde
10,000

Inde
14,000

Inde
Inde

Deflection.

Set,

Inch.

Inch.

Lbs.

.217
.146
.060

.000
.010

21,000
22,500
50,000
61,900
42,000
21,000
24,575
15,575
23,675
56,890
27,400
23,000
22,850
29,950
25,200
18,325
51,400
17,000
62,600
20,160
20,500
28,300
38,050

.

006

finite,
finite.

.192
.185
.170
.210

.

.010
.005
.005
.010

finite.

.159
.160
.147

.005
.005
.000

finite,
finite.

.097

.010

finite.

.200

.000

finite,

finite.

180
211
187

Strength per
Lb. of Beam

Lbs.

221.0
181.5
363
470.6
443.2
246.4
266.3
188.8
269
361.2
339.5
219.0
253.1
317.0
365 2
247.6
404.7
186.8
544.3
310.1
195.2
413.1
442.4
455.1
301.5

100

.005
.015
.009
.003
.005

020

.070

.712
.580

.051

3,800
6 250

.060

0,0011

39
66.1
53 7

16,000
22,500
2s\

090

18,000
14,000

4

1

.645

28,500

1844.5
1168.0
720.0

1344
1480.0
1020.0
1470.0

1590.0
1440.0
1470.0

485.0
1400.0

1440.0
2373.8
2618.0
810.0
700.0

TRANSVERSE TEST.
27
3

28
36
40
:;.-,

26

i

Simplex
Simplex. ........
Simplex
Simplex
Simplex

Solid
Solid
Solid

Pressed Steel

Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid

Truss
Truss

Monarch

25
34
38
29
35

Sterlingworth.
Central
Vanderbilt
Buffalo

31

National Hollow.
Atlas

Waycott

9
30
39
32
37
45
10

CreCO

47
49

Creco.

.

...

Truss
Truss
Truss

Marden

Solid

Kej '»ne
Haskell A Barker.

Truss
Truss

Creco.

Solid
Truss

1

.

Pressed Steel

.

.

.

.

.

.

Truss
Truss
Truss

96.50
94.50
124.00
138.50
131.50
94.75
80.50
85.50
80.75
103 00
108.50
95.00
09 00
127.00
91 50
6 00
66 50
106 on
08.0
86.0
1

1

G-2

H-2

1

A-2

1

S-2

1

H-2
P-2

,500
,500
,500

.

645

D-2
M-2

1,500
,500
1 ,500
1,500

.785
435
.370

L-l

1

..500

J-2

1

,500

1

,.500

.452
.852
,542
.602
.464

None
(1-2

1

None
\oni'
\oiir

1,500
1.500

(i

None

1.5(10

(i

V

I.

.

.459
.534
.205
.195
.343
757

,500

1,500
1 ,600
1 ,500

1,500
1,600
1,500
1 ,500

1

92
95

Extra
C-l
F-l

None
K-l

Table

Mil

2

I

.301

.031

.017
.008
.027
.113
.062
.051
.160

.032
.080
.017
.040
.325

045
.011
.041

2.007
352
733
237
1
B80

1.116

597

063

.

I

(IIS
1.5

1

,280
.272

— Summarized

3,000
3,000
3.000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3,000

1.275
1.203
.420
.415
.0.50

2.050
2.475
2

3.(100

3,000
3.000
3,000
8,000
3,000
3,000

(i.so

05S

1.050

.260

2,000
2,000
4,000
Inde
hide
1,400

095
2.410
K79
I

.170
1.380
231

800
3 93.5

I

III

2 669

010
646

2

106

.47.5

I

514

ls.5

1

9.

inn

07 s

finite.

S 97.5

.

090

.050

5,000

033

1,200

68 2
52. S
52 2

4,435

51

1,350

53 8

8,400
8,400
955

si

1,200
3.11110

930

,040
120

3,000
3.000
hide

Till

(ISO

621

058

2 „S0ll
I. si III

2 000

finite,

260
,980
730
590

Inde finite.
620
2,200
hide finite,
hide Unite,
nde finite
heir finite,
1

Data of Brake Beam Tests.

I

finite.

,590
.610

1,40(1

Mill

3,1

3,000
3,000
3,000
3.000

110
.930
.740
62

.420
.260
.030
.065
.223
550
1.040
.740
.120

1

.140

5,530

.070

5,380
2.700

040

6,470
1,240

5,550
1.140

183
113

9
5

73 7
52
37 5

I

95.0
1110 11
:

I

100

11

1372
31

3220

620.0
712.0
1160.0

I

40 7
10 6
52
47 3
49 3
60 3
1

.....

(i

590

(I
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meet these specifications, if adopted as standard, sonic provision
should be made for testing the beams.
Very tew, if any, ol the
railroads now have the proper
[or doing this work.
It
would
eem desirable for testing machine builders to design a
machine for th
purpose of testing brake beams, and either
requiring thai th< manufacturers purchase such a macnine for the
purpose of making tests when called upon by the purchaser, or
that the association purchase such a machine and
te
al
omi
com
thai it can be used bj the rai
id
and the
I

I

il

Of Hie association.

The committee accordingly recommends for adoption as sun.
two brake beams, which shall be known as beam No. I. for use
under cars having a light weight of
or less, and beam
No 2, which shall be used under cars having a light weight in
lbs.
Both beams shall conl
to the following
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which represented a segment of the circumference ol a car
wheel.
These castings constituted a convenient method of support
ing the beam.
The plain- ol tin- beam was adjusted to tin- vertical
ings.

in

tin-

testing

testing machine, and the line of pull was in the axis of tin
pan was defined to be- .7 it. 0% In. by knifi
machine
Tht

edges upon which these castings r< ted
were applied to the beam, thus supported, in Increm
oad
through tin- lever fulcrum, and each load was released after ha
been applied. A 30,
lb. O.sen testing machine was
used toi
lighter beams, and a I'm,
lb.
Olsen testing machine toi
heai ier beams.
The deflection ol tin beam under each loading, ami the set after
each loading, were ol
a special deflectometei
Tra

i

i

ifications:
I.
A .1 beams shall be nm, in. in length from
center of brake head, with an allowable variation of u in.
in each direction, and shall be proven by the gage shown by Fig. 3,
applied to the center and each end ot the brake heads, which shall
be the standard gage for this purpose.
2.
All brake heads shall conform to the M. C. B. standard dimensions, and shall be proven by the gage shown by Fig;
which
shall be the standard gage for this purpose.
3.
Attachments for safety hangers shall be .".I in. from center

center

to

.".,

to center.

fulcrum shall be

of the lever

4i>

deg.

from the

vertical.

The

5.

;,

i

Results of itsts.

The main

The angle

4.

shoes were at lac heil to the holders and bolted to a special
casting.
These castings rested on knife edges, which fixed the span
">_.
of the beam as
in., and disposed iin- plane "i
ft.
the brake
The plane of
beam at right angle
direction of the loading.
in the testing machine, and the loads were
the In am was
Loads were
applied in tin- direction of tlie axis of the machine.
applied i;
right angles to the plane of the brake
y, or ai
beam, through tin- lever pinholes. Loads were applied in incremenl
eased after having been applied.
Tin

lever pinhole shail be 3

The variation

brake head lugs.
ceed V„ in.

in.

in front of the top of the

in either

direction

shall

not ex-

results of the tests are presented in Table II. which
gives the Laboratory or Test number, the name of the beam, its
weight, mark. etc. The stiffness is shown by the amount of de-

The strength is given in pounds
The strength of the beam per unit of

flection.

and the

;

The lever pinhole shall not be less than 1
in. in diamnor more than 1%, in. in diameter, and shall lie proven by
the gage shown by Fig. 6, which shall be the standard gage for
this purpose.
7.
The maximum distance from the lever pinhole to the extreme back of brake beam should not exceed 9i_. in.
Test.
For each 500 brake beams, or less, which pass in8.
spection and are ready for shipment, one representative beam shail
be taken at random, and subjected by the company manufacturing
the beams, and in the presence of the railroad company's inspector,
to the following test in a suitable machine:
The beams shall be equipped with suitable heads and shoes, and
the shoes placed in contact with castings representing the tread of
the wheel; when mounted in this manner, the load shall be applied
to the fulcrum in the normal line of pull.
As a preliminary to the
test a load of 6,000 lbs. shall be applied and released, after which
observations for records shall be taken. Beam No. 1, under a load
of 7.500 lbs., shall not deflect to exceed .0625 in., beam No. 2. under a
load of 15,000 lbs., shall not deflect to exceed .0625 in.
9.
In case a beam shall fail in this test, then a second beam
shall be taken from the same lot and similarly tested.
If the second
beam stands the test, it shall be optional with the inspector whether
he shall test a third beam or not. If he does not do so, or if he
does, and the third beam stands the test, the 500 beams, or less,
shall be accepted as filling the requirements of this test.
10.
Individual beams will not be accepted which il) do not
conform to standard dimensions, and (2) those that have physical
defects.
Any lot of 500 beams, or less, submitted for test, that fail
to meet the prescribed test (Pa. S) will not be accepted.
The committee further recommends for adoption by the M. C.
i.
Association as recommended practice:
1.
That all beams be inside hung.
2.
That all beams be hung 13 in. from the rail.
3.
That brake hangers shall be attached to the brake head at
the center, and just back of the central brake shoe lug.
4.
That brake hangers shall be 7 S in. in diameter.
5.
That brake hangers should have an angle as nearly as possible to 90 deg. from a line drawn from the center of the brake shoe
to the center of the axle, when the shoes are half worn.
6. Third suspension hangers shouM be used on all brake beams.
They should be attached to flexible brackets, and should have the
and length as the brake hangers.
7
For safety hangers, chains should be used.
That, in older that these specifications may be generally
8.
observed, after September 1,
a ll cars not equipped with brake
beams built in accordance with these specifications, be subject to
ion in interchange on account of improper equipment.
The tests ot brake beams made during the year at Purdue T'ni-

—

1

versitj

for the
e

1

'

committee were
ti

1

'

.

>

of

two kinds:

The

direct

and

test*

i

Direi

i

i

In tin direct ti t, the load was applied at the lever fulcrum
in the direction of the plane of the brake beam and at right an
to a line joining the brake shoes.
Shoes were inserted in the shoe
holders, and the beam along with the shoes was supported cm
,

.

•Sometimes called the pulling

test.

its

weight

is

also Quoted,

resilien

6.

eter,

of load.

hisions.

The following conclusions may be drawn:
Uxdee nit: Direi r Ti 1
The truss beams are stronger than the
i

i

i

solid beams, both

absolutely and per unit of their weight.
1
The truss beams are stiffer than the solid beams.
Under nn: Transverse Test:
The solid beams are stronger than the truss beams.
The solid beams are stiffer than the truss beams.
In General:
Under the direct test the primary cause of failure is the yielding of some part of the beam the truss rod, or else the compression member, of truss beam, or the compression flange of a solid
beam under the direct action of the load. Subsequently the beam
buckles sidewise. It appears that the beams tested are sufficiently
stiff in the transverse direction to develop their strength under
direct loading.
(7i Inasmuch as transverse stiffness and strength are necessary in order to develop the direct strength of the beams, it would
seem that the proper specifications for strength under direct loading
will insure strength under the transverse loading.
The report is signed by A. E. Mitchell. R. B. Kendig, W. E.
Sharp. W. F. at. Goss. G. W. Wildin.
1

i

1

?,

1

i

i

i

I
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TRIFLE VALVE TESTS.

During the past year a triple valve containing new features has
been placed on the market by the Westinghonse Air Brake Company,
and this valve in two sizes was submitted to the committee for test.
This valve, which is designed for freight equipment, contains
three principal features not found in valves previously tested for the
Master Car Builders' Association. They are as follows:
First, a quick service application.

Second, a retarded release.
Third, a retarded recharge.
The two sizes of this valve are designated as K-l for 8-inch
cylinders and K-2 for 10-inch cylinders.

The Westinghonse Air Brake Company

has.

for

some

time,

furnished a triple valve designated as H-49 for 10-inch brake cylinThis valve is similar in design to the F-36 valve, and only
ders.
differs from the latter in the capacity of handling larger volumes of
air.
No previous tests of the H-49 valve have been made by an
M. C. B. committee.
The committee expected that an entirely new type of triple
would be submitted for test on the Purdue rack and arrangements
were completed for making these tests. However, at the last moment the manufacturers withdrew from the test, intimating that a
test of "" cars was not satisfactory, and stating that if the M. C. B.
requirements were changed from 50 to SO. 90 or even 100 cars, they
would be glad to turn their valve over to the committee for test.
This communication was received too late for the committee to
make arrangi mi tits for conducting the test on a 100-car rack.
The- committee fully appreciates the fact that a 50-car test as
provided for in the M. C. B. code does not develop the conditions
that must be met in handling trains of SO or more cars.
The Westinghonse Air Brake Company, in offering its new type
of triple for test, stated that these valves would materially improve

.Il

\l:
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the operation of brakes on trains of 50 oars or less, and were especially designed to meet the conditions which develop in handling
trains of SO or more cars. This company also stated that there was
little to he gained by making a 50-ear test, and that they would
prefer making a test of 75 or 100 cars. The committee advised the
Westinghouse Air Brake Company that the testing rack at Purdue
could not be used for more than a 50-car test. The Westinghouse
Air Brake Company then offered the committee the use of either
one or both of its 100-car test racks at Wilmerding. This offer
was accepted with the understanding that the committee should have
the exclusive use of the rooms, with the privilege of using either
rack for testing triple valves manufactured by other companies.

The committee arranged to make test on April
and invited the Air Brake Association to appoint
assist in

making

5,

a

ticular attention is called to one test in

56% seconds was shown between brake

with the H-49 triples, while the K triple
This will go far in preventing
shocks when service applications are made.
(c) Time of graduations.
This test, supplementing (hi, further demonstrated the difference between types H-49 and K triples
as regards time of obtaining 10, 25 and 45 lbs. pressure in brake
cylinders.
The type K valves gave uniformly quicker results in

showed but 16 seconds

this respect.
(d) Release
cylinder.

BRAKE SHOES.
To the President and members of the Master Car Builders' Associa-

—

tion:

Gentlemen

—

Time Of Emergency Application. The time required to obtain
and 55 lbs. in the brake cylinder was slightly longer than
time specified in the code, this applying to both the H-49 and

45 lbs.

K-2 types of triples. This can be accounted for as a result of the
test being made with an S-in. piston travel, also with the H-49 to
the increased size of feed groove.
Application Test Emergency. This test, known as the jumping test, was made with H-49 and K-2 valves on 50-car and 100-car
trains.
The valves jumped all right, but for the reason given in
the test above, they failed slightly in the 55 lbs. time requirement
on the 50th car.
Graduating Test, 50-Car Train. The valves met the requirements of this test. It was not found necessary to make 30 lbs.

—

—

reduction.
Sensitiveness of the Valve Service and Emergency Disc Tests.
All the valves applied in service application within the code limits.
Four of the valves applied partial emergency with a 10-64-in. disc
opening. This action should not have taken place with less than an
11-64-in. disc opening, this showing that some of these valves are
more sensitive to emergency applications than is provided for in
the code.

Holding Power of the Brake.

—

— The

committee did not make

this test with the valves.

—

Release Test. While this has always been regarded as the most
severe test in the code, the results were very satisfactory. While
none of the brakes released before the expiration of five minutes,
14 released between five and 10 minutes. 22 between 10 and 15 minutes, 13 between 15 and 20 minutes, and the last in 21 minutes and
9 seconds.
Time of Charging Auxiliary Reservoirs. This test showed the
retarded recharge of reservoirs which would take place at the forward end of a train, and which results in a more uniform recharging of the auxiliary reservoirs in a long train.

—

Scrricc \ppiicatioii Followed iiii Emergency. The valves mel
requirements.
The tests demonstrated thai quick action will
follow service application as called for in the code.
In addition to these standard tests the committee made
other tests as follows:
Application Tests.
iai Comparative tests to show the number
of brakes applied with a H-49 and K-2 valves with varying train
the

'

i

—

line reducl ions.

Willi

a

::

Hi

time required for piston to move back in

K

made with an 8-in. piston travel, while
the code specifies 4, 6 and 12 in. piston travel. The committee found
that an S-in. piston travel more nearly approximated actual conditions in road service, and therefore felt justified in making tests
under road conditions.
The G-6 brake valve was used throughout the tests.
The report has two appendices, one giving a full explanation
of the new Westinghouse type "K" triple valve and the other the
complete report of the tests made. This valve was described in the
Railroad Gazette March 23, 1906. The following is a brief summary
of the results of the tests:
Service Application Tests. This test demonstrated that the K-2
triple valve prevents the back flow of air from the auxiliary reservoirs to the drain pipe, and leakage from the brake cylinder to the
atmosphere through the leakage groove which is common to standard triples, thereby insuring maximum equalized pressure in all
cylinders in trains of 100 cars or less.

—

test,

interval.

These tests plainly showed the retarded release feature of the
type of triple valve. In every test of the K type of valve, except,
one. the rear brakes released first.
This feature should prove an
important factor in preventing break-in-twos on long trains.
The committee is of the opinion that a new code of tests for
trains of 75 or 100 cars should be compiled.
It would also recommend that the testing rack at Purdue University be redesigned to
allow of testing as many as 100 brakes of either 8-in. or 10-in.
equipment.
The report is signed by A. J. Cota, T. W. Demarest, E. W. Pratt,
F. H. Scheffer, F. W. Brazier.

and 7, 1906,
committee to

6

tests.

—

which an interval in time of
application on the first and

last cars of a 100-car train

All application tests were

the

<M7

—

The committee on brake shoes, at a meeting held
at Indianapolis Oct. 10, 1905, agreed that some inquiry should be
made to ascertain the frictional quality of the shoes now being
supplied to railway companies in comparison with Ihe specifications
of the Association.
A circular was issued, requesting the railroad
companies to submit shoes for tests, shoes submitted to be taken
from service after having been approximately one-third worn. It
was requested also that all shipments be made prior to January 1.
and it was announced that in case a considerable number of shoes
were received, to keep the research within manageable limits the
committee would reserve the right to select from the whole number
received such shoes for test as seemed to be most representative of
the whole collection.

Under this arrangement a total of 100 shoes were received from
nine different railroad companies; two of the shipments, however,
arriving too late to receive attention during the present year. As
the shipments came in, each shoe was assigned a laboratory number, the first having been given No. 151 and the last No. 251.
All shoes received were delivered to the Engineering Laboratory
of Purdue University, where they will be held for future reference
or for further tests. The tests were made under the direction of
the university, the work being in the immediate charge of Prof.
W. O. Teague.
It had been requested that each shoe be marked with a statement of the service from which it had been taken. In cases where
the accompanying statement showed that the shoe had been taken
from freight service, it was tested upon a cast-iron wheel only:
where the statement showed that it had been taken from passenger
service it was tested on a steel-tired wheel only, and where no state
ment as to service accompanied the shoe it was tested on both
cast-iron and steel-tired wheels.
shoes tested on the
The results disclosed the fad that of the
cast-iron wheel, three (Nos. 179, 183 and 209) completely met the
specifications of the Association.
Eleven of the 15 (Nos. 15S. 172.
175, 179. 183, ISO, 194, 200. 205. 209 and 220) met the specifications
as to (he mean coefficient of friction, but eight of this numbei ex
ceeded the limits allowed ai the end of the stop. Five shoes (Nos
Mil. 178, 179, 183 and 209) met the specifications as to the rise in
Of the nine shoes teste, on
the coefficient at the end of the slop.
the steel-tired wheel, all met the specifications as l,i the mean .ii
efficient Of friction during a Stop, but all tailed to meet Ihe specifics
lions as lii rise in the coefficient of friction at the end of Ihe stop
The committee would .ail attention to the fact that while the
peciflcatlons provide for
minimum coefficient of friction they do
noi Bx a maximum; also to the fact that at least two shoei which
were tested possess frictional qualities which are fai in es
While a bii
the minimum values specified.
l«nl of friction
is,
in the abstract, a desirable characteristic to be possessed bj
a
brake shoe, ope ratine, ..mi, .ion iici,, uniformity of action desirable.
for example, the records of the Association show thai a la
amount or attention has been bestowed upon the triple valve tor
Lhe purpose of s
'lng uniformity both in time ami intensity of
he surging of
act
baf
ra in
ma] be prevented
Bu
retarding forci which
Bel up through the action of the bi
k<
as much a function of the Frictional qualities of the brak<
.",

I

i

;.

i

train-line

reduction

thi

n

19

failed

to

apply any

brake, while with the sami train-pipe reduction (3 lbs.) the K-2
applied 98 of the 100 brakes, and the K
lied all of
100
brakes.
Wiib a .Ik reduction the H-49 valve applied bul 29 brakes
of LOO, while with the same train-pipe reduction (6 lbs.
the
K2 triple valve applied LOO brakes. This superiority in the per
romance of the K type triples is the result of the "quick service"
feature.
The quick service feature of the i< triple results In a much
shorter train-pipe exhausl a1 the brake valve I'm a given reduction
(hi Comparative tests to Bhow the rapidity of application with
service reductions in train line pressure.
a careful study of records of this test Bhowed a marked upe
rlority of the K type as compared to the n 19 Lriple and the rapldlt;
of service application of the K type througl
he train
Par
i

»

ii

t

i

i

i

Ii

ai

ol

i

ii
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i

Ion oi

the

I

It

rlple valve

A.ssumii

brake leverage and to
lives
tulpped with triple
possessing Identical chara terlstlcs, It the frictional qualities of the
He hoe are disregarded Hen cat which
fitted with shoes de
veloplng a high coefficient will tend to stop more que
ban an

bave
it

'in

-;inio

\

i
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possessing

adjoining

car

qualities.

If variations in the coefficient of friction of

shoes

brake

having

</

'

p

.

,f

-Coefficient1

Valuei
for b;

friction

5

ft

Brake shoe

,n

No.
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22.8
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16.0
L6.5

1
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far the standing committee on brake-shoes has concerned
with the frictional qualities of brake-shoes. The question has
often been raised as to whether it would not be practicable lor the

Thus

itself

committee

to test the

wearing qualities

of

brake-shoes.

Response

kind has uniformly been made to the effect that
the processes of the laboratory proceed too slowly to permit such
tests to be made, and those inquiring have been referred to road
tests as the readiest means of determining t'.ie endurance of shoes.
The committee is. however, convinced 'that many interests would
be served if manufacturers, in submitting shoes for tests, could
be given a statement covering wearing qualities, as well as a statement covering coefficient of friction. It is also possible that if a
satisfactory test could be formulated, specifications covering wearing qualities might be framed.
In its consideration of this matter, the committee has reached
the conclusion that such tests are possible provided some additional
mechanism could be attached to the testing machine. The purpose
of the proposed addition to the testing machine would be to permit a shoe to be brought in contact with the wheel of the testing
machine for a predetermined interval, after which it would be automatically raised from the wheel and remain in released position
for another and a much longer interval, after which it would again
automatically make contact with the wheel. It is believed that
by such a cycle, any shoe could be given a definite amount of exposure to wear and that by the automatic action of the machine
in alternately making the application and release, all chances of
excessive heating would be avoided.
Mr. Fritz Ernest, instructor in Car and Locomotive Design,
Purdue University, undertook a study of the problem with the result that the details of a satisfactory mechanism have been designed.
The cost of making the proposed additions will be between
$300 and $400.
In conclusion, to summarize its report, the committee would
call attention to the following matters:
1.
That shoes taken from service have in most cases met the
requirements of the Association with reference to the mean coefficient of friction to be developed during a stop.
2.
That shoes taken from service have in most cases failed to
meet the requirements of the Association with reference to the
rise in the coefficient of friction at a point 15 ft. from the end of
to inquiries of this

the stop.

That shoes are now

in service which give a coefficient of
in excess of the minimum specified as to permit
great variation in braking effect. The logic of the situation would
seem to require, either that the present specification be raised, or
that a maximum coefficient, as well as a minimum be specified.
4.
That it would be well to equip the Association's testing
machine for determining the wearing qualities as well as the frictional qualities of brake-shoes, and to this end we would recom3.

friction so
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Rings.

convention of International Railway Master Iloib-r
of cracked and leaky mud rings was one of the
principal topics discussed.
In the three brief papers presented on
the subject it was agreed thai the corner is the place where
trouble develops.
As a general thing, in the case of light singleriveted rings the crack will starl at the top of the inside cornel
and work down and through it along the line of stress. Where the
rings are double riveted the crack will start on the end close to
the corner at the bottom and run up to a rivet hole, and there stop.
It would appear that the failure in the case of the light ring is
due to the stresses set up by variations in expansion, while those
in the heavy ring are caused by the pounding of the ring on the
At the recent

Mai., is the subject

frame or

7
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i

158

Mean

Coi fflclenl
iir friction

ion

1

Brake shoe

4,152 Lb

,

Mud

.

brake shoes

are allowed to become gnat, the surging of the several cars making
up the train is likely to become severe. A brief summary of the
tests is as follows:
Brake
Iron Wheel under
Mean Coefficient
-

Cracked and Leaky

Crictlonal

Inferior

Voi

much

mend

that the question of proceeding with the construction of such
to the Executive Committee.
The report is signed by W. F. M. Goss, Wm. Garstang. Geo. W.
West.

equipment be referred

REVISION OF STANDARDS AM,

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.
to suggest.
It recommends the
committees to investigate and report on

The committee has few changes

appointment of special
changing standard height of couplers and the design of passenger
car journal box and pedestal for journals 4% in. x 8 in, and 5 in.
x 9 in.; changing the wording of part of the Standards referring
to protection of trainmen to conform to the drawings and striking
out from among the miscellaneous paragraphs that one relating to
the storage of private line cars. The report is signed by C. A.
Schroyer, T. S. Lloyd and M. Dunn.

its

supports.

A

crack of this kind can be repaired by applying a copper patch
to the bottom of the ring over the crack, first taking care to chip
the face of the ring down flush with the edges of the sheets. The
patch itself should be put on with patch bolts, and allowed to lap
over the bottom edges of the sheets. Where the crack extends all
the way through the ring, however, it will hardly be worth while
to attempt to patch it. as the stresses will be the same as those
that caused the original failure, and there will be a second one
and leakage. Hence patching under these conditions is only a temporary expedient. The only real remedy is to remove the ring and
weld the corner. A patch will sometimes hold, however, when the
crack merely extends up into the rivet hole.
As prevention is better than cure or mending, it is well to
take pains with the designing of the ring. The aim should be to
get a corner that will resist the great stresses to which it may sometimes be subjected. For this purpose the corners of light rings may
be raised. Thus something will be added to the strength. Sharp
angles or short radii on the inside should be avoided, as more
likely to cause a crack to start than where the curve is easier.
A radius of at least 2% in. should be used at this point, and the
surface milled so that the sheet may come down smooth and tight
against the ring.
It is also well to have the corners extended
with a flange % in. thick forged on the inside, so that the inside
sheets may have three additional rivets. When a mud ring has been
made and applied along these lines, and the sheets have a bearing
for the full depth, and the calking and riveting has been well done
mechanically, it is difficult to see how it can be improved.
The fact that good work is to be done on the sheets must not
be lost sight of, for much depends upon proper laying, if leaky
corners are to be avoided. For this it is well to heat them to a
flanging temperature after the firebox has been put together and
the mending is in position.
In doing this a fuller of the proper
size to suit the radius of the corners of the mud ring should be
selected so that the sheet may be set back tight, for there is no
advantage in using a 4-in. mud ring and having the sheet in contact
with it for only half its width. The benefit of the full width of
ring should always be obtained. In order, too, that the sheet may
be made to lie close to the ring it should be fullered 3 in. or 4 in.
above the top of the latter, depending on the distance that it stands
off when first applied.
This is an important matter, and if the suggestion is followed it will avoid a sharp offset in the sheet at the
top of the ring, besides keeping the sheet snugly in position at this
point.
Cases are known where this has not been done, and the
sheets stood off as much as *4 in. at the top, although the calking
edge was tight.
A very good method of laying up firebox sheets, especially
when renewing them, is to use sufficient material so as to have a
long scarf on the side sheet, which will extend around the inside
corners when the ring is in place. This may then be raised to a
red heat by an oil burner, and the metal set up solidly against the
ring with a fuller. The holes should be counterbored and the rivets
driven on the inside. When fireboxes are fitted in this way they
will be satisfactory.
The top of the ring should also receive attention by being rounded off on the edge and not left with a sharp
corner, which is apt to cut into and injure the sheet.
These may all seem to be trifling matters in themselves, but
probably 75 per cent, of the leaky mud rings are due to an improper
laying up of the sheets. The best method of remedying leaking will
frequently be found to be to remove the rivets at the corner, close
the sheets up tight against the ring, and redrive the rivets. This
should invariably be done if the ring still continues to leak after
it has been well calked.
Continued calking is of little use. Cases
have even been observed where the metal has been entirely cut
away without stopping the trouble. Cast steel mud rings are being
introduced, and are working well as a whole.
They are giving
no trouble from breakage, but they should be most carefully inspected before using, as they are apt to be honeycombed with blowholes that will cause leakage.

The North China Railroad from Pekin's port, Tientsin northeastward into Manchuria, parallel with the Chinese Eastern Railroad
late Russian), is to be extended by the Japanese about 40
miles to Fa-Ku-Men, where it will be about 30 miles west of the
I

1
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Chinese Eastern. This new line will be near to and parallel with
the borders of the province which is under the protectorate ot Japan,
and will make it easier to defend. The country through which
it extends is very productive, especially in Sorghum (the bread of
the country) beans (of which 20,000,000 bushels have been exported
in one year from the Manchurian port New-Chwaug) and hogs, and
ought to support a railroad.

Handling Engines at the Ashpit.

639

Armstrong Brothers Tool
all

purposes.
Baeder. Adamson

showing

&

Chicago.— Various designs of

Co.,

tool holders for

— Large model of refrigerator
New York. — Baker ear heaters and steam
— Demonstration of the Barnett Con
N.
steam heat, signal and airbrake service
car,

Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

hair-felt insulation.

W. C. Baker Heating & Supply Co.,
attachments.
Barnett Equipment Co., Newark,
J.
neetor aulomaticallv coupling Hie
and safety hooks (in lieu of safety chains) between cars.
Spiral grooved steel grinding disks; heavy
Beslv, Chas. H., & Co.. Chicago.
spiral cloth and paper circles; Helmet temper taps for threading nuts; Helmet Babbit for bearings, Helmet oil and Helmet grease cups.
Bettendorf Axle Co., Davenport. la. Bettendorf passenger, freight and tender trucks; passenger I-beam truck frame; removable journal box truck frame
and riveted arch bar truck frames.
McAndrews locomotive rod-key.
Bleibtrey, John E., Waterford. N. Y.
Bordo, L. J.. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa. Blow-off valves, hydraulic valves and
swing joints for locomotive and tender connections.
Bowser, S. F., & Co., Fort Wayne. Ind. Oil house equipment for railroads
ami factories also shop tanks, cabinets, etc.
Boyd, Jas., & Bro.. Philadelphia, Pa. Complete Are fighting equipments
for shops, including the "Keystone" fire extinguishers, "Boyd's Champion"
chemical engine, 1,250 ft. of 1-in. "Electric" hose made in one piece; also air.
steam heat and signal hose.
Brady Brass Co.. Jersey City, N. J. Cyprus bronze locomotive castings and
Cyprus bronze journal bearings motor bearings for electric railbearings
ways babbit metal solder; battery zincs and phosphor bronze.
Buckeye Steel Castings Co., Columbus. Ohio. Major coupler for freight
cars Ohio passenger coupler and a number of old Major freight car couplers
which have been in service for 2 years and more also the Buckeye cast-steel
yoke, adapted for any and all kinds of draft gears.
Butler draw-bar attachButler Draw-bar Attachment Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
ments.
Cardwell Mfg. Co., Chicago. Cardwell friction draft-gear and Cardwell

—

—

paper presented to the International Railway Master
Boiler Makers' Convention on this subject by Mr. Batchman, of the
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, a point was made of the necessity
If the water is low it should
for care in the use of feed water.
be replenished before the engine is taken to the ashpit. The engine
should be kept in motion as much as possible while the injector
is at work.
A large percentage of failures due to leaky flues and
fireboxes has been traced to the improper handling of engines at
Feeding water while standing on
terminals and on the ashpit.
sidings or over the ashpit will cause tubes to leak nine times out
of ten. For that reason the engine should be kept in motion, which
causes the water to circulate and prevents it from going to the
bottom. Engines will frequently come in from a run of 135 miles
or more and be in first-class condition, with not a leak to be found,
and then in an hour will be in the roundhouse with half the tubes
leaking simply because improperly handled over the pits.
The
engine should be brought to the pit with the boiler filled. The fire
may then be knocked out, dampers closed, front end cleaned and
the machine taken to the roundhouse. When there is no work to
be done, the fire should simply be cleaned and banked. When washing is to be done, steam should be blown off and the boiler cooled
through the check or injector pipe, with the blow-off cock open.
But in no case should the water be allowed to drop below the crownsheet until the bare hand can rest upon the boiler head. In doing
this work, all plugs should be removed and the crown-sheet washed
first; then the arch tubes and the space above the fire door, after
which the barrel, where good results can be obtained by having at
least two tube-pockets in the back tube-sheet, which should be removed every month or so for washing the barrel and throat-sheet.
In

;:

the

—
—

—

;

—

—

:

;

;

—

;

;

—

—

rocker side bearings.
Plastic freight car
Carey, Philip, Mfg. Co., Lockland. Cincinnati, Ohio.
roofing'; building rooting, locomotive boiler lagging; train pipe covering, and
magnesia and asbestos goods of all kinds.
Chicago Car Heating Co., Chicago. Full-sized models of the vapor system
of car heating, in operation also steam specialties.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago. Boyer pneumatic hammers; Keller
pneumatic drills and other pneumatic fools for railroad use Duntly air-cooled
electric grinders also a duplex steam two-stage air compressor
electric drills
The compresses supply air for
fitted with mechanically-operated inlet valves.
operating a number of the compressed appliances on the Steel Pier.
Chicago Railway Equipment Co.. Chicago. The "Monitor" car bolster
National Hallow. Creco, Diamond and Kewanee brake beams; Creco rollerside bearings, and the "Creco" journal box and lid.
Cleveland rneumatic Tool Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Reversible and non-reversible air drills
wood boring machines electric drills pneumatic shipping,
pneumatic drift-bolt drivers Bowes
calking, beading and riveting hammers
hose-coupling and piain and armored air hose.
Coe Brass Mfg. Co., Ansonia, Conn. Patent Extruded Brass in step nosings,
step treads and platform bindings: car door, window and cave moldings:
special shaped bars and rods and
architectural and automobile moldings
extruded metal in various forms to supersede castings.
Columbus Pneumatic Tool Co., Columbus, Ohio. The U. & W. piston air
drills
Dunlop piston air drills, and the Ulrich "Perfect" flue roller.
Commercial Acetylene Co., New Y'ork. Acetylene gas lighting fixtures ami
apparatus for the storage of acetylene gas in cylinders filled witlt porous sub
This system is shown in operation on a New York, New
stance and acetone.
Haven & Hartford passenger car on track also acetylene locomotive headlight
locomotive marks; yacht searchlight and portable table lamps
Steam car healing apparatus;
Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.
automatic steam couplers: automatic traps; heavy valves and fittings: elec
trie heaters: regulating switches, and the MeElroy automatic axle lighting
system shown in operation.
Consolidated Railway Electric Lighting & Equipment Co., New York
"Axle Light" system for electric Car lighting, showing new type "D" dynamo
running at all speeds without variation in current output or voltage, the current and voltage being controlled by tin' new "Kennedy" regulator,
Crandall packing for air pumps,
Crandall Packing Co.. Palmyra. N. V.

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

—
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Exhibits at the Atlantic City Convention.

;

The large and small exhibits

at Atlantic City are located on
the Steel Pier, with the exception of the large Niles-Bement-Pond
driving wheel lathe, for which a special booth has been erected with-

in 10 minutes walk of the pier, and the track exhibits which are
located on the side tracks at the Pennsylvania station. The exhibits
this year, both in number as well as in the total floor space occupied, greatly exceed any previous year's exhibits at these conventions.
comparison of the present Atlantic City exhibit and of
the exhibit held at Manhattan Beach last year is of interest. Last
year the official figures show that there were 208 exhibitors, occupying a total floor space of 38,123 sq. ft., whereas this year the number of exhibitors is 254, covering a total floor space of GC,350 sq. ft.
The following is a partial list of the exhibits. The remainder will
be printed in another list next week.

A

Adams & Westlake

Chicago.
Adlake acetylene gas car lighting sys
tern; railroad lanterns; non sweating, down-draft signal lamps; car hardwart
ami gas ami electric chandeliers. This company also Mas an exhibit truck,
consist ing of a demonstration of tin: Newbold system of electric car lighting
Co.,

:

from

1

he axie.

1

,v:

<

v.

c.

.><

H.

;

—

throttle valves, etc.

Machine Co.,
Band sans; saw tables; joiners
tonla, Ohio.
woodworking machinery.
Recording gages,
Crosby si. .am cage & Valve Mfg. Co.. Boston, Ma<s
Crescent

1

.iml other

steam ami hydraulic gages, safety valves, locomotive chime whistles, globe
and angle valves ami Johnstone blow- off cocks.
Car curtains fitted with Forsyth No. 86;
Curtain Supplj Co., Chicago.
Forsyth "Ring
Keelet
centric and Burrowes roller-tip fixtures; also Acme
full line of curtain materials,
and Climax .able fixtures, as well as
ltavis, John, Co., Chicago.
Steam specialties; air hose couplings; flexible
1111 joints;
reducing valves; hark pressure valves and swim: joints.
Iinvis Pressed Steel CO., Wilmington, Del.
Itavis solid truss brnkr beams
for l00,000*lb. capacity Freight cars; also high-speed beams tor passenger cai
A special brake-beam testing machine id' 150,000 lbs. capacity in
service,
;

;i

i.

American Balanced Valve Co., Jersey Shore, Pa. Various types 01' si-mi
plug and high-pressure valves, Including external admission, reversible, double
end ami triple-end semi-plug piston valves, also a semi-plug piston valve for
passim; mm- ports without bridges, ami an a
-lean plug piston valve after
2 years ami :> months service; Jack Wilson high pressure double-acting valves,
internal admission, for tow cylinder clearance ami external admission three
ring type; .lack Wilson slide valve as used on Philadelphia & Reading Atlantic
unlives, ami a model of the W.i Ischuria val\c mot ion IIS used Oil
City lasl
the Pennsylvania Allanlic type locomotives.
American Brake Shoe
Foundry Co., Mahwah, N. J. Showing the reinforced brake shoe for modern railway service, both steam ami electric
American car & Foundry Co.. New York.
\ll-steel electric motor car built
iin- Berwick Works for the N. Y. Central New York City suburban service.
Equipped with Sprague G. 10 multiple-unit control ami l' h. B.-68 200-b.p.
motors ami American i.<
motive Co. 'a electric trucks.
American Locomotive Company, New York.
Baltimore *x Ohio consolidated
locomotive, fitted with Walschaeri valve gear,
Erie Pacific type passenger
locomotive, electric motor truck for N. v. C, & 11 R. 1; it. suburban service;
also a trailer truck; ami a inim exhibit wiiii the General Electric
lo
of the
N.

—

R.

1;.

electric

1;

locomot

tve,

American Lux Light Co., Dunkirk, N. v. The Lux arc light for vaporizing
ami burning ordinary kerosene oil on an Incandescent mantel as gas
Thl
light is so graduated as to furnish any candle power desired, ranging fr
200
C.p. to 1,200 C.p. In "He niiil Hie same lamp.
American Mason Safetj Tread Co., Boston Mass.
Lead
carborundum
I

safely treads for cur steps, Btations, etc,
\
him
rlcan Steam Gauge A Valve Mfg Co., Bo ton, Mai
Loci
tlve
Specialties, such as open and iniillled pups, sic
gages, blow oil' valves, globe
ami angle valves, chime whistles, airbrake records, etc.

operat ion

chemical Works, Chicago.
Dearborn Drug
Boiler compounds; antl foam
ing compounds for locomotives, and Samples of scale.
Sramir<s 9teel
Detroit Seamless Steel Tube Co., Detroit, Mich.
ve
flues; also samples of material showing the process of manufacture from the
billet to the finished tube.
Dickinson, Paul, Chicago.
Engine-house smokejacks, Including "Vltrlbestos"
jacks, cast iron movable engine liousr jacks; also cast iron ventilators and
»v,

I

chlmnej

b.

c. Machine
machine

T.

hill.

slotting

Co..

Philadelphia,

Chicago.
Cast steel locomotive frame
isl
simplex brake brum Simplex driving wl
driving wheel centers
coai b
springs: Simplex cur ami tender bolsters; cast-steel bol ten
casl
teel Bide
....
ml CrO lends; .huilliy casl steel coupler
he Davis ens
rod
p ,\
lugs. Andrews cast steel side frame; ami spring cm
Busemlhl roller-side
Steel r

Iries,

;

;

1

1

1

I

;

I

l

I

.

I

I

1

(rollers,

America,!]

age

motors

Vibrator Co.,

v™

;

traveling

iii

head

Dill

.1

1

I

.1

1

.

I

;

;

1

window

fixtures;

Map

vestibule

ami

doors,

tin

bt

'

1

curtail
Electric Storage Bstterj Co., Philadelphia
Chin
Pa.—
types ol
ride Accumulator
for cur light Ing,
IgnB
rvlci
falls Hollow Staybolt Co
Fal
Hollow Btaybolt
nyi
of various diameters in toil
lengths; also samples oi raw materials from
1

1

American

n;

Pa.

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City, \,
Dixon Blllcatc graphite
mi.
and Dixon's graphite lubricants; Dixon's American graphlti
graphite greases ami plumbago crucibles.
lossrrt ,v Co., \ru York
Solderless connections and terminals for elec
trlcal wires ami cables; otic sample connection t
2,oOo.O
at
hard
drawn copper cubic for the N Y c. ,x ii i; i: i; having
tensile Btren
Of 30,000 lbs
"less. d Railway
Lamp Works. \<m York. Headlights; switch ami
lumps
semaphore lamps with long-burning founts; Interchangeable ciasstti
cation lamps, and Bteam ami water irage lamps
-c lat
:ilso p.. si ami cat
Duner Co.. Chicago, 111
Water closets tor railroad
Edwards Company, The 11, \i. Syracu e, N. 1
An entire new exhibit ol

1

which he bars arc rolled.
'the Tate flexible staybolt ami Bpeclal
Planner? Bolt Co., Pittsburg, Pn
tooli foi applying the s:
also Illustration til various Installatlot
two
Company, NYw 'ink
Foster,
The waiter 11
work
threading ami reducing machine and lainplc
also one
lei tool
1

,

1

i

1

York ami

si

i

is.

Electric

vibrator;

mas

grinder

Fox

Machine

Co.,

Grand

Rapid

Mich

Fox

universal

wood trlmmc
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xiiN

table

dodo

Ba\i

heads, mitre machines,
Ingle an
high ipeed

talnli

01

cutting machines, and the F03
and llghl milling machines.

beavj
Itiple

tube oi (lui
spindle drills

1

I

.1

..

rains.

Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co., New i'ork
and storage car heal ing apparal us
Gould Coupler Co
New fork. Gould Z-beam

water,

bot

Electric

steam

platform Cor passenger
car
ars
friction buffer drafl gear
freighl car couplers; journal boxes
bolsters and draft arms and friction draft gear; tandem drafl gear, for
wood and steel sills spring buffers and tender couplers and brake beam
clamps.
Gould Storage Battery Co., New fork. The Gould electric car lighting
...
system
also storage battery cells for signal us.-, ami portable ana sia,,
type batteries.
Green. Tweed & Co
New York. -Palmetto packing and the Favorite
reversible wrench and the "Exacto" packing cutter
Grip Nut Co., Chicago.
Grip nuts from %-In. to 1%-in.
Hale & Kilburn Manufacturing Co., The, Philadelphia, Pa.
Full line of
car scats for all service, including both single and double reclining chairs.
Edwin Harrington Sun
Co., [nc
Philadelphia, Pa.
Differential, screw
and spur-gea red cha ir hoisi s
Heath & Milligan Mfg. Co., Chicago. Steel pan. -is showing "Ferrlgo"
also crystals showing coach and car colors.
joinl
Wakefield Co., Wakefield, Mass.— Seats for street and
Heywood Bros
railroad cars; also brass model showing mechanism of the Wheeler scat.
Home Rubber Co., Trenton, N, J. Samples of V B. <> sheel packing and
sectional tubular gaskets; also air brake and steam hose, throttle packing and
inlaid rubber matting, as well as a full line of mechanical rubber g
Is
Hunt-Spiller gun-iron cast
Hunt- Spi Her Mfg, Corporation, Boston, Mass.
ings for locomotives, such as eccent i*ics, eccent ric si raps, cylinder bushings,
cylinder packings, piston valve packing, piston-valve cages, driving box*
driving-box shoes and wedges, cross-head shoes and gibbs, superheater headsteel

1

;

;

;

..v

.

;

*.v

ers, gears, etc.

Homestead Valve Mfg.
straight-way,

—

Homestead valves, including
Pittsburg, Pa.
locking cock and
locomot Ive blow oft

Co.,

four-way.

three-way,

valves.

ti

>

i

i

i-

<

;

1 1

li

-I

sash loci
curtains
ind
h
National Malleable Castings

.

;

Co.,

Tower

Ohio

Cleveland

and

climax

ouplers,

\ew castic Forge & Bolt Co., New Castle. Pa,
Bolts, forgiogs and chains.
New York Air Brake Co., New i'ork
ITorsythe automatic all and
couplings

in operation.
Bemenl Pond Co., New fork
Nlles 9(Mn. driving wheel chucking lathe
operation; located in a special
th near the Pennsylvania i:. II station;
also an ollice on Steel Pier.
Norton ISmorj Wheel Co.. Worcester, Mass.
The main feature oi the
wheel-,
exhibit Is a column, 15-ft. high, composed ol 18-ln. "Alumdum
mounted bj a large ball and .m American eagle all made ol "Alumdum."
Various forms of w heels and oil
tovi
an also bown.
Norton Grinding Machine Co., u
upli
«ter M
oi worl
ucb as
piston rod-, crank puis, valve stems, etc., done on a grinding machine
daily designed for e broad n ork,
Norton ball-bearing lifting lacks and '-Sure
Norton, A. O., Boston, Mass.
Drop" tack jacks.
Page car Company, Boston, Mass,
Track exhibit ol the Page flat bottom

Nlles

in

t

1

i

i

l

dump

cai

Rubber Co., Jeanette, Pa
Pennsylvania interlocking rubber
pebbled and corrugated rubber mailing: "Century" white sheet packentury tubular gaskets; red sheet packing- and tubular gaskets; red,
white and black garden hose; suction hose and corrugated tender ho
Phillips, r. Et., & Sons Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Laffltte welding plates and
"Velos
high --peed twist drills.
Pittsburg Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa
"Pittsburg Perfect
electrically welded
fence,
fence making machine In operation, making about 7 miles of railroad
right of \\ a> fence pei d
Ralston Steel car Co., Columbus, Ohio.
Track exhibit oi the Ralston flush
Pennsylvania

tiling

ing;

"

1

drop bottom steel car.
lieo
Improved high speed flal drills
R
Mfg. Co., Buchanan, Mich.
expanding mandrels
boring bars
arch bar drill presses and
ot her improved machine shop appliani
Rubbersel Brush Co., Newark, N. .1.
"Rubberset" paint brushes for railroad use.
Jos. t. Ryerson & Son. Chicago.Lenox beveling shear, Ferguson fluewelder; Simplex track and car jacks; Ryerson' s kej seating machine; iiiodel
"i
Ryerson's flue-cleaning machine; Ryerson 's oil furnace for flue welding,
and a number ot small tools such as Que cutti
SafeM Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York. "Standard" system of
steam heating,
ModeU showing the system as applied to passenger ears;
also various pans of the apparatus cut out to show construction.
Safety
steam coupling
Schoen Steel Wheel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.— Pressed and rolled steel wheels,
showing the various stages of manufacture.
Seamless Tube o oi Unerli ... Pittsburg, Pa.— Seamless wrought steel locomotive holier lines, seamless forged Bteel Locomotive safe ends and seamless
forged stcei locomotive arch or Superheater tubes.
Shelh\ steel Tube Co., Pittsburg, I'a
Seamless steel tubing for locomotive
lines; link bushings, and seamless steel locomotive hells.
P. F. Slocomb -v Co., Wilmington, Del.
Two portable pneumatic punches;
ne pneumatic riveter and one Slocomb hot-air engine.
Sprague Electric Co., New York. Sprague electric trolley hoist; also steel
armor nose tor compressed air or steam.
Standard Paint
o., New York.
Model of the Pennsylvania R. R. roundhouse, covered with Ruberoid roofing. Ruberoid roofing for railroad cars and
locomotive cabs; Giant insulating papers; P. & B. and S. 1'. C. insulation,
and Ruberoid permanent colored roofing; flexible metal preservative paints
and P. & B. new insulating varnishes baking and air-drying. The exhibition
pavilion is covered with Ruberoid colored roofing.
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia Pa. Solid rolled steel wheels; steeltired wheels; steel tire- and springs.
Starrett, L. s. & Co., Athoi, Mass.- Pull line of mechanic;! Instruments;
also hack saws and leveling instruments, steel tap-s. etc.
Stoever Foundry & Mfg. Co., Meyerstown, Pa.
Pipe threadine and euttingoff machines.
Symington, The T. II. Co., Baltimore, Md. Journal boxes: ball-bearing
center plates and side bearings for railroad cars: also a demonstration showing method of grinding side hearing race plates for ball-bearing side bearings.
Underwood Co., II I'... Philadelphia, Pa. Portable cylinder boring bar
portable 2-cylinder air motor for driving tools, dome facers, portable valve
lacing machine; Mongs boring table for lathes and a portable crank-pin turning machine.
U. s. Metal & Mfg. Co., New York.
The Columbia nut lock; Victor caststeel car replacers; "Perfect" cast-steel car replacers
Gilbert automatic hose
reel; the West malleable iron brake jaw: "Alinetl" lumber stake; 'ideal"
draw bar centering device and the reusable drop brake staff; also a track
exhibit of a car equipped with the various specialties made by the company.
Wagenhorst Co., J. II.. Youngstown. Qnio.—Electric blue printing appaQoo]

Rich,

and chucks

—

.

;

;

;

i

I

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.- -Pneumatic tools and appliances, including "Thor" pneumatic drills, hammers, air turbines, due rollers
air operated cold saws. etc.
Ingersoll-Ranti Co., New York.
Pneumatic tools, including drills and ham
compound air com
niers; also motor hoists, forges, etc.; also a class II.
This compressor is in operation and furnishes air for operating pneupressor.
matic tools on the Steel Pier.
An Imperial class X air compressor is also on
i

*.

exhibit.
II.
W. Johns-Man ville Company, New York.— "Transits," asbestos smoke
jack and fireproof lumber; Portland sectional conduit; asbestos textile materials, fibres and cements: Keystone hair insulator, roll fire felt, asbestos mill
board, pipe coverings, cement felting; Kearsarge flange joint packings and
is; Standard piston-rod packing, Canada asbestos wick packing: asbestos
Keystone combination pump packing, Vulcabeston pump packing,
roofings
union washers and throttle-rod packing and. 85 per cent, magnesia and fire
:

ami sectional boiler lagging.
Johnson & Johnson. New Brunswick, N. J.^Equipments for

fell

tirst

aid to the
up exclu-

injured; specially designed for railroad use.
The booth is made
ue products of the company.
sively ni'
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Reliance hydraulic jacks and
Philip S. Justice
Justice spring power hammers.
Kennicoit Water Softener Co.. Chicago.- Photographs of water softener
installations; also map showing location of the company's apparatus on the
various railroads of this country.
Kent Co., Edward R., Chicago. Allen's high-speed tool steel and carbon
steel high-speed twist drills: also samples of the ingredients used in making
this steel.
Landis Machine Co.. Waynesboro, Pa.
Bolt threading and nut-tapping
machines; also samples of work.
Landis Tool Co., Waynesboro, Pa,
No. 3. plain grinding machine and a
No. 16 gap railroad grinder; also samples of work.
Latrobe Steel & Coupler Co., Chicago.
Chicago, Melrose. Latrobe, LewisSeely pilot and tender couplers; Goodman wrecking hook; repair knucklers

—

t

—

—

—

and pivot pins.
Locomotive Stoker Co., The, Chicago. The W. 11. Strouse automatic locomot Ive stoker in gperai h n.
I. uptou's
Sons Co., David, Philadelphia, Pa
Automatic sheet metal window frames and sashes, glazed with wire glass; ornamental copper panels:

—

skylights, etc.

Macleod & Co., Walter. Cincinnati and New York.— Oil rivet forge:
"Buckeye" light; whitewash sprayer; tire expander; sand blast and Bucfcey<
compound air type, and independent type; also an acetylene torchers
;

light.

—

McConway iV "'orley Co., Pittsburg, Pa. Janney freight couplers; Kelso
freight couplers; I'iit freight couplets; Kelso tender couplers; Kelso pilot
couplers; Janney passenger car couplers, and Buhoup 3-stem coupler; the
Buhoup 3 stem coupler applied to standard steel platform.
McCord & Co.. Chicago. Gibraltar bumping posts; McCord journal boxes;
McCanna force-feed lubricators for both car
gear; spring dampeners
and locomotive use in operation; McKim gaskets an an hydraulic testing
bine for showing the capacity of draft -ear.
Manning. Maxwl] & Moore. \ew STork. Grindley automatic machine tool
and a Moore iwisi drill grinder; also The Hancock Inspirator Co.'s inspirateam and check valves and whistles; The ETayden &
ad eject
Mfg. co.s metropolitan Injectors and ejectors; The Consolidated
Co
afety valves: The Asbcrofl Mfg. Co.'s steam gages: air
..>.; vacuum gages, and
he Edson recording steam gages
hydrai
and Indicators and pianlmeters.
.,(.
i;.
ulator Co., Boston, Mass
Full size models of the Mason Iocomo;

.

i

i

:

lafet

1

v

Genera] Electrb Co., Schenectady,
ST.
Track exhibit of electric locomo
tive No. 3404 for the New STork Central lines
Genera] Storagi Batter; Co., New i"ork
Bijur "High Duty" type standard
car lighting cells in double compartment tanks, as provided for the Pennsylva
High
Bijur
nla Railroad; two types of charging
sters, for charging
Duty" Btorage batteries, consisting ol
constant speed motor driving a sepa
excited generator; several sizes of one and two-cell types of Bijur
ratel;
Lge batteries; standard batter) case for railroad signals, and a switch
board demonstrating on a miniature scale the operation of fluctuating loads
mel with on electric elevators, electric
such
and electric cars and
1

i'

i

gears.

holier

24

washi
and the
Ign
and testers; oil cups oi rarl
pop valve,
Car
oupier Co.. Chicago
bowing National
Working model
engei platforms and platform buffei
Si
ua] centering yoke and the
improved National passenger coupler No • also lilnaon emergency knuckle
and
In son dru fi rigg
National i,,,,!, Wasnei Co., Newark, \
Nul lock- curtain fixtures; cai
oale

i

National

Franklin Railway Supply Co
McLaughlin lock nuts, M<
Franklin, Pa.
Laughlin metal flexible conduit, Franklin driving-box lubricator; Franklin
pneumatic fire-door openers
Franklin Piston (dead and Cross-Head Attach
mem and Holland Metal lex
Joint.
Frost
Railway
Supph Co., Detroit Mich
The Harvej friction draft
spring shown as applied to the Butler, Farlow, Adjustable and Monarch
draft

guishers

No

Vol. XL.,

.

Mason regulator.

alve and

•:
.

,

—

-

—

—
—

i

<

—

—
—

.

—

:
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ratus in operation.
Wells Light Mfg. Co., New York.— Lights of one. three and tive burners
contractors and general outside use; tire-beating device and a tripod
-tand for use in foundries.
Westmoreland Coal Co., Philadelphia, I'a. Full-size wooden model of
standard locomotive tender loaded with Westmoreland screened coal.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co., The. Pittsburg, Pa. -Two 75 car racks of
L0-in.
freight
equipment, combined type, for the purpose of comparing
present standard and improved freight equipment:
also a comparison of
old engine
cross-compound
and new •KT" equipments
8*4-in.
new
steam-driven
air
pump; Westinghouse friction draft gear: Westinghouse type "K 1" and "K-2" triple' valves shown in section; Wiso No 5 distributing valve used in connection with new "KT" equipment
American
model of
Brake Co.'s automatic slack adjuster for passenger equipment
engine truck fitted with equalized brake and slack adjuster: also model of
locomotive driver fitted equalized brake gear: Westinghouse Automatic Air
& Steam Coupler Co.'s automatic air and steam couplers applied to freight
and passenger equipment (shown in
lei cars);
Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co.'s enclosed type multiple d. c. arc lamps and tie Cooper-Hewitl mercury vapor lamps also various types of a. c. and d. c. fan motors and different
types and sizes of a. c. and d. c. motors, ranging in size from l'i b. p. to
The power for operating the various equipments mentioned is fur15 h. p.
nished by four D-4-E-G and one c -l-A <; motor-driven air compressors, which
are governed by five "J-13" electric pump governors, all built by the Westinghouse Tract ion Brake !o.
West Disinfecting Co., New York.
Disinfectants for all purposes and
apparatus for applj ing he same
for

—

—

:

:

:

t

;

<

i

Detroit, Mich.
New type of double, triple and
lubricators, with the sighl feed glasses around the oil
also an automatic drain siem which drains the
lubricator and closes automatically, thus avoiding the loss

Lubricator Co.,

in

quadruple sight-feed

;

from the
of

oil

pockets;

I

Modoc Soap
tfoi

Railwaj Equipment Co., St. Louis, Mo.—Western drill and carWestern brake jaws; Qoerr tandem draft gear; Acme pipe
clamps; Linstrom syphon pipes; Linstrom eccentrics; Missouri Hoerr Western Bush, St. Louis flush, and Interchangeable car doors; Western truck
end castings;
fastenmy track adjusters; Western bell riniMT car d
ings; Fish-hook lie plate and brake pins.
Co.. Detroit, Mich.- A brake shoe fitted with an
Wheel-Truing Brake si
abrasive tor truing and dressing flat and worn wheels.
Whltnej Mfg. Co., Hartford. Conn -Photographs ol hand-feed milling machines; 20- In. water tool grinder; "Presto" chuck- and col lefts-; Woodruff
system of keying; roller and block chains for, automobiles, and the Hartford

western

line

an

i

n

Co., Philadelphia
Pa.
...I be Pennsj Ivania

r.:.

Co

roint

Morse Twisi
le] s.

Louisville, Ky.

Machine

Drill >^
tapS, dies,

A dei
stal ion

chucks,

I

MetalH

New Bedford,

Co.,
etc.

at!

i

the

"Perfect" car

Bexible joints

Ma—

Morse

and steam

drills

ream

—

Augustus, Allegheny, Pa.
The Moss "Excelsior" car coupler
relghl <-ars. passenger cars and
lotlve
Nathan Mfg. Co., New fork,
Monitor and Simplex Injectors, both lifting
and non-lifting; Buckeye lubricators, j. :: and 'i feeds; "Phillips" double
t

I

toiler

i

he*

i.

I

reedman

ton

e

feed

lubricating

pumps

;

fire

extin-

printer for hoi e) menu cards.
Kale & Towne Mfg. CO., New York.

;

Three types of chain blocks, including

Also electric hoists and overhead
triplex, duplex and differential hoists.
A targe assortment of locks. Including Yale locks, cabinet locks and
trolleys.
A full line of builders ami car hardware and Blount door checks.
padlocks.
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numbers. The stability being established,
was raised and increased in diameter until by 1892 we
123,000
find engines of the eight-wheeled type in service weighing
Such
driving wheels.
lbs., of which 82,000 lbs. were upon the
of
engines had cylinders 19 in. in diameter, with a piston stroke
24 in.
The boiler had a shell of 58 in. in diameter, the center of
which was 9 ft. above the rails, and contained 1,800 sq. ft. of heatthe
ing surface, with a grate 8 ft. long and 41 in. wide, while
steam pressure had risen to the unprecedented height of 180 lbs.
in constantly increasing

the boiler

BY QEOBQE

I..

FOWLER,

Associate Editor of the Railroad Qazetti

In the latter part of the seventies it was thought by a goodly
of American railroad men that the locomotive had reached
The standard stroke of practically
the upper limit of its power.
all road engines in the country was 24 in., and 16 in. was the
diameter of the cylinders, with a few scattering ones of 17 in.
and 18 in. for particularly heavy work. The boilers were carrying
an average pressure of 125 lbs., with 140 lbs. in exceptional
instances, and contained a total heating surface of about 1,200
In a discussion before the Master Mechanics' Assosquare feet.
ciation it had been the consensus of opinion that 12,000 lbs. was
the limit of weight that could be safely placed upon a single wheel.
Under these limiting conditions we find that the passenger locomotive was what was long known as the American or eight-wheeled

number

having two pairs of driving wheels and a four-wheeled truck
and weighed complete in working order about 80,000 lbs.,
of which 58,000 lbs. was upon the drivers.
The boiler was of % in. steel and was carried with the center
of its shell about 6 ft. 6 in. above the rails. The firebox was narrow
and dropped down between the bar frames, the upper member of
which was usually 4 in. square. The length was also limited by the
distance between the driving axle, and this was, in turn, restricted
by the length that it was considered safe to run the side rods.

type,

in front,

Under these conditions the grate surface of the best engines was
in. wide and rarely more than 6 ft. 6 in. long.
At the same time the weights of the sleeping car equipment
had increased so that forty or more tons per car was a common
figure, and the operating departments of all of the trunk lines

about 36

were calling for engines

to haul heavier trains

on a faster schedule.

per

sq. in.

an

advance such
It will be at once apparent what a tremendous
decade
e'ngine exhibited in comparison with the light machines of a
presbefore. The tractive weight, the heating surface and the steam
much
sures had all been increased by 50 per cent., resulting in a
greater ratio of increase of power for the engine as a whole.
the driving
'Of course this weight of more than 20,000 lbs. upon
wheels could only be used on roads where the rail was heavy and
charthe whole construction of the roadway of the most substantial
Where light rails were still in service and it was desired to
acter.
obtain the full benefits of the large boiler and the great total weight
on drivers, the ten-wheeled locomotive was used. This had the same
four-wheeled truck at the front, but was fitted with three pairs of
driving wheels instead of two. Such engines frequently had cylinders 20 in. in diameter, and with the 1,800 sq. ft. of heating surface
available, had a weight of about 100,000 lbs. on the driving wheels.
This gave a somewhat greater tractive power than the lighter engine
of the eight-wheeled type, but had the disadvantage of the extra
So, while such engines did good service, they were not
side rod.
regarded with great favor by the officers of the motive power department, though many of them were built.
Up to this date the increase of heating surface had been obtained
by an increase in the diameter of the shell and in the number of

Standard Eight Wheel Passenger Locomotive of the Pennsylvania Railroad, 1375.
I
remember being present at a conference in the office of a
superintendent of motive power at the time, when a great variety
speed
of propositions were made with the end in view of securing a
At the close the stateof sixty miles an hour with a heavy train.
ment was made that it was a very simple thing to build a locomoBut to
tive that would run at a speed of sixty miles an hour.
train
build one that would attain and maintain that speed with a

was an entirely different proposition.
The question then, as now, was a matter of steam, and most
the attempts at improvement were made along the lines of increas-

of a dozen cars
of

ing the efficiency of the current type of boiler. Firebrick arches were
introduced lo a small extent, and the extended front fad, that made
the locomotive look like a pouter pigeon, swept the country.
When designs had apparently reached their limits, a revolution
was crealed by the introduction of the class K locomotive upon the
nnsylvania Railroad by Mr. Theodore N. Ely, who was at that
He simply raised the boiler
line superintendent of motive power.
and placed the mud ring on top of the frames, above the driving
axles, by which he was enabled to add aboul 7 in. to the width Ol
the grates, while the length was limited only by the ability ol the
!

I

to properly distribute the coal.
This move, on the flrsi engine so built, Increased the grate "
"
from about L8 SQ. tt. to 35 sq. ft, and Ihe heating surface I'nini
The steam pressure was held at 140 lbs. per
sq. ft. to 1,240 sq. l'i.
The weight iii working order was 96,700 lbs., of which
sq, in.
70,600 lbs. were upon the driving wheels.
Many ami dire were the predictions as to the Instability of the
new design, because of the unprecedented height of 7 ft. 5Vi in. at
hi
which the center of the Bheli was placed above ihe r
machine nol only did not upset, bu1 ran With remarkable stead if
lip

111:111

1

1

and demonstrated from the outset the surety of the arrangement
The advantages were so apparent that tho wide firebox boiler
at once became the vogue, and it was ordered upon now locomotives

diameter
tubes placed therein, no change having been made in the
Two inches had been
of the latter and but little in their length.
tor many
the standard diameter of tubes in all American engines
an occasional
years, and their length had been about 12 ft., with
spurt of 13 ft.
Once again the railroads were confronted with the same probloco
lems that they bad faced B dozen years before. The limits of
apparent
only
The
reached.
been
have
to
motive growth seemed
This was eau
solution was lo increase Ihe length of the lubes
vibration of longer
tiouslv undertaken. There was the fear that the
looked lor
ones would cause undue leakage at the firebox, while the
rapidly decreasing
gain in efficiency was but slight because of the
evaporative power at the front end.
As in ISM. \li Elj solved the problem Of the narrow BrebOX
iii
1893 the Baldwin
by pulling a wide one on top of the frames, so
wide Brebox
Locomotive Works solved the problem of the so-called
Introduction of a still wider one, In the engine Columbia,
by the

en
Is tali
Chicago Exposition
Uroad man
and as the American
against ibis arrangement tor blgh-speed work, onlj
is prejudiced
this one exhibition engine was built, and the type wai
This ei
modified into whai is now known as the "Atlantic."
followed In two pairs "I
has a tour wheeled truck at the from
the rear
driving wheels, both of which are in trout of the Brebox,
a single pair
is
carried
bj
The
firebox
ihe
main
driven
|i;lll
being
than the forward
of nailing wheels of a somewhat larger diameter
the bottom of the
bill
still small enough to permit
Is.
truck wl
Brebox to extend out over them
was [in
w,ii, tins am ngemenl the width of the Brebox
of the permanent way, and tl
only bj tie elearant
merely involving an
unrestricted as heretofore; an In

which
had

a

was exhibited

at

two wheeled truck

the

in

front,

i

.

1

1

left

Increase of engine length.
Naturally the Brsl engine* built

on these lines were not very

—
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much larger than those they were to supersede. We find in the
Columbia, for example, that there was 83,140 lbs. upon the driving
wheels, while the heating surface was but 1,478 sq. ft. Such conditions, however, with such opportunities, could not be expected to
stand; though at a date of more than a year after the close of the
World's Fair we find engines of the Atlantic type sent out With
80,000 lbs. upon the driving wheels and a heating surface of less
than 1,000 square ft. The advantage gained by the new construction lay solely in the decreased rate of combustion upon the grates.
Soon the demands for higher sustained speed for heavy trains
began to make itself felt, and the boiler of the Atlantic type of
We find a lengthening of the tubes, an
engine began to grow.
increase in the diameter of the shell and the number of the tubes.
until at the opening of the new century, the Pennsylvania Railroad
presents, as its latest development, tin engine of this class having
in. long; a total heating surface of
a firebox 8 ft. wide and 8 ft.
2,320 sq. ft. and a weight on the four driving wheels of 101.501) lbs.,
or more than twice as much per wheel as was considered proper
Still, even in this engine the tubes had
practice 20 years before.
not grown very much, as they are still but 13 ft. long between the
sheets.
The cylinders were 20% in. in diameter, with a piston

He has, however, far more than this to
of a quarter of a century.
his credit.
The locomotive has not only grown in size but in
While he has been adding to the dimensions he has been
efficiency.
developing and perfecting every detail of the design. In the conventions and railroad clubs he has discussed the machine, item
by item, from the nose of the pilot to the drawbar at the rear of
the lender.

square inch.

The Atlantic type

of engine

shows the

lines along

which the

Mr. Ely brought out his class K, the valves were so heavy
move that a steam reversing gear was installed *o do
the work. Then came the balanced valve, and experiment upon
experiment was tried until the valves of heavy engines with 20 in.
cylinders could be moved more easily than the old ones with 16 in.
diameter. This was followed by the introduction and development
of the piston valve.
In the machinery of the engine of 1878 cast-iron entered very
largely into all parts. Pistons, crossheads and driving boxes were all
of this material.
As the size of the engines increased, the weights
of reciprocating parts tended to become so heavy as to threaten
destruction to the machine and the track. Then steel castings were
introduced and the weight saved here was put into the boiler to
increase the steaming capacity.
In the boiler we find first the almost universal use of the crownbar for staying. This has been supplanted by the radial stay, or by
fireboxes of the Belpaire type. After the firebox was lengthened
when placed upon Hie top of the frames, there came increased
trouble with broken staybolts, due to the greater variation in the
expansion between the inner and outer sheets. This led to trial
upon trial of various forms and flexible stays, and of various classes
of metals of which to make them.
The increased duty demanded of the engine called for an increase
in coal consumption, and, at the same time the complaints of passengers on the score of smoke nuisance were loud and bitter. The
combination of the two led to the work of developing the firebox
and front end, with the result that a far better combustion than
was dreamed possible in the early days is now attained, and that,
The three
too, with but comparatively little production of smoke.
elements contributing to this are the brick arch in the firebox, the
Master Mechanics front end, and the instruction of the engineers
and firemen as to the proper methods of firing in order to obtain
the desired results. 'Before the present form of what is known as
the front end recommended by the Master Mechanics' Association
was brought out, and subsequently modified, the American locomotive carried many and curious contrivances to prevent the production

When

and hard

ti

stroke of 26 in.
Since then these dimensions of cylinders have not been greatly
exceeded, 21 in. in diameter being about the upper limit for passenger service, but the tubes have been lengthened to 16 ft. 6 in.
for common practice and even to 20 ft. on occasions, and a heating
surface of more than 3,100 sq. ft. obtained. The diameter of the
boiler has risen to 72 in., in which more than 300 tubes are placed,
while the steam pressure carried stands at 200 lbs. or more per
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,

to

of smoke.

work on

the locomotive proper there has been a
The air-brake has been a
the fittings.
marvelous development, from the straight air of the early seventies
The headlight,
to the automatic and thence to the quick action.
that characteristic feature of the American engine, has been bright
ened from the oil lamp that merely served to make the darkness
visible to the man behind it, to the electric arc that really does
illumine the track ahead.
Thus it would he possible to go on through all of the items
of construction and find in each a subject worthy of a chapter, by
the combination of which that whole has been accomplished which
has already been set forth.

In addition to
great improvement

General Smokebox Arrangement on American

Locomotives.

-V

passenger engine has been developed, and with

it

we

find modifica-

tions of the ten-wheel or 4-6-0 type
recent example of this modification is to be found in the
Pacific, or 4-0-2 type, in which the trailing truck of the Atlantic is

A

added to the ten-wheeler.
Such an engine of modern dimensions would weigh about 230,000
lbs., of which 150,000 lbs. would be on the driving wheels. It would
have a cylinder diameter of 22 in., with a piston stroke of 28 in.
The boiler would carry a steam pressure of 2110 lbs. per sq. in. and
in., and a shell 6 ft. in
ft.
have a firebox measuring
ft. by
:;

11

diameter, containing 354 tubes 20 ft. long, with n total healing hi
face of 3,894 sq. ft.
This may be regarded as the latest development, in the increase of power of the passenger engine.
Let us now glance back and see what Ibis growth really menus.
In (he seventies our large engines bad cylinders 17 in. in diameter,
With a stroke of 21 In., working with a Bteam pressure of 140 lbs.
Now these dimensions are 21 In, and 26 In., respec
per sq. in.
lively, and the boiler pressure 2ou lbs., making an Increase in trac
ine effort of a little more than L51 per cent., which corresponds
to
almost exactly with the Increase In heating surface from 1,1
In oilier words, Hie American passenger locomotive
8,100 sq. ft.
of 10 day is capable of doing Jwo and
half limes ns much work
as its predecessor of twenty-five years ago, while it we baso Hie
estimate on the heavy Pacific instead of the .Atlantic type. 20 per
cent, must lie added i" that, and we bave a machine capable
three times the amount Of wink Hint could lie
doing more II
he :.n
le
by the heavy eng
a 01
It
would be but a meager source o[ pride i<>r tin- \morlcan
engineer, If mere bigness was all that he had to show top the work
;i

>

.1

1

m

in

all

In what has been said regarding the development of the Amerl
can passenger locomotive, atlention has been confined strictly to
the bituminous coal burning engine, as that really represents typical
American practice. Other classes of engines are found in special
For example, we find, on the
localities, but their use is restricted.
roads lending out. of the Pennsylvania anthracite coal fields, thai
the wide firebox of Hie Wootten type placed above the driving
Is is in universal use, and that it has felt the influence of the
wl
growth of the bituminous coal burning engine and shows impor-

modifications along the same lines.the extreme southwest the discovery of the oil fields of
Texas and southern California placed a cheap fuel at the disposal of
the railroads that was at once utilized, and oil-burning engines are
Hut they can never spread over
extensively used in those regions.
ihe country as a whole, and the bituminous coal-burning engine
will always remain the standard.
it
must not in- Inferred that the Atlantic type of engine has
entirely supplanted the eight-wheeled or the ten-wheeled
sengei service.
Such is fur from being He case, It merely repre
senis an advanced type or developmer
and should tie consider
us such.
Very man; or the eider classes are being bu
and will probably continue to be for an Indefinite period in
jreai
tant

In

the future,

Whether the development of that engine bas reached 01
approached Its Una! form would he dangerous to Baj
Twice we
ii.ie- apparently been up to the stopping point, but a mi
t'ound to cross the barrier and the growth continued,
The dlli'ei
is that
then
between those paBi conditions and
now thej
ngines were small and bad rooi
about out i" the limits ol the permanent way. Engines that nw.i
15 ft. from the rail to the top of the stack, that require a dear
I

1

1
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Ten wheel.
Ten wheel
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in-

»
1
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1
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of railroads, a
'.nt.lw
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w
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balanced compound

281

It

ae

ii

Supi lintenden!

Baldwin Locomotive Wai ks have

number

large

lie

No. of

miles of the Rochester division of the Erie Rail
road Roi hi iter to Mount Morris, is to he equipped for running cars
bj electric power, conveyed through an overhead trolley wire, and
it
is proposed to run trains of one ear. or more if needed, each waj
Electricity is to be bought from
everj hour throughout the day.
one of the eompanies whieh are preparing to transmit power from
Niagara Falls, about 70 miles. On this long line the current will be
transmitted at 60,000 volts. It will be delivered to the railroad
through a transformer a< Avon. 19 miles south of Rochester and
15 miles from Mount Morris, the transformer converting it to a
pressure of 11.000 volts, which will be the pressure on the trolley
wire.
The design for the line shows wooden poles at one side of
length

\

h

No

Balanced Compound Locomotives.

In

Electrification of the Erie

wot

lectrical

I

Church, Kerr & Company, of
h.ni the work done within

itarames.

the materials of the rail ami tire, and 11
o how much farther the stresses on present
remains to be seen a
material be brought out that will
material can be carried
meet the increased demands thai railroad managers stand read]

the limits

be

i

bouse,

Vol. XL.,

n

.*.

,v

Santa
Santa

Topeka & Santa
..

i

ii

-mii

ah er &
Nun hern

t

i

rv.

Quin<

\.i\ Igal Ion

R.

e

i

|

'

!o.

It

Italian Goi ernment.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.
Seoul Pusan !! l;
N. C. & 8
Chicago & Eastern llliu..is
Erie i; B
'

Pennsylvania R.

It.

iimv.ii & Hartford.
k, New
Missouri, K:m>:is ft Texas.
New York Central A Hudson River
Chicago Short Line
i

Total.

It is apparent from the foregoing table that the merits of this
type of engine are being determined by a court upon whose verdict
the railroad world can place absolute reliance.
Tin progressiveness of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, however, is largely responsible for the rapid growth in favor

Balanced Compound Cylinders.

Balanced Compound Cylinders.
the track. 120 ft. apart.
The brackets will support over the center
of the track a %-in. galvanized steel "messenger" wire, and this
in turn supports a
copper wire, with six intermediate supports
between each two brackets. The contact to convey the current to
the ear is not by a trolley wheel but by rubbing contact with a loop
supporting a horizontal transverse wire or rod.
The company designs to use a passengei car weighing 35 tons,
loaded, of which tin body is estimated to weigh 11 tons.
This will
have two 100-h.p. a.i
The car will be
tors, both on the same truck.
52 ft. long, over all.
The passenger compartment will seal 14 pasii-'
wliili
Hi.
-innkiiig compartment, 8 ft. long,
up
will have folding scats.
Tin- motors ar.- designed in l"
cars at an average speed
of 22 miles an hour, including stops every mile, and the maximum
speed on a level will be
iles an hour.
In accelerating, a car
will use ISO k.vv.
The motor truck will have 36-in. wheels and a
wheel base of 6 ft. 8 In. The trailer truck will have a wheel base
in. shorter.
The transformer house at Avon will be 28 ft. x 10 ft. x 30 ft.
high, and will have three 375 k.w. transformers.
'

>

i

ii.

i

I

i

I

1

I

Steam Distribution

of

Balanced Compound Locomotive.

of these engines, as this road alone has in operation, or in the
course of construction, 193 engines of this type of locomotive with

various arrangements of wheel base, and it was the first railroad
in the United States to fully appreciate the value of the balanced
compound locomotive. They have divisions where balanced compound passenger engines are exclusively used, and the quiet assurance of their roundhouse men responsible for the maintenance of
the engines is in strong contrast to the excitement usually prevalent wliPii a new type of power is being used
It
has been but a step from the four-cylinder Vauelain compound locomotive, developed bj the Baldwin Locomotive Works
from lts'.in to 000, to the four-cylinder balanced compound of toThe earlier type of engine demonstrated that economy would
day.
result from compounding, and that such engines because of the
wide port openings could maintain a higher speed than a single
expansion engine. They also -demonstrated that the use of fourcylinders was not objectionable because of high cost for maintenance or cylinder repairs. They were, however, more difficult to
balance, and it was a natural step to accept the crank axle, which
had always been looked upon by American engineers with prejudice
1
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liiot;

and misgivings.

This fear, however,

lias

been proven by the test

of time to be groundless, as no trouble lias been experienced with
crank axles of American manufacture. In this American manufacturers have been more successful than their European brethren,
because the Baldwin Locomotive Works was able to insist that crank
axles should meet certain requirements before allowing them to

64S

DIAGRAM SHOWING PORT OPENING FOR VARYING PISTON DISPLACEMENT AT RUNNING
CUT-OFF FOR VAUCLAIN COMPOUND AND SINGLE-EXPANSION LOCOMOTIVES.

be made.

The writer was sent abroad with instructions to negotiate for
the purchase of 40 crank axles and to make a full report upon the
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Compound Locomotive.

quality of material employed, the method of manufacture, the design
and the cause of failure of crank axles in Europe, and the following facts developed from this investigation:
1.
Axles are forged from small ingots and have insufficient

work put upon. them.
2.
A great number

of axles are

made from

soft

steel.

Axles are generally designed by rule of thumb and in the
light of previous experience rather than by calculation.
The webs are slotted out of the solid forged axle and the pins are
composed of the central core of the ingot which may not only
3.

,

but which also derives but little
or forging particularly when forged
A solid axle of European make
solid ingot.
forged from a small ingot which was cut up for test amply confirmed this theory and showed the success of the American
solid forged axle to he altogether due to the use of high carbon
steel, large ingots, plenty of work and careful annealing.
The difficulty and the time required to make a proper crank
axle forging led to the adoption of the built up axle. The com-
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ponent parts of this axle can be well worked and forged, and they
are not liable to failure by fracture, and when the pins are worn
below the limiting size it is easy to remove and replace them. This
axle has met with a good deal of favor not only because of its low
first cost and rapidity of manufacture, but also because of its low
cost of maintenance.

The development of the compound locomotive was simultaneous
with the introduction of heavy types of power now so prevalent,
and many failures have been attributed to compounding features
which were chargeable to rapid increase in the size of power. The
stresses, however, in a balanced compound arc much lower than
those in a single expansion engine and seem to have provide.l a
remedy for many of the most annoying and expensive engine fail
For example: There has been no frame or cylinder failure
ures.
on any of this type of engine built by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, notwithstanding the fact that a single front frame rail has
been employed upon the heaviest engines built.
In analyzing frame failures for a committee of the Master
Mechanics' Association, the writer was impressed with the fact thai
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90 per cent, of these failures ahead of the main drivers occur upon
the side of the engine of the leading crank pin.
The majorltj ol tl
sses ad equally on both frames, bul
the stresses set up by the pounding of the journal boxes between
the pedestals when the ranks pass their dead points are not equal!}
distributed.
When the right-hand crank leads, the right-hand frame
<

24.

•

of the forces is changed, the right hand
acted
box is acted on by the combined forces while tin left bi i
on by the opposed forces,
n Is thus seen that whenevei Mo- right
crank throws the right box from one side of the pedestal to 'he
other, the left crank increases the effect of the blow, bul when the
of the JiedeA*
left crank throws the left-hand box from one sldt

Although the direction

I

more severely than the left-hand, and when the left hand
The dia
left band frame is more severely stressed.
gram shows the forces which produce the pounding of the boxi
The elevation shows the crank pin posi
a(
the foul dead points.
is

Vol. XL., No.
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stressed

rank leads the

22,500*

lions and the direction of the forces transmitted from the cylinders
through the rods. The full arrows represent the right crank anil
In the plan view the arrows at the ends
dotted arrows the left.
of the axle represent the forces coming from the rods, while the

inside and close to the frames represent the resulting
stresses acting on the frames.
the right hand crank is passing the forward dead
In Fig. No.
The right-hand box is thrown backwards ami the left-hand
point.

arrows
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box pulled forward. As will be seen, the forces from both right
and left-hand cylinders throw the right-hand box back.
In Fig. 2 the left-hand crane is passing the forward dead
center.
At this point the left-hanu box is thrown from front to
back of the pedestal, hut as the right-hand cylinder is pushing the
axle backward it tends to throw the left-hand box forward and thus
counteracts to some extent the pounding of this box against the
frame.
In Figs. 3 and
the right and left cranks are shown passing
the back dead center. The effects are similar to those shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, with the forces acting in the opposite directions.
-1
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to the other, the right-hand crank tends to reduce the effect of the
blow. With excessive play of the boxes in the pedestals this pounding often sets up stresses which when added to the other stresses
produce a sufficient resultant to cause a breakage of the right-hand
frame.
It is obvious that a balanced compound engine with pistons
moving in opposite directions should be free from failures of this
kind.
These engines have met with most favor for passenger service
when the greater necessity for perfect balance exists. It has been
shown by experiment that a balanced engine does not affect a bridge
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80-Ton, Ten-Wheel

Vauclain Balanced Compound.

span any more than a car of equal weight, nor is it possible to
determine the position of the balance when passing over the span.
Engineers of the Maintenance of Way Department recognize this
feature by rating these engines on the same basis as single-expansion engines of 20 per cent, less weight in all tables and charts of
allowable wheel base.
The perfect balancing of the balanced compound type of engine
recommends it particularly for passenger service, but its value in
this service is enhanced by greater speed which it is able to maintain because of the wider port opening both during the period of
exhaust and admission. This difference is graphically shown in
the diagrams. It will be noted that the maximum port opening

1

647

single expansion engine as the speed increases, but that the compound shows an increase in horse-power with each increase in speed.
The economy resulting from compounding is best illustrated by
the well-known water rate diagrams.
The diagram was plotted
from tests in freight service and not quite the same economy can
be expected in passenger traffic.
The engines have been subjected to a number of service tests,
the most recent being on the C, R. I. & P. The results of seven
tests of a compound in comparison with a similar number of a
single expansion engine of the same type and size showed the
single expansion engine used 29.3 per cent, more coal and 33.0 per
cent, more water than the compound in slow freight service.
The

00-Ton, Atlantic Type Vauclain Balanced Compound.

%

%

of the single expansion engine is
in.
in. in comparison with
for the compound locomotive, and there is about the same relative
difference in the exhaust opening. When we consider the great

volume of steam which passes through a locomotive cylinder in an
hour the advantage of the greater port opening following the use
of four in place of two cylinders is apparent, as a modern high-speed
locomotive consumes from 50,000 to 75,000 cubic feet of steam at
100 lbs. pressure per hour. It is a problem worthy of serious consideration to get this immense volume of steam into a cylinder,
but *a much more serious one to get it out again without undue
back pressure, as the volume will have increased to 300,000 to
450,000 cubic feet. The effect of the larger port opening is shown
in diagram 1,958, which shows a falling off in horse-power of the

Pacific

Santa Fe has made some remarkable runs with them hauling 17car passenger trains out of Kansas City. The C, B. & Q. is hauling 13-car passenger trains up the McCook-Akron grade With an
Atlantic type balanced compound, whereas a largo Pacific type single
expansion engine tried the run without success.
These engines are the result of an evolution and they stand today as the highest type which men who have devoted their energies
to the problem have been able to produce.
They are meeting the
conditions for which they wire designed and the next decade will
undoubtedly see their rapid Increase iu favor. They present one
of the best solutions for the demands for heavy power and highspeed, and they have passed their experimental stage and are n™
in the hands of their critics,

Type Vauclain Balanced Compound.
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Chesapeake

&

—particularly

axle, the field coils of the motor are attached to transverse castings
thai connect the side frames.
The cab, mounted on top of the

Ohio Double Tracking.

The great increase during
traffic

coal traffic

the

— of

last two or three years in the
the Chesapeake & Ohio has made

necessary extensive Improvements to the line
For
number of
years double-tracking has been under way. and at present is being
especially activch prosecuted.
The following statement published
on May 4th in the Railroad Construction column of the Railroad
Gazette shows the extent of the work:
;i

iii
operation since July
'Iii
\\ inn .ile
to
Russell i" KIvi rton

Placed

I

i

1,

1905:

i

I
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reversing and main
frames, contains the controllers, rheostats,
switches, air compressor, boiler for train heating, air-brake appai
atus, ammeters, etc., necessary for the operation of the locomotive,
and is not only spacious, but so arranged that all appliances, both

and pneumatic, are acce Bible for inspection and repairs.
(See Figs. 3 and 4.)
The side frames are of cast-steel, locomotive type, with outside bearings for the driving axles, and have the boxes fitted in
pedestal jaws in the usual manner. The end frames or bumpers
are heavy steel castings
Fig. 5) bolted to the side frames and
having pockets east in them for the coupler 'drawbar and the platform side springs, as at each end a standard Gould platform is
To provide lateral siiff
fitted to match that on a passenger car.
ness, as well as to support the field magnets of the motors, there
are five transverse steel castings, or crossties (Fig. 6), fitted and
bolted to the side frames and having the field magnet cores cast
electric
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On the 50 miles of double track to be finished this year there
are several miles of high solid rock cutting, one of the embankments
being 215 ft. high. From Lewis to Barboursville, West Virginia.
the double-tracking is accompanied with a change of the line of
the road through a heavy region and a reduction of grades to 7,„
of 1 per cent, and the elimination of all curvature sharper than 3
degrees.
Of the whole length of the main line from Newport News to
Cincinnati, 192 miles consists of two parallel roads between Richmond and Clifton Forge; one a continuance of the low grade through
freight route; the other used for through passenger business. This
much, therefore, of the through route may be said to have the advantages of a double track with the additional advantage of commanding the local traffic of separated sections of country. In a
somewhat similar way, when the 88 miles .of new double track for
which contracts have just been let or bids are wanted mentioned
in the statement are completed, there will be brought into use by
means of bridging New River 11 miles of parallel line already built
on the opposite bank of the river, making two tracks that will be
used for through business under double track methods. When the
88 miles of new work is done, the situation will be that the main
stem of the Chesapeake & Ohio from Newport News to Cincinnati,
655 miles, will consist of 343 miles of straight double track, 203
miles of parallel roads, affording equivalent advantages to double
track and something more, and 109 miles of single track (not paralleled).
The double track is not continuous, but including the parallel roads mentioned, it will be almost so on completion of the work
in progress.
For this information we are indebted to Mr. Decatur Axtell,
Vice-President, and Mr. Henry Pierce, Engineer of Construction.

New York

Central Electric Locomotives.
BY REGINALD CORDON.

For the electrical operation of through trains of the New York
Central between Grand Central Station and Croton, N. Y., 35 electric locomotives are now being built by the General Electric Company and the American Locomotive Company at their Schenectady
shops.
The first electric locomotive, New York Central No. 6.000,
shown in Fig. 1, and brought out about 18 months ago, has been
given a thorough test since it came from the builders, and its
performance has been so satisfactory that in those which ate being
design has been modified only in details. A genwas published in the Railroad Gazette, June 3, 1904, and Nov. 18, 1904, and the account of
a series of speed and acceleration tests with a 500-ton train in comparison with a Pacific type New York Central steam locomotive
was published May 26, 1905. As these new electric locomotives
will be put in regular service in a few months, a somewhat more
detailed description of them is presented herewith.
The locomotive as shown by Figs. 1 and 2 is mounted on four driving axles
and has a two wheel pony truck at each end. It is propelled by
lour gearless motors, shown in Figs. 7 and 8, an armature being
secured on each driving axle; and the current for the motors being
obtained through shoes sliding on a third rail. There is also a
trolley on top of the locomotive to make contact with an overhead
wire in places such as road cro Inge where ii is not practicable
to have a third rail
While the armature is ei ired in the driving
built the original

eral description of locomotive No. 6.000

•

—
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with them. Above the crossties two longitudinal steel pieces of
about 36 sq. in. cross-section are secured, forming not only part of
the magnetic circuit of the motors, but being so located with reference to the center line of the locomotive that they cause a uniform
distribution of weight, since the motors are slightly offset from the
center line of the whole machine.
The springs and equalizing beams are placed above the frames,
a half elliptic spring resting by means of a saddle on top of each
driving box; and the first and second drivers reckoning from either
end being equalized together and with the pony truck at that end.
There is this difference, however, in the equalization of weight
at the two ends, and partially shown in Fig. 12, that at one end
the equalizers between the driving springs and the truck center
pin are fulcrumed on short links bolted to the frame cross-tie, while
'

W,—

^fe»/!)yf>. >

Fig.

3

at the other end the two equalizers are themselves connected by a
short, transverse equalizer, thus forming a system that gives a
three-point support for the locomotive. As the wear on the driving boxes will be more uniform than on those of a steam locomotive, no wedges are necessary, and the pedestal jaws are made
parallel and have a shoe between box and pedestal on each side of
the box. The driving axles have no end collars, all end thrust
being taken between a bronze hub plate and the inside face of the
The driving wheels shown in Fig. 9 are 44 in. diameter, the
box.
tires

being held by retaining rings bolted on.

The motors (Figs. 7 and 8) are two-pole, direct-current, series
wound, and rated at 550 h.p. each, thus furnishing a total of 2,200
h.p., and are built with % in. clearance or air gap between armature and pole faces. They are built to run on a 50 per cent, over-
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Vol..

load for one hour with a rise Of temperature
As the armature
not to exceed 75 deg. Fahr.
is mounted nearer one side of the locomotive
he
bars on top oi
than the other, the sti
1

1

1

the magnetic circuit
are placed to our side of the central axis, as
The brush holders,
heretofore mentioned.
which can be leen in Figs. 7 and 8, arc

frame forming

pari

of

mounted on insulated supports secured to a
lug casl on the frame cross-ties, and are so
arranged

a:

to

a

low a

vertical

adjustmenl

are rectangular in shape and held in place by bolts pass
ing through the tiansoms of the frame. They
bred by a heavy brass casing outside ot the windings, and over all a thick
coating of asphalt paint is applied to exclude
As there are four modust and moisture.
tors, each with two field magnets, and five
transverse frame castings to which the field
coils are attached, the second, third and
fourth hansoms are cast with a magnet core
on each face, while the first and fifth have

of

1

•

,

in.

The motor

field coils

Fig.
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magnet core on one

face and a lug on the other for the pin of
truck radius bar.
["he laminated pole faces of the field magnets,
aade up of thin soft iron plates, are dovetailed into the end of the
magnet cores and held in position by the field coils.
For the control of 2,000 to 2,500 h.p. developed by such a locomotive as this, and to enable two such machines to be run together
if necessary, the Sprague General Electric multiple unit system of
control has been adopted. Naturally, the safe and reliable operation and application of such an amount of energy necessitates the
use of large auxiliary apparatus, and for this purpose the cab is
none too large. The central portion of the cab (Figs. 2, 3 and 4,)
is occupied by the motorman's controller and air-brake valve, one
at each end. the air compressor and train heating boiler; also
ammeters and voltmeters, air gages, whistle cord and electro-pneumatic switch for sander and bell ringer. From this central portion
an aisle or alley leads to a door at either end, and on each side
at the alley way are placed the rheostats and contactors for cona
1

lie

651

In the
trolling the amount of electricity supplied to the motors.
same locality there is also the main switch, by means of whii h
the current from the third rail is connected to or disconnected from
for
all the apparatus on the locomotive, and the reversing switch,

reversing the direction in which the motors will run. There are
also small switches for turning on the headlights, lamps in the
Referring now to the rheostats
cab, sander and bell ringer, etc., etc.
and' contactors, it should be borne in mind that when a direct current motor is to be started it must always have some electrical
resistance in series with it to prevent an excessive rush of current
through its coils, and which resistance is diminished or cut out as
For four motors, each rated at 550 h.p.
the motor gains speed.
each, it can be readily understood that a set of resistances capable

These
absorbing a large amount of energy must he provided.
resistances, or rheostats, are flat grids made of cast-iron, mounted
in strong cast-iron frames, from which, of course, they are insulated, and connected by heavy copper bus bars to the switches or
of
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contactors that correspond to notches on
motorman's controller. Cast-iron is used for
high
the rheostats because it is strong, has a
enough
specific resistance and can absorb
energy to heat it to a dull red before any
danger of short circuiting can occur; and
since they are cast in the Eorm of loops
section, the rheostats have a
flat, thin
large heat radiating surface in proportion to
The currenl or electricity pass.
their muss.
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the

max!

prevenl the motorman from cul
tpidly, and so giving the motors an excessting out resistance too
Ihej get up to speed, an electro magnet
ive amount of curi
than a prelocks the controller handle it n
is provided that
ded.
determined current (or each position ol the handli is ex
The electric current is collected from the third rail by four
shoes, one of which is shown in Fig. 10, Which are in pairs, ami
spring supported from a longitudinal piece
of wood that insulates them from the loco
motive frame. The wooden piece is bolted
to two brackets secured to the frame between
the first driving box pedestal and the inclined bar of the frame. This is a modificato

i

i

i

tion of the design on the locomotive shown
in Fig. 1, where it will be seen that the shoes
were set farther from the ends of the frame
and closer together. The shoes have a ver-

play of about 2 in. to adapt them to
contact with either an under or overrunning third rail. As at highway crossings
the third rail is continued as an overhead
conductor, a pantagraph type of trolley is
mounted on top of the locomotive and raised
and lowered by air pressure controlled by an
tical

make

automatic electric control device.

.

For the air-brake and other pneumatic
devices, a double-cylinder compressor driven
by two General Electric 600-volt series motors is mounted in the jab.
It is controlled
by an automatic electric governor that starts
or stops it at such times thai the main reservoir pressure is maintained between 125 and
This motor-driven
lbs. per square inch.
compressor is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 as it
stands in the cab, and in section by Fig. 11.
It
has two air cylinders, each 1% in. diameter by S in. stroke.
This type of locomotive has proved itself capable of handling
135

heavy, fast trains in a satisfactory manner: it starts easily, acceler
ales rapidly, and owing to the multiple unit system of control, a

Air

Compressor.

occasion arise for doing so. The results of operation on the experl
mental track near Schenectady have shown that for the first 25.00O
miles run, the cost for repairs and maintenance has been 1.7 cents
per engine mile.
The locomotive is now undergoing its second 25.000
mile test.
One of the most noticeable things about these large electric
engines is their steadiness at high speeds. This is apparent at once
by anyone who has ever ridden on a steam locomotive. There is
no "nosing" or •'hunting." and they take curves with the greatest
ease.
The runners of the steam locomotives find it difficult to realize
the speed that can be attained and the load that can be pulled by
the "electrics." The mystery that always surrounds anything operated by electricity only sharpens the curiosity of these men; and
they appear to be making every effort to equip themselves to be
able to understand driving these new machines.
A table of weights and dimensions is added:
Total weight
Weight on driving wheels
Total length of locomotive
Total wheel base
Rigid wheel base
Diameter of driving whei Is
Diameter of truck whee's

100,000
140,000

lbs.

37

"

ft.

27 "

13 "
44 in.
::c,

c.

Gasolene Motor Cars.
BY W.
Superintendent

Although we see large

— Cross

Equalization System at One End.

may be double-headed by two of these engines. In addition t"
arrangements have been provided for controlling the air com
pressor of one locomotive from the other, and for supplying the
main reservoir of one by the compressor of the other should the
train
this,

M

KEEN, JR.

flocks of sheep and herds of cattle ^ith
water entirely dependent upon the successful
performance from hour to hour of a gasolene engine; although we
see large coaling and pumping stations on important trunk line
railroads, the uninterrupted service of which is dependent upon the
performance of the gasolene engine; and see automobile engines
running sometimes eight or nine months, without any attention save
oiling, we know that the development of the internal explosion
engine is in its infancy; that our experience with these engines is
more or less limited, as compared with other means of developing
power, and that the future use of these engines will be enormous
as compared with the present day.
The introduction of the gasolene engine as a transportation
power for motor cars fills a long-felt want by all railroads, namely,
a self-propelled car, permitting of frequent service, at a reasonable
cost to operate, on an established steam railroad system, and afford
the same frequency of service as given by the electric lines.
In picking up passengers on branch lines and in delivering
passengers at connecting points for through trains, the service of
these motor ens will lie exceedingly lucrative. The matter of giving
the branch line patrons of any steam road increased service, with

their

Fig. 12

R.

Motive Power and Machinery, Union Pacific Railroad.

main supply

of
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service on line of Southern Pacific Company between Houston and
Galveston.
Motor car No. 4. upon completion, made trip to the
Chicago & Alton road under its own power, and was in service pn
that line out of Bloomington for several days under test. The car
was afterwards in temporary service on the Kearney branch; then
it was sent to Portland, Ore., under its own power, and is now in
service on line of the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co. out of
that city.
Motor car No. 5 left Omaha January 12, and reached Los Angeles
January 2:'., 1905, having made the entire trip under its own power,
The run from Salt Lake to Los Angeles, a distance of 778 miles,
was made in a little less than four days, running about eight hours
3 cents per mile..
per day. After being tested on various lines of the Southern Pacific
With an experienced force to take care of repairs, and operators Company out of Los Angeles, the car was placed in regular service,
of reasonable skill, the cost of repairs to these cars will be in the
Motor car No. C, since February 6, 190G, has been in regular
neighborhood of 3 to 5 cents per mile (estimated). It is necessary, service on branch line of the Union Pacific between Leavenworth
of course, to have one man, called the "motorman," in the engine ancl Lawrence, Kan., making the round trip of 68 miles daily. Train
room to operate the car. This man should be held responsible for con sists of motor car No. G and trailer, and is operated on regular
the entire car, the movement of same, and light repairs to machin- schedule, displacing a steam train formerly operated on this branch,
On lines consisting of locomotive, combination baggage, mail and express
ery, as well as the adjustments on the gasolene engine.
through sparsely settled country, an assistant to take up the tickets, C ar and coach.
shut the doors and assist motorman generally would be all that
Motor car No. 7, which is the latest car turned out of the Omaha
In other places it might be necessary to have a con- shop, is 55 ft. long; the engine room and operator's compartment
is necessary.

more frequent trips per diem, is very much appreciated by the local
community, and their good will is beneficial.
The present Union Pacific motor cars, with the limited horsepower engines, are particularly adapted to branch line service; they
maintain readily a speed of 40 miles an hour, and can develop this
speed hour after hour at a minimum cost. These cars can average
easily three miles per gallon of gasolene, and frequently making
four, and in some cases five, miles per gallon. The cost of operating
these cars is largely dependent upon local conditions and methods
It is safe to say that the performance will not be less
of operating.
than three miles per gallon; therefore, if gasolene can be purchased
(in wholesale lots) at 9 cents a gallon, the cost for fuel would be

ductor,

The

on interurban

as

telephone
cost

lines,

who would

take up

tickets,

use

receive orders, etc.) and work with the motorman.
of operating cars is largely dependent upon the wages
(to

paid these men.
It is of the utmost importance that the motorman be made the
man in charge of the car, and that his wages should be commensurate with his duties, since it is more important to have men of
ability in the engine room than in the passenger end of car.
The first gasolene motor car built by the Union Pacific Railroad,
and designated as motor car No. 1. was turned out of the company's
Omaha shop in March, 1905. This car, built to the railroad company's designs, was essentially an experimental car, and demonstrated in tests and regular service the practicability of gasolene
power as a transportation medium.
Motor car No. 1 is 31 ft. long, mounted on a single four-wheel
truck, wheels being 42 in. in diameter. The weight of the car is a
trifle over '20 tons.
In testing, car No.

1

was coupled

to

two passenger

ard mail car and a standard coach, totaling 112,000

cars, a stand-

lbs.

in weight.

These cars were successfully started and accelerated, both on a descending and on a one-third per cent, ascending grade, the motor

ft. 8 in. at front end. of car, and the passenger compart41 ft. 10% in. long, with a total seating capacity of 75. The
seats are built-up veneered wood seats, with seating capacity of
three people each. The semi-circular seat at rear of car has seating
While this car is of the same general design as
capacity of 11.
previous cars, it embraces some new features. The square design of
window has been done away with, and an air, water and dust proof
round window sash substituted. This sash is similar to the porthole of a vessel, and keeps out all elements, which the double sash
Car No. 7 has side
,n
the finest Pullman cars is unable to do.

occupies 12

men t

is

entrances, the dcors being located at center of car.
The roof of motor car No. 7 is 9 in. lower than in other
motor cars, notwithstanding which the ventilation is entirely adequate. The roof of Car No. 2 is 15 in. lower than an ordinary passeng er car, so that the roof of car No. 7 is 2 ft. lower than the ordinary
The interior of this car is finished in English
passenger coach.

ami

oa k

its

weight

is

58,000 lbs.

April 4 motor car No. 7 made its first trial trip from Omaha
to Valley, 35 miles, and return. This was for the purpose of limbering up the machinery, and no special time was made, on account of
the car,
the large number of passenger and freight trains to lie met
however, made close meeting points, like any other train, always
exceeding the orders. On this trip a maximum speed of 45 miles
per hour was attained.
The car was given its first long-distance trial April It and 1"..
On April 11 it left Omaha as the second section of train No. 1. the
"Overland Limited." The mctor car gained on No. 1 to such an
extent that at Fremont, 4G miles from Omaha, the motor car was
from
held on the block six minutes. Car No. 7 ran as second No.
Fremont to Grand Island, but owing to a heavy wind and meeting
trains from this point on. some time was lost en No. 1's schedule,
However, the total time of motor car from Omaha to Grand Island
Ins. 12 min., with a delay of 40 min. on account of orders,
was
meeting trains, etc., the actual running time for the 153.6 miles

On

;

thus starting a total load of 152,000 lbs.
Pulling the standard mail car, weighing 52,000 lbs., motor car
No. 1 ascended a l.G per cent, grade at a rate of 11 miles per hour,
In another test on a coal
the total load pulled being 92,000 lbs.
chute trestle, motor car No. 1 easily ascended a grade of 7.8 per
cent., or about 400 ft. to the mile, the car being stopped and started
repeatedly on the grade.
On April 2, 1905, the car was given its initial long-distance lest,
and made the round trip between Omaha and Valley, Neb., on the
main line of the Union Pacific Railroad, a total distance of 7a miles,
when the schedule for passenger trains was easily maintained. Leavmade the trip entirely under
Ing Omaha April 16, 1905, car No.
its own power from Omaha, via Denver, to Portland, Ore., and
There was 110 delaj
return. Leaving Cheyenne, the ascent of Sherman Hill, the summit being 4 hrs. 32 min.. or 34 miles per hour.
of the Rocky Mountains, was made, the 27 miles of steep grade whatever on account of the motor car. and the machinery was in
being accomplished without difficulty.
On August 21, 1905, motor almost constant motion from Omaha to Grand Island.
car No. 1 went into regular service between Kearney and Callaway,
On the return trip. April 15, a speed run was not attempted
Neb., distance G5 miles, making one round trip daily.
and car was delayed over three bonis lor orders, meeting, trains,
Motor car No. 2, the second Union Pacific gasolene motor ear, etc., mi addition to a slight delay on account of a hot bearing. The
design for all cars built actual running lime from Grand Island to Omaha was
is an all-steel ear, and is the standard
his. lo min..
Subsequent to car No. 1. This and subsequent ears have two four- nr 36.3 miles per hour, from Klkhom to South Omaha. 24.3 miles,
wheel all-steel trucks; driving wheels are 42 in. in diameter, other the distance was covered in 30 minutes, which is at the rale el
wheels 33 in. Car No. 2 is 55 ft. long, with sealing capacity of .",7. 12 miles per hour.
A maximum speed of ."'3 miles per hour was
Weight of car is 28 tons. This car embraces all the features of attained on this trip.
motor car construction in the way of ventilation, sanitation, heatini
The same car lel'l Omaha April 21 at IP a. m., and ran under its
lighting, etc.
On its initial long-distance test. September 14. 1905. own power to Grand Island, Neb., making the 153.6 miles in S hrs.
Ihe ear averaged 37 miles per hour between Vallej and Omaha, a
,,,(„
Qn April 22 it ran from Grand Island to Sterling. Colo..
distance of 35 miles,
A maximum speed of 52 miles per hour was 27 g lliu s ttte trip being made in the daylight. Leaving Sterling
attained on this run
Utor live
lie
ning of April 2:'.. it ran lo Denver, II" miles.
On September 22 a second trip was made lo Vallej and an days' service between Denver and Greeley, Colo., making a round
was made on the westbound nip of 103 miles dally, the car left Denver on the morning of .May 1.
average speed of 211.1 miles per h
miles away,
On Ihe eastboiind trip Ihe car made the 2:", miles from Valley and, running in daylight, readied Topeka, Kan., il
trip.
1

.".

1

I

:;i

,

,

,

,

1

1

I

30 minutes, or an average speed of ;,o miles per hour
Several miles were covered in .',7 seconds, or 03.2 miles pel hour
and mile after mile was accomplished at better Ihan a mile

to

Gllmore

in

minute.
Since October 0, L90I
service between Kearney
or

l:',ll

miles.

2

seription as car No.

2.

under

Car No.
its

'

been

I1.1

iking

<

one

in

regular

round

trip,

d:iil\

Motorcars Nos,

ment

motor ear Nc
'alia waj

mil

2
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ami

are ol the si
general de Ign and de
except thai these cars have baggage com pari
I

Omaha November
to

10,

L905,

Houston, Texas, and
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making

now
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a1

I

p

w

Maj

3

ran from Topekq 10 Lawrenc
Ihenee lo Harrison, total distance 1:2'. miles, and

The

nexl

daj

ii

Kan., and relurn;
on Maj 5 ran from Garrison to Omaha via the branch line, making
(he 2
niles bj daj light
Omaha for ihe trip to Nevt
On Friday, Maj 18, car No,
lefl
Leaving
Vork City, via the Chicago a North-western ami the Erie,
Omaha al 7.07 a. m., Maj 18, the ear reached Belle Plalne, Iowa, ai
Plalne al 7:25
30 p. m.. distance 239 miles; Maj 19 II
in
ami armed ai Chicago 6 30 i' m dl tance •! miles
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Anderson Automatic Valve and Water Column.
In the self-adjusting water column made by the Goldon Anderson
any, of Pittsburg, a flexible joint, whose con
The
struction is shown in the accompanying engraving, is used.
horizontal pari of the pipe fits into a standpipe bj means of a ball
joint whose axis is at an ang e ol 15 deg. to the two parts, thus
iiIIht Mow of wilier
uniting them bj an easy curve anil securing a s
than where a 90-deg. elbow is used. The two parts of the ball joint

VsQve Speclaltj C

Vol. XI.

.

No. 21

has free access to both sides of the

pi ton
\
ea of the
top ol the piston is the larger. It is forced down against its seat
from above ovet
at the bottom and held closed by the pi
balancing thai at the bottom.
When the valve Is to be opened toi
the How of water, a movement of the hand lever, through Its con
neeiions attached to the spindle at "H," pushes the valve "I" down

Bcft}

are held together by the stiff spring "A" on each side. This is, in
turn, held down by a spring attached to the outer end of the lever
This lever also serves as a counterbalance for the horizontal
"B."
The counterbalance spring is encased In a piece
pipe and spout.
of 3-in. wroughl Iron pipe with a plus at the top and bottom and
a large bolt running through it. thus putting the spring In comii n
By this arrangement there is proinstead of in tension.

(C~B

Self Adjusting Flexible Joint for

Anderson Automatic Standpipe.

tection against breakage or a drop of the spout, such as may
happen where the springs are in tension.
The bottom of the column is carried by a ball bearing, and has
an automatic drain that can be thrown in or out of service at will
simply by removing the shoe attached to the lug at the bottom of

the column.

.

Anderson Automatic Float Valve.
its seat.
Just before it comes in contact the relief valve "K"
opened by being pushed down also, so that the water in the
space "G" is free to escape to the waste by the outlet "L." The
pressure above the differential piston being thus relieved, the pressure below forces it up and causes a flow out at the outlet through
the valve. The piston is checked in its upward movement by choking the flow of water past the valve "K,"
and thus is prevented from slamming. At
the same time it draws in air through the
air port, and this serves a similar purpose
when the piston comes dow'n. It will thus
be seen that the valve is automatic in its
action, and that the stress on the operating
lever to move the valves "I" and "K" is very
slight.
The adjustment of these two valves
is made simply by turning the spindle "14"

to
is

to the right or left.

Another valve of the same character
and working on the same principle is an
In this a float is
automatic float valve.
made to open and close the passage from the
source of supply to the space above the differential piston.
When the float is down it
rests on the spindle "M," to which the piston
valve "N" is attached, and lowers it to such
a point that water under pressure enters
the central part between the cup packings
and flows out through the holes in the side
to the passage "0" leading
above the differential piston.

the space
the float
rises, it carries the piston valve with it
Section of the Anderson Automatic Stand- Section of Operating Valve of the Anderuntil the port leading to the pressure main
pipe Valve.
son Automatic Standpipe Valve.
is cut off and the communication established
The mosl important feature of the column is the valve shown between the passage "O" and the overflow "P." when, the pressure
in seel ion in the two engravings herewith.
Its construction and above the differential piston being relieved, the piston is forced up
method of operation are as follows:
by the pressure below and communication between the inlet and
The whole is embraced in a substantial cast casing, with a outlet sides of the valve is established.
connection to the source of supply at "C." The main or vertical
A bitter cry for coal comes from Russia, where it has reached
part of Hie casing is bored to receive the differential piston "D,"
which has its larger diameter toward the top and with the two unheard of prices, while at the same time the coal-producers of
moving surfaces is packed with leather cup packings. When the the Donez district, the Pennsylvania of Russia, declare that they
valve is down in its normally closed position it rests on the soft are near bankruptcy, not because they cannot produce their coal,
packing "E
thus preventing leakage from the inlet to the outlet still less because they cannot sell it. but simply because they cannot
sides of the valve.
Rising from the inlet side of the casing and get it carried away. The railroads supply them with only 35 pelThe authorities promise
protected bj a strainer to prevent admission of foreign substances cent, of the cars they ask for to fill orders.
there is an auxiliary port that connects by way of the passage "F" no relief until thej gel hark the rolling stock diverted to the
with the space "G" above the differential piston.
Under normal Siberian Railroad on account of the war, and before that time there
conditions this passage is open, and the water under its full head will be much freezing.
to

As

i

June
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Historic Locomotive.

BY C. H. CAEUTHERS.
Royal H.ghness the Prince of Wales, now King
Edward VII. of Great Britain, visited America in 1860 his trip
eastward from Pittsburg over the Pennsylvania Railroad was made
in the only private car then owned by the company, original
number 60. built some time earlier for J. Edgar Thomson, then
President of the company; and locomotive number 166. was selected
to haul the train over the entire distance.
This engine had a
short time before been almost entirely rebuilt at the Altoona
shops and had been changed from a wood burner to a smokeconsuming coal-burner, having received an entirely new boiler
with Gill & Co.'s patent firebox, and all the latest improvements of
tluit period.
II was one of the most complete and attractive, though
not the most powerful, passenger engines then in service.
The principal dimensions of No. 166 were as follows: Cylinders, 16 in. by 20 in.; drivers, 66 in. diameter; firebox, 35 in. by
68 in.; weight on drivers, 33,200 lbs.; total weight, 55,200 lbs. The
steam-chests were perculiarly set, with quite a sharp pitch transversely from the smoke-box as well as with the same longitudinal

When

His

pitch as the cylinders, in order, it is said, to give greater length
of ports without having the steam-chests extend too far beyond
the outside of the cylinders.
The painting was of the Altoona standard of that day; ver-

milion wheels, number plate, dome-base and centre panel of tender
in vermilion; sand-box and outer portion of tender cistern, burnt
umber: tender guard, chrome yellow; and all lettering and striping
The frames were painted
in gold leaf, with arabesques in colors.
dark green without stripes. The cab was of black walnut, polished

I

2

3

t

cover, and a balloon stack of J. P. Laird's design, which had been
substituted for the straight one shown, in 1863, was retained in
this last remodel. ng.

The engine continued thus without any further important
change until consigned to the scrap heap in 1873.
When one remembers that this engine was built in 1853 the
close resemblance of the valve-gear and many other parts to
modern practice

Management

tached to their centres.
Originally the engine was built at the Lancaster Locomotive
Works ol J. Brandt, in October, 1S53, for the Columbia & Phils
phia Railroad, which belonged to the state of Pennsylvania, and
was named Wheatland, after the homestead of the Hon. .lames
Buchanan near Lancaster. It was then a wood-burner, w.th large
balloon smokestack of the French and Baird type then in general use.
The boiler was of the ordinary wagon-type pattern, with two 24 in.
domes, one on the roof-sheet and close to the cab front, the other
near the centre of the straight portion of the barrel.
A round
sandbox of polished brass with base and cornice of cast iron
was placed between the domes, and the bell was about 30 in. behind the centre of the smokestack.
Both domes were cased with
polished brass. The trucks ol the lender were of the Bissell inside
journal type, nothing whatever being on the outside of the wheel
thus giving them the neat appearance of an engine truck,
This
:

was changed

to the Etandard outside type al the re
other parts of the engine except the boiler and
slack remained as originally built,
in L867 the Wheatland became
the property of the Pennsylvania Railroad, through the purcl
by thai company of. the slate Improvements, Its name wai dropped
and the consecutive number of the company, L66, substituted,
This engine was again altered aomewhal in appearance In
1866, six .Mars after the Prince's trip, by the removal of the dome
from the barrel 10 the crown in,
Hie position previously
n
occupied by the safety-valve column; the placing of a round Band
box witu base and con
m the former position of the domi
and the fastening of the bell to the base which had supported the
square sandbox.
The safely valves were then put on the dome

bn.

of

especially noticeable.

Department Employees.

Mechanical

Railroad

I1Y J.

MUHLFELD,

E.

The universal demand for
low rates, and the urgency

safe, fast

iiliin

and regular train servic

•

railroads to realize their great
responsibility in the safeguarding of the lives and property entrusted to their care, as well as for the interests of the shareholders,
brings with it the necessity for more thorough organization.
There are no employees in the general railroad service who are
more concerned in the accomplishment of the desired transportation result than those engaged in the direct operation, care and
maintenance of the motive power and rolling equipment. As the
total wages paid to this class of employees, together with the cost
for the material which they use. approximates one-half of the entire railroad operating expense, this item of the service, contiib
uting as largely as it does to the general welfare or disorganization
of the properly, is entitled to the foremost consideration.
The in
telligent inspection, care, handling, distribution and use of the
usually large amounts of expensive equipment and material entrusted to the manipulation and operation of mechanical dspartat

for

s

and varnished.
The boiler, cylinders, steam-chests, dome and
column for safety-valves, were jacketed with Russia iron; and all
of these except the cylinder and steam chests, were fitted with
bands, cornices and bases of polished brass.
The driving wheels
also had discs of polished brass, bearing the builder's name, at-

building,

is

General Superintendent of Motive Power, Baltimore &

Pennsylvania Railroad Locomotive Which Hauled the Train

arrangement
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all

i

of the

Prince of Wales

in

1860.

employees will result in net returns thai can be duplicated
no other way.
The primary essential in a railroad organization is efficient men
in control, and these can only be produced by the education aid
encouragement of the employees who constitute the rank and file
Organization to be complete and effective must be composed
of members of executive ability who have practical and progressive
ideas and a strong and systematic control of generalties and ibtiils
Therefore, to insure competent labor an attractive apprenticeship
system, which will give each such employee every opportunity for
his moral, menial and physical training and development, must be
nn

nt

in

provided.
In the promulgation of such an apprenticeship system young
men who are willing to prepare themselves tor and to follow loco
molive and electrical engineering as a vocation should be entitled
to the shop and road education, Instruction and consideration nece
irj
to enable them to ml lllgently and promptly learn the p u
tical requirements tor promotion, providing their qualifications and
con. in,
may merll conl Inued employ ment.
There is a universal desire for the benefit thai can be de
from a blghei educational standard of the mechanic and an app
1

ticeshlp system in accomplish ibis result, and
iluable
trulj
ma
combine the practical with the Intellectual Instruction
Pur
re, the result
ther
to be accomplished will dep ad largelj
upon
the efforts pul forth bj the management
and tor the bucci
Inauguration of a given system Buch methods musl
I
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ei
irpenter, pattern, foundry, blacksmith,
work In tb<
finishing his trade al the latter wo
machine and erecting shop
n the opportunity of Inspecting and teal a
He should then bi
e
al and to do met hanii 's work al engine
materia] and
and fire road locomotives.
During the apprenticeship course he should, on his own time,
receive the benefll of the company's athletic and gymnastic assoas of its educational facilities tor mechanical draw
ciations, a: w<
ing and practical mechanics. A system of progressive examinations
should be in effect to determine how each young man's time lias
led, and a record of these examinations should be kepi
been
in a proper manner.

ticeshlp

Ash-Handling Plant

i

i

I

i

il

himself for five years at such employment a
his majority should be in a position to decide
as to his future special line of work and to qualify himself for a
supervising position. But it is when the apprenticeship training
has terminated and he must hammer out a place for himself in
the world, that the care for his welfare must be given even more
After applying

young man entering

consideration by the management.

While a collegiate technical education is undoubtedly an advantage to those who will diligently apply themselves and fully
embrace the opportunity offered by the information and knowledge
gained in the use of hooks and instruments; it is not a necessity,
and many college-bred men fail, because of their indisposition to
go through the probationary period of practical mechanics and thereby learn how to secure the respect of and to supervise men, and
convey information in a manner that will produce results, where
the more practical and industrious man will sm .nil.
Even where a college course is afforded, the summer vacation
periods should be spent in practical work under the regular, and
not special, apprenticeship courses and rates of pay. in order to

Vol. XL., No. 24.

The yard
of the

al

of

the Santa Fe at Argentine.

Kansas City, is one
Topeka & Santa Fe, and the num
approximates 150 dally. The ash-pit

Argentine, Kan., across from

largest on the Atchison,

of locomotives to be cared for
ire
facilities for these locomotives
have
bet
v expeditious and
shovH-cicani-ii type.
Seme
i

Hue

been the usual
cheaper method
plant has recently

however, and a mechanical
photographic view of which is shown herewith.
ft.
in. Wide,
There are I'our concrete pits, each 135 ft. long.
In the bottom
under as many tracks leading to llie roundhouse
of each pit is a track of 12-lb. rails, on which run four trucks with
removable buckets.
When a locomotive is to be cleaned, one or
more of these trucks is run under the ash-pan and ils contents
lie

beet

necessary,

tpleted, a

',

dumped

»i

into the bucket

pits, midwaj of their length, is an overhead
The trolley may
I-beam track with a trolley and hoisting block.
be stopped over any one of the tour pits, and the instant it stops
the block will descend.
The loaded bucket is conveyed to the top
This bin is built
of the circular bin at one side of the tracks.
The cote
entirely of reinforced concrete, add is lined with brick.
struction obviates all danger from fire, and the brick lining takes
up the wear on the bottom.
The bin lias a capacity Of 75 tons, and is hoppered to the center.

Spanning the tour

to the fullest extent the technical, theoretical and pracschooling with the actual shop operation and experience.

combine
tical

It is most desirable that railroad employees should receive instruction in railroad economics, such as organization, regulation,
extension, improvement, condition, construction, operation, engineering and politics, from the school of experience, to properly equip
them for administrative positions and to prepare them to handle details intelligently and to analyze difficult proble'ms promptly and
correctly.
They should be taught to work with their own minds
and to observe intelligently and not mechanically; to use books,

reason clearly, become accurate, economize in time and money and
be mentally and morally honest and look facts squarely in the

to

face.

Subordination is the first principle of good railroading, and, in
connection with impartial and considerate treatment and a disposition on both sides to squarely meet the issues, will produce the
greatest benefit from collective work. The young men should also
b? impressed with a respect for law and order, a love of chivalry
and fairmindedness, with high purposes and ambitions.
Nothing will contribute more to railroad progress than a general characteristic of all engaged in the work to give the benefit
of their experience to others and to receive from others and determine for themselves ideas which may be labor-saving. Such a
desirable trait should be fostered and encouraged so that rapid ad-

vancement and improvement

may

in

railroad service and

management

develop.

A

systematic and departmental intercourse between employees
departments should be stimulated, more especially as
regards the use of technical and practical knowledge, with respect
to design, construction and operation pertaining to the railroad as
a whole, and a resolute effort should he made to secure brevity in
the time required to make decisions. The necessary individual
authority to act should be given and encouraged, while fiscal restrictions should be uniform and as simple as may be consistent
with accuracy and safety and not interfere with the executive disof different

cretion.

In the adoption of methods and processes for labor and machine
performance, each detail not absolutely indispensable should be eliminated, and the existence of any standard custom or practice should
be no reason for its continuance when a better mode is offered.

Railroads, even more than industrial companies, require mechanical and electrical engineers of broad and sane intelligence,
with a thorough grasp of general principles, and if competent men
are to be secured and retained it will be necessary not only to give
more consideration to rates of wage but also to provide the good
treatment, careful instruction, counsel and vacations that competent
men desire. Recognition should also be given to the deserving rank
and file in filling new positions and those made vacant by regular
promotion. The wages should he commensurate with the character
and market value of the work performed and should be uniform
for similar classes of service rendered in all departments.
This
will insure a strict enforcement of accounting for the property
id
the inauguration of practical, precise and intelligent methods for
handling work to the best interest of the railroad as a whole rather
than as a personal, divisional or departmental proposition.
i

75-Ton Reinforced Concrete Cinder Bin, A. T.

&

S.

F.

The accumulated cinders are dumped through a gate in the bin
bottom into railroad cars on a track beneath. Several carloads are
handled every 24 hours.
The plant is electrically operated, the trolley being moved by
a 10-h.p. Lidgerwood electric hoist in a small frame house back of

The inclined trolley track obviates the use of a locking
The buckets
thereby greatly simplifying the mechanism.
dump into the bin automatically. The complete operation of securing, dumping and returning a bucket to the farthest pit requires
about two minutes. One man operates the plant. One of the pit
men attaches the block-hook to the bucket bail, of course. The plant
It was designed and
is understood to be giving entire satisfaction.
built by Roberts & Schaefer Co., Chicago.
the bin.
trolley,

Foreign Railroad Notes.

The American tramp must look out for his laurels in the matRoumanian recently succeeded in lodging
ter of stealing rides.
himself on the pipes underneath a dining-car of the Orient express
at Costanza, on the Black Sea, said pipes affording a sort of shelf
about 20 in. wide. He left this bed in Paris 53 hours later. It is
remarked that at the end of the journey he was very dusty, hungry'
and thirsty, and possessed a capital amounting to 5 cents.

A

At the opening of the new railroad from the Red Sea at Port
Sudan (a little north of Suakin) to the Nile at Berber, October 15,
Lord Cromer congratulated the builders because they had been able

through a waterless country in 14 months, and
further because in that desert they had made it cost only £1,400,000,
which is less than $21,000 a mile.

to build the 325 miles

Various syndicates, native and foreign, have sought a concession for a railroad over the caravan route from Pekin northwest
to the gate in the great wall at Kalgan, on the most direct route
to Lake Balkan and Irkutsk, over which from time immemorial
"caravan tea" has been carried to Siberia and Russia. The Chinese
government has rejected them all, declaring that it will build this
railroad itself, perhaps convinced by recent events that it will do
well to keep in its own hands all approaches from adjacent countries.

:
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In point of total attendance

and number and

size of exhibits,

Master Car Builders' and American
Railway Master Mechanics' associations established a new record;
but it seems to us unwise to hold these important meetings at any
place that affords so little chance for concentration as does Atlantic
The primary end sought in holding the conventions is the
City.
opportunity afforded the members of the two associations to attend
this year's conventions of the

competition with at least five other transcontinental lines, and built
purely on the faith of its promoter, more than any other important railroad stands to-day capitalized at its actual construction cost.
High finance and graft had no part in the building of this youngest
To quote a remark of the Wall Street Journal,
transcontinental.
"The Great Northern was built to carry freight. Some other roads
were built to carry bonds. Its engineers were ordered to make the

They did it." As a
cheapest freight route across the continent.
ratio
is to-day less than
operating
Northern's
Great
the
consequence,
accomplished by the private discussions
and
between railroad officers and makers of appliances. As these dis- 50 per cent, and Great Northern stock is paying 7 per cent,
Hill
Mr.
figure.
high
correspondingly
than
far
more
the
selling
at
a
vital
to
it
hall,
is
meeting
outside
the
cussions must take place
funds will be provided for
best interests of all concerned that a place be selected that affords says that through the Great Northern,
There is, of course, at present the 1,300 miles of new Canadian line. That he will have no diffifacilities for easy concentratiou.
on the
no place quite as good as Saratoga Springs, and it is to be hoped culty in persuading his shareholders to embark with him
previous record of success. The
that the attitude of the hotels of that village will be such as to new venture is clear from his
make it advisable to again hold the convention there. We know list of holders of Northern Securities stock, which was published
company, showed that some
that the two associations would gladly return to Saratoga next year nt the time of the dissolution of the
group
were those of members of
holdings
Hill
in
the
largest
to
the
anxious
Ol
most
should
be
those
who
if met in the proper spirit by
That in particular
have them. This year's exhibits in the aggregate formed a miniature the royal family and nobility of Great Britain.
complete to war- these Englishmen, alter their large profits in previous enterprises
but fully as

to the prescribed business of the sessions;

among

fair of railroad appliances.

They were

rant a trip to Atlantic City; but

much

is

railroad officers, and

sufficiently

most of them were

in

exposed place

on the Steel Pier, and had to be covered at times to protect them
from rain when they should have been open to view. This, togeiher
with the overwhelming attendance of men. women and Chi]
whose only interest in the exhibits was gathering souvenirs, was a
et inn tor an investment of several thousands of dollars.
p

Mr. .1. .1. Hill has announced that tor the 1,800 miles ol ai
road which he plan:: in Canada there Is no intention to issue anj
is, and
that the stock issue will cover only actual cost of eon
b
one did aol take Mr. Hill himself Into the reckon
it'
struction.
but pails ol the
ing this would be a remarkable n iinoiin. "ineiil
read he built SOUth of the boundary are covered b> no morl
debt.
From the example Of the Great Northern can lie judged with
•

.

considerable accuracy the probable BUCC6
Of the new Canadian
The Great Northern, built through an uninhabited country. In
line.
I

under his pilotage, will be especially ready to take stock In a company to operate on Canadian soil under Mr. Hill's guidance is obvious.
The l:i.1 of the matter is that most of us who have heard
something of the wheal fields "i the Canadian Northwest would
in going In as partners in his new Canadian enteraw
I.,,

in

1

e

1

>

with the

The

man who made

statistical

port, latel:

Northern.

the Great

and other corneal:

of Missouri, siigg.

i]

thi

.d

received, of the Railroad and
el:

'

with which some of the older commi
reminds one a BO ttOVi
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have
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a
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i
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Thirty-six railroad corporations make reports which, inside and
outside the state, had for the last fiscal year 44,686 miles of road
7,819 miles in Missouri— with the enormous sum of $2,532,288,707
in stock and debt and gross earnings of $347,317,909.
The railroad

corporations paid taxes in the state amounting to $1,565,330. 'ruining from these absolute measures of railroad magnitudes to the
powers of the commission itself, one finds that, besides purview
of freights and fares with a list of some 8,000 commodities in
the official freight classification
it reaches out to the express companies and like the commissions in some other western states has
also supervision and regulation of warehouses and warehouse
charges. The state statutes and the rules of the commission bearing on these subjects, as well as on railroad construction, organiza-

—

—

and the like, fill 170 closely printed pages, not
including 228 pages of schedules. Upon a board of three commissioners salaried at $3,000 a year each, and certainly not undercharged with duties, the Missouri legislature considerately has not
followed the precedent of other states and imposed the duties of a
tax commission also. In looking over the work of the commission
for the year one finds
besides one case relating to the grading of
red wheat, which went to the courts. 27 complaints of overcharges
tion, consolidation
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miles in Great Britain and its colonies, which, with the 21
miles in the United States, gives 312,054 miles, or nearly 57 per
cent, of the railroads of the world, in the hands of the English-

speaking peoples.
The Archiv gives statistics of the capital invested
so far as possible.

About 95 per

cent,

of the

in railroads,

European railroads

have cost $20,017,888,000, or at the average rate of $112,777 per mile.
statistics for the rest of the world cover seven-eighths of the
mileage, whose aggregate cost has been $17,463,250,000, and the
average per mile $57,991. The average for the United States was

The

$50,963.

The total railroad investment of the world, providing the mileage not reported is of the average cost, was about $21,000,000,000 in
Europe and likewise $21,000,0110,000 in the rest of the world, but
this goodly sum of 42, nun millions of dollars amounts to less than
$28 per inhabitant, according to the latest estimates of the population of the earth.

MASTER CAR BUILDERS' CONVENTION.

—

Car Builders' Association,
was a notable one. The attendance
official record of
was larger than ever before, and the interest manifested in the comthe 10 cent refund:
mittee reports and topical discussions was quite up to the standard
May 4. 1905. The American Laundry Co., Louisiana, M'>.. complained of
Several of the subjects considered and the action
of previous years.
overcharge on a shipment of laundry by express.
The Board ordered a retaken thereon will have a marked effect on the future condition of
duction to a -correct basis and refund of 10 cents was promptly made.
Which we reprint not in irony, but to indicate how the powers car equipment. Most of the committee reports were carefully and
thoroughly prepared, and the information contained in them was
of these western railroad commissions span the gulf between great
evidently
the result of painstaking work on the part of all the
and small things. Was not. indeed. John Hampden's ship moneymembers of the committees. There has generally been displayed a
tax, which went so far in bringing the head of an English king to
spirit of fearlessness in treating the subjects assigned, and no
the block, a matter of only twenty shillings!
attempt made to cover up or handle with gloves any of the delicate
questions of comparison of different devices. This is as it should be.
The Master Car Builders' Association has had. above all things, a
THE RAILROADS OF THE WORLD.
reputation for honesty, integrity and square dealing, and its wideinfluence to-day depends largely upon that reputation, which
spread
The
ranging from 10 cents to $254.91 and involving a
annex as a sample of microscopic analysis the

total

held last

statistics of the railroads of the world, compiled by the
fur Eisenbahnuesen. indicate an increase of 16,751 miles.
or 3.1 per cent., from 1903 to 1904, which is the largest addition
reported for years, though but little more than in 1901, the new

Arefiiv

mileage in each of the six years down to 1904 having been:
1899
1900

13,533
10.S00

190]
1902.

.

.

.

.

.

.

16,328
13,335

1903.
1904.

.

.

.

13.133
.16,751

Europe

189,774
47,974
16.202

Old World

J.-,::.'.t.-.ii

Of the additions made in the

for
last

1.653

North America
South America
Australasia

New World
last year reported, 16,751

Australia

2-tli.TIT

30,258
16,810

296.785

miles,

205

643

The average yearly increase in Europe has not varied greatly
some years. In Asia the only additions of importance in the
year were 609 miles in British India, 49S miles in Korea, 2S9

in Japan, 82 in Turkey, and 52 in China.
Russia opened no new
railroad in Asia from 1901 to 1904, but it has opened one line more
than a thousand miles long in Central Asia since 1904. In Africa

nearly

the

new road was

week

at Atlantic

City,

has taken years to build up.

An example of this fearlessness of opinion is the report of the
committee on automatic connectors for .steam heat, air brake and
air signal pipes. There are two distinct types of such devices, which
differ so essentially in their construction that they cannot be made
to

nearly two-thirds was in America and not one-fifth in Europe, the
new mileage for that year in each continent having been:
Europe
8,090
America
11.100
Asia
Africa

it

fortieth convention of the Master

.

This shows an increase of S3.SS2 miles since 1898 and of 59,549
miles since 1900, making a total in 1904 of 550,735 miles, of which
a little more than half is on the American continent, 44^4 per cent,
in North America, and 39 per cent, in the United States.
The mileage in each of the grand divisions of the world was:
Asia
Africa

The

of $561.68.

We

interchange.

On account

of

the patent situation, which,

it

is

claimed, restricts the manufacture of such devices, the committee
recommended that it be continued, with explicit instructions to pre-

pare standard dimensions for connectors, considering only the type
in which the parting is made on a line at right angles to the center
It appeared from the discussion in the convention
line of track.
following the reading of the report that there was some misunderstanding with regard to the patent situation, and that the committee
was possibly a little premature in recommending that it confine its
labors in the matter of standardization to one type only, of which
there are a number of modifications. The situation promises to become interesting within the next year or two, for already there is
a bill before Congress to compel the adoption of some such device.
The Master Car Builders' Association will have to face the same
problem which confronted it twenty years ago when it adopted the
present coupler contour lines and the principle of a vertical plane
coupler.
The need of some such device is apparent. All that portion of the Safety Appliance act referring to automatic couplers is
intended to compel the application and maintenance of a device for
coupling cars which will not make it necessary for a trainman to
go between the cars when coupling or uncoupling them.
It is.
however, absolutely necessary at the present time to go between
the cars to couple and uncouple steam, air brake and air signal
hose, and in so doing to get down on the track in such a position
that in case the cars were started the trainman would almost
certainly be ground under the wheels. However, the application of
a number of different connectors which would not interchange with
each other would be far worse than the use of the present hand
coupling, for it would result in endless delay and possibly serious
accidents in attempting to use makeshift non-automatic coupling
devices.
The expression of several of the members of the association on this point will be found in the abstract of the proceedings.
Next year the association may have a chance to show how strong

in Egypt (2S1 miles) and the German
Since 1904 there has been considerable building, especially in British South Africa and in Egypt and Algiers.
Of the new mileage in America something more than half was
built in the United States: but the most notable growth was in
Mexico, where 1,720 miles were opened, and more than the total
of the four previous years.
Canada is credited with but 533 miles.
In South America, out cf a total addition of 2,855 miles. 1,611 miles
were in Argentina and 1,039 in Brazil. Ecuador makes its appearance for the first time, with 37 miles of the railroad from the
post of Guayaquil up to the Andes plateau.
While Great Britain has less than one-twelfth of the railroad mile- it is in making its decision.
age in Europe, and one-fourteenth of that in America, it has fourOne of the best and most valuable reports which has been presevenths of the Asiatic railroads, nearly two-thirds of the African, sented to the association in years was that of the committee on
and substantially all the Australasian lines, making a total of 98,150 brake beams. The condition of brake beams generally has been
all

colonies (260 miles).

June
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Many of the beams in use are weak, and their we are told; but it was scarcely less miraculous than the alertness
half a column of
maintenance has been sadly neglected. The committee began at of Madame Bernhardt's press agent, who had
copy ready for the Associated Press in less than no time. And how
the bottom and went into an exhaustive investigation of the causes
Bath rooms in cars are not particularly
nicely he arranged it!
of failure, the necessary requirements of service and the actual
plentiful in the arid wastes of Kansas, but there was one on this
strength of many of the beams now in use. After explaining the train, all right; and the actress was in it!
weak points of the present brake beams, the committee makes a num"Mme. Bernhardt was taking a bath when the crash came, but within a
ber of recommendations which, if followed out, will do much to minute she had donned clothes sufficient to appear In public and was out on
She ran up to the
improve the deplorable conditions which apparently exist on many the track gesticulating and talking at her best speed.
She then turned
roads. The report includes full details of all of the tests made, and engine and addressed the engineer in French and English.
It was found that she regarded the locomotive as hoocompares the various brake beams submitted in their order of merit to the conductor.
She also decided
dooed, and she had expected a wreck on that account.
as regards meeting certain requirements as to strength, deflection, that a new engine must be supplied immediately, as she would not ride befavor
shown
to
the
bad,
made ready
fear
or
good
or
everything
weight, etc. There is no
The tender was rerailed, and
hind the old one again.
and a careful study of the data presented cannot help but pave the to go. Iiut Mme. Bernhardt refused to move, and demanded that the train
he brought back' to Mankato until another locomotive could be found for
way for a gradual weeding out of some of the beams in use which her.
obviously are unfit for use under high capacity cars. The proposed
As we received no tickets to the show we shall print no more,
specifications laid down by the committee in their report should
though
the exchange of notes between the actress and a business
accomplish much good if they are carefully followed.
men's excursion, held up by the wreck, and, later, her appeal to the
The report of the committee on air brake hose specifications is superintendent for a freight engine, make exciting reading. The
almost as complete as that of the committee on brake beams, and incident was a record performance in many respects.
That an
Such reports are of value to the railroads actress can dress in one minute may not be so very startling, in
it is equally non-partisan.
and to the makers. The railroads usually know what they are view of the small quantity and simple character of the clothes that
buying and the makers know what they are selling. It is well, actresses sometimes wear; but the tout ensemble was so studded
however, once in a while to make sure of the quality and condition with artistic features that we have no doubt that the passenger
The report brings out department of the Rock Island road will reap golden benefits from
of the product in an impartial manner.
the Incident for years to come.
strongly a condition of affairs which should be discouraged. The
has
adopted
as
standard
certain
Association
Master Car Builders'
The two most serious accidents this month, Clover Creek JuncThe tests made at Purdue show
specifications for air brake hose.
tion and Louisville, have already b'een reported in the Railroad
the
of
hose
tested
passed
M.
C.
B.
total
number
of
the
per
cent,
that 7S
Gazette.
The moral of the first mentioned is the need of the block
specifications for bursting test, but that only 32 per cent, of the total
system. While it is true that in 99 per cent, or more of the accinumber of hose tested passed the M. C. B. specifications for the dents which appear in the records the cause is unmistakably seen
friction test, and but 4 per cent, passed the stretching test. So long to be one that is susceptible of decided reduction, if not entire abolias the specifications are the standard of the association, they should tion, by simple and well-known expedients in discipline, or methods,
be lived up to.
All hose used on cars in interchange must be or selection of men, it is nevertheless fair to say that in this case
labeled M. C. B. standard, and that label presumably indicates that we have typical conditions on one of the best roads and yet we
such hose has been tested according to the specifications, and, having have the collision. Much could be said in connection with this case
concerning the care with which men are selected, the intelligence
passed the test, been accepted. The tests made show that much of
with which the code of rules is prepared and administered, the
the hose in use will not stand the prescribed tests.
fair treatment of the men, and of the valuable experience and acceptThe report of the committee on brake shoes discloses a point able record of the man who in this particular case was at fault and
which should be given more than passing attention. The present yet we have the collision.
specifications for brake shoes provide for a minimum coefficient
The moral of the Louisville case is the need of impartial and
The first
of friction, but they do not fix a maximum. The minimum require- thorough investigation of accidents by a public authority.
ment is 20, and while only two of the 15 shoes tested fell below this reports said that the derailment was due to the breaking of the
requirement, two at least of the shoes exceeded it by 75 per cent. flange of a wheel, but as the car jumped the track at or very near
or more. A high coefficient of friction is desirable in a brake shoe, a switch, there is room for the claim that a loose switch point,
caused the breakage of the wheel. In cases like this, the car debut in stopping a train it is necessary for safety and convenience
partment always strenuously claims that the fault was with the
to have some uniformity in the braking effect under each car. Triple
switch, while the roadway department with equal persistency denies
valves, cylinder travel, brake leverage, etc., are carefully adjusted
the claim.
In such a situation, the public should have the opinion
to give uniform action throughout a train.
With equal pressure on of an impartial expert.
the brake shoes, the retarding effect varies directly as the coefficient
The number of electric car accidents reported in the newspapers
of friction.
If the coefficient of friction on one car equipped with
of the United States in the month of May was 21. 10 persons killed,
one kind of brake shoe is 37 and the coefficient of friction on the 192 injured.
One of the electric car accidents was of a kind which will rarely
next adjoining car equipped with a different type of brake shoe is 20
a fire due to running into an automo(the standard required), the first car will be retarded with almost occur on a standard railroad
In Cincinnati, on the 30th, two street cars collided with an
bile.
double the amount of force that the second car has acting upon it,
automobile and demolished it. The gasolene tank at once burst into
and if these conditions are interspersed throughout a train the flame and nearly roasted to death the four persons in the vehicle
surging due to braking may become very severe. It would seem who had been entangled in the wreckage; and the flame burst into
to be almost imperative that some maximum limit be adopted.
and through the Btreel cars, crowded with passengers, so quickly
that a dozen of the occupants were burned or were trampled in the
The combustible parts
panic' and struggle to get out of the cars.
May Accidents.
Of the two cars and of the automobile were destroyed by the tire in
notoriously bad.

—

—

—

The condensed record of the principal train accidents which
occurred in the United States in the month of May, printed in an
other column, contains accounts of 16 collisions, 16 derailments, and
four other accidents. Those which were most serious, or which
are of special interest by reason of their causes or attending circumstances, occurred as follows:
Tune.
ttli
"tli
1

mi

loth
23d
28th

Place.

clover Creek

Junction,

Camden, N.

J

Lynchburg,

Va

Pearre,

Injured.

Killed,
L0

88

u

11
1

1

Md

IS
LU

."1

Charleston,
Louisville,

Po

VV.

Va

Ky

2
8

22

Throughout the 33 years that we have recorded the train accidents
Of Ihe country this column has been sadly ileflclenl in humor;
partly because of the dulness of the editor's mind and partly, no
doubt, on

account

tut
Badness of the subject,
with the
dailj papers which Is now so all-per
vasive, the reporter of genius and wit Is found everywhere, and bo
we have at last a humorous train accident; to wit, the derailment
at Mankato, Kansas. May 25, when Madame Sarah Bernhardt was
a passenger on the train.
"The escape of the train was miraculous,"

of

the

abounding prosperity of the

1

ten minutes.

The Whistle Nuisance.
History is constant!} repeating itself- or else it is nol of much
it
as history; and reforms main times fade out and have to
acc
be done over again.
This is the common experience of veterans.
At least 30 years ago. if not 40, locomotive whistling became a
great nuisance In the region of Boston, and, after the usual amount
el' annoy. nice, complaint
and agitation, il was quite effectually sup
pressed; but now- the same problem seems to have come up anew.
The Massachusetts siate Railroad Commissioners have received pet!
lions from people in Dorchester, Qulncy, Leominster and Hingham,
asking for an order to slop the whistling of locomotives, and 10
or more people were on hand at the hearing to rehearse their grta
ance
But the Commission granted all the petltloni withoul a word
the New JTork, N'» Haven
from anybodj and the railroad companj
ih> Superintendent said that he
made no objection
£ Hartford
was glad enough to stop the whistling provided he eouiii have tii<oilier of the commissioners to do so.
Inuing, the report says:
C
"Chairman Jack ion, at the opening of the hearing, tated that

—
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the whistling at crossings was duo to a recent Connecticut case in
which the bell signals only had been used, and an accident resulted,
The company thereupon ordered its engineers to blow the whistle
at crossings, this being a signal which could not be mistaken, whereas there was a conflict of testimony regarding the ringing of the
bell.
The order was made to apply to the whole system. The Railroad Commissioners, however, had absolute power to prohibit whistling at crossings, after a hearing upon petition.
There was no necessity of presenting testimony, as the board had sent its own inspectors
to all these points, and had reports on the conditions in each case.
He then made the statement that in all cases where crossings are
guarded by flagmen, gates or bells, unless exceptional conditions
exist, the board will issue orders immediately, upon petition, to
stop whistling.
"Mr. Field, of Dorchester, asked what the position of the board
was in regard to night whistling of switching engines. He was inclined to think that some engineers whistled maliciously, and Chairman Jackson told him that a specific appeal to the board would
lie in such cases.
The board has no authority to prohibit whistling in yards at night, but it recommends to the railroads that they
cut down their whistling to the minimum, and the companies have
issued orders to their engineers to this effect. If these orders are
disregarded the company, as well as the board, would like to

know

it."

For furnishing grist for the lawyers' mill the highway crossing is almost as prolific as railroad spine and sometimes, of course,
the crossing and the "spine" co-operate. Probably that Connecticut
case was one in which no gate, flagman or bell was concerned; but
the presence or absence of gates or watchmen seems to make l'ttle

—

in the total number of damage suits.
The number of
pedestrians and carriages crossing" the railroad at guarded crossings
is so much larger than at those which are unguarded that, while
the proportion of casualties to the number of persons passing over
is probably smaller at the large crossings than at the small ones.,
the number killed or injured per crossing probably is as great in
the city as in the country. If a warning is worth having at the
crossing at all, either man-operated or automatic, surely we ought
to he able to make it thoroughly satisfactory without depending on
any noise from the engine whatever. Having made sure that every
approaching train shall energize the bell, or awaken the attendant,
which can he done without disturbing the residents in the houses,
it.
unscientific to continue the use of the barbarous whistle.
is
But why use such a barbarous instrument in ordinary service at all,
even at unwatched and unsignaled crossings? The law of Massachusetts, if we mistake not, requires either a whistle or a bell, but
not both. It says, in effect, that if a railroad manager is energetic
enough to manage his beils efficiently he need not use the whistle.
To continue the general use of the whistle in Massachusetts is .to
perpetuate a custom suitable only for wild and thinly settled countries where trains are few and noise is appreciated as a relief from
the everlasting silence. A bell gives ample warning to careful horsemen and to the great majority of the careless. The small number
who are so heedless that they do not collect their thoughts until
they get within 10 ft. of the track will, in a majority of cases, continue their heedless course in spite of a whistle and then swear
that the whistle was not sounded.
At al! events these have fewrights as compared with the thousands of more sensitive and sensible people whom the whistles disturb.
Some states have approved,
by statute law, the principle that every wayfarer approaching a
railroad should stop, look and listen; and to persons who carry
out. this reasonable rule, or even half carry it out, the bell Is a

difference

—

more than

sufficient warning.
Another incident at the Boston hearing illustrates the fact that
the noise problem is at least 40 years old and yet continues young.
The Dorchester man thought that the yard enginemen who had disturbed him at night did so maliciously. 'Twas always thus. A
healthy man switching freight cars, and a nervous poet trying to
sleep, are in such different mental states that they will never see
alike.
The only way out. if the railroad company is going to be
at peace with poets, invalids and other critical people, is to have
the yard engineman, in the matter of noise, ruled entirely by some
authority other than his own judgment

—

Chairman Jackson's reply to Mr. Field calls to mind Still anOther perennial difficulty in the relations between railroads and the
public, and reminds us that to rule a yard engineman, as we have
suggested, may be easier said than done. The chairman* told the
complainant that if enginemen disobeyed the whistle prohibitions
the railroad company would be glad to know it. But why doesn't
the company find out about such misconduct before any outsider
can hav time to send in a complaint?

at the most, and

al least in hours of entire rest, so that in any nine
consecutive days there should not be more than 90 hours of effective work or less than the same amount of rest.
For road engineers
and firemen there should be a period of 30 consecutive hours of
rest on an average of once every 10 days.
These rest days may be
counted, less 20 hours, in the period of rest previously called for.
When, however, the service Is such that the men are not required
to sleep away from home, these hours of rest may be reduced to 15.
will only be considered that the men are not obliged to sleep
II
from home when they can have at least 10 consecutive hours there
everj day between 6 p. m. and noon of the following day.
EPor
engineers and firemen engaged in switching service, there must be
a ::oh, in,
period of rest every 15 days on an average, or 24 hours
every 10 days when the engineer is assisted by a fireman.
But
where he works alone there must be a 30-hour rest every 12 days,
or one of 24 hours on the average every eighl days.
These rest
days can be counted in Hie total of the 90 hours already called for,
for their full value less 20 or
hours, according to circumstances.
The lapse of time needed by engineer and fireman for preparation
of the locomotive, as well as that actually spent on the road, is to
be counted in the period of work. Le Journal des Trans pi iris.
I

Single-Phase

of

Engineers and Firemen

in

France.

The Minister of Public Works of France has recently issued a
revision of the regulations bearing upon the duration of the hours
of labor of locomotive engineers and firemen.
It requires, in part,
that the average day's work shall include 10 hours of effective labor,

1

Equipment for Richmond
Railway Company.

&

Chesapeake

Bay

rii
Richmond & Chesapeake Bay Railway Company has been
incorporated to build a single-phase electric line, about 15 miles,
from Richmond to Ashland, paralleling the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac. It is planned to reach ultimately from Richmond
to the Chesapeake Bay.
The contracts for the equipment of the
15-mile section have been let to the General Electric Company. The
catenary method of suspension will be used, adapted for a trolley
potential of 6,600 volts.
Each of the cars will be equipped with
four G.E.A.-603 (125) A.C. single-phase motors, with multiple unit
control.
The air-brake system will be of the combined straight and
automatic type with C.P.A.-52 motor cornprePower for the operation of the new road will be furnished by
the Virginia Passenger & Power Company, and the arrangements
for furnishing the single-phase current are of especial interest. Two
generating sets will be furnished, both to be operated ordinarily by
water power but arranged for electrical drive when that is necessary.
The first unit will consist of a 750-kilowatt. 6,600-volt, threephase, 25-cycle generator, mounted on the same shaft with a 750kilowatt, 2,300-volt, 60-cycIe, three-phase generator, the shaft being
extended at one end for connection with a water wheel of sufficient
power to drive both generators at their rated output.
The second set will be made up of a 25-cycle, 6,600-volt generator, a duplicate of the first, but instead of being mounted with
a 60-cycle machine, this generator will be mounted on the same
shaft with a 750-kilowatt, 550-volt, direct-current machine.
When
there is sufficient water to operate all of the water-wheel generators in the station, these sets will be driven by the water-wheels;
if at any time there is sufficient water to drive the generators or
flood conditions render it advisable to close the gate valves, the sets
will be disconnected from the wheels and operated as straight motor
generator units. In their respective cases, the 60-cycle generator
will run as a 60-cycle synchronous motor and the 550-volt machine
will operate as a direct-current motor.
Power for driving the motor
and of the 25-cycle sets in this way will be obtained from the engine
driven units of the Virginia Passenger & Power Company already
installed.
When the motor generator units are operated as waterwheel driven machines, the 60-cycle generator will be operated in
parallel with the present 60-cycle machines, and the 550-volt machine
in the other set will run in multiple with the present 550-volt machines.
The 750-kilowatt. 25-cycle generators in each set will for
the present be operated as single-phase machines and will supply
current directly to the trolley of Richmond & Chesapeake road at

6,600 volts.

There will be a lighting station at Ashland. This will consist
of a 100 kilowatt, 2,300-volt, 60-cycle, three-phase generator mounted
upon a common base with a 150-h.p., 440-volt, 25-cycle, single-phase
induction motor. This set will be operated from the 6,600-volt trolley through a 150-kilowatt, single-phase, oil-cooled transformer. The
motor generator set will be provided with a direct-connected exciter mounted on an extension of the shaft.
The voltage will be
controlled by a Tirrill automatic regulator, made by the General
Electric Company, which will insure a uniform voltage at the generator end of the lighting service regardless of the fluctuating
trolley voltage.

news from the Cape-to-Cairo Railroad is that the track
Kafue river, 258 miles northeast of the Victoria Falls,
and the roadbed is graded 70 miles further. By June it is expected
to open the line to the Broken Hill zinc and lead mines, 375 miles
northeast of the Falls. The further extension will probably be due
northward to the border of the Congo Free State, nearly 200 miles
l
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The

El

Paso Union Station.

The new union station at El Paso. Texas, has recently been
completed and opened to service. The two views of it which are
reproduced herewith show that it can justly claim to be one of
the finest stations in the Southwest. A detailed description of the
structure from the architects' plans was published in these columns

It is at the corner of Crosby and San Francisco streets, about threequarters of a mile from the business center of the city.
The main building is two stories, with a clerestory.
The
tower is 130 ft. high. The building is 143 ft. 3 in. x 103 ft. 3 in.
and has a one-story wing 61 ft. 1 in. wide extending back parallel
This wing contains the dining and lunch
to the tracks 247 ft.
room and kitchen, the baggage room, and several smaller compart-

The New Union Station
before work was begun on it (July 8, 1904). Prior to the completion of this station the several roads into El Paso had each
its individual station except the Santa Pe and Mexican Central,
which were joint occupants. All roads now use the union station,
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at El

Paso, Texas.

ments for customs, trainmen's boxes and Pullman quarters. The
main waiting room, shown in one of the views, is approximately
60 ft. x 100 ft., and its ceiling is 44 ft. 9 in. above the floor.
It
has a mosaic tile floor and plaster walls and ceiling. The roof
supporting columns are expanded metal and
plaster, 28 ft. high and 20 ft. on centers.
The
building is heated by steam and lighted by
electricity.
In the exterior view the absence
of train sheds will be noted.
The dry. mild
climate of El Paso makes such protection unnecessary.
The Board of Directors of the Union Depot
Company is made up of a representative officer
from each road and a representative for the
citizens of El Paso.
Mr. J. E. Hurley, General
Manager of the Santa Fe, is President. The

architects for the station were D.

II.

Chicago, and Pranh Powers. El
the contractor.
fi

Co.,

Burnham
l'ase.

was
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The Master Car

Builders' Convention.

The 40th annual convention Of the Master Car Builders' Associawas held in the sun parlor of the Steel Pier at Atlantic- City,
was the largest and most successful
It
N. J., June 13, II and 15,
tion

convention the association has had, the attendance being about 25
per cent, greater than ever before. The meeting was called to order
promptly at 9:30 a. in. by President Joseph E. Buker (111. Cent).
After an invocation by Rev. N. W. Caldwell, Mayor Stoy of Atlantic
Hon. George A. Post responded on
City welcomed the members.
behalf of the Association. Following this, President Buker delivered

which was

his address,

in part as follows:

pbesidbnt's address.

gathering in Springfield, Mass.. in May, 1867,
at which time there were 39,000 miles of railroad in the United
States, with 268 engines. 16,135 freight cars and 220 passenger cars,
the Master Car Builders' Association has grown until to-day we make
the claim of being the greatest association of this kind in the world,
with a membership of 029, having jurisdiction over 2,047,327 freight
cars, valued at approximately $1,037,341,800, which compose the
vehicles which move 1,277,771,573 tons of freight, producing a revenue of $1,374,102,275, and 41.9S1 passenger cars, valued at approximately $251,886,000, handling 710,244,858 passengers, producing a
revenue of approximately $456,343,380 and operating over 293,937.42
miles of railroad this not including cars owned by individuals or
private companies; the value of such freight cars was on June 30,
1904, $72,000,000, and of cars operated by the Pullman Company
$51,000,000, or a total of $123,000,000, making a grand total of $1.41 l:,227,800, approximate valuation of passenger and freight cars.
Passenger engines have increased in tractive power in the last
20 years from about 10,000 to 12,000 lbs. to about 30,000 lbs., and
freight engines from about 18,000 to 20,000 to 40,000 and 50,000 lbs..
several types of engines having 70,000 to 80,000 lbs. tractive power;
and, while these figures indicate the pace of the motive power officers
of recent years, the car builders have kept abreast in a phenomenal
record of improved car design and construction, until to-day the
American railroads have an equipment which surpasses any other

From

that

little

—

in the world.

Important subjects to railroad men in the operating
the evolution of motor cars for suburban, interurban
line service, and on the mechanical department will
devolve the duty of working out, both theoretically and by actual
practice, the type of car and method of generating and applying
power most suitable for this new departure. I believe that a permanently increasing demand will have to be met for such cars for

One

of the

department
and branch

is

railroad companies.

The enormous increase in the
is in itself a warning

mentioned

tractive
to all

power

of engines above
to do with the

who have

design, construction or maintenance of cars, of any and all types
and classes, that the construction must be such as to stand the
buffing and pulling shocks of engines weighing 300,000 lbs. and with
a tractive power of 40,000 to SO, 000 lbs. Friction draft gear, and all
forms of both pulling and compression devices, and the individual
parts thereof, should receive most careful consideration from you.
I also wish to impress upon your minds the necessity of having
brought to the attention of the management of the railroads, through
the proper channels, full information in respect to damage and destruction of freight equipment by means beyond the control of
mechanical department officers, and against the effects of which
engineering skill, scientific research, practical experience, modern
design or excellence of materials afford neither protection nor relief;
this being controlled only by the transportation branch of the operat-

ing department.
The introduction of steel in car construction seems so eminently
proper from all standpoints that there should be no hesitation in
preparing the way for its more complete and permanent substitution
for wood.

The rules of interchange have served our purpose so well during
the past year, as evidenced by the heavy volume of business handled
at interchange points without friction or delay that I urge that
you make only such changes in these rules as new conditions may
warrant, or to afford either relief or protection from any ambiguity
that may exist. The referring of only about a dozen cases in dispute to the Arbitration Committee further evidences the fact that
the present rules are very satisfactory. The report of the Arbitration Committee I commend to you. Although a good many changes
are proposed, the committee has been very conservative in apnroving
their adoption.
In the matter of a standard coupler I desire to impress upon you
the inconsistency of our position, in that there are still in use a
variety of car couplers, with a multiplicity of unlike parts, all
coming within the M. C. B. requirements, which should through the
committees assigned yield to a process of elimination resulting in
one single standard M. C. B. coupler, as the term literally implies,
and one that fully meets all requirements of the Interstate Commerce
Commission's safety appliance act. In this connection I would call

Vol. XL.,

N
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your attention to the report of the special Committee on Composite
It
would seem that the instruct ions given the
Design of Coupler.
committee at the last convention that a "design of composite coupler
be agreed upon which shall contain, as far as possible, the desirable
features (if the best couplers as now designed" cannot be complied
with for reasons which it states. It is suggested that the second
recommendation of the coupler committee in its report last year
namely, "that the gradual improvement of the M. C. It Standard
coupler, and the elimination of poorly designed ami weak couplers
be carried on by making the requirements to be met by the M. C. B.
couplers more and more rigid" be reaffirmed to the end that the
large variety of couplers be reduced to a minimum.
I also ask your attention to and thoughtful consideration of any
other committee reports on matters pertaining to safety devices.
It is proper that special mention should be made of the matter
of "An Automatic Steam and Air Hose Connector" between cars,
which is the subject of a committee report. The work by this committee should be carried on, to the end that a standard device, reason-

—

able in cost, practical for all conditions of service, and free from
any features that would mitigate against perfect interchangeability
of parts, or satisfactory connection, in every case, of cars with
M. C. B. couplers, coupled by impact as prescribed by law, be agreed
upon, if within the range of possibilities.
Our progress in these maimers should leave no doubt of our desire
to cheerfully co-operate with the Interstate Commerce Commission,
not only in the proper observance of present laws and instructions,

but by a pronounced effort t» assist in providing adequate remedies
for any new conditions that now exist, or may arise in future.
The electrification of steam railroads in certain parts of the
country has brought into prominence the necessity of proper clearances for passenger, freight and locomotive equipment which will
operate over such roads. It would seem to me that the development
of this question has reached the point where some action is desirable,
and I would suggest the appointment of a committee to consider
the matter of clearances for electrical equipment.

The repoft of the Secretary showed a total present membership
Active, 356; representative, 243; assoof 631, divided as follows:
ciate, 13; life, 19. The number of cars represented in the association
is 2,047,327.
Four active members have died within the year.
The Treasurer's report showed a balance on hand of $5,104.
in the constitution, which were proposed
year and, in accordance with constitutional provision, laid over
one year, were adopted
Section 2 of Article III on eligibility to active membership was.
made to read as follows:
"Section 2. Any person holding the position of Superintendent
of the Car Department, Master Car Builder, Assistant Mechanical
Superintendent, Mechanical Engineer, Assistant Mechanical Engineer, Assistant Engineer of Motive Power, Chief Draughtsman, foreman of a railroad car shop, Joint Car Inspector or one representative from each car manufacturing company or other company owning or operating over 1,000 cars which are not in process of purchase
by other parties, may become an active member by paying his dues
for one year."
On motion, this was amended to include Assistant Master Car
Builders. The balance of the section remains as at present.
Section 5 of Article II, regarding life membership, was modified
so that either active or representative members who have been in
good standing 20 years may become life members on the recommendation of the Executive Committee.
Mr. Godfrey W. Rhodes was elected to life membership in the

The following changes

last

association.

The following resolution by the Executive Committee was submitted to the convention:
"The 77th General Assembly of the State of Ohio, in 1906, passed
House Bill No. 242. Section No. 3 of this bill reads as follows:
" 'That it shall be unlawful for any such common carrier to haul
or permit to be hauled or used on its line any locomotive, car, tender
or similar vehicle used in moving State traffic not provided with
secure grab-irons or hand-holds in the sides of ends thereof; each
and every car used in the movement of State traffic shall be provided
with secure sill steps on each end of each side thereof.'
"Whereas. The Master Car Builders' Association has earnestly
labored for more than a generation to bring about uniformity In
car equipment, and has been aided therein by national legislation,
which the Interstate Commerce Commission is directed to execute
and enforce, and, in conformity with the rules of the Master Car
Builders' Association, the Interstate Commerce Commission has
adopted a system of inspection based on those rules; and,
"Whereas, The 77th General Assembly of the State of Ohio, in
1906, passed House Bill No. 242. which, among other things, requires
the application of extra sill steps not required by national legislation, the application of which will destroy the uniformity in equipment which is so necessary for the safety of trainmen and the proper
interchange of cars; therefore,
"Be it resolved, That the enforcement of such legislation will
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be subversive of the work of the Master Car Builders' Association,
destructive of the uniformity which alone has enabled the traffic of
the country to be handled from one end to the other regardless of
the ownership of the cars, and, therefore, the Master Car Builders'
Association earnestly protests against the enactment or enforcement
of legislation by any State which is calculated to destroy the uniformity of equipment so necessary to safety and the expeditious inter-

change of cars."

Members pointed out in detail the bad results that would ensue
from compliance with this legislation in increased liability of danger
to trainmen, and thought these points should be brought to the
Mr. W. E. Fowler (C. P. R.), of the
attention of the legislators.
Executive Committee, said that all of this ground had been gone
over by the committee in considering the matter, but it was thought
the resolution would be more effective in the form submitted, with
the details omitted; that the resolution as presented will, if it is
brought to the attention of the various State legislators, impress
upon them the inability of men not experienced in railroad devices
to pass suitable legislation covering them, and they ought to be
satisfied to leave the matter in the hands of the persons to whom
the railroad companies and the Interstate Commerce
it belongs

—

Commission.

The

resolution

was adopted.

Mr. Edward A. Moseley, Secretary of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, next addressed the convention. An abstract of this address will be found in another column. Before reading his remarks,
however, Mr. Moseley referred to the matter covered in the foregoing resolution, saying that the Commission desired to see no legislation which would conflict with the views and rules of the Master
Car Builders, and that he would be glad to see any State pass a law
that the rules and regulations of the Master Car Builders' Association should be law until such time as the Master Car Builders' Association in its wisdom sees fit to change them.
DISCUSSION OF BF.PORTS.
Revision of Standards and Recommended Practice. In its report
the committee made reference to all of the standards and recommended practice of the association, noting such changes as had been
proposed and making recommendations. The report was read by
sections to give opportunity for discussion on each. Before reading
C. & N. W. ), chairman of the comthe report Mr. C. A. Schroyer
mittee, read a letter from Mr. O. C. Cromwell, of the B. & O., suggesting certain changes in the present standard 5t.j-in. x 10-in. journal
axle.
These changes consist of substituting a %-in. for a %-in.
radius between the wheel-fit and the rough collar adjoining the inside
hub of the wheel, and also increasing the size of the radius between
in.
the dust-guard and the wheel-fit from % in. to
A blueprint showing the proposed changes was exhibited. On
motion, the recommendation was received and referred to letter

—

(

%

ballot.

Under "Height of Couplers" the recommendations of the committee were approved and the matter referred to the Executive
Committee to appoint a committee on the subject, to report at the
next convention.
"Archbar and Column Bolt for 80,000-lb. Capacity Cars." Motion
to appoint a special committee to report at the 1907 convention in
accordance with the recommendation in the report carried.
"Passenger Car Journal Box and Contained Parts." The recommendation was adopted and referred to the Executive Committee.
The recommendation of the committee under "Handholds,"
"Pedestal and Journal Box for Passenger Cars" and "Storing Line
Cars on Foreign Roads" were referred to letter ballot.
Tests of Master Car Builders' Couplers. The secretary was instructed to incorporate in the Proceedings the changes recommended
by this committee. The committee was instructed regarding action
for the ensuing year in accordance with the recommendation thereon

—

in its report.

—

Composite Design of Coupler. The report was received without
discussion and the committee discharged.
Cast Iron Wheels. The report, which was read from the manuscript by the chairman of the committee, Mr. William Garstang (Big
Four), was as follows:
A conference was arranged with the American linilwa\ Associa
tion through a committee appointed by President Pish, with Mr.
G. L. Peck as chairman, the instructions to Mr. Peck's committee
being to consider a standard cast Iron wheel and rail section. The
personnel of this committee was as follows:

—

Mr. .1. T. Richards, C. E., Pennsylvania Railroad.
Mr. .1. Kniltsehiiitt, Director of Maintenance and Operation,
Southern Pacific.
w. .1. wiigus. Vice-president, New York Central,
R. Montfort, Consulting Engineer, Louisville & Nashville.
E. C. Carter, C. K.. Chicago & North Western.
William Garstang, Superintendent Motive Power, nig Four.
R. L. EDttenger, Consulting Mechanical Engineer, Southern.
W. IS, Fowler, Master Car Builder, Canadian Pacrflc.
This committee held a meeting on April 21 at Chicago and ana the Chicago meeting
other meeting on June 12 ai Aiianiic city,
i
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the present Master Car Builders' standard wheel was presented with
in. on the inside.
the flange increased, the increase amounting to
The maintenance of way members, after taking the matter under
advisement, reported at the Atlantic City meeting that the thickness
of flange might be used with present track conditions without detriment to frogs or crossings, and to put the opinion of his committee
before the Master Car Builders' Association, so that some action
can be taken at this convention, Mr. G. L. Peck, chairman, has
handed us the following letter:
"The question as to whether the proposed increase of Vs in- in
the thickness of flange of cast iron wheel would make it necessary to
increase the clearance at frogs and guard rails was considered by
the Committee on Standard Rail and Wheel Sections of the American
Railway Association at its meeting in Atlantic City to-day.
"The committee decided unanimously that a wheel of the section
submitted by your committee could be run through the present
clearances without difficulty, for, while the increase in thickness
in. at the point where you measure the flange, we
amounts to
find that the increased thickness at the point of gage for track is
not more than l/M in., or an amount almost negligible.
"The committee, of course, will not be prepared to adopt or
recommend a standard cast iron wheel in all its features until after
hearing from the Master Car Builders, but in view of the fact that
the flange matter may be considered somewhat of an emergency, the
committee will be prepared to recommend an increase in the thickness of the flange to the American Railway Association, so that action
may be taken by that body at its meeting in October next.
"(Signed)
G. L. Peck. Chairman."

%

%

The committee, therefore, asks that action be taken during this
convention that will enable the American Railway Association to
have our recommendations before them at their October meeting, and
submits for approval the following changes in the present standard
wheel: An increase of Ys in- on the flange, and a change in the taper
The reason for asking for
of the tread from 1 in 25 to 1 in 20.
the change in the taper is due to experiments that have recently
been made, which indicate less flange wear and a longer life to the
wheel on this account.
Also that the specifications be changed so that the minimum
weight be COO, 650 and 700 lbs. This is necessary because the increase in the flange will add about 15 lbs. to the present standard
wheel.
The committee feels that these are the only changes to
recommend in the present wheel, and, if allowed, will result in a
design that will very largely eliminate flange failures.
Should the action of the committee meet with the approval of
the association, we call attention to the necessity of revising the
present mounting gages to suit the increased wheel flange, and would
suggest that this be taken up by a committee during the present year.
Mr. Garstang explained that the committee had received the
instructions (1) to consider a guarantee for cast iron wheels as outlined in its report last year; (2) to consider the entire subject of
wheel contour, including increasing the thickness of the flange;
(3) to confer with the American Railway Association and other
associations having the matter of track under consideration.
A drawing to illustrate the committee's recommendation for
change of contour and increased flange thickness was exhibited and
explained.
Beginning at the upper part of the back of the flange,
the increased thickness extended upward, having its maximum at the
fillet joining rim to plate.
It was pointed out that, measured on a
line outside the rail, the increase is less than '/,„ in.; and when the
natural radius on the edge of the rail is taken Into consideration
it is a little over
in. at the point at which the flange would strike
in going through a crossing.
At the point where the flange naturally
does strike it is less than lA< in., and enlarges to v, n at the furthest
point.
It is the opinion of a majority of the wheel makers that a
larger body of soft iron in behind the flange will give a Stronger
was saiil that this design has met the approval of all the
wheel.
It
wheel makers.
The taper was 1 in 25. Some railroads have been experimenting
on a Hide greater taper enough to keep the wheel between the
rails and a little more, and take the wear off the flange.
To B pertain
extent they find that
in 20 has given better results than
in 25.
it has been recomThai is uoi much in 2 in. a little over
in.
11
the opinion
mended and highly indorsed to make that change.
Of the committee there is no reason for not doing It, and we think
also thai it would lie an improvement.
Also as to the change of the radius In back of the rim.
11
is ',
In. on
the present section.
11
The larger
sometimes chips oft.
radius show n win obviate that.
would like to ask the com
Mr. F. 11. Stark (Pitts. Coal Co.)
mlttee whether ihey know of any action on the part of the American
Rallwaj Association or the engineers of maintenance of waj with a
view of Increasing the throat clearance ol rrog point and road era
lugs, guard rails, etc, so that in the ionise ol four 01 live years lie
'/.,,,

\

.

—

1

1

—

'

'.,,

1

1

I

thickness of the flange ma] be Increased again,
Mr, c A Schroyer (C & N. W.)
am of the opinion that the
question Of the wheel section belongs more propcrh to the engineer
ing department than it does to the Master car Builders,
The latter
1

.
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want to strengthen the iron wheel to meet the requirements of the
80,000 and Inn, 1)00 lhs. oar. The committee proposes to strengthen the
v liich has heen the weak point of cast iron
wheel at the flange
wheels, to meet these inn-eased requirements, it proposes to do that
would naturally
by placing the iron as indicated on the drawing.
suppose the increasing of that iron would increase the strength of
that point. The dithVulty in wheels has been that they wear at the
flange very rapidly, and in the large number of failures of the h
wheel we Bnd there is a chill crack in the wheel at that point [throat
of flange I, and when the break occurs it goes right through there
[from throat of flange to outside rim fillet). That has caused a
number of breaks on our road, ir you increase that, you want to
think that the
increase the radius of the throat of the flange.
increasing of the radius is for the purpose of giving more chilling
surface.
Why do you want more chilling surface? To arrest the
carbon in the chilling process, to get the deeper chill in the throat
of the flange. The greater the radius at that point, the more liability
there is for the wheel to climb the rail.
have a great manj
derailments to-day because in rounding a curve the preponderance
of weight is transferred to the wheel outside of the rail, and the
result is that the outside wheel of the truck goes off the track; it
climbs the rail because you make it easier by increasing the size of
the radius of that flange.

We

1

We

Let us change the taper; let us make it 1 in 20 instead
That means the taper should be 1 in 20 in., instead of
1 in 25 in. in width
25 per cent, more taper than we have had.
The result of that taper would be that it will ease up on the flange,
but it gives us a constant outward pressure on our rail heads, and it
would be more proper for the engineering <department, through a
committee of our association, to take this up and see what should
be done as regards that matter than to leave it to the body of the
association to say what shall be done on this, and then have the
body of the Railway Association to say what shall be done on some-

You

of

1

say:

in 25.

—

thing else.
Mr. W. E. Fowler (C. P. R.1 The very thing that Mr. Schroyer
thinks ought to be done has been done. We have been in conference
with members of the American Railway Association and the Maintenance of Way Association, and the thing has been considered from
the engineering and maintenance of way standpoint. The chairman
of the committee stated that it was imperative that the Master Car
Builders' Associaion give them something definite to work upon.
The matter of the increase in the radius of the throat of the flange
was gone into carefully. The statement was made in the committee,
and some engineers claim, that the radical increase of the radius
in the throat of the flange would result in more frequent derailment,
and on that account we thought it better to be extremely moderate
With regard to the
in recommending any increase in that radius.
coning of the tread, that also had its consideration, and we want
to say that the members of the Maintenance of Way Association and
the American Railway Association so far agree with us that they
expect to take up in committee and in their associations the advisability of tilting the rail-head so that the rail will take the additional
coning of the tread. That, I believe, is standard practice on the
Continent of Europe and in England now, and it did not seem to be
inadvisable to the members of the committee present.
Mr. Stark made the inquiry as to what would be the attitude
of the American Railway Association or Maintenance of Way Association toward a still further increase. I think that if we can prove
that this changed section has resulted in some improvement in
broken wheel flanges we will have no difficulty in securing from them
a promise of still further widening the clearances between the guard

—

rail

and main

rail.

—

The necessity for improvement in the
(C. & O.I
cast iron wheel is very great. It has been such a source of trouble
with railroads which haul 50-ton capacity cars that we are going
into the pressed steel wheel at an immense increase in the cost of
the wheel. I believe we are to some extent responsible for some of
the failures that we have had in the wheel, due to the fact that we
insist upon too high a guarantee, too long a guarantee, from the
wheel makers, and they, in turn, to protect themselves, have deepened
the chill to the furthest possible point. That, in connection with the
very heavily loaded cars, has resulted in many breakages which
could have been avoided if the railroads had been more lenient with
them in the matter of guarantee.
Mr. Schroyer I believe that the engineering department is better capable of saying what should be done as regards the shape of
the tread of the wheel than we are.
Mr.

J. P.

Walsh

—

—

Mr. Garstang The American Railway Association has appointed
a committee to get up a standard cast iron wheel and a standard
rail section.
Three members of this association are on that committee.
If we cannot agree hen- as to the best style or pattern of
the wheel, the American Railway Association is going to agree for us.
It was moved to submit the recommendations of the committee
to letter ballot as

recommended

practice.

The report was received without discussion,
Triple Valve Tests.
and the committee's recommendations adopted regarding the redesigning of the test rack at Purdue University to accommodate 100

and the formulation of a new code of tests for trains

ears,

number

of cars.

Brake Shoes.

i

Vol. XL., No. 25

— Prof.

of

this

Goss, chairman of the committee, presented

the report
Mr. It.

—

There is one rather serious
P. C. Sanderson IS. A. L.
omission in this report. There is nothing said of the act <ia character
think ii would have been a
I
of the shoes that have been tested.
gi-i-al
advantage if the character Ol the body of the shoe whether
had heen men
soft cast iron, hard cast iron, semi-steel or what
would like
tioned, and what the true nature of the inserts were.
to ask the committee whether they could not make an Investigation
)

I

—

I

into that matter.
Prof. Goss

—

would add to the value Of the
I have no doubt that
would involve considerable expense. In the yearly reports
of the Brake Shoe Committee an attempt has been made for several
years to determine and to describe the characteristics of the shoes.
Inserts have been drilled, and we have attempted to determine the
hardness.
We have tried to specify whether of cast iron, chilled
iron, etc.. but we have found that such descriptions are not always
accurate, and so it seemed to be wise to omit them entirely, bearing
in mind the fact that every shoe which has ever been tested by the
Brake Shoe Committee, whether in Altoona or Purdue, is on file
at Purdue and can be had by any member of the association when
called for.
It will be entirely feasible, however, to have an analysis
made bf the various parts of the several shoes tested, and have the
results included as an appendix to this report, although it will be
report.

It

somewhat expensive.
Mr. T. W. Demarest
this matter

the

seems

maximum

—

W. P.I The most important thing in
endeavor of the committee to determine
The point
friction for any brake shoe.

(P. L.

to be the

coefficient of

that it is necessary to state the maximum
After we have got through with the entire
brake apparatus, we are dependent at last on the efficiency of the
brake shoe for stopping the train. I think that at this time it would
be wrong for the association to endeavor to set a maximum limit
on the coefficient of friction unless it can be shown practically that
bad results in train service are apt to follow.

made by

the committee

is

of friction.

coefficient

Mr. F. H. Clark (C. B. & Q.)— I think Mr. Demarest is right.
have a minimum coefficient, but we know there is a very wide
variation in the friction of brake shoes above that minimum. It is no
doubt desirable that there be a maximum coefficient specified. I would
move that the committee be instructed to investigate that phase of
the question and report on a desirable maximum coefficient friction,
and also, if they think it desirable, to recommend any modifications

We
T

in the minimum coefficient or the coefficient at a point 15
the end of the stop.

The motion was carried.
Mr. W. E. Fowler (C. P.

ft.

from

—

R.)
There has been no action taken
with regard to the recommendation in Appendix No. 2. Prof. Goss
asks that the association assume the expense of fitting up such a
machine. I think we should take steps to comply with the recommendation, and I would move that this matter be referred to the
Executive Committee for such action as may be desirable, with the
recommendation that the apparatus be provided.
Motion carried.
Brake Beams. The chairman of the committee, Mr. A. E. Mitchell, presented the report. Before doing so he said: "Since this report
was sent out the committee has received several communications
from manufacturers of beams objecting to the committee not having

—

made

—

some of the beams now in the market in fact, of all
now in the market so as to show comparative results of
now in the market. I wish to call the attention of the

tests of

the beams
the beams

manufacturers

—

to the fact that this is not a test of existing

brake

It
relative comparison of one beam with another.
is simply a report to enable us to prepare a specification for brake

beams

to

show a

beams."

At the conclusion of the presentation of the report Mr. Mitchell
stated that the committee had decided to eliminate Table III (Summary of Direct Tests; Order of Merit) and Table IV, for the reason
that these figures should not hav« been included In this report, as
the committee was not comparing existing beams.
found in experimenting that
Mr. W. E. Fowler (C. P. R.)
when the brake hangers were attached to the brake head just back
of the central brake-shoe lug that the brake beam had a tendency
to tip over, and that the top of the shoe dragged against the wheel.

—We

to remedy that recommend that all brake beams
have suspension hangers applied, which would do away with
that trouble; but I should like to have seen some kind of a recommendation from the committee that would have enabled all brake
beams in service to have had an attachment of that kind applied
to them.
Mr. N. H. Davis (Davis Pressed Steel Co.). There are two important points on the beam question that have not been brought into
the specification. The question of what kind of steel to use in brake
beams: whether to allow more than one class of steel or not. We
are using open hearth steel exclusively in the manufacture of our
brake beams; some Bessemer steel is used in some others. The

The committee
shall

—

June
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question in your recommendation that the proof load should be the
capacity of the beam is another point. You can always load 50 per
cent, to 100 per cent, beyond the load; 50 per cent, beyond the capacity should be taken for proof load so as to eliminate all lost motion

and

set.

No. 7 of the specifications requires a maximum of 9% in. from
the center of the pin-hole to the back of the beam. Our beam measures 10 in. and we cannot get it lower than that. Otherwise the
specifications would be acceptable to us in furnishing brake beams.
Prof. Hibbard (Cornell Univ.) illustrated with a rough wooden
model the importance of having sufficient distance between the lever
pin and front of brake shoe. Where the distance was small tbere
was a great tendency for the beam to flop over sideways. This was
overcome when the distance was increased sufficiently. He said:
"When it goes over a little the weakness of the beam is shown by its
buckling sideways. It is an exceedingly important point whether
the pin-hole is a little distance in front of the face of the brake-shoe
or whether it is a great distance in front of the brake-shoe, and in
examining the report I And that some of the brake beams with a
little distance do not last very long.
Some of them buckle sideways,
whereas the brake beams with sufficient distance show a very high
strength on the pull and do not buckle sideways.
There was some objection raised to the specification providing
for a maximum distance of 9% in. from lever pin-hole to extreme
back of beam on the ground that a number of manufacturers had
said their beams would be excluded under this provision.
On motion all of the specifications were referred to the Committee on Standards.
Mr. A. E. Mitchell. We recommend in No. 3, "That brake hangers shall be attached to the brake-head at the center, and just back
of the central brake-shoe lug." Would it not be advisable to add,
"Or alternate location as shown on Fig. 7, page 16?" That permits
us on I-beam sections and solid sections to put the brake hanger 2 2
in. above the center line.
On motion this addition was made.
Mr. J. J. Hennessey (C, M. & St. P.). It is very important that
we have a standard brake beam. If we are going to allow the dimensions of the level pin-hole from the face of the brake-shoe to vary
every time we want to use a different make of metal brake beam we
are compelled to change the beam rod. I think the brake beam
question should be handled the same as the M. C. B. coupler was
handled years ago; decide upon certain dimensions and say to the
brake beam manufacturers that they must meet these requirements.
If we had not done that on the question of the contour'lines of the
coupler, I doubt whether we would have to-day had any coupler that
would interchange, and I am fully of the opinion that if the same
course is pursued with reference to the brake beams not confining
ourselves to any one beam, but covering just as many as need be,
only let them all get together and confine their beams within certain
limits we will have equally as satisfactory results as we had in the
•case of the coupler.
If you do not do that, you will always be compelled to carry three or four dozen different kinds of brake beam
rods on your repair tracks.
Axle Limits. The report was presented by the chairman of the
committee, Mr. E. D. Nelson (P. R. R.).
Mr. A. W. Gibbs (Pennsylvania). This association should do
something to reconcile the interchange rules and recommended sizes
for axles.
There is a discrepancy between our recommended sizes
of axles and the rules of interchange.
We have tanks of a certain
capacity. The weight per gallon of that material might run anywhere from 5 lbs. in the case of light liquids to as much as 15 lbs.
for sulphuric acid.
If we put in the recommended axles anybody
can take that car and put in interchange axles. We cannot consistently require them to put in the recommended size and then
hold them up, when anybody has, under the interchange rules, a
right to take out that size and put in what, will do under the interchange rules. We ought to have our practice conform with our interchange rules. As I see the thing, it does not change the conditions in any way. Those who wish to mark their capacity are still
governed by the interchange rules. It is only where thej wl b to
avail themselves of the extra carrying capacity of the axles and
mark the car with ih.' maximum thai any change would be made
Mr. Samuel King (U. P. R.). We should go very slowly in making changes in our standards. I move therefore thai this matter
in- referred in the Committee on Standardi
Mr. Nelson.- -The committee in Hie report tried id make it clear
that this does not go Into application on a railroad unless Hie c
puny desires to have it so. In other word
11
marked
is not
with its maximum capacity until it bus under it Hie axle oi pi
diameter.
11
might have three axles which will conform in the
maximum rate limit, and one axle under the present Rule 18
Vnu would imi mark thai car until you had the axles conforming
think what the committee suggests could be
to the new limit.
carried oul without hardship,
it would in
entirely in the bandi
lie companies and would be a very simple way of getting
Of
the
thing on a proper basis.
would like In ask the committee ho
Mr. V. H. Stark.ir a car marked maximum cap
guard against wrong repairs,

—

J

—

—

—

—

—

.

—
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1

11

1

1
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"C" is removed to a foreign road they may apply an axle below
the limit belonging to that particular class of car. The car arrives
home and it has a wrong diameter axle under it. Nobody wants
to father the wrong repairs and the owner has no redress that I
can see against an axle being applied less in diameter than the
axle belonging to that particular class of car. We have cars repaired all over the country. Our ordinary car repair man would
naturally take a pair of wheels with an axle that would conform
to the old standard, judging by the journal boxes he finds on the
car.
Of course, it would be a matter of education, but you would
have axles applied that are not up to the standard according to the

new marking.
The report

of the committee was adopted.
Arbitration Committee Report. The decisions of the committee since the last convention were indorsed, and the report in reference to proposed revisions of the rules of interchange adopted.
Prices for Repairs to Steel Cars. The report was presented by
Mr. R. F. McKenna, member of the committee. The report was
adopted.
Revision of Passenger Car Rules. The report of the committee
was adopted, following which a motion to adopt the Rules of Interchange as a whole, as amended, was carried.
Revision of Rules for Loading Long Materials. The report was
presented by Mr. A. Kearney N. & W.), Chairman of the committee.
Mr. L. H. Turner (P. & L. E.). I want to offer an objection to
the report of the committee so far as it refers to the restriction as
to the height of superimposed loads.
I have taken pains to procure
a list of 1,000 loads showing the point loaded, the number of the
I also corresponded
car, the initials of the car, and the destination.
with the different lines in regard to loading these cars. I have
been unable to find a single instance where any damage occurred
from the cars being too high. There are some cases where it is
conceded that there was trouble owing to rough handling. It will
probably be claimed that the majority of those loads were within
the restricted height. Possibly that is true. I hope it is. At the
same time there are many loads that run above that height. The
equipment of the companies to-day is not in condition to stand that
restriction.
There is no question but that the restriction is a step
in the right direction, but we are not ready for it.
Mr. W. F. Bentley (B. & O.).— Concerning the height of the
ioad fixing it at 9 ft. 3 in. if the rule is passed as is here proposed it would certainly affect the furnishing of cars in the Pittsburg district that carry their capacity of loading, and would affect
the business of a good many railroads that handle the business that
comes from that district. The B. & O., and I believe some other
lines, would not be able to meet the requirements of the business
at that point, and of course if we could not furnish the cars for
the shippers the roads over which the shipments were routed to
which the B. & O. would deliver would be affected in a proportionate
degree.
I would make an amendment to the motion that the clause
restricting the height of the loading to 9 ft. 3 in. be cut out.
Mr. G. W. Wildin (Erie).— If you establish this limit these
railroads would have to take 4.000 cars out of business.
We eannot
afford to do it. We have taken all the cars Mr. Turner has offered
or interchanged with the loading as he has stated.
In one single
instance during the past two years has there been any question as
to the loading of the cars.
In that case it was finally decided that
the trouble was the result of rough usage and not of the loading.
I would very much dislike to see this 9 ft. 3 in. limit adopted for
the loading.
Mr. W. F. Kiesel, Jr. tPenn.). The 9 ft. 3 in. limit would jive
7 ft, from the' top of the rail or the top of the ears; 6 ft. has been
ft. above the old n
recognized as the limit of safety. This is
think thai the 9 ft. 3 In. limit should be
I
nized limit of safety.
retained to avoid accident! on the road and possible wrecks.
Mr. John J. Taluni tit. & O.
1
would like to know how ninny
accidents we have had due to loading over
ft. 3 in.
Mr. U. I.. Kleine (P. R. R.
In addition to .ases alien, l\ cited
we have had two en the Southwest System of the Pennsylvania
Lines where superimposed loads which were above the 9 tt. 3 In
limit have turned over, ami one very nearly resulted in a verj
serious accident to a passenger train.
We also had some on the
i'.
Our experience has induced us to limit the superlmpo
ft. it.
leads.
might also say (hat
looked into this question vei'J
fully, measured up a good many loads right in the I'itt
find thai there are eery tew loads on the top and sides
trlct, and
of gondola ears that exceed this 9 tt. 3 in. limit.
Furthermore, the center of gravitj o) th< load
e conIdered,
;ravity of our cs
We now figure on 6 tt toi ci
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The superimposed load to half the marked
loaded.
the car and the weight of the car when the load is ii ft.
have gone 1 ft.
a the center of gravity above the rail 7 ft.
abovi
limit, and
do not think we can
any further.
when

oi

We

'

M, Whyte (N 3T. C.)
it
from locomotive practice

Mr.
this

1

!•'.

1

I

think we
verj

n

common

the center of a boiler higher than thl
9 tt
3
it
is also demonstrated thai
the higher
track,
ily, the easier the
locomotive Will
I

In.

on on
thing to place
limit above the

tl
it
I

will

,

u
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curves.

The lower the center

of gravity,

the harder

it

is

on the

presume on the load. too. If we go io the lower extreme
and assume thai the center of gravity is at the top of the rail, we
will and thai the rail is soon knocked out If we are making any
speed on it. The higher the center of gravity the further it must
be thrown from the center line to come to the tipping over point.
The report of the committee was finally adopted after cutting
out the clause relative to the 9 ft. 3 in. limit and substituting the
rail,

and

1

olu clause on this height limit.
Temporary Staki Pockets.—Mr. Kearney, chairLocation
>l
man, presented this report also. He said: This is nothing but an
opinion.
We do not hand you this as a recommended practice, nor
I
do not think it would lit many condias a commercial standard.
tions.

—

happen to know that these
I
Mr. 1.. H. Turner (P. & L. E.)
stake pockets will suit all the large pipe manufacturers of the
will
I
country, and that spacing should also suit the lumbermen.
offer the motion that it be referred to letter ballot and recommended for adoption as recommended practice. (Carried.)

—

Air Brake Hose Specification. Mr. C. A. Seley read the report.
Mr. R. P. C. Sanderson. The committee is of the opinion that
the physical tests now prescribed are of little value and that a
bursting pressure test and a chemical test of the rubber composing
the inner tube would be all-sufficient. How would the question of
proper manufacture of the hose made of the very best materials
be established by such a specification? How could you tell whether
the tube was properly secured to the canvas, whether the friction
was good or whether the tube was of proper thickness? A very
thin tube, as long as the quality was good, might stand a chemical
The thoranalysis, but not be sufficiently thick for good service.
oughness with which the hose was built should be covered in some
way by the specifications.
Mr. F. H. Clark. The committee may be of the opinion that
the bursting test and the frictional qualities of the hose have some
connection and that in order to get a high bursting test the hose
must have good frictional qualities. This may explain the idea

—

—

that the frictional test

is

of little value.

—

Professor W. F. M. Goss. The committee feels that the present
specifications serve well in determining the value of the hose as a
structure, but they do not serve as the basis of determining how
long the hose will last. The durability of the hose seems to depend upon the quality of the rubber and it is for that reason that
the committee believes we should look ahead to a more intimate
knowledge of the quality of the materials entering into the construction of the hose.
Mr. W. E. Fowler (C. P. R.) Would the committee recommend that we revert to a guarantee as a means of protection under
present conditions. The present specifications do not provide for
any guarantee, and if we cannot tell much about what kind of
service we are going to get out of the hose, should we not also, in
addition to the specification and test, ask for a guarantee from the

—

manufacturers?

—

Mr. R. P. C. Sanderson. In going over the scrap hose we find
the percentage very high of hose that have been damaged from
outside causes that have nothing to do with the quality of the hose.
I
have found as high as 95 per cent. Such being the case, how
much value would a guarantee be? Nothing. You could only consider 5 per cent, of the hose on the scrap pile in connection with
the guarantee.
Mr. C. A. Seley. The committee does not believe that the
present specification is entirely valueless, but that it is not conclusive and not perhaps the best and ultimate form of specification.
This is a report of progress. We believe that the present specifications should be strictly adhered to until we can arrive at the best

—

possible specifications.
On motion the report
tinued.

was accepted and the committee

con-

—

High Speed Brakes. Mr. F. M. Gilbert read the report. On
motion the report was accepted and the committee continued for
another year.
Height of Brake Staff. The secretary explained that no report
had been received from the committee.
E. A. Miller (N. Y. C. & St. L. )— The Railway General Managers' Association appointed a committee last year to determine on
the height of the brake-staff, and through the chairman of that
committee, the Master Car Builders' Association was requested to
That committee has been holding
settle definitely on that matter.
its report for a year in order to have that question settled In the
Master Car Builders' Convention at this time. In justice to the
General Managers' Committee that is waiting for a report, something should be done through this Association in regard to the

—

height of brake-staffs.
A motion to appoint a special committee to consider this question and report before final adjournment was lost. A motion to apthree to work in conjunction with the special
point a committee
committee of the General Managers' Association and report next year
on height of brake-staffs was carried.

w
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—

Clearances of the Third Rail System. Mr. P. M. Whyte (N. V.
an oral report as follows: The proper location of the
depends upon several things. So far as tin- lu. -omul r. e
is concerned, the farther out the third rail the better, but for
At
oils reasons it can be located too far for successful operation.
switches and cross-overs there is necessarily a gap in the third
rail; that is, there is either a "dead point" or overhead construe
The farther
tion is provided to carry the equipment over the gap.
the third rail is from the running rail, the lopger these gaps, and
a. places the gaps are too long for the length of locomotive which
is now used or we are preparing to use, and in some cases even
longer than the ordinary suburban train would extend. On this
account it is desirable to keep the third rail reasonably close to the
running rail. Also, there are many truss bridges on the right of
way. and the gusset plates for these are so located that the third
ran might interfere with them if placed beyond the present limits,
The passenger station platforms also would be
28 or 30 inches.
If the third rail is moved farther out the shoes on the
affected.
trucks must be carried out, and it is best that these shoes should
not project any further than is really necessary- Vertically, it is
desirable to keep the rail as low as possible, and if it were possible
the top of the third rail should be located flush with the top of the
running rail. There are two kinds of third rail, one the overrunning, with the shoe on top of the rail, the other the underrunning, with the shoe beneath the rail, and with the over-running
As the shoe
rail there is a pressure which carries the shoe down.
runs off the third rail, the pressure still carries the shoe somewhat
lower, so that it is necessary to keep the third rail a sufficient distance above the running rail to allow for this additional depression
of the shoe and still permit the shoe to cross frogs and turn-outs,
and switches, etc. With the under-running rail the shoe would
rise up on leaving the third rail, and clear these other rails better,
but there must be clearance, of course, between the top of the track
rail and the inside of the third rail, for the thickness of the shoe.
The difference in height is 3% inches, and that is not great, considering allowances for the spring motion of the shoe itself. These
are the conditions which locate the third rail vertically.
C.) made
third rail

mi

That part of the clearance diagram relating to the third rail
must be considered in a different light from the remaining part of
the clearance diagram. The third rail is located the same distance
from the running rail on curves as on tangents. The shoes are on
•

the trucks, and therefore do not offset with the curvature, so that
in car and locomotive work we must keep far enough inside the third
The rest of the diagram is prorail diagram to allow for curvature.
vided for by the engineering department that is, above the third
If there are obstructions at curves, they are set back far enough
rail.
to allow for the offset of cars; but in third rail work that is impossiThe distance which truss rod bearers,
ble, or considered so thus far.
battery boxes and other attachments to passenger cars and freight
cars should be carried in from the third rail clearances will depend
upon the wheel base of the car, or the distance between truck centers. With a 56-ft truck center, the offset on a 20-deg. curve is about
17 in. I speak of a 20-deg. curve because that is the sharpest curve
which the New York Central expects to use in their through yard as
distinguished from the suburban yard.
A motion to incorporate the report in the printed proceedings

—

was

carried.

—

Automatic Connectors. Mr. F. M. Whyte read the report of the
committee, which was signed by all the members except Mr. Fildes,

who

refused to sign the report.

—

There is
Mr. A. L. Humphrey Westinghouse Air Brake Co.)
no patent covering either type of coupler. The first patent covering
the automatic coupler was taken out in 1S83. That covered the butt
(

port coupler, so that it makes that form of coupler public property,
as it has been for the last four or five years. The first patent on the
side port coupler was taken out in 1S85, so that that is also public
property. So far as the patent- situation is concerned, there is nothing to be given to the association that is not altogether public
property. Any concern can manufacture either form of coupler.
If you accept the report of the committee you will discourage
experimenting with any type of coupler except the butt port type.
Estimating the number of couplers in use of a side port type, we have
about 2,000 couplers known as the Westinghouse automatic steam
and air coupler. They have been in use five years. A large amount
of money has been spent in experimenting with and perfecting this
The butt port coupler manufacturers have spent perhaps
coupler.
an equal amount. For this association to say that it is going to
discourage any particular form of coupler at the present time is

unwise.

The situation is this: The Westinghouse Air Brake Company
holds the patents on certain specific features of the side port coupler,
not the principle. The manufacturers of the butt type coupler have
no idea of giving up any of their patents that they own on these
specific features under which their particular type of coupler is
being manufactured. So far as the patent situation is concerned,
they both stand identically on the same ground.
Mr. F. M. Whyte— The committee did not act hastily in this.

\\yi\i.
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There was only one company making the side port connectors, and
there were several companies making the butt connectors, or straight
port connectors. The company making the side port connector stated
verbally that their understanding was that their patent would prevent any other company making the side port connector. In view
of that and the action of the association heretofore in not adopting
as standard an article which would put the whole of a certain business in the hands of one company, the committee thought they could
not recommend the side port connector.
Mr. C. A. Schroyer It seems to me that it is ill advised for this
association to take the time and go to the expense necessarily involved in investigating these patents that are now existing, because
unless they are waived we cannot adopt them or even recommend
them for use, as I understand it. If we are going to adopt the automatic connector, we must have one type. One that abuts at the
square cannot connect with one that abuts at the side, and in a short
time we will have horizontal and angle and all other kinds. The
coupler we should recommend should be one that could be used on
both freight and passenger cars. We should have more injuries to
our men if we have one kind on passenger cars and a different kind
on the freight.
Mr. Sanderson This is the old struggle between the couplers
that existed years ago when we adopted the M. C. B. coupler lines.
We must take it in our own hands and decide on something which
will line the work of the different manufacturers up in some one
direction. We ought to have the courage to do it.
This committee
should be continued, and next year get their arrangements with the
manufacturers in such shape that they can consistently recommend
to this association some principle similar to the recommendation of
the contour lines of the M. C. B. coupler that we can act on next year.
The committee is appointed to inMr. G. W. Wildin (Erie)
vestigate the matter and determine which is the best kind of automatic connector. The committee should not confine itself to one
particular type of coupler unless that is best. The committee was
appointed to find out which is best.
A motion that the report of the committee be received and the
committee instructed to continue its work to prepare standard dimensions for automatic couplings for steam heat, air brake and air
signal, also to fix the relative locations and dimensions of the different parts, so that as cars are equipped from time to time with such
automatic couplings the various makes will be interchangeable, one
with another, and that the committee report at the next convention,

—

—

—

was

carried.

—

Location of Side and End Ladders on Box and Stock Cars. The
report was read by Mr. P. H. Clark.
Mr. R. P. C. Sanderson The recommended location of the grabirons on the roof would compel the attachment of grab-irons to the
roof boards only, because if placed in that exact location the purlins
would not be there on the old cars already constructed. I doubt if
it is wise to adopt that location without looking into the matter

—

further.

—

The committee believed that the limits recomsafe and proper. It is a better location to have the grabirons placed within the limits of 12 or 15 in. from the edge of the
There will be no important mechanical difficulties in locating
car.
the grab-irons as recommended.
Mr. R. P. C. Sanderson The manner in which the grab-irons are
now located, by having them secured to the top edge of the side plate
of the car, brings the iron so close to the edge of the car that when
a man is descending he is liable to trip over the grab-iron before he
can turn around to descend. If the iron is put back 15 in. a man
has a chance to catch hold of the iron before he descends; but now
he must catch hold of the edge of the roof. That forms an element
of danger as the grab-iron is now located according to our standards.
By locating it anywhere from 12 to 15 in. from the edge of the car
we get a much better position. A better plan is to have one fastened
to the side plate and one to the end plate, when the ladder is on the
side; and when the ladder is on the end. to have one end secured
A large number of
to the end plate and one end to the purlins.
cars constructed to-day have purlins on which this grab-iron could
be located, and it is only a question of the labor involved to make
Mr. F. H. Clark

mended are

—

the change.
Mr. .1. P. Walsh (C. & O.)— The location of the grab-iron on the
II
top of the car should indicate the location of the ladder.
the
ladder is on the side of the car, the grab-Iron on top should run
parallel with the length of the car, anil if the ladder is on the end
lie
of the car the grab-iron should run parallel with Hie width Of
car. We had within the past six months a very serious accident due
to (ho tact thai one of our swilelunen mistook the location of Hie
ladder on account of the wrong location of the grab-iron, and.
grabbing the Iron, threw himself over the Bide of the ear. expecting
1.0 find the ladder, and fell between the ears.
If we provide thai
these grablrons shall In
Mr. I'\ II. Clark
placed 12 or IB in. I'roni the edge of the ear, of a Length suitable In
the construction of the car, thai will make II possible to attach one
end Of the grab iron to Hie end plate ami the Other end to the tlrsl
In the case of cars with end ladders it will be possible tO
purlin.
I

—

00;

the roof grab-iron of such a length as to extend, say. from the
side plate to the first purlin, or from the first purlin to the second
purlin, depending on the length of the ladder on the end of the car.
motion that the report of the committee be received, and the
last recommendation be changed to read "car on which the ladders
are located, these grab-irons to be placed not less than 15 in. from the
edge of the car, and of a length to suit the construction of the car,"
and that this recommendation be referred to letter ballot, was carried.

make

A

—

Tank Cars. Mr. Gibbs presented the report, and also said: The
original requirements of some of the roads required friction draft
gear. There is a difference of opinion in the committee and among
the officers who met to consider this general question, and therefore
the requirement of a friction draft gear has been omitted.
The railroads are issuing requirements for tank cars. There is
a wide tank car ownership with wide differences in the constructions.
No one road by its requirements can possibly keep up with these,
and must change its requirements as the character of the construcIf tank cars could be examined by their
tion of the cars change.
home road and marked in some way that they comply with the
requirements of the association in being at least as strong as the
requirements contemplated, then such cars would not be held up for
examination at inspection points over the road. We have found that
our own inspectors have held up cars at one point which have been
think these tank
accepted by our inspectors at another point.
cars, which are nearly always individual cars, should be examined
and stencilled by the home road as having passed the inspection.
That would be a certificate which would prevent these cars from
being held up on technicalities, and I would like to add that as a
continuation to the report for the consideration of the association.
There has been a good deal of hardship in some cases in holding up
cars.
Some of the manufacturers met the requirements long ago.

We

of them just tried to meet the minimum requirements, and some
have done nothing. I think those who have done little or nothing
are kicking very strongly.
There are also cars which are divided into compartments to carry
It has been the practice to apply safety
different grades of oil.
valves to only one compartment, and the other has been bottled up
ready to explode when any occasion justified it, and we have had
some accidents of that kind. We have recommended that every compartment have its own safety valve.
I would like to add an amendMr. R. L. Kleine (Pennsylvania)
ment to Mr. Gibbs' motion that the committee prepare the necessary
stencil so that it can be submitted at the same time the matter is
submitted to letter ballot. Also the location of the stencil on Hie cars,
A motion that the report of the committee be accepted and the
recommendations be referred to letter ballot as suggested by Mr.
Gibbs and Mr. Kleine was carried.
Subjects. Mr. Sanderson read the report, and on motion it was
referred to the Executive Committee.
The Secretary read the report of the Committee on Correspondence and Resolutions.
The following officers were elected for the coming year: President, W. E. Fowler, Canadian Pacific; Vice-President. C. X. Dow.
L. S. & M. S.; Second Vice-President, R. F. McKenna, Lackawanna;
Third Vice-President, R. W. Burnett, Erie; Treasurer, John Kirby.
To fill the vacancies on the Executive Committee occurring this year.
J. F. Walsh, F. N. Hibbils, F. T. Hyndman.
The meeting then adjourned.

some

—

—

Topical Discussions.

The topical discussion on "Circumferential Variation Allowable in Mating Wheels" was opened by Mr. G. L. Fowler, who Bald
that, theoretically, both wheels should be of exactly the same dl mi
eter, if the rails are of the same length, but. unfortunately, the
rails even on Straight lines are not exactly the same length, so
that the wheels running on them would naturally crowd over In one
It is therefore suggested that the variation should at
side.
be as little as possible. He asked a wheel-maker recently what
variations are allowed in pressing on wheels, and the latter had
said ho had lately had a call from an electric road fur an allow
lie sai.l il was
nine of ,, in. variation in pressing on the wheels,
absurd, bul they were willing to pay tor it. and it was none of
In the read
his business.
Others say they can allow s in, or more.
whether it should be read
Ing ni ihe lape there is a variation
or course,
in ihe nearest mark, or to the one Immediate!] below
lie
actual variation allowed by this nailing would be practically
the same whether the nearest reading or the leading Immediately
what
found in my Investigation of these sharp
below was taken
eliminated pari
accumulated, was that if
flanges, from the data
of it
pleased,
That is, ordlnaril]
could prove anything
a matter of tail.
\
expect that the small wheel will run shaip
found thai the thing was prettj
in this particular Investigation
evenly divided; in fact,
found aharp name-, mi large wheel
1 v* in. larger than their males on 'he other side,
The sharp flange is caused bj axles not being in parallel ami
'

i

i

i

i

«

i

i

I

by wheels noi

equal 1]

pressed

on.

if

the

wheel

are
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on equally so as to be ai the same distance from the ends of the
journal, II is pretty sure you will have sharp flanges.
I
found that
to be the case in iliis particular Instance.
wenl over the trucks
ami found running on stralghl line, trucks, taking them haphazard,
which would ikii square on a tangent.
(<
d trucks running for
two or three miles over a perfeetlj straighl piece of track that
were
in. oul of square when they got to the end of the tangent
spoke to I'rof. luidley regarding the matter and he said it was
1
one of the commonest experiences with his dynagraph car; thai
it was almost
impossible to get his trucks to square. From a
number of investigations 1 made with cars down on the side beat
infis, the trucks will very seldom square up perfectly true until they
strike another curve running in the opposite direction, and are
brought around by the rails.
The shape of the tread is said to have a very great influence
on the running of sharp flanges, and the matter brought up this
morning of increasing the taper from 1 in 25 to 1 in 20 is a move
in the right direction.
Roads that have made that change find
there is a very remarkable decrease in the amount of sharp flanges.
I have also found that the shape of the rail, in electrical work
particularly, has an influence; a rail with a tapering side with
very decided flare to the head causes less wear on the flange, and
less flanges to run sharp than where there is a sharp corner to the
side of the rail, and the rail comes down square and straight.
This matter 1 have not been able to corroborate, but the indications are it is a fact.
The result of what I have been able to find
by my inquiries among the members of the association and my own
investigation is that it is pretty difficult to tell exactly what amount
of variation can be allowed in the mismating, or in the mating of
wheels.
I
found in this particular case that the trouble with sharp
flanges was not mismating of wheels, not bad curves or trucks, or
anything to do with the ear, but merely bad pressing on. I found
the wheels were set all the way from 7,,, to s in. nearer one end
of the axle than the other, and the wheel closest to the end of the
axle was the one with the sharp flange.
Mr. E. W. Pratt (C. & N.-W.). In turning up steel-tired wheels
with sharp flanges we have for some time, as many others have
done, made the sharp wheel slightly different in diameter, about '/„
in., and that would be approximately Ysa in., and our men returning these tires say it is not one time in 20 that they get the sharp
flange on the same wheel.
1

I

%

:i

::

—

Piece-Work on Freight Car Repairs.
Mr. L. G. Parish (L. S. & M. S.). First, and most important,
is the increased car-service.
If we figure the earnings of freight
cars, at a reasonable rate per day, the saving on this item alone
will nearly pay the total labor charge, as the time on the repair
tracks for heavy repairs is reduced nearly one-half. By practically
doubling the capacity of the repair tracks, the need for increased
track facilities, and the congestion under day work system are relieved, and it naturally follows that the cost is reduced and earnings of the men increased, bringing about a desirable labor condition.
This system automatically betters the shop organization in
general, brings about better methods of store keeping, improving
the design of equipment, calling attention to lack of proper shop
and repair track facilities, and, in fact, is the only true measure of
shop output.
What has been said of freight car repairs is equally true of
passenger car repairs. Too much cannot be said in favor of this
system in the various departments of car shops. In order to bring
about these conditions, however, it is necessary to have experienced
piece-work supervision when the system is introduced.
Mr. F. H. Stark (Pitts. Coal Co.).— I believe that the heads
of car departments might well look into the question of piecework for various reasons. One is that it is difficult to get the wages
of men increased: that is. their hourly rate.
Piecework increases
the earnings of a man while his daily rate remains as it was previously.
In most districts it is almost impossible to get men to
work at the present rates allowed by railroads for car repair men.
The same men working at piecework will increase their earnings
from 25 to 50 per cent., and surely it is a godsend to some men who
have to do with freight car repairs.
Then. too. it measures up a man's ability according to the
amount of output that he is capable of producing; it makes a distinction between a poor man and good man, which, and alone, is
a matter worthy of consideration.
We have all our heavy car repairs done ,,n piecework and we find it a decided advantage.
Instead of the foreman pressing the men. the men are pressing the
foreman. It is a question of getting the material nut for them,
and taking it as a whole, for heavy repairs at hast, there is no

—

question hut that

it

is

a success.

Should not Ho uncoupling chains of passenger equipment be
so arranged <i-\ in guard against the uncoupling of cars in transit by
passengers who may be on the platforms?
the discussion,
Mr. E. F. Chaffee ope
lie described three
different arrangements they had had for uncoupling passenger ears.
the third being a staff with an offset of about 6 in. at the bottom,
to which is attached the uncoupling chain.
This staff is equippad
1

ai

the top

lllenl
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with a drop handle

In

uncoupling arrange-

opera

,

iii'
chains on all of thesi devices are permanently fastened
to the staff, or lever, and there is a hook (in the opposite 'lid for
attaching to locking block.
When the chain is not in use il is di
connected from the locking block and hung Into an eye hull placed

under the platform end-timber for this purpose, in case ii is deto make a ent between can
the trainmen are obliged to go
between them to connect the hook to the locking block. Thli
have always considered dang, rou
would recommend that the
ind
chain be reversed; thai Is, thai the chain be fastened permanently
to the locking block, with the hook and eye-holt to the outside,
this arrangement the hook could be fastened to the shaft or lever
or placed in the eye-bolt without the trainmen going between care
I
am of the opinion that it would be advisable to do away with
the level and staff with wheel on top, as the wheel comes in
tad with diaphragm face plate on vestibule cars, and with the

shed

i

lever we cannot, in
the locking block.

many

cases, get sulficient

movement

to operate

"The staff with offset at bottom and with drop handle and chain
permanently attached to locking block, with a book at the o
end thai can be placed in the link on the uncoupling shaft, wl
it
is desired to operate th
locking block, or, when it is not ne ded,
the hook can be placed in eye-bolt under platform timber, I consider is the safer for trainmen and will also prevent ears being uncoupled by passengers who may be riding on tin pi itforiu."
Mr. T. H. Curtis (L. & N.). Instead of a chain I have placed
a rod on all cars, extending to the outside, which will permit the
It is fastened with a cotter
coupler to go any distance in and out.
pin, thereby making it necessary to have the thing coupled and
operative at all times, so that any trainman going up there can
uncouple a car without going into the vestibule or coupling up any
For instance, a train will come into the station quickly
chain.
and you want to cut off a dining car. The trainman comes up.
If there is a chain
pulls the lever out and the dining car is loose.
there, it is necessary for him to get in between the car to uncouple the chain before he can uncouple the dining car, and perhaps to get up into the vestibule to operate the drop handle, wheel.
or whatever may be there. By having this hook on the under side
of the platform the passengers never meddle with it while they are
in the vestibule, and it is adaptable to all kinds of platforms, whether
vestibule or non-vestibule.
Advisability of splicing center sills on cars of 50,00(1 lbs. or less
capacity, in order to perpetuate the cars for two or three years
longer, with the least possible expense.
Mr. F. H. Stark (Pitts. Coal Co.).— To enjoy the full benefits
of this bold movement it would be necessary to splice both center
In a large majority of the eases
sills at the same end of the car.
when center sills are damaged both sills are damaged simultaneously, and if we renew one sill full length there would be little or
no saving. I would also call attention to certain cars which are
Many of the box ears have
built without longitudinal truss rods.
no longitudinal truss rods, and it is questionable whether it would
be good practice to splice even one center sill. Cars equipped with
two or more longitudinal truss rods, with the center sills spliced
in accordance with the manner suggested by the Arbitration Committee, are perfectly safe, and such cars have been in service for
two years with satisfactory results.
President Buker. Is there any further discussion on this matwould like to bring out the sense of this meetter, gentlemen?
ing here.
Mr. J. H. Manning (D. & H.). I believe it would be unwise for
the association to permit the splicing of center sills in 50,000 lbs. capacity cars. They are old cars and are going out of service. If
we want to perpetuate them and want to splice the sills, let us keep
them at home and we can put the splices where we want. These
cars can be used in cinder service and in construction work, but we
should keep them at home, and not give them to other roads to
mix up with their 100,000 lbs. capacity cars.
Mr. G. W. West (N. Y., O. & W.).— I think it has been demonstrated that a spliced sill is as good as a solid one. Those of us
who have had spliced passenger car sills have been convinced that
the spliced sill will stand up with the single sill. We have a line of
coaches built in 1883 which have spliced sills. When we take them
out we find that the sills are cracked over the body bolster, but the
spliced sill is in perfect condition.
Mr. J. J. Hennessey (C, M. & St. P.). I agree with Mr. West
that a spliced sill is as good as a solid sill. We repair all our sleeping car equipment and we find the sills which have been spliced in
every bit as good condition as the solid sills, and the cars which have
the splieed sill are in as good condition as the cars which have
the solid sills in them. These cars in which it is proposed to splice
the sills will soon be out of service. I think we will save a great
deal of money by following this practice if the splice is properly
i

—

—

We

—

—

made.
Mr. Stark.

— The Lake Shore has

made some exhaustive

tests

finds that the splicing of center sills is perfectly satisfactory.
Pennsylvania introduced several methods of reinforcing center

and

The
sills.

June

i
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of the center sill with a steel plate
back to a point beyond a fracture in the
sill.
There is no question but that a splice 3 ft. back of the body
bolster is absolutely safe. To enjoy the full benefits of splicing
center sills we must splice both of them. The rules permit the splicing of one. We all realize that it is almost a hardship to procure
Southern pine at this time. In the Pittsburg district Southern pine
costs from $40 to $44 a thousand. Then, too, in splicing the center
sills we reduce the cost of labor by half and it is a matter of
economy.

One

practice

was the reinforcing

extending from the end

sill
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limit as

ment now with present devices about as near the safe
desirable.

have the emergency feature of the air-brake now

We

to

use

at such times, if all wheels, including the drivers,
are slid flat in an attempt at stopping, no one would find fault
with the engine or trainmen, but we do object to the emergency
being used as frequently as it is for service stops. Experiments and
practice have proved that present air-brakes are capable of stopping
a train, passenger or freight, when kept in order, in much less sp ice
than is ordinarily used, showing that more depends on the condi-

when needed, and

tion of the apparatus than the kind used.

Desirability of Adjusting Brake Pressure to Light and Loaded
Trains. Mr. West opened the discussion as follows:

—

There are more and stronger reasons against the desirability of
adjusting brake pressures to light and loaded trains than in its
When the question o<f adjusting air-brake pressures to light
favor.
or loaded trains was first raised, there was more reason for it than
now. Then only a small percentage of the cars were equipped with
air, and frequently trains made up of air and hand-brakes ran away
going down long grades, our road having quite a number of very
expensive wrecks. Now with 75 per cent, or more cars iu all trains
equipped with air, we never have a runaway train. It is safe to
say 90 per cent, of slid flat wheels are removed from one or two
cars in trains, often at extreme ends of the same train, proving
the defect is in the brake apparatus on one or two particular cars,
and not in the present efficient brake when in order.
Second, our cars are all equipped with the retaining valve feature, and experience proves that even this feature of the present
brake is not being used as intended or desirable. It is difficult to
get the men to turn the handles all up or all down as occasion
requires, and unless it is done, the cars using the extra pressure
will have hot and broken wheels at the foot of the long grades.
Until somebody provides a means of operating the retaining valve
from the engine they will never be used as intended, and if used for
the purpose they were intended, they will take care of any train

There are two very distinct and opposite views to be taken of
this subject.
One is from the viewpoint of long and heavy trains
down steep and long grades. The other, that of making short
stops in the least time. The condition required to make a quick
stop would be a dangerous means of handling the heavy trains
long and steep grades. It is not a question any longer how
pressure we can apply to our freight trains, but how little
and uniform a pressure can be maintained, and it appears to me
the more care required to operate or maintain the brakes the less
general efficiency will be obtained.
The condition of the air-brake apparatus on many cars at the
present time can be greatly improved, and until such time as the
railroads can afford, or will better maintain, the present very efficient brake, do not think it desirable to undertake to adjust the
brake pressure to light and loaded cars.

down
much

There was no discussion.

Better Fitting up of Couplers Even to the Point of Machining,
or at Least Drilling the Pivot Pin Hole Through Coupler Lugs and
Knuckle, with Knuckle in Place and Tail of Knuckle Forced Against
Lock and Proper Contour Preserved Under This Condition.

Mr. F. W. Brazier opened the discussion.
The fitting
I am iu favor of the better fitting up of couplers.
down any grade.
up and maintenance of couplers, however, is a commercial proposiIf it were possible to have all loaded or all empty cars in trains,
tion, and any scheme which proposes to fit them up by assembling
it might be desirable to adjust brakes to suit the conditions, but
the knuckle in its coupler while the holes in the coupler lugs and
we know this is not possible on a great majority of roads and is knuckle are being drilled is impracticable. Such a scheme would
only practiced on ore and coal trains.
tend to individualize the knuckles rather than make them interSome of us can recall the efforts made to have the driver brake changeable with other couplers of the same make, and the only
operate independent of the train brake when the air-brake was useful purpose served would be to start the coupler out with its
I
recall two cases on the contour lines correct.
first applied to passenger equipment.
West Shore, while Master Mechanic at Buffalo, 1883-86, when the
Incorrect contour lines are due to a variety of causes. These
order was issued by Mr. Soule, then Superintendent of Motive causes may be subdivided into "inherent defects" and "developed
Power, that the driver brake should be connected up with the train defects."
Inherent defects are those existing when the coupler
brake. I made a strong plea with Mr. Soule to allow two of our leaves the manufacturer, such as failure to conform to contour lines.
engineers having regular engines on our best trains to retain the incapacity to maintain the lines they are sent out with, defects of
He consented, but told me I assembling and defects of design. Developed defects are those that
cut-out feature on these engines.
would regret encouraging it. which was true, for in less than 30 come from service, and they are too numerous to mention.
days the one engineer who had made the strongest appeal to
The knuckles, knuckle pins and coupler lugs are the parts that
have the cut-out cock left on his engine, had occasion to cut loose are the most punished in service. Prom the interchangeable confrom his train at Rochester station, and in backing down on the ditions imposed on these parts they cannot be strengthened by
When he applied increasing their dimensions, except vertically. There seem to be
train again some one neglected to cut in brakes.
brakes at the first junction stop he had no use of them, and ran but two other ways of increasing their st'rength. One is by using
Investigation proved that he forgot all about better material and the other by using better workmanship in Hie
off derailing switch.
We shortly assembling of the component parts so that the stress may be dishis cut-in valves, and had no use of Hie driver brake.
after had another similar derailment, ami since (bat time have tributed over the materia] in such a way as to give us the full
been a strong advocate of braking all wheels possible at the same benefit of same.
time.
These cases are mentioned to show you that we can never
With the sleel couple's, steel knuckle pills and steel knuckles
depend on our trainmen or inspectors cutting in or out brakes to of to-day, we seem to have tea hod the limit as regards Impi ivt
suit light or loaded cars, and here is no real necessity for it.
ment of material. We must therefore so assemble the parts thai
A paper read before the Western Railroad Club by Mr. S. W. we may gel the full value of the material therein. I am of th<
Dudley, of the Westinghouse Company, on "What Stops a Moving opinion thai in order to start the coupler out to proper contour
Train?" in my opinion, is a strong argument against adjusting lines, hold it to these lines as long as possible, and insure the disMr. Dudley litis shown us Unit
brakes to light or loaded trains.
tribution Of the stress own- the entire available material, we would
as much depends on the friction between the rail and He whi
be Justified in going to the expense of drilling the pinholes in tin
between Hie wheel and the brake-shoes, and thai a brake-shoe pn
couplei lugs and knuckles and also in the coupler shanks toi
sure that would retard a moving train running 60 miles per hour pocket rivets. These should, however, be drilled to jigs and temv. 11 bout
injury to the wheels would be very damaging to wheels ple e and not by assembling the individual couplers tor drilling.
at a speed of ten miles per hour.
Statemenl of Inspection of scrap couplers for 60 days
If was my good fortune to witness .me of Hie first tests ol the
June 11. L906
high-speed brakes made bj tie Weatinghou e Company, and wat
Mnlli tble
Steel,
teel
on the train equipped with the quick ttetlon brake.
Both traint
382
1,108
Top lug broken oB
were run side by Bidt toi a long distance or until thej were both
80
348
Bottom lug broken off
mug at the same speed, when the t.r.iket were applied simul
1,66
2,231
pill
e
I

•

.,

1

11

1

The train with the hightaneously by n device along the track
speed brake shot by our train as it' it bad been unbraked, and
our
train
before
stopped,
ran a long dial
te
past
cau ed
by every wheel under the cai being slid flat, proving what Mr Dud
ley said in his paper, thai the besl results in brake practice are
obtained by preventing wheels from illdlng
Hie present time mi our besl
it
occurrence
down gradei In wel place Buch
railroads in hear wheel slldln
us tunnels, and in dry places, making station Btop
In the la
reel the train lias to run. showing we are 1m.ii.hi: qui pre
nl equip
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Professor Hatt's Address to the M. C. B. Convention.
Prof. W. K. Hatt. of Purdue University, in charge of timber
testing for the Forest Service, United States Department of Agri
culture, addressed the Master Car Builders' convention on Thursday
regarding the work of this department. He spoke as follows:
It is a privilege to be able to take a few minutes to-day to interest you in the work of the United States Government in its
Forest Service in determining the mechanical properties of timber.
The activities of the Purdue laboratory are not limited to the elements of. railroad equipment, such as brake-beams, draft rigging
and bolsters, but we do a large amount of work in reinforced conIt is the headquarters
crete, and particularly in testing timber.
of the timber work of the Forest Service, and I am here to-day
as the representative of the Forest Service to draw your attention
I think those who are familiar with the situation
to these matters.
realize that in the next 10 or 15 years we are going to feel the
pinch of a timber famine. The quality of timber is getting poorer
every day and the price is rising. Furthermore, in spite of the accumulation of substitutes for timber which are now on the market,
the consumption is increasing, and one of these substitutes, reinforced concrete, creates a new drain on our timber resources in
the form of wooden moulds. The present supply of timber is mainly
in the hands of private holders, but there is a very large portion of
timber on the forest preserves and mountain ranges of the west
which are operated and administered by the Forest Service, by the
United States Department of Agriculture. As a matter of fact, oneIn
fortieth of the area of this country is under forest reservation.
addition to the work of administering these forest reserves the
Forest Service would interest the private holder in the process of
conservative forest management: that is to say. to try to induce
him to hold his land for a second crop.
Also the Forest Service is investigating the mechanical properties of timber so as to find substitutes for what is now becoming
scarce, as the hickory in the vehicle industry: and in promoting
the perfection of specifications and also in determining the best
uses to which forest preserve timber and all timber may be put.
In pursuance of that plan we operate a number of laboratories
throughout the country and will publish the results of those tests,
and I want to say to the members of the convention that if they
will write to the Forest Service they can obtain these publications.
We have, for instance, a large amount of data on the strength of
structural timber for car sills and bridge stringers, particularly
Douglas fir and western timbers, which are now finding their way
to the eastern market.
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When
or abrogated by any order or ruling of the commission.
the drawbar lias been pulled out of a car in service, that car may
not lawfully be chained up ami moved in interstate commerce. Carriers making a practice of chaining such cars together and moving
them in trains to terminals or repair points, on the assumption thai
the law permits that to be done, are laboring under a wrong impression.
The law does not permit the handling of cars in thai
condition under any circumstances. Such cars cannot lawfullj be
moved until their drawbars have been repaired so as to permit them
to couple automatically by Impact, and without the necessity for
men to go between the ends of the cars.
The operation of couplers on sharp curves demands attention.
The M ('. P.. couplers in use are not sufficiently flexible to meet
the conditions of curvature frequently found in large terminals
or yards, special devices having to be used in such places, such as
links and pins, bars and pins, or auxiliary coupler heads. The use
of any special device which renders it necessary for men to go
between the cars to couple them together, or to uncouple them,
is a violation of the law, and I would suggest, the advisability of
a standard for automatic couplers that will cover all the requirements of the service.
One of the most difficult problems with which we have to deal
is the existence of defects caused by the application of improperly
made repair parts, such as knuckles, lock-blocks, etc. Such defects
are not visible, and are in most, cases only discovered when it is
sought to operate the coupler in the usual and ordinary way. It is
then found that the coupler is totally inoperative, due to the fact
that knuckles or lock-blocks of improper dimension or contour have
been substituted for the parts belonging to the coupler. This makes
it
necessary for a man to go between the cars to perform the
operation of coupling, or to adjust the improperly constructed part
so that it will perform its intended function, thus subjecting employees to unnecessary danger and placing carriers in the attitude
The evil has grown to such an extent reof violators of the law.
cently that some action should be taken by this association to put
a stop to it. It does not appear that there can possibly be any
fled

economy in purchasing improper parts, even though their first cost
per pound may be slightly less than that charged by coupler manu-

facturers for the proper parts, as the danger and delay caused
by the attempt to operate the improper parts are matters that must
be considered, and when the liability to prosecution for using inoperative couplers is taken into consideration it will clearly be seen
that it is to the best interest of the carriers to demand and secure
repair parts that will fit the couplers to which they are applied.
This matter is of more than ordinary importance from the fact
that the Employer's Liability bill, doing away with the defence of
contributory negligence, in personal injury cases where gross negliAddress of Secretary Moseley.
gence or disobedience of the law on the part of the employer is
shown, has passed both Houses of Congress.
The order of the commission increasing the minimum of airThe condition of safety appliances in all parts of the country
is better' to-day than at any time since the enactment of the safety
brakes in service to 75 per cent, goes into effect on August 1. From
appliance law. This is in measure due to the action of the courts the reports of our inspectors it would appear that the companies
in clearly defining the statute, so as to remove doubt regarding its generally are in good condition to meet the requirements of this
application.
The most important factor in this result, however, order, as our reports show that most trains are now run with from
has been the action of leading carriers, under the influence of mem- 80 to 100 per cent, of air-brakes in service. The new rule, taken
bers of this association, in taking a firm stand in the matter of in connection with the further requirement of law that all powerreceiving and delivering cars at interchange points.
braked cars associated together with the minimum must also have
The chief joint inspector at a large railroad center, where there their brakes used and operated, practically means 100 per cent, air,
is a monthly interchange of more than 70,000 cars, gave us the
and will demand strict attention to the matter of air-brake mainfollowing record of cars returned to delivering roads because of tenance. That better attention is paid to maintenance is shown by
defective safety appliances during the first four months of 1906:
the fact that the air-brake defects reported in 1905 numbered more
than 3,000 less than those reported in 1904, though the number

January
February

464
279
202
141

March
April

This record

is

cars.
cars.
cars.

cars.

a correct indication of the improved condition
and does not mean that inspection

of cars offered In interchange,
is growing careless.

The number of. cars under inspection last year was 44,000
greater than in the previous year, but the total number of defects
noted were 8,000 fewer than in the year before. The percentage
of defective cars to the number of cars inspected was 22.59 last
year as against 31.31 in the year 1904. The present year will show
a still further decrease in percentage.
In many parts of the country better arrangements could be
made for the handling of bad order cars. Many complaints have
reached the commission concerning the handling of cars without
drawbars, chained together in trains. Where a drawbar is pulled
out of a car between terminals there may be some excuse for chaining that car up and taking it to the nearest repair point, but there
is no excuse for hauling a car through or away from a terminal
or repair point in that condition.
Under the decision of Judge
Humphrey, in the case of the United States vs. Southern Railway
Company, cars with couplers in such defective condition that they
will not couple automatically by impact, making it. necessary for
men to go between the ends of the cars to couple or uncouple them,
must not be used. This prohibition is absolute, and cannot be modi-

The number of air-brake deof cars inspected was 44,000 greater.
fects per 1,000 cars inspected was 95.07 in 1905, as against 169.60
in 1904, thus indicating a very considerable
ment in air-brake conditions.

and general improve-

Something should be done to reduce the number of cars having
brakes cut out with no card attached showing defects. Our inspectors
found more than 7,000 such cars last year. It is true that this number
was nearly 3,000 less than the number found the previous year, thus
indicating considerable improvement; still there are a great many
more of these cut out cars than there should be. The great evil
in this condition lies in the fact that in most cases these cut out
cars have nothing whatever the matter with their brakes, and the
carriers are thus deprived of the use of many brakes which will
be needed more than ever when the increased minimum order goes
into effect.
In most cases these cars are cut out through the careDesiring to set a car out on a side track
lessness of trainmen.
at some point along the road, a brakeman cuts it out of the train
When
line and leaves it cut out after it is placed on the sidetrack.
the car is picked up by some other crew 'the brake is found cut
out, and it is assumed to be defective and runs in this condition
sometimes for months before anyone thinks to cut the car in and
The car finally arrives in a
find out what is the matter with it.
yard where there is a testing plant, and an inspector cuts it in for
the purpose of discovering wherein the brake is defective, finding
Many roads have issued stringent orders forthat it is all right.
bidding employees to cut out air-brake cars witheut attaching cards

;

Juke

—

.

.

;
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showing defects. Such orders should be more general, and discipline should be enforced for their disobedience, as it is of the
highest importance that every effective brake should be in condition
for use at all times.
Something should also be done to improve the condition of retainers.
It frequently happens that, cars are used on level roads
for many months.
The retainers on such cars are not put in service,
and as no attention is paid to their condition they deteriorate to
such an extent that when the car finally finds its way to a road
having heavy grades, and it is sought to use the retainer, the
device is found to be inoperative. A requirement for the testing
and oiling of retainers at regular intervals, similar to the regulation
affecting the care of triples, would undoubtedly improve the condition of retainers.
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Co.. Providence, It. I.— Motor driven disc grinders aud
also special device for grinding lathe centers.
McQrath pneumatic Hue welder
Mfg. Co., Port Huron, Mich.
turntable motors and Draver valve-facing tools; also a Rockwell

Diamond Machine
polishers;

Draper

McGrath

—

;

flue-welding oil furnace.
The Lovell window opening deG. Krouve Co.. The, Bridgeport. Conn.
vice and the "Anti-Pluvius" skylight system.
Duff Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Various types of Barrett and Duff track
and car jacks.
Duquesne Steel Foundry Co., Pittsburg, Pa. Duquesne rolled steel car
Wheels.

—

—

Fairbanks. Morse

&

gang car.
Farlow Draft Gear

—
— Reception booth and model of gasolene
Baltimore. Md. — The Farlow draft gear as applied
Northern, Hocking Valley and the Coal & Coke
Co.,

Chicago.

Co.,

on cars of the Great
Kailroads, and on Seaboard Air Line locomotives and Atlantic Coast Line cars in
connection with the Westinghouse friction barrel.
Featherstone Foundry & Machine Co., Chicago.
Illustrations of the Featherstone pneumatic forging machine and specimens of work done on the same.
Forsyth Poos. Co., Chicago. Forsyth track-actuated draft and butting
mechanism, applied to a steel passenger car exhibited by the American Car
also a Stucki radial drawbar centering device on a fuh& Foundry < o.

—

Additional Exhibits at the Atlantic City Convention.

[with inset.

The following

list of

completes the partial
£39 and 640:

list

;

sized freight model.
Frazer Specialty Co., Detroit, Mich.— Frazer locomotive joint and boiler
front cement and front cud paint.
Catena -Signal Oil Co., Franklin, Pa. Reception room on pier.
Garlock Packing Co., Palmyra, N. Y. Full line of fibrous and metallic
packings for locomotive and general railroad use.
<t. & B. Paint Co., The, Port Allegheny, Pa.
Water and acid-proof paints.
Goldschmidt Thermit Co., New York. Samples of steel welded by the Goldschmidt process; also samples of metal and different designs of patterns,
molds and Masks used in making welds.
Craves. N. Z., Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Paints and varnishes; white lead,
and railroad specialties.
Greenway Co., Detroit, Mich. Steam and oil separators; compressed air
separators and cast iron exhaust heads and steam traps.
Ham met, M. C, Troy. X. Y. Trojan Packing: Sansom pell ringer; and
balance slide valves,

——

I

exhibits at the Atlantic City Convention
printed in our last week's issue on pages

Acme Ball Bearing Co., Chappaqua, N. V.— Acme ball- bearing jacks and
Acme ball-bearing casters.
Adreon & Co., St. Louis. Mo. Simplicity bell ringer; Ailreon brake shoe;

—

—

key-bolt fastening;
and brace.

and the Adreon-Morse ratchet-wrench, with

Allis-Chalmers Co., Milwaukee.

— Electric

drill

—
—

socket

motor and steam turbine, show-

ing section.

—
—

American Car & Foundry Co.. New York. Track exhibit of tire-proof steel
suburban passenger car for the New York Centrai Lines.
American File & Sharpener Co., New York. American file sharpening machine; "Carboflynt" for sharpening riles: Fulton friction lapping machine;
and the Hercules folding steel ladder.
American Lock Nut Co.. Boston. Mass. Burrows' patent lock nuts.
American Palace Car Co., New York. Track exhibit of combined sleeping
and parlor car; also booth on steel l'ier in which photographs of car are
shown.
American Water Softener Co., Philadelphia. Complete working model of
an American water softener; also photographs ot installations.
Anglo-American Varnish Co.. Newark, N. J. Varnishes.
Ajax Metal Co., The. Ajax plastic bronze bearings.
Asbestos. Slate & Sheathing Co., Ambler, Pa.
Asbestos; "Century" shin
gles
asbestos building lumber; asbestos reinforced corrugated sheathing;
and asbestos smoke jacks.
Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass.— Mufiler and open pop safety valves
steam gages duplex air gages gage testers and chime whistles.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia. Pa. Track exhibit of Atlantic
type balanced compound locomotive for the Union Pacific, and a Pacific
type locomotive for the Great Northern.
Baldwin Steel Co., New York. Hudson high-speed steel tools for locomotive shop use.
Self-oiling journal box.
Baltimore Journal Box Co.. Baltimore, Md.

—

Hanlon Locomotive Sander Co., Winchester. Mass. The Ilanlon pneumatic
locomotive sander in operation.
Harrison Dusl Guard Co., Toledo. O. The Harrison dust guards and the
Williams-Harrison vestibule journal boxes.
Harrison Williams Co., Toledo, O. Harrison car journal lubricator and

—

—

—
—

—
—
—

—

;

cellars.

Holcomb Steel Co., Syracuse. \.
Hurley Machine Co.. Chicago.

-Sabin high-speed tool
—-"Little
Giant" floor scraper.

;

—
—

Belle City Malleable Iron Co., it a cine, Wis.
The "Belle City" adjustable
draft plate and the "L. & S." anti-rail creeper.
Best, W. N., American Calorific Co., New York.
Oil furnaces for annealing,
brazing, heating, etc.
also oil burners and safety regulator cocks.
Bliss Electric Car Lighting Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.
The Bliss electric tram
lighting system.
Boker & Co., Herman, New York. "Novo" patent section tool steel and
cutters.
;

—

—

Border Bolt & Nut Lock Co.. The, Richmond, Ind. The "Border" nut lock.
Boston Belting Co., Boston. Mass. Air brake hose and other rubber goods

—

for railroad use.
oil
s.
c.
Co.. Ft. Wayne, hid.
oil tanks, self-measuring oil
tanks,
t

lubricating

Bradford

Draft

&

Gear

Chicago.

Co.,

house equipments,

including

power pumps, etc.
Four spring and three spring draft

gears.

Brown Hoisting Machine Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.- Photographs of the "Brownhoist" locomotive eon ling cranes and of coal and ore handling machinery.
The Buffalo ami Vanderblll brake
Buffalo Brake-Beam c<>.. Buffalo. N. Y.

steel.

—

—

ca

i\

Invisible Roll Screen Co., Brooklyn,
cars, hotels, office buildings, etc.
Janney, E. II.. Alexandria, Va.
"The

—

Invisible

Y.

i\\

New Janney"

—

rolling

screens

—

packings and rubber specialties.
Joyce -Cridland Co.. The.—Hydraulic,

compound,

lever,

jacks.

for

couider

Pipe unions.
Jefferson Union Co., Lexington, Mass.
Jenkins Brothers, New York. Complete line of iron and brass valves

—

—

y.-

Illinois
Malleable Iron Co., Chicago.
Model of the Bruyn automatic
swinging smoke jack; "Imico" combination brass and malleable iron noncorrosive unions and malleable iron pipe fittings.
International Correspondence Schools, Scranton, Pa.
Airbrake instruction

;

:

Bowser,

—

—

;

also

and geared

lever

—

Kalamazoo Railway Supply Co., Kalamazoo. Mich. Pressed si eel band
and push car wheels; Moore track drills; Root locomotive scraper ami
Hanger, and Kalamazoo ratchet jacks.
Keystone Drop Forge Works, Philadelphia, Pa. Drop forglngs for car and

—

locomotive work,

Including

and crocodile wrenches
Lawrence. V.
&
»..
<

Co.,

Keystone connecting
Philadelphia,

Pa.

folding vestibule trap door.

links,

—-The

safety

Filion

shackle hooks

diagonal

patent

—

Bronze and copper founders
Lawrencevllle Bronze Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Corinthian" bronze; driving box brasses; rod brasses, and universal couplers
and brass cocks.
Lincoln variable Speed motors.
Lincoln Electric Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Lord Co., Ceo. w., Philadelphia, Pa, Samples of boiler compounds.
I. mas roach and car colors
stains:
Lucas. John, & Co., Philadelphia, I'a.
tillers; varnishes, and the "Mlrac" varnish and paint remover.
Luce & Co., E. F.. Inc., Chicago. Climax car doors and inb.ck drop end
doors tor b03 cars.
MeCuire Ciimniings Mfg. Co., Chicago.- Cooke patent release grain door
and various designs of burglar-proof door brackets for freight car doors.
Major's compartment water coolers for railroad
Major, A.. New York.

—

—

;

—

use.

Meirilt & Co
machine shoos.

beams.

Philadelphia.

Pa.

-Sheet

and expanded

metal

lockers

for

automatic

Full sized model of ear win
Metal Plated Car & Lumber CO., New York.
dow equipped with the Brown metallic window strip.
Sections showing

Burgess, B., Danville, in. -The Burgess rail anchor and the Schoti Incline
Jack for replacing Locomotive and car brasses while on the road.
ball bearing center plates and
Came] Co., Chicago. car door fixtures
side bearings and Chaffee hose clamps.
Carborundum products;
Carborundum Co., The, Niagara Falls, N. v
in inn
si noes
carborundum wheels
and carborundum fire sand i'or
brass
furnaces.
celluloid Co., The, New York City.— Samples of "Texoderm" for upholster
log and ear curtains.
Chase Grain Door Co., Chicago, chase grain d
ChiBholm & Moore Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O. Chain bolsts,
The Clark automatic mil lock
ciark Automatic Nui Li»k Co., New York-

ipplicatlon
Metallic Packing & Mfg. Co.. The. Fiyria, 0.
The •Twentieth Century"
metallic packing for locomotives, etc,
Morse, Williams ,v Co., Philadelphia, l'ii
Locomotive drop tabic and the
iudicy worm gear.

Billiard

Automatic Wrench

Co.,

Providence.

It.

I.

The

Billiard

wrench.

—

;

1

1

National

I

;

Cleveland Car Special tj Co., Cleveland, 0.
Pressed Bteel carllnes and
pressed steel spring planks.
cling Surface Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Device for de
Dstratlng the difference
in efficiency between a bell treated with "Cling* Surface" and running slack
as compared to a bell untreated running tlghi
churn Trolley Track Mfg Co., Ilolyoke, Mass. Freight car door and
shop troii«>y tracks and fixtures.
cue, \v. ii.. Manufacturing Co., Providence, i:
Coe'a gliding wheels and
rlbl
gold leal'.
i

Crocker- Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.
Photographs show Mm application of
motor drives io machine tools; also several sizes of lis type "I," motor.
Dahlstrom Metallic Door Co., Jamestown, N. Y. The "Dahlstrom" metallic
door,

Mfg. &

Supply

Co..

Chicago.

National

standard roofing canvas

ami diaphragms.
Vnional Hoofing Co. The. Tolia w auda, N Y
Security read\ rOOfin)
New jersey Tube Co., Newark N. .1. Patent Bplrairj corrugated

ends ami smoke jacks.
Pantasote Co„ New JTork
Parker A.ntl-Freexlng ami

front

(

ste

steel

iviiri

loe

1

1

(

Pantasote car curtains ami seat rabrl
The
Hot Water System, London, Ont

i

paint, etc.
Met roll
Lubricator Co
three, four nnd the feeds.

.

Detroit,

Mien

Locomotive

lubricators

having

Parker

car heating.

i

q

Casting &

Machine

Co.,

i

'hosier,

Pa.

Spec!

ot

cs

I

tei

cj tinders.

side Bearing Co., Chicago
The "Perrj
rollei
Ide bearing.
Samples ot Post's "Zero" and
\i
Post, GJ,
$ Co. New York.
met a is for journn bea rings.
"
Power Special!
Co., New York
Sections ot iiiBuper-hcnter and
drawings of the Cosier locomotive superlnmtei
also Duval metallic pack In
Pressed steel Car Co., New York
Track exhibit ot steel passenger car
.iin
for the Southern RuUwni
Reception b
Pitua Co
The, Philadelphia, i'a
Reception booth,
Qulncy, Manchester, Sargent Co., Chicago,
steam nnd hydraulic pn
[tost en 1, Clement, Co., Philadelphia, I'a.
ISxhnust noEtle for locomotives
air strain
Robinson Co., Boston, Mae
cis; automatic brake slack-adjuster, and track lacks,
itaiiwav Lock Nut Co., Chicago
The "Bull Dog" lock nut.
Brake-shoes: ib< Jones posl
Republic Railway Appliance Co., si Louis,

Perry

.1

.

i

\

i

(

i

'

.

i

Davis Expansion Boring Tool Co., St. Louis, Mo.
The Davis expansion
boring tool for car Wheels.
Dearborn Patnl Co., Chicago.
Fire-proof and water-proof compounds
specimens or canvas car roofing and sheet Iron treated with Dear!

bollet

tUbeS wilb reduced lire bo\ ends.
nil Weil supph Co., Pittsburg, i'a
Railroad special globe valves,
Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Photographs of wood-working
machinery of ail kinds, including universal saws, band saws, band Joiners,
wood face ami gap hiibcs. disk Banders ami wood trimmers
Otley Mfg. Co., Chicago.
Eureka cement foi steam joints; also enamel t"i

.

;

;

^
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oved plastic freight car roofing, and Republic
lock; Hudson's
end and shirk enamel.
Works, Plainfleld, N. .1. The Rushmore lens mirror
Rushmore Dyni
and automobiles.
ve headlight
searchlight tor li
3T.- -Nuts and
Russell, Burdsall S Ward Boll & Nul Co., Port Chester, N.
tlve

t

1

1

[1

1

iuii

railroad

Cor

iii

was furnished, by the courtesy of the Philadelphia & Reading,
through Mr. H. D. Taylor, Superintendent of Motive Power and
Kolling Equipment, who accompanied the party.
The log of the run follows:

train

June

use.

Let

car
Republic <ii. ii gear
Sippliance Co., St. Louis.
Republic Rallwaj
locks; turnbuckles, etc.
doors: Eureki
German sliver,
bronze
Phosi
Co., Riverside, N. J.
Riverside Met
also castings, sheets and mils.
and white metal Ingoti
racks tor pas
basket
McCarthj
rhe Boston, Mass.—The
Rostand Mfe ;
shibltion ai the tract
s suburban car
he V 1 C. L
genger car
1

I

1

s

.

lOOfl

19,

'ainilen

5 ;07 :05
B 09 :20
6 :10 :80

;

Mile posl

."••'

'

1

il

Vol. XI,., No. 2a.

:.i

"

;

63
52

"

.

••

11

35

:12

15

.

i

.'1

••

50

"

4!l

..11 :::.,
5:15 :29

1

:

:

:

i

1

i.

1,

«

ted

ii

iiiis

ii

rack.

Roth Jack & Tool
Boyal

Co.,

Ventilator

S

Nev.

Mfg.

STork.— Roth high pre!
Co.,

Philadelphia,

5:17:10

4T,

5:18:

•'

Royal

ventHators

for

"
"

machine shops, etc.
engim hou
In addition
mi, 1, Car Heating .* Lighting Co., Ne* STork. This company,also
ins an
I'"'
mentioned in our last week's ism,.ii
ttei
to
Pintsch
lamps
four-flame
lighting, including
i.i" lamps
exhibit oi
tor
lanterns
storm-pi
y aua
and
fixtures
electric
and
lamps
le
11

'•

1

'''^m'age'snfetj lirake Co.. New York.— The Sauvage air-brake Bystem.
Shutte .^ Koertlng Co., New York.— The Koertlng Universal double tube

4.i

••

In

••

Sellers & Co., William, Philadelphia, Pa.
Sellers check valves, etc.
actor
Sight-Feed Oil Pump Co., Milwaukee.

Sellers

Improved Belf-acting

pumps.
Standard Coupler

Wis

I,,,e

1

sighl feed

ive

•
'
•
'

oil

—

Sessions-Standard friction drafl gear
Co.. New Y'ork.
Reception booth on Steel Pier.
sun Brass Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.— Steam gages; pop safely valves:
wable sent and disk globe valves; angle valves: blow-off
lubricators; r
patent cylinder relief and vacuum
recording gages
water gam's
cocks

B0

1C

46

38

.-,2

40
39
38

5:24

5 :29

2:1

.",

"

27'

..

,

"
-

19

5

is

:.

New

-

16

"

15
14

-

12

"

11

"

for

car

:37
;. :38
5 :39
5

"

5

5
5

Atlantic City

tAverage

- Camden Record Run.

By invitation of Burnham, Williams & Co., on Tuesday. June 19.
Philadelphia
a party of Its convention visitors left Atlantic City for
train over the Philadelphia & Reading (Atlantic City
Railroad). On arrival in Philadelphia at 1:30 p. m. the party was
driven in tally-ho coaches through the city to the Baldwin LocomoHere luncheon was served in a space in one of the
tive Works.
shops which had been cleared and decorated. This was followed by
a trip through the works, including the new electric truck shop at
Eighteenth street recently completed and now being put in serviceAfter an inspection of two finished examples of recent Baldwin con-

:

5

Citj

for the

39
40
42
43
65
50

•

IT:.", 7
IS ;ll,

5 :49 :45
:50 35

.

90
88
92
90
86
84
55t

41

47 :15

:.

.

15

15 :56
16 ::;.".

5

Atlantii

BO
90
90

40

40
40

11 :35

:

5:45

..

1

41

40
40

i

t

Avr.

42

5 :41 :14
., :41
:55
r. :42 :35
5 13 15

"

inspectors

10

41
41
to

1

52
:40 32

r,

..

1

so

no

90
95
90
90
90
88
88
90
86
95
90
88
88
90
S6
88
90

40
42
38

10

50
30

1

:,

•Mile posts hidden by

New

41
41

50

..

.1

signal

10

40

37 :12

8
7
6

I

Y.— Safety

is

:35

II

prints showing the "Bonn Syphon System."
N.

us

(4:28

;,

not

40f
45
40
40
38
40

-

u'.i

•.nit

Hi;

:28

:

si;

12

::•..-,

1()

— —

Williams. R. 1!.. Margaretville,
while Inspecting cai s.

40t

.-.

..

York.— Car cleaning by the vacuum system.
Co.,
rneumatic track sandi
H., Augusta. Ga.
ear.
il
Wellman & Street, Pittsburg, Pa. Track exhibit of a steel
th and blue
White Enamel Refrigerator Co.. St. Paul. Minn.— Reception
J.

,

•17

—

Watters,

•
•

5:36

—

Vacuum Cleaner

:

5:83

24
23
22
21

..

43}
43t
43

..-,11

:::-

:,

valves.
..

*

1

;i

2e

;

.•

.

:::o:30
in
,:i

,

78
84
84
84
84

.

.

30

69
7S

161
131

L0

:26 20
27 "':
:27 :45

:.

80

46t

.•

28

..

Strauss. M., & Suns, Newark, N. J.- Machine and hand butted leather for
car cushions.
Taimage Mfg. Co., Cleveland. O.— The Taimage system, in. hilling Taimage
blow-off valves and Rubra boiler oil.
Thompson. C. A.. St. Louis. Mo.— Acme flexible staybolts* and the Acme
pneumatic sledge
Trojan Car Coupler Co., New York.— The Junior coupler.
Tvler Tube & l'ipe <". New York.— Knohbled charcoal iron bloom; boiler
expanding and flattube's, showing sections as tested for beading, flanging,
tening both horizontally and longitudinally.
Ventilating Co., The, Newburgh, N. T.
U S Automatic Heat Regulating & regulation
and ventilation In operation
Combined system of automatic heat
on a N. Y.. 0. ^ W. passenger car.
United States Lighting & Heating Co.. New York. Axle lighting equip-

:

31

"

1:,

80
78

:2I

5

71

72
72
80

17,

:.

:,

:,i

50
50

00

5:23

33
32

07

4o

41

::4

60

60
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47,

42

35

...,

60

15
r. 30
:20 :15

::<;

In

:

:.

37

••

lector

,

51

65
60
60
60

:18

:,

44

"
'
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"
-

I

.

hour

27

mile.

'

711

in :20

18
47
48

••

are jacl

Pa.

135 for

:35

;,i

Miles pe

per mile.

is

J;

72

.

two (or three) miles.

The Year's Record

of the

Pennsylvania Special.

a special

in

struction— an Atlantic type locomotive for the Chicago & Alton and
a Pacific type for the Southern Railway the visitors returned to
Atlantic City, reaching there shortly before six o'clock.
The special train was made up of six cars— three S-wheel coaches
and three 12-wheel Pullmans. The engine, No. 343, is a wide firebox, Wooten boiler, Atlantic type, weighing about 105 tons, built
at the Reading shops of the Reading— one of the locomotives reguThe distance between
larly used in the Atlantic City service.
Atlantic City and Camden is .j.. 1 - miles. This was covered on the
up trip in 45 minutes, an average rate of 74 miles an hour from
start to step, lint on the return this was bettered by a minute and
The fastest time that has ever been recorded over this
a half.
line is 42 min. 33 sec, made on May 14, 1905, with five cars (RailGazette, June 2, 1905, page 597); though there is an unofficial
statement that eastbound, Camden to Atlantic City, a regular train,
behind time, has made the trip in 41 minutes. For a six-car train
In view of this fact an
the present run establishes a new record.
unofficial but carefull: taken log of the return trip is given below.
\
ill, probablj
noi accurate to a second in each instance, it
Checks up Closely with the time recorded by other observers, and
The
is to all intents and purposes an accurate record of the run.
•'
milei
whole distance
was covered in 4.3% minutes, an average
This includes a slow
rate from start to stop of 76.7 miles an hour.
bill mile at the start.
Leaving out the first five and a half and last
two miles, the 48 miles between mile posts 50 and 2 were run in
:i
min. 5 sec, or at 84.7 miles an hour. From mile posl 38 to mile
post 2 "G miles was run in 24% minutes, or at 88. 2 miles an hour.
It will be observed thai the 12 miles between mile posts 29 and 17
was covered In exactly eight minutes, or 90 miles an hour. The
were made in 3S
fastest miles -mile posts 27 to 20 and 19 to IS
which is just under 95 miles an hour. The special
second
h

—

1

1

1

1

•

>

.

—

—

—

11

An officer of the Pennsylvania Railroad has favored us with the
following condensed record of the times of the "Pennsylvania Special" express trains between New York and Chicago for the first year
The distance traversed by these trains between
of their existence.
Jersey City and Chicago is about 905 miles, and the time 17 hrs. 47
min. (18 hrs. between New York and Chicago, including the ferry
between New York and Jersey City). Xo. 29 is the westbound train
and Xo. 28 the eastbound.
Train

\..

29,

Jam

12,
1905,
Ar. Chicago
*-

t

-s,

Days. On time. Late.
is
20
2
July
31
31
1
August
31
30
29
1
September
30
28
3
October
31
2
November
30
2S
1„, ember
4
31
27
23
8
31
January, 1906.
9
February
28
19
3
March
31
28
28
2
April
30

Month.
June. 1905

May

•

.

June
Total

Of the

due

t

:l

29

10

10

Junt

11.

IncluHve.
Minutes late
^-Not more than—
10 20 30
5

1906.

>

,

Percentage,

On

time.

10
10

!

100.0
96.8
96.7
90.3
93.3

30
1

1

2

1

11
12111
10
2

2

87.1

74.2
67.9
90.3
93.3
93.5

2

Over

2

1
1
1

1

6
1
1

100.0

13
4
S9.S
10
4
6
37
365
328
times that the train arrived late at Chicago. 14 times were
equip
nl of the train and 2:; to various road causes.
.".7

Vo

Train

28,

Month
June, 1905 ...
July
Lugusl
mber
Se
October

lens.
20

.

33
31

.

30
31
30

November
December
January, 1906
..
February

,

March
Aril

a
31

28
31

30

Mav

..

.......

..

31
10

12, 1905, to June 11, 1906, Inclusive.
Minutes late
Percentage
,
Ar. Jersey
^
^city._I_^ ,
,-Not more than-,
5
10 20 30
titflTi Late. On time. Late.
17
85.0
15.0
83.9
16.1
1
2
1
26
5
16.1
20
83.9
5
10.0
1
27
3
83.9
16.1
26
5
m.o
3
90.0
27
1
74.2
25.8
3
2
1
8
23
90.3
9.7
28
3
21
7
75.0
25.0
2
o
80.6
19.4
2
25
10.0
27
1
2
3
3.2
1
96.8
30
m'.o_ 2_0 O_ 0_ 1_ 1_ 0_
8
2

June

—
On
,

.l'i,,e

to

,

000
110

12

1

"200

^

Over
30
3
I

2
2
o

2
2
1

o
I

!

1

0_

1

~365

at

12 10
25
14.8
5
2
8522
times were,11
the 54 tin,, 3 that the train arrived late at Jersey City, 17
due to the equipment of the train, and 37 times to various road causes.

Summary

...

"31T

June

22,
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Master Mechanics' Association Reports.

&7Z

be at least .07 per cent, sulphur in a cylinder casting to get the best
results.

The committee reports

Master Mechanics' Association
this year are quite up to the standard of previous years.
The most
important one is that on Front Ends, which is reprinted almost in
full.
A number of individual papers presented at the convention
are not reprinted here but will appear in subsequent issues.
of

the

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CAST-IRON TO BE USED IN CYLINDERS, CYLINDER
BUSHINGS, CYLINDER HEADS. STEAM CHESTS, VAL\ E BUSHINGS

AND PACKING RINGS.

—

grade.

When purchasing cylinders, valves, etc., analyses and test bars
should be insisted upon, to demonstrate that the metal is in accordance with the desired specifications.
Specifications.
For coke pig iron, these are usually limited to
the chemistry of the metal. The usual proportions are given as

—

follows
Combined carbon
Manganese
Phosphorus

40 to .70 per cent.
40 to .80
40 to .80

Sulphur, not over

.06

-

The grades are determined by

the

amount

of silicon, in accord-

ance with the attached schedule:
Grade No.
"

1,

"

2,

"

3,
4,

"

"

2.11(1

"

1

The grade desired
from

3.00 to 2.00 per cent.
2.50 to 2.00

Silicon
"

to 1.511
to I.

.-.n

for cylinders is about No. 3.5, or say, silicon

However, cylinders are seldom if ever
cast from one grade of iron only, as there is usually a considerable proportion of scrap, sometimes as much as 50 or 60 per cent.
Inspection. Various plans are followed for sampling and inspecting pig iron when received in carload lots. The American
Society for Testing Materials has adopted certain rules (not reprinted).
The Baldwin Locomotive Works state that six pieces of pigs
will be taken from different portions of the car, and if the analysis
of their mixed drillings shows that the iron is outside of the specified analysis, it will be cause for its rejection.
The American Locomotive Company has prepared a specification in which they state that "Check analysis will be made for each
car received at the foundries, from a mixture of equal amounts of
drillings taken from freshly fractured ends of three pigs, one from
each end and one from middle of car. If this analysis is not within
the specification, drillings will be taken in the same manner from
seven additional pigs." In other cases samples of 12 pigs are
taken from each car, two from the top of each end, two from the
middle and two from the bottom, the borings being mixed in equal
quantities and the resultant sample taken to represent the shipment.
Almost any of the above methods will be generally satisfactory if
closely adhered to.
Charging. In mixing the iron for the cupola it is necessary
to know the chemistry of the metals charged and the desired
analysis of the output, and the various brands must be thoroughly
mixed in the cupola. The percentages of the various elements in
the casting will be different from that in the average charge. The
amount of phosphorus usually remains constant, while silicon diminwhen more than 1 per cent, is present. Part
tea, particularly
of the manganese is always oxidized
the greater the amount the
greater the proportion and sulphur is likely to he increased by
absorption from the fuel.
I'or this ingredient it is more necessary
to watch the coke and the working of tin- cupola than tin- metals
which are charged. The total carbon remains practically unchanged.
Fifteen or 20 points more silicon must be charged than expei ted
in the casting, Mint this is really the most
Important element in
the Iron, as ii determines the hardness of the product in an inverse ratio to its presence', that i:-. the more silicon the softer tin'
iron,
ii
also afiVcis tin- strength, giving a maximum tensile re
sistance at about inn per cent.
Phosphorus and manganese mi as
hardeners and also cause the Iron in flow readily ami make a
ami sound casting, bui it present iii large quantities, brlttlenesi Is
apt to ensue,
When Bulphur is excessive there la a greater tend
ency in crack, and ii should not be allowed in rise aboye set limits,
This is particularly true tor complicated torm
like b locomotive
Some manufacturers, however, claim that there bould
cylinder.
1.25 to 1.75 per cent.

—

—

•

—

—

bushings inserted in the piston and valve chambers.

—

Purchasing. It is recommended that all purchases of pig iron
be made by analysis. This necessarily implies penalties for nonconformity with specifications, and the amount of silicon is considered to be of prime importance as indicating the grade. High silicon irons that is, low foundry numbers are generally dearer than
low silicon (high numbered) irons, and if the shipment does not
contain the desired percentage of silicon, payment is made accordingly.
For example, with some purchases a deficiency of silicon of
from 10 to 20 per cent, subjects the shipment to a 4 per cent, reduction in the contract price; or, again, at other times the bill is
settled as for the grade shown by the silicon contained.
Sulphur
is the element to be most carefully kept down to the limit and an
excess of this substance will generally entail rejection under any

—

It is essential to carry on hand a liberal stock of irons of known
analyses, so that the desired combination can always be secured.
Production.— A locomotive cylinder should combine strength and
hardness the former to prevent breakage, the latter to retard wear;
however, it must not be brittle and must admit of machining. A
cylinder may be made of tough iron and a hard bushing inserted
In fact, we know of recent cases
to give the wearing qualities.
in which the cylinder shell has been a steel casting, with cast-iron

—

i

,

Shrinkage

also be considered, as when excessive there are apt to be cooling cracks present in the casting.
The committee recommends the following specifications for metal

must

in locomotive cylinders:
1.25 to 1.50 per cent.
50 to .80
06 to .10
'•"
:; " '"
50 to .70
2.75 to 3.25

Silicon

Phosphorus
Sulphur
Manganese
Combined Carbon
Graphite Carbon

Tensile strength. 25.000 lbs. per sq. in. minimum.
Transverse strength. 3.00U lbs. minimum on lH-in. round bar,
12 in. between supports.
Deflection, .10-in. minimum on transverse test.

Shrinkage, Vs

in.

in 1 ft. as a

maximum.

—

Testing. The American Society for Testing Materials has
adopted a method for testing such castings, and the committee recommends it to the Association.
Uniformity. The presence of scrap and other uncertain elements in the charging causes some irregularity in uniformity of the
products, but with careful work satisfactory results can be obtained.
Owing to numerous causes a variation of 20 or 30 points is
sometimes found in the silicon and perhaps 4 or 5 points in sulphur, due largely to the fuel, but as the former is apt to decrease
and the latter to increase, careful charging will produce quite regular results, in spite of the variation between different taps.
Results.
The cylinders made in accordance with various formula; or analyses (which are very similar), are reported as having
good wearing qualities combined with strength, and this seems to
be the case without regard to the particular brand of iron used, so
long as the final analysis of the cylinder is satisfactory. The iron
is harder, stronger and closer grained than the ordinary foundry
output, but no trouble is experienced in machining with modern
tool steels.
If the silicon runs much above the limits specified, the
cylinders will cut readily, as above demonstrated, or if below 1 per
Some manufacturers mix charcoal
cent., they are subject to cracks.
and coke pig with good wearing results, but it is thought that cracks
are more common with this method, as also when using cold blast
irons.
If sulphur runs high there is trouble in obtaining a perfect
casting for such a complicated pattern.
From information gathered, it is evident that many foundries
are still charging by fracture and furnace name and number, but
as irons are so liable to vary in their analyses, depending upon the
working of the furnace and variations in the ore and fuel, it is surprising that the method of mixing according to analyses has not
been more generally adopted, especially as different localities must
purchase iron where the haul will not be excessive.
General. While the metal advocated is perfectly suitable for
cylinder bushings, as well as cylinders (and we also think for valve
bushings), a softer grade of iron is generally used for cylinder
heads, steam chests, valve bushings and packing rings. This iron
has a silicon content of from 1.60 to 1.80 per cent.; the other elements remaining about the same. As shown on page 215, Vol. 30,
of the Proceedings of this Association, the greatest strength was
obtained with silicon at 1.60 per cent., and for cylinder heads and
steam chests strength is most important. In packing rings a softer
iron is desired to save the cylinder bore, and the strength is also
a very important factor to prevent, breakage when springing over
pistons or from water accumulating in the cylinder.
The report is signed by G. R. Henderson, E. D. Nelson. Max

—

—

—

H. Wickhorst.
\\l\i, REPAIR work ii\ LOCOMOTIVES.
l;l
based on the assumption of a 50-Stall house m.i
that 160 engines have to be takes
are of In 21 hours.
What is the best practice tor doing running repairs on
motlvea, handling reports, etc., made i>> Foremen, engineers, mad
foremen and Inspectors? A system as outlined below will give the
maximum results with the minimum delay and expense, ii is ni
sary to know what work has to be done on an
before it arai Im
rives In the roundhouse, so that, it' tor the drop p
can be run
there without delay, or, if anj heavj repaii «
uei
can
be run In a stall convenient to machine simp, which •
of machinii
\
system nf engineers' work reports and engineer!
lips
to report their work Cullj and Intelligent!]
should be deposited In a box oi othet n eptaole, located centrally,
ami preferably close to the Foreman offli
o that the man In charge
of handling them, and distributing the work, can do so and Keep in
touch »iiii
be Foreman

ENGINE HOUSE

The report

is

i

i

i

i

i

I

i

i
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A

system of writing ou1 the work on separate slips and giving
the proper man. who signs and returns II to the gang tore
man when work is done, lias many advocates and enables a close
check to be kept on improper repairs. Which over system is used,
it
Is absolutely necessary to know who lias don. the work, tor future
hi

if

reference.

When an engini irrivi in the roundhouse, the Inspector should
at once make an examination of it. reporting all the work (mind,
on the regular engineers' slip, but signing bis own name and adding
the word "Inspector," so thai a check can be kepi on the engineers
to see if they are looking over their engines properly.
If any repairs are necessary, the gang foreman should have
his men ready to make them, so as to avoid any delay; if for washing out. the steam and water should be blown off into a propel' reLireat
ceptacle and hot water used for washing out and tilling up.
care should be exercised so that machinists are not sent to an engine
that is to be washed out, unless they can do their work without
interruption.
If it is necessary to grind in boiler checks, renew
stay bolts, or do other work that can only be done when the water
is out of the boiler, advantage should be taken of this opportunity.
On some roads the road foreman of engines uses a regular
blank for reporting work that he finds while riding on engines.
This report should be turned in so that it can have attention while
the engine is out of service, and work reported by a road foreman
should have particular attention paid to it, as his discipline is hurt
to a great extent, and his usefulness impaired, if no notice is taken
of his reports.
On some roads the water conditions are good, so that boiler
work is almost unknown. On others, the amount of boiler work
On some roads, with
fixes the time an engine is out of service.
poor

coal, it is

not unusual to change grates nearly every trip, while
is of such good quality that grate troubles are

on others the coal
almost unknown.

location of a roundhouse of the size being considered has
If in close proximity to the main shop,
to be taken into account.
less machine tools may be necessary, but where entirely self-supporting, a proper outfit should be supplied to take care of anything
that may come along.
In addition to the small tools owned and carried by the various
mechanics, the committee recommends the following:

The

1

48x48-in. by S-ft. planer.

1

24-in. huh,'.
40-in. heavy drill

1

air motors, various sizes, two to
be eud motors for ctose work.

press

1

- spring

1

36-in. boring mill.

1

hydraulic or screw press for driving box brasses, rod bustlings,

two-wheel trucks for moving mablacksmith forge.

1

1

complete

1

pipe vise.

94-in.

1

'

,

-in.

I,,

set standard
2 in

reamers.

\iA*i>a*A L

many

as

neces-

,

;

force of men that the work requires.
6 each, open wrenches. %x%-in. to
x 1
inches.
2 each, large-size open wrenches, up
to largest size nut on locomo1

1

1

'

i

tives.

for piston-valve

mauls,

bush-

various weights.

8

to

16

lbs.

1- handle

bar,
si

punches.

84

to l'.i-in.
for
boiler-

2

pneumatic

1

complete set stay-bolt
reamers
and laps in face complete outfur stay-bolt, line and grate
lit

hammers

makers, chipping,
tools,

12 pinch tuns.
heavy capacity jacks, 35 or to toD
hydraulic or lever.
row jacks lor holding up work.
12
1
lever journal jacks.
2 level- jacks fur pilot
and tank
work.

etc.,

from center to center, measured on the outer circumference of the
wheel center. The committee recommends the following approximate rule:
Number of spokes to equal the diameter of center divided by 4.
If the remainder is one-half or over, use one additional spoke.
The
exact spacing of the spokes according to this rule would be 3.1416

X

4

caulking
1

etc.

each

roundhouse in order that one
man may not he held up on a job
waiting for another man in gel
through with some small tool.

i

dm ing

Each roundhouse should have a separate

tool

charge, both day and
a check system: otherwise it will be impossible to maintain roundtools.

The following suggestions are endorsed by the committee:
The use of a floating or hospital gang in roundhouse, to which
be turned over the heavier jobs so as to gi
engines into
service quickly, instead of having the work drag along with various
men being put on and taken off according to the exigencies of the
service: this system will often enable an engine to be kept out of
. between shoppings.
back shop and increase the n
1

.1

No
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of center.
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the followNo.
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center.

-16
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is
10

7s
80

patternmakers and foundrymen there

is

c

spoki
...

,1;

.

.

.

.

.

.

19
1!>

20

an impression

that an uneven number of spokes should be used, so as to avoid
getting two spokes directly opposite each other in a straight line.
The following table has been made up on this basis:

Recommended

Recommended
l

dam.
44
18
:,o
7,4

will

...

Among

Size

No. "f
spokes.
10

...
...

....

manner would have

in this

Cir-

room

of its own,
night, to handle the tools on

in

...

r,o
.-,11

crapers, straight-edges etc.. t"
m, late the force 111
tained at

12.56.

Size
center.
....
38
....
44

Sufficient chisels, gages, hack saws.
file

ae

—

Wheel centers arranged
ing number of spokes:

:

air hammers mad
of pi]
old hydraulic jacks for
out red mid frame I, nils.

gang

.;-

r/s3

work,

i

house

SPO*E Sections

-Si'

i

grati chains.

man

drills.

complete set of pipe cutters, dies.
and taps, from
-in. to 3-in.
sufficient
adjustable
pipe
wrenches t<> accommodate the

1

!

with a

hydro-

sary.

1L'

'J

—

to 2-in.

in.

12 differential chain hoists.
ill
grab eh;i in-.
iii.

—

drill.

Cold chisels, as

heaters, with

piston rod pullers, various

I

for

complete set of standard taps.

1

ings.

Under boring

TIRE SHRINKAGE AMI DESIGN op WHEEL CENTEItS.
General. The dimensions, design and weight of wheel centers
should, in a general way, be of suitable proportions to the weight
and power of the locomotive. These recommendations, therefore,
will be found somewhat too heavy for locomotives of moderate
weight, and will be understood as applying to large, heavy, modern
engines of proportions such as are used at the present time.
Spokes. In order to properly support the rim and to resist the
tire shrinkage, the spokes should be placed from 12 to 13 in. apart

to 2-in.

proper-sized boops and burners;
can tie used for straightening
frames, etc.
rotary valve-seat planer of sufficient size to take the largest-

,\

arrangement

small breast

i

size, i seats.

1

Vaughan.

static test.

i

liar

ST. LOUIS.
that it has finished
brief history of the
its
enterprise in its report and. as an appendix, the summary of tests
and results reprinted from the official publication of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
The report is signed by F. H. Clark, C. H. Quereau and H. H.

rollers for valve

steam-gage tester.
complete set of twist

1

1

boring

LOCOMOTIVE TESTS Al

li.WI. BOAD

trucks.

r,,d

portable

1

looked.
A driving-wl
drop pit capable of
taking care of :o least two engines
at a time.
1 engine truck drop pit capable of
taking care "f at least 2 engines ai a time.
tender truck drop pit, if trucks
are suitable for wheels to be

1

and

set ratchets
setting.

2 4 wheel

Suitable cranes around engines and
drop pits, either supported by posts
or roof, so as to take care of air
pumps, steam chests, front end doors,
driving boxes and other heavy parts.
The lifting on and off of cabs is
something that should not be over-

1

PENNSYLVANIA

The committee, appointed in 1903. reports
work and asks to be discharged. It gives a

terial.

etc.

tire

A long master wedge for drawing piston rod Into
before the regular wedge is applied.
A small boll lathe mount d on a truck and run by electric or
all motor,
iround an engine where new rod, truck or cylinder
boiis am being fitted, to save running hack ami loiih to machine
shop.
.Always keep one engine on blocks undergoing moderately heavy
repairs so that machinists can be kepi busy at all times when work
work
in the roundhouse falls off temporarily.
It
is claimed thai
done in this manner costs more, but where business fluctuates it is
a good proposition.
The neglect of running repairs causes engine failures to increase and also decreases the life of an engine between shoppings.
A hydraulic press operated by a screw, for forcing out rod bolts,
etc., saves bolts from being upset when hit by a sledge.
An inverted "Y." witli the upright leg slotted, which is used for
removing heavy cylinder heads, the method of operating being to
stand the "Y" against cylinder head, with feet on floor and stud
through slot, the nut being put on and tightened so that when
cylinder-head nuts tire removed head can be "walked" away and
stood ready for application.
The report is signed by H. T. Bentley, P. Maher, F. T. Hyndman.

lifters.

1
1

'

oil

26.

pullers.

4

1 bolt-cutter to take up to 2-in.

dropped.
2 gasolene or

XL., No.

close chisel bars.
6 long chisel bars.

sliaper.

22-in.

crosshead

4

1 20-in. drill press.
1 emerv wheel.
1 16-in'. bolt lathe.

Voi

:,r.

00
62

cumference. Spokes.
11
138 23
150.8
157.0
L69.65
170.O
188.5
194.8

in the

above

11

13
13

Pitch.
12.5
13.6
12 6
13.0
.-,

12,

1::

15

12.6
13.0

1:,

Hiaiu.

66

6S
70
72
74
711

78

table, lb" pilch of spokes,

cumference. SpnkeS
la
207.3
17
213.6
220
17
17
232..",
17
in
238 76
24.,.

m

Pitch.

13.S
12.;
I2.fl

13.3
13:6
121:
12.9

measured on the outside

of rim. is 12.5 to 13.8.

Spokes at crank hub should not be located at center line of
wheel, but on either side, so as not to bring a short spoke directly
in line with crank pin hub.
Sections of spoke to be from 9 to 10
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with form as shown in Fig. 1, for the big end. Section at small end to have an area of from 5% to 6 sq. in., with
form as shown in Fig. 2. These sections are taken at the base of
the fillets uniting the spoke to the hub and rims, as shown in Fig. 3
at
and BB. The metal in these sections is distributed so as to
give the maximum amount of resistance to the shrinkage of the
tires, and with this end in view the section is much heavier directly
underneath the part of the tread which bears directly upon the rail
sq. in. in area,

AA

head.

Rims.

— Cast-steel

driving wheel centers should

be

preferably

675

In boring out the tires and ir turning off wheel centers, a widenosed tool should be used and care taken that the surface of the
finishing cut is not left in ridges.
It has been observed that when
ridges are left they soon wear flat and decrease the original

shrinkage.

Accurate measurements of tires after they have been in service
some time, especially when less than 2% in. in thickness, show
that a rolling out or stretching of the tire occurs, and for reasonably heavy centers these figures would account more for loose tires
than any permanent set in the driving-wheel center.
In Fig. 8 is shown the exact caliper dimensions of the wheel
centers and tires which were reported loose on Atlantic engines
having about 104,000 lbs. weight on drivers. These tires had been
previously shimmed, and contained liners between the tire and
center .068 in. on the left and .050 in. on the right for the entire
for

circumference.
Fig. 9 shows diameter of tires 2% in. thick, which had been
removed from a similar engine. These dimensions appear to confirm the statement that considerable rolling out and stretching occurs when the tire becomes reduced in thickness, and it is especially
noticeable that this rolling action of the wheel is most apparent on
the outside of the tire where the wear of the rail would be greatest.

The report
W.

is

signed by F.

J. Coie.

J.

E. Muhlfeld, A. S. Vogt,

A. Nettleton.

SUBJECTS.

For Noon-Hour Topical Discussion. Convention
Is not a boiler pressure of 185 lbs. better

1.

of 1000.

than 200

lbs.

for

locomotives?

Opened by Dr. W. F. M. Goss.
The necessity of proportioning brake pressure to wheel loads.
Opened by G. L. Fowler.
3.
Is it practical to use the Prosser tool in roundhouse run2.

Fie.3
cast with the rims uncut and shrinkage slots omitted whenever steel
foundries will guarantee satisfactory castings. The Pennsylvania
Railroad has been obtaining wheel centers with uncut rims for the
last two years or more.
A number of cast-steei foundries are now
ready to make wheel centers in this manner.
For wheel centers 60 in. and over, where the permissible total
weight of the engine will permit, the rims should preferably be
cast solid without cores, so as to obtain the maximum section and
have full bearing of tires. The section in square inches should be
approximately .45 of the sectional area of the tires when new;
for instance, a 5% by 3% in. flanged tire has a sectional area of
20.2 sq. in.
This would require a rim with 9 sq. in. of metal. A
3 by 5yL in. flanged tire has a sectional area of 17.5 sq. in., requiring a rim of approximately 7.9 sq. in. In our opinion, it is not
necessary to consider the increased area of flat tires.
It is difficult to get sufficient counterbalance in centers smaller
than 60 in. in diameter, so that it wili be found very desirable to
core out the rims to obtain the maximum lightness on the side next
to the crank pin, and in some cases on the counterbalance side, in
order to fill in with lead where necessary. The committee would
recommend a rim section as shown in Fig. 4 for wheel centers without retaining rings. The tire is secured from having the center
forced through it by a lip on the outside
in. wide and about
in.
high, the tire being left rough at this point.
The exact height of
the lip therefore depends upon the amount of finish left on the
interior of the tire.
Retaining Rings. The committee does not recommend any particular form.
Shrinkage Slots. It is becoming more and more the practice
.

%

%

—

—

ning repairs?
Opened by F. R. Cooper.
4.
Grease vs. oil in driving box cellars.
Opened by F. H. Clark.
5.
(a)
Relation of roundhouse to shop and road.
(b)
The best roundhouse organization for properly taking care
of locomotives.

Opened by

S.

W.

Miller.

Distortion of wheel centers and tires out of round due to
heavy counterbalance on 100-ton engines.
6.

Opened by George W. West.
7.
To what extent should an engine be repaired in the main
shop and what class cf repairs could be made to advantage in the
roundhouse?
Opened by C. A. Seley.
8.
Relative advantage of the piston valve as compared with
the slide valve.

Opened by E. A.

Miller.

the Walschaert valve
Stephenson link movement?
Is

9.

gear

an improvement over

the

Opened by George W. West.
Committee Reports. 1901 Contention.
The comparative arrangement for coaling stations.
1.
F. F. Hildreth, F. H. Clark, J. B. Barnes.
Submit a blank form for use at terminals to give history
2.
of the movement of every locomotive from the time it loaves its
Object:
train until it takes its next train.
To secure closer co-

operation between the mechanical and operating departments.
G. M. Basford, R. D. Smith, R. P. C. Sanderson.
What thickness of tires is the most practical for locomotive
3.
driving wheels 3 in.. ::' L in. or 4 in. thick? Why?
W.
Fitzgerald, John Howard, 11. F. Bentley.
Results of different valve sears on locomotives.
C. A. Seley, A. S. Vogt, c,. 11. Haselton. Ruben Quayle.
5.
Proper allowance tor fitting axles and crank pins to driving
wheel centers and method of registering the pressure.
5. w. Miller, 1.. u. Pomeroy, s. m. Dolan.
6.
Pay for shop and roundhouse labor and comparative merits
ol' day work, piece work, bonus or other Syi
David Van Alstyne, .1. F. Deems, \v 1; McKeen, Jr.
The proper spacing of Hues in high pn sure boilers.
7.
Charles E. Fuller, 11. .1. Small. F. .1. Cole
s.
Supervision in larger locomotive repair shop
(i. \v. Wildln, 11. 11. Vaughan, .1. B, Kllpatrick.
Boiler Shop ana ill square feel, per pll
9,
lie tin! lie .lane
me me an, led equi plili'lit.
T. Itillline}
A ('. ie\ en I!. \ K Maude
Individual Papi s 100" Con
1.
Locomotive failure;, record) ami pi uli ol keeping them.
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Fig. 8.

Standard Bote 7oss~
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F/s.
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of steel foundries to casl rims without shrinkage sluts and several
of them are now prepared to guarantee satisfactory results,
The
committee recommends the adopt
of this practice whenever toun
dry methods will permit, as the rim of the wi
is stronger and
hotter adapted in resist Mie strains to which 11 is subjected when
the rim Is lett uncut.
The extent to which this practice maj be
used depends entirely upon the attitude of steel manufacturers,
11
is well known thai the shrinkage strains can be taken care of and
that cast steel wi
centers ol all diameters required tnr locomotlvi
1

li

.
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1

1

Paper by w E, Dunham
Superheating and compounding from
economy.
Papi
\.
bj T
FoQue
she|i cost systems am
liop
2,

1

have been made succe fully In this mat
r for several years.
Hubs, in order i" prevent an excessive dish in the spokes the
committee recommends thai a Btandard dl tance o! 56 In, between
hubs be adopted. This permits of the use ol b practically Btraighl
poke wl1 hunt dish on he inside.
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Smith,
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Quereau.
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several sources regarding automatic stokers for locomotives, but this data, in the opinion
of the committee, is not sufficiently conclusive to submit to the
Association, at the present time.
Since the last convention there has been little progress made
in the development of the automatic stoker for locomotives, as in
addition to continued trials of the stoker mentioned in the Proceedings of the 1905 convention, the committee has advice of trials of
but one other stoker. This stoker had in connection with it, apparatus for conveying the coal from the tender to the stoker hopper
above the fire door. The types of locomotives, nature of service
and kinds of coal used by the various railroads, make it difficult,
at the present time, to make any valuable comparisons of the performance of the various types of stokers.
The report is signed by W. Garstang, D. F. Crawford, J. F.

The committee has obtained data from

Walsh.
LOCOMOTIVE FRONT ENDS.
In 1901 the American Engineer and Railroad Journal undertook a series of experiments on locomotive front ends, using the
experimental locomotive and testing plant at Purdue University.
The results of these tests were made public in 1902 and general
equations for use in designing front end arrangements were evolved
by the use of which it was assumed that the stack for any engine
might be correctly proportioned. These experiments, however, were
made on a locomotive having a boiler only 52 in. in diameter, much
less than that of the modern locomotive, and they were chiefly concerned with the problem of the outside stack. There was a desire
to have the experiments repeated upon a locomotive of large size
and to have the study extended to include the draft pipe problem,
the effect of inside stacks and of false tops in the smoke arch. The
Association in June, 1902, appointed the present committee. Seventyfour railroad companies and two locomotive building companies
made contributions of money to meet necessary expenses. The New
York Central Lines contributed the use of a locomotive for a period
of five months.
Outside Stacks. The tests of outside stacks involved two different heights, namely, 29 in. and 47 in. The 29-in. height only is
practicable for road conditions upon the locomotive under test.
Stacks of each of these heights were supplied in diameters ranging
from 15 in. to 21 in. by 2-in. steps and as the work proceeded it
seemed desirable to extend the range with the result that in the
29-in. height, stacks of 23 in. and 25 in. diameter respectively were
added to the series. In these tests no draft pipes or netting were
employed in the front end; the diaphragm and exhaust pipe were
the only details present. Under these conditions, with a 29-in.
height, the best diameter was found to be 23 in., though this was
not much better than that of 21 in. With a 47-in. height the best
diameter is 21 in. Assuming a plain outside stack 29 in. high to
be used, its diameter for the best results is 23 in.
Comparison of Results Obtained from a Large Locomotive with
Those Previously Obtained from a Smaller Locomotive. Among the
more important conclusions drawn from the American Engineer's
tests of 1903, the following are of especial interest in connection
with the present discussion:
1.
That for a tapered stack, the diameter for best results does
not change with changes in height.
2.
That the diameter of stack is somewhat affected by the
height of the exhaust tip, the diameter for the best results being
greater as the nozzle tip is lowered.
3.
That, calling d the diameter of the stack at its smallest
part, and D the diameter of the front end, the relation between the
diameter of stack and front end when the exhaust tip is at the
center of the boiler is
d
.25D.
That the diameter of stack must, for best results, be in4.
creased .16 in. for each inch that the exhaust tip is below the center
line of the boiler; that is, calling h the distance between the center
line and the tip,
d
.25D
.16h.

—

—

=

—

stack is 2:; in.
Tin- lust results from tin- IT in. stack were
mined by use of the largest diameter experimented upon <21 in.).
Curves plotted through the several points show this diameter to
approach that for the maximum draft, but it does not equal it.
The indication is that if a diameter of 23 in. had been employ. -d it
would have been found right tor the 47-in. height as well as for
the 29-in. height. There is in fact nothing in the experiments of
the pie -cut year to invalidate the conclusion derived from the preceding work. So far as outside stacks are concerned, therefore, the
29-in.

Causes for leaky ilues.
Paper by M. B. Wells.
4.

The report

Vol. XL., No. 26.

+

5.
That a variation of an inch or less from the diameters
given by the equation will produce rio unfavorable results.
In view of the publicity that has been given these statements,
it is important to determine the extent to which their truth is
affected by the experiments of the present year.
As to the necessity for varying the diameter with the height
of stack, the work of the past year is tar less elaborate than that
of 1903. but two heights of stack having been employed, namely,
those of 29 in. and 47 in. respectively. Comparing draft values
obtained from stacks of each of these heights under a uniform back
pressure of 3.5 pounds it appears that the best diameter for the

diameter does not need

to be varied

when

the height

is

chanK>

upon the proportion of stack resulting from
changes in the height of the exhaust tip, it must be noted that the
work of the present year has involved one height of tip only and
hence gives no information upon this question. The validity of

As

to the effect

the conclusion already stated, however, has never been called in
question and it may be assumed to stand.
Concerning the actual size of the stack for best results, the
work of the present year points to the desirability of using diameters which are somewhat larger than those given by the equation
This equation is,
of 1903.
d
.25D -j- .16h,
which when applied to the N. Y. C. locomotive experimented upon
gives
.25
74
.16
12.5
18.5 -f 2.0
20.5
a

=

=

X

+

=

x

=

whereas, with a stack 29 in. high the best results were actually
obtained when the diameter was 23 in. The difference of 2.5 in.
is not great, especially in view of the fact that it has been distinctly
noted that variation of an inch or even more is not important.
The difference is to be accounted for also by the fact that in reviewing the results of 1903 there was a common feeling on the part
of the members of the advisory committee that the experiments
pointed to dimensions which, for service conditions, were excessive.
Because of this view, the equation was framed as a conservative
expression of the experimental results. The data obtained during
the present year might, for like reasons, be similarly treated, in
which case the discrepancy of 2.5 in. would be diminished or even
be eliminated. Since, therefore, the only element of doubt concerning the results of 1903 has found expression in beliefs that
they gave diameters which were too large, it is the feeling of your
committee that the work of the present year may be accepted as a
full confirmation of the earlier work.
It will be shown that, however well the plain outside stack may be proportioned, the demands
of service require it to give way to a more highly articulated device.

— The

experiments included inside stacks of four
from 15 in. to 21 in., a constant outside
height of 29 in. and a penetration into the smoke box of 12 in., 24
in. and 36 in., respectively.
The best proportions of this form of
stack are:
Diameter is 21 in. and penetration IP) into the smoke
box is 12 in. Results of nearly the same value were, however,
obtained with stacks of smaller diameter having greater penetration.
This may well be seen by reviewing the draft values obtained
in return for a back pressure of 3.5 pounds.
Thus, 21 in. diameter,
12 in. penetration gave a draft of 4.71; 19 in. diameter, 24 in. penetration gave a draft of 4.55, and 17 in. diameter, 26 in. penetration
gave a draft of 4.32. From values thus presented it appears that
as the degree of penetration increases the diameter of stack should
be reduced. The effect is, in fact, of the same nature and degree
as that which results from raising the exhaust tip.
It is noteInside Stacks.

different diameters ranging

worthy

also that these values for the plain inside stack are not'
materially better than those for the plain outside stack, a fact
which was formulated as a conclusion resulting from the work of
1903.

—

Inside Stack, with, False Top. It had been planned to fit the
front end with three different false tops located at 12 in., 24 in. and
36 in. respectively from the top of smoke box, but the presence of
the steam pipes made it difficult to fit the 12-in. top and as a consequence only the 24-in. and 36-in. drops were experimented upon.
In each case stacks of different diameters were used, the outside
height being always 29 in. The best results were obtained with a
stack 17 in. in diameter having a penetration of 24 in. In all cases
with the false top the 17-in. stacks gave best results. A comparison
of these results with those quoted for plain outside stack and for
plain inside stack show material improvement in draft values.
Substitutes for False Top. The false top necessarily interferes
with free access into the front end which fact makes it desirable
that a way be found in which to secure the results derived from it
by means w'hich are more simple. It was suggested that experiments be made to determine the effect upon the plain inside stack
of an annular ring or flange which might be considered as representing a portion of the false top. Responding to this suggestion
rings of two diameters were used on 17-in. and 19-in. stacks having
a penetration of 24 in. It was found that certain proportions gave
substantially the same results as those obtained with the best arrangement of false top. Believing that the results thus obtained
pointed to the desirability of naving a broader curve at the base
of the stack and that when the proper proportions were understood

—
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the best results would be obtained from such a curved surface, the
17-in. stack was fitted with a bell to which, for purposes of experimentation, flanges of various widths were afterward added. The
best draft with the false top was 5.06; with the ring 5.05, and with
the bell 4.98 that is, these three arrangements are practically on
an equality.
No other arrangements were experimented upon
which gave higher draft values than these.
single Draft Pipes. Draft pipes of various diameters, adjusted
to many different vertical positions, were tested in connection with
plain stacks of the several diameters available. The elaboration
It was found that
of this phase of the work was very extensive.
for the best results the presence of a draft pipe requires a smaller
stack than would be used without it, but, that no possible combination of single draft pipe and stack could be found which gave a
better draft than could be obtained by the use of a properly proportioned stack without the draft pipe. While the presence of a draft
pipe will improve the draft when the stack is small, it will not do
so when the stack is sufficiently large to serve without it.
Double Draft Pipes. Double draft pipes of various diameters
and lengths, and having many different positions within the front
«nds, all in combination with stacks of different diameters, were
included in the experiments with results which justify a conclusion similar to that reached with reference to single draft pipes.
Double draft pipes make a small stack workable. They cannot
serve to give a draft equal to that which may be obtained without
them, provided the plain stack is suitably proportioned.
The Length of Front End. The experiments involving different lengths of front end only, appear to be inconclusive. The range
of these experiments included the length of the front end normal

Locomotive Company.

Diameter

is

with successive reductions
and 20 in., respectively, obtained in

65.75

in.,

therefrom of 4% in., S'/io in.
each case by fitting in a false front. The fitting was well done,
the work being made practically tight, notwithstanding which fact
it was found that the longest and shortest ends experimented with
gave practically identical results, while the lengths between these
limits gave results which were somewhat inferior. The peculiar
character of the results as first obtained led to a complete duplication of the work after a considerable interval had elapsed, with
results which were identical with those first obtained. So far as
the experimental results give a solution to this problem, they point
to a length of 66 in. or 46 in. as equally satisfactory, and suggest
that intermediate lengths are to be avoided.
Suggestion as to a Standard Front End is presented which,
with the following equations referring hereto, may be accepted as
a summary of the conclusions to be drawn 110111 all experiments
made. (See Fig. 9.)
For best results, make II and h as great as practicable.
Also make
d
.21D
.16h.
b
2d or .5D.
I

=
=
P =

+

.32D.

= .22D.
L = (not
p

=

well

establ Ished

i

.6D or ,9D, but imi of Intermediate values.
While the drawing is a. simple one, lo lie put forth as a resell
Of so elaborate a series of experiments, il goes without saying Dial
Die hitler have been valuable quite as mneli for Hie Ihings
>
prove useless as for the proporl
of details which they Bern
to define,
For example, ii win !» seen thai the suggested standard
does not Include draft pipes and that it Includes a Btacs of com
iter having a bell at the lower end of dimes
paratlvely large dli
sions quite beyond those new common in American practice
The New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Company'l
locomotive No. 3929 used in the testa,
ol
the Atlantic type
u. e
was bulll
it
t
Schenectady
by
Works of the
1
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Piston
12 in.
.

(

-00
first

,

72

ring

lbs.
in-

396
2

Length of firebox
Width of firebox
Depth of firebox: Forward end... 80%
Area of beating surface in tubes
Area of heating surface in firebox
Area of surface in arch firebox tubes

16
96 Vs
in.;

in.
ft.

i»-

75%

"

Back end... 69

"

3.29S.0S
180.0
27.09
3,505.17
50.32

Total heating surface
Area of grate

Diameter of smokebox
Length of smokebox

sq. ft.

74
65 %•
29
18
5 11-16
25

eight of stack above smokebox
Diameter of stack at choke
I

Diameter of exhaust tip
Height of exhaust tip above bottom of front end

in.

"

"
"

"

"

Oil was used as fuel to secure constant conditions at the grate.
The equipment for handling the oil was the same as that employed

in previous stack tests conducted at Purdue University.
In the preparation of the firebox for oil, a curved floor was
substituted for the usual grate. This was supported by six
in. wrought-iron bars extending across the firebox and bolted to the
mud-ring. Over this was fitted a covering of %-in. plate strength-

1x5-

ened where necessary by angle irons.
courses of

Upon

brick were laid in grout.

fire

Arrangement

9.

17i;.<hmi lbs.
a.,.no>

No. of tubes
Outside diameter of tubes
Length of tubes

—

Fig.

of boiler

follows:

dimensions are as

principal

Stroke of pistons
Type of valve
I darueter
of valves
Ltoiler pressure

—

to the locomotive which

Its

Weight in working order
Normal weight on drivers
Weight on truck
Weight on trailing wheels
Diameter of cylinders

—

—
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Box for Burning

of Fire

this metal floor

two

Side walls also were con-

Oil.

structed between this floor and the line of the arch tubes, all as
shown. The floor of the firebox thus described was pierced by three
ports for the admission of air, the dimensions of which are well
shown upon the drawings. As it was essential that the degree
of freedom with which air was allowed to enter the firebox should
remain constant throughout the tests, great pains were taken to
make all parts of this special construction secure. Angle irons
were used under the side walls and around all openings and the
brickwork was put in with such care that it remained throughout
the tests in excellent condition. To protect the frames and axles
from reflected heat through the ports, a supplemental shield of
brickwork on a metal foundation occupied a place similar to that
of the usual ash pan.
Fuel oil was delivered by a single burner
inserted under the mud-ring in a manner made possible by the
curved form of the floor of the firebox.
The report is signed by H. H. Vaughan, P. II. Clark. Robert
Quayle, A. W. Glbbs, W. !•'. M. Goss, G. M. Pasford.

nticm on steam railroads

r.r.ioi
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Instructions of your Committee on Electricity on Steam
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that the question relates mainly to passenger traffic on account of
the expression "now m use," as electric traction of freight le cai
Mail, baggage
ried on to a limited extent only at the present time.
and express an- being handled, bu1 these are generallj considered
in connection with or a part of the passenger traffic.
In early electric street railway traction several attempts were
made to utilize an electrii Ii motive, but these were gene rally abandoned, although 11 is customary now on some roads to have trail
The latest and most advanced
cars attached to leading motor ears.
practice is to have all ears equipped with motors controlled from
the leading car. The development in electric cars has been marked
not only by their increase in size and carrying capacity but also
The earlier ears had 15 or 20
in the size o£ motors employed.
horse-power equipment, but it was soon found that these were inadequate to properly accelerate loaded cars, and now many heavy
suburban cars are equipped with lour 75 h.p. motors, each, and in
some cars. the motor equipment totals 400 h.p.
We have, therefore, available for comparison the steam railroad train, consisting of a locomotive with as many cars as the
service demands, running at infrequent intervals, and covering perhaps 200 miles per day, as against the same road operated with
individual electric cars, obtaining power from a general source,
running at frequent intervals and fairly equivalent mileage.
The travel which is contemplated is the local, short runs, which
in many cases has been taken from steam railroads by competing
electric lines, this proving that the more frequent service and general convenience of the trolley line is more attractive. Absence
of smoke and cinders, open cars in season, connections with city
lines, all add to the popularity of the trolley and give a business
that can be profitably carried at lower rates, which, after all, is
the

main inducement.

Relative Costs of Operating by Electricity and Steam.
relative costs of operation with electricity and steam are
difficult to state as there is very little accurate information of value.
The results obtained by attempting to draw comparisons' from hypothetical reads would depend entirely upon the assumptions which
were made. For instance, a set of conditions could be assumed
which would show a much lower cost of operation by electricity
than by steam; another set could he assumed which would show
practically equal cost, and a third set which would show that steam
operation would be the most economical. In view of the fact that
the assumptions would govern the results, it is believed that information of this nature would not be of value to the Association
and might lead to erroneous assumptions and misunderstanding.
A number of electrifications are under way at the present time,
employing various systems of distribution, and a considerable
amount of data will no doubt be available in the near future.
Relative subjects which would be of interest and value to this
Association are the character of the shops, shop equipment and
apparatus necessary for the maintenance and repair of electric equipment; also the power houses and their equipment.
Gasolene, Gasolene-Electric and Steam Motor Cars.
Some time prior to the development of electric interurban railways the steam motor car or dummy, in many cases hauling a
trailer, was used to a moderate extent, but at the present time few
In response to a demand from railroad managers
of these remain.
for a motor car to operate on branch lines and special situations
there has been recently a development of motor cars employing
gasolene in an internal combustion engine, this engine either directly
driving the car or driving a dynamo to generate current to be used
Some builders interpose batteries
for driving motors in the trucks.
between generator and motors to store the current when it is not
all needed for propulsion, and to assist in starting on grades when
the generator capacity may be insufficient. There is very great
flexibility and convenience in this combination, but it is attained
at very considerable expense and complication, and requires unusually skilled attendance not commonly available in railroad

The

service.

The examples of the gasolene engine, electric generator, battery
and motor types are the cars of the St. Joseph Valley Traction
Company's line, built by F. M. Hicks, and the Strang car that lately
made a successful run from New York to Kansas City. The gasolene engine on these types is set to run at a constant speed, and
this characteristic is essential for the best economy of the internal
combustion engine. The size of the engine used may be proportioned to the average power required for normal operation, and the
speed variation and excess of power above normal requirements
may be supplied by the battery equipment, which also comes into
play for lighting and short movements and would also be available
to bring the car in in case of a breakdown of the engine or generator.
The gasolene-electric type not employing batteries is illustrated
by the D. & H. car recently built by the General Electric Company.
The generator on this type of car has to be equal to the maximum
requirements, and in order to vary the current for the conditions
to be met, the field excitation is handled by a separate exciter, chaindriven from the main generator. The controller is semi-automatic
and can be set for any predetermined maximum acceleration, and
the speed of the car is governed by varying the field strength of
The speed of the engine remains constant after
the generator.

Vol. XL., No, 25.

This application is very Ingenious and effective, and
we understand that the ear has been put Into regular service between
Schenectady and Saratoga.
The Union Pacific motor ear. representing the din-d median

acceleration.

leal drive application of gasolene power, is driven by a six-cylinder
reversible gasolene engine, with cranh Bhaft al liwht angles to the
length of ear; a sprocket mounted on same, driving a pi lal bain,
econd
transmits the power direct to the driving axle through a
procket attached to the axle. The chain easily shows a transmission of power with an efficiency of '>! per cent., which clearly dem
on trati
that this method oi transmission Is very close to the ma
1

mum

ei

11

1

y possible.

start of car, or putting it in motion, a reducing
gear is used, and. until tin cai .mains a speed of six or seven
miles per hour the economy of this transmission is somewhat reduced; but, as the use of the gears is only temporary and lasts
only a tew seconds, it can almost be left out of consideration.
The first cars 55 ft. long, seating capacity 75, and with an
engine of 100 h.p. are particularly adapted for branch line service,
where the traffic is insufficient to support a steam service or anything like electric service.
Interest in the steam car is also being revived, as, for example,
the Ganz cars imported from Budapest by the Florida East Coast
Railways; the Erie and the Canadian Pacific are also experimenting with a steam car equipped with a Scotch marine type of boiler,
using a superheater and oil fuel. It is believed that some one may
undertake to make a so-called flash boiler that will be applicable to

For the

initial

—
—

this service.
It

is

Service and Utility of Motor Cars.
recognized that the so-called motor car, one carrying

own motive power

its

whether

gasolene, gasolene-electric or
steam, occupies a distinct field of usefulness. Many branch lines,
now existing, where travel is light, and on new extensions into unsettled country where the business will not return a profit on steam
train service, it would have to be run at a loss until a sufficient
business was induced or built up by the travel facilities afforded.
These situations are the distinct field of the motor car, which can
be operated for less per car-mile than by regular steam train or
electric methods until the volume of business will warrant the
regular transportation methods.
The use of motor cars on the Union Pacific in picking up passengers on branch lines and in delivering passengers at connecting
points for through trains, is exceedingly lucrative. The matter of
giving the branch line patrons of any steam road increased service,
with more frequent trips per diem, is very much appreciated by the
local community, and their good will is beneficial.
On the hypothesis of the same density of traffic, with the same
class of service as would be encountered on one of the ordinary
branch lines of the territory west of the Missouri river, the cost
per mile for local train service, equipment consisting of two cars
and a locomotive, would be about 24 cents, including repairs, fuel,
oil. labor, cleaning, etc.; this for passenger, as well as baggage, mail

and express

plant,

service.

Electric service equipment, consisting of one car and trailer,
figuring that the density of traffic is sufficiently regular to support
same seven days in a week, is estimated at about 18 cents a mile.
The gasolene service (mechanical-drive only considered), consisting of one car and trailer, with baggage, mail and express service, would cost, 15 cents per mile.
The latter, of course, would be
independent of whether service was six days or seven days per
week, the cost simply depending upon the service rendered.
Railroads, therefore, have a choice of the systems proposed,
and a study of the conditions to be met and facilities afforded,
both in the way of care and maintenance, as well as the train service
proposed, will give the elements by which each situation will have
to be studied.
The Motive Power Departments will be called upon
to participate more and more in advising as to these questions, and
in order to be qualified to undertake such work it is very desirable
to introduce information and discussion of these subjects in this
Association.
The report is signed by C. A. Seley, W. R. McKeen, Jr., L. R.
Pomeroy. C. F. Street, F. J. Cole.

LOCOMO'llVE LUBRICATIONfor High Steam Pressure
.

A Proper Lubricant

and Superheated
Steam.
For locomotives with steam pressures as high as 225 lbs., or
those using superheated steam, the temperature of which is as high
as 600 deg. F.. the ordinary valve oil has been found by experience to be quite satisfactory. The problem is to deliver the oil in
proper quantities, to the place where needed.

Economy in Internal Lubrication.
In order that the engine parts may perform their work properly
and without undue wear or heating, lubrication should not be
stinted.
Dry valves and cylinders mean rapid wear of the surfaces
of contact in the steam chest and cylinders, besides excessive trouble
with the valve motion parts. An attempt to get at the minimum
of oil used for internal lubrication is apt to result in hot or slipped
eccentrics, and broken eccentrics, eccentric straps, links, transmis-

1
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sion bars, rockers, valve stems, and connection pins, in addition
to the trouble just mentioned. Aside from increased machine fricHard running valves
tion, the performance of the engine is affected.
cause a derangement in steam distribution; and worn packing in
valve chambers, cylinders, or at rods, causes a loss due to leakage.

With the slide valve locomotives, there is not so much danger
of these troubles becoming excessive, because the jar of the reverse
lever is such an annoyance to the engineer that he at once exerts
his energy to seeing that the valves are properly lubricated.
With piston valve locomotives, the internal lubrication may be
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count of increased machine friction. Within the experience of the
it has never been found necessary to reduce the tonnage
rating of a locomotive on account of changing from oil to grease.
It would seem therefore the reasonable conclusion that this effect
is slight, and in view of the material advantages coming from the
use of grease, need not be considered.
Grease as a lubricant on locomotives gives results about as

committee

follows:
(a)
tb)
(

c

Reduces engine failure due to heated journals and pins.
Reduces cost of lubrication.
Reduces cost of labor incident to inspection, cleaning and

1

renewals of lubrication packing.

Reduces delays incident to oiling.
Reduces cut journals incident to oil lubrication.
Possibly produces a slight increase in machine friction.
(f)
Standard Fittings for Lubricators.
To facilitate the use of different lubricators on the same rail(d)
(e)

.
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much below that required without any indication from the reverse
lever.
Under these conditions the annoyance comes to the man responsible for maintaining the locomotives and the cause of the
trouble may have been operating a long time before being discovIn other words,
ered, or indeed may be lost sight of altogether.
with slide valve engines, when the oil allowance is just sufficient
or only a little in excess of what is needed, the engineer is more apt
to keep the valves supplied with enough oil to prevent hard service
to the machine; while, with the piston valve engines he is not so able
to tell that the valves need oil, and
no one knows that the parts have
been running too dry until trouble
comes through heated bearings, or
worn and broken parts.
For

internal

lubrication,

riG. d.

rin.j
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miles per pint for large freight locomotives and 80 miles per pint for
large passenger locomotives, would
seem to be the amount needed to lubricate properly.
The amount to
each class depending upon the
speed at which the locomotive is
running. In bad water districts, the
oil allowance should be increased
about 25 per cent.

Economy in External Lubrication.
The use of grease on crank pins

road the committee proposes a standard as to relative location of
holding arm shouldei and oil and steam connection Joint faces; and
a system of standard fittings and joints tor all connections.
Fig. 1
lion ol Joints
Illustrates Ihe standard proposed for location tor eon
Ibe
and holding arm. This is thought to provide ample \,,

and driving axles seems

to offer the
best solution of how to decrease the
cost of external lubrication, and at.
the same time secure the better re-

•

nc,

sults.

Information from four years' experience with 203 locomotives,
fully equipped for grease lubrication during all or part ol that time,
would indicate thai io lubricate pins and driving axles with greasi
Instead of oil reduces the cost of external lubrication.
Along with
the reduction in cost there has been a deoided decrease In engine
failures due to hot bearings,
Journals lubi
id
with grease are
less apt to be cut, and cut Journals require tu ting.
Hence gree
lubrbal ion inn-ease* Hie niileaiv between lurui
nl axles anil pins.
The action el a grease lubriealion system ,-ipp id In driving BO
is prnelieally anloinnlir.
(In Ibis are
M.
anion is Independent
of whim or neglect of ihe engineer, and it app tee lubricant a1 the
time it is neeileil in approximate!] the right QU intlties. Some Obji
i;

i
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been
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I
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nl
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i
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companie
and, at the same time, to bring the con
nectloni neat enough together so that bj bending the pipes slightly
lubricators made to (ins recommendation shall be Interchangeable
"
ami g Illustrate the standard tor pipe joints and Sttlngs,
Figi
8,
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The committee
obtained
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treating

by

a
I

a brief report of the results obtained by a railroad, purifying water by means of a continuous process. There are ten plants in operation and the following figures give the cost of treatment, together with the results

obtained.

system

of

The following

Pumping, cost
per 1,000

gals.,
labor, fuel, etc.

pumped.

A»
H
C

4,n,os.-..iioo

38,000,000
47.360,000
47,200,000
200,300,000
44,690,000
18,290,000
28,630,000
22,700,000

D

E
F
G

H
K>

2.16
2.11

"

1.3
1.1

"

"

0.6
0.7

3.52
2.93
7.00

is

an elaborate

Treating, cost,
Total
1,000 gals., labor,
elc'
per l.non gals.
eliemienls.
chemlci

4. no cts.

12fc.900.000

Total.

is

In connection with the treatment of water
blowing off and washing with hot water:
Total gallons

"
"
"
'

l.SO
1 .27
1.48
1.18
1.24
1.07

5.80
8.42
3.69

purchased at

is

4

and

7 cts.

2.03
3.26
2.53
4.02

2.73
8.78
5.46
11.02

2.4.N

2.34
I

i;7

"
'

"
"

Average

1902
November, 1005

"
'•

"

27

Engines Setting Off Cars Account
Leaking.

August. 1002
November, 1905

13

None

Engines Cut Off Through Trains
Account Leaking.
45
August. 1902
5
November 1905
Engines Having
..:
August, 1902
November. 1905
.

cost.

—

as follows:

Tubes Caulked.
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469

2.

Increase

.",.

in. reus,,

4
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Life

21x26
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and including
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June. 1904.
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.of operation, $1,323.03, will make the total saving for one
month cf $3,748.03. or a saving for a period of one year of $44,976.36.
Below is detailed statement of above figures:

decrease

Mechanical, with
192

Chemical.
of times boilers washed.
Cost of operating chemical plant
Cost of washing boilers
Cost oil used in oil treatment.

Number

.

Total
Decrease in cost
Per cent, in decrease

.

1.117

oil

$454.29
2,721.51

$490.77
1,362.00

$3,175.80

$1,852.77

.

1,323.03
41.7

in cost

In addition to the above, the following estimated saving

is ef-

fected:

Saving in time due to washing 925 additional times at 3 hrs. 30
mins. each, equals 130 days at $15 per day for engine hire. .$2,02o.00
in wear on machinery per mouth, on basis of $25 per engine
400.00
per year, cylinder and valve work only

Saving

$3,748.03
Total saving
US P er cent.
Percentage of saving
Kngines equipped with mechanical device, washed once a month.
Engines when using chemically treated, washed on an average of every Ave
days.
is based on washing engine once a
month, and while this can be done, conditions must be favorable.
There are. however, times when conditions are such that require
washing of engine twice monthly, and in these cases we would

The above performance

arrive at the following figures:
Cost of operating chemical plant
!os1

i

There has been a reduction of 80 per cent, in boiler failures in
1903 over L902, and the reduced number of failures was made with
an increased tonnage. In 1902 there were 2,934,930,377 ton-miles
died With 28.7 lbs. coal per 100 ton-miles; in 1903, 3,154,484,507
handled with 27.5 lbs. coal per 100 ton-miles.
ton-ie
In 19112 159 engines were used and in 1903 154 engines were
used with 6.6 per cent, increase in ton-miles, with a saving of 4
per cent, in the number of engines.
The above figures show that the boilermakers' force was reduced
56 per cent., the cost of boilermakers 21.4 per cent., engine failures
decreased 80 per cent., and the tonnage increased 6.6 per cent, with
a decrease of number of engines used of 4 per cent.

/.

/

Tubes, November, loo:..
27% mos.
consoldated
13 Vi mos.
consolidated

of
in.

a decrease in boilermakers' force of 56 per cent. The greater proportion of skilled help used in 1905 than in 1902 accounts for the
discrepancy between the saving and cost and reduction of force.
The tabulated statement gives the reduction in number of boiler
failures through the use of purified water:

<

?'^'^„

to

i

minutes without dumping the fire.
The report of comparative cost of boiler washing with and without treated water, includes the cost of water changing.
Fireboxes that were scheduled to be renewed one year ago are
The life of the tubes has been matein service and doing well.
The greatest benefit derived from water purificarially increased.
tion is the ability to keep locomotives in more constant service,
with a great reduction of engine failures.
Intermittent Process.— The following is a report from a railroad
using an intermittent process of water purification:
The water is mixed with chemicals and allowed to flow into a
After the sediment has settled the water is pumped
settling tank.
into service tanks, two or three settling tanks being used at one
Through the use of purified water. 35 boilermakers at $10.40
plant.
per hour and 42 boilermaker helpers at $7.09 per hour in 1902,
have been reduced in 1904 to 23 boilermakers, costing $7.71 per
This
hour, and 35 boilermaker helpers, costing $6.70 per hour.
shows a decrease in the cost of boilermakers of 21.4 per cent, and

Total

times locomotives have their boilers washed which

In-

V

About 10 per cent, less engines handled in 1905 than in 1902;
20 by 26-in. engines in somewhat lighter service in 1905 than in
1902.
Other engine service the same.
The water is treated for carbonate of lime, sulphate of lime and
sulphuric acid by the use of lime and soda ash, applied through
the continuous system. The treatment of water causes some boilers
which
to foam; this is taken care of by the water-changing devices
enable the complete discharge of the contents of a boiler containing
2,500 gallons and fill it and have the engine ready for service in 32

I.eaky tines
I.eaky lirelmxes
Leaky arch tubes

in
in
in

I

fireboxes are kept comparatively free from scale, which reduces the amount of boiler work necessary and increases the life
This system of purification shows a decrease in the
of firebox.
For less
cost of operation of $1,323.03, or equal to 41.7 per cent.
number of times boiler washing has been calculated on $15 per day
for engine, and for the period of one month will amount to $2,025.
The saving in wear and tear to machinery is estimated at $25 per
engine per year, and amounts to $400. These figures added to the

466
August. 1902
146
November. 1905
Boilermaki rtr H '"" !
$401.50
August, 1902
210.90
November, 1905
Boilerwashi rs' H
sis., no
August. 1902
S99.7o
November. 1905
Life of Tubes. August. 1902
20x26-in. cyl. consoldatd.ll to 12 mos.
21x30-in. cyl. consoldatd. S to 10 mos.
20x26-in.

er cent.

I

Inn, us,- in
amounts

1.

1.589

3.626
Boilers

None

of

service is obtained.
Mechanical Process. The following is a report from a railroad
using a process for purifying water after it is fed into the boiler:
The device used consists of a system of perforated pipes and
blow-off cocks.
The water is purified by a special oil introduced
The success of this device depends upon absolutely
into the boiler.
The results obtained, are
living up to the blowing-out instructions.

pumped, treated and delivered

storage tanks
Trains Given t p.

pa

The

2.037 cts.

to

August.

a

lilies

"•

per 1.000 gallons, respectively.

Pumping, including cost of fuel, labor, etc. (no interest on Investment and no allowance for deterioration! per 1,000 gals.
Treatment, including labor, chemicals, etc. (no Interest on Investment and no allowance for deterioration), per 1,000 galls....
Total, of water per 1.000 gals,

and heavy n

flues reset

in for repairs to machinery and resetting
portion of the flues only, and from six to eight months' additional

now taken

fireboxes, are

cts.

624,155,000

,

•Water

Engines that formerly had their

1

water,
it in the boiler.

and Healing
Continuous Process.

tive boiler

DSB,
01 0M0TIV1
series of reports of the saving
before feeding it Into a locomo-

OB

I

givi
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washing

of

Cost of

oil

used

reus,,

1

$3,175 80
in

$2,34

I

I

I

831.36
26

COSl

Per cent, saving

oil

SOSI.o
1,362.90

treatment.

Total
I

Mechanical, with

2.721..-.1

boilers
in oil

Chemical.
$454 1".'

—

Continuous and Intermittent Process. This railroad is using a
of different devices for water purification, the continuous
process and the intermittent process of treatment before the water
is fed to the boiler and also treatment in the boiler.
On 206 miles of main iine there are five water stations furnishing purified water, four of them being continuous process and one

number

intermittent.

The

flue failures

causing a delay of more than

five

minutes on

1

Junk
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the divisions using this water have decreased as per following table,
which includes freight and passenger:
rear.

No. failures.

lonl
L902
1903

805
305
332

rear.
linn

No. failures.
160

1905

133

found of great benefit with muddy water, whether purified or not.
The report is signed by J. A. Carney, L. H. Turner, R. Quayle,
C. E. Puller, J. F. Dunn, J. G. Neuffer.
(1 OSSIFICATION OF LOCOMOTIVE EEPAIES.
This subject comprises the following three separate questions:
1. A classification distinguishing between those engines which
are in service and those which are under repair.
2. A classification distinguishing between those engines which
are under running repairs and those which are under shop repairs.
3. A classification distinguishing between the various classes of
shop repairs.
It has become customary to establish some limit to discriminate
between those engines from which it should be expected to obtain
service and those which, although not actually shopped, are held at
the roundhouse for a sufficiently long time to make it unreasonable
As it is
to include them in calculating the average daily mileage.
recognized that engines must receive small repairs from time to
time, it is evidently simply a matter of agreement as to where the
prescribed line should be drawn, but in view of the comparisons
that are frequently made between one road and another as to the
percentage of their power that is available for service, a uniform
definition of this limit is important if such comparisons are to be

Note.—No

purified water in 1901, part purified in 1902-1903, and
all water supply purified in 1904-1905.
During 1904, 1905 and for the four months in 1906, there have
been no delays to passenger trains on the 206 miles using purified
water, on account of leaky flues.
One division has been equipped for feeding from two to five

grains per gallon to the suction pipe of the pump delivering the
water to the supply tubs. The record of flue failures for 13 months
is as follows:
Month.
January
February

Fear.

1905

Failures.
11

rear.

L905

IS

March

1

April

1

3

July

4

.

Failures.
1

.

1
1

November

1

May
June

Month.
August
September
October
1

1906

tecember

January

68

.

Engines using this treated water are equipped with a single
perforated blow-off pipe in the back water leg of the firebox. It
has been found that the mud works toward the back water leg and
frequent systematic blowing off will keep the mud down to a

of

minimum.

any value.

The distinction between running and shop repairs is largely a
question of individual preference.
Several roads have, however,
already arranged their locomotive performance sheets to show the
costs of these two divisions separately, and as this is of considerable
importance in statements attempting any accurate comparison, it
would be of advantage if uniformity could be secured.
The distinction between the various classes of shop repairs is
made for two purposes first to indicate in a general way the nature
and extent of the repairs made to an engine, and secondly to allow
of a rough measure being obtained of the output of a repair shop.
In neither of these cases is a close definition possible without more
complication than is either practicable or desirable. The detail repairs vary to such an extent on engines between which differences
cannot be specified in any classification having a reasonable number
of headings that, for the purpose of accurate comparison, either of
one shop with itself, or of the various shops on a system, the costs
or times required for specific operations must be dealt with, and
not those of the accumulation of a number of those operations which
may not correspond within wide limits even on engines which, as
closely as possible, would be said to receive the same class of repairs.
There would thus be but little advantage in the use of a uniform
classification of shop repairs, and the object of this report is consequently to discuss the various systems employed and point out their
respective advantages.
1
A classification distinguishing between those engines which
are in service and those which are under repairs.
The following statement shows the saving made, due to treatAn examination of the replies received to the circular of inquiry
ment as above outlined:
shows a very general agreement that engines not ready for service
Failures ln<< to Leaky Flues.
within 24 hours of the time they arrived at the roundhouse
Total
Miles per
No.
should be considered out of service or under repairs.
There is
mileage.
failure.
failures.
evidently a wide variation in this respect, one road considering an
Nov. and >ec, 1004, and Jan.. 1905
21,004
567,1 15
Nov. and
1
605,196
605,196
1005, and Jan.. 1906
engine under repairs if not ready when called, while others do not
consider an engine out of service unless it is shopped. The hitter
Staybolts reNo. men in roundhouse.
plt
system would be objected to on many roads, while the former, if
Nov. and Dec., 1004, and Jan., 1905.
498
5 bollermakrs, 2 helpers.
rigorously followed, would certainly lead to large numbers of engines
Nov. and Dec, 10U.J, and Jan., 1906.
lo:s
boilermakrs, 2 helpers.
being cut out for short periods at busy seasons when power is called
-Itoilers washed
for as quickly as it can be turned, and while, perhaps, logically
N'ci times washed.
Miles per washing.
NOV. and Dec, 100 I. ••111(1 Jan., 1905.
1,432
389
correct, would seem to defeat its object by rendering it difficult to
Not. and
and
>ec
Jan.,
325
1,862
1905,
1906.
draw the line between good and had service. The majority of roads
January, 1905
L07
1,620
January, 1906
3,175
63
keep records showing the time in which each engine is turned and
The cost of treatment for chemicals is shown in diagram No. 1. compile reports showing the daily performance at each roundhouse,
SO that a time limit above which an engine is considered mil of
Utile quoted at Vt cent per pound, and soda ash at 1 cent per pound.
Waters containing over three grains of calcium sulphate or mag- service is also it time limit below which an engine is included on
nesium carbonate, whether there is other scale-forming material or the time turned report. This division also .separates those engines
not, should be treated.
The treatment will not remove all of the which will be turned without special delay from those which are
scale-forming matter, but will convert the sulphate Into carbonate, held tor a considerable time, and which n maj be possible to return
quickly in service hy personal attention on the part of the
which produces scale to a much less degree than does calcium sulphate.
Water containing over six grains of total im instating solids. Master .Mechanic Hence on the one hand il is not advlsabli
a part of which is sulphate, should be treated
Wain containing the time limit too high, as the turning report becomes unduly comeight grains of lncrustatlng solids, all or which are arbonate, should plicated ami the Superintendent Is charged with power which he is
lie treated.
Any trace ni lice acid should be neutralized before the unable to use, while, on the contrary, If set too low, engines which
would be shortly dispatched arc ini
water Is ted Into the boiler.
b
iyed
and attention is not then speciallj directed to them,
ut Cor alkali, and the onlj
There is no known method of treal
it
is thus
way to overcome Its bad effects Is to blow oul the boiler syste
prat Icall
necessary to ei tablii h
able limit, and as your
inn
considet s
matloally and therebj prevenl the concentration of alkali, which
hat ol "
hours meets the requii emi
win produce foaming. Systematic Wowing ofl
lined above most closelj ana it also agn
necesaarj In an]
wltl
eral exist
"" pn
method of treatmenl and will do greal good, cwa if no puriflei
ie,
thej
would r<
itl
ad
id
Such a limit
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blow off pip placed at the bottom
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leg of a (Irebo? Is ihown on diagram No, 2.
arrangement has been used on the C i; £ Q i; i;. tor some time
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mud as a much more complien a
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service whit
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or in the case of engines assigne
to regular runs or In helper or
switching service, if not ready tor their run.
(2) A classification distinguishing between those engines which
are under running r<
ad those which are under Bhop repair.
The replies show very little agreement with reference to the
distinction between running and shop repairs, and illustrate, what
lias previously been mentii aed, that this is very largely a question
In its broadest sense the division should
of individual preference.
be made bj terming those repairs which are Incidental to the maintenance of an engine in service and the amount of which is approximately proportional to the miles run by the engine, running repairs,
and those in which a number of the parts of an engine are repaired
or renewed and place it in condition for making a further number
of miles, shop repairs. The amount of the shop repairs is evidently
independent of the miles run in the month during which they occur,
and its nature is that of an occasional as against a continual maintenance charge. A further condition must also be observed, that repairs of sufficient magnitude to be individually worth analysis
should be considered shop repairs, as running repairs are very generally reported as a total monthly sum and no record kept of the
cost of each shopping.
On some roads this represents simply the
difference between work done in the shop and in the roundhouse,
while on others, where main shops are conveniently situated, it is
quite usual to do repairs in them that are essentially running repairs,
while in many cases also work of considerable magnitude is handled
in the roundhouse; and to obtain uniformity some more definite
limit than this must be established.
When an engine is reported under repairs it is at the same time
reported as under shop or running repairs, as the judgment of the
foreman may determine, and the cost of the work booked accordingly.
On this account there is also an advantage in basing the limit on
the value of the labor expended, in place of on the total of material
and labor, as it can in general be more closely estimated, and in
repairs of this nature the cost of the labor is also a better indication
of the extent of the repairs effected than is the total cost of material
and labor. On this basis the committee considers it may be stated
that repairs on which the labor is under $50 might safely be described
as running repairs, while those on which it is over $100 would
certainly be of sufficient importance to warrant them being individually reported and considered as shop repairs; and in view of the
constantly increasing size of locomotives and the desirability of
avoiding unnecessary complication it would select the higher limit
as preferable.
Running repairs are those, whether made in shop or roundhouse,
in which the estimated labor does not exceed $li»i.
A classification distinguishing between the various classes
3
i

i

Vol XL., No,

Ing definite information. A further objection is thai classes 4 and 5
are the only ones In which any distinction is made as to the extent
of the machini
an not turned or
repairs, as in those cla les tire
renewed; but otherwise no information is obtained as to whether
machinery repairs are light or heavy, and In view ot the common
practice of giving engines Intermediate repairs to machine]
would certainly be an advantage to Indicate what was dene. [{ this
were clone there would then be ten lass.s of repairs, without including those required if the firebox work were more clo
clned,
i

j

i

and the

ibulation of tie

i

The system in use for classifying shop repairs varies with each
road or group of roads reporting. What may be termed the money
system is in extended use, in which the class of repairs is graduated
by their cost, varying frequently with the size of the engine. It is
difficult to see what object is served by a classification of this nature.
as it affords no information as to the work done on the engine and
the shop output can only be measured by the total sum expended.
The simplest and what may be termed the most primitive method
is that where repairs are classified as light, general and heavy, but
it is evident that such a classification does not afford specific information with regard to the work done, whether tires were turned,
tubes reset, and the extent to which the machinery and boiler was
repaired. It has therefore been developed by increasing the number
of classes up to six or eight, each class defining such combinations
of repairs as are found to usually accompany each other.
A good
example of this system, which may be termed the numerical, and
which is representative of that used by many roads, is herewith
presented:
Class

1

repairs contemplate a

new

boiler,

and

all

necessary work

in addition thereto.

Class 2 repairs cover new firebox, tires turned or renewed if
necessary, and all necessary machinery repairs.
Class 3 repairs all flues reset or renewed, tires turned or renewed, and necessary machinery repairs.
Class 4 repairs flues reset or renewed, either full or part set,
and necessary repairs to machinery.
Class 4a repairs one-third or less flues reset or renewed, tires
turned or renewed, and necessary machinery repairs.
Class 5 repairs tires turned or renewed, and such machinery repairs as are necessary.
5a repairs any repairs which are not included in the above
classes, except accident repairs.
Class 5a repair is generally machinery repairs of which the labor cost amounts to more than $ln.
6 repairs
repairs which are due to accident, and for which
the motive power department is not responsible.
This type of classification has the objection that in spite of the
number of classes of repairs, the information obtained is quite indefinite.
Xo distinction is made between an engine having side
sheets and front tube sheet removed and one in which no firebox
work is done, and it would certainly appear that such differences
should be recognized in any classification for the purpose of obtain-

—
—

—
—
—

any intelligent comparison of

ent

shop output would certainly be exceedingly difficult.
A.nii pection ol the arious elements included in

shows that thej may be divided
tube, and firebox, as follows:
ii

ery

,

m

h a oiassifi-

into three divisions

— machin-

.Machinery repairs
1. General repairs to machinery with tire turning.
2.
Light repairs to machinery with tire turning.
3. Light repairs to machinery without tire turning.
Flue repairs
All reset.

1.

Part reset.
Firebox repairs
2.

1.

One

2.

Two

sheet.
sheets.
Three sheets.

::.

4.

Four sheets.

5.

Five sheets.

On the divisional system, in place of specifying certain combinations of these elements and assigning a number to each combination,
the class of machinery tubes and firebox repairs effected are mentioned separately, as, for instance, an engine having a general repair
to machinery, all tubes reset and two firebox sheets renewed is said
to have a Xo. 1 machinery, Xo. 1 tube and Xo. 2 firebox repair. This
may be abbreviated to M. 1, T. 1, F. 2, or more simply to 1-1-2, providing zero is understood to mean no repairs, and the class of repairs
received by an engine within the limits of definition included in the
It is evilist of elements is thus concisely and clearly determined.
dent that this system does not attempt any closer definition of the
class of repairs received than does the numerical, but it states them
in a more convenient way, and also enables reports to be more
closely arranged.
The heading required for reporting engines receiving repairs at
any station is as follows:
Class

Engine

Rep LIBS.

cm

Other Information as Required.

i

of shop repairs.

26.

Number.
M.

X.

F.

1

1

2

1 Kill

The statement
any period

is

of engines turned out at various points

Machinery.
Shi

Tubes.

p,

No of
Other information
Firebox as to davs or under repairs,
Sheets.

New Yelk

.

.

during

as follows:

1

2

::

1

2

17

12

8

99

10

running repairs,

etc.

1J

It will be noticed that the report of engines receiving repairs
defines the work done to each engine, while the statement showing
the repairs made at each shop does not connect the repairs made to
each engine, but simply summarizes the amount of work turned out.
This summary dees, however, show the number of general, intermediate and light machinery repairs each period, the number of
tubes reset or part set and the total number of firebox sheets applied,
and thus affords as clear a statement of shop output as can be
obtained without going into greater detail, and also, when totaled
for all shops in a district, enables a fairly close estimate to be
made as to whether the required amount of shop work on the system
is being obtained.

may

be objected to, and with good reason, that a classification
nature does not define the repairs received with sufficient
accuracy to allow of fair comparisons to be drawn: as, for instance,
one engine receiving Xo. 1 machinery repairs may require a new
driving axle, a new pair of cylinders and frame taken down, while
another receiving the same class of repairs may not require any of
those especial items, or that a firebox sheet may mean a flue sheet
on one engine and a side sheet on another; but the only answer can
be that any system going into such details would become so complicated as to defeat its object, and that such information must be
obtained from the work report and not from the statement of shop
It

of this

repairs.

The

latter is

tion of the

and should be a general summary, and the explanaof work performed can safely be left to the man

amount

whose output is not fairly allowed for.
One important point to consider is the allowance that should be

made

for the size of the engines repaired, as

it is

obviously true that

1
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the large and heavy locomotives now being used cannot be either
repaired or maintained for the same amount as smaller engines.
From the point of view of the shop alone probably the best comparative unit for this purpose would be the weight of the engine,
as this determines the amount of material it is composed of and is
consequently a measure of its cost and also of the cost of the labor
necessary to repair it. There are, however, many reasons for using
a unit for repairs which is also to be used for general purposes, and
your committee feels that, while not strictly included in this subject,
reference may be made to the tractive power mile introduced by
Mr. A. A. Goodchild, when Auditor of Statistics on the Canadian
On that
Pacific Railway, which has many advantageous features.
road the tractive power is expressed in the usual way as a percentage, an engine shown as 100 per cent, having a draw-bar pull of
20,000 lbs. calculated at 85 per cent, of the boiler pressure. An engine
having a tractive power of 30,000 lbs. is shown as making 1.5 100 per
cent, miles for each mile it runs, and the cost of repairs is calculated
both for the locomotive mile and the 100 per cent, locomotive mile.
This unit is also used in a number of other ways, but the above
example will illustrate its principle. The. test of two or more units
is their approximation to the truth, and in comparing those suggested
for the comparison of locomotive repairs, the miles, the engine tonmile and the tractive power, or, as it may be called, the 100 per
cent, mile, the mile may be first eliminated, since with engines
varying in weight in the ratio of three to one it is evidently inaccurate. Considering the 100 per cent, mile as against the engine
ton-mile, if two engines weigh the same, but one is a consolidation,
the other a ten-wheeler, the consolidation will cost more to repair.
On the engine ton-mile basis the allowance would be the same; on
the 100 per cent, mile basis the consolidation will obtain a greater
allowance, which will to a certain extent compensate for its greater
cost of upkeep. If, again, two engines of equal weight are compared,
one passenger and one freight, the freight engine will cost the larger
sum per mile. On the 100 per cent, mile basis this is partly compensated for by the increased tractive power, and this unit may thereThe committee does not consider it
fore be said to be the closer.
necessary to define the tractive power which constitutes 100 per cent.,

as that

view

in

is

known and allowed for; but
power or 100 per cent, mile as
would recommend that the same unit be used in allowing
unimportant, provided

it

is

of the merits of the tractive

a unit it
for the output of a shop. By including this factor the statement of
engines actually receiving Nos. 1, 2 and 3 machinery repairs, etc„would show the equivalent number of 100 per cent, engines receiving
such repairs and a 50 per cent, engine counting as 0.5 and a 150 per
cent, engine as 1.5 100 per cent, engines turned out, and so on, and
the committee then considers that the output of the various shops
would be measured as closely as is practicable without objectionable
complication.
The report is signed by H. H. Vaughan, A. E. Mitchell, R. Quayle
and D. Van Alstyne.

The Coal

Traffic

Inquiry.

At Philadelphia. June 0. Joseph Boyer, Chief Clerk of the Superintendent of Motive Power at Aitoona, receiving a salary of $2,700 a
year, testified to having received within the last three years $11,000
in coal stocks and $46,000 in cash from companies selling coal to the
Pennsylvania Railroad, Boyer being the one to decide on purchases.
M. K. Reeves, Assistant to Vice-Presjdent Pugh, testified to owning
$40,000 of coal mine stock received as a gift from Ceorge YV. Huff.
Boyer said that the Graff Coal Co. gave him 5 cents a ton on what he
bought, other companies 4 cents and 3 cents, and others gifts of sums
not named. Asked as to the reason for these gifts, he quoted one of
the givers as saying that these commissions had been paid to his
Mr. Reeves
predecessor, and so it was desired to pay them to him.
had known Colonel Huff from boyhood and said that the Rift was
one of friendship as he. Reeves, could noi render Huff any service.
Mr. Gribbs, Superintendent of Motive Power, testified that lie
knew nothing of the things lioyer had testified in. and Mr. Reeves
said thai Mr. Pugh Knew nothing of his ownership of eoal sloe ks.
'e 4; Ohio, told of the agreement
J. E. Muhlfeld, of the Baltii
between his road and the II. C. Prick Coal Co., by which the real
company's ears were repaired by the road ai prices more Favorable
than those charged other coal companies,
A day or wo after the hearing, Boyer was dismissed from the
service of the company, as was also .1. K. Aiken. Chief Clerk in the
ndenjt's office of the Monongahela division, who testified to
Super!
s id' coal stocks and admitted having re
ownership of large am
I

ed gifts of cash.
on .lime 7. .lame: McCrea, f'irsi Vice-President of the Penn
Me owns some sloek in the
vania
lues West of I'il fsburg. testified.
We imoi'oiaml Coal Co. which he Inherited from his father Mr

eel

i

i

I

McCrea also owns shares in a coal company on the Northern Michl
In
ran Railroad and in another siinaied in Virginia
Both el
e
lie testified to other holdings, ail of which
Interests he paid for.
appear
*
.

I

I

to

have been acquired by regular purchs

'revloua reports In
606.

in.

I

1
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\hi>
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i

I

mi,

I
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Mr. McCrea said that he was entirely unaware of the things concerning Pennsylvania officers east of Pittsburg which have been
brought out by the present inquiry; and that on the lines in his
charge those west of Pittsburg he had made an investigation and
found that there was practically no holding of industrial stocks by
Asked if he did not think it
officers or employees of the road.
harmful for officers to own stock in coal companies on the line of
"Certainly; officers should not hold such
the road, he replied;

—

—

stocks."

Mr. McCrea said that for two years the officers of the Pennsylvania had been trying to find a way to get rid of the private cars
east of Pittsburg. West of Pittsburg they have already been pretty
nearly eliminated.
YV. W. Patterson testified that his soft coal business at Meriden,
W. Va., had been killed off by discrimination on the part of the Baltimore & Ohio in distributing cars. His plant had to be sold for less
than half the value at which he appraised it. President Potter, of
the Donohoe Coal & Coke Co., on the Alexandria branch of the Pennsy, vania, said that the railroad company had arbitrarily rated the
capacity of his mine below what it should be and had seriously damaged his business; but after writing to President Cassatt and threatening legal proceedings the rating of his mine was increased, in
February, 1905, from 500 tons to 900 tons a day.
In trying to learn the rating of other mines, Mr. Potter once
sent a detective to count the cars, but "they shot at him and he was
afraid to go back."

The Committee of the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, which is investigating the conduct of officers and employees, has sent out a circular of inquiry, demanding an answer
from each. President Cassatt promptly responded to the circular,
and his reply was published June 11.
Mr. Cassatt says that he owns no stock in any coal company
situated near the road or which ships over its lines. Until the beginning of this year he owned 160 shares in a company which did not
pay well, but he, with other owners, sold out to the owners of adjoining land. This stock was acquired by him in 1S72. when the company was formed. He now owns 333 shares of the common stock
of the Union Switch & Signal Company, bought in 1SS4; 45 shares
of stock of the United States Metallic Packing Company, bought in
1886; 2,296 shares of preferred stock of the Pennsylvania Steel Company, and 2,000 shares Cambria Steel Company. Of the stocks of

these two steel companies the Pennsylvania Company owns a majority.
Mr. Cassatt replies at length to the interrogatories as to
what his dealings have been with shippers, or persons selling goods
to the road, or in connection with the distribution of cars, etc.. all
in the negative; except that he has bought the locomotives and the
rails for the company, and has directed the establishment of side
tracks when authorized by the board of directors. He has no interest in the Keystone Coal & Coke Company, or the Henrietta: or
the firm of Cassatt & Company; and never had any. He owned
stock in the Berwind-White Coal Company when he was not an
officer of the road.

At Washington. June
Charles K.

heard.

11. officers of

Ways and

L. R.

& Ohio were

the Baltimore

Brockenbrough

told of shares of

mining stock owned by them.

coal

LS, testimony was given concerning the
relations between the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Pressed Steel
Car Company, orders for cars intended for coal operators having
been given to the car companj by or through the railroad company.
One purpose of this arrangement appears to have been to secure
a lower price for the cars than would have been given to the buyer

In Philadelphia, June

of a smaller

number

of cars.

iiiat on going to the office of the General
Pennsylvania Railroad to sell coal he was informed
that to succeed in his purpose he would have In paj to a certain
lie reported the matter to
clerk in the office two cents a ion.
President Pugh and obtained an order tor eoal without paying
the commission.
Later, an officer of the road brought before the
commission certain witnesses claiming thai no Buch di main
commission had been made at the General Manager'! office
\
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Details of the Pennsylvania French Loan.

h is announced that Kuhn, Loeb A: Co. have taken the entire
per cent.,
Pennsylvania loan oi 250,000,000 Iran..-. L2-15 year,
guaranteed, principal and interest, by the Pennsylvania Railroad
Co., and that the loan has been placed with a French group under
the management of the Banque tie Paris et des Pays-Bas and the
The issue price will he in the neighborhood of
yonnais.
Credit
Payment will be made in about equal month y instalments
par.
divided over the balance of the present year or earlier, at the
option of the French banks.
The cost to the Pennsylvania is estimated at 4% Per cent. The
listing on the Paris Bourse required the approval of the French
Ministers of Finance, of the Interior and of Foreign Affairs, but
the Russian disturbances, so far from hindering negotiations, hastened matters, French investors displaying a tendency to favor
American securities as safer. The French bankers pay the expenses incidental to listing the stock.
President Cassatt is quoted as saying that the proceeds of the
French loan, together with the amounts that will be available from
other resources of the company, will meet the payments for the
33,000 50-ton steel cars and 313 locomotives which are being built
at a cost of $42,000,000 and also provide the money for the comThe car trust certificates and
pletion of the water supply system.
water company certificates which it had been intended to sell, will
therefore not now be placed upon the market, but will be held in
the treasury of the Pennsylvania Company. The amount realized
:;
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iiiuii which in return i- yel being received on account of their uoi
being completed and in use, though the interest upon th>- securities issued to pay for them has been a charge against income."

:;

,

I

from the recent

The eight motors here shown include types of power for a
great variety of industrial plants and a wide range of large and
The induction motors are sparkless, and theresmall capacities.
fore especially desirable where highly inflammable or explosive

sale of $50,000,000 short notes is sufficient to fully

complete all the improvements upon the main line and branches
now authorized and also to carry on the construction of the New
York tunnels and terminal station during the current year.
"The improvements now authorized and under contract include all the heavy work at present contemplated, with the exception of the additional relief lines referred to in the last annual report, and it will not be necessary to proceed with these for several
years, except to secure the right of way, which is now being done.
The company will not, therefore, as far as can now be foreseen,
have to meet any large capital requirements for some years beyond
what will be necessary to pay off the $50,000,000 of notes maturing
November 1, 1907, and to provide tne money needed after the close
of this year to complete the New York terminals. This expenditure, which will be spread over the years 1907 and 1908, is esti-

mated

Westinghouse Electric Motors.

at $40,000,000.

"It will, perhaps. n6t be considered out of place to refer in this
connection to the large increases both in the capital stock and
bonded indebtedness of the company, and to point out the results
of the policy of liberal expenditures pursued by the management
during the past six years.
"Since 1900 the capital stock of the Pennsylvania Railroad Co.
has been increased from $129,000,000 to $303,000,000, an increase
of $174,000,000. The bonded debt has been increased from $88,000,000 to $192,000,000, an increase of $104,000,000, but of this amount
$13,000,000 is due to the assumption of the bonded debt of branch
roads formerly controlled by the company through stock ownership, but which have now been absorbed, so that the actual net increase in the bonded debt is $91,000,000. The aggregate increase
in bonds and stock, including premiums on latter, amounts to $300,000.
Of the proceeds of these issues about $122,000,000 was expended on improvements and additions to property, which have
been fully described in the annual reports of the Board of Directors,
and all of which were absolutely necessary to the proper handling
of the largely increased traffic and to the construction of the New
"Vork tunnel and terminals and the purchase of real estate connected therewith. About $140,000,000 has been invested in the
stocks of other companies, which are yielding a satisfactory return,
and which are worth much more than their original cost. The
remainder appears in advances to subsidiary companies, in increased shop and roadway inventories, and in cash. As to the results
In the first place, the
obtained through these large expenditures:
company is now in a position to fully perform its public duty, as
its large traffic is being moved with an ease and regularity never
before attained. The financial results are equally satisfactory, as
will appear from the following brief statement of facts:
"In 1898 the gross income of the company was $71,000,000, the
net income was $11,000,000, the dividend paid was 5 per cent, and
In 1905 the
the surplus, after paying dividends, was $4,000,000.
gross income was $146,000,000, the net income was $30,000,000, the
dividend on the largely increased capital stock was 6 per cent, and
the surplus, after paying the dividend, was $11,700,000. In the six
years from L893 to 1898; inclusive, the yearly dividend was 5 per
cent, and the average surplus, after paying the dividend, was
In the six years from 1900 to 1905, inclusive,
$3,700,000 per annum.
ih" pearly dividend was 6 per cent, and the average surplus, after
paying the dividend, was $11,400,000 per annum. From 1900 to
1905, inclusive. $70,000,000 was taken out of income and expended
It should be stated, too, that at
in improvements to the property.
least $60,000,000 have been spent on additions and improvements.

Polyphase Induction Motor.
material is about. In textile, flour, cement mills, and the like, they
are so far safe. The direct current motors are adapted to driving
machine tools, elevators and other work, both large and small.
Polyphase induction motors are made in sizes from 1 2 h.p. to
The rotating element is carried by two bearings and there
75 h.p.
is a liberal air space between the stationary and rotating parts, so
that the only wearing parts are the bearings.
h.p.
Single-phase induction motors are made in sizes from
It is
to 10 h.p.
adapted for localities where the polyphase
current is not available, and seems to have all the mechanical
advantages of the polyphase machine.
The variable speed induction motors are made in sizes from
1 h.p. to 500 h.p., and are designed to meet the requirements of
-

%

-

Variable Speed Induction Motor.
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Single Phase Induction Motor.

Constant Speed Induction Motor.

Direct Current Motor

—Type

S.

Direct Current Motor

Direct Current Motor

— Type

K.

Direct Current

—Type
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S.
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cranes, dredges, etc
Thej may also be used for tans, blowand pumps.
Constant speed induction motors are made In sizes from 5 h.p.
to Tf, h.p., and are designed tor service where the starting conditions are severe and where regulation is liable to be affected by
sudden changes oi load. This applies to work on lighting circuits.
The motor is
peci
useful for line shafting and all forms of
lioists.

ers
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diaphragms are made up of %-in. plates. 20Vs In. deep at center
Sills, and are reinf
iron:-, ami cover plates cm top and
d with
bottom. The shallow diaphragms are made of 7-in. roiled channels.
hi' side
plates below tin windows are
in. thick, cold rolled
steel, reinforced with angle Irons at bottom edge ami with a special
shape ai the top edge under the window sill. Both these reinfon
'I

'i

h.p. to 110 h.p. are
Type s aired currenl motors of from
adapted to belt and gear connection. It is best known as a machine
A shunt winding prevents it from attaining an excestool motor.
A modification of its winding adapts ii to elevator
sive speed.

H lloie length Of Hie bully.
pa
ipari ami tin- inter,
consist of two ingli
mediate posts consist of one T-shape
main posts extend from
hi
bottom of side plate to roof, but the Intermediate posts extend from
roof to window sill only, at which point liny are riveted to a reinforcing plaie extending between the main posts inside of thi

u.ii

sheets,

constant sp

extl nil

!

A

In-

1

desirable for certain machine tools.

to 4;

%

Combination

Wood and

The Hour
two courses

Type K direct current motors of from 3% h.p. to 40 h.p. are
The frames are enclosed
particularly designed for crane hoisting.
Nevertheless the working
so as to exclude dust and moisture.
parts are readily accessible for inspection.
The interesting type R motor is designed for small power,
from
h.p. to 1% h.p.
It operates without spark between no load
and an overload of 50 per cent. These have large use for printing
presses, coffee grinders, ice cream freezers, shoe machinery, sewing
machines, and, indeed, for any work where small power can be
easily turned on or off.

Passenger Car for the Southern
Railway.

Steel

The Pressed

Steel Car Co. has under construction a number of
and combination steel and wood passenger cars for electric
and steam railroads, among which are three passenger coaches for
the Southern Railway. One of these Southern cars was exhibited
all-steel

the Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' Conventions at
Atlantic City. The car has the following general dimensions:
over platforms
Lenuth over lieilv end
Total inside length
Distance from center

74

LeiiKtli

sills

i'i;

nter of trucks

i

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.''.'.'.

Width Pnslae^brtwel^fln'isn
Height from top of

rail

cars are of the

to

'.

t

>i>

of

body

same general

size as the

ft.

"

6%
o

3%

8 "

10%

l-t

"

in-

"

65 "
50 "

2

composed of %-in.
wooden flooring each

is

of

The top of the floor
The framing at the ends

between.

steel
',

is

in.

plati

upon which are laid
'* in. felt paper

thick with

covered

linoleum

with

in.

consists of angles at the corners
and of three channels reinforced with plates or each side of the
door.
The platforms are supported on the center sills and on 6-in.
,,,-in. steel plate
channels. The platform end sills are pressed of
into channel shape and to suit vestibule fixtures.
All vertical lines of rivets on the outside of the car are covered
with special drawn steel mouldings, which give the appearance of
broad panels, as used on some wooden cars. On account of using
the railroad company's standard six-wheel trucks with standard
height of bolsters and center plates it was impossible to make the
depth of center sills over the trucks sufficient to bring the center
line of draw gear above the lower edges of center sills; the center
line of draft gear is therefore below the sills.
The construction of these cars has been worked out by the
Pressed Steel Car Company subject to the approval of important
parts by .Mechanical Superintendent A. Stewart and Consulting Mechanical Engineer R. L. Ettinger. of the Southern Railway, and
while the construction as a whole, as well as in details, may be more
thick.

,

Combination Wood and Steel Passenger Car
ai

I

"I

motors have a variable speed through

direet current

a range as high as

The

I

The main posts

1

Type S

lie inliei:-;

for the

Southern Railway.

or less changed in future similar cars, it shows a decided improvement in the right direction, namely, a car offering greater resistance to damage in accidents as well as minimizing danger to pas„
sengers
in such emergency.
The Pressed Steel Car Company is now preparing drawings of
stm further advanced types of steel passenger coaches and steel
trucks, these constructions to embody the use of non-inflammable or
,

.

"
"
"

standard coaches

totally fireproof materials.

Southern Railway, and the interior arrangement of seats,
smoking room and saloons, as well as the general appearance of the

of the

Manhattan Elevated Damage

car, is standard.

The underframe, superstructure, platforms, platform

body
carlines and the side sheets of the cars on the outside below the
windows are made of steel in the form of plates, pressed, rolled or
built-up parts, according to the requirements and the adaptability
The interior finish, doors, windows, window sash,
of the mate rial.
upper part of floor, roof, and the outside above the window sills is
made of wood
The underframe is composed of two fish belly .enter sills built
up of %-in. plates. 22 in. deep at the center and 13% in. over the
bolsters.
These plates arc reinforced with angle irons and cover
plates and extend throughout the length of the car between die platform sills.
The body bolsters, of which there are two at each end of the
ear. spaced to soil six-wheel

trucks, consist of 7,,

-in.

Suits.

sills,

plates

13%

in.

deep neai the center sills, tapering toward thi
di
and reinforced
with T-irons and cover plate.- on top and bottom. The side bearings
are supported on sin. [-beams, secured between the bolsters.
The underframe consists also oi two deep ami eight shallow diaphragms on earl, side of the ear between the bolsters. The deep

The New York Court

of Appeals has handed down a decision
estimated will save the Mannattan Elevated over $6,000,by holding that the statute of limitations shuts out unsettled
damage claims. Upwards of 7,500 claims are still outstanding,
The case was that of Hindley against the Manhattan Elevated
Railway Company, and has been contested since 1901.
Hindley. in brief, owned the property at No. 813 Sixth avenue,
and brought suit against the company to recover damages to his
property.
The statute of limitations was pleaded by the company,
but Justice- Bischoff, in the Supreme Court, found judgment against
the company for several thousand dollars. He held the statute of
limitations did not bar the plaintiff.
This deprived the defendants
of the benefit of the twenty years' statute of limitations.
An appeal was taken to the Appellate Division in 19H4. and that
court affirmed the decision of Justice Bischoff. An aipeal was again
taken, and the Court of Appeals, in a decision written by Judge
Vann. in which all the judges concur, has reversed the judgment of
the Appellate Division and ordered anew trial.

which
,

it

is
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Standard All-Steel 60-Ft. Postal Car for the Harriman Lines.

More than a year ago Mr. Julius Kruttschnitt, Director of
Maintenance and Operation of the Harriman Lines, became convinced that the time had arrived for the change from wood to steel
in the construction of the passenger equipment for that system.
This conclusion was prompted not only by most of the operating and

687

maintenance reasons that have made the similar change in freight
equipment advantageous, but had as a primary motive the desire
for greater safety in operation and of protection to passengers in
the event of collisions or wrecks. The development of plans in accordance with his ideas has been in progress since that time, and
the design for a standard 60-ft. postal car has lately been approved.
The designs for day coach and baggage car have not yet been comThe general drawings for the postal car are reproduced
pleted.
For them and the information which follows we are
herewith.
indebted to Mr. Kruttschnitt.
The general dimensions are as follows:
Length

body over end

of

sill*.

Width of body over side sills.
Length over platforms coupled
Width of car over eaves
.

CO

.

.

in.

9%
:.,

••

lni„

11

rail to top of eaves
'
to top of roof sheets

Height from top of

2

ft.

.

'7',

9
13

'

10%

-

11
to center of drawbar
.8 ft.
center of bolster to end of body framing.
1"
center to center of cross ties
in.
9 ft.
1

'

instance from
Distance from

Width
Length

inside
inside

.

.

%
Mitt.

Height, top of floor to ceiling inside
Height, top of floor to ton of side plate
Light weight of car, estimated

The framing and

ft.

in.

" 9Vi "
ti
lOl.OOOIbS.

The

exterior is entirely of steel.

End Elevation and Cross-Section

i%

side posts

Postal Car.

of Steel

x 3-in. x 7-in.
are %-in. x 2', -in. x 4-in. angles which overlap a
The lower stretch
side-sill angle and i._.-in. x 4-in. x 4-in. side plate.
exterior finish is 3 /,,-in. steel plate riveted with button-head rivets
and joints butted. This construction forms a girder which carries
the entire framing. Additional support is furnished by two built-up
needle beams spaced 10 ft. apart at the middle of the car. The upper
stretch is lined with 'sin. sheet steel and button riveted. Although
truss rods are not used at the sides, the steel structure will carry
over 60 per cent, more weight than an ordinary wooden car with
i^-in.

truss rods.

The door posts for side and end doors art- formed of angles,
inside lining,
making a simple and effective detail. For securing
paper boxes and other fixtures, fireproofed wooden posts l' s in. thick
are secure to side pest angles. The ends of the car are framed of
1

1 1 *

-

angles which extend lo the bottom of the buffer beam, forming a
A 7„-in. plate,
of it. and continue up to the curved end plate.
is in. wide, extending across the car and riveted lo both side plates,

pari

Section at 80/sten

5ection af NeedfeBea
Half Cross-Section Through

forms the bottom

of

the

vestibule

Underframe.

mechanism

nine lending material support to the end tri
one of ihe principal features of the lowi
b 31.6 lbs. per foot, extending
[beams, welg
beams, on account of their depth, platform
1

will

net

he

necessary,

the

drafl

geai

being

casing, at tin'
the top
al

Mime

\\

1
1

imini

b to the buffer
or draft timbers
secured 10 the lo

tb

sills

compo ed of two courses of
hemes. The floorlui
Between the
laid crosswise of ear.
corrugated steel, corrugation
Mange

of the

I

I
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nSN
two courses hair
monolit

li

The

felt

is

applied.

To form

a

smooth

floor surface,

used.

is

roof

to the

shape

to tin-

si, !,

in. x 2-in. x 3-in. angles bent
foot at each end which is riveted
The outer roof lining is '/win. sheet steel, which
side plate angle and is overlapped by the ', in.
The inside roof sheet of '/,,,-in. steel is flanged
riveted through the angle iron carlines, forming
Ventilation is provided for by Cottier ventilators

framing consists of
of an

plates.

extends down the
letter-board sheet.
on the edges and
panels -1 in. wide.

-

I

'

i

Ith a

Ip

placed radially on the roof.
The interior arrangement is standard for the sixth and eighth
railway mail divisions. The entire side and end lining is of tireproof material, and the paper boxes and other wooden fixtures will
be of fireproofed wood. It is intended to make the car absolutely
The trucks are the system's standard six-wheel design.
fireproof.
No cars from this design will be built innnediaieh, as ill I'.hh;

equipment has been provided for. However, all future equipment
of this sort will be built from these or revised plans.
Train Accidents

in

the United

States

in

May.

1

unf, 3d, Texas & Pacific, Sodus, La., passenger train No. 53 was
derailed by running over a cow and the engine and first three cars

down a bank. The engineman and fireman were killed and two
passengers and two trainmen were injured,
the, 4th. 10.45 p.m., Pennsylvania road. Clover Creek Junction,
Pa., butting collision between westbound passenger train No. 21
and eastbound passenger train No. 18, wrecking hie engines of both
trains and one passenger car and four mail cars in the eastbound
train.
Four passengers, four postal clerks, and two trainmen were
killed, and 25 passengers, four postal clerks, and four trainmen
were injured. Clover Creek Junction is on the Petersburg branch,
and the trains in collision were through expresses diverted from
the main line on account of an obstruction. The westbound train
was in charge of a pilot, and the collision was due to the pilot's
non-compliance with an order to wait at the end of the double-track
This collision was reported in the h'ailfor the eastbound train.
road Gazette of May 11 and May IS.
xc, 5th, Southern Railway, Salisbury, N. C, fast mail train No.
37 collided with a work train which was entering a side track but
was not clear of the main line. A man walking along the track
was killed and two mail clerks were injured.
fell

xc. 7th, 8 p.m.,

Texas &

Pacific, Wiles, Tex., collision

between

a freight train and a string of cars which had escaped from another freight and were running uncontrolled down a steep grade;
11 cars wrecked. One drover and one trainman were injured.
*7th. West Jersey & Seashore, Camden, N. J., a passenger train
was derailed and one ear was overturned; 14 passengers were injured. One of the cars in the wreck took fire and several passengers
were somewhat burned.
be, Sth, 2 a.m., Western Maryland, Avondale, Md., butting collision of freight trains due. it is said, to the non-delivery of a meeting order, wrecking both engines and several cars. Five trainmen
were injured.
unx. 8th, St. Louis Southwestern, Red Water, Tex., the tender
of the locomotive of a passenger train was derailed, and, with the
One mail clerk was injured.
first two cars, was wrecked.
re, 9th. Atlantic Coast Line, Tunis, N. C, a freight train of the
A. C. L. ran into the rear of a preceding freight of the Southern
Railway, damaging the engine and two cars; two trainmen injured.
unx, 9th, Southern Pacific, Edenvale, Cal., a passenger train
was derailed and several cars were ditched. One man was killed
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dn. 12th, Pennsylvania road, Hunker, Pa., two freight
which had escaped control while being switched ran uncontrc
down grade some distance ami wen derailed and overturned. Two
trainmen were injured.
xc. 15th, Norfolk & Western, BurkevlUe, Va., a switching ei
backed Into the side of a moving passenger train, wrecking the
engine and badly damaging Hie engine and cars of the passenger
train.
The engineman of tic switching engine was killed.

xc bib. 2 a. m., New York Central 4i Hudson River. Black
Rock, N. Y., collision between passenger train No. 1 of the Wabash
Railroad and an empty engine of the New York Central, damaging
both engines and three cars. One engineman was killed and three
trainmen and 17 passengers wen- injured. The collision was due to
a misunderstanding between signalmen.
dn. Kith. 3 a.m., Cincinnati. Chicago & Louisville, Fowlerton,
Ind., a freight train was derailed at the derailing switch approaching the crossing of the Indiana & Eastern, and the engine was overturned. The engineman and one brakeman were killed and the
fireman was injured.
1m. 17th, Central of Georgia. Macon, Ga., butting collision of
switching engines, wrecking both engines and many cars. This collision is said to have been due to the hurry and confusion due to
strenuous efforts to move cars out of the reach of a conflagration
that was raging in the cotton yard.
In spite of the efforts to save
property, 2,000 bales of cotton and 50 loaded freight cars were
burnt up.
o, 17th, Pennsylvania road, Herndon, Pa., the locomotive of a
freight train was wrecked by the explosion of its boiler, and three
I

employees were

killed.

West Jersey and Sea Shore, May's Landing. N. J., colbetween a passenger train and a freight; two trainmen and

xc, 19th,

lision

four passengers injured.
unf, 19th, Western Maryland, Pearre, Md.. a work train consisting of two cars occupied by 20 laborers, with the engine at the
rear, was derailed by a rock which had fallen on the track from a
high bank, and the two cars fell into the Chesapeake & Ohio canal.
Five employees were killed and 15 were injured.
o, 19th, Southern Pacific, Oakland. Cal., the locomotive of a
passenger train was wrecked by the explosion of its boiler; engine-

man and
rc,

fireman killed.

Rome, Ga., a freight train
the rear of a" preceding freight,
several cars and the first of the two

21st, 9 p.m., Central of Georgia,

drawn by two engines ran

into

wrecking the caboose and
engines. Five employees were injured.
eq, 23d. Toledo, St. Louis & Western, Bluffton, Ind., a freight
train was derailed by a broken journal and several cars were
wrecked. A man stealing a ride was killed and another was injured.
unx, 23d, Kanawha & Michigan. Charleston. W. Va., a work
train was derailed and wrecked; engineman and fireman killed, 16
other employees injured.
rc. 24th, Baltimore & Ohio. Meyersdale, Pa., rear collision of
freight trains, making a bad wreck. One engineman was killed
and five other trainmen were injured.
unx, 25th, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Mankato, Kan., the
tender of the engine of a special train carrying a theatrical company
was derailed and ran about 1,300 ft. on the sleepers, but without
causing serious damage to the rest of the train.
unx, 26th, Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, Oglethorpe, Ga.,
the locomotive of a work train was derailed and overturned; one

employee killed and one injured.
o, 26th, Ultima Thule, Arkadelphia & Mississippi, Daleville, Ark.,
a locomotive which had just come out of the shops after being repaired was wrecked by the explosion of its boiler. The assistant
master mechanic was killed and three other employees were injured.
rc, 27th, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Geary, Okla., passenger
train No. 4 ran into the rear of preceding passenger train No. 154;
13 passengers injured.
be, 27th. Pennsylvania road, Monterey, Pa., butting collision of
freight trains, making a bad wreck; one employee killed and six

and four injured.
dr. 9th, Chesapeake & Ohio, Buena Vista, Ky., a passenger train
was derailed by a broken rail and one sleeping car was ditched.
Four passengers and three trainmen were injured.
re, 11th, 4 a.m., Norfolk & Western, Lynchburg, Va., a westbound freight train propelled by three engines, one at the front and
two at the rear, was run into at the rear by a following freight.
and three engines were damaged. Four trainmen were killed and injured.
o, 27th, Missouri Pacific, Jefferson City, Mo., a freight train was
four injured. There was a dense fog at the time.
struck by lightning. Several cars were slightly damaged and a
eq, 12th, Chesapeake & Ohio, Coaldale, Va., a freight train was
brakeman was killed.
derailed by a sudden stoppage due to the automatic application of
f28th, Louisville & Nashville, Louisville, Ky., a passenger train
the air-brakes, and several cars were wrecked. A man stealing a
running at moderate speed was derailed in the yard and two pasride was killed.
senger cars ran violently against some freight cars standing on a
'Accidents in which Injuries are few or Blight and Ihe money loss Is ap- siding.
Eight passengers were killed (four of whom were bridge
list.
omitted
from
this
accident
The
official
as
a
rule,
be
small,
will,
parently
record published by the Interstate I'ommerce Commission quarterly, is regu- carpenters employed by the road) and 22 passengers were injured.
The
in
classification
accidents
Gazette.
of
the
Railroad
the
In
id
reprint
larly
The derailment appears to have been due either to a defective switch
the present list is indicated by the use of the following
or to the breaking of a flange of a wheel of one of the cars.
ABBREVIATIONS.
rc
Rear collisions.
dn. 2Sth, 9 p.m., Duluth & Iron Range, Two Harbors, Minn., a
be
collisions.
Butting
freight train became uncontrollable on a steep descending grade and
ice
Miscellaneous collisions.
dr
Derailments; detects of roadway.
One employee was in34 loaded cars were derailed and wrecked.
Derailments; defects of equipment.
Derailments; negllgencein operating.
Derailments unforeseen obsl ruction.
unx Derailments unexplained.
o
Miscellaneous accidents
An asterisk at the beginning of " paragraph Indicates a wreck wholly or
partly destroyed by fire; a dagger Indicates an accident causing the death of
one or more passengers.
eq

dn

unf

;

;

jured.

Worth & Denver, Wichita Falls, Tex., a passenger
with a freight car which had been blown out of a
siding on to the main track, and the engineman and 10 passengers
xc, 31st. Fort

train collided

were injured, the engineman

fatally.
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The sentence of two rate cutters to imprisonment, reported from ever, for a Court of Equity will stand no fooling, once
Kansas City last week, has led to a great deal of comment by the vinced that the officer knows what the money is used for.
newspapers and, according to Chicago reporters, to much introspection and humble resolving to reform on the part of railroad freight
agents in that city. These agents have not learned so very much
new about the law, but they have seen a new light concerning its
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We wish it distinctly understood that we will entertain no proposition to
publish anything in this journal for pay, except
We give in our
in the advertising columns.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

v

EDITORIAL

editorial columns our own opinions, and these
only, and in our news columns present only such
matter as we consider interesting and important
Those who wish to recommend
to our readers.
their inventions, machinery, supplies, financial
schemes, etc., to our readers, can do so fully tn
our advertising columns, but it is useless to ask
us to recommend them editorially, either for
money or in consideration of advertising patronage.

of events which take place under their observaDiscussions of subjects pertaining to all
tion.
departments of railroad business by men practically acquainted with them are especially de-

feature

Equally inimprisonment of the agents.
question how the Government has suddenly found itself able to discover evidence of lawbreaking, and
has so cunningly introduced the imprisonment penalty where it
was supposed that the only allowable punishment was a fine. Imprisonment is made possible by proceeding, not under the Interstate
Commerce law alone, but also under Section 5,440 of the Revised
the

CHANGE

it

is

con-

THE LAW OF NEGLIGENCE.

IN

The law relating to injuries sustained by employees of common
carriers approved June 11, 1906, imposes a liability for damages
upon many carriers engaged in interstate commerce, from which

Statutes:

they have been heretofore entirely exempt. By this Act Congress
has changed one of the cardinal principles of the law of negligence
as enforced in the federal courts and in the courts of most of the
states.
Except in a few states which have enacted statutes on the
subject, the rule has always been that every employee on entering
service took the risk of damage flowing from the negligence of a
fellow servant, for which he could not sock Indemnity from the com-

"If two or more persons conspire either to commit anj offense against
tbc Dnlted States, or to defraud the United States In any manner or tor any
purpose, and imc'oi- more of such parties do any mi i" effect the object of the
conspiracy, all the parties to such eonaplrac; shall !» liable i" a penalty »r
in ii less than $100, and not nunc than $10,000, and to Imprisonment for not

master. From the dawn of the law, a man has been held liable
outside parties tor the consequences of his own conduct as well
as for the consequences of the conduct of his servants while engaged
on his business. But the policy of the law never favored making

i

*e

i

ban

is

i

wo

years."

This law was brought

to notice last September

when

four

offi

& Sulzberger, Chicago packers, pleaded guilty to
conspiracy and were lined $25,000. The only explanation that is
forthcoming concerning the Government's present activity, after L8
years of Indolence or futility, is the Attorney-General's circular
of a few months ago td district attorneys throughout the country.
The President ordered these officers of the law to abandon their

of Schwarzschlld

As to the railroad
of Indifference and they abandoned It.
men's part In Uiis case, Messrs. Thomas and Taggart presumably
received from the railroads Jusl plain, straight commissions, ns
soliciting agents; unil proof llial in such n ease the railroad Ofllceri
conspired may have been difficult or Impossible to find, A railroad
officer who knows that one of bis agents divides his commission
is morally gnllty of making Illegal rale-:
with B shipper or conslgl
but lie may be able to avoid committing himself by anj word o*
iii'cii
hat will convict blm.
He Is skating on very thin Ice, how
pollcj

i

mon
to

the master liable for injuries sustained by one servant for the can
As, however, some servants were far
lessness of B fellow servant.
above others In Intelligence and authority, an exceptanci was grafted
upon the general law, whereby the master was held to answer for

negligence of those superior employees who to a groal '"stent
in
dealing With other employees, the functions ol UlO
master.
With this exi eption the courts of tins countrj have adhered
tn the doctrine that uo employee could recover tor the cat
the

assumed,

another employee, however gross and howevei
caused thereby.

The
inn

legislatures of

for the

most part

some

tat<

havi

this countrj

In

great

the

changed the rule

the courts havi

bj

damage
Btatule
this

encroachment upon it
hand In the matter, and bj the
law recently enacted has provided that ."nnnoii carriers engaged In
hall be liable undei ..nam con
Interstate and foreign comi
aployees.
loned bj the negligence of
dltions for damage) ....
ancient principle and resisted anj
Congress has at last taken e

i
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This liability runs

first to

the injured employee; in case ot his death,

to his personal representatn

'

benefit

oi

his

widow and

chll

•; if none, to his next of kin
dren, if any; if none, to
dependent upon liiin. It will be seen that the law is designed merely
mate employee personally, or if dead, his
to protect tli
widow and children or parents, or kin dependent upon him. If no
such persons are in existence, the liability of the carrier does not
attach, as the conditions therefor do not exist.
But this may be matter of defense which if not sei up bj the
carrier may not appear, and whatever does not appear in the law,
may as well not be. These limitations upon the application of the
law will doubtless afford the carrier an opportunity to escape liability in numerous instances.
For there are many men In the service
of railroads who have no domestic ties or near relationships and
many who float from one employer to another, and in case of death
from accident, leave behind them little information of their antecedents or connections. But while the limitation of liability in ui b
cases will be substantial, yet, after allowing for that, the losses
the carriers will have to face from the enactment of this law will
be very heavy every year, and a wide new column in the expense
account will have to be added in the bookkeeping of all the roads.
For accidents happen in great numbers during the year, of the kind
contemplated by this law, or which a jury at least will find are protected by the law, whatever the fact be. And as the law makes the
jury the judge of the fact of negligence, one has no difficulty in
reaching the conclusion that every accident will be found to be due
to the negligence of some one except the unfortunate victim.
We may therefore judge from the statistics quite accurately what
the railroads will have to pay each year in addition to fixed charges,
if we can only approximate a fair allowance to apportion to each
ii

1

Vol. XL.. No. 26,

exceeding a certain sum
Bui perhaps, again, the wisest and moBt far-seeing
plan, after all, will be to accept In good faith this change In the
law, as the development of a conservative public opinion, and pro
vide for meeting its increased burdens as if it had come to Stay.

found

to be

in specifying a limit of Liability, not

agreed on.

CONVENTIONS, NEW AND OLD.
would be difficult to exaggerate the importance to the tech
and railroad world oi the conventions of the Master Car
Builders' and Master Mechanics' Associations that are held in June
The days when they were looked upon askance by
of each year.
the managers and were little more than a junket have long since
passed away, and in their stead we have a gathering that is noted
for the el adl'astness of its purpose and the high character of the
work that is done. It is interesting to note in passing how the very
influence that it was thought would act as a damper on the assembly
has proven to be of inestimable value. A year ago, when it was
proposed to hold the meeting of the International Railway Congress
Washington, it was thought that it would detract from those of
the two associations that wire to be held so soon afterwards at
Manhattan Beach. Contrary to expectations, the Washington meetIt

nical

i

•

ing served to show the managers and presidents what manner of
men the<e were that were in the habit of coming together in June,
and the exhibitors, realizing the advantages gained at Washington,
gathered up their goods en bloc and showed them at Manhattan

Beach, thus making that meeting a record-breaker, not only in point
of attendance, but also in the space covered by the exhibits.
of the convention show of last year evidently had
since the record this year, not only on the part of the

The success
its

effect,

accident reported.
We are unwilling to say that this change in the law is not a
development in the right direction. It has always seemed hard that
the victim of carelessness other than his own should not have some
substantial redress. The law has doubtless always given him a claim

supplymen but also on that of the members, was again broken with
the unpataKe'ed total attendance of more than 4,500 people. A big
gathering is not all that is needed, however, to make the conventions the success that they should be and have been. Technical

against the individual whose personal negligence caused the injury,
but the poverty of the wrongdoer has quite invariably rendered this
remedy of no practical advantage. The change in the law transfers
this liability from an irresponsible servant' to a responsible master
and so wipes out the exception to the doctrine that what one does
through another, he does himself. The negligence of the servant

to a

employed by the master is thus imputed to the master and the
action of the servant is the action of the master, as to the fellow
servant as well as to every one else.

To avoid, or at least to diminish, the heavy loss to which all
the carriers will be subjected by this law, it will be necessary, first.
to revise the rules for the prevention of accidents: next, to promulmore adequate; and then to see to the strict enforcement
This will tend inevitably to save life and limb, and to that
extent at least the law will exercise a salutary influence and accomplish a world of good.
To soften the hardship of this new liability, the statute still
allows the defense of contributory negligence of the injured employee
to be interposed, but it makes a distinction between slight and gross
negligence of this character, and provides that when the injured
servant's contributory negligence was slight and that of the other
was gross, it shall not bar recovery but the jury shall diminish the
gate others

of them.

damages

in proportion to the amount of damages attributable to
the contributor negligence. This sounds well theoretically, but in
the actual administration of justice it will be impossible for a jury
of the ordinary kind to divide with any degree of accuracy the damages between slight and gross negligence, and knock from the damage
to the victim, as required by the statute, just that particular sum

which measures the slightness of his contributory negligence. This
too foggy to be enforceable, and too unjurylike to expect that they

is

will pay, even if they could, the slightest respect to

it.

Another provision of the law may prove less illusory. This permits the carrier to deduct from damages any sum it has contributed
toward any insurance, relief benefit, or indemnity for injury or
death that may have been paid to the injured employee or to his
persoial representative. To ascertain the sum may require some
nice calculations in tracing what portion of the carrier's contribution
to a general fund finds its way to the benefit of any particular

employee, but the result, when reached, the carrier
damages.

is

surely entitled

to claim, in reduction of the general

A

carrier

may perhaps

obviate liability under this law,

if

in

every case he exacts from each employee on entering and renewing
all damages accruing from the negligence of
co-employees.
And perhaps a more popular safeguard would be

service a release from

work

of a high order is

marked degree

demanded, and that has been forthcoming

in the reports submitted this month.

The work

Master Car Builders' Association was passed in partial review
in the Railroad Gazette last week, and attention was called to the
change in the methods of handling subjects from the old-time
deicacy that refrained from "naming names," thus leaving the
reader in absolute darkness as to the relative value of the articles
discussed, to that of telling in open court all that is to be known
on the subject. The increased value of reports under this new regime will, of course, be appreciated at once. In addition to these
minor items and to the technical value of the other reports submitted, there was one that marked in a striking manner the changed
conditions that have been brought about in the past 20 years.
Many remember the struggle that Mr. Rhodes had at the time
of the Burlington brake tests in 1887, and the criticism to which he
was subjected because he insisted that those tests should be made
with trains 50 cars long.
Events proved the soundness of Mr.
Rhodes' position, and we have all been duly thankful for his firmness.
This year, the committee on triple valves reports that, after
having made all of its arrangements to test the new Westinghouse
triple valve on the rack of the association at Purdue, the makers
objected on the ground that a 50-car train did not represent present
conditions, and that unless the work were to be done on a rack for
SO or 100 cars they would not submit it for trial.
The committee
promptly acknowledged the reasonableness of the objection and accepted the offer of the Westinghouse company of the use of its rack,
and the work was done there. Once in a while we have a startling
instance of the growth of modern power during the past quarter
of a century, and surely this is one of those cases.
Twenty years
ago the whole railroad community, brake manufacturers included,
was unanimous in declaring that 50 cars would constitute a train
of needless length in order to show everything that could be shown
in the action of continuous brakes, and such a train was in itself
of a very unusual length.
To-day, a brake company declares that
a train of 50 cars is so short that it is absolutely worthless for
full demonstration of the company's product, and the committee in
charge of the work acknowledges that the company is right, without
a word of argument.
In the Master Mechanics' Association the most notable report
presented was probably that on the smokebox; a report that has
of the

really been in preparation for the past ten years, ever since the
time when Prof. Goss first took up the investigation of the action
of the blast upon the fire.
Some previous work had been done in
Germany, and the principle of the action of the exhaust was fairly
well understood, though the details of the application to American

—
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remained for the present
While the report does not give empirical

practice, involving the forcing of the boiler,

investigation to elucidate.

formulae by which any and all types of engines can be arranged, it
does lay down the fundamental principles upon which such work
should be done; principles which can serve as a guide to the de-

who must

also be guided

by the conditions of the service
be called upon to perform, as well as by the
coal that will be burned.
As in the case of the Master Car Builders' convention, some
reports were presented at the Master Mechanics' Association that
indicated the advances that have been made and the change in the
standpoint of the railroad towards matters that would not have
been regarded within the pale of practical consideration a few years
ago. Water softening, for example, is now regarded as a necessary
part of the equipment of a road that is running through bad water
districts.
About ten years ago, a proposition was made to one of
the trunk lines to equip with purifying apparatus its water tanks
in a district where the water is as bad as it is anywhere in the
country, under a guarantee as to cost and quality of the water delivered that would compare favorably with the best that is done
The apparatus was not new, but had been in use in France
to day.
for many years, and there was no reason for hesitation, except that
the railroad management had not been educated, up to appreciate
the benefits to be derived from such an installation. The proposition
was declined, and it was not until seven or eight years afterwards
that water softening was introduced on this system. Now it is an
every day matter, and it is taken for granted that water softening
should be employed where the water is bad.
Similarly, the study of the Walschaert valve gear now comes
This is a somewhat different proposition, to be sure.
to the front.
from that of water softening, in that the gear offers no economy
of coal or steam in comparison with the Stephenson gear, but the
exigencies of locomotive construction and the cramped spaces between the frames that now exist in the case of our large engines
have driven the designer to the use of an outside gear. Consequently, everyone is anxious to obtain all the information on the
signer,

that his engine is

to'

subject that is available.
This does- not exhaust the list of notable papers that were presented, but the ones mentioned serve best of all to place the stamp
An objection
of contrast between present and past conditions.
might be made to this statement on the ground that the report
on Electricity on Steam Railroads is a guide post to what may be
This may be true, but the present
expected in the near future.

6gi

and in the attention that it attracted. The exhibitors, however,
experienced a good deal of difficulty and inconvenience on account
of the dampness of the atmosphere, and many were the complaints
regarding the damage done by the rust. Machinery that would have
lemained bright and clean in the dry climate of the mountains, had
to be smeared with oil in order to protect it, and many a soiled
pair of gloves resulted from the wearer's inadvertently grasping the
articles so covered.

Another criticism that was heard on all hands related to the
an individual with whom it was desired to come

difficulty of locating

The lack

in contact.

papers that have here been passed under review.
Aside from the technical features of the conventions, as embodied in the meetings and the proceedings, there is great value
attached to the exhibits and to the intercourse of members and
supplymen, outside the convention hall. The display this year was
greater than ever before, and the time has come when railroad men
do not have to be dragged out against their will to see what is'
It Is universally
shown, but go willingly, of their own accord.
agreed that the exhibit at Atlantic City was unsurpassed in interest
tam.k

II.

Beams arranged

in

of a hotel that could be regarded as the head-

where everyone would be sure to come, was apparent. With
these two exceptions, the place and the surroundings seemed to be
The first difficulty can easily be remedied
all that could be desired.
by holding the conventions in a dryer climate. The second question
has become a serious one, on account of the large number of people
that have to be accommodated. Taking care of 5,000 people is a
very different matter from taking care of 1,000, and the limit has
quarters,

evidently not been reached.
One lesson taught by these gatherings that cannot be emphasized
too often, is their value in bringing men together and leading them

an appreciation of each other's viewpoint. The days when business competitors were hardly on speaking terms have been relegated to oblivion, and now we find the stiffest rivals mingling socially
on the most affable terms. The same thing holds true of the railroad man who was formerly so jealous of his position that he was
unwilling to accept any innovation that did not originate with
to

was content

to discuss the matter with
even tenor of his own way
regardless of the experience and teachings of those with whom he
had been brought into contact. Now each seems to be striving to
get the best that the other has to offer and willingly follows the
path that the majority point out as the best to follow. In no place
is this more vividly shown than in the adoption of new and the revision of old standards. A committee investigates and reports; it

himself; so that, while he

home

his fellows, he w-ent

to follow the

to a letter ballot; the recommendation is
accepted and acted upon and the standard adopted with almost no
debate and certainly with no bitterness of feeling on either side.
Place this action beside the adoption of the first M. C. B. standard
axle and the contrast is startling. Certainly, aside from the great
value of the meetings to the technical world, the achievement of
such a condition of affairs as this places them high in the list of

recommends a reference

things that are worth while.

report handles the subject most gingerly, owing to lack of effective
data from which the effects of electricity and the motor car can
be definitely stated. We may look for another report along these
lines in four or five years that will mark a new condition in railroad operation, greater perhaps than that indicated by any of the
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After a careful study of the report of the M. C. B. Committee
on Brake-Beams, the writer has been moved to make certain calculations and from these results has compiled what he believes to be
a true arrangement of Tables II. and III. of the committee's report,
based on deflections, for the reasons hereinafter stated. Table III.,
which was printed in the advance copies of the report, was eliini
nated by the action of the Association whin the report was adopted

5,
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two diagrams and the results of the testa
two brake beams by the writer are included to support his

of the M. C. B. tests,

made

of

Such preliminary loading insures seating Of all the
pails and therefore true results of deflection and
set of the beam are obtained.
A load of 20,000 lbs. tor beams which
arc to be tested to 15,000 lbs., and of 37,500 lbs. for beams to be

specifications.
malleable iron

contentions.

The clastic limits as given In the M. C. is. reporl appear to
uaa
and tabulated results indicate that
be misleading, as the diaj
some of the beams had been loaded to from 20.000 lbs. to 28.000 lbs.
before being n eived toj test. This would cause these beams to
shew n > a small set up to the point to which they were loaded
before test and therefore the table of elastic limits as given in
Table II. of the M. C. B. report has been omitted from the accompanying table compiled by the writer. Since the table of elastic
limits is omitted, the table of resilience is also omitted.
A table of net deflections has been added, and in this
table the beams have been listed in order of least deflection
The reason for using net deflection as a basis
at 15.000 lbs.
is that the beams which were not loaded to from 20,000 lbs. to
28,000 lbs. before being tested are thereby placed on a parity with
This is clearly shown in Kig. 1. The
those that were so loaded.
first loading takes nearly all the set out of the beam and the second
loading gives a much smaller deflection and almost no permanent
It is the writer's opinion that before testing brake-beams, the
set.
beam should be loaded in excess of the load as called for in the

has proved

to be quite satisfactory.
This beam
the effect of such a proof load.
was loaded to 20,000 lbs. before testing, as the M. C. B. specifications
require loading to 15,000 lbs. with not more than '/„ in. deflection
for this class of beam.
The diagram shows that a permanent set
It
will also be seen
took place upon second loading to 20,0u0 lbs.
that this occurs in Kig.
after a second loading and after a third
loading to 15,000 lbs., but when a load of 30,000 lbs. was placed on
It therefore appears
this beam no set was obtained at 15,000 lbs.
that the tecommendation of the M. C. B. Committee on Brake-Beams,
"that a load equal to the load to which the beam is to be tested
shall be applied and released before making the test" is not sufficient
And in the writer's
to take ill the permanent set out of the beam.
opinion beams should be first loaded in excess of the load at which

tested to 28,000

i

1
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fig.

1

l

lbs,,

illustrates

2

I

they are to be tested.
The table of strength per pound of weight of beam was not
included in the table compiled by the writer for the reason that
the struts and heads of the various beams are not of the same

11:1 n
11.
Summarized Data- -Trans* BSE
Beams arranged in order of least Jeflection at 3,000
1

1

1

.1

1

lbs.

etlectlons

maximum

Ar

Name.

Xo.

,ab.

Mark.

Make-up. Weight.
Solid.

Ins:,

M—

in;;

Ii

Waycott

s lid
S
1.
Truss.

Central

29.

Buffalo

38

Vandei

bilt

-

37.
35.
34.
27.

1

'avis

Simplex
Pressed steel

3.

40.
30.

Marden

25.

Sterlingworth

26.
33.
47.
46.
45.
31.
32.

Monarch
Pressed steel
Creco
Creco
Creco

"

Nat.

Hoi

Haskell & Barker

.

.

.

Simplex
Simplex
Simplex
Keystone
Atlas

36.
28.
40.
39.
9.

i.

I.:

Solid.

s.i

Truss.
Solid.

96.5
94.5

P
2
Nunc.

Truss.

95 "

None.

Solid.
Solid.
Solid.
Solid.

94.5
85.5
80.5

'

Truss.
Truss.
Truss.
Truss.
Truss.

92.0
86.0
68.0
69.0
66.5

K—

Truss.

138.5
124.0
131.5

G—
F—
H—

Solid.

Truss.
Truss.
Truss.

1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500

2

None.
1.

1

C—
'.'

K—
S— 2
A—

114.75

\..ii>\

1,C

None.
None.

1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500

J—

127.0

Truss
Av'ge. Max.

::,

152
135
.459
.534

.11411

.412

3,000

.032

::.

",;l

103
.428

3,1

1

-'.".

.4211

'.17

..".17

;;.

1.263

..".'.i7

.I.:,:;

..".44

.".

.260
.485

.602
.785
.645

.nil

.591

::.

,

..

i

No.
1.

Item.
Greatest lead applied

,

Av'ge. Max.

Min.

Min.

beams^

Truss. Solid.

It..

1.1.

.

:;,

I

i.i

i

1.

1

inter

0.092

0.037

n.i deflection at 15.000
11.
lead, inches
(O) Under llu lbs.0.1116

Over lin

Note.

lbs..

— Subscripts

0.035

20

1

0.056
21

0.01S

0.089

"tin

1

n.04

indicate

0.069

2'l

1

0.095
21

0.034

0.17S

'

0.115

0.116

s

17

0.12s

0.103

5

1"

15

Laboratory Numbers in Table

No.

Av'ge.

Item.

No.

—No. beams-.

Mux. Min.

Av'ge. Max.

5..-.5 ii

5,525 8,400 3,225
29.38
30
6,660 0.6611 0,06.1
28
28

8

9

4

1

.284

S

9

4

1

8

9

4

1

Min.

Truss. Solid.

Greatest lead applied to)

Over 110

lbs.

.3,899
3,899

2, .-.nn

47
31
7.321 9,400 5,380

lbs

36

39

ui

Net

lead. in.

.742

.892

.403

32

34

.325

.4117

.168

9

Over 110

lbs..

lbs

.

.

(a)
(!».

7

II. -

.695

33

29

.197

.197

.197

36

28

28

.810

.992 1.500

.563

34

33

29

.390

.3yn

28

28

:

Under 110
Over 110

lbs..
lbs...

.025
9

.588

Order of Merit
Beams arranged in order of

.350

.390

36

—Transverse

,

Minimum

Hill. I[,.

Maximum

(6)

Under

strength.*

7.500 lbs.*

29,38

29
38
37
34
35
27

44
IS

3

1

14

47
37
33
35
25
34
46
26

is
12

1

17

17

13

12

12

19

in
n;

21

4

II

7

20

24
20

4

is

21
15
i

1.

13

13

16

No.

31.

2

Beams: Under 110

lbs.

welghl

1

1
1

1

s

15
is

III

23
21
to

3

40
30
25
20
33

9

39

9

45
32
31

1

12

12
15
IS

3

30

4

36

Beams

:

Over 110

lbs.

weight

lei
1 nder
15,000 lbs.*
29
3S
37
35
34
27

31
49
30
26
47
25
33
32
46
45
36
28
40
39

49
27

It

net deflection

(a)

13
IS

t

Test.

least net deflection at 3,000 lbs.

(C)

Under

Under
.".en

.484

deflection at 3,000
lb. load. in.

II.

:

Under 110

44

i

eight

the table 'n.i

—

4::

17
16
6
12

I

in

45.
31.
32.

-Solid-

ins-

1

44

in

•Numbers

47.
46.

—

3.
4.
5

weight

••

:::;.

240
3,220
2,590
2,700
J.

—

Item

1

I

lbs.

.17(1

1

11
8

10

2it.

Table III. Summary of Transverse Tests in Table II.
Beams underBeams arranged in order of least net deflection at 3.000 lbs.
lie lbs., weight truss 8, solid 9: Beams over 110 lbs., weight truss 4,
Subscripts indicate laboratory Number in Table II.
Note.
Solid 1.

15,000 lbs.
net deflection

at

111

1

,s7',.

1.095

1

13

iver

3.000
3,000

(6)

(6)

i

strength.*

Ii

.

23

.065
.030
.223
.234

••

1.

:

.415
.420
.656

—

Direct Test.
Least Net Deflection

In order of

i.i

Beams

9.

."...in..

.407

i

i

0.234

Maximum

lbs.

5,530

3,000
3,000

.231.
.4

Miuimum

Beams: Under 110

925

25.

5.5511

3,000

.168
.107

lb.

0.055
17
0.048

12
0.062

11.

0.055

1

0.152

Order of Merit
Beams arranged

,",.::si.

36.
28.
4n.
39.

2

.47,.

:;,ni...

,i

:

(0)

3.

49.

30.

lbs.

."27
.008
.113
.041
.045

:

lbs..

27.

Net deflection at 1,500

inches
llu lbs.0.057

110

iver

1

31.

9,400
6,660

ens
957

::,

mi':

:;7.
:::,.

.350
.390
.433
.645

.272
.280
.154

1.579
.517
.892

1

1.380
.740
lull.
.550

2.050
2.105

•

.810
.855

1.010

2. 4 77.

::.

::.

,7!iu

29.
38.

3.935

3

3

.695

::..«. ii

8,400
8,400
5,470
4,955
4.350
3.800
6,250
4,140
3,225
4,435
4.200
5,000

..;.;,,

.645

635
..",114

062

(6)

10

15

Lab. Xo.

569

1

.051

(at

Net deflection at 7.500

;

lbs.

1.029
1.030
1,270
1.435
1.500
1.630
1.924
21925

1.51

beams
Undi
Under
110

lbs.30,236-42,000 181325 21,580 27,400 15,575
1
10
17
8
25.175 27. N5H 22.."
liver llu lt.s..5i;.5.-.s 02.0UI.I 50.
....

71'.
SIM,

.150

1.

to beam, lbs.
mii Under 110
1/.1

1

2.410
2.1P1

325
115
over 110

.195
.205
.343
.464
.542

^-s ,-No.

3,000
:;,

Beams

Solid

,

LSI

.;-!

.310

2.
,

.563
.660

930

.058
.HSU
.140
.260
.120

load in

lbs.

.33

—

Solid

Net de

ii,l|

018

Table III. — Summary of Direct Tests, Table II.
Beams arranged in order of Least Net Deflection at 15.000 lbs. Beams under
110 lbs. weight Truss 9, Solid 9: Beams over 110 lbs. weight— Truss 5,
Item

Set.

leileel

1

..SI.

.852
2.007

1,500
1,500

1

..117

1.733

1,500

I.

:;.-,•_•

.880
1.237

1.:

def.

.301
.a 70

.

1,500

None.
NoDe.

115.11

Net

Set.

Deflection.

oa<J

Beams under 110

105.0
95.0
7.".

i

40
28

47
46
45
31

32
36
28
40
39
9

•

Merit Indicate laboratory or test numbers.

•Numbers In table Order of Merit indicate laboratory or test numbers.

—
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weight, therefore the table as given in the M. C. B. report does
not fairly represent the strength per pound. In order to obtain a
correct table of strength per pound of weight of beam the weight
of the tension and compression members and their parts should be
taken to which should be added an estimated weight for strut and
brake heads, this estimated weight to be alike for all beams.
As at this writing the weight of all the beams as computed in this
manner was not available, this table could not be included.
Although the table of transverse tests accompanies this communication it does not give much information. It has been eliminated to all intents and purposes in the M. C. B. report by paragraph 7 of Prof. Hatt's report, which reads: "Inasmuch as transverse stiffness and strength are necessary in order to develop the
direct strength of the beams, it would seem that the proper specifications for strength under direct loading will insure strength under
transverse loading." However, attention is called to the fact that
these tests are of no value since the distance from the center of
30.000
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laid over until next year for action:
Article VIII, Section 1, changed to read as follows:
"The
officers, excepting as otherwise herein provided, shall be elected at
the regular meeting of the Association held in June of each year. A
majority of all votes cast shall be necessary to an election, and elections shall not be postponed.
"The President, Vice-Presidents and Treasurer shall hold office
for one year and executive members for two years, or until their
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The following proposed changes -in the constitution were read
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successors are chosen, provided, however, that three executive members shall be elected for one year at the time of the adoption of this
amendment. Three executive members shall be elected each year
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Fig. 2.
Note.

Fig. 1.

—All
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deflections.

Direct Bending Test.
Fig.
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Beam Not Loaded Before

Span, 60 % In-

Testing.

Results of T.

Heads

in Plaee.
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Load.

Def.

Set.
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Def.
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Section 2 of Article VIII to be eliminated.
Article IX, Section 1, a new paragraph added as follows:
"At the first session of the annual meeting, the President shall
appoint a Nominating Committee of five members, who are not
officers or associate members of the Association, and this committee
shall present the names of nominees for officers of the Association
for the ensuing year to the Secretary before the election of officers
is in order, and they shall be announced by him as soon as receive. I.
The election shall not be held until the day after such announcement except by unanimous consent. Any other three members may
nominate candidates for office."
A change was also proposed in the provision of the Constitution
regarding the requirements for membership.
Membership. Section 1. The following persons
"Article III.
may become active members of the Association on being recommended by two members In good standing, signing an application for
membership and agreement to conform to the requirements of the
constitution and by-laws, or authorizing the Secretary to sign the
constitution tor hem.
"1.
Those having the rank of master mechanic, mechanical
engineer, electrical engineer, superintendent' of shops (when they
are Independent of the master mechanics), having charge of the
design, construction or repair Of railway rolling stock.
"2.
Representatives from each locomotive and car building
works.
"3.
One representative member may be appointed by any railSuch
road company to represent its Interests In the Association.
appointment shall be in writing, and shall emanate from the P
dent, General Manager or General Superintendent, or othi r general
Such member
officer in charge of the motive power department..
Shall have all lie privileges of an active nieinlier. Including one vole
on all questions, and, In addition thereto, shall, on all measures per
talning to the determination of what tests shall be conducted bj the
Association, the cxpcndilurc of inonej tor Conducting same, or the
icb full LOO
adoption 01 standards, nave one additional vet.
engines which are in actual operation Or arc In process Of purCE
by the road or system which he represents. Such membership shall
continue until notice Is given the Association of his withdrawal or
he appoint menl of his suci essor."
The second motion of Article mi to bt omitted.
The report was
Tire Shrinkage and Design of Wheel Centers
read by the Becretai
would like tO know whether there has
Mr. GOO, Li, fowler:
i"
found to he any difference In the different makes ol tires In the
t

5 .0545

•

lii.iiiHi

2!

d.i.

Set.

Def.

.0

005
009
013

1

Set. Net del

...

1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000

15,

The thirty-ninth convention of the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association was held at Atlantic City, N. J., June 18, 19
and 20, the sessions being held in the Sun Parlor of the Steel Pier.
Like the Master Car Builders' convention, this was the largest
meeting the Association has ever had, the attendance of members
being 350, as against 2li0 last year.
The meeting was called to
order by the President, Mr. H. P. Ball (L. S. & M. S.), and prayer
was offered by the Rev. Newton W. Caldwell. Mayor Stoy made
an address of welcome, which was responded to by Mr. A. M. Waitt.
President Ball then read his address, which is printed in
another column.
The Secretary's report showed the membership to be: Active
members, 777; associate members, 17; honorary members, 40, a
The Treasurer's report showed a balance on hand of $1,870.79.
Andrew J. Cromwell and F. M. Twombly were elected honorary

$

-

1

s.ooo

The Master Mechanics' Convention.

...

'

\

/

/

10,000

the pin hole to the face of the brake head was not the same in all
the beams tested.
The question of speed of loading to obtain the maximum strength
of a beam is an important point, and in the judgment of the writer
should be specified by the M. C. B. committee.
Another point which may be worthy of consideration is, shall
the test beam, representing a lot of 500 beams, be required to hold
the test load for a given length of time without a deflection greater
engineer.
than that called for by the M. C. B. specifications.

total of 834.

<=

/5.000

693

I

t

I

load,

1

11

rolling out action referred to in the report

There

is

a

wide

,
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ence in the amount of carl
id naturally in the hardness of the
tire, in the tensile strength and natural elongation between the
different makes.
They run from about ,055 carbon l<> .072 carbon. I
speak of car wheel tiros, and take it tor granted thai the same
if ihe tire
variation exists between the tires of locomotive wheels,
is Of the higher carbon il WOUld naturally have less elongation and
less liability to roll out, and the rolling out and stretching would
undoubtedlj be very much loss than in the case of the softer tires.
The question, therefore, a rises, whether it would be better to raise
the carbon points in the tires, so thai you will have a harder tire
and one less liable to this rolling-out action, than when you have the
want to ask whether tinsofter tire such as we have boon using.
committee made any measurements to find out what the stress on the
tire is, alter il is shrunk on.
Of course, there must be some stretching to the tire, and I ask whether that tensile stress is ordinarily
calculated to take up the whole of the shrinkage, and whether measurements have been taken to show what the depression of the center
is by which the actual tensile stress on the lire, when finished, is
somewhat less than it otherwise would be.
Mr. S. T. Park (Mich. Cent.): Two makes of tires were used in
getting these dimensions, and both showed the rolling action.
Although we did not make a chemical analysis we made a physical
test of one of the tires, and it gave an ultimate strength of something
over 100,000 lbs.
Mr. G. W. Wildin (Erie)
We are abandoning retaining rings
altogether, up to 7G-in. driving wheels.
Mr. W. G. Menzel (Wis. Cent.)
We don't need a retaining ring
when we have tires 3% in.: only when we get them down as low as
2% in. It is a question whether it is best to put retaining rings on
in order to get another % or
in. wear on the tire.
We don't need
the retaining rings until a tire' gets down to 2 in. Would it pay to
put it on to get another
in.?
I don't think it would.
.Mr. F. Slater (Chic. & N.-W.)
With the projection used in the
Pennsylvania form it would be difficult to shim the tire; but if the
tires are fitted with an inside retaining ring, they could not shift,
and an engine developing loose tires on the road could be brought to
her home station and it would save the expense of sending men out
on the line.
Mr. H. H. Vaughan (C. P. R.)
We are using the lip shown
in Fig. 6 on our tires and shimming them from the inside where
necessary, and I don't believe we have any very serious difficulty.
It accomplishes the same purpose as the retaining ring, and is an
element of safety.
In regard to the design of the steel wheel, referring to Fig. 4:
The center line is shown 1 ? in. inside of the spoke, and the center
line of the tire is about another '; in. on the outside.
In Fig. 2,
showing the spokes, you will see that the center of the thrust of the
tire, tending to collapse the wheel center, is very near the inside end
of the spoke which the committee has made considerably thicker than
the outer end. We have gone a step farther than that. We have put
the bulk of our metal in the spoke right under the line of the thrust
of the tire, making a pear-shaped spoke and reduced the section very
considerably on the outside. We started to make practically a Tshaped spoke and came to the pear-shaped spoke. The wheel-makers
say the wheel is a very easy one to mould, and it appears to me
correct, because it puts the bulk of the metal right under the thrust
of the tires.
I think that section is preferable to the one suggested
by the committee.
I don't believe the rim section suggested by the committee is
correct, either.
We have a considerable number of engines with
cast steel wheel centers, with a rim very similar to this, although
perhaps not quite so heavy, and as the tires were thinner we found
considerable trouble from loosening, and also we have had trouble
from breakages. I charge that entirely to the bending of the rim,
with a thin tire, between the spokes. In the old designs of cast
iron wheel il was common to have a rim 3 to 3% in. deep. That rim
had plenty of strength. It would support a thinner tire, and it had
strength to do it. Our rims now are all made with practically the
same section as the old cast iron centers with the deep U-shaped
rim. While it takes no more metal than the proposed rim, it gives
a very large additional amount of strength to support a thinner tire.
I believe that is better than the section shown here.
We have been making experiments to determine the amount the
wheel center collapses when a tire is shrunk on. For instance, you
apply a tire with a shrinkage of .001 in. to an inch. We happened
to strike a design of tender wheel centers that were over size.
We
would normally have given them .030 in. shrinkage. They were
.030 in. over size.
We were astonished on measuring the tire, after
being shrunk on, to find it had come down to within two-one-thousandths of its cold diameter. The wheel center had given away
entirely.
That type of wheel center is one on which we have considerable difficulty with loose tires, and I think that accounts for it.
When you put on .020, or .030, or .040 shrinkage, if you measure the
diameter after it is put on, you will find the centers have collapsed.
Driving wheel centers collapse under .025 to .040. The tendency in
the pear-shaped spoke with the metal in the direct line of the thrust
of the tire is to hold the wheel out and not give away as much as
the tire with the spoke with the section shown by the committee.
I
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Another point is thai where rims are cut they should be fitted
with cast-iron spacers. We struck some engines turned out a year
They took away
ago, where they were fitted with soft metal spacers.
the entire resistance of the rim to hold out against the shrinkage
of the tire.

Mr. F. Slater (C. & N.-W.)
We found no difficulty in shimming
the tire with the lip without placing a Jack under the engine or
removing a kmI. We merely put a jack under Hie crank-pin to take
enough of the weight off to free the tire from the rail. It does not
lake much pressure. There is lilile strain on the pin. It merely
raises the wheel off the rail enough to take the weight off the tire.
Then a tire heater is put around the tire, and in a very few minutes
it
is warm enough to put tin all around the wheel center, and the
engine can then go out. It saves a lot of roundhouse work. We
shim a tire that way out on the road or in the house. For work
on the line we have a small portable lire heater and send two men
out.
They use the air from the locomotive, and in a very short time
the engine can go on with its train.
:

I am experimenting now with a
Mr. P. Maher (T., St. L. & W.)
retaining ring the full diameter of the wheel, to be put on in sections.
It acts more as a clamp.
That leaves a place between each clamp for
:

shimming.

The action of the brakes probMr. I). .1. Durrell I*. L. W. P.)
ably has the greatest tendency toward loosening the tires, especially
upon thin tires. We have recently made some investigations as to
the thickness tires should be run on Atlantic type engines before
being taken out of service, and we have found that 2 in. should be
the limit.
What disposition do you wish to make of this
President Ball:
I

:

gentlemen?
Mr. C. A. Seley (C, R.

report,

I. & P.)
We have the matter before us
form of a tentative report from the committee, and I
would make a motion to lay it over for one year before being sub-

now

:

in the

(Carried.)
mitted to letter ballot.
Flexible Staybolts. The report was read by the Secretary. Mr.
W. H. Newbury, of the motive power department of the Pennsylvania,
was present to represent the chairman of the committee, Mr. R. M.

—

Durborow.
In making these measureMr. H. H. Wickho'rst (C. B. & Q. ):
ments of the movements of sheets, I would ask if the sheets were free
from scale? Was the fire-box sheet new?
No, not a new sheet.
Mr. Newbury:
Mr. Wickhorst: It strikes me that probably the main reason for
large movements of such sheets is the forming of scale, or mud or
other insulating material, on the fire-box sheet and staybolt. If the
sheets and staybolts are free from scale, the temperature cannot be
very much different from the temperature of the water. I made
some temperature tests which indicated with a hot fire that a %-in.
sheet cannot be raised over the temperature of the water more than
40 or 50 deg. F. but allow % in. of scale to form, and the temperature of the metal is going to rise above the temperature of the water
by several hundred degrees. In fact, with a hot fire and % in.
scale on the staybolts and sheets, the sheets can actually attain a low
red heat. As the relative movement of the sheets is probably primarily a function of the difference of temperature more than any one
thing, it will be seen that if the inside sheet is allowed to become
;

materially raised in temperature, the movement is going to be
greater, and I rather imagine that if the test had been made with
scaled boiler sheets, that movements would have been found, as, for
instance, by opening the fire-door, after a good hot fire. With the
hot fire and the scaled sheet, with the temperature of the water, say
400 deg. or lower, the temperature of the fire-box sheet would easily
be raised to 600, 800 or 1,000 deg., whereas if the sheet is perfectly
clean the temperature of the fire-box sheet probably would not have
been raised to over 450 deg.
Mr. G. R. Henderson:
I do not notice anything in the report
about the cost of staybolts, and that is an important item, particularly if you have side sheets, which only last a year or two in service.
We can hardly afford to put in very extensive staybolts in those
sheets.

We

Mr. J. F. Walsh (C. & O.):
commenced using the flexible
staybolts about three years ago on our high-pressure engines. We
had a class of consolidation engines, with long fire-boxes, carrying
200 lbs. of steam, which troubled us greatly. As we commenced the
construction of the wide fire-box engines, we put the staybolts in the
outside rows in the side sheets, butt sheets and additional ones up
in the upper corners, and putting as many flexible staybolts in the
probably have, all told,
throat sheets as we could get in there.
15,000 or 16,000 flexible staybolts in 210 or 215 engines, and up to a
few days ago we had not a failure of the flexible staybolts. However, two days ago I got a report of 22 broken flexible staybolts
removed from one of our engines, which had been in service about 23
months. That is the first failure we had out of the 15,000.
Mr. A. E. Mitchell: I have had experience with the flexible staybolt of the type shown in Fig. 7, which is the only type that I have
used. All of my experience has been on the Wooten type of boilers.
have introduced about 40,000 of these bolts in the last two years,
and in that period we have not had a failure of that type of bolt.

We

We

Jink
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Previously we had a large number of failures of the rigid type in our
throat sheets, and in one type of boiler we had failures freqeuntly;
but where the flexible type of bolt is used we have entirely eliminated the trouble.
Incrustation has a great deal
Mr. D. J. Durrell (P., L., W. P.):
Where we have water
to do with the failure of flexible staybolts.
purifying plants, I do not think for two years we have had a failure
of a flexible staybolt.
Mr. C. E. Fuller (C. & A.): We have had to educate our men
who do the inspecting of flexible staybolts to learn the knack of
That is the
finding out definitely whether it is a broken bolt or not.
only new feature we have had to take up in connection with the pracBolts have been reported broken when
tical operation of these bolts.
they were not broken, and bolts have been reported solid when they
were broken. Otherwise the flexible bolt has been very satisfactory.
Some five years ago we
Mr. Win. Mcintosh (C. R. R. of N. J.)
commenced supplying the bolt in Fig. 9, and have several thousand
We are using another type of bolt now to a conof them in service.
siderable extent, and, desiring information about it, we undertook
a vibratory test that, while I do not consider that it gives accurate
information, probably gives information that will be of some value.
:

give a brief statement showing how the test was conconsisted essentially of putting four bolts into sheets of
fire-box steel, representing the inner and outer sheets of the boiler
and fire-box. These are spaced 4 in. apart, as they would be in
service, 4Vi in. between centers, the plates being of regular fire-box
thickness. Between these plates we placed a spring with the equivaThis had a tendency to press the
lent power of the boiler pressure.
sheets apart in about the same ratio. We clamped these sheets, the
cuter sheet to a table, and the inner sheet to a beam that was
arranged to be vibrated back and forth by power, with a total of
3/32 in. in either direction. The beam was moved by a ram, one end
of it being held by a pin connection to the table of the machine., and
the other driven by a connecting rod from a crank. This movement
was kept up continuously until the bolts commenced to break and
The results seemed to show
until there was only one remaining.
that the machine worked fairly uniformly on the various samples,
and the fractures that developed were due entirely to the bending
action.
With solid bolts they averaged more uniformly than they
did with flexible bolts. There were considerable variations in these,
but this we attribute to the different pressure that was applied to
them in screwing them into the sheets.
The results were decidedly surprising. The variation in breaking points between the flexible bolt and the rigid one ranged from
10,664 vibrations, as the largest number that the rigid bolt stood, to
41,300, as the largest number that the flexible bolts stood, under conditions as nearly the same as we could apply it. These were 1 1/6 in.
bolts.
We had no smaller flexible bolt to experiment with, but we
made a number- of other tests with rigid and hollow bolts of 1 in.
diameter. Their breaking point ranged from 8,300 down to 3,400.
We were not led to the use of the
Mr. C. H. Doebler (Wabash)
flexible bolt from the breaking of the solid bolt, but to overcome the
difficulty in the cracking of side sheets.
I

will

ducted.

It

:

In view
Mr. Frank Slater (C. & N.-W.):
stated and the fact that the flexible staybolt does break, and that its
life does not appear to be very long, I believe that the most satisfactory staybolt is the rigid staybolt with the tell-tale hole.
of all that has been

—

Special Valve Gears for Locomotives. This was an individual
paper by Mr. C. J. Mellin, of the American Locomotive Company.
The discussion opened with testimony from several members, having
in service some of the gears described in the paper, regarding the
performance of these gears.
I am surprised when
Mr. Angus Sinclair (Loco. Kmjineerwri)
our people are coming in for other improved gears that they have
not paid more attention to (ho Joy. The most objectionable pail
about the Stephenson is the eccentric. The Joy gear does away with
It
is strange to me thai American master mechanics
the eccentric.
and designers have not applied the Joy gear, because the distribucan make out, as with
tion of steam is precisely the same, as far as
the Walschaert gear. There is the objection made that the gear is
thrown out to some extent by the up and do\wi movement of tin'
Kill
don'l think that with the mad beds we have now
axle-box.
11
la used largely in Engthat that would be a serious objection.
Nearly all the engines Dial go In Japan from British makers
land.
have the Joy gear, anil
think il would be a good thing if our people
would pay more attention to It, merelj from the tad thai thej get
:

I

I

I

rid of

I

lie

eccenl

There

lie.

something about

a locomotive thai is not well reci
exhaust.
The locomotive thai throws mil ils
•(•
fuel Mian one thai lets the
exhaust like a Bhoi always uses
cxhausi nut more sinwiy. Thai Is the difference between the British
onnin} of fuel, ami
anil the American locomotive in Ih
think
the parts relating to the axb
that until that pail is recognized
leal uietlmil nl
of steam
we will no! gel down In the mo:. c
operating he loconml Ive.
Mr. (!. It. Henderson:
The explanation of our beginning to use
more Of il now lhan 80
the Walschaert gear is: We think so
is

nized In regard In

(lie

1

I

I

I

mmh
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years ago, not because there has been no improvement in the steam
distribution, but on account of the large bearing surfaces, and, especially with crank axles, the interior of the engine is so much taken
up and the Walschaert gear lends itself to the outside. We are
forced to use it now.
Locomotive Tests of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The report
was received and the committee discharged.
Water Softening for Locomotive Use. In the absence of the
chairman of the committee, the secretary read the report.
Mr. G. R. Henderson: I would like to call attention to the
paragraph which states that there is no known method for the
treatment of alkali. That is true probably in the sense of treatment, but I believe it is perfectly feasible under certain conditions
There are distilling appato purify alkali water by distillation.
ratus which will give anywhere from 30 to 60 lbs. of water per
pound of coal and with coal at $1 per ton it can be had for very
much less on a great many of the railroads in the western part
of the country
it is possible to distill water at a cost of approximately 10 to 12 cents a thousand gallons, and while that is considerably higher than the cost of chemical treatment, yet I think that
any one who has experienced the great troubles of alkali water
from foaming when very often you have to shut the throttle before you can blow the whistle, greatly endangering cylinder heads
and drawbars I would like to simply call their attention to the
fact that alkali water can be treated satisfactorily if they will go
to the necessary care and expense.

—

—

—

—

—
—

Mr. A. E. Mitchell: I would like to hear Mr. Fuller tell us some
of the results he is obtaining on the Alton with his boilers. I understand he has had remarkable success with a mechanical system.
About 1900 the purification of water was taken up.
Mr. Fuller:
Later on, the service not being satisfactory, owing to the water
foaming to such an extent that it was almost impossible to pull
trains over the road without washing the boilers at the end of
every trip, the company went into a system using an oil device.
In 1903 we were still treating water and using the oil system.
Both were expensive luxuries, but with the water we have and the
The subject was
coal, it is absolutely necessary to do something.
gone over carefully and the results watched. Some of the engines
were put into localities where there was not any treated water and
used simply the oil; others were using the oil and treated water together, until, finally it was decided to abandon one or the other.
Canvassing the situation thoroughly resulted in our abandoning the
treating process entirely in 1904 and using oil. Since that time we
have equipped our heavy type engines from 19-in. cylinders up. If
the Association remembers, in 1901 I believe the question came up
relative to the service obtained from 20 ft. flues, on these engines.
Our Pacific type engines, with 20 ft. flues were running between
Chicago and Bloomington, and it was practically impossible to obtain over 35,000 miles for flues.
On one of these engines the firebox failed completely after having three patches on it, and two
We are now running the 20 ft. flues
sets of flues, in nine months.
from 80,000 to 95,000 miles. The fire-box sheets are free from
It is no trouble whatever to keep them free from scale.
are extending the life of our fire-boxes to two and three years
The system requires
in place of eight and nine months, or a year.
a good deal of attention and continual vigilance. If it is not given
attention you had better not use it, because the oil will collect the
scale forming mailer and it will settle at the bottom, and if It is
not blown out at the end of each trip it is only a question of time
It also requires care from the engineers.
until damage will result.
In 1904 we increased the tonnage 27 per cent, over 1902 for the
same class of engines in the same territory, due to the fact that we
stopped the foaming. It is a rare thing now to have an engine
reported as foaming. We reduced our engine failures on account

scale.

We

of leakages

more than

one-half.

would like to ask Mr. Fuller about
I
Mr. G. R. Henderson:
What are the ingredients in the watef to which he
two points:
refers where this oil has been successfully used: and has there been
an; appearance of blisters or pockets OH the fireboxes, or otlier
pails of the sheels.
In stationary plants they arc very particular
about allowing no oil from the cylinders i<> get Into the boilers and
they practically throw away enormous amounts of money every
year in waste water ami heal to prevent oil from getting Into the
boiler.

When we wenl Into this the Statement was made
Mr. Fuller:
us that the oil would prevent the heat units passing through the
\\v have In our
sheets and that the residue would cause trouble.
power Btation at Bloomington the Stirling boiler. The watei con
The sulpl
" to
lime and BUlphates,
tains
grains of solids
Is very high, II grains. If
remember correctly. The Stirling
in the back
is a hard holler to gel
a circulation in. part ui]l.ir'\
lubes.
The result was that the sulphates, lime and other Bubal
w '< have run these boll
oo^ with
collected In the back tubes,
to
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1

monl lis
our roundhouse up to L904 was practically a workshop of men
removing piston valves, putting in new rings and boring cylinders.
We don't know what that is now
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• bi
yeai
been
of treated and other waters, for the past tii
using purified water on some of our divisions and we found by
i.inui.n dp. i..i.ui, 11 neutralized the
installing one planl on
u
water no1 only from lanUs adjacent in the purifying planl, bul at
more distanl tanks, sufficiently to help us out of our trouble. On
this one division \ve li.nl al one lime J7 inn con
latii n locomoWhen ill. j
tives.
e on the road we were troubled a great
deal with
sheets.
By installing ihis purifying plant
we eliminated thai trouble absolutely. We have reduced ar rou
house work at some points 25 per cent., al other p':ace 15 pei cent.,
by the use of purified water.
Mr. G W. West (N. Y., O. & W.
We had a very bad water situation on a division of 100 miles, and installed a waler solieiiing
It increased the life of our flues 100 per rent.
plant.
Mr. Win. Mcintosh IC. R. R. of N. J.):
We have one purifying
plant, and had arrangements to pipe rain water into a cistern and
mix there with the treated water. We expected to control this by
reducing the quantities of chemicals when there was a quantity of
rain water, but have not succeeded in reaching the proper combination.
To illustrate the necessity and importance of handling a
purifying plant intelligently, we have recently discovered that
through either negligence on the part of those in charge, or some
chemical change, we were adding 12 grains more solid matter to
the water than it contains in its original state.
Mr. G. W. Wildin (Erie):
In July, 1904, we began experimenting on a single engine with the oil device. We had such phenomenal results that when the question came up as to what we would
do to purify the water on the Chicago & Erie division from Marietta, O.. to Chicago, with 48 grains of incrusting solids, mostly sulphates we decided to equip our engines with the oil device. We
could equip the engines in that territory for about $15,000 initial
outlay, as against $95,000 for treating plants.
In some places where
the water was bad, and where large quantities were used, we found
we could treat water for less with the Talmadge system than with
the water-treating plants. Our flue troubles were greatly reduced.'
Where formerly we removed flues every six months, both in passenger and freight locomotives, we are now getting a full year of
service without any trouble.
The Talmadge system has absolutely prevented foaming. I rode
myself on the experimental engine after it had been in service for
about 36 days in the bad water district, without washing, and I
invited the engineer to see if he could make the engine foam; it was
impossible to do it. We are now washing our engines every 20 days
on this territory, where formerly we washed them every five days.
Mr. Fuller: The cost of the Talmadge system depends altogether
upon the water; it depends on- the amount of oil necessary to use.
In the iron ore district we use a gallon of oil to 126 miles. On our
western division we use
gallon of oil to 150 miles, so that the cost
depends entirely upon the number of miles you run per gallon of oil.
The oil is fed into the boiler while the engine is working, and also
while it is standing still, while the engine is on the road. We do
not use over a gallon of water per 100 miles in our hardest service.
Locomotive Front Ends. Mr. H. H. Vaughan read the report. At
the conclusion of paragraph 10 relating to length of front end he said:
This is one of the points on which we can hardly regard the tests as
entirely satisfactory.
There is -no doubt about the correctness of the
results, but they are so curious that we are practically at a loss to
explain them. There is practically a 25 per cent, loss in draft with
a 4%-in. shortening of the front end from the normal figure, or
from the figure that the New York Central engine has. This is a
peculiar result, and it is still more peculiar, that a's the front end is
shortened still farther the draft begins to improve again. It can
only be explained, I think, by the fact that at certain lengths of the
front end the currents of gases move freely through the front end.
Mr. David Brown (D., L. & W.)
The best results were obtained
from the 23-in. diameter stack, with a height of 29 in. This is
about the limit of height that we can get with modern engines and
large boilers.
A higher stack is not practical, and with such a
stack lowered we do not obtain the good results that we would expect.
A single draft pipe is an unnecessary expense. A double pipe gave
more results than a single one, showing that we still have been going
to unnecessary expense.
Small stacks are not to be considered. We
get better results as we increase the diameter of the stacks, but with
the false top we have to use the smaller stack for the best results.
We do not gain much by going to the trouble of using the inside part
of the stack.
The smoke-box should be as short as possible. The
best results were apparently obtained when the draft-pipe is down
level with exhaust tips, but there is little difference in the draft
when the pipe is raised 1 in., S in. or even 16 in. Yet our engineers
have made an engine failure going east through lack of steam, and
In coming west have said they fixed it by raising the petticoat an
inch. If we have to use a stack 29 in. high, I don't see the necessity
of enlarging it at the top, from the chokeup.
I think if we would
run the stack straight up from the choke it would give equally as
good results as with the choke. When the choke was first brought
out by the French engineers the stacks were long and small, and it
was a benefit to increase from the choke, for the reason that there
was less friction in passing through. The gases had done their duty,
;
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and could bi allowed to gel oul oi the stack Freely. The netting tl
inn affair on the top of be slack, with
had at ilia time was a mi
merely a ring anil a lireasl across il and some hea
mining
iriri
through, the only form of netting in those days.
By Increasing the
top of the stack 4 or 5 in. they were enabled to get a larger area of
i

i

t

i

i

netting

These lesis were made without the netting.
Mr. A. B. Mitchell:
know thai the netting produces a little reduction in the draft,
Can we utilize these figures given here as correct with the netting

We

all

as well as wll liout
One of the tests made shows thai
Mr. C. H. Qin lean .\. v. c.
only an per cent, of Hie draft in front of the diaphragm is utilized
back of the diaphragm. This is a matter worth further InvestigaIt ought to be possible to devise some form
tion by this committee.
of diaphragm that will not waste 50 per cent, of the draft created in
'.'

i

i

:

he diaphragm.
From these tests we are liable
Mr. W. G. Menzel (Wis. Cent.):
to get the impression that it is wrong to put in a petticoat pipe.
If
a draft-pipe brings about the result of distributing the draft, it. is a
good thing to use, even if it does not increase the amount of draft.
Mi H. H. Vaughan (C. 1'.):
These experiments do not show
front of

t

The draft in the fire-box is the
that the short smoke-box is the best.
draft that counts, which gradually increases, if anything, as the
front end is lengthened to its present length. The draft back of
the diaphragm increases quite a little as the smoke-box is lengthened
The draft above the diaphragm has practically
to its present length.
the same value with a very short box and with the present length of
box, but the probability is that some action takes place in the flow
of air past the diaphragm that changes the value of that draft. That
draft is not a useful draft. There must be some peculiarity of action
there, but that does not affect the draft on the fire.
The draft on the
fire with a given back pressure gets rather better as the front end
is lengthened.
It has been absolutely determined that a taper stack
is better than a straight stack in. each series of tests that has been
carried out. A difference of i,i in. or 1 in. one way or the other
makes very little difference if you have a stack only 29 in. high and
a 15-in. choke. It doesn't really make much difference whether the
stack is straight or tapered, but with the long stacks, in which the
taper is long enough to be of some servive, then it is important to

make

it

1 in

6, 2 in.

in a foot, total taper.

what Mr. Mitchell said about the netting, we
have found that the draft is a direct function of the back pressure.
In other words, if you have a 4-in. draft, with a 3%-lb. back pressure,
you have an S-in. draft with 7-lb. back pressure. If you put a netting in the way you simply put in an additional obstruction; you
have to increase the back pressure to get a given effect on the fire.
It follows that with the best arrangement for a given back pressure
you also have the best arrangement for any other back pressure. If
you put more obstructions in you simply have to decrease your

With regard

to

nozzle.

The question of a suitable diaphragm was referred to in the last
report of the committee, in which we stated that while we recognized
the need of an arrangement of front end that would do away with the
excessive loss in dragging the gases past the diaphragm, yet we do
not see and cannot see how that can be carried out in the laboratory
at present.
The self-cleaning arrangement has been developed to a
point where it is almost universally used. It would be almost impracticable to experiment on a lot of self-cleaning front ends in the
laboratory. To-day everybody is using a certain type of front end.
If we can develop a type of front end which can obtain the results
without the diaphragm in service, or several types of front ends,
which can obtain the results without the diaphragm in service, it
will then be possible to investigate that on a laboratory testing plant.
I do not think it would be useful to develop a given type of front
end on the laboratory testing plant. To begin with, you would have
to use fuel oil on the testing plant to get results. That immediately
stops ascertaining properly the distribution of draft on the fire. Two
roads using different coals will want radically different adjustment
to burn the fire properly.
We have all had experiences with engines
sent out without a petticoat pipe. The local man has put in a petticoat pipe, and has reported it steaming better. We can now explain
the reason for tjiat. Suppose you had an engine with an 8-in. stack,
you would have a 3.65-in. draft. If you put in a double draft pipe,
you have improved it practically 10 per cent. Suppose you had a
21-iu. stack and put in a petticoat pipe.
You get only 1 per cent, of
difference.
There are times when a petticoat pipe will improve the
draft, but what we have shown is that if you have the proper arrangement of stack and front end, you then cannot improve it by putting
in a petticoat pipe.
Mr. F. M. Whyte (N. Y. C.)
We have applied this proposed
standard front end to a number of our engines. These locomotives
have been very free steamers with the front end arrangements standard to them; therefore, the tests are hardly conclusive, except to show
that the front end suggested by the committee is satisfactory for the
locomotives and the possibility of increasing the diameter of the
exhaust nozzle. The exhaust nozzle standard to the Atlantic type on
the N. Y. C. & H. R. locomotives is 5% in. to 6 in. in diameter. The
nozzles were made 6V4 in., 6% in. and 6% in. in diameter for use
:
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willi the stack ami front end arrangements suggested by the committees. On one division the locomotives having 6%-in. nozzles did
not steam satisfactorily, trailed the smoke badly, and did not clean the
front end, especially on the' horizontal [date of the smoke-box. The
nozzles were changed back to 6% in. diameter. On another division
the locomotives having 6%-in, nozzles gave practically the same
results, except that the locomotives made plenty of steam.
Oh a
third division the locomotives having nozzles G in. and (Hi in. in
diameter performed satisfactorily in every way, except the trailing
of black smoke, and the accumulation of cinders on the horizontal
plate of the smoke-box.
The performance of the stack, as a whole,
is considered good, and the elimination of the petticoat pipes will be

a decided improvement, if it can be done and still get rid of the
have them accumulate in the front end.
Mechanical Stokers. In the absence of Mr. Garstang, Mr. J. F.
"Walsh read the report. On motion the report was received and the
committee continued.

•cinders so as not to

—

Classification of Locomoti >e Repairs.
of the committee, read the report.
1

man

Mr. H. A. Gillis (Arner. Loco. Co.

I

:

— Mr.

H. H. Vaughan, chair-

The

principal object of the

G97

to the different departments.
That is the best method I have
seen for taking care of engines in service. When the engine comes
out of the shop I have this inspector look over the engine and have
him make a list of everything which he finds wrong with the engine.
The attention of the master mechanic is called to it and the matter
is immediately remedied.
do net believe that a large engine in heavy service, well taken
care of. should necessarily be an expensive engine to maintain. The
trouble is frequently that little things are found not to be in order and
the master mechanic lets the engine go another trip. This is kept up
until so many things are out of order, which you keep letting go, that
the whole engine is finally on the point of breaking down. If each
line of repairs is taken up at the proper time and given proper attention, it has a good effect in giving service and furnishing engines
promptly when the transportation department needs them.
1

Mr. H. H. Vaughan: Every one has some sort of classification
of repairs.
In this report I have mentioned the fact that there is a
certain amount of doubt as to whether the classification suggested
was advisable. I have used this classification for two years, and I
find it works converiently.
If we know that a shop is turning out
6, 10 or 20 No. 1 machinery repairs every month, we have a fairly good
idea of what the shop is doing. We know they are spending so many
thousand dollars for labor per month. If the output begins to fall

what your various
work done on the
various divisions. I do not think you obtain it at all by any kind of
classification of repairs.
The amount of repairs made in a shop and off we want to know why it is falling. We watch the cost per mile
the number of engines turned out of a shop depends a great deal on of every engine going into the shop. The shops are run on an allowthe quality of the repairs. I know of one instance of two master me- ance system, and we want to know the number of repairs each shop is
chanics who were changed. Before the change the number of class 3 turning out per month. If you go on the $100 unit plan, what do
repairs going through one shop was about 35 to 40 a month. Inside of you know as to what the man is doing? If he is putting in $30,000
two months the new man made a record of 60 a month, and also had a on repairs, he must turn out 300 units. A shop may cost twice as
large percentage of the power in the shop. In one case the engine much in one year as it did in some previous year, and yet it may not
was actually repaired and put in proper condition. In the other case be turning out any more work in proportion to the increase in cost.
when it was repaired it was only half repaired, and when it went We want to know, when an engine is overhauled, whether it is
out on the road it broke down, and possibly after that as much making the mileage which we expect it to make. We want to know
repairs as ever had to be done on the engine.
In the classification of whether tubes are reset and whether work has been done to the firerepairs for these two divisions the man who really does the poor box. This information, of course, can be secured through detailed
work usually shows up the best. The only way you can tell how your reports. The classification of shop repairs as treated in this report
shops are going is how they are maintaining a certain number of has a definite value. What the classification gives you is a more
engines in running condition on the road and the cost of the main- logical method of enumerating these repairs than the money system,
tenance of these engines.
or the system of numbering 1, 2 and 3 machinery. On the Lake
I want to endorse Mr. Gillis's
Mr. G. W. West (N. Y., O. & W.
Shore we had a 1, 2. 3, 4, 5 classification, and it came to be difficult to
statement. My experience has been similar to his, that the number distinguish between No. 3 and No. 4. There was a good deal of
of engines turned out by a shop is no indication of the real amount trouble on that account, and we finally got down to a plain classificaof work that is being done there. I was at one time a master tion, No. 1 and No. 2, for light and heavy machinery, and No. IF
mechanic on a trunk line, and was followed by a man who is now and No. 2F. "F" meant flues re-set. That worked very well.
passed into the other world. He met me on a train about a year
We have engines coming in for a considerable number of odd
after he took the place and he wanted to know if I knew what our jobs. They do
not have the tires turned, but there are specific
pay-rolls were when I was master mechanic of the road, and I told repairs:
defect repairs, such as a broken crank-pin, or something of
him that I did. He told me they were turning out double the that kind. If you know the shop is turning out
so many 1, 2 and 3
engines, with the same amount of expenditure that I had turned out machinery
repairs every month, you have a rough definition of the
when I was master mechanic of the road. I told him he was a good shop output. It does not take the ease of ether
statistics, but as a
man, and if he was able to do that he ought to hold his position. useful supplement. I do not think the
classification of locomotive repairs is to determine
shops are doing, and the relative merits of the

)

:

Two

or three years after that they abandoned eight or ten trains
a day for the want of motive power.
Mr. Wm. Mcintosh (C. R. R. of N. J.):
I
would suggest that
the information usually desired could be readily determined if the
superintendent of motive power obtained comprehensive reports of
the work done in detail. He could readily judge then who was
doing the galvanizing and who was doing straight work.

Mr. T. H. Curtis (L.

&

N.)

The

:

Louisville

& Nashville road has

abandoned the classification of repairs l>v numb ts, and we have gone
to the unit system of classifying repairs bj a number of units.
If
an engine has Class 1 repairs that is, $11111 worth of repairs Class
10 would be $1,000 worth of repairs, and Class 50 would be $5,000
worth of repairs. The master mechanic then putting cm $1,000 worth

—

of repairs gets credit for Class 10; $5.111111 worth, Class 50.
I
find
this is much belter for the information Of the superintendent of

machinery.
Mr. C. H. Quereau (N. Y. C.)
The plan suggested by the com
mittee in conjunction with a compilation of the cost per ten mile
will show up the condition of affairs.
The number Of repairs turned
out may not show who is shirking and who is not, but the cost per
ton-mile will surely develop thai feature.
11
would be wise to bave
two bases on which to compare efficiency, one based on cost pei
ton of locomotive repairs, tl
her he cost per Ion mile, by which
you judge the efficiency of the division superintendent of motive
power or master mechanic.
think a little analysis will show both
:

I

limls a re

ver\

desirable.

Mr. G. W. WiMiii

There Is only
(Brie):
bjecl in having
Wc uimt in know, when the
classification repairs of soiue kind.
engine leaves the Shop, whether It is going to give service, and nut
have to wail until ii breaks down to find this out. if you know
its actual condition, and the repairs have been reported Intelligently,
then you know whal (lie condition Of the power is and what service
you

will

basis for several years, and find the repairs compare closely with
the tractive power of the engine. The closer the unit is the belter.
It is the best unit we have discovered so far.
Our passenger powei
is figured on that basis, and also our switch power.
In engines var\
ing in tractive power in proportions of 3 to 1. that unit applies
correctly, and is a fairly good test of the unit.

The first two sections of this report are of real importance t<>
distinguish between engines in service and those under repair. We
are criticised on the percentage of engines in service and out of ser\
ice.
All roads are criticised on that point,
it
would be of general
advantage to adopt a standard classification determining when an
engine is considered in service and when it is considered OUt "f ser\
ne inr repairs, in view of a probable separation of running repairs,
and especially repairs on performance sheets in the future, it would
be in our advantage now to standardize a distinction between running ami shop repairs, so that in interchange performance sheets we
will know what ii means,
it will be Interesting 10 knew
what
per mile I'm running repairs.
1

I

I

of Ihese nr

ton-mile is of any use in
locomotive repairs. They will vary 3 or 4 to 1 on ton-mile basis.
They will not vary as much on the engine-mile basis, and will varj
much less on the 100 per cent, engine-mile basis than on the enginemile basis. We have been working the 100 tier cent, engine-mile

:ii

Mr. T. 10. Adams (St. L & S. W.): We have an Inspector at our
main shop wine when an engine
a Into the simp, goes over the
engine and discovers all the defects and makes a list of them.
Ill
gives HiIh to the roundhouse foreman, who In turn distributes them
i

Thee

ii

lee

has proposed

a classification for

engines

in

service

ami engines .mi of service, and another one for running repairs, This
convention should either reject them or adopt Mum. ami n thej
adopt them they should be referred to the Vmericao Railwaj A.sso
iiiilinii for use nn standard perl'mm
11,
niilea
Everj mm ami then there is an exchange ol
an ol thl char
i.e
actor, ami ii winii,
Interesting in know thai tin- statistics me
made up nn a uniform basis.
i;.i
\ii
w weii
move that 24 hours be adopted as the
limii distinguishing between
lm
ervice and those undei
repairs, and that $100 be adopted as the limit distinguishing between
running and shop repairs.
(Motion Carried
Engine House Running RepaU Work on /
moli ei
["he
Secretary read the report,
There was no discussion.
1

I

1

1

1
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Mr. Strickland

Modern Locomotive
Locomotive

Park

(C.

&

E.

Kneass read an Individual paper
There was no discussion.

L.

on "The

Injector."

/

"

[.)

The

»;is

report

'"

by

read

Mr.

S.

T.

on

'I'll "I' nl Hi''
Druntti B<
Cello
in' report.
with the (lis.
The use of grease reduces engine
B. & Q.
Mr. P. II. Clark (<
incident to oiling
failures, due Lo heated journals, reduces delaj
We have mi found it necessary to
lubrication.
and redui
machines friction with
rating, due to increase
reduce the torn
the use of grease.
to determine
M. Goss read a report of u-sis m id
Prof. W.
Hie relative friction of a locomotive using oil and grease,
The tests
I

i

I

.,

:

I

I

1''.

•

difference of 1,000 lbs. drawbar pull in favor of oil
In concluding his report he said:
"One thousand lbs.
the draw-bar when the locomotive is developing 30,000 to 10,000

Showed

a

lubrication.
at

At slow speeds the power equivalent of
is a small percentage.
the loss, is small, bu1 as the speed becomes high and the maximum
draw bar force which the locomotive can develop becomes reduced
to 0,000 or 7,000 1D3. then the 1,000 lbs. absorbed bj the grease friction in excess of that required by oil b3C0m.es relatively la) ;e
We hive something besides
Mr. Ceo. \Y. West IX. Y., O. & W.I
the loss of power to consider in the use of grease; we have freedom
from train delays, and on a road where IS or 20 cars is a good
load for a 100-ton engine, it has never been found necessary to reduce tonnage on engines running with grease lubrication. We have
found it reiucss cost of lubrication, and we get more mileage on
engines using grease than with those lubricated by oil.
Mr. Wallace (D., M. & N.)
Since the adoption of grease in the
locomotive driving-box cellars we have not found an increase fuel
consumption. We have not made a reduction in tonnage, we have
increased our coal mileage that is, we have made a better coal
record since the using of grease for the reason that time is not
taken up in oiling the engine.
Mr. Wickhorst (C, B. & Q.):
The object of any kind of lubricant is to keep the metal surfaces apart, so that there is no actual
metallic contact. A lubricant itself has some friction in all cases,
but the idea is to have the friction of the lubricant less than the
friction of the metallic contact.
If we take surfaces with very
light weights as in a watch the friction of a lubricant is so great that
it is better to have no lubricant at all; it actually retards the movement of the very light parts. As we increase the load we have to interpose some lubricant, generally oil, and with very light machinery
a light oil is used. As we get to heavier machinery, for instance, a
locomotive, and keep On increasing weight on the bearing surfaces,
it is necessary to increase the viscosity of the liquid in order that
the surfaces will not actually come in contact, but the friction of the
lubricant itself keeps on increasing. With the heavy lecomctives we
are running it is necessary to use this heavier lubricant in order to successfully keep the surfaces apart. That necessarily must result
in increased internal friction of the lubricant itself.
If it msans
a loss of 100 h. p. when running we have to stand that expense,
because we have to keep the surfaces apart or there is excessive
heating. We have found it impracticable to use any metal for
bearing metal that is softer than bronzes. We have to have a
phosphor bronze or something harder to successfully stand the heat.
Mr. G. R. Henderson:
The inference drawn from this report
would be that grease was not as good a lubricant as oil. I have
known in a number of cases where the substitution of grease for oil,
especially on crank-pins, reduced the number of broken pins fully 50
per cent. A hot pin means not only delay to the engine, but loss of
metal in turning the pin and boring" the brass, and we should bear
in mind, although there may be more actual friction, grease gives
much better practical results.
Mr. T. E. Adams St. L. & W. S.
We use grease on drivingboxes, eccentric rods, front ends of main rods, etc., and have good
success. We occasionally have a hot driving-box with grease.
The
engine will come in running perfectly cool, and apparently have
III 'nty of grease in the cellar.
It will leave the terminal point, and
in a run of 25 miles will have a hot driving-box and the grease will
lave gene cut of the cellar. Possibly the friction between the hub
and the box was thi
tor the grease going out of the cellar so
suddenly, if we had some way of lubricating between the bearing
and the hub Hint would be overcome. We have our enginemen in
tin- roundhouse fill all the cups on the eccentrics and front ends of
the main rod, so that thine is little oiling tor the engineer or fireman
to do on the road.
Practically the onl> oiling which they have to
do is on the front end of the engine trucks. One screwing down at
the terminal carries the ngine 152 miles on a freight train of 2. nun
tons, and there is no trouble experienced.
We have now abou! 2:;7 engines
Mr. G. W. Wildin (Erie):
having pins and driving-boxes equipped for grease lubrication, and
some of them have been in service for about two years. We have
yet to have the first hot driving-box on the Erie Railroad in the case
of an engine equipped with a grease cellar. "We tried the grease
lubrication on trailing wheels, but without success. Grease as a
lubricant must be applied to some parts where there is more or
less motion, so that it can get between the surfaces.
In the case
lbs.

:

:

1

—

—

)

I

i

:

nothing to give them a Jarring motion, sobetween the surfaces, and It is not a success when applied in such surfaces.
We are using a compression
cup, which dees away with the necessity of the engineer screwing
Of trailing wheels theie is
thai
he grease cannol get
I

"Grease vs. Oil In
same lime in connection

discussion

topical
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down

the

miles

I'n in

plug.
a

We

gcd

8,000

miles

main connection and

from a side rod cup, 2,500
from a main rod cup.

1,500 miles

Our cost of lubrication has been reduced materially. We made
scan' experiments on the flrsi engine, Atlantic type.
It
went out
from the shop equipped with the Elden cellars ami came in for
eral repairs a year afterward ami went out afterward with the
same grease in the cellars. II costs us 2.5 cents per .journal per
miles with the grease, as against 21 cents per journal per
with oil. With the Atlantic type of engine we made it
I" rents per 1,000 miles for the driving-boxes with grease and $1.22
per 1,
miles for the tour driving-boxes wiih oil, including the
labor of packing, etc
1,000

1,000 miles

i

The Chicago & North-Western made some les'ts that
higher than that for oil and about 3 cents per 1,000
miles for grease. Thai the tonnage rating has not been reduce is
in accord with the showing in the report, to which
have referred.
Under the slow speed of ordinary freight service the loss is not great
by the adoption of grease; but the fact remains that there is l.uoo
lbs. difference, about, in the draw-bar stress, required to overcome
I'ratt:

.Mr.

showed a

little

1

I

machine friction.
The recommendations in part No. 4 of the report, consideration
of standard fillings, was referred to letter ballot for adoption as
standard, and the committee be continued.
the

Specifications foi oast iron to he used in cylinders, ei/linrler hushheads, shorn diesis, ralre bushings awl packing rings.
Mr. Henderson presented the report.
The wearing quality of the cylinder
Mr. T. H. Curtis (L. N.i:
can be varied a great deal by the manner in which the cylinder is
ings, cylindt

i

have experimented considerably in making locomotive
and believe it to be of advantage to use a dry sand mould
and cere, which is quite expensive to make, but insures a uniform
cylinder. Again, the method of cooling the cylinder is a large factor
in the weiring qualities of it.
If a cylinder is poured and stripped
of the mould as soon as possible, not permitting the iron to bleed,
you will have a very hard cylinder, one so hard, perhaps, that you
cannot machine it. If you bury the cylinder in the cylinder pit for
two or three days and let it cool, you will have a very soft cylinder.
By the method cf cooling you can vary the hardness of the cylinder.
If you want a hard valve sheet, when it is cooling, strip the valve
sheet and let it cool quickly and it will chill to some extent.
On motion the committee was instructed to prepare and submit for
adoption by letter ballot as standard a definite form of specification
for unbushed cylinders with silicon limits 1.35 to 1.75. and also for
adoption as recommended practice specifications for bushed cylinders.
Elei irn ity on Steam Railroads.
Mr. Seley read the report.
Mr. G. R. Henderson: The Xew York Central had no idea of
entering the field of electrification with the hope of reducing the cost
of operation.
The additional costs for the arrangement of terminals
and the various facilities which were needed to get the full benefit
and full advantage of electric traction were about three times the
cost of actually equipping the track and getting the trains moving
by electricity. That is cne phase of the problem that has net always
been studied and considered as completely as it should be.
W. R. McKeen, Jr. L*. P.): If you build a gasoline motor car
to run on a steam railroad, it is necessary to build the car to withmade.

1

cylinders,

—

(

stand a shock like that of a collision with a locomotive or a strongly
built railroad car.
This necessarily makes the car much heavier
unless you use steel construction. It would not be safe to run the
ordinary electric car on a steam railroad. In developing the gasoline
motor car we endeavored to put out a car that would be absolutely
safe for the traveling public. That adds necessarily to the expense of the
first cost. The gasoline cars of the present day are built principally for
branch lines to establish economical service in sparsely populated
territory with the same frequency of service as in a thickly populated territory.
Where traffic is heavy you have to use a car of large
horse-power, but on branch lines and in sparsely settled districts a
100 h.p. gasoline engine gives some remarkable results in operation.
It is possible to attain a high speed at a low cost and a low
development of horse-power.
It is difficult to get at the exact cost of motor cars on account
of the varied service they are giving.
We can only g=t at it on a
mileage basis. The cost is dependent largely on the method of operation that is. the number of miles the cars are going per day and
what you pay the motorman and crew. If you insist on a conductor
and a regular scale of wages, the handling of train orders, etc., it
adds tec the cost necessarily. If you follow out street car practice,
having a motorman and conductor operating one car, with a lower
rate of wages, it brings the cost down.
Fourteen or 15 cents a mile
could be easily obtained in any ordinary service, if the car makes
100 or more miles per day.
In cgnsidering the electrifying of branch lines
Mr. C. F. Street:
the incidental expenses would be no greater with electricity than
with steam. With regard to the reduction of the cost of operation
the average cost of operation for all of the electric lines of the

—
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cents per ear-mile. The cost of operation per car-mile varies all the way from 9.51 cents per car-mile, on
the Interborough Rapid Transit in New York, up to as high as 20 and
22 cents per car-mile. On the South Side elevated in Chicago they are
operating for 10.50 cents per car-mile; Metropolitan, 10.2; Lake Street
I have a considerable list here running all the way
elevated, 10.2.
from the Interborough at 9'j cents,, which I believe is the lowest, up
All other things being equal, the question hinges on
to 20 cents.
that feature of operation. There is a traffic being operated by elecProtric lines running up as high as 20 and 22 cents per car-mile.
viding a service which will be satisfactory can be given by the motor
car, there is no question but that lines which are running with such
operating costs as this, are motor-car propositions. There is a great
With regard to the question of cost of repairs,
field for the motor car.
on one of the elevated raiiroads they are running motor cars 65,000
miles between heavy repairs. At the end of a 65,000-mile run the
cars are taken into the shop and given a general overhauling, and
the average cost of repairs per motor, at the end of 65,000 car-miles
run is between $2 and $3 per motor. That is the heaviest cost of
the repairs to electric equipment. The repairs for light controllers
and light repairs are made on 800 cars by a force of four men. The
cars are inspected at the end of every 1,000 miles run. The average
number of light repairs made at each inspection on S00 motor cars
This gives some idea of the very low cost
is from 2 to 3 per day.
of inspection and of heavy repairs to heavy electric equipment. The
motors referred to are all of 200 h.p. capacity.
A discussion on the relative cost of
Mr. H. H. Vaughan (C. P.
operation by steam and electricity is not a very profitable one at
present.
can reason out what it is going to be and arrive at any
conclusion you want to, almost, by accepting different premises.
asked to get up a motor car last year, experimentally,
I was
A car that is
for branch line service, to be operated by two men.
operated by two men is impracticable, except on branch lines, where
you are absolutely sure that only one car will be permitted on the
branch line at a time. A third man is absolutely necessary for flagging, and now as the difference in cost between firemen and brakemen is very small, you might as well have a fireman on the car as a
brakeman. However, as the result of the demand for a car to be
operated by two men, we sent out a steam car operated with oil
as fuel. We have had that car in service about a month now.
The car with the motor equipment weighs about 90,000 to 92,000
The water carried adds 9,000 lbs.
lbs.; it is a four-wheel truck car.
to that and the motor 30,000 lbs., making the total weight of the car
about 130,000 lbs. Our boiler is the modified Scotch boiler, with a
superheater and combustion chamber, or intermediate chamber, and
circular furnace. One interesting feature is that we have found that
on this small car with about a 200-h.p. engine the results obtained
in locomotive practice on large boilers and large engines can be duplicated in every respect. The inches of draft per pound of back pressure are duplicated. The evaporation per square foot of heating
surface is duplicated. The horse-power the car will develop is practically the same; the weight of the boiler per square foot of heating
surface is rather less than in the ordinary locomotive. So we really
have a reduced locomotive in every way running on that car, and our
experience shows that it is perfectly sat" to apply existing locomotive data to very small cars of thai Kind and expert the results to be
duplicated. The master mechanics' improved form of stack cannot
be duplicated, however. The stack has to be a little larger than the
formula gives. I suppose that is because the size of the front end
would be 24 in., and there is not enough room lor the gases in the
After a certain amount of experiments we
size the formula gives.
put the car in service, and the only troubles we have bad tire: The
first trip the car broke a spring hanger and the second time a crosshead arm actuating the Walschaert valve gear. Thai was due to
We are
defective design, but otherwise the car runs satisfactorily.
dng tour round trips a day, 23 miles each way. Our regular local
passenger schedule, 23 miles, is 50 minutes. We have made it in 38
minutes witii the motor car. There is no difficulty In running at a

United States

is

given at 12

<
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We

i

am practically sure, however,
speed of 50 to 55 miles to the hour.
we will not go to oil Cue] again. We will keep to coal. Coal fuel
develop
It
the amount of beat
st,
tor
with us is the chei
getting down to the cheapest
t
The motor car proposition is
fuel and making everything as cheap as you can to reduce the
Where oil is cheaper and coal more expensive, o1
cost per mile.
We have automatic attach
course the conditions Will be reversed.
ments on the ear by which, when the englm bi huts off the throl le
,ii
i,,.
the same time shuts off a portion of the oil, so thai he regu
tunt oi inioke.
a verj large
lates the supply and it does not
nore or less oil. and
He lias the level In tronl oi him and he urn:'
with proper drafl it la possible to maintain the steam pressure Batls
I

i

i

i

Bomewhere between

and 20
In
nglnesrs and Bremen,
II
depends largelj on tl
cents per mile.
many ways the motor car Ib attractive to the public, If we were
glne and old oar, we could prob
to put on a verj small, old tyj
cheaper service than we can with the motor Bervlce, bu1
afolj run
n rune quit kly, and with a nicely
attractive,
the motor car Is
The
lern ear ii gives an attractive branch-line service.
furnished
question is whether it will pay to put the motor In the car or use
Tl

tactorily.

:i

i
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of

operation

Is
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will probably be
a separate motor car. I think a separate motor car
the motor car
us
to
put
enable
to
appearance,
in
attractive
designed,
in the yard. That is one
in the loundhouse at night and the trail car
Another objection is the diffiof the objections to the combined car.
has to be washed
culty of washing cut; a small boiler, such as is used,
One of the advantages about the
out' properly just as a big boiler.
branch line and
steam car is the fact that you can put that car on a
roundhouse
The
engineers.
as
trained
men
with
difficulty
have no
car that
to it, and there is nothing about the

force is accustomed

fuel is, of course,
involve? a r ew proposition or a new force, and the
consumption is 1.8
very cheap. With a car weighing 00 tons the oil
gallons per car-mile.
follows;
The election of officers for the coming year resulted as
First Vice-President. Wm. McPresident J. P. Deems (N. Y. C.)
H. H. Vaughan
intosh (C R. R. of N. J.l; Second Vice-President,
(Erie); Treasurer,
(C P.); Third Vice-President, G. W. Wildiu
Clark
Angus Sinclair. Members of the Executive Committee, F. H.
L. & N.), to serve
Curtis
H.
T.
&
A.),
Fuller
(C.
E.
C.
(C, B. & Q.),
two years, and F. M. Whyte (N. Y. C), to serve one year.
membership.
Mr. J. Snowden Bell was proposed for associate
;

I

The meeting then adjourned.
Topical

Discussions.

pressure of 185

Is not a boiler

better than 200 lbs. for loco-

lbs.

motives?
that the quesProf. W. F. M. Goss (Purdue Univ.).— I assume
locomotives using saturated
tion which is asked applies to simple
locomotives; that
steam; also that the question applies to proposed
of design rather than a quesis that I may discuss it as a question
of existing engines.
tion of expediency controlling the operation
the steam
Since the beginning of practice involving locomotives
paper by Mr.
pressure has steadily increased. I have taken from a
MagaWilliam Forsyth, published some time ago in the Engineering
pressure, with the
zine a diagram showing the progress in steam
On this diagram the 100-lb. limit was passed between I860
year's.
limit
and 1870; the 160-lb. limit was passed in 1890; the 200-lb.
the curve
in certain cases in 1900, and the tendency of

was exceeded

upward. In view of this history it is of importance to ask
the
whether the limit of pressure has been reached; or, to word
limit has
question as it has been worded for me, as to whether the
detailed disnot already been passed. As a preliminary to a more
that as a
cussion of the subject, I would call attention to the fact
problem in design the question of steam pressure does not directly
It is a common mistake to assume
affect the question of power.
must
that a locomotive carrying an abnormally high steam pressure
studied
be abnormally powerful. Of course, those of you who have
the power
the problem understand that that need not be so, since
which the locomotive develops is represented by the stresses which
are transmitted by the piston rods, and these stresses are as much
Cona function of the cylinder volumes as of the steam pressure.
determine
sequently, having selected our steam pressure, we may
the volume of cylinders for any power which is within the capacitj
The thing which
of the other proportions of the locomotive.
emphasize is, then, that the question of power is not related to thai
of pressure as a problem in design, except in so far as pressure may
is still

1

effeel

etliciein

\

us, then, to a consideration of the question; to what
extent will increase In pressure improve the cylinder performance
believe thai a general view of the facta Involved
of a locomotive?
to the
in this question may most easily be apprehended by referring
the Ideally perfect engine, and for this reason
performani
have given upon Diagram 2 as the curve A li the steam consump
lion per horse-power hour of an engine ideally perfect, using steam
above
hi
various pressures and exhausting al a pressure of 5 Ib
atmosphere. Prom this diagram you will see that beginning with
hour
2.".
lbs, the steam consumption per horae-powet
a pressure of
imption
perfect engine is 40 lbs., and that the stean
of tin.
diminishes rapidly as thi pressure is Increased until th<
For the higher rangi
i„
ome considerable
For example it you will
crease in performance is very slight.
f
that curve you will note that trom it,, lbs,
the upper portii
to 276 lbs, the Inclination of the line is very slight
but sligbtl) b tter than that at
presi
iani
he hlgh<
at
etical con
from this statement II appears that tn
it;. His
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"""
n
onlj to i.:i ihs. of steam per tioi e po^ e
im pel
add that these curves are plotted as shown, in term
pound
ure
a
horse-powei hour, Inasmuch as al the higher pr<
of steam repn
more heat than a1 the lower pressure, tf the
ts
plottings were made upon a heat oasis alone, these lines would b
...I mi..
ily vertical than they are shown.
in
reprei entt d by line C D are obtai
ich ai
The "
return for great vigi race in the maintenance of hoiler ami engine.
cially a1 the higher pressures, which, while
Small leal
!

'»

An abundance

'

i

i

i

I

I

may

attract but little attention, become the source of serious
These leaks and the effect which they have upon cylinder
performance are more difficult to deal with as the range of pressure increases, so that if we take an actual engine working under
conditions of service, the actual performance, as measured by
steam per horsepower hour, is likely lo take some other curve; not
the curve C D. hut some curve which may be C E. That is, the
expected gain when the pressure is increased actually becomes a
loss through incidental causes, chiefly through leaks.
Of course, the problem of coal consumption per horse-power
hour is after all that which we are after. I cannot present to you
any curve of coal consumption which will be as representative as
that which I have given for steam consumption, since the data
do present to
covering coal performance is not yet in hand; but
you a curve which I have lettered F G which represents one series
of tests. All the tests which were made were made with a given
perhaps 15 or 18 tests altogether and you
cut-off, about Yi stroke
will note that on the basis of coal consumption as determined from
these few tests we have the minimum consumption at a pressure
not greater, at any rate, than 200 lbs., and when the pressure is
increased above that limit, the coal consumption increases. The
values to which the curve F G refers are given at the top of the
diagram.
This presents to you in rather brief form the performance of
a single actual engine as regards cylinder performance and coal
consumption. I must call your attention to the fact that this is
not a fair and full statement of all of the problems involved, because
of the fact that the tests here were run at comparatively low pressures, with a boiler which was designed for 250 lbs. pressure. That
is. it was lower than a high pressure boiler.
Suppose, now, instead of proceeding as has been done with these
experiments, there had been a new boiler available for each of these
different pressures, which boilers would be constant in weight, but
those which were designed for low pressures would be made enough
larger in their heating surface to maintain their weight; that is,
suppose in this record we had taken advantage of the opportunities which the selection of lower pressure would give for increasing
the size of the boiler. It would then appear that all of these lines
would show a lower steam consumption and a lower coal consumption, as we go downward. That is. the upper end of these lines would
at once move to the right, showing that the point of minimum consumption would he lower than the points which are shown bv them,
and as a problem in design, of course, it is that view which must in
the end prevail.
Summarizing the statements already made and adding others
thereto, the following will be found to be true:
Very high steam pressures are not essential to the devel(1.)

they

losses.

I

—

opment

—

of .high power.

The advantages to be obtained from an increase of pressure above any given limit are only such as may be derived from
an improvement in cylinder performance, and from a reduction in
the dimensions of cylinders. For all increments of pressure above
150 lbs., the possible improvement in cylinder performance will be
small; above 185 lbs. it is practically negligible. As to cylinders,
it may be noted that
conditions external to the locomotive may
sometimes require the use of abnormally small cylinders, but such
conditions will not often be a controlling factor. It is true also
that small cylinders permit the use of lighter pistons, and hence
they tend to simplify the problem of counterbalancing.
(2.)

The disadvantages to be met when the pressure is in(3.)
creased above any given limit are as follows:
An increased weight of boiler for a given amount of heat(a)
ing surface; or when the designer is required to observe weight
limits, less heating surface than might otherwise be used and hence
a boiler of lower efficiency.
(b)
Where feed water is of poor quality it increases the difficulty attending the maintenance in working condition of injectors
and boiler checks.
(c)
It complicates the problem of keeping boilers tight and in
general adds enormously to the cost of boiler maintenance.
(d)
It increases incidental losses, especially those occurring
in the form of leaks of steam or water from boiler and cylinders.
From these considerations it appears that a general solution of
the problem of determining what is the most economical pressure
for a locomotive involves three sets of facts:
Those defining cylinder and boiler performance.
(1.)
(2.)
Those dealing with the weight of boilers designed for different pressures and different capacities.
The degree of perfection with
(3.)
which the locomotives are to be maintained in service.

bow

baud,
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covering the first two oi
probably can never

of data

while

the

third

"ts

is

be absolutely

defined.

ummer it is expected thai an analysis
saj thai during thi
have referred will be made, and
upon thit data to which
o add to this discussion
am hoping that by fall
shall be abl
onclusive than that which I give now.
something that will bi n
can only say, in response to the specific question which
Meantime,
has been assigned me, that my investigations justify the assertion
that a pressure of 185 lbs. will give better results in a simple locomotive using saturated steam than would be obtained from a pressure
I

may

based

I
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I

I

.if

L'llll

lbs.

loads.
of proportioning brake pressure to whet
Mr. Geo. L. Fowler. Under present conditions of high capacity
ears, something more than the ordinary brake-shoe pressure proporTake a car of
tional to the empty car should be put on the cars.
llo.uOO lbs. capacity, weighing 35,000 lbs. That gives you about
The proportion of
145.000 lbs. on the wheels of the loaded car.
brake pressure is 70 per cent, of the empty car, which gives you
practically only 17 per cent, braking pressure for the loaded car.
As braking pressures are a negative accelerating force, of course,
the length of run after the brakes are applied would necessarily
be four times as far with the loaded train as with the empty train.
I
can readily understand that to apply a varying brake-shoe pressure to loaded and empty cars in ordinary merchandise service
would be an impracticable arrangement under present conditions.
Cars are loaded to such varying weights, they run over such varying routes, and are subject to such abnormal conditions, you might
say, in reference to each other, that to make a design that would
be automatic, or non automatic, would hardly be practicable, although it has been :•• empted a great many times and the Patent
But for coal trains,
Office is full of records of devices of this sort.
or ore trains, and possibly cattle trains, running in regular service,
a design which can be put on a car that would cut in or cut out. as
the car is loaded would be an exceedingly valuable device. It would
be more valuable if the automatic arrangement could be made to
operate in only one direction: to have it cut out. For example,
a train runs into the mines, loads with coal and starts to the seaboard; most of these trains run down grade all the way. If such a
device for adding the brake pressure is cut in, the engineman has
the full advantage of the load, of its extra brake pressure; whereas,
on his return, if that cuts out automatically, he has simply a brakeshoe pressure applicable to the empty cars. In actual practice such
work usually means that where the device is not automatic it
cut out; but the enginemen become so used to a
is not really
device of that sort that they use a lower train pipe reduction on
the empty cars than on the loaded cars, so that the brake-shoe pressures are proportional. Investigation will show that the actual
amount of air consumed on a train that is running with a device
of that sort will be less than it will be where the ordinary brake
is used, using 70 per cent, of the brake-shoe pressure on the empty
cars.
While the M. C. B. Association decided positively, possibly
with the intention of only referring to ordinary merchandise cars,
that it was not yet desirable lo make a variation in brake-shoe pressure upon their wheels, yet it does seem that where, for instance,
a difference of four times is made in the actual stopping possibilities
of a heavily loaded train always going down grade, such a device
and such a possibility of obtaining such results is exceedingly

The necessity

I

—

desirable.

"Distortion of wheel centers and tires out of round, due to heavy
counti ihiilance on 100-£oh engines." Opened by Mr. Geo. W. West.
In 1900 the X. Y., O. & W.
Mr. Geo. W. West (N. Y., O. & W.
built one 100-ton engine of the simple consolidation type, with Richardson balance valves, cylinders 21 x 32 in., 4S-in. wheel centers.
now have twenty locomotives of this type. When these engines were
new, or after they had been through the shops receiving general
repairs, they were fine riding engines, and not until the tires were
worn down to about 214 in. thick did we begin to have complaints of
hard-riding engines. Nor did we find tires worn out of round to any
extent until they had been turned the second time, and it was not
until we had occasion to send one of these engines to the builders for
general repairs that we discovered that the steel centers were out of
round. It has been our practice to true up the outside on new, as
well as old, tires. The locomotive company did not true up the new
tire they applied, and every engineer complained of the engine riding
hard.
removed the wheels, tested the tire and found centers out
The wheel was compressed between the counterbalance
of round.
I

:

We

We

and the hub.
We found it varying from y3, to '/n in. If you
measure some wheels, even with new tires on, you will be surprised
Mechanical engineers in designing cast steel parts for
locomotives and car work are making the same mistake they made
in substituting malleable for cast iron parts in a great many cases
simply changing the material with no greater /actor of safety.
"To what extent should an engine be repaired' in the main shop,
mill what class of repairs could be made to advantage in the round'"
house.
It is a general custom, when
Mr. C. A. Seley (C, R. I. & P.)
engines go into the main shop for general repairs to completely disat the result.

;

:

,
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In some instances this may be necessary, but in many
It is quilt- probable that the injector was
not necessary.
in thorough working order when the engine went into the shop.
Why should it be removed? The same thing applies to the valve
and cylinder lubricators and all cocks in the cab; to the air pumps,
and this can be extended to the cylinder packing and the valve packing.
It would be reasonable to suppose that these parts should not
be disturbed when engines are passing through the shop. As
an example, consider the work necessary in case a piston
and its parts are in good order and removed, as is our
The heads are taken down, the pistons taken out, the
custom.
piston taken to the lathe, the rods turned and the diameter
reduced.
A great deal of care is exercised to make a polish
which will perhaps be not as good as the piston had when it went
into the lathe. After it is replaced it requires new packing and
work is wasted. There is a possibility in going through an engine
of saving from $100 to $250 by not taking down unnecessary parts.
This amount, applied to the number of engines held in a large shop
Where the reduction of expenses
will make a very considerable sum.
in maintenance of locomotives is carefully watched, advantage can
be taken of this. If the condition of an engine is accurately ascertained before shopping, and the master mechanic or others in charge
of the engine, in sending it to the shop, give the shop full instructions as to what is to be repaired and what is to remain untouched, a
large saving can be effected.
Several years ago I adopted the system
Mr. G. R. Henderson:
of having an individual card for each engine, and when the engine
went out of the shop the cost of repairs and the general nature of
repairs was stated on the cards. The next time the engine was
sent to the shop it was reported beforehand, and it was a simple
matter to look up and find out how much it had cost the last time it
was repaired, and the work which the engine had done since it was
The mileage made by the engine was recorded on
last in the shop.
the card, and you could tell at once whether the engine had made
a sufficient mileage to warrant general repairs. If we found that the
mileage performed by the engine since it was last shopped was
comparatively small for the cost of the repairs, we sent instructions
to the shop that only such work should be done upon the engine as
was actually necessary, and called attention to the fact that only a
small mileage had been made for the comparatively large cost of the
previous repairs.
found that some shops made a habit of taking
everything off the engine and scrapping parts that could be used and
made to serve without any defect to the service.
"Relative advantage of the piston valve, as compared to the slide

Second test; Right valve, % in. ahead of center,
Right valve steam leakage,
in. back of center.
212 lbs. of water per hour; left valve, 35iy2 lbs. of water per hour.
Packing rings in good condition, bushings worn 7i« in. oblong; also
Engine 134: Piston valve, steam pressure, 300 lbs.;
'/„, in. hollow.
Right
machinery mileage, 55,770 miles. Valves placed central.
valve, steam leakage, 325 lbs. of water; left valve, steam leakage, 300
Engine 45: Balance slide valve, steam
lbs. of water for one hour.
pressure, 180 lbs.; machinery mileage, 33,846 miles. Valves placed
central, right valve, steam leakage, 148 lbs. of water for one hour;
While
left valve, steam leakage, 156 lbs. of water for one hour.
making this test the right valve was moved backward and forward
about % in. by moving reverse lever. Valves not examined. Engine
49: Balance slide valve, steam pressure, 180 lbs.; machinery mileage,
33,116 miles. Valves placed central, right valve, steam leakage, 150
lbs. of water for one hour; left valve, steam leakage, 122 lbs. of
water for one hour. The valves and seats, also balance strips and
In
plates of this engine examined and found in first-class condition.
all of these tests the exhaust pipe opening was locked, so that every
In this
particle of steam leaking through valves was condensed.
test the two piston-valve engines were from ten engines of the pistonvalve class in freight service. The two balance slide-valve engines
were also from ten engines of the balance slide-valve class, and in
both cases the engines were taken for testing just as they happened
While the average
to come into the terminal when test was made.
machinery mileage of the two piston-valve engines was 46,310 miles
per engine, and the steam pressure 200 lbs., as compared with 33,482
miles and steam pressure of 180 lbs. for the slide-valve engines,
nevertheless, the average of steam leakage of 624 lbs. per engine for
piston valves, as compared with 2SS lbs. for slide valves, is much in
favor of the balance slide-valve engine. This test was with the plain
Richardson balance slide valve and the piston valve with central
steam admission, snap rings, as furnished by the American Locomo-

mantle (hem.

water per hour.

cases

left

it

is

We

valve."

Mr. E. A. Miller (N. Y. C. & St. L.)
A test of four piston-valve
engines made on the N. & W. shows, first, that old rings, old bushings and old valves in good condition showed an average leakage of
steam through valves condensed of 267 lbs. of water; second, with
new rings, new bushings and new valves, 539 lbs. of water; third,
with new rings, new bushings and new valves in good condition. 288 lbs.
of water; fourth, old rings, old bushings and old valves in good condition, 399 tj lbs. of water, or an average steam leakage of 374 lbs. of
water per engine for one hour.
Two slide valve engines tested on the N. & W. show an average
leakage of 459 lbs. of water per hour, or 85 lbs. more than the
average of piston-valve engines. The report of nine piston-valve
engine tests on the L. S. & M. S., on a machinery mileage of from
13,000 miles per engine to 77,000 miles per engine, shows the lowest
steam leakage to be 540 lbs. of water per hour, and the greatest
steam leakage to be 2,880 lbs. of water per hour. Average machinery
mileage of the nine engines is 39,7011 miles per engine. The average
steam leakage of the nine engines was 1,654 lbs. of water per hour.
The report of the eight slide-valve engines on the L. S. & M. S.
shows a machinery mileage of 20,750 miles per engine and an average
steam leakage of 1,384 lbs. of water per engine for one hour, or 270
While this
lbs. less per engine for one hour than the piston valve.
report is favorable to the slide valve, as compared with the piston
valves, so tar as steam leakage is concerned, tests made by the Master
Mechanics' Association committee in 1904 tor valve leakage show
both the piston ami slide valves leaking more team than should be
allowed. An interesting part of the test made by the N. & W. is the
piston valves.
Numbet "I
table showing 222 engines equipped wit
rings per engine. 12; number of lings broken in to weeks, 266; number of rings removed for wen. etc., in it; weeks, 314; total number
considerable
10 weeks. 580.
in
This shows
of rings removed
:

li

,i

Increase

the eosl of repairs I'm- tin' piston valves, as compared
balance slide valves, which are usually run from BDOpplni

in

with thi'
Any change In
to Shopping of engine without renewal of pints.
valves er other parts of locomotives thai will Increase the repair
wink or the lime thai engine:; are held mil of scrviee should receive
very careful consideration before being adopted as recommended
in testing two of our piston valve ami two of our balance
practice,
slide valve engines for \alvo leakage, we have lie following resultl
Engine 141, piston valve, steam pressure, 200 lbs,; machinery
.mi leak
mileage. 36,860 miles; valves placed Central, right valve
ikage. 343 tbl Ol
age, L'KO His. of water- per hiiur; left valve,
b mi
I

I

701

valve placed

%

Company. In the case of the slide-valve engines the valve seat,
the balance strips and plates were newly fitted up, and in the case
of the piston-valve engines the rings were new, but the bushings were
not bored out. The engines had only been in service about a year at
that time.
Mr. Wm. Mcintosh: We have a large number of piston-valve
engines in service, and they apparently wore so smoothly in the
steam chambers that for a considerable period after they were put
in service we did not consider it necessary to bore the chamber down,
but on later examination we found they were wearing more or less.
We thought it was advisable and necessary to true the chamber up at
reasonable intervals in order to obtain necessary results and avoid
excessive leakage, which is otherwise bound to occur.
We have 75 engines, 22 x 2S in.
Mr. J. F. Walsh (C. & O.
cylinders, weighing 100 tons and carrying 200 lbs. of steam, equipped
with 23-in. slide valves. It was next to impossible for the enginemen to handle these engines in the switching service in the yards
running in and out of the coal mines on account of the difficulty
We had to provide seme easier means
of moving the reverse lever.
of handling these engines, and we took up the subject of pistonvalve engines.
We have about 150 piston-valve engines. These engines have
been in the service all the way from six months to three years.
We have had little trouble from the cutting out of either valve or
chamber bushings not as much trouble as we had in renewing balance strips in the ordinary I) valve. We have comparatively little
trouble with them, as tar as valve steam leakage is concerned, They
are central admission valves, consequently all the leikage at the
valve stem end is from the exhaust, which amounts to nothing,
whereas with l» valve engine you have a constant leakage from the
We do not know what it is to have leaky steam
valve stem packing.
tive

)

:

—

chests on the piston valves, and did not know what it was to have
There is so much in favor id' the piston
tight ones on the I) valve.
valve, as against the H valve, that there is not much argument as
The wear on the valve motion in the rase of
to which is the best.
the piston valve is milling in comparison with what it is in lie- rase
.a the n valve engine,
Such a thing as a distortion of the eccentric
rods, which we arc commonly subjected to with the D-Valve engines,
is almost unknown in the piston valve engine.
In regard to the piston valve lor
Mr. K. Mater (('. & \.\V
large engines carrying high pressure we found in using the
the cost of
ink- valve n is almost Impossible to operate the engine
taclng the valve Is great, and it has to be done frequently
The comparative measure ol the leakagi oi
Mr. John Player;
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thai
Ice, of course
For frelgh
Also
greater proportion of the time,
other side of the valve, the exhausl pressure
the pressun
The leakage ought to
e perimented with.
greater than whai v
than the flgun s Indicate
be considerablj
We made the tesl referred to
N. & W.):
r
Mr .h.in.
on the N. & W. road in 1904. In these particular tests the leakage
vei j small
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valve was less than the I' valve or slide valve. The
The engines
road seem to indicate otherwise.
tested ai thai time were engines taken al random as thej came Into
the shop, some just as they were going out and some just as they
were going in. In some cases on the slide-valve engines we were not
aide with the apparatus we had to tell just what the leakage was.
in the ease of the piston-valve engines, in ill of them, we put mercury
es in the cylinder and measure! the leakage as it passed through
In most cases, on ihe piston-valve
id.
cylinder cock openings.
Instead
engines, there was no trouble in registering the leakage.
ngines with the piston valve, we
of having at this time over 21
of

the

experimei

have something over. 500 engines with the piston valve, and all of
them have been put on the road since the time we made the test.
With the piston valve the engiMr. S. T. Park (Mich. Cent.):
neer cannot tell readily whether his valve is receiving the proper
amount of oil, and that, no doubt, causes more or less broken rings
and other parts, which is not true of the slide-valve engine. We took
some indicator cards of the piston-valve locomotive at one time, and
in order to tell the effect of running the valve dry one side of the
locomotive was run practically without oil for fifty miles, and so
far as the reverse lever was concerned, you could tell no effects from
the dry valve, but the man taking the indicator card could see a
noticeable difference in the travel of the valve stem.
Mr. E. A. Miller: In answer to some of the remarks which
have been made in regard to lowering the cost of repairs of valve
material by using the piston valve, it was our lot to get 30 consolidation engines of the piston-valve type, with solid valves. That has
been shown to be a mistake, but they were put out by the locomotive
works with the solid valves. Very quickly there developed a large
breakage of eccentric straps, eccentrics, transmission bars, eccentric
These are the figures for nine months:
rods, rockers, etc.
Type of engine 8-wheel, freight balance valve: Engines 15, failures, 4; average failures per engine, .20.
Ten-wheel freight, balance valve: Engines 55. number of failures. 20; average failure per engine, .36.
Mogul engines, balance slide valve. 20 in service; number of
failures. 2; average failure per engine, .10.
Number of engines in service, 30;
Consolidation, piston valve:
failures, 47: average failures per engine, 1.5G, or 64.3 per cent, of
failures for the piston valve, as compared with 2.7 for the mogul.
We
27.5 for the ten-wheel and 5.5 for the eight-wheel, balance valve.
changed the solid valves and put in the hollow piston valves and
"
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1 he probli m ol bi aklng
a
ral
app
menl made
-hum' weight
trains having from four to five
dm, hie the number of cars, has been solved successfully, and with
,|ia atu
greatly simplified.
The new engine and tender equip
mints represent a con olldation of all previous locomotive equipments, as far as effects are concerned, with a o ttrallzatlon ol thi
functions of the different apparatus Into one unit, thereby eliminating a great many parts.
Aside from what has hern a eomplished in the direction named,
changes for economy ol operation have also received attention. The
introduction of the cross-compound air pump is opportune. The dextent as to represent quite
in
ls for air have [ncrea ed to such
•

i

I

I

li

I

.

i

percentage of the boiler capacity for its production. It
has been found that under normal working of a large freight locoirs, 50 of which were air-braked, at
motive hauling a train of 65
20 miles per hour, the simph air pump requires approximately 6
aved
If a portion of thiper cent, of the steam generated.
Tests which
Id aol be overlooked.
bj compounding, such saving si
have been made, show an economy for the compound pump, of 60
per cent, over the simple pump.
A list of improvements In details would not be complete witha

large

i

out a mention of the idvanci meat made in the an of manufacturing
Their increasing use promises well for this
rolled steel wheels.
type of wheel.
The motive power probli m: "reduced cost per ton-mile of transportation," is presented to us to-day for solution even more forcibly
than it has been presented to those who preceded us, and is deconsideration and
study than has
serving of more careful
been accorded it heretofore. This is not merely a mechanical problem. How has the problem been met from a motive power standpoint? By providing a locomotive, the size of which has only been
limited by the governing clearance dimensions. But there is something more that we can do.
It may not be out of place to refer at this time to the advance
ment that has been made in power capacity during the past ten
years, and to reflect with pardonable pride on our having participated in the splendid movement in the upbuilding of the locomoThe data was obtained
tive, which the following figures represent.
from a road with which you are all familiar and is fairly representative of the progress which has been attained on all roads in
the country. To better illustrate figures, diagrams have been prepared.

AVERAGE TRACTIVE POWER 1836=13900, 1906 = 31500
FgeiQhT LOCOA*ortrCS

reduced the breakages materially.

Address

of

President Ball to the Master Mechanics' Convention.

in locomotive building during the year has
been along conservative lines, no radical changes in general design
being noticeable.
The four-cylinder balanced compound has not
progressed in general favor as rapidly as was anticipated, its ex.

.

.

The tendency

tended use being confined largely to those roads which participated
In view of the economy obtained in tests
in its early introduction.
at the St. Louis testing plant, it is certainly deserving of more

Average Tractive Power.

Pass
Freight.

Switch.

All
Tota l

N?

of Engines.

In the years 1S96 and 1906. the average tractive power ror each
which is specially designed to class of engine was as follows:
1906.
1896.
meet conditions requiring a very powerful locomotive, is another
31,500
13.000
For freight engines
type which is not being introduced as fast as its merits will warrant.
22. b'
12,200
For passenger engines
14. Too
26,80
The most noteworthy change in detail design of the locomotive,
For switching engines
28,700
13,700
For all engines
one that marks a departure from long established American praci64
551
Total number of engines, all classes
This form of
tice, is the acceptance of the Walschaert valve gear.
foregoing
the
by
represented
evolution
During
the
period
of
locomotive,
having
valve gear lends itself admirably to the heavy
advantages in the way of accessibility for inspection and repairs, figures, new difficulties arose; new problems required solution. In
the desire for adequate boiler capacity within the limits of dimenlightness and freedom from rapid wear.
The rapidity with which this gear has grown in favor with sions and weights imposed, errors were made in boiler design in
enginemen, as well as those who have to do with the maintenance restricting the depth of the firebox, in the spacing of the flues and
With the greater use of cast1'p to the 1st o. Jan- in the use of abnormal grate areas.
of the engine, promises well for its future.
steel, advantage was taken to reduce weights of details to the extent
uary, 1905. there were 248 locomotives equipped with the Walscl a
of contributing the weight thus saved to further increase the boiler
valve gear In this country: and as an indication of the tend
toward thi general adoption of this gear, one road to-day has 225 dimensions. In some cases, such as wheel centers and frames, the
lightness of the parts did not always result in failures, but their
engines equipped with it.
weakness contributed to the rapid wear, or failure of other dependIn boiler design, much has been done incidental to the introduction of the superheater, and more will undoubtedly follow as de- ent parts, and in other cases, failure of the parts themselves.
Experience has shown where errors of design have been made
signers take up the problem of superheating of steam for locomotive
and a new basis for future calculations has been evolved, which
engines. Apart from this, the most, radical departures in boiler ih
sign are iound in Hie use of a combustion chamber, in long boilers has placed present design and construction on even a more satisusing bituminous coal, with attendant remarkable results in over- factory plane than that obtained with the lighter power. When the
coming rapid deterlornation of flue ends and leaking. It is also large locomotive went into commission the practices in vogue for
worthy of note that the flexible staybolt is steadily gaining ground. the care and maintenance of the locomotive fell short of bringing
To inert the changed conditions in railroad operation, as a re- results. In many cases they brought disaster. Much of this was
attributed to poor design, when in reality the trouble lay in other
sult, of ihe growth of locomotives in recent years, no equipment
detail furnishes a bitter example of progress than the advance
directions.
It was found a difficult matter to overcome flue leakattention.

The Mallet type

of locomotive,

'

'

1

i

i

j
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study of this subject by very able specialists in the motive
in giving us definite rules regarding
the care of the boilers, both on the part of the enginemen and roundhousemen, which are being extensively followed, with results as
good, or better than were formerly obtained. The machinery of the
locomotive, being heavier, also required special treatment at terminals, involving the adoption of the "stitch-in-time" policy, to keep
the engine up to its maximum efficiency, and to avoid rapid deterioration which was found to result from any neglect.
To provide the care necessary for the large locomotive involved
the expenditure of large sums for adequate terminals. Facilities for
quick and frequent washing of boilers became imperative. Better
drop pits, and more of them, were necessary. Engine houses with
heating plants that would heat, and smoke jacks that would venThe lighting of the house at night to protilate, were required.
vide for a continuous operation of the plant on an efficient basis
was a recognized improvement. All this has been accomplished and
to-day we can be congratulated on having reached a plane of excellence, both in the design of the locomotive and in maintenance facilities, whereby the large locomotive is being handled just as expeditiously as the smaller one was, a few years ago.
Reports presented to this association on the subject of roundhouse terminals at two former conventions have had a marked influence in directing railroads to the appreciation of their shortcomings in the way of adequate terminals and facilities and have played
no small part in bringing about improved conditions.
How shall we meet the motive power problem in the future?
age.

A

power department has resulted

The rapid growth in power which has marked the development
of the locomotive in the past few years, and by which great economies
of operation are being obtained, has apparently been arrested by
the limitation of clearances, capacity of the firemen, and the reaching of the practicable train-length limit. It would therefore appear
questionable to look for further economies, as a general proposition.
by continuing to enlarge the locomotive under present conditions.
The solution of the problem lies in other directions:
shall be required to develop the mechanical stoker; compounding and superheating will be prosecuted with greater vigor
than ever. The- use of a feed-water heater may be resorted to, and
among the smaller items, undoubtedly the compound air pump will
be used, and perhaps the variable exhaust nozzle. We now have
engines that will run successfully from terminal to terminal, and
have reached a plane in the economical maintenance of our locomotives whereby the use of the foregoing fuel saving devices will make
more apparent than heretofore the economies resulting therefrom.
While considering the use of fuel saving devices, we must not lose
sight of the economies that may be obtained through individual
effort, with the facilities at hand.
This naturally leads to the subject of statistics. In following
up fuel consumption on the average railroad, particularly where the
pooling system is in vogue, the need for an up-to-date method of
determining responsibility for the extravagant use of fuel is very
apparent. Given proper weighing facilities, the problem presented
is a systematic method for quickly determining at the end of each
trip whether or not the coal used was in excess of the work performed, and, if so, the immediate placing of the responsibility either
with the crew or engine, as the case may warrant.
Another phase of the motive power problem is the subject of
organization. This subject has been referred to by former presidents, and while it is an old theme it presents increasingly difficult problems, if we would successfully cope with the progress of
transportation.
To obtain the best results in any organization, no
one factor should be overtaxed. The progress of our railroads has
been so great and the increase in business, while gradual, has been
so persistent, that one is liable to awaken too late to the realization
of having an organization inadequate to the demands placed upon it.
Consolidation of properties, and growth, have depreciated positions of the motive power department, compelling men to assume
responsibilities beyond their positions.
Those who have studied industrial and military organizations find thai one officer will supervise not to exceed from 26 to 30 men; while in railroad organizations,

We

this

will

extend to 150 men.

In analyzing the results of consolidation, we And a master mechanic In charge of two or more divisions, where formerly only our
was under his Jurisdiction, After thui greatly Increasing his duties,
him by Increasing the ca
added responsibility wms placed u]
paclty of the locomotive from 50 per cent, to 100 per cent, and
The same is true of roads which
rapidly Increasing their numbers,
have mil gone ihriiugii the evoiui ion of com dldatlon, brought about
by natural growth.
\\v Bad thai worh Is aow being performed al Important dlvl
churactei thai wai formerlj takes care ol it
engine houses of
division shops,
The worh is supervised by the engine bouse fore
b tet
man, acting in the capacity of the former divlsl
ihanic,
having oftentimes no special advantages al his command In the
waj of facilities tor turning out work, with the disadvantage ol
an official title, the possession of which gives to the Incumbenl do
con Ideratlon for either adequate compensation for
ren
;i

1

703

dered, or proper respect for those under his jurisdiction, or consideration from those in other departments with which he comes in
contact.
The modern engine house requires a bigger general at itshead than the former small shop.
What has been said of the enginehouse foreman is also applicable to those subordinate in authority to him, and to those occupying similar positions of equal or greater responsibility in the shops,
Increases in wage rates granted
particularly as to compensation.
to laboring men from time to time very rarely apply to the fore-

man, with the result, in many cases, of finding the men receiving
more per month than those responsible for their direction. It may
be stated that overtime rates have much to do with this condition.
True, but who puts in more overtime than the average subordinate
An efficient organization,
receiving a monthly stipend?
official,
under the conditions mentioned, cannot be built up or maintained.
The large railroad today should have in its motive power department more division master mechanics, each to have allotted to
him for care and maintenance such number of locomotives as can
be properly looked after, and to the extent that he may know the
shortcomings and weaknesses of each individual engine and be held
responsible for its performance and cost of maintenance while out
This may require his having jurisdiction over two
of main shop.
The main shops on each grand division
or more engine houses.
to be supervised by a shop superintendent, who will be held responsible for cost per unit of shop output; each grand division to
be in charge of a division superintendent of motive power; and
over the entire department, an official on the staff of the president,
having a thorough understanding of the department, as to its details and needs, and of sufficient knowledge and experience to present the motive power problem, and to show that it is an element
It is gratifying to note that one such
in the operating problem.
position has recently been created on one of our more important

railroads.

Another detail of organization, which is part of the motive
power problem, is the establishing of systems of apprenticeship,
under proper supervision, whereby the apprentice can, and will be
assured a thorough, practical course of training in the shops, and
for those who show the aptitude, or inclination, a special course,
with the end in view of providing sufficient technical training to
The apprentice of to-day
fit them
for positions of responsibility.
is rapidly drifting out of sympathy with his employers, by reason
of the indifference displayed toward him by those having him in
charge. To offset this tendency he must feel that the employers
have his welfare at heart, and this can only be accomplished In
these busy times by having an apprentice department with an official
A very thorough
at its head, to relieve those in immediate charge.
and competent organization of this character is now in operation on
the New York Central Lines.
Considerable thought and experiment has been devoted during
the past year to the development of a motor car which could be
used for branch line service, corresponding to the service furnished
by the interurban electric car. The most promising field of effort
has been the gasolene motor. Others have followed in the footsteps of our foreign friends and have experimented with steam,
using oil for fuel. What the outcome will be cannot be conjectured
It is safe to say, however, that with the demand
at this time.
for such a car in sight and American ingenuity at work, a satisfactory car will be evolved in due time.
The association has before it for consideration reports of unusual interest and exceptional value.
The report and discussion on the subject of mechanical stokers
should stimulate interest in the development of (bis xceedlngly
We should know more
important, detail of locomotive construction.
about stokers, and the association has acted wisely in appointing a
standing committee to reporl progress being made from year In yeai
in the discussion of classification of locomotive repairs an oppor
tunlty Is presented to gel Into the commercial questions of the de
partment. This phase of the subject has not received the attention
herein lies a glial opportunity lor niotivi power
it deserves, and
men.
in discussing the details of engine house running repair work
it
Is absolutely necessary to treat the proposition as a whole, with
the vlevi of facilitating operations al terminals to meel the needs
.

.

.

1

ut the operal ing depai

I

ment

presented on the subject of "Electrlcltj on
Steam Railroads," la worthy of the most careful consideration and
in view of the economj obtained In testi ol the loco
discussion,
motive on the Pennsylvania testing plant, where II was shown thai
a locomotive wa
powei al the draw
capable of delivering a hoi
liar upon the consumption of bul a trifle more than two pounds of
real per
the ,ii cussloo of ib if- paper Bhould excite mori
ordinary Interest,
in the upbuilding process toward a higher plane ol excellence
of the si earn locomotive, the association has for Its future worli the
lea development of the Btoker, the superheater, the compound,
ami ether details standing for lesser eeeiiomie
Itlon, an.
with the end in view thai their application maj become general In

The

reporl

to
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character, the working out of a better system of statistics which
will show us where we stand and put us
ssion of the business tacts concerning our department, ma! ig them Immediately
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Sir Frederick Peel.

i

i

available.
I'm the department us a whole, the association lias for (uture
it
applies to modern shops and engine bou
up-to-date apprenticeship systems appllcabli to large corporations;
development of motor cars for light passenger service; establish-

work, organization as

ment

bureau for

of a

scientific research

"ii
com
with
should make provision

work.

•

the latter recommendation, this association
for a bureau with a salaried official at its

In

A link wiih the British railroad legislation of 30 years ago has
been broken by the death at the age of 83— of Sir Frederick feel,
the flrsl President of the Railway Commissioners.
As a railroad
tribunal these Commissioners were brought into being by the Regulation of Railways Acl. Is?::, which was the outcome of a report by
a joint committee of both Houses in 1872.

The Commissioners of that day were three in number. Sir
Frederick Peel wis appointed President. Mr. II. Vlacnamara represented the leg
element required by the act, and Mr. W. P. Price (a
former chairman of the .Midland Railway) supplied the necessary
railway experience. Sir Frederick Peel himself was neither a lawyer
nor a railroad man. Though called to the Bar in 1S49, after a brilliant career at Cambridge, he never practised, and devoted himself
almost at once to politics, as became the son of a great
Prime Minister. In quick succession Under Secretary for
Privy
Councillor
Colonies,
Under Secretary for War,
the
and Secretary to the Treasury, Peel was, nevertheless, conexperience
of
for
years'
20
alone
politics
tent
leave
to
them. He was thus one of those
"men of affairs" who make the
best chairmen, and the many
judgments which he has left on
record show that he possessed in
an eminent degree the judicial
mind. This was all the more important as the duties assigned to
the new body were highly responsible.
To the Railway Commissioners were transferred the jurisdiction originally given to the
Courts of Law by the Railway and
Canal Traffic Aft, lH'A, over complaints against railroad companies
as to refusal of facilities, undue
preference and such like. They
were also empowered to deal with
differences between railroad companies and to take over the powers
of the Board of Trade as to revision of working agreements, and
as to the exercise of steamboat
powers of railroad companies.
1

whom

research work of a scientific character required of
committees can be referred, through the Executive Committee. This
would add value to reports and would relieve members of committees of a large amount of detail work to which they cannot al
devote the time necessary for a thorough investigation of the subject.
The time is past when a motive power officer should be merely
a good mechanic and manager of men. He must have these attributes and much more also. He is called upon to-day to be a mechanical engineer in the design of locomotives, an executive in the
management of a great department, an organizer in the building
head, to

—

up of the department keeping it
abreast of the increasing difficulHe must be
ties of the problems.
a business man in knowing the
costs of his

work and

in

making

every dollar of the stockholders'
money bring the greatest returns.
He must be a diplomat in dealing
with the other officials and a general in managing his subordinate
These qualiofficials and his men.
fications a man must possess in
order to be an important official
in

any large industrial organizabut in a motive power posi-

tion,

additional qualifications are
required which are best summed
up in the statement that he must
be a railroad man ready for any
and every emergency and ready
to fit his work into that of others
in such a way as to complete an
exceedingly important corner of
the organization.
In fitting our work into that of
the operating department lies an
opportunity which is perhaps our
greatest opportunity of the present time.
Up to a certain point
tion

we can go with our own
and up

to a certain point

The

Commissioners

were

also

given
power to fix terminal
charges.
Sir Frederick Peel continued
to preside over this tribunal until
the alteration of its name and
constitution by the Railway and

office,

we may

Canal Traffic Act of 188S.

introduce improvements, but beyond that point we cannot go with-

While

there was only one
change in its personnel, Mr. Miller,
it

out

the heartiest co operation of
others.
And it is in the direction of securing this co-operation, or in applying the operating
possibilities
of
our posi-

lasted

having succeeded Mr. Macnamara. After 1888 the Railway
Commissioners became the Railway
and Canal Commission with revised
and extended powers. Both Sir
Frederick Peel and Mr. Price reQ.C.,

our

tions, that

1

greatest
future
the
operating
ofSir Frederick Peel.
ficers shall consider the motive
mained members of the new
power men as their strongest supporters and most helpful allies tribunal, but Sir Frederick was no longer President, while Mr.
in the difficulties of their work should be our aim. and in this direcMiller retired.
tion the motive power department can undoubtedly go much farthe:
The "old'' Commissioners were all appointed, had only one Presithan it has ever gone, and it is to the importance of this that I dent and sat only at Westminster. The new Commission varies its
direct your attention most earnestly.
place of sitting and its President according to the "domicile" of the
We should co operate to secure mileage of our engines, always matters which it is to consider. While its two "appointed" members
bearing in mind the fact that locomotives are not intended to make adjudicate at every sitting, they are presided over in England by an
good repair records; so much as to pile up ton mileage. If the ton English judge, in Scotland by a Scotch judge, and in Ireland by an
mileage is not always obtained the railroad machine is not working Irish judge. These judges are the ex officio members of the Comto its best advantage, and there may be good reasons for this.
By mission.
helping the operating official we may find that he can help us. and
During his long connection with the Railway and Canal Comin the development which lends toward the most favorable operating mission, Sir Frederick Peel witnessed many changes
its personnel.
service lies our greatest work for the future.
Mr. Justice Wills, who has only lately retired from the Bench, was its
Let us remember that we are not merely heads of departments! first English President, and survives him. The Present Master of the
We are officials of railroads striving to increase to the utmost the Rolls followed Mr. Justice Wills, and because of elevation to the
net earnings, and when we have gone to the limits of our ability as Court of Appeal gave place to the late Mr. Justice Wright. Upon
mechanical men we have yet a long way to go in the direction of the death of the latter judge Mr. Justice Bingham became President.
the operating men to improve the results.
By always conducting Sir Frederick Peel also had three different "appointed" colleagues on
our department so that the motive power is ready for any emer- the Commission. First, Mr. Price, who died in
1891, then Viscount
gency we shall help the department, help the other officials and Cobham, who retired in 1905, and gave place to Mr. Gathone Hardy.
incidentally help ourselves.
There is more before us than is behi
In his judicial duties Mr. Frederick Peel retained to the last the
us in the way of Improvi mi
and there is no work to-day lyi
al rtness of mind which was one of his chief characteristics.
Morebefore anj
men
lass of
which is more Important and more inspit
over, his judgments, when In conflict with those of his brother
than that in which we are engagi
Commissioners, were net seldom supported by higher courts.
lies.
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New York

Central

All-Electric

Signaling

New

at

York.

As heretofore announced in the Railroad Gazette, the contract
for all the block signaling and intei locking in the electric zone of the
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad was awarded to the
General Railway Signal Company of Buffalo, the largest signal
contract ever awarded, and embodying an important advance in
the art of signaling.
Both block and interlocking signals will be all-electric, operated by current taken from a power line running the whole length
of the system.
All track and signal circuits will be operated by
alternating current; the only batteries to be used being storage
batteries for the operation of interlockings, which will be charged
by an AC-DC motor-generator drawing current from the power line.
In comparing proposals, the railroad company gave special consideration to safety and reliability and economy of operation, and
also to quickness of delivery and erection, and the selection of this
system was made only after the most systematic and careful deliberation.
At terminals and on short sections at interlockings, it was

705

practicable to give up one of the rails of each track for signaling
purposes, but for the greater part of the system it was of considerable advantage to the electric traction system to allow both
rails of each track to be used for the return propulsion current,
and this is done.
The system offered by the General Railway Signal Company,
and known as the "Young system," was adopted. Alternating current is used for track circuits in connection with reactance bonds,
permitting the passage of the direct propulsion current freely
through both of the running rails, while impeding the alternating

current used in signaling.
Track plans showing the spacing and arrangement of all signals
were prepared by the railroad company, and together with specifications were submitted to all of the signal companies capable of
handling the work. Separate bids were requested for the block signaling and the interlocking work.
To assist in finally deciding the system to be adopted, bids for
block signaling were requested in eight different forms, covering
both normal clear and normal danger systems, all-electric and electro-pneumatic design, and either with one rail of each track given
up for signaling purposes or with both rails left available for power
return.

Bidders were encouraged to make suggestions as to design
and requirements of specifications, so that the specifications might
In canvassing the pronot restrict the exercise of their best skill.
posals the Signal Committee of the New York Central Lines was
called into consultation, and every feature was gone over in detail.
The work included by the contract covers what is known as
the "electric zone," extending from the Grand Central Station, New
York City, north to Croton, on the Hudson division, 35 miles, and
from Mott Haven to White Plains, on the Harlem division, 19
miles.
Throughout this distance there will be four main tracks,
and the work includes about 3,000 interlocking levers and 1.400
track circuits, aggregating about 250 miles of track.
The work to be undertaken at the present time covers only that
portion of the road to be electrified this year, which carries the
work from the Grand Central Station to High Bridge on the Hudson division, six miles out, and to Wakefield on the Harlem division,
about 12 miles out, or seven miles from Mott Haven junction, which
is just above 138th street station.
Figure 1 is a sketch showing the lines of the electric zone. The
two main power stations are at Port Morris and Yonkers. These
deliver three-phase alternating currents of 25 cycles and 11,000 volts
pressure. At the sub-stations this current is transformed and converted to direct current at 666 volts for delivery to the third rail
for operating purposes.
The transformers for the signal service deliver alternating current at 3.000 volts to the signal transmission line, which, although
extending the entire length of the, district to be signaled, is cut
half way between each pair of sub-stations, thus making that portion of the line fed by each sub-station entirely independent of the
adjoining one.
The apparatus in each sub-station is protected with automatic
and hand-operated switches. Should the alternating current tail,
DC-AC motor generators, taking current from a storage battery in
the sub-station will continue to feed the signal transmission line
wiili alternating current so that the signals will work wherever
i;i ins can be moved.
A synchronizer is installed between the transformer and the motor generator set.
bare copper wire.
The 3,000-volt transmission line is of No.
carried on the pole line (with the power line) and in conduits, also
with the power line, where there is not room lor poles, and in other
Fig. - Shows the design of the poles.
places.
Signal bridges are equipped with extension brackets, with cross
arms for convenience in running wire lines to signals, as shown
The standard signal bridge to be used on (lie four-track
in Pig. 3.
1
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tor spans of 51 n. and less, and
and the tru
>3
tl
The truss is 6 ft. wide.
in
deep for spans of mon
The assumed loading on the truss is one Ignal of 2 100 lbs. on the
lb
of snow per square foot, which
center line of each tra
and a wind load of 30
tru
equals 220 lbs. per lines
per square toot of exposed bridge surface. The load due to the
transmission lines and their supporting pole, including wind and

bridge
7

i

I

ft.

to

'""

cal

i

In

pole for electric transmission lines, Fig. 2, is designed to carry six high tension conductors. The pole is made up
In cuts the top of the foundaof four angles 3 in. x 3 In. x /„ i"tion is 6 in. above the base of rail, and on embankments it is 6 in.
below the base of the rail. Each pole is grounded by a No. 3 an-

The standard

Fig.

6

— Typical

Alternating

Rail Given

nealed solid copper wire.

Up

Current Track Circuit, with

The foundation

is

7

ft.

deep and 5

ft.

track circuits.
Diagrams of connections for power supply equipment at typical
sub-stations are shown in Fig. 4.
In laying out the block signaling plan, the length of the block
was determined by the braking distance. For speeds not exceeding 45 miles an hour the blocks were made 1,200 ft. long; for speeds
between 45 and 60 miles an hour 2,500 ft., and for speeds over 60
miles an hour 3,000 ft., the average length of the long blocks being
about 3,200 ft. All blocks have a full block overlap. A distant
signal is provided for each home signal, and as a rule it is on the
post of the home signal next in the rear. If this is not far enough
all

-Typical Alternating Current Track Circuit;
Return, Using Ironless Reactance Bond.

Two-Rail

bach for the speed desired, the distant signal situated two block
sections back is connected and controlled.
On account of the density of traffic and the necessity for quick operation the signal motors
are designed to clear the signal in three seconds. Typical arrangements of the block signals are shown in Figs. 5 and 5a*.
The track circuits are of three types, as shown in Figs. 0. 7
and 8. Where they are 500 ft. or less in length, and where the drop
in potential in the length of the track circuits is not greater than
50 volts, the "one rail" system is used, and one rail of the track is
given up for signaling purposes. This arrangement is shown in
Fig. tl.
There being no direct current on the signal rail it is not
necessary to use reactance bonds.
.

"-.

7"!

track circuit

o

rails

i

i

100

ft.

arc used

i

bond

is

shown

One

For the operation of signal circuits, signal motors, indicators
and signal lighting, the 3,000-volt current is stepped down to 50
volts through transformers placed on signal bridges or the poles.
The secondary of the transformer is provided with a ground connection, formed by burying a 2 ft. x 3 ft. x '/,„ in. copper plate, to
which is brazed a No. 4B&S gage copper wire.
For track circuit operation the voltage depends on the length
of track circuits, and varies from 1 'i volts for circuits of 200 ft.
to eight volts for circuits of 5,000 ft.
The reduction from 50 volts
to the track voltage is made by a transformer provided with four
taps, which will permit of one type of transformer being used on

8-

long the "two rail'
for the return ol the direct
the reactpower current
On these circuits it is necessary to u
ance bonds, by which a connection is made around the Insulated
rail joints, permitting the direct current to pass, while impeding
the alternating current.
The insulated rail joints are of the Weber pattern, with a steel
angle plate on the inside.
On track circuits between 500 ft. .and 1,600 ft. long the "two
rail" system is also used, and the reactance bonds consist of a
copper bar 1 in. in cross-section and 30 ft. long coiled In eight turns
around an iron core (Fig. 7). The construction of the reactance
all

and both track

used,

in Fig.

-Typical

for Signaling Purposes.

square.

Fig.

On

Vol. XL., No. 26.

9.

Alternating Current Track Circuit, Two-Rail
Return, Iron Reactance Bond.

For track circuits over 1,600 ft. long a reactance bond formed
of a coiled copper bar without any iron core is used.
This circuit
is shown in Fig. 8.
In a one-rail block section the propulsion current flows along
the continuous rail, and in the event of a defect in this rail, the
current must avail itself of the conductivity of adjacent tracks, and
In
all of the tracks are cross bonded for this purpose (Fig. 10).
sections of the two-rail system each of the traffic rails of a track
forms a separate and independent conductor so that if one rail is
interrupted the other would act as a return conductor, even if there
were no cross bonding to adjacent tracks.
The use of two styles of bonding was determined by the cross
bonding for the electric traction system. The engineering department of the railroad company determined
that the distance between such cross bonds
should not exceed 1.600 ft. For blocks that
are 1,600 ft. or less in length the type of bond
shown in Fig. No. 9, allowing cross bonding
at the ends of the track sections, was best
suited to the conditions. For track circuits
over 1,600 ft. long the ironless reactance bond
is the least expensive and is the one to be
used.
In Fig. 10 is shown the proposed arrangement of the reactance bonds on all

Fig.

9

— Reactance

Fig.

Bond.

3

— Support

Wires on

for

Sig-

nal Bridge.

and also the connections from the bonds to
four tracks,
the rail, which consist of bare stranded copper cable of 1.200,000
circular mils.
Specifications require that the connections shall not
be made within 2 ft. of the rail joint, and that 2 ft. of slack shall
be allowed to provide for creeping of rails. All of the reactance
bonds are enclosed in water-tight cast-iron boxes set on foundaThe boxes are filled with oil to carry off the heat generated.
tions.
The bond is designed to permit the continuous passage of 3.000
amperes for each rail of the track without injurious heating. The
casing of the box is made to cover the terminals and connections
to the rail to keep them from being tampered with.
The track relay is of the induction motor type with two field
coils.
One coil is energized by the 50-volt signal operating current

;
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in one direction to clear the upper arm, and in the other direction to clear the lower arm.
Motion is transmitted to the slot wheel
through the medium of a train of gears operating a slow moving
clutch mechanism hardened steel ratchets so arranged that when
the motor turns in a given direction it clears one of the arms, and
in the reverse direction clears the other arm.
The buffer dash pots
permit an initial movement of the arm in going to the stop position, thus reducing to a minimum the liability of the signals sticking clear. The circuit controllers are enclosed in a tight case which
has a glass-covered opening for inspection.
The signal is held in the clear position by an alternating current, which requires approximately 20 volt amperes.
The operation
of the motor requires about 600 volt amperes, and with this consumption the blade moves to clear in about 2% seconds. Under the
same conditions a direct-current motor would require approximately
125 mil amperes at 25 volts to hold the signal in the clear position,
and six amperes at 25 volts to operate it. When storage batteries
are used for the operation of signals and are charged direct from a
600-volt line, a large part of the energy is wasted in the resistance
controlling the charging current. Thus, while the alternating current signal requires considerably more current to operate it, it obtains this current direct from the line, with the result that the
demand on the central station is about the same as when a directcurrent is used. The contractor guarantees that the signal mechanism will work with 2.5 amperes and can be held clear with 0.1

—

10

Fig.

— Connections

ampere.

Between

Rails

and

Reactance

Bonds.

Ml

of the parallel tracks, whether there be two, three or four, are bonded
together to make one single return conductor for the propulsion current, and
this cross bonding is connected to « track between the ends of tiro adjacent
sections insulated for signaling purposes, as at l>, B, B, B.

which gives the greater part of the energy required to magnetize
the fields and armature. The other coil is energized by the current
from the track rails, and this current need only be strong enough to
give sufficient magnetism to rotate the armature. The armature
revolves through an angle of 37% deg., during which movement
the contacts are separated through 23% deg., and made up through
14 deg., thus giving a good rubbing contact. With the windings
as indicated a much greater turning effect results than in the case
of relays receiving their energy from the track circuit only, assuming the power impressed by the track circuit to be the same in either
case.
This relay responds only to current of the proper phase.
Inasmuch as energy applied to adjacent sections is of opposing

The signals are of 60 deg. two-position type, using New York
Central standard spectacles and blades. These impose on the signal
motor a load equal to the lifting of a 17-lb. weight at a distance
of 4 ft. from the center of the shaft. With this load the motor will
clear the signal in from two
to three seconds as stated. On
the New York Central square
end blades are used on home
signals

at

interlockings,

and

pointed end blades on automatic home block signals.
The circuits by which signals are controlled are shown
in Fig. 14. The plan calls for
a full block overlap, and the
control of the distant signal
through a circuit breaker on

Fig.

Fig.

14

Automatic

Typical

Block

Signal

polarity, a broken insulation will result in opening the relay contact.
Very hard carbon is used for the fixed point of contact, while the
moving point is of platinum. As the controlled current is an alternating one, there is little sparking, although currents of from Va to
V4

h.p.

are used.

ignii
;uv h.
the (Jcnoial liuilwaj Signal Company'!
motor operated type, with mechanism placed in the base of the
signal mast, and worked by a Blngle-phase alternating motor of
In-

'I

:-,

:

I

I

The signal operating mechanism
Vi h.p., using current at 50 volts.
has an alternating current, motor and releases quickly. It revolves
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by the track Cor which n
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relay
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standard pattern, and provided with an electric llgh1 attachment.
Tlic
trie lamps arc of
cp., working on a 50 volt circuit, and are
connected in parallel, with a fuse cul out to allow an; lamp to be
disconnected, without affecting other lamps supplied on the .same
circuit.
The filament of the lamp is wound in a small circle to
bring the point of maximum illumination wltl
he focus of the lens.
The signals to lie used m the Park avenue tunnel, two miles
long, will consisl of lights only, without anj moving parts whatever.
Electric lights will be arranged in a box behind lenses of
(

in:
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Fig.
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— Block

Signals at and near
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Fig.

Fig. 22

— Plan

of

17- Interlocking

at

Bronx Park, Harlem Division
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Draw

Signals at £nd near Harlem River

New York

Bridge.

City.

HAYES DERAIL

17 Continued

— Interlocking

proper color, and the current for the lamps will be directly controlled by the relay contacts.
Lamps giving the proper color for
the stop or caution indication will be lighted when the track relay
is de-energized, and those giving the proceed indication will be

when the relay contact is closed.
With this installation the colors used by the New York Central

lighted

changed in the electric zone,
using white for proesed and green for caution, the
use of green for proceed and yellow for caution will be introduced
for the first time on this road.
A typical plan of an interlocking is given in Fig. 17. which
shows the plant to be installed at Bronx Park. These interlockings
are of the standard "all-electric" type, made by the General Railway Signal Company, in which direct current, furnished from storage
The "indicabatteries,, is used to move the switches and signals.
tion" is given by the currert generated by he motor, which on completing its stroke at the signal or switch movement is changed to
a generator and by its momentum gives sufficient current to release
tor the night signal indication will be

and instead

of

I

Fig. 22

Continued

lock of the lever of the machine.
The typical Interlocking
circuits are shown in Fig.
The riim-nt 111 iiiarge these storage batteries is to be obtained
I'nini mi ac lie motoi generator set, taking current
from a transformer fed from h< ;i,iiil(l volt signal transmission line and furnish
1

I

Ing current of 50 volts.
The storage battery consists of 56 cells of capacity varying from
xo to :;l'o a111p.Tr
rs according \» the number of daily lever move
ments to be made. The capacities are such thai the usual tlm<
between chargings will be four days.
1

1

The motor generators, with

the Bwitch boards, will be fixed
in the basement of tower buildings and a separate battery house
win be provided to keep tin fumes of
batteries awaj from the
signalmen and from be app iral u In be to\i ers
The Interlocking machines are provided with a latch foi each
lever, so as to require a definite action on the pari of the operator
1

•I'llKO

TH

to change the position of the lever.
The lever handles are coloieil
according to their functions. There will be a separate lever lor
each high signal arm and no selectors will be used, except in the
Grand Central terminal yard. By an arrangement recently devised,
two switches may be controlled by one lever.
The interlocking signals will be of the General Railway Signal
Company type, with dynamic indication current return. These signals, where slotted, will return to the stop position when the current through the slot magnet is open, but the return indication from
the signal motor is not received at the lever until the lever is first

restored to the normal position.
The operating circuits for the signals are run through control
lers on all facing switches in the main line, insuring that the
switches shall be properly set before the signals can be Cleared,
Block signals on the same mast with a distant signal controlled
from a tower are controlled by a lever in the machine, requiring
the block signal to be put to the stop position before a signal tan
be cleared for a reverse movement on the main line.

— Grand

the

Bronx Park, Harlem Division.

at

Central Terminal Yard.
ing as autoin- advance signals tor each track, although oper
matic block signals, are controlled from the Interlocking and are
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— Enlarged

Section of Grand Central Terminal Yard Showing Short Track Circuits Used
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mechanism that will not project above the top of the
running rail was found necessary. This movement is enclosed in
a neat casing with the gear and escapement crank arranged horizontally.
The reversible pole changer and indication switch box
are also enclosed in the casing with the switch mechanism, protecting these parts and giving an exceedingly neat appearance to the

The

tact shoe, a

apparatus.

The movement

is fitted

with an improved locking device which,

in case the plunger should catch on the locking rod, as it will do
if the switch does, not lock up properly, will release the plunger,
allowing it to stop while the main part of the movement completes

The arrangement prevents the motor from forcing the
stroke.
plunger through the lock rod in case it should not have come to
the proper position.
The type of dwarf signal to be used is a new one. In it the
signal arm is moved by a motor mechanism arranged horizontally
With this apparatus the indication will
at the base of the post.
be returned to the lever by the current generated by the motor
instead of by battery current, as is required with a solenoid
its

mechanism.
In this installation the use of detector bars is practically abolished, a few only being used on the outside rail on sharp curves.
Short electric track circuits are provided in their place, the track
relays locking the switches during train movements by controlling
locks on the switch levers. The use of these short track circuits

with'the controlling wires to the interlocking machine makes possible, at small expense, the use in the interlocking tower of an
illuminated track indicator consisting of a track plan of the interlocking painted on a piece of ground glass with the track circuit

struction.
Mr. W. H. Elliott, reporting to the Vice-President, is in
charge of the signal forces and will supervise the installation. In
passing upon the merits of the various systems proposed by the
bidders the general committee of the New York Central lines was
called into consultation, and before concluding the contract with the
signal company the plans and specifications were signed by a committee composed of Mr. W. H. Elliott, Mr. H. S. Balliet, Engineer
of Maintenance of Way of the Electric Division, and Mr. C. Schwartz,
Assistant Engineer of the Electrical Department.
The system of signaling to be used was devised by Mr. S. Marsh
Young, Manager of the Electric Railway Department of the General Railway Signal Company, who has been assistel in its development by Prof. Fitzhugh Townsend. of Columbia University, acting
as Consulting Engineer. Mr. H. M. Sperry, New York manager of
the General Railway Signal Company suggested the use of the
overlap. The apparatus in detail was designed by Mr. W. K. Howe,
Chief Engineer of the General Railway Signal Company, and on the
part of the contractor will be installed under the direction of Mr.
W. G. Hovey, Construction Manager.

Railway Telegraph Superintendents.

The twenty-fifth, or "silver," anniversary convention of the
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents was held at
Denver, June 20. The gathering was called to order by the president
Cmcun roK

Ciccuit fcit J 4<-m Slotted
h.ch 5<c\ffL,,LE.E« •Seiecrert

.Switch CiTCUiT

signal towers will be of brick and of attractive design, with

much window space as possible.
The plans and specifications for this work were prepared under
the direction of Mr. W. J. Wilgus, Vice-President, in charge of con-

as
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Fig. 18

—Typical

sections divided on the back of the glass into separate compartments in which are a red and a white electric light. When the
track section is occupied a red light will be shown on the indicator
plan, and when unoccupied a white light will be shown.
In places like the Grand Central terminal, where the tracks will
be entirely roofed over, it will not be possible for the signal man
to see the movements of many of the trains, and an indicator of
this kind is an absolute necessity to enable him to keep in touch
with the situation. A plan of the signaling in the upper or express
level of the

gram shows
portion of

Grand Central terminal is shown in Fig. 22. This diathe tracks and switches on such a small scale that a

it

is

reproduced larger in Fig. 22a, for the purpose of

showing the large number of short track-circuits which take the
place of detector bars. These track-circuits are designated by letters, the first letter in each case indicating the tower from which it
is controlled.
For example, A A Z is controlled from tower A. The
second and third letters (A Z) arc equivalent to No. 52.
In this yard, where speeds are always strictly limited, selectors
are used; as, for example, the four signals numbered 26 in the lower
left hami
part of the diagram. Fig, 22, Indicating for converging
All these tracks lead In
routes, are worked by the same lever.
signal 27, switch 3t).
The structures Indicated on the diagram by
lines Joined at the end by curved lines are supports tor
bridges or buildings above the tracks.
As in the automatic blent signals in the Park avenue tunnel,
the signals in the Grand Central Station Interlocking will he shown
entirely by lighls. wifhoul any blades or moving parts.
In this interlocking work, however, the lever for ihe signal completes the
be proper color for Ihe indication
circuit, for the lamps to give
reqnirtid.
A light signal Is shown In Fig. 21.*

parallel

I
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Interlocking Circuits.
of the association. Mr. E. E. Torrey, superintendent of telegraph of

Ohio. Eight active and five associate members were
report of Treasurer 1'. YV. Drew showed the association
to be in an excellent condition both numerically and financially.
Charles Selden ( B. & 0.) opened the business of the convention DJ
the Mobile

&

The

elected.

rules.
Mr. Selden protested against
orders that now prevails. We make
of desirable safeguards against col
occasioned thereby we deliberate!]
abandon the rule and use the "X response" or other short-cut. If
»e are going lo depend so fully on the operation let us acknowledge
the fact and frame the rules accordingly. This will tend to prevent
men from cultivating disrespect for the rules.
Fry M\. M. & St. IV sent a letter on composite circuits.
The new instruments for Ibis class of service furnished by the
\
are giving excellent
rican Telephone & Telegraph Company
results.
K. I,. Logan (Kansas Citj Southern), another member of
the committee on composite circuits, of which Mr Frj is chairman,
poke of ihe value of portable telephone apparatus al blind sldli
In
The Howler type of apparatus gives ihe \
result
F H.
Van Etten (Southern Indiana) bad found the Howler apparatus
l<\
i<\
Fowlo, of the American Telephone g Telegraph
efficient,
Company, Chicago, spoke on the advantages of the new Howler type
of Instrument,
W. F, Williams (Seaboard Mi Line) has sevi
sets of this apparatus In use.
Thej are used as often as thlrtj or
Cortj times a day, and the fev drj celli required are renewed about
every 111 roc months. Mr. Drew called attention lo lb. la.
Dial Ihe
consumption of batten on this class of service ICOS loned '">
users leaving the receiver off .'I the hook.
in the afternoon w. w. Ryder (Burlington) read a papei on
Increasing Rallwaj Telegraph Facilities and Mr, F, F, Fowls .lis

reading a paper on train order
the loose use of ol and 19 train
a good rule, requiring the use
lision and then when delay is

i

.1

i

t-

>

i

•

I

I
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the question of The Traffic of Railway Communications.
Glardon, ol thi National Telegraphone Company, Rochester,
expected by man] to
stated thai composite circuits had
render as good servii
metallic circuits, which was impossible.
a
He told of, the use of his telegraphones on various railroads.
B. F. Forbes (Oregon Short Line). Salt Lake Citv. said thai the
system of n 0. Rugh, of Sandwich, ill., was in use on his road and
are '.i simple con
was
ctory results. The instrumenl
struction and do not get out of order.
On Thursday there was a discussion of Rule- for the Ti legraph
Department, and ii was voted to trj once more to formulate a code
which will be acceptable to the American Railway Association,
where a former report still slumbers in committee.
The committee on pole line construction, through its chairman,
Mr. E. P. Griffith, of New York, reported progress!
The standard
of line construction has been much improvi d and fro o forty to fifty
poles to the mile is the rule, with the result that a more efficient
and permanent service is secured.
E. Parsons (Illinois Central) read a paper en overhead cro
ings.
Small companies insist upon crossing railroads with their
wires without due regard to the use of safety devices. The laws of
Michigan, Kansas and Ohio regulating the crossing of railroads are
a nrle to protect them, but in main states the legislatures are en-

cussed
n.

\V.

v

'i

I

,

y indifferent.
In the election of officers E. A. Chenery (Missouri Pacific i. St.
Louis. Mo. was elected president: E. P. Griffith (Erie), vice-president, and P. W. Drew (Wisconsin Central), Milwaukee, Wis., secretary and treasurer (for the twenty-fourth consecutive term).
ire

i

The next meeting

is

to be held at Atlantic City, N. J.

EXHIBITS.

—

Company, Chicago and New York. Samples of railway
composite telephones and of portable Howler types, shewn in operation on
a quadruples circuit of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
United states Electric Company, 95 William street, New York.—The Gill
Telegraph Selector.
The inventor says that this device has
n adopted by
the western
uion Telegraph Company as well as by a number of railroads.
American Telephone and Telegraph C
pany,
Morse Cede Signal Co.. Milwaukee. Complete railroad set, consisting of
a combined telegraph sounder, selective features and a continuous ringing
drop, all in one instrument, and controlling a set of signaling: buzzerE
This system Is
operators' use in the stations along a railroad circuit.
now in operation on the Seaboard Air Line and the Buffalo & Susquehanna.
lielan.v
Telegraphic Transmitter Company, New York. -New and novel
devices in electric and mechanical automatic dot making telegraph
These instruments are intended to Improve the quality of the Morse signals
and make transmission easier.
Mecograph Company, Cleveland, Ohio. The niecograph transmitter.
Several thousand mecographs are now in use
Latest Type of comNational Telegraphone Company, Rochester, X. Y.
posite instruments and portable Howler for use in connection with composite
telephone seis: also standard condenser and loud transmitter.
North Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Magneto telephone equipment,
switchboard equipmenl and linemen's portable lest set 3.
Sandwich Electric Company, Sandwich, III. The Sandwich Telegraphone
for talking on an ordinary telegraph line without interfering with tin' Morse
Western Electric

t

t

—

—

—

—
—
Chicago. — New

signals.

lightning arrester in two
The Railroad Supply Company.
styles: mounted on slate base in one or more units, and an enclosed pattern
lor outside use.
waterproof
iron
Suitable
boxes are furnished to hold from
to 14 arresters.
4.
These lightning arresters are built noon the choke coil
'the arrester is furrinciole. which is supplemented by an induction coil.
'The Southern Pacific and other
nished without fuses, none being required.
Ilarriman Lines have recently ordered 20,000 arresters to he used to protect
line wires in connection with automatic block signals.
i

The Government Railroad Monopoly
BY

in

Italy.

II.

(.Continued from page 185.)

As will have been seen from our preceding article, the Italian
Government was compelled to take over the railroads, but the Minister of Public Works, Tedesco, proved himself to be so incompetent
that he was compelled to abandon the post.
After this crisis the

Ministry presented a new project of a purely temporary character,
by which the state assumed the railroad monopoly, while entrusting the technical and economic management of the railroads to an
autonomous administration. On the 30th of June, 1905. the three
great lines reckoned a total of 7,701 miles.
Railroads belonging to the state
Stale and private companies.
Medil .oral, can Railway CO..

Southern (Sleridionali)
Adrial
'ompany
i'

Sicilian
"

\

t'us..

Miles.
i,592

no
245
1,135

279
149

<

Companies

arious companies

21]
7.

Dotal

Tei

In consequence of the lack of all preparation and accord with
the working companies, the Italian Government did not find itself
in a position to really solve the railroad problem by completely

taking over all the railroads belonging to private companies. Under
ilo,,. circumstances, the government proposed to Parliament thai ii
should ta
the management of the railroads belonging to
of those belonging to various private companies, and of certain
portions of the railroads of the Southern Railroad Company
Meridional!), thus forming a railroad system of G,597 miles.
The Southern Railroad Company Societa Meridionali) was conii

(

I'll
!

aianagement of its own line.
he autonomoui administration consisted
1

In

in

a

ager appointed by Hie government, and of an Adminl trative Council
composed oi
Ix
membei
appoii
by the director from among
This
the state employees and
10
ol the old railroad companies.
law was passed April 22, 1905, and w
in have heen enforced the
first of the following July, mid the hurry which occurred In create lifferent offli e
and arra aging tie dlvei e en lei b, certainly
did nol contribute toward.- the proper working ol He
n
o
equently, the results ol the new system are of such a defective
kind as to cause grave concern to the country.
Trains no longer arrive al the stated hours
thi
e delays have
•no,
and discipline throughrathei systematii
than incidental
out the staff is weakened to such an extent thai tie- comparison be
Mien the new and the old system results vastly in favor id' the
latter, despite tin
many defects and im ••
iences which it preI

i

i

i:

'

I

1

:

ii

I

sented.

Thus, whereas at tie time of the company's management, the
transport of grapes from the south to the north of Italy presented
difficulties which wire to a great extent remediable; under the new
the service
quite inadequate to the demand, and has
in
i

caused incalculable loss to the producers who have to stand by wh.ie
their produce rots in the stations.
In the same manner, the principal centers of commercial activity, such as Barl, Naples, Milan,
Genoa and Venice, have lodged complaints against the insufficient
railroad set vice, which n mains paralyzed in face of the new and

growing activity of the country.
the other hand, as mighi
a foreseen, rivalry has
sprung up between the state service and that of the Southern Companies, a form of rivalry which does not make for the welfare of
the country, for it does not manifest itself in competition between
them for the improvement of the service, but rather in perpetual
obstacles and difficulties thej create tor one another, or which, at
any rate, they do not avoid bj a little mutual good will.
As regards the working of this new administration, besides its
unprepared condition and technical defects, the lack of cohesion and
accord thanks to which the management is slow and difficult instead of being easy and rapid the pseudo-autonomy which was
evi

r

On

—

—

granted to the administration is a further cause of not less serious
difficulties.
The law desired an autonomous administration so as
to free the management from Parliamentary control, but besides the
difficulties in the way of rendering autonomous an administration
which has an equally great influence on the state budget and on
the economic condition of the country, this law, thanks to the hurried manner in which it was prepared, establishes no conditions
regulating the nature and the limits of this pretended autonomy.
The perpetual disputes on competence which take place between
the Minister of Public Works and the railroad administration, both
on trivial and important points, are therefore only natural. Luckily, however, this law- is only of a temporary and transitory character, and thus we may sincerely trust, for the sake of the country's
welfare, that a seriously thought out law may soon be passed which
will really solve the railroad problem in Italy, not only superficially,
but in fact. In a further contribution I will try to point out what,
given the present conditions of Italy, the fundamental points of this
serious undertaking ought to be.

The Coal

COMM. GIUSEPPE SPERA.
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General

Man-

Traffic

Inquiry.*

The Interstate Commerce Commission announced Friday last
that the inquiry into the relations between railroads and coal shippers would be indefinitely suspended, probably until the Autumn.
Al the last session the Commission heard the testimony of officers
of the Western Maryland and the Buffalo & Susquehanna. The
W. M. owns the Davis Coal & Coke Co. No complaints have been
received by the road from operators of lack of cars. C. A. Steiner,
Division Superintendent of the Western Maryland, owns live shares
The Buffalo & Susquehanna controls
of stock in a coal company.
every coal company on its line except one, which belongs to the
Erie Railroad. There are extensive coal lands along the company's
lines for which the company would be glad to put in side tracks, if
requested to do so.
Fourth Vice-President Thayer, of the Pennsylvania, was heard
again at length concerning the distribution of coal cars by that
road.
It was not until the great expansion of business about 1902
mat any one complained of lack of cars. Coal shipments over the
road have increased about 100 per cent, in the last six years. An
attempt was made a few months ago to forbid the use of private
ears, but it was found impossible to carry out such a radical change.
The number of private cars used by coal shippers on the Pennsylvania is about 15,000. It is hoped to do something within a few
months to stop the jealousies aroused by the use of private cars,
though the problem is a difficult one.
Mr. Thayer said that in the past six years the number of coal
-1904
shipping points had increased 85 per cent. In the years
157 new sidings had been put in for bituminous coal mines east of
Pittsburg. The number of bituminous mines increased in the
period from January 1, 1900, to January 1, 1906, by 2o2 mines. On
June 1, 1906, the 51G mines along the line were operated by 301
1'.

lc lime reports May

25,

June
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22,

pages 527, 554, 606, 683.
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operators. These facts were set forth to show that the demoralization pictured hy some of the witnesses could not have existed; for
the company was making comprehensive efforts to accommodate all
its shippers, and new capital was eager to undertake new operations.

713

Mr. Trump, General Superintendent of Transportation, declared
was no underhanded business in the distribution of cars.
On June 14 the Commission notified the Pennsylvania and
other roads that the Commission would on June 21 hear any officers
of the roads who might wish to appear, but
Mr. Thayer and Mr. Trump seem to have
been the only officers on any road who came
to the hearing voluntarily.
that there

Reinforced

Concrete

Trestle
Burlington.

on

the

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has
been reducing grades and straightening the
line on its Hannibal division from St. Louis
to Hannibal, Mo.
At some points this has
involved relocation of the line, one such place
being two or three miles south of Hannibal.
This section of the line crosses Cave Hollow
creek, and the old bridge was a 70-ft. through
plats girder on pile piers, built in 1S97. The
new line crosses on a reinforced concrete
trestle, drawings for which are reproduced
herewith. It
is
five-span double track
a
bridge, the distance between the pier centers
being a fraction over 1G ft. The pier footings are 33 ft. C in. long by 5 ft. wide, and
rest on 2G piles 10 ft. long, spaced as shown,
the load line per pile being 12% tons. The
abutments have 22 piles each.
The superstructure is composed of rein-

Burlington Reinforced Concrete Trestle Over Cave Hollow Creek.

^

:

°

5

forced concrete slabs 1G ft. long, 2S ft. wide,
2 ft. 4 in. thick at the center, and 2 in. less at
the sides, with a parapet 11 in. high on each
side.
The detail drawings show the disposi-

'

;

II,' Bart,

*
re'cin"
Plan far Abutments.

Pile

•
.

TJTto
Croft Section

of Pier

Rcinforcec' Concrete Tre:tle for the Chicago. Burlington

Pile

Plan.

& Quincy
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line of span
The section ti
shows three E
lie
bottom oi the slab— two bent,
light bar the .same length as the
of different length
tl
longer bent bar. Thi
hree forms alternate across the slab In
the manm
There are 11,612 lineal ft. of '...-in. bars, 8,396
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It,
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in.
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I

,

In.

bars in
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weight being approximately 17 tons. The tota
amount
ucrete was 620 in. yds. gravel concrete equivalent to
a 1:2: mixture being used in the decks and piers, and the equiva
I

i

i

3

6

mixture

in

the abutments.

The bridge was built by the bridge department of the mad with
company forces. We are indebted to Mr. C. II Cartlldge, Bridge
Engineer, for the data.
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The Train Despatchers' Convention.
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structure, the total
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ami Steel," by
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Testing Materials.

The ninth annual meeting of the American Society for Testing
Materials was held at Atlantic City, June 21-23. The society now
has a membership of about 850. an increase of 113 over the number
reported at the last meeting. The attendance at the convention
was 204. The Secretary reported the society in a better position,
financially and otherwise, than ever before, and said that for the
next meeting he hoped it would be possible to prepare advance
copies of the more important papers. The cost of preparing these
papers will undoubtedly be more than offset, as they will lend to
the value of the discussions by enabling the members to prepare
for them before the meetings.
The following officers were reelected to serve for two years:
President, Charles B. Dudley;
Vice-President, Robert W. Lesley; Secretary and Treasurer, Edward Marburg, University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, Pa., and
James Christie, member of the Executive Committee. Aside from
the usual number of committee reports, papers were read as follows:

The nineteenth annual convention of the Train Despatchers'
Association of America was held at Buffalo, June 19, 20 and 21.
The report
Sixty-five delegates and about 40 ladies were present.
of the Secretary showed a membership of 954, a net gain duiing
the year of 73. Twenty-eight applications for membership were received.
The Association is on a good financial basis, having more
than $2,600 in its treasury.
The Train Rules Committee reported that its recommendations
had been largely incorporated in the new standard code of the American Railway Association.
Two entire sessions were devoted to a free discussion of the interpretation of certain train rules and to practices relative to train
movements. Some of the topics presented were: methods of delivery
of 19 orders; the use of 19 orders for superior trains; the use of
cc arance cards, both in connection with delivery of train orders
and for terminal clearance; method of handling "31" orders as on
the Northern Pacific, i.e., giving "complete" on the repetition, the
despatcher not getting the signature of the conductor: the office of
the train register and methods of use. Considerable discussion arose
over the question. "What is a station?" having particular reference
The
to the word "station" in the list of definitions and in Rule 5.
question whether an extra running on Example 3 of Form G should
proceed with caution through a yard, looking out for yard and other
engines, occasioned interesting debate.
The representation of despatchers from the east of Pittsburg
and Buffalo was especially large, particularly from New England.
For the first time a New England man was elected to the presidency,
Mr. James E. Holloren. of the Boston & Maine. Springfield, Mass.
H. P. Riggs. of the Wisconsin Central. Fond du Lac. Wis., was elected
Vice-President. Executive Committee, J. D. Beaver, Pennsylvania
Railroad. Buffalo, N. Y.; Charles H. Mullinix, Illinois Central, Fulton, Ky.
T. W. Kane. P. E. Ry.. Los Angeles, Cal.. and J. B. Jerome.

Annual address by the Vice-President, Robert W. Lesley. "The
American Society for Testing Materials— Its Past and Future";
'Memoirs of Deceased American Investigators Who Have ConKentucky & Indiana Bridge Co., New Albany, Ind. John F. Mackie.
tributed in a Marked Degree to the Advance of the Testing of
Chicago, was re-elected Secretary-Treasurer.
Materials," by Gaetano Lanza; "The Development of the Test for
In presenting his annual report Mr. Mackie called attention to
Cementing Value of Road Materials," by Allerton S. Cushman;
the gratifying progress of the Association, in the character of its
"Notes on the Hardness and Abrasion Tests of Road Materials."
upbuilding, recalling his first annual report. 12 years ago, when
by P. L. Wormeley, Jr.; "The National Bureau of Standards," by
the membership was 250 and the treasury showed a deficit of $400
S. W. Stratton:
"Concrete Column Tests at Watertown Arsenal." in one year.
Gaining wisdom by experience the Association has
by J. W. Howard; "Some Effects of Earthquake Shock and Fire on
since prospered.
It aims to promote the prosperity of railroads by
Materials and Buildings at San Francisco," by Richard L. Humphconsideration of subjects vital to their interests and by offering sugrey; "The Corrosion of Steel as Affected by Its Chemical Composigestions which are the results of actual contact with working condition." by J. P. Snow; "Electrolytic Corrosion of Steel," by Maxitions.
The next annual meeting is to be held in Boston.
milian Toch; "Topical Discussion on the Corrosion of Iron and
A
representative of the Telegraph Signal Company of Rochester.
Steel" (opened by H. M. Howe. Allerton S. Cushman and James
N. Y., was in attendance and demonstrated that company's electric
Christie); "The Effect of Heat Treatment on High Carbon Steels."
call bell and signal apparatus, whereby the despatcher can call, by
by William Campbell; "The Beneficial Treatment of Adding Highbell, any or all offices and can set any train order signal in the stop
grade Ferro-silicon to Cast Iron." by A. E. Outerbridge; "Tests of
position.
The convention expressed, by vote, its approval and the
Reinforced Concrete Beams," by Gaetano Lanza and S. J. Tilden;
desirability of some such safety device. At a blind siding, the con"Note on Compression Tests of Cement." by W. P. Taylor; "Control of the signal by the despatcher. in conjunction with the telesistency of Concrete." by Sanford E. Thompson; "The Present
phone, would make the use of the middle order possible at such
Status of Our Knowledge in Regard to the Constitution of Port- sidings.
land Cement," by Clifford Richardson; "Progress Made in the Investigation of Structural Materials During the Fiscal Year Ending
Pacific Locomotive for the Southern Railway.
June, 1906," by R. L. Humphrey; "Discussion on Standard Specifications for Ship Material," by E. P. Stratton and W. R. Webster;
The Baldwin Locomotive Works has recently built 20 Pacific
:

"Experiments on the Segregation of Steel Ingots in its Relation to
Plate Specifications," by C. L. Huston; "Fire-Box Steel— Failures
and Specifications," by Max H. Wickhorst: "Protective Coatings
for the Preservation of Steel." by Arthur B. Harrison: "Practical
Testing and Valuation Japan." by Robert Job; "Testing of Shellac
Varnish," by A. C. Langmuir; "Some Results of the Government
Fuel Tests at St. Louis," by J. A. Holmes; "Investigation on the
Conductivity of Concrete and the Effect of Heat Upon its Strength
and Elastic Propel
by Ira H. Woolson; "The Determination
of the Specific Gravity of Cements." by R. K. Meade: "A New Dei'
for the Mechanical Sifting of Concrete Aggregates." by C. N.
Forrest; "Relation Between Some Physical Properties of Bitumiand Oils." by A. W. Dow; "The Proximate Composition and
Physical Structure of Trinidad Asphalt, with Special Reference to
the Behavior Of Mixtures of Bitumen and Clay." by
Kford Richardson; "Some Sand Experiments Relating to Per Cent, of Voids
and Tensile Strength of Cement Mortars." by .1. Y. Jeweti; "Some
Mistakes in Water Proofing," by E. W. DeKnight; "Methods of
Testing Cements tor Waterproofing Properties," by W. P. Taylor
(discussion opened by Mr. E. W. Lazell)
"New Features of Two
Testing Machines," by W. C. DuComb. Jr.; "The Purdue
Univei Itj li
ict
Machine," by W. K. Hatt and W. P. Turner:
"The Effect of Combined Stresses on the Elastic Properties of iron
I

;

•

type (4ii-2i locomotives for the Southern Railway. This class of
engine was originally designed for both passenger and fast freight
service.
In the case of these engines there is a slight difference
in dimensions by which some of them are especially fitted for fast
passenger work, while the others are suited for either passenger
or freight service. This difference lies in the diameter of the driving wheels. There are 15 of these engines which have wheels 63
in. in diameter.
The other five have 72 1 in. drivers. The photograph and drawing shown herewith are of the locomotives with
;.

72 1

..

in.

drivers.

These engines show no great novelty in design, but represent
the latest development in the design of this class of equipment. An
unusual feature is the high steam pressure, 220 lbs. per square inch.
This is not unknown in American practice but is considerably higher
than that ordinarily used. After these engines have been in service
it
will be interesting to note the economy resulting from use of
this high pressure, especially in view of the differences of opinion
existing as to the desirability of using high pressure on simple
locomotives. The cylinders are 22 in. x 28 in., and the tractive
power, :!4.940 lbs. As the weight on the drivers is 143.000 lbs. the
factor of adhesion is 4.09.
The boiler is straight top with sloping throat and back head.
It
is radially stayed, with
double riveted circumferential seams.

June
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the longitudinal seams being butt-jointed and welded at each end. tion is made of the drawings of locomotives that have appeared
The dome ring has a welded seam on the top center, with a liner within the past few months in the Railroad Gazette it will be seen
inside.
The boiler is well provided with washout plugs, and has that the injector check is placed all the way from 18 in. to 8 ft. or
in. liners in the waist over the supporting guide bearer and waist even farther back of the front tubesheet.
-

%

Pacific

Locomotive for Southern Ry. Built by Baldwin Locomotive Works.
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Locomotive for Southern Railway, Built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The following are same

It is also an example of the
recent tendency toward the use of long
tubes as these are 20 ft. long and 2', in.
in diameter.
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reference to the photograph and the
side elevation will show that rather heavy
bar frames are used, and that the cylinder
They
fastenings are unusually strong.
are fastened with a double row of bolts in
the vertical flanges and a double row of
rivets to'the smoke-box.
The frames are
cast-steel, with the .splice at the fronl end
In the usual place just back of the cylinders, and ;ii the back, below the front
end of the firebox, in accordance with
current practice, which is there supported
by a vertical buckle plate.
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6.31.

x 72.5

Zi

rractlve effort s diameter of drivers

65.31

3,878.5

Heating surface
Heating surfa<

er!

3 1,040

tractive effort

3,878.5

e

7.15.
i

54.25

area

Firebox heating surface

195
nil.-,.

i

3,878.5

heating surface

-in!

Weight on drivers

i

13,

36 "7.
Ile.uing surface

3.878.5

Total weight

220,500

Heating surface

3,878.5

69

i

Volume

of

=

two cylinders

Heating surface

Volume

of

3,878.5

Grate area

54.25

cylinders

12.32

"l

1.81.

12.32

cylinders

The Kohn Insulated
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w<

of the joints

1

1.

is

;

n

12.32 cu

:;l

Volume

The

N

oi assembling these parts is done before delivmade. If the nuts on these oblique bolts become
loosened, tiny cannol come into contact with wheel flanges passing
over the joint as the angle oi' Inclination of the bolls gives a space
of 2 in. if the nut is brought out on a line with the bottom of tin
This, howi ver, cannol oi cur, as the short, length of the b ill
flanges.
would cause the nut to fall to the ground.
To apply the joint, the two pieces of fiber insulation formed to
fit the bases of the rails are put on and the assembled bars appil d
from each side. The four T s -in. transverse bolts are then inserted,
together with the '-in. fiber washers, 2% in. in diameter, and the
in. metal washers of the same diameter, which are put und r
The
the heads of the bolts and the nuts on each side of the joint.
holes in the webs of the rails are drilled to give the usual clearance.
The inclined legs of the metallic splice bars next to the webs of the
rails are cul out to a diameter of r s in., giving a clearance of >i in.
under the hulls and on each side. This prevents the bolts from
coming into contact with the steel splice bars when the rails creep
and renders it unnecessary to use insulation at these points. The
vertical legs of the splice bats are cut out to a diameter of 2Vi in..
with rounded coiners, to prevent cutting of the fiber washers, which
are securely recessed in the openings. These washers are smooth
cut and are thicker than the vertical legs or thrust plates of the steel
bases, this extension of the insulation preventing the metallic

together.

220,500

Total »• Ighl

Vol. XI...

Rail Joint.

The Kohn insulated rail joint shown in the accompanying illuswas designed with three principal ends in view, to give a

trations

strong and perfectly insulated connection between the rails, to avoid
any possibility of damage or breaking down of the insulation, due to
creeping, and to give protection against deterioration of the fiber
The serious objections to
insulation, due to abrasion and moisture.
seme of the forms of insulated rail joints now in use is the crushing of the insulation where it is located between the heads of the
rails and the vertical legs of the angle bars and the cutting and
abrasion of the fiber thimbles used around the transverse bolts.

Perspective View of the

Kohn Insulated

Rail

Cross-Section of the

Joint.

The
to the downward thrust and the creeping of the rails.
sharp edges of the holes in which the thimbles are inserted tend to
cut into the fiber and break down its structure when the transverse

owing

bolts are twisted out of line, due to
design of this joint, it is claimed, does

movement
away with

of the rails.

The

these objections.
The joint is composed of two rolled splice bars, which are
interchangeable, right and left. The lower part of these bars is
formed to correspond to the contour of the base of the rail and the
elevated iircjecting flanges are cut out for spike slots. Insulating
bars of hieque a very hard wood grown in Cuba are cut to conform to the contour of the rail and the open vertical channels in the
splice bars, these channels being formed by the center thrust plates,
the inner brace plates and their connecting webs, a portion of these
webs being inclined as shown. These insulating bars are secured

—

—

Kohn

Insulated

Rail

Joint.

washers on the transverse bolts from coming into contact with the

The creepvertically or longitudinally displaced.
carried principally by the oblique bolts and the steel
bases, and there is no shear or any fiber thimbles or washers.
The end post used in the joint is !s-in. thick and conforms to
the contour of the head of the rail and to the base of the rail, but
is made wider than the thickness of the web, the wooden bars and
longitudinal insulation being recessed at the center to allow for this
greater dimension. Cutting the upright portions of the insulation
at the meeting ends of the rails to accommodate the increased width
of the end post, and also at the outside junction, prevents crushing
The end
of the fiber, owing to the removal of all sharp angles.
post, however, may be made the same width as the webs of the rails
and the insulating separators left intact. The outer junction of the

steel bases

ing strain

when

is

;

ample margin when
two %-in. bolts having grip tine. ids and special insulation is made inclined, as shown, to allow
the rails. The insulating sheets or
triangular heads. The bolts are inserted in an oblique position as the joint is being applied to
splice bars are made in two
shown in the cross-section. The heads of these holts are shaped to separators between the rails and the
being carried across the opening between the splice
conform to the openings notched out of the under lilies of the parts, one part
under the rails. It is claimed that this will prevent any leak.ing legs of the splice bars, and under the bead they are formed bars
ballast or other short-circuiting material cannot come in conas
age,
holes
in
the
in
similarly
shaped
which
fit
elliptical
shoulders
with
the rails. The fiber sheets extend up on the web only to
with
tact
The
top
edges
bolts
from
turning.
the
ire- bar legs, preventing
The joints may be made to permit
of the splice bars.
of the vertical legs, or thrust plates, of the splice bars tire beveled the height
the use of snow dangers on locomotives if desired.
to receive the 2-in. metallic washers put on under the nuts of the of
Several hundred of these joints have already been ordered by
que bolts, and the upper edges of the wooden lens are chamfered
the East. The joint is the invention of
.en for bearings for the washers. When these bolts are tightened up a number of railroads in
Wist
street, Xew York City.
119tb
45
Kohn,
Koby
firmly
insulating
bars
are
held
the
wooden
and
bars
plice
to each splice bar by

:
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
One of the members of the Georgia State Railroad Commission,
Mr. O. B. Stevens, will hereafter spend most of his time in traveling
about the state to investigate complaints in the localities where
they arise.
Horn, engineman of the Poughkeepsie train which was
with a New Haven train in New York City December 19,
has been found responsible by a coroner's jury for disregarding the
stop signal, and has been held by the coroner in $2,000 bail to await
the action of the Grand Jury.

John

B.

in collision

According to the Harrisburg Star-Independent the Pennsylvania
Limited express train (23-hour train to Chicago) on Christmas day
ran from Jersey City to Pittsburg, stopping at Philadelphia, Harrisburg and Altoona, without a single passenger. What was done with
the perishable viands in the dining car is not stated.

At Chicago, December 29, the Grand Jury in the Federal Court
returned indictments against the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
railroad and D. Miller and C. C. Burnham, officers of the road, for
granting illegal rebates to the United States Steel Products Co., of
New York. Twenty-six separate offenses are charged.
Co., running a steamboat beFall River, has complained to the Massachusetts Railroad Commissioners that the New York, New Haven &

The Enterprise Transportation

New York and

tween

Hartford Railroad discriminates against complainant by refusing to
honor baggage checks issued by the boat line, and in other ways.

A press despatch from Springfield, 111., says that after hearing
an application from the railroads for a modification of the recent
order making a reduction of 20 per cent, in freight rates, the State
Railroad Commissioners have decided that, so far as the first five
classes are concerned, the order shall go into effect at once; but on
the lower classes further investigation will be made.

The regulations

for the transportation

of explosives recently

adopted by the American Railway Association have been made the
rules of the State Railroad Commission of Massachusetts; and the
Commission, acting under the law provided for the purpose (Sec. 99,
Chap. 102,) has published the regulations in full in the Boston
Advertiser, the Worcester Telegram, and the Springfield Republican.

At Chattanooga, Tenn., a suit has been filed against the CinNew Orleans & Texas Pacific for damages for the death, last
August, of a switchman of the Southern Railway, who, it is claimed,
was overcome by the fumes of formaldehyde in a sleeping car which
had just been fumigated. In August strict sanitary precautions were
enforced on account of the presence of yellow fever in the Gulf
cinnati,

states.

The "Cuban

Special," the 24-hour train of the Illinois Central

between Chicago and New Orleans, made its first trip south December 26 and its first northward trip December 2S. Both trains
arrived on time. The distance is 923 miles. This is probably the
only line in the world, so long as 900 miles, which trains traverse
The schedules are made on Central
without changing watches.
Standard time all the way.

The Tehuantepec National Railway, which lias for some time
past been handling local traffic, is expected to In open for transcontinental traffic by July, 1906, by which date the works on the terminal harbors of Ooatzacoalcos, on the Atlantic, and of Salina Cruz,
on the Pacific, will be sufficiently advanced I" permit steamers drawing 30 ft. to load and discharge at all times, in still water, alongside
the quays direct into cars or warehouses as required
1

After

conference with the Governor of Indiana, the passenger

a.

of the principal railroads in thai State have decided to issue an interchangeable mileage ticket, such as is desired
by Hie Governor and by the traveling men for whom he speaks. Mr.
Ford, of the Pennsylvania, is repented as Baying Hint a mileage book
will be sold at 2 cents a mile. but. that it will not be sold for local
traffic in any State;
meaning, apparently, lhai the ticket will be
made available only to and from junction poinls.
traffic

officers

On a
October

line of the Burlington Traction Co.. Burlington, Vt.. on
Iwo cars collided ami sixteen persons were injured; and

7,

Vermont State

railroad commission finds thai the collision occurred because one of the cars was overcrowded ami in charge of an
Inexperienced nioloriunii: also Mini lie had mi written orders to meet
another car nt an unusual place, Hie scene of the accident being a
swiich seldom used, The custom of employlni Inexperienced men
ami
ea
wilhonl sporih, orders prevail on marly every
el eel rie ra
road in Hie Slate, a " i:i 1, practice," Bays lie com mission.
the
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The Union and Southern Pacific roads have put on a fast train
Omaha and Sau dam ilgco which carries nothjnj but malls.

between

It will make the time westbound about 5y3 hours quicker than the
Overland Limited, and will save 24 Ya hours (from New York) over
the time hitherto made by the regular mail train. Mail leaving New
York at 3:15 a. m. on Tuesday; Chicago, 2:45 a. m. Wednesday, will
reach Ogden at 3 p. m. Thursday and San Francisco at 12:30 p. m.
Friday. Mail leaving San Francisco at 6 p. m. Monday will reach
Chicago at 10:30 a. m. Thursday and New York at 11:53 a. m.
Friday. The new train makes connections for Oregon and Washington, saving 12 hours, and with the San Pedro, Los Angeles &
Salt Lake for Los Angeles.

In New York City last week A. C. Newburn, a traveling salesarrested on a charge of forgery in signing the name of George
E. Whitcomb to a ticket which he had bought from Whitcomb, was
brought before Justice Leventritt on a writ of habeas corpus and
was released from custody, the justice holding that no forgery had
been committed. Whitcomb bought the ticket at the railroad office,
was followed and seen to meet Newburn outside of the office; and
then Newburn was followed until he presented the ticket for passage.
He signed Whitcomb's name and was then arrested. Counsel declared that Whitcomb had authorized the writing of his name by
Newcomb whenever he should be asked to do so by the railroad, and
the court sustained the legality of this proceeding.

man

The Interborough Rapid Transit Co., New York City, has raised
the pay of guards for the first year from $1.55 per day to $1.70.
This is the second-year rate, and it will henceforth be the rate both
for the first and the second years. The third-year rate is $1.S0 and
the fourth-year rate $1.95. First-year switchmen have been advanced
from $2.15 to $2.25; and all switchmen receiving $2.35 are advanced
to $2.40. The rate for hand switchmen will henceforth be $2.25 the
Clerks and starters working 12
first year and $2.40 thereafter.
hours a day are now allowed two days off each month, with pay.
The Canadian Pacific has increased the wages of track foremen
and laborers east of Fort William. The New York Central has made
an increase of 10 per cent, in the wages of freight handlers at Little
Falls.

Mr. Charles T. Yerkes, the well-known street railroad capitalist
He was born in
in New York City December 2S.
Philadelphia in 1837 and opened a broker's office there in 1S58. In
1861 he purchased a banking house, which he managed until his
failure ten years later. In 1874 he resumed his business and became
prominent in street railway operations, later extending his field of
influence to Chicago, where he obtained control of the north and
west side surface roads and several suburban and elevated roads.
For some years past he has been prominently interested in building
and managing the underground railroads in London. In latter years
he was Managing Director of the Underground Electric of London,
Limited, which was incorporated in 1902 and controls the Metropoliton. Metropolitan District, Great Northern, Piccadilly & Brompton,
Baker Street & Waterloo, and Charing Cross, Eustin & Hampstead
subways, and also the London United Tramways.

and manager, died

To Obey the Law.
The men who represented the western
with the Interstate Commerce Commission

railroads in conference
at Washington, nee. 28,
were J. C. Stubbs, vice-president and traffic director of the Union
Pacific and the Southern Pacific, who was the chief spokesman;
G. T. Nicholson, vice-president of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe:

H. R. McCullough, vice-president of the Chicago & North-Western;
he Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul;
.1.
It. Hiland. vice-president of
Missouri Pacific
J. M. Johnson, assistant to the vice-president of the
I

J. F. Itoblen. freight traffic manager of Hie Chi. ago.
Rock Island & Pacific; J. W. Blabon. freight traffic manager ol the
Chicago & Alton; Howard Morris, vice-president and general counsel
of the Wisconsin Central: c i.. Wellington, general traffic manager ot
the Colorado & Southern; ('. Halle, traffic manager Of Hie Missouri.
Kansas & Texas: W. I,. Martin, vice president of the Minneapolis.

anil allied lines;

Si,

Paul & Sault Sle. Marie; ami E. K Siuythe. general freight agent
Kansas City Southern.
The commissioners present were Messrs. Knapp, Clements and

of the

Cockrell.

At the

close.

Chairman Knapp

"Tl

said:

»a mil sought by the Commission, but ils purpose was legitimate
al results.
ami commendable, and warrants Hie expectation
At a recent meeting In Chicago, the representatives of practlcall] all
order to the Cull.
the lines west "f that City, from Hie Canadian
adopted Hie following resolution
in
W<
"'Thai a joint committee, representative ol inn
Trunk i.ine Committee, the Trans-Mlssourl Freight Bureau, South
Rate
Prelgh
western Tariff Committee, ami the Transcontln
Committee, im appointed ami Instructed to wall upon the [ntei
merce Commission; declare Hie desire ami purpose of the in,, members of said committees or bureaus to co-operati with
stent "f point
the Commission in the enforcement ol the law to n
Ing out ways and means, and giving the Commission any specific
I.

i
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Information that may
effective inquiry in u]

come

our knowledge which will lead to
unlawful practices.'
"The object of thai committee was to present this resolution, and
disposition ot
assure the Commisi
the united and determi
inform to the law in good faith, and In
the line
n
everj
the Commission in its enforcement. Pledges
Iven bj all present, with the further promise to
to this effect i
repoi
illegal transaction which may come to their knowledge,
or ot which thej mas have well-grounded suspicion.
"While this visit was unsolicited, as above stated, it was not unand the Commission has no reason to doubt the sincerity
of the movement or its practical value.
That it will result in the
complete discontinuance of wrongful practices is perhaps too much to
expect, for time alone will test the degree of its usefulness, but a
marked improvement in the observance of tariff rates may be fairly
anticipated.
If the promised co-operation is actually and continuously afforded, the payment of rebates and the granting of secret
advantages will, it is hoped, be reduced to a minimum."
to

I

I
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controlled by the Nicaragua Concessions Co,
It Is to run from the
head of navigation on the Coin river, on which the company now
has steamboat service, about 250 miles into what is said to be a rich
mineral region.
Preliminary surveys for the Inst section of 60
miles have been completed.
James Deibrick, Park Row Building,

New York

City,

is

connected with both companies.

A Lathe Attachment

for Boring.

The accompanying Illustrations show an ingenious arrangement
made by H. Ii. I'nderwood & Co., Philadelphia. Pa,, for converting
a lathe to a horizontal boring mill. This attachment can be made to
fit any size lathe, and it is claimed that with it an output equal to the
output of a boring mill both in quantity and quality can be produced.
h consists of a lower plate with an angle projecting down and

Completion of the Maumee Bay Straight Channel.
The Maumee bay straight channel, which makes possible Toledo's
classification as one of the big ports on the Great Lakes, was completed on October 6th by the Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Company. It was finished just five days behind time on a six year
contract.
This is remarkably good work and close calculation on
a job of its kind. The cost of the work was $950,000. For 48
months, working from early spring until navigation closed in the
fall, a fleet of three dredges, three tugs and 12 scows,
manned
by 50 men, labored and battled with heavy seas and many storms.
They dug blue clay which was so hard at times that, sharp axes
could not break

it.

The harbor improvement

is technically known to the Bureau
of Navigation as "the straight channel," and is 400 ft. wide by
23 ft. deep throughout its entire length.
The plans called for 22
ft. depth, but an extra foot was dredged
to allow for fill.
The
channel is about 14 miles long, extending from the Lake Shore railroad bridge to the new fog station and lighthouse. The Govern-

ment dredge performed the work between the bridges and the contractors did the work extending from the Wheeling bridge to the
new lighthouse. All told, the government has spent $2,150,700 on
the waterways improvements at Toledo, the additional sum of $124,000 having been spent on the old crooked Turtle Light channel

which was abandoned

Boring Mill Attachment for Lathe.

in 1891.

When

the straight channel was ordered dredged it was made
200 ft. wide by 17 ft. deep. In 1899 the work of widening and
deepening the channel was undertaken, and it is this last piece
of work which has just been finished.
The contract was originally
given to Lyden & Drews, which firm was later absorbed by the

The man who engineered this gigantic task
removing ten million cubic yards of earth in six years was Mr.
James G. Murray, who is Manager of the lower lakes fleet for the
company named. Mr. Win, T. Blunt was the Government's engineer
in charge.
Steam Shovel News.
Great Lakes Company.
of

the rear side of the lathe carriage. The surface of
is planed true with all the other parts of the
For a 30-in. lathe the bed has three T slots for -fs-in. or
and is' 31 in. long x 22% in. wide. It is provided with a
."•'_ in. vertical adjustment.
When set on the lathe carriage it is true
with the carriage in all directions. By means of the vertical adjusting screw the table is either raised or lowered parallel with the
fastened to
this angle
attachment.
%-in. bolts,

plate

Class Legislation.

Jokes which were flourishing in the seventeenth century usually
get laughed at, not because they were once funny, but because of
their reflex humor, so to speak; the humorousness which one
is
compelled to feel at their hardihood in appearing in public after
death.

The

bill

to

forbid

sleeping car porters to

let

down the

upper berth when the occupant of the lower isn't feeling pleasant,
would seem to belong in the same class; though this notion dates
back only to the middle of the nineteenth century. This year's
manifestation occurred at Washington, on the third day of the
session.
The bill was presented by Mr. Brownlow; and how he
came to wa-te two days in getting it before his colleagues is a
mystery.
Representative Brownlow, says the reporter, weighs
nearly 300 pounds, and when he lies on his back he projects so
far upward that the upper berth comes within painful proximity
to his stomach.
"I always travel in a lower berth," he said to a
friend inquiring about the bill, "and, of course, if any one buys
the upper berth I don't object to its being made up; but it is an
outrage for a railroad company to put that lid on a fellow just for
the fun of the thing."
All the fat men in Congress who have long
distances to travel in getting from their homes to the capital consider the bill as of more importance than those concerning the

Boring Mill Attachment for Lathe.

rebate question.

Proposed Railroad

in

Nicaragua.

Two new railroads to be built by American capital are projected
Nicaragua.
The first is to connect the city of Managua, the
capital, with the northwest part of the republic.
This is to run
through the states of Managua, Leon. Matagalpa, Jinotega and SeSurveys are under way on some L75 miles. Henry Francis
Lef ••• formerly connected with the Guggenheim Exploration Co.,
is En
Construction. The road is to be built by the Nicaragua
ins Co., which has been formed to take over a large
number of concessionary rights in that country. The other road is
to be built by the Great Central Railway
of Nicaragua, which is.
in

ii

lathe shears. After being brought in position, the two slotted angle
pieces (they having been previously bolted on the front of the carriage) are firmly attached to the table by the two screws shown,
holding the bed to the lathe carriage. It can readily be seen that
it gives a true adjustable bed equal to any well designed machine
tool for holding pieces to be bored.
In practice a 3-in. or 3Vi-m.
diameter bar with suitable cutterheads and automatic feed is desirable. By attaching one end of the boring bar to the face plate of the
lathe, and the other end of the bar in the steady rest or other bearing, a powerful boring mill is produced which is entirely independent of the lathe centers. The weight of the device complete for
a 30-in. lathe is 685 pounds.

i\ni:v
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& Maine

Boston

The question

Pensions.

of establishing a pension department for the em-

ployees of the Boston & Maine, which has been under consideration
for a number of months, appears to have been settled at a meeting
of delegates of employees' organizations held at Boston, December
24.
According to the reports of this meeting, the delegates (150 in
number) voted unanimously in favor of a plan under which the
employees will contribute to a pension fund 1 per cent, of their
wages, and the railroad company will contribute an equal amount.
It appears that the officers of the road had asked the employees
to consider the matter and had virtually promised to adopt any
reasonable plan which should be agreed upon. It is said that on
the basis named, the contributions will amount to $300,000 annually,
which was the sum appropriated by the Pennsylvania road four
years ago; and on the Pennsylvania the number of employees must
be several times as large as on the Boston & Maine. The details are
yet to be arranged.

The Lunkenheimer Locomotive Blow-Off Valve.
shows a new form of locomotive blowoff cock which has been applied on a number of locomotives reThe valve is operated by
cently built for several large railroads.
The

illustration herewith

and is constructed to eliminate any tendency to fouling,
sticking or leaking
Two distinct valves are combined in one body.
One of these is for
regular use and the
other for emergency
use in case the main
valve will not operate
properly. The connection to the boiler is
made at D and the
J
outlet from the valve
is through the ell at
LuftKEN|HblMER-.-J the bottom. The main
valve disc is moved off
the seat by the stem
S, which is raised by
suitable levers carried
to an accessible point
above the
board. By lifting the
main valve as far as
it will go a free and
unrestricted passage is
provided for the blowoff water.
hand,

Orient filled; but why are they filled? Because we fill
them. This was our experiment. We do not think much of it as
a source of profit.
What has this country got that it can export profitably in competition with Germany and other countries?
It ought to have almost everything, but has it anything? We ship cotton to the Orient,
but most of the cotton used there comes from India. There they
pack their cotton better.
The bales are 6 to 8 in. shorter than
ours, the covering is neat and substantial.
Our cotton covering is
coarse and wears badly. We ordinarily ship about one-fifth of the
cotton used in the Orient. This year we will ship not more than
10 per cent. We send them some cotton piece or cotton cloth goods,
but they will not buy cotton above a certain price. Cotton is too
high for them now.
A German consul has a residence where he can entertain people
decently. An American consul has a room upstairs somewhere.

The

valve consists of the
tapered plug C, which

has

They consume too many

The

emergency

a ground fit in
valve body, and is rotated by the handle.
Ordinarily, this emergency valve remains
in an open
position,
Blow-Off but should the main

valve fail
to
work
properly
the
emergency valve can be turned part of a revolution and cut off the open
ing from the boiler connection. With the main valve raised to its
full open position all blow-off operations can be performed with the
emergency valve. As a further preventive for the failure of the main
valve to seat tight, the valve disc is provided with an upper flange
sliding loosely within the emergency valve C.
As the main valve
is
lowered past the opening from the boiler this flange gradually reduces the opening, causing wire-drawing of the escaping
water which bursts into steam and because of its high velocity is

Valve.

washing away any sediment which may have been deposited on the main valve seat, and which would prevent Its closing tightly.
Should a piece (if boiler scab' become lodged in the
opening it can usually be removed or broken up by giving be emergency valve a partial nun, ami thus back again to the normal posi
lard gages and tem
tlon.
All parts of Ibis yalve are made to Bl
plates, and any part which is broke
worn can be quickly and
easily renewed. The valve was invented by Frederick Wertsheimer.
Supt. m. P., Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, and is made and sold
by be Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
effective

We

sail for the

what you might expect.
do not believe this country will ever have a merchant marine
under its own flag, under existing laws. It costs us five times as
much to dock a ship at one of the Pacific ports as it does at Nagasaki.
In some respects this country, industrially, is going the way
of England, where the labor unions have dominated business with
the result that there is no town in England of over 15,000 inhabitants where you cannot buy almost any important article to
better advantage by selecting one of foreign make. German cutlery
The glass works in
is sold in Manchester to-day to advantage.
England closed down and factories were started in Belgium, with
the result that the English glass makers are out of employment.
Germany's laws governing industrial conditions are stringent
and they are enforced. There a man works 11 hours a day, and
if he makes a blunder such as destroying the fabric or material
he is working on he is summarily discharged.
What has labor in this country to look forward to? Our immigration is 1,000,000 a year or more, and the natural increase in
population is two and one-half times as much. There is homestead land left to be sure the kind a man can starve on and
besides that there is the irrigated land being opened up, enough
And then
to supply the new population for a few years perhaps.
what? If labor finds itself beaten in this country and many think
It will have killed
it will have itself to blame.
it is beaten now
the goose that laid its golden egg.
As for the railroads, they throw away too much of their product.

running

The Lunkenheimer Locomotive

just as the problem of railroading is how not to waste train mileage.
The duty of a railroad agent is not to sit on a rolling stool
and figure on waybills as a 16-year old boy could do, but to stand
on the platform and see that two cars are not used for freight
that could be put in one. The duty of the country is to take advantage of its opportunities, some of which are leaving us and will
not return.
have put some large ships on the Pacific ocean and they

in

I

i

result is

I

—

—

—

—

train miles for their ton-mile revenue.

The

problem in the west is different from that in the east. Great
Northern's rate per ton-mile as compared with New Haven's is
as .79 to 1.40. You can figure out what this would have meant in
our revenue last year if we had the Consolidated Road's rate. The
traffic density on the Pennsylvania system east of Pittsburg is six
times that on Great Northern.
rate

Main Line Electrification in England.
The Allgemeine Elektrizitiits Gesellschaft. acting In connection
with the British Thomson-Houston Company (the English counterpart of the General Electric Company) has been given the contract
to electrify the London. Brighton & South Coast Company's South
London line. The conversion will take place over the track between
Battersea Park Junction and Peckham Rye, a distance of about live
miles. The Winter Kichberg system, of which the Thomson! louslon
Company own the British rights, will be adopted, anil till the switch
motors and control apparatus, will be
The first few motor an to he
the company in England.
the A. E. G. in Germany, as that Arm has alreadj been sue
An English Arm has secured
cessi'ul in carrying ou1 similar work.
the subcontract for the overhead equipment, so that British labor
Tin
will be utilized for the major pan ot the undertaking.
removed a. certain amount of dissatisfaction resulting from thft tii
reason [or the action
The
cessful bid of the German Arm.
of the directors was, however, thai in adopting the Winter-Eicb
gear, together with must of the

made by
made by

mam

system they were not committing themselves to an untried me!
had alroad> been successfully put Into ire
tail to one thai
of which the A. B. (1. are the Introducers.

Mr. Hill Discusses the Situation.

The Wall

re
Street Journal quotes J. J, imii as follows,
gard the business situation in this country to-day as no better than
The reason
it was a year ago.
think so is. thai the Russian disa menace, ii
stent of which u c cannot yet determine,
turbance
i

i

i
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Favor of the Railroad.
Ion
bat
announced It de
.hi
in
an opinion by Commissioner Cockrell, in the case of
Brabham el al. against the Ulanth Coast line and the Charleston
western Carolina. The pa
ire from Ellenton, S ('.. to
miles, is mi cents, and from Jackson. S. ('. In
Augusta, (la..
Augusta i;a. 5 miles 60 cents, ami thesi tan- .He alleged to
unreasonable
The local passenger far.: m South Carolina and
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Georgia are controlled by a

maximum

of three cents a mile, fixed

by state authority. Between the points named the Atlantic Coast
Line has trackage rights over the other line, and all fares collected

of South Carolina and Georgia are presumptively reasonable, but such presumption is not conclusive, and the railroad
companies are entitled to show tie contrary in a case involving
the rates on interstate traffic; second, that a railroad company is entitled to a fair return upon the value of that which it employs for
public convenience, and that it is not apparent that the interstate
passenger rates complained of are unreasonable.

Commissions

Ohio Canals, Mines and Forests.
Governor Herrick of Ohio, in his annual message

The State cannot both maintain and abandon the
clear.
what it has been trying to do for many years." The Governor
recommends additional legislation to protect life and property in the
mines in the State and the enactment of laws which will foster and
is

canals,

City,

Pittsburg.

—

Mr. Edward Wilder, Secretary and Treasurer of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, died recently at Topeka, Kan. Mr. Wilder was
born in Boston in 1843 and entered railroad service in 1859 as clerk
the Superintendent's office of the Boston & Worcester. After
being promoted several times, he left that road in 1870 to become
Land Commissioner of the Hannibal & St. Joseph. The next year
he was appointed Assistant Secretary and Assistant Treasurer of
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, being appointed to his last posiin

—

Mr. George B. Spriggs, General Freight Agent of the New
York, Chicago & St. Louis, died recently at Cleveland, Ohio, at the
age of 71. Mr. Spriggs was born in England and entered railroad
service there in 1852 on the London & Northwestern. After holding several offices on this road, he came to the Great Western of
Canada, where he was appointed General Freight Agent. In 1871.
he was appointed Assistant General Freight Agent of the Baltimore & Ohio, but in 1877 returned to the Great Western of Canada
as General Freight and Traffic Manager. This position he left in
1882 to take the office which he held at the time of his death.

preserve the rapidly diminishing forest areas of the State.

—

Manufacturing and Business.

The Railway Appliance Co., Chicago, successor to the Q. &
an amusing sketch entitled "Pigs is Pigs."

Mr. John Dougherty, who was for many years in the service
the Pennsylvania Railroad, died in New York December 28.
He was born in Ireland in 1840 and entered railroad service in this
country on the Pennsylvania iu 1S63. He was steadily promoted
In 1880, he went to the
until he became Assistant Secretary.
Denver & Rio Grande as Comptroller and Assistant Treasurer, and
in 1884 he became Treasurer, Auditor and Purchasing Agent of
the Buffalo, New York & Philadelphia, now a part of the PennIn 1888, he left railroading to become General Manager
sylvania.
He was later Secretary and Auditor
of the Colorado Coal & Iron Co.
of the William Cramp Ship & Engine Building Co., resigning in
1899 to become President of the New York Continental Jewell Filtration Co., which position he held at the time of his death.
of

C.

Co., is distributing

Wm.

T. Butler has been appointed Pacific coast representative
H. W. Johns-Manville Co., New York. His headquarters will
be at San Francisco, with branch offices at Los Angeles, Cal., and
01 the

Seattle,

P.

J.

Kansas

tion in 1876.
to the legisla-

ture, says that the State canals must either be rebuilt or abandoned.
"It will not do to go on forever declaring for the maintenance of
what we ironically call our 'waterways' and then permit them to
sink gradually into a worse and worse condition of ruin and wretchedness. If the people want to keep them, the duty is plain and the

way

1.

Hovey, formerly Superintendent of Motive Power
Mexico & Orient, died recently at Wichita, Kan.,
at the age of 84.
Mr. Hovey was connected with the Union Pacific
for many years, and had been Master Mechanic on the Cleveland
of the

The financial condition of the
C. & W. C.
&
& W. C. is poor, and the traffic is light.
The Commission holds, first, that the rates fixed by the State

are turned over to the
C.

— Mr.

Vol. XL., No.

Wash.

The Association of American Portland Cement Manufacturers.
Philadelphia, Pa., has just published a paper by Mr. Newberry,
The pamphlet is for free disentitled "Concrete Building Blocks."
tribution, and may be obtained by addressing the association.

Henry C. Ebert, assistant to the Third Vice-President of the
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company, Pittsburg, Pa., has resigned
his position to become the President of the Cincinnati Car Company and Vice-President of the Ohio Tractions Company. Mr.
Ebert's connection with the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company
dates back about 15 years.

A contract has just been placed by the Louisville & Nashville
with the Weir Frog Company, of Cincinnati, for the supply of all
This contract is a renewal of a
its frogs and switches for 1906.
contract held many times by the Weir Frog Company, and is one
that has been continuously held since the Weir Co. moved into its
new plant at Norwood, one of the suburbs of Cincinnati.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
{For dates of conventions and regular meetings of railroad conventions and
engineering societies, see advertising page 24.)

Railway Signal Association.
The January meeting of this association, as heretofore announced, will be held at the Grand Union Hotel, New York City,
on Tuesday next. The morning session is to begin at 11 o'clock
and the afternoon session at

2.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company recently
renewed an annual contract covering the requirements of the Moline
Elevator Company, Moline, 111., so far as its motor needs are concerned. The renewing of this contract is due to the highly satisfactory performance of Westinghouse elevator motors under the
most trying conditions, their design and construction rendering
them peculiarly adapted to the requirements of the severest elevator

United Engineering Society.
The directors of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
have appointed John W. Lieb. Jr., one of the three trustees to represent the Institute for three years on the board of trustees of
the United Engineering Society, invested with the care and adminMr. Lieb sucistration of the new United Engineering Building.
ceeds Dr. Wheeler, elected President of the Institute. Work on
the building is in active progress, and it is expected to lay the corner

work.

stone early in the spring.
Iron

and

Steel.

Contracts have been given by the Florida East Coast for 6,000
tons of rails and by the Western Maryland for 5,000 tons.
Contracts are to be
of 2,500 tons per

tons of steel castings for the
deliveries to be made at the rate

let for 30,000

American Locomotive Company,
month.

The Twenty-third street ferry terminals of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, New York City, recently damaged by fire, will be
rebuilt by the American Bridge Company.

The Pennsylvania Steel Company has been given a contract by
New York & Long Branch Railroad to build a bridge over the
Raritan river, which calls for 5,000 tons of fabricated steel.

the

OBITUARY NOTICES.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
Atlantic Coast Line.
the President.

Manager

—Mr.

E. R. Reynolds, formerly Vice-President and General
of the Long Island, died recently at the age of 41.

William

S.

Thorn. Assistant General Passenger Agent of

the Minneapolis, St. Paul

on December

— Mr.
in

& Sault

Ste. Marie, died at St. Paul, Minn.,

26.

Matthew

P. Wood, Consulting Engineer, died recently
During the Civil War, Mr. Wood
at the age of 70.
Superintendent of Motive Power of the Government Military

New York

was

railroads under General

Herman Haupt.

R. Sullivan has been elected Assistant to

—

Louisville.
By order of the Receiver of the
Chicago, Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, the officers of the C, H. & D.
have ceased acting as officers of the C, C. & L.
J.-

Cincinnati, Hamilton cC- Dayton.
ler of the Erie, the C, H.

—

J.

&

— See

Cramer, Assistant Comptroland the Pere Marquette, has
the C, H. & D. and the Pere

L.

D.,

been appointed Comptroller of
Marquette.

Pere Marquette.

—Mr.

—W.

Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton.

Salt Lake.—W. H. Leete, Cashier and
Paymaster, has been elected Treasurer, with office at Los
Angeles, Cal., succeeding F. K. Rule.

San Pedro, Los Angeles

if

Operating

Officers.

Lehigh Yalley.—R. W. Baxter, Superintendent at Wilkesbarre, Pa.,
has been appointed Superintendent at Buffalo, N. Y., and also
Superintendent of the lake lines of the Lehigh Valley Transportation Co., succeeding J. T. Keith, resigned. J. F. Maguire
succeeds Mr. Baxter.

January
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—

Rock
Hot Springs Western. H. B. Martin, Acting General
Superintendent, has been appointed General Superintendent of
this road and of the Pine Bluff Western, succeeding G. L.
Morris, resigned, with office at Hot Springs, Ark.

Little

«.£

at Chicago, succeeding N. Neff, transferred. R. C. Harris, Engineer of Maintenance at Cambridge, Ohio, succeeds Mr. Barrie.
Guy Scott, Assistant Engineer at Chicago, succeeds Mr. Harris.

—

Missouri Pacific. G. H. Stapp, who was recently appointed
Superintendent of the Joplin division, was born in 1872. His
first railroad service was in 1887 as an operator on the PennHe became chief clerk to the Superinsylvania Lines West.
tendent of the Louisville division of that road in 1894 and
In 1904 he resigned to go to
assistant trainmaster in 1902.
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, where he was for a time
in the office of the General Superintendent of Transportation.
He then went to Logan, N. Mex., as Superintendent in charge
In June, 1905, he went to the
of the switchback at that point.
Maintenance of Way department of the Missouri Pacific, being
appointed Superintendent of the Joplin division in December.
Mobile, Jackson

Kansas

<£-

City.

— E.

General Manager, has been
ceeding William O'Rourke.

W.

Davis, Chief Clerk to the

appointed

Car Accountant, suc-

—

Northern Pacific. D. Boyle, Superintendent at Livingston, Mont.,
has been appointed Assistant General Superintendent,, with ofMr. Boyle's authority will extend over
fice at the same place.
the Yellowstone and Montana and the Rocky Mountain divisions.
F. N. Pinch, Chief Clerk to the General Manager, succeeds Mr.
Boyle.

—

Philadelphia, Baltimore
Washington. James Buckelew, Principal
Assistant Engineer, has been appointed Superintendent at
Media, Pa., succeeding C. J. Bechdolt, deceased.
<X-

Traffic Officers.

— H.

M. Emerson, Traffic Manager, has been
appointed General Traffic Manager, and the office of Traffic Manager has been abolished. R. A. Brand, General Freight Agent
at Wilmington, N. C, has been appointed Freight Traffic Manager.
W. J. Craig, General Passenger Agent, has been appointed Passenger Traffic Manager.
J. W. Perrin, Assistant
General Freight Agent, has been appointed General Freight
Agent of the First division. C. McD. Davis has been appointed
Assistant General Freight Agent of the whole system. The
offices of all will be at Wilmington, N. C.

Atlantic Coast Line.

—

Central of Georgia. J. M. Mallory has been appointed Industrial
Agent, with office at Savannah, Ga., reporting to the Second
Vice-President.

—

Chicago, Burlington cC Quincy. F. E. Bell, City Passenger Agent
at Chicago, has been appointed Assistant General Passenger
Agent.

—

& Dayton. C. L. Thomas, Assistant Freight
Manager of the Erie, has been appointed General Traffic
Manager of the C, H. & D.

Cincinnati, Hamilton
Traffic

—

The office of S. P. Shane, Freight Traffic Manager, has been
moved from New York to Chicago. F. A. Wann, Freight Traffic
Manager, and C. L. Thomas, Assistant Freight Traffic Manager
and Salamanca, have resigned.
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.
of the lines west of Buffalo

See

—

Missouri Hirer & Northwestern. G. P. Corey has been appointed
General Traffic Manager, with office at Rapid City, S. Dak.

—

Pere Marquette. A. Patriarchs, Freight
appointed General Traffic Manager.

Vera Cruz

iC-

Traffic

Manager, has been

—

C. Cardona, Auditor, has been appointed Genand Passenger Agent.

Pacific.

eral Freight

—

Wheeling & Lake Erie. W. C. Maxwell has been appointed Assist
ant General Traffic Manager of this road and of the Wabash
Pittsburg Terminal, with office al St, Louie, Mo.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Officers.

Canadian Pacific. C. Kyle, Master Mechanic at North Bay,
has been appointed Master Mechi
al Montreal, Que., mi
ing

.1.

Elliott,

B.

at ('ailc-tnn

BOUSton

,1

The Chicago, Rock Island
additional locomotives.
the

<i

has decided to order 50

Pacific

The Union, it is reported, has ordered three locomotives from
American Locomotive Co.

The Harriman Lines have ordered from the Baldwin Locomotive
15 compound Atlantic (4-4-2) locomotives and 19 heavy consolidation (2-8-0) locomotives for the Union Pacific; 23 heavy consolidation (2-8-0) locomotives, six Pacific (4-6-2) locomotives and
10 switching locomotives for the Oregon Short Line; 25 heavy consolidation (2-8-0) locomotives, six Pacific (4-6-2) locomotives, and
14 switching locomotives for the Southern Pacific, and three Pacific
(4-6-2) locomotives for the Oregon R. R. & Navigation Co.
These
locomotives are to be constructed under the same specifications
as the original order of 140 locomotives, descriptions of which
were published in our issue of September 22 last. This makes a

Works

total of 261 locomotives

ordered in 1905 for their requirements in

1906 and 1907.

The New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk, as reported in our issue
December 15, has ordered two simple 10-wheel locomotives from
the Baldwin Works for February, 1906, delivery. These locomotives will weigh 147,975 lbs., with 117,000 lbs. on drivers; cylinof

20 in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers, 6 ft.; type of boiler,
Belpaire, with a working steam pressure of 180 lbs.; total heating
surface, 2,395 sq. ft.; 290 iron tubes, 2 in. in diameter x 14 ft.
10 in. long; firebox, 105 in. x 60 in.; grate area, 43.7 sq. ft. The
tender will have a capacity for 6,700 gallons of water and 10 tons
of coal.
The special equipment includes: Westinghouse air-brakes,
Franklin magnesia boiler lagging, National-Hollow brake-beams,
steel back brake-shoes, Munton pivoted couplers, Sellers injectors,
U. S. metallic piston and valve rod packings, Coale muffled safety
valves, Leach pneumatic sanding devices, Detroit sight-feed lubricators, Crosby steam gages and steel wheel centers.
ders,

—

Southern. W. N. Poreacre, Superintendent at Atlanta, Ga., has been
appointed Assistant General Superintendent of the Western division, with office at Birmingham, Ala.
Mr. Foreacre's authority
will extend over the Asheville, the Mobile, the Atlanta, the
Birmingham and the Nashville divisions.

Eric.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

.luiii'l

Terns

promoted. Q. T. Pulton, General
ion, Out.., succeeds Mr. Kyle.

Cciilnil.

S.

Millicnn,

h

«
.

i

I

< 1

1'<

Ac-ling

.r.

Ont.,

Pennsylvania Lines

Bragli

r

ot

Engineer

ot

Mai
Mai

5,000

The other

tons.

ft

CAR BUILDING.

Superin-

I

West.
J, W. Barrle,
at Toledo, Ohio, has been appointed

imperial gallons of water, and coal capacity, 10
ten 10-wheel locomotives will weigh 135,000 lbs.,
with 107,000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 18 in. x 24 in.; diameter of drivers, 63 in.; radial stayed wagon top boiler, with a
working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; 236 tubes, 2 in. in diameter
and 13 ft. long; firebox, 102 in. x 41 In.; tank capacity, 5,000 imperial gallons of water, and coal capacity, 10 tons.
The switching
locomotives will weigh 130,000 lbs.; cylinders, 19 in. x 21 in.;
diameter of drivers, 50 in.; straight top boiler, with B working
steam pressure of 180 lbs.; 260 lubes. 2 In. in diameter and 10 ft.
6 in. long: flrebox, 96 in. x l2-\ in.; tank capacitj
3 '"<' Imperial
gallons of water, and coal capacity, six tons. The special equipment for all Includes:
Westinghouse air-brakes, asbestos boiler
lagging. Simplex brake-beams Monarch couplers, Pyle-National elec
trie headlights for six of the L0 wheel locomotives, Ohio and Ores
ham Injectors, Canadian Bronze Co.'s journal bearings. Bryd
.sanding devices and Dot roll sight teed lubricators,
capacity,

Foreman

tendent "i .Motive Power and Machinery, has been appointed
Superintendent of Motive Powei and Machinery ot this road
and also of tbc Houston Blast & West Texas and the Houston &
Shreveporl officii Ml
Iciuslnn, Tc \.
;

The Canadian Northern, as reported in our issue of September
has ordered 20 simple 10-wheel (4-6-0) locomotives from the
Canada Foundry Co., Toronto, for delivery commencing in May;
10 simple 10-wheel (4-6-0) locomotives from the Locomotive &
Machine Co., for April delivery; 10 simple 10-wheel (4-6-0) locomotives from the Canadian Locomotive Co., for July and August
delivery, and four simple six-wheel switching (0-6-0) locomotives
from the Canada Foundry Co., Toronto, for April delivery. The
20 10-wheel locomotives will weigh 160,000 lbs., with 130,000 lbs.
on the drivers; cylinders, 19 in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers, 57
in.; extended wagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure of
200 lbs.; heating surface, 1,901 sq. ft.; 240 tubes, 2 in. in diameter
and 14 ft. long; firebox, 9 ft. 1% in. long and 3 ft. 6 in. wide; grate
area, 31.8 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 5,000 imperial gallons of water,
and coal capacity, 11 tons. Ten of the 10-wheel locomotives will
weigh 135,345 lbs., with 105,785 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, IS
in. x 24 in.; diameter of drivers, 62 in.;
radial stayed wagon top
boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.: 2 IS tubes, 2 in.
s
in diameter and 13 ft. 2 /,„ in. long; firebox, 103 in. x 12 in.; tank
15,

nance
nance

The roooma Eastern
and

li\

will sha

r

10 additional

e linx ears.

The

Illinois

Cummlngs Car
Vht

Toledo

Traction

System has ordered

Co.
.i-

intiiti'1,1

from the Jewett Car Co.
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ing cars

Colorado
al

Its

Southern,

d

own

it

is

reported, will build several din-

shops.

Vol.. XI,.,

Wo.

1.

Houston, Tex. Bids are wanted January 11 by John B. Ashe,
County Auditor, tor b.ulldlng a bridge over Cypress creek on East
Moiil.uoinei

i

road

cursor 60,000

lbs.

market

tor

up a bridge and viaduct 360

The Evansville, Suburban a Newburg has closed contracts
one baggage car and three passenger cat

tor

Lethbeidge, N. W. T. The Canadian Pacific has completed the
.surveys for a 6,000-ft. trestle bridge at this place, to cross Belly river

The Louisiana

Arkansas ins ordered 75
i; Smith.

d

capacity from Barney

The National
300 gondola cars of

ico,

\i*

reported,
capacity.

it

SO, 000 lbs.

is

M.it

in

the

—

flats.

Railway has ordered in interurban and some
single truck cars from the Cincinnati Car Co.

The Detroit

'

nited

The Delaware, Lackawanna <0 Western has ordered 50 Hart confrom the Rodger Ballast Car Co.

vertible cars

Haute has ordered 1,500 gondola cars
capacity from the American Car & Foundry Co.

The Evansville
of SO, 000 lbs.

'/'•,/<

d

Buffalo, N. V., has ordered 100 cars
G. Brill Co.. but the details have not yet been definitely

The International Railway,
from the

J.

The ('Imago Great Western, as reported
ber 29. will build 200
shops.

The

In out

issue of

Decem-

lbs. capacity at
box cars of 70.
equipment includes Barber trucks.

36-ft.

special

i

its

The St. Louis Construction £ Equipment Company, as reported
our issue of December 22, is considering the purchase of 1,000
cars.
As yet nothing definite has been settled in regard to the
details of this work.
in

has ordered two second-class passenger
coa'ches from the Wason Manufacturing Co. for February, 1906, delivery.
These cars will measure 60 ft. 5 in. long over end sills x
9 ft. 8 in. wide.
The bodies and underframes will be of wood.

The Maine

Central

The Boston & Maine, as reported in our issue of December 29.
has ordered 1.000 box cars from the Pressed Steel Car Co. for April,
1906, delivery, and 500 box ears from the Pullman Co. for November, 1906, delivery.
These cars will have a capacity of 60,000 lbs.
and will weigh 32,900 lbs. They will measure 36 ft. x S ft. 6 in.
wide x 8 ft. high inside. The bodies and underframes will be of
wood.
The special equipment includes: Wrought iron axles.
Pressed Steel bolsters. Simplex brake-beams, cast-iron brake-shoes,
Westinghouse brakes, lead-lined brasses, Gould couplers. Miner tandem draft rigging, Gould dust guards and journal boxes. Railway
Steel Spring Co.'s springs, Fox pressed steel trucks and 33-in. 600-lb.
cast-iron wheels.

The Canadian Northern, as reported in our issue of December
has ordered 1,000 36-ft. box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity, for
August delivery; 300 flat cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity, for delivery
before May 31
ten 69-ft. 2-in. day coaches and three 60-ft. baggage cars from Rhodes, Curry & Co.: and ten 56-ft. day coaches,
and five 60-ft. mail and express cars for July delivery, from the
Crossen Car Manufacturing Co. The special equipment for all includes:
Simplex bolsters and brake-beams for box and flat cars
and Simplex brake-beams for passenger cars; Westinghouse airbrakes; Canadian Bronze Co.'s brasses: Monarch steel couplers for
box and flat cars; Chicago steel couplers for passenger cars; Forsyth curtain fixtures for the 69-ft. 2 in. clay coaches; Jones door
fastenings for box cars; Miner draft rigging; Safety Car Heating & Light Co.'s heating system and Commercial Acetylene Co.'s
safety light for passenger cars; American Asphaltum & Rubber
Co.'s roofs for box cars; Diamond frame trucks for box and flat
cars, and Canadian Northern standard trucks for passenger cars;
Pullman wide vestibules for day coaches, and Rhodes, Curry &
Co.'s wheels for box and flat cars, and steel tired wheels for pas15.

;

senger cars.
Chicago, Indianapolis <£ Louisville cars reported in our issue
of December 22, are to be equipped with the Curtain Supply Co.'s
curtain fixtures instead of with Dayton Supply Co.'s curtain fixtures,
'I

Union County Commissioners are planning to
over the Susquehanna river at this place to cost

Lewisbubq, Pa.
build a bridge
about $100,000.

—

'Nobbistown, Pa. The County Commissioners have given conCanton Bridge Co.. at $18,100, for the superstructure
and to James T. Smith of Perkiomenville, for the substructure, at
$9,474, for the inlcr-county bridge over the Schuylkill river near
tracts to the

Pottstown.

—

decided.

own

The Re| Icfontaine Bridge & Iron Co. will put
ft. long at this place.

[NDIANOLA, Miss.
is

in

Pembroke, Ont. A steel bridge, costing $25,000, will be built
over the Madawaslca river here.

—

Roanoke, Va. A contract has
road to the Virginia Bridge & Iron
a large number of bridges and a
The
road west from this place.

been given by the Tidewater RailCo., of Roanoke, Va„ for building
long iron trestle on its proposed
cost of the work will be about

$650,000.

—

Seafobth, Ont. The County Engineer has recommended that
the following bridges be built as early as possible in 1906, all with
Jamestown bridge, 110
steel superstructure on concrete abutments:
Day's bridge, with one span 120 ft. clear; Belgrave
ft. clear span;
bridge with a 25-ft. span.

—

Tacoma, Wash. Bids are wanted by the Board of County Commissioners January 5 for building a bridge over Rock creek in
I.
M. Howell is County Auditor.
Pierce County.
Other Structures.

—

for

Birmingham, Ala. Bids will soon be asked by the Southern
putting up a union passenger station here.

—

Chattanooga, Tenn. Application has been made by the Chattanooga Station Co., which has applied for a charter with a capital
of $100,000, to build a new passenger station for the Southern Railway. The incorporators of the company include: H. Fonde, T. H.
Cooke and others.

—

The Wabash, it is said, has bought 60 acres
Oakwood, which will be used as a site for new yards.
The work includes the building of a new roundhouse.
Detroit. Mich.

of land at

—

Indianapolis, Inc. Official announcement has been made by the
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis that an appropriation of

between $2,000,000 and $3,000,000 has been made for new shops at
Indianapolis.

— Bids

New
of Port

Orleans, La.
Commissioners

new wharves,

at

are wanted February 6 by the Board
new steel sheds over the

for building seven

a cost of about $400,000.

—

will

Salt Lake City, Utah. The Rio Grande Western, it is reported,
replace its shop recently destroyed by fire with a new structure

to cost $60,000.

Spokane, Wash.— The Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co., it is
is ready to begin work on its proposed passenger station on
the north side of the Spokane river, to cost about $50,000.
Watertow.n. N. Y. The New York Central has decided to spend
about $500,000 on a new passenger aud freight house and a new yard.
said,

—

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

as stated.

New

BRIDGE BUILDING.

—

Baltimore, Mi>. The Western Maryland, it is said, is planning
bridge over North avenue, at its Walbrook station, to carry
double tracks, replacing the present single-track structure.

to build a

—

Bonaventi BE, Qvi-:. The town council
over the Bonaventure river at this place.

will build a steel bridge

Tex, — Announcement

has been made that the St.
Brownsville,
Louis, Brownsville & Mexico will build a bridge over the Rio Grande
river, connecting this place with Matamoras.
CARTHAGE, Tenn. Plans are being made for building a bridge
over the Cumberland river at this place.

—

—

Gravj miksi. Ont. The Dominion Railway Commissioners
have approved the plans for two steel bridges on the Kleinburg-Sud
bury bianch of the Canadian Pacific Railway, one over the Muskoka
river and the other across the outlet of the same river near Bala.

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Arizona & California (A., T. & S. F.).— A contract has been
given by this company to the Grant Bros. Construction Co.. of Los
Angeles, for building an extension of its road from Mile 50.47 to
Mile 60 in Arizona, a distance of 9% miles. Surveys are also being

made

for an additional 49 miles to Barker, Ariz.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

— See

Jasper & Eastern below.

—

Atlantic & Western. Surveys have been completed by this company for its projected road from Broadway. N. C, to which point
the road is now finished to Goldsboro, an additional 70 miles.
Chicago, Lake Shore & South Bend (Electric).— A contract
has been given by this company to the John R. Lee Construction
Co., of New York, for building an electric railroad from South Bend
west through Laporte and Porter Counties, Ind„ to connect with the
portion of the road between Indiana Harbor and South Chicago, now
in operation. The company has increased its capital stock to $6,000,-

Jam

ary

5,
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000 and authorized n bond issue of $3,000,000 to secure funds to
carry out the work.

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf. An officer writes that contracts
let and work begun on building a road from Amarillo,
Tex., west to the Texas-New Mexico state line, 70 miles.
Surveys
have also been made for an extension from Dallas, Tex., southeast to
Hourton, 228 miles.

have been

—

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. Bids are wanted
7 by W. M. Duane, Superintendent of Construction, Cincinnati, Ohio, for grading on relocation of single track of the Cairo
division.
The work calls for the excavation of 665,000 cu. yds.
(See Advertising page 22.)
.

January

—

Coal River. This company, which operates 18 miles of road
and recently laid track on five miles from Holleyhurst, W. Va., to
Bull Creek, has given a contract to J. C. Carpenter & Co., of Clifton
Forge, Va., for building an extension from Sproul to Rock Creek,
17% miles. The company also intends to build 35 miles additional.

—

Council City & Solomon River. An officer writes that this
company, which recently completed five miles on its road as far as
John's creek, Alaska, will build an extension, for which surveys
are being made, for an additional 35 miles toward Council City.

Conway Coast & Western. — This company, which
pleted 12 miles of road from
is

of

Conway,

S.

building an extension from the latter
about four miles.

Delaware & Eastern.

recently comC, north to Cool Spring,
place to Ayner, a distance

— This company,

which recently completed
from Arkville, N. Y., southwest to
Union Grove, has given a contract to J. R. Dolan & Co., of Downsyille, N. Y., for building its proposed road from Union Grove southwest to East Branch, N. Y., 25 miles, and from Shaverton north to
10 miles of its proposed road

Andes, an additional eight miles.

Denver. E.nid & Gulf.

— See

Denver, Kansas & Gulf below.

—

Denver, Kansas & Gulf (D., E. & G. ). An officer writes that
this company has under construction a line from Kiowa, Kan., north
(Sept. 22. p. 95.)
to Great Bend, a distance of 100 miles.

—

Duluth, Missabe & Northehn. Contracts have been given by
company to the Drake & Stratton Co. and to John Runquist.
both of Duluth, and also to Winston Bros. Co. & Werdenhoff, of
Minneapolis, for building the extension of its road from Alborn,
Minn., to Buckeye mine, a distance of 55 miles.
this

—

Duluth, St. Cloud, Glencoe & Mankato. A contract has been
given by this company to E. L. Tobie & Co., with offices at New
York and at Freeborn, Minn., for building its proposed road from
Albert Lea, Minn., northwest to Mankato, a distance of 52 miles.
The company is also making surveys for extending the line from
Albert Lea to Duluth, a total distance of 287 miles.

—

(Long Island). This company
an extension from School street, Glen Cove, N.
Gi.en Cove

planning to build
Y., to Garvies Point,

is

1.25 miles.

—

Great Northern of Canada. An officer writes that surveys are
being made by this company to extend its line from Garneau Junction, Quebec, to Quebec, 80 miles.

—

Gulf & Ship Island. This company, which has recently completed eight miles of railroad from Silver creek south and 13 miles
north from Columbia, Miss., is to build a connecting link 11 miles
long between these two portions of its road. The contract lias been
given to the Bradford Construction Co., of Gulfport, Miss.

—

Ii i.inois CENTRAL.
An officer writes that surveys are being made
by this company for building a line from Corinth, Miss., southeasl to

Haleyville, Ala., a distance of 80 miles.
See Yazoo & Mississippi Valley below,

—

Illinois, Iowa & MINNESOTA.
This company, which operates 125
miles of railroad from Itockford. in., southeast to Momence, Is mak
ing surveys to extend the road from its northern terminus northeast
to Milwaukee, Wis.. a distance of 11 " miles,

—

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient. An officer writes regarding the
work to be carried out by this company during 1906 that the line
from Wichita, Kan., probably to Emporia, and possibly to
Osage City will be completed. The company also expects to build
a line south from Custer City to a connection with the line building north from Sweetwater, Tex. The completion of this line will
give the company a continuous line from Sweetwater, Tex., to Osage
City, Kan.
In Mexico the company will probably complete about
32 miles east from San Sostenes and possibly may double-track this
distance. West from Boc-oyna, about 60 miles additional will be
built in the mountains. On the west coast, from Las Hornillas east,
the line will probably be extended to La Junta, which is about 125
miles from Topolobampo. The company proposes also to build several hundred miles besides the lines here named.

east

Long Island.

— See Glen

Cove above.

—

Louisville & Nashville. An officer writes that grading for the
following construction work is now under way:
Henderson division; revision of line and grades between Greenbrier, Tenn., and Guthrie, Ky.. a distance of 25.7 miles.
Walton,
Wilson, Rodes & Company. Knoxville, Tenn.. are the contractors.
For revision of line and grades. Bakers Hill, Henderson division; Mason & Hoge Company, Frankfort. Ky.. contractors.
Knoxville division; revisiqn of line and grades from Saxton, Ky.,
to Corbin, Ky., 25.9 miles.
Contract for this work let to Edington.
Griffitts & Company, Knoxville. Tenn., and Southern Contracting
Company. Ludlow, Ky.
Atlanta, Knoxville & Northern Railway; Atlanta connection,
extending from Ellen N. on the Western & Atlantic Railroad to a
connection with the Atlanta Belt Line, West End, Atlanta, 6.2 miles
in Georgia.
The contractors are Wm. J. Oliver. Knoxville, Tenn.;
Wright, Williams & Wadley, Dalton, Ga., and A. C. Wright and J. T.
Pruden. Atlanta, Ga.
A contract for building a branch line up the left-hand fork of
Straight creek has been let to the Callahan Construction Company
Knoxville, Tenn.

—

McCloud River. This company, which has recently completed
seven miles of road in California, has projected a road to run from
McCloud west to Mott, 17 miles, and from the end of the present
track north to Merrill, Ore., an additional 77 miles.-

—

New York. New Haven & Hartford. A contract has been givei
by this company to the T. Stuart & Son Co., of Boston, for building
an extension from a point near West Roxbury west to Needham.
Mass., a distance of 4.35 miles.

—

Norfolk & Western. An officer writes that this company has
work under way which will be completed during 1906 as follows:
Iaeger & Southern R. R. This road has recently been completed
from Lynn. W. Va.. up Dry fork of Tug river to coal fields for a
distance of 20 miles, and will be extended 4.0 miles.
Speedwell Extension. This line, recently extended from Crip-

—

—

ple Creek, Va., one mile to ore properties, will be extended for
additional five miles.
Pocahontas & Western will be extended 3.7 miles.
Blackstone & Lunenberg will be extended 5.75 miles.

an

—

Oregon Short Line. This company, which recentlj completed
miles of road from the Logan Sugar Works to Wellsville, t'tah.
has given a contract to Soren Hansen, of llyiuni. Utah, for building an extension from the latter place north to Mendon, a distance
S'_.

of five miles.

& Idaho Northers
An officer writes thai a contract
company to Slick Brothers, of Council. Idaho, and
under way on an extension of iis road from Council to

Pacific

has been

work

by this

let

is

Stevens. 14.50 miles. Track has been laid from Council for a <lis
tance of aboui
miles. The company is also making surveys tor an
extension from Stevens to a poinl near Pollock, Idaho
1

Pan Amihh w. An office] writes ilmt ibis compan] has given
contract! to Lyons Bros, and Everetl ^- Gordon, of Tonala, Chiapas.
Mexico, tor extending Its road from Coapa io San ltonita. 125 miles.
and Is making surveys tor an adaitional 31 miles from San Bonita
to the

Guatemala Boundary.

i

Work is under waj on the extension
St. Jons.
from a point 12 miles wesi of La Luque Junction,
Joseph Paquel
Quebec, to St. Maurice Keier, a distance of s miles
ei La Luque Junction is the contractor.
Thi com pan j has also pro
r
from Its northwesl terminal at Roberval northwe
Qi inic

Indiana Hahhor.— A contract
the F. L. Hartlgan Construction
a branch from Indiana Harbor.

been

luis

Co.,
I

ml

lei

by Ibis company

lo

Chicago, ill., for building
southeasl lo Dune I'ark. is

oi
..

miles.

International (Canada)
Work has been commenced by K \
Morrison and Alex. Elnlayson, of Sable River, N. S., extending this
road from North Sydney to Sydney Mines. N, S., a distance of 2.6
miles

Jaspbb & Eastern ia.. T. & s. I'M. Tins road, which ha n
eently been completed to Deriiiuer. La., is in be extended 11 miles to
Pickering. The work Is being done by the Lantry Sbiupe (Jonti
lug Co., of Kansas City, Mo.

of

this

& Lake

road

'

.i

ii

Chute

a

i

1'oui

b,

mi addil lonal 30 mllei

rhis company, which re
& Mexico
Baj City, rex
road north as fat a
M. Johnston, of St. Elmo, ill., toi extending the
miles.
line from that point north to Mgoa, ad
si

Loots,

Brownsvilli

eently completed
ni.nl io Iv

Six
a
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i
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ing the location of the old main line at Trent for a distance of
about Ave miles.

Boston Elevated.— The gross earnings for tin year ended June 30
were $12,689,676, an increase of $298, :vi:\, and expenses were
$8,617,653, a decrease of $13,900. The surplus available for divi\s Southeastern.
This company, which recently completed
Tj
dends was $835,084, an Increase of $5,313, and the net surplus
its road from Diboll, Tex., west to the Naches river, a distance of.
was $37,084.
nine miles, is building from the hitler place northwest to Weches,
Canadian 1'acieic. The gross earnings of this company during the
a distance of 25 miles.
month of November increased about $1,000,000, or 21 per a at
mi water—MacArthur Bros. Co., of New York, who have been
as compared with the same month last year. The increase in
build about 120 miles of its

—

—

l

given the contract bj this company to
road from Norfolk. Va., west, are asking for bids on 108 miles of
The work will be
the road from Roanoke west to West Virginia.
heavy, much of it through solid rock, and there will be a number of
short and long tunnels, and will take about two years to complete.

net was $691,431, or 41 per cent.

Central of Georgia.— it

—

Topeka & Northwestern. A contract lias been let by this comto Kilpatrick Bros. & Collins, of Beatrice. Neb., for extending
line from Station No. 2, Kansas to Onaga, 17.37 miles.
Work is

pany
its
al

ready begun.

—

Trinity & Brazos Valley. A contract has been given by this
to P. M. Johnson & Co.. of Mexia, for extending its road
from Mexia southeast to Houston, 157 miles, and from Brewer north
west to Waxahachie, a distance of 70 miles. (Sept. S, p. 80.)

company

ly

tl

lias

bought,

Chicago & Eastern Illinois.— The Supreme Court of the State of
New York has decided in favor of the plaintiffs in the action
begun by two bondholders of this company to annul the traffic
agreement made on April 14, 1904, between the C. & E. I., the St.
Louis & San Francisco and the St. Louis. Memphis & Southeastern. An agreement was entered into, in 1902, putting the
properties of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois into the hands of
a trustee in order to preserve these assets for the benefit of
the stockholders, and trust certificates were then issued by
the Colonial Trust Co. against the bonds of the railroad company. The second agreement, made in 1904, gave to the St. L.
& S. F. nearly all of the traffic of the C. & E. I., and on the
strength of this agreement an issue of $16,000,000 in bonds,
secured by the properties of the St. Louis, Memphis & Southeastern, was announced. The court holds that this second agree-

—

Western Allegheny. A contract has been given by this comto F. A. Maselli & Co.. of Pittsburg, for building an extension

.

from Rosepoint west toward Newcastle, a distance of

—

West Jersey & Seashore (Electric). A contract has been
given by this company to P. McManus, of Philadelphia, for the work
incident to the electrification of its lines from Camden to Atlantic

ment was a violation of trust. Inasmuch as it imposed a new
obligation on the C. & E. I., thereby violating the conditions
of the first agreement.

City.

—

of

reported that

I

pany

of its road
10.7 miles.

is

for $400,000, the Stillmore Air Line, which runs from Wadley,
Ga., to Collins, 54 miles. It has $175, U00 capital stock and $350,ooo first mortgage
per cent, bunds of 1920 outstanding.

Texas Central. This company is planning to build an extension
its road from Stamford, Tex., west for a distance of 45 miles to

Chicago Elevated Roaos.

—

During 1905 the Northwestern Elevated
carried 28.238.621 passengers, an increase of 9.89 per cent, as
compared with the previous year. The South Side Elevated carried 32,959,752 passengers, an increase of 8.47 per cent.
The
Metropolitan Elevated carried 45.358,915 passengers, an increase of 8.8 per cent.

—

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton. The receiver has been given permission to borrow $900,000 to help pay the interest due January
1st on various C, H. & D.-Pere Marquette securities.
No funds
have been received by the American Loan & Trust Co., Boston,
to meet the January coupons on the $3,500,000 C, H. & D.-Pere
Marquette 4 per cent, collateral trust bonds secured on the Chicago, Cincinnati & Louisville stock.
The interest on the $3,500,000 4'o per cent, first mortgage bonds of the Toledo Railway
& Terminal Co., which were guaranteed by the C, H. & D. and
Pere Marquette, has been defaulted and the company is therefore liable to sale under foreclosure. This would destroy the
Pere Marquette's control of the property through ownership
of a majority of the stock.
No announcement has been made
as to payment of the guaranteed dividends on Pere Marquette
common and preferred stock. (Dec. 29, p. 208.)

Texas Central.
Rives, in the northwest corner of Fisher County.
Contracts have
let for the rails and ties.
Over 90 per cent, of the line will be
tangent.

been

—

Western Maryland. An officer writes that this company, which
building west to Cumberland, Md., has surveys under way for
building an additional 155 miles of road.

is

—

Colorado Southern, New Orleans & Pacific. The stockholders have
adopted an amendment to the charter of this company, increasing the capital stock from $5,000,000 to $12,000,000.

Kansas City Southern.

—

W'ichita Valley. A contract has been let by this company to
Nelson, of Seymour, Tex., for extending its road from that
place southwest to Stamford, Gl miles.

J.

P.

—

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley (III. Cent.). A contract has been
by this company to the Hemingway Construction Company, of
lackson, Miss., for extending its line from Philipp. Miss., north for a

let

distance of 15 miles.

ncstown & Southern (Electric).

Vui

company, which

—An

—

surplus for ten months increased 106 per cent.

by electricity.

—

Pennsylvania. The preferred stock of the Allegheny Valley will be
exchanged at the office of the Union Trust Co., Pittsburg, on
or after April 2, 1906, for Pennsylvania stock at the rate of 1%
shares of the last named securities for two shares of Allegheny

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEW8.

—

Vmbrii
Railways Company (Electric). This company has acquired a controlling interest in the common and preferred stock
cif the Scranton
(Pa.) Railway, having bought both classes at
par ($50). The Scranton Railway operates 81 miles of road and
outstanding $2,000,000 common, $1,500,000 5 per cent, cumulative preferred stock and $3,000,000 bonds,
.

—

York, New Haven & Hartford. The directors have decided to
allow the holders of the $1S5.300 outstanding 4 per cent, convertible debenture bonds of 1908 to exchange them for stock, par
The privilege of conversion of these bonds originally
for par.
expired on April 1, 1903, at which time about $16,000,000 had
been exchanged.

New

writes that this
projected road from Columofficer

temporary operation by steam from Youngstown south to Columbiana.
Surveys have been made and construction work will be
started early next spring.
The road when completed will be oper-

\

1st,

Minneapolis, St. Pall & Sault Ste. Marie. The estimated gross
earnings for November were $1,060,000, an increase of 16 per
cent, over the figure for the corresponding period of the previous year. The increase for five months was 32 per cent., and the

is planning to build its
biana. Ohio, west to Salem and south from Columbiana to East Liverpool, a total distance of 36 miles, has 16 miles of roadway under

aie.l

—

The meeting of the stockholders called for
to act on the question of authorizing $5,100,000 sixyear 5 per cent, collateral notes, has been postponed.
Feb.

Valley.
Pi in

Marqi

(November
kiti

-

17. p.

160.)

-See Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton.

—

SOUTHERN. The Transylvania is now operated under lease by the
Southern as part of its Asheville division. (Dec. 29. p. 208.)
Stillmore Air Line.

— See

Central of Georgia.

i

Tot. iiio

Railway & Terminal.

— See

Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton,

—

—

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.

the lake region was subject to disastrous freshets which would carryetc., and work damage wherever the rising waters
reached. Accordingly the government constructed a third channel

away boathouses,
The Committee of the lower House of Congress on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce will report favorably the Mann General
Bridge

bill.

This

lating to bridges,

codifies all the existing Federal statutes re-

bill

and provides that hereafter

bills

merely stating

to be constructed shall be considered by Congress, it being understood that all bridge statutes apply to bridges
constructed with Government sanction. The Stephens bill extending
the length of time live stock may be kept in cars will be the Subject

where the bridge

is

and there

is

a system of movable dams, by which

sought

it is

to-

regulate the lake level at the varying seasons. The government
when notified of the railway's action, at once informed the company that it must clean out the channel that had been filled. The
channel on either side of the central pier must be excavated sothat the large boats may sail into Bala, as they have been in the
habit of doing. The government has been notified that the work
Ottawa Citizen.
of reclaiming the channel would be begun to-day.

of hearings January 23 and 24.

The National Lines

of

Mexico

January 16
Louis and the

a semi-weekly through limited train between St.
City of Mexico via Laredo, Tex., on a 59-hour schedule. The equipment is to be entirely new and of the best possible character. A
tourist car service will be inaugurated this month also. The General Passenger Agent of the National Lines, Mr. Geo. W. Hibbard,
recently with the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Ry„ has initiated
these new features in connection with an effort to colonize the
An advertising department has been
southern part of Mexico.
created and will be in charge of J. A. Ball, for two years past
Assistant Advertising Agent of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

The American Institute

of

Electrical

Engineers Building Fund.

Electric Company in view of the great importance and utility of the United Engineering Building, as a home
and center for the engineering professions and arts, has made a
contribution of $25,000 to the land and building fund of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. President C. A. Coffin, who
takes a warm personal interest in the matter, has also sent his
own check for $5,000. The committee, which had already received
gifts and pledges amounting to nearly $70,000, is greatly encouraged by this generous support of its work. The fund is now, with
other new subscriptions, well over $100,000, and with renewed energy the committee has begun its canvass of the field with the object
of securing the second necessary $100,000. About 600 members
have already subscribed to the fund, and the committee expects to
have no difficulty in at least doubling this number. It has just
issued to members a handsome pamphlet describing the new building.

The General

A Plain Tale from the Corridor.
the speeches that floated over the transom of the executive room of the Governor's office at the State House to-day it was
evident that the representatives of the Central Passenger Association, called to participate in a conference with reference to a simpler
form of mileage book, were trying in every possible way to do a
great deal of talking and say nothing. In fact. Governor Hanly
accused them of so doing, in effect, when he was heard to inter"What I want you to
rupt one of the speakers with the remark:
do is to stop all the fol-de-rol talk, and get down to business." The
speakers for the railroads spoke all around the subject. They contended that whatever Indiana's executive might do, it would not
be binding for the other states in the association; that Governor
Hanly did not have the right to try to regulate the affairs of the
other states; that the present railroad commission law made any
sort of a mileage book illegal, because it was a discrimination in
In fact, so many phases
rates; that the present system was fair.
of so many subjects were introduced by the various speakers that
time and again Governor Hanly was heard to say:
"Gentlemen, the proposition is very simple; what we want is
a just modification of the present form of the interchangeable mileage book, one that is good on the train, and one that costs only
That is all there is up for discussion."
$20.
Several representatives of various travelers' associations spoke,
all upholding the Governor in his contention that the present plan
was unjust and unnecessary. One speaker pointed nut thai on one
road, east of Pittsburg, the mileage was good on the train, and
on the same road, west of Pittsburg, the mileage had to be ex
changed. Indianapolis Vews, Dec. '.'>.
From

A Faux
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order to meet the demand for its new improved types of
milling machines the Kempsmith Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, is building
a two-story addition to its shops.
In

The new Robb-Mumford Boiler Works, South Framingham,
Mass., has installed four electric Northern traveling cranes and several electric rivetter hoists made by Northern Engineering Works,
Detroit, Mich.
At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Locomotive Appliance Company, held in their offices in the Old Colony Building.
Chicago, Tuesday, January 2, Mr. H. M. Pflager, of St. Louis, was
elected Director to fill the unexpired term of Mr. Edward B. Lathrop,
deceased. Mr. W. H. England was elected Treasurer.

The Ingersoll-Rand Company states that it has secured exclusive
control of the product of the Imperial Pneumatic Tool Company,
with shops at Athens, Pa., including pneumatic hammers, drills,
The Ingersoll-Rand Comriveters, reamers, hoists and plug drills.
pany is also the maker of the Haeseler pneumatic tools.

The Telegraph Signal Co., of Rochester, N. Y., recently incorporated to make Wright's signal apparatus for the electrical control
by the train despatcher of stop signals at stations along the road,
is preparing to equip a shop in Rochester, where the apparatus
The device was recently tested at Liverpool,
will be manufactured.
on the R., W. & O. division of the New York Central.
At the coming Chicago Electrical Trades Exhibition, the GenCompany. New York, will show, in addition to
"High-Duty" plates and batteries, a working
booster system handling violently fluctuating loads while maintaining a steady load on the generator. This will be accomplished by
a "Bijur" automatic regulator working on a new principle, achieving results which will be well worth seeing.

eral Storage Battery
a full line of Bijur

The Dayton Pneumatic Tool Co., Dayton, Ohio, maker of
"Green" pneumatic hammers, reports business for 1905 as having
been most satisfactory. Notwithstanding the fact that there is a
tendency toward the end of the year to delay purchases until after
the beginning of the new year, an unusually large number of orders
The company has recently ordered
were received in December.
additional machinery for its Dayton works which will increase the
capacity to about 300 hammers a month.
For a number of years past B. M. Jones & Co., 141 Milk street.
Boston, Mass., has existed as a partnership. The concern has now
been incorporated under the name B. M. Jones &.Co., Incorporated,
with Benjamin M. Jones as President; James A. Warren. Vice-President and General Manager; Richard L. Thomas, Second Vice Presl
Mr. Jones is
dent, and Walter J. Klein, Secretary and Treasurer.
well-known as senior member of B. M. Jones & Co. Mr. Warren
has for some time past represented the company in Chicago and
Mr. Thomas in New York City. Mr. Klein has been with Mr. Jones
Mr. Thomas, who is a member of the
in Boston for some time.
Finance Committee of the New York Railroad Club, was for some
years with the National Lock Washer Co. of Newark, from which
position he has just resigned, and litis been Identified with the rail
The new COmpan] Will act
read supply business I'nr a long time.
-

In the (Jolted states. Canada and Mexico foxSamuel Osborn & Co.. of England, makers of R, Mushet's "Special,"
I" and "Titanic" Steels and high grade tool steels, and
"ftigh-S]

as sole representative

bolts, axles,
York hire Iron
uiii handle the Taylor Besl
piston rods and crank tuns tor Taylor Bros, & Co., Ltd., of England
Mr, Wan en will have headquarters in Chicago and Mr, Thunnis in
•

Railway, which
is being built from Toronto in Sudbury, encountered three narrow
streams of water at Bala, at Hi.' western 'ml of the ft
us Muskoka
n ly thought thai nature had been
lakes summer resort, hey nppa
unduly generous. Accordingly, they proceeded to HI] up the flrsl
Their plans with regard to the
channel, and to bridge the second,
linen had not developed when the Ontario government wai notl
lie
tii«l,
anil a sudden halt was called In
whole procedure.
The railway engineer in charge had DOt realized that lluei
channels at Hala are the sole outlet of the whole Muskoka Laki
region, and that, being very narrow, their capacity Is often severely
taxed,
in the old days there were nniy two channels, and then
I
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than the established local rate is ol substantial value to dealers
rity.
The Commission decided thai the tacl that through
rates are less than the sum of in and out rates is not of itself
a valid ground ol objection, nor is ii unlawful for defendant
to
maintain reconsignmeni rates which are higher in some eases than
their proportions of through rates; and also that the [act that the
reconsignmeni rate is sometimes the same as the proportion of
the through rate does net warrant an inference of Illegal conduct
or supporl a charge ol' unjust discrimination
less

in

thai

Denver

XI...

NO.

-'

Rio Qramde. it. F. Watklns has been appointed Assistant
Treasurer at Denver, Colo.
<l

Iowa Central.—P. B. Seevers has been appointed General claim
Agent ol this road and of the Minneapolis & SI. i.ouis, with
office at

Minneapolis, Minn., succeeding M. Barr.

midland

Valley.—J. F. Holden, Freight Traffic Manager of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has been elected Vice-President
of tin- Midland Valley, with office at Fort Smith, Ark., effective

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Vol..

February

1.

.t Illinois Bridge d
licit— G. L. Ball has been elected Ba
retary, with office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding E. D. Taylor.

Missouri
(For dates of conventions and regular meetings of railroad convention! and
engineering societies, tei advertising page 24.)

The next meeting of
Piedmont Hotel. Atlanta,

—

Missouri d Louisiana.
W. C. Perry, General Attorney, has
elected also President, succeeding R. H. Keith.

The Southern and Southwestern Railway.
this elub will be held in Convention Hall,
Ga., January 18.
Subjects for discussion

are Cole Balaneed Compound Locomotive, by
Steel Cars, by L. O. Cameron.

Canadian Society

M. Basford, and

(1.

Operating
Canadian

of Civil Engineers.

—

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

—

J. R. Cameron, Assistant Superintendent at
Assin., has been appointed Superintendent at Port
Ont., succeeding W. A. Brown, promoted.
J. Abbott

Northern.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Arthur,
has been appointed Superintendent at Battleford, Sask.

—

Chicago, Indianapolis d Louisville. B. E. Taylor, hitherto Assistant to the President, has been made General Manager. The
appointment comes after 26
years of varied experience in
railroad service, mostly in the
operating
department.
Mr.

Taylor was born in Plymouth.
Mich., in 1862, and began railroad work as a helper at the

—

Annapolis. Washington d Haiti more. The office of the President
has been moved from Cleveland, Ohio, to Baltimore, Md.

Topeka d Santa Fe.

— William

He was educated

Santa
Fe.
A few months
later he was made a train collector and continued in that
service for
the
train

two years, when
collectors
were

taken off. He then entered
the operating department at
Topeka as a clerk and adW. B. Jansen.
vanced rapidly to the position
He was transferred to
of Assistant to the General Manager.
Chicago in March, 1897, to become Secretary to the President,
and in June, 1901, was made
Assistant to the President.
He will continue to discharge
the duties of the last-named
position in addition to those
newly assigned.

in

1SS7

was

1879

quette Railroad. Having thus
learned telegraphy, he filled
positions as agent and operator at various small stations
on the road, and also was a
clerk in the general freight
In 1884 he was sent to
office.
Milwaukee as cashier in the
freight office, and in March,
1SS5, was transferred to the
office of the Assistant General

Freight Agent in Detroit. One
year (1886-87) was spent in
Florida on account of the
B. K. Taylor.
health of a member of his
family, and during that time he was chief clerk to the General
Superintendent of the Florida Railway & Navigation Company.
Returning north at the end of that time, he accepted the position of private secretary to the Receiver of the Wabash, but
a few months later he entered the service of the Chicago.
Indianapolis & Louisville as chief clerk to the General Superintendent.
In 1896 he was made Purchasing Agent in addition to his other duties.
In 1899 he was advanced to the General Manager's office as chief clerk.
In 1903 he was made Assistant to the President and General Manager, the position
from which he is now promoted to General Manager. He is
also Secretary of the Indianapolis & Louisville, a subsidiary
company of the Monon, and a director in the Consolidated Stone
Company and the Indiana Stone Railroad, both Monon prop-

Indiana Harbor.

— See

Michigan

Central.'

—

New

England. H. C. Shields. Master Mechanic, has been
appointed Superintendent, with office at Pen Argyl, Pa.

Lehigh d

—

Michigan Central. J. H. Snyder, General Superintendent of the
Indiana Harbor, has been appointed Assistant General Superintendent of the Michigan Central, succeeding H. A. Worcester,
promoted.

—

Minneapolis, St. Paul
Sault 8te. Marie. G. S. Baxter, trainmaster
at Gladstone, Mich., has been appointed Superintendent at Enderlin, N. Dak., succeeding C. F. Seymour.
.1-

Mississippi Eastern.
intendent, with

promoted

he
the present
position

— T.

C.

office

McWilliams has been appointed Superat

Quitman.

Miss.,

succeeding

A.

C.

Schryver.
E.

I

Cop- land.

Chicago, Rock Island £ Pacific—W. M. Hobbs, Assistant to the
Second Vice-President, has resigned, and the office has been
abolished.

in

—

peka.
Kan.,
succeeding E.
Wilder, deceased. Mr. Copeland was born in Winnebago.
111.. August -•"..
1859.
Ai linage of 20 In w.n! to Topeka
to take a position in the office
ol the auditor of the Santa
Fe, and two years later was
transferred to the treasurer's
department. He was made
Assistant Cashier in 1S83.
Cashier, the
has held up to
time.

town

now the Pere Mar-

erties.

L.

to

is

Chicago, Rock Island d- Pacific. The office of T. H. Beacom. Superintendent of the St. Louis division, has been moved from St.
Louis. Mo., to Eldon, Iowa.

Copeland has
been appointed Secretary and
Treasurer, with office at To-

and

on what

in pri-

vate schools in that city and
finished at De Veaux Military
Academy. His railroad career
began in 1888 at Topeka.
Kan., as a car checker in the
local
freight
office
of
the

Edward

station in that

B. Jansen has been appointed Fourth Vice-President,
in charge of accounting, the
treasury, lands and fuel properties, with headquarters in
Chicago. This is a newlycreated position. Mr. Jansen
is 38 years old, having been
born in Chicago in November,

1868.

Officers.

Kamsack,

At the meeting of the Electrical section held January 4. a paper
was presented on "A Burning Question Defective Wiring." The
Secretary announces that the annual meeting will be held in Toronto
during the fourth week in January.

Atchison.

been

—

National Lines of Mexico. A. Hulvershorn, Assistant Superintendent, has been appointed Superintendent of Express, succeeding
H. P. Gallagher, resigned. J. E. Pettigrew succeeds Mr. Hulvershorn. both with offices at Mexico City.

Jam

.uiy

12.
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—

d McEees Rocks. J. V. Maher has been appointed General Manager, with office at McKees Rocks, Pa.

Pittsburg, Allegheny

—

Southern. F. J. Egan, Superintendent of the Mobile division, has
been appointed Superintendent at Atlanta, Ga., succeeding W.
N. Foreacre, promoted. J. H. Stanfiel, trainmaster at Knoxville, Tenn., succeeds Mr. Egaii, with office at Selma, Ala.

—

J. B. Paul, Superintendent of the New Orleans
has been appointed to the new office of General Superintendent of the lines in Louisiana and as far west as Marshall, Tex., with office at New Orleans.
A. S. Wilson, chief
train despatcher at New Orleans, has been appointed Assistant
to the General Superintendent, with office at New Orleans. R.
C. Andrews, assistant train despatcher, has been appointed Assistant Superintendent at Marshall, Tex.

Texas d

Pacific.

—

South d Western. W. F. Steffens has been appointed Engineer of
Bridges and Buildings, with office at Bristol, Va.

Tacoma Eastern.

ent,

with

—

J.

Asnault has been appointed Superintendsucceeding N. P. Baker, resigned.

office at Calais, Me.,

Traffic Officers.

—

Chicago, Rock Island d Pacific. J. F. Holden, Freight Traffic ManMr. Holden
ager, has resigned to go to the Midland Valley.
is succeeded by Harry Gower,
Assistant Freight Traffic
Manager.
Mr. Gower was
born in 1853 in England.
He entered railroad service
in this country in 1878 as
clerk in the Auditor's office
of the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific, on which road he
has remained ever since. In
1881, he was appointed chief
clerk of the General Freight
department, and in 1887. Second
Assistant
General
Freight
Agent.
The next

became First

year, he

Assist-

General Freight Agent,
until
where he remained
1896, when he was appointed
General Freight Agent. In
1899, he was appointed Assistant Freight Traffic Man-

ant

ager,

H. Gower.

he

is

from which position
promoted to become

Freight Traffic Manager.

—

d Dayton. W. B. Calloway, Assistant General
Passenger Agent, has been appointed General Passenger Agent.

Cincinnati, Hamilton

—

C. W. Clarke, General Manager of the Erie Despatch, has
been appointed General Freight Agent of the lines west of Buffalo and Salamanca, with office at Chicago, succeeding H. G.
Krake, resigned.

Erie.

—

Eansas City Southern. F. D. Hunt
at Kansas City, Mo.

New

St.

is

Industrial Agent, with office

—

York, New Haven d Hartford. The office of E. L. Somers,
Freight Traffic Manager, has been moved from Boston, Mass.,
to New Haven, Conn., and that of F. S. Holbrook, General
Freight Agent, has been moved from New Haven to Boston. L.
H. Kentfield has been appointed Assistant General Freight
Agent, with office at New Haven.

—

Joseph & Grand Island. H. W. Prickett has been appointed
Assistant General Freight Agent, with office at Kansas City,
Mo., succeeding W. N. Marshall.

—

Southern Indiana.- The office of H. P. Radley, General Freight and
Passenger Agent, has been moved from Terre Haute, Ind., to
Chicago,

111.

Toiedo, SI. Louis d Western.
Agent, has been appointed
at St. Louis, Mo.

— R.

McKay,

Passenger
Assistant General Passenger Agent
J.

District

—

E. D. Fletcher has been appointed Chief Engineer, with office at Tacoma, Wash., succeeding Henry Shaw.

Special Officers.

Eansas City Southern.
office

division,

Washington County.

ii

—W.

D. Lanier is Horticulture Agent, with

at Texarkana, Tex.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Michigan Central, it is reported, is in the
tional locomotive equipment.

market

for addi-

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered 24 Atlantic
locomotives, 20 Santa Fe (2-10-2) locomotives, 11 compound
Pacific (4-6-2) locomotives, and 25 six- wheel (0-6-0) single expansion switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Atlantic and Santa Fe locomotives are to be almost exact
duplicates of those previously ordered by this road. The Pacific
locomotives are for spring delivery, and will weigh 226,700 lbs.,
with 151,900 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 17 in. x 28 in.; diameter of drivers, 73 in.; wagon top boiler, with a working steam
(4-4-2)

pressure of 220 lbs.; heating surface, 3,595 sq. ft.; 290 tubes, 2%
in. in diameter and 20 ft. long; firebox, 108% in. x 71% in., and
tank capacity, 8,500 gallons of water. The switching locomotives
are for April delivery and will weigh about 144,000 lbs.; cylinders,
20 in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers, 51 in.; wagon top boiler, with
a working steam pressure of 180 lbs.; heating surface, 1,905 sq.
ft; 281 tubes, 2 in. in diameter and 12 ft. long; firebox, 102% in.
x 41% in.; grate area, 29 sq. ft; tank capacity, 3,900 gallons of
water, and coal capacity, eight tons.
The special equipment for
both includes:
Westinghouse air-brakes, Gollmar bell ringers.
Franklin boiler lagging for switching locomotives, Kewanee brakebeams, American Brake-Shoe & Foundry Co.'s brake-shoes, Tower
couplers, Pyle-National headlights for Pacific locomotives, and
Schroeder headlights for switching locomotives, Ohio injectors, Hewitt bronze journal bearings, U. S. piston and valve rod packings.
Crane safety valves. Leach sanding devices, Chicago sight-feed
lubricators, Simplex Railway Appliance Co.'s springs, Crosby steam
gages and Standard Steel Co.'s wheel centers.

The Chicago d Alton has ordered 10 simple consolidation (2-8-0)
locomotives, five simple Atlantic (4-4-2) locomotives, and 10 simple
six-wheel (0-6-0) switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The consolidation locomotives will weigh 207,000 lbs.,
with 185,000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 22 in. x 30 in.; diameter
of drivers, 57 in.; crown bar boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; heating surface, 3,251 sq. ft.; 407 tubes, 2 in. in
diameter and 14 ft. 4 in. long; firebox, 120 in. x 40% in.; grate
area, 33.6 sq. ft; tank capacity, 9,000 gallons of water, and coal
capacity, 15 tons. The Atlantic locomotives will weigh 184,500 lbs.,
with 97,000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 20 in. x 28 in.; diameter of drivers, 80 in.; crown bar boiler, with a working steam
pressure of 200 lbs.; firebox, 120 in. x 40% in.; grate area, 33.6
sq. ft; tank capacity, 9,000 gallons of water, and coal capacity, 15
tons.
The switching locomotives will weigh 144.000 lbs.; cylinders,
20 in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers, 51 in.; crown bar boiler, with
a working steam pressure of 180 lbs.; heating surface, 1,947 sq.
ft; 324 tubes, 2 in. in diameter and 10 ft. 6 in. long; firebox, 120
In. x 42 in.; grate area, 35 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 4,000 gallons of
water, and coal capacity, 15,000 lbs. The special equipment for
Gollmar bell ringers, Keasbey & Mattison magnesia
all includes:
boiler Rigging, Damascus brake-beams. American Brake-Shoe &
Foundry Co.'s brake-shoes. Climax couplers, U. S. headlights for
consolidation and switching locomotives. Pyle-National electricheadlights for Atlantic locomotives. Monitor Injectors, U. S. piston
and valve rod packings, Crosby safety valves, Maryland inside sanding devices, Nathan sight-feed lubricators. Railway Steel Spring
Cci s springs, Ashcroft steam gages, Consolidated steam heat equipment for Atlantic locomotives, and cast-sted wheel .enters.

CAR BUILDING.
Engineering and Rolling Stock
Chicago d Alton.

— G.

Officers.

H. Kimball, Chief Engineer, has resigned.

—

Chicago, Bock Island £ Pacific. N. 1). Ballantlne, Superintendent
n up
of Transportation of the Kansas City Southern, lias
pointed Superintendent of Car Service of the C, R. I. & P.

The Erie
.it

<l

Eansas City Southern.
Lehigh d

New

— See Chicago, Rock Island d Pacific.
— F. Anthony has been appointed

England.

Mechanic, with
promoted.

office at

S.

Pen Axgyl,

Pa.,

succeeding

II.

Master

C, sin. ids,

In

regard to 1,500 refrigerator cars
the

Amer

lean Car

—

Ship Island. A. Bardsley has been appointed Master Mechanic, with oilier at 'iiill'pcn'l. Miss., siiccec'iling M. S. Curley.

making Inquiries

The Seaboard Lir Line has ordered two roaches from
& Foundry Co.

1

(lull

is

60,000 lbs. capacity,

the

The liarriman Lines have ordered
American Car & Foundrj Co.

600

The Cleveland, Painesville d Eastern
new cars during the coming year.

refrigerator cars from

will

probably order some

The Evamtville
Terre Haute has ordered
from the American Oar & Foundry Co.
.1

1,600

gondola cars
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The Barber Asphalt Company, it is reported,
a number of extra hi
Bat cars.

is

about

to build

I

The Washington, Idaho d Montana has ordered 150 logging
American Car & Foundry Co.

cars from the

The Cincinnati. New Orleans il Texan Pacific has ordered one
private car from the American Car & Foundry Co.
The Tidewater has ordered 300 stock cars and 100
from the Western Steel Car Co.

flat

Vol. XL., No.

with Simplex bolsters; Damascus brake-beams; cast-iron
brake-shoes; Westinghouse brakes; Ajax plastic brasses; Majot
'Millers; Jones doors for the box cars; Miner draft rigging; Harrison dust guards; McCord journal boxes; Lowe Bros, and SherwinWilliams paint; Chicago-Winslow improved roofs; Railway Steel
Spring Co.'s springs, and arch bar trucks, except for 500 of the
box cars, which will be equipped with Bettendorf steel trucks.

equipped

ears

of 80,000 lbs. capacity

The Colorado

Southern has ordered 1,500 box cars, 100 stock
cars and 38 cabooses from the American Car & Foundry Co.

The Great Northern has ordered 10 combination mail and baggage cars, 10 baggage cars and eight mail cars from the American
Car & Foundry Co.
The Mexican Central has ordered 50 additional tank cars from
American Car & Foundry Co. The specifications for these cars
were published in our issue of September 8.
the

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg, as reported in our issue of
December 29, has ordered 100 box cars, 200 drop-bottom gondola
cars and 100 twin hopper gondola cars from the American Car &
Foundry Co.
The Delaware, Lackawanna d- Western, as reported in our issue
of January 5, has ordered 50 Hart convertible cars from the Rodger
Ballast Car Co. These cars will be built by the American Car &
Foundry Co.
The Nevada Northern,
market for new equipment.

it

is

reported, will shortly be in the
of steel ore cars of 100,000
Address the Nevada Consolidated

A number

capacity will be included.
Copper Co., San Francisco, Cal.

lbs.

The

Rocky Mountain

Pacific, as reported in our
has ordered two combination passenger cars
and one first class coach from the American Car & Foundry Co., as
well as 10 box cars and two cabooses.
St.

Louis,

December

it-

29,

The Toledo
Indiana, as reported in our issue of January 5,
has ordered four interurban cars from the Jewett Car Co. These
cars, including equipment, will weigh 70,000 lbs., and will measure
40 ft. long x 8 ft. 6 in. wide, inside measurements.
The bodies will
be of wood and the underframes will be of metal.
cC-

The Louisiana d Arkansas, as reported in our issue of January
has ordered 75 flat cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity from Barney &
Smith for March delivery. These cars will be 40 ft. long and 9 ft.
Westinghouse air-brakes,
wide. The special equipment includes:
More-Jones Brass & Metal Co.'s brasses, Tower couplers and American Continuous draft rigging.
5,

The Solvay Process Company, as reported in our issue of December 29, has ordered 60 gondola cars of 90,000 lbs. capacity fitted
with coke racks from the Middletown Car Works. These cars will
weigh 36,000 lbs., and will measure 39 ft. 7 in. long x 9 ft. % in.
wide x 3 ft. 7 in. high, all inside dimensions. The bodies and
underframes will be of wood. The special equipment will include:
National-Hollow brake-beams, Westinghouse air-brakes, Ohio Bronze
Co.'s brasses, Gould couplers, diamond trucks and Lobdell or Maryland Car Wheel Co.'s wheels. The coke racks will consist of stakes
and planks forming an open rack 8 ft. 2 in. high from the top of
car floor. The cars will be leased to the Delray Construction Railroad Co. and will be so marked.

The Southern has ordered

1,572 gon10,229 cars as follows:
dola cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity from the Standard Steel Car Co.,
for September, October and November, 1906, delivery; 1,157 hopper
cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity from the American Car & Foundry
Co., for October and November, 1906, delivery; 1,250 box cars of
lbs. capacity from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Co.,
delivery to commence in May, 1906, of from 18 to 20 cars per
day; 3,000 box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity from the Mt. Vernon
Car Manufacturing Co., delivery to begin in March, 1906, and to
be at the rate of 500 cars per month; 1,750 box cars of 60,000 lbs.
capacity from the American Car & Foundry Co., for July and
August, 1906, delivery, and 1,500 box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity
from the Lenoir Car Works, delivery to begin in March, 1906, at
the rate of from 10 to 12 cars per day. The gondola cars will weigh
38,000 lbs., and will measure 41 ft. 9 in. long x 9 ft. 5 in. wide
x 4 ft. 6 in. high, all inside dimensions. The bodies and underframes will be of steel. The hopper cars will weigh 36,000 lbs.,
and will measure 30 ft. long x 9 ft. 6 in. wide, inside measurements. The bodies and underframes will be of steel and they will
be fitted with Dunham doors. The box cars will weigh 34,000 lbs.,
and will measure 36 ft. long x 8 ft. 6 in. wide x 8 ft. high, all inside dimensions. The bodies and underframes will be of wood.
The special equipment for all the above cars will include: Steel
axles; Bettendorf bolsters, except the hopper cars, which will be

60,000

BRIDGE BUILDING.

d

The Wabash & Rochester is figuring on the purchase of four
gasolene motor cars and 10 freight cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity.

issue of

t-

—

Birmingham, Ala. Jefferson County officials are locating the
a steel bridge to be built over the Warrior river.

site for

—

Chattanooga, Ti v\. At a recent meeting of the Board of
Public Works, the opening of bids for the Eleventh street bridge
was postponed until January 30. The extension of time was made to
enable the contractors to bid on other plans for the bridge than
those already prepared. City Engineer Hooke will have a new set of
plans for a plate girder skew bridge ready shortly. The former
plans call for steel truss structures with paved roadways and sidewalks.

—

Cincinnati, Ohio. Plans, it is said, are being made for building a viaduct over Duck creek to cost about $75,000.

—

Council. Bluffs, Iowa. A bill is before the House of Representatives authorizing the Central Railroad & Bridge Company to
build a bridge over the Missouri river at or near this place.

Des Moines, Iowa.

— Plans are being made by George D.

Dobson,

of this city, for building a Melan arch over the Des Moines river at
Locust street, to be similar to the one recently built on Sixth avenue.

—

Kansas City, Mo. Announcement has been made by J. M.
Gruber. General Manager of the Burlington lines east of the Missouri river, that this company will reconstruct the Hannibal bridge;
build extensive freight terminals in Clay County, and a new freight
house in the West bottoms during 1906.

—

Minneapolis, Minn. Bids are wanted January 15 by Hennepin
County Commissioners for repairing a number of bridges. H. R.
Scott is County Auditor.

—

Bids are wanted January 19 by the CommisCounty at Salem, Mass., for five spans of pinconnected steel trusses, 153V2 ft. long, and one plate girder span 61
ft. long for a highway bridge over the Merrimac river at HaverJames
hill, which is to have a roadway of 32 ft., with a sidewalk.
C. Hale is Clerk.

Haverhill, Mass.

sioners of Essex

—

Pembroke, Ont. Bids are being received by James Coxford for
building a steel bridge with stone foundation over the Madawaska
river, in the township of McNab (near Arnprior), in the county of
Renfrew. Plans at office of James H. Smith, County Engineer, Pembroke, Ont.

—

Perth Amboy, N. J. Contracts for the new iron drawbridge to
consist of 17 deck girder spans on masonry piers to carry two tracks
are reported let to McMullen & McDermott, of Philadelphia, Pa., for
the sub-structure and to the Pennsylvania Steel Company for the
metal work and machinery. The cost of the complete structure will
be about $1,000,000.

Pine Bluff, Abk.— A bill has been introduced in the House
of Representatives authorizing the Pine Bluff North & South Railroad Co. to build a bridge over the Arkansas river here.

—

Washington. A bill has been introduced in both Houses of
Congress authorizing and directing the Secretary of War to build
a bridge across the Spokane river in the state of Washington.
Waupaca, Wis. Bids are wanted January 16 by the Town
Board for building a stone arch bridge over the Waupaca river. C.
C. Boyce is Chairman of the committee.

—

Wenatchee, Wash.—On Jan. 4 a bill was introduced in the
United States Senate and House of Representatives authorizing W.
place.
T. Clark to build a bridge across the Columbia river at this
Ansley.
Wingham, Ont.—Bids are wanted January 20 by John
County Commissioner, for building three

steel

bridges in

Huron

County.

Other Structures.

Md—

A contract has been given to J. J. Walsh
Brooklandyille,
the Northern Central for putting up a brick passenger
station two stories high to cost about $10,000.

& Son by

—

The Pennsylvania, it is said, will begin work
new shop buildings at this place. During the present
month work will be commenced on the car house, planing mill and
Fairview, Pa.

shortly on its
store house.

Superior, Wis.

—Announcement has been made that the Chicago-

JANUARY
.&

12.
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North-Western will at once build a dock on the lake front here
about $G00,000.

to cost

—

Wavckoss, Ga. Announcement has been made by the Atlantic
Coast Line that bids for new shops to be built at this place will
by opened by R. E. Smith, Gen. Supt. Motive Power, at Wilmington,
N. C, January 29. The proposed shops will cost $1,000,000, and
are to be among the largest in the south, giving employment to
about 1,200 men.

Alabama &

Incorporations, Surveys. Etc.

Mississippi.

—

It

is

said that this company, which

operates 18 miles of railroad from Vinegar Bend, Ala., southwest
to Leakesville, Miss., has extended its line in Green County, Miss.,
for a distance of 6 miles, and has projected an extension of 15 miles
additional.

Alabama Roads.

— W.

R. Sweeney and others, of Hopewell, Ala.,
extensive saw mills in that section, will build a new line of railroad from Hopewell northwest
to Edwardsville, in Cleburne County, thence south through Clay
County to Montgomery, through a rich agricultural section, a distance of about 110 miles.

and Tallapoosa,

who own

Ga.,

—

Asheville Southern. A charter has been granted a company
under this name in North Carolina to build a railroad five miles
long on the east bank of the French Broad river. A. B. Andrews
and other Southern Railway officials are interested in the new
company.

Worland, a distance of 91 miles.

—

— An

writes that the Henry Ellen
be extended for a distance of lOM;
An extension is also being built from
Greenville, Ga., north to Newnan, a distance of 24 miles. The contractors are Redmond & Gabbett, of Henry Ellen, Ala., and W. J.
Oliver & Co., of Greenville, Ga.
officer

—

at

Ruby west

Lynches

to

river, 18 miles.

—

its

Chicago & Alton. This company is building an extension
road from lies, 111., southwest to Murrayville, 34.31 miles.
Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy. — See Big Horn

of

above.

—

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. The contract for extending
this road from Saranac, S. Dak., southeast to Colton, eight miles,
and the White River Valley from Presho westward for a distance
of 80 miles, has been let by this company to Mcintosh Bros., of
Milwaukee, Wis.

&

Chicago, Rock Island
Louisiana below.

&

Pacific.

— See

Rock

Island,

Arkansas

—

An officer writes thai ibis company,
miles of railroad from Deering, Mo., has filed an
m
amendment to its charter providing for an extension of Its pr
line west to the Missouri-Arkansas state line.
This calls [or the
building of about
m Ii-s oi' track. The work will be done by
tin
company's forces and will be completed during the nexl L6
months. The character of the work will he light. (December 8,
p 183.)
Deering Southwestern.

operating six

'

I

1

._.

Grand Rapids Terminal Belt. This company has filed articles
of association with the Secretary of State at Lansing, Mich., with
a capital of $100,000, to build a belt line around Grand Rapids, connecting five of the railroads. Rights of way have been practically
secured. Such a road will greatly facilitate the handling of freight
in carloads.
The construction of the new road is not to interfere
with the laying of double tracks from Wealthy avenue to Mill Creek
by the Grand Rapids & Indiana and the Pere Marquette railroads.
This work is already under way. A meeting of the new company
will be held in January, when officers will be elected and plans
arranged. The following names appear in the articles:
James A.
Hamler, St. Louis; Edward A. Wescher, St. Louis; Thomas A. Whitmore, Chicago; Edward H. Christ, Grand Rapids, Mich., and Jacob
Kleinhans, Grand Rapids, Mich.

—

Green River Valley

(L. & N.).
This company is making surask for bids by April 1 for building its proposed road from Stamford, in Lincoln County, Ky., on the Louisville
& Nashville, southwest to Scottsville, in Allen County, on the Chesapeake & Nashvile, a distance of 100 miles. This project has been
under consideration for several years. When completed the road

veys, and,

said, will

it is

form part of the

Holston River.

L.

& N. system.

— Incorporation

has been granted this company
Tennessee with a capital of $100,000 to build a railroad from
Rogersville, Tenn., northeast to Bristol, on the Tennessee-Virginia
State line, a distance of 45 miles. The officers are
James B. Wright,
President; J. H. Frantz, Vice-President, and Howard Cormick, Secin

retary and Treasurer,

i

—

Knoxville.

all of

—

Kansas

City, Tulsa & Southwestern. An officer writes that
which was incorporated last year to build and operate a
railroad from Kansas City, Mo., to Wichita Falls, Tex., is making
surveys from Joplin, Mo., to Tulsa, Ind. T., a distance of 126 miles.
W. H. Hendren is Chief Engineer, Tulsa, Ind. T.

this road,

to

Chesterfield & Lancaster. This company, which operates 21
miles of railroad in South Carolina, has given a contract to O. H.
Page & Son, of Cheraw, S. C, for extending its road from the present

terminus

—

Gainesville Midland. This company has let a contract for extending its road from Jefferson, Ga., southeast to Athens, a distance of 18 miles.

:

Buffalo & Susquehanna. This company last year laid track
on its line from Wellsville, N. Y., to Caneadea, and from Sandusky
to Yor':.ihire, N. Y., also from Juneau, Pa., to Sagamore, Pa., a total
of 53 miles.
A connection between the sections of its road from
Caneadea, N. Y., to Sandusky, and from Yorkshire to Buffalo is
expected to be completed and in operation early next summer.
.Central of Georgia.

Parliament for permission to extend its lines through
north to Campbell river; also to build branches from Duncan's via the valley of the Cowichan northwest to Alberni and a
branch from some point near Englishmen's river to Alberni canal
or a branch from Comax via Cumberland southwesterly to the
Alberni canal.

Comax

will

—

Big Horn (C, B. & Q.). An officer writes that a contract has
been let by this company to Guthrie & Co., of Garland, Wyo., for
building an extension of its road from Frannie, Wyo., southeast to

branch of this company is
miles to the Tunnel Coal Co.

minion

—

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
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Louisville

& Nashville.— See Green River

Valley above.

—

Mexican Roads. A concession has been granted by the state
government of Oaxaca to Charles A. Hamilton, President of the San
Juan Taviche Mining Co., and work is to be started shortly on a
railroad from Ocotlan to San Geronimo Taviche, a distance of about
17 miles.
The road will be narrow gage and the work will be easy,
as

it passes through a level section, with the exception of five miles.
Surveys have all been completed.
A concession has been granted by the Mexican Government to
John Henderson to build a railroad from Port Lobos to the town
of Caborca, in the state of Sonora.
Surveys are to be begun within
six months.
Six miles must be completed within 18 months, and
a similar length completed each year until the road is finished,
which will take about six years. The office of the company will be
ai Nogales, which is the terminus of the Guaymas Railroad.
Port
Lobos is south of Guaymas, and Caborca is In the southern section
of the Altar district.
The line will bo southeast Of and parallel to
the Guaymas & Nogales road.

Midland Valley. An officer writes that this company, which
recently completed 58 miles of its road to Foraker, Okla. T., has
given contracts to Kalmann A McMurray, of Kansas City, an<
Maney Bros., of Oklahoma City, for building an extension of its
road
Korakor north west, to Silvordale. Kan., a distance of L'9
miles.
1

Nevada Northern-. This road is to be finished by next April.
we are informed; and 20 miles of track
alreadj laid.
The com
pany was Incorporated to build a railroad from Toano, W\
on the
main line of the Southern Pacific, south to Ely, a distance of about
li

.

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific. An officer writes thai this
company, which recently completed 34 miles of road from Arrow,
Colo., to Sulphur Springs, has given contracts to Oman 6 Crool
of Pueblo, Colo,, and to Dunpli.v & Nelson for building an oxlcn .ion
from Sulphur Springs west to Toponas, an additional 68 miles. Sur
veys are also being made for a further extension from Topona
Colo., west to Salt Lake City, Utah, HO mile

ami it has let the contract tor the entire road. Qrai
been finished for NO miles.
The road Is being built by the
Nevada Consolidated Copper Company, of San Francisco, to carryore from its mining works to be built at Elj
The cost of the
road will be about $2,
C B Beattj
Superintendent, and
A. Judell Chief Engineer.

Surveys have been made by ibis company
for an extension from Descubrldora, itate "i Durango, to indo, about
100 miles. The line is through B rich mineral region llial ha: been
but little developed on account of lack of transportation facilities
itaiis and other materials have
d ordered.

negotiations with William .1. Thompson, ot Gloucester City,
for the right of way. said to be owned bj him, tor a railroad from
Gloucester Cltj to Ailantli City, N J
The co
ol
building a road
between these plat ea will be about $6

Durango Central.

140 miles,

ha:,

It

Nba Jebsei

Roads (Electh

apltallsts

have com

plefed

<

-

1

BsojOTmalt & Nanaimo.—This company

will
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i>"

Niagara
will
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i

1
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roads in Ontario, for permission to extend its line from
Thorold south to Port Colborne, thence east to Fori Brie and north
to Niagara Falls. Erom Niagara Falls north to Niagara-on-the-Lake;
also from Niagara Falls to Brantford, and from St. Catharines to
Niagara-on-the-Lake. Permission will also be asked to absorb any
company having similar powers.
electric

a railroad from Pawhuska,

to build

in

the Osage nation, via the

Woodward County, and Kenton,

in

Middle Saline reservation, in
Beaver County, to a point in Union County. N. Mex., passing through
the Osage and Kaw reservations and the Counties of Pawnee, Kay,
Noble, Garfield. Grant, Woodward and Beaver, a total distance of
W. Graham, Paul D. Howse,
450 miles. The incorporators are:
Sidney H. Selig and others, of Chicago, and John A. Stine, H. A.
Noah and others, of Alva.

— This

company, which operates 16
miles of railroad in Oregon, has completed surveys for building
an extension from Eighteen-Mile Post to Bonita, a distance of 10

Oregon & Southeastern.

miles.

—

—

An
(C. R. I. & P.)
Island, Arkansas & Louisiana.
writes that this company has given a contract to Craney,
Dalhoff & Peters for the grading, track laying and bridge work at
Rock

officer

and to Collins Bros., of Rock Island, 111., for work
on the proposed extension from Haskells, Ark., southeast to Crossett,
a distance of 107 miles, with a branch from Summerville southwest
to Eldorado, an additional 30 miles. The company has completed 35
miles from Haskells toward Fordyce.
Little Rock, Ark.,

—

Shreveport & Northeastern. This company, which has proa road from Shreveport, La., via Homer to Memphis, Tenn.,
has surveys completed from Shreveport to Homer, and has secured
the right of way. A contract has been let to A. Kinnebrew & Co., of
Homer, and grading has been completed for about 18 miles. (Nojected

vember

17. p. 160.)

—

Somerset. An officer writes that this company, which recently
completed 10 miles of road from Deadwater, Me., to Lake Moxie,
has given a contract to J. G. White & Co., of New York, for building a line from Lake Moxie to Kineo, a distance of 33 miles.

—

Stoneville & Southwestern. Application has been made by a
company under this name in Mississippi to build a railroad from
Stoneville, in Washington County, Miss., southwest to a crossing
Mississippi Valley, thence southwest through Issaquena County to Ben Lomond, on the Mississippi river, about 50
The incorporators are: R. W. Carington, F. H. Icy and C.
miles.

with the Yazoo

A. Douglas,

&

all of

Leeland.

Susquehanna & New York.

—This

for grade revision on its line from
Ellenton. a distance of eight miles.

—An

company is making surveys
Short Run, Pa., northeast to

writes that contracts have been let by
this company to Eskridge & Carroll, of Huntsville, Tenn.. and
Burgin, Carson & Co., of Pioneer, Tenn., for extending its road
from Buffalo creek, Tenn., to Smokey creek, a distance of 18 miles.

Tennessee.

officer

—

Tidewater. The MacArthur Bros. Co., which has the contract
for building a portion of the Tidewater-Deepwater railroad, has sublet contracts for a part of the work through Virginia and West
Mason. Hanger, Coleman Company, FrankVirginia as follows:
fort, Ky.. grading and tunnel, $250,000; P. J. Millett, Paris, Ky.,
bluff work, $250,000: D. J. McDonald, Aurora. 111., grading. $225,000; Mike Elmore, Alliance, Neb., grading, tunnel and bluff work.
$600,000; Bates & Rogers, Chicago, masonry, $300,000; James Hearn
& Co., Ada. W. Va., grading, $65,000; W. N. Camp & Co., Roanoke,
Va., grading, $100,000; Carpenter & Boxley, Clifton Forge, Va.,
grading and tunnel. $377,000; Chill & Purnell, Eggleston, Va., bluff
work, $100,000; J. C. Zobrist & Co., Roanoke, Va„ grading, $60',000:
Ingles & Shelburne, East Radford, Va„ grading, $70,000; W. H.
Johnson, Salem, Va., part of section 263, all of section 264 and
part of section 265, grading; Litz & Co., Graham, Va., sections
359 to 362, grading and tunneling. A contract for bridges and a
mile-long trestle has also been let to the Virginia Bridge & Iron

Company.

—

Tonopafi & Goldfield. An officer writes that this company,
which recently completed 35 miles of road from Tonopah to Goldfield, New, is making surveys for a further extension from Goldfield
southeast to Bullfrog, an additional 80 miles.

—

Tonopah & Tidewater. This road, which was incorporated last
year to build from Ludlow, Cal., has filed a description of its roHte
as follows: From Ludlow north through Amargosa canyon and Inyo
County to Bullfrog, Nev., 158 miles, with a branch from a point in
Inyo County to Borax mine, in Death Valley, 7% miles. F. M. Smith,
of Oakland, Cal., is the promoter.
\s si mi
& Washington. Announcement has been made that
this company, which at present operates a narrow gage road 29
miles long from Washington, Pa., south to Waynesburg, will be

W

i:i;

—

,

No.

2.

(•hanged to standard gage and an extension built south to Dotysburg
Surveys for thi proposed exten

and eventually to West Virginia.
sion have been completed.

Win

ii

Kim

VaU

k

Milwaukee &

i:y.— See Chicago,

Si.

Paul above.
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—

Oklahoma Western. A charter has been granted a company
under this name in Oklahoma with authorized capital of $8,000,000

Vol. XI.

—

\
&
ui.
This road, which runs from MrConnico, Ariz., to
Chloride. 22 miles, has been sold by the receiver under a judgment of $452, > granted to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
which owns all the stocks and bonds.

\i:i/n\

I

i

—

(Atlantii k Birmingham.)
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantii
This company has filed a mortgage for $30,000,000 in favor of
the Old Colony Trust Co., of Boston.

Boston & Lowell (B. & M.)

— The

stockholders have authorized an

issue of $500,000 4 per cent. 20-year refunding bonds to take
10,000 of 4 per cent, bonds maturing November 1. 1906.

up

—

Cripple Cheek Central. The directors have declared a quarterly
dividend of 1 per cent, and an extra dividend of 1% per cent,
on the $2,500,000 common stick, payable January 17. The last
dividend on the common stock was 3 per cent, in October. The
regular quarterly dividend of 1 per cent, on the preferred stock

was

also declared.

—

Hudson Valley. A circular has been issued to security holders of
this company asking their consent to a reorganization of the
company, which, the committee points
sary.

It

is

out. is absolutely necesproposed, in addition to the existing 5 per cent,

consolidated mortgage bonds amounting to $4,000,000 and $3,000.000 of common stock, to issue $500,000 of 5 per cent, noncumulative debenture A bonds and $2,500,000 of 2 per cent,
debenture B bonds. It is provided that after two years the B
debentures may be converted into 5 per cent, non-cumulative
The holders of present consolidated bonds
preferred stock.
are asked to surrender to the treasurer of the company 2o per
cent, of their holdings of these bonds, and to accept for the
same an equal amount of debenture A bonds. The holders of
Hudson Valley demand-notes outstanding to the extent of $222,125 are asked to accept an equal amount of debenture B bonds.
The Hudson Valley Railway Company trust notes amounting to
$30,000 will be paid off in cash to be provided by the sale of de-

B bonds at 30. It is proposed to sell at this price
$1,500,000 of these bonds, which will supply $450,000 in cash,
which will be used to liquidate floating debt and for general
improvements. The present common stock, according to the
plan, is to be put in a voting trust for live years, the trustees
benture

named being John W. Herbert,

E. Clarence Jones

and James H.

Caldwell.

—

The bill passed by the last session of the Mississippi
Legislature legalizing the merger of the Mobile & Ohio and the
Southern has been vetoed by the Governor of the State. It is
understood that no effort will be made to pass the bill over

Mobile & Ohio.

this veto.

New York Central & Hudson

River.

—The

statement for the quar-

ended December 31. partly estimated, shows gross earnings
of $23,272,200, an increase of $2,187,223. and net earnings of
The partly estimated figures
$6,252,200, an increase of $230,190.
for the year ended December 31 show gross earnings of $85,849.600, an increase of $7,276,391, and net earnings of $24,592,900, an increase of $2,142,076; surplus after dividends, $2,163,600, an increase of $1,221,361.
New York, New Haven & Hartford. The outstanding 5 per cent.
20-year gold bonds of the New Haven Steamboat Co., of which
$349,000 were issued, will be redeemed at the office of the
Treasurer of the N. Y., N. H. & H. on February 1. 1906. at
$105 a share.
Ottumwa Railway & Light. This company has been incorporated
with $1,000,000 common stock and $500,000 preferred stock to
take over the property of the Ottumwa Traction & Light Co.
Rock Island, Arkansas & Louisiana. The stockholders have authorized an issue of $15,000,000 bonds. One-half of this is to be
issued soon, and will be used to refund the $1,260,000 bonds outstanding and to liquidate other construction debt. (November
ter

—

—

—

24,

p.

166.)

—

Southern. See Mobile & Ohio.
Toledo Railway & Terminal. Judson Harmon has been appointed

—

Receiver.

—

United Railways Investment Company. A stockholders' meeting
has been called for January 31 to vote on the proposed increase
Part of the
of common stock from $10,000,000 to $25,000,000.
new issue is to be used to pay off the $900,000 back dividends
on the preferred stock. This company owns all the stock of the
(See Philadelphia Co.,
United Railroads of San Francisco.

December

1,

p.

176.)

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.

Passes.

George L. Rives, counsel to the New York Rapid Transit Commission, says that a bill permitting the hoard to let separate contracts for the construction and operation of future subways has
been drafted and sent to Albany.

On all the roads of
the rates for berths and
February 1 about 50 per
is given as the principal
The

Mexico where Pullman cars are in use,
seats in those cars are to be advanced on
cent.
The change in the value of silver
reason for this action.

Havana express

Motile & Ohio, which

run
once a week between St. Louis and Mobile, made its first trip on
January 5 and 6. This train leaves St. Louis at 9:45 p. m. and
reaches Mobile at 3 p. m. the next day.
The time through to

Havana

fast

is

of the

is

to

53 hours.

The publishers

Magazine have been sued for ?100,000 in each of two suits for libel by the Union Refrigerator Transit
Company, of Wisconsin. The plaintiff claims to have been injured
by the publication of articles in the magazine concerning illegal
of McClure'a

freight rates.

The Erie Railroad is experimenting with a fan at one of the
shafts of the Bergen tunnel, Jersey City, to exhaust the smoke and
gases from the tunnel. A large fan made by the Buffalo Forge Co.
has been set up at the top of the shaft, with a second-hand locomotive boiler to furnish power.
The committee of western traffic men who recently made a
pilgrimage to Washington to inform the Government that they intended to obey the laws, has adopted a permanent organization.
Mr. Stubbs is Chairman and Mr. W. H. Hosrner, of the Western
Trunk Line Committee, is Secretary.
A press despatch from Washington says that a committee representing the eastern Trunk Lines has called upon the Interstate
Commerce Commission and given to the commissioners the same
assurances concerning their intentions to obey the law that were
given by the western roads a fortnight since.
According to the Wilmington (Del.) News the freight train men
presumably those running on the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington, are now so busy and in such constant demand
that when a trainman goes to a theatre he gives the box office the
number of his seat, just as is done by physicians, so that when he is
wanted he can be quickly reached. The theatre men find on their
list more railroad men than physicians.

of the city,

At Utica, N. Y., January 10, the Grand Jury in the United States
Court indicted the New York Central and the Delaware & Hudson
roads for giving to the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
rebates of 20 cents a ton on freight.
It is said that this rebate is
an allowance for terminal expenses. The General Electric Company
has tracks and shipping facilities of its own, and delivers freight
to the railroads in carloads, ready to be sent forward.

By new tariffs which went into Hire mi In first of January
castbound freight rates from St. Louis are considerably modified,
so as to absorb a part of the bridge arbitrary on most commodities;
and, according to announcements made in St. Louis, the westbound
rates to St. Louis over the same roads will be reduced in a similar
manner on February 1. Including a reduction in tin' bridge charge
mi soft coal from Illinois, the business of St. Louis, it is said, will
be benefited several hundred thousand dollars yearly.
I

At Altoona,

Pa.,

a

new order has been

i

issued forbidding em
tracks or to ride on

ployees in the railroad shops to cross the
engines or freight cars while going to and from work; and not
only has the order been emphasized but watchmen have been sta
tinned to detect and report violations of it.
It appears that among
the thousands of men employed in the Altoona shops there are a
•great many who have made tree use of tht extensive freight yards
;is thoroughfares, and thai
man] serious accidents have occurred.

The eight "auditors" now

collecting f;nes en trains of the Great

Northern Itnllway arc so satisfactory that, it is said, about 50 inure
me n will be put on to trains to perform this service. According to
the Minneapolis Tribune the conductors win new be able to give
their undivided attention to the handling of their trains; Rnd, If
the
Will

railroad c
pany's circular
led to glVS
also lie e\|
1

is
1

1

1

1

1

1

correctly quoted, the "auditors"
1<
attention til the Willi

\

1

1

'<

!

signed to them, tin thej will "under mi condition lie permitted in
occupy senis wiih lady passengers." The auditors are expected to
assist the other train employees in making passengers comfortable

According In a newspaper item, the number ol season passes
now in force on the Long Island Railroad is 3, Sun less thau it was
on January 1. By the same authority it is stated that the travel
on the 3,800 passes nr>w cut off has amounted to $6,00U a month. A
press dispatch from Allcona says that the abolition of passes on the
Pennsylvania Railroad has been followed by the withdrawal of the
half-rate privilege on "charity tickets."
It appears that the halfrate tickets sold to town and city officers for the benefit of paupers,
or other indigent persons, have been so manipulated as to benefit

who were able to pay full rates. At Philadelphia a meeting
Pennsylvania Railroad employees is said to have indulged in
protracted grumbling because the superintendent has notified them
that henceforth they can have only four or five passes a year, and that
on the West Jersey & Seashore they (P. R. R. men) can have none.

persons
of

Lively Traffic Doings in the Effete East.
cordial relations which have existed for more than twenty
years between the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad,
which controls the Sonne, steamboat lines from New York City to
New England points, and the Metropolitan Line, which operates
freight boats between New York and Boston, outside of Cape Cod,
will shortly be broken and a bitter rate war for the control of New
England freights is likely to be precipitated, 'ine disruption has
resulted, it is said, from the acquisition by the Morse interests,

The

which now control the Metropolitan Line, of the Eastern Steamship Company's lines from Boston to Maine and New Brunswick
ports, thus threatening a monopoly of freights east of Boston.
The

New Haven

road also resents the entrance of the outside line into
the passenger business, the latter having given an order last fall
to the New York Shipbuilding Company, of Camden, for two fast
turbine passenger steamers to go on the route early next year.
The New Haven interests have now placed an order with the
Cramps for three large freight steamers, to be delivered next
January, and will start another outside route between New York
and Boston to compete with the all-water route of the Metropolitan Line, which has enjoyed a 10 per cent, differential over the
Sound lines for Boston and points east of there.
The first gun in the fight will be fired next Monday when R. T.
Haskins. who has been connected with the Metropolitan Line for
36 years, latterly as traffic manager, assumes charge of the freight
traffic of the Sound lines, and who will also be made general freight
agent of the new outside line. Harry H. Benedict, outside freight
solicitor for the Metropolitan Line, has also resigned to accept a
position as Mr. Haskins' assistant.
It is understood that a subsidiary company will be formed to
operate the New Haven's outside line. The water lines at present
in the New England and Maine fields are the Metropolitan Line.
Fall River Line, Providence Line, Stonington Line, Norwich Line.
New Haven Line, Starin's Line, Joy Line, New Bedford Line. Cen
tral Vermont Line, Norwalk Line and the new Enterprise Trans
portation Company.
The Maine Steamship Company, which operates a triweekly service bet wt en New York and Portland, handles
a large share of the Maine passenger ami freight traffic.- Journal
o/

Com nun

r,

New

York.

The Deadly Tender.
The railway mail clerks who have runs on the Hoek Island an
up in arms against that road as the result of a recent ruling that
the company will not turn the mail cars, hut will run them just
as tiny happen tn he picked up. The cars are divided into two sec
lions.
One contains tht cases where the clerks are at work, and
the other end is used tor the purpose of storing the mail.
Here
tofore all the roads have turned the ears so as to have the storage
end next to tin engine. The advantage of this in ease el a w re, I,
can easily be seen. In everj ease of a head mi collision the tender
telescopes the mail ear. running back Into the car from in to 16 n
has been estimated that tin COSl of turning the cars amounted
II
in about an cents each time,
'flic clerks are preparing
pel tlon
which will be seni in tin department at Washington
if it
is de
cided there that nothing an he dune in the mailer, a petition will
lie sent
to Congress asking thai a law lie passed compelling the
/'<•<
reads lu turn the ears.
Wichita Kan
.<

i

•

Train Lighting by Electricity

The

'I

•

ni

electricity

fur

train

England.
is new
receiving

in

lighiing

In-

consideration in England,
The strong reeeniniemiaii.in
which wme made by the Hoar. ei Trade Inspectors who invi
;ated the cause ol the Wltham accldeul en the Qreat Eastern at
the end of last summer have
n followed bj the most noteworthy

creased

I

i

performance

yet

has consisted of

led

i

B

long

train electric lighting.
rimer u. as
trial Oi the
In

I

I

The experiment
system mi the
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Western express service between London and Plymouth, and
Three oi the patent equipments
ince
'en
between Plj
ith a
were run on this Irain din ng the months of October, November
ained under seal- for this period,
lipm
and December. Tl
a mileage ol 23,800
an d „!,,,,, the eals were broken on January
n run
ii in'
coach and 25,200 miles for another bad
miles
inwithout .iir. failure whatever in the lighting of thi carriages. Dui
,,m || M whole hi the experimental period the dynamos with their
,,,i
W eiis. brush and reversing gear, automatic cut-outs, and also
rtteries, were all under seal, so that nothing in the
the
waj ,„ repairs, etc., could be done. The Installation In one coach
prised 1- osmium lamps of 10 c.p. each in three first-class
c
compartments, l» L2-c.p. carbon lumps in five third-class comparl
ments, and eighl 8-c.p. carbon lamps, making 304 c.p. altogether for
is
it
reported that the energy consumption of the
the coach,
osmium lamps was from 1.7 to 2 waits per candle; and that of the
carbon lumps 3% watts per candle. The dynamo is of the LeitnerLucas self-regulating type, of 2% kw. capacity, and is used to
charge a battery of accumulators giving 23 volts and having a
The whole equipment tor a train
capacity of 180 ampere-hours.
The dynamo has a single armais self-contained and automatic.
ture and commutator, but by means of a special arrangement em-

Great

1

I

i

.

ploying a pair of auxiliary brushes,
constant current.

Exports

in

it

is

slated to give a practicallj

1905.

and
mineral oils 'from this country during 1905 was $828,107,062. comparing with $729,341,151 in 1904 and $841,061,180 in the year before.
The value of breadstuffs shows a great increase over 1904. but a
large decrease from 1903. the figures being, respectively, $146,110,962,
u
Shipments of these staphs have
$92, 311. SI 2 and $192,920,611;.
increasing rapidly in ihe last four months, the figure for December,
$211.47.-1. 2(>d. being the largest for any month in the last four years
least.
During 1905, 8.002,403 bales of cotton, valued at $392
at
224,458, have left the country, as compared with 6,556,953 hales it
Wheat exports (in
1904, the valuation then being $368,535,
luded in breadstuffs) were 20,555,817 bushels, or $16,907,480 last
The number
year: in 1904 they were 13,015,394 bushels. $10,819,737.
of barrels of wheat flour exported in 1905 was 11,281,937, valued at
$49,694,482, the corresponding figures for 1904 being 11.368.503 bai
The value of provisions exported, including cattle,
rels, $49,648,243.
hogs and sheep, was $213,076,889 in 1905, and $190,277,172 in ram.
Mineral oils were exported in 1905 to the amount of 1.16:,. 440,249
The price is noticeably lower
gallons, the value being $76,694,753.
than in 1904. when the value of the 985, 729. 957 gallons exported was

The

total value of exports of breadstuffs. provisions, cotton

Vol.
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5
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Sir George Gibb as Deputy Chairman of thi
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No.

3.

Sir

our Issue of Januai'3

In

Company
Man

<i

I

the appointment of
nderground Electric

London, which control the Metropolitan, the Metropol
the Great Northern, Piccadilly & Urompton, Bakei
Waterloo, and charing Cross, Eustin & Hampstead sub-

of

District,

&
and also the London

Street

Mr. Edgar Speyei
United Tramways.
Chairman of the company to succeed Charles T. Yerkes,
in the new organization, however, the management con
deceased
trnl rests with the Deputj
Chairman, who has been a long and
valued friend of the Railroad Gazette. The accompanying picture
nf Sir George Gibb is an excellent likeness.
He was born at Aber-

way!

was

ei.

'i

ted

deen. Scotland, in 1850.
Mis first railroad service was in 1887 as
in iss2
Assistant in the Solicitor's office ot the Great Western,
he went to the Ninth Eastern as Solicitor and became General
Manager of that road in IS9I
He acted as arbitrator for the North
Eastern in the Wages Arbitration case in 1897, was appointed a member of the Committee on War Office Reorganization in 1901, a memii.
of the Royal Commission on London Traffic in 19113, and visited
i

the United Stan--: for the purpose of taking
nection.
He was knighted in 1904.

evidence in that con-

In the 14 years that he has been General Manager of the North
Eastern Railway his work has been in many ways radical if not
almost revolutionary from a British standpoint.
He has been the
foremost advocati in Great Britain of ton-mile statistics and of
heavj train loading two topics which are sure to provoke much
hostile discussion at any meeting of British railway shareholders.
as was the 'ase two years ago, when the ton-mile question was
pretty thoroughly thrashed out by a number of huge companies at
their meetings.
It is interesting and
noteworthy in this connec-

—

I

i

$78,217,167.

Andrew Carnegie Research
The Iron &

(London)

Scholarship.

hereafter to award an
nualy, on the recommendation of the Council of the Institute, a research scholarship, or scholarships, Mr. Andrew Carnegie, past
President of the Institute, having given $89,000 in 5 per cent, bonds
Applicants who may he of either sex or any nafor this purpose.
tionality, must apply to the Secretary of the Institute before the end
of February, for a prescribed blank form.
The object of the
scholarships is to enable students who have passed through college,
or have been trained in industrial establishments, to conduct researches in the metallurgy of iron and steel and allied subjects.
Appointments are to be for one year, but may be renewed. Scholars
are to report the results of their work, and where a scholar's paper
merit, the Andrew Carnegie gold medal will be
is of sufficient
awarded. The Secretary of the Institute is Mr. B. H. Brough. 28
Steel

Institute

is

Sir

George Gibb.

lion to observe that some of
panies, such as the London &

own

the most conservative British comNorth Western, really keep for their

they had been "held up" tor 58 hours at the little way station
Duran because there were snowdrifts In the Pecos Valley below
them so deep and hard that the big rotary plows had not yet
eded in cutting a path through.
We also told them that their
imprisonment would soon end. as arrangements were making to
send their train westward over lines further to the south. Of course
these passengers had sought tnirer at band for information before
Hi..\
Linked for it 2.500 miles away.
Incidentally, we cannot help
wondering why a great railroad company should leave for almost

pretty full statistics, but do not publish them nor render
to the inside or outside public.
In the face of opposition, however. Sir George has been fearless and consistent in
his methods.
A solicitor by training, his entire attitude of mind
is quite different from that of the traditional English manager.
He has always wished to satisfy himself on important points de
novo, and he analyzes the traditions of railway working as if they
appertained to new matters instead of to old ones. For some years
after he entered upon his duties as General Manager, he was chaffed
more or less by his associates for inquiring most minutely into
all the details of operation, asking questions w-hich seemed to subordinate officers to be rudimentary. It is scarcely necessary for
an American to he told that in this way he his acquired a wonderful know. edge of every detail of the working of a British railway.
He knows where the profits are and where the losses are. and he
has been most active in increasing the former and cutting down
For example, in the last five years he has increased
the latter.
He has also introduced rail
his freight train loads by 52 per cent.
motor cars to handle branch line traffic, although at present not
convinced of their economy; and his company, along with the Lancashire i: Yorkshire, was the pioneer in electrifying branch line territory, with the important difference between the two that the

three days the passengers on a transcontinental train in absolute
race as to the cause of their long detention, thus making
it
very much harder to hear, and certainly not accumulating popularity for the company's management.
Corporations have an instinctive hatred for explaining their own mishaps and shortcom
IngS, and as they all follow the same apparently stupid policy just
often and as long as hey ran there must be some good reason
a

Lancashire & Yorkshire designed its own power house equipment
while the North Eastern buys its power, and apparently has the
better bargain of it.
The Scotch habit of mind looks into the future
far more than does the English, and it is safe to say that there
Britain that has studied and discounted its
is no railway in Great
future more intelligently in rieinl cars than has the North Eastern.
In his personality Sir George is quiet and modest and has

Victoria

si

reel.

London.

A Handy Information Bureau.
The queerest illustration that we have seen of the value of
journalism was the story of the passengers in a stalled train awaj
off in New Mexico who telegraphed to The Times, asking the explanation id the delay which they could not secure where they were.
Well, within half an hour we were able to telegraph back to them
that

nf

I
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— from

the corporation standpoint.- Net*
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us.-

them available

much charm

of

manner.
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A Comparison.

The Gill-Alexander Operators'

Call Bell.
in use on about 40 railroads, including the Atchison, the Burlington, the Rock Island, the Chesapeake & Ohio, the
Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton, the Colorado Midland, the Fre-

This device

is

mont. Elkhorn & M.

bridges of the Pennsylvania Railroad for the freight
Harsimus Cove freight yard, Jersey City, are now
The seven steel screws, 6 in.
raised and lowered by electric motors.
in diameter, on which a bridge is lowered and raised, were made
by the Steele & Condit Company, of Jersey City, who also installed
the electric motors furnished by the Westinghouse Company.

Five

H. C. Barlow, executive director of the Chicago Commercial Association, says:
"We hear much about the greatness of the railroads, but does not the average railroad place a high estimate on
its own importance?
The annual value of the manufactures within
the limits of what is known as commercial Chicago is almost equal
to the entire gross freight earnings of all the railroads of the
A Southern Railway agent was surprised a few
United States.
days ag* to find that the retail business done in Chicago by one
merchant is larger than the entire business of Mr. Spencer's system." Chicago Press Despatch.

the Great Northern, the Mexican Central,
the Missouri. Kansas & Texas, the Missouri Pacific, the Northern
Pacific, the Southern Pacific, and the Union Pacific.
This device
consists essentially of a call bell worked by a local circuit in a
station telegraph office, which local circuit is closed by a combination of dashes sent over the wire by the train despatcher.
The
bell, when started, rings until the operator responds and opens the
local circuit.
The hell is made loud enough to wane him at night
if it be placed by his bedside, or to draw his attention (when placed
in the office) if he is engaged outside or in the freight house, or is
at any place within hearing of the bell.
The despatcher's office
has different combinations of dashes for each office in which there
There is an advantage over the ordinary Morseis a call bell.
sounder call, not only in loudness, but also in the fact that the call
requires no repetition to be effective. Where a wire is busy it is
not necessary to interrupt senders of messages to repeatedly call
inattentive operators.
This apparatus is in service at general
offices, large warehouses, shops, in the homes of superintendents
and train despatehers, and in many other situations. It is made
by the Gill-Alexander Electric Co., Kansas City.
V..

Another Brotherhood.
At Lancaster. Pa., January 11. the Brotherhood of Railroad
Freight and Baggage Men of America held its second biennial
convention, about 100 delegates being present.
The President is
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ferries

float

in

the

Several wood working machines have been shipped to the Har& Hollingsworth Co., Wilmington, Del., by the S. A. Woods.
Machine Co., Boston, Mass. Special attention is given to car shop
machinery by the S. A. Woods Machine Co., and it has recently
furnished equipment for a large number of railroad car shops, including a No. 10 car-sill dresser, a heavy vertical hollow chisel mortiser, and an automatic knife grinder for sharpening planer knives
for the East Buffalo shops of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
lan

The

G. Brill Company, car and truck builders, Philadelphia,
shipping 50 gondola cars to the Tramway Rural a Vapor.
Buenos Ayres. This is" a duplicate of an order of a year ago. The
railroad company operates lines within the city of Buenos Ayres
and has recently electrified its system. It also has a steam line
running out of the city. The Brill Company is building at present
75 of its semi-convertible type of car for the city lines, and a fine
dining car for the steam road. Practically all of the equipment
of the Tramway Rural has been furnished by the J. G. Brill
J.

Pa., are

Company.
Iron

and

Steel.

A

contract has been given by the Rio de Janeiro Light, Tramto the United States Export Product Company, for 10,000 tons of rails.

way & Power Company,

Orders for rails have recently been given by the following companies:
Pennsylvania Railroad. 20.000 tons in addition to the contracts given by this road last fall.
The Missouri. Kansas & Texas
has given an order for 20.000 tons of rails, and the Duluth, Virginia & Rainy Lake one for S.000 tons; Syracuse Traction. 7,000
tons; Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie an additional order
for 4,000 tons; Green Bay & Western, 3,000 tons; Texas & Pacific,
3,500 tons; International & Great Northern, 1,500 tons; Cleveland
Frog & Switch Company, 1,000 tons. There also has been reported
500 tons for the Ramapo Valley Railroad and 1,000 tons for export
to Costa Rica.

R. P. Neil, of Lancaster.

OBITUARY NOTICES.

Discouraging to the Gossips.

James J. Hill spent to-day in conference with officials of the
Burlington.
He denied absolutely the truth of all stories current
that he desired connection with the Atlantic seaboard for his railroad.
"Nineteen out of every twenty carloads coming over our
lines from the Northwest change owners at Chicago.
We are
through with the consignments at the same time the owners are,"
said Mr. Hill. Chicago Press Dispatch.
Proposed Monorail Road to Coney Island.
application has been made to the New York Rapid Transit
Commission for a route for a monorail line from the subway terminal in Brooklyn, N. Y., at Atlantic and Flatbush avenues, to
Coney Island. F. B. Behr, President of the Behr Monorail Company,
submitted the proposition to the board and asked for a public
hearing.

An

Manufacturing and Business.
Keith, formerly Superintendent of the Lehigh Valley at
Buffalo, is now Superintendent of G. B. Markle & Company, miners
and shippers of coal, Jeddo. Pa.
J.

T.

Mr. Robert G. Erwin. formerly President of the Atlantic Coast
Line, died of heart disease, at Saybrook, Conn., on January 13.
Mr.
Erwin resigned as President of the A. C. L. last November, remaining, however, a director of it, and of the Louisville & Nashville and
other companies.

Mr. Homer F. Frost, Assistant General Freight Agent of the
Chicago, Cincinnati & Louisville, died recently at Louisville, Ky.,
at the age of 61.
Mr. Frost was appointed to the position he held
Before that he had been General
at the time of his death in 1893.
Agent of the freight department at Louisville. Ky., and later Assistant General Freight Agent at Elkhart, Ind.

Mr. Francis J. Duke. Secretary and Treasurer of the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac, died recently in Richmond, Va.,
of heart disease.
Mr. Duke was born in 1842 and served as telegraph operator on the Louisa Railroad (now the Chesapeake &
Ohio) during the war. In 1868 he went into the Treasurer's office
of the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac, being later appointed
Assistant Treasurer, and finally Secretary and Treasurer.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

The Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, Wis., has furnished a
complete pumping equipment for the irrigation system of the Makee
Sugar Company, Keila, Island of Kanan, Hawaiian Territory.

[For dates of conventions and regular m<<tinas of railroad conventions and
iigiitet ring Ntifi,
s
s<
thin rtising page 24.)
1

The General Storage Battery Co., New York, is to enlarge its
factory at Boonton, N. J. The new buildings will contain 48,000
and will be devoted
company's Bijur "High Duty" elements.
sq.

ft.

of floor space

The Robins Conveying

Belt Co.,

New

to the

manufacture of the

York, has opened an office
c. Kembip, Bald-

Railway Exchange Building, Chicago. Mr.
win. Chief Engineer of the company, is in charge or
will attend in an business for the Middle West.

at 749

tins office,

which

The Lima Locomotive & Machine Company, Lima,

Ohio, bulldei
are over i.r.oo
"Shay" locomotives in successful operation in all parts of the globe
The company's plant at Llmi
mpies over 11 acres of land.
of the

"Shay" geared

Li

otlve,

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool
arrangements for an addition to

state

that

there

Company, Chicago,
its

compressor plant

is
at

making
Frank
compres

The present capacity of the plant Is about (00
on the completion of the proposed extension
per year,
annual capacity of the plant will be betw
n 660 and Tun
pressors.
lin.

sors

I'm.

the

mm

1
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American Association of General Freight Agents.
is the name of an association which was organized In New
York City, November 21, and which proposes to hold its llrst genThe organizers are all southern men. being oferal meeting soon.
This

roads BOuth of the Ohio and easi of the Mississippi; but
to have the coming meeting held in some COD
trally located City so as to attract freight Officers Of eastern, central and western roads.
The object of the association is mainly
to promote acquaintance and good-fellowship, but Incidentally "to
afford opportunity for the discussion of topics of general Interest"
in
tltuto
freight department.
The memberi b Ip
tlon makes eligible all freight trail
Been ol the rani, of Assistant
cted with an] n
General Freight Agent, or higher, actl 1
lariy chartered steam railroad
teamshlp lln<
cos twise
u
niie,
One-third of the
States, Canada, West Indlei and Mexico
membership
to constitute s quorum tor the transaction of business.
Iwyn, General Freight Igent of
The President is 11 M Q
and
fhe othei oil
the Louisville & Ns hvllle, Louisville, K\
ficers of
it

is

their purpose

1

1

1
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Gardner
C), Tidewater. — E.
C. Cameron

i8

(I.
Executive Committee are C.
McKellar (Southern), Key Compton
lit, s. P. Co.). 11.
M. Emerson (A. C. L.), H. F. Smith (N„ C. &
St. L.), J. R. Ruffin (N. & W.), B. D. Hotehkiss (('. & <).). L. Green
(Southern), and Maiden Miller (M. & O.).

members
C.

U.

the

of

Capps

(S. A. L.), R. L.

!•:.

office

Vol..

XL., No.

3.

has been appointed Car Accountant, with

at Norfolk, Va.
Traffic Officers.

Chicago, Hot

I,

Islam)

il

Louis & San Francl CO

Pat i/ic.— See St.

—

Delaware, Lackawanna A Western. W. K. Dowle. Division Freight
Agent at Buffalo, has been appointed to the new office of Assistant General Freight Agent; headquarters unchanged.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
Buffalo A Susquehanna.

Comptroller.

<i

—W.

H. Baumes, Auditor, has been appointed
Elmer succeeds Mr. Baumes.

T. J.

—

Canadian Northern. The general offices of this company have been
moved from Toronto. Ont.. to Montreal, Quebec.

—

<(
Lancaster. A. H. Page, Vice-President and General
Manager, has been elected President, and W. Godfrey. General
Freight and Passenger Agent, has been circled Vice-President,
both with offices at Cheraw, S. C.

Chesterfield

—

East Broad Top. S. J. Livingston has been elected Secretary and
Treasurer, succeeding J. E. Haverstick, and C. D. Jones has
been appointed Auditor, succeeding E. C. Hall, transferred, both
with offices at Philadelphia, Pa.

—

H. L. Edwards has beeu appointed Auditor, succeeding
T. P. Alston, who remains Secretary. General Passenger Agent,

Florida.

Superintendent and Car Accountant

Operating

—H.

Officers.

Acting General Superintendent,
P.
B. McAfee has been appointed Assistant
has resigned.
Superintendent of the Fourth division, with authority from
Chama, N. Mex., to Durango, Colo., including the Silverton and
Farmington branches and the Rio Grande, Pagosa & Northern,
with office at Durango. A. Meloney remains Assistant Superjurisdiction from
intendent of the Fourth division, with
La Veta, Colo., to Chama. N. Mex.. including the Chama yards
and the Creede and Santa Fe branches.

Denver & Rio Grande.

T. Herr.

—

East Broad Top. E. C. Hall, Auditor, has been appointed Assistant
to the General Manager, with office at Orhisonia, Pa.

—

& Northeastern. J. W. Byrd, Vice-President, General
Manager and Purchasing Agent, has resigned. His duties have
been assumed by J. F. Sikes, Superintendent.

Flint River

—

Frank Beckwith, Engineer of Bridges and Structures of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, has been appointed General Superintendent of the Indiana Harbor, succeeding J. H. Snyder. F. T. Bowles, Superintendent of the Lake
Erie & Western at LaFayette, Ind., has been appointed Superintendent of the Indiana Harbor, succeeding. R. L. Scott.

Indiana Harbor.

—

Western. E. R. Bissell, Trainmaster at Lima, Ohio,
has been appointed Superintendent at Muncie. Ind.. succeeding

Lake Erie

W.

J.

tf

Davis.

rf

Michigan Southern.

— See

Indiana Harbor.

—

D. S. More, Acting Superintendent at Guadalahas resigned to become Traffic Manager of the Peruvian
Mr. More was born in
Central, with office at Lima, Peru.
Milwaukee in 1864 and entered railroad service at the age of
Since
16 as an operator on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
that time he has served consecutively as station agent,
despateher, conductor, trainmaster and Acting Superintendent of
several roads in the United States and Mexico.

Mexican Central.
jara,

Ohio River & Western.

—The

general offices have been

moved from

Zanesville, Ohio, to Woodsfield, Ohio.

—

Philadelphia, Baltimore £ Washington. James Buckelew, who has
been appointed Superintendent of the Central division, was born
He graduated from Princeton in 1885.
in New Jersey in 1864.
and entered the service of the Pennsylvania as rodman. The
next year he was transferred to the maintenance of way department, and in 1888 was appointed assistant supervisor. He
was made supervisor of the Tyrone division two years later.
and next served in the same position on the Trenton Cut-off
until he was appointed Assistant Engineer of the Middle division of the Philadelphia & Erie in 1900. The next year he returned to the Tyrone division as Assistant Engineer, and in 1902
was transferred to the Pittsburg division with the same title. In
1903 he was promoted to be Principal Assistant Engineer of the
P., B. & W., where he has remained until his recent appointment.

—

Brownsville & Mexico. W. J. Carnohan, Superintendent.
has been appointed General Superintendent. George Huestis,
Trainmaster, has been appointed Superintendent, succeeding Mr.
Carnohan.

St. Louis,

National Lines of Mexico.

— W.

B.

Ryan, Traffic Manager, has

re-

signed, and the office has been abolished.

—

& San Francisco. The authority of W. B. Biddle, Third
Vice-President in charge of traffic of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, has been extended over the St. Louis & San Francisco.

St. Loni.s

—

Western Maryland. B. H. Griswold. General Traffic Manager, has
resigned, and the office has been abolished. J. T. Hendricks,
Assistant General

Freight Agent, has been appointed Freight
office of Assistant General Freight

Manager, and the
Agent has been abolished.
Traffic

Lake Erie- VY. ('. Maxwell, who was recently appointed
Assistant General Traffic Manager of this road and of the
Wabash Pittsburg Terminal, was born in 1865 and entered railroad service as a messenger boy on the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy. He remained with that road for 24 years, being in
the local freight service, then in the general freight office, and
later serving as genera] agent, being finally promoted to the
On Sept. 1, 1905,
office of Assistant General Freight Agent.
he came to the Wabash as Assistant General Traffic Manager,
his jurisdiction being extended over the W. & L. E. and W. P. T.
on Jan. 1, 1906.

Wheeling

ct-

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Officers.

—

C. M. James, who has been appointed Engineer of Roadway of the lines north of Savannah of the AtHe graduated from the
lantic Coast Line, was born in 1875.
Baltimore Polytechnic Institute and entered railroad service
He was promoted through
as rodman on the Baltimore & Ohio.
various stages until he became Assistant Engineer in 1899. In
1904, he went to the Atlantic Coast Line as Assistant Engineer.
He was appointed Acting Engineer of Roadway in July, 1905,
and the appointment was made permanent on the first of this

Atlantic Coast Line.

month.

—

Brandon. Saskatchewan d Hudson's Bay. P. E. Thian. who was
recently appointed Chief Engineer of this road, was born in
1862 and graduated at George-

town University

in 1881.

He

work the
railroad
same year in the engineering
department of the Dover &
Rio Grande. In 1882, he went
started

See Indiana Harbor.

Lake Shore

•

—

sai/U Bte. Marie.
H. M. Lewis, Chief Clerk
Minneapolis. 8t. Paul
to the General Passenger Agent, has been appointed Assistant
General Passenger Agent, with office at St. Paul, Minn., succeeding W. S. Thorne. deceased.

the Canadian Pacific, and
four years later to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
being later appointed First
Assistant Resident Engineer
at Kansas City. Later he*
went to the New Orleans &
Assistant
Northwestern as
Construction,
on
Engineer
and, in 1890, became Locating
to

Engineer in Washington for
the Northern Pacific. In 1894
and 1S95, he was City Engineer at Everett, Wash., and
for the next few years was
engaged in mining worK and
in the United States Geologp. e. Thian.
He returned to
ical service.
railroad work in 1899 as Assistant Chief Engineer of the Kootenay Valley. He then became Engineer of Construction on the
Montana Central, and in 1901 went to the Algoma Central as
Locating Engineer. After being engaged for a time in Mexico
in mining, he became Assistant Chief Engineer of the Oregon
Water Power & Railway Co. In 1904, he went to the Great
Northern as Locating Engineer, from which position he has

resigned to accept his present appointment.

Great Northern.— J. C. Paterson, Principal Assistant Engineer, has
been appointed to the new office of Assistant Chief Engineer
Alexander Stewart, Resident Engineer at
at St. Paul. Minn.

Jam why

111,
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has been appointed to the new office of Assistant
Chief Engineer at that place.
Six districts for Resident Engineers have been established,
St. Paul district, office at St. Paul, Minnesota, with
as follows:
jurisdiction over the Terminals division, Willmar division, Willmar & Sioux Falls Railway, Breckenridge division and Fergus
Falls division. Superior district, office at Superior, Wisconsin,
with jurisdiction over the Superior division and Mesabi diviGrand Forks district, office at Grand Forks, North Dasion.
kota, with jurisdiction over the Northern division and Dakota
division.
Minot district, office at Minot, N. Dak., with jurisdiction over the Minot division, Montana division and Montana
Central Railway. Spokane district, office at Spokane, Wash.,
with jurisdiction over the Kalispell, Spokane division, and Spokane Falls & Northern System. Seattle district, office at Seattle.
Wash., with jurisdiction over the Cascade division and coast

was appointed the Consulting Engineer of the Illinois Railroad & Warehouse Commission. He returned to railroad work
in 1899, as Assistant Engineer of the Chicago & Alton, and later
was appointed Engineer of Maintenance of that road. In 1901
he was appointed Assistant Engineer of the Chicago Great Western, and the next year went to the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, where he was for two years Assistant Engineer
and later Assistant to the General Superintendent.

Seattle, Wash.,

lines.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The

Italian

Railway Administration

asking prices on 50

is

loco-

motives.

The Chesapeake

cC-

Ohio,

reported, is in the

is

it

market

for

switching locomotives.

P. S. Hervin has been appointed Resident Engineer of the
Grand Forks district. C. H. Swigart has been appointed Resi-

dent Engineer of the Seattle

district.

Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain.

—

A. E. Yohn has been appointed
Master Mechanic, with office at Saxton, Pa., succeeding C. R.
Yohn, resigned.
Pennsylvania. W. H. Brown, Chief Engineer, is to be retired on
pension on March 1st. H. S. Meily, Supervisor at Middletown,
Pa., has been appointed Assistant Engineer at Buffalo, N. Y.,
succeeding E. Lee, transferred.
A. W. Byron has been appointed Assistant Master Mechanic

—

at Olean, N. Y.

—

Southern Pacific. John Dove Isaacs, who was recently appointed
Consulting Engineer of the Southern Pacific, Union Pacific,
Oregon Short Line, and the
Oregon Railroad & Navigation, was born in Virginia in
1848. He graduated from the
University

Virginia in
1S69,
and entered railroad
service in 1875 on the Southern Pacific as a draftsman.

He became

of

chief

draftsman

the next year, and in 1885
was appointed Assistant Superintendent of Bridges and
Buildings. Five years later
he was made Acting Superintendent of Bridges and Buildings, and, in 1891, was appointed Second Assistant EnMaintenance of
gineer
of
Way. He was promoted, in
1900, to be Assistant Engineer of Maintenance of Way
of the Pacific System of the
Southern Pacific, and of the
J. I). Isaacs.
S. P. Lines in Oregon, which
position he has beld ever since, being, however, appointed, in
1901. also Engineer of Bridges of both the Pacific and Atlantic
Systems of the Southern Pacific.

The Southern of Peru has ordered 10 locomotives from the
Rogers Locomotive Co.
The Western, of Havana, has ordered two locomotives from the
Rogers Locomotive Works.
The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville has ordered four
motives from the American Locomotive Co.

loco-

The Denver d Rio Grande has ordered 20 consolidation locomofrom the American Locomotive Company.

tives

The

Illinois Central, it is reported,

as follows:
locomotives.

passenger,

Twenty-five

25

has ordered 75 locomotives
freight and 25 switching

The Sierra Railway Company, of California, has ordered four
burning locomotives from the H. K. Porter Company, instead of
two as reported in our issue of December 29.
oil

The Grand Trunk has ordered 20 passenger locomotives and 61
freight locomotives.
It is reported that all of the locomotives with
the exception of ten of the passenger locomotives will be made in
Canada.

The Mexican Central is considering the purchase of 25 simple
Twenty consolidated freight locomotives
locomotives as follows:
and five six- wheel switchers. Nothing has been determined as yet
in regard to the details of the locomotives.

CAR BUILDING.
The

Illinois,

Iowa d Minnesota

The Kansas City Southern

is in

the market for 500 box cars.

figuring on buying 100 freight

is

•

Special Officers.

—

Minnesota Railroad & Warehouse Commission. Dwight C. Morgan,
formerly with the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, has been
appointed by the Commission
to take charge of the valuation of railroad properties in

Minnesota.
Mr. Morgan was
born in Illinois in 1868 and is
a graduate of the University
of Michigan.
In 1S87 he was
engaged in the government
service in reporting upon the
value and cost of reproducing
the Central and Union Pacific
Railroads.
He was later Assistant Engineer on construction of the Illinois Central
bridge across the Ohio river
at Cairo, III., and after that
bad the same position on the
Merof
the
construction
chants' bridge al St, Louis,
in 1891, he was Instrument
man on construction on the
Northern Pacific, and then
was appointed Assistant Bin
"• °- M " r Kan.
glneer of Maintenance on the
'.Southern Pacific. He resigned from this position to join his father
In 1893 he
in the Hi in of Richard P. Morgan & Son, civil Engineers,

cars.

Co. is asking bids on material for 200 refrigerator-

The Pullman
cars.

The Detroit, Toledo d Ironton
some coal cars.

is

reported as in the market for

is

reported as in the market for

it is

reported, is figuring on buying

The Lehigh £ Hudson River
300 freight cars.

The Denver & Rio Grande,
1,000

dump

cars.

The Milwaukee Electric Railway
on buying 50 cars.
The Long Island
equipment

is

if-

Light Company

is figuring

reported as in the market for additional

freight

The California North Western experts

to

lie

in

the market soon

for 100 freight cars.

The Mexican International

is in

the markel for 300 gondola cars

of 80.000 lbs. capacity.

The Mexican Central
stock cars and 75

the markel

in

is

The Seaboard Mr Line has ordered
American Car & Foundry Co.

The Tidewatci

lias

the Western Steel &
I'h,

tor

950 box cat

flat cars.

A.tchiBOn,

1.000

box ears from

the

ordered 100 Hat ears and nonstock ears from

Co

Koiindn

Topeka

.1

Banta fe,

it

is

reported, will shortly

bo In the market for additional tank cars.

The Spokane International has ordered six passenger and three
iiaggage ears from the Wa.son Manufacturing Co.

The Chicago,
observation cars,

r^joi/to is In the markel
ears and three dining

Bock Island
live postal

.1

tor

Dive

The Bolivia National la figuring on the purchase ol LOO passenger ears, 50 baggage and express ears and two private ears
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The Toledo, St. Louis A Western is about to order 1,000 box
cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity, and 750 gondolas of 80,000 lbs. capacity.
The Oregon Railroad <£ Navigation Company has ordered 45
tank cars of 12,500 gallons capacity from the Pressed Steel Car
Company.

The Pennsylvania, it is reported, will shortly order a number
of passenger cars tor use on its West Jersey & Seashore line, which
is

now

being electrified.

The Midland Valley is in the market for 600 coal cars of 80.000
capacity and 250 36-ft. standard box cars. Address Henry Wood,
Vice-President, Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
lbs.

The Lake Shore Electric has ordered ten 51-ft. cars from the
& Manufacturing Co. The cars will weigh approximately
The special equipment includes: Westinghouse air-brakes
and Baldwin trucks.
Niles Car
34 tons.

The Southern Pacific has ordered 300 refrigerator cars of 60,000
These cars
lbs. capacity from the American Car & Foundry Co.
are similar in every respect to those ordered by the Union Pacific,
the details of which are given above.

The Union Pacific has ordered 300 refrigerator cars of 60,000 lbs.
These cars will
capacity from the American Car & Foundry Co.
measure 39 ft. 10% in. long x 8 ft. 2% in. wide x 7 ft. 6°/,„ in. high,
The bodies will be of wood, ami the underall inside dimensions.
frames will be of metal. The special equipment will include steel
bolsters, Congdon brake-shoes, Hewitt brasses, Climax couplers, Miner
draft rigging, and Railway Steel Spring Company's springs.
The Buffalo, Rochesti r & Pittsburg, as reported in our issue of
December 22 last, has ordered 200 steel hopper coal cars of 100,000
lbs. capacity from the Standard Steel Car Co., for June delivery.
The special equipment includes: Atha cast-steel bolsters, Pennsylvania steel brake-beams, Westinghouse air-brakes, Climax steel
couplers, Sessious draft rigging, Symington journal boxes, Patterson Sargent paint, and Railway Steel Spring Company's springs.

The Chicago & Milwaukee Electric, as reported in our issue of
December 22 last, has ordered 10 closed interurban motor cars from
the Jewett Car Co., for May delivery. These cars will weigh 34
tons, and measure 53 ft. 4 in. long, 9 ft. 6.5 in. wide and 14 ft. 2 in.
The special equipment includes: Chicago & Milhigh, over all.
waukee standard brake-shoes. Van Dorn couplers and draft rigging.
Hartshorn curtain fixtures, Pantasote curtain material, P. Smith
heating system and Railway Steel Spring Company's springs.

The Fort Smith d- Western has ordered 100 box cars of 60,000
capacity from the Mt. Vernon Car Works. These cars will measin. long x 8 ft. 6 in. wide x 8 ft. 3 in. high, all inside
ure 36 ft.
dimensions. The bodies will be of wood and the underframes will
be of steel. The special equipment includes Bettendorf bolsters, Mt.
Vernon brake-beams, Westinghouse brakes, Moore-Jones brasses. Climax couplers. Minor tandem draft rigging, Harrison dust guards.
McCord journal boxes, Winslow improved roofs, and Mt. Vernon car
wheels.

lbs.

%
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POET Francis, Ont.- Application has been made for incorporaby a company in which Z. A. Lash, of Ontario, is interested,
to build a combined railroad and highway bridge over the Rainy
river near this place.
This is supposed to be a Mackenzie & Mann
tion

project.

—

Lajpobte, Ind.
Bids are wanted February 6 by the Board of
County Commissioners, for building six iron bridges in Laporte

County.

—

A contract has been given to the Oswego Bridge
of New Jersey, at $124,580, for building the new bridge
over the river at this place. The proposed structure will have
five piers in the river.
It will be 1,230 ft. long, 22 ft. wide, and is
to be completed within one year of the date of signing the contract.
There were 12 bidders. The Oswego Bridge Co. submitted bids lor
35 different designs.
Lewisbubg, Pa.

Company,

—

Nashville. Tenn. The Grand Court of Davison County, at a recent meeting, decided to build a bridge over the Cumberland river,
in North Nashville, to cost about $300,000.

—

Newark. N. J. The Public Service Corporation has
by the boards of Essex and Hudson Counties to decide
will pay one-third of the cost of building a bridge o*ver
river at Clay street.
The total cost of the structure will

trucks.

been asked

whether

it

the Passaic
be $150,000.

—

Pembroke, Oxt. Bids are wanted Jan. 22 by James Coxford.
of the Committee, for building a steel bridge on stone
abutments over the Madawaska river, in the County of Renfrew.
James H. Smith is County Engineer.

Chairman

—

Peoria, III. The Chicago & Alton and Vandalia lines, it is said,
have decided to withdraw from their terminal arrangements with
the Peoria and Pel; in Union, and are planning to build a bridge

over the Illinois river at this place.

—

Philadelphia, Pa. Preliminary work has been started on the
concrete bridge over the Wissahickon creek and ravine at Walnut
Lane. The plans call for a structure with a central arch of 225 ft.,
60 ft. wide and 120 ft. high, with approaches of 45 ft. at each end.
The cost of the structure will be about $200,000.

—

Portland, Ore. The Northern Pacific has given an order for
20.000 tons of steel for its bridges to be built over the Columbia and

Willamette rivers.
by 1907.

It

is

planning

to

have both bridges completed

—

Spokane, Wash. Plans of the Northern Pacific for a new bridge
over the subway at Washington street have been submitted to the
Board of Public Works.

—

Richmond, Va. The Richmond and Chesapeake Bay has been
granted permission by the Board of Supervisors, of Henrico County,
to build a viaduct over Oak, Bacon. Shedd and Henrico streets.
St. Boniface,

Man.

—A

new bridge

is

proposed over the Seine

river at this place.

—

In the House of Representatives on January 11
J.
was introduced authorizing the Pennsylvania Railroad Co.
and the Pennsylvania & Newark Railroad Co. to build, maintain

Trenton, N.

a

bill

and operate a bridge across the Delaware

The Wabash has ordered 1,000 wooden box cars of 80,000 lbs.
capacity and 1,000 wooden coal cars from the American Car &
Foundry Co.; 2,000 composite gondola caui of 100,000 lbs. capacity
from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Co., and 2,000 composite
gondola cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity from the Standard Steel Car
Co. The box cars are for June and July delivery and will be 40
ft. long x 8 ft. 6 in. wide x 9 ft. 3 in. high, all outside measurements. All gondola cars are for September and October delivery,
and will be 41 ft. long x 9 ft. 5 in. wide. The special equipment
for the box and gondola cars will include Westinghouse air-brakes.
Climax couplers, Railway Steel Spring Co.'s springs and arch-bar

3.

Yankton,

river.

— On

January 10th the U. S. Senate passed
the bill extending the time for commencing and completing the
bridge of the Winnipeg, Yankton & Gulf over the Missouri river at
this

S.

Dak.

place.

Other Structures.

—

Baltimore, Md. The Pennsylvania has given a contract for
building a grain drier, to have a capacity of 15.000 bushels per
day.
It is expected to have it ready for service by April 1.

—The

Green Island, Troy, N. Y.
pany will build an addition to

its

Federal Railway Signal Comworks on Center street, largely

increasing the capacity of the shops.

BRIDGE BUILDING.

—

—

Atlantic City, N. J. Application has been made by the Cape
of Free Holders, to the Atlantic County Board, to jointly
build a bridge to connect Beasley's Point with Somers Point, for
which plans are being made.

May Board

Bethlehem, Pa.

— The

Lowell, Mass. The New York, New Haven & Hartford, it
having plans made to build an outbound freight house 300
x 40 ft, and an inbound freight house 200 ft. x 25 ft.
said, is

Bethlehem Street Bridge Company has

been chartered at Harrisburg,
lehem with South Bethlehem.

Pa., to build a bridge to

connect Beth-

—

—

Pittsburg, Pa. The Pennsylvania Company is considering the
question of putting up additional shops at, Columbus, Ohio, and at
Fort Wayne, Ind., or Crestline, Ohio.

—

San Francisco, Cal. The Southern Pacific, it is said, has begun
work on large sheds on a plot of ground at North Oakland abutting San Francisco bay, which, the Western Pacific has been trying
secure as a site for its proposed terminal. This action is the
result of strife for advantage in terminal locations and will lead

Bik\ii\<;ii \\i. Ala.
The County Board of Revenue is taking
action towards building a bridge over the Warrior, to cost about

to

$20,000.

to further strife.

—

Carthagr, Tenn. A private stock company is being organized
to build a steel bridge over the Cumberland river, to cost $50,000.
Bids are to be asked next month.

is
ft.

<

—

Washington, Pa. The Pennsylvania Company, it is reported,
has given a contract to a local firm to put up a brick passenger
station to cost about $40,000.

'

January

Wimisok, Ont.
to

make
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— The

alterations to

its

Canadian

Pacific,

it

is

said,

is

decided upon, the Paredon line will probably be extended to San
Antonio. Tex., crossing the Rio Grande at a point about 25 miles
above Laredo.
This company's engineers have located the route for its proposed Mexico City-Tampico line. The maximum grade will be 2%
per cent., with 6 per cent, curves. The time for beginning construction work has not yet been decided upon, but it may be started
during the present year.

planning

station at this place.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

— See

San Francisco & North-

western, below.

—

Mexican Roads. An important line of railroad is to be built
in the state of Yucatan by Juan N. Martinez and associates.
The
proposed line will run from San Ignacio to Huchucma. Mr. Martinez obtained a concession from the federal government some time

—

Butte County. This company, which recently completed an
extension of its road from Stirling City, Cal., to Gallagher, a distance of 17 miles, is building an additional 15 miles from the latter
place to North Valley.

ago for building this road, and now has everything in shape to
begin work.

—

Canadian Pacific. Announcement has been made that this company will build a loop 20 miles long in Field, B. C, to overcome several heavy grades. The estimated cost of the work, which will be
heavy, through rock,

is

Midway & Vernon.

—

Minneapolis, Red Lake & Manitoba.

—

Munising. An officer writes, respecting the proposed action to
be taken by this company asking for authority to extend its lines,
that the company has been allowed to amend its charter to extend
its main line west from Little Lake, in Marquette County, Mich.,
to Princeton mine, a distance of about eight miles.
Work is
now under way, and the line will probably be ready for operation

—

in

—

—

—

& Yku.owiif.ad Pass. Application will be made to the
British Columbia Parliament by Tupper & Griffin, of Vancouver, for
authority to Incorporate a company under this name to build a
railroad from a point at or near Kamloops north, following the valley of the North Thompson river, Canoo river and Mel.enti.nts
creek, to a point at or near Tete Jaune Cache, in the province of
Kami.ooi'.s

British Columbia,

Mexican Central.

183.)

New York Canadian Pacific. This company, which during the
past summer has been making extensive surveys for its proposed
railroad from New York City to Canada, has filed an application
in New York for an extension of its corporate existence.
The authorized capital is $10,150,000.
The length of the proposed road is 332
miles. Verplanck Colvin is President, and George C. Van Tuyl.
Treasurer, both of Albany.

—

New York Central & Hudson River. This company, it is reported, has bought a large plot of ground in West Albany, N. Y., on
which to lay from 10 to 15 additional yard tracks.

—

—

8, p.

—

Pacific.
It is reported that this company has
survey into Edmonton, and that it has under consideration two routes. This survey covers the entire distance from Portage la Prairie to Edmonton, with the exception of a 20-mile stretch
about 100 miles east of Edmonton.
This company has been granted additional privileges in Port
Arthur and Fort William, including permission to run a track
alongside the Canadian Pacific track from Port Arthur to Fort
William.

Gulf & Northwestern. This company, which is building a line
from Waco, Tex., northwest via Meridian and Stevenville to Thurber.
a distance of 110 miles, is making surveys from Waco to Strawn and
securing rights of way. No contracts have as yet been let, but as
soon as this survey is completed, eonl tads for the first 40 miles from
Waco to Meridian are to be let. (August 18, p. 54.)

December

of this year.

National of Mexico. This company, it is reported, is projecting
a road from Teziutlan to Fubers to develop the oil fields owned by
the Oil Fields Company of Mexico. Surveys for the proposed road
have been made under the direction of J. M. Reed, Chief Engineer
fthe National, and it is said that the road will soon be built.

its

Vancouver, Victoria & Eastern below.

June

—

Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth. This company, which
recently extended its line to Russellville, Ohio, has given a contract
to Thomas Daulton for building four miles additional from that place
east to Eagle Creek, and has completed surveys for an additional 12
miles east from the latter place.

— See

re-

—

Chicago & Illinois Western. This company, which recently
completed 15 miles of road between Hawthorne and Willow Springs,
is making surveys to extend its road southwest through Joliet and
thence west across Illinois to the Mississippi river, aggregating about
225 miles.

Great Northern.

company, which

Mississippi Central. An officer writes that this company, which
recently extended its road from Silver Creek, Miss., west to the
Pearl river, has given a contract to the Worthington Construction
Co., of Birmingham, Ala., for an extension from the Pearl river
west to Brookhaven, an additional 22 miles. The company is also
projecting a line from Brookhaven across the state to Natchez, an
additional 70 miles.

—

Great Mineral of Mexico. This company, which was recently
organized with a capital stock of $3,000,000, is planning to build
an extensive system of railroads in the western part of Mexico.
The company has acquired the Pittsburg-San Jose Railroad, which at
present is built out of San Jose del Sitio for a distance of about
25 miles.
This road will be extended southward to a connection
with the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient and northward to the city of
Parral.
M. B. Place, of Pittsburg, Pa., promoted the organization
of the company. The route of the proposed new lines is through a
rich mining section.
E. S. Stafford has been named as chief engineer of the road.

—This

cently completed a 26-mile extension of its road in Michigan, has
given a contract to Halverson & Carkon for rebuilding its old line
from Nebish north to Red Lake, a distance of about 12 miles.

Charleston, Parkersburg & Western. Incorporation has been
granted a company under this name in West Virginia to build and
operate a railroad for a distance of eight miles from Charleston,
W. Va., to develop the Bruen coal fields north of that place. A. S.
Alexander is President and C. P. Peyton, Vice-President and General
Manager. The board of directors include F. M. Staunton and Alexander J. Bruen, of New York.

Grand Trunk

—

Application will be made by this company
Dominion Parliament at its next session for authority to build
a railroad from Vernon, B. C, to Kamloops and also to build a
branch line from some point on the company's line to Penticton.
to the

about $1,200,000.

Canadian Roads. Application will be made at the next session
of the Dominion Parliament by Robertson & Robertson, of British
Columbia, for permission to incorporate a company to build a railroad from the city of Vancouver or a point on Burrard Inlet to the
northern boundary of the province by way of Lillooet, the Fraser
valley, Tacla lake, Stinkine and Teslin lake, or by the most feasible
route through the Chilcotin valley.

completed

21

—

Oregon Water Power & Railway Company. This company,
operating 52 miles of railroad in Oregon, is making surveys to build
an extension of its road from Cedarville to Troutdale, a distance of
7Vi mile.s.

—

Pacific Coast Railway (Pacific Coast Co.). This company
build an extension from a point on its line at Santa Maria.
Cal., to Shuman, a distance of three miles; also one from Santa
Maria to Shuey, seven miles.
will

—

Portland & Southwestern. Incorporation has been granted a
company under this name in Oregon with a capital of $100,000 to
build a railroad from Scappoose to Nehalem Bay.
The incorpora
tors include H. G. Piatt, of Portland, and G.

Km

J.

Perkins, of Portland.

The survey for the proposed extension of this road from Nueva Casas Grandes to Temosachic has been completed. From Temosachlc the road will Ik- COD
tinned into timber lands owned by \V. ('. Green, of New York, and
Grande, Sierra Madre & I'm tin.

eventually be extended

will

to

the

Topolobampo, on

port of

the

Pacific coast.

SAX ]
1

I.

am: & Ogden.

— This

miles of new line in Utah,
Ogden, an additional 15 miles
six

company, which rocenth completed
is building from
Lay t On 1101th to

San Francisco & Nobthwesterh

\

I

,

T.

&

S.

P.),

— An

officer

writes thai this company, which recentl] added
8 miles of new line,
bringing Its southern terminus to ShlVely, Cal.. has projected B line
from that point south to San Francisco, a distance of 260 ml
1

— The

Paredon extension of

this

road,

it

is

completed nnd opened for traffic about next June The
federal Government may modify its exclusive concession granted
to the National Of Mexico, in which the latter is given the exclusive
right to occupy a strip of country 2o miles wide bordering the
Rio Grande for a length of 400 mile
so bj to enable the Mexican
if this modification is
Central to build to the EUo Grande border,

said, will be

Sim

contraol

1

to

W,

This company, according
1

for building

iiiiii

1

minx.

0111

a

Ollvei
its

Johnson

Klllliloevillo. Till

11

,

to

.

S01

111

Sim

c.ivi

g

to

Co., of Knoxvllle,

h:o\

Citj

Mil

1011

road,

N

reports,

Tenn.,

at

hi- given
about 15,000,

which win be

>

coal

1

line

1

\n officer writes thai this company,
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a railroad from Paris, Ark., east to Dardaa distance of 38 miles, will begin construction work about the
15th of next month. He denies the report that this road is owned
by the Kansas City Southern. (August 18, p. 55.)

which proposes to build

nelle,

Temiskaming & NORTHERN Ontario.

— This

company, which is
building 100 miles north of its present terminus at New Liskeard,
Nlpissing, Ont., has 80 miles graded and 40 miles of track have been
laid.
The grading on the remaining 20 miles will be finished this
spring, and it is expected to have the entire line in operation next
fall.

—

Texas Roads. John H. Kirby. of Houston; Henry King, and
have applied for a charter for a new road to run from Burr's
Ferry, in Jasper County, to Rockland and Chester, in Tyler County.
a distance of SO miles. The proposed road will cross the Santa Fe,
the Southern Pacific and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, and is to
form a connecting link in the lines of the Yoakum System. The
others,

contract for the work,
are completed.

it

is

said, will

be given as soon as surveys

—

Uniontown & Wheeling Short Line. Construction work has
been commenced by this company on its proposed railroad from
Uniontown, in Fayette County, Pa., west to Wheeling, W. Va., 68
miles. The company is building with its own force the abutments
for the large bridge to cross the Monongahela River at McCann's
Ferry, and has let contracts to the American Bridge Co. and the
Jones & Laughlin Steel Co. for the superstructure. The total cost
Contracts will shortly be
of the bridge will be about $1,000,000.
let for grading and also for building seven tunnels on the line of
the proposed road. (November 3, p. 144.)

—

This company will apply to the
assembly of the province of British Columbia for permission to incorporate a company and build a 'railroad from Vancouver eastward to the Pitt river, thence continuing east to Lillooet
river and to the Stave river, thence to the Harrison river and north
to a point at or near Lillooet, via Fort George, on the Fraser river
by the most feasible route to the sixtieth degree of latitude.
legislative

—

Vancouver, Victoria & Eastern. (Great Northern). Surveys,
said, have been completed by this company for its proposed line
from Midway to Hope, B. C. Construction work is to be commenced
at once from Hope to Chilliwack.
it is

—

Western Allegheny. Contracts, it is reported, will shortly be
by this company for building its proposed extension from Newcastle, Pa., to East Brady.
let

—

Willamette Valley Traction. Grading work has been commenced on this proposed electric road at Salem, Ore. It is proposed
to build north to Portland, 50 miles.
The promoters of the road
say that it is being financed by New York capitalists. The project
is

known under

the

the above name, although

it

does not appear that

company has as yet been incorporated.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

— See

Denver, Enid

&

Gulf.

—

Atlantic Coast Line. This company has finally acquired the Macon,
Dublin & Savannah, which it bought in October, 1904, but
the taking over of which has been delayed by litigation. The
M., D. & S. runs from Macon, Ga., to Vidalia. 94 miles, and has
$1,500,000 iirst mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1951, and $1,250.000 capital stock outstanding.

—

Chesapeake & Ohio. It is announced from London that an agreement has been made between the Chesapeake & Ohio, the Norfolk & Western, and the Southern for shipping freight from
Newport News and Norfolk to Liverpool and London by the
Furness Line. The Furness Line is to take over the boats
of the Chesapeake & Ohio Steamship Company and also those
of the Neptune Steamship Company.
The Chesapeake & Ohio
Steamship Company is a British corporation, but is controlled
by the C. & O. through ownership of three-fifths of its capital
stock.

—

& St. Pact, of Washington. The Pacific Railway Co. has filed amended articles of incorporation changing
its name to the Chicago. .Milwaukee & St. Paul of Washington.

Chicago, Milwaukee

Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton.

—

— See

& [RONTON.

— The

.

XI...

No.

3.

gross earnings tor the Six months-,
of the Ann Arbor, were

ended December 31, Including those
$2,069,140, and net earnings $662,057.

Great Northern.

— The

New York

Stock Exchange has been asked
preferred stock of this company.
This is the stock which it was announced last October would be
issued to the stockholders at par.
(Oct. 13, p. 120.)
to list $25,000,000 additional

—

Illinois Central. Gross earnings of this company for the month
of November were $4,588,622. an increase of $148,962, and net
earnings were $1,613,743, an increase of $18,105. This is the
first
month of the current fiscal year in which the earnings
of- this company have shown ail Increase, the yellow fever quarantine having affected them badly until some time in October.

This company has been organLong Island Consolidated Elei rail
ized as a holding company for the purpose of taking over the
.

control of the various subsidiary electric lines owned or controlled by the Long Island Railroad, as well as such other elecmeeting of the
tric lines as may he either bought or built.
new company has been called for Match 11 to approve an issue
of $10,000,000 4% per cent. 40-year collateral trust mortgage
bonds. The electric lines to be held by the new company are
the Huntington Railroad, Ocean Electric, Northport Traction,

A

—

Toluca, Marquette & Northern. This road has extended its
line from its northern terminus at McNabb, 111., north for a distance
of five miles to Granville.

Vancouver & Northwestern.

Detroit. Toledo

Voi

Pere Marquette.

Denver. Enid & Gulf. The entire outstanding capital stock of this
company, amounting to $1,120,000, has been purchased by the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. The D., E. & G. has 119 miles
of road between Guthrie, Okla., and Kiowa, Kan., and has
$1,120,000 5 per cent, mortgage bonds outstanding.

Nassau County Railway, Glen Cove Railroad, and the Jamaica
& South Shore. The cost of the purchase or construction of
these lines, up to Nov. 1. 1905. is given as $779,235, and their
total length is 65 miles.
It is announced that the new company
will also hold one-half of the capital stock and bonds of the
New York & Long Island Traction, and of the Electric Rail-

way

Co.:

this proportion of the securities of the N. Y.

&

L.

I.

owned

by the Long Island Railroad, and the
securities of the other company are to be immediately acquired.
The total cost of its future interest in both of these companies is
given as $1,360,508.
is

already

Macon, Dublin & Savannah.

— See

Atlantic Coast Line.

— This

company has sold to a syndicate composed
of Kidder, Peabody & Co., F. S. Mosely & Co., of Boston, and
Baring, Magoun & Co., of New York, an issue of $6,000,000
They will be used to re5 per cent, collateral notes of 1908.
fund an issue of similar notes for the same amount maturing

Missouri Pacific.

and are secured by deposits of the following
with the Equitable Trust Co. of New York: twenty
thousand shares of Wabash preferred, 100,000 shares Denver
6 Rio Grande common, 40,000 shares Denver & Rio Grande
preferred, and 25,000 shares St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern.
The underwriting syndicate has already sold the entire
Feb.

10,

1906,

collateral

issue.

—

The balance sheet of this company, as of
Dec. 31, 1905, has been issued and is the first official statement
of the assets of the company made public since Dec. 31, 1902.
The statement shows that since the date of organization, Nov.
13, 1901, dividends of $39,886,688 have been collected on stocks
belonging to the company, and dividends of $36,299,620 have
been paid on the stock of the company. The present capital
stock has a par value of $3,954,000, but its market value is.
between two and three times this sum. Stocks of other companies held as assets were acquired at a cost of $6,047,666, but
it is not stated what these stocks are. The cash on hand amounts
to $420, 76S. from which is to be substracted the 5 per cent, dividend recently declared. (Dec. 15, p. 194.)

Northern Securities.

Pacific.

— See

Chicago, Milwaukee

&

St.

Paul of Washington.

—

Pennsylvania. The estimated gross earnings of this company for
the year ended Dec. 31 were $135,000,000, an increase of nearly
$17,000,000 over 1904. The net earnings, also estimated, were
This makes nearly
$42,000,000, an increase of about $5,750,000.
11 per cent, earned on capital stock before deducting betterments. The gross earnings for November were $12,580,725, the
largest figure on record.

—

Pere Marquette. An order has been issued by the United States
Circuit Court in Ohio directing the receiver of the C, H. & D.
to surrender the stock and leasehold of the Pere Marquette held
by the C. H. & D. This order was issued on the petition of
W. B. Horn, the original complainant in receivership proceedings, on the ground that if the receiver adopted the lease it
would impose upon the C, H. & D. an annual charge of over
$750,000, and that the lease is unprofitable and burdensome.

—

Pittsburg. Youngstown & Ashtabula. Under this name, the- New
Castle & Beaver Valley, which operates 15 miles of road, and
the Pittsburg, Youngstown & Ashtabula, which operates 125
miles of road, are to be consolidated, the shareholders of the
two roads having ratified the agreement recently. Both roads
are controlled by the Pennsylvania Company, but are operated
under their own organization.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.

read

cloth,

and three eighty, meaning 2. SO cents and
delivered, the message read two-eighth and
was taken by Halstead & Co. to mean 2%

two-eighty

As

3.80 cents per yard.

one

Union

of the

motor cars has been sent

Pacific gasoline

3i/

and

As

will he understood by those familiar with the Mors.;
alphabet, a sender, to make this mistake, would need only to shorten
by about one-tenth of a second the space between the two dots in the
middle of the letter y.

Los Angeles.

The electric train staff has been put in use on the Louisville
& Nashville between Nashville and West Nashville.

s

.

The New York State Court of Appeals has decided in
favor of the state the contention made by the New York Central
that it was not liable for state taxation on the great number of
freight cars that are outside the state part of the time. The assessment in question was that made annually upon corporations on
that portion of capital stock employed in this state.
The annual
tax on this part of the company's rolling stock involves thousands
of dollars, and the decision of the Court of Appeals, which sustained
that of the Appellate Division in upholding the right of the state
to tax this rolling stock, will be appealed by the railroad company
to the United States Supreme Court on the ground that the capital
embraced in these cars is not to be held to be capital employed in

At Savannah,

Ga., three ferry boats and tugs have been fined
each by the Collector of the port for failure to carry fog horns,
as required by law.
$21)0

The State Railroad Commission of Minnesota has sent to the
railroads of the state new freight tariffs, making large reductions;
and calling on the roads to show cause why the reduced rates should
not be adopted.
William A. Humphrey, Chief of Police of the New York Central
& Hudson River Railroad, reports that during the year 1905 his department made 3,944 arrests. The number of convictions secured
was 3,572; stolen property recovered, $13,793. Among the persons
arrested were 31 pickpockets.

this state.

consequence of the unprecedented warm
weather of the past month, a large lake steamer, the Stanton,
started from Buffalo on January 19, according to a press despatch
from that city, to go to Cleveland for coal. No vessel man can remember a boat clearing from Buffalo in January before.

Mr. W. M. Prall, Commissioner of the Pittsburg Car Service
Association, has been appointed Manager of the Cleveland Car Service Association also, and, according to the Pittsburg
Gazette, is to
manage both associations. It is said that the 30-hour average plan,
which is in use at Cleveland, will be done away with by Mr. Prall.

Lake Erie being open,

in

This plan permits consignees 30 hours in which to unload a car.
which car service charges are imposed. It is said to have
proved unsatisfactory at Pittsburg district in 1903.
The weakness of the plan is the fad thai if 100 cars are received in a day
and 95 are unloaded in 21 hours, the consignee saves 95 times six
hours, which is cumulative and gives him 570 additional hours on
the five remaining cars. This cumulative time on daily receipts of
cars caused the congestion in 1903.

The three grain dealers of Louisville, Ky., who were found by
the Interstate Commerce Commission to be guilty of fraudulent
practices in obtaining reduced freight rates on grain from Louisville to southeastern points, and who were indicted by the grand
Jury, have pleaded guilty and have been fined $1,025 each.
Following the discovery of one or more counterfeit certificates
of stock of the Norfolk & Western, the officers of the Philadelphia
& Erie, and, it is said, of other companies controlled by the Pennsylvania, have decided to issue new certificates of the stocks of
the

company and

A

to call in

and destroy

all

those

now

in use.

who rides daily in the New York Subway, southmorning and northward in the evening, reports to the
New York Evening Post that the average time made by the express
trains on which he traveled (not the average of all expresses)
for seven days, between 116th street and Pulton street, was,
in the morning, 39 minutes, and in the evening about 36 minutes.
These figures he compares with "Fifteen minutes to Harlem." the
claim which was made for the subway before it was built. Trains
ward

>

which

three-eighth,
to

passenger

in the

have made the distance

in 15

minutes under favorable circumstances.

"The scalpers have been driven out

of Texas."
This is the
assertion of Colonel T. J. Anderson, General Passenger Agent of
the Southern Pacific, as reported in the Galveston News.
It appears that the governments of the principal cities have taken ac
tion to regulate and repress illegal and irregular ticket brokerage.
and that an injunction has been issued forbidding the sale of sin
return tickets by scalpers. Colonel Anderson says thai the railroads will now feel free to be more liberal in granting excursion
1

rates.

Georgia has Issued an order
that, beginning February 19, the Southern Railway, the Central of
Georgia, and the Atlantic Coast Line must make reductions of aboul
lo per cent, in their local freight rules;
and the companies are
forbidden to try to evade this order by making changes in classifl
cation.
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Louisville Courier-Journal e rural telephone
the Southern Railway, near New Al-

the

to prevent a

collision

of

ran past a train order signal

fi-igiii
al

trains.

An eastbound

a

imber of the farmer's household was Informed of the trouble
he ior she) ran out on Lo the hack and Bagged the eastbound

Proposed

Block System Law in Massachusetts.
has been presented in the Massachusetts legislature to
require "everj railroad company operating passenger cars" in the
slate to equip iis line with a block-signal system to he approved by
the railroad commissioners; and to have the same in operation
by,
or before, a date yet to be specified.

More American Steel Cars for the London Underground.
I'll"
American Car & Foundrj Companj lias been awarded a
contract bj the
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despaicher was ai once informed, bul wjs unable lo reach the oppos
Ing train by telegraph,
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The Michigan State Board of Tax Commissioners has fixed the
valuation of railroad properly in the state, for the year 1905, ai
$2u7.oso,00(). which is $10.2S5,000 greater than the figure
for 1904,
but about $14,000,000 less than in 1903.
The law provides thai the
rate of the tax on railroad property shall be the average rate paid
on all other classes of property during the previous year. Accord
ing to this scheme, the rate during 1904 and 1903 was $16.92 upon
every $1,000 of assessed valuation. The last legislature, however,
gav. the Board authority to add $300,000,000 to the assessed valua
tion of other than railroad property because il was held, after a
thorough investigation, thai ihe assessment of this property by
ihe stall' assessors had been smaller than the true value by this
amount. The addition of this sum does not increase the amount
of taxes paid on other property, bul lowers the average rate
Ol
taxation from $17.40 to $14.61.
The amount of taxes for which ihe
railroads are liable is, therefore, $3,020,000,
ihe \iiutnci General,
it is said, will begin action to set aside the addition of
the $300,000,
000 referred to above, on the ground thai Ihe Inv, giving ihe Hoard
ibis right is unconstitutional and void, since ,i -ncs thai
body
arbitrary power to ignore the sworn statements made by othei
a
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Delivery of the cars will, according to the
shipped from this side
contract, he completed this year.
American interests have secured practicallj all the principal
contracts in connection wild the London underground railway
system, which arc estimated to represent an aggregi
The Westinghouse company undertook the complete
$20,000,000.
-

of building and equipping Hie large power station at Chelsea,
suburb of London. This is the largest structure of its kind In
Eoi the cars
England and cost mere than $6,000,000. The motoi
were ordered from the British Thomson-Houston Company, which
A contract worth
ontrolled bj the General Electric Company.

work
,i

upwards of $2.111111.01111 was placed for the Otis elevators. The cat
contracts alreadj Ie1 the American Car & Foundrj Company repre,.,,!
a value of almost $2.5011.00(1.
English Street Railroads.
United Kingdom there are now 2,117 route miles of
tramways representing a capital outlay of $78,000 per mile of single
rack.
Per annum, according to the statistics just officially issued
for the year ended March, 1905, about 2,069 millions of passengers
The working expenses
navel at an average fare of 2.2 cents.
amounl to 66.19 per cent, of the gross receipts. Of the 320 undertakings, 174 are municipally controlled, and 141! belong to private
All the lines are operated on the overhead trolley
companies.
direct current principle, excepting two which use underground
Several lines are now being
conduits, and one surface contact.
equipped on the last-mentioned method.
the

In

I

Wood
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A New Flue Cleaning Machine.
new lype ol Hue eleaiiing machine for which many advaui
are claimed is Illustrated herewith. 11 consists of a steel framework
lui buill under the floor of the shop and partially
ovei a
The flues, while being cleaned, are suspended in
tilled with water.
the water by two wide-faced case-hardened, wrought-iron chain
forming ontinuous loops in which the Hues roll over and over upon
themselves as the chains are driven. All gearing is overhead ami
driven bj a direct-connected motor. To keep the flues in position.
fenders are provided in the pit. and arc adjustable to flues from 8
10 20 11
The rear chain is supported by a traverse carriage,
long.
which is moved toward or away from the front chain by screws
driven by the main driving motor, thus adjusting the chains to the
The Hues may be raised or lowered by
length of Hues handled.
means of an idler over which the driving chain passes and which,
by alternate raising and lowering, correspondingly lengthens or
shortens the suspending chain. By this arrangement flues are raised
by the machine itself independent of the crane service of the shop.
There are tracks on each side of the tank upon which a small push
car is run. Flues to be cleaned are brought over the pit on a push
\
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Pipe.

The Wyckoff wood pipe, shown in the accompanying
tion, made by A. Wyckoff & Son Co.. Elmira. N. Y., is

illustra-

specially
adapted for conveying water and is used for this purpose by a number of railroads in preference to iron pipe. It is claimed by the
makers that this pipe is cheaper in first cost than iron pipe, that
II
is easier to handle and that it will not rust or corrode, as it
It is also claimed
is not affected by sulphur or other impurities.
thai

cheaper

is

it

and that

lay

to

it

and

liable to freeze,

less

is

that it lasts longer than
iron pipe. All pipe up
to 6 in. in diameter is
bored out of the solid
log,

and
up

Pipe.

20

in.

in
of

lengths

The Wyckoff Reinforced Wood

pipe from

all

iameter is made
white pine staves

in.

ti

to

of

from

4

in
ft.

ft. joined by regutenon and socket
joints.
It
is also tightly wound on the outside with steel hoops
or wire, and is then coated with a mixture of asphaltum and pitch
which protects the steel bands against corrosion. The hoops are
further protected from corrosion by being coated with a preparation
of cement before they are wound on the pipe.
These pipes are made
to stand any pressure up to 160 lbs. per sq. in.
Elbows, tees, bends,
crosses, reducers, plugs, tubes, nipples, and special pump and valve
eonnections are also made to go with these pipes. Pipes made of
hard maple in the same manner as the pine pipes will convey
culm and other material without injury to the pipe, as the action
of the culm on the interior of the pipe produces a surface as
smooth as glass, which is not injured by grit or other material
in the culm.
Round and coated wood pipe is also made by the
Wyckoff Co., in the same manner as the strengthened pipe, except
that it is not wound with steel hoops.
This pipe is largely used
for underground work where the pressure is not great.
Among some
of the railroads which are now using the Wyckoff wood pipe are the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Pennsylvania, the Erie and the
Lehigh Valley.
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Train Robberies.

The Express Gazette continues

its record of the doings of train
robbers and stage robbers, and for the year 1905 shows only about
half as many attacks on trains as in 1904.
The tables show, for
the last eleven years of the 19th century (1890-1900 inclusive) an
average ol 26 "hold-ups" a year; but since then a much lower rate.
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The Ryerson Flue Cleaning Machine.
car. lifted from the car by the chains, the car removed, the flues
lowered into the pit and the machine started.
The machine illustrated has a capacity for 500 2,%-in. tubes at
one time. To place the tubes in position to lower requires about 4
minutes and the only labor required is that to push the car in position.
To lower the flues ready for rattling requires one man one
minute. The actual time of rattling is about the same on this machine as in the barrel form of rattler, but as this machine will take
five or six times as many flues as the ordinary rattler, the cost to
handle them is reduced to less than 4 cents a hundred. Another
great advantage is the absence of noise, the rattling taking place
under water, which makes the machine practicaly noiseless. Furthermore, the water washes out the soot and dirt from the inside of
the tubes at the same time that the scale and other material is
being removed from the outside of the tube. The propelling chain
moves at the rate of about 130 f. p. m. A 20-h.p. direct-connected
motor is used to drive the machine.
Some of the largest roads are using these machines, among them
the Santa Fe and Northern Pacific. They are sold by Joseph T.
Ryerson & Son, Chicago, who own the patents.

Two New Passenger Ferryboats for the Long Island.
The Long Island recently ordered two ferryboats from the
Harlan & Hollingsworth Co.. Wilmington, Del. The contract calls
The boats will be
lor delivery within a period of seven months.
similar in type to those now in use on the North river by the
Pennsylvania. They will be 203 ft. long over all by 65 ft. wide over
guards. The depth from the base line to the top of the deck beams
The hulls are to be of steel with
at the center will be 17 It. 6 in.

Janiwky
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seven transverse bulkheads, two longitudinal bulkheads and eight
sub-bulkheads subdividing the hull into 20 water-tight compartments. This arrangement of bulkheads will provide a greater factor
of safety to the public than the average ferryboat, which has but
The center of the horse gangway housings,
six compartments.
together with the interior walls of the cabins, will be entirely of
steel.
The outboard wall will be of the usual construction. The
decks as far as possible will be of steel. The engine equipment
will- consist of two fore and aft compound engines with cylinders
Almy water tube boilers are to be used.
18 in. and 38 in. by 2S in.
The boats will be lighted by electricity and will be equipped with
a full complement of lifeboats, liferafts and lifepreservers. This
equipment will be double that required by the United States Government. The Long Island has recently adopted the Keystone of
the Pennsylvania as an emblem for its stacks. The stacks of the
new boats will be decorated with the keystone on a blue field with
a white border, with the words Long Island in white letters across
the face.

Bids for Building Railroads in tfce Philippines.
bids recently opened at Washington tor building railroads
A syndicate composed of
in the Philippine Islands were as follows:
Cornelius Vanderbilt, J. G. White & Co., of New York; Charles M.
Swift, Detroit; William Salomon & Co., H. R. Wilson, Heidelbach,
lckelheimer & Co., and the International Banking Co., all of New
York, for building 100 miles on the Island of Negros, 100 miles on
Panay and 95 miles on Cebu. at an estimated cost of $10,000,000.
The bid provides for a full guarantee on 4 per cent, bonds for 30
If this bid is
years on 95 per cent, of the cost of construction.
accepted the work is to be done by J. G. White & Co. The other

The

was from Speyer & Co., of New York, for building lines in
southern Luzon, from Manila to Batangas. with branches to Santa
Cruz and Lucena; Pasacao to Legaspi and Tobaco, and Manila to
Cavite and Naic, 29 miles. In northern Luzon Speyer & Co. propose
to build 86 miles of branch lines to be operated in connection with
the existing railroad from Manila to Dagupan, also a line from the
They
latter place to Camp Number One, an additional 25 miles.
propose to build all the above lines without the government guarantee.
A second bid has been submitted by the same people for
building a line from Dagupan to Laoag, conditional upon the acceptance of the former bid. On the latter they ask for the full guarantee. Speyer & Co. propose to operate the new lines in connection
with the present railroad in Luzon, making an aggregate length of
There were no bids submitted for the railroads on the
208 miles.
islands of Leyte and Sarnar. The awards will probably be made next
week.
Mr. L. E. Bennett, who made the preliminary survey for J. G.
White & Co., says that on the Island of Panay construction work
will be easy, and that from Iloilo to Capiz the cost will be about
$35,000 a mile, this high estimate being clue to the necessity of
providing against great floods. The country is rich, but at present
On
is mostly unproductive because of the lack of transportation.
the Island of Negros the route of the proposed railroad is 130 miles
long, through a rich sugar country. Its line is from Jumaymayalam
on the west coast to Escalante on the northeast. Danao. the port
of Escalante, will make an excellent harbor when the bar has been
dredged from the mouth, and should provide anchorage for ten
large steamers.
The Island of Negros is very largely of volcanic formation,
and it is the volcanic ash in the composition of the soil >vhioh
It is
accounts for the productiveness of the sugar plantations.
estimated that once the railroad is established the sugar output
may be increased to 400,000 tons, while the present output is less
here are thouthan 80.000 tons.
In the highlands of the island
sands of acres of timberland on which grow a great variety of
timber.
At present this timber is quite unavailable because of
difficulties of transportation.
to build many spurs
II
is planned
from the main line of the road tapping these timber lauds
The conditions which obtain on the islands of Panay and Negros
are practically duplicated on ('elm. so far as railroad construction
is concerned.
This road will be about To miles long between the
land is on the west
main terminals. Cebu. the main city on the
coast, and Argoa, a cable port, is on the east coast,
The White firm has been carrying on big engineering opera
tions throughout the archipelago, having had the contracts tor the
harbor improvements at Iloilo and Cebu. It was the builder of the
Manila, electric railways and ha;; a trained force ei native Foremen
and workmen, and will be able
work rnphlh
bid

I

1

t

« >

over the Thames bridges to the present South Side terminus. The
construction of this shallow subway has followed the Boston and
Budapest subways as models. At one point it is only 3 ft. below
the street surface, but at another the line runs in deep level cast-iron
tubes which dip to a depth of 31 ft. in order to avoid sewers.
The only stations are at points where the tube rises to the surface.

The subway has cost about $1,400,000 to build. On each side it has
pipe subways for gas, water and electric mains. At a considerable
depth beneath it the Great Northern & Piccadilly electric tube
The electric service will be opened to the public
line is being built.
about February 1. The conduit method is adopted, as in all other
London County Council tramways so far built.
Recent Changes in the New York City Bridge Department.
Bridge Commissioner Stevenson has appointed Kingsley L.
Martin, hitherto assistant engineer of the Williamsburg Bridge, engineer in charge of the Brooklyn and Williamsburg bridges at a
salary of $5,000 a year. Mr. Martin is a son of C. C. Martin, who
was Chief Engineer and Superintendent of the Brooklyn Bridge
from 1870 until his death, in 1905. Archibald McLean, who has been
in charge of the Brooklyn Bridge, has been made an assistant to
Olaf M. Kelly,
Air. Marl in. but retains his $5,000 a year salary.
formerly assistant engineer of the Williamsburg Bridge, will have
charge of that structure under the superintendence of Mr. Martin.
These changes have been made by Commissioner Stevenson to secure
better traffic conditions on the Brooklyn and Williamsburg bridges.
As we go to press it is announced that Commissioner Stevenson
has appointed Colin M. Ingersoll, Jr.. chief engineer of the department, to succeed Mr. O. F. Nichols, who is made Consulting EngiMr. Ingersoll is now Commissioner of Real Estate of the
neer.
New York. New Haven & Hartford, and until recently was Chief
Engineer of that road.

Bond Issues

Manufacturing and Business.
now with the Railway Appliances Company,
receive inquiries relative to improved compressed

James

L. Pilling is

Chicago. He will
air locomotive turntable devices: hoisting engines, both portable
and stationary, for all purposes, all of which are equipped with the
Pilling

improved engine.

Belt Co., New York, has recen
Building, Pittsburg, Pa. % G. It Delamater,
Resident Engineer for the company, is in charge of the office and
is prepared to receive inquiries from the vicinity of Pittsburg relating to conveying and hoisting machinery.

The Robins Conveying
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the
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office

Its subway, which
through service of slngle-decli electrii can to be run
between the Strand and Islington.
This Is an Important section
forming pari of the scheme for connecting the tramwaj
sretem of
ondeu with that en the South Side, which scheme,
North
maj
be remembered) is still held back i>y the decision ol the Bouse oi
Lords not to allow electric cars to run along the embankment and

enable

1

a
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Frlck

riie
V Fay & Egan Co., Cincinnati. Ohio, maker <>t' wood
working machinery, is distributing a handsome calendar. The
upper part contains tut illustration of the company's works as well
as reproductions of the medals awarded to the company lor its wood
working machines at the various expositions both in ibis country
and in Europe.
1

The Sullivan Machinery Company, Chicago, has appointed H.
Walsh Manama for the Pacific Coast, with headquarters with
Henshaw, Bulkley A Co., San Francisco
Mi
Wal b has had an
extended experience with mining equipment, having represented the
Suiii\an Machinery Co. in tin- Rocky Mountain region for a num
her or years,
Henshaw, Bulkier & >'", who nave been toi
lime the agents of the company, will continue i" corrj a itoi
'I'.

.1
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Pa.,

The London County Council has completed

will

1905.

in

According to the Wall Street Journal, the total amount of corporation bonds issued and sold in the New York market in 1905
was $1,130,000,000. Of this large total, the greater part came from
a few corporations. The following is a list of total bond issues
by railroad companies that sold $15,000,000 or more: Pennsylvania,
$115,000,000; Southern Pacific, $105,000,000: Western Pacific. $50,000,000; New Haven, $40,000,000; Oregon Short Line, $40,000,000;
Ah bison, $32,000,000; C, H. & D., $31,000,000; Rock Island, $25,800,000; Missouri Pacific, $25,000,000; C. B. & Q., $23,S59,000; New
York Central. $23,000,000; Colorado & Southern, $17,000,000; total,
These 12 railroad corporations supplied almost 50 per
$537,659,000.
cent, of the total new corporation underwriting in Wall street in
1905.
In the lists, no allowance is made for refunding, for none
should be made in most eases. Straight underwriting is generally
In the
involved, whether the money is used for refunding or not.
C, H. & D. and the Rock Island items all the bonds of all subsidiary companies are grouped 10 make the total.
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Vulcan Iron Works, Wilkes-Barre,

freight

locomotives,

Pa.,

have

Wabash Pittsburg Terminal
Auditor, has reslgm

\\

M

Bona)

just

completed

the mogul type, two for shipment to
Cuba and one for shipment to Louisiana. They have also just limit
one six-wheel combination freight and passenger locomoiu, [oi
shipment to Salaverry, Peru, and have shipped two oil-burning locomotives for the Pacific coast, this being the first consignment of
of

an order for six engines for that section.
Three locomotives have
also just been shipped to the Bethlehem Steel Co. at their mines
at Juraqua, Cuba.
These will be used for switching around the
mines of the Juraqua Iron Company.

Operating

Officers.

Chicago, Cincinnati A Louisvilh
R P Dalton, Superintendent, has
been appointed General Superintendent.
Chicago,

Paul, Minneapolis A Omaha.—3. w. Koopman, chief clerk
Superintendent of the Nebraska division, has been ap
Assistant to the Ceneral Superintendent, succeeding
D C Morgan, who, as announced last week, has been appointed
by the Minnesota R. K. Commission to take charge of railroad
8t.

the

to

'

valuation in

that, state.

Hocking

Valley
Arthur Pearce, chief clerk to the General Superintendent, has been appointed to the new position of Assistant
to the

Superintendent of car service.

Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago d St. Louis.— Nettleton Neff, recently
appointed Superintendent of the Richmond division, graduated

Horn Harvard in 1891.
The same year he entered railroad service
as assistant on an engineering corps on the

is claimed to be
tools ever given at

one of the largest single orders for
one time by a single company was recently given by the Allis-Chalmers Company, of Milwaukee, to
cover a portion of the equipment for the new extensions to its
West Allis Works, now under construction. Forty-two machine tools
of extra heavy pattern, designed especially for use with high-speed
steels, and driven by Allis-Chalmers motors, were ordered from several of the most prominent builders of machine tools in the country
(Niles-Bement-Pond Company. Wm. Sellers & Company. Inc.; Deirick & Harvey Machine Co., Manning. Maxweli & Moore, etc.). The
combined weight of these machines, without motors, is about 4,282,
000 lbs., or 2.141 tons. About 75 Allis-Chalmers motors of various
sizes and aggregating a total of 1,200 h.p., will be employed to drive
these machines.
In addition to the order for machine tools, 34 elei
trie traveling cranes were ordered at the same time from Pawling
& Harnischfeger. The combined weights of the cranes ordered is
approximately 940 tons.

Pennsylvania

West
1895

Mr. Henry V. Miller, inventor of the Miller block signal, which
he was engaged in promoting, and who at one time was Superintendent of Telegraph of the Chicago & Alton, died in Chicago
December 27. last. He was born in Marion, Ohio. Feb. 14, 1848.

Mr. George Foot. Resident Engineer of the Mexican Railway,
died at Mexico City on January 17 at the age of 74.
Mr. Foot was
a member of the British Society of Civil Engineers and was at one
of the

Vera Cruz Railroad.

Nettleton Neff.

—

Rio Grande Western. F. S. Elliott, hitherto Assistant Superintendent of the Great Northern, at Everett, Wash., has been appointed
to the new position of Superintendent of the Rio Grande West-

Union

<£•

Glenn Springs.

—

P. J. Welles,

in October, 1905. and in December was relieved of his
duties
of General Auditor and was given the authority he now exer-

Denver, Runt & Gulf.— J. L. Soule has been elected Secretary and
O. J. Fleming has been elected Treasurer, succeeding H.
S.
Ames, Secretary and Treasurer, resigned.
Solicitor.

Pittsburg rf Laki Erii
The jurisdiction of E. V. W. Rossiter. John
Carstensen and G. J. Crammer. Vice-Presidents, and D. W.
Pardee, Secretary, of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
and
other New York Central lines, has been extended over the
P. & L. E.
J. G. Robinson, heretofore Secretary, is now Assistant Secretary.
'

Chicago & North-Western.

"""' Pacific— J. N. Baldwin, General Counsel for Nebraska and
Iowa, has been appointed General Solicitor, succeeding
K
Kelly, resigned.

W

—

S. F. Miller, Assistant General Freight
has been transferred to Omaha, succeeding
J. A. Kuhn, resigned, to engage in private business.
H. W.
Beyers and J. S. Talbot have been appointed Assistant General
Freight Agents at Chicago, succeeding Mr. Miller and T. S.

Agent

at Chicago,

Rattel, assigned to other duties.

—

St. Louis.
W. G. Pennell, GenCentral Lines at Columbus, Ohio,
has been appointed Assistant General Freight Agent of the
C, C. C. & St. L. at Louisville, Ky„ succeeding H. F. Frost,
deceased.

Cleveland.
eral

Cincinnati.
of the

Agent

Chicago &

New York

—

Norfolk
Southern. The authority of R. E. L. Bunch. Traffic Manager of the Atlantic & North Carolina, has been extended over
the Norfolk & Southern, effective February 1.
<C-

Wabash.

—

J.

D.

McNamara,

i

Symington has been appointed

General Manager, has resigned.

Traffic Officers.

Colorado & Southern. —A. D. Parker, who is now Vice-President in
charge of operating, traffic and auditing of the Colorado & Southern, is a graduate of Racine College, having taken his B. A.
degree in 1879 and an M. A. in 1882. He began railroad work
in 1883 on the Denver & Rio Grande as a section laborer.
After
serving some time in the shops, he became, in 1SS4. a clerk
in the Auditor's office, advancing during the next nine years
through different grades to the position of chief clerk to the
Auditor. In 1893 he was appointed Auditor during the receivership of the Union Pacific, Denver & Gulf. The next year
his jurisdiction was extended over the Denver, Leadville & Gunnison.
In 1899 these roads were reorganized under their present name of the Colorado & Southern, and Mr. Parker became
General Auditor. He was elected also Second Vice-President

J.

In

he was appointed

West. In 1899 he became Engineer of Maintenance of Way of
the Indianapolis division, being transferred in 1901 to the Chicago Terminal division, where he remained until his recent
appointment.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—H.

Lines

Pittsburg.

ern.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

i

of

Assistant Engineer of
the Erie & Ashtabula,
and the next year was
transferred to the Cleveland &. Pittsburg. In
1897 he went to the
Western division of the
Fort Wayne with the
same title. In 1898 he
enlisted in
the First
Volunteer Cavalry, and
when that regiment was
mustered out. was temporarily given special
work under the direcGenera]
tion
of
the
Manager of the Lines

OBITUARY NOTICES.

time General Manager

Usistant Secretary and

d

What

machine

I.

<

than all of n
levators in the ei
fhese facts are interesting inasmuch ai the elevators In
upj 25 times the aisle space ind manj time; thi
upied by
be escalator.

building
the M:

Vol. XL., No.

of the Chicago,
sistant General

Western Mart/land.

hitherto Southwestern Passenger Agent
Burlington & Quincy. has been appointed AsPassenger Agent of the Wabash, at St. Louis.

—

J. T. Hendricks, who was recently appointed
Freight Traffic Manager of the Western Maryland, begain railroad service as a clerk in the general freight office of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.
After four years he was made
soliciting freight agent in Cincinnati.
He then became traveling freight agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and
in 1894 was appointed soliciting agent of the International &
Great Northern. Three years later he was made General Freight
Agent of the same road and then went to the Union Pacific,
for which road he was General Agent in Philadelphia.
In
November, 1905, he was appointed Assistant General Freight
Agent of the Western Maryland, from which office he is ap-

pointed to his present position.

I

vm
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Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
J. H. Boyes, Locomotive Foreman, has been appointed Superintendent of air-brakes, with headquarters at Van-

dered 55 compound consolidation (2-8-0) locomotives and 10 simple
10-wheel (4-6-0) passenger locomotives from the Locomotive & Machine Co., of Montreal; 15 consolidation and the 10 passenger locomotives are to be completed in June, and the 40 consolidation
couver, B. C.
locomotives are to be completed in November; and 1,0 simple 10Chicago .1 Alton. W. D. Taylor has been appointed Chief Engineer,
wheel (4-6-0) passenger locomotives from the American Locomosucceeding G. H. Kimball, resigned. Prof. Taylor is 46 years old
tive Co., to be completed in August.
The consolidation locomotives
and took the Civil Engiwill weigh 200,000 lbs., with 174,000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders,
neer's degree at the Ala22% in. and 35 in. x 32 in.; diameter of drivers, 63 in.; extended
bama Polytechnic Instiwagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 210 lbs.; heatin
1881.
After
tute
ing surface, 2,912 sq. ft.; 353 charcoal iron tubes, 2 in. in diameter
doing post-graduate
and 15 ft. long; firebox, 96y8 in. x 75%, in.; grate area, 50.62<sq. ft;
work at Johns Hopkins
tank capacity, 7,000 gallons of water, and coal capacity, 14 tons.
University, he was for
All passenger locomotives will weigh 152,700 lbs., with 115,000 lbs.
several years Professor
on the drivers; cylinders, 19 in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers, 73
of Civil Engineering at
in.; extended wagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure of
the Louisiana State
210 lbs.; heating surface, 2,077 sq. ft.; 270 charcoal iron tubes, 2
1S89
University.
Prom
in. in diameter and 13 ft. 6 in. long; firebox, 108% in. x 40% in.;
to 1S91 he was Chief
grate area, 30.5 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 6,000 gallons of water, and
Engineer on the concoal capacity, 10 tons.
struction on the mineral roads of the Louisville & Nashville at BirCAR BUILDING.
mingham and Anniston.
He became Chief EngiThe Great Northern has ordered 25 coaches from the Pullman Co.
neer of the St. Louis,
The Georgia Southern rf Florida, it is reported, is in the market
Peoria & Gulf in 1898.
for 400 flat cars.
and the next year went

Canadian

Pacific.

—

—

Chicago & Alton,
charge of the recon-

to the

in

The Canadian
in its

struction of the MisTaylor.
souri river bridge, and
later was Assistant Engineer in charge of track elevation
in Chicago.
In 1901, he went to the University of Wisconsin
as Professor of Railway Engineering, where he has remained
since, having acted during that period also as engineering expert
for various commissions.

Pacific will build additional stock

and

flat

cars

shops.

The Missouri, Kansas

<C-

Texas,

it

is

reported,

is

in the

market

for 2,500 box cars.

The Chicago d Eastern Illinois will probably in the near future
order some dining cars.
The Ocean Shore Railway Company (Electric) has ordered 40
L. Holman & Company, San Francisco, Cal.

passenger cars from W.

—

The Principal Assistant Engineers of this company are
as follows:
L. R. Taylor, Eastern district, with office at Norfolk. Va.; E. Gray. Jr., Middle district, with office at Roanoke,
Va. W.'P. Taft, Deepwater Railway, with office at Princeton,
W. Va. The following are Division Engineers: A. L. Cornell,
First division, with office at Norfolk, Va.: P. B. Houston, Second division, with office a't Keysville, Va. F. A. Jones, Third
division, with office at Brookneal, Va.; W. C. Knowlton, Fourth
division, with office at Roanoke. Va.; W. P. Stalnaker, Fifth
division, with office at Christiansburg, Va.; D. B. Dunn, Sixth
division, with office at Eggleston, Va.: D. W. Crane, Seventh
division, with office at Oakvale, W. Va.; A. D. Exall, Eighth
Philip Aylett has been
division, with office at Matoaka. \V. Va.
appointed Resident Engineer at Southern Branch, Va.

Tidewater.

own

The Chicago \t Illinois Western will shortly be
upwards of 2,500 cars, including flat cars, coal

for

and stock

in the market
cars, box cars

cars.

;

;

low

flat

bottom

cars.

The Western Maryland has ordered 50 Rodger ballast cars from
the Rodger Ballast Car Co. These cars will be built by the American Car & Foundry Co.
The Chicago <t Milwaukee Eli 'trie cars reported in our issue
of Jan. 19 are to be equipped with Forsyth curtain fixtures instead
of Hartshorn, as reported.

—

The Nevada Northern is figuring on the purchase of 10 steel
ore cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity. Address the Nevada Consolidated
Copper Co., San Francisco, Cal.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Missouri, Kansas d Texas has ordered 100 Rodger ballast
cars from the Rodger Ballast Car Co. These cars will be built by
the American Car & Foundry Co.

Purchasing Agents.
Chicago, Cincinnati A Louisville. J. A. S. Graves, Assistant Treasurer, has been appointed General Purchasing Agent.

The Evansvillc

The Lehigh & Hudson River contemplates purchasing about 300
steel underframe coal cars, 75 steel underframe box cars and 10

Terre Haute

rf

is

in the

market

for eight loco-

motives.

The International
locomotives.

it-

(treat

Northern

is

in

the market for 15

The Chicago. Rock Island d Pacific Improvement Company has
ordered 250 ballast cars from the Rodger Ballast Car Co. These
ears will be built by the American Car & Foundry Co.
The Grand Trunk has ordered 250 standard box cars ol' iiO.000
capacity from Rhodes. Curry & Co.. to be completed May 1. and
is building 10 standard baggage cars at its Montreal shops for July
lbs.

The Chicago £

Illinois

Western,

it is

reported, is in the

market

for locomotives.

The

delivery.

Louis Southwestern,
additional locomotive equipment.
St.

The Chicago, Rock Island

rf

it is

reported,

is

market

in the

for

has ordered

Pacific

11

locomotives

from the American Locomotive Co.

The Chesapeake rf Ohio has ordered one
motive from the American Locomotive Co.

s

wheel switching loco-

The Kansas i'thi Southern lias ordered I., eousol
locomotives from the American Locomotive Co.

The
The
freight

Central

Illinois

loeonioiivos
1,1

i'

ron

imiii

i

.i

tie-

lias

ordered

freighl

10

and

idal ion

I

2-X-n

I

to

weigh ready

tor

Bervlce

flat

The Mils -Chalmers Company is bavins; built al the West Milwaukee shops of the Chicago. Milwaukee A St. Paul two special
Heel flat ears of lull tons capacitv each
These ears will measure
II ft. long and will be fitted Willi 16 wheels eai b
The Pennsylvania, as reported

five

D&SSengei

American Locomotive Co.

Hudson River win probably purchase

locomotives

Intcrborough Rapid Transit Co.. New York, has ordered
cars from the Pressed Steel Car Co., but denies that it is
figuring on material for 10 passenger ears to be DU.1H at its own
Shops, as reported in our issue of Pee. 29.
'flu-

12

six or eight

L48 tons.

The Cincinnati, New Orleans A Texas Pacific has ordered
consolidation locomotives from the American Locomotive Co.

flve

our issue of January 19, has
its
Wosl ,lerse\ and Sea
Shore line, which is now being electrified
Tl
ler was distrib
Hied as follows;
<:.
Eighteen ears to the
Brill Co., it cars to
the American Car A B*oundrj Company, and it ears to the Wasoo
Manufacturing Co, The can will be 54 fl 8 In. hum over all. and
are to be 'lein
ed In n
irlj pai
of Julj
ordered

52

high-speed

as reported

In

our issue of Jan.

19,

ha

oi

for

t

1

The Seaboard Hi

Line,

lorted

In

our issue

of

January

19,

ventilated box cars, from
the American Car A Foundrj Co
rhes< cars will be ol BO.0O0 lbs.
capacity and will weigh 38
each
Thej will be 86 ft, long
wide \ T II 6 ill. high, all inside dimensions
K 8 II. 6 In
The bodies
hat

ordered

plain

box

ci

i

The Grand Trunk,

in

ears

.1

1

The Pennsylvania Steel Company, Steelton, Pa., has purche ed
One 4ri-t(iii six-wheel switching locomotive from Hie Kasl SI, Louis
Locomotive & Machine Shop Co.

electric
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wood and the underframes

will be of metal.
The special
include pressed steel bolsters, solid I-beam, brakebeams, cast-iron brake-shoes, Westinghouse air-brakes, Dayton door
fasteners, Seaboard Air Line standard doors, S. A. L. twin spring
draft rigging, Symington journal boxes, Chicago roofs, and S. A. L.
standard trucks. The S. A. L. has also ordered three 60-ft. cafe dining cars and two 65 j ft. combination passenger and baggage cars, as
reported in our issue of Jan. 12, from the American Car & Foundry
The special equipment for both includes:
Co.
National-Hollow
brake-beams. Westinghouse air-brakes, Janney couplers, Forsyth curtain fixtures. Pantasote curtain material, Seaboard Air Line standard door fastenings, doors, draft rigging, dust guards, paint, platforms, springs, trucks and wheels; Safety Car Heating & Lighting
Co.'s heating system, Symington journal boxes, Pintsch light, and

will be of

equipment

will

Pullman standard

Wi

(Jan. 12,

— The plans of the bridge

department for improvements to be made during this year, include the building of two
new movable bridges and four new stationary bridges, besides the
completion of four bridges now under construction.
III.

Enterprise, Ind.

— The

Chicago, Indianapolis & Bvansville, it is
over the Ohio river
proposed road towards Owensboro, Ky.

said, is locating the site for building a bridge

at this place on its

—A

bill is

Commerce

of the

before the Committee on Interstate and ForHouse of Representatives authorizing the
Birmingham, Columbus & St. Andrews to build a bridge over the
navigable waters of St. Andrews Bay, Florida.

Florida.

eign

Galveston. Tex.

—The

Gulf,

and one

draw

span, to be built over the
Sabine river 17 miles northeast of Kirbyville, Tex. The estimated
cost of the structure will be $110,000.
215-ft.

truss

—

Lewisburg, Pa. The Commissioners of Northumberland County
have been directed by the County Judge to build the bridge over
the Susquehanna river, between this place and Chillisquaque township.
The building of this bridge has been under consideration
for a long time. The work will cost about $100,000.

—

of

Michigan City, Ind. Bids are wanted February 6 by the Board
Commissioners for building abutments for six iron bridges in

Laporte County.

— This

city, it is said, will

,

—

Mississippi. Bills have been introduced in Congress authorizing the Counties of Washington and Holmes to build a bridge
over the Coldwater river, and the Counties of Yazoo' and Holmes
to build a bridge over the Yazoo river, both in Mississippi.

—

Norfolk, Va. The Norfolk & Western has filed plans with the
Harbor Board asking permission to build two bridges over the
Elizabeth river. The one over the southern branch is to be a drawbridge with an opening of 75 ft. with two tracks, to replace the
present single track structure, and the one over the eastern branch
Is to be a similar structure, also to have an opening of 75 ft., to
replace the present structure, which has two 73-ft. openings. A
special meeting will be held to consider the application.
Contract
for the supei structure is reported let to the Pennsylvania Steel

Company, Philadelphia.

—

Smith Center, Kan. Bids are wanted March 6, by H. A. Clark,
County Clerk, for building a steel bridge over the Solomon river at
Cedarville, in Smith County, Kansas.
J. E. Kern, Kensington, Kan.,
is County Commissioner.

Van Buren, Ark. — A

bill has passed the U. S. Senate and is beCommittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the
House of Representatives authorizing the Fort Smith & Van Buren
Bridge & Traction Co. to build a bridge over the Arkansas river

fore the

Van Buren, Ark.

(Dec. 22, 1905,

—

p. 200.)

D. C.
On Jan. 16 the U. S. Senate passed the bill
authorizing the Memorial bridge across the Potomac river from
the most convenient point in Washington to Arlington Cemetery.
in Virginia. The bill limits the cost of the bridge to $5,000,000 and
appropriates $500,000 to secure plans and commence construction

Washington,

-work.

(Dec. 15, 1905,

Wash.—The

p. 12.)

Other Structures.

—A

new passenger station
by the Chattanooga Station Company.
about the first of May.
>..

i

\.

.

this city
l

p.

is

to be built in

Work

is

be

to

I'ii \ikiNsii.N, Wis — Plans, it is said, are being made by the
Chicago £ Northwestern, to build a passenger station here to cost
$30,000.

—

Omm

stON, Tex.
The Galveston Wharf Company is planning
new warehouses and sheds, at a cost of about $100,000.
ISPORT,

Pa.

— The

Pittsburg

to

& Lake Erie has given a

con-

for putting

up a

Harris-Adams Company,

of Pittsburg,

>r>
roundhouse. Additional contracts are shortly to be let for
other improvements, to include new buildings costing about $100,000.

—

LrrTL] Rock, Ark.
The St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern,
reported, is having plans made for a passenger station here,
to cost about $200,000.
it

is

—

Pine Bluff, Auk. The St. Louis
inbound and outbound freight house at
Other improvements are to be made to
The plans Include the enlargement of
up an additional shed.

Southwestern will extend

its

this place at a cost of $12,000.
cost about $60,000 additional.

the repair shop, and putting

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

—

Alabama Great Southern. Contract is reported let by this
company to W. J. Oliver & Co., of Knoxville, Tenn., for reducing the
grade at different points between Chattanooga, Tenn., and Birmingham. Work is to begin at a point 23 miles south of Chattanooga,
where is the heaviest grade on the line. A second track will be
built between Irondale and Birmingham, a distance of seven miles,
and the grade reduced.

—

Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. The Denver, Enid & Gulf, which
was recently bought by this company, is to be extended from its
northern terminus at Kiowa, Kan., north through Barber County,
for a distance of about 35 miles, to a connection with the existing

& S. F.
Augusta & Elberton. This company, which has projected
line from Augusta to Elberton. Ga., a distance of 60 miles, it

line of the A., T.

192.)

a
is

reported, will resume construction work, and expects to have the
first 15 miles completed this spring.
F. E. Verdery, of Augusta, Ga.,
is President.

—

Baltimore & Ohio. To obtain connection with Roanoke and
the southwestern section of Virginia this company, it is said, will
build 75 miles of railroad through Shenandoah and Rockingham
counties.
The proposed line would parallel the Southern between
Strasburg and Harrisonburg, Va. From the latter point to Lexington, 60 miles, the Southern's present line will be used, and from
Lexington to Salem, 40 miles, a new line will be built. At Salem,

which

is

within six miles of Roanoke, connection will be
now under construction, and the Norfolk

the Tidewater,

Birmingham, Columbus &

St.

Andrews Bay.

—This

made with
& Western.

company,

it

reported, has completed grading for a distance of 45 miles, and has
laid six miles of track on its proposed road from Chipley, Fla., south
to St. Andrews Bay, a distance of 50 miles.
is

Boston & Rhode Island

—

Pine Bluff. Ark. A commission has been appointed by County
Judge, E. J. Kerwin, to arrange for building a combined highway
and railroad bridge over the Arkansas river at this place. The
County Court has appropriated $20,000 for making soundings.

at or near

,

—

build a new bridge
over the Mississippi river. The plans for the structure have been
approved by the War Department. It will probably take two years
to complete the work.

Minneapolis, Minn.

4.

Colorado & Santa Fe has given

contracts to Kohmann & McMurry, of Kansas City, for the substructure, and to the American Bridge Company for the superstructure
of a steel bridge to consist of one 100-ft. through girder, one 215-ft.
fixed span,

i

Cham w

GlA

Chicago.

No.

to build

tract to the

BRIDGE BUILDING.

r

bill authorizing the Washington Bridge
a bridge across the Columbia river, at or near
Wenatchee, Wash., has been passed bj both Houses of Congress.

Company

build

vestibules.

\i< in

Vol. xi-.

(Electric).

— Application

has

been

for a charter in Massachusetts by a company under this name,
with a capital of $1,500,000. This is said to be the same company
which last year asked for a charter and was refused. The petition
was made by Charles H. Blood, of Fitchburg, and others.

made

—

Burrs Ferry, Browndel & Chester. H. G. King and associates
of Austin, Texas, have applied for a charter under this name to
build a railroad from a point near Burrs Ferry, on the Sabine
River, in Newton County, northwest through Newton, Jasper, Sabine. San Augustine and Tyler counties to a point near Peachtree
Village, in Tyler County, and to a junction with the Missouri.
Kansas & Texas, a distance of about 80 miles. The incorporators
include: J. S. Bonner, John H. Kirby, K. H. Cawthorn and J. R.
Burns, of Houston: A. C. Averill and W. Weiss, of Beaumont; J. L.
Kirby, of Kountze: J. W. Link, of Orange; E. I. Kellie and James
Irvine, of

New

York.

—

California Roads.- According to the newspapers F. L. Evans,
a Civil Engineer of Ureka, Cal., representing an eastern railroad
capitalist, is planning to build a railroad from 1'reka. Cal., east
The proposed line runs east via Delta, Trinity
into Wyoming.
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river, and along Pitt river through the Sierra Nevada mountains,
touching Alturs, thence through Lakeview and Vale in Oregon, and
through southern Idaho to Casper, Wyo.

—

Announcement has been made by this comextend the Manitoba and Northwestern branch
from the present terminus at Sheho west to Edmonton, a distance
>

ldian

pany that

it

Paciix

-

.

will

of 500 miles.

—

Cakanea, Yaqui River & Pacific (Southern Pacific). Work
is under way on this road from Batamotal, on the Sonora line
of the Southern Pacific, down the Pacific coast to Guadalajara. Track
will soon be laid as far as the delta of the Yaqui river, and it is
expected to have the road completed at Torin, in the Yaqui Indian
country, about Feb. 1. The line will run through Alamos to MazatIt will probably cross
lan, and from that port to Guadalajara.
the river at Chumapaco, ten miles above Torin. The bridge to be
built over the Yaqui river will take some time to complete, and
will be a costly structure.
Engineers of the Southern Pacific are
also making the final survey for a road which is to be built through
Guzman on the Mexican Central, in the State of Chihuahua, to
Agua Prista, in the State of Sonora, which will connect with the
Cananea, Yaqui River & Pacific. (December 15, p. 194.)

—

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville. A contract is reported let
by this company to the Dickerson Construction Co., of Chicago,
111.
Work is to be commenced next month, beginning at a point on
the main line near Quincy, Ind., and running southwest for a distance of 50 miles, to a connection with the Illinois Central.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, of Washington.

— See

Pacific

Railway below.

— See Atchison,
Railroad. —An

Denver, Enid & Gulf.

Detroit Terminal
officer writes that the prospects of building this proposed road are first rate, and the contracts
will be let during the coming spring.
The proposed route is from
the Detroit river at Connor's Creek to Ecorse, crossing a number
of steam and suburban electric roads.
Joseph H. Berry is Presi(December
dent, and E. French, Chief Engineer, both of Detroit.
15, p. 193.)

—

Great Northern. This company, it is said, is planning to build
an extension from Grand Forks, N. Dak., north on the east side of the
Red river to Drayton, passing between Olson and Alvarado, Minn.

—

Harrisburg & Ohio River. Local capitalists are organizing a
this name, to build a railroad from Galatia, 111.,
southeast via Harrisburg to a point on the Ohio river at or near
Rosiclare, traversing rich coal fields in southern Illinois.
F. M.
Pickett is President; T. E. Bell, Vice-President; George Ledford,
Secretary, and A. P. Dorris, Treasurer.
Rights-of-way have been
secured, and it is the intention of the company to begin construc-

company under

tion

work

early this spring.

—

Hollt, Holbrook & Big Bend. This company proposes to build
a road from Swink, Colo., east along the Arkansas river to Holly,
a distance of about 90 miles.
A contract is reported let to the
Holly Construction Co., of Holly, for building the first 10 miles of
the proposed road.
W. M. Wiley, of Holly, is interested, and W.
Howe is Chief Engineer. Such a line would parallel the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, which touches both these points.

—

Iowa Transfer Railway. Representatives of the Wabash, the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,
the Chicago Great Western, the Des Moines, Iowa Falls & Northern,
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and the Des Moines Union railroads have organized a company under the above name, with a
capital of $300,000, to build a union freight yard in Des Moines.
The company has bought ground in East Des Moines as a site for
the yard. The directors of the new company include G. T. Ross, of
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; Carroll Wright and C. W. Jones,
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; S. C. Stickney, of the Chicago
Great Western, and F. C. Hubbell and J. A. Wagner, of the Des
Moines Union.

Kansas City Viaduct & Terminal Railway.

—This

company

be

ft. wide
Work is under way, and
completed in about two years.

it

is

expected

It

will

—

Louisville & Knowii.i.e. Contract has been let by this com
pany to Edington, Griffiths & Company, of Knoxville, Tenn., [or
building
cut-off trom Four Mile. Ky.. cm the Cumberland Valley
division, to Williamsburg on the Knoxville division,
.-i

Minneapolis
below.

A

St,

Louis,

— See

—

Newton & Northwestern. This company has decided to build
extension from a point on its present line in Webster County,
Iowa. Negotiations have been completed to buy the street railroad
system and the power, heat and light plants of the Fort Dodge
Heat, Light & Power Co., and utilize the Fort Dodge lines as an
extension to be used for both freight and passenger service, steam
being used as a motive power for freight. The proposed extension
will be built from a connection with the existing street railroad
tracks at Central avenue and Sixteenth street, Fort Dodge, south,
crossing the Great Western & Illinois Central tracks on overhead
bridges to the gypsum fields near the Des Moines river.
After
crossing the river the road will be built south to a connection with
the main line of the Newton & Northwestern, near the town of
an,

Lanyon.

—

Northern Pacific. Western papers report that this company
controls the North Yakima & Valley Railroad, and that it wilt build
a short line from its main line at North Yakima, Wash., to Tacoma,
reducing the curvature and grades.

—

Oaxaca & Pacific, of Hartford. Incorporation has been asked
for by a company under this name in Connecticut, with a capital
of $40,000,000, to build and operate railroads in the republic of
Mexico. Samuel B. Howard, of Millbrook, N. Y.; A. W. Britton, of

Minnesota,

Dakota &

J.,

and

J: D.

Baker, of Yonkers, N.

Y.,

are incor-

porators.

—

Pacific Railway (C, M. & St. P., of W.)
This company, as reported last week in the Railroad Gazette, has amended its articles
of incorporation and changed its name to the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, of Washington. The company is to build a railroad from
some point not yet determined in Seattle, and in Tacoma east and
southeast, to a point on the eastern boundary of Washington approximately 300 miles.

Pennsylvania.

— Contracts

are reported let by this company to
Co. for building the Third street branch of the
Duquesne Way Elevated, at Pittsburg. The cost of the work will
be about $125,000. The work includes the building of two bridges,
the Drake

& Stratton

one over Tenth avenue and one over Third street. Other contracts
reported let by this company in connection with the four-tracking
of its system and straightening the lines on the middle division
include the following:
Masonry for the bridge to be built over the
Juniata at Mount Union, and for the masonry, grading and change
of the line between that place and Newton Hamilton, about three
miles, to the Drake & Stratton Co.; from the latter place to Vineyard, a distance of four miles, to P. McManus. of Philadelphia; and
from Vineyard to Ryde, not quite two miles, to the Thomas McNally
Co., of Pittsburg; aud for building a stone arch over the Juniata at
Ryde. to Sparks & Evans, of Philadelphia.

Peninsula

(Electric).

— Incorporated

in

California

with

a

of $5,000,000 to build an electric railroad from San Jos6
by way of Stanford University, Palo Alto. Redwood City and San
Mateo to San Francisco, with a branch line to Los Gatos and a
number of other branches, aggregating 204 miles. The directors

capital

are O. A. Hale, F. E. Chapin, G. Lyon, W. C. Andrews and A. E.
Wilder.
It is expected that the San Jose & Los Gatos Co., of
which O. A. Hale is President, and also the Mt. Hamilton Exploitation Co., will be merged into the new corporation. The latter has
completed two surveys to the summit of Mt. Hamilton, one by way
of Evergreen and the other by way of Alum Rock.
The plans of
the new organization include reaching the upper portions of the
valley with electric lines, with San Jos6 as a center, and roads on
both sides of the southern extension of the bay, terminating at
San Francisco on one side and at Oakland and Alameda on the
It is believed that the Southern Pacific is Interested In the
other.
1

new company.
Is

selling bonds to secure funds to carry out the work of building a
viaduct between Kansas City, Mo., and Kansas City, Kan. The company has been granted a franchise to build a viaduct on a private
right-of-way from Kansas City, Mo., at Bluff and Sixth streets, to
Kansas City. Kan., at Fourth street and Minnesota avenue, n dl
tance of 1 6-10 miles. The proposed structure will be of sled and

concrete 60

—

Minnesota, Dakota & Pacific (Minneapolis & St. Louis). Incorporation has been granted a company under this name in Minnesota, to build a railroad from Watertown, S. Dak., northwest about
150 miles, and surveys are now being made. Incorporators include
L. F. Day, G. W. Sweever and Frederick Wing, of Minneapolis;
W. D. Morris and G. W. Case, of Watertown, S. Dak.

East Orange, N.

Topeka & Santa Fe above.

29

Pacific

—

Philadelphia & Reading. A grading contract has been given
by Ibis company to Smith & Campton for work on its road from
Pottstown, Pa., to Llnfield, on which work is now under way. The
cut at Llnfield, which is one of the longest Oil the division, will
lie widened 32 ft. to accommodate two additional
tracks.
Grading
is also under way between Topton and
Six miles Of (rack
Uburtl
will be laid early this spring.
Rogers Southwestern,
\n officer writes that this compan] has
contract to the w. K
ETelher Construction Co., and work
is under waj
on Its proposed road, to run tron
ark., on
San Francisco, to a point on the Kansas Oltj Souththe St.
ouls
ern, either at Gentry or Sllonm Springs. Ark., about 30 miles
W. Et
fiven

1

>v-

1

Peltier, ol

St.

Rogers, Ark.,

Louis

&

Sellgman, Mo.,

North
wher

It

Prei Ident,

Uikansas
inectlon
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made with
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from
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to
plan
g
f-'rancisco to Leslie, Ark., a distance of 130 miles,
con
ak
build an extension southeast to Bald Knob. \>i
ain & South
nectiou at that point with the St. Louis. Iron VI
An extension is also under considers
fenn.
ern from Memphi
(ion from the othei end of the line.

Bach

i.i

i,

i

NO,

XI,.,

bond can

$1,

be

4.

exchanged at any time

i

«

•

he

itl

will

i

bi

I

•-

five yei

tt
i

more

St. Loi ts Soi chwestebn.— This company, it is said, is planning
to make Improvements on Its road during the present yeat
The most Important Include the completion ol
,000
cost of $2,1
the bridge ovei the Red river at Shreveport, La., an,d building a
terminal system at that place which will require eight miles of
road.
This work is to be finished about May 1. at a cost of about
$500,000 for the bridge and $150,000 for the terminals. Construi
tion work will also be carried out improving the line in Louisiana
and Texas. Between Texarkana and Mt. Pleasant, the grade will be
reduced and the curves eliminated. New 75-lb. rails will be laid
between Noell Junction and Dallas, also between Tyler and Waco,
and between Louisville and Shreveport. The improvements include
the building of a number of steel bridges and concrete arches, and
the widening of embankments. The drainage condition will also

,000
apital stock outstanding and $7,
At
the conversion of the new bonds.
the present market price of I). & II.

990

ted

which ts
'are worth

Coi

al

rot

V

pei

'.

•

is

to

tilted Trai
to pay [or the
$10,000,
Companj of Ubanj and for a half interest in the Schenectady
at; and $1,600
Railroad Company; $2,400,000 for nev
Pa.
000 for the construction of a line around Wilkesbarn
i.

used as follows:

I

[NTERBOROI gb Rapid Tka.n;siT— The plans for the merging of the
Metropolitan Street Railway with the above company have been
modified; each share of Interborough stock will be exchanged
L per cent, collateral trust bonds and $99
Cor two shares of the
in common stock of the new holding company; Metropolitan
Street Railway stock will be exchanged for 100 per cent, five
cumulative prel rred stock, and -"j5 per cent, common stock of
and Metropolitan Securities stockholders
the new compan;
will receive 93 per cent, in common .stock of the new company.
1

,

;

(Dec. 29,

be improved.

p. 208.)

Interborough-Metropolitan Company on Wednesday
a certificate of incorporation at Albany, N. Y., with $5,1
A. B. Widener,
preferred and $10,000 common stock, and P.
W. G. Oakman, James Jourdan, M. F. Plant and J. B. McDonald,

The

—

San Francisco, Idaho & Montana. A contract is reported let
by this company to the Pacific Development Company, which has

filed

been formed by persons interested in this railroad, to build its proposed road from Caldwell, Idaho, to Winnemucca, Nev. (Dec. 15,

An announcement from the

directors.

office

of

August Belmont

"This is the first move officially taken in
Co. is as follows:
In many
the consolidation of the great traction companies.
It fixes, however,
respects it may be considered preliminary.
the name of the new corporation, the names of its incorporators
and the objects sought to be attained by the merger."

&

p. 193.)

Southern

i"

Pacific.

— See

Cananea, Yaqui River &

Pacific

—

Sugar Creek & Ohio Northern. Incorporation, it is said, has
been granted a company under this name in Ohio, with a capital of
Incor$10,000, to build a railroad from Lorain, Ohio, to Boliver.
porators include F. S. Whitcomb. C. T. Brooks and others of Mas-

—

Wheeling & Lake Euie. This company, it is said, has plans
completed for building a cut-off from Bolivar northwest to OrrThis will form part of the
ville, Ohio, a distance of 25 miles.
Wabash double-track line into Pittsburg, and will shorten the distance from that point to Toledo by about five miles. The Sugar
Creek & Ohio Northern recently incorporated to build from Wellington, Ohio, on the Wabash, north to Loraine, will furnish the latter
another outlet to a lake port.

—

Lackawanna & Wyoming Valley. According to a newspaper report, the Lackawanna & Wyoming Valley Rapid Transit Company, controlled by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, and itself controlling the Lackawanna & Wyoming
Valley Railroad, has been sold. The Lackawanna & Wyoming

—

Windsor, Essex & Lake Shore (Electric). This company has
completed grading between Windsor, Ont., and Kingsville on its
projected road, and tracks are now being laid. The proposed route
is from Windsor', Ont., via Essex, Kingsville, Leamington, Wheatley, Tilbury and Chatham, and thence to Buffalo.

Valley Railroad is a standard gage, third rail electric line, from
Scranton, Pa., to Wilkes-Barre, 20 miles, with a branch from

Scranton to Dunmore.
called for

—

Baltimore & Ohio. The gross earnings for the six months ending
December 30 were $38,610,407, an increase of $4,065,674, and net
earnings were $14,187,739, an increase of $1,2S7,632. On the
it is estimated that during the current
year the road will earn 10.7 per cent, on its common stock.
as compared with 9.07 per cent, last year.

basis of these figures

fiscal

—

Chicago & Alton. A meeting of the stockholders of the C. & A.
Railway Company has been called for March S, to act upon a
proposition to merge that company with the Railroad Company.
The Railway Company was organized in 1S99 and acquired 9S
per cent, of the stock of the Railroad Company, besides the
property of the St. Louis, Peoria & Northern, which operates
58 miles of road. The remaining 2 per cent, of the stock, which
has been held by the public, has now been acquired by the
company, so that this merger is possible. The proposed move
will make the C. & A. Railway 3% per cent, bonds a direct lien
on the property, instead of being secured by only a collateral
The Railway Company has $19,542,S00 common
mortgage.
stock and $19,544,000 non-cumulative preferred stock outstanding.

— The

New York

asked to list
betterment stock of this company.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.

—

The gross earnings
estimated), for the six months ended Dec. 31, 1905,
were $12,286,700, an increase of $145,413. and the net earnings
were $34,247,400. a decrease of $358"380. The gross earnings
for the year (also partly estimated) ended December 31 were
$22,517,800, an increase of $376,690, and the net earnings for
the same period were $5,659,100, a decrease of $350,898.
(partly

called for

—

Pacific.
It is reported that this company has bought the
The A. & C. R.
Astoria & Columbia River for $4,000,000.
operates SI miles of road between Goble, Ore., and Seaside, and
has $1,619,000 capital stock and $3,280,000 4 per cent, bonds of
1996 outstanding.

Northern

—

Pere Marquette. The gross earnings, for the eight months ended
August 30. were $9,012,352, and the net earnings $2,409,797. The
total income was $2.569,45S, and it is estimated that the net
earnings for the twelve months will be $3,854,187, which will

mean a

deficit of $757. 52S.

& Lake

—

A meeting of the stockholders has been
February 19, to authorize the issue of $14,000.
debenture bonds. These bonds are to be issued at
I

per cent,
par to stockholders at the rate of $1,000 for each thirty shares

—

The gross earnings for the year ended
Erie.
December 31, 1905, were $12,837,735, an increase of $2,802,226.
and the net earnings were $2,950,111, an increase of $636,244.
These figures show that the gross earnings were at the rate of

Pittsburg

$67,500 per mile.

—

Potter. Choate & Prentice. New York, are
offering at par $448,000 4% per cent, equipment notes of this
company. These notes mature in blocks of $32,000, semi-annually July 1, 1906 to 1913, and are secured by 500 steel cars costing
$557,150, of which 20 per cent, was paid in cash and the rest by
the above notes.

Toledo & Ohio Central.

Stock Exchange has been
$2,216,500 additional special guaranteed 4 per cent,

Delaware & Hudson.

—

Kansas & Texas. A meeting
March 3 to authorize an

of the stockholders has been
issue of $20,000,000 general
mortgage 4% per cent, sinking fund bonds of 1936. Speyer &
Co.. New York, have underwritten the $10,000,000 which is to
be issued; the remainder is reserved. The $10,000,000 already
underwritten is to be offered to stockholders at 87^ and accrued
interest to the extent of 13 per cent, of their holdings.

Missouri,

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

Cleveland & Pittsburg.

—

A syndicate headed
by Fisk & Robinson, of New York, has contracted to purchase
$2,600,000, first mortgage 4% per cent, bonds of this company,
which is building an elevated road from Kansas City, Mo., to
Kansas City, Kan. This is part of an authorized issue of
$3,500,000 of which $1,548,000 is outstanding, $1,052,000 to be
issued from time to time and $900,000 reserved for future requirements.

Kansas City Viaduct & Terminal Company.

sillon, Ohio.

—

Union Pacific. There is now outstanding $190,145,900 common
stock and $5.SS4.000 convertible bonds.

—

Vandalia. Speyer & Company, of New York, have bought $3,000.000 Vandalia consolidated 4 per cent, bonds of 1955. This is
part of the S25.000.000 authorized, and completes the first $10,-

known as series A of that issue. The $3,000,000 will be
used to retire the $600,000 second mortgage 5 per cent, bonds
of the Terre Haute & Indianapolis, maturing Jan. 1, 1906, and
for various improvements.
000,000

.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
Mr. F. A. Delano, President of the Wabash, has been elected
President of the Union League Club of Chicago.
In the United States Court for the Eastern District of Virginia
the President of the Suffolk & Carolina has been indicted for giving
illegal rebates on freight.

Press despatches from Boston say that the Boston & Maine has
increased the pay of 20,000 employees by percentages varying from
10 per cent, to 15 per cent., and that the total increased annual
expenditure will be $1,825,000.

Mr. Henry M. Flagler, President of the Florida East Coast Railway, is to build at St. Augustine a handsome building for the
Young Men's Christian Association connected with the road. The
building will be 180 ft. by 200 ft., three stories high.

A

press despatch from Tacoma, Wash., says that the Northern

Pacific has paid six fines of $100 each for violation of the Safety
Appliance law. Four offences were running defective coupling ap-

paratus, and two were the running of locomotives with drawbars
which were higher or lower than the legal height.

According to a Chicago reporter, one railroad president in that
he has tried in vain to find 3,000 men for work on
new construction in the Northwest. He says that the railroads
are offering from $1.75 to $2.50 a day without attracting workmen.
Not for twenty-five years has he known labor to be so scarce.
city says that

The running

of an "educational train" by the Illinois Central
farmers of Illinois how to raise corn was noticed in a
recent issue of the Railroad Gazette. The Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul is going to do a similar service for the wheat raisers of
Minnesota, Iowa and South Dakota, and arrangements have been
made for starting a train with lecturers from Chicago on February 2.
to teach the

By the completion of the Indiana Harbor Railroad from Indiana Harbor, Ind., on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, southward to Danville, 111., where connection is made with the Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, the "New York Central Lines" are
now enabled to run through passenger trains between Chicago and
Cairo, 111., and a night express with sleeping cars has already been
put on. The southbound train leaves Chicago at 8:15 p. m. and
reaches Harrisburg, 111., 70 miles north of Cairo, at 9 a. m.

A car record office for the Pittsburg district has been established
by the Pennsylvania lines, east and west of that city, and it will
be under the direction of Edward Pitcairn, Freight Train Master
The purof the Pittsburg division of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
pose is to combine the records of the different division superintendents' offices, which control freight terminals in and near that
city, and save the labor and delay of sending to the head car record
offices of the several roads when information is needed concerning cars.

A Montreal paper prints a far- simile of a ticket for a passage
around the world, and it is all on one card 2 1/, in. by 4V& in., with
no coupons. This remarkable ticket has been issued by the Canadian
Pacific, and it is Form 4130.
It reads from Montreal to Montreal by
way of St. John (N. B.). Liverpool. Cape Town. Singapore, Hong Kon •»,
Yokohama and Vancouver. The passenger goes by Canadian Pacific
Railway trains or ocean steamships all the way. This will be a
fine advertisement for the passenger department of the road, but
the cynical reader will wonder how many tickets of this kind have
been or will be sold. Thus far it appears that two have been used,
hut the fact that one of the passengers was the son of Sir Thomas
G. Shaughnessy, President of the road, raises a suspicion that pprli:i|
fall rates were not paid.
Another reason tor doubting whether It
will be necessary to print a very large supply of this form is the
fact that the C. P. R. steamer (the Monteaglo), which Is to carry
these two passengers from Liverpool to Hong Kong, is making this
trip because another vessel is needed in the Pacific trade: sip
i

not likely to serve as a common carrier for future aspirants- for
the distinction of going around the world on one ticket. It Is pre
posed to sail around the Cape of Good Hope, so the total distance to
lie traversed by the two passengers will be 211.112 miles, as follow
m
real to St. John. N B
(C P R train)
181 mlle«
Ht.

John. N. B., to Liverpool (C.

Liverpool to

Hong Kong
Vancouver

Hong Kong

(C. P.

to Vancouver CC.
I"

Montreal

(C.

i:

stenmshlp)

8,224

B Bteamablnl

P
P.

P

R.
it

steamship)

7,254
2,004

Total

29,1 12
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Rates on Cotton Piece Goods to Denver.
Tho Interstate Commerce Commission, in opinions by I'oramls
sioner Clements, has announced
dec
cases against the
Boston A Albany and the New York, New Hnven & llnrtrnrrl and
i

been given carload rates to Salt Lake City and Denver to encourage manufacturing industries at those points, while elsewhere
throughout the country the rate on cotton piece goods is the same
for any quantity, does not indicate that the action of the carriers
in denying a carload rating on tickings, drills and sheetings to
Denver is unlawful.
The carriers' rates per 100 lbs. on cotton piece goods in less
than carloads from New York, Boston and other eastern points
are $2.24 to Denver and $1.50 to San Francisco. The charge to
Denver is a combination of rates from the point of shipment to the
Mississippi river, Mississippi river to Missouri river, and Missouri
river to Denver.
From New York to Chicago, from Chicago to
Denver, and from St. Louis to Denver for a long period of years
cotton piece goods have been given rates substantially below the
rates on "first class articles, and throughout the United States
greater or less differentials on cotton piece goods under first class
have been maintained with one notable exception, namely, from
Missouri river points to Denver. Transcontinental rates from eastern points to San Francisco are made in competition with water
rates, and are in no sense a measure of the value of the service;
but that situation does not justify the carriage of goods to San
Francisco at a loss, thereby placing additional burdens on other
traffic.
The rate of $1.50 on cotton piece goods from the east to
San Francisco, about 3,400 miles, is assumed to cover the actual
cost of the service, and that rate for the 1,400 to 1,000 miles less
distance to Denver, and saving the haul of that distance over
mountain ranges where fuel and labor are counted more expensive,
is found to be reasonable for the transportation from New York,
Boston and other eastern points to Denver. Under the present combination rate to Denver no reduction from local charges is made
on account of the through haul of 2,000 miles. Such application of
combined local charges to a long distance shipment places a wrongful burden upon the shipper.
The exaction of first class rates on
cotton piece goods between Missouri river points and Denver in
view of the long prevailing differentials in other parts of the
country and other existing conditions is unjust and unreasonable.
The Commission decides that the result of the excessive rates on
cotton piece goods between the Missouri river and Denver, and
the application of the full locals in making up the through combination rate from New York, Boston and other eastern points
taking the same rates to Denver, is to make the through rate excessive, and that such through rate to Denver to be reasonable
should not exceed $1.50 per 100 lbs.
The principles of the New York. New Haven & Hartford case
are decided in the foregoing case. For reasons stated in the decision, reparation on the shipment involved in this case is denied.

United States Steel Earnings.
of the United States Steel Corporation fcfr the
last quarter of 1905 were $36,278,688. This is about $4,000,000 greater
than the figure for the previous quarter, and about $11,000,000 more
than for the corresponding period in 1901. The net earnings for
the entire year were about $120.000.000— $47,000,000 over 1904, when
the earnings were the smallest In the history of the company, and
The bal$13,000,000 less then In 1902. which was the record year.
ance, after charges, In the last quarter of 1905 was $22,721,482, out
of which was paid $6,304,919, the quarterly dividend of i", per cent.
This left a surplus of $16,416,663, From
k
of the preferrei
this sum $9,000,000 was appropriated for Improvements and discharge of capital obligations, making the net surplus $7,416
The unfilled orders on hand on December
amounted to 7,606
Ions, nearly 2.000.000 tons more than the highest corresponding
figure In any previous quarterly statement

The net earnings

.".I

&

Grade Crossings In Philadelphia.
made thai the plan tor abolishing
crossings on the New York division of the Phlladelphis A Reading
Abolition of P.
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In the case against the Boston & Albany the Commission
rules that the fact that a carload rating has been established on
cotton piece goods from the east to Pacific Coast points because
of water competition, and the fact that duck and denims have
others.
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The Sturtevant High-Pressure Blower.
accompanying Illustrations show a new high-pressure blower
made by the B. P. Sturtevant Co., Bo ton Mass. This blower is
in the horizontal, the two shafts tie in a hori
made in two typi
ontaJ plane, while in the vertical, raw shaft is above the other.
cast-iron shell or housing in which are
The blower con
ol
One of these, the Impeller, retwo rotating
or "rotors."
volves in the larger portion ol the casing which in the vertical
The other
It does the real work of compression.
type is the lower.
rotor, known as the idler, does no work; it successively provides
spaces or chambi rs of proper shape at the desired points in the
i

'he

-

i

revolution, so thai the Impeller blades may return to the suction
side of the Mower without allowing the escape of compressed air.
The idler or drum, revolving in the smaller part of the casing,
which in the vertical type is above the impeller, Is symmetrical

Vol

Vertical

in.

of cast-iron.
The idler, revolving with large clearance, is turned
at the same speed as the impeller by means of two spur gears.
The impeller, mounted on the driving shaft, is made up of three

diamond-shaped bars or blades and a central web which is keyed
the steel shaft. Being symmetrical it is perfectly balanced at
all speeds.
As it revolves three separate pockets are formed in
the annular space between the shell and a core extended lengthwise of the lower part of the casing. In reality the core is in two
parts, each cast in one piece with the end plates, the space between
them allowing the web to revolve. The ends of the cast-iron shell
or casing, which consists of two hollow cylinders partially inter
secting, are finished to receive the four cover plates in which are
to

Fir/.

cast

of

is

clearly

tional

While the rotating members were in the positions shown in Pig,
air entered freely and completely tilled chambers X and I), while
pockets E and 7. were discharging air to the delivery pipe. From
1.

the previous movement of tin- rotors, the pressure in Y, filled with
air carried over by the revolving idler, had been increased slightly
as will be explained
by air flowing through the leakage passages
The space between the blades A and C, just above the eonlater.

N

,,r

openings for the intake and the discharge of the air, flanged, and
tapped for standard gas pipe fittings; the small sizes have openings at Hi.- sides, ami the large blowers openings at the top and
bottom.
In every respect the casing and rotors are symmetrical,
permitting the blower to run in either direction.
When it is desired to maintain absolutely constant pressure, the
blower is provided with a relief valve, or automatic governor. For
transferring gases and air at high-pressure, stuffing boxes are provided for tin shrifts, and a drain in the bottom removes tar and
other distilled liquids.
The method of operation is as follows: Air at atmosphere pressure entering the blower at the intake is successively imprisoned
in the three pockets formed by the three blades of the revolving

the Sturtevant
of
Pressure Blower.

High

cave portion of the core, was practically filled by the wing of the
idler, and consequently while in this position it took no part in
the action.
While revolving from the position of Fig. 1 to that shown in
Fig. 2, the air in pocket D has been carried along, and the communication between the chamber D and the inlet has been cut off.
Space Z is filled with compressed air which further movement will
carry toward the suction end, where it will flow back to the inlet
and in escaping cause noise. But this loss and noise is prevented
by the leakage chamber
which allows the pressure to be transmitted to the air in space Y. thereby increasing its density just
before it is discharged.
Continued rotation carries the rotors to the position shown in
Fig. 3; atmospheric air is now entering pocket F; the air in D is

Fig.

for lessening the noise, and increasing
the machine.
On either side of the housing are

View

Drive.

Fig.

3.

of Operation of the Sturtevant

chambers or passages

the efficiency

5.

discharged

The volume

1'.

Diagrams Showing the Principle

No.

shown by the accompanying diagrams which are secviews of the rotors and casing. In the explanation it Is
assumed that the blower is running at a speed to produce average
in' Mire, and
thai this pressure exists in the discharge outlet.

ates

Type with Motor

and has a periphery nearly a complete circle. It consists of three
hollow vanes or blades -cast in one piece with the shaft, which is

,

at anj desired pressure up to 10 lbs. per
free air delivered varies directly with the
number of revolutions, the pressure varies with the resistance met
in the delivery pipe.
The principle upon which the blower Opel

Impeller, and
sq.

Interior

The Sturtevant High-Pressure Blower,

xi.

4.

High Pressure Blower.

being carried around between the blades A and B in the annular
and E is discharging. Above the impeller the remaining
pressure in Z is being transmitted to the air in X by means of the
leakage passage N provided for the purpose, thereby making its
pressure a little greater than atmospheric. The air in space Y under
slight pressure from previous leakage is imprisoned, and being
carried around by the idler. When the fourth position is reached,
pocket F will be filling, the pressure in chamber Z will have been
reduced to atmospheric by leakage, space Y will discharge and a
little compressed air from the delivery pipe will flow back through
leakage passage M and increase the pressure in D, which will result
in a quieter discharge when further movement brings B into the
space,

discharge passage.
of the leakage passages is now
possible to recover the pressure tending

The purpose and advantage
apparent;

they

make

it

I''l

IIKI

\K\

to escape

2,
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from the impeller pockets and by making the increase

Collision in Spite of Automatic Stop.
British Board of Trade has encountered its first collision
under automatic block signals, and it occurred on an electric railroad—a rear collision on November 7 near Mill Hill Park, on the
MetropoJtan District Railway of London. This was a slight col-

in pressure gradual cause the blower to run with less noise.
Leakage passage L has little effect when the blower runs in the direction shown here; it is made to allow the blower to be reversible.
It will be noticed that the impeller carries three blades, set at
equal distances around the periphery, thus causing three admissions of air at each revolution.
Upon leaving the position shown
in Fig. 4 the rotors quickly reach a position in which the conditions
are exactly the same as those shown in the first figure, the operation continuing as explained.

The
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The

causing only two trifling injuries and no damage to the
It occurred at about 9:30 p. m. during a dense fog.
The
report is by Major J. W. Pringle. The signals (Westinghouse electropneumatic) had been in use about six months. The signal which
was passed has a train-stop apparatus, which did not effectively act.
The train which wrongfully passed the signal was running very
slowly (though not at the low speed of five miles an hour claimed
by the motorman) and the motorman claims that he saw both the
semaphore arm and the light, the arm down and the light green.
The conductor, standing in the baggage compartment at the head
of the train, confirms the statement of the motorman. But a signalman a short distance away has an illuminated diagram which
automatically indicates the occupancy of track sections by trains,
and he testifies that the signal was at stop. The arm is 30 ft. above
the ground.
Moreover, a trainman of the train went back after
the collision, having to go only about 200 ft., and he climbed up
the ladder and found both the arm and the light indicating danger.
The inspector thinks, therefore, that the signal was at danger when
the train passed it. As to the train stop, it appears that the trigger
probably came in contact with the stop, but that it. or its attachment, was twisted on its axis so as to prevent it from fully opening the air-brake valve. There is no evidence to show how or when
the brake tiigger became twisted.
It is quite possible, says Major
Pringle, that the air valve was partially opened, but as the train
was moving down grade and the motorman was occasionally applying the brake, he might not notice any small automatic application.
Immediately after the collision the brake trigger was in position
as though it had not been moved; but Major Pringle thinks that
either it rebounded or that some person moved it back into the
vertical position.
In conclusion. Major Pringle says that the triggers should not be on the side frames of the cars, but should be
attached directly to the axles; that there should be a second trigger
on the train, both, perhaps, on the same car; and that when brakes
are tested the examiners as well as the motorman should actually
test the movement of the striking triggers by moving them until
the air valves are fully opened.
lit-

inn.

track.

Folding Door.

The

Ritter horizontal folding door shown in the accompanying
illustration is a new design of door intended for use in freight
houses, shops, warehouses and other places where a free and unrestricted door opening is required.
The door is made in three horizontal panels extending the full width of the opening. The panels
are attached to three steel bars on each side, forming a lazy-tong
arrangement. The heels of the two lower bars slide on a vertical
rail at the side of the door opening, while the inner end of the
upper bar revolves on a fixed pivot. The lower corners of the bottom panel have lugs with rollers running on the vertical rails
and the operating chains are attached to these lugs. The chains

A Week's Sales

of Stock.

According to the Wall Street Journal in the week ending Jan
nary 27 there were dealings in 19 stocks listed on the New York
Stock Exchange to the extent of more than 100.000 shares each.
Union Pacific headed this list with more than a million shares. Its
outstand ng capital is $190,213,900. and the sales of stock aggregate.!
$109,529,000 par value. The following table shows the totals of shares
for the week of the 19 companies, and the outstanding capital stock:
\
Stock.

Sales,
lull-,!

American Locomotive
American Smelting & Refining.
Anaconda lopper
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe...
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
ihesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
.

.

:;

Colorapo Fuel & iron
Denver .^ Rio Grande
Erie

Norfolk & Western
Pennsylvania R. it

Reading
Southern Pacific
Smii hern Ky
iiimi Pacific
s. Steel com
|,r
V. S. s

1

1

'.

1

.1

W

Jan. 27,

10,235

100, loo

1

pass over grooved sheaves fastened to the wall and have
counterweight suspended from the ends which moves up and down on
the door post. The sheave on one side of the door has a toothed
sprocket mounted on the same shaft, and this sprocket is driven by
an endless chain as in an ordinary chain hoist. As the chain is
operated the door is hauled up from the bottom as shown in the
illustration.
The three panels swing inward and upward, finally
folding close together in a horizontal plane at the top 0{ the d
opening out of the way.
The doors can be made of wood, sheet Iron, glass or con
The Terminal Warehouse Co., Kansas city. Mo., has recrete'.
'enily ordered 73 doors to be made with Steel frames and the panels
tilled
The Cincinnati, Hamilton
with reinforced cinder concrete.
& Dayton has put in a number of wood panel doors In its new Qest
street freight house In Cincinnati, and several will be used In the
pcrating pails are simple
Company's' new simps at Ivorydalo. Tl
and not easily damaged even though the door panels maj i>e broken
Ah they are entirely under cover Inside the house they will not
in sui
freeze in winter,
er the doors may be parti] opened for
ventilation and will stay In that position without fastening.
When
partly open the leaves act as louvres and shed the rain to Lhe oul
side.
This type of door has many advantages over swinging or
sliding doors and is superior in Some ways to the rolling lift door.
11
is made and sold by J. W. Walker, Lewis Block, Pittsburg, Pa.

hi'

1 L'11. son
183,310
327,610
154,150
130,800
162,425
367,700
898,200
452,300

'

Folding Door.

1.

145,950
152,500
296,600
114,025

<

Ritter Horizontal

1

week

:il-:ish

,095,290
150,950
163,321
18,620

-

Stock
outstanding
.
250,000
.'

7:..

581.839
::e

30,

total

1

.000

;',sii.iioo

1.123 7S9

660,000
3,027.i

700,000
1,978,492
99 one
1,902,139
5,08 1.952
1

,

1

3,603,1

11

380,000

1

On Tuesday, January
were 2,023,810 shares.

000

1,020.000
(50.000
627,937

sales of stocks on the

Exchange

Pass Gossip.
not such
very unusual sight to see well dressed persons
Hash one of those new white annual passes at the ticket examiners
of the Pennsylvania Railroad as thej pass through the e,ates oi thi
Jersey city Btation, There are few, f any. trip passes being Bashed,
lint
slill there are quite some annuals
\
far lias seen
niiei- of President Cassatt's pass, and tin- boys saj thej heard
the
that the "old man" ami his son, 1; K Cassatt, are each paying their
fare like gentlemen in order to show
good example to tin- army
oi grafters who have had "cards"
n
same car.- i>.
en to
In
pass question as would -em in h occupy In official mi ml w hen a
ri-ai
bridge wa
being
structed over a broad ami swift FloVi
The Reading has issued an order to employees riding
river,
passes thai thej must vacate theii si it
to pei ons holding tickets
iimn
These surely are sireniioiis tine
railroad pass standpoint,
inand hundreds of people are gUI
m 'il In tori
who nevet
' .• til 11 Evening /ow
The new Pennsylvania rules prohibit the
wives and children of deci ised naployees which has been in pin.
in.- I'm
helpful in mam widows and
man] years and has h
It is

1

;

.1

1

,-

1

1

1

I

.1

1

11

1

1
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orphans, some of whose breadwinners have been killed while per-

forming their dutii
Pi
railroad men will rank, as herevees as far as free transportation is con
tofore, with Mi
cerned.
Corning Leader.
i

ome of them at least, are disIt is si ited that the strong Urn
trlbuting passes to get contracts for the (inning season. Even without the open rupture between the big and little railroads of Chicago,
putting the anti-pass legislation out of business, it is now apparent
that the same end would have been reached sooner or later through
natural causes, as it is asserted positively that passes have been
issued to big shippers, especially coal operators. The operators have
been short of cars for the last year, and it is stated that promises
of passes have been made and that big contracts for carrying coal
have been placed since the first of the year. In addition there is a
current report that several prominent politicians have received their
passes on schedule time, but it is/understood that the annuals are
not to be delivered as promiscuously as heretofore, and each railroad
has suspicions of the others. Indianapolis star.

Vol. XL., No.

It is stated that the United, States Steel Corporation has been
given one of the largest contracts ever let in this country for rails
Tin' shipment abroad.
The contract is for 20,000 tons of rails for
the Rio de Janeiro Tramway Light & Power Company.
This company is capitalized at $25,000,000, and proposes to build 200 miles
of electric railroad in the Brazilian Capital.
The existing mule lines,
about 125 miles long, have already been bought, and the work ot
converting the roads will begin immediately. Among the directors
and officers of the company are Sir William Van Home, William
S. Pearson.
I..
Hull and
!•'.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
Mr.

Marshal L. Bacon, Auditor of the

Hudson River Railroad, died on January

Manufacturing and Business.

The American Steel Dredge Works, which was organized byJames P. Karr and John D. Rauch, now has its complete plant
at Logansport, Indiana, in operation.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
the Sprague Electric Co., New York, a motor
the heating and ventilating apparatus at its

recently ordered from

equipment for driving

Hoboken terminal.

The Abner Doble Company,

of San Francisco, has opened a
Los Angeles, Cal., at 447 Pacific Electric building.
The company's business in the water wheel and machinery
supply line had increased to such an extent that it became necessary to have better representation in the southwest. The new branch
will have for its field southern California, Arizona and New Mexico
and parts of Nevada and Mexico. Mr. L. Cummins will have charge

branch

of the

office

in

office.

Richard L. Thomas, for some years connected with the National
Lock Washer Co., of Newark, N. J., and now Second Vice-President
of B. M. Jones & Co., Inc.. Boston, Mass., with office at 143 Liberty
street. New York City, has severed his connection with the former
concern. Mr. Thomas for some time represented both the National
Lock Washer Co. and B. M. Jones & Co., but owing to increased
duties in connection with the new corporation of B. M. Jones & Co.,
Inc., Mr. Thomas has found it necessary to give all of his time to
the latter concern.

What is said to be the largest order ever given for oil engines
has recently been awarded to the De La Vergne Machine Co., New
York, by Buinham, Williams & Co. (Baldwin Locomotive Works),
Philadelphia, Pa. This is for engines aggregating over 3,300 actual
h.p.
Some of these are to be installed in the company's Philadelphia works, and the remainder at its steel works at Burnham,
Pa.
The installation will consist of 125 and 250 h.p. "HornsbyAkroyd" oil engines, and they are to be used for direct connection to electric generators and to air compressors, while others will
be used for operating machine tools by belt.
Mr. W. G. Hovey, the representative in New York City of the
General Railway Signal Co., has been appointed Construction Manager of the company, and a new commercial agent will be appointed. The enormous amount 'of work to be done in connection
with the signaling of the electrified lines of the New York Central,
and the intricate problems involved in the work have evidently imposed on the "ignal company the necessity of making this use of
Mr. Hovey's unusual ability and experience. Mr. Hovey was born
in Maine in 1860, and entered railroad service in 1S89 on the New
York, New Haven & Hartford. In 1890 he went to the Hall Signal
Company, and in 1892 to the Chicago & North-Western as Superintendent of Signals. In 1900 he left the railroad service to become Superintendent of (he shops of the Taylor Signal Co., now
merged in the General Railway Signal Company, and on the consolidation of the Taylor and Pneumatic Signal Companies in the
G. R. S. Company, he was sent to New York.

and Steel.
The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has given an order
Iron

for 1,200 tons
of bridge steel.
Negotiations are pending for 100,000 tons of steel
for railroad and building construction work.
Contracts will soon
be let for 60,000 tons of fabricated and structural steel for the new
Manhattan bridge, the former award having been canceled by the
Supreme Court.

The Atikokan Ore Company, which has a capital of $2,000,000.
planning to put up large blast furnaces at Port Arthur, Ont.
Contracts for the steel structural work and machinery have been
let to the Canada Foundry Company, of Toronto; the Canada Bridge
Company; the Caledonia Iron Works, of Montreal, and to concerns
in the United States.
is

New York Central &
in New York City,

28,

after an operation for appendicitis.
Mr. Bacon was 43
years old. His whole railroad
service had been with the
New York Central. He began
as office boy in the General

The Pedrick & Ayer Company,

Plainfield, N. J., maker of portable tools, has been bought and will be operated by the Railway
Appliances Company, of Chicago.

6.

Superintendent's office, and
later was transferred to the
Treasurer's office at the time
when the Treasurer's duties
included many of those of the
present Accounting Depart,
ment. When, in 1889, the Accounting Department was created, he was transferred from
the Treasurer's office, later
becoming Assistant Comptroller.
Early in 1903, with the
reorganization of the department and the discontinuance
of the office of Comptroller
he was made Auditor of the
New York Central and subsidiary
superlines,
with
Marshal t. Bacon.
vigion
oyer
disDursements
freight, passenger and general accounts.
Under his administration
the scope of the Accounting Department has been greatly broadened. Mr. Bacon was a man, to whom, outside of his immediate
He
duties, responsibilities were delegated as a matter of course.
was Treasurer of the Transportation Club and of the Railroad
Y'oung Men's Christian Association. He was also a Railroad Branch
Representative on the State Executive Committee of the latter organization. At his home. Tarrytown, he was always a leader in
As a man, Mr. Bacon
efforts of benevolence and public benefit.
inspired to an exceptional degree the love and admiration of his
associates of every rank. To the interest and friendly advice which
he always found time to 'give, many a man to-day owes the foundaHis death comes as a personal sorrow
tion of a successful career.
to those who have been fortunate enough to know and work with
him. He was the kind of man whom the world can ill afford to lose.
,

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
North-Western. The duties of the Vice-Presidents are
now defined as follows: H. R. McCullough in charge of freight
and passenger traffic:
M.
M.
Kirkman in
charge of auditing in
connection with opera-

Chicago

—

it-

tion and proprietary interests: J. M. Whitman
in charge of new conslruction. the operation
coal companies and
the
maintenance
of

of

bridge

W.

companies,

and

A. Gardner, hitherto

General Manager, has
been elected Vice-President in charge of operation and maintenance.
Mr. Gardner began railroad work in 1872 as
telegraph operator on
the Chicago & Alton.
In 1878 he went to the
North-Western as Clerk
and Operator in the ofBce of the Superintendent,
remaining there
until 1885,

when he was made

Wisconsin division.

W.

A. Gardner.

Assistant Superintendent of the
Five years later he became Superintend-

February

2,
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Mexican Central.

ent of the same division, and in 1896 was appointed Assistant
In 1899 he was appointed General
General Superintendent.
Manager, where he has remained until his present promotion.

New York Central d Hudson River.

Dougald, resigned.

—R.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Central & Hudson River. Francis Boardman has been
appointed Division Engineer of the Electric division, with office at New York.
Mr. Boardman has been for a short time
Designing Engineer, previous to which he was Assistant Engineer in the Maintenance of Way department.
He graduated
from the Academic Department of Yale University in 1897, and
afterwards took a post-graduate course in the School of Mines

Manager

Officers.

— Richard

H. Alshton, Assistant General

of the lines east of the Missouri river, has been ap-

at Columbia.

pointed General Manager, succeeding W. A.
Gardner, promoted. Mr.
Aishton's first railroad

was

service

New

Assistant

IJivision
ent.

Pittsburg & Lake Erie. The authority of J. F. Deems, General Superintendent of Motive Power of the New York Central &
Hudson River, has been extended over the P. & L. E.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Intercolonial
The Alaska Central

Superintend-

was

-

-

—

Indiana Harbor. Frank Beckwith, who was recently appointed General Superintendent of this road, graduated in 1892 from the
Civil Engineering Department of the University of Illinois.
Before that time he had worked on surveys and construction
work for the United States Government, for the Colorado Railway, and for the Missouri Pacific. After graduation he went
into the Engineering Department of the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy, and rose to be Engineer of the Iowa Lines of that
company. In 1903 he went to the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern as Bridge Engineer, and was promoted to Principal
Assistant Engineer of the same road.

—

Western. W. J. Davis, Superintendent at Muncie, Ind.,
has been appointed Superintendent of the Peoria division, succeeding F. T. Bowles, resigned.

Missouri Pacific.— J. W. Dean, Superintendent of Little Rock Terminals, has been appointed Superintendent of the Central division, with office ;it Van Huron, Ark., succeeding J. F. Harnit,
resigned.
H. I,. Hungerford succeeds Mr. Dean, with office
Argenta, Ark. F. w. Green, Superintendent of the Arkansas
division, has been appointed Superintendent of the Memphis
division, with office at Wynne, Ark.
A. .1. Alexander, Super
Intendent of the Illinois division, succeeds Mr. Green, with
office at Little Rock, Ark.
B. G. ETallis succeeds Mr. Alexander
with office at Chester, 111
;

—

its

Moncton

market

will shortly be in the

one 70 ton

for

switching locomotives

five

The Missouri, Kansas d Texas

K H Aishton.
has held until his present appointment. W. "D. Cantillon, General Superintendent of
the lines east of the Missouri river, has been appointed Assistant General Manager, with office at Chicago, 111., succeeding Mr. Aishton. W. E. Morse, Superintendent at Baraboo,
Wis., succeeds Mr. Cantillon, with office at Chicago.
W. D.
Beck has been appointed Superintendent of the Madison Division, with office at Chicago, 111., succeeding Mr. Morse; E. G.
Schevenell has been appointed Superintendent of the Minnesota
division, succeeding Mr. Beck; F. H. Hamill has been appointed
Superintendent of the Sioux City division, succeeding Mr.
Shevenell; A. F. Reiner, Trainmaster at Boone, Iowa, has been
appointed Assistant Superintendent of the Madison division,
succeeding Mr. Hamill.

Pittsburg d Lake Erie. J. H. Y/ohe,
boon appointed General Manager

four locomotives in

The Chicago Junction has ordered
from the American Locomotive Co.

sistant
General
Manager, which position he

it-

build

locomotive.

ap-

pointed General Superintendent, and in 1902
was promoted to be As-

Lake Erie

will

shops.

was made

In 1S91 he

E. Hart, Engineer, has been

—

Engi-

Buildings, and
afterward
Division
Engineer.
In 1895 he was
appointed Assistant Superintendent, and two
later

—E.

—

neer, then SuperintendBridges
and
ent
of

years

York, Chicago d St. Louis.
appointed Chief Engineer.

Pennsylvania Lines West. W. R. Hillary, Assistant Engineer, at
Fort Wayne, Ind., has been transferred to the same position
at Newcastle, Pa., succeeding A. W. Grosvenor, who succeeds
Mr. Hillary, at Fort Wayne.

in 1878, in

an engineering corps of
the Chicago & Northwestern.
He later be-

came

Officers.

—

New York

succeeds Mr. White.

Operating

McDonald has been appointed Assistant GenAgent at Mexico City, succeeding W. K. Mac-

J. C.

eral Passenger

A. White, Auditor of Disbursements, has been appointed Auditor, succeeding M. L. Bacon,
deceased. C. H. Chambers. Assistant Auditor of Disbursements,

Chicago d North-Western.

—
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General

t

Superintendent, has

mogul, 10 passenger and
win Locomotive Co.

five

is reported to have ordered 20
switching locomotives from the Bald-

The Dulitth, Rainy Lake d Winnipeg, formerly the Duliith, Virginia & Rainy Lake, has, it is reported, ordered eight locomotives.
W. H. Cook, President, Duluth, Minn.
The Chesapeake d Ohio has ordered one switching locomotive
from the American Locomotive Co., and one additional 150-ton Shay
locomotive from the Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.

The Chicago d Eastern Illinois has ordered 30 consolidation
and four six-wheel switching locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-

The specifications for the consolidation locomotives are
exactly the same as for the last 28 consolidation locomotives re
ported in our issue of January 15. The specifications for the switch
ing locomotives are exactly the same as for the 10 switching locomotives reported in our issue of December 15.
motive Co.

The Eransville & Terre Haute, as reported in our issue of January 26, has ordered six consolidation (2-80) and two six-wheel
switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Co, The consolidation locomotives will weigh 182. .Mm lbs., with 160,000 lbs.
on drivers; cylinders, 21 x 28 in.; diameter of drivers. 56 in.;
straight boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; 268
tubes, 2% in. in diameter and 14 ft. 6 in. long; firebox, 101% x
66% in.; tank capacity, 7,500 gallons, and coal capacity, 12 tons.
The switching locomotives will weigh 142,000 lbs.; cylinders, 20 x
26 in.; diameter of drivers, 50 in.; straight boiler, with a working
steam pressure of 180 lbs.; 279 tubes. 2 in. in diameter and 1". It.
% in. long; firebox, 65% x 62% in.: tank capacity, 5,000 gallons,
and coal capacity, eight tons.

The

Illinois Central, as reported in our issue of

January 26, has
and five simple Pacific locomotives
from the American Locomotive Works, all for August and Septem

ord. red 40 simple consolidation

The consolidation locomotives

her delivery.
wilh 1S1.000
driveis.

and

63

in.;

heating

lbs.:

16

ft.

will weigh 203,600 IDs...
on drivers: cylinders. 22 in. by 30 in.: diameter
wagon top boilers; working steam pressure 200

lbs.

6

surface 2,946
In.

wide

long;

sq.

ft.;

firebox,

344 tubes, 2
107 In. by 67',

In

In.

in.;

g]

lank capacity, 7,000 gallons of water, and
The Pacific type locomotives will
1,000 lbs., with
1111.500 lbs. on
drivers: cylinders. 22% ll
diameter;
In.
drivers, 75 in.; straight boiler with a working steam pressure ol 210
lbs.; heating surface
132
[i
102 tubes, 2 in In diametei am
q
ft, long;
wide firebox, L02 In, by 71% In.; grate area, 51 sq, ft;
tank capacity, 7,000 alloni
iter, and ci
,16 tons.
i

ft;

16 tons.

:;

Traffic Officers.

<

Atlantic

A North OaroHna.- The authority of n. C, Hudgins, Frelghl
and Passenger Agent of the Norfolk & Southern, baa
D ex

The hans, is City Southern, as reported

our issue

in

,,t

I

tended over the A.

&

N. C.

has ordered 16 simple consolidation
lean Locomotive Companj
The

26,

loi

1.

Chicago, Cincinnati d Louisville. T. II. Gurney, formerly Chlel
clerk hi He General Passenger Agent of the Cincinnati, Ham
ilton & Dayton, has
n appointed General Passenger fcgenl Ol
the ('., 0, & L.
1

lbs.,

with 186,000

..n drivers; cyllndi
straight boiler with
200 lbs,; ::so Tyler charcoal iron tubes,
ft. 6 in.
long: oils sled firebox, 120 In.

of dlivei

1

56 In

Januarj

.'motives, from the
will

.

weigh

Vraei
2

Ibi

n

:

2

bj

In.
11

In

diameter and

In.;

11

tank capacity.
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ii.000 gallons of water, and
The s|m
coaJ capacity, in ions.
equipment will Include Wi tinghouse air-brakes, Taylor axles,
Keashe\ and Mattison Manufacturing Company's boiler lagging,

Perfecto

llandl.in-Buck

iupIcjs,

bral

headlights,

Ohio injectors, Sullivan piston and valve rod packings, Consolidated
safety valves, Baltimore sanding devices, Chicago sight feed lubriSteel-Spring Company's springs, Ashcroi'i steam
cators, Railway
gages and Hidvale driving and truck wheel tires. Two of these
locomotives are to be equipped with Allfree-Hubbell valve gear.

The \'/r York Central Lines, as reported In a previous issue,
havt
from the American Locomotive Comlered 357 locomotive!
New York Central & Hudson River. 20 Atlantic
pany, as follows:
type, for June and November delivery; 45 consolidation type, for
September, October and December delivery; 20 combination passenger and freight locomotives, for December delivery, and 25
switching locomotives for December delivery. Lake Shore & Mich
igan Southern, 37 consolidated type, for February, Septembi r and
December delivery: 10 Atlantic- type, for December delivery, and
three decapods and 25 switching locomotives for October and De
cember delivery. Indiana Harbor. 25 consolidation and 15 switching locomotives. Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis, 50
consolidation locomotives, for February, September and December
delivery; 10 Pacific type locomotives, for May delivery, and 20
switching locomotives, for September delivery. Michigan Central.
24 consolidation locomotives; 11 ten-wheel combination locomotives,
for September and December delivery; eight Pacific type locomotives, for June delivery, and 10 switching locomotives, for December
delivery.

The Boston

man

.(

Maine has ordered

cars from the Pull-

The Pennsylvania has ordered 18 passenger cars from the

Pull-

Co.
is

ii/:
Kansas City Southern is in the market for 1,000 coal cars
of 80,000 lbs. capacity, 50 tank ears of 10,000 gallons capacity, and
In cabooses.
The coal cars will measure 39 ft. long, 9 ft. 6% in.
wide and is in. high, all inside- measurements. The tank cars will
measure 39 f long and !il"_. in. wide., inside measurements. The
cabooses will measure 27 ft. 5 in. long. 8 ft. 1 in. wide, and 11 ft.
2 in. high, inside measurements.
The special equipment for all

include:
Damascus brake-beams, Westinghouse air-brakes,
Hewitt brasses. Climax couplers, Miner draft, rigging, Harrison dust
guards. M. Cord journal boxes for coal and tank cars, and Kansas
City Southern journal boxes for cabooses, Kansas City Southern
rucks for coal ears and cabooses, and arch-bar trucks for tank ears.
will

I

BRIDGE BUILDING.
Ai

Ga.—The commissioners

s,

i

one span of 60

long, consisting of

long, over

Muckadee creek

to

will build a steel bridge. 192

ft.

replaci

and

work 132
Guerry bn i-

steel trestle

the present

in

the market

Arkansas. A bill has been introduced in the Lower House of
Congress authorizing the Campbell Lumber Co. to build a bridge
over the St. Francis river, in Clay County. Ark.

—

Atlanta, Ga. City Engineer R. M. Clayton expects to complete
plans for the Washington street viaduct, so as to ask for bids for
this proposed structure on February 17.

for addi-

Faiuburx,

tional freight equipment.

The New York Central d Hudson River has ordered 55
cars from the St. Louis Car Co.

The Boston Elevated, it is reported,
and 37 surface cars.

•

t

—

six cafe

The Georgia southern & Florida

5.

r,

l

ft.

Co.

man

XL., No.

Tht Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York, as reported in our issue, of January 26, has ordered i- Bteel cars from
the Pressed steel Car Company for May delivery.
These cars will
weigh 30,800 lbs., and will have a
tp
ol
28,
lbs,
hey will measure- I:; ft.
in. long x 8 ft. 4 in, wide x 3 ft. 11 in.
The bodies and underframc
high.
will
both be of steel.
The
ii
equipment will include the Standard Steel works axles.
Pressed Steel Car Company's body bolsters, Interborough Rapid
Transit. Company's brake beams, American Brake SI
& Poundrj
Company's brake-shoes, and Van Dorn couplers and draft rigging.

ft.

CAR BUILDING.

v*Ol

will shortly be in the

S.

Dak.

— Bids

sioners at Custer, April
electric

market

over French
Auditor.

creek,

3,

are wanted

W.

Custer County.

in

by the County Commisft. long

for building a steel bridge 40
A.

Nevin

is

County

—

its

Florida. The bill authorizing a bridge over the navigable
waters of St. Andrews Bay. in Florida, has been passed by the
House of Representatives. (Jan. 26, p. 28

The Missouri, Kansas d Texas, it is reported, will shortly purchase additional baggage and passenger equipment.

Oxt. Application will be made to the government authorities for permission to build a combined highway and
railroad bridge over Rainy river near Pithers' Point.

for 45 elevated

is building additional equipment in
shops, including three dining cars.

The Colorado Midland

own

The Illinois, Iowa d Minnesota has ordered 300 furniture cars
and 200 box cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.
The Birmingham Railway Light d Potter
is

building a few cars at

its

own shops

Co.,

Birmingham,

Ala.,

as a matter of experiment.

The Kanawha d West Virginia is in the market for 200 to 250
and for about 75 to SO box cars, all of SO, 000 lbs. capacity.

coal cars

The Chicago

Alton, as reported in a previous issue, has ordered
200 refrigerator cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity from the American Car
& Foundry Co.

cars

d

The Minneapolis d St. Louis has ordered six first-class chair
from the American Car & Foundry Co., for August delivery.

These cars

will be

equipped with Pintsch

will build at its Seward shops 35 Hart conand ballast cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity. Prices are
also being asked for fifteen 60,000 lbs. capacity, 36-ft. flat cars.

coa

The Norfolk £ Western has ordered 1,000 gondolas of 100,000
capacity from the Western Steel Car Co.. and 2.500 hopper
cars of 100.000 lbs. capacity from the South Baltimore Steel Car
& Foundry Co.
The AUiS-Chalmers company is having built at the West Milwaukee shops of the Chi. ami. Milwaukee & St. Paul two special
steel flat cars of 100 tons capacity each.
These cars will measure
11 ft
long and will be fitted with 16 wheels each.
Tin

—

New Haven, Conn.
having plans made and

Syracuse Rapid Transit Company has ordered 10 semi-con-

from the Kuhlman Car Company, for May delivery.
These cars are to be of wood and will measure 45 ft. long x 8 ft.
They will be equipped with air-brakes.
3 in. wide over all.
vertible cars

The Oregon Railroad d Navigation, as reported in our issue of
Jan. 19, has ordered 45 tank ears of 100.000 lbs. capacity (12,500
gallons) from the Pressed Sued Car Co. These cars will weigh
16,600 lbs., and measure 41 ft. 3% in. long, 9 ft. 8 in. wide, and
The special equipment includes: Sim12 ft. 11% in. high, over all.
plex bolsters, Damascus brake-beams, Congdon-Christie steel back
brake-shoes, Hewitt brasses. Climax couplers, Miner draft rigging.
Railway Steel Spring Co.'s springs, and arch-bar type rigid trucks.

— The

New

York.

New Haven &

will soon ask for bids for a

Hartford

number

is

of steael

bridges.

—

Pennsylvania. The Lower House of Congress has passed a bill
extending the time for beginning construction of the bridge across
the Monongahela river by the Counties of Washington and Westmoreland, Pa.

—

Tampico, Mex. Plans are being made by the Mexican Central
drawbridge to cost about $500,000 over the Panuco river

to build a

near this place.

—

1

lbs.

—

is.

Fremont. Ohio. The Lake Erie & Western, which has been planning for a long time to build a bridge over the Sandusky river,
has agreed with the state authorities where it shall be located, and.
it is said, will at once put up the new structure to cost $90,000.

light.

The Alaska Central

vertible

i

Fort Frani

Texas. The bill authorizing the Jasper & Eastern Ry. Co. to
build and operate a railroad bridge over the Sabin river, in Texas
and Louisiana, has been passed by the House of Representatives.
(Dec. 29, 1905, p. 207.)
Cfther

Cormm;.

N. y.
ning to put up a

Structures.

— According to newspaper reports the Erie
new

is plan-

station here.

—

Harrisbdrg, Pa. Announcement has been made that the Pennsylvania will begin work about April 1 on a new freight house 650
also a new brick office building
ft. long, to accommodate 175 cars:
three stories high, adjoining the freight house, at a cost of about
$350,000 for both structures.

—

Mew York, N. Y. Plans have been filed by the Pennsylvania
with the building department, for its proposed mammoth passenger
station to be built at Seventh and Eighth avenues and Thirty -first
and Thirty-third streets. The building is to be 433.5 ft. wide north
and south, and 771.6 ft. long on the streets, and will cost about
$4,1

.000.

—

Scrim. Ktii ii. Ohio. The Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St
Louis has plans ready for building car shops in this city.

February

2,
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distance of 12 miles. The incorporators include L. F. Henson and
others, of Felher County, and Uriah & Sears, of Montgomery County,
and others.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

—

is planning to build an extenin the State of Santiago, north
to Holguin, a distance of about 15 miles.

—

Cuba Railroad. This company
its main line at Cacocum,

This company, which operates 160 miles of road in Porto Rico, is building an additional 25
miles. August Duval, of San Juan, is Manager.

American Railroad or Porto Rico.

sion from

—

Erie.

Asheville Southern (Southern Railway). An officer writes
that this company, recently chartered in North Carolina, has been
formed for the purpose of local development, in the interest of the
Southern Railway. A. B. Andrews is President and W. H. Wells
Engineer of Construction. Washington, D. C. (January 12, p. 13.)

—

—

it is

subway, and two methods are suggested of reaching South Boston.
city authorities of Cambridge recently passed an order favorable to the company, authorizing negotiations for the building of
a two-track subway from Craigie bridge, Cambridge, through Cambridge to Harvard Square, and from Cambridge street at Webster
avenue to the Somerville line.

The

—

Brownsville. Hidalgo & Northern. This company has been
incorporated in Texas, with a capital of $600,000, to build a railroad
from Brownsville. Tex., to Houston, a distance of 330 miles, also
a branch from a point on the main line about ten miles from the
southern corner of Lavaca County, to San Antonio, an additional
90 miles; also a branch from a point six miles from Brownsville,
through Hidalgo County for a distance of 50 miles, and a branch
from a point three miles from Brownsville in an easterly direction to the northern side of the Brazos river, 25 miles, making a
The offices of the company will
total distance of about 500 miles.
be at Brownsville. Uriah Lott is President; James A. Browne,
Vice-President, and John D. Hill, Secretary.

—

Canadian Midland. Incorporation has been granted this company, in Oklahoma, with a capital of $40,000,000, to build a railroad
from Kansas City to El Paso, Tex., passing through the counties
of Pottawatomie, Cleveland, Comanche, Kiowa and Greer, in Oklahoma. The office of the company will be at Lawton. Incorporators
include:
G. R. Robertson, C. F. H. Barber. G. McPaschal, all of
Lawton; Milfred Steele, of Chicago; I. B. Hampton, of Hampton,
Ind. T.; A. S. McKennon, of Wekoka, Ind. T.; E. A. Hill, of Muskogee, and others.

—

Chattanooga, Anderson & Atlantic. Charters have been
granted this company, in the states of Georgia and South Carolina,
to build a railroad from Chattanooga, Tenn., east via Clayton, Ga..
and Westminster and Anderson, S. C, to the seaboard at Charleston.
Offices of the company will be opened in Chicago, 111., and at AnderAlbert R. Morton. Chicago, 111., is President; Capt. P. K.
son, S. C.
McCully, Treasurer: J. E. Breazeale, Secretary: Mayor M. F. Whitner, of Anderson, S. C, General Counsel.

Chicago, Kalamazoo & Eastern (Electric).
been granted this company in Michigan with

Cheraw,

S.

let

C,

to

road to Lancaster.
timber region.
Incorporation hai
capital
to Paw

a

stock

of

Paw and
$250,000 to build an electric line from Kalamazoo
The Incorporators are
Marcellus. a distance of about 30 miles.
Fred F. Bennet, M. H. Lane, Frank H. Mrlbnm, Glenn L. Shipman,
Victor L. Palmer, Frank B. lay. of Kalamazoo, and George

W

Greenway, of

it

—

Boston Subways. The report submitted to the Massachusetts
Legislature, by the Boston Rapid Transit Commission, for the
future development of the subway system favors an extension to
Copley Square, and suggests that a new line be built under Commonwealth avenue. A plan has been submitted for an east side

reported being

has been made by this company that

Grand Trunk Pacific. This company, it is said, is asking bids
(February 20) to build the section of its proposed road from Touchwood Hills west to Edmonton, a distance of about 450 miles, and
intends to have work begun as soon as the weather permits. The
company has now under construction 210 miles from Lake Superior
to the main line to the north, and 275 miles from Portage la
Prairie to the Touchwood Hills west of Winnipeg.

—

—

—Announcement

will double-track its lines from Carrollton, N. Y., to Cuba, a distance
of 25 miles. This work will be done in connection with the low grade
line being built from Cuba to Hunts, N. Y., on the Buffalo division.

Baltimore & Ohio. This company, through the Schuylkill East
Side Railroad, has bought 30 acres of land in Philadelphia, Pa.,
which will be used to increase the company's freight facilities.

Chesterfield & Lancaster. Contracts are
by this company, which operates a line from
Ruby, a distance of 21 miles, for extending the
The proposed route will be through a valuable

37

Grand Rapids.

Chicaoo, Milwaukee & St. Paul. This company, it is said, is
double-tracking its line from Milwaukee to La Crosse, and within
a few months work will be commenced on double-tracking From the
latter point northward.
Grades will also be reduced and the lines
straightened.

Green River Valley (Louisville & Nashville). This company.
said, is planning to build a line from Scottsville, Allen County,

Ky., to Stanford in Lincoln County. Contracts are to be let about
April 1. This is supposed to be a Louisville & Nashville project.

—

Guantanamo. This company is building 40 miles of railroad
Cuba.
E. A. Brooks, of Santiago de Cuba, is President, and
Richard Brooks, of Guantanamo, Chief Engineer.

in

—

Indianapolis & Louisville (Electric). Incorporation has been
granted this company, in Indiana, with a capital of $3,000,000, to
build an electric road between Indianapolis and Louisville via
Franklin, Edinburg, Columbus, Seymour, Crothersville, Scottsburg.
Sellerburg, and Jeffersonville. The offices of the company will be

John E. Geeley, of JefferIndianapolis. The directors include:
son; S. A. Miller, of Indianapolis: Robert Candee. of Chicago, and
others.

at

—

Interoceanic This company, .which belongs to the Mexican
government system of railroads, is completing financial arrangements to secure funds to change its gage from narrow to standard.
The road runs from Mexico City east to Vera Cruz. The cost of
straightening the line and converting it will be about $6,000,000.
An additional $2,000,000 will be spent for rebuilding and for new
equipment.

—

Louisville & Nashville. Bids, it is reported, are to be opened
by this company early in March for building a line from Williamsburg, Ky., north to Beattyville. about 75 miles. Rights-of-way were
secured several years ago by the old Louisville & Atlantic, and are
now controlled by the Louisville & Nashville. The proposed extension will traverse rich coal and timber sections in Knox. Clay,
Jackson and Owsley counties.

—

Manila Railway. This company, operating about 1SG miles of
road in the Philippine Islands, is reported to be building an additional 50 miles. H. L. Higgins, of Manila, is Chief Engineer.

—

Mexican Roads. Oscar J. Braniff has obtained a railroad concession from his hacienda in the State of Vera Cruz to the cities
Leon and Salamanca. Rafael Davila and Salvador Cardenas
of Monterey, have obtained a concession to build a railroad
between Allende and Zaragoza. A. H. McKay, who represents Canadian lumbermen, is applying for a concession to build a 30-mile railroad from the Blalock colony. Stale of Tamaulipas, to connect with
the Mexican Central at Aguelles.
of

Pefla,

Michigan Central. At the final hearing of the special Federal
commission to pass upon the plans of this company for tunneling
the Detroit river, there was no opposition to tin- plans proposed, and
they were adopted; and work is to be commenced about March l.

North Carolina Roads. Henry C. Bridgers, of Tarboro, N C
writes US that he is in the market for spikes, switches, steam
hovels, angle bars, grading outfit, scrapers, etc., for buildin
proposed railroad from Farmville, N. C, for a distance of LS miles
into

Green County,

pan.,

Pan-American, a narrow-gage line is projected by this com
between San Geronimo and Juan Felipe, state of Vera Cruz.

26 miles.

Hbis are wanted
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chii vgo & St. Loi is.
by William M. Duane, Superintendent, Cincinnati, Ohio, for grading
and masonry work in connection with he double nicking and rein
I

I

cation of the Cincinnati division of this road.
The work cnlls tor
Hie removal of two million cubic yards Of earth, divided Into S6I
lions, ranging from 200,000 to 800,000 cubic yards, and for al
20.000 cubic yards of masonry work, as mentioned on advertising

page

22.

Columbus City & Oconee. -Incorporation has been granted a
company under this name In Georgia, with a capital of $100,000.
to

build

a railroad

from Columbus,

Ca.,

to

the

Oconee

river,

a

Pennsylvania

West,

Lines

connection

In

with

the

double

track work on the Cleveland & Pittsburg from Steubenvllle to
Belial re, the company has bough! 26 acres Ol land in the town el
on the weBl
Burlington, Ohio, a mile north of Wheeling, W. Va
is said
it
thai
the town has aboul 250
side of the Ohio river,
houses, an.i thai the company will remove all these buildings this
9UmmeT and establish large yard; on the site.
The WOrk to be carried OUt by this company and Its con
trolled Hues. Including the Vandalia, during the present year
,

Includes
linn

In

double tii
Indianapolis

t

at

a

a

cost

of

COSl

of

|

Track

$1,200,000,

ind

I

new

,

freight

—
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house at the same place $380,000, for which bids are about ready
Philippine Railroads. The Philippine commission at WashingNew
li. ('., has accepted the bids of J. G. White & Company, of
Panay and
STork, for' building railroads in the Islands of Cebu,
\i
h ive been let for the other proposed roads,
ros.
No coi
(See issue of January 26,
Cor which bids were recently opened.

idii,

p 25.)

—

Shbevepoet, Jonesbobo & Natchez. This company has been orin Louisiana, with a capital of $1,500,000, and with offices
in Jackson Parish, to build a railroad from Jonesboro southeast through the Parishes of Winn, Caldwell, Catahoula
and Concordia, to Natchez. Miss.; also from Jonesboro north through
Jackson, Bienville, Bossier, and Caddo Parishes, to Shreveport.
C. E. Neeley, of St. Louis; W. W. Brown
Incorporators include:
Ramsey, of Camden, Ark.; W. D. Hutchinson; J. S.
and W.
Craigie, of Jonesboro, La.: R. N. Garrett, of Eldorado. Ark.; C. A.
Henderson, of Arkadelphia, Ark.
ganize

.1

W

—

Sierra & Eastern. Incorporated at Bakersfleld, Cal.. with Los
Angeles as the principal place of business, to build a railroad from
Tehaehapi, Cal., east to Searchlight, Lincoln County. Nev., a distance of 200 miles.

The company

is

capitalized at $250,000.

.1.

A.

Chanslor and C. A. Canfield, of the Associated Oil Company, are
H. M. Mcintosh, of Chicago, is a director.
interested.

Southern.

— See Asheville

Southern above.

Btock and $70,000,000 4'/a per cent, collateral trust bonds
Dividends on the preferred stock will begin April
1906, but this stock will have no voting power except
1,
The
in case of default in the payment of dividends thereon.
common stock will be deposited under a voting trust agreeAugust Belment, the following being the voting trustees:
mont, W. G. Oakman, T. F. Ryan, Cornelius Vanderbilt and
The collateral trust bonds are to be secured
P. A. B. Widener.
by the pledge and deposit of all the capital stock of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company with the Windsor Trust Company as trustee, and are to be issued only against such deposit
and pledge at the rate of $1,000 in bonds for each five shares
The date by which deposit of the securities of the
of stock.
three old companies must be made in order to exchange them
for new securities is given as March 1, 1906.

Sierra Madre, thence along the coast to Zihuatenjo. Surveys have
been completed and subsidies granted by the States of Mexico and
Michoacan. This line when completed will furnish a route from
the gold and silver mines of Sultepec and Temascaltepec, and the

copper country of the Balsas.

TONOrui & Tidewater.—An officer writes that this company
building, with its own forces, its proposed road from Ludlow,
Thirty miles have
Cal., to Bullfrog, Nev., a distance of 158 miles.
been graded, and track is laid for a distance of 13% miles. The
is

easy, the maximum grades being 2 per cent, with
curves. P. M. Smith, of San Francisco, Cal., is President, and
Ryan, of Stagg, Cal., is Chief Engineer. (Jan. 12, p. 14.)
is

easy

John

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Atchison, Topeka

& Santa

Fe.

pany for the six months
an increase of $3,9S5,705,
an increase of $2,338,006.

—The

gross earnings of this com-

ended December 31 were $38,500,793,
and the net earnings were $14.90S,369,

William Salomon & Company, of New York, are
.Manila ELECTRIC.
offering at par a block of the first lien and collateral trust sinking fund 5 per cent, bonds of 1953 of this company, of which
The bonds are subject to redemp{4.635,000 are outstanding.
tion on any interest day on or after March 1, 1928, and to
purchase for the sinking fund on or after March 1, 1908, at a
price not to exceed 105 and interest. They are secured by a
first lien on the entire property of the Manila Electric Railroad & Light Company through the deposit of $3,000,000 first
mortgage 6 per cent, bonds on the entire capital stock of the
company, as well as by the stock of other subsidiary companies
The Manila Electric controls the street railway,
in Manila.
It has in operation
light and power business of Manila, P. I.
40 miles of road and considerable additional mileage under construction.

New

—

York. Chicago & St. Louis. The gross earnings (partly estimated) for the year ended December 31, were $9,108,730, an
increase of $463,355, and the net earnings increase $285,705.
The surplus, after charges, was $294,926. as compared with $38,-

—

Pacific Coast. It is reported that E. H. Harriman has, by the
transfer of $10,000,000 of stock, gained control of the Pacific
Coast Co.

of
of

$149,560.

Chicago Great Western.— A dividend of 2% per cent, was, on
Wednesday, declared on the $11,336,000 preferred "A" stock,
covering the half year ended Dec. 31, 1905. No dividend had
been paid on this stock since February, 1904; from 1900 to

was paid annually.

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul.— The gross earnings for the half
year ended December 31 were $29,046,884, an increase of $2,425.502.
The increase in net earnings for the same period was
$352,611.

—

Rock Im am> & Pacific Speyer & Company, of New York,
have bought $11,784,000 first and refunding mortgage 4 per cent.
bonds of 1934 of this company. This is part of an authorized
issue of $n;:i,000,000. of which amount $82,025,000 is reserved
to retire bonds of the company, and its auxiliary roads $38,00 for future acquisitions of property. $27,475,000 for betterments, and $15,000,000 issuable in 1904 for general corporate
purposes. Of the amount just sold $3,500,000 is for additions
and Improvi ments, $6,500,000 for refunding Burlington, Cedar
Rapids & Northern first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds, and the
remainder for retiring C, R. I. & P. serial 4 per cent, bonds,
Choctaw division bonds and equipment notes.
See Rock Island, Arkansas & Louisiana.

—

[NTEBBOROtroH Metropolitan. According to an advertisement to the
holders of stock of the Interborough Rapid Transit, the Metropolitan Street Railway and the Metropolitan Securities Company, the Interborough-Metropolitan, whose incorporation was
announced in the Railroad Gazette last week, is to authorize
$55,000,000 5 per cent, cumulative preferred, $100,000,000 com-

—

In response to a Congressional resolution President
Roosevelt has called on the Interstate Commerce Commission
for a report regarding the alleged existence of a combination
between the Pennsylvania, the Baltimore & Ohio, the Chesapeake & Ohio and other railroads in violation of the Anti-Trust
law. According to the last annual report of the Pennsylvania,
its stock holdings in the other companies in question, with
their total stock issues in common and preferred and the perBaltimore
centage held by the Pennsylvania, are as follows:
& Ohio, total stock outstanding. $184,258,524; Pennsylvania
holdings. $67,678,300. 36 7/ 10 per cent.: Chesapeake & Ohio, total
stock outstanding, $62,790,400: Pennsylvania holdings, $15,630.000, 24Vin per cent.: Norfolk & Western, total stock outstanding, $87,457,000; Pennsylvania holdings. $38,830,000. 36"/,. per
cent.: Northern Central, total stock outstanding. $17,193,425;
Pennsylvania holdings. $9,401,950. 54°/, „ per cent. The Northern Central is not a competitor of the Pennsylvania proper.

Pennsylvania.

Central of Georgia.— The gross earnings of this company
six months ended December 31 were $5,880,090. an increase
$396,029, and the net earnings were $1,850,644, an increase

chic ago.

—

The Common Pleas Court of Pennsylvania has
decided that this company must pay 100 per cent, in back dividends to the holders of the $106,300 of 10 per cent, cumulative
preferred stock. Last August another court held that the company must pay 70 per cent., since no dividends had been paid
for the 10 years ending July, 1904, 30 per cent, in extra dividends having been paid before that. The case was appealed
and the court in the trial just closed held that since this 30
per cent, was in the shape of stock dividends, and was paid
to common and preferred alike, such payment should not affect
the claims of the preferred stockholders to the full 10 per cent,

Lehigh Valley.

916 in the previous year.

for the

1904, 5 per cent,

1956.

yearly.

—

Toluca & Ziui \i\m.to (Electric). A concession from the
Mexican Government has been asked for by Henkel Brothers, of
Toluca, who own short lines from Mexico City to San Juan de los
Huertas. and to Tenango, to build an electric railroad from San
Juan to Temascaltepec, Tejuplico, and Cotzumala, thence along the
valley of the Rio Balsas, to a point where it emerges from the

work

6.

mon
of

to be asked.

Vol. XL., No.

Reading.

— The

gross earnings of the Philadelphia

& Reading Com-

ended December 31 were $20,822,904, an increase of $2,651,653. and the net earnings were $8,884,024, an

pany

for the year

increase of $203,636. The net earnings of the Railway Company, the Coal & Iron Company, and the Reading Company
were $10,813,249, and the surplus after charges was $5,602,249.
an Increase of $331,958.

—

Rock Island. Arkansas & Louisiana. The stockholders
company have ratified the lease of all its property to
fNovember 24, p. 166.)
cago. Rock Island & Pacific.

—

of

this

the Chi-

The stockholders have authorized an increase in the capita! stock from $10,000 to $1,000,000. This
road is the Ravenna cut-off. 26 miles long, which was built
jointly by the Baltimore & Ohio and the Pennsylvania, and is
used by both for a more direct route between Cleveland &
Pittsburg.

Youngstown & Ravenna.

C

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
the bridge and also take charge of the loading, unloading and management of the cars at the loop terminus on the Manhattan side.

NOTES.
The Cleveland, Akron & Columbus Is to put telephones in use on
its telegraph wires between Columbus and Akron, 131 miles.

one of

The Maine Central has increased the wages of a large number of
employees, evidently taking the same action as that reported on the
Boston & Maine, the parent of the Maine Central, last week.
Press despatches from Chicago say that the Wabash has made
a rate of 23 cents on grain from the Missouri river to the Atlantic
seaboard, and that the Grand Trunk and the Erie will make the

same

rate.

A press despatch from Omaha says that all of the mail cars on
the Union and Southern Pacific lines are to be equipped with electric
lights, current to be furnished by dynamos connected with the
axles of the cars.
The New York Passenger and Freight Agency of the London
& North-Western has moved uptown about fourteen blocks; that is
Mr. Wand, the
to say, from 852 Broadway to 287 Fifth avenue.
General Agent, announces that his new quarters are much larger
and better than the

old.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg and the Grand Trunk are
going to establish a car-ferry between Port Hope and Charlotte, N.
Y.
A company with a capital of $500,000 has been formed to operate
The first steamer will be built to carry 25 freight cars,
this ferry.
and

it is

expected to be in operation by July of this year.

The Chamber of Commerce of Norfolk Virginia, has asked the
legislature of that state to empower the Corporation Commission
to permit perishable freight to be moved on Sunday. This move is
taken in consequence of the presentation in the legislature of a bill
seeking to prohibit the movement of any kind of freight on the
railroads of the state on Sunday.

According to New York City papers,
on the elevated railroad in Brooklyn, N.
tated by epilepsy twice in the same day.
physician at one o'clock in the a/ternoon
post and was again stricken at 7 p. m.,
the very heavy traffic of the line.

The

now has

a towerman at a junction

was recently incapaciAfter being revived by a
the man continued at his
causing serious delays to

Y.,

in service

The Middle division of the Pennsylvania Railroad has again
broken its freight train record, moving past Mifflin in the month of
January 193,929 cars, which is equal to an average of 6,256 cars a
day, or a train about 45 miles long. Assuming that the westbound
and eastbound movements are equal in length, this means 22%
miles of cars moved each way, or nearly a mile of cars each hour.
This division is a four-track road for the larger part of its length.
Committee on Territories in the Lower
House of Congress has introduced a bill to change the method of
taxing railroads in Arizona and New Mexico. It provides that, beginning next year, such property must be taxed in the same way as
other property. At present, it is claimed that the railroads pay less
lhan their share, and that in consequence of the easy tax conditions

The Chairman

of the

railroads are opposing the. bills
these two territories into a state.

now

before Congress to convert

United Stairs government,
A shipment of books belonging -to 1
valued at $1,000, was spoiled in the flood at Kansas City In 1903, and,
according to a press dispatch from Washington, the Missouri Pai Iflc
Railway, in whose charge the freight was at the time, asked to be
1

•

such size as these, and that it will take some months to prepare
even temporary terminals at Quebec.

From a Chicago paper we learn that the President of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy has received a protest from a cheese manufacturer, who says that his sales of cheese to saloonkeepers, who
furnish liberal free lunches with drinks have been seriously diminished by the action of the road in forbidding its employees to patronize saloons.
According to the veracious reporter's version, the
freight department of the Burlington is liable to lose heavy and
profitable shipments of cheese unless the paternalistic operating department stops taking such an active interest in what the employees do when off duty.
The passage of a two-cent fare bill by the legislature of Ohio
regarded as now assured, and the committees in charge of transportation matters are proposing to report other measures; one to
make the giving or acceptance of a pass about the same as bribery
and subject to the same penalties; one to require the carrying of
150 lbs. of baggage with every passenger; one to require at least
two passenger trains each way daily on every railroad; one to require sign posts at every highway crossing, and one to require all
farm crossings to be better protected by fences and cattle guards.
is

The employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad at the Greenville
(N. J.) freight terminal have formed a mutual benefit association
for the purpose of supporting members when they are sick or disabled. The plan is to provide a benefit of $10 a week, which is said
to be the rate paid by a similar association of the company's employees at Trenton, N. J. Most of these railroad men are presumably members of the volunteer relief department, which is managed
under the care of the railroad company, but this department pays
only 40 cents a day to sick members and 50 cents to those disabled
by accidents, sums which many of the men believe to be smaller
than they ought

about 3,000 refrigerator
cars of its own, 500 new ones having just been built. The company
carries northward from the Gulf of Mexico about 18,000 cars of
bananas yearly; from Omaha 3,000 cars of oranges, and northward
from the Ohio river 3,000 cars of berries and vegetables; and it
carries about 8,000 cars of fruit and vegetables in various directions
from other territories.
Illinois Central

The Canadian Pacific has decided to make Quebec the terminus
for the present of the new fast steamers of its Atlantic fleet. The company feels that the danger and risk involved in bringing the "Empress of Britain" and "Empress of Ireland" up to Montreal would
be so great that it does not feel justified in assuming the responsibility.
The President of the company says that there is no port in
the Dominion of Canada which has proper facilities for ships of

-

relieved from responsibility on the ground

t

li.it

the

damage was due

an act of God; but the treasury department insists that the
railroad shall pay the damage, because the books were allowed to go
unattended to for about a moiiih after Hood had subsided,
to

Mr. K. L. Martin, the Engineer of New York City, In charge of
Brooklyn Bridge, reports that bj improving the supervision ovei
the trolley (surface) cars running over the bridge, the number Of
cars per hour has been Increased from 285 to 805.
The average
time of a trip across the bridge has been reduced from 18 minutes
Inspectors walcb lite progress of the cars acroi
to 12 minutes.

to be.

The railroad committee of the Massachusetts Legislature this
week considered the proposition of E. Alden Dyer, a member of
the House from Whitman, Plymouth County, that all passenger
cars shall be equipped with chemical fire extinguishers of a kind
to be approved by the railroad commissioners, with a penalty of
from $100 to $1,000 for violation of the law. Mr. Dyer is a physician and he argued that the horrors of fires in railroad accidents had made it clear that if chemical fire extinguishers were
The only
at hand it was probable that lives would be saved.
speaker in reply was Woodward Hudson, counsel for the Boston
that the proposition was impracticable.
the apparatus were provided, it would be liable to be destroyed
by the collision which wrecked the cars, and, if not, it would not
be adequate for the occasion when a furious lire is raging.

& Albany, who argued

1

The Cape

to Cairo Railroad.

Sir Charles Meti alfe, consulting Engineer of a number of African
railroads, who has just returned to England after a journey from
the Zambesi to the Congo Free State border, said in an interview
"A fortdiscussing the progress of the Cape to Cairo railroad:

night ago the rails reached the Kafue river. 260 miles beyond Vicbeing bulll
toria Falls, and at ibis point a bridge 1,600 ft. long
Beyond the Kafue. grading is nearly finished
to cross the stream.
for to mill's more, so that we hope that the line will reach the
Broken Hill zinc and lead mines by June. There will then be
continuous communication from Cape Town to a point 874 miles

north of the Zambesi. The line Is progressing at the rate of one
is to
While nothing has yet been deflnltelj
e a day.
further extension, it is probable thai the next section of the Hue
will go from Broken Hill due north to Bwone Macubwa, a point
on the Congo border and the center of a Vnh copper ares In north
ondon Times, Jan 80, 1906
Rhodesia
we
i

1

it

Isn't

This Oppression?

Interstate Commerce Commission In the caj e of W
Co. against the Chicago - North-western and the
an opinion bj comon
lom r Proutj has decided against Schi

The

,v

in
ii

I

i

iars

the "Scheldel outfit" is an electrical apparatus
Ruhmkorfl coil, an Interrupter, a small rheostat

li

thai

slating of a

and
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strong table. The parts are detachable
boxed packages, except the table, which
is crated.
This outfit, which
orm an electrical currenl of
h» voltage Into one of extremely high voltage, is used in medical
and scientific work, including the use of the X-ray, and also in
wireless
le ;raphy and
al works.
The western classification
places X-ray appa
entitle or medical instruments in
double first, class, and electrical apparatus, not otherwise specified,
in first class.
Th< complainant contended that its outfit should
as an ordinary electrical appliance and carried at first
decision of the Commission is that under the conhi
ditions now governing the manufacture and use of complainant's
outfit, thai outfit is properly classified by the carriers with the
X-ray and medical or scientific apparatus as double first class, and
is not entitled to a first class rating with dynamos, transformers
and other electrical machinery; but no opinion is expressed upon
the justice of the first class rates for such machinery.
switches,

fitted

and are shipped

to

a

In separate

<

ti

•

i

Railroad Courses at New York University.
The School of Commerce. Accounts and Finance, of New York
University, announces several new railroad courses for the second

term of the current year, beginning February

5.

These include:

Railroad accounting, conducted by Mr. M. P. Blauvelt, Comptroller
of the Erie Railroad, and Mr. C. E. Forsdick, of Haskins & Sells,
certified public accountants; Legal problems of railroad operation,
by Roberts Walker, LL.B., Assistant to the General Counsel of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; Principles of American rate making,
and Rate problems, by W. H. Lough, Jr., A. M.; Railroad finance,
by T. W. Mitchell, Ph.D., and Industrial geography, by W. C.
Webster, Ph.D.

New Railroads Planned for South America.
Consular Reports show that many new short railroads are projected in South America, some of which are as follows:

Paz Railroad

Vol. XT,.. No.

will be In a stronger position

routes Via the River

I'lale

and Sunt
i

li

to

8.

compete with trade

Atlantic.

\v.

Montevideo reports that an agreement
chai
al
has been made by the Uruguayan Central Railroad and the Gov
eminent for the extension to Centurion, a placi on the River
taron, forming the boundary of Uruguay and Brazil, of (Inroad terminating at Nico Perez, Province of Minas. Also for a
branch line to Treinta y Ties. The length of the lines will be
from 250 to 300 miles, to be completed in three years at an expenditure of $7,500,000 gold.
I

lie

iiiitisb

'

PAIJAOl

\V.

The Paraguayan Government intends building a meter gage
railroad from a point on the River Paraguay near San Pedro,
through rich forest lands and through the yerba-mate district, with
the intention of ultimately extending to the frontier of the Brazilian
State of Matto G rosso.

The Manila & Dagupan.
The branch

from Bigaa, on the main line, north to
Cabanatuan, 45 miles, was officially opened last month, it having
been completed on December 18. The franchise for this branch was
granted in 1903, and it has been built without government aid. It is
narrow gage, like the main line; 66-lb. rails are used, and there are
2.200 hardwood ties to the mile. There are 22 masonry culverts, 266
pile bridges and 41 steel bridges. The maximum grade is 2 per cent.,
and the maximum curvature is 4% degrees. The Manila & Dagupan,
120 miles long, was the only steam road in the Philippines when the
Americans took possession. The road and rolling stock were almost
entirely destroyed during the insurrection of 1899, but the line was
soon put in shape, and during the next year its earnings were nearly
as high as they had been under Spanish rule. Since then they have
increased rapidly, and in 1903 both gross and net earnings amounted
to more than twice the figures for 1898.
of this road

ARGENTINE.
Electric Heaters for New York Central Suburban Cars.
decided, says the French BulleThe New York Central has just contracted with the ConsoliBuenos Ayres, on the construction of railroads between the
following points:
dated Car Heating Company, New York, for furnishing electric
Villa Mercedes and Rosario, Cordoba and Rio
The aeeomCuarto, Holmberg and Dolores, Dean Funes and Rosario, with a heaters for ISO steel cars for its suburban service.

The Argentine Government has

tin of

Consolidated Car Heating Co.'s Truss-Plank Heater.

Consolidated

branch line to Villa Maria, Barranquera, and Tintina. via Otumpa.
Formosa, and Embarcacidn, Soto and Dolores, San Juan and Jachal.
These lines will form part of the state railroad system. The Argentine
Congress has sanctioned the following concessions: To Sefior Santiago J. Duhalde for a railroad from Rufino (Santa F6 Province)
to Catrilo (Pampa Central), and to Senores Taglioni for a railroad
from Mar del Plata to Azul via Tandil.
CIIII.E.

The German consul

at Valparaiso reports the following concessions for railroads in Chile:
Mauro Lacalle, Valparaiso, between
the saltpeter works, Pepita, and Castilla. Edwardo Caballero and
the Progreso Saltpeter Company, Antofagasta, for a line from kilometer 133 of the Antofagasta-Bolivia Railroad to Ansonia Saltpeter

Works.

The Compafiia Commercial y Ganadera Chile-Argentina.

Valparaiso, for a suspension railroad, about four miles long, from
to the Argentine frontier.
The Valparaiso Saltpeter
Company, for a line five miles long, from the Aguas-Blancas-Caleta
Coloso Railroad to La Valparaiso Saltpeter Works. The Leonor
Saltpeter Company. Santiago, to their works from the AntofagastaBolivia Railroad.
BOl IMA.
The British charge at Buenos Aires reports that an Argentine
syndicate has obtained a concession from Bolivia to construct a
railroad of onemeter gage from Santa Cruz eastward to Pedro
Suarez, where a port is to be made on the Bolivian side of the River
Paraguay, opposite Corumba, Brazil. The line would be 385 miles
long, entirely in Bolivian territory.
The Bolivian and the Argentine
ernments are negotiating for a connection in Bolivia, from Powith the Argentine Central Northern Railroad, a Government
being built northward from Jujuy to the Bolivian
frontier.
This will offset to some extent the new line from Arica
to La Paz, which will give Bolivia a direct outlet westward to the
Pacific coast.
When the Panama Canal is completed, the Arica-La

Casa Pangne

Car

Heating

Co.'s

New Type

Double-Coil

Cross-Seat

Heater.

panying illustration shows a new type of double coil cross-s=at
heater for use under the cross seats. It has a single porcelain
spindle with a double groove, and all lead wires are carried out
The truss-plank heater, which is
of the heater case at one end.
also illustrated herewith, is to be used for saloons and motormen's
Each car will be
cabs, one for each saloon and two for each cab.
fitted with 30 cross-seat and six truss-plank heaters, and in the coils
of one car equipment 4,212 ft. of wire will be used, or 144 miles of
wire in the ISO equipments. The heaters will be arranged for 1
The Consolidated Car-Heating Company reports sales
deg. of heat.
of 51.815 electric heaters for use in 4,259 cars during the year 1905.
Crops

in

the Canadian Northwest.

Street Journal reports that there have already been
shipped out this season from the Canadian Northwest more than
Canadian Pacific figures show 46,163.62.000,000 bushels of grain.
000 bushels of wheat and 2,771,000 bushels of other grain received
compared with only 21.523.000 bushels of wheat and 1.014.000 bushels of other grain received in the corresponding period last season.

The Wall

figures are 12.350.000 bushels of wheat and
This gives 58,513.000 wheat and
750,000 bushels of other grain.
The seed and bread re3,521,000 other grain or 62,034.000 in all.
quirements of the country are at least 17,000,000 bushels, so that
already 75.000.000 bushels of the last crop may be figured upon
as having come into sight. Minneapolis grain firms, who maintain
branch offices in Winnipeg, say that there are from 12.000,000 to
15.000.000 bushels of wheat yet in the hands of Canadian farmers
The quantity in store at terminal elevators on Lake Suunsold.
The region produced a
perior is a little over (.550.000 bushels.
magnificent crop of oats last year, but receipts at terminal points
have not been as large as grain men had expected from the crop
promise. This is due in part to the immensity of the work of newdevelopment in the country, and the heavy railroad construction.

The Canadian Northern

February

9,
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It is believed that during the coming summer so many horses will
be sent into the interior for work that the consumption of oats
will be still more largely increased.

the standard angle bar. Below 3 is another powerBoth the bottom flanges being beveled at 1, as
already mentioned, become gripping levers, and eacn, together with
the top flange and connecting web, constitutes a friction clutch,
which becomes operative by the weight of the train and support
in the

ful

Railroads and the Weather.
the Wall Street Journal the railroads of the
northern states and Canada made record earnings during the month
of December. The weather has not been so mild in the territory of
these roads in years as in December and January of the current
fiscal year.
Not all roads have reported their monthly earnings
for the full December as yet, but some have published weekly gross
earnings.
In every instance in the case of the northern roads
there has been shown a substantial advance. The increase as indicated by the weekly earnings of such of these roads as made weekly
reports is shown in the following table, which gives the total of
gross earnings for the month of December, compared with the gross
earnings of December, 1904:

According

to

Gross

,

1905.

Railroads.
Canadian Pacific

$3,51)8,000

Ureat Northern
anadlan Northern

4,357,842
437,800
213,548
3,401,472
931,749
5,110,632
7.746,083

1

Iluluth, S. S.
Hi and Trunk

&

Atlantic

Paul & S. S.
Northern Pacific
New York Central

At.

St.

M

$4,517,000
3,710,297
384,600
191,913
3,185,857
700,586
4,362,637
6,893,934

drawing

vertical

and

lateral, is secured.

The standard angle-bar

joint has only about one-third the verstrength of the rail. The Stanford joint has equal vertical
and lateral strength with the rail itself, showing neither more nor
less deflection than the rail, and giving, therefore, a close approximation to a continuous rail. The two halves of the joint are
Mr. Stanford's office is in the Railway Exchange.
duplicates.
tical

it is

The Stanford

a

Few

Left.

have received an annual, sent us in defiance of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, President Roosevelt, the trunk lines and other

$1,051,000
647,545
53,200
21,635
213,615
231,163
747,995
852,149

oJi^(S!§ffli;Mi^iy?]ii^^f^'

"]

im

also true that the

weather has been the most impoitant factor affecting earnings. It
will be noticed that there are different kinds of roads included in
the table. The bulk are western roads, but the great increase scored
by the New York Central indicates what the trunk lines as a whole
are doing. It is quite characteristic. The list does not confine itself
The
either to great or small roads, and all show similar results.
effect of the weather during the month of January will be more
marked when the returns are complete than is the exhibit for
December, if conditions continue favorable until the end of the
month. The earnings for the second week of January are the largest since June, 1903, when the increase of gross earnings for the
week over the corresponding week of 1902 was equal to 23.38 per
cent.
The total gross earnings of 25 roads for the second week of
January were $6,644,513. This was an increase over the second
week of 1905 of $1,193,945, or 21.9 per cent. "While the gross earnings
results are remarkable owing to the fact that the roads have been
able to handle a larger traffic, it is to be expected that the net earnings will show larger proportionate gains for December, and for
January, also, if the fair weather holds.

We

Are Not Without Honor Save

in

Our Own Country.

foes of this kind of a rebate. The annual is an instance of wicked
favoritism, nothing less; but we show it herewith by way of
asking well-informed travelers if they can advise us how we can
use this pass without first having some other passes.

Rail Joint.

joint illustrated herewith was designed and patented
by Mr. Arthur L. Stanford, Chicago, who describes the device subRailroad men know the great advantage of
stantially as follows:
forming the standard angle bar to have no contact with the web

The

Still

,

We

Increase.

The uniformity of the increases and their size tells the story.
Every road which is specially affected by the tad weather during
the winter has^an increase to show. This is due partly to the magnificent business of the country at large, but

is

joint.

rail

The splice bars
of joint ties, to grip the base flanges of the rails.
are thus in great measure unified with the rails themselves, the
joint is greatly strengthened, and accurate alinement of rails, both

*

1904.

41

rail

British Locomotive Engineering in 1905.
While the year 1905 was productive of many interesting developments in locomotive engineering in England, it also shows that
in the majority of cases designers still favor the employment of
simple rather than compound locomotives. In the development that
has taken place it has been brought about that types of engines
considered novel for British railroads as recently as 1900 have now
become commonplace enough, not only on one, but on several lines.
Thus in standard passenger locomotive design we have the Atlantic
(4-4-2) and 4-6-0 wheel arrangements, while on nearly all of the
principal systems we may find eight-wheels-coupled goods engines.
On two railroads, i.e., the Great Western and London & North
Western, Consolidation or 2-8-0 type locomotives are employed, and
the first named company also has a large stock of Mogul (2-6-0)
type engines in freight service. The 2-6-2 and 4-6-2 passenger types
and ten-wheels-coupled goods locomotives (with and without extra

wheels)
mil ried

such
in

a.s

are

freely used in the United States are as yet

this country.

Mr. Ivatt's compound on the Great Northern presents
a novelty in its cylinder arrangement. In this engine the
[OUT cylinders, viz. two high and tWO lOW-preSSUre, arc rallied
In line at the bogie center, two (the high-pressure) being outside
the frames, while the low-pressure are between them below the
smoke-box. So Ear as the actual disposition of tin- cylinders them
elves goes, there is nothing new in this, ol course; but it is the
only locomotive yet built with fOUl cylinders arranged in Iran
This plan has undoubted ad
alinement to drive separate axles.
ed to
vantages, especially where the wheel arrangement
It.
permits of a restricted length of
the Atlantic and 4-6-0 types.
wheel-base while employing the separate axle method of
Tims Mr. [vatt has succeeded in Keeping til,- total wheel base of ins
[own to 26 ft. 4 in., which is verj Bhort foi an Atlantic
type locomotive with 6-ft, 8-ln diameter drivers; indeed, it is the
shortest wheel-base of any 1-4-2 type engine in Great Britain simple

tiling of

\

I

The Stanford

dm

Rail Joint.

incut wear, ami in
This reduces vibration ami
the rail.
creases the holding power.
The rail Join! shown herewith secure
these results by so forming the splice bars thai they have do con
tad with the base of the rail over more than half Its width. The
iioiiuni flange of both splice bars is beveled a1
as shown In the
drawing. This deprives the rail base of any centra] support and
converts it Into a spring arch, also converting the bottom flange
The result is a
of each splice bar Into a aprlng-gripping flange,
resilient rail Joint which will greatly reduce lamination of rails,
cutting by nil base Into Joint ties, noise, and destruction of roiling stock.

of

I

The

stani'iini

joint

comprises two

rail

Joints In bne.

Above

2

ii

or

'i

compound,
no the London

*;
South-Western Railway, Mr. Dugald Drum
Mechanical Engineer, has Introduced an enttrelj n< «
and beav; passenger traffic.
type of locomotive for wori
and
In the engines of this
This combination ol
are employed.
three pairs of coupled wheel
In II.
cylinders anil wheels la entirely new on British railroads.
There
o the boiler.
the
Itndei capacltj Is unit uallj largi
has ben a constant!} greater 'ii po Itlon to adopt Walschaert valve

inond. chief

'

i
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gear.

New

locomotives

oil

Western and G)

the Great Northern, London & Southhave been Btted with this gear; in each

the engines have four cylinders.
The boilers have been getting larg.
year, and anj di
wholly confined

I

king

still

man..

be
i

•

i

and larger during the past
will shortly have to be

I'eelcd

in detailed

..

ing loading gage restrictions.
it'
such it can be called, of throwing open to
outside firms the designing of a locomotive for
specified service on the main line of a railroad company possessing its own locomotive engineer and workshops, was nied for the
The Great North
first time in modern circumstances dining llin.l.
em Railway Company accepted the plans for an express locomotive prepared by the Vulean Foundry Company, Limited, of Newtonle-Willows.
On the Great Western Railway, Mr. G. J. Churchward, M. Inst.
C. E., introduced a new type of tank locomotive having the 4-4-2
wheel arrangement with outside cylinders. This is an entirely new
type on the railroad in question, and the engines are specially noteworthy on account of their having the largest diameter of coupled
wheels of any tank engines in this or probably any other country.
A new type of passenger locomotive appeared on the London & Northwestern Railway. This has the 4-6-0 wheel arrangement and two
inside cylinders.

iii-

.hi

Ohio, in a solid train of nine cars. The shipment was routed via
the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, Nickel Plate, Lehigh Valley

and the Reading. It has been loaded on a steamer, which
sail at once for Hamburg.
Exchange,

A

is

to

Better Corn-Crop Train.

going to run a special train of six cars
over 2,000 miles of its lines in Illinois, to stimulate interest in
The train will stop at
better corn crops quantity and quality.
126 cities, towns, villages and crossroads stations. Each stop will
be of 40 minutes duration, during which there will be a lecture on
seed and soil. The tour w ill be in charge of Professor Hopkins of
the University of Illinois, and he will be assisted by professors
from agricultural schools. Representatives of the Illinois Central
will accompany the train and will tell of the results in the way of
increased shipments that have come from improved methods of
farming. The train will leave Chicago February 20. The day lectures will be in the cars, and evenings, halls, where available, will
be used.
Illinois Central is

—

gear.

ilr. ill

Western Elaterite Roofing Co., Denver, Colo., reports a
good business for 1905 and an encouraging outlook for the current
The good qualities and desirability of this roofing are eviyear,
denced by its constant use during the past ten years by many of
the largest railroads and mining companies in the west. This
company also makes "Elaterite" paints, tor which it has a constantly increasing demand.
he

Sheldon E. Bent became connected with the Railway Appli
ances Co. Feb. 1st, in the track department. He is a railroad man
of considerable acquaintance, having been located in Mexico the
last six or seven years as Superintendent of Transportation of the
Ocsani. of Mexico ami as General Superintendent of the Vera Cruz
and Pacific. Previous to that he was at one time Superintendent
and then Purchasing Agent of what is now a part of the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Co.

The H. W. Johns-.Manville Company has recently

Manufacturing and Business.

Holman Tracklayer

Chicago, has "received an
order for two tracklaying machines from the Tidewater Railway.
F.

Co.,

The Enterprise Railway Equipment

has an order
for 4,000 cast-steel bolsters for ears recently ordered by the Wabash.

Richard D. Jackson,
appointed as

New York

Co., Chicago,

96 Warren street, New York, has been
representative of the Keystone Lubricating
Jr.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Co.,

The McClintic-Marshall Construction Company has opened an
in the Missouri Trust Building, St. Louis, Mo., in charge of
G.I. Finley, Contracting Engineer.

office

who

recently resigned as Road Foreman of
Engines on the Central of New Jersey, is now with the locomotive
department of Norman B. Livermore & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
G. H. Hutchinson,

H. M. Cryder, formerly Principal Assistant Engineer of the
Wabash, has been appointed Manager, in charge of the Western district, of the Wm. P. Carmichael Co., Engineer and Contractor, of
St. Louis.

Wilbur H. Traver, formerly manager of the Railroad Department of the Ingersoll-Rand Company, with headquarters in Chicago.
is now with the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. as manager of its
Mining and Contract Department.

The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company has received an
order from the United Railways & Electric Company, Baltimore, for
100 No. 101-B four-motor equipments complete with all details.
This is in addition to a recent order for 200 motors of the same type.
The Railway Appliances Company announces having taken the
fur the "elastic nut" made by the National Elastic
Milwaukee, Wis. All inquiries in regard to price, etc.,
should be addressed to the former at 1175 Old Colony Building,
Chicago, or 114 Liberty Btreet, New York.

Nut

Co.,

A. It Newell, for the past five years Vice-President and
General Manager of the \\ hite Pass <£ Yukon Railroad, and previous
to that Superintendent of the Chicago division of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, has accepted a position with McCord & Com-

estahli

two new departments at its head offices in New York. One oi
these is the Railroad Department, devoted to railway supplies, oi
which
he company makes a large variety.
J.
E. Meek lias
been appointed manager of this department. The other is an ex
port department which has been organized under the management
of William Angevine.
This department has been organized in order
to facilitate the handling of the immense foreign business of the
company.
I

W. II. Marshall, General Manager of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, has been elected President of the American
Locomotive Co.. effective February

Mr.

Marshall

in 1864

and became

15.

was born

Superintendent of
Motive Power of the Chicago
& North-Western in 1897.
Two years later he went to
the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern as Superintendent
of Motive Power.
He was appointed General Superintend-

Assistant

:

The D.

i;.

hi,

among

The Cincinnati-Philadelphia Air-Line.
On January 25 a consignment of 150 tons of walnut logs for
export was shipped to Philadelphia from Washington Court House,

The

XL., No.

pany, Chicago, in charge of the manufacture and sale of the McCord

I

design rather than In
general proportions which in
maximum permissible under the exist-

improvements

further to inn
'i
the

i

Vol..

ent of that

and

company

in 1902.

had his jurisdiction
extended over the Lake Erie
&l
Western, and the Indiana,
later

Illinois

&

Iowa,

in 1903 he

was made General Manager
these three roads.
Mr.
.Marshall has had much to

of

do

with

tives

The

designing locomothe Lake Shore.
Class J locomotives of
for

Lake Shore (2-6-2) were
from designs original
with Mr. Marshal!. He was
il.c

built

W. H.

Marshall.

also one of the first, if not the first, to use 19-ft. tubes. As an executive officer Mr. Marshall displayed the same ability that he had
shown in the motive power department of the Lake Shore; and, in
fact, his ability was well recognized before he became Superintendent of Motive Power.

Mr. Henry M. Sperry has been appointed Resident Manager of
the General Railway Signal Company at New York in place of Mr.
Hovey, whose promotion was noted last week, and has resigned
his position as Consulting Engineer with the Hudson Companies,
to take the new place.
Mr. Sperry is already well-known to the
readers of the Railroad Gazette by reason of his prominence in
the signaling world and by his writings. A sketch of his life was
given in the Railroad Gazette of March 3, 1905. He will continue
to be consulting engineer to the Kinsman Block System Company.

The Rail Joint Company, New York, is the corporate name
company recently organized under the laws of the Stale of

of the

New York, which has acquired the business and property of the Continuous Rail Joint Company of America, the Weber Railway Joint
Manufacturing Company and the Independent Railroad Supply Company, and it will carry on the business of the three companies substantially as it has been conducted in the past.
The Board of Directors are:
President, Frederick T. Fearey; Chairman of Executive
Committee, George G. Frelinghuysen; Vice-Presidents, L. F. Braine
and Percy Holbrook; Treasurer, F. C. Runyon; Secretary, Benjamin
Wolhaupter. The other Directors are:
Mark T. Cox, George A.
Weber, Edward Y. Weber, Marcus L. Ward and Charles P. Wheeler.
The bringing together of these several interests will, it is hoped,
enable the Rail Joint Company to supply more promptly and satisfactorily the demands of the customers of the several companies,
and put the new company in a position to develop any improvements that can be made in any of the several types of joints manufactured by it.

February

9,
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Beacom, Superintendent at St. Louis, Mo., succeeds Mr. Smalley.
F. Sugrue, Trainmaster at Little Rock, Ark., succeeds Mr.
Beacom.

J.

{for dates of conventions and regular meetings of railroad conventions and
engineering societies, see advertising page -4.)

Chicago

<G

North-Western.

— W.

who was recently appointed Assistant Gen-

D. Cantillon,

Railway Club of Pittsburg.
At the meeting of this club to be held at the Mouongahela
House, February 23, a paper on reinforced concrete will be presented by Mr. R. H. Cummings.

American Society of Civil Engineers.
At the regular business meeting of this society, February
on

eral Manager, was born
in 1861.
His first rail-

road service was in
1S78 as a brakeman on
the Chicago & NorthWestern, and he has
been on that road ever

7.

a Three-Stage Direct-Connect Centrifugal
Pumping Unit," by Philip Harrison, was presented for discussion.
This paper was printed in the Proceedings for December, 1905.

a

paper

"Test

of

Iowa Railway Club.
At the recent annual meeting of this club the following

Since.

waukee

M.

&

B. Foster, Superintendent of the

St. P.;

The

first

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
annual convention of this society was held Jan.

Feb. 2, at the King
H. Rust presided and

W. E. Morse, who
succeeds Mr. Cantillon
as
General
Superi itendent, was born in 1864. and graduated from Wayland UniHis first railroad service was on the Chicago & Northversity.
western in 1881 as teleW.

patcher in 1883. After
five years he was appointed
Trainmaster

and was promoted to be
Assistant Superintendent in 1891. In 1898 he
was made Division Superintendent
Chiat

where
he
remained for five years.
He then went to the
Chicago, Rock Island &
cago,

as General Superintendent
of
Con-

Pacific

struction, at St.

Denver, Enid
Qulf.—M. Worthington, Car Accountant, has
appointed General Superintendent, with office at Enid, Okla.
.(

1

i

T,

—

Lake Shore rf Michigan Southern. W. II. .Marshall, General Man
ager, has resigned to become President of the American L.0
motive Co., effective February 15. E. A. Handy, Assistant Gen
eral Manager, succeeds Mr. Marshall.
\' a
York, Chicago <( St. Louis.— A. W. Johnston, General Super
Intendent, has been appointed General Managi r, and the oil'
General Superintendent

has been abolished.

Traffic Officers.

—

iiin. Hock Island .(
Pacific.
T. H. Simmons, Assistant Genera
Freight Agent at Chicago, has been appointed General Freight
of the lines cast of Hi.- Missouri river, with of&ce al
\ gent
Chicago.

iirs

Leeds has resigned as Chairman
of the final
lommlttee and directoi

of

I!.

Moines, Iowa Falls
Northern.
S, I.. Strauss has
pointed Oencral Freight and P
lit, With Ol
Moines. Iowa.
in
ceding It. 11. Belding.
.i

:

—

Western Pacific. Thi g
ral offices of this company are
Deposit Building, San Francisco, Cal.

the Safe

at

Officers.

W

at

<i

\

i

ant to the Second Vice-President of the C, R,
A P.
B
Smalley, Superintendent at Herrlngton, Kan., baa
a
ap
pointed Superintendent of the Illinois division, with offlci al
Rock island, in., succeeding i,. n Allen, resigned. T, ii
.i

I

i

H,

V.

Jom

to Traffic

Man

Galveston, Harri iburg & Sai
promoted to be Passenger CrafBc Manage] of the Ulantli
T. .1. Anderson, General Passenger Agenl of the Texai
tem,
& New Orleans, has been api
ted General Pa
i

r

of

the

the c. ii. A s. A.
Joseph Hellen, \
senger Agent of ihc i--.
x.w Orlean
General Pai en [ei \ ent, succeeding r i

of

Rock Island
A. K
Pacific.
Sweet, heretofore General
Manager of the Arkansas Southern, bai been
Died
i

been ap

i

Southern Paci/lc-Atlantii System
a

Chicago, Burlington A Quincy.
O, Sharretts, Superintendent
Burlington, Iowa, has resigned,

Chicago,

•

Madison division, which
Morse.
position he left on Jan.
24 of this year to become General Superintendent.

—

Operating

Louis,

but returned to the Chicago & North-Western
in February, 1905, as
Superintendent of the

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
Brie.
G. N. Orcutt has been appointed General Claims Attorney,
with office at New York City, succeeding O. F. Georgi.

member

D. Cantillon.

graph operator. He was
made agent next year
and chief train des-

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

the Board,

1-

pointment.

1

under the auspices of the Toronto Engineers Club.

.

i

i

and W. McL. Walbank, Monpapers were presented on
"Hydraulic Locks on the Trent Canal," by W. J. Francis; on "Tide
Levels and Datum Planes on the Pacific Coast of Canada," by Dr.
W. Bell Vawson, and another on "Dam Construction," by Charles
P. Baillairge.
At the afternoon session resolutions were unanimously passed looking to an agreement with the Dominion Government
to secure permanent records of surveys, and for the establishment
of a general topographical and geodetic survey scheme for the
Dominion of Canada. The retiring President, Ernest Marcean, presented a paper on the "Origin of Our Canal System." Another
paper on "Toronto's Experience with Conduits" was presented by
C. I.. Fellowes, Assistant City Engineer of Toronto.
The annual
banouet was held in the evening at the King Edward Hotel, at
which addresses were made by tin' Hon. Mr. Emerson, Minister oi
Railways; Mr. Francis, City Engineer, and others. On February
2, visits were made to points of interest in the city of Toronto,

\V

M

and As-

position he held at the
time of his recent ap

29-

Hotel, Toronto. Vice-President C.
the address of welcome was delivered by
Frank Summerville on behalf of the city of Toronto. The Council
reported the present membership as 1,389, as against 1,261 in 1904.
Presentations were made of the Gzowoski medal awards for 1901 as
follows:
Five to C. B. Smith, M. E., for his paper on the construction of the Canadian Niagara Power Co.'s 100,000 h.p. hydroelectric plant, at Niagara Falls, Out., and two in the students' class:
one to F. H. Schwitzer, on mining, and one each to G. S. Cole
and C. R. Young. There were no papers submitted by the electrical
section.
The Treasurer's report showed $1,320 on hand. Professor
Porter, Chairman of the Committee, submitted the library report,
which showed that 150 new books have recently been added. The
total number of volumes at present is upward of 2,000.
At the
evening session an interesting address on diamond mining in Kimberly, South Africa, was delivered by J. B. Porter, D.Sc.
This lee
ture also included illustrations of the Victoria Falls, which has
power equal to one-tenth of Niagara in the dry season, and more
than double that of Niagara in the wet season. On Jan. 31 the
members of the society visited Niagara Falls, and the power plants
at that place. Visits were also made to the Electrical Developing
Company's tunnel and power house. Visits were also made to the
Canadian Niagara Company's power house.
H. D. Lumsden, of Ottawa, was elected President, and M. J.

Rock Island Company-

in 1S91,

appointed Superintendent at Winona, Minn..
and in 1901 he was pro
moted to be General Superintendent,
w h c li

Edward

Butler, Ottawa; C. B. Smith, Toronto,
treal, Vice-Presidents.
On February

made

was
at

Superintendent
sistant
at that place in 1893.
Four years later he was

officers

President, W.
C.
Vice-President, W. H. Gibbon, Superintendent of the C,
R. I. & P.; Secretary, W. B. Harrison, of the C. G. W. A paper
was also presented at this meeting on the variation in height of
couplers, by J. J. Hennessey, of Milwaukee, Wis.

were elected:

He

trainmaster

,'

,

has been appointed
\n.i.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, CI
St. Louis.
Q. G
D
appointed General Foreman ol the Car Department, with
at Indianapolis, Ind,

been
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Halifax
Southwestern.
pointed Chief En
,i

— L.
i

H.

Wheaton, who

was recently

ap-

of this road, entered railroad service in

department

1885 in the

oi railways and canals, serving successas Instrument man, Resident Engineer,
In LSOO he was appointed Chief KngiEngineer,

ively until Jul

and Division

illips & Rangeley, later becoming Superintendent.
and 1893 be was Chief Engineer in charge of construction of tie Laurel River & Hot Springs, and then became Chief
Engineer of the Coast Railway, of Nova Scotia, becoming also
Superintendent of that road In L897. In 1901 lie was
appointed Locating Engineer on the Halifax & Southwestern,
heing made Division Kngineer, which position he held
n, til liis recent appointment.

In 1892

—

L. E. Hassner, General Foreman at East St. Louis,
has been appointed Mastei Mechanic at Clinton, 111., succeeding

Illinois Central.

M.

McGraw,

J.

Lehigh

Valley.

resigned.

— L.

L.

Bentley, Mechanical Engineer,

become Vice-President and General Manager
Boiler & Engine Co., Oswego, N. Y.

to

has resigned

of the

Oswego

—

Pennsylvania. G. W. Strattan, Master Mechanic at Altoona, Pa.,
has been retired on a pension, being 70 years old. I. B. Thomas.
Waster Mechanic at Pittsburg, succeeds Mr. Strattan. W. B.
Elmer, Jr., Assistant Engineer of Motive Power at Altoona.
succeeds Mr. Thomas.

Pere

—

Marquette. J. F. Deimling, Division Engineer at Grand
Rapids, Mich., has been appointed Chief Engineer, with office at
Detroit. Mich., succeeding F. H. Alfred.
W. J. Long succeeds
Mr. Deimling at Grand Rapids. J. Tuthill, Bridge Engineer,
has been appointed Engineer of Bridges and Buildings, with

office

at Detroit.

—

Philadelphia A Reading. H. J. Beck, Road Foreman of Engines
at Reading, Pa., has been appointed to the new office of General
Locomotive Inspector, with office at Reading.

—

E. K. Woodward. Engineer of Maintenance at Peru, Ind..
has been appointed Principal Assistant Engineer, with office at
St. Louis, succeeding H. M. Cryder, resigned.

Wabash.

Purchasing Agents.
Colorado d Southern.

— F.

S.

McNamara, Purchasing Agent, has

re-

signed.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Norfolk d\ Western has ordered 75 locomotives from the
American Locomotive Co.
The Chicago Heights Terminal Transfer is having two locomotives rebuilt by F. M. Hicks & Co.
The Mexican Central, it is reported, has ordered 20 locomotives
from the American Locomotive Co.
The Wabash, it is reported, has ordered GO locomotives from the
Baldwin Works, for delivery during the current year.
The Minneapolis, St. Paul it Sault sic. Marie is considering the
purchase of 25 locomotives. The details have as yet not been decided

Vol. XI,., No.

(J.

weigh 142,500 lbs.; cylinders, 20 In. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers,
50 in.; working steam pressure, 180 lbs.; heating surface, 2,315.15
sq. ft.; 279 National tubes. 2 iii. in diameter and 15 ft. long; firebox, 65% in. x 62% In.; grate area, 28.15 sq. ft.; tank capacity.
5.000 gallons oi water, and coal capacity, eight tons.
The special
equipment includes: Westinghouse air Makes, Coluiai hell ringers,
franklin boiler lagging. National-Hollow brake-beams, Pert', t,,
hoi
Tower couplers. Monitor injectors, Jerome metallic pisand valve rod packings, Coo olidated safety valves, watters sanding devices, Pittsburg Spring & Steel Co.'s springs, Ashcroft steam
gages and Midvale driving wheel tires.

brake

,

ton

The Cincinnati, Veu Orleans d Texas far,/,,, as reported in
our issue of Jan. 26, has ordered five simple consolidation (2-8-0)
locomotives from the American Locomotive Co., for September delivery.
These locomotives will weigh 199,875 lbs., with 176.750 lbs.
on the drivers; cylinders, 22 in. x 30 In.; diameter of drivers, 56
in.;
straight boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.;
heating surface, :;..".I7 sq. ft.; 437 Detroit steel tubes, 2 in. in diameter and 14 ft. 6 in. long: carbon steel firebox, 108 in. x 72% in.;
grate area, 54 sq. ft.; tank capacity. 6,000 gallons of water, and
The special equipment includes: Westingcoal capacity, 12'
tons.
house air-brakes.
Simplicity
bell
ringers.
Keasbey & Mattison magnesia boiler lagging. Buffalo metal brake-beams, Perfecto
brake-shoes. Tower couplers, Schroeder headlights. Monitor injectors, Ajax journal bearings, Jerome piston and valve rod packings, Hayden safety valves. Potts sanding devices. Chicago sightfeed lubricators, Pittsburg Spring & Steel Co.'s springs, Ashton
steam gages, standard driving and truck wheel tires, and cast-steel
wheel centers. Other specialties are: Walschaert valve gear on one
,

locomotive.

The Chicago, Rock Island a Pacific has ordered 33 simple consolidation (2-8-0) locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
and. as reported in our issue of Jan. 26, 11 simple Pacific (4-6-2)
locomotives from the American Locomotive Co. The consolidation
locomotives will weigh 201,000 lbs., with 180.000 lbs. on the drivers;
cylinders, 22 in. x 30 in.; diameter of drivers, 63 in.; extended
wagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 185 lbs.; heating
surface, 2,923 sq. ft.; 340 National charcoal iron tubes, 2 in. in
diameter and 15 ft. 6 in. long; Worth firebox, 107 in. x 67% in.;
grate area, 50 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 7,000 gallons of water, and
The Pacific locomotives will weigh 212,000
coal capacity, 15 tons.
lbs., with 143,500 lbs. on the drivers'; cylinders, 22 in. x 26 in.;
diameter of drivers, 69 in.; extended wagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; heating surface, 3,353.9 sq. ft.; 328
National charcoal iron tubes. 2 in. in diameter and 18 ft. 7 in.
long; Otis steel firebox, 96 in. x 67% in.; grate area, 44.8 sq. ft.;
tank capacity, 7,500 gallons of water, and coal capacity, 15 tons.
Golmar bell ringers.
The special equipment for both includes:
Franklin boiler lagging. Buffalo brake-beams for consolidation locomotives, and National-Hollow brake-beams for Pacific locomotives,
Major couplers, Hancock injectors. Magnus journal bearings, U.
S. and Jerome piston and valve rod packings for consolidation locomotives, and U. S. piston and valve rod packings for Pacific locomotives, Consolidated safety valves, Leach sanding devices, Nathan
sight-feed lubricators, Railway Steel Spring Co.'s springs, Ashcroft
steam gages, and standard driving, truck and tender wheel tires.-

upon.

The Central Vermont, it is reported, has ordered 14 locomotives.
Ten of these will he compound consolidation freight engines, and the
remaining four will be for passenger service.
The Kansas City Southern, as reported in our issue of January
26, has ordered 15 simple consolidation (2-S-O) locomotives from the
American Locomotive Co., for July, 1906, delivery. These engines
weigh 200,000 to 205,000 lbs., with 180,000 to 185,000 lbs. on drivers.
Cylinders, 22 in. x 30 in.; diameter of drivers. 55 in.: straight radial
stayed boiler with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; 375 to
380 2 in. tubes. 1-1 ft. long; firebox. 120 in. long x 40 to 41 in. wide.
gallons of water and 10 tons
The tender will have a capacity of 6
of coal.

ohm,

January 26,
has ordered one eight-wheel simple switching locomotive from the
American Locomotive Company. These engines will weigh 171,17".

The Chesapeake

d

as reported in our issue of

diameter of cylinders, 21 in. x 28 in.; diameter of drivers.
boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; total
heating surface, 2,737 sq. it.; 351 Shelby steel tubes. 2-in. in diameter \ H It. long; firebox. 80 in. x 70 in.; tank capacity, 5.000
The special equipment will
Inns of water and seven tons of coal.
g
include the Westinghouse air-brakes, Golmar bell ringer, Franklin
magnesia boiler lagging. Climax couplers, Hancock injectors. Chesapeake & Ohio standard journal bearings, Jerome and Elliott piston
red and valve parking.;. Consolidated safety valves. Leach sanding
devices, Nathan sight feed lubricators, and Latrobe driving wheel
.",1

lbs.;
in.;

1

wagon top

1

tires.

The Chicago Junction, as reported in our issue of Feb. 2, has
red five simple six wheel (0-6-0) switching locomotives from the
American Locomotive Co., for June delivery. These locomotives will

The Great Norther?!, as reported in our issue of Dec. 22 last,
has ordered 50 simple Prairie (2-6-2) locomotives, 20 simple Pacific
locomotives, 10 compound Atlantic (4-4-2) locomotives, and
compound Mallet locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works. The Prairie locomotives will weigh 215.000 lbs., with 151,000
(4-6-2)

five

on the drivers; cylinders, 22 in. x 30 in.; diameter of drivers,
69 in.; Belpaire boiler, with a working steam pressure of 210 lbs.:
Great Northern Ry. standard steel tubes, 2% in. in diameter and 18
Great Northern Ry. specification steel firebox, 127
ft. 6 in. long;
in. x 67 in.; grate area, 59.3 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 8.000 gallons
The Pacific locomotives will
of water, and coal capacity, 13 tons.
weigh 227,000 lbs., with 151,000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 22 in.
lbs.

x 30 in.; diameter of drivers, 69 in.; Belpaire boiler, with a working steam pressure of 210 lbs.; Great Northern Ry. standard steel
tubes, 2% in. in diameter and 21 ft. long; Great Northern Ry. specification steel firebox. 127 in. x 67 in.; grate area, 54.6 sq. ft.; tank
capacity, 8,000 gallons of water, and coal capacity, 13 tons. The
Atlantic locomotives will weigh 2OS.0OO lbs., with 103,000 lbs. on the
drivers; cylinders, 15 and 25 in. x 26 iu.; diameter of drivers, 73
in.; Belpaire boiler, with a working steam pressure of 210 lbs.; heating surface, 3,439 sq. ft.; 300 steel tubes, 2% in. in diameter and
18 ft. 6 in. long; Great Northern Ry. standard steel firebox, 127
in. x 67 in.; grate area, 54.4 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 8,000 gallons
The Mallet locomotives will
of water, and coal capacity, 13 tons.
weigh 335,000 lbs., with 316,000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders. 23
and 35 in. x 32 in.; diameter of drivers, 55 in.; Belpaire boiler, with
a working steam pressure of 210 lbs.; heating surface, 5,700 sq. ft.;
442 steel tubes, 2% in. in diameter and 21 ft. long; Great Northern
Ry. standard steel specification firebox, 117 in. x 96 in.; grate area,
78 sq. ft.; tank capacity, S.000 gallons of water, and coal capacity,

.

Fkiiui

13 tons.

why

9.

The

special
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1000.

equipment for

all

Golmar

includes:

bell-ring-

Sterlingworth brake-beams, Ross-Mehan brake-shoes, Tower couplers, Adams & Westlake headlights for Prairie and Mallet locomotives, Ohio injectors, Great Northern Ry. standard journal bearings,
piston and valve rod packings, Ashton safety valves, Leach sanding

ers,

devices, Detroit sight-feed lubricators, Simplex springs, Crosby steam
gages, and Standard Steel Co.'s driving, truck and tender wheel tires.

CAR BUILDING.

45

The Chicago d Alton, as reported in our issue of February 2, has
ordered, it is reported, 200 refrigerator cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity
each, from the American Car & Foundry Company for April delivery.
These cars will be 40 ft. long over end sills, 9 ft. wide over
side sills, and 7 ft. 5 in. high.
The special equipment will include
the American Steel Foundries bolsters, Damascus brake-beams, Climax couplers, Miner draft rigging, National Malleable Castings
Company's journal boxes, and American Car & Foundry Company's
wheels.

The Boston d Maine has ordered

The Atlanta

West Point will shortly be

,(

in

the

market

for

dining cars.
Tlie St.

the

Louis d San Francisco has ordered

five postal

cars from

Pullman Co.

The Virginia d Southwestern
500 coal and box cars.
The Mobile, Jackson

if

reported as in the market for

is

Kansas City

is in

the market for addi-

tional freight equipment.

The Central of Georgia,
market for additional cars.

is

it

The Chicago, Rock Island
Pullman Co.

cf

reported,

is

soon to be in the

Pacific has ordered three dining

cars from the

Ohio Central
The Toledo
purchase of 1,000 coal cars.
•

<£-

is

reported to be figuring on the

The Atchison, Topeka d Santa Fe has ordered two cafe cars
from the Pullman Company.
The Neio York Central & Hudson River has ordered

55 trailer

cars from the St. Louis Car Co.

The Chicago, Peoria d
freight cars, including

St.

dump

Louis

is

reported in the market for

is

reported, will shortly be in

cars.

The Detroit, Toledo it Ironton, it
the market for passenger equipment.

having three coaches and one combination car rebuilt by F. M. Hicks & Co.

The Gainesville Midland

is

The Norfolk d Western, it is reported, has ordered 3,000 hopper
cars and gondola cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity each.
The Pennsylvania, it is reported, is building at its Altoona shops
100 specially designed cars for carrying automobiles.

The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain .( Pacific has ordered
cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity from F. M. Hicks & Co.
The Louisville
its

own shops

it

Nashville,

it is

for the building of

10 box

reported, has placed orders with
of 2,000 cars.

upwards

The Midland Valley has ordered four cabooses from the Mt. Vernon Car Co. Address Henry Wood, Vice-President, Girard Building,
Philadelphia, Pa.
cars from the Pullreported, will soon be in the market for

The Hocking Valley has ordered 20 passenger

man Company,

and,

it

is

additional box cars.

The British Columbia Electric Railway Company, New Westminster, B. C, is to build 17 passenger cars and 10 work cars in its
New Westminster shops.
The Kanawha d West Virginia

lias

60,000 lbs. capacity from F. M. Hicks
coaches rebuilt by the same company.

ordered 40 gondola cars of

&

Co.,

and

is

having three

The Richmond, Fredericksburg d Potomac will build 100 box
cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity each in its own shops at Richmond.
The details of these cars have as yet not been settled upon.
The Camden Interstate Railroad Company, Huntington, W. Va
has ordered 10 interurban cars from Hie Jewett Car Company. These
will be mounted on standard steel 0-50 trucks furnished by linear

company

The Lehigh .( Hudson, as reported In our issue of Jan. 26, ha
the South
ordered 250 hopper cars, and 10 low side gondola cars tr
Baltimore Steel Car & Foundrj Co., and LOO box cars from the Stan
dard Steel Car Co.

six cafe cars from the Pullman
These cars will have a capacity
for 24 dining and 40 passengers. They will measure 72 ft. 6 in.
long over end sills by 9 ft. 8 in. wide over side sills by 14 ft. 4 in.
high.
The bodies and underframes will be of wood. The special
equipment includes National Hollow brake-beams, Westinghouse airbrakes, Magnus Metal Company's brasses, Gould couplers, M. C.
B. standard journal boxes, Pintsch light, Gould steel platforms,
Monitor roofs, Railway Steel Spring Company's springs, and Pullman vestibules and standard six-wheel trucks.

Company

for July, 1906, delivery.

The Mexican Central, as reported in our issue of Jan. 19, is in
the market for 750 box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity, 160 single deck
stock cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity, and 75 flat cars of 80,000 lbs.
capacity. The box cars will weigh 31.500 lbs., and measure 37 ft.
6% in. long, 9 ft. 7 in. wide, and 13 ft. 3 in. high, over all. The
stock cars will weigh 29,500 lbs., and measure 34 ft. 10 in. long.
8 ft. 9 in. wide, and 12 ft. 7% in. high, over all.
The flat cars will
weigh 26,500 lbs., and measure 34 ft. 10 in. long, 9 ft. wide and
4 ft. 2% in. high, over all.
The special equipment for all will
include:
American Steel Foundries' bolsters, National-Hollow
brake-beams, Westinghouse air-brakes, Mexican Central brasses,
Tower couplers, Wagner doors for box cars, and Mexican Central
doors for stock cars, Westinghouse friction draft rigging, Soule dust
guards, McCord journal boxes, Sherwin-Williams paint, Mexican
Central corrugated iron roofs for box and stock cars, Pittsburg Steel
& Spring Co.'s springs and Mexican Central trucks.
The Great Northern has ordered 3,000 box cars of 80,000 lbs.
capacity and 500 flat cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity from Haskell &
Barker; 15 non- vestibule first-class coaches, 12 second-class coaches,
and three dining cars from Barney & Smith; 10 combination baggage,
mail and express cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity, 10 baggage cars of
60,000 lbs. capacity, and eight mail cars, as reported in our issue
of Jan. 12, from the American Car & Foundry Co.; and 25 first-class
coaches, as reported in our issue of Jan. 26, and 10 sleeping cars
from the Pullman Co. The box cars will weigh 35.700 lbs., and
measure 40 ft. 7% in. long, 9 ft. 1% in. wide, and 12 ft. SU in.
high, over all. The flat cars will weigh 27,400 lbs., and measure
40 ft. long, 8 ft. 6 in. wide and 3 ft. 9 in. high, over all.
The nonvestibule first-class coaches will weigh 94,000 lbs. and the secondclass coaches will weigh 93,350 lbs., both the non-vestibule first-class
and second-class coaches will measure 60 ft. long, 8 ft. 10 in. wide
and 9 ft. 6 in. high, inside measurements. The dining cars will
weigh 56,000 lbs., and measure 54 ft. 2y2 in. long, 9 ft. 9 in. wide.
and 14 ft. 2 in. high, over all. The combination baggage, mail and
express cars will weigh 106,000 lbs., and measure 73 ft. 8% in.
long, 9 ft. 10 in. wide and 1 1 ft. 2% in. high, over all.
The baggage
ears will weigh 102,000 lbs., and measure 6S ft. 8% in. long. 10 ft.
U in. wide, and 14 ft. 2 in. high, over all. The mail cars will
weigh 56,000 lbs., anil measure 5! ft. 2% in. long, 9 ft. 9 in. wide,
and 14 ft, 4 in. high, over all. The first-class coaches will weigh
117,750 lbs., and the sleeping cars will weigh 121.0ml lbs,, both lirstclass coaches and sleeping ears will measure 72 ft. 6 in. long, S ft.
10 in. wide, and 9 ft. 6 in. high, inside measurements.
The special
equipment fur box and flat ears will Include:
Haskell & Barker
steel bolsters and brake-beams, Great Northern Ry. brasses. Towel
piers, Haskell & Barker door fastenings, doors, draft rigging,
clusi guards, Journal boxes, inside metal roofs tor bos ears, steel
rurks ami wheels. The special equipment for the rest of the ears
will Include
American Steel Foundries bolsters, National-Hollow
brake-beams, Great Northern Ry, solid brasses, Towei couplers, For
syth curtain fixtures and Pantai ote curtain material for non vestibule
first-class, second-class, dining, first-class and Bleeping cars; Greal
Northern Ry. standard draft rigging, Harrison dust guards, Haskell
A Barker Journal boxes, 'nil man paint, Standard Steel Car Oo.'s plat
forms tor non vestibule lirsi class,
id cla
din dj and Brat-class
simplex
coaches, and Pullman platforms and seal toi
lei
prlngs, deal Northern Ry, Btandard trucks, Pullman vestibules for
"
l-class, dining, first-class and Bleeping
u
and Standard Steel
lar Co.'s wheel
i

I

i

The Hudson Companies, New York, hav

ngei
'dered 50 pa
Forty of these are to
cars for the North River tunnel service.
made by the American Car fi Foundry Co., and the remaining ten
I

are to be built by the Prei ed Steel Car Co.

The Boston Elevated, as reported In our issue of February
has ordered 50 itiiii groove posl Beml-convertlble cms from the

The

Brill

Co.

bodiei

ol

BRIDGE BUILDING.

'

these cars will mei
33 fl
In
long, ami thej «iii be 15 ft 10 In. long over vestibules,
The Bpeclal
"
equipment will Include the "easj accesi 6
Thlrt] seven ol
these cars are for us
the Bast Boston tunnel division, and will
have steel bottom framing and the rest are for surfaco operation.
Q,

i

(

i

Bkazii

bridge

In

Inh
Bids an
Clay Count]

ibni.KivN, N. Y.

— Bids

i

n

Iron

were recently opened by the Brooklyn
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Nf. V.) Grade Crossing Commission for a large number of steel railroad and highway bridges to be built on the line of the proposed
Brighton Beach Improvements. The lowest bid for the bridges was
from Milliken Brothers, of New York, and for the fences from the
Wayne Iron Works, of Philadelphia. The road will run about four
miles on an embankment, and one and one-half miles in a cut.
i

—

Cabthage, Tenn. Bids will be asked some time this spring by
L. a
Llgon, Mayor, for building a steel bridge 500 ft. long, across the
Cumberland river, to cost $50,000. W. M. Johnson is County Clerk.

—Bids

are wanted by J. O. Darby, County Supervisor, for building a small steel bridge over Sandy river, in Chester
ster, S. C.

County.

—

of
in

Bids are wanted February 13 by the Board
Cl \v Centeb, Neb.
County Commissioners, for all the bridges that may be wanted
Clay County for one year. W. P. Griess is County Clerk.

Fall River, Mass.

—A

has been introduced in the State
Legislature providing for a new commission to build a bridge to
replace the present Slade's Ferry Bridge.
It is proposed that the
New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad shall pay GO per cent,
of the cost, other electric roads 10 per cent., and the balance to be
paid by the city of Fall River, by Bristol County, and by a number
of other towns which will be benefited by the new structure; the
remaining 30 per cent, not to exceed $500,000.

—

Florida. On February 1 the United States Senate passed the
previously passed by the House of Representatives, authorizing
a bridge across the navigable waters of St. Andrew's Bay, Florida.
(Feb. 2, p. 36.)

—

Hallison, N. C. Bids will be asked early in the summer by
the County Commissioners for putting up a steel bridge 600 ft. long,
over Deep river, in Moore County. Gilbert McLeod, of Carthage, can
give information.

— Bids

are wanted February 2S, at the County Aua steel bridge, 175 ft. long, over Little
Miami river, at Morrow, in Warren County. Walter Hinkel is
County Surveyor.

Lebanon,

O.

ditor's office, for building

Toronto,

Can.— The

—

Yankton, S. Dak. On January 29 the House of Representatives
passed two bills, both previously passed by the United States Senate,
extending the time for commencing and completing combined railroad, highway bridges across the Missouri river at this place,
one to be built by the Yankton. Norfolk & Southern Railway Company, and the other by tin- Wlnnipi g, Yankton & Gulf Railroad Company.

(December

January

19, p. 20.)

Other Structures.

Bibmingb m, A \.— Bids are asked February
i

proposed union

passenger

station

the

for

2 for building the

Birmingham Terminal

Company.
Guadalajara, Mix.

—

Plans have been approved by the governproposed central station for La Electra, S. A.,
of Guadalajara, at a cost of about $300,00u, and which will take
about one year to complete. The Chief Engineer is Manuel de la
Moia.

ment

officials for the

—

Hattiesih in,. .Miss.
Plans, it is reported, are being made by
the Mississippi Central to put up large car shops at this place.

—

Johnson Crrr, Tenn. The Southern, it is said, is about to
a contract for building a new passenger station at this place.

let

—

Los Angeles. Cal. The Southern Pacific is planning to put up
a large freight house, with rooms to hold general offices, to cost
about $200,000.

New

—

The Long Island road has bought 50 acres
Hunters Point, which will be used for a site for a large
freight yard.
The plans which have been filed show that a creek
running through the property is to be widened to 150 ft. and dredged
to a depth of 40 ft., and stone bulkheads will be built. on each side.
About $200,000 will be spent for tracks and new buildings.
York, N. Y.

of land near

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

— See Illinois Central.
—Andrew F. Burleigh,

Alabaaia Western.

—Residents

of New York, who
represents a syndicate, is in Washington seeking a subsidy for a
railroad from Cordova into the interior of Alaska.

Alaska Railroad.

-

Augusta & Columbia.-— Application has been made by a com-

—

pany under this name, in South Carolina, for a charter to take
over the Augusta-Aiken Electric Railroad, operating 23 miles of
road connecting Augusta, Ga., and Aiken, S. C, and to build 52

—

miles of road to Columbia; also for permission to operate the entire
It is proposed to
line with either steam or electric motive power.
enter Columbia over the Seaboard Air Line bridge.

Olivet. S. Dak. Bids are wanted April 3, by J. W. Wipf. County
Auditor, for putting up a number of steel bridges in Hutchinson
County, each from 40 ft. to 150 ft. long, over the James river.

Oshkosii. Wis. The Lake Superior & Southern will ask bids
early this spring for putting up a number of bridges on its proposed
road, from Huron Bay on the Northern Peninsula of Michigan
southwest, via Lake Michigamme. George A. Young, of Oshkosh,
Wis., is Construction Engineer.

—

Baltimore & Ohio. An officer writes that there is no truth in
the report that this company will build an extension of its Valley
branch to connect with the Norfolk & Western, nor will the company build a line paralleling the Southern between Strasburg and
Harrisonburg. Negotiations are in progress with the Southern by
which the B. & O. will be able to run through trains from Harper's
Ferry, where the Valley branch connects with the main line of the
B. & O., to Lexington, Va., instead of making the change at Strasburg as at present. (January 26, p. 28.)

—

Parkersbi rg, W. Va. Bids are being asked by C. H. Shattuck,
President of the Parkersburg, Marietta & Interurban Railway, for
building an iron bridge 2,500 ft. long, to carry street car tracks
over the Little Kanawha river. W. E. Stout is County Clerk.

—

Pennsylvania. The United States Senate on February 1 passed
the bill, previously passed by the House of Representatives, extending the time for commencing construction of a bridge across the
Monongahela river, by the Counties of Washington and Westmore-

—

Bessemer & Lake Erie. The Western Allegheny branch of this
which originally extended from Kaylor to Queen Junction,

road,

eastward from Kaylor to East Brady,
be made with the Buffalo & Allegheny ValWork is under way from Roseley division of the Pennsylvania.
point west to Newcastle, a distance of eight miles. At Rosepoint
a large steel viaduct 900 ft. long and 100 ft. high over Slippery
Rock creek has just been completed. The road is to be ultimately
extended from Newcastle to Youngstown and Girard, Ohio.
is

36.)

p.

Shabptown, Dei.

—

Residents of this place are agitating the
on of building a bridge over the Nanticoke river.

—Bids

be extended,

are being asked

by R. F. Mercer

it

is said,

is to

—

—

Shrevepobt, La. A bill extending the time for commencing construction of a bridge across the Red river by the city of Shreveport,
La., was passed by the House of Representatives on January 29, and
bj the United States Senate on January 31.

Green, Wis.

to

where connection

Selkirk, Manitoba.—The Canadian Pacific is considering plans
for building a steel swing bridge over the Red river, which is about
a half mile wide at this place.

Spring

29, 1905, p. 207;

high.

are agitating the question of
building two new bridges over the Cumberland river,' one at Jefferson street and one in the central part of the city. The County
Court at its April meeting will be asked to decide whether they
shall be built or not.

2

City Engineer estimates the cost of a bridge
street, over the Donn

Neb. -Bids are wanted February 20 by Charles W. ReyCounty Clerk, for some steel bridge work.

—

i

6.

Wai m
nolds,

Mobile, Ala. On January 29 the House of Representatives
passed the bill, previously passed by the United States Senate,
authorizing the Mobile Railway & Dock Company to build a bridge
or viaduct across the water between Cedar Point and Dauphin
Island in Mobile Bay.

land, Pa

No.

Trenton. N. J.--The Pennsylvania, it is reported, has completed
plans for putting up a freight house and office building three stories

—

Loup City, Neb. Bids are wanted March 6, by C. F. Beushausen,
County Clerk, for building all the bridges that may be needed in
Sherman County for one year.

Nashville, Tenn.

.

to connect Wellesley street with Sparkhall
Valley, at between $150,000 and $200,000.

bill

bill,

XL

ini building a steel drawbridge, to cost about $16,000, over the Wisconsin river. Charles Junge Is County Clerk, Baraboo, Wis.

—

Eastport, Me. The Washington County Railroad has commenced placing a draw in the bridge which crosses the channel
separating this place from Perry, Me.

Vol.

.

Boston & RnODE Island Electric. An officer writes that this
company, which was recently incorporated in Massachusetts, is to
build an electric line from Boston through Hyde Park, Foxboro,
Mansfield, North Attleborough, and Attleborough to Providence.
Charles H. Blood, of Fitchburg, is interested. (January 26, p. 28.)

Canadian Pacific— This company,

it

is

reported, will build a

FEBRUARY

9,
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branch from its line near Woodstock, N. B., southwest to Bancroft,
Me., about 28 miles.
This company has been authorized by the Dominion Government
to build an additional line through to Georgian Bay from Peterboro.
This will give the company another terminal on the upper Canadian
lakes. The new line runs right through Grand Trunk territory.

—

Cardenas & Jucako. This company, which operates about 185
miles of railroad in Cuba, is building an additional 38 miles.

—

Caruthersviixe & Western. A charter has been granted this
company, in Missouri, to build a railroad from Caruthersville to
Derring, in Pemiscot County, a distance of 12 miles. The offices
of the company will be at Caruthersville, and the incorporators include J. M. Blower, of Chicago, and H. C. Schultz and S. F. Reynolds, of Caruthersville.

—

Bonds have been issued by this
funds to build its proposed road from Stockton,
Eight and one-half miles of track
Cal., to Lodi and Woodbridge.
has been laid in Stockton.
Central California Traction.

company

to secure

—

Charleston, Parkersburg & Western. An officer writes hat
company, which was recently chartered in West Virginia, will
build a railroad from Charleston, W. Va., north via Sissonville,
Spencer and Elizabeth to Parkersburg, a distance of 60 miles. The
line has been located for a distance of eight miles, and contracts
are to be let this year. A. S. Alexander is President and C. P.
(January 19,
Peyton, Chief Engineer, both of Charleston, W. Va.
I

this

p. 21.)

—

Chicago & Southern Traction. This company is planning to
operate an electric line from Chicago to Kankakee, 56 miles, and
proposes to take over the Chicago Electric Traction.

Burlington

Chicago,

&

Quincy.

—This

company

has

filed

It is understood
articles of incorporation in Wyoming.
that the Burlington will not use its Alliance-Guernsey branch as
a main line through Wyoming, but will extend its Holdrege-Cheyenne line west through southern Wyoming to Salt Lake City.

amended

Branches from a point on this line near Laramie, south to connect
with the Denver-Lyons line, and north to a connection with the
Prannie-Thermopolis now under construction south toward the Wind
River Indian Reservation, would fill out this general scheme of
development. The Guernsey line could then be extended to a connection with the Denver-Frannie north and south line in Wyoming
at a point in the coal and iron fields about 50 miles north of
Laramie, and eventually southwest to a connection with the main
line running from Holdrege through Cheyenne and southern Wyoming.
With the completion of this work the Burlington would
have direct connection from Denver to the Pacific northwest, and
also from the east to Salt Lake City.
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.

— See

Indianapolis

&

Louis-

ville below.

—

Lackawanna & Western.—An

Delaware,

cerning the proposed
Delaware, N. J., and
determine the most
line is being run by
distance is about 20
upon.
(December
This company
Hill.

The

luiinei

between centers.

cut-off,

officer

writes

con-

by this company between
that surveys are being made to

to be built

Portland, Pa.,
The
feasible route for bettering the grade.
way of the Stanhope-Netcong meadows. The
Nothing has as yet been determined
miles.

29, p. 207.)

asking bids on a double track through Bergen
In parallel the present tunnel at about 50 ft.
We understand bids will be closed February 17.
is

is

Dover & South

—

Thii
npany, it is said, has rails
extension of the Dover & South Bound.
Work is under way from the presenl southern terminus al Richlands to a point on the Atlantic Coast line between Wllmiii
and Goldsboro.

ready to be laid on

Bound.
Ihe

are asked tor building a Eour-track road through
Bergen Hill, Jersey City, N. i to parallel the presenl two-track
An open cut
Bel.
Lo be made through the pooh of Bergen Hill.
,viih an average depth ol
he
70 ft, and aboul
1,600 ft, Ions
end to form em
material excavated is to be
ved to the we
bankments tor passenger connections to existing lines operated by
the Brie.
There will be aboul 120,000 cu ydi ol earth and 180,000
cu, yds. of rock to be excavated, and 15,000 cu. yds. of concreti
Mills

I'jmi

i

'

i

hi,'

\

to

The cost of the work will be $5,000,000, and the contracl calls
let.
The Alabama
for completion of the extension by January 1, 1907.
Western was incorporated by I. C. interests some time ago to build
this extension. Contracts reported let to C. D. Smith & Company, of
Memphis, Tenn., and to John Scott & Sons, of St. Louis, Mo., for
building 42 miles of this line from Corinth, Miss., south. The contractors have opened an office at Corinth, Miss., and they will sublet

i»'

huiii

bus been incorporated

\

company
to

build

to be

this

known

short

which

is

very heavy.

Indiana Harbor— This company has opened its
diana Harbor, near Chicago, south to Danville, 111.,
108 miles. Grading has been completed on the branch
Harbor southeast to Dune Park, Ind., 18 miles, and

line

from

In-

a distance of
from Indiana
track will be

laid shortly.

Indianapolis & Louisville (C. I. & L.).— An officer writes thai
grading contracts have been let to Williams & MacRitchie; to the
Pound Construction Company, and to Thomas Glynn, for building
this company's lines from a point on the main line of the Chicago,
Indianapolis & Louisville one mile north of Quincy, Ind., southwest
through Cataract, Jordan. Patricksburg, Clay City, Howellsville
and Midland, to Victoria on the Illinois Central. Work is to be
commenced at once, and other contracts will be let shortly. Maxigrades will be 0.9 per cent. There will be two steel bridges.
L. W. Parker is President, and W. A. Wallace, Chief Engineer, both
of Chicago.

mum

(New York City).— It is announced that by
the express trains of the Subway will be run as far north
as the Ship Canal, thus giving through service from the Battery
The three-track road is now complete
to American League Park.
up to the Kingsbridge station of the New York & Putnam division
Until the
of the New York Central at Bailey avenue, the Bronx.
bridge over the canal at 225th street is completed the terminal will
be at 215th street. The first station north of the present terminal
at 157th street is 167th street, St. Nicholas avenue, and Broadway,
The
directly opposite the entrance to American League Park.
tracks there are 110 feet underground, and the station and tunnel
Interborough

March

1

were hewn out of solid rock. The station has been built to handle
big crowds, and two elevators, with capacities of 100 persons each,
Subway tickets will be put on
will carry passengers to the surface.
sale at the box office windows at the ball park to avoid congestion at
the subway ticket offices when people are going home from a game.

Kettle Valley.— Surveys are being made by this company for
an extension from Grand Forks, B. C, to Franklin, a distance of 40
miles, and work is to be started early in the spring.
Midland Am Line Railway & Navigation.— This company, re
cently organized in Arizona, to build a railroad from Des Moines.
Iowa, to Port Arthur, Tex., has filed its incorporation papers in
Iowa. It is claimed that the company has secured about SO per cent,
of the right of way from Texas to the Missouri line, and is negotiat-

The company

is incorporated for $1,000,000.
Bleaksley, J. N. Brown and D. F. Keeler. of
Lamoni; M. L. Temple, of Osceola, and A. W. Davis and M. C. Betts,
Pleasanton, Iowa, are incorporators.

ing for the balance.

W. Crawford,

J. O.

Montana. Tabor & Edmonton.

— Incorporation

has been asked

of Lethbridge, Alberta, for a company under this
name, to build a number of branch lines from the international
boundary through that Province.
in

M Johnson,

i.

—

Nevada Northern. An officer writes that the line of this pro
posed road is from Cobre, Nev., a point 140 miles west of Ogden,
south to Ely,
distance of 138 miles. Grading has been completed
for 70 miles and 17 miles of track laid. The road is be ng built to
carry copper from the mines around Ely, and is owned by the
Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. The contractor for this work is
The work will
the Utah Construction Company, of Ogden, Utah
be light, maximum grades being 0.7 per cent., and maximum
The company is planning to build
lure six degrees.
work will bi
Thl
road connecting the mines with the Bmelter
to have
much heavier than thai on the main line, it
I,
and thi branch to the m
the road completed aboul Maj
(January 12, p. L8
aboul July L.
ii

i

t

I

I

I

—

D| rente
Fork, oki mi.im x £ Pai [fic. A
impanj under this name In Arkansas to build a ral
mpanj
Me>
Ri
rk
wet
to Folsom, N
Okl i. T., and
and will have Its gem ral offli
10 01
pi opo ed
to Pi lor creel
\
h<
el trot
Bliss, Lamont,
lominj
and Claremore, Ind, T., thence through
Me*
to Fa! on, \
Jeffi rson, Alva, Beaver City, and Miner it
The proposed road will travel e the coal fields of Ini
the whe il bell of northern Oklahoma,
ion of Ne» Mexico.
\i w

I

i

•

t

.

i

1

1<

i

I

'

i

i

.

I

i

b

the

Penhorn Creek

i

i

Nun

line

Hat
i.nnouncemenl
le bj
Illinois Centbal,
W
of this road, thai the contract ror building the new line between
Corinth, Miss., and Haleysvllle, Ala., aboul 80 miles, has hi
n
i

I

of the work,

some

J.

-Cuba Eastern. In connection with this road there has been
organized the Northeastern Cuba, to build an extension of 65 miles
in Santiago County, starting from the present eastern terminus at
La Maya on the Ponupo branch and running through a section at
present without railroad facilities.

47

i

t

i

in

i'

mi

Cuba

Sei

i

lu

i

n

above

have been granted In
Roadi
ylvanla to the following companies, of all of which Edison Ripley,
Northern Middlesex 31
of Sherman, N >
P

Pennsylvania

I
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way; Chenango Northern Street Railway; Midland Street Railway;
Centra] Newcastle street Railway; Chenango Street Railway, and
the Newcastle Northern Streel Railway.

—

Sierra Madre & Pacific. An officer writes that
o£ this road will run from Nueva Casa
outheast to Santa Maria Valley, up this valley
Grandei
and south
ough Gafiana, El Valle, Cruces, Namiquipa, Santana
mini In
ie to San Pedro. through a linilnr :.eet
and Ti
Fifty miles
\V. C. Gre tie, of New York, a distance of 180 miles.
The maximum grades will be 1 per
will be heavy.
rent.
There will be tour steel bridges and live tunnels. W. C
i.e.
New York, is President, and .1. P. Halleban. of El Paso,
(January lit, p. 31.)
Tex., Chief Engineer.

Rio Gha.mh;,
the proposed

in,

i

—

-

i

—

Incorporation has been asked for by a
Soi thern of Ai.berta.
company under this name, in Alberta, to build a number of rail-

roads in that Province.

J. J. Hill is

said to he back of this project.

this

company that

its

—Announcement

proposed - road will

H

(in

$4,1

i".

lir:

,

I

i

Sandy bonds.

Bis
i

hi,

—

Cincinnati & Loi [SVILLE. The President of ibis company
says that the earnings are now sufficient to meet operating expenses, and thai the line is earning as much as it did when 11
was leased to the C, H. & D.
M.n.

The gross earnings for
were $4,032,506, an increase
of $312,797; net earnings $951,831, an increase of $92,424.

Cincinnati,

New Orleans & Texae

Paoebti

months ended December

the six

31

—

The gross earnings for the half year ended December 31
were $25,859,990 an incres e of $2,107,454; net earnings were
$7,858,689, an Increase of $480,406.

Erie.

The gross earnings

for the half year
$25,319,222, a decrease of $551,381;
ings $7,626,167, a decrease of $1,158,536.

Illinois Central.-

cember

31

wen

ended Denet earn-

—

Lehigh Valley. The gross earnings for the six months ended December 31 were $17,472,248, an increase of $1,768,132; net earnings $7,227,676, an increase of $678,211,
Long Island.

— Kuhn,

Loeb & Company,

New

York, have bought

$4,500,000 refunding 4 per cent bonds of 1949. These are part
of an authorize,! issue of $45,000,000, of which $17,S91,000 are

They are guaranteed
outstanding.
will be used to pay for construction.

New

has been made by
be built from Spartanburg.

North Carolina state line, where connection will be
made with the South & Western, now under construction from the
coal fields of Kentucky, Tennessee and Virginia. Application for a
charter for the S. & N. is to he made at Columbia, S. C, by Ralph
K. Carson, of Spartanburg, who is attorney for the road, and who
has bene securing rights-of-way. G. L. Carter, of the S. & W., is
C,

S.

No,

i

—

Spartanburg & Northern.

.

This company has sold to Kuhn, Loeb & Comper cent, guaranteed bonds of
mi
The proceeds of the sale
rail, of the Big Sand] Railroad Co.
will be used to redeem the C & O. 5 per cent
collateral
ecured chiefly by the a
maturing April 4, 1.906, which ren
panj

This company, it is reported, has asked
Soi thern Railway.
bids for building yards at Cumberland Gap. The work includes the
laying of five miles of track, also building a round-house and a newturn-table.

xi.

The gross earnings lor the six months ended
m;o & ALTON.
Decenfber 31 were $6,230,203, a decrease ol $451,263; net earn
ings $1,961.11 1, a decrease of $559,928.

Chesapi im &

•<

M m inns Railway. According to a St. Louis
St. Lot is Mani
newspaper, t lie lines of this company are to be extended so
as to make a St. Louis entrance for the Kansas City Southern,
The principal business of the road at present is switching and transfer service, and it is controlled by interests connected with the
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association. Adolphus Busch is President.
According to the report, the brewers are dissatisfied with their existing railroad connections, and they propose to branch out in such a
way as to have competition in all directions. They propose to
bridge or tunnel the Mississippi so as to connect with the railroads
terminating at East St. Louis; and in the other direction their plans
do not stop short of the Gulf of Mexico and, apparently, Puget Sound.

Voj

to the

—

Sugar Cheek & Northern (W. & L. E.). An officer writes that
an air line from Bolivar. Ohio,

—

York, New Haven & Hartford. The shareholders of the Naugatuck R. R. have voted to sell the entire property to the N. Y.,
N. H. & H. The Naugatuck consists of 57 miles of road between Naugatuck Junction, Conn., and Winsted, and four miles
between Watertown and Waterbury. The N. Y., N. H. & H.,
which owns three-fourths of the $2,000,000 capital stock, will assume all liabilities and pay $6,016,575 cash, being $300 per share
plus accrued dividends.

New

President.

by the Pennsylvania and

—

York. Ontario & Western. The gross earnings for the six
months ended December 31 were $4,023,779, an increase of $301.311

;

net earnings. $1,225,150, an increase of $69,157.

—

this proposed road will be almost
northwest to Orrville, via Sugar

Norfolk & Western. Brown Brothers & Company, Philadelphia and
Creek, a distance of 26 miles.
New York, have bought $3,000,000 divisional first lien and genare
commenced
Contracts
to be let this week, and work will be
at
eral mortgage bonds of 1944. making $11,000,000 now outstandonce. The maximum grade will be 0.4 per cent. The work includes
The proceeds will pay for
ing of the $35,000,000 authorized.
the building of several large bridges over Tuscarawas river and
improvements on the Cincinnati division. The same bankers
Sugar creek. P. A. Delano, of Chicago, is President; B. A. Worthinghave also bought $3,000,000 equipment trust certificates, being
ton, Vice-President; H. T. Douglas, Jr., Chief Engineer, both of
Series A, B and C, previously
series D, E and F of this issue.
Pittsburg.
The new certificates are secured
sold, amounted to $3,800,000.
by 23 locomotives and 2,800 cars, now under construction or
Susquehanna Central. A charter has been granted this com-

—

being delivered.
The gross earnings for the half year ended December 31
were $13,886,878, an increase of $2,108,588; net earnings $5,584.327, an increase of $812,156. The average mileage operated was
The largest proportionate in1,834, an increase of 65 miles.
crease in expenses was in maintenance of way; the operating
ratio, 60 per cent., is the same as last year.

pany, in Pennsylvania, with a capital of $1,000,000, to build 100
miles of railroad through Clearfield, Center and Clinton Counties,
Pa. James K. Gardener, of Ridgeway, is President.

—

Tampa Northern'. Under this name a company has applied for
a charter in Florida to build a railroad from Tampa north. Financial arrangements are said to have been made and the first 45
miles of road is to be built at once. Contracts are being let for
the material needed for construction. It is supposed that the road
will cross the state line into Georgia and form a connection with
the Atlanta. Birmingham & Atlantic.
Benjamin Thompson, of
Tampa, is Chief Engineer.

Wheeling & Lake

Erie.

— See

—

Topeka & Santa Fe. Potter, Choate & Prentice, NewYork, are offering at 96 and interest $1,250,000 adjustment 4
This block is part of an authorized
per cent bonds of 1995.
issue of $51,728,000, and makes $51,346,000 now outstanding.
They are secured by a mortgage upon nearly all the property
of lie A., T. & S. P., being subject only to the $146,634,500 general mortgage 4 per cent bonds outstanding.

—The

gross earnings of the lines east of Pittsburg

for the year ended December 31 were $126,760,212, an increase
of $16,730,200; net earnings, $38,860,762. an increase of $5,142.800.
The lines west, directly operated, show increases of
$2,021,200 and $2,139,500, respectively, in gross and net earnings.

Sugar Creek & Northern above.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Xmiiisi.n.

Pennsylvania.

—

Pennsylvania Company. Kuhn. Loeb & Company, New York, have
bought $20,000,000 collateral trust 4 per cent, bonds, issued by
the Pennsylvania Company, and guaranteed by the Pennsylvania
The proceeds of the sale of these bonds
Railroad Company.
will be used to pay for construction already carried out. and
to be carried out

St.

during

1906.

—

Louis & San Francisco. Hallgarten & Company, New York, have
bought $3,300,000 4 per cent, refunding bonds of 1951, making
$63,404,000 now outstanding of the $85,000,000 authorized. Of the

t

ii

—

Coast Line. The gross earnings for the half year ended
31 were $11,524,970, an increase of $1,020,15(1, and net
earnings $::.S59,S69, an increase of $91,546
ie

December
in

—

inn. Rochester & Pittsburg'. The gross earnings for the six
ninths ended December 31 were $4,589,491, an increase of $401.108; net earnings $2,145,250, an increase of $404,215.
i,

1

i

ci

New

—

Georgia. This company has sold to Blair & Company,
York, $1,020,000 4% per cent, equipment notes.

,,i

$3,300,000, $3,300,000 will be used to retire $2,050,300 6 per cent,
second mortgage. Series A, B and C, maturing November 1,
1906, and the remaining $1,000,000 is the amount available this
year for improvements under the terms of the mortgage.

—

Southern. The gross earnings for the half year ended December
31 were $20,604,444, an increase of $1,674,610; net earnings
$8,016,681, an increase of $406,135.

—

Erie. The gross earnings for the six months
ended January 31 were $2,900,293. an increase of $578,245; net
earnings $829,981, an increase of $28,810.

Wheeling & Lake

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western is having
made at the Old Ladies' Home at Elmira.

27,000 signal

flags

The gravity freight yards of the Missouri Pacific in the East
Bottoms, Kansas City, have just been put into use.

A

bill

has been introduced into the legislature of New York to
motormen on each train of the Elevated roads in Brook-

require two
lyn.

The Committee on Railroads of the Massachusetts legislature
has rejected the petition of Representative Dyer that the use of chemical fire extinguishers on passenger cars be compulsory.

A

Chicago press despatch says that on February 5th and 6th
25,000 passengers were carried to the Southwest on tourist or other
low-rate tickets. The movement has been delayed on account of the
absence of cold weather.
Increases in wages are reported of conductors on the Pensacola
division of the Louisville & Nashville; enginemen on the Norfolk &
Western; track laborers on the New York Central, and track and
bridge men on the Chesapeake & Ohio.

recognize the "average'' method of charging for demurrage, by which
a consignee who unloads a large number of cars promptly thereby
earns an allowance on other cars which he may detain. Objection
has been made to demurrage bureaus, but the commission holds
that as long as they are only bureaus they are unobjectionable. The
board "hopes that railroad companies will endeavor to secure
the fair and impartial administration of the rules; in case it is
found that the giving of preferences cannot be otherwise prevented, it may be necessary to abolish the car service toll entirely."
The new rules are in several respects more liberal to the public than
the old. Where unloading is hindered by inclement weather the local
agent must decide whether or not to make allowances therefor, instead of referring the case to some distant authority after the full
bill has been paid.
If the railroad cannot tell the consignee at
7 a. m. where to find his car, he is free to go away and come again
at noon, and the period of free time will then begin at noon. Additional free time is allowed on coal and lumber and other building
material.

Anthracite Coal Shipments.

The Wall Street Journal gives the following figures of shipments of anthracite coal by months for the last three calendar years.
The shipments during the month of January. 1906, were 5,458,048
tons.

According to a Harrisburg paper, the Pennsylvania

will, after

of July next, require all cars in all trains to be equipped
with air brakes; and after Jan. 1, 1907, the company will accept
no cars from connections which are not suitable to be moved in
heavy train service.

the

first

The Railroad Commission of Texas has compiled a statement
which shows that during the calendar year 1905 earnings of 12
Texas railroads were divided as follows: Texas local traffic, .$10.456,180.39; Texas interchange traffic. $7,721,191.98; interstate and international

traffic,

March.'
April

May
June
July

August
September
October

November
December

$26,169,597.47.

61,410,201

Total

a suit for $10,000 damages brought at Philadelphia by a
man who was run over by a Pennsylvania Railroad cab. it appeared
that the railroad company, while acknowledging ownership of the
cabs, denied liability for damages, because each individual cab is
leased daily to the man who drives it.

According to the report of the Secretary of State of Pennsylvania, the street railroads of Pennsylvania earned during the year
of 1905, $37,8S9,000, and their surplus, after $9,554,296 in dividends
was paid, was $123,072. The total capitalization of these roads was
$387,112,703, and their mileage was 3.169.

The superintendent of the Indian school at Carlisle, Pa., asks
for an appropriation for traveling expenses for members of the
school of $19,000, instead of $13,000 as in former years, for the reason that the railroads have discontinued the reduced rates heretofore given for transportation of pupils and employees of the school.

A press despatch from Hazleton, Pa., says that the fashion of
carrying funeral parties in trolley cars, which has been common in
(hat region, has been seriously interfered with by a new law of the
state, under which the Health Department forbids the transportation of coffins in cars, except when they are encased in the regulation
boxes, and these boxes are too large to be taken in the usual trolley
cars.

At Montreal last week ten passengers wen' admitted to a train
of the Canadian Pacific on one ticket and a half
The party cod
sisted of a little French Canadian woman witii nine children, onlj
one of whom was old enough to pay half fare. This beats Arkansas
When this story last, appeared in print il came From St. Louis, and
heroine,
dren.

hailed from Arkansas, boasted of only eight chil-

The two-cent fare bill, passed by the legislature of Ohio, was
signed by the Governor on February 8 and goes Into effect 30 days
after the date of signing.
The two-cent requirement applies to all
passengers on the railroads of Ohio, for all distances over live mile?.
Officers of the Pennsylvania, the Erie, Hie Wabash and Hie \'i w
York. Chicago & St. Louis are quoted as saying thai the railroad

5,0-70,608

5,211,450
5,044,998
5. 156.449
5, 136,497
:..::77,495

5,131.542
5,419,878
5,063,144

5,169,402
4.054.444
3,925,642
4,091,148
4,259,748

57,492,522

59.362. S30

3,967, Hon

The Canadian Railway Commission has amply

justified

itself

and, in spite of the detractions of political opponents, has become
established as one of the indispensable institutions of the country.
Since February 1, 1904, it has issued over 1.500 orders and held hearings in 350 cases. At present, the applications to the court average
about 35 a day, although three-quarters of these will he privately
settled.

The

of a railroad passing through the property of a
Ancaster applied to the court for leave to fill up a trestle
bridge.
The farmer used the passage under the bridge for his ca(
tie. and objected to exchanging this safe method of going to and fro
Under the old dislor the level crossing the company offered him.
pensation he would have had to go to Ottawa to look after his rights.
As it was, he was able to drive into his neighboring town, where
the commission sat, and after a short hearing he got a decision that
his objections were well founded, and the application of the railroad

farmer

officers

in

was disallowed
A Scobell, a farmer on the line of the Kingston & Pembroke
Railway, has a cedar grove. The freight rate quoted to Mr. Scobell
on cedar, whether i" Hie form of ties or poles, was twice as high
as the rate on other poles.
Mr. Scobell appealed against the rate,
and appeared before the commission in person. He got an order
from the court reducing Hie rates to the level of the general rates
for that class of freight, the court holding that the rates in tone
obstructed Instead of encouraging business, and that the railroad
was restricting OUtpul with the obvious design of making sure that
the iiiad's future needs in the way of ties would he provided for
Tumult, Can. Globe.
i

who

1903.
5,964,950

1904.

4,134,245
4,326,269
4,375,033
5,407,786
5,285,079
5,728,795
4,623,527
4,331,854

The Canadian Railway Commission.

In

!!

1905.
4.408.578
3.922,601
5,258,537
5,278,401
6,005,158
5,844,052
4.546,743
5,041,838
5,082.232
5,205,364
5,421,584
5,395,113

January
February

i

Diversion of Cars.
A circular requesting Information regarding diverted ears has
been issued by the Committee on Car Service "i the Association of
Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. The month of Novem
iir, 1905, is taken as n representative period, ami the committee is
1,000 con
endeavoring to secure Information regard ini b
In order to
e numbers In box-car equipment ol each railroad
se
the practici
obtain a basis from which to Judge of the prevail
i

I

*

t

i

will noi coniesi the constitutionality of the law.

The Railway Commission of Canada has Issued a code of rules
regulating car service (de
'rage) on the railroads of the Dominion,
in a preamble to the rules the commissioners say thai demurrage is reasonable and affords only
[air and Jual distinction be
wren shippers or consignees who exercise diligence and those who
do not, The commission has noi had time to decide on Hie merits
of the claim that the railroads ought to he penalized for delay In
wipplylns: cars or In transporting Roodn, The hoard alao refuser. io
:i

i

referred In
The present

ear situation appears to be thai of a practically
mj central
pooled equipment, w Ithoul the powei being
The result
authorltj to order cars front om territorj to another.
be M"w of the
Koverned lai
is thai the Mow
of equipment
and it Is extremelj difficult for lines thai are essenl
traffic;
originating lines to obtain thai proportion of the return do* of the
constant
depend for
.Miii|..nient open which the>
'

-

i

;

I

:i

I

nnd eguable supply

The whole

subject of H»e requirement* of the
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and the tar supplj in connection therewith, equally distriba step In
a problem which musl be met sooner or later,
the right direction wa taken a1 the time thai per diem was adopted;
but further steps musl lie taken before full advantage may be obtained from tin' .nh.ui.i- already made.
Under the per diem plan an
incentive has been provided to induce more prompt release and ban
dling of equipment, but so long as The American Railway Association Code of
;h Service rules are not observed there appears to be
no incentive to induce the flow of equipment in accordance with the
ownership of the ears, rather than along the lines of the Mow of
Equipmt >/l R< gisti r,
traffic.
traffic

uted,

—

—

is

i

The

total

Canadian Grain Shipments.
shipments of grain by water from Fori William, Ont,

and Port Arthur, during- the navigation season just closed, amounted
m 37,063,000 bushels, of which 30,235,000 bushels were wheat 828,000
oats, barley, etc.. and 6,000,000 bushels, last > ear's crop
Of this
amount, 10,600,000 bushel;, went to Buffalo, and (iOO.OOO to Erie, 10,The largest
000,000 bushels being carried in United States vessels.
single cargo was 351,047 bushels, which is the record for the Great
There are about 40,000,000 bushels of wheat, left in the
Lakes.
Canadian West to be exported, of which perhaps one tenth will be
shipped by railroad during this winter and the remainder by water
next year. Consular Report.
;

Rate Reductions in Kansas.
Railway Commission of Kansas, using as
a basis rates in states of comparatively dense traffic, ordered a reduction of 6 per cent, in grain rates from all points in the state to
Atchison and Kansas City, Kan. On December 21 an order was
issued for a reduction of 1 mill a ton mile in rates on lump coal
Contesting

On December

men

"i

chosen?
hapie one

will be
a

i

The
Oni

commissioners were by
them was outrageous."

last selections of
ol

Iron and Steel in Canada.
year 1905 has been prosperous for the iron and steel Indus
Cape Breton. The output of pig iron was 102,000 tons, and of
steel 163,500 tons; of 80-pound rails since June, 1905, 44,000 tons, and
rods for the year 17,100 tons.
The balanci of the steel output has
been made into blooms and billets most ol which material has found
\
a market In Canada
hipment of 30 tons of rails has been made
to the Boston Elevated Railway for experimental purposes on the
sharp curves of thai road. Dui
year two blast furnaces were
continuously in operation, and in November a third was placed in
use.
The Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Company (Ltd.), had a prostons of coke, 58,
perous year, with an out put of 120,1
) Ions of pig
iron, and 22,000 ton
ti
Consular Report.

Thi
tries in

it

Tie
nol.e

i

Fire and Acid Proof Smoke Stacks.
accompanying illustration shows a "Transite" asbestos
W. Johns-Manville Co.. New York.
jack, made by the II
These jacks are made of

"Transite" asbestos lumber, which material is absolutely
fire,
gas
and

coal fields, except

The first section of this road, from Santiago to the foot of the
Andes, was opened recently.
This project was approved by the
Chilian Congress in 1903, and the government was authorized to
call for bids for the construction of the road on the basis of a guaranty of 5 per cent, interest on the cost of the work. The total

amount

of the bids was $6,750,000. The contracts for the work were
divided between Clark & Co., and S. Pearson & Son, of London, and
William R. Grace & Co., of New York, and were formally accepted
by the Chilian government on June P. 1904. The line will shorten
the time to Buenos Ay res by six hours.

The Nub.

A

press despatch from Chicago quotes the representative of the
General Managers' Association as saying:
"The nub of the railroads' contention is that rate regulation
will be in the hands of men not qualified to exercise such great power
without damage and danger to the railroads and the country. Control of rates is too much power to be entrusted to any body of men.
But a rate regulation measure of some kind will become a law and
the railroads are concentrating their efforts not to defeat the President's program, but to secure the most favorable legislation.
"It is generally supposed that the essential objection to all the
bills introduced is the maximum rate clause, giving the proposed
bureau power immediately to enforce its rulings. That is a very objectionable feature, but not as bad as the failure of these bills to
provide for the right kind of a bureau, because in the last analysis

7.

itself cannot deprive thi
railroads ol their constitutional
appeal by Injunction. The injunction la an unpopular Instrument, however, and there should lie some means of staying the
enforcement oi maximum rates other than that of injunctions.
"The worsl feature of the Hepburn bill is that nothing is said of
the personnel ol the internal
mi,
It
would seem incongruion
ous to pay an interstate commissioner mor<
alary than a supreme
court chief justice gets,
But even though salaries sufficient to get
the right men be provided, what assura
is there that the right

rights

in excess of 7 mills a ton

The Trans-Andine Railroad.

XI., No.

Congress

20, the

where the existing rate was not
mile or 50 cents a ton to destination. Considerable reductions were made in carload rates on syrup, hardware
and paper, and in less than carload rates on coffee, sugar, beans,
canned goods and syrup from Wichita. Hutchinson. Salina. Independence and Coffeyville.
Substantial reductions in salt rates accompanied the placing of those rates on a distance basis, and other cuts
Representatives of Kansas lines, having dethreaten to follow.
cided that the reduced rates did not net a fair return upon the capital
invested, decided at a meeting on January 17 to carry their case to
the courts. As proof of the confiscatory character of the present
reductions and of similar reductions which might be made in the
future each road is preparing at great expense, estimated on one line
alone at $10,000, four statements showing gross and net earnings
on commodities carried within the state, on all traffic carried across
the state. The suits, which have been filed in the United States circuit court at Topeka by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. Atchison.
Topeka & Santa Pe, Missouri Pacific, Union Pacific, and practically
all other lines operating in Kansas, ask to have the acts of the commissioners and the laws giving them authority to fix rates set aside
as null and void because those acts and laws are repugnant to the
fourteenth amendment to the constitution of the United States, requiring that no one may be deprived of property without due process
of law. The commission having executive, administrative and legislative duties is not a court, and therefore the adjudication of a rate
to be unreasonable by such a body, the decision going into effect in
thirty days, is not due process of law. and the requirements that a
rate once fixed by the commission shall remain in force until changed
by it. no provision being made for a rehearing, gives that body arbitrary power. Kansas City Journal.

from the principal

Vol

weather proof. It weighs
about one-fifth as much
as cast-iron, can be worked and handled in the
same manner as wood,
and can be adapted to
various slopes and conditions.

A number

railroads,

nave

it

is

already

of large

claimed,

adopted

these jacks.
The material from
which the jacks are made
has a large field of usefulness, not only in railroad work but in every
line of construction.
It
was originally designed
for

and

fireproofing flooring
insulation of elec-

trically

and was

propelled

cars,

used by the
Interborough Rapid Tran-

sit

York

first

Company,

of

New

City, both in their

A Transite Asbestos Smoke Jack. elevated and subway cars.
The lumber, as its name indicates, is made of asbestos, varying in
thickness from -s-inch to 1-inch, and is offered in standard size
sheets of 40 inches by 40 inches or 42 inches by 48 inches.

Refrigerator Cars

in

Arkansas and Georgia.

All of the strawberry shipping associations along the Frisco lines
in Arkansas have received notice during the last few days that the
Armour Refrigerator Company will make no contract with the
Frisco this year, and will withdraw all its refrigerator cars from
service on that toad. It is thought probable that the Frisco will use
Rock Island refrigerator cars. These are said to be good ones, but
the test will come when the season is at its height, when icing and
inspection are the necessary points for success.
While there has
been much complaint along the Frisco that the Armour charges for
icing were too high, there has been little or no complaint as to the
*
*
*
quality of the service rendered.
If the new service proves
satisfactory the retirement of the Armours w-ill not be regretted.

Memphis Commercial Appeal.
Senator Clay, of Georgia, has presented in Congress a petition
of the Fruit Growers' Association of Marshallville and Montezuma.
Georgia, praying for the enactment of legislation which will place
the private car lines under the control of the interstate commerce
commission. This petition is a radical departure from the general
run of the fruit growers' addresses to Congress, the majority of
which in the past few months have been asking Congress to let the
It has been strongly suspected, however,
private ear lines alone.
that agents of the private ear lines have secured the former petitions
through promises and threats and altogether against the wishes of
(be fruit growers. Atlanta Journal.

—
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An Instrument

of

Transportation.

"Wlaile sitting in the smoking room of a sleeper the other day
between Porflrio Diaz and .Torreon, I was introduced to a familiar
character, a Chinaman named Fodnchuck. He is naturalized, wears
short hair and talks better English than a great many Americans.
He owns all the railway eating houses between Diaz and the City of
Mexico, and is estimated to be worth over a million in gold. He
came to Mexico from California 20 years ago, with less than $20, and
went to work as cook for the railway construction company. He now
owns three truck farms and raises all vegetables used in his line of
hotels.
He also owns a farm of 11,000 acres in the state of TamauHe employs 100 Mexicans and 25 Chinese coolies. He says the
lipas.
average pay to the Mexicans is 44 cents a day, and the Chinese 75
cents.
When I asked him why he paid the Chinese more than the
Mexicans, he said he could work the Chinese IS hours a day if necessary, and that it was like pulling teeth to get four hours a day out of
the peons. He says the peons live on 72 cents a week."
Hobart (Ok.)
Xrirx.

The Railroad Literary Bureau
"The railroad campaign

Chicago.

in

per ton, under the cost of rails at American mills. The Harriman
have also ordered from Altos Hornos de Vixcaya, also of
Spain. 21,000 tons of rails, which will also be shipped via Galveston
for use in Harriman projects.
Other large orders are said to be
pending with European firms, owing to the better deliveries and better prices obtainable.
lines

The Pennsylvania has placed a supplementary order for 12,50(1
tons of standard rails with the Cambria Steel Company. This makes
the total tonnage 242,300 tons placed by this company for 1906 delivery.
Other contracts let include 5,000 tons for-the New Orleans
Great Northern Railroad; also about 4,000 tons for electric lines,
including 2,000 tons for the St. Louis Traction Company, 500 tons
for an electric line on the Pacific Coast and 500 tons for an eastern
company. Contracts have been let for 2,100 tons of steel for the
Brighton Beach extension of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit, and a
small order for the Florida East Coast Line, with the American
Bridge Company. Twelve thousand tons of plates and structural
shapes for lake vessels have been let to the Illinois and Carnegie
Steel Companies.

the hands of President Spencer, of
the Southern Railway, who is looking after things in Washington.
The literary section, so-called, began business last May and has cost
about a quarter of a million dollars. Formerly there were eight men
on the staff. Now I am doing what little is to be done. We circulated scores of documents
statistics, arguments, addresses, etc., and
millions of copies of them. We sent out 10,000,000 copies of the lit*
*
*
tle circular, 'What are the facts?'
Our next campaign will
be in connection with the 2-cent fare agitation in many of the western states. I do not think the railroads .will have much difficulty
defeating such measures."
The 2-cent fare agitation is worst in
Ohio. Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Iowa. Slason Thompson.
is in

—

Manufacturing and Business.

The

,i

Miller-Collins Co., Constructing Engineers, will, after Febits new offices in the Columbia building, 29 Broad-

ruary 15, occupy
way, New York.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
Alexander B. Coxe, Director of the Lehigh Valley, of Coxe Bros.
and of other companies, died recently in Philadelphia. Mr.
Coxe was one of the most influential men in the coal trade.

&

Co.,

J. W. Thomas, President of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Louis, died in Nashville, Tenn., on February 12. Mr. Thomas was
born in 1830, and from 1858 to 1863 was an agent of the Nashville & Chattanooga.
For the next two years he was in charge of
rolling stock, and then was made Auditor and Paymaster. He was

appointed Superintendent in 1S68 and General Superintendent in
1872.
He was promoted to be General Manager in 1883, and the next
year was elected also President. Since 1899 he has been President
only.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Dodge & Day, Mechanical,

Electrical and Architectural EngiPhiladelphia, Pa., will on March 1st move into their new
offices in the Drexel Building. Philadelphia.
neers,

About 150 Branch Managers and Salesmen of the H. W. JohnsManville Co., New York, attended the annual convention of the company, which included a banquet at the New York Athletic. Club on
the evening of February 2.

The American Car & Foundry Company has purchased for its
works at Manchester, England. 100 tools consisting of "Boyer" hammers and drills from the Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Company,
London, which is a foreign branch of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool
Company.
The

Pilling Air Engine Co., Detroit, Mien., announces that

J.

formerly Vice-President and Sales Manager, severed his
connection with the company the first of the year and is no longer
concerned in the business in any way. The company is sole owner
Mr. Kruse being the mechanical
of Pilling and Kruse patents,
L. Pilling,

engineer.
A. Milne, who has for ,i number ol years been Comptrolthe Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, has accepted the
position of General Manager of AlliS-Chalmers-liulioek. Limited,
Mr.
Montreal, Canada, to become effective on or before May I. L906.
Milne's place as Comptroller will be filled by L. F. Hewer, heretofore manager of the Allis-Chalmers electrical works at Cincinnati

James

ler .of

The Interborough Rapid Transit Company lias just given an
order to the Electric Cable Company, of New York, for 16 miles
of cables insulated with voltax, the new potential insulating com
pound. This compound, which tor the past eight years Iris been
given severe tests, offers advantages over rubber insulation and is
rapidly coming into prominence,
Recent tests show that this mate
rial has withstood high potential Insulation, resistance and melt
ing point tests that no other compound yel discovered has with
stood.
The cost of this material is about 20 per cent, less than
rubber insulation.
Iron

The Denver, Enid & Gulf
1

60-lb.

relaying

New

the

Electric,

and

York,
iii

in

Steel.

rail

New Haven &

the Central

talcs

recentl)

lei

Hartford,
10,000

Engineers' Club of Cincinnati.
regular monthly meeting of this club. February 15. a
paper was read on "Some of the New Bridges on the Queen & Crescent Route," by A. W. Owen.
At

the

International Congress of Applied Chemistry.

The

sixth International Congress of Applied Chemistry is to
be held in Rome from April 25 to May 3. One of the sections of
the Congress is devoted to metallurgy, and among the excursions
will be

one

tor 50

miles of

Nn

Include about 3
nun tor the Pacini

I'-'.

tor electric

roadi

A

ahipment of 5,000 tons of rails tor the Harrl
recent
man lines in Mexico has bees delivered at Galve too
II
»
thi
first consignment "( an order for 14,000 ton
toi
Mexlci
Kterj
which was given to A.lto
Homos de Bllboa, and Is being Bhlpped

to

the iron works of the Island of Elba.

The subserip

tion to the Congress is $4.

Iron and Steel Institute.
The annual general meeting of the Iron and

Steel Institute will
be held at the Institution of Civil Engineers on Thursday and Friday, May 10 and 11. 1906.
In place of the ordinary autumn meeting, a joint meeting of the American Institute of Mining Engineers

and

and Steel Institute will be held in London on July
The Lord Mayor of Lodon has consented to act as Chairman
of the London Reception Committee, and will give a Conversazione
at the Mansion House on the evening of July 24.
The annual dinner will be held in the grand hall of the Hotel Cecil on Friday,
July 27. A programme of the visits and excursions to be made
during the meeting will be issued when the arrangements are sufof the Iron

23-29.

ficiently

matured.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Topeka

d Santa /'< [Coast XAnea)
G \ Davidson has
been appointed Auditor, with office a
Loa Angeles Cal„ sue
c
ling VV. <:. Taylor

{.tchisan,

Buckhannon

(he market

rails.

Orders for 50,000 tons of
tor

and
is

[For dates of conventions and regular meetings of railroad conventions and
engineering societies, see advertising page 24.)

A

Northern,

w

ti

Newman

President

of

the

New

Vork Central & Hudson River, has been elected also President
ei the B
A \
Chicago, Cincinnati d Louisvilh
n appointed
has
\.u6

r

D

Hodg

on,

Acting

Auditor,

i

Colorado Southern, Nev Orleans d Paci
H Lauderdale, Chlel
J
Clerk to the Vlce-Pn idem, has been appointed Vsslstanl to the
vice President

i

direct to Galveston
Is said,

have been

from the Spanish purl of Bllboa
i<> Mexico at
a saving

hipped direct

["he

in

a rails,

price

of.

ii

$•">

Colorado spun, is
Cripple Creek District. The offlci ol Frank
Trumbull, President, hai been removed from Denver, Colo., to
r.
New Yoru
\
Parkei
Vice-President of the Colorado A
Southern, has
a elected Vlce-Pre idem with office at Denver,
,i

i
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succeeding
tary, with

J.

M. Herbert,

New

office a1

Mackie has been elected Secre-

S.

J.

J

1

Intendenl

\v.

B.

Q

(Jilt-

W. \ Bradford, Jr., President
Falls d Northern,
the Chicago, Cincinnati & Louisville, has hern elected also
th<
D. M., I. F. & N., with office at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Presl
\.
Fernald is Vice-President, with office at Boston, Mass.
G

Des Moines, Iowa

Secretary and Treasurer, with

is

1

Iowa.

—

Tennessee .1 Western North Carolina. F. P. Howe has been
elected President, with office at Philadelphia, Pa., succeeding R.
G. W. Hardin, Superintendent, has been
F. Hoke, resigned.
elected also Vice-President.

East

Port Worth d Denvei City.
Secretary, with office al

-

n elected Assistant
VorU, succeeding H. Bronner, re-

Mackie has

S.

.1.

New

—

Great Northern 0/ Canada: F. Nicholls has been elected First Vice
President, succeeding James McNaught.

—

.1
Xorihicest.
G. W. Hunter. Treasurer, has been elected
President, With office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding J. J.
Nelson, resigned.

also

—

Missouri Southern. F. D. Stout has been elected President, with
office at Chicago, 111., succeeding J. H. Coulter.

New York &
\rii-

S.

—

M. S. Barger has been elected Treasurer, sucCrane, resigned to engage in other business.

Harlem.

ceeding W.

—

York Central & Hudson River. Louis Bender has been elected
Assistant Treasurer, succeeding W. A. Greer, resigned to engage
in other business.

—

Peoria 16 Pekin Terminal. B. A. Burrill has been elected Vice-President and General Manager.

—W.

Man-

D. Duke, General
ager, has been appointed Assistant to the President.

Richmond, Fredericksburg d Potomac.

Rock Island Company.

— James

Robert Mather, Member

Yoakum, Chairman
resigned. Mr.

Campbell has been elected Director,
Finance Committee, and B. F.

of the Board, all succeeding W. B. Leeds,
also elected a member of the Finance

Yoakum was

—

Rocky Mountain £ Pacific.
Henry Koehler.

St. Louis,

— The

officers of this

company

President; T. B. Harlan.
Vice-President, both with offices at St. Louis, Mo.; J. H. Thompson, Vice-President and Consulting Engineer, with office at New
York; J. van Houten, Vice-President and General Manager, with
office at Raton.
N. M.; C. Springer. Treasurer, with office
at Cimarron. N. M.; H. P. Roseberry, Assistant Treasurer;
A. H. Officer, Secretary and Auditor, both with offices at Raton,
and W. H. Irvine, Assistant Secretary, with office at New York.

are as follows:

—

—

Bradley.

Valley.
F. K.
elected Treasurer.

—

Assistant

Treasurer,

has

office

Tonopah

Goldfiehl.

if-

— W.

W. Keith. Assistant Treasurer, has been

Operating

Thornton, deceased.

W.

L.

Missouri,

Kansas

—

Superintendent, with

succeeding

office

—

Cincinnati. Hamilton

Superintendent

.(

iC

Quincy.

— See

Dayton.

.1.

Assistant

Michigan Central.

W. Anderson has been appointed

Wellston, Ohio, succeeding T. A. Sweeney.
transferred.
J. M. Scott has been appointed Superintendent al
Indianapolis, ind.. not at Wellston, as formerly reported.
at

C.

L

Harris.

W.

E.

Williams succeeds Mr. Walton.

—

—

Quebec Central. J. H. Walsh, General Freight, Passenger and Baggage Agent, has been appointed General Manager.

—

Richmond, Fredericksburg i Potomac. C. W. Culp. Assistant General Manager, has been appointed General Superintendent.
The
offices of General Manager, Assistant General Manager, and Superintendent have been abolished.
Santa Fe Central.

—

B.

S.

Grimshaw, General Manager, Assistant
Freight and Passenger Agent,
Car Accountant, hitherto under

to the President, and General
will also perform the duties of
the charge of C. W. Fay.

—

Seaboard Air Line. J. M. Shea, Trainmaster at Richmond, Va.. has
been appointed Superintendent of the Sixth division, with office

—

P. M. Newman, Traffic Manager, has been elected
General Manager, and the office of Traffic Manager has been

Tionesta Valley.
abolished.

Traffic Officers.

Chicago, Cincinnati

—

T. C. Beyland has been appointed
Acting General Freight Agent, with office at Cincinnati.
Louisville.

,1

—

Chicago, Rock Island d Pacific. S. H. Johnson, Assistant General
Freight Agent at Little Rock, Ark., has been transferred to
Chicago.

—

Des Moines. Iowa Falls d Northern. S. L. Straus has been appointed General Freight and Passenger Agent, with office at
Des Moines, Iowa.

—

it-

—

Great Northern. H. S. Jones has been appointed Assistant General
Freight Agent at Seattle, Washington.

—

La Crosse

<(
Southeastern. A. L. Eidemiller has been appointed
General Freight and Passenger Agent, with office at La Crosse.
Wis., succeeding H. L. Chadwick, resigned.

—

Wilburn has been appointed General
at Waycross, Ga.

C. B.

Central New England. O. M. Laing has been appointed
Superintendent, with office at. Hartford, Conn.

Chicago, Burlington

W. Walton, Superintendent at Deni-

.1

Ohio River <t Western. W. R. Crumpton has been appointed General Manager, succeeding J. K. Geddes. assigned to other duties.

Quebec Central. E. O. Grundy has been appointed General Freight
and Passenger Agent, succeeding J. H. Walsh, promoted.

—

White Pass £ Yukon. .1. H. Rogers has been appointed Traffic Manager, with office at Vancouver, B. C, and Skaguay, Alaska.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Topeka, Kan.

Birmingham.

Texas.—

d

son, Texas, has been appointed Superintendent at Parsons, Kan.,

Officers.

—

.1

Atchison. Topeka d Santa Fe. C. II. (Jaunt, Superintendent of Telegraph, has been appointed also Assistant, General Manager, with

,1

II. C. Nutt, General
Superintendent of the Missouri district of the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, has been appointed General Superintendent of the Michigan Central, succeeding II. A. Worcester
See Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

higan Central.

Western. A. Campbell has been appointed General
Freight and Passenger Agent, with office at Georgetown, S. C.

Washiniitou
linltimore.
J. G. Masterton, Secretary and
Treasurer, has been appointed General Manager, with office at
Baltimore, Md.

Atlantic

n

Georgetown

appointed Auditor, succeeding T.
Garden succeeds Mr. Keith.

office at

1/

C. M. Stone has been elected President, suc-

\11111ijn1l1s,

—

.1

been

Toledo
Western.
ceeding Luther Allen, deceased.
it

I

tendent,

Jr.,

Tennessee. H. S. De Vault has been appointed Auditor, with
at Oneida, Tenn.
Tionesta

'

at Jacksonville. Fla.

W. B. Leeds has resigned as a Director
16 San Francisco.
and member of the Executive Committee.

Louis

v

Michigan Southern. D. C. Moon, General Superinhas been appointed Assistant General Manager, sucII.
A. Worcester, General
ceeding E. A. Handy, promoted.
Superintendent of the Michigan Central, succeeds Mr. Moon.

Lake Shore

of the

Committee, succeeding Marshall Field, deceased.
St.

after

1

signed.

Louisiana

1

Ave years, he was made road
\'.>oo he went to the Lake Brie &
,\
em in the same capacity, being appointed Superintendent of
the Fort Wayne division of that road in 1902. The next year
he was transferred to the Peoria division, where he was at the
time of his recent appointment.

Iowa

office at

ibis

Central, where,
foreman of engines. In

1

W. Dodge

T.

F.

of

Illinois

of

G. A.
Falls,

7.

Howies, who was recently appointed Super
S78 as a
road, began railroad service in
engci' in the office of the Master Mechanic of the Pittsburg,
inCincinnati, Chicago & St, Louis, at Logansport, ind. After three
years he went to the Chesapeake & Ohio, where he sit, ed uca
sively as locomotive fireman, englneman and conductor, In 18!).'',
he wont to the Chesapeake & Ohio Southwestern, now pari 01 hi

minimi Harbor.

or!

D. 11. Moffat Is President;
Denver, Northwestern d Pacific.
Evans, Vice-President; Thomas Keely, Treasurer, and F.
Tin general offices are at Denver, Colo.
.son. Secretary.

Vol. XL., No.

Officers.

—

Atlanta d West Point. W. N. Cox, Superintendent, has been appointed Superintendent of Transportation and Machinery, with
office

at

Montgomery.

Ala.,

and the

office of

Superintendent has

been abolished.
Chicago, Anamosa d
resigned.

Northern.

— D.

—

M. McKey, Chief Engineer, has

i(
Louisville.
J. K. Sroufe has been appointed
Engineer of Maintenance of Way, with office at Peru, Ind. Geo.
Dickson has been appointed Master Mechanic, with office at

Chicago. Cincinnati

Peru,

Ind.

;

February
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16,

—

C. H. Morrison, formerly Signal Engineer, has been appointed
Acting Electrical Engineer, with office at New York.

Erie.

Lehigh Valley.

—

of the New
neer of the

J. N. Mallory, formerly in the Department of Tests
York Central, has been appointed Mechanical EngiLehigh Valley, succeeding L. L. Bentley, resigned.

—

Ohio River & Western. J. K. Geddes, General Manager, has been
appointed Chief Engineer in charge of construction. J. F. Scott
has been appointed Master Mechanic at Zanesville. Ohio, succeeding V. B. Stubbins.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Mississippi Central has ordered 40 Hart convertible cars
lbs. capacity from the Rodger Ballast Car Co. for May
and August, 1906, delivery. These cars will measure 36 ft. long
and will be equipped with Westinghouse brakes, Tower couplers,
Common Sense bolsters and Miner tandem draft rigging. It is also
reported that this company has ordered upwards of 200 freight
of 80,000

<C-

Hudson

own

cars, to be built in its

shops.

The Fairmont Coal Co., Baltimore, Md., has ordered 3,000 composite hopper coal cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity each, from the South
Baltimore Steel Car & Foundry Co. These cars will be fitted with
steel underframes; 2,000 will be used by the Fairmont Coal Co.,
and 1.000 by the Somerset Coal Company. The aggregate cost of
these cars is between three million and three and a half million
dollars.

The Lehigh

S3

Delivery

is to

begin in May.

the market for six locomotives.

is in

The Los Angeles d Redondo

The Virginia d Carolina Coast has ordered seven locomotives
from the American Locomotive Co.

is

building 10 interurban cars and

10 flat cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity at its

terurban cars will be 44

6

ft.

in.

Redondo shops.

long and 8

ft.

3

in.

The

in-

wide, over

The special equipment will include: Jones & Laughlin axles,
Westinghouse air-brakes, Keeler curtain fixtures, Pantasote curtain
material, Sherwin-Williams paint, Monitor roofs, Heywood Bros.
& Wakefield seats and Griffin wheels. The flat cars will be 40 ft.
The special equipment
long, 9 ft. wide and 4 ft. 2 in. high, over all.
Jones & Laughlin axles, Simplex bolsters and brakewill include:
beams, Tower couplers, Miner draft rigging, McCord journal boxes,
Farist Steel Co.'s springs and Griffin wheels.

all.

The Marion d Rye

Valley. Marion, Va., has ordered one 16-in.
x 24-in. 10-wheel locomotive from the Lima Locomotive & Machine
Co.

The Burrs Ferry. Browndell d Chester, Houston. Texas, has
ordered one 37-ton and one 45-ton Shay locomotive from the Lima
Locomotive & Machine Co.

The Genesee d Wyoming has ordered one simple Mogul locomofrom the American Locomotive Company for April, 1906, delivery.
This locomotive will weigh 110.000 lbs., with 95,000 lbs. on

tive

drivers; cylinders, 18 in. x 24 in.; diameter of drivers, 50 in.;
straight top boiler with a working steam pressure of 170 lbs.; total
heating surface, 1,530 sq. ft.; 240 tubes, 2 in. in diameter by 11 ft.
2 in. long; firebox, 96 in. x 34 Ji in.; grate area, 22.9 sq. ft.; tank
capacity, eight tons of coal and 4,000 gallons of water. The special
equipment will include Westinghouse air-brakes, Nathan injectors,
and sight-feed lubricators.

CAR BUILDING.
The Kanawha & Michigan

The Norfolk d Western, as reported in our issue of Feb. 2, has
ordered 2,500 hopper bottom class H J gondola cars of 100,000 lbs.
capacity from the South Baltimore Steel Car & Foundry Co., and'
1,000 drop bottom class G I gondola cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity
from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Co. The class H J gondola
cars will weigh 38,000 lbs. and measure 34 ft. 6 in. long, 9 ft. 6 in.
wide and 10 ft.
in. high, qver all.
The class G I gondola cars

%

weigh 38,100 lbs., and measure 38 ft. 2% in. long. 8 ft. 11% in.
wide and 4 ft. high, inside measurements. The special equipment
for both includes Norfolk & Western standard brake-beams, Christie
brake-shoes, Westinghouse air-brakes. Ajax brasses, Major couplers
and Butler draft rigging for G I cars. Major and Melrose couplers
for H J cars, McCord journal boxes. Railway Steel Spring Co.'s
springs, and "Diamond" trucks.
will

receiving bids for additional rolling

is

stock.

BRIDGE BUILDING.
The Norfolk d Southern
fiat

in the

is

market

for 300 box

and 50

cars.

The Danbury d Harlem Traction Company

Birmingham, Ala.
will soon order addi-

The Columbus & Lake Michigan

Board

Revenue

of

is

planning to build

—

the market,

is in

— The

a steel bridge over the Warrior river, to cost $20,000.

tional cars.
it is

reported,

Carlyle, III. Bids are wanted February 15 by H. H. Sautel, at
Trenton, for building a bridge. B. J. Rensing is County Clerk.

for freight equipment.

The Portland d Bumford Fulls has ordered 25
the Pressed Steel Car Co.

flat

cars from

The Cumberland Railway £ Coal Co. has ordered 100 coal cars
from Rhodes, Curry & Co.
The Canadian Pmi/ii has ordered 200
Dominion Car Co., of Canada.
The Long Island, it
upwards of 60 passenger

reported,

is

is

steel coal cars

about

to

from the

place orders for

cars.

The Western Maryland is in the market for
and additional freight equipment.'

13

passenger cars

The Union Railroad has ordered 500 hopper cars of 100,000
capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Co.
The Mexican Central

the market for
and box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity each.
is in

upwards

The Wells Fargo Co., New York, lias ordered
from the American Car & Foundry Company.

10

lbs.

of 1,500 stock

Crrv ok Mexico. Mi.mio. Engineers of the National of Mexico
have reported favorably on the proposition to build a bridge over the
Rio Grande River at Metamoras to connect with the St. Louis.
Its cost is
Brownsville & Mexico railroad at Brownsville, Texas.
estimated at about $500,000.

—

Colorado Si'HIm.s. Colo. Bids will be asked this spring by the
Board of County Commissioners for putting up a bridge 75 ft. long,
over Fountain creek. In El Paso County. The proposed structure,
if built of concrete, will have two spans, and if of steel only one
span. Henry McAllister is Deputy County Clerk.

—

Kearney, Neb. Bids are wanted February 27 by E. H. Miller,
County Clerk, for building all the bridges that may he needed in
Buffalo County for one year,
Mabyville, Tins. A committee has been appointed to deter
mine when bids shall be asked for building a bridge over Little
river, near Rockford, in Blount County, Tenn,
C. V. Broady can
give Information; Clay Cunningham is County Clerk

express cars

VIenasha, Wis.
a steel

The Ingoldsby Automatic car Company, St. Ixmis, Mo.,
is asking bids on a large number of dump cars.

it.

is

bridge,

Tin' Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is building
lung, at a cosl of $15,000, over the river at

100

ft.

this place,

reported,

The Birmingham

Pairpt

d

purchased one tank car from

Roofing Co., Birmingham, Ala., lias
R. Whitney, New York, lor Imme

0.

dlate delivery.

tf]
4ESOTA.
On Feb. 7 a iiiii was Introduced In the House of
Representatives and referred to the Commit!
in
Interstate ami
Foreign Commerce, authorizing tin Wisconsin * New Duluth Hi
'<<
in build a in iihn across the st. Louis river between 'in* si
"' Wisconsin and Minnesota
i

The Hocking

Valley, as reported la
ordered L2 coaches, elghl baggage cars
the Pullman Co.

i

of Februarj

and two parlor cars

has

9
fr

The Nevada Northern, s.m Francisco,
10 steel hopper ore cars,
several car builders.

The

it,

Cal., Is In the market tor
has already asked tor proposals from

Midland Valley, In addition to the t
cabooses reported
from the Mt. Vernon car Company, in a previous issue.
has, it Is reported, ordered 300 gondola cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity
from K M, Mirks & Co.

as ordered

MONTICELI.O, Oa.
n

aiv Wanted tins spring DJ E. 11. Ionian
wood bridge, 800 n long, over Murder creek,

Ithls

tor building a steel or

.

Jasper County,

Montreal, Qi

Man

h

I",

Ottawa,
llamenl

i

Bids

.

for building
ii\i

a

i

am
teel

wanted
brld

Application

will

e

il

be

tin' Grand Trunk
Cap Rou

bj

made

tor the Incorporation oi th<
\tin
Company in build a highway bi Idge over the

Point,

Pacific,

tin' Dominion Par
ota-Canadlan Bridge
Rain) river at Pitchers'

to
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OwENSBORO Ky. The Chicago, Indianapolis & Kvnnsvillc is mak
ing plans tor building a bridge on the line of its proposed road
over the Ohio river, at this place,
Paris, Ont.

Trunk Railway

— The overhead
be

will

by the
in the spring.

steel bridge to be built

commenced

earlj

m

191

;

—

PINE Hi FT, Ark. Bids will soon be asked by the Bridge Commissioner for building a steel bridge over the Arkansas river in
E. J. Kerwin, County Judge, is Chairman; Jesse
Jefferson County.
R. Core is County Clerk.
i

—

Richmond, Va. The Richmond & Chesapeake Bay Railway will
build a viaduct 2,900 ft. long on its proposed road from this place
north to Ashland. C. P. E. Burgwyn. Mutual Building, Richmond,
is

Chief Engineer.

—

Rosweix, N. Mex. The Chicago, Rock Island &
a bridge here.

Pacific,

it

is

said, will build

—

Minx. The Northern Pacific will build two bridges
The plans for
its proposed cut-off to Portland, Ore.
the main bridge over the Columbia River and slough call for 17
spans with a total length of 3,540 ft. There will be six spans of 265
ft. each over the Columbia slough and nine spans 169 ft. each over
the Columbia River on the Washington side, with a river draw 465
ft. long, allowing 200-ft. channels on each side of the pivot pier.
This bridge and the one to span the Willamette will cost $3,000,000.
Both bridges will be double-tracked. The Willamette bridge will
have 21 concrete or stone piers, including the old pivot pier built
by the Union Pacific in the Columbia River in 1889 which will be
The large steel bridge at Bisutilized by the Northern Pacific.
march, N. Dak., for the Northern Pacific has just been completed.
St. Path,,

on the line of

—

For the proposed subway under the Michigan
St. Thomas, Ont.
Central tracks at Ross street the road will erect the retaining walls
and abutments and street and bridge work, while bids for excavating,
paving, etc., will be asked for by the city.

—

Seebert, W. Va. Bids are wanted March 6 by S. L. Brown at
Marlinton, County Clerk, for building a steel bridge 40 ft. long over
Stamping creek in Pocahontas County.

—

Victoria Harbor, Ont. The Canadian Pacific will build terminals here. In connection with its proposed line from this pl;,ce
to Peterboro, three overhead bridges will be built at crossings of
the Grand Trunk.

—

Waynesville. N. C. Bids will be asked this spring by W. N.
Noiand for building an iron bridge 200 ft. long over Pigeon river,
in

Haywood County.

Other Structures.
Athens, Ga. The Gainesville Midland has bought a
which it will build new freight terminals.

—

site

on

—

Cleveland, Ohio. According to newspaper reports officers of the
Pittsburg & Lake Erie, the Baltimore & Ohio, the Wabash, and the
Erie Railroads have reached an agreement and completed the plans
for jointly putting up a union passenger station here to cost about
An option has been taken for a site.
$2,500,000.

—

Dallas. Texas. According to the newspapers, plans are being
to at once put up a union passenger station and terminal. The
arrangements are in the hands of Messrs Yoakum & Conner.

made

—

Jacksonville, Fla. The Seaboard Air Line, it is said, will
soon start work on extensive improvements in its freight yards
The plans call for the building of two brick warehouses
here.
and the elevation of the yard to secure better drainage.

— The

Sugar Creek & Northern, which is part of
the Wheeling & Lake Erie, will build shops at this place on its proposed line from Bolivar to Orrville.
Justus, Ohio.

—

New Westminster,
Yukon

is

The Vancouver, Westminster &
B. C.
planning to build large wharves and docks at this place.

—

Niagara Falls, N. Y. The New York Central instead of enlarging its roundhouse at this place, it is said, will build a new one
to hold 75 engines, and will also enlarge its yards.

—

Opelousas, La. The Colorado Southern will build a
senger station, and also a freight house, at this place.

—

new

pas-

Quebec, Que. The improvements to be made here by the
Canadian Pacific include crib work from Prince Edward street to
connect direct with the north wall of the Louise docks, and two
freight sheds, one 40 x 90 ft. and the other 60 x 90; also a new
station.

recently
this spring.

rebuilt

No.

7.

of tin! Canadian Pacific
a loss of $ IO.00O, will

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

Dominion Bridge Co., $10,For the superstructure:
Locomotive & Mach.
470 $14,225; Dickson Bros., $13,453—$1.6,737
Contract awarded to Dickson Bros., of Camp
Co.. $17,370— $16,640.
liellford, for the complete brid.ee, at $22,022.
10

be

—

The freight sheds
damaged by fire at

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA.
at this place,

XI,.,

Grand

Pembroke, Ont.— The following bids were received for the con
Substructure, low level and
struction of the flay Bank bridge:
Bourke & Wilson, $14,30S— $16,490; Moran & Lynn, $11,high level
-

Voi

New

Incorporation!, 8urveya, Etc.

—

This company has filed a charter In Ti a
with a capital of $200,000 to build a railroad from Hamlin, in Jones
County, Tex., to Brady, about 100 miles; also to build a branch
The office of the company
line from Anson to Stamford, 15 miles.
The incorporators ini lude Iv S. Hughes. W. C.
will be at Abilene.
Swenson, H. James, of Abilene; B. \V. Fonts and C. C. Sanford, of
Port Worth, and others.

Abilene Railroad.

Albuquerquj

company

£

Eastern.

Announcement

is

made

that

this

he built at once from a point on the Santa Pe Central
to Albuquerque, and that the branch line to the Hagan coal fields
will be completed within the next twelve months.
is to

—

Apalachicola & Northern. A contract is reported let to Richard Morey, of St. Louis, for building this company's proposed road
from Apalachicola, Fla., to River Junction. Work has been begun
at each end of the line, which will be about 83 miles long and will
pass through a rich timber section. R. V. Coleman, formerly of the
Georgia, Florida & Alabama, is General Manager.

—

Bio Fork & Northern (Minnesota & International). An ofwrites that this road has been completed from North Home
via Mizpah, Gemmell and Margie to Ripple, a distance of 31.3 miles.
A. Guthrie & Co., of St. Paul, Minn., were the contractors.
ficer

—

Birmingham k Southwestern. Application has been made by
company under this name, in Mississippi, with a capital of $5,000,000, to build a railroad from Birmingham, Ala., via Hattiesburg,
Miss., to Baton Rouge, La.
Incorporators include:
Former Govera

nor A. H. Loningo, former Secretary of State J. J. Coleman, A. J.
Hackett, of Jackson, Miss.; G. G. Gibson, of Birmingham; J. C. Dlinlap. of Chicago; R. C. Oliver, of Hattiesburg; E. F. Ballard, of
Waynesboro, Miss., and others.

—

Buffalo Subway. Incorporation has been granted a company
under this name, with a capital of $1,000,000, to operate an electric
The proposed
line through subways in the city of Buffalo, N. Y.
route is from a point on Carolina street to the grounds of the NewYork Central & Hudson River, thence easterly beyond the city line
to a point about 2,000 ft. beyond the Terminal Railroad of Buffalo,
in the town of Cheektowaga. with a branch from the main line,
at William street and Fillmore avenue to the intersection of Curtiss
and Lovejoy streets. The directors include: Albert W. Bonynge
and T. B. Chancellor, of Hoboken, N. J.; F. B. Bard, H. Peick. R.
P. Peck. E. Mclnness and H. M. Spencer, of New York city, and F.
S. McGraw and W. B. Cutler, of Buffalo.

—

California Roads. According to Western papers, E. H. Harriman, A. W. Foster and E. P. Ripley, of the Sante Fe, have agreed
upon a general plan for railroad extension into the northern territory. A new company is being organized, which is to take over the
San Francisco & Northwestern (A., T. & S. F. ), with its valuable
Eureka terminals, also to take over Harriman and Foster's California & Northwestern line between Willits and Tiburon and San
Francisco, and probably the North Shore road; and also to build 100
miles of road from a point north of Willits to the southern end of
the San Francisco & Northwestern road, 31 miles south of Eureka.
The proposed new company will form the nucleus of a northwestern
California system, which, besides giving Eureka a rail outlet, will
eventually extend along the coast to Portland, Ore., forming two
trunk lines between Los Angeles and Portland. The immediate object of Messrs. Harriman, Foster and Ripley in wanting a joint rail
line to Eureka, it is said, is to build up a big lumber traffic from the
red

wood

forests.

—

Canadian Pacific. Bids for track-laying, bridging and ballasting the Sudbury branch of this road between Romford and French
River Crossing (40 miles), are wanted March 10 by J. W. Leonard.
Manager of Construction, 112-118 King street. West, Toronto.
An officer writes that bids have been asked for extending the
Manitoba & Northwestern section of this road from the present
terminus, at Sheho. northwest, a distance of 16 miles, and thence
west 27 miles.
This company has extended its Wetaskiwin branch on the Western division of its road from Camrose, Alberta, east to Daysland,
25.5 miles. On the same division the Lacombe branch has been extended from Alix. Alberta, east to Stettler, 24.4 miles.

—

Chesterfield & Lancaster. An officer writes that grading has
been commenced by A. H. Page & Son. who have the contract for
building this proposed road from Ruby. S. C. via Hornsboro and
Dudley to Lynches river. 18 miles. A. H. Page, of Cheraw, S. C. is
President, and C. H. Scott, of Ruby, is Chief Engineer.

Feuruary

l(i,
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—

Milwaukee & St. Paul. A contract is reported
company to H. C. Henry for building that section of
coast extension which is to extend from Puget Sound

Chicago,
by this
Pacific

let
its

to

the eastern boundary line of the State of Washington. Contracts
have already been given to Macintosh Brothers, of Milwaukee, for
building westward from the present terminus in South Dakota.

Delaware & Hudson.

— This

company proposes

to build a line

around Wilkesbarre, Pa., to relieve the pressure on the tracks in
the city and to secure more favorable grades.

Grand Trunk Pacific— Bids are wanted by P. W. Morse, of
Montreal, General Manager of this company, for building the section of the proposed road from Touchwood Hills to Edmonton, Alberta, about 450 miles. Application has been made to the Dominion
Parliament by the company to organize the Grand Trunk Pacific
Branch Lines Company, with authority to build branch lines as follows:
Prom Moncton to Halifax; from the main line to St. Johns,
N. B.; from various points on the main line to Montreal, to Ottawa
and to North Bay; from the main line on the northeast of Fort
William to a junction with the Grand Trunk north of Toronto, with
the privilege of building a line to Sault Ste. Marie or Sudbury; from
Winnipeg to the boundaries of Manitoba; from Brandon to the
Grand Trunk Pacific main line, and to the international boundary;
to Calgary from the G. T. P. main line; to Yorkton, Regina, Prince
Albert. Battleford, Dawson City and Hudson Bay; from Calgary
to the international boundary; from Vancouver to the -Grand Trunk
Pacific main line, and to a junction with the Pacific Northern and
American Railway; and from the north shore of Vancouver Island
south, or southeast along the west side of the island to Victoria.
The company also asks for authority to operate its own steamships
and hotels, and to develop water power along the lines of its various
roads.

Bids are wanted by this company, March 12, at the office in
Ottawa, for building a section of its proposed road from Winnipeg
to Superior Junction, and from Quebec to St. Maurice, the work to
be completed by September 1, 1907.

—

Iowa Transfer. An officer writes that this company, recently
incorporated in Iowa, proposes to build a clearing yard in Des Moines
for the purpose of expediting the interchange of car load freight
between the various roads in that city. C. F. Hubbell is President;
T. G. Ross, Vice-President; J. A. Wagner, Secretary and Treasurer.
The company will not let any contracts, but will do the work with
its own forces.
The plans include the laying of two miles of track.
This will be built early this spring.
(January 26, p. 29.)

—

Mexican Roads. William Niven, an American of Balsas, state
of -Guerrero, Mexico, is promoting the organization of a company to
build a railroad from Balsas down the valley of the Balsas river
to Cayuca de Catalan, a distance of about 100 miles, through a
section rich in mineral resources.
Surveys have been completed for a railroad which Carlos
Romero, of Guadalajara. Mexico, will build from Taquesquite, state
of Jalisco, to his mines.
Contracts for the work will soon be let.
Mr. Romero also owns a concession which he obtained from the
federal government for the construction of a railroad from Etzatlan

same

to Hostotipaquilio, in the

Monongaiiela Southern.

state.

— This

company has given a contract

Foley Brothers for building a line seven miles long to connect
with the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal. The company is building a
yard at the point of connection with the W. P. T., to hold 2,000
cars, and expects to have it completed by May of -this year.
to

Morgan's Louisiana & Texas.- An officer writes that this company, which lias completed grading for about one mile, at La Fayette, and one-half mile at Port Allen on its proposed extension from
LaFayette, La., to Baton Rouge, asked for bids February 7 for
building from LaFayette via Vuaux and Rosedale to Port Allen,
The work includes the building of seven or eight
La., 54.4 miles.
bridges, the largest of which will be at the Chafalaya river.
This
is to have a 300
ft. draw span
and a 200 ft. fixed span. ('. G.
Vaughn, 511 Natchez street, New Orleans, is Construction Engineer.

North Coast. -This road is projected to run northwest across
the State of Washington from Walla Walla, to Seattle.
Most of
the right of way has been bought and the necessary terminal facilities secured.
The now road will he a considerable distance south
of the proposed extension of the St. Paul to the Pacific coast,
its
nearest point to that line will be probably in eastern Washington
where the North Coast win pass to the sou ii of the Rattle Snake
Mountains, while the St Paul extension will run immediately to
the north nf llii'se mountains.
i
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contracts for building 10 miles of its proposed road from Richmond,
Ashland, 15 miles, will have one viaduct 2,900 ft. long. Additional contracts will soon he let for building the remainder of the
road. The company is planning also to build an extension from
Va., to

Ashland

to

Tappahannock.

(December

22, p. 201.)

—

Rochester, Scottsville & Caledonia (Electric). A charter has
been granted this company in New York State, with a capital of
$500,000, to build an electric railroad from Rochester, N. Y., to
Caledonia in Livingston County. Among the directors are H. U.
Brewster, J. N. Beckley and Senator Morton Lewis, of Rochester.

—

San Francisco, Idaho & Montana. Work is reported already
under way on this proposed road from Boise, Idaho, to Winnemucca, Nev.
The proposed road passes through a rich timber
section. An agreement has been made between the railroad and the
city of Boise by which the road is to secure the right of way and
a bonus of $250,000. half of which is to be paid on the completion
of that portion of the proposed road from Boise over the Snake
river, a distance of about 50 miles, and the balance when the road
has reached San Francisco, 625 miles, either by direct line or by
satisfactory connection at Winnemucca.
The Pacific Construction
Company, which is doing the work, has already 40 miles of ties
laid, and has 3,000 tons of rails.
Seaboard Air Line. The Tallahassee Southeastern branch of
this company has been opened from Tallahassee Southeast Junction,
a point about three miles south of Tallahassee, Fla.. south to Wa-

—

cissa,

a distance of 20 miles.

—

Seward Peninsula. This company, which is being financed by
New York and Nevada capitalists, and which was organized under
the charter of the Nevada Trust Company, proposes to build during
the coming summer a line from Nome, Alaska, to Kougarok, a
distance of 125 miles.

Texas Central.

—

An officer writes that a contract has been let
Owens, of Galveston, Texas, for building the proposed extension from Stanford, Tex., to a point 44 miles west, and that the
contract called for the beginning of work by February 10. The
work includes the building of one 75-ft. bridge. (January 5, p. 8.)

to J. H.

Virginia

& Carolina Coast.

—

Contracts are reported let by this
the Hedges-Gosney Construction Company, and to the
Farratt Construction Company, of Springfield, Mo., for building its
proposed line from Roanoke, Va., south 123 miles. More than 20
miles of the line will be over water ways, covered either by trestles
or by transfer boats.

company

to

—

Wabash

Pittsburg Terminal. An officer writes that this combuilding a branch from Long View. Allegheny County, Pa.,
to Millers Grove, four miles, for which a contract has been let to
J. G. Corcoran & Co.
Connection will he made at the latter place
with the Monongahela Southern, which is owned by the United
States Steel Corporation.

pany

is

—

Washington Northern (Union Pacific). This company, which
was recently incorporated in the state of Washington, with $500,000
capital, piobably in the Harriman interest, projects a railroad from
Portland to Seattle and Everett, crossing the Colorado river at Kelso.
The incorporators include: Jacob Furth, J. C. Trenhome and F. K.
Stuverne, through the last named of whom extensive lands have been
bought. According to the newspapers, negotiations have been completed whereby the Union Pacific has secured at a cost of about
$1,000,000, 70 acres of tide lands for railroad terminals at Tacoma,
Wash., the company agreeing to build terminals and warehouses
within 20 months.

Western MARYLAND. -Connection has been made on the Cumberland extension of this road completing the connection between the
Western Maryland and West Virginia Central, and establishing a
through line from the West Virginia coal fields to tidewater at
Baltimore.

Western Texas & Gulp.—This company, recently incorporated
with a capital of $500,000, proposes to build a railroad from San
Angelo, Texas. In Big Springs and to Smiit.in. with the intention
of ultimately extending the road north to Amarillo, Texas.
E. H.
D. Caston, .1. T. Win and E. P. s
re, all of Dallas; w. P
Edwards
and J. w. Pinson, of ltig Springs, are Interested.
Wheeling

An officer writes thai the line thai
Laki Erie,
Ohio from Bolivar to Orrville, 22 mile
ind known
as the Sugar Creek
Northern,
and
grades is the present line, and to effect s saving ol about six mllea
Contracts For the worl have be, mi let, it is Bald, to
C Carland &
Co or Toledo, Ohio,
This company will Boon begin wort building a yard al Huron,
Ohio, to imiii 1,200 cars
Contracts have alread] been lei tor build
Ing a slip 1,400 ft lont and 200 fl wide, and tot tout ore conveyors
ami oar dumpers, The
pan; is now building
al various points from Jewi tl to foledo, to hold SO cars each.
The
is

to be built

a

in

.v-

I

.i

Lake

Contracts nrc reported let by the
Vanderbilt Interests to build a railroad From Beaver, Pa., to Dai
Liverpool, 0., 24 miles, with the Intention of ultimately extending

Pittsbubob &

Erie.

I

tin'

line in Steuben'i

Ille,

1

1

.

i

Richmond & Chesapeake Bay,

This company, which has

let
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panj
to

linlil

is

also extending its yards at

Ironvllle

and South Toledo

was

According to newspaper reports, arrangements have been completed for building a branch of this road from Steubenville to
Toronto, Ohio, in miles, and construction work is to be begun at
once.
From Toronto the company can easily scenic an entrance
An officer writes denying the report that the
into Bast Liverpool.

making surveys for extensions in Greene County. I'a.
pe made a number of surveys lo secure ea
grades and curves, but none of Ihese are now being seriously con
is

I

i

miles.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

— See Washington Branch.
Pacific. — A meeting of the stockholders

Baltimore & Ohio.

Canadian
has been called
for March 19 to approve an increase in the authorized capita]
stock from $110,000,000 to $150,000,000. There is now $101,400.000 outstanding and it is proposed to issue $20,280,000 more as
soon as the new $40,000,000 is authorized.
Shareholders are
to have the right to subscribe to this issue at par at the rate
of one share of new stock for every five shares of record of
April 20. With Canadian Pacific selling at 174, the rights of
this new issue are worth about $15 a share.
land in the vicinity of Edmonton,
Alberta, amounting to about 500,000 acres, to an English syndicate, at a price said to be $4 an acre.
The gross earnings for the six months ended December 31
were $31,381,976, an increase of $4,229,954; net earnings $12,Surplus after charges and
187,399, an increase of $3,042,651.
dividends was $4,869,S16, an increase of $2,417,285.

Colorado & Southern.

all its

—Hallgarten &

Co.,

New

York, are offering at

These
$17,000,000 4Vo per cent, refunding bonds of 1935.
total issue of $100,000,000 authorized last
June, when the block above referred to was sold to these bankers.
The proceeds of the sale are to be used to refund $8,000,000
of equipment trusts, to buy the Trinity & Brazos Valley, the
Colorado & North-w-estern, to build shops, to extend the Trinity
& Brazos Valley 1o the Gulf, and for general additions and

93%

bonds are part of a

improvements.

Cumberland Valley.

— See

Dillshurg

& Mechanicsburg.

—

Detroit United (Electric). This company has bought the Detroit.
Monroe & Toledo Short line at a price of about $40 per share.
The D., M. & T. S. L. operates 50 miles of road from Toledo to
It has
Detroit and 4 miles from Monroe, Mich., to Lake Erie.
outstanding $2,000,000 capital stock and $2,000,000 5 per cent,
first mortgage bonds of 1933.

— The

property of this company has
been bought by the Cumberland Valley at a foreclosure sale for
$50,000. The D. & M. has eight miles of road between Dillsburg
Junction, Pa., and Dillsburg. and a two-mile branch.
It has
been, since is?;;, operated by the Cumberland Valley, which holds
the total outstanding $100,000 first mortgage 6 per cent, bonds
It is said that the road will
of 1895 of the smaller company.
soon be operated by electricity.

Dillsisurg

Gia

& Mechanicsburg.

Northern.

— The

600.000 acres of ore lands belonging to this
be developed by a separate organization. The
Wall Street Journal says that they have been leased to the
U. S. Steel Corporation, on terms providing for a rising minimum production beginning with about 3.000,000 tons a year,
and that a holding company with $120,000,000 capital will
take over the property. The Great Northern Development Company, incorporated in Maine with $100,000 capital, is mentioned
in this connection by another paper.
It is understood that the
stock of the new holding company will be offered to Great Northern stockholders at a figure which will give them valuable

\i

company are

to

rights.

Intercolonial.

—The

cember 31 were

lie

end

'.I

$987.!in.

K.ws\s & Texas.— The
mortgage bonds recently sold

Missouri,

per cent, general
New York, lei
$4,wm.<J00 for reduction of
$8,750,000, will be used as follows:
grades and new alinements from the northern termini to the
Red River, Texas, and ether improvements; $1,1
tor rail
renewals, and the remainder to paj off equipment notes which
would otherwise have to he paid out of future net earnings.
(Jan. 26, p. 30.)

—

has sold

of $482,755 at

The gross earnings
St, Paul & Sauli Ste. Mabie,
for tin- six months ending December 31 were $6,132, 66s, an In
crease or $1,492,972; net earnings, $3,451,749, an Inci

I

Yazoo & MISSISSIPPI Vai.i.ey. This company is building a line
from Heiem, .Miss., west and north, a distance of 12.8 mile, inwards
Arnold,
Grading is almost completed, and about halt' the track has
been laid.
On the line from Silver City to Kelso grading has been comThis line
pleted for about 20 miles, and track laid tor about lo.
will be about 41 miles long, and will run via .Midnight.
This company has completed its extension from Mattson, Miss.,
south for a distance of three miles.
On the Yarbough-Swan Lake cut-off this company has coin
The
pleted about 12 miles of road south from Yarbough, Miss.
line is projected to Swan Lake, an additional eight miles.
No action has been taken by this company on its projected
cut-off from Etter, Tenn., to Lake View. Miss., six and one-half

C. P.

deficit,

a

Minneapolis,

sidered.

The

comparing with

$71,259,

7.

the same period of rani,

700 additional cars.

company
The en

Vol, XL., No.

gross earnings for the six months ended De
an increase of $232,697; the deficit

$3,853,960,

$10.
to

,000

<

i'j

Speyer &

Co.,

I

—

& Hi uma River. The gross earnings for the
January were $7,185,768, an increase of $1,141,310.

New York Central
month
Panama.

of

—

The United States Senate Committee on Appropriations
has reported to the Senate the Urgent Deficiency bill, among the
items of « hich Is one of $650,000 "to e used as an advance to the
Panama Railroad Company to pay for re-equipment of the
I

company."

—

Rio Grande Western. Spencer Trask & Company are offering at
about 100 and interest a block of the $15,200,000 first mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of 1939 of this company. The bonds are
a first lien on the main line and several branches, about 434
miles in all.
St.

Louis & San Francisco.

—

On February 9, the directors of this
pass the quarterly dividend of 1 per cent,
on the $16,000,000 4 per cent, non-cumulative second preferred
stock.
In 1898, 1 per cent, annually was paid on this stock.
In 1899 and 1900 2 per cent., in 1901 3^ per cent, and since
then 4 per cent.
company decided

—This

to

is to issue $200,000,000 development and
per cent. 50-year bonds. Of the total amount,
$15,000,000 is to be issued immediately for the following purposes:
$4,962,774 to refund payments for equipment heretofore

Southern.

company

general mortgage

1

made and charged

$3,501,000 to refund investments
subordinate companies and for
the acquisition of property not heretofore funded; and $6,536,220
Of the remaining $185,000,000, $31,158,000 is
for construction.
to he reserved to retire divisional prior lien bonds on property
acquired for which no provision is made by the consolidated
mortgage; $16,000,000 to retire, not later than April 1. 1909,
collateral trust 5 per cent, bonds: $10,000,000 to pay, not later
to capital;

and advances

in securities of.

to.

than July 1, 1908. for the Eastern division of the Tennessee Central and for immediate improvements; $18,008,000 to retire
equipment capital obligations as they mature in the next 15
$10,000,000 to acquire capital

years;

stocks of certain leased

provide for future acquisitions
and betterments, bonds for the latter purpose to be issued in
amounts not exceeding $5,000,000 each year. J. P. Morgan & Co.
will purchase the $15,000,000 of bonds to be issued immediately
and also the first $5,000,000 to be issued thereafter.
lines, and. finally. $99,834,000 to

—

Southern Pacific. Gross earnings for the
cember 31 were $53,603,179. an increase
ings, $19,112,463,

an increase of

six months ended Deof $4,133,045: net earn-

$1,817,684.

(Electric). — The

dividends on the $7,000,000
outstanding capital stock will be at the rate of 6 per cent, anFrom 1S9S to 1900 the rate was 4
nually, beginning in April.
per cent.: it was 4% per cent, in 1901. and since then 5 per cent,

Toronto Railway

annually.

Union Pacific.

— This

company has declared a semi-annual dividend
on its $190,145,900 common stock. In February.
semi-annual dividend of 1% per cent, was paid:

of 3 per cent,

1900,

a

first

per cent, was paid semi-annually until October.
2'j per cent, was declared.
U. P. stock
declined one point on Wednesday following the announcement
of the increased dividend.
The gross earnings for the half year ended December
31 were $35,817,084, an increase of $4,283,715. and net earnings

from that time.
1005.

when one

2

of

$17,195,844, an increase of $1,981,133.

earnings for the six months ended December 31
were $12,688,651. a decrease of $1,117,333; net earnings, $3,941.915, an increase of $782,047.

Wabash.—Gross

—

A 6 per cent, dividend has been declared
on the $622,000 outstanding stock of this company, being the
first since 1896. when 5 per cent, semi-annually was being paid.

Washington Branch.

The State of Maryland owns $550,000 of this stock and the
Legislature recently charged the Baltimore & Ohio, which owns
$1,02S,000 of the $1,650,000 authorized stock, with diverting the
earnings of the subsidiary road to the parent company instead
of paying dividends on W. B. stock.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.

into deep water.
It is estimated that in the
tons of water were forced out by the pumps.

The Northern Pacific is the last road reported as sending missionaries to the farmers. A "seed grain special" is scheduled to
make a tour through western Montana and North Dakota in March.
The shipments of potatoes from stations on the Bangor & Aroostook in the month of January amounted to 965,787 bushels. The
total shipments of last year's crop, up to February 1, from the
Aroostook region amounted to 4,086,085 bushe'.s, an increase of 786.215 bushels over the same months of the previous year.
The Railroad Commission

of Texas has ordered a reduction of
per cent, in the rates on lumber throughout that state.
Commissioner Colquitt dissented from the decision because he believed that a more radical reduction should be made; and in a
published interview he has severely criticized his associates.

about

7'...

At Louisville, Ky., last week the movement of freight became
so congested that the three principal railroads in that city put an
embargo on all freight except live stock and perishable fruit for
48 hours.
Besides an unusually large volume of freight there was

much delay

consequence of the bad weather which prevented
teamsters from hauling full loads.
of Florida has fined the Seaboard Air
Line $300 for three violations of Rule 6 of the Commission, which
requires station agents to post notices of delayed passenger trains.
It appears that the
offences occurred during the Christmas holidays, when there was unusually heavy travel and all trains were
late, and therefore the fine is imposed mostly
Commission says that the sum ($100) is not

for

an example. The
taken as a pre-

to be

cedent.

There were 7,328,607 bushels of grain carried on the 02 steamers
clearing from New Orleans during January. Of this amount. 0.770.
573 bushels were corn, 128,034 bushels wheat, 280,000 bushels oats,
and 150,000 bushels barley. The increase, as compared with the
corresponding month in 1905, was 2.225.07O bushels, and the total
grain exported since September 1. 1905, amounted to 12,923,024
bushels, an increase of 6,178.985 bushels, as compared with the same
period of 1904 and 1905.

The

Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western now has

telephones,

throughout 600 miles of its lines, and
it
is said
that the remainder of the road, about 370 miles, will
For three years past
be fully provided with telephones by May 1.
the officers of the road have sent more communications by telephone
than by telegraph. The wrecking cars of the company are equipped
with telephones, and with "fish-poles." by which to make connections with the wire lines at any point on the road.

working on metallic

The Canadian

circuits,

Pacific Railway's immense Irrigation
Lethbridge districts is being rapidly
.

scheme

in

he Calgary and
pushed to
completion by a large force of men. The canals already completed
are capable of irrigating 110, ooo acres, and the company expects to
The system will finally include
irrigate 400,000 acres this year.
The example of the C, P. H. in establishing an
3,000,000 acres.
Irrigation system is being extensively followed by individual owners
and ranching companies
I

6,000

Telephones on the Bavarian State Railroads.

From an

article in the Bulletin of the International Railway
Congress, reprinted from the Zeitimg des Vereins. it appears that all
of the main lines of the state railroads in Bavaria have telephones,
as well as some of the secondary lines, the total length of road thus
equipped being 3,850 miles. Connection is made to every station,
signal cabin and gatekeeper's cabin.
Many of the lines have only
one through conductor, the return going through the earth. The
telephone wire is of silicon bronze, .08 in. in diameter, strung on
poles on the opposite side of the railroad from that on which the
telegraph poles are fixed. The telephone wires are only 13 ft. above
the level of the track, so that portable telephones, carried on the
trains,, can be easily connected.
The poles all along the road are
marked with arrows pointing in the direction of the nearest telephone. These arrows are burned in with an iron brand, at a cost
This is said to be less than the cost of the
of 12 cents a pole.
metal arrows which are used on some railroads.

Electric Traction

in

The Railroad Commission

16% hours about

St.

in

Petersburg.

The Russian Westinghouse Company has secured the contract
and equipping an electric traction system in St. PetersSt. Petersburg
burg, which is to he operated by the municipality.
is the only European capital in which horse cars have not been replaced by electricity as a motive power. The contract calls for the
conversion of the horse car lines in the Nevsky Prospect the Broadway of the Russian capital and other important streets. Twenty
miles will first be reconstructed, at an expense of nearly $6,000,000.
Later 30 miles more will be placed in operation at a cost of about
Power will be generated in a plant to be built on tin$4,000,000.
outskirts of the city.
Its initial capacity will be in. ooo b.p.. to be
Turbines are to be used the
ultimately increased to 30.000 h.p.
for building

—

—

—

Russia. Work on the first section of 20 miles is to be begun
immediately, and it is expected that these lines will be in operation
within a year.

first in

Clyde Steamship Lines.
The Clyde Line Company, operating a fleet of 20 coastwise
st. amships, has been sold to C, W. Morse, who controls the Eastern
Steamship Company. Metropolitan Steamship Company, and a line
The Clyde
of steamers plying between New York and Albany.
Steamship Company, which will he the new name, has been incorporated in Maine with an authorized capital of {14.000,000. The
funded debt will consist of $4,000,000 bonds.

It

is

understood that

new company is to be operated separately under much
management as heretofore.
the

the

same

What Next?
A manufacturer of journal boxes has sent us the following letter from an enthusiastic inventor, with the brief comment: "Isn't
this good enough to print?"
We think it is.
"You will please find enclosed printed matter relative to an
alarming device for railroad cars, and one that will he highl] appre
ciated by the railroad companies, because the can- and notice for
the overheating of journal boxes has been a problem for the train
men. knowing the trouble that hot-boxes give on roads, caused by
have en
trainmen not performing their duty in the Inspecting,
deavored to make a box that will speak before it is mo laic ami one
that will annoy the trainmen so that they will be compelled to at
tend to
before it gets beyond control.
"A train of cars equipped with these alarms does not ueed In
spection. for boxes thai need oiling as they will alarm if the tent
perature is too rapidly Increasing by the sounding of a gong as be
Please read the printed matter and note the sim
train rolls by.
plicity of the device ami the advantage ol equipping ears with the
also wish yon to note its Important pails all of which
I

Among

news items concerning the enforcemenl of the nondrinking rule among railroad employees whuh go the rounds. Iris one from
regularly Out pretty constantly
Portland, Me., that is
slightly different from the usual run.
A local agent then- has notl
tied
i

ihc

men
member
his

or the day
present on

would seem

thai drinking will not lie tolerated; and also, "thai
of the staff who docs not appear for work on pay day.
after paj day, will be considered as being unable I" I"

account
to be up

ot

win be discharged."
it
situation to bustle for a phy

drunkenness, and

l" a

man

in that

sician's certificate of sickness.

railroad often proves a good neighbor, a:- was illustrated re
cently in the use of 20 Westinghouse air-brake pumps to raise the
lake steamer "Corey," which went aground on the shores of Gull
Two ot the railroads sent
Island, Lake Superior, Last November,
men and pumps In help raise the vessel. Ten
In, pumps anil ten
in. pumps were distributed along the deck of the steamer ami
1

1

»

I

._.

arranged

In

force air

Into

I"

I

;

I

n therefore
enclosed in ihc inside of ihc journal boj
ii
a lifewill weal a
cannot gel out ol order, and when
:e built
It
is enltreh
automatic, and does not
time Without a single repair
require anj attention whatever
there
"Knowing that you an- manufacturers ol Journal boxes,
tore write you to know it you will use this device In the con true
will therefore he pleased In
lion Of your boxes for all services,
is

a

1

it

Oi

Hi'

1

air light

emu pari tnents

in

the

Leaks were repaired by boiler makers as fast as they were
discovered, and on December 9 all nl' Hie pumps were set tu work
forcing air inin the compartments in order to displace the watei
ami raise iic vessel
"a the following morning or in
hours
it
was found that tin- heal had licen raised four feel and sufficient
water removed by Ihc compressed till- to allow Hie vessel to lie pulled
el,

1

1;

_.

i

I

I

hear from yon in regard to the right) .0 using the same."
(The Inventor tailed to mention in bis letter that his device
actuated bj a thermometet and a few other Indestructible p

Is

A Pneumatic Wrench.
and
In piieiimai i.
tie)
A HI Hermann. New \ m
machinery, has just put on the market n tool designed to he used
le.trlc drill, to perform Hie
connection with an ordinary an 01
ill
I.

i

—
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of screwing up, lightening and also unscrewing nuts. The idea
using a pneumatically-operated tool for this purpose is not new.
but so far no satisfactory one has been placed on the market. Tests
have been made with solid chucks in drills, but the sudden jar
caused at the moment the nut was drawn up on the surface soon
To overcome the difficulty this
put the drill out of commission.
new tool is provided with an adjustable friction arrangement, which
enables the operator to regulate the tension for the largest nut
The nuts to be tightened are placed on the bolt
to be tightened.
with about 1% turn, the tool will run them up to the surface and
tighten them, then the friction arrangement will take up the jar
and allow the drill to continue rotating while the wrench chuck re-

work

of

Vol..

XL., No.

8.

may l»- had bj tin- present Congress as will bring relief to the
producer from the present intolerable condition. Journal of <'<>m
merve. New York.
lion

The Conley Frog.
Tin accompanying illustrations .-how a frog designed by J. E.
Conley. Areola, III., bj which the wheels of a truck are guided directly over the frog point by guard rails bolted thereto, which engage the run of the wheel while tin tread is passing over the wing
rails.
This arrangement is intended to do awaj with the use of
a guard rail along tie- opposite rail, as being much more effective in

mains stationary.
This tool has been thoroughly tested

at the shops of the Central
Jersey at Elizabethport and found to work re
markably well. It has been found, however, that a % in. mil is
the maximum capacity, not of the tool itself, but of the drill, as
the largest drill is not strong enough to develop enough power to
sufficiently lighten a 1 in. nut.

Railroad of

New

i

Valuation of Michigan Railroads.
Professors Cooley and Adams, of the University oi Michigan,
report to the Governor that they find the actual cash value of

They fix the value of the Michiis $284,710,659.
lines at $65,081,503, compared with the state tax com-

.Michigan railroads

gan Central

mission's assessment of $49.88a.0OO; the Here Marquette al $49,450.the G'-and Trunk at $31,123,801
L57, compared with $28,000,000;
compared with $25,250,000; the Chicago & North-Western at $18,643
928, compared with $12,250,000; and the Wabash at $3,839,413, compared with $4.li5o.iMi0. the only road of importance where a lower
assessment is recommended. The physical value of the railroads aggregates $228,784,468.
To get the non-physical value the average
net earnings for five years are taken, and a certain percentage allowed for the support of the physical condition of the road. Any
earnings in excess of that per cent, are capitalized as indicating a
value above purely physical value. Different rates of percentage were
used for different roads, based on estimates of market quotations
and similar information. The non-physical value of the railroads
is $36,114,681.
Cash and current assets amount to $15,980,668. and
stores and supplies $3,830,842, making a total, above all physical
value, of $55,926,191.

Prince Rupert.
Miss Eleanor H. Macdonald, of Winnipeg, secures the $250 prize
from the Grand Trunk Pacific for the name. Prince Rupert, proposed by her for the Pacific terminus of the road. Over
12,000 suggestions were, sent in.
Prince Rupert was a promoter of the Hudson's Bay Company and its first Governor, in 1670.
In that, year Charles II. granted a charter to the
Prince and 17 other noblemen and gentlemen, incorporating them
as "The Governor and Company of Adventurers of England." trading
into Hudson's Bay; and the concern, the Hudson's Bay Co.. is still
doing business. Under the terms of the competition that the name
should contain not more than three syllables, nor exceed 10 letters, the name suggested which complied with the conditions and
most clearly resembled that selected was Port Rupert, this having
been suggested by two ladies in Ontario; and with the desire to
accord fair treatment to all. the company awarded $250 to each of
the two who suggested Port Rupert, as well as to the one who suggested the name which has been adopted. The town will be about
30 miles south of the southern extremity of Alaska.

The Conley

Frog.

guiding the wheels by the fro?; point and thereby minimizing danger
from sprung axles, loose wheels or broken flanges, by directly guarding the wheel when it comes to the point. The views herewith are of
one of these frogs in the East St. Louis yards of the Illinois Central
on the outside of a 12 deg. curve on a switching lead, where it has
been for about two months. The guard or guide rails are bolted
through the frog with 13 bolts. Suitable filler blocks are provided
between track and guard rails and the ends of the latter are beveled

Destruction by Fire of Electric Roads

A
room,

in Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
drawing-room adjoining the engine
the three-story brick car sheds of the Poughkeepsie City

fire,

in

which started

in the

& Wappingen

Falls Electric Railroad, was destroyed by fire Februa loss of about $500,000. The building was 60 ft. x 200 ft.
The entire power plant and all the rolling stock (except one car)
of the four electric lines in this city were destroyed, also 22 cars

ary

11, at

which were being

built.

California Fruit Traffic.
Representatives in New York of Pacific fruit interests have
» requested by the shippers and growers in California to cooperate in efforts to secure legislation placing private car lines under the direct control of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The
fruit men claim that, the Armour interests being engaged in the
fruit business have, through the operation of their car lines, inside
information (all loads in Armour cars being inspected by their employees from time to time) as to the condition, variety and destination of the fruit of their competitors. At a meeting at Los Angeles
resolutions were adopted by the Board of Directors of the California
Fruit Growers' Exchange, a co-operative organization representing
over 3,000 growers and shipping yearly more than 14,000 cars, or
approximately 50 per cent, of the citrus fruits of California, to the
effect that the private car line system as it now exists is one of the
greatest menaces to the prosperity of the fruit and perishable
product interests of the United States. Senators and Representatives
in Congress are asked to take immediate action, so that such legisla1

The Conley Frog.
come level with or slightly below the track and wing rails. The
guards can be made from cast-steel, cast-iron, flat bar iron or steel.
or rail section as desired. Mr. Conley states that ordinary frogs in
the location where his frog now is, last but three or four months
because of the sharp curve and continuous switching, and that his
frog is giving entire satisfaction without any cost for maintenance.
He has applied for a patent on it.

to

Manufacturing and Business.
The Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, has leased a large
building adjoining its works at Aurora. 111., in which it will shortly
install upward of $50,000 worth of machinery.
The company's domestic as well as foreign business is increasing to such an extent
that the capacity of its present plant is inadequate. An order for

February
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ItOO "Thor" piston air drills, reversible flue rolling, reaming, tapping
and wood boring machines and pneumatic hammers has just been
received from Loudon, England.

The California Gas & Electric Corporation has ordered from the
Abner Doble Co., San Francisco, Cal., a Doble tangential water
wheel which will have a capacity of 13,000 h.p. This when completed will be the largest tangential water wheel yet built.

Iron

and

Steel.

Orders have recently been given for rails aggregating about
50,000 tons.
The New York Central orders were for 36,000 tons,
and an additional order is soon to be given by this company for
a similar amount.
Four thousand tons were ordered for Pittsburg
electric roads, and 2,000 tons for a Kansas City road.

The United States Steel Corporation, it is said, is refusing
take orders in certain departments, except for delivery far in the
future.
It
now has orders on its books for about 8,000,000 tons,
which is within 2,000.000 tons of its entire capacity. The various
rail mills have unfilled orders for rails for delivery during the
present year amounting to about 2,500,000 tons. The total production of rails last year was over 3,300,000 tons, and it is probable
that the output this year will far exceed that amount.
In January over 14.000 tons of rails were rolled for the Canadian Pacific,
at the Consolidated Lake Superior Company's 'Works, at Sault Ste.
Marie.
Since September the company has delivered to Canadian
roads rails valued at about $5,000,000.

—

Chicago, Burlington if Quincy. G. T. Ross, General Superintendent
at Burlington, Iowa, has been appointed General Superintendent
at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding H. C. Nutt, resigned to go to the
Michigan Central. W. B. Throop, Superintendent at Aurora, 111.,
succeeds Mr. Ross. F. H. Ustick. Superintendent at Brookfield.
J. E. Votaw, Trainmaster at BrookMo., succeeds Mr. Throop.
field, Mo., succeeds Mr. Ustick.
C. W. Ling, Trainmaster at
Creston, Iowa, has been appointed Superintendent at Beardstown. 111., succeeding L. W. Berry, transferred.

—

Wheeling & Lake Erie. A. P. Titus has been appointed
office of Car Accountant.
Traffic Officers.

—

Agent

and regular meetings o{ railroad conventions ana
engineering societies, see advertising page 'J4.I

For dates

of conventions

American Society of Civil Engineers.
At the meeting of this society February 21, a paper on the
"Economical Design of Reinforced Concrete Floor Systems," by John
S. Sewell, was presented for discussion.
This paper was printed
in the Proceedings for December of last year.

—

Engineering and Roiling Stock

vs. pooled engines asks
the usual questions, and also one which is not quite so common,
namely, "would having a regular crew on a locomotive for 7f> per
cent, of her mileage be preferable to a pool?"
C. F. Richardson.
Chairman, Frisco Building, St. Louis, Mo.
Lubricators.
Frank Burke CD., M. & N.i, Proctor, Minn., who
is to write on this subject,
wants information on all the latest
makes, hydrostatic and' mechanical.
Wa'schaert Valve Motion. 0. II. Rehmeyer, 569 Elm si reel.
Blue Island. III., who is to write on Ibis subject, wants each membei
to send all the information that he can give.

— W.
Pacific. — W.
Pacific.

Officers.

Tye, Chief Engineer, has resigned.

F.

Missouri
C. Smith, Master Mechanic at Fort Scott, Kan.,
has been appointed Master Mechanic at Kansas City, succeeding William Naughton, resigned. M. J. McGraw succeeds Mr.
Smith.

—

The authority of O. C. Lesner, Division Engineer
the Buffalo division, has been extended to Grand Rapids,
Mich., with office at Detroit, taking over the territory of W.

Pere Marquette.
of
J.

Long, promoted.

Louis & San Francisco.

new

office

— M.

of Assistant

C. Byers has been appointed to the
General Manager in charge of Mainte-

nance of Way.

—

Southern Pacific and Oregon Short Line. D. J. Malone, Master Mechanic at Salt Lake City, has been appointed Master Mechanic
at Ogden, Utah, succeeding E. M. Luckett, resigned.

—

d- Brazos Valley.
W. C. Burel has been appointed Master
Mechanic at Cleburne, Tex.

Trinity

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Rogers Southwestern, it is reported. Is in the market
two locomotives. Address W. R. Felher, Rogers. Ark.

111.

The committee on regularly assigned

Freight

Pennsylvania. E. P. Bates, General Freight Ageut, has been appointed General Freight Agent, in charge of through traffic.
R. C. Wright, Assistant General Freight Agent, has been appointed General Freight Agent, in charge of local traffic. G.
D. Ogden, Division Freight Agent at Buffalo, succeeds Mr.
Wright.

The Secretary

Heights.

A.

—

Si*.

Traveling Engineers' Association.
of this association, W. O. Thomson, Oswego, N.
V.. has sent out five requests for information, to be used in reports
and papers to be presented at the next annual meeting.
The committee on "The Future Engineer" desires information
from all members as to the best methods of increasing the engineman's efficiency and also as to the best class of men to employ as
firemen.
D. L. Eubank, Chairman, Hinton, W. Va.
The committee on the care of boilers presents a list of 12
questions, among which are the following:
Are boilers washed
regularly or only when reported by engineers?
What success with
soda ash or other chemicals in feed water'.' What success with the
Kennicott water softener? What success with Talmage system of
cleaning?
F. P. Roesch. Chairman. 1433 Chicago Hoad. Chicago

&

of the C.

Pan-American. D. W. Flint has been appointed General
and Passenger Agent.

Canadian

I

new

to the

Chicago d Alton. S. D. Parkhurst, formerly Commercial Ageut. of
the Chicago Great Western, has been appointed Coal Traffic

to

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
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The

Intercolonial, Canada, has ordered 16
locomotives from the Locomotive

Pacifies type

passenger
Montreal.

The Louisville

4;

Machine

tor

(4-6-2)

Co.

of

Nashville, as reported in our issue of Sepi, 2M
building six consolidation (2-8-0) and six Pacific (4-6-2)
locomotives at its Louisville shops.
it-

is

last,

CAR BUILDING.

:ar

i

The Brie has ordered
Co

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

The Chicago

25 passenger coaches

North-Western,

tt

i<

is

reported,

from the

Is

St.

Louts

building 600 steel

ere cars.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
E C Lewis has been elected
W homas, deceased.

Nashville. Chattanooga & 8t, Louis.
Acting President, succeeding .1.

tin
ii

New

Cincinnati,

Orleans

,i

Texas

nrs

-iim

The Queen
Crescent has purchased
the Rodger Ballast
!ar
!o

at

Its

York,

New Haven &

Commissioner

is

rebuilding

19

'I

,i

Vew

Pacifli

own simps

M

Hartford.—
of the Real Estate

!•'.

FMske has been appointed
Depart
nt, succeeding C.

C.

1
1

<

10

Hart convertible cars

I

The Toledo d Ohio Central has ordered
first-class coaches from the Pullman Co.

M. Ingersoll. resigned.

thr

if<5

cars and

even

Operating Officers.
it
Cameron, who was recently

Northern. .1.
appointed
Superintendent at Port Arthur, Ont., entered railroad service In
Inn:: a
a lirakeniaii on the Canadian Pacific.
In 1886 be weni
to the Northern Pacific as conductor, where he remained until
1898, when he was appointed trainmaster al Grand Forks, N.
Dak. When, in 1901, the Northern Pacific lines in Manitoba
were leased to the Canadian Northern, Mr, Cameron rem.
on these lines under- the new management,
in
1904 he was
appointed Assistant Superintendent at ECamsack, Sask., and In
May, 1905, was appointed to a temporary position In the Mc
Kenzie & Mann Company, I. Id., which hS held until he reel lv«d
his recent appointment

I'liiiiiiiiun

iii: Colorado
Southern has ordered 161 wooden cai ol 80,000
to be built by
capacity from the Ingoldsby Automatic Cai Co
,i

lbs.
I

he Pullman

Co

The Chicago Great Western
equii

Including 88
oapacitj each

lbs.

-Hi

»

cai

is

asking bids on additional Freight
10
stock cars, all ol 60,000
and
:

>i
Rumford Falls has ordered 26 steel Oat ens
These cai
capacitj from the Pressed Steel car Co
the special equipment
measure in ii long bj 10 ft wide
include Westlnghouse air-brakes and Tower coupl

The Portland
of

inn, nun

will

win

ih.

lbs

CouisvilU

a

Washville, as reported

iii

our issue

ol

Feb

9
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re and 50 flal can al its New
box, 200 col
and 750 drop bottom gondola. 100 refrigerator, 100
stork, toui vestib
obini
u coach and baggage, three straight
vestibule coaches with smoking compartments, two baggage and
hops.
al its Louit ville
mail and two

building 750

Is

authorization

I'

Decatur shops;

i

Charleston Hy, Co. (Camden (nterstal
Huntington, W. Va..) has ordered 10 closed double truck cars from
Thesi cars
ihe Jewetl Car Co., for April 15 to June 15 deliverj
ide
will weigh 22,000 lbs., and measure 37 ft. long and 8 ft. 2 in.
The special equipment Includes: General Electric air-brakes and
Peacock hand brakes, Forsyth curtain fixtures, Pantasote curtain
material, Gold electric heating system and Weighl seats
tigton

i

d

«i

as reported in pur issue
of Feb. 9, lias ordered three Tun. dining cars from the Pullman
The special
National-Hollow braki
equipment
includes:
beams, American Brake-Shoe & Foundry Co.'s brake-shoes, Jai
couplers, Waugh draft rigging, Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.'s
heating system. Symington journal boxes. Pintsch light, Murphy
paint. Railway Steel Spring Co.'s springs, and Pullman trucks and

The Chicago. Rovk Island

i

berland

South Omaha. Neb., is building 100
refrigerator ears of 60,000 lbs. capacity at its South Omaha shops.
These cars will be 36 ft. 10 in. long. 8 ft. 10 in. wide, and 12 ft.
The special equipment includes: Standard
4 in. high, over all.
Forge Co.'s axles. American Steel Foundries' bolsters Simplex
brake beams and springs, Amerii in Brake-Shoe & Foundry Co.'s
brasses, Major
brake-shoes, Westinghouse airbrakes. More-Jones
couplers. Farlow draft rigging. Cudahy Packing Co.'s dust guards.

The Cudahy Packing

proof roofs,

lie

or near this plac

al

J.—The

\

m:i.

I

Newport,
at

Cayuga,
OOUEN,

.in-

wanted March

mid?" T2n
Vermillion County

in

si,,

its

|

ft.

12 by II.
long over the

The Oregon Short Line

UTAH.

viaduct over

-

Bids

Ind.
Inr building a

tin.

tracks

is

Wabash

planning

to

rivei

bind

a

this place.

at

Omaha. Neb. — Announcement has been made that
will build a new bridge over the Platte rivei at

ii"

Payne

i

—

Ottawa. Canada. Bids are wanted by
Railroad Commission March 12 tor building

Ho
a

tin
I

Union Pa-

entl

il

Trans-Continental

steel

bridge to

1

two tracks.

The bodies

will be of

Owe.n Sound, Ont. -A
to cost about $Hi.

bridge

steel

is

to

be

built

over Powletl

1

—

Pink Bluff, Ark. On Feb. II a bill was passed by the Lowe!
of Congress authorizing Jefferson Count) to build a bridge

House
over

Arkansas river

tli"

St.

build

Catherines.
high level

a

at

this pla

The

«

Council has decided to at once
bridge over the Welland Canal, to cost about
On-j

Citj

$1110,111111.

The Lehigh d Hudson, .is reported in our issue of January 26,
has ordered 75 box cars from the Standard Steel Car Company
for July. 1906, delivery, and 10 lowside gondola cars of 80,000 lbs.
capacity from the South Baltimore Car & Foundry Co.. for April.
The lowside gondola cars will measure :J8 ft. 4 in.
1906, delivery.
long x 8 ft. K in. wide x IS in. high, all inside measurements. The
bodies will be of wood and the underframes will be of metal
The
company has also ordered 250 hopper gondola cars of 80,000 lbs.
capacity from the South Baltimore Car & Foundry Co. These cars
will measure 3.1 ft. 6 in. long & in ft. wide \ in ft. 2 in. high, all outwill

rivei

u

Co.,

Woodman journal boxes. F. W. Bird & Son's torsion
arch-bar trucks and Griffin wheels.

side measurements.

Vterrimai

Erie has completed plans and surve;
abolishing all grade crossings in ibis city, by elevating the racks,
both on the Newark branch and on the Greenwood Lake division
rii" estimated cosl of Hi" work will be $i.:.u
\'i

I

vestibules.

th

Nashville, Tenn. on Feb 12 a bill was Introduced In the
of Congress authorizing two bride
'be Cum

Pacific,

<i

an additional bridge ovei

build

S.

Lower House

1

ii,,,,

to

No.

XI...

of about $250,000

iver, tn a cosl

i

lin

Vol

wood and the underframes

S.w Bernardino, Cm.. According to reports a
Vernon avenue at a cost of $20,000.

—

Tennessee. Bills were introduced in the Lower House of Con
gress Feb. 12 authorizing the Cairo & Tennessee River R. R. Co.
to build bridges across the Tennessee and Cumberland rivers.
Toronto, Ont.

— The

following suggestions have been submitted
to the railroads interested, for building
the proposed Yonge street bridge:
The railroads to pay the city
Jlun.iioo and the city build the bridge, or that the railroads build
the bridge and the city pay for all land damages.

and

10 the city authorities,

of metal.

Vancouver, B.

C.

—A

combined

traffic

and

street railroad bridge.

wide, will be built over False creek and
A. L. D. Odium may be addressed.
42

BRIDGE BUILDING.

steel viaduct will

be built on Mt.

ft.

Granville streets.

—

Aiiiaw. X.

—A

has been introduced in the State Legislature to incorporate the Niagara Frontier Bridge Company for
the purpose of building a bridge over the Niagara river from a
point in the State Mile Reservation to the Canadian side. G. YV.
Knox and William C. Edwards, of New York, and A E. Osier, of
Y.

bill

Ontario, and others, are

Ann

n.vr.

toward the

N.

S.

named

—

County Council has appropriated $25 000
Lennox bridge. Tin- structure, when
between $55,000 and $60,000.

Congress have passed bills authorto build two bridges across the
in Clay County. Ark.

Francis river,

\-m

Va.— Bids

VXD.

of the

Hoard

of

Co.

are wanted February 28 by

of Supervisors, of

J.

O. Saunders.

Hanover County,

for build-

ing a steel bridge 290 ft. long over the Pamunkey river, the cost
to be paid jointly by Hanover and Carolina counties.

—

A new steel bridge is to be built over WarJasper's Ford, which will be the largest in Jefferson
It
will have a total length of 648 ft.
County.
Bids are wanted March 3 by the Board of Revenue, of Jefferson County, fur building seven steel bridges. P. S. .Miner is County
Engineer.
Birmingham, Ala.

rior river at

Camden,
February 28,

Bids are wanted bj the Board of Freeholders.
for building a Strauss Trunnion Bascule bridge over
the
reek at Federal streel
Separate bids are also asked for a
temporary structure.
N.

J.

i

Clahksvii,LE, Tiw. - A bill was introduced in the Lowejj House
mi Feb I:: authorizing a bridge across the Cumberland
river at fir near this plai e

of

Congn

Lid- me wanted by M. Pearce, \iuil 2. for
\i
Hamilto.n
"'" ft. long and one 75 ft., over the
building two steel bridge
on<
Butthattchie and New rivers in Marion County.
i

ii

tor.

i

i

i

New

— The

Arkansas. Both Houses
the Campbell Lumber

izing

Chairman

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

as a commission to locate the site.

nso>

.

l"\\

for building

a

Bids

\

tee]

ai

lose \ tidi
S
long over the Coon rivei in
i

bridge 220

ft.

I

!

I

Greene County.

Lawrence,

i^-

-a

bill

is

before the

legislature

petitioning

—This

company, which was recently incor-

porated in Colorado by officers of the American Beet Sugar Company, proposes to build a railroad through the Arkansas Valley in
the same section through which the Holly & Swink is projected.
The company has a capital of $1,000,000. and the directors include
F. Weitzer, C. M. Ward, and others, of Colorado; Robert Oxnard.
of San Francisco, and H. R. Duval, of New Y'ork.

—

i'i\aii] v\ Pacific.
This company, it is said, has filed plans for
branch line from Woodstock to Niagara Falls via Brantford and
Hamilton, about 10 miles.

a

—

Canadian Roads. Application has been made to the Dominion
Government by Tupper & Griffen. of Vancouver. B. C. for permission to incorporate a company to build a railroad from Osoyoos. on
the international boundary north to Enderby. B. C. about 130 miles.

—

Centra] Arkansas. A charter has been granted a company in
Arkansas, with a capital of $2,600,000, to build a railroad in Yell.
Perry and Scott Counties, about 130 miles. The incorporators include: T. W. McLoud, of the Midland Valley Railroad; W. R, Abof Port Smith, and others.
bott

—

Central Ontario Railway. An officer writes that grading work
under way by Little & Culvertson, of Mamaora, Ont.. for grading seven ami one half miles of road on its proposed extension from
Bancroft. Ont.. via- Maynooth to Whitney, a distance of 40 miles.
Grading from Bancroft has been completed for a distance of three
and one half miles and track laying is finished to York river, one
bridge is being put up at this place to have a 100-ft. span.
mil"
\
Other contracts will he let shortly. John D. Evans. Trenton. Ont., is
is

Chief Engineer.

Chu

M

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Arkansas Valley.

cost of building the

completed, will cost

St.

Waters' Ferry, At. a. A bill is before the Committee on Interand Foreign Commerce of the Lower House of Congress authorizing the Commissioners' Court of Baldwin County. Alabama,
to build a bridge across the Perdido river at this place.
state

pany

is

—

m.'i. Rock Island & Pacific.
It is reported that this comgoing to ask for a concession from the Mexican Government
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Kkhiii'aky 23, 1906.
to extend its lines from
on the Pacific Coast.

E]

Paso,

Tex.,

through Mexico

to

a

port

—

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. This company is
planning to begin work early this spring, building a five-mile cutoff near Lebanon. Inrl.. to reduce grades.

—

Cbawfobdsville & Northwestern. Incorporation has been asked
company, with a capital of $100,000, to build
railroads
The directors are: S. J. Hunt and John F. McFarland.
Of Crawsfordsville, ami Augustus L. Mason, of Indianapolis.
for in Indiana by this

—

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific. An officer writes that grading has been completed on this road from Sulphur Springs, Colo.,
to Kremmling. a distance of 18 miles.
The line is being built from
Denver via Utah Junction. Plain View, Rollinsville, Tolland, Corona,
Arrow, Vasquez, Tabernash, and Granvy to Sulphur Springs, a total
Orman & Crook and Dunphy & Nelson have conof 109.3 miles.
tracts to build the line from Sulphur Springs to Toponas. 68.4
miles.
Track laying will be started in April of this year from
Sulphur Springs to Kremmling. Additional contracts will shortly
be let for building from Toponas to the Pallas coal fields.

—

Denver Terminal. Incorporation has been granted a company
under this name in Colorado, with a capital of $500,000, to build a
line north from Denver.
The incorporators include: Thomas J.
Milner. W. N. Vaile, J. B. O'Connor and others, of Denver.
This
said to be a project of the Burlington.

is

—

Incorporation has been granted a company under
Oregon, with a capital of $100,000, to build a railroad
from the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company's line, near Deschutes station, south, through a valley of the same name to Bend.
The office of the company will be at Portland, and the incorporators

Deschutes.

this

name

include:

in

J.

P.

O'Brien,

William

Crooks

W. W. Cotton,

and

of

Salem, Ore.

—

East Liverpool Traction. Plans have been completed by this
company to build an electric railroad from Chester, W. Va., to
Wellsburg. W. Va., opposite Brilliant, O. Surveys are being made.
The distance is about 60 miles. The corporation, which was organized in Ohio, is being financed in the East. Construction work
is to start early this spring.
The road will be a competitor of the
P. C. C. & St. L.

—

Grand Trunk. This company is planning to build a line from
Weston to Toronto, and from Weston, east, beyond the heights to a
connection with the main line. The proposed line is to be built to
avoid the heavy grade at Scarboro Heights. Toronto, and will be
used for through freight, both east and west. The local freight and
passenger

traffic,

will continue to be carried over the present route.

—

Great Southern. Surveys are reported being made by this company for building 15 miles of road from Dufur. Ore., in a southerly
direction.

—

Holly & Swink. An officer writes thai work has been started
by Mischau & Whitescarver. contractors, on its proposed road, from
Holly, Colo., west to Swink, a distance of about. 90 miles. J. Weidell,
of Lajunta, is Chief Engineer.
See Holly, Holbrook & Big Bend.
I

January

26,

p.

29.)

Indianapolis & Louisville ["raction.
Incorporation has been
granted Ibis company, in Indiana, with a capital of $3,000,000, to
build an electric railroad from Jelforsonvillc, north, to Franklin
ville, Ind.
John E. Greely. of Jeffersonville, ml has charge of the
preliminary work.

61

lal of $100,000,
lo build a railroad from McCormick, in Lewis
County lo Gray's river and Gray's Bay. The incorporators include:
K I.. Hale, H. McCormick and A. N. Riggs.

—

Memphis & New Orleans (St. L. & S. F.). A charter has been
granted this company in Arkansas, with a capital of $6,265,000, to
build a railroad paralleling the Mississippi river in Eastern Arkansas, from Marion, in Chitman County to the Louisiana state line, a
distance of about 180 miles.
The incorporators include: L. P.
Parker and C. R. Gray, both of whom are officials of the Frisco.

—

Mexican Roads. According to recent consular reports, work is
under way on a Mexican Pacific coast trunk line between Guaymas.
Sonora and Guadalajara, in the state of Jalisco. The new line will
pass through rich mineral and agricultural sections of the state
of Sinaloa, Territory of Tepic and state of Jalisco, the ports of
which will be put in direct communication with the City of Mexico.
Several miles of rails have been laid and the grading finished on
an additional stretch of several miles. It is predicted that 180 miles
wnl he completed and in operation by August, 1906. Construction
north and south from the port of Mazatlan, state of Sinaloa, is to
be pushed, surveying parties now being in the field.

—

New York, New Haven & Hartford. The company is planning
dig a tunnel from the Union Passenger Station in Providence,
R. I., to East Providence, where connection will be made with
the company's east side lines to Boston, Worcester and Fall River.
The cost of the tunnel, which will he about two miles long, will be
about $2,000,000.
to

—

New York Roaps Electric
Local papers state that E. H.
Harriman has completed plans for building a private electric road
to his residence at Forest Lake, N. J. The proposed line will run
from Newburg Junction. N. Y., on the Erie, through Tuxedo, Ardeu
and the mountains above Greenwood Lake, a distance of 10 miles.
Work is to be commenced early this spring.
.

l

i

—

Norkolk & Western. Contracts are reported let by this company for double-tracking 18 miles of its road from Montvale. Va..
to Lowery, as follows: Quinn & Harmon, Philadelphia; Moran-Pheton Contract Company, Pittsburg; Vaughn Construction Company.
Roanoke, Va.; J. F. McCabe Company, Baltimore, and E. G. Nave
Brothers, of Portsmouth, O.

Okanogan Central.

—

Incorporation has been granted this comthe state of Washington, with a capital of $2,000,000, to
build railroads.
The directors include: Frank Grogan. J. S. Jurey,
W. R. Bell, J. .1. McCafferty and M. G. Riley. Office at Loomis.

pany

in

—

Pacific & Gulf Terminal. Under this name a company has
been organized by J. R. Crawford, C. T. Crawford, D. A. Southerland,
M. E. Rives and S. .1. Lazarus, of San Francisco, with a capital of
$1,500,000, lo build a railroad
25 miles.

from San Pedro

lo

Los Angeles, aboul

—

Pearl River Valley. Incorporation has been granted this company to build a railroad from Jackson, up the Pearl River Valley,
through the Counties of Rankin. Scott. Leake. Neshoba, Noxubee.
Kemper. Winston and Lowndes to Columbus, Miss., or to a point
south of Columbus and crossing the state line into Alabama.
Incorporators Include: Roy Hogue. of Biloxi, Miss.; W. D. Barring
ton. Fulton. Ala., and F. Herrick, of Milwaukee. Wis.

The financing of this road has been arranged
Klondike Minis
London by T. W O'Brien, of Yukon, for building 84 miles from
Dawson lo Stewarl crossing. Five miles of rack have been laid and

Pennsylvania.— Contracts are reported let by ibis company at
aboul $5,0 in. nun tor the grading and masonry work in connection
with the change of line and additional Hacks to complete the fourtrack work on the Pittsburg division.
The contract includes the
digging of a new channel, 4,000 ft. long, for the Conemaugh river
to change its course so as lo avoid building two
The con
bridges.
trails lei are as follows:
For grading and masonry from
Hollow. Pa., to Seward, to H. s Kerbaugh (Incorporated), Phils
delphia; from Seward to N F tower, at New Florence, to McMemanin
& Sims, Philadelphia; from that point to the Coke Ovens east of
Lockport (to include changing the course of the Conemaugh) to
the Byre Construction Company, of Philadelphia; and from tin
Coke Ovens lo Itolivai, to Thomas K Kcins & Son, ot PottSVille
The work covers a distance of aboul 16 miles, and is lo he com

30 miles additional

pleted this year.

I

.

Johnson City Southern (Southern).— An officer- writes con
tinning he report thai a contract has been given lo W. J. Oliver, or
Knoxville, Tenn., for building this road from Enilireeville, Tenn..
to
lie North Carolina line 11,25 miles, and from thence to Marion.
The proposed route is via Krwln and Poplar.
N. C, 77.75 miles.
Tenn., and Hunt dale and Sprucepine, N C
II. Wells is Chief
Engineer.
I

I

W

in

I

lei

ing

will

be completed

ibis

year,

Lake Shore & MICHIGAN S
URN
Contracts an' reported
company to the Ferguson Contracting Company for build

by this
34

miles of second

(rack

from

Franklin

lo

Hrookvillo,

I'a

:

Pensacola, Alabama
ports this

has already spent

Linahes & Gulf.- An officer writes thai this Mexican road, which
being i, niii from Linares, State of Nuevo I, eon, on the Mexican
.Central via Rio ConchOS and San Miguel, San .lose ami Tamatilipas
lo Hie Cull' of Mexico, has ils track laid lo San .lose, ahoul :;s
miles.
The work Includes a number of beavj mis ami Oils between
pOBl 16 and 51, covering a distam
ahoul three miles
Kdward
n Self is Chief Engineer
I'

u

McCormick & ('oil Mm a
company under this name

River.
Incorporation has been granted
In the state of Washington, with a capl-

is

a-

Western. According to uewspapei n
backed by a French syndicate, and

being

$(1(1,11(111

lor preliminary

surveys for

it

proposed

Memphis, Tenn., lo Pensacola, Fla„ with a branch to
Birmingham, The cost of the entire road will he about $35,000,000
W. K. Allen, of Connolls\ llle. I'a,. has made some ot the sum
from

road

is

company

St.

Loiis * Sv\

Francisco

See Memphis a

Si\r\

\v« Orleans

to
Fi A Eastern
Thii road
ttended trom Sugarite,
N. Mex., for a considerahle distance through a rich mineral OOU&tr]
i

I

Soi

imiiv

See Johnson Southern above

Spokane A Inland (Electric).—An
pain,

which secured Incorporation

in

officer

(Januarj

19,

p

21.)

writes thai this com

the stale of

Washington

i«»i
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is building an electric railroad
a capital of $3,500,
from Spokane to Palousi and Colfax. The proposed route is
from Spokane via Moran, Prairie, Freeman, Mt, Hope and Waverly
poinl in Spring Valley to be known as Spring Valley Junction,
to
mi. thi road will divide Into two branches, the easi arm
\,
ii
and Garfield to Palouse, and the West ami
exten

with

year,

,

Rosalia and Thornton to Colfax, a total length of 102 miles. The
ultimately 1o extend the road to Pullman, Wash..
int a
Preliminary surveys have been made and
Idaho.
,1,1,1
From Spokane, sooth, grading
par ,,i the right of way secured,
l, as
Dee n completed to Waverly. 33 miles, and track is laid for 12
have been let for building the entire road. The
Contract
mile
work includes Hie building of a number of bridges and tunnels.
p Graves, of the Spokane Traction Company, is President, and

an

Grose earnings for the six months ended De
were $3,421,821, an increase of $124,879; aei earning
Surplus after charges was
$1,323,787, an Increase of $90,144.
$1,121,279. an increase of $6,3
i.ei

I

\ ii

I

.|

—

i

this road in

The motive power
Trapaga is President.

pirn
S.

will

either steam or

ViMi.ii.iA.-Aii officer of this road

is

electricity.

of $87,772.
s,,i mjikn
P. Morgan & Company have
bought $35.1100.0011 4 per cent. 25-year debenture bonds, part of
an authorized issue of $50,000,000 recently authorized. There
are already outstanding $50,000,000 similar bonds issued in
1903.
It is announced that the proceeds of the sale of the $35,000.000 will be used for anticipated betterments and improvements, including equipment.
Gross earnings tor the quarter ended December 31 were
$10,364,613, an increase of $1,118,787; net earnings $1,133,595, a
decrease of $58,071. Gross earnings for the year ended December 31 were $38,600,809, an increase of $3,439,757; net earnings
$7,269,300. a decrease of $707,472. The surplus after charges was
$4,467,963, an increase of $10,222

Lakj Shore & Michigan

Angel

quoted as saying that the

company will spend about $2,000,000 during this year for double
track work between Indianapolis and the Illinois state line.

—

West Pittsburg & Ellwood Cirv (Electric). Incorporation has
been asked for by a company under this name, in Pennsylvania,
in which Charles A. Maxwell. G. H. Ulig, C. L. Dunham and others,
of West Pittsburg, and C. H. Aiken, of Newcastle. Pa., are interested, to build an electric railroad from Newcastle south to Ellwood City via West Pittsburg, about 14 miles. This, it is believed,
to
is a part of the project to build a road from Cleveland. Ohio,
The Shenango & Mahoning Valley Company, which
Pittsburg. Pa.
recently merged several lines, is the prime mover. An additional
company to be known as the Crescent Line has also applied for
a charter to build over the same route from West Pittsburg to Newcastle.
In this Frank S. Hurt. James R. Martin. C. H. Aiken and
others, of Newcastle, are interested.

—

Wolfe, Megantic & Lotbiniere. An officer writes that this company has had its charter extended, and subsidies promised for its
proposed road from Lime Ridge in the County of Wolfe, north to
Quebec, about 100 miles. Right of way secured and contract let
W.
to W. G. Orcutt, of Boston, for the construction of the road.
H.

Lamhy, Inverness.

Que., is Secretary.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe.

— Preferred

The proceeds of the sale of the remaining $17.sold last fall.
580,000 will reimburse the treasury for $12,000,000 spent on
improvements and acquisitions, and the rest, $5,580,000,
be used to meet unexpected emergencies during 1906 and

will

1907.

128.)

p.

meeting of the stockholders has been
approve the proposed increase of common stock from $50,000,000 to $60,000,000. There is now outstanding about $43. 98u. 000 of common stock and about $1,700,About $4,56S,000 of the new stock is to
000 preferred stock.
at once at par to both common and preferred stocklie issued

Atlantic Coast
for

called

holder
I

I.

to the

h,

inc.— A

March

,i

S

to

extent of 10 per cent, of their present holdings.
of the sale are to be used to pay for new equip-

ment.

— An

issue of $16,267 too additional common stock is to be offered at par to stockholders of record
C.
of April 2, to the extent of 20 per cent, of their holdings.
& N.-W stock is now quoted at 233, at which figure the rights
The total common stock
,,i
issue are worth $22.17.
this in-w
authorized is $77,601,045, of which $58,949,900 is already out-

Chii MJO

it

North-Western.

standing.

Delaware & Hudson.— The stockholders have authorized the

issue
$14,000,000 convertible debenture bonds and also the Increase ni the capital stock from $48,940,000 to $591940,000 to
provide $7,000,000 for conversion of the bonds. The bonds are
to pay for the United Traction Co. of Albany, other electric
(Jan. 26, p 30
lines equipment and construction.
,i

i

in

earnings for the half
year ended December 31 were $1,593,246, an increase of $231.
The sur744; net earnings $573,269, an increase of $103,336
plus after charges was $77,991, as compared with a deficit
during the same period of the previous year of $89,970.

ii

in.

Soi in

Snout: &

Atlantic.

Groi

—

Louisville & Nashville. J. P. Morgan & Company have bought
$10,000,000 Atlanta. Knoxville & Cincinnati division 4 per cent.
This amount is part of $14,543,000 is
50-year bonds of 1955.
sued in June of last year to reimburse the L. & N. for the
purchase and construction of this division, and which have
since that been held in the company's treasury. The total
authorized issue is $50,000,000. The proceeds of this recent
sale will be used for new equipment, reduction of grade, redemption of certain prior lien bonds, and for the completion
of the A. K. & C. division, which will run when finished, from
Atlanta, Ga., to Cincinnati. 485 miles.

—

Mexican Central. Ladenburg. Thalmann & Company, Hallgarten
& Company, and several German banks are to underwrite $33,000.000 5 per cent, notes of 1910 and 1911, recently authorThis issue is for the purpose of
ized by the Mexican Central.

and common stockhold-

offered the right, during the period from April 9 to
April 12. to subscribe, to the extent of 8 per cent, of their
holdings, for an amount of the $50,009,000 four per cent, conOf the total authorized, $32,420,000 was
vertible bonds of 1955.

20.

,1

refunding $20,000,000 short term obligations outstanding, also
an issue of $9,000,000 collateral trust notes of 1908. and for

ers are

(Oct.

—

unman en Rapid Transit. Gross earnings of the Subway divi
sion for the quarter ended December 31 were $1,887,317, an
increase of $1,075,227 over the figure for the 65 days ending
December 31, 1904; net earnings were $1,142,340, an increase

The surplus after charges was $803,679. an in$789,504.
crease of $611,485. The gross earnings of the Manhattan Ble
\ated division for th.' quarter ended Decembei -l were $3,294.I'M a decrease of $366,480; net earnings $1,901,907, a decrease
of $330,024
The surplus after charges was $159,602, a decrea

Alex. Lupfer, Chief Engineer.

lie

::i

of

.1

Ukha.no de Tampico. At a meeting of the board of directors of
Tampico. Mexico, it was decided to extend its railroad
passing through the towns of Talleres, Arbol Grande
to I. a Itarra
and Dona Cecilia. The company owns the street railways in Tarn-

wen

Hocking Valley.

.<

,,

cross earnings for the month of Januarj
ary earnings ever reported
the largest Ji
increase of $700,526 over the figure for J.905

x.

$3,647,661,

,,:,

companj

XL., N'.

Northern,

Greai

south
;

Voi

other purposes.

—

Kansas & Texas. Gross earnings for the half year ended
December 31 were $11,336,412. an increase of $418,906; net earn-

Missouri,

ings were $3.491,0S9. an increase of $100,893.
charges. $1,304,530. an increase of $27,208.
\'i

Surplus after

w York City Railway. — Gross

earnings for the quarter ended
were $4,453,875, an increase of $167,600; net earnings $1.9S2.413, an increase of $50,545. The deficit after charges
was $515,631, as compared with a deficit of $540,944 for the

December

31

same period

of 1904.

—

New York, New Havex & Hartford. Gross earnings for the quarter ended December 31 were $13,546,069. an increase of $1,162,The
742; net earnings $3,959,799. an increase of $1,083,582.
net income was $2,083,570. an increase of $1,164,457.

—

Gross earnings during the month
were $4,511,063. an increase of $1,198,063.

Northern Pacific.

of

January

—

Philadelphia Company. The United Railways Investment Co. of
San Francisco, will issue $12,000.(100 5 per cent, collateral trust
bonds and $6,400,000 capital stock for the purpose of acquiring

common stock of the
Each share (par value $50) of the
Philadelphia Company.
Philadelphia Co. may be exchanged for $37.50 U. Rys. I. Co.
new bonds and $20 new stock. The shareholders may exchange
The Philasixteen-thirtieths of their holdings in this manner.
delphia Co. owns 365 miles of street railroads in Allegheny
(Dec. 1.
County, Pa., as well as oil wells and natural gas.
$16,000,000 of the $30,000,000 authorized

p.

176.)

Union Pacific. —The Union Pacific Coal Company, a subsidiary of
the Union Pacific Railroad, has bought the coal mines of the
Porter Fuel Company, which are about four miles from Durango, Colo., and include about 15.000 acres of land. The purchase price is said to have been about $1,000,000.
United Railways

[nvestmenj

delphia Company.

Co.

or

San Francisco.

— See

Phila-

—

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
The
phone

Philadelphia & Reading is putting up wires tor a
between Philadelphia and Tamaqua.

tele-

line

The Northern

has notified its connections that it will
no longer receive freight cars not equipped either with air-brakes
or with train pipes for air-brakes.
Pacific

The Canadian Pacific, besides building a great hotel at Winnipeg, is to spend this year $500,000 in making additions to its hotels
at Banff, and other places in the Rocky Mountains.
Chicago papers report a speed war between that city and CinThe Big Four and the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville
now run trains through, about 300 miles, in 8 hrs. 15 mins.

cinnati.

A

press despatch from

St. Paul says that Mr. J. J. Hill is to
farmers along the line of his railroad for progress and improvement in various kinds of farming, including cattle

offer cash prizes to

raising.

A press despatch from Chatham, Va., says that Eanes and
Gipson, tried there for wrecking a freight train near Franklin
Junction, Va., have been sentenced to 10 years each in the peniPhiladelphia papers say that there was a conference of railroad officers in that city last week at which it was decided to contest the validity of the new two-cent fare law of Ohio.
According
to the reports, most of the principal roads doing business in Ohio
were represented at the conference.

The Ontario Central Despatch fast freight line has been
formed, succeeding a number of fast freight lines in which the
N. Y., O. & W. was interested.
It is to operate over the Michigan
Central; Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg division of the New
York Central; New York, Ontario & Western, and New York, New
Haven & Hartford.

A

press despatch from Minneapolis says that large quantities
of oats have been taken from that city to New Orleans for export
at about 18 cents per 100 lbs.
One account gives the total sales in
the Chicago & Northwestern and the Illinois Central, and some by the Burlington to
East St. Louis and thence by the Illinois Central.

a week as 2,000,000 bushels.

Some went by

is hot," we are informed by the Nashville Amerover the high prices which the fruit shippers there have to
pay for refrigeration in Armour cars. The Armour cars, says the
reporter, are no better than those handled by the Illinois Central.
The fruit shippers of Humboldt claim to have been overcharged by

"Humboldt

ican,

Armour Company $30,000 or more in one year.
The State Railroad Commission or Georgia has been

restrained,

by temporary injunction, issued by Judge Pardee in the United
States Circuit Court at New Orleans, from enforcing the order recently made to reduce by about 10 per cent, the freight rates on the
Southern, the Central of Georgia, and the Atlantic Coast Line; and
the case is to be heard by the Federal Court in Atlanta this week.

The railroads from St. Louis to Texas have recently been running their mail trains at very high speeds, apparently in an effort
to show the government what they can do; and the St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern, in connection with the Texas & Pacific and
the International & Great Northern, recently ran a train from St.
Louis, Mo., to Austin, Tex., 849 miles, in 21 hrs. 15 min., which
equal to 40 miles an hour.

is

All members of the Oklahoma Supreme Bench have returned
their railroad transportation and will hereafter pay fare.
As the
action of the judges followed so closely their conference with Presi-

dent Roosevelt, it might be concluded that the return of the
passes was a result of the conference.
From an official source it
was also learned to-day that Governor Frank Frantz recently relumed his Rock Island pass. Judge human
Parker, the newly
appointed Indian Territory .judge, has also returned his pass. The
Oklahoma)/. Oklahoma fihi.
1'".

The Supreme Court

A sub-committee of the Philadelphia City Council dealing with
the smoke nuisance, is to recommend an amendment to the pres
ent ordinance which will put the penalty in the cases of smoke
emitted from locomotives on the engineer and firemen. The subcommittee will confer with the officers of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company in regard to framing the amendment. A member
of the committee is reported as saying:
"Officers of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company are in sympathy with the public demand, but the company prefers that City Councils place the penalty for a violation of the ordinance on the fireman and engineer
of the locomotive that is reported.
If the company is held responsible it must punish the offending engineers and firemen.
Such a
course, the company fears, might be resented by the Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers and kindred labor organizations, and cause
trouble for the road. This could be obviated by Councils fixing
the blame and penalty where it belongs." As a means of allaying
a spirit of resentment, the proposal to make an engineman appear
in court on a criminal charge, certainly deserves the prize.
After a series of conferences extending over more than a month

tentiary.

the

United States and the Pacific. Reports say that the railroads and
the express companies will join in carrying the case to the United
States Supreme Court.

of

Texas has decided

I

hat

exclusive ion

tracts made between railroads and express companies are In violation or the Anti-Trust act of L908,
The sull was against the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway and the American Express Com

puny. That the Contract was made and entered into prior to the
passage of the anti-Trust acl of 1908 Is held to be without weight
The penalty provided tor undei the ad Is $60 a day from the date
the law became effective, April 1, 1903. The four express companies operating in Texas are the American, the Wells-Fargo, the

the officers of the New York, New Haven & Hartford have advanced
the pay of a number of classes of trainmen, as follows:
Conductors on through trains betweeen Boston and New York to receive
Electric conductors from $2.50
$5 a day and two uniforms a year.
to $2.60 a day; ticket collectors from $2.75 to $2. So; train baggage
masters from $2.15 to $2.25 a day; rear brakemen from $2 to $2. in
a day; brakemen $2 a day; through freight flagmen from $2 to
$2.20 a day; freight brakemen from $2.10 to $2.30 a day: way
freight flagmen from $2.35 to $2.60 a day; way freight brakemen
from $2.25 to $2.50 a day; day yard conductors, 10 hours, from
$2.80 to $3 a day; night yard conductors, 10 hours, from $2.90 to
$3.10 a day; day brakemen, 10 hours, from $2.35 to $2.50; night
brakemen, 10 hours, from $2.45 to $2.60. The yard conductors and
brakemen at Springfield and Providence have had their workday
reduced from 10 hours to eight hours.
The newspapers say
that the Superintendent's order containing the rules about neatness of personal appearance has been re-issued and that traveling
inspectors are to be employed to see that the rules are obeyed. According to one reporter, the order says that a plain black necktie
is "preferable."
This is a decided relaxation from the former rule,
which, we believe, said that plain black ties were required..
.

.

.

Lehigh Valley Industrial Book.
"Industrial Opportunities Along the Line of the Lehigh Valley
Railroad" is the title of a new book just issued by the industrial
department of the road. Its object is to call attention to the variety
of raw materials and the desirability of locations for industrial
enterprises in Lehigh Valley territory. The supplies of coal, clays.
cement, slate, salt, gypsum, sand, stone and timber available are
separately described as well as agricultural possibilities along the
line.
In regard to this last, it is argued that, prospective farmers,
instead of going West, can, with the aid of modern expert agricultural knowledge, invest money more profitably in some of the well
situated but run-down farms of the East.
The book includes alphabetical lists of the principal shippers
and receivers of freight at each station on the 1,344 miles of Lehigh
Valley main and branch lines, and a new industrial map of ihe
territory in colors indicating the location of the various raw ma
terials available

Panama Canal Purchases.
I).

of the I'anamn Canal
inleruceniiie .anal com

W. Ross, General Purchasing Agent

Commission,

testified

before

the

Senate

that he had bought steel rails at. from $1.60 to $2.50
The
ton less than was charged to the railroads Id ibis country.
Commission paid the export price on the rails. Mr. Ross, who
was formerly Purchasing Agent of the Panama Railroad, said that
he was entirely familiar with the fact that rails were sold abl
lower prices than for domestic use.
at
He asserted that the
be
xtra charge bee
railroads wen
ntenl to paj n
rved to main
lieved that the market for Bteel products
Sen
lain the balance of trade, and for
hat reason tolerated it.
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63
plained that there were three bidders, the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, at $12,000, the American Locomotive Works at $11,100, and
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the Lima firm at $9,850. The reason the Lima firm did not get
the contract was that Chief Engineer Stevens decided that the firm
had not complied with the specifications in any particular, and that
the type of engines it offered was too small for work on the isthmus.
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The Westinghouse Direct-Current Variable-Speed Auxiliary-Pole
Motors.

many

work a wide speed variation Is required,
and to meet the demands of such service the Westinghouse Klcctrie
& Manufacturing Company has developed a line of direct-current
Single-Phase Alternating Current Equipment for Milwaukee Elec- motors having a speed range of 4 to 1 on a single voltage. This
Company.
Light
tric Railway and
wide speed variation in this new type of motor, which is known
The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company, Mil- as the S A type, is obtained by field control, and it is claimed they
waukee, Wis., is ahout to equip two suburban extensions ol its compare favorably in every respect with the best direct-current con
lines with the alternating current apparatus made by the General stant-speed machines.
The new motors are exactly similar meOne of these lines will chanically and electrically to the Westinghouse type S motors, exElectric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
extend from Waukesha to Oconomowoc, 20 miles, and the second eept for the addition of auxiliary poles and coils. These are inwill operate between Hale's Corners and Mukwonago, 16 miles.
troduced in order to control the field form during the variation of
Both lines will be operated at a potential of 3,300 volts, and in a. Mi
The
field strength necessary to obtain so wide a range of speed.
tion the motors are designed to run on the existing seven miles of
cast-steel poles with machine-formed coils are placed midway be550-volt direct trolley line between West Allis and Milwaukee.
tween the main poles and securely bolted to the frame. The conThe motors to be furnished for this equipment are the standard struction is very simple, and introduces no complications whatever,
General Electric alternating type. Each of the 10 cars compris- nor does it make difficult fhe removal of the main poles and field
ing the initial equipment for the road will be furnished with four coils, as is evidenced by the fact that an auxiliary pole and coil
motors of 75 h.p. each, known as the GEA-605. They are of the can easily be taken out, without in any way disturbing the main
compensated type, comprising an armature similar to the ordinary- field winding, by simply disconnecting the coil connections, withstandard direct current bar wound form with mica insulated coils. drawing the bolts which hold the pole to the frame and sliding
The motor fields consist of laminated pole pieces over which are the pole and coil out parallel to the shaft.
slipped the spools of the exciting winding. The compensating wind
The auxiliary field winding is connected in series with the
ing consists of a bar winding inserted in the pole faces and perma- armature and therefore produces a magnetizing effect which is pronently connected in series with the armature winding. The 75 h.p. portional to the armature current. The auxiliary coils are placed
motor is wound for four poles, and has a maximum speed of about
In

classes of

140 r.p.m.

These equipments will in general be operated as single cars
but occasionally will be run in two-car trains. For the flexible control of these train combinations the Sprague-General Electric system of multiple-unit control will be used, adapted for operation
on alternating current. Further details of this interesting adaptation of the system which has been so widely used for direct
current work will be published later.
The compensator for use in these cars is of the oil cooled type,
and is wound for 3,300 volts on the primary, with five different
secondary taps for controlling the speed of the motor. In order
that the acceleration may be smooth, special devices are employed
so that there will be no break in the circuit from one tap to the
next during a change in speed. The speed regulation is so devised that the running speed will be the same on both the alternating and direct-current portions of the line.
Distribution to the various transformer sub-stations on this line
At the stations the current will be fed to
will be at 33,000 volts.
the trolley line at 3.300 volts. The General Electric catenary construction for the trolley line will be used. It is proposed to have
these roads in operation during the fall of 1906.
Resignation of Kuhn-Loeb Partners from Railroad Boards.
The* members of the banking firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co. have
resigned from all railroad directorships held by them. The list of
roads in which the members of the firm have been directors follows:
Jacob H. Schiff Union Pacific; Chicago & Alton: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; Denver & Rio Grande; Baltimore & Ohio; North-

—

ern Securities Company.
Otto H. Kahn Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern; Union Pacific;
Southern Pacific; Oregon Railroad & Navigation; Oregon Short
Line; Pacific Mail Steamship Company; Railroad Securities Com-

—

Leavenworth, Kansas & Western, and Louisiana Western.
Mortimer L. Schiff Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; Chicago &
Alton; Denver & Rio Grande; Rio Grande Western, and Southern
pany;

Pacific.

Paul M. Warburg

—

— Oregon

Short Line and Pacific Mail Steam-

ship Company.

Only a Dream.
Lulled by the motion of the car, the lanky passenger with the
bundles was almost across the border of dreamland, when he became
dimly conscious that the train was slowing up. Presently it came
to a dead stop, half way between stations.
The long cars of the
train were filled with suburbanites on their way home, and all of
them had that absurd, unreasoning anxiety to get there that is so
incomprehensible to conductors and brakemen. That is why, after
the train had stood still five or ten minutes, they began to grow
restive and to inquire what was the trouble.
Some of them even
went so far as to leave the cars and walk ahead in the darkness to
try to find out. But the lanky suburbanite with the bundles kept
his seat and waited patiently.
Presently his meditations were disturbed by the loud, clear voice of the conductor, who called out:
"On account of an accident to a train ahead of us this train will
be delayed here about, forty minutes. A Wabash dummy is off the
Passengers who do not care to wait or have not far to go
track.
will get home quicker by walking ahead a few blocks and taking
the crosstown cars."
Then the lanky passenger gave himself a
violent wrench and woke up. Even in his sleep he recognized the
absurdity of the incident and knew it to be a dream. Conductors
don't act that way.
Chicago Tribune.

The

Westinghouse

Type

S. A. Direct-Current
Auxiliary Pole Motor.

Variable-Speed

as close to the armature surface as mechanical consideratinos will
This arpermit, and their turns are concentrated at that point.
rangement adds materially to the performance of the motor as it
applies the corrective influences of the auxiliary winding directly
at the points where the distorting effect of the armature current
is strongest.
This arrangement, it is claimed, is much more effective than the distribution of the ampere turns along the length
of the auxiliary poles. The magnetic field of the auxiliary winding
acts in direct opposition to that produced by the armature current.
The resultant field is made up of three components that due to
the shunt winding, that due to armature reaction, and that due to
The field distortion usually produced by
the auxiliary windings.
armature reaction is therefore overcome, and the shape of the magnetic field at the point of commutation is maintained as formed by
the main poles, and good commutation is made possible over a wide
range of speed.
These motors are shunt wound, which gives a definite speed for
each point of the controller, which is nearly constant for all loads.
Heavy overloads may be momentarily developed without injurious
sparking.
The motors are reversible without danger and without
readjustment o fthe brushes.and, as the armature and auxiliary
windings are connected permanently in series, it is only necessary
to change the external armature connections to reverse the directions of rotation.
These motors develop their full rated output throughout their
entire range of speed. They will carry full rated load at any speed
within their range for six hours with a temperature rise not ex-
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ceeding 40 degrees Cent, in armature and field, and not exceeding
45 degrees Cent, on commutator, as measured by thermometer. At
all loads and all speeds commutation is excellent, and an overload of
25 per cent, may be carried for one hour without injurious sparking.
All motors are thoroughly ventilated, running cool and at a uniform temperature. Their efficiency is high and their speed regulation practically exact.
With the exceptions noted, type SA motors
are mechanically identical with the type S, and corresponding parts
are interchangeable.

Freight Traffic on English Tramways.
Not content with taking away from railroads their short distance passenger traffic- and making them as taxpayers help to support this competition with themselves, some English municipalities
have also turned their attention to the carriage of freight on their
electric tramcars, and have practically become common carriers.
The largest municipal venture of the kind was at Manchester. This
competition with Sutton & Co., a big firm of carriers, who were
large ratepayers, was so manifestly unjust that they took the
matter to the High Court of Justice with a view to ascertaining
exactly how
way Powers

far the corporation could go units its Electric TramThe matters was considered very fully by Mr.
Acts.
Farwell.
Sutton & Co. asked the court to declare that

Justice
the municipal Tramway Department had no power to convey,
collect or deliver for reward any parcels or goods by means of
road vans, hand carts or messengers, or otherwise than by their
The Department had, in a pamphlet, published its
tramways.
rates and arrangements "for conveyance of parcels traffic from Manchester to all parts of the United Kingdom and abroad." and announced itself as agent for all railway companies, and even accepted
Mr. Justice Farwell, in his judgment, says
traffic "for abroad."
that there is nothing ultra vires in delivering by cart such goods
as have been carried over its lines; they must be allowed to use
horses and carts to get the goods to their depots, and to convey
them to the consignees' addresses. So far as this arose out of the
tramways undertaking there was no objection to it, but the Manchester Corporation is not entitled to spend any part of the city
funds or the receipts of the tramway undertaking for the purpose
of establishing or maintaining business as carriers, except as part
o fthe regular tramway business. The corporation, it should be mentioned, proposed to collect and deliver parcels outside the radius of
their tramway system, and parcels which had never traveled and
were not intended to travel over thetramways. A large expenditure
had been made for horses, vans and plant for this purpose.

Results Under Electrification in England.
The North Eastern Railway reports that both operating and
results under electric traction on the suburban lines in
the Newcastle district have been entirely favorable. The following
comparative figures are given:
financial

1905,

1903,
steam.

\M

Passengers (half year)
Earnings (year)
Running expenses (year)

Running cost per

By

electric.

3,548.

100

1.1

train mile.:

'

$733,860
232,206

$626,940
207,818
35 cts.

is cts.

•Increase, -•» per cent.
fDouble the number or trains.
^Including repairs to rolling stock and depreciation.
running smaller trains and more of them the company

both pleased the public and

made

better profit.

has
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A Collision at Cleckheaton.
Colonel Druitt has reported to the British Board of Trade the
circumstances of a collision on the Lancashire & Yorkshire, last
Christmas day, in which there was a curious combination of a
green signalman, a careless signalman who was not green, and a
mystifying juxtaposition of a Sunday and a holiday which appears
to have led some one to forget that a local freight train would need
attention Monday morning.
There were no very serious injuries.
Col. Druitt's conclusion says:
The causes of this collision are clearly indicated in the evidence of signalman Wright, on duty at Cleckheaton South signalbox, and of porter signalman Dawson, who was on duty at Cleckheaton station at the time, both breaking the rules of block
working.
Cleckheaton North signal-box is open on Sundays up to 8 a. m
and is then closed till the following morning. The notice circulated
for working the traffic on Christmas Day stated that the 2.50 a. m.
goods train from Wakefield to Bradford would work as on Sundays.
On Sundays, the North box being open till 8 a. m., this train
puts off any wagons for Cleckheaton at this signal-box, but Christmas day falling on a Monday, it followed that the North box was
not open, as it was closed after 8 a. m. on Sunday and was not reopened. When the goods train approached Cleckheaton the men in
charge say they expected to find the North box open, and to run
through the station to that signal-box. Finding it closed the guard,
after consultation with the driver, walked back to the station and
after some conversation with porter signalman Dawson, the latter
agreed to open the North box, so that the wagons for Cleckheaton
All this took some twenty minutes,
could be put off the train.
and by the time Dawson got to the North signal-box, the 6.40 a. m.
passenger train from Mirfield to Bradford had arrived at the station, viz., at 6.54 a. m.
Dawson having opened the North box, immediately switched
in and gave the bell signal for opening, first to the South box and
then to Low Moor No. 2, the box in advance, without first giving
As
notice to the signalman by telephone, as required by Rule 24.
soon as he had done this, signalman Wright, at the South box,
although he had not received the "Train out of section" signal for
the goods train, offered Dawson the passenger train, and Dawson,
without thinking, at once accepted it, although the goods train was
still standing just in front of his signal-box, so Wright lowered his
starting signal for the passenger train to proceed. As soon as Dawson had accepted this train he recognized his error and at once
called up Wright on the telephone, saying the goods train was at
*
*
*
his box and asking Wright to stop the passenger trains.
When the passenger train left Cleckheaton, driver Sykes states that
seeing the North box distant signal "off" and unlighted he assumed
that the North box was closed and that he had a clear road to Low
Moor, so he did not look for the North box home signal as it was
unlighted, and as he had turned round to attend to the injector
(the engine being hunker first) he did not notice the tail lamps
of the goods train until the guard of that train, who had run back
a short distance with his red hand-lamp to try and stop the passenger train, shouted out to him. Driver Sykes had only time to
shut his regulator and apply the brakes when the collision occurred.
Porter signalman Dawson was not, I consider, justified in opening the North signal-box at the request of guard Marks. Although
qualified, he had little experience, and had only previously worked
in the North box under supervision.
He opened the box without first telling the signalmen on el
side of him what lie was doing, and according to the Rule In- should
have had the signal lamps lighted before dealing with any train.
Although Dawson may have somewhat misled signalman
Wright, nothing can justify the latter for offering the passenger
train, and then lowering his starting signal for it. without first
obtaining the "Train out of section" signal for the goods train.
Ily should
and the very fact of the North box being opened unex)
"Is train had
have made him enquire of the man there it the
,

•

1

leared.

Signalman Wright had been on duty

13

hours at the time of

the collision, as he had arranged without permission In work an
he tour of duty at
extra hour lor the signalman next cm duty.
Cleckheaton South box la usually 10 hours, but is 12 boms on Sun
day when there is little traffic on the brand line between Mirfield
I

and Low Moor.
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Paul, though the result of competition, have been long in force as
normal rates, and are found to be reasonable. The Commission
holds that the rate
from Mankato and Good Thunder to Washingion. Scranton and other Eastern destinations are unjust; also that
the St. Paul rate may be used here as a standard of comparison;
and that reasonable rates from Mankato and Good Thunder to
Washington and Scranton would be 39 cents to Scranton and 38
cents to Washington, which rates would be 4 cents above the rates
from St. Paul; and the carrier is recommended to put in corresponding rates from Mankato and Good Thunder to the various
eastern destinations. Complainant is awarded reparation.

V.,

i
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the force of a jet of this kind, we are not able to recommend this
means.
We fear, however, that the word "elephant" will hardly
ever achieve further recognition in the industrial world than which
lias already fallen to its lot, in being coupled with that of "boilers"
to designate a type of Continental stationary steam-raising apparatus; and. in this case, it is Hie bulk of the mammal that has been
considered, not its intelligence.
Engineering (London)

Proposed Bolivian Railroads.
During the past year surveys were made over -a ilistann
500 miles by American engineers for new railroads in Bolivia at a
cost of $120,000, Which was paid by the Government under contra*
•!

t

&

O. and the West Virginia Coal Shippers.
Replying to criticisms made in the United States Senate, the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has sent to Senator Rayner, of Maryland,
an explanatory statement, which the Senator has presented in ConThe complainant, the Red Rock Fuel Company, purchased
gress.
mines in Upshur County, knowing that the railroad could not enlarge its facilities until it could secure additional cars and engines.
The Red Rock tipple was 4,000 ft. from the railroad, and the connection to the main line was half-way between two stations. No
coal is hauled over that part of the B. & O. lines. Continuing, the
statement says:
"Where there is a coal field sufficiently developed to require special service, the Baltimore & Ohio furnishes special coal switching
service to place empty cars at the coal tipples and to take away
loaded cars. Where such a special service exists the railroad company can switch cars to a tipple located away from the company's
track even as far as four thousand feet, although such a distance
would be unusual.
Without such special switching service the
railroad company cannot switch to and from a tipple so located.
To attempt it in connection with regular trains would involve leaving the train on the main track, while the locomotive and crew were
gone a mile away. To perform the service demanded by the Red
Rock Company, therefore, would require a special switching service
for twenty miles each way.
The answer of the railroad company
to the demand of the Red Rock Company was the same that had
been given to their predecessors in title, as they well knew, namely,
that until the railroad company could enlarge its equipment it could
not provide special service to develop a new coal territory, hut
must stop at the discharge of its legal obligations as a carrier.
They were told at the same time that the railroad company was
taking steps to make large additions to its equipment. Thereupon
the Red Rock Company filed its complaint before the Interstate

The

B.

Commerce Commission."
The Red Rock lands are in an undeveloped region; and the
B. & O. has no switching service within 20 miles either way. The
B. & 0. has no interest in coal companies in the Fairmont district, but it owns a majority of the stock of the Consolidated Coal
Company which, in 1903, acquired a bare majority of the stock of
the Fairmont Coal Company; but the road denies that its refusal
to comply with the wishes of the Red Rock Company is due to its
ownership

Continuing, the statement says:
"The Baltimore & Ohio has recognized that its duty as well as
its interests requires the development of the natural resources of
West Virginia as rapidiy as possible. The coal production has
doubled in five years largely because of its efforts. The vast area
of undeveloped coal lands in West Virginia cannot all be developed
immediately without reference to the situation or the railroad's
facilities and equipment.
The Baltimore & Ohio has endeavored to
apply common-sense business principles to the handling of a situation forced upon it by circumstances largely unforeseen and beyond

t

.

News from Albany.
Once not so long ago a kindly government of the New York
Central Railroad was prodigal in the distribution of passes over
This generosity was not wholly
its lines from here to Albany.
unknown

to

the

legislators.

Then came

a

season

of

much

talk

wherein it was set forth that an important law was being violated.
Following came a widely announced agreement on the part of the
railroads of the east that the pass privilege had been abolished.
It cannot be said that a particular class of travel has shown anyheavy decrease, and" it is a matter of speculation as to whether
the receipts would tally identically with the number of fares. If
they didn't there is but one answer. In other times Mr. Moses
Dinkelspiel, not entirely unknown at the Hoffman House in this
and the Hotel Ten Eyck in Albany, commanded apparently
inexhaustible resources in the way of transportation. If a man
were "right" he needed but ask and it was given him. Recently.
it is whispered, Mr. Dinkelspiel has been appearing in his former
haunts and it is said that, through a strange coincidence, methods
of riding on the railroad without first observing the preliminary
Those fortunate enough
of buying a ticket have been discovered.
to enjoy this favor have been furnished a little stiff pasteboard
card in place of the flimsy, double jointed ticket which the conNew York Herald.
ductor formerly took up and turned in.
city

.

.

.

in other mines.

Elephant Power.
correspondent in India has sent us a copy of the following
inquiry that has been received from a native public works department: "We have a number of elephants in the State. I propose to
utilize them in working dynamos for six hours every day and generating electricity, to store it in batteries and use it at night for
lighting streets. I shall feel obliged if you will please give me the
information required in the statement accompanying: (1) How
many electrical units will an elephant of ordinary strength, working
six hours, produce? (2) Cost of dynamos required.
(3) Cost of gear
required to work it by elephants.
(4) Cost of battery to store the
electricity."

mechanical equivalent of the power of an elephant is probin India, but we have not been able to find it in textbooks published here. Probably, as compared with that of a horse.
it
varies as their respective weights. A central station containing
a score of elephants walking round like mill horses, or climbing
ramps that slipped away under their feet, would be rather a
painful spectacle.
It would be a degradation to put such intelligent animals to tread-mill work. Apart from this, however, we see
no way in which the enterprising department in question could
utilize the source of power at their disposal.
We do not suppose
elephants could be trained to raise water in their trunks and
spurt it on a Pelton wheel; and as we have no means of calculating

known

to Each 4,257 Miles.
pay more attention to the movement of fast
freight and has appointed two inspectors, who will travel over the
system investigating all delays and making suggestions where improvement can be effected. These inspectors are J. W. Cunningham,
a locomotive engineer of Aurora, and G. E. Wilkinson, assistant
Ext hange.
to General Manager Gruber.

will

Disastrous Fire at Moncton.
Intercolonial shops at Moncton. N. B.. were almost totally
destroyed by fire on February 25. and the cost of replacing them

A

Tin'

One

The Burlington

The

its control."

ably

with a New York firm, which, in the event of its receiving the
cession to build and operate the railroads, will refund the money
to the Government.
Other surveys will be made for an additional
550 miles. Having rejected a proposition of this firm, the Government has asked Congress for authority to contract for tin- simultaneous construction, if possible, of the following lines:
From Viacha (La Paz) or Corocoro to Oruro, from Oruro to
Cochabamba, from Uyuni to Potosi, from Potosi to Tupiza. and liefirst section of loo miles of the line from La Paz to Puerto Pando,
employing the funds provided by the Brazilian indemnity. It is
proposed also that, for the construction of the line from La Paz
to Puerto I'ando (the "Vungas" line), there shall be assigned, in
addition, the funds to be derived from the increase of duties to be
imposed upon cocoa, this line being of special importance to the
"Yungas" section, which is the principal cocoa-producing district
Consular Report.
of the country

In addition to the buildings destroyed
will approximate $1,000,000.
there were over 100 passenger and freight cars, together with a
large amount of machinery.

The Right to Route Your Freight.
press despatch from Washington says that the "citrus fruit"
cases have been decided favorably to the railroads by the Supreme
Court of the United States, in an opinion by Justice Peckham. The
cases involved the right of the railroad companies to designate the
route for fruit shipped east after leaving their own lines. The proceeding was begun by the Interstate Commerce Commission to test
the legality of a joint order issued by the Southern Pacific and
the Atchison in 1899 making a through rate of $1.25 per 100 lbs.
on oranges from Southern California points to the Missouri river
and further east. In this order the railroads reserved the right
The commisof routing the freight east of their own terminals.
sion held that the routing provision was virtually a contract for
pooling, and also violated the provision of the law requiring stable
and open rates. The Supreme Court holds that the routing agreement aided in preventing rebates and that the only question was
whether the carrier that takes the fruit from the shipper in California has the right to insist upon the rule permitting it to route
the freight at the time it is received from the shipper.
Justice Peckham said:
"We think there is nothing in the act

A
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was then a vacancy in the chief justiceship of the Supreme Court,
which I had to fill.
"I had a poor field to pick from, as practically every lawyer
of any ability was committed one way or the other on the questions.
Most of them had been retained by the railroads. I finally
The railroad party claimed Ryan
decided upon E. G. Ryan.
I also called in Judge David
at once, but he turned out all right.
Davis, of the United States Supreme Court. Judge Davis was a
very wealthy man, and it was thought for that reason he might
decide for the railroads, but again our judgment proved good.
"It was a great legal struggle, and we had the biggest lawyers
that railroad money could buy pitted against us, but we won.
The Supreme Court decided that the Potter law was constitutional,
and that the state had full power to regulate corporations of its

which clearly prohibits the roads from adopting the rule in quesion.
The common carrier need not contract to carry beyond its
own line. If it agrees to transport beyond its own line it may do
so by such lines as it chooses, and may guarantee the through
Having the right to
rate on condition that it has the routing.
agree on a joint through tariff on terms mutually satisfactory, we
think that the agreement does not violate any provision of the
commerce act, and there is no evidence in this case which shows
that there has been any such violation."
s

.

.

The Selection of a Commission.
Much has been heard lately of a plan for appointing the prospective new members of the Interstate Commerce Commission in
A representaa way that they may represent various "interests."
of railway employes, another of railroad managers, another
of shippers, are some of the favorite suggestions for places on the
Interstate Commerce Commission.
The assumption seems to be
that the commission will make rates as the outcome of a process
of pulling and hauling among the interests represented upon it.

own

tive

What kind

67

.

creation.

change of sentiment with the people? It
and simple. They bought up the newspapers, the lawyers and the courts and deceived the people. They
piled money in from the east.
The people had also been corrupted
by the pass evil. We passed an anti-pass law and its enforcement
hurt me.
"In my second message I showed that the industrial depres-

"The cause

for the

was railroad money

— pure

of a court or an administraExperience shows what sort of
management must be anticipated in a business establishment whose
board of directors is concerned with anything rather than the sion was not peculiar to Wisconsin, but prevailed largely throughJudges are selected presumably out the country.
welfare of the enterprise itself.
Joining hands with the railroads were the
because of their legal ability in the first instance; directors should lumber thieves of the north. They had stolen themselves rich, and
he because of their serviceability or attachment to the enterprise I had threatened proceedings against them.
They studied every
at hand; members of administrative commissions, because of the candidate for the Legislature, approving only of such as they could
similarity of ideas and their ability to act in harmony, supple- buy or influence.
menting one another's good and weak points. It is by no other
"Well, we couldn't stand the tide. We were before our time.
method that the Interstate Commerce Commission can be given When Governor Ludington was inaugurated he urged the repeal
To select its members of both the Potter and the anti-pass law. A bill known as the
the best chance to show what it can do.
because of their connection with different interests, or on a purely Vance bill was passed, which took out the vitals ot he law."
geographical basis, as now proposed by the Senate Committee,
Exchange.
would be the surest way of preventing the commission from attainLight Rails in 1905.
ing any satisfactory results. Journal of Commerce (New York).
During 1905 the production in this country of all kinds of rails
weighing under 45 lbs. to the yard shows a decrease of 65,303 tons
Metropolitan District Railway Electrification.
This railroad has not yet, of course, derived financial benefit as compared with 1904, but the production of rails weighing 45 lbs.
from its electrification. The days are too early. Electric traction and less than 85 lbs. shows an increase of 278,947 tons in 1905 over
was only partially commenced on this line on July 1, and was not 1904. The great increase in the weight of rails in 1905 as compared
The necessity of continuing steam with 1904 was, however, in sections weighing 85 lbs. and over, in
completed until December.
working, along with electric, involved special expenditure, delayed which the increase amounted to 873,902 tons. Bulletin of the Iron
the completion of the automatic signal installation, interfered and Steel Association.
with train service, and prevented the running of a sufficient number
Dinner to Mr. Daniels.
Total receipts showed an increase
of trains during the rush hours.
At the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York City, on the night of
of $29,600, but working expenses, due to the causes mentioned, were
February 20, a dinner was given to Mr. George H. Daniels, AdverNet profit showed a corresponding decrease of tising Manager of the New York Central Lines, by a few of his
$145,134 greater.
$115,527. The total cost of the electrical equipment and installation. friends;
that is to say, about 500 of them. They came from Massaincluding 434 cars, has been $8,150,000. To this there must be added chusetts, Florida, California, and most of the states between.
of
$114,000
still
to
be
made.
This
estimated further expenditure
tive

of

work would be expected

body under such conditions?

.

.

.

t

—

includes the cost of 70

more

Greene,

1874.

in

In a small, neat, uncarpeted room William R. Taylor, 86 years
the Granger Governor of Wisconsin, who made the railroads
tremble a generation ago. is dreaming away his declining days at
the Gisholt Home for the Aged, at Madison, Wis. From his southwest window he beholds glistening in the sunlight the dome beneath which in palmier days he once ruled a sovereign commonwealth. The aged Governor takes little interest in public affairs
now. His great weight of years, illness and privations of late have
made it necessary for him to keep close to his room and forego
all exertion as well as reading.
Here is his own story of his cam
paign and the fate of his reforms:
"In that day the railroads were far more arrogant than they
The principle hail not then been established thai the
are to-day.
people were above the corporations, and thai the stale had the full
power and right to regulate them.
They committed shame
fill abuses upon
the people.
They put their lines through will
paying for right of way, and claimed Hie right to charge what
rates they pleased.
In order to do up Iheir rivals they also prai
ticed the grossest discrimination.
Thej made ami unmade town

old,

.

.

.

I

A mighty protest went up from the
pie, and
rode Into power over the regular Republican ticket.
We
had a majority In the Legislature, and on March i, isti. we pa ed
the Hotter law relating to railroads, telegraph and express companies.
established a Hoard of three Railroad Commissioners
with large powers. It Classified freights, lixeil the maximum fares
for passengers and otherwise sought to curb the arrogi
and
power of the railroads.
"The railroads at once served notice <m me thai lhe.\ did QOl
propose to abide by the law, and
issued a proclamation that If
necessary the whole power of the state would be invoked to compel
them to obey It. They got the opinion of great railroad attor
neys In the east, like
M ESvarts, of New ifork, who held that
the law was unconstitutional It that H invalidated the obligation
of contracts and confiscated property.
Of
rse
It
wa
enlj b
question of time when the courts would have to pa is upon it
There

through rebates.

i

party

We

I

W

.

.

Manufacturing and Business.

cars.

Wisconsin

.

Tweed &

Co.

commodious quarters

have moved from

at 109

Duane

street.

17

Murray

street to
City.

Now York

more

The Contractors' Supply & Equipment ('<>.. Chicago, recently sold
two Smith concrete mixers to the Missouri. Kansas & Texas Ry.

Armour Car Lines have
frames

placed an order for
for tank cars with the Hetlcndorf Axle Co..

20

steel

tinder-

Davenport, Iowa

Hoklas, Saratoga, Wyo., in the engineering department
& I', is asking for catalogues and price-lists of railroad supplies ami equipment.

W.

of the

I.

Y.

I).

August von Hurries, the originator of the von Hurries com
pound, which is used extensively on Prussian railroads, died at
Meron, German] en February 11. at the age of 54.
.

The Northwestern Elevated has

let

a

contract

to

K,

E.

Myers

Chicago, tor equipping 3% miles of double-track (elevated
with third rail, ami one mile of double-track (surface) with an
overhead trolley line, on its Ravenswood extension.

i'm,

,,i

1

The Ohio Brass Company has placed an order with the 11. W
Johns Manville Co.. New York, tor 860 squares of ils ".I. M
asheslo
rooting for iis factories ai Mansfield, Ohio, which were partialis
destroyed by fire last year and which an new being rebuilt.
tie- Farlov,
Draft Gear Company, Baltimore, Md., has just resee
ei
mi
ceived orders for upwards of
the Farlow draft
as follows:
Kansas City Southern, SOO sets; Richmond, Freder
1

Icksburg

Ralney
ley,

>v-

Co.,

Potomac, 100
L2E

600 Bets, and

George W.

Bets;

Cudahj Packln

Co

Virginia A Carolina, 275 sets;
miscellaneout orders tor 160 se

Bets;

i

ets;

W.

.1

Ho. -king Val

years Assistant [treasurer
died on Friday,
ruary 16, of
r
an illnei
ol om
week
Mr. Little
had a long experlenci In the spring business, having been
Inallj connected, In the b
uting department, with \
French S
Company some 30 years ago and continued with thai companj and
its successors until

oi

the

Little,

1

the

tor

spine
pneumo

Pittsburg

t

past

Steel

tour

Company,
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The order
trifled

and Atlantic

the

toi

City,

uards to be

ittli

i

rersey &

W<

line of the

has

to

I

used

on

the

new

elec-

between Camden, N. J..
the climax Stock Guard Com-

contract calls to] aboul 30 carloads of the
well-known "Clay" guards. Thi installation, with' all material, laboi
The
and transport
Is to be furnished by the climax Company.
pped bj aboul June
line is to '

pany, of

('in.

o

t

"i

I

—

and

Iron

has resigned

50.000 tons of 85-lb.

lbs.

in its

line

rails

to

to

Gainesville
Gulf. -J. B. Cutler has been appointed General Superintendent and Traffic: Manager, succeeding L. E. Barker.
,i

—

Georgia, Florida d Alabama.
W. M. Legg, General Manager, has
resigned.
W. IS. Denham, First Assistant to the Third VicePresident "I' the Atlantic Coast Line, succeeds Mr. Legg.

hake Shore
cently

—

d Michigan Southern.
Edward A. Handy, who was reappointed General Manager of this road, was born in
1855 and is a graduate
Massachusetts
of
the
Institute of Technology.
His first railroad servwas in 1878, as assistant engineer on coni

struction
son,
Fe.

replace

all

rails

Illinois

was made

I

lighter than

between Kansas City, Mo., and Shreveport,

of

the Atchi-

Topeka & Sanra
The next year he
assistant en-

gineer of bridges and
buildings for the same
road, and in 1880 went
to the Mexican National
engineer.
as
locating
In
he was ap1S.S1
pointed
Principal Assistant Engineer of the

Steel.

The Kansas City Southern has bought from the
Co.

& Kane.

-A. B. Campbell, General Superintendent,
go to the Auditing Department of the Buffalo
& Susquehanna. It. S. Bullis, Secretary, Treasurer, and General Freight and Passenger Agent, succeeds Mr. Campbell,

Buffalo, Bradford,

Albert Ladd Colby has opened an office as consulting and inspecting engineer and iron and steel metallurgist al 177 Cent] il
Park West. New York. Mr. Colby was for 18 years with the Beth
lehem Steel Co. and for" the last three years was nickel Bteel ex
He was a juror in metallurgy
pert for the International Nickel Co.
at the Paris Exposition in 1900 and has visited all the prominent
He has been Secretary or' the Association of
steel works abroad.
American Steel Manufacturers and is a member of the Am. Soc
C. E.. Iron and Steel Inst., A. S. M. E., Am. Inst. M. E., American
Chemical Society, and Society of Chemical Industry. He is also
the author of a book on Steel Specifications and a frequent contributor to the technical press.

main

9.

Boyne Otty, Haylord <& Alpena. J. K. V. Agnew, Assistant General
Manager, Traffic Manager and Purchasing Agent, has resigned,
to engage in other busim

I

stat<

No.

i

Missouri lias lost the suit in the Supreme Courl
of the United States which n brought against the state of Illinois
usance ami ii
to have the Chicago drainage canal declared
ha! the immense power plant at Lockport, 111., will now
is said
be begun.
This project contemplates the deveropmeni or in.oou li.p.
by a dam and electric generators, and the generators are now being
There
built at the simps of the Crocker Wheeler Co., Ampere. N. J.
will be four 4.000 K.V.A. (lire! phase. 00-cycle, 6,600-voll alternating
current generators.

The

XL,

Vol

75
La.,

Northern

division
of
road, being promoted in 1883 to Chief

a distance of 560 miles.

that

The demand
of orders

A number
for small rails continues quite active.
to 1,500 tons each have been placed

running from 100

Engineer.
After
five
years he went to the

aggregating 7,000 tons. In addition the Texas Central has given an
order for 5,300 tons. A few small orders have been given for structural shapes and fabricated steel, and about 9,000 tons were recently
let in New York.

Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern as Engineer
of the Lake Shore division.
In 1891 he was appointed Chief
Engineer, his authority being extended in 1900 over the Lake
Erie & Western. On July 5, 1905, he was appointed Assistant
General Manager of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the
Lake Erie & Western, the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa, and the
Lake Erie, Alliance & Wheeling, from which positions he is
now promoted.
E. A.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
(For dates of conventions and regular meetings of railroad conventions and
engineering societies, see advertising page 24.)

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
At a meeting of the General Section February 22, a paper on
'•Formula? for Reinforced Concrete Beams." by Mr. Henry Goldmark, was read and illustrated by lantern slides.

presents a paper on "Substituting track circuits for detector bars."
and W. A. D. Short, Signal Engineer of the Illinois Central, will
read a paper on "Power Operated Distant Signals."

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

W.

— B.

F.

Yoakum' has been elected a

Colorado & Southern.

—

J.

M.

re-

signed.

Sun Antonio £ Aransas Pass.

—

W. H. Mclntyre has been elected
President, succeeding C. H. Hudson, and W. M. Hobbs. formerly
Assistant to the Second Vice-President of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, has been elected First Vice-President and General Manager.
M. D. Monserratp. Vice-President and General
Manage)-, has been elected Second Vice-President,
Operating

Officers.

.1

Florida.

Cecil Gabbett lias been appointed General

re-

at

Traffic Officers.

—

Indiana Harbor. F. G. Hopper, Assistant General Freight Agent of
this road and of the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa, has resigned to
engage in other business.

—

\,,,l,
Central d- Hudson River. J. F. Fairlamb, Auditor of
Passenger Accounts, has been appointed General Passenger
Agent, succeeding G. H. Daniels.

—

Louis d- San Francisco. The authority of John Sebastian, Passenger Traffic Manager of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific,
has been extended over rhe St. Louis & San Francisco.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Officers.

—

Lake Shore <£ Michigan Southern. M. J. McCarthy, hitherto Master
Mechanic of the Michigan Central at St. Thomas. Ont.. has been
appointed Master Mechanic of the Michigan Southern division
of the L. S. & M. S., having authority also over the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa, with office at Elkhart, Ind., succeeding C. W. Cross,
transferred.

Atlantic Coast Line.
W. B. Denham, First Assistant to the Third
Vice-President, has resigned.
See Georgia, Florida & Alabama

Uigusta

has

Ala.,

—

St.

Herbert. First Vice-President, has

Birmingham.

Union Pacific. W. A. Whitney, Superintendent at Cheyenne, Wyo..
has resigned.

director, succeed

B. Leeds, resigned.

Cotter, Superintendent at

W. M. Deuel, formerly Assistant Superintendent

J. J.

Knoxville, Tenn.. and later Assistant Superintendent at Birmingham, succeeds Mr. Cotter. C. L. Harris, formerly Superintendent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, at Parsons, Kan.,
succeeds Mr. Deuel at Birmingham.

\cn

ing

—

signed.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Chicago d Alton.

—

Baltimort & Washington. The headquarters of the
Delaware division have been removed from Clayton, Del., to
Wilmington.

Philadelphia.

Southern.

Railway Signal Association.
The next meeting of this Association will be held at the Great
Northern Hotel. Chicago, on Monday, March 19, beginning at 10
a.m. At this meeting a new constitution and by-laws will be presented for adoption. Mr. F. B. Corey, of the Railway Engineering
Department of the General Electric Co., will read a paper on "Charging of Storage Batteries from Alternating Current Circuits." Mr.
W. N. Spangler, Supervisor of Signals, West Jersey & Seashore,

Handy.

Man

Pe »nsi,Jw»nia.—A. C. Shand, Assistant Chief Engineer, has been
appointed Chief Engineer, succeeding W. H. Brown, retired.
H. J. Huber has been appointed Assistant Master Mechanic
at Verona. I'a., succeeding Taber Hamilton, transferred.

March
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2,

—

Wheeling d Lake Erie. M. E. Wells, Traveling Master Mechanic,
has been appointed Assistant Master Mechanic of this road and
of the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal, with office at Columbia, Ohio.
Special Officers.

— H.

Pearce, General Storekeeper of the Chihas been appointed General Storekeeper of the Southern Pacific, succeeding W. R. Ormsby, resigned.

Southern

Pacific.

C.

Rock Island &

cago,

Pacific,

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
37-ton

Texas, as reported in our issue of FebThe Missouri. Kansas
ruary 2. has ordered 20 simple mogul (2-6-0) locomotives, 10 simple
10-wheel (4-6-0) locomotives, and five simple switching (0-6-0) locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, all for August deThe mogul locomotives will weigh 156,000 lbs., with 135,000
livery.
lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 20 in. x 28 in.; diameter of drivers,
63 in.; wagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200
lbs.; heating surface, 2.26S sq. ft.; 294 charcoal iron tubes, 2 in. in
diameter and 12 ft. 8 in. long; Otis steel firebox, 102 in. x 56 in.;
grate area, 39.6 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 7,500 gallons, and coal capacity,
14 tons.
The 10-wheel locomotives will weigh 146,000 lbs., with 104,000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 19 in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers,
68 in.; wagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.;
heating surface, 2,372 sq. ft.; 295 charcoal iron tubes, 2 in. in diameter and 14 ft. 3 in. long; Otis steel firebox, 100*4 iu. x 41% in.;
grate area, 29.1 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 6,500 gallons, and coal capacity,
10 tons.
The switching locomotives will weigh 147.000 lbs.; cylinders, 20% in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers, 57 in.; wagon top boiler,
with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; heating surface, 2,139.8
sq. ft.; 335 charcoal iron tubes, 2 in. in diameter and 11 ft. 3 in.
long; Otis steel firebox, 108% in. long and 41*4 in. wide; grate
area, 31.15 sq. ft.; tank capacity. 5.600 gallons, and coal capacity,
eight tons. The special equipment for all includes: WestinghouseAmerican air-brakes. Simplicity bell ringers. Magnesia boiler lagging.
National-Hollow brake-beams, Sargent brake-shoes for 10-wheel and
switching locomotives, Buckeye couplers for switching locomotives,
<.(

Nathan Manufacturing

Co.'s injectors and sight-feed lubricators, RailSteel Spring Co.'s springs, Cr»sby steam gages for mogul locomotives. Safety steam heat equipment for 10-wheel locomotives, and

way

steel

driving and truck wheel

tires.

American Car

cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity, and 10 cabooses from the
Co.

& Foundry

The Texas Company, Beaumont, Texas, has ordered 50 oil-tank
cars from the American Car & Foundry Co. These cars are to be
built at the Milton, Pa., plant, and are to be delivered within 90
days. The underframes will be of metal.
The Munising Railway has ordered two 60-ft. combination passenger and baggage cars from F. M. Hicks & Co., for May delivery.
Westinghouse air-brakes, Buhoup
special equipment includes:
couplers, National steel draft rigging and Baker heating system.

The

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered

The Sumpter Lumber Co., Sumpter, Ala., has ordered one
Shay locomotive from the Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.

Standard

69

six

double plow

These cars are for April
cars from the Rodger Ballast Car Co.
delivery and will be built by the American Car & Foundry Co.
They will be 32 ft. long x 9 ft. 3 in. wide x 4 ft 1 in. high over all.

The Marquette & Southeastern has ordered two 60-ft. coaches and
two 60-ft. combination mail, passenger and baggage cars from F. M.
Westinghouse airHicks & Co. The special equipment includes:
brakes, Buhoup couplers, National steel draft rigging, and Baker
heating system.

The Interstate has ordered 14 wooden hopper cars of S0.000 lbs.
capacity from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Co. The special
equipment includes: Bettendorf bolsters. Western Steel Car & Foundry Co.'s brake-beams, Westinghouse air-brakes, Major couplers, McCord journal boxes. Railway Steel Spring Co.'s springs, "Diamond"
arch-bar trucks and Griffin wheels.
The Midland Valley, as reported in our issue of February 9, has
ordered four standard cabooses from the Mt. Vernon Car Manufacturing Co. These cabooses will be 36 ft. long and 9 ft. wide, over
all.
The special equipment includes: Christie brake-shoes, Westinghouse air-brakes, Ajax Metal Co.'s brasses. Tower couplers. Miner
draft rigging, Hewitt journal boxes. Patterson-Sargent paint, and
Vernon Car Manufacturing

Mt.

Co.'s wheels.

The Central of Georgia has ordered 1.000 hopper bottom steel
cars of 100.000 lbs. capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Co.
These cars will be 31 ft. 10 in. long, 10 ft. % in. wide and 10 ft. S in.
high, over all.
The special equipment includes: Simplex truck bolsters and brake-beams, Lappin brake-shoes. Westinghouse air brakes.
Ajax brasses. Major couplers. Sessions draft rigging. McCord dust
guards and journal boxes, and Railway Steel Spring Co.'s springs.
coal

The Metropolitan Street Railway Company, Kansas City, Mo.,
has ordeied 25 vestibule electric street cars from the St. Louis Car
Co., and five cars of the same type from the American Car & FoundryThese cars will have a seating caCo., for June. 1906, delivery.
pacity to seat 48 persons, and will measure
ft,
3% in. inside.
will be of wood and the underframes will be of wood
and metal. The special equipment will include the Cambria Steel
Company's axles. Curtain Supply Company curtain fixtures. Panta
'.'<'<

CAR BUILDING.
The Armour Car Lines are building
60,000

lbs.

capacity at their

own

The bodies

efrigerator cars of

4

shops.

The Augusta Railway & Electric Co., Augusta,
from the J. G. Brill Co.

Ga.,

has ordered

six trolley cars

The Canadian Pacific has ordered 500
capacity from the Dominion Steel Car Co.

sote curtain material, Consolidated Car Heating Company heating
system, Rodgers journal boxes. St, Louis Car Company's. trucks and
Each of these cars will be equipped with four
Griffin car wheels.

G E

type

steel cars of 100,000 lbs.

as reported in our issue of Jan
has ordered 1,700 box, 300 ventilated box, 300 furniture
cars, all of 60,000 lbs. capacity; 10 baggage and 10 chair cars, as
reported in our issue of February 2, and eight postal cats from the
American Car & Foundry Co., all tor August delivery; and. as
"
Undger ballast cars of
reported in our issue of January 26.
so.
lbs. capacity from the Rodger Ballast Cai Co., to be bulll bj
the American Car & Foundry Co.
The box cars will weigh
wide and
In, long, 9 tl
lbs. and 39,000 lbs., and measure 10 It.
13 ft. ti'j in. high, over all.
The furniture cars will weigh :!7.000
lbs. and measure ill ft.
in. long, 9 ft, ll
In. wide and
5 ft.
V4
1% in. high, over all. The baggage and chair cars will be 69 ft.
in. long and o ft. :!'•_. in. wide, inside mea urements.
The postal
3
ears will ho 60 ft long ami 9 ft, wide, inside measurements.
The
ballast cars will be 32 tt. long, 8 ft, 8 In. wide and
ft. high, inside
American
measurements. The special equipment tor all includessteel Foundries bolsters for box and furniture cars and Common
Sense holsters for ballast cars; National Ho lov, brake-beams; D
uuinii "S" brake
post il
alt brake
foi
We tingh
and lannej coup
Hajor couplers for box, furniture
Hair and postal cars: Burrowes curtain fixtures
lers for ba
and PantasOte curtain material tor chair
Itlve door fast
lafetj
11
Winer draft
enlng and Security doors tor bos
chair and
beating astern and Symington journal bo*

uary

The Georgia Southern & Florida has ordered three freight cars
from Barney & Smith, for May delivery.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, it is reported, will build 400
cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity at its own shops.
The Montreal Street Railway Co. (Electric), Montreal, Que.
building 100 passenger cars at its Montreal barns.

is

South Western Traction Co., Cleveland, Ohio,
The Cleveland
has ordered 15 interurban cars from the Niles Car & Manufacturing
<{•

Co.

80 h.p. motors.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
26,

1

1

I

:'..'..

1

1

:,

1

1

i

1

of Georgia, as reported in our issue of Feb. 9, has
ordered 1,000 steel hopper coal cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity from
the Pressed Steel Car Co.

The Central

The

ju
placed a rush order tor 50
I'liiinini ('"mimim h:i
Address Edward \ Mahei Pre ideal and Manager, 204
East 128th street. New fork City.
1

iiiuii

,

1

trolley cars.

.

1

-

1

-

1

1

Feb
Southwestern, as reported In our Is
C
The Virginia
9, has ordered 250 gondola cars of 80, mm lbs. capacity from
the Western Sled Car & Koundry Co,
.1

ruary

-

1

-

Texas Pacific is not to
The Cincinnati, New Orleans
new cars, as reported,
Its Gad iden simps al present, bul
.i

p

-

ii

getting read; to rebuild 19 of

its old

build anj
is

merelj

Hat cars.

postal

PlntSCh light

-

tot

Cl

Missouri.

po tal cars;

I

i

1

1

cat

<

Maine has. ordered 1,000 box cars of 60,000 lb
The Boston
capacity from the Western Steel Cai & Foundrj Co., In addition t.>
reported In B prevl
Its order which was recentlj
bbui
.1

I

11

-

tri

-

.

The Kansas City Southern, as reported
2,

has ordered 100 tank

cars, of

10.

mm

In

lea

gallons capai

Itj

il

Februat
adola

Kan

[or all cars except ballast cars: Lawler
tandard pail
Chlca
iteel platforms foi
chair and postal carbai
for boa and furniture cars:
box and furnl
Steel Foundries trucki with
inn- e.n
ami Rodgei truckt tot balla
Pullman
tibuli
,11
toi chin
and \
can Cat S Foundrj Co.'s wheels for box and
.us. and Pa lg< « In
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BRIDGE BUILDING.

Ulkkeley, Cal.

—The

Southern Pacific will at once put
station here to cost $30,000.

new stone passenger
Barnstable, Mass. Bids will soon bo asked by the County Commtssioners for building the proposed bridge over the Bass river.
The bridge is to lie 700 ft. long .ind cost $20,000. Alfred Crocker is
Clerk of the County Commissioners.
Booiwn.ii. \i"
Bids are wanted March 7, by A. \V. Nicol,
Deputy Countj Clerk, for building a steel bridge 228 ft. long over
the Blackwater river in Cooper County to cost $4,000.

—

The newspapers say that a railroad bridge
City. Colo.
be built over the Royal Gorge. The bridge is to be 2,800 ft.
above the hanging bridge of the Denver & Rio Grande, and is to
be built as a part of an electric railway from Canon city to FlorIt is said that the line to the top of the Royal Gorge will
ence.
be in operation this summer. The cost of all the railroads proposed will be $500,000 and the suspension bridge spanning the
chasm $100,000 additional. The air-line distance from Canon City
to the highest point the road will reach is six miles, but a tortuous
road 10 miles in length will be built.

Canyon

is to

— The

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is planning
bridges on its main line between this place and
Springs, and on the line between Burlington and St.

Chicago,

III.

to build several

Colorado

Paul, also on its southwestern lines.

—

Clinton, Ky. The Fiscal Court will probably ask for bids at its
April meeting for a bridge 125 ft. long. J. A. Porter may be addressed.

—

Evangeline, La. Plans are being made by Acadia and Calcasieu
parishes to jointly build a bridge about 000 ft. long over the Bayou
Nepique. G. H. Brooks, of Crowley, La., may be addressed.

—

Gallatin, Mo. Bids will soon be asked by W. Donell, of Coffeyburg, Mo., for building a steel bridge 180 ft. long, to cost $5,500.
over the Grand river in Daviess County. W. R. Barnett may be
addressed.
Henrietta,

Tinas— Bids

are wanted March 19, by C. L. Karbuilding a steel bridge 210 ft. long over
in Clay County, to cost about $5,400.

County Clerk,
the Big Wichita river

for

steter,

—

Leavenworth. Kansas. Bids are wanted March 5, by the Board
County Commissioners, for building five steel bridges in Leavenworth County. J. \V. Niebaus is County Clerk.

of

—

Madison, Neb. Bids are wanted by George E. Richardson,
County Clerk, March 20, for building a number of steel bridges in
Madison County.

—

Niagara Falls, Ont. The Niagara Frontier Bridge Company
has been formed for the object of building a new bridge across the
Niagara river. Work is to be begun before Dec. 31. 1906.

—

Opelousas, La. Bids are wanted by C. C. Genung for building
a steel bridge 150 ft. long over Bayou Courtableau. W. B. Robert

may

be addressed.

—

Bids are being asked by W. E. Litual for
1'aintsville, Ky.
building an iron bridge over Paint creek in Johnson County. W. P.
Davis is Clerk of the County Court.

—

Perryvllle, Arkansas. Bids are wanted by J. N. Stone, County
Judge, for building a steel bridge over the Fourchelafuve in Perry
county.

liiti

Troy, Mo.— Bids are wanted April 6 by the County Court for
building a steel bridge 304 ft. long over the Cuivre river. M. R.
Long is County Clerk.

main

—

Warrensburg, Mo.

—Bids

will be asked about

September

1

by

—

Structures.

C—

The shops of the Seaboard Air Line at this
S.
which were recently damaged by fire, with a loss of about

$25,000,

it is

said, are to be rebuilt.

negotiating

—

to

ISHPEMING, Mich. The Chicago & North-Western ha:
put up a new passenger station, to cost $20,000.

decided

—

Jackson, Miss. Improvements to be made by the Illinois
Central in connection with its new freight yard and terminal Includes the building of a freight house and passenger station.

—

Jacksonville, Fla. The Seaboard Air Line, it is said,
up two brick warehouses, one 315 ft. long and the other 515

will
ft.

put

long.

—

Kansas City, Mo. It has been anounced that contracts have
been made for the purchase of 44 acres of land for a new union
station to be built in this cUy, near Twenty-second street and Grand
avenue (known as the South side site) subject to vacation of streets
and alleys, and other necessary legislation by the City Council.
The present depot has been in use since 1889 and has long been
inadequate to meet the demands of travel. The providing of new
passenger terminals has been under consideration for about three
years.
It was reported that a decision had practically been reached
to rebuild near the present depot on the West bluffs, but during
he flood of 1903 there was a depth of about six feet of water in
the present depot and this caused the railroads to abandon this
plan. Later a location in the north end of the city was considered,
but the price placed by the Armour-Swift-Burlington Syndicate on
land which it had acquired by purchase and reclamation from the
Missouri river is said to have been so high as to make it inadvisable to adopt this site. The following roads are said to have
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe;
agreed on the South side location:
Chicago. .Milwaukee & St. Paul; Union Pacific; Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific; Frisco; Chicago & Alton; Missouri, Kansas & Texas.
It
is understood that the Missouri, Pacific. Burlington, Wabash.
Kansas City, Southern, Chicago Great Western, St. Joseph & Grand
Island and the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City have not yet signified that they will come into the proposed new union station.
The
last four named lines do not enter the present union station, but
use the Grand Central Station, which is situated in the north end
of town.
i

—

Marshall, Texas. The shops of the Texas Pacific at this place
are to be enlarged and a number of stone and brick structures
added, at a cost of $100,000.

—

Mason City, Iowa. The Chicago Great Western, it is said, has
bought ground on which it will put up a new passenger station this
summer.

—

Mt. Carmel, Ind. A contract has been let to Henry Dollney.
of Indianapolis, for building new shops, a roundhouse, and putting
up other buildings for the C, C, C. & St. L. The buildings will
cost about $60,000.

—

Muskogee, Ind. T. The Midland Valley
shops here, to cost about $50,000.

is

arranging to build

—

Nashville, Tenn. The Illinois Central, it is said, is planning
to build a grain elevator at this place, to cost between $300,000 and
$500,000.

New Rochelle. N. Y. —According to
New Haven & Hartford is planning to

York,

local

reports

the

New

put up a large passenger

station here to cost about $100,000.

Ogden, Utah.

—-The

Union

new power house and
new freight house.
said, is

Pacific

foundry, an

and
oil

allied lines are to build
house, storerooms and a

— The Atchison,

planning to enlarge

its

Topeka & Santa Fe, it is
shops and yard at this place at a cost

of $400,000.

—

Stamford, Conn. The New York, New Haven & Hartford is
making improvements in its yard at this place, and will put up a
new repair shop 50 ft. x 100 ft, storehouse 30 ft. x 50 ft, and office
building 25 ft. x 100 ft. An addition will also be added to the
roundhouse. The power house fqr electric traction between Stamford & New York is to be at Cos Cob, 3 miles west of Stamford.

—

Yarmouth, Me. The Portland & Brunswick, on its proposed
extension to this place, is planning to build a steel bridge over
the Royal river, 115 ft. long.

Abbeville,

is

steel

Williamson, W. Va. A bill has been introduced in the lower
House of Congress authorizing William Smith and associates to
bridge the Tug Fork of the Big Sandy river near this place, where
it forms the boundary between West Virginia and Kentucky.

Other

& Birmingham

—

San Bernardino, Cal.

the County Commissioners for building between 35 and 40
bridges in Johnson County. C. A. Boyles is County Clerk.

Atlantic

up a

Fort Collins, Colo. The Colorado Southern, it is said, has
decided to make changes in its yards at this place, and to put up
a new freighthouse and a new roundhouse.

structure.

place,

—The

a

The wooden bridge over the Pitt river on
C.
line of the Canadian Pacific is to be replaced with a steel

Vancouver, B.
the

nswmk, Ga.

9.

for water front land as a site for terminals, to cost about $500/

—

Salina, Kan. Bids are wanted by G. J. Duncan, County Clerk,
March 20, for building three steel bridges in Saline County.

XI.. No.

Vol,.

Stratford, Ont.
to the

225

ft.,

— Bids

Grand Trunk shops
and a plate shop 50

Toronto, Can.

— The

are being asked for building additions
here, to include a boiler shop 120 ft. x
ft. x 125 ft., to cost about $100,000.

Railway Commission has granted permis-

sion for the building of the
to be started by the Grand

Toronto Junction, Ont.

new passenger station here. Work
Trunk on the structure at once.

—The

Canadian Pacific

is

is

reported hav-

March

2,

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

1906.

iug bought land as a site for

its

shops, which are to be

moved

tc

this place.

—

Washington, D. C. The Carnegie Institution of Washington
has bought six acres of land north of the Pierce's Mill Road, and
near Rock Creek Park and the Bureau of Standards, on which it is
proposed to build at once a building to cost about $100,000.
Waycross, Ga. The Atlantic Coast Line, it is said, has given
a contract to the Pennsylvania Bridge Co., of Beaver Falls, Pa.,
The cost of the work will be
for building its shops at this place.
about $400,000. The contract calls for the completion by January
of next year.
,

—

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

— This

company

has been organized at Harrisburg, Pa., with a capital of $500,000.
with William Lindsay, of Pittsburg, as President. Surveys are being
made near Mahanoy City for the proposed road, to run from Slatington, Pa., west via Lehighton and Tamaqua to Mahanoy City,
about 30 miles.

—

Augusta & Florida. This company will begin work early in
March on the balance of its road from Keysville to Augusta, Ga.
(Oct.

13, p.

118.)

Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western.

—This

company has

De Quincy,

in Calcasieu County, La., a total of about 125 miles.

Black Mountain.

— This

company,

it

said,

is

planning to

is

Erie.

— See

Honesdale & Hawley below.

—

Fayette Valley. This company has been incorporated to build
a railroad from a point on the Oregon Short Line at Fayette, Idaho,
through the Fayette valley to a point near New Plymouth, 15 miles.
The capital stock is $100,000. C. W. Nibley is President; H. E. Dunn,
Vice-President; A. B. Moss, of Fayette, Treasurer, and F. S. Murphy,
Secretary. The directors are:
H. E. Dunn, C. W. Nibley and F. S.
Murphy, of Salt Lake City, and A. B. Moss, of Fayette, and B. T.
Dunn, of Weed, Cal.

Grand Trunk Pacific. Contracts have been let by this company as follows: For building the section of the proposed road
from the Touchwood Hills to Saskatoon, Sask., 140 miles, to the
Canadian White Co., of Montreal, and from Saskatoon to Edmonton, Alb., 317 miles, to Foley Brothers, Larsen & Co., of St. Paul.

A

contract has also been let to Greer Brothers, of Port Arthur,
Ont, for 700,000 ties. This company now has 920 miles of road
under construction.

—

Great Northern. Surveys, it is said, are being made by this
company to build a line from Havre. Mont., near the junction point
branch running southwest to Great Falls, Helena and Butte,
or from a point further west (Burnham) northwest to the boundary
line, about 70 miles, and thence through Medicine Hat, Assiniboia,
an additional 70 miles, and northwest of that place 280 miles to
of a

filed

an amendment to its charter to provide for an extension of its
road from Sour Lake, northwest, to Humble, Tex., and thence
south to Hofton; also to extend its road northeast from Beaumont
to

Such
railroad from Rochester, N. Y., south to Elmira, 120 miles.
a line would compete with the Erie and the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western for local passenger traffic. The Directors include:
F. Eckstein, of 42 Broadway, New York; C. O. Geer, T. C. Buckingham, H. Gabel, S. Gifford and others.

—

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Allentown, Tamao.ua & Asiilanu (Electric).

71

build a 50-mile extension from the coal fields in Lee County, Va.,
to a connecting point with the Virginia & Southwestern at the
Boden Coke plant.

—

British Columbia Roads. Robertson & Robertson, of Victoria,
B. C, have applied to the Provincial Legislature for a charter to
build a line with branches from Penticton, B. C, to a point on the
southern border of British Columbia.

—

Brookville & Mahoning. An officer writes that work on the
proposed extension from Brookville, Pa., to Brockwayville, 21 miles,
has been completed from Brockwayville to Hydes. At the latter
place connection will be made with the Pittsburg, Shawmut &
Northern.
The company is building with its own forces from
Brookville to Knoxdale, at which point there are large coal fields.
The maximum grade is one per cent., and maximum curvature 8 degrees.
The work includes the building of three steel viaducts and
a number of small steel girder bridges, for which contracts will
soon be let. Edward E. Tait, Bradford, Pa., is President, and W. W.
Henshey, Brookville, Chief Engineer. (December 22, p. 200.)

—

Edmonton.

—

Gulf, Brownwood & Cisco. Under this name a company has
been organized, with office at Brownwood, Tex., and with a capital
of $61,000.
The company proposes to build a railroad from Brownwood to Cisco. Tex., about 55 miles. Brooke Smith, J. T. Lee,
J. C. Weakley, all of Brownwood; G. H. Connell, of Fort Worth;
A. T. Maxwell, of Cisco, and others are interested.

—

(Erie) (Electric). Under this name
reported, has organized a company to build a line
The Erie has
to connect Honesdale and Hawley, Pa., eight miles.
owned the right of way for a long time. Permission has been
granted by the Common Council of Honesdale to build through that
borough, and the work is to be started at once.

Honesdale & Hawley'

the Erie,

it is

Illinois Central.

—Announcement

has been made by this com-

building its new line from
Corinth, Miss., southeast to Haleysville, Ala., about 80 miles. C.
D. Smith & Co.. of Birmingham, have the contract for building
from the north end, and George O. Clifton & Co., of Chicago, from
the south end. Work is to be finished by January, 1907.

pany that contracts have been

let for

Kentucky Midland. — Incorporation has been granted

a

com-

Canadian Northern. A contract has been given by this company to Mulkaney & O'Brien, for building an extension from Garneau Junction to Quebec, and from Mortfort Junction to Saint

pany under this name

Jerome.

& Nashville at MadiCentral and the Louisville &
Nashville at Central City. The maximum grade will be 1 per
cent., and maximum curvature 4 deg.
There will be a tunnel
through Muhlenberg ridge about 750 ft. long, and a pile bridge
about one mile long over Pond river. The line is to be completed
by August of this year. The names of the incorporators are not
Connection

— Bids are wanted March 10 by

W. Leonard,
Toronto, for ballasting, bridging and track laying work on the
Sudbury branch between Romford and French river crossing. 10
Canadian Pacific.

J.

miles.

—

Canadian Roads. Application is being made to build a line
from Crows Nest, Alberta, east to Lethbridge, and thence to Medicine Hat; also for a line from the Montana boundary north to Lethbridge and Edmonton, with branches to Calgary and Medicine Hat.

—

Colorado & Southern. This company is planning to build a
300-mile extension nortnward from Orin Junction, Wyo., to a connection with the Yellowstone River, in Montana.
The road will
compete with the Burlington, which makes its connection with the
Northern Pacific at Billings, on the Yellowstone. An engineering
party is in the field. The proposed line extends through a fertile
agricultural and grazing country.
Work is proceeding rapidly on
It
is expected
the Colorado & Southern's gulf extension.
hat Hie
line will be completed this tall to Houston.
I

President Morris
Colorado, Texas & Mexico.
road is quoted as saying that contracts have been
500 miles of its proposed road from Arkansas

Locke ot

li.

Ihis

tor building
Pass, Tex., tci

lei

Cheyenne. Wyo.

Delaware. Lackawanna
reports ihis

I0i.un:\

by

$4.1111(1.011(1.

a

ct

According tic newspapci
extend its Brie & Central New
terminus, at Cincinnatus, N, T., I"

Western.

company has decided

York division, from
South Otselic, about

York

Kentucky to build a railroad from MadiThe line will
sonville, Ky„ east to Central City, about 26 miles.
run through a rich coal section in Muhlenberg and Hopkins Counties.

ils

Electric.

L2

present

to

miles.

Incorporation

has

bees

asked

tor

In

sonville.

made with the

and also with the

Louisville

Illinois

given.

—

Kettle River Valley. Application has been made by this company to Parliament for permission to increase its capital to $5,000,000, and to build extensions as follows: From Midway, B. C, to
Hedley, in the Similkameen Valley; from Hedley, north, for a distance of 20 miles to Twenty Mile Creek, and from this extension to
Penticton, B. C; also for permission to secure trackage rights over
the Columbia & Western between Grand Forks and Midway and
on its branch lines. An officer writes that contracts are to be
let about April 1. for building 50 miles of road in a northerly
direction from its present northern terminus.

Marsh Fork (Tidewater). Incorporation has been granted
company in West Virginia to build an extension ol the Tidewater to the Ohio River ai the mouth
the Ureal Kanawha River,
this

<>t"

approximately 100 miles from Surveyor Station In Raleigh County,
on the Deepwater, which is the Wesl Virginia end of the Tidewater
route,
The officers ot the companj are w \ Page President;
G w. Imboden, Vice-President; w. H Evans, Secretary; G H
Assistant Treasurer; Raymond
Corell,
Church, Treasurer; .1.
DuPuy, General Manager, and 11. Femstrom Chief Engineer
.

.1

New

company under the above name, with e capital ol
The companj proposes to build a double-track electric

to be

is

in

\ii\ic\N
.in

w esl

Roads,

Government
to

Mexico

to
I'll

\

a concession has been
bj the Mexl
Richard Honej to build a railroad from Tamplco
1
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Bids are to be opened March 8, tor buildCextbai
The
proposed tunnel under the Detroit river.
board consisting of W. J. Wilgus, New
i„- derided o

.\iu in. .an

ing

the
hi

York. Vice-Preslden1
H. A. Carson, of
Michigan Central.

a,

i

Central, who is Chairman;
and W. S. Kinnear, Vice-President of the

the

of

in

\....

mad and nave,
bonds outstanding.

miles of

304,15(1
('iii!

oak Park will be merged. 1'his is
merging of all the elevated

the final

Gri

m Western.

December

a charter has been
Missouri, with a capital of $2,<ioo,000, to
build a railroad from a point in Dunklin County to Batesville, Mo.
R. \v. Knilini.lt. A. T. Evans, T. M. Twaldrop and others are
"'•

tl

tii.

step
L05

New York

Arkansas & Southwestern,

Missouri,

granted

ami

in

interested.

Vol

in

all,

.

XI.

.

said to be

No.

9.

thi

which operate
(51,023,800 Btock and $49.lines,

—

Gross earnings for the hail yeai mded
were $4,627,330, an increase of $626,391; net earn-

31

ings $1,699,109, an increase of $398,397. The surplus alter
charges were $672,044, an increase of $401,607. The dividend on
the preferred A Btock was $284,310, leaving a surplus equivalent
to a semi annual payment of 2 per cent, on its B stock, and
per cent, on its common stock
about four-tenths of
1

—

—

Contracts are reported lei by this company
Brothers & Walsh, railroad contractors, of Spokane, Wash.,
for extending its line from Culdesac. Idaho, southeast through a
rich agricultural section bounded by the Snake. Clearwater and Salmon rivers, to Grangeville, about 55 miles. It is expected to have
the line completed by the first of next year.

Chicago Terminal Transfer. Receivership pre. '••dings have been
begun by the United Slates Trust Co. acting for the holders of
per cent, bonds of 1947, on which, it
$16,500,000 tirsi mortgage
is alleged, the company has defaulted payment of semi-annual

& North-Western k'hu mk) Ac North-WestThe Winston Brothers Company, of Minneapolis, which has

December 31 were
which includes $511,830 raised by the sale of receiver's
certificates.
The total disbursements were $1,303,453. of which

Northern Pacific.

to Porter

Pierre, Rapid City

—

ern).
the general contract for building this proposed extension of the
North-Western from Pierre, S. Dak., west to Rapid City, about
155 miles, has sublet a six-mile section of the work to the Calhoun Construction Company, of Spearfish. S. Dak. The work will
(October 27,
begin at a point about 25 miles west of Rapid City.
p.

125.)
St.

1

Interest three consecutive times.

— According

ii\. innati, Hamilton & Dayton.
ceiver the total receipts from

December

to the report of the re5 to

$1,720,763.

$436,725

was

interest on funded debt

—Gross earnings

for the six months ended Dean increase of $428,015; net earnan increase of $88,739. The surplus after charges

Delaware & Hudson.
cember 31 were
ings, $2,724,132.

$6,359,612,

$1,234,592, an increase of $72,148.

Marts & Western.

— An

officer

writes that this

company has

completed the first 10 miles from St. Marys, Pa., to Trout Run on
its ptoposed road from Johnsonburg. Pa., via St. Marys to Benezette,
E. L. Willard. St. Marys, is Chief Engineer.
25 miles.

—

Southern Pacific. According to newspaper reports this company has completed nearly 100 miles of its projected line, which it
is building, under a concession from the Mexican Government,
through the states of Sonora, Sinaloa and Jalisco, and the territory
of Tepic to connect with the Cananea, Yaqui River & Pacific in the
The Southern
north, and with the Mexican Central in the south.
The road is
Pacific is to receive a bonus of about $19,200 a mile.
to be built in four sections, the first is from some convenient point
on the C. Y. R. & P. which is controlled by the Southern Pacific)
near The City of Alamosa. Sonora. southeast, to Culiacan and SinaThe second section is from the latter place to Mazatlan. and
loa.
the third from some convenient point on the line between Culiacan
and Mazatlan near San Diego to Tepic in the territory of the same
name. The remaining section is from Tepic to a point on the
Mexican Central between San Marcos and Guadalajara, the capital
of Jalisco, to which point the Mexican Central extension reaches.
I

—

Stone Canyon. This company, recently incorporated in San
Luis Obispo, Cal., with a capital stock of $300,000 by J. A. Chanslor.
W. A. Sloane. I. W. Hellman, Jr.. and E. W. Mason, will rush construction this spring on its proposed road from a point on the Southern Pacific near San Miguel, north through San Luis Obispo and
Monterey counties to a point on Nelson creek. Monterey County,
about 21 miles. The company has about 1.000 acres of soft coal in
Stone Canyon, and has bought 100 acres of land at San Miguel
as a site for its terminal and for shops, yards, etc.
Tidewater.

— See Marsh Fork.
— According to a

Union Pacific.

Chicago despatch. Union Pacific
that city have announced that all needed terminals in
Seattle, Wash., for an extension of the Harriman Lines to that cityhave now been secured.
Surveys on the line to be built from
Portland to Seattle, probably under the charter of the Washington
Northern, are being made as rapidly as possible.
officials

in

—

Vancouver, Westminster & Yukon. Application will be made
Dominion Parliament for permission to build branch lines
south from Anderson Lake and Green Lake «long Lilloset Lake to
to the

the international boundry.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

—

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. Gross earnings for the month of
January were $6,536,985, an increase of $1,129,244: net earnings
$2,286,437, an increase of $718,026.

—

—

Delaware. Lackawanna & Western. Gross earnings for the quarter ended December 1 were $3,034,955, a decrease of $128,675; net
earnings $1,553,849, a decrease of $174,251. The surplus after
charges was $953,522. a decrease of $150,386.

—

Georgia, Florida & Alabama. At a meeting of the directors, to be
held on March 6. the Carrabelle. Tallahassee & Gulf will be
merged with the Georgia. Florida & Alabama. The C, T. & G.
runs from Carrabelle, Fla., to Tallahassee. 50 miles, and has
been operated under lease by the G.. F. & A.

—

Georgia Southern & Florida, Blair & Co.. of New York, have bought
$270,000 5 per cent, equipment notes of this company.

—Gross earnings for the year ended December 31

were
an increase of $1,484,672; net earnings $8,498,682,
an increase of $747,290. The surplus after charges was $3,522,To this surplus is to be added
042, an increase of $781,922.
$33,534. as the surplus of the Detroit, Grand Haven & Milwaukee,
and subtracted, $87,480, which is the deficit of the Canada

Grand Trunk.

$29,247,480.

Atlantic,

making a surplus

of $3,468,096 for the entire

Grand

Trunk System.

—

Grand Trunk

Pacific.
This company is applying to the Dominion
Parliament for permission to issue $25,000,000 of debenture stock
instead of $20,000,000 of preferred stock, for which permission
has already been obtained.

Minneapolis &

St. Louis.

— Plympton. Gardiner &

Co.,

and Kean, Van-

of New York, have bought $5,000,000 of this
company's five-year 5 per cent, gold notes of 1911. subject to
The proceeds
call at par and interest after February 1, 1908.
from this sale will be used to extend the Watertown division
westward 250 miles, to the Missouri river, at LeBeau, S. Dak.,
and northwesterly to Leola. S. Dak. The notes are secured by
the deposit of $6,250,000 first mortgage 4 per cent, bonds and
by the entire capital stock of the Minnesota. Dakota & Pacific,
a subsidiary company which is building the above extension.

Cortland

&

Co.,

Northern Central.

—

Gross earnings for the year ended December 31
were $10,531,962, an increase of $243,758: net earnings $2,061,397.
a decrease of $305,436. The surplus after charges was $2,238,787. an increase of $161,656.

Ocean Shore

—

Electric). This company, which is building a double
track trolley road from San Francisco to Santa Cruz, Cal., 81
miles, of which 10 miles are completed, has bought the United
Traction Company, of Santa Cruz.
The Traction Co. has 18
miles of 3 ft. 2% in. gage road in Santa Cruz and to Capitola.
It has $750,000 capital stock all outstanding, and $750,000 first
mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1935, of which $300,000 is outstanding.
t

—

Boston & Maine. Gross earnings for the six months ended December 31 were $20,379,882, an increase of $1,436,146; net earnings

Philadelphia Company. There have been deposited 320,000 shares
of this company's stock.
This is the amount necessary to make

an increase of $262,237. The surplus after charges
an increase of $233,219.

operative the plan for the acquisition of a majority of the
Philadelphia Co. stock by the United Railways Investment Co.
(Feb. 23. p. 62.

$5,926,732,

was

$2,113,635,

— See Charleston & Raleigh.
Raleigh. — This
the new name

i

Carolina Northern.

Charleston &

is
of the Carolina
Northern, which was recently sold to the bond holders. (October

27, p. 13

Chicago Elevated.

—

It

is

reported that the Northwestern Elevated

Yosemite Valley.

—

This company, which has nearly completed 35
road from Merced. Cal.. to the Yosemite Valley, a
total of To miles, has sold $850,000 of its $1,000,000 first mortgage
5 per cent, sinking fund bonds and is now offering the balance
miles of

for sale.

its

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.

cent extra session. He also failed to approve a resolution requiring
to call an extra session of the legislature for the enactment of
a two-cent-a-mile passenger rate law and a law giving electric railroads the right to carry freight.

him
Hearings are being held in New Jersey on a
companies to carry freight.

authorizing

bill

trolley

The Japanese Government is reported to be considering the
chase of all the privately owned railroads in Japan.

pur-

During the month of February there were 150,000 more cars
loaded on the New York Central Lines than during the same month
of 1905.
It is proposed that Congress shall pass a law providing a $200,000 bonus for running a fast mail train from New York through
Atlanta to New Orleans.

The first passenger wreck on the Bangor & Aroostook in its 12
years of operation recently took place, resulting in the severe injury
of an express messenger.

A bill has been introduced into the New York State Legislature
broaden the liability of railroad companies for injuries to employees caused by the negligence of fellow-employees.

to

The steamer Homer Ramsdell, of the Central-Hudson Steamboat
Company, made her first regular trip from New York City to Newburg on March 5. This is an unusually early opening of the Hudson
river.

The joint grievance committee of Lackawanna conductors and
trainmen at Scranton is reported to have been unable to reach an
agreement with the officers of the company. A proposal to strike
is to be voted on.
The Chicago Great Western and the Wabash are handling large
quantities of corn from Nebraska points to Baltimore. The warm
weather has checked the movement of corn to the Gulf, nearly all
of it going to the Atlantic seaboard.
Grand Trunk locomotive engineers at Montreal have refused
a general wage increase of 4 per cent, in settlement of
The points at issue
differences between them and the company.
have been submitted to a board of three arbitrators. The principal
demand of the engineers is for a uniform rate, requiring the abolito accept

tion of the sliding scale for different districts.

As

part of the unification of the

White
has been abolished and

Louisville, Ky., office of the

New York Central Lines,
New York Central

Line, a

the
fast

its business turned over to the
Big Four traffic department. It is probable that similar action will
be taken at other points where two or more agencies under the
name of different roads in the system are each soliciting similar

freight line,

traffic.

The Wabash, by accepting a lower proportion of the Minneapolis rate on wheat and rye products to points east of the Illinois-Indiana state line, has reduced the rate on flour, Chicago to
New York, from 17 to 1G cents. In addition, the milling in transit
privilege has been granted. This tends to neutralize the advantage
which flour millers in St. Paul and Minneapolis have had under the
previously existing rates.
The Missouri Railroad Commission has reduced

the

rate

on

refined oil between Kansas City and St. Louis to 9 cents per 100
lbs., each way, the existing rate being 17 cents eastward and 20
cents westward. The independent refiners of Cleveland and Pittsburg have for some time protested against the existing rates cm
the ground that they favored the Standard Oil Company, whii ih 1ms

Kansas City, and therefore does not need
west from St. Louis.

refineries in
oil

The grand jury

of

Putnam Couni>.

to ship

sitting

Ohio,

refl

I

The American

Governor Pennypacker,
calling for an

of Pennsylvania, has vetoed 6 resolution
Investigation into the affairs of the Philadelphia &

Reading Railroad Company and the Philadelphia & Reading Coal
& Iron Company, and also a roscdnlinn directing the Altnrno\ Gel
eral to Inquire by what right several of the railroads of the slale are
engaged in the business of mining anthracite coal. These resolu
tlons, the Governor holds, were not germano to tho call for the re-

Entertained

by

appropriate literature.

Murder

in a

Railroad Compartment.

substitute for the American train robbery in Europe is
assassination in a car compartment, where the victim is isolated,
and has no protection by fellow-travelers or trainmen. An instance has lately occurred in France. An architect and contractor
of Geneva, Switzerland, sold some property in Nice, on the Mediterranean, and had about $70,000 of the proceeds to take home.
His wife, and, as it appears, other people, supposed that he would
take it on his person. He took a night train from Nice to Geneva,
and telegraphed for a servant to meet him at the Geneva station.
He did not appear when the train arrived, but his hand baggage
was found in a first-class compartment, where the cushions and
floor were covered with blood, while bloodstains marked the out-

The

Search was made along
side of the car behind this compartment.
the track, and between two small stations about 50 miles from
Geneva the body of the architect was found with his throat cut. It
turned out, however, that he did not have the $70,000 with him,
but, like a rational man, had remitted the amount to Geneva by
check. The perpetrators of the murder not only missed their booty,
but were, two in number, caught and have confessed, and will
probably soon be executed.
Here the parallelism with American
rain robbers fails.
i

New Eastbound Passenger Rate War.
The eastbound Chicago-New York passenger rate troubles

of lasl

giving the Michigan Central the privilege of
(barging a, lower rate on some of its passenger business than the
standard rate lines, the Lake Shore and the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne
6 Chicago. To this settlement the Grand Trunk at lhat time anIt
lias now filed
nounced thai it would not permanently agree.
notice wiih the interstate Commerce Commission of its intention
to reduce rates to New York and Boston on March 10 to the follow
August,

resulted

In

ing basis:

To New York by wa> of Suspension Bridge or Buffalo and the
\eu York Central, $20 flrsl class and $17 second class; by way of tho
Grand Trunli and anj other line, except the New York Central. $n;
I

class

and $15 scvoud

To Boston

bj

way

class.

New York Central and Boston and

of the

Al-

t-- flrsl class and $10 second class: by any other line, $lfi
class and $15 BOCOnd 'lass.
These rates are $J to New York and $3 to lie Ion below the

bany,

I

II

Engineers

tion in 1871.
After inspecting the plant a luncheon was served in the dining
room on the third floor of the office building, where during the
luncheon each guest was furnished with a printed blank, to be
filled out with name and address, and promising to each whose
signature appeared a framed photograph of the day's meeting, with

Toledo,

has indicted 12 county officials on the charge "I teallng in connec
This is onlj pari of the brldg<
tion with bridge contracts.
trust
for
investigation there,
16
other Inthere have been
dictments at this sitting.
The grand jury has Included in
inquiry every bridge company doing business in that county for
the past five years. It is to be fen red that if bridge contracts were
as closely followed up all over the ci
trj the trail of graft would
be found to extend very widely.- Springfield Republican.

Mining

of

Ingersoll-Rand Company.
The American Institute of Mining Engineers, who for the two
days preceding had been in annual session at Bethlehem, Pa.,
were on Saturday, February 24, entertained by the Ingersoll-Rand
Company at their works at Phillipsburg, N. J. A special train
brought the visiting party, about 165 in number, from Bethlehem
direct to the shop grounds.
The guests were received by President W. L. Saunders of the company, assisted by members of the
sales and engineering departments, both from Phillipsburg and
New York. Each guest was given a leaflet showing a plan of the
works, in black, with the route of the visitors through the shops,
in red.
In addition, the leaflet contained tabulated engineering
data of the shop arrangement, equipment and capacity, together
with a record of the company's machine production since its forma-

lir
in

Institute

lir

re

i

ulai

diffi

the regular
telegraph,

rate and $4 to New
lard fare.
Notice

intial

i

stall.

York and
HOT

$r>

to

tariff

Boston below
was tiled by

A Large Reinforced Concrete Chimney.
oni rete chimnej In the world
to be the blghi
completed at the Butte Reduction Works, Butte.
ft.
total hi
12
18 ft. and Iti
Mont The inside diameter
The foundation, which weighs upwards of 13,000 tons, is
7 In.
formed Of slag. Which wai poured Into an iron easing 100 ft.
of reinforced concrete, la 42 ft. 6 In,
The base, which
quare,

What

has just

Is

i

aid

been

i

li

'e

the

in

first

8
L'O

i'i

ft.

8

In.

high.

Is

IS

in

till.

The
I.

wall,

of the

chimney proper, for

Vbove this height the chimney

is
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shell, consisting of a 6-in. inner and of a
outer wall, separated by a
in. air space.
The entire weight
of the chimney, including the concrete base and slag foundation

composed of a double
9-in.

I

15,275 tons.

Steam Turbine Train Lighting
The General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.

Sets.
Y.,

has produced

a

lighting tor trains, which consists of a
small Curtis steam turbine direct connected to an efficient generator.
The combination of high speed with rotary motion produces a
machine of compact and simple design. Because of the high speed
the generator is small and light, and the absence of reciprocating
parts eliminates wear, noise and vibration; all of which play a large
The generator for Ibis
part in the use of the ordinary engine.
outfit is a two-pole direct current machine, wound for 85 or
25
The outfits are supplied
volts depending on the service required.
in three sizes, one a 15-k.w. 80-volt generator

new system

of

electric

1

coupled

to

Vol

XI.

No,

10.

Sanitary Inspection of New York Subway.
\
Soper, Sanitary Eng
the New York Rapid
fran
Board, has made a reporl of an Investigation of the sub
way in which he criticises the managi mi at for lack of cleaniin'
ai stations and in cars.
Dr, Soper says that he found more carbon
dioxide in the subway between 5.30 and 6 p.m. than at any other
time, and more al the Fourteenth street station than at any other
station.
He found on an average twici
many bacteria on the
st reels as in
the subway, excepting after rains, when there were
1'ewer miiside (ban inside.
The oih roadbed apparently collects
the air large numbers of the bacteria and is helpful rather
than Injurious. The doctor does not view the heat of the subway
in summer With alarm.
In tact, the conditions in winter, when
sirong draughts of cold air enter the
tat ions, are far more api
in affecl health.
The difference between the temperature in the
subway and in the st reels was much less in hot weather than was

George

>i

II

i

i

a Curtis steam turbine running

at 4,000 r.p.m.; the second a 20-k.w. 125volt generator turbine driven at 4,500 r.p.m.,
and the third a 25-k.w. 125-volt generator
driven at 3,600 r.p.m. These turbines can be
to operate at
from 80 to 200
pounds steam pressure, and exhaust into the

furnished

atmosphere.
On account of the compactness and light
weight (1.850 pounds net) of the smaller
size Curtis steam turbine generating set it
can be mounted upon the locomotive or in
the baggage room. When placed upon the
locomotive as shown in Fig. 1, the exhaust
connection can be conveniently led into the
stack. When located in the baggage car, this
generating set occupies a minimum amount
of space for the power generated, measuring
approximately 66 in. x 22 in. In order to be
as close as possible to the steam supply and
15 K.W. Curtis Steam Turbine Generator Mounted on P.R.R. Atlantic
avoid condensation losses, the generating set
Type Locomotive.
is generally placed at the front end of the
car and connected to the locomotive by means of a flexible steam
generally understood.
The average temperature of the subway
hose and coupling. As the turbine is exposed to the weather when in July and August was 5.6 degrees higher than that of the
placed on the locomotive, protective sheet iron casings are fitted. streets. If it is found feasible to cool and otherwise improve the
As can be seen in Fig. 2 these casings completely surround both air by refrigeration, fans or other mechanical means, the advanthe turbine and generating elements affording adequate protection tage of doing so is apparent, but if this result cannot be accomagainst dirt and moisture. In Fig. 3 the set is shown adapted for plished the consequences will not be found disastrous.
service in the baggage car.
In this case the moisture proof covers
Of far more importance than the question of heat is the need
are unecessary.
of maintaining proper conditions of cleanliness in the subway,
Curtis steam turbine lighting sets of this design are in use says Dr. Soper. The stations and toilet rooms have not been kept
upon many railroads in the United States. They are adapted not in a clean and orderly condition. The filthy condition of the roadonly for general train lighting but also for locomotive headlights bed at the stations and the neglected condition of ventilation and

15
15

K.W. Turbine Generator and Casing.

not only to the luxuriousness of American train
service but in addition increase its safety.
The General Electric Co. also makes a complete line of the
necessary fittings, including cables, instruments, couplers, lamps,
fans, etc., for the equipment of electrically lighted trains.

and thus add

The

Italian Railroad Strike.

Italian authorities have reported on the strike of railroad employees last April, when il was said that pretty nearly the whole
force struck.
But a detailed statement of he number of men who
did not report for duty on each day of the strike shows that 72
I

per cent, of the whole number of employees continued at work on
that day when the greatest number were out. The proportion of
trainmen who struck was greater, and of course this interrupted
traffic out of proportion to their numbers.

K.W. Turbine Generator Without Casing
Baggage Car.

for

Mounting

in

cleanliness in some of the toilet rooms may properly be regarded
as suitable subjects for the attention of the Board of Health.
Dr. Soper recommends that the ballast of the roadbed at the
stations be renewed or replaced by concrete, that the ordinances
of the Health Board in regard to spitting be enforced, that dry
sweeping be abolished and that the ears and stations now inefficientlj cleaned, be scrubbed at least once a week and at night.

Electric Headlights on Street Cars.
of Massachusetts have issued an
The
order relative to the use of "searchlights" on electric cars.
order is issued on the petition of the Selectmen of the town of
Wellesley, but has a bearing on any company in the State using
The Commission says:
lights of this kind.
"A railway in or along the side of a Highway offers oppor-

The Railroad Commissioners

—

Maisi-ii

9,
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tunities for obstruction that are not offered by railways which
are constructed over private lands.
To meet these conditions the
cars upon some lines have of late been equipped with a powerful
arc light as a safeguard against accident.
"It has been said that this street car light is no more objectionable than some of the lights used on automobiles.
We cannot
accept that statement
but if it were true the comparison is not
profitable.
The fact that other lights may be an annoyance or
menace to people using old-time methods of going abroad at night
does not justify us in approving a further invasion of their rights.
"It is true that there is a public demand for high speed on
these railways, and this undoubtedly makes it necessary in the
interest of safety to throw light a considerable distance ahead of
If to do this an arc light of high candle-power is to be
the car.
used companies must take prompt action to provide a suitable device
for so governing the direction of the light as to confine the effect
of its high power to the track.
Meanwhile they should turn off or
obscure the light while cars are moving through streets otherwise
well lighted or through thickly settled communities."
;

Liverpool Overhead Railway.
This electric railway has been severely hit by the competition
set up by the electrification of the Liverpool-Southport line of the
Lancashire & Yorkshire.
There have also been severe losses of
traffic suffered from municipal tramways' rivalry.
Receipts per
train mile are now much lower than on other English electric
lines.
The following comparative figures are given of the earnings
per passenger and per train mile, on this and certain other lines:

the engine jumped the track and took with it the six coaches, three
which turned completely over. The parlor car and a private car
remained on the tracks. Most of the injured were in the forward

of

coach.

Spring Styles for Rear Brakemen.
"Red neckties are always worn by foreign brakemen and conductors.
Ever notice it?" said a railroader.

Why

"No.

is it?"

"As a safety device," was the reply. "These red neckties that
flash upon your gaze on the railroads of Italy, Prance. Germany and
England are not a sign that the people have a gay taste, but that
they are cautious and prudent.
"They are supplied free by the railroad companies for use as
danger signals in emergency.
Thus, no matter when or where
an accident may happen, there is no need to search or scramble for a
red flag. The brakeman whips off his red necktie and waves it frantically aloft."
Exchange.
Gravity Yard for the Peoria & Pekin Union.
of Directors of the Peoria & Pekin Union Railway
have authorized the construction of a gravity yard in East Peoria,
containing 23 miles of tracks, and involving about 140,000 cu. yds.
Bids for the work are
of excavation and 2,000 cu. yds. of concrete.
asked until March 20. noon. Plans and specifications can be seen
at the office of the Chief Engineer, Room 31 Union Station,

The Board

Peoria,

111.

—

^
Receipts
Per passenger. Per train mile
3.56 cts.
41.82 cts.
3.66 "
61.58 "
133.60 "
3.66 "
3.58 "
50.70 "
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Manufacturing and Business.

,

Company.
Liverpool Overhead
City & South London
Central London
M.-isrv Tunnel Railway

The closing

now under

of four of the smaller stations is

con-

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is to install a 225-k.w.
Chalmers type "I" generator at its West Milwaukee shops.

Allis-

The Farlow
Atlantic

draft-gear attachments have been specified for 2,000
Coast Line cars in combination with the Westinghouse

friction draft gear.

sideration.

Russian Railroad Earnings.
The official report on the business of the Russian railroads
for the first half of 1905 shows a slight increase in total gross
earnings, but a very slight decrease in earnings per mile. Passenger traffic decreased about 5 per cent., but freight shipments
increased 2.7 per cent. The number of passengers on the lines in
Asia decreased 8% per cent., and the tons of freight carried on
these lines increased 37 per cent. This does not include military
traffic.

Pennsylvania Railroad Pensions.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Pension Department, which seemingly was established but yesterday, has been running six years,
and has paid to pensioners $2,004,088, and 890 pensioners have
died.
The payments have been (years ending December 31; all
lines East of Pittsburg and Erie):
1901, $292,290;
L900, $244,020;
1902, $328,403;

1903, $359,374;

1904, $390,000;

1905, $390,000.

The Cherry Valley Iron Works, West Middlesex,
stalling

a

15-ton,

Pa.,

is

in-

span Northern crane made by Northern

46-ft.

Engineering Works, Detroit, Mich.

The Roanoke Bridge

Co.,

with

office at

Roanoke,

Va.,

incorporated with $50,000 capital to build bridges. E. C.
is President and Treasurer, and S. H. Holland, Secretary.

has been

McComb

The Buda Foundry & Mfg. Co., Chicago, has recently erected a
new warehouse and built an addition to its foundry in order to facilihandling of its business, which has greatly increased.
day and a night shift are now being worked.

tate the

A

Copeland & Grenier, Endicott Building, St. Paul. Minn., have
formed a firm to handle tool steel, copper tubes and general railroad supplies.

members

They

of the firm

also represent the Block-Pollak Iron Co.
were formerly with the Rock Island.

The

Arthur Giesler. formerly Chief Engineer and designer for the
Works Co.. Dayton, Ohio, has opened offices at 170 Broadway, New York, as a Consulting Engineer, and will devote his time
to the specialty of hydro-turbine power plants and hydro-turbine

During the six years 2,700 employees have been retired as penOf the total
sioners from the active service of the company.
number retired, 688 were between the ages of 65 and 69 years, of
whom 546 were retired on their own request with the approval
of the employing officer.

Piatt Iron

plement the existing train services on sonic of its urban sections.
the Great India Peninsula Railway lias placed in operation a steam
motor car made by Messrs. Kerr-Stuarl & Co., London. The car is

one motor car and one

pumping machinery.

Tile Pittsburg Railway Company has ordered 20 emergency
straight airbrake equipments from the General Electric Company.
Steam Motor Car of the Great India Peninsula Railway.
With a view to provide a frequent, speedy and economical, Schenectady, N. Y. The cars upon which these equipments will be
train service on certain of its country branches and also to sup- mounted are to be run singly and in two car trains, consisting of

of a similar

design to those

made

by

the

same company

for

ihe

Great Western Railway, of England. The cylinders are 9 in. by
15 in., the driving wheels are 3 ft. 5 In. in diameter, the total
heating surface is 353 sq. ft., to which the tubes contribute 306
The grate area is
tl
sq. ft. and the fire-box the remaining 17 sq
8.75 sq. ft.
The inside fire-box is composed of copper, the sides.
crown and back plates being half inch thick and the lube plates
are three-quarters of an inch in thickness. The lubes are of solid
drawn brass, 1% in. in diameter. The working pressure of the
The \;.i,. ::>,
the Walschaerl
boiler is 170 lbs. per sq. in
The tank is placed al the end of the underframe and ha
type.
i

The coal bin Is located in front, of the
a capacity of 550 gallons.
engine cab and has a capacity for 15 cwt. of coal. The locomotive
portion and the underframe was Bhlpped to India, where the cai
body was made and
puny. The car body
for

The
w]

fitted

to

the

underframe

bj

the

railroad com
has a capacltj

n
is is ft. long by 10 ft. wide,
seating 60 third-class passengen and 6 first-class passengers.
total length of the car is 60 ft. over buffers, and the total
base Is 51 H. 6 in.
I

Derailment on the Atchison.
of the Uchlson, Topeka A
Westbound passenger train No,
neat Toltei
Santa Fe, was derailed on Mondaj morning, March
I

:,

N. Mex.. 80 miles wesl ol Albuquerque, Injuring twelve men three ol
whom maj die, The train was going at about 80 miles an hour when

trailer.

The College

of Engineering of the University of Wisconsin has
The new machine,
Jusl received a 35-h.p. Curtiss steam turbine.
which is In part the gift, of the General Electric Co., is being in
stalled in the mechanical laboratory of the engineering building,
where il will be used for the instruction of students and for experi

mental work.
ai a meeting ol the Hoard ol Directors of the Railway Steel
Spring Company, New York, held on March I, 1906, Julius E,
French, formerly President, was elected Chairman of the Hoard:
William H. Sllverthorn, formerly one of the Vice-Presidents, wa

President; F. F. Fltzpatrick was re-elected Vice-President
Carnaban was elected Treasurer to succeed Mr. .lames c
Beach, who has retired.
M, H. Parker was re-elected Secretary, as
were also t. L. Chapman, Jr., and \. S, Henry. Assistant Secre
n
tarles.
T. L, Chapman, Jr., was also elected Assistant

elected

Frank

i

has been Incorpor

Manchester, Sargenl Companj
and will take mer the business hereto!
Derated bj the
Railway Appliances Company. This includes the business and planl
of ihe Rallwaj Appliances Companj al Chicago Hi Ights, in. torn
lj
owned bj the Q. .v C, Company, also the business and planl ol
the Pedrick & A.yer Company, ol Plalnfleld, n
manufat
oi locomotive repaii
electric and pneumatit hoi ti and cranes
tool
and pneumatic riveters. The Quincy, Manchester, Sargenl Companj

The

Qititicy.

ated

.i

.

will

also

act

Nut * Boll

as sob-

Company,

sollinc.

.u.eni

for

of Milwaukee,

v

the

pnnln.i

ol

the

Bit
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New York

Steel.

Cent ml ,i Hudson River. J. F. Falrlamb, who was recently appointed General Passenger Agent of the New York Ceil

The arnegie Si eel Company i>- said in be building some 1,500ton steel barges to cany rails and structural iron to the south wc
i

& Hudson

tral

River

and leased
was born in

Railroad

The Iron Age says
one for girder
verj

this year is

thai

demand

the

rails,

for

proving a rerj atisfactory
which has for some years been

lines,

Pennsylvania in 18.j!i.
He was educated at
Chester Academy and

light,

In addition to 11,000 tons of

rails

bought

by the

San Francisco, many orders arc being placed by
companies for standard and light sections.

The Wabash

lias

bought about

St.

electric

10.000 tons of rails to

Louis

&

railroad serv1874 as a clerk
in the auditing department of the Pennsyl-

traction

i

lie

used

where
onsiderable amount of doubleHacking is to be done and light rails to be replaced with
those of heavier section.
This work is to be carried out during the
on

its

lines east of Toledo,

about to

i

West

S.

B.

Huntington has been appointed

L. Prest,

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.

New

—

—

Norfolk
Southern. W. L. Bird has been appointed Auditor, succeeding G. M. Glazier, resigned.
if-

Pittsburg

,t-

Lake Erie.—B.
and

dent, has resigned,

Vaughn. Assistant to the Vice-Presithe office has been abolished.

Operating

Officers.

—

Transfer.

—

J.

L. Nichols

has been appointed Super-

C.

office

Officers.

Hinckley, Master Mechanic,
of Superintendent of Motive

—

Yorl; central
Hudson River. Edward Elden has been appointed Master Mechanic at East Buffalo, N. Y., succeeding William Smith, resigned.
it-

—

Pennsylvania. E. B. Temple, Assistant to the Chief Engineer, has
been appointed Assistant Chief Engineer. J. F. Murray succeeds Mr. Temple.

—

Pennsylvania Lines West. A. W. Grosvenor, Assistant Engineer of
Maintenance of the Western Division of the Northwest System,
has been transferred to New York, in connection with terminal improvements. A. S. Bland succeeds Mr. Grosvenor.

C.

clnrago, Burlington if- Quincy. J. E. Votaw, who was recently appointed Superintendent at Brookfield, Mo., began railroad service as an operator on the C, B. & Q. in 1SS2.
The next year he
went to the Wabash as operator and despatcher, but returned
to the Burlington in 1885 as despatcher.
Three years later he
was made chief despatcher and trainmaster, which position he
has held until his recent appointment.

Imago Terminal

—A.

has been appointed to the new
Power.

resigned.

Nashville, Chattanooga .( St. Louis.
John YV. Thomas has been
elected President and General Manager, succeeding J. W.
Thomas, deceased. H. F. Smith has been elected Vice-President and General Traffic Manager. E. C. Lewis, Acting President, has been elected Chairman of the Board of Directors.

was appointed As-

he

l-'aiiiiimh.

sistant Auditor of Passenger Accounts and in 1890 Auditor of Passenger Accounts.
He was on March lsi transferred to the traffic department as
General Passenger Agent.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

<

1".

Engineering and Rolling Stock

— F.

In 1888

to chief clerk.
J.

coast.

Chicago Terminal Transfer.
Comptroller, succeeding

B-uffalo.

promoted the next year

and the Lehigh Valley is also about to place a similar order.
Orders for about 200,000 tons of structural material will be let in
New York before May 1. This includes 40,000 tons that will be
needed for the Manhattan bridge, and about 30,000 tons to be used
in the Hudson river tunnels.
The American Bridge Co. has orders
for 1,200 tons for new buildings for the American Ship Building
Co. and also has an order for 3,500 tons for delivery on the Pacific
bridges,

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Shore &

In 188H he was made
clerk in the office of the
Auditor of Passenger
Accounts of the New
York
Central,
being

orders for 3,000 tons of steel for new-

let

Ten years

he was appointed
chief clerk to the Auditor of
Passenger Reeipts of the New York.
later

The rolling mills at Laramie, Wyo., recently started work
under the direction of \V. H. B. Jacobus, of Omaha. Superintendent,
and A. H. Fetters. Mechanical Engineer. The mills have a number
of large orders, including one from the Union Pacific for 100,000
tons of angle bars to be used on its Wyoming division. The mills
are controlled by the Harriman interests.
is

in

vania.

present spring.

The Erie

red

in.

ice

St.

—

Louis. Iron Mountain it- Southern. C. A. Brann has been appointed Master Mechanic of the Arkansas division, with office
at Baring Cross, Ark.
This appointment does not displace any
of the three master mechanics already at Baring Cross.

—Edward

Gray has been appointed Engineer of Mainteof the St. Louis-Louisville Lines, with office at
St. Louis, Mo., succeeding C. C. Coffee, promoted.

Southern.

nance of

Way

Purchasing Agents.
Chicago Terminal Transfer.
chasing Agent.

—A.

C.

Emery has been appointed Pur-

intendent.

East Carolina.

Louisville & Nashville.—A. B. Bayless, Trainmaster of the Birmingham and Alabama Mineral divisions, has been appointed Assistant Superintendent at Blue Ridge, Ga.

Southern.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

—

Walter Rutland has been appointed Superintendent
and Auditor, with office at Tarboro, N. C.

—

C. C. Coffee, Engineer of Maintenance of Way at St.
Louis, Mo., has been appointed Superintendent of the St. Louis
division of the St. Louis-Louisville Lines, with office at Princeton, Ind., succeeding A. M. Smith, resigned.
J. F. Sheridan has
been appointed Assistant Superintendent at Princeton, Ind.

Traffic Officers.

—

Pennsylvania. Robert C. Wright, who was recently appointed General Freight Agent in charge of local traffic, entered railroad
service as a messenger on the Northern Central in 1SS8, having
graduated the year before from the Baltimore City College.
The next year he was appointed clerk in the office of the General Agent at Baltimore, where he remained until 1897, when
he was made Soliciting Agent of the Star Union Line, at Baltimore. Two years later he was appointed special agent in the
office of the General Superintendent of Transportation of
the
Pennsylvania, being made, after a few months. Division Freight
Agent of that road at Altoona. Pa. In 1901 he was transferred
to Harrisburg. Pa., with the same title, and in 1903 was appointed Assistant General Freight Agent, which position he
held until his recent appointment.

The Guayaquil
Baldwin Works.

it-

Quito has ordered 12 locomotives from the

The Italian Government has ordered 20 locomotives from the
Baldwin works.
Zeigler Coal Company, Zeigler,
from the Baldwin Works.

111.,

has ordered three locomo-

tives

The Atlanta & ~\Yest Point, it is reported, has ordered
motives from the Rogers Locomotive Works.

five loco-

The Duluth & Iron Range, it is reported, has ordered eight
switching locomotives from the Baldwin Works.
The State Railway of Chile has ordered one loin, x
locomotive from the Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.

22-in.

Mogul

The Erie has ordered 25 Pacific type locomotives from the
ican Locomotive Co., delivery to begin in March. 1906.

Amer-

Kilpatriek Brothers
Collins. Omaha, Neb., have ordered one
Shay locomotive from the Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.
if-

45-ton

The Nitrate Railway Company. Iquique, Chile, has ordered one
Shay locomotive from the Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.

80 ton

The Syndicate de Oroas Publicas, Chile, has ordered two 12-in.
Mogul locomotives from the Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.

x 18-in.

The

Buffalo, Rochester

& Pittsburg has ordered four Atlantic

March
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type locomotives and 10 consolidation locomotives from the
ican Locomotive Co.

will be 46

The Texas Central has ordered four simple consolidation (2-8-0)
locomotives from the American Locomotive Co.. for July delivery.
These locomotives will weigh 135,000 lbs., with 120,000 lbs. on the
drivers; cylinders, 19 in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers. 51 in.; wagon
top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 180 lbs.; heating
surface. 1,939 sq. ft.; charcoal iron tubes, 2 in. in diameter and
long; steel firebox, 104y8 in. x 42% in.; grate area, 31
sq. ft.; tank capacity, 4.500 gallons, and coal capacity, nine tons.
Westinghouse-Arneriean airThe special equipment includes:
brakes, Ohio injectors and American driving wheel tires.
12

ft.

6

weigh about 36,000 lbs. The overall dimensions
long x 8 ft. 7 in. wide. The order for the trucks
has as yet not been placed.

Amer- passengers and

The Ferro-Carril de Guantanamo (Guantanamo R. R. Co.), Guantanamo, Cuba, will shortly be in the market for two eight-wheel
(4-4-0) type locomotives having a total weight of about 90,000 lbs.,
with cylinders 17 in. x 24 in.; two mogul locomotives (2-6-0) type,
having a total weight of about 95,000 lbs., with cylinders 17 in. x
24 in., and two (0-6-0) type switching locomotives, with a total
weight of about 65,000 lbs. Address Richard Brooks, Chief Engineer, Guantanamo, Cuba.

in.

ft.

7

will
in.

The National of Mexico will build at its own shops 150 gondola
cars of 36-tons capacity, 100 flat cars of 36-tons capacity, and 15
cabooses, and is also in the market for 300 box cars of 80,000 lbs.
capacity; five combination baggage and express cars; three third
class, three second class and three first class coaches, all to be
equipped with vestibules.

The Georgia Southern d Florida has ordered three 60-ft. express cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity from Barney & Smith, not freight
The special equipment
cars, as reported in our issue of March 2.
Diamond special brake-beams, Westfor these cars will include:
inghouse air-brakes and draft rigging, Ajax brasses, Janney couplers,
Gold heating system and Symington journal boxes.
The Chicago Great Western, as reported in our issue of February
has ordered 280 36-ft. box cars and 100 36-ft. furniture cars of
70,000 lbs. capacity from Pullman, and 320 36-ft. stock cars of 60,000
The special equipment for
lbs. capacity from F. M. Hicks & Co.
Security doors, McCord
the box and furniture cars includes:
journal boxes, Chicago roofs and Barber trucks. The special equip23,

ment

CAR BUILDING.
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for the stock cars includes

McCord journal

The Mexican International, as reported

boxes.

in our issue of

January

has ordered 300 gondola cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity from the
South Atlantic Car & Manufacturing Co., for April 1 to May 15
delivery.
The special equipment will include the Pennsylvania
Brake-Beam Company's brake-beams, Westinghouse air-brakes.
19,

The Alaska Central

is

asking prices on 15

The Chicago, Burlington d Quincy

is

1

flat cars.

about to order 1,000 box

cars.

The Chicago Great Western

is

asking bids on 1,000 box and

stock cars.

its

own

Co.,

Chicago,

is

figuring on building 50

shops.

The Marion, Blufton d Eastern
has ordered eight cars.
The Pere Marquette has ordered

Traction

2,000

Co.,

Blufton,

box cars of 80,000

Ind.,

lbs.

capacity from the Pullman Co.

The Southern is in the market for upwards of 40 cars, including
baggage, passenger and postal cars.
tric

The Pennsylvania, it is reported, has ordered 11 additional
cars for its West Jersey & Seashore line.

The Chicago, Lake Shore & Eastern is in the market
underframe gondola cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity.

elec-

for 500 steel

The Groton & Stonington Street R. R. (Electric), Mystic, Conn.,
has ordered two interurban cars from the Jewett Car Co.
is in the market for 500 gondola cars
the 3,500 reported in our issue of February 16.

The Norfolk d Western
in addition to

The Baltimore d Ohio will shortly order a large amount of
freight equipment, but nothing definite has yet been decided.

1

1

own

new

shops.

The Erie, as reported in our issue of Feb. 23, has ordered 25
suburban passenger coaches from the St. Louis Car Co., for June
These cars will have a seating capacity for 70
1, 1906, delivery.
passengers, and they will measure 66 ft. 7 in. long x 10 ft. wide
x 14 ft. 6 in. high over all. The bodies and underframes will both
be of wood. The special equipment will include Simplex bolsters.
American Brake-Shoe & Foundry Company's brake-shoes, Westinghouse high-speed air-brakes, Climax brasses, Buhoup three-stem
couplers, National curtain fixtures, Dayton door fastenings, Miner
draft rigging, Gold heating system, M. C. B. malleable iron jour
nal boxes, standard steel platforms, canvas roofs, four-wheel trucks,
Pullman vestibules and Standard steel wheels.

St. Louis will build 200 box cars
Orders have already been placed for the material.

The O. F. Jordan Co., Chicago, has ordered, since January 1,
specially built flat cars from P. M. Hicks & Co. for their spreaders.

The Fairmont
Clarksburg Traction Company (Electric), Fairmont, W. Va., has ordered 10 interurban cars from the Jewett Car
cC-

Co.

The Eureka d Palisade has about derided
bottom cars at

its

to

build

some hopper

Palisade shops, but will probably purchase trucks

all

own shops. Thirty
gondola cars and the remaining 20 will be box cars,

Illinois Central will build 50 cars in its

Of these will be

BRIDGE BUILDING.

—

Arr.wY, N. Y. A bill has been introduced in the New York
State Senate authorizing the Governor to negotiate with the New
Jersey authorities to secure legislation and the appointment of a
joint commission to buy the necessary land or water rights for
building one or more bridges over the Hudson river from New
York City to various points in New Jersey, at the joint expense of
both stall's.

\n

already built.

The

Symington journal boxes, Railand American Steel Foundries

The Boston d Maine has just let a contract to the Pressed Steel
Car Co. for 1,000 box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity, for October,
1906, delivery.
These cars will weigh 31,700 lbs. and will measure
36 ft. long inside. The bodies and underframes will be of wood.
The special equipment will include the Pressed Steel Company's
bolsters and pedestal trucks, Simplex brake-beams, Westinghouse airbrakes, lead lined brasses, Gould couplers, Miner tandem draft
rigging, and Railway Steel-Spring Company's springs.

The Nashville, Chattanooga &
in its

rigging,
springs,

trucks.

The National Car Line
cars at

Tower couplers, Miner draft
way Steel-Spring Company's

of 80,000 lbs. capacity.

The Pennsylvania Lines, it is reported, are about to place an
order tor 16G passenger, baggage, mail and express cars tor the lines
east of Pittsburg, and 68 ruis of a similar type for the lines west
of Pittsburg.

The Ferro-Carril de Guantanamo (Chuantanamo R. R. Co.), Quan
tanamo, Cuba, will shortly be In the market for seven passenger
coaches, 40 box cars of 60,000 lbs. capai Ity, and 60 flat cars of no. mm
lbs. capacity.
Address Richard Hrooks. chief Engineer, Quantan
a mo, Cuba.
The Orange tt Northwestern has ordered 50 logging cars from
the Orange Iron Works, and r,o logging ears from the Heauinonl
iron Works, all of 60,000 lbs. capacity,
All ears will weigh 20,
lbs., and measure 36 tt, long. 10 tt. wide and ;',2 in. high, over all,
The special equlpmeni Includes Dlckls on wheels
The Boston Elevated has ordered 16 "Easy Access" Bteel ears
from lie' Pressed Bteel Car Co., tor iis elevated service, to !» de
livered iii August ami September, 1906,
These cars will seal is

—

It has not been definitely decided whether con
be let to Grant Wilklns, of Atlanta. Ga., at his bid of
$13-1,587 for the complete Washington street viaduct, or to the Oliver
Co., at Knoxville, Tenn., al their bid of $1S4,587.

tract

w'ta, Ga.

will

—

Bids will be asked by tbe Township
Bessi viri:, Mich.
of Marcuisro, Gogebic County, over the PreBQUe Isle ri\er
liupp, Itesseiuer. may be addressed

Board
i;,,

Charlotte, n. C
\
contracl has been given to the Virginia
Bridge Co., of Roanoke, Va., tor building a two-span Bteel bridge
25 ft. wide on concrete abutments over Sugar c
h on Easl Fourth
:

t

reet,

Plans are bi In >>> id< tor rebulldlm thi
Cin< innati, ii
clnnatl Southern bridge over the Ohio river, al b cost of about
$1,500.(1011.

a contracl
reported lei tor building a new
Florence, bj.a,
bridge over die river at this place. The bridge is to carrj
three tracks.
It
Will COSl about $51
I

icei

Poresi I'ni.
capital, to be

vrk

known

bridge over the
President and T

si

C

\

ai

tie

n

u

compan] has

bei

ed,

with $40,000

Madison Bridge Co to build a htghwaj
John Galling is
neat
Madison

Morwin, Secretarj
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Glouci

Bids are wanted March it by the Count)
over the
toi building a rolling lift bridgi
P Hale is Clerk of the County

Mass.

mi.

Commissioners

Salem

al

canal at Gloucestei

tfa

-

I

Commissioners.

Grand Rapids,

resolution has been submitted to the
permission to issue bonds I'm- $1:11.01111 to
S

!

Board of Aldermen for
build a bridge from Ann

to

Xm
is

II

said,

ui

lias

—The New York. New Haven & Hartford, it
for building a number Of
.outran al $1100.
of which will be over the New Haven cut.

a

six

steel bridges,

Salem, Mass.

— The

towns

of

Salem and Beverly

shortly

will

ask bids for building a bridge 1.200 ft. long, with a draw.
James P. Hale. Salem,
$100,000. over the Danvers river.

may

10

cost

Mass..

Board of Public Works recommends three
replace the present wooden structures, at a

bridges to

steel

cost of about $25,000.

—

The city officials have
San* Francisco, Cm..
tion the question of building a reinforced viaduct

under consideraL.OOO ft. long on

Mission street between Bosworth and Marshall streets. The City
r
Engineer's plans place the estimated cost, of the structure at $2. ,o,000.

Sioux City. Iowa.

— The

Great Northern,

is said, is

it

planning

to build a bridge here.

—

Toledo, Ohio. A resolution has been introduced in the City
Council to authorize a new concrete steel bridge to be the full width
of the street at Cherry street, to replace the present structure.

—

Tulsa, Ind. T. The Single Statehood Bridge Co. has been organized to build a bridge over the Verdigris river near Nowata, on
which work is to be started at once. Incorporators include: M.
B. Baird, T. G. Sanders and H. B. Talley.

Other Structures.

—

Allegheny, Pa. The Baltimore & Ohio, according to the newspaper reports, has decided to build a new station on the site of
the present Pittsburg & Western station at this place, to cost about
$1,000,000.

—

—

Brunswick, Ga. The Atlantic & Birmingham
March 5 for building terminals here to cost $200,000.
let

by the Fore River Ship Building

Co.. of

will

ask

Quincy, Mass.

—

to cost

a street railroad through Oakland and Sydney to
Augusta, about 18 miles. The directors include: E. G. Lawrence,
A. B.« Gerald. S. A. Nye. of Fairfield, Me., and C. W. Davis and
R. M. Gilmore, of Waterville.

$75,000, to build

(I, mm, — Announcement is made that this company
make improvements in the Pittsburg district including new

will

a.-

terminals and freight station, at a cost of $2,000,000 instead of $500,Other improvements are to be made
000, as originally intended.
along the line of its road in the same district.

—

Beai uont Terminal. Under this name a company has been
organized in Texas, with a capital of $20,000, to build a belt line
around the city of Beaumont, to provide additional facilities for
the Beaumont. Sour Lake & Western, which is controlled by the
Colorado & Southern.
The Directors include: R. C. Duff, W. F.
Keith. G. A. Clark and others of Beaumont.

—

Bella Coola & Fraser Lake. A. P. Lexton and Edgar Dewdney, of Victoria, B. C, are petitioning for a charter for a company
under the above name to build a railroad from the mouth of the
Bella Coola river. B. C. to Fort George on the Fraser river, approximately 400 miles.

—

Brooklyn Rapid Transit. This company is planning to build
four new electric surface roads in Brooklyn, N. Y.. in and around
the Twenty-sixth ward. Application has been made for franchises
to cover the work. One of the proposed lines is to be an extension
of the present Church Avenue Line, another a George Avenue Line,
and to other lines on Liberty avenue.

—

A number of Chicago and English capitalrepresented by Edward Copps. of Detroit, are planning to build
a railroad from the north shore of Lake Superior to Hudson Bay.
Canadian Roads.

Lawrence, Mass.

— The

& Santa Fe

Boston & Maine,

a large plot of ground as a site for a

new

it

is

said,

is

planning

has bought

freight house and yard.

—

Memphis, Tenn. The Southern Railway, it is said, has started
work on two large storage warehouses, at a cost of $100,000, and is
making repairs at the present freighthouse to cost about $25,000
and $30,000 additional.

—

New
New

York, N. Y. There are rumors that the Pennsylvania and
York. New Haven & Hartford are planning to put up a
union passenger station on the block between First and Second
avenues, between 126th to 127th streets.

—

Salt Lake City, Utah. The Denver & Rio Grande and the
Western Pacific are planning to put up a stone passenger station
to cost about $200,000.
Mo.

SPRING

new passenger

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.

— The

— See

Indianapolis

Missouri Pacific,

it

is

said,

will

build a

station here to cost about $1S,000.

&

Louis-

ville.

Copper River & Telkwa.

—Under

this

name a company has

ap-

build a railroad from the mouth of the
Copper river, in British Columbia, to the mouth of the Telkwa
river, about 210 miles.
H. D. Lawson, E. V. Bodwell and James
H. Lawson, all of Victoria, B. C, are interested.
plied

for

a

charter to

Dawson, Grand Forks & Stewart River.

Eldorado, Kan. The Atchison. Topeka
put up a new passenger station here.

the

—

about $300,000.

—

to

being

Augusta, Waterville & Oakland (Electric). Incorporation
has been asked for by this company, in Maine, with a capital of

bids

The contracts

Chattanooga, Tknn. According to local reports, work is to be
started early in April on a new passenger station for the Southern
Railway,

is

ists,

Birmingham, Ala. The Birmingham Terminal Co. has been
granted franchises and will at once begin work on a new passenger
station to cost about $1,500,000.

are to be

— Application

by a company under this name for a charter to build a railroad in British Columbia, from Ashcroft to Fort George, approximately 300 miles. C. S. Riley, H. C. Crowe and others, of Winnepeg. Man., are interested

Baltimori

— The

Barkerville & Fort George.

made

be addressed.

San Diego, Gal.

new

towns of Isabella and Quebradillas, through a fertile section. The
work is being done by the company's men. George Servajeau, Isabella, is the Engineer in charge of construction.
Ashcroft,

Conn

\.

let

LO.

There will
built, the largest of which will be about add ft. long.
also be two tunnels.
About It miles is completed and the remaining 13 will be finished this fall. The new line passes through the

Victoria streets.

Medicine Hat, Assin. The Alberta Governmenl lias decided to
for building the foundations and abutments for a
spend $50,
highway bridge over the South Saskatchewan river al this place

Vol. XL., No.

— This

company,

in-

corporated in England with a capita] of $2,500,000. to own and operate the Klondike Mines Railway Co., of Canada, has filed a mortgage on the completed road from Klondike City and Dawson to
Sulphur Springs, about 30 miles. This section is to be completed
The road is ultimately to be extended to
in October of this year.
the Stewart river, a total distance of 84 miles.

—

Denver & Rio Grande. This company is rebuilding and straightening the line and laying double-track between Pueblo and Florence, Colo.
This part of the road is between high cliffs along the
Arkansas river. The cost of the work will be about $1,000,000.

—

Detroit Roads. Application is being made by a company in
which Mayor Codd and Frank C. Andrews of Detroit, Mich., and
Pendergast & Rawson. of New York, are said to be interested, for
a charter to build a subway and a system of connecting surface lines
The
in Detroit. Mich., to compete with the Detroit United Railway.
new company promises three-cent fares and universal transfer.

—

Gilpin & Clear Creek District. Under this name a company
being organized in Colorado, with a capital of $600,000, to
build a railroad from Central City, Colo., to Pactolus, about 90
miles.
The proposed road will traverse a rich mining section. B.
E. Seymour, E. R. Fouts, W. H. Stull and others, of Central City,
is

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

are interested.

New
American

01

Incorporations. Surveys, Etc.

Porto Rico.

— An

officer

writes that this

—

company

now building a new line to connect its two main lines, so as to
furnish a through route from San Juan to Ponce, which are 170
miles apart.
The new line, which is being built between Camuy
and Aguadilla, over a rough country, will have grades of 2 per
cent.
The work is very heavy and considerable blasting has been
The line crosses a number of small streams and deep
necessary.
canyons, over which many small and a few large bridges will be
is

Guan tanamo. Cuba. An officer writes that this company, which
operates a line in Cuba, has just completed 15 miles of road and
that surveys are in progress for an extension of the main line to
La Maya, an additional 25 miles. Construction work is to be commenced early in May. but contracts have not as yet been let. The
work is not heavy, maximum grades being 1.5 per cent., and
maximum curves 8 degrees.
There will be two large steel
bridges and about 12 small ones. Robert Mason, Santiago de Cuba,
is President, and Richard Brooks, Guantanamo. is Chief Engineer.

Makcii

9,
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—

Hiixsboro Northwestern. This company has filed a notice in
Wisconsin that it will build an extension from Hillsboro to Richland Center, 28 miles.

—

Hudson Riveb & Eastern Tbaction. Incorporation has been
granted this ^-ompany in New York to build an electric railroad
from the New York Central tracks in Ossining, N. Y., through BriarThe
cliff Manor, Pleasantville and Sherman Park, about nine miles.
incorporators include:
L. B. Grant, R. W. Yates, H. E. Keeler. A.
T. Cole and others, of New York.

—

Indianapolis & Louisville (C, I. & L.l. This company, recently
organized by the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, has filed a
mortgage with the Standard Trust Co.. of New York, as trustee to
secure an issue which will be guaranteed by the C, I. & L. to secure
funds to build a line from a point at or near Indianapolis to EvansInd.

ville,

Klondike Mines.

— See

Dawson, Grand Porks & Stewart River.

—

Louisiana & Arkansas. An officer writes that grading has
been completed on the Alexandria extension from Packton to Alexandria, La., 36 miles, and track laid for a distance of 10 miles from
Packton. M. T. Tousey, of Winfield, La., is the contractor.

—

Louisville & Indianapolis Traction. Rights of way have been
secured by this company for building its proposed railroad from
Jeffersonville, Ind., north to Seymour, about 60 miles, where connection is to be made with a line already completed as far south
as Columbus and now under construction to Seymour. I. N. Perry,
John Long, C. B. Casurbur, of Memphis and Henryville, are interested.

—

Maine Roads. Negotiations are under way for consolidating
several electric roads in Maine. The companies to be included in the
merger are the Portsmouth, Dover & York and the Atlantic Shore
Line.
The latter operates a line between Springvale, Kennebunk
and Biddeford. Me. The two lines together operate about 100 miles
of road. The recent sale of the Lewiston, Brunswick & Bath Street
Railway is believed to be connected with this project. By completing a ten-mile section between York and Kennebunk. now being surveyed, connection will be completed for a chain of electric service

New York

from

to

Bath and Lewiston, Me.

'

—

Mexican Roads. A concession has been granted by the Mexican
Government to John Lureno Gonzalez Trevenine, of Monterey, to
build a railroad from Garza Galau, in the State of Coahuila, to.Allende, 75 miles, where connection is to be made with the Mexican
International.

—

Middletown & Cecilton. An officer writes that this company,
which is building a line from Middletown, Del., via Warwick to
Fredericktown and Georgetown, Md., 12 miles, has given a contract
to W. R. Polk & Co., for building from Middletown to Cecilton,
nine miles. Grading has been completed for 7% miles, but no track
has yet been laid. On the completion of the track over the section
to Cecilton, the company will ask bids for the balance of the road.
A branch is also projected to run from Cecilton to a point on

Chesapeake Bay, an additional six miles.
T. C. Cruikshank is
President and W. R. Polk Secretary and General Manager, Wilmington, Del.

Montgomery & Hayneville.
Ala., to Morganville,

ville,

completed and put

—

This road, which runs from Hayneon the Louisville & Nashville, has been

in operation.

—

The

line will cross

the S.

P..

L.

A.

&

S.

L.

at

;i

point

about 19 miles south of Ludlow, at the south end of Soda lake, and
is to run thence across Soda lake mi the west side of Silver Dry
lake past the east end of the Ayawartz mountains in Salt Spring,
where the Amargosa river will be reached. Seven miles north of
Sail Spring the road will enter the Amargosa River canyon, which
is eight
miles long, where the most difficult pari of the work will
be encountered.
On leaving this canyon th< route is to the old
borax works near Resting Springs, and loin here along the rivet
through Itesting Springs and Dry lake until ii reaches Ash Meadow,
from which point a branch will be inn in Death Valley, the Lils C
borax mine and he Furnace w eel seel Ion
I

i

I

New

Yiikk

Subways.—The committee

mi plans ami contracts
has reported favorably to the Rapid Transit Commission mi the reso
in' ion
I'ma subway from Fourth avenue and Fortieth streel In
Brooklyn, through Fortieth sireei in New Utrechl avenue in Blghtj
sixth streei, and thence i<> siiiiweii avenue, along which an elevated
structure

Is

in he

built

in

Coney island

Northern Alberta Railway

Coal Company,

Application
being made to the Legislature bj a
Arnold, of Windsor, Onl
for permission to build this road, which ii is proposed to build
l.ethbrlilge vhi High river and Calgary In Kdnimitmi. ,ih,.ui
k-

,i

miles.

— This

to the annual report,
follows:
Extension of the classification yard at Hollidaysburg, Pa., and
on an extensive westbound yard at that place.
New yard facilities at the Morrisville, Pa., terminus of the

just issued, has

company, according

work under way as

Trenton cut-off.
At Philadelphia the widening and lengthening of the tracks on
the south side of the new Broad street station.
At East Liberty, Pittsburg, a new passenger station and new
freighthouses.
On the Cherrytree and

Dicksonsville a branch line is being
from West Brownsville Junction, up the valley of the Monongahela for a distance of 4.5 miles, where connection is to be made
with the Pennsylvania. Monongahela & Southern, which is now
under construction for the purpose of further developing the Mononbuilt

gahela Valley.
Other work to be carried out during the present year includes
the extension of the four-track system on the Middle and Pittsburg
divisions, and revision of alinement and grades in connection with
that work. The four-tracking between New York and Pittsburg
will soon be complete with the exception of two three-track sections, one seven miles long between Spruce Creek and Tyrone
Gorge, and the other one 3.5 miles immediately east of Conemaugh.
The low grade freight line from Yorkhaven on the Susquehanna, eastward to Glenloch, will soon be completed and will furnish an independent route with maximum grades of 0.3 per cent,
eastbound and 0.6 westbound between Marysville, west of Harrisburg, and Morrisville, near Trenton, which are 137 miles apart.
Constitution will be started at once on an additional freight
line about 50 miles long from Morrisville. Pa., to Newark, N. J.,
and one from Glenloch, Pa., to Philadelphia. 20 miles.
A line is to be built to relieve the Pittsburg division, between
Pitcairn and Blairsville, 43 miles, and one between Johnstown and
Altoona, 39 miles.
It has not decided whether the latter will be
used for freight or passenger service. With these changes the
company will have a double-track road independent of its fourtrack main line, from Pittsburg to Philadelphia and New Y'ork,
with the exception of 96 miles on the Middle division, between
Petersburg and Marysville, and a short section between Parkeshurg
and Thorndale on the Philadelphia division.
Work is under way on the tunnel line into and through the
city of New York.
All the necessary land for the terminal station
in New York City has been bought and for most of that needed
for the terminal yard in Long Island City.
The contract has been
let for building a drawbridge over the Hackensack river between
Newark and the Hudson river.
Work is being pushed on the Bergen Hill tunnel which is being
driven from both ends.
Work is under way on a power house at the new terminal station,
New Y'ork City. The tunnels under the city are being driven westward from the main shaft at First avenue and in both direct inns
from the intermediate shafts at Thirty-second and Thirty-third
streets between Fourth and Madison avenues.
On the East River
section, the shields are in place on the Manhattan side and work
is in progress towards the river.
The shafts on the Long Island
side arc nut yd completed, but considerable work has been done
on them and at the eastern portal of the tunnel in Long Island
City.

This company has started work on the elevation of the Colum& I'ori Deposit Railroad along the Susquehanna river to avoid
the damages caused by flood S and ice. The road now runs along the
river shore, bul will he placed upon the side of the hills.
At Safe
Harbor a Stone bridge nearly inn ft. high will he built over the t'oii
bia

Nevada Roads. The route of the road which is being built in
opposition to the Las Vegas & Bullfrog branch of the San Pedro,
Los Angeles & Salt Lake, is from Ludlow north to Rhyolite, Nev.,
158 miles.

Pennsylvania.

79

Ii

estoga river.
.iitim
Railroads, The Philippine Railway Construction
has been Incorporated in New Jersey with capital of $1,000,000,
In build and Operate railroads in the Philippine Islands ami else
where. The Incorporators Include:
Exchange Place,
A. C, Wall,
Jersey City; J. P, Carter and E, B Bruce, 52 William street, New
I

Co.

l

York City,

Mo \

Soi
iii n\
Application will he made to th<
by this companj to take over the tjnei.ee
Southern, which Includes the South Shore, the United Counties,
and the Easl Richelieu Vallej Railroads, to complete the line which
the South Shore was authorized to build from Noyau Junction to
the International boundary, in secure terminal land
and wharfs,
and in operate steamers on the si Lawrenci and Richelieu rivers.
tii

bbkc,

Dominion

i

id

m &

i

Parliament

is said, win spend between J
Southern. This company,
and $300,000 at Hamilton Springs, Tenn., where Ave miles
track is in he [aid and a new nun table buill
if

'

Tayoabts A Cm vi Riveii
Company under Ibis mime in West

\

chartei has been grained to
Virginia, with ,i capital Of $20,

of

a

In Taylor
Count;
Phi Incorporator! include
Baumgartner, 9 McNlel, C. H. Moran
J
and v R, Stuart, of Baltimore, and O, m Clapp
deen, Md.

to

build a railroad from Cecil
east to Rowlesburg, In

County,

Preston
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—

Toledo, Fobi Wayni & Indianapolis. This company has been
,000, and, it ii said, will begin work
anized with a capital of $3,
mi April on
its i)
ad between Toledo and Indianapolis.
W. B. Strang, of New York, is
EUghti "> waj havi been secured.

..i

President.

—

According; to newspaper reports, Vanderpromoting a project to link electric lines in northern Indiana ami southern Michigan, and extend the three-rail system to various points reached by interurban lines. The plans Include lie operal Ion of electric ars from South Bend to Niles, Mich.,
over the Michigan Central and the C, C, C. & St. L. to Benton
Harbor over the [., 1. & I. to St. Joseph, Mich., over the Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern temporarily to Elkhart, Ind.. and the Lake
Erie & Western to Michigan City, Ind.

Vanderbilt

Roads.

interests arc

bilt

'

:

up to March

said, is

it is

opposing the plans of this company for

Yosemite Valley.

— This

company

is

its

terminal

$1,354,486,

Ann

Arbor.

— See

of

New

I

—

Pan-American.

—

$4,422,691.

—

meeting of the stockholders of the Allegheld on March 14 to act on the proposal
(Nov. 17,
the Allegheny Valley to the Pennsylvania.

•

—

Colorado Southern. A semi-annual dividend of 2 per cent, has been
declared on the $8,500,000 first preferred 4 per cent, non-cumulaThe dividend on this stock was
tive stock of this company.
passed in the fall of 1904, on account of losses due to the Colorado coal strike, and none has been paid since.

—

This company
iado Southern. New Orleans & Texas Pacific.
has made a mortgage to the Central Trust Company to secure
The road is
$12,000,000 first mortgage V 2 per cent, bonds.
under construction between Houston, Tex., and Baton Rouge, La.

Dayton, Springfield & Urbana (Electric).—A. E. Locke, of Boston, who bought this road recently at receiver's sale for $600,000,
is reported to have also bought the other "Appleyard" lines.
ii

—

Toledo & Ironton. This company is to exchange $500,000
consolidated mortgage 4% per cent, gold bonds for the 5,000
shares of Ann Arbor preferred stock which were not taken up
by the D., T. & I. last June, when it acquired a majority of the
preferred and common stock of the Ann Arbor.

croit,

—

Great Northern. This company has taken over the property of
the Union Terminal Co., of Sioux City, Iowa, having had an option on it for about a year. The terminal company has $1,800,000
capital stock and $1,250,000 bonded debt, and consists of about
30 miles of road, a union passenger station and other terminals.
The purchase price is said to have been $1,250,000.

Hav.\\\ Electric— Gross earnings for the year ended December

31,

were $1,504,837, an increase of $257,351; net earnings,
$728,785, an increase of $206,045; surplus after charges, $370,921, an increase of $233,313.

1905,

special

will be

I

Shawmut & Northern. —The

receiver has been author-

—

Permission will be asked from the
Dominion Parliamem to incorporate a company un^ler this
name to acquire and operate the Quebec Southern, the South
Shore, the United Counties, and the East Richelieu railroads.
This will be a Canadian holding company for the Delaware &
Hudson, which recently bought the Quebec Southern.

—

St.

Louis & North Arkansas. This company having defaulted payment of interest on its $3,065,500 first mortgage bonds, a reorganization committee, consisting of John Scullin, D. R. Francis
and others, requests the deposit of bonds with the St. Louis
Union Trust Co., preparatory to foreclosure and reorganization.

St.

Louis & San Francisco. Gross earnings for the six months
ended December 31 were $21,611,407. an increase of $986,456;
net earnings, $7,952,547, an increase of $280,080. Surplus after
charges were $l,uUl,903.

—

I

—A

Quebec, Montreal & Southern.

an increase of $844,565.
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton. Gross earnings for the year ended June 30, 1905, were $8,008,917. a decrease of $13,314; net
earnings, $2,003,951, a decrease of $232,689.

c

offering for sale

ized to issue $3,800,000 receiver's certificates to provide for extensive improvements and additions.

$778,180.

Gross earnings for the month of January were
an increase of $1,170,189; net earnings. $1,267,234.

Canadian Pacific.

Cook & Company are

of 10.8 per cent.

Pittsbubg,

an increase of $1,216,344; surplus after charges conof

D.

Pere Marquette. Gross earnings for the year ended June 30, 1905,
were $12,639,420, an increase of $1,236,728; net earnings decreased $971,349.
The operating ratio was 78.3, an increase

—

an increase

— George

About 200
$1,000,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1934.
miles of road are now completed and in operation, and it is
expected thai 300 miles will be in operation within IS months.

BnooKLYN Rapid Transit. Gross earnings for the year ended December 31 were $17,493,011, an increase of $2,033,351; net earnings,
$2,251,451,

$49,451, surplus after charges $117,660,

—

Ala.

trols,

an increase of

heny Valley

N. W. Harris & Co.. New
York, are offering for sale $5,000,000 general mortgage refunding 4ij per cent, bonds of 1954. These bonds, after the retirement of underlying bonds on July 1. 1906. will become a first
lien on the entire gas, electric light and power business of the
company, and on 72 miles of electrical road in Birmingham.

$7,414,088.

30.)

of 1930.

offering for sale bonds to

ronton.

Birmingham Railway. Light & Power.

p.

$204,481.

Pennsylvania.

&

26,

Jebsei & Pennsylvania
P. V. Pitney, ol Morrlstown, N. J.,
has been appointed receiver for this road, which runs from
Whitehouse, N. J., to Morristown, 26 miles, and has $145,000
stock outstanding and $1,000,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds

to sell
p. 160

Detroit. Toledo

Jan.

Gross earnings for the year ended December 31 were
$7,824,985, an increase of $741,179; net earnings $1,560,349, a
decrease of $280,154, surplus after charges $122,528, a decrease

Long Island.

Pennsylvania.

— See

38;

—

a decrease of $12,027.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Allegheny Valley.

p.

2,

—

site.

secure funds for continuing work on the line which it is building from a connection with the main lines of the Southern Pacific
and Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe at Merced. Cat. to the Yosemite
National Park.
F. G. Drum is President.

(Feb.

I

Lake Brie & Western. Gross earnings for the year ended December 31 were $5,025,777, an increase of $27,769; net earnings

—

Wisconsin Central. This company, it is said, is the owner
Milwaukee Terminal Railroad, which is seeking entrance into
.Milwaukee, Wis., and is planning to build terminals at that place
The Milwaukee Southern,
to cost between $5,000,000 and $7,000,000.
of the

16.

<>.

City. Mexico & Orient.
This company has applied for authority to issue $10,981,400 bonds to pay for the construction of
the Texas section of the toad.

Kansas

—

Wabash. This company, it is said, will build the Uniontown
& Wheeling Short Line, which is to be 68 miles long, from Union
(See Uniontown &
town, in Payette County, to Wheeling, W. Va.
Wheeling Short Line. Nov. 3, p. 144.)

LO.

Interboboogh-Metbopolitan. This company, which was recently incorporated as the holding companj ol the Interborough Rapid
Transit, Metropolitan Street Railway and Metropolitan Secui
ii ies Company, has bled
a certificate ol increase of capital
from $15,000 to $155,000,000, ol which $100,000,000 la common
slock.
The plan for the merger has been declared operative,
but deposits of stock of the three old companies will be received

i

i

Vol. XL., No.

—

—

Santa Fe Central. It is reported that this road has been sold to
C. W. Tallmadge. of Chicago, at a price said to be about $2,500,000.
The road runs from Santa Fe, N. Mex.. to Torrance, 117
miles.

Union Terminal (Sioux

City.

Iowa).

— See

Great Northern.

—

West Jersey & Seashore. At a meeting of the stockholders held
on March 6, an increase of capital stock from $8,076,000 to
The new stock Is to pay for the
$10,000,000 was approved.
installing of an electric line between

Camden, N.

J.,

and Atlantic

City.

—

Gross earnings for the year ended January
Erie.
were $4,595,607. an increase of $270,325; net earnings,
The deficit after charges was
$956,472, a decrease of $93,511.
$193,360 as compared with a surplus, for the previous year, of
In commenting on the report, the President says:
$63,654.
"Your directors have the utmost confidence in the ultimate
success of the property. The difficulty heretofore has been th^t
the road was too poor to adequately supply itself with equipment or to make necessary improvements to take care of the
business at hand. * * * It has not yet begun to receive any
considerable benefit from the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal, and
probably not until the latter part of the present fiscal year will
the benefits of the Pittsburg extension accrue to any large
extent; but it is confidently expected that by the summer of
1906 there will be a very material increase in business derived
from this source."

Wheeling & Lake
30. 1906,

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.

A bill has passed one house of the New Jersey legislature permitting electric street railroads to carry freight.

pers shall have this privilege. George H. Ingalls, General Freight
Agent, said that on coal this shrinkage of weights amounted to a
discount of $3 to $9 a car. Mr. Ingalls also said that on a certain
steel shipment from Pittsburg to Kansas City a rebate was paid in

money.

in Pittsburg, Pa., are receiving notice from the Central Passenger Association to return their half fare permits.

Clergymen

A New Combination Relay and Crossing Bell Outfit.
The accompanying illustration shows a new combination relay and
A bill has been introduced in the legislature of Maryland to crossing bell outfit designed and made by the General Railway Signal
create a transportation commission and to empower it to regulate Co., Buffalo, N. Y. The illustration shows the box with the door
open showing the relay and
movements. The gong
is mounted on the back side
of the wooden box and is
sounded by a vertical mov-

freight rates.

bell

building of the Seaboard Air Line, at Portsmouth, Va., was burnt down March 4; loss about $25,000. Many
valuable papers were destroyed.

The general

office

The Grand Trunk
from Chicago

to

last

week made

a reduction of $2 in the fare
The Wabash road
$3 to Boston.
does not yet appear that any other road

ing clapper which strikes
upper inside
against the
edge of the gong. The make
and break contacts appear
on the very top of the bell

New York and

took similar action, but it
has joined in the movement.

Of

the

numerous

successive

record-breaking

movements

of

fre ght over the

movement and

ported,

front,

Middle division of the Pennsylvania, the last rethat of Sunday, March 4th, S.158 cars. These care were

is

made up

The relay is of
the well-known interlocking
type, except that all of the
enparts are
contacting
closed in a dust-proof glass
case. In addition to the contacts for ringing the bell,
the relay is provided with
three front contacts on each
The first relay of this
side.
type was designed about the

Congress empowering the Interstate Commerce Commission, when complaint is made, to fix the maximum number of hours employees
of railroads may be required to work continuously.
bill

in

to be run between Knoxville, Tenn., and
over the Louisville & Nashville, and the Louisville,
Henderson & St. Louis. Two trains will be run each way each
The distance is 600 miles and it will
day, beginning April 1.
be covered in about 15 hours.

Through trains are

St. Louis, Mo.,

Mr. Henry B. Seaman, Civil Engineer, of New York City, formerly connected with the Erie and the New York, New Haven &
Hartford roads, later on the New York city subway, and again,
recently, on the New Haven road, has been appointed Consulting
Engineer to the Department of Bridges, New York city.

A press despatch from Clarksburg, W. Va., says that the suit of
Red Rock Fuel Company against the Baltimore & Ohio has been

withdrawn, the road having agreed to make the track connection
which the fuel company desires, at Buckhannon, W. Va., and to
make rates, on the usual basis, for shipments of coal from the Fair-

mont

coal district.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Company's large car barn
on the North river. New York City, between Forty-second and
Forty-third streets, was destroyed by fire March 4; loss about $150,000.
The fire originated in a car and is supposed to have been
caused by defective wiring. The company lost 42 cars and seven
sweepers which were

The Subway

in

in

accessible.

into 153 trains.

Representative Esch, of Wisconsin, has introduced a

the

directly

where they are easily

in the building at the

Manhattan,

New York

time of the
City,

fire.

operated by the

Interborough Rapid Transit Co., was opened on Monday last from
the temporary northern terminus at 157th St., north to 221st St. The
stations at lGSth St. and at lSlst St., which are over 100 ft.
below the surface, are not yet ready for use and trains do not stop
there.
In the valley beyond Fort George the road is on an elevated

A New Combination Relay and
Crossing

middle of February. 1905.
and was built soon after.
The box back of the relay is provided with a false back, thus
permitting the wires to be brought in and criss-crossed as required,
after which they are let out through holes provided in the false
back opposite the proper binding posts to which the wires should be
connected.
The entire wood box is removable, so that access
may be had to the gong if desired. The gong is covered by an
apron which extends down to the bottom of the box where a grating
is provided, which prevents the entrance of snow or the tampering
with the bell by mischievous persons. The Bryant Zinc Company,
Chicago, III., is the agent for this device.
Bell.

Winding Drum Hoists.
One of the most recent types of electric winding drum hoists
made by the Sprague Electric Company, New York, is shown in
the accompanying illustration. Hoists of this style require to be
fastened securely to a foundation when in use, but they can be
mounted upon a movable platform, truck or car, and thus be made
portable between hoisting operations. They are used on boom derricks for raising both the load and the boom, as whip hoists, to
loads rapidly through a hatchway, or in the open, and on
They can be used out of
docks, on board ships or in buildings.
raise

structure.

The state of Wisconsin just now enjoys the distinction of having two railroad commissions. One is the body of three members
established last year, and the other is the single railroad commie
sioner who performed Hie duties of the office before tin- establish
ment of the new commission. He holds over because, having been
elected by the people, there is no power to remove him.
His term
does not expire until the Brsl of next January. It appears, however,
thai he

now has nothing

The
w.

interstate

to

do

Commerce Commission has reopened

u. Hearst against

the case ol
the anthracite coal roads, charging exorbitant

will give a hearing at Washington, March 29.
in con
with the Inquiry which Congress has directed the Commls
sion to make concerning the relation of railroads to coal and oil
rates,

and

[lection

the

Interests,

Commission

will

also

Investigate

the

same

subject

under the Interstate Commerce Act.
A notice has been Issued
announcing that the Commission will, on its own motion, thus
enlarge the scope of

Its

Inquiry.

A New Type

of

Electric

Winding Drum

1

According to press despatches from Cincinnati, T io Conner,
Agent of the Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago 4i SI
lonis, in that
city, testified
before thu Interstate Commerce Commission, al a
hearing there, that a large number ol shippers in Cincinnati were
permltli
weight.

:

send freight over Ills road al their own staleinenl ol
The Cincinnati Freight Committee dstermluos what shipto

Hoist.

en
doon without protection from the weathei
1"
closed and are dust and
ioI
controller, Bhown on
irdless ol
the hoist motor, can be located In anj desired po
the location ol the hoist, thus affording the utna
operation.
Standard winding drum hoists are rated toi single ropt
">' multlplj
"
with maximum pull ol '., ton, M
t"
n
Ing the number ol ropes corrs pondlnglj
worked at reduced speeds.
aa the]

,l

i

'

'

are entlrelj
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The Brown Switch Stand.
The peculiar feature ol the Brown switch stand

Scherzer
illustrated

b

is

the sleeve surrounding the

i

irget

i

taff

I^eM^Ptn

./•

Ilmx/iabJ*

Hep

The Brown Switch Stand.
inserted, restoring the switch to service.
By the action described
the target always indicates the actual position of the switch points.
It is stated by the inventor of this stand that while the accidental running through a switch with the usual stand when the
latter is locked may cost in repairs to stand, switch points and parts
from $2 to $50, without considering the liability of a wreck and
the resultant loss, in the event of a forced switch with this stand
five minutes' time with unskilled labor with a wrench and 15 cents
expenditure for material restores the stand to its original condition
without further inconvenience. Meantime the tracks are protected
by the proper signal.
It is practically a one-piece stand without
springs, bolts, nuts, etc.
It is sold by the Brown Sphinx Company.
Chicago, and is in use on a large number of important roads, including the Burlington. Rock Island, Frisco System. Missouri
Pacific. Louisville & Nashville and Monon.

Hayes Lifting Derail.
The accompanying illustration show's a Hayes lifting derail
installed at Woodhaven Junction on the Long Island Railroad. The
derail is part of an interlocking plant at the entrance to a yard,
and is betweeen a switch point and a road crossing. The short track
room required for this form of derail makes it particularly well
adapted for use in such a place. The Hayes Track Appliance Co.,

Geneva, N.

Y..

An inherent limitation

re

and fastened thereto
by a breakable key as shown, the sleeve being the bub ol the main
gear of the stand. The upper end of the sleeve is provided with
four notches on the quarter points and above the sleeve a locking
In ease the switch is run through,
pin passes through the staff.
-hock against the points shears off the breakable key and the
ensuing action of the stand is the same as if the lever were thrown.
When the points have reached the reverse position the stand is
locked automatically by the locking pin dropping into the notches
below it, with the target also in reverse position. Then by removing the top housing and lifting the slaff a new key can be
with

Voi

has recently received a large number of orders for

ol

Bascule
center

XI..

No

II

Bridges.

piei

wing drawbridges

is

the

enlarge or widen them tor the accommodation of add!
(ional tracks.
For bascule bridges, on the other band, one of the
advantageous features is the opportunity tor adding any number
of parallel tracks from time to tunc as traffic requirements make
necessary, by building new bridges alongside of existing bridges,
without disturbance to trallic An example ol UCh an arrangement
is found in the Westport. Conn., bridge of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, recently placed In service. The crossing consists of two
placed side by side, formdouble-track Scherzer rolling lift bridge
A similar arrangement is nearing compleing a four-track bridge.
tion at Cos Cob, Conn., and another, across the Housatonic rl
The subwill be ready in a few months.
structure for an extra long span double-track
Scherzer bridge across the Connecticut river
is nearing completion, and the superstructure
The plan conis well advanced in the shops.
double-track
building
another
templates
bridge alongside this one in the future and
operating them jointly or separately, as deWork has begun
sired, with one operator.
on a four-track Scherzer bridge across the
river,
replacing a double-tracl
Neponsel
swing bridge, and the plans for two six track
bridges, one across East Chester bay and the
other across the Bronx river, have been emu
pleted. They replace a double-track and fourtrack swing bridge, respectively. All of these bridges for the New
Haven are designed for the heaviest loadings.
The Baltimore & Ohio will replace a single-track swing bridge
at Cleveland. Ohio, with a double-track Scherzer bridge, practically
a duplicate of the Newburgh & South Shore, 160-ft. bridge in service
at an adjacent crossing. The B. & O. is also building a 230-ft. span
Scherzer bridge near the mouth of the Cuyahoga river. Cleveland.
It replaces a swing bridge and is being erected in open position
without interference to traffic. Upon completion it will be placed in
operation without any delay to the heavy traffic at this point.
The Scherzer bridge across the Suir river. Ireland, on the Fishguard & Rosslare Railways has been completed. It is intended to
facilitate the movement of trains on this modern high-speed line,
built to shorten the time and distance between Queenstown, Cork
and the south of Ireland and London. The Dutch Railroad Company
is building a three-track Scherzer bridge across the Harlem river,
being induced to do so from observation of the results from the
bridge of the Southeastern & Chatham Railway across the Swale
river, on the fast mail route to the Continent.
The Buenos Ayres Great Southern (Argentine Republic) is double-tracking its line and is replacing a single-track bridge across
the Riachuelo river. Buenos Ayres. with a Scherzer double-track
Inability

to

bridge.
In addition to the foregoing, and the large number of other
railroad bridges built, the Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge Company.
Chicago, has built or has under way more than 40 electric railway
and highway bridges.

London Tube Railways.
Experimental trains have been running for some weeks past
in the Baker Street and 'Waterloo tubes, and on March 10 the lines
were opened to the public. A short section at the southern end will
be completed in a few months, and part of the extension at the
Baker street end is being pushed forward. The next tube line to be
completed, after the Baker Street & Waterloo, is the Great Northern.
Piccadilly & Brompton, and this is expected to be opened by the
end of this year. One other line that is building, but is not in
so advanced a state, is the Charing Cross. Euston & Hampsteid.
The Waterloo & City tube is being amalgamated with the London
& South 'Western Railway.
Chicago Traction Decision.

The United States Supreme Court has decided

that

the 99

j

r

passed by the state of Illinois in regard to the franchises 3f
Chicago traction companies is invalid. This makes it possible for
the city to at once buy several of the lines whose charters have,
with the extension granted in the 99-year act. expired. The companies most affected are the Union Traction. North Chicago and
Wesi Chicago companies.
act

Lodgepole Pine Ties from the Yellowstone.

A striking
ment of about
Hayes Lifting Derail

at

Woodhaven Junction,

L.

I.

R.

R.

these derails, both of the lifting and pivot types, and it is now
building a new plant which will have several times the capacity
of the present one.
Among the large orders for derails received
since Jan. 1. 1906, are the following:
Pennsylvania Lines Bast and

West, 548;
202: Erie,

New York
193;

Northern, 99

Central Lines, 250; B.

Southern Railwa\

148

id

&

0.,
|

170;
a

St.,

K.

nal

,v

&

T.,'

GreaJ

interest attaches to the recent sale by the Govern50,000,000 feel of timber on the Montana division of
the Yellowstone forest reserve to a contracting company, which
will convert most of the timber into railroad ties.
This is one of the largest sales ever made of Government timber; the price is advantageous; and a large percentage of the cut

be of a species which a few years ago was without market
value, namely, lodgepole pine.
Further, it may be said with assurance that had not the preservative treatment of ties been shown
will

to

and economical, such a sale could not now
made, for 60 per cent, of the cut, or approximately

be both practical

have been

—
March

—

.
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1,000,000 ties, is to be treated with preservatives by a process
which experiment and trial have placed on a sound business basis.
The purchasers of tne timber have contracted to supply the
Chicago, Burlington « Quincy and the Northern Pacific railroads
with ties for three years. The timber for which they applied to
the Government consists of lodgepole pine, red fir, and spruce. A
large proportion of the stand is lodgepole pine, which grows very
Consequently, after all the specified timber has been
densely.
removed, a plentiful stand of young trees will be left, which in a
few -years will again form a forest of merchantable dimensions.
Washington Post.

in

big

a few weeks for the Philippines, and it is expected that this
enterprise will be put fully under way during the coming

summer.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Operating

Perpetual Motion at Last.
submit herewith the drawing of a working model of a perpetual motion machine.
I
know how other inventors who have
worked along this line Have been made fun of, and the fear of ridicule has for years kept me from making my invention public.
In
fact, I invented it while still a small boy, and I think a single
glance at the drawing will show how simple both the machine and
inventor are.

The machine

number

consists of a

arms, to the end
each of which is attached a weight, the whole
revolving on an axis. The

of radial

of

„

machine
revolves
from
right to left. As it turns,
the weights attached to the
ends of the arms gradually
change from 6 to 9 lbs.
each, the transformation
being reversed as the weights begin to rise. This may seem complicated even absurd to some; but every great invention has been
laughed to scorn by the ignorant and fatuous populace. Besides, a

—

—

single glance at my drawing will show that in spite of what physicists may say, the weights on my machine do act in just that way.
T shall be satisfied
I am not looking for any financial reward.
I. N. Ventor in The Technical World.
if no one throws a brick.

Manufacturing and Business.
Louis Car Co. is erecting a new building exclusively
for the manufacture of steel cars.

The

St.

The Indianapolis Switch & Prog Co., Springfield, Ohio, has lately
added increased facilities and equipment, enlarging the plant to
almost twice the former capacity. It has been only about three
years since the previous enlargement, which also doubled the

—See Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
— See Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
Burlington £ Quincy. — W. B. Throop. who was

Central Indiana.

St.

Chesapeake & Ohio.

St. Louis.

office building of the Union Pacific at Omaha, Nebraska,
equipped by the B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston, Mass., with
a complete heating, ventilating and air cleansing installation, which
will comprise a fan to be driven by a motor. a heater, a tempering
coil and a special Sturtevant air washer.

The new

to be

The Union Switch & Signal Company has made an addition to
its foundry and is enlarging its power house so as to put in an
additional gas engine of 300 h.p.; and during the past two months
has taken orders aggregating almost $2,000,000. The number of
orders now on hand for electric semaphore signals for automatic
blocking aggregates over 4,000 blades. This department of the company's shops now turns out 30 of these signals a day, and this
output will soon be increased. About 40,000 sq. ft. of floor space
has been added to the shops during the past year, all of if for this
department and still another building is. soon to be built for it.
At the annual meeting of the company March 13, George Westing
house was re-elected President, and Robert Pitcalrn, William McCunway, George C. Smith. Thomas Rodd, Henry (i. Prout and John
B. Jackson were chosen directors.
The earnings for the year endThe
ing December 31 were $2,980,889; disbursements, $2,671,222.
assets are

$:!.!l(i.-,.i;:i|

Mr. Edward
of the Chicago,

J.

,

and the nihilities

—

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago d- St. Louis. W. C. Moore, Superintendent of the Central Indiana, has been appointed Superintendent of terminals of the C. C, C. & St. L.. and the Chesapeake & Ohio at Louisville, Ky., succeeding M. L. Akers. transferred.

Evansville

<£ Terre Haute.
Purchasing Agents.

Heard, since

Rock island

A-

1902

Principal

Pacific Railroad,

Assistant Englneei
has been appointed

— See

Louis

St.

& San Francisco under

—

Toledo, St. Louis & Western.
L. W. Berry, formerly Superintendent
of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Beardstown. 111., has
been appointed inspector of transportation of the T.. St. L. &
W., with office at Frankfort, Ind.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Canadian

— F.

Officers.

Engineer of Maintenance, has been
appointed Assistant Chief Engineer in charge of engineering and
maintenance on the eastern lines, with office at Montreal.
Pacific.

P. Gutelius,

—

Chicago, Rock Island
E. J. Beard, Principal Assistant
Pacific.
Engineer, has been appointed Chief Engineer in charge of the
construction of the railroads in the Philippine Islands, which
are to be built by J. G. White & Co., New York.
it-

Louisville,

Henderson

St.

>i

Louis.

— Leonard

Cox has been appointed

Chief Engineer, succeeding R. N. Hudson.

Mexican Central.

— A.

S.

Williamson has been appointed Mechanical

Inspector.

St.

Purchasing Agents.
Louis ,t San l-'niio isco.- K. P. Jeffries, formerly General Man
ager of the Evansville & Terre Haute, has been appointed Gen
eral Purchasing Agent of the St. Louis & San Francisco, with
Offli e at St. Louis, Mo.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
//1.
Orange
The Northern

Northwestern

.1

ii

$2.S7!l..r>!l!».

Louis.

Chicago,
recently
appointed Superintendent at Burlington, Iowa, is a graduate of
Cornell University. He entered railroad service in 1878 in the
Engineering Department of the Burlington. After serving in
several positions he was, in 1885, made roadmaster at Aurora.
111.
Five years later he was appointed Superintendent at
Beardstown, 111., and in 1893 was transferred to Galesburg. In
1902 he was made Superintendent of the Aurora division, which
position he held until his recent appointment.

capacity.

is

Officers.

—James Abbott,

who was recently appointed Superintendent of the Fourth district, with office at North Battleford, Sask., was born in 1872 and entered railroad service in
1886 as a Telegraph Messenger on the Canadian Pacific. After
being made operator and despatcher, he resigned, in 1896, to
go to the Northern Pacific as operator and train despatcher on
the Manitoba division. When the Canadian Northern in 1901
acquired the lines of this division he became Chief Despatcher
of the new operating company.
In May. 1905, he was appointed
Acting Superintendent of the Fourth district, being given his
present title when the line was completed to Edmonton, Alberta.

Canadian Northern.

I

its
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1

an

iocomot Ive

I

is

the market

in

Pacific has ordered 66 locomotives

for

locomotives.

from the Amer-

!o

1

The Central Ontario ha-- ordered one 8-wheel locomotive from
he Canadian Locomot Ive Co
Illinois Western has ordered 22 locomotives from
The Chicago
in
\ lie ni an
Locomot net !0
The Minneapolis
Rainy Rivet has ordered three locomotives
nun he American Locomoth e (',.
.1

chief engineer in charge of
the new Philippine railroad
whom the contract has been

construct!
projects, by

the

,i

awarded

r

a

large

part

ol
'

G.

White &

Co.,

to

Insular Government
This e
panj will build and equip over 300 miles of steam rail
mails, roughlj divided In third
among the principal island ol
the Vlscayan group, Negro:
Cebu and Panaj
mi conti id In
eludes operating rlghl
tor 30 years, to become optional thereafter,
and Is valued at $11,000,000,
Mr, Beard Is a railroad engineer
lie was at mi.
tine
a
of lt> years experiet
contracting engl
rand hiiiii the street and suburban railway ol VIerldian, Miss..
in 1890,
Later he iieeame superintendent and engineer of the New
bj

.i

the

1

Orleans & North western, in istM he went in the Kansas City, ruts
burg A Gulf, on which he served successively as Locating Engineer,
Division Engineer and Assistant Chlel Englt
in 1896 tnd 1896
r
he was Superintendent and Chief Engineer of the Gila Vallej Globe
& Northern, and In 1897 he became associated with the Bo ton
Montana Copper Companj as chief Locating Engli
rot
r
the rail
roads of that companj In New Mexico and Arizona.
He will sail
.*.

I

1
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the \
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it
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reported,
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The Washington, Idaho
Montana has ordered two 10-wheel
ocomotlves from the American Locomotive Co
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simple Mogul locomotives for delivery as early as possible. The
ideations call for a total weight of 140,000 lbs., with 120,000
lbs. on drivers; cylinders, 19 In. x 24 in.; driving wheels, 57 in.
in diameter, and extended wagon top boiler with a working steam
pressure of 190 lbs.; tank capacity, 5.000 gallons, and coal capacity,
10 tons.

special equipment includes Westinghouse air-brakes, Nathan
and Ohio injectors, Jerome piston and valve rod packings and
Simplex springs.
The Intercolonial, as reported in a previous issue, will build
four simple 10-wheel passenger locomotives at its own shops. These
locomotives will weigh 145,440 lbs., with 114,204 lbs. on drivers.
Cylinders, 20 in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers. 72 in.; extended wagon
top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; total heating

The

surface, 1,992.3 sq. ft.; 270 charcoal iron tubes 2 in. In diameter \
13 ft. long; firebox. 96 in. x 40% in.; grate area, 30.6 sq. ft.; tank
capacity, 5,000 imperial gallons; coal capacity. 10 tons. The special
equipment includes Westinghouse air-brakes, Intercolonial standard
automatic bell ringers, asbestos boiler lagging, Simplex brake beams,
Christie brake shoes, Hancock injectors, brass babbitt-lined journal

boxes, U.
sight-feed
centers.

S.

Metallic

lubricators,

rod and piston rod packing. Detroit
Crosby steam gages and cast steel wheel

valve

Pittsburg has ordered four simple Atlantic type locomotives and six simple consolidation type locomoThe Atlantic type locotives from the American Locomotive Co.
motives will weigh 173,000 lbs., with 99.000 lbs. on drivers; cylinders, 20% in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers, 72 in.; radial stayed
straight-top boiler with a working steam pressure of 210 lbs.; total
heating surface. 2.992 sq. ft.; 336 charcoal iron tubes 2 in. in diameter by 16 ft.
in. long; firebox, 108 in. x 74 in.: grate area 54.4
The
sq. ft.; tank capacity, 6.000 gallons; coal capacity, 10 tons.
consolidation locomotives will weigh 1S6.000 lbs., with 166,000 lbs.
on drivers; cylinders, 21 in. x 28 in.; diameter of driving wheels,
57 in.; radial stayed extended wagon top boiler, with a working
steam pressure of 210 lbs.; total heating surface, 2,862 sq. ft.; 354
charcoal iron tubes 2 in. in diameter by 14 ft. 6% in. long; firebox,
108 in. x 74 in.; grate area, 54.4 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 6,000 gallons;
coal capacity, 12 tons.
The special equipment for all locomotives
will include Westinghouse air-brakes, openhearth steel axles, HamBuffalo, Rochester

»i

%

mett bell ringers, sectional magnesia boiler lagging, Pennsylvania
brake beams. Climax steel couplers, Dressel 16-in. headlights for
consolidation type and Pile electric headlights for Atlantic type,
Handcock injectors, U. S. multi-angular piston rod and valve stem
packing; three 3-in. Consolidated safety valves, and one muffled
safety valve for each locomotive. Leach sanding devices, Nathan
sight-feed lubricators. Railway Steel Spring Co.'s springs, Ashcroft
steam gages, Midvale driving wheel tires and cast steel wheel centers.

The Minneapolis,

Paul £ Sault Ste. Marie, as .reported in
our issue of February 9, has ordered 15 compound Mogul (2-6-0)
locomotives, eight compound consolidation (2-S-O) locomotives and
two simple six-wheel switching (0-6-0) locomotives from the Schenectady works of the American Locomotive Co. for August delivery.
The Mogul locomotives will weigh 148,000 lbs., with 129,000 lbs. on
the drivers; cylinders, 21 in. and 32 *-j in. x 26 in.; diameter of
drivers, 55 in.; extended wagon top boiler, with a working steam

lbs.; cylinders. 19 in. x 24 in.; diameter of drivers,
straight top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 180
lbs.; heating surface. 1.459.6 sq. ft.; 229 tubes, 2 in. in diameter and
11 ft. long; Otis steel firebox, 90 in. x 41 in.; grate area, 26 sq. ft.;
tank capacity, 4,000 gallons, and coal capacity six tons. The special
equipment for all includes Westinghouse air-brakes, Gollmar bell
Walsh brake shoes, Washburn
ringer. Simplex brake beams,
couplers, Ohio injector. Paxton Mitchell piston and valve rod packings. Crosby safety valve and steam gages, Leach sanding devices
mmI Chicago sight-feed lubricators.

weigh 119,600
in.;

CAR BUILDING.
Vhe I'hirago City Railway Co., Chicago,

is

about to order 50

cars.

The Central Of Georgia has ordered
w Untie Car & Mfg. Co.

South

Aroostook has ordered 635

& Foundry

flat

cars and 510 box

Co.

The Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railway Co., Chicago, has
ordered 50 motor cars from the Pullman Co.
The Lorain

Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio, has ordered
semi-convertible cars from the G. C. Kuhlman Car Co. The
special equipment includes Westinghouse air-brakes and Brill trucks.

The Virginia it Southwestern has ordered 500 wooden gondola
cars from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Co., and 250 box cars
from the American Car & Foundry Co., in addition to the 250 gondola cars reported as ordered in our issue of March 2.

The Delaware if- Hudson has ordered an additional 1,000 composite gondola cars of 85,000 lbs. capacity from the American Car
& Foundry Co., which are identical in construction with those cars
now being built for them by the American Car & Foundry Co.
The Orange d Northwestern has ordered 50 logging cars from
the Orange Iron Works, and 50 logging cars from the Beaumont
Iron Works, all of 60,000 lbs. capacity. All cars will weigh 20,000
His,, and measure 30 ft. long. 10 ft. wide and 32 in. high, over all.
The special equipment includes Dickinson wheels.
The Joliet, Plainfield .( Aurora, Joliet, 111., has ordered two
motor cars and four trailers from the St. Louis Car Co. for May delivery.
These cars will weigh 60,000 lbs. and measure 50 ft. long
and 9 ft. 2 in. wide, over all. The special equipment includes Consolidated electric heating system, Brill trucks and Griffin wheels.
The Central of Georgia has ordered 1,000 plain box cars of 60,000
capacity from the South Atlantic Car & Manufacturing Co.,
delivery to begin July 1. These cars will weigh about 32."><mi lbs., and
measure 36 ft. long, 8 ft. 6 in. wide and S ft. high, inside measurements. The special equipment includes Simplex bolsters and brake
beams, Lappin brake shoes. Westinghouse air-brakes. Ajax brasses,
Tower couplers, Dayton door fastenings, Jones doors, Butler tandem
draft rigging, Symington dust guards and journal boxes, SherwinWilliams or Lowe Bros, paint. Murphy's outside metal roofs, Railway Steel Spring Co.'s springs, standard arch-bar trucks and Decatur
lbs.

wheels.

The Boston Elevated, in addition to the cars for elevated service,
reported as ordered in our issue of March 9, has ordered 50 semiconvertible cars for surface use from the J. G. Brill Co., for delivery
These cars will seat 52 passengers and will
in July and August.
measure 45 ft. 10 in. long x 8 ft. 6 in. wide x 12 ft. high. Thirtyseven of the cars will be fitted with steel underframes. and the
remaining 13 will be fitted with wood underframes. The trucks will
be furnished by the J. G. Brill Co., and will be of its 27-E type. The
cars will be equipped with air-brakes and air operated doors, and
heating and lighting will be by electricity. All of the cars will be
of the "Easy-Access" type, without platforms, and with doors opening directly into the car. Steam railroad type of roofs will be used.
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pressure of 200 lbs.; heating surface, 1,842.6 sq. ft.; 266 tubes, 2 in.
in diameter and 12 ft. 4 in. long; Otis steel firebox, 90% in. x 62%
in.; grate area. 3S.9 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 6,000 gallons, and coal
capacity, 10 tons. The consolidation locomotives will weigh 201,500
lbs., with 174,000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 23 in. and 35 in. x
34 in.; diameter of drivers, 63 in.; extended wagon top boiler, with
a working steam pressure of 210 lbs.; heating surface, 2,897.1 sq. ft.;
332 tubes, 2 in. in diameter and 15 ft. 9 in. long; Otis steel fire-box,
96% in. x 70% in.; grate area. 46.8 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 6,000 galInns, and coal capacity, 10 tons.
The switching locomotives will
r.l

<£

cars from the American Car

ll

five 4S-ft.

Shore d Eastern has ordered six simple
The Chi
switching (0-6-0) locomotives from the American Locomotive Co.
These locomotives will weigh 130,000 lbs.; cylinders, 19 in. x 26 in.;
diameter of drivers, 51 in.; and working steam pressure, 180 lbs.

The
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1,000 freight cars

from the

—

This is the name of a railroad company
which, according to Wall street reports, is to be formed for
the purpose of taking, owning and operating the two tunnels
under the Hudson river at New York, now in the hands of

Hudson & Manhattan-.

"The

Hudson Companies."

&

The bankers

interested,

Harvey

Sons, say that the Hudson Companies is essentially a
construction company, and will be liquidated when the new
company takes control. The Hudson & Manhattan expects to
have an authorized capital of $50,000,000 and an authorized
bond issue of $100,000,000. The old Hudson river tunnel, begun
over 20 years ago, is now nearly finished. The company is to
build a large terminal building at Church, Cortlandt and Fulton streets. Manhattan.
It is said that this will be 22 stories
high.
The company proposes also to put up a large terminal
building at Broadway and Thirty-second street, to which point
the one tunnel, which is now nearly finished, is to be extended
northward from its present eastern terminus. The company
also proposes to build elaborate electric lines on the New Jersey
Connections
side, to connect with Newark and other cities.
The
will be made with the Erie and the Lackawanna roads.
financing of the projects calls for an expenditure during the
next few years of about $60,000,000, and $50,000,000 of bonds
It is said that a
will be reserved to complete further work.
subscription to the 4'._, per cent, bonds carries with it a bonus
of 25 per cent, in common stock. Mr. Fisk says: "To build our
terminals in New York, to construct the line between Jersey
City and Hoboken and to equip the line on the Pennsylvania
Railroad between Jersey City and Newark additional cash has
to be provided.
The Hudson Companies had a capital of $21.000,000, but it is now proposed to issue $50,000,000 4% per cent,
bonds, convertible into common stock after five years at 110.
We propose to have $10,000,000 of preferred stock, of which,
however, only $5,250,000 will be Issued. In addition, there will
Ue an issue of $40,000,000 of common stock."

Fisk

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
The Maine Central
of its roadbed the

is

to oil

have been constructed and three elevators, capacity
under construction.

a considerable additional mileage

coming summer.

Re-examinations of sight are being made among the employees
throughout the lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

A

bill

limit the

has been introduced in the legislature of Maryland to
of block signal operators to eight hours a day.

working time

A

press despatch says that the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
is to run its trains into the union station of the Union Paand turn its present passenger station into a freight house.

Omaha
cific

The People's Line steamers between New York and Albany began running on March 17. This is the earliest opening of navigation
on the Hudson river for many years.

The government of Mexico is reported to have made arrangements for a subsidized line of steamers from Vera Cruz, Tampico,
Progresso and other Mexican ports to various Canadian ports, including Montreal.

estimated that there will be 20,000,000 bushels of grain in
head of the Great Lakes at the opening of navigation,
and more if the opening is late. There are now more than 18,000,000
bushels in store at Duluth.
It is

The Louisiana State Railroad Commission has imposed a fine of
$500 on the Louisiana Western Railroad (a part of the Southern
Pacific system) for failure to furnish cars when demanded by a
shipper, in November last. The demurrage due to the shipper, according to the Commission's rules, was $68, and this the road refused to pay until the complaint was entered before the Commission.
It is held, however, that in view of the persistent violation of the
rule the payment of the $68 is not sufficient punishment, and therefore the fine of $500 is imposed.

A serviceable chemical fire extinguisher for use in passenger cars
has not yet been found; at least such is the statement made by the
lawyer of the Boston & Maine at a hearing before the legislative
committee at Boston this week. The representative who introduced a
bill to require the use of extinguishers says that he shall persist in
his purpose, notwithstanding the recommendation of the state railroad commissioners that further investigation should be made before passing compulsory legislation. The Boston & Maine estimates
that to supply all of its passenger cars with extinguishers would
cost $25,000.

The Railroad Commission of Georgia has filed its annual report.
the numerous recommendations offered to the legislature are

store at the

According to a statement recently issued by the Mexican Government, 255 miles of railroad was built in that country in 1905, making
a total mileage of 10,488 miles. The plans for new roads projected
aggregate more than 1,000 miles.

A

press despatch from Boston says that the New Haven road has
Park Square station. This station, the former passenger
terminal of the Providence division, has been idle since the establishment of the South Station in 1899.

sold the

The Coal & Coke Railway, of West Virginia, has made an exclusive contract with the Hocking Valley by which its freight for
the Northwest will be sent over the H. V. One account says that this
traffic will amount to 10 train loads a day.
Western papers report that the railroads leading from the Missouri river to Colorado have reduced the through rate on cotton piece
goods in accordance with the recent recommendation of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The reduction is from $1.25 to 80 cents.

The Alabama Railroad Commission has refused an application
on cotton from the fields to Alabama mills, holding

to reduce rates

that the rates are already low; but the President of the commission,
Mr. Comer, dissented, taking the ground that all freight rates are too
high.

The Chicago, Milwaukee &

St.

Paul and the Chicago, Rock Island

&

Pacific are making arrangements to operate jointly their parallel
lines between Neola, Iowa, and Council Bluffs, 20 miles, as a doubletrack road.
Four stations are to be abandoned and joint stations

operated at Neola, Underwood, Weston and Council Bluffs.

An

New York

Central is reported as saying that
engines were required to keep the
tracks of the company clear of snow, now no engines whatever are
thus engaged.
The present winter has been comparatively mild
throughout the territory traversed by New York Central lines.
officer of

the

where two years ago 50

The Brotherhood

of

to 100

Railway Telegraphers having threatened

recently to order a strike against he Southern Railway, that company, it is said, ordered a carload of telephones and had them distributed along the road, where liny could quickly be put into service.
Now lie anticipated trouble has blown over and the telephones are to
be returned.
l

I

The great exhibit of locomotives •mil models which was shown
by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad at the World's lairs in Chicago
and Si. Louis is now stored at Martlnsburg, W. Va. The Field Columbian Museum, cif Chicago, has an opium cm the collection, but Its
option expires with the present year, ami Major Pangborn
looking
about to see if some Eastern cltj does nol want the collection. He
li
In
v
$lnu,oi>o as the In
says that a wealthy man is r
of a fund to bring the engines ami models to Baltimore,
li

l

The annual

report of the

t

Among

the following: An act to compel railroads to put on extra passenger
trains when the advertised schedule departure is delayed an unreasonable time; an act to compel railroads to place end platforms
on freight cabs; an act empowering the commission to compel railroads to put in sufficient side tracks; an amendment to the present
law requiring suit to recover penalties to be brought in the county
in which the principal offices of the offending company are located,
to the county in which the offense is committed; a mandatory law
to compel offending roads to pay penalties without recourse to the
courts to recover.
of freight traffic on the railroads of South Carolina
winter heavier than ever before, and the state railroad
commissioners have in consequence received many complaints of
delay so many that they have issued a long explanatory statement.
They say that the railroads did not expect such a great increase,
and consequently are caught with many lines unfit for fast time in
the winter season, and that, by reason of heavy rains, the roadbeds
have in many cases been so damaged that even freight trains have
The commissioners say that all
to be run more slowly than usual.
of the railroads made the serious mistake of not laying heavier

The volume

is

In-

crease of nearly 100 per cent, in business. Total receipts of grain tor
The 1905 receipts
1906 were 84,523,600, against 16,483,286 In 1904,
in details were: wheat. 6,618,200 bushels; com. 19,771,300; oats, rye
Ic\a
and barley, 8,2,'M.0(H). Two yearn ni;n there were three ,<;
bushels, since
in Omaha, with a combined capacity o| 2.1 to.
tOI
tiicii nine elevators with a combined
capacity qf 1,950,000 bu

this

—

and putting in more and better ballast last summer and fall.
Shipments of fertilizer have increased one-third over former years.
rails

A California paper reports that the directors of the California
Fruit Growers' Exchange have passed resolutions asking Congress
to expressly authorize the Interstate Commerce Commission to esIn other words, these
tablish through rates and through routes.
fruit men do not admit the justice of the recent decision of the Supreme Court sustaining the railroads in their rule forbidding shippers to route their oranges. The resolution says that the railroads
have not succeeded in making so good time as was made when the
shippers routed the cars themselves; the time has been from two to
six days longer, and there have been many losses by decay due to
If these resolutions reflect the true condition it would
the delay.
seem that the evidence recorded by the courts was incorrect or incomplete; there appears to be something wrong.
The proposition before the legislature of Massachusetts to pass
a law requiring the use of the block system in the state has taken
a new shape; a bill drawn by the railroad commissioners having been
substituted for that which was proposed by Representative Sullivan.
The commissioners' bill will probably be reported to both the Senate
and the House.
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To avi this $5 the Standard laid a pipe line under the ri
and everj oar of oil bound westward would be pumped ou1 In Ea
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lie greatly enlarged, there will be a new electro-pneumatic interlocking machine of L31 levers.
The smaller electro-pneumatic
machine now in use at the terminal will be re-erected at Grove
reel
a
horl distance west
1

1

.

i

General Electric Single Phase Alternating Current Railway Motor.
Following is a brief description oi the G. B. single-phase motoi
which ii.i met with much stu cess in traction service. For this class
of work the Genera] Electric Company furnishes a complete lim
single phas. railway motors, including sizes
These various motoi
respectively.
b p
embody the same constructive principles as the GBA 605 75 h.p.)
In general this motoi
type shown In the accompanying illustration.
with the same regard for constructive detail which ,!i.u
is buill
of alternating

current

of 75 h.p., 125 h.p.

and 200

I

Derailment

in

Catesby

Tunnel.

accident report received l'nun the British Board of
do with the derailment of a passenger train consisting of an engine and five eight-wheel cars, which was running
through a tunnel at about 60 miles an hour— and no person sufStranger still, only two passengers even
fered any bodily injury.
made a claim of injury. The place of the accident was Catesbj
tunnel, on the Great Central, between Charwelton ami Willoughby.
he cause of the derailment is decided to have been a broken
rail, which originally weighed 86 lbs. per yard, but which had been
worn on its upper surface about ] 4 in., reducing its weight to 76
There was a concealed flaw. The Inspector. Colonel
lbs. per yard.
von Donop, thinks that "the company should give careful consideration to the question" as to whether rails on the main line should
not be renewed earlier. The Inspector condemns the use of gas for
lighting cars. Three of those in this train were lighted by gas. and
the lights in all of these were at once extinguished by the derailment, and there was a great escape of gas. It was only by taking
the utmost precautionary measures that naked lights were kept
away from the vicinity. The Inspector continued: "It is terrible to
contemplate what might have been the results of this accident if
an explosion had occurred or a carriage had caught fire in the
Further: "The leading and rear vehicles of the train
tunnel."
were both lighted electrically: the lights in the latter were extinguished, but in the former vehicle they remained alight throughout, and were of the greatest, assistance in rescuing and controlling
the passengers," who numbered between 50 to 60.

The

latest

Trade has

to

i

The magnet frame
the GB direci current railway motor.
and bolted together so that the armature may be readily
accessible, and to further the ease of handling bails are cast into
Provisions for ventilation and inspection of the interior
the frame.
of this motor are amply provided [or and the opening over the
commutator is closed with an iron cover with a felt gasket, and
the cover is held in place by an adjustable cam locking device.
The frame heads are made of malleable iron cast in one piece.
In order to secure large and long bearings without sacrificing other
desirable features of construction, the heads are made conicai in
shape and extend under the commutator shell and pinion-end armature core head. The frame head castings have large oil wells into
which oily wool waste is packed and comes in contact with a large
surface of the armature shaft through an opening in the low-pressure side of the bearing linings.
The linings are unsplit bronze sleeves, finished all over with
a thin layer of babbitt metal soldered to the interior bearing surface.
Oil is prevented from entering the interior of the motor by oil
deflectors which throw it into large grooves cast in the heads, from
which it is carried away.
The armature coils are insulated with mica, enabling the armature to stand a high temperature without injury, and the armature
rize

;

is

split

Referred to Congressman Esch.
Perhaps the railroads are a unit in wishing that they could introduce the block system into the Federal and Stale legislatures.
Baltimore .1 merican.

A Municipal Ownership Incident.
The Staten Island ferry, running across New York Harbor
from Manhattan to Staten Island, which is now owned by the city

New York, is to raise all fares to the uniform .rate of five cents,
except that to workingmen and school children season tickets will
be sold, as now. The advance affects chiefly those passengers who
travel on the railroad of the Staten Island Rapid Transit Company
and who have ridden through from their residences to Manhattan
on a single season ticket. The Commissioner of the Department of
Docks and Ferries says that the advance is made because the boats
do not pay expenses. The cost of running the line is much higher
than formerly because the city gives shorter hours and higher
wages, and also because it has put on new and larger boats, and
larger forces of men. The Commissioner says that the deficit was
expected; that the fault-finders should remember that the municipality does not run things as corporations do; that probably the
city will finally carry the passengers free and charge the whole
cost of the ferry to the tax payers.

of

New

Signals on the Lackawanna.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western for the current year contemplate the installation of automatic block signals on
the main line to complete the equipment of the line throughout its
length from Hoboken to Buffalo. 410 miles.
On the east side of
Pocono mountain, where the down grade track is already signaled.
Union electric motor signals, a home and a distant on each post, will
be put in for 17 miles on the up grade track.
On the other side
oi the mountain, 14 miles will be similarly equipped.
This is from
Nay Aug io Lehigh. The s.even miles from Scranton to Clark's
Summit will be signaled. From Mount Morris to Buffalo, 62 miles,

The plans

of the

a storage battery line will be installed similar to the lines farther
ea '. such as were described in the Railroad <!(izette. of January 6,
Between Mount Morris and Buffalo there will be 117 signals,
1905.
all Union electric motor, the same as those in the other places mentioned, except thai storage instead of primary batteries will be used.
The electric generators will be 500 volt, 3% k.w.. and the gasolene
engines to run them will be of 6 h.p.; the generators and the engines
both being considerably larger than those used on the lines buill
last year.
The chloride accumulators will be of 24 ampere-hour
capacity.
There will be three power stations in the 62 miles.
The Lackawanna will also put in a number of new interlocking
plants this year. Most of these will be mechanical, but with electric
ant signals. At the Hoboken terminal, however, where the yard

General

Electric

Company's Single-Phase
Railway Motor.

Alternating-Current

The commutator
segments of hard drawn copper, insulated throughout with mica. The cone micas are built up and pressed hard and
compact in steam molds. The segment mica is made of a somewhat softer quality with the view of making it wear down evenly
with the copper.
The brush-holders, four in number, are made of cast bronze
and have two carbon brushes per holder. The brushes slide in finished ways and are pressed against the commutator by independent
fingers which give a practically uniform pressure throughout the
working range of the brushes.
There is a "pig tail" or shunt between the fingers and the
brush-holder body to prevent current passing through the springs
bars are soldered directly into the commutator car.
is

made up

of

or pivoting pins.

The motor

field consists of annular laminated punchings assemcylinder and contains the exciting and compensating
windings. The compensating winding consists of mica insulated bars
inserted in partly closed slots in the face of the polar projections;
all the bars being connected in series and the whole connected permanently in series with the armature at the motor and the two
elements are treated as a single unit. The exciting winding consists of coils similar to the field coils of a direct current motor and
may be removed as a unit, as is customary in direct current motors;
that is, the spool surrounds a projecting pole piece.
The 75 h.p. motor is wound for four poles and has four brush
studs, while the 125 h.p. motor is wound for six poles and has six
brush studs. The compensating winding is connected permanently
in series with the armature, and the exciting windings are connected in series with these at the controller or commutating switch.
where the change is made for reversing the direction of the motors
and for changing the connections when desired to change from a.c.

bled into a

to d.e.

The armature speeds are

relatively low, insuring good comnnt-

March
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tation and absence of bearing troubles.
For tbe control of these
motors the General Electric Company has developed suitable hand
controllers for single car operation and Sprague General Electric

M

operation of cars in trains. The controlling
apparatus is extremely simple, whether equipments are to be operated on alternating current alone or on both alternating and direct
current circuits. As in most instances it will be necessary to operate alternating current equipments over existing direct current trolley lines, particular attention has been paid to simplifying the equipment for both a.c. and d.c. operation with the result that equipments of this type are practically automatic in changing over from
one system to the other and can be handled by inexperienced motormen with success.

type

control

for

Mantle

Inverted

Pintsch

bia
located at Brainerd, Minn., and Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, respectively.
Each will be practically a duplicate of the Shirley, Ind., plant of
the Columbia Creosoting Company, described in these columns last
week. This company will prepare the plans and erect and install
the plants, turning them over upon completion to the railroad company to operate, using the Lowry patents and processes. The plants
will be so designed that either the creosoting or zinc chloride process
can be administered. Work is to begin immediately, and it is expected to have both plants ready by October 1. The arrangement
with the Northern Pacific contemplates an ultimate increase to five

now being

generally
applied to passenger cars of all classes throughout the United
States. The high candle-power obtained and the advantages gained
in the construction of the lamp permit of presenting this system of
illumination under the most advantageous conditions. The use of
opal, opalescent or art glassware makes it possible to bring together the rays from the separate burners so that the lamp presents
a unit of light. The accompanying
bracket-lamp No.
illustration
of
2515 shows the general arrangement of parts and the construction
The
of the incandescent burners.
artistic
design
for
possibilities
when using the inverted mantle are
shown in the interior view of a
(lining car equipped with Nos. 2512
and 2513 lamps. In using this new
lamp there is obtained an illumination three times as great as that
given by the present satisfactory
flat flame Pintsch lamp, the merits
of which have caused it to be applied to over 29,000 cars in the
United States, Canada and Mexico,
and on over 140,000 cars in the
world. This additional light is secured without increasing the conis

Columbia Creosoting Plants for the Northern Pacific.
The Northern Pacific Railroad has contracted with the ColumCreosoting Company for two timber preserving plants to be

plants.

Gas Lamps.

The new Pintsch inverted mantle lamp
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An

Air Line (?) Across Pennsylvania.

The officer of the Pennsylvania Railroad who is disloyal to his
company has never been heard of, or even imagined; yet we read in
the Harrisburp Patriot that Third Vice-President Rea has come out
from Philadelphia to Pittsburg, and
one 70 miles shorter than the Pennsylvania! The rivalry, however,
is not likely to be at all acute, and Mr. Rea's proposition is not at all
in a letter advocating a rival line

sumption of gas, and it is possible
to remodel all the lighting equip-

ment now in service with only a
small expenditure for the new
The inverted mantle with
lamps.
its holder are fitted into the globe,
and this combination

is

handled as

a unit, so that when the mantle has
given its average service of three
months the complete globe with its
mantle, or, in other words, the buib
can be removed and a new bulb apInterior of Dining Car Lighted With Inverted Mantle Pintsch Gas Lamps.
plied in just the same manner as
reprehensible.
II
is lo rehabilitate and macadamize the old stage
lor improvedemand
The
an electric lamp is placed into its socket
ment in artistic effects in lighting fixtures has been fully me1 bj roads and make them hi for Hie use of automobiles, and he estimates
these new mantle lamps, which are made by the Safety Car Heat- that with efficient devil wagons the trip of 2S4 miles could be made
between an early breakfast in Philadelphia and a dinner in Pittsburg,
which means, we suppose, about 11 hours, or. say, 20 miles an hour.
It
appears that under a law passed in May, 1905, establishing a
highway department, the state of Pennsylvania now stands ready to
pay three fourths of the expense of improving highways where citizens desire such improvement, and .Mr. Rea thinks that the roads
under consideration could l>e put in good shape for $2.500.000 onelotirlh of which sum would be but a moderate burden on lite counties.
Main ot the roads which make up ibis long route were originally
built by corporations which charged tolls, and a ivw toll roads still
remain. These would have to be bought up,
From Philadelphia to
Paoll, -<> miles, the tell load id' the Lancaster Avenue Improvement
Company, formerly tin- old Philadelphia and Lancaster turnpike, Is
excellent, but from Paoll to Lancaster much of the route is net well
maintained.
From Lancaster the line inns via Columbia to fork,
ami thence to historic Gettysburg, where junction is made with tin
old turnpike from Baltimore (onlj 52 miles distanl from Gettysburg), to ei e across South Mountain, well remembered as the line of
leiicat or Lee's arm] after the Manic of Gettysburg; thence Into
the beautiful Cumberland Valley ai Chambersbu

—

.

From Chambersburg

Section of Inverted Mantle Pintsch Gas Bracket Lamp.
a Dumber oi de l-gni
Ing & Lighting Co., New VniK.
application in various classes of cars are Illustrated
pany's new mantle lamp catalogue No. 441-A.

suitable
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foi
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Ideling
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Hill,

u

1

From Bedford the route
other mountains are crossed,
crosses the main Alleghenj ran [e, the Somerset plateau, Laurel inn
thence through the cap In
Mountain, ami Into Llgoniei Vallej
Chestnul Ridge, ami bj the Loyalhanna river, 11 nscs tin
miles from
Greensburg, Irwin, Turtle Creok ami into Plttsb
Bedford,
Mr. Rea thinks that lie old tavern
iet a
En
would soon he epalred ami reopened b lie
lain

ami

land,

and he would look
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has been

in

the en|

real estate departments of the Pennyears, his judgment in a matter of this

md

ii

inia Railroad for
kind is enl il led I.

manj

Vol. XT,., No.

works from 1857 to i860, and In the extension of the Croton
works after that. In 18t;:i he was First Assistant Engineer
Washington aqueduct, and was later n .barge for two years

Possible Competitor of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit.
Phlladelphl;
& Western, a company chartered in I'cnngylvania to build a railroad from Parkesburg, Chester County, east
lo the we ti ii limli of Philadelphia (63d and Market streets), has
applied for a
to build an elevated and underground road
Such
cast across the blty to the Delaware river, about five miles.
a line would parallel the elevated and underground road now being
In its applicabuilt by the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company.
tion for
franchise, the Philadelphia & Western makes a proposal
to pay the city 2 per cent, of the gross earnings from passenger
traffic within the city during the first two years of operation, 3 per
cent, during the third year, 4 per cent, during the fourth year,
and 5 per cent, during the fifth year and for 30 years thereafter.
At the end of this time the property is to be turned over to the city,
the company, however, having the option of leasing the road for a
further period of 40 years at an annual rental of $400,000, plus the
Work is under way on the Phila5 per cent, of earnings as before.
delphia & Western, but the company has been troubled with litigation.
It was chartered, as was supposed, to build a road to be
run by steam, but it is building with a view to using electricity.
It was announced in Philadelphia on Monday that Mayor Weaver
had made an agreement with the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company by which the company would release important franchises now
held by it. To complete its subway and elevated lines it must have
an extension of time, and, as a price of agreeing to this extension,
the Mayor demanded and secured the surrender of the franchise for
a subway under Chestnut street (which would leave an opening for
the Philadelphia & Western) for surface lines on Broad street, and
The
for elevated lines in a number of other streets and avenues.
company agrees to complete the Market street subway in three years,
to build a subway north in Broad street, to build an elevated road
throughout the thickly settled portion of the city, north and south,
and to build a number of other lines. On Tuesday the directors of
the Trades' League eame out with a demand for much larger conThe
cessions, asserting that the Mayor had been far too easy.
directors of the Trades' League demand that the time extension desired by the Rapid Transit Company be refused unless it agrees to
pay the city 5 per cent, on the gross earnings of the completed Market street elevated and subway line; to give "up its right to build a
subway in Broad street; to give up its right to build an elevated line
to Frankford; to give up all other franchises upon which no work
has been done; to give up about 21 miles of streets where tracks are
laid but on which cars are not regularly operated.

The

I

i

Manufacturing and Business.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company, through their Chicago
branch, has just completed a large contract, for the installation of
fire felt pipe and boiler covering in the new plant of Seers, Roebuck
6 Co., of Chicago, involving an expenditure of several thousand
"Fire Felt" pipe covering, it is claimed, is absolutely firedollars.
proof, elastic, light in weight, and is unaffected by the expansion or
contraction of the pipes.
The Rail Joint Company, New York, has closed contracts for the
enlargement and new equipment of its works at Troy, N. Y. These
improvements will enable the company to double its output of previous years. The works are now running day and night to keep
pace with the growing demands from steam and electric railroads
for the three types of base supported rail joints known to the
trade as the Continuous, Weber and Wolhaupter types for tee and
girder rail sections, also insulating and compromise or step joints
to unite differe'.t sections of rails maintaining a perfect surface, and
doing away entirely with low joints.
The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company has closed its Noroffice, which was located in the Chamberlain Building, and
will, in the near future, open an office at Richmond, Va.
Its office at 602 Empire Building, Pittsburg, Pa., will be closed April 1st,
and moved to 10 and 12 Wood street, where a store building has
been secured for the purpose of making a general display of airfolk

compressors, tools, etc., a large stock of which will be carried as
soon as the factories are in a position to furnish the same. An
up-to-date repair department will also be maintained at that point
for the lii'iicfil of customers in the Pittsburg district.
The office
at Seattle, Wash., has been closed- and a new office opened at 84
Sixth street, N., Portland, Oregon. The company reports business
entirely satisfactory both home and abroad, and all of its factories
working double time.

OBITUARY NOTICES.

71.

J.

i

in

Samuel O. Howe, Treasurer and Assistant Secretary of the
Chicago & North-Western, died of heart failure in New York City
cm March 17. Mr. Howe had been on the C. & N.-W. for 35 years
and had been Treasurer since 1898.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
(/'or dates of

conventions and regular meetings of railroad conventions and
in/inriTinii sooietiea, see advertising page 24.)
'

New York Railroad Club.
At the April meeting of this club there will be a paper on
"Superheaters," by H. H. Vaughn, of the Canadian Pacific.
American Society of Civil Engineers.
At the meeting of this society March 21, a paper on "New Facts
About Eye-Bars," by Theodore Cooper, was presented for discusThis paper was printed in "Proceedings" for January, 1906.
sion.
M. C. B.

&

M. M. Associations.

Arrangements has decided

to hold all business sessions of the Atlantic City conventions of the two associations
in the sun parlor on the outer end of the steel pier, instead of in
the hall over the entrance to the pier at the shore end. This will
compel visitors to pass through the exhibits in going to and from
the meetings. Under the original agreement with the Hotel Men's
Association, the use of the east half of the pier was assigned for
exhibition purposes on condition that the public he excluded. As
this space was inadequate the entire pier has been secured, with
the understanding that the public may be admitted. It is thought
that this will not inconvenience the exhibitors and will secure a
large amount of additional exhibit space.

The Committee

of

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

—

Lehigh Valley. J. A. Middleton, First Vice-President, has been put
in charge of the operating department. The General Manager,
Purchasing Agent and the Chief Engineer will report directly
T. N. Jarvis. Freight Traffic Manager, has been elected
to him.
Second Vice-President in charge of traffic, Mr. Middleton having
been, hitherto, at the head of this department. The offices of
both will be in New York City.
Missouri Pacific. J. D. Rockefeller, Jr., and E. P. Prentice have resigned from the Board of Directors. They are succeeded by J.
H. Smith and S. D. Warfield.

—

—

Western Pacific. George J. Gould, W. W. Miller, C. W. Slack, H.
M. McCartney, J. F. Evans and Warren Olney, Jr., have been
newly elected Directors. Those re-elected are: E. T. Jeffery,
V. G. Bogue, W. J. Bartnett, Edwin Hawley, Warren Olney, W.
J. Shotwell and J. D. Brown.
Operating

— H.

Officers.

Superintendent at Gainesville.
has been appointed General Superintendent of the Third
division, with office at Jacksonville. Fla. The new office and its
authority will cover all the' lines in Florida.

Atlantic Coast

Line.

A.

Ford,

Fla.,

—

J. T. Johnson, General Superintendent of Transportation, has been appointed General Superintendent, and the
office of General Superintendent of Transportation has been
abolished. G. L. Candler, Superintendent at Savannah, Ga.,
has been appointed Superintendent of Transportation. J.

Central of Georgia.

G

O'Dell, Trainmaster at Savannah, succeeds Mr. Candler.

—

Chicago, Rock Island .( Pacific. C. J. Wilson, Superintendent at
Fairbury, Neb., has been transferred to Estherville, Iowa, succeeding C. L. Brown, who takes Mr. Wilson's position at Fairbury.

—

A. P. Herbert has been appointed Superintendent
Pacific.
of the completed line from Colima, Mex., to Manzanillo. 60 miles,
this being part of the property of the Mexican National Construction Co., recently acquired by the Mexican Pacific.

Mexican

Engineering and Rolling Stock
R. Croes, formerly President of the American Society of
Engineers, died on March 17 in Yonkers, N. Y., at the age of
il
Mr. Croes was engaged in the building of the Brooklyn water
J.

nrati

01

of the
the Croton water shed, north
of New York City. He has been Engineer for several rapid transit
commissions,
tn 1893 he was made Consulting Engineer to the
New York Slate Health Department. He resigned from this position
a year ago. He was Treasurer of the American Society of Civil
Engineers from 1877 to 1887, and was its President in 1901.

building Of the storage reservoirs

A

12.

—

Officers.

Nashville. E. L. Cruger, Assistant Engineer at Kimxville. Tenn., has resigned to become Chief Clerk to the Chief
Engineer of the Chicago & Alton.

Louisville

d-

.

MaBOH
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—

C. H. Burk, Master Mechanic at Chihuahua, has
been appointed Assistant Superintendent of Machinery, with ofR. H. Rutherford, Assistant Master Mefice at Aguascaiientes.
chanic of the Mexico division, succeeds Mr. Burk, and his previous position is abolished. J. J. Cavanugh is appointed Master
Mechanic at San Luis Potosi, succeeding T. Smith, resigned.

Mexican Central.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Central of Georgia,
upwards of 30 locomotives.

it

is

reported,

in the

is

market

for

The Tidewater, it is reported, has ordered six locomotives from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Lake Erie will build ten 6-wheel switching
The Pittsburg
motives in its shops at McKee's Rocks.
if-

loco-

The Louisville <£ Nashville has ordered 30 consolidation freight
locomotives, with cylinders 21 in. x 28 in., from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Tramway Rural. Buenos Ayres, has ordered two standard
gage passenger locomotives, with cylinders 12 in. x 15 in., from the
H. K. Porter Co.
The Ruddock-Orleans Cypress Co.. New Orleans, La., has ordered one Mogul locomotive, with cylinders 14 in. x 20 in., from the
H. K. Porter Co.
Construction Co., Duluth, Minn., has
The Minnesota Land
ordered one Mogul locomotive, with cylinders 16 in. x 24 in., from
the H. K. Porter Co.
<(-

Messrs. Vaccaro Bros. & Co., Salado, Spanish Honduras, have
ordered a 36-in. gage passenger locomotive, with cylinders 10 in.
x 16 in., from the H. K. Porter Co.

The Lake Erie ct Western, it is reported, will soon be in the
market for additional locomotive equipment, including passenger,
freight and switching locomotives.

The Boyne City Chemical Co., Boyne City, Mich., has ordered
six-wheel (0-6-0) switching locomotive, with cylinders 12 in.
x 16 in., from the H. K. Porter Co.

a

Co., Salt Lake City, Utah, has
gage contractors' locomotives, with cylinders 10
from the H. K. Porter Co.

The Boston Consolidated Mining
ordered

x 16

in.

five
in.,

36-in.

89

straight top boiler, with a
heating surface, 1,669
sq. ft.; 213 tubes, 2 in. in diameter by 14 ft. long; firebox, 71"/,,. in.
x 34% in.; grate area, 17 s /,,, sq. ft.; tank capacity, 2,500 gallons,
and coal capacity, seven tons. The special equipment will include:
Westinghouse friction draft gear on pilot and tender, Westinghouse
air-brakes, Tower couplers and Monitor injectors. The other equipment will be similar to that given for the 10-wheel locomotives.

x 24

diameter of drivers, 50

in.;

working steam pressure

<C-

.

weigh 124,000 lbs., with 108,000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders,
19 in. x 24 in.; diameter of drivers, 54 in.; extended wagon top
boiler, with a working steam pressure of 180 lbs.; heating surface,
] ,560.61 sq.
ft.; 236 tubes, 2 in. in diameter and 11 ft. 8 in. Ions;

will

firebox, 96

x

in.

41%

grate area, 28.12 sq.

in.;

ft.;

tank capacity,

and coal capacity, seven tona The special equipment
includes:
Westinghouse air-brakes, National Hollow brake-beams,
Tower couplers, Nathan triple injector and Midvalc driving wheel
4,000 gallons,

tires.

The special equipment for all includes: Westinghouse air
brakes, Cook's bell ringer, Philiy Carey Manufacturing Co.'s boiler
lagging, National-Hollow brake-beams, Lappin brake-shoes, Tower
steel couplers, Pyle-National electric headlights for passenger ami
freight locomotives. Monitor injector, Ajax journal bearings, Jerome
piston and valve rod packings, Ashton safety valves, Walters sanding devices, Nathan bull's-eye sight-feed lubricators, Railway Steel
Spring Co.'s springs, Ashton steam gages. Gold steam heat equipment for passenger and freight locomotives, Midvale driving, truck
and tender wheel tires for passenger and freight locomotives, and
Midvale driving wheel tires for switching locomotive. Other specialties for passenger and freight locomotives are Elvin automatic driving box lubricators.

CAR BUILDING.
The Chicago
equipment.

The Lake Erie

i,

in

the market for 17 coaches and

is

it

reported,

will

be

shortly

The Contract Process Co., Buffalo, N. Y.. has purchased three
tank cars from Robt. M. Burns & Co., Chicago.

The Poudre Valley Gas Co.. Fort Collins, Col., has pure]
two tank cars from Robt. M. Burns & Co., Chicago.
The Pittsburg rf Butler Street Railway has ordered 10
urban cars from the Niles Car & Manufacturing Co.

Inter-

The Louisiana Railway
Navigation Co. has ordered 250 coal
and 250 box cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.
<i

The liake Shon £ Michigan Southern expects to have its gaso
The ear is
Iene motor car complete. by the latter part of March.
being built in the company's own shop
1

1

The Erie has ordered -•"> passenger cars from the American Car
Co., mid is reported as in the market tor 500 sti
frame twin hopper gondola cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity,

The wind'

I

lbs.

out. Railway is in the market ror
am!
Mom ems of 100
lomblnatlon wood bodj and
bopp
Mr. R. w. KIrtley, Macdonald, \\
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Purchasing
Mr. S. Dixon, Macdonald, w
"I
\
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1

1
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1

1
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The

Udbama Great Southern

In

Ii

box

tb<

ears of 60,000 lbs, capacity, 260 sell clearlr
100,000 lbs
apacltj
150 coke cars of 60,000
ii
40 11
cars of so. ono ii
lcI
ears of 80,000 lbs. apaclty.

10

1

II

1

11

self-clearing gondola

>

,1

1
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on

Pa<

l/lc

in the market
capaclt)
,000
BO.000 lbs,

is

ii

1

I

1

ti

,

1

is in

The Chicago Union Traction,
market for new cars.

1

1

Western

<£•

the market for freight

in

is

the

:

1

.

Western

four smoking cars.

I

1

Illinois

rf

& Foundry

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 27 10-wheel simple freight
locomotives and 20 six-wheel simple switching locomotives from the
motives will weigh
Baldwin Locomotive Works. The freight
165,000 lbs., will. [.15,000 lbs. on drivers: cylinders, 20 In. \ -'<; In
in.; straight top boiler with a. working at
diameter of drh er
pressure of 200 lbs.; total heating Burface, 2,676 bo., 11.; 836 Shelbj
in.
\
tubes, 2 In. In diameter by 11 ft. 6 In, long; firebox, in;
66 in.; grate area,
sq. ft.; tank capacity, 6,000 gallons, and
West
coal capacity, 11 lon.s.
The special equipment will Include:
\i
inghou.se ;in' in k
steel axles, Keasbej 6
tionai boiler lagging, Diana
peclal brake-beams, Perfecto brake
oron
shoes, Dressel headlights, Hancock Injectors, Dama en
he u ings,
3. lei'
and valve tern pack Ing
11
valves, Leach's sanding devlceB, new Nathan bull's-eye sight-feed
team
lubricators, Atliinlie ('nasi Line standard springs, I'm <
gages, Standard Bteel driving wheels; cast-steel wheel centers, Lin
The
strom eccentric blocks and Richardson balanced slide valvi
cylinders, L9 in
switching locomotives win weigh 110,000 lbs
1

total

tons.

Cypress

The Minneapolis
Rainy River, as reported in our issue of
March 16, has ordered three simple (2-6-0) locomotives from the
American Locomotive Co., for April delivery. These locomotives

in.;

lbs.;

;

Cristobal, Porto Rico, has ordered one eightwheel saddle tank locomotive of one meter gage, with cylinders 10
in. x 14 in., from the H. K. Porter Co.

Co., Louisiana, one 15-ton locomotive; Kirby Lumber Co.,
Texas, two 37-ton locomotives; Beaumont & Northern R. R., Texas,
one 28-ton locomotive; Lackawanna Lumber Co., Pennsylvania, one
65-ton locomotive; Standard Lumber Co., Louisiana, one 20-ton locomotive; Port Susan Logging Co., Oregon, one 37-ton locomotive:
Oregon Timber Co., Oregon, one 37-ton locomotive, and the Kilpatrick
Bros. & Collins, Nebraska, one 45-ton locomotive.

180

The Atlanta & West Point, as reported in our issue of March 9.
has ordered two simple 10-wheel (4-6-0) passenger locomotives, two
simple 10-wheel (4-6-0) freight locomotives and one switching locomotive from the Rogers Locomotive Works, for April delivery.
The passenger locomotives will weigh 191,000 lbs., with 153,000 lbs.
on the drivers; cylinders, 21 in. x 28 in.; diameter of drivers, 78 in.
(outside)
wagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure of
200 lbs.; heating surface, 3,100 sq. ft.; 335 Detroit seamless tubes,
2 in. in diameter and 15 ft. long; carbon firebox, 133 in. x 41 in.;
grate area, 38 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 7,000 gallons, and coal capacity,
12 tons. The freight locomotives will weigh 180,000 lbs., with
142.000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 21 in. x 28 in.; diameter of
drivers, 60 in.; wagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure
of 200 lbs.; heating surface, 2,393.76 sq. ft.; 335 Detroit seamless
tubes, 2 in. in diameter and 13 ft. 8 in. long; carbon firebox, 123 in.
x 40 in.; grate area, 34.6 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 7,000 gallons, and
coal capacity, 12 tons. The switching locomotive will weigh 117.000
lbs.; cylinders, 19 in. x 24 in.; diameter of drivers, 50 in.; straight
boiler, with a working steam pressure of 180 lbs.; heating surface,
138.3 sq. ft.; 225 Detroit seamless steel tubes, 2 in. in diameter
and 11 ft. 2 in. long; flange firebox, 96 in. x 33 in.; grate area.
22.26 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 3,500 gallons, and coal capacity, five

The Central San

The Lima Locomotive d Machine Co. reports the following
Owl Bayou
orders during the past week for its Shay locomotives:

of
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Madison,

Wis.,

lias

tn

as reported in our issue of Februarj 16,
has ordered 300 gondola ears of 80,000 lbs capacity fron F. M.
Hicki >v Co
These ears will weigh 33,000 lbs., and measure 35 ft.
7' L In. long, 9 ft. 4 in. wide and -1 ft. 1 in. high, all inside measSimplex bolsters and
urements. The special equipment includes:
brake beams, Christie brake-shoes, Westinghouse air-brakes, MoreJones brasses, Tower and Climax couplers, Miner draft rigging.
McCord journal boxes, Sherwin-Williams paint and Ml. Vernon

Midland

t

Lime

'

alley,

This ear will have
a speed of 48 miles per hour on a level track.
a seating capacity for BO passengers and will be fitted with a Ganz
water tube steam generator having a working pressure of 300 lbs.
It will carry about 700 gallons of water and from 800 to 1,000 lbs.
of coke.

West Point has ordered L80 ears from the LouisDecatur shops. The order calls
for 55 box cars of 65,000 lbs. capacity, fifty 40-ton drop bottom coal
d

& Nashville

to be built at its

cars of 80.000 lbs. capacity; 50 flat cars of 80.000 lbs. capacity
and 25 furniture cars of 65,000 lbs. capacity. The box ears will
measure 36 ft. long by 9 ft. wide by 9 ft. 2 in. high, all inside measurements. The bodies and underframes wilt be of wood. The flat
cars will measure 40 ft. long by 9 ft. wide, inside measurements,
and will also be of wood. The furniture cars will measure 45 ft.
long by 9 ft. wide by 10 ft. 2 in. high. The special equipment for
all will include the American Steel Foundries cast steel body and
truck bolsters. Simplex brake-beams, Westinghouse air-brakes, Ajax
plastic bronze brasses, Tower couplers, Security door fasteners for
box cars and furniture cars. Miner tandem draft rigging. McCord
dust guards and journal boxes, St. Louis Roof Company's roofs, Railway Steel Spring Co.'s springs and arch bar trucks.

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 2,000 steel underframe
box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity from the South Baltimore Steel Car
& Foundry

May

Co., for

delivery; 500 flat cars of 60,000

lbs.

capacity

from the South Atlantic Car & Manufacturing Co., and 40 passenger coaches from Harlan & Hollingsworth, for July delivery.
The box cars will weigh 36,500 lbs. and measure 36 ft. long, 8 ft.
The flat
6 in. wide and 7 ft. 5% in. high, inside measurements.
cars will be 40 ft. long, over end sills; 9 ft. wide, over side sills,
and 4 ft. 4V4 in. high, over floor. The special equipment for box
and flat cars will include: Pennsylvania brake-beams, Christie
brake-shoes, Westinghouse air-brakes, Tower couplers, National Malleable Castings Co.'s door fastenings and Farlow-Westinghouse friction draft rigging for box cars; Thornburg tandem draft rigging
for flat cars, Harrison dust guards, Symington journal boxes for
box cars and National Malleable Castings Co.'s journal boxes for
flat cars, Atlantic Coast Line standard paint, Atlantic Coast Line
double board roofs for box cars, Atlantic Coast Line standard springs
and Atlantic Coast Line standard arch-bar trucks. The passenger
coaches will weigh SI.UOO lbs. and measure 61 ft. 3 in. long, over
end sills, and 9 ft. 8 in. wide, over side sills. The special equip-

Diamond special brake-beams, Christie steel
include
brake shoes, Westinghouse automatic air-brakes, JanneyBuhoup couplers, Forsyth or National curtain fixtures, Pantasote curtain material, Adams & Westlake door fastenings, Westinghouse friction draft rigging, Harrison dust guards, Gold heating system, National Malleable Castings Co.'s journal boxes. Pintsch light, Pullman standard outside paint, Atlantic Coast Line standard springs,
Pullman wide vestibules and Atlantic Coast Line special 36-in. chilled
Other specialties are: Adams & Westlake polished
cast wheels.
bronze trimmings and Linstrom hand brakes.
will

:

back

BRIDGE BUILDING.
On .March 13 the United States Senate passed a bill
\i ibama.
authorizing the Mobile Railway & Dock Co. to build bridges across
Dog river and Fowl river, in Mobile County, Alabama.
Calhoun, Ga

Bids are wanted April 4 by the County CommisL'2<i ft.
long over the Oostanaula

tor building a steel bridge

Got don

1

ft,

::

Louisville, Ky.- The Louisville, Henderson
plans made to substitute Steel
in. lures
wooden bridges on its line.

lounty.

&

The Madison Hiidge

Madison, Abk.

Co., of

Louis

si.

for

1

many

Forest City,

is

hav-

of

the

is

ask-

ing for incorporation, with a capital of $40,000, to build a bridge
over the St. Francis river at this place.
The directors Include
S, H. .Mann, T. C. Mai win and 10. A. Rolfe.
The Lower House of
ess bis pass.il a bill authorizing this work.
Mil

v.

The Duluth, Rainy Lake & Winnipeg and

of Minnesota, it is reported, are
over tile river at Fort Francis.

the state
build a bridge
railroad has bought the land

planning

The

to jointly

necessary for the Canadian approach.
iihIs were recently asked by the County SuperOkoville, Cm.
visor for a Qighwaj bridge to be built over Butte creek, four miles
west of Nelson in Butte County, to consist of one 60 ft. steel span,

with 54u

work.
Supervisors of Butte County has agreed to pay
half of the cost of a steel drawbridge over the Sacramento river,
between Butte and Glenn Counties, if the latter county will pay the
other half.
ft.

of pile trestle

The Hoard

of

Pa.—The Hoard

of Supervisors have approved
Lane bridge to be built over the Wissahiekon to connect Germantown and Chestnut H 11 with Manayunk
and Roxborough. The proposed structure will be built entirely
of concrete, and with a total length of 565 ft. and 60 ft. wide. The

Philadelphia,

the plans for the Walnut

central span over the creek will be 233
structure will be $250,000.
St. Anne's, Que.

— The

ft.

long.

The

cost of the

Canadian Pacific, it is saM, has decided
Ottawa river at this place.

to rebuild the bridge over the

—

St. Paul, Minn.
Both Houses of Congress have approved the
building of a bridge over the Mississippi river between the Fort
Snelling Military Reservation and St. Paul.

—

San Frani isco, Cal. The California Northwestern will build a
double-deck bridge 160 ft. long over Hulbert's creek near the entrance
to Guernwood Park. The upper deck will be used for highway traffic.

—

Sunnyside, N. Hex. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe will build
a bridge over the Rio Pecos on the line of its cut off from Belen to
Texico. The work on the bridge will be difficult because of quicksand
and will take about eight months to complete the structure.

Tennessee.

— Both

izing the Cairo

Houses

of

Congress have passed

& Tennessee River Railroad

bills

author-

to build bridges over

the Tennessee and Cumberland rivers in Tennessee.

—

Toleoo, Ohio. Resolutions have been introduced in the City
Council providing for a viaduct 93 ft. long, also for the removal
of the present Cherry street bridge to Ash and Consaul streets. A
number of resolutions have been previously filed seeking the re-

moval

of this structure.

—

A bill was introduced in the House of Representatives on March 12 making an appropriation to aid in building a bridge across the St. John river between this place and St.
Leonard's, New Brunswick.
Van Buben, Maine.

—

Waters Ferry. Ala. On March 13 the United States Senate
passed the bill authorizing the Commissioners' Court of Baldwin
County. Ala., to build a bridge over the Perdido river at this
place.

—

Williamson, W. Va. On March 12 the United States Senate
passed the bill authorizing William Smith and associates to bridge
(March 2,
the Tug Fork of the Big Sandy river near this place.
p.

70.)

Other

Allentown,

loner

will
A. 1;.

long,

Bids are wanted April
by Leo Aspalln,
Garner, la., for building a steel bridge over
long, in Hancock County.

at

ing

Miwi

The Erie has ordered a 100-h.p. Ganz steam automobile car for
July or August delivery as an initial step toward the adoption
The ear will be
of such cars for its branch line passenger traffic.
It will measure 57 ft. long over all. and
of all steel construction.
will weigh 40 tons in working order, and is designed to maintain

ment

creek, LOO

ft.

Lloydminster, Ai.n. Tie- government has decided to build a
bridge over the Battle river at this place.
R. W. Mclntyre, of
Edmonton, Alb., may be addre cd

wheels.

The Atlanta

Queen Anne County

oi

l\.

County Auditor,

.

ville

\in<

Commissioners

12.

I

eels.

rin

w

— The

ask for bids for putting up a steel bridge 75
hell is Clerk, of Ci uterville

Fobest City,
Co.,

I

li

Ij

all.

onvertible ears fron the American Car Co.,
in.
e cars will measure :il n. long l>y 8 ft.
The special equipment will Include Peacock air
all.
brakes, Brill couplers and trucks, Aeme curtain fixtures and Griffin

ordered

Cbampton, Md.
1

XL., No.

Vol..

Pa.

— The

Structures.

Central

Railroad

of New Jersey has
a large roundhouse

bought land as a site on which it will put up
and a shop. Work is to be started at once.

—

Decatur, III. Revised plans have been completed for the Wabash shops. They-callIf 01-IB.buildings the two largest of which
Work is to be started
will be the car shop and the machine shop.
early next month, and completed during the present year.
Fabgo,
for putting

—

Dak. The Great Northern is having plans made
up a new passenger station here, for which bids are to

N.

March
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Plans are also being
by 600 ft.

asked shortly.

lir

house, to be 40

ft.

—

Indianapolis, Ikd. The
acres of land on the south
shops.
An appropriation of
pany to build a town at this

made

for a

new

freight

it is said, has bought 2,640
adjoining Indianapolis, as a site for
$3,500,000 has been made by the complace to be called Beech Grove.

Big Four,

—

Lonsdale, Tenn. The Southern, it is said, will enlarge its
shops at this place to double their present capacity, at an expense
of about $1,000,000.

—

Louisville, Ky. The Louisville & Southern Indiana Traction
Co. has secured land on Third street as the site for a large terminal
building to cost about $300,000.

—

Moncton, N. B. The shops of the Intercolonial, recently destroyed by Are, it is announced, will be replaced as soon as poswith new structures.

sible

—

Oakland. Cal. The Southern Pacific has applied for permission
to build its new machine shop, boiler shop, copper shop and roundhouse at Oakland, near the Perlata street front slip. Piling foundations for the machine shop. 195 ft. by 500 ft., have been completed
and work on the superstructure will soon be commenced.

—

Philadelphia, Pa. The Baltimore & Ohio is planning to spend
$750,000 for terminal facilities at Philadelphia. The work includes
the building of a roundhouse, a car and locomotive repair shop and
other structures, also a freight yard. Land has been bought between Twenty-fifth and Dickinson streets and Thirty-sixth street
and the Schuylkill river. The company intends to begin work as
soon as its plans are approved by the city officials. The object of
this work is to improve its freight handling facilities, and as soon
as the new buildings are completed the present shops will be
abandoned.
Proctor, B. C.

new

a

—The Canadian Pacific,

it is

reported, will put up

station here.

—

Seattle. Wash. The Union Pacific is planning to build solid
concrete quays at a cost of about $1,000,000 on Salmon Bay. The
bay will be connected with Puget Sound by a channel now being
widened and dredged by the government. The Great Northern and
the Northern Pacific also own large tracts of land suitable for terminal purposes within a few miles of the entrance of Salmon Bay.

—

Spokane, Wash. The Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co. has
bought land on North Monroe street as a site on which it will put
up large warehouses.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

granted in Kentucky to this company to build a branch 25 miles long,
from Sloan's Valley, in Pulaski County, to the confluence of the
Laurel and Cumberland rivers.
See Kentucky & Southeastern.

—

Duluth, Rainy Lake & Winnipeg. A contract has been given
by this company to P. McDonnell, of Duluth, for building 65 miles of
its proposed extension from Ashawa, Minn., north to Pether's point on
Rainy river, about two miles from International Palls. The contract
includes grading, ballasting, track laying and briage construction,
and calls for the completion of the work by June 1, 1907. The line
will be continued to International Falls, where a bridge will be built
over the river by the Rainy River Bridge Co.. recently incorporated
for this purpose, and will ultimately be extended further north. The
road will connect with the Canadian Northern, giving a through connection with Winnipeg and the Canadian Northwest.

—

Grand Trunk Pacific. Bids were recently received for building 245 miles of this road east from Winnipeg, also 155 miles west
from Quebec, and a steel viaduct 3.000 ft. long at Cape Rouge Valley.
The bidders for building the road were the Pacific Construction
Co.; M. J. O'Brien; J. P. Mullarky; Hogan & MacDonald; McCarthy
Construction Company, Ltd., of Canada; H. M. Davis and J. T.
Davis; Connolly. Wilson & Jardine, and J. D. MacArthur; and for
the bridge the Dominion Bridge Co.; Locomotive & Machine Co.,
of Montreal; Phoenix Bridge Co., of Pittsburg, and the Canadian
Bridge Co.. of Walkerton, Ont. Contracts for the work will soon
be let. The Canadian Government's estimates for the next fiscal
year provide for an expenditure of $10,000,000 on this eastern section of the Grand Trunk Pacific, which is being built by the government.

—

Great Northern. According to newspaper reports large tracts
of land are being bought for J. J. Hill in Saskatchewan, with a view
of building various branch lines from the boundary. It is said that
the company will build into Regina during the present year, and that
plans are being made for making a through line from Lethbridge to
Winnipeg, passing a few miles south of Wayburn, with branches into
wheat-growing territory.

—

Great Western. This company has now in operation a branch
from Johnstown, Colo., to Liberty, 11.9 miles.

Hanover Railway.
in Illinois,

—

capital of $20,000,000, to consolidate a number of existing electric
roads and to build extensions. The companies to be included arc:
Coeur D'Alene & Spokane, operating 34 miles between Spokane anil

monton.

—

Chester, I'eiskywi.le & Ste. Genevieve. This company has extended its road from Perryville, Mo., southeast to Cape Girardeau, 17
miles.

Chicago & North-Western.— The Ashland division of this road,
which formerly ended at Laona, Wis., lias been extended ti> Long
Lake, 20.5 miles.

Burlington & Quinct.—This company, according to
in Colorado the Denver. I'lali
build a line from Denver to the Pacific Coast, and from

the newspapers, has hail incorporated
Pacific, to

Denver in
There was

a

connection

company

a

with

of this

the

name

Burlington

lines

Wyoming.

In

several years ago, but

its

charter

lapsed.

lias

Work has been started by \ D Elzle,
Mie contract, tor double-tracking tdi
road al Helena June
lion
The road is in in- made double track between Dubuque ami
Ihicago.
Chicago Greai Western

who

Graves and associates have organized a
Washington, under the above name, with a

P.

J.

company

Canadian Pacific. This company has announced thai it will exits Yorkton branch to Wetaskiwin 50 miles south of Edmonton.
About 300 miles of this branch has already been built, and when completed it will form a trunk line 800 miles long from Winnipeg to
Edmonton, 200 miles shorter than the present railroad distance between these two towns. The work includes the building of a high
level bridge over the Saskatchewan between Strathcona and Ed-

&

—

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

tend

Chicago,

—

Incorporation has been granted this comwith a capital of $650, 0O0, to build a line from the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, at Hanover station in Joe Daviess
County, to the Chicago Great Western at North Hanover in the same
county. The office of the company will be at Hanover. Incorporators include: William Speer. John Eadie and Albert B. White, all of
Hanover.

pany

Inland Empire.

New

91

lias

(

An officer is quoted as sayChicago, Mii/wai kee & St. I'm
ing that the wiiii, in he carried out by tins company during the
present year Includes the rebuilding of 100 miles of its mail from
St, Paul In Hie Missouri river, which will form pari of Its Pacini
Coast line, ami Hie double-tracking Hie ChlcagO-St. Paul line.
Thl
line is 120 miles Long; 228 or this is double track, ami 77 miles ad
will lie completed this year.
is Intended
m:i
11
to have the
remaining LIB miles completed by the time the trans-continental

in the state of

Coeur D'Alene. Idaho; the Spokane Traction Co.. operating a system in the city of Spokane; the Spokane i: Inland, which is building south from Spokane to Palouse and Colfax (partially com
pleted). and the Spokane Terminal Company, which is putting up
a terminal station in Spokane for these three other companies.
Money has been secured by the new corporation to carry out the
work, to include the extension of the Spokane & Inland to Snake
river.
There it will connect lai Lewiston) with the LewistOD fi
Southeastern system, which has already let contracts for building
its line from thai place to Grangeville, Idaho.
Other work includes
the extension of Hie line west from Spokane Into Hie Big Bend
count ry.

&

Kentucky &

\ charter bai
southeast through
Breathitt, Perry, Knott and Letcher Counties, Ky., a distance "i about

7(1

Sot cheasters (C, N. O.
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d

1

mile:

T. P.).

line

.

LoRAIN Sm iiiikv Announcement has been made bj Jo
Ramsey, former President of the Wabash, that he has organized a
company under this name, and also bought the Industrial Railroad of
.hi a m from the Sheffield Land Company,
He proposes to build a line
iriini Lorain, Ohio, on Late Brie to the Hocking Vallej and other
a line is also projected Into the coal
coal fields along the Ohio river,
fields of ivnnsN Ivania near I'h tsbui
1
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recently
Louis
reaches Louisville over its own
The
tcks of the Illinois Central.
raili
Prevlouslj
companj is planning to build freight terminals in Louisville to cost
01 esi

i

e,

i

in

i

i

completed an extension by which

it

.000.
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Minneapoi
have the contract
subli

will

Dak
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I
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Sti

Marie,

Barnard & Goeder

I
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Crookston, Minn.,

rd
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S

& Sault

build 15 miles of an extension of this road, and
Work is to be begun at Garrison. N.
arl of the work.
to

•

may

be addressed.

been
n <-cl
Incorporation h:i
Missouri to build a railroad from Millard, Mo.,
thwest through Adia and Putnam Counties in Missouri, and
through Appanoose, Wayne, Clark, Madison. Aelai, Guthrie, Audubon.
Shelby, Crawford, Monona and Woodbury to Sioux City. la., ap
proximately 290 miles.

[OWA & NEBBASKA.

this

i-

i

.

:l

r

in

i

—

Pennsylvania Roads. A charter has been granted to
pany in Pennsylvania to buUd a railroad five miles long, from Shady
Grove to a point near the intersection of the Hagerstown & North
The company has a capital of $50,000, and Christian W. Lynch,
era'.
Abner C. McKee,
of Harrisburg, is President. The Directors are:
John S. Lynch, Alfred G. Miles, Donald C. Haldeman, Richard C.
Haldeman and Theodore Zeiders, all of Harrisburg, Pa.
i

i

—

Quebec Southern. This company will extend its line from
Francois to Chaudiere Junction, and hopes to have the work completed as far as Becarcour this year. The Dominion Government
has granted a subsidy of $3,500 per mile.

—This

company, which is building an extension from
Harbor on Moosehead Lake, about 50 miles,
has completed work as far as Moxie Pond, IS miles from Bingham,
and expects to have the entire 50 miles completed this year. The
contract for the remaining portion of the work has just been let.
The road will connect with the Canadian Pacific at a point about
three miles west of Asquith, Me.
Somerset.

Bingham,

Me., to Birch

Weathebfokd, Mineral Wells & Nobthwestebn.

— Announcement

has been made that this Texas road, which was bought about two
years ago by the Goulds, and now forms a part of the Texas & Pacific system, will he extended northwest from Mineral Wells to a connection with the Pecos Valley road, about 300 miles. Contracts are
shortly to he let for building the first 100 miles, from Mineral Wells
The road will parallel the Fort Worth & Denver
to Throckmorton.
City for about 100 miles. It is proposed ultimately to extend it to a
connection with the Denver & Rio Grande in Colorado, connecting
these two sections of the Gould System.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

—

Boston & Albany. Gross earnings for the six months ended December 31 were $5,784,962, an increase of $378,029; net earnings, $2,008,841, an increase of $116,875, surplus after charges
$232,963, an increase of $4,850.

—

The shareholders have ratified the proposal to
increase the common stock from $110,000,000 to $150,000,000.
The President announced that $20,280,000 additional stock would
be issued at once, making the total outstanding $121,680,000.
The new stock will be entitled to the dividend of December 31,
(Feb. 16. p. 56.)
1906, if fully paid up.

Canadian Pacific.

—

Chicago & Alton. The stockholders have agreed to the consolidation of the Chicago & Alton Railroad and the Chicago & Alton
Railway under the name of the Chicago & Alton Railroad. The
stock of the merged company will be $40,000,000, as follows:
$899,300 cumulative 4 per cent, preferred. $19,557,900 non-cumuThree
lative 4 per cent, preferred, and $19,542,800 common.
shares of the cumulative preferred stock will be exchanged for
each of the 73 shares outstanding of the preferred stock of
the C. & A. R. R., and two shares of the new cumulative preerred for each of the 4.287 shares common stock of the railroad company outstanding. The non cumulative preferred and
common stock will be exchanged share for share for the similar
amounts of preferred and common stock respectively outstand(Jan. 26, p. 30.)
ing of the C. & A. Railway Co.
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put in a position to be turned over to the Erie; the Cincinnati,
Hamilton & Dayton is to be removed as a competitive factor
by being ah orbed by the Chesapeake & Ohio; the Toledo Terminal Railroad Companj
to be taken over by various Morgan
properties entering Toledo, and the Chicago, Cincinnati & Louisville, Mr. Bradford's road, after being wrecked, is to be bought
in at a low price by the Southern or the Queen & Crescent,
li

both

Morgan

properties.
the answer, Rudolph Kleybolte filed the report
ni
.1
T. Udell,
now President of the Suffolk & Carolina,
in the Pere Marquette on the condition of the Chicago, Cln
cinnati & Louisville just prior to the acquisition of the C, c
& L. by the Pere Marquette and the Cincinnati. Hamilton &
Dayton. The report says in part:
"For a new road, its on
it
with 70-lb. steel for most of the
dltion is excellent,
is [aid
way, nil He balance »iili 80-lb. steel. The road crosses 20
other roads in the entire distance, 11 of them over and above
grade- and the balance are grade.
All but two of the grade
ii'
Ing
equipped with the interlocking device and at all
the large cities all the grade crossings at open streefs have
been eliminated, crossing the streets overhead and on steel girders, with concrete abutments.
The length of the line from
Griffiths to Cincinnati is 253 miles and from Griffiths to Chicago
30 miles, a total of 288 miles, as compared with 305 miles by
other roads. I do not see why a combination of the Cincinnati,
Hamilton & Dayton and this road, with the prestige of the Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton, would not make the strongest line
It is 20 miles the
in existence between Cincinnati and Chicago.
shortest at all events, if that counts for anything. I do see, however, when this line is fully completed and equipped, they can
fix a rate far below anything now in existence, and make more
than the other lines at the higher rate. I think the fact that
this line exists and will do business stands as a menace to every
other Chicago and Cincinnati line. It's the strongest proposi-

'in

cii

i

tion that

I

know

of of its kind."

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.
of

— Gross earnings

January were $1,248,978; disbursements,
See Chicago, Cincinnati & Louisville.

during the month

$1,084,683.

—

Interborough-Metropolitan. The time for the deposit of securities of the lnterborough Rapid Transit, Metropolitan Securities
and Metropolitan Street Railway expired March 16. At that
date 95% per cent, of the 1. R. T. stock had been deposited,
93% per cent, of Metropolitan Securities, and 81% per cent.
Metropolitan Street Railway.

—

Kansas City Southern. At a meeting of the stockholders on March
19, it was voted to issue $5,100,000 six-year 5 per cent, colnotes, this sum to be spent within the next two or
three years for betterments. The notes are to be secured by
an issue of $10,000,000 4% per cent. 20-year improvement bonds,
redeemable at any interest date on 60 days' notice.
lateral

—

Michigan Central. Gross earnings for the year ended December
31. 1905, were $23,2S3,868, an increase of $1,790,924; net earn-

The surplus after diviings, $4,417,952, a decrease of $33,978.
dends was $223,934, an increase of $100,679.

—

Minneapolis & St. Louis. A special meeting of the stockholders
has been called for April 11, to act on a proposition to aid
the Minnesota, Dakota & Pacific in the construction of its
proposed road from Watertown, S. Dak., to a point at or near
Lebeau, with a branch from Conde to Leola, 240 miles in all.

The plan

is to

issue $5,000,000 five-year 5 per cent, notes, secured

by a trust indenture executed

to the

Central Trust Company,

trustee.

—

River. A meeting of the stockholders
has been called for April IS to authorize an increase of capital

New York Central & Hudson

stock from $150,000,000 to $250,000,000. There is now $149,442,500 stock outstanding.
Gross earnings for the month of February were $6,5S2,125,
an increase of $1,1S6,790.

I

('me

—

Ai.ci.
Cincinnati & Louisville. In answer to injunction proceedings instituted by the Pere Marquette to restrain W. A.
Iford, Jr., President of the C, C. & L., and Rudolph Kleybolte & Co from forcing the Pere Marquette to pay interest on
the $3,500,000 P. M. and C, H. & D. joint collateral 4 per cent,
bonds of 1914, the defendants have filed statements to the

following effect:
Mr. Bradford accuses J. P. Morgan & Co. of entering
into a conspiracy to break up the Great Central Route and
component parts among various other roads in
divide M
which Mr. Morgan holds a large interest. The Chicago, Cincinnati & Louisville was wrecked, he says. I'm the benefit of
the Monon line, a Morgan property; the Pere Marquette is being

—

Pere Marquette. See Chicago. Cincinnati & Louisville.
Pittsburg & Lake Erie
In the annual report, the President makes

—

"On November 2, 1905, the Pittsburg
& Lake Erie Railroad Company made a first and partial pay-ment to the Little Kanawha syndicate toward the acquiring of
railroad properties and franchises in West Virginia, Ohio and
the following statement:

it,
the purchase to include the
Burnsville and Eastern Railroad,
Buckhannon and Northern Railroad, Belington & Northern
Railroad. Parkersburg Bridge & Terminal Railway, Marietta,
Columbus 4i Cleveland Railroad, Zanesville, Marietta & Parkersburg Railroad and other properties. On the same date the
company acquired by purchase the entire holdings of the
Greene county syndicate, owning railroad properties and franIn another
chises in Greene and Washington Counties, Pa."
pari of tbe report, $1,504,731 is given as the amount of this

Pennsylvania controlled by

Little

Kanawha

payment.

Railroad,

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
The bill which was before the legislature of Iowa to reduce all
passenger fares in the state to two cents a mile has been defeated.
The Pere Marquette Railroad has issued an order to its agents
own use all of the coal mined in the SaginawValley between March 21 and April 1.

to confiscate for its

The legislature of New Jersey has passed the Perkins bill for
the equalization of taxes, which, it is said, will increase the amounts
to be paid by the railroads of the state by about $3,000,000 a year.
in Canada that the Canadian Pacific is making
price list for its western lands, and hereafter will sell
none at less than $10 an acre. The company still holds 10,900,000
acres in Manitoba.
It is

announced

new

out a

Reports from Pittsburg, Chicago, Indianapolis and other cities
all railroads are stocking their coal piles as rapidly as
possible, with a view to being prepared for a strike of miners, and
many of the roads evidently are confiscating coal which is in transit.
report that

A press despatch from Casper, Wyo., reports a wreck of a work
train on the Chicago & North-Western near Natrona, Wyo., March
25, in which 10 employees, mostly laborers, were killed and 15 were
injured.
The train broke through a bridge which it was crossing
at low speed while the track was submerged by a flood.
A

press despatch from Albuquerque, N. Mex., says that the Caledonian Coal Co.'s suit against the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Pe,
and others, for $600,000 damages, has been compromised and will be
dismissed. It appears that the developed mines of the Caledonian
company are to be bought by the railroad and its allied coal companies.

According to a press despatch from Durango, Col., of March
a passenger train carrying 50 passengers was stuck in the
snow at Cumbress Pass in the mountains for 12 days. Provisions
had to be carried to the train by men wearing snowshoes, and
some of the passengers were made sick by their long stay in the
rarefied atmosphere of that high altitude.
22,

The "ladies' smoking car," referred to in a press despatch from
London last week as being in service on one of the roads between
London and Liverpool, proves to be a "fake." The story appears
to have had for its basis the engagement of a car, for a single
trip, by a party in which were three women who had a carriage
or compartment reserved for themselves for smoking.
result of the investigation following the collision at Baker
Bridge, Mass., last November, the Boston & Maine has put in use
a fusee which is a combination of a stop and a caution signal.
The fusee burns red for three minutes and then yellow for five minutes.
For use on long descending grades a 10 minute fusee has

As a

been made.

This burns red

five

minutes and yellow

five

minutes.

Passenger trainmen on the Monongahela division of the Pennsylvania have had their wages raised about 10 per cent., the new
scale being as follows:
On all trains making more than 113 miles
a day Conductor, $4.29; baggage master, $2.53; brakeman, $2.03;
engineman, $4.73, and fireman, $2.G9. On all trains making 113
miles a day or less Conductor, $4.01; brakeman, $1.92; engineman, $4.40, and fireman, $2.25.

—

—

In New York City last week a street car conductor was sentenced to prison for 10 years for causing the death of the driver
of a mail wagon.
The accident occurred at 3 o'clock in the morning, when the conductor had temporarily taken the place of the
motorman who had gone inside of the car to talk with a woman
passenger. The conductor lost control of the car and ran it into
the mail wagon. The railway company paid $20,000 to the family
of the

man who was

killed.

According to a Pittsburg paper. 5<i female car-cleaners in that
city who, the other day, failed to secure an interview with the
superintendent of their division, went to his house in a body,
about 9 o'clock in the evening, and stormed his library, so to
speak; that is to say, they brushed aside the butler, who was not
The
going to admit them, ami went in and hunted up their man
spokeswoman had uttered only three words before the other 19
Then, says the reporter,
strikers joined in the address, Or appeal,
After telephoning to his
the superintendent throw up his hands.
assistant

ooodod
In

sion

In

hoar the women's complaint the next day, he
calming the strikers, so that they left.

to

New York

City last week the Interstate

took evidence concerning

by shippers. Inspectors for the Trunk Line
Association testified that 34,000 false classifications had been found
at New York in a single month. There are 49 inspectors.. One of
the inspectors said that the number of frauds which escaped them
was probably larger than the number detected. In the month of
January corrections were made on 14,060 local shipments and on
The increased revenue secured by
10,486 through shipments.
these corrections was $16,000 on reclassification and $1,000 on increased weight.
Drugs had been described as salt and fertilizer,
and an expensive chemical as ginger ale. Artificial flowers were
Some shippers
billed as millinery, and human hair as horse hair.
tried to fool the inspectors by putting higher priced goods in the
bottoms of the boxes. The witnesses gave the names of a number
of shippers who, they said, were persistent in their offenses. Two
of these are, we regret to say, within a stone's throw of the office
On the second day of the hearing, testiof the Railroad Gazette.
mony was taken from shippers and shippers' agents alleging that
the wrong classifications were due to the mistakes of packers and
One shipper who
to difficulty in classifying a mixed lot of goods.
always billed looking glasses as plate glass said that several years
ago the railroads supplied him with rubber stamps reading "plate
One witness, telling how
glass'' and he had continued to use them.
manufacturers had to practice deception to meet competition, said
that goods made in Massachusetts had to be labeled "Made in Gerclassifications of freight

i

Commerco Commis-

wrong and presumably fraudulent

many."
D.

&

H. Gasoline-Electric Motor Car.

Company's new gasoline-electric motor car
Delaware & Hudson was tried on Tuesday of this week in
three round trips between Schenectady and Saratoga. It was shown
and described in this paper February 9, and the trials have fully
met the expectations of the designers, but in one respect, the use
of cheap kerosene instead of the more costly gasoline, has not been
found to be feasible. The car will be run experimentally in the
Schenectady-Saratoga service, and it seems likely to solve the problem of working stub-end branches of steam roads until sufficient
It is operated from either
traffic warrants an electrical equipment.

The General

Electric

for the

end, obviating the necessity for turntables or switching arrangements to accomplish the same purpose, and the efficiency and flexibility of the electrical features, combined with the fact that this
part of the equipment is tried and proven, seems to indicate its
It has
superiority over any gasoline outfit with mechanical drive.
also a better tractive effort secured by the electric motors on both
trucks, a feature not possible through the mechanical drive.

With improved engine design and a complete equipment brought
down considerably in weight, there seems to be no good reason why
such a car should not be useful.

Armour Refrigerator

Cars.

Ogden Armour, who has not yet

finished his defense of
the packers, returns, in the last issue of the Saturday Evening Post,
so his argument presented in his opening article, that conservative
fruit dealers are satisfied with the Armour management of refrigerator cars. The actual growers and shippers of fruit, he says, have
never voiced a serious complpaint against the car lines and do not
now favor the agitation against the private ear companies. He
quotes from speeches made and resolutions passed by fruit jobbers,
who have complained among themselves how they have advanced
the price of fruit (for example, strawberries in Arkansas) by semi
Last season there
ing too many buyers down there to compete.
were at Van Buren the first week ""ten buyers for each ear" of berries, and the local shippers took advantage of the situation to
"boost, the prices out of sight," making from $300 to $500 a car
extra profit. This, says Mr. Armour, goes to prove his statement
that the Armour linos have been a great benefit to the fruit grower
by sending competing buyers to bis door. A Chicago fruit merchant,
r. Newhall, says that while the private cars make high charges
u>\refrigeration, their service is cheaper In the end because of
the uniformly good condition of the trull a1 destination.

Mr.

J.

Troubles of the Relief Department.
roslonent out from several cit
Lines west uf PlttSDUl • lliav
Ing Of employees (if tile l'olilisv VII
Threats to this effeel have been made repeatedly
be discontinued,
The
impanj
the Pent
ol
of late, it is said, bj agenl
na ur<
Is explained, In an e
threat Is being made,
According to despatch

I

II ill

i

I

It

against a bill In the
,,m
rulet of the volunteei department of
[He alternative given the emi
and relief bj tt mi abolished.
The bill which Is causing the trouble
Ohio Stale Senate, and will eoine up before
days.
It provides Hint railroad employees
n
:

gigantic
i

petition

01

the Pennsylvania Line
a or to see both pension
hat alreadj passed the
the House within a few
shall not be allowed to

—

—
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surrender (heir right to damages for injury received on the road
which employs them.
When an employee becomes a member of the relief association
he is required to sign an agreement by which lie waives all rights
to damages for himsi If or family in case of accident or death on
the road. This is regarded by employees as an obnoxious feature.
It.
is not compulsory that they join the organization, but new employees receive a gentle intimation that it is expedient to join. Some
sign the release-from-damages agreement under protest. Others do
not realize the real force of the agreement and attach their signature
without a murmur.
Abolition of the relief department, into which many of the old
employees have been paying dues for fifteen years or more, and which
entitles them to small weekly payments during disablement, and a
life insurance policy, payable to their families, would go hard with
the older employees. Abolition of the pension system would be an
even greater blow to the older employees.
It is thought by many that the threat of the company's agents,
who have already obtained the names of 5,000 employees to the petition against the Ohio bill, is merely a "bluff." These say that the
railroad would not dare abolish its pension and relief systems, because of the ill feeling that would be engendered among its thousands
of employees. Indianapolis News.

The Railroad Problem, Condensed.
Chairman Knapp, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, in
an address before a club at Washington recently, expressed the

Vol..

XL., No. 13.

were led into the practice by the lawlessness of other roads,
did they not expose and seek tin
Iinicnl of the other roads'.'
But it does not appear that tie
nfiuenced by any other power
than a force of habit, obtaining among American roads, of specially
favoring a selected class and making the unfavored many bear the
burden. And then they come forward and confess their lawlessness
only when promised immunity from prosecution. Such disclosures as
these will not help the roads in their present campaign for a letalone policy on the part of the government. Springfield Republican.
officials

why

i

Two Famous Engines.
After several endeavors to put them to more practical use, the
North Star and the Lord of the Isles, perhaps the two most renowned
locomotives in England, have been consigned to the scrap heap of
the Great Western Railway at Swindon.
Both engines are survivals of the old broad-gage system, and the Lord of the Isles, as
such, has been exhibited in all parts of the world.
It was one of
30 engines designed in 1842 bj the late Sir Daniel Gooch, and drew
the last train of broad-gage vehicles which left Paddington station
prior to the abolition of the system in 1892.

—

A Tragedy Taken from Life.
The accompanying cut does not represent a show collision; it
is a halftone from a snapshot which Mr. B. W. Stevens, of Pinole,
Cal., happened to be able to catch the other day of an actual accident, a butting collision of a double-header going in

one direction

opinion that the national conscience is awakening. He says the
pass evil is becoming recognized as a great evil, and from being
a badge of distinction, is now recognized, if not as a mark of infamy, at least as a distinction of a sinister sort. Chairman Knapp
went over the whole railroad situation. The governments of foreign
countries control the railroads directly. This country had never
come to look with favor on government ownership, but it is now
vitally interested in government supervision of rates.
The railroad is of essential use to the community and should be open on
equal terms to every one. The total valuation of railroad property
in the United States has reached the enormous figure of $11,250,000,000.

—

These roads may be divided into eight great groups the Hill,
Harriman. Vanderbilt, Atchison, Pennsylvania, Atlantic Coast, Southern and Rock Island. These included fully 70 per cent, of the
roads and three-quarters of the traffic and the receipts. The men
who are at the head of the railroads are also at the head of the
industries.
oil, steel and other great
All these interests have a
common center in New York, and the problem that is before the
people is in reality far deeper than the mere regulation of rates.
It is the control of wealth itself, and the problem of whether the
country should be governed from Washington or Wall street.
Publicity will do much to correct any evils complained of. There
should be a sworn statement each year of traffic, earnings and expenses. Giving of rebates should be made a criminal misdemeanor.
The rates should be made by such body as shall be designated by
Congress. But the question of whether such regulation should be
of a legislative or judicial character was a matter yet to be deter.

.

.

mined.
Destruction of the Steamer Plymouth.
The side-wheel steamer Plymouth of the Fall River Line was
burned to the water at the wharf of the company's repair shops at
Newport, R. I„ on the morning of March 27, and the freight steamer
City of Lowell was badly damaged.
Damage to the sheds and to
other steamers brought the total loss up to $1,000,000.
One fireman was burned to death on the Plymouth. The cause of the Are
is

unknown.

Japan to Buy Railroads.
press dispatch from Tokio, March 27, says that the bill for
the nationalization of railroads as amended by the House of Peers,
was again presented in the House of Representatives and, after
strong opposition, was adopted. The amendments, however, do not
change the compulsory nature of the' bill.
The period for the
whole transaction is changed from five years to ten years. The
companies to be bought are reduced from thirty-two to seventeen,
cutting down the total amount to be expended from $235,000,000 to
$220,500,000.
The time for delivery of the bonds representing the
price of each railroad is extended from two years to five years, and
means are provided for protest being made against the official price.

A

The Cincinnati Rebate.
Following the charges against the trunk lines of unlawful discriminations in favor of the sugar trust, come these frank admissions
by traffic officials of the "Big Four" system, of paying money rebates
to favored steel and coal corporations, and of maintaining a special
list of shippers who were permitted to ship goods at their own statement of weight. And this right in the face of repeated announcements that the roads are now observing the anti-rebate law. As a
matter of fact, are they making any effort to observe the law, and do
they care a rush about the law, anyway? If these particular traffic,

Courti sy of

V

'

ic

York Tribune.

Snapshot

of a Collision.

with a train drawn by one engine in the other direction. (At least,
there is only one opposing engine visible.) The engineman and fireman are just in the act of dropping off. One of these men was
killed.
The spray at the right of the picture is water from a rupture in the tilted

tender.

Land Grants to Projected Railroads in the Province of Quebec.
The Quebec legislature at its present session has made land
grants of 4,000 acres a mile to the following railroad corporations:
Atlantic, Quebec & Western, for building 150 miles of road; Matane
& Gaspe, for 30 miles; Quebec & Lake St. John, for .12 miles; Quebec
Central, for 9 miles (in lieu of cash subsidy); Joliette & Lake

Manuan

Colonization Railroad, for 60 miles; Interprovincial & James
Bay, for 50 miles; Pontiac & Inter-Provincial, for 30 miles; also for
lines from Herbertville to St. Joseph d'Alma, on the Saguenay, 10
miles; Roberval toward James Bay. 30 miles, and Jonquieres toward
Ha Ha Bay, 30 miles.. A grant of 3,000 acres a mile was also voted
to the Northern Colonization Railroad for 32 miles of projected
road and grants of 2,000 acres a mile to the St. Maurice Valley, for
30 miles; Great Northern of Canada, for 85 miles; Lotbiniere &
Megantic, for 30 miles, and Orford Mountain, for five miles. All
mines and minerals on these lands are reserved for the Crown.
The choice of lands is to lie with the Lieutenant-Governor of the
Province.

Manufacturing and Business.

The Tacoma Eastern Railroad has ordered

50 sets of Bettendorf

trucks and bolsters for 35-ton cars.
F. W. Bird & Son. East Walpole, Mass., have opened a new department known as the Hydrex Felt & Engineering Co., in charge
of Edward W. DeKnight, with headquarters at 120 Liberty street,

New

York.

The name

of the St. Louis

Expanded Metal Flreproofing

Co.,

—
March.
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30, 1906.

Louis, Mo., has been changed to Expanded Metal & Corrugated
Co., and the offices have been moved from the Century Building
to the Frisco Building.
St.

Bar

power department with the title of Superintendent of Motive Power
and Equipment. He continued in this positlou until 1900, retiring
at the age of 60 years.

The Vacuum Cleaner Co., 427 Fifth avenue, New York City, has
made a contract with the Louisville & Nashville to build a plant,
adjoining the station of that road in Louisville, Ky., for cleaning the
interior of the office building as well as the passenger cars at the
terminal.
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MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
(For dates of conventions and regular meetings of railroad conventions and
engineering societies see advertising page 24.)
,

The general offices of the Republic Iron & Steel Co. have been
removed to the Frick Building Annex, Pittsburg, Pa., to which all
general office correspondence should be addressed. The present district sales offices will be

maintained, including a Chicago sales
located in the First National Bank Building.

office,

The Watters A. B. C. pneumatic sander, made by J. H. Watters,
Augusta, Ga. E. G. Fisher, Chicago, general western agent has
been specified for 100 new locomotives recently ordered by the
Southern Railway from the Baldwin Locomotive Works; also for a
number of new locomotives for the Chicago Junction Railway.

—

—

National Association of Railway Commissioners.

The annual meeting

of this association is to be held in Washington, D. C, beginning April 2. The call for the meeting contains
the usual list of subjects.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
At a meeting of the Mechanical Section held March 29 the following papers were read: "Notes on the Shops and Power House of
the Canada Car Co.," by E. G. M. Cape; "Durability of Wire Rope
Under Severe Conditions," by T. H. Schwitzer. The papers were
illustrated by lantern slides.

The Solid Steel Tool & Forge Co., Brackenridge, Allegheny
County, Pa., makers of drop forgings, car forgings, track tools, etc.,
announces that the company will be taken out of the hands of the
receiver, James D. Wilson, as soon as the necessary formalities can
be gone through. James H. Baker, who has been managing the
Sales Department of the company for the receiver, will become a
member of the new board of directors and take an active part in
the management of the company's affairs.
Compressed Air announces that with its issue of May it will
appear in enlarged form and under new management. Hereafter it
will be published by The Kobbe Co., 90-92 West Broadway, New
York. A special feature of the paper will be a department devoted
to correspondence, a discussion of which •will be encouraged among
its readers.
But probably the most valuable information will be contained under the heading, "Practical Items for Practical Men," where
data of direct and practical value to compressed air users will be
discussed.
Mr. W. L. Saunders will remain as editor-in-chief, W. R.
Hulbert will be managing editor, and P. F. Kobbe, Jr., will be business manager.
Iron

and

Steel.

Orders for rails continue active. The Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul has given an order to the Illinois Steel Co. for 125,000 tons
of rails, most of which is to be used on its Pacific coast line. The
Brookville & Mahoning Valley has given its first order for rails
5,000 tons
to the Carnegie Steel Co., and will probably buy more
during the present year. Seventeen thousand tons have been ordered from the same company for delivery this summer by the Lake
Erie & Michigan Southern, and the Great Northern has given an
order for 20,000 tons. The Northern Pacific has given an order for

—

Lackawanna

30,000 tons to the

Steel Co.,

and the Delaware & Hud-

son 15,000 tons to the Pennsylvania Steel Co. Inquiries are being
made for about 150,000 tons additional for foreign orders.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

& Birmingham.

—

The offices of the Vice-President and GenManager, the Auditor and the General Freight and Passenger Agent have been removed from Waycross, Ga.. to Atlanta.

Atlantic
eral

Ga.

—

Chicago d North-Western. R. H. Williams, Assistant Treasurer and
Second Assistant Secretary, has been appointed Treasurer and
Assistant Secretary, succeeding S. O. Howe, deceased. M. B.
Van Zandt succeeds Mr. Williams.

New York

—

Central
Hudson River. J. L. Ferris, Chief Clerk to the
Auditor of Passenger Accounts, has been appointed Auditor of
Passenger Accounts, succeeding J. F. Fairlamb, promoted.
rf-

—

Philadelphia <£• Reading. C. E. Henderson, Second Vice-President,
has resigned as First Vice-President of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co., but he remains in charge of the Traffic

Department
St.

of the railroad.

—

Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern. T. T. Eckert has been elected
a member of the Executive Committee, succeeding Russell Sage.
resigned.
Mr. Sage remains on the Board of Directors.

Operating

Officers.

—

Chicago, Burlington .0 Quincy. O. E. Stewart, Superintendent at
Ottumwa, Iowa, has been appointed Superintendent at Burlington, Iowa, succeeding W.
Sharretts, resigned.
L. B. Allen,
formerly Superintendent of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
at Rock Island, 111., succeeds Mr. Stewart.
A. T. Perkins, Superintendent at St. Joseph, Mo., has resigned to become adviser to the St. Louis Municipal Bridge &

G

OBITUARY NOTICES.

Terminal Commission.
Coal

Robert Miller, at one time General Superintendent and later
Superintendent of Motive Power and Equipment of the Michigan
Central, died in Detroit, Mich.,
March 13. At the time of his
death he had been retired

t£

Coke.

— F.

M. Fisher, Trainmaster, has been appointed Super-

intendent.

Denver d Rio Qrande.

—

The authority of A. E. Welby, Genera]
Superintendent of the Rio Grande Western, has been extended
over the D. & R. G, succeeding H. T. Herr, resigned.

—

Louisiana <& Arkansas. W. T. Tyler, formerly General Superintendent of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Soul hern, has been
appointed Genera] Manager of the I. 6 .v. with office al Texar
kana, Ark.

from railroad service for sevMr. Miller was a
typical example of the western railroad man who by his
own unaided efforts and native ability works himself up
from a bumble position in
the ranks to a high official
position on an important road.
Born in [thaca, N. Y., in 1840,
eral years.

New

he entered railroad service at
the age of 19 as a machinist
lie Chicago,
in the shops of
He
& Quincy.
Burlington
served In the army through

York Central <i Hudson River. F. E. Williamson has been ap
pointed Car Wctniiilant. effective April 2. 1906.
Mr. Williamson graduated from the Academic Department of Vale Unlver
siiy in 1898, ami entered railroad service the nexl tall as a
clerk in the office of the Superintendent of the Mohawk division of the \ev> York Central,
The nexl year be was appointed
division claim agent, and aftei b
es
and a ball
>

i

agent at Rome, N. Y. He was later transferred to
tica and
then to Troy, n. Y.
in 1908 he was appointed Chief Clerk In
the office nl' tin- car Accountant, al \cv. 5fork where be has
remained until ins pi esi n.1 promol Ion.
i

I

At. the
the Civil War.
close of the war he returned
to the Burlington as foreman
ol the creel ing shop.
In 1876

out

Bio Qrande u
Trinity d
lias

he went to the Michigan Cen
Robert Mill.
ira
as Master Oar Builder,
being also 111 charge of buildings ami waterworks.
In

est*

i

Brazos

ret

See Denvei

n.

P

Valley.

\

S

Rio 3i ande,

Gorman

General

Superintendent,

Igned,

Traffic Officers.

,

I

made

Assistant. General

General

L884
six years later

was
became
lie

Superintendent and
Superintendent.
In 1896 he becumo head of the motive

Cumberland

Valley.

.1

Freight \
with
!li ranger,
resigned,
I

'

L.

Bysmans

office

al

lias been appointed Ueuerai
Harrlsburg, Pa
edlng n C
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(,„;,,

Harrisbw

.;,,,i

St Louis

.1

San

.

Francisco. —John

Rock

of the Chicago,

Lger

-See Texas &

New

Orleans.

Sebastian, Passenger Traffic ManIsland & Pacific, whose authority
was recently extended
over the St. Louis &
San Francisco and the

Chicago & Eastern

Illi-

entered railroad
service as a clerk on
the Atchison, Topeka &

nois,

Santa Fe in 1869, becoming later Chief
Clerk and then Travel-

Vol. XL., No.

13.

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works for April 1
The total weight of this locomotive will be 207,000 lb
delivery.
with 175,000 lbs. on drivers; cylinders, 22 in. by 28 in.; diameter
of drivers, 50 in.; straight top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; total heating surface, 3,298 sq. ft.; 406 tubes, 2 in.
in diameter by 14 ft. 9 in. long; firebox, 114 in. by 72 in.; grate
area, 57 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 5,500 gallons, and coal capacity, six
tons.
The special equipment will include Westinghouse air-brakes.
tion

bell ringer, Magnesia boiler lagging. Tower couplers,
Srinoeder headlights, Sellers injectors. United States piston rod and
valve rod packing. Leach sanding devices, Detroit sight-feed lubricators, Railway Steel Spring Company's springs, and Walschaert

Pneumatic

valve gear.

Passenger Agent.
In 1880 he went to the

The Central of Georgia, as reported in our issue of March 2:;
has ordered 25 simple consolidation freight (2-8-0) locomotives, 10
Chicago, Rock Island & simple Pacific passenger (4-6-2) locomotives, and five six-wheel
general simple switching (0-6-0) locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Pacific
as
southwestern passenger Works, all for October and November delivery. Fifteen of the conSeven years solidation locomotives will weigh 156,940 lbs., with 140,740 lbs. on
agent.
later he was made Gen- the drivers; cylinders, 20 in. x 28 in.; diameter of drivers, 56 in.;
and wagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; heateral
Passenger
Ticket Agent of the ing surface. 2.209.3 sq. ft.; 271 Detroit steel tubes, 2 in. in diameter
Chicago, Kansas & and 14 ft. 8 in. long; carbon wide firebox, 96% in. x 66% in.; grate
remaining area, 44.1 sq. ft., and tank capacity, 6,000 gallons. The other 10
Nebraska,
there two years, until consolidation locomotives will weigh 197,750 lbs., with 176,650 lbs.
the company was made on the drivers; cylinders, 22 in. x 30 in.; diameter of drivers, 57
a part of the C, R. I. in.; straight top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.;
John Sebastian.
& P. He then was heating surface, 3,517 sq. ft.; 403 Detroit steel tubes, 2 in. in diammade General Passenger Agent of the Rock Island, and was eter and 14% ft. long; wide carbon firebox, 108 in. x 71% in.; grate
appointed Passenger Traffic Manager in 1902. In 1903 his area, 53 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 7.500 gallons, and coal capacity,
authority was extended over the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, 12% tons. The Pacific locomotives will weigh 184,200 lbs., with
the St. Louis, Kansas City & Colorado, and the Chicago, Rock 117,700 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 20 in. x 28 in.; diameter of
Island & El Paso.
drivers. 6S in.; straight top boiler, with a working steam presheating surface, 3,357.5 sq. ft.; 280 Detroit steel
Texas d New Orleans. Joseph Hellen, Assistant General Passenger sure of 200 lbs.;
tubes,
in. in diameter and 19 ft. 5 in. long; wide carbon fire2%
San
Harrisburg
&
the
Galveston,
road
and
of
Agent of this
grate area, 46.8 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 7,500
Antonio, has been appointed General Passenger and Ticket box, 102% in. x 66 in.;
switching locomotives
Agent of the T. & N. O., with office at Houston, Tex., succeeding gallons, and coal capacity, 12%. tons. The
will weigh 145,800 lbs.; cylinders, 20 in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers,
T. J. Anderson, resigned.
50 in.; wagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 185
lbs.; heating surface, 2,473 sq. ft.; 300 Detroit steel tubes, 2 in.
Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
in diameter and 15 ft. 1% in. long; carbon wide firebox, 65% in.
division,
Ontario
Canadian Pacific. A. L. Hertzberg, Engineer of the
x 65% in.; grate area, 29.68 sq. ft, and tank capacity, 4,000 gallons.
has been appointed Engineer of Maintenance of Way, succeeding The special equipment for all includes: Westinghouse air-brakes,
J. M. R. Fairbairn, Engineer of the
F. P. Gutelius, promoted.
Gollmar bell ringer, magnesia boiler lagging, Simplex brake-beams
Eastern division, succeeds Mr. Hertzberg, with office at Toronto, for 15 consolidation and switching locomotives, and Diamond Special
Ont. J. H. Barber, Engineer of the Atlantic division, succeeds brake-beams for the other locomotives, Perfecto and Lappin brakeing

—

—

Mr. Fairbairn.

—

Denver. Enid d Gulf. J. F. Carey has been appointed Chief Engineer, with office at Enid, Okla. T., succeeding J. B. Dalton. resigned.
Erie.

—D.

H. Wilson,

Jr.,

—

has been appointed Electrical Engineer.

O. Ely has been appointed Assistant Engiit Nashville.
neer at Knoxville, Tenn., succeeding E. L. Cruger, resigned.

I.'iiiisrille

J.

—

Pennsylvania. E. B. Temple, who was recently appointed Assistant
Chief Engineer, was born in 1871 and graduated from the Engineering Department of Swarthmore College in 1891. He immediately began railroad work in the Construction Department
of the Pennsylvania, being engaged in the surveying corps, and
In 1897 he was translater on inspection of construction work.
ferred to the Drafting Department and was later appointed AsHe took entire charge
sistant Engineer in that department.
of the department in 1901, and on Jan. 1, 1905. was made Assistant to the Chief Engineer, where he remained until his recent
promotion.
C. H. Andrus, General Foreman at West Philadelphia, Pa„
has been appointed General Locomotive Inspector, with office
at Altoona.

—

Pittsburg d Lake Erie. G. M. Campbell, Electrical Engineer, has
resigned to become Assistant Superintendent of the Western
Electric Co., at Chicago.
,

shoes, Tower couplers, Pyle-National headlights for consolidation
Pacific locomotives and Dressel headlights for switching locomotives, Nathan Simplex injector, Ajax journal bearings, U. S.
piston and valve rod packings. Ashton safety valves and steam
gages, Leach sanding devices for consoliaation and Pacific locomotives, and Economy sanding devices for switching locomotives,
Nathan sight-feed lubricators, Railway Steel Spring Co.'s springs
Other
and Gold steam heat equipment for Pacific locomotives.
specialties are:
Miner gravity side bearings for consolidation and
Pacific locomotives, Linstrom tank valve fixtures, Philip's double
boiler checks, Elvin driving box lubricators for consolidation and
Pacific locomotives, Bordo blow-off cocks for consolidation and
switching locomotives, Homestead blow-off cocks for Pacific locomotives, and Westinghouse friction draft gear for consolidation and

and

Pacific locomotives.

CAR BUILDING.
The Tacoma d Eastern Lumber
at its

The Chicago Great Western,

reported, is in the

market

for

six standard

second-class

from Rhodes, Curry & Co.

The Hastings Express Co., Chicago, has purchased two furniture
Burns & Co., Chicago.

cars from Robert M.

The Mexican International has ordered 100 box cars
capacity from the American Car Co. for 1906 delivery.

of 80,000

The Minnesota Land- d Construction Co., Duluth, Minn., has
ordered 75 logging cars from the Russell Wheel & Foundry Co.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
George Cousin, Louisiana, has ordered one 20-ton Shay locomofrom the Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.

The Kaul & Hall Lumber Co., Pennsylvania, has ordered one
ton Shay locomotive from the Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.
The Lake Champlain & Moriah has ordered one simple

it is

The Canadian Northern has ordered
tourist cars

lbs.

tive

Co. is building 50 logging cars

shops.

additional freight equipment.

—

Wabash. E. F. Needham, Master Mechanic at Fort Wayne, Ind.,
has been appointed Master Mechanic at Springfield, 111., succeeding C. H. Doebler, resigned. G. W. Smith, General Foreman
at Fort Wayne, succeeds Mr. Needham.

own

65-

consolida-

The National of Mexico, as reported in our issue of March 9,
has ordered 300 box cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity from the American
Car

Co., for 1906 delivery.

it is reported, has ordered 600 freight cars
and 10 furniture cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity
from the American Car & Foundry Co.

The Mobile d Ohio,

of 60,000 lbs. capacity

March
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The Los Angeles

<£

Redondo

building 10 interurban cars and

is

10 flat cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity at its
urban cars will be 44 ft. 6 in. long by 8

Redondo shops.
ft.

3 in.

The

wide over

inter-

all.

The Great Lakes Goal Co. has ordered 15 flat cars of 60,000 lbs.
capacity from the Erie Car Works. These cars will weigh about
23,000 lbs., and measure 35 ft. long and 8 ft. 8 in. wide, over all.
The Atchison, Topeka it Santa Fe has ordered 1,000 box cars
and 60 baggage cars from the American Car Co., 100 ballast cars
from the Rodger Ballast Car Co., and 200 flat cars from the Pressed
Steel Car Co.
The Lake Champlain

Moriah has ordered

if

25 steel

"Jimmy"

cars from the Pressed Steel Car Co. These cars will weigh 4,500
The dimensions are
lbs. each and will have a capacity for 19 tons.
The bodies and
10 ft. long by 6 ft. wide by 6 ft. 9 in. wide inside.
underframes are of metal. The special equipment includes Monarch
couplers.

Quincy is considering the purchase
These cars are estimated to weigh about
of 17 additional chair cars.
110,500 lbs. each, and to measure 69 ft. 6 in. long by 9 ft. wide by
The special equipment will
9 ft. 6 in. high, inside measurements.
include the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy bolsters, brake-beams,
brasses and trucks.

The Chicago, Burlington

if-

The Nashville, Chattanooga &

St. Louis is receiving bids for 500
60,000 lbs. capacity box cars, and will in the near
future commence on an order of 500 standard 36-ft. 80,000 lbs.
capacity flat bottom drop door coal cars, to be built at its own
shops. These cars will be duplicates of previous cars of this type
built at these shops during the past three years, specifications of
which have from time to time been printed in the Railroad Gazette.

standard

36-ft.

lbs. capacity, and 250 drop 'bottom coke
cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity. The hopper cars will be 25 ft. 7% in.
long and 7 ft. 7 in. wide, inside, and 9 ft. 2% in- high, over all.
The box cars will be 36 ft. long, 8 ft. 6 in. wide and 8 ft. high,
The coal cars will be 37 ft. 8 in. long, 8 ft.
inside measurements.
The coke cars will
5 in. wide and 45 in. high, inside measurements.
be 39 ft. 4 in. long, 8 ft. 3 in. wide and 6 ft. 10% in. high, inside
measurements. The special equipment for all will include: Buffalo
brake-beams, Westinghouse air-brakes, R. E. Janney couplers, Jones
doors for box cars, Miner tandem draft rigging, Harrison dust
guards, Symington journal boxes, Chicago roofs for box cars, Pittsburg springs and arch-bar trucks.

bottom coal cars of 80,000

BRIDGE BUILDING.

—

Birmingham, Ala. The bids recently submitted for building
nine steel bridges in Jefferson County have all been rejected by the
Board of Revenue and new ones will shortly be asked. H. W. Cook
is a member of the board.
Brandon, Man.

Stockton, Cal., has ordered
40 cars from the St. Louis Car Co., for April delivery. These cars
will be 33 ft. 6 in. long, 11 ft. 10% in. wide, and 11 ft. 7 in. inside
measurements. The special equipment will include the Brill axles,
bolsters, brake-beams, brake-shoes, brakes, brasses, journal boxes,
springs and trucks; St. Louis car couplers and curtain fixtures.
Pantasote curtain material, Valentine paint, Monitor roofs, and Griffin car wheels.

Stockton

Railroad.

Electric

The United Railways A- Electric Co., Baltimore, has ordered 100
double-truck semi-convertible cars from the J. G. Brill Co. These
They will
cars will have a seating capacity for 44 passengers.
weigh 45,000 lbs. and "will measure 29 ft. 9% in. long by 8 ft. 2 in.
wide inside. The bodies and underframes will be of wood. The
special equipment will include American Brake-Shoe & Foundry
Company's brake-shoes, Van Dorn couplers, Keeler curtain fixtures,
Pantasote curtain material, Brill journal boxes and Brill"s 27 G. E. I.
forged side frame trucks.
The Georgia Southern

building 500 flat cars of
60,000 lbs. capacity at its Macon, Ga., shops, for November delivery.
These cars will weigh 26,500 lbs. and measure 40 ft. long and 9 ft.
wide, over all. The special equipment, includes:
J. R. Johnston
i£

Florida

is

axles, American cast-steel body bolsters and Simplex
truck bolsters. Simplex brake-beams, Westinghouse air-brakes, Ajax
Co.'s

steel

brasses, Climax couplers, Miner tandem draft rigging, Symington
journal boxes, Sherwin-Williams paint, Railway Steel Spring Co.'s
springs, arch-bar metal trucks and Decatur wheels.

The British Columbia Electric Railway Co., New Westminster,
B. C, will build 20 cars at its New Westminster shops.
Eighteen
will be for passenger service and two for freight service.
The
passenger cars will be of the Narragansett type and will have a
seating capacity for 48 persons. They will weigh 19 tons each, and
will measure 30 ft. 2 in. long by 7 ft. 2% in. wide by 8 ft. 4% in.
high, all inside dimensions. The bodies and underframes will be
of wood and metal.
The special equipment will include Brill trucks,
National Wheel Company's wheels, and Pantasote curtain material.
The Alabama Great Southern, as reported in our Issue of
March 23, is in the market for 1.000 box cars of 60,000 lbs.
capacity,
250 self-clearing steel hopper coal cars of 100,000
lbs. capacity, 250 40-ft. flat cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity, 250 drop
bottom coal cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity, and 250 drop bottom coke
cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity. The box cars will be 36 ft. long, 8 ft.
in. wide anil S ft. high, inside im -asu '•iik-iiI s.
The sleel hopper
coal cars will be 30 ft. long and 9 ft. (i in. wide, inside measure
ments. The drop bottom coal cars will be 37 ft. 8 in. long, s ft.
5 in. wide and 45 in. high, inside measurements.
The coke cars
will be 39 ft. 4 in. long, 8 ft. 3 in. wide and 6 ft. 10Vi In. high, Inside
measurements. The special equipment for all ol these cars an
the same as for the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific re
ported in our issue of this week,
• i

in

The Cincinnati, New Orleans d- Texas PaoiflO,
Issue of March 23, Is in the market tor

our

cars of
Capacity,

60,000

250

lbs.

40-ft.

capacity,
flat

cars

of

1,000

as
1,250

reported

Railway Commission has granted permis-

Bay

to build a bridge

—

Doaktown, N. B. Amasa Killam, bridge inspector of the Intercolonial Railway, has decided on a new steel structure, 160 ft. long,
to replace the present bridge here.

—

Hazelhurst, Miss. Bids are wanted April 2 by J. H. Long,
County Clerk, for building a steel bridge 120 ft. long over Saddlers
creek in Copish County.
III.

— Representatives

of

six

railroads entering Joliet

have signed an agreement that work will be started within 30 days,
as provided in an ordinance passed in January, for elevating the
tracks through the city, at a cost of about $3,000,000.

—

Londesboro, Ont. A steel bridge is to be built over the Mailland river here. James Campbell may be addressed.

—

London, Ont. A new steel bridge will be erected between the
townships of Caradoc and Lobo, in Middlesex County.
Medicine Hat, Alb.

— The

Alberta Government will provide

$50,-

000 this year to build the abutments and foundations for a highway
bridge over the Saskatchewan river at this place. Mayor Forster
may be addressed.

—

Milwaukee, Wis. Work on the new Grand avenue viaduct is
May. Funds amounting to $450,000 will shortly

to begin early in

be available for this purpose.

Montana.

—A

bill has been introduced in the House of Reprewas passed by the United States Senate on March

sentatives and

authorizing a bridge across the Yellowstone river, in Custer
County, Montana.

23,

—

Montclair, N. J. The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has
agreed to begin work shortly on a viaduct to carry its tracks over
Bloom field avenue. The cost of the work will be about $60,000, onehalf of which is to be paid by the railroad and the balance by the
street railroad and the county.

Montreal, Que.— The Harbor Board has consented to the buildnew highway bridge from Commissioner's street to Victoria

ing of a

pier, to cost $11,000.

—

Peoria, III. Work is soon to be started on a proposed bridge
over the Illinois river at the foot of Walnut street.

—

Pine Bluff, Ark. A site is being selected for building the proposed highway bridge over the Arkansas river at this place.

—

I'inkiukin, Ont. Sealed bids will be received by J. J.
clerk township Greenock, for the erection of a 90-ft.
14-ft. roadway, Warren truss steel bridge over the Teeswatcr
side line 5, township of Greenock; also for the erection ol a
bridge over the Teeswatcr river, concession 8, Greenock.
B
to be submitted by parties tendering.

Don-

nelly,

span.
river,

liott

1

POSTAGE

Prairie.

i.a

Man —The Midland

mitted plans for a steel bridge, 400
Assinlboine river at this place.

m

ft.

long,

Railway

to be built

Plans

lias

sub-

oxer the

Application has been made to the War He
York. New Haven li Hartford tor permission
to build a drawbridge over the Seekonk river between the twin
Line and Red bridge.
I'komih

partiiionl

i

H.

,

I.

New

by Hie

—

Soi in Dakota.
A bin was passed by the nited stales Senate
on March 23, and is before the House of Representatives, auth<
Ing a. bridge* across the Ml lourl river between the counties of

Walworth and Dewey,

I

S.

Dak.

hopper

hex

80,000

—The

sion to the Brandon, Saskatchewan & Hudson
over the Souris river near this place.

Joliet,

The

97

ears
of
60.
capacity. 250
lbs.

w
Count] Commit
Tvroviv.

drop

v

ii

I

mils

are
'lei

wanted
County

\prii

tor

6 by
the Board
building the Cro

of
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bridge near Crocker, in Pierce. County.
1

1

I.

M.

Howell

Is

County

on Second avenue.
United States Senate on March 23 passed
authorizing bridges across the Columbia river between the
counties of Franklin and Benton, and between Douglas and Kittitas; ami across the Snake river between the counties of Whitman and Columbia, in the state of Washington. Bills authorizing
the two bridges across the Columbia have also been introduced
in the House of Representatives.

Wasui.m.

!'

bills

—

Winnipeg, Man. The City Engineer has been asked to report
on the cost of a steel overhead bridge over the Canadian Pacific
tracks.

Other Structures.
Chicago,

Milwaukee &

III.
St.

—Announcement

has been made that the Chicago,
Paul will shortly begin work on large additions to

Huntington,
a

improving

L.

I.

— The

new passenger
its

— Work

Long Island has bought ground as

a

station.

13.

Hudson Bay

line,

to build tb.li year
an extension 92 miles long

from Etoimiau, on the Prince Albert branch, north, it to The
Pass.
The extension will run through the Carrot river country,
one of the best wheat regions in Canada. It will probably be completed, next year, to Fort Churchill, on the west coast of Hudson
Bay.

Two branches

each 25 miles long from the main

now reaches Edmonton,

line,

which

will be built this year.

Canadian 1'a
Subcontracts for grading 80 miles of this
company's line between Strassburg and Saskatoon will shortly be
let.
The British Columbia Contract Co., of Vancouver and Calgary,
of which George H. Webster is manager, can furnish information.
Contract has been given by this company to J. D. MacArthur,
of Winnipeg, for building 40 miles of its Wolseley-Reston branch,
also for building the Winnipeg Beach line extension.
This company is asking bids for building the Stonewall-Manitoba
branch and for straightening the main line on the Medicine Hat
division.

This company, it is said, proposes to build a line to Portland.
and surveys from the existing lines have been under way for
some time. Negotiations are under way for securing a water front

is to

—

Rochester, Pa. Plans have been completed for additional improvements to be made by the Pennsylvania to its yards at Conway.
The work includes the building of an additional roundhouse with

An outside turnstalls for 41 engines.
ft., with
table will also be put in, and a coaling station and ashpits for
handling 150 engines a day; and a large storehouse and office building, two stories high.
a radius of 187

—The

St. Louis, Mo.
blocks as a site for

Wabash,

new

it is said,

has bought eight city

freight yards.

—

Tampa, Fla. The Tampa Terminal Co. has been organized to
build terminals for the Seaboard Air Line on Grassy Island at the
mouth of Hillsboro river, at a cost of about $300,000. Work is to
be started shortly.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

—

building a line from

Alaska Central. This company, which is
Seward, on Resurrection Bay, north to Fairbanks, 490 miles, has
completed 49 miles of road, and 25 miles of the line is now in operation. The company will put a large force of men at work this year
on the road. The extension will be through a rich mineral, coal
and timber section.
Alberta & Flathead.
minion Parliament by A.

at

South Portland.

—

be started at once by the Union Pacific
passenger terminals at a cost of $150,000.

Omaha, Neb.

No.

Me.,

Chicago shops.

site for

XL.,

Canadiad Northern.—Thla company intends
the first link in the

or.

Ti scaloosa, Ai.a.— Negotiations are under way for building a
bridge 400 ft. long over the tracks of the Alabama Great Southern

its

V«i..

— Application
C. Konirnis,

has been made to the Doof Pincher Creek, Alb., for
under the above name to

permission to incorporate a company
build a railroad from a point on the Crow's Nest branch of the
Canadian Pacific, near Pincher station, to the Waterton Lakes;
thence to the eastern boundary of British Columbia at Flathead
Also for permission to build
river, and up that river to its source.
branches not to exceed 40 miles in length.

—

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. This company has had the
charter of tht. Jasper & Eastern amended, permitting it to extend
and build a branch line from a point between De Ridder and Alexandria, on the main line of its projected road in the Parish of Vernon, La., southeasterly through Vernon, Rapides and Calcasieu parishes, to a point on the St. Louis, Watkins & Gulf, between Woodworth and Oberlin, approximately 30 miles.

—

Bowling Green & Western. Incorporation has been granted a
company under this name in Kentucky to build a railroad from Bowling Green to Horsebranch, where a connection will be made with the
Illinois Central. Surveys have been completed and construction work
The road will traverse a rich
is to be started about the first of June.
coal and mineral section. The directors include: J. T. Sweeney, A. H.
Taylor, of Bowling Green; W. A. Helm and J. M. Carson, of Morgantown.

Brooklyn Rapid Transit.— The New York City Rapid Transit
Commission has formally approved the plans to build a subway
The
to Coney Island, as an extension of the Fort Hamilton route.
line will run from Atlantic and Flatbush avenues,, in Brooklyn,
through Fourth avenue to 40th street, New Utrecht avenue to
86th street; at a point between 23d and 24th avenues it will reach
the surface and run on an elevated structure through Stillwell
avenue to Coney Island.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. The city of Milwaukee, Wis.,
reported to have passed an ordinance requiring this company to
elevate its tracks in that city.
The City Council of Seattle, Wash., after deliberating more than
two months, has granted the application of this company, permitting it to enter that city. According to the statement of an official,
construction of the Washington division of the Pacific coast line
will be started in Washington within the next two weeks.
is

—

Denver, Laramie & Northwestern. This company was recently
granted a charter in Colorado, with a capital of $5,000,000, and
The
the first board meeting has been held, at Laramie, Wyo.
charter grants power to build a railroad from Denver, through
Denver, Jefferson, Adams, Boulder, Walden and Laramie Counties,
Colo., and through Albany, Carbon, Natrona, Fremont and Big
Horn Counties in Wyoming, to the northern boundary of Wyoming
a total of about 450 miles. The directors say that they have no
connection with other roads, and that the necessary funds to carry
S. Johnson,
out the work have been secured. The officers are:
President; W. R. West, Vice-President; R. H. Dwyer, Second VicePresident and General Manager; S. Kent, Third Vice-President; J.
O. Curry, Treasurer, and J. T. West, Secretary.

Edcewater Connecting.

— See

Missouri Pacific.

—

London & Tilsonburg (Electric). Application has been
made by this company for a charter to build an electric road from
Port Burwell along the north shore of Lake Erie to London, Ont,
Erie,

34 miles.

—

Galveston, Beaumont & Northeastern. A charter has been
granted a company under this name in Texas, with a capital of
The company proposes to
$100,000, and with office at Beaumont.
build a railroad from Beaumont, through the counties of Jefferson,
Orange, Jasper and Newton, to a point on the Sabine river in the
northeast corner of Newton County. The incorporators are T. E.
Meece, C. S. Marshall, B. I. Sparks, C. H. Moore, M. Stuart, K.
Moore, of Galveston, and E. H. Greer, Jr., of Beaumont.

Gulf & Ship Island.

— See

Mississippi Garden.

—

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe. Notice has been filed by this
company that it will build about 500 miles of railroad in Texas.
Under the charter of the Pecos & Northern Texas, plans have been
made for a branch line from a point on the main line in Parmer
County, near the western boundary of the State of Texas, southeast
Also for a
to Brownwood, in Brown County, about 350 miles.
branch from a point near Canyon, in Randall County, to the southern boundary of Lubbock County, an addition of 125 miles.

Hampton & Yorktown

(Electric).

—An

officer

writes that this

company, incorporated in Virginia to build an electric road from
Hamilton to Yorktown, 19 miles, is now making surveys and will
begin construction work as soon as financial arrangements which
are now under way have been completed.

—

Hillsboro Northeastern. Application has been made by this
company, which operates five miles of road in Wisconsin, for permission to extend its line from Hillsboro, in Vernon County, west
and southwest to Richland Center in Richland County, 28 miles.

—

Interurban. This company has been incorporated in Ohio to
build an electric line from South Lebanon east to Morrow, about five
The proposed line is to form a division of the Interurban
miles.
Railway & Terminal Co.

Jasper & Eastern.

— See

Atchison, Topeka

& Santa

Fe.

Kamloops, Boundary & Cariboo.— Application has been made

to

—
March
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the Dominion Parliament by Pringle & Guthrie, Solicitors, of Ottawa, for permission to incorporate a company under the above
name to build a railroad from the city of Grand Forks, in British
Columbia, north, following the valley of the North Fork of the
Kettle river to Franklin Camp and Fire Valley, and thence north-

west to Grand Prairie.

—

Kentucky Valley.

—An

writes that this road has been
completed from Providence, Ky., via Montezuma to Wheatcroft, 10
miles, and that it was put in operation this month.
officer

—

The city of Monroe is building an electric
miles long.
The Western Electrical Construction Co., of
Louis, Mo., is doing the work. George Selman Is City Engineer.

line G 1/-;
St.

—

Mexican Central. This company is planning to build a large
terminal and secure port facilities at Manzanillo, on the completion
of its line to that port. About 1,000 acres of land has been bought,
a yard will be laid out and new shop buildings will be put up. The
company has already built a sea wall along the harbor front for
about one mile, and a breakwater for about half this distance. On
the completion of its line it will have a direct connection to the port
of Tampico. Part of the line from Calamena to Manzanillo will consist of an existing road recently bought from the National Construction Co.,

which

is to

be rebuilt.

—

—

The government railroads the National,
the Interoceanic. the International and the Vera Cruz & Pacific
have joined in an application to the federal authorities for a concession to build a belt railroad around Mexico City. The San
Rafael & Atlixco Railroad Company is also interested in the project.
Mexico City Roads.

—

Mississippi Central. This company has organized the Natchez
Eastern, in Mississippi, to build an extension from Brookhaven
west to Natchez, about 70 miles.

&

Mississippi

pany under

Garden.

— Incorporation

name

has

been granted a com-

Mississippi to build a railroad from
Hattiesburg north through Perry, Jones, Covington, Smith, Scott
and Leake counties to Carthage. The incorporators are: G. A.
Flater, cf Toledo, Ohio; S. P. Floeter, of New Albany, Miss., and
W. F. Floeter, of Taylorsville, Miss. This line is projected over the
route that was selected by the Gulf & Ship Island for its road before
it was decided to build to Jackson, and it is thought that the G. &
S. I. is behind the project.

Missouri,
Western.

this

Kansas

&

Texas- See New

Orleans.

Crowley

&

—

Missouri Pacific. Under the name of the Edgewater Connecta charter has been granted a company in Kansas City, with a
capital of $500,000, to build a line, two miles long, to connect the
Missouri Pacific with the Chicago Great Western in Kansas City.
B. T. Waggner and J. W. Orr, of Atchison, are directors.
The St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern has begun train
service from Latour, Ark., south to McGehee, Ark., 81.76 miles.
This part of the line will be known as the Latour District of the
Division.

Natchez & Eastern.

— See

Mississippi Central.

—

New

Orleans, Crowley & Western. This company lias been
recently incorporated to build a line from New Orleans to a point
in Texas to connect with the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, which is
supposed to be back of the project. The Franklin & Abbeyville road,
32 miles long, is to be taken over by the new company.
W. F. Owen,
formerly Superintendent of Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad,
is President of the company.

North Coast.— It

pleted.

—

Oregon Short Line. This company, it is said, will build a 20its Minidoka branch from its present terminus
at Twin Falls, Idaho, to a new town called Buhl. Also a branch
from a point half way between St. Anthony and Marysville on
the Idaho Falls branch southeast, and three additional lines in
Idaho, the routes of which have not yet been announced.

is

—

Pacific & Eastern. Application has been made to the Dominion Parliament by Belcourt & Richie, of Ottawa, for incorporation of this company, to build a railroad from Victoria, B. C, to the
northern end of the island of Vancouver, thence to Bute Inlet and
east through the district of Cariboo via Yellow Head Pass to Edmonton, Alberta; thence continuing east to Prince Albert, Sask.,
and thence to Fort Churchill on Hudson Bay, with a branch from
Edmonton northwest to Dungevan on the Peace river.

said that this road, projected to run from

Walla Walla, Wash., northwest through North Yakima to Seattle,
has, through its promoter, Robert B, Btrahorn, bought the SpokaneColumbia River & Navigation Co., which was started by farmers to
build a line trom Ringold Bar, Wash., on the Columbia river, northeast through Cennell 153 miles to Spokane.
Rights of way tor the
latter road have been secured, and grading has been completed tot
2G miles. With this acquisition the construction of the North Coasl
into Spokane is believed to be insured.
Connection with the new
line will be made at Pasco, completing an additional line ai
the State of Washington,

Norfolk & Wistiuv The route of the proposed belt line to
reduce the grades around Lynchburg, Va., which this companj will
build, is from Forest depot, On the main line, In ('(inc. nil. aboul 23
The new line will shorten the distance over the existing
miles.
road about two or three miles, and will avoid the heavj gradi
the Concord Hill.

Oregon Railroad & Navigation.

This company

Is

reported bai

— See
—Announcement

Pecos & Northern Texas.

Gulf, Colorado

& Santa

Fe.

has been made that the West
Penn division of this road is to be improved at a cost of $3,500,000.
The plans call for a large yard at Sharpsburg, to cost $2,500,000;
the rebuilding of the line from Tunnelton to Blairsville, and the
The
double-tracking of the remaining portion of the division.
ruling grade will be reduced from one per cent, to three-tenths of
one per cent. Work on the Sharpsburg yard will be commenced as
soon as litigation, now pending to secure some of the property,
The new line will form part of a two-track low-grade
is concluded.
Additional bridges will
line from Bolivar to Allegheny, 75 miles.
be built over the Conemaugh. Contracts for this work are to be
let early next month.
This company, it is said, has let contracts for improvements to
be made in the Pitcairn yards, to cost $2,000,000. The work includes
about 00 miles of new track and two large storage sheds, each 1,000
It calls for the excavation of about 800,000 yards of earth,
ft. long.
the laying of 10,000 yards of masonry, and 20,000 yards of founda-

Pennsylvania.

tion excavation.

Philadelphia & Western.

in

ing,

Memphis

ing authorized the rebuilding of its line from Troutdale, Ore., to
Bonneville, 17 miles, to eliminate severe curves. Surveys are being
made and contracts are to be let as soon as the surveys are com-

mile extension of

Kansas City, Tulsa, Texas & Gulf. Bids are soon to be asked
by this company, which was recently organized, for building
Negotiations are
a road from Kansas City to Matagorda, Tex.
under way for land at the latter place for terminal and port facilities.
D. B. Merry, of Tulsa, is Chief Engineer.

Louisiana Roads.

99

— See Philadelphia
—

Rapid Transit.

Philadelphia Rapid Transit. The arrangement between this
company and the city of Philadelphia for the relinquishment by the
company of its rights in certain streets and the immediate construction of elevated or subway lines in other streets, which was
noticed in the Railroad Gazette last week, page 88, General News
Section, is said to have been practically agreed upon, and it was
expected that the necessary ordinance would be signed this week.
The engineering force of the Rapid Transit Company is working
night and day on the plans for the subway in Broad street and for
the elevated line to Frankford. Under the terms of the agreement
these plans must be ready by June 1, and work must be begun
within a month after they are approved by the city authorities.
The Philadelphia & Western, whose application for a franchise was
also noted last week, has made no further announcement concerning

its plans.

—

Rockford Railroad. Incorporation has been granted this company in Illinois, with a capital of $10,000, to build a belt line in the
city of Rockford.
The office of the company is at Chicago, and the
incorporators are B. F. Lee, A. F. Humburg, S. F. Andrews, C. E.
Foreich and W. E. Claflin, of Chicago.

—

Southern. This company is reported making surveys near its
Nashville division between Monterey and Harriman, Tenn., for the
construction of short lines into the coal fields of that district. I've
liniinary surveys have been completed from Crossville to a point
on he Big Laurel river, 20 miles.
I

—

New Mexico & Pacific. The Rock Island Construction
which has the general contract to build this road, has sublet
some of the wort to Callahan & Frye, who are to begin work within
a month.
Tile graders will begin al MeKinne>, and work west, and
it is expected to have the line completed to Bridgeport or to some
point on the western boundary of Wise County within one year.
See Construction Record I.
TEXAS,

Co.,

i

Texas Railway.—This companj has been organised In
office at San Antonio and a a
al of $1,000,000, to build

with

I

a rail

road From San Antonio southeast to Porl O'Connor, on Mats
gorda Hay, 210 miles, uiih a branch from Yoakum lo l.a Qrang
miles.
The Incorporators Include Samuel Qranat, of New ifork
City; Joseph Faust, Harrj Landa, William Clemens, or New Braunfeis. Texas;
John Sullivan, »t Oklahoma Citj Okla.; J P. Bar
clay, M. Qoggan, William
lubrey, W W
Lipscomb, 51 Hicks, T.
i„
s
Conroy, vv
Flortan and \i
Blackburn,
C Rig bj
C H
\\
Johnson and
all of San Antonio:
H N Pi
it
Caruth, ol i oal am
Bid
I

fEXAS

Roads

Plans <>

being

made

by

.

CharleB

M

Schwab
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and other eastern capitalists to build a railroad from Vernon, Tex.,
J. E. Lutz, of Vernon, Tex.,
to Roswell, N. Mix., about 365 miles.
Temporary surveys have been made.
is the local representative.

Tidewater.— Announcement has been made by Raymond DuPuy,
General Manas.] oi this road, that the company has bought four
acres of land on Main and Bermuda streets, in Norfolk, Va., adjoining the freight
used as a

terminals of the Norfolk & Western. This will be
nger station and freight yards.
pai
i

—

Natchez & Gtjlfpobt. Application has been made
company for a charter In Mississippi to build a railroad

Vicksbubg,

by this
from Vicksburg southeast to Gulfport, about 225 miles, with a
branch from Natchez cast through the counties of Adams, Franklin,
Amite and Pike to a junction with the main line, an additional
LOO miles.

Yosemite Valley.

— This

company has completed grading on a

large part of its road from Merced, Cal., northeast about 60 miles, to
the Yosemite Valley, and will have all but 12 miles of track laid
early this summer.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Allegheny Valley.— The stockholders at
fused to approve the proposed merging
(March 9, p. 80).
Pennsylvania.

their recent meeting reof the company with the

Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe.— Gross earnings for the month of
February were $6,487,557, which compares with $4,669,306 dur-

same month

ing the

of 1905,

and $5,346,860

in 1904.

common

Every 100 shares of the $2,000,000 stock of the
stock.
S. will be exchanged for 65 shares of new preferred
stock, and the $100,000 Cook County & Southern stock will be
exchanged share for share for the new common. The new company will take up the $5,500,000 bonds of the old companies,
A.

&

issuing in exchange for them part of the new $25,000,000 5 per
The issue of these is to be voted on at a special
cent, bonds.
meeting of the stockholders in the latter part of May.

—

Baltimore & Ohio. Gross earnings for the month
were $5,802,508, an increase of $l,0o7,848.
See Washington Branch.
Chicago Great Western.

—This

tional 5-year notes for

company

is to

of

February-

issue $1,000,000 addi-

equipment purposes.

— See Georgia Coast & Piedmont.
Georgia Coast & Piedmont. — Under this name the Darien & Western
Darien & Western.

and the Reidsville & Southeastern are
6,

Holm

p.

to be consolidated.

(Oct.

112).

— See West Virginia Midland.
(Electric). — The New York State Railroad

River & Addison.

Hudson Valley

mission has authorized this company to increase

its

Com-

capital

stock from $3,000,000 to $5,500,000. The increase is to provide
for the conversion of the $2,500,000 2 per cent, non-cumulative
debenture B bonds. When the company was reorganized recently, the holders of these debenture bonds were to have the
right to convert them into 5 per cent, non-cumulative preferred
slock two years from the date of issue.

—

This company has filed a notice of agreement
with various roads showing the trackage rights by which it
gets an entrance into Birmingham, Ala. The I. C. is to use the
Mobile & Ohio tracks from Jackson, Miss., to Corinth. It will
build SO miles from there to Haleyville, Ala., from which point
it will use the Northern Alabama tracks to Jasper, Ala., and from
there the St. Louis & San Francisco tracks to Birmingham. The
Mobile & Ohio will have trackage rights over the new Illinois
Central line from Corinth to Haleyville, and the St. Louis &
San Francisco will run trains over the Illinois Central from
Baton Rouge, La., to New Orleans.

Illinois Central.

—

& Iowa. Gross earnings for the year ended De1905, were $1,812,462, an increase of $110,491; net
earnings, $442,569, a decrease of $3,301. The surplus after divi-

Indiana, Illinois

cember

31,

dends was $2,123, a decrease of $17,885, 4 per cent, having been
paid on the $5,000,000 capital stock a-, compared with 3 per cent,
in 1904.
There were 219 miles of road operated, a decrease of
31 miles.

—

Lake Shore & SouTHEBN. The annual report
shows that in the year ended December 31,
$14,821,900 additional stocks and bonds
principal new acquisitions of stock are
Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, 75,287
this property now having a par value
Illinois & Iowa, 1,274 shares, the Lake
entire $5,000,(100 outstanding stock of

of

company

this

1905, it acquired
of other railroads. The

as follows:

Cleveland.

shares, its holdings in
of $18,752,700; Indiana.

Shore now owning the
this

company; Detroit

& Chicago, $1,000,000; Mahoning Coal R. R. common, $805,900; Mahoning Coal K. K. preferred, $399,500; North Central
FrankMichigan, 59S..r,iiii; Jamestown 4i Franklin. $:„s:;, :;:,u
ihhi
Indiana Harbor Railroad of Illilin & Clearfield,
$.">:,;,,

:

Harbor Railroad of Indiana, $425,Toledo, $414,100; Sturgis, Goshen &
St. Louis, $300,000; Kalamazoo & White Pigeon, $230,900; Elkhart & Western, $229,900; and East Chicago Belt Railroad.
The total par value of stocks owned or acquired
$100,000.
under lease by the Lake Shore is $104.b71,200, as compared with
$90,847,300 in 1904, an increase of $13,823,900. The Lake Shore
also acquired last year $200,000 Elkhart & Western first mortgage bonds, $298,000 Jamestown & Franklin first mortgage
bonds, and $500,000 Jamestown & Franklin second mortgage
bonds.
The total par value of the bonds held by the Lake
shore is $1,527,000, as compared with $529,000 in the previous year. The grand total of the par value of the stocks and
bonds owned by the company is $106,198,200, carried on the
books of the company at a total value of $77,892,988, as compared with a total par value in 1904 of $91,376,300, carried
nois,

000;

$500,000; Indiana
Detroit, Monroe &

on the company's books at $63,019,898. The company's income
from dividends and interest increased $815,906.

—

York, Chicago & St. Louis. J. P. Morgan & Co., New York,
have bought an issue of $10,000,000 4 per cent, debenture bonds
of 1931. The proceeds of the sale of these will be used to buy
This
equipment and for improvements and other purposes.
issue makes the total funded debt $29,425,000, excluding $426,000
equipment notes.

New

—

Auboba, Elgin & Chicago (Electric). Under the above name the
Elgin, Aurora & Southern, the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago, and the
Cook County & Southern have been merged. Tne total length
of the lines is 150 miles, and the new company will be capitalized
The $1,500,000 6 per cent, cumulative preferred
at $6,200,000.
stock of the old Aurora, Elgin & Chicago will be exchanged for
$1,800,000 new cumulative preferred stock, and the $3,000,000
common stock will be exchanged for the same amount of new
E..

13.

;

—The

Los Angeles (Cal.) City Council has
granted a franchise allowing a steam railroad permission to lay
tracks from the eastern limits of the city along the Los Angeles
It is surmised that the Western Pacific is
river to Aliso street.
behind the application.

Westebn Pacific

Vol. XL., No.

New

York,

New Haven &

Hartford.

— This company

has been given

capital stock from $100,000,000 to
The new stock, when issued, will be used for the
conversion of $30,000,000 3% per cent, debenture bonds of 1911,
at the rate of $150 of debenture bonds for $100 of stock at par.
The rest is to be exchanged for the capital stock of acquired

authority

to
$140,000,000.

increase

its

There is now $80,221,800 stock outstanding, and
application has been made to the New York Stock Exchange
to list an additional amount, making the total $89,286,300.
companies.

Norfolk & Southern.
Pennsylvania.

— See
—

— See

Virginia

& Carolina

Coast.

Allegheny Valley.

Texas & Pacific. Gross earnings for the year ended December 31,
1905, were $12,130,391, a decrease of $302,756; net earnings.
The surplus after charges
$3,504,225, a decrease of $817,230.
was $1,203,042, an increase of $44,303.

—

Coast. This company is to have $25,000,000
and $25,000,000 bonds. It has just acquired the
Norfolk & Southern, and its holdings are now as follows: Norfolk & Southern, running from Norfolk, Va., to Edenton, N. C,

Virginia

& Carolina

capital stock

having, including branches, 223 miles of road; it has $2,000,000
capital stock. $1,655,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1941.
and $2,790,000 first general mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1954
outstanding; the Suffolk & Carolina, running from Suffolk, Va.,
to Edenton. N. C, 75 miles; and the Pamlico, Oriental & Western under construction from New Bern, N. C, to Goose Creek,
38 miles.
New construction is planned which is to make the
total mileage of the Virginia & Carolina Coast about 600.

—

The state of Maryland has, through the Board
Works, accepted the offer of $2,500,000 made by the Baltimore & Ohio for the 5,500 shares of Washington Branch stock
which the state holds. It is probable that the intended investigation by a state legislative committee of the disposition by the
Baltimore & Ohio of Washington Branch earnings will now be

Washington Branch.
of Public

dropped.

West Virginia Midland.—This company, which was

incorporated
with a capital of $500,000, to build from Sutton,
W. Va,. to Marlinton, about 50 miles, has bought the entire
property of the Holly River & Addison, and will operate it,
beginning April 1, without immediate change in its officers.
The H. R. & A. runs from Holly Juncton, W. Va., to Webster
Springs, 30 miles, and has a four-mile branch. There is $200,000 stock outstanding and $200,000 first mortgage 5 per cent,
bonds of 1922.
last

year,

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
On March

29 the

from Europe was

number

of

immigrants arriving

in

New York

11,383.

The Atlantic Coast Line has increased by eight per
wages

on account of the expected strike in the coal mines. The Philadelphia & Reading and the Vandalia are said to have confiscated large
quantities of coal in transit. The Receiver of the Pere Marquette,
anticipating a scarcity of coal, announced last week the suspension
of 22 regular passenger trains.

of about 900 station agents

The Lower House of Congress en Monday of this week passed a
"personal liability bill" suspending the common law rule which bars
a recovery of damages for the personal injury or death of an employe caused by the negligence of a fellow-servant.
It makes both
parties responsible for their own negligence, and renders void any
contract intended to restrict the liability of the employer for the
negligence of the employee.

cent, the

and telegraph operators.

is announced in Montreal that the Grand Trunk Railway
put up a telephone line from Portland, Me., to Chicago.

It
is to

Lumber

dealers in Minneapolis say that shippers in Oregon and
5,000 cars more than they can get to ship lumber

Washington need
to Minnesota.

According

The exports of grain from Philadelphia for the three months
ending March 31 amounted to 11,500,000 bushels, the largest three
months' business on record.

A
York

roundhouse of the
City,

New York

was damaged by

fire

Central at Mott Haven, New
loss, including dam-

on March 31;

age to several locomotives, $50,000.

The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha has adopted a pension plan and it went into effect on April 1. The plan is similar to
that of the Chicago & North-Western.

New

The readjustment of wages which has just taken effect on the
York, New Haven & Hartford, increases by eight per cent,

(average) the pay of about 2,000 yardmen.
R. D. Wood & Co., tried at Philadelphia last week for accepting
unlawful rebates on shipments of iron pipe to Winnipeg, were acquitted by the jury, which was out only 20 minutes.

Pennsylvania papers report that officers of the Pennsylvania
Railroad who receive house rent, fuel and light from the company
are hereafter to be charged for these services, and to have their
salaries adjusted accordingly.

Both houses of the Ohio legislature have passed a bill creating a state railroad commission of three members, to he a "strong"
commission. At present Ohio has a single commissioner, who does
not exercise Important functions.

Los Angeles papers the damage done by floods last
Salt Lake Railroad will aggregate many hundreds of thousands of dollars, and it was estimated
that two weeks' time would be required to put the road in running
order. One acount said that the roadbed had been destroyed for 100
miles.
Within two or three days after the damage was done, 900
men were put at work to restore the track.
to

month on the San Pedro, Las Angeles &

Jackson, the signalman who was on duty at Fiftycity, on the Elevated Railroad, last September, when a train was derailed by running too rapidly over a curve,
resulting in eight or more fatal injuries to passengers, has been
indicted by the Grand Jury and charged with manslaughter in the
second degree.
Kelly, the motorman, who was the one directly
chargeable with causing the derailment, ran away and has never
been arrested.
Cornelius

third street,

J.

New York

The Supreme Court of the United States has this week held
that the Texas law providing a penalty of $25 a day for failure to
furnish cars requested by shippers is unconstitutional, being so arbitrary as to amount to a burden on interstate commerce. The court
held that the law made no provision for exemptions through accidents, washouts, fires or congestion of traffic conditions which
would work injustice to the railroads and as far as it applied to
interstate commerce it was unconstitutional.

—

The Norfolk & Western is to establish a large experimental
farm near Ivor on its line in Southampton County, Va. Liberal
terms will be offered to settlers and contracts have been awarded

10,

—

Baker Street & Waterloo
The Baker Street & Waterloo was opened for traffic on March
from Baker Street to Kennington Road, about three miles. Its

two tracks are laid in two iron tubes and the road will eventually
be about four and one-half miles long, running from Paddington.
on the Great Western, southeast to the Elephant and Castle. The
for the construction of 50 houses.
bill permitting the construction of this line was presented to ParliaA conductor and a signalman of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa ment over 15 years ago, and the scheme has since been in the hands
Fe have been indicted by the Grand Jury at Peoria on a charge of of different companies. The franchise was finally secured
by the
manslaughter for causing a collision between a passenger train and Underground Electric of London, which
has completed the present
a freight at Chillicothe III., in the month of January.
portion.
The existing subways run generally east and west, and the
The Commercial Club of Louisville, Ky., has sent to about 100 Baker Street & Waterloo aside from providing for a certain amount
general passenger agents copies of a list of 35,000 persons, former of north and south traffic is a step towards making the underground
When completed, the line will conresidents of Kentucky, who have been invited to attend an "old system of the city more unified.
home week" at Louisville next summer. It is expected to gather nect with the City & South London, the London County Council
tramways, the London & South-Western, the Metropolitan District.
many more names to send out later.
the Central London and the Croat Western,
Those enterprising railroad officers of the West who have sent
The greater part of the work was through clay, through which
out missionary trains to enlighten the farmers have stirred even
the tunnels were driven by a 12-ft. Grc.ithead shield. A heading
the effete East. The Boston & Maine has equipped a "farming speabout
II.
in diameter was lirsl cut by hand and then the shield
cial" train of four or five cars, which is to be sent on a lour tnrougb
was driven forward under hydraulic pressure of from 1,200 to 1.600
Massachusetts, Vermont. New Hampshire and Maine.
lbs.
per s(|.
in.
The lube was built in behind the shield
The United States Circuit Court of Appeals, silling at New in 20 In. segments, the spare left between the lube and tinthe clay being filled with grouting of lime and water.
Prog
Orleans, has granted a pernuuiciil Injunction :ik;i nst ticket brokers, face
forbidding them to deal in non-transferable tickets. The suit was ress was al the rate of about 7:! ft. a week. The road passes under
iii
May, 1903, and the case has been persistently contested by the Thames between Trafalgar Square and Waterloo Station, and.
the brokers, who endeavored to have the injunction confined to the the bed of the river being composed of gravel, the above method of
const ruction bad to be modified.
Holes were bored In the heading
particular issues of tickets which occasioned the suit.
in from oi the cutting edge and tilled with clay, so thai when the
The Federal Grand Jury in New York citj has found Indict
shield wis driven forward it left a tunnel lined with packed claj
nients against the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad and
ami gravel, in which the segmental tube was buill as before
the American Sugar Refining Company tor giving and receh
The electric power is generated al the Lots Road power station
Illegal rebates on shipments "I BUgar to western cities
The rebatei of the
Underground Electric Company, and there are three sub-sta
are said to have amounted to from two cents to five cents per ion
lions al Charing Cross. St. George's Circus and Baker street,
The
lbs., and to have been paid In the Shape Of transfer and trucking
current is carried on two hlgh-tei
cables and tout low tension
charges.
cables hung on iron brackets on the tunnel walls.
There
eli ctrli
The Erie road has laid oil considerable
elevato.i
bere of car shop
In all al the dlfferenl
he cars an
men (apparently [or a very shorl time), and the newspapers report all sieei excepting thai fireprool wood is used for some of the In
thai other roads in the anthracite coal region are taking or will taki
lernal llltings.
The standard train in rush hours consists of Blx
similar action, one account says thai repair work is light becau e cars, a motor car al eacb end, wll
[oui trailers between; three-car
the winter has not been severe and another says thai the road is trains are used at other times
The averagi peed
to be 14 miles
reducing expenses In preparation tor loss of traffic by reason of the an hour, the maximum between stations t>
in hour.
and the trams win run on a three minute in idwaj 8)
expected strike of coal miners, on April a the Chli "
i ffia tern
arlj
Illinois laid nit 500 shopmen and considerable numbers of trainmen
in the morning and late
nlghi
when thej win be five mlnu
('

(i

i

i

i

i

i

i

I

i

I

i

it

[]

,,
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and 1 a.m.
They are to be operated only between 5 a.m.
multiple control is used,
The Sprague-Thomson-Houston system of
The motorman
signals are automatic and semi-automatic.

apart.

and the
l

stations by telephone, and
constant communication with the
The tunnel is
signal.
each
at
installed
are
stops

8 i„

automatic train

lighted at intervals of 40

ft.

Structural Materials.
Government Advisory Board on Fuels and
Foresl
hrough the Geological Survey and the
and best methods
properties
the
investigating
in
Service is engaged
States
structural materials of the United
of using the fuels and
touch
closer
into
brought
be
may
.rder that these investigations
lals.
mate.
structural
and
fuels
with both the producers and users of
engineer^
selected membrs of the national
invited
has
President
tte
to form, with representatives
ine societies and allied organizations
carrying on actual construeare
as
of such Government Bureaus
and Structural
work a National Advisory Board on Fuels
H

Vol. XL., No.

in testing the strength of
"The Forest Service is now engaged
future to begin tests on
near
the
in
expects
structural timbers and
of these lines it is
both
In
timbers.
of
«.- preservative treatment
the
work passed upon by the
desired to have all methods and plans of

on the advisory
"-The organizations which will be represented
President are given
the
by
invited
thus
members
board through the

accompanying
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Fr^
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lu,m
B.

Francis

Engineers:

S.
C. C. Schneider, Geo.

he ,VmeHeSn Society of Civil Engineers:
of Mechanical Engineers

From the American Society
H. Barms, P. W. Gates.
From the American Society

R0be

of
1;

^'American

W

1"

M. Goss,

Charles B. Dudley.

for Testin;

William
Institute of Architects: George B. Post.

B.

and Maintenance of Way AsFrom the American Railway EngineeringHunter
McDonald.
H G. Kellev, Julius Kruttschnitt.
sociation
J. F. Deems.
Association
Mechanics
From the American Railway Master
A
Holdenke.
Richard
Association
Fromaie American Foundrvmen's
Manufacturers
Association of American Portland Cement
:

'

i.

I

for

what

it

was

in

W

viz.,

fact,

We

junk.

do not attempt to

make

order] ror we nave no authority to do so, but we call this to
the attention of the defendants in the hope that they may give it
consideration." Whethi r the rate on a second-hand dynamo shipped
from the electric light station to the repair shop should be lower
than is charged upon either a new or a second-hand dynamo sent
to the station for use is a question of policy for the railroads, and
the Commission cannot say that it is unjust or unreasonable to
:lu

,.

exac t the same charge for the new as for the second-hand dynamo
old dynamos which have become merely combinations of copper
brass and iron scrap and valuable only as junk should, under suit
a bi e regulations fixed by the carrier, be given the rating for junk
basing the same on the highest class metal used in the construction

™„™h™

in the

I

insisted that the shipment was not scrap Iron but an electric dynamo.
The rate ii]
was $1.38, while that upon scrap
lectric dyn
iron was 65 cents. The consignee paid the freight, $83.79, undi
protest and filed complain).
The Commission holds that the defendants were justified in applying the dynamo rate, and the complaint
will be dismissed; but "the rules of the carriers should be so modified that the shipper could, had he elected, have shipped this dynamo

ials

a

—

—

::

Not the Usual Program.

An attempt

by seven men. wearing masks, to hold up a train on
the Southern Railway was foiled on the night of April 2, at Caswell,
Tenn., by the vigilance of Engineer Johnson and the bravery of Express Messenger Smith. When Johnson was coming to a halt at Caswell he noticed seven men with faces concealed run from behind the
water tank, some toward the engine and others toward the express
car. The engineer immediately opened the throttle, and the engine
shot ahead before the robbers could reach it. Shots were fired at the

engineer, but without effect. Three of the robbers, however, reached
the express car, the door of which had been opened by Smith in order
to put off some matter for Caswell. When the train shot ahead the
messenger was quick to see that something was wrong, and as the
robbers sprang to enter the car he knocked them back to the ground.
Before they could get to their feet the train was running at a good
The robbers in their anger fired into the coaches as they
speed.
passed, but did no injury. New York Times.

:

From the

JObn

White.
From°the' Geological Society of America: Samuel Calvin I C.
C S. ItoWnson.
From the Iron and Steel Institute :• Julian Kennedy Rich
Humphrey.
d L
From the National Association of Cement Users
From the National Board of Fire Underwriters:. Chas. A. nexamer
From the National Brick Manufacturers Association: John W. hiDley.
:

'From

the'

National Fire Protective Association: O. U. Crosby.
Lumber Manufacturers' Association: Nelson

vv.

.uc-

From

the National

From
From
From

Lieut. Col. Wm. L. Marshall.
the Corps of Engineers. U. S. Army
Lieut.-Col. O. H. Ernst.
the Isthmian Canal Commission
Civil Engineer
the Bureau of Yards and Docks. D. S. Navy

Frank

T.

:

:

:

From
James

the Supervising
K. Taylor.

From

_
_ „ __
_
Office. U. S. Treasury Department

Chambers.
Architect

.

the Reclamation Service. L.

The Coal and

s
S.

Interior

Department:

F. H. Newell.

Investigation.
In the coal and oil investigation ordered by Congress, the Interstate Commerce Commission has directed the Pennsylvania, the Baltimore & Ohio, the Chesapeake & Ohio, the Norfolk & Western, the
West Virginia Central & Pittsburg, the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg and the New York Central & Hudson River to furnish the
Oil Traffic

following information:
A list of the names and location of all coal mines upon lines
or on other roads in which the said companies are interested, giving
the rating for each such coal mine for ear distribution when car
distribution is made upon a basis involving the rating of mines.
A list of the names of stockholders at the last date when stock
books were closed, specifying such date, and including the postoffice address of each stockholder if that will not occasion delay
in complying with this request; and in cases where the last dividend
was paid to persons not stockholders of record, the names and postoffice addresses of such persons.
A list of the names of stockholders present in person at the
last annual meeting, and a list of the names of stockholders voting
by proxy, together with the names of persons acting as proxy at
such meeting and a blank form of the proxy used.
A map or maps of the lines of railroad owned or operated;
also a map or maps of any lines of railroad in which said companies are interested.
A map or maps of the coal territories served by the said companies, or by companies in which said companies are interested,
showing the location upon said lines and upon the lines of such

other companies of each coal mine from which coal
shipment.

is

offered for

Junk: High Class and Low Class.
Commerce Commission, in an opinion by Commissioner Prouty, has rendered its decision in the case of the National Machinery & Wrecking Company against the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and others. A box from Georgia for
Cleveland was described as one box of scrap iron, weight 3,500 lbs.
The Pennsylvania raised the weight from 3,500 to 6,300 lbs., and

The

Interstate

Chicago May

At the

city election in

Own

Its

Street Railways.

Chicago April

3,

municipal ownership of

the street railways was the main issue, and the result of the vote
proceed to acquire and control the
is
that the city can
railways but cannot operate them. But the voters, while declaring
that the city should not operate the railways, declared that, as a
question of public policy, it would be desirable for it to do so.
Three propositions were submitted to the voters, the first of
which was: "Shall the city of Chicago proceed to operate street
railways?" This proposition required 60 per cent, of the total vote
cast in order to become effective. The total vote was 231,171; and
there were only 120,911 affirmative votes. As a three-fifths vote was
necessary, the proposition failed of indorsement by 17,792 votes.
The second proposition involved the approval of an ordinance
previously passed by the City Council providing for the issue of
street railway certificates, not to exceed $75,000,000, for the purchase,
ownership and maintenance of the street railways. This was car-

by about 3.S00 votes.

ried

"Shall the City Council proceed
third proposition was:
without delay to secure the municipal ownership and operation of
the street railways under the Mueller law, instead of granting franchises to private companies?" This proposition was carried by about
3.600 votes. The total vote was much larger than had been expected,

The

and party

lines

were largely ignored.

The New Sudan Railroad.
The railroad which was opened between Abu Hamed and
Karima, 138 miles, early in March, was made entirely with native
labor in eight months.

This

is fast

construction, for the district is

Interesting pyramid fields are
for engineering.
rendered accessible to travelers by this road and the rich province
of Dongola is opened to connection with the markets of the east.
The line was built under the direction of Macauley Bey and his

hilly

and

difficult

assistant director. Midwinter Bey.

British Strategy in Afghanistan.
the course of an interesting lecture on "The Defence of
India," Lieut-Gen. Sir Edwin Collen remarked that the British could
not build railroads in Afghanistan in peace time owing to a rooted
idea that Great Britain wished to annex the country. Every endeavor ought to be made to broaden the views of the Afghans regarding defensive requirements. The British must continue their
policy settled many years ago of linking the vantage points on the

In

frontier with the Indian railroad system.

London Times.

An English Consolidation Defeated.
The proposal to transfer the Lancashire. Derbyshire & East
Coast Railroad to the Great Central Company has been defeated
by the powerful opposition of the Midland, North Eastern, and Lon-

—
Al'iiii.
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don & North Western. The North Eastern contended that the proposal would give the Great Central control of the output of the
Derbyshire coal fields, which would be prejudicial to the interests
of the North Eastern.
A clause inserted by the Committee in Parliament protecting the North Eastern led the Great Central to withdraw the bill authorizing the consolidation.

The

Tattlers' Club.

The

so-called "Tattlers' Club" of the Western lines is about to
disband because of a lack of business, according to a statement by
J. C. Stubbs, traffic director of the Southern Pacific, and chairman
of the organization.
The "Tattlers' Club" is a committee of executive officials,

formed

winter to go to Washington and offer to

last

the Interstate Commerce Commission in enforcing the laws
against secret rate cutting. "There is no business for the club to
perform," declared Mr. Stubbs, who has just returned from a trip
through the West. "The railroad men are living up to the law, and
I guess we might as well disband."
Chicago Press Despatch.

aid
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Manufacturing and Business.
H. Pitkin has been elected First Vice-President and General
Manager of the Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
S.

F. H. Rapley, formerly Assistant to the President of the Pressed
Steel Car Company, has resigned and has returned to England to
accept a position in a manufacturing concern.

The United States District Court of Western Pennsylvania recently dismissed two suits for patent infringement brought by the
Stirling Company against the Rust Boiler Company, the court holding that there had been no infringement.
Since the election of Waldo H. Marshall to the Presidency of the
American Locomotive Company several changes in the organization
of that company have been made.
R. J. Gross, formerly Second
Vice-President, is now VicePresident, in charge of the

department,
including domestic and foreign
sales; J. E. Sague, Vice-President, is in charge of manufac-

commercial

Pounding.

Still

Senator Penrose, of Pennsylvania, has introduced in Congress
once more that venerable bill "to determine the quantity of the socalled hammer blow of the counterbalance in locomotive driving
wheels," etc. The bill provides for an appropriation of $50,000 to be
equally apportioned between the Franklin Institute, Purdue and
other institutions.

Enforcing Rates

in

turing,

China.

The Chinese have found a new way of raising railroad rates.
We know how to make rates, but it is the Chinese who are showing how to make people pay them. In Canton the Viceroy proclaimed advanced rates on the Hankow Railroad. The merchants'
guilds objected and voted not to ship any freight at those rates.
Then the Viceroy threatened the merchants with death, and summoned three gunboats from Shanghai. This was reported Jan. 23,
and as we hear of no bombardment at Canton, we perhaps may
conclude that the merchants have come down with the freight and
the money.

The "Commercial Engineer."
of Pittsburg now confers degrees

The Railway Club

—or at

is

printed on

of his address.

English Railroads and Motor Omnibuses.
of considerable importance to English railroad companies has just been decided by Justice Warrington in the London
High Courts. The point raised was whether railroads are entitled
to run motor-omnibus services in connection with their lines for
conveyance of "pick-up" passengers. The parties to the action were
the municipal corporation of Birkenhead and the Mersey Railway
Company. The municipality is operating an electric trolley tramroad system within its borough, and the Mersey company owns the
electrified tunnel railroad connecting Liverpool with Birkenhead.
The tunnel passes under the river Mersey and then the line divides
Into two branches, one northwest and the other to the southeast
and then to the south and on to a southern suburb of Birkenhead.
A large part of the railroad's business is in carrying passengers
between Liverpool and Birkenhead. It was therefore a public convenience for a line of omnibuses to run between the Central Station and the residential district.
The Mersey company established
the motor-omnibus service for the convenience of its through pa
sengers, but did not limit the service to this, for it conveyed at
low fares many passengers from intermedial!' points to inlerine
diatc points.
Here came in the question raised by the Birkenhead
Was the railroad company doing what
municipal corporation:
might fairly be regarded as being incidental to its powers namely,
in build and operate a railroad.
Justice Warrington has decided
thai It was not, and that an injunction should lie granted restraining
ii
from running omnibuses 'for carrying passengers within the
borough of Birkenhead."
a heard the Mersej Company had al
Before the case had
ready made application to Parliament tor motor omnibus powei
and its bill is shortly to come up for con [deration
Municipal cor
poratlons are generally ready enough to sel up competition with
railroads by running
servl
bul in this case one

A

case

1

<

<

1

<

<

1

1

1

<

1

1

>

1

1

\

1,

them Invokes the aid of the law to prevent
From running motor-omnibus service which wa
tramway.
hi'

a

railroad compan]
petlng with lis

print,

is

well fitted for the work, having had both practical and
commercial experience. He is
a graduate of the Drexel InC.

is very like a
recherche linen paper, and the letter
press is surrounded by an ornate gilt border. It comes about in
this way:
Mr. George A. Post, in a paper read before the club,
last October, declared that "The man who sells things is entitled
to a degree"; for he has to hustle, and he has to learn more, know
more and suffer more than the workman, the designer, the boss or
the proprietor; and therefore Mr. Post suggests that the drummer
should have the scholastic title of "Commercial Engineer." With
a view to giving wider circulation to Mr. Post's breezy utterances,
the club distributes to its members these special illuminated copies

It

whose portrait we

stitute of Philadelphia (1896).
In July, 1896, he was em-

M. Muclinic.

least

we have received from the Secretary a paper which

diploma.

and Leigh Best, Vice-

President and Secretary, is responsible for the corporate
business of the company. A
new department has been created to take care of the details of the foreign business,
and will be in charge of
Charles M. Muchnic, with the
title of Manager Foreign Department. Mr. Muchnic,

ployed in the mechanical department of the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, leaving there the following year to go to the Brooks LocomoDuring the greater part of 1899 he
tive Works at Dunkirk, N. Y.
was engaged in locomotive designing work for the Cie. de Fives-Lille,
Lille, France.
For four months in 1899 and 1900 he worked in the
ofnee of A. G. de Glehn, designer of the de Glehn compound, at Mulhausen, Germany, leaving there to go with Sanders & Co.; of London, export agents for a number of American industries.
In 1901
he returned to this country and served successively as Chief Draftsman and Mechanical Engineer of the Wisconsin Central and Mechanical Engineer of the Denver & Rio Grande, resigning the lastnamed place in January, 1903, to become assistant to Mr. Gross. He
accompanied Mr. Gross in that capacity on the latter's trip around
the world in 1903. Mr. Muchnic has made several trips to Europe in
the interests of American locomotive builders, and has naturally acquired an acquaintance among railroad officials in all parts of the
world. He has a good command of several foreign languages.
Iron

and

Steel.

The Western Maryland has given contrails

6,000 tons of

lor

girders.
to newspaper reports the Tennessee Coal & Iron
Birmingham, Ala., is planning to build additions to lis
works at Birmingham and to put up a steel mill at Thomas. The
syndicate of which John \V. Gates is President, which recently
bought a controlling interest in this company, is planning to make

According
of

Co.,

Improvements.

The
Orders have recently been given for rails as follows:
Northern Pacific 30,000 tons, and the Great Northern 20,000 ions
the Lackawanna Steel Co.; the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
10,000 tons from the Pennsylvania Sleel Co., ami L0.000 tons from
The latter has also received an order from
the Cambria Steel Co,
tons, and toi a
Imilar am. mm
the Central of Georgia tor L0,l
from. the Chesapeake A Ohio. The Buffalo, Rochester fi Pittsburg
has given an order [or 2,000 ions, the Brie tor 1,000 ions, and the
["he Grand ["runk Pacific has
Fredericksburg & Potomac, 1,300 tons
1

urn

contract to the United States Steel Corporation toi iO.OOO tons
to the Imerl
Additional contracts have recently to
mtpul
can Bridge Co. by western parties for 8,000 toi
of rails tor 1906, e tlmated by present orders, will exceed thai ol
Co., which ha
lasi
["ho Carnei
year by 50 per cent,
a daj at Its Edgar-Thomson works, al
capacity of about 1,01
town, Ohio, has orders
Bessemer, Pa., and Its Ohio worki it Youv
.a

a

rails,

1

I

1

1

I

1

tor
1

in.

tons of

1,200,

ago

mingiiain,

hai

\ia

ordei
.

,.1

1

rails
toi

The

If

91

the Ten.ni

Steel
1
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Coal

i

Co.,

with
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open hearth
of

in

ai

has

rails,

o

Thi

year.

will reach a total

Indii

ol

3,

its entire output up to March
eai
ation thai the order! this
!

100,000.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
(For dates of conventions and regular meetings of railroad conventions u«d
\ng BQoietieB, see advertising page 24.)

American Society

of Civil Engineers,
meeting of this societj April 1, a paper on the
This
(I. Menocal, was presented for discussion.
paper was printed in the Proceedings for February. 1906.
the business
Panama Canal by A.

&

Mr. E. E. Torrey. of the Mobile

Union

Pacific.

—

Young, heretofore General Signal Inspector on
lie, has been appointed Signal Engineer of the

J. C.

the Southern Pari
1'.

P.,

with

Omaha. Neb.

office at

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

Ohio.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
At the fifty-third meeting of this society, to be held at the Read
House in Chattanooga, Tenn., May 1-4. the following papers will be
presented:
"Low Resistance Thermo-Electric Pyrometer and Compensator." by William H. Bristol; "Manganese Steel." by Henry D.
Hibbard; "History of the Introduction of a System of Shop Management." by James M. Dodge; "Collapsing Pressures of Bessemer
Steel Lap-Welded Tubes," by R. T. Stewart; and "New Liquid Measuring Apparatus," by George B. Willcox.

ii

Pennsylvania. -H. M. Carson. Superintendent of Motive Power at
Buffalo, has been appointed Assistant to the General Manager.
Williamsport,
Ft. J. Reading, Superintendent of Motive Cower at
I>
M Perine, Master Mechanic at
Pa., succeeds Mr. Carson.
Wesl Philadelphia, succeeds Mr. Reading. J. T. Wallis, Master
Mechanic of the Northern Central at Baltimore. Mil., succeeds
Mr. Perine. J. C. Mengel, Master Mechanic at Sunbury, Pa.,
M. Henry, Master Mechanic of the
succeeds Mr. Wallis.
J.
Northern Central at Elmira, Pa., succeeds Mr. Mengel. C. K.
Shelby, Assistant Engineer of Motive Power at Willi niisport,
succeeds Mr. Henry. J. L. Cunningham, General Foreman at
Columbia, Pa., succeeds Mr. Shelby.

Railway Telegraph Superintendents.
The Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendi Qts will hold
Headquarits annual meeting at Denver, Colo., beginning June 20.
The President of the Association
ters will be at the Adams Hotel.
is

Vol. xi,.. Mo.

'in,
V.'.c

l'.

nnsylvania has ordered 100 locomotives from the Baldwin

It:

The Mexican International,

it

is

reported,

is

in the

market

for

locomotives.

The Southern,
motive equipment.

it

is

reported, will shortly order additional loco-

The Maryland & Pennsylvania,

it

is

reported, has ordered one

10- wheel -locomotive.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

The Queen d Crescent has ordered three locomotives from the
Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

—

Hcaooard Air Line. Alfred Walter. Chairman of the Board of the
South & Western, has been elected President of the S. A. L.,
succeeding J. M. Barr. resigned as President.

Pun fie. — James Speyer and

Southern

&

Co.,

Charles H. Tweed, of Speyer

have resigned from the Board of Directors.

Operating Officers.
Central of New England. O. M. Laing. Assistant Superintendent,
has been appointed Superintendent, with office at Hartford,
Conn., succeeding J. F. Hedden, resigned. J. H. Turbush suc-

—

ceeds Mr. Laing.

—A.

N. Willsie, Master Mechanic at
Brookfield, Mo., lias been appointed Superintendent at St.
Joseph, Mo., succeeding A. T. Perkins, resigned.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

—

Evansville rf Terre Haute. J. O. Crocket. Superintendent, has been
appointed General Manager, succeeding F. P. Jeffries, resigned.

—

Great Northern. R. W. Bryan, Superintendent at Melrose, Minn.,
has been appointed to the new office of Master of Transportation.
Frank Bell, Superintendent of Car Service, succeeds Mr.
Bryan.

—

Kansas <£• Texas of Texas. Charles Hammond. Trainmaster at Trinity, Tex., has been appointed Superintendent at

Missouri,

that place.
Traffic Officers.

Charleston
ager,

it-

Western Carolina.

has been appointed

—R.

A. Brand, Freight Traffic Man-

Traffic

Manager, succeeding H. M.

Emerson, deceased.

Lehigh Valley.

—

C. A. Blood, General Freight Agent, has been appointed Freight Traffic Manager, succeeding T. N. Jarvis, promoted. H. C. Burnett. Assistant General Freight Agent, succeeds Mr. Blood.

The Chesapeake A Ohio has ordered three 150-ton Shay
motives from the Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.

construction Co.. Duluth. Minn., has
The Minnesota Land
ordered six consolidation locomotives from the American Locomo>'

tive Co.

The Lima Locomotive £ Machine Co. report the following orders
week ending March 31: Davidson Lumber Co., Bridgewater,

for the

N.

S.,

one

x

17-in.

d

Texas.

,i

si.

Chicago d- Western Indiana has ordered five simple mogul
and five six-wheel switching (0-6-0) locomotives from ,he
American Locomotive Co., for August delivery. The mogul locomotives will weigh 160,000 lbs., with 140,000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinThe.

ders, 20 in. x 28 in.; diameter of drivers, 57 in.; extended wagon
top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; 330 tubes,
2 in. in diameter and 13 ft. long; Otis steel firebox, 102 in. x 66 in.:
grate area. 47.4 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 6.000 gallons, and coal capacity, eight tons.
The switching locomotives will weigh 142,000
lbs.; cylinders, 20 in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers, 51 in.; straight
boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; 331 National
tubes, 2 in. in diameter and 11 ft. long; Otis steel firebox, 108 in. x
42 in.; grate area, 31.4 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 6.000 gallons, and
coal capacity, eight tons. The special equipment for both includes:
Westinghouse air-brakes, Otis axles, Cooke & Strong bell ringer,
National-Hollow brake-beams, Perfecto brake-shoes, Gould couplers.
Schroeder headlights, Nathan injector and sight-feed lubricators.
Cicero bronze journal bearings, Jerome piston rod packings, American Balance Valve Co.'s valve rod packings, Ashton safety valve
and steam gages. Leach sanding devices, French springs, Gold steam

heat equipment and Midvale driving, truck and tender wheel

CAR BUILDING.

I'niil.

— Edwanl
to

The Western Maryland
The Florida
Tin

Laas,
the

Superintendent at

new

office

of

of a

Engi-

—

Bishop.

— See

Pennsylvania.

is

market

in the

for one private car.

market

it

for 100

box

cars.

is

Co. will build a

num-

Despatch shops.

its

The New Orleans .( Northeastern contemplates getting additional
equipment, but nothing has yet been arranged.
The Rogers
Southwestern wish to buy a combination passenger, baggage anil mail coach and a second-hand passenger coach.
.1

—

,i
Hudson River. G. W. Kittredge, chief Engineer
of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, has been ap
pointed Chief Engineer of the X. V. C. & H. R., effective April 9.

in the

reported, is contemplating the purchase
of additional freight cars.

I'rnusi/lrania.

number

is

Last Coast

ber of refrigerator cars at

G. J. Bishop. Master of Bridges and Buildings, at
Durand, Mich., has resigned. The authority of T. T. Irving.
Ucscl. nt
Engineer at Detroit, has been extended over the
Bridges and Buildings Department heretofore in charge of Mr.

Northern Central,

d

The Merchants Despatch Transportation

neer of Maintenance.

Veu York Cenhai

tires.

—W.

oitumwa. Iowa, has been appointed

Grand Trunk.

Marys-

(2-6-0)

—

Milittiukee

switching locomotive;

Flat Creek Mill Co., Mobile, Ala., one 37-ton Shay locomotive, and
the Culbreath Logging Co., Huttig, Ark., one 37-ton Shay locomotive.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
Atlantii Coast Line.
C. L. Meister has been appointed to the new
office of Mechanical Engineer, ieporting to the General Superintendent, of Motor Power.
Chiriign,

six- wheel

21-in.

& Northern, Bryant, Wash., one 37-ton Shay locomotive; Clear
Creek Lumber Co., Birmingham, Ala., one 37-ton Shay locomotive;
ville

M. Fenwick has been appointed Assistant General Passenger Agent at St. Louis, Mo.

Missouri. Kansas

loco-

The Minnesota Land
ordered 100

flat

it

cars of 80,000

Construction Co.. Duluth. Minn., has
lbs. capacity from Fitz-Hugh. Luther

Co.

The Atchison, Topeka

d

Santa Fe has ordered 12 cabooses from

April
the

6.
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L906.

American Car & Foundry

Co.,

and

is

The Pennsylvania,

asking bids on 100 tank

will put

cars.

The Huntingdon A Broadtop has ordered 300 all steel hopper
cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity from the American Car &
Foundry Co.

coal

The Maryland d- Pennsylvania, it is reported, has ordered 25
standard box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity, eight standard gondola
cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity, two stock cars and three passenger cars.

BRIDGE BUILDING.

—

Brownsville, Pa. The Lower House of Congress has passed a
authorizing the Fayette Bridge Co. to build a highway bridge
across the Monongahela river near this place.

this place.

(Feb. 23,

p.

60.)

Engiissue

used
with

—

Fort Francis, Ont. W. H. Cook, Duluth, Minn., will receive
bids for building a bridge over the Rainy river, between this place
and Koochiching, Minn., for the Duluth, Rainy Lake & Winnipeg.
Gainesville, Ga.
Hall County.

— Several

—

The bill authorizing a bridge across Rainy
was passed by both Houses of Congress.

Minnesota.

river

—

The Lower House of Congress on March 26 passed
Mississippi.
the bill authorizing the counties of Holmes and Washington to build
(Jan. 26, p. 28.)
a bridge across the Coldwater river.

—

Montana. Both nouses of Congress have passed the bill authorizing the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Co. to build
a bridge across the Yellowstone river in this state. (March 20, p. 97.)

—

Nashville. Tenn. The Lower House of Congress on March 26
passed a bill authorizing two bridges across the Cumberland river
(Feb. 23, p. 60.)
at or near this place.

—

Niagara Falls, N. Y. The International Railway Co. and the
Toronto Railway Co. are planning to jointly build a new bridge
to carry electric cars over the Niagara river 300 ft. below the
present steel bridge at Niagara Falls. A bill will be introduced
in the New York State Legislature to incorporate the Trans-Niagara
Bridge Co., with a capital of $1,000,000, to carry out this work.
F. Nicholls, D. E. Thompson, of Toronto; G. B. Schley, of New
York; H. J. Pierce, of Buffalo; F. A. Dudley, of Niagara Falls, and
others are named as commissioners in the bill.
The commissioners will appoint a committee to locate the site for the bridge,
and will have an office at Niagara Falls.

— The Wabash

—

Walworth and Dewey

in Ibis state.

(March

30, p. 97.)

Warsaw,

Inii.

— Bids

are wanted April If. by KIT Sharp, County
bridges in Kosciusko County,

Auditor, for building Ave

:

1

—

Washington. Both Houses of Congress have passed the bill
authorizing a bridge across the Snake river between the counties Oi

whitman and Columbia

in

the state of Washington.

(March

Other

Structures.

— Stollitt & Co.,

of Chicago, will have the eon
tract for building 11 union passenger Station here, to coal $1,600,000.
It la expected to have tin structure completed by January, 1007.
1

Chicago, in..
Negotiations tor the purchase of land between
Madison and Randolph Btreets and Clinton and Canal streets, ii is
said, have been made tor tin' Chicago North-Western, which is said
io

in'

planning

to

build

a

large

passenger station on this

to

James Stew-

has plans ready

it is said,

—

it

is

has selected a

said,

site

—

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul will inshops at this place and make this the shop headquarters
for its entire system.
The improvements include an addition to the
car erecting shop, which will be 80 ft. x 668 ft., with a second addition to the same building 44 ft. x 103 ft., giving a total area of
58,000 sq. ft. in addition to the present area of 60,000 sq. ft. A
concrete blacksmith shop will be built 80 ft. x 600 ft, which will
be equipped with machinery to build cars and locomotives. The
cost of these improvements will be about $500,000.
crease

its

—

The Chicago & North-Western has bought four
from Thirteenth to Fourteenth streets and from
Davenport streets as a site for a new passenger station.

parcels of land
to

—

Philadelphia, Pa. The Philadelphia & Reading is asking bids
for building an additional story on its Callowhill street freight office.

—

Portsmouth. Ohio. The Norfolk & Western, according to a
statement, is planning to build, during the present year, a 20-story
brick roundhouse, with an 85-ft. span; a car shop, 65 ft. by 300 ft.,
and smith shop, 72 ft. by 144 ft.

—

The Norfolk & Western plans the building of a
x 740 ft; paint storehouse, 63 ft. x S2 ft, and a
boiler shop, 39 ft. x 51 ft
The present paint shop, 74 ft. x 152 ft..
is to be extended to 74 ft x 300 ft.
All the buildings will be of
brick and steel.
Roanoke, Va.

foundry 144

ft.

—

Rochester, N. Y. An appropriation of $250,000, it is reported.
has been made by the New York Central to rebuild and enlarge its
passenger station in this city.

—

Scranton, Pa. The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western will comat once on new yards and put up a number of buildings
at a total cost of about $2,000,000.

mence work

—

Vera Cruz, Mex. The Mexican Federal Government has ap
proved the plans of the Vera Cruz Terminal Association, formed
by the railroads entering that port, for a new union passenger
station and terminals, to cost about $6,000,000.
Contracts for the
work will soon be let.
York, Pa.
freight house

—The

Maryland & Pennsylvania
and make other improvements

to

is

build

a

new

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

—

Alaska Central. The annual report for 1906 says that the
road, which was originally a light, line with heavy grades, is to be
made a first-class road. It has been decided In reduce ihe maximum
to

one per

mountain ranges.
cm ihe

rent.,

This

excepting

onlj

two per

cent,

across

the

will necessitate' Ihe building of seven tunnels

55 miles of road.
Along the north shore of Turnagain
will be built on the side Ol the mountain l"i' a
distance of SO miles, the work Is very beavy and expensive. The
a
ca.st of the rock excavation will he between $10.111111 and $80,
The wurl, of locating the line lias been
istly, the
mile.
Sinn of $140,000 having been spent last year on this work
fi
\
of engineers, in charge oi G
Kile. Chiel to: Ineei oi Survc
\
preliminarj
completed lasi year the permanent location ol S7 m
locution of 2611 miles, and ivconiioissanee surveys for .80 miles.
Al
first

Ann. where the road

•

i

-

30, p.

98.)

BIRMINGHAM, Ala.

Pennsylvania,

Knonville, Tenn. The Southern,
new shop building.

grade

—

Toronto, Ont. City Engineer Rust is making plans for building a bridge at Bathursl street to carry street cars.

has given a contract

for a

—

of

—The

Homestead, Pa.

Pinkf.rton, Ont. Bids are wanted April 9 by J. J. Donnelly,
Clerk of Greenock township, for building a 90-ft. span Warren trust
steel bridge, with 14-ft. roadway, over the Teeswater river.
Also for
a 110 ft. steel span over the same river.

SOUTH Dakota. Both Houses of Congress have passed the bill
authorizing a bridge across the Missouri river between the counties

it

station.

for putting up a brick passenger station here, to cost $20,000.

Webster

—

Indianola, Iowa. The Board of County Supervisors at their
meeting April 9 will receive bids for two steel bridges to be built
in Warren County.
in this state

III.

Omaha, Neb.
bridges will soon be built in

steel

reported, has secured land on which

of St.

Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

—

Cleveland, Ohio. Announcement has been made by City
neer Carter that between $300,000 and $350,000 of the $500,000
of grade crossing bonds, which will soon be issued, will be
to build a bridge through the upper flats connecting Clark
East Clark avenue, the south side and Newburg.

is

Louis, for the following work:
Car shop, 88 ft.
x 484 ft.; blacksmith and machine shop, 80 ft. x 294 ft.; wood working mill, 80 ft. x 238ft.; storeroom, 40 ft. x 464 ft., with a twostory office building at one end; cabinet, tin, upholstery, glazing
and electrical work shop, 40 ft. x 550 ft; coal, iron and coke shed.
20 ft. x 294 ft.; power house, 60 ft.x 108 ft.; dry kiln, 20 ft. x 80 ft.,
with reinforced concrete roofs. Also an oil and paint shop with
reinforced concrete roof and floors and some small sheds. Bids
are being asked by C. A. Howe, Acting Purchasing Agent, for the
machinery for these shops.

—

Clarksville, Tenet. The Lower House of Congress has passed
authorizing a bridge across the Cumberland river at or near

bill

&

it

up a large passenger

Decatur,
art

bill

the

105

site.

Seward, the southern terminus of the road, the company has rebuilt
\n
its wharves, ami the terminal
and Improved,
were
i

office

building coBting approximate^

{60,000 baa

been pul

up.

A

roundhouse and s machine Bhop have been built, and
plans made for a permanent roundhouse and shoes, on which eon
The firs! n miles ol road have
struetion work will soon be Btarted
temporary

been reconstructed to reduce the grade and tratghten the line.
The
and BUS were widened, and the road is now completed and
in operation to mile 16
Considerable wort has been done betv

CUtl
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lo6

ai ts for six of the tunnels at mile 52
that point ami mile
amei call for the completion of this
let to Rich & Harri
work early this month. The grade from mile 75 to mile LOG along
the north shore of Turnagaln Arm. which includes the heaviest rock
work on the mi in- road, with In exception of the tunnels, has been
let to P. Welch & Co., of Spokane, whose contract calls for the comLugust. Both of these contractors arc actively
pletion of this
pushing the work, although itperiencing great dlfflculty in securing
The company has lost
ami retain
to carry out the work.
about 1,000 nun during the year, most of whom have left railroad
cm
work to become prospectors. During the winter there ha
,joi) men. an dill is force is lo be
heroic eil durin .! ,,i
plo\ oil an
ing the summer. The track is laid with 65-pound rails and ties 2-ft.
apart on centers. The bridges and trestles will be built of heavy
timber capable of carrying loaded 80,000-lb. capacity cars. Nearlj
$-.000,000 has already been spent, on construction. One of the tunnels at mile 49 will be 800 ft. long, and it is expected to have this
and the other tunnels completed early in July. The company is
planning to let contracts for building the road from mile 105 to mile
150, and it hopes to have (his part of its road completed during the
present year. It also is to build the Matanuska branch from a junction with the main line, at mile 150, 30 miles east to the Chickaloon
coal fields. Contract has been given to the Illinois Steel Co. for delivery during the present summer of 5,000 tons of rails and fittings.
i

i

i

Vol..

XI,.,

No.

14.

Co-Operative Construction, 'this company has been toeorpoi
ated with a capital stock of $10,000 to build an electric line from
Grand Rapids, Mich., northwest via Fremont, Heeperla, Hart and
Pentwater to Ludington, about 95 miles. The officers are: i,
i,
Presideni
John I'ikart, Vice-President; John <;. Anderson,
Secretary, and Thos. David, Treasurer, all of Fremont,
;

i

I

i:"M

for by a

&

Anniw Traction

company under

road from Detroit to
would parallel the Wabash

tric

— Incorporation

has been asked
Michigan, to build an elecAdrian, about 60 miles. Such a line
from Detroit to Milan.

this

Co.

name,

in

!

i'.

(March

30, p.

i

|

i

Incorporation has been granted this company
with a capital of $1,000,000, to build a railroad from
Ormond south to Daytona, thence west to De Land, and thence south
to Sanford and Orlando, about 70 miles.
E. L. Potter, Seabreeze, is
President; J. Clyde Power, Indianapolis, is Vice-President; S. H.
Grove, Daytona, General Manager; J. Hall Brumsey, De Land, Secreii'
and .1. B. Crocker, Seabreeze, Treasurer. The first regular
meeting of the company is to be held on April 5 at De hand.
Florida,

i

—

Ei.i.i.n &
in I'm.
Ei.ki inn i.
A charter has been granted a
company under this name. In Illinois, with a capital of $10,000, to
build an electric line from River Forest, in Cook County, west
through Cook and Du Page counties to Elgin, in Kane County,
i

I

about 40 miles.

98.)

—

Baton Rouge, Hammond & Eastern. This company has been
organized in Louisiana to build a railroad from Baton Kouge, east
via Hammond and Covington to Nicholson, thence northeast to
Merrill, Miss., where connection is to be made with the Mobile,
Jackson & Kansas City. The road will traverse a fine timber and
agriculture district. S. O. L. Wexler is President of the company.
It is expected to have the road completed as far as Hammond this
year.
The office of the company will be in Baton Rouge.

—

Brooklyn Rapid Transit. On the Sea Beach line of this company additional switching and terminal tracks are being put in.
At Sheepshead Bay the tracks of the Long Island Railroad will be
used to run to the race course. The Canarsie line, formerly operated
by steam power by the Brooklyn & Rockaway Beach Company, is
to be practically rebuilt and equipped with electric power, and
extended. The tracks will be relaid with 70-lb. rails and new terminals built. The company expects to run trains from the Manhattan
end of the Williamsburg bridge to Canarsie in 30 minutes. The
power station at Williamsburg is nearing completion. This will
furnish an additonal 12,000 h.p., and more trains can be run.
Work will also be started on the improvement of the tracks on other
lines of the company.
Cairo,

East Central.

in

Matfield & Nashville.

— See

Nashville, Chattanooga

&

St. Louis.

Canadian Pacific.

— The

President of this road,

Sir

Thomas

Shaughnessy, announces that the company, during the present year,
The most important of these
will complete 867 miles of new line.
Sudbury-Toronto line, through a rocky section
are the following:
with a maximum grade of three-tenths of 1 per cent.; Gulf & Goderich with a number of branch lines which will furnish a new service
between Toronto and Goderich. New lines in the west include the
Wolseley branch to Reston, 122 miles, which it is expected will furnish an outlet for wheat shipments next fall to Regina; the Pheasant Hills extension and the Edmonton & Wataskawin. These
will furnish the company another through trunk line from Winnipeg to Edmonton. The Manitoba & Northwestern branch will
pass through Grand Trunk territory and give access to the
The Gimlic extension
Quill and the Touchwood mountain section.
in Manitoba will furnish an outlet for the fishing industries on
Lake Winnipeg, and the Teulon extension a through line to the
The extension from Lander
fertile section west of Lake Winnipeg.
to Broomhill will furnish an additional through line to Southwestern Manitoba, and in British Columbia the Nicola-Kamloops line
will run through the fruit valleys of the Nicola Lake region.

—

E] k Short Line.
This company has been incorporated in Michigan with a capital stock of $8,000 to build a short railroad in and
near the village of Elk Rapids. The directors are Homer Sly,
Milton B. Lang. Harry Hirshberg, Helmuth Krarup and Fitch R.
Williams, all of Elk Rapids

—

The directors of this company have authorized surveys
made for the electrification of the Rochester division from
Rochester to Corning, N. Y.; also of the Bath & Hammondsport
and the Mt. Morris branch from Avon to Mt. .Morris. The total
Brie.

to

be

mileage to be electrified

is

approximately 150 miles.

—

Grand Trunk

Contract has been given to Cash Bros,
Pacific.
for building the first section of this road in Alberta. Work will be
started at a point 110 miles east of Lacombe, near the Battle river.

—

Great Northern. Surveys, it is said, are being made by this
to build an extension from its existing line near Wenatachee on the Columbia river in Washington, north on the west
bank of that river through Cheland County, giving an outlet to
the Colville Wheat Belt and Okanogan Mines.

company

Vice-President Louis W. Hill has confirmed the report that
company will build a line through Canada to the Pacific coast.
According to Mr. Hill: "The only interest we have In the Canadian Northern is that we lease its lines from the boundary up to
Winnipeg. But we have already secured our own terminals in
Winnipeg and w-e shall soon build a Winnipeg line of our own.
Then we shall be entirely independent of the Canadian Northern.
Our line includes only 800 or 900 miles that are still to be constructed west of Winnipeg. The Grand Trunk Pacific has done nothing yet in that section. It has been stated that the Grand Trunk
must take four or five years to finish their line but we could complete ours within two or at any rate within three years."
this

—

Gulf. Plainville & Northern. A charter has been granted to
a company under this name in Kansas with a capital of $1,000,000.
The incorporators are all residents of Plainville, Kan. The company proposes to build 60 miles of railroad from Plainville north
the Nebraska line. It is reported in Topeka that the project
being backed by Union Pacific interests.
to

—

Indiana Roads. Announcement has been made that William
Kenefick, of Kansas City, and associates will organize a company
with a capital of $25,000,000. to build a railroad with a northern
terminus at Tolleston, in Lake County, Ind., to run south via
Indianapolis to Evansville, with a number of branches. It is proposed to enter Chicago over the Chicago Belt Road.

—

Lake Erie & Southern. Incorporation has been granted this
company in Ohio, with a capital of $125,000, to build a railroad
from Cleveland south via Akron to Massillon, about 60 miles, and
to ultimately extend the road further south. The incorporators are
Incorporation has been granted a R. T. Wood. H. B. Camp, J. R. Zmunt, F. W. Green and H. Mclntyre,

Cincinnati Roads. A company has been formed and a bill inIroduced in the State Senate authorizing the building of an overhead
road from one of the suburbs of this city to the down town district.

—

College City & Soi thf.rn.
this name in Oklahoma, with a capital of $500,000,
The office
to build a railroad from Kiowa. Kan., to Alva. 35 miles.
E. T. McNight is President and
the company will be at Alva.
General Manager; T. G. Woodward is First Vice-President; J. B.
Kent, Second Vice-President; W. B. Taylor. Secretary, and J. B.

company under
l

lullin,

I

Treasurer.

Application will be made to the Dominion ParCobalt Range.
liament for the incorporation of this company to build a railroad
from Haileybury, Ont., east through the Cobalt district via Port
miskaming and Villa Marie, thence southeast to a conned Ion with
roads. Lake Temiskaming is to be crossed by a car ferry.

all of

Cleveland.

Lake SnoRE & Michigan Southern.

1

1

i

—This company

will do con-

siderable four-tracking work between Toledo and Cleveland during
the present year. The section from Toledo to Holland on the west,
and from Toledo to Milbury on the east, 15 miles, has been completed. A considerable amount of four-tracking will also be carried
out during the present year between Toledo and Chicago. Work is
being pushed on the road east of Cleveland.

— See Wabash.
— Contract has been

Lorain & West Virginia.

I

..1

is

Louisville & Nashville.

given by this com-

1

Anni.

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

r.ioii.

i;.

pany to Kreis Bros., of Knoxville, Tenu., for building a four-mile
branch from a point on its line two miles south of Mentor to MaryThe contract calls for completion of the
ville, in Blount County.
grading by the end of July next.

Martinez & Contba Costa.

—

Incorporation has been granted this
in California, with a capital of $100,000, to build a steam
or electric railroad, five miles long, in the city of Martinez, Cal.,
under the franchise granted to M. R. Jones.

company

—

Contract has been given by this company
of St. Paul, Minn., for grading its road from
Portage la Prairie, Kan., to the international boundary, between
SO and 90 miles.

Midland Railway.
Guthrie

to the

Missouri,
this

company

Co.,

Kansas & Texas.

—

According to newspaper reports
planning to build a line from Palestine, Tex., via

is

Athens, to Dallas, and is now making surveys.
This company expects to run trains into Austin this month
over the tracks of the International & Great Northern.

Gulf & Northwestern.

—An

officer

writes that bids are wanted

for building this road, to include the bridges, water stations, etc.
Surveys have just been completed from Waco, Tex., at the head
of navigation on the Brazos river, northwest via Bosqueville, Erath,
China Springs, Cayote, Womack and Adle's ranch, crossing the Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe between Meridian and Morgan. The Texas
Central will be crossed near Walnut Springs, and thence the line
runs up the East Bosque valley via McCurdy and Daniel's ranch,
Mathern Gap, Johnsville and Bunker Hill to Stephenville, where
the Fort Worth & Rio Grande is crossed; thence up the South
/f\\for f Worth

<^\
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^

/
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\
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\

ft>
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t

\

\j
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w

h

\

"">

V,

Northwestern.

Bosque valley, through Cage's ranch, Berlin and Twin Mountains;
through the Thurber coal fields to Strawn on the Texas & Pacific,
a total distance of 122.1 miles. The first 75 miles will have a
maximum grade of 0.8 per cent, and the balance 1.0 per cent.
McCarthy, Starnes & Co., Consulting Engineers, of Lufkin, Tex.,
(See Construction Record.)

are the engineers in charge.

—

Nashville & Valdosta. A charter has been granted this company in Georgia, with a capital of $300,000, to build a railroad
from Valdosta north to Nashville, in Berrien County, about 35
miles. The incorporators are residents of Nashville and Valdosta.
Nashville, Chattanooga &
Cairo,

Mayfield

& Nashville

St,

this

—

Pennsylvania System. The record of mileage for the year
ended December 31, 1905, shows that the total length of main line on
the lines East of Pittsburg and Erie is 5,186 miles, with 1,647 miles
of second track, 550 miles of third track, 438 miles of fourth track,
and 3,888 miles of company's sidings, a total of 11, 70S miles. There
was a decrease during 1905 of four miles of first track, and an increase of 66 miles of second, third and fourth tracks, and 248
miles of sidings, a total increase of 310 miles. On the Pennsylvania
lines West of Pittsburg and Erie the mileage is 2,867 miles of
first track, 1,089 miles of second track, 130 miles of third track, 77
miles of fourth track, and 2. US miles of company's sidings, a total
mileage of 6,281. During the year there was an increase of six miles
of first track, 78 miles of second, third and fourth tracks and 144
miles of sidings, a total increase of 22S miles. The mileage of the
Vandalia Railroad is: First track, 928 miles; second track, 65 miles;
During the year there
sidings, 595 miles; a total of 1,587 miles.
has been an increase in first track of 131 miles, second track 46
miles, and sidings 193 miles, total, 370 miles. The grand total of all
lines, including those operated by and associated in interest with
the Pennsylvania Railroad, is 10,907 miles of first track, 2,977 miles

—

t

Gatesri/fe

V

for

—

7/7

(toldthtvaife

L01

is.

company

Under the name
planning

is

to

of the
build a

Such a line will be a com
Cairo, 111., from Murray, Ky.
petitor of the Illinois Central.
The leasing of the Tennessee Central
by the Illinois Central is said to be the Incentive to the building of

line to

Hi is line.

Philippine Railway. This company, which was lately incorporated in Connecticut, with a capital of $5,000,000, is to build 300
miles of railroad. William Salomon & Co., of New York, are the
bankers for the syndicate that is to finance the construction. The
Philippine Railway Construction Company, incorporated in New
Jersey, with a capital of $1,000,000, has givwi the contract to J. G.
White & Co., of New York, to build the road. (See Construction
Record.)

York, New Haven A Hartford.
Work will soon be started
on the rebuilding of the Highland division of this road from Water
liury, Conn., northeast to Bristol, 14 miles,
Tins involves some very
heavy work, Including the relocation of much of the line and a tunnel 85,000 ft. long.
The present ruling grade of T.r ft, to the ml
to be reduced to 57 ft.

—

Civ [NNATI, CHICAGO & St. Louis. The work under
company, according to its yearly report, includes the
following:
Change of alinement and construction of eastbound
freight track 'from Bulger to R. S. tower.
This includes a cut at
tunnel number three. Change of grade and construction of second
track from Woodstock to Hagenbaugh 10.3 miles, including new
east and westbound passing sidings at Brush Lake and at Hagenbaugh: construction of second track from Hagenbaugb to I'rbana.
6.5 miles, ami reduction of grade in (Jrbana.
Second track from
Summit to Bradford. 7.56 miles, change of grades and alinement
througb Covington and the abandonment of grade crossings of the
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, and street crossings In Covington,
PiTTsm
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NORTHWESTER!* DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.
Northwestern Cnmmerria! Company, whirl

new

of a

Second track from Bradford
change of grade, has been

river.

with

New

prises

—

This company has given a contract to H. S.
the grading, masonry and track laying of its proposed eastbound receiving and classification yards at Pitcairn. The
work calls for the laying of about 30 miles of track. The company
has practically decided to change the grade and alinement of its
tracks through New Florence, Pa. The work includes the building of a subway at Ligonier, the elevation of the tracks 8 ft., and
the lowering of the street grade S ft.
A contract has been given by this company at about $1,000,000
to Reilly & Weber for laying tracks in its eastbound classification
yard at Hollidaysburg.
This company is asking bids April 16 for piercing a tunnel at
Blairsville, Pa.

Pennsylvania.

Kerbaugh

Philadelphia Rapid Transit. Mayor Weaver on March 28
signed the ordinance granting this company an extension of three
years for the completion of its Market street subway. In consideration of this extension, the company has filed, with the Secretary of the Commonwealth at Harrishurg, and with the City Solicitor of Philadelphia, a full surrender of all other franchises acquired by the company several years ago with two exceptions. The
company also agrees to pay $400,000 towards the cost of abolishing
certain grade crossings.
(March 30, p. 99.)

/Dublm

4

Davis is President; K. K. McLaren, Vice-President, and John
Rosene, Chairman of the Board.
C.

of second track, 696 miles of third track, 522 miles of fourth track,
and 7,263 miles of sidings, a total of 22,365 miles. Of this, 6,030
miles of first track are East and 4,877 miles of first track are West
of Pittsburg and Erie.
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ix yti icks; and new house for train
together with thi ni
At Dennison,
itb street, Chicago.
undei c
u
Ohio, a 32-stal] round!
th a 75-ft. turntable, oil house, coal
A water softhoist and a comph
m, is being put in.
cuing plant and COi
ion lias been completed at Bradford,
and a nev
pul
up ai Logansport, also a water
softening plant pul in at Richmond. The work of elevating the
tracks in
from Fulton street to Ashland avenue, with a
run-off to a point 300 ft. east of Ada street is practically com
This involves the elevation of the run-off of the Rock street
pleted.
elevation
u Fulton streel and Weston avenue 1,500 ft., thence
west over in streets for about one mile, thence to a grade crossing al Ada street 1.000 It.
The track was raised for a dist
All the work in connection with the elevating ol
of 1.64 miles.
the tracks from the Illinois anil Michigan canal to Weston Avenue
Houlevaril has been completed with the exception of the crossing
at the Chicago & Alton road at Weston avenue, where the tracks
are not elevated to the new grade, pending action of the Chicago
& Alton, as to the abandonment of the grade crossing.
is

i

St.

I

—

Swin -sky. Fremont & Southern. Incorporation lias been
granted this company in Ohio, with a capital of $10,000, to build
a railroad from Sandusky, on Lake Erie, southwest to Fremont, in
Sandusky County, about 30 miles. The incorporators include <;. II.
Kelly, M. G. McAlleman. T. II. Hogsett, H. H. Johnson and George
('.

Kurd.

—

Southern. Contracts are reported let by this company at about
$5,000,000 for laying second track between Knoxville and Morristown, and Chattanooga and Ooltewah. Tenn.

ERIE.

new

—

Statesboeo & Midville. Incorporation has been granted a company under this name in Georgia, with a capital of $50,000, to build
a railroad from Statesboro, in Bulloch County, northwest to a point
near Garfield on the Millen & Southwestern, thence to Midville in
Burke County, on the Central of Georgia: thence continuing in a
northwesterly direction to Louisville, Jefferson County, about 60
The road will pass through a rich agricultural and timber
Surveys will be started at once. The office of the company will he at Savannah. The incorporators are C. G. Ogburn.
J. A. Doyle, R. Meldrin, G. N. Jones and others, of Savannah.
miles.
section.

—

Wabash. Under the name of the Lorain & West Virginia this
company is building an extension from Wellington, Ohio, on the
Wheeling & Lake Erie north to Lorain. Contracts have been let to
G. M. Kepner, of Connorsville, and to F. J. Petterson, of Cedar
Rapids. Iowa. The road will be 20 miles long and the grading will
cost about $1,500,000.

— See East

Louis & Suburban.

Indiana HARBOR.

—

—

of

February were

&

I.

Colorado Southern,
sold

to

Blair

&

—

New Orleans &
Co.

Pacific.
This company has
and the Old Colony Trust Co. $7,500,000 5

per cent, live year notes secured by $8,000,000 4
per cent,
bonds, and by the entire capital stock of the C. S.. N. (). &
P.
The proceeds are to pay for the construction of the road.
'

_,

reek Cl m;m
The directors have declared the regular
quarterly dividend of 1% per cent, on the $2,500,000 common
stock, and an extra dividi nil of one-half of 1 per cent.

Crippli

<

—

The stockholders of this
& St. Louis have agreed to
consolidate the two companies. The new company will have
$7,000,000 5 per cent, preferred stock cumulative from May
For each 50. mm shares of
1906, and $7,000,000 common stock.
stock of the East St. Louis & Suburban, one share of preferred

Bast

St.

Louis & Suburban

company and

(Electric).

Indiana. Illinois

&

Iowa.

—

—

National he Mexico. Gross earnings for the year ended Dec. 31.
1905, were $6,377,862. an increase of $593,238; net earnings.
increase of $303,247. The surplus after charges
increased $340,639. The average mileage operated was 1.713.
an increase of 126 miles
This company lias acquired the Hidalgo & Northeastern, a
narrow gage railroad. 138 miles long, at a cost of about
$2,235,534, an

$3,100,000.

New Orleans Great Northern. — This company
trackage rights for five years over the New

has arranged for
Orleans & Northeastern tracks from Slidell. Ala., to the outskirts of New Orleans.

—

York, New Haven & Hartford. This company offers to exchange one share of its capital stock for each $200 of the 4 per
cent, debentures of the Consolidated Railway, of which there

are $7,491,000 outstanding.
This company has sold $1,500,000 Harlem River & Port
Chester 4 per cent, gold bonds of 1954, being part of an authorized issue of $15,000,000, of which $7,865,000, are outstanding.
The proceeds will be used for six-tracking and other improvements of the Harlem River branch.
The Massachusetts Legislature has passed bills authorizing
the Rhode Island & Massachusetts Railroad Company to sell its
franchises and property to the N. Y.. N. H. & H., and one to
authorize the New Haven & Northampton to increase its stock,
to issue bonds and to sell its franchise and property to the
N. Y.. N. H. & H.
Both roads have long been controlled by the

New

Haven.

Northern Pacific.

—

This company and
made an agreement whereby they

the
will

Great Northern have
use jointly their two

line.

—

Gross earnings of the lines east of Pittsburg and
Erie for the month of February were $10,905,124. an increase of
$2,216,300.

The New York Stock Exchange has listed $2,980,000 addimaking the total amount listed $305,933,300.

tional capital stock,

—

—

Chicago, Roi k Island & Pacific. This company has sold to Speyer
& Co. $6,000,000 two-year 4!-. per cent, collateral notes secured
by $7,500,000 Rock Island, Arkansas & Louisiana bonds. The
proceeds of the sale of these notes will be used to meet expenditures made and to be made for the construction of the R. I.,
A.

— See

Indiana, Illinois & Iowa.
Plans are under way for the consolidation of this company with the Indiana Harbor, the new company
to be known as the Chicago. Indiana & Southern, with $20,000,000 capital.
The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern now owns
the entire capital stock of the I., I. & I.

Pennsylvania.

Bessemer & Lake Erie. Gross earnings for the year ended December 31, 1005, were $5,407,692, an increase of $1,130,546; net earnings. $2,758,595. an increase of $626,062.
Canadian Pacific. Gross earnings for the month
$4,224,452, an increase of $1,168,358.

earnings for the month of February were $3,635,410,

I

track
St.

on is.

— Cross

parallel single track roads on the east side of the Mississippi
running from St. Paul, Minn., northwest to St. Cloud, about
This gives each company the advantages of a double75 miles.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Alton. Granite & St. Lons.

I,

—

New

yards.

(,

Illinois Ci \in\i. Tbaction. Julius Christensen & Co.. Philadelphia,
are offering for sale the unsold portion of a block of $1,300,000
C. T, first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1933, principal and
interest guaranteed by the Illinois Traction Co.
The bonds are
secured on 40 miles of interurban road between Decatur, 111.,
and Springfield.

hi the

connection with the

1

an increase of (922,338.

—

Southern Pacific Contract has been given by this company
North American Dredging Co. to fill in a large crescent shape
area on the water front of Visitacion Bay. which is six miles south
of San Francisco.
The filling in will range from a depth of 3 ft.
to 15 ft., and a large amount of yard room will be made available.
The water front will be dredged, giving sufficient depth of water
for large vessels to land at the wharves that are to be built in

No,

and one and one-twentieth shares of common stock of 'he new
company will he issued. For each of the 500 shares of pre
ferred stock of the Alton, Granite & St. Louis, one share of pre
lei nil and one Tilth of a share of common stock of the new com
pany will be exchanged and hair a share of preferred and six
tenths of common of the new company will be exchanged lor
each of Hie 21,500 shares of common of the Alton, Granite &

it,

men
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Philadelphia & Reading. Gross earnings for the month of February were $3,253,275, an increase of $651,072.

—

Southern. Gross earnings for the month of February were
002, an increase of $1,021,151.

—

Railway & Light. This company, which is a consolidation of all the street railway, gas and electric lighting companies of Rock Island, Moline, and East Moline, 111., and Davenport, Iowa, will have an authorized capital stock of $12,000,000.
of which $2,600,000 6 per cent, cumulative preferred stock and
The funded debt
$9,000,000 common stock will be issued soon.
will consist of $9,000,000 5 per cent, bonds of 1923, redeemable
on any interest date at 105 and accrued interest. Of this amount
$464,000 is reserved for the retirement of underlying bonds
maturing annually up to 1911. while $6,000,000 are being offered
for sale by Mackay & Co., and N. W. Halsey & Co.. of New York.
The remainder of the bonds is reserved for additions and im-

Tri-City

provements.

of the Alton. Granite

I,

$4,433.-

—

United Railway Investment Company, of San Francisco. The directors have declared a dividend of 4% per cent, on the $15 000,000 preferred stock, payable May 1. This dividend includes
all

the arrears of this stock.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
April 16
Michigan.
It is

per cent,

is

Lake

the day set for the opening of navigation on

announced that the Central of Georgia
the pay of telegraph operators.

The Grand Trunk Railway of Canada
Nova Scotia.

Co., and G. M. Basford, American Locomotive
Company; members of Election Committee, C. W. Beaver, Yale &
Towne Mfg. Co.; Chas. N. Manfred, Johns-Manville Co., and H.
H. Kress, A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works. P. P. Kobbe, Jr., former President of the Association, now an advertising specialist, was

Winkley, Pope Mfg.

NOTES.

is

will increase

He gave an address on the general subinformal discussion followed. The other
companies represented at the banquet were: American Wood Working Machinery Co., Railroad Gazette, John A. Roebling's Sons, De
La Vergne Machine Co. and A. A. Griffing Iron Co. Richard S. Chisolm, of the Railroad Gazette, in a speech declared that investigation
of circulation would be of the greatest value, not only to members
Membership
of the Association but to reputable magazines also.
of the Association shows a steady increase, and its finances are in
good condition. The following resolution was unanimously passed:
"Resolved, That the Association take active steps to secure definite
information regarding the circulation of mediums in which members
of the Association are interested."
the guest of the evening.

by 15

said to have acquired

large tracts of coal lands in

The Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie now issues a
mileage ticket for 5,000 miles at two cents a mile, "flat."

The

legislature of Maryland, which has adjourned, passed a
limiting all passenger rates to two cents a mile, but the Governor has vetoed it.
bill

New Jersey has signed the Perkins bill, under
railroad property is to be taxed at local rates,
largely increasing the tax burden on all of the railroads.
The Governor

which

An

ject of advertising.

of

"first-class"

The

By a law which has been recently passed electric railroad companies in New Jersey may now carry freight through those cities
and towns which, by ordinance, grant permission

to

do

A press despatch from St. Paul tells of 9,000 home-seekers going
west and north from that city in a single week. The number of
cars of emigrants' movables sent forward from St. Paul is about
1,000 a week.

On the Wyoming division of the Union Pacific an order has
been issued requiring copies of train orders to be delivered to the
head brakeman of each train. On passenger trains the head brakeman must show his copy to the flagman. On freight trains the conductor must show his aopy to the rear brakeman.

On the night of April 8 the Twentieth Century Limited express
of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern was run from Cleveland to
Toledo, 108 miles, in 99 minutes, or at the rate of 65% miles an hour,
and it is said that a speed indicator in one of the cars indicated, near
Vermillion, a rate of 96 miles an hour. The number of cars is not
given, but the train usually has six, we believe.
The suit which was brought in behalf of the Dearborn station,
at Chicago, to compel the Chicago & Eastern Illinois to continue
using that station has failed; the Supreme Court of the United
States refusing to take up the question. The C. & E. I., since it
came under the control of the Rock Island, runs its passenger trains
to and from the Rock Island (La Salle street) station.
The Massachusetts Legislature has passed a law giving the State
Railroad Commission authority over the doings of express companies
as follows:
"The Board of Railroad Commissioners may, upon the
complaint of any party interested, exercise over express companies,
partnerships and individuals doing an express business upon the
railroads or railways in this Commonwealth supervisory power with
regard to the character of accommodations, service and the reasonableness of rates."
legislature of Massachusetts has passed a bill modifying the
law relative to safeguards against fire by striking out the limitation
of such safeguards to cars "in which healing apparatus may be
placed," and by changing the word "approve" lo "order," so that the
law now reads as follows: "Every passenger, baggage, mail anil S3
press car, which is owned or regularly used on any railroad in this
Commonwealth, shall be provided with such safeguards against fire
as the board [of railroad commissioners] In writing shall order
\
corporal inn which violates the provision of this section shall forfeit
three hundred dollars for each offence."

At the

of the

Technical Publicity Association.

mi a n una meeting ami h mipict of he Technical Pub
llcity Association held April 5, ai the Aldine Association, New y/ork
these officers were elected
President, F, H Gale, General Electric
Co.;
Flrsl
Vice-President, n. u. ('leaver. Niles-Bement-Pond Co
Second Vice-President, C, B, Morse. [ngersoll-Rand Co.; Secret
Rodman Glider, Crockor-Wheelei Company; Treasurer, ii \i Ds
Spraguc Electric Co.; members of Executive Committee Root, L.
si ci

i

i

i

order tne

said to be half done, and one track is completed on the connection northeastward to the Philadelphia. Baltimore & Washington
road at Magruder.
Next Tuesday an officers' inspection train will
be run over this connecting line. The excavations on the Patterson hill at Eckington are finished. Tne bridges over the streets
south of Florida avenue are approaching completion. Work on the
station building has been carried on rapidly through the winter,
and the east end and the south front are well advanced. The arched
frame of the roof in the rear of the main structure is in place over
about half of the 850 ft. of the station's width.
The stone courses of the outer walls of the entire structure are
about finished to tne first story, and derricks are being raised to
begin work upon the imposing south front of the building. The
building should be sufficiently advanced for the use of a part of it
for the accommodation of passengers by next spring.
It is said to
be the intention to make use of the east end for this purpose, while
the west end is being completed, thus permitting the removal of the
present temporary tracks by which the Baltimore & Ohio trains
enter the old station.
One drift of the tunnel under Capitol Hill is now at a stage
which allows material to be carried in from the north end. In and
about the station 500 men are now employed, and to these forces
100 or 200 will soon be added.
The Pennsylvania freight station in South Wasington and the
elevated tracks in that part of the city will be finished long before
the tunnel. Ground has been broken for the extensive yards and
shops of the Pennsylvania, the Southern and the Chesapeake & Ohio
south of the Potomac.

The

New York City Rapid Transit.
New York has passed the Elsberg bill, amendgoverning rapid transit in New York City. The princi-

legislature of

ing the law

bill is to give the Rapid Transll Commissioners
latitude In lotting contracts,
it permits the separation of the
contracts for construction, equipment and operation, unli
Hoard of Estimate and Apportionmenl declares thai it is pra
expedient and required by the public interest thai the contracts

purpose of this

more

should be let jointly, in which event the rapid transit commission is
authorized to exercise its discretion to so lei them.
Prom the possible separation of the contracts it is expected thai
competition will come, or, a1 anj rate thai the po Ibllitj ol com
pel

it

Ion

will exist.

I'ower
I

Annual Meeting

to

Washington Union Station.
The new union station at Washington, D. C, may now he

pal

The

The Block System in Massachusetts.
empowering the State Railroad Commission

installation of block signals has passed both houses of the Massachusetts legislature, so that, unless there is a veto from the Governor, Massachusetts will be the first state in America to make
this requirement by law.

so.

Chicago papers report that all of the railroads carrying grain
either to or from that city have agreed to abolish the switching
charge on grain delivered to elevators away from their own tracks,
and have also agreed to grant miliing-in-transit privileges.
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no
under the exi ting law
taken awaj

to

grant perpetual franchises

is

absolutely

Provision is made thai In the future pipe galleries shall be built
ubwaj roads, and that such pipe galleries
connection with new
shall be open to the use of any one on fair terms.
of the rapid transit commission is
Eei
The self-perpetuatii
abolished, and hereafter when vacancies occur In thai commission

»in

be filled

bj

the

Mayor

15.

fail set in the first floor and as
elevators and cranes will be operated by
ol
electricity. Special attention has been paid to meeting thi vlt
ih'
in'
underwriters.
The building is to be completely equipped
with high-pressure water pipes and hose, and also have a fire wall
across the center of the building. The pier will have berth si
for three of the largest vessels.
The export and import busines
Lot isi Point is now very heavy.
With elevator capacity for about
hat over 2,000
2,250,000 bushels, it has frequently occurred recentlv
bushels was on storage. Of corn, there is now about L.200,
.in

h,

thej

The cranes
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The Coal

Strike.

the bituminous regions, following the concessions of the
mines, and
operators, work has been very generally resumed In the
uslons of employees and other retrenchments ordered by the
railroads have been largely revoked. On the Pennsylvania Railroad
the track repair men were reduced to 25 hours a week throughout
main line, but on April 10 an order was issued restoring full
in

time.
In the anthracite regions the mines with few exceptions continue
committee
idle, and the negotiations helween the operators and the
The result up to the time of this
of miners are still going on.
embodied in a proposal which was made on Tuesday of

writing
this

is

week by the representatives

of the operators to Mr. Mitchell

and

his committee, as follows:
The members of the Anthracite Strike Commission, or such of
them as may be able and willing to act (not less than a majority

shall be requested to decide whether any
of
changes in the conditions of the anthracite industry have occurred
which resince the award of the Anthracite Coal Strike Commission,
quires that the award should be modified, as to the following sub-

the whole number)

jects,

and,

First.

what that modification shall be.
As to wages or rates of payment of the employees,

if so,

by way of increase or reduction.
Second. As to adjustment of complaints through the

either

concilia-

tion board or otherwise.
Any party so desiring shall present his claim in writing to the
commission, stating the same in detail.
Work shall be resumed at once. The award shall be effective
from April 1, 1906, and the present award of the commission with
any modification thus made shall continue in effect until March 31,
1909. Three years are suggested, because that time has been found
satisfactory in the present case, and also because this would avoid
introducing into purely business questions the political considerations of a Presidential campaign.
The members of the commission shall be paid such compensation for services and expenses as may be fixed by themselves. The
operators shall furnish one-half of the same and your committee

I

The pier now undei construction is the second to be finbushels.
ished under the general improvement policy which the companj
pursuing at Locust Point. The Brsl was pier No. 9, built about a
year ago, and which Is dt igned for handling immigrant bu
i

Projected

As

Government Railroad in Canada.
ol the Temiskaming & Northern On-

a result of the succes

tario, the Ontario Government hits decided on further government
railroad building.
If a more complete survey justifies the exp>
tions as indicated by the preliminary reports a line will be built
from Cobalt to Sudbury, where connection will be made with the
Canadian Pacific. The proposed line will traverse a rich mineral and
forest section.

Equipment for Egyptian Railroads.
The Egyptian Government is planning to spend a large amount ol
money to improve its railroads, and many locomotives and passenger and freight cars will be added. The locomotives will come
from England, but there is a possibility that the passenger and
freight cars ma\ be ordered in the United States. The manager of
the road is J. H. L'E. Johnstone, to whom all inquiries should b<addressed at Cairo, Egypt
Consular Report.
Increase in Fares on Intercolonial.
There has been an increase in passenger rates on the Intercolonial Railway, owned by the Canadian Government, of about 5 per
cent. The new schedule provides for a charge of 3 cents a mile for
any distance from 1 mile to 200 miles. Previously the 3-cent rate
was only up to 100 miles, and from 101 miles upward on a graduated
scale. There is a charge, from 201 to 300 miles, of 2.7 cents per mile,
and a gradual reduction on each 100 miles up to 1,000, when the
rate is 2 cents. For commercial travelers the rate will be 2'4 cents,
instead of 2 cents as now, and the 1,000-mile ticket is also advanced
from 2 cents to 2% cents per mile. These rates, it is stated, are
still lower in most cases than those on the Grand Trunk and Canadian Pacific. The Intercolonial Railway has never been a paying
institution.
Consular Report.

shall furnish the other half.

The proposition was signed by George F. Baer, W. H. Truesdale,
B. Kerr, David Willcox, Morris Williams, E. B. Tliomas and J. L.
Cake, the latter representing the independent operators.
The following are the members of the Anthractie Strike ComJ.

mission:
Judge George Gray, United States Circuit Court, Wilmington, Del
Carrol] D. Wright, president of Clark College. Worcester. Mass.; formerly
Commissioner of Labor.
Brigadier-General John M. Wilson. United States Army. Washington. D.C.
Bishop John I.. Spalding, Peoria. 111.
Edgar 10. Clark, grand chief conductor. Order of Railwaj Conductors of
America. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Thomas II. Watkins, formerly an independent coal operator,
coal operator, Scranton, I'enn.
Edward W. Parker, expert statistician, Washington, 1'. C.

now

a soft-

Of these all are in good health except Bishop Spalding. When
commission was originally appointed an appropriation of $50,000
was made by Congress for its maintenance.
Philadelphia papers report that the Reading road has taken out

the

of service 135 freight locomotives.

New

&

O. Pier at Locust Point.
Work on the substructure of the new freight pier of the Baltimore & Ohio under construction at Locust Point, is well under
way, and the McLean Construction Company, which has the conPlans for
tract, expects to finish this part of the work in August.
the superstructure have been completed, and bids are being asked
This new pier will be one of the largest and best on the Atlantic
for.
coast, and will be known as new pier No. 8, taking the place of old
The new pier
piers Nos. C, 7, S and 9, which will be removed.
B.

two stories high, and will have a total floor space of 300,000
On
It
will rest on about 10,000 piles, averaging 60 ft. long.
the floored idle foundation concrete piers will be built under the
building columns. The frame will be of steel, about 2,000 tons being
required, and it will be covered with galvanized corrugated iron.
The second floor will be carried on heavy timber joists resting on
steel girders. The flooring will consist of an underfloor of pine, with
a finished surface of maple, which has been found to be the most
economical for trucking floors. The roof will be of composition, and
the skylights and windows of wired glass. The building will have
eight large elevators, four barrel hoists and four traveling cranes.
will be

sip

Inspection of Engine Brakes.
At the February meeting of the Canadian Railway Club. Mr. A.
B. Brown, of the Westinghouse Air Brake Co., read a paper on Inspection and Repairs of Engine Brakes in Engine Houses. He urged
that the condition of the brakes as well as the character of the work
done should be reported to the general air brake inspector on a suitable blank, form for which was recommended. Mr. Brown proposes
that all defects shown on this form shall be repaired in the engine
houses, except those having a small star opposite. Loose nuts upon
the air end of main piston rod belong to this category, and, therefore,
except in an emergency, must not be tightened up in engine house,
but, instead, the pump should be replaced and sent to the shop
where facilities are available for making proper repairs.

Railroad Building in Mexico.
President Diaz, in his message to Congress, sums up the railroad situation in that country as follows: For the past six months
The names of the
the new railroad built aggregated 190 miles.
companies building were: Kansas City, Mexico & Orient; Pan-

The government
American, and Cananea, Rio Yaqui & Pacific.
railroad system aggregates 10,735 miles. On the Mexican Central extension between Tuxpan and Colima a tunnel about 500 ft. long and
a bridge with a span of about 300 ft. has been completed.

James Rawle,
the

an

J.

Manufacturing and Business.
of Bryn Mawr, Pa., has been elected President

G. Brill Co.. to succeed the late G.

Martin

of

Brill.

The Capitol Lock-Nut & Washer Co.. Columbus, Ohio, has opened
Chicago at 960 Monadnock Building, with C. L. Wolfers-

office in

berger in charge.

ft.

Fairbanks, Morse & Company have appointed S. F. Forbes, formerly Purchasing Agent of the Rock Island, to a similar position
with their company, with headquarters at Chicago.
Mitchell, formerly with the Atlas Engine Works, Indianhas accepted a position in the sales department of the
Dayton Pneumatic Tool Co., with headquarters at Dayton, Ohio.
J. C.

apolis, Ind.,

The new

roundhouse of the Southern Railway at Atequipped with a complete heating and ventilat-

30-stall

lanta, Ga., is being

\ 11:1

13,
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tag system, consisting of fan and steel pipeheater,
the B. P. Sturtevant Co., of Boston, Mass.

furnished

by

Manager

dent,

ii

i

Works. Fourth Vice-President and Third Vice-

of

President.
Iron

The

street car lines in Bahia, Brazil, are being converted into
This involves about 65 miles. Negotiations in regard
to contracts are being carried on by M. T. Guinle, who may be addressed care of the General Electric Co., 44 Broad street, New York.
Five thousand tons of rails for the new line have been ordered from

was

the Lorain plant of the United States Steel Corporation.

rails,

electric lines.

The output

and

Steel.

March

Corporation

of the United States Steel
the largest in the history of the company.
for

,

General Eugene

Company,

tric

Griffin, First

sailed

from

Vice-President of the General Elecon April 10 on the steamer

New York

"Graf Waldersee," to make an extended trip in England and on
the continent, largely for rest and recreation. As he is a director
in the Cie Francaise Thomson-Houston and Vice-Chairman of the

Thomson-Houston Company, these

British

interests

will

naturally

The Tonopah &
bringing

its

The American Bridge Co. is making at its Elmira, N. Y., and
Ambridge, Pa., works 50,000 tons of bridge material for some 200
bridges on the projected Seoul-Wiji railroad in Korea.
Orders for rails for the past week have been somewhat small,
aggregating only 36,000 tons. The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered
2,000 tons additional, and the Philadelphia Rapid Transit 500 tons.

claim a portion of his time.

The combined

G. Martin Brill, President of the J. G. Brill Company, died suddenly on March 31st at his home in Merion, Pa. Up to the
time of his death Mr. Brill had
best
of
been enjoying the

health and every day
him the same energetic

found

man

of

business, He was born in Hesse
Cassel, Germany, in 1846, and
was the eldest son of John

George

Brill,

America in

who

1847,

came
settling

to

in

Philadelphia, where he soon became employed by the firm of
Murphy & Allison, street car
builders. It was not long behis
adopted
son
fore
the
father's trade, for soon after
his school days he began work
in the same company, and for
a number of years was foreman of its woodworking department. After the plant was destroyed by fire in 1868, Mr. Brill
and his father took hold of
the business that their employG. Martin Brill.
ers had discontinued, and esIn 1888 Mr. Brill's father
tablished the firm of J. G. Brill & Son.
The present plant was fashioned after Mr. Brill's own ideas,
died.
and his genius and enterprise are evidenced in its every department. Very thorough in everything he undertook, so he trained
his men to be likewise. He was of a very kindly disposition, large
in mind and heart, and his many friends will feel his loss keenly.
In the business world he was regarded as a very capable organizer
and director of affairs, and all his dealings were governed by the
highest principles. Nearly 100 patents have been issued to him on
cars and trucks. He was a member of the Manufacturers' Club of
Philadelphia, the New York Club, the Union Club of Cleveland, the
St. Louis Club, and a Director of the Merchants National Bank,
of Philadelphia, and of the Interstate Railway Company,

Goldfield has given a contract for 8.000 tons of
orders since April 1 up to 14.000 tons.

sale of rails for 1906 delivery already aggregate

which is more than the combined output of all the
producers during last year. Negotiations are pending for an addi3.100,000 tons,

tional 200,000 to 250,000 tons.

The American Bridge Co. received contracts for 60,000 tons of
fabricated steel during March. This was the largest in the history
of the company, and exceeds the next highest record, which was
March, 1901, when the orders aggregated 54,000 tons.

The United States Steel Products Export Company, New York,
company of the United States Steel Corporation, has a
number of contracts in hand for rails to be used in building elecThe British affiliation
tric roads in Europe and South America.
the export

of the

&

Co.,

New York

engineering and contracting firm of J. G. White
which was recently awarded the contract by the London

for building 22% miles of railroad in the northern
The
the British metropolis, is to use Lorain rails.
Glasgow corporation has also requisitioned for Lorain special work
to be carried out in the extension of the tramways in that city.

County Council
portion

of

OBITUARY NOTICES.
Wilhelm Bork, one of the most accomplished railroad engineers
Germany, a member of the Berlin directory of the Prussian
State Railroads, in which he had charge of the locomotive service
and of the experiments in electrical traction, died March 9, in his
63d year. Bork was ihe son of a locksmith, learned his father's
trade and two others also, by his own exertions obtained an engineering education, and at a very early age distinguished himself
Even after that time he served as locomoin bridge construction.
tive engineer and in train service, and so qualified himself as an
operating officer. Of late years he was especially active in elec
trical railroad operation, on the street railroads and elsewhere.
in

Henry W.

l'arkhurst.

until

In connection with the elcctritieal ion of the Nankai Railroad, a
5C-mile private line in Japan, rails, cars and motor equipment arc
io be ordered
through the three principal Japanese contracting
houses: Mitsui & Co., Silk Exchange Building; Takata & Co., 10 Wall
street, and Okura & Co., Bowling Green Building, New York City.
The contract for ihe electrical equipment of the power house win
include Westinghouse generators and Mclntosh-Seymour engines.
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meeting of the Hoard of Directors or the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Companj held Tuesday, April to, L. A
pany, was elected
Osborne, formerly Third Vice-President of the c
Mr.
Frank II. Taylor, resigned.
Second Vice-President to succ
:i: lor, who Is also a JDirei tor "i
the company, will retain his seat on
ihe Hoard,
Mr, Osborne's duties as Third Vice-President comprise
the direction of tl
manufacturing activities of the
nglneerlng
As Second Vlce-Presidenl he win assume the direction
company.
of ihe commercial branch while retaining those of ihe Engineering
'fin' new
a graduate of Coi
Second Vice-President
Department
Electric
ne
I' ni versitj .ami entered the emplo]
of the We tlngl
£ Manufacturing Companj in L891, ami has Buccesslvelj held ihe
lam Superintendent, Assistant to the Vice-Presipo n
of A.
ai

I

Providence,

in

ami he graduated from

i.,

in

Informed that these pipe carriers are protected by United
This would not have been necessary hail the word
States patent.
been used on

S IT

iirou n University in that cltj

lie

'

1

was spent

life

"In your issue
George Stiles, of Arlington, X. J., writes:
of March 30th, describing the interlocking al Roseville, N. .1. you
have printed a cut of our Universal single and double deck pipe
the
carriers which are designed, patented ami manufactured bj
writer, without giving any intimation that they are a patented
This is liable to lead us and others Into trouble ami liii
article.
gaiion.
We are not looking for tree advertising, but your readers

Patent

in

Ion. Mass., in

T.

should

Engineer of Bridges and
Chicago. Sunday. April s.
His death was the result of a
severe accident sustained on
February 20 at the Illinois
Central suburban station of
Windsor Park, Chicago. Mr.
Parkhurst was horn in Bos-

recently

Buildings of the Illinois Central, died
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,1,-im

of the

:

<

'

i

I

"i

the Chicago

&

ol

the Eastern Grand Division, with
ing F. N. Risteen, deceased.

Alton,

Plattsmouth, Mo., bridge
from November, 1879, to the end oi (.880 on the Bismarck, N. Dal
1, .in
June, 1882, and finally on the Blaii
Janua
;e
isS3.
Crossing bridge from June, 1882, In Novi n
ugaged in surveys tor a rail
arkhui
[n 1883-4 M
The railroad was never built,
road in Venezuela, South America.
i.
similar concession bad also b ei d granted to a Frem h
company. Returning to the United States. .Mr. Parkhurst was Asnt Engineer in charge of foundations of the Omaha bridge
mri river for a few months in the latter part of 1S85.
of that year he me; with an accident which resulted in
In Di
the amputation of his left leg below the knee, obliging him to change
However, he was able
his professional work more to office duties.
later to take charge of the construction, under Mr. Morison, of
the Merchants' bridge at St. Louis, living there from 1889 to 1891.
The following year he entered the service of the Illinois Central
as Engineer of Bridges and Buildings, his title for part of the
During the 14 yeai
time, however, being Engineer of Construction.
that he was with that road he designed and built the Burnside,
Water Valley, Waterloo and Memphis shops; the Stuyvesant docks,
elevators, wharves, etc.. at New Orleans; rebuilt the I.a Salle, Dubuque and Tennessee river bridges, and helped carry out track elevation and depression work, and bulkhead work on the lake front.
Chicago. He also designed and built some notable reinforced concrete bridges, the most remarkable being the Big Muddy bridge near
Carbondale. 111., which is a three-span, 140-ft. elliptical arch, doubletrack structure. For the past few months Mr. Parkhurst has been
engaged in consulting engineering work in Chicago. He was a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers and of the Western
Society of Engineers, being a past-president of the latter association.
He was also a charter member of the American Railway
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association.
i'iim

as

Vol.

the

office at

Beaumont, Sour Lake d Western.— See

XL

,

No.

16

Topeka, Kan., succeed

Louis & San Francisco.

St.

1

i

,

Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis of Illinois.—A. I. Rosseter, Ma
chanic, has been appointed Superintendent of Motive Power and
i

.

Equipment
W. M. Duane, Superinst. Louis.
Cleveland Cincinnati, tin,,,,,,,
tendent of Construction, has been appointed Chief Engineer, succeeding G. W. Kittredge, now Chief Engineer of the N. Y. C.
& II. K
,i

«/ Mexico.—J. M. Reid, Chief Engineer of Construction,
has been appointed Chief Engineer, succeeding R. T. Macdonald,

National

resigned.

York Central d Hudson River.—George W. Kittredge, who on
became Chief Engineer of this road, graduated from the
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology in 1877.
His first railroad serv-

\> »

\piil 9

ice

was

burg,

cago &

—

—

A. J. Earling. President of the Chicago. Milwaukee
Paul; David Wilcox, President of the Delaware & Hudson,
and Robert Gcelet, have been elected directors, succeeding Jacob
H. Schiff. James H. Hyde and Otto H. Kalin.
St.

Operating

Officers.

—

Paul. J. A. Macdonald, Superintendent at
Mendota, 111., has been transferred to Ottumwa, Iowa, succeeding E. Laas, promoted. W. H. Molchior, Trainmaster at Savannah, 111., succeeds Mr. Macdonald.

Milwaukee

it

St.

—

Evansville d Terre Haute. J. 0. Crockett, who was recently appointed General Manager, was born in Indiana in 1S68. His first
railroad service was in 1885 as a messenger on the Pennsylvania
Lines.
From ISS9 to 1S94 he was Train Despatcher on the
Richmond division, after which he was transferred to Terre
Haute, where, after six years, he was appointed Chief
Despatcher. In 1902 he was Superintendent of the Peoria division, and in 1903 Superintendent of the Terre Haute & Logansport and of the Logansport & Toledo divisions of the Pennsylvania Lines. In 1904 he went to the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific, and was made Superintendent of Telegraph and Mails.
He was made General Superintendent of the Southwestern disIn August, 1905, he
trict of that company later in the year.
was appointed Superintendent of the Evansville & Terre Haute
and of the Evansville & Indianapolis, where he has remained
until his recent promotion.

Pennsylvania -H. M. Carson, who was recently appointed Assistant
to the General Manager, was born in Baltimore, Md.. in 1867,
and graduated from !.• high University in the class of 18S9. having taken the mechanical engineering course. He immediately
began railroad service as an apprentice in the Altoona shops of
the Pennsylvania, and has remained with that company ever
since,
in 1893 he was appointed assistant road foreman of engines of the Philadelphia division, and two years later was made
Assistant Engineer of Motive Power at Altoona. In 1900 he was
promoted to be Master Mechanic of the Pittsburg division, and
next year was made Superintendent of Motive Power of the
Buffalo & Allegheny Valley division, in which position he served
until April

1

"I'

tin'

curren! year.
Traffic Officers.

He

made Chief

Engineer of that company, which position he
has held until his recent appointment.
He
Kittredge.
was also Chief Engineer
of the Peoria & Eastern
ami of the Louisville & Jeffersonville Bridge Co. Mr. Kittredge
is a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers, and
was at one time President of the Engineers' Club of Cincinnati.
He was a charter member of the American Railway Engineering
& Maintenance of Way Association, and was its second President.
G. A. Harwood, Designing Engineer for the Electric Zone,
has been appointed Terminal Engineer at New York, succeeding
A. B. Corthell, resigned on account of illness.
V. Spangberg
succeeds Mr. Harwood.

Directors.

chit ago.

Chi-

ChiCincinnati.
Louis.
In

cago & St.
1891 he was

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
H. C. Frick has resigned from the Board of
Bocfc Island Company.

Pacific.

Cincinnati,
St. Louis.

remained on the Pennsylvania Lines for 10
years in this department, and then was appointed
Engineer
of
Maintenance of Way
Chief
and
Assistant
Engineer of the Cleveland,

&

in 1880 in the

Maintenance of Way Department of the Pitts-

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Union

t<

St.

Loins

—

San Francisco. M. A. Hanson, Chief Engineer of the
Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western, has been appointed Assistant
Chief Engineer of the St. Louis & San Francisco, with office at
St.

.1

Louis.

—

R. T. Guppy has been appointed Principal Assistant
Pacific.
Engineer, succeeding R. L. Huntley, promoted.

Union

Purchasing Agents.

—

Pryor, Purchasing Agent, has been appointed
to the same position on three other Gould roads, the Texas &
Pacific, the St. Louis Southwestern, and the International &
Great Northern.

Missouri Pacific.

S. P.

—

Wheeling d Lake Erie. J. P. Stark, Purchasing Agent of this company, of the Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal, and of the West Side
Belt, has resigned, to engage in other business at Toledo, Ohio.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The New York. Chicago

d

St.

Louis

is

in the

market

for 15

locomotives.

The Hokkaido-Tanko Railway, Japan, has ordered
from the American Locomotive Co.

five

locomo-

tives

The Kanawha .( West Virginia has ordered one passenger and
one freight locomotive from the American Locomotive Co.
The Seward Peninsula. Alaska, has ordered three locomotives
Address* J. W. Dixon, Presi-

from the Climax Manufacturing Co.
dent, 40 Pine street, New York.

Lehigh Valley. .1. S. Wood, Division Freight Agent at Buffalo, has
been appointed Assistant General Freight Agent, with ofin.' at
New Vnik, effective May 1, succeeding II. ('. Burnett, promoted,

Tin Wabasit will soon have 20 switching locomotives built at
the Baldwin Works and 60 locomotives by the American Locomotive
The type of the latter has as yet not been decided upon.
Co.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
d Xautu I'c. \v. F. Buck, Master Mechanic at
Needles, Cal., has been appointed Mechanical Superintendent of

Mexican International, as reported in our issue of April G.
market for 15 simple consolidation locomotives for delivery
as early as possible. The specifications call for a total weight of

iMnau. Topeka

—

77/.'

is

in the

April

13,
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202,000 lbs., with 182,000 lbs. on drivers; cylinders, 22 in. x 30 in.;
diameter of drivers, 57 in.; straight top boiler, with a working
steam pressure of 200 lbs.; total heating surface, 2,648 sq. in.; 316
Shelby steel tubes. 2 in. in diameter x 15 ft. 3 in. long; firebox, 114
in. x 66 in.;
tank capacity, 8,000 gallons, and coal capacity, 125
tons.
The special equipment called for is as follows: Westinghouse air-brakes, Magnesia Sectional boiler lagging, Tower couplers,

The Central Pennsylvania Lurnher Co. has ordered one tank car
from Robt. M. Burns & Co.
The Kanawha & West Virginia has ordered

The Midland Linseed Despatch, Minneapolis, Minn., has ordered
tank cars from Robt. M. Burns & Co.

five steel

Mexico & Orient has ordered eight AllfreeHubbell type simple (2-6-0) and two Allfree-Hubbell type simple
(4-4-0) locomotives from the American Locomotive Co., for December delivery. The 2-6-0 locomotives will weigh 168,000 lbs., with
145,000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 20 in. x 28 in.; diameter of
drivers, 63 in. over tires; wagon top boiler, with a working steam
pressure of 200 lbs.; heating surface, 2,177 sq. ft.; 300 Seamless
Tube Co. of America steel tubes, 2 in. in diameter and 12 ft. 9 in.
long; carbon firebox, 108 in. x 40 in.; grate area, 30 sq. ft.; tank
capacity, 7,000 gallons, and coal capacity, 12 tons. The 4-4-0 locomotives will weigh 140,000 lbs., with 99,000 lbs. on the drivers:
cylinders, 19 in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers, 69 in. over tires;
wagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; heating surface, 1,590 sq. ft.; 230 Seamless Tube Co. of America steel
tubes, 2 in. in diameter and 12 ft. 2 in. long; carbon firebox, 96 in.
x 40% in.; grate area, 26.6 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 7,000 gallons,
and coal capacity, 12 tons. The special equipment for both includes:
Westinghouse air-brakes, Franklin K. & M. boiler lagging, NationalHollow brake-beams, Perfecto brake-shoes, Tower couplers, HandlanBuck headlights, Ohio injector, Magnus journal bearings, Sullivan
piston rod packings, Locomotive Appliance Co.'s valve rod packings,
Hayden safety valve, Baltimore sanding devices, Chicago sight-feed
lubricators, Railway Steel-Spring Co.'s springs, Crosby steam gages,
Economy and Gold steam heat equipment and Schoen tender wheel
tires for 4-4-0 locomotives, and Davis cast-steel wheel tenders.

special equipment for all switching locomotives
Westinghouse air-brakes, Golmar bell ringers, Phillip-Carey Co.'s magnesia boiler lagging, Waycott brake-beams, Perfecto brake-shoes, Major couplers, Schroeder headlights, Hancock injectors, Ajax journal bearings, Jerome piston rod and valve rod
packing, Coale safety valves, Water's sanding devices, Nathan bull'seye sight-feed lubricators, Railway Steel-Spring Company's springs
and Ashcroft steam gages. The simple Pacific type locomotives will
weigh 143,690 lbs. on drivers; total weight, 216,850 lbs.; cylinders.

22 in. x 28 in.; diameter of drivers, 63 in.; straight radial stayed
wide firebox boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 Hi
total heating surface, 3,ssr, sq. ft.; 314 Detroit seamless tubes, 2%
in. x 73 in.;
grate
in.
long; QrebOX, H>'>
in diameter x 20 ft,
area, 54 sq. ft.; lank capacity, 7,500 gallons, and 'mil capacity, 12%
The consolidation locomotives will weigh 197,750 lbs., with
tons.
176,650 lbs. on drivers; cylinders, 22 in. x 28 In.; diameter of drivers,
.

'

straight
pressure of 200

r>7

in

with wide firebox,
total heating surface,

boiler,

in.;

2 in,

lbs.;

diameter

The Chicago tC Alton has ordered 250 stock cars, 500 box cars
and 250 flat cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.

x

11

It.

6%

in.

long;

sq.

5:!

The Seward Peninsula, Alaska, has ordered 30 flat cars from
Climax Manufacturing Co. Address J. W. Dixon, President. 40

the

Pine

with
:;..".I7

flrebox,

:i

working Steam

sq.

107%

tubes,

in::

11.:

in.

x 71'-,

in.;

New

street,

York.

The Cincinnati. Keiv Orleans
Texas Pacific has ordered two
cafe cars from Barney & Smith. These cars will be 72 ft. 6 in. long,
over sills, and 9 ft. 8 in. wide. The special equipment includes:
i(-

Commonwealth

bolsters,
National-Hollow
brake-beams, Perfecto
brake-shoes, Westinghouse brakes, Janney-Buhoup couplers, Curtain
Supply Co.'s curtain fixtures, Pantasote curtain material, Miner
landem draft rigging, Harrison dust guards, Gold heating system,
Symington journal boxes, Newbold electric and Pintsch gas light.
Empire roofs, Railway Steel Spring Co.'s springs and Pullman vesti-

bules.

The Tehuantepec National has ordered 100 box cars of 60,000
capacity from the American Car & Foundry Co., for July de-

lbs.

ft. 4% in. long, 8 ft. 5%
in. wide
high, all inside measurements. The special equipment includes: Midvale steel axles, American Steel Foundries' bolsters, National-Hollow brake-beams, Christie brake-shoes, Westinghouse brakes, American Car & Foundry Co.'s standard brasses, draft
rigging, journal boxes, paint and wheels, Tower couplers, Wagner
doors, Simplex Railway Appliance Co.'s bolster springs and Diamond
arch-bar trucks. Other specialties are:
Hatch doors in roofs 10 ft.
long to allow loading on wharves with cranes.

These cars will be 34

livery.

and

6

ft.

10%

in.

BRIDGE BUILDING.

—

Arkansas. On April 5 the Upper House of Congress passed
a bill authorizing the Tyronza Central Railroad to build a bridge
over Little river in this state.

—

Belzoxa, Miss. Plans have been completed and bids will be
asked by the Board of Aldermen April 30 for building an iron drawbridge over the Yazoo river. S. Castleman is Mayor.

—

Ceownpoint, Ind. Bids will soon be asked by Charles A. Johnson, Auditor, for building a number of bridges in Lake County.

—

Elk so, <>m \. T. The new bridge which the Chicago. Rock
Island & Pacific is to build over the South Canadian river at a
point 10 miles south of this city will consist of five spans on concrete abutments, with a steel superstructure, to cost about $1,000,000.

—

Florida. A bill has been introduced in the Lower House of
Congress authorizing 10. I,. Potter et al to build a bridge over the
St. Johns liver in this state.

—We

JolIET, III.
are told by city officials that after more than
years' opposition ami the passage of numerous compulsory
is. an agreement
has been reached between the city and the

1

tank capacity, 7,500 gallons, and coal capacity,
the
In addition to the special equipment as glvei
1.2% tons.
n
six-whcci switching locomotives, the Pacific type and consolld
MtcCord jour
type locomotives will have the following speclaltii
nal boxes, Barber roller trucks, Anaconda bo . Kllnger "Reflex"
water gages, 101 vin driving box lubricators, Tate flexible staybolt
Sessions type "<"' draft rigging, Bordo blow-off cocks. McLaughlin
hlme
ta; boll Iron, and Hancoi h 6 In
nited 81 it
flexible Joint
grate area,

The Delaware & Hudson has ordered 1,000 hopper bottom gon& Foundry Co.

dola cars from the American Car

The

will include the

six

railroads for extensive track elevation, with numerous subway:
at streel Intersections throughout the main portion of ibis city.
\
in;: nee bus in mi framed and has i>e. 'ii accepted i>>
He' six rail
Work is to be begun soon. 11 win probably extend ovei
roads.
-i

1

period of two years and the cost

:i

ft.;

Mishawaka,

i\i>

i'i bridges at a
will each bave three
1

1

will

.-1

1

whistles.

w

\'i

CAR BUILDING.

1

II

li

ol

I

Congress on April

1

passed a

00 river, between the counties

1

thl

in

the market

for oni

business

:ir

and nine

coaches.

The Time slates Lumbei Oo
liniii
Burns a Co.

has ordered one tank

cat

over

JTobk,

N

son,

Commission.

in-'

metal
[i.

1

Mississippi

the

revived for building
north of \.\\

Plait

i.\

r

\

i

<

1

a

l''\\

mil.',

ans.
\i u

le

Orleans,

bride,.'

a

,\i.

In

1

1

.

The Ueepwatet

The Upper House

Mississippi,

about $2,500,000

Plans bave been completed for buildlni
ach
The proposed structures
about $8
m. it. Kuss is Commissioner,
84 ft. spans,

authorizing a bridge ovi
[olmes ami Washington, In

bill

in-

..i

•

1

20 flat cars of 60,000

Co.

The Atchison, Topeka £ Santa Fe, it is reported, has ordered
smoking cars fitted with steel underframes.

50

City,

The Southern, as reported in our issue of April 6, has ordered
Thirty-five
100 locomotives from the Baldwin Works as follows:
six-wheel switching locomotives, 10 Pacific type locomotives, and 55
consolidation locomotives. Ten of the switching locomotives will
weigh 145.000 lbs. each, with cylinders, 20 in. x 26 in.; diameter
of drivers, 51 in.; wagon top boiler with a working steam pressure
of 185 lbs.; heating surface total, 2,186.5 sq. ft.; 300 Detroit seamless steel tubes, 2 in. in diameter x 15 ft. 1% in.; firebox, 65% in.
x 65% in.; grate area, 29 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 4,000 gallons, and
The remaining 25 six-wheel switching
coal capacity, seven tons.
locomotives will each weigh 120,000 lbs., with cylinders 19 in. x
24 in.; diameter of drivers, 51 in.; wagon top boiler, with a working
steam pressure of 185 lbs.; total heating surface, 1,550 sq. ft.; 246
tubes, 2 in. in diameter x 11 ft. long; firebox, 96% in. x 41 in.; grate
area, 27.37 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 4,000 gallons, and coal capacity,

&

The Marion, Bluffton & Eastern has ordered eight additional
cars from the Niles Car Manufacturing Co.

Dressel-Elliott acetylene headlights, Nathan non-lifting injectors, U.
metallic piston rod and valve rod packing, Crosby safety valve,
Leach's sanding devices, Nathan sight-feed lubricators, Crosby steam
gages and steel wheel centers.

seven tons.

capacity from F. M. Hicks

lbs.

S.

The Kansas

113

1."

mi

bridge ovei
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1
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1
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New
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The worh

Brooklyn.
Bids were
ni'iu

call

terms of thai ci
based on new speclfical

tbi

Coi

August bj
Issued
injunction wa
let last

i

The

e

u

it

bids

oi

al

10,

I

lo
>

l

may have

to be

asked

for.

Ga parilla ound. Plans are being made for two steel and coi
crete drawbridges, one ,,t Ga parilla
ound and one ai the Myakka
The flrsl lol of 70-lb. rails has been received and track li b<
river
Ing laid oorth from Boca Grande.
Extensive piere and doe]
ar<
also umier construction at Boca Grande.
L. M. Funis, :>,io Ouval
Blinding, Jacksonville, Fla., is General Manager.
Bronx, Vonkers & White Plains (Electrh

Hnls are wanted hy S. H. Armstrong, Citj
Ont.
for building a concrete steel bridge at Charlotte

I'Kunoiioi'tiii,

Clerk, April

14.

street.

—

Reading, Pa. Bids are wanted April 20 by H. P. Livingood,
County Controller, for building a concrete arch bridge over Morlattin
creek, in Berks County.

—

Bids are wanted May 19 by J. W. Breaker for
Souris, Man.
building a concrete culvert, also for two steel bridges 90 ft. each on
concrete abutments, and for a sis el hridge over the Souris river at
Monteith Junction. Specifications can be had from the Public Worh
Department, Parliament Building, Winnipeg.

—

Strathcona, Alb. An officer of the Canadian Pacific writes respecting the high level bridge to be built over the Saskatchewan
river between this place and Edmonton, that it will be located at
the foot of Ninth and Tenth streets, passing through the lluichins
Bay reserve at Edmonton. The hridge will be about 2,200 ft. long
and 150 ft. above water level. Plans have not yel been decided upon
as to the class of bridge to be built.

—

Woodstock, Ont. Two bridges are to be built between North
Norwich and Windham, one on the border of the county, and the
other on the twelfth

line.

I.

The New York

Stale Railroad 'mnmissioners have Issued a certificate to this company, which proposes to build a surface railroad from a point in the
citj of Vonkers to White Plains, abouf n miles
<

Brush Cbeek S Crow Eti
company in Pennsylvania, with

\

i

[']

16

<iii

tons of

dge Commissioner but a perma
ag bim from carrying out the
asked for are to be
oov,
b Ini

Permission has been granted to the McKinlej
Peoria, In.
dieate by the Federal authorities to build a bridge over the Illinois
Bids were recently opened in Chicago for the
river at this place.
work, but it is improbable dial contractors will undertake to have
of this year as specified, and
the piii- eeuipieii'd ii.v September
ds

Vol. XL., No.

charter has been granted

to thl

a capital of $100,000, to build a rail-

road from a point of connection with the Pittsburgh & Western, near
North Sewicklej station, in Heaver County, to a point of connection
with the Ohio River Junction Railroad, mar New Sewlckley. H. C.

Parker,

Pittsburg,

Pa.,

is

President.

The Directors

Shaw, Henry Culic, Edward Godfrey. H. W.
W. McNaugher, all of Pittsburg.

are: W. L.
Pratt, E. P. Rodgers, D.

—

California & Oregon Coast. This company, of which 1. O'B.
Gunn, of San Francisco, is President and Manager, and Colonel
Wain-Morgan is Chief Engineer, is said to have completed surveys
lor its line and secured options on the necessary right of way, anu
on terminals and station grounds. The line ol iln proposed railroad
is
from Portland. Ore., smith for a distance of about 250 miles
lair line) to Takilma In the southwest corner of Oregon.
The new
road will cross the Rogue river, also the Applegate river, passing
through a fine timber section as well as a rich coppei belt. It
will cross the Illinois river at Kirby.
The southern terminus is now
planned to be at Takilma. where the smeller of the Takilma Smelting Co., is located, but surveys have been made beyond this place
over the Siskiyou into Del Norte County and across that county
to Crescent City, where connection is to be ultimately made with
a line from the smnli giving connection from Grant's Pass to San
Francisco.

Other Structures.

—

Ai.toona. Pa. This company is to put up some new four-story
buildings as additions to its shops at this place. The cost of the
proposed structures and the machinery to be installed will be about
$500,000.

A

—

Boston, Mass. The New York, New Haven & Hartford, it is
said, has bought land covering about 600,000 sq. ft. as a site for
a

new

—

Canadian Pacific. Contract is reported let by this company to
D. MacArthur. of Winnipeg. Man., for building a 125-mile extension of the Kirkella, .Manitoba, branch. Work is to be started at
once.
bill is before Parliament to authorize this company to build
lines from New Westminster and Vancouver, ana from Stonewall or
Serrden, in Manitoba, to the shores of Lake Manitoba.
This company has given a $1,250,000 contract to the Ross-Harris
Company, Ltd., recently formed in Montreal. The contract calls for
the building of a 50-mile section of this company's line between
Parry and Byng Inlet on the new Toronto-Georgian Bay line, which
is being built to give the Canadian Pacific a direct connection between Toronto and its main line to the west. The work is difficult
and a large part of it will have to be built through rock. Work
is to be started at once.
J.

freight terminal.

East Somehville, Mass.— The Boston & Maine has decided to
The company has owned the land, about
build extensive new shops.
100 acres, for the past 10 years.

—

Fitzgerald. Ga. This town has granted 200 acres of land to
the Atlantic & Birmingham as a site on which the road will build
large shops, to employ about 1.000 men.

—

Girardville, Pa. The Schuylkill Traction Co.'s car barns were
destroyed, also 13 cars, five of which were new, by fire April :!,
with a loss of about $75,000.

—

Ottawa, Ont. The Grand Trunk has plans ready for putting up
a combined Central station and hotel east of the canal, to cost over
$1,000,000.

Sacramento, Cal.

— Plans

have been completed by the Southern

Pacific for the extension and rearrangement of its general shops
here at a cost of about $3,000,000. About 100 acres of land will be
bought to carry out these plans. It is probable that the present
station will be abandoned and its site used for the shop extensions.
The new erecting shop, completed last year, which is SO ft. x 600 ft.,

remain and be used as a base from which the new system
This building will be duplicated on the
of shops will be laid out.
east and with its annex and adjacent shop will cover an area
320 ft. x 600 ft. There will be a new blacksmith shop 300 ft. x
600 ft. to replace the present structure, which is one-half that size.
There will be a car-erecting shop 300 ft. x 600 ft., about double
the capacity of the present shun; also a car shop 300 ft. x 600 ft..
and new boiler shop 320 ft. x 600 ft. There will be a number of
other buildings, each about 220 ft. x 600 ft., and two roundhouses

Canadian Roads.

Scbanton, Pa.
improvements are

Lackawanna road says that no
made in shop buildings al Scranton during
The company will, however, put up some locomo-

to

officer of the

he

the present year.
tive shops, but the general plans and details have not yet

I

n

de-

(

Cape Charles.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New
\i

\ii\.

— Incorporation

in Virginia to build

Radnor,

Pa., is

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Manatee & Gulf Coast.'—This company has under conmiles of road from Boca Grande Pass, on Charlotte Har-

struction 60
bor, to Brownville, Florida.

\

bridge two miles

hum

will

be buill

has been granted this company
William A. Patton of

a line 15 miles long.
President.

—

line
to

Chicago & North-Western. The Wyoming & North-Western
is now operated from Casper. Wyo., for a distance of 62.7 miles

Wolton.

—

Plans, it is said, are being
k Island & Pacific.
for the development of the coal properties owned by this com-

Chicago, Ro<

made

It
in Williamson and Franklin Counties in Southern Illinois.
proposed to build a new line. 95 miles long, connecting these coal
properties with the Chicago & Alton at Springfield.
Colorado & Southern. This company has opened a new line,
called the Hamilton district, from Fort Collins, Colo., north to
Hamilton. L0.8 miles.
Danville & Scottsville. Incorporation has been granted this
company in Kentucky, with a capital of $25,000, to build a railroad
fiom Danville southwest through the counties of Boyle, Lincoln.
Casey, Metcalf. Adai and Barren to Scottsville, in Allen County,
about 100 miles. The incorporators are: J. G. Taylor, of Chicago;
i:
B. Cooper. Stanford; J. S. Murphy, McKinney; J. Brown, Liberty;
B Coffey, Columbus; J. H. Allen. Somerset, and J. Follette. M.
J,
M. Perkins, Ralph Leach and J. F. Allen, all of Cincinnati

pany

—

—

cided upon.

of Detroit, who, with

—

is

— An

Edward Copp.

-the

Canyon Cm. Florence & Royal Gorge Interukban. A contract
has been let by this company to William White, of Florence, Colo., at
about $24,000, for grading its proposed road from Canyon City. Colo.,
through Royal Gorge about 11 miles. Work is to be completed by
July 1.
See Construction Record.)

will

of 32 stalls each.

— Captain

past two or three years been interested in the
project, is planning to build a railroad from the north shore of
Lake Superior north lo Hudson's Bay. The proposed line will be
about 550 miles long, starting at Nepigon, which is on the Canadian
Pacific.
The section to he traversed is rich in mineral resources,
and much of it is adapted for agriculture.

others has for

B

April

13,
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—

EDMONTON & Athabasca. Application has been made for incorporation by Cross, Short, Bigger & Ewing, Solicitors, of Edmonton, Alb. The company proposes to build a railroad from Edmonton,
Alb., north along the Athabasca river to Lac la Biche, 110 miles.

—

El Dorado & Western. An officer writes that this company,
which was recently incorporated in Arkansas to build a railroad from
El Dorado, in Union County, southwest to Wesson about 10 miles,
will let contracts for grading and bridge work about the 18th of this
month. It is intended to have the road in operation by October.
James Harrington, of El Dorado, is Chief Engineer.

Grand Trunk

Pacific.

from Saskatoon. Sask.,
S.

—Contracts to
have been

east,

build 50 miles of this road
let

to J.

H. Armstrong and

D. Lake.

The Trans-continental Railway Commission

will

soon ask for

and rails for the sections of this road between Winnipeg and Lake Superior Junction, and between Quebec and the head
waters of the St. Maurice river.

bids for ties

—

Great Northern. In a letter to the Winnipeg Board of Trade,
President J. J. Hill announces that he is planning to build a transcontinental line through the Canadian Northwest.

—

Great Northern of Canada. This company is making surveys
to build a new line from St. Eustache, Que., to connect with a line
from Carrillon.

—

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe. An officer writes that a contract
has been let to A. Moore for building a branch line under the name of
the Pecos & Northern Texas, from Canyon City in Randall County
south to Plainville, Tex., 58 miles, and that 80 per cent, of the
grading has been completed. H. T. McGee, of Canyon City, is CffTef
Engineer.

—

Hamilton, Galt & Guelph (Electric). Application for incorporation has been made to the Dominion Parliament to build an
electric railroad from Hamilton, Ont., northwest via Gait, Preston,
Berlin, and Waterloo, to Elmira, about 50 miles, also from Hamilton
northwest to Elora and Fergus via Guelph, an additional 40 miles.

Hartwell & Washington.

—Residents of Washington,

Ga.,

have

applied for a charter for a company under the above name to
build a railroad from Washington, north to Hartwell, about 60
Surveys are to be started at once.
miles.

—

Kanawha & West

Virginia. Bids are wanted April 29 by N. C.
Natta, Chief Engineer, at Charleston, W. Va., for the grading,
tunneling, bridging and track laying on a 12-mile extension of this
road.

Van

&

Kansas Roads.

—W.

Co., of St. Louis,

and

D. Egolf. of Kansas City, and E. H. Abadie
associates, are planning to organize a com-

Okla. T., to Silverdale, Kan., from which point trains are run over
the Missouri Pacific to Arkansas City, Kan.

struction an additional 13 miles.

—

Knoxville, Sevierville & Newport. Preliminary surveys have
been completed and the right of way secured for 50 per cent, of the
proposed line, and a distance of 20 miles has been located. Contracts
are to be let shortly for building the line, which is to run from
Knoxville, Tenn.. via Sevierville to Newport.
Templeton, of
J.
Knoxville, Tenn.,

is

—

69.51 miles.

—

New York, New Haven & Hartford. The directors of this company have authorized the construction of a line from a point on the
main line between Greenwich, Conn., and Port Chester, N. Y., north
through Ridgefield to a point on the Highland division west of Danbury, a distance of about 30 miles. The new line, which is to be
double track, will shorten the distance from New York to Danbury
and Berkshire summer resorts by about 15 miles. The cost of the
work will be about $2,500,000. This is the old Danbury, Ridgefield
& Port Chester

—The

British Columbia General Contract Co.
desires to sublet eignt miles of grading on this road.

—

Lake Shore Electric. Under the name of the Sandusky, Fre& Southern, this company has filed articles of incorporation
the purpose of building a line either from Sandusky to Clyde

inoui

or from Sandusky to Fremont, about 22 miles.

Las VEOAS & ToNOPAH, This road has been opened from
Vegas, Nev,, on the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, north
to Indian creek,
miles.

to build

—

Pacific & Idaho Northern. Surveys, it is said, are to be reat once by this company from a point where they were
abandoned last wintei, and to be run north to a connection with the
Northern Pacific, somewhere in the neighborhood of Grangeville,
Idaho. A number of grading contracts have already been let and
work is to be started as soon as the snow is off the ground.

sumed

Pecos & Northern Texas.

— See

Gulf, Colorado

& Santa

Fe.

—

Pennsylvania. A contract has been given by this company to
the New York Contracting Co., at about $4,500,000, to excavate two
blocks in the city of New York, bounded by Ninth and Tenth
avenues and 31st and 33d streets, to a depth of about 65 ft., and to
build retaining walls.
The company originally intended to run a
tunnel across this track, but has recently decided that this would
be impracticable; and. moreover, that the whole of this territory
will be needed for a wide approach to the new station.
Most of the
excavation will be In hard rock.

—

Pescadero Railway & IMPROVEMENT. Incorporation has recentlj
granted a company under this name in California, witli a capl
tal of $(10,000, lo build a railroad up Pascadero creek, beginning
at its intersection with the Ocean Shore Railroad, for a distance oi
eight miles. John R. Rogers, Chief Engineer of the Ocean Shore, is
one of the Incorporators.
The new line will run through a rich
n

I

imlier seel Ion

Philadelphia Elevated & Subwai Co
Application has been
In Harrlsburg by a company under ibis name for Incorpora>
Hon, with a capital of $80,000, to build an elevated and subway passenger railroad between 6Sd street ami the Delaware river In Phila-

made

delphia,

practically

over

same route as

the

that

of

the

recently,

abandoned project of the Philadelphia
Western, The new company
Is backed by Philadelphia and \e« York capitalists, Including \
Mn Pont, Vice-President of the Du Pont Powder Co
E L Erlanger
and \i. EClaw, Theatrical Mana
xm York, and Phellx Isman
ami Edward Davis, jr., of Philadelphia, 'the elevated structure is to
out three miles long, ami the
oul two m
.^

i

1

.

I

Lehigh Valley,

Contract has been given by ibis company to
Nolan, of Elizabeth, N, J„ [or grading and masonrj work In
ccinni'fllon with the change of the line al Townmla, Pa,
The cOSt
will be about $300,000.
.1.

—

The papers report that plans have been
a new line south of the present line from Malad City,
Idaho, west to Mountain Home on the main line. It is said that surveys are completed and that work is to be commenced this summer.
The new line will shorten the distance as compared with the existing
line, about 134 miles.
Oregon Short Line.

made

I

Lancaster & Northern, a charter has been granted tins company in Pennsylvania, with a capital of $100,000, to build a railroad
from a point near Lancaster, to a poinl a1 or nqar Millway, In the
same county. The President is H. G. Seip, Bastbn, Pa., and the Directors are Frank Kcodcr, Jr., It. W. Bowlby, F. ('. RockafellOW, \
Duckworth, s Worthington, A. Sausser, W. Coyle, all of HaBton, Pa,

t

project.

President Mellen, replying to an inquiry, announces that the
line between New Haven and Willimantic is to be straightened so
as to make the distance between New York and Boston by this line
approximately 200 miles, and that over this line trains can be easily
run through in four hours by steam, "and in less time by electricity."
Mr. Mellen says that passengers can be carried for as low a fare as
on any other road, either existing or proposed; that the engineers
are now at work upon the plans, and that the financing has been
provided for; and that the line will be available for use before the
rival electric line, which has been talked of in Massachusetts, can
even obtain its charter. As the distance between New York and
Boston by the Willimantic route is now 214 miles, Mr. Mellen's statement implies a radical rebuilding of the 54 miles between New
Haven and Willimantic.

President.

Kooi i:\\v Central.

for

to E. O.

Missouri Pacific. On the Memphis division of the St. Louis,
Iron Mountain & Southern, a new line, called the Latour district,
has been opened; it extends from Latour, Ark., south to McGehee,

of $4,000,000 to build railroads connecting all
the cities in southeastern Kansas.

—

—

A contract has been given by this
St. Louis.
Wesley, of Sioux City, Iowa, for building 11 miles
on its proposed extension from Watertown, S. Dak., northwest to
Aberdeen. The same contractor has put in a bid for building the
line between Evarts and Pierre, S. Dak.
Minneapolis &

company

pany with a capital

Kentucky & Tennessee. This company has now extended its
road from Stearns to Yamacraw, eight miles, and has under con-

"5

1

1

i''.

Lorain &

Asm ,am>. The road

which Joseph Ramsey, Jr., and a
soclates is planning to build fr
Lorain, Ohio, on Lake Brie, to the
Socking Vallej and other coal Held along the Ohio river, will be
known by Ibis name (March 29, p Bl).
Midi, ami Valley.

Tin

road has been extended from Pawhuska,

now before the House to Incorporate
to build a railroad from a point on
boundarj between Quebei and Ontario to a

\
Quebec Midland,
bill
company, which proposes

li

this

the Inter-provlncial
poini on the west shore of
Via
iml
ito
In
the Province ol
Quebec The office of the companj will be In Ottawa
The
\
are
Wilson, i;
J, E, Hurdman,
B Owen
and n Mitchell ol
I

Montreal, and p

EIawlei

*.•

m
S,.

I

ihi

li

ran

i

of

i

Ottawa
i

d

extended from HI-
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miles to Lower Little

river.
St.

Louis.

Saj i\a

Ii;n\

Moi ntaijs & Sot niHis,

— See

Missouri

Pan

Alabama

tti

Surveys are under way for this road
Lincoln to Osborne, Kan., 70 miles. G. II.
President.

& Northwestern.

from Salina.

nortl

a

Whitcomb, Salina, Kan.,

is

Incorporation has been
s
Sauna, Tipton & Nobthvi
granted the ah vi company in Kansas, with a capital of $2,500,000,
to build a railroad from Salina. northwest through Salina. Lincoln,
The incorporator
Mitchell, Osborne. Jewell and Smith Counties.
are said to be

all

Kansas

residents of

Sanui sky. Fremont & Southern

City.
i

Electric).

— See

Lake Shore

Electric.

—

Santa Rosa & Northern (Electric). This company has been
incorporated in California, with a capital of $500,000, by W. A. Cattell, E. T. McMurray, J. H. Sanford, W. G. Taylor and P. S. Scales,
The company proposes to build a railroad from
all of San Francisco.
a connection with the Petaluna & Santa Rose Railway at Santa
Rosa, Cal., to Healdsburg, and thence up the Dry Creek Valley. Tinroad will probably be operated by electric power.

Saskatchewan & Alberta.

— Incorporation has

been asked for

in

Canada by a company under this name to build a railroad from
Moose Jaw, Assin., south to the international boundary, about 100
miles, with a branch west to Swift Current, an additional 100 miles.
This is said to be one of Mr. Hill's projects. Charles E. Armstrong,
of Calgary, Alb., is solicitor for the company.

— Incorporation

has been granted this company
a railroad from Jackson, southeast to a
Woodson Poor, G. Denpoint in Letcher County about 70 miles.

Southeastern.

in

Kentucky

nis, A. T.

to

build

Holcomb.

and

Jr.,

L. J.

Hopp,

all

of Cincinnati, are the

incorporators.

—

Steubenville & East Liverpool. This company, which was recently organized in Ohio by stockholders of the East Liverpool Traction & Light Co., will, it is understood, take over the property of the
Steubenville Traction & Light Co., and build an eight-mile connecting
The incorporators are: Van
line between Toronto and Wellsville.
Horn Ely, of Buffalo; E. McDonnell, C. A. Smith, J. C. Rothery and
G. H.

Gri \ Sot thebn. -This company has sol it to Potter, Choati
!'• per cent. LO-year car
Prentice, or New York. $1,479,
trust notes, maturing in equal semi-annual Instalments,
i

&

Owen.

—

'in.

Indiana & Southern. Tins new company, under which
the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa and the Indiana Harbor are
to be consolidated, will have $15,000,1
common, ami $5,
per cent, cumulative preferred slock.
It is said that the
Lake shore & Michigan Southern has bought $17,000,000 of this
stock and the Michigan Central the rest. The L, I. & I. owns or
leases 250 miles of road; it has outstanding $5,000,000 capital
\.,o.

name
I

stock, which is all owned bj the Lake Shore, and $4,S5u,i)i)ii first
mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of 1950. The Indiana Harbor was
until recently a belt line, but this year has been extended and
now connects Indiana Harbor, on Lake Michigan, with Danville,
111.,
miles south, opening up valuable coal lands for the
New York Central Lines. It was built and equipped by the Lake
Shore, and the Michigan Central at a cost of about $11,000,000.
1

1

ii

New Orleans £ Texas 1'a< u n —This company has sold
to Potter, Choate & Prentice, of New York, $1,938,000 4% per
cent. 10-year car trust notes maturing in equal semi-annual in-

Cincinnati,

stalments.

—

The Guarantee Title & Trust Co., Pittsburg,
offering at par the last $100,000 of an issue of $800,000 first
mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1956, the total authorized issue
being $1,000,000, of which $200,000 is reserved for future improvements. The proceeds of the sale of the bonds outstanding
are being used to build the road from East Branch, N. Y., on the

Delaware & Eastern.
is

New

York, Ontario & Western, northeast to Arkville on the
& Delaware, about 40 miles, and a nine-mile branch from
Union Grove to Andes, N. Y. Construction was begun Sept. 1,
1905, and about 15 miles of the road are now in operation. The
capital stock of the company is $600,000.
Ulster

Fort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima Traction.

—E.

H. Rollins & Sons,

of Chicago, are offering the unsold portion of a block of $1,400,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1930. The interest of
is guaranteed by the Lima & Toledo Traction Co.,
which leases the Fort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima. The lastnamed company owns 60 miles of interurban road between Fort
Wayne, Ind., and Lima, Ohio.

these bonds

An officer writes that this company, which
was incorporated last month, with a capital of $1,000,000, will build Indiana Habboe. See Chicago, Indiana & Southern.
a railroad from Port O'Connor, on the Gulf of Mexico, near Pass
Indiana, Illinois & Iowa. See Chicago, Indiana & Southern.
Calvallo, via Victoria, Yoakum, and Gonzales to San Antonio, Tex.,
with branches from Yoakum to La Grange and Seguin to New Kansas City, Mexico & Orient. The Texas Railroad Commission has
Braunfels, a total distance of 260 miles. The office of the company
given permission to this company to issue $10,984,400 bonds at
F. W. Weeks is Chairman of the Board of
will be at San Antonio.
$20,000 a mile on its road built and to be built in Texas. The
Directors.
application, it is said, makes the following statement of the
present status of the work:
Tioga & Clinton. A charter has been granted to this company
Texas Railway.

—

—

—

—

Pennsylvania, with a capital of $300,000, to build a railroad from a
point of connection with the Arnot & Pine Creek Railroad at or near
the village of Morris, Tioga County, Pa., to a point in Chapman
Township, Clinton County, Pa. H. T. Hall, Lock Haven, Pa., is
President.
The Directors are B. F. Geary, James C. Smith, H. T.
Hudson. C. O. Dunlap, John T. Cupper. H. T. Hall, all of Lock
Haven, Pa., and E. S. McNaul and M. W. Denman, of Philadelphia.
in

—

Tombigbee Valley. Bonds are being offered by this company to
secure funds for extending its road from its present northern terminus, near Healing Springs, Ala., north to a point near Butler in Choctaw County. The proposed line will pass through a rich cotton and
timber section.

—

Western Pacific. Bids are wanted at once by Chief Engineer
Bogue for building 109 miles of this line in Nevada. This will
include practically all of the heavy work not yet let, between San

V. G.

Francisco and Salt Lake. This section extends from the NevadaUtah boundary to Deeth on the Humboldt river, and includes about
25 miles or more of heavy rock work and all the tunnel work included in the plans in the eastern part of Nevada. Plans have been
approved for a tunnel 12,000 ft. long through the Pequop range,
and bids will soon be called for this work. It is expected to have
about 8,000 men at work between Salt Lake and San Francisco
during the summer.

—

Wisconsin Central. Bids are wanted April 15 by C. N. Kalk.
Chief Engineer, Milwaukee, Wis., for grading work at a noint six
miles south of Ashland, involving the removal of about 400,000
cu. yds. of earth.

Zitacuaro & Joconusco.

— This

road has been opened from Zita-

cuaro, Mex., to Galeras 9.3 miles.

— This

road, which is seven miles long, running
on the Southern Pacific, to Yreka, was recently
sold to Scott & Van Arsdale, of San Francisco.
The new owners

Yia.KA Railroad.

from Montague,
are planning

to

Cal.,

spend about $800,000 extending the road to Etna.
Jones and Greenview

in Scott Valley, via Fort

"According to the plans of the engineers, the road in Texas
will eventually cost $34,500 per mile, or a grand total of $18,94S.090, but it is desired to issue bonds at present only on a basis
of $20,000 per mile. Of the 549 miles, the right of way has been
acquired for 84 per cent., or 461 miles; 191 miles has been
graded, viz., 160 from Sweetwater north to Red River, and 31
south from Sweetwater toward SanAngelo; and 62 miles of track
has been laid, from Sweetwater to Rule, Haskell County, 53 of
which is in operation. Construction expense to date, $993,500;
material on hand, $180,000; engineering and legal expenses,
$150,000."

—

Missol ri, Kansas & Texas. This company has declared a semi-annual dividend of 2 per cent, on its $13,000,000 outstanding 4 per
cent, non-cumulative preferred stock. This is the first dividend
paid on any stock of the company since its reorganization in
1890.

New York Central & Hudson

—

Gross earnings for the quarter
River.
ended March 31 were $21,292,255, an increase of $2,S49,166.

—

Rocky Mountain & Pacific. This company, which was
organized last year to build 120 miles of road from Des Moines,
N. Mex., west and southwest to Colfax County, and which at
that time owned or had mining rights in over 500,000 acres of

St. Louis,

coal lands, has, it is reported, bought 800,000 acres
tax County for $15,000,000.

more

in Col-

—

This company has filed with the Secretary of State of
Mississippi an equipment mortgage for $9,000,000, covering 100
locomotives and 10,000 cars.

Southern.

—

Tonopah & Goldfield. Charles D. Barney & Co., New York, are offering at 100% the unsold balance of a block of $1,150,000 Tonopah & Goldfield first mortgage 6 per cent, bonds of 1921. According to the terms of the mortgage, 1/15 of the bonds issued
shall be retired annually at 102% and interest by lot; provision
is also made that the entire issue is subject to redemption at
the same price on any interest date after Jan. 1, 1907.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
The City, of Chicago has won its suit in the Supreme Court of
street
the United States to compel the removal or lowering of the
railway tunnel under the Chicago river at Van Buren street. The
railway company contended that as the tunnel, when made, was a
lawful structure, neither the state nor the city had power to compel
Court decides
its removal without compensation; but the Supreme
that the order made by the city is a proper exercise of governmental
authority in the interest of the common welfare. The opinion was

NOTES.
The Central
000 trainmen.

Vermont has made a

slight increase in the

pay

of

freight agent at Fort Worth, Tex., has been indicted by a
for compelling his subordinates to work on Sunday.

A

Grand Jury

sit

in

by Justice Harlan.

P. E. Behr, the monorail man, has asked the Rapid TranCommission of New York City to consider a plan which he has
mind to establish a monorail between Brooklyn and Coney Island.

The State Railroad Commissioner of Michigan has ordered the
Michigan Central to reduce passenger fares on three lines where
the passenger receipts have increased since the rate of fare was
On the line between
fixed under the law two or three years ago.
Detroit and Bay City and that between Jackson and Bay City the
reduction must be from 3 cents to 2.5 cents a mile, and on the line
from Jackson to Grand Rapids the rate must be made 2 cents. On
the last-named line the passenger earnings last year were $3,500 a
mile, an increase of 75 per cent, since the former reduction from

A demurrage bill of $2,500 accrued at Dunkirk, N. Y„ recently;
80 carloads of stripped locomotives loaded there to go to the coast
for shipment to the Isthmus of Panama were held a month for
want

of shipping directions.

disagreement concerning wages between the Grand Trunk
its locomotive engineers lias been referred to a board
Wallace Nesbitt, of Toronto; P. H. Morrissey,
of three arbitrators:

A

Railway and

of Cleveland,

and John

be
latest employee of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad to
on a pension is Mrs. Mary L. Bounds, a car cleaner at
Wheeling, W. Va. Mrs. Bounds began work Oct. 2, 1868, in the
yard at Wheeling, and there she has remained. She has never made
was
a single trip for pleasure and her only travel on the railroad
Wheeling, which
five trips to Weston, a distance of 109 miles from
to
she made to visit her invalid husband. She wants everybody
know that during her entire service with the railroad she has
received the very best of treatment from her employers, and she
C. Loree
is profuse in her praise of General Superintendent W.
and Division Superintendent A. W. Thompson. For the last five
years she has received $30 a month; before that $25, except in hard

The

retired

The Railroad Commissioners of Texas propose to order
senger fares in the state reduced to 2y3 cents a mile, and will give
a hearing on May 5, when the railroads can offer any objections
which they may have. The rates at present are 3 cents a mile.
all pas-

The Southern Railway, the Alabama Great Southern, the Alathe Vicksburg. Shreveport & Pacific, an-

bama & Vicksburg, and

nounce that a through train is to be run daily each way between
Atlanta, Ga., and Shreveport, La., by way of Birmingham and MeriExisting trains will be connected and quickened.
dian.

The Wabash lines east of Toledo and the Baltimore
& Ohio are reported to be in need of telegraph operators.

times,

Shore) of the New York Central & Hudson River road
between West Cornwall, N. Y., and Newburg, a distance
of five miles. These signals are a part of the extensive installation
or normal-danger block signals being put in on the West Shore by
the Hall Signal Company, and will be the first of the kind in the
country to go into regular service.

which had been occurring frequently for several days. Above
which somewhat resembles the frame of a snowshed.
this means kept
lie thousands of yards of loose earth, which are by
from covering the tracks. The San Pedro. Los Angeles & Salt Lake
has completed its reconstruction work where the tracks were washed
passenger
on
by the recent floods sufficiently to resume through
and freight trains. A force of 2.000 men has been at work, the
Construction
largest gang being at a big washout near Caliente.
Mews from the Tonopah and Las Vegas line were brought in to
over three
assist in clearing the line. Through travel was suspended
i

New Haven & Hartford, has

a committee of citizens of Lyme, Conn., that

the railroad
present in the State of Connecticut, as a gift, the
bridge across the Connecticut river ;ii that i<>\vn. on the completion
The citizens want the
of the now bridge which is now being built.
Mi'. Mellon makes the provl o
old structure tor a highway bridge,
by
that if a trollej track Is laid on the bridge 11 shall be used only
a company controlled by the New Haven,

company

to $23.

the barrier,

The opening of the Wind river or Shoshone Reservation public
lands in Wyoming has been postponed until August LB, 1906, by
Construction of the Chicago & North
joint resolution of Congress.
Western's line to the Reservation border is being pushed rapidly and
will probably be finished within a tew week
notified

down

I

Reporting on a collision at Black Rock, near Buffalo, Feb. 26,
the New York State Railroiid Commission has recommended that
the line of the New York Central at that point be equipped with a
block signal system. The superintendent of the road has notified
the commission that the recommendation will be complied with.

5Tork,

cut

slides,

The Boston & Maine has lately put in use the new automatic
block signals between East Somerville, Mass., and North Beverly,
which have been under construction for several months back. In
these signals green is used for the night proceed indication, yellow
in the distant signals when the arm is horizontal, and blue for the
night stop indication in dwarf signals.

New

when she was

Floods in California and Nevada.
A recent blockade caused by landslides on the Valley division
the Teof the Southern Pacific, at the mouth of Tnnnel No. 17 in
hachapi Range, about eight miles north of Bakersfield, Cal., blocked
bulkIt was finally raised by building a
the road for eight days.
head of heavy timbers after removing a portion of the accumulated
As fast as a steam shovel made a hole in the pile of dirt.
earth.
to the
his timber retaining wall was extended, putting a stop

The upward inclination is looking up. Semaphore
signals of this type, the Loree-Patenall patent, the arm
to be moved upward from the horizontal to indicate
proceed, are being installed on the River division (West

President Mellon, of the

cents to 2.5 cents.

3

F. Wallace, of Chicago.

will

weeks.

Grossly Unreasonable.

rommis
latest decision issued by the interstate Commerce
Pacific on
sion declares that a certain rate made by the Missouri
Hour in Arkansas— 42 cents per 100 lbs.— is grossly unreasonable,
be 11 cents per
an. that the reasonable rate for the service would
The complainant was Moran, of Lamar, Mo., who shipped
lbs.
Little
iwo cars of flour to Hope. Ark. The I- cent charge was from
the
Rock to Hope, the flour having been sent to l.itth- Rock over
If it
had been sent all the way by
Francisco.
The

I

Louis & San
Missouri Pacific it would have .cone through for 25 cents i»
Pa
inn lbs. (with the addition of $:: tor switching to the Missouri
The distance from Uttle Rock to Hoi
ciflc tracks at Lamar),
reasonable (11 cents) Is
iil' miles, and the rate which Is declared
State Railroad Com
Arkansas
the
of
tariff
the
In
prescribed
that
SI.

He

i

Ittle Roi
Prom
mission between those points.
("he Missouri Pacific
Is 20 cents
by both of the competing road
and then
ottered the shipper a rebate to 14 centi
declined bj the com
(to 19 cents Instead of 24), but both were
!

I

.

plainant.

Louisville & Nashville, having reduced Ms passenger tares
on a pari of its line near Louisville i" naif the ordinary n
compete with an electric line, will he called before the State Rail
n died
road Commission in defend iis action, complaint having
making this reduction the i. A \
In
„iiii the Commission that

The Pennsj Ivanla Ra
mountains from Wllmore

The Lorn rates applj
public.
;eneral
discriminates against tl
only on certain new trains, running once an hour, which were l'"
on specially to compete with the electric line.

miles from Pittsburg
and pipe lines are now being laid to gel thi
and for pumping It over the mountains.

The

I

Extensive Water Works.
to pump water
ro

w.ii

being

Ltui

U
lI

a

i

!

mill

Wllmore, on
'

:ii;

1

is

ovi

i

to

\n Immense n
Pittsburg dlvl Ion
tmpleted U
the res.
This operation will be
i

the

il
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one of the most Important parts of the water supply scheme now
being effected by the Pennsylvania on the main line between Pitt
burg and Philadelphia.
The establishment of an Inexhaustible
water supply was begun over a year ago, after the severe droiiKlii
The total cost
of the fall of 1904, and has been in progress since.
of the system which the company h:is laid out is estimated at about
$10,000,000.

A large number of charters on Cambria county streams were
obtained last summer by underlying companies of the Pennsylvania.
The American Pipe Manufacturing Company and the Mountain
Water Supply Company are subsidiary concerns which are carrying out the Pennsvlyania's plans, having been formed for that purpose.
The scheme is one of the most extensive of its kind ever
undertaken by a railroad company and will make the biggest system
of pipe lines in use in the country.
At the big Wilmore reservoir, which is to have a capacity of
about 40,000 gallons, the water secured from streams of several
townships is to be centered, carried there by gravitation and by
pumping. Five hundred carloads of pipe are now being shipped to
Wilmore for the line, including the long stretch from Wilmore to
Altoona. The pipe lines will extend as far west as Latrobe. Another reservoir will supply the Pitcairn shops from the Indian
Creek watershed.
The pumping of water over the Alleghany mountains will be
one of the greatest engineering feats in the history of the Pennsylvania. A power house 40 ft. x 86 ft., with a stack 120 ft. high,
and of heavy equipment has been put under construction at Wilmore. From this station the water will be pumped 25 miles to
supply the big car and locomotive shops of the Pennsylvania at
Altoona.
Contributing pipe lines to the Wilmore reservoir will
be laid from Loretto and other points and a line has been finished
from Beaverdale.
The Pitcairn shops will be supplied by a line from the Southwest branch, along which the Mountain Water Supply Company
is now building dams and laying pipes.
When the Pennsylvania's
water system is finished (probably in 1907), an adequate supply
for shops and locomotives will have been provided, even in the
periods of most severe drought. Construction has been kept up all
the winter and will be prosecuted more vigorously now that good
weather is practically assured. Gonnellsville (Pa.) News.
Inquiry as to Coal Traffic.

The

Interstate

Commerce Commission held an inquiry

at Phila-

delphia last week in the investigation ordered by Congress to determine how far and in what manner railroads are interested in
coal and oil which they transport as common carriers.
The investigation, according to Philadelphia papers, established the fact that
in three railroad statistical bureaus agreements exist governing the
transportation and distribution of bituminous coal, and also fixing
the percentage of coal to be carried by the different roads.
Testimony was brought out showing that these pooling agreements have been in operation for ten years, and that the Eastern
New York and New England all-rail Bituminous Coal Traffic Association carries out an agreement that where agreed percentages are
departed from, resulting differences shall be equalized either by
diversion of traffic or suspension of shipping.
Another bureau
under the name of the Tidewater Bituminous Steam Coal Traffic
Association governs all shipments to tidewater at New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Newport News and Norfolk. All bituminous
coal shipped to New York harbor, except that going through all
rail to New England, is regarded as tidewater coal, and commands
a lower proportionate freight rate than when going to other ports,
where only coal for points beyond the Capes gets the tidewater rate.
The testimony of officers of the Pennsylvania Railroad is summarized in the reports as showing that coal companies owning large
numbers of cars have a decided advantage over shippers who have
no cars, being able to contract for the delivery of coal at stated
times; that railroad officers own stock in coal mining companies,
and that it is often impossible to distribute the available supply of
empty cars equitably. One statement is to the effect that the Pennsylvania refuses to run the private cars of shippers who own less
than 500 cars.
Mr. White, statistician of the bureau of statistics of the Tidewater Bituminous Steam Coal Traffic Association, testified that the
association was formed in 1896 and that it was subsequently agreed
that the tidewater coal traffic should be apportioned among the roads
in the association as follows:
Pennsylvania, 46.65 per cent.; Beech
Creek, 11.05 per cent.; Baltimore & Ohio, 11.35 per cent., Chesapeake & Ohio, 12 per cent.; Norfolk & Western, 18.45 per cent. It
appeared, however, that no settlements between the roads had been

made

since 1896.
appeared that in 1902, when by reason of the anthracite coal
strike, there was a great demand for cars in the bituminous coal
trade, the Pennsylvania road sold 200 coal cars to the Berwin-White
Coal Co.
Officers of the Pennsylvania Railroad having been asked to
It

produce at a subsequent hearing certain books and papers from

Vol. XL., No.

16.

the company's offices, the counsel of the road the next day filed an
appeal to the higher court against the granting of an order to
compel the production of the books and papers.
At Baltimore testimony was taken concerning the relations of
the Baltimore & Ohio witli coal companies along the line of Its road.
A number of officers of the B. & O. own stock in coal companies.
Announcement was made by the Attorney-General at Washington
last 'I'u. sday thai he had retained Messrs. Charles E. Hughes, of
New York, and Alexander Simpson, Jr., of Philadelphia, to take
under consideration all the facts now known, or which can be ascertained, relating to lie transportation and sale of coal in interstate commerce; to advise what, if any, legal proceedings should be
begun, and to conduct, under the direction of the Attorney-General
such suits or prosecutions, if any, as may be warranted by the
evidence in hand and forthcoming. Mr. Hughes was the counsel ol
the life insurance Investigating committee in New York City last
t

year.

This action by the Department of Justice is taken as a result of
consideration of the subject by the Department for some time, and
particularly in consequence of the evidence which has been taken
by the Interstate Commerce Commission during the past two weeks,
as noted above; and of the recent decision of the Supreme Court
in Hale vs. Henkel, holding that the Federal government has the
right under legal proceedings to examine the books and records of
corporations engaged in interstate commerce.

London Tube Railways Permanent Way.
The accompanying drawings show in detail the permanent-way
system already in place in the Baker Street & Waterloo Railway,
and designed to be generally adaptable for tube railways.
The
dimensioned drawings show the whole matter so clearly that little else is needed for an understanding of the method designed by
Mr. J. R. Chapman, Chief Engineer, for securing such a measure
of elasticity and permanence as is desirable under these peculiar
circumstances.
The rails are 35 ft. long and weigh 90 lbs. per yard. The reason
for making this length of rail is that it is a maximum length which
could be lowered down the river shaft, and turned horizontally in
the tunnels. The rail section adopted for this purpose is a novel
one, but that subject is referred to in another column.
The sleepers are 14 in. wide and laid 40 in. from center to
center, so that there is one of these 14-in. sleepers in each alternate segment of the tube, except where the rail joints occur, and
at this point 10-in. sleepers are placed in adjoining segments.
The
sleeper timber is Australian karri.
Both the positive and negative conductor rails rest upon glazed
stone wire insulators. The flexible bonding is indicated in the drawings with terminals on the "Crown" principle, wherein the drift-pin
is driven from the face of the bond.
There are four bonds to each
joint that is, two bonds on each side of the rectangular rails, and
the terminals of all bonds are 1 in. in diameter.
The support for the sleepers is, so far as the writer knows,
absolutely novel. The drawings show a rigid support of sand and
cement grout and of ballast concrete for the middle portion of
the sleepers between chairs, also a comparatively elastic support
of broken stone ballast underneath the running rails.
Permanent
way engineers will examine the details in our drawings with much
interest, and they will probably note in the first instance that
it departs radically from any previous practice, and is also apparently not in accordance with a basis principle in the making of railroad roadbed, in that it furnishes a rigid support for the sleepers
for quite nearly the entire distance between the running rails, and
at the same time leaves the load on the running rails to be carried upon the somewhat elastic and varying support of broken stone
ballast.
That is to say, the engineer will at once say that this
is a "center-bound" track.
The sand and cement grout gripped about
the sleepers, supports the sleeper up to a point quite nearly under
the inside of the rail chair, and at this point the grout is finished
with an angle iron. At first sight it would appear that this furnishes a weak point where the sleeper, under severe or unusual
stresses, at any time when the stone ballast under the rail is not
wedged up tight, may be subjected to an undue shearing stress.
Nevertheless, anyone inclined to make this criticism on the design must bear in mind that this broken stone ballast under the
running rail is in a confined space in a tube in such a way that
gravity will aid the ganger in keeping the sleeper well supported
by the ballast. It is an experiment whose value, time and service
will determine.
The sleepers are intended to act as a spring, and
karri sleepers are sufficiently strong and elastic to endure the strain,
whereas other woods would not be suitable. It is evident that this
departure from established practice is made for the purpose of
preventing noise and vibration, which might subject the company
to the payment of damages to property holders on or near the line.
The engineer inclined to follow precedents only will have his fears
as to the result of this somewhat bold and certainly novel undertaking, but Mr. Chapman's long experience in track work inclines
one to have confidence in his design, and it should be borne in mind
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thai tube conditions are quite different

from those which obtain out-

ol doors.

In one other respect Mr. Chapman has made a departure. His
section, not accurately shown in the drawing, does not conform in its essential lines to either the section adopted by the
Engineering Standards Committee in England or to the adopted
section of the American Society of Civil Engineers. The head of
the rail is the American Society standard, the angle under the
head being 13 deg. from the horizontal. The upper surfaces at
the base of the rails have the same angle of 13 deg. from the
horizontal, whereas the Engineering Standards Committee section
has an angle of 20 deg. in both places. Undoubtedly Mr. Chapman, in using the 13-deg. instead of the 20-deg. angles at the
points where the fishplate is intended to support the joint, has it
in mind that the fishplates will be by so much the more enabled
and this is true. But
to support the joint against vertical stresses
the criticism might be made that the fishplate does little or no
useful work in this vertical support at the joints.
rail

—

Large Output of Anthracite.
The aggregate anthracite coal tonnage for March was

5,745,868

showing that the anthracite operators rushed coal to market
in anticipation of a possible strike.
The tonnage exceeded that of
the corresponding month of 1905 by nearly a half million tons.
The Lackawanna was the heaviest gainer, with 237,471 tons, and
the Reading second with 131,702 tons. The Lehigh Valley was
the only one of the companies to show a falling off, having decreased 73,300 tons. The following table shows the distribution of
tons,

the tonnage:
r.

Reading
Lehigh Valley
Central of

New

Jersey

Lack & Western
Delaware & Hudson
Del.,

Pennsylvania
Erie

New
Del.,

& Western
Susquehanna & Schuylkill..

York, Ontario

Totals

March

—

1906.
1.175,941

1,044,239

S40.224
716,872
993,153
592,850
497,985
520,579
256,689
151,575

913,524
687,825
755,682
557,520
405,346
493,340
252,925
148,167

l'.'iir,

5,745,868

5,257,567

Feb. 28.

Mar. 31.

Coal, at tide shipping points, tons.. .828,822

693,095

Dec.
135,727

Manufacturing and Business.
department of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company for Manhattan Borough have been
moved from 111 Broadway to the Puller Building, corner of 23d
street and Broadway.

The

offices of the erecting

The Bucyrus Company, South Milwaukee, Wis., is building 61
steam shovels, three railroad wrecking cranes and one railroad pile
driver for work at Panama. These are said to comprise all the
equipment of this nature so far bought by the Isthmian Canal Commission.

The Holland-American Construction Company, a subsidiary Westinghouse corporation, has the contract to build an electric (trolley)
railroad 115 miles long from the German frontier to the North Sea,
touching Arnheim, Zaandam, Amsterdam, Utrecht, Rhenen and Zutphen. The cost of the line is estimated at $5,000,000, and it is designed to carry both freight and passengers.

The Westinghouse Machine Company,
ceived orders during February and March

of East Pittsburg, refor 35 steam turbines,
aggregating approximately 50,000 brake horse-power capacity. The
most important equipments were those ordered by the Transit Development Co., BroOKlyn, 7,500 k.w.; Toledo Gas & Electric Co., 3.000
k.w.; Los Angeles Pacific Railway Co., 2,750 k.w.; Detroit United
Railways, 1,200 k.w.; Columbia (S. C.) Electric Street Railway Co.,
3,000 k.w.; St. Paul Gas Light Co., 1,500 k.w.; Grand Trunk Railroad
Co., for St. Ciair Tunnel, 3,000 k.w.; Detroit, Monroe & T. S. L. Ry.,
1,200 k.w.; Northern Heating & Electric Co., St. Paul, 1,000 k.w.,
and Griffin Wheel Co., Chicago, 1,000 k.w.
Iron

and

Steel.

The Grand Trunk

Pacific has given a contract to the Algoma
Steel Co., of Sault Ste. Marie, for 50,000 tons of 80-lb. rails, delivery
to be commenced during the present year.

The New York Central has given an additional order for 20,000
Lackawanna Steel Co., for 1906 delivery. The

tons of rails to the

Southern Pacific has also closed an order for 25,000 tons. Eastern
mills have been given orders aggregating about 5,000 tons in addition.

The Carnegie Steel Co. has let the contract for putting up two
large blast furnaces at Rankin, Pa. They will cost about $2,000,000.
Each will be 100 n. high and 23 ft. in diameter at the base, and
will have a capacity of 500 to 600 tons a day. It is expected to have
them completed by the first of next year.
Allied 11. Merritt, of Duluth, Minn., of the Duluth Iron Works;
Will Smith, of Los Angeles, who owns mines in the Lake Superior
region, and Henry Hewitt and associates, of Tacoma, Wash., are

.1.
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planning to build at Tacoma, Wash., a steel plant to cost $5,000,000,
and to employ about 5,000 men. A railroad is to be built by tinnew company t<> coal fields, which it already owns. It is expected to have the work completed within two years.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
{For dates of conventions and regular meetings of railroad conventions and
engineering societies, see advertising page 24.)

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
At a meeting of this soiiety April 19 a paper on "Stresses
Etivetted

in

Connections" was read by C. R. Young.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.
At a meeting of ilns club April in in Atlanta, (la., a paper on
"Thermit Welding," by R. P. C. Sanderson, was presented.
Engineers' Club of Philadelphia.
At the meeting of this club, to be held April 21, there will be a
paper on mechanical integration, with a special reference to the
integraph. bj C. O. Wallloux. Lantern views will be shown.

American Society of Civil Engineers.
At the meeting of this society April 18 the subject was "a complete analysis of general flexure in a straight bar of uniform cross
section," a paper by L. J. Johnson being presented for discussion.
This paper was printed in the Proceedings for February, 1906.
Western Railway Club.
The April meeting was held at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago,
Thursday evening. April 17. at 8 o'clock. The paper for discussion
was "A Comparative Test Between a Simple and Compound Locomotive," by Mr.

Milwaukee &

St.

.1.

F.

DeVoy, Mechanical Engineer of the Chicago,

Paul Ry,

American Railway Association.
The spring meeting of this Association will

be

held at the

Auditorium Hotel. Chicago, on Wednesday, April 25. Reports will
be presented by the Committees on Train Rules, on Car Service, on
Safety Appliances, on Statistical Inquiry, on Standard Cipher Code,
and on Transportation of Explosives. The election of a President
and a Second Vice-President will take place at this meeting, and two
members of the Executive Committee, three of the Committee on
Train Rules, and three of the Committee on Nominations are to
be elected.

Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.
of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers
will hold its May meeting at the Adams Hotel, Denver, Colo., on
Thursday, May 17. Reports wilf be made by the Executive Committee. Committee on Per Diem, Committe
on Car Service, Committee on Office Methods and Accounting, Committee on Handling
Railroad Service Mail, and Committee on Conducting Transportation.
A cordial invitation is extended to railroad officials interested
in Transportation, Car Service and Car Accounting subjects to be
present. The Secretary is G. P. Conard, 24 Park Place, New York;
President, H. L. Hunter.

The Association

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

St.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
A. S. Greig has been appointed Assistant to the President, with office at St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Greig
was on the Denver & Rio Grande from 18S5 to 1896, acting successively as secretary to the Purchasing Agent, secretary to the
Superintendent of Machinery, and secretary, chief clerk and asHe then went to the
sistant to the General Superintendent.
Santa Fe, Prescott & Phcenix as trainsmaster. After two years
he was appointed Superintendent of the El Paso & Northeastern.
He was later made General Superintendent and Traffic Manager, and then Assistant General Manager. In March, 1903, he
retired from railroad; service and engaged in other work until
January, 1904, when he was assigned special duties in the office
of the President of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, where
he has been until his recent appointment.

Louis

i(

tan Francisco.

—

Operating

Officers.

—

Central New England. O. M. Laing, who was recently appointed
Superintendent of this road, was born in 1872 at London, Ont.
He entered railroad service in 1890 as a clerk in the Auditing
Department of the Chicago, Burlington & Northern. The next
year he went into the Assistant General Manager's office of the
St. Paul & Duluth, becoming, in 1893, chief clerk of that office.
In 189S he was made cashier of the Seattle & International,
In 1900 he was aplater becoming also Purchasing Agent.
pointed Chief Clerk to the Superintendent of the Seattle division of the Northern Pacific, and after two years went to the
Tennessee Central as Purchasing Agent and General Storekeeper.
Later he was appointed also Assistant to the General Manager

and was also elected Secretary.

In December, 1905, he went to

i

April
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the Central New England as Assistant Superintendent at
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., from which position he was promoted to
his present office.

Denver, Northwestern
Pacific.
Assistant General Manager.
it-

I

n

—G. R. Simmons has been

appointed

—

In-oceanic of Mexico. P. W. Baldwin, Superintendent of Transportation, has resigned, effective May 1.

—W.

Missouri Pacific.
has resigned.

Watrous, Superintendent of Transportation,

C.

Neio Orleans
Northeastern.
Assistant Superintendent.
<£•

Coal

—

— S.

Flanagan has been appointed

E.

Traffic Officers.

K. Dye has been appointed General Freight and
Passenger Agent, with office at Elkins, W. Va.
<C

Coke.

I.

—

Delaware, Lackaicanna rf Western. T. W. Lee, General Passenger
Agent, has resigned, the resignation to take effect July 1. on
account of ill health.

—

Oregon Railroad £ Navigation. See Southern Pacific.
Southern Pacific. James Horsburgh, Jr., Assistant General Passenger Agent at San Francisco, has been appointed General Passenger Agent, with office at that city. Paul Shoup. Assistant
General Freight Agent of the Oregon R. R. & Navigation, succeeds Mr. Horsburgh.

—

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
Atlantic Coast Line. C. L. Meister, who was recently appointed Mechanical Engineer, graduated from Stevens Institute of Technology in the class of 1897. He began railroad work in the fall
after graduation as a rodman on the Metropolitan Street Railway. After a few months he went into the Susquehanna shops
of the Erie as a special apprentice, where he remained for two
years. He was then draftsman until the end of 1901, when he
went to the New York Central & Hudson River for a year. In
1902 he was appointed Chief Draftsman on the Atlantic Coast
Line, where he has been until his recent promotion.

—

—

Bock Island & Pacific. W. C. Armstrong, hitherto Assistant Engineer of Construction of the Missouri Pacific, has
been appointed Bridge Engineer. L. B. Holt, Assistant Division
Engineer at Davenport, Iowa, has resigned to go to the Lake

Chicago,
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Mobile, Ala., one 65-ton locomotive; the Copp Lumber Co., Shabuta,
Miss., one 28-ton locomotive; the McGowan Co., Shivers, Miss., one
20 ton locomotive; the Blind River Transportation Co., Blind River,
Ont., one 28-ton locomotive; the Raleigh & Southport Railway Co.,
Raleigh, one 70-in. x 20-in. consolidation locomotive.

The Wabash, as reported in our issue of April 13, has ordered
30 simple Consolidation (2-8-0) locomotives and 30 simple Prairie
(2-6-2) locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and 20
simple six-wheel switching (0-6-0) locomotives from the American
Locomotive Co., all for July, August and September delivery. The
Consolidation locomotives will weigh 214,000 lbs., with 191,000 lbs.
on the drivers; cylinders, 22 in. x 30 in.; diameter of drivers, 58
in.; radial stay boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.;
375 charcoal iron tubes, 2% in. in diameter and 1.4 ft. 6 in. long;
steel firebox, 109 in. x 69 in.; tank capacity, 8,000 gallons, and coal
capacity, 14 tons. The Prairie locomotives will weigh 208,000 lbs.,
with 151,000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 22 in. x 28 in.; diameter
of drivers, 70 in.; radial stay boiler, with a working steam pressure
of 210 lbs.; 301 charcoal iron tubes, 2% in. in diameter and 19 ft.
long; steel firebox, 109 in. x 73 in.; tank capacity, 8,000 gallons,
and coal capacity, 16 tons. The switching locomotives will weigh
150.000 lbs.; cylinders, 21 in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers, 52 in.;
straight top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 180 lbs.; heating surface, 2,352 sq. ft; 254 charcoal iron tubes, 2% in. in diameter
and 15 ft. long; steel firebox, 72 in. x 60 in.; grate area, 30 sq. ft.;
tank capacity, 4,500 gallons, and coal capacity, seven tons.
The
equipment for all includes:
special
Westinghouse air-brakes.
Wabash standard bell ringer and headlights, magnesia sectional
boiler lagging for Consolidation and Prairie locomotives and asbestos
cement boiler lagging for switching locomotives, Waycott brakebeams and Perfecto brake-shoes for Consolidation and Prairie locomotives, Climax steel couplers, Wabash standard journal bearings
for Consolidation and Prairie locomotives, Lewis & Kunzer piston
and valve rod packings, Crosby safety valves, Leach sanding devices, Detroit sight-feed lubricators for Consolidation and Prairie
locomotives and Chicago sight-feed lubricators for switching locomotives, Railway Steel-Spring Co.'s springs, Crosby steam gages,
Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co.'s steam heat equipment for Prairie
locomotives, and Standard Steel Works driving and truck wheel
tires.

Shore & Michigan Southern.
Coal & Coke. C. E. Turner has been appointed Superintendent of
Motive Power.
New York Central & Hudson River. J. C. Brackenridge has been
appointed Consulting Engineer, in connection with electrifica-

—

CAR BUILDING.

—

The Rutland, it is reported, has ordered 100 steel cars.
The Coal if Coke is receiving bids for 200 hopper cars.
The Cleveland & Southwestern Tr<o lion has ordered 15

tion.'

Purchasing Agents.

& Coke.

Coal

—

J.

A.

Emmart

addi-

tional cars.

has been appointed Purchasing Agent.

The National

of Mexico, it is reported, has ordered 200 addifrom the American Car Co.
The Barrett Manufacturing Co., Chicago, has ordered 14 tank
cars from the Bettendorf Axle Co., for April delivery.
The Toledo <C Ohio Central has ordered three cafe cars and
seven day coaches from the Pullman Co. for August delivery.
The Mississippi River if Bonne Terre is in the market for 1,000
box cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity, and 200 box cars of 60,000 lbs.

tional box cars

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The

New

York, Chicago &

St.

Louis

is

in

the market for 15

locomotives.

The Manitou & Pike's Peak has ordered one locomotive from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Pacific Portland Cement Co. has ordered
switching locomotive from the Baldwin Works.
The

one six-wheel

Manatee if Gulf Coast is in the market for five locoimmediate delivery. Address L. N. Foots, General Man-

Alafia,

motives for

ager, Hull, Fla.

is

reported, will shortly order a
Address Major J. H. L'B.

cars.

Johnstone, Cairo, Egypt.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa i'c, it is reported, has ordered
underframe smoking cars and 200 gondola cars from the
American Car & Foundry Co.

The Boston Consolidated

Alafia. Manatee
Gulf Coast is in the market for 100 ven
box cars and additional passenger equipment tor immediate
delivery. Address L. X. Foots, General Manager, Hull, Fla.

Milling Co. has ordered one 36-in. gage
simple four-wheel locomotive from the H. K. Porter Co.. lor Maj
delivery.
The total weight of this locomotive is 18 tons, and has
a working steam pressure of 150 lbs.

Hudson River, as previously reported, has orThe Lehigh
dered one passenger locomotive, one light Consolidation locomotive,
and four heavier consolidation locomotives from the Baldwin I, ni.
motive Works. The latter arc to weigh 286,000 lbs. each, including
.(

lender.

The

A.

ii.

Kaisei

Philadelphia,

Co.,

Is

in

the market

tor elghl

The
standard gage six wheel or eight-wheel switching loco
tive
Specifications call for simple locomotives, wilh ill least SO, OHO Mi... on
drivers; cylinders from is In, \ 22 in. to 20 in. x 26 in.; diameter
of drivers,
ft.; straight lop boiler preferred, with a working steam
pressure of lie lbs or owr. 1:111k capacity. ::,iiil() gallons or oxer;
coal capacity, 5,000 ions, or over; wheel base is not to ex<
d 11 ft.
I

6 In.

Murium- rn. report the following orders
The 1. nun Locomotive
Shay locomotives tor the pas! week: The Cook-Day Lumber
.1

New

Orleans, one 20-ton locomotive; the Pacific
San Francisco, one 55-ton locomotive; the American

Co.,

The Egyptian Government, It
number of passenger and freight

The State Board

of Prison Directors, 331 Pine street, San FranCisco, Cal., will receive bids up to April 30 for one 36-in. gage six
or 10-ton contractor's locomotive.

for

capacity.

Lumber
Lumber

Co.,

Co.,

60 steel

The

.1

tilated

The Pennsylvania,

it is reported, has recently placed an order
Five hundred and forty Six Ot these are to be
built by the Pressed Steel Car Co., and the remaining 70 were
ordered from the American car & Poundrj Co.
Delivery, it is

for 616 freight cars.

stated,

is

to be

made

this

summer.

..hum
Central has ordered L,
box ears of
60,000 lbs. capacity from the Standard Steel Car COk, tor October
ami November delivery, and will build 531 box cars ot 80,000 lbs.
capacity at ils llurnsiile Bhops, fOl
lulj and
MlgUSl delivery, to
nil vacancies in the company
authorl ed equipment
The
pOSlte box cars will weigh 11,600 lbs., ami the other box ears will

The

Illinois

1

weigh 37,500
8

it.

lbs.

All

high, ail inside

m

car
1

be

will

16

tl

loni

G

tt 6 in.

wide and

ante.

The Denver City Tramway has ordered
tndard side
opening passen
Q the W oebcr Car
PI
rlage Co., for June deliver]
ira will
«
In
88,000 His., ami mi a un 18 tl
ft. 4 In
outside over beli rail, and I;' tt 6 In. high from rail to troll.
base.
measure
Tho closed cars Will weigh about
I

\

,1
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44 ft. 6 In. long, over all. The special equipment for both includes:
Christie type cast brake-shoes, Westinghouse brakes, Tomlin: on
Coupler Co.'s couplers, Forsyth curtain fixtures, Pantasote curtain
material, Dorner trucks and Griffin Wheel Co.'s wheels. Other
specialties are Nichols-Linlern air sanders.

as reported in our issue of April 13, has
ordered 500 box cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity for October mid November delivery; 250 stock cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity, and 250 flat cars
All of
of S0.000 lbs. capacity for September and October delivery.
the box cars will be 40 ft. long x 8 ft. 6 in. wide by S ft. high, inside measurements. The stock cars will be 36 ft. 6 in. long x 8 ft.
The flat cars will
9 in. wide by 8 ft. high, inside measurements.
be 41 ft. 10 in. long by 9 ft. wide over all. The special equipment

The Chicago

i.lton,

d-

Simplex bolsters, American Brake-Shoe & Founfor all includes:
dry Co.'s brake-shoes, Spiral brasses, Climax couplers, Security door
fastenings for box cars, Miner draft rigging, National journal boxes,
and Railway Steel Spring Co.'s springs.

BRIDGE BUILDING.

— The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac will

build
a two-span iron bridge 100 ft. long, with approaches at each end of
100 ft. at Hill Monument avenue, at a cost of $20,000.
Acc.v, Va.

—

Atlanta, Ga. At a special meeting of the General Council the
Bridge Committee reported favorably on the construction of the
Washington street viaduct. Work on the improvements is to be
Under the terms adopted by the council the
started at once.
viaduct will cost $128,370, of which the city will pay $69,370, and
Contracts have been let to Grant Wilkins
the railroads $59,000.
to built that part of the viaduct extending from East Hunter street
to the northern end of the railroad tracks for $66,180, and the
remainder of the viaduct to the Oliver Company, extending as far
as Gilmar street, at $60,190.
Bath, Ont. Bids are wanted by Max Robinson, Town Clerk,
for building a steel bridge here.
Baton Rouge, La. Announcement has been made that a company is being organized in New Orleans to obtain permission from
Congress to build a bridge across the Mississippi river near this

—

—

place.

—

Cap RotJGE, Que. A contract has been given to the Dominion
Bridge Co., of Montreal, at $31S,000 for building the 3,000 ft. steel
viaduct over the Cap Rouge Valley near Quebec, for the Grand Trunk
Pacific. Other bids were Locomotive & Machine Co., $331,000; Grand
Trunk Pacific, $347,000, and Phoenix Bridge Co., $34S,000.

Vol. XL., Mo. Id.

The Boston Bridge Works has the contract for the iron
The cost of the work will be about $10,000.
Rutiji Hi'iKinoN, N. C. The County Commissioners have given
contracts to the Virginia Bridge & Iron Co., of Roanoke, Va., and

the tracks.

and

steel.

—

the Cope Bridge Co., of Chattanooga, Tenn., for building five Bteel
bridges in Rutherfordton County, at a total cost of about $12,000.

—

Saline, Pa. Bids are wanted May 2 at the office of the Superintendent of Public Grounds and Buildings, Harrisburg, Pa., for rebuilding the substructure and superstructure of the bridge over the
Kiskiminitas river at this place. John M. Shumaker is Superintendent.

—

San Juan, Porto Rico. The Bureau of Public Works of the
Department of the Interior is asking bids May 19 for a steel-riveted
pony truss highway bridge of 109 ft. span. Plans may be also seen
at the Porto Rico Commercial Agency, 91 Wall street, New York.
J. J. Jiminez is Superintendent of Public Works.
Toledo, Ohio. The Council Committee at a recent meeting ap-

—

proved the building of a river bridge at Cherry
reinforced concrete 82.5 ft. wide, with a lift draw.

street,

to be of

—

Valparaiso, Ind. Bids are wanted May 7 by S. P. Corboy,
Auditor, for building two bridges each 42 ft. long, also two, each
30 ft. long, and one 36 ft. long, all to be of iron, for Porter County.

Other Structures.
Brooklyn, N. Y. The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, it is
said, has completed negotiations for taking over the properties of
the Brooklyn Warehouse & Dry Dock Co. and the Brooklyn Dock &
Terminal Co., in South Brooklyn. These are located on the Gowanus
canal, extending back to Third avenue and from 24th to 25th streets.
The railroad also gets from the first company two dry docks, maFrom the Terminal company it has
chine shops, and two slips.
bought two large slips and waterfront property, two miles of track,
float bridges, warehouses, etc., which have hitherto been used both
by the Erie and the Lackawanna.
Enola, Pa. A contract for making improvements to the shops
of the Pennsylvania here, it is said, has been let to J. N. Bastress

—

—

&

Co., of

Harrisburg.

—

Macon, Ga. The Central of Georgia, it is said, is planning to
put up a new freight house at the corner of Fifth and Cherry streets,
and to make other improvements at a cost of about $500,000. The
company is also considering the question of putting up new shops
here.

New

—

Yobk, N. Y. The Lehigh Valley has applied for permission
Department of Docks and Ferries to build a steel freight shed
on the bulkhead between 124th and 125th streets, East river.
Castlewood, S. Dak. Bids are wanted May 8 by the County
Philadelphia, Pa. The Baltimore & Ohio has let contracts for
Commissioners for building six steel bridges over the Sioux river
the erection of a machine shop, transfer shed, roundhouse, water
in Hamlin County. William Marshall is County Auditor.
tanks and other work in connection with the extensive East Side
Dayton, Ohio. Plans are being made for building a concrete
terminal improvements, to Roydhouse, Arey & Co. The work will
bridge over the Miami river. Three of the railroads which are incost between $600,000 and $700,000, including the enlarging of the
terested are making independent plans for the same structure.
terminal yards and the laying of a large amount of new track. The
Desmet, S. Dak. Bids are wanted May 16 by J. O. Purintin, new buildings and yard improvements will be at Moore, Jackson
County Auditor, for building a steel bridge 60 ft long over the and 36th streets and the Schuylkill river, and considerable filling
Vermillion river in Kingsbury County.
will be required. The buildings include a machine shop 60 ft. x 120
Forest, Ont. Bids are being received by R. Kan, Village Clerk, ft.; blacksmith shop, 60 ft. x 70 ft., with engine and boiler room;
for building several steel bridges.
trainmen's and shopmen's building, of brick, two stories high, 85 ft. x
Galveston, Tex. A joint company is being formed by the rail- 35 ft.; yard office, two stories, 34 ft. x 40 ft.; transfer shed and platroads to build a stone causeway for two tracks from Galveston Bay form with rolling steel doors; 25-stall roundhouse, 400 ft. in diamThe Missouri, Kansas & eter; 80-ft. turn-table pit; store house with oil house, 106 ft. x 40 ft.
to connect the island with the main line.
Texas and the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe are ready to join in this and 35 ft. x 40 ft. respectively; offices and platform; sand house,
work, and if the Southern Pacific will co-operate construction will coal tipple and approach; ash pit; water tanks; brick stack, 125 ft.
high; bolt shed and locker room. Considerable car repair work will
be started at once.
the new shops.
Gbeenbay, Wis. The Chicago & North-Western Railroad bridge be done in
to the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

over the Fox river at this place is to be rebuilt at a cost of $1,000,000.
Nine of the concrete piers will be replaced.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

—

Haverhill, Mass. The Miller-Collins Co., contracting engineers,
of New York, tell us they have given a contract for the general work,
piers, etc., at approximately $250,000, in connection with the new
Haverhill bridge over the Merrimac river.

—

Jackson, Ky. A contract has been given to the Central States
Bridge Co. to build a steel bridge 1S5 ft. over the Kentucky river, to
replace the structure recently carried away by the flood.

—

Newark, N. J. Plans for a bridge at Clay street have been
completed by the engineers of Essex and Hudson counties and approved by the Joint Bridge Committee. The plans call for a structure 320 ft. long, with an opening of 75 ft. The bridge is to be 56 ft.
wide and is to cost about $150,000.
Petebbobough, Ont.
for building

two

—Bids

are being received by E. M. Elliott
Indian river.

steel bridges over the

—

Pobtland, Ind. A contract has been given to C. E. Walker for
building a steel bridge, with concrete abutments, over the Salamonte
river.

—

Revere Beach, Mass. The Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn and
the Boston & Maine will pay part of the cost of a steel bridge over

New

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

—

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. On the Belen cut-off the western section has been completed from Belen, N. Mex., east to Vaughn,
about 120 miles. The line crosses the Santa Fe Central at Willard
and connects with the El Paso & Southwestern at Vaughn. On the
eastern end the cut-off is completed from Texico west to the
Pecos river, about 76 miles, and work is being pushed on the remaining section, west 58 miles to Vaughn.

—

Caibo & Thebes. Capital has been secured by this company
for building its proposed road, and location surveys are now being
made. Contracts for the work are to be let early in June. The
proposed route is from Cairo to Thebes, 111., 25 miles. The terminal at Cairo, which will be in the middle of the city, will include
a large passenger and a freight station, a round-house, coaling facilities and yards. E. A. Smith, of Cairo, is President.

—

Canadian Nobthebn. A contract has been given to J. D. MacArthur, of Winnipeg, for grading an extension of this road from
Wayburn, Sask., to Stoughton. Work Is to be started at once.

Atril
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Canadian Pacific. This company has made appropriations for
improvements to its lines in the Province of Alberta as follows:
Between Calgary and Laggan, $10,000; on the Edmonton branch,

McLeod branch, $75,000; other work, $05,000.
contract has been let to Hargrave Bros., of Winnipeg, to grade
40 miles of this company's branch line from Stoughton, on the Moose
Mountain section, to Weyburn. Work is to be started at once and
$35,000; on the

A

The

and run
farming lands in the province.
Chesapeake & Ohio. This company, it is said, will spend
about $1,000,000 double-tracking various parts of its road. Some
of the work is to be done between Richmond and Newport, Va., and
the balance near Maysville, Ky.
Chicago & Nokth-Western. This company is planning to make
improvements on its Iowa division at a cost of $320,000. The work
includes the installation of Hall block signals between Clinton and
Otis, and Logan to Council Bluffs, together 115 miles.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Official announcement has
been made by this company that it will spend during the present
summer $1,250,000 for improvements on its main line between
Davenport, Iowa, and Council Bluffs. About 50 miles will be reballasted, and the sections between Newton and Colfax, Booneville
and Earlham, and Menlow and Atlantic, will be entirely rebuilt.
All the bridges, about 20 in number, are to be strengthened or rebuilt.
The work also calls for the laying of 250,000 new oak ties
and the building of 50,000 rods of fence. About 2,500 yards of
crushed stone will be used for rip-rapping embankments where there
is danger from overflowing streams.
See St. Louis & San Francisco.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. A contract is reported let by
this company to P. E. Shugart, of Nevada, for grading ISO miles on
its extension west from the Missouri river in Dakota.
Colorado Roads. George N. Davenport and others are planning
to build an electric road from Golden, Colo., to the top of Lookout
Mountain, 7,000 ft. above the sea level. The proposed route is along
the side of the hill for a distance of 11 miles. No bridges will be
required.
The total rise from the starting point to the terminus
on the mountain will be about 1,420 ft.
Crawford Bat & St. Marys. This company, which has been
granted permission to build a line from Crawford Bay to Fort Steele,
B. C, is seeking authority to build an extension 200 miles beyond
Fort Steele to Lethbridge. The route through the rockies will pass
either north or south of Kootenay Pass.
finished this

fall.

through some of the

line will extend over a level section,

finest

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Grand Trunk Pacific Contracts have been let by the Dominion Government for building two sections of this road, as follows:
The western section from Winnipeg east to Peninsula crossing near the junction point of the Fort William branch, 245 miles,
to J. D. McArthur, of Winnipeg, at 24 cents a yard for earth and
$1.60 for rock; estimated total, $13,010,000. This was about $250,000
below the estimate of the government engineers. Other bids were:
McArthur Construction Co.,
and Grand Trunk Pacific, $13,991,000. The contract for
the eastern section is from the north end of the Quebec bridge in
Quebec, to a point near La Tuque, 150 miles, to Hogan & McDonald,
of Montreal, at 21 cents a yard for earth and $1.44 for rock, or
This is $750,000 below the engineers' estimate. Other
$5,297,000.
bids were:
O'Brien & Mullarky, $5,550,000; Grand Trunk Pacific,
$6,459,000; M. P. Davis & J. T. Davis, $6,667,000; McConnolly, Jardine & Wilson, $7,081,000, and McArthur Construction Co., $7,940,000.
Both these contracts were let to the lowest bidders. The work includes the grading and construction of bridges, but not the rails;
and provides that all materials, machinery and supplies shall be of
Canadian production as far as possible. The work is to be completed by October 1, 1907.
Between these two sections there is a
gap of 1,000 .miles on which work will probably not be started until
the Fort William branch has been built, and the Teniiskaming &
Northern Ontario extended to Lake Abitibi.
Pacific

Construction Co., $13,028,000;

$17,04S,000,

The first definite construction work for this road on the Pacific
was commenced at Kaien Island, where the British Columbia
Pine Timber Co. is erecting a saw mill to cut 50,000,000 ties, being
The
the first order for the British Columbia section of the line.

coast

ties are to

—

Lake Erie Terminal & Southern (Electric). An officer writes
that a contract has been given by this company to the Terminal
Traction Co., 406 American Trust Building, of Cleveland, for building its proposed electric road from Cleveland, Ohio, south to Akron,
about 35 miles; and track has been laid for five miles. The work
includes the building of two large bridges. H. B. Camp is President,
and R. J. Wood, Chief Engineer.

—

Lehigh Valley. Under the name of the Lehigh & Lake Erie,
which was granted a charter some years ago, this company will
build a line 10 miles long around Buffalo, N. Y. The proposed line
will touch the Lackawanna Steel Co.'s plant and continue to where
the Lake Shore and the terminal road of the New York Central
connect. It will cross the Lake Shore, the Erie, the Pennsylvania
and the Nickel Plate, and thence by William street to a connection
with the main line of the Lehigh Valley.
Lehigh & Lake Erie. See Lehigh Valley.
Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis. An officer writes that this
company is not making any important changes in its structures
beyond the substitution of a few concrete culverts and earth fills
for trestles and the reinforcing of some of the older steel structures.

—

— See

Missouri, Kansas

& Texas.

—

Illinium Valley Railway (Electric). Bids are wanted by this
company at its office in Lasalle, 111., for grading 19 miles of its
road. The work includes the excavation of 200,000 cu. yds. of earth
and building 1,500 yards of concrete.

Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Tbaotion.
Incorporation has
been asked for by this company, with a capital of $1,000,
in Ohio.
The organizers propose to Like our the Tucker Anthony & Apployard
rights, which were recently bought by a syndicate Of which \V. .1.
Schoepf w:ik the head, The new owners are planning to build a
lino from Dayton southeast to Richmond, [ml., 100 miles all line
Negotiations for buying the Dayton & Western, which operate!
tween these two points, have been abandoned.
>.

'

—

The new work

to be carried out includes a small freight yard in
This is between
Louisville, to include about two miles of track.
Main, Market, 13th and 14th streets. The yard will have six tracks
each for outbound and incoming cars, and will include a house and
team tracks. The contract for building the freight house was let

February to Lortz & Fray, of Louisville.
Louisville, South Pittsburg & Birmingham. Incorporation has
been granted this company in Tennessee, with a capital of $100,000,
to build a railroad from Louisville to Birmingham. The incorporators are C. H. Glatzan and E. Ripley, of Pittsburg; J. W. Davis, of
Falconer, N. Y., and J. A. Shillito, of Crossville, Tenn., and others.
Minneapolis & St. Louis. Grading has been started on two important extensions of this road in South Dakota. The first is on the
new line northwest from Watertown, S. Dak., through Bradley, Aberdeen, and Leola, into MePherson County, 150 miles. The other line
will branch off from the Leola line at Conde, following in a westerly direction, toward the Missouri river, for 100 miles.
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie. This company has
started work on a line from Detroit, Minn., west to Fargo, N. Dak.,
about 50 miles, paralleling the Northern Pacific.
Missouri, Kansas & Texas. The Hidalgo & Northern is making
surveys, and as soon as they are completed will let contracts for
building the first section of the proposed line, from the mouth of
the Rio Grande to Hidalgo, 60 miles. The M., K. & T. is supposed
to be back of this project.
Nevada & Califobnia. See Southern Pacific.
New York, Chicago & St. Louis. This company, it is said, is
planning to double track its road between Stony Island and Osborne,
111., 22 miles, and to build a 20-mile extension near Chicago.
Oregon Railroad & Navigation. A contract is said to have been
let by this company to Erickson & Peterson for building 47 miles
of its proposed line from Elgin down the Grand Ronde river to the
junction of the Wallowa river, and thence up that river to Joseph
in the center of the Wallowa valley, about 63 miles.
The first 16
miles is being built by contractor McCabe.
Pennsylvania Lines West. The directors have authorized the
building of 43 miles of second track on the Pittsburg, Cincinnati,
Chicago & St. Louis between Lcgansport, Ind., and Chicago, which
Work has
will complete the double track between these points.
been begun. On the section between Columbus and Logansporl there
is double track for about two-thirds of the distance.
in

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Philadelphia, Camden & Inter-City Link. This company promake a tunnel under the Delaware river from the foot of
Walnut street, Philadelphia, to Delaware avenue in Camden, N. J.
Soundings already made show that no rock excavation will be
required. The Camden Terminal is to be near the present Pennsylvania station. The promoters say that contracts for the work are
to be let soon.
Pittsburg, Westmoreland & Somerset, See Western Maryland
poses to

Et0< 5

be delivered at Port Rupert, B. C.

Hidalgo & Northern.
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USD

[SI

TERMINAL.

1

— See

St.

Louis & San Francisco.

a chartei has been granted to the
St. Louis & San Francisco,
Rock [sland-Frlsco Terminal Railroad Co., of St Louis, with a capl
\
David
The Incorporators are
Louis & San Francisco; C. a. Gray, 11. B. Hand.
I<\
I'aikei and l.ene
I,.
Kramer
The Company was
to build a railroad from the western boundar; of St Louis, Mo.,
the Wabash
Railroad, thence east and
al
the Intersection oi
south to b point on the southern citj limit between Broad
ami the track:: of the St Louis, Iron Mountain
Southern,
The
bis from the Merchants'
companj also Intendi to secure ti
bridge across the Mississippi
id to build terminal tracks In
SI. Clair County, 111
also to build to a point ,111 the east bank of
Tile road is
Carondelet, :!n miles.
the Mississippi river near Da
intended to provide terminal facilities for the Rock Island system

lai

den(

of

of

$6,000,

the

.1

St.

1

«*.

,

I
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in St. Louis; and it will connect with thi
Illinois & St.
q,
Louis Railway.
Sot in & West) rh
0:
om u.-u Ion, N. C., to Spartans
burg, this compan;
al work.
At one point there will
be 17 tunnels within a distance of in mi
s
being made by this company from
Seneca, 8. C. to Hosman to locate a ut-off between Asheville, \. C,
i

.

i

and Atlanta, Ga.
compan; bai recently bought the projected Ohio River
& Gulf and the Kentuckj & Tennessee. The latter had already
miles of road in a southwesterly direction trom Stearns in
Whit
aty, Kentucky.
The new owners are planning to extend
,lli:
ramestown, which is to be the northern terminus of
,ll(
Ohio River & Gulf, giving the Southern a direct line between
its Tennessee Central division, at Johnson's,
Tenn.. and Its Queen &
Cresceni route at Stearns, Ky. The new line will be about 60 miles
long, and in addition to affording a new and shorter route
between
Cincinnati and Nashville, will reach a rich coal section.
Grading
has been commenced on the Ohio River & Gulf end of the line,
and
work is also under way on the Kentucky & Tennessee division. The
section to be traversed is largely level, and construction will not
be expensive.
buili
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The New York Stock Exchange has

listed an add!
per cent, refunding bonds of 1949, making
the total amount listed $22,408,000.
Of the entire amount,
$3,500,000 were issued for the rebuilding of the Bay Ridge
division m Brooklyn; $4,500,000 for elimination of grade cross
ings and similar improvements; $9,020,000 for shop
improve" ,s second ami third tracks, additional equipment,
electrifica-

tional

$4,517,000 4

-

and terminal Improvements,
Minneapolis, St. Paxil & Sai
Stb. Marie.— The New York Stocl
lOxchaiiL'e lms listed $i;.o.-,o,oimi first consolidated mortgage
4 per
cent, bonds,
of this amount nearly all ($5,860,
to pay
for the construction of most of the Thief River Falls extension,
completed late last year.
tion of lines

j.-i

I

'

Southern Pacific— According to Southern
work will be commenced at once on a branch

Pacific engineers,
of the Nevada &
California from Hazen, Nev.. to Fallon, through the agricultural
lands of the Carson Sink, where the Government irrigation works
are making much land valuable for farming. The rails are on
hand
at Hazen.

A supply of rails has been stored at Drain, Ore., for the construction of the first 30-mile section of the Drain-Coos Bay
branch,
and contracts will soon be let for the grading. Surveys liave been
completed along the entire route, and for the whole distance from
Drain to the coast the ruling grades will be less than 1 per cent.
The road will follow the Umpqua river valley.

Tampa & Jacksonville.— See Gainesville & Gulf.
Temiskaming & Northern Ontario. Bids are wanted by

—

H. W.
Toronto, April 24, for all the work, except tne ballasting
and track laying, on an extension of this road from North Bay
Junction to Nipissing Junction, about three miles.
Also for an
extension from North Bay Junction to Regina street in the town
of
North Bay. Plans may also be seen at the office of the Chief Engineer at North Bay, Ont.
l'ierson,

Toronto & York.— This company is seeking permission to extend
Whitby and BowmanviUe, Ont.
Western Maryland.— The Pittsburg, Westmoreland & Somerset
it is said, will be built from Zufali to Somerset,
and then taken over
by the Western Maryland. This new road will give the Gould interests a connection to the Pennsylvania coal fields.
its

railroad to Stouffville,

National

Co., of New York, have bought
prior lien bonds of 192C. This amount completes
,000 covered by the mortgage.
The proceeds are to

Mexico.— Speyer &

oi

$::,ooii.iioo
''"'

ir,

$23,

pay for the Hidalgo & Northeastern.
New Vouk. New Haven & Hartford. This company has issued an
additional $6,750,000 capital stock, making the total amount
outstanding $96,036,300. The new stock is to pay for improvements and for subsidiary roads recently acquired.
The company has sold to J. P. Morgan & Co., New York,
$15,000,000 4 per cent, non-convertible debentures of 195G. The
proceeds will be used for electrification between Woodlawn, N. Y.,
and Stamford, Conn., and for improvements on the subsidiary
roads recently acquired.
Mackay & Co. and Lee Higginson &
Co.. New York, have bought an additional $1,500,000 4 per cent,
bonds.

Pacific Coast Company.—This stock has advanced noticeably during the last week and a half, and it seems probable that some
of the large systems are trying to get control.
The company's
terminal property in Seattle would be valuable to any railroad which wished terminal facilities in the city. Therefore
it is likely that if the company changes hands it will
go to
either the Union Pacific or the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
each of which is to build a line into Seattle. Harriman and
Hill interests are both at present represented in the directorate.

—

Rock Island Company. It has been officially announced that the
Rock Island Company has acquired a half interest in the Trinity
& Brazos Valley, a 77-mile line in Texas running from Cleburne
south to Mexia. This road is owned by the Colorado & Southern and is building for the Colorado & Southern its gulf extension from Fort Worth to Houston and Galveston. The Trinity & Brazos Valley has trackage rights over the Gulf, Colorado
& Santa Fe from Fort Worth to its northern terminus and
from Houston to Galveston.
line

for

When completed, it will furnish a
both the Rock Island and the Frisco systems to the

gulf.

Through

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.— This company has taken over
the
Denver, Enid & Gulf, and will operate it as part of its PanHandle division. The D., E. & G. runs from Guthrie, Okla.,
northwest to Kiowa, Kan., 119 miles, and control of it was acquired by the Atchison several months ago.
(Jan. 19, p. 22.)
This company has also taksn over the Texas & Gulf, which
runs from Longview, Tex., to Timpson, 5S miles, and, it is said,
will at once build an extension from Timpson 17
miles, south
to Center, the northern terminus of the Beaumont division
of
the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.

Bald Eagle Valley.— A stock dividend of

9 per cent, has been dethe holders of the $1,535,000 capital
stock. The Bald Eagle Valley is leased to the Pennsylvania,
and
this dividend is in addition to the regular annual
dividend of 10
per cent.

clared payable on

May

1 to

Baltimore & Ohio.— The Board of Directors on April 13 authorized
an issue of an additional $27,750,000 common stock, the present
amount outstanding being $124,558,000. The new stock is to be
offered at par to preferred and common stockholders to
the
extent of 15 per cent, of their holdings on April
rights worth about $1.50 per share.

27,

nraking the

Canadian Northern.

It
is reported that this company has bought
Central Ontario, which runs from Picton, Ont., to Bancroft
11G miles.
The Central Ontario has been in the hands of a
receiver, and there has been litigation as to whether the
road
could be sold absolutely under the mort

Cl

Terminal Transfer.—J. X. Faithorn, President, has been
appointed receiver. The holders of the $10,500,000 first mortgage 4 per cent, ho,, is of 1947 recently brought suit against the
company on the .mound that the semi-annual interest had been
defaulted three times in succession.
,

Enid & Gulf.— See Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Kentucky & Tennessee. See Southern.
i:

—

Rock

Island,

Arkansas & Louisiana line,
Rock to within 25 miles

Little

of Alexandria, La., the Rock Island proposes to build to a connection at or near Eunice or Opelousas, La., with the projected
line of the Colorado Southern, New Orleans & Pacific, thus giv-

ing a

New

Orleans connection.
Louis & San Francisco has bought the projected
Colorado Southern, New Orleans & Pacific, which is now building a line, including trackage rights, from New Orleans to
Houston. To finance the purchase and important needs of the
Colorado Southern, New Orleans & Pacific, the St. Louis & San
Francisco has sold $7,500,000 five-year, 5 per cent, notes, secured by a deposit of $8,500,000 first mortgage bonds of the Colorado, Southern, New Orleans & Pacific.

The

St.

—

Southern. This company has acquired the Kentucky & Tennessee,
which has $100,000 capital stock authorized and $850,000 bonds.
It is in operation from Stearns, Ky., to Yamacraw, 15 miles.
See Southern under Railroad Construction.
Texas & Gulf. See Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
Toledo Railway & Terminal Co. The protective committee representing the holders of the bonds on which interest has been
defaulted consists of: A. T. Sullivan, President of the Nassau
Trust Co., Brooklyn; R. E. James, President of the Easton Trust
Co., Easton, Pa.; Daniel McCoy. President of the State Bank of
Michigan. Grand Rapids, and S. C. Eastman, President of the
New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord. A fifth member will
be added later.

—

—

Union Pacific.

— There are now

outstanding $1,S77,000

first lien

con-

vertible 4 per cent, gold bonds

viral Ontario.— See Canadian Northern.

i

its

which now extends south from

Fe.

The option

to

and $194,152,900 common stock.
convert these bonds expires on May 1, 1906.

Wisconsin Central.— A special meeting of the stockholders has been
called for May 8 to vote on the authorization of an issue of
$8,500,000 30-year 4 per cent, first mortgage bonds, to be secured
by a mortgage on the extension now under construction from
Owen, Wis., to Superior and Duluth. Of this amount $7,000,000
will be issued at once, and the remainder will be reserved for
improvement of terminals.

t

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
The Delaware. Lackawanna & Western has bought large tracts
of land at Alden, N. Y., on which to plant trees for timber.
The newspapers say that in consequence of a new law intoxicating liquors are to be no longer sold on the cafe, buffet or dining
cars of the Pennsylvania.
According to the Toledo Blade. Good Friday was this year
recognized on the Pennsylvania Lines, for the first time in their
history, by a suspension of local freight traffic.

The Fall River Line announces that the fare between New
York and Boston is to be restored on the first of May to $4. Since
last fall this fare has been twice reduced, first to $3 and very soon
afterward

to

$2.

of Appeals of the State of New York has sustained
the act of the last Legislature, which took from the Board of Aldermen of New York City the power to grant railroad franchises and
gave it to the Board of Estimate and Apportionment.

The Court

The State Railroad Commissioners of Texas have issued a rule
empowering railroads to add 10 per cent, to the bill for the transportation of any freight which the shipper has under-billed or misdescribed for the purpose of securing an advantage over the carrier.
Lincoln, Assistant Freight Traffic Manager of the Missouri
has been appointed Traffic Commissioner of the St. Louis
Traffic Bureau, and P. W. Coyle is to be Freight Traffic Commissioner
of the St. Louis Business Men's League. Mr. Coyle is assistant General Freight Agent of the Wabash.
J. C.

Pacific,

The Southern Pacific is to separate the freight claims departments from the traffic departments and will appoint freight claim
agents in New Orleans, Houston and San Francisco for the lines
having headquarters in those cities. Heretofore the claims have
been handled by the general freight agents through claim clerks.
The Southeastern Passenger Association, at a meeting held in
Chattanooga recently, voted to restrict the number of summer excursions out of commercial centers on account of the complaints of
manufacturers that their workmen are too free in taking unauthorized vacations.
It was the sense of the meeting that only one such
excursion should be run by each of the roads out of any city.
the case of the Planters' Compress Company against the
Kansas & Texas, the Interstate Commerce Commission, in
an opinion by Chairman Knapp, has decided, in accordance with its
former decision in the case brought by the same complainant
against the C, C, C. & St. L., that the application by the carriers
of uniform rates on cotton in any quantity and their refusal to
concede lower rates based upon car loadings, is not in violation
of the regulating statute.
A dissenting opinion was filed by Commissioner Prouty.
In

.Missouri,

The

Commerce Commission this week continued at
inquiry into the coal and oil traffic on the principal
railroads.
An officer of the Norfolk & Western testified to an arrangement by which, it appears, his road and the Chesapeake &
Ohio had agreed to a division of the coal traffic going to Richmond
and to Norfolk. To Richmond lie Norfolk
Western makes a rate
25 cents higher than that of the C. & O., thus giving most of the
business to the C. & O. to Norfolk the C. & O. rate is 25 cents higher
than that of the N. & W. Asked II this was the result of a definite
agreement, the witness was no1 well Informed,
Interstate

Washington

its

I

ti.

;

also that 100 platform cars will be fitted with a receptacle beneath
the floor for holding stakes. It is proposed to have the receptacle
sealed so as to prevent misuse or loss of the stakes when the cars
are used for commodities not needing stakes.

States Steel Corporation.
the United States Steel Corporation for the
quarter ended March 31 shows net earnings of $36,634,490, an increase of $13,500,0(10 over the earnings of the corresponding period
in 1905, and the largest ever reported for a first quarter. The unfilled orders on hand on April 1 were 7,018,712 tons, an increase of
1,421,152 tons, as compared with April 1, 1905. The surplus for the
quarter, after dividends, was $16,067,000. About two-thirds of this
has been appropriated for additional property, for construction and
for the discharge of capital obligations.
At the annual meeting
plans were presented for the new steel mills of the Indiana Steel
Company, and for the construction of the new model town of Gary,
Ind., where the new plant is to be built.
Over 5,000 acres of land
have been acquired on the shore of Lake Michigan, and a square
mile of this land is to be used for the steel mills alone. There will
be 16 blast furnaces, 84 open hearth furnaces and 34 rolling mills.
be about
It is expected that the annual output of rails will
900,000 tons a year. The foundries will produce about 3,000,000 tons
of pig iron, and from 2,500,000 tons to 2,700,000 tons of steel annually.
The company's fleet on the Great Lakes will be increased
to carry the additional freight and the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern, the Pennsylvania, the Wabash, and the Baltimore & Ohio,
will all run tracks to the mills.
The works will employ 15,000
men, and the new city should, within four years, have a population
The estimated cost of the plant is $75,000,000, and it is
of 100,000.
expected that it will be in operation in three or four years. Work
has already begun.

United

The

report

of

A $60,000
At Chicago April

Fine.

aggregating $60,000 were imposed
on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy by the United States District
Court, Judge S. H. Bethea presiding. The offense was an unauthorized reduction in the rates on tin plate to Vancouver. B. C.
The counsel for the road admitted the violation of the law, but said
that the low rate was made to promote American industry. A
fine of $40,000 was imposed on the railroad company; $10,000 on
Darius Miller, Traffic Manager, and $10,000 on C. G. Burnham.
Foreign Freight Traffic Manager. The tin plate was shipped by
the United States Steel Products Export Company. The counsel
for the road said:
"Careful investigation of the prices at which
tin plate was being sold in British Columbia and of the freight
rates from British ports by steamers and sailing vessels convinced
us that in order to compete not only would it lie necessary for the
American manufacturer to sell very close to the cost price, but
also for the railroads to make a very considerable reduction in
20,

fines

from mills to British Columbia points. The result of arrangements made by the railroads with the shipper was to promote
American trade with injury to no American interest,
"When il is remembered that the Government itself glvi
rebate of 99 per cent, of the duty paid on imported tin plates
when they are manufactured into cans and exported in order to proleet.
the American manufacturer against his foreign COmpetitOl
rates

the departure trom the tariff in this ease finds full justification in
principle, if not in law."
Judge Bethea in passing sentence said: "Most of the su
tlons in nie i,v counsel lor the defendants applies to the law-making
it
power, and not to the enforcement of the existing laws
may be
true tit.it the law should be different, but
think it the dutj ol
must leek at it in
the court to enforce the law as it stands, and
that light
There is too nun h practice In this countr] of p
obeying what laws they please, and not obeying them all.
it
is not
tor tin
to say thai a fine will be a sufficient deterrent
wa. a provision for Imprisonment In the pi
toothers,
if ih.
I

Railroad Accidents in 1905.
The report of the British Hoard of Trade tor the 12 months
ending December "I last shews 39 passengers, six employees and
one other person killed and 396 passengers, 112 employees and i;;h
other persons Injured in train accidents during the year. The a.c<
dents from other causes, Including casualties to persons passing
over railroads al level crossings, and trespassers, bring the
casualties tor the year up to 1,100 killed and 6,460 Injured, as com
pared with L.073 killed, 6,889 Injured in L904. The number of tatal
injuries to passengers in train accidents In 1904 was six, or le
than one sixth of the number in 1906
British

i

Stakes for Lumber.
Officers of the National Association of Lumber Dealers, which
ha
brought suits against certain railroads in compel them to supply stakes tor ears of lumber, held a conference with officers of the
defendant roads at Pittsburg, Pa., last week, and as a result the

roads are
car slake;

agreement

,.

<

and
will

quip 80 gondola cars with a "telescopic"
prove satisfactory,
Is expected
that an
be reached to use them generally,
n Is probable
it

these

II

1

.

.

.

.

.

i

tentlary,

much more

In

waj

that

might

in

id.
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The defendants will stand committed until lines and costs are p
The line was paid promptly, the defendants going to the office
WES made out
Of United Stales Marshal Allies, where
lines,
ader the law, the courl could
the full amount of the n
-

111

i

i

have assessed a fine of from $1,000
counts in the Indictment

to

$20,000 under each

o

Newark and New York.
New Jersey, which operates
the electric street railroadi ol fersej Citj and ol Bi es and Hud
son Counties, has madi an igreement with the Pennsylvania R
road and the McAdoo in
which It promises to
Interests bj
iti indon
it
o» n plans for a special Jeraej terminal and high speed
H\
menl thi Pennsylvania Railroad
line to Manhattan,
t

he

Public Service Corporation of

i

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
and the "Hudson Companies'
building

high-speed electrii

a

Pennsylvania

-.

and

in,

I

;

Newark.

of

Is)

I

will

join

In

of the
take passenget
Public Service Corporation

will

i

law

real

a

to

McAdoo

thai

minal site on Part Place Newark, and agrees to operate its surto facilitate
face systems both in Essex and Hudson Counties so as
stathe transfer of passengers as conveniently as possible to the
The line is expected to lie finished
tions of the highspeed line.

and

operation in 1908.

in

Manufacturing and Business.
Vice-Presideni of the Westlnghouse Electric
Taylor.
H.
Frank
Company, has resigned.
The T. H. Symington Company has moved its Chicago office to
616-618 Railway Exchange.
The King-Lawson Car Company lias moved its New York office
from 32 Broadway to IT State street.
The Young-Mann-Averill Company, Chicago, has moved from the
Railway Exchange to Orchestra Building, 168 Michigan avenue.

The New York office of B. M. Jones & Co., Inc., has been
moved from 143 Liberty street to Rooms 507 and 508, Washington
Broadway.

Life Building, 141

,

No

IT

the sales department as herel
Mr. West, who has been Chlel
Engineer of the company, retains thai title and position. William
A. Bole, In consequence of his election to the Vice-Presidency of the
Westinghouse Foundry Company, has resigned as Manager of Works

an order by the New York,
heating outfit at Middletown, N.

Y.

H. G. Ganson. formerly in the sales department of the Pullman
Company, has been appointed Manager of the Car Department of

M. H. Treadwell &

Co.,

Lebanon, Pa.

&

Bro., Chicago,

Geo. P. Nichols

Westinghouse Mai bine Company, bul has been made Consult
Henry L, Barton, tormerlj General Superintendent
ing Engineer.
Of the East Pittsburg works of the Machine Company, succeeds Mr.
Bole as Manager of Works.

of the

Iron

and

Steel.

remain $2S per
during 1907.
Contracts for railroad bridges recently placed called for about
The Lehigh & Erie will use 3,500
LO.OOO tons of structural steel.
tons for bridges in western New York, which contract has
given to the American Bridge Co.; the Chicago k North Western
has given contracts to the Pennsylvania steel Co. tor I. .Too tons; the
Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburg tor a similar amount to the Mc
Cllntic-Marshall Construction Co.. and the Chicago, Milwaukee &
The Chicago
St. Paul for 1,400 tons to the Wisconsin Bridge Co.
Bridge & Iron Works also has an order for 900 ions of steel.

The

U. S. Steel Corporal ion's price for rails will

ton

i

Nashville has

contract tor 12,000 tons
and the Erie has given
a contract for 4.000 tons of structural steel for a large viaduct.
The Pennsylvania Steel Co! will furnish .",.200 Ions of fabricati
The
steel for a bridge on the New York & Long Branch Railroad.
Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburg has given an order for L'.oun urns

The

of

Louisville

rails to the

&.

let

Tennessee Coal & Iron

a

Co..

<i

The New York Central has
rails to the Cambria Sieel Co.
ordered 20.000 tons of rails, and is in the market for more. The
Southern Pacific has ordered 25,000 tons, and the Lima & Toledo
Traction Co. 13,000 tons; the Southern has ordered 60.000 tons
from the Tennessee Coal & Iron Co.. for 1907 delivery. The Tennessee Coal & Iron Company's orders aggregate nearly 150.000
tons of rails. The large amount of steel which will be required to
rebuild San Francisco will create a demand which it may be imThe Carnegie Steel Co., and the
possible to meet in this country.
Jones <t Laughlins Co.. it is said, have orders for all that they can
make in the next eight months.
of

Detroit, Mich., has been given
Ontario & Western for a good-sized

The American Blower Company,

makers

drawbridge machinery,
located at 1090 Old Colony Building.
table

XL

I

i

east

te

of the
land them In Manhattan, a1 Church
minutes. These two companies are to
the main Jersej terminal al Harrison, just
The Public Service Corporation has transferred
lei
'"'''' by the Pennsylvania ils

Hi

at

piace
all(
cortlandl
co-operate In
pari,

;

(the
11

Vol.

tractors,

of transfer tables,
will

etc..

after

May

t

1

mube

L. F. Bower, formerly Manager of the electrical works of the
Allis-Chalmers Co., in Cincinnati, has been appointed Comptroller
of the company, with office at
Milwaukee. Mr. Bower was
born in Pennsylvania and graduated from Wesleyan UniverFor the next five
sity in 1S79.
years he was in the Treasurer's

the Jackson & Woodin
Manufacturing Co., at Berwick,
Pa. He then became Principal
of the Preparatory Department
of Dickinson College at Car-

OBITUARY NOTICES.
W. M. S. Dunn, who died recently at his home in Nelson County.
Virginia, was. up to 1889, General Superintendent and Engineer of
During the Civil War he was in the Engithe Chesapeake & Ohio.
neering Corps of the Confederate Army, and was later for several
years Engineer and Superintendent of part of the Richmond & Danville,

now

the Southern.

office of

Collins, one of the oldest bridge builders in the
country, died at Dover, N. H., on March 24. at the age of 85. In
1839 he, in partnership with the late Thomas H. dishing, built
some raihoad bridges for the state of Illinois. Between 1840 and
1S55 the firm built many bridges on different railroads in New
England, including the Boston & Maine, Vermont Central, and the
Fitc.hburg.
Mr. Collins continued this work until Mr. Cushing's
death in 1868. He also practiced as a civil engineer and surveyor,
making both railroad and land surveys, and was an authority on
Howe truss bridge construction.

Benjamin

Pa., but after three years
started a company there to
make chains. He soon sold out
his interest in this to the Stanlisle.

dard Chain Co., and was then
mole superintendent of the ear
department of the Allison Manturing Co., of Philadelphia.
In 1X90 he was appointed manager and treasurer of the Carila

Manufacturing Co., maker
and other railroad
L '• "<>"••'•
equipment. From 1896 to 1901
Mr. Bower was Secretary and Treasurer of the Dickson ManufacHe remained manturing Co. (locomotive works), of Scranton, Pa,
ager of the machinery department of this plant when it was absorbed by the Allis-Chalmers Co.. in 1901.
In 1904 he went to Cincinnati as Secretary and Treasurer of the electrical department, and
was appointed Manager in 1905. While at Scranton Mr. Bower was
lisle

of

ears

-

admitted

to

the bar of

Lackawanna county.

C. M. Bennett. Inspector of Maintenance of Way on the Southwest System of the Pennsylvania Lines West, died recently at
Urbana, Ohio. Mr. Bennett began railroad work in the Engineering
Depaitment of the Pennsylvania, and after a few years was appointed Engiueer of Maintenance of Way of the Pittsburg division
He was later
of the Pittsburg, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis.
made Superintendent of the Indianapolis division, and in 1890 was
promoted to be Superintendent of the Southwest System at LogansThree years later he was Superintendent of the Cincinport. Ind.
He
nati & Muskingum Valley, a subsidiary of the P.. C, C. & St. L.
resigned from this office at the end of 1904 on account of ill health
and was then appointed to the position which he held at the time

of his death.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

The Dayton Pneumatic Tool Company, Dayton, Ohio, has opened
branch
with
.1

offices al

Tot and 708 Lincoln Trust

A. I'reseotl,

Southwestern Manage!

Building, St. Louis. Mo.,
in charge.

C Frank Schwep, who has been at the head of the purchasing
department of the Ingersoll-Sergeanl Drill Co. for the past 13 years,
appointed General Purchasing Agent of the Ingersojl-Rand
Company, with Office at 11 Broadway, New York
,

YV. M.
Wilson has been appointed Western representative ai
T. R.
Chicago of the Flannery Bolt Company of Pittsburg, Pa.
Davis has been appointed mechanical expert and raveling repre
1

sentati

For dates

H.

Of

Snlffin

Third

and regular meetings ot railroad conventions om<J
engineering societies, see advertising page 24.)

of conventions

Franklin Institute.
At a meeting of the sections April 26. a paper on High Pressure Steam Tests ot a Locomotive Injector, by Strickland L. Kneass.
was presented

The Railway Signal Association.
The next meeting of this Association will be held

at

the

Grand

York. Tuesday, May 8. at 10.30 a.m. The new
constitution, which was presented at the March meeting in Chicago
and corrected, will be brought up for final adoption. Papers will
"The Upward
be presented by L. R. Clausen if.. M. & St. P. I. on

Union Hotel.

and Arthur Wosl have been elected to the new
and Fourth Vice Presidents, respectively, of the
Westinghouse Machine Company. Mr. Sniffin will be in charge of
E.

Offices

I

New

.

Al'HH.
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Burnett,

C.

who was

recently appointed General

on "Electric Locking at Electric Interlocking Plants"; by H. W.
Lewis (L. V.), on "Substitution of Track Circuits for Detector Bars,"
and by J. M. Waldron
Interborough Rapid Transit), on "AlternaMng Current Track Circuits in the New York Subway."

railroad service in 1883
as a clerk in a freight
office of the Denver &
Rio Grande. In 188/
he went to the Colorado
Midland as Agent at
Leadville. Colo., and in
1891 was made General

(

and Steel Institute.

Iron

The annual meeting

of this institute will be held at the Insti-

tute of Civil- Engineers. Great George street, Westminster, London.
10 and 11.
At this meeting the Bessemer gold medal for 1900
will be presented to Ploris Osmond, of Paris, and the awards of

May

Andrew Carnegie gold medal and Research Scholarship
announced. The papers to be presented include:

the

Agent

for 1900

Silicon,
t
Phosphorus, Manganese and Aluminium on
by E. Aib.ins.m
West Hurtle]
Ii
"The Influence of Manganese on Iron," by Prof. .1. O. Arnold (Sheffield).
"The Relation between Type of Fracture and Mlcrostruc,ture of Steel

by

Pieces,"

Test

1

1'.

s. M. (London),
the Mold," by A. .1. Capron,

Bannister. Ass..e. R,

O.

"Compression of Steel Ingots
M.

in

M.

•The Manufacture
Kyermann Wisconsin ).

of

Rolled

Suliil

steel

Car Wheels

Tires."

anil

by

V.

Valley

i

"Brittleness in Thin Steel Sheets," by

don

1-;.

V.

Law, Assoc. R.

S.

M.

1

Lou

Thomas Turner.

fast Iron." by Prof.

"The Influence

Copper

of

in

M.

Steel.''

Se..

by F.

Assoc.
II.

S.

II.

M.

i

i»r

C. Burnett.

(Cambridge. I", s. A. 1.
of Wire." by .1. Dixon
B run ton Musselburgh).
"Quarternarv Steels." by I. Uuillet. D. Sc. (Paris).
"Influence of Carbon on fast Iron." by \V. 11. Hatfield (Sheflleld).
'- Li. Roberts
"The Preparation of fail ion free Farromanganese," by
and K. A. Wright. Assoc. It. S. M. London).
"Deformation and Fracture in Iron and Steel." by Wallet Rosenhain,
Se.

"Heat Treatment

Division

Assistant
General
Freight Agent, which
position he held until
J. S. Wood has been appointed Assistant
his recent promotion.
General Freight Agent at New York, succeeding Mr. Burnett,

1

YVigham (Wakefield).

The following reports on work carried out during the past year
by holders of Carnegie Research Scholarships will be submitted:
"Hardness of the Constituents of Iron and steel.'' by Henry C. Boynton,
Ii.

as

Agent at Buffalo, where he remained
for six years.
He then
went to New York as

tie

hiiiningliain

City.

Freight

1.

"Chainmaking Machinery." by 13. Lelong (Coulllet, Belgium).
"The Use df Oxygen in Removing Blast Furnace Obstructions," by C.
Schwarz (Liege).
'•Volume and Temperature Changes Occurring During the Cooling

Lake

In 1898
South Jersey.
he went to the Lehigh

In-;.

(Sheffield).

E.

at Salt

years later he was
appointed to the same
position on the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe.
and in 1896 went to the

Two

will be

"The Influen
Chill in fast Iron,"

began

Agent,

Freight

May

effective

1

1.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Officers.

I-:.

1

B.

A..

B. C.

E.

1

Birmingham

1.

Arrangements have been made to hold a joint meeting of members of the American Institute of Mining Engineers and of the
Iron and Steel Institute in London, commencing July 23, 1900.
The London Reception Committee will provide entertainments and
excursions.
Meetings will be held for the reading and discussion
of papers on the mornings of July 24. 25 and 26, and visits will be

made in the afternoons. A reception will be given by the Lord
Mayor at. the Mansion House on the evening of July 24. On the
evening of July 25 there will be an entertainment at the EarlesCourt Exhibition, and on the following evening at the Crystal Palace.
On July 27 the annual dinner of the institute, to which the American visitors are invited, will be held at the Guildhall, and on the
following day a visit will be made to the glass furnaces of Butlin
& Co.. at Wellingborough. After the London meeting the American
visitors will go to York. Middlesborough. New-Castle-on-Tyne. Glasgow, and Edinburgh. An alternative excursion for the American
visitors has also been arranged; to the summer meeting of the
Bennett H. Brough,
Institute of Mechanical Engineers at Cardiff.
28 Victoria street, London, S. W., is Secretary.

— W.

Nixon. Second Vioe-l'resideiil ami General
Manager of the Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe. litis been elected also
M
ling G. M. I). Grigsby.
President of the T. & G., succ
Keefe, assistant to Mr. Nixon, has been elected Vice-President
and General Manager, succeeding, as Vice-President, W. B,
n elected Secretarj ami Treasurer,
Ward. G. A. Rogeis lias
succeeding F. T. Rembert.
Gulf.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
77n' Alabama Great Southern,
ber of ii"w locomotives.

Steel

Co.,

is

it

reported, has ordered

Philadelphia,

Pa.,

two
Locomotive

has ordered

Baldwin

switching locomotives from the

num-

a

Works.

nnsylvania.—J. S. Donaldson, Assistanl Auditor of Miscellaneous
Receipts and Accounts, has been appointed Auditor of Miscellaneous Receipts and Accounts. 1'. 10. Sballenberger succeeds
Mr. Donaldson.
.1

—

W. H. Bush. Assistant Engineei at Pittsburg, Kan., has resigned to become Chief Engineer of Construe
tion of the Louisiana Central, with office at New Iberia. La.

Kansas City Southern.

saddle tank

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Texas

—

G. H. Burgess. Assistant Engineer, has been appointed Engineer of Terminal Improvements, with office at New York.

Eric.

The Maryland

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

/'.

—

Atchison, Topeka d Santa Fe. W. F. Buck, recently appointed Mechanical Superintendent of the Eastern Grand division, entered
In
railroad service as a machinist on the Nortnern Pacific.
1893 he was made shop foreman on that road, and two years
In 1899 he
later general foreman of shops at Missoula. Mont.
was transferred, with the same title, to Helena, Mont., and three
years later was made Master Mechanic of the Rocky Mountain
division.
In 1904 he went to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe as Master Mechanic at Needles, Cat. where he has been until
his recent promotion.

C.

The National
six-wheel

Mexico has ordered

of

switching

locomotives

front

12

consolidation ami three

Baldwin

the

Locomotive

Worki

The National Lines of Mexico have ordered one Pacific balanced
compound passenger locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive
Work lor purposes of trial
.

.1

I

The Lima Locomotive d Machine Co. reports the following ordi n
during the last week for Shay locomotives: Lee Lumber Co., Louisiana, one 1. urn locomotive; E, K. Spotswood Lumber Co Lexington,
on- mton locomotive, and the Hell Logging Co., of IV.mwatei
K.v
.

.

\\

Operating
Missouri
been
tii

Inspector ol Transportation, has
E. Byrnes,
transportation, with nib,.
Superintendent <>i
Louis. Mci.. sum
ling w. C. Watroua, resigned

appointed

st.

Oregon Railroad
Starbuck,
perlntendenl
.t

T.

Pacific.

.1

oni'

h

1.

ion

!o.

ontol

i\

e

Navigation.
L. P. Pennington, Chief Despatcher
has been appointed Acting Assistanl Su

"i"" loco
Mexican International has ordered
motives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works and five Paclfli paa
Benger locomotives, one of which will be a balanced compound
locomo
'this balanced compound
the American Locomotive Co.
tive has in en ordered for experimental purpo

The

1

Wash,
at

that

place,

succeeding

D.

B,

Smith,

resig

1

York, Chicago i St. Louis has ordered I0«impli
sin locomotive ami live simple 10-wheel (4-6-0)
>'"
tives from the Brooks Works of the American .Locomotive
for October delivery.
The consolidation locomotives will weigh
167,100 His., wiih 138,600 lbs on the drivers; cylinders, 19 In. \
extended
radial
Btayed
a
l's
in
diameter of drlvei
a
working steam pre
with
wagon top boiler

The Neu

BOlldatlon
Traffic Officers.

Chicago, Milwaukee
oral

:',?

Officers.

.1

St.

Passenger Agent,

''«»'
lias

<i

S.

Marsh,

i'irsi

Assistanl

Qen

resigned,

12

:

;

B. t. EBckles, chief rate clerk
Nashville, Chattanooga .i St. Louis,
been appointed to the
Hi'
Hi.at, aai
Freight Traffli Depart
ni'v position of Assistant General Freight Agent,
('.
1..
Taylor, Auditor ami General Freight and Pa
Texas
Oulf.
Benger Agent, has been appointed Traffli Managei
•!

lbs.;

In

healing

diameter

grate
ipai

area,
II

v

11

BUI

ami
16.26
I. .11

la.

9

ft

su
:
1

1,41'

1

1

1

ft

.

,

q
in

lank

10 »ll. el

Worth inlies. 2 In.
806
long; firebox
90 In, \ 7i
ami coal
capacity, 5.600 gallons

In

i

1

in

10

lbs

,
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with 105,600
of

lbs.

62

drivers,

on the driven
radial

in.;

a working steam

180

L3

k

diameter

24 in.;

top in.ii.-i'. with
ating surface, 1,783 sq. ft.;
in. long; Otis steel fire-

hi

It)

and

i

In.

wagon

nded

pri

tubes, 2 in. in diami

I'll

cylinders, 19

s1

%

ft.

wide; grate area, 28.54 sq. ft.; tan.li
The special
capacity,
gallons, and coal capacity, 14 tons.
Westinghouse air-brakes, Sansom
equipment Eoi both includes;
bell ringer for 10-wheel locomotives, Keasbey & Mattison boiler lagging, Sterlingworth brake-beams, Corning brake-shoes and Climax
couplers for 10-wheel locomotives. Tower couplers for consolidation locomotives, Star headlights, Monitor injector, Magnus journal
bearings, I'. S. piston and valve rod packings, Kunkle safety valve
for consolidation locomotives. Star safety valve and steam gages
for 10-wheel locomotives. Leach sanding devices, Nathan sight-feed
lubricators, Railway Steel-Spring Co.'s springs. Crosby steam gages
for consolidation locomotives, and Midvale driving wheel tires.

102%

box,

in.

long

In

CAR BUILDING.
The Central nf Xcie Jersey
Elizabethport shops.
The Alabama

(/real

building a business car in

is

Southern,

reported, has ordered 2,000

is

it

its

freight cars.

The Western Maryland,
steel

hopper coal

is

it

reported,

is

asking prices on 500

cars.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has ordered 10 chair cars and
baggage cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.
The Duluth d Northeastern has ordered 50 flat cars
&• Foundry Co.

of SO.OuO

lbs.

capacity from the American Car

The Alabama rf Vicksourg has ordered 150 box cars
capacity from the American Car & Foundry Co.

of 60,000

lbs.

The Nashville, Chattanooga d St. Louis has ordered 500 wood
underframe box cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.

The Minneapolis
tion mail

from the American Car

capai ity

it St. Louis has ordered three 00-ft. combinaand baggage cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.

All cars will be 36

The White Pass d Yukon Route,

is

reported,

will

shortly

The National of Mexico denies having ordered 300 additional
box cars from the American Car & Foundry Co., as reported in our
issue of April 20.

The Vicksourg, Shreveport d Pacific has ordered 150 box cars
and 50 hopper coal cars, all of 00,000 lbs. capacity, from the American Car & Foundry Co.
Chicago, has ordered 30 tank

cars of 10,000 gallons capacity from the
Co., to weigh 100,000 lbs.

The Jeanerette Lumber
dered eight logging cars of

<i

Shingle

5.0,000 lbs.

,

r

de-

trucks.

Electric Co., Houston. T.-x.. has ordered 2U Brill
semi-convertible grooveless post cars from the American Car Co.,
tor .lime 15 delivery.
These cars will weigh about 34,000 lbs., and
measure 38 ft. long, over all.
The special equipment includes:
Brill axles, bolsters, brake-beams, brake-shoes, brasses, couplers,
door fastenings, doors, draft rigging, dust guards, journal boxes,
platforms, springs, trucks, vestibules and wheels. National Electric
Co.'s air-brakes. Curtain Supply Co.'s curtain fixtures. Pantasote
curtain material, Sherwin-Williams paint. Monitor roofs and Hey-

wood

seats.

The Dominion Atlantic has ordered 25 flat cars of 60,000 lbs.
capacity and one conductor's van from Rhodes. Curry & Co., for
June delivery. The flat cars will be 35 ft. long and 9 ft. 3 in. wide,
over all, and 2 ft. 10% in. high from top of rail to center of drawbar.
The van will be 36 ft. long, 8 ft. 10 in. wide, over all, and
The special equipment for both
14 ft. 9 in. high to top of monitor.
in. hides:
Simplex brake-beams. Christie brake-shoes for flat cars,
Westinghouse brakes, Tower couplers. Miner draft rigging for flat
.ars, Ryan dust guards, Adams & Westlake light for van and Dia-

mond

trucks for

cars.

fiat

Louis d Sun Francisco has ordered 2.000 box cars of
80,000 lbs. capacity, 500 coal cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity, and 500
freight cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity, and 250 flat cars of 80,000 lbs.
capacity.
The box and furniture cars will be 40 ft. long, the stock
cars will be 36 ft. long, and the flat cars will be 43 ft. long. All of
the above will have steel underframes with the exception of the
furniture cars, which will have steel center sills, and in addition
Orders have
to this the box cars will have a steel upper frame.
also been placed with the American Car & Foundry Co. for 50
cabooses, and an order has been placed with the Pullman Co. for
10 chair cars and six combination mail and passenger cars.
st.

BRIDGE BUILDING.

—

Akkansas. Both Houses of Congress have passed the bill
authorizing the Tyronza Central Railroad to build a drawbridge
(April 13, p. 113.)
across Little river in this state.

—

Atlanta. 6a. The Southern has filed a bond with the city auwhich insures the immediate building of the Nelson street
bridge. The plans call for the building of a structure from Madison
avenue to the western end of the present bridge. The contract for
the work has been let to W. W. Griffin, and will be completed in
about nine months.

—

Beiaefotjche, S. Dak. Bids are wanted May 15 at the office of
the United States Reclamation Service for building five steel highway bridges. R. F. Walter is Engineer in charge.

— A new steel bridge will be erected here.
— Bids are wanted May 22 by Judge W. T. Marris

Bkidceport, Ont.

Camden, Tenn.
Co.,

to!

thorities,

it

build a branch line, and will need additional equipment, especially
second-hand cars.

The Barrett Manufacturing

Co.,

it.

The Houston

The Chicago d Alton has ordered 700 additional box cars and
and refrigerator cars from the American Car & Foun-

The Toledo, St. Louis d Western has ordered 750 wood underframe box cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity from the American Car &
Foundry Co.

Foundry

No.

ft.

Diamond arch-bar

journal boxes and

2,000 freight

dry Co.

&.-

xl,

long, 8 ft. 6 in. wide and 8 ft. high.
inside measurements.
The special equipment for both Includes:
American Car & Foundry Co.'s bolsters, \Y. stlnghouse brakes, Tower
|>H couplers. Miner draft rigging. Harrison dust guards, McCord
livery.

The

L0

Vol.

American Car & Foundry

for building an iron bridge about 309 ft. long over Big Sandy river
W. D. Cooper is County Clerk.
in Benton and Henry counties.

has or-

Canton, Ga. Bids are wanted May 19 by W. J. Webb. Ordinary,
for building a steel bridge 242 ft. long in the county Cherokee.

Co., Jeanerette, La.,

—

capacity from the Marshall

—

Car Wheel & Foundry Co.

Ci.ABKvn.LE, Tenn. The bill authorizing a bridge across the
Cumberland river at this place has been passed by the U. S. Senate.

The em: mi iti, \.» Orleans & Texas Pacific has ordered 500
box cars. 12 first-class coaches, and six baggage cars from the
American Car & Foundry Co. and is reported as about to order additional freight cars and a large amount of other equipment amounting
in all to about $4,000,000.

(April

The

New

Orleans d Northeastern, as reported in our issue of
April R, has ordered GOO box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity: 200 flat
cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity, and 150 double hopper coal cars from
the

American Car & Foundry Co.

The Southern has ordered twenty-five

combination baggage
and express cars; four 70-ft. combination baggage, mail and express cars; six 65-ft. passenger and baggage cars, and ten 61-ft.
postal cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.
61-ft.

The National of Mexico, as reported in our issue of March 9,
has ordered three first-class vestibule coaches, three second-class
vestibule coaches, there third-class vestibule coaches, and five combination baggage, mail and express cars from the Pullman Co.
Pintsch gas is to be used in all these cars.
8*.

dola cars of

Louis,
SO.niin

Rocky Mountain d
n.s,

rapacity,

Pacific has ordered 100 gonand 100 box cars of 60,000 lbs.

G,

p.

105.)

—A

bill
is before the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce of the House of Representatives authorizing E.
L. Potter and others to build a bridge across the Halifax river in

Florida.

this state.

—

Godebich, Okt. The Huron & Perth county council will build
steel bridges on the boundary between Grey and Elmer townships. Ansley & Donaldson, C. E., are preparing plans.

two

Guam. Forks, X. Dak. — Bids are wanted by H. Anderson. County
May
for building all the steel bridges that may be needed
Grand Forks County for one year.

Auditor.
in

•".,

—

m.ianapolis, Ind. Bids are wanted May 7 by Captain B. F.
Cheathan, Construction Quartermaster at Lawrence, Ind., for building a reinforced concrete arch bridge.
1

—

Kentucky. The House of Representatives has passed the bill
authorizing the Borderland Coal Co. to build a combined railroad,
wagon and foot bridge across the Tug Fork of the Big Sandy river
where it forms the boundary line between this State and West
Virginia.

London, Ont.

— The

Grand Trunk,

in

connection with the work

April
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o£ raising its racks to avoid grade crossings, will build 10 concrete
subways at this place.
I

—

Minnesota. A bill has been introduced in the House of Representatives authorizing the Minnesota, Dakota and Pacific Railway
Co. to build a bridge across the Missouri river.

—

Mississippi. A bill was introduced in the House of Representatives on April 20 authorizing a bridge across the Tallahatchie river
in Tallahatchie County, this State.

—

Montreal, Que. An overhead steel bridge is proposed to be
from Berrie street to the ferry landing at a cost of $15,000.
The Parks and Ferries Committee oppose the building of this strucbuilt

ture.

—

Nashville, Tenn. The V. S. Senate has passed the bill authorizing Davidson County to build two highway bridges across the
Cumberland river at or near this city.

Pennsylvania.— On April 11 the United States Senate passed a
authorizing the Fayette Bridge Co. to build a bridge across the
Monongahela river between the counties of Fayette and Washington
in Pennsylvania.
bill

St.

Catherines, Ont.

—A

number

of

will be

—

Charles, Man. The municipality is planning to build a
suspension bridge over the Assiniboine river at a cost of

St.
steel

permanent bridges

& Toronto Railway.

erected by the Niagara, St. Catharines

$100,000.

—

Sandwich, Ont. Bids are being received for the erection of
a steel riveted truss bridge, 120 ft. clear span, 16 ft. clear roadway,
the bridge to be erected over the river Canard, between the townships of Anderson and Sandwich West, in the county of Essex, six
miles from Amherstburg. John F. Miller, County Clerk of Essex,
this place, may be addressed.

—

South Omaha, Neb. On April 10 a bill was introduced in the
House of Representatives authorizing a bridge across the Missouri
river at or near this place.

Washington, D.

C.

—The

bridge to be built over the eastern

branch of the Potomac river is to be 1,200 ft. long, with a drawer
100 ft. wide in the middle, and is to cost about $900,000.
Other Structures.
Big Spring, Texas. The Texas & Pacific will shortly build new
steel shops and a 40-stall roundhouse, for which plans have been
completed. The company is also planning to build new steel shops
and a 60-stall roundhouse for its Louisiana division at a point
about 90 miles west of New Orleans. On this the work may be

—

started shortly.

—

Eiizabethport, N. J. The Central of New Jersey has given the
general contract to the Miller-Collins Co., of New York, for the
foundations, structural steel, masonry, roofing work, etc., for its new
boiler house and coal bins to be put up at this place.

—

Harahan, La. The Southern Pacific has under consideration
the question of building large terminals at this place, and is also
planning to remove its shops to the New Orleans side of the river
The cost of these improvements will be about
near Harahan.
$3,000,000.

—

Manitowoc, Wis. The Wisconsin Central and the city officials
are planning to let a contract for dredging the river at a cost of
$80,000, preparatory to the building of a large coal dock by the
Wisconsin Central. The proposed dock will be 1,000 ft. Jong and
400 ft. wide, and it will have a storage capacity of 250,000 tons and
a handling capacity of 500,000 tons.

— All

but four of the railroads interested in the
station, to be built at this
place, have agreed to the plans, and the work is to be carried out
under the name of the Memphis Itnilway & Terminal Co., which will
be incorporated for this purpose. II is expected that an agreement
will shortly be reached anil the work started.

Memphis, Tenn.

proposed

new union terminal passenger

Montreal, Que.

— Work

will

soon

be started

on

a

large

Newport. Va.
a coal pier at this

— The

Chesapeake & Ohio,

il

is

said,

will

pul

up

place, at a cost of $:',00,000.

Pobt Arthur, Ont.

— The

Canadian

Pacific

will

put

up

a

large

— The

Southern

is

putting up

a

new

freight

house

hen., to cost $16,000.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Creek a Crow's Ruk. Incorporation has been granted a
company under this name in Pennsylvania, with a capital of $100,000,
lii build
B railroad from Park Quarries in lleaver County to Norlh
liitesn

Pittsburg.

—

This company has applied to Parliament
permission to build a line from its Toronto-Sudbury line to
connect with the National Transcontinental.
Surveys being made for this company for its proposed line to
Hudson's Bay have reached a point near the water shed of the
Churchill river;

Canadian Northern/

for

—

Canadian Pacific. A contract has been given by this company to Hargrave Bros., of Winnipeg, for grading 40 miles of its
Moose Mountain branch from Stoughton. Sask.

—

Central of Louisiana. Incorporation has been granted this
company in Louisiana, with a capital of $1,000,000. to build a railroad from New Orleans west to the state line. C. C Henshaw is
President.

—

Eastern Railway. A bill has been passed by the Nova Scotia
House of Assembly authorizing U. A. Allen and A. A. Allen, of
Montreal, and C. J. Coll, manager of the Acadia Coal Co.. Stellarton,
and associates to build a railroad along the eastern shore of Nova
Scotia from Halifax to Guysboro, about 220 miles; also to build a
branch from Stellarton to Country Harbor. Such a line will provide the Acadia Coal Co., with a tidewater terminal which can be
used throughout the year. The company is incorporated for $2,000,000, and has been granted a loan of $2,000 per mile by the government.

& Gulf.

—This

company, which operates 4S miles
Fairfield north to Sampson City, has
organized the Gainesville & Gulf to build a line from its northern
terminus northeast to Jacksonville, about 50 miles.
Gainesville

of railroad in Florida,

from

—

Gassaway, Elk River & Huttonyhxe. A charter has been
granted a company under the above name in West Virginia to build
a railroad from Gassaway, W. Va., south for a distance of 25 miles
to Webster Springs. The incorporators are: E. B. Carlin and L. H.
Kelley, of Sutton; T. M. Jackson, of Clarksburg; J. M. Hoover, of
Webster Springs, and Elihu Hutton, of Huttonsville. The office of
the company is to be at Clarksburg.

—

Grand Trunk Pacific. A sub-contract has been given to M. C.
Cance of Rainy River, Ont., for building some of the compain 's
main line a few miles east of Saskatoon, Sask.
F. W. Morse, General Manager of this company, is quoted as
saying that bids will soon be asked for building an additional 200
miles of its proposed road between Edmonton, Alb., and the Rocky
Mountains. It is expected to have the road in operation between the
Rocky Mountains and Fort William, Ont., in time to handle part of
the 1907 crops.

—

Great Northern. A. E. Hogeland, St. Paul. Minn., is quoted as
saying that he will start work next month laying track on the
Similkameen line of this company, from Midway. B. O, to a point
near Princeton, about 100 miles.

—

& Washington. Incorporation has been granted a
this name in Georgia to build a railroad 50 miles
long through Hart. Elbert and Wilkes counties. The capital of the
company is $250,0110 and the incorporators are W. O. Jones. W. J.
Hahtwei.i.

company under

Anderson and

others.

—

Hartford & Eastern. This company has prac
secured all the righi of way fur its proposed railroad to 1"'
A
built from Madisonvillo, Ky.. northeast to Hartford, GO miles.
bridge will he built over Green River in Ohio County.
Maiiisii\mi.m:,

tically

—

The stockholders of his companj a'
St. LOUIS.
meeting, have approved the proposition of the directors
to build, under the name of the Minnesota
Dakota & Pacific, an ex
with a
tension from Watertown, S. Dak., to l,e Beau, S. Ilak
branch from Conde to Ecla in the sane- state, approximate!} 240
Minneapolis &

a

t

special

,

miles.

Minnesota, Dakota & Pacific.

— See

Mil

apolll

-\

SI

I

According to reports from Monclova,
Monclova .v Panuca
Mex., work lias been started on this proposed road, which is to
built from Monclova to Panuca, about 50 miles, at an approximate
C08i

of

lor the

new passenger station here.
Vaujosta, Ga.

Sewickley, about 10 miles, forming a connecting link between the
Fort Wayne at Conway and the B. & O. at North Sewickley. The
incorporators are: D. W. McNaugher, E. Godfrey and others at

office

building for the Grand Trunk Pacific here.
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$1.(11111,11110.
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130
rom Lufkii
are being madt
birds of the distam
Engineer.

Surbeen secured for twoitcCarthy, of Lufkin, Tex., is Chief
to

hi

.

North Rn
incorporati
railroad
Willian

waj

tiroveton, 35 miles.

lias

v

company under

this

name

lias

been

nburg, Va., with a capital of $5,000, to build
York, is President, and C. B.
onburg, is Secretary and Treasurer.

Xm

Gillespie, of

—

lectric road
Oregon Roads. Plans are being made i" build
from Portland, Ore., to Mount Hood, 46 miles, and up the slope of
the mountain to the snow line. It is estimated thai in- cost of tinroad and equipment will be over $1,000,000. At the terminus on the
mountain a hotel is to lie built at an additional rest of $3511.000.
t

The names

I

he projectors are not given.

Louis & San Frani

St.
for
It

of

i

lie

be

will

is,,,.

— This

proposed line from the Missouri river lo New Orleans
miles shorter than that of any existing road from

171

1907.

—

Sauna & Northwestern. An officer writes thai the proposed
route of this road is from Salina. Kan., northwest through Saline.
Lincoln. Mitchell. Osborne. Jewell. Smith and Phillips Counties.
and through Franklin. Harlan. Phelps. Gosper. Dorson. Custer and
Logan Counties in Nebraska, approximately 250 miles. Preliminary
surveys, which were started two months ago. have reached Alton,
Kan., and will be continued from that point to Kirwin and PhillipsThe
burg, the line passing through Lincoln, Tipton and Osborne.
work is to be pushed as rapidly as possible. The contracts have not
as yet been let. The maximum grade will be .G per cent, going west.
and .5 per cent, going east, with a maximum curvature of three
degrees.
George H. Whitcomb is President, J. W. Going VicePresident and C. Hamilton Secretary and Treasurer. Topeka, Kan.
April 13. p. 116.)
I

—

Sax Pedbo, Los Axoei.es & Salt Lake. Plans, it is
made by Senator Clark and associates to build a

share of taxes and other fixed charges, and a share ol the cost
building additional tracks wlien (hey are needed.
Tbis ar
rangemenl will not Interfere with the regular train service of
the C
P. s. which is owned by the Pacific Coast Company.
(See Pacific coast Company, April 20. p. 121.1

said, are

—

Hamilton & Dayton. The receiver reports total remonth of Februarj {1,027,230, and total disbursements $1,053,149, leaving a deficit of $25,919. The surpln 00

Cincinnati,

ceipts for the

hand on February 28 was $138,365.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
the yeai ended December 31,

I

i

,

Grand Tm

The proposed

line

will

—

Shexaxoo Valley Traction. New York capitalists, who are
interested in this road, are planning to extend the line from South
Sharon, Pa., to New Castle, about 18 miles. The ties and rails have
been bought and work is to be started shortly.

—

Southeastern Electric. An officer writes that a contract has
been let to E. H. Abodie & Co., of St. Louis, for building this proposed electric road from Chanute, Kan., to Cofleyville. also a line
from Chanute to Galena. The work includes the building of four or
R. C. Rawlings is President and Mr. Stevens Chief
five bridges.
(See Kansas roads. April 13,
Engineer, all of Kansas City.
115.)

—

Strathcona Radial Tramway. Application has been made by
company under this name for incorporation to build a number of

lines

from Strathcona, Alb.

F. C.

Jamieson, Strathcona,

is

Secretary

and Treasurer.

—

Tioga & Clixiox. Incorporation has been granted this company
Pennsylvania, with a capital of $300,000, to build a railroad from
Morris, Tioga County, to a point in Chatman township in Clinton
County. The incorporators are residents of Lockhaven, which place
is on both the Erie and the New York Central; and it is thought
that the new road is to be connected with a line being built by
the same interests further south.
in

—

v

,.",

.i

i

1

This companj has bought

\h.

in

Pembroke, Onl

Trunk took over

the Grand

ready for building an additional railroad in Alaska, to be financed
by Close Bros,, of London, and the W. P. & if, interests. Work will
The proposed route is from the coast to Orca,
shortly
through the Copper River Valley, about To miles: thence into Fairbanks. G. M. Rice has been appointed Chief Engineer in charge of
I

the construction

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

—

ukee & St. Paul. It is reported that this compan:
part of the road of the Columbia &
has leased for 99 > ea
Puget Sound which inns from Maple Valley, Wash., to Seattle.
liles.
nnual rental,
The St. Paul is to pay about $20,
I

.

Pembroke Southern,

to

October.

last

—

Indiana, t'nii \ua s & Eastern Traction.
Tbis company has been
incorporated in Ohio with an authorized capital of $1.1100.000. It
is understood that it will take over the Appleyard lines and other
roads recently acquired by the Schoepf syndicate. These lines
tire as follows: Central Market, 10 miles; Columbus, Buckeye Lake
6 Newark, 3,9 miles; Columbus, Newark & Zanesville, 42 miles;
Columbus. Grove City & Southwestern, 15 miles: Columbus. London & Springfield, 75 miles, and Dayton, Springfield & Urbana,
It is possible that the Crbana, Bellafonte & Northern
57 miles.
and the Columbus & Lake Michigan will also be absorbed. It is
announced that a line will be built from Dayton, Ohio, to Richmond, Inil.. in miles, which will make the total system about 290
miles long and make, by connecting at Richmond. Ind.. with
other Schoepf lines, a through traction line between Zanesville.
Ohio, and Terre Haute. Ind.. 320 miles.

—

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Satjlt Ste. Marie. Gross earnings of this
road for the year ended December 31 were $10,209,593, an increase of $1,426,630. as compared with the figure for the year
ended June 30, 1905; net earnings were $5,201,424. an increase
of $921.1174: and surplus, after charges, $2,870,392, an increase
Y.. N. H. & H.I.— The Massachusetts Railroad Commission has authorized this comi any to sell $.-,110.11110 additional
stock for the purchase of the Nantasket Beach Railroad, and for
The Nantasket Beach has long been
general improvements.
leased to the Old Colony, and last January the O. C. bought the
road for 60 per cent, of the fa:_> value of the outstanding bonds.

Pacific Coast.

— See Chicago,
—

Milwaukee &

St.

Paul.

Pembroke S01 thern. See Grand Trunk.
Pennsylvania & Ohio (Electric). An officer of the Pittsburg &
Lake Erie, which is controlled by the Lake Shore & Michigan

—

Southern, has bought a majority of the $700,000 capital stock of
the Pennsylvania & Ohio. It is said that it is intended to consolidate the P. & O. with the Ashtabula & Lake Shore Electric
and the Woodland Beach Park Co., of both of which L. A. Robinson, the officer referred to above, is President.
Toledo, Canada

Southern & Detroit.

P.. Morgan

— This

& Co. $1,600,000 50-year
bonds, part of an authorized issue of
J.

company has

first -mortgage

sold to

per cent,
The proceeds

$4,500,000.

4

are to retire the $1,500,000 7 per cent, bonds due January 1, 1900.
The bonds are guaranteed by the Michigan Central, which leases
the property from the Canada Southern, which owns all the
This stock will be taken up by the
$1,547,662 capital stock.
Michigan Central in 1913. The T.. C. S. & D. owns 59 miles
of main line between Detroit and Toledo, and these bonds are a
lien on this track, as well as on 94 miles of second track and
sidings.

Toronto Rah w w Electric
White Pass & Yukon. Announcement has been made by X.
increased from $7. hup.
Heaney. the contractor, who built this Alaska road, that plans are
.1.

the

Golden Lake 21 miles, and
has $1u7.siiii capital Stock outstanding. The purchase price was
SIThe P. S. was leased to the Canada Atlantic, which

which runs in

Old Coi.oxy (N.

the southern part of Arizona.
cross the Grand Canyon at Lees Perry.

1905,

for the previous year of $759,298.

of $Mi6.977.

in

Lons.—Gross earnli
Foi
were $22,517,763, tin increase

Si

i-

of $376,653; net earnings, $5,638,417, a decrease of $371,580.
The
surplus available for dividends was $1,870,424, a deer
$."iiis.4
|c
ml'
surplus of $1
In as compared with a surplus

railroad

a

17.

Of

from a point on this road into Arizona, to connect with Senator
Clark's copper mines at Jerome and eventually with the Southern

being

p.

No

a

I

company has completed sur

St. Louis to New Orleans.
The line will be in tine, divisions, tie
The maximum
end of the first division being at Shorepaugh.
grades will he .:i per cent. The end of the second division will be
at Mississippi crossing, and the maximum grades on this division
The end of the third division will be at New
will be .2 per cent.
Orleans, on which the maximum grade will he .1 per cent. There
The line is to be completed in
will be no curves over two degrees.

Pacific

XL.,

<v-

lwai

H

a

i

oi

Vol.

i

i.

— The authorized capital

stock has been

The stock

of tbis comper cent, basis.
pany was recently put on a
Trinity & Brazos Valley. The Texas Railroad Commission has authorized the issue of $526,000 bonds covering 20 miles 0:'
pleted road from Mexia, Tex., south.
Wabash.—The Supreme Court of Ohio has decided that the $600,
7 per cent, equipment bonds of the Toledo & Wabash, issued in
1st;:; and due
L883, are a lien on the main line of the Wabash
from Toledo, Ohio, to the Indiana state line. According to the
Statement of the plaintiff there can be no appeal from this deThe Wabash is. under this decision, liable for nearly
cision.
,111111, this being the amount of the principal with compound
$1,
inlet est sitae iss:', and the 7 per cent, coupons in default since

—

to $s.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
New

NOTES.

At Washington. April 27, the house committee on interstate
and foreign commerce, held hearings on a number of bills which
have been introduced to limit, the working hours of railroad trainmen.

the president of the association succeeds in his present purpose.
In a
proposes to secure a general reduction in freight rates.
prospectus which has been issued, it is declared that the changes in
classification which have been made during the past few years, with
the withdrawal of rebates, has greatly increased the burden of
freight charges on shippers. The railroads, it is alleged, have shown
a grasping disposition, which has grown stronger month by month.

St. Paul has put on a new train each
daily between Chicago and Milwaukee and has quickened the
time of others so that lour trains each day traverse the distance
(85 miles) in 1 hour, 45 minutes.

The newspapers report that the disagreement between the railroads and the International Harvester Company concerning the pay-

Horace E. Winchell, Chief Geologist of the Amalgamated Copper
Company, has resigned, to take charge of a department of geological reasearch which has been started by the Great Northern Rail-

of $200,000 demurrage on freight cars has been settled, and
that the suits begun by the railroad companies against the harvester company have been withdrawn. The reports say that the
settlement was a compromise; but, from the details given, the "compromise" was apparently all in favor of the railroads. The railroads agree to treat the Illinois Northern, the harvester company's
railroad, as a common carrier, so far as concerns cars delivered
to it for industries other than the harvester works; but on cars
for the harvester company itself the payment must be $1 a day, the
regular demurrage rate, which is what the railroads have claimed
from the first. It is said that there are only two other concerns on
the Illinois Northern tracks.

ment

way.

At Clarksburg, W. Va., April 28, the grand jury in the Federal
Court returned five indictments against the Baltimore & Ohio for
alleged discrimination in the distribution of cars to the Philippi.
the Pennsylvania, the Keadowbrook and the Hutchinson Coal companies.

The Supreme Court of Somerset County, Maine, has awarded
damages of $25,208 to a man injured in a collision on the Maine
Central two years ago, the largest sum ever awarded for such an
accident in the state of Maine. The railroad company will, no
Company, which
Hidalgo and Cameron

Irrigation

proposes to irrigate a million acres of land in
counties, in the soutnern part of Texas, is said to be backed by interests connected with the Rock Island road, who hope to promote
the prosperity of that road.

The Independent Order

of Tie-Tampers, long expected, has at
appeared; or at least an agitator representing the "International Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees" is trying to
arouse interest in "organization" among track repair men on the
Southern Railway in Tennessee.
last

The New York Central has extended and made more stringent
the regulations for the physical examination of applicants for employment, with a view, among other things, to the establishment of
a pension system. The payment of pensions to superannuated employees will probably begin the firrt of July.

The Chicago City Railway has increased the pay of its conductors and motormen to a scale which is said to be higher than
that of any other street railway in the United States. Twenty-five
cents an hour will be paid after the first year. Other employees of
the company have received an increase of 5 per cent.

A

press despatch from Chicago says that an attempt is to be
make some profitable use of the "Stickney tract" freight
transfer yards at Chicago, which have been idle for five years.
It
is said that over $5,000,000 has ben expended on this property already, and that Mr. John F. Wallace has now been engaged to studj
the problem.

made

to

According

an enterprising and truthful reporter in Middle
town. N. Y., the Erie Railroad nol only encourages ils employees
to play baseball and to organize teams, but promises to allow them
to play on the company's time ami to provide transportation tor
teams from one town to another along the line. The team which
to

makes

Hie best record Ibis season "will receive a gold cup"; but
Hie reader is left in delightful uncertainty as to who is to put up the
money for the cup.

A press despatch from Bait)
says thai the Baltimore &
'e
Ohio Railroad, following the recent inquiries made by the Intei
state Commerce Commission, has disposed of Its ownership In the
Consolidated Coal Company, and thai the president and tWO ii'
presidents of the road have resigned as directors In the coal c
This coal company controls cighl subordinate eoal nun
pany.
it Is said that
panies.
the B, & 0. owned 53 per cent, of the coal
company stock and that the sum now received Cor this stock Is about
(15,000,000.

The North & South Dispatch Company

the

na

t

m

a

I

which has been formed bj the Nevs Sforli Central
and the Mobile & Ohio. By the use of three New 7orh Central
the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the Indiana Harbor and the
C, C, C. & St. l. a pretty direct line is formed trom Chicago, bj
waj of Cairo, to the southern terminus of the Mobile A 01
and
bj the use oi the New Orleans A Northeastern a Chicago-New
The headquarters of the Dispatch will be at
leans line is formed.
freight

line,

The Debate in the Senate.
a tendency in certain quarters to set an extraordinary
value on the debate now running in the Senate on the Railroad Rate
bill.
It has been said that not during the present generation has
the Senate shown in its discussion of a public question more of the
qualities of statesmanship than its members have exhibited in the
last few weeks.
It would be a pleasure to agree with so flattering
a judgment, but giving the Senate all the credit which is its due
we can hardly admit that its reputation has been enhanced by its
uncertain, hesitating and altogether feeble-forcible treatment of the
rate problem.
The debate has been full of legal pyrotechnics, of
brilliant academic disputation, of demonstrations and counter-demonstrations of undoubted cleverness.
But we doubt whether these legal
and constitutional clashes have helped materially to clear the situation, or have resulted in definite parliamentary progress.
The discussion has turned on technicalities, and has tended to obscure rather
than develop the real points at issue. Extraordinary stress has been
laid by the opponents of the Hepburn bill on its unconstitutionality.
Yet if it is unconstitutional thai vice ought to commend it especialh
to its enemies, who could well afford to help it joyously through
the Senate. The (question of granting or not granting a complete
court review has also been greatly befogged. There is nothing mysterious about the matter.
Congress has only to choose between fortifj
ing the power of the commission by reducing the rigid of review to
its narrowest constitutional limits and weakening the commission's
.—
power by granting the broadest review rights possible.
York Tribune.
There

is

.

i

V

.

Strikes on the Great Lakes.

trom Chicago and other points
Press despatches of May
on the Lakes reported almosl complete paralysis of lake traffic, in
consequence of strikes. The Licensed Pilots' Association is attempt
ing to force recognition Of its union and 15,000 men are said to
b,i\e left their work.
At Cleveland the tug firemen struck, and pas
senger steami is bad difficulty in getting to and from their docks.
\t
Ashtabula the longshoremen struck, and business was so
paralyzed that the railroads laid off manj of their switching crews
l
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The American Shippers' Association, said to be an organization
which was formed sometime since for opposing the uniform bill
of lading that was agreed upon by the railroads, is to be reorganized,

New

Tlie Louisville & Nashville is to haul from Louisville to
Orleans 20,000 carloads of cement for the Panama Canal.
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The

Interstate

The Enterprise Transportation Co.
Commerce Commission has reported

Vol.

six hours each.
This
limiting debate" and "putting
Vork.

days of
on

the

al

leged unlawful discrimination against the Enterprise Transportation
ai
Prouty, in the opinion, says: "]
Commissi
from New Vnri, Citj make join*
tliat railroad lines leading west
with the New England Navigation Company, con
through rati
trolling the Pall River inu- of steamers, which plies between N<«
York and Fall River, .Mass.. and some other New England cities,
and al .1 controlling other important steamer lines operating on
Long Island Sound. Such joint rates apply
in both directions

between western and

No,

1X.

what the Senate means by "strictly
the screws on."
Evening Post, New

Is

A New Water

Company.

XL.,

Scoop.

a

new design oi water scoop has been invented by ii a.
I vatt, Locomotive Engineer of the Great
Northern (England), Tinnovel feature is the cylinder shown in the drawing, into which pari
of the ascending water is deflected by a hood, and puts enough
pressure on the piston to offset

thi

tendency

which the water

in

New

The New England Navigation Company is owned and operated bj the
New York. New Haven & Hartford. The
England

rail

points,

lines centering

in

New York and

ning westerly thereof refuse,

foi

runstated busior any joint

ness reasons, to make the same
rating arrangement with the Enterpri
Transportation Company, a steamship line
Fall River and New York
Pall River line may, by reducing
local traffic, force out of business

plying between

The

City.

rates on
Enterprise
the

Transportation
Company,
while obtaining a lucrative and supporting
business from through traffic, and upon disappearance of such competition, restore Informer charges. The existence of the Enterprise Transportation Company as a competitive factor is of distinct value to the
public, and that existence may depend upon
t

engage in through business. This
investigation was made with the understanding that the Commission is without power to
grant any relief, and no opinion as to whit he
the through routing arrangement should be extended to the Enterprise Company
is. expressed, but the
Commission is of the opinion that if the
public is to have the legitimate benefit of water competition, it is
evident that authority should be provided to establish through
routes between rail and water carriers, or at least to prevent
unjust discrimination by rail carriers between connecting water
its right to

Water Scoop on the Great Northern, England.
the trough has to drag down the scoop when traveling at high 5)
I.
This arrangement also makes it easy to lift the scoop with the operating lever. The balance weight is sufficient to lift the scoop clear
automatically as soon as the trough is passed. This apparatus is
now in operation on the Great Northern.

Manufacturing and Business.
Chase & Co. (Sanford Mills) makers of the Goat brand
of mohair plushes, have moved their office from 129 Washington
to 89 Franklin street, Boston, Mass.
L. C.

lines."

Improvements at Parkersburg.
The Baltimore & Ohio is to make extensive improvements at
Parkersburg, W. Va., to cost about $150,000. The work includes the
enlargement of the freight yard to more than double its present
capacity, and the building of a roundhouse, a machine shop and an
oil house.
Bids will soon be asked for these improvements and the
work started as soon as the contract is let. This improvement is
mainly required by the abandonment of Belpre. Ohio, as a freight
terminal and the making up and handling of all freight trains at
Parkersburg. The bridge over the Ohio river has been so strengthened that train engines can be run over it. Heretofore the bridge
was so light that eastbound trains had to be set off at Belpre and
westbound at Parkersburg and taken over the bridge by small
engines.

Telegraph Lines in Europe.
According to the Moniteur Industrielle the length of the telegraph lines of the world is about twice that of the railroads, so that,
as there are about 540,000 miles of railroad, there are about 1.080,000
miles of telegraph lines.
tries of

The telegraph

lines of the principal coun-

Europe have been developed as follows:
Length of line
in miles.

Kussia

M

lies of

single
wire.

108.44.",

335, 156

Prance
England

92,91

Germany

48,!n;i;

354.170
308,153
477,850

Italy

26,978
21,475
20,687
11 303

7

83,125

Austria
Spain

Hungary
Swoden

5,93]

Portugal

5,293
4,053

Belgium
Holland

t.

Time Limit

—

36,048
69.247
51,155
74,184
18,052
11,670
21,839
Ii;.

1

in

April 3, 1907.
"Thank the Lord!" exclaimed the fourth oldest Senator in point
of servire on Monday, when arrangements were at last made for a
vote on the rate bill.
The country, however great its admiration
for the ability and industry demonstrated in the long debate, will
cordially echo the exclamation. Yet even the agreement to debate
the amendments seriatim under a fifteen-minute rule does not indicate undue precipitancy,
ir the Senators use to the full their privileges under the special rule, we may have to wait several days yet
for the final verdict. Each of the ninety senators can speak fifteen
minutes on each of the ninety pending amendments. That makes
a possible maximum of 121,500 minutes' debate, or 338 legislative

The New York office of the National Paint Works has been
moved from 92 William street to 100 William street.
St. Louis Locomotive & Machine Shop Co., East St.
has just purchased from the Southern Railway 13 loco-

The East
Louis,

111.,

motives of different classes and weights. It is also building a
brick and steel structure to be used as a boiler shop, which will
be equipped with new rolls and machinery. A new 150 h.p. boiler
and a 125 h.p. Corliss engine are also being installed.
Iron and Steel.
The Trans-Continental Railway Commission of Canada
ask for bids for 50,000 tons of rails and 2.500 fastenings.

will soon

The Vandalia has given a contract for 6,800 tons of rails for
1906 delivery.
The Tidewater Railroad is negotiating for 27,000
tons to be delivered next year.

A joint resolution was introduced in both Houses of Congress
on April 23 suspending for one year the duty on structural steel
and other building materials, for use in buildings in San Francisco and other California cities destroyed or damaged by the recent
earthquakes.

The demand for rails in Canada is so great and unusual that
steel works at Sault Ste. Marie cannot fill its orders.
The
company has booked 185,000 tons. One order has been given by
the Hill roads for 50,000 tons. The Canadian Pacific has also a
the

50.000 ton order being

filled.

The Pacific Electric Railway has given a contract for 2,000 tons
of rails additional for 1906 delivery, making its total purchases
14,000 tons.
The Spokane & Inland has ordered 7,000 tons: the
Delaware & Hudson 16.000 tons; the Oklahoma Railway 1,300 additional,

and the Louisville & Indianapolis Traction

Co., 4,500 tons.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
New York on April 25.
He worked in the Engineering

Brigadier General E. W. Serrell died in

He was born

in

London

in

1826.

Department of the Central Railroad of New Jersey and on the Erie,
and then, when only 22 years old, was sent to Panama, where he
surveyed the route of the present Panama Railroad. In 1850 he was
Chief Engineer of the construction of the Niagara suspension bridge,
and later of the Hoosac Tunnel.
He commanded a regiment of
volunteer engineers during the Civil War.

Mai
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Henry C. Rouse, Chairman Of the Board of
& Texas, died at Cleveland on April 30 after an

velopment of what is now the
Chicago Terminal Transfer,
and in 1891 was elected Chairman of the Board of Directors
of the M„ K. & T. The next
year he was elected also President of the Missouri, Kansas
of Texas, which position he held at the time of his
death. From 1892 to 1904 he
was President of the Missouri.
Kansas & Texas, and from
1893 to 1896 acted as receiver
of the Northern Pacific.
Mr.
Rouse has also been President of several other railroads.
In 1903 he inspected
the
Chinese
Eastern
and
the Trans-Siberian; in 1S95

& Texas

H. c. Rouse.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

the Missouri, Kansas
illness of two weeks.

Mr. Rouse was born in 1853.
In 1885 he joined the syndicate which built the Chicago,
Wisconsin & Minneapolis. He
was later interested in the de-
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Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Fe.—Victor Morawetz, Chairman of the
Executive Committee and General Counsel, has resigned as General Counsel.
W. D. Hines. formerly Vice-President and GenMoraeral Counsel of the Louisville & Nashville, succeeds Mr.

Atchison, Topeka a Santa

May

wetz, effective

15.

Operating

Officers.

Chicago, Burlington a Quincy.—A. N. Willsie, who was recently appointed Superintendent of the St. Joseph division at St. Joseph.
Mo., began railroad service in 1SS0, being then 10 years old, as
an errand boy in the office of the Master Mechanic of the C, B.
& Q. at Galesburg. He was made timekeeper next year, and
then worked in various positions in the same office until 1890.
when he took a place as locomotive fireman. He was promoted to be engineman in 1892, and in 189S was made assistant
He was appointed road foreman of
road foreman of engines.
engines of the Galesburg division in 1900, and Master Mechanic at Brookfield, Mo., in December, 1905. On March 1 of
the present year he was made Master Mechanic at Aurora, 111.,
from which position he was recently promoted.

—

Lake Shore & Eastern. M. G. Nowak has been appointed
Superintendent at Bay View, Wis., succeeding E. H. Hosier,
who has resigned to take an office in the Illinois Steel Co.,

Chicago,

he investigated the railroads of India.

which controls the

railroad.

—

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
(For dates of conventions and regular meetings of railroad conventions and
engineering societies, see advertising page 24.)

Missouri Pacific. W. E. Brooks has been appointed Inspector of
Passenger Service, with office at St. Louis. He will investigate
the conditions affecting passenger train schedules, the condition of passenger equipment, and the efficiency of passenger
trainmen and enginemen. He reports to the Assistant General

Manager.
Engineers' Club of Philadelphia.

At the meeting of this club to be held May 5, there will be
a paper on Corrugated Concrete Piles by Frank B. Gilbreth. illus-

—

A. M. Smith, formerly Superintendent of the St. Louis
division of the St. Louis-Louisville Lines, has been appointed
Assistant Superintendent at Columbia, S. C.

Southern.

trated with lantern slides.

Traffic Officers.

Louis Railway Club.
At the annual meeting of this club officers for the ensuing year
were elected as follows: John J. Baulch, President; S. D. Webster,
First Vice-President; Geo. Hannauer, Second Vice-President; B. W.
Frauenthal, Secretary, and Chas. H. Scarritt, Treasurer.
St.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.
The next annual convention of this Association will be held

Burlington

Chicago,

Quincy.

a

— See

Cincinnati

Chicago,

&

Louis-

ville.

—

Cincinnati a Louisville. William Fitzgerald, Jr., heretofore Assistant General Freight Agent of the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy at St. Joseph. Mo., has been appointed General
Freight Agent of the C, C. & L., with office at Cincinnati, Ohio.

Chicago,

succeeding T.

at

Beyland, Acting General Freight Agent.

('.

—

Louis, Mo., beginning May 8. All sessions will be open to those
who are interested in the mechanical department of railroad service.
The programme includes the following list of topics to be discussed:
Reasons Why An Organization of Foremen Should Exist, by D.
E. Barton; Modern Machine Shop Practice, by Lee R. Laizure; The
Duties of the Foremen, by G. W. Keller; Broken Frames, by C. H.
Voges; Pooling Engines. J. C. Wilkinson; Electric Lights, A. S.
Abbott; Motive Power by Electricity, L. H. Raymond; Leaky Flues.
B. E. Greenwood; Qualities of a First-Class Roundhouse and Division
Foreman, G. H. Gates. W. H. Graves is President, anil 10. ('. Cook,
Secretary.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western. G. A. Cullen, General Western
Passenger Agent, has been appointed General Passenger Agent,
succeeding T. \V. Lee, resigned, effective July 1.

American

Denver, Northwestern a Pacific. L. D. Blauvelt has been appointed
Assistanl Chief Engineer of the Colorado-Utah Construction
Co., which is building the D., N. & P.

St.

Society

and

International

Association

for

Testing

Materials.
The ninth annual meeting of the American Society for Testing
Materials will be held at Atlantic City, N. J.. June 21-23. The next
Congress of the International Association tor Testing Materials will
hi'
held at Brussels, Belgium. September
L906.
Members of
8,
Ihi' American Society may
become members of the Inlrrnat imial
Association by being proposed by two members of the Association.
Tin' total membership of the American Society is now 786, Of Whom
240 are members of tin- International Association.
among the
pa iters to be presented at the Brussels meeting are the following
:'.

"Methods

(or

the

Examination

ol

Welding ami Weldablllly,"

by

1

Louis,

Engineering and Rolling Stock

St.

the

Officers.

—

—

Central

Illinois

Wynne, Mechanical Engineer, has resigned.

11.

J.

Wheeling a Lake Erie. —A. C. Hezlep, Engineer of Maintenance ol
Way, has resigned to engage in other business al Cleveland,
Ohio.

Purchasing Agents.

Lake Erie. G. L. Pollock has been appointed Purchasing Agenl of this road and of the Wabash-Pittsburg Ter
eding J. P. Stark, resigned.
minal ana the Wesl Side Belt,

Wheeling

.1

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Central
locomol ims from

1

in,

1

1

at

of

Delaware, Lackawana a Western. D. L. Stewart, Superintendent
lit'
Bridges ami Buildings at Bath, N. Y., has resigned to go Into
other business.

Prof.

Relnhold Krohn, of Danzig,
"Keporl mi the Progress ol Metallography since the Congress al Buda
pest, 1901," by P. Osmond and ' Cartaud, of Paris,
"Reporl on the Relation of Chemical Composition i" the Weathering
^:
the Influence of Smoke and IBspectall^ Sul
Qualities of Building si
Ari.i. mi
Building Stones
the Weathering Qualities of
R
1, inn" us
"i
Baurat,
Slutrs," by Prof. A, Hanlsch,
Evolutl
the Resolutions of the Conferences Ci
"Examination and
ss| 1893, Concerning Adhesive Strength of Hydraulic Ce
nts," bj 1: Perot,
of Boulogne,
1.
ol
Ren
tli
"Determination of the Liter Weight of Ce
the B
Hydraulic Cements," bj Prof F Schule, of Zurich
r
the Finest Particles In Portlnnd
"A Uniform Method tor the Separatl
r.'iiH'iii
esses," by Prof \i Garj
Liquid and Air Pi
"on Hi,- Behavior of Cements In Sen Water," bj 11. le Chateller, Pari
II
hj
Con
"On Accelerated Tests of the Constancy of V0I111

—P.

W. Coyle, Assistant General Freight Agent
has resigned, to become Traffic Commissioner
Business Men's League of St. Louis.

Wabash.

In

the

1

he

L2-wheel
e

cross-compound

Co

Green Bay, Oshkosh, Ifadison A Southwestern is
Hartley,
Address C H
market toi locomotives

Managei
//,,
loi

Peru has ordered six
American Locomoth

of

1

.

1
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1
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\
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Ive

d
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1

/
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Dr
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V
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The Southern
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twelve-wheel
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cross-corn

!o.

(

<£

1

i
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XI...

No.

18.

beams for
iii
locomotlvei
foi
and Sterlingworth brake beam
switching locomotive:
lannej couplers, Dressel tteadllgh
and Be
era and Nathan simplex Injector for 4-4-0 locomotive
Via I Ml i.i
n and
Co.'s journal bearings for switching locomotives, U. S.
valve rod packings, Ashton safety valve, Nathan sighi feed lubricators, I'licii sleain gages and Mason regulator uei,,
tfeal equip1-0 locomotives;
menl tor
Consolidated safety valve,
each Band
firings tor switi
Ing devices, and Piltsbnrg S]iring &• Steel I'd
ing locomotives, and Latrobe driving wheel tire
I

I

Four of
Ship Island lias ordered six locomotives.
and will be buill bj
tj pe,
6 0)
10 wheel
these are to be
Thi r imaining two,
tive Co., Eor May delivery.
the American Loci
one 70-ton switching locomotive and one Atlantic (4-4-2) type loco
rdered Erom thi Baldwin Works and are to be
motive, bavi bi

The Gulf

Vi

1

I

I

l

I

li

delivered

in

Julj

dated (2-8-0)

The Nippon Railway, Japan, has ordered 12 Coi
in the
American Locomotive Co.

CAR BUILDING.
following

Machine Co r
The Lima Looomotivi
Shay locomotives for Hie week ending April
.1

for

oi

I

Globe Lun
28:
Clark Creek Logging

Pine, La., one 60-ton locomotive;
Wash., one 37-ton locomotive; Oak Point Piling & Lumber Co., Oak Point, Wash., one 28-ton locomotive, and J. II. Weinkle,
Moffitt. Pa., one LO-in. x 16-in. six-wheel switching locomotive
Co.,

Ifellow

c... Catlin,

The Kins/in Railway, Japan, has ordered 12 Mogul lo
and 24 (2-6-2) side tank locomotives from the American
tive Co.

Locomo

These locomotives will weigh 126.500 lbs.; cylinders, 19 in. x 21 in.;
diameter of driving wheel centers. 44 in.; Wootten boiler, with
a working steam pressure of ISO lbs.; firebox. 108 in. long by 90% in.
wide; 209 tubes, 2 in. in diameter by 11 ft. 7 in. long; total heatsq. ft.;

grate area, 67.7 sq.

ft.;

ha;

ordered

12

tank cars from

Robt. M.

The Oregon Short Line has ordered 15 standard coaches from
& Smith C ir !o

Thi
20.IKII:

I

Pennsylvania,

s t( el

,

rted, will
is rep
-us for 1907 delivi ry.
it

nortlj

order upward

The Denver, Northwestern d Pacific, it is reported, has
and 50 Hal
irs from the Pullman Co.

7.".

box, 75 stock

nt

12.000 gallons capai ity

ordi

o

r

d

i

The Chicago, Burlington d Quincy has ordered six tank cars
from the American Car & Foundry Co.

The Western Maryland, as reported in our issue of April 27, has
ordered 500 steel hopper cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.

capacity of tender,

and seven tons of coal. The special equipment will
Midvale tires, Railway Steel-Spring Co.'s springs, Frankinclude:
[piers, Westinghouse
lin boiler covering, Hancock injectors. Tower
brakes. National Hollow brake-beams, Ashton safety valves. Star
Brass Co.'s steam gages, and Leach sanding devic s.
4.000 gallons,

Valley

the Barney

vi

The Maine Central has ordered three six wheel switching locomotives from the American Locomotive Co.. for Septembi r delivery.

ing surface, 1,388

The Tionesta
Burns & Co.

The Rutland, as reported in our issue of April
100

80,000

lbs.

capai ity

side

dump

ballast

cars

20,

has ordered

from Haskell &

Barker

1

The Texas & Pacific is building two simple Atlantic 4 1-2) locomotives at its own shops. These locomotives will weigh 194.000
cylinders, 22 in. x 28 in.;
lbs., with 110,000 lbs. on the drivers;
diameter of drivers (outside). 79 in.; radial stay wagon top boiler,
with a working steam pressure of 210 lbs.; heating surface. 2,935
sq. ft.; 326 National tubes. 2 in. in diameter and 16 ft. long; carbon
steel firebox, 99 in. x 07VA in.; grate area, 45.3 sq. ft.; tank capacity.
The special equipment in6,000 gallons, and coal capacity, 10 tons.
Westinghouse air-brakes, Carnegie steel axles, Gollmar bell
cludes:
ringer, Sterlingworth brake-beams, Texas & Pacific brake-shoes and
journal bearings, Gould and National couplers. Pyle-National elec-

The Baltimort 6 Ohio, it is reported, will shortly give orders
upwards of $7,000,000 worth of rolling stock, including 6,500
freight cars and a large number of passenger cars.
for

1

headlights, Detroit injector. TJ. S. metallic piston and valve
rod packings. Coale safely valve. Smith sanding devices, Nathan
sight-feed lubricators, U. S. Spring Co.'s springs. Ashcroft steam
gages, Gold steam heal equipment. Latrobe driving, truck and tender
wheel tires, and Scullin-Gallagher steel wheel centers.
tric

The Mexican Central, as reported in a previous issue, has ordered 20 simple Consolidation and five six-wheel switching locomoThe Consolidation locotives from the American Locomotive Co.
motives will weigh 198.700 lbs., with 179,000 lbs. on drivers; cylinders, 21 in. x 26 in.; diameter of driving wheels. 55 in.: extended
wagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; tank
capacity.

6.000

gallons,

and

fuel

oil

capacity,

3.000

gallons.

The

switching locomotives will weigh 126,000 ibs.; cylinders, 19 in. x
24 in.; diameter of driving wheels, 50 in.; Belpaire boiler, with a
working steam pressure of 180 lbs.; heating surface, 1,793 sq. ft.;
272 charcoal iron tubes, 2 in. in diameter by 11 ft. 7"/,,, in. long;
firebox, 90 in. long by 38% in. wide; grate area. 24 sq. ft.; lank

The special
capacity, 3.900 gallons; fuel oil capacity, 1,200 gallons.
equipment for both locomotives includes: Westinghouse air-brakes.
National Hollow brake-beams, Tower couplers. Friedman injectors,
Mexican Central piston and valve rod packing. Ashton safety valve.
Leach sanding devices, Detroit sight-feed lubricators. Pittsburg
Spring & Steel Co.'s springs. Crosby steam gages, and Franklin Railway Supply Co.'s automatic driving box lubricators for the Consolidation locomotives.
The Long Island

is

having built

at

the Altoona shops of the

Pennsylvania R. K. 21 simple (4-4-0) locomotives and has ordered
four six-wheel simple switching (0-6 0) locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The 4-4-0 locomotives will weigh 138,000
lbs., with 97,100 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, is ^
in. x 26 in.;
diameter of drivers, 68 in.; Belpaire boiler, with a working steam
pressure of 185 lbs.; heating surface, 1,912.8 sq. ft.; 310 tubes,
1% in. in diameter and 136% in. long between flue sheets; firebox,
119% in. long and In in. wide; grate area, 33 sq. ft,, and tank caThe switching locomotives will weigh 123,100
pacity, 5,500 gallons.
lbs.; cylinders, 19 In. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers, 51 in.; straight
boilei, wil.li a working steam pressure of 180 lbs.; heating surface,
1,684 sq. ft.; 27" tubes. 2 in. in diameter and 130% in. long between line sheets; firebox, 103% in. long and 33% in. wide; grate
The special
23.81 sq. ft., and lank capacity, 4,000 gallons.
1

equipment for both includes: Westinghouse air-brakes, Gollmar bell
linger, magnesia sectional boiler lagging, Diamond special brake-

The Newburgl d South Shore has ordered 100 steel gondola
cars of 100.000 lbs. capacity from the Middletown Car Works, for
June, July, August and September delivery. These cars will .weigh
33,000 lbs. and measure 36 ft. long, 9 ft. 11% in. wide and 6 ft.
high, over all.

The

has ordered
Louis Car Co.

Illinois Central Traction Co.

five fruit cars of

These cars will
weigh 30,000 lbs. and measure 39 ft. 9 in. long, 8 ft. 6 in. wide
and 9 ft. 8 in. high, over all. The special equipment includes St.
Louis Car Co.'s standard draft rigging.
40.000

lbs.

capacity from the

St.

The Long Island has ordered 100 swing side gondola cars of
capacity and 100 box cats of 100,000 lbs. capacity from
the American Car & Foundry Co. The gondola cars will be 37 ft.
5 in. long. 9 ft. 4'4 in. wide and 3 ft. 10% in. high, inside measureSterlingwoi th brakements. The special equipment includes:
beams. Westinghouse brakes and draft rigging. Ajax Metal Co.'s
brasses, Tower steel couplers, Soule dust guards, Symington journal
The box cars
boxes, and Pittsburg Spring & Steel Co.'s springs.
will be 36 ft. long, 8 ft. 6 in. wide and 8 ft. high, inside measureDavis solid brake-beams
ments. The special equipment includes:
and WT estinghouse automatic brakes.
liio.oOO lbs.

The New York centra! has ordered for the Lake Erie & Western
17 coaches and eight smoking cars from the Pullman Co. The coaches
will weigh 110,000 lbs. and measure 70 ft. long, over sills, and 9 ft.
The smoking cars will weigh 100.000 lbs., and
8 in. wide, over all.
measure 61 ft. long, over sills, and 9 ft. 8 in. wide, over all. The
Pullman axles and vestibules.
special equipment for both includes:
Diamond special brake-beams. Lappin brake-shoes, Westinghouse
brakes, Lake Erie & Western brasses. Tower couplers. Forsyth
curtain fixtures. Pantasote curtain material. Lake Erie & Western
door fastenings, paint and trucks, Harrison dust guards. Gold heating system, Symington journal boxes, Pintsch light, Gould
forms. Railway Steel-Spring Co.'s springs and Paige wheels.

plat-

The Southern, as reported in our issue of April 27. has ordered
four mail, baggage and express cars; six passenger and baggage cars,
and 25 baggage and express cars, and 10 postal cars from the
American Car & Foundry Co., for January, 1907. delivery- The mail,
baggage and express cars will measure 69 ft. 1% in. long by 9 ft.
wide; the passenger and baggage cars will be 64 ft. 3Vj in. long by
9 ft. wide; the baggage, express and postal cars will be 69 ft. 1%
The special equipment
in. by 9 ft. wide, all inside measurements.
for all includes cast-steel double body bolsters, Westinghouse highspeed automatic air-brake, Janney and Buhoup three-stem couplers,
Harrison dust guards, Gold heating system. Southern Railway standard type journal boxes, Pintsch lighting system, American Car &
Foundry Co.'s steel platform for mail, baggage and express cars.
and Standard steel platforms for the remaining cars. Railway Steelspring Co.'s springs, Southern Railway standard six-wheel trucks
for mail, baggage and express, passenger, baggage and postal cars.
and four- wheel trucks tor the baggage and express cars; Buhoup
short vestibules and McKee-Fuller ear wheels.

May
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opening or accepting any bids. The injunction, which
was dated April 26, it appears, was not served until it was almost
too late to have the terms of the injunction modified.
But Bridge
Commissioner Stevenson met the situation by communicating with
the judge who issued the injunction and prevailed upon him to
modify its terms so that all bids could be received, sealed and filed
until the injunction was dissolved.
The work on this structure has
already been delayed a year by litigation, and Commissioner Stevenson was anxious to be in a position to receive the bids advertised
for, and not be compelled to readvertise for the same.
receiving,

The Brooklyn Heights Railroad Go. has ordered 10 box ears
and 20 gondola cars of (ill, 000 lbs. capacity from the MeGuireCumuiings Manufacturing Co.
These cars will measure 40 ft. long by
The bodies and undernames are of wood. The special
8 It. wide.
equipment includes, 10 in. built-in transom bolsters; 10 in. automatic airbrake equipments and hand brakes; Standard Coupler Co.'s
couplers; Pennsylvania R. R. metallic paint; Diamond frame trucks,
and Schoen 33 in. rolled steel wheels. The company is also sending out blue prints and specifications for 100 surface cars. The
specifications call for 100 convertible motor surface cars, with a
sealing capacity for 48 persons; weight, 48.000 lbs.; length, 30 ft.
7'
in.; width, 7 ft. 614 in., and height, 7 ft. 8% in., all inside measurements. The bodies are to be of wood, and the underframes are
of wood, with a steel side plate.
The special equipment will include
S in. reinforced built-up transom bolsters, Buffalo Brake-Beam Co.'s
brake-beams, steel backed flanged Lappin type brake-shoes, Westinghouse air-brakes and hand air-brakes fitted with anti-rattling brake
hangers, standard M. C. B. brasses. Curtain Supply Co.'s curtain
fixtures, Pantasote curtain material, Wallace Supply Co.'s operating devices for doors, Symington dust guards, Gold double coil elecric heaters, Symington journal boxes, built-in vestibules, and 33 in.
solid Schoen steel wheels.

—

Norfolk, Va. The Willoughby Bay Railroad Co. is seeking permission to build two bridges with draws over Bush and Masons
creeks between Sewell's Point and Ocean View, in accordance with
the plans submitted to Captain E. E. Winslow, U. S. Engineer.

1

—

Ocean City, N. J. Surveys are being made to locate the site
for a bridge between this place and Somers Point over the bay, to
carry electric cars.

—

Philadelphia, Pa. Bids are wanted May 15 by
Hicks, Director, for building the Walnut Lane bridge.

I

Thomas

L.

—

Portage La Prairie, Man. The Canadian Northern, it is said,
swing bridge over White Mud river on its Oakland

will build a steel

extension.

—

BRIDGE BUILDING.

Portland, Ore. Plans, it is reported, have been completed by
City Engineer D. W. Taylor for building a steel bridge on concrete
abutments over Sullivan Gulf, to eost about $65,000.

—

Akron. Ohio. At a meeting of the Canal and County Commissioners and the City Engineer it was decided to raise all the bridges
over the Ohio and Erie canal at least one foot. The same agreement
will be asked of Commissioners in every county through which the
canal passes.

Alabama.

—

Richmond, Va. The Citizens' Rapid Transit Co.
build a viaduct along Marshall street to Churchill.

—A

—

Sandwich, Ont.— Bids are wanted by John F. Miller, County
Clerk of Essex, for building a steel bridge 120 ft. long, with 16 ft.
roadway.

—

Ashtabula County.

Atlanta, Ga.

W. W.

—The

Cheneyvillk, La.

May

Southern Railway has
Atlanta

Griffin for building a bridge in

—

Souris, Man. Bids are wanted May 15 by
building a concrete bridge over the Souris river.

the contract to

Nelson

street.

contract has been given to Cook, Grant &

Fritz Bros., at $42,273 for building the substructure for the Reed
avenue viaduct. The Commissioners have refused all the bids submitted for the roadways, for encasing the columns, and for the

—

Toi.eoo. Ohio.
F. G. Consul, City Engineer, writes us that the
date for asking bids for building a reinforced concrete steel bridge
1.200 ft. long over Maumee river, has not yet been decided upon.
Bids when asked for will lie received by the Secretary of the Hoard
of Public Service.

approaches.

—

Galveston, Tex. A charter has been filed at Austin, Tex., of
the Galveston Toll Bridge & Causeway Co.. with a capital of $100,11110.
The company has been formed to build a causeway to connect Galveston Island with the mainland. The plans call for a structure to
carry sis racks, in addition to a roadway and sidewalks, at a cost
of about $ 1, 0110,
R. Clark and .1. Young, of Galveston; O. T.
Holt and F. L. Dana, of Houston, are interested.

—

—

Mad

steel

bridges

in

bid.-.

the Park Combridge over the Hrandywine

a

river.

;i

Inwards
of

Water Commission and

—

river,

Lawton, Okla, T. The Hoard
directed the County Clerk to ash

Gales.

H.

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio. According lo local reports, the Erie has
reached an agreement with the city authorities providing for the
building of
viaduct to take the place of Hazel streel. .net to put
110 a new passenger Station,
The railroad company will pay $100,000

—

Mo. On April 2'i a bill was Introduced in the
House of Representatives authorizing the Kansas City, si, Joseph
& Excelsior Springs Ry. Co, to build a bridge across the .Missouri
City,

F.

1

bridge over Speed River will be replaced by

a sieei

Kansas

by

2.".

Xenia, Ohio. -Bids are wanted May IT by the Joint Board of
County Commissioners of Clark and Green Counties. Ohio, for build
ing an inter-county bridge s:> ri long, lo carry a single track, over

GRAND FORKS, B. C. A bridge is to be built, at a cost of $30,000,
a connection with the Kettle Valley Railway.

—A

— The

Wilmington, Del.

mission are planning lo jointly build
near Van Buren street.

).

Gtjelph, Ont.
si ructure,

May

WiLKESiiAiiisE, Pa.
Bids are wanted
City Clerk, for building a steel bridge.

I

to

Breakey for

\V.

—

Rapides Police Jury will receive bids
bridge over Bayou Boeuf here.

—A

J.

Tennessee. Bills have been introduced in both Houses of Congress authorizing the South & Western Ry. Co. to build bridges
across the Clinch river and Holston river, in the States of Virginia
and Tennessee.

— The

22 to build a steel

Columbus, Ohio.

let

at

received by P. Lavallie for

Salina, Cal. According to reports from this place the Salinas
river has sunk 10 or 12 feet for miles along its course and nearlyall the bridges over the river will have to be rebuilt.
The disturbance accompanied the recent severe earthquake.

25

Ashtabula, Ohio. Bids are wanted May 17 by P. C. Remick.
Auditor, for building a steel bridge over Mill creek in Doj-sett township,

— Bids are being

building three steel bridges.

bill was introduced in the House of Representaand referred to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce authorizing the Mobile Railway & Dock Co. to
build bridges across Dog river and Fowl river, in Mobile County.
Alabama.

tives April

Fuancois-Xavier.

St.

planning to

is

County Commissioners has
Maj 11 for building four

I

he

besides

bridge,

spending

$250,000

the

for

passengei

station.

Other Structures.

Comanche County,

Atlanta, Ga. Plans have been completed for building a new
freight house for the
vtlle fi tfash\ llle at the
orner of Waverly
place ami Central avenue, ibis city, to cost between $250,
to

\n ordinance has b en drafted calling for an
Louisville, Ky.
appropriation of $60,000 tor building tin Oak street viaductB, one
of tin' viaducts, ai Ninth street, will receive $26,000 of the approprl
The viaduct
timi and will cost, when completed, aboul $59,000.
at Fourteenth Btreet win receive the other half of this approprla
AI the latter polnl
lion, and will COSt, when completed, $61,000.
rackl are tO lie raised.
lie Illinois Cent ral

It

1

1

1

I

Birmingham, Ala, The Southern Railway,
is
in some southern Cltj
foi
lOtlVe shops

Carnarvon

B.

C,

structure

streel

steel

\

at

ibis

tb kins.

bridge will replace the ores
place.
Mayor Krearj ma

1

I

:

11

1

11

11

1

1

\\\

The Western Maryland

\-\,

here

tat Ion

>

•

lb rar.KH

The Bridge Commissioner, who advertised for
bbls for the Manhattan bridge to be built ovei the ffiasl river, a
Ive Me he
$8,000,000, and who was lo r
Work Which will mi a
in April 30, was erved with an Injunction on the morning ol thai
taxpayer, re training the Commissioner from
date, obtained by
York, N. v

mi,

i:\

bulll

has been bought

lie

to

1

ii'

I

1

1

he

or

soNviu.K,
"

tiii.

$15,

t'i

he
at

\i
1

in

hop
*

nun
will

t

1

1

he

foi

is

to COSt

1

about

.000.

$3,

be addressed.

New

said,

ii

ing a site

I

New Westminster,
ini

$300,

'flic

to

he

used

will.

It

said, build a

is

$50

lanl

li

will cost
St,

pend
foi

Bl

.^

plai e

V

1

mlng ham

tract

ol

200

ha

racted

md

a,

about $600,

John's River Terminal Co., di
il
$150,
In Impi ovementi
1

new

freight

yards, a

new

freight
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or al
a pier 400
oaling stal Ion, are

togi
a idi
long and L75 f1
Included in the imp] o\ ements.

CI

.

Ith a

,

Knoxville,
The Southern bas given a contract to the
for putting up a new machine shop a1
Go 0) Chii
0,
The American Bridge Co bias the
Its Lonsdale plant near this city.
The coi oi the Improve
contrad tor the structural steel to be u ed
mi 111 will be about $500,000.
The work is to he finished by Sep
tember of this
i'i

Oliver-Solitt

1

I

i.

Miii

Ark.—The

Rock,

will build the

once secure the necessary right
oad in South Carolina

St.

&•

tiern

.1

.

»-i

—

mi \m. iz Ohio. The following table shows the double-track
ompletcd since July I, 1905, and under way for this company:

!,

i

'lai

al

b

New York

i

—

—

Sandusky, Ohio. The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad will build
here a modern passenger station 76 ft. x 36 ft., to cosl about $15,000.
Work will be started as soon as the contract can he let
Chicago & North-Western

will

'

;

e 8
::

-

\

i

lei

"

in,-

_•

34.:;

\l
i<>

.

i

i

!I.O

Levi Is Tunnel
Cotton Hill

to
to

Nesl

iiiirv

\in

—The

Baltimore & Ohio and the Erie,
union passenger station here.

Bids

i.j

.

1.1

1.2

.

VI

!arbon
w rence

it

is

said.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

Albans

'

Barbours\

to

5.4

!jreek

Tel Ml
hi. ,i tor
toncord to
!rooked

29.2
77 7

tile

v,
<

'

in.::

reek

'

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. The Roswell Construction
Company has been organized to build a railroad from Roswell. X
Mex.. to Tularosa, and it is said that the project is being built in
the interests of the Rock Island. The proposed road will conned
with the Rock Island at Tularosa. U. S. Bateman, J. A. Cottingham,
G. T. Veal and H. \V. Stevens, all of Roswell, are interested.

Cumberland & Northern.

put up a

station here, at a cost of $75,000.

Warrkn, Onto.

11. -J

Tyree

to

8

approximately $80,000

Oswego, N. Y. Plans are under consideration by the railroads
interested and the city authorities for putting up a passenger station
here to cost about $30,000.

— The

20

Norge

Run

-

Hawks

—

will jointly build a

i"

Bridge

St.

Sheboygan, Wis.

13.0
7.8

Grove to Morrison
Norge to Wlllla msburg
Greenwas to i;i\ ervllle

Norfolk, Va. The Atlantic Coast Terminal Co. is planning to
build a large railroad terminal here at a cost of about $5,000,000.

new passenger

Walker
Sewell

lontracts Jusl

made

Central has plans

to cost

Mil.--.

:

,

rota]

York, N. Y. The Interborough Rapid Transit Co. is 10
station on the elevated line al Eighth avenue and 130th
There is a station at
street, for the use of northbound passengers.
this point for the southbound traffic.

— The

1903

1st,

'

Lynchburg

—

.in!\

situ-.-

to
harles
to Ki\ eii ,i

Total
oder cons) fuel Ion
Allegheny to Tuckahoi
Charleston to St. Albans.
Dayton to Silver Grovi

i

new

Y.

operal loo

in

Russell

—

a new freight house here,

ed

Wlnlfrede

a

,\i« Obleans, La. The Texas & Pacific is negotiating with the
Belt Railroad Commission for a site ai Canal street, on which in
hnilil a $loti,uou passenger station.

Niagara Palls, N.

the proposed

me, Oklahoma ii Texas. A contract has recently been
pany to the Stubbs Construction Co., of Kansas City,
The contract calls
tor building 215 miles of 'its proposed road,
lor building from Caney, Kan., southwest to Kingfisher, Okla., via
Pawhuska, Blackburn, Perry and Guthrie. The projected line of
inail is from Caney. Kan., to El Paso, Tex.. 900 miles.
S. M
Poi tei
lam j Kan., is President.

built.

for building

building

Ciim;i:y\

Cm

i

New

[01

18.

by tin

let

,

S

Lynn, M\*. Plans have been submitted bj the Boston, K
Beach i Lynn Railroad Cora new passenger station to lie built
\i.i
Let ami Sea streets.
The proposed building, which will incombined station ami hotel, will have a frontage of 70 ft. on Marl
In addition
train shed is to
streel ami 200 ft. on Sea street.

build a

waj

of

XL., No.

i

Louis, [ron Mountain
union passenger station at this place

new

Vol,

— See

&

Louisville

Nashville.

—

Fort Smith, Indian Terhitobi & Texas. The charter which
was granted this company about two years ago in Arkansas has
been sold to the Western Land & Construction Co., of Memphis.
The new owners will at once begin the construction of a railroad
from Panama southwest to Wilburton, Ind. T., about 50 miles, to
connect with the M., K. & T. The route from Fort Smith to Panama,
about 20 miles, has not yet been decided upon.

New
Adirondack &

—

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Lawrence.

St.

— Under

this

name

a

new company

has been incorporated in New York, with a capital of $100,000. to
build a railroad from De Kalb Junction southeast to Herman in St.
Lawrence County, approximately five miles. The directors include:
F. B. Van Vorst, A. Kimber and S. H. March.

—

Argentine Central. This company is building a railroad to
carry ore from the Waldorf and other mines at Silverplume, Colo.,
io Mt.
The line will cross two mountain
McClellan, 71 miles.
ranges.
From Silverplume it is said the road will cross Leavenworth mountain along the southeast side until it reaches the Waldorf mining region at the foot of Argentine Pass, thence up Mt.
McClellan to Gray's region, at an altitude of 14.000 ft. Nine miles
of the road is completed.
E. J. Wilcox. Colorado Building. Denver,
is President, and A. H. Osborne, of Georgetown, is Chief Engineer.

—

Arkansas, Anthracite & Western. Incorporation has been
granted this company in Arkansas, with a capital of $2,500,000, to
build a railroad from Fort Smith east to Prairie View, in Logan
County, 65 miles. The proposed road will parallel the Arkansas
The directors are:
in Sebastian, Franklin and Logan Counties.
The ArkansasR. M. Remmel, C. McKee, G. Heim and others.
Anthracite Coal Co. is interested in this project.

—

Cairo & Thebes. An officer writes that this road will be built
and that contracts for the work will probably be let within two
months. Preliminary surveys have been completed over the entire
E. A.
route from Cairo, 111., northwest to Thebes, about 25 miles.
Smith is President and J. L. Armstrong Chief Engineer, Cairo. 111.

—

Canadian Northern. This company has started surveys Erom
Edmonton. Alb., Io the Rocky Mountains for its proposed line to be
I

Pacific coast.
i

Georgia Northern. Surveys are being made by this company
an extension south from Boston. Ga., the present terminus of its

new

division to Monticello, Fla.

—

Hillcrest Railroad & Coal Co. Incorporation has been asked
company under this name to build a railroad from Morrisey,
B. C, to Hillcrest Junction, and thence to Cardston and Pincher
creek., Alb., with branches to the adjoining coal and oil fields near
Work is to be started as soon as incorporaLittle Kootenay Lake.
tion has been secured.

for by a

Hot

Springs. Ouachita & Mena.

— See

Kansas City Southern.

—

Illinois Central This company has begun the operation of
trains into Indianapolis over the Indiana Southern, which runs from
Switz City northeast to Indianapolis. The road will be operated as a
branch of the Illinois Central. The Indiana Southern has been
building for the past two years, and is about 50 miles long.

Indiana Southern.

— See

Illinois Central.

—

Kansas City & Belton. Incorporation has been granted this
company in Missouri to build a railroad from Kansas City south
The incorporators are:
to Belton in Cass County, about 20 miles.
W. J. Bales. D. W. Scott. T. A. Gill, W. Withers and E. S. Yoeman.
all of

Kansas City and Belton.

—

Kansas City Southern. A contract has been given to Myrick
& Andrews for building 270 miles of track on the Central of Louisiana, which was chartered in Louisiana in the interests of this
company. The projected road will run from Leesville, La., south-

From
east through New Iberia and thence east to New Orleans.
a point near Rayne. La., the line practically parallels the Southern
Work has been begun by the contractors
Pacific to New Orleans.
at New Iberia and at Baldwin, La., and the work will be rushed to
completion.

—

cm of New Jersey. Plans have been made by this com
pany lor new yards to be buill in East Allentown, I'a. There are
Cl

for

to be a series of three yards containing 20 miles of rack, each connected Willi Hie it In t, extending from the East End to Bethlehem
I

1

Under the name of the Hot Springs, Ouachita & Mena, this company has obtained a charter in Arkansas to build a railroad from
Mena, Ark., on the Kansas City Southern, east through Montgomery
County to Hot Springs. To miles air line.

Junction.

Cherokei

Lehigh & Lake Erie.— See Lehigh Valley.
& Spartanburg.

At a recent meeting o£ the
Incorporators of this company at Gaffney, A. N. Wood, of Gal
was elected President and Treasurer, and W. C. Hambrick, Vice

Pn

Ident,

1

".min

Arrangements weir completed

ai

this

meeting

to

al

—

An officer of the Lehigh & Lake Erie writes
have been let for building this proposed road. F.
York City, has contracts for the grading, masonry

Lehigh Valley.
that all contracts
I). Hyde, of New

May
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4,

and bridge superstructure. The line will extend south from the
Lehigh Valley main line near East Buffalo through Sloan, Cheektowga, and West Seneca, and north through the city of Buffalo on
the lake side to the Lehigh Valley at Tifft Farm Terminal, 12 miles.
About three miles of track has teen laid. Part of the road will be
elevated, requiring a large amount of filling.
The entire road will
be double-tracked.
Maximum grades will he 0.4 per cent., and
maximum curvature three degrees. The work includes the building
(April 20, p. 123.)
of 19 steel bridges and two concrete arches.

Louisiana & Arkansas.

—

This company has track laid for 25
extension from Packton, La,, south to Alexandria, 36
The company expects to make a connection with the Texas
miles.
& Pacific at Alexandria this month. (See Construction Record.)
miles on

its

—

Louisville & Nashville. This company is reported to be planning to build, under the name of the Cumberland & Northern, a
line from Scottsville, Ky., the present northern terminus of the
Chesapeake & Nashville, northeast through Columbia and Greensburg to Lebanon, Ky., where connection is to be made with the
Louisville

&

137

in Kentucky, with a capital of $25,000, to build a railroad from Central City, Ky., east to Rochester. 20 miles, through
G. T. Westerfield and
a new coal section. The incorporators are:
T. O. Jones, of Central City; W. F. Ennis, N. Murray and .1. R. Drake,
of Bowling Green.

company

Nevada Roads.— Residents of Salt Lake, Utah, are planning to
build an air line railroad from that city to Ely, Nev., about 200
miles, at a cost of $2,000,000. There is no road at present entering
Ely, but the Nevada Northern is now being built from Toano 240
A direct line from Salt Lake to Ely would
miles to the north.
shorten the distance to that place over 100 miles.

New York Central.— This company is to build a new freight
yard between Syracuse and Warner, N. Y., at a cost of $1,000,000, to
relieve the yard at Dewitt. The company has bought some land at
Warner, and has options on much more.
Oregon Railroad & Navigation.— The Executive Board of this
company has authorized an expenditure of $600,000 for the elimina-

and rebuilding the line of the Oregon Short Line
from Troutdale, Ore., east to Bonneville, 17 miles. The line, which
Columbia
at present runs along the base of the bluffs which skirt the
The comriver, was one of the most difficult and expensive to build.
pany is planning to reduce the present maximum curvature of I"
and
deg. so that the new line will only have curves of 4 deg..
the
will also do away with about 30 ft. of up and down grades in
The work includes a number of extensive fills, with occa17 miles.
Several trestles will be
sional cuts and the blasting of rock bluffs.
tion of curves

Nashville.

Mackenzie-Mann System.

— The

Mackenzie & Mann interests

are credited with having another line in view. Announcement has
been made semiofficially that they intend to begin at an early date
building a railroad to haul grain from the mouth of the French
river, on Georgian Bay, to Ottawa, and thence, to Hawkesburg, where
connection will be made with the Great Northern, which runs from
The distance from French River to
that point into Montreal.
Hawkesburg in 370 miles, and from Hawkesburg to Montreal about

filled in.

An officer writes that this company has given a contract to
Erickson & Peterson, of Elgin, Ore., for extending its road from
The
Elgin, Ore., east to Wallowo. Lestine, Enterprise and Joseph.
work includes about 20 miles of road through canyons. There will
be four 60 ft. deck girder bridges, three 60 ft. wooden spans, and
two 150 ft. steel span bridges.

—

Pacific & Eastern. Application has been made to Parliament
by Sir Henry Pellatt and others of Toronto, for the incorporation
of a company under this name, to build a railroad from Victoria to
the easterly end of Vancouver, thence to the main land, and continuing northeast to Edmonton; thence east to Prince Albert and

northeast to Hudson Bay.

—

Pennsylvania, Contracts for new construction work at a cost
These contracts [11
$2,100,000 have been let by this company.
clude-the rebuilding and double-tracking of the West Pcnn between
Funnelton and Blairsville, nine miles. When this work is completed
the West Penu will be .double-tracked throughout except over the
bridge at the Kiskiminetas river. The contract includes the build
ing of six stone bridges containing 94,000 sq. ft. of masonry and the
Charles A
boring of a tunnel 600 ft. long. The contractors are:
of

Proposed Mackenzie

& Mann

Grain Line.

60 miles. This is the route of the proposed Georgian Bay canal
which the promoters have promised to have completed in 1!H4.
According to reports from Ottawa, Mackenzie and Mann, under
a charter granted to them some time ago, will build a railroad from
the south side of Quebec bridge to Moncton, N. B. Such a line would
run practically over the same route surveyed by the Grand Trunk
Pacific.

The Dominion Government,

it

is

said, will

grant a subsidy

to this Atlantic extension.

—

Incorporation lias been asked for by a coma street railroad from a point in South Portland to the
Government Reservation at Cape Elizabeth; also at a branch line
The capital of the company is to lie $32,000.
in South
Portland.
and the promoters are E. C. Reynolds, J. True, N. True and Charles
Dalton, all of South Portland, Me.

Maine Railhoads.

pany

to build

Marietta & Lake. -We an' told thai this company, which was
railroad
recently organized in Ohio, is making surveys to build
from Jewett, Ohio, souih to Marietta through the coal section, about
so mites,
'fhe plans Include tie' building of an extension from Mc
w. 11.
Cleary's southwest to Chilllcothe an additional LOO miles,
I'
1.
Young, Chicago, is President, and It. S. lllinii. Chief Engl
Ohio.
poi
:i

I

Sims, H.

—

ApPittsburg, Harmony. Butler & New Castle (Electric)
made by S. C. Virkers. E. L. Balsingcr. T. (I. Hani
Uton, C. C Gerber and H. Ethridge for the Incorporation of a company under- this name to build an electric railroad from Allegheny
lb rough New Castle to liutler.
.

plication has been

Salem & Western—This is the name of a new companj which
has then organized in the Interest of the St. Louis & San Francisco,
witli $1,000,000 capital, to build a line Into the coal fields of Southern
Illinois.

been granted
Incorporation ba
with a capital of $100,000. The companj
plans to build s line from a point on the Chicago & Eat tern Illinois
north through the counties of Marion, Fayette, Montgomery, Chris
lian, Sangamon, Menard. Logan. Mason and Tazewell to Peoria In
The Incorporators are
Peoria County, approximately 200 miles.
1:
11
Sennef, \. N. Trueb, .1. W. Duck, F. W. Krohn and Jonathan
Proves, all of Chicago.

Salem, Springfield & Peoria.

this

companj

Illinois,

in

,

This compan; lias completed surveys and
profiles for its proposed road, and bids tor the work are to be
The
shortly asked for at the office of the company, Newport, Neb.
proposed line will run through a section 20 to I' miles distant from
any existing mad and will be 150 miles lung
Lyman Waterman,
Newport, Neb., is General Manager

Midland Central.

1

iiimi Steam Rail wai
Plant are being made bj the Great
So
Northern Paper Co. to build a railroad from its nulls on the wesl
t
took
ol the Pen
lot
river, Maine, on the Bangoi &
in
the easl and wi
Mllllnocket, to a point near the |ui
Construction
18 mlli
river In Medwaj
branches of the Penol
"> undei waj are
work is to be Btai ted at oon
ti

Milwaukee Southern.
company

President

11.

sunn:

C.

Wood confirms

v

.'.1

the re

from
Tippecanoe, wis., southeast t<> Cudahy and thence north to Bay
View and in the works of the Illinois Steel Co, The companj plan
in touch the various manufacturing sectl
In
Milwaukee md In
C01
ttlon
worl
bi
to
the immediate vicinity of that city.
started nexl month,
thai

tin

1

in.

living

for building

ic

il

il

pli

pert

Kerbaugh and McMenamln & Sims.

S.

line

iboard \m:
iNi
Impnvt rni, in
on
Llncolnton, N C b distance
be laid and the track
si

il\

1

panj

i

,

I

bi

i

1

planning to maki exten
llmiugtou, N
Heavier mils will

'

wei n

v\

1

So

1

rHERN
11

]

Muhlenberg & Eastern

Incorporation

has been granted this

w

it!

lie

made

1

.1

.

1

,1

tn
il

ompan:

ecurei

tia

\

1
'

» tin

rlgb
'

1

Improvemi

'
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\
charter has been granted this com
Valdosta & Nashville.
\
10.
H. B. Peeples,
piny iii Georgia, with
capital ol $3
Alexander, i W. B Poell, of Nashville; It. D. Stevens and otheri

of Valdosta, Ga., are

Virginia
lottesville,

\n:

President, ami

i.i

with

Va.,

1
-

rin-

company

lias

been chartered

al

Chai

upital.
T. 0. Troy, Amherst, Va.,
Kniin isun. Secretary, Charlottesville, Va

vi

is

Washington, Idaho & Montana. Work is to bi started al
unpany on the building of its proposed line through a
timber bell of Latah County, Idaho. The line has been located trom
thii

bj

;i

point

i

i'

.ii

\\nn east

to Janesville,

17 miles.

ahoul

—

Wichita Mountain ii Orient. Incorporation has been granted
company in Oklahoma, with a capital of $5.
,000, to build a
railroad in Oklahoma and Indian Territories. The Incorporators are
all residents of Lawton, and include W. M. Smith, H. A. Loyd, 10.
W. Moll, J. E. Thomas and C. A. Rising. The proposed route is from
Lawton, Okla. T., north through Fort Sill, thence, northwest, touching the Kansas City. Mexico & Orient near Hobart. through the counties of Comanche. Caddo, Kiowa, Washita, Greer, Roger Mills and
Day, and east of Lawton to Atoka, Ind. T.
this

—

YoungSTOWN & Ohio

River. This company has secured funds
and will begin construction work. on its road within 30 days. Work
is to be started at the southern end of the road at E.ist Liverpool,
and a length of 20 or 25 miles is promised to be in operation this
fall.
The entire road is to be completed between Youngstown and
East Liverpool and other Ohio river towns early in 1907.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

—

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. Gross earnings for the nine months
ended March 31 were $58,322,293, an increase of $7,669,235; net
earnings, $22,172,129, an increase of $4,900,253.

—

Birmingham Railway Light and Power.
company will he consolidated with the

It

is

reported that this

street railway

companies

of Little Rock. Ark.. Memphis, Tenn., Nashville, Tenn., Houston,
Tex., and Knoxville. Tenn.
A new holding company will be
formed. The combined capitalization of the six systems is $21,745,500, and they operate 376 miles of road.

Chicago,

Burlington

Quincy.

— See

&

Pa-

—

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. An officer of this road is quoted
as saying that the company Will acquire the Montana Railroad,
which runs from Lombard, Mont, to Lewiston. 157 miles, and
has authorized $3,500,000 capital stock and $2,000,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1930.
Gross earnings of the C, M. & St. P. for the month of March

were $4,537,679, an increase of $246,054; net earnings. $1,S0S,46S,
a decrease of $7,707. Gross earnings for nine months ended
.March 31 were $41,965,279, an increase of $4.0S4,700; net earnings. $14,781,630, an increase of $635,433.

—

Chicago, Rock Island & I'm ific. This company has secured trackage rights over the C, B. & Q. from Kansas City to Rushville,
Mo., 48 mile:.
The Rock Island already has a road from St.
Joseph, Mo., to Rushville. so that this new arrangement gives
it a through line from St. Louis to St. Joseph.

Colorado s

iern

— See

ml

i

basis,

made, there

is

Kanawha & Michigan

''

it

will

pe
i

bi

I

ex]

a

a

i

han

i

I

.

i

luat ion.

Rapid Transit. According to the contract between
.New York City, the companj agreed to pay the
-in annually
cenl
on the $46,116,000 bonds which the
pel
issued to paj tor the construction of the subway, these
citj
instalments lo he deposited as a sinking fund for the ultimate
Payment was to begin at the end of
retirement of the stock.
five years from the beginning of operation, or at any time when
the company's "profits" should exceed 5 per cent, of the cost of
The question has now been brought up as to whether
the road.
such mollis have been earned, and the decision depends on
whether or not the $1,249,453 interest on bonds paid to the city
If it is so
as rental, is to be included in operating expenses.
included, the net earnings of the company amount lo less than
the 5 per cent, mentioned

[ntkrbohouoh
this

company ami
i

Kanawha &

MICHIGAN.

— See

Hocking

Valley.

—

Virginia. This company, a subsidiary of
the Pennsylvania, owns 77 miles of road in Maryland and Delaware, and over 1,000 miles of steamship lines. It is a reorganization, effected February 1. 1905, of the Queen Anne's Railroad and
of two steamboat companies; it has just assued its first annual

Maryland, Delawarj

&

The
report, covering the 11 months ended December 31, 1905.
gross earnings for this period were $659,513, and the net earnings $27,864.
A year ago the bankers who bought the bonds
of the new company stated that it was expected that the gross
earnings, which had been about $750,000, would increase to about
$1,200,000, and that the operating ratio would be about 70 per
The actual unfavorable showing was mostly due, it is
cent.
stated, to the short crops, and the decrease in the traffic peculiar
to the region served by the company.

— The

New York stock exchange has
and refunding 4 per cent, bonds
of .2004. Of this amount $1,500,000 were issued for rolling stock.
$500,000 for lands, terminals and shops at Parsons. Kan., and
Phillips, Ind. T., and the remainder for terminals at Kansas

Missouri.

Kansas & Tbxas.

listed $3,448,0(10 additional first

City.

Chicago, Rock Island

cine.

Colorado & Southern.

which

stock, on

protect the Interests of the K. & M. minority stockholders baa
offered
the Hocking Valley $75 a share tor the majority
II
thlt
stock, ah
$15 more than the present market price
refused, as seems likely, the committee will offer to ell the
out
lock deposited with It, $2,800,000 of the total $9,
standing, at a price considerably above the present market

—

Wisi Virginia Midland. This company, Incorporated lasi year,
with a capital Of $5n.ntiii, lo build a railroad 1'rom Sullon, W. Va., to
Marlinton, about 50 miles, has bought the Holly River & Addison
Railway, operating a line from Holly Junction, W. Va.. to Webster
The road is to
Springs, 30 miles, with a branch four miles long.
be extended at once up the Elk River Valley above Webster Springs
for a distance of about 20 miles.

common

18

companj control 6
bj the Toledo k Ohio Central which is. in turn, owned by the
Hocking Valley. The committee formed some months ago I"
the stains of the

in

$25,0

$ii,iiiMi,ooo

paid, can then be pul on a 6
thai in July, ii this readju tmenl

incorporators.
i

The

bonds,

now

.1

;.

No.

i.

Rock Island Company.

New Orleans & Pacific. — A meeting of the
been called for May 15 to vote upon a proposi-

— See Chicago, Milwaukee &
Panama. — The Senate Panama Canal
Montana.

St. Paul.

Committee has recommended
an appropriation to buy $2,251,000 of the $2,879,000 outstanding
first mortgage 4% per cent, bonds of 1917 of the Panama Railroad.

has been called for
capital

from

—

A meeting of the stockholders
26 to act on a proposition to increase the
(April 27. p. 130.)
$700,000 to $1,600,000.

Pennsylvania & Ohio (Electric).

May

—

Rock Island Company. An agreement has been made between this
company and the Colorado & Southern by which the two companies will make up equally any deficiency in the earnings of
the Trinity & Brazos Valley necessary to meet the interest on
the $9,000,000 bonds to be issued under the C. & S. refunding and
extension mortgage for completing the T. & B. V.

—

& Northern Ontario. The Government of the Province of Ontario will issue in July $3,000,000 stock or bonds to
pay for 50 miles of construction of the T. & N. O. This road is
being extended 100 miles north from Liskeard to a connection
with the surveyed line of the Grand Trunk Pacific.

Ti uiskaminc,

— See

Stockholders has
tion to decrease the authorized capital stock from $12,000,000 to

Trinity & Brazos Valley.

$2,000,000.

Onion Pacific. The option to convert the first lien convertible 4
per cent, bonds into common stock expired on May 1. There are
now outstanding $880,000 of ihese bonds which the company can
redeem at 102 L per cent, and interest. As the LTnion Pacific
stock is now quoted at about 141, the bond holders who failed
to take advantage of the privilege of conversion lost about $385

—

Gross earnings for the nine months ended March 31 were $37.880,906, an increase of $4,435,739; net earnings, $10,709,96.".. an
increase of $2,072,331.

Bhle.

Northern of Canada.— Application will be made on Ma.3 30
authority to merge with this company the Quebec, New
Brunswick & Nova Scotia and the Chateaugay & Northern. The
C. & N. runs from Montreal, Que., to a connection with the

Greai

for

Great

Northern, at Joliette, 37 miles.
Its authorized capital
stock is $2,000,
I;
there are also authorized $1,110,000 5 per
cent, bonds none of which have been issued.
Plans are under way for the retirement of the
$15,000,000 preferred stock by, probably, an issue of 4 per cent.

Hocking Valley.

Rock Island Company.

—

.

per bond, paper value.

United Railways
have decided

—

(vestment Co. of Sw Francisco. The directors
per cent, dividend on the
pay the expected 4

I

lo

:

i

preferred slock in scrip instead of cash, in order that
he cash in the treasury may he available for immediate needs
in San Francisco.
The scrip will draw interest at 6 per cent,
from May 1. and will be redeemed at par and accrued interest
before any cash dividends are paid.
$15,000,11110
i

—

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.

the Attorney-General last February.
It is charged that the trunk
had agreed upon a division of the westbound sugar traffic.
The New York Central normally gets 25 per cent, of the sugar
shipments from New York, but in 1903 the differential lines secured
most of the sugar, the strong lines having refused to grant the low
rates asked by the shippers.
After going six months without the
business the stronger iines acceded to the shippers' terms. Among
the men who were brought before the Grand Jury were T. P. Riley,
Traffic Manager of the sugar company; Lowell M. Palmer, President of lighterage companies in New York; R. W. Parker, H. T,
Leeming, and a number of officers of the New York Central.
lines

The New York City office of the New York State Railroad Commission lias been moved from Battery Place to the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Building, Madison Square.
In the first 27 days of April the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
carried north over the Port Worth division 4,783 cars of cattle.
The largest number handled in any one day was 503 cars.

A press despatch from Jackson, Miss., says that the State Railroad Commission has fined the Mobile, Jackson & Kansas City $500
for not complying with an order of the commission concerning
the running of trains on the Decatur branch, which is two miles
long.

The New York agent of the Panama Railroad announces hat
the serious congestion of freight on that line, which has existed
for several months, has been relieved, and that the traffic is now
moving normally. Part of the road has been double-tracked, the
terminal yards have been enlarged and new cars and engines have
been provided.
I

At Van Buren, Ark., a power plant is to be put up to run the
"intermittent-vacuum" process for cooling refrigerator cars.
By
the use of flexible pipes a car, after being loaded, is to be exhausted
of its air, while at the same time air which has been cooled is to
be forced in. The process is to be repeated times enough to reduce
the temperature of the fruit in the car to the desired coolness.
In the nine days following the San Francisco earthquake
April 18 to April 26 inclusive the Southern Pacific Company carried
away from the city 300,000 passengers free and 185,000 who paid
their fare. Of those carried free 67,000 went to interior California
The
points, 7,684 to other states, and 226,000 to suburban points.
value of the free transportation given by the Southern Pacific Company is estimated at $456,000.

—

The heavy oak aprons of the ferry slips at East Thirty-fourth
street. New York City, have been undermined and damaged to the
extent of $25,000 by "geysers" formed by the escape of compressed
air from the tunnels which are being excavated beneath the bed
of the river at this point. Large quantities of clay have been dumped
into the water, with the hope of stopping the openings in the river
bed, so as to prevent the escape of air, but thus far this work has
not been successful.
In New York City last week a locomotive engineman of the
New York Central, whose engine struck and killed a track walker,

was arrested and held in $5,000 bail for trial. The arrest of enginemen and trainmen on the occasion of fatal accidents for which
they are plainly not responsible is, and for years has been, common
in New York City; but the requirement of heavy bail by the coroner
Heretofore, men arrested in such cases have been
is a new feature.

Height of Couplers.
There was a discussion at the March meeting of the Canadian
Railway Club on the proposed change in the standard height of
couplers, which resulted in the adoption of the following resolution:
That it is the sense of this meeting that the variation in height
of couplers shall be 3>/2 in., making the measurements from top of
rail 35 in. maximum and 3IV2 in. minimum.

The General Storage Battery Company's

Exhibit.
exhibitor at the Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' Convention this year will be the General Storage Battery Co.,
New York. The company, among other of its devices, will have on
exhibit its Bijur "High-Duty" type standard ear lighting cells, in
double compartment tanks, as provided for the Pennsylvania Rail,
road; two types of its charging boosters, for charging Bijur "HighDuty" storage batteries, consisting of a constant speed motor driving a separately excited generator; several sizes of its one and two.
cell types of Bijur storage batteries; its standard battery case for
railroad signals which are installed in duplicate so that one set
may be charging while the other set is operating the signal sys.
tern and a switchboard demonstrating on a miniature scale the operation of fluctuating loads such as met with on electric elevators,
electric hoists and electric cars and trains.

A new

Fuel Tests at the University of Illinois.

A

series of investigations of unusual interest to Illinois manufacturers and coal operators is about to be undertaken at the State

Engineering Experiment Station recently established at the Uni-

advance the prices

5

per cent.

tion to the 5 per cent, advance

New

This advance on planers

made

at

The upright

the

is

in

addi

December meeting, which

builders committer at
Its meeting in Chicago on April 20 also decided on an immediate
advance of 10 per cent, in upright drills.

was held

in

York.

Indictments
in

in

Rebating.
City,

May

I.

the

Grand

Jury handed down a number

of indictments tor rebating on BUgur.
Six of the seven indictments are brought under the Interstate Commerce Law for giving or receiving rebates on the freight, bills
on shipments of sugar from New York City to a wholesale house
'the indictments are agalnsl the New Fork Central &
in Detroit,
Hudson River Railroad; the American Sugar Refining Compan;
Nathan Guilford, Vice President of he New York Central; P.
I'omero.v, Kreighi Traffic Manager of the same read. C, ti. Edgar,
The seventh IndictOf Detroit, and Kdwiu ICaile. of the same city.
men! is broughl
ler Section 5,440 of the Revised statute.:, ami
charges conspiracy to violate the Interstate Commerce Law on the
part, of Guilford, Pomeroy and Edgar & Earle,
This is the mosl
serious indictment of the seven, for the penaltj lor conspiracy to
violate a federal law (under Seel ion 5,44(1) maj be Imprl onment,
The uewspaper reports say thai the Information was Hied with

and somewhat elaborate series

of

portance.

Manufacturing and Business.

The New York
141

office

the

of

Railway

Materials Co,

is

now

at

Broadway.

The New York offices of the General Railway Signal Company
have been moved to 527 Fifth avenue.
The Berger-Carter

formerly at 34
Beale street, San
Third and Washington streets.

Co.,

i

11

Francisco, has temporary offices at

Oakland, Cal.

The Strauss Bascule & Concrete Bridge

drill

New York for
New Ym k

the United States Court at

extensive,

experiments with the different Illinois coals is contemplated for the
purpose of determining the most economical methods for their utilization.
Tests of fuels will be made:
(a) under power plant
boilers;
(b) in residence heating boilers; (c) in gas producers:
(d) to determine their chemical composition and heating values.
The fact that Illinois is the second coal-producing state in the
Union, and also the fact that in the period from 1850 to the present
year Illinois has advanced in rank among the manufacturing states
from fifteenth to third render these investigations of peculiar im-

released in the custody of their counsel.

National Machine Tool Builders' Convention.
The spring meeting of the National Machine Tool Builders'
Association was held at Atlantic City May 1 to 3, with headquarters
at the Chalfonte.
President R. M. Woodward presided at the meet
ings of the several sections. The principal business transacted was
that of fixing prices. The shaper and planer builders voted to

An

versity of Illinois.

its

offices

front

Chicago Opera

Co., ('hieago.

House block

903-904

to

has moved
Fori

Dear-

born Building.
The New York office and salesroom of the star Brass Manufacturing Co., makers of steam engine and boiler appliances, has
been removed from 38 Cortlandl street to 70 Cortland! street.

The San Francisco

sales

ol

offlci

tie

Electric

9

Battery

1

has been transferred to:.'.';, Thirteenth
\n imsiness connected with tie Pacifl
Oakland, Cal.
toiv will he handled from this offli
I'u, Philadelphia.

Pa.,

street,
n-rri-

1

.

I

I

..

lames 1.. Howard, the veteran Connecticut dealer In ral
supplies, died at his home in Hartford en \la> I. at the ate of S9.
He had
Mr, Howard was an eminent and publii spirited citizen
in m
many public ami Beml-publti offices ol truBl ami honor: and
in isss was Lieutenant Governoi ol the state
tor

The Alalia, Manatee
approximate^ 15,(

.^

Gull

lineal

Co
fee!

Re
of

waj

In

the market
pipe or

imenl

vitrified

other effective pie:
overing piles In
Go parllla
miles long now under constru Ion tct
1

Sound,

Fla.
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\iiihvss I.. M. Fonts, (initial Manager,
Jacksonville, Fla.

Room

31tl.

Duval Building,

The San Francisco representative of the Expanded Metal &
Corrugated Bar Co., St. Louis Mo. John B. Leonard. M. Am. Soc.
C. E., advised that reinforced concrete construction made a wonder
fully satisfactory showing in the earthquake and fire catastrophe.
The Los Angeles representative, Carl Leonardt, one of the most
prominent contractors in southern California, who was in San Franisco on an inspection tour, advised to the same effect, confirming
the other

report.

Logue, General Sales Agent of the Edison Mfg.
York, died in Chicago, April 25, after a sickness of
only three days. Mr. Logue was an old lime telegrapher and enjoyed a wide acquaintance among railroad men. He had suffered
more or less ill health for several years, hut with great courage
He was born in
continued to devote himself actively to business.
Frederick, Md.. in 1S47. and in 1863 was an operator on the government military telegraph lines.

William
of

Co.,

S.

New

Gross. Vice-President in charge of domestic and
foreign sales of the American Locomotive Company, was born in
Brighton. Canada, in 1850.
He learned telegraphy and
entered the .-service of the

Robert

delivered in 1907.
are in the market

The New York Cent ml and

its

No

lit.

subsidiary line

100,000 tons for 1907 delivery.

for

The New York Central has given to the Lackawanna Steel Co.
a supplementary contract for 6,000 tons of rails for 1906 delivery.
The New York Central will probably shortly order an additional
10,000 tons.
The Michigan Central has ordered 2.000 tons and the
Boston & Maine 6.000 tons; the New York. Chicago & St. Louis
5.000 tons.
Orders have recently been given by western railroads
Chicago.
aggregating 190.000 tons for 1907 delivery, as follows:
tons; Chicago & Northwestern,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, loo.
The total of orders
50,000 tons, and the Northern Pacific 40,000.
for the next two years already booked, which includes 140,000 tons
for the Louisville & Nashville and the Southern Railways, is 330,000
Negotiations are pending for 200.000 tons additional, 50,000
tons.
tons for eastern lines and a similar amount for southern lines, and
100.000 tons for lines in

centra] west.

tin-

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

J.

Montreal Telegraph Company.

He was

railroad telegraph operator and train despatcher at the age of nineteen on the
Erie in Buffalo and Dunkirk.
In 1S73 he
bei ame
hief
train
despatcher of the Denver & Rio
Grande, with office at Pueblo.
Colo., and was soon after apof
pointed
Superintendent
later a

•

Transportation, which position he tilled until 1881, when
he returned to the Erie. In
1882 Mr. Gross left railroad
service to become assistant to
Horatio
G.
Brooks,
the
founder of the Brooks Locomotive Works. He was a
highly successful salesman,
and his promotions
R. J. Gross.
rapid.
In 1892 the directors
of the Brooks Locomotive Works elected Mr. Gross Vice-President
of the company, and in this capacity he served until 1901.
Upon
the formation of the American Locomotive Company in June, 1901.
Mr. Gross was elected Second Vice-President, retaining his headquarters in Dunkirk. In his present capacity his office is in New

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Bangor

York.

Blaney

been bought by A. G. Frost. At the last directors' meeting Mr.
Frost was elected President. R. D. Smith. Vice-President, and P.
W. Herring. Secretary and Treasurer, retain their office as heretofore.
The agency has a branch office in Pittsburg and contemplates
opening within the next 30 or 60 days offices in New York and
Denver. The agency reports an unprecedented growth in the securing of competent engineering assistants by the better grade of
employers. On an average of 250 men are placed through its Chicago office. The Pittsburg office, which has only been running about
three months, this month will place between 75 and 100 men. The
salaries of these positions range from $75 to $500 per month and
include till sorts of mechanical, electrical, civil, mining and architectural engineers and draftsmen: superintendents for contractors,
of technical enterprises, etc.

The demand

and

d-

Plaisted, Cashier, has been appointed
at Bangor, Me.

C.

office

—

Southern. The gem ml
111., to Blaney. Mich.

offices

have been moved from Chi-

—

H. C. Starr. General Counsel, has
been elected Vice-Bri sldent and a Director, succeeding H. A.
Christy.
G. A. Dodge has been ele, ted Si retary and Treasurer.

Chicago, Cincinnati d Louisville.

i

—

Chicago, Indiana .1 Southern. M. C. Tully has been appointed Auditor of Freight Accounts; F. A. Wyman. Auditor of Passenger
Accounts, and P. L. Fisher, Auditor of Disbursements, all with
offices at Cleveland. Ohio.

Cleveland d Marietta.

Delaware

Bank

.(

Hudson.

—W.

—

Baldwin, President, has retired.

A.

A. Linen, President of the First National
and Dumont Clarke, of New York, have

J.

of Si lanton, Pa.,

been elected Directors, succeeding James H. Hyde and James W.
Alexander.

— Hugo

Blumenthal, of Hallgarten & Co.. and
& Co.. have been elected DirecY. Van
tors, the board being increased from 13 to 15 members.
den Berg, of Ladenburg. Thalmann & Co., has also been elected

Kansas City Southern.
A.

J.

Miller, of D. G. Boissevain

a Director.

—

Shore cE Michigan Southern. R. M. Huddleston. Assistant
Auditor, has been appointed Auditor, with office at Cleveland.
Ohio, succeeding R. H. Hill, resigned.

Lake

—

Metropolitan Street Railway. Oren Root.
been elected First Vice-President.
l

i'jan

Central.

—

\Y.

C.

Jr..

Brown has been

General Manager, has

elected a Director, suc-

ceeding Ashley Pond.
Missouri. Kansas & Texas.
tary,

with

office at

—

New

C. N.

Whitehead has been elected Secre-

York, succeeding

—

Missouri. Oklahoma
R. P. Dunbar
Gulf.
Auditor, with office at Kansas City. Mo.
it-

S.

Halline.

has

been appointed

—

Mobile, Jackson it- Kansas City. J. F. Ingalls has been appointed
Acting Auditor, with office at Frascati. Ala., succeeding E. R.
Stewart, resigned.

Rio Grande. Sierra Madre it Pacific.
has been appointed Auditor.
Te.ras
at

it-

Gulf.

—

L. B.

— C.

T. Carson. Assistant Auditor,

Jones has been appointed Auditor, with

office

Longview, Tex.

Operating

at the present

time for engineers and draftsmen is very great and good men are
at a premium.
It
is no uncommon thing for employers to offer $10
to $25 per month more for a man than their present employer pays
them for doing the same work. Through the J. G. White Company.
New York, the agency recently sent a party of 20 men to the Philippines on the Government railroad work there. Men are constantly
being sent to Mexico, South America and Far West.
Iron

d

cago,

Mil

The controlling interest in the Engineering Agency, Inc., Chicago, which was organized in 1893 by Frederick A. Peckham. has

—

Aroostook. F.
General Auditor, with

were

managers

Vol, XL.,

Officers.

—

Chicago, Burlington it Quincy. E. P. Bracken, Assistant Superintendent at Lincoln, Neb., has been appointed Superintendent at
Sterling, Colo., succeeding D. F. McFarland.

—

Chicago, Rock Island d Pacific. J. F. Sugrue, Superintendent at
Eldon, Mo., has been appointed Superintendent at Dalhart. Tex.,
succeeding C. M. Jones.

—

if
Indiana. The office of the Superintendent of the
Southern division has been moved from Fort Wayne, Ind., to

Grand Rapids

Steel.
1

Pennsylvania has given orders for rails aggregating 143,000
1!MI7 delivery, to the Carnegie, the Cambria and the Lackawanna Steel Companies. It is also said that the Pennsylvania Steel
Co. has received an order for from 40,000 to 511. 000 tons from the
same road, and the Tennessee Coal & Iron Co. will probably be
given an order for openhearth rails aggregating 200,000 tons. There
tire large orders pending for 1907 delivery aggregating between
urn and 600,000 tons, which may shortly be settled.
Several
largi
onsumi rs are planning to at once give orders fur rails to he
I

Ions

In

I'm

Grand Rapids. Mich.

—

Grand Trunk. M. C. Sturtevaut. Car Service Agent, has resigned,
and the office has been abolished. Frederick Price has been
appointed Superintendent of Car Service, with office at Montreal,
taking the position formerly filled by the Car Service Agent.
Kansas City Southern.

—

George Geiger, Superintendent at Texarkana. Tex., has resigned. W. H. DeFrance. Trainmaster at
Shreveport, La., succeeds Mr. Geiger.

May
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—

he served for a time as instrument man on the reconstruction
of an electric road in San Francisco, and then went to the
maintenance of way department of the Western division of
the Southern Pacific. He was later Assistant Engineer on the
construction of a mining railroad, and was then appointed
Assistant to the Resident Engineer of 'the Tucson division of
the Southern Pacific. After two years he was transferred to
the Coast division, and then worked under the Consulting
Engineer to the City Attorney of San Francisco. In October.
1904, he was put in charge of the office force of the Engineer
of Bridges of the Southern Pacific, where he remained until
promoted to be Principal Assistant Engineer of the Union

Missouri River .( Northwestern. R. A. Watts has been appointed
Superintendent, with office at Rapid City. S. Dak.

—

Shawmut <( Northern. P. B. Lincoln has been appointed
Assistant to the Receiver, with office at New York.

Pittsburg,

—

sierra of California. W. B. Blanton has been appointed
tendent, succeeding W. C. Potts, resigned.

Superin-

—

Texas & Gulf. K. S. Hull, heretofore Superintendent of Bridges
and Buildings of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe at Beaumont.
Tex., has been appointed Superintendent of the T. & G.. with
office at Longview. Tex.
Toledo

>(

Indiana.

— The

general

offices

141

have been removed from

Pacific.

Delta. Ohio, to Toledo.

Purchasing Agents.

Traffic Officers.

—

Missouri Pacific. W. B. Knight. General Freight Agent, has been
appointed Assistant Freight Traffic Manager, with office at Kansas City, Mo., succeeding J. C. Lincoln, resigned.
E. B. Lane.
Assistant General Freight Agent at St. Louis, succeeds Mr.
Knight. D. R. Lincoln has been appointed Assistant General
Freight Agent at St. Louis.

New

Mexican Central.

— E.

chasing Agent, with

Wabash.

office

N. Collyer. General Agent at Buffalo, has been appointed Assistant General Freight Agent at St. Louis, succeeding P. W. Coyle, resigned.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
Chicago. Indiana cG Southern. H. F. Ball has been appointed Superintendent of Motive Power, with office at Cleveland, Ohio.

—

—

Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago >< St. Louis. W. M. Duane. who was
recently appointed Chief Engineer, was born at Bridgeport,
He
in
1867.
Conn.,

graduated from the
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology in the
class of 1889, and in the
same year began rail-

road service as Assistof
the
ant Engineer
Cincinnati & Muskin
gum Valley. In 1800
he was appointed Assistant Engineer of the
Indianapolis division of
the Pennsylvania Lines
next
West,
and the
year was made Assistant Chief Engineer of
the Peoria & Eastern,
which is controiled by
the Cleveland, Cincin-

Chicago
& St.
Later
in
the
same year he was apof
pointed
Engineer
w. M. Duaoe.
Maintenance of Way of
Hip Indianapolis division of the ('.. ('., C. & St. I,., and in 1893
was transferred to the St. Louis division with the same title.
He was made Superintendent of Ibis division in 1899, and
in 1902 was appointed Superintendent of Construction, whli h
position he has held until his recent promotion.

York.

appointed also Purchasing Agent, with

Kansas

office at

has been
Mo.

City.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The

St.

Louis

a

San Francisco

market

in the

is

for additional

locomotives.

The Milium Railway

— R.

New

at

Gulf. — G. H. Bacon, Car Accountant,

Oklahoma A

Missouri.

—

Orleans & North-Eastern. H. B. Hearn has been appointed
Assistant General Freight Agent, at Shreveport, La., of this
road, of the Alabama & Vicksburg, and of the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific.

Mason has been appointed Assistant Pur-

A.

from

12 locomotives

Japan has ordered

of

the Baldwin Works.

The United Railways
from the Baldwin Works.

Havana have ordered

of

six locomotives

The Duluth d Northwestern has ordered two locomotives from
the American Locomotive Co.
The Minnesota Transfer has ordered
from the American Locomotive Co.

switching locomotives

five

The Newburgh .( South Shore has asked bids on one mogul
and one six-wheel switching locomotive.
The Cuba Railroad has ordered six 10-wheel locomotives from
the American Locomotive Works and three switching locomotives
from the Baldwin Works.
The Central of Peru has ordered ten 10-wheel simple locomofrom the American Locomotive Co. instead of six 12-wheel

tives

cross-compound locomotives, as reported in our issue of

May

4.

Government has ordered 20 locomotives from the
The
Baldwin Works. Ten of these will be of the Consolidation type
for freight service, with cylinders 20 in. x 26 in., and driving wheels
55y8 in. in diameter. The remaining 10 will be of the 10-wheel
type and will be used for passenger service. They will be fitted
The high-pressure cylinders
with balanced compound cylinders.
2..
will be 15% in. x 24 in., and the low-pressure cylinders will be
Italian

in

x 26

ment

in.;

will be

the driving wheels will be 72 7 s
made in the early part of July.

in diameter.

in.

Ship-

CAR BUILDING.

nati.

Louis.

Engineer, has been
10. II. Itarnes, Resident
Indiana.
appointed Chief Engineer; .1. E. Keegan. Master Mechanic, lias
Bees
been appointed Superintendent of Motive Power. Th
of both are at Grand Rapids, Mich.

Grand Rapids

><

Indiana Harbor.

— See

The Denver a Bio Grande has ordered nine passenger ears from
Barney & Smith.
flat

The Terre Haute Traction
American Car Co.

Henry, Master Mechanic at
Lines West.- w. C. A
Ohio, and Cambridge. Ohio, has been appointed
Master Mechanic a1 Columbus, Ohio, succeeding S. w. .Miller.
r
of the Northwest
A. C. Davis, Electrical Engl)
resigned.
sysliin, succeeds Mr. Henry.
Wellsville,

chanlc, with
We.lt liel'liy.
L.
Texas
Gulf.
succeeding Q.
'i

/

i>.

.1.

office

McNerney has been appointed Master Me
al

Bismarck,

Wash.,

succeeding

It

F,

closed

10

The Tampa

has ordered

Northern

10

ears of

Hat

60,000

lbs.

The Wheeling Traction Co.. Wheeling, W.
Ho G. C. Kuhlman Car Co.

\'.i

.

has ordered

live

cars from

shod Line has ordered
for

The Kinat.au -sun car

Co.

.1

has orders for 50 King-Lawaon
is now asking bids.
it

has been appointed Master Mechanic,
Tex,
office al Longview

P.

Goodwyn

EC,

Smith, with

-ill

which

Steel ears, for the building of

The Cleveland

passenger cars from

1:,

Septembei delivery.

Southwestern Traction Co., as reported In our
IE cars from the Niles far 8 Manu

issue of April 20, has ordered
fa. luring Co.

Lakeside (Electric) hai
The Toicio. fort cuntou
ar from the Mies car
iwo passenger ears and one exprei
,1

ordered
.v-

•

R, T. Guppy, who wai recently appointed Principal
pacific.
He gradu
Assistant Engineer, was born in California In inVlv
ated from the Unlversltj of California in 1896 and began railroad work as axeman in < mrveylng partj ol the Southern
Vfter having worked on construction and in an office,
Pacific.

urn,

has ordered

Go.

capacity from F. M. Hicks & Co.

The Oregon
Barney & Smith

Chicago, Indiana & Southern.

Light

.t

reported, has ordered 500

is

ii

ears from the

Pennsylvania

Tacoma Eastern.

The Toledo, si. Lnua ,i Western,
cars from Barney & Smith.

Manu

facturlng Co.

The Miaul, c Shori
!G

freli

11

1

But

will

be

11

drawn

bj

//,,i,,
dola ears oi' 80,
apai ily from M
1

1

ii'

ri,
Em
.He not

elei

1

1

g

1

1

,1

,

in,
io

Iw

II

|,

is

reported, h
wiih trollej

iiiipped

b
1
I

Be/lninp

1

hai

II

Tie .dwell

ordered
80,000

ii'

ft

Co

L«b men. Pa

lbs.

142
The City

of

Winnipeg has ordered six
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Milton, Ont. —
Hart convertible 80,000

capacity ballast cars from the Dominion Dump Car
These cars will measure 34 ft. over all.
Ltd., Montreal.
lbs.

Company,

Vol. xi,. No.

A. Waldie

J.

tion of a steel bridge on

Montana.

—A

Main

is

receiving tenders for the erec-

street.

was introduced

bill

L9:

last

week

in both

Houses of

The Isthmian Canal Commission is asking for proposals on
Bids will received until 10.30 a.m. May L9,
1,000 wooden flat cars.
1906, by D. W. Ross, General Purchasing Officer, Washington, D. C.

Congress authorizing the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul to build
a railroad bridge over the Missouri river in Broadwater and Gallatin
counties, Montana.

The Kansas City, Mexico d Orient has ordered 400 box cars of
60,000 lbs. capacity; 100 flat cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity, and 100
stock cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity from the American Car & Foundry
Co.

New York, N. Y. The injunction which restrained Bridge Commissioner Stevenson from opening bids the day they were received,
April 30, for the new Manhattan bridge, to be built over the East
river between the Boroughs of Manhattan and Brooklyn, has been
dissolved, and bids were opened May 7. The Ryan-Parker Construction Co., New York, was the lowest bidder; it offers to do the work
for $6,493,223. The other bidders were John Peirce Co., $6,596,638; the
General Erecting Co., $6,769,983; Milliken Brothers, $7,566,191, and
The bid of the Pennsylvania
the American Bridge Co., $8,312,146.
Steel Co., which was awarded the contract last August, was $7,284,739.
The latter bid was thrown out by the Supreme Court. The
company is now appealing from that decision and refusing to submit
a new bid.

The Butte, Anaconda <£ Pacific has ordered 75 steel hopper ore
cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity from the Standard Steel Car Co. These
in. wide by 8 ft. 9 in. high,
cars will be 25 ft. 10 in. long by 9 ft.

%

inside

measurements.

The Sydney & Louisburg has ordered 15 box cars of 60,000 lbs.
capacity from Rhodes, Curry & Co. These cars will be 36 ft. long
by 8 ft. 6 in. wide by 8 ft. high, and will be equipped with automatic
couplers and air-brakes.
The Western Maryland has ordered 700 all steel hopper cars
from the Pressed Steel Car Co. for November and December delivery instead of 500 from the American Car &
Foundry Co., as reported in our issue of May 4.

of 100,000 lbs. capacity

The Bostc-n <& Maine has ordered 20 first class passenger cars
from the Pullman Co., for August delivery. These cars will measure
60 ft. long over sills by 14 ft. 4 in. high, and will have a seating
capacity for 72 passengers. They will have wood bodies and wood
underframes.
Westinghouse
The special equipment includes:
air-brakes, Gould couplers, Miner draft rigging and side bearing,
Gold heating system, Pintsch lighting system, Pullman vestibules
and Allen car wheels.
The Colorado rf Southern has ordered two first class coaches
and two combination mail and passenger cars from the Pullman Co.
The special equipment for both includes: Pullman axles, paint and
vestibules,
Commonwealth Steel Co.'s bolsters, National-Hollow
brake-beams, Hewitt special brasses, Janney couplers, Curtain Supply Co.'s curtain fixtures, Pantasote curtain material. Safety heating system, Pintsch light, Scarritt seats. Railway Steel-Spring Co.'s
springs and Standard Steel Co.'s wheels.

The Lake Erie & Western has ordered 17 passenger cars and
eight smoking cars from the Pullman Co. The passenger cars will
be 70 ft. long over end sills, and will have a seating capacity for
84 passengers. The smoking cars will be 61 ft. long over end sills
and will have a seating capacity for 76 passengers. The special
equipment includes:
Westinghouse air-brakes. Diamond special
brake-beams, Tower couplers, Railway Steeel-Spring Co.'s springs.
Magnus journal bearings, Symington journal boxes, Harrison dust
guards, Perry side bearings, Pintsch gas lighting system, Gold heating system, and Pullman vestibules.
The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has ordered 500 box
cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity from the American Car & Foundry Co.,
for September and October delivery.
These cars will weigh 34,000
lbs., and will measure 36 ft. long by 8 ft. 6 in. wide by 8 ft. high,
all inside dimensions.
The bodies and underframes will be of wood.
The special equipment includes: Commonwealth cast-steel bolsters.
Simplex brake-beams, Westinghouse air-brakes, Tower couplers. Security door fastenings, National doors, Thornburgh draft rigging,
American Car & Foundry Co.'s dust guards and journal boxes, Winslow roofs, Railway Steel-Spring Co.'s springs, and American Car
& Foundry Co.'s cast-iron wheels.

—

—

Y.
Bids are wanted by the Board of Public
for the building of a steel truss highway bridge of 164 ft.
span and a width of 65 ft.; also for remodeling and erecting one
Plans and
old highway bridge of 141 ft. span and 30 ft. in width.
specifications at the office of W. W. Read. City Engineer in the
is City Clerk.
Convention Hall. Walter P.

Niagara Fails, N.

Works

Home

—

The Upper House of Congress has passed a
authorizing the Minnesota, Dakota & Pacific to build a railroad bridge over the Missouri river between the mouth of the
Moreau river and the southern line of Walworth County in South
Dakota.

South Dakota.

bill

—

Tennessee. The Upper House of Congress has passed a bill
authorizing bridges over the Clinch and Holsten rivers in Virginia
and Tennessee.
The bills authorizing two bridges over the Cumberland river at
Nashville and one bridge over the Cumberland river at Clarksville in Tennessee, have been passed by both Houses of Congress and
signed by the President.

—

Thamesford, Ont. B. B. McCarthy is receiving bids for the
tion of five bridges in the Township of East Missouri.

ereo

—

Vancouver, B. C. The Council has decided to build two bascule
bridges over False creek to cost about $350,000.

—

Weldon, N. C. A bill is before the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce of the House of Representatives authorizing the
Northampton & Halifax Bridge Co. to build a bridge over the
Roanoke river, at or near this place.
Other Structures.
Fitzgerald, Ga. An officer of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic writes that the new shops to be built for this company are
to be of brick, located half a mile from Fitzgerald, and are to be
Oil
put up by the company's forces. The buildings are as follows:
house, 40 ft. x 50 ft.; scrap bin, 50 ft. x 450 ft.; sand house, 25 ft.
x 50 ft; coal bunker, 125 ft. x 200 ft.; pilot, tender and cab shop,
50 ft. x 175 ft.; machine shop, 75 ft. x 300 ft.; smith's shop, 75 ft.
x 300 ft: freight car repair shop, 100 ft x 400 ft; boiler house, 40"
ft. x 52 ft; planing mill, 75 ft. x 150 ft.: dry kiln, 50 ft. x 50 ft.:
hard wood storage, 75 ft. x 175 ft.; coach shop, SO ft. x 300 ft; paint
shop, 75 ft x 280 ft.;
paint house, 20 ft. x 30 ft.; store
house, 75 ft. x 150 ft.: office. 30 ft. x 60 ft; pattern shop, 50 ft.
x 75 ft.; foundry, 75 ft. x 100 ft., and roundhouse with 400 ft.
diameter.

—

—

BRIDGE BUILDING.

Mitchell, Minn. The Duluth, Missabe & Northern has given
a contract to L. D. Campbell & Co.. of Duluth, for putting up a
machine shop, 260 ft. by 60 ft, to cost about $60,000.

Bekry, Ky. Bids are wanted May 15 by L. W. Swann for building a steel bridge, 275 ft. long, over Licking river.

New YroRK. N. Y. In addition to the temporary terminal now~
under construction at the Manhattan end of the Williamsburg
bridge, plans have been adopted to build an underground station
in the Delancey street plaza.
The new work will necessitate the
removal of a considerable part of the elevated structure. The terminal will extend from Norfolk to Clinton streets.

—

—

Brandon, Man. The City Engineer has been instructed
pare plans for a new steel bridge on .Eighteenth street.

to pre-

—

Camden, N. J. The Camden Board of Freeholders has accepted
the proposition of the Public Service Corporation to pay $20,000 towards building a lift bridge over Cooper's creek at Federal street.
The cost of the completed structure will be about $80,000. The
Public Service Corporation will in addition furnish the electric power
for the operation of the bridge in return for the privilege of running
its street cars over it.

—

—

Toledo, Ohio.

— The

Toledo Ship Building Co. has given a con-

Lakes Dredging & Docking
build a dry dock 600 ft. long and 105 ft. wide.
tract to the Great

to-

—

WiNNEPEG, Man. The Grand Trunk Pacific has bought a large
of land two miles east of this city as a site for shops.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

—

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

—This

La Grange, Mich. According to local reports, Highway Commissioner W. H. Stretch is having plans made to build a concrete

for the building of the line

bridge over the Dowagiac creek

to

present structure.

Chicago,

tract

Kansas City, Mo. The bill authorizing the Kansas City, St.
Joseph & Excelsior Springs Ry. Co. to build a combined railroad
and highway bridge and approaches over the Missouri river at Kansas City has been passed by the Upper House of Congress.

to replace the

Co., of

Canadian Northern.

company

will shortly let contracts

from French river, near Sudbury, east
Ottawa and Hawkesbury, Ont. about 370 miles.

Mai

11.
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—

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. Work on an extension of
road from Presho west to the Black Hills, which is about the
same distance as that by the Chicago & North-Western from Pierre,
is being rushed so that the work can be finished before the C. &
N.-W. completes its line.
Survey of the main coast line west of Evarts is being pushed
as rapidly as possible, but very little construction work will probably be done on this line during the present year. The company is
also extending a few stub lines in various sections of South Dakota
into new local territory or to connect existing lines.

-this

—

H3

By

the terms of the agreement, the Hudson & Manhattan is to pay
$175,000 to the Lackawanna, for which it grants to the tunnel
company subsurface rights of way from the middle of Twelfth
street, Jersey City, to the intersection of Bloomfield and Ferry
streets, Hoboken.
The grant is 50 ft. wide and 2,625 ft. long.

—

Illinois, Indiana & Gary.
Chicago and St. Louis capitalists
have applied for the incorporation of a company under this name
and for another under the name of the Milwaukee, Rockford &
Eastern, to build a railroad from the proposed town of Gary, Ind., near
the site of the new steel works at Indiana Harbor through Joliet,
Aurora, Dekalb and Rockford to Milwaukee, approximately 230

Chicago & Nobth-Western. Plans are being made by this company to build an extension of the Bonesteel branch of the Fremont, miles. The line is to be double-tracked for the entire distance.
Blkhorn & Missouri Valley from Bonesteel, S. Dak., the present The incorporators include: B. H. Harris and F. Clark, of Chicago;
western terminus, northeast to a point on the north line of Gregory J. C. Duffin, of DeKalb, 111., and H. W. Seaman, of Clinton, Iowa.
County, about 40 miles. Surveys are being made.
James Bay. This company, which had a bill reported in the
Work is being pushed on the extension of this company's line
Canadian House of Commons last year authorizing it to build a
Pierre,
Black
Hills.
from
S. Dak., west to the
line from Toronto northeast to Ottawa and thence to Montreal, has
Colorado & Southern. It has been decided to have the articles prepared plans showing the route of its proposed line around Ottawa.
of incorporation amended so as to permit the construction of a line It will run along the south shore of the Ottawa river until close
from Trinidad in Las Aninas County, Col., north to Florence in Fre- to that city, thence south, crossing the Canadian Pacific, Grand Trunk
mont County, about 120 miles. Florence is reached by the Atchison, and Ottawa & New York Railroad outside the city .limits, thence
Topeka & Santa Fe, the Denver & Rio Grande, and the Florence & making a considerable detour to a crossing of the Rideau river, some
Cripple Creek.
miles out of the city, in which section connection is to be made
Conemaugh & Blacklick. A charter has been granted this com- with the proposed Canadian Northern grain line from Montreal
pany in Pennsylvania, with a capital of $50,000, to build a railroad to Georgia Bay.
five miles long from a point on the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg
Kettle Valley Lines.: These companies, which operate a line
at Josephine to a point on the West Penn Branch of the Penn- from Republic, Wash., north to Grand Forks, B. C. 40 miles, are maksylvania, near the mouth of Tom's Run, in Indiana County, Pa. ing surveys for building an extension from the southern terminus,
Walter F. Arma, Punxsutawney, Pa., is President. The directors at Republic, southeast to Spokane, about 145 miles. The proposed
include P. J. McGovern, Josephine, Pa.; Thomas E. Hilliard, Punx- line follows the Columbia river to the mouth of the Spokane river,
sutawney, Pa., and Henry H. Alderfer, Plumville, Pa.
and along that stream to Spokane.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Cynthiana & Claysville. Incorporation has been granted a
Klondike Roads. The Railway Commission of Canada has
company under this name in Kentucky, with a capital of $14,000, granted a concession to a company to build a railroad from Dawson
to build a railroad from Claysville southwest to Cynthiana, Ky., in
Harrison County, about 12 miles.

Denver & Kansas Northern.

— See
—

Missouri Pacific.

City for a distance of 80 miles into a section at present only reached
by dog sleds. It is hoped to have 30 miles of the road in operation within six months.
The company, which is capitalized at
$3,500,000, has an office at Ottawa.
H. B. McGiverin is Vice-President and General Manager; Andrew Hay den, Secretary, and H.
Blackfieldsmith, Consulting Engineer.

Denver Northern (Electric). Incorporation has been asked for
The prol>y this company in Colorado, with a capital of $3,000,000.
posed route is from Denver north via Louisville, Lafayette, Boulder,
Long Island. This company is laying an extra track across
Longmont, Bethoud, Loveland, Fort Collins and other towns in northern Colorado to Cheyenne, Wyo. W. C. Brown, of the New York the Flushing Meadows, so that its Port Washington branch will be
Central; M. J. Jones, of Boulder; R. S. Law and C. W. Waterman, double tracked from Long Island City to Main street, Flushing.

—

•of

Plans for electrifying this part of

Denver, are interested.

system have been completed

its

and work started widening the right

of way.
The new track is
East Liverpool Traction. Surveys have been made by this com- being put in to facilitate the operation of express
trains.
pany, and rights of way have been secured for the proposed electric
line to be built from East Liverpool south to Steubenville, Ohio,
Midland & Manitoba. Work has been started by Barnes Bros,

—

—

about 30 miles.

Franklin Southeastern.

—

Incorporation has been granted this
Georgia to build a railroad from Franklin to either
Hogansville or LaGrange. The capital of the company is $200,000,
-and the incorporators are:
W. Nussbaum, N. W. Wick, A. J. Crovatt,
-J. S. Wright and J. Y. Brame, of Brunswick, Ga., and C. W. Demming, of LaGrange, Ga., and E. Brovston, of Jacksonville, Fla.

company

in

Fremont, Elkiiorn & Missouri Valley.

— See

Chicago North-

western.

—

Goshen, South Bend & Chicago (Electric). Incorporation has
been granted this company in Indiana, with a capital of $150,000, to
build a railroad across the north end of the State of Indiana. The
proposed route is from the Ohio and Indiana state line, crossing
DeKalb, Noble, LaGrange, Elkhart, St. Joseph, LaPorte, Porter and
Lake Counties to Hammond, about 140 miles. The line is to form
a part of the proposed Chicago-New York Electric Air Line.

—

Gulp & Sun- Island. Announcement has been made that the
Columbia division of this road from Mendenhall, Miss., south to
Columbia, 105 miles, has been opened for

traffic.

aktwki.l & Washington.—This company has been granted a
charter in Georgia, with a capital of $250,000, to build a railroad
56 miles long. The Incorporators are W. O. Jones, J. 1). Matheson
1

1

and others.
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Hudson & Manhattan Railroad, An agreement hae been Bled
Jersey city ending the controversy between this companj and
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western concerning right of waj
The
11. & M. will
imiiii
niiu.iv under
racks of the Lackawanna
into connect iioboken with the tunnel from Jer ej Cltj to Manhattan.
in

;i

i

being built north from the international
la Prairie.
Plans have been filed by James
Fisher, President of this road, showing the route between Portage
la Prairie and Winnipeg, 53 miles.
is

Milwaukee, Rockford & Eastern.
Missouri Pacific.

— See Illinois,

Indiana & Gary.

— Surveys

are being made under the name of
the Denver & Kansas Northern, which was incorporated a year
ago to build a number of lines in West Kansas. Work, it is said,
will shortly be started on a line to be built from Stockton in Rooks
County, Kansas, the terminus of the South Solomon section of
the Missouri Pacific, southwest to some point on the Colorado division of the same road near Scotts City, approximately 125 miles.
The survey crosses the Salina branch of the Union Pacific near
Palco and the main line at Wakeeney.

Newton & Northwestebn.
company

to

Murray

Bros.,

—A

contract has been given by this
Cedar Rapids, for grading its pro
The work calls for the removal of

of

posed line to Fort Dodge.
approximately 300.000 cu. yds. of earth. The contractors for the
line from Kelly to Des Moines are pushing the work.

—

Norfolk & Southern. F. S. Gannon, President of the mi
Norfolk & Southern and Virginia ^ Carolina Coast, annoui
that
the new Norfolk & Southern lines, extending from Norfolk. Va.. to
Raleigh vi.i Washington, Greenville and Wilson,
C, will be com
pleted by May 1. 1907, and that the new line from Washington t"
Newberne, N. C, will be completed January 1. 1907.
["he transfer
of trains across the Albemarle Sound at Mackey's Ferrj bj Boats
«iii lie eliminated by the bulldln
and one
half miles across the Sound
The new line will give the northeastern section of North Carolina direct connection with the State

v

charter has been granted

railroad

,-i

on this road, which
boundary to Portage

i

capital.

North 6 South Texas
pleted

bj

Mi Carthy, Stai

a

Preliminary Burve
I

ufkin, Tex.,

been
toi

com

81

proposed road from Lufkln southwe
it
to Qroveton,
Is
rex.
proposed to build Mils portion of the road and to have it In operation
in-)
bj
of next year
McCarthy, Starns A Co. want bids from
this

1

1.
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ractors for carrying out tiiis work ai follows:
Earth excava
20,000 cu. yds. per mile; land to be cleared, 350 acres, and an
additional 125 acres ol grubbing work; roar trestles, aggregating
7,000 ft., wiili one span 112 Et. long; ^7 lines of drain pipe, aggre
gating 2,000 ft., and two water stations.
The work also calls for
tons of rail
with angli bars, bolti
spikes, switches, switch3,
April
stands, etc.
P. A. McCarthy, Lufkin, Tex., is Chief Engineer,
,

ami

built

p.

Trains

will
this year.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

L29.)

Nob
gardner,

\

of hi.

i

contract lias been given to Dale & liauniPaul, for double-track work on this road

from Perham, Minn., northwest through Frazee
::

Work

lies

is to

be Started at once.
Ottertail river will

to

The high

Oak Lake, about
brid

<

>a

I

Frazee

over

the

^.tlantn

>>' in

—

—

ii
4: Licking Valley.
At the recent meeting of the directors
of this company preliminary plans were decided upon, and work is
to be started within 60 days on a new line from Cannel City, K>\,
northwest to Hillsboro, Fleming County. 72 miles.
Surveys have

been completed.
Hillsboro is on the Cincinnati, Flemingsburg &
Southeastern, through which the new road will secure connection
with the Louisville & Nashville, at Johnson Junction. From Cannel
City a line is to be built southeast via Jackson to Elkhorn creek in
Letcher County to reach coal fields.

—

Oki.aiio.ma City & Shawnee Traction*.
A charter has been
granted in Oklahoma to this company, with a capital of $1,000,000,
to build an electric railroad from Oklahoma City southeast to
Shawnee, about 40 miles. Two routes are under consideration, for
which preliminary surveys have been made. The incorporators are:
Collins.

Ithaca, N. Y.: O. P. Wortman, W. F. Young and
City; W. H. Crane and Samuel Ketchum, of

Oklahoma

Omaha, Lincoln & Beatrice.
its

—

l'i
-o D'Oriii.li. Rapid Transit.
Spoka
Bids are wanted May
21 by M. F. Mendenhal, Secretary of this company, for clearing the
right of way and grading 40 miles of road from Spokane, Wash.,
northeast to Lake Pend d'Oreille, Idaho, also for building a steel
bridge, with a span of 180 ft., over the Spokane river east of
i

Greenacres.
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Shore Terminal. The property of this company has been
sold under foreclosure to Edward B. Smith & Co., Philadelphia,
for $765,000.
Mr. Smith is quoted as saying that the property
will be operated independently.

Brooklyn & Rockaway

Beach.

— This

company,

which owns 3C.

miles of road between Brooklyn and Jamaica Bay. Long Island,
N. Y., has been bought at foreclosure sale by the bondholders.
The capital stock is $150,000, and there are outstanding $338,000
6 per cent, bonds of 1931, on which interest has been in default
since November, 1899.
It is reported that the property will
be leased to the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co.

— Gross earnings for the nine months end-

Detroit. Tin edo
Iron ion.
ing March 31, including
an increase of $530,725;
The surplus
$417.il9.
&.-

those of the Ann Arbor, were $3,158,834.
net earnings. $1,070,819, an increase of
was $216,388, an increase of $190,536.

—

Interests identified with this company have incorporated seven iron mining companies under the laws of
Minnesota, each with $50,000 capital stock. The Oliver Mining
Co., a subsidiary of the United States Steel Corporation, has
incorporated 10 iron mining companies, each with $50,000 capital

Great Northern.

stock.

—

Georgia Railway & Electric. A dividend of 1 J L per cent, on the
$6,014,600 common stock outstanding has been declared, payable
out of the net earnings for the quarter ended March 31, 1906.
In February of this year 2 per cent, was paid out of the net
earnings for the six months ending Dec. 31, 1905.

Hudson Valley Railway.

.

— This

company, which operates 120 miles
from Waterford. N. Y.. has been
Clarence Jones & Co. and C. W. Morse in

of electric road extending north

reorganized with E.
The intention is to operate the line in connection with
the Hudson Navigation Co.'s steamer line between New York
and Troy. An issue of $4,000,000 consolidated first mortgage
50-year 5 per cent, bonds has been authorized, of which $2,228,000 will be issued, and the balance held as security for collateral trust bonds and to retire some divisional bonds.
control.

—

Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern. An injunction has been granted
restraining the receiver from issuing the $3,800,000 receiver's
The injunction was asked by
certificates authorized recently.
minority bondholders, who declared that the amount was excessive.
It is reported that a new reorganization plan is under
consideration.

—

Loris & San Francisco. This company has filed an equipment
mortgage for $3,556,000, covering 45 locomotives, about 3,000
freight cars and five postal cars.

—

& Goi.iiiiii.ii. A dividend of 3'^ per cent, on both preferred
and common stock has been declared. This is the first dividend.

ToNoi'Aii

—

The stockholders have authorized the
Erie.
he Lorain & West Virginia, now under construction from Wellington, Ohio, north to Lorain. 20 miles, and of
the Sugar Creek & Northern, under construction from Bolivar,
Ohio, northwest to Orrville, 26 miles.

Wheeling &

Laki

acquisition of

Susquehanna & New York. An officer writes that work is
progressing rapidly with the revision of this company's line between
Ellenton, Pa., and Short Run.
Eight miles of new road will be

the

ol

road

ol

e ol

—

St.

about 30 miles.

t

.

Atlantic.

bought the

Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic. Gross earnings for the year
ended December 31, 1905, of this company, which is a subsidiary
of the Pennsylvania, were $866,864, an increase of $51,325; net
earnings, $172,276. an increase of $63,751.
A 2 per cent, dividend was paid on the $1,500,000 preferred stock, which left a
surplus of $89,072.

—

Southern. This company will spend about $5,500,000 on improvements in the neighborhood of Chattanooga, Tenn., and will
raise the necessary funds from sales of bonds. An important part
of the work is the Stevenson extension, which includes a tunnel
through Lookout Mountain. Two-thirds of this has been completed
and the balance is to be finished in 10 months. There is also a
drawbridge over the Tennessee river; double-track work between
Ooltewah and Chattanooga, 15 miles, and a new passenger station
and terminal to cost $1,000,000. The Stevenson extension will be

&

holdings of
5 3 2 shares of slock of the Consolidation Coal
Co., of Maryland, whose total capital stock is $10.250. nun.

—

—

1

ils

—

St. Lot-is, Browsville & Mexico.
An agreement, it is reported,
has been reached by which the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico will
build a bridge at Brownsville, and connection will be made with
the Mexican National at Brownsville and Matamoras. The Mexican
National has also consented to a modification of its exclusive right
to occupy a narrow strip of territory bordering the Rio Grande
from Matamoras to a point opposite Del Rio, so that the Yoakum
roads may build across the strip and along the coast of Mexico to
Tampico. At Tampico connection is to be made with the new line
to he established by the National to that port, from the City of
Mexico, through the extension of the Hidalgo & Northwestern, which
the National recently bought.
It is said that the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico has passed into the hands of the Rock Island-Frisco
management, and that it will be operated as a part of that system.
This company has extended its road for 98 miles from Refugio,
Tex., north to Bay City, which is 70 miles from Brownsville.
Work
is being pushed on the extension to Galveston and Houston, and it
is hoped to have tiains in operation to these points about the first
of next month.

wo

1

I

This company is negotiating with
proposed line from Bethany to Omaha, Neb.

Pittsburg & North-Eastern. Incorporated in Pennsylvania
with a capital of $500,000 to build a railroad from the Monongahela
river at Elizabeth street in Pittsburg, Pa., to South Bend in Armstrong County, Pa.. 40 miles. The directors include W. H. Craig,
Wallace Wilson. D. M. Sloan. Wm. S. Graham, all of Pittsburg, Pa..
and W. F. Melhuish, Jr., Allegheny, Pa.

1

Baltimore & Ohio.— II

Adrian, Mich.
contractors to build

Birmingham

Atlanta

inged foi the
19,238 shares of the A
& B. common stock now outstanding,
Of tin $30,
,000 A. B. & A. fir:
rtgage 5 per cent, bonds
ol
1936 lie, ntiy authorized, $4,090,000 is to be reserved to
retire A. fi B. bonds outstanding, and $1,969,900 is to be exchanged, with three yen
cou ions detached, tor the same
amount of A. & B. preferred stock now oil si a in inc.
t

North Riveb. This road has been chartered in Virginia. It.
M. Gillespie, of New York, is President, and ('. B. Williamson, of
Harrisonburg, Va., Secretary and Treasurer.

Sherman

See

I

i

others, of

& Birmingham,

Vilanta, Birmingham & Atlas
companj hai
Ulantic & Birmingham, which owns :;n mile
Georgia. The a,, b. & A. ha.- authorized
icrea
ilal siock to $14,565,800, ol' which .
!2
p
i

be enlarged, and a greal
The
unt of rilling work will be carried out near that place.
main work will be straightening the line and relocating ii from the
lake northeast to Frazee, where a large amount of filling will
be needed
of

19.

with Miii,. rails. This work is being done to reduce
grade to accommodate the heavy and Increasing traffic.
be operated over the new pari ol the lini b
October

i

27,

No.
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.

Co.,

Trust

During four days. May 4. 5, 6 and 7, the Canadian
immigrants from Montreal to Calgary, Alb.

Pacific car-

New

York; E. G. Tillotson, Vice-President of the Cleveland
Cleveland, and F. D. Underwood, President of the Erie
Railroad, New York.

&

Co.,

Temporary Station

ried 4,850

At Roswell, N. Mex., a grand jury in the Federal Court has
indicted the Pecos Valley & Northwestern Railroad for paying illegal
rebates to secure shipments of wool.

The Atlantic Coast Line has given
a

tract of land

to the city of Florence, N.

embracing 137 acres and valued at more than

to be used as the site of

C,

$10,000,

a state reformatory.

The striking longshoremen, pilots and other transportation men
on the Great Lakes resumed work on May 10, an agreement havbeen reached between the proprietors and the workmen by
which the differences which led to the strike will be soon settled.

ing

A

which started

train load of bananas, consisting of 31 carloads,

from Hoboken, N.

Minneapolis,
Minn., about 1,344 miles, in 63 hours, or at the rate of 21% miles
an hour. The train was run over the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, the Michigan Central and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul.
J.,

on April

26,

was run through

announced that the Grand Trunk

It is

is

to

to abolish all of its

freight lines except the National Despatch. The business of
the other lines, the Commercial Express, the Lackawanna-Grand
Trunk, and the others, all of which work east of Buffalo in connection with American lines, will be looked after by the officers
and agents of the National Despatch.
fast

Near Kamloops, B. C, on May 9th, an express train of the Canadian Pacific was stopped by robbers and the valuables in the registered mail department were carried off. The robbers cut off the
mail car and hauled it forward a mile, and did not discover, until
they had opened the car, that they had left the express car behind;
and they apparently did not dare to go back to get it. It was reported the next day that the robbers had been caught.
Representative Mann, of Illinois, has introduced in Congress a
resolution directing the Interstate Commerce Commission to investigate and report on the use of and necessity for block signals
and appliances for the automatic control of railway trains in the
United States; and in reporting, to recommend such legislation as

may seem

advisable.

English Investigation of Safety Appliances.
committee consisting of Lieut.-Col. Yorke, chief inspecting
officer of railways; Mr. Robert Turnbull, of the London & NorthWestern, and Mr. Richard Bell, M. P., has been appointed by the
English Board of Trade to examine and test appliances designed
to diminish danger to railroad employees.

A

Proposed Michigan-Superior Canal.
has been introduced in the House of Representatives granting a franchise to Thomas Dolan, Jr.. F. B. Sprague and others,
to build a ship canal between Lakes Michigan and Superior via
Whitpfish river, Mud Lake and An Train river and lake, in the
state of Michigan.

A

bill

Erie Canal Contracts.
Contract No. S for building part of hi- Krie Canal has been let
to the Eastern Contract Co., Troy and Pittsburg, for $1,433,817;
contract No. 11, to the Fort Orange Construction Co., Albany, for
I

?1,359,475.

A New Westinghouse Company.
The

Electric. Properties Co.

New York

was Incorporated under the laws

of

at Forty-Third Street.

architects of the new Grand Central Station. New York
City, have filed with the City Building Department plans of the
station which is to be used for passengers while the present station
The temporary station is to be
is being torn down and replaced.
in the basement of the "Grand Central Palace" east of the present
station and at the extreme eastern limit of the enlarged yard. The
"Palace" fronts on 43d street on the south and Lexington avenue
on the east. The rooms to be used for passengers are on the two
lower floors, and the tracks will be 20 feet below the grade of Lexington avenue. The main waiting room will be 100 ft: x 200 ft., and
this and the other rooms will afford about as much space as Is
assigned for the same purpose in the present station. The "concourse" between the head house and the tracks will be at what
is now 44th street, and immediately north of this will be a cab stand,
above the tracks. It is expected to occupy this building as a station
for two years.

The

Decoration for Secretary Allen.
Mr. W. F. Allen, of New York City. Secretary of the American
Railway Association, has received from the King of Belgium the
decoration of Chevalier of the Order of Leopold. This honor is conferred in recognition of Mr. Allen's distinguished services as Secretary of the American Section of the International Railway Congress.
The headquarters of the Congress are in Belgium. King
Leopold by this act recognizes not only Mr. Allen's efficient management of the Sessions of the Congress in this country in 1905,
as well, his prominence as a representative of American
terests at the sessions of 1895 and 1900, held in Europe.
but,

New Shops for the Coal and Coke at Gassaway, W. Va.
The Coal & Coke Railway has about completed its shops at
Gassaway, W. Va., consisting of a steel frame machine and erecting
shop, 192 ft. by 113 ft., with one 120-ton electric crane, 65 ft. long,
with a traverse of 192 ft. in the erecting shop, with five-ton auxiliary
hoists on each trolley, and a 10-ton traveling crane. 40 ft. long,
with a traverse of the entire length of th° machine shop, 192 ft.;
brick paint shop, 50 ft. by 200 ft.; brick wood working shop. 50 ft.
by 250 ft., with a 75 ft. transfer table, having a traverse of 320 ft.
between erecting shop and wood working and paint shops; brick
power house, 40 ft. by 60 ft., and coaling station. All the machinery
is to be electrically driven, the large machines with individual drive.
A store house, oil house and tin and upholstering shop are nowbeing built. All the work is being done by company's forces.

Vox

Populi.

Senator Dolliver. of Iowa, has shown his fellow congressmen a
letter concerning the railroad rate bill from one of his constituents,
an o!d farmer of Grundy County, which reads: "Don't never forget,
my good senator, that we, the people, are keeping our eye on this
thing down there. Settle it if you can. but for Cod's sake, senator,
Don't fix it so when it is all over we. the people.
settle it right.
will have to bet under which shell we shall have to look for the
goods."

The Earthquake on the North Shore

A

ning northward from Sausalito to San Anselmo. Sausalilo is a
harbor on the north side of San Francisco Bay. in 1903 thirty
automatic signals wen- Installed on this line, ibis being the Bret
installation of signals controlled by alternating current
riie signals are of tin- Union Switch & signal
cuits,

May 10, with a capital of $<;.iiim.noo preferred and style "H" type, ihe company's standard
common stock, lis purpose is to acquire, finance and de and they work by storage batteries placed

especially electric power, traction and lighting
II
undertakings.
owns the entire capital stock of Westinghouse,
Church, Kerr & Co., and through that company will do general
engineering and construction.
No changes in the organization or
personnel of the subsidiary company arc Intended. The new com
|iany will also make use of oilier engineering companies and con
siilling engineers when if is desirable.
John i\ Wallace has been elected President and a Director The
oilier ilireelors are:
Charles II. Allen, Vice Piesidonl of lie Morion
Trust Co., New York; Paul D. Cravath, of Cravath, Henderson it
De Qersdorff, New fork; n. D. Biddings, New York; N. w. Halsey,
of N. W. Halsey & Co., New York; George c. Smith, Vice-President
of the Security investment Co., Pittsburg; John A. Spoor, President
Of the Union Slock Yard & Transit Co., and President Of the Chil
[0
Junction Railway Co.. Chicago; Moses Taylor, of Kein. V:m Corl
landt & Co., Now York; R. B, Van Cortlandt, of Kean, Van Cortlandt
I

I

Railroad.

"The North
signal engineer writes as follows:
Shore Railroad of California is a short electric third-rail line, runCalifornia

on

$6,000,000
velop properties,

in-

electric

track

cir-

Company's

motor semaphore,

lower compartment
of the signal case.
These batteries are charged through high re
These signals did
Blstance by current taken from the power rail.
not suffer from the earthquake, except thai one
ittery Jar
was broken, pulling one signal ou1 of service. The power went
Hem the fan that the Ba)
off at 5.13 on the morning of the 18th
larthquake,
Counties power system was pul em of business bj
but the signals went Immediate!} Into service again when Bteam
was raised in the North Shon power house, again
curlie
The ground around s
aignal foundations was sunk
pent,
ami disturbed
"The ground around the new terrj building at SaUSalitO
about a foot. The tracks and Interlocklngs at Sausalito yard were
pui out of shape and along the road all b
re thrown out
of aiinenii ni and one large
oken down. Incidentally,
o nob that a little timi befon thi earthquake, the
It is interestlni
signals at the entrances to a tunnel on the North Shore railroad
in the

i

1

I

[
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gave trouble from intermittent failures. After considerable
searcb,
a broken rail was found at the south portal of the tunnel, where
there is a very sharp curve."
The writer of the letter speaks of the swishing wind during
the
earthquake, and says that an electric light in his bedroom
glowed
up a few seconds, although it was turned off. There have
been

The Abner Doble Co., San Francisco, whose shops
and offices
were entirely destroyed by the fire, has
temporary offices at 2611
Broadway, San Francisco. Work on new permanent
shops in the

Potrero district has begun.

On the Louisville & Nashville, "Brown's Discipline" has been in
force for the last In years, and the officers' favorable
opinions of the
plan have been published in the Railroad Gazette. Mr. T.
E Brooks
Division Superintendent of the road at Birmingham, Ala.,
has lately
issued the regular annual circular reporting the results
of discipline
for 12 months, and the list of names of men who
come out with
clear records is given in full. This is reprinted in the
M,,„t„„mrni
erttser and takes up two columns of that
paper. Besides trainmen, yardmen and station agents, the list embraces
also the section
foremen. Each man, who at the end of a year
has less than 50
demerits on his record has 15 taken off; so that
if he has onlv 1:,
he begins the next year with a clear record.

A

No. 20.

National Bank building.

Roll of Honor.

The O. M. Edwards Co., Syracuse, N. Y., is building
in that
a new factory which will have 100,000
sq. ft. of floor space
times the size of the present main plant.
It is expected to be

city,

six

finished about

Fairbanks,

September

Morse &

1.

Co.,

Chicago, have recently sold a large

number of their standard mine cars to the Republic
Iron & Steel
Company. Nassau Ore Company, La Rue Mining
Company and the
Rhodes Mining Company, for use in these companies'
iron mines
in

Minnesota.

The Sullivan Machinery Co., Chicago, announces
that its temporary San Francisco address is 1010 Washington
street, Oakland
Cal., where it will carry an increased
stock of rock drills and parts'
and air compressors. The company is prepared
to give prompt attention to all business through H. T. Walsh,
Pacific Coast Manager.

Bit of Fatherly Advice.

The South Carolina Railroad Commission has sent a

XI..,

The independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, has
moved Its
""SDurg office from the Germania Bank building to the Farmers'

other reports of similar observations.

A

Vol

letter to

President Spencer, of the Southern, complaining
that on a majority
of the mileage of its lines from Columbia
to Greenville Hodges
to Abbeville, Alston to Spartanburg.
Columbia to

The Canadian

Westinghouse Company. Ltd., has been given a
Charleston Bran- contract for alternating-current single-phase
equipment for about
Augusta, and Kingville to the North Carolina line the
•Jo
rails
miles of the Windsor, Essex & Lake Shore
Rapid Railway Comare so light and the cross-ties so decayed
that the roadbed is in pany.
For the present, five cars equipped with two 100
h.p. motors
no condition to stand the heavy rolling stock
used and that this each, will be operated; in addition to
these, the order covers a
more than anything is responsible for the congestion
of traffic and o00-k.w.. single-phase. 25-cycle generator.
tailure of trains to make schedule time.
In view of the great increase in business afforded the road in the state
Some rapid construction work is now going on
the last five years
at the new
the commission requests President Spencer
plant of the Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company,
to at once relav all
at Waverly N J
of the main lines with heavier rails
and otherwise build up and This plant is being constructed by the Miller-Collins Co., New' York
ballast the roadbeds for the safety as well
The complete plant covers about nine acres of
as the facility of traffic
ground and the cost
The letter goes on to urge that the shop force be not
of the buildings alone will be
cut during
$500,000.
When completed and
the summer, but run to their full capacity
and on full time in order equipped the plant will represent a total outlay of upwards of
to prepare for the fall business, as "it
$1,250,000.
is not so much the want of
cars as increase in sidetrack room and in
motive power that the
The Arnold Company, of Chicago, Electrical, Civil and
business of our state is suffering from to-day."
Mechanical
Engineers-Constructors, heretofore located in the
The letter commended the work of the two
Marquette
superintendents Building,
has moved to the new Borland Building at the
working in South Carolina, and says: "Give them
corner of
more vard and La Salle
and Monroe streets. This company is building the
side-track room, allow them to increase their
entire
section force by paving
Elgin & Belvidere Electric Ry., a 35-mile
full (more) wages; furnish heavier rails
interurban line forming
and sufficient locomotive
the
connecting
link between two electric railway systems
power and we believe they can and will do the rest;
in northand we will ern Illinois.
It is preparing plans and specifications
experience again no such conditions as
for the buildobtained last winter"—
ings and entire equipment of the repair
Richmond Leader.
shops of the Kansas City
Southern at Pittsburg, Kan.
The company has also been reIf an Agent Doesn't Make
tained
by
the
Big
Four
Good
as consulting engineers for new shops
appli ant for an
may consider himself at Indianapolis. Some interesting work has recently been done
?
canablP
StaU ° n
calculating first cost and economy which
yet after takin S n^se «nd himwould result from
self on
the electrification of several steam road
" h he iS Unable to break through.
branches. It is doing the
Lnexnerie^e inability to procure
Inexperience,
proper help or an increase of preliminary engineering and report work upon three large hydrobusiness may be the cause of this.
electric plants in Colorado, Utah and
All who have been up agTins
Idaho. One of these plants
° f tMS kind
the feelin S that is apt to gel the to be used as the source of power for the operation
of elecaD
tric
hat
"helper" locomotives on a heavy limiting grade
of one of the
" Wi " SIW aS he gets ^ther behind mountain
with his work,
*ith
wrfrk'T
causing the work to be more or less
steam roads. The officers of the company aretangled
B J
In the face of such difficulties,
give yourself a fair trial take Arnold, President; W. L. Arnold. Vice-President; Ralph J Arnold'
the matter up with the Superintendent,
Secretary-Treasurer;
George
telling him
A. Damon, Managing Engineer.
he situaUon
1363 5
y0U and teke the PriVil6
h vour of re
\°
;
siln
/ asking
signing and
for
something that you can hold. In this
Iron and Steel.
way
a good record is retained, which
is more than one could
expect by
A number of small orders are being given daily for structural
hanging on until matters gets in such
ville to
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form that

travelin S

™7w
watch

Editor

to

make

it

will

bell

a transfer. After leavTng
If your successor takes
up the tangled affairs
and gets along all right, you must be
lacking somewhere
If he
does not and if more help is given
him notwithstanding he is known
man y ° Ur r6C0rd iS a the
h
t
the
outcome.
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^er^r

Manufacturing and Business.

W,

-M^',

sailed for

)Untley

J
Europe

'

on

President o f 'he Chicago Pneumatic Tool
Co

May

hv
Dj

of Philadelphia

Orders have recently been given for rails to be
delivered in 1907
by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul for an
additional 10,000 tons
making an aggregate of 160,000 tons; and by the New York,
Ontario
& V estern for 4.000 tons. The Boston Elevated has bought 1 800
tons, and the Ann Arbor 1.000 tons
for deliverv this year
Other
large orders for next year are pending.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

have

S
C
C Cag0> are Qeli ?erl °6 20 steel tank cars
p f °," to ^be used in
Fe Railroad
construction work.

T

e L
igh Val ' ey TeStiDg Laborat
"as recently been given
,^,
tailroad companies several contracts
for testing cement.
Lew-is F Shoemaker & Co., Philadelphia,
makers of steel buildbndses nave °P ened a ^anch office at 45 Broadway.
New

(For dates of convention* and regular meeting,
of railroad csnvonMMM an*
engineering societies, see advertising page 24.)

°T

?

York

steel for highway bridges, railroad turn-tables
and
extensions to manufacturing plants ranging
from 25 to 200 tons
keeping the mills extremely active.

3d.

The offices of Dodge & Day, Engineers,
been moved to 597 Drexel Building.
to the
th^anf,
Santa

and fabricated

'

•
,
tral,

Wynne formerly
^hasH \been
appointed

to.,

Chicago.

'

Mechanical Engineer of the Illinois CenWestern Manager of the Atlantic Equipment

Southern Agents.

The Local Agents' Association

of the Southern Railway held
eighth annual meeting at Nashville. Tenn..
May 8 and 9. Interesting papers were read by W. H. Tayloe.
J. G. Mattison, L. L.
Met lesky, E. H. Shaw, F. B. Pelter. L. J. Duff. W. H.
Gatchell
L. Pierce. E. H. Lea. J. N. Seale. H.
E. Hutchins, and G. A. Barnes
All of these papers were in prose, and no
poets were in attendance
so far as we can learn: but the poet
of the Nashville Banner was
its

W

May
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present, or near by, for we read in that paper that the meeting was
fraught with great interest. In the evening following the convention there was a banquet at the Maxwell House; and then the
members went home and fraught box cars once more.

Birmingham & Atlantic— O.

Engineers.
At a meeting of this society May 16 a paper on The Scranton
Tunnel of the Lackawanna & Wyoming Valley Railroad, by Messrs.
George B. Francis and W. F. Dennis, illustrated with lantern slides,
was presented. This paper was printed in the "Proceedings" for
March, 1906.

Cincinnati,

American Society

of Civil

International Railway General Foreman's Association.
The second annual convention of this Association was held in
The following
St. Louis, Mo., May 8-10, with a good attendance.
President, C. A. Swan,
officers were elected for the ensuing year:
Jr. (C. & A.), Roodhouse. 111.; Secretary, E. C. Cook (Railway Jourvial), St. Louis, Mo.

Boston

<£•

field,

Society for the Promotion of Engineering Discussion.
of this society will be held at
Ithaca, N. Y., June 29 to July 4. This meeting will be held in affiliation with section D of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Among the papers to be discussed will be one on
Technical Books for Libraries. The present membership of the
Association is 400.

The fourteenth annual meeting

Lake Superior Branch Engineering Association.
The Lake Superior Branch Engineering Association was organFort William, Ontario, Canada, on Friday, May 4. The
membership is made up of men directly engaged in the location and
construction of the Lake Superior Branch of the Grand Trunk
Pacific Railway.
Meetings are to be held bi-monthly, when papers
on engineering subjects will be read and discussed. The opportunity for social reunion is also one of the objects of the organization,
as such gatherings are believed to be conducive to unity of opinion
and purpose. At the first meeting Mr. A. Woods, Assistant Chief
Engineer, made an address, and Geo. A. Knowlton, Division EngiE. W. Cameron was made
neer, was appointed Honorary Chairman.
Secretary, and C. H. E. Rounthwaite, Treasurer. The business session was followed by a banquet.
ized

been appointed Assist-

at Talladega, Ala.

office

Albany.— N. Wales, Assistant Superintendent at SpringJune 1.
See Alabama Great SouthTexas
Pacific—
Orleans &

Mass., has resigned, effective

New

ern.

Grand Trunk.— S. Ennes, Trainmaster at Durand,
appointed Master of Transportation, with
succeeding Frederick Price, transferred.

office

Mich., has been
at London, Ont.,

Traffic Officers.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.— The office of the Chief Assistant
General Passenger Agent has been moved from Buffalo, N. Y.,
to Cleveland. Ohio.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Officers.

Randall, Principal Assistant EngiF. R. Layng, Engineer of Bridges, succeeds
neer, has resigned.
Mr. Randall, with the title of Engineer of Track. H. H. Harman has been appointed Acting Engineer of Bridges, succeeding
Mr. Layng. The offices of both are at Greenville, Pa.

Bessemer & Lake Erie.—E.
Engineers' Club of Philadelphia.
At a business meeting of this club to be held May 19 there will
be a paper on the Water Works at Charleston, S. C, by J. W.
Ledoux; also one on A Comparison of the Cost of Pumping Machinery, Driven by Steam and Oil Engines, by Francis Head. Both
papers will be illustrated by lantern slides.

F. Pattberg has

ant General Manager, with

J.

Pennsylvania.— F. T. Hepburn, Assistant to the Principal Assistant
Engineer at Altoona, Pa., has resigned, to become General Manager of an electric railroad.
Pennsylvania Lines West. N. M. Loney, Assistant Master Mechanic
at Fort Wayne, Ind., has been appointed Electrical Engineer
of the Northwest system, with office at Fort Wayne, Ind., suc-

—

ceeding A. C. Davis, transferred.

Purchasing Agents.

Grand Rapids & Indiana— Henry

Sullivan, Paymaster, has been ap-

pointed Purchasing Agent, with

office at

Grand Rapids, Mich.

at

Franklin Institute.
At a stated meeting of the Institute May 16, the program included papers on the Panama Canal, treating on the engineering
and sanitary features by Dr. Henry Emerson Wetherill, of Philadelphia, also one on the Recent Earthquake in San Francisco by
Messrs. Williams, Brown and Earle, illustrated with lantern slides.
At the meeting of the Electrical Section on May 17, the program included a paper on the Value and Design of Water Power
Plants as Influenced by Load Factor, by Dr. Frederick A. C. Perrine, of New York.
At the Mining and Metallurgical Section to be
held later, a paper on methods of inspecting and testing railroad
supplies by Robert Job, of the Philadelphia & Reading, will be presented, and at the Electrical Section, one on the Development of
the Electric Furnace by Messrs. John Meyer and C. J. Russell, of
the Philadelphia Electric Co., will be presented.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

—

H. Ernest, Freight Auditor, has been appointed Ticket Auditor, succeeding Otto Sehaffer, resigned.

Chicago Great Western.

—

Missouri Pacific A. C. Bird, who has been in poor health for over
a year, has had his leave of absence extended for six months
further.

—

Shawmut & Northern. B. C. Mulhern, Trainmaster, has
been appointed Superintendent, with office at St. Marys, Pa.,
succeeding A. M. Lane, General Superintendent, which title has
been abolished.

Pittsburg,

Raleigh & Western.

from

New York

— The
to

office of

the President has been removed

Cumnock, N.
Operating

Alabama Great Southern.

C.

Officers.

— R.

E. Boswcll, Superintendent of Trans
portal Ion <>l' Ibis nun! unci of the Cincinnati, New Orhins &
Texas Pacific, has been appointed Superintendent of the Alabama Ureal Southern, with oilier al Itinn Ingham. Via., sue

reeding A. (ii-iggs, resigned. E. ('. Tomlinson succeeds Mi-, lies
well as Superintendent of Transportation of both roads, wiin
office al

Cincinnati, Ohio.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

or

The Wisconsin Central,
more locomotives.

it is

reported, is in the

market for 15

The Mobile & Ohio has ordered 10 locomotives from the Baldwin
The special equipment will include Barber trucks.
The Butte, Anaconda & Pacific has ordered two switchers, two
Decapods and two Consolidation locomotives from the American

Works.

Locomotive Co.

The New Orleans Great Northern, it is reported, has ordered 12
locomotives, six from the Climax Manufacturing Co. and six from
the Baldwin Works.
The Royal Siamese State Railways are asking bids on nine
passenger locomotives and seven freight locomotives, including spare
Bids will be opened at 10 a.m., Sept. 12, 1906. Further inparts.
formation can be obtained from the Siamese Legation, Washington,
D. C.

The Lima Locomotive & Machine Co. report the following orders
for Shay locomotives for the week ending May 12: Stacey E. Wright,
Getchell, Wash., one 10-ton locomotive; Iall Lumber Co., Colfax.
WinneLa., one 28-ton locomotive; Sulphur Lumber & Timber Co.,
Sligo Furnace Co., Sligo, Mo.,
fleld, La., one 33-ton locomotive;
one 65-ton locomotive; the Consolidated Lumber Co., Elk, Wash.,
one 23-ton locomotive; Standard Lumber & Shingle Co., Green Spur,
Wash., one 45-ton locomotive; Ed Rand Lumber Co., Alexandria.
La., one 37-ton locomotive; Dry Fork Lumber Co., Lanesvllle, W.
Va., one 37-ton locomotive, and the Horse Shoe Lumber Co., River
Falls, Ala., one 17-in. x 24-in. 10-wheel locomotive.
In our issue of May 11,
simple switching locomotives from the American
Locomotive Co., for September delivery. Three of these locomotives will each weigh 130,000 lbs., one will weigh 13S.000 lbs., and one
The cylinders of the L30,000-lb. locomotives
will weigh int.OOO lbs.
will measure 1!) in. x 26 in., and the cylinders on the other two
locomotives will be 20 in. x 26 in. The diameter of drivers on four
of the locomotives will be 51 in., and on the remaining one locoThe boilers will be
motive the drivers will be 55 In. in diameter.
of the extended wagon top type, with a working si. -am pressure for
four locomotives of 180 lbs. per sq. in. and for one locomotive of

The Minnesota Transfer, as reported

has ordered

175

lbs.

per

five

sci.

in.

Orescent, as reported In our issue of april 6, has
i-6-0) locomotives tor the- Cincinnati,
loco
pli
LO-wheel [4
New Orleans fi Texas Pacific, and on
motive tor the Alabama Greal Southern from the Baldwin LocomoBe locomoThe Cincinnati, Nevi Orleani ft
tive Works.
lbs. on the drivers; cylintives will weigh L22.000 lbs,, with 84,
ders, 19 in. \ 26 in.; diameter of drivers, 68 In.; wagon top boiler.
With a working strain pressure of 200 lbs.: heating surface,

The Queen

.1

ordered two simple LO-wheel

i
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lubes. 2 in. in diameter and
L08 In. x 43 in.; grate area,
"" gallons, and coal capacity, 9y2
32.2 sq. ft..; tank capai
tons.
The Alabama Great Southern locomotive will weigh 172,000
in.;
lbs., with 130,110(1 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 20 in. \ 26
sq.

13.85

Et

1

in.

211 D
ft.;
long; carbon Bteel

diameter of drivers, 69
pressure of 20o

lbs.;

eel

Brebox,

in.; wagon top boiler, with a working steam
heating surface, 2,S1S.5 sq. ft.; 336 Detroit

ter and 14 ft. 11 in. long; carbon steel
steel tubes. 2 in. ii
firebox, 102 in. x 66 in.; grate area, 44 sq. ft.; tank capacity. 6.000
The special equipment for both
gallons, and coal capacity, 12 tons.
1

includes:

Westinghouse air-brakes, Simplicity

bell

ringer, Buffalo

brake-beams, Tower couplers for Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas
Pacific locomotives, and McConway & Torley coupler for Alabama
Great Southern locomotive; Pyle-National electric headlights, Monitor injector, Jerome piston and valve rod packings for Cincinnati.
New Orleans & Texas Pacific locomotives, and U. S. piston and valve
rod packings for Alabama Great Southern locomotive; Hayden
safety valve, Chicago sight-feed lubricators, Pittsburg Spring Co.'s
springs, Ashton steam gages and Gold steam heat equipment.

CAR BUILDING.
The Canadian
steel

hopper

Pacific,

it

is

Co.,

reported, is in the

Lebanon,

Pa., is

market

for

50

asking prices on mate-

rial for 300 cars.

The Schenectady Railway (Electric) will soon order additional
passenger equipment.
The Norfolk & Western,
stock cars and nine mail cars.

it

is

reported, will shortly order 500

The Cincinnati Northern Traction has ordered 20 open cars
from the Cincinnati Car Co., for June delivery. The special equipment includes: Westinghouse brakes, Curtain Supply Co.'s curtain
fixtures and Elliott trucks.
The Royal Siamese Slate Railways are asking bids on 67 passenger cars, seven guards and luggage vans, and 265 goods wagons.
Bids will be opened at 10 a.m., Sept. 4, 1906. For further information address Siamese Legation, Washington, D. C.
The

XL,

No. 20.

couplers and platforms, Curtain Supply Co.'s curtain Si
fantasote curtain material, Adams & Westlake door fastenings, Low Bros.' paint and Midvale wheels.

Gould

tures,

The Western Maryland has ordered 700 steel hopper cars of
lbs. capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Co., for November
and December delivery, as reported in our issue of May 11. These
cars will weigh 37,500 lbs., and will measure 32 ft. 3 in. long by
The special equip10 ft. 1% in. wide by I" ft. high, over all.
ment will include: The Pressed Steel Car Co.'s axles, doors and
100,00"

wheels;

Scullin-Gallagher

Iron

&

Steel

Co.'s

bolsters,

Damascus

Brake-Beam Co.'s brake-beams, Pittsburg Brake-Shoe Co.'s brakeshoes, Westinghouse air-bnakes, National Supply Co.'s brasses, Climax steel couplers. Lind door fasteners, Farlow & Session draft
rigging, Harrison dust guards, Symington journal boxes, Heath &
Milligan tank. Railway Steel-Spring Co.'s springs and Barber trucks.
The Chicago, Rock Island it Pacific lias ordered five observa
smoking cars for October delivery and two dining cars for August
delivery from the Pullman Co. The observation cars will be 72 ft.
6 in. long, over sills, and the dining cars will be 70 ft. long, over
Pullman steel
sills.
The special equipment for both includes:
National-Hollow brake-beams, Streeter safety brake-shoes,
.Magnus brasses, Janney couplers, Forsyth curtain fixtures, Pantasote curtain material. Waugh draft rigging. Pullman and Safety
heating system, Symington journal boxes, Pintsch light. Murphy
paint. Railway Steel-Spring Co.'s springs and Pullman trucks and
vestibules.
Other specialties are: Chaffee centering device, Acme
diaphragms, attachments and curtain rollers, and Woods roller side
axles.

cars.

M. H. Treadwell &

Vol.

two 12-bench
Electric Railway has ordered
These cars will
Narragansett cars from the American Car Co.
in. long and S ft. 3 in.
weigh 19,000 lbs., and measure 34 ft.
Christensen airwide, over all. The special equipment includes:
brakes and Brill trucks.

Athens

%

The Ann Arbor since January 1st has built at its Owosso, Mich.,
shops twenty-six 36-ft. box cars of S0.000 lbs. capacity and five
cabooses, and has under construction two 65-ft. combination mail
and passenger cars. The American Palace Car Co. has ordered
two cars from the St. Louis Car Co., to be operated over this line.

The Denver City Tramway has ordered 15 trailer cars from
the Woeber Bros. Car Co., for July 10 delivery. These ears will
weigh 13,000 lbs. and measure 38 ft. 1 in. long and 8 ft. 2 in. wide.
over all. The special equipment includes: Westinghouse brakes,
"Tomlinson" automatic couplers, Forsyth curtain fixtures, Pantasote curtain material, Woeber steel arch-bar trucks and Griffin
wheels.
The Norfolk
Western has ordered 500 steel frame stock cars
of 80.000 lbs, capacity from the South Baltimore Steel Car & Foundry Co. These cars will weigh about 38,000 lbs., and measure 35 ft.
11% in. long, 8 ft. 3% in. wide and 8 ft. high, inside measurements.
eauipment includes:
Westinghouse brakes, Ajax
The special
brasses, Butler draft rigging, American Railway Steel-Spring Co.'s
springs and Barber trucks.

bearings.

The Boston £ Worcester Street Railway has ordered six
semi-convertible cars from the J. G. Brill Co. These cars will have
a seating capacity for 60 persons. They will weigh about 6,500 lbs.
empty, and will measure 53 ft. 5% in. long over all by 8 ft. 2 in.
inside by 8 ft. I 1
in. high inside.
The bodies will be all wood
and the underframes will be of both wood and metal. The special
equipment will include Brill steel bolsters. Brill non-chattering brake
hangers, General Electric Co. semi-automatic air-brakes, Van Dorn
couplers. National Lock Washer Co.'s pinch handle curtain fixtures.
Consolidated Car Heating Co.'s trust plank pipe electric system,
Brill journal boxes, steel car type of Monitor top roofs. Brill 27E-l-V, special trucks, Railway Steel-Spring Co.'s steel tired wheels
with cast-iron spokes, four GE-73 motor type
Sprague General
Electric control. There will also be a special folding motorman's
-..

M

compartment

in each vestibule.

The Denier. Northwestern

May

c(-

Pacific,

as reported in our issue of

has ordered 75 box, 75 stock and 50 flat cars, all of 60,000
lbs. capacity, from the Pullman Co.. for September and October
delivery. The box cars will measure 36 ft. long. 8 ft. 6 in. wide
and S ft. high, inside measurements. The stock cars will measure
36 ft. 6 in. long, S ft. 4 in. wide and S ft. high, inside measurements. The flat cars will measure 36 ft. 8 in. long and 8 ft. 10 in.
wide, over sills. The special equipment for all includes:
Pullman
axles, Commonwealth steel bolsters for box and stock cars and
4,

Enterprise steel bolsters for

flat cars,

Christie-Congdon brake-shoes,

Westinghouse brakes. More-Jones brasses, R. E. Janney couplers,
Positive door fastenings for stock cars, Security doors for box
cars, Transom draft rigging for box and stock cars, and Republic
friction draft rigging for flat cars, McCord journal boxes, SherwinWilliams paint, improved Winslow roofs for box cars. Railway SteelSpring Co.'s springs and Diamond arch-bar trucks.

.1

City Railway has ordered 43 double-truck
closed type cars from the J. G. Brill Co., for September, 1906, delivery.
These cars will measure 36 ft. long by 7 ft. 6 in. wide by
11 ft. high over all. The bodies and underframes will be of wood.
The special equipment includes: Sterling brakes, electric heating
system. Monitor roofs, Perforated Veneer seats, Brill trucks and
National Car Wheel Co.'s wheels.

The Neio York

The Harriman Lines have ordered six postal cars for the Union
and three postal cars for the Oregon Short Line from the
Pullman Co., for September delivery. All ears will weigh 101,500
lbs., and measure 60 ft. 7'A in. long, 9 ft. 8 in. wide and 14 ft.
The special equipment includes: Diamond
l'/io in. high, over all.
Pacific

special brake-beams, Christie brake-shoes, .lanney couplers, Symington journal boxes, Pintsch light and Pullman dummy vestibules.

The San Francisco, Oakland & Ban Jose is building 10 coaches
at its Oakland, Cal., shops, for September delivery.
These cars
will weigh 40,000 lbs. and measure 44 ft. 2 in. long, 8 ft. wide and
8 ft. 7% in. high, inside measurements. The special equipment
includes:
Diamond special brake-shoes, Westinghouse brakes,

BRIDGE BUILDING.
Alexandria, La.

— Bids

are wanted May 22 by the Police Jury
a steel bridge over the Bayou Boeuf.

of Rapides, Paris, for building

—

Batavia, N. Y. Bids are wanted May 19 by John Thomas,
Supervisor, for building the steel superstructure and concrete flooring for the highway bridge over Tonawanda creek.

—

Chattanooga, Tenn. Plans are under way for building a railroad bridge over the Tennessee river at this place, to cast about
$200,000. The project is in the hands of Theodore Crewdson, of Manchester, England, one of the stockholders of the Chattanooga Company, Ltd., who, in connection with the business men of this place, is
planning to reach coal deposits.

—

Harrisburg. Pa. Bids are wanted May 28 by the State Highway
Department of Pennsylvania for building a reinforced concrete
bridge in South Union township. Fayette County, also on the same
date for a reinforced concrete bridge at Vienna Station in Donegal
township. Washington County. Joseph W. Hunter is State Highway
Commissioner.

—

Leland, La. Separate bids are wanted June 30 by
Clerk of the Police Jury, for building for steel bridges.

—

J. C.

Haddin,

Louisville, Ky. Bids will be asked for by the Board of Public
for building an underpass 730 ft. long under the Louisville

Works

May

IS,
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one 837 ft. long under the Illinois Central
tracks hoth in Oak street, Louisville. They are to he of reinforced
concrete, with steel superstructures. J. P. Claybrook is City Engi-

.& Nashville track, also

neer.

—

New York, N. Y. The Board of Estimate and Apportionment
has authorized an issue of $2,000,000 corporated stock, to secure
funds for building the memorial bridge at Spuyten Duyvil. The
•cost of the proposed structure will be about $3,000,000.

—

Pabkersburg, W. Va. Definite arrangements have been completed for building the Little Kanawha bridge during the present
year over East

street.

a third track from Central City, which is four miles west of Newark,
Ohio, to Outville, and from Big Walnut, which is seven miles east
of Columbus, to Summit. The contract has been let to Allen &
Kefauver, of Washington, D. C, and the work will aggregate 14
miles.
Between Central City and Outville, the third track will be
used for westbound freight, and between Big Walnut and Summit
for eastbound freight.
On both these sections the grades are heavy.
The work is being done to facilitate passenger service. This line
is used jointly by the Baltimore & Ohio and the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.
The curves are to be reduced to a maximum of 1 deg., but no change will be made in the grades. The
work is to be pushed to an early completion.

—

Sterling. III. A special election was recently held to vote on
.an appropriation of $45,000 for rebuilding the Avenue G bridge,
which was carried away by high water and ice last winter.

—

Tacoma, Wash. Bids are wanted June 1 by the County Commissioners for building a combination wood and iron bridge 168 ft.
M.
I.
long, over Carbon river, near Melmont, in Pierce County.
Howell is County Auditor.

—

Toledo, Ohio. Bids will soon be asked by the County Commissioners for building a steel highway and electric bridge 60 ft.
wide to replace the present structure over Ten Mile creek at Detroit
--avenue.

—

Wheeling, W. Va. Incorporation has been granted the Back
River Bridge Co. to build a bridge from the corner of Zane and
Huron streets, on the island, to the Ohio side across the Back river.
The company has a capital of $10,000. The incorporators are: L.
F. Stifel, B. W. Peterson, G. O. Nagle and others.
Other Structures.

— Work

has been started by H. C. Wortham on
the new Burlington station here, to cost about $50,000. It is proposed to have the structure completed by October of this year.
Beatrice, Neb.

Devil's Lake, Wis.

&

—A contract has been given to

Schmidt Bros.

new Great Northern works

at this place.

Hill for building the

The buildings include one for offices, a boiler house and a machine
shop, also a turntable. The cost of the improvement will be about
$160,000.

Lewiston, Me.

way

Co. is to put

—The

Lewiston, Brunswick & Bath Street Railup a combined station and office building here.
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Baltimore,

Frederick

& Hagerstown

(Electric).

— Contracts

for the construction of 26 miles of a trolley line between Hagerstown and Baltimore, 7S miles, have been let to Westinghouse, Church,
Kerr & Co., of New York City. Arrangements have also been made for
a $10,000,000 issue of first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds. The company
has $15,000,000 stock. It was incorporated several years ago. The
contract let covers the section from Frederick to Hagerstown.
As soon as this is finished it is proposed to build the rest of the
The whole line is to
line from Frederick to Baltimore, 52 miles.
be completed and in operation within two years. There will be two
tunnels, one at Braddock Height, about five miles from Frederick,
which will be 4,000 ft. long, and the other at South Mountain, near
Hagerstown, about 6,000 ft. long.

—

Canadian Pacific. The various sections on which important
work is now under way are the Saskatoon east, the Strassburg
north, the Winnipeg Beach, Teulon, Sheho, Wolseley-Reston, Saskatoon west, Wetaskiwin east, and the Medicine Hat sections. The
Saskatoon east and the Strassburg north sections are being built
by the British Columbia General Contracting Co., while the work
on the Teulon, Winnipeg Beach, Sheho, Wolseley-Reston, Saskatoon
west, Wetaskiwin east and Medicine Hat grade reduction work is
being done by J. D. MacArthur.
track

—

Chicago. Burlington & Quinct. A contract is reported let by
company to Kilpatrick Bros. & Collins for making new yards in
Lincoln, Neb., also for rebuilding and double-tracking the line from
that place west to Milford, 19.7 miles. The cost of the improvements
will be about $2,000,000.
this

—

Milwaukee & St. Paul. According to local reports
company has given a contract to Reynolds Bros, for building
160 miles of its Pacific extension in Montana. The contract is from
Forsythe west to Harlowton, the junction point with the Montana
Railroad. The work is to be completed in about one year.
Chicago,

this

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

—

New) Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

American Asiatic Railway.

— See

Washington, Alaska Trans-

portation Railroad Co.

—

Argentine Central. An officer writes that track has been laid
for a distance of nine miles on the line which is being built from
Silver Plume in Clear Creek County, Colo., via Waldorf to Johnson
The work is through a mountainous
Ice Palace, about 13 miles.
country- The maximum grade will be 6 per cent, and the curvature
(May 4, p. 136.)
30 deg. There will not'be any bridges or tunnels.
Asiiville Loop.

—A

charter has been granted this

company

in

North Carolina, with a capital of $100,000, to build a railroad 50
miles long. F. Culver and R. H. Kinkley, of New York, and W. B.

Gynn

are interested.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.— Under the name of the Liberal
& Englewood, which was recently incorporated by this company,
with a capital of $6,000,000, an extension of its line is to be built
west from Englewood, Kan., to Liberal, thence southwest through
Beaver County, Okla., and west to Des Moines, N. Mex., and thence
northwest to Raton, approximately 300 miles. Surveys have been
begun for this line under the direction of Max L. Cunningham, of
Oklahoma City. The line is being built to reach coal fields in the
neighborhood of Trinidad, Colo.

—

Baltimore & Ohio. The contract for improvements to this company's terminals at Brunswick, Md.. has been let to F. H. Clement
& Co.. of Philadelphia, Pa. The new yard for the handling of easthound freight will be west of tin' present yard, and will extend
from Brunswick to Knoxville, between the main tracks and the
Chesapeake & Ohio Canal. The work, which will bo started al
M
once, Includes about Ono.nou yard
<>l
grading.
yard: <>l run
re le in
>. and about 70U Ions Of run pipe culverts.
Winn com
pleted ibis yard will have al
double the present facilitte
it will have track room tor about 7,600 cars.
The cost will be be
and $760,000. About 32 miles ol tracks will be laid
tween $700,
and the main line tracks through the entire yard will be Incn
ed
from two in tour, the additional tracks being used exclusive!} toi
freight,
Each track will be about two and a quarte
loni
The present main tracks through the yard will be u ed entlrelj bj
passenger rains.
This company le Improving Its Newark division bj putting in
::..",

1

)

i

.1

1

1

1

i<

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. It is announced that the Rock
Island. Arkansas & Louisiana, formerly the Little Rock & Southern, will be opened for traffic June 3 from Little Rock, Ark., south
to Fordyce, about 50 miles.
(See Construction Record.)

—

Cleveland, Ashland & Mansfield (Electric). Incorporation
has been granted this company in Ohio, with a capital of $500,000,
to build an electric railroad from Ashland, Ohio, southwest to MansThe incorporators are T. Farham, E. S. Avery
field, about 15 miles.

and

others.

—

Dublin & Southeastern. At a recent meeting of the directors
company it was voted to extend the road south from Eastman, Ga., the present southern terminus, for a distance of about 35
miles either to Cordele, Fitzgerald, or Barrows Bluff. Preliminary
surveys will be started at once to determine which route shall be
of this

followed.

—

Georgia, Florida & Alabama. This company, which operates a
from Carabelle, Fla., north to Cuthbert, Ga., and has practically
completed a branch from Havana, Fla., to Quincy. 12 miles, has
asked the city of Columbus, Ga., to which point it is building, to
furnish land as a site for its terminals in that city.
line

—

Georgia Northern. An officer writes that the prospects of
building an extension southwest to Monticello, 19 miles, are very
good. The work will probably be done by the company's forces.

—

RIVER. This company, incorporated some time ago
a railroad from Rogersville, Tenn., northeast to Bristol
mi the Tennessee-Virginia state line, about 16 miles, lias given the
general contract to the Callahan Construction Co
1!IS
in,
been begun.
A subcontract lias liecu let to
R. OatSS, Of
ville, N. c. tor building about
LO miles of the road neat
M ices Is
i|i
See Const ruct Ion Rt 01 d

HOLSTON

to

build

|

.1
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i

;

t

Kansas City, Mexico
is planum

pany

S

I

Orient.

LiOuis A San Frani
Greer Count] ind outheasl
Wichita Palls, Tex., or Waurlka, Okla.

•

mi

to reports, this combuild a line from Altus,
M. & O., west
either to

V.ccordin

i

to

]

the St.
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i

o
T.,

o

total

distance of

LOO miles.
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planning to lay several miles of second track in the cities of Lewiston and Auburn, Me.

Liberal & Englewooh.

— See

Atchison, Topeka

& Santa

Fe.

—

Little Palls & Canada Lakes (Electric). Incorporated in
York, with $200,000 capital, to build street railroads. R. S.
Starrs. S. R. Bestron and E. E. Wetherly, New York City, are in-

New

corporators.

—

Louisville and Indianapolis
Loi isville & Eastern (Electric)
capitalists, it is said, have bought this road and increased the capital
stock from $350,000 to $2,400,000. The increase in the capital was
made to extend the line from Beard. Ky., northeast to LaGrange in
Oldham County, and from Lakeland in Jefferson County east to
.

Shelbyville, thence to Frankfort, also to build a line from the proposed extension at Shelbyville north via Eminence to Newcastle in
Henry County, a total of about 75 miles. Percival Moore, who was
Vice-President and General Manager of the old company, will be
the General Manager for the new company.

Hi.

President, and

—

Missouri, Kansas & Texas. Contracts are reported let by this
to the Patton & Gibson Co., of Pittsburg, for reducing the
grades to 0.4 per cent, on its line from Dennison, Tex., north to
South McAlester, Ind. T., about 100 miles. The work calls for the
handling of about 5,000,000 cu. yds. of earth, and must be completed
by the end of 1907.

New

York, Chicago & St. Louis.

—A

contract is reported let
by this company to B. F. Douglas, of Monroe, Ohio, for doubletracking the line between Cleveland and Lorain. The work is to be
started this month and completed by the end of this year.

—

Norfolk & Western. Contracts are reported let by this company for double-tracking 22.5 miles of its road between Concord
and Forest, Va., as follows: W. H. Quigg & Co., Roanoke; J. R.
M alone, Washington City; E. G. Nabe Bros. & Co., Portsmouth,
Ohio; H. H. George, Jr., Richmond, Va., and G. W. Flickwir, Roanoke, Va.

—

Pennsylvania Lines West. An officer writes that work is
under way as follows: On the Southwest system, completion of
second track on the Indianapolis division from Columbus to Bradford, and on the Logausport division from Logansport to Chicago.
The company is building a new eastbound yard at Cincinnati and
is adding to the yard facilities at various other places.
On the
Northwest system, additional ore-handling facilities at Ashtabula
and at Cleveland, and some minor grade changes on the lake lines;
also engine houses and terminal facilities at various points are
under way. The company is carrying out track elevation work at
Cleveland, Chicago, Indianapolis and Cincinnati.
its

Neshaminy Falls, 10 miles. This line slightly shortens the distance over the Reading between Philadelphia and New York.

to

Rock

&

Island,

Arkansas & Louisiana.— See Chicago, Rock

Island

Pacific.

—

Southwestern Traction. This company has been organized at
Augusta, Me., with a capital of $2,000,000 to operate railroads. I. L.
Fairbanks, of Augusta, Me., is President and Treasurer.

Utah &

Idaho.

have low grades. T. O. Troy, of Amherst,
M. Robertson, Charlottesville, Secretary.

will

it

J.

Auks & College.

— See

Newton & Northwestern.

— Incorporation

has been asked for in Utah by
a company under this name to build a railroad from Provo, Utah,
north through Utah, Salt Lake, Davis, Weber, Boxelder and Cache
Counties to Logan, approximately 150 miles. The capital named is
$200,000, and it is estimated that the road will cost $1*800,000.
David Eccles is President; M. S. Browning, Vice-President; C. H.
Kircher, Secretary, and H. H. Spencer, Treasurer.
The office of
the company is to be at Ogden.
Virginia Air Line.— Under this name a company has been
granted a charter in Virginia to build a railroad from some point
on the Chesapeake & Ohio between Keswick and Gordonsville, Va.,
south to a point near Bremo on the James River division of the
same road, about 30 miles, thence south an additional 30 miles to
Karmville and probably to Danville. The track is to be laid with

—

A stockholders' protective committee has been formed for protection when a readjustment is
made next year for the refunding of the $5,500,000 of bonds
maturing then. The road is leased to the Southern for 7 per
cent, on the $1,700,000 A. & C. A. L. stock.

Atlanta & Charlotte Air Line.

Canadian Pacific.— This company's

sales of land during April aggregated 90,231 acres, at an average price of $5.92. This is an
increase of 68,041 acres as compared with April, 1905, when the
average price was $5.66. The greatest increase in sales was in.
the districts of Saskatchewan and Alberta.
See Delaware & Hudson.

—

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago <£ St. Louis. The Big Four Warehouse Co. has been incorporated with a nominal capital of $5,000"
to build a grain elevator for this road in Cincinnati.

Buffalo Southern (Electeic).

—

This company, which operates 21
miles of interurban road out of Buffalo, N. Y., and has outstanding $447,200 capital stock and $300,000 first mortgage 5 per cent,
bonds of 1934, has been sold to Chicago capitalists. The controlling interest has been held by the Fidelity Trust Co., of
Buffalo.

Delaware & Hudson.

—

This company has arranged for trackage
rights over the Canadian Pacific road from Adirondack Junction,.
Que., to Montreal, nine miles.
Heretofore the D. & H. has run
into Montreal over the Grand Trunk.
The D. & H. will build
from Rouse's Point, N. Y., on its own line, to Adirondack Junction, about 40 miles.

—

Detroit Tunnel Co. This company, which is building the doubletrack tunnel under the Detroit river for the Michigan Central,
has been authorized to issue $15,000,000 bonds to reimburse the
Michigan Central for the advances it will make to the construction company.

—

Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury Street Railway. A receiver has^
been appointed for this 21-mile road in New Hampshire. Itscapital stock is $275,000, and it has outstanding $225,000 funded'
debt.

by the

It is controlled

Michigan Central.

— See

New Hampshire

Electric Co.

Detroit Tunnel Conjpany.

Newton & Northwestern.

—

This road, which runs from Newton,_
Iowa, to Rockwell City, 102 miles, has taken over the Ames &
College, a two-mile road running from Ames, Iowa, to College,
and having $20,000 capital stock outstanding.

—

New

—

Philadelphia & Readino. This company will, on May 27, open
"New York Short Line," extending from Newton Junction, Pa.,

20.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

Mattawamkeag & Northern. — Incorporation has been asked
Maine by a company under this name to build a railroad

company

No.

Prince of Wales, for the northern division; from Nome City northeasterly to Council City, thence easterly to Koyukuk in Norton Bay;
thence southeasterly up the Yukon and crossing it, to Tanana river;
thence south to White Pass, crossing a portion of the Dominion of
Canada to Skagway and Juneau: thence crossing Stikine river to
Vancouver. The total length of line is approximately l'.ikio miles.
The project is believed to be that of the American Asiatic Railway.

for in

from Mattawamkeag, Me., which is on the Maine Central and Canadian Pacific, northwest to Millinockett, 22 miles. F. A. Greenwood
and A. Wetherby, of Lincoln, are interested.

rails,

XI,.,

Washington, Alaska Transportation Railroad Co.—Under this
name a company has asked for incorporation in Phoenix, Ariz., tobuild a railroad from Nome City, Alaska, northwesterly to Cape

—

Maine & New Hampshire (Electric). A company has been
organized under this name at Portland, Me., to build an electric
railroad from Standish south to Hollis, on the west side of the Saco
river, about 10 miles.
G. B. James, of Boston, is President; E. E.
Hastings, of Fryeburg, Me., Clerk, and A. C. Kennett, of Conway,
N. H., is Treasurer.

and

85
is

V<u..

York, New Haven & Hartford. Gross earnings for the quarended March 31, 1906, were $12,153,551, an increase of $1,054,340; net earnings, $3,053,721, an increase of $1,350,558.

ter

Oneonta & Mohawk Valley (Electric).

—

This company has been incorporated as a reorganization of the Oneonta, Cooperstown &
Richfield Springs, which was recently sold under foreclosure, ithaving been in the hands of a receiver since July, 1903. It
operates 68 miles of road between Oneonta, N. Y., and Cooperstown, Richfield Springs and Mohawk. There was outstanding*
$1,464,000 capital stock and $1,364,000 first mortgage 5 per cent,

bonds of 1942. The new company is capitalized at $1,800,000.
Oneonta, Cooperstown & Richfield Springs (Electric). See
Oneonta & Mohawk Valley.

—

—

This company has sold to Kuhn, Loeb &
per cent. lS-months' notes, guaranteed by thePennsylvania Railroad Co. The notes have all been sold by
the bankers at 99% and interest. The proceeds are to be used
for the Pennsylvania Railroad's tunnels under the Hudson river
and the East river at New York, and for cut-offs and improvements.

Pennsylvania Company.
Co. $50,000,000

4%

—

Springfield & Western (Electric). The foreclosure of the mortgage securing the $155,000 of first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds
of 1921, the interest on which has been in default since June,
1905, has been asked by the New York Trust Co. The Springfield & Western is leased to the Dayton, Springfield & Urbana,.
one of the "Appleyard" lines recently sold.

—

5

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
tically provides a

NOTES.

two-hour train every half hour during the busy

morning hours.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has abolished seven passenger and
freight stations on the West Penn division, and, in connection with
the announcement, it is said that within the past year in the vicinity of Pittsburg 25 stations altogether have been abolished, largely
on account of the increased facilities offered by competing electric
lines.
It is said, however, that most of the stations abolished were
flag stations, which would seem to contradict the other statement
that they were freight as well as passenger stations.

The claim of the Michigan Central that to get its share of
through passenger business it should charge a lower fare than the
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, has been settled, it Is said, and
the Erie and the Grand Trunk, threatening to maintain low rates
to keep below those of the Michigan Central are for the time being
appeased. The settlement is reported to be as follows: Rates to be restored to tariff June 1; the Michigan Central's differential to be used
only as a basing rate for business originating west of Chicago, and
not to apply from Chicago to New York and Boston; any road thinking it has cause for dissatisfaction, or that it has a just grievance
on the question of standard and differential fares to appeal to Lucius
Tuttle, president of the Boston & Maine, who, in the capacity of a
referee, shall hear, try and determine the case.
The State Railroad Commission of Texas has refused to permit
the Texas & New Orleans to make an increase of 20 per cent, in
the freight rates on its line from Sabine to Dallas, 31S miles long;
although, according to the application presented by the road, this
line has been operated at a loss for more than two years. The General Manager of the road estimates that the total increase in income
by the proposed advance would be only $32,161. basing the estimate
on the business of last year, and the total deficit on the division for
the year ending June 30 last was $180,7*7. The deficit is progressively increasing, and the lumber traffic, which the road has depended on, is rapidly falling off, so that, on the whole, it would
seem that the commissioners are in this case exceptionally hardhearted. The present rates, which are declared to be barely above
the actual cost of transportation, were put in effect to relieve a
depressed lumber market, and it is declared that the conditions in
the lumber market no longer warrant their continuance.
Sinking of Ferryboat Baltimore.
the evening of May 16. the ferryboat "Baltimore," of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, was sunk at the company's slip at Desbrosses street, New York city, as a result of a hole stove in her
side by a heavy steam lighter, which struck the "Baltimore" when
she was approaching the slip and within about 150 feet of it. The
passengers were safely landed on the dock, though not without the
aid of a tug; and when the tug started to tow the "Baltimore" into
another slip it was found impossible to do so, and the ferryboat

On

sank within about

five

minutes.

Pennsylvania's Enormous Passenger Traffic.
With the new time-table of May 27 the Pennsylvania Railroad
will put on four additional two-hour trains between Philadelphia
and New York, to leave Broad Street Station weekdays at 7 a.m.
and S a.m., and to leave New York at 12 noon and 2 p.m. An additional two-hour train from New York to Philadelphia will he run
Sundays. A fast daylight express will be put on in each direction
between New York and Pittsburg, leaving New York at 9.55 a.m..
arriving at Pittsburg at 7 p.m.; leaving Pittsburg at 10 a.m., arriving at New York at 7 p.m.* This increase in facilities is made because of the unprecedented increase during the present year in
passenger traffic, the months of January, February and March show
ing an increase over the corresponding months of rliita of over 12
per cent. For the first quarter of 1006 the travel on the Penn
sylvania has been just double thai of the Brsl quarter ten years ago.
in L896 there were seven through trains from Philadelphia to
Pittsburg.
In I'.n.l two had been added.
Now there will be II
through trains from Philadelphia to Pittsburg, and the running
time of the fastest lias been reduced from S hours and 55 minutes
in L896 to 7 linn r; Mini 3 m in ites in L906 (nine
rs between Pitt!
i

burg and
in

New York

I

Blaw Collapsible Steel Centering.
The accompanying drawing shows the application
system of collapsible

from Philadelphia
which nude the run In two hours,
in

practically indestructible. It
in short sections, of steel
plate bent to any form of crosssection desired, round, elliptic or
egg-shaped. The centering is built
in two parts, top and bottom,
which have lap joints fastened
with wedges and hasps. Each part
is

is

made

is

sprung outward

i

•These New Yorh Pitt bura runs nrc only
hour IhLcafo trains
or 6.1
an hi
Ii

!0
ii

minutes Blower tbnn
wri

i

of the

Hudson

lie

Rlvei

shape by

Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
Portable Electric Hoists.— The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co., New
York, has issued an attractive small catalogue describing a line of
portable electric hoists which it has recently begun to make. These
hoists are intended to take the place of hand hoists wherever power
They are made in sizes of from
is available for operating them.
one to six tons capacity and using either wire ropes or chains. They
are light and compact and simple to operate. The special features
include single point suspension on a swivcling ball-bearing hook
which permits making a dragging lift at a 45-deg. angle; steel suspension, the entire tensile strain being carried by wrought metal
parts: turntable collector rings on the hook which permit the hoist
Special trolleys for
to swivel freely without fouling the feed wires.
band, chain wheel or electric motor propulsion are also illustrated.

—

Diaphrai/ms, Curtain Rollers, Etc. An attractive Utile pamphlet
of the Acme Supply Co., Chicago, illustrates and describes several
These include the "Acme" diaof the specialties of this company.
phragm. Pullman and Gould types, the "Acme" diaphragm attachment, "Acme" vestibule curtain roller, and "Acme" metallic duMproof weatherstrip. Several of the Illustrations are in colors, adding much to the general good appearance of the book.
Bulletin No. 20 of the National Machlherj Co
Cutters.
Ohio, is devoted to "National" multiple-spindle bolt cutters,
v,
\ 10%, and its 21 pages contain half-tone
of the difit
is s
ferent styles of machines, with Information relative to the details
advantagi
Tables of dimensions
etc,
of construction, opera
are given also.
Bolt

Tiffin,

>

i,

i

I'mi,,

l,l,,il
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appllam
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spreaders forced apart with a turn
buckle in the center. To prepare
the centers for concreting the
Steel
Collapsible
Blaw
lower half is leveled upon blocking
Centering.
the trench, the upper half is put
on and the joint wedges driven home. The turn buckles are then
turned to force the centering out to its true cross-section. The
exterior surface is perfectly smooth and gives a good finish to the
inside of the culvert. After the concrete has set the wedges are
driven out, the turn buckles loosened and the centering removed in
sections.
It is claimed that by this method culverts and sewers
can be built quicker and cheaper than with wood centers, and the
steel centering has the additional advantages that it is practically
indestructible with ordinary care, 'can be easily and quickly moved
from place to place and can be put up and taken down by unskilled laborers.
It is made by the Blaw Collapsible Steel Centering

'

;

of a new
centering for concrete culverts, drains
or sewers which does away entirely with wood centering and which

.
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New York, only one of
1901 the service had h"cn increased to 81 trains, five of which made
\n» there will be n trains from Phlla
the run in two hours.
delphia to Ne\i fork, L3 of which will make the run In two boui
From 7 a.m. until 10 a.m. there will be live two-1
tri
and
one train making the run in two hours and i:; minute
This prac
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steel

:;

I

1896 there were 29 trains everj

to

In 1896 the present "Chicago Special" was a fast mail train
which one sleeping car was attached in that year. Soon the train
was divided into two sections, one for mail and one for passengers;
now parlor cars and coaches will be attached to the mail section.
In 1898 a fast night train, leaving Pittsburg at 10 p.m. and arriving
New York at 8 a.m., was placed in service. This train has proved
so popular that in place of the one train, four heavy trains are now
running every night on practically the same schedule.
In 1905 the first 18-hour train between New York and Chicago,
the "Pennsylvania Special," was established, and has been a proIts exceptionally fast schedule has been mainnounced success.
tained with phenomenal regularity. Philadelphia Press. Condensed.
to
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Pneumatic Tool Company's

planl al St. Petersburg, Russia, a subsidiary company of the Chicago Pnuematic; also two views of the
plant of the Francis Smith Co., of San Francisco, destroyed In the
recent Are.

Lock-Nut and W'n.ihrr. The Capitol Lock-Nut & Washer Co..
Columbus. Ohio, issues a little 10-page pamphlet describing the
Tallies of sizes and prices are included.
(laines automatic lock-nut.

—

A folder of the Richards Chair-Panel Co.,
Panel-Bail. Chairs.
Chicago, shows the Richards Filipino fibre-rush chairs a summer
chair provided with the flt-the-back panel of this company.

—

Manufacturing and Business.
The Sullivan Machinery Co. has appointed Randolph
local manager at Joplin, Mo., succeeding S. A. Allison.

D.

Talmage

of Motive Power of the Southern
Oakland, Cal.. requests manufacturers to send him catalogues
on mechanical matters, to replenish the files destroyed in the San
Francisco fire.

The General Superintendent

Pacific,

H. C. Baker, formerly in charge of the Atlanta office territory of
Crocker-Wheeler Company, has started for San Francisco, where he
will take charge of the Pacific Coast territory of the Crocker-

Wheeler Company.

The Northwestern Car & Locomotive Co.. Chicago, has bought
the old Chicago Car & Locomotive works at Hegewisch. 111. It will
rebuild and repair all classes of cars and locomotives and will make
car forgings. The city office is 542 Monadnock Building.
The American Axle Works has engaged Dodge & Day. engineers,
of Philadelphia, to investigate the condition of its plant and report
on just what changes should be made to its present layout and what
additional building should be undertaken to enable it to increase
its capacity about 50 per cent.
During the Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics' Conventhe Niles-Bement-Pond Company will have
on exhibition and in full operation one of its extra heavy 90-in.
driving wheel chucking lathes.
Owing to its great weight, this
machine cannot be shown on the Steel Pier. Therefore a special
booth has been built, two minutes' walk south from Pennsylvania
Station on New York avenue, near Atlantic avenue, where all those
tions at Atlantic City,

who

are interested are cordially invited to witness a demonstration
of the machine.
Iron

The

and

Steel.

Central has given a contract for 40.000 tons of
rails to be delivered in 1907.
It is said that the rails ordered for
1907 delivery aggregate 562.000 tons, including orders given by the
Great Northern, Northern Pacific, St. Paul, Illinois Central and
Wisconsin Central. The Florida East Coast has given an order for
9.000 tons for this year's delivery, and the Tidewater an order for
27.000 tons for 1907 delivery.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
order is for 130,000 tons for 1907. and the Chicago. St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha's for 10,000 tons.
Illinois

OBITUARY NOTICES.
W. H. Lewis, Treasurer
ville,

was

of the Chicago. Indianapolis & Louisdied at Chicago, 111., on May 11. He was 70 years old. Mr. Lewis
elected Treasurer of the Louisville. New Albany & Chicago,

which

is

now the

since through
property.

C.

the

I.

& L„

in 1858,

various changes

and had held that
in

the

office

organization

of

ever
that

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
{For dates of conventions and regular meetings of railroad conventions amd
engineering societies, see advertising page 24.)

New York Electrical Society.
the meeting of this society May 23, Max E. Schmidt lectured
on the Moving platform railway in city transportation, and F. B.
Behr spoke on his Mono-rail.
At

Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics' Conventions.
Rates at a fare and a third for round trip have been secured
from the railroad passenger associations. Tickets to Atlantic City
(one way) must be bought not earlier than June 9 nor later than
June 15. Take from the agent a certificate and surrender it at headquarters on tht steel pier at Atlantic City not later than June 20.
Both the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio will run special
trains from Chicago to the conventions.

Western Railway Club.
At the annual election of officers held at the close of the regular
May meeting. H. T. Bentley (C, & N.-W
was elected President;
C. A. Seley (Rock Island i. Flrsl
Vice-President; M. K. Barnum
I

Vni

XL.. No. 21.

CC, B. & Q.), Second Vice-President; P. H. Peck (C. 4 w. L),Trea
urer (re-electedj
The Bxecu
.1.
\V. Taylor, Secretary (re-elected).
The
tive Committee is C. B. Young. W. E. Sharp and (!. II. Bryant.
Llbrarj Trustees are C. A. Seley, Chairman; W. F. M. Go i and
F. W. Sargent.
New York Traffic Club.
;

The

railroad freight and passenger agents and shippers' traffic
New York city, who have held large and enthusiasticannual dinners for several years, have formed a permanenl organization, called the New York Traffic Club, and it is expected that
henceforth the organization may have not only a social value but an
influenc
in a business way.
The President of the club is B. D.
Caldwell (D., L. & W.); Vice-Presidents, George T. Smith (P. H.
R.), E. W. Donnalley (Diamond Match Co.), C. F. Daly (N. Y. C),
H. L. Joyce (Interstate Lighterage Co.), and R. Ten Broeck (U. P.).
The Treasurer is E. G. Warfield (Mallory Lines); Recording Secretary. C. A. Swope (L. & N), and Corresponding Secretary, C.
H. Tiffany
West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co.).
agents,

of

I

American Society

of Civil

Engineers.

The

thirty-eighth annual convention of this society will be held
at the Frontenac at the Thousand Islands, Frontenac, N. V.. June
26-29.
Hotel rates will be from $4 to $4.50 a day, and railroad fares
will be at the rate of a fare and one-third on the certificate plan.
Tickets should be bought more than three days before the time of
meeting, and return tickets not later than three days after the date
of adjournment.
The New York Central is to run a special train,
leaving Grand Central Station, New York, at 9.30 a.m.. June 25.
At the meeting on June 27, the following subjects will be discussed:
What is the Best Preparatory Education for the Civil Engineering
Profession? Is Technical Training the Best Education for Executive
Work? Prof. George F. Swain, of Boston, will open the discussion on these subjects. Protection of the Intellectual Property of
Civil Engineers will be discussed by D. A. Usina.
On the evening
of June 28 the following subjects will be discussed:
Sewage disposal; discussion opened by George C. Whipple; Best means for
the prevention of conflagration in large cities, opened by John R.
Freeman: and Filtration of water.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

—

Cripple Creek Central. M. Rollins, A. H. Day and C. E. Goldman
have resigned from the Board of Directors. C. M. MacNeill and
C. C. Hamlin. Vice-President and Counsel respectively for the
United States Reduction & Refining Co., have been elected Directors, leaving one vacancy to be filled later.

—

Montana. M.
Harlow.

New

S.

Gunn has been

Yuri- Central Lines.
of operation, was. on

the

New York

— W.
May

Central

elected President, succeeding R. A.

C.

in charge
Senior Vice-President of
will "perform such duties
in the general management of the property
and the business of the
company as may be assigned to him by the

Brown, Vice-President

18. elected

Lines.

He

Board of Directors, the
Executive
Committee,
or the President."
His
will be in New
York, instead of Chicago as heretofore. Mr.
Brown was born in 1853
offices

and began railroad

serv-

a section laborer
on the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul in
1869.
After serving as
train despatcher on the
ice as

Central,
and
the Chicago.
Rock Island & Pacific.
he went to the Chicago.
Illinois

later

on

Burlington & Quincy in
1876, on which road and
its affiliated lines he remained until 1901. acting as Chief Despatcher. Trainmaster.
Assistant Superintendent. General Manager of several subsidiary
roads, and finally General Manager of the C, B. & Q.
He then
went to the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern as Vice-President
and General Manager. In February, 1902, he was elected VicePresident of the New York Central & Hudson River, and since
February, 1905, he has been Vice-President of all the New York
Central Lines. President Newman expects to he abroad for some
two months, and Mr. Brown, will, in his absence, be the ranking
executive official.
In printing this sketch of Mr. Brown's life.

May
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we should add

the Rochester division of the same road, and in 1895 was made
Freight Trainmaster of the New York division. Four years
later he was promoted to be Superintendent of the Jefferson
division, but in 1901 left and went to the Union Pacific as Me-

that he has just been elected President of the

American Railway Association.

New

York,

New Haven d

Hartford.—James

F.

Hemingway has been

elected a Director, succeeding A. D. Osborne, resigned.

Tombigbee Yalley.

— The

the President has been

office of

Operating

— See

Officers.

Cincinnati,

New

Orleans

& Texas

Pacific.

—

Argentine Central. The
moved from Denver,

office of

the General Manager has been reSilverplume.

Colo., to

Astoria £ Columbia River.

— See

Corvallis

In 1903 he was appointed Superintendent
Motive Power and Machinery of the U. P., and the next year
went to the Southern Railway as Consulting Mechanical Engineer; but after a few months he went to the New Haven road
as Mechanical Superintendent.
Mexican Central. L. F. Whitbeck, Assistant Division Engineer, has
been appointed Resident Engineer of the Guadalajara, the Cueranaca and the Panuco divisions, with office at Guadalajara, Mex.
R. D. Gibbons has been appointed Master Mechanic at Monterey, Mex., succeeding G. W. Cooper, resigned.

chanical Engineer.

moved from

Aliceville, Ala., to Mobile.

Alabama Great Southern.

& Eastern.

—

Cincinnati, Ne%o Orleans d Texas Pacific J- H. Nelson, Superintendent of the Chattanooga Belt, has been appointed also Superintendent of Terminals at Chattanooga for the C. N. 0. & T. P.
and the Alabama Great Southern.

of

—

York, New Haven & Hartford—-F. T. Hyndman, General Master
Mechanic, has been appointed Mechanical Superintendent, with
office at New Haven, Conn., effective June 1, succeeding F. N.
Mr. Hyndman
Hibbits, resigned, to go to the Lehigh Valley.
was born in 1858 and began railroad service in 1872 in the
Ashley shops of the Central of New Jersey. Later he was an
apprentice for three years in the Wilkesbarre shops of the
Lehigh Valley, and then was brakeman and fireman on the CenIn 1880 he went to the Atchison. Topeka
tral of New Jersey.
& Santa Fe as a machinist, and the next year went to the Pittsburg & Western. From 1883 to 1895 he was engineman on the
A year
last named road, and was then appointed trainmaster.
In 1902 he
later he was Master Mechanic at Allegheny, Pa.
went to the Baltimore & Ohio, with the same title, and then
to the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg, where he was promoted
In 1904 he went to the
to be Superintendent of Motive Power.
New York, New Haven & Hartford as General Master Mechanic.

New

Pennsylvania Lines West.—G. B. Fravel, Master Mechanic at Chicago, 111., has been appointed Master Mechanic at Logansport,
Ind., succeeding G. C. Bishop, resigned to go to the Long Island.
J. J. Walsh, General Foreman at Toledo, Ohio, succeeds Mr.
Fravel.
C. B. Young, Assistant Inspector of Motive Power of the
Southwest system, has been appointed Assistant Master Mechanic at Fort Wayne, Ind., succeeding N. M. Loney, promoted.

Special Officers.

Commissioner of Immigration
& San Francisco.

—

d Eastern. G. W. Talbot has been appointed General Manager, with office at Astoria, Ore., succeeding T. H. Curtis, resigned.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

—

Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern. H. G. Clark has been appointed Superintendent of the White River division, with office
at Aurora, Mo., succeeding Hugh Wilson, resigned.

—Walter

Hale, Superintendent of the Fourth division, with office at Jacksonville, Fla., has resigned, to go to
H. W. Stanley, Trainmaster at
the Durham & Southern.
Atlanta, Ga., succeeds Mr. Hale.

Seaboard Air Line.

Traffic Officers.

Colorado d Southern.

— George

Geiger, heretofore Superintendent of
at Texarkana, Tex., has been appointed Superintendent of the Northern division of the Colorado
& Southern, with office at Denver, Colo.
the

Kansas City Southern

Louisiana &

Pacific.

— C.

M. Boswell has been appointed General

Superintendent, with

office at

The Chicago, Burlington d Quincy has ordered 50 simple Prairie
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company and
simple Pacific (4-6-2) locomotives from the Baldwin Works.

(2-6-2)

15

The Prairie locomotives will weigh 216,000 lbs., with 153,000 lbs.
on the drivers; cylinders, 22 in. x 28 in.; diameter of drivers, 69 in.;
wagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 210 lbs.; heating surface, 3,599 sq. ft.; 305 tubes, 2% in. in diameter and 19 ft.
long; firebox, 9 ft. x 6 ft.; grate area, 54 sq. ft.: tank capacity,
The Pacific locomotives
8,000 gallons, and coal capacity, 13 tons.
will weigh 222,000 lbs., with 153,000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders,
22 in. x 28 in.; diameter of drivers. 74 in.; wagon top boilers,
with a working steam pressure of 210 lbs.; heating surface, 3,950
305 tubes, 2% in. in diameter and LM ft. long; firebox.
sq. ft.;
9 ft. x 6 ft.; grate urea. 5
sq. ft.: tank capacity, 8,000 gallons, and
I

coal capacity, 13 tons.

De Ridder, La.

—

Missouri, Kansas & Texas. F. B. Drew, General Passenger ami
Ticket Agent in Kansas and Indian Territory, has resigned, ef
fective June 1, to go into other business.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
Central of New England. W. J. Backes has been appointed Chief

CAR BUILDING.

wilh

office

Chattanooga Southern,
chanic, with office

Lehigh Valley.

— A.

Conn.,

succeeding

VV.

B.

Lloyd has been appointed Master Me
\iton Park. Tenn., succeeding A. D. Pointer.

II.

ai

Hartford,

at

S.

Mitchell, Superintendent of Motive -Power,
has resigned, effective June I, Frank N. Ilihbits, Mechl
»1
Superintendent of the New York, New Haven & Hurt ford, sucE.

was born in Indiana in 1S66
lie began
Polytechnic Institute,
as machinist and draftsman on the
Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati & Indianapolis,
in
1891
he
was appointed Engineer of Tests on the New Stark, Lake Erie
& Western, and was made Mechanical Engineer of that road
in 1894 he wai appointed Master Mechanic ol
the next year,
ceeds Mr. Mitchell,

Mr.

a graduate of the
railroad service in ism;

and

is

The Isthmian Canal Commission

is

asking prices on passenger

The North

is

reported, has ordered 2,000

cars.

—

Engineer,
Chapin.

B. Schmidt has been appointed
of this road and of the St. Louis

Rock Island d Pacific— C.

Chicago,

General Superintendent in 1902.

St.

—

Central d Hudson River. Azel Ames. Jr.. has been appointed Signal Engineer of the Electric Zone, New York City,
succeeding W. H. Elliott, assigned to other duties.

New York

—

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago d St. Louis. J. Q. Van Winkle, General Superintendent, has been appointed Assistant General Manager.
H. P. Houghton, Assistant General Superintendent, succeeds Mr. Van Winkle. Mr. Van Winkle was born in 1851 and
began railroad service in 1861 as a messenger on the Indianapolis, Pittsburg & Cleveland, which is now a part of the Big
Four. After being clerk and station agent, he was, in 1873,
He was
appointed Chief Clerk in the Superintendent's office.
later agent at Union City, Ind., then general yardmaster at
In 1881 he was
Indianapolis, and later agent at Mattoon, 111.
made trainmaster at Indianapolis, and the next year appointed
agent at East St. Louis, 111. Two years later he was made Agent
and Division Freight Agent at Indianapolis, and in 18SS Superintendent. In 1892 he was appointed General Superintendent
of the Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, but in 1893
returned to the C, C, C. & St. L. as General Superintendent.
Mr. Houghton was born in Vermont in 1859 and began
railroad work in 1872 in a section gang on the Atlantic & Great
Western. The next year he was a telegraph operator, and in
1874 went to the Wabash as an operator. He remained on this
road until 1886, serving as Train Despatcher, Clerk to the Superintendent and Chief Despatcher. He then went to the Baltimore
& Ohio as Despatcher and later Chief Despatcher. In 1887 he
was appointed Chief Despatcher and Trainmaster on the Wabash.
He left in 1893 and went to the Big Four as Assistant Superintendent of the Chicago division; he was appointed Superintendent of that division in 1898, and promoted to be Assistant

Corvallis
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I.*

li

<(

South Despatch,

it

cars.

freight

The Wisconsin Central has ordered 200 box
fi Barker Car Company.

The Miiiison. Topeka A Santa Fe,
baggage ears from the American Cat
reported as having Increased Iti ordei
i\\i> passenger coai be

61

Ha

cars from the

reported, has ordered
Co., and Is also
wits the Pullman Co, for

It
«*.

Is

Foundrj

llibliits

it

five
nln
da]
oa hi
lei ed
The Di hi r A Rio Ore n<fi
chair cars ami four dining carB from Barnej & Smith; 250 ore dump
cars nl 100,000 Ibl
iO COke 'lump cars 01
80,000 His.
capacity
as
i:
from the Nat lonal Coal lump Car Co,
*

i

I

i,

I

i

Tht

Victoria,
i

i

apai

Fishei
Itj

Mem

a

tern has ordered SO logglni

r,

the

I

ill

Car wheel a

cars of

Foundrj Co
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These cars

will

weigh 14,000

wide, over

all.

The

The Chicago,

lbs., and measure 28 ft. long and 10 ft.
equipment includes Marshall wheels.

special

Burlington

t£

Quincy has ordered 1,900 of the

capacity, for which it was in the market,
Company. These cars will weigh 34,000 lbs.,
5% in. long, 8 ft. 6*4 in. wide, and S ft. high,

2,000 box cars of 80,000

lbs.

from the Pullman
and measure 40 ft.
inside measurements.

Co., as reported in our issue
Terre Haute Tractii
has ordered L0 closed cars from the American Car Co.,
ft.
These cars will measure U0 ft. 8 in. long,
for August delivery.
The special equipment
2 in. wide and S ft. 10% in. high, over all.
Consolidated Car Heating Co.'s heating system.
includes:

May

11.

The Norfolk & Western

is

preparing plans for nine postal cars.

The cars will be 60 ft. long, 9 ft. wide and 9 ft. 4% in. high, inside
Diamond special
measurements. The special equipment includes:
brake-beams. Westinghouse brakes. Ajax brasses, McConway & Torley Co.'s couplers, Gould draft rigging. Pintsch light and Railway
Steel-Spring Co.'s springs.

BRIDGE BUILDING.

—

Albany, N. Y. The Advisory Board of Engineers in charge of
the Barge Canal are trying to reach an agreement with the Delaware & Hudson for the building of a bridge over the canal at WaterThe engineers are completing arrangements for the building
ford.
of about 20 new bridges over the canal, each of which is to cost
between $80,000 and $200,000. The state is required to build these
bridges, but hopes to save a share of the cost by making agreements with the various steam railroad companies for the use of
some of the structures.

—

—

Clerk.

—

Cleveland, Ohio. The Cleveland Belt Line, it is said, will soon
ask bids for building about 40 bridges, the largest of which will
be 2,400 ft. long over Cuyahoga river, and to he 165 ft. above water.
Another bridge over the Hill Creek valley will be 1.200 ft. long and
90 ft. high. Most of the others will be over streets. W. R. Hopkins,
in the Society for Savings Building, is interested in the company.

—

Dayton. Ohio. Plans, it is said, have been completed by the
Pennsylvania Co. for building a concrete bridge over the Miami river
for the use of that company, the C, C, C. & St. L., and the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.

—

A steel drawbridge is to be built over the river at
Address Councillor Johnson.

Elgin, B. C.
this place.

—

Fobt Snelling, Minn. The Board of Officers, appointed by the
Department, has practically agreed to recommend the construction of a bridge 300 ft below the present structure. A bridge at
this point will cost about $250,000.
It is understood that the city
will be willing to pay $100,000 towards the cost and the street car

War

company

$25,000.

Gibson. Miss. Bids are wanted June 4 by R. C. McCay,
for building a 60-ft. steel approach to the bridge
over Clark's creek, near Martin, in Claiborne County.

—

Portland, Ore. D. W. Taylor, City Engineer, writes that plans
have been completed and bids are wanted June 8 for building the
bridge on Grant avenue across Sullivan Gulch, which It about 65 ft.
deep and through which the tracks of the Oregon Railway & Navigation Co. enter the city. The bridge is to be built for the city
of Portland; it will be of steel on concrete piers 350 ft. long and
40 ft. wide, with 12-ft. sidewalks.
The estimated cost of the entire
work will be $52,000. Bids will be received by the City Auditor.
Plans and specification to be furnished by the bidders.

—

Waco, Tex. An officer of the Texas Central denies the report
that several bridges are to be built along the line of its proposed
extension, and that only a 75 ft. span will be put up.
For this the
material is already on the ground.

—

Warren, Pa. The Warren Street Railway Co. is to build a combined highway and street railroad bridge about 1,400 ft. long over
Allegheny river at Glade Run. Contract has been let to the Penn
Bridge Co.

—

Washington, D. C. Both Houses of Congress have passed the
authorizing the Pend d'Oreille Development Co. to build a bridge
over Pend d'Oreille river, in Stevens County, Wash.

—

Zanesville, Ohio. Bids are wanted by the County Commissioners for building the superstructure of a highway bridge over the
South Fork of Jonathan creek in Roseville, Ohio, to consist of one
105 ft. span, with IS ft. roadway and 5 ft. sidewalks. L. E. Brelsford is County Auditor.

Other Structures.

—

Braddock. Pa. Bids are wanted May 31 by the Baltimore &
Ohio for putting up a one-story stone passenger station 34 ft. by
120 ft. Bids are also wanted for a new frame freight house, with
slate roof, to have rolling steel doors.

—

Chicago, III. According to local reports the Chicago & Northis planning to build its new passenger station on Canal
street.
The new station is to be used for through service only, the
present structure on the north side being retained for suburban
The proposed station and trainshed is to extend from Maditraffic.
son to Randolph streets, the trains reaching the station over an

western

elevated structure.

—

Fostoria. Ohio. Bids are wanted May 26 by the Baltimore &
Ohio for putting up a brick passenger station on concrete foundations.

—

Fremont. Ohio. Preliminary arrangements are being made by
the Lake Erie & Western for building a bridge over Sandusky river
on the site of the present structure. The new bridge will be of
steel.
The west bridge will consist of four 140-ft. spans and one

129%

ft. span, with 35 ft. deck girders.
The east bridge will consist
of three spans each 145 ft. 8 in., with a pile approach of 149 ft.
Work is to be started shortly, and it is proposed to have the structure completed by the first of next year.

—

Havre be Grace, Md. The new bridge of the Philadelphia,
Washington & Baltimore, over the Susquehanna river, between this
place and Perryville, is to be put in use May 27.

—

Holton, Kan. Bids are wanted June 5 by N. P. McConnell,
County Clerk, for building three steel bridges in Jackson County.
George L. White is Chairman.

—

Indianola, Miss. A contract has been given to the Southern
Bridge Co., of Birmingham, Ala., at $25,400, for building a steel
drawbridge over the Sunflower river at Boyer's Mill, the work to
be completed by Jan. 1 next.

—

Matjch Chunk, Pa. Bids are wanted June 4 by the County
Commissioners for building a steel bridge over Hickory creek in
Carbon County. D. Ross is a Commissioner.

Menominee. Mich.

— Menominee

—

Haddon Heights, N. J. The Philadelphia & Reading has given
to J. Simms Wilson, of Philadelphia. Pa., for building a

a contract

stone freight house, one story high, 22

Los Angeles,

Montana. On May 9 the United States Senate passed the bill
authorizing the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. Co. to build
a railroad bridge over the Missouri river between Broadwater and
Gallatin counties in this state.
(May 11, p. 142.)

ft.

by 42

ft.

10

in.

Cal.-— The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,

it

is

has given a contract to Carl Leonardt for building a reinforced concrete freight house to be 1,320 ft. long by 91 ft. wide,
with spans between columns of 60 ft., to cost $250,000.
said,

—

Menasiia. Wis. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and the
Wisconsin Central, it is reported, will jointly build a union passenger station and freight house here, at a cost of $35,000.

—

Pittsburg, Pa. According to local reports arrangements have
been made by the Baltimore & Ohio for starting work on a new
passenger station and freight house to be built east of Try street.
The company is to spend about $4,000,000 on the stations and terminals in this city.

—

Louis. III. The Illinois Central improvements include a
roundhouse to cost $25,000; a turntable and pit. oil houses,
cinder pits and ice warehouses.
St.

10-stall

—

Samu sky, Ohio. Bids are wanted May 25 by the Baltimore &
Ohio for building a new stone and brick passenger station here.

County and Marinette County,

Wis., officials will jointly build three steel bridges over the Menominee river during the coming summer. One will be at Wallace,
one at Pembine Palls and the other at Wausaukee Bend.

—

—

POM

Chancery Clerk,

bill

Bourbon, Mo. Bids are wanted June 5 by G. L. W. Smith, of
Hinch. Mo., at Steelville, Mo., for building a steel bridge 300 ft. long
over Meramec river in Crawford County. William C. Evans is

County

21.

Philadelphia, Pa. The bids recently opened for building the
bridge over the Wissahickon Valley, on the line of Walnut Lane,
Rellly & Riddle
to connect Gerniantown and Roxborough, were:
$253,551; New York Continental Filtration Co., $269,880; Millard
Construction Co.. $270,000; District Construction Co., $286,900;
.Michael O'Rourke, $337,000; Schofield Co., $339,300, and Sullivan &
Co., $368,894.
The time for completing the work was given by four
of the bidders at 18 months, one at 20 months, and two at 24 months.

'

of

Vol. XL., No,

—

Seattle. Wash. The union station to be used by the Great
Northern and the Northern Pacific has been completed, and is now
in use.

—

no, Ohio.
The Great Lakes Dredging & Dock Co. has taken
the contract to build a new dry dock for the Toledo Ship Building
Co., 600 ft. by 105 ft; also a contract to extend the company's
present dry dock to the same dimensions. Also for building sundry

May
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docks along the shipyard slips and river flouts, and for deepening
the slips, at a total cost of about $200,000.

—

Walla Walla, Wash. Announcement has been made that the
Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co. will during the coming summer
put up a new station, a warehouse, and some side tracks at the foot
of Main street.
The cost of these improvements will be about
$50,000.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
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miles north of Gulfport, and joins the main line at Mendenhall,
31 miles south of Jackson, Miss., making this division 104.5 miles
long.
Train service is now in operation from Gulfport to Jackson.
4

—

Klondike Mines. An officer writes that this company, which
was granted a concession to build a railroad about 80 miles long
from Dawson City, has let a contract to the Dawson, Grand Forks
& Stewart River Railroad Corporation, Limited. A sub-contract has
been let to O'Brien & Mackenzie, of Dawson City. The company
has three or four miles of track laid already, and is planning to
complete about 30 miles this year. The work includes the building
of one steel bridge.

New

J. A. C. Seybold is President and H. Blackfield
Smith, Chief Engineer, Ottawa, Can.
(May 11, p. 143.)

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

—

Augusta Connecting. Incorporated in Georgia, with a capital
of $100,000, to build a railroad from Augusta six miles to a connection with the proposed line of the Augusta & Florida, now under
construction. J. S. Williams and J. W. Middendorf, of Augusta, are
interested.

—

—

Laurel Valley. A charter has been granted this company, with
a capital of $10,000, in Tennessee, to build a railroad from a point
on the East Tennessee and Western North Carolina in Carter County,
near Hampton, Tenn., east to Elk river, in North Carolina, by way
of the Laurel Fork of the Doe river. The incorporators are:
J.
C. Tipton, B. C. Shelton, C. F. Camp, C. C. Collins and J. R. Fletcher.

Baltimore & Ohio. An officer writes that work now in progress
on the Washington branch includes the completion of the work that
Los Angeles Interurban (Electric). The Long Beach line of
was planned several years ago< to improve the line so that trains the Pacific Electric system is to be four-tracked for eight miles.
may be run faster. New 100-lb. rails are being laid both here and
Meridian & Tombigbee. Residents of Meridian, Miss., have apon the line between Philadelphia and Baltimore. With the compleplied for a charter under the above name to build a railroad from
tion of this work the entire "Blue Line" from Washington to New
Meridian northwest through Lauderdale, Newton and Neshoba CounYork will be laid with 100-lb. rails. New ballast has been put in
ties to Philadelphia, which is on the Mobile, Jackson & Kansas
at many places on the Washington branch. It is also the intention
City, a distance of about 50 miles.
Surveys are now being made.
to complete the ballasting of the line from the belt line to Bay
C. F. Woods, J. M. McBeath, A. D. McCraven, Frank Heiss, of
View, and on the freight tracks from Huntington avenue to HenMeridian, and Dr. J. P. Phillips are interested.
rietta street.
The company expects, on the completion of the terMinneapolis & St. Louis. The Minnesota, Dakota & Pacific,
minal work at Washington, to reduce the time of the fastest passenger trains between Baltimore and Washington from 45 minutes which is the Western extension of this road, has filed, in South
Dakota, plans of its new lines in that state showing where they
to 35 minutes.
cross the State lands.
From Watertown the lines run northwest
Baltimore, Frederick & Hagerstown (Electric). The officers
across Codington and Clark counties to Conde, in Spink County,
of this company, organized to build an electric line from Baltimore,
thence west through Mellette and Northville, in Spink County, CresMd., to Hagerstown, 7S miles, are as follows:
J. E. Ingram, Jr., of
bard, in Feulk County, to Hogan, on the northern boundary of Potter
Baltimore, is President; J. R. McSherry, Vice-President; T. R. HowCounty, thence northwest to Lebeau, opposite the mouth of the
ard, Treasurer, and H. Coblentz, Secretary, all of Frederick, and
Moreau river on the Missouri river, in Walworth County. This will
R. P. Graham, of Baltimore, Counsel.
give

—

—

—

—

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. This company will in future
use the track of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy between Kansas
City and St. Joseph. This will give the Rock Island a direct line to
Fairbury, Neb. The Rock Island has its own line between St. Joseph
and Fairbury, 155 miles. Between Kansas City and St. Joseph the
Rock Island has no direct line, but runs by way of Cameron Junction or Topeka. The total distance between Kansas City and Fairbury over the new route will be 218.8 miles. The agreement with
the Burlington will permit the Rock Island to do a local business
between Kansas City and St. Joseph. The new line will also give
the Rock Island a through service to Colorado and the Southwest
from St. Joseph by way of Kansas City.

—

Cincinnati & Columbus Traction. This company, operating 54
miles of road from Cincinnati, Ohio, east to Hillsboro, is considering plans for extending the road from the eastern terminus at Hillsboro north to Washington C. H., 30 miles.

—

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. A contract has
been given by this company for double-tracking its road from Batesville, Ind., west to Greensburg, six miles.
The cost of the work
will be about $40,000.

the line a valley route across the west part of South Dakota,
intended to extend west of the Missouri river. A branch
is to be built from Conde northwest through Aberdeen and Brown
counties to Leola, in McPherson County.
If

it is

Minnesota, Dakota & Pacific.

New York &

— See

Minneapolis &

Port Chester (Electric).

St. Louis.

— This

company, after
contending with strong opposition for three or four years, has at
last been granted a franchise by the New York City' Board of Estimate and Apportionment for its four-track electric line through the
Borough of the Bronx. The company has already been granted franchises by the various municipalities through which it proposes to
build in Westchester County to the Connecticut state line.
The
officers of the company say that work is now to be begun.

New York
R.

Wood and

—A

syndicate in which Frederick Nichols. E.
Pellatt, all of Toronto, Ont.. are interested,
formed to build an electric railroad from Roches-

Roads.

Sir

Henry

has recently been
N. Y., west to i^ockport, about 60 miles. The contract for building
the road, it is said, has been given to J. G. White & Co.. of New
York. The cost of the work will be about $2,000,000.

ter,

—

Northern Pacific Rights of way are being secured by this
company for an additional line east and west of Valley City in
Davis & Turner Falls..— Incorporation has been granted a com- Barnes County, N. Dak. The new line will leave the main track
pany under this name, with headquarters at Oklahoma City, with at Alta, running west and again joining the main line near Berea,
a capital of $50,000, to build a railroad from Davis, Ind. T., to Turner and will be one-half mile shorter than the existing line. The new
Falls, 10 miles.
The incorporators are: A. L. Welch, Robert cut-off, which will cost about $1,250,000, is to be used for freight
Chowning,

homa

J.

City,

W.

Grant, R. H. Wilkins and

and John Watts,

of

W. M. Demeryx,

of Okla-

Newton. Kan.

traffic only.

It will

take about two years to build

it.

—

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western. An officer writes that this
company has authorized work covering a change of line and new
third track from Moscow, south to Gouldsboro, Pa., 8
The
miles.
contract has been let to Burke Bros., of Scranton, Pa. The company, some time ago, gave a contract to the Williams-Grace Co., of

Paris & Mr. Sterling (Electric). Incorporated in Kentucky,
with a capital of $1110,0011. to build from Paris, Ky.. on the Louisville
& Nashville southeast, 25 miles to Mt. Sterling on the Chesapeake &
Ohio. Surveys have been completed and rights of way are nearly all
secured. H. A. Powers, R. J. Neely, of Paris; J. T. Collins, of Middletown; H. C. McKee and J. M. Bigstaf. of Mt. Sterling, are in-

New

terested.

—

1

,-..

York, for the construction of a second tunnel through Bergen
Hoboken.
Arrangements are also under way for starting
improvement work at Scranton.
Hill,

—

Payette Valley. A. B. Morse. President et tins company, is
as saying that 13 miles of the road has been completed,
The route is from Payette to Plymouth, Utah, through a rich agriculture section.
H. K. Dunn, of Salt Lake. Utah, is Vice President
and General Manager.
limited

—

Gates City TERMINAL. Incorporated In Georgia, with a capital
Arkwright and Harry Atkinson, President of
the Atlantic & Birmingham and the Atlanta, liirmingham & Atlantic,

of $500,000, by P. S.

Also to improve the right of
A. from Howells to Atlanta, about throe miles.

to build terminals in Atlanta.

the A., B.

&

—

way

of

Gill' & Sine Island.
An officer writes that the Silver Creel)
branch of this road was completed April 19. This brand) runs from
Silver Creek to Columbia, Miss. Train service was started 00 the
29th.
This branch, in connection with the Columbia and Uendsn
hall branches, forms the Columbia division Of the (in
& Ship Island,
The new loop line, which Is west of the main line, starts :il Maxle,
1'

1

I'ii
a in i.i'iii a & Reading.
An ordinance has been introduced
authorising this companj 10 change the location or its Steelton
branch in Harrlsburg. The company seeks permission to leave the
present line near Manna street, and build through a private right
Of way to the main line, west of Hie old Robert -licet bridge, cross
in:'
Cameron street near its present Intersection at Pazton by a
it also agrees to abolish the
sings at Sycamore
bridge,
ami Hemlock Btreets by elevating the tracks 18% ft. at Sycamore
1

1
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and 15

it

and agrei
on Cam.'

eet to

il

a

ar the

I

to

i

Tt

damages.

i

rl
ompany, west of B
furnish a street mi ft. wide from a point
lane ana to assume all the
Poor! av
ce has been sent to the Railroad Committee.

ol

in

ret

in

vaca

ty to

Hem

at

present Pi oi tioi
present coal wharf

A

contract has been given to the
ion Co. for building the eastern section of the
Millard
Market stp el ubwaj The contract also Includes the laying of two
side nf Markel street, between the City
M<
,,n cadi
Iar
The work is to be completed within 18
Hall and Front street.

Philadelphia Rapid Transit.i

,,

.

.

months.

Port Townsend Southern.— See Northern

Pacific

—Incorporation

has
Champaign
granted a company mulct- this name to build a line from Litchfield,
in Montgomerj County. 111., northeast to Champaign, about 125
miles. The incorporators are: C. A. Wright. \V. II. Burke. Charles
St.

&

Louis.

Decator.

A. Wright and George M. Mattis,

all

of

Champaign.

—

San Antonio & Aransas Pass. An officer writes that this company is planning to replace the present 50-lb. rails with 70-lb. rails
on the line from Cuero to Kenedy. Tex.. 41 miles. The companyhas already made a similar change on the line between Yoakum
and Cuero, 18 miles.
San Francisco Roads—Rapid progress is being made by this
company and the Ocean Shore Co., laying a network of tracks
throughout the Mission district of San Francisco, including McNew tracks now extend
Allester street and lower Market street.
on Fourth street to Townsend street into Market and from Market
The Ocean Shore has comto the water front near the ferry depot.
pleted tracks from the main line at Twenty-fifth street, down Howard to the water front. Crossings will be put in so that lines can be
extended north from Market street to reach the wholesale district.

—

This company is making plans to build a
connect the line under construction to Palouse City with
the Colfax line. The line begins at a point on the Palouse City
line about 2V2 miles south of Oakesville. and runs southwest along
the base of Steptoe Butte, connecting with the Colfax line 2% miles

Spokane & Inland.

line to

from the new town

of Steptoe.

Rockport, Lancdon & Northern.

— This

company, operating a

line 5.6 miles long from Langdon northeast to Rockport in Atchison
County, Mo., will at once extend its line from the northern terminus, at Rockport, north 30 miles to Shenandoah in Page County.
Iowa. Preliminary surveys have been made, and this extension,

which was projected som,e years ago, will be carried out by new
capitalists who have recently become interested in the company.

—

Waycross. Baxley & Vidalia. Under this name a company is
projected to build a railroad from Vidalia, Ga., south through Montgomery via Baxley, in Appling County, to Waycross, 55 miles. W. H.
Buchanan, George W. Deen, J. M. Cox and W. R. Beach, of Waycross; C. G. Edwards, of Savannah, and W. T. McArthur and George
M. Mathews, of Vidalia, are incorporators.
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Douglas, An
solidate the following roads, receutlj purcha ed
gusta 4.- Gulf, Milieu & Southwi tern, Vugusta a- Florida, Na»hviiio i- Sparks, Valdosta Southern, the Midvale, Swalnsboro &
TinRedbluff, and a. 30-mile division of the Ocilla & Valdosta.
aggregate mileage is about 230, ami. when certain connecting
tend from Augusta, Ca., to
will
links are buiH the compan
Hadii on, Fla.

Grand Trunk
Co.

The Grand Trunl

Pacific.

has been incorporated with

$10,

Pacifii

Railway Telegraph

-apitat.

—

This company, which was recently
( Electric ).
capital stock, of which $1,
organized with $5.
,000 is
6 p'i cent, cumulative preferred, lias taken over the Michigan
Traction Co., the Michigan Traction Kxtension Co., the Jackson
i.i fraction Co., the Lansing & Suburban Traction
& Bat
Co., and the Lansing & Jackson Railway Co., the last named being under construction. These companies operate an aggregate
The new company has given a mortgage
of 153 miles of road.
to the Knickerbocker Trust Co., New York, securing rn issue of
$7,500,000 5 per cent, bonds of 193t;. subject to call after May 1,
1916. at llo. Of this amount $1,600,000 has been issued, $2,400,000 is reserved to retire the underlying bonds of the subsidiary
companies, $1,000,000 is to be issued in exchange for the bonds of
the Lansing & Jackson Railway Co., $500,000 is reserved for the
building of power plants and the remainder is to be issued for
extensions and betterments.

Michigan United

,

[,

—

i:i.
Kansas & Texas. The Wall Street Journal gives the following details of the mortgage securing the $20,000,000 4U per
cent, general mortgage bonds of 1936, of which $10,000,000 were
sold some time ago.
See Railroad (fazette of Feb. 16. p. 56.
By the provisions of the mortgage the bonds can be declared
due and payable on the request of the holders of 25 per cent,
of them, after default in interest or sinking fund for a period
of three months, but the holders of 75 per cent, of the bonds
have the right to direct and control the method of all proceedings for sale, foreclosure, or the appointment of a receiver.
The security of the bonds is as follows:

Missoi

Mil.-S.

mortgage v, and 2d mortgage 4-:....
.-xt. mort and refunding mort
,::,
Kansas City & Pacific lsts
t.,
,4,
t,, Mo., Kan. & Okla. 1st. and M.. K. & T. ref
,.-,,
to Tex. & Okla. and Mo., Kan. & Tex. let..
iiti
to M., K. & Eastern 1st mort. M., K. & K.
2d mort., and M., K. & T. (St. Louis Div.) ref.
mort
Wishita Valley mort. and Mo..
ill Subject to Denleon
Kan. & Texas refunding mortgage
,1,
(2)

Subject
Subject
Subject
Subject
Subject
Subject

to

1st

796

to

1st

162
131
277
117

—The Southern, which

operates this
road, has submitted to the stockholders' Protective Committee a
proposition for issuing $15,000,000 50-year first mortgage bonds,
bearing not more than 4 per cent, interest, to be used to refund
the $5,500,000 bonds maturing January 1. 1907. and to provide
The Committee will not consent to any
for double-tracking.
plan for increasing the bonded indebtedness of the road unless
provision is made for an increase in the rate of dividend upon
the stock

Atlanta & Charlotte Air Line.

—

Chicago Subway. This company, which controls the Illinois Tunnel
Co., which has built 3S miles of narrow gage tunnels in Chicago
for freight transfer, plans to issue $50,000,000 4 per cent, bonds.
about December 1. The $17;000,000 outstanding Illinois Tunnel
Co. first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1928 will be retired.

Chicago Terminal Transfer.

— The

Receiver has been authorized to
issue $3,500,000 5 per cent, receiver's certificates. Of this amount
not more than $750,000 can be issued before November, 1906.
The company needs funds to comply with the order of the city
of Chicago, compelling it to elevate its tracks on the west side.

Delaware, Lackaw

a \ \

\

& Western.

— The stock of this company was

May 2, and rose to 485 until May 16. On May
rose 15 points and has continued since then, making
a new high record of 550 on May 22. The road is estimate! to
have earped last year 52 per cent, on the $26,000,000 outstanding stock, on which 20 per cent, in dividends was paid in 1905.
quoted at 437% on
16

and 17

it

—

Georgia & Florida. Under this name, a syndicate organized by Middendorf, Williams & Co.. New York, the International Trust Co.,
New York, and John L Williams & Sons, Richmond, Va., will con-

162

..v

All depots, telegraphs and other appurtenances of these lines
are also pledged.
The bonds also have a lien on all the lands that the company may own or acquire in Oklahoma and Indian Territory,
subject to the first and second mortgages of the M.. K. & T.
The following stocks are also pledged:
Mo., Kan. i; Tex. of Texas*
Boon 'Ville R. R. bridge
Terminal R. R.. St. Louis
of Kansas City
Union
1

1,

$10,142,500
,i!is.4oo

205,600
44. nun
14,t>nu

i

Missouri & Illinois Ki-idge and Kelt

,.7nn

Hannibal Union Depot
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& Texas 1st and 2d mortgages.
The following bonds are pledged, subject to the
first and second mortgages:
•Subject to Mo.. Kan.

Henrietta & Western Railway
Trinity & Sabine Railway
Dallas* Greenville Railway
Taylor, Bestrop & Houston
Sherman, Sbreveport & Southern

M.. K.

SI. too.
1.340,

& T.

i

1.040.000
2,055.000
.000
2.1

The Texas Railroad Commission has refused to let the M._
K. & T. issue $25,000,000 bonds secured on its lines in Texas.
Representatives of the company are quoted as saying that this
contemplated issue was not needed for some time.

—

Pennsylvania. This company has borrowed in Paris $25,000,000'
through an issue of bonds of a French investment company seArrangements have been
cured by Pennsylvania securities.
made to borrow $25,000,000 more.

— The

Receiver has issued $1,200,000 5% per cent,
maturing in equal amounts each six
months up to August, 1909. These certificates were issued to
provide funds to pay taxes; they constitute a first lien on the
They have all been sold at par.
entire property of the road.

Pere Marqlette.
receiver's

certificates,

Pittsburg, Shawmt/t

& Northern.

— The

Receiver has been author-

ized to issue $1,100,000 receivers' certificates for improvement?.
An issue of $3,800,000 was originally authorized for this purpose,
but on the petition of a bondholder this amount was held to b>

and an injunction was issued restraining the receiver
from issuing the large amount.
excessive,

—This

company has sold to S. D. Loring & Son.
per cent, equipment trust notes, maturing
serially during the next 10 years and secured on 437 box cars.
1.000 gcndolas and 40 locomotives.

Seaboard Air Line.
Boston.

$1.7",o.oiio

:,

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.

is

In the Sundry Civil Appropriation bill before Congress there
an item of $25,000 to pay traveling expenses of the President of

the United States.

a South Carolina paper, the superintendent of the
of the Southern Railways wants 500 additional
negro laborers to lay new track, mostly side tracks, and is unable
to find them, although the rate of pay has recently been advanced.

According

to

Savannah division

An officer of the Great Northern has announced at Great Falls
that substantial reductions are to be made in freight rates to and
from points in Montana on the first of July; and it seems to he the
understanding that all of the three principal roads in the state will
make reductions.
of Alabama, having been
a question of fares on the Birmingham Railway,
& Power Company has issued an opinion, concurred in by the
ney-General of the state, that it has no authority to regulate
railways, even though they carry freight.

The State Railroad Commission

to decide

asked
Light
Attorstreet

announced in California that on both of the railroads carrying fruit eastward the rates lor icing have been reduced. It is expected that the green fruit shipments this season, including grapes,
It is

will

amount

shipped east

At

is

25,000,

Carlisle, Pa.,

Philadelphia

amounting

The number

to 7,000 cars.

of cars of oranges already

and the number yet

May

to be

shipped 5,000.

O. Sarvis, trainmaster of the
sentenced to $1,500 fine and costs,

George

23,

& Reading, was

causing the
Sarvis was acting as
at Moor's Mill, on Sept. 21, 1905.
a pay car train and miscalculated the time for reaching a
point, by reason of the failure of his watch, which had
Five persons were killed in the collision.
to $243, for criminal negligence in

The Supreme Court

collision
pilot of

meeting
stopped.

has sustained the
brought by the State
to compel the railroad to obey the order of the
State Commission in placing cars for interstate traffic on a private
siding.
The suit was instituted by the State Commission against
the railroad because of its refusal to obey an order directing that
coal cars be placed on a certain track at Greensb,oro, N. C. The company expressed its willingness to place the cars on other tracks,
but pleaded inability to comply with the demand as to the particular
track.
The railroad company attacked the law as unconstitutional
on the ground that it involved an interference with interstate commerce, and the Circuit Court sustained this position. That decision
Justice White said that the State Railroad Comis now affirmed.
missioners have authority reasonably to regulate the delivery of
freight within the state, but not to the extent of imposing a burden
on commerce between the states, as was the case in this instance.

Southern Railway
of North Carolina

of

the United

States

in its defense of the suit

George L. Thomas, a freight broker of New York city, and L.
Taggart, his clerk, tried at Kansas City, have been found
guilty of conspiracy to secure unlawful freight rates. Thomas acted
as the New York agent for western consignees, a number of these
testifying that they paid him annual salaries.
One merchant paid
Thomas $500 a year, another one $1,000, and others different
amounts. These merchants received large sums of money, sonic
times by express and sometimes by the hand of an unknown messenger, but always from some source which the witnesses declared
was unknown to them; but the impression produced by the testimony as a whole was that these moneys came from Thomas, who
had received them from the railroads in the shape of rebates on
goods shipped. One firm, according to the testimony of one of its
members, had received $43,000 in this way within the space of three
years.
One witness testified that Thomas's business had been going
on for four years and lh;it rebates amounted to 2a per cent, of the
freight rates; but another, a wholesaler in Kansas City, said thai il
had been going on not four years but 25 years, and that the rebiles
amounted more nearly to 10 per cent, than to 26 per cent. George
II.
Crosby, of the Hiirliuglon load, hied al the same lime, was
discharged, the court sustaining a demurrer alleging thai no evidence had been given to conned him with a conspiracy
B.

western Pennsylvania would have been killed off. F. B. Westgate,
of Titusville, Pa., who has been a producer of oil for 19 years, testified that up to 1886 the railroads gave low through rates to New
England, hut in that year made an advance from 28% cents per
100 gallons to 40 cents; and the high rates have continued until
the present month, when a reduction has been made. Frank B.
Fretter, Secretary of the National Refining Company of Cleveland,
and President of the National Pipe Line Company of Ohio, testified
that for over three years his companies had trouble in making shipments from Memphis to points in Arkansas, and he found that
the agents of the roads were also agents of the Waters-Pierce Oil
Company of Missouri, a Standard adjunct. These agents, he said,
deliberately side-tracked shipments in order to destroy his trade.
Mr. Fretter said, concerning the lubricating oil contract which he
attempted to get from the Rock Island ten years ago, that he offered
his oil at a figure low enough to enable the railroad to save a large
amount of money, but that, notwithstanding, he was "turned down"
Black oil. for which the Standard Comin favor of the Standard.

pany obtained 12 cents a gallon, his
at 5 or C cents in bulk.

company would be glad

Single-Phase Railway Equipment

for Anderson, South Carolina.

to sell

The Anderson Traction Company, Anderson, South

Carolina, is
building the first section of an interurban electric road which will
eventually extend to Greenville, 35 miles. Anderson is the center
of the cotton mill district in the south and this line will connect
it with the surrounding cotton mill towns and with the main line
In the city there is already a direct-curof the Southern Railway.
rent railway and the first branch of the interurban is a continuation of the present line as far as Belton, ten miles. Complete station apparatus and motor equipments for single-phase operation have
been ordered for the extension. The new cars are of the heavy interurban type and are each equipped with four G.B.A.-605 (75-h.p.)
single-phase motors, adapted for operation at 3,300 volts alternating
current on the interurban section of the road, and at 550 volts direct
current on the present direct current city lines. Each car is fitted
with air-brakes, for which the motor compressors are adapted for
operation on either direct or alternating current, this apparatus also
being furnished by the General Electric Company. Power for the
operation of this road will be purchased from the Savannah River
Power Company, delivered at a sub-station in Anderson at 66%
In the sub-station there will he a three-unit motor-generator
cycles.
set, consisting of an induction motor driver, direct-connected to an
AC generator for the single-phase portion of the line and a directcurrent machine to supply the present city line. The driving motor
consists of a two-phase, 66% cycle, 1,150 volt induction motor, receiving its current from the 66% cycle supply above mentioned.
Direct-connected to this is a 300 kilowatt, 25-cycle. single-phase,
3,300 volt, alternating current generator which will furnish the
10-mile single-phase section now under construction with current
The redirectly to the trolley at 3,300 volts without sub-stations.
maining machine for furnishing the direct current consists of a
250-kiIowatt, 600-volt railway generator, complete with an exciter
on the same shaft as the other three machines. The officers of the
Anderson Traction Company are: J. A. Brock, President; F. G.
Brown. Vice-President; Dr. Geo. ES. Coughlin. General Manager.
The road is being built under the direction of Mr. J. E. Sirrine.
Engineer, Greenville, S. C, with Mr. E. F. Lilly, Columbia, as Con
General Electric Company apparatus
suiting Electrical Engineer.
is being used throughout.

Derailment at Louisville.

May 28, says that a
press despatch from Louisville, Ky
passenger train of the Louisville & Nashville, from Knoxville, backing toward the Union Station, was derailed in the yard In Louisville
on that day, at Seventh and Hill streets, causing the death of eight
persons and injury of 16 others. Three passenger ears, after jump
Ing the track, crashed Into freight ears standing on the siding.

A

..

Import Rates on Agricultural Produce.
committee appointed to Inquire whether preferential treat
nt was accorded to foreign agricultural produce as compared with
home produce In Its report just issued tin. is that while lower rs
which constitute a preference to colonial
and greater facilltlei exl
and foreign product, this prima facie preference Is justified, for "the
for small, irregular and often Ill-packed
local trader cannol ex
consignmi nti the same rates and tacilltb
regular .and well-packed consignments, with which be Is In com
in order to claim comparativelj equal rates and taclll
petition."
reasonable approach to
ties, "he inns'
Or| II]
ih
ndltlons under which the competing trade is carried
English

\

I

At a hearing

in Cleveland,

May

21.

interstate

Commerce Com

missloners Prouty and Clements look further testimony
il
business,
ing the relations of Ibe railroads to tl
.1

of Pittsburg. Pa., told of forming a number of
of being obliged lo do business al a loss because

oil

he

concern\Y

1

companies and

raili
Is aided
taking business away from other oil
Had ii not been for the establishment of an Independ
companies,
ent pipe line to the see coast the Independent oil companli
In

the Standard Oil

Company

In

I

I

,

Then

the British trader

is

held to be entitled

to

demand

as a right"
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such rates and

facilities as will place
with his foreign or colonial rival.
considered necessary.

him on a comparative equality
No legislative measures were

Tax on New York Central Cars.
The New York Central has lost its suit against the Controller
of the state of New York contesting the taxes on its freight cars.
Under a law of 1896 the railroad is taxed on Its capital stock reprecars at the rate of 1.5 mills on the dollar on the valuaThe road
tion of equipment employed in the state of New York.
contended that '.; of its ears were in service outside of the state, but
the Supreme Court of the United States sustains the opinion of Instate court that the tax must be paid, the situs of the cars being in
New York, notwithstanding their absence much of the time. The
"We are bound by the construcopinion, by Justice Holmes, says:
In this case we are to assume that
tion given by the state court.
the statute purports and intends to allow- no deduction from the
capital stock taken as the basis for the tax unless some specific portion of the corporate property is outside of the state during the
whole tax year. We must assume further that no part of the corporate property in question was outside the state during the whole
tax year. The reports show only that the cars made so many miles,
and it might be ten and it might be fifty cars that made them. Certainly no inference whatever could be drawn that the same cars
were absent from the state all the time. We are not curious to
inquire exactly what kind of a tax this is to be called. If it can be
sustained by the name given to it by the local courts it must be sustained by us.
It is called a franchise tax in the act, but it is a
franchise tax measured by property."
The case covered the taxes for 1900, 1901, 1902, 1903 and 1904,
and the amount involved was $889,375.

senting

its

t
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from the western end of the tunnel. It is proposed to operate the
tunnel section of the road, when completed, by electricity generated
hy power obtained from lie otira river.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
White Pass
Yni;ti,i.
The traffic department of the White Pass
£ Yukon Railroad reprints from 'Alaska and the Klondike," by John
S. McLain, a tempting description of the journey between Seattle
and Dawson, which is accompanied by 23 quite remarkable photoii

graphic reproductions of this northern country. The account
written and the pictures are distinctly worth seeing.

is

well

—

Northern I'aiific. The passenger department of the Northern
has issued a fascinating pamphlet descriptive of the ShastaNorthern Pacific route to and from California.
The illustrations
throughout have been selected with great care and are printed in
the most artistic manner.
This is one of the best examples of good
railroad advertising that we have seen.
Pacific

—

Cars and
elocipedes.
A pamphlet of 44 pages
issued by the Buda Foundry & Manufacturing Co., Chicago, fully
illustrates and describes the various styles of hand and push cars
and velocipedes made by this company. A complete list of repair
parts and prices is given, and sizes, prices and a detailed description
of Buda pressed steel wheels.

Hand ami Push

1

.fust

—

Air Compressors and Appliances. The Ingersoll-Rand Co., New
York, has issued a small pamphlet describing and illustrating air
compressors, pneumatic hammers, drills and pumping systems for
railroad use.
Lists are given of railroad companies using each type
of machine.

Mammoth Stations in New York.
building the great Pennsylvania Passenger
Station at Seventh and Eighth avenues and 31st and 33d streets,
New York, has been let to the George A. Puller Company, of NewYork. Just when work will be started on the building is not stated,
as the excavation is not finished; but there is nothing to hinder the
beginning of foundations within a few weeks.
A contract has also been let to the George A. Fuller Co. for putting up the large terminal building- for the Hudson Companies'
(Cortlandt street) Hudson River tunnel. This building is to occupy
two blocks on the west side of Church street from Cortlandt to Fulton street. The ground is already partly cleared of the old buildings.
This building is to be 21 stories high, all the floors above the street
level to be rented for offices.

The current issue of the Electrical World contains a full illustrated description of the electric and mechanical equipments for
the new Engineers' Club, on West Fortieth street, New York.

New York City Rapid Transit.
Bids are wanted June 4 by the Board of Rapid Transit Commissioners for making test borings on the lines of the proposed
rapid transit routes in the Boroughs of Manhattan, Bronx. Brooklyn
and Queens, New York City. Alexander E. Orr is President of the

for the steel

Contracts for

The contract

for

Commission.
Baltimore & Ohio Improvements at Cleveland.
The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is to make extensive improve-

ments

to its terminals at Cleveland, Ohio, and plans and specifications have been sent out to contractors. A ten-stall brick roundhouse is to be built; a gravity coal tipple with capacity for 360
tons; frame sand house with a capacity for 45 tons of dry sand;
engine room, 20 ft. by 60 ft.: boiler room, 40 ft. by 60 ft.; machine
shop, 60 ft. by 90 ft.; oil and store house, 30 ft. by 45 ft., and office,
15 ft. by 70 ft. There will be a trainmen's building 35 ft. by 50 ft,
with bath and locker rooms for the enginemen and trainmen. The
second floor will have lounging and bunk rooms. There will also
be a standard 80-ft. turntable pit and a double ash pit. 150 ft. long.
to be equipped with hoisting crane and automatic grab buckets.

New Atchison Freight Sheds at San Francisco.
General Manager A. G. Wells, of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe Coast Lines, has let contracts for the erection of two large freight
sheds at China Basin on the San Francisco water-front near Kentucky street. A 30-ton electric traveling crane and two 15-ton electric derricks for handling freight will be put in.
About $300,000
will be spent on the improvements for this terminal.
A large
number

of

new

sidings will be laid in the yards.

Bids for Tunnel Work in New Zealand.
The New Zealand Government is asking for bids for piercing
a tunnel over five and one-quarter miles long, much longer than
any railroad tunnel in the southern hemisphere. The tunnel is to
be bored through the main central range of mountains of the Middle
Island at Arthur's Pass. It will pass under the coach road through
Otira Gorge, a well-known scenic spot. The tunnel will form part
of a railroad now under construction connecting the east and west
coast districts of the Middle Island. The lowest passes in the dividing range are 3,000 ft. high. The ascenl from the
side
i

is steep,

has

1

through a difficult country for railroad building,
ompleted and opened for raffle to a point a in en
I

'I

|

hi

road
:i,.

;

Manufacturing and Business.
Swift & Company have asked prices on lumber for 150 refrigerator cars to be built at their own shops.

John

T. Bramhall, formerly advertising agent for the Michigan
and before that with the Monon Route, has embarked in
business for himself as a compiler of railroad and resort literature.
His office is at 6310 Harvard avenue, Chicago.

Central,

The Bettendorf Axle
Swift & Co. for the steel
tank cars, the tanks for
Also, an order has been

Co., Davenport, Iowa, has an order from
underframes and trucks for twenty 30-ton
which will be built at the latter's shops.
received from the Mineral Paint Zinc Co.
underframes and trucks for fifty 40-ton tank cars.

Iron

and

Steel.

Bids are wanted June 7 by P. E. Ryan, Ottawa, Ont., Secretary
of the Transcontinental Railroad Commission, for 65,000 tons of
SO-lb. rails, open hearth or Bessemer, with the necessary fastenings,

and for 1,545,000

ties.

The Great Northern

is negotiating for 50.000 tons of rails and
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy for an additional 35,000 tons.
Inquiries for rails aggregating 250,000 tons are being made. The
orders for structural steel given for May amount to 100,000 tons.
There is a strong demand for steel making iron, and raw steel
continues scarce. The American Bridge Co. has taken the order
of the George A. Fuller Co. for the steel for the tunnel terminals
of the Hudson Companies in New York, about 28,000 tons.
The
steel will be delivered from the Pencoyd and the Trenton works
of the company, deliveries to be made at the rate of from 3,000 to
5.000 tons a week after the initial shipment.

The Baltimore & Ohio has given an order to the Baltimore
Bridge Co. for putting up its new steel pier at Locust Point, Md.,
requiring about 2,000 tons of steel. The American Bridge Co. has
received an order for 500 tons of elevated railroad structure from
the Chicago & North Western in Chicago, and the Erie is negotiating for 7,000 tons of steel to be used in two large viaducts, one
of which will be over the Genesee river.
Orders for rails recently
given for this year's delivery include, the Norfolk & Western, 10,000
tons; -Grand Trunk, 5,500 tons: lioise City & Idaho. 2,100 tons, and
Los Angeles & Pacific. 2,500 tons. The Tennessee Coal, Iron &
Railroad Co. has received a contract for 50.000 tons of rails from
the Southern Pacific for 1907 delivery. Large exports of rails are
being made to Mexico. Brazil, Argentine Republic and other South
American counl ries.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
R. L. Ilolliilay. Superintendent of the Delaware division of the
Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington, who died recently, was a

graduate of Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute.

His

first

railroad

June

1,
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1906.

in 1869 as a rodman on the Bell's Gap.
He was Assistant
Engineer on that road until 1873. Since 1876 he has been on the
Pennsylvania system, having been Supervisor of different divisions,
then Assistant Engineer of the Pittsburg division and later Engineer of Maintenance of Way at Altoona. Since 1S83 he has been
consecutively Superintendent of the Bedford and Lewistown divisions. Superintendent of the Central division of the Philadelphia,
Wilmington & Baltimore, now the P., B. & W., and finally Superintendent of the Delaware division of that road.

159

with office at Chicago, 111. H. B. Earling, Assistant General
Superintendent at Milwaukee, Wis., succeeds Mr. Sewall.

work was

—

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago d St. Louis. P. J. Maloney, trainmaster at Riverside, Ohio, has been appointed Superintendent
at Mt. Carmel, 111., succeeding J. S. Sweeney, transferred.

—

Marcellus d Otisco Lake. R. L. Scott has been appointed Superintendent, with office at Marcellus, N. Y., succeeding C. Cooper.

Pullman Company.— S. C. Gardner, Assistant District Superintendent at San Antonio, Tex., has been appointed to the new office
of District Superintendent at Monterey.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

St.

(For date* of conventions and regular meetings of railroad conventUt* ami
engineering societies, see advertising page 24.)

—

Louis Southwestern. C. W. Nelson, Assistant to the Vice-President and General Manager, has been appointed Assistant General Manager, with office at St. Louis, Mo.
Traffic Officers.

I

—

Engineers' Club of Philadelphia.

At a business meeting of this club to be held June 2 there will
be a paper on "The Fireman and His Relation to Maintenance of
Way Organization," by S. W. Kapp; also one on "The South & Western Railway," illustrated by lantern

slides,

by Edward

S.

Seaboard Air Line. S. C. Boyleston, Jr., has been appointed Assistant General Passenger Agent at Jacksonville, Fla., succeeding
A. O. MacDonell, transferred.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Hutchin-

son.

The

Freight Claim Association.
annual meeting of this Association was held at

fifteenth

St. Louis May 16, 17 and 18, President Robt. L. Calkins (N. Y. C.)
in the chair.
About 130 members were present. The President delivered an address congratulating the Association on the increase
in membership during the past year.
It is the success of this association that has led to the organization of the several claim conferences in the principal railroad centers.
That there is
great need for some effectual but reasonable action which will in.

.

bership.

Three morning and two afternoon sessions were well

with
profitable discussions, the reports considered being those of the committees on constitution, on loss and damage rules, on overcharge
rules, on uniform blanks and on methods and topics.
The Secretary's report showed 275 members, representing 196,000 miles of railroad. Twenty-eight new members joined the Association during the period from May 1, 1905, to May 1, 1906. The
following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President,
Robert Kirkland(I. C), Chicago; First Vice-President, J. E. Leith
(S. L. & S. F.), St. Louis; Second Vice-President, A. B. Thompson
(D., L. & W. ), New York; Secretary and Treasurer, Warren P. Taylor (R., F. & P.), Richmond, Va.
Denver, Colo., was selected as the
place for holding the next meeting, on June 19, 1907.
The local entertainment committee entertained the visitors with

unbounded

filled

hospitality.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Pennsylvania.

— Robert

at Pittsburg, Pa.,

—

Mexican Central. S. E. Kildoyle, formerly Master Mechanic of the
Southern Pacific at Guaymas, Mex., has been appointed Master
Mechanic of the Mexican Central at Mexico City, succeeding

Pitcairn, Resident Assistant to the President
retired on a pension on June 1.
Mr. Pitin Scotland in 1S36, and his entire railroad

the

in 1853,

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Lorain Steel Co. has ordered one locomotive from the Baldwin Works.
The Atchison,
15 locomotives.

M.

Bunting,
been appointed

Viii'1'n

Ident.

appointed

in

Topeka d Santa Fe,

it

has ordered

is reported,

The Macon, Dublin d Savannah has ordered one locomotive from
the Baldwin Works.

The West Virginia Northern has ordered one locomotive from
the Baldwin Works.
The Norfolk & Southern
and switching locomotives.
the

is

market

in the

for passenger, freight

The Virginia A Southwestern has ordered four locomotives from
American Locomotive Co.
The Santa Fe, Prescott d Phoenix has ordered three locomofrom the American Locomotive Co.

tives

The New York, Pennsylvania d Soutlucestern. formerly the
Binghamton & Southern, is considering the purchase of locomotives.
Address D. E. Baxter, General Manager, 27 William

street,

New

York.

The Lima Locomotive d Machine Co. reports the following orders
Shay locomotives for the week ending May 26, 1906: G. A.
Goodyear Lumber Co., Tomah, Wis., one 45-ton locomotive; Lewisburg & Ronceverte Electric Railway, Lewisburg, W. Va., two 45-ton
for

locomotives: Grantland & Lumber Co., Selma, La., one 37-ton locomotive; Culbreath Logging Co., Huttig. Ark., one 37-ton locomotive;
Flint, Erving & Stoner Lumber Co., Dunlevie. W. Va., one 60-ton
locomotive, and the Title Guarantee & Trust Co., Tampa. Fla., one
14 x 20 Mogul locomotive.

Pennsylvania.

He began

as a

CAR BUILDING.

tele-

and

intendent of the Middle division, and in 1862, Superintendent
of Transportation.
During the next three years ho was Super
intendent of several divisions and in 1865 he was appointed
Superintendent of the Pittsburg division. Ho remained in Ibis
office until 1902, when he was appointed Resident Assistant in
the Presidenl.
hi

Strom, resigned.

L.

later went into the General SuperIn 1861, he was appointed Superintendent's office at Altoona.

C.

Ind.

was

cairn was born
service has been on

graph operator

Hammond,

cC-

.

sure a more expeditious return of claim papers to the carrier against
which the claim is made all members will doubtless admit. It is
our plain duty to find a remedy for this evil.
An amendment was made to Section 1, Article II., of the Constitution, making the membership of the Association to include General
Freight Agents, Freight Claim Agents, or other authorized representatives having charge of the freight claims of such railroads,
transportation lines or companies as shall be admitted to mem-

Officers.

Southern.— The office of J. F. Flavin, Assistant
Master Mechanic, has been removed from Kankakee, 111., to

Chicago, Indiana

A.
Hie

Chief Clerk

new

i"

Hie

J.

County.

new

oti

the first Vloe-Presldenl
office of Assistant lo (lie first
Assistant Secretary, has been
\sslstani id the Third Vice

The

man

TJie Atlantic Coast Line,

reported,

is

it

asking prices on pas-

is

senger cars.

TheQreat Northern

is

in

the oiarkel tor 3,000 box

us

of 80,000

capacity.

Hi

t<>

Pre Ident.

The Kingan Refrigerator Une
refrl

ei
1

j

Operating

has ordered one private ear from the Pull-

Illinois Central

Co.

in

Smith

Officers.

The

Southern.
II
A Ziese], Superintendent ill K 111
Chicago, Indiana
kakee, 111.. has been appointed Superintendent ni Hammond,
hni
ucceedlng B\ t. Bowles, who is transferred in Kankakee

itlantic Coast
ini-

en

1

December,

the market tor a

number

of

1

1;

I,

i00 coal

in'

ears from Barney

1

ni- laht

Aililn

ears.
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ator ears.
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1

'

1

ed
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In
1

the mat

I
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.1

Chicago,

Milwaukee

•*
10.
St. Paul.
\
D, Bewail,
tant Q
at Minneapolis, Minn, hai
been el< ted Vice
the Chicago, Mllwauket (
Paul ol Montana,
1

Superintendent
Prei Idenl

of

It

The Kin
tin

car

out
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1

ei'
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Steel
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The Louisville
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i In
xmiUm si, u
Veu York, I'riiiisjilraiiia
purchase of a number of coal cars. Address D. E. Baxter, General
Manager, 27 William streel Neil York.
ii

i'h:

Tampa Northern

is in

the

market

i

i

<

.

.

.1

i

1

1

1,

i

i

1

:

upwards

of 125 box
Address
60,000 lbs. capacity.

for

and flat cars of from 50,000 lbs. to
Benjamin Thompson, Chief Engineer, Tampa,

Fla.

The Buns Ferry, Browndell & Chestt r will shortly order a number of flat cars and box cars. Address Joseph A. Turner, General
Superintendent and Purchasing Agent, Rockland, Tex.

The Canadian Pa, ific is building 1,000 box cars of 60,000 lbs.
capacity at its Angus shops. These cars will be 36 ft. long, 8 ft.
6 in. wide and 8 ft. high, inside measurements.
The special equipment will include the Simplex bolsters and brake-beams, Christie
brake-shoes, Westinghouse brakes. Tower couplers, positive door
fastenings. Security doors, Miner draft rigging, Harrison dust
guards, McCord journal boxes and Chicago-Winslow improved roofs.
The Isthmian canal Commission opened bids at Washington
on May 19 for 1,000 wooden flat cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity. The
lowest bidder was the South Atlantic Car & Manufacturing Co., at
$1,129.22 each, delivered and erected at Colon, delivery not to commence for 230 days. The next lowest bidder was the American Car
& Foundry Co., at $1,145 each, delivered and erected at Colon, delivery to be at the rate of 200 cars a month, commencing in September. Bids were also submitted by the Pullman Company, Mount
Vernon Car & Manufacturing Co., Standard Steel Car Co., and J. K.
Joice.

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. has ordered 100 Brill semiconvertible passenger cars from the J. G. Brill Co.. for August, 1906,
delivery.
These cars will weigh 36,000 lbs., and will have a seating
capacity for 48 passengers. They will measure 28 ft. long by 7 ft.
6 in. by 8 ft. high, all inside measurements.
The bodies and undernames will be of wood. The special equipment will include the
4-in. hammered steel axles, Curtis bolsters and brake-beams, National Electric Co.'s air-brakes, Acme curtain fixtures, Pantasote
curtain material, Brill door fastenings, double doors and draft rigging, Consolidated Car Heating Co.'s electric heating system, Curtis
journal boxes, open platforms, Curtis springs and trucks, Schoen
steel wheels, and Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.'s brasses, couplers,
paint, vestibules, and brake-shoes.

BRIDGE BUILDING.

—

Albany, N. Y. Under an act passed by the Legislature this
year Governor Higgins has appointed a commission consisting of
Alexander J. Shamberg, McDougall Hawkes and E. W. Bloomingdale, of New York, to confer with representatives of New Jersey to
secure legislation for the appointment of a joint commission to
buy land and water rights, and to secure the necessary federal consent for the construction of one or more bridges over the Hudson
river from New York to New Jersey, at the joint expense of the
two states.

—

Boston, Mass. The Cambridge Bridge Commission, consisting
Mayors of Boston and Cambridge and City Engineer Jackson,
it is said, has given the contract for building the four towers on
piers five and six of the new Cambridge bridge to Jones & Meehan
at their bid of $99,400.
The other bids submitted were Holbrook,
Cabot & Rollins Corporation, $102,500; L. D. Wilcutt & Sons' Co.,
$103,000; Austin Ford & Son Co., $106,864, and Antony Cefale,
of the

$111,900.

neer Somerville.

—

Campbellton, N. B. Thomas Malcolm has been granted a charcombined highway and railroad bridge over the Restigouche river. Surveys and plans are now being made. Estimated
ter

for a

cost $600,000.

Lethbridge,

—

St. Anne's, Que.
The Canadian Pacific is to rebuild the large
bridge over the Ottawa river at this place.

Wilmington, Del.
Water Commissioners

Ai.b.

— The

Canadian Pacific has plans for a high
F. F. Busteed

level bridge to be built here at a cost of $1,000,000.
is Chief Engineer for lines west, Winnipeg, Man.

—

Mt. Vernon, Ohio. The Commissioners of Knox County have
transferred $30,000 from the building fund to the bridge fund, to be
used for building new bridges and for repairs to others.

—

New York, N. Y. The Board of Estimate and Apportionment
has voted an appropriation of $50,000 for preliminary work for the
Riverside drive improvements. The plans call for a stone viaduct
over Inwood Valley to cost $2,500,000.

—

Pine Bluff, Ark. Preliminary surveys are being made by the
Bridge Commissioners for a combined highway and railroad bridge
to be built over the Arkansas river at this place.

—Bids

are wanted June 11 by the Board of
building a seven arch reinforced concrete bridge 350 ft. long over Brandywine creek for the Water Department. Theodore A. Leisen is Chief Engineer.
for

—

Winnipeg, Man. H. N. Ruttan, City Engineer, estimates the
overhead bridge to be built over the Canadian Pacific tracks will
cost $170,000.

Other Structures.

Atlantic City, N.
is to

J.

— The

spend about $600,000 for

new

West Jersey & Seashore, it
new terminal station here.

is

said,

its

—

The Illinois Central, reports say, will spend
freight house on land recently bought near First

Birmingham:, Ala.
$100,000 for a

and Second avenues, between Thirteenth and Sixteenth streets.
T. Oren, Assistant Engineer, will have charge of the work.

F.

—

Fremont, Neb. The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, local reports state, will build here a passenger station to cost $40,000.

—

Lethbridge, Ai.b. The Canadian Pacific will at once eommen.ee
putting up terminal shops here, including engine shops, coaling
station, roundhouses, freight sheds and repair shops.
F. F. Busteed
is Chief Engineer of the western lines, Winnipeg, Man.

—

Stockton Springs. Mi:. The Bangor & Aroostook, in addition
the three wharves already completed, will build an additional
wharf at Speed's Cove, Cape Jellison. An addition of 500 ft. will
also be built to the big Cape Jellison wharf, and 500 ft. to the Pole
wharf at Mack's Point. The work has been given to Contractor
Spellman, of Bangor. Me.
to

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

— See Colorado & Southern.
Central. — Incorporated in Alabama with

Abilene Northern.

Alabama
by W. C.

$100,000 capDavis, A. Russell, O. C. Simmons and other Chicago
capitalists, with office at Jasper, to build a railroad from Tuscaloosa, Ala., north through Tuscaloosa. Walker, Winston, Lawrence
and Morgan Counties to Decatur, about 125 miles.
ital

—A

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
blue-print has been submitted
to the Texas Railroad Commission by this company showing the
location of the cut-off line which is being built through eastern
New Mexico and western Texas. Most of the line on the Transcontinental division, from Rio Puerto to Texico on the New MexicoTexas border, has been completed. Track-laying will be begun in
July on the 70 miles from the Pecos river to a connection with the
El Paso & North-Eastern at Vaughn Junction. It is expected to have
the road ready for operation by January of next year.
profile of the proposed branch line of the Pecos Valley &
Northwestern division from Canyon City, Tex., south to Plainview
has also been filed with the Railroad Commission. Grading is to be
finished and much of the track laid by July of this year.
This
branch line will be extended south from Plainview for about 50
miles to connect with the proposed extension of the New Texico line
•when it is built east to Brownwood, where it will connect with the
Gulf division of the A., T. & S. F. The route of the extension from
Texico to Brownwood has not yet been definitely located.

A

—

line

Brantford, Ont— The city and Grand Trunk is to jointly build
a combined railroad and highway bridge over the river. Address
City Engineer Barrow.
The Grand Trunk will build a bridge over its tracks at Emerald
street.
There will be one 56-ft. and two 37-ft. spans. Address Engi-

Vol. XL., No. 22.

Atlantic Coast Line. This company, it is said,
from Newberry, Fla., northwest about 75 miles

will extend its
to Perry.

—

Beaumont & Great Northern. This company has notified the
Railroad Commission of Texas that 12 miles of track have been laid
and that by July 1 its line is to be completed to Onalaska, 20 miles
from Trinity. The line, about 110 miles long, is being built by the
Gould interests to secure a direct entrance into Southwest Texas.
It will probably be operated when completed as a part of the International & Great Northern.

—

Brinson Railway. Incorporated in Georgia with $1,000,000 capand office at Savannah to build from Savannah northwest
through Chatham, Effingham, Screven, Jenkins, Burke, Jefferson, McDuffie, Wilkes, Oglethorpe and Clarke Counties to Athens, about 180
miles.
George M. Brinson, of Emanuel County, is the principal
promoter. The incorporators are George M. Brinson, Charles Neville,
Y. E. Bargeron. W. A. Beale, W. C. Myers, C. H. Mason, J. H. Dazemore, H. W. DeLoach, E. F. Rogers and W. L. Clarke, all of Emanuel
ital

County.

—

Buffalo, Lake Erie & Niaoara. The State Railroad Commisis considering the question of granting a certificate to this
company, which proposes to build a line around Buffalo. A harbor
is to be made at Bay View on the lake shore, protected by a breakwater 4,000 ft. long and piers with room for 16 of the largest lake
freight steamers; also freight yards and warehouses. The directors
include:
C. N. Bushnell. J. H. Metcalfe and H. W. Putnam, all of
Buffalo.
(See Construction Record.
sion

June
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—

Buffalo, Lockport & Rochester (Electric). Work on this
proposed electric road has been begun, and it is planned to have
one track completed this fall. The proposed route is from Rochester, N. Y., west to Lockport, 56 miles.
From Lockport connection
is to be made with Buffalo and Niagara Falls by the International
Railway.
The line parallels lines of the New York Central for
the entire distance. The company has a capital of $4,000,000.
It
has had its bonds underwritten by the Traction Finance Co., of
New York, and by interests allied with the Mackenzie & Mann syndicate of Toronto, Can. The power for operating the road is to be
furnished by the Electrical Development Co., of Ontario, and the
Niagara Falls Electrical Transmission Co. Charles B. Hill, of Buf-

The

falo, is President.

Henry

directors are Sir

Pellatt, E. R.

Frederick Nicholls and D. E. Thomson, of Toronto, and

(May

Wragge.

Wood,

Edmund

25, p. 155.)

—

Central & Southeastern. This company, incorporated in Kansas last year, has given a mortgage to the Lincoln Trust Co., of
New York, to secure funds to take up the outstanding bonds of the
Arkansas, Missouri & Kansas, of which this company is a reorganization, and to build the road projected from Chanute, Kan., through
Missouri and Arkansas to Memphis, Tenn., 425 miles. Reports say
that work is now going on between Chanute and Joplin, Mo. The
road will intersect about 20 railroads. Albert N. Hoxie is President; D. W. Spooner, Manager and Chief Engineer, and F. S. Hoxie,
Secretary, 273 Fifth avenue,

New

—

locating a line from Alof Newton and Bainbridge,
Ga., to traverse the counties of Dougherty, Baker, Mitchell and Decatur in Georgia, and Gadsden County, Fla., about 60 miles through
large mill and turpentine territory.
is

—

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. The Idaho section of the
under construction will be built under the
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway of Idaho,
which was incorporated early this year.
Pacific extension now
name of the Chicago,

—

Chicago, Rock Islano & Pacific. An officer writes that the
budget for expenditures to be made in 1906 includes the following:
bridges,

$2,060,437;

other additions

buildings,

$706,000;

$1,760,600, and
total of

and improvements, $250,000, making a

$4,777,037.

—

Chicago Subway. President A. G. Wheeler, of the Illinois Tunnel Co., is quoted as saying that active operation of the tunnel
will begin soon.
By August 1 connections will be made with 56
buildings that each receive and send 500 tons and upwards every
day; and connection will also by that time be made with all the
railroads.

—

Cleveland, Ashland & Mansfield. Recently incorporated in
Ohio with $500,000 capital to build from Ashland southwest to Mansfield, 14 miles.
Construction work is under way already. The contract for the grading is held by L. B. Stanley & Co.. Collinwood,
Ohio. Contracts for the bridges and culverts and other material
and equipment will soon be let. The company's office is in the
Williamson Building, Cleveland, Ohio. (May IS, p. 149.)

—

Colorado & Southern. A plan of the proposed extension southwest from Seymour to Stamford of the Wichita Valley to connect
the Abilene Northern has been filed in Texas. Both of these roads
are owned by Colorado & Southern interests. The plan shows that
the extension will be 60 miles long. The Abilene Northern is building from Stamford south to Abilene, 40 miles. The bridge over the
Brazos river at Seymour has been completed and track-laying is
now in progress. It is proposed to have the road completed to Stamford by Sept. 1, and to Abilene by Nov. 1 of this year.

—

Is

reported

let for

building the

first 10

miles.

—

Delaware & Hudson. A contract is
company to (he Pacific Construction

said to have been let by
Co., and sublet to Roger
& Quirk, for building the first 15 miles of a branch from Rouses
Point, N. Y., to Adirondack Junction, Que., on (lie Canadian Pacific,
to enable the D. & H. to reach Montreal over the Canadian Pacific
tracks.
this

— This

is

Florida Railway.
planning to extend

ii.i

ml ina, about, 150 miles.

its

ther extending the consolidated road to Deepwater on the Gulf of
Mexico is also under consideration. J. Skelton Williams is President
and C. Gabbett, formerly of the Augusta & Florida, is General
Manager.

—

Georgia, Florida & Alabama. Routes have been surveyed for
the proposed extension of this road from Columbus, Ga., south to
Cuthbert. One of the routes is by way of Lumpkin, another by
Richland, and a third by way of the Chattahoochee Valley. It is
probable that the first mentioned route will be decided upon.

—

Georgia Southeastern & Gulf. Recently incorporated in
Georgia to build a railroad from Albany, Ga., southwest about 150
miles to St. Andrews, Fla., on the gulf shore. The incorporators
include W. M. Legg, former General Manager of the Georgia, Florida
& Alabama; H. J. Bruton and M. D. Powell, of Bainbridge; W. W.
Gordon, Jr., of Savannah; W. H. Hilton, of Marianna; L. V. Babcock, of Pittsburg, Pa.,

Great Northern.

and

G. J. Pope, of Chicago.

— This

company is building a new line from
Aneta, N. Dak., northwest to Devils Lake, approximately 60 miles.
Gulf & Ship Island. The new electric line which this company
building under the name of the Gulfport & Mississippi Coast Traction is to be completed from Gulfport to Biloxi June 1. The line
is now in operation from Biloxi to Beauvoir.
is

Gulfport & Mississippi Coast Traction.

— See

Gulf

& Ship

Island.

—

Interoceanic. At the next meeting of the Board of Directors,
plans for converting this road to standard gage will be considered.
The cost of the change, with other proposed improvements, will
be about $6,000,000, which expenditure has already been approved
by the Board of Directors. Surveys under way for over a year for
eliminating curves have recently been completed.

—

Louisiana Railway & Navigation Co. This company expects to
have its road extended by September to New Orleans, La. On the
completion of this extension the road will extend from Shreveport.
La., southeast to New Orleans, 350 miles.
At New Orleans the terminal facilities are practically completed. The road is laid with
rails throughout.
At Water Valley the Mississippi river
crossed by ferry.
(See Construction Record.)
70-lb.

—

Missouri Pacific Preliminary surveys are being made by the
Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern for its terminal and yard at
Monroe, La. The yard, which will be located south of the cotton
mills, east of the main line, will be about a mile long.
St.

—

Morgantown & Dunkard Valley. An officer writes that the
prospects for building this proposed line are good, and that contracts for the work are to be let during the summer.
The proposed route is from Morgantown, W. Va., to Manuington via Cassville, Blacksville, Wadestown and Wise.
There are to be 12 or more
bridges.
W. W. Smith is Secretary and Attorney, Morgantown, W.
Va.
(See Construction Record.)

—

National of Mexico. Surveys are being made by this company
for a line from San Felipe on the main line to Guadalajara; also
for a line from Salamanca on the Jaral branch to Guadalajara.
An
option has also been obtained in that city on lands for terminal
yards and shops.

—

Northern Pacific Work is proceeding rapidly on the
Townsend Southern toward Tacoma.

exten-

company, formerly the Uveoak & Gulf,
road from Liveoak, Fla., northeast lo Per

Port Townsend Southern.

— See

San Saba Valley.— Charter

Northern

Pacific.

Texas with $200,000 capital
from Antelope Gap, Texas, on the
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe in Mills County, west through Mills.
Lampasas, San Saba and McCulloch counties, by way of San
Saba to Crothers, on the Fort Worth & Rio Grande, 50 miles. The
directors are E. Campbell. John Kelly. T. A. Murray, K Q. Coryell,
W. S. Sanderson. J. II. Martin. .1. D, Bstep, R. M. Ward and K. 1..
Rector, all of San Saba.
and

office

at

San Saba

SOUTHERN Pacific

filed in

to build

—

According to western reports work is to be
a new line from Drain on the Mount Shasta
about so
route In Oregon southwest to Marshlield en COI
BttJ
miles.
The proposed line is to loim the noil hem portion of a new
coast lino between San l-'ranrisco and Portland.
A contract Is reported lei by this company to Hemingway &
Bowles, of Memphis, Tenn tor grading a new railroad to leave the
rile work will cost about fJ
main line at New Iberia, i. a.
Work hns been steadily pushed by the contractors on the llav
Shore cut-off. Which is to he llnislieil about Hie end of this
This en off is to lie double track, extending from the Fourth and
Townsend street yards of the Southern Pacific in San I'raiiclsco
started at once on

,

il

\

Georgia

lams &

Florida.
A syndicate composed of Miililemlorl'. Will
Co., and the International Trust Co., of Baltimore, and John
ti

is

sion of the Port

Colorado & Southwestern. Incorporated in Colorado, with a
capita] of $3,500,000, to build a railroad from Grand Junction in Mesa
County, Colorado, south through Unaweep canyon to La Sal Mountain, thence through the Sinbad and Paradox valleys, traversing
valuable mineral regions in the La Sal Mountains. Grand Junction
is the western terminus of the Denver & Rio Grande and the Colorado Midland and the eastern terminus of the Rio Grande Western.
D. C. Wlllerby, of London, England; A. E. Guy and John Nix, of
Norwood, Colo., and .1. 11. Ilinkin, of Chicago, are promoters. A
contract

Williams & Sons, of Richmond, Va.. has bought six or seven lines
of railroad in Georgia and Florida aggregating 230 miles.
The syndicate plans to build connecting links aggregating 100 miles to unite
these several lines and form a continuous railroad from Augusta,
Ga., to Madison, Fla., with several branches.
The question of furL.

—

York.

Central of Georgia. This company
bany, Ga., south to Quincy, Fla., by way

Roadway,

161

I
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be exchanged for 60 per cent, of its par value in Hocking
Valley common stock.
There have been deposited with the
.000 K. & M. capital
committee $3,300,000 of the total $9,(
stock, and it is expected that nearly all of this amount will
be exchanged on that basis. The price of Kanawha & Michigan stock has risen during the negotiations from 38 to 73.
Hocking Valley common is now quoted at about 128. Assurances have been given that if, as is nearly certain, the $15,000,000 preferred stock of the Hocking Valley is retired, the
dividend rate on Hocking Valley common will be raised from
During the work of the committee,
3 per cent, to 6 per cent.
the fact has been made public that the majority of the Kanawha & Michigan stock is no longer held by the Toledo & Ohio
Central, which is controlled by the Hocking Valley, but was
acquired some time ago and is now held by the Hocking Valley

through the Potrero district near the shores of the bay to a point
on the main line of the coast division near San Bruno. It will be
It is being built to
11 miles long, and will cost about $3,300,000.
take the place of the single-track line through the Mission district,
which has heavy grades. When finished there will be a double-track
road between San Jose and San Francisco, with easy grades. The
five tunnels on this new line are of the following lengths: 1,700 ft..
They are 22 ft. high and
1,200 ft., 2,600 ft., 1,100 ft. and 3,500 ft.
25 ft. wide. They are lined with concrete and brick. Several of
the tunnels were almost completed at the time of the earthquake.
The longest one had been bored 1,300 ft. at each end while several
of the others were bored 500 ft. at each end. None of them sustained any damage, a fact which the Southern Pacific engineers say
was due to the character of the concrete work; to the use of cement
with brick thoroughly soaked in water before being laid in the

is to

—A contract

reported let by this company to doubletrack its line from Terre Haute, Ind., to Harmony, at a cost of
is

about $2,000,000.

—

This company has increased
from $1,000 to $500,000. The company is owned by the
Northern Ohio Traction and is planning to build across Ohio from
A branch is also to be built
Cleveland southwest to Cincinnati.
through Medina, Wayne, Ashland and Richland Counties.

Wadswoeth & Western Traction.

its

capital

Wichita Valley.

— See Colorado &

Southern.

—

Calumet Electric Street Railway.

—

Under order of the Court, the
$483,500 capital stock and the $2,926,000 of 5 per cent, consolidated mortgage bonds of 1909 are to be sold to a Chicago
syndicate. These securities are the holdings of the National
Bank of Illinois which receutly went out of existence, and constitute nearly the whole of the stocks and bonds outstanding.
The company operates 77 miles of track in and around Chicago.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

—This

Montana Railroad, which is 157 miles
(May 4, p. 138.)
to Lewistown.

—

Interborough Rapid Transit. This company has paid to the Controller of New York City $431,429, being the first annual sinking
fund payment of 1 per cent, of its indebtedness to the city.

—

receiver in 1904.

Denver, Northwestern
a subsidiary of the

Traction.

— See

Indiana,

—

&

Pacific. The Northwestern Terminal Co..
N. & P., incorporated in July, 1904, with
$2,500,000 capital stock, has been granted a franchise to build
a terminal road and facilities in Denver, Colo. The D., N. &
P. now uses the tracks of another road in getting into the city.
D.,

The new terminal may be used by other roads which now go
Union Terminal, controlled by the Union

Des Moines & Fort Dodge.

Pacific.

—

The shareholders of this company, which
controlled by the Minneapolis & St. Louis, which leases it for
30 years from 1905, will meet on June 7 to vote on an issue
of not more than $1,000,000 5 per cent, second mortgage bonds.
The first mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of 1935, of which there
are $3,072,000 outstanding, were issued in 1905 to retire the
bonds of the older companies of which the Des Moines & Fort
Dodge is a consolidation. The M. & St. L. holds $305,200 six
per cent, certificates of indebtedness of the D., M. & F. D., and
it is presumed that these will be exchanged for a part of the
new bonds.
is

Hocking Valley.

—

The committee representing the minority stockholders of the Kanawha & Michigan have reached an agreement
with the Hocking Valley by which the K. & M. minority stock

Michigan.

— See

Hocking Valley.

railways in and around the city of Mexico. It has acquired
the controlling interest in the Mexico Electric Tramways, which
operates 160 miles of road, of which 90 miles are worked by
electricity, 13 miles by steam, and 57 miles by other power.
The new company has applied for authority to change its name
to the Mexico Tramway Co., and to obtain further rights.

Minneapolis &

Montana.

— See

St. Louis.

— See

Des Moines & Fort Dodge.

&

Chicago, Milwaukee

St.

Paul.

—

New

Bedford & Onset (Electric). This company, which has $500,000 capital stock outstanding and operates 16 miles of road between Fairhaven, Mass., and Onset, has bought the Taunton &
Buzzard's Bay, which has 29 miles of track in Middleboro and
from there to Buzzard's Bay and Monument Beach, but which
has recently suspended operation. The N. B. & O. will assume
the $150,000 bonds of the T. & B. B., and will issue $50,000 additional stock to pay for the road.

—

Cincinnati, Bluffton & Chicago. The Receiver has been discharged
and the property turned over to the company. The road was
projected to run from Huntington. Ind.. to Union City, 70
miles, of which 29 miles is completed.
There are outstanding
$1,125,000 capital stock and $1,500,000 first mortgage 5 per cent,
bonds of 1933. The property was put into the hands of a

p. 138.)

—

from Lombard. Mont.,

Chicago Union Traction. It is announced that a new company
will be formed to take over the holdings of the Chicago Union
Traction in the securities of the Chicago Consolidated Traction
Co., the North Chicago Street Railroad, and the West Chicago
Street Railroad. The two last named companies are leased
It is intended to unite the
to the Chicago Union Traction.
North and West systems into one operating company.

Columbus, Buck-Eye Lake & Newark
Columbus & Eastern Traction.

4,

Mexican Consolidated Electric. This is a new company backed
by Canadian capital and organized to acquire all the street

company has bought the
long,

1906.)

—

Kanawha &

Boston & New York Air Line. A meeting of the stockholders has
been called for June IS to act on a proposition to sell the property to the New York, New Haven & Hartford, which leases it
for 99 years from 1S82. The Air Line owns 52 miles of road
from New Haven, Conn., northeast to Willimantic, and has outstanding $909,468 common stock, $2,998,500 preferred stock, and
$500,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds -of 1905.

4,

Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Traction. This company, which is
a holding company for the Widener-Elkins Lines in Central
Ohio, has taken over the Columbus, Buck-Eye Lake & Newark.
The last named road operates a line from Columbus, Ohio, to
Newark, with a branch to Buck-Eye Lake, 39 miles in all. It
has outstanding $1,000,000 common stock, $500,000 6 per cent,
first mortgage 5 per cent bonds of 1921.

(May
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directly.

cement.

Vandalia.
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New

York.

New Haven &

Hartford.

— See

Boston &

New York

Air

Line.

—

New

York, Philadelphia & Norfolk. A meeting of the stockholders
has been called for June 14 to vote on a plan to issue $500,000
capital stock.
This additional stock is to be distributed as a
25 per cent, stock dividend among the stockholders of the
$2,000,000 outstanding stock, the total amount authorized being
$2,500,000.
The company has been paying 8 per cent, annual
dividends since 1903.

Northwestern Terminal.
Reading Company.

— See

Denver, Northwestern

&

Pacific.

— The

gross and net earnings for the month of
April of both the Philadelphia & Reading Railway and the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co., show a great decrease
as compared with the corresponding period in 1905, reflecting
the effect of the recent strike. The gross earnings of the railroad company were $2,461,S44, a decrease of $858,613; net earnings $495,506, a decrease of $880,233. The gross earnings of the
Coal & Iron Company were $1,074,565, a decrease of $3,535,970.
This leaves a deficit of $287,293 as compared with net earnings
last year of $262,905.

—

Southern Michigan (Electric). This company, which is a consolidation of the South Bend & Southern Michigan and the Niles &
Buchanan, and which operates a road between South Bend, Ind..
and St. Joseph. Mich.. 35 miles, has filed a mortgage securing
$2,000,000 5 per cent, bonds of 1931.
outstanding, $750,000 is reserved to

Of these bonds $500,000 is
refund the bonds of the
South Bend & Southern Michigan, and the remainder is reserved for betterments, improvements and extensions.

Taunton & Buzzard's Bay (Electric).

—

— See New

Bedford & Onset.

Velasco, Brazos & Northern. The property of this company has
been ordered to be sold under foreclosure, date to be announced
later.
The company went into the hands of a receiver last February. It operates 20 miles of road from Anchor, Tex., to VelThe authorized capital stock is $200,000, and of bonds
asco.
the same.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
In July, when the Shoshone Indian Reservation lands are to
be opened for settlement, the Union Pacific will run a line of automobiles from Rawlins, Wyo., its nearest station. The line is 100
miles long.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, operating the street surface railways in Brooklyn, N. Y., has just established 62 transfer
posts, at which agents will be on duty night and day to give free
transfers to passengers changing cars who are entitled to them.

Two of the robbers who held up a Canadian Pacific express
in British Columbia, May 9, have been tried and sentenced to imprisonment for life, and a third has been sentenced for 25 years.
One of the culprits has only recently ended a 20-year term of imprisonment

in California.

The State Railroad Commission of Texas on May 30th issued
an order directing the Houston & Texas Central to reduce its passenger fares to the basis of 2.5 cents a mile. It is said that the road
will take all legal means to resist the enforcement of the order.
A reduction on this line would force reductions on a number of
others.

lawful rebates. The Pabst Brewing Company was found not guilty.
The railroad companies, the Wisconsin Central, the Pere Marquette,
the Erie, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the St. Louis & San
Francisco, and the Chicago & Alton, with the refrigerator company,
were charged with manipulating rates so that shipments of beer
from the Pabst brewery were carried for 10 per cent, to 12 per cent.
The facts were admitted; but it was
less than the regular rates.
claimed that the discount was not illegal because it was in the
nature of a commission which the railroads paid to other freight
The
solicitors on the same basis as to the refrigerator company.
railroads paid the commission to the refrigerator company to secure
the business, apparently for years, the evidence showing that roads
refusing to pay the commission received none of the traffic in question; and the benefit received by the refrigerator company was
partly or wholly made over to the brewing company, for the reason
that the refrigerating and the brewing company were controlled by
substantially the same persons, although the organizations were disThe opinion was concurred in by Judges Grosscup, Seaman
tinct.

and Kohlsaat.

The "Lincoln

party," an independent Republican organization
recently formed in Pennsylvania, held a convention May 31 and
nominated candidates for Governor and other state officers. A platform was adopted advocating numerous reforms, among which is
more complete control of the railroads; and this clause calls for the
creation of a state railroad commission, with powers similar to those
of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is now transferring cars by floats
regularly between its freight terminal at Greenville, N. J., on the
west side of New York harbor, and the Bush terminal at Thirtyninth street, Brooklyn, on the east side of the harbor. The Bush
terminal grounds and docks are extensive, a dozen or more steamship lines making it their freight headquarters, and freight is transferred directly from freight cars to ocean steamers.
In the United States Court in New Mexico, last week, the Grand
Jury brought in a number of indictments against the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe for violation of the Interstate Commerce law.
It is said that the indictments, which are accompanied also by
indictments of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, have to do with
offences similar to and perhaps connected with those which figured
in the Interstate Commerce Commission investigation a year or

more

Illegal Commissions to Refrigerator Car Co.
In the United States Circuit Court at Milwaukee May 31, a
decision was rendered, prepared by Judge Baker, holding the Milwaukee Refrigerator Transit Company and six railroads guilty of
violating the Interstate Commerce law in giving and receiving un-

ago.

Record of the "Twentieth Century" Express Trains.
170 trips made by the Twentieth Century Limited of the
New York Central and the Lake Shore, between New York and
Chicago, since March 1 tne train has arrived at destination on time
151 times. On 16 trips it has arrived less than 30 minutes late;
on five trips it was from 30 minutes to one hour late, and on four
The regular train westbound consists
it was over an hour late.
of four cars all of the way, with a fifth, the dining car, part of
the way for dinner and breakfast. Eastbound the regular train has
In making the 176 trips above
five cars, or six with the dining car.
mentioned, 53 extra cars were hauled, and at the present time the
eastbound train has seven cars every day from Albany to New York.
In

Eleven Passengers Killed Near Providence.
last about 1 o'clock the derailment of an
electric car at Moore's Corners, East Providence. R. I., resulted in
the death of 11 and the injury of about 75 of the 100 passengers
This was a special car carrying a picnic party and was
in the car.
in charge of a motorman who. it is said, was making his second trip
over this line. In descending a steep grade which terminated at
the bottom in a curve, he allowed the car to go too fast and it was
overturned at the curve by reason of the excessive speed. It is said
that an arc lamp at the foot of the hill, usually lighting the street

On Sunday morning

at that point,

Albert Roath, passenger conductor between Worcester, Mass.,
and Norwich, Conn., on the Norwich & Worcester division of the
New York, New Haven & Hartford, has completed 50 years of service in that position on the same road, and his service with the company began eight years earlier, when, as a farmer boy, he helped
clear up the wreck of a freight train and concluded that he would
Mr. Roath is only 78 years
like to go into that kind of business.
He has never had an accident to
old and is erect and clear-eyed.
speak of.

By the explosion of a steam pipe in the 96th street power bouse,
on the morning of June 1, surface street cars of Manhattan, New
York city, were brought to a standstill and delayed several hours
on the Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, Second. Third, Lexington and Madison avenue lines, and the Eighth, Fourteenth, Twentyltith
street
third, Forty-second, Thirty-fourl h, Eighty-sixth and
crosstown lines. These lines, all depending on a single power house,
are very extensive, and the number of passengers who weir obliged
lo lake passage on the Subway or the elevated lines aggregated
I

many

thousands.

of the Supreme Court of New York has sustained a lower court in declaring illegal a rule of the Nassau lOIoctric Railroad Company that a passenger entitled to a tree transfer
must, in order to secure the privilege, apply tor the transfer at the
time he delivers his ticket or Mis tare to the conductor. A pas
senger who did nol promptly ask tor his transfer sued the Company
for the $50 statutory penalty anil he wins his suit.
The court says
that the railroad may make reasonable regulations, but thai this
rule does not come within that class; from which It would appear
that the court sees no hardship in requiring B street railroad to give
Identification checks to each passenger— for how otherwise can a
conductor, after passengers have mingled With each other, decide
which of them are and which are not entitled to transfers'.'

was not burning.
Marley Not Like Rockefeller.

Commerce Commission

an opinion by Chairthe case of Marley
against the Norfolk & Western and others. There are two routes
over which coal may be shipped from the Thacker district in West
Virginia to Alexandria, Ind., one by the N. & W. and C, C, C.
& St. L.. the shorter line, and one by the N. & W.. Hocking Valley
and Lake Erie & Western. The complainants in 1903 had shipped

The

Interstate

man Knapp. has announced

its

decision

in

in

them eight carloads over the latter loute. By that line the
published rate was $1.90 a ton. while over the other route it was
$1.65.
On Nov. 26, 1903, the rate by the route used was reduced
The
to $1.65, and later the other line lowered its rate to $1.65,
complainants demanded reparation. The evidence related only to
the rate itself, and to the fact that a lower rate was in force
over a competing short line. The Commission holds that the rate
charged is not shown to have been unreasonable, and that in view
Of their published tariff the carriers in the through line over which
the coal was carried could not lawfully apply the lower rate which
was in effect over the competing line.
to

The Appellate Term

A Psalm of (20th Century) Life.
Lives of railroad me
mind us
We are tools to work for pay,
When from the air ami all around lis
Stocks and bonds may come our waj
Minneapolis Journal.

—

.

Violation of Rule 106.
By a strange freak, Beveral cars of a Hie, Pour freight train,
which passed through this place at 8 o'clock this morning, left the
the Pennsylvania street crossing, ran m\ blocks off the
places four loot from the rails, and then tool, the track
Without the train crew knowing of the accident until lhc> reached
rails

rails.

at

In

—

—

..
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The President's Train.
appropriation bill, as reported to the House,
carries an item of $25,000 for Ihe traveling expenses of the President of the United States, his attendants, and invited guests that
may travel with him. Guardians ot republican simplicity who think
a President should be allowed no more than half a seat in a smoking
car, with an occasional stand-up, such as his fellow countrymen
endure, will, of course, throw the customary spasms over this appropriation; but those of more optimistic views are disposed to approve. The President in the discharge of his duties needs to come
into contact with his fellow-countrymen. As to the disbursement
•of this large sum, it is to be presumed that no President will forget
propriety will allow the decoration of the right of way with champagne bottles, as too often has happened when a Senatorial funeral
train has gone on its hilarious way. Exchange.

The sundry

Other contracts pr

1907 delivery,

in their wild caree

like a
more than half the station platform off, cutting through
knife, Ui.... k.ii down a stand pipe which flooded the town tor blocks
a string of box cars
before it could i>e turned off and side-wi
which stood on a Biding. Brakeman H. C. Wilson leaped from
the moving train when the ears left the tracks ami remained In
At Prescotl the train was stopped to Investigate his
Shelhyville,
absence and all cars and trucks of the train were found on the
Wilson was standing on a car just ahead of the first one
track.
He thought the whole train was going oft.
that jumped the track.
and so jumped for his life. One nil box and a car body were slightly
Republican.
Ind.
damaged. Shelbyville

civil

Vol. XL.,

icticall

loi

ed

1m lude the Baltl

v & Ohio, 10,000 tons; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,
and the Seaboard Air Line, 25,000 tons. The sale of rail
i

aggregated about ir.o.uoo tons
qunnlil.v lias been ordered I'm

tor L906 delivery,
I'm. doli\ei \

No. 23.

m

25,0
la

I

week

and aboul the

The Ann nun Bridge Co. has received several additional oi
bridge material, including 3,000 tons for the Erie and 300
The Florida East Coast, Southern Rail
I'm- the Baltimore & Ohio.
way. and the Louisville & Nashville are reported to be negotiating
for a heavy tonnage of bridge material to be used In L907, and the
New York Central and Erii to be ini|iiiring for more tonnag.
i

for

i

be

,

used this year.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has ordered
tons, and
the Atlantic & North Carolina i."

36,

tuns of

the Shreveport
For delivers this

rails;

2,500 tons, all for L907 delivery.
the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville iMonon) has ordered
L.500 tons; the Shreveport & Northeastern 2.000 tons; the Atlantic
& North Carolina 1,000 tons, and the Raleigh & Pamlico Sound
S.000.
The United Gas Improvement Co., of Philadelphia, has also
contracted for 2,500 tons, and the Union Pacific will, as reported,'
soon make contracts for 37,000 tons, and the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western for 15,000 tons for 1907 delivery.

& Northwestern
year,

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

—

(For date* of conventions and regular meetings of railroad ctnvensftts sm4
engineering societits. see advertising page 24.)

New

Interlockings on Union and Southern Pacific.
is a list of interlocking signal plants to be installed
on the Harriman Lines this year. In some instances the number of
levers is approximate, as the plans have not yet been completed.

Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.

Following

Union

Pacific.

No.
Character.
Railroad crossing ....
Double track work
Double track work
Hailroad crossing
Double track work
Railroad crossing
Junction
work
I louble track
Double track work

Location.
Portal. Neb
X,ahe, Neb
Valley, Neb

Ellsworth.

.

Kan

Topeka. Kan

.

Bonner Springs, Kan
Armstrong, Kan.
.

Buford,

.

.

Wyo
Wyo
Wyo
Wyo

Hermosa.
Lookout,

work
Double track work
louble track work
Double track work
I

Ilanna.
Point of Rocks. Wyo,
Rock Springs. Wyo.

Canceled in 1901
Central City. Neb.
.

.

Wymote, Neb
Columbus, Neb
Manhattan, Kan.
Abilene.

louble track

I

but

.

.

.

.

Southern Pacific Co.

— Pacific

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

proposed tor 1906, as follows
Railroad crossing
Railroad crossing
Railroad crossing
Railroad crossing
Railroad crossing

Depot

10
20
16
20
60
20
IS
12

.

.

.

.

Kan

Omaha Union

.

.

of levers.

.

12

.

12
12
12
12

:

10
s

20
36
16

.

System
IT
17
23

East 'Oakland, Cal

Junction
rruii vail.. Cal
Function
Junction
Webster St.
smith, in Pacific.
Atlantic System.
Englewood, near Houston, Tex...
.Junction
Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co.
Spokane, Wasb
Railroad crossing
Oregon Short Line.
Ninth Street, Salt Lake
Railroad crossing
.

until
1956.

bid will be accepted for less than the par value of the bonds.
of the sale will be used for canal improvement.

Manufacturing and Business.
The Quincy, Manchester. Sargent Company, Chicago, announces
that James L. Pilling is no longer connected with that company.

W. A. Williams, who has been Acting District Manager at St.
Louis of the American Car & Foundry Co., has been appointed District Manager.
He will have charge of the new steel car plant in
St. Louis, as well as the Madison steel car plant and the wood car
steel

foundry at

What charge, if any, should be made for car load freight received from industries, to be sorted at freight houses?
The yardmaster and the agent.
Best method of recording foreign cars with a view to the proper
preparation of penalty notices.
Weighing carload freight under the rules of the Cincinnati
Chamber of Commerce. These rules have stopped friction and comand have given marked satisfaction.
Proposition to compile the results of the discussions in the association for the past 18 years.
Comparison of switching methods at different important cities.
plaints,

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

St. Louis.

The American Blower Co., Detroit, Mich., on May 25th invited
the members of the Detroit Engineering Society to visit the plant
in the afternoon, after which they were entertained by the company
at a "beefsteak" supper at one of the city clubs. Immediately following the supper the regular meeting of the society was held, at
which Mr. F. R. Still presented a paper on "Small Vertical HighSpeed Self-Oiling Engines." The invitation met with a hearty response from the members of the society. The movement was initiated by the American Blower Co. with the idea that it would be
followed by other manufacturers, giving the engineers of the city
the benefit of visits to its various manufacturing plants.
Iron

The Harriman

Local Freight Agents.
of Local Freight Agents' Associations will hold its 19th annual convention at the Windsor Hotel,
Montreal. June 19, 20, 21 and 22. The President of the association
is A. D. Oyer (C. & N.-W.), Chicago, and the Secretary is G. W.
Dennison (Pennsylvania and Hocking Valley), Toledo. Ohio. Following are the principal topics to be discussed:

The American Association

billed to shipper's order.

The proceeds

shops and

take a letter ballot as to the use of the letters R.R.B., R.R.S., or
R.R.M. The matter of a uniform card waybill was not settled, as
it is understood that the association of accounting officers will soon
take up the subject. Diversion of cars was discussed at length,
but the man with the magic wand to cure the troubles that afflict
this department of the railroad service was not present.

Proper marking of freight; need of special marking for freight

Canal Improvement Bonds.
The Controller of the state of New York will receive bids
June 14 for the purchase of $1,000,000 3 per cent, bonds of

No

The spring meeting of this association was held at Denver, May
An
17, with about 100 members present Irom all over the country.
interesting address was given by Mr. A. D. Parker, Vice-President
of the Colorado & Southern, who welcomed the members to Denver.
The election for the ensuing year resulted in the choice of T. S. Bell
(P. R. R.), Philadelphia, for President, and G. P. Conard. 24 Park
The fall meeting will be held at New
Place, New York, Secretary.
Orleans in November. The report of the committee on office methods, embodying a proposed code of rules for tracing, was adopted.
An abstract of this report was given in the Railroad Gazette. May
18, page 500.
The report on handling railroad mail, also given in
the Railroad Gazette, was accepted and the Secretary instructed to

and

lines are in the

Steel.
rails.

These lines

last year ordered over 200,000 tons for delivery this year.

10.000 tons ot rails for

Birmingham Air

Line.

— Alfred

Walter, President of the

Seaboard Air Line, has been also elected President of the A. &
B. A. L., succeeding J. M. Barr.

—

Brockville. Westport & Northwestern.
E. R. Thomas has been
elected President, succeeding John Gerken, who has been elected
Mr. King
First Vice-President, succeeding Clarence P. King.
remains on the Board of Directors. E. R. Thomas, O. F. Thomas
and W. I. Burgess have been elected Directors, succeeding H.
W. Gennerioh, Albert Berngaud and Carston Heilshorn.

Chicago,

market for

The Wheeling & Lake Erie has ordered

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
Atlantic £

Rock Island

.1

Pacific.

— W.

W. Stevenson,

Controller, has

resigned.

Grand Trunk.

—

A. A. Tisdale has been appointed Assistant
Fourth Vice-President, with office at Montreal, Que.

to

the

J

I

X
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

Missouri, Kansas d\ Texas. A. H. Joiine, Counsel, has been elected
Chairman of the Board, succeeding H. C. Rouse, deceased. R. W.
McGuire, St. Louis, and Otto Miller, Cleveland, have been elected
Directors,

The.

—

— F.

Whitney, Passenger

I.

Works

for July delivery.

The Delray Connecting has ordered one 4-30 Baldwin type
motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Butte, Anaconda

it

loco-

has ordered six

Pacific, it is reported,

locomotives from the American Locomotive Co.

The J. A. Roebling's Sons Co. has ordered two 4-20 Baldwin
type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Western Allegheny has ordered one consolidation locomofrom the American Locomotive Co. for August delivery.

tive

The Seaboard Air Line has ordered 40 locomotives, 20 from the
Baldwin Works and 20 from the American Locomotive Co.

Traffic Officers.

signed, effective July

Kansas City Belt Railway has ordered two locomotives from

the Baldwin

The New York Central Lines. Q. H. Smith. General Manager of the
N. Y. C. & H. R., has been appointed Vice-President in charge of
operation and maintenance on all lines east of Buffalo except
the Rutland. C. E. Schaff, General Manager of the C, C„ C. &
St. L„ has been appointed Vice-President in charge of operation
and maintenance on the lines west.
Frederick Middlebrook, Assistant Treasurer of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern and other New York Central Lines
H. G. Snelling,
west, has resigned, on account of ill health.
Transfer Agent for Stocks and Bonds, succeeds Mr. Middlebrook.

Great Northern.

165

Traffic

Manager, has

re-

The St. Louis & San Francisco, as reported in our issue of May
has ordered 20 locomotives from the Baldwin Works, and 20
locomotives from the American Locomotive Co.

1.

11,

Lehigh Valley— H. B. Crandall, Coal Traffic Manager and Fuel
Agent, has resigned. W. T. Grier succeeds Mr. Crandall as Coal
Freight Agent, with office at
Manager being abolished.

New

York, the

title of

Coal Traffic

CAR BUILDING.

—

Southern. F. H. Behring, Chief Clerk in the office of the Assistant
Freight Traffic Manager at Louisville, Ky., has been appointed
Assistant General Freight Agent, succeeding R. J. Curran, resigned to go to another company.

The Texas

The Standard Steel
King-Lawson Car Co.
<C-

to

field

The Capital Traction

Albany

and

Mass., in 1S60,
and began his railroad
service in 1880 on the
cester,

Boston & Albany at
Worcester as a clerk.
From that position he
was promoted to the
position
of
agent at
Rochdale, and
from
there, in 18S7, to Westfield.
After serving as
agent at Westfield for
10 years he was for a
short time city agent at
Boston, and from that

place was promoted to
the agency at WorcesFirth.

,

ter,

which

he

now

leaves.

Mr. Firth is a
nephew of the late Abraham Firth, who was Superintendent
of the Boston & Worcester before its consolidation inin ihc llns
ton and Albany.
Philip Morrison, Assistant Superintendent at Boston, has had
his title changed to Superintendent, and .J. B. Stewart, heretofore Superintendent, in charge of the whole road, is now General Superintendent.
i>.
Chicago, Milwaukee <& Si. Paul.
C. Cheney, Superintendent of
the La Crosse division, has been appointed Assistant General
Superintendent at Milwaukee, succeding 11. B. [Curling, promoted. P. C. Eldredge, Superintendent of the Prairie du Chi en
and the Mineral Point division, baa been appointed Superln
lenclent nl Ihe l.a Crosse and the Northern divisions, Willi office
n Wright, Superintendent of the Northern
10.
at Milwaukee.
Klcli edgi
division, succeeds M
1

Grand Trunk. — L.

G. Coleman. Trainmaster al Montreal, Que., bus
been appointed lo the new office of Assistant Superintendent al
Ottawa, Ont.

Purchasing Agents.
Lehigh Valley.

— F.

L.

Blendinger, Purchasing Agent, has taken over
II. I!. Crandall having resigned,

the duties of Fuel Agent,

to 150

it

dump

cars from the

reported, has ordered

is

several

Co.,

Washington, D. C, has ordered 25 cars

The Quebec Centralis building 15 stock cars and two refrigerator
cars at

its

Sherbrooke shops.

The Southern Pacific has ordered
gage cars from Barney & Smith.

branches), with headquarters at Springfield,
Mass.,
succeeding
N.
Wales,
resigned.
Mr.
Firth was born at Lei-

1,

from 125

from the Cincinnati Car Co.

Officers.

—

<!..,,

for

cars from the

Charles Firth, General Agent at Worcester, has
been appointed Superintendent of the Western division (Spring-

Boston & Albany.

Co. has ordered four

The Tonopah
Goldfield,
Pullman Co.

—

Operating

market

Ballast Car Co.

Special Officers.
<l-

in the

The Erie has ordered 100 Hart convertible cars from the Rodger

—

Quincy. W. H. Hanss has been appointed
Industrial Commissioner, with office at Chicago, 111.

Chicago. Burlington

is

flat cars.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
Quincy. F. Newton, road foreman at SterChicago, Burlington
ling, Colo., has been appointed to the new office of Master Mechanic at that place.
it-

Pacific is considering the purchase of 500 box cars.

<£

The Atlantic Coast Line

a

number

of additional

The Cincinnati Northern has ordered 20 closed cars

bag-

for electric

service from the Cincinnati Car Co.

The Macon, Duh'in d- Savannah, it is reported,
box cars of 60.000 l>s. capacity.

is in

the market

for 100

The Washington Railway

.1

Electric Co., Washington. D. C, has
St. Louis Car Co.

ordered from 40 to 50 cars from the

The Frisco System

is

reported to have ordered 2,000 box cars of

80.000 lbs. capacity from the

The King-Lawson Car

American Car & Foundry

Co.

having 15 King-Lawson clump cars
the Middleton Car Works. These cars will be used for gen-

built at

Co. is

eral service.

The H. N. Kerbaugh Co.. Philadelphia, Pa„ has ordered 20 dump
cars from the King-Lawson Car Co. They will be built at the Middleton Car Works.
The Temiskaming d Northern Ontario has purchased four second-hand passenger cars and will probably shortly place an order for
four first-class passenger coaches.
The Canadian

Pacific has completed a motor car at its Angus
The car is now ueing tested on its lines in the vicinity of
Montreal. The company has also placed orders at its Angus shops

shops.
for

one Sleeping

cur.

one baggage cur.

!H)

box ears.

N.">

Hat

cars

and

16 slock cars.
I'h,
Solvay Process Co., Syracuse, n. v.. has ordered 15 tank
cars of S.ooti gallons capacity und six tank cars of 6,000 galli
capacity from the American Car & Foundry Co., tor June 30 and
delivery.
August
All curs will weigh 80,000 lbs,, and measure 33 ft.
1

The special equipment tor all include
\merican
Car A Foundry Co.'s standard bolsters, brake-beams and brake-shoes;
Westlnghouse brakes, climax couplers, and Card well friction draft
long, over all.

rigging.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered 10 express curs of 50,000 lbs.
capacity, 10 express horse curs of 50,000 lbs. capacitj and one dining en- from Harlan A Hollingsworth, for July and August delivery.
The express curs will weigh about 108,000 lbs. and the express borse
curs will weigh about 110,880 lbs
rhe express cars and express
horse cars will measure 69 ft. 2% In. long, over platforms; 10 ft.
wide und

.', In. blgh, over all
ft,
Phe dining cur will
long, over platform; 10 ft, '., In, wide and
ft
• in
high, over all.
rhe special equipment for all includes,
Pullman cast ateel bolsters for dining cur: Diam
Spei lal brake beams'
i

iu

be 80

'•

ii

ii

1

..,

ii

m

in.

!

i

American Brake-Shoe Oo.'a brake

hoi

.

Westlnghouse brakes; Mag

1

1
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nus Metal Co.'s brasses; Gould couplers, National curtain fixtures
and Pantasote curtain material tor dining car; Gould draft rigging;
Soule dust guard for dining car; Cold heating system, Safety Car
Heating & Lighting Co.'s lighl and Protectus paint for express and
express horse ears; Gould platform tor dining car; Lehigh Valley
standard trucks and roofs; Railway Steel Spring Co.'s springs and
Paige wheels tor express and express horse ears.

Vol.

''miinuiiu, Tenn.

are said to have been accepted
It
ested.
will be 316 it long and 80

sylvania at
be built to

—

Battleford, Sask. The Legislature has included $200,000
estimates tor a new steel bridge.

in its

—

Cornwall, Ont. Bids are wanted June 18 by Adrian 1. Macdonnell, County Clerk, for building two bridges, one over the south
branch of river Aux Raisins and the other over Payne river.

—

Fredericksburg, Mo. A bill has been introduced in the Lower
of Congress authorizing Gasconade County to build a bridge

House

over the Gasconade river.

—

Fremont, Ohio. The Lake Erie & Western has given a
American Bridge Co. for building two steel bridges
both channels of the Sandusky river and the Wheeling & Lake
tracks.
The proposed structures will be 443 ft. and 702 ft.
respectively, and will cost $100,000.

con-

over
Erie
long

—

Helena, Mont. Bids are wanted June 18 by Percy R. Witner,
County Clerk, of Lewis and Clark County, for building a steel bridge
550 ft. long, 16 ft. wide and 12 ft. above the water, and approximately 61

ft.

Pent
paint shop rei ently completi d bj
this place has been found too small and an addition « LI

it

*

1

to cc*t $100,000.

County Court has accepted the
build a bridge over Cheat river

the Caddell Lumber Co. to
fax Ford, to cost $15,000, in Preston County.

offer of

at Fair-

—

Memphis, Tenn. Engineers estimate the cost of a double deck
viaduct for a proposed belt line and the Southern Railway at Pigeons
Roost road at approximately $104,000. The question of abolishing
the grade crossing at this point has long been under discussion.
It
is proposed to elevate the tracks of the Southern to allow the tracks
of the belt line to pass under them, at the same time maintaining
the proper height above the thoroughfare. The Southern had been
making plans for a subway at this point, which, it is said, has been
abandoned since the belt line has been projected.

—

Montana. A bill has been introduced in both Houses of Congress authorizing the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul to build a
bridge over the Missouri river in Lewis and Clark County.

—

New

I

Hagerstown, Mi). The Western Maryland is to build thri
shops heie; a machine and er cting shop 240 ft. long and 100
;,n n
long and ::u
wide of brick and steel; boiler and engine
wide, and blacksmith shop SO ft. by 50 ft.

York, N. Y. Bids are wanted June 14 by the Department
of Bridges for building the Manhattan subway station for the Williamsburg bridge.

ft.

I

Lobain, Ohio.

— P.

for the Baltimore

l'i

who has the contract
lake terminal improvements, expects to

Farrell, of Cincinnati,

& Ohio

have them completed within a few weeks. The improvements include a 10-stall brick roundhouse, machine shop, blacksmith shop
and boiler room, oil and storehouse, 30 ft. by 50 ft.; gravity coal
tipple and sand house, a storage ash pit, 86 ft. long.
There will
also be a trainmen's building 35 ft. by 50 ft. to contain offices for
the general foreman and clerks. Improvements are also being made
to the B. & O. ore docks, consisting of the alteration of 10 ore-hoist
machines to operate automatic buckets. The machines are also
being equipped with a modern scraping device. The cost of this
latter work will be about $100,000.
The McMyler Manufacturing
Co. has the contract for the ore machines, and has about completed
the work. The scraping devices are being furnished by M. Andrews,
of Cleveland. At Fairport, a new bridge is being built over the
Black river, and additional tracks are also being laid at the coal
docks at that place.
Pas,

— The

j

Great Northern asking for
Wash, The petili
d
In
the vacation of Bond* street tor a station Biti ha
been granted on
condition that the company begin work on a new station to
$50,000 during the next five months.

above the river-bed.

Kingwood, W. Va.

ft.

ta

inter-

railroad
rariou
or SO ft. wide.
thi

—

—

Boone, Pa. A contract is reported let by the Newton & Northwestern to the Marsh Bridge Co., of Chicago, for building a number
The largest will be over
of bridges along its proposed extension.
It is to be a
the Des Moines river at Kato, south of Fort Dodge.
concrete structure, of three spans 175 ft. long.

tract to the

b;

The new

I0\iia ir.

BRIDGE BUILDING.

No, 23

Plans tor the new union passengei

tion

Enola, Pa.

XI...

(i.

Wash.

Pacific for putting

— Plans

have been completed by the Northern
up a machine shop and some other buildings.

—

Pensacola, Fla. The Louisville & Nashville has rejected all
the bids recently received for putting up its new station here, and,
it is thought, the company will do the work with its own forces.

—

Perth Amboy, N. J. The Pennsylvania has been buying land
near Fayette and Division streets, and, it is said, has a site for a
freight yard to include large freight houses.
On the completion of
this work, the present passenger station at this street is to be replaced by a new one on the ground opposite the Central station in
Smith

street.

—

Tulsa, Ind. T. An agreement, it is said, has been reached by
the residents and the St. Louis & San Francisco so that the work
on a new station here to cost $25,000 can be started at once. Other
improvements to be made will bring the total expenditures up to
$100,000.

—

Waynesboro, Pa. The Cumberland Valley is to put up a new
freight house here. The plans call for a steel and brick structure
130 ft. 6 in. long and about 30 ft. wide.

—

Ohio. The Upper House of Congress has passed a bill authorizing the Back River Bridge Co. to build a bridge over the west
division of the Ohio river from Wheeling. W. Va., to the Ohio shore.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

—

Pine Bluff, Ark. Judge Kerwin has ordered that seven bridges
ranging from 80 ft. each to 234 ft. be built in Jefferson County.

—

Prince Albert, Sask. The Legislature has appropriated $50,000
towards the cost of enlarging the Canadian Northern bridge.
Regina, Sask.

—The

Saskatchewan government has decided

to

at once build the following bridges:
Battleford, costing $200,000;
Saskatoon, $100,000, and Prince Albert, $50,000. Hon. J. H. Lamont,
Prince Albert, Saskatchewan. Minister of Public Works, can give particulars.

Saskatoon, Sask.
for a

new

— The

Legislature has appropriated $100,000

steel bridge here.

—

Wilmington, N. C. The Atlantic Coast Line has applied for
authority to replace its bridge over Smiths creek by a new structure.
The new bridge is to be of steel, double track.

—

Yreka, Cal. Bids are wanted July 5 by Robert Rankin, County
Clerk, for building four steel bridges over Shasta and Scott rivers
County.

Atlanta. Ga.

— The

Other Structures.
Louisville

& Nashville has

to the Ferro-Concrete Construction

new

Co.,

let

of Cincinnati,

the contract
for

making

freight terminals at Waverly Way. this city,
The freight
house will be five stories high, 835 ft. long by 50 ft. wide.
its

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

—

New

—

Toledo, Ohio. The Osborne Engineering Co., of Cleveland, has
been authorized to make plans for a new bridge to be 1,100 ft. long
and 70 ft. or 80 ft. wide, to be built of reinforced concrete arches,
with steel bascule spans over the Maumee river at Cherry street.
The estimated cost of the bridge is $750,000.

in Siskiyou

New

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. This company and the St. Louis
& San Francisco are contesting for an outlet through Beaver County.
Okla.. into New Mexico and Colorado.
The Santa Fe is planning
to extend from Woodward, Okla.. on the Panhandle branch northwest via Fort Supply and Beaver to a connection with the Englewood & Kansas branch, which is to be extended to Raton. N. Mex.,
and to build a cut-off east of Woodward, crossing the North Canadian
river to Waynoka, Okla., which will eliminate the heavy grades and
sharp curves near Quinlan.
Permanent surveys are being made
from Liberal, Kansas, south and west through Beaver County into
Mexico.

—

Canadian Northern. Plans have been filed by this company
for a line from Sudbury to Batchawaung Bay, Lake Superior, and
from Sudbury round the north end of Lake Superior to connect with
the Canadian Northern at Kashabowie, west of Port Arthur.
See
Mackenzie-Mann Roads.

—

Chicago Roads. In an ordinance now before the city government provision will be made for the elevation in the city of Chicago
of 57% miles of road, at a cost of about $5,000,000.
The roads and
the estimated cost of elevation work and subways are as follows:
Chicago & Western Indiana. $600,000; Pennsylvania Lines West.
$1,600,000; Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. $1,500,000; Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific. $600,000; Baltimore & Ohio, $500,000; South
Chicago, $150,000, and Chicago & Eastern Illinois, $20,000.

—

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chii mk> & St. Louis. A contract has
been given by this company to Williams Brothers & Morse for
double-track work and reducing the grades from Batesville, Ind..

Ji

on

\i

ilii'

s,
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Chicago division, 49 miles west of Cincinnati, to McCoy, 11

167

southern terminus of this line

underground

miles

close to the Pennsylvania Railroad's

is

line.

—

Grand Tbunk P.u iki--.— Hogan & McDonald have sublet to M.
Copper River. Close Brothers & Co.. of Chicago and London,
conjunction with American and European capitalists, are build- P. Davis, of Ottawa, the building of 50 miles of line from the Cap
ing this road to develop the Bering Lake coal fields, the Copper river Rouge bridge. Work is to be started at once.
copper fields and the rich gold districts on the upper Tanana ValA large contract for rock work on the section of this road east
ley and other sections in the interior of Alaska.
The proposed route from Winnipeg has been let to Guy Campbell, of Ottawa.
is from Cordova, Alaska, near a bay of the same name, east to the
J. D. McArthur. Winnipeg, has sublet work on the WinnipegCopper river, thence north along that stream to a point north of Lake Superior section as follows: A. Herbert. 20 miles of prairie:
Taral, about 135 miles. An extension is projected north through W. Wardrop, 15 miles, and F. W. Smith, two miles of solid rock work.
During July the National Transcontinental will call for bids
Copper Center. Chisna and Mentasta Pass to Tanana Junction on
the Tanana river. Branches are projected also from a point just for the construction of the Quebec-Moncton section of this road.
north of Taral east along the Chitana river to Bonanza Mine, and The commission has not yet decided which of the two routes will
from a point near the mouth of the Copper river south and east be used.
The McDonald-McMillan Co., Winnipeg, has started preliminary
to a point east of Bering Lake.
The work now under way is being
done by M. J. Heney, contractor for the White Pass Railway. A work on the Portage la Prairie-Winnipeg section.
Construction
considerable amount of grading has been finished, and it is expected ,work will be begun at once at a number of points on the section.
Mcintosh Brcs., of Petrel, Man., have secured a sub-contract on
to commence track-laying shortly.
The work w not very difficult.
The line and gradients are favorable, maximum grade being under this road.
Location plans of new branches of the transcontinental system
one-half of 1 per cent. There will be two large steel bridges, both
over the Copper river. The permanent organization of the corn- have been submitted to the Minister of Railways by the Grand
Trunk Pacific. One of these is to run from Sudbury to Kashabowe,
west of Port Arthur, 960 miles, where it will join the Canadian
Northern. Another will run from Sudbury to Batchawaung Bay
on Lake Superior, 170 miles. A third will run from Rumford on
the Canadian Pacific west of Sudbury to the James Bay line. This
branch is to take the ore deposits. The ore will be shipped either
from Batchawaung Bay or Parry Sound.
in

—

Great Bend & Gulf. E. L. Peckham, of Denver. Colo., is the'
promoter of this company, which has applied to the Kansas Railroad Commission for authority to build from Hayes in Ellis County,
Kansas, southeast to Arkansas City, 175 miles air line. It is intended to begin construction work next month.

—

Great Northern. A contract has been let to Campbell & Ferier,
of Duluth, Minn., for building 80 miles of the Midland of Manitoba.
John Bradley, of Brandon. Man., has the contract for building
the line from Brandon to the international boundary.

—

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Traction. W. G. Irwin,
General Manager of this road, announces that a contract has been
given to Howard Lee for grading work on 20 miles of the proposed
extension south to Seymour.
This extenson is to form one link
in the proposed Indianapolis & Louisville Line.
Work is to be
started at once.

—

Mackenzie-Mann Roads. In connection with the execution of
their plans for the construction of a transcontinental system, Mac-

Copper River Railway.
pany

will

not

be

line for operation.

completed until the contractors turn over the
The White Pass & Yukon is not interested in

this project.

—

Cuba Railroads. According to Sir William Van Home, Pres
ident of this company, about 250 miles of new lines, to develop the
resources of the island, and to provide an independent connection
About 180 miles of this work
to Havana, will be built this summer.
will be needed for the Havana line.
The House of Representatives has voted a subsidy of $500,000.
which is at the rate of $6,000 per kilometer, for building a number
of short railroads.
It has been left to the President to decide which
lines shall receive the subsidy, but it is said that most of the money
Protests have been filed
will probably go to the Van Home system.
by other companies who claim they can build these lines without
he amount granted is excessive.
subsidies, and Ihal
I

Danbury & Pout Chester

Incorporated

in

New

1

Viaduct.
Incorporated In New Jork, with $60,000
capital, to build an eievate.i railroad from the terminus of the Harlem River branch of the New York. New Haven & lliirll'ord at Willis
avenue in the Borough of the Bronx, New Vork City, southward
across the Harlem river and thence between First avenue ami
Avenue a to least 34th street in the Borough of Manhattan, it is
proposed to build :i six-track stone viaduct between Avenue \ and
First, avenue and across Jefferson Park.
The directors are: i>. \v.
Barnes, of Klsliklll, N. Y. ('. II, Cook. (). II. Nahs and I. C Twom
bley. of New York, and
H. Loomis. of Steubenvllle, Ohio.
Tin
Bas'j

Minneapolis & St. Louis- An officer writes that the -Minnesota.
Dakota & Pacific, which is the western extension of this road in
South Dakota, is to consist of two lines. The first is from Watertown, in Codington County, northwest via Bradley in Clark County.
in Spink County, and Aberdeen In Brown County, to I. cola
in Mol'herson County.
The second Is to be built from Conde In
Spink County west via Mellette and Northville In the same county
to Scranton In Potter County, thence to Lebeau.
Grading is n.>«
in progress, but no track has yet
The contractors arc
a laid.
Winston Brothers Co.. of Minneapolis. The ruling grades will be
0.6 per cent, and maximum curves 3 deg
rhere will not be an]
Important bridges Or trestles.
I..
F, Day is President, and O, II
Kelly, Chief Engineer, both of Minneapolis, Minn
(Ma;

Conde

1

York, with

$100,000 capital, to build from Salem Center, Westchester County,
New York, east to Rldgefield, Conn., aboul
yen and one hair miles,
thence south through Lewlsboro and Poundridge, N, v.. to Highridge, Conn.
Parker, 10. <;. Buckland, F. EI. Hall, William
J. O.
(ireenough and others, of New York, are Incorporators,
1

kenzie & Mann presented to the Minister of Railways for approval
a route map of a 560-mile stretch to the north of Lake Superior.
The route they have chosen from Sudbury west is north of
the Canadian Pacific main line, keeping at an average distance
of about 20 miles all the way.
It is to connect at a point called
Kashaboine with the Canadian Northern's existing line just west
of Port Arthur.
The construction of this link around the north of
Lake Superior would give Mackenzie & Mann a through line from
Toronto to Edmonton. Plans are already before the government of
the line that this company intends building through Ottawa to
connect with Montreal and Quebec. The plan presented, on Monday, shows that they intend to build a branch line from Sudbury
to Batchawaung Bay on Lake Superior.
Their main line, north of
Lake Superior, will keep to the north of the height of land which
comes pretty close to the lake.

Minnesota, Dakota & Pacific.
Mississippi

Sua:

oad in
Intends
•
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to
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irl
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denies that
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1

S

\

51

Louis.
mill
ti\

e
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1

the

Si

Eastern,
["his
company, op rating 12
Ippl, and now building
a ilon of
work at oni on an additional 10 miles.
1
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1

vimi

be
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11
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to
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1

Ident
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road.

the M lanl t, Blrml
be built and operated as an

sayi that the road will
railroad from Nashville, lenn
via Birmingham and
Montgomery to Pensacola, Fla
The companj bas been making
.a^rK:
and
tiring franchises, and ground tor terminals during
be past mm. and Is
Bady to let con
01
the

Independent

;

.

1

!•'.

1
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will not have any connection! with the A.
connect with other roads in Birmingham and
Montgomery; and at Pine Hill, Ala., it will connect with the M iblle
& Ohio, 'continuing south from Camden to Mobile through the Black
Belt cotton section to Pensacola, where it has secured dork and
Entrance will be made into Nashville over the
terminal facilitiei
he Nashville Terminal Co., crossing the old Tennessse
track! ol
It will use the same tra
near Browns creek.
Central Bell
and depot facilitii s as the Illinois Central and the Southern.
ii,

B.

6

\,

new road

imi

will

City Subways.—The Subway in Manhattan is now
northern terminus at 221st street, and the B 'oa
way expresses run through from South Ferry to that terminus.
about 14 miles. The station at 181st street has also been opened.
This station is more than 100 ft. below the surface of the ground
and has two large elevators. At 181st street connection is made
with a new surface street car line running eastward from that station, crossing the Washington bridge and theme through 181st strest
This surface line is operated by the New
to Fordham and beyond.
York City Interborough Railway Company. This company is affiliated with the Interborough Rapid Transit Company, operating the
Subway, and through tickets are sold over the two lines for eight

New Fork

in operation to the

I

cents.

known as

Seventh and
Eighth avenue route, has been approved by the Commission ap
pointed last January by the appellate division of the Supreme Court,
composed of Randolph Guggenheimer, Patrick A. Whitney and R.
B. Moffat. The Commission reports that this subway should be
The work would take about four years,
built as soon as possible.
and the cost would be about $41,000,000, and equipment would cost

The proposed west

side subway,

the

$15,000,000.

—

Northers Pacific. A contract is said to have been let to A.
Guthrie & Co.. of St. Paul, to revise the line and grades, also to
build a second track from Wadena Junction. Minn., where the
double track at present ends, northwest for a distance of 87 mile;
to Moorehead, Minn.

—

Nova Scotia Eastern. A new syndicate
Nova Scotia to extend the time

petitioning the Legisbuilding this line
from Halifax to Guysboro, with a branch line to or near New Glasgow to secure an outlet for the coal from the Pitcou collieries. An
increase is also asked for raising the subsidy from $5,000 a mile
lature of

is

for

to $12,000.

—

Oregon & Washington. This company was recently incorporated in Oregon to build a railroad from Portland. Ore., north to
Everett, Wash.. 180 miles, air line.
E. H. Harriman is President;
J. D. Farrell. Vice-President: W. W. Cotton, General Counsel, and
G. W. Boschke. Chief Engineer.
Definite location surveys have not
yet been made.

Organ Mountain.

— This

company has

filed its

A. M. Walthall. H. W. Fall.
Eubank, all of El Paso.

W.

S.

Crombie, Dan M. Jackson,

J.

W.

\ostown & Ohio River (Electric).—The proposed route of
road is from Salem. Ohio, east via Washingtonvllle, thence
southeast via Leetonia, Lisbon and West Point to East Liverpool,
Ohio. 34 miles. The company has already acquired six miles of
track, from Salem to Washingtonvllle.
The general contract for
building the road has been given to the Cleveland Construction Co.,
Citizens' Building, Cleveland.
The work will be rather difficult, the
line being over a rough country.
Maximum grades will be 2% p v
cent.
The plans for bridges have not yet been made. George A.
Stanley, Electric Building, Cleveland. Ohio, is President, and W. E.
Davis, Citizens' Building, Cleveland. Ohio, is Chief Engineer. (May
Vot

this

4.

—

i

—

St. Lot is, Decati
& Champaign (Elhctkic). An officer writes
that contracts have been let, b
that no track has yet been laid
on this proposed electric road from Champoin. 111., southwest via
Monticello and Decatur to Litchfield, abrut 125 mi es. W. D. McKiiilcy. of Champaign, is President, and W. H. Tan ant. of the same
it

I

place. Chief Engineer.

San Frani

isco,

Idaho & Montana.

— This

company, organized

at

Idaho, proposes to build a line from Butte, Mont., to Wiimemucca, Nev. The directors, most of whom are eastern capitalists,
it
is said, have decided to at once begin the construction of the
western section of the line.
(See Construction Record.)
Boise,

—

Schenectaby & Southwestern. Incorporated in New York,
with $850,000 capit il, t
build from Margaretville in Delaware
County, New York, on the lister & Delaware, northeast to Schenec>

138.)

—

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic. The Atlantic & Birmingham
Construction Co.. which is building the extension of the A. B.
& A. to Birmingham, Ala., and Atlanta. Ga., has sold $8,000,000
5 per cent. 4 year collateral trust notes through a syndicate consisting of the Trust Company of America; Clark, Dodge & Co.,
New York, and the Old Colony Trust Co., Boston. The notes are
secured by the deposit of $1,000,000 Brunswick Steamship Co.
bonds; $1,000,000 Brunswick Steamship Co. capital stock;
$1,206,000 A. B. & A. equipment notes; $3,000,000 capital stock
of the Coal Company and the Iron Company; $6,000,000 A. B. &
C. first mortgage bonds; $4,600,000 A. B. & A. preferred stock,
and $10,000,000 A. B. & A. common stock. The sale of the notes
will provide funds for the construction mentioned above and
also for steamships, equipment, coal and iron purchases, shops
and for tidewater terminals at Brunswick, Ga.

—

Bkoc kvii.le. Westport & Northwestern. This company has passed
into the control of E. R. Thomas and associates through the
purchase by these interests of the United National Bank, which
controlled the railroad company.
The road runs from Brockville, Ont., to Westport, 45 miles, and has authorized $1,000,000
6 per cent, non-cumulative preferred stock and an equal amount
of common. The bonded debt consists of 4 per cent, gold bonds
of 1923 secured by a mortgage limited to $450,000.

Chesapeake & Ohio.

— The

Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad

of

Ken-

tucky, the Kinniconick & Freestone, and the Big Sandy Railway
Co., operating in all 349 miles, have been consolidated under the
name Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Co. of Kentucky.

— This

company, through its subsidiary, the Pennsylvania Coal
has bought the Clarabee Coal Co., whose annual output is
about 100.000 tons and the Avoca Coal Co.. whose output is

Erie.

Co.,

75,000 tons.

Charmers & Youghiogheny (P. C. C. & St. L. and P. &
L. E.).
A meeting of the stockholders has been called for July
17 to approve an increase in the authorized capital stock from
This company owns 19 miles of road
$1,000,000 to $1,500,000.

Pittsburg.

—

between Chartiers, Pa., and Beechmont.
The $700,000 stock
outstanding is owned jointly by the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the Pittsburg & Lake Erie, and these companies guarantee the $1,000,000 general mortgage 4 per cent
bonds of 1932. of which $316,000 are outstanding.

—

Louis & S\\ I-'kw .;;. Surveys are being made by this
fcr extending the Arkansas Valley & Western from Avard,
Okla.. west through Beaver County to the New Mexico coal fields,
touching Foit Supply and Bea.er City,
See Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe.)

p.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

has been opened.

St.

23.

p

branch IToui Schenectady through Scotia
connection with the Boston & Maine and the New fork Central
roads, and an additional branch from Schenectady to Rotterdam
Junction. The directors are George P. ford George S. Pulton,
Frederick J. Whan, of New York City; A. S. Brown, ot Brooklyn,
N. Y.; G. S. Hilton, of Paterson, N. J., and others.

—

company

N

tady, about 60 miles, with a

Pan-American. B. T. Davis, who has the contract for building
the division of this road from Tonala, Mex., to the Guatama'.an line.
says that about 35 miles of the division have bean graled aod about
50 miles cleared.

Pennsylvania Lines West. The Hickory branch of this road
It
is from Burgtttstown, Pa., on the Pittsburg
division of the Pittsburg, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis, to Che ry
The Burgetts branch, from Burgettstown to
Vallty. four mile?.
Va!ear, one mi e, ha
o been opened.

XL.,

to a

charter in Texas.

The company is
capital is $100,000 and the office is at El Paso.
planning to build a railroad from El Paso to a mining district in
The inthe Organ Mountains of New Mexico, about 75 miles.
corporators are: N. D. Streeter. of Philadelphia; Adriens A. Jones.
of Las Vegas. N. Mex.; Harris Walthall, D. Y. Hadley. S. A. S. Cox,
The

Voi

St.

—

Louis & North Arkansas. This company, which owns 128
miles of road between Seligman, Mo., and Leslie, Ark., has been
bought at foreclosure sale by D. R. Francis and associates. The
St. L. & N. A. has $1,702,500 capital stock.
Interest on the
$3,065,500 outstanding 5 per cent, bonds of 1941 was recently defaulted.

Southern-.

— This

company has

sold $2,500,000 short

term notes

in

London.

—

Twin City

Raimi, Transit.
This company, which operates all the
railways of Minneapolis, Minn.. St. Paul and Stillwater.
as well as interurban lines between the three cities, has authorized the issue of $2,100,000 additional common stock, making the total amount outstanding $20,100,000, there being $22,000.000 authorized. The holders of both preferred and common
stock have the right to subscribe for this stock at par to the
extent of 10 per cent, of their holdings.
street

—

This company has extended, until July 2, 1906. the
right to exchange the first lien convertible 4 per cent, bonds
This right originally expired on May 1,
into common stock.
1906. and there are now $880,000 outstanding.
Those that remain unconverted on July 2 will be called for redemption on
Nov. 1, 1906, at 102%. (May 4, p. 13S.)

Union Pacific.

)

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
The Supply Men's Vaudeville.

NOTES.

evening, June 15. the Entertainment Committee, ot
which A. L. Whipple, of the Curtain Supply Co., is Chairman, will
give an amateur vaudeville performance to members and guests of
the convention. The performance will be given in the Music Hall,
on the steel pier, at 9 o'clock. All the talent is identified with the
railroad supply business, as may be seen from the programme, which

On Friday

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis has announced
that it will not burden its. conductors with bulletins describing lost
or stolen tickets.
In the United States Court in Iowa, the Government has brought
Milwaukee & St. Paul for violations of the
Safety Appliance law in using defective coupling or uncoupling
apparatus on freight cars.
suit against the Chicago,

follows.

MASTER CAR BUILDERS' CONVENTION, ATLANTIC CITY, N.
Supply Men's Amateur Vaudeville Performance.

It is said that the Grand Trunk has abandoned its project of
consolidating all the fast freight lines which run over its road.
It appears that the Erie refused to be thus buried out of sight, and
threatened to make a new alliance.

PROGRAMME.
Overture

Mr. Herbert

Colonel Carteret,

A Dramatic

——
:

:

Mr. William Murray
Singer of Popular Songs
(Bv courtesv of Jenkins Brothers.)
Charles C. Pierce
Mr.
Character Stories
(By courtesy of General Electric Company.)
John Foreman
Mr.
Minstrel
Merry
The
(By courtesv of Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.
-Mr. E. Clinton Adams
The Garlock Wizard
"If you are satisfied with being mystified, you will be
mystified until you are satisfied."
(By courtesy of the Garlock Packing Co.)
Informal Dancing.

A

is

Illinois State Railroad Commission has finally issued a
announcement in pursuance of its notice, promulgated about
six months ago, threatening a general reduction in freight rates
on the railroads of the state. The sixth class is reduced 10 per

The

Reeves Ameriean P.:iml urehestra.
Bowen R. Church. Leader.
Henry Frautzen, Accompanist.

definite

seventh class, 8 per cent.; wheat, grain, lumber, salt, coal
and hogs, 10 per cent., and material reductions in the eighth, ninth
cent.;

and tenth

classes.

In the United States District Court at Kansas City, June 11, the
cases of the Government against the Chicago & Alton and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul for granting rebates on export shipments
were dismissed, the District Attorney saying that he had become
convinced that the railroads were not at fault in connection with
the shipments on which the indictments were based. On June 12
four shippers Cudahy & Co., Armour & Co., Swift & Co. and the
Nelson Morris Packing Co. were found guilty of accepting illegal
rates.
The jury deliberated one hour. On shipments of lard to
Germany over the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy one of these
shippers accepted a rate of 23 cents to the seaboard when the tariff
was 35 cents. The offenses of the others were similar. Sentence
was suspended until the completion of the trial of the Burlington
road on charges based on the same transactions.

—

—

With the adoption of its summer time-table this week the New
Haven road has restored the time of the through expresses which
were made about 10 minutes slower last fall, and before, on account of be numerous delays at points where bridges were being
renewed, and there are now running between New York and Boston every week day, each way, four trains which make the trip
Two of
in five hours, and three which make it in 5 his., 30 min.

V. C.

Sketch in One Act by Seth Cook Comstoek.

CAST.
Mr. Jacob Wendell, Jr.
Col. the Hon. Sir Robt. Carteret, V.C
Mr. Evert Jansen Wendell.
Sir John Middleton, M.P
Lieut. Robt. Carteret. 1st Hussars (Bobbie) .. .Mr. E. O. Power
Mr. Howard M. Peck
Billings (Col. Carteret's Butler)
Room in Colonel Carteret's House, London.
Scene
During the Boer War.
Time
(Produced by courtesy of Wendell & MacDuffie.

issuing a new
map of the state, and it is said that the number of towns shown
on it is 100 less than on the last map published. This is due to the
abandonment of small post offices in consequence of the introduction
of rural free delivery, and also to the abandonment of some railroad
stations, which is said to be due to the same cause.

Kansas

Railway Supply Men

.

in

of

of the

Self, Soloist.

(By courtesy of Crandall Packing Co.)
Miss Margaret Moir Currie
Monologue
(By courtesy of Nathan Manufacturing Co.)
"
Mr. John H: Thomas
Illustrated Song
(By courtesy of Standard Paint Co.)

Georgia for Northern cities.
A railroad officer in Atlanta, said to be well informed, estimates
that 5,700 carloads' will be shipped from points in that State this
The
year. The total number of cars sent out last year was 2,700.
largest crop hitherto was that of 1904, which amounted to 4,600 cars.

The State Railroad Commission

Some

Ensemble

Vice-President W. C. Brown says that the New York Central
Lines, meaning presumably all of the roads over which he exercises authority, moved during the month of May a larger number
of loaded cars than ever before in one month, the total exceeding
by 100,000 the total for the month of May, 1905.

Shipments of peaches have begun

J.

Southern Pacific General Offices.
The Southern Pacific has leased for a term of years nine floors
of the 12-story James Flood building at the corner of Market and
Powell streets, San Francisco, for its general offices. These floors
will be fitted up at once for the accommodation of the departments
that were burned out in the Merchants Exchange building. The
city ticket office, formerly at 613 Market street, will also be in this
building, and the city ticket agencies of a number of the eastern
railroads will probably take quarters on
same building.

the ground floor of the

Tracks in San Francisco.
Ocean Shore writes that temporary tracks for
removal of the debris from the burned district of San Francisco
have been laid by the Ocean Shore, the Southern Pacific, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and the United Railroads of San Francisco.
These tracks cover the eastern district of the burned section.
Storage bunkers will be located at convenient points along these
tracks tor receiving the discarded material, and to provide a rapid
means for unloading cars. The four companies named above have
united to carry out this work, and have put the several tracks and
all equipment under one management, to be operated under the
direction of the Uniled Railroad which also directs the street car

An

officer of the

I

these last, the 12 o'clock and the 4 o'clock, go over the Boston &
Albany, and the third, the
o'clock train, is quickened 40 minutes
from its old time of ti hi's.. 10 min. This train runs by the Shore
Line.
Evidently, Mr. Mellen will never I"' so hardhearted as to
compel a Boston passenger from New York to travel over tin'
Boston & Albany unwillingly. The Fitehburg express now leaves
New York at 3.S3 p.m. and reaches Worcester at 8.24, or practical!]
in the same inn- a.-i Mini made by the Boston & Albany train leaving
a.m. train over the Boston
New York seven minutes later. The
min. The Mayflower
& Albany now runs through in 6 brs. ami
Limited, the new g a.m., live hour train, began business on Monday
with three cars.

The discarded material

is being used to fill in the lslais
the haul being about four miles. The amount to be
moved is approximately 4,000,000 cubic yards. John It. Rogers, Chief
Engineer of the Ocean Shore, is In charge of the work.
traffic.

creek

flats,

:'.

I

it

i

1,091 Baldwin Locomotives in Five Months.
flrsl
Ave months ol this year the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, Philadelphia, turned out 1,091 locomotives, or al the rate
of 218 a month.
In the flrsl five months of 190B the total produc
lion was km: engines,

in

the

Tinned Channel Pins.
A patent Ikis recently been issued to Mr. lv W. Vogel, Signal
Engineer of the Railroad Supply Co., Chicago, on a bonding or
channel pin used in electrical signal construction, which is tinned
Until recently channel pins, to prevent them from
or galvanized.
rusting and to insure n good contact, were copper plated. Bill often
niter a comparal veh shmt time the bond wires would break off
where they were In direct contact with channel pin and rail. The
assumption was thai this was due to ordinary processes or rusting,
However, by careful Investigations and tests, covering a long period
ol nine, Mr. Vogel found thai it was electrolysis which ate off these
This was du< to the fact thai
wires where thej entered the rail.
coi
oi
the copper plating of the channel pins and the
ln<
galvanizing of the bond wire formed a combination with the damp
atmosphere, making a miniature battery which would slowlj and
To overcome this it was necest
surely eal the bond wire In two
i

I

—
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to have the channel pin coated with a metal which is approximately
of the same contact potential as the bond wire.
Tinned channel pins have now been in use for about two years,
during which time it is said no cases of electrolysis have been found.
The tinned channel pins have been recommended by the Railway
Signal Association.

—

With Variations.
Accident Record
The locomotive belonging to the Continental Coal Company, of
Tulsa, Ind. Ter., was blown into fragments Friday afternoon (May
25) by dynamite, presumably placed on the track by property owners
adjoining the railroad tracks, who are opposed to its operation.
The mines of the company are located about two miles from Tulsa
and are connected with the town by a single track of railroad.
Owners of property which is crossed by the track opposed its building and there has been much dissatisfaction over it ever since.
Although the engine was blown to fragments the crew was not in-

Vol. xi., No. 24.

tunately, does not extend over a longer period than about eight
years it is stated that the works have not been found to be affected
by sea-water, nor, in view of the great care taken with the preparation of the concrete, is it expected that they will Buffer any deterioration from that cause.

—

The Acme Metallic Weather-Strip.
The metallic weather-strip [or pa senger car windows here
shown is Intended to displace rubber weather-strips, Being practically indestructible,

form and

is invisible

it

will last the life of the ear.
the window is closed.

when

It is
It.

is

simple in

easily apis slipped
the screws

plied, requiring no special nails or screws; instead, it
under the window casing, its edge being notched around
holding same. As appears from the illustration, the weather-strip
fits into a groove in the edge of the window sash.
It is claimed to
be dust and weather proof, does not rattle, and prevents windows

F. W. Kassner, cashier of the First National Bank of Tulsa,
has been placed under arrest under a charge of having participated
in the affair.' There is great excitement at Tulsa, and the people
are all arming themselves. Oklahoman, Oklahoma City.

jured.

The Effect of Sea Water on Concrete.
Mr. John Macaulay, General Manager of the Alexandra Docks
A Railway, England, writes to the Railway Gazette, London, as follows:
I have perused with considerable interest the article which
apeared in your valuable paper on February 2, entitled "The Effect
of Sea-Water on Concrete," and, with your kind permission, I should
like to make a few remarks on certain aspects of the case which
have not been touched upon.
The same omission occurs in all similar articles on this subject,
and that is, the conditions under which the concrete was made
prior to, and its condition at, the time it was immersed in the sea.
are not stated.
As a rule concrete is used in two forms either in large blocks
moulded beforehand in the shape of artificial stone, or in blocks

^

—

moulded in situ between tides.
With regard to the former, it takes but a short time, even for
a layman inspecting a work where artificial stone blocks are made,
to discover that the concrete is, generally, made very liquid and
dropped into the moulding boxes without any attempt at punning,
or solidifying sufficiently by ramming it in layers. The result is
that a huge block is obtained in an extremely honeycombed condition, or the resulting state might aptly be described as "spongy."
It is generally

known

cement and

prevent

that excess of water has a tendency to
its being uniformly distributed in the
body of the concrete. We also know that concrete which is not
made fairly dry and vigorously rammed always contains cavities
detrimental to the quality of the finished piece.
Blocks made as above described are allowed to set more or
less rapidly, and in the case of the more voluminous blocks they
are frequently used before the heart of the block is set at all.
Those who have watched the lowering of such blocks under water
will have probably noticed at times that for some hours after immersion bubbles of air were rising to the surface of the water
producing that condition which justifies the term of "concrete
sponge."
It will easily be perceived that in the case of blocks so moulded
the sea-water, instead of being merely in contact with the sk;n of
the concrete, penetrates into the interior of the blocks, where it
kill

sets

to

up disintegration.
With regard to concrete blocks made in

situ, the contractor is
usually so preoccupied in getting as much concrete in a* given
space as he can between two tides, that in most instances the
essential feature of punning in thin layers and welding them hard
together is omitted, with the result again that sea-water is allowed
to penetrate deep:y into the concrete and begin its deleterious action
before it has had time to crystallize or set hard.
Without doubting that some attention should be paid to the
composition of the cement used, and that preference should be
given to the quality which does not contain certain elements which
have a tendency to be affected unfavorably by sea-water, more attention to the mechanical composition of the concrete is of even greater
importance.
Everything depends upon the density of a block, and its imperviousness to the infiltration of sea-water can only be guaranteed
by systematic ramming, which is best performed in thin layers, care
being taken to secure a complete contact between successive layers.
In many heavy sea works which have given trouble, natural
cement has sometimes been very largely used instead of good Portland cement.
In ferro-concrete work, where the concrete is used in compara
tively small volumes, the most important members, namely, those
which come in immediate contact with sea-water, such as piles,
cylinders, etc., are prepared long before they are used in the
works; they are also well punned. They are never used until the
concrete has set perfectly, and, so far as experience goes in the
particular kind of ferro-concrete work I have in mind— this, unfor-

The Acme

Metallic Weather-Strip.

The matein dry weather or sticking in damp weather.
brass and the cost of application is no greater than for other
good weather-strips. It may be applied to old equipment as cheaply
as to new. The Acme Supply Co., Chicago, is the maker.
from falling
rial is

—The

1.

The Farmer's Delight
He can go to town as

Interurban Railway.

easily as his neighbors,

how bad the weather.
He can have his produce taken
2.

to

town and

no matter

left

with his

grocer, in good weather or in bad, in busy season or in slack, and
can have his grocer send back in same basket any groceries needed.
3.
By putting in a spur he can load a car of grain, stock or
fruit right on his farm without hauling it over long bad roads.
He can buy a car of coal and have it delivered at his door.
4.
By making arrangements to do so, can have the great metropolitan daily papers at his door, or near it every morning in
time to read before breakfast.
Can go for the doctor, or take the sick one to the doctor,
5.
in comfort, without exposing him or her to the cold or bad weather,
or to jolting over the roads.
6.
Can visit towns a hundred miles away and return the same
day with less trouble than he can now go to town to take the train.
Can sell off five or ten acre plats to parties for truck and
7.
fruit farms for three to five times as much per acre as his land will
now bring.
8.
Can turn all his farm into pasture, except 40 acres, and
make twice as much producing milk, garden truck and small fruits
which the electric car line will take to market every morning.
He can keep in close touch with the great world around
9.

—
June
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him, and enjoy the broadening influence which always accompany
a more frequent intercourse.
10.
His children can be given the advantages of better schooling with little, if any, added costs; can visit the larger places and
there enjoy their libraries and other public institutions, and it
does more than all else to reconcile the farmer's children to staying on the farm. He and his family will, live longer
than
those whose only method of getting to town is by hitching up old
"Dobbin" and splashing through the mud and rain, and snow, and
.

.

.

.

heat,

.

.

and

dust.
In Indiana, Ohio and Michigan, where there are 3,706 miles
of interurban road, the land along these lines has increased in value
all the way from $10 to $100 per acre.
It will do the same in
Kansas. Do you want from $1,600 to $16,000 added to the value of
your quarter section? If you do write to the representatives of
the Southern Kansas Electric Railway, Light & Power Co., Chanute,
which is now building 160 miles of interurban road. Leavenworth
11.

171

contains articles on "Rock Excavation at Panama," "Modern Methods at an Illinois Mine," "Diamond Drilling," "The Power Extension
of the Chicago Drainage Canal," "Low Cost of Compressing Air for
Drills," "Cleaving Granite by Compressed Air," and "Suggestions
for Operation of Rock Drills."
The magazine is 6 x 9, and its general style is excellent.
The special front-cover design is printed in
two colors, and the engravings and printing are of the best quality.
The current number has 28 pages.

—

The Pioneer Limited. The name of this famous train of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul furnishes the caption for an attractive publication by the passenger department of the road on the
occasion of the meeting of the Federation of Women's Clubs in St.
Paul, May 30 to June 7. Its four 7 x 11 pages contain a number
of most artistic colored half-tones, and the letter-press is in brown.
The front cover is printed in gold with an oval colored half-tone, in
a gold frame, in the center.

(Kan.) Times.

—

TRADE CATALOGUES.

—

Ventilating Apparatus. Blowers, Etc. A set of 10 publications
has been received from the American Blower Co., Detroit, Mich.,
devoted to ventilating and blowing apparatus made by that company. Each bears a number. No. 1S9 is on "Steel Plate Fans." It
is a 7 x 8%, 82-page illustrated sectional catalogue on "A B C"
fans for heating, ventilating and drying plants, forced and induced
draft apparatus, etc. No. 190, on "Blowers," has 4S pages. No. 192
is a miniature on "A B C" "Dryers."
No. 193, on "A B C" double
enclosed high-speed self-oiling engines, Type E, is standard size,
containing 11 pages. No. 194 on engines for small direct-connected
generator sets, supplements Nos. 171 and 193. No. 195 describes the
"A B C" "Economy" buffing hood, a new device for grinding and
buffing wheels to recover the metal removed in grinding.
The
pamphlet No. 196, also 3% x 6, describes "A B C" self-oiling engines.
No. 200 is a 44-page illustrated sectional catalogue of the company's
standard size, 7 x 8%. on "Disc Ventilating Pans." Nos. 202 and
203 are on "Electric Disc Fans" and "Disc Ventilating Fans" respectively.
They are two-leaf folders, 3% x 6. All these publications are of the high standard of excellence characteristic of the
advertising literature of this company.

Walschaert Valve Gear. Record of Recent Construction, No. 55,
issued by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, is devoted to a full description in detail of the Walschaert valve gear and its application
to different types of locomotives.
Special instructions for erecting
and setting valves with this gear are given as well as a short discussion in regard to the advantages of the Walschaert gear over the
Stevenson link motion.

Manufacturing and Business.
Nic Le Grand, formerly Manager Supply Department of the St.
Louis Car Co., has resigned, to take effect July 1st. He will go into
the railroad supply business.

The Newton Fire Brick Co., Albany, N. Y., makers of locomotive
blocks and fire bricks, have just completed a new plant at Albany,
near to and operated in conjunction with their old plant.
The
capacity is from 10 to 12 carloads per week.
The Buda Foundry & Manufacturing

Co., Chicago, has opened a
Louis, Mo., and also established a warehouse
there to expedite shipments of orders originating in that territory.
The new branch will be in charge of W. E. Marvel, formerly a traveling representative.

branch house in

St.

The Bettendorf Axle

—

Reinforced Concrete and Fireproof Construction. The Trussed
Concrete Steel Co., Detroit, Mich., is sending out in pamphlet form
the advance sheets of Part I. of a volume entitled "Practical Calculation and Application of Reinforced Concrete."
This first part is
devoted to calculation. It is intended for the accurate and convenient use of practicing engineers and architects in calculating
and designing reinforced concrete buildings. It contains formulae,
tables, diagrams and drawings, and discusses the design of reinforced
concrete beams, floor slabs, columns and footings and arch bridges.

There are 31 pages.
Another pamphlet of equal
The contained matter is stated

Co.,

Davenport, Iowa, has begun work on

large improvements to its plants. An additional building, nearly as
large as the present shop structure, is to be built and much trackage
added in the yard. The work will include the diversion of a creek
now running through the site of the new building.

David O. Holbrook, until recently Vice-President of The Pennsylvania Malleable Co. and The Central Car Wheel Co., has been
elected Vice-President of The Dayton Pneumatic Tool Company,
Pittsburg, Pa., maker of Green chipping and riveting hammers. He
has opened an office at 717 Park building, Pittsburg.

on "Fireproof Construction."
on practical tests as set
forth in official reports, including comments on the San Francisco
disaster.
Extracts from reports on the Baltimore fire are presented
with illustrations, also an article on the fire resisting qualities of
reinforced concrete. The contents are quite interesting. Both
pamphlets are of pleasing design.

Application has been made in Pennsylvania for a charter by the
Westinghouse Consolidated Foundries Company, of Pittsburg, Pa.
The object is for the various Westinghouse Companies, which now
have foundries at Pittsburg, Allegheny City, Cleveland and Attica,
N. Y., to have all their castings made in one factory, which is located

The Denver
Bio Orande has issued "A Glimpse of Utah, Where
Health and Wealth Abound," an attractive booklet written by Edward F. Colborn. II treats of the early settlement of Utah; the
Mormons and Gentiles; the natural wonders of the state; the wonderful climate, and Utah's growing cities and towns. The different
resources and industries of the state are described under such heads
and Wool Raising. Mining.
as Agriculture, Fruit, Growing, Sim
Smelting and Manufacturing. The new Uintai Reservation, New
Railroads and Hunting and Pishing also have short chapters. The
book is illustrated by many excellent photographs.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

size is

to be based

at

Trafford City,

<C-

I.

Coal Mining

pamphlet

i>u

Machinery.

This

la

the title of a little 16-page

Machinery Co., Chicago, li runt iins a
of equipment made for this special pur-

the Sullivan

of

brief summary of
li<
line
pose, each device being Illustrated by a half-tone engraving.
Where
the device Is more fully described in sumo bulletin or catalogue the
proper reference is given,
I

Bulletin I8-F ol this company now
is coal cutter,
the Sullivan contli
11
plains in detail the character] tl
a

being distributed describes
is

fully illustrated

I

of

in the

This plan is to assure greater
of foundry products.

making

For iatet of eonventiont and regular meetingt of railroad rrin
engineering looietiet, tee advertiting page 24.)

riitliiu

wni

Railroad Detectives' and Special Agents' Association.
.This association, with 200 or more members present, held a
convention at Washington, D. C, last week, beginning June 5. At
this meeting the following officers were elected:
W. A. Humphrey
(N. Y. C), Albany, N. Y., President; I.. !.. Scherer (Chesapeake &
Ohio), Vice-President; li. C. Lards (Lake Shore A Michigan Southern), Second Vice-President; 1.. <;. Crovier, Montreal, Third \
President, and C. li Dawson, Aurora, in. Secretary and treasurer.
The Hoard of Managers consists of (i. A. Ogline. Baltimore & Ohio;
G. S. FItzwater, Seaboard air Line, w Q Baldwin, Norfolk & w
w Connelly, Southern; W. F. Riley, Chicago & Northem;
Western, and C. II. Dawson and \Y \
liimphrey.
.1

I

and ei

and advantages

near Pittsburg.

economy and uniformity

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
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Moore has been appointed
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ijAuditor, with office at Boyne
Reeder, transferred.

Mich.,

City,

succeeding Martin

Chicago, Burlington 4 Quincy.—U. D. Foster, Auditor of Expendit
'ding
ures, lias been appointed Auditor at Omaha. Neb., sin
H. P. Evans
H. D. Allee, resigned, to go to another company
succeeds Mr. Poster, with office at Chicago, 111.

—

elected
Chicago. Indianapolis £ Louisville. Byron Cassell lias
Treasurer and Assistant Secretary, with office at Chicago, Illsucceeding \V. H. Lewis, deceased.

R. R. Mitchell, General
Agenl at Kansas City, Mo.
Shreveport, La., succeeds Mr. Perkins.

Freight

Agent
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at

Texarkana £ Fort Smith,

See Kansas City Southern.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Officers.

Gordon has been
Chief Engineer, succeeding M. A. Hanson, resigned.

Beaumpnt, Bow Lake £ Western

B

B.

ap]

1

Indiana d Southern.
Byron Layton has been appointed
Engineer of Maintenance of Way. with office at Hammond, Ind.
W. R. Sanborn. Assistant Knuiin r, lias resigned.

Chicago,

•

who was recently appointed Assistant
chin,,,,,. Rock Island £ Pacific.
W. L. Harrison, Master Mechanic at
to the Fourth Vice-President, was born in 1874 at Mt. Vernon.
appointed Acting Superintendent of
Horton,
Kan.,
has
been
in
a
His first railroad service was in 1889 as clerk
Ont.
Motive Power at Chicago, 111., succeeding J. V. Kilpatrick.
He refreight office of the Grand Trunk at Hamilton, Ont.
mained in this office for three years, when he was made Secre- Denver £ Bio Grande.— Arthur Ridgeway has been appointed Acting

Grand Trunk.— A.

A. Tisdale.

tary to the Chief Engineer of the Great Western, the Northern
and Northwestern divisions of the same road. In 1S96 he was
made Secretary to the Chief Engineer to the whole road, and

Engineer of Bridges and Buildings, with
succeeding W. A. Morey.
/

—

National of Mexico.

Fourth Vice-President.

Pere Marquette.

—

—A.

—

Washington £ Columbia River. Joseph McCabe, Vice-President and
General Manager, has resigned.

Boyne

City.

Gaylord & Alpena.

— M.

Purchasing Agents.
dent, has been appointed
bridge, Ga.

General Superintendent.

—

—

Georgia. Florida £ Alabama.

E. Hotchkiss has been appointed

Central Vermont. W. E. Mullins, Superintendent of Transportation,
has resigned, to become General Manager of the Costa Rica Rail-

Walker, Master Car Builder, has resigned.

E. M. Merriwether, Engineer of Maintename of Way at
Moberly, Mo., has been appointed Principal Assistant Engineer,
with office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding E. K. Woodward, resigned. J. T. Sheahan, master carpenter at Moberly, succeeds
(See Pere Marquette.)
Mr. Merriwether.

Wabash.

—

Officers.

C. L.

company.

A. Bell has been ap-

Ohio Hirer £ Western. G. P. Rogers has been appointed Auditor,
with office at Woodsfield, Ohio, succeeding M. J. Howard.

Operating

—

— E.

K. Woodward. Principal Assistant Engineer of
the Wabash, has been appointed Chief Engineer of the Pere
Marquette, succeeding J. F. Deimling, resigned, to go to another

David C. Green, Assistant Secretary, has been elected
Island.
Vice-President, with office at Philadelphia, Pa.

Minneapolis. St. Paul £ Sault Ste. Marie.
pointed Auditor of Traffic Receipts.

Denver, Colo.,

ong Island. G. C. Bishop has been appointed Superintendent of
Motive Power and Equipment, with office at Richmond Hill, N.
Y., succeeding Phillip Wallis.

In 1902, he
in 1899, Secretary to the General Superintendent.
was appointed Secretary to the Manager, being promoted in a
few months to the position as Chief Clerk to the Manager. Prom
1905 until his recent promotion he was Chief Clerk to the

Long

office at

—R.

L. Uzzell, Assistant to the

Purchasing Agent, with

Presi-

office at

Bain-

—

Wabash. C. A. How. Acting Purchasing Agent, has been appointed
Purchasing Agent, with office at St. Louis, Mo.

road.

—

Chicago. Rock Island d Pacific. H. L. Reed has been appointed Superintendent at Eldon, Mo., succeeding J. F. Sugrue, transferred.

—

& Alabama. D. F. Kirkland, Trainmaster, has been
appointed Superintendent of Transportation, with office at Bain-

Georgia, Florida
bridge, Ga.

—

Grand Trunk Pacific. M. C. Sturtevant. formerly Car Service Agent
of the Grand Trunk, has been appointed General Assistant on
the Grand Trunk Pacific, with office at Winnipeg, Man.

—

Mexico d Orient. A. H. Dickinson, Assistant Superintendent, has been appointed Superintendent, with office at

Kansas

City,

Wichita, Kan., succeeding

A. Foley, deceased.

J.

—

National of Mexico. H. H. Allison has been appointed Superintendent of Terminals at the City of Mexico, succeeding D. R. Caffey,
transferred.

—

Pennsylvania. The office of A. P. Gest, Superintendent of the Belvidere division, has been moved from Lambertville, N. J., to
Trenton.

—

The duties' of the SuperinPhiladelpliia, Baltimore d Washington.
tendent of the Delaware division, formerly performed by R. L.
Holliday, who died recently, have been taken over by E. F.
Brooks, General Superintendent.

—

Wabash. D. I. Forsyth, 'Acting Superintendent of Transportation,
has been appointed Superintendent of Transportation, with office at St.

Louis, Mo.
Traffic Officers.

—

Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western. A. V. Holmes, General Freight
and Passenger Agent, has been appointed Superintendent and
Traffic

—

—

Gaylord d Alpena. G. F. Moore has been appointed
Manager, succeeding H. H. Denison, resigned.

City,

Traffic

—

Chicago, Burlington d Quincy. A. L. West has been appointed Assistant General Freight Agent at St. Joseph, Mo., succeeding

William Fitzgerald,

— C.

Jr.,

resigned.

Ingersoll has been appointed Suburban Passenger Agent,
with office at New York, succeeding E. H. Barto.

Erie.

The Wisconsin Central, it is reported, has ordered
from the American Locomotive Co.

10 locomo-

tives

The Temiskaming d Northern Ontario has ordered two switching locomotives from the Canadian Locomotive Co., for October delivery.

The Lima Locomotive £ Machine Co. report the following orders
Shay locomotives for the week ending June 9: Pidgeon River
Lumber Co.. Pidgeon River, N. C, one 15 x 20 Prairie type loco-

for

motive; I'nited States Leather Co., Medford, Wis., one 28-ton locomotive; Germain-Boy d Lumber Co., Atlanta, Ga.. one 37-ton locomotive: Tremont Lumber Co., Tremont, La., two 55-ton locomotives; Bering Manufacturing Co., Houston, Tex., one 37-ton locomotive; Thornton & Alexandria Ry. Co., Thornton, Ark., one 14 x 20
ten-wheel locomotive, and Malvern Lumber Co., St. Louis Mo., one
33-ton locomotive.

The Macon. Dublin d Savannah, as reported in our issue of June
has ordered one simple switching locomotive from the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, for July delivery. This locomotive will weigh
100,000 lbs.: cylinders, 18 in. x 24 in.; diameter of drivers, 50 in.;
straight top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 180 lbs.;
heating surface, 1.474.6 sq. ft.; 186 tubes, 2 in. in diameter and
14 ft. long; firebox, 71"/ ia in. x 347 10 in.; grate area. 17.12 sq. ft.,
and tank capacity. 2.500 gallons. The special equipment includes:
Westinghouse-American air-brakes, magnesia sectional boiler lagging.
Tower couplers. Monitor injector, U. S. metallic piston rod packings,
Ashton safety valve and steam gages, Watters sanding devices,
Nathan sight-feed lubricators, and Baldwin springs.
1,

Manager.

Boston d Albany. W. M. Skinner has been appointed General Baggage Agent, with office at Albany, N. Y.

Boyne

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

S.

Kansas City Southern.— C. E. Perkins, Assistant General Freight
Agent at Texarkana, Tex., and General Freight Agent of the
Texarkana & Fort Smith, has been appointed Assistant General

The Western Allegheny has ordered one consolidation (2-8-0)
locomotive from the American Locomotive Co., for August delivery.
This locomotive will weigh 202,000 lbs., with 180,000 lbs. on drivers;
cylinders, 22 in. by 30 in., and drivers 54 in. in diameter.
The
boiler will be 80 in. in diameter, with a working steam pressure
of 200 lbs.
There will be 339 tubes, 2% in. in diameter, and 14 ft.
10 in. long; firebox, 120 in. by 40 in.; tank capacity, 7,000 gallons.
and coal capacity, 1,300 tons.
The special equipment includes:
Westinghouse air-brakes, hammered iron or steel axles, Keasbey &
Mattison magnesia sectional boiler lagging, Lappin brake shoes and
couplers, two Dressel herculean 5 in. lens headlight, Ohio injector,
Chicago bull's-eye sight-feed lubricators, Union springs, and Ashton
steam gages.

The Mobile £ Ohio,

as

reported In our issue of

May

18,

has

'

Jim:

15,
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1906.

ordered 10 simple 10-wheel (4-6-0) locomotives and five simple sixwheel switching (0-6-0) locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, tor October delivery. The 10-wheel locomotives will weigh
170.000 lbs., with 130.000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 21 in. x
28 in.; diameter of drivers. 68 in.; wagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; heating surface, 2,944 sq. ft.; 36.1
Detroit seamless steel tubes, 2 in. in diameter and 15 ft. long; Otis
.steel firebox. 1207,,.. in. x 417, „ in.; grate area, 34.3 sq. ft.; tank
capacity, 7,000 gallons, and coal capacity, 15 tons. The switching
locomotives will weigh 138,000 lbs.; cylinders, 20 in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers, 50' in.; straight top boiler, with a working steam
pressure of 200 lbs.; heating surface, 1,919.2 sq. ft.; 325 Detroit
seamless steel tubes, 2 in. in diameter and 10 ft. 5 in. long; Otis
steel firebox, 1087 lo in. x 417,,, in.; grate area, 30.8 sq. ft.; tank

and Midvale tender wheel

tires

tires

switching locomotives.

:

The

in our issue of

June

8,

cars of '80,000

,

'

market

for flat

and box

•

The Erie, as reported -in' our issue of June S, has ordered 100
Hart convertible cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity from the Rodger Ballast Car Co., for January,' 1907, delivery.. -These- cars will weigh
4:!, (too lbs. and will be 40 ft. long, 8 ft. 8 in. wide, and 3 ft. 6 in. high,
They, will be of wood, with steel underall inside measurements.'
names. The special equipment includes: Steel axles. Commonsense bolsters, Climax M. C. B. brasses and journal bearings,. Miner

for
'

has

for 200 flat cars.
will soon be in the

market

cars.

The Hocking Valley,
upwards of 3,000 freight

it

is

reported, will shortly place orders tor

cars.

The New York Central
dola cars from the Pullman

.(

tandem draft

rigging,

and A.merican car & Foundry

Co.'s wheels.

.

The Spokane & Inland has ordered from the J. G. Brill Co. six
combination baggage, smoking and passenger cars 58 ft. 8% in. long,
8 ft. 11 in. wide over sills and sheathing. 13 ft. high, from rail over
trolley board; six passenger motor- cars 41

ft.

long. S

11 in. wide,

ft.

13 ft. high, all outside measurements; six trailers, with observation ends, 41 ft. long by 8 ft. 11 in. wide and 13 ft., high, all outside
measurements, and six express cars 50 ft. long and 8 ft. 6 in. wide,

and

.

outside measurements.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit has ordered 50 convertible passenger cars from the Jewett Car Co., and the same number from
the Laconia Car Co. These cars have a seating capacity for 4S passengers. They will be 30 ft. "Vi in. long, 7 ft. 7 in, wide, and 7 ft.
s s in. high, all inside measurements.
The btidy will be of wood,
with % in.- by 17 in. steel plate sides, and the underframes will be
of wood.
The special equipment includes: Buffalo Brake-Beam
Co.'s brake-beams, Lappin brake-shoes, Curtain Supply Co.'s curtain
fixtures, J. L. Howard & Co. door fastenings, double slide doors. Gold
heating system, Symington journal boxes, vestibule platforms without side doors, B. R, T. standard monitor roofs, and Schoen solid
:

rolled steel wheels.

The Seaboard Air

Line, as reported in our issue of June 8, has
box cars of 80.000 lbs. and 1,000 gondola cars of
80,000 lbs,' capacity. The box ears will weigh 38.600 lbs., and will
be 36 ft. long. 8 ft. 6 in. wide and 7 ft. 6 in. high, inside measurements, .with Wooden body and steel underframes. The gondola cats
will weigh 36,600 lbs., and will be 37 ft. 6 in. long, 8 ft. 7 in. wide.
and 8 ft.. % in., high, all inside measurements, with wood and metal
bodies and underframes. The special equipment up above includes:
Open hearth steel axles, Pressed Steel bolsters. Seaboard Air lane
standard brake-beams, cast-iron brake-shoes, Westinghouse brakes.
Tower steel couplers. Seaboard' Air Line standard draft rigging,
wood dust guards, Symington journal boxes, Seaboard Air Line
standard paint, springs and trucks; Dayton door fastening!
Sea
board Air Line standard doors, and Chicago old steel roofs for box

ordered

1,000

.

cars.

Hudson River has prdered

1.500 gon-

Co.

BRIDGE BUILDING.

The Armour Car Lines are building

their shops the lasi
cars on their total order of 1,000 40-11. frail oars!

lbs.

,

6

:

CAR BUILDING.
in the

passenger

'

.

.

is

car's

first-class

and four combination baggage
from the American Cat' & Foundry Co. for December

10 second-class passenger

All these cars will be 5 ft. gage,. 61 ft. long, 10 ft. 4' L in.
They will be built of wood. The .special
ft. 10 in. high.
equipment will include: M. C. B. steely axles, Streeter steel back
brake shoes, Westinghouse brakes for first-class passenger caVs, and
Janney-Buhoup couplers.

.

The Intercolonial

Ship Island has, ordered 40 Hart convertible ballast
lbs.

The Panama Rath-bad has Ordered, three

cars and
and 'mail
delivery,
wide, and

ordered ten 10-wheel (4-6-0) passenger locomotives, and ten 10-wheel
(4-6-0) freight locomotives from the Baldwin Works, and twenty TOwheel (4-6-0) freight locomotives from the American Locomotive
Works. All the locomotives are simple. The freight locomotives
will weigh, including the tender, 265,050 lbs., with 125,300 lbs. on
the drivers; cylinders, 19 in. by 28 in.; drivers, 60 in. in diameter.
The passenger locomotives will weigh, including tender, 269,090 lbs.,
with 132,610 lbs. on drivers; cylinders, 20 in. by 2S in.; drivers,'
Other specifications for all locomotives are:
<>7 in. in diameter.
Wagon top boiler, with a working steam pressure of 200 lbs.; 328
steel tubes, 2 in. in diameter and 14 ft. 1% in. long, with a heating
surface of 2.645 sq. ft.; firebox, 108 in. by 41% in., with a "grate
area of 31 sq. ft.; tank capacity, 5,000 gallons, and coal capacity,
10 tons. The special equipment, for all locomotives includes:
Westinghouse high-speed air-brakes. Machinery steel axles, Magnesia Sectional boiler lagging, Monarch Seaboard Air Line brake-beams,
cast-iron brake-shoes, Tower steel
couplers,
Monitor injectors.
Bronze journal bearings,- U. S. Multi-Angular piston rod packings.
Soapstone or Garlock valve rod packing, one open consolidated and
one Coale's muffled safety valve, Leach sanding devices, Nathan
sight-feed lubricators, Seaboard Air Line standard springs, Ashcroft or Starr steam gages, and steel driving wheel tires.
For passenger locomotives, Pyle National Electric headlights. New York
Safety steam heating equipment and steel truck and tender wheel
tires.
For freight locomotives. Seaboard Air Line standard headlights, cast-iron truck and tender wheel tires.

The Missouri River & Northwestern

tlulf a

capacity from the Rodger Ballast Car Co., for
September delivery. The special' equipment' includes: American
Steel Foundries bolsters, Lappin brake-shoes, Westinghouse brakes,
R. E. JanneV couplers, Miner draft rigging, Republic Railway Appliance Co.'s dust guards. Symington -journal boxes, Simplex Railway
Appliance Co.'s springs! and American. Car.& Foundry Co.'s wheels.

.

,

The Seaboard Air Line, as reported

The special
be 36 ft. long and 8 ft., 9 in. wide, over all.
equipment includes: Westinghouse' air-brakes, 'lower couplers and
Hinsou draft rigging:

flat cars' will

The special
capacity, 5,000 gallons, and. coal capacity, eight tons.
equipment for both includes: Westinghouse air-brakes, Otis steel
axles, Western bell ringer, Johns asbestos boiler lagging, Damascus
brake-beams, Perfecto and Streeter brake-shoes, Gould couplers, PyleNational headlights, Ohio injector, Ajax journal bearings, U. S.
piston rod packings, Richardson valve rod packings. Consolidated
safety valve. Leach sanding devices, Railway Steel-Spring Co.'s
springs, Ashton steam gages, Safety steam heat equipment, Midvale
driving, truck and tender wheel tires for passenger locomotives,

and Paige truck wheel

173

al

L00

—

Springs, Coiii. The Canon Citj i- Royal Gorge Inter
Unilway Co. has given contracts to the Httllen Bridge CO
of I'uehlo, Colo., tor putting up 15 iron bridges on its proposed line,
now building to Ihe lop of Royal Corse. The l.Mift suspension
bridge over the chasm, 2,800 ft. above the Arkansas river, ma] be
Coi.oiiAiiu

The Mexican International has ordered 100 stock cars
capacity from the American Car & Foundry Co.

of 80,000

The National 1;. it. of Mexico has ordered 50 stock cars
from the American Car & Foundry Co.

of 80,000

lbs v capacity

urban

biiillj.during

Knii kcrhiici.t-r hi- Company, Chicago, has ordered 50 gondola para from the Pullman ('<>.. to be built on New York Central

the present

sjiinni.

i

'/'In-

sperifieations.
7'/ir

Cincinnati

Northern denies having ordered B0 closed ears
Cincinnati car Co., as reported In our

for electric service from thi
issue of June 8th.

El PASO, TEX.

Plans are
Orleans lor building a viaduct

being
in

made

Ihe east

tin
bj
Texas
end of the n
,

,v

New

,

Mi'
the Count} Commissioners, have ai
us City, [no.
ived
the philis'for lb.- proposed bascule bridge for the harbor al Frank
lin street, and bids are to be asked for slioiih
Flic ,.,--! of (be
«oik will he abuul $86;
I

Lines have ordered for the (Southern Paclfli
baggage ears from Barney & Smith ami four observation smokinft
cars from the Pullman Co. for use on the Hidden Slate Limited.
All cars are for October delivery,

The

ihiiriniiin

i

>

MrSjSBAl

missioned' Court lo.iohn
al

a

cost

The Terns Central
flat

cars from

lias
I

he

ordered one coach and Iwclily

Hicks

I

emotive

Oil. lino

& Car Works.

lbs.

The

of

i

A contract has b
let
by the Com
Moore for. putting up three Bteel (M'H
t

$IL',:aiil

M».ii, i\i, t,
I'lan-. ai.- being made for building a
bridge Over ihe Arkansas river at Hyde Park, between Musi
and Coil Gibson
The bridge is to be l,::nn it ion,;. 50 ft B
\i'

capacity

Wins, TEXAS,

new
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There will be ap- the Boston Elevated Railway Company to build subways in Cambridge.
Under former legislation, the company has a rlgb.1 to build
tin elevated road in Cambridge.
Since that legislation was passed,
from
applications
will
take
NoRFOi K, Va
The Harbor Board
the people of Cambridge have changed their attitude and have made
south
the Norfolk & Western to build bridges over the east and
certain concessions to the company whereby it agrees to build a
branches of the Elizabeth rivei to replace the present structure. two track
subway instead of an elevated road. The company must
The War Department lias already grained permission to build these begin to build
within a year in order to preserve its rights under
bridges.
the act permitting an elevated road. The main route for the proRoanoke Rapids, N. C. The stockholders of the Roanoke posed subway is for the tracks to cross the new West Boston bridge
Rapids Bridge Co. at a recent meeting let a contract to the Roanoke (not yet open to travel) from the Boston to the Cambridge side
Bridge Co.. of Roanoke, Va., for building a steel and concrete toll of the Charles river, and then become a subway under Main street
The cost of the and .Massachusetts avenue to Harvard Square. This is the route
bridge, with approaches over, the Roanoke river.
of the heaviest travel between Boston and Cambridge and cars would
work will be about $25,000.
land passengers close by Harvard University. A short travel to
Vicksbi rq, Miss. Plans are now under consideration for buildBrattle Square is included. There is provision for subsequent con
ing a stone arch over the Alabama & Vicksburg tracks at Cherry
struction from Central Square in Cambridgeport, which is about
street.
a mile east of Harvard Square, southwesterly under River street
toward Brighton. Further provision is made for subsequent conOther Structures.
struction around the west side of Harvard University grounds and
Allouez, Wis. The Great Northern, it is said, will rebuild No. back easterly on Cambridge street to Boston, crossing over the newThe cost of the im- Charles river dam (which will be built with provision for a drive1 ore dock and make it a duplicate of No. 2.
provement is to be about $1,000,000.
way on its broad surface and further room tor car tracks on its
Birmingham, Ala. The Alabama & Western has given a con- downward slope), thence up Leverett. Brighton, Lowell and Causetract to the Leonard-Martin Construction Co., of Chicago, for putting way streets, by the north union station, and to a connection with'
up a new brick and steel skeleton freight house, two stories high, the present elevated structure and the new Washington street sub30 ft. by 342 ft., to cost $30,000, at Second avenue and Sixteenth way, now under construction. Provision is also made for an extension of the subway in Cambridge under Webster avenue toward
street.
Somerville, so that that city can be included in the system eventualHagerstown, Md. The Western Maryland will start work soon ly. The lines
under Cambridge street. River street and Webster
on new brick and steel shops, to include a blacksmith shop 50 ft. by avenue
may, under the terms of the bill, be begun at the option of
80 ft., repair shop 100 ft. by 240 ft., and a power plant 40 ft. by
the company any time within four years after the Main street line
40 ft., to cost, exclusive of the machinery, $75,000.
Bids are now- is
put in operation. A referendum is permitted to the company
being received for the work at the office of the principal Assistant on
the acceptance of the act. but none is given to the city of CamEngineer at Baltimore.
bridge. After 20 years the city of Cambridge shall have the right
Moncton. N. B. Bids are wanted June 23 by the Intercolonial, (or before that time by agreement with the company! to buy the
for building the first of its new car and machine shops to replace property, upon payment of the cost of construction and 7 per cent,
those destroyed by fire. The first building to be put up is to be a simple interest per annum, deducting any dividends paid to the
stockholders.
reinforced concrete car repair shop 630 ft. long by 132 ft. wide.
low water mark, and is to carry street cars.
proaches on each end of 1,000 ft. long.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

New Orleans, La. Work is shortly to be started on the New
Orleans Terminal Co.'s passenger station at Basin street. It will
cost about $175,000.

—

Portsmouth, O. J. P. Pettijohn & Co., of Lynchburg, Va., have
been given a contract by the Norfolk & Western for putting up a
new brick coach shop 6G ft. by 304 ft., to cost $16,500.

—

San Francisco, Cal. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has let
contracts and work is now under way on its two large freight sheds
at China Basin.
The cost of the work will be about $300,000.
Seattle.

Wash.

— The

wharf and warehouse

Northern Pacific will build a modern
burned Arlington wharf.

to replace the

—

Buffalo. Lake Erie & Niagara. An officer writes that contracts are to be let as soon as a certificate has been granted by
the New York State Board of Railroad Commissioners. The company proposes to build a connecting railroad around and just outside of the city of Buffalo, and to Tonowanda. passing through

West Seneca, Hamburg. Cheektowaga, Amherst and Tonawanda;
total length about 36 miles.
The work will include about 3, 000, 00*
cubic yards of embankment made from borrow pits, and 500,000
cubic yards of cuts: double-track to be laid and ballasted, bridges
built on concrete foundations, and the necessary terminals, tracks

and buildings.
cent.,

—

Springfield, III. The C. C. C. & St. L., it is said, will soon
put up large car shops on a 24-acre tract of land near Lagonda.
It is said that $500,000 has been appropriated for these improve-

There is also to be a breakwater 4.800 ft. long, and'
and slips. The maximum grades will be 1.14 per
and maximum curves of 10 per cent., though mostly 6 per

a harbor, docks

cent.
The bridge work includes 14 railroad bridges, three for use
of electric cars, and 37 highway bridges.
There will be five smaller

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has
street on a big coal trestle; estimated

bridges over streams, 18 farm bridges, 13 culverts, two pile trestles
and one frame trestle. Edward Michael, 618 Mooney building, is
President, and C. C. Conkling, 798 EUicott avenue, Chief Engineer,
both of Buffalo.
(June 1, p. 160.)

Toledo, Ohio. The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, it is said,
will build a large engine house and some shop buildings at a cost
of about $500,000.

California & Oregon Coast. An officer writes that prospects
of building this road are very good.
The proposed rout? is from
Grant's Pass, Ore., on the Southern Pacific, southwest to Takilma
via Loves. Wilderville. Selma and Kerby, 45 miles.
Contracts for

ments.

Syracuse, N. Y.

—The

begun work on West Fayette

—

cost about $50,000.

—

grading are to be

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

—

and thai construi tion work

filed,

is

to

Bruner, of
build from

country to
have been
be started during the present

year.

—

Co.
Incorporated in New Jersey, with a capof $3.0110.000, to build railroads in the republic of Hayti.
The
A. S. Longbottom, William J, Merrill and Robert
incorporators arc:
F. Bonner, all of Philadelphia.

American Hayti

ital

Arizona Midland.—The directors and stockholders of the Lake
Superior & Arizona Mining Co., of Arizona, have organized a company under this name, with $500,000 capital, in build a railroad to
conned tin mine at Superior, Ariz., with the Gila Valley, Globe &
Northern, about 2s miles. John T. Reeder, Chief Clerk of the Tarnarac & Osceola Mining Co.; .1. D. Cuddihy, A. W. Kerr, all of Calumet; H. L. Baer, of Hancock, and others are interested.

—

wed. There is pending in the Massachusetts Legislature (the House), not having passed the Senate, a bill to permit
i

>

Eh

i

\

light.

about the

first

of next

imum

curvature

is

8

deg.

month.

The work

is

per cent, and the maxThere will be one tunnel 730 ft. long,
2

two bridges and 25 trestles. J. O'B. Gunn, Mechanics Savings Bank,
is President, and J. W. M. Draper, Chief Engineer, San Francisco,

Incorporations, Surveys. Etc.

Alaska Pacific Railway i: Terminal. Dr. M. W.
Alaska, the promoter of this company, incorporated to
Controller Bay in Alaska through the Copper River
Eagle City, about 450 mill
tati
that survey maps

let

The maximum grades are

fairly

(April 13.

Cal.

p. 114.)

—

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. An extension of the Lincolndivision has been opened for business from Fremont. Iowa, northward to Hodge. 411.4 miles.

—

s Island & Pacific.
The Chicago, Rock Island &
Railway as lessee, effective June 1. operates as the Louisiana
division of its Choctaw district that portion of the Rock Island,
Arkansas & Louisiana Railroad between Haskell and Fordyce, Ark.,
and the line formerly known as the Arkansas Southern Railroad,
whose northern terminus is at Eldorado, Ark., and which has now
been extended southward as far as Grant, La.

Chicago, Roi

Pacific

—

Columbi s. New Albany & Johnstown Traction. This company, operating a line from Columbus, Ohio, northeast to Gahanna,
about nine miles, proposes to extend its line from the latter place
to Johnstown, 17.5 miles additional.
W. D. Brickell, Despatch Build
ing, Columbus, is President.

—

Delaware & Hudson. An officer writes respecting the connecting line under construction from Rouse's Point. N. Y., to St. Constant, Que., on the Canadian Pacific, that this company is not build-

)

June
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15, 1906.

it is being built by the Napierville Junction
(June 1, p. 161.)
Rouse's Point, N. Y.

ing the line, but that

Railway

Co., of

—

Durham & Charlotte. This road, which runs from Gulf, N. C,
on the Southern, to Star, 34 miles, has been extended from Star,
N. C, to Little River, 3 miles.
Durham & Southern. — This

road now runs from Dunn, N. C,
miles, having been recently extended from

west to Durham, CO. 7
Apex, N. C, northwest to Durham,

20.3 miles.

—

Flint River & Gulf. This new road has been opened for
from Ashburn, Ga., southward to Bridgboro, 32 miles. J. S.
Ashburn, Ga., is President.

traffic

Betts,

—

Georgia. Florida & Alabama. The Quincy extension, which
runs from Havana, Fla., westward to Quincy, 11.3 miles, has been
opened for business. (May 18, 1906.)

—

Great Northern. On Tuesday, June 12, the last rail was laid
(See
on the Sioux City-Ashland connection with the Burlington.
Construction Record.

Hillcrest Railway, Coal & Coke.— The bill to Incorporate this
to be reported by the Railroad Committee.
It proposes to incorporate a company with a capital of $500,000,
and bonding powers to the extent of $30,000 a mile to build a railroad from Morrisey, B. C, via Crow's Nest Pass to Hillcrest
Junction, on the Canadian Pacific, and Cardston, Alberta, with
branch lines to Pincher Creek, and to certain local coal and oil fields.

company was ordered

—

Hudson River & Eastern Traction. The New York Siate Board
of Railroad Commissioners on June 11th granted a certificate of
public convenience and necessity to this company to build from
Ossining (Sing Sing), N. Y., east through Briarcliff Manor and
Pleasantville to Sherman Park, nine miles.

Lake City & Eastern.

—The

Osceola branch of this
road, running from Dell, Ark., to Osceola, 19.5 miles, together with
a two-mile branch from this line to Luxora, have been opened for

Jonesboro,

—

Las Vegas & Tonopah. This road is now in operation for 73
miles from Las Vegas, Nev., on the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt
Lake, via Indian Springs to a point called Johnnie.
Lee County.

— Incorporated

in

Illinois

with $10,000 capital to

Both these
build a line from- Nachusa west to Nelson, 13 miles.
places are on the Chicago & North-Western, and the new line is
It is to
to be built to shorten the road between the places named.
be known as the Nelson cut-off. The incorporators are C. & N.-W.
men, viz.: J. M. Whitman, M. Hughitt and J. B. Redfield, of Chicago; W. A. Gardner, of Evanston, and H. R. McCollough, of Lake
Forest, 111.

—

and

Leroy & Southern. Incorporated in Illinois, with $2,000 capital
office at Bloomington, to build a line from Leroy in McLean

County, southwest to Waynesville in Dewitt County, 2a miles. The
incorporators are:
A. H. Shelby and J. A. Taylor, of Bloomington;
A. Hinton and L. A. Hint on, of Normal, and G. W. Shelby, of
Wapella.

Live Oak, Perry & Gulf.-— The Live Oak, Perry & Gulf Railroad
Live Oak. Fla., to Hampton Springs, 49 miles, an
extension having been put in operation from Perry. Fla.. to Hampton Springs, 5 miles. Also a branch has been completed and opened
for business which runs from Mayo Junction westward to Mayo ami

now runs from

Alton, 14.3 miles.

Manila Railroad.

— Incorporated

capital by R. Schuster, of Speyer
ray, of Hasbrouck Heights, N. J.

&

in
Co.;

New
W.

Jersey with $100,000
Taylor and J. RattCo. have take
a co
F.

Speyer &

t

Philippine Islands, and it is believed
has been organized to carry out this work.

to build railroads in the

trad

that this

new line is to be an indebetween Pittsburg and MeKeesport. The cost of the work will be about $6,000,000. Plans
and surveys have all been completed.
the

company

Napierville Junction Ham. way.

See Delaware &

Hudson.

New York

City Rapid Transit Routes, The Commissionei
appointed by the Appellate Division of tin' Supreme Court,
posed nl' James A. Donnelly. Paul I.. Klernan ami Julius (,. Krei
have filed a report favoring Hie construction of Hie proposed Van
Cortlandt Park Rapid Transit route. The proposed route is an
extension of the pre en1 wesl side subwaj Bystem from Bt >adway,
at 230th street, in the Bronx, north along Broadwaj t" a point be
yond 242d street and opposite the entrance i" the park. This Is i<>
al
be an elevated structure, and ami co
$740,000.
i

1

Pittsburg & Laki Erie. A. contract has been given bj this
panj to the Midland Steel Co., of Pittsburg, I'm- the steel to i"'
lo Midland, I'M.
nn ;ui extrusion nl' n:
we:
i

I

com

company; the

says that the

latter

pendent passenger and

freight

line,

—

Pittsburg Subway. Ordinances will be introduced in the Pittsburg Council during the present month authorizing this company
to build a tunnel from Oliver avenue and Smithfield street to Center
avenue near Luna Park, where connection is to be made with surface lines. The company proposes to spend about $20,000,000.

—

This road has been
northwest to Ligonier. Connection is
made at the latter place with the Ligonier Valley from Ligonier
The new road shortens the disto Latrobe on the Pennsylvania.
tance from Somerset to Pittsburg about 40 miles, and was built to
develop a large timber and coal section. It is supposed that it was
built in the interests of the Goulds, and that it is to be extended
south to Meyersdale, about 20 miles, where connection can be made
with the Wheeling short line of the Wabash system.
Pittsburg,

Westmoreland & Somerset.

opened from Somerset,

Pa.,

—

Rio Grande, Sierra Madre & Pacific. This company, it is said,
through the Sierra Madre Mountains southwest to Topolobampo on the Pacific Coast. Surveys are now being made by
Chief Engineer J. P. Halihan. It is said that a route has beem
found through the Sierra Madre, and that the line will shortly be
located.
When built, this line will be a competitor of the Kansas:
City, Mexico & Orient to the west coast of Mexico.
will extend

—

San Saba Valley. Contracts are soon to be let by this company for building its line. The proposed route is from Antelope'
Gap, on the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, west to Crothers. about 50'
miles.
(June 1, p. 161.)

—

South Dakota Central. This South Dakota roa. which runs;
from Sioux Falls to Wentworth, 36 miles, has been extended from
Wentworth-to Rutland, 6.2 miles.
1

.

—A contract

is reported let by this company to EdingKnoxville. to build new yards at Asheville, X. C
The contract calls for removing 250,000 cubic yards of earth. The
work is to be started shortly.

Southern.

ton

traffic.

175

&

Griffith, of

Sumter & Choctaw.

— The

Sumter & Choctaw Railway

—

Southern Pacific. This company has commenced the rt on>
struction of its South Pacific Coast branch, known as the "'Narrow
Gage," as far as Watsonville. The entire road through to Santa.
Cruz will be rebuilt at standard gage. The line will probably be
widened as far as Boulder Creek within four months. Several
tunnels will have to be widened.
1

—

Tidewater Development Co. Incorporated in Alabama, with
$100,000. by .1. M. Dewberry, R. H. Little and J. \V. Donnelly, with
The company
other capitalists of Birmingham and Tuscaloosa.
proposes to establish and operate steamship lines on the Warrl ir,
Tombigbee, Alabama, Coosa, Mobile and other rivers and 10 build
Franchises have
electric railroads and power stations in Alabama.
already been secured for building an electric line from Tuscaloosa
The company expectt to build
to Gadsden through Birmingham,
numerous ther similar lines in the state. J. M. Dewberry Is Presl
dent; Lewis Miller. Vice-President, and J. W. Donnelly. Secretary.
1

This company aft r a five years' campaign bus se
an entrance into profitable Pittsburg freight territory by
completing a connection with the Union Railway, The Wabash
Side Belt
Pittsburg terminal is four miles long from the We
Railway, a bunt switching road, at a point one mile east of I'.
Shannon, to the head waters or Thompson's Run. At this point,
the Junction or this new line with the Monongahela Southern R
subsidiary companj
The M. S. is
road, a yard is being built.
it
the United States Steel Corporation,
Is
seven miles bum. ami
extends to
connection on ibe Monongahela river al Duqtu tu
with the Union Railroad of the United States Steel Corporation
the Wabash an entry Into the mills
The line just completed givi
to secure
of the Carnegie Steel Co., and enables
tgreed upon before the
which •
of the company's shipment
United Stat
lai negle
Steel
absorption of the
Corporal Ion.

Wabash.

id

1

;i

;i

11

I

<

.

1

I

Petition has bi en made
w
11 k\
Pacific.
ipi
irs for a
»l
San Francisco B
on
Thi company Is prepa n d to begin
1

u

ed

I

the

"

Ifi

1

Pittsburo & Tube City, a franchise baa
Id
n asked to
Pittsburg, I'a.. bj thl
c
pany, which proposes to build a terminal
line giving entrance to Pittsburg, to tin Erie, the Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern ami other roads. The proposed route is from Try
1

and Fourth avenue east to the citj line
Charles S Cameron
chief promoter of the line, ami former Senator Let
coun el for

Btreet
is

now

is

in operation from Bellamy, Ala., on the Southern, to Nix, 7 miles.
It reaches mills and logging camps of the Allison Lumber Co., and
is operated on irregular schedule for freight and passenger service.
E. F. Allison, Bellamy, Ala., is President.

do so has
granted
the line of the franchise asked
the « atei
ont at a r Tv
1

1

1

ippl led

[01

<

onni

on

tor three yea
I

1

thoroughfare
igh a tunnel
streeta terminal
ter

tti

1

t

lai

It
then turn: northwesterly
Indiana Btreet
the Potrero bills to the Ninth and Brannan

to
in
[I

!

1

1

aid

that

the

change

In

the plant

for
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applied (or was on account of the Oi an
litfe flr'sl
having recentlj secured a franchise on practically the
wen
The proposed line begins on the water Eronl al
e.
New York, Indiana,
lii IM
Other streets to be traversed are:
street.
Iowa, Pennsylvania avenue. Wan Bruno avenue, Channel street and

portion

of

compared

with a
1905 of $1,322,406.

the

Shore road

i

Brannan

New
I'i

street.

Paul & Sanlt Ste. Marie north to a point near Crandon Junction
through Winnebago,. Outagamie, Shawano. Langlade and Poresl
nties, approximately 125 milts; much of the right of way has
been secured. .1. S. .tones and II. C. Adams, of. Chicago; M. I» Keith
and S. Shore, of Crandon; M. J. Walreck, Shawano; R. H. Edwards,
likosh,

and others, are

interested.-

Peri

Alton—This company, which is a reorganization of the
Chicago & Alton Railroad and the Chicago & Alton Railway,
effected a few months ago. has declared its initial dividend of
2 per cent, on the $'899,300 cumulative preferred stock and 2
per cent, on the $19,557.90(1 4 per cent, non-cumulative preferred
1-906-.

—

This company, incorporated several years
ago with $10,000 capital stock, has been organized with F. H.
Rawson, President of the North Chicago Street R. R. and of the
West Chicago Sireet K. R.. as President, and II. II. Blain,
receiver of the North and West lines, as Vice-President and G E.
Adams. H. H: Blarn, J. H.- Eckels, W. N. Eisenbrath. .1. W. Gary.
F. H. Rawson and one other to be named later, as directors.
This company, it is "expected, 'will take over the holdings of the
Chicago Union Traction; in the securities of the North Chicago
Street R. R. and the West Chicago Street R. R., both of which
It is to issue $50,are leased to the Chicago Union Traction.
.000,000 4 per cent, bonds, which will be used to retire $17.(100,000
outstanding of the total authorized issue of $30,000,000 Illinois
Tunnel Co. first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1928 and to
refund other* issues.

Chicac.o Union;Traction.

Cleveland, Painesville
Painesville

&

— (See Chicago Railways Co.)
& Ashtabula (Electric). — See

Cleveland,

—

t

east to Ashtabula.

—

St. L. ).
The shareholders have
approved the. authorized issue of $1,000,000 5 per cent, second
mortgage bonds of 1935; They also voted to increase the common stock from $4,2S3,100 to $5,335,600 and the preferred from
$763,500 to $1,164,400.. (June 1, p. 162.)

Des Moines & Fort Dodge (M. &

—

A quarterly dividend of 2' t per cent,
has been declared payable to stockholders of record on June 20
on the $35,000,1)00 common stock. Since July,. 1905, the quarterly
dividend has been 2 per cent: With this stock on a 9 per cent,
annual dividend basis, the shareholders who did not exchange
their holdings for the i':. per cent. Interborough-Metropolitan
bonds do not seem to lose by their non-participation.

In 11.11uoK011.11 Rapid Transit.

Minneapolis &

St. Louis.

— See

Des Moines & Fort Dodge.

New Haven & Northampton. — This company, which is
New York, New Haven & Hartford, which owns its

leased by the
entire capital
stock, has made a mortgage to the Treasurer of the State of
per cent.
Connecticut, trustee, tosecure an issue of $111,0110,0011
bonds of 1956, guaranteed by the N. Y.. X. H. & H. The' purpose
of this issue is as follows:
$2,000,000 to reimburse the N. Y..
N. H. & H. for the redemption several years ago of that amount
of N. H. & N. bonds; $1,900,000 to refund at maturity bonds
falling due in 1909 and 1911, and the remainder for doubletracking, elimination of grade crossings and improvements in
New Haven and at other- places.
1

New York

City Railway.— The report for the quarter ended March
31 shows a distinct improvement over the corresponding quarter
of 1905. Gross earnings were $3,960,771. an increase of $321,304.

The operating expenses decreased

$68,916, leaving net earnings
increase of $390,220.
After interest and other
Charges; including' the 7 per cent, guaranteed dividend on the
$52,000,000 capitnT stock of the Metropolitan Street Railway Co.
(the lessor of the road), the deficit amounted to $926,367 as
$1,562,313,

an

(

'i >

i-

The car ferry lines between Ludington, Mich.,
WIrC,
Kewaunee, Manitowoc and Milwaukee, Wis., formerly operated
bj the Pere Marquette Steamship Company, are now operated
by the Pere Marquette Railroad.

—

—

—

reported that this company intends to
companies controlled by it. The
Clinchfield Coal Corporation is being organized with $10,000,000
capital stock to take over the Cranes Nest Coal & Coke Co., the
Dawson Coal & Coke Co., and the Clinchfield Coal Co., conAnother
trolling, it is said, about 350,000 acres of coal land.
company, the Cumberland Corporation, is to control the Clinchfield Corporation, and also the South & Western Railroad, now
in operation from Johnson City, Tenn., to Sprucepine, N. C,
and building to connections with the S. A. L. and other roads.

Seaboard Air Line.
consolidate

some

It

is

of the coal

—Lee,

Higginson & Co., Boston, are offering, at a price
per cent., $9,000,000 4% per cent, equipment trust
certificates due in semi-annual instalments from August 1, 1906,
These certificates are secured
to February 1, 1921, inclusive.
by a mortgage to the Fidelity Trust Co., Philadelphia, as trustee,
of 100 locomotives and 10,000 freight cars.

111111N-.

to yield

Painesville & Eastern
Electric). This company,
which has outstanding .$1,606,000 capital stock and $1,402,000
bonds, has acquired two-thirds of the $1,000,000 outstanding
capital stock of. the Cleveland, Painesville & Ashtabula at a price
said to be $20. a share. The C, P, & E. has trackage rights over
the Cleveland Electric from Cleveland. Ohio, to Euclid. It owns
23 miles of road from the last-named place eastward along the
shore of Lake Erie to Painesville, where it connects with the
C, P. & A., which" operates 30 miles of road from Painesville

Cleveland.

u v n \
A semiannual dividend of 3 per cent, has
been declared on the $60,000,000 outstanding stock. The annual dividends paid in December, L904, and December, 1905,
were
per i"iil., and in (903 and 1902, 4 per cent.

Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chii vgo & St. Louis. A semi-annual dividend of 2V5 per cent, has been declared on the $27,456,099 preferred stock. The previous dividend was 2 per cent., the rate
paid semi-annually since 1899.

S01

Eastern.'

North-

A meeting of the shareholders of this company,
recently sold to the United Railways & Investment Co. of San
Francisco, has been called for August 14 to authorize an increase in the common stock from $30,000,000 to $36,000,000. The
proceeds will be used to reimburse the company for the purchase
of the capital stock of the Beaver Valley Traction Co. and the
Washington & Hammondsburg. The remainder will be used to
provide additional power facilities for the Allegheny County
Light Co. and the Pittsburg Railways Co., and for other improvements and expenses.

Chicago &

ir>.

dining the corresponding quarter of

New Hamn & Hartford — (See New Haven &

Philadelphia Co.

stock to stockholders of record June

deficit

.".
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Chicago Railways Co.

Yoke.
ampton.

NNNvi.v snia

Wisconsin & NoBTHERN.—Incorporated with $1,000,000 caplt
Wisconsin to build from Menasha, Wis., on the Minneapolis, si
1

in

Vol. XL., No. 24.

4%

—

Velasco, Brazos & Northern. The foreclosure sale of this 20-mile
Texas road will take place on July 3. (June 1, p. 162.)

—

The directors have approved of a plan for the redemption
of the $26,500,000 outstanding debenture "B" 6 per cent, noncumulative bonds. No interest has ever been paid on these

Wabash.

bonds, and about a year ago a protective committee was formed
to determine the rights of the bondholders, since it was understood that the net earnings of the company had been used for
improvements so that there was no surplus available to pay the
interest on these bonds, which are a prior lien upon the main
line from Toledo to Chicago, and from Chicago to St. Louis.
Negotiations were entered into with the company, and it has
finally agreed, subject to ratification by the shareholders, of a
The Wabash is to
plan, the substance of which is as follows:
issue about $200,000,000 4 per cent, consolidated mortgage bonds;
the debenture B's are to be exchanged for 70 per cent, of their
face value in these new bonds, 50 per cent, in common stock,
and 50 per cent, in preferred stock. The directors have referred
the matter to the committee, who will put the plan in shape to
present it at a shareholders' meeting to be called later. It is
understood that the Gould interests control about $15,000,000
of the outstanding debenture B's. The new bond issue will also
be used to retire the $3,500,000 debenture A bonds, and for other
purposes. To carry out the above plan, it will be necessary to
issue $13,250,000 new preferred stock.

Wisconsin Central.

— This

company has

filed

amended

articles

of

incorporation giving it power to take over the Owen & Northern
and the Lake Superior & South-Eastern. The first-named company has completed 42% miles of road from Owen, Wis., northwest to Ladysmith, and the other company has under construction 112 miles of road from Ladysmith to Duluth.
This company has sold to a syndicate of bankers $7,000,000
Superior and Duluth division and terminal first mortgage 30year 4 per cent, bonds.

—

Youncstown & Ohio River. The Pittsburg, Lisbon & Western, a
subsidiary company of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, has leased
that part of its line extending from Salem, Ohio, to a connection
with the Erie Railroad at Washingtonville, Ohio, to the Youngstown & Ohio River Railroad, which now operates this line. A
meeting of the stockholders has been called to increase the
authorized capital stock from $10,000 to $1,700,000.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
The Indiana State Railroad Commission, acting on the complaint of Slader. a coal merchant of New Albany, finds that certain
rates on coal over the Southern Railway are excessive; and has
ordered a reduction of about 40 per cent.

A press despatch from Omaha, June 13, reported the through
trains of the Northern Pacific as passing through that city and
eastward over the Burlington road for five days, the Northern Pacific
having been blocked

A

in

North Dakota for that length

law passed by the

last

of time.

legislature of the State of Virginia

and which went into

effect on June 15, requires that all the railroads of the State shall sell mileage tickets at 2 cents a mile, but
no road has complied with the law, and the newspapers are wondering what is going to be done about it.

In Fort Wayne, Ind., according to the Journal, of that city, the
of residents who work on trains is 1,950, and their average
monthly earnings is $222,500. It is estimated that there are 'over
1,200 Pennsylvania employees, 425 of the New York, Chicago & St.
Louis and 270 of the Grand Rapids & Indiana.

number

Vice-President Besler, of the Central of New Jersey, has incity officers of Elizabeth, N. J., 11 miles from Jersey
City, that the road intends to establish there a large freight yard,
to serve as an annex to the facilities of its New York terminals.
The Elizabeth yard is to be 500 ft. wide and 4,000 ft. long.

formed the

Congressman Sherman, of New York, has reported in the
House a bill to require railroads to check baggage through to a
passenger's destination even though his ticket be in two parts, as,
for example, when the ticket on a road beyond the originating line
is in the shape of a mileage ticket with which the originating line
has nothing to do.

The Wheeling (W. Va.) Intelligencer makes out that the 2cent fare law in the State of Ohio has proved of more advantage to
the railroads than to the people. The railroads have run few or
none of the cheap excursions which formerly were common, and
clergymen, politicians and others who formerly paid half fare or
rode for nothing now pay full rates.
In the United States District Court at Kansas City, June 13, the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy was found guilty of granting illegal
discounts on shipments for export to Europe. The judge deferred
sentence until June 22. These indictments were based on the same
facts as those reported in connection with the indictment of certain shippers, the meat packers, reported last week.
It
is announced in Omaha that beginning with July 1 fares
on the Union Pacific in Colorado, Wyoming and Utah will be recents a mile, 01 higher, to 3 cents a null'
in <'<] from tin' li;isis of
and that the change will make a reduction in through fares between the East and the Pacific Coast. The commercial bodies of
I

<

The Ohio Central lines have lately run an excursion from
Gauley, W. Va., to Detroit, 420 miles, at a round trip fare of $4,
and the two trains carrying the excursion were filled with about
1,300 people.
As this excursion traversed the whole length of the
State of Ohio from south to north, some of the people of that State,
who feel that under the 2-cent fare law the railroads are abusing
them by withholding cheap excursions, are said to have been more
or less irritated at the sight of the West Virginians. The gall
manifested in thus favoring Gauley was warmly resented. Some
comfort was found, however, in the fact that the only people who
could make use of this excursion were those who were willing to
rise at the "weird hour" of 4 o'clock in the morning.

A reporter at Columbus, Ohio, has discovered that a passenger
can travel from that city to New York all the way by daylight.
Train No. 28 of the Pennsylvania leaves Columbus at 3:50 a. m.
and connects at Pittsburg with No. 44, arriving in New York at 7
There is a wait of 45 minutes at Pittsburg. The distance is
p. m.
about 633 miles. If the reporter could only have arranged this
scheme with westbound trains, which can make more or less headway in overtaking the sun, he could have figured a journey from
150 to 200 miles longer, as train No. 44 reaches New York about
an hour before dark. Train No. 8 of the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern could travel by daylight about the same distance (Cleveland to New York), if it should leave Cleveland an hour and a half
late.

Making and Unmaking Shippers.
— Whom he would he slew, and whom

v:19:

Daniel

he would

he kept alive.

The

nastiest part of the revelations regarding the Pennsylvania
is that chapter relating to the treatment of citizens who attempted
to open coal mines without the advice or consent of the railroad.

The testimony

of one of the Vice-Presidents of the road is that he
"discouraged new openings." and that he refused applicants sidetracks.
If they got past him and secured them from higher officials,
the testimony of other Pennsylvania minions is that the shippers
were harassed and worried by the lack of cars until they either
quit or bribed the understrappers of the road with shares of stock
to send them adequate supplies.
Despotism could surely go no farther than this. The railroad which held itself out to be a common
carrier bound by its charter to treat all alike, undertook either in
the pursuance of a policy or merely from caprice it matters not
which to regulate a private business, to control the supply of an
important product and to declare who should be miners and who
should not. The more this unblushing testimony is examined, the
more irritating clnes it appear: the more does it raise in the minds
of the people a doubt of the efficacy or character of any private
management of railroads.
The lid has
n partialis HI
It must be taken off entirely, though the smell should drive men as
high up as Cassatt himself to disgraceful retirement
Minneapolis

—

—

.

.

.

I

Journal.

Opening

the states affected were surprised by the announcement.

On June

of the Teltow Canal in Germany.
Emperor of Germany inaugurated a new .anal
provides readier communication between the Oder

2d the

The Southern Railway has applied to the court at Raleigh,
C, for a temporary injunction to resirain Hie Stale Corporal ion
Commission from interfering with the schedules of trains to and
from Greensboro, N. C. The railroad claims that Hie action of Hie
Commission in this matter was taken in the interest of a newspaper which desired to have Hie hange made Cor ils own sellish

system which
and the Elbe. Cor six years the undertaking has been uinl,
waj
and
has cost over $10,000,000.
The canal is 26 miles long, and
only craft which are electrically hauled will be allowed on it. The
municipality of Teltow has been responsible for all the cost and
has also built a power station from which energy is derived to

purpose.

operate ihe small hauling locomotives along the tow-path, to light
the canal from end to end, and to work certain electric ralln
which, together with some steam tramroads, have been laid out as
part of the undertaking.
The hauling locomotives are equal
load of t,E
ions, including the weight •>! the crafl
[Tie monopoly
which the municipality has obtained Is such that evei
a tug
will have to shut down and submit to being hauled i>> elect rh
In depl
and width the TeltOfl anal nill'nt Ills to othl
man pracl Ice, thus helping to
neral unlfo
the Empire,

N.

,

The
ford,

which have been

years, are to be taken

appears in a Hartford
perior Court In a sun
Britain complaining of
cars will
a

he restored

New

York. New Haven & Hart
run between Hartford and Bristol [or several
Tins announcement
oft the Brsl of Angus'.
paper, and is based on a decision of the Su
brought by or on behalf of citizens of New
the third rail. The track used by the electric

third-rail electric cars of the

to

double track for steam

its

former use

ol

Ihe

I

wo

lines of

traini

i

it

•

li

I

I

i

In a suit brought bj the Mystic Milling Company the Supreme
Court of Iowa has decided thai a railroad Is nol compelled to Bwltch
cars in or I'lom private sidings.
The Mystic Milling Companj re
fused to pay a demurrage bill of ?1 i. claiming thai bills amounting
to more than this amount were due from the railroad for delays.
si
Paul, thereupon refused to
The road, the Chicago. Milwaukee
deliver cars to the mill's track, and suit was brought against it for
The milling company claimed discriminate
$10,000 damages.
Hie ground that cars were still being awltched to the private tracl
of other parties, bul the court sustained the railroad,
>v-

New

Buildings for the Baltimore

&

Ohio.

contract for th
tlon of a new passenger station for the
Baltimore & Ohio, al Defiance, Ohio, has been let to P \
Bra of Defiance; and one to Q u
tai h i
D
k

for

at

i

Sandu

I

ai

Chicago Junction thi Baltimore A Ohio
tcommodate 15 en Im
a mai blni
coal tipple and a sand house.
\t
Washington
houses are to be built, each fOl
i

(

will

i

,

D
a

erect

a

round

atorehou
C two round-

machine shop

a

1
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.ml storehouse, signal towers and other buildings
connection with the terminal work. A new passenger
station is also to be built, at Mt. Vernon, Ohio, at a cost of about
$20,0imi.
'niis station will be of pressed brick, with stone trimmings
and tile roof. The bids for all of this work must be received hy

powci

!

ou

to be used

e

oil

in

the Engineering

Department by June

25.

Date for Bids for Tunneling Work in New Zealand.
The New Zealand Government has extended the time for receiving bids for piercing the 5% mile tunnel through the mountain at
Arthurs Pas., to .July 23, 1906. (See Railroad Gazette, June 1, p.
i

Manhattan Bridge Contract Let.
York City Board of Estimate and Apportionment has
instructed Bridge Commissioner James \V. Stevenson to let the contract for building the steel towers and- the suspended superstructure
of the Manhattan bridge to the Parker-Ryan Construction Co. at
Under the terms of the contract, the bridge
its bid of $6,493,223.
The

Ww

is to be ready for traffic Dec. 15. 1903.
furnishing of about 40,000 tons of steel.

New York

The work includes

the

A blower built by the B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston, has been inend of the Gallitzin Tunnel on the Pennsylvania.
The air is driven into the tunnel through a sheet iron hood, and
drives the smoke of the locomotive forward so that the tunnel is
free from gas while the train is going through it.

The city of Vancouver, B. C, will ask bids for building a steel
bridge over False creek harbor. The structure at Greenville street
will be 2,250 ft. long, with an additional 1,000 ft. at Westminster
avenue. The cost of the improvements will be about $500,000. Arthur
McEvoy. City Clerk, Vancouver, may be addressed.
The Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland Traction Co., Cincinnati,
installing a plant to supply power for its 21-mile extension now
under construction from Milford, Ohio, to Blanchestor. The equipment will consist of two Allis-Chalmers horizontal cross compound
is

heavy duty engines, driving two "Bullock" type 500-k.w„
three-phase. 400-volt generators; also exciters, rotary
and other apparatus made by the Allis-Chalmers Co.

Central Electric Locomotive at Atlantic City.

which the General Electhe American Locomotive Company are furnishing
for the electrification of the New York Central lines in New York
Its capacity under ordinary workCity was shown at Atlantic City.
said
to
be
the
it
is
ing conditions is 2,200 h.p., and

One

tric

phia Rapid Transit Co., and reported in the Railroad Gazette of
June 1. have been changed, and the Curtain Supply Co.'s ring fixtures, No, 48, with projecting pins and without handles, are to be
used instead of Acme curtain fixtures.
stalled at the lower

New

158.
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of the 100-ton electric locomotives

Company and

>i^

The General Electric Co., which
Savings Bank Building at Oakland,

now has an

25-cycle,

converters

office in

the Union

has leased rooms in the
new Monadnock Building, San Francisco, which, it is expected,
will be ready for occupation by June 15, 1907. Land has been leased
and a temporary warehouse has been built at Emeryville close to
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and the Southern Pacific tracks.
Work has been started on a permanent building at that place.

The Wellman-Street

steel

hopper

Cal.,

car,

which was

first

exhibited

at the 1903 M. C. B. convention at Saratoga, was again on exhibition
at Atlantic City this year after having been in constant and regular
service for three years, it is said, without repairs except to minor
parts.
The car has been in coal and ore service between Pittsburg
and Ashtabula, which is very severe for such equipment. The car
is in excellent condition, showing practically no corrosion or other
bad results from the service. The claims of Mr. C. F. Street, the
patentee, are thus being verified in a gratifying way. This car was
described in the Railroad Gazette, July 31, 1903.

Iron and Steel.
The Chicago Junction Railway has bought
to

Electric Locomotive tor the

New York

Central.

3,500 tons of rails,

be delivered in 1907.

D. E. Ryan, Secretary of the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario,
asking for bids for 85,000 tons of 80-lb. rails, open-hearth or Bessemer, also for the necessary fastenings, and for 1,545,000 ties.
is

The locomotive is
electric locomotive in the world.
the same type as the famous "6,000" which has so many times
distanced its steam competitor while working out on the test track
on the New York Central road near Schenectady, but bears on its
side the number 3.404, and the inscription "New York Central Lines."
The locomotive attracted much attention at the Pennsylvania side
track, where it is in charge of representatives of the two companies
which have been co-operating in its manufacture. The electric locomotive is primarily on the ground to serve as an actual example of
what the Master Mechanics are likely to encounter in their daily
work within a few years.
most powerful

The Interborough Rapid Transit Co. is in the market for 4,000
tons of 100-lb. rails; the Southern Pacific is inquiring for 15,000 tons
of rails; the St. Louis & San Francisco is negotiating for 23,000 tons
of rails, and the Mexican Cen'ral and the National of Mexico for
The Missouri Pacific has bought 26,000 tons; the
10,000 tons each.
Florida East Coast 11,000 tons, and the Lehigh & Hudson 15,000 tons
The Missouri Pacific, it is said, has also bought
for 1907 delivery.
10,000 tons for 1906; the Western Maryland 4,000 tons; the Baton
Rouge. Hammond & Eastern 1,600 tons; the Morris County Traction
Co. 1,600 tons, and the Chesapeake & Ohio 2,000 tons for 1906 delivery.

Manufacturing and Business.

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit has ordered,
from the Schoen Steel Wheel

ery, 1,000 car wheels

for
Co.

August

deliv-

OBITUARY NOTICES.

The firm of F. M. Hicks & Co., locomotive builders, has been
succeeded by the Hicks Locomotive & Car Works, Chicago, 111.

W. J. Cudworth, Engineer of the Southern division of the NorthEastern (England), died on June 5 at the age of 90.

The Mitsu Bishi Dock Yard & Engine Works, Japan, have
dered two car loads of Falls Hollow Stay Bolt Co.'s iron bars.

F. W. 'Webb, the former distinguished Chief Mechanical Engineer of the London & North-Western, who retired four years ago,
died at Bournemouth. England, on June 4. A sketch of Mr. Webb's
life was published in the Railroad Gazette of Dec. 12, 1902, p. 953.

or-

The New York office of the Camel Co., Chicago, makers of railroad specialties and supplies, has been moved from 95 Liberty street
to 11

Broadway.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

The Dayton Pneumatic Tool Co., Dayton, Ohio, have moved into
their new plant at 435 East First street, where additional machinery
has been installed.
O. E. Shields has been appointed manager of the Railroad Water
Softening Department of the Pittsburg Filter Manufacturing Co.,
with office at Pittsburg, Pa.
of Public Service of Toledo, Ohio, is having plans
the Osborne Engineering Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, for a
reinforced concrete bridge about 1,100 ft. long over the Maumee

The Board

made by

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
Indiana.—H. M. Large has been appointed Master
Grand Rapids
Car Builder, with office at Grand Rapids, Ind.
Pana7tia.—C. H. Mead, General Car Foreman of the Iowa Central,
has been appointed Master Car Builder of the Panama.
<t-

Southern.—W.

F.

Sheffield, Ala.,

Moran has been appointed Master Mechanic

at

succeeding C. B. Cramer, resigned.

river, to cost $750,000.

tool

The Quincy, Manchester, Sargent Co. has
business to the Pittsburg Pneumatic Tool

Barrett R
interested.

The

Controller

of

Currency.

sold
Co.,

its

pneumatic

Canton, Ohio.

Washington,

D.

C,

is

specifications for the cars recently ordered by the Philadel-

Operating Officers.
Brookhaven <( Pearl River.— A. C. Enochs has been appointed General Manager, with office at Brookhaven, Miss., succeeding J. H.
Scott.

Colorado

<(

Wyoming.—C.

S.

Robinson, General Superintendent, has

1

June
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neer of Maintenance of Way. He was made Assistant to the
General Manager in July, 1905.
P. E. Crowley, Assistant General Superintendent, has been
appointed General Suthe
perintendent of

resigned. J. B. McKennan has been appointed Superintendent
at Pueblo, Colo., succeeding George Van Brimer.
.(
Railway Co.— R. E. Agnew has been appointed
Superintendent, succeeding F. A. Lattig, resigned. See National
of Mexico.
Grand Trunk. L. G. Coleman, Trainmaster at Montreal, Que., has
been appointed Assistant Superintendent at Ottawa, Ont.

El Oro Mining

Western

—

—

sylvania divisions, with
office at Syracuse, N. Y.
Mr. Crowley was born
in 1864 and began railroad work in 1878 as a
telegraph operator on

succeeding F. Barrera, resigned.

New

York Central & Hudson River.—A. H. Smith has been appointed
Vice-President of all the lines east of Buffalo except the Boston & Albany.
He retains also the title of General Manager.
Mr. Smith has spent his
entire railroad service
on New York Central
lines, beginning in 187S
as a messenger boy on
the Lake Shore & Mich
igan Southern. He had
the good quality of
being unsatisfied, and in
minor service changed

he

whenever
chance

the Erie. He was made
train despatcher in 1885
and, in 1889, was appointed to the same
position on the N. Y. C.
& H. R. He was promoted to be chief train

got a
how

learn

to

Pennsylvania division,
Superintendent in 1904.
C. F. Smith, Assistant General Superintendent, has been
appointed General Superintendent of the Eastern district, havof

men and whs

a bridge carpenter when
his opportunity came.
The Kalamazoo division

was

in

bad

shape

in

and he put it in
order. He had the habit
of being out on the line,
and learned the art of
seeing. He had like

Putnam

'

division

and. later, as
Secretary to the Assistant General
Superintendent,
he
was,
in

u s u a

Hardin

Ala.,

Southern,
left

to

go

in

road

the
to

now
1.890

In

college,

C, L, Harris. Assistant Superintendent al Birmingham,
has been appointed Assistant Superintendent al Knoxville,

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
itlanta, Birmingham d Atlantic- P. s.
first Vice-President,
G. D. Wadlej

Manager, has been elected Second
Manager, r. k. Cuiiinane ha
Ing c. F, Redding

:

Danville,

cf-

Tenn.

in
born
1808
a n d
graduated
from the University of
South Carolina in 189
le began lalllil el
er\
ice as a telegra ph oper
ator on the Richmond

&

San Francisco.- .1. K. Hutchinson, Superintendent of
Terminals at Kansas City. .Mo., has been also appointed Superintendent at Fort Scott, Kan., H. S. Mitchell having been given
leave of absence on account of poor health.

Louis

Southern.

was

I

and

to the General Manager and. two
years later, chief clerk to the Superintendent of the Western
division.
He was appointed chief clerk to the General Superin endent in 1S9S and, in 1902, was made Superintendent of
Passenger Transportation. He has held his position as Assistant General Superintendent since 1903.

Mr.

capacity.

1

clerk

timekeeper of the Hudson division.
In 1893.
he was appointed Secretary

St.

—

made

1890.

may

equipment a duty for
which ho has shown un-

1886.

a messenger in the telegraph office at New
York. After serving as
clerk to the Superintendent of the Harlem

Manager, and will
perform "such duties as

t

since

when he began work as

eral

Inresponsibility
(or
condition
of
physical
the road, structures and

Mr.

Central

General Manager, has been ap-

may

in

is

City.

later.

be assigned to
be
him." This
taken to mean that lie
will havo an increased

and

New York
Smith was
born in 1873, and has
been on the New York

fice

July, 1903.
J. P. Bradfield, General Superintendent, has been appointed
Assistant General Manager in charge of operation. Mr. Bradfield has also spent the greater part of his railroad service on
New York Central lines. In 1882, he came from the Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern to the West Shore as train despatcher of
the Hudson River division. He was made Superintendent of
that division in 1885, and was transferred to the Buffalo division
in 1890.
Three years later he was appointed General Superintendent of the New York, Ontario & Western, but, in 1S95, went
to the New York Central and was appointed Superintendent of
the Western division. In 1903, he was made Assistant General Superintendent, and General Superintendent six months
to the

divisions,

being in charge of passenger train service in
both districts; his of-

chances on other divisions until in 1901 he became Assistant General Superintendent, then General Superintendent, of the Lake Shore: and in
1902, he was appointed General Superintendent of the New York
Central & Hudson River. He has been General Manager since

A. T. Hardin, Assistant
pointed Assistant Gen-

the

over
jurisdiction
ing
the Hudson, the River,
the
the Harlem and

1890

A. H. Smith.

despatcher the next
year and, in 1891, was
made trainmaster. In
1900, he was appointed
chief trainmaster and,
jn
lgot Su p erinten(ient
being made Assistant General

P. E. Crowley.

other work was done.
He learned the art of

handling

which

Mohawk,
the Western, the R., W.
& O. and the Penn-

P. A. Lattig, Superintendent o£ the El Oro
Mining & Railway Co., has been appointed Superintendent of
the Hidalgo & Northeastern division of the National of Mexico,

National of Mexico.

district,

consists of the

has been elected
Vice-Presldenl and Qi
Via Pre Ident and General
eeuni Secretary, sin
A.rkwrlgh.1

i

Pearl Rivet
Q C Ltgon has been appointed Auditor,
Mead, who
ai
khaven, Miss., succeedlni
B
remains General Frelghl and Passengei Igent.

Brookhaven

the
he

with

order
and

<i

office

Columbia, SFewberry
i.

went
after graduation
in
Into the Maintenance of Way Department of the Southern,
1898 lie weni to the New York Central ae supervisor and Dl
vision Engineer of the Eastern division,
He was made Engl
ueer of Track the nexl year and. In 1903, was appointed Engl-

Auditor, with
resigned,

Columbus

A

General
G,

Reevi

A

offli

Southern.

Laurens.
e al

C

F. C,

Manager, with

S.

W, Parham has been appointed

mbia, S

Hector has

office

al

C

uccei ding

I

i

n elei

ed

Columbus, Ohio

Pi
-

D

Mlllei

Idenl

and

ling J.

n
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Alfred Walter lias been elected President, with

Shore.

st

md

>

Jacksonville,
elected also Seoretarj
..tli.

a1

t

Kansas City Southern.
more i: Ohio and

—

L.

Cooper. Vice-President, with
R. L. Nutt. Treasurer, has been
Fla.
ucceeding T. G. Williams.

F

a.

T.

formerly Presidmi of

I

tin-

Haiti

Rock Island Company, has been
Director and Chairman of the Executive Committee,
ted
ceding, in the last named position, Hermann Sielcken, who
has been elected to the new cilice of Chairman ot the Hoard.
later ol

the
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iron brake-beams, Perfecto brake-shoes, Climax
headlights. Sellar injectors, Bronze Journal bea
piston and valve rod packings, Crosby safety valves, Leach sand
dc.iccs. Nathan sight-feed lubricators, Stand.
-t.am gages, Standard tires, Chester Wheel Foundry -tec) wheel
centers and retlex water gages.
uig,

is

star

.1

i

— F.

uiMexii
Treasurer.

Millen

M.

Souther

has

been

appointed

Assistant

The Arizona

J. S. Williams is President; .1. \V. MiddenVice-President: C. T. Williams. Secretary, and F. El. Nolt-

— W.

office at

onsin

isi

d-

The Lehigh

G. Sherlock

has been appointed Assistant Auditor, with
L. Bugbee.

Guaymas, Mex.. succeeding G.

ifi

tics is in the

market

for

— W. T. Abbott

Michigan.

Traffic Officers.

—

two

steel

tank

—

Great Northern. A. L. Craig, General Passenger Agent of the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co., has been appointed Passenger
Traffic Manager of the Great Northern, succeeding F. I. Whitney, resigned
Navigation.

— See

Great Northern.

<(•

Cumberland

Terre Haute.

Valley.

Agent, with

in the

market

—

office

—

Special Officers.
H. Long has been appointed
at Cbamhersburg, Pa.

S.

i

70-ft.

interurlia.n cars

for 150 steel gon-

Real

Estate

Vraci

have.

Marion, Delaware, Ohio, has ordered
A
from the Niles Car & Manufacturing Co.

Norfolk a WesU rn is building 50 cabin cars at its Roanoke
The special equipment includes: Ajax brasses and Norfolk
Western standard paint.
77ic

The Chillicoth> Electrit Bailroad, Light a Poicer Co., Chillicothe. Ohio, has ordered lour standard single-truck, grooveless-post,
semi-convertible Brill cars from the G. C. Kuhlman Car Co.

The Erie has ordered four passenger motor cars and one combination passenger and baggage motor car from the St. Louis Car
Company. These cars will each be equipped with four 75-h.p. V
inghouse a.c. motors.
d Falls has ordered five special gondola
capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Co.. for
January. 1907. delivery. These cars will be 42 ft. 9 in. long. 10 ft.
2% in. wideband 9 ft. high, overall.

The Portland

Purchasing Agents.
F. P. Jeffries. Purchasing Agent of the
('..
R. I. & P. and the St. L. & S. P., has been also appointed
Purchasing Agent of the E. & T. H.. with office at Chicago. 111.,
succeeding W. E. Boyden, resigned.

Evansville

is

shops.
<si

—

Columbia, Newberry .( Laurens. W. J. Craig has been appointed
General Passenger Traffic Manager, and R. A. Brand. Freight
Traffic Manager.

a

England

The Columbus Delawo

has been elected Vice-President.

R. K. Nickerson has been appointed Assistant
Aroostook.
General Freight Agent, with office at Bangor. Me.
.1

Oregon Railroad

Veu

A

'hi: ago City Rt
id the Chicago Union
reported, placed orders for new electric cars

The
it is

two

Bamjur

V< u

dola cars.

I'reasurer.

U

a

cars.

Southwestern

.(

dor!'.

ora.

CAR BUILDING.

cars of 110,000

'

A

lbs.

has ordered from the J. G. Brill
delivery, two passenger cars and
one combination freight and passenger ear. These cars will have
wood bodies and underframes, the body weighing 25.000 lbs. General Electric Co. single-phase equipment will be used.

The Anderson Traction

Co.,

Co.

Philadelphia, for October

1

The Seaboard Air Line has about arranged

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
St. Louis & Nn» Francisco has ordered 20 consolidation
type locomotives; the weight on the drivers will be 160.000
lbs., and 10 switching locomotives weighing 120,000 lbs. on the
This company has also
drivers, from the American Locomotive Co.
ordered 10 ten-wheeler 4-6-0) locomotives from the American Loco-

The

t

motive Company.

The Santa Fe. Prescott d Phoenix, as reported in our issue of
June 1, has. ordered three simple consolidation (2-8-0) locomotives
from the American Locomotive Co.. for August delivery. These locomotives will weigh 144,000 lbs., with 12S.000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 19 in. x 26 in.; diameter of drivers, 50 in.; extended wagon top
boiler, with a working steam pressure of ISO lbs.; 256 tubes. 2 in. in
diameter and 13 ft. 1 in. long; Otis firebox. 10S in. x 33 in.; tank
The special
capacity, 6,000 gallons, and oil capacity, 2,500 gallons.
equipment includes: Westinghouse air-brakes, Gollmar hell ringer.
Sterlingworth brake-beams. Leeds couplers. Pyle-National electric
headlights. Ohio injector. Sullivan piston rod packings. Crosby safety
valve. Leach sanding devices, Chicago sight-feed lubricators. A.
French springs and Latrobe driving, truck and tender wheel tires.

New England has ordered

.(-

five

simple consolidation

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, for September delivery. These locomotives will weigh 151,000 lbs., with
134.000 lbs. on the drivers; cylinders, 20 in. x 26 in.; diameter of
drivers, 50 in.; straight top boiler, with a working steam pressure
sq. ft.; 280 tubes. 2 in. in diameter
of 2D0 lbs.: heating surface, 2,12
and 13 ft. 4'-.. in. long; firebox, 114 in. x 106 in.; grate area. 83
si|.
tank capacity, 5,000 gallons, and coal capacity, eight tons.
ft.;
The special equipment includes: West ingbouse-American air-brakes.
Qolmar bell ringer, Pennsylvania brake-beams, Gould couplers. Star
llights, Ohio injector, Damascus journal bearings. I'. S. metallic
piston and valve rod packings. Coale safety valve, Leach sanding
devices. Chicago sight-feed lubricators, and Crosby .-team gaj
"i

1

ft. 6 in. wide
ment includes: Seaboard Air Line standard brake-beams, brakeshoes and trucks. Westinghouse brakes. Tower couplers. Miner tandem draft rigging, and Symington journal boxes.

Washington Railway £ Electric Co. has ordered from the
Co.. for September 1 delivery, 40 closed passenger
cars.
They will have a seating capacity for 40 persons, and will
be 35 ft. 1 in. long and 8 ft. wide over all, and 8 ft. 1 in. high inside.
The bodies and underframes will be of wood. The special equipment includes: Adams & Westlake brakes. Forsyth curtain fixtures, Pantasote curtains, Valentine's paint, and Peckham trucks.
Tlie

St.

lindei
L9 in. by 26 in.: drivers. r,i in. in diameter;
top boiler, with a working steam pressure of ISO lbs.; 2)2
oal iron tubes. 2 in. in diameter and 11 ft.
In. long, with a
The firebox is 88 In. bj n In.,
ol
1,495 sq. ft.
to a
area; tank capacity, 3,500 gallons, and coal
with 15
t1
rhi
pecial equipment includi
SVi
aclty, six ton
tinghouse
alr-1
el
Golmar bell ringer. Franklin bio
121,1

Straighl

%

'

Louis Car

The Rhode Island Co., Providence, R. I., has ordered 70 cars
from the Cincinnati Car Co.. including 15 bench open cars. 13
bench open cars and closed cars. The 15 bench open cars will be
41 ft. 9 in. long and the 13 bench open cars will be 37 ft. S 4 in.
long, over all
outside to outside of bumpers I; both 15 bench and
13 bench open cars will be 8 ft. 3 in. wide, over all (outside to outside of grab handles!, and 8 ft. 1 in. high from floor to under
r;

t

side of ceiling.

The

(outside to outside of

window, and

The

8

ft.

1

ft. 7 in. long, over ail
wide at top of paneling under
high from floor to under side of' ceiling.

closed cars will be 35

bumpers
in.

i

.

s ft.

equipment for

all includes:
J. G. Brill Co.'s axl- s.
brake- beams, brake-shoes, brasses, journal boxes and trucks, Cincinnati Car Co.'s bolsters, couplers, door fastenings, doors, draft
rigging, paint, platforms, roofs, seats, springs and vestibules, National Electric Co.'s air-brakes. Curtain Supply Co.'s curtain fixtures
and material. Consolidated Car Heating Co.'s heating system, and
Griffin Wheel Co.'s wheels.

special

The Atlantii Coast Line, as reported in our issue of June 1,
has ordered 500 composite hopper bottom coal cars of 80.000 lbs.
capacity from Barney & Smith, and six express cars, two combination mail and express cars, and two postal cars from the Hicks
Locomotive and Car Works. The coal cars will weigh 34.000 lbs.
estimated), and measure 27 ft. 6 in. long. 8 ft. 10% in. wide and
10 ft. 7 in. high, inside measurements. The special equipment includes:
Pennsylvania brake-beams, Christie brake-shoes. Westinghouse brakes, lower couplers, Atlantic Coast Line door fastenings,
paint and springs; Farlow Westinghouse draft rigging, Harrison
dust guards, National Malleable Castings Co.'s journal boxes and
arch-bar trucks. The express cars, will weigh 50,000 lbs., and the
combination mail and express cars will weigh 78,000 lbs. (estimated), and both express and combination mail and express cars
ft. 6 in.
will measure 60 ft. 1'j in. long, 8 ft. 10% in. wide, and
i

The Kansas City Belt bas ordered from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works two simple six-wheel switching locomotives. They will weigh

'i

lbs.

9

(2-8-0)

The Lehigh

for 125 to 150 flat
These cars will be 42 ft. 4 in. long,
capacity.
and 4 ft. 3'4 in. high, over all. The special equip-

cars of 60.000

'

June
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The postal cars will weigh 111,000 lbs.
(estimated), and measure 60 ft. 5 in. long, 9 ft. wide and 9 ft.
5% in. high, inside measurements. The special equipment for express, combination mail and express and postal cars includes: Composite bolsters. Diamond special brake-beams, Christie brake-shoes,
Westinghouse brakes and draft rigging, Janney-Buhoup couplers,
Atlantic Coast Line standard doors, paint, roofs, springs and trucks;
Harrison dust guards, Gold heating system, Pintsch light and Pull-

Cobalt Range.

high, inside measurements.

man dummy

as saying that

—According

to reports

6, p.

in Michigan, with $1,600,-

about 100 miles. B. P. Sherman, of Bancroft,
S. Smart, of Saginaw, Vice-President.

is

President,

and James

—

a union passenger station

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton. President Eugene Zimmerman it
said denies the reports concerning the sale of the Northern
Coal & Coke Co. properties. The Northern Coal & Coke Co. and the
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton will be connected by a new line about 100"
miles long, for which surveys are being made. This work is to be
carried out by the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton and some of those interested in the Cleveland Coal & Coke Co.
is

station here.

—

Macon, Ga. The Central of Georgia, it is reported, has bought
land here as a site for car shops to cost approximately $1,000,000.

—The

Co. has been given an
order for 27,000 tons of structural steel for the new Hudson river
tunnel station on Church street.

York, N. Y.

to cost

— Organized

000, to build a line to be operated by gasolene motor cars from Farmington northwest via Byron to Corunna, and thence north to Saginaw,

—

Omaha, Neb.

(April

106.)

—

Kansas City, Mo. Application has been made by the Kansas
City Terminal Co. for incorporation with a capital of $30,000,000.
The company is being organized to build the new union passenger

shops

of Montreal, is quoted
on this proposed line.

Denver & Rio Grande. This company is reported as building
a 10-mile spur to the Utah Copper and Boston Consolidated Mines
in Utah. The cost of the work will be about $4,000,000.

is to be built here.

New

to be started shortly

Detroit & Grand Rapids.

—

Dallas, Tex.

is

Marie, thence east and south to a connection with other roads.

vestibules.

Cleveland, Ohio. Plans for the long discussed new union passenger station for Cleveland are said to be finished and an ordinance is to be introduced in the City Council authorizing the work.

•

— President L. H. Timmons,

work

Surveys have been completed, and rights of way are being secured.
The proposed route is from Haileybury, Ont., east to a point on the
shore of Lake Temiskaming, about 90 miles, thence south to Ville

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

'

1S1

— The

American Bridge

Union

Pacific

is

—

Great Northern. An officer writes that grading is under way
by A. Guthrie & Co., of St. Paul, Minn., on an extension of the
Great Northern's Aneta branch from Aneta, Nelson County, N. Dak.,

asking bids for new car

about $790,000.

Rangeley, Me.

— The

Phillips

& Rangeley

Co. is extending its

tracks to the wharves on Rangeley Lake, at which point it will put
up a new station. It will also build an additional station on Main
street in Rangeley.

Springfield, Ohio.— The C, C, C. & St. L. has plans ready for
putting up a new passenger station and improving its terminals here.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations, Surveys,

Boston & Maine.
stock for second main

— This
track.

Etc.

company has been authorized

to issue

(See Railroad Corporation News.)

—

Brooklyn Rapid Transit. The Board of Estimate of New York
City has approved the amended plans which were passed by the
Rapid Transit Commission some time ago for a four-track extension
of the B. R. T. to Bensonhurst, Bath Beach and Coney Island. The
proposed extension will be part subway and part surface road, with
a loop terminal at Coney Island. No appropriation for the work has
yet been made. It has not been decided when "work will be started.
Buffalo & Lackawanna Traction.
with $1,000,000 capital,

wanna
C. H.

steel plant to

to build

a line

— Incorporated

five

in New York,
miles long from the LackaJ. B. Mayer,
Nellany and O. F.

the center of the city of Buffalo.

Werner, W. F. Sheehan, of

New

York;

C. V.

Georgia, of Buffalo, are interested.

—

Canadian Pacific. A contract has been given to the British
Columbia Contract Co., Vancouver (G. H. Webster, Manager), for
laying rails on the Kootenay Central from Golden, B. C, on the C. P.
main line, southeast along the Columbia and Kootenay rivers 180
miles to Jaffray, on the Crow's Nest Pass line of the C. P. About 10
miles has been completed. (March 30, p. 98.)
A contract has heen let to the British Columbia Contract Co. for
clearing the right of way and grading 112 miles of this company's
line from Strasshurg, Sask., northwest to Saskatoon.
About 1,000
men are now at work on this section.

—

Chicago & North-Western. Under the name of the Wolfe River
Valley, recently incorporated by this company In Wisconsin, the C. &
N. W. will build a line from Shawano, Wis., north to Crandon, In
Forest County, approximately 60 miles. It is to be used In connection
with the Manitowoc, Green Bay & Northwestern.
Plans have recently been filed by this company showing the route
of its proposed extension from Bonesteel, S. Dak.. northwest \ii
Herrlck and Gregory to Burke, in Gregory County, which is as far ;is
it is proposed to build this year.
The line Is to be extended Oexl
year northwest, crossing the Pierre-Rapid City line at Midland. (Maj
11, p.

IK.)

Cleveland, Youngstown & Eastern-.- Incorporated in Ohio bj
A. M. Snyder, n. m. Roberta, EC, <:. Derr and others, as a successor
to the Eastern Ohio Traction Co
Tha company proposes to build
an extension from Chagrin Kalis southeast 20 miles to G arret tsvllle,
where connection win he made with tha Mahoning & Shehango' Rail
way & Light Co., the two lines forming a through route from Clevfl
land 1o Y<nmgKtown.

Great

Northern.

northwest via Kloten, McVille, Pekin, Tolna, Haniar, Warwick',
Tokio and Narrows to the main line at Devil's Lake, approximately
00 miles. Part of the route is through the Devil's Lake Reservation
and over an arm of Devil's Lake.

EASTERN Ohio Traction.

— An

— See Cleveland,

Youngstown & Eastern.

which was recently
Incorporated in New York, tells us that both steam ami electricity
will be used as motive power.
The proposed route is from Thirtyfourth street. Manhattan, north between \\enno A and first avenue
for a distance of five miles.
(June 8, p. 167.)

BAST Side Viaduct.

official of this

road,

The contract tot electrifying the Rochester division or
road from Mt. Morris to Rochester.
miles, has been let to
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. Wo
:it
once.
Railroad Gazette, June 15, p. 64
Kim.

this

:;

I

I

i

I

I

—

Camwhdoi Springs Union A Conai (Electric), A conreported let to Charles Van Bibber, of Boston, al $i.nun.ooo
tor building this proposed electric road,
n
aboul 10 miles
long
(See Brie, Cambridge,
nton S Corrj In Construction Record.)
BJbie,

traet

is

I

I

o

Illinois
vm u This company will ahortlj make preliminary
surreys For an extension of tin- Canton. Aberdeen A Nashville division
from Aberdeen, Miss., northeast about i" miles to Sheffield, Ala.
The new in- will crOSS lie extension now under const ruction from
11

1 i

I

Corinth. Miss., southeast to Birmingham.

i8j
Iames Bay.

—This company

authorizing it
Kej
Une In Ontar
a rocky count rj

has applied for
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Baltimore & Ohio. — A
an amendment to
its

build a branch from its Toronto Sndluuy
The proposed line is through
inlet, 10 miles.
to

Vw m Lines.—A contract is reported let to P. Tierney,
Ki ii
of Nelson. 11. C, lor building a 60-mile extension of this lino from
Grand Porks, it C, west. The cost of the work is approximately
i

i

i

11,250,

—

Kootenai Cen iku. See Canadian Pacific.
A contract has been let by this comLoi [sville & Nashville.
pany to Walton, Wilson, Rodes & Co. to build 56 miles of road in
Kentucky to connect its St. Louis and Nashville lines. The new line
is to be known as the Madisonville, Hartford & Eastern, and will
reach coal lands in eastern Kentucky. Under the terms of the contract the work is to be finished in IS months, and is to cost $1,200,000.
Madisonville, Habxpobd & Bastebn. See Louisville & Nashville.
Maryland & Pennsylvania. This company, operating 79 miles
of road, has announced through President Brown thai that part of
the road from Baltimore to Belair, 26 miles, is to be electrified, and

—

—

—

also, probably, the entire road.

Milwaukee Southern. — See Milwaukee Junction.
York, New Haven & Hartford. — Assistant General Superintendent Martin of this company is reported as saying that the

New

Providence division is to be four-tracked from Boston to Providence.
At the present time there are four tracks from Boston to Readville.
The plans contemplate two additional tracks from East Junction to
Seekonk river, and entrance into Providence through the tunnel
(See Construction
which was planned for some months since.
Record.

I

New York Subways. — Henry

T.

Wood,

a contractor, announces

that application is to be made to the Board of Estimate for a franchise to build a subway across the island of Manhattan at Fourteenth
The proposed subway will connect with tunnels under both
street.
the Hudson and East rivers. The Hudson river tunnel will run from
Fourteenth street to Stevens Castle in Hoboken, where connection is
to be made with a subway under Bergen Hill to connect with the
terminals of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and the Erie.
The tunnel under the East river is to run from Fourteenth street,
Manhattan, to Greenpoint, continuing in a straight line to Varick
In Manhattan there are to be three
street and Montrose avenue.
branches from the main line, one from Fourteenth street to the
Grand Central Station, another to the Pennsylvania terminal, and the
third south through West Broadway, Hudson and Greenwich streets
to the Battery. The plans also include a large underground station
at Union Square. Mr. Wood is quoted as saying that of the estimated
cost, $45,000,000, about $20,000,000 has been subscribed by French
Francis H. Leggett, of New York, is president of the
capitalists.

company.
Quebec Midland.

—

said that this company will shortly call
for bids for building this line from the intersection of the Grand
Trunk Pacific and the Ontario boundary near Lake Abittibi northeast
to Lake Matagami. about S5 miles. (April 13, p. 115.)
It is

—

Tkxas Roads (Electric). E. M. House, a capitalist of Austin,
Tex., is negotiating with Stone & Webster, of Boston, Mass., to build
an interurban electric road from Houston to Galveston, about 51
miles.

—

Toledo Railway & Light Co. E. W. Moore, director of this
company, the Detroit United Railway and the Northern Ohio Traction
Co., is quoted as saying that the Toledo Railway & Light Co. is
making improvements and extensions at a cost of $700,000. The work
includes a new power house, a union electric station, and a new line
15 miles out of Toledo to Ottawa Beach, where the company owns

two miles

of frontage

on the lake.

—

Co. It is announced that the new
stock issue of $2,100,000 recently offered to the shareholders
was issued for the new interurban line between Minneapolis and St.
Paul, the extension to South St. Paul, and for the new line to Lake
Minnetonka, and for equipping these lines.

Twin CITY Rapid Transit

common

Uniontown & Wheeling Short Line.

Wabash.

— Contracts

will

shortly be

— See Wabash.
let

by

J.

Q. Barlow, Chief

Engineer of the Western Maryland, for building the Uniontown &
Wheeling Short Line, which was recently bought from J. V. Thompson, of Uniontown, Pa. This line will be about 6S miles long. Local
newspapers say that work is to be vigorously prosecuted on the entire
line to connect with the western Gould lines from Cumberland west.

Wolfe River Valley.

— See Chicago & North-Western.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
iz.,i

p.

100.)

i

—The

stockholders have auhe issue of $25,000,000 5 per cent, bonds.
(March 30,

Ai bora, Elgin & Chicago (Electric).

Vol. XL., No.

semi-annual dividend of
stock, payable Sept. 1.
to 1905. the annual rate was 4 per cent., and
out of the 1905 earnings.
$152,:'.iin.

:;

common

i

HnsiuN & .Maine.

— The

5

26.

per cent, upon the
For four years, up

per cent, was paid

State Railroad Commission has authorized

issue 42,037 shares of new common stock to
be offered at 165 to shareholders at the rate of one share of
new stock for each five shares already held. The proceeds,
amounting to about $6,930,000, will be used as follows: $5,000,000 for new equipment; $1,000,000 for new shops, for repairs and
this

company

to

maintenance of motive
for double tracking.

power and equipment and the remainder

—

Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton. J. P. Morgan & Co. have acquired the Kentucky & Ohio Bridge Co. in the interests of the
C, H. & D. The bridge is being built over the Ohio river from
Ironton, Ohio, to Ashland. Ky.

Delaware & Hudson.— This company has sold $14,000,000 4 per cent,
convertible debenture bonds. The proceeds are to be used as
follows: For additional equipment, $2,400,000; for the purchase
of 5o.i
shares of United Traction Co., of Albany. $7,500,000;
for half of the capital stock of the Schenectady Railway and for
advances to that company, $1,600,000; for an electric railway
from Ballston, N. Y., to Saratoga, $500,000, and for the cut-off
around Wilkesbarre. Pa., $2,000,000.

—

& Ironton. This company has applied to the New
York Stock Exchange to list $214,000 additional Detroit Southern Railroad (Ohio Southern division) first mortgage 4 per
cent, bonds.
According to the income account of the D., T. & I.
for nine months ending March 31, the gross earnings were $1.-

Detroit, Toledo

4S3.120; net earnings, $438,541. The deficit after fixed charges
was $161. 57S. This deficit, however, will be more than covered
by the surplus earnings of the Ann Arbor, a subsidiary of the
D.. T. & I., since the Ann Arbor surplus for 10 months of the
current fiscal year was $365,649.

—

Pacific. The shareholders have authorized the issue
of $15,000,000 new 4 per cent, debentures, being part of a total
authorized issue of $25,000,000. The interest is guaranteed by
the Grand Trunk and the debentures will have a lien on the
lines under construction west of Winnipeg, and also on the
Lake Superior branch. These securities are junior to the first
and second mortgage bonds, which amount to $95,873,000. The
proceeds are to be used in part payment for the construction of

Grand Trunk

the above mentioned lines.

—

Kentucky & Ohio Bridge Co. See Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.
Lehigh Valley. This company has sold $1,900,000 additional general consolidated mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of 2003. making

—

the total amount outstanding $22,000,000. The proceeds have
been used to reimburse the company for the payment of annual
installments on equipment trust bonds, and for interest payments on other bonds.

—

This company has sold to Kuhn, Loeb & Co., New
York, 250,000,000 francs (about $48,250,000) Pennsylvania Company 15-year 3% per cent, bonds, redeemable at the option of the
company at the end of 12 years, and guaranteed principal and
Kuhn, Loeb
interest by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company.
& Co. have placed the entire loan with a French syndicate under
the management of the Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas and
The French banks will pay all the taxes
the Credit Lyonnais.
and other costs of issue. The price at which the railroad company sold the bonds is not known, but it is understood that the
loan will cost it about 4V_> per cent, per annum. The bonds are
in 500 and 1,000 franc denominations, since none of them are to
be sold in the United States. They are secured by Pennsylvania
securities deposited as collateral, and the proceeds will be used
toward meeting payments for 33,000 steel cars and 313 locomoThe
tives, and for the completion of the water supply system.
car trust certificates and water company certificates which were
to have been issued for the above purposes will, instead, be held
(See p. 6S4 of this issue.)'
in the treasury of the company.

Pennsylvania.

—

United Railways Investment Company of San Francisco. This
company has declared a dividend of 2% per cent, upon the $15.000,000 preferred stock for the six months ending March 31,
This dividend will be payable in scrip, bearing interest
1906.
at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum. This is a continuation of
the policy adopted two months ago when back dividends were
paid in this way in order to keep cash on hand for the rebuilding of the United Railway of San Francisco, a subsidiary
company. (May 4, p. 138.)

—This

sold to Lee, Higginson & Co., Boston,
per cent, equipment trust notes, maturing in 20
semi-annual installments. They are secured by a mortgage on
80 locomotives and 6,000 freight cars ordered some time ago.

Wabash.

company has

$6,900,000 4 1

-

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
The Grand Trunk Railway now checks baggage through from
Chicago

to Liverpool.

According to the Fort Wayne (Ind.) Journal, the four Interurban electric railroads centering in that city carry out from Fort

Wayne

160 tons of freight daily.

The Delaware. Lackawanna & Western has put in service for
its "Manhattan Flyer," between Oswego and New York,
running through in S hrs., 35 min. The train has observation and
the

summer

dining cars.
Officers of the International Machinists' Union say that they
have secured for their members on the New York, New Haven &
Hartford an increase of pay averaging one cent an hour, or an aggre-

On June 20 the Kentucky State Railroad Commission issued an
order directing sweeping reductions in freight rates in that state.
Investigation of the subject and consideration of the wishes of
shippers have been going on for six months past. It is said that the
Louisville & Nashville is ordered to reduce all freight rates 25 per
cent, on the main line and the Knoxville and Cumberland Valley
divisions.
Similar reductions are ordered on other roads, but the
exact percentage is not given.
The Senate, at Washington, on motion of Senator LaFollette, of
Wisconsin, has passed a resolution calling upon the Interstate Commerce Commission to investigate the relations between the railroads
and the grain elevators. Senator LaFollette said that abuses existed in South Dakota, Nebraska and other western states.
Senator
Nelson, of Minnesota, said that the legislature of his state had cured
some of the evils of the elevator situation, but agreed that an investigation would probably disclose conditions needing to be remedied.

gate of $27,500 a year.

A

press despatch from Dallas, Texas, last Monday, says that
Judge McCormick, of the United States Circuit Court, has enjoined
the State Railroad Commission from reducing passenger fares on
the Houston & Texas Central.

The Supreme Court

of the state of Wisconsin has reversed a
State Railroad Commissioner Thomas who had assessed fines of $10,000 each against four of the principal railroads
of the state for making alleged incorrect reports of earnings.

judgment

of

The Chicago & Alton has taken off its four "interlirban" trains
which have been running between Springfield, 111., and Lincoln, 29
miles.
This change is said to have been due to the large volume
of coal and othe'r freight now moving over that part of the road.
The State Railroad Commission of Georgia has called upon the
Atlanta Northern Railway, an electric line from Atlanta to Marietta
(20 miles), to file its passenger and freight tariffs.
This is the first
action taken by the Georgia Commission looking to the supervision
of electric railroads.

Slason Thompson, agent of the railroads in Chicago, announces
all of the roads in that city have increased the wages of freight
house men, an agreement having been reached to partially meet
the demands of the Freight Handlers' Union. The increases is in
most cases one cent an hour.
that

President Stickney, of the Chicago Great Western, has announced
that rates on grain eastward from Omaha will be reduced 1% cents
per 100 lbs. to compete with other lines, which he says allow an
illegal rebate of this amount to elevators.
The newspapers say that
the Union Pacific refuses to reduce its elevator allowance of 1%
cents at the Missouri river on grain originating in its territory,
explaining that "we are compelled to allow this charge under our
contract with Peavey. We had to make this arrangement with him
to protect ourselves.
Our line ends at the Missouri river, and if we
let our cars go to the yards of competing lines they would steal
them and we would have to go out of the grain business. Four years
ago the Burlington and the Santa Fe began an attack on our contract, but the Interstate Commerce Commission decided in our favor.
Then the other Missouri river lines began to allow the same elevator
charge as we did, which in their case amounted to a rebate. Omaha
is not a grain center like Minneapolis, where 100 cars of wheat a
day are ground into flour. We do not pay Peavey something for
nothing. He gives us service easily worth what we pay. The worst
thing that would happen to our line would be for the elevator- to
burn down. We propose to protect ourselves, no matter what the
other lines think about it. The whole trouble is that they susp
something mysterious or suspicious below the surface, while there
is nothing they cannot see."

The

According to a New Jersey local paper the New York & Long
Branch Railroad has notified its highway crossing attendants to
destroy their flower gardens. It appears that the plants are liable
to take so much of the flagman's attention that he will not keep his
ears open for approaching trains.

Mayor Dunne, of Chicago, acting on a report
to the effect that 21

of a city
persons have been killed by street cars

city within 50 days, calls

upon the street car companies

ai

The Buffalo Forged Steel Fulcrum,
companying illustration shows the Buffalo Brake Beam
Company's one-piece forged steel fulcrum "for application to the Yanderbilt special brake beam.
While under former conditions the malleable iron
fulcrum was sufficiently strong to perform the

service required, the introduction of high ca
pacity cars, higher speed and quick action brakes,
has made necessary the use of a stronger and
more reliable fulcrum. The forged steel fulcrums
meet these requirements. All Vanderbilt brake
beams are equipped with the forged fulcrum and
both the beams and the fulcrum are guaranteed
Many railroads are
to last the life of the car.
using these fulcruins to replace the malleable iron

official,

in thai

to explain:

no satisfactory explanation is received he proposes to ask
the Grand Jury to indict the managing officers of the companies.

and

if

At Indianapolis, June 20, Ernest and Walter Carruth, brothers,
were sentenced to long terms of imprisonment for fraud on a street
railroad company. One of the brothers is able to throw his ankle
out of joint at will, and with the aid of the other he has been able
to collect

many

claims of damages for alleged injury in falling

fulcrums now

made

oft

street cars.
is

The distance is 225 miles. The completion of the ele
vated roadway through Wilmington ami of that across the Susquehanna river will do away with the delays at those places.
fastest lime.

The Southern Pacific has announced a reduction in fare. OB
cents a mile; on the Maricopa
main line in Arizona to
Phoenix from 6 cents to 5 cents, and on the Gila Valley, Globe &

its

.^

I

cents to 5.
Reductions on the Union Pacific In
Northern from
Wyoming were noted last week, it Is reported In Arizona that the
Ale -bison. Topcka & Santa l-'e will also reduce laics in thai terrltorj
t;

the

New

street.

announced, apparently on authority, that the Pennsylvania
will in about two months run trains from between New York and
Washington in 1 hrs. 30 mins., or 30 minutes less than the present
It

by

From the

They are
in service as they fail.
Buffalo Brake Beam Co., 30 Pine

York.

Department.

Statistical

reports that In warm weather the am, mot
nion Sta
of drinking water consumed In the waiting room of the
The same statistician estition. In thai city, is 3,600 gallons a day,

Pittsburg paper

\
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InGovernment is
A press despaleh I'lcun Chicago says Ihal
going to proc
In the courts against the Standard Oil Company
and the refrigerator ear lines tor violation oi the railroad freight
rate laws.
Mi'. Man-hand. Agent of the Interstate Commerce Com
attorney, are preparing the
mission, and Mr. Morrison, District
The same Item says that the Armour Refrigerator Line
oases.
trying to sell 8,000 trull ears to the American Refrigerator Transit
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Messrs.

Thej are being made a( the mini in Philadelphia
from a design madi bj VIi \dolph Weinman, a New Xork sculptor.
completed

Imprisonment for Rate Cutters.
Court al Kansas City June 22 four
Di tri>
;e
he Chicago, Burlington
packing companies were lined .I
& Quincy Railway the same sum; George I.. Thomas, of New York,
$6,000 and four months in the penitentiary, and L, B. Taggart. of
New York, $4,000 and three months in the penitentiary; all for parThe packing companies— Swift. Ciidahy,
ticipating in illegal rales.
Armour ami Morris had accepted a rate of 23 cents to New York
when the tariff was 35 cents, the 23 cent rate being given on a
contract which had been made before the advance to 35 cents was
decided on. Thomas is a freight broker and Taggart is his assistThey had secured rebates on shipments from New York west
ant.
to Kansas City and other cities, mostly dry goods, and had divided
the spoils with the consignee.'-, tor whom they had acted as agent.
The judge in his summing up said that he assumed that these consignees were to be proceeded against later. He named six firms
who had received various sums of money from the railroads through
Thomas, aggregating, in four years, $82,459; aud the evidence showed
that there were still other sums, the exacl amount of which was
not discovered. Under the decision of the Supreme Court of the
United States March 12. 1906. in the ease of Hale vs. Henkle, a
corporation can no longer plead immunity when' testifying.
In the United State

li

,.

:

I
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The Moore Track
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Drill.

and evere wort le ihown
designed tor hea^
herewith
m is intended especially for use in yards and on busy
lie
upright and cranks are
linei
without Interruption i" traffic,
readily detachable from the lower parts, which are lefl in position
train Is allowed to pass.
below the top of the rail while
The drill has a variable fed. adjustable from zero to full capacity, and therefore capable ol meeting varying requirements such
as lite use of a large or small drill, drilling hard or soft rail, reaming' for electric bond work, etc.
By throwing the feed mechanism
out of gear the drill hit can he quickly led up to or returned from

A new

rail

drill

;i

—

Root Locomotive Snow Scraper.
The accompanying illustrations show the Root locomotive spring
scraper for removing snow and ice from the rails in front of a
It consists of two scrapers made of spring steel, carby a broad spring which is attached to a shaft carried in
hangers from the front fork of the locomotive frame. A lever arm
is mounted on the shaft just inside the frames, and to the end of

locomotive.
ried

arm is fastened an air cylinder, also bolted to the frame.
not in use the air is released from the cylinder and the blades
are drawn up by a spring coiled around the piston rod and held in
this lever

When

The Moore Track

Drill.

work.
Under-clutch and over-clutch patterns are made, the
former enabling quick attachment to the rail without digging beneath. Both patterns are shown in the illustrations, the over-clutch,
which hooks over the rail top, having the upper parts detached for
The drill can be equipped with either or both clutch
pa-ssing trains.
Ball thrust bearings are used on the
arrangements as desired.
spindle to minimize friction. The drills are made in two sizes. No.
1 weighs 60 lbs. and is intended for 1 in. holes and smaller, but
has power to drill holes up to 1*4 in. No. 2. weighing 100 lbs., is
intended for continuous heavy work and readily drills 1% and 1% in.
They are known as the "Moore" drills and are made by the
holes.
Kalamazoo Railway Supply Co.. Kalamazoo, Mich.
the

Hi <n

i

m

i>--

-

Raist

-/.

The "Bull-Dog" Lock-Nut.

A new

design of lock-nut is shown in the illustrations herewith.
In general appearance it resembles an ordinary nut except that the
opposite sides are slotted as shown. After slotting, the upper part,
or portion above the slots, is
pressed parallel to the slots
so as slightly to elongate
the hole. The appearance of
the hole from the top is
therefore slightly elliptical
while from the face it has
the appearance of an ordi-

Rear View

— Lowered

on Trade.

Root Locomotive Spring Snow Scraper.

nary nut. The nut is made
of steel and has sufficient
spring so that it conforms
to the bolt when wrenched

and resumes
upon removal.

on,

position 8 in. above the rail.
When it is desired to clean the rails
of snow or Ice, air pressure is admitted to the cylinder from a valve
in the cab and the scrapers are forced down on top of the rail.
Being carried by springs, and being dragged rather than pushed over
the rail, this device does not require raising for switches, crossings,
-or similar breaks in the track, and it is claimed that it is absolutely
safe to use at any rate of speed. Any pressure can be applied to the
spring and scrapers according to the conditions of snow, whether dry,
wet or packed. The blades clear the snow from the rail 8 in. on
each side, even with the top, and also clean out a groove 1% in. x
Ihus forming a clear
1% in. below the top of the rail on tie
space for the wheel flanges. The device is sold complete, including
It
is made by Tin- Kalamazoo Railway Supply
the air cylinder.

a

Company.

its

shap 1

It is claimed that it
The "Bull-Dog" Lock-Nut.
does not loosen under the
most severe tests of jar or vibration. 'In one such test it was placed
on two main line railroad crossings where heavy trains are constantIt is said that before trying this nut the nuts formerly
ly passing.
used on this crossing had to be tightened several times a week. The
present nuts have been on the crossing for nearly a year and have
only been tightened once, shortly after placing, to take up the slack.
They have been in use in other severe service such as on a trip
hammer without loosening, on engines, automobiles, cars, locomotives, trucks, etc., and are claimed to have given most satisfactory

results.

They may be given any tension desired

in

manufacture,

fitting

—
Jink

29,
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them for use on the most delicate machinery or in the roughest
railroad service.
They are furnished finished, semi-finished or plain:
hexagon or square, and with V, U. S. standard, or any special ize
of thread.
They are made by The Railway Lock-Nut Co., Chicago.

1

85

a ship canal across Westchester County from the Hudson River
Long Island Sound would be a paying investment. The waterway from Minnesota and the wheat fields of the Northwest to the
Gulf is only slightly less practicable, while everybody knows that
a De Witt Clinton in Louisiana or Texas would see the advantage
of paralleling the coast from New Orleans to Galveston with a
planning canal to accommodate river craft that could not live in the waters
that

to

s

A School for Section-Bosses.
According to a California paper the Southern Pacific is
to make a determined effort to raise up a tribe of competent track
foremen, by the establishment of an "educational gang." The roadmaster at San Bernardino has issued a circular explaining the pur-

of the Gulf.
Such projects appeal to the imagination, and serve
to remind us that the intellectual resources of the country are as
great as those of a materia] nature. Evening Post, New York.

poses of the company as follows:
Canadian Railroad Subsidies.
"As soon as twenty applications are to be had an educational
gang will be started from Bakersfield under one of the best foremen
Hon. Mr. Emmerson, Minister of Railways, has asked the Dominon the division. The young men in this party will receive the best ion Parliament to appropriate $9,399,900 for railroad subsidies to
possible teaching, and we expect to soon turn out some good extra be divided among 43 lines.
They are all renewals of bonuses formergang and section foremen. The rate of pay will be $2 per day and ly voted, which had lapsed, no new subsidies being asked for.
$15 per month for board. The company has fitted up some coaches •By provinces the amounts to be voted are as follows:
Ontario,
in first class shape, with library, bathroom, with hot and cold water,
$2,925,000; Quebec, $3,574,100; Maritime Provinces. $1,697,600; Westdining car, and everything for comfort. Let it be known that the ern Provinces, $1,203,200.
company wishes to receive applications from young men of strong
physique, good moral habits, energetic, with common school educaTRADE CATALOGUES.
tion, and who are not cigarette fiends.
Young men off farms are preferred."

Coaling Chutes.

A New

Insulator Pin.
The transmission line and third rail system of the Long Island
Railroad was described in our issue of June S, 190G. A new type of
iron insulator pin has been employed in this work, which is a
radical departure from previous practice in pin design.
It is the
invention of Mr. W. N. Smith, of Westinghouse, Church, Kerr &
Co., who has applied for a patent on the device.
The design has
been further improved and arrangements are now being made for
manufacturing and placing it on the market, under the name of
"Smith-Grip" insulator pin.
It combines several advantages.
It does away with the neces.sity of boring holes in the crossarms, thereby increasing the strength
of the arm and lengthening its
life; the metal composing it is
distributed in an effective manner,
as
its
cross-section
is
greatest next to the arm where
the greatest resistance to bending is required; and the shrinkage of the arm can be taken
care of more effectively by the
U-bolt and strap than by other
forms of pin fastening in common use, as there is no tendency to distort the bolt, and
consequently the pin will not
stand crooked upon the arm
after the shrinkage has been
taken up. It is claimed to be

The "Smith-Grip" Insulator
in

the accompanying

Pin.

illustration,

line construction of the

practically indestructible, and
instead of being one of the
weakest factors in line construction, this pin is expected
to be the strongest.
More than S.000 of the pins as
originally designed and shown

were used in the transmission

Long Island Railroad, carrying

250,000

cm.

spans averaging 150 ft. in length, and no failures have
yet been reported after over a year of service. A dozen or more
standard sizes of the improved design are being worked up to fit
several sizes of crossarms and pole tops, ami to carry insulators of
varying sizes up to the highest voltages in practical use. The pins
cables in

will be made of either cast or malleable iron lo suit the purchaser's
conditions.
While it is designed partcularly lor use with wooden crossarms,
it can be adapted to steel crossarms, and to such special fixtures as
are often necessary in heavy transmission line construction.
II
can
also be used in heavy catenary trolley construction for the electrifies
tion of railways by the single-phase system

—The

Gravity Measuring Coal Chute

Co., Rich-

mond,

Va., is distributing a pamphlet, well illustrated with halftones and line drawings, descriptive of coal chutes for locomotives.
The delivery pockets are in pairs, each pair containing four or two
tons of coal. Pneumatic vertical gates control the filling of the

pockets from the storage pocket above. It is. claimed that this
method lowers the cost of coaling locomotives and allows of a
reliable record being kept of the amount delivered to each engine,
as the pockets measure the coal as accurately as it can he measured
by volume.

—

General Contractors. Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Company,
Engineers, New York City, have published a second volume of a
small book, entitled "Work Done," which includes a brief description, with illustrations, of 45 large pieces of contract work which
Hi is company has undertaken during the last three or four years.
The book shows the varied nature of the contracts for the entire
completion of large engineering enterprises which this company has
recently finished.

—

Denver

J- Rio Grande.
This company is distributing a folder
various places on its lines near which good fishing and
hunting are to be found. Another folder gives the names of hotels
at these places, with schedule of prices and distances from the railroad. The company has put on a new train, the "Scenic Limited."
between Denver. Colo., and Ogden, Utah, which, it is announced, will
leave the terminals on time each day regardless of connections.

listing

—

Hai/es Derails. The Hayes Track Appliance Co.. Geneva. X. Y..
has issued a revised descriptive catalogue of its well-known tilling
and pivot derails. In addition to the complete descriptions heretofore published, numerous illustrated examples are given of the
use of derails in all sorts of situations, and there are very complete instructions tor putting the derails in track

Highway Crossing Bells'.— The Union Switch & Signal Company.
Swlssvale, Pa., lias issued Bulletin 24 describing lis apparatus for
the
protection of. highway crossings by automatic
hells.
The
pamphlet gives not only full descriptions of the apparatus hut a page
of suggestions to buyers am! a dozen rules for maintenance
and
inspection.

Pneumatic Hammers.

Bulletin No. 2,006 of the [ngersoll-Rand
York, is devoted to "Imperial" pneumali hammers
Chip
ping, calking and riveting hammers are Illustrated ami weights and
dimensions given. There is also an Illustrated list of parts with
.ode words tor ordering them.
Co..

New

Gages. The standard Gage manufacturing Co Syracu e, N. v.
sends a pamphlet Illustrating and giving prices ot it-. Bteam water,
ami other gigcs
The companj also makes Speed Indicators and
counters for recording the sind.es of pumps ami other macb
-

Intellectual Resources.

Much talk of excessive and discriminating railroad rales has
made the advocates of canal transportation more eager than evei
It was Senator Knox who, In calling up an ancient committee-room

Pneumatic Tools
small pamphlet, 6-A, just Issued by the
\
[ngersoll-Rand Co., New York, contains tables of sizes ami cap
ties or Haeseler and Imperial pneumatic tools, including hammers.
motors, drills and imisis.

measure for building a waterway from Lake Erie to the Ohio rlvei
on Tuesday, dwcii upon Uiis method of "regulating" our rail cai
rlers,
Theoretically, canals are of the greatest value; the promoters
of the Lake Erie-Ohio river project declare that by securing a il'i'i.
waterway from A.shtabula to Pittsburg, ore boats can be run from
the fields of the Northwest directly to the mills without reloading,
and at a fraction at the cost or rail transportation, in tin
ame
way the promoters or the Cape Cod Bhlp canal have proved the

'/'no/,- Gages and
a seven-page bulletin of the Buda
Levels,
Foundrj & Mfg Co., Chicago, describes and lllustrati
both the new
and old styles of tracl gag
ind levels, with and without Insulation,
made by this company.

economic

Illustrated folder

feasibility

ot

their plan;

i"'i

logically,

H

hfci

t
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Ventilators.

The Globe Ventilator
t

bli

n

<'".

Troy,

ventilators.
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interesting testimonial written by the Master Car Builder of a

•in

Manufacturing and Business.
interlocking signals tor the
Central which are to be electrified has been
Railway Signal Company ot Buffalo and
e General
ami iii view of the novelty and magnitude of the under
l{,„
men
oi
ngi the reader will lie interested in some account
who are carrying out the work. As will be seen by the description
paper,
of the signaling, which is published in another part of this
is Hie
the most prominent characteristic feature of this signaling
bond designed by Mr. S. Marsh Young. This and other
of the
features are so essential that the engineering department
as the
It
New York Central in describing the signaling speal
Installation of the block and

[•he

lines of the

i

New York

i

.

Vol. XL., No. 26.

i

i

cuts on

i

reactance bond.
Ilevev. Construction Manager of the General Railway
\V. G.
oi the
Signal Company, has already been Introduced to the n idei
Mr. Hovey was hern in Maine in is;., ami his
Railroad QazetU
I

He

the

work

hicago & North-Westlefi the North-W. si
ern in 1900 and went to the
Taylor Signal Company. He
has been with thai company
and its successor ever since,
being for some time superinern.

Mr. W. G. Hovey.
Salmon, the well-known President of the company, has
been in immediate charge of
conthis undertaking, and
The preliminary
tinues so.
studies and estimates have
field is

taken

sentative.

The New York manager
General Railway Sig-

of the

nal Company is Mr. H. M.
Sperry. already well known to
the readers of the Railroad
Gazette as the former signal
engineer of the New York
division of the Pennsylvania

many weeks.

W. \V. Salmon was born
Delaware in 1866. and graduated from Dickinson College,
with the degree of A. M., in
He immediately went
into the railroad service and
was in it for six years, first on

later engineer and commercial representative of the
Union Switch & Signal Company. Mr. Sperry not only
has the management of the
business end of the New Y'ork
ntral enterprise, but may be

and

1886.

the Philadelphia, Wilmington
& Baltimore in the engineercorps, and subsequently
on the Philadelphia & Reading and the Chicago & NorthWestern. On the latter road
he was assistant engineer for
In 1892 he left
three years.

ing

railroad

came

and

service

engineer

of

the

i

be-

York Central terminal line in
Park avenue tunne,l. The
overlap is now to be used
throughout the electric zone.

the

With this
Signal Company.
company he remained nine
years, being successively
western agent, general agent,

Iron

of the factory.

He

is

now

chief engineer.

in New York City
the College of the City of
New Y'ork at the age of 17, but owing to financial necessities left the college in the middle of
his second year and went into the dry goods business; hui after two years he went to the Julien
('
101. -iii.
pany, the first company lo use storS.

in

Marsh Young was born

1867.

He entered

He was
bail, ties lor propulsion of cars.
Vice President of the Hall Signal Company at its
H. M.
nizalion and represented the company at
the Hall automatic
Chicago lor four years. During this ti
hi. nk
signals were introduced on the Chicago & North Westin
1894 Mr.
.in. the Illinois Central, and other western roads,
age

and

Steel.

The Norfolk & Western
has given a contract for 11,500
tons of rails for 1907 shipment, and the Erie has placed
a supplementary order for

was

W. K. Howe, Chief Engineer of the General Railway
Signal Company, was born at Clifton. 111., in
1869, and is a graduate of Purdue University.
After a post graduate course at Purdue in elee
irical engineering. Mr. Howe entered the employ
of the Western Electric Company at Chicago
(18901, and was with that company ten years,
engaged in the design, testing and erection of
He
electric power and telephone apparatus.
began with the Taylor Signal Company as principal assistant engineer in charge of electrical
manufacture and testing, but soon was put in
charge also of designing and of the management

!i

said to have had a hand in
the engineering features of the
work; for it was at his suggestion that the overlap was
adopted for use on the New

Hall

vice-president and European
representative.
In 1901, on
establishment of the Taylor
Signal Company, he became
its vice-president.
The Taylor
Signal
Company
merged in the present organization, the General Railway
Signal Company, in 1904.

(

He

tendent of the shops and subsequently New York repre-

in

the

lo the Hall Sig-

Company and trom then

to the

the
Mr.

in

then went

nal

in

Superintendent

I

tin-

The designsystem.'
ing of the different new machines and new apparatus required has been done under
the direction of Mr. W. K.
Howe and the Signal Comof

the

this

Mr. Westlnghouse. Three years later Mr.
nection with the business, and in 1902 he brought ou1 his
ne'e tor working track-circuit automatic signals on electric tail
roads where both of the traffic rails are requin d foi the return oi the
propulsion current. He at onci madi a contract with the Pneumatii
Signal Company; and it is this system, somewhat modified, which is
used on he New York Central. Mr. Young holds ten pal
now

"Young

pany's
charge

lamp,
enclosed an
wa Bold to
Inten
Young dissolved his con-

young made Important Improvements In
which were a marked success; but in 1898

2,200'tons.

The Kansas City Southern
has ordered 400 tons of fabriW. G. Hovey.
cated bridge material, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy S00 tons, and 100 tons
lor bridges to be built over the Illinois and Mississippi Canal. The New York Central is in the
market for some bridge material. The Chicago
& North-Western; Illinois Central; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; Ontario & Western; Missouri,
Kansas & Texas, and the C, C, C. & St. Louis
have ordered bridge material amounting to 5,000
tons.

Profit-Sharing Trolley Line.
reported from Lyons, France, that a
profit-sharing system has been adopted by the
The amount disstreet railways of that city.
(19.3
tributed will be $500 for each franc
..nis) of dividend- earned by the company over
35 lrancs ($0.75) per share. The shares are 500
francs. This year the company earned 40 francs
As a consequence $2,500 will go to
per share.
he employees, two-thirds of the sum to the general relie! fund, and one-third to personal relief
The company also makes other
for sickness.
stipulated contributions to the relief funds, the
Sperry.
uu details of the agreement being on file
The employees hind themselves not
at the Bureau of Manufactures.
Heretofore there have
to ask for increase in wages for Hue. years.
been frequent strikes.- Consular Report.
It

i

f.

is

.Ii

HE
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Pacific.

—

—

J. S. Betts,
Flint River & Gulf. The officers of this company are:
President, with office at Ashburn, Ga.; C. A. Alford, Vice-President, with office at Sylvester, Ga.; J. L. Evans, Secretary and

Treasurer;
Agent; C.

H. HHlhouse, General Freight and Passenger
Roe, Car Accountant; all with offices at Ashburn,

J.

S.

Ga.

—

Flint Hirer d Northeastern.
The officers of this company are: J.
L. Hand, President, with office at Pelham, Ga. W. W. Ashburn,
Vice-President; C. W. Pidcock, General Manager; X. H. Clark,
Treasurer; B. H. Groover, Secretary and Auditor; F. R. Pidcock, General Superintendent and Assistant Secretary; G. E.
Smith, Traffic Manager; all with offices at Moultrie, Ga. J. W.
Walters, General Counsel, with office at Albany, Ga.; J. H. Owen,
Car Accountant; C. B. Patterson, Master Mechanic; all with
offices at Moultrie, Ga.
;

Gulf, Colorado

& Santa

Fe.

— D.

F. Shuckhart, Acting Auditor, has

been appointed Auditor.

—

—

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. P. C. Eldredge, who was recently
appointed Superintendent of the La Crosse and the Northern
divisions, began railroad service in 1S7S as a night operator on
the Delaware & Hudson. After serving on the Kansas Pacific
and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul in various positions, he
went, in 1883, to the Iowa Central as chief despatcher and Superintendent of Telegraph. Three years later he went to the Minneapolis & Pacific and, in 1887, was made despatcher on the
Norfolk & Western. Later in the same year he returned to the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul as chief despatcher at Ottumwa.
Iowa. He was made trainmaster on the Kansas City division
in 1892. and was transferred to the Superior division in 1894.
Four years later he was appointed Superintendent of the WisIn 1900. he was transferred to the
consin Valley division.
Prairie du Chien division, where he remained until his recent
promotion.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
Chicago, Indiana <i Southern. Byron Layton, who was recently appointed Engineer of Maintenance, began railroad work in 1901
on preliminary surveys in Oregon. Before that time, he had
been, for nine years, a junior engineer in the United States
In 1902 and 1903, he was in the MainEngineering Corps.
tenance Department of the Merchants' Bridge & Terminal al
St. Louis, and, after that, spent some time studying the belt
railroad facilities in Chicago. He was later made Engineer of
Maintenance of the Indiana Harbor Belt.

—

—

H. F. Ball, Superintendent of
<£ Michigan Southern.
Motive Power, has resigned to go to the American Locomotive
Co., in charge of the manufacture of automobiles.

Lake Shore

— D.

Morrison has Ik en appointed
Pittsburg
trical Engineer, succeeding G. M. Campbell, resigned.
<£•

Lake

Erie.

tion locomotive will have a firebox 96 in. long by 84 in. wide, with
a grate area of 72 sq. ft. The tender will have a capacity for 10
tons of coal and 5,000 gal. of water. The 10-wheel locomotive will
weigh 117,000 lbs., with 90,000 lbs. on drivers. Cylinders, 18 in.
by 24 in.; diameter of drivers, 57 in.; wagon top boiler, with a
working steam pressure of 190 lbs.; total heating surface, 1,796
sq. ft; 254 tubes, 2 in. in diameter by 12 ft. 6 in. long; firebox.
96 in. long by 33% in. wide; grate area, 22.2 sq. ft.; tank capacity,
The special equipment for
3.000 gals., and coal capacity, 10 tons.
Westinghouse air-brakes, hammered steel axles,
all will include:
Western bell ringers, Magnesia boiler lagging. Tower couplers, Pyle
electric headlights, Monitor injectors, bronze journal bearings, U. S.
metallic piston and valve rod packing, Crosby safety valves and
steam gages, Houston sanding devices, Nathan sight-feed lubrica-

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.'s steam heat equipment,
wheel centers and Ewald staybolts.

tors,

Operating Officers.
Ohio. E. W. Grice, Superintendent of the Huntington
Chesapeake
division, has been appointed General Superintendent in charge
of Operation and Maintenance of the West Virginia Grand division, consisting of the Huntington and the Greenbrier divisions,
with office at Hinton, W. Va. J. W. Haynes, Assistant Superintendent, has been appointed Superintendent of the Greenbrier
J. R. Carey, Assistant
division, with office at Ronceverte, W. Va.
Superintendent, has been appointed Superintendent of the Hinton division, which consists of that portion of the Huntington
division east of Handley, with office at Hinton, W. Va., and C.
P. Snow, Assistant Superintendent, has been appointed Superintendent of the Huntington division, which consists of the portion of the old Huntington division west of Handley, with office
at Huntington, W. Va. All appointments are effective July 1.
tf-

Four of the five conin.; driving wheels, 50 in. in diameter.
solidation locomotives will have wagon top boilers, fitted with 241
tubes, and the remaining one will have a Wooten type boiler, fitted
with 280 tubes, with a working steam pressure of 180 lbs. Four
of the locomotives will have a heating surface of 1.995 sq. ft. and
the remaining one will have a heating surface of 2,100 sq. ft.; the
tubes will be 13 ft. 3% in. long by 2% in. in diameter; the fireboxes
of four of the locomotives will measure 103/,,, in. long by 42 in.
wide, with a grate area of 30 sq. ft.; the remaining one consolidax 24

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
L. J. Forget has been elected to the Board of
Directors, succeeding G. R. Harris, deceased.

Canadian

P.

187

Elec-

cast-steel

CAR BUILDING.
The Intercolonial

the market for 200 hopper cars.

is in

The Chesapeake & Ohio
The Boston

it-

Maine

The Lehigh Valley,
of steel gondola cars.

is

considering ordering 50 cabooses.

building three mail cars in

is

reported,

it is

is in

The National

of Mexico,

is

it

Dump

cars from the National

own

.

shops.

number

the market for a

10 dining cars

The Northern Pacific has ordered
& Smith Car Company.

its

from the Barney

reported, has ordered 100 (lump

Car Co.

Potomac is considering the
The Richmond, Fredericksburg
purchase of one combination dining and parlor car.
The Macon. Dublin & Savannah, as reported in our issue of June
8, has ordered 100 box cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.
<ii

The Wabash, it is reported, has placed orders for 2,000 box cars
of 80,000 lbs. capacity. 4,000 steel coal cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity,
and 500 stock cars, all of which are to be delivered before the end
of the current year.
The Isthmian Canal Commission has placed orders for the 1,000
cars for which it was in the market. Three hundred of the cars
were ordered from the South Atlantic Car & Mfg. Co., and the remaining 700 were ordered from the American Car & Foundry Co.
flat

The Chicago, Burlington d Quincy has ordered 100 steel underframe box cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity from the Standard Steel
Car Co., for August delivery, in addition to the 1,900 cars ordered
from the Pullman Co. reported in our issue of May 25. These cars
will measure 40 ft. long, S ft. 6 in. wide and 8 ft. high, inside measurements.
<'".. Chicago, has ordered three special flat
capacity from the Hicks Locomotive & Car
Works. These cars will weigh 22,000 lbs. and measure 36 ft. long,
over all; 6 ft. wide and 1 ft. high, inside measurements. The special
Westinghouse air-brakes. Tower couplers. Hin
equipment Includes:
son draft rigging and Griffin wheels.

The

cars

o.

Jordan

F,

t>u, (ion

of

lbs.

Power Co, lias ordered five
The Zanesville Railway, Light
semi-convertible cars from the Cincinnati Car Co., fur October deft. bum.
These cars will weigh 19.000 lbs., and measure
livery.
The special equip
s 11. 5 in. wide and 8 ft. 11 in. high, over all.
ment includes: Cincinnati Car Co.'s brakes, pain) and vestibules,
Forsyth curtain fixtures. Pantasote curtain material and Brill Jour,i

:'.:i

nal boxes and trucks.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.
The Quebec central
dian Locomotive Co.

lias

ordered two locomotives from the Can

1

Ight-wheel locomotives
The Oklahoma Central haB ordered thr
and five Mogul locomotives from Hie Baldwin Works for October
and November delivery.

South Shore, as reported in our issue of May
II, lias ordered one Mogul anil one six wheel switching locomotive
from the American Locomotive Co.

The Newburg

,1

The Midland Valley has ordered live simple consolidation loco
lives and one simple Ill-wheel (1-60) type loCM
V6 from (he
The consolidation locomotives will
Baldwin Locomotive Works.
weigh 188,000 lbs., with 122,000 His. on the drivers: cylinders, 20 111

A peiinil has been issued In the Louisville 8
ft,TLANTA, (!\
Nashville tor (he construction of flve-storj trelghl terminals i<> cost
.-.
!

10,000.
\
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iSS

planning

to

build a steel bridge over the

Thames

river at a cost of

.

XL., No. 26.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.— This company is doubh u-ad
its line I'r
Nixon, Iowa, south west to Wyaconda, Mo,, a'OOUl
a
\
30 miles,
large Cora Is now doing grading work between D
and Wyaconda. Between Dumas and Medill, the line will tx
straightened, requiring some new trestles and bridges.
Ing

$10,1
<nn.
Both Houses of Congress lour passe, a
HATTAN00GA,
authorizing the Chattanooga Northern to build a bridge over the
i

bill

Voi

|

I

Tennessee

ri\ er.

Atlanta &

—

Edmonton, Alii The Canadian Pacific, i! is said, lias decided
build a combined railroad and highway bridge at a cost of $2,000,-

St.

Andrew's Bat,

An

officer writes that

this road,

which Is capitalized at $1,000,000, has been authorized to issue $10,000
to
per mile first mortgage bonds, none of which the company lia found
000 to shorten the line into this city.
The company is c
time,
it necessary to sell up to the presi nt
The Baltimore & Ohio has Riven a contract to tered in the states of Alabama and Florida, and is now build!
Fostoria, Ohio
City, with terP. A. Baker & Bro., of Defiance, Ohio, for building a new stone from Dothan, Ala,, south wa Cottondale, to Panama
It.
minals on St. Andrew's Bay, approximately 85 miles. Grading beIt will contain a general waiting room 24
passenger station here.
has been
by 26 ft., women's waiting room and smoking room each 12 ft. by tween Dothan and Cot loud ale has been finished and track
The company
laid to a point within eight miles of Cottondale.
15 ft.
expects to have trains running between these two places by the
Lethbkidge, Am.. The Canadian Pacific Railway is about to
middle of July. Surveys are being made between Cottondale and
build a steel bridge across the Belly river at Lethbridge, Alberla,
Panama City, and work will be started shortly on this section and
one mile long and 300 ft. high at the highest points. The object
completed by March, 1907. All the rails for the entire road are on
is
It
Macleod.
and
Lethbridge
line
between
straighten
is to
the
Maximum grades are 1 per cent. On the section be
the ground.
proposed to make a double bridge, railway on top and for wagons
ween Dothan and Cottondale, :il miles, there will be nine curves,
that
below. As the iron mills are extremely busy it is not likely
two of which are 4 per cent, and the balance 2% to 3 per cent.
the steel work can be delivered this season, but the masonry will be
When the road is completed to Panama City, the company is planproceeded with at once.
ning to extend from its northern terminus at Dothan to Opelika.
Macon, Ga. The Central of Georgia Railroad has bought from Ala., an additional 90 miles. On the completion of this section, it
the City of Macon 27 acres in the city reserve with the intention is proposed to build to Atlanta, Ga., if traffic arrangements cannot
It is said that a
be made with existing lines to that place. A. B. Steele is President
of erecting shops on the site to cost $1,000,000.
new union passenger station is assured.
and General Manager; G. H. Purvis, First Vice-President and SecreSecond Vice-President and Assistant Manager,
Montreal, Que.— The Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Terminal tary; Ben W. Steele,
and P. J. Dormer, Superintendent, Atlanta, Ga. The company is
Elevator Co. has been formed with $5,000,000 capital, and announces
not connected in any way with the Birmingham, Columbus & St.
that an elevator will be erected at Port William and another at
The Andrew's Bay. which is building from Chipley, Fla., to St. Andrew's
Tiffin, near Midland, each with a capacity of 2,500,000 bushels.
Bay.
elevators are to be finished in time for the crop of 1907. The two
i

t

—

—

elevators will cost $1,500,000.

—

Niagara Falls. N. Y. The Trans-Niagara Bridge Company has
been incorporated at Ottawa. Ont, with a capital of $1,000,000, to
build a bridge over the Niagara river north of the upper steel arch
bridge at Niagara Falls. Among the incorporators are Frederic
Nicholls, Sir Henry Pellatt. H. G. Nicholls, E. R. Wood and Allan
H. Boyce, of Toronto. It is to be a combined railroad and highway
(April

bridge.

105.)

6, p.

—

Pittsburg, Pa. The Wabash Railroad will soon have an addiThe bill just passed by
tional entrance into the Pittsburg district.
the lower House of Congress, authorizing the Jones & Laughlins
Steel Company to erect a bridge over the Monongahela river from
Hazelwood to Baldwin Township, will give the Wabash an entrance
to the mills of the company and permit it to reach its South Side
mills, above the Smithfield street bridge, from which it is now
blocked by the Pittsburg & Lake Erie.

—

Both Houses of Congress have passed a bill
St. Louis, Mo.
authorizing the city of St. Louis to build a combined railroad and
highway bridge over the Mississippi river. The city voted to issue
bonds for $3,500,000 to build a municipal bridge.

—

Salisbury, N. C. The Southern has started work on a
senger station here to cost $65,000.

new

pas-

—

Oki.a.
One of the largest railroad bridges in the ensouthwest is that recently completed by the Kansas City, Mexico
& Orient near Thomas over the Canadian river. The bridge has
21 spans, and cost more than $800,000. About 100 men have been
employed on the huge structure for the past year, working every

Thomas,

tire

day.

—

Toronto, Ont. The Grand Trunk of Canada has retained Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. as engineers to construct a terminal
in Toronto.
There is to be a new station which is to cost more than
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. have retained Carrere
$2,000,000.
& Hastings as architects to prepare the plans for the buildings.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations, Surveys,

Etc.

—

Ai 'ska Central.
At the recent annual meeting of this company, the stockholders arranged to secure funds to finance the line.
An agreement was made with the Tanana Construction Co. to eomh
road at fat as the Chicalon Fields, 150 miles north to the
southern terminus at Seward, the work to be finished by Jan. 1,
I

\pril

6, p.

105.)

Apalai hicoi
Northern.—This company, it is said, has given
general contract for construction to the Morey Engineering &
Construction Co., of St. Louis, Mo., and the contractor has already
completed grading on 19 miles of the line. The proposed route is
from River Junction. Fla.. on the Atlantic Coast Line, the Louisville & Nashville, and the Seaboard Air Line south to Apalachicola;
and thence west to St. Joseph Bay, approximately 100 miles. \V.
A. Hunnicke, Apalachicola, Fla., is Chief Engineer.
\

its

Atlanta. Birmingham & Atlantic. This company, according
be running trains into Birmingham and the

to local reports, will

next spring.
The road is now in operation
on the Atlantic seaboard, west to Montezuma,
194 miles. Recently the Eastern of Alabama, 25 miles long, operated by the Louisville «£ Nashville between Talladega and Pyriton,
Ala., was bought and will be used as part of the main line of the
new system. Construction work on terminals is being pushed at
Talladega, and surveys have been made for a line from Talladega to
Bessemer, 12 miles south of Birmingham. The new road will enter
Birmingham via Pelham and Helena, avoiding the Irondale hills,
The contract for construction from Warm
northeast of the city.
Springs, Ga,, to Atlanta, 70 miles, has been let to the Callahan ConAccording to the information
struction Co.. of Knoxville, Tenn.
given out, H. M. Atkinson, of Atlanta, and the Old Colony Trust
Company of Boston, are behind the financing of the new road. A
branch is to be built from Wedowee, Ala., to Atlanta, providing a
(See Atlantic &
third direct line from Birmingham to Atlanta.
Birmingham in Construction Record,

Birmingham

district

from Brunswick,

Ga.,

i

Augusta & Northwestern.

— Incorporation

reported in Georgia
from Augusta northwest to Athens, approximately 100
W. W. Ramsey. T. Fargo, B. Lawrence, B. D. Langdon and

to build a line

miles.

others, of Augusta, are incorporators.

Big Horn.

— See

Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy.

—

Boston Elevated. The bill recently passed by the Legislature
which provided for the construction of two subways in Cambridge,
one through Massachusetts avenue to Harvard Square, and the other
through Cambridge street, East Cambridge, to Harvard Square, was
(June 15, p. 174.)
signed by Governor Guild on June 23.

—

Cairo & Kanawha Valley. At a recent meeting of the directors of this company, it was voted to extend the road south. 10
miles, to the Little Kanawha river. The present line is 17 miles
long from Cairo, W. Va., on the B. & O., south to Macfarlan.

—

California Roads. The Great Western Gold Co. is said to be
planning to build a line from Redding, Cal., to the Ingot Smelter, 26
miles, at a cost of $200,000.

—

Calumet, Hammond & Southeastern. Incorporation in Illinois
to build a line from Chicago, east of Lake Calumet, to the Illinois-Indiana state line, with a branch to'Lake MichTalbot E. Pierce, of Chicago, is an incorporator.
igan.
with $100,000 capital

Carson & Colorado.

— See Southern
—

Pacific.

Chattanooga Northern. Incorporated in Tennessee to build a
line 20 miles long from Chattanooga, Tenn., to Walden's Ridge to
develop mineral lands. The Chattanooga Company, Ltd.. of which
W. G. M. Thomas, of Chattanooga, is General Manager, is said to
W. G.
be largely interested in the project. The incorporators are:
M. Thomas. T. MacClellan, L. H. Thomas and J. H. Thomas.
Thomas Crewdson, of London, England, is a large stockholder, it
is said.
('lie

j.go

& North-Western.

pleted the extension of the

— This

company has almost com-

Wyoming & Northwestern from

Casper,

June
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Wyo., to Lander. An announcement is made that trains are to be Ohio north to Fairview, about 100 miles, and thence to Blockville.
J. Y. Hamilton, J. Gregory and J. R.
running on this division by the first of next month from Casper to The incorporators include:
Shoshone, 100 miles, so that it will be in operation to the Shoshone Thomas. Jr., of Fairview; James R. Lynn, F. H. Bailey and A. S.
Reservation, which is to be opened by the Government on July 15. Fleming, of Fairmont.
The remaining 50 miles from Shoshone to Lander is to be opened
Michigan Roads. Frank C. Andrews announces that a number
a month later.
of New York capitalists and George L. Maltz, former Banking Comincorrecently
An officer writes that the Lee County Railway,
missioner, are back of a project to build a line from Detroit, Mich.,
porated in Illinois, is to be a low grade freight cut-off. The line is northwest
to Lansing, 80 miles.
Entrance is to be made into Detroit
to be built by the Chicago & North-Western from Nechusa to Nelover the Detroit United Railway. It is proposed to operate the road
son, south of the present main line, and is to be used for eastbound
with gasolene engines. The proposed route parallels the Pere Marfreight trains. Work will be started about the first of next year.
quette for 40 miles between Brighton and Lansing.
(June 15, p. 175.)
Milwaukee Junction. Incorporated in Wisconsin by the proChicago, Burlington & Quincy. Construction of the new line
moters of the Milwaukee Southern to build terminal lines for that
heart
building under the name of the Big Horn Railroad through the
road at Milwaukee. The capital stock is $25,000, and the incorporaof the Big Horn Basin is so near completion that plans have been
tors are: H. C. Wood, Chicago: F. W. Rogers, L. Kitauf, E. N.
made for train service beginning July 14. The new line extends Spaulding and S. E. Hall, all of Milwaukee.
from Frannie, in the northern part of Big Horn County, Wyo., southMinneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie. After about two
east to Basin, thence south to Worland, Wyo., on the upper Big
Horn river. Worland is to be a registration point for the Shoshone years consideration, this company has begun work on a line giving
Indian Reservation opening. Trains will be run to carry the home- it an entrance into St. Paul. The preliminary work will be comby November of this year. The company at present
seekers, connection being made at Toluca with eastern trains. Regis- pleted
tration for the Shoshone Indian land begins July 14 and ends July enters the city over the Northern Pacific tracks. The cost of the
proposed line will be about $2,000,000. The plans call for the build(See Construction Record.)
31.
ing of a double-track 2% miles from the Soo Junction west of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. A contract is reported let to
Cortlandt street bridge to the terminal property, which has been
the Delhoff Construction Co.. of Little Rock, Ark., for building a
Near the Westminster
bought at Seventh and Kittson streets.
Louisiana
Island,
Arkansas
&
branch from Alexandria on the Rock
bridge it will be necessary to build a tunnel 1,500 ft. long under
south to Eunice, about 60 miles.
the Great Northern and Northern Pacific tracks. There will be a
Columbus, New Albany & Johnstown Traction. An officer number of bridges over important thoroughfares.
writes that the work of extending this line from Gahanna, Ohio,
Miona Springs. Incorporated in Georgia to build a line from
northeast to New Albany and Johnstown, 17% miles, will not be
Fort Valley, Ga., on the Central of Geogia and the Southern southdifficult.
The work includes two steel bridges and one 1,400 ft. west to Southland on the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, about
The date for asking bids
trestle, with a maximum height of 65 ft.
J. R. Lane, C. B. Culpepper
27 miles. The incorporators include:
for the work has not yet been decided. W. D. Brickell. Despatch
and A. O. Brewton. of Fort Valley, and J. R. Lane is General
(June 15, p. 174.)
Building, Columbus, Ohio, is President.
Manager.
Dublin & Southwestern. This company, operating a line 31
Morgantown & Pittsburg. Incorporated in Pennsylvania with
miles long in Georgia, from Dublin south to Eastman, is to be ex$120,000 capital to build 12 miles of line in Green County. W. P.
tended from its present southern terminus about 35 miles southRainbow, of Pittsburg, is President and also a director. The other
west to Cordele, which is on the Albany & Northern, the Atlanta,
P. G. McClelland, J. S. Weller, J. B. Chalfant. R. W.
directors are:
Birmingham & Atlantic, the Georgia, Southern & Florida, and the
Martin and J. E. Sampson, all of Pittsburg.
Seaboard Air Line.
Muncie & Portland Traction. This new line has been formally
Erie.
This company has applied in New Jersey for a right of
opened from Muncie, Ind., northeast via De Soto, Albany. Redkey
way across the Hackensaek Meadows from a point 425 ft. north of and Dunkirk to Portland, 32 miles. George F. McCulloch. Muncie,
the present Newark branch. The new road will cross the Greenis President.
wood Lake branch of the Erie. It is said the purpose of the comNew Orleans & Baton Rouge (Electric). Incorporated in
pany is to connect with its main line at Rutherford.
Louisiana, with $2,500,000 capital, to build an electric line from
Frisco, Oklahoma & Texas.
See St. Louis & San Francisco.
New Orleans northwest to Baton Rouge, about. 100 miles. The in
Georgian Bay & Seaboard. Bids are wanted July 7 by J. W. corporators are W. O. Orton, C. S. Young, Edward Goodchaux. R. H.
Leonard, President of this road, at Toronto, Ont, for the grading, Himel and F. E. Lowe.
bridging, fencing, track laying, ballasting and other work required
New Orleans, Crowley & Western. Location surveys are refrom Victoria Harbor to a point connecting with the Canadian Paported finished and construction work soon to be started on this line
cific between Peterborough and Havelock.
Plans and specifications
which was incorporated recently to build from New Orleans to a
can be examined at the office of the Division Engineer of Construcpoint in Texas, connecting with the Missouri, Kansas & Texas.
tion, 11VS King street west, Toronto.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

(March

Kamloops & Yellow

Hi:\i> ['ass.

The Dominion Government has

granted a charter to this company in addition to the charter already
secured from the Province of British Columbia. Bids will shortly
be asked for building 250 miles of the line from Kamloops north to
Tete Jaune Cache, B. C, over the valley of the North Thompson river,

Canoe river and McLenna

creek, B. C.

—

Kittle Valley Lines. A contract is reported let by this company to Lewis Woodred, of Grand l'"oi'ks, II. ('.. for building Hi miles
of its line, including culverts.
I.l.i:

Col vi'Y.

See Chieago

Leroy & Southwestern.

A-

An

North W'e
officer

lern.

writes that this road,

re-

cently incorporated in Illinois, with office at Wilmington, is to be
operated cither by steam, nasoiene or electric power. Contracts for
The proposed route
the work, which will be easy, will be lei soon.

from Leroy, in McLean Count} southwest to Waynesville, in
Dewitt County, 25 miles. A. 11. Shelby, Wilmington, ill., is Presl
is

dent,
i.im isvii.it: & Atlantic.
Thli company, which operates a line
from Versailles, Ky.. on the Southern, southeasl to Beattyville, L03
miles, Is making surveys for building an extension east from its
Beattyville,
present
eastern
terminus a!
through
Wolfe,
lirealhitl, Magoffin and Kloyd Counties, alinnl 50 miles.
1

Marianna, Brinokley & Westers
has
B

Thli

n incorporated In Arkansai with $200,
Grove, W. P, Weill and others to build
Ark., northwesl alien! 30 miles to Brlnckles

pany,

c

line

.i

Marion Railroad,
capital

to

build a

line

11

i

trom

rej

li

capital bj

i

J

I

Le

ei

Man a una.

Incorporated In Wesl Virginia with $600,000
from Fairmont, W. Va on the Baltlmo
.

i

30, p. 99.)

& Northwestern.— J. G. White & Co.. of New York,
have the contract for electrifying this road. The line is L02 m
Work is to
long, from Newton, Iowa, northwest to Rockwell City.
\i » ton

be started shortly.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—This company has applied
the Rapid Transit Commission of New York City for authority
to build a line from the present southern terminus of Its main line
at
Woodlawn, 12 miles north of New York, south along the easl
bank of the Bronx river, about four miles, to a connection with
its Harlem River i- I'orl eliesler branch neai West Farms, four mill's

'to

north of the New 'nek terminus of the branch. Wesl farms is
present northern terminus of tie eastern branch of the
Interborough Subway line.

also the

Norfolk & Jamestown Exposition Rallwai

i

'

Incor-

ipltalists to build elec
Baltin
trie lines from points On the Norfolk & Atlantic Terminal, in Norfolk.
\'a,, in tin Jamestown Exposition grounds, and to points In the a
Presiborhood of Sewall's Poinl and Norfolk. The officers are
Hi
wold, Jr.;
lent
B
dent,
Alexander Brown: Vice-P

porated wiih

s::iio,neo

capital

i>\

i

i

and rreasurer, Austin McLanahan,
Rowe, Irving E Cat ipbell, William t.
niake, of Richmond, \ a
ato
are the

Secretary

John

with
ihn J.

i

H

1.

any will build a branch from
rh
a ter83 mill
aorth to the southern bordei ol the Fellowstone
minus m On
bi
National Park, about 160 miles,

Oregok Shori Lini
Wyo., which

Cokeville,

Is

>

Bi
1

1

mil

\.

River

ii

n

le.oi

& Gulf

tt

trom Oaklaw

ompany, opei

I

a

rex

.

touthea

I

to

Bartli

.
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—

along

I>ee]i

river,

1

i

1

—

Virginia

Km

k

Isi

\mi.

Arkansas & Louisiana.— See Chicago, Roch

\\'i

—

l.i

ii

—

Louis & San Fran-cisco. According to local reports this
is planning to at once let contracts for building an exten
sion from Oklahoma City south. The work is being done under the
name of the Frisco, Oklahoma & Texas, a company Which was chartered some time ago.
The proposed route is from a point near Oklahoma City south to Hewitt, Ind. T., thence east to a connection with
the Frisco line at Ardmore, approximately 100 miles.

company

—

Chicago & North-Western.

.in

— See Lehigh Valle>
Milwaukee & St. Paul. —This company has

('wastota Northern.

asked to have
on the New York Stock Exchange $6,450,000 3' 2 per cent,
general mortgage bonds, making the total listed $S,950,000. Of
the additional amount, $5,000,000 has been outstanding for a year.

Chicago,

listed

—

Consolidated (N. Y., N. H. & H. Electric). It 'is reported that this
company has acquired three-quarters of the $200,000 outstanding
common stock of the Torrington & Winchester Street Railway,
which runs from Torrington, Conn., to Winsted, 13 miles.

—

Under this name a company is
being organized to acquire the electric railroad and lighting companies in and around Schuylkill County. The roads to be acquired are: the Pottsville Union Traction; the Pottsville & Reading; the Schuylkill, New Haven & Orwigsburg; the Schuylkill
Electric; the Tamaqua & Lansford; the Tamaqua & Pottsville;
the Coal Castle Electric ami the Port Carbon & Middleport Electric.
These roads operate an aggregate of 57 miles, and it is
intended to build about 20 miles more. The new company will
also control eight electric light and gas companies. There have
been issued $974,900 3 per cent, cumulative preferred, the total
authorized amount being $1,000,000; $4,000,000 common stock,
total authorized $5,000,000, and $3,186,000 first mortgage 5 per
Of the authorcent, bonds of 1936, total authorized $6,000,000.

Eastern Pennsylvania (Electric).

—

cash.

—

This company has declared a dividend of 3 per cent.,
payable to stockholders of record on June 22. In December, 1905,
2 per cent, was paid, and in June, 1905, 4 per cent, on the $6,070,600 outstanding capital stock.

Naugatuck. — See New York, New Haven & Hartford.
New York & Queens County (Electric). — This company,

which operates 40 miles of road in Long Island City. N. Y., and between
towns in the western part of Long Island, has applied to the
New York State Railroad Commission for permission to issue
The proceeds
$10,000,000 first and refunding mortgage bonds.
are to refund present indebtedness and provide new cars and
power equipment. The company is controlled by the Interbor-

—

New York Air Line. The shareholders have approved of
the sale of this 52-mile road, running from New Haven to
Willimantic, Conn., to the N. Y., N. H. & H.. which has leased
the line since 1882.
(June 1, p. 162.)

—

n. ii Valley.
The $300,000 first mortgage 6 per cent, bonds of the
Canastota Northern, a subsidiary of the Lehigh Valley, will be
redeemed at the office of Drexel & Co., Philadelphia, or J. P.
Morgan & Co., New York, after their maturity on July 1, 1906.
Up to and including June 30, 1906, they may be exchanged for
Lehigh Valley general consolidated mortgage 4 per cent, bonds
of 2003 at the office of Drexel & Co., or Brown Brothers & Co.,

Mobile & Ohio.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Boston &

Kla..

in

I.

—

— See

st.

This company has sold to a syndicate managed
by Ladenburg, Thalmann & Co.. and Hallgarten & Co., of New
York, and including two German banking firms. $33,000,000
5 per cent, notes of 1910, being part of an authorized issue of
These notes are secured by: $1,200,000 Mex. Cent.
$35,000,
5 per cent, priority bonds; $5,000,000 Mexican Pacific first mortgage 5 per cent guaranteed bonds; $2,500,000 Tampico Harbor
Company first mortgage 5 per cent, guaranteed bonds; $41,000,000
consolidated mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of the railway; and
$5,000,000 Mex. Cent, first consolidated income bonds. They were
sold to redeem $29,000,000 short term notes, and it is announced
that the new notes will be exchanged for old ones as follows:
The 6 per cent, notes of 1907 may be exchanged for their par
value in new notes and 2% per cent, additional in cash. The
4% per cent, collateral trust bonds of 1907 may be exchanged for
par value and 1% per cent, additional in cash and the 5 per cent,
notes of 190S may be exchanged for par value and 2% per cent,

Southern Pacific. Surveys, it is reported, are being made to
extend the Carson & Colorado from Wabuska south 15 miles to
Yerrington. The grading is very easy. Perhaps one small cut may
have to be made, but for the most part the company will need only
to lay its tracks upon the ground, without bridges or fills.

Wyoming & North-Western.

—

Philadelphia.

—

Rutt and J. B. Sterling, of Dayton; C. B. Wood, C. Ross and W. B.
Cottingham, of Houston: J. C. Johnson, of Richmond; C. L. Rutt, of
Beaumont, and W. H. McGregor, of Carson.

County.

This company, which operates five miles of
and controls the entire lighting property in Key
has been bought by Stone & Webster. Boston. It is

Mexican Central

Incorporated in Texas with
Siireyeport, Houston & Gulf.
$100,000 capital to build a line from a point on the St. Louis Southwestern, in Angelina County, Texas, south to Houston, 120 miles.
The proposed route is through the Counties of Angelina. Polk.
The board of directors
Tyler, Liberty, Montgomery and Harris.
are:
G. A. Kelley, R. D. Collins, of Lufkin, Texas; J. J. Carroll,
Jack Thomas, E. A. Carter, of Camden, Texas; W. T. Carter and C.
L. Carter, of Houston.

Trinity Valley & Northern. Incorporated in Texas with $25,000 capital to build a line from Dayton, Liberty County, north to a
point near Cleveland in the same county, about 25 miles. Connection is to be made with the Texas & New Orleans, and with the
Houston, East & West Texas. The incorporators are: L. Fouts, A. L.

New York & Queens

reorganized with $500,000 common stock; $230,000 6 per
,000 first mortgage
non-cumulative preferred and $1,
50-year 5 per cent, bonds, of which $450,000 are to be issued to
retire $300,000 outstanding bonds and for other purposes.
I.,

I

Sacramento Belt. Incorporation asked for to build a belt line
along the crest of the river levee on the city front of Sacramento, Cal.
The Jobbers' Association is said to be back of this enterprise.

See

street railway

Pacific.

St.

i

Key West (Electric).

i

&

L30

rERBOROUGB Rapid Transit.

with
$25,000 capital to build an electric line from Roanoke, Va., west
The ofiirrrs are: O. L. Stearnes, President:
to Salem, 10 miles.
Chas. D. Den-it. Vice-President: W. B. Dillard. Treasurer: \V. ,1.
Tinsley, Secretary; R. \V. Kime, General Manager, all of Salem.
In

1

t

p.

ford Counties.

— Incorporated

1

a
Indiana, Com mbi a & Eastebn Traction. This company, which
holding company lor the Widener-Elkins Lines in Ohio, ha
Ihorized an increase in its capital stock from $1,1100,01)0 to $12,Apr. 27,
000,000; $1,000,000 will be 5 per cent, preferred .sto.l,

through Cumberland, Moore, Randolph and Guil

Roanoke & Salem Traction.

No, 26.

11]
bonds, $1,252,000 are in be sold in part payment for the
are to bi
property of the subsidiary companies, $938,1
changed or reserved to retire the securities of the subsidiary
company, and $3,390,000 are to he issued during the next two
.11
n
The remainder
for additions ami Improvements.
(red lor future extensions and improvements.

ing Willi the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe ai Timber, and with the
Houston, Easl & West Texas ai Midline, is to be extended Eroni
lsI
to Beaumont, about 65 miles; and also from TimMid!
international & Great Northern be
tn
toe poin
ber m
tween Conroe (whi re thai road crosses the Gulf, Colorado & Santa
Fe) and Willis, approximately 12 miles.

Randolph & Ci vibkrland. Incorporated in North Carolina with
$1,000,000 capital by E. V. Shedd and M. E. Caldwell, of Aberdeen,
N. C, and T. .1. Edwards, of Providence, R. I., to build a line from
Fayette, N, C, on the Atlantic Coast Line, northwesl about 117 miles,

Vol. xi.

ough Rapid Transit.

—

York, New Haven & Hartford. The entire property of the Naugatuck Railroad has been transferred to the New York. New
Haven & Hartford. The Naugatuck runs from Naugatuck Junction, Conn., to Winsted, 57 miles, and has long been operated by
the New Haven.
See Boston & New York Air Line.
New York. Ontario & Western. A dividend of 2 per cent has been
declared on the $58,117,982 common stock. Previous dividends
were: Jan., 1905, 3 per cent., and July, 1905, lij per cent.
New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk. The Philadelphia Stock Exchange has listed $500,000 additional trustee certificates representing that amount of capital stock which has been issued as a
25 per cent, stock dividend to the holders of the $2,000,000 stock
outstanding on June 14.
Pittsburg & Allegheny Valley Street Railway. The entire property of this company, consisting of eight miles of completed road
from Apollo, Pa., to Leechburg, the franchises, rights of way, all
rights of the additional 25 miles now under construction to
New Kensington and Parnassus, and power houses, have been
sold to M. K. McMullen, and others, for $2,000,000.

New

—

—

—

St.

Louis & North Arkansas.— This company, which was recently
sold to D. R. Francis and associates, is to issue $6,000,000 5-year
It is understood that over half of this amount
5 per cent, notes.
will be exchanged for the $3,065,500 5 per cent, bonds of 1941 on
which interest was defaulted early this year.

.
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line,

(

March

17,

1905) in-

'

s7
13a

:

l-<4

The

tract or building is

was

is

extension or important improve
bUilding
'" U "" *"""'
"' ""'

under conconsiderably larger than
Tnls ls o£ course, priof projects

vear
very general prosperity. It is
a striking fact that not only are there
throughout all parts of the country very
many sma „ Hnes under const ruction, but the
il

137
152
154
154
Intended to

number

total

last

m arilv

due

amount

-

-

to

new work planned by

of

than

established

many

years.

?a nada °and Me X°ico

systems

Correct corporate names of companies.
Names and addresses of officers of the newer
companies, including thief hngineer.
Complete list „f companies incorporated within
the past few months, with names and addresses of

The past year has seen the beginning of work
on tne Western Pacific and in Canada on the
Grand Trunk Pacific, a reaching further
westward into Wyoming by the Chicago &
North-Western and the letting of contracts
I0r a Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul line to
the Pacific coast. At the same time a large
campaign of branch line development, both
in the United States and Mexico, has been
actively undertaken by the Harriman group
„
r>„*v. i„.
k„ small
rmo ii nn
m
coniBoth by large and by
of roads.
panies, the coming summer should see an exceptionally large amount of new railroad

incorporators.
Alphabetical arrangement of companies, with
cross references to subordinate lines, by which
projects of one company under a different corporate name may be located without difficulty.
Separation by paragraphs of different projects of
the same company.
Route, length, terminals and important railroad
connections of projected lines.
Present state of surveys, financial aid, right of
way. grading, track laying, etc.
Names and addresses of contractors, both general
and special, so fa,- as_ obtainable
The date (March 17, 1905) following an item indicates that nothing has been heard either officially or through press reports since the last issue of
ibis c..nst notion Record.
Should nothing more be
heard for another six months these items will be
dropped from the list.
complete list of important bridges in ii„- United
siaies. Canada and Mexico for which contracts are
yet to be let,

larger

is

,

for

i

i

.

.

building.

™

_i,__, in _. ;„ „ comparative
ra tivo Acfimatp
estimate of
OI
Ine ffollowing
is a .„ m
ne number of projects on which work has
Deen reported in progress in each Construction Record from February, 1899, through

„,

t

the present issue:

NEW RAILROAD AND BRIDGE WORK.

United
States.

February, 1899

accompanying pages

In the

the

twelfth

will be found
regular Construction Record of

the Railroad Gazette, which was compiled
semi-annually from the spring of 1898 until
March, 1902, when it was made an annual
report.
This Construction Record contains
a list of railroad companies incorporated and
railroads projected or building in the United
States. Canada and Mexico. There are 1.382
definite projects reported, representing 1.079
companies in different stages of advancement.

Of this number 1.223 are the projects of
965 companies in the United States, 90 represent 53 companies in Canada and 69 represent 01 companies in Mexico.
The following table gives a comparison of the number
of projects and companies in the United
States, as recorded in the last six Construction Records:

Uni ted States
c
panle

,

*

Projects.

March, 1901
on 1
ictober,
March. 1902
March, 1003
March, 1904
March, 1905
March, 1906
The asterisk
1

1.7011

1.689
1,308
1,797
1,600
1,230
1.223

1

(*)

contracts have been
actually been begun

is

used

let,

or

mi

tow

1,290
1,038

995
1,490
1,330
I.I

work has

railroads,

ex-

tensions and Improvements. 11 is our pollcj
to be as conservative as passible iii marking

and iii (be very large majority of
cases where the asterisk appears, definite
news bus been received thai work has actually been begun, or thai ((ml rails have been
Also ill many rases where work is not
let.
yei
under way, the Information given baa
been received dlrecl from officers or incor
projects,

The number of lines, extensions
improvements actually building in Canada

ptiriiiois.

or

and Mexico
greater

at

than

the present time
the

estimate

is

presumablj

given,

1,

owing

1900
March. 1901

.

.

.

.

107

.Inly,

October,

l'.iol

March, 1902
March. 1903
.March. 1004
March. 1905
March, 1006

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

addition

In

to

also give a very

Canada. Mexico. Total.
290
13
22
347
10
33
465
36
'-:-J

352
352
399
569
465
253
390

.

4'J

38
38
35
32

list

404
453
626
526
305
434

2:1

17

12

the railroad
full

-ins

Jl
15
12
in

35
37

RAILROADS BUILDING AND PROPOSED.

projects,

United States.

ABILENE RAILROAD.—Chartered

:

—

Miss.

ALABAMA ROADS. — W.

to

It

is

Sweeney and others.

K.

Ala., and Tallapoosa, Ga., who
extensive sawmills in that section, plan to
build a railroad from Hopewell northwest to
Edwardsville, in Cleburne County, thence south

Hopewell,

of

own

through Clay County to Montgomery, about 110
miles.

ALABAMA WESTERN

(ILLINOIS CENTRAL.)

—

Incorporated in Alabama to build a railroad from
a point near Birmingham west to the AlabamaMississippi State line.
Entrance into the new
union station at Birmingham is to be made over
the Southern's tracks. The officers of the new
company are all Illinois Central officials. Contract reported let by the Illinois Central for
building from Corinth. Miss., to Ilaleyville, Ala.,
80 miles, at a cost of $5,000,000, the work to be
finished by 1007.

ALASKA & PACIFIC RAILWAY & TELEGRAPH

—

Incorporated in the State of Washington,
CO.
with a capital of $2.(100,000, to build from a
point opposite the northern end of Martin's
Island into the interior of Alaska. The incorporators include James Buzzard. J. C. Jeffrey

and William Wray.

Wash.

Offices at Seattle.

•ALASKA CENTRAL.

Contracts
—Welch
&

reported let by
this company to P.
Co.. of Spokane,
for building 30 miles of its proposed road along
the north shore of the Turnagain Arm at a cost
of about $1,200,000; also to Rich & Harris, of
Prosser, Wash., for the construction of 2,500
ft. of tunnel at Placer river canyon, 50 miles
from the Seward terminus of the road, to cost
With the completion of this grading
$300,000.
contract, all the heavy work will be finished on
the proposed line from the coast to the Tanana
district.
The proposed route is from Seward, on
Resurrection Bay, Alaska, north to Lake Keuai,
and thence through Cariboo and Tanana passes
to Fairbanks, 403 miles, with a 30-mile branch
to the Metamuska coal fields.
ALASKA MIDLAND. Incorporated in the State
of Washington, with a capital of $."1.0011.000. to
build from Valdey, Alaska, to Eagle City. W. D.
Hotius, Seattle, Wash., is president.
ALASKA RAILROAD. Andrew F. Burleigh, of
New York, who represents a syndicate, is Interested in a projected railroad from Cordova.
Alaska, into the interior of Alaska.

—

—

—

ALASKA SHORT

LINE. Under this mini.- a
will ask for Incorporation in Wash
ington. through J. T. Comfort h. formerly of Hen
ver, to build a railroad from llianna. on Cook

company

we

needed on new railroads, mentioned under
Railroads Building and Proposed, are only
included in this list where specific information was obtained.
As a rule, they are mil
mentioned. There are approximately 915 entries, under about 600 cities and towns of the
United Slates and Canada. This list includes
Proposed bridge
about 1,000 new projects.
work of which nothing has been beard since
our last Record has
D omitted from this

to

:

The proposed line
to Anvik.
long, and ils highest elevation
level, where il is to cress fhe

Inlet, uorlhwest
3SO miles
960 ft. above sea
mountains.

will be

of bridges under

as we can learn, yet to be let. This list is intended to include the larger steel and stone
structures, whether for railroads or not, and
we have aimed to record only those which
seem likely to be bull* Bridges which are

Texas

in

build from Hamlin, in Jones County, to Brady,
about 100 miles also to build a branch line from
Anson to Stamford, 15 miles. The office of the
company will be at Abilene. The incorporators
include E. S. Hughes, W. 0. Swenson, II. .fames,
of Abilene
B. W. Fonts and C. C. Sanford, of
Fort Worth.
ALABAMA & MISSISSIPPI. This company, which
operates 18 miles of railroad from Vinegar Bend.
Ala., southwest to Leaksville, .Miss., has projected a 20-mile extension into Greene County,

consideration, for which contracts are, so far

issue.

to

dates are already set for the award-

ing of 26 different bridge contracts.

ALBANY & NORTHERN.

This company, which
Cordele, Ga.,
a
35-mile road from
southwest to Albany, has decided to build an exthrough
place
southwest
tension from the latter
Dougherty, Baker and Decatur counties m
Georgia, passing through Colquitt, in Miller
County, and thence through Marlanna, in .lack
son County. Fla.. west to Pensacola, a total
distance of about 2'J."» miles.
operates

AI.I'.l

QUERQUE EASTERN (SANTA IT

TltAL).

— Proposed

from

line

CI N
N.

Mori.uty.

tv Central, to Albuquerque,
Grading completed Cor 20 miles.

Mex,. on the Santa
miles.

III

ALEXANDRIA, BAYOU MACON
Chartered
andria.

Louisiana

in

to

a.,

I.

construction
Delhi,

at

ALLEGHENY

from

build

Al.\

miles.
Miss,. 100
for pasl vear and

soon to be begun.
Headquarters
D. Garrison is Chief Engineer.

is

l.a..

GREENVILLE.

.V

l.i

Greenville,

Preliminary work under way
.1.

WESTERN

fc

Surveys completed

a line from a point on loiuhy river, near
Meadow
lieiva. w. \':i, up the vatte\ of
the
mni Fayette Counties
river, through Nicholas

for

Muddy
Into Greenbrier County, thence down
on. et, yallej to its mouth near Uderson, up the
point above
norih bank of Greenbrier river to
ion Spring, across the river nnd the Chesapeake
,v
thence through Monroe County
Ohio tracks
thl
Spi Ins
via Gap Mills and \ i:i Sw
Creek
Peter's Mountain by a tunnel In
The proJecl Is
valley, in Alleghenj County, Pn
\\ m
Mi
\
npltaltsts
barleston
backed bj
P
Corkle, of Charleston, is President, and C

I

ISO

065
lo denote that

thai

.Match. 1900.

255
295

Up

possibly be able to give information.

June

either

i

In
r

late

or through press reports, since the
Construction Record was issued. These
items are retained without change, as they
were reported a year ago. New lines and extensions completed during the past year
have been omitted, notice of their completion having been given in the regular weekly
ssues of the Railroad Gazette.

Pl OD0Sed

Mexico
Bridge Work Proposed
Dhited smies
(u mi da
Mexico
Index to Advertisements
FWtTwo of the Railroad Gazette
Every new

wit]

projects
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last

contexts of tart two.
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The

distances.

re

officially

at 83 fulton street, new york, and at
yi'EEN anne's chambers, London, s. W.
?5.00 per Year to North America.
$8.00 per Year to Foreign Countries.

inga ^.

ult y experienced in getting informa-

from

dicate that nothing has been heard
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interesting to note that there are

'

American continent more than
96 bridges proposed, the cost of which will
reach over $100,000 each, almost everj one of
which appears to bave a good prospect of be
lng built. There are about 17 structures, thi
cost of which will reach more than Jl.000,000
each, and 16, which are estimated to cost be
ween $600,000 and %\ ,000,000, But the ma
the North

011

I

I

1

I

Peyton

is

1

1

Chief Englneei

Kanawha

Pile

west

,\

to

per-

from Charleston to
Virginia,
let' construction
^
miles, and which 1- projected to run
Belva,
100
from the Inner place lo lie Mi
miles, will. It Is said, be a pan o( thli
r 111 VOl
,v
\ low
\
VSHLAND
lei
'1
.'.1
11.
11
w It.li
ipl
at
Pn
with Willi
d
tal of $
burg, us President
Surveyi being made njtar

where bids are wanted on

am

Tainnqun

1

1

1

jority of the bridges Included in

the Record

\

1

1

v

1

1

1

1

1

1

.

'

'

mis

'

1

are structures costing from

$20,000

Mannni

haps $60,000 each.
In

cases

adeavored to get the date on
wort we hi
which bids will be received: also the name
and address of the person who will receive
iii.-

bids, or the englneei

d chai

6

who may

Cltj

>

foi

Kiatlngton,

1

1

In

Illinois

uron

lie

I'

1,

«

llli

to
Iii

11

1

and

lilghton

!W miles.

'

1

build

,\

n

rt'i

on

\

railroad

an,
\
franchise for B0
Jerscyvlllc
Wot
Alton bus boon granted
i.ii
llton
Robei 1 Curd
Bookoi Jersej \ llle, til., are Im
to

run

1

Li

1

Mahannt

JACKSON\

A.1/I1 i\,

rated

to

Il

1

in.

orpo

from Alton
and
through
-a

'
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.

1
1

111.,

and
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•AMADOU RAILROAD

Contract reported
& Co., Chicago,
Eo
I

i

build 8 railroad from
Amador, Mont., near Iron
in.,

1,1

the new town oi
Mountain "" II"'

aclflc,
up Cedar creek to thi
Northi
Several contracts whli ii
nds of (ins company.
«fiv previously lei and on which work was
under was have been taken over by Boss & Co.
B u aples, oi u llmlngton, Del., anil
Erai urn
William Surlln, of Carllnvllle, 111., are interi

i

i

It

of

it

<

'oh-mau, of

I'.

i

id

:<

.

S

>i

Wayne County, 20

mlendeni

Ohio

Construe

rilAItl.t'
ri.
Afl'i tMATTOX
.V
Virginia to build a railroad from
i

rharlered

in

Appomattox to
The In
Drake's Branch, Va., aboui 30
P.
Egg lee ton, PresiB.
corporators include-:
and
Ferguson,
Drake's
Branch,
8
L.
dent, of
Vice Presldenl and secretary, oi Wesl Appomat
-

:

ested.

SOUTHERN

&

m.\

Surveys

are

re-

from
for this proposed r
the Texas & Pacific, southeast
to Brownwood, ai a junction "( the
waj

ported undei
Abilene rej

.

Coleman

I

on

Gulf, Colorado

& Santa Fe and the Port Worth

& Rio Grande,

7.',

miles.

PACIFIC -Contract reported let for building the first 250 miles of this
This company is
proposed road In Mexico.
planning to build over 2,000 miles of road In
lirsi
division
to be from
Mexico and Arizona, the
Lyman Bridges
Mini. An/, to Riverside, Cal.
s.
Purtfell,
Engineer;
W.
Chief
is President and
General Attorney: D. M. M. Shorb. Purchasing
Master
Mechanic.
Ziegler;
and
P.
B.
4gent,

•AMERICAN-MEXICAN

•AMERICAN OF PORTO

RICO.

-This

line to connect its
is building ;i new
lines, to furnish a through nmte from
to Ponce, which arc IT" miles apart.
and
being built between
is

Cumuy

ni,-

work

very

is

heavy.

The

line

inj

coi

two main
Sim Juan

The

line

Aguadilla.
crosses a

30,000 Gallons per Hoi

K

of small si reams and deep canyons, over
which many small and a few large bridges will
There
built, the largesl aboul 500 ft. long,
will Also if two tunnels.
About 14 miles is completed and the remaining 13 will be finished this
The aew line passes through the towns of
fall.
Isabella and Quebradillas, through a fertile section.
The work is being done by the company's
men. George Servajeau, Isabella, is the Engineer
in charge of const met ion.
ANDERSON & SALINE RIVER. -This company,

number

in

Arkansas,

has

increased

its

h is to build
capital from $20,000 to $56,000.
a railroad from Clio, in Cleveland County, Ark.
southwest is miles.
G. W. Richie, of Fine Fluff,
qcoi porator.
Ark., is an
Under this name
a new electric road is projected to run from
Asheville, N.C., southeast through Ilendersonville,
I

APALACHIAN INTERURBAN

and
Spring, Columbus
'Chimney Rock, Mill
Tyron, and thence to Gaffney, S. C, about n> M
F.
M.
W. A. Smith Is President
miles,
;

J.
W, Wafford, Secregftearns, Vice Presldenl
tary,
and J. M. Williams, Treasurer, all of
;

Hendersons

llle

A cmlraet
•AFAI,\«'ll|i Hi, A & NORTHERN.
has been given by this company it. the Morey
Engineering Company, of St. Louis, for building
its pro]
a railroad from Apaldchicola north to
i.i
about
65 miles.
The proposed
acy,
route is si
miles hum from Apalacnlcola to
Qutncy, Fla., Where it will cross the Seaboard
Air Line, and thence to Balnbridge, Ga., which
will be the northern terminus for the present.
i

i

in

miles;

Intere ted.

Wisconsin,

with

i

C,

Mar

P

17,

nine, Ashland,
L90G
Incorporated
of $100,000. to
I

MARENGO.

&
a

capital

in
Ashland
railroad from Odahah,
a
miles,
aboul
IS
County, south to Sedgwlcl
where connection will be made with the Dulutn,
The Incorporators inSouth Shore *v Atlantic.

(mild

& CALIFORNIA l,\„ T. & S. F.I.
from Arizona and California Jnnc
nix, on the
tlon near Wlekenburg, north of PI
Phoenix, west to the Colo
Santa rv, Prescoti
rado river and Into Southern California. Aboul
50 nilli-s cif track Is laid and grading Is in prog'
ress from mile-post 50 it i" mile-post 60, '.>>
miles.
The Granl Bros. Construction Co.. of
Los Angeles, Cal:, has the contract tor grading.
Surreys are also being made Cor an additional

•ARIZONA
New

ttne

I-.
K.
clude;
.1
s.
Stearns, of Luddington
Baker, of Ashland, Wis.; John P. Gary, of ChiMerrill, of Ashland, and E. B. Hill
cago G. 1
and r J. Darke, of Odanah.

.v.

L

4t>

-

miles to Barker, Ariz.

ARIZONA & COLORADO

**n\ Till.KN PACIFIC)
This company, operating 17 miles ol road In
Arizona, has projected a line to -run from Durango,
i«>
Clifton, Ariz., about 350
Colo., southwesi
miles, with a branch Line from" Durango. north to
Silvcrton. 4i» miles, unci another branch west to
Dolores, 40 miles; also a branch from Farming
ton, N. Mex., south to Manuelito, 150 miles.
it has not as yet
Surveys reported In progress,,
been dctinitciv decided which of these lines will

be built.
Alt

CENTRAL. — This company, which

KANSAS

;

,v
CRAGGY MOUNTAIN. Presl
dent K. s. Howl and, of this company, is quoted
as saying thai this road is now under construe
tlon from Craggy Mountain, N. C„ to Demo
crat, IT miles. :; miles of which are completed.
The R. il Tlnglej Co., of New York, are the
engineers.
ASHEVILLE & RUTHERFORDTON. Rights of
way have been secured from Asheville, N C., to

•ASHEVILLE

Rutherfordton, 40 miles, and surveys made.
II.

Rowland, Asheville,
17. 1005J

Mar.

i

ASHEVILLE SOUTHERN

operates a line between Fort Smith and Paris,
Ark., 45 miles, is making surveys to extend its
line from Paris to Dardanelle, about 6u miles.

—

A R K ANSAS, LOUISIA NA & GULF. This company, which is planning to build a road from
Fine Bluff, Ark., about 125 miles southward, to
Koine point in Louisiana, will, it is said, at once
P. B. Stewart, Presibegin construction work.
dent of the Colorado Title & Trust Co.; E. A.
M. Parker and W. A. Otis are InSunderlin,
terested
.1

ARKANSAS ROM'S

A company has been organin Arkansas
build from West Point
to
through Kensett to Searcy, in White Country. 1)
II. G.
Smith and W. ii. Foster, of West
miles.
(Mar. 17, 1005.)
Foint, Ark., are Interested.
ARKANSAS VALLEY. Recently incorporated In
Colorado by officers of the American Bee1 Sugar
Company, to build through the Arkansas Vallej
'&
In the same section through which the Holly
ized

Swink is projected. The
capital of $1,000,000, and

same company

lias

n

the directors Include

Weltzer and C. M. Ward, of Colorado; Robert
Oxnard, <>r San Francisco, and II. It. Duval, 61
i'.

New

York.

Incorporated
& PACIFIC COAST.
from Arlington, Ore.; to The Dalles, 110
through Condon. Fossil and Rock
Surveys made between Condon and FOBCreek.
sii. 20 miles, and between Hock Creek and The
.!.
E. Simmons is President;
Dalles, 50 miles.
.1.
Flnley,
J.
M. M. Shlllock, Secretary, and

ARLINGTON
to build

miles, passing

Treasurer,

ASHLAND
to

all

&

of Portland, Ore. (Mar. 17. 1905.)

WESTERN.—Incorporated

build from

In

Ohio

Ashland southeast to Custaloga,

N.

C,

is

K.

President,

(SOUTHERN KAIL

company, recently chartered in
Carolina, has been formed for the purrpose of local development in the interest of th*
Southern Railway.
A. l\, Andrews Is president
and W. 1!. Wells, Engineer of Construction,
Washington, I>. C.
•ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE. The Helen
WA"5
North

This

i

1

Kbxxicott Wateb Softexeb Ebei ced at Carxtcii Steel Company's Works,

i».'

Incorporated

is

ASHLAND, oiiAVMi

No. 11.

;

,

4.MARILLO

XL,

V.d.

cut-off,

Di-quesxe, Pa.

which this company

cost of $10,000,

will

building, at a
is
enable the road to avoid

heavy mountain grades and reduce running time
of

trains

seven to ten hours.

It

will

extendi

from Belen. X. Mex.. to Texico, on the line
between Texas and Mexico. 250 miles. Const ru.d ion
was commenced two years ago. but
discont in tied after 2'2 miles of track were laid.
Work was resumed last spring. At Texico the
line will connect with the Pecos Valley line of
the Atchison system. It will cross the Santa Fe
Central*' at Willard and connect with the El Paso
& .V rtheastern at Llano. The mountains will be
crossed at Abo Pass at an altitude at summit of 6,491 ft.
The heaviest grade westbound
in crossing the mountains will be 0.6 per cent.,
while east bound the heaviest grade will be 1.25
per cent
for 30 miles.
The present route of
the Atchison over the Sierra Nevada mountains
The Lantry-Sharpe
has grades of 3.50 per cent.
Contracting I'd., of Kansas City, has the contract for the work.
This cut-off Is being built
under the name of the Eastern Railway of Oklahoma.
The Eastern Railway of Oklahoma also is
permitted by a recent amendment to its charter
to build a line from Pauls Valley. Ind. T., southeast 10 Sulphur Springs, ii< > miles.
"~

*Contracts were let last year by this
for about 130 miles out of the total of
miles Of the double tracking along the line
of the road from Chicago to Kansas City as follows:
Between Kernan and Streator, 111., to
Haines & Co., of Shorey, Kan. between Florence

company
jr.'J

;

»

1

MabCH
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and Peabody, Kan., to Likes & Batfleld, <>f Wichita, Kan.;
between Buck] In and Marceline, Mo.,
Three
to Pettlbone. Sentry & Co., of Chicago.
contracts were given to Cameron, MeManus &
Joyce, of Keokuk, la., which includes the grading between
Streator
and M acuta, In., and
Hardin and Lexington, Mo. The Lantry-Sharpe
Contracting Co. will do the work on the line between Ma cut a and Nixon, Mo.; Zarah and Olathe,
Kan., and "II U" Tower and Malvern. Kan., and
Olivet and Lebo, Kan.
Work under way. They
are on that section of the road between Peabody
and Leaman, and Malvern and Olivet, Kan.,
where the line is to be straightened.
Tinh-nver. l'.ni.l & Gulf, which was recently bought by this company, is to be extended from its northern terminus at Kiowa,
Kan., north through Barber County, for about
1

miles, to a connection with the existing line
of the A., T. & S. l\
Bids have been asked by this company
for a change of the line between Malvern and
Olivet. Kan
and from Canadian to Glazier, on
the Pecos Valley line in Texas.
Also for second
3.~>

.

track work between Peabody and Braddock. Kan
between Walton and Lehman, Kan., between
.Tan sen and Morley, Colo., and between Lynn and
Hillside. N. Mex.
Also for grade reduction between Florence. Kan., and Newkirk, Okla.. and
between Newton and Dodge City, Kan., and for
a raise of grade and levee at the Canadian river
crossing near Purcell, Ind. T.
.

homa

Reported that ibis company win rebuild
seven miles Of track and a new bridge over the
This work
Rio Moro, near Watvous, N, Mex.
Is to be done for protection from floods, and will
Involve the removal of the presenl nuulbed from
die valley in the canyon to a higher level along
the edge of the canyon walls.
The new bridge
15 n
will be 510 i'i. long al an elevation ol
above high water.
been
met
u
w ork, It
Bald,
ha
»Cons1
Ion
Hen
begun by this company on a branch
miles.
Campo,
L2
Flora, Tex., Boutb to El
Surveys, ii is reported, are being marie by
this company
branch from Woodward,
for
a
Okla. T.. westward through Beaver City to a
connection with the Rock Island at Guymon,
Okla T,
made that thl
n
Announcement has
company has definitely decided the proposed
route of Its trunk line from Galveston to the
Pacific
coast.
The surveys, which have been
completed, run from Weatnerford, Tex, (which
is already
connected with Galveston), to Texlco
through a level country for 2G0 miles, and thence
by the Belgian cut-off now under construction
and over iiie i-:i Paso line to silver City, where
connection win be made with the Bantn Cc,
Present! A l'lnerii\, tm\\ under enlist lliel Inll, Ill
nn easterly direction. The work will not be
hree j ears
reported let to Corrlgan &
iw
McDonald, <.r Pueblo, Colo., ror building
11.
double-track tunnel through Raton
neat
it
win be through solid rock,
Baton, N Mex.
or

1

Is

1

1

1

Ga., northwest to Birmingham, Ala., about 22.
miles, with a branch from Talladega, Ala., east
to Atlanta, Ga., an additional 125 miles. Contracts for building the road have been let to the
Callahan Construction
Company, of Warmsprings Station, Bullockville, Ga.. and Knoxvllle.
Tenn., for 20 miles of heavy work In Georgia
also to Wright, Williams & Co.. on the section
from La Grange. Ga., to Talladega, Ala., and for
concrete work to John Kries & Co.. of Knoxvllle.
:

Tenn.. between Montezuma and the Chattahoochee river.
Track has been laid for a distance
of about 40 miles from Montezuma west.

ATLANTIC & NORTH CAROLINA.— This

LINES.

ATLANTIC & WESTERN (NORTH CAROLINA).

—This
road
Broadway.
to

miles east of

Pa.

a
Charter granted this companj al
year ago In Georgia to build from Alliens south
wesl through Monroe, Floral Park and Fayette
viii.- to Newman, 70 miles,
Nothing being done.
Ranson Rogers, 828 Empire building, Atlanta,

Ga.,

is

1

said to be Interested.

ATLANTA

<v

road

from

Vramla

This

(Electric)

imlM an

southeast

Atlanta

Panthersvllle,

to

via

electric rail

Atlanta,

East

Mountain and Llthonlato

has given the general
contract i<> the Atlanta & Carolina Power i'o..
w llson Is President, and
\\ bleb
11
ol
S
M, T. Bdgarton, Secretary and General Manager
Contracts Cor grading and tracklaylng are soon
in be let.
The maximum grade will be - per
curvature 8 degrees.
cent, and
the maximum
The work Includes building two teel bridges and
John R
one cu1 under an existing Bteara road.
iii h is prei i.i> hi
m
Kdgerton, Seen tan
and Manager, and M, Mason, Chief Engineer,

Conyers,

Ga.,
1

-•*>

miles,

'i

1

At lont a,

\t

Ga

Presldenl and
Edwards, ol Sanford, N.
Qeneral Manager,
Electric).
wrir
ATI,
SHORE
&
n Formed to operate with elec
company has
trie power the line of the West Jersej \ Sea
and
between Camden, N.
shore
P. R. R.
The line
Atlantic City by way of Newfleld
from Newfleld to Atlantic City, which is
be In
track, is to be double tracked at nine
corporatoi s Ini lude J. F. 'otter, of Philadelphia
,;
11.
Martin, Q
C Duval ind others ol
b.
Di
Camden, \
See Railroad G«< "<
her 22, 190B
Contract let to w
•ATI ^NTIC COAST LINE
r
Carter for building a frclghi yard about two
eds al
miles long between the large ti
and Grand
Jackson^ Ille, Fla
it. "f
cu
000
„..,
in
of
60
removal
for the
In <i" yard n»<i
soil
13 Ing of 12 mlh

cm

1

1

.1

.

'

1

t

j

.1

.

I

1

I

.

1,

1

1

\

\

Gl

.\

This

i.i'

1

1

I

1

!

«

ontract report!

1

*

NORTHER
Nashville
Louisville
compnn?
ATLANT V-MACON INTKRURBAN

wiiii

apa<
eludes the layln
plani
n

yard

1

'

1

>

\.'w born,

made

miles long and
li

i"

from

I

hi
n

rho

\

1
|

10

I

woi

;

huitd a large freight
760 ft w Ide at ffl

t->

w

mlli

Intension

1

0(1

1

is

Bi

IT.

nth

to

southeast

w

I

from

Suffolk,

Va..

Georgia,

wltli

a

capital

ol

r

•Contract

\

In

1

(

*\

under this name

lip

'

1

1

KNOXVILL1

Phi

to

lei

.1

.

1

1

ATLANTA,

*

et|
Richmond, \ a to build new
South R01 kj m inn n c, to on

ol

panj hai
pen ao
tiee that it win npplj for a charter In Geoi
1,.
ol
build a line from Vtlanta in the Gulf
miles
The proposed route
Mexico, 400
through Campbell, Douglas and Heard count l<
soul hern
crmlnu
hai
uot
I'he
In
leorglo
I,
V
ECunn, Ken no n Deai
been de< ided upon
\t lonta,
1;
Beedlci
of
n
Ga
Ing ami
iMai
100B
Intere ited

11

BALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD

i'

1

a

is now in operation from Sanford
10 miles. An extension of 15
Broadway has been surveyed. W. J.

1

CAROLINA

company which proposes

com-

pany, which operates 95 miles of road in North
Carolina, will, it is said, extend its line from
'Beaufort, N. C, southeast to Cape Lookout,
about 15 miles.
(Mar. 17. 1905.)

PARK & NBWNAN AIR

FLORAL

ATHENS,

1

n

1905.)

17.

the name
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, this
is
building a line from Montezuma.

the

company

—

1

i

of

Reported that rights of way are being secured for a branch line from a point on the main
line in the southern part of San Joaquin County,
Cal., to Oakdale. where connection will be made
with the Sierra Railroad.
Reported that work will soon be begun on
a new line from Canyon City. Tex., to Plalnview,
100 miles, in consequence of the large increase
in immigration to tbe Southwest.
See Arizona & California.
See Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe.
See Gulf, Santa Fe & Northwestern.
See Jasper & Eastern.
See San Francisco & Northwestern.
See Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoenix.
ATHENS & NORTHERN. Incorporated in Ohio,
with headquarters at Columbus, to build from
Mineral, in Athens County, through Perry, Mor
gan and Muskingum counties to Zanesville, 45
V.
miles.
C. C. Guthrie. M. T. Red and M
(Mar.
Burnside, of Columbus, are incorporators.

1

•Contract

ATLANTIC & BIRMINGHAM.— Under

Shawnee.

Hon: KBNNICOM Watbb Softknku ERECTED at EMBLEM,

30,000 Gallons it.k

started for

lines at

89
$2,000,000, plans to build an electric road from
Atlanta to Macon, passing through East Point.
Ilnpevllle. Jonesboro. Hampton, Griffin, Barnesville and Forsyth, all of which are on the line
of the Central of Georgia. Charles W. Swigert,
of Manistee, Mich., is interested in the company.

144 ft. below the existing tunnel, and will be
5,000 ft. long.
Application made by this company to the
courts of Muskogee, Ind. T., to appoint an appraising board to condemn a right of way from
that point to Shawnee, Okla. T., 120 miles. The
proposed line will connect the branch between
Independence, Kan., and Tulsa and tbe Okla-

dosl

let

to

\

1

build an extonsl

1

ingford
roin

\

Nov

—

.
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da.,

Perry,

75
1

m

In

Wi

1

miles,

Mm

i

vm

j

The work Includes u
Surveys have
tow ;u'ii tttver June

r.[

s

&

r \

urn

i'ci.i

made

Eor

a

I

.

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

pai

Pa.,

Ing

I

aa,

$2,

from

and

o

i

,

c

oi

i

t

,

1

<

i

Ion,

i"

r,,si

$70,1

Improvements

Pittsburg and on
Pittsburg Division, to cost about $600,000.

the

al

fitting

1

1 1

I

,

\

already been spent

ha:-

dm

onstrucbe !bei ap< ak<
to
for double tracking the Mel
ropolltan branch from Gaithersburg to German
LJarnesville to
inlh s, and from
town, \ld ..
ment fit
H
Uickerson, Md
mi
to J
The line between the e
Philadelphia.
Co
points win be relocated and several bei
Work la
and cur\ es will be eliminate d.
mated to cosl $600,1
*<

tion Co.,

racti

(

i<M

.

<

i

Ball

I

i

i

,

i

.

i

-

This company, through the Schuylkill EEo
Side Ballroad bas bought 30 acres of land Id
bleb will be used to incr<
Philadelphia
'a
I

I

.

compan

the

will be spent
Wesl of Pittsburg, $1,750,
handle
the Newcastle Division
to
lustra, of double tracking the
heavy business.
lii'lui'iii laiiii ami Sullivan, a m-w
old
ii,'
is
in hr bull! between these points
in,'
ami a second track buill from the latter place to
pleted, these Improvements will
Nova. When c
give a continuous double nark between Pittsin

—

000

racks rrom

lumbci land Division,
$260,000,
i:
location of the Ha.- ami thi building of
ami
an ctiiii i\ nrw one between Fair
ill,-,
ami building a new la Idge over the
Rli
Miimmralirla Kivrr. al a COSl "I $350,000,
nii|,i,n ements on the
lonni llsi tile Dlvls
,,i
at a

In

charter to ("!<• over the
operating 23
ilectrlc Railroad,
connecting Augusta, Ga.. ami
road
miles of
and to build 52 miles of mad to
Liken, s. c.
Columbia aJ o tor permli slon to operate the en
ve power,
tire line with si, am <>r electric
r
Hi
oluml
er
he Sea
board Air Line b
This company, which
B] RTON.
u crsTA a
ins projected a liar from Augusta to Elberton,
Ga., 60 milrs, will, it is reported, resume con
its to have Hi,, ftrsl
structlon work, ami exi
F. K. Verdery, of
milrs completed Hiis spring.
Augusta, Ga., is President,
•AUGUSTA & FLORIDA. This company, which
is building a railroad from Midville, (la., north

South Carolina
\n:;ii ito atken

Mi Keesport,

bird or
t"
Orlet
I

ote to Ualrd. ""

i

Application

\

at

Extensions of
Great Gascapon

Florida.

i

See Conway, Coasl & Western.
\i

Improvement!
000.

Vol. XL., No. II.

Extent ive Improvements planned in Whei
W. \ a .. i" cost about $2,000,000. The work
Includes Hi" eliminating of grade crossings ami
the building of a new stal Ion.
•Enlargement of yards, rebuilding of the
line and extension of second, third and fourth
track at various points --ii the Pittsburg and
i

Ing,

Wheeling divisions.
Work under way.
•Terminal Improvements al Washington,
|i
Contract let to McMullcn & McDermott,
C.
and the Hoffman Engineering & Constructing
Tin- work consists mainly In
Co., Philadelphia.
building the new railroad, from Montello, about
4
miles from Washington, on the BaltlmoreWasnington line, to the new terminal station at
Massachusetts Avenue. Washington. On the viaduct, from New York avenue to the terminal
station, there will be 1" tracks.
The contract
includes, not only the roadbed and bridges, but
he Height terminal buildings, roundhouses and
i

yard

•BALTIMORE

&

SOUTHWESTERN.

OHIO

Extension
of
present
track,
which
second
terminates at Madeira, to O'Bannon, y.61 miles.
The total curvature at present is 455 Vi deg. and
on the reconstructed line will be only 334
deg.. a saving of 121% deg.
The present maximum grade is 1.012 per cent., but it Is not uniform.
On the new line the maximum grade will
be the same, but it will be uniform over the
given distance, and will practically all be on
tangent. There are no important towns between
Madeira and Loveland, and the work will be
done on the present right of way.
The only important bridge work will be that over the Miami
River, which will have to be converted from a
single to a double-track bridge and will be completed early this summer.
Contract let to the
4'hesapeake Construction Co.
BALTIMORE & SOUTHWESTERN.—Application
made to the Maryland Legislature for a charter
to
build from Baltimore along the western
shore of Chesapeake Bay to a point south of
Annapolis, where connection is to be made with
the eastern shore by means of a ferry
also to
extend the road to the Virginia State line and
eventually to Norfolk. Va.
F. E. Waters. R. B.
:

Dixon and A.

Gorman,

P.

are incorporators.

Jr.,

(Mar. 17, 1905.)

BALTIMORE BELT LINE TERMINAL

(P.

it.).

It.

—Proposed

belt line, about 10 miles, to be built
Philadelphia. Baltimore & Washington
around Baltimore, Md. It has not as yet been
decided whether the line will be built partly
through the citv or further out.
BALTIMORE TERMINAL.— See Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis
Elect ric

by

the

i

i

BANGOR

(BANGOR & AROOS—TERMINAL
Application made
Maine for a charbuild
from

TOOK).

in

ter to
some point on the
a railroad
Northern Maine Seaport in the town of Hermon,
in Penobscot County, east to some point in
Bangor, in the same county, at a noint near

Maplewood Park, about six miles. The entire
line will lie in the town of Hermon and the
city of Bangor.
The Chief Engineer is P. EL
'oombs, of Bangor.

<

BARBERTON. WADSWORTH

WESTERN.—

&

Arrangements being made to build a railroad
from Barberton. in Summit County, O., west to
the Medina Count v line. 5 miles.

BATESVILLE &

ACKSOXPORT.— Projected

road
to Jacksonport. 22 miles.
follow the line of the old
Batesville & Brinckley Railroad for the greater
part of the distance. * H. Deverenx. Little Rock,
Ark., is President.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
RATTLE CREEK & SOUTHEASTERN.—Incorporated In Michigan, with capital stock of
$500,000, to build front Battle Creek. Mich..
south to Coldwater, SO miles, to be operated
by any motive power other than steam. General
offices at Battle Creek
Directors: William E.
Ware. Edward V. Pangburn, of Battle Creek,
p.nd Howard E. Murphy and Charles E. Miles,
of Columbus.
J

from Batesville. Ark.,

The new road

m

will

PAY CITY & PORT HURON. — Proposed

line from
Huron. 105 miles; 20
from Port Huron to
includes building two

Bay

City, Mich., to Port
miles of grade completed

£^T:
liiu.tHMi i,m.i.,\-,

Hon:

rii:

Water Softener Erected
BALTIMORE & Oiiiu Railkoad.

Kknnii'otjt

through
Richmond counties, via
Burke and
Keysvllle \<< Augusta, 60 miles, having been
unable to secure trackage rights over the Southwile in Augusta, proposes to
ern
tend iroad from thai poinl norl ii to Augusta,
I

Wml,

20 miles,

in

Im-l'171

I

his

monl

b

& OAKLAND (Elec
Incorporation asked in Maine, with a
aplta] "i" $75,000, in iniii.i a streel rail]
through Oakland and Sydney in Augusta, aboui
is miles,
'ill-directors Include:
E. G. Lawrence, A. p.. Gerald, s. a. Nye, of Fairfield, Vie
and C. W. Davis and It. M. Gllmore. of Water-

IUGUSTA, WATERVILLE
trie).

i

vllle.

B
to

& OHIO.

i.
i

Increased
-

This company
(its

facilities
i0,000.

as
al

is

planning

follows
Philadelphia,
:

at

a

Glexwood

(Pa.)

Shops,

be spent for the new bridge at the mouth of the
The present
'uyahoga Kivrr at Cleveland.
bridge, which is not long enough to accommo<

raffle, will
be replaced with a
date the fiver
This bridge will give 210 ft.
bridge.
clearance between fenders, complying with the
ii
States navigation regulation.
—•Contract has been let to Thomas A Shoe
maker & Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., Cor building
about three milrs of new track ou the main line
from Holloftelds to Alberton, a short distance
n\. .Mil,
This is a continuance
of. the work which has been carried on Eor sev
pars In straightening the alinemenl and
a
iw grade freight lit"- from Relav to
Washington Junction, upon which over $2,000,
i

i

[i

•BAYFIELD, LAKE

SHORE

WESTERN.—

&

let to W. II. Johnson, of Superior.
for building 7 miles of this road to connect
field. Wis., with Cornucopia, on Siskiwit
on the south shore of Lake Superior. The
to Superior, 75 miles from
is projected

Contract

burg and ITamler, ou the Chicago Division.
On the Cleveland Division, extensive Improvements will 1h- made, Sl..n.u<»o will he spent
I'm- a now engine house,
increased power plant
and car repair yard at Lorain, and $180,000 will

i

BALTIMORE

i

Lexington.
The work
steel bridges and a number of small bridges.
W. C. Penoyar, of Bay City, is President. The
project will be financed by George B. Jenkins,
35 Nassau street. New York. Final surveys to
Contract to be given to
be completed at once.
a construction company, of which Mr. Jenkinson will be President.

field.

PAY MINETTE
The

first

&

section

FORT MORGAN'
of

this

road

(L.

has

Wis.,

BayBay.
road

Bay1

& N.L

been

com-

37
eventually be extended to
Fort Morgan, 45 miles from Bay Minette. W.
W. Olnev. Bay Minette. Ma., is Chief Engineer.
•BAY SHORE & PACIFIC. Incorporated in
California, with caDital of $2,000,000, to build
from a point near the southern boundary of San
This line
Diego to Pacific Beach and La Jolla.
is to be the first portion of a proposed railroad
to Imnerial (about 60 miles east of San Diego).
H. T. Richards, C. R.
The directors include
Hammond, William Crouse, S. Connell. I. D.
Stewart and II. C, Ontman, of San Diego, and
N II. Rodgers, of Denver.
pleted

from Bav Minette south

miles.

The road

to

Foley,

will

—

:

BEAUFORT
!

*V

WESTERN. —This company

has

a contract to the General Contracting &
agineeriug Co., 15 Whitehall street, New York,

trtven

—
March
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from Morehead

for building Its proposed line
City. N. C, east to Beaufort, 3 miles.

"BEAUMONT

GREAT NORTHERN. — Contract

&

this company to Lamb & Hansen, of
San Antonio and Houston, for building tbe first
20 miles of its proposed road, wbich is to run
from Trinity, Tex., via Lexington to Beaumont.
Said to be a Gould project.

given by

•BEAUMONT, SOUR LAKE & WESTERN.— Sur-

reys completed in ibis company for proposed
extension from
Sour Lake west to Houston,
Tex., about 65 miles.
Contract for tbe first 55
miles from Sour Lake to Humble let to KeneHammond
flcl;,
& Quigley, Beaumont, Tex. The
work includes the building of bridges over the
Trinity and San Jacinto rivers. This road was
reported sold to the St. Louis & San Francisco,
and later to the Colorado Southern, New Orleans
clonal facilities for the Beaumont, Sour Lake &
& Pacific, formed to operate the several Hawley-Yoakuni roads.

BEAUMONT TERMINAL— Organized

Texas,
in
with a capital of $20,000, to build a belt line

45 miles on the section between Chrpley,

and

Fla.,

Andrews Bay and

St.

track laid for a disIs said
to be
Co., of Atlanta.
M. Steele is President.

tance of 6 miles. The project
backed by the Enterprise Lumber

which

Ga., of

PI.

BLACK BAYOU. — Charter

granted this company

in Texas to build from Myrtis, La., to Stanley,
in Cass County, Tex., 25 miles. C. B. Crawford,
Atlanta, Tex., and R. McMichael. Jefferson, Tex.,
are incorporators.
(Mar. 17. 1905.)

—

BLACK HILLS & WYOMING.

Location surfrom Rapid
this
for
line
Reported
to Mystic, 35 miles.
that grading will be begun at once. This com-

completed

veys

City,

Dak.,

S.

pany has bought the Dakota, Wyoming & Missouri River, which had eight miles graded beiween Rapid City and Mystic. C. D. Crouch.
Akron. O.. is President, and F. C. Tucker,
(Mar.
Deadwood, S. Dak., is Chief Engineer.
17, 1905.)

HILLS

BLACK

— Incorporated

TRACTION.

in

91

BLUFFTON & FORT WAYNE
issued to extend

Wayne under

&

Muncie,

the

name

the,

— Bonds
Fort
Hartford

(Electric).

company, from

this

of

Bluffton north to Fort Wayne, Ind., 25 miles.

BODCAU VALLEY. — Incorporated

in Louisiana to
from Alden Bridge, on the St. Louis
Southwestern, Bossier County, east to Ivan, 10
miles.
H. II. Wells, Benton, La., is President.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
(ST.
•BONNBRVILLE & SOUTHWESTERN
LOUIS & SAN FRANCISCO). This company.
which was incorporated in Arkansas, has secured the necessary capital, completed surveys
and obtained the right of way for its proposed
road from Bonnerville, Ark., to Jelks, a distance
Contracts for building have been
of 65 miles.
The direclet to the Frisco Construction Co.
tors include A. J. Davidson, C. R. Gray, L. F.
Parker. W. B. Drake, of St. Louis Gordon Frierson, of Jonesboro, and E. Ritter, of Marked

build

—

:

Tree.

around the city of Beaumont, to provide addiWestern. The directors include
R. C. Duff,
W. F. Keith, G. A. Clark and others of Beau:

mont.

BEAVER MEADOW, TRESCKOW & NEW
TON.

BOS-

—

In operation from Beaver Meadow, Pa.,
Tresckow, three miles. Chartered to extend
from Tresckow to New Boston on the Pennsyl-

to

.1.
P. Pardee, of Hazleton, Pa.,
vania, 21 miles.
(Mar. 17. 1905.)
is President.
for building this proposed
road from Swannanoa, N. C, to Craggy Mountain, eight miles, let to J. IL Hemphill & Co.,
of Marion.
S. F. Chapman, Asheville. N. C, is
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
said to be Interested.

•BEE THEE. — Contract

BELLINGHAM BAY

& BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Reported that this road, which now runs from
Bellingham Bay, Wash., north to Sumas. 22
miles, and from Sumas east to Glacier, 22 miles,
will build from Sumas west to Blaine, in the
northwest corner of Washington, 20 miles, at
which point the company has recently purchased six blocks of tidewater lands at the
mouth of Dakota Creek. (Mar. 17, 1905.)
BELT LINE RAILROAD. Projected line 29 miles
long from North Bend, on Coos Bay, Coos
County, Ore., through Empire and Marshtield to
Glasgo.
Surveys to be made this year. L. D.
(Mar.
Kinney. Marshtield, Ore., is President.

—

1905.)

17,

BESSEMER

& LAKE ERIE.— The Western Allebranch, which runs from Kaylor, Pa..
west to Queen Junction. Pa., on the Bessemer &
Lake Erie, is being extended from Rosepoint,
near Queen Junction, west toward Newcastle,
Pa., 10.7 miles.
Work under way by P. A.
Maselli & Co.. of Pittsburg
tractors.
Al
Rosepoint a large steel viaduct 900 ft. long
and 100 ft. high over Slippery Rock creek has
just been completed.
The road is to be ultighany

&

Bessemer
Lake Erie.
mately extended from Newcastle lo Youngslown
and Girard, O. ii. T. Porter, of Greenville, Pa.,
Is Chief Engineer of the Western Allegheny.
An extension of the Western Allegheny
uis.
projected cast from Kaylor in Easl Brady,
where connection is to !» made with tbe Buffalo
i

i

1.1.000

division of the Pennsylvania.
Branch of tin- B. A I.. El. fr
Iranesvllle
Blk Harbor, about five mil'
Project
101 k
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•BIG Horn.

See Chicago, Burlington

Qulncj
•BIEMINGHAM 4 LINEVILLB. Grading baa
been completed on 6 miles of his proposed road
from Llnevlllc, Ala., weal I" Pyrlton, "ii lie
Talladega branch ol tbe Louisville ,v Nashville,
In clay County, lo miles, and tracklaylng is to
be begun this month.
Contract for tbe remain
ing four mil.-, lei in .1. m. Memler, ol
ennei
it
i..
see.
[vey, Alabama, may be addressed.
.V
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•BOSTON

wot

SUl'.u
street

id

W

le

i

Che

eted

gtruci Ion
Is al
p
let, is to
tion, for which the contri
to
Bid
be finished bj July I, L906
oortly, although II
ailed tor
e
uecU,..
decided bow long
nas
la
he completlo
unnel n ill be.
the new
this subwav, the Boston Elevated, wnlch nov.
i

i

.

j

|

i

i

I
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13/5

mill-

.

lei

and

structure

ated

Bo

obway, Including the Easl

'i

ton tunnel, will operate the additional lines.
The report submitted to the Massachusetts
Legislature by the Boston Rapid Transit Com
mission for Hie future development of the subfavors ii" extension to Copley Square, and
mon
suggests Unit :i new line be bulU under C
A plan has been submitted for
wealth avenue.
ubway, and two methods are sug
;,„
The city au
gested of reaching South Boston.
thorltles of Cambridge recently passed an
favorable to the company, authorizing nations for the building ol a two-track subwaj
from Craigie bridge, Cambridge, through Cam
bridge to Harvard Square, and from Cambridge
street at Webster avenue to Hi" Somervllle line.
BOSTON TRANSPORTATION COMPANY. -This
company has applied to the Legislature ol
Massachusetts for permission to build tr.ugiii
The
tunnels deep under the city of Boston.
plans outlined involve the building of more than
10 miles of tunnels in the business district.
These tunnels would run to the North and the
South stations, the Hoosac tunnel docks, the
domestic and foreign steamers and through the
By the
principal wholesale sections of the city.
apany
provisions of the proposed charter, tli
must build this 10 miles of tunnels within three
tunof
the
The
cost
forfeit
$200,000.
or
years
nels is estimated at $1,000,000 per mile.
•BOYNE CITY, GAYLORD & ALPENA.—This
companv, incorporated in Michigan, with a capital of $1,000,000, will build a steam road from
..

,

Bovne City, east through Boyne Falls. Gaylord
and Atlanta to Alpena. Mich., about 100 miles.
The first 28 miles is already completed and in

Part of the road is being built by the
company's forces and contracts for the rest will
The road will cross the Grand Rapids
be let.
& Indiana north of Elmira and the Michigan
Central at Gaylord. the former by an overhead
William H.
crossing and the latter at grade.
White Is President and N. J. Tubbs, Chief En-

operation.

gineer, both of

Boyne

City. Mich.

BREMEN & SOUTHWESTERN. — Incorporated
Alabama

to build a line
Central of Georgia

Wedowee.

in

rators include
A. A. Hurst.

in

from Bremen, Ga., on
and the Southern to

Randolph County, Ala. IncorpoII. W. Gardner, L. B. Parker and

•BRONX. YONKERS & WHITE PLAINS (ElecNew York, with a
in
Incorporated
tric).

— of

$110,000, to build an electric railmiles long, from the Borough of the

capital

road 11
Bronx. New York City, to White Plains, and to
West,
John II. Matthews. C. H.
Yonkers.
George Matthews and M. H. Wood, all of New
Y'ork City, are directors.

BROOKHAVEN & PEARL

RIVER.

— Proposed

line

Mississippi from Brookhaven. Miss., southS. E.
east to a point on Pearl River. 20 miles.
Morton. S. J. Carpenter and D. J. Batohelder.
(Mar.
17,
incorporators.
are
Brookhaven.
Jr., of
in

1905

t

BROOKLYN- GRADE CROSSING COMMISSION.

—Thethe lowest
Brighton

bid for the

of

Beach

work on section No. 2
improvements, which

the depression of about 6.S00 feet of
roadbed and elevating rails from Avenue G to
Church avenue. Flatbush, is said to be that of
It
Charles Crawford, whose bid was $509. ooo.
is the intention to have the work completed by
May 1, 1907. At one point in section No. 2
the Brighton Beach tracks will be raised to go
over the Long Island tracks near Vandeveer
Park, the former's tracks being depressed at that
Point.
See Brooklyn Rapid Transit.
BROOKLYN RAPID TRANSIT (Brooklyn, N. Y.).
This companv will at once begin extending
Myrtle avenue elevated line from Ridgeits
calls for

—

The
wood to Middle Village, two miles.
company has bought about 30 acres of land
known as si. James Park, which will be filled
'

and used for a yard, to have a capacity of
300 cars.
Plans for changing the tracks of Hie Long
Island Railroad and of the Brighton Beach
branch of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co., In the
Borough of Brooklyn, N. Y. have been approved
by the Department of Public Works and the
Brooklyn Grade Crossing Commission, which has
the Improvements in charge, under a special law,
It will cost iii the- neighhas let the contracts.
bor!
of $7.0
and is to be completed by
May, 1007.
The plans call for a cul from 18 11
to 'jo ft. deep on the Manhattan Division of the
Long Island from Manhattan Inaction to Bay
Ridge, where there will be a large depressed
in

I

freight terminal.

•BROOKVILLE

SHAWMDT

&

(PITTSBURG,
& MAHONING
NORTHERN) —Contracts were to
.

be lei for extending from Its southern ten
s
for a distance of 21 tnllee
The work includes
the excavation of about
,000 cu. yards, and
ii.
[rard
building L'oii.ii
of embankment, 20.ooo ,n. yards of bridge, culvert and masonry
work, .-I"'! i.
bridges and via
ton
ducts. The road is projected as an extension or
the Pittsburg. Shawmut .v
Northern toward
Pittsburg, south from Hydes, in Elk County, Pa.,
reeport, In
^rm roag
lounl
03 m
s>,ii
the grading work has beet
let
since last spring.
About 15 miles on the west
hank- ol the Allegheny, between Freeporl and
I'.raiiy. are graded, and work is in progre
i

I

I

\

I

.

1

i

i

at

i

t

this

cud

BROWNSVILLE.

HIDALGO

Incorporated In Texas, with

&
a

NORTHERN
capital

of

Brownet

I

Hie,

$600,

entlj
this conjpan:
ag
on ol us road fro.,,
City, Cal.. io Gallagher, 17 miles, is building an
nal
15 miles from I In higher to North
add
I

i

ti

500 mites,

"i

sices

tin'

Brownsville.
Uriah Lotl
A
Browae, Vice-President,
Secretar)

compaay win

Proposed
1

1

Ap

plication made In Georgia tor authority to build
railroad from Oslerfield, Irwin County, on the
through Coffee,
Atlaatic & Birmingham, east
Appating. Tallnell. Lil.orlv, Itryan and Chatham
The inCounties to Savannah, about 130 miles.
corporators Include J. A. J. Henderson, W, N.
Smith, J. A. I't'iiitt and J. D. Paulk, all of
a

TAZEWELL.—Chartered

build

to

he

land, Ky.

BUCK CREEK

&

Vlr

at

CATAWBA RIVER.—Chartered

to
North Carolina, with capital ol $E
),
imild from a point in M, in-well County, N. <'..
near the mouth of Buck Creek, down the valley
of the Catawba river to the North Toe river to
a point where it crosses the State line of Ten
nessee, passing through McDowell, Mitchell and
Yancey counties, a distance of about Ion miles.
G. W. Edwards,
C. Bo'lce, of Abbingtou. Va.
of Winston-Salem; .1. Crawford Biggs, of I'm
ham L. D. Heart, W. B. Jones and S. J. HinsThe line de
dale, of Raleigh, are interested.
scribed quite nearly coincides with that of the
Johnson City Southern, the chartering of which
was reported in the Railroad Oazzctte of June
In

,

:

;

30

last.

BUCKIIAXNON & NORTHERN. — New

line

from

W. Va.. north to New Brownsville,
Monongahela County, 60 miles. About 30 miles
have been graded, but work has been suspended.
S. D. Brady, Parkersburg, W. Va., is Chief EnBellington.

gineer.

•BUFFALO & SUSQUEHANNA. — This

company,
is extending its road from Wellsville. via
Belmont. Belfast. Arcade. Springville and Hamburg to Buffalo, S7 miles, last year laid track
from Wellsville. N. Y'.. to Caneadea, 26 miles.
and about 10 miles north and south of Arcade.
Grading is being done by Frank Greco, of Gas-

which

tracklaying is also in progress bridges
are being built: the one over Caneadea Gorge is
It is exto be 750 ft. long and 1S5 ft. high.
pected that the road will be completed and in operation early this summer.

ton, Pa.

:

;

•Preliminary work, it is said, has been commenced by this road on a tunnel through Hogback Mountain near Galeton. Pa., to eliminate
heavy grades. The work will cost $1,000,000
or more.

BUFFALO,

FALO

&

Permission

BATAVIA & ROCHESTER (BUF(Electric).—
WILLIAMSVILLE)
granted

by

the

Railroad

Commis-

sion to this company, which has a capital of
$3,000,000. to build "an electric railroad from
Williamsville. Erie County. N. Y\, via Batavia
E.
to Rochester, a distance of about 65 miles.
E. Lewis. Jr., W. X. Evarts and G. E. Pierce,
of Buffalo are interested.
BUFFALO
& GAULEY. Proposed line to
West Virginia from Clay Court-house southeast
J.
M. Camto Camden-on-Gauley, 30 miles.
eron and J. Y. Boyd are incorporators.

—

CREEK

BUFFALO, LAKE ERIE & NIAGARA.— Chartered
in New Y'ork, with a capital of $4,000,000, to

build a railroad around Buffalo, from a point
on the shore of Lake Erie southwest of Buffalo
through the towns of Hamburg. West Seneca and
Amherst to the Niagara river at Tonawanda,
and thence to the International bridge at Buffalo.

The directors include

C.

N.

Bushnell,

J.

H. Metcalf and H. W. Putnam, of Buffalo.

— ConPunxsutaw-

•BUFFALO. ROCHESTER & PITTSBURG.

tract reported let to S. A. Rinn. of
ney. Pa., for building five miles of second track
which, when completed, will give a double track
all the way from that place to Buffalo.

BUFFALO, TAYLORSVILLE & STATE LINE.

Chartered in Pennsylvania to build a railroad
along Buffalo creek from Taylorstown, Washington County, to the West Virginia State line,
near Broom's station, where connection will he
made with the railroad which is partially built
from Wellsburg to Tate's Run. The companyfinanced by Pittsburg and Claysville
capitalists.
At Taylorstown connection will be
made with the Baltimore & Ohio. The promoters of He proposed road control large coal
fields along Buffalo creek.
Is

being

BUFFALO

TERMINAL.

Incorporated

FERRY. RROWNDF.L &

CHESTER.—

ONION

New Y'ork. to imild a steatn railroad seven
miles long in Buffalo.
F. C. Mosedale. C. A.
Collins and Bernard Marron, all of Buffalo, are

in

directors.

BURRS

II. G.
King and associates of Austin, Tex., have
applied for a charter under this name t,, Imild
a railroad from a point near Burrs Ferry, on
the Sabine river, in Newton County, northwest
through New Inn. Jasper, Sahine. San Augustine
and Taylor C
Itles I" a point near IVaehtree
Village, in Tyler County, and to a junction with
the Missouri. Kansas & Texas, a distance of
The incorporators include J.
about so miles.
s. Bonner, John II. Klrby, K. II. Cawthorn and
J. It. Burns, of Houston: A. C. Averill and W.
Weiss of Besumoai
.1.
L. Klrby. of Kountze;
J. W. Link, of Orange:
E. I. Kellie and James
:

Irvine, of

New York

City.

TENNESSEE.

.v

M

Powell's

See

M moral.
i

\ii;i,

THEBES.

lX

Incorporated

build a railroad Horn Cairo,

ai

Illinois

in

to-

the southern end

Thebes,
,,i
Uexaader County, III., northwest
The incorporators include: E.
about 25 miles
Johnson,
u
Hartman,
G. J.
w.
A Smith,
Becker and J. n. Galilean, all ol Cairo.
were
Contract
to in
MIDLAND.
CALIFORNIA
to

.1

railJanuary for building in:
which is i"
|Ulpped for both -nan
ty,
from Mar\ sville, Sfnba C
Maximum
through Crass Valley to Auburn
grade to lie 2.5 per cent. The work Includi
John Man.,.
building of three bridges.
hli
ng no
dent, and 1'. A. Trow.
let

ti

iii

road

i

electricity,

I

I

CALIFORNIA

railroad

a

will

1011.,.)

CAIRO

mento. Cal.

in

in that State.
Head
Whltew»od, Buchanan
quarters
County.
Incorporators include Johu P. Hager,
G. F. Hager and M. 1'. Fleming, all of Ash

ginia

I

,

1

I

BUCHANAN

a freight line from Sedgwick. Ark., to Light
mil,
IteBSlon from Light northWork is being if""
east t" Stonewall 15 miles.
When this Is comby the COmpan
illd a further expleted the ,
panj plaaa
E. \V. (ill
lensioi, ,,f 20 mile, lo Chalk Bluff.
it.Mar. 17.
\ii.
President.
ver. Sedgwick,
.

BROXTON, HAZELHTJRST & SAVANNAH

.V:

This company, which operates,

•CACHE VALLEY.

be

road from Rising Star la Eastlaad County, Tex.,
h's.
i.-n3
South via May. to Brown,
Vallej
through Hamilton, Clifton and
east
Mills, to Waco, 12.1 miles.
Contracts for
Ing will be let in the earlj pan of this year.
The country to be traversed is level. Address
Brooke, Smli b ,\ Co., of Brownvt

Ocilla.

C

and

BROWNWOOD, WACO & NORTHERN.
\

Valh".

President; James
Joha i» QUI,

Is

11-

completed an extei

a

a point

at

NO.

•BUTTE COUNT!

I

distance ol 380 miles, also a
on the main land about ten
miles
1'ri, in
Lai aca
southern corner of
he
County, to San Antonio, an additional 90 miles;
also ii
branch from a bdlat sis miles from
j
toj a die
Brownsville, through Hidalgo
alle
and a branch from a point
tance of
osterly dlthree miles from Brownsville
tlon
to
the northern sot.- of the Brazos
river, '-' mites, making a total distance of

Houston,
to
branch from

XL,

VOI.

I

Bo

»

I

o

the

;

i

ol

la

&

NORTHEASTERN.ipany

i

>.,

|i„

,„
at

i

I

I

In

Charter

California with a cap
railroad from thl
:l

|„ ,11, |

Weed, in si-i.ii
Pacific
north to Klamath Falls, in Oregon, with
branches to Rhett Lake and the Lake of the
Southern
cal.,

Woods. The main line to be 100 miles long and
The directors are A. II.
the branch 70 miles.
Xaftzger, G. X. Wendllng, II. Naethlng, C. M.
and G. E. Bell n
& OREGON COAST.— Proposed line
from Grant's Pass. Ore., southwest through Wil
derville ami Kerby to Crescent City, Cal., 91
miles.
Tile work will be heavy, with maximum
grade of 2 per cent, and maximum curvature of
11'
nd will include live tunnels from
250 ft. to :; 200 ft. long. Two branches from
one via Smith
the main line an- projected:
river lo ChetCO Ore., and the other via Ite.pia to
James B. Gunn is President, and
Redwood.

CALIFORNIA

,1

T. W. M. Dreyer, 230
Francisco, Cal., Chief
1905.)

Montgomery

Street.

San

Engineer.

(Mar.

17,

CALIFORNIA INLAND EMTIRE. — A number

of
Louis capitalists have organized this comto build a railroad from Boise City. Idaho,
into California, with branches touching the principal mineral, agricultural and grain belts of
Washington and Oregon, with a terminus at Sausalito and ferry connection thence to San Francisco.
The St. Louis Trust Co. is said to be inSt.

pany

terested.

CALIFORNIA ROADS.— The

Steel

Pacific

Co.,

with offices at San Diego, Cal. is interested In a
projected railroad from San Diego, Cal., to La
Paz., Mexico, traversing the whole southern part
No furof the peninsula of Lower California.
C. W. French is Chairther particulars given.
man of the Board.
F. L. Evans, a Civil Engineer of Eureka,
Cal., is said to represent an eastern railroad
capitalist who plans to build a railroad from

Eureka, Cal., east into Wyoming. The proposed
line runs east via Delta. Trinity river and along
Pitt river through the Sierra Nevada mountains,
touching Altnrs, thence through Lakeview and
Vale in Oregon, and through southern Idaho toCasper, Wyo,
*The Western Lumber Co., of Jenner. Cal..
reported to have awarded a contract to the
Hutchinson Construction Co. for building a road
three miles long from Jenner to the Pacific
Ocean.
According to Western papers. E. II. Harriman, A. W. Foster and E. P. Ripley, of the
•Santa Fe. have agreed upon a general plan for
railroad extension into the northern territory
of California.
A new company is being organized, which is to take over the San Francisco &
Northwestern A., T. & S. F. i. with its valuable
Eureka terminals, also to take over Harriman
i

and Foster's California & Northwestern line between Willits and Tiburn and San Francisco,
and probably the North Shore road, and also tobuild 100 miles of road from a point north of
Willits to the southern end of the San Francisco & Northwestern road, 31 miles south of
Eureka.

CALIFORNIA-WESTERN RAILROAD & NAVIGATION COMPANY. — Incorporated in California
with $1,000,000 capital, to build a railroad in
Ft. Bragg to Alpine and
The road is to connect
Willets, about 41 miles.
with the Union Lumber Co.'s railroad, and with
The
branches is to have a length of 65 miles.
directors include Duncan McNee, Miles W. Mcintosh, Charles H. Weller. H. M. Cochran and Max

Mendocino County from

Goldberg,

all of

San Francisco.

CAMBRIA SOUTHERN. — Chartered

in Tennessee
with headquarters at Knoxville, to build from
Cave Creek, on the Atlanta. Knoxville & North-

ern Division of the Louisville & Nashville, to a
point in Polk County, Ga., near the Conesauga
II. W. Oliver and J. H. Frantz are inriver.
corporators,
Mar. 17, 1905.)
CAMDEN SOUTHERN.— Proposed line in Michigan, from a point in Amboy Township. Hillsdale
County, on the Ohio and Michigan state line, toColdwater, Branch County, about 32 miles. John
Reck, of Hillsdale. Mich., is President. Nothing
i

done.

CANADIAN MIDLAND.— Incorporated
homa with

in
Oklaa capital of $40,000,000, to build a

from Kansas City to El Paso. Tex.,.
passing through the counties of Pottawatomie.
Cleveland. Comanche. Kiowa and Greer, in Oklahoma.
Incorporators
Office ai Law-ton, Okla.
railroad

include

G.

R.

Robertson, C. F.

Barber. G.

II.

Mi'1'asohal. all of Lawton
Milfred Steele, of
Chicago: l B. Hampton, of Hampton Ind. T.
A s M.Kenuon. of Wekoka, Ind. T. and E. A.
Hill, of Muskogee.
CANKY & WEST LIBERTY.- Incorporated in
Kentucky, to build from Canuel City, in Morgan
:

:
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SPIKES

BSSSiBB
OBJECTIONS

TO COMMON SPIKE

"The more important objections to the spike,
and the reasons why it contributes to wearing out the tie
prematurely, are
1st. In the softwood tie the spike does not hold
with sufficient firmness to prevent undulations and creeping of the rail, which result in a more or less rapid wearing out (3f the tie.
2nd. In driving the spike into the softer woods the
As a result they
fibers are broken to an unusual extent.
rail, and conof
the
pressure
lateral
the
withstand
not
do
sequently the spike hole is rapidly increased to such an
:

extent that the spike no longer holds. Water collects in
the enlarged hole, and decay sets in.
3rd. Whenever a spike becomes so loose that it no
longer holds, it is pulled out and driven in at another
This constant respiking rapidly ruins the tie."
point.

ADVANTAGES
The

chief

advantage

OF SCREW SPIKE
which the

Screw Spike

has over the ordinary spike is that, to a large extent, it
mechaniis put in under circumstances which prevent the
put
is
once
when
it
and
time,
cal injury to the tie at the
of
part
large
that
a
firmly
so
tie
the
n it holds the rail to
the wear

is

done away

with.

The

According to Bulletin No. 50 of
the Bureau of Forestry, United
States Department of Agriculture,
the force, in pounds, required to
spike and the
pull the

screw

railway spike

ordinary

wooden
found

Force required to
pull spike

Kind of

wood

Chestnut

:

No.

1

No.

2

Average

No.

1

No.

2

No.

3

Average
Longleal pine

Average

European countries have long since abandoned the use of ordinary railroad spikes.

White oak

At erage

Write our general office or any of our branch sales offices for
further information on this subject, even though you are not ready
to purchase Screw Spikes at present.

Some

Of

Boiler Rivets,

our Specialties:— Stay

Brake Bins, Spring Pockets,

Screw

Common

spike

spike

Pounds

Pounds

11.150
10,950
8,620
7,470
8,900

2,600
3,220

9,418

2,980

11,550
11,100
8,900
8,940
13.530
12,300
12,600
11.000

3,760
5.300
4.860
3,490
4.300

11,240

4.342

8.500
11,440
11,330
8,820
12,700

2.500
2.000
2.610
2.790
1,580

3,250
3,080

Oak:

swelled neck prevents

the water from entering the spike hole.

from
was

of yarious sorts
to be as follows:
ties

loblolly pine

10,558

2.296

11.050
13.700
13.670
14.940
11.770

6.160
7.000
6.780
7.870
6.940

11.026

6.950

8.850
6.500
8.930
9.100
9.140

3.700
3.320
2.940
3.690
3,720

1

\

Bolt Iron, Stay Holts.
Average
etc.

8.504

1

:U7I

AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
BOSTON, MASS.
POSTAL TELEGRAPH BUILDING, NEW YORK, N. V
PHILADELPHIA, PA
HARRIaON BUILDING,
141 MILK STREET,

General Office,

LEBANON

.

U.S.A.

Sales Officos
fourth national bank building.
The Rookery
Crocker Builoing,
Mills and Factories,

LEBANON,

Atlanta, Ca.
Chicago, III.
San Francisco, Cal.

PA., and

READING, PA.

—
:
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Conn.
are
17,

n

...

.

Mai-tin and W. B
irporators. (Mar.

\i.

said

Is

CANTON

NGSTOWN

¥01

&

ui'

Snyder,

and

C.

D.

Hi

I

GREAT NORTHERN.-

&

Officers

of this company, Incorporated about a year ago,
express the intention oi Boon beginning construe
The proposed line is from the Cuckoo coal
tlon.
near Florence, Colo., to El Paso, l'u
miles.

i

-Mar.

IT,

ANVON CITY

&

1905

i

GREAT WESTERN.—Incorpoi

,000 capital. Frank
A. ii. Forney, C. F.
C. Griffin, Canon City, are inter

Colorado, with Sl.l
Heath, J. P. Fleishei,

ateil in

D.
Willis and A.
esteil.

•CANYON CITY, FLORENCE
inn in i;i;in Organized
uiili

ROYAL GORGE

A;

Canyon City,
stock.
Bond
be in opera

at

apital

si

issue of $500,000 authorized. To
An elei trie
through the Royal Gorge by July 1.
line.
Officers are as follows: I', lc. Street. -New
Vice Pre
Granger,
York City, President; F. &
I

Former Governor

and General Manager:

deui

James

and

Treasurer,

II.
Peabody,
Houle, Secretary.

Richard

CANYON cnv. PLAINVIEW & SOUTHEAST-

—

ERN. Preliminary surveys made and rights ..f
way secured bv this company as far as Lubbock
proposed railroad to be built from Canyon
ouhty, Tex., south to PI
view, G miles.
The road will eventually be extended south through Lubbock, Gail, Big Springs,
Garden City, Sherwood. Eldorado, Sonora, K.« ksprings and Braekettsville to Eagle I'ass. an
additional 400 miles.
C. L. Tallmadge. of Chi
D. c, Denton, of Nashville. Tenn., and
cago
E. C. Gordon, of Decatur. Ala., are interested.
Offices in Chicago and also in Nashville, Tenu.

on

its

Randolph

City,

<

;

CAPE FEAR & NORTHERN. — Arrangements

re-

ported made for beginning work on an extension
of this road. The road now runs from Apex, on
the Seaboard Air Line, to Dunn, on the Atlantic
Coast Line and from Apex to Durham, about 21
miles, giving a connection with the Southern
Ry. and the Norfolk & Western. It is also said
that the road will be extended southeast from
Dunn to Southport, at the mouth of the Cape

Fear

river.

•CARDENAS & JOCARO. — An

additional 38 miles
being built on this road, which the United of
Havana recently took over.
CARLINVILLE. ALTON & ST. LOUIS.— Incorporation asked for in Illinois to build a railroad from
Carlinville southwest to Jerseyville, and thence
south to Alton, about 50 miles.
Headquarters
in Jerseyville.
Incorporators and first board of
directors include
Andrew J. Gross, J. 11. Page,
J. W. Becker, J. C. McGrath, all of Jerseyville
A. L. Austen, of Chicago Robert Curdie and J.
M. Rhoades, of Alton. 111.
CAROLINA & VIRGINIA. This company, which
has an authorized capital of $2,500,000. has applied in South Carolina for permission to build
a railroad from Charleston, S. C, north to Monroe. N. C, about 175 miles.
is

:

;

;

—

CAROLINA NORTHERN.—This

company, which
from Lumberton, N. C. to Marion.

operates a line

S. C, 41 miles, is planning to extend the road
north from Lumberton to Fayetteville, 30 miles
also to build an extension south from Marion.
CARUOLLTON & WORTHVILLE.— Surveys completed aud rights of way secured for building a
;

9Vi miles from Carrollton to Worthwhich contracts were to be let last
H. E. Randall, Carrollton, Ky., is Presi-

railroad

for

ville,

year.
dent.

Missouri
ring, in

to

build

in

from Caruthersville to Der-

Pemiscot County, 12 miles.

The

offices

of the company will be at Caruthersville, and the
incorporators include J. M. Blower, of Chicago,
and H. C. Schultz and S. F. Reynolds, of
Caruthersville.

CASPAR, SOUTH FORK & EASTERN.— Proposed
from

Caspar

Willits.
35
miles.
To be built by the company's forces.
Surveyed and about three miles of track out of
'"asi.ar has been
.id.
A. E. Krehs, San Francisco, is President, and R. S. Andrews, Caspar.
line

east

Cal..

to

1

Chief Engineer.

CATLIN & NORTHERN.

1005.
—(Mar.
Incorporated
17,

i

in

Illinois

from Catlin, on the Wabash, northwest
to Oakwood. on the Cleveland, Cincinnati
Chisago & St. Louis. 6 miles.
L. E. Fisher, G. T.
Buckingham and W. V. Dysert, all of Danville,
to build

111.,

is

President.

President
i

Secretary,
190

Mar

it,

i

ENTRAL ARKANSAS.
wirii

apital

,i

ol

all

of Cedar

$2,600,

In

build

to

I

<

CENTRAL

\!ii"i;\[\

<

TRACTION.—Bonds

Is-

sued i" secure funds to build its proposed road
from Stockton, Cal., to Lodl and Woodbridge.
Eight and one-half miles of track has been laid
in Stockton
CENTRAL FLORIDA & INDIAN RIVER.— Location surveys In progress for this railroad from
Melbourne, Fla., northwest to Orlando and west
to Barton, 125 miles.
W. T. Wells, Melbourne,
and E.
painter, Jacksonville, are interested.
(Mar. IT.
CENTRAL ILLINOIS. Chartered in Illinois with
capital to build from Roodhouse, 111..
Incorporators
easl i" Paris, aboul 145 miles.
Include: A. s, Somerville and J. Devine, of ChiThe road is being built chiefly to accomcago.
modate the coal traffic from the Peabody mines.
•CENTRAL OF GEORGIA. This company has let
contrails to W\ J. Oliver & Co.. of Greenville.
Ga., to Redmond & Gahbett, of Henry Ellen, Ala.,
to extend the Columbus & Greenville line from
Greenville, In Meriwether County, to Newnan. in
Coweta County, about 2-4 miles. This extension
will give a short line to Atlanta, through the
C. of G. connection with the Atlanta & West
Point at Newnan and direct connection with
Chattanooga, through Cedartown and Rome. The
distance between Atlanta and Columbus by this
route is only 107 miles, as against the Southern
Railway mileage of 127 miles by way of McDonough and Griffin, and 117 miles via the Fort
Valley line to Williamson.
The present line
from Columbus to Greenville, 50 miles, is narrow gage.
This will be made standard, and
about 5 miles saved by relocation.
The Henry Ellen branch of this company
is to be extended for a distance of 10Vi miles to
the Tunnel Coal Co.'s workings.
JERSEY.— Contract let by
•CENTRAL OF
this company to C. R. Kingsley, of Scranton, for
extending its tracks from Truesdale City, in
Luzerne County, Pa., to the West End Coal
Co.*s colliery at Mocanaqua, and to connect with
its own tracks over its River branch to Shickshinny. a distance of about four miles.
The
work includes several deep rock cuts.
«

*.

1

—

I

—

NEW

CENTRAL OHIO & NORTHWESTERN.— Proposed

Ohio from Marion, Ohio, on the Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the Erie,
southeast to Zahesville. on the Baltimore &
Ohio, 100 miles.
F.
W. Jones, President,
Mount Vernon Ohio.
CENTRAL RAILW AY (Electric). Organized in
Iowa with §25,000 capital stock and headquarters at Pes Moines, to build an electric line
from Des Moines to Ames, Iowa, 37 miles paralleling the line of the Chicago & North-Western
between these two points. T. J. Wilcox, of Clinton, la., is President; L. E. Miley. of Chicago,
Vice-President
B. S. McCully. of Princeton, la.,
Treasurer D. L. Wilcox, of Des Moines, Secretary, and George H. Carr, of Des Moines, Attorney.
Surveys have been made. It is understood
that arrangements have been made with the
tnterurban and the Des Moines City Railway
Company for entrance into Des Moines over the
tracks of the two companies.
CENTRAL RAILWAY OF OREGON.— Incorporated
last June in Oregon, with 52,000,000 capital.
Has recently issued bonds to build a belt line
in the Grande Ronde valley, Union County, Oregon. The proposed line will connect Elgin. Cove,
Union, Hot Lake and La Grande, and will be a
feeder for the O. R. R. & N.
line in

—

are incorporators.

CATOCTIN

(Mar.

17.

1905.)

—

PEN MAI; Electric). This company was granted a charter last year in Maryland to build from Wolfsville to Highfield. on
the Western Maryland, and thence to Pen-Mar.
about UI miles.
Surveys completed show that
lie
without any grades in excess of 4 per cent.
Nearly all right of way se.*c

i

I

i

i

MAIN

MOHAWK VALLEY

&

in
New York with
ated
$2,000,000 capital
to build
from Cairo, In
ne County, N. Y., west to a point near Oneonta, with a branch from Jefferson, in Schoharie County, south to Stamford in Delaware
county, a tolal length of about 78 miles.
The
directors include E. C. White, E. T. Holdridge.
C. V. Ii. Peck, William B. Reed. Jr.. and James
W. McCabe, of New York H. S. Lonnsberry, of
Portcbester; N. Herschfield, of Rochester; <;.
W. Kendall, of Stamford, and E. E. Billings, of
;

Cliboa.

CAYUGA LAKE & ITHACA.— Incorporated

in

New

York, to build from Ithaca to Ludlowvllle. T'j
J. W. Wright, Dryden, N. Y., and E. A.
ler, Ithaca, N. Y., are Interested.
(Mar. 17,

miles.

CECIL 4 ASTOR.

—Proposed

line In

West Virginia

;

CHARLESTON

SUMMERVILLE

&
(Electric).
Incorporated in South Carolina to build an
electric line from Charleston northwest to Summerville, 24 miles, paralleling the Southern Railway,
will, it is reported, be built by the Southern Electric Construction Co., of Gainesville, Ga.

—

Ogden Edwards, of Troy. Ohio,

is

President, and

George Tupper, of Summerville. is Secretary and
surer of the railroad companv.

CHARLESTON. PARKE RSBURG & WESTERN.

''bartered in West Virginia to build a railroad
from Charleston, \Y. Va.. north via Sissonville,
Spencer and Elizabeth to Parkersburg, 60 miles.
The line has been located for eight miles, and

ander

is

gineer,

are to be let this year.
A. S. AlexPresident and C. P. Peyton, Chief Enboth of Charleston. W. Va.

CHARLESTON,

.'1RG1NIA

&

OHIO RIVER.—

Chart. -red in North Carolina to build from
Char! ton, S. C, through Charleston, Berkeley,
in in n. Sumter. Kershaw, Chester, York and
possibly Lancaster Counties in South Carolina;
Gaston. Cleveland. Burke, Caldwell. Mitchell and
W,'it:niL':i Counties. N. C, and Johnson and Carter Counties, Tenn., to Norton, Va.. approximately SG0 miles. The company is authorized to
have a capital of $2,200,000.
Headquarters at
The incorporators include
Morganton, N. C.
C. Lrvln, IL L. Millner. E. P. Tate, of Morganton, and W. T. Hunter. Joseph F. Gowan
K-ib.Tt X. Uegnev. of New York CItv.
:irni
I

<

W

CHATTAHOOCHEE VALLEY. —This

company has

applied for a charter in Georgia to build a rall-

I

I

'hat tai

miles,

!0

Interested.

la

ANDERSON &

LAN

A'l

It

I

'

.

fell,

i

to

Charters have been granted this company, in
Georgia and South Carolina, to build a ral
'lay ion, Ga.,
rem
from Cbattanoo
east pia
and Westminster and Anderson, S, C., to the

Rapids,

In

i

I

i

Co.,

CHATTANOOGA,

Arkansas,

Perry and Scotl Counties, aboul 130 miles
'!'.
Incorporators Include:
W*. McLoud, of the
Midland Valley, and W. R. Abbott, of Fort
Smil b,
CENTRAL BRANCH ft ST. JOSEPH.—See MisPacific.
sou
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA Incorporated In California,
t<>
build
from
Newark, In Alameda
County, wesl to San Francisco Hay at Portraro
Point, and thence across the bay to San Mateo,
15 miles.
M. T. Smith, William Hood and J. E.
Said to be a Southern
Foulds ait- interested.
Mar. 17, 1905.)
Pa< Ific project

i

lalsy,

I

—

fclONTLAKH. This con
Ten nee ee from the mines
in.
am
loal
o..
Lc

In

i

l

Chartered

&

lim
lal e

and win also build a branch from a point on its
er, about 7 miles.
main line to the ' oi
<;.
\\\
oa
Nixon, President of the Montlake

;

Crocker

E. a.
Iowa.
i

Incorporators.

building a
of the Monl
Gulch, near
Is

NORTHERN.—

&

the

•CHATTANOOGA

l

line In Iowa, frt m Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
L, m. Rupert
to Waterloo, 50 miles.
T. A, Berkeblle, Vl< e President, and

northwesi
is

among

i

;

CARUTHERSVILLE & WESTERN.— Chartered

Cal..

.

'

I

CANYON

Pittsburg,

Proposed

(Electi

('lark.
I..

.

I

<

CEDAR RAPIDS, WATERLOO

President; J. E.
Blanchard, Secent;
U. Schlabach, Treasurer, all of

William H.

offlcei

Canton,

Pa.,

«

Atcl

lie

foungstown, bas
lor rights or way. The

applied to the latter city
retary,

<

pear to build an elec-

ran:

tric

"'

.

Pacific or

ui

ti.
i

,

or building its
in. miles

tl

road from Went Point to a point in Carroll
Lanier, .1. u.
i\
County, about 50 miles.
B.
McKemis, N. L. Atkinson and L J. Collins are*

.

.

i

—Contract given
.M.I

i

.

1!

hv
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between these two points, 8 miles. C. A. Young,
w T. Gates, Astor, W. Va„
ftol
on
W, Va,
ana u .1. Elgin, Ka
Palls, W. Va., are
01 poral oi
(Mai
L90C
\l(
'barter granted at ll:m
CREEK,
j'u., to this
company, with $60,000 capital. to
build six miles or railroad In Fayette and westmoreland Counties.
Charles Marshall Johnston,

seaboard al Charleston. Offices of the company
will be Opened Id
hlcagO, Ul., and at Anderson,
S. c.
Albert R. Morton, Chicago, HI., Is Prcsl
K. McCully, Treasurer
J.
E.
dent
'apt.
p.
Mayor M.
Wnttner, of
Breazeale, Secretary
Andei son, 8. i\. Genera] Counsel.
I

'

i

:

;

i

;

.

•CHERRY TREE & DIXONVILLE
VANIA-NEW STORE CENTRAL.J

I

PENNSYL-

This road.
and
being built by the P
a
the New York Central jointly, has been opened
for traffic between Cherry Tree, Pa., and (lymer,
25 miles.
It will be operated as a part of the
Susquehanna extension of the Cambria & Clear
field Division of the Pennsylvania, and will open
up extensive coal lands in Indiana County. Work
now In progress on an extension from Clymer
(Mar. 17. 1905.)
to Dlxonvllle.

which

is

& TEXAS.—
Stubbs to grade the first
The proposed rout
from Caney, Kan., southwest through the
on via Pawhuska and Perry to KingSenator S. M.
fisher, Okla. T._. about 160 miles.
Potter, of Canev, is President.
CHESAPEAKE & OHIO. This company Is said tobe planning to build a branch line at Main
Shelby creek, in Kentucky, for about 20 miles
Surveys
into a rich coal and timber section.
have been made and rights of way are being

•CHERRYVALE, OKLAHOMA, GULF
Contract
lt'»

let

miles of

to W. R.
this road.

—

secured.

This company planned to start work last
year aggregating (1,500,000 on maintenance of
way Improvements, particularly double tracking
and Increase of yard facilities. Ten miles of
the Peninsula Division, 25 miles between Winlfrede, W. Va., and Huntington, and about 18
miles Dear Cincinnati, on the Cincinnati Division, will probably be double tracked
and new
yards will be made at Thurmond, W. Va., and
Russell, Ky.
*Work in progress*on three extensions. One
of these is from the Guyandotte River to Logan,
and the other two leave the main line between
Hinton and Charleston, and extend to the head
waters of the Coal and Guyandotte Rivers, re*
snectlvely.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
•CHESTERFIELD & LANCASTER.— Contract let
by this company to A. H. Page & Son for extending its road from Ruby, S. C. via Hornsboro and Dudley to Lynches river. 18 miles,
A. H. Page, Cheraw, S. C, is President, and
C. H. Scott, Rubv. Chief Engineer.
•CHICAGO ft ALTON.— Contract let for the grading of a new line from Springfield to Murrayville.
The line will be known as the "Air Line,"
and will extend from the junction of the Wabash
at lies, just south of Springfield, for 35 miles
toward Murray ville, shortening the distance to
Kansas City about five miles. The ruling grade
is 0.3 per cent.
•Work under way on construction of 50.66
miles of second main track from Sherman, 111.,
northwest to Bloomington.
This will, when
completed, give the Chicago & Alton a double
track from Chicago to lies. 187.2 miles, counting the Coal City branch as part of the double
track.
Contract for $750,000 worth of the work
let to Patton & Gibson Construction Co., of
Pittsburg. Pa.
In this connection, the grades
between Carlinville and Bloomington are being
reduced to 0.3 per cent, northbound, thereby securing this low grade all the way from the Illinois coal fields to Chicago.
;

CHICAGO & CENTRAL ILLINOIS.—Proposed new
line

in

Illinois

from Chicago through Harvey,

Homewood and Mattison
Reed,

C.

Hamford,
porators.

to Kankakee.
W. R.
Davies, W. H. Borris and M. W.
all of Chicago, are named as incor(Mar. 17, 1905.)

F.

•CHICAGO & EASTERN ILLINOIS.—This
pany has begun
which §1,500,000

to

was

com-

make improvements
recently

for
appropriated.

Nearly all parts of the line from Chicago and
Terre Haute will be laid with new and heavier
rails, new passing tracks and switches and a
modern block system will be Installed.
Surveys made for proposed extension from
Salem, 111., northwest to Springfield, about 90
miles.

CHICAGO

ILLINOIS WESTERN.—This com-

ft

pany, which recently completed 15 miles of road
between Hawthorne and Willow Springs, is making surveys to extend its road southwest through
Joliet and thence west across Illinois to the
Mississippi river, aggregating about 225 miles
of new road.

CHICAGO

MILWAUKEE

&

(Electric).

—The

Chief Engineer of this company, which operates
70 miles of electric road connecting 10 suburban
towns with Evanston, and thence Chicago, is
quoted as saying that the company's double
track line will be extended on private right of
way from Waukegan, 111., north to Milwaukee,
Wis., 45 miles, paralleling the Chicago & Northwestern and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

CHICAGO & NORTHERN INDIANA

—
Proposed
through Sheridan.

electric

line

(Electric).

from Logansport,

Kempton and

Russiaville.

Ind.,

The

will be light, with a maximum grade of
0.5 per cent, and a maximum curvature of 3 deg.
There will be four bridges.
The line will be
built under standard steam specifications, and
The
will carry freight as well as passengers.
Company hopes to let contracts early this summer.
Lester Soule, Indianapolis, Ind., is Presi-

work

dent.

•CHICAGO

&

NORTH-WESTERN.

—Under

the

of the Manitowoc. Green Bay & NorthWestern this company is building a line from
north
end of the Calumet yard, in Manltothe

name

Main n

L6,
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»

NEW PRESSED STEEL WHEEL.

^
FOR HANI AND PUSH CARS.
i

No. 1

STANDARD HAND

CAR.

•PERFECT" CATTLE GUARD.

WOOD CATTLE GUARD.

RAIL CAR.

No. 12

VELOCIPEDE.
No.

Mi niki:

TRACK

7

VELOCIPEDE.

PRIl.l

KU1M1Z00 RAILWAY SUPPLY

CO.

MANUFACTURERS
Kalamazoo,

A Now Catalog
Just Issued,

KALAMAZi

i"

JACK.

ask for

It.

Michigan

Reorganized

Now Equipment
New Policy

JENNK

.1

VCK

—
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Ion
Jorthern Wisconsin dit
.v
North-western, at a point 1.30
of tl
ind
u
Green Bay, \\ Is., S5.79 mile
from an Intersection with the Peninsula dlvl Ion
reek
or
o .v North-Western at Dui k
ilnt
on the Ashland division l.-l
Xfls
miles north oi Jlllette, 20.88 miles, also from
n els
Mick
mi
road between
1'ul
Eland
at
ami
the Ashland dh Is
I

.1

I

i

<

I

i

Junction, Wis., 48.38 miles, making a total ol
n
22
es ol this has
\
113.05 miles
Lusk, Shawano, Wis.,
Streeter &
completed,
I

'

"' ls

'

.

»-

'Under the name o£ the Wyoming .V Northwestern, this company is building an extension
Casper, Wyo., northwest via Wolton and
Shoshoni, a new town, thence southwest to Lan
The work Is being done bj the
der 148 miles.
ii

Kllpatrick Bros. * Collins Contracting Co.. of
Beatrice, Neb., who have the contract for all the
About 58
tructlon, except .-Hie buildings.
n laid.
E. C. Carter,
miles ol track have
III.
Chicago,
Engineer,
Chief

in
Illinois with $1,
,000 capital to
railroad from Chicago north and north
through the counties <>t Cook and Lake to
Mi lenrj
The In50 miles.
.ounty, III., al
George W. Bryson, Will
corporators Include:
lam S, Reed, Ernest T. Ross, Walter C. Gunn
ami William K. Keniy, all of Chicago. Office in

porated
Build a

completed

last

year.

Application tiled for permission to build an
extension from Lakewood northeast In Oconto
County, Wis., six miles.
Right of way secured for building a new
road from Pulaski, Wis., to Shawane, 20 miles.
through a rich agricultural district.
Cut-off projected from Tekamah. Neb., to
Dakota City, on the Omaha line, which will
shorten the line about 30 miles between Omaha
and Sioux City, and will practically parallel
the new Great Northern line.
Surveys being made for proposed cut-off to
reduce the heavv grades both east and west of
Dixon. 111. Two" routes are under consideration
one from Nachusa to Dixon, and the other from
Dixon to Nelson.
See rierre & Fort Pierre Bridge & Railway

——
.

;

Company.

See lMerre, Rapid City & North-Western.
See Wyoming & North-Western.

CHICAGO & PACIFIC. — Incorporated

in

Wyo

mlng to build from Casper. Wyo., southwest to

J. B. Bradley
Ogden. Utah, about 400 miles.
and W. B. Rhodes, of Casper, are interested.
Said to be a project of the Chicago & Northwestern.
CHICAGO & RIVER FOREST.— Incorporated in

Illinois to build a railroad from Oak Park, in
Cook County, to a point in Dupage County, near
Wheaton, about 15 miles. F. W. McLean, G. W.
Bryson, W. K. Kenley, E. T. Ross and E. J.

Carter, of Chicago, are interested.

•CHICAGO. ANAMOSA & NORTHERN.

—

This company has completed the first 20 miles of its proposed road from Anamosa, Iowa, to Coggon. The
proposed route is from Anamosa via Prairieburg, Coggan, Quasqueton and Independeuce to

Contracts are being let.
Waterloo. 73 miles.
Henry Kiene. Dubuque, Iowa, is President, and
Lacord, Anamosa, Iowa, is Chief EnJ.
F.
gineer.

CHICAGO, BLOOMINGTON & DECATUR.— Incorporation asked for in Illinois to build a railroad
through Will, Grundy, Livingston. McLean, Ue
D.
wltt and Macon Counties, about 120 miles.
R. Stephens. Charles Zilly, H. J. Jepper, s. A.
Power and W. B. McKlnley are interested.

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUI MY. —Proposed
inabout
cost
$350,000,
to
new track from Foresa City,
a
Mo., to Parkville a cut off from Beverly to Waldrou, in Piatt County, and taking out three
curves between Waldron and Parkville; also a
The most
cut-off at Nodaway and Forest City.

improvements
cluding

;

Important work is the cut-off from Beverly to
Waldron. Twelve miles of track will be laid and
the distance between the two places shortened

1% miles. The work also includes a new bridge
over Bush creek.
'Contracts let to Guthrie & Co.. of St. Paul,
Minn., for building an extension from Frannie,
in the northern part of Big Horn County, Wyo..
southeast through Lovell and Basin to Wellington,
and thence south to Worland, 91.05
miles.
The work includes three steel bridges
u.
yds to
and the excavation of about --,
the mile, 16 per cent, of which will be rock. The
maximum grades 'will be 16 ft, to the mile.
Seven biles of track laid. This is being built
under the name of the Big Horn Railroad.
Proposed extension from Valier, north of
Christopher, in Franklin County, northwest to
The survey from Valier runs in a
St. Louis.
northwesterly direction through the counties of
Franklin, Perry, Washington and St. Clair,
about 70 miles.
Rights of way being secured for a projected

——

from Sterling, III., northwest to Savannah,
about 35 miles.
This company has filed amended articles of
line

It
is
understood
incorporation in Wyoming.
that the Burlington will not use its AllianceGuernsey branch as a main line through Wyo
mlng, but will extend Its Holdrege-Cheyenne

line west through Southern Wyoming to Salt
Lake City. Branches from a point «>n this line
near Laramie, south to connect with the DenverLyons line, and north to a connection with the
now under construction
Frannle-Tbermopolis
south toward the Wind River Indian Reservation, would fill out this general scheme of de
The Guernsey line could then be
velopment.
extended to a conneet ion with the Denver-Frannle north aDd south line in Wyoming at a
point In the coal and Iron fields about 50 miles
north of Laramie, and eventually southwest to
a connection with the main line running from
Holdrege through Cheyenne and southern Wyo
mlng.
With the completion of this work the
Burlington would have direct connection from
Denver to the Pacific northwest, and also from
the east to Salt Lake City.
Pull
ty Narrow Gage,

CHICAGO, DESPLAINES & FOX RIVER.

Incor-

through
Freeborn,
Waseca
Counties to Mankato, about

'Announcement made

west

I

i

i

jbicago.

GREAT WESTERN. Appropriation
made for extension from Arlspe, Iowa,
northwest 15 miles to Creston.
-Preliminary Burveys made for an extension
from Carroll, Iowa, to Simix city, Iowa, about
xo miles.
Extension of the De Kail. ,x Great Western
branch from a point on the main line in Ogle
County, 111., through the counties of Ogle, Lee.
Putnam, Marshall and Tazewell to
Bureau,
Mar. 17. 1905
Proposed,
Peoria, 120 miles.
This company, through the Mason City .x
Fort Dodge, will, li is reported, take over the

CHICAGO

reported

and

Earth

Blue

50

eompany Is
extension now under

that

this

operating HI miles of Its
construction trom Chamberlain, s. imk., w.
Rapid City, 200 tulles. Tills new line parallels
the
blcago ,x North Western extension now
building trom Pierre to Rapid City.
s,e Pacific Rallwai
See White River Valley
i

MILWAUKEE
ST.
PAUL ol'
This la now the nam,' of the
WASHINGTON
Pacific Railway, Incorporated to build the westem end of the st. Paul's I'a.iio- extension.
Chicago. ROCK ISLAND
PACIFIC—Re-

Chicago.

.V

.v.

properties of the
tion Co.,

finished.

—

i

Mason City ,\ Clear Like Tracoperating is miles ol electric road In

Gordo County, Iowa, and the Waterloo,
Cedar Falls .x Northern Railway, operating 89
miles ol -team and electric lines in Black Hawk
and Bremer Counties, and In build a mad 50
Cerre

Ions

miles

connect

to

these properties.

ectlng line to be built trom Arlspe, In
C
Union County. Iowa, on the Kansas City, line
of the Chicago. Creel

Omaha

on the
City

,x

Fort

Fori

Dodge

Western, to

Carl'.

Dodge division

Iowa

ill,

of the

Mason

about 90 miles.

line,

This company lias been formed in Indiana D3
M
L, Wallace 0. B. Jamieson, I. N. Ritchie, S
Smith and 'others, of Indianapolis, with $325,000
eapital to build a railroad from Evansville to
Indianapolis and thence to Indiana Harbor. Ind.

INDIANAPOLIS & LOUISVILLE.—

Contract reported let to the Dlckerson Construe
Double tracking work
tion Co.. of Chicago, III.
is to be commenced at a point on the main line
near Quincy, Ind., southwest for a distance of
50 miles, to a connectiou with the Illinois Cen-

—

See Indianapolis & Louisville.

JOLIET &

KANSAS CITY.— Incor-

in Illinois, with headquarters at Chicago, to build from Chicago through Cook. Will,
Kendall. Grundy, Bureau. Lasalle, Stark, Henry,
Knox, Mercer and Rock Island Counties, via
Joliet. to a point on the western boundary of
Millard S. Denslow. Elkworth J.
the state.

porated

Walton. Charles W. Stevens and Joseph Hubu.
of Chicago, are directors.

CHICAGO. KALAMAZOO & EASTERN

— Incorporated
stock

(Electric)

$250,000
Michigan
with
an electric line from
to build
capital
about
Marcellus.
and
Paw
to
Paw
Kalamazoo
The incorporators are Fred F. Ben30 miles.
Glenn
L.
Melham.
II.
Frank
H.
Lane.
net, M.
Sbipman, Victor L. Palmer. Frank B. Lay, of
Kalamazoo, and George W. Greeuway. of Grand
in

Rapids.

CHICAGO.

—

KANKAKEE & CHAMPAIGN

(Elec-

Incorporated in Illinois, with a capital
$100,000, to build an electric road from
Champaign, 111., in a northerly direction through
the counties of Champaign. Iroquois and Kankakee to Kankakee, and thence northeasterly
through the counties of Will and Cook to ChiThe incorporators and first board of
cago.
E. D. Risser, R. A. McCracken.
directors are:
111.
Upton Schaub. of Watseka, 111.,
Paxon,
of
and C. V. Donovon, C. C. Patton and W. J.
Boot, of Chicago.
tric).

of

*"

;

LAKE SHORE & SOUTH BEND

•CHICAGO,

—

Contracts let by this company to
(Electric).
the John R. Lee Construction Co., of New Vork,
for building an electric railroad from South
Bend west "through Laporte and Torter Counties, Ind.. to connect with the portion of the

Indiana

road between

Harbor and South Chi-

The company has inoperation.
creased its eapital stork i,. sciiiiii.tino and authorized a bond issue of S3.000.000 to secure
funds to carry out the work.
& ST. PAUL.— Exten•CHICAGO,
sion of this road to the Pacific Coast at TaRailway, now cue
Pacific
The
coma and Seattle.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, ol Washing
State of W ashthe
incorporated
in
ton. was
lngton in October to build from Seattle southeast to Wallula on the Columbia river, just
south of Pasco. Wash. Evarts. in the northern
part of South Dakota, on the Missouri river and
the westernmost terminus of any existing St.
Paul line, is the starting point or the new line
From Evarts the new line is to
to the Pacific
cago,

now

in

MILWAUKEE

.

run west by northwest, probably to Butte aud
thence west across the Bitter Root
II, -Una,
mountains through Lolo Pass an dthe Cleat
thence
in Idaho to Lewiston
country
water
west through the southeastern corner of the
state of Washington to the Columbia river near
There is also to be a chanch line from
Wallula.
some point on this projected main line south to
a connection with the Chamberlain-Rapid City
Contracts let to Mcintosh Bros.. Mllawuline.
kee. for building about 800 miles of the extenA contract is reported let to
sion from Evarts.
H. C. Henry for building the section from Puget
Sound to the eastern boundary line of the state
of Washington. Contracts for the rails are said
to have been given to the United States Steel
:

Corporation.
'Contracts for extending this road from
Saranac, S. Dak., southeast to Colton, eight
miles, and the White River Valley Railroad from
I'reslto wrslward so miles let to Mcintosh Bros.,
of Milwaukee. Wis.
'This company, it is said, is double-tracking

—

Its

line

from

Milwaukee

to

La

Crosse,

and

within n few months work will be commenced
on double-tracking trom the latter point north
Grades will also be reduced and the
ward.

—

lines

straightened.

Surveys reported being made by this comfor a line from Albert Lea, Minn., to Man
kito.
The proposed route follows the Southern
Minnesota division as far wesi as Armstrong,
a distance 01 abOUl six miles, thence northwest

pany

Surveyors of lliis company are in the held
running three lines from Iowa Clti west to Des
Moines with tl
bjec!
of obtaining a more
The surveyors
direct route for the main line.
have completed one line between these points.
Two
Beveral miles south of the present road.
other routes lying between the present line and
tin
Jilsl
surveyed will be laid oul.
•Contracts have been let anil work begun
on building a road from Amarillo. Tex west lo
tin- Texas New Mexico state line, 70 miles.
surveys
made for an extension from
'alias. Tex. southeast
lo Houston, 228 miles.
This eompanv, it ls said is planning to
build a cut off from Falrbury, Neb., on the
Omaha Denver line south to Herlngton, Kan..
1

Kansas

on the

posed route
the present

is

city El Paso line.
The profrom' Falrbury to Clifton, using

main line south from Clifton to
Broughton. and a new line from Broughton
to
some
point
near
Enterprise
on
the Salina branch, and using this branch the
remainder of the way to Herlngton. The work

new

requires the building' of about 75 miles of

tral.

CHICAGO.

'

,

CHICAGO. INDIANAPOLIS & EVANSVILLE.—

CHICAGO

"

LI.

olorado line is to be double
ported that the
tracked from McFarlond, Kan., northwest to
Hand. Kan.,
Belleville, 105 miles, and from G
west
io
Colorado springs. Colo.. 1st; miles;
At the same time the laying
total, 291 miles.
of sr, ih. rails on the Colorado division is to he

I

Under the name of the Milwaukee S State
be
Line this company is building a line Cri
city of Milwaukee through Milwaukee. Racine
and Kenosha counties to the slate line, 50.34
miles.
Charles I.. Lowe and John M. Marlga, of
Chicago, are incorporators. There were 6.25 miles

Vol. XI... No.

road.
—
—

reported that a bonus of $20,000 has
been voted by the town of Granite. Okla. T.,
and rights of way granted for 10 miles to secure
an extension of this road from Chattanooga,
westward through Snyder and Granite to Eric.
'.in miles, running through the Wichita Mountain
mineral fields.
See Little Rock & Southern.
See New Orleans Terminal.
See Rock Island. Arkansas
Louisiana.
It

is

—

,x-

OMAHA

ST. PAIL. MINNEAPOLIS &
This company is planning to im(C. & N.-W. I.
prove its road from Le Mars. Iowa, north to
Alton.
The present line, which is 16 miles
long. Is to be straightened and grades reduced.

CHICAGO.

—

CHICAGO

SOUTHERN. -Chicago Extension of
the Southern Indiana from Terre Haute. Ind..
north to Chicago. 170 miles.
Most of this is
graded and track laid on So miles. Involved in
failure of John R. Walsh banks in Chicago and
status not yet determined.

•CHICAGO.

—

WEATHERSFORD & BRAZOS

VAL-

LEY. Contract let by this company to the McCarthy Miller Construction Co.. of Lufkin, Tex.,
to build a road from Weathersford, Tex., via
Springtown and Pooleville to Bridgeport, 35
miles.
The road may eventually be extended
farther south to Granbury or Glen Rose.
The
road is supposed to be an independent project,
but will make connections with the Rock Island.
The city of Weathersford has contributed
$65,000 towards the construction of the line.
Names of incorporators not given.

CHICAGO. WISCONSIN & SOUTH DAKOTA.
Incorporation asked for in South Dakota by this
company, with a capital of SI. 000. 000 to build
a railroad from Viroqua. Wis., to Pierre, S.
Dak.. 7t37 miles.
The incorporators include A.
S. Hendricks, of Chicago, and L. L. Stephens
aud F. A. Stephens, of Pierre, S. Dak.

—

BELT (Electric). Incorporation
asked for by a company under this name, to build
a railroad from Winton Place east through the
suburbs of Cincinnati and terminating at Redbank.
To be a belt line connecting several
steam and electric roads.
The incorporators
include
J. G. Jacobs, J. W. Peurrung. O. C.
Evans, K. F. Beckhardt and V. Q. Price.
The
road was originally planned by Peter Eichels
and others, of Redbank.

CINCINNATI

:

—

BLUFFTON & CHICAGO. This
is planning to build extensions from
Huntington. Ind., southeast to Bluffton, and
from Portland southeast to Union City.
The
aggregate length of the new lines will be 45

CINCINNATI,
company

miles.

•CINCINNATI.

— Thisto

GEORGETOWN

& PORTSMOUTH.

recently extended its
Ohio, has given a contract
four miles add!
Daulton
for
building
to Thomas
Surtional from that place east to Eagle Creek.
veys also completed for an additional 12 miles
east from Eagle Creek.
line

company,

which

Russellville,

LOVELAND

CINCINNATI.

ElecMII.l'ORD &
tric i.
Bonds are to be issued to raise funds
for an extension from Loveland east to BlanB. H. Kroger, of Cinchester, about IS miles.
cinnati, is President.

—

•CINCINNATI.

NCW ORLEANS

&

i

TEXAS PA-

CIFIC. -New double track from Oakdale, Tenn..
north to Somerset. Ky.. about 93 miles. This
About oneis
mouutain section.
on
the
carried
out
work
will
be
this
third
of
this
year, after
which the remainder will
soon
practicable.
i,
as
as
double-tracked
Contracts let to W. J. Oliver & Co.. of Knoxville.
for double tracking 12 miles from Pine
Knot north to Flat Rock also from Pine Knot
south to llelenwood. Tenn.. an additional 18
The cost of the entire work from Oakmiles.
dale to Somerset will be about $1,000,000.
Surveys being made for n line from KIs:

M

\

ia

1

1

L6.

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
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Cook's Railway Appliance Co
SUCCESSORS TO

MERR1LL=STEVENS JVIRQ. CO.
KALAMAZOO, HICH.
IMo

Change

in

Ownership or Management

COOK'S PREMIER RAIL DRILL BALL BEARINGS
Variable and reversible Feed.

Detailed

View

of

Feeding Device

of

Premier

Drill

Actual test: Drilled a |-in. hole through an Xo-lb. rail in 2 minutes and 4 seconds.
In its construction we have aimed to reduce friction to a minimum.
The thrust of
the drill-bit holder has BALL-BEARINGS and the bushings are of brass.
The
feed is variable, and may be increased or diminished without stopping the drill.

Feed

is

also

may be extricated and saved from breakHEAVIEST drilling purposes up to
in. hole.

reversible so that drill

age. This Drill is adapted to the
Great Speed, Strength and Range of Capacity are Prominent Features.

1

',

Standard Jack
We

Drill

With

Tool (irinder Attached

8EISD

make

compli i- lin< oi tl
automalii Lowering I. irks. All

icl

<

Drill

Collapsed

si

f*f\l
JL

Cook's Drill in Working; Position

FOR OUR NEW C A T A L, O

CJ

—
THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

—
:
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y,

Tenn.,

133
about
South
Pittsburg,
through
rich limber and coal
:i

southwest to
passing

miles,

district.

a
Elec
\
SOI rHERK
hi
Ohio, bae secured rights
The
soon begin construction.
The cod
propo ed
aboul SO miles long.
Is
i. ill
begin In South Brooklyn and work
toward S point southwest of Bereii, entering that
plaiv ovei the
eveland .v Southwestern electric
line.
From this place, a branch is to he built
i" Medina
ith
C. H, llubbell, of Cleveland,
i;i

i

i

way and

of

will

I

is

Interested.

CINCINNATI.

CLEVELAND.

CHICAGO &

ST.
LOUIS. Bids were recently asked for grading
and masonry work In connection with the doubletracking and relocation of the Cincinnati division.
The work calls for the removal of two

—

million cubic yards of earth, divided into secranging Horn 200,000 to 800,000 cubic
tlons,
yards, and Cor about 20,000 cubic yards of
"masonry work.
The section from Middletown.
Ohio, to Miamisburg, 12.3 miles, requires 600,000
cu. yds. of earth excavation.
'Grading under way on the St. Louis division of this road between Indianapolis, Ind., and
Lena.
The work includes the excavation of
4,000,000 cu. yds. of earth.
'Grading work under way on relocation of
single track on the Cairo division. The work calls
Heavy
for the excavation of 665,000 cu. yds.
grades near Swango will be reduced.
Conwork on the Cairo Divistracts
let
for
Extension
ion as follows
Tilton-Danville
District A: MacArthur Bros. Co., Chicago, III.,
earthwork, 500,000' yds.
masonry, 3.000 yds.;
Bates & Rogers Cons. Co., masonrv, 9.000 yds.
Tllton to Allendale
District B
W. J. Oliver.
Knoxville, Tenn., earthwork,
1,400,000 vds.
Widell-Flnley Co., Chicago, 111., masonry. 15,000
Allendale to
yds.
Harrisburg District C
:

:

—

:

;

—

Walsh & Johnson, Davenport, la., earthwork,
1,600,000 yds. Collier Bridge Co., Indianapolis,
masonry, 17,000 vds.
Lawrenceville Relocation
—District D 2, Wells Bros. & Brown. St. Louis.
Mo., earthwork, 250,000 yds.
Moore-Mansfield
Construction Co., Indianapolis, masonry. 10,000
:

;

yds.

*The work being carried out by this company from Haughville, Ind., to Augusta, is a relocation of five miles of the Chicago division.
The present line is very crooked, following
Crooked creek and the White river, and has six
large bridges and a great deal of curvature. The
line from Haughville to Augusta is intended to
take the place of this crooked portion.
The relocation is a tangent, and will reduce the line
considerably.
The work was decided upon when
it became necessary to double-track the existing
line.

'Contract reported let by this company to
O. D. Guilfoil. of Terre Haute, Ind., for grading
and Ailing on its road from Burnett, Ind., to
Carbon, and for laying a second track for a distance of about 10 miles on this section of the
road.
The double track work from Markles Station to Burnett has been completed by Contractor
Wells, of St. Louis.
'The first track elevation resolution, under
the law passed by the last session of the Legislature, has been adopted by the Board of Public
Works of Indianapoiis. Ind.. and has been agreed
to by representatives of the Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the Vandalia roads.
Provision has been made for the elevation of
tracks and the depression of the streets at Kentucky avenue and Missouri and West street
crossings, and for the erection of a new bridge
over White river for the Vandalia. The latter
company will elevate the tracks for a considerable distance west of White river and the Indianapolis & Vincennes trains will reach the elevation by a new route.
The work will cost about
$300,000. the railroads paying about 75 per
cent, and the city the balance.
Work is to be
completed by December. 1906.

Proposed
Ind.. to

five-mile

cut-off

Lebanon.

near

reduce grades.

Proposed improvements to freight terminals

Columbus and Indianapolis

at Cincinnati.

new passenger

;

also

station at Springfield, Ohio. Much
of the line from Cincinnati to Dayton will be
double-tracked.

CLEVELAND

SHORT

Ohio to build a belt

LINE.— Incorporated

In

line from Fairport, on the
side of Cleveland, to Lorain on the west

east
to cost approximately $10,000,000.
It is said
that New York and local bankers are back of
the project.

CLEVELAND, WOOSTER, MOUNT VERNON &

COLUMBUS (Electric).—Eights of way being secured for building an electric railroad from
Wooster, in Wayne County, Ohio, through Wayne,
Holmes, Ashland, Richland, Knox, Licking and
Franklin Counties, about 105 miles
also to
build a line to Mansfield, 12 miles.
Entrance
will be made into Columbus over the tracks
of the Columbus City Railway, and traffic arrangements have also been made with the Cleveland & Southwestern.

Francisco to Santa Crus via
Pescadero, tor
t
surveys are now being made,
i- Presldenl and William Hood, Chief Engineer, San Francisco, Cal.
M i; i. \i.i;m; & SPOKANE.—This compahj
which operates
road from Coeur d'Alene '"
Spokane, :::: miles, Is making; surveys for an extension to Liberty Lake.
(Mar. 17, 1906
COLORADO ,v SOI THBRN An extension of thj
road is planned to complete a through Line from
Denver to Galveston in connection with the
Fort Worth & Denver City and the Trinity &
-

i

;<

I

Brazos Valley, stl miles long, recently l>oiight,
and the construction of 160 miles of new road.
'Contracts reported lei by this company for
widening all of the embankments on the Wyoming District, between Cheyenne and Orin JuncThis work is to be carried out
tion, 154 miles.
this spring.

Preliminary

jected froad from Moran, Ohio,
Cleveland, on the Wheeling &

20 miles from

Lake Erie, to
Youngstown, 40 miles, and thence to a connection with the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg near
Newcastle, Pa.

(Mar. 17, 1905.)

CLEVELAND, YOUNGSTOWN & OHIO.— Proposed
Ohio from Cleveland through Cuyahoga,
Summit, Portage, Trumbull and Mahoning counties, southeast to Lowellvllle. 65 miles. Thomas
E. Connell and P. B. Hamilton are incorporators.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
COAL BELT. Surveys completed by this company, which was incorporated in Utah to build
a railroad from Spanish Fork, Utah, through
Utah, Wasatch and Carbon Counties to the coal
fields, 89 miles.
The maximum made will be 2
per cent, and the maximum curvature 10 deg.
S. B. Milner is President, and F. P. Jacobs,
Chief Engineer, Salt Lake City, Utah.
(May 26,
line in

—

1905.)

COAST LINK
porated

In

(SOUTHERN PACIFIC).— Incor-

California to build a road from San

surveys

a branch line from
near Owl Canyon,
(Mar/

Collins.

reported finished for
Belleville, Colo., in quarries
is miles northwest of Fort

1905.)

17.

See Trinity & Brazos Valley.
See Colorado Southern, New

Orleans

&

Pacific.

See Wichita

Valley

COLORADO, OKLAHOMA & SOUTHEASTERN.—
The proposed route

of this road is from Weatherthrough Independence, Putnam,
Lenorn,
Mutual. Hackberry and Detroit to
Woodward. 90 miles, with a branch line from
Hackberry to Gage, Okla. T., 35 miles. Location
surveys completed and contracts for grading to
be let shortly. The maximum grade is 0.8 per
cent.
P. A. McCarthy. Weatherford, Okla. T.,
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
is Chief Engineer.

Okla.

ford,

COLORADO.

T.,

OKLAHOMA CENTRAL

ORLEANS.— See

Guthrie.

Fairview

&

NEW

& Western

below.

COLORADO ROADS. — Franchise

granted for an
miles long through
Delta
B. Stockham and C. L. Pike,
of Delta, are interested.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
electric

100

line

W.

County, Colo.

Reported that the Great Western Coal Co.,
of Florence, Colo., will build a road from its
coal
lands in* Fremont
County to Colorado
Springs. 50 miles. F. D. Keith, of Canyon City,
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
is interested.

COLORADO SOUTHERN, NEW ORLEANS &

—

PA-

CIFIC. L. S. Berg. President of the New Orleans Terminal Co., is reported to be interested
in this company, which proposed to build a New
Orleans connection for the Colorado & Southern
and Forth Worth & Denver City. The new line,
in which the St. Louis & San Francisco is also
interested, is to connect New Orleans, La., and
Houston, Tex., paralleling the Southern Pacific.
Connection is to be made at Houston with the
line which the Fort Worth & Denver City is to
build southeast from Fort Worth, its present
terminus, to Houston and Galveston. The C. S.,
N. O. & P. proposes to run from New Orleans to
Baton Rouge over the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley tracks.
From Baton Rouge, construction
work is soon to be begun on a line due west to
De Quincy, La., on the Kansas City Southern.
47 miles from Beaumont. From that point, the
new company expects to have trackage rights
over the Kansas City Southern into Beaumont,
and from Beaumont the plan is to run west to
Houston, perhaps using the Beaumont, Sour
Lake & Western, which now runs from Beaumont west to Sour Lake. 22 miles. Between
Houston & Fort Worth, the Trinitv & Brazos
Valley will form part of the Fort Worth & Denver City extension.
On completion of these
plans the Yoakum interests will have a line from
New Orleans to Denver. Contract reported let

to the Kenefick, Hammond & Quigley Construction Co., of Kansas City. Mo., and' Beaumont,
Tex., for building from De Quincy, La., on the
Kansas City Southern, east to Baton Rouge, 250
miles, together with a 50-mile branch.

See Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western.
COLORADO, TEXAS & MEXICO. This company,
which was organized some time ago, and which
graded about 25 miles of road, plans, by
vote of its stockholders, to complete the road.
The projected route is from Washburn, in Armstrong County. Tex., southeast to Comfort, Tex.,
on the San Antonio & Arkansas Pass, about 400

—

miles.

Tex.

The office of the company
The Chicago. Rock Island &

to be largely interested in

is at Abilene.
Pacific is said
this project.

See Denver, Yellowstone

&

Pacific.

COLUMBIA & NORTHWESTERN.— Chartered

in

Arkansas to build from Old Lumber, between
Waldo and Buckner. in Columbia County, south
to Macedonia. 18 miles.
J. J. Cochran, G. W.
McKay and J. S. Jones are interested. (Mar.
17,

1905.)

way are being secured by this comfor its proposed road from Columbia, Mo.,
north to Clark, about 30 miles.
Rights of

pany

•COLUMBIA RIVER & OREGON CENTRAL.
Co.,

of

-t

lei
to the Pacific Coast Construction
Portland, Ore., for building this road

from Arlington south, to Condon, 45 miles.
Branch lines are eventually to be built from
lone southwest to Condon, 25 miles, and from
Arlington west to Rock Creek, 10 miles. W. H.
Kennedy, Portland, Ore., is Chief Engineer.
(Mar. 17, 190S

I

COLUMBIA SOUTHERN.— This

company,

which

operates 70 miles of railroad in Oregon, is plan
ning to build an extension from Shaniko, Ore.,
its southern terminus, south 50 or 60 miles further.

COLUMBUS

H

Harduway, Howell
Columbus,

ot

ail

I

'

BRIE

XL,

No.

and B

HolII

11

K. Cai

ie

a

fflrli

Tbl coi
& LAKE MICHIGAN
win build an exte
from Lima. Ohio, south
east to Columbus, about HO miles, for which the

way has been secured
incorporated to
Georgia, with $100,000 capital, to build a rail
road from Columbus, Ga., to the Oconee rlvei \2
miles.
The incorporators Include L. I". Hen 0D
and others, of Felher County, and Uriah &
right of

COLUMBUS CITY & OGONEE

Sears, of

Montgomery County.

COLUMBUS, MARION

BUCYRUS (ELECTRIC).
an
with $500,000 capital
— Incorporated
railroad from Marion, Ohio, through the
.V

to build

electric

counties of Marion and Crawford to Bucvrus, 17
miles.
John G. Webb, of Springfield, Ohio, is
President.
COLUMBUS NORTHERN. Chartered In Georgia,
with $100,000 capital, to build from Columbus to
Muscogee,
Harris,
MeriLagrange,
through
wether and Troup Counties, 60 miles. The incorporators include Charles L. Davis, of Warm
Springs. Meriwether County; O.
Bullock, T.
R. O.

Howard,

C

of Columbus.

•CONWAY COAST & WESTERN (ATLANTIC
COAST LINE). — This company, which was

to run from Sumter. S. C, east to
Conway, S. C, with a branch line from Briton's
Neck north to Marion, about 20 miles, and

projected

eventually to be extended east to Southport. 50
miles, is now operating from Conway to Myrtle.
14 miles, and has just completed the section
from Conway to Cool Springs, 12 miles. The

company

is

building,

with

its

own

forces,

a

from the latter place to Ayner, about
four miles.
On the completion of the work to
Cool Springs the company was sold to the At
lantlc Coast Line, and although location surveys
have been completed to Marlon, It Is doubtful
If these proposed extensions will be built.
F. A.
Burrows. Conway, S. C, is President, and R. E.
Keatty, Chief Engineer.
branch

COOK COUNTY & SOUTHERN.— Incorporated

in

with ?50,000 capital, to build a railroad
Franklin Park south to Cary, In Cook
County.
Office at Chicago.
The Incorporators
include:
James S. Hopkins, Royal Wright and
E. M. McKinney, all of Chicago; John M. Peffers of Aurora, and George W. Child of HinsIllinois,

from

dale.

111.

COPPER RIVER & NORTHWESTERN.— Surveys
now

are

in

progress

for

this

road,

projected

from Valdez, Alaska, northeast to the Copper
river, about 40 miles, and thence to Eagle City
on the Yukon river, about 270 miles additional.
John Rosene. J. D. Trenbolme, of Seattle, Wash.,
and William T. Perkins, of Nome, are interested.
The headquarters of the company are at Carson
City. Nev.

CORDELE,
ERN.

—

HAWKINSVILLE & NORTHEAST

Incorporation asked for in Georgia, with
$250,000 capital, to build a railroad in that state
35 miles long. Surveys have not yet been made.
The road is projected to run from Cordele northeast to Hawkinsville, in Pulaski County.
Hon.
J. Polk Brown, former member of the Railroad
Commission of Georgia P. H. Lovejoy, H. N.
Parsons, J. J. Harvard, C. W. Jordan, Jr.. and
E. J. Henry, of Gainesville, are interested.
;

CORNING,

KEUKA LAKE & ONTARIO.— Incor-

porated to build from Corning, N.

Y.,

north to

Sodus Bay on Lake Ontario. 96 miles. This is a
revival of the Sodus Bay. Corning & New York,
organized long ago, but killed by litigation
which lasted more than 30 years. Thirty-five
miles of the roadbed was graded by the former
company. The new company is capitalized at
$1,500,000. Contracts will be let soon for building from Corning, via Savonia, on the Erie,
north through Bradford and Wayne to Penn
Yan, on the New York Central, about 46 miles.
Daniel Danehy, 25 Broad street, New York, is
Secretary.

CORRY, FINDLEY LAKE & NORTHEASTERN
TRACTION. Application made in Pennsylvania

—

a charter to build an electric line from
Corry, about 30 miles long, with a branch to
Lake Columbus. The project is being backed by
for

Boston

capitalists.

•COUNCIL CITY & SOLOMON RIVER.— New

line
Dickson (Solomon). Alaska, to Council
city, 53 miles.
About 18 miles has been completed to mouth of John's Creek.
Surveys are
being made for balance of the road to Council
The Western Alaska ConstrucCity, 35 miles.
tion Co.. 5 Nassau street, New York, is building
the road.

from

CRAWFORD COUNTY MIDLAND. —Chartered
Missouri to

build a

in

railroad six miles long in

Crawford County from a point on the St. Louis
& San Francisco, near Steelville. W. K. Bixby
and II. J. Hannibal are incorporators. (Mar. 17,
1905.)

CRAWFOROSVILLE & NORTHWESTERN.— Incorporation asked for in Indiana by this company, with a capital of $100,000, to build railroads.
The directors are
S. J. Hunt and John
F. McFarland, of Crawsfordsville, and Augustus
:

COLUMBIA, CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN.—

Contra-

E,

gill,

COLUMBUS
COLUMBUS

W. Bates and

Railroad.

C<U. nu Aim. <oi.lMP.rs & MEXICAN.— This company, incorporated in New Mexico, plans to
build a
road from Columbus, N. Mex., via
Deming, Gallup and Durango to Salt Lake City,
Utah, ."i" miles. The maximum grade is to be
per cent., and maximum curvature 4 degrees.
l
There will be one steel bridge. A. O. Bailey,
Columbus, N. Mex., is President.

;

CLEVELAND, YOUNGSTOWN & EASTERN.— Pro-

v

which
Smith

Vol..

&

ANNISTON.— Incorporation

asked

for in Alabama, with a capital stock of .$100, mm,
to build from Columbus, Ga., to Attalla, Ala.
The incorporators Include Frank G. Lumpkin,

L.

Mason, of Indianapolis.

CRESTON & WESTERN.— Incorporation

asked for
in Iowa, with $250,000 capital, to build a railroad from a point on the Chicago Great Western
near Carroll, Iowa, south to Creston, about 80

miles.
The officers are
T. Dufer, President,
of Des Moines: Thomas A. Way and Irving W.
Keerl, Vice-President and Treasurer, of Mason
City, and E. E. Sampson. Treasurer, of Des
:

Moines.

CROOKED CREEK.— This

road, formerly the WebCity & Southwestern, has been sold to a
syndicate represented by a Mr. Seaman, of Milwaukee.
The road is now in operation from
Webster City, Iowa, southwest to Lehigh, 18
and
miles,
to the coal mines along the Des
Moines river south of Lehigh. The new owners
have arranged for the early construction of two
extensions; one. southwest from Lehigh to Gowrle, 1"' miles, where connection can he made with
the North-Western, the Rock Island, Newton &
Northwestern and Minneapolis & St. Louis and
ster

;

March

L6,

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
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<>>>

Quincy, Manchester, Sargent Co.
SUCCEEDING
Railway Appliances

Q & C Company,

Co.,

Pedrick

& Ayer

Co.

SOLE SALE AGENTS

Elastic

Nut

&

OFFICES

Bolt Co.
:

OLD COLONY BLDG.
CHICAGO
PLAINFIELD,

N.

J.

FACTORIES:
CHICAGO HEIGHTS,

114

LIBERTY

NEW YORK

ST.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

ILL.

THE Q & C BONZANO RAIU JOINT
The Bonzano Joint
to the

life

of your

rails

is

an economical appliance that

by preventing the ends of the

add
being

will

rail

damaged.
maintenance labor, usually devoted to picking
up low joints, can be saved by using Bonzano Joints.
The Bonzano Joint will save in track labor alone, an
amount sufficient to defray the cost of renewals of rails and

The

track

splice-joints.

The

following devices are of great value in track work

Elastic Nuts and

Track Bolts

American Guard Rail Fastener
Graham Combined Guard Rail & Frog Brace
SEINI>

:

Q & C Anti Rail Creeper
Q & C Portable Rail Saw

& C Samson

FOR CATALOGS

Rail Bender

.
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PORT CLINTON.— Incorporated

.v

in

railroad from Gypsum to Basl
branch from a point in Harris
township, in Wood County, to Bowling Green,
The Incorporators include G. A, Esch, M. Bren
nan. J. McNaught, O. M. Knode and O. B.

Ohio

build

to

ami

Toledo,

a

a

English.

•CUMBERLAND

RAILROAD.

-This
company,
which lias nearlj completed a 10-mile road into
the Bush Creek coal fields of Knox County, Ky..
is making surveys to build an extension of 17
miles farther to Jellieo, Tenn.

•CUMBERLAND RIVER

NASHVILLE.—This

&

company

incorporated lo build a railroad from
Corbin, Ky., wesl to Burnside, thence southwest
via
Monticello and Albany to the Tennessee
state line, and which surveyed the proposed line
from Corbin to Monticello, 63 miles, last spring,
has let a eon tract to the Cincinnati 'oust ruction Co. for building the road from Burnside.
on the Cincinnati Southern, to Monticello, 20
miles.
Under the name of the Nashville &
Northeastern the road will be built from the
Tennessee line to Nashville.
The road will
Traverse a rich district in limber, coal and oil.
Connection can be made with the Chesapeake &
Nashville at Westmoreland, Tenn.
<

DALLAS

& ROSWELL.— Work is soon to be begun
on this proposed railroad from 'alias. Tex., to
Roswell. N. Mex., 500 miles.
E. P. Spears. Dallas. Tex., is President.
(Mar. 17. 1005.)
DALLAS, CLEBURNE & SOUTHWESTERN.—Extension projected from Cleburne, Tex., southwest
to Dallas.
The road runs at present from Egan,
Tex., to Cleburne. 10 miles.
Nothing done. R,
P. McDonald. Fori
Scott, Kan., is President,
and W. D. Meyers, of Cleburne, Tex., General
Manager.
•DARIEN & WESTERN.— This road, which runs
from tidewater at Lower Bluff dock (Darien), in
Mcintosh County. Ga., northwest to Weefannie,
in Liberty County. 40 miles, has now under construction a line from Weefannie northwest to
Glenville, 15 miles.
The Reidsville & Southeastern, running from Glenville north to Reidsville. 16 miles, which leases the Collins & Reidsville. seven miles long, will form a part of this
company's line, giving a total mileage of S4
miles main line and about six miles of branches
Grading between Weefannie and Glenville is
nearly completed and track laving is now in
progress.
it
s expected to have the line in
I

i

operation early

through

this

The work

year.

easy,

is

and sandy country. There will be
three trestles from son ft. to 1.500 ft. long. The
maximum curvature, from Lodowici to Glenville.
is
:\
deg.
The company has docks at
Darien
Lower Bluff ami expects to increase
its terminal facilities as traffic demands.
level

i

t

—

DAWSON SPRINGS

& MADISONVILLE. Incorporated In Kentucky with $100,000 capital, to
build a railroad in Hopkins Countv from Dawson
northeast to Madisonville. 20 miles.
The incorporators in, -hide
\\\
G. Harris. A. Havdon.
W. J. Powell and L. Havdon. all of Hopkins
Office will be at Madisonville.

DAYTON & NORTHEASTERN,

Electric).— Incorporated in Ohio with $100,000 capital to
build an electric road from Dayton to Kenton,
75 miles, passing through Montgomery. Miami.
Clark, Champaign. Logan and Hardin Counties.
The incorporators include
Hugo Cook and w.
W. Chambers of Dayton.
I

:

DECATUR, SULLIVAN & MATTOON TRANSIT.—
company has been -ranted

This

a

charter

in

Illinois,
but
lias
not
vet
determined
the
route of Its proposed electric railroad, which is
tO run from Decatur. III., southeast to Mattoon,
al
42 miles.
The work will be light, maximum grades 1 per cent, and maximum curvature
There will tie one steel bridge and two
2 deg.
trestles.
No contracts have vet been let. A B
Starbuck. of Mattoon, ill., is President
.(,
m.
Clokey, Vice-President, and W. A. Steele t.'ii'y
and Treasurer,
t

;

DECKERVILLE. Hl'DRICK & WESTERN.porated

Arkansas,

in

with

Incorcapital

$216,000

stork, to build from Deckerville, Poinsett County,
through Poinsett. Crittenden and Cross Coun
tics,
The incorporators are: G. V.
27 miles.
Patterson. S. A. Austin, E. It. Smith, I-', lb Farnii'im, Charles Pntterson, \v. E. Reichardt, N. B.

Metcalf. of 'Earl; C. r.. Bailey* of Wynne,
Earl llannan and T. E. Hare, of Vandalc,
See Tidewater.

and

DEEPWATBR
DBERING

SOI

THWESTERN.

six

miles

This
company,
of railroad from
Deerlng,
has tiled an amendment to Its
charter providing for an extension of ifs present
to
the Missouri Arkansas state
line.
This calls for the building of ii 1
miles
Of track to be done by the company'-'
nd
ompleted during the nexl lo months. No heavy
work.
DE KALI'. & SOUTHEASTERN. Incorporated in
Illinois to build a terminal connecting railroad
operating

Mo.

to

Camp,

-,

~>

Ai

to

llle

i

I

Ten

-.

to

.-ii

i

hi

i

L'om

i

pb ted
i

'olan

,

to

from

b

o

a
i

<

'oh he

ear and conl
Downsvllle, N.
rove touthwest

\

<

i

i

remote from railroads.
& Hi DSON,

This company has un
consideration building a line from South
Wilkesbarre to i'atesvllle, Pa., to form a con
nectlon with the Pennsylvania Railroad (Sun
bury Branch of the Philadelphia & Brie division..
has nol yel been definitely decided whether
It
work will be lei bj contract; 11 maj be done
bj the company's forces.
Surveys reported begun for a line from Me
chanlcsvllle, \. v., southeast across Rensselaer
and the northeasi cornei of Columbia Countii
4u miles, to Stat-' Line. Berkshire County, Mass.,
tln>
terminus of a branch of the N'-w York.
New Haven & Hartford. (Mar. it, 1905.)
Reported thai this company will build a
branch from Granville, N. Y.. to the southeasl
of Lake Si. Catherine in Vermont.
No surveys
have as yet
n made.
i.Mar.
17. 1905.)
I

Quebec,

Montreal

&

Southern

under

!anada.

&

LACKAWANNA TUNNEL KAIL

si of
bul hi

the

i

River from Uoboken, N. J., to Manhattan. New
The Incorporators include: W. 11. Trues
STork.
fotnis, and others, all of New York.
E
IT.
Mar.
1905.)
DELAWARE & SOUTHERN.—Incorporated in New
York, with $170,000 capital, to build a railroad
from Deposit. N Y.. northeast to Trout Creek,
in Delaware County. IT miles.
The directors inCharles P. Knapp. of Deposit; William
clude:
O. Dennis, of Trout Creek; G. n
Perlgo, of
Scranton, Pa., and others.
dale,

l

i

i

DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA

& WESTERN.—Surveys are being made for a cut-off between Delaware. N. J., and Portland, Pa., about 20 miles,
to determine the most feasible route for betterThe line is being run by way
ing the grade.
of the Stanhope-Netcong meadows,
Nothing yet
determined upon.
This company recently asked bids for cutting a double-track tuunel through Bergen Hill.
N. J. The tunnel is to parallel the present tunnel at about 50 ft. between centers.
Plans completed for elevation of tracks
through Orange. N. J.
The estimated cost of
the work is .s1.oimi.imiu. The city will be asked
to pay part of this amount.
All grade crossings
will be abandoned and a new station built; city
refused to share expense.
Proposed extension of its Cincinnatus branch
from Cincinnatus through McDonough and Preston to a connection with its Utica line at Norwich. L'n miles.
*Ne\v rhird track 3.4 miles long from

—

—

:i

poim east of Scranton through Nay Aug includes a 775-ft. double track tunnel and large
amount of retaining wall. Most of new track
already in operation: tunnel to be by April 1st;
whole track completed by September 1>'.
*Work under way on a new cold storage
The
yard at North Taylor, near Scranton. Pa.
yard will require about 400,000 yards of tilling
o
and 100,000 vds. of stone work. Work has
in progress «> months; will take S months more
l

to finish.

*Depression of tracks through Newark prac-

tically finished.

PELRAY CONNECTION.— Incorporated

in
in

Michi-

Ecorse
gan to build a road two miles long
and Springwells townships in Wayne county
tracks
Depot
Co.'s
connecting the Detroit Union
with the Pere Marquette, the Wabash, the
Detroit
Souththe
Central
and
Michigan
ern railroads. R. E. Clapp, C. E. Herbert, E. H.

Bingham and others are incorporators.
IT.

1905.)

DENISON & NORTH ERN

.

— Surveys

reported

(Mar.

made

line to be built from Coalgate and Lehigh,
for
[nd. T., via Davis to Lawton, Okla. T., 125 miles,
witli east and west lines through the coal fields
Of the Chickasha Nation. Ind. T.. and in t'omanThe Coalgate company.
che County. Okla. T.
which has huge interests at Lehigh and Coalgate, is believed to be the promoter of this road.
The company controls the right of way and the
old grade of the Denison & Northern, which
completed surveys to Mill Creek last summer.
Philadelphia capitalists are also said To be lnterested In he enterprise.
:i

t

DENVER

BEAVER VALLEY

(C, it. vV Q
This company has recently been incorporated as
Hi
£
the Chicago, Burlington &
a subsidiary
Qulncj to build 100 miles of line from Oherlin.
No
Kan., on the* C, B. & Q. to Ouray. Colo.
further arrangements made for building.
made
Klo
Surveys
being
GRANDE.DENVER &
io build a line from Fort Garland, Colo., south
through San Luis, Costillia and Rlnconada, pass
lng within eight miles of Tais, down Red river
and Rio Grande canyons to Embudo, in Rio
This
Arriba County, W Mex., about 95 miles.
mi oir will greatly reduce the grades and will
have a large traffic in ore ami agricultural

&

|

:

products.

has been made that work
:emen1
soon he started on a cut-off from Westwater. Utah, ins! west of the Colorado line,
west to a point between Sagers and Thompsons,
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•DENVER, NORTHWESTERN

PA'l

v^

This

[FIC.

company has completed its line >
far as Sul
phur Springs, Colo., 109.30 miles from Denver.
Contracts lei to Orman & Crook, of Pu<
Colo., and lo Imnpby & NelSOH for building an
exten Ion from Sulphur Springs wesl to Topo
grading completed for IS miles. Bur
made tor a further extension

08 miles;

are also being

from Toponas, Colo., west to Sail Lake City,
Utah, 428 miles from Denver.
Additional con
tracts will soon be let for building from To
.11.
to
he Pa Has coal fields.
This company plans to build a two-mile tun
nel, to cosl about $2,000,000, through the conQental divide near .lames Peak, Colo.
Tnie
will reduce the grade over this section from
to
"Mar. 17. L905.)
2 per cent
DENVER SOUTHEASTERN. Incorporated in
:apital to build from
Colorado with $1,000,0
Denver south via
lolorado Springs to Pueblo
thence south to Raton, N. Mex., 225 miles, with
branch from Pueblo east via Las Animas to
• Amity,
Walter lb
aboul 150 miles additional.
Tunis, L. \v. iiernev, W. O. Temple, H,
Tunis. \\ C. K. I'uhn and T. B. Loan, of Den
c. Cockey, of Washington
\ i-r
l.
L. A
Sher
wood, of Philadelphia, and R. 1>. Whiting, of
ii

;

i

i

*

:i

.

Incorporated in New York in the Inter
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western to
a unci
and operate a
under the Hudson

ROAD.
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to

DENVER TERMINAL.

-Incorporated

Colorado,

in

capital of $500,000, to build a line north
The
Incorporators
Include:
Denver.
Thomas J. Milner, W. N. Vaile and .1 E O'l on
nor. Hi Denver.

with
from

a

DENVER. WICHITA

MEMPHIS. -Chartered

vV

Oklahoma Territory

build

to

from Denver

Oklahoma and

dian

Tenn.. about

Colorado, Kansas,
Territory to Memphis,

In

east

through

In-

2,000

The headquarters of the company will
F. w. Casner and M.
Oklahoma City.
Harrington, Kansas City, Mo., are among the

miles.
be ai

incorporators.

(Mar. 17, 1905.)

WOODWARD

DENVER,

& SOUTHEASTERN.—

Chartered in Oklahoma. The proposed route is
from Denver southeast through Oklahoma and
Indian Territories to Texarkana. Ark., approxlmately 1,000 miles. E. S. Wiggins, Woodward,
Okla. T., is President; C. E. Sharp. Vice-Presid mi
E. B. Collins Secretarv, and J. W. Magee,
Treasurer.
(Mar. 17, 1905. J
•DENVER, YELLOWSTONE & PACIFIC. This
company, which was formerly the Colorado.
Wyoming & Idaho, has let contracts for building its proposed road from Denver, Colo., via
Collins, Encampment and Saratoga to Walcott,
o., about
\\
Contracts let are for
250 miles.
sections of the road from Walcott, Wyo., to Encampment. 45 miles, and from Denver to Collins, G5 miles.
Grading work is now under way.
Other contracts will shortly be let. The work
includes the building of a number of bridges and
tunnels.
W. It. West, of Laramie. Wyo., and
;

—

\

John D. Milliken. McPherson. are interested.
& NORTHERN.— Incorporated in Illinois
to build from Depue northeast to Seatonville.
William B. Mel!
Bureau County, six miles.
vaiin-.
Lakeside, 111., and Houston C. Adcock,

DEPUE

West, rn Springs,

HI.,

are interested.

Mar.

i

17.

1905.)

DESCHUTES RAILROAD

ill,

& N.).— Incor

R.

in Oregon, with a capital of $100,
build from the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company's line, near Deschutes station.

porated
ro

through a valley of the same nam.- to
Bend. The office of the company will be at
J. P.
Portland, and the incorporators include:
O'Brien. Vice-President of the Oregon Railroad
& Navigation Co.: William Crooks and W. W.
'>! toll,
>re.
of Salem.

south,

<

i

DES

MOINES

&

MISSOURI-—This

company,

financed by George Fernald &
is being
bankers, of Boston, has secured rights of
way for Its proposed line from Des Moines.
Iowa, south to Seymour, SO miles. The proposed
road will run through part of Warren County,
the west half of Marion County, and through

which
Co.,

Lucas and Wayne Counties to Seymour, where
connection is to be made with the Chicago &
Kansas City division of the Chicago. Milwaukee
& St. Paul." The road will penetrate large coal
fields, part of which are under option to George
G. Wright. Clark M. Garver and others, of Des
Moines.
A contract has
been given by this company to the Ware Construction Co.. of St. Louis, for grading 34
miles of its proposed electric road between Des
Moines and Woodward and Perry. Iowa. Most

•DES MOINES INTEKT

of the
prairie

work

will

be

RBAN—

light,

as the line

is

all

in

lands.
The heaviest grade will he between Des Moines and Granger, Iowa.
II.
H.
Polk is President,

•DES MOINES. IOWA FALLS & NORTHERN.—

This company, which operates 75 miles of road
from Iowa Falls to Des Moines, lias let a contract to R. A. Elzy, of Marshalltown, for building the first eight miles of a proposed extenIowa Falls) to
sion from Its northern terminus
Hampton, In Franklin County. The road is to
be eventually extended to Mason City, an adI

ditional

L'n

miles.

See St. Paul & Des Moines

DES MOINES
company

will

WESTERN. — Reported
shortly begin work on

that this
a belt line

around the city which will connect with all the
brick and coal industries about the city of Des
Moines.
Surveys in progress.
Mar. 17, 1905.)
i
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method
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placing

concrete piles
assures PERFECTION in every
No failures.

pile.

No

working in the dark.
Carefully prepared
Book of Facts Free

upon application.

PILE, CORE

AND SHELL.

Raymond
Concrete

Pile
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GENE R A L OFFICE
135 Adams St., Chicago
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dBSXO

INTERS]
In Iowa
railroad
City Railway
i

a

i

is

Jum

ii

hi bvt e

Is

t

i

i

i

i

i

,

TRACTION.

CITY

I'BOIT-BAY

— This

and

is

nearly completed.
(Electric).

—

of
way reported nearly all
Rights
cured for building an electric road from Dixon,
O. E. Mason,
111.,
to Rock Island, 60 miles.
John Pippert and R. L. Leitch, of Rock Island,
are interested.

se-

DONALDSONVILLE & NAPOLEONVILLE.— Loca

—

—

1905.)

DUBUQUE. IOWA & WISCONSIN.— Organized

in

to build from Dubuque through the states
of Iowa, Illinois and Wisconsin to points not
J.
M.
Directors include
yet decided upon.
Tredwav. F. J. Piekenbrock,
McFadden, A.
H. H. Blish and J. E. Hedley.

Iowa

:

W

let to the Drake & Stratton Co. and to John
Runquist, both of Duliith, and also to Winston
Bros. Co., of Minneapolis, for building a branch
from Alliorn, Minn., to Bovey. 55 miles. Gracing completed for 7.", per cent, of the distance.
Surveys reported for an extension from
of this road at Hibthe western terminus
blng, Minn., to the Mississippi river, 25 miles.

ing a

Lake, in St. Louis County, Minnesota.
rook announces that an extension
President
from the northern terminus at
wiii
be built
Pelican Lake northwest to Fort Francis, Ont., an
Ican

New fork and

at

ing

at

S

Co.,

o

with

company,

I

SOUTH SHORE
it

is

said,

is

& ATLANTIC- This
planning to extend iis

northeast
Mineral Range
Point, about 30 miles.
i

mi

I

I

luth,

OKLAHOMA.— See

OF

—

1905.)

EASTERN WASHINGTON.—Rights
secured by this company

of way being
for a railroad, projected

to run from Fletcher, in Adams County, Wash.,
southwest to Connell, about 30 miles.
E. W.
Swanson. Spokane. Wash., and W. S. Foster,
Cheney. Wash., are Interested.
Surveys completed* and grading to be begun early this spring.
EAST LIVERPOOL TRACTION.— Plans completed by this company to build an electric railroad from Chester, W. Va., to Wellsburg. W. Va..
opposite Brilliant, O., about 60 miles.
EAST WATERFORD & KANSAS VALLEY. This
road, it is reported, is to be built from East
Waterford, Pa., to Sulphur Springs and into
the Kansas Valley.
The road is projected to
reach the timber properties of Hockenberry &
Breck, recently purchased from the Perry Lum-

—

ber Co.

EDDY

&

NORTHERN.

— Incorporated

South

in

Carolina, with $100,000 capital to build from
Marion south to Eddy Lake, about 35 miles. The
incorporators are W. M. Burgan and Norman
Jones, of Baltimore; George Officer and J. W.
Little, of Eddy Lake, and R. B. Scarborough, of

EDMONDS & EASTERN.— Incorporated

to

Ml VIRGINIA ! RAINY LAKE.
Rainy Lake ,\ Winnipeg

Keweenaw
See Du-

in

the

Washington to build from a point near
Edmonds, in Snohomish County, to Monroe. 20
miles, also a branch from Monroe through Snostate of

qualmie Valley, 60 miles. Rights of way secured
and contracts for building 36 miles were to have
been let last year. H. J. Hughes and F. M. Stanley, of Seattle, Wash., are interested.
EGYPTIAN COAL RAILROAD.— Organized at Carbondale, III., to build a railroad from the Mis
sissippi river northeast through the counties of
Jackson, Williamson. Franklin and Jefferson to
Mount Vernon. III., on the Louisville & Nasnvllle,
the Wabash. Chester & Western, and Chicago &
Eastern Illinois, about 50 miles. C. E. Hamilton, R. E. Refrow, J. B. Bundy and E. S. Patten
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
are incorporators.
ELDORADO & WESSON. Chartered in Arkansas,
with $50,000 capital, to build from Eldorado.
Union County, southwest to WT esson. about 10
Incorporators include C. V. Edgar, A. B.
miles.
Banks and J. R. Eakin.
ELKTON & BEAVER VALLEY. Incorporated in
Kentucky to build 60 miles of railroad through
Floyd and Boyd Counties. (Mar. 17. 1905.)

—

—

ELMGROVE, EASTERN & MAJORSVILLE.—OrWest Virginia to build a railroad
Elmgrove southeast to Majorsville, 10
G. W. Hand. Elmgrove, W. Va.. mav be

ganized

from
miles.

in

addressed.

(Mar. 17, 1905.)

ELMIRA, CORNING & WAVERLY (ELECTRIC).
This company, which was
—
charter
New York State

recently granted a
to build 37 miles of

in
road, will connect the

Corning & Painted Post
Railway with the Elmira Water. Light
& Railroad Company's line, and will also connect
the latter road with the Waverly. Sayre & Athens Traction Co. All these properties, with the
exception of the Elmira concern, are to be consolidated under the name of the Southern Tier
Railway Co. Joseph A. Powers, of Troy, N. Y.,
Street

is

President.

—Incorporated
New
Donna Ana
Mastodon,

EL PASO & DURANGO.

in

in
Mexico to buiid from
County, on tile El Paso & Southwestern, north
across" the territory of New Mexico to La Plata,
San Juan County." N. Mex., and a branch from
Putnam. San Juan County. 120 miles southeast
to Albuquerque.
The main line will be about
400 miles long. The incorporators ore said to

Freeborn, Minn., for build-

road from Albert Lea, Minn, northThe company is
Mankato, 52 miles.
making surveys f"r extending the line from
nihil h, a total distance of 287

I'll.

is

& Santa Fe.
TEXAS. Proposed extension from
Kennard, Tex., to Crockett, on the International
Surveyed two
& Great Northern, 30 miles.
.years ago.
Road now runs from Lufkin to Kennard. 30.3 miles, with two branches.
(Mar. 17,
Atchison, Topeka

EASTERN

'helps-Dodge interests :in,l include
of Douglas, Ariz., and Charles E.
Morenei. Ariz.
iMar. 17. 1905.)
PASO .\ Shi THWESTERN Surveys in progproposed extension from Nacozari
ress for a
west to Topolobampo, on the Pacific coast of
Mexico, about 200 miles.
'Mar. 17, 1905.)
II
PASO, MOUNTAIN PARK & ST. LOUIS.—
Successor to the i:i Paso. Mountain Park &
Oklahoma central, with offices at Mountain
The proPark, Okla., and Kansas City. Mo.
represent the
S.

W. French,

Mills,

I

J

A. F. Groeltz. of CePresident, and W. W. Cham-

of bridges.

la.,

RAILWAY

EASTERN

offices

to

:

HI

number

dar Rapids,

MANKATO.

this
I

i

berlain, Secretary.

1905.)

&

—

Surveys
Electric).
IOWA
have
been completed for this proposed electric road
from Muscatine, Iowa, via West Liberty to
Iowa City, 34 miles. Contracts have not yet been
let, as there has been delay in getting a franThe work includes buildchise in Muscatine.

company, which was formerly the Dnluth, Virginia .V Rainy Lake, is nov, operating 46 miles
of road from Rainy Lake Junction north to Pel-

GLENCOE

—

EASTERN

DULUTH, RAINY LAKE & WINNIPEG.— This

addlt ional 50 miles.
•PI I.I Til. ST. CLOUD,
Contract Ie1 to E. L. Toble

I

1005.)

•DULUTH MISSABE & NORTHERN.— Contracts

17.

19015

Conway.

—

This road, formerly the Wadlev & Mt. Vernon Extension, and
the Ocilla. Pinebloom & Valdosta. is now in
operation from Nashville. Ga., northeast to
Barrows Bluff. An extension is planned from
Barrows Bluff north via McRae and Helena to
Rockledge, on the Wadley & Mt. Vernon, which
runs from Rockledge northeast to Wadley, 40
miles.
B. F. Holzendorff, Douglas. Ga.. is General Superintendent.
•DOVER & SOUTH BOUND. Extension of charter
granted in North Carolina by which this road,
running from Dover to Richlands. 25 miles, may
he extended to Swansboro, 30 miles. The company plans to build this extension with its own
Rails reported ready to be laid.
forces.
DUBLIN & SOUTHWESTERN. Extension projected from Eastman, Ga., south to Fitzgerald.
35 miles. The present line extends from Dubmiles.
E. P.
lin southwest to Eastman, 31
(Mar. 17,
Rentz, Dublin, Ga., is President.

(Mar

Mar

17.

VALLEY". Incorporated in Oregon to
from Baker City east to Richland. In
Raker County. 50 miles.
W. L. Vinson, John
Waterman and P. Basche, all of Baker City,
Ore., are named as incorporators.
(Mar. 17,

;

1905.)

wiiii

build

tlon surveys completed for building from Johnand from Thiboson, La., to Houma, 40 miles
daux to Gibson, 16 miles. M. D. Bringier. Eion(Mar. 17,
aldsonville, La., is General Manager.

DOUGLAS. AUGUSTA & GULF.

made

IlGLE

[

—

I.,

Lake County,

in

ill,.,

;

—This
merging of

&

1

ested.

company, which was formed by the
the Michigan & Canada Bridge & Construction
Co. and the Canada & Michigan Bridge & Tunnel Co.. has commenced work on the Michigan
Central's new railroad tunnel under the Detroit
river between Windsor. Ont., and Detroit, Mich.
The approach on the Detroit side will start midway between Fifteenth and Sixteenth streets on
The
the present line of the Michigan Central.
length of the underground portion of the tunnel
will be 2.6 miles, and the distance from surface
Bids were opened
to surface about three miles.
this month.
It will take between two and three

T.

1

Grading comto E. L. Tohie, ol SI. I'aul, Minn.
pleted for the entire distance, but no track has
yet been laid.
Jacob Herper G. II. Hessleman
and E. C. Peaslce, of Dubuque. la., are inter-

;

D„

•

1

II.

Mo. -mllhweiil
posed line i. Iron, M
LOUli,
through Springfield and Joplin, Mo., W«
ami Okmulgee, 1ml. t., and Oklahoma Citj and
crossing the Bed River
Mountain Pari
Okla
into Texas at Quanah, and in ice through north
western Texas to Roswell, N. Mex., ami on to
El l'aso. T.-x
Then ii is proposed io continue
on across the States of Chihuahua ami Sonora
lh of the Sonora rlyer. on the Gulf
to the a
Locating surveys
1,800 miles.
Of California.
have been made for im miles of the line, on
which (be maximum grade "ill he IIS per cent.
Work to bi
deg.
and the maximum curvature
R. K. Kcllej
President,
begun this spring.
i

.".

i

•DETROIT RIVER TUNNEL COMPANY.

DIXON FALLS & SOUTHWESTERN

1

•DYERSVILLE ,x NORTHERN. This company,
which is building a line from Dyersvllle, 0., to
New Vienna, five miles, has given the contract

:

horn and Round Gap coal districts of Kentucky,
where they own some 350,000 acres of coal
The bridge is being built by the Ironton
lands.
& Ashland Bridge Company, controlled by the

1

:

i

:

—

; 1

Cnnneclion Io
:;<!
miles.
the Illinois Central at Dyersburg.
C.
.1.
Doyle
w. n.
Weakley.
George T.
Kupe. all of Dyersburg, Tenn., are Incorporators.
\

be

com-

years to complete the work.
•DETROIT TERMINAL. This company is building with its own forces a belt line around the
Grading has
city of Detroit, about 25 miles.
been completed for four miles, aud contracts
will be let early in August for some of the grading and track laying, also for building a bridge.
P. M. Jacobson, 901 Union Trust Building, Detroit, Mich., is interested.
DETROIT. TOLEDO & IRONTON. The owners of
this road have projected a 125-mile railroad
south from the Ashland end of the Ironton-Ashland bridge across the Ohio river, into the Elk-

1

•onnty.

In
'porated in Tennessee io build from Dyersburg nortb to Tlpton-

iv
has filed a mortgage tor $3,000,000 to
int to he used
cover a bond issue nl Unit
In building an electric line between Detroit and
.Bay City, Mien., 112 miles. The contract for
the construction of the road lias been let to the
Ross Construction Co., oi Chicago, and a subsld
Wayne Construction Co., of
Ilie
i.u-v company.
lias
been organized to carry on the
Detroit
The contract calls for the
work in .Michigan.
Concompletion of the road by Oct. 1, 1906.
struction work will begin at Bay City, run east
The officers
to Akron and then south to Caro.
President. E. H. Wbitof the company are
Secretary. L. A. Rockwell.
conib, Davenport, la.
Treasurer, C. II. Christian, Detroit.
Detroit
:

In

DYERSBURG NORTHERN.

Mllo
..'usurer: A. E.
Alexander, of Wl
Park, General Manager, and N. K. Coffin, Gen"i
ei.
ies
Moim
a
both
our
i

granted ibis
'tet
C
apltal,
Penn ylvanla, with sunn.
long to open
miles
)"
a railroad about
op coke fields c
lied
W. J. Balney In
bs
Townships,
Fayette
M
and Red,

I

i

S.
•

REDSTONE.

&

io build

mile
Iowa,
to
!n
ifacki burs
officers are:
W. D. Skinner, President, and
u
b; s.
ward. Secretary, both ol De
i

NLAP

companj

M
Iwaj
Wlntet

ies

i

Interurba

the

i

in

(Blei
Ii

i

i

<<

and

Co.

build
with he
i"

VOL. XI.., Nn.

I

of

1

(Hai 17, 1905.)
and Mark Roberts, Secretarj
ENID, BEAVER, GUYMON A WESTERN, -char
tered in Oklahoma Territory to build a railroad
from Enid through Garfield, Woods. Woodward
and Beaver Counties to Guynion, thence west to
coal

fields

Horsey, N. Mex.. a total of about

at

.lames, of
It.
400 miles.
B, i.iniim and T.
Reaver illv: \V. I. Drummond, of Enid; .1. E.
George, of Liberal, Kan., and .1. C. Gleicester, of
1

New

(Mar.

York, are Incorporators,

—This company's plans
Jersey City terminal have

ERIE.
its

the city

and work

officials,

Tin*

I

to

is

provide lor 550

plans

17.

L905

I

Improvement of
n approved by

for

once.

1-

be
ft.

started at
of tunnel

and an open cut through the Bergen Heights for
passenger trains. At the westerly end trains
will, as at present, inn under the tracks of the
Lackawanna.
There will be four passenger
'The tracks will run on an elevation in
tracks.
the city east of the tunnel Io the new station
and ferry bouse, to be erected at 11th street,
A round
three blocks above the present station.

house

is

provided

lor

at

llith

and Brunswick

Btreets.
The present tunnel will be used for
freight trains.
The company has bought a
large trad of land, and asks tlie city to vaits
line 11th ami Ulh streets for
cate north of
two blocks, from Monmouth street to Division
street, at the western mouth of the tunnel, and
three blocks between Monmouth and Brunswick
streets, from 13th street north to 16th street,
also for the vacation of
all on the meadows
In
tracts at Barnnm street and at Nintli street.
exchange for these vacations it will give the
city certain privileges, and will widen Hoboken
avenue on the Heights.
Bids were recently asked for building a
it;
four-track road through Bergen Hill, Jersey
N. J., to parallel the present two-track tunnel.
rock
of
made
through
the
An open cut is to be
Bergen Hill, with an average depth of 70 <t. and
about 4,500 ft. long. The material excavated
is to be moved to the west end to form embankments for passenger connections to existing
There will be about
lines operated by the Erie.
120.000 cu. yds", of earth and 480,000 cu. yds.
of rock to be excavated, and 15,000 cu. yds. of
concrete masonry to be built. A company to be
known as the Penhorn Creek has been incorpo
rated to build this short line.
'Contracts let for building a new location of
the main line from Lakewood, N. Y., at the
south end of Chautauqua lake, west to Columbus, Pa., 20 miles. The first section, from Lake
wood to Niobe, Pa., will be built by Burke Bros.,
of Scranton, Pa., and the remainder of the road
from Niobe to Columbus, by R. C. Hunt, of New
York. The sections are each about 10 miles long.
The new line will be double track and will furnish a low-grade line for main line trains. It is
being built under the name of the Columbus &
Erie.
The cost of the work will be about $500,000.
;

'

Announcement made that this company will
double-track its lines from Carrollton, N. Y., to
Cuba, 25 miles. This work will be done in connection with the low-grade line being built from
Cuba to Hunts. N. Y.. on the Buffalo division.
'Contract let to Bennett & Talbot, of
Greensburg, Pa., for building the first section of
12 miles of the Guymard cut-off (Erie & Jersey)
extending from Howells to Guymard, N. Y. This
includes a 5,300-ft. double track tunnel through
the Shawangunk mountains.
'Contracts amounting to $1,000,000 have
been let to the Ferguson Contracting Co., of
Pittsburg, by this company for rebuilding part
of its road from Port Jervis to Hunter on the
New York division. About $3,000,000 will be
spent on this division. The work includes the
rebuilding of 33 miles of road and abolishing
The line east of Jamestown
several tunnels.
Work is to be started immewill be rebuilt.
diately, and additional contracts are to be let

—— 'Contract

shortly.

let to the McGinty Contracting
Minerva, Ohio, at about $50,000, to build
a concrete subway at the eastern end of its
yards at Randall. Ohio.
New ferry slips and passenger station at
Twenty-third street and North river, New York,

Co.. of

proposed.
See Genesee River.
See New York, Susquehanna

ERIE.
iriei.

& Western.

CAMBRIDGE. UNION & CORRY

— This

Pennsylvania

company

(Elec-

propose-

build a railroad' from Erie to Corry, Pa..
with a branch to Cambridge Springs. 42 miles
It is proposed to have private right of
in all.
way throughout the line, except in cities and
lovvns.
The capital stock of the company is
to

and an issue of $1,000,000 in first
per cent. 30-year gold bonds has
The bond issue is being underauthorized.
been
It
written by II. P. Taylor & Co., of Pittsburg.
is estimated that the cost of building the road,
including the right of way, will be $'.100,500.
This
Electric
EASTERN
EVANSVILLE
company is building with its own forces an electric railroad from Evansville, Ind., via Newburg, Yankeetown and Hatfield, to Rockport, 31
J

l.i

ii ii 1. 1 ii ii i.

mortgage 5

.

..A

miles.

I

Grading

has

been

completed

I

—

between

All the
Yankeetown and Rockport. 16 miles.
work is to be done by the company's forces.
Contracts were to be let about March 1 for the
II. A. Genung is Chief Engineer.
rolling stock.

SUBURBAN & NEWBURG.—

•EVANSVILLE,

This company is building an extension from
Evansville. Iiid.. via the branch from Newburg.
now in operation, to Boonville, 15 miles. Grad
n completed by the company's forces
ing has
n laid for a distance of five
and track lias
i

I

March

16,

1906.
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STEEL

Bumping

Post

Freig'Ht

Passenger
Trestle
THE BEST POST AND COSTS THE LEAST

We have recently published
an attractive Booklet on Bumping Posts, which with prices and
blue prints will be gladly senl
on request.

NEW YORK

McCord

& Company

CHICAGO

1

'

.
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unpanj

i
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Uoom
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addl

an

Ltulld

to

'mm

I

uc1

,

i

,

from

a,
South Car
County, southw
I

Uston,

ward, RlQn,

LUufi.

C,

S.

In

Falrheld

In

uo miles,

Lnterei ted.

I

Hue

new

Proposed
liocktou,

B,

Li,

(March

17,

Pro
FRKDERICKSB1 HQ
jected line from Fredei Ickesburg, Va., through
55
ulpeper and Sperryvllie to Washington, Va
miles.
Tie- Eastern Virginia Construction Co.,
in
.I'
w nb'b
ulpeper,
John S, Baroour, of

GALLON

RAILWAY.

u
Articles of Incorpon
'i
railroad from Uassen,
i" L'aiion, in cnurcnui county, iNev., -The directors in< luae
$500,000
a
Lie

Nev.,

mile

i

l

William bood,

San Francisco;

01

N.

Smitn, ut

r.

San (.alios. .1. L, Wlilcutt, of Oakland; J.
.,.,.. Berkeley, and
rank Snay, of Oaki

i

I.mm:

I

FALLS CITY, SYCAMORE SPRINGS,
incorporated
& SOI Hi WESTERN,

sai:i.iii\
In Kansas,

wiin $luo,OOu capital, to bund a railroad from
Fans City, Neb., soutn through Nemaha, Pottawatomie, Jacuson and Shawnee Counties, Kan.,
fopeka, annul LUO miles, with a western line
to
from a polni aear Sabetha, m Nemaha County,
Kan., west through the counties ol Marshall,
Wasnlngton, Cloud, Kepubiic, Jewell, Mitchell,
Smith, Osborne, Phillips, Hooks, Norton, Granomas
ham, Sheridan, Decatur, Rawlins and
western boundary of the si an-, 320
to
the
Incorporators
and
The
directors
line.
miles air
Samuel KJmmel, IS. S. Towle, W. U.
include:
Oorrlngton, Albert Maust, J. M.
Crook, \V.
Miles and bldwin A. Towle, all of Falls City,
11.
Reding, ol Sa
V. Kauffman and
Id.
Neb.
betha; \V. A, S. Bird, of Topeka; J. V. Slusher
and Roy Uesseltine, of Sabethaj George Boone,
Jr., of St. Joseph, Mo., and George L. Cam pen,
of Lincoln, Neb.
FAYETTE & FA YKTT*F\TLLE. Incorporated in
West Virginia («» build from Fayette southwest,
crossing tne -Now river, to Fayetteville, about
i

I'..

;

—

i

President,

L90C

i

& STATE LINE (Electric).
Incorporated with a capital of $130,000 in New
York stale to build an electric railroad, 13 miles
Nichols,
F. K.
long iu Chautauqua County.

and

Pa.

Austin,

A,

E.

;

Cutting.

N.

\..

Mulkie and G. A. Elston. Corery,

E.

F.

Pa.,

are incorporators.
(iL'LF, -New line from Car
lisle. Ga.i northeast
via Sylvester to Ash burn,
20 miles. Twelve miles are graded ami rails
laid on seven miles.
C. A. Alford, of Wilmington, Ga., is General Manager. (March IT, 1905.)

•FLINT RIVER &

•FLORIDA EAST COAST.

— Extension from

Florida

under way.

Plan involves 5.78 miles of conSee description and plans in
Railroad Uazette of October 6, 1905.
FLORIDA GRAND TRUNK.— Projected line from
Dothan, Ala., through Tallahassee. Fla., and
along the west coasi ot Florida, with a branch
t<t
Dr. J. A. McLeay, 510
St. Andrew's Bay.
Fourth National Bank Building. Atlanta, Ga., is
viaduct.

crete

(March

interested.

1905.)

17,

— A syndicate Chicago andland
Louis capitalists has bought 193.000 acres

FLORIDA ROADS.

St.
of
of
in Liberty and Franklin Counties, Fla., and will
build a railroad from St. Joseph to Apalachicola.
40 miles, which it is proposed eventually to extend 100 miles to Quincy and finally to Atlanta.
Ga.
G. W. Ilayne. of Chicago, and R. H. Hemphill, of St. Louis, are said to be interested.

FOND DU LAC & NORTHWESTERN. —This
pany proposes
Fond du Lac.
Wis.,

com-

from Madison. Wis., to
W. 11. Phillips. Fond du Lac,
President.
(March 17. 1905.)

is

build

to

FORT SMITH, INDIAN TERRITORY & TEXAS.
Final surveys being made for this proposed road
from a point near Fort Smith, Ark., southwest
through Sebastian County to Cedars, Ind. T.,
and eventually to Denison, Tex. J. F. Nelson.
Fort Smith, Ark., may be addressed.
(March

1905

17,

FORT

i

WAYNE

&

CLEVELAND

(Electric).—

to build an electric road from Fort
north, to Fremont, Steuben County.
45 miles. Construction abandoned for the presF II. CutShall and J. W. Wessel, of Fort
ent.
Wayne, are directors.

Incorporated

Wayne,

line

south to Portland via
Fori Wayne, hid
Decatur, Monroe, Berne, Geneva, Bryant, Selond,
Mlddleton and Monmouth, 48 miles.
Grading
from Fort Wayne to Decatur, 21
completed

from

.

and track

miles,

FORT

WORTH

laid for

&

Chartered
capital, to build an
trie).

two

Texas,

in
ini<

with

I

I

Turban electric road from
Worth Tex., wesi to Mineral Wells, about
60 miles. The offices of the company will be at

Worth, and the directors include
!icero
Smith, D. M. Howard. 11. N. Frost, E. .1 WalA. Stevenson, all of Mineral Wells.
FOUNTAIN city. -Chartered in Tennessee to
build a railroad in Knox County from Knoxville
to Fountain City, about eighl miles.
Fori

:

*

drow and

FOl

Rl

RIVER VALLEY

in,

INDIAN TERRI-

.V

TORY.

This company, which has nine miles of
track laid from Esau, Ark., southeast, is planning to build an extension to be Ferry County
line south of Jennings Falls, about 35 miles.
Ii
has doI been decided whether the company will
do Mo- work- with its own force or give the work
out on contract.
F. II. Hartshorn, Esau, Ark.,
1

is

Presides

(

FLFCTRIC ^Chartered

in Wisconsin, with $25,000 capital, to build an
'led lie
road from
Sheboygan to Manitowoc.
Work was io be begun lasl year. The [neorpora
tors
are:
Ib-bnke,
II.
Manitowoc. Wis.;
0.
Henry Beyersdorf and Fred Beyersdorf, Mllwau
Bazlen, Calumet County,
kee, and L. a
which is
line in the interest of the
New York Central from Franklin. Pa., to Brook
viib, 55.6 miles, lias let contracts to the Miller
Construction Co., of Fork Haven, Pa.: Crary
I

Minion, n. y.
Thomas
Pittsburg, Pa., and the Fergu
:

McNally

Co.,

of

ir,

to

i

CITI & TEXAS.
w

(Kla..

ii

Chartered
apilal.

$2,

!i

build an extension

the si

to

.

II

south

Francisco,

i

i

11.

porated

lapltai,

in

wuud trom

to

Union

north

Faeuic,

Lm
Williams and

10 mile
i.
Griffith, n

al

.

i'

,

•GRAND FORKS
oni racl
i.i; v

.1.

lei

ti

••
,,i
sa& Athens Construct!
vannah, Ga.. for building extension of iis Jefferson branch from Jefferson, Ga., to Athens, is
miles, and for changing the gage from three
to standard from Gainesville to Jefferson, 23

Gainesville

.

Illiles

GAINESVILLE, WHITESBORO & SHERMAN.
in Texas,
with $500,(
capital, to
railroad from Sherman. Tex., east via
to Gainesville, 32 miles.
The incorporators include:
G. A. Hassinger, H. IF Lazarus, ot New Orleans; II. G. Stinnett, of Sher
man
s.
B. (-.well, of Whitesboro, and John
King, oi Gainesville.
The offices of the company are at Gainesville.

Chartered
a

Whiteside

;

•GALVESTON, HARRISBTJRG & SAX ANTONIO
iS.

Contract

P.)

W.

to

let

O.

Robertson,

of

San Antonio. Tex., for building extension from
Stockdale, in Wilson County. Tex:, southeast
through Smiley, in Gonzales County, to Cuero,
in De Witt County, 47 miles.
Grading has been
completed for 18 miles and track laid for three
miles.
Maximum grade to be 1 per cent., and
maximum curvature 4 degrees there will be two
s.ieel bridges, one 150 ft. long, the other 190 ft.
ESTON-HOUSTON INTERUEBAN. Organized to build an electric railroad between these
two cities, with branch lines east to Laporte.
Tex., and Seabrook.
Franchises granted both in
;

—

cam

Houston and Galveston, and rights of way being
secured.
The officers include: .7. O. Ross! Presidenl
Henry House. Vice-President; F. L. Dana,
of Colorado Springs. Secretary, and J. S. Rice.
Treasurer.
W. J. Moore and* Lyman Levy, of
San Antonio, are directors.
:

GALVESTON TERMINAL COMPANY.— Organized
in Texas to build a terminal railroad for the St.
Louis & San Francisco in Galveston, from the
eastern shore of Galveston bay over the island
to the western limits of the city.
The incorporators include
S.
Lazarus, of St. Louis.
Mo.
M. Marx, B. Adone. I. II. Kempner. A.
:

:

Blum,

Chessbrough,

R.

E.

Sealy, Charles
Galveston.

R.

John

Markwell.

Fowler and Leon Blum,

all

of

GARLAND WESTERN.—Extension

of three years
granted by the Arkansas State Board of Incorporators iu which to build the first five miles of
line.
The road is projected to run from Hot
Springs, Ark., west to Mena. SO miles.
S. W.
Fordyce.
Hot
Springs,
Ark.,
is
President.

Mar.

17.

1905

I

GENESEE RIVER (ERIE).— This

in-

I

.V-

Hardaway. Wright &

Co.,

and work under

way on an extension from Havana,

Fla.,

south-

Quincy, on the Seaboard Air Line, about

to

miles.

12

Projected extension from Cuthbert, Ga.,
north to Columbus, 50 miles.
Location surveys
in progress,
Mar. it. 1905.
i

GEORGIA NORTHERN OF GEORGIA.—Reported
that this company has filed a petition to in, -,
iis capital stock to $500,000, the proceeds to
be
used to build a branch from a point betwi
Moultrie, Gfl
and Pavo. southeast to Vald
':. miles
Mar 1 7 1905
GEORGIA ROADS Incorooration asked for by
a company to build a railroad from Sparta to
San lersville. 1.". miles
Those interested are
Seaborn Reese, R
Baxter. E A. Rosier and
J.
i».
Walker, ot Sparta: W. B. Bennetl and
i

I

I'.

C.

V.

Smith

of Sandersville.

•GILA VALLEY, GLOBE &
Pai iiM'i
V.ngelea

<

Cal.,

-:o-i

for

lei

NORTHERN
io

&

Sherer

I

Southern
<,...
Los
San

rebuilding (he line from

'arloE
Fori Thomas, ::i miles.
The line u in
leave ibr rive,- al San Carlos anil follow higher
ground above the Mood level lor the entire distance, and will be Btraiehtened and leveled
io

GILPIN

a

CLEAR CREEK DISTRICT

Certlfi

iti
filed by this company hi Colorado amend
ing hs Incorporation papers, chancing the capifrom $50,1
tal
stock
Sl.250.000.
to
The
proposed road will be aboul 17 miles long to
mines in Gilpin County.
II
will be
competitor
"'
be
Colorado A Southern.
John C. McShane
is
Presidenl
Bennetl
E3
Seymour, Secretarv
and R. ii. Carpenter. Central City, Chief Engl
neer.
I

;i

I

i

.-

I

I

Porter

ol
thl
luiinr,,

,

i

Ouluth,

broa.,

tten lion
imii
a

.i

,,:

I

|jr

Great Northern, and connects with the muni line

Markus.

ai

•GRAND

ItAPIDS

VALLEY

KALAMAZOO

&

and
let
for
building
(Electric).
Contracts
equipping this line iron, Kalamazoo, Mob., to
Grand Uapid
to be 60 miles long and to
500,1
'om
The w -\ inghuus<
cosl aboui
panj has contract for the electrical equipment
i

<

i

GRAND

BELDING

RAPIDS,

'

GREENVILLE

vV

in
Michigan,
Incorporated
w M b
apltal stock, to build an eiectrlc lint
miles.
from Sarao, i. to Greenville, about
iy
The board ot directors Includes John T, Rich,

(Elecl

ii'

'

¥000,

Rah. .1. -L. Hudson. Edward Holmes, John
Hopkins and E. M. Hopkins, of Detroil
Pomeroy, Saginaw; Frank wescott, Vernon,

L.

I

IF

and M

1

.

tlomeo.

Sly,

K

GRAND RAPIDS TERMINAL
association died

BELT.

with the Secretary

Articles of

Stati
to
build a beii Hue around Grand Rapid - com
ot
Ing
Rights oi « aj
he railroads.
ap
practically been secured. The following aam<
James A. Ilamler, St.
pear in the articles:
i

.in

Mo

ing,

me

ii

.

h

ii ii

capital

a

ol

¥ 100,000,

ol

i

Edward A, Wescher, St. Louis;
b
Whltmore, Chicago; Edward n. Christ, Grand
and Jacob Klein bans, Grand

LouU

\

cram
f.\i

'i

VALLEY, COLORADO RH BR & SOI TB
m orporated to build from

»

i'ii

'.

I

i

June)

the head of the Coli
Contracts for grading will be
let as soon as surveys are completed.
The rOfld
is projected for 1,250 miles, through
the
of C
rado, Arizona and Ftah.
Section oul ot
Grand Junction to be built first. G. R. Propper,
Basin, Ftah. is President, and c. \v. Haskell.
Grand Junction, Colo., Chief Engineer.
(Mar.
Ion, Colo., to
River, l ^" miles.
1

17.

}<.">:,.>

GRANGER, GEORGETOWN, AUSTIN vV SAN AN
TONIO c\F, K. .v T.i. — This road was completed

between Georgetown and Austin. 30 miles, last
year,
it
will be extended to a connection with
the San Antonio & Aransas Pass at San Marcos,
Tex., about 50 miles.
S. P. Fisher, St. Louis.
Mo., is in charge of the work.

GRASSY CREEK. —Incorporated

West Virginia

in

to build from Pickens to a point on the water
shed between the Elk and Holly rivers.
J. IF P.
Smith, of I'arkersburg, \Y. Va. J. H. Fisher and
Fred L. Fox., of Sutton. W. Va., are incorMar. 17. 1005.)
porators,
:

i

GRAY'S PEAK.-— Incorporated

in Colorado to build

three lines from Silver Plume, one around Leavenworth to the base of Gray's Peak, another to
Keystone and a third to Minturn, Eagle County.
C. J. Morley, Thomas Fielding and Nathan Gregg,
of I >enver,
17, 1905.)

Jr.,

Colo.,

are incorporators.

GREAT BEND & GULF.—Chartered

(Mar.

Kansas,
from Great
in

with $1,500,000 capital, to build
Bend, south to Medicine Lodge, So miles.
It is
intended to eventually extend the line to a Gulf
port.
The incorporators include
R. C. Otis.
:

B.

c.

Sammons. H.

S.

Buncombe, R. Pringle,

of

Chicago: F. V. Russell and G. L. Chapman, of
Great Bend, Kan.

NORTHERN.— Ne we leva ted

•GREAT

railroad

Third street, commencing: at
and ending at the combination
bridge,
the construction and operation
of a surface spur track by the Great Northern
along Third street, from Jones street west to
Perry Creek, with spurs into intersecting cross
streets.
Work on the improvements under way
streets.
Work on the improvements under way.
-'Connection with the Chicago. Burlington &
Quincy from Sioux City, la., south to Omaha.
Neb.,
Fifty five miles already com2 miles.
pleted.
This plan involves large additions to
terminal facilities in Sioux City.
*The work being carried out by this company and subsidiary lines includes the building
by the Washington & Great Northern and the
Vancouver, Victoria & Eastern, together of a line
from the international boundary at Midway via
Molson and Oroville to Keremeos, B. c. in;
structure

Howard

1

company,

corporated in New York, with $350,
capital,
by officers of the Erie Railroad, is planning to
build a low-grade freight line from Portage, in
Livingston County. N. Y.. on the Buffalo division, south to Cuba, in Allegheny County, on
the Allegheny division, about 30 miles.
•GEORGIA, FLORIDA
ALABAMA.—Contract
let to

I

to

lei

Mi'h..
Rapids,
Rapids. Mich.

•GAINESVILLE MIDLAND.— Contracts

build

.rami

'

EASTERN (GREAT NORTB

&

25 mil'

a
oi

butluiiifi

| tie

A.

i

Fox RIVER VALLEY

>.

i

lee

w

<

in

vn

5250."

Fori

17,

F.

i

rand)

i

:

No.

Kelly.

11.

J.

miles.

MINERAL WELLS

wesi io
Include

Louis

ind.,

•FORT WAYNE & SPRINGFIELD.—Proposed

Nebraska, with $5uu,U
Uotuenuerg, -Neb., on the

from Oklahoma City,
through Oklahoma ami Cleveland counltes and
wesi io Ardmore, where connection win be made
wiib boi h the si. i. .v S F. and the Rock
land
Fl l.niN CO!
NARROW GAGE. lids com
pany, now the property of tin- Chicago, Bui
in» ton & Quincy, has changed its road from
iomtow 10 standard gage from Galesburg to Few
islon. ||].. 50 miles
The resl of the road, from
(he lattil* polni to Havana, on the Illinois River,
will be widened
his spring.

A San

stead, 28 miles

4BEBG ^ NORTHERN

GO'J in.

ior

Gr tiding reported

OKLAHOMA

.

GUI In
proposes
in

Home-

soma of Miami, southwest along
Keys to Key West. 12t> miles. Work

(March

road,

the

L905.)

17.

FRISCt

FINDLEY LAKE
Titusville,

financing

is

i

progress
ibis
.ni
proposed rallrona from Eagle Mills,
Ouachita County, A.rk., northeast to Princeton,
Two miles of track
Dallas County, 25 mil.-,.
laid.
Folk Bros., Camden. Ark., are the COD
tractors,
Gates, Eagle Mills, Ark., Is
S,
President.
(March 17. 19050
FREIGIIT TERMINAL CO. (Pittsburg). This
company has applied for a charter to build a
freighl tunnel under
the
principal streets of
Pittsburg to connect the railroad freighl bouses
wiiii the principal warehouses and stores, it. E.
Flinn and .1. s. We Her are interested.
(March

miles.

five

XL,

.

*FHEEO VALLEY.

i

I.

of bridges,

i

KAii.ii. iAD.

i,|,

i

The uoi

York.

Dumber

a

KAITAII.WMm'K.

.V

F

New

Of

0.,

I

three tunnels and

Includi

i"

lUi

Vol.

along

street
and for

1

miles.
The 40 miles in the United States are
being built by the Washington & Great North- m.
and the 47 miles in British Columbia by the
which already operates 30 miles of
V.. V. & E
line in British Columbia.
The latter company
has also located an extension from Keremeos to
Princeton, 40 miles, on which work will soon be
started.
The Minnesota vV Great Northern has
begun work on an extension of its line from
Greenbusn to Roseau. Minn.. 22 miles, practically
completed
Surveys being made for a line from Rugby,
N. Dak., to Balfour, on the Minneapolis, St.
Paul *^ Sauli Ste. Marie, and from there southwesterly to coal lands.
Surveys being made for a line from St.
In addition, a
John, N, Dak., to Brandon, Man.
spur is to be built from the former place to
Fish Lake.
Proposed eon nee ing line from Arm inert on
This
southeast to Billings. Mont.. 200 miles.
would conned the Greal Northern with the Bur..

t

lington and Northern Pacific.

branch from Grand Forks. N.
north on the east side of the Red River
Drayton, passing between Olson and Alvarado, Minn.
•Work to be commenced a1 once by the eon
tractors. Grant. Smith & Co., on double tracking
the line from Seattle. Wash., to Everett, about
27 miles.
For 22 miles of the distance a retaining wall will have to be built.
The cost of
the work is approximately $1,250,000.

—Proposed

Dak.,

to

Maps showing

filed

proposed extension from
County. Mont., east to

location
T

of the

line

of

Summers, in Flathead
theme along the
1

I

>

1

.

i

t1

March

it;,
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io6
earn
oj

side

the northern side

lake to

id

Flame

— See

——

:

i

Ireal

See Minnesota
l*o r 1 1

ee

and

ft

Uulfpoi
i.i

1

1

!as1 ern,
See Vancouver, Victoria
See Vancouver, Westminster & Yukon.
See Washington ft Ureal Northern.

•GREAT sw

i

ana

I

I'HERN.— Chartered

In

iv
i

..I

olorado capitalists

(

nave organized a

com

railroad from the coal fields i.i
Archuleta County to the Denver & Kio Grande
main line, about 40 miles. Rights of way now
being secured.
RAILROAD.— Chartered by the See
retary of
State of Tennessee to build from
Greenback, London County, to a connection with
the Atlanta. Knoxville & .Northern.
J. 11. Ellis,
II
J.
Ringgold and J. II. Frantz are incorpo-

pany

Mar.

PA

—

view. Okla. T., southeast
via
Kingfisher to
Guthrie, a distance of about 100 miles, have recently incorporated two railroad companies in
Oklahoma Territory one, under the name of the
Colorado, Oklahoma Central & New Orleans, with
capital or $20,000,000, tobuildfrom Denver, Colo.,
south to Trinidad, thence southeast, crossing a
corner of New Mexico, through Beaver, Woodward. Day. Dewey and Blaine Counties to Fairview, Woods County, on the Kansas City, Mexico
& orient, about 520 miles, connecting at the latter point with the Guthrie, Fairview & Western.
The other company, under the name of the Guthrie, Shawnee & Shreveport, has been incorporated, with a capital of $9,000,000, to build from
the eastern terminus of the Guthrie. Fairview ft
Western at Guthrie, southeast through Logan.
Lincoln, Oklahoma and Pottawatomie Counties,
In Oklahoma Territory, and the Creek. Seminole,
Chlckasha and Choctaw nations, in Indian Territory, through
the eastern part of Texas to
Shreveport. La., approximately 350 miles.
All
of these new lines, it is said, are being built for
the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, and when
completed will give that road a through connection from Denver to Shreveport.
Incorporators
r
of the new roads are
S. McCaull, of Jollet. 111.
G. E. Smith. J. G. Trimble. L. Underwood and G. F. Riehl, of Kansas City G. C.
Cowles, of Darrow Don Carlos Smith and F. L.
Williams, of Guthrie. The headquarters of the
G.. F. & W. will be at Guthrie.
:

:

N.).— Surveys

under way, and bids, it is said, will be asked
April
building
from Stamford, Lin1
for
coln County, Ky., on the Louisville & Nashville,
southwest to Scottsville, Allen County, on the
Chesapeake & Nashville, 100 miles. This project
has been under consideration for several years.
When completed the road, will form part of the
L. & N. system.

GREENVILLE

& KNOXVILLE.—Authorized in
South Carolina
to amend
its
charter and
change its name to the Greenville, Greenwood &
Knoxville.
The projected road is to run from
Greenville, S. C, to Greenwood, 50 miles.
II. II.

W

:

.

:

;

:

interested.

in Georgia
a road from Greenville, in Meriwether
County, to Newnan, in Coweta County, about 25
miles.
Supposed to be a project of the Central

(MISSOURI

no track laid.
i-oms. Mo.,
E. F. Mltchall, St.
is Engineer of Construction.
FAIRVIEW & WESTERN [K. C,
M. & O.). Persons said to be interested in this
company, which is building a line from Fair-

risburg.

is

Incorporators.

•GUTHRIE,

SOUTHEASTERN.—Incorpo&
rated in Arkansas, with $50,000 capital, to build
from Greenfield, Poinsett County, southeast to
Marked Tree, about 20 miles. The directors include
W. II. Howe, of Greenfield; S. E. Howe,
of Logansport, Ind., and J. J. Mardic, of Har-

C,

are

SMITH

FORT

&

Tex.,

I

Cll'ici.
New line from Antoine. Ark., northFirst 4u miles
west to Greenwood, 100 miles.
located and under construction by the Dalhoff
Construction Co.
About ten miles graded, but

GREENFIELD

S.

1005.

•GURDON

;

Prince, of Greenville.

:

Marshall.

of

SHAWNEE

GUTHRIE.

to build

&

SHREVEPORT.— See

Fairview & Western.

Guthrie,

of Georgia.

GUANTANAMO. —This company

building 40
is
railroad in Cuba.
E. A. Brooks, of
Santiago de Cuba, is President, and Richard
Brooks, of Guantanamo. Chief Engineer.
GULF & CHICAGO.— See Mobile, Jackson & Kan-

miles of

HAMMOND

& SOUTHERN.— Incorporated in Arkansas, with a capital of $25,000. to build a
railroad from Hammond, in Miller County, east
to Hervey, on the Red river, a distance of about
10 miles.
L. Evers, of Hammond
J. W. Stayton and J. Volkner, of Newport, and others are
;

sas City.

&
NORTHWESTERN.—This company,
which is building a line from Waco, Tex., northwest via Meridian and Stevenville to Thurber,
110 miles, is making surveys from Waco to
Strawn and securing rights of way. No contracts have yet been let, but as soon as this survey is completed contracts for the first 40 miles
from Waco to Meridian are to be let. The work
includes building seven bridges, one 400 ft. long,
the others ranging from 50 to 100 ft. each. N. R.
Morgan, Meridian, Tex., is Secretary.
GULF & PACIFIC— Chartered in Texas to build
from Velasco to Paris, 345 miles, with branch
line from a point in Anderson County to Dallas,
115 miles. Completed from Clinesburg, on the
Gulf, Colorado ft Santa Fe, in Montgomery
County, Texas, north to point in San Jacinto
County. T. J. Thornhill. R. S. Waldron, W. H.
Steele and J. R. England, of Dallas, Texas, are

GULF

incorporators.
is

to

Twit

lily.

GULF, CALCASIEU

&

NORTHERN.—Projected

from Lake Charles, La., north to Natchl*
Surveys completed and contochea, 100 miles.
tracts for grading to be let in the spring.
The
work will Be light, with maximum grades of 0.8
per cent
and maximum curvature of 4 deg.
II. B. Milllgan. Lake Charles, is President, and
,

T.

Shutts, Chief Engineer.

iMar. 17, 1905

GULF. COLORADO & SANTA FE (A., T. &
Preliminary surveys made for building

—
from

Davis, In the ChlckaBaw Nation,

I

S. P.).

a line
Ind. T.,

east to the coal fields, at Sulphur, about eight
miles.

GULF,
New

HUTCHINSON & NORTHWESTERN.—

surveys reported made by this company for
building from La Crosse, Kan., to the Smoky
inn river, about i - miles.

GULFPORT

& MISSISSIPPI
—
Application
made
charter
In

road.

capital $1,000,000,
J. T. Jones, E. A.

—

HARRIMAN

& OLIVER SPRINGS. Chartered in
Tennessee to build from Harriman in an easterly
direction through Webster and thence northerly
through Poolar Creek Valley to Oliver Springs,
j. E. Rhodes, S. P. Sparks and S. C.
15 miles,
Brown are Incorporators. (Mar. 17. 1905.)

HARRISBURG & OHIO RIVER. — Local

capitalists
are organizing a company under this name to
build a railroad from Galatia, 111., southeast via
Harrisburg to a point on the Ohio river at or
near Rosiclare. traversing coal fields in southern
Illinois.
F. M. Pickett is President; T. E. Bell,
Vice-President
George Ledford, Secretary, and
Rights-of-way secured,
A. P. Dorris. Treasurer.
and construction work to be begun early this
spring.
:

HAVANA CENTRAL. — Incorporated

New

Jersey
with $5,000,000 capital to build and operate railroads in Cuba.
Incorporators include Frank J.
Hammer and John J. Cleary, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Henry M. Traphagen, of Jersey City; Benson S.
currier and Chauncey Blair Spears, of New
York.
in

;

II

AVNE VILLI:

a

MONTGOMERY. —Incorporated

Alabama with ¥50,000 capital to build from
Hayni'ville, Ala., to Tyson, on the Louisville &
Nashville, thence to Montgomery; also from
Ilayneville to Big Swamp, Ixnvbdes County.
Inc,.
E. McGehee. Charles
corporators Include:
Schuessler and W. G. Davis, all of Lafayette,
Ala.
in

5.5 miles.

line

J.

company

proposes to build a railroad, to be operated either
by steam or electric power, from Hannibal. Mo.,
northwest to Kirkville. approximately 75 miles.

(Mar. 17, 1905.)

SHIP ISLAND.— This company, which
ft
operating its Columbia branch from Mendenhall, Miss., south to Sllvercreek, has given a contrait to Bowles & Henngury, of Jackson, Miss.,
for extending the line from Sllvercreek to CoGrading has been completed
lumbia. 27.6 miles.
from Silvercreek to Oakvale, IX miles, and from
Columbia to Huthorne, 11.5 miles, and track laid
from Sllvercreek to Armes, nine miles, and from

•GULF

Columbia

interested.

HANNIBAL & KIRKVILLE.— This

coast (Electric).
Mississippi
for
a
to build an electric
Durham and Robert

HELM

.v

NORTHWESTERN—

Incorporated in
to tfuild from Helm to Arnold. 22
M. Gilleas, Memphis, Tenn.. is President,

Mississippi
miles.
i

Mai.

HICKS

17.

1905.)

RUN.

chartered

Pennsylvania

with
$100,000 capital, to build 10 miles long in Elk
\\".
and Cam. Ton Counties.
C. Arnold, Duboise,
Pa.,

is

in

('resident.

HIGHPOINT & WINSTON-SALEM (ELECTRIC).
—Chartered

in

North Carolina

with $450,000

capital to build an electric railroad from Ilighpoinl norl Invest to Wins ton -Sal em. with px tensions 50 miles long.
The incorporators include;
C. C. Yeller. .1. II. Mills and R. II. Wheeler, of

Highpolnl,

HILLSBORO

&

NORTHEASTERN.—This

w.

ill.

(Mar.

17.

been

itai ted

bj

Crawford, of Hllleboro,

•HOLL1

Incorporated In
union passe igi

is

17.

I.

;

GREENVILLE & NBWNAK. — Chartered

of Amarlllo,

"i

others,

Contracts have also been let for tne
rails.
Other contracts will be
let prior to April 15 for building an additional
100 miles of road. YV. K. Rideau is President
Leander Choate, Vice-President It. H. Edwards,
Secretary and Treasurer, and C. II. Hartley.
General Manager, all of Oshkosh, Wis.

&

,

& NORTHERN. The proposed
road which was organized in
this
from Sabine Pass. Tex., to Oklahoma
W. L. Martin. W.
City, Okla. T. 800 miles.
C. Fierce, Jr.. L. W. Lloyd, A. 15. mocker and
route
Texas,

THWESTERN.

1905.

TEXAS

GULF,

and for the

(L.

s,

miles.
Line be been located and rights
are being secured.

:;n

way

a

I

direction.

GREENRIYER VALLEY

and oine

a ul.

miles of line In Wisconsin, u
an extension south tin-. ugh
Rockbridge to Richland Center,

five

Incorporated
& smi
Illinois to build from HHlsboro, in., to Alton,
to miles.
The incorporators Include: Frank P.
and
Blair and p. a. chapman, or St. Paul, Minn

to buiiu and operate e
the city of Mobile and to con
a
terminal railroad through and
city.
Incorporators Include
E. L
ttusseii, of the .vlobile & Ohio, and iv. ».. Wins* u,
'.
ol w ashtngt< n,
C.

Grand Rapids, Mich., for building 15 miles of
the line from Shawano. Wis., in a northwesterly
ties

i

ii

I

in

in

i/

i

I

11)05.)

North Crandon, on the Minneapolis, St.
Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, 220 miles. Contracts
have been let to McDonell, O'Connor & Co.,

C.

an

HILLSBORO

same

Alabama

•GREEN BAY. OSHKOSH, MADISON & SOUTH
WESTERN. — Projected extension from Madison,
Wis., to

the

and operate
around thai

GREENBACK

(Mar. 17,

abo
of

3.»U allies,
to Canyon

Tex.

to build a

rators.

tiuo,

of directors Include

GULF TERMINAL COMPANY',

rent.

GREAT WESTERN CONSTRUCTION & DEVELOPMENT COMPANY. Under this name a number

Te

XL., No. U.

build

to

city

iiuii

blcago, Presided ol the Santa
Topetcn, Kan.. General
ol
road, and Avery Tuinei

Iiurley,

of

.1.

o

Lubbock County

K

sweet,

...

'.

T

i

i,

i

The board
<

(A.,

Texa
w itb * lo,000
the Santa Fe system, to bul d

oi

om brow nw ood

itlpiey, of
.1.

;

manager

16

ii

-o miles,

i

i.

]:.

Washington

Dalles, wmca
miles of road fron
will eventually be extended into Caiuornia. au
as
:ls
tar
Bend,
Ore.,
will
be made
ension
Grading has been Finished tor 3u miles, and rails
Work is under way a1 L'hc
are ready to be laid.
The proposed route from
Dalles tor terminals.
The Dalles runs west of the Deschutes river to
inn-fin,
riiimaximum grade will be 1.5 per
to build

i.

branch from

u

Tex.,

which operates

at

mannlnu

NORTHWESTERN

&
Organiz

I'uuroad

;i

Headquarters

Interested,

it:

uapnul, as pari

1

<**

are
M

.

c.

S.

ft

i

SANTA

i

i

.

Norl hei
Great Northern.

Si

ft

McComlco

bU mnes.

aboul

i

Grand Forks & Eastern.

Vol..

company.

Work

SWINK.

ft

bae

Mlschau ft Whlteacarver, contractors, on this
proposed road, from Holly. Colo., west to Swlnk.
Weldell, of La Junta, Is Chief
aboul :"i mileEngineer.
,v
ADDISON.
Reported thai this
HOLLY RIVER
Es
now In operation from Holly
road, which
Junction, W. Va., on the Baltimore ft Ohio
southeast lo Webster Springe, 30 miles, is to be
extended from Webster Springe '" Bergoo, W.
miles.
J. T. McGraw, Grafton, w.
Va., elghl
.1

y

:i

.

and

President,

is

George

A.

Hechmer,

Palmer, W Va., Secretary :tn<l (o-ncral Manager.
Mar. 17, 1905
HOLSTt >N Rl VER. Incorporated In Tennessee
capital to build from Rogersvllle,
with $100,
Tenn. northeast to Bristol, on the Tennessee
The officers are:
Virginia state line. 4.", miles.
James B, Wright, President; J. H. Frantz, Vice
President, and Howard Cormick, Secretary and
Treasurer, all of Knoxville.
I

I

SOMAN

SOUTHERN.-

ft

-Incorporated

in

Arkan-

ulili 825,000 capital, to build from Unman,
Miller County, northeast to Harvey, 10 miles,
B. Kelley. II. <',. McBurney, of Homan, and
M. St a v ton are Interested.

sas,
in

c
J.

•HOOD RIVER.— Contract
Mason and GieblSCb

ft

reported let to Archie
Joplin, general contractors.

miles of road and laying track.
grading 1
Route of the projected road is along the east
bank of Hood river in Oregon, passing through
Work includes one tunnel
rich timber region.
300 ft. long, several trestles and some rock work.
HOPKINSVILLE BELT LINK. Incorporation
asked for in Kentucky, with $100,000 capital, to
build a belt Mne around the city of Hopkinsvllle,
Ky.. connecting all the railroads centering there.
II.
M. Dal ton, W. R.
The Incorporators are
Mason. J. B. JackWicks, I,. II. Cravens. M'
son, J. M. Renshaw and J. B. Russell.
for

*_i

:i

—

:

i

•HOUSTON

ft

>.

POUT ARTHUR SHORT LINE.

This road is projected from Port Arthur. Tex..
Franchise reported
west to Houston. 80 miles.
to have been granted at a special meeting of the
City Council of Port Arthur, which provides that
the road mut be completed within two year. Contracts reported let fo'r 20 miles of grading.

•HOUSTON

—
ft

TEXAS CENTRAL (SOUTHERN

PACIFIC). This company has given a contract
W. S. Hipp, of Houston, for grading the
whole of a new line from Mexia. Tex., south
to Navasota, one mile of which was completed
to

last year.

This new

line is to be built to over-

come the heavy grades of the present line. Between these two points on the present line the
distance

is

110 miles.

•HOUSTON, BEAUMONT & RED RIVER.— This
company, which was incorporated

last year in
Texas, has plans ready for its proposed road.
The route runs for about 204 miles north from
Houston to Humble, thence east across the
Trinity river 16 miles north of Liberty and 15
thence
miles south of the Santa Fe road
through Batson and Sour Lake to the Sabine
river and to Leesville, La., and thence to Alexandria.
Contract reported let to P. R. Turney.
of Houston. Tex., for building the first 40 miles
*

;

of this road.

HOUSTON EAST & WEST TEXAS (SOUTHERN

—

Surveys reported completed from
Shreveport as far as Hope, on the proposed line
This road has been
to be built to Hot Springs.
under consideration for some time and the preindicate a sucsaid
to
liminary surveys are
cessful carrying out of the project.
Incorporated
Electric).
IH IUSTON-GALVESTON
Texas, with $1,350,000 capital, to build
in
an electric road from Houston to Galveston,
about 50 miles.
F. P. Read, R. M. Johnson, G.
L. Horton and A. D. Trotter are incorporators.

PACIFIC).

—

i

HOXIE,

STRAWBERRY

WESTERN. — Surveys

RIVER

VALLEY

&

completed for this proposed road from Hoxie, Ark., northwest through
Lawrence, Shark and Izard Counties to Franklin,
50 miles. Grading to be begun is soon as rights
of way have been secured. R. S. Thomas, Hoxie,
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
Ark., *is President.
HUDSON ft MANHATTAN (Electric). This company, incorporated to build a tunnel between
Manhaatan ( Cor t land t street) and Jersey City
has filed a revised cer(Montgomery street
tificate submitting surveys for a route from
Jersey City to Newark. The purpose is said to
be to'provide a fast passenger line from Newark
to New York, and the Pennsylvania Railroad is
From the
said to he friendly to the scheme.
Jersey Citv terminus of the Pennsylvania Railof the
terminus
western
road," which is the
river tunnel, the new route is by a subway west
surface
to
the
thence
on
Brunswick
street;
to
a point in Harrison (about six miles), at which
place It will again run under ground and beneath the Passaic river, then continuing in a
subway to a terminus in Market street. Newark.
The certificate was signed by W. G. McAdoo as
President of the company.
HUDSON COMPANIES. Incorporated in New
York to merge control of the two tunnels now
building under the Hudson river and the newsubways in Manhattan which have been approved
by tlie Ranid Transit Commission. By its
control of the river tunnels and the city subways, not yet built, the Hudson Companies will
connect the Delaware. Lackawanna ft Western,
Erie.
Pennsylvania and possibly the Central
Railroad of 'New Jersey terminals in Iloboken,
Jersey City and Communipaw with the New
York subway at Dey street, and again at Fourth
avenue and Ninth "street and will furnish a direct route to Herald Square, N. Y., by the tunnel from Iloboken to Christopher street and the

—

i

—

March
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DON'T YOU CUT OPERATING
EXPENSES BY USING

Sheffield Inspection

Motor Car No. 15

(Automobile Type)

Ready for

can be operated at any speed
desired at will of operator, up to thirty miles per
hour, and ten miles per hour on the reverse.

A

service,

Revelation

We

in

Motor Car Building

have them for light passenger
service

Send for

A'eiu

Motor Car Catalogue No. 518
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6

CO.
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Paul
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"PITTSBURGH
Continuous Water Softener on

99

Substructure.

Type

"J"

Steel Construction.
»3

FULTON

ST.

NEW YORK

WATER
SWITCH LAYOUTS

SOFTENERS
FOR SIMPLICITY
EFFICIENCY

DURABILITY

STAINP ALPINE
PRICE
$1.00

RAILROAD OR INDUSTRIAL
PRESSURE

and
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PITTSBURGH FILTER MFG.

CO.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
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PRIOBfl

—
;

;
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io8
subways
up Stat

a

street and
ompanles » ill

New York under Eighth

In

ii

"i

.

i

.

tie

i

luds

terminal station of the
Pennsylvania under the present terminal, and
has a 500-year contract to carry passengers and
baggage froui the terminal to points In New
York.
build

Ity

Hudson STREET RAILROAD.—Articles

of Incoriion filed by iliis company in New Jersey,
with a capital of $3,000,000, to build and operate a street railroad In Jersej City, from
Washington and Plymouth streets through various streets, 31 routes in all. The incorporators
Pliny Fiske, of Rye, N. Y.
Include
W. G.
Oakman, of Roslyn w. C. Fiske and A. Freeduian, of New York City
David Young, of Newark, N. J., and William (,. McAdoo, of Yonkers,
Affiliated with the Hudson Companies
N. Y.
and the Hudson & Manhattan, which see.
1

;

:

;

I

HUMBOLDT NORTHERN.— Incorporated

In

Cali-

build from Areata, Cal., to a point
near the mouth of the Klamath River, In Del
Norte County, 70 miles.
Branches are also to
be built south from Areata to Fairhaven, 15
miles and west for 10 miles.
W. Carson, J. M.
Carson and A. H. Connlck are named as incorporators.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
fornia,

to

COLUMBIA CITY & NORTH-

HUNTINGTON,

WESTERN TRACTION. — A

company under this
planning to build an electric road from
Huntington,
Ind.,
north
through
Columbia
City, skirting Lake Wawasee and through Syracuse to Goshen, 55 miles.
Rights of way are
also being secured for a Hue south from Huntington through Marion, Elwood and Noblesville
A. E.
to Indianapolis, an additional 95 miles.
Weist, Jr., is General Manager.

name

is

•IDAHO NORTHERN. —This

road,
which now
runs from .Nampa, Idaho, north to Eininett, 117
miles, has, according to its published time table,
45 miles additional under construction. An extension from Emmett east to Horseshoe Bend,
20 miles, was projected a year ago.
ILLINOIS & KENTUCKY.— Incorporated to build
from a point in Williamson County, Hi., through
Saline, 1'ope and Hardin Counties.
(Mar. 17,

—

ILLINOIS & MISSOURI. Chartered
build from Quincy, Adams County,

in

Illinois to

111.,

southerly

through Melrose and Fall (reek to East Hannibal, in Pike County, 111.
E. H. Osborn and
Lyman McCarl. of Quincv, 111., are incorporators.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
ILLINOIS & WISCONSIN.— Incorporated in Illinois to build from Chicago northwest to Barriugton, 30 miles.
R. E. Burke. C. E. Crafts

and

A.

(Mar.

L. Shiftman,
17, 1005.)

of Chicago, are interested.

•ILLINOIS CENTRAL.

—Announcement

is

made

that contracts have been let for building a line
from Corinth, Miss., southeast, to Haleysville,
Ala., 80 miles, as follows
To C. l>. Smith &
Co., of Birmingham, for building from the north
end, and to George O. Clifton & Co., of Chicago,
from the south end, work to be finished by January, 1907.
Rights of way have also been obtained for extending the line southeast through
Marlon and Winston Counties, Ala., and are nowbeing secured in Walker County.
The southern
terminus of the line is to be at Birmingham.
*A new connecting line is being built from
Herrin,
Williamson County, 111., to Ziegler.
Franklin County, seven miles, by C. D. Smith &
Co., contractors, of Memphis, Tenn.
This road
Is to connect two different lines in the coal district and to reach new mines.
Two miles built
In 1905.
'Connecting line from the terminus of the
Effingham branch into Indianapolis. Track laid
from Indianapolis southwest to Unionville, 51
:

miles.
to

incorporation filed for a line
from Shawneetown to Golconda, 111.. 30 miles.
A branch is also planned from the Fairview
mine, in Harbin County, to the Ohio river.
Surveys reported in Vermilion County, III.,
and western Indiana for an extension south from
Kankakee, 111., connecting with the Lake Erie &
Western near Rankin, Ind.
Proposed improvements to line In the neighborhood of Mattoon. 111., cutting down Magnet
hill and depressing the tracks through the city
for about two miles.
*Branch line under construction from
Phillpp City, Tallahatchie County, Miss., on the
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, north along the Tallahatchie river to the Panola County line, thence
east to the main line of the Illinois Central at
or near Sardis, about 60 miles.
This company is making surveys to shorten
the Memphis-Louisville line.
It Is to be built
from Mayfleld northeast to Grand Rivers, Kv..
about 30 miles. When completed it will shorten
the distance about 25 miles over the present
route via Paducah.
See Alabama Western.
See Yazoo & Mississippi Valley.
Articles

of

——

ILLINOIS.

IOWA & MINNESOTA. —This

company,
which operates 125 miles of railroad from Rockford. 111., southeast to Momence. Is making surveys for an extension from Rockford northeast
to Milwaukee. Wis.. 98 miles.
Grading to be

commenced
III.,

has bought land In Fast Des
site.
The directors "1 tin- new cominclude; T. G. Rnss. of the
ulcago, Burlint--.ti.il
Carroll Wrlgln. ami ('. W.
A.
Quia, v
Junes, of the
hicago, Rock Island .\ Pacific; B.
C. Stlckney, of tin- Chicago Greal Western, and
C, F. Ilubljell and J. A. Wagner, of the Des
Moines Union,
F. Bubbell Is President; T.
g. Ross, Vice-President; J. A. Wagner, Seen
lai-v ami Treasurer,
Tin- company win do the
work with its own tunes.
The plans include
iln laying of two miles of track in he built early
ibis spring.

Moines as a
iiaii.v

t

:

;

Hartlgan Construct!
building a branch
southeast to Dune

Track

pleted.

INDIANAPOLIS

laid
.\

to

let

the F.

I'.iik,

This company Is
seeking Incorporation In Benton County, la.,
with a capital of $100,000, to build from Belle
^s
Plalne
Vinton,
miles.
to
Necee
have
franchises
n
secured
and ratified,
Two surveys have been made, one through Keystone and Garrison, the other running about
two miles east "1' Keystone. The office of the
company will be at Belle Plalne. Geo. W. Voss

L.

tor

of Chicago, 111., for
Indiana Harbor, Ind.,
1* miles.
Grading com-

I

two miles.

CHICAGO AIR LINE

(Elec-

-Organized in lliimiK, t-» build an electric
from Indianapolis to Chicago, about 175
miles.
The maximum grade will be 1 per cent.;
the work will Include building six steel bridges.
C. Knowllon. 305 Terminal Station Building,
Indianapolis. Ind., is General Manager.
•INDIANAPOLIS ,V LOUISVILLE (C..I.&D.).—
Grading contracts Id in Williams & Mm/Ritchie;
to the Pound Construction Company^ and to
Thomas Glynn, fur building from a point on the
main line of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, one mile north of Quincy. Ind., southwest
through Cataract, Jordan, I'atricksburg, Clay
ity. Howellsvillc ami Midland, to Victoria, on
irii-i.

is
President; Tims. F. Murray, Vice-President;
W. A. Mall. Treasurer, and II. R. Mosnat, Secretary ami General Manager.

road

IRVINGTON RAILROAD.

der this name a company, with $1,500,000 capital, plans to build a high-speed electric road
between Indianapolis and Terre Haute. Ind.,
about 52 miles. The company will enter Terre
Haute over the lines of the Terre Haute Traction Co. and Indianapolis over the tracks of
the Indianapolis Railway & Terminal Co.
P. L.
Saltonstall, of Boston, President, and S. Reed
Anthony, Treasurer.
Randall Morgan. VicePresident of the United Gas Improvement Co.,
of Philadelphia, which controls a number of interurban properties in Indiana, is said to be
largely interested in the new company.

JACKSONVILLE, FERNANDINA & SOUTHERN.
Chartered
—
000,
build

in

to

from

;

Samuel

A. Swann, Secretary, and Frank Adams,
Treasurer.
Others interested in the company
are William A. Evans, of Fernandlna, and John
W. West, of Valdosta.

JACKSON, YAZOO CITY

First

Chartered in Arkansas, with $1,000,000 capital,
build from Jamestown east through Diaz,
Jackson County, and thence to Cherry Valley,
Cross County, 65 miles.

to

•JASPER & EASTERN (ATCHISON. TOPEKA &

—

SANTA FE). This company, which is buildinga railroad from Kirbyville, Tex., via De Ridder
and Cravens to Alexandria, La., 100 miles, witha branch from Oakdale to Cravens, an additional 25 miles, has given a contract to theLantry-Sharp Contracting Co., of Kansas City,
Mo., for building the section from Kirbyville to
Cravens, 57 miles. Grading has been completed;
from Kirbyville to mile 38, and track laid as
far as mile 31.
Other contracts will shortly
be let for building the Oakdale branch.
This
work includes a bridge at the Sabine river,
which is to have a 100-ft. through plate girder
span, one 215-ft. fixed truss span and one 215ft. draw span.
Contract for the substructure of"
this bridge let to Cahman & McMurray.

:

is

this spring.

E.

W.

Troxel, Aurora,

Chief Engineer.

ILLINOIS VALLEY.

—

Incorporated In Illinois to
build from Jollet southwest to Morris, thence
west through Marseilles and Peru to Spring Valley.
F. W. Bedard, I.a Salle, 111., and C. E.
Hook. Ottawa, are Interested.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
•IMBODEN & ODELL. This company, whose proposed railroad Is to run from Charleston, W.
Va., via Blue Creek, Coco, Quick and Pond Gap,
to Summervllle, W. Va., 44 miles, has given a
contract to T. .7. Carmack. of Charleston, for
building from Blue Cl
k Station to Quick, 10

—

(VIRGINIA).

— Contract

let

JEFFERSON
ERN.
den,

and

i

IOWA CITY & EASTERN

(Electric).

—Under

this

the Cedar Rapids & Iowa City, which last
completed 23 miles of Its road between
Cedar Rapids and Iowa City, proposes to build
an extension from the latter point to Muscatine,
la., 39 miles.
IOWA TRANSFER. Representatives of the Wabash, the Chlcau'ii. Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Chicago Great
Western, the Des Moines, Iowa Falls & Northern,
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Taul and the Des

name
year

—

B.

BEATTYVILLE.

—Organized
—

MANCHESTER &
In

Tennessee

to-

build from Jellico, Tenn, northeast to Beattyville, Ky., 70 miles.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
JENNINGS & NORTHERN. Reported that this
company is receiving bids for grading an extension from Jennings, La., to Keadle, 33 miles. C.
(Mar.
C. Carey, Jennings, La., is Secretary.
17, 1905.)

JERICO & SOUTHWESTERN.— This company,

—

California
to build a railroad from lone to Sutter Creek,
Finished from lone to Mountain
14 miles.
Springs, 6'/, miles.
Work In progress to AmaProposed branch from
dor, six miles further.
Sutler
'r.-ek
H. E. C.
to Volcano. 13 miles.
Feusler. lone, Cal., Is Chief Engineer.
(Mar.
17, 1005).

125-

to

J.

(Mar. 17, 1905.)

by

in

line in

Long, R. E. Collins, E. R. Chappell
Myers are named as incorporators.

C.

J.

JELLICO. BARBOURSVILLE,

INTERSTATE TUNNEL RAILROAD. Charter
In New Jersey and New York to operate a tun-

•IONE & EASTERN.— Incorporated

CITY, JERICHO & SOUTHWEST—Barton
Proposed new
Missouri from MinCounty, northeast
Eldon,

miles.

ville,

nel railroad from Jersey City under the North
river to the Borough of Manhattan, New York
Application has been made to the city
City.
authorities for a franchise to extend the tunnel
from the North river at the foot of Chambers
John B. McDonald
street east to Park Row.
is President of the new company, and S. L. F.
The
plans of the comChief
Engineer.
Deyo,
pany are before the Rapid Transit Commission
for consideration.

Mississippi for

JAMESTOWN, DIAZ & CHERRY VALLEY.

—

to J. E. Rodes & Co., of KnoxTenn., for building an extension from
Appalachia to Norton, Va., 10 miles, and from
Kelleyvlew to Roaring Fork, six miles.

in

;

The Common Council of Mishawaka, Ind.,
at a recent meeting granted a franchise for 35
years, to become operative on the completion
of the line from Logansport to the southern
limits of Mishawaka.
INDIANA ROADS (Electric). Three independent
surveys have been made for building an electric
railroad from Hartford City, Ind., southwest
to Alexandria, 21 miles, by the following companies
Indianapolis, Hartford City & Salina
Traction, of which W. H. Maxwell is President,
and in which C. G. Buell and Freeman Wilson,
Indianapolis.
of Fairmont, are also interested

company

MEMPHIS— Applica-

railroad

a

& YOSEMITE VALLEY.— Incorporated in California to build from Jamestown
southeast to a point at or near Maricopa, 40'
miles
also an intermediate branch 35 miles
long into the Yosemite Valley.
T. S. Bullock,
and S. D. Freshman, San Jose, Cal., are incorporators.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)

—

this

ft

company

JAMESTOWN

a line from South Bend south to Logansport,
Ind.,
through Bremen, Bourbon, Argos and
Rochester.
Rights of way secured and several
townships have voted subsidies.

•INTERSTATE

this
build

from Vicksburg
and north to Memphis, about 230 miles.
The proposed line is via Yazoo City, crossing
the Sunflower river near Woodburn, Sunflower
County, and paralleling the Y'azoo & Mississippi
Valley from Jackson to Yazoo City.
Incorporators include I. N. Barnwell and E. S. Crane, of
Yazoo City.
to

east

INDIANAPOLIS, LOGANSPORT & SOUTH BEND
TRACTION. This company is planning to build

Hartford City & Western, which has been
formed by former members of the first company,
also proposes to build a line, and the Fort
Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co., an opposition road to the Muncie, Hartford City &
Fort Wayne, which road it proposes to parallel
from Fort Wayne to Hartford City.
'Contracts reported let to A. M. Weedon, of
Alexandria, and P. T. O'Brien for building an
interurban road from Fort Wayne, Ind., northwest to South Bend, 70 miles air line.
There
will have to he 25 bridges.
A. J. Behymer, of
Elkwood, is an Incorporator.

made by

tion

a charter

to Crawfordsville,

42 miles, under construction. W. D. Ball,
National Bank Building. Chicago, 111., is
the Engineer In charge.
Ind.,

Florida, with capital of $200,a railroad from Jacksonville,

northeast through Duval and Nassau Counties,
to Fernaudina, about 28 miles.
Eugene E. West
Is
President
John R. Young, Vice-President

•INDIANAPOLIS, CRAWFORDSVILLE & WESTERN TRACTION. Part of this proposed line

—
Indianapolis, northwest

—

Incorporated In New
Jersey to build a railroad two miles long from
Elizabeth to Irvington.
T. E. Swain, Camden,
N. J., Is an incorporator.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)

Work is to be commenced
the' Illinois Central.
at once, and other contracts will be let shortly.
Maximum grades will be 0.9 per cent. There
L. W. Parker Is
will be two steel bridges.
President and W. A. Wallace, Chief Engineer,
both of Chicago.

INDIANAPOLIS & WESTERN TRACTION.— Un-

'.

IOWA VALLEY INTERURBAN.

'"

from

I

;

i

;

let to W. J. Hutton, of Memphis.
Lorimer & Gallagher, of Chicago, for
building a belt line from Woodstock to the Nonconnah yards in the southern part of Memphis,
Tenn.

'Contract

and

The company

—

INDIANA HARBOR.— Contract

XL., No. II;

.Mi. lues Union railroads have organized a company under the above name, wi'li $300, OOO capllal, to build a union freight yard In Dei Moll

i

I

1905.)

V..i„

miles; grading completed on this section and
track laid from Blue Creek to Tunnel N". i, two
The wink Includes one 350-ft. bridge and
miles.
live tunnels.
Contracts will soon be let for 25
miles from Charleston to Blue Creek, and from
Quick to Pond Gap. C. P. Peyton, Charleston,
\v. Va., Is Chief Engineer.
(Mar. 17, 1906.)
INDIANA BELT (Electric). chartered in Indiana
with $10,000 capital t.i build an electric railroad ii
Indianapolis t" Greenfield, through
Maxwell. Film. Pendleton. Noblesville. I.ehauon,
Danville,
Franklin and ShelbyMartinsville,
villc The Officers are Charles A. Barnes, President
Everet llattield, First Vice-President
Irving Tyner, Second Vice-President; P. Bidgood, General Manager; Thomas Beecher, Secretary and Treasurer.
F. Bidgood, of Logansport,
Is Chief Electrical engineer.

•

or-

ganized early last year in Missouri, to build a
railroad from Jerlco, Mo., southwest to a connection with the Missouri Pacific, 20 miles, has
completed surveys. Maximum grade 1 per cent.
A bonus has been
and curvature 3 degrees.
granted by the town of Jerlco Springs and right
of way to Lamar, Mo., secured, but nothing has
J. C.
been done since completing Its surveys.
Long, Madison Hotel, St. Louis, Mo., can give
information.

SOUTHERN.

CITY, BAKERSVILLE &
build a
This company proposes
—
Tenn.,
Bakersville,
Johnson

JOHNSON

to

City,

to

road from
N.

C, 40

22 miles of which will be In Tennessee,
via Unicoi and Limestone Cove, Tenn., and Magmiles,

About
netic Cltv and Big Rock Creek. N. C.
8% mile's of line from Unicoi to Davlsvllle,
Term., was built some four years ago and surveys have been made from Davlsvllle as far as
Johnson City, 18% miles. The balance of the
road is now' under survey and eight miles are
C. B. Allen, of Johnson
to be built at once.
City, Is Vice-President.

•JOHNSON CITY SOUTHERN (SOUTHERN).—
W. J. Oliver, of Knoxvllle, Tenn.,
Projected route Is from
road.
Marlon, N. C. to Johnson City, about 80 miles.
The work will be heavy, as the road passes

Contract
to

build

let to

this

through the Bluerldge Mountains.
coal fields in Virginia.

JOLIET & SOUTHERN TRACTION.
tion granted this

company

It will

reach

—Incorporawith $10,-

in Illinois,

:

Habch
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THE CORRUGATED STEEL BAR
FOR STEEL CONCRETE WORK WAS GIVEN HIGHEST AWARD

GOLD MEDAL
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY

LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION
ALSO
LEWIS AND CLARK EXPOSITION,
SEND FOR

1905

000

an

capital, to build
Joliet,
Will County,

railroad from

electric

111.,

southwest

through

NEWARK

SOUTHWESTERN.—

—

JONESBORO, LAKE CITY

EASTERN. This
&.
company, which operates 55 miles of road In
Arkansas, has filed an amendment to its charIncreasing its capital from $225,000 to
ter.
The increase

$525,000.

Is

made

for

the pur-

pose of building a branch line from Dell, Mississippi County, Ark., south through Luxora
and Oseeola, 20 miles, at an estimated cost of
$300,000.

JUNCTION RAILROAD. — This

»KANAWIIA & WEST

A.—

Contracts let
VI Id II NI
to Rluehart, Wvatt & Co.. of Charleston, w.
Va., for building this mad from Blue Creek to
Contract let to
Charleston, W. Va., 13..1 miles.
the American Bridge Co., for a bridge over the
Elk river at Blue ('reck; also for building from
Belva to Little Elk <'i k, four mile
(It UNI'. —This
CITY, MEXICO &
Kankakee through II"' counties "f
Henry
and Rock
La
Salle,
Kankakee, Grundy,
William it. Bur
Island to Bock Island City.
Thompson.
in
Gideon
S.
and
Grange,
lelgh, La
(Mar.
17,
Berwyn, 111., are Incorporators.

-•KANSAS

(

I

to build from

.

lOOB.t

KANSAS CITY & EXCELSIOR SPRINGS.—

('bar
tered in Missouri, wllh $H(i0,ooo capital, to
build a railroad from Kaunas City northeast to
W.
Excelsior Springs in Clay County, Mo.
Tliiirmnn, McKlnncy, Tex.; A. V. Martin, C.
and
Jaccard,
Williams
Eugene
G.
D. Pratt, J.
at Kansas City, arc Interested.
CITS ft .i :.\ \ t:\woitTii [Electric),
This company, opernllng an electric line from
Knnsns city to Leavenworth, 80 miles, is reported sold to Clarence S. Meridian, of Mt.
I

Kansas

l

who

represent! an eastern synThe new owners, It Is said, will exdicate.
St.
the
Kan., and
tend
Atchison,
to
tine
Joseph, Mo

Vermin,

KANSAS
lered

N,

Y.,

and offices at Guthrie, Kansas City, Mexico City
and New York, to build a railroad from Kansas
City to Port Progresso, State of Yucatan, Mex.
Projected main line is through Kansas, indian
Territory and Texas, passing through Denison,
Three
Dallas, Waco, Austin and San Antonio.
branches are also proposed. One from Wagoner
Ind. T., west to Guthrie; another
from Dallas west to Fort Worth, and a third
from Austin to Houston and Galveston. Incor-

and Sapulpa,

porators include G. V. Pattlson, H.
and N. D. McGiney, of Guthrie.

•KANSAS

W. Pentecost

MEXICO & ORIENT.—This

CITY,

building a railroad from Kansas
via Wichita, Kan., Fairvlew, Okla.
T., Sweetwater and Presidio, Tex., across the
international boundary into Mexico and via
Chihuahua, Mlnaca and El Fuerte to Topolobampo, on the Pacific coast in the state of
Sinaloa, 1,660 miles.
From Kansas City to
Lone Wolf, 436 miles, under contract to the
Union Construction Co., of Kansas City from
Lone Wolf to Topolobampo, 1,224 miles, under
contract to the International Construction Co.,
The road is complete and in
of Kansas City.
operation from Wlejhita, Kan, to Oakwood,
Okla. T., 156 miles; Sweetwater to Knox City,
Grading completed from a point
Tex., 76 miles.
80 miles north of Wichita, through Wichita,
Fairvlew and Diaz, Tex., to Sweetwater, 500
miles, and for :i.. in lies south of Sweetwater.
Track laying is in progress from Custer City,
Okla. T., north to Oakwood, and from Clinton,
The St. L. & S. F. (racks will
Okla. T. south.
be used between Custer City and Clinton.
On the Mexican division, grading lias been
completed for 75 miles east of Chihuahua and
60 miles southwest of Mlnaca, and for S2 miles
Track laid for 71
northeast of Topolobampo.
miles east from Chihuahua (In operation) and
50 miles west of Mlnaca and road In operation
from Topolobampo northeast to I. as llornlllas,
Additional track laying under way
72 miles.
southwest of Mlnaca.
The Chihuahua & Pacific, which Is to be part
of this system, is In operation from n point
west of Chihuahua to Mlnaca, 125 miles.
The line In Texas will be known as the Knn
sas City, Mexico & Orient Railway of Texas,
formerly the Panhandle ,v Gulf.
See Kansas City, Outer licit & Electric.
Western.
See Guthrie, Fairvlew

company
City,

is

Mo.,

CITY, GALVESTON A MEXICO.- Char
Oklahoma, with $10,000,000 capital,
In

.'i

KANSAS

city.

NEVADA

At

The preliminary survey
from Kansas city
completed.

to

President

that the road
railroad.

is

BPRINGFIBLD.—

of this
Springfield,
T.

r.

Independent

proposed
has

Mo.,

CO.

ST. LOUIS, U.

;

company's tunnel
under Neville street, Pittsburg, is to be abandoned and new tunnel pierced at a cost of about
This change Is made necessary in
$2,000,000.
connection with the removal of the company's
tracks from their present location at Junction
In the cut from
Hollow to Boundary street.
the Monongahela river to the mouth of Neville
street tunnel Die line will have a grade of 32
ft. In the mile less than the present line.

905

METAL FIREPROOFING

GENERAL AGENTS

FRISCO BUILDING

Will, Grundy and Livingston Counties to a point
In Dwight County.
Office of the company at
Joliet.
The first board of directors includes
H. A. Fisher, F. E. Fisher, L. D. Fisher, F. B.
Stoddard and J. A. Jarvis, all of Joliet.
InJOLIET,
&
corporated in Illinois .to build from Joliet west
through Will, Kendall and La Salle Counties, 55
miles.
Hr K. Thunemanu. O. L. Miller, N. L.
Sweetland and R. C. Bibbins. all of Newark,
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
111., are incorporators.

J

CATALOGUE- DESIGNS FURNISHED FREE OF CHARGE

LOUIS EXPANDED

ST.

AT PORTLAND, OREGON,

line
i

n

McDonough stales
or any established

•KANSAS CITY. OKLAHOMA & HOUSTON.—
Grading In progress on this proposed road he
tween Honey Grove, Tex., ana the ited River,
22 miles
Contracts for grading B4 miles from
the Red River to B point In Indian Territory
on the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf will soon bo
let
M. J, Smith. South McAlester, Ind. T., Is

A.

S.

Chief Engineer; B. P. Beam, Kansas City, Mo.,
is President.

CITY, OLATHE, LAWRENCE & TOWyandotte County, Kan.,
(Electric).
Commissioners have granted a franchise to this
company to build a system of electric roads
Right of
from Kansas City south to Olathe.
way has been secured through Johnson County.
The ultimate end of one branch will be ToAnother branch will probably be expeka.
tended into Allen County to Iola and thence
The main line will extend through
to Chanute.
The project is being financed by
Rosedale.
New York capitalists, who are represented by W.
B. Strang, President and General Manager of
the company, of Llnwood Boulevard, Kansas
City, Mo.

KANSAS
PEKA

—

•KANSAS CITY OUTER BELT & ELECTRIC

K.
tins
line
to
Its
spring let
afford terminal facilities for the Kansas City,
comwill
companies,
Mexico & Orient and other

— This company, which
contracts for building

M. & O.).

('.,

plete the double-tracking of Its road
bridge over the Missouri river.

•KANSAS CITY

SOUTHERN.

(

early

and build a

Contract

let

to

Wilbourne. of Edgerly. La., for building
from Lockport junction, on the Lake
a
Charles branch, southwest to Union Sulphur
Mine, about six miles.
Grading not yet comMaximum grade will be 0.5 per cent,
menced.
and maximum curvature 7.3 deg.

W.

O.
line

CITY. TULSA .V SOUTHWESTERN.—
Incorporated last year to build a railroad from
Is
Kansas City, Mo., to Wichita Kails. Tex.
making surveys from Joplln, Mo., to Tulsa, Ind.
t„
Ind.
miles',
w.
ii.
Tulsa,
Hendren,
T.. 128

KANSAS

is

Chief Engineer.

w

\\.

•KANSAS CIT5 VIADUCT « TERMINAL RAH
-nils company is Belling bonds to secure
to build a vladucl between Kansas City,
The company has
and Kansas City, San.

funds
SIo

granted a franchise to build on a private
lllulT
right of way from Kansas Clly. Mo., at
and Sixth streets, to Kansas City, Can
Mhuiesoia
avenue,
ami
8 I"
sired
Fourth
miles.
The proposed structure win be of steel
Wort is under way,
ami concrete, 60 ft wide
i" '"' cob
two
and
ii

i

1

it

i

I

years.

KANSAS. MEDICINE VALLB1

i

» B8TBRN

Kansas, with a capital of $600,000,
railroad from Independence, Kan., to
near Trinidad, Colo., about 660
mlhs.
The proposed ionic e. from Independ
once. Kan., through Montgomery, Chautauqua,
in.
Cowley, sumner. Harper, Barber. Pratt,
Comanche, Kiowa. Clark Ford, Gray, Haskell,
tforton counties,
Qri nt, Stanton, Sti
Burveyors arc locating
Kan., to Trinidad, Colo

Chartered
to

build

in

a

the coal

fields

i

in,,

hi,,,

and Medicine Lodge.
\
Noftagsr, F. D.
i>
Hoopes, Joseph
ol
Infhony, Kan.
G
Porl anthony, Kan. is President,

between

inthonj

are
re
Firestone, M
Walton,
and r

incorporators

in

Brool

Thompson
c
i

K\\s\s.
rated In

T,

OKLAHOMA

.1

POTBAU.

Incorpo-

Territory, wllh capital stock

——

nJ
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no
from

Tenn., southeast to Seviervllle, about 80 miles.
tie' Incorporators Include s. p Condon. .1.
B.

Guthrie, 01 la
to
T.. cast iii
:oun
ogan, Lincoln and Paj
ties, to Wagoner, [nd. T., mnl another line from
in Mil' north
i.u,'
a polnl ni
of $10,

build

,000,

i

i

hi the Osage Na Ion,
hrough
Okla, T., and the Creek Nation, by
Intersects
with the Qrsl mentioned

.

"i'

:in

i

i

i

KANSAS. OKLAHOMA. TEXAS & GULF.

company, Incorporated lasl year, has done noth
ing towards building it* proposed line.
Surveys
being made ami rights of way secured. Con
structlon work was to be commenced ai Granite,
aii'

February, continued for '•.- miles
west in the Bggleston industrial Company's
works.
The company will build a spur about
three miles long at Granite, ami expects in have
the work completed in six months.
Tims. L.
Bggleston, of Granite, Okla. T.. is President.
Kansas. OKMULGEE & GULF. This company,
which has a capital of $2,500,000, has filed a
mortgage fm- $3,000,000 to raise funds t,, build
iis
projected road
from Kansas City south
through the Cherokee, Creek ami Choctaw Nations, i<> a poinl on the Red river near the 96th
A branch line is also in be built
meridian.
from Okmulgee, Ind, '!'.. northeast to Joplln,
Mu.
Total distance, about 560 miles.
P. II.
Smith, of Okmulgee, Ind. 'P.. is President,

P.ELI. i: & CAI.I'MET.— Surveys are being
made under the charter of this road tor a line
from Red Jacket, Mich., through Kearsarge, Wolverine, Allouez, .Mohawk, and Phoiiix to Lac La
Belle, 80 miles.
Surveyfl I'm an extension Hon)
Lac La Belle to Keweenaw will probably be
made later,
Mar. 17. 1905.)

This road 1ms
been completed from Lorain, Ohio, southeast to
Iterea,
is
13 miles.
it
to
itended from
Berea northeast to Cleveland, with a branch to
conned with the Newburg & South shore. Grading in progress from P.erea east across IbeCiiya
Imgii ilver to a point near Hudson,
17 miics.
The r
is eventually
to be built via Streets
burn. Freedom, New Inn Falls, Nib-s and (liraril.
to Youngstown and
Lowellvllle.
Recently re
ported snbi in the Vanderbilt Interests.

1

This company.whlcb
proposes to build a line Irom Lorain. Ohio, via
Grafton, to Wellington, is reported in have Be
cured all rights of way.
The route is If
Hie
harbor of Lorain, along which the company has
5,000 ft. of dock space, ami land tor terminal
purposes, past the steam works in South Lorain
to Grafton and thei
to Wellington.

is

iipitalisls are said in be
tinn is in be made
Con

road from

17.

I

KENTUCKY

MIDLAND.

from Madisonville,

—New

line

building

Ky., southeast via Earles to
Central City. 2t; miles.
Contracts let to the
Grigsby, Steger & Atkinson Construction Co., of
Bonham, Texas.
The work includes one tunnel 750 ft. long and a pile bridge one mile
long.
M. M. Wheeler, of Earles. Ky., is Chief
Engineer.

KENTUCKY ROADS. — The
which

Co..

is

supposed

Louisville Propertj
be backed by the
reported as securing

fields.

Construction work is to be commenced at
once on a narrow gage road to be built by John
C, Hay. of Breatniti County, from the Natural
Bridge, in Powell County. Ky., on the Lexing

ton

& Eastern, east to Campton, in Wolfe
County, a distance of 11 miles through rich coal

and timber

—

territory.

Rights of way being seemed by a new company, in which II. II. Molman and others of
Madisonville. Ky., are interested, fur a railroad
from that place northeast to Cloverport, SO
miles.
Righis of way through Muhlenberg and
Breckinridge counties- have been secured.
KENTUCKY ROADS (Electric). - Application
made to the Montgomery Fiscal onrt by John
T. Collins and W. A. Tbolnason. of North Mid
dletown. for authority to build an electric railroad from Paris. Ky., to Mt. Sterling, 30 miles.
i

\\

ork to be

commenced at

once.

KENTUCKY SOUTHERN.-

Permission

asked

to

build a line from a point near Little Rockcastle river, in Laurel County. Ky.. along the
boundaries of Laurel. Rockcastle and Pulaski
counties and over tne Cumberland river to Tate
villi-,
where connection can be made with the
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific about
45 miles.

•KEWEENAW CENTRAL.

Arrangements, it is
said, have been made for the funds to build 32
miles ,,f this road.
Contract lei
to
Frank
Bushnell, of Lake Linden. Mich., for building
12

Illiles

KINGSTON, BRIGHTON & NORTHERN.

-Char

tered in Virginia, with $100,000 capital, to build
railroads in
perated by steam or electricity
The h
Iquarters "t the company will be at
Cape chailes.
W. E. Dickinson, Of New Yorkis
w. G. Smith of cam- Charles
President;
Va., Vic- president, and G. W. Morton, Seeni

tin;,

KLAMATH LAKE
for

Surveys reported completed
of this road from Pokegama
easterly direction for 25 miles,
li
pokegama, is President.
(Mar. 17,

an extension

Ore

in

in

Lindb-y.
1905.
i

KNOXVILLE
tracts

.nie

&

MAUYVii.i.i:

in

be

let

this

(Electric).—Conspring bv this comelectric road

pany for building its proposed
from Knoxvllle south through Vi
and Scottsvllle in Maryvllle. 16
work Includes the building of one
crete

bridge.

and
company.

President,
tlie

w.

s.

Nash.

Smith & s

KNOXVILLE, SEVIEItVII.LE
lie e
Ital,

,,r

le

tal,

Knekford

miles.
The
steel or con-

Knoxvllle, is
are agents for

& NEWPORT (ElecChartered in Tonnes;.
with $50,000 'U|>
to build an electric railroad from Knoxvllle,

,

mint

I

i

— Incorporated

Lake Tahoe, 15 miles.

progress.
Francisco,

•LANSING

TRANSPORTATION

S.

Cal.,

Bliss.

MANUFACTURERS"

LAS VEGAS &

Ti iNiiPAIL— Chartered
Itiih
in
.nun. to build a railroad
with capital of $4,
from Las Vegas, N'ev.. to Tonopah, 215 miles.
There are no towns of importance on the route
at present, except Bullfrog. Rhyolite and Beatty,
all about 115 miles from Las Vegas.
The next
town of importance is Goldfield. about 80 miles
beyond Bullfrog.
The line has been surveyed as
far as Bullfrog.
Construction was to be begun
last year.
Part of the grading is already completed, but no track laid.
The company will do

the track laying and grading, which will not be
and will build its own bridges. Maxi-

difficult,

mum

grade westbound between Las Vegas and
Bullfrog will be 1 per cent., eastbound 1.5 per
cent., and the balance of the line 1 per cent.
.1.
Ross Clark is President, and Arthur Maguire,
Chief Engineer, Los Angeles, Cal.
LAWRBNCEVILLE & WESTERN.—Incorporated
in \ irginia tn build from Lawrenceville northwest to Cochran, six miles, where connection can
be made with Hie Seaboard Air Line.
E. P. Buford
Lawrenceville, Va., is President.
(Mar.
17.

•LEW

1905.)
isTii.N

SOUTHEASTERN

&

(Electric).

Construction work has been begun on this electric road from Lewiston. Idaho, through Wesl

Cottonwood and Denver to Grangevllle,
Idaho, with a branch from Westlake in Nez
Pei.es city, a total of lln miles.
The mud is

lake.

"iiibuilt largely for
freight
traffic.
Naylor
Norlin, Lewistpwn, Idaho, are tie- contractors.
Additional contracts will be let soon. Col. Judson Spofford, Boise, Idaho, is tin- promoter

,v

LEXINGTON SOUTHERN

—

Electric).
Chartered
in Kentucky in build an electric railroad from
Lexington, Ky.. south t" Nicholasville, 1"' miles;
also i" operate a line in Camp Nelson, and High
Bridge.
Headquarters ai Lexington, Ky
.1
w.
Sioll is President, and E. P.. Ellis. Secretary and
i

Treasurer.

In

J

I.

>\

St.

Liu

lak,

1

1

VALLE.

A

Marks.
Thomas HaiPresident
Surveys will be bewhich is tn run from

gun al nine |'nr tins r,,ad.
Lone Rock, Wis. through Plan... White Mound
and Ironton, to La Valle, 35 miles
James,, 11. Lone Rock, Wis. may be addressed.
1

Mar

I

1905

,,

1

•LONG ISLAND.

This company is making improvements which will cosl sin. nun.
The
'
pany has already elei trifled the line
ilaiimsi, Avenue in Queens and Belmont Park,
irom Woodhaven Junction in Rockaway Beach,
from llammels in Valley Stream ami from Val-1,

,.;,,,,

Jamaica,

to

in

addition

the

ihe North

Shore branch tn Whiteami to Porl Washington from
Long Island City and the line from Long Island
City io Manhattan Beach is planned.
•Elimination "i -'noli m.. -sings along Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn, from Flatbusb Avenue
to w
lhaven Junction and new terminal facilities
at
Flatbusb
Avenue Station.
Practrifles

1

stone

Landing

tically

—

<

pleted.

'Elimination
grade crossings and general
improve
ins on the Bay Ridge line from East
New York in Bay Ridge. The Bay Ridge line
crosses 115 streets at grade, and this work, with
the relaying of the light track with 100-lb. rails,
will cosl
about s .111111. nun.
Work under way.
>!'

,

LONOKE, PINE BLUFF

,v

SOUTHWESTERN.—

hartered to build from Lonoke. Ark., to Pine
Bluff, aboul -1.". miles
The incorporators include:
.1.
P. White. T. M. Fletcher and David Hates,
ot Itoanoke. and M, .1 Craig, of
Y/ork.
1

New
•LOUISIANA & ARKANSAS. — This road was

or-

ganized

in take over the assets of the Louisiana
Arkansas Railroad, operating a line 125 miles
long between Stamps, Ark., and Winnfield. La.
The present management has completed the
northern extension from Stamps to Hope, 22%
miles, and the southern extension from Winn"
,V-

i

I

I,

Peri

Live

LONE ROCK

RAILROAD.

lie contract for building this belt line six miles
long around the city of Lansing. Mich., connecting he Grand Trunk. Michigan Central and the
Lake Shore, has been let to W. E. Tench & Co..
of 27S" Park street, Detroit. Mich.
LARAMIE. IIAIINS PEAK & PACIFIC—Capital
reported furnished to complete this line to Centennial, and eventually to Grand Encampment.
The line is graded from Laramie. Wvo.. to Centennial, .'in miles, and seven miles of' track laid.
Work tn b
ntinued at once.
F. A. Miller.
Laramie, Wyo.. is President.
(Mar. 17. Pin.',.

from

tional

in

Surveys reported in
Crocker Building, San
chief Engineer.
(Mar. 17. 1905.)

W.
is

&

to build from Truckee,

(Electric)

I

I'

ling, ol

to build a railroad

to

HOT SPRINGS

.ml.

to

BtOCk,

'

Lake Superior,

CO.

i

.V

In

I

inf.
Live
hi.,
to Perry, about
in miles, and
from Hay. in La layette c
itv. a blanch 11
miles long, lo Mayo and Alton
Contracts will
be let shortly for building about 50 miles addi-

.Minn., for grading 112 mil
li
to Ladysmith, wis.
Part ol
to Ladysmith, the Owen ,v

LAKE TAHOE RAILROAD

,

1

Owen

from Union Bay, mi
on the northern peninsula of
Michigan,
southwest
via
Lake Miehigammo
Forty miles have been graded and bridges and
culverts built.
Track laying is to begin early
this spring.
Contracts will be let during the
next six months for additional grading, track
laying and bridge work.
M. C. Phillips, 01
Oshkosh, Wis., is President, and George A.
Young, of the same place. Construct inn Engineer.

i

Arkansas. Willi $2,
mm capian electric railroad In, in
I. Mile
Rock southwest to Hot Springs. 50 miles.
LITTLE ROCK A SOUTHERN, See Rock Island,
\i kansaa & Louisiana
C, It. I. & P. 1.
•LIVE OAK, PERRY & GULF.—This company.
|e,|
Which sllee
|a-l
lle|,,|,er t||e Live U||k &
Perjry. has practically completed iis mad from

Mil

Michigan

I

tal

uel lire

•LAKE SUPERIOR & SOUTHERN.—Chartered

i

Incorport

was completed hist year.
Grad
been under way by Mcintosh !'
of Milwaukee, win. nave the contract, for the
past ten months.
Tin se two roads will form
Urn extension of the Wisconsin Central to lui

to

Louisville & Nashville, is
rights of way to build a road from Jelllco up
Greasy creek to Four Mile, a station near Pikeville, Ky., Hi miles.
The line will reach c oal

s|

i

LITTLE ROCK

Northern,
work has

Jefferson

1 tin.-,.

sent

this road, \v

& SULPHUR SPRINGS. -Chartered in
Arkansas to build from a point in Cleveland
County northeast to point near Sulphur Springs,
County, with a branch northwest to
in Grant County, a total of about 25
R Graham, M. F. Dail and N. T.
White, of Kendall. Ark., are Interested.
(.Mar.

pi'i

of Minneapolis,

KENDALL

w.

be

I

•.

i

•LAKE SUPERIOR & SOUTHEASTERN (WISCONSIN CENTRAL). -Contract let toll. F. Babb.

land. has obtained a charter to extend its road
from tlte southern terminus south to Alma, W.i
baunsee County, about 35 miles.
0. .1. Coll
mann, Westmoreland. Kan., is tieneral Manager.

miles.

is
N
i,i
'..
Engineer.
,v
HAMPTON. Incorporated in Arkansas, in buibi from Little Bay through Gordon
ami Wooilherry In Hampton, 20 miles
II
M
McLachlin,
Little
Ark.,
Bay,
is
President.
Mm 7. 1905

LITTLE BAY

Pre

liminary plans under way to relocate the Hue
through pmi Clinton, Ohio,
Much of the right
of way secured.
Tie- work Includes building a
four-track bridge over Portage river, a mile wesl
of

Darysaw,

MICHIGAN SOUTHERN

&

ibis company, li Is reported.
build an extension from Saginaw lo Mortl
.1.
is miles.
t. Montgomery, ol Le

mer. N. c.

Baltimore & ttbin ami the Wabash.

LAKE SHORE

President.

& GULF.— Thi6 company,
which operates eight miles of road from I'.laine,
Pottawatomie County, Kan., south to Westmore-

supporting Ibis project.
with the Pennsylvania,

.

'liappell

will

BRIE, MAHONING & SOUTHERN. New
company with $2,000,000 capital, in Ohio, pro
poses m build a railroad from Youngstown to
Salem, about -i miles.
Pittsburg and Chicago

—

KANSAS SOUTHERN

I

LINVILLE RIVER,

LAKE

I

,,i"

SOUTHERN.

&

field. La., tn Jena. ."in.,
miles, making a total
length of 1.X7.2 miles.
The line from Winnfield
to Jena is not yet open for traffic, so that the
mileage in operation is 147.7 miles. Two extensions are projected: one from Jena east to
Natchez, Miss., 47 miles: the other from Pack-

La., south lo Alexandria. 36 miles. Grading
completed and In miles of track laid.
.V
PIXF. BLUFF. -Incorporated in
Arkansas, with capital of $300,000, all subscribed, to build a road from Huttig, Union
County, to Wilmington, in the same county, 20
miles.
Track laid on 3 miles, and contract for
the balance of the road let to S. R. N'eal, of
Huttig. Ark.
The incorporators are C. D.
Johnston. 10. A. Frost. F. W. Scott, A. W.
corkins and It. E. Rowland.
The line will have
a maximum grade of 0.5 per cent.
It is to cross
the Iron Mountain near Huttig.

ton.

•LOUISIANA

(SOUTHERN PACE
— SurveysWESTERN
reported
an extension of
Charles

LOUISIANA
FIC.

for

ibis roan iioai Lake
river, about I., miles

to the Calcasieu
north of Lecsville. La.. 75

miles

isian'a CENTRAL.— Grading begun by the
Louisiana Construction Co. on this proposed
mad from Mom
La., south tn New Iberia. ,180
miles.
G.
Decker, Newport. Ark., is PresiMar.
dent.
7.
1905

'1. 111

W

1

1

1

•LOUISIANA EAST

WEST.—This

road, which
have its northern terminus at Bunkie, La.
Ihe Texas & Pacific) and run south through
Eola ion the Southern Pacific) to Ville Platte,
will probably be extended further to Rayne. As
soon as the lirst 25 miles of the line is built
bonds in Hie amount of $250,000 will be sold to
the llibernia Bank ,V Trust Co.. of New Orleans.
Contract reported let to j. w. Dickinson
fni' grading In miles of line south from Bunkie.
is
1

,\:

10

nil

C. J.

Carpenter. Bunkie. La., is Superintendent.
charter tiled in Louis-

LOUISIANA MIDLAND,

iana, with Sin. nun. nnu capital,
at

Homer

The

and headquarters

company proposes to buy or
some pnint near Magnolia,

build a railroad from

Ark. running In a southerly direction through
Columbia County Ark., and through the parishes
Claihurne, Bienville. Natchitoches. Rapides
antl Calcasieu, La., to Crowley. Arcadia County,
The officers are:
La.
George Hunter, St.
Hugh C. Brown. Ruston. La.,
Louis, President
Vice-President, and W. X. Crouch, St. Louis.

of

:

LIBERTY CITY, GLENNVILLE & MANASSAS.—
Proposed new line in Georgia from Liberty City
tn Manassas, about
In miles.
II.
W. Tipplns,
Manassas, Ga.
w. II Bradley, Waycross, Ga.,
and .1. k, nines. Atlanta, Ga., are incorporators
(Mar. 17, Put.-,
;

i

It

t,e

1

1

LAKE ERIE

east,

completed shortly.
Chartered in Ohio, with $100,IIIMI
capital, tn build a rallr
Irom Lima lo
Marion, to he operated by gasolene power. Tin;
incorporators Include F. C. Oleson and c. n.

i

KANSAS RAILROAD.-

Chartered in Kansas t,,
l'lniii
a point on tin
Missouri state line
through Crawford. Neosho. Wilson. Elk, Butler
and other counties to die Oklahoma Btate line.
T. .1. Hudson, T. F. C.
'odd and I. C. Babb, all
Fredonia, Kan., are incorporators.
(Mar. 17.
Kansas SOUTHERN (Electric). This com
pany, which is building a line southeast from
lola. Kan., also north from lola. to Kansas City,
a total distance of 1
niles, has lei a contract
for building from lola to Humboldt, nine miles
Surveys have been completed for an additional
60 miles, for which grading contracts are to
be let early in April.
F. V. Crouch, lola. Kan..

PITTSBURG

,\

now building

iteliHlun

li

win

led

c\i

is

LIMA EASTERN

(

•LAKE BRIE

in

build

IS miles of

LAC LA

This

i

in

'.i

Poteau, [nd. T.
J.
W. McNeal and
Luther West, of Guthrie, and Frank M naiy, of
hI.i. \i.i
are Incorporators. (Mar. 17. 1005.

'1'..

Permission
granted
IIiIm
by he Mississippi Railroad Commission
change its eastern terminus to Columbia In
Marion County, necessitating in miles ,,t new
road, ,,r io Borne point wesl of Columbia.
About

company

brabson and Jerome Templetoo

to

Okla.

Vol. XL., No. 11.

•LIBERT) WHITE.

I

pari

way

—

Secretary.

•LOUISIANA

RAILWAY

&

NAVIGATION.

Surveys completed, and as soon as right of way
has been secured bids will be asked for building a line from Alexandria. La., northeast to

March

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

16. 1906.

in

HYDROLITHIC
Concrete-Steel Battery Vaults
ARE FAR BETTER THAN WOOD OR STEEL

WATEHPIH111F

VAULTS

CEMEKT

& CISTERNS

c

*/CAso,iVr

They are

strong, portable, of light construction, and have been in successful
service with railroads as storage wells for block-signal batteries about five years.
In that time their permanently waterproof, non-corrosive, and indestructible

character has been amply demonstrated.

E.

J.

WINSLOW COMPANY
138

JACKSON

BOUL., CHICAGO.

ILL.

—
miles,

main

(lie

01

.

.iii.i

i

Rights of way for an ex
from Lutcher, easl to
bave been secured, mid
ivsi le v\ ork, also asked
i

Maples and

king the incline ai
« here the line oi
he
be Mississippi river.

i

Angola,

proposed

i

LOUISVILLE

A

w

i.nn

a1

road

i

i

;

..v

Henderson division; Mason

Hill,

panj

vV

bioge

Frankfort, K3
coni ractors.
division
revision of
* Knoxviiie
grades from Saxton, Ky., to Corbin,

Com

;

line

and

ivy..

-•',*,*

miles.
Contract for tins work iei. io Ivhlin.u
tun, Griffiths & Co., Knoxviiie, Tenn., and South-

ern Contracting Company, Ludlow, Ky.
* At lama,
Knoxviiie
Northern Railway
Atlanta connection, extending from Ellen N.
on the Western <v Atlantic Railroad to a connection with the Atlanta Belt Line, West End,
Atlanta, 6.2 miles in Georgia.
The contractors
are: Wm. J. Oliver, Knoxviiie, Tenn.; Wright,
Williams & Wadley, Dalton, Ga., and A. C.
Wright and J. T. Pruden, Atlanta, Ga.
*A contract for building a branch line up
the left-baud fork of Straight creek has been let
to the Callahan Construction Company, Knox..v

;

——
i

Tenn.
'Contract let to Eddiugtou, Griffith & Co.,
of Knoxviiie for a line from a point near Pineville, Ky., west 34 miles to Williamsburg, on
The new line will conthe Knoxviiie division.
viiie,

nect by a shorter route the Cumberland Valley
division and the Knoxviiie division.
Surveys for a branch line from Louise, on
the Clarksville Mineral branch in Montgomery
County, Tenn., to the Tabor iron mines, about
five miles.

'Contract reported let to Dunno & Lelland,
of Birmingham, Ala., to build an extension 20
miles long from the Northern Alabama to the
Vulcan mines in the Warrior field (Ala.) at an
approximate cost of $500,000.
•This company is reducing the grade on
line between Corbin and Saxton. Ky..
Its old

on the Knoxviiie division, and between Knox
ville and Etowah, Tenn., on the Atlantic division.

*New

low-grade

Etowah

under

line

construction

where connection will be made with the Western & Atlantic, over which the L. & N. has trackage
This work will finish the
rights to Marietta.
from

to

Cartersville,

new Cincinnati-Atlanta

Ga.,

line.

'Contract reported let for reconstruction
line between Guthrie, Ky., and Greenbrier, Tenn., on the St. Louis, Evansville &
Nashville division, 25 miles, to J. E. Rhodes &
Co. and E. H. Wilson, both of Knoxviiie, Tenn.
This work will Include new bridges over Red
River and Sulphur Fork: 8.70 miles finished last
of the

year.

'See Green River Valley.

•LOUISVILLE

—

&

NORTHERN

RAILWAY

&

LIGHT. This company, which has a capital of
$5,000,000, is said to have begun work on building a system of electric lines in southern Indiana to connect with Louisville, Ky., or with
the line of the Louisville & Southern Indiana
Traction.
The first section to be built is from
This
Jeffersonville to Sellersburg, 12 miles.
will be followed by lines to Corydon, French
Lick, West Baden and other lines In the southThe incorporators are
ern part of the state.
the

of

officials

Chicago company which bought
New Albany and Jefferson-

the public utilities of
ville.

LOUISVILLE SOUTHERN.— According

to

local

reports, an eastern syndicate has bought 10,000
acres of coal lands along the proposed extension
It
of this road In upper Harlan County, Ky.
Is the intention of the syndicate to build under
this name a line from the coal properties to
the Cumberland Valley division of the Louisville & Nashville, an extension of the Louisville

Nashville from a point on the Cumberland
Valley division to the coal property in Cumberland valley, a distance of 35 miles.
•LOWVILLB & BEAVER RIVER. Projected
railroad from Lowvllle, N. Y., to Croghan, 11
miles.
Two miles of track laid. J. T. CampLocation
bell, of Lowvllle, is the contractor.
surveys have also been completed for a line
from Page to Monteola, five miles. J. B.
Brownell, Lowvllle, N. Y., Is Chief Engineer.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)

&

—

•LUXORA, JONESBORO & WESTERN.
,

—Incor-

porated in Arkansas, with '$500,000 capital, to
build from Luxora, Mississippi County, to JonesContract for
boro, Craighead County. 45 miles.
grading the first 10 miles reported let to II. P.
Llston, of Luxora, Kan.
J. B. Driver, Luxora,
Is

President.

M
McCLOUD RIVEE.—This

company,

which

last

year completed seven miles of road in California,
has projei-ied n road to run from McCloud west
to Mott. 17 miles, and from the end of the present track north to Merrill, Ore., an additional
77 miles.

Mccormick
porated
tal

of

columbta

river.— incor&
the state of Washington, with a capito hulld from McCormiek. in
County to Gray's river and Gray's Ray.
In

Si

(Mi, 000.

Lewis
Incorporators include: F. L. Hale, H. McCormiek and A. N. Rlggs.
(Feb. 23, 1906.)
McRAi:
DUBLIN. -Proposed line in Georgia
from Dul
to
McRae. 25 miles.
To
connect with the Southern at McRae and with
the Macon, Dublin & Savannah, at Dublin. One
mile of track laid.
G. M. Wilcox, Dublin, Ga.,
Is interested.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
.V-

"N

to

i«i
1

railroad

b

1

Chartered

rom

:l

poin

Davidson County, on the muln

the Louisville 4

Nashville, north

to a

Vol. XL., No.
In

near

1

Line ol

point near

The Incorporators Id
sis milt's.
john Geddes, J, B. Keeble, E. u. Duval,
WHlOCK and John W. .ludd.
>n
tLLE,
HARTFORD & BASTBRN.—

Uettsvllle,

«

cimie.
S.

\

Articles of incorporation liled In Kentucky, with
headquarters ai Hartford, to build a railroad
from Madlsonvllle northeast to FordsvlIIe or
Cloverport, aboul S| miles.
The incorporators
are
U. E. L. Slmmerman, ,1. \v. Ford, H. H, Hole
man, Rowan Hoi brook, <;. it. Lynn, Dr. J. P.
Ross, John T. -Moore, of Hartford, Ky.
>

:

MANCHESTER, DORSET & GRANVILLE.—ProManchester,

posed line from

Granville, N. V.. 21 miles.
Work
Dorset, eight mile<>,
year,
W. Norcross, of

President

.,

.

GOODLETTSVILLB.

&

Bee

e

MAM st

TRACTION

i.P0LIS

secured for building from Jeffer[le,
north o Seymour, aooul 60 miles,
\. Perry, John Long, C. B Casurbur, of Memphis and Henry svllle, are interested,
•LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE. An officer writes
that grading for tie following construction work
is now
under way.
revision of line and
•Henderson division
grades between Greenbrier, L'enn., and Uuthrie,
Ky.. 257 miles.
Co.,
Walton, Wilson, Rodes
Knoxviiie, Tenn., contractors.
*For revision of line and grades, Bakers
nil,,

1

Madison,

R.

u.i.\

i

i

.

MADISON

lint?

Orleans, 35 miles,
.

for

;
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Nevi

—

(Mar.

it.

Vt.,

via

Dorset to

Completed as far as
may be resumed this
Worcester, Mass.,

Is

1:105.)

MANHATTAN

& LONG ISLAND (Electric).—Incorporated In New York, with capital of $10,000,000, to build an electric railroad 80 miles
long, connecting Long Island City and Nortbport, L.
I.
The directors include: Edward
MacUey, D. T. Meyer, H. H. Boutell. S. Y. Sauber, F. M. Waller and George E. McArdle, all
of New York, and William R. Stockwell, of
Yonkers, N. Y.
•MANILA & DAGUPAN. This company, operating about 186 miles of road in the Philippine
Islands, U reported 10 be building an additional
11.
50 miles.
L. Higglns, of Manila, is Chief
Engineer

•MANILA

SOUTHWESTERN.— Grading

.v

work

under way on this new line by D. A. Smith &
Sons, of .Manila, Ark., for a distance of 65 miles.
The route Is from Wynne. Cross County, Ark.,
northeast to Manila, Mississippi County.
The
district is level and heavily timbered.
About
two miles of nestle will be required at the St.
Francis river, also a drawbridge.
R. L. Wiliford, of Manila, is President, and William Kerr,
Jonesboro, Ark., is Chief Engineer.

MAM TOWOC, GREEN

BAY & NORTH-WEST-

ERN. -See Chicago & Nor th-Wes tern.

MANUFACTURERS' BELT LINE.— Incorporated
Indian Territory with $500,000 capital stock.
from a point on the Midland
Valley in the Cherokee Nation to Tulsa, then,
in a circle around that place, the diameter of
the circle not to exceed six miles, to coal deposits near Dawson, Ind. T.
The incorpcrators
are
M. B. Kaird, M. C. Hale and H. C. Stebbins, of Tulsa, and Major Moberly and Howard Elder, of Oklahoma City.
MARINE SHORE. Proposed line in California
from San Rafael northerly to Point Pedro and
thence to Ignacio, 20 miles. J. A. McNear and
G. I*. McNear, of Petaluma, Cal., are incorporators.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
MARION & NORFOLK.— Organized in Virginia to
build a railroad. Surveys reported. J. H. Hyde,
E. P, Prentise, W. K. Bixbee and R. M. Galloway are incorporators. J. H. Glenn is Secretary and Treasurer.
in

to build a railroad

:

—

MARION COUNTY. — Incorporated

in

Arkansas

to

build from Yellville east to the mouth cf Buffalo river. 25 miles, where connection can be
made with the Iron Mountain. J. C. Smith,
Thomas Combs and J. E. Williams, of Little
Rock, are directors.
tMar. 17, 1905.)

MARION. MATTHEWS & MUNCIE (Electricsin Indiana to build an electric
from Marion southeast to Matthews,
16 miles, and from Matthews to Muncie, ah additional 16 miles.
Such a road would parallel
the Chicago, Indiana & Eastern from Matthews
to Muncie.
The incorporators include Samuel
Ecker, Jr., of Matthews, and George G. King,
William W. Adams, W. T. Nelson and W. S.
Whitney.

Incorporated
railroad

:

MARLINGTON & CAMDEN. —Chartered

in

West

Virginia to build from Marlington northwest to
Camden-on-Gauley. 30 miles.
G. H. Campbell,
Kane, Pa., and J. N. Campbell, Warren, Pa.,
are Incorporators.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
MARSH FORK (TIDEWATER). Incorporation
has been granted this company in West Virginia
to build an extension of the Tidewater to the
Ohio river at the mouth of the Great Kanawha
river, approximately 100 miles from Surveyor
Station in Raleigh County, on the Deepwater,
which is the West Virginia end of the Tidewater
route.
The officers of the company are: W, N
Page, President G. W. Imboden, Vice-President
W. H. Evans, Secretary G. H. Church. TreasRayurer
J. J. Corell. Assistant Treasurer
mond DuPuy, General Manager, and H. Fernstrom. Chief Engineer.

—

;

;

;

;

;

MARYSVILLE & SUSANVILLE.

—

Articles

of

in-

corporation filed In California to build from
MarysvIIle to a point in the Honey Lake Valley near Susanville, and from Susanville to between the California-Nevada boundary line. Total
length, approximately, 200 miles.
Authorized
capital, $7,000,000.
Names of incorporators not
given.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
MEDFORD & CRATER LAKE.— Projected line in
Oregon.
Surveys made and rights of way secured for 12 miles.
Contracts for grading between Medford and Eagle Point let to Charles
Ewing, of Medford. and others.
The whole
line Is to be 32 miles long.
A. A. Davis, Medford, Ore., is President, and J. A. McCall, Chief
Engineer,
MEMPHIS &
ORLEANS (ST. L. & S. F.).
Chartered in Arkansas, with caoital of $6,265.000, to build a railroad paralleling the Mississippi river In eastern Arkansas, from Marlon,
'hitman County, to the Louisiana state line,
about 180 miles. The Incorporators Include: L.
F. Parker and C. R. Gray, both officials of the

NEW

<

Frisco.
XPFN'SAPOLA.— Chartered In Mississippi to build a railroad from Memphis to Pensacola. Fla.. via Meridian.
The company hopes
to have its line completed In two years.
The
Incorporators Include
E. T. Havnes, W. C.
Roberts, G. A. Scott and H. I. Wllley, of New
York, and F. F. Woodworth, of Klnderhook,
N. Y.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)

MEMPHIS

:

1.

1

MEMPHIS,

INI HANOI. A
& GULF.
Propo -I
via indianola, l»ocI
rom Memphl
enn
Kazoo Cits and Jackson, Miss., to Gulf
Preliminary BurVBVB completed*
450 miles.
Reported that contracts are to be let at once
for
building from tndianola
to
Dockery, 25
miles.
W. Iv Rlngold, Lyon, Miss., le President,
und K. Craig, Heathman, .Miss., Chief Engineer.
.Mar.
7, 1800
MEMPHIS, PARIS & G-ULF. -New line projected
from Memphis, Tenn., through Little Rock, Ark.,
to Paris, Tex., aboul 400 miles
j, \v. Brown,
Camden, Ark., is I'resident, and
C. Henderson,
Arkadelphia, Ark., is General Manager,
Mar.

road

1

1

,

ery,
port,

1

1

l

(.'.

i

L905.)

17.

•MENA

&

SOI

ri

h;asti:rX.— Chartered

In

Ar-

kansas, wiih capita] oi sun..
to build from
Siena, Polk County, on the Kansas City, Southern, east to Black Springs, Montgomery County,
about
Surveys completed and con10 miles.
i_'.
C. Goodstruction work to begin at one,
man, C. A. Smith and J. Jl. Hamilton, of Mena,
Ark., and .1. II. Poster and V. R. Andrews, of
Kansas City, are interested. Probably a project
of the Kansas City Southern.
,

•MENA. HOT SPRINGS & EASTERN.—Proposed
road from Mena, Ark., via Black Springs to Hot
Springs, 85 miles.
Work now in progress by the
Arkansas Exploration to. W. A. Carroll, Mena,
Ark., Is President.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
METEOR MOUNTAIN. Incorporated in Arizona
to build from Dennison, Ariz., on the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, southerly to the mines of
tbe Standard Iron Co., 40 miles, with a branch
line from Sunset southeast to the mines cf the

—

sam.- company, 10 miles.
E. B. Knox and P..
L. Clark, of Dennison, Ariz., are incorporators.

(Mar. 17, 1005.)

MICHIGAN CENTRAL.—Tunnel
troit

from

river
to be

Work

Windsor,

commenced

under

Ontario,

the

to

De-

Detroit.

month.
In order to have its tracks permanently settled by the time the tunnel under the river Is
completed, this company has notified the Com-

mon

this

Council of Detroit, Mich., that

it

will sep-

all grade crossings between Livernols avenue and Fifteenth street In addition to Its general agreement with that city to spend $200,000 a year for grade separation work. The total
cost of the work to the railroad company will
be about $1,200,000.
MICHIGAN ROADS.— A syndicate, in which Senator Burrows, of Michigan, S. J. Dunkley and O.

arate

W. Norton,

of Chicago, are interested, is planbuild a railroad from South Haven,
east via Eruitland, Bangor, Lake Cora,
Pawpaw, Lawton and Kalamazoo to Detroit,

ning

to

Mien.,

about 180 miles.

MIDDLESBORO MINERAL. —Projected

line

from

Middlesboro, Ky., to Harlem, 43 miles.
Rights
way secured, but no work yet done. Henry
Fonde, Nashville, Tenn., is interested.
•MIDDLETOWN & CECILTON.— Contract let to
W. R. Polk & Co. for building the first nine
miles of this road, projected to run from Middletown, Del., southwest to Fredericktown and
Georgetown. Md., 12 miles. Grading completed
for 7^j miles, but no track has yet been laid.
Bids will soon be asked for building the balance.
A branch is also projected from Cecilton to a
point on Chesapeake Bay, an additional six
miles.
T. C. Cruikshank is President, and W, it.
Polk, Secretary and General Manager. Wilmingof

ton. Del.

•MIDDLETOWN & ODESSA. —Work

reported un-

way on this road by the contractors, the
Dennis Construction Co., of Philadelphia, from
Odessa, Del., to Delaware City, nine miles.
MIDLAND AIR LINE. Organized in Arizona, to
build from Des Moines, la., to Port Arthur, Tex.
Incorporation papers filed in Iowa.
Part of the
right of way reported secured from Texas to
the Missouri line, and is negotiating for the
balance.
Capital, $1,000,000.
J. W. Crawford,
J. O. Bleaksley, J. N. Brown and D. F. Keeler,
of Lamoni
M. L. Temple, of Osceola, and A.
W. Davis and M. C. Betts, Pleasanton, la., are
der

—

;

incorporators.

•MIDLAND PACIFIC.

—

New line from BakersCal., via Sunset, Cuyama, Santa Maria,
Guadalupe. Pismo and the Sunset oil district,
to Port Harford, on the Bay of San Luis Obispo,
140 miles. Grading completed by Wayn & Co.
Financing of rest of the line
for 10 miles.
under way.
Mark McDonald, A. Fiest and I.

field,

E. Blake,

San Francisco,

Cal.,

are interested.
has given

•MIDLAND VALLEY. —This company
contracts to

Kalmann & McMurray, of Kansas
Maney Bros., of Oklahoma City,

City, and to
for building an extension from Foraker, Okla.
Ter., northwest to Silverdale, Kan., 29 miles.

MILWAUKEE & STATE LINE. —See Chicago
North-Western.
MILWAUKEE NORTHERN (Electric). —Incor-

ft

porated in Wisconsin, with capital of $100,000,
to build an electric railroad from Sheboygan,
Wis., south for about 60 miles to Milwaukee,
f»assing through Fond du Lac and Port Washngton.
John E. Uselding, of Port Washington
Peter D. Brueckbauer, of Elkhart, and John M.
Saeman, of Sheboygan, are Incorporators. Such
a line would parallel the Chicago & Northwestern.
MILWAUKEE, PEORIA & ST. LOUIS.— Incorporated In Illinois to build from Peoria, III., north
through the counties of Peoria, Tazewell, Woodford, Marshall, Putnam, Bureau, Lee, Ogle and
Winnebago to Rockford. 125 miles.
•MINNEAPOLIS & ST. LOUIS.— Under the corporate name of the Minnesota, Dakota & Pacific,
the Minneapolis & St. Louis is to build a line
from Watertown, S. D., Its present most western terminus, a little north of west to La Beau,
S. D., on the Indian Reservation border with a
branch from Aberdeen, S. D., to Leola, in all
about 250 miles.
The parent road has Issued
$5,000,000 notes to cover cost of building this
liu...

See St, Louis & Des Moines.

•MINNEAPOLIS, RED LAKE & MANITOBA.
This company, which recently completed a 26mlle extension of Its road from Bemldji to NebIsh In Michigan, has given a contract to Hal-

Mabc h
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CLAY CATTLE

CUARD
THE CLIMAX
CLIMAX CATTLE GUARDS ON CHICAGO AND ALTON
verson & Carkon for rebuilding its old line from
Neblsh north to Red Lake, about 12 miles.
•MINNEAPOLIS, ST. PAUL & SAULT STB.
MARIE.— A contract is reported, let by this
company to the Winston Bros. Co. for at once
building a line paralleling the Farmers' Grain
& Shipping Co.'s railroad. The proposed route
Is from Dent's
Lake, north to the Canadian
Pacific, crossing the Farmers' road at Starkweather, N. Dak.
Reported that the Bismarck, Washburn &
Great Falls road, purchased by this company,
will be extended from Underwood to Minot,
N. Dak., 60 miles.
Extensive terminal improvements In Minneapolis planned.
MINNESOTA, DAKOTA & PACIFIC. See Minneapolis

&

—

St. Louis.

MINOT, BISMARCK & SOUTHWESTERN.— Incorporated in North Dakota, with capital of
$500,000, to build from Minot south, 100 miles.
O. M.

The incorporators include
L. L. Davis,
Chaplin, C. J. Brunner and J. R. Ehr,
:

all

of

Minot.

ALABAMA.— Surveys completed
line from a point near Corinth,
south through Alcorn, Prentiss, Tishomingo and Itawamba Counties, approximately 80
miles.
Savage and Edward Mayes, of
J. T.
Jackson. Miss., are interested.
•MISSISSIPPI CENTRAL.— This company, which
recently extended its road from Silver Creek,
Miss., west to the Pearl river, 7.5 miles, has
given a contract to the Worthington Construction Co., of Birmingham, Ala., for an extension
from the Pearl river west to Brookhaven, 22
miles.
The company is also projecting a line
from Brookhaven across the state to Natchez,
an additional 70 miles.
•MISSISSIPPI EASTERN. Extension of five
MISSISSIPPI &
for proposed
Miss.,

—

miles from Camp, Miss., now building, Quitman, Miss.
The line now runs from Quitman
to Camp, 12 miles.
MISSISSIPPI RIVER SUGAR BELT.— Chartered
in
Louisiana with $25,000 capital, to build
from some point on the east bank of the Mississippi river below the city of Baton Rouge, La.,
to a point on the bank of the same river above
The
the city of New Orleans, about 90 miles.
directors include:
Edward Godschauk, Charles
Godschauk, Edward Sarpy. F. E. Larue and
Emile Godschauk.
MISSISSIPPI ROADS.— Incorporation asked for
by a company with capital of $1,000,000, to
build a lumber railroad 20 miles long from timber lands to the town of Mehan.
C. S. Horton.
S. B. Davidge, A. D. Hermance and Carl Herdlc,

of Williamsport, Pa., are interested.

MISSISSIPPI

VALLEY & GULF. — Incorporated

Oklahoma, with capital of $50,000,000.
Headquarters at Guthrie, Okla. T., and at Chicago, 111.
It is proposed to build from Keokuk, la., southwest through Missouri to a point
on the Arkansas river in Arkansas.
The incorporators include
E. L. Cochanour and S.
in

:

Cochanour, of Keokuk
G. P. Dalton, of
Muscatine; G- A. Mason and T. Rockenfeller,
of Chicago, and H. W. Pentecost and I. M.
Louden, of Guthrie.
MISSOURI. ARKANSAS & SOUTHERN.— Chartered in Arkansas to build a road from the
Arkansas state line through Green, Lawrence.
Sharp and Independence Counties to Batesville.
70 miles.
The directors include: Robert W.
S.

;

X. E. Duffy and Lvman F. Reeder.
KANSAS & TEXAS. Surveys reported for an extension from Mineral, Kan., to
Pittsburg, connecting at Mineral with the Parsons-Joplin branch.
Would give the M., K. &
T. connection with the coal fields around Pittsburg and an entrance into that citv.
Extension from Colmesneil, Tex., to Doucette. 10 miles.
Said to be under consideration.
New terminal yard at Kansas Citv. To
have 14 tracks, each 3.000 ft. long. A 10 stall
brick roundhouse will also be built.
See Granger, Georgetown, Austin & San
Antonio.
See St. Louis. El Reno & Western
•MISSOURI, OKLAHOMA & GULF.— This company, which operates a line 75 miles long from
wagoner, End. T.. south to Dustin, has let a
contract for tin- grading and bridge work to J.
W. Hoffman & Co., of Kansas city. Mo., on an
extension of the mad from Wagoner, its present
northern Terminus, north to Afton, 70 miles.
The work will not be difficult. Maximum curvature will be 4 degrees.
Includes building four
steel bridges and 2.000 ft. of trestle.
The road
is projected to extend north to Pittsburg. Kan.,
with a branch east to Joplin. Mo., on the northern end. a branch from Henryetta west to Oklahoma City, nd. T.. and
branch From I hist in
south to Gucrtie, when- it is to divide into three
sections, the western one to extend to Rhome.
Tex, where connection can be made with the
Fort Worth
Denver City; the central branch
to Denlson, Tex., and the eastern branch to
Rodessa. La.
•MISSOURI PACIFIC. Contracts let to C. D.
Smith & Go., of Memphis, and to Scott & Sons,
of St. Louis, for double tracking 25 miles on the
St.
The
Lonis, Iron Mountains & Southern.
main line Is to be double tracked seven miles
north nnd eight miles south of Little Rock, and
The work south
ten miles north of Texarkann.

Earnhan,

—

MISSOURI,

—
—

I

:i

*\i

504

R. R.

Title

GUARD

STOCK

CO.

CHICAGO

& Trust Bldg.

climax cattle guards on long island

of Little Rock will be heavy, necessitating tha
removal *of about 50,000 cu. yds. of rock and
about 500,000 cu. yds. of earth. A contract has
also been given to Smith & Co. for making yards
and other betterment work at Paragould and
Helena, Ark., and other places.
The work includes a yard at Lexa.
No authority has yet been given for the
proposed extension of this road from Atchison,
Kan., to St. Joseph, Mo.
The company has
bought land in the city of St Joseph for freight
terminal facilities, which will be improved as
required.
The Missouri Pacific now runs trains
over the Burlington tracks between Atchison and
St. Joseph.
Surveys being made for a branch from Joplin.
Mo., southwest to Muskogee, Ind. T., 120
miles; also to be preparing to build the St. Louis
cut-off from Lamar, Mo., northeasterly to a
point on the St. Louis & Kansas City line.
Neither hav* yet been authorized.
See St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.
See Springfield Southwestern.

—

•MISSOURI RIVER & NORTHWESTERN.— This
company

building a line from Rapid Citv.
S. Dak., via Scotts Mill. McGee's Mill, Big Bend,
Placerville. Elkhorn, Silver Citv and Canyon
City to Mystic. S. Dak., 33.6 miles.
S. R. II.
Robinson, of St. Louis, has the contract for
part of the work.
Grading completed for lit
miles and track laid for 22.1 miles on a section of the road not included in the above contract.
Francis C. Tucker is Chief Engineer.
is

MISSOURI ROADS.— Surveys

are to be made by
A. Gallagher, of Kansas City, for a
railroad from a point south of Sedalia, Mo.,
north via Marshall and Miami, to Saline County, and on toward Iowa, altogether about 68
miles.
Such a line would require a bridge over
the Missouri river at Miami.
MISSOURI VALLEY (Electric) .—A syndicate has
been formed by Thomas Kevins & Son. of NewYork, and Denison Prior & Co., of Cleveland,
with capital of .<5J.iOU.000, to build a highspeed electric railroad to carry freight and passengers from Kansas City, Mo., to St. Joseph,
Mo., with branches to Leavenworth and Atchison, Kan.
The work includes a bridge over the
Missouri river.
Entrance will be made into
Kansas City over the tracks of the Metropolitan
Street Railway. The board of directors include
G. B. Blanchard. Charles P. Breen. George B.
Tuggle, S. Facker, Wilson McAfee and Howard
McAfee, all of Parkville, Mo.

Charles

:

•MOBILE & OHIO.

—

Contract reported let for
building an extension of the Calhoun City branch
from a point 10 miles west of Vardaman, Miss.,
the present terminus, to Calhoun City.
Rights
of way for two miles already secured,

MOBILE & WEST ALABAMA. — This company
completed location surveys for

has

from Mobile, Ala., to Florence, and also a branch into
Birmingham, and holds options on lands for terminals in Mobile, Birmingham, Tuscaloosa, Demopolis and Florence.
Rights of way have been
secured from Mobile to Demopolis.
The company controls the Dauphin Island Dock & Railway Company's lines and property, including all
of the Big and Little Dauphin Islands.
such land as is occupied by the United States
Government.
The road will have a maximum
grade of 0.6 per cent, and maximum curvature
of 6 degrees. A heavy traffic is expected in coal,
pig iron, coke and exporl freight.
From Tuscaloosa the grade is light, but there are some deep
outs.
There will be several long trestles. Above
Tuscaloosa the work is heavy, with rock cuts,
several tunnels and several high viaducts.
MOBILE, JACKSON & KANSAS CITY.— This
road, which has been completed from Mobile
north to Middletown. Tenn., 367 miles, will
its line

eventually be extended north to Jackson, Tenn..
41 miles beyond Middletown.
Financial arrangements reported completed
for building a branch from a point on the main
line near Montrose, in Jasper County, northeast
to Meridian, Miss., 30 miles, also a branch projected northwesterly from Meridian to a point
on the main line at Philadelphia, Neshoba

County, Miss., about 35 miles.

•MONONGAHELA SOUTHERN.
way

from

Duquesne,

I

'a.,

Grading

is

Thompson

via

under

Run

Valley to Mifflin yard and connection to the Wabash, aboul seven miles.
The company is building four miles with its own forces, and Patrick
Pittsburtr. the remaining three miles.
Mclntyre. Pittsburg, is Engineer of Construc-

Foley,
I'..

Monroe and 37 miles more under

miles out of
construction.
Engineer.
M«

& LAKE PROVIDENCE. Proposed line
La., to Lake Providence. 60 miles.
Preliminary surveys reported finished.
A. A.
Gunby, Monroe. La., is President, and E. J.
Hemley. Lake Providence, La., Vice-President.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
•\lM\i;<>i: \- NORTHAMPTON
Electric*
Pro
posed
electric
road from Stroudsburg. Pa.,
through Delaware Water Gap, North Bangor and
Roseta to Bangor. 15 miles. Contracts reported
let.
R. F. Schaeffer. Bangor. Pa., is President,
and William McLean, Philadelphia. Chief Engifrom Monroe.

Is

Chief

iNTANA NORTHERN. Work reported begun
on a railroad to extend from Basin, Mont., to
Marcus L. Hewitt, of BaKalispell, 200 miles.
sin, Is Interested.

MOREHEAD

NORTH Fork.

&

New

Incorporated in

Jersey, to build from Morehead, Ky., west
fork of Licking river, about 14 miles.
Includes one tunnel.
E. W. llass. of Clearfield,

to north
Pa.,

is

Engineer.

hi.-f

<

MORGANFIELD &

ATLANTA.

Projected

new

from Morganlield. Ky., south to Providence,
Surveys completed and rights
about 28 miles.
T. B.
of wav secured for most of the route.
Young is President, and W. W. OIney, Chief Engineer, Morganlield, Ky.

line

•MORGAN'S LOUISIANA & TEXAS (SOUTHBRN PACIFIC,. Surveys have been completed
by this company for a line from Baton Rouge.
miles, for which
La., southwest to Lafayette,
bids were recently let.
Grading has been completed for about one mile at Lafayette and for
one-half mile at Port Allen.
The work includes
building seven or right bridges, the largest of
:<:',

which will be at the Chafalaya
have a 300-i't. draw span and

to

This is
river.
a 200-ft fixed

.span.

Surveys also completed for an extension
from Arnaudville, La., north to Port Barre, 1miles.
Rights of way being secured.

MORGANTOWN

DUNKARD VALLEY

&

(Elec-

tric (.—Incorporated
in
West Virginia with
$300,000 capital, to build from Morgantown,
Monongalia County,
in
W. Va., west to
Wadestown, 30 miles, and 12 miles south
from this point to Mannington. W. W. Smith
and George G. Johnson, of Morgantown, are in-

terested.

& KIXGWOOD.— This company,
which operates IS miles of road in West Virginia, has commenced work on an extension from
Reeds ville via Kingwood to Rowlesburg, 31
miles.
Contracts for grading have been let to
II. Renlck, of Kingwood and to Talbott Bros., of
Rowelsburg, and to Crawford & Lewis, of Al-

•MORGANTOWN

brights, for the tunnel work.
Contracts are let
in sections, the three sections being from Reedsville to
Kingwood ill' miles), Kingwood to
Trowbridge Perry (10 miles), and Trowbridge
Ferry to Rowlesburg mine miles).
Grading
completed from Reedsville to Kingwood, 12
miles, and 10 miles of track laid on this section.

The work includes building a girder bridge over
the Cheat river and one tunnel 500 ft. long. F.
K. Bretz. Morgantown, W. Va.. is General Manager, and Julius K. Monroe, Chief Engineer,
Kingwood.

MOUNT AIRY

& EASTERN.—This company has
made preliminary surveys from Dam river to
10 miles, but has not yet decided to
White. Stuart, Va., is Chief Engi-

Stuart,
build.
neer.

S. A.

MOUNT HOOD.— This

company, incorporated in
Utah, with a capital of ?250.000, has completed
grading on its proposed road from Hood River,
Ore., to Dee, IS miles.
Track has been laid from
Hood River to Odell, nine miles. The balance
W.
of the road will be pushed to completion.
H. Eccles, Hood River, is President.
•MUNISING RAILWAY. This company has been
granted authority to extend its main line west
from Little Lake, in Marquette County, -Mich.,
the terminus of a 10-mile branch, to Princeton
Work is now under
Mine, about eight miles.
way, and the line will probably be ready for
operation by June.

—

MUSKOGEE & TEXAS.— Chartered

in

Oklahoma,

with $4,000,000 capital, to build from Cushing,
Okla. T.. east through Payne County and the
Creek Nation to Muskogee, thence south through
the Choctaw Nation to Honey Grove, Fannin
County, Tex., 250 miles.
The incorporators include: Horace Speed and Thomas J. Low. of
Guthrie; W. Eaton. H. G. Baker and N. R. Maskell, of Muskogee.

•NACOGDOCHES

&

N
SOUTHEASTERN,

Hon from Hayward.
Extensions from

hi opera
to Woden. 11 miles.
to Oil City, 4 miles, and

Tex.,

Woden

from Hayward to Nacogdoches, under construction.
W. H. Kimball, Nacogdoches. Tex., is
Chief Engineer.

—

XAPA & LAKFPORT

Proposed elec(Electric),
railroad from Napa. Cal.. north through
Napa. Conn. Chiles and Pope valleys via Middletown and Kelseyville, in Lake County, to
Contract for grading
Lakeport. aboul 7.". miles.
ami tracklaylng will be let this summer, when
the final survey and location of the line has
About 12 miles of the work
hern completed.
will

be

neer.

2,200

ft.,

each;

c.

The>-p will he
of 1,200 ft. and
Miller. 209 Union

heavy.

<

•MONROE & SOUTHWESTERN.—Work

La,

tric

—

MONROE

on,,
ll.

San Francisco,

is

one tunnel of
two of 500 ft.
Trust Building.

Chief Engineer.

XASHVILLE & HOPKIXSVILLE INTERURBAN

Proposed railroad from Xashville. Tenn.. north
—
The company
to Hopkinsville. Ky., 78
miles.

in

prog-

on this proposed railroad from Monroe. La.,
southwest through Winfield to Natchitoches,
about 85 miles. Track laid tor a distance of 16

ress

Polk, Monroe,

X.

L.

.1

tion.

r. r.

considering the use of gasolene motor en^s for
F. L. DeMarco,
passenger and freight service.

is

Sheffield,

Chicago,

Ala., is interested,
is

Chief Engineer.

and

P.

II.

Hall, of

Mabcb

L6,
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STEEL COMPANY

OLIVER IRON

MANUFACTURERS OF

—

Lag Screws, Rivets, Screw Railroad Track Spikes,
Boat Spikes, Tie Rods, Upset Rods, Loop Rods, Track Tools, Tie Plates,
Anti-creeper Device, Knuckle Pins, Air Brake Pins, Drift Pins, Drop Forgings,
Car Forgings, Joist Hangers, Ladder Rungs, Bar Iron and Bar Steel.

Holts

all

kinds, Nuts, Washers,

W. U.

Tel. Co.'s Steel

Insulator Pins.

Telegraph and Telephone Pole Line Material.

PITTSBURGH,

U.

S.

A.

ALABAMA FROG & SWITCH COMPANY
ANIMISTOIM, ALA.
Manufacturers

of

RAILROAD CROSSINGS
FROGS and SWITCHES
and Special Work

The

of

Every Description

efficiency

Steam and

Street

Railways

&

Frog Co., Springfield, Ohio, manufaconly High-Grade Track Work, in use wherever highest

Indianapolis Switch

turers of

for

is

required; highest in quality, design and efficiency.

Frogs, Switches, Crossings

and General Track

Accessories.

1
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NASHVILLE
elei

id

gouier-

&
rl

i

NTN\

ill

Pro
rom Memphis, tun., through
."mi
Birmingham and u

i

II.

1.

1

i..

i

i

1

m.i

i

Grading

lii

,

started 01
first
division, north ol
and on lie second dlvli Ion, south ol
Huntsvllle
II.
Conner Is President.
NASHVILLE & NORTHEASTERN See Cumberland ttlver & n.i ilii [lie.
N S.SI-IVILLE, CHATTANOOGA ,v ST.
LOUIS*
this compan- Is reported to be making prelim
llle,

i

in

I.,

i

I

i.

Mini

Pryor Hid

...

in

line

NASHVILLE

\

I

ii

io

i

,i;

i;

I

12

acres of

gin

i

i:.\

last

maximum

i

i

grades

in

city

-

iln-

..I

the
pit

Eng

Nashville,

r,

s.

,

* Northeastern at Slid.-n.
Frank 11 <;
is President, and N. G. Pearsall,
Covington
Genera] Manager.

a

to

17

Mai-

,

.Mass.,

i

VALLEY

& SPRINGVIEW.
Organized in Ne
braska to build from Newport, in Rock County
to Springview, 35
miles.
M. F. Harrington
ONeill, Neh. is President, and E. L. Myers
Newport, Neb., Vice-President. (Mar. 17. 1905

miles.

NEWTON

& NORTHWESTERN.—This compan;
has decided to build an extension from a point
on its toes, in line in Webster County, la.
Negotiations completed to buy the street railroad
system ,.i ii,,, port Hodge Meat, Light & Power
Co., and utilize the Fort Dodge lines as an extension to he used for both freight and passenger service, steam to be for freight traffic
lie proposed extension will be
built from a con
nection with the existing street railroad tracks
at Central avenue and Sixteenth street, Fort
Hodge, south, crossing the Chicago Great Western and Illinois Central tracks on overhead
bridges to gypsum fields near the Des Moines
river.
Alter crossing the river, the road is to
lie liuill smith to a connection with
the main line
of the Newton & Northwestern, near the town
of Lanyon.

(

I

:

SEARCHLIGHT

&

name

NORTHERN.—

a railroad is to be built from
on the main line of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, to the mining district
at
Searchlight and Eldorado Canyon, Nev.. about
2A miles.
Cal.,

•NEVADA NORTHERN.— Incorporated

to build
a railroad from Cobre, Nev., a point
140 miles
west of Ogden. Utah, on the south, to Ely 13s
miles.
Has let the contract to the Utah Construction Co.. of Ogden, Utah, for the entire
road.
Grading finished for 70 miles and track
fo
19 miles
The ™ad is being built
k
u
r.
by the
Nevada
Consolidated Copper Company, of
Francisco,
to carry ore from the mines at
Jan
lily.
Maximum grade 0.7 per cent, and maxicurvature 6 degrees. The company is also
planning to build 10 miles of road connecting
the mines with the smelter.
This work
be
much heavier than that on the main line will
it is
-

mum

expected to have the road completed about May
l, and the branch to the mines
about July 1
the cost of the road will be about $2,000,000
Beatty 's Superintendent, and A. Judeil
.
.;..
< hief
Engineer.

& IIACKENSACK RIVER (Electric).—

C > ,0 r a e(i '",
i?l.ooo.ooo.
n nn n n
and
*

New

with

Jel 'sey,

,

capital

headquarters at 763 Broad
Newark, to build an electric railroad
Pork Place, Newark, to the Hackensack
river.
the incorporators include: T N Meaner, Runison, N. J.; C. A. Sterling.
Orange: A. 11. Charlton, Elizabeth: J. J. East
Bur-

street,

'

leigh.

Merchantville: A. R. Kuser. Bernardsville
c Barr, Orange, and M. T. Cox. East Orange.
he Jersey City & Hackensack River Railway
,n
Incorporated with a capital of
«! ?„V?!'.-Y Jtao
$1,000,000
by the same men. is to continue the
line ol the above comgany from that point to
the
intersection
of Erie and
Fourteenth streets,
Jersey ( lty, where il is to connect with the proposed line of the Interstate Tunnel Railway
Company, which in turn is to construct the
tunnel to the middle of the North River connecting with the affiliated company incorporated
in New
York State. The approximate length
Of the two lines will be 7', miles.
-

I

•NEW HOME VALLEY.

-The proposed route of
this road is from New Hill. N. C. to a point
near chappci mil, about 2o miles.
Contract for
>'",'

"'

the
Pi

three miles let to Ferrel &
shorn.
N
i'.
William Montcure,
President,
Mar. 17, 1905.)
first

II

Raleigh, N. r.

NEW JERSEY
being

i

,

ROADS

made

(Electric).—Plans

Millville

to

Maori,., (own,
Norrls.

Chicago capitalists
tiations with William

llalevville.

have

Dividing

completed

negoGlou-

.1.
Thompson, of
ter City, for right of way. said to be owned
by him, tor a railroad from Gloucester Citj to
Atlantic City, N. J.
Th
8 t of building be
tween these places would be about $6,000,000.

"

•NEW JERSEY SHORT LINE

(Electric).

(Hudson River Tunnel)
announces the completion of
of its twin tunnels under the Hudfrom the foot of Morton street, Man-

— Phis company
the second

son river,
n.uiaii. io in,- toot of Fifteenth street, Jersey
City.
There is much additional work yet to
he done, including an extension from the eastern
end in Manhattan, northeast to Thirty-fourth
street
and Sixth avenue. The tunnels will
probably not be placed in operation until May.
1907.

NEW

YORK

TRANSIT.

&

—

NORTH

JERSEY

RAPID

This company has accepted the
franchise granted by the Board of Aldermen of
Paterson, N". J., and will buy a private right
of way from that place to the Hudson river.
Part of the proposed road will be on an elevated structure.

NEW YORK

&

STAMFORD

company, operating a
N.

Y.,

northeast

line

(Electric).— This

from New Rochelle.

Port Chester. 14 miles,
by the New York, Newfiled a certificate at
White Plains seeking authority to build a line
from Port Chester, west to White Plains, five
miles.
It is proposed to build the new line on
private right of way.

which

to

controlled

is

Haven & Hartford, has

•NEW YORK,

AUBURN

&

LANSING.— Work

under way on proposed road from Auburn. N.
Y., south to Genoa.
Rights of way are being
secured for an extension from Genoa to Ithaca,
a distance of 18 miles additional.
The work
includes a large overhead bridge at Auburn.
NEW YORK CANADIAN PACIFIC— Proposed
railroad from New York City to Canada.
Application filed at Albany for an extension of corporal,- existence.
Authorized capital. Nln.i;.n
ooo.
Proposed road 3S2 miles long.
Verplanck
Colvin is President, and George C. Van Tuvl.
Treasurer, both of Albany.

•NEW YORK CENTRAL
Wort

is

in

progress in

1 hi

i'.iiiv.
organized In New Jersey to build an
electric railroad from Milltown to Ellzabethport.
io miles, has given a contract to the Schuylkill
Stone Co., Philadelphia, Pa., for building the

RIVER.—

four tracking

the

line

various points between Mott Haven Junction
and Croton, on the Hudson division. 20 miles.
Al
In- jnnelion of the main line of the N. Y. ('.
.V
II.
K.
old Spuyten Duvvil & Port Morris
wiih
New York & Harlem at Mott Haven
Inat

I

i

i

Junction, there is a large amount of rock cutting on both sides of the present double track.
North oi Spuyten Duyvil, along the shore of the
Hudson, the shore line is being extended out
Into the river In lilling in at available points.
and from on.- i,, eight additional tracks are
being laid west of the present three main tracks.
This work Includes a new cut-off. about comI'l.ii-.l. from a point
just smith of King's Bridge
station, west to a point a few hundred yards
easi of Spuyten Duyvll, which will save nearly
a mile in distance and a long and sharp curve,
•The new terminal improvements of this
company in New York Cil.v include the rebuild
ing of the Grand Central Station and yard; tinfour-tracking of the lines as far as Croton-onhe Hudson, and North While Plains on the
Harlem division: the electrification of these
lines and the Hacking of the Port Morris branch
from Melrose I,, Port Morris, two miles long
The depression of the nev, Grand Central yard
t

be

line

!

completed

In

hill

The New York

»v-

Ottawa, which was bought

by this company, Is to be rebuilt io accommodati
heavier cars and engines.
Reported purchase of a large plot of ground
at West Albany. N. Y.. on which lo lav from lo
to 15 additional yard tracks.
Se,-

NEW

Franklin i Clearfield.

STORK

CONNECTING.—This company

is

to

the interests of the Pennsylvania Kail
viaduct railroad through Long
City
the Hast
river at a point Opp
Wards Island, ami hence by means of a bridge
to pas, across Ward's and Kan. kill's Islands to
i connection with the New
York. New Haven ,n
Work delayed by negotiation of
Hartford.
terms with the city.
build
'

in
a
to

I

I

i

NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN

&

company

be
the

IIARTFOItH.

is planning to dig a tunnel from
Passenger Station In Providence,
R. I., under the river to East Providence, where
'"'
Hon will he made with the compan \ ast side lines lo Boston. Worcester and Fall
River.
The cost of the tunnel, which will be
about two miles long, will he about .$2, ooo, ooo
•Contract for widening the cut through the
city of New Haven, so that it will accommodate
four tracks has been let to C. B. Blakeslee &
I

I

nion

•

Sons,

New

of

Haven

The

distance

is

1.65

miles.
Work well under way. The contract
will involve raising the grades of 12 streets.
Surveys made for the old Danbury, Ridge-

& Port Chester line, which it is proposed to
if
the surveys prove satisfactory.
The
route is from Danbury. Conn., south to Poit
Chester. N. Y.. about 32 miles.
Such a line
would reduce the railroad distance between New
Y'ork and Danbury by about 15 miles.
'Plans have been drawn up and authorized
for the further double-tracking of the Highland
division from Waterbury, Conn., northeast to
Bristol. 10 miles.
Much of the line will be
entirely relocated and a new tunnel. 3.500 ft.
long built
at
Pequabuck. Litchfield County.
F. M. Smith is Assistant Engineer in charge.
*The line through Needham, Mass., part of
the Midland division, is to be connected at Its
eastern end with the Providence division by a
line to be built from Needham east to Spring
field

build

West Roxbury, 4.35 miles. The cost of
new line will be about $650,000. Contract

street.

the

T. Stuart & Son Co., of Newton, Mass.
of the Needham line now run over
the Boston & Albany, between Newton Highlands and Boston.
Surveys completed for a cut-off from Yalesville. on the Hartford division, northwest for
eight miles to Plantsville, on the Northampton
division.
By such a line the freight traffic of
the Northampton division could reach the Cedar
Hill freight yard and thus the yard in the city
let

to

The trains

would be

relieved.

'Contracts to J. W. Dalv & Co., of New
York, and of Mount isco, and C. W. Blakesley ,\
Sons, of New Haven, for double-tracking a 2.".mile section of the Highland division between
Towners. N. Y\. and Danbury, Conn. Nearly
completed.
•'Che Harlem River branch from Harlem
River to New Rochelle. X Y at present double
track, is being six-tracked.
Contract let to
New York Contracting & Trucking Co. Four of
these tracks will be fecuipned electrically with
the third-rail system.
Estimated cost of the
entire work on this branch. $7,701,891
$4,825,
sol for the roadway and stations, and $2,286.000 for the electrical equipment and apparatus
*Three new four-track bridges on the New
York division. In course of erection on Cos
Cob, Westport and Naugatuck Junction.
Daly
& Holbrook. contractors for substructures, and*
Passaic Steel Co. and Pennsylvania Steel Co.
contractors
for
superstructures.
Bridge
at
Wesipori finished at Cos Cob nearly finished:
at Naugatuck Junction ready for street worfe.
At a recent meeting of the directors of this
company it was voted to at once build an electric
rond from Thomaston, Conn., south toWnlerville. eight miles.
Surveys made.
.

:

& HUDSON"

i

are

by a number of Essex County capitalists to
build electric roa'ds from Millville,
paralleling the West Jersey & Seashore, through
,'"''
Elizabeth, Dorchester, Lees
'g,
Delmont,
Eldora, Dennlsou. Seaville and
Oceanview to
Sea isle City, with a branch from Dennisville to
Goshen, Cape May I'
I
Mouse, Hi
n Creek
Bennett ami Cape May City: also for a road fr

Creek and Porl

•NEW YORK & JERSEY

of

from

i

NEWPORT

i

building from Naugatuck to Beacon Falls, five
Additional contracts will soon be let for
completing the road from Bea
l
Falls to Sej
iiiour.
\\. G. Smith. Waterbury, Conn., is Chief
Engineer.
'" AI
N -. V
HARBOR & RAILROAD COM"
,\v
PANY.incorporated in Alabama to build a
railroad from Foleytown station to deep water
at tort Morgan. Ala.
Connection will be made
with the Bay Mlnette & Fort Morgan branch of
the Louisville & Nashville.
The incorporators
include
Charles Barclay. T. C. Hand and W.
C. Dinwiddle.

hist

.

fills.

tracks will be elevated or depressed in a subwas
The iia.-ks. which are used almost ex
cluslvely by freight trains, extend In the middle
oi
the street from GOth street south lo si
John's Park, about three miles.

i

5

to

New STork City, shall he removed from tile sill
face of the streets.
This would have to be
done through condemnation pro
dings by the
Ii
is
city.
not
yet
determined whether the

•NEW PARK

This
road from

Northfiehf

in.

has paSSed both houses of the New
STork State Legislature providing that this Com
pain's Hacks in Tenth and Eleventh avenues.

;

& FAWN GROVE.- This company,
iii
year
Pennsylvania
to
extension
ol
the
Stewardstown
railroad
from
Stewardstown via New
park
io
Fawn crove, nine miles, has let the
•onlraei
to
John II. IL. hhling. of folk, I'a
Grading has
n completed from Stewartstown
for ii ,i miles, and track laid on ."•'. miles
The
work Includes one steel bridge, s. "m Manifold
York, I'a
is
'hief Englni er.

mad.- and many
be rebuilt.
To

he

have
A

La

Work under way
St. Louis & San Francisco and the South
Rallwaj tor the proposed loin! terminal In
N,, »
Orleans.
Tne wnole work will involve an
expenditure of al
$8,
.1.
,000.
F Hiuek
St
'
M.i
s
is Chief
Engineer
James
Stewart .v Co., Pittsburg, Pa., contractors.

organized
build
nn

(Electric).—Tills company. which proposes to build an electric railma. from Naugatuck, Conn., via Beacon Falls
to Seymour, In miles, has given a contract t.,
C. w. Blakesley & Sons, of New Haven, for

tins

iv.-ai

by the

which last y
extended iis
Koonvllle, Miss,, northeast two miles, is building
an additional seven miles from the present terminus.
R. B. Butterneld,
Genera] Manager.

i

i

Io

lornwill

'•in

Brown

l.i

and

4,".d

about a yea

i

i

and

extended to Bn u ter, 8.8 miles. The most difficult
work on this section win be between Bn
mil Croton Falls, where si-v.-rnl large euls will

•NEW ORLEANS TERMINAL

I

progress for

pany,

NEEDLES.

'i

This

i

.

in

•NATCHEZ, COLUMBIA & MOBILE.

NAUGATUCK

NORTHERN,

I,

i

I'enn.

Surveys

e

Oazette of October 20. November LO
vemher 17 ami November 21.
Surveys made near Brewster, N, Y forpro
double i.i. king of the Harlem dlvl ion
Tin- double track at present extends from Nen
York north as far as Goldens Bridge and Is to tit

1

is

Major

Plai

-,-

run, i

i

i;i.i.,.i

building

liAll.w \\

« hich Is being buill bj
he G
lyear Svn
dli ate, ..i Buffalo, S
S
from Slidell La
north
through the vallej of the Pearl river to Monti
cello, Miss., al
j|,,s.
has 10 mile
In
operation, Including a 12-mlle branch
\v
.1
Oliver, oi Knoxvilie, Tenn
Is
actoi
onnectlon is i., be mad., with tin- New Orleans

is

very ,-asv.
city being 5 per cent
cent., with a max!
outside •>! the citj
crete steel bridge

lepi

I

bought, and the Grand Central Palac
to he loin down Io provide space lor part "I thl
new Btation building. This terminal Improve
nieni wok was described in detail In the Hut,

.

company

This
using

nn extension fr
the Black River,
point near Alexandria. 75 miles.

,7.;

i

and

'•'-'

NATCHEZ & WESTERN,

NEWARK

i

1

i

been

•NEW ORLEANS GREAT

yard.

u.-.v

curvature of io deg.
There will be one steel or
over the Harpetb river at Franklin.
B. Stahlman is President, ami Charles

Under

ad

J.,

I

rack laid.

i

v

The work

year.

iiium

Ibex

New

Ashbi

I

I

Chiel

i

Richard
Brunsw Ick, N.

& COAL OOMPANY,
he plans of this company, according to Its last
yearly
statement
Include an
expenditure ol
,000 for Improvements on its roads al o
J
for
Idlng large shops al El Paso, Ten
at
a
eosl of $500,000.
i'

lanta, Ga., for a

\i

i

..in

i

111

I

considering
tuestion of
gasoiene as
motive power.
The proposed line is to run from
Nashville, Tenn., south through i.r.-niw
to
tranklin, ah. mi L'l miles.
Construction work

and

Building,

MEXICO

SEV1

[Tennessee to the

his.

mi has bought

coi

hi

i

Hi.,

'i

1

of Lexington avenue and between 14th and
'"in sire-is, .New STork City, is about completed
up to the line ol
be pn lenl yard.
I'm- Grand
em i-ai Palace block, betw en Lexington aven
'

Ineer.

i

i

<t

Vol. XL., No.

Me

,

1

in" iinh's ii.. in ..i
'' adlng completed,

was

in

Jllzabetl
rl
to
elghl stei
hoi ij be let foi

bridges.

pi

i

VVeagel

i

1

1

wort

Additional contracts

.1

11

n"

",''" n

.

'"'

will

i"'

s<

l

in

road

Ii

I

'J

Pensali old

to

.

trie)

;

NEW YORK. OKLAHOMA

.S:

PACIFIC.-—Char-

in Arkansas to build from Rogers. Ark.,
to Folsom. N. Mex.
Capital. .$20,000,000.
Offices at Alva, Okla. T., and Rogers. Ark. The
proposed route is from lloger^ to Prior Creek

tered

wesl

and Claremore, Ind.

T.. thence through Hominy.
I. am, >nt. Jefferson,
Alva. Beaver City, and
Mineral City to Folsom. N. Mex. The proposed
road win traverse the coal fields of Indian Territory, the wheat belt of northern Oklahoma.
and reach the copper mining section of New
Mexico.

Bliss.

•NEW YORK, PENNSYLVANIA

&

SOUTHWEST-

March

16,

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

L906.

117

•

THE LIFTING DERAIL
For operation by
Stand or Pipe Line.

Only two

Switch

DERAIL

pieces.

Easily operated and maintained at all seasons of the
year.

The standard

THE PIVOT DERAIL
For hand operation.

HAYES TRACK APPLIANCE COMPANY,

Thrown over

GENEVA,

terlocking use.

N. Y.

the

in

a vertical

on to and

semicircle

derail for in-

off of

rail.

CROSSINGS

FROGS

CLEVELAND FROG

&

CROSSING CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGHEST QUALITY TRACK WORK
CLEVELAND, OHIO

SWITCH STANDS

SWITCHES

THE JOHNSON CAR REPLACER
The

most reliable Replacer on earth.
kind of road bed, including ice, snow, cinders, paving,
Requires but one tie, as it is supported by the rails at both ends.

strongest, simplest, safest and

Works on any
plank or mud.

Highest

Award on Car

Replacers at the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, 1904.

Large numbers in actual use, one road having over 500 pair in actual use.
Hosts of testimonials. A record of replacing a completely derailed L92,000-lb.
compound engine in one and three-quarter minutes, from commencing to set
the frogs until the engine was replaced and frogs removed from rail.
Every
frog guaranteed 111 quality and efficiency.

THE JOHNSON WRECKING FROG COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

526 Citizen's Building

MOBOAN

T. JONES, President,
Inspecting Engineer.

J. A.

FOULKS,
Res. Mgr.,

C. E.,

New

W. GREENE, M.

E. R.

E.,

Monad nock

of Inspection
Block, Chicago

WILSON. M. Am.

Pres.

Soc. C. E.

Secretary and Treasurer.

York.

The American Bureau
29 Broadway, New York

G.

JOHN HACKENZIE,

U. S. A.

and Tests

Heeren Bldg. Pittsburg

INSPECTION OF ALL KINDS OF
RAILROAD MATERIALS

:

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

u8
icrn.

— New

name

of

Blnghamton & South-

tlie

Pittsburg;
Vaughn
Construction
Company,
Roanoke, Va.
l'.
J,
McCabe Company, Baltl
more, and E.
Nave Brothers, of Porta
O.

was chartered

to build a railroad
iheast, via Montoursville,
Hills Grove, Cainptown, Stevensville, St.
Josephs ntul Vestal, oi Blnghamton, N. ST., 116
luilrs.
Contracts tor building the line let to
Sogers & Co., 15 Wall Street, and the Colonial

which

ern,

iron

port,

Incorporation
Missouri, with a capital of $120,ooo. lo build n railroad 12 miles long in Stod
.lard County.
The
t'pnrntor.s include:
W.
w. Norman, S. A. Ituch and c. A. Vernon, .a

way, .Now

NORTH

5Jb-contrad Cor grading LD miles of
road
roni Wyaluslng, V ST., northeast lias

tliis

i

been

by

loi

contractors,

original

the

&

Bragaw,
Bragaw,

Co.,

i

•NEW

STORK
company is

PHILADELPHIA

NORTH

(Electric).—This

early this spring.
lor

construe

tin'

of additional subways in Manhattan were
asked for in January.
Nineteen rapid transit'
routes, most of them subways, including three
tunnel^ under the East river, have been iaid out
tiou

by the Rapid Transit Commission and approved
by the Hoard of Estimate, but it does not yet
appear which ones are first to be built. On
most of the routes tiie commission has been
unable to gel the consent of the majority of the
property owners, and application will probably
be made to the court for authority to go ahead
witii the work.
*Work under way at Joralemon street.
Brooklyn, on the Manhattan-Brooklyn tunnel.
The proposed route of this line is from a con
nection with the existing subway at the intersection of Broadway and Park Row. Manhattan,
southward to the Battery, and thence eastward
under the East river, and under Joralemon and
Fulton streets to the Flatbush Avenue Station
of the Long Island R. R.., Brooklyn.
The entire line must, according to contract, be completed this year.

•NEW YORK,
(ERIE).

WESTERN
& W agner, of

SUSQUEHANNA

,V

— Contract
to
for building

r

Lesher
an extension of the
Edgewater & Fort Lee branch, it runs from
the western portal of the Bergen Hill tunnel
north for one mile. A contract for a further exJersey

let

City,

tension of two miles will be

•NEW

—

&

& CAROLINA COAST.

— New

company

NORFOLK

.v.

WESTERN'

work under way which
ing

n

company has
completed dur-

This
he

will

1906 as follows:
•Iaeger & Southern
nii\

i

i

K It. -Tliis road has
rpleted from Lynn, w. Ya. up
T

Dry fork of Tim river to coal fields for a die
tance of 20 miles, and will be extended 4.6
miles.
Iwell

•Si

extended

Extension.-

from Cripple

ore properties, will
tional five miles.

I

This

Creel,.

line,
.

recently

one mile lo
for an addi-

will

be extended

will

lie

miles.

•Blackstone &
5.75

a

xtended

—•Pocahontas ^ Western
3.7

\

Lunenberg

extended

mil..-.

Contracts reported let f^r double-tracking
18 mills from Montvale, Va., to Lbwery to the
ouiiui
Harmon,
iwing
contractors:
&
Philadelphia; Moran Pneton Contract Company,

CAROLINA

Sen

II,

I,

Tarboro, N.

Memphis.

Henry
that

'

Naches
Donald,

w

;

principal place of business.
The' capital stock
has been increased from $3,000 i„ u to $6,000,000.
Henry A. Butters is President and F. A.
Ross, Superintendent.

NORTHERN INDIANA

(Electric).— Under

name the South Bend & Southern Michigan

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. — Projected

.

rated in

Colo.

NORTHERN PACIFIC.—Western

papers
report
that this company controls the North Yakima &
Valley Railroad, and that it will build a short
line from its main line at North Yakima. Wash..
to Tacoma. reducing the curvature and grades

—

This company, it is said, has finally derided
to build a cut-off from Lind. in Adams County.
Wash., w.'si for about mil miles to lOllenslutrg
This would shorten the distance between these
two points over the present route by about 90
miles, tlie distance on the present line being
Hill

mill's.

—

*Contract let by this company to Donald
Grant, of Faribault, for building the first 15
miles of its propose.
extension from Denhoff,
N. l>ai... west to Coalharbor, in McLean County,
54 miles: 07 N., m jies completed last year.
'Contracts reported let to Porter Brothers
.V
Walsh, of Spokane, Wash., for extending its
linn from Culdesac, Idaho, southeast through a
rich agricultural section bounded by the Snake,
Clearwater ami Salmon rivers, to Grangeville,
al
II
is expected to have
he line
55 miles.
completed by the first of next year.
This company is lo build a new- short line
from Washburn, Wis., to connect with tiie main
line at Omaha Junction, about nine miles from
Washburn. The company already lots a line to
thai city, lull tlie grades are so steep thai the
1

new

linn

I

is

to he built.

si. in, hani.

L.

a

in Maine
,01,
t,,
rrom Norway,
ami also from Norwav
1,

total

Include:

Burnham,

s,

1

distance

of
Bartletl

.1.

'i
..t

Albany;

W. G
Noyes, of Norway and
of

•NUECES VALLEY, Rio GRANDE & MEXICO
Tins

—

company, which is I. nil. ling a road tr
Carrizo Springs. Tex., via Darlington to Delrio
1-., miles, is also planning to build a
branch
line lo Aransas I'ass. about
170 milos
Con
trad let to ward &
,,i
Palestine, for build
ing the nist 20 miles
Tlie company Jia- a
'apital ol s:;oi..
and W. A S
,,,' Carrizo
springs. Tex., i- General Manager.
i

OAKDALE WESTERN.

Proposed road between
RIverband, Cal., and Oakdale, six miles.
The
line will eventually he extended io
Modesto and
will connect the Atchison. Topeka >.
Fe
with the Sierra Hallway. W. F. Beard Santa
& Co. are
«' contractors
r ,\. Morse, till Conservative
Life. Building, i.,,s Angeles, Cal., is Anting
6 chief
Engineer.
J

OAK GROVE AM. GEORGETOWN
Alabama,

Organized

in

to huild from Oak Grove. Ala.,
northwest to I., aksville. Miss.. 30 miles
M L
Davis, Oak Clove, and .1. W. Whiting.
Mobile
Ala., um interested.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)

OAKLAND, CHARLESTON & WESTERN.—Proposed road
Central

from Oakland. Miss., on the Illinois
southwest to Charleston, 12 miles. The

the company will be at Charleston. J
Larmier. Ingalls Building. Indianapolis, is
and Butler Smith is Chief Engineer.

ortiees of

a.

I resident,
-Mar. 1 1 ,
I

1905.)

OCEAN SHORE
fornia with

(Electric).— Incorporated

in Cali-

capital

of $::.
i.ono, to build an
from the Bay of San Francisco to
Santa Cruz and Monterey. Rights of wav are
being secured.
Application made to the Board
of Supervisors of San Francisco for a
50-year
franchise for entrance through the streets of
that city.
Walter E. Dean is President, and
Burke Colbert, Secretary and Treasurer.
electric road

OCEAN VIEW AND PINE BEACH.— Incorporated
in \ lrginta with
at Norfolk. Va.

capital of $25,000.
Ii.

L.

Leigh, Vice-President;
retary and Treasurer.

and ofllces
Page is President B. W.
and M. C. Elliott Sec
;

OCILLA, PINEBLOOM & VALDOSTA.— New

rail-

road chartered in Georgia with capital of $200,000.
Construction work will be commenced at
the terminus of the Douglas, Augusta & Gulf
(formerly the Wadley & Mt. Vernon Extension)
at the Satilla river, running through Willacoochee and Pinebloom in Coffee County, and thence
through Nashville to Adel. Berrien county, abour
4n miles.
The principal office of the company
will be at Pinebloom.
B. B. Gray and others of
Coffee

County are incorporators.

OCONEE COUNTY.— Application made

in

South

Carolina for authority to build from Westminster.
m the Southern Railway, south to Fair Play 12
miles.
The incorporators include
W. P. An
derson and William Bibb, of Westminster
A
W. Shelor, of Walhalla J. J. Hallev and L. A
Edwards, of Oakway J. R. Heller, of Fair Play and J. W. Shirley, of Townville.
:

•

;

;

OGDEN & NORTHWESTERN.— Incorporated
Utah

in

build from Ogden to Brigham Citv. 2(>
David Eccles is President, and H. II
Spencer. Vice-President, both of Ogden, Utah.
•OGLESBY & GRANVILLE.— Contract reported
let to tun Gentry Construction Co.. of Chicago.
for building its proposed road from Oglesbv. in
to

miles.

La Salle County, 111., west to Granville,
nam County, 12 miles. Grading begun.
Crapo. Chicago,

is

President,

and

I).

'Put

S. T.
C. Dunlock.

Granville.

111., is Chief Engineer.
filed for proposed
road through Ohio and Marshall Counties. W.
Va.. from Wheeling, east of the tracks of the
Baltimore & Ohio, east through Mount de Chan
tal, along
the creek to Elm Grove, thence up
Big Wheeling, over to Ten-Mile creek, and
through Viola to Waynesburg, l'a.. about 40

OHIO & MARSHALL.— Plans

I

—

Valley.
George
Wash., Is Interested.

Rand, ol Boston; F. II.
W. II. Kilgore. of North Waterford.

New

Mexico, with $300,000 capital, and
headquarters
at
Elrito,
Arriba County,
to
build from the Santa Fe Central at Santa Fe
northwest toward Arizona. The proposed road
will cross the Tesque Pueblo grant, follow- the
Rio Grande north from San Ildefonso and Santa
Cruz by way of Santa Clara, and thence across
the Rio Grande to Espanola.
will
It
then
follow the Cbama river west and the Gallinas
river into Sandoval County, and thence across
the Canyon Largo into San Juan County via
Fruitland, to the New Mexico-Arizona boundary,
with a branch line to Farmingtou. Aztec and
Diu-ango.
Colo.
The incorporators include
William H. Coe. of New York; E. B. Miller, of
El Rito; F. E. Coe, of Denver: G. II. Howard,
of Santa Fe. and G. V. Howard, of Boulder.

Last

Stoneham;

line

NORTHERN NEW MEXICO & GULP. —Incorpo-

through

Yakima

North Yakima,

Wainiford.
lb.- dim. tors

miles.

will

between
St. Ignace, in Mackinac County. Mich., and Sault
sie.
Marie,
in
Chippewa County. 50 miles
Projected.
A. S. Robinson is Chief Engineer.

proposed road

ils

the

South

i"

this

build an electric line from South Bend. Ind„ to
Laporte, 27 miles.
Six miles of the road has
been built to Chain Lake and grading will be
started on the balance of the line early this
spring.

t

of

iii

& WESTERN. -Incorporated

lo

Me.,

1

Tins company, incorporated in
the slate of Washington, with capital of $1,000,OIIO, is said to have completed snivels for ils
proposed road, which is lo run from Seal tic to
Wallula.
The survey follows the Cowlitz Vnl
ley southeast of Tacoma and runs up the vallej
through Cowlitz pass and along the Teton river
io North Yakima.
From thai point it has not
yet
been
determined
which survey will be
This may be a project of the North
adopted.
'in Pacific to secure a rouie through Naches
I'ass.
The incorporators Include: F. B. Dud
ley. of Niagara Falls. N. Y.
R. E. Strahorn. of
Spokane; .!. A. Kerr and John II, McGraw, 01
Seattle, and 0. A. Feebler and J. .1. Rudkili. of
North Y'akima.
•NORTHEASTERN TEXAS.—Work under way on
the remaining 4o miles of tliis road between Red
Water, Tex., and TexarUana.
The line is completed for II miles from Red Water south lo
Daingerfield.
It
is intended ultimately
to extend the line to Houston or Galveston.
G.
Mnnz. Red Water. Tex., is President, and It. E.
Cray is Chief Engineer
northeastern ct'BA. -See Cuba Eastern.
•NORTHERN ELECTRIC COMPANY. To the 26
miles of standard gage road in -course of construction by this company, from Chico to Oroville. Cal., will be added lines from Marvsville
to Meridian, and from Yuba City to Live Oak.
The street railway lines at Marysville has been
bought, and will In' rebuilt at once as an electric
road.
The new- articles of incorporation filed
by the Northern Electric give Reno. Nev., as the

of

& VALLEY, A coiilram has
company to Allen A. Ma hi,. son

with capital of si.-.0.11110.

is

NORTH coast.

I'ass.

NORWAY

c.

he

T.-nn.

» let by Ibis
lor grading pari

of Henderson.

C, writes us

Seattle

a

•NORTH lAKI.MA

1.

II

&

Appli111
Mississippi for a Charter to
railroad from Burnsvllle, in Tishomingo
County, south lo the Itawamba Couiil v linn.
about 30 miles, connection to be made at Burn
side with the Southern Railway,
incorporators
Include
F. .1. Ozaune and E. B. Causey, all ..1

In.orpo

;

11.

Portland

made

build

C.

Brown and W.

CONNECTING.

Wash

Projected.

Brldgers,
in the
for
market
spikes,
switches,
steam shovels.
angle bars, grading outfit, scrapers, etc., for
building a proposed railroad from
ai uivillc,
N. C, 15 miles into Green County.
"i

,

being formed by a syndicate represented by Km
Will ask
dolpn Kleybolte & Co.. of New York.
for incorporation in Virginia, with a capital of
$15,000,000.
is
proposed to acquire about
It
500,000 acres of timber land in eastern North
Carolina and build a railroad from Norfolk
in a southern and westerly direction through
Elizabeth City. Edenton and Belhaven, N. c..
and through Ho- counties of Beaufort, Pamlico.
Craven and Carteret, with branches into Hyde
and Tyrrell Counties. Ibe southern terminus
being ai Beaufort, in all about 200 miles.

M.

C.

Mabton,

NORTH MISSISSIPPI & BAY SPRINGS.
cation

North Carolina.

NORTH CAROLINA ROADS,

1

NORFOLK

Moore,

.1.

Steven

;

BOSTON

(Electric).
This company has been granted
permission to build in the Borough of the
Bronx. New York City, aud work on grading
A
the line has been going on for some time.
contract has been let to James P. McDonald. 42
Broadway, New York city, for building the line
from 177th street. New York, northward, to the
miles. An officer of the
city boundary, about 4
company says that the defects in the charter of
this road, which was incorporated in 1S72, were
The comfully cured by an act passed in 1903.
pany has now been authorized by the State
Railroad Commission to increase its capital from
necessary
to
$20,000,000.
The
$1,000,000
right of way through New York City has also
been granted.
The proposed line is from a point
on the Harlem river at 129th street, in New
Y'ork City, north through West Farms, Westchester. Bay Chester. Pelhani Manor, Pelhani,
New Rocbelle, Larchmont, Mamaroneck. Harrison and Rye to Port Chester on the New YorkConnecticut state line, with a branch from or
near I'elham through Mt. Vernon, Alameda
Park, Fairview Park, Tuckahoe, Arthur Manor
and Scarsdale to YVhite Plains. N. Y., a total
length of 38 miles.
A branch is proposed also
from West Farms east to Tbroggs Neck on Long
William L. Bull is President,
Island Sound.
and William A. Pratt, Chief Engineer, 30
Broad street. New York.

L.
of

Hood and

let this spring.

WESTCHESTER

YORK,

in

;

is

commenced

Chartered

Cunningham,

s.

1

MOW YORK ROADS

•NEW YORK SUBWAYS.—Bids

olllo.

1

under way.

llarrimau
10.
11
(Electric).
said to be planning to build a private electric
!t
road to his residence at Forest l.aUe. N. ,1.
is to ruu from Newburg Junction, N. v.. on the
Erie, through Tuxedo. Arden and the mountains
above Greenwood Lake, 1" miles.
Work to be

&

rated In North Carolina, with eapilal of S4S0,
000, to build from Springhope, on the Atlantic
line,
Coast
northwest to Roxboro, al
60
miles; also to build branches.
The Incorpo
raiors include:
w. Gunn, of Roanoke, La
D. .1. Nysewander and S. 1'. Douglas. ..1 Toledo,
11.
T. F. Whittlesy, of Mobile, Ala.
11,

to build nine miles oi electric rail
road from Militown, .V J., lo a |.oinl south of
Metuchen, for which contracts will shortly be
Tliis is tiie holding company of the various
let
street railway lines between Camden and Jerse}
rit.\
line,
h proposes to build an electric line
from Elizabeth to Camden by way of Trenton.
The first three miles oi' the new road from Elizaare nearing completion.
beth west
Contracts
for lite seetioii from Metuchen to New Brunswick will be let as soon as the second section
is

John

Virginia;

the Colo-

nial Construction Co., to Allen, Donnelly
l'a.
I.Mar.
17. 19115.
of Easl

CAROLINA

lo

McHenry

the

branch from
McHenry, N. Dak., througb the Fort Totten In
dian Reservation to Oberlln, in miles, connect
Ing al (hat point with a branch to Est
n

I

•A

on

Toppenlsh

20 niilns
Extension of

North Carolina to I. ml, from Raleigh, N '',
easi
through Wilson ami Greenville to Wash
Ington, approximately on miles.
The directors
Include: C. 0. Haines and Adam Tredwell, of

1905.)

company win build
ii»
main Inn

this

Detroit,

aboul

lluulsville.

of bridges, one tunnel and our
i>
vladucl
E.
Baxter, 277 Broad
York, is General Manager.
(Mar. 17,

from

Valley,

in

I

number

a largo
steei

long

from

11.

.

SOUTHEASTERN.

asked lor

Co.,

reported that

branch

No

Bemidjl, 00 miles.
a
m tlfli ai.- has been filed in the stain ..t
Washington providing for a line In the Yakima

mouth, 0.

NORMAN'S

i

lie

a

;

fa.,

mi Broadway, New STorfa
City.
The maximum curvature is to be 8 deg.
ami the maximum grade
per .nil.
There will
Construction

Vol. XI..,
is

ii

.'

miles.
.1.
V. Thompson, of Uniontown, who is
building a road froth thai place west to Waynes
burg, and who owns large coal fields in that section, is interested in the company.

OHIO.

KNOXVILLE & PORT ROYAL. —Under

name,

this

a consolidation of the Ohio River, Anderson & Tidewater, the Western Carolina and tlie
Ohio. Knowille & Port Royal has been made in
South Carolina lo huild a railroad under the
privileges held J»y these three companies from
some point east to a terminus at Fort Royal,
S. C.
Albert R. Martin, of Chicago, is Brest
dent
F. A. Johnson, First Vice President and
;

—

1

March

Manager

General

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

1906.

L6,

and

;

—

It) RIVER & COLUMBUS.
Proposed extension
from Ripley, Ohio, to Mavsville, Ky., 10 miles.
No further developments to report at this time.

oil

OHIO RIVER & GULF. — Surveys made

for

OKLAHOMA WESTERN. — Chartered

this

live

is

OMAHA

•OMAHA. LINCOLN
way.

CHEROKEE CENTRAL.— Con

&

in progress for this proposed road from
Contracts
Melville. La., to Opelousas, 25 miles.
One steel bridge. T. H.
will shortly lie let.
Lewis is President and Ira W. Sylvester, Chief
Engineer, both of Opelousas.

veys

to

•OREGON & EUREKA. — This company

NORTHWESTERN. —

•OKLAHOMA

t

OKLAHOMA

contracts for other work will be

OREGON & IDAHO. — Organized
from Ontario,

proposed road from

OREGON & SOUTHEASTERN. — Surveys

A contract lias
Lehigh to Ohickasha. Ind. T.
been given to the Canadian Valley Construction
Other contracts reported lei as
Co. of Lehigh.
follows: M. B. Ryan, of Shawnee. Okla. 'I., all
the bridges, trestles and culverts; E. N. Taj lor.
of Atoka, Ind. T., 400,000 ties ami pilings:
Walls. Hale & Craln, for grading the first 11
miles out of Lehigh; A! B. McKinley. all bridges
and timber for the first three miles and to the
Wisconsin Bridge & Iron Co.. Chicago, for building a steel bridge 86 ft. long over Leader Creek.
The line is practically level, with 4 deg. of maxThe work includes seven
imum curvature.
R. L. McWillie. of Lehigh, Ind.
girder bridges.
W. J. Terry, of Ada, Ind.
Engineer.
Chief
T., is
,
T., will have charge of the work.
CITV.
& <lrI .'I'>T !-",",",',
porated oi Oklahoma with capital of *rj.425,000
to build from Shrevepot't, La., through Texas,
the Choctaw Chickasba ami Seminole Nations
In Indian Territory, and through Pottawatomie,
Cleveland. Oklahoma, Canadian. Logan, Kingfisher, Blaine Custer. Dewey, Woods, Hay, Wood-

,

for building an extension from
Post to Bonita, Ore., 10 miles.

.1

L.
J.

.

II.

Wallowa Valley, now a stock raising country,
but rich in agricultural possibilities.
Line from Riparia, Wash., to Lewiston.
Idaho. 72 miles, now being graded. This will he
used jointly by the Northern Pacific, which In
turn will build on to Grangeville, Idaho, 50 or
00 miles from Lewiston, its line being used
The latter line
jointly bv the O. R. R. & N.
will be built this spring, giving a through line
from Riparia to Grangeville, a fine wheat coun-

—

There

try.
line

whole

of

CITV. IIENKYETTA X ST. LOUIS.Tliis company, which was granted a charter with
has
a capital of $3,000,000 in Oklahoma City,
to secure funds
filed a mortgage for $6,000,
OklaWoodward.
line
from
to build its proposed
homa, southeast to Oklahoma City, thence east
I<
Na
in
b.
the Cl
of llenryelta and CI
in's
The incor
Hon. about 280 miles.
W.
II.
J.
.1.
Wheeler,
w.
II.
Clergen,
clude:
nibble,
all
of
Shartel, J. W. Pryer and .1. il.

OKLAHOMA

jointly.

See Deschutes Railroad.
•REGON ROADS. Application made to the City
Council of Portland. Ore. for a franchise to
build an electric railroad from Portland south
through the Willamette valley and to the Coot

Bay

region.

OREGON SHORT
name

SULPHUR

cii'V, LEXINGTON -v
Projected electric railroad
(Electric).
from Davis Ind. Tor., nohthward, crossing the
South Canadian river a1 Redbank Irosslng, Ave

Oklahoma

i

i

'

'

I

'

I

Oklahoma

See
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i
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paasonger
Turner, .1.
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'oil.

for a
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'a
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u

Troulilale,

to

ill.-

v

w

e
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i

for

I

This company

ding

has

hri

Oklahoma
Ardmore and

In

i

to

build

troi

nl

rail

ion

'

.i

i

i

I.lvin-

i.ui

Co.,

ol

let

lih in

delphia,

I'a.,

A

I'r

Tenn

I.

.

lb

to

lonal ruction
lumberland
Ti mi
irmltago. Philaton
B
Is
Chief Engineer
to

i

he

let to Lyons Bros,
& Gordon, of Tonala, Chiapas,
Mexico, for extending the road from Coapa to
San Bonita. 125 miles. Surveys for an additional 31 miles from San Bonita to the Guatamala Boundary under way.

Mexico
—See Kansas
PARAGOULD & MEMPHIS. — This company operManila. Ark.,
ating a
from Cardwell, Mo.,

PANHANDLE
&

vi
i

inr
r,i

in

.y
,i

Ol ft
ii

n:i:\ii
I'rau ford,

NAL
''

I".

i

i

ompant organ
ia" ford,

I'

to

line

:

;

;

;

—

:

•PARKERSBURG BRIDGE & TERMINAL (WA-

BASH). New line from Johnson. W. Va„ west
Surveys
Little
Hocking. Ohio, 11 miles.
completed and rights of way secured. Grading
started some time ago. but work was suspended.
Permission granted by the Secretary of War to
S. D.
build a bridge across the Ohio river.
Brady, Parkersburg, W. Va., is Chief Engineer.
PAULS VALLEY. Chartered in Oklahoma, with
$5,000,000 capital, to build from Ada, Ind. T.,
Wichita Falls. Tex. The disouthwest
to
to

—

rectors include:
3. C. Amendt. Chicago, PresiAlbert
dent
W. M. Freeman, Vice-President
Kennie, Secretary and Treasurer J. B. Thompson, S. J. Garwin and J. C. Hybarger, of Pauls
Vallev, and A. P. Williams, John Upshaw and

»

:

;

;

P. J. Stovall. of

Wanetta.

•PAWNEE RAILROAD. — Contracts

Johns-

to

let

ton & Gromniott Bros., of Afton, 111., for grading and track work, and to the Wisconsin Bridge
Iron Co., of Milwaukee. Wis., for the steel
bridges on an extension of this road from Pawnee. HI., southeast. 16 miles, to Taylorville. on
the Baltimore ft Ohio and the Wabash
.v.

PEA KIVEI! VALLEY & GULF.

-Projected line
Alabama from Opellka. southwest through
Union Springs. Itrundlge. Enterprise. Chancellor,
Geneva, Darlington and DeFuniak Springs. Ala.,

in

Portland. Flu,, on Clioctawhatchee Hay. on
No track
the Gulf of Mexico, about 100 miles.
The company intends to buy a short
laid.
north from DeFuniak
existing
running
line
Time for asking bids
Springs, about 12 miles.
The work
for the work lias not vet been fixed.
maximum grade
per cent., and
will be light
Includes three small bridges
light curvature.
Surveys completed for part of the Hue. Conlion to be made at Opellka, the northern
terminus, with lines running northwest to Birmingham. Ala-, and norlheasl to Atlanta. Ga.
From the southern terminus at Portland there
favorable water route through the East
is a
Pass Into the Bull of Mexico.
build
PEARL RIVER VAl.l.EY Incorporated to Pearl
a railroad from Jackson, Miss., np the
River Vallev through the counties of llankln
Kemper, wins
Scott, Leake, Neshoba, Noxul
ton :,n,i Lowndet to ColumbuB, Miss, or to »
the state
croealng
point Bontb of Columbus and
The Incorporators include:
line into Alabama
n.
Miss
Harrington,
Hog'
Blloxl.
Ro]
Derrick, of Milwaukee.
P.
Fulton, Ala. and
to

I

1

:

,

:

w

Wis
n \\i
Georgia,

\i

r.

i

MBRIDGE
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Bainbrldge

Clllfle

W

.1

to

10

to

Coast

Pi

it
about 52 mile..
eventually extend the road

to

The

on the Gulf coast

nolnl

Chartered
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Intention

ci ii
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a capital of $1
be Atlantic
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with

I'eiiiam.
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PENDLETON
Count;
4!,

•

In

i

,

J.

,

PENINSULA
e in,

Chartered

.

Ore

in
Umatilla
Pendleton,
ounl \
Morrofl
to 1 lepnei
Bmlth, C H. Carter. T
are
of
Pendleton
I!
Raley,
i..e mo, i
(Mar 17,
In Callfor
tl
(Eleotrlcl
I

mil,

and

PHBRN
from

build

io

,,m,i.

r

City,

24 miles, proposes to build the following extenFrom Cardwell north to Poplar Bluff,
sions
from Cardwell west to
Mo., about 50 miles
Paragould, 12 miles from Manila southwest to
Marked Tree, 30 miles, and from Manila southNothing has been
east to Osceola, 16 miles.
done since last year, but projects not abandoned.
W. E. Winnis is Chief Engineer F.
Quinn, General Manager, and J. E. Thomas,
Second Vice-President, all of Cardwell. Mo.
PARIS, DEPORT & SOUTHEASTERN. Organized
in Texas to build a railroad from Paris to
R. F. Scott is
Rosalie, in Red River County.
President; Geo. I. Terrell. First Vice-President;
W. H.
Vice-President
Wright.
Second
J.
G.
Grayson, Third Vice-President: C. I. Broad,
Treasurer, and J. J. Dickerson, Secretary.

(

I

& GULF.

Orient.

lor

on

Duncan, Ind, T.. and
Guj non, Okla, T., to Trlnl

imlid a

Chief Engineer.

Pacific,

and Everett

Application

ft

miles of Ibis road

Northern

•PAN AMERICAN.— Contracts

i-i

Pacific.

ide in Louli lane to
'larks, Caldwell County,

chi
i'r

companv has since been changed to the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul of Washington.
The company has taken over the tidewater lands
recently bought in the name of James T. Woodward, President of the Hanover National Bank.
New York, and will form the western end of
H. R.
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
Williams, formerly General Manager of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, is President,
and E. J. Pearson, late Chief Engineer of the
of the

lies.

7

northwest to
The
Tnckson county, about BO mile
K
Broadvi ay, C
lude
P
Incorporal
silicic and
T. Whitehead
• u\ ERTi IN
foi
\
a
building
19
Contrai
C01
i

railroad,
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M |ered
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ii.
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OREGON WESTERN See Southern
hi miiii
NORTHWESTERN.

and Is also planning to con
f
C \
lo Lexington
10 mile
ii,,,.
T., la Prosldonl
'Ity, Okie
EggTest'on, Oklalioi
iimi General Vtano
•OKLAHOMA NORTHWESTERN, This company,
,.

I

POWEB

Thli
B \n.\\
8
company, operating B2 miles of railroad in Ore
ejui,
is
making surveys to build an extension
\

I

Iklal

OKLAHOMA INTERURBAN
riil

L

.1.

he

ollouslone

1

OREGON w

i"

I

-

:ltj
e

'

o

,1

Chartered
railroad from

a
no a terminal
In
northwesl of Oklahoma
sly
lo South Oklahoma, abou
"i nboiii
$300,000
uiside trackB, spins and freight and

i

noint i«
iino. mi
mil,..

TERMINAL.

CIT1

llvriim

Of

I

OKLAHOMA

western

the

The line to Marysvllle has been
bei- country.
completed.
miles
of spurs in
Thirl v live additional
southern Idaho ami northern Utah i" He- beet
Tin- longeal of these spins is from i/ognn.
ii, ids.
lull.
Contract tor building live miles from
lull, north lo Men. Ioii, lo Soien Hansen,
llvr

I

miles south of

i

on

Inn

Dwelles

lo

boundary line of Yellowstone Park, 75 miles
up the Henry Fork of the Snake river. The 65mlle stage ride from Monida to Dwelles, near
the lower Geyeer Basin, will thus be eliminated
To Marysvllle the new line will run through an
agricultural seel ion and beyond Is a heavy tim

SPRINGS

Lexington, thence north through
80
City, Ind. T., an
Loving
Lovejoj Con
miles.
Contract reported lei
to
lee.
Aral
building
for
Btructlon Co.
bbT
i,..
completed during the present year
:is saving thai
,i
Engb
Guj it
ntlre
work will ehortlj in- under wnj on n
lb,,.
The work Includes a steel bridge about
Canadian
river.
over
the South
3,000 ft. long
(See Oklahoma Intel ui

Idaho

villi-

city.

to

LINE. Extension under the
Anlhonv Railroad, from Marys

of the St.

'i

Oklahoma

this

Harriman line builds half, the Hill
the other half, and they both will use the

Edwards,

•OKLAHOMA

about

nothing competitive

Is

building, the

Wilken, E. Overall

in

—

ward and Beaver Counties in Oklahoma; thence
The directin all about 777 miles.
to Denver

PACIFIC RAILWAY.— Incorporated under this
name in Washington, with a capital of $3,000,000, to build a railroad from Seattle southeast
The name
to Wallula, Wash., about 300 miles.

—

Oregon with capital of $1,000,000 to build a railroad from Natron, Ore., the
present terminus of the Springfield branch of
the Southern Pacific, east to Ontario, Ore., on
This
the Oregon Short Line, about 320 miles.
is a Southern Pacific company.
•OREGON RAILROAD & NAVIGATION. Branch
from Elgin, Ore., to Joseph. Ore., 63 miles.
This is to develop the
Grading under way.
Incorporated

DENVER

:

completed
Eighteen-Mile

OREGON EASTERN (SOUTHERN PACIFIC).

;

c. <;. Jones.
ors include
bolser, G. W. Carle and
ia city.
Oklal

to build a railroad
miles.

Emmett. about 30

Ore., to

Bids asked for the work,
be built at once.
but no contracts have yet been let.
The work
will be light and includes a bridge over the
Snake river. Maximum grade 1.5 per cent., and
O. V. Allen, of
the maximum curvature 5 deg.
Boise City. Idaho, and O. C. Wright, of Sumpter,
Information
Ore., are the engineers in charge.
will be furnished by Mr. Wright.

I

OKLAHOMA

let.

To

•OKLAHOMA

its

building

is

with its own forces a branch line from a point
on the main line at Camp 13 to Trinidad, Cal.,
three miles, and another from Little River Spur
Camp Nine to Camp Sixteen, 3 miles. Grading
completed for 3.5 miles and track laid for 2.5
miles.
The company is planning to extend the
line from Trinidad. Cal.. to Redwood creek, 30
miles additional, for which surveys have been
completed.
W. W. Peed, Eureka, Cal., is Chief
Engineer.
It has not yet been decided when

President, and Henry Jarvis & Co., Chicago, are
lie engineers.
& TEXAS. Incorporated with cap.oo" to build a line from Oklahoma
ital of $5,
Wichita
Palls. Tex., about 200 miles.
city to
Bridges will be buill over the South Canadian
Ind. T; over the Wichita
rivetTuttle,
neat
river near Lindsay. Ind. T., where a right of way
has been granted for 10 miles through thai
town, and oyer the Red river north of Henri
Surveys completed and contracts to lie Ie1
etta.
soon.
CENTRAL.- This road, which was
be Canadian Valley & Western, has
formerly

commenced grading on

—

OPELOUSAS, GULF & NORTHEASTERN.—Sur-

Bros., of Oklahoma City, for
14 miles of this proposed road
It is to
the Verdegris river.
evi ntually be extended to Pryor Creek via BarG. M.
tlesville, Ind. T., in all about 00 miles.
Green ami C. R. Havighorst, of Guthrie, Okia.
T., are interested.
This pro&
posed road is to run from Elk City. Okla. T..
to a noint in Beaver County, about loo miles.
Grading begun by the company from lioxey.
Okla. T., northwesterly for about 75 miles and
track laving will be commenced early this spring.
E. E. Niess, 171 La Salle street, Chicago, is
first

from Chelsea

Pa-

SOUTHWESTERN. Incorpo&
rated in Michigan to build from Ontonagon
southwesterly to the Presque Isle river, 40 miles.
(Mar.
T. Nester, Detroit. Mich., is President.
17, 1905.)

Maney

to

let

tract

BEATRICE

let

to Slick Brothers, of Council, Idaho, for building 6.5 miles of an extension from Council, Idaho,
to Stevens, 14.50 miles. Track has been laid from
Surveys made
Council for about four miles.
for an extension from Stevens to Meadows, 16
miles, and beyond that place to Leeds, Idaho,
an additional 10 miles. A. E. Fox, Weiser,
Idaho, Chief Engineer.

(Electric). —

ONTONAGON

:

building the

.V

Union

;

PACIFIC & IDAHO NORTHERN. — Contract

Contract let to J. II. Piper, of Ashland, for
grading Ibis proposed electric road from AshWork under
land, Neb., to the Platte river.

CENTRAL. Incorporated in the
Stale of Washington, with capital of $2,000,000.
The directors include Frank
to build railroads.
Grogan, .1. S. Jurey, W. R. Bell, J. J. McCafterty
and M. O. Riley. Office at Lootnis, Wash.

•OKLAHOMA

SOUTHWESTERN.— See

&

cific.

—

OKANOGAN

Oklahoma

in

—

The Pacific Coast Co. is to
build a branch of its Pacific Coast Railway from
a point on the line at Santa Maria, Cal., to Shualso from Santa Maria to
man, three miles
Shuey, seven miles.

PACIFIC COAST.

with authorized capital of $8,000,000 to build
from I'awhuska, in the Osage Nation, via the
Middle Saline reservation. Woodward County,
and Kenton, Beaver County, to a point in Union
County, N. Mex., passing through the Osage and
Kaw 'reservations and the Counties of Pawnee,
Kay, Noble, Garfield, Grant, Woodward and
Heaver, in all 450 miles. The incorporators are:
W. Graham, Paul D. Howse and Sidney II. Selig,
of Chicago, and John A. Stine and H. A. Noah,
of Alva.

miles permanently lofrom Johnson Stand, Tenu..
Southern (old Tenu. Central), north to
Jamestown. .'if miles, through a territory eon
talnlng timber, coal and oil.
It is proposed
eventually to extend the road north to the Ohio
river near Louisville.
The work includes one
bridge.
William Cooper, of Maryland, Tenn..
President, and .1. E. Jones, of Monte rev.
is
Tenn., Secretary and Treasurer.
Major R. J.
Moscrep. <»t" Maryland, Tenn., is the engineer in
charge of the work.
OHIO RIVER NORTHERN.— Chartered in Ohio
with capital of $50,
to build from East I.iv
erpool to Lisbon, Columbia County. 21 miles. The
incorporators include:
John C. Wallace, Alfred
T. Kelley, J. N. Vodrey. G. W. Clark and L>. M.
McLane.

and

The route

cated.
on the

119
Southerland, M. E. Rives and S. J. Lazarus, of
San Francisco, with capital of $1,500,000, to
build a railroad from San Pedro to Los Angeles,
about 25 miles.

dad, Colo., commenced grading work in SeptemA contract has been let to
ber of last year.
George B. Sutton, of Doxey, Okla. T., for building from Doxev to Berlin. 10 miles. Other eonG. A. St. John, 171 La
tracts will soon be let.
Salle street, Chicago, 111., is Chief Engineer.

Secre-

Brcazeale,

J,

tary.

proposed road

—

I

I

ol

-

001

to build

:n

i

1

.
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rom San to
bj
n aj oi Stanford
\h,,,
San
Redwood
llty and
San Francisco, with a branch line to
latos and a number of ot ber bi anchi
b

ral
I

in

.

Iroad

i

'

Mateo

to

Loe
gregatlng 204 miles.
The directors are 0. A,
Bale
Chapln. G. Lo on, \v. C. Vndre
a. E. wilder,
n Is expected that the San
Pre
& Los Oatos Co., of n bleb 0. A. Hale
dent, and also the Mi. Hamilton Exploitation
Co., win be me
nto the new corporation.
The latter has completed two surveys to the sum
in
of Mi. Haml
one
waj oi
e
and the other 03 way of Alum Rock. The plans
r:h hint;
include
the
Of the new
»

.

i

i

I

I

t

i>

way

ii

"ii

i

as

—
follows

'Extension of the classification yard at
Hollldaysburg, Pa., and on an extensive westbound yard at that place.
*New yard facilities at the Morrlsville, Pa.,
terminus of the Trenton cut-off.
*At Philadelphia the widening and lengthening of the tracks on the south side of the new
iBroad street station.

i

..I

i

i

I

i

bet w ieii

it-

l'..;i

|

l

y

a lid

Soul

b

-

Prom

Jun<
Beatty to Southwi
the new worl req
an ex
pendlture of al
$1,250:000, and allows the
abandonment of the
Donohoe tunnel, single
!,,,,loo
ira. k, a!, mil 3 nun 11
]|
in. Iu.|.
.11
..... ai Ion, BOO eu. yds. Of e.i,
..i
mi
masonry, 300 cu yds. of overhead masonry, BO,
nno lbs ol
a
Iraln
pipe and 30.750
When it is completed
lineal feel of tracklaylng.
onlj for handling
the present road is to be
relghl
ea -i bound
On I be four rack line be
tween Beatty and the east end of the Donohoe
tunnel the work Includes Too.
cu, yds. of ex
cavatlon,
:u.
yds. of bridge masonry. 50,
lbs of casl Iron di aln pipe and 44,000 lineal
i.i of track laying.
II. s.
Kerbaugh, Inc., has
the coni ract on the eastern and the Drake &
si rat "ii Co.
the
western end,
on
Bel ween
Beatty and Greensbnrg eight miles, about one
mile of the existing line win be used.
The seal
will be a new four- track line on a new right of
).';.

ion

i

miles

i

i

Middle division, between Petersburg and
e, and
a short section between Parkes
and Thorndale on the Philadelphia divi-

i

[

i

Junction.

the

|

i

burg

\

sion.

i

•Work

under way on the

is

and through the

of

citj

Sew

i

tui
All

ork.

l

line Into

the neces

I

sary land for the terminal station In New x*ors
has been boughl and tor mosl of that needed
for the terminal yard In Long island City.
The
con trad has been let for building a drawbridge
over the Hackensack river between Newark and
t

he

1

mis.

1

m

mm

i

-•Work is being pushed on the Bergen Hill
which is being driven from both ends.
<'<>.. «>f New York

tunnel

i

contractors.

is under way on a power house al
instation. New York
City.
The tun
under the city are being driven westward
from the main shaft at Firs! avenue and in both
directions from the
intermediate
shafts
at
Thirty-second and Thirty third streets between
Fourth and Madison avenues. The United Engineering & Construction Co. has the contract

•Work

.'

I

river,

The John Shields Construction
!lty,

t

I

t'iiy

'

:

;i

.

11.

and Blalrsvllle Intersection, and work is being
pushed between
11 >onohoe, and on the

mi
13 miii.
bet ween Johnston
and AI
n has aoi decided whether
toona, 30 miles,
the latter will be used for freight or passenger
service.
With these changes the companj will
have d double track road Independenl of its four
tract mi. mi line, from Pittsburg to Philadelphia
and New York, with the exception of 90 miles

I

upper portions of the valley with electric lines,
with San Jose" as a center, and roads on both
sides of the southern extension of the bay, ter
mlnatbag at San Francisco on one Bide and a1
it
is not
Oakland and Alameda on the other,
Improbable that the Southern Pacific Is Interested iii the new company.
PENNSYLVANIA. This company has work under-

Vol, XL., No.

1

terminal

way.

nels

•Other contracts al a cosl <>f aboul $5,000,
000 are reported lei for the four-track work on
the Pittsburg division.
These include digging
a new channel 4,000 ft. long for the c.,n,-nia ugh
river to change Its '-nurse bo as to avoid two
new bridges. The contracts are ;is follows: For
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coating.

and

this lubricating property insures

application,

as
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as

saving

in

thorough
labor and
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brushes.

not crack nor blister, is suited to
readily covers other paints, and
durable coating
of

classes
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a lubricant,

is

for
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and

all
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Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.
Jersey City, U.
ESTABLISHED

1827.

S.

A.

OLDEST AND LARGEST OF THE KIND

IN

Erecting Shop, Pittsburg and Lak<l

THE WORLD

Structural Steel

——

*At East Liberty, Pittsburg, a new passenger
station and new freight houses.
*On the Cherrytree & Dixonville. a branch

West Brownsville Juncthe Monongahela. 4.5
connection
is to be made with the
miles, where
Pennsylvania. Monongahela & Southern, which
under construction for the purpose of
la now
further developing the Monongahela valley.
*Other wort to be carried out during the
line is being built from
the valley of
tion, up

present year Includes the extension of the fourtrack system on the Mid. lb- and Pittsburg divisions, and revision of alinement and grades in
The four-tracking
connection with that work.
between New York and Pittsburg will soon be
complete, with the exception of two three-track
sections, on" s.-vn miles long between Spruce
Creek and Tyrone Gorge, and the other one 3.5
miles Immediately easl of Conemaugh.
•The lov grade freighl line from Vorkhaven
on the Susquehanna, eastward to Glenloch, will
soon be completed, and will furnish an independent route wiih maximum grades of 0.3 per
cent,

eastbound

and

|M!

westbound

between

Marysville, west of Harrlsburg. and Morris vl lie.
near Trenton, which are L87 mil a apart.
'Construction will be started at once on an
additional freight line aboul :><> miles long from
Morrisvilie, Pa., to Newark. N. J., which is being
built under the corporate name of the Pennsylvania & Newark, and one from Glenloch, Pa., to
Philadelphia, 20 miles.
A line Is to be built to relieve the Pittsburg division, between Pitcalrn and Blalrsvllle,

From the
between First and Seventh avenues.
terminal eastward these tunnels will descend at
a .5 per cent, grade to Fifth avenue: thence a
•
1
per cent, grade carries it to the lowest
point under the East river.
At Fifth avenue
the tracks will be 50 ft. and at First avenue 70
ft. below the surface.
On the Fast river section the shields are in place on the Manhattan
side and work is in progress toward the river.
The shafts on the Long Island side are not yel
completed, but considerable work lias been done
on them and at the eastern portal of the tunnel
1

City.
The corporate name of
under the Hudson river is the Penn
sylvan la, New Jersey & New York, and the corporate name of the tunnel to conned the Penn
sylvania and Long Island roads is the Pennsyl
Contract for
vania, New York & Long Island.
building the two tunnels under the Hudson river
let to the
0'B.ourke engineering Construction
Co. s. Pearson & Son, Ltd., have the contracl Cor
the tunnels under the East River from New York
in

Long Island

the tunnel

to

Long Island

progress.

equipment

&

— *On
determined

<

City.

Work

on both contracts

for
electrification
lontracts
to Westlnghouse, Church,

let

In

and
Kerr

Co.

n
the West Jersey & Seashore ii has
to electrify a line from Camden via
Contract for the
Newfleld to Atlantic city.
electrification given to the General Electric Co.
and for other work to P. MeManus, of I'hibi
delphla.
•The four-track system on the Pittsburg
division has been completed between Bolivar

—

1

Work

grading and masonry from Sang Hollow. Pa.,
to Seward, to II. S. Kerbaugh (Inc.), Philadelphia from Seward to N F tower, at New FlorMcMemanin & Sims, Philadelphia
ence? to
from that point to the Coke Ovens east of Lockport ( to include changing the course of the
Conemaugh) to the Eyre Construction Company,
:

;

of Philadelphia, and "from the Coke
Bolivar, to Thomas F. Kerns & Son.
ville.
This work covers about 16 miles,
be completed this year.

Ovens
of

and

to
Pitts
is to

—

*Other contracts reported let in connection
with four-tracking and straightening of lines
on the Middle division include the following:
Masonry for the bridge to be built over the
Juniata" at Mount Union, and for the masonry,
grading and change of the line between that
piace and Newton Hamilton, about three miles,
from the latter
to the Drake & Strattou Co.
place to Vineyard, four miles, to P. MeManus.
of Philadelphia, and from Vineyard to Ityde, not
quite two mihs. to the Thomas McNally Co., of
Pittsburg, and for building a stone arch over the
Juniata at Ryde, to Sparks & Evans, of Phila:

delphia.

*The Drake & Stratton Co. are reported to
have a contract for building the Third street
branch of the Duuuesne Way elevated, at Pitts

The work
burg, at a cost of about $125,000.
Includes two bridges, one over Tenth and one
over Third s1 reel
*Contract reported let to Kerbaugh & Co.
for building a double-track freight line, aboul
20 miles long, for the Northern Central around

Paint-I

M

\ncn

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

L906.

16,

the city of Vork, Pa., to start at Big Conewago
creek, a short distance smith of York llaveu,
running south t" Eniigsville, thence around the
north and west sides of 5fork and meeting the
main line near the Maryland Btate boundary.
•Double-tracking of five miles on the Peters
burg branch
Contract reported lei to Menamiu
.V:
Slmms of Philadelphia, tor double-tracking on
the Petersburg branch
from Cloverdale i" u
point west of Clover Creek Junction, 2'.. miles.
Contract reported let to the .Millard McUraw
Construction Co., of Philadelphia, for similar

work from Clover Creek Junction

to

—

—

eastbound thoroughfare; thence it will curve to
the north, passing over 68th and (tilth streets
thence southward, crossing over 73d and under
Haverford
avenue. Westminster street. Vine
street, over Race. Arch and Ashhurst streets to
the city iine at Cobb's creek, between Coleman
avenue and Woodbine street". The ordinance
provides that no street is to be crossed at grade.
:

let

l

to the

John

Dyer Co. for

T.

yard at West Morrisvllle, the
Trenton cut-off with the New
There will he about 50 miles or

large

a

of the
division.

Sork

rack 'aid.

reported for a new freight line
of Baltimore, to*be about lo
miles long.
Will he a surface road the entire
distance, leaving main line <if the Philadelphia,
si, miner's
Run.
Baltimore & Washington at
Connection to be made -.villi the Frederick Hoard
extension on the south side of Baltimore.

Surveys
around the

city

Cherry Tree &
— See
See New York Connecting.

Dixonville.

Franklin

Forge, 'J'j mill's.
Contracts call for completion
of the work by May 1.
'Proposed low grade freight line within thcity limits of Philadelphia.
The proposed route
starts at the Intersection of 56th street and the
main line, ami rims west under 62d street and
Lancaster avenue, paralleling Malvern avenue:
thence under 63d street, Gross street, 64th
street and 66tta street to a point west of the

'Contract

making
junction

PENNSYLVANIA & NEWARK.— See

Pennsylva-

nia.

PENNSYLVANIA LINES WEST. — Double-tracking

of the Cleveland & Pittsburg from Steubenvitle,
Tyventy-five acres
Ohio, to Bellaire. 25 miles.
of land bought in the town of Burlington. O.. a
mile north of Wheeling. W. Va.. on the west side
of the Ohio river.
It is stated that the company
will remove the 250 houses in the town this

summer and

establish large yards on the site.
to be carried out by the Pennsylits controlled lines, including the Vandalia, during the present year, includes double-tracking at a cost of $1, 200. 000.
track elevation in Indianapolis at a cost of
.$270,000, and a new freight house at the same

— TheCompany
work
and

vania
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sex Street Railway; Chenango Northern Street
Railway; Midland Sli
Railway; Centra!
Newcastle Street Railway: Chenango Stud
Railway, and the Newcastle Northern Street
I

Railway
Surveys completed for a line from Pittsburg east to the Atlantic seaboard through
central
Pennsylvania counties. The final survey leaves Alleghany by way of Millvale,
Sharpsburg and Etna, paralleling the old Pittsburg •& Western, across the county to a point
on the river near White Rock, thence following the Alleghany to the mouth of the Kiskiminetas and thence down that stream to a
point near Leechburg, thence toward Southbend
and Shelocta, whence it follows the line surveyed about two years ago to Indiana
thence
to Two
Licks Creek, following thai
stream
through Pine Flats to Summit, and thence to
Cherry-tree and east along the west branch of
the Susquehanna, through Clearfield, Center
Union and Snyder Counties. No definite information as to who is behind this project.

—

;

PENNSYLVANIA

WESTERN.-—Charter granted
Pennsylvania to build from Redbank Juncin Armstrong County, to Enon, in Lawrence County. 60 miles.
Surveys made, but
nothing done toward securing the right of
way.
Edward B. Taylor, Sewlcklev, Pa., is
in

tion,

President.

Dixon's
Silica-Graphite Paint
ONE QUALITY
FOUR COLORS
The

work and metal surfaces of railroad
viaducts and buildings are quickly
weakened and destroyed by sulphurous gases,
cinders and steam, combined with exposure to
the elements.
For adequate protection, the
paint used must be of inert pigments and linseed oil. Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint is of
correct proportions of the best inert pigments and linseed oil that can be used in paint
making. Time tests the efficiency of a paint.
Dixon's four standard
colors have service
records in all climates.
steel

bridges,
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Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.
Jersey City, U.
Iroad,
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THE WORLD
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Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint.

This work
avenue co

<

*

involves
Iross

a

reel
rcm-ln-il

tunnel

from

Lancaster

si

A-ivi'iiH-Tit

will]

the City

author!

»J
of Philadelphia in regard to elevatl
to
Norrla street.
tracks from Venango street
Kroai Venango to Cambria street a retaining
Cambria streel to
wall will Im> built, and it
The Philadelphia
Norrla street .1 steel pladuet.
A Reading tracks will pass underneath a1 Tren
inn avenue near Lehigh avenue.
The cob1 Is
estimated at $1,500,000, of which the eltj will
pay $750,000.

lies

New

1

Thompson

C.
tract.
I).

Washington,
station
at
Starrett *v Co. have Lhe con

.tin ina

1

Surveys made for extending the Turtle
Creek branch, which runs from Stewart, Pa., on
the Pittsburg division, northeast to Export, 10.4
miles, east to Blalrsvllle, on the Wesl Penney]
s miles.
vania di v iBlon, about
•Work reported begun on an extension <>t
in-ill
division from [ta present tet
the Mot
minus at wesl Brownsville, aouthwesl to Rice's
La mi int;. in Green County, Pa., 12 miles.
The
new line will run through a rich coal reglou,
in
huh. to
transportation facilities
11
nils spring,
is
expected to complete 11
when
in- southern
terminus
a iiiM' win in' inii 11 from
north through Washington County to a conne<
wiih the Ellsworth branch, making a loop
t Ion
11 mile
•Contract for a
extension from
Brownsville, Pa., to Rice's Landing h-i to 8 u
iirnii, iii unlontown, Pa.
Keller
Crossan, of
Philadelphia, will do tim grading.
1

1

1

<

1

*\c

Bids for the freight
to cost
$380,000.
bouse will soon be asked.
—•The work of depressing the tracks in
Allegheny City, Pa«, begins al Ridge avenue
and runa to a point 700 St. west of Washing
ton avenue, a distance of about 5,000 ft.
A
contract for the grading and masonry has been
place

the Col

'acting Co., Pittsburg,
progress.
There will be
blghwaj bridges, which have
three overhead
been
tracted for.
Con trad lei to the Ker
baugb Construction C
pany, of Philadelphia,
for completing the track work
through Alle
gheny, from a point near Marlon avenue to
island avenue.
Tracks will pass beneath the
crossings al
North avenue, Pennsylvania ave
nue and w ai hlngton hi reet.
The w ork will
cost in the neighborhood of $1,000,000
Elevation of tracks in Cincinnati ellmlnai
lug 28 cro Binge and costing about $1,500,000.
'"''
small pari
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PENSACOLA,

VLABAMA

WESTERN

.v

\.

01 dins
wspaper reports this com pa
being
lacked
adlcate, nnd has
all eadj
peni
pi ellmlnai
n
urvcj
for Its proposed road from Memphl
r
1

'

1

\

j

-

Pem
The

'i

n

enl Ire

cos!

branch

to Blrmlu
would

road

W
K
Ulen,
ol
Conucll
Pa., has niade some of the sun
wis ii i;\
PENS VI "i \ Mil \ii-.i s
1

c

pnnj

,v

reported Incorporated
d
\n
Plorlds »
Ki
9
J. D. Stlllman,
.v
Bl Ol »mi NX3 PON
CHAMPAIGN
is

<

Uabama and

1

\

Incor

to build a railroad from
Watervalley and Meridian

via

.

Miss.,
Pensacola, Pis
to
100 miles
11
Forsj th, of Memphis, ami j. \v. Buchanan, At
torney for the St.
8 San Francisco, are
Incorporators,
Mar.
7.
1005
PENS VCOl A & NOR it 1: \s pi:kn
bartered Id
Alabama to build a railroad
roui
Andalusia,
Ala.,
southwesi to Pensacola, Pla., about I Oil
miles.
Incorpot atoi
ln< ludc
P C Breni
S
Vvery, C. m Covington, S
B m
tod

Ident,

1

the

1

MEMPHIS AIR LINE

&

Mississippi

in

Memphis, T.-nn

1

pi

work n 111
itarted
Second track on the Cincinnati Division of
Pittsburg. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis
between Foster, 0., and Morrow, i" miles
Pre
llmlnary aurves s made,
ri;\\ss
\\i \ ROADS
Charters have
n
granted In Pennsylvania to the following 00m
panles, of oil of which Edison Ripley, of Sher
man, n. v., in President;
Northern Middle
before

porated

'

Rookwood Crossing of Eastern ave
tool subway al Brooklyn street, con

at
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PEORIA,

SOUTHEASTERN,

-Organcapuai 01 -> UU,0Uu, to
Pekln south
through
Tazen ell, Mason, Menard, Sangamon, Chrisuuu
unu dontgumery Counties to ttamsey, in Fayette county, "ii the Toledo, St. Louis & Westu is proposed to enter
ern, about ISO miles,
Peoria ovei
the
Lermlnai company's traces
from Pekin.
Che principal office will be in Pe
oria.
the incorporators and first board of ill
rectors Include;
Guy Talbott, Kobert 1J Jack,
\\. r. Irwin and B. a. Bolt 111, of Feorla; P. L.
Sal tons tall, of boston, .Mass., and W. ii. Trumbull, Of Salem, .Mass.
ized

ii

build

,

a

.v

u

ii ii

.1

i

Erom

rullroad

.

Work In progress fr
northerly through Butterfield and
northeast
turougn uonsauie Lo vVnn
Eight
tington,
Garland County,
23
miles.
miles completed lasi year.
The line is evenxu
Ark.
a.
all]
to be
extended
to
Waldron,
Strauss, Chemical building, St. Louis, Mo., is
Presiuent.
iMar. l«, iIjuo.j

•PERLA NORTHERN.
Perla,

Ark.,

cueiice

PHILADELPHIA
has been made
grade crossings

—Announcement
plan for abolishing

READING.

&

tne

that

lie
on
New York division oj
tnis road has oeen agreed upon by the railroad
and the Pnlladelpiua city authorities. The
plans call for the elevation of the traces from
spring t.aruen street, near the terminal, norm
turough Aimn street, fur a distance of about
one mite, on an elevated steel structure. Lhis
is to a point just soutb of Columbia avenue
station,
Thence north tne line will be on au
earth embankment, crossing about ten streets
on bridges to
umoerianu strei i.
Ai
tnis
point the tracks will be depressed, reaching the
low grade at the Huntington streel sun inn,
and remain depressed passing German town
Junction to about Seventeenth street,
where
they will again be raised, with a grade ot' 1.06
per cent., ana continued on an elevated structure to Wayne Junction, crossing about seven
streets on elevated structures.
(

>

Surveys under way for a new line to supersede tne present line between Pottsville and
bhamokin, whicn has two heavy grades. The
plan provides for a road to leave the Schuylkill
river at Schuylkill Haven and to use the -dine
hill branch via
resson, West Wood J unction
and Middle
reek,
suburb of Tremont. A
a
tunnel will have to be built from .Middle Creek
he North river, but it will be only halt as
to
long as Hie tunnels heretofore planned in the
vicinity "i Minersville.
West from this tunnel
the line would pass through \ alley V lew and
Begins, and run thence via till ingerst own to the
Susquehanna river. This would give a route
miles
from Clinton to Sunbury,
13 or 20
shorter than the present.
*.\ grading contract nas been lei to Smith
& Campton for work from Pottstown, Pa., to
Liuneld, work now under way.
he cut at
Liniieid, which is one of the longest on the
division, will be widened 32 ft. to accommodate two additional tracks. Grading is also
under way between Topton and Alburtis. Six
'

I

t

—

1

miles of track will be laid early this spring.
*Work in progress on a subway to be built
under the tracks at Rutherford stacion and one

between

Boyd

and

Rutherford

The

stations.

company

gradually abolishing grade crossis
ings and building subways on its line entering
Work will be commenced
Harrisburg,
Pa.
shortly by the Central Pennsylvania Traction
Co. on a* subway to pass under the Reading
tracks at Paxtang avenue, Paxtang. and work
is now in progress on
a subway under the
Reading tracks near Beaver station.

SCHUYLKILL VALLEY.—

PHILADELPHIA &

Chartered in Pennsylvania with $150,000 capital, to build a 15-mile line from Mill Road and
Keystone avenue, Ipper I >arhy Turnpike, l >eia
ware County, to the northeast corner of Fifth
l

Bridgeport, Montgomery
streets.
The directors are: Loren N. Downs,
Mawr, President
W. Robinson Molinaird. W. Evans Smith, George A. Chrisman,
Ernest S. Chrisman. William Darling and Wil-

and

DeKalb

County.

Bryn

:

liam H.

Ford of Philadelphia.

•PHILADELPHIA

WESTERN

&

(Electric).—

Chartered to build a railroad from Sixty-third
streets, Philadelphia, west to l'arkesburg. in Chester County, 45 miles.
Work un-

and Market

W.

der way.

Jaques M.
Manager.

T.

Van Brunt

is
President and
Philadelphia,
General

Bramlette,

-A

•PHILADELPHIA

eon
RAPID TRANSIT.
tract has been given to the E. E. Smith Contracting Co. to build the Market street subway
around the City Hall from Fifteenth street
Now in operation
eastward to Juniper street.
from the west bank of Schuylkill river to 15th
street.
The cosl of the work will be about
13,000,000.
com•PHI] [PPINE
ROADS. syndicate
posed of Cornelius Vanderbilt, .r. G. White
Co.. of New v<Tk; Charles M. Swift Detroit;
William Salomon & Co., II. U. Wilson, Heidelbach. Ickelhelmer & Co., and the International
Banking Co., all of New York, lias been given
contracts for building 100 miles on the Island
of Negros, L00 miles on Panay and
miles on
''I'M.
."i
a1
est Imated
cosl
of
$10 000,
The work is being done bj J, (1 White & Co..
who made the preliminary survey on the
island of Panay: construction work will be
easy from NoIIo to Canez
eosi will be al
a mile, this high estimate being due to
535,1
the necessity of providing against great tl
Is.
>n
he Isla ii. i.i Negri he line la from Ju
maymaya
w
t
coa
to E ca lante on
the northeast
Danao, the port of Escalante,
will make a a excel leu
barb
n hen
be bar
has been dredged from
he mouth, and
d
provide anchorage foi
Island of Ne rros.
Is
[mated that on<
he
railroad
d
;ar outpul
may
be increased to $400.
tons, while the
enl outpul
Is
less than
80,
tons,
In the
highlands here are housa ad
of acres of tl n
berland ai present una a lable
ecau
difB
iii
cult ies
of
n
planned
to
lmiid many spurs from the main line of the
road tapping these timber lands.
v

>.v

'.i.">

*

*

•

i

:

i

1

li

i

i

i

I

I

i

1

i

1
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Bids have been submitted by Speyer & Co.,
New Xorki for building tines In southern
Luzon, from Manila to Batangas, with brunches
to sauta Cruz and Lucena
Pasacao to Legaspl
and Tobaco, and Manila to Cavlte and Naic,
29 miles,
in Dorthern Luzon speyer & Co. pro
pose to build 86 miles of branch lines to be
operated In connection with the existing rail
road from Manila to Dagupan, also a Line from
the latter place to Camp Number One, an add
tlonal •_•;> miles.
They propose to build all the
above lines wlthoul the goveri
mt guarantee
a second bid has been submit ted by the same
of

;

I

people Cor building a line from Dagupan to
Laoag, conditional upon the acceptance of the
former bid.
On the latter tney ask for the
lull guarantee.
Speyer *v Co. propose to operate
the new lines in connection with the present
railroad iu Luzon, making an aggregate length
of 20b miles.
There wen- do bids submitted
for the railroads on the Islands of Leyte and Samar.
The conditions which obtain on the Islands
of Panay and Negros are practically duplicated
on 'elm, so far as railroad const ruetiou is con
cerned.
Cebu, the main city on the island is
on the west coast, and Argoa, a cable port, is
ou the eft-si coast.
*

•PIERRE & FORT PIERRE BRIDGE & RAILWAY. -Incorporated In South Dakota, with
capital of $10,000. to build a railroad three
miles long from the western terminus of the
lines of the Chicago & North-Western, in the
city of Pierre, over the Missouri river to the
eastern terminus of the lines of the Pierre,
Rapid City & Northwestern, in the town of
The est ma led cost of the work
Fort
Pierre.
is $!
The principal work is the bridge
,000
The incorporators are: K. \V.
over the river.
Stewart, O. II. McCarty, Of Huron; Marvin
Hughitt, John M. Whitman and J. B. Rcdtield.
of the Chicago A: North-Western.
i

RAPID CITY & NORTH-WESTERN
(CHICAGO ,V NORTH-WESTERN ). The Wins

•PIERRE,

—
Minneapolis, which has

ton Bros. Co., of
the general contract for building this extension of the
from
west
North-Western
Pierre,
S.
Dak.,
through Stanley and Lima Counties, to Rapid
City, about 155 miles, has sublet a six-mile sec
lion of the work to the Calhoun Construction
Company, oi Spearfish, S. Dak.
The work will
begin at a point about '2~> miles west of Rapid
City.

—

PIKE

COUNTY. Incorporated in Arkansas, to
railroad from Gurdon, in Clark County,
northwest to Hollywood, about 14 miles.
hi
Incorporators include:
C.
C.
Jackson, C. G.
Carpenter and M. J. Hall, of Clark County,
and William Grayson and N. W. MeLeod. of St.
build a

I

Louis.

BLUFF

PINE

SOUTHERN.— Chartered

&

to

build from Pino Bluff, Ark., via Ladd, Barry
and Yorktown, to Star City, Mo. S. C. Alexander. W. II. Langford and R. G. Atkinson, of
;

Pine Bluff,

Ark.,

are directors.

Arkansas with a capital stock of $600,000,
to build a road from Pine Bluff, Ark., to Lonoke.
4*>
miles.
C.
Incorporators ir* elude E
Howell, William Nichols, W. N. Trulock, C. S.
Bacon and E. B. Bloom.
in

NORTHERN.—

in
Incorporated
&
Missouri with capita! of $50,000 to build from
Pineville. McDonald County, northeast about 40
miles to Monett, where connection is to be made
with the St Louis & San Francisco. The stockholders include
John A. Sturges, Adair W.
Noel and E. E. Coffee, of Pineville.
Office at
Pineville.
New line to
PINEY RIVER & PAINT
be built by the MacDonald Colliery Co. from
BeCkley, Raleigh County. W. Va., north to a
point near the mouth of Mossy creek, in Fayette County,
connecting with the Deepwater
:

CREEK.—

Railroad.

PITTSBURG & BUTLER STREET.— Contract

let

to the Ferguson Contracting Co., of Pittsburg
and Xew York, for the grading, masonry work
and track laving on this proposed electric railroad from Etna. Pa., north to Butler, touching
Mars and Velancia. The officers of the company are principally Pittsburg capitalists, sev-

eral of whom
Trust Co.

are connected with the Pittsburg

•PITTSBURG & CROSS CREEK. — Chartered

in

Pennsylvania, with
$70,000 capital, to build
from Pryor Station on the main line to the
Wabash-Pittsburg Terminal northerly along the
north branch of Cross creek to a connection
with the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
Lens at Bnrgettstown, Washington County.
Contract reported let to the
I.i. seven miles
Glanini Construction Co.. of Pittsburg, Pa. The
directors are
X. F. San ford. Pittsburg, President; .1 W. Boileau. B, U. Young. S. A. Wartman, w. Craig Lee, F. P. Patterson and J. R. D.
Husi on
•PITTSBURG & LAKE ERIE.— Contracts reported let for a railroad from Leaver. Pa., to
East Liverpool, O., 24 miles, with the intention
ihe line to sicuh.-n
of ultimately extending
:

O.

ville.

PITTSBURG

WESTMORELAND
&
company in Pennsylvania

granted this
road from North Huntingdon in
land County; to Hermlnie, o miles
win Harrisburg, Pa., is Presidenl

a

Charter
to

build

WestmoreB B. Ir(Mar.

IT,

1905.)

•PITTSBURG, BINGHAMTON & EASTERN.—
Organized under the laws of Pennsylvania and
Now York to build a road from Ansonla, Pa.,
Lehigh Valley at Towanda, Ps
and the Northern centra! at Canton. Pa., to
Maximum grade
Blnghamton, \. Y., 143 miles.
cro sin

the

The road will reach numerous
er cenl
coal mi
Contract let to John R. Lee & Co.,
of New fork,
1.
B.
Gay .v Co., of Boston, are
the financial agents, and E. W. Sawyer. Newi

'

t

1

York,

is

Ponce City, in Kaj County, Oklo. 'J'., about
L50 miles.
A. C.
The Incorporators Include
Stitch, A. W. Shiilthls. .1. Jt. /,el K |er and A
to

:

Steininet/.,
eii.

and Charlea Mitch

Itiilepenilence,

ot

of Cherryvllle.

RAILWAY

PITTSBURG

s

Propo

Electric).

|

d

extensions on the nortli ami south shies oi the
Ohio river to conned Pittsburg with the Bi
\ alios
Traction Company
Bystem, which it
recently purchased.
-

PITTSBURG

si i:\vays.

syndicate headed
Mayor William B
a

subway

$10,000,

to cosl

made

Application

bj

a

by
Murray M. Verner and
Llayet for a charter to bulhl

starting ai Oliver
the BUI

>.

n.n. reaching

avenue and Smilhlieiil

face ai Neville street, In Bell field, where the
line will become a surface line.
A franchise for
the line through the down town district has

alread;

Brook>

granted.

en

bi

PITTSB1

SHAWMUT

K«:.

PITTSBURG,
Location

NORTHERN.—See

&

Mahoning.

&

llle

si

&

\|\n.i;\ ii.li:
being made

surveys

—
— Several
tempiaied

short extensions
the near future.
is President.

in

clarion.

J'a.,

Contract
burg,

Pa.,

::•;

branches conCharles ttaldrlck,

of

WESTMORELAND

•PITTSBURG,

CLAIUON.—
extension
miles.
Two

an

for

from Mill Creek, Pa., to Uallton,
miles completed last yeai

SOMERSET

&

to H,
[frank stark, of Greens
building an extension south

lei

for

Somerset, about

miles.

8

PLACERVILLE & LAKE TAIK iL.
In

t

la 1 1 for n la

rado

'"Mint y.
Tallac, 6fi miles.
pleted last year.
Lassen ami
J.

Cal.,

incorporated
from Placerville, Ll Do[e
!i
and
hence to
Eight miles to Camlno comJ. H. Swift, J. I». Brown. S.
W. J, Harnett, of Placerville,

to build
to Pino

i

i

(Mar. IT, 1905.)

Incorporators.

PLANT

i

ARCADIA & GULF.— This

CITY,

comoperating 15 miles of road out of Plant
planning to extend its road south
through Hopewell, All fla, Keysvllle, Fort Grace,
Castllia and Lilly, to Arcadia, 60 miles, through
timber territory.
Frank A. Wheeler, of Plant
City, Fla. la chief Engineer.
PORT ANGELES & F ASTERN.— The British
American Finance Co. reported organized to
build this road from Port Angeles, Wash., to
Olyinpia, 135 miles.
Surveys for the entire line
completed and in miles graded out of Fort
Angeles.
G. A. Gushing, Fort Angeles, is President,
Mar. 17. 1905.)
ny,

City,

Fla.. is

i

•PORT ARTHUR** HOUSTON &IIORT LINE.
Proposed road from Fort Arthur to Houston.
Tex», 85 milesi The new line wili provide a short
connection between Houston and Port Arthur.
Financial arrangements about completed and
engineers now making surveys.
Contract let to
II.
S. Best, of Port Arthur, Tex., for building
the first 40 miles.
There will be four steel
bridges and two draw bridges.
F. J. Hart. 507
Missouri Trust Building, St. Louis, Mo., is
President.

PINE BLUFF NORTH & SOUTH.—Incorporated

PINEVILLE

LI.

PORTLAND

Electric) .— Appli
& BRUNSWICK
made to build an extension through lai

cation
miles.

I

Falmouth

mouth,

and Cumberland. Me., 12
E. J. Lawrence. A. B. Page. S. A. Nye,
"Gerald and C. W. Davis, of Waterville,

A. P.
Me., are interested.

TORTLAND
from

LEWISTON.— Incorporated

&

Maine with a

in

capital of $130,000 to build a road

Portland, through
West Falmouth, West Cumberland, Gray, North
Gray, New Gloucester and Upper Gloucester to
Auburn, 32 miles. The proposed route is practically the same as that of the Lewiston &
Portland Railroad recently incorporated.
The
directors are
E. W. Gross, of Auburn
John
W. True, of New Gloucester Louis A. Goudy,
L. M. Leigh ton, T. M. Jackson and J. A. Beztrue, of Portland, and Frank Reddan, of Boston.
Merrills

Corner,

in

;

:

;

PORTLAND

&

RUMFORD FALLS.— Extension

projected from Oqisissoc. Me., north to Megantic, where connection
can be made with the
Canadian Pacific. Rights of way secured from
the Maine lake region to the Canadian border,
where 100,000 acres of land have been bought.
Three different routes are under consideration,
all of which permit of easy construction.
The
country is level and very heavily wooded.
& SEATTLE.— Organized by the
Northern Pacific and the Great Northern. The
road is being built from Kennewick, Wash., on
the Columbia river, opposite Pasco, west along
the north bank of the Columbia river to Vancouver, Wash., about 250 miles.
The work includes a tunnel 2.000 ft. long at Cape Horn
and bridges over the Columbia and Willamette
rivers.
When completed, this line will give
both roads a much more direct line from the
east to Portland.
This line parallels the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Companty's line
which runs along the soutb bank of the Columbia river from Wallula west to Portland.

PORTLAND

—

PORTLAND

& S< HJTHEASTERN. Chartered In
build
from
Portland.
Ashley
to
County. Ark., south to the Louisiana line, about
H. C. Bradlev. I. Kirk and H. C.
20 miles.
J. C.
Bain, of
Christy, of Cleveland. Ohio
Portland, and F. N. Vetter. of Buffalo, N. T.,

Arkansas

:

are interested.

Portland

& SOUTHWESTERN.—Incorporated
in Oregon with Sluo.oou capital to build a railThe Inroad from Scappoose to Nenalem Lay.
corporators include H.
kins, of Portland.

G-.

Piatt

and G.

J.

Per-

•PORTLAND, NEHALFM & TILLAMOOK.—Proline
in
Oregon from Portland west
jected
through Washington County and soutb through
Tillamook County.
Entrance to Portland over
Contract let to
the existing line to be made.
the Atlas Construction & Supply Co.. of San

Francisco,

for

laying

Other contracts;
Grove,

for

Thompson

let

Bros.,

i

for

the

on

rack

to Clark

clearing

first

& Dixon,

right

grading

of
first

20

miles.

of Forest

way. and to
three

miles

from nillsboro.

Superintended

i

PITTSBURG,
<

INDEPENDENCE

&

OKLAHOMA.

-Charioted in Kansas t0 build from Pittsburg,
Irawford County, southwest via Independence

POWELL'S

MOUNTAIN

MINERAL.-.-Proposed
line in Tennessee and Virginia from Lone Mountain. Tenn.. via Griggs, Xerxes and Nile, to

March
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SMITH MIXERS

1600

NOW

IN USE

Smith Mixers in use in large
numbers on every prominent

Railroad

The

fact that

many

so

the country

in

123

we have

sold

machines

of these

in

than five years is the best
argument we can offer in their
less

favor.

Contractors everywhere buy
the machinery that will save
1"

them the most money.

who do

not have

to consider expense

buy ma-

•

Engineers

chinery that gives the best
results
in the shortest time.

—

They

all buy Smith Mixers
preference to any other on
the market, because the Smith
Mixer is the most rapid,
thorough and economical.
*[

in

TKe Cyclone

Drilling

Machine

A well known New
is another money-maker.
York Contractor recently stated that he placed
one "Cyclone Contractor" on his work in
place of eight (8) steam drills, and it did the
drilling for blasting ahead of a 2 /2 yard steam
l

shovel,

well

as

as

the

eight

drills.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.
These machine^ are sent out on trial, or on
iron bound guarantee, to do the work as
represented.

Contractors Supply h.
Main
510
PITTSBURG
John
Pergu

L. Kirk

ST.
900

Office,

Equipment Co.
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

Old Colony Bldg.
KANSAS CITY

LOUIS

Wainwright

170

Bldg.

509

W.

5th

St.

ST.
201

Broadway

PAUL

German-Am. Bank Bldg.

Idg

W.

II.

C.

Mussen &

Co.,

Montreal, Que., Canadian Agents.

ATLANTA
1333 Candler Bldg.

—
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Fortj
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111c,

Paul,
mile

St.
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nill

<
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old
in

I.

lalro

PRESCOTT &

0!
to

..i

ade

gi
pi

\v.

I..
i

and them

s,

total

ii
i

i

I

which «iH
Goode,

River,
i.i.i

..r

:

les.
In-

I

used
&

Tennessee,

.\

Mm
i.

\r

Incorporated

In

I

and G

President

Manager.

ral

NORTH-WESTERN. This road,
which now runs from Prescott, Ark., northwest
miles, is being extended from
Elberta
to

PRESCOTT

.».

.':.".

Elberta to Daisy,
cott, is President.

made

N. Bemls,

CORPORATION.

SERVICE

PUBLIC

W.

miles.

li

Pres

-Petition

Public Service Cor]
tion nf New Jersey for authority to build an
electric road from Elizabeth, N. J., to Rahway,
nil. >ut
eight miles.
PI

been

by

the

NEW ORLEANS.

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma with
—
Incorporated
build from Pueblo,
$30,000,000
CITY &

li'.I.ll.

i

of

capital

In

IRK

li

in

Camp

.mi

connecting al
& Nashville.
in
the Easl

who

Pardee,

—

Contracts reported let for the grading and bridge work on
this proposed road from Tacoma, Wash., east
nine iniirs.
There will be three
to Puyalrup
bridges, 120, 220 and 240 ft. long, respectivel.-Vii) n
of trestle at bridge aply, niiil about
proaches.
Fred .1. Chamberlain, of Puyallup, is
President, and L. A. Nicholson, Chief Engineer,

Mar. IT. 1905.
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.

Headquarters

al

Mom

Tin-

Denkelman,
X,

i

i

s
Incorpon
Simpson, N.

C.

J.

in

Michigan with $120,000 capital stock to build
a railroad about 15 miles long in Menominee
County, connecting with the Wisconsin & Mich-

The incorporators are W. T. Fitzgerald
and S. N. Harrison, Peshtigo, Wis.: E. C. East
and
man, Marinette; J. B. Barton, liinsdale
O. A. Koss, J. C. Fitzgerald and T. M. Butters,

igan.

;

Chicago.

William

&

CALEDONIA

mile line
Kenihvortb.

to

der construction.

•RALEIGH & PAMLICO SOUND.

in

New

Jit

Connection

— Construction

to be pushed on this proposed road from
Raleigh, N. C, east' via Wilson. Snowhill and
The comGreenville to Washington. 114 miles.
pany has recently been placed under new management, which is planning to extend the road
from Washington to New Bern, N. C. Track
laid for 9M> miles and an additional five miles of
Charles O. Haines, Presigrading co'mpleted.
dent and General Manager; Adam Treadwell,
and John W. Stewart.
and
Treasurer,
Secretary
Chief Engineer, with offices at Raleigh, N. C.

work

•RALEIGH & SOUTHPORT. — This

company,

for-

merly the Raleigh & Cape Fear, is building an
extension from Lillington. the present southern
terminus, to Fayettevfile, 30 miles. Contract for
The work ingrading let to W. J. Bradshaw.
cludes three bridges, the largest 500 ft. long,
with trestle approaches, of from 1,000 to 1,500
ft., over the Cape Fear river at Lillington, for
which contract has been let to the Virginia
Bridge & Iron Company, of Roanoke, Va.
REDBLUFF & FALLRIVER. Incorporated in Calaplt'al, to build from
ifornia with *1.(
Redbluff, on the Southern Pacific, northeast via
Shlngletown to Fallviver mills, about 40 miles.

—

The

D. L. Miles,
directors include
bridge and II. P. Stice, of Redbluff
and A. Thacher, of Shmgletown S.
San Francisco and O. P. Montelius,
:

;

:

;

•RICHMOND & CHESAPEAKE BAY

E. R. Wal
P. E. Vilas

Leavett. of

of Oakland.
(Electric).

This company, which proposes to build an electric railroad from Richmond, Va., nortb to Ashland. 15 miles, and thence to tidewater by a
route not yet determined, has surveys under
Contracts for grading have been let to
way.
Phillips & Alport, of Richmond. Va.. and to H.
H. George, also of Richmond, for the first 10
miles. A contract has also been given to Charles
Gasser for masonry. There will be "he overhead
viaduct at
Richmond, about 'J. Tim ft. long.
Frank J. Gould, of New York, is President, and
c P. B. Burgwyn, chief Engineer, of Richmond,
Va.

RICHMOND, RAPPAHANNOCK & EASTERN

This company, which proposes i" build an elecNew York capitalists, is negotiating
lale of 81,250,000 bonds to build its
tor the
railroad from Ellersons, near Richmond. Va.,

delpnla and
i"

New

Mom

i

bannock

river,

York,

is

i.

al

near the mouth of the Rappa
60 miles. S. O. Burns, of
i

President.

RIO GRANDE, SIERRA
The proposed extension

MADRE

& PACIFIC

of ibis road will run from
southeast to
Mexico,
Casas Grandes,
Santa Maria Valley, up this valley and south
through Gaiiana. El Valle. Cruces, Namiqulpa,
Santana and Temosachie to San Pedro, through
timber section, 180 miles. Fifty miles of the
There will be four iteel
work will be heavj
w. C. Gre.ne New
bridges and five tunnels,
President, and J. P. Hallehan, of El
fork

Nuev;i

ii

i

Pa

•Kin
i

Tex.,

>o,

i

Ihief

Engineer.

GRANDE WESTERN.
Con

ml.

it

is

tructl

"

Contract lei to the
tor the extension of the

Bingham branch from the mouth of Bingham
tab.
Canyon i" Pleasant Green and Blackrock.
The work Includes the excavation of
17 miles.

—

Rights of
reported secured for this road between
Rockdale. 111., and Lockport, and contracts for
Frederick Bennett. Joliet, 111., is
grading let.
Mar. IT. 1905.)
President.
BOCK ISLAND & MONMOUTH. Incorporated in
Illinois to build from Rock Island, III., south
through the counties of Rock Island, Mercer and

Warren

to

—

The incor50 miles.
board of directors include
T. A. Church and

Moumouth,
flrst

McGrath,
G. Church,

C.

W. Church.

all

of Chicago.

(C,
R I. & P.). This company has been organized
by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific to take
over the Arkansas Southern and to build various extensions of that road and of the Rock
A connec
Island in Arkansas and Louisiana.
tion is now being built from Haskells. Ark., on
the Rock Island's Hot Springs branch, south to
Eldorado, the northern terminus of the Arkansas
Southern, 107 miles, with a branch from Summerville southeast to Crossett. an additional 36
Contracts for grading, track laying and
miles.
bridge work on this line given Craney, Dalhoff

—

-

& Peters, and to Collins Bros., of Rock Island.
Track laid for 35 miles, from Haskells south
Ill
toward Fordyce. The old Arkansas Southern is
in operation from Eldorado, Ark., south to the
The
southern boundary of Winn Parish. La.
consolidated company's charter gives it author-

various extensions, as follows From
Crossett to some point on or near the Mississippi
from a point upon the Has
river in Louisiana
from a
kell-Eldorado line to Malvern. Ark.
to ShreveCity. La,
Jnetion
point at or near
from a point at or near the southern
port La.
boundary of Winn Parish, Louisiana, to Alexandria. La.: from Alexandria southward to the
Gulf of Mexico; from Alexandria westward or
southwestward to the western boundary of Louisiana and from Alexandria. La., to a point upon
the Mississippi river at or near the city of Baton
Rouge, La., or the city of New Orleans or upon
the 'Mississippi river between Baton Rouge and
New Orleans.
:

:

;

:

;

•ROCK ISLAND SOUTHERN
company
burg,

111.,

(Electric

I

.—This

building an electric road from Galeswest to Monmouth, 15 miles.

is

ROCKLAND, JASPER & NORTHWESTERN.—
to

Chartered in Texas with capital of M00.0O0,
build from Rockland. Tyler County, Tex., east to
The incorporJasper. Jasper County. 25 miles.
W. W. Kyle, S. K. Stone and
ators include
W. W. Cunningham, of Beaumont.
in
ROCK LEDGE & SOUTHERN. Incorporated
Ohio to build from a point on the Hocking \ althrough
south
Ohio,
in Fairfield County,
ley
Vinton, Jackson and Scioto counties to Portsmouth, 65 miles. G. M. Merritt, «'. 1'. Cole, R.
Dreisbach and II. II. Johnson are mcor\I
(Mar. IT. 1905.)
porators.
let to the
•ROGERS SOUTHWESTERN. Contractwork
under
K Felher Construction Co.. and
Rogi rs,
run
from
way on its proposed road, to
on the St. Louis & San Francisco, to a
Ark
point on the Kansas city Southern, eithei
Gentry "i Slloam Springs, Ark., about 30 miles,
:

—

—

W

"

w

it'

Felher, of

President.
officer writes thai

Rogers, Ark.,

RlKlDIIorSE & VIKHEN.

An

is

projected road will run from Roodhouse, 111.,
east through Delta. Scottville and Modesto to
Virden 32 miles. To he operated by electricity,
E. M. Hosted, of Roodhouse.
,,i,,il
gas motors.
is President and Chief Engineer.
[ncorpor
Rl SSELL'S ISLAND & DEEP LAKE
p Lake,
111
Florida t" build a road from
ai,.,
,.,.
of Mexico, near Russell s
County, i" Heare:
Incorporators
The
miles.
12
Island, aboul
Roberts and
Henry C. Butcher, Jr., II. RadclltfeLlil.,1
Mar. IT.
W alter G. LangfOfd.
hi-,

i

I

I

'

<

i

I

,i

13

i

234,000 en. yds.
-11111.111111

i'u.

yds.

nt
Pleasant Green and
Almut
near Blackrock.

miles completed last year.

S.

s.

..v

The

Suburban.

dlrei

ST. Li HIS & NORTH
Extension
projected from Sellgman. Mo., northwest to Joplln,
Mo., about 60 miles.
Construction
not
yet authorized.
Proposed extension from Leslie, in Searcy
County, Ark., the present eastern terminus, eas't
to the Mississippi river.
Nothing done.
•ST. LOL'IS & NORTHEASTERN
Electric).—
This company is building a line from Staunton,
111., via Edwardsvllle to East St. Louis. 37 miles,
and from Hillsboro, 111., to Staunton, 20 miles.
The Central Illinois Construction Co., of Edwardsvllle, the contractor, has completed the
grading work and all the track has been laid
but two miles.
W. H. Tarrant, of Champaign.
III., is Chief Engineer.
ST. LOLTS & SAN FRANCISCO.
Extension of
line 100 miles west from Quanah, Tex., probably to Hale Center, Tex., about half-way to
Roswell, N. Mex. Proposed.
Projected extension from Brady, Tex., to
Waring, on the San Antonio & Aransas Pass,
about 100 miles.
Line projected from a point opposite Joppa. 111., to Paducah. Ky.. 20 miles.
Proposed extension of the Ozark & Cherokee Central from Okmulgee, Ind. T., to Shawnee, Okla, T, 75 miles.
Extension of the St. Louis.- Memphis &
Southeastern from Hoxie to Little Rock, Ark.
Preliminary surveys made. Nothing being done.
See Bonnerville & Southwestern.
See Frisco, Oklahoma City & Texas.
See Memphis & New Orleans.
•ST. LOUIS. BROWNSVILLE & MEXICO.
This
road is now completed from Brownsville, at the
southern extremity of Texas, north to Bay City,
283.50 miles, and from Robstown east to Corpus Christ!, 16 miles, and also a branch from
Harlingen, 25 miles north of Brownsville, west
to Fordyce, 80 miles.
Extensions are projected
from Robstown northwest to San Antonio. 125
miles, and northeast from Bay City.
Work is
under way by the contractor, P. M. Johnston, of
St. Elmo, 111., to Algoa, 59 miles.
Track has
been laid on this section from Algoa south to
Brazoria, 32 miles.
From Algoa there will be
two divisions, one east to Galveston and the
other north to Houston. Surveys completed and
rights of way secured.
Building of the line to
San Antonio has not yet been begun.
W. P.
Homan, Corpus Christi, Tex., Is Chief Engineer.
Reported that this road will be extended from
Brownsville, Tex., across the Rio Grande river
southward to Tamplco, Mex., 290 miles. This
line, if built, would shorten the distance between Galveston and central Mexican points,

—

285 miles.
•ST. LOUIS, EL RENO & WESTERN.
An extension is being built from El Reno through Cana-

—

Caddo and Kiowa Counties. Okla. T.
•ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN.—
This company has completed five miles of its
northwestern-southern cut-off from Gurdon to
Greenwood. Ark. The present contract provides
only for an extension to a point 40 miles north
dian,

of Gurdon,
tended.
A
tending the
the branch

but the road will eventually be excontract will shortly be let for exline northwest to Greenwood, where
to Fort Smith is already in opera-

— 'Contract

tion.

let to Johnston & Grommet Bros,
grading and bridging of the
from Eudora. Ark.. sonfh~ to Gilbert.
La.. 78 miles.
The work is not heavy, the maximum grade being 3 per cent, and the maximum
curvature 1 per cent, without any important

the

for

new

clearing,

line

bridges, trestles or tunnels.

— Surveys

steel

reported being made by this comtor a line from Ilenson. Mo., south to a
point mi the Mississippi river opp-osite Hickman.
Ky.. 25 miles.
Plans reported made for laying alxmt 109
miles of second main track, and to increase terminal facilities at Little Rock and other places

pany

In

Arkansas.

EASTERN.— IncorIllinois to build a road from LitchThe officers of
Alton. HI.. 40 miles.
the companv are:
J. H. Belt, of Bunker Hill.
J. E. Kelsev. of Betbalto. 111.. VicePresident
President: II. R. Budd. Bunker Hill. III.. Secretary, and i'. E Drew. Bunker Hill. Treasurer.
ST. LOUIS MANUFACTURERS'
The
lines nf this company will, it is reported, be
extended so as to make a St. Louis entrance for
ST

LOUIS, LITCHFIELD &

porated
field

in

to

:

I

about

Lansing
A.

Emerlck, w.

—

•ROCK ISLAND, ARKANSAS & LOUISIANA

ity to build

-

-

l

way

i

(Electric).— InMichigan, with $50,000

in

ARKANSAS—

to Syracuse, a total distance of 80
T. H. Mather. Syracuse, N. 1'., is Chief

•ROCKDALE, JOLIET & LOCKPORT.

In. or
ated
& LAKE TAHOE.
:apital
stock
with $7,500,
Chas. Wesley Reed. w.
Incorporators are:

SACRAMENTO
in

The

California,

n

M.iines.

road

;

along the route in

i,

Chartered in New York State, with
£500,000, to build an electric railroad from Rochester, N. Y.. to Caledonia, in
Livingston County. Among the directors are II
r. Brewster, .1. N. Beckley and Senator Morton
Lewis, of Rochester,
•ROCHESTER, SYRACUSE & EASTERN (Elec

trie).—This company has completed its
from Rochester to Lyons, N. Y., 36 miles

i

Courtrlght, "f Lansing; W. i.
Linton, E. I'. Waldron and C.
Linton, of Saginaw.
10.
Offices at Saginaw.
ST. ANTHONY.
See
gon Short Line,
ST. JOSEPH, AI.LAN1 & DES MOINES.— Rights
of way an- em- secured for this proposed road
from Si. Joseph, Mo., northeasi to lies Moines,
la., about 2
nlles.
E. C. Mordaunt, of Chicago, Is President.
ST. LOUIS & DES Moines. -Incorporated in
Iowa, capital stock <,f $100,000, to build a rail
road from lies Moines in Si Louis.
The offlci
of the company are:
President, George J. Porier; Vice-President, Frank N. Morley; Secretary and Treasurer, All, erf E. Little, all of Bo
lim.
It.
is understood that this is the proposed
tension of the Minneapolis & St. Louis from
Des Moines to St. Louis. Headquarters at Des

(Electric).
capital of

L.

with the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western un-

east

with th.include:

;

SCOTTSVILLE

>

Iharles M"
Israel and <'. A.
has for a long

Jr.,

Pacific

build a railroad from Saginaw Bouthweat via
St. Charles, Chesanlng ami Elsie to St. John's.
ai... in
50 miles, }vhere connection will he made

others, of Rochester; William W. Clark, County
Judge of Steuben County o. E. Lieders, of Waylaud; .1. M. Edwards, of Danville, mid George
A. Engert. of New York.

ROCHESTER,

i

Southern

SOUTHWESTERN

,\.

corporated

Sutherland and

A.

railroad

Honed

sagi.naw

1

J. E.

from Roselle

i

i'.

I

in
s.

(Electric).
Applies
tion made In New fork tot a charter to build
.in electric railroad from Rochester southeast to
Elmlra, aboul 120 miles, with several branch
lines.
George A, Engert, of New York, repre
When tncor
senis the company af Rochester.
poration has heen granted, a company known as
the Rochester & Southern Consiriietion Coin[einv is to be Incorporated, with capital of $11111,Right Of way for about
000, to build the road.
n obtai
1.
90 per cent, of the way has
The
tpany will probably inIncorporators of the
Waller p.. Duffy, Benjamin E. Chase,
clude:

porators and

•RAHWAY VALLEY. — Six

idi

.1.

sharp.
'I'll.time held

..mil. in.

C. H.iiiisiei-.

a

-

i

brook,

ROCHESTER & SOUTHERN

Stephen

bulla

i
I

W tollman,
Klrkpatrlek, .1. ,\l.

I

i

elude:
C. H.
Cutrlghl and

$

..i'

Sacra menl ". Cal., to Si ock ton, wll h a
branch line beginning at Walnui Grove and
running southv
\m loch. The fllrec-

,v
WESTERN. Chartered In Loul
ana, with capital of $1,000,1
lid from
Rochelle, La., northwest to wlnnfleld, 20 mile
also from Rochelli easl to Harrisonburg, 35 miles.

Engineer.

WESTERN. — Incorporated

&

apltal

'

"in

1

i

ROCHELLE

miles.

sej

a

projected

Tacoma, Wash.

JUINNESEC

i

Inter
V.rlll

is

Wi-.n-lli

,\-

1

President

Is

A

I,

Calvin

Tennessee

l..-..

Jas

i

I

\iiie
.'.led

larollnn,

Alexander, Thus. II. Nlcholl
Swill. T. M. Sadler, B. E. Haas, John
II.
Black and II. G. Raybould.
nil;.,
in. orporated,
S \i'K.\\n:\ in SOI
with

Chartered in Virginia to build
Wise bounty, to he Juncf Ion
Roaring Fork "i Powell river,
^a. with the Louis
Blacks

Norton,
Pol

Vol, XL., No. 11.

Graham,

s.

<

Colo., southeast to New Orleans, 1,035 miles air Hue. Preliminary surveys made, and it is hoped to have
this
arrangements completed early
financial
The initial work will be started between
year.
The incorOklahoma City and Woodward.
J. H. Wheeler, W. C. Burke,
porators include :
R. A. Wooldridge, George H. HodsoD and J. II.
Wright, all of Oklahoma City.
to

PUYALX.UP VALLEY TRACTION.

r

..i

i

\in\

i

ROARING

IS

Nor
President

Is

.

I

Te

Cal

i

Broadwaj

I

Till

Cl

i"

i

Cllnchporl
Surveyed.

via

e

l)e

in. in
mi.
Whipple Barracks, via
Completed and In
Prescott, to Palace, 25 miles.
operation from Prescotl to Whipple Barracks,
I'Wright, Prescott, Ariz., is
i\i..
miles.
L.
\m.-

has

:

RAILWAY—
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u
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SOUTH BALTIMORE STEEL CAR & FOUNDRY

CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CONTRACTORS DUMP CARS
RAIL CARS
For Prices and Catalogue address

BENJAMIN WATSON,

COFFEE EXCHANGE BUILDING,

Eastern Representative

BEAVER STREET, NEW YORK.

66-70

Contractors and Railroads -Attention
New York Elevated R. R. has a number of excellent Forney type engines for sale, 4 ft. 8)4 in. gauge.
Desirable for Suburban, Logging, Plantation, Contractors,

Switching and light railroad service generally.

Locomotives, new and

second

hand;

types,

all

weights and gauges.

Cars,

passenger, box and

Contractors

Dump

new and

flat;

Cars— A

rebuilt.

Specialty.

weights; angle and plain plates; bolts and
Rails,
nuts; frogs and switches spikes, etc.
all

;

BENJAMIN WATSON,
Coffee Exchange Bldg.

the Kansas City Southern.
It is intended to
bridge or tunnel the Mississippi so as to connect
with the railroads terminating at Bast St. Louis
and in the other direction the plans ao not stop
short of the Gulf of Mexico.
Adolphus Busch
;

is

President.

ST. LODIS, MOUNTAIN PARK & EL
Chartered to build a railroad from St.
the Gulf of California.
Right of way
miles, and ground within the city for
have been granted at Anadarko. Okla.

PASO.—
Louis

distance of about 180 miles.
include Frederick Drew, T.

a

The incorpora-

tors
L.

ST.

Alston,

P.

66-70 Beaver

SALT LAKE & OGDEN

completed the first 10 miles from St. Marys, Pa.,
to Trout Run, on its proposed road from John
sonburg, Pa., via Nt. Marys to Renezette. 25

•SAN

building

of

EASTERN

the Chicago

Title* Trusl

1

:

1: 1:

1

Diego acquired.
Construction not yet started.
George \\
Marston. San Diego, Cat, Is President
John E. Boa! is Vice president, and 1..
L. Boone, Secretary.
.

;

SAN FRANCISCO & NORTHWESTERN

i

i

.

i'i
Januan 1907.
Wil
Peyton Mason,
Elks Building, Minneapo
Minn.. Is President, ami C E Bryant, B
Idaho, k Chief Englni
a
SANG \ Mi is \ \i
porated In II
Li
limn Decatur west in Qulncy,
to
.1"
al-.
miles
bi
branches
pi
M
route .ii Springfield and Petersburg,
Q
M.i
S. Sullen mil
Skill.
Mellck,
i

.

i

lis.

i

i

i

s

Mountain

Louis. Iron

St.

&

Southern.

i,w

w

In

an

i,,

B.

I.,

w

si.

lllard,

Marys,

Is

'

i

in

,:

Hirer.

i

Salle

si

reel.

Chicago,

MARY, SUWANEE

01 ii'
Incorporated In
Florida, wlib capiiai of $20,000, to bun,
from
" polnl lii Baker Count] west through Columbia
ami Hamilton Counties to Live Oak. Suwai
Counly, and wesl Ihrougb lie
1.of Su
wauee, Lafayette, Taylor, Jefferson ami Wakulla,
J

1

ti

1

.

•Ion "i He' i'e
fr
I"«
.ill
has
a located
:i

I'

$1,

m
I

I

Organised

.'""I.

Iowa

I,
Ii

tO

»

In

theoel

a

will

i„-

v

III"

:,[,|l.il

,

i

i

n,,

i

ii

nil]

I

,

will

bo

'

I",,

I"

i

Marl Inds
miles
v,i

settled

steam or elec

per
Phero
bridges win be
,,i
pile tn
1,000 tl
Is
si
Louis, Me
I

i

mum cm

logrei

henvj w.ni,
win, aboul

required,
A T. I'lsbei
work
dent, iimi George «

I

in

$600,000,

Ol

San Mi

for build
i,ls w ill
be

Is
si

'

m:i\

i

II

from lows Fall bo
waj in Hampton,
Construction work win be
started shortly by the contractors, 'be lews
Construction Co., organised to the office)
a Nortl
the He
Moines, Iowa Fall
I

wiiii
i

build an
Calls ,\ Northern

in

i

:i

in,'

I

pro pei

in

II

,

MOINES

ill

WU

'

,

;

•ST. PAUL A in:
wlib a capital of

\l

erested.
\ ii in ill',

Inl

,' nb 'in J
and
whether the motive power

in

but

\

Texas.

ini s, ,n '.,«

1

,

are

Qeld,

,,i

Luting, past
i

miles.

i

.1

MARCOS

lel',',1

Imll.l

i

I

S|.i

,,]

,

i

'

;

.1

1

nt.

.

.

^

to

Hum

1

1'.

the

.i

Boise

.

.1

>v

line,

route of ibis proposed road is from Butte, Mom
southwest through Sal
a City, Boise and Cald
i"M Camp
well. Idaho on.
Mason City, Nei
Mel iiirmii
thence t" Wlnnemucca, Ne^
with
an extension from .Mason City wesl to the north
em pan of California Valley. Track laying will
commence ibis year. Contracts for part vf the
grading are jet ami others are being let.
The
work Includes
steel
bridge over the Snake
ii
is
river,
the plan i" build 210 miles from

1

;

new

,

Co.,

1

T.

Tills

•SAN FRANCISCO, IDAHO & MONTANA,

4
with

I

F.i.

miles of

Dumber

Mortgage Bled
and certlflcal
Incorporation filed In
lltnol
how Ing capital
81,000,000.
The c
pans Intend to conned St.
Loula wlib Terre Haute by an electric road and
has leased the rlghl of waj [rom be lal ter place
to the inim.ls state line
Rlghl of waj al
re
ported secured from St.
1..
Is
Effingham
Construction work Is to bi
enced al the
ml
Terre ii"u
The directors Include Peter
chase, of Decatur
Lew Is II. BIsspII, Effingham
Mill;. 11
, ami W,
C. w
Wa
Baldwin
Chicago,
w. H. Wanner Is Secretary
110 La

(A.,

company, which recently added l.S
bringing Its southern terminus
is making plans for a connecto shiveh, cai
tion smiib in San Francisco, 260 miles

S.

HAUTE

:

Cali-

In

with $10,000,000 capital, to build from
San Diego, Cab, eastward to the Colorado river
at Yuma, about UL'S miles.
Surveyed and rights
of way and franchises through the city of San
fornia,

1

1

of

SAN DIEGO EASTERN— Incorporated

•

VANDALIA,
TRACTION.

The building

miles.

steel
bridges and
trete arqhes, and the
widening of embankments,
Drainage
Iltlons
win also be Improved,
Proposed extension from the southern ter
minus al Gatesi lllc to rlamll
Tex.
Sui ve\
were made Borne time ago tor a distance of 33
no definite action bas
miles, inn
n taken
toward beginning the work.

LOUIS.

from Stockdale, Tex., east

road

of

ST.

let

this proposed
to Cuero. 40
this road Is to comply
with the requirements of the Southern Pacific
merger bill passed by the Legislature at Its last
session.

for 13%
a station
T.

a

Utah

electri-

(SOUTHERN PA—
Contracts reported
to W. O. RobertSan Antonio, for building

son, of

1

1

—This
he

to

is

Layton

ANTONIO & GULF

CIFIC).

1

the

from

extended

he

north to
Ogden, about 15 miles, together with other Improvements.
Opened to Layton.

I

Include

and

fied

to

•ST. LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN & PACIFIC.—
This company, which proposes to build a line
from Des Moines. New Mexico, west and south
through Clifton House, across the lied river and
through the Cimarron Canyon to Moreno Valley,
N. Mix., l'JO miles, with ii branch from Clifton
House north to Raton, (J miles, has begun work
near Raton.
Henry Koehler, of St. Louis, Mo..
Is President;
Fisk & Robinson of New York City
are interested.
•ST. Louis SOUTHWESTERN.
Improvements
during the present year to cost .fl'.OiMI.IIIIII.
Tin' most important include the eompleti
a bridge over the Red river at Shreveport, La.,
and a terminal system at that place which will
require eight miles of track.
This work is to be
finished about May 1, at a cost of aboul $500,
0110 for the bridge and $150,000 lor the tet
mlnals.
Construction work will also
anted
oat Improving the Hue hi Louisiana and Pi
Between Texarkana and mi Pleasant, the grade
will be reduced .'in. the curves eliminated.
Nevi
75-lb. mils will be laid between Noell Ju
and Dallas, also between Tyler and Waco, and
between Louisville and Shreveport.
The tm

provements

(Electric).

now operated by steam,

road,

G.

Drew and R. N. Ellis, Jr.
MARYN & WESTERN.— This company has

New York.

St.,

.

,,i

iw.> steel

I

.

Megrew, or Houston,

Chief Englneei

•s\\ PEDRO, l"s
Contract
,

,

.Is,,

lei
I

mb

i"

\niiit

r-s a

SALT

the
Construe!
tali
building spui
I

t'nr

Ii

I

LRU

Ii

I

Popltff,

—

1

I
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Utah
changing

.1

the

Ing

i

allies

..

'

location

uud

length,

in

main

old

the

oJ

line

at

Hve allies,
Surveys reported being made Coi a branch
from
poini on this road "i Sail Lake City
i

-•in
t

ii.

.1

ii

.1

i

irn

i

and

bJmerj
line of the itio

';n h, ,n

main

Branch

to

the

nearest

point

vada

'
Arrangements
Nevaoa
tah
;i

be

Com

of

[ielda

the

Grande Western.
the

In

Line
!U

l

made

from
Southern Ne

Bullfrog,

to

l>ulll

uu

oal

paralleling

-

i

i

i

by

Nev.,

hi lies

this

company and

Mining Co
for
bulla In
branch from cailente, Nev., north i<> Cloche, 30
i'!i.'
nun.' distance between L'loche and
Callente was graded for u proposed narrow
gage road some years ago so that now little needs
to be done but lay the track.
SAW SABA \ COLORADO VALLEY
Surveys
made for this proposed railroad from Lometa,
Tex., on the Gulf, Colorado & Santa l-v, west
to San Saba, -- miles.
There will be one steel
bridge over the Colorado river about
150 ft.
long.
The company plans t<> use steam locomotives for freight trains and gasolene motor cars
for passengers.
Orton G. Campbell, of Dallas,
the

i

miles.

Tex.,

is

interested.

SANTA FH

&

EASTERN.

This

road

be

to

is

built from Sugarlte, N. Mex., for a considerable distance through a rich mineral country,
RIVER. Organized, with capital of
£luO,OO0, to build from Augusta, Ga., south to
Clyo, in Eftinghani County, where connection is
to be made with the Seaboard Air Line, about 90

—

SAVANNAH
miles.

•SEABOARD AIR LINE. --This company

has

let

—

to the

City Council of Portsmouth. Va., for the right
of way for an electric railroad to run from
Smithtleld. Va.. through Portsmouth, Suffolk

and

Petersburg To Manchester, opposite Richmond,
Va.
To be completed within two years. L. R.
Britt. of Norfolk, is President, and W. H. Robinson. General Manager.
SEATTLE & EASTERN.—Organized, with $4,1
<nm capital, to operate railroads in the state
of Washington.
W. H. Goldson, E. C. Gill and
M. E. 1 leaver, of Seattle, and John McQuaid, of
incorporators

Issaquash,

SEBASTIAN

—

COUNTY

Proposed
lEleetricL
electric road from Fort Smith. Ark., via Bonanza, Jenny Lind. Greenwood, Salem, Huntington, Mansfield, Prairie Creek and Midland
to Hartford. 45 miles.
Not determined when
grading will be started. S. A. Williams. Fort
Smith, Ark., is President.
SEWARD PENINSULA. This company, organized
under the charter of the Nevada Trust Co., proposes to build during the coming summer a line
from Nome. Alaska, to Kougarok, 125 miles. It
is being financed By New York and Nevada capitalists.

—

SHAWNEETOWN

& WESTERN. Incorporated in
with capital of $50,000 and office at
Golconda. t<> build from Shawneetown. Gallatin County, southwest through Hardin. Saline, Pope, Johnson and Massac Counties to the
Ohio river, 55 miles.
The incorporators and
first board of directors include:
John Gilbert.
H. B. Pierce, J. L. Murphy and W. II. Moore,
all of Golconda. and Charles E. Turner, of New
Illinois,

York City.

SHELBYVILLE & OHIO RIVER

(Electric).

Proposed electric line from Shelby ville. Ky..
through Eminence and Newcastle to Carrollton
and Milton; St. 000. 000 in bonds issued to provide iunds for construction.
According to the
announced plans of the promoters, work is to
begin shortly, commencing
at
Eminence, at
Newcastle and at Shelby ville. The company
proposes to build a large power house at Emi
Luther H. Leber, Eminence, Ky.. is innence.
terested.

SHORT LINE DEVELOPMENT & CONSTRUCTION COMPANY. -Chartered in Washington,
$3,000,000 and headquarters at
railroads in Alaska.
The lncorporators include: Thomas Plammer and Martin Bosworth, of Seattle, and Grant Hamilton, of
Denver.
with

a capital of
s. Mule, to build

•SHREVEPORT & NORTHEASTERN.— New
From

projected

Shreveoort,

Homer

to

La.,

President.

La.,

line

northeast via

Memphis, Tenn., ahoul 275 miles.
Surveys completed from Shrev,epor1 to Homer,
and righl "i" way secured.
Con trad lei to A
Klnnebrew
Co.. of Homer.
Grading completed
A. k, Clugman, Shreveport,
for aboul 18 miles.
.v-

is

SHREVEPORT, JONESBORO & NATCHEZ.—Organized iu Louisiana, with canltal of (1,500.-000.
with nil ins al Jonesboro, Jackson Parish, to
build from Tonesbnrn aontheasl through the narishes of Winn. Caldwell, Catahoula and Con
cordia, to Natchez. Miss.: also from Jonc '"i"
throueh Jackson, Bienville, Bossier and
The IncorpoCaddo parishes, to Shreveport.
rators include: C. E. Nee ley, of St. Louis: W.
W. Brown and W. \v Ramsey, of Camden, Ark.:
? iu'ie, of Tone
ut cb in si ui. .1
s
W. I>.
La.: R. N. Garrett, of Eldorado, Ark.: C
v
Henderson, of Arkadelohla. Ark.
sinr.irv
sii'tiiutstkiix
incorporated Iti
Mi-'i^ippi. wiib capital of $25,000, to build
ii

i

1 1

.<

-i

b\

Shubuta, Miss.,

Kaupp

ii

is

Eucutta, aboul

to

and

President,

.1,

H.

18 roller
Griffith,

Secrel ary.

SIERRA &
iieid.

Cab,

place

--1

ompany'e men, the balance to
i.
J.
Wagner, of si. mix

-

tract.

i:asii:i;\
wiih Los

Incorporated

al

SOI

Bakers

Angeles aa the principal
build from Tehachapl,
!al.,
easi to Searchlight, Line.. in County, Nev., 200
miles
The compan3 is capitalized al $250,4
.1.
a Chanslor and C. A. Canfleld, of the Asso
elated <iii Company, are Interested.
n
M.
lii ini-.sii,
of Chicago, is a director.
i>M

m

to

.

f

SIKESTON &

SOI THWESTERN.
Chartered In
Miss
i" build from S Ikes ton, Mo., to a point
on the Mississippi river, opposite Hickman, Ky.,
20 miles.
J. r. Gould, l'. M. Slkea and waltei
L. Hensley, ol Farming-ton, Mo.: G. Ii. McCoj
oJ
Slkeston, and M. McGouey, of St. Louis, are

THEASTERN

Organized
,000 and
Proposes to build

lEIe.trici
stock of ${

Iowa, with capital
Sioux City as headquarters.
from Sioux City north to [reton, la. 38 miles.
Electric power will probably be used.
The directors are
James Ahrens,
Montgomerj M
a. Kiirr. Henry Meinen, M. I>. Rllere, .1. G. Grabuer. Wm. McAullffe, I.. Borschers and Thomas
The company has already been granted
Stlnton.
a franchise to construct and operate its lines
on the streets of I re ton.
Arrangements will
probably be made with the Sioux City Traction
Company for entrance int.. Si. mix t'lt'y over its
l

>.

.

lines

siorx CITY, HOMER & SOUTHERN.— Thia new
is
building a line from Sioux
City, la., south to Homer. Neb., 17 miles, has
completed the line to Dakota City, seven miles.
Steam will be used as a motive power until the
entire road is completed, after which it
Is
planned to use gasolene electric motor cars.
John II. Becker is president
SIOUX FALLS & WESTERN, Incorporated in
South Dakota, with capital of $H>.oou. to build
210 mil's of railroad as follows: Tun lines from
Sioux Falls, one to Greenwood through the counties of Minnehaha, McCook, Hutchinson, Douglas
and Charles Mix. and the other from Sioux
Falls through Minnehaha. Lincoln. Yankton and
Bonhomme Counties to Bonbomme.
SNOWBIRD VALLEY. Chartered in North Caroline to build from Andrews. Cherokee County,
on the Southern Railway, along Hickory creek
and over Long Ridge mountains, thence down
Bear and Snowbird creeks into Grand County,
about 15 miles. The incorporators include
C. N. Hickerson. E. G. Hennermann and W. B.
Hamrick, of Andrews. N. C, and W. A. Lewln,
of Staunton, Va.
SOMERSET RAILWAY.—This company has ten
miles completed on its proposed line from Deadwater. Somerset County. Me., through Mayneld
and the townships of West Moxie. Squaretown
and Indian Pond, where a crossing is made over
the Kennebeck river to Lake Moxie, thence north
to a junction with the Canadian Pacific at some
point in Asqueth. and thence north about six

—

:

Birchpoint, in Tomhegan, in all 41
The general contract has been given to

to

Co., of New York City, and other
contracts have been let for track laying and
bridge work.
Tracklaying, it is expected, will
be finished early this spring.
The work is
light, the maximum
grade being 1 per cent.
There will be four steel bridges.
SOI ITI & WESTERN.—This road is building an
extension from the coal fields of southwest Virginia, in Wise. Dickinson and Buchanan Coun-

White &

south through Virginia. Tennessee and
North Carolina to connections in South Carolina
with the Southern, the Seaboard Air Line
The Atlantic Coast Line, a total distance of 300
miles of main line.
Work is now under way by

Walton & Wilson and

to

50

between

miles

J.

E.

Kingsport

work has not yet been begun.

Rode .^ Co. for
and Erwin. but

The maximum

grades southbound will be 26 ft. to the mile.
....rue 1.
There will be a number of bridges,
Carter is President, and G. A. Kent, Chief Eni

gineer,

Bristol,

Va.

*Active work has been started in the dig
ging of the tunnel through Clinch Mountain
near Speer's Ferry, Va. The contractors, Walton & Wilson, of "Knoxvllle, have agreed themselves to complete the work within IS months.
See Spartanburg & Northern.

—

SOUTH

ATLANTIC

TERMINAL COMPANY.—

in North Carolina, with capital of
$150,000, to build a railroad from Wilmington
south to Southport, Brunswick County, about
30 miles. H. A. Dougherty, of New York City,
and D. W. Bullock, of Wilmington, and others
are interested.

Chartered

•SOUTH BEND & SOUTHERN MICHIGAN

(Elec-

—

This company has about completed its
road from South Bend. Ind., via Niles, Berrien
Springs and Scottdale to St. Joseph. Mich., 34
miles.
Tin- work includes a steel bridge 1,200
ft.
long over the St, Joseph river and a nume..n
George Towns- ml
ber of other bridges,
tractor and A. .1. Hammond, Chief Engineer.
This company proposes to build a line from
South Bend to Buchanan, Mich., 14 miles. See
Northern Indiana.
SOUTHBOUND RAILROAD. Surveys made by
Capl A. n. r. Cornell for this railroad from
Winston Salem. N. l\. south via Arcadie to
Wadesboro. nboul 90 miles.
tric).

i

—

SOUTH

CAROLINA

ROADS

Announcement

b\
i>r.
w. Gill Wylle, President of the
Southern Power Co., of Chester, s. C, thai this
company will build a railroad from Harmony,
s. c., on the Seaboard Air Line, southeast to
t
60 miles, connection to be made
Camden, al
;il
Fori Lawn with the line running to the e..m
The cost of
pany's works a1 Catawba fails
>on
M
rk will he :iboot so
company
('KNTUAL.
This
DAKOTA
•SOUTH
will begin grading early In April on an extension
from Rutland, S. Dak., north to Watertown. 60
miles
Pari of the work to be done by the

made

r

Surveys

have

,

I

I

•SOUTHERN
of

Contracts

Knoxvllle.

from

Tenn.,

MorrlstowD
a
line from

build
w esi to Stevenson.
lei

to

lei

to

I

to William .1
double track

Knoxvllle,

-1-

Oliver,
its

line

miles,

and

Chattanooga, Tenn,, southA la.
to the Callahan Construction

Knoxvllle, Tenn.. for building six tracks
to Lonsdale, Tenn., about six

Co., of

from Shark's Gap
miles.

•New line from Cbatl anooga, southwest to
Stevenson. Ala., 42 miles.
Contracts for the
tunnel through Lookoul Mountain and for ma
3onrj in connection with Tennessee River Bridge
have be.-n let.
W. .1. Oliver & Co.. Knoxvllle,
Tenn., have the contract for the tunnel, and
H ii. Qardaway for the bridge masonry at the
Tennessee river. The tunnel and bridge are the
most Important work, and until this work Is
well advanced the contract for grading will not
The maximum east-bound grade
be awarded.
is :!:; ft. per mile, maximum west-bound grade
1
per cent., with a maximum curvature of
degrees
This new line will include a draw
bridge across the Tennessee river about 15 miles
west of Chattanooga, several small bridges, one
short
uimel about seven miles from Chattanooga and a small amount of trestle.
•Announcement has been made by W. J.
"liver, of Knoxvllle, Tenn., who has the con
trad for building GS miles of line from Busbnell. N. C, to Maryville, Tenn., that work will
The proposed
be begun at once at Bushnell.
route extends west from Bushnell along the
north fork of the Little Tennessee river for
about 50 miles, thence northward to a connectlon with the Knoxvllle & Augusta at Maryville.
About three miles of the line from Bushnell
was graded two years ago. This extension will
be a low grade line and does not present any
difficult features of construction except several
tunnels near Bushnell.
Proposed line from Pioneer. Tenn.. to Winfield, on
the Cincinnati Southern.
No action
has been taken, although surveys were completed some years ago.
t

——Surveys

under way for a line around
Lynchburg. Va. The new line will be used by
trains to avoid entering the city over
the heavy grades.
Two routes are heing surveyed, one above and one below the city.
"Rights of way secured for building a
branch from French" Lick Springs, in Orange
County. Ind., on. the Chicago, Indianapolis &
Louisville, southwesl to Jasper, Dubois County.
it
20 miles. The work includes a tunnel
2.000 ft. long, for which a contract has been
It is
lei
to a eon nactor of Knoxville, Tenn.
expected to have the line in operation by Oct. 1,
freight

1906
Bids for building yards at Cumberland
The work includes five miles of
asked.
track, round-house and turn-table.

Gap
new

Between $200,000 and $300,000 will, it Is
said, be spent at Hamilton Springs, Tenn., where
five miles of track is to be laid and a new turn
table built.

—

ties,

the Carolina Construction Co., of Bristol, Tenn.,
which was organized by
George L. Carter.
President of the S. & W., in North Carolina,
and it is said that this company may get the
entire contract.
Other contracts have been let

RAILROAD

i

'Contract

in

miles.
J. G.

l*

been
completed and rights of way are being
secured for this proposed railroad to be bulb
rom Leslie, Ark
soul bea
Os \n>-r. 105
to
miles, and thence to Little Rock.
The proposed
road will have a ruling grade of 0.6 par cent.
and curves of 8 degrei
acl
Coi
be
work will soon be let. George L. Sands i*
!!• Ident, ami s
w. Lee, Chief Engineer

Incorporators.

SIOUX CITS & [RETON

miles

On eon
Chief

be lei
Falls,

Lugiiieer

company, which

a contract to Blair Burwell. of Jacksonville,
for building part of its proposed extension from
Wacissa, Fla., southeast to Perry, 80 miles.
Work under way. The road will be extended
through Jefferson County into Taylor County
and to
the
Perry,
connecting there with
Suwanee & San Pedro, now controlled by the
The proposed
Florida Railroad, of Live Oak.
road will cross the Aucilla river, Encontina
river and Long Creek before reaching Perry,
and will traverse a timber section.
Surveys reported for a branch from Odenville, St. Clair County, Ala., northeast via Asheville to Gadsden, 32 miles.
Preliminary surveys made for a new line
from Elberton." on the present Portsmouth- Atlanta route, eastward to Augusta.
Surveys being made for an extension from
the southern terminus of the Atlanta & Birmingham Air Line at Jacksonville, Ala., south to
Anniston, 1'2 miles.

SEABOARD TRACTION.—Application made

in >in

Vol. XL., No. 11.

See Ashevllle Southern.
See Johnson City Southern.

SOUTHERN BOULEVARD
made

tion

in

New York

—

ApplicaElectric).
City for permission to
i

from the intersection of
the Southern Boulevard and East "174th street
to a connection with the Union Railway at the
intersection of Crotdna avenue and Felham avenue, all in the Borough of the Bronx.
SOUTHERN PACIFIC. -At least 387 miles of newbran. lies and feeders have been authorized to
be built by the Southern Pacific as follows:
*A line from Drain, Ore., on the San Francisco-Portland line, midway between Eugene and
Roseburg, westerly down the valley of the tT mpqua, thence southerly to Coos Bay; on the PaThis line has just been
cific Coast. s2 miles.
It runs
begun, and is to be comnleted in 1906.
through a timber and agricultural country.
is
It
being built under the charter of the Oregon Western.
*A line from Natron. Ore., up one of the
build an electric road

——

forks of

the

Willamette,

across

the

Cascades,

to Klamath Lake in southern Oreg'>n,
where the Government is to open a wide area

south

by irrigation.

will also develop a fine
will be 152 miles long.

This line

timber section and
— 'Extension 16
—

miles long from Hazen, Nev..
southeasterly, into the heart
country.
The entire country
round Carson Lake, in Nevada, will have water
Government's
Carson project.
next year from the
It is now s sise brush desert.
Santa
Cruz, runfrom
15
miles
long
*A line
ning up from the ocean coast 15 miles on th"
Pacific Coast, to proposed large cement works
As a result of Government irrigation plans and
private operations, there is more demand for
cement now in California than three large fac
tories can supnlv.
*A line through lower California In the irrigated districts, south of the boundary line and
back to Yuma on the main line, making on the
main line a loop of 70 miles, of which 40 or 4."»
miles are completed.
— Under the name of the Gananea. Yaqul
River & Pacific, in Mexico, a ."'_' niile line has
been surveyed from Batamotal near Guaymas. on
the Gulf of California, southeasterly to the valThis also is a rich agriculley of the V.i.iui.
tural count ry. but eventually the new line will
in
the foothills of the Sierra
serve manv mines
Madre mountain. This line is part of the South
Mexico.
The Greene propconcession
In
Pacific
ertles are In northern Sonora, and it is nor im
probable that Harrlman and Greene interests
later on will find a way of connecting.

on the main
of

the

line,

irrigated

1

March
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PLATES
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PLATES

TIE
W

WOLHAUPTER Q &

and SERVIS

HIGHWAY GROSSING SIGNALS. ELECTRIC BLOCK SIGNALS. HIGHWAY CROSSING GATES

The Railroad Supply Company
NEW YORK

CHICACO

COPPERED AND TINNED CHANNEL

BOND WIRES, BATTERY CHUTES

PINS,

W

WOLHAUPTER Q &

PLATES

TIE

Surveys reported beiiiu; made by litis comfor an extension from Arnaudville north to
1°. miles, and
from Lafayette northeast to Baton House,
miles, all in Louisiana.
The Baton Rouge extension crosses the Atchafalaya at a swampy "pint, and a large number
of trestles will have to be built.
*The Shattuck & Desmond Construction Co..
of Los Angeles, is grading between Santa Cruz
and Davenport. li." miles, on extension from
Santa Cruz, Cal.. north via Davenport, San
Cn-oria, Pescadero and Half Moon Lay to a
junction with the Southern l'aciiie near Colma,
approximately 68 miles.
Survey for a tunnel through the Siskiyou
mountains, in north California, to be ready for
operation within three years
When completed
the tunnel will greatly reduce the grade and

pany

Fori Barrie,

."Jl*

shorten

tween
posed
power.
by

the distance by seven to ten miles beSacramento and Portland,
is
it
pro
to run
through the tunnel by electric

An agreement, it is said, has been reached
company and the Atchison, Topeka &

this

under which
lie
California North
which is controlled by the Southern
Pacific will he extended north from Sherwood
to
sin
Pepperwood, lluiuboidi C
Cal.,
ty,
utiles soulheasl of ScOtia, al
Hi utiles. uIhmt
connection will lie made with the San F rand SCO
& Northwestern, which is owned by the Santa
Fe, furnishing a direct route from San Francisco
Santa

Fe,

t

western,

I

to

Eureka,

See
Mexico.
See
See
See
See
See

Cananea, YaquI River & Pacific under
Culveslon,

Houston

1

.V:

larrisl hi rg & San Antonio.
Texas Central.

i

j

i

(

St

.

I

I

l >.

lOUli,

SPARKS, MOULTRIE & GULF,
was operated

for

some

time,

This road which
abandoned, is

i>ui

io be reimin ami operated from Adel, in Berrien
County, Qa., north to Sparks, and hence we;
Moultrie,
lu
to
Colquitt
County, oboul
[$
At Adei connection is to '».> made with
miles,
a
West Coast; at Sparks,
South
Georgia
the
t

I

PLATES

TIE

with the Nashville & Sparks and the Georgia
Southern & Florida roads, and at Moultrie, with
& Birmingham and Georgia North-

any

There will he three large
existing road.
bridges and two short tunnels through rock.
W. Chapin is Presideni and E. G. Taber, oi
Spokane, is chief Engineer.

the Atlantic

c.

em.

SPARTANBURG & NORTHERN.

Proposed

road

PACIFIC). Contract lei to the Willier Construction Co.. of Springfield, Mo., to grade :'.'J
miles of iis road from crane. Mo., on the si
Louis, iron Mountain & Southern, northwest to
com
Mo.
Springfield,
Clearing
pract tcally
rack laid
pi el ed. grading well under way; no
E, F. Mitchell is Engineer of Construction, with
headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

t

for

Virginia.
Application
Carter, of the South

>.v

•SPOKANE

charier,
c. L.
is President.

a

Western,

(Electric). -This company, incorporated in Hie state of Washington
last year, with capital of $3,500,000, is build
ing an electric railroad south from Spokane to
I'a bills.- ;i!;il

i

INLAND

,V

I

Till

ull.-l V.

1

proposed

I'OUl c

Is

STANDARD

:i

wo
about
tends ultimately

of

The

miles.
to
to

extend

comnany
road
Idaho

the

to

i

RAILROAD

RIVER

NAVIGATION.

&

Grading work under way on
proposed road from Spokane. Wash., south
wesl L> Ringold Bar, on the Columbia river,
where water <
:tlon will be made to Port
lami.
The contract calls for the completion of
88 miles of Hie hue by Ma\ I. 1906. and an ad
flltlonal s;, miles by December i, I'.hm;.
Track
laying was begun aooul January LC bj the Eld
cnbeii
12
Construction Co.,
Broadway, New
York, who bave ibe contrad
Additional con
tracts for grading and bridge work have been
this
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work
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light.

W. S
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reet.
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William
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n crossing of
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W
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ai

Iver,

i

ESTERN

Washington County, southwesl
.ui

omond,
The in

I

n

v
I

lev

and

trie)

I

Tills c
pany, which proposes to build a trolley
ith to Bethlehem
Line from
:;o miles, and ei
n1 U0II3 to Eat ton and Phlladel
phla.
npplled lor a franchise al StrQ
atta, of Bethlehem, P
Charles 11
burg
i

i

1

1

1

.

1

1

i

t

i

Malvern, Wayneshurg and Waco to Canton, o,
miles, is to be begun as soon as liuaneing,
now under way. is completed,
r
n. Loomls,
steuhem lie, is 'hief Engineer
STILLMORE AIK LINE This company, which
Wadley, Ga., Bouthwest to
operates a road tr
Collins. .M miles, is planning tO build an e\
tension from Its northern terminus via Warren
is intended to
ion io Comak, aboul 40 miles
It
ultimately extend the road from Comae north to
Elberon. 50 miles, where connection win b*
made with the Seaboard Air Line.
California.
.\\in\
in
Incorporated
STONE
uiib capital of $800,000, to build from San
Miguel on ibe Southern Pacific, north through
San Luis OblSDO and Monteiw Counties to VI
mil.
nclude
J.
son creek, 21
Dlrei

n est

i

CANTON

ill

i>

n lei to Twohy Brothers and to
Whiter, Larsons ,v Boomer, of Helena, ami to
Grant, Bmlth A Co., of Chicago, which include
the hca\ lest b orh on
be line in Idaho and
The maximum grade is to be
Washington
per cell I. Over Ibis I'oul e. b\
Ibe I'a nail a n
Pacific and the Minneapolis. St
Paul a SauK
sic Mario, the line from Spokane i" Mi
>apoH
and si
Paul w hi be hi miles shorter than bj

in

Grad
Electric),
&
Ing on this proposed electric road from Steuben
ill.-.
Carrollton,
via
Bergholz
Richmond,
O.,

CANADIAN PA

This .
pony,
Washington, la

Organized

\

The

to

tracts have

STEUBENVILLE

Presl
both of

Incorporated in
the
building a line from
Spokane
the international bounders ai a
point near Movie, B C., on the Canadian Pn
Nil I'a is line. 130 miles
el lie's Crows
Con
State

GE

.'

in-

l

ROl

Manager.

eral

Pull-

Moscow.
I'reliini
man, Wash., and
nary surveys have been made and part of the
of way secured.
right
From Spokane, south,
grading has
u
completed to Waveriy. :::;
miles, ami track is laid for
miles.
'j
Contracts
have been let for building the entire load. The
work includes a number of bridges and lunnels.
,L I'. Graves, of the Spokane Traction Company,
Is President, ami
Alex. Luofer, Chief Engineer.

BATON

&

Louisiana, with headquarters at Monroe, to build
a railroad from that place through Ouachita
ami Caldwell Parishes to Standard, in Cats
noula Parish and south to Cheneyville, about
The officers and directors include
L15 miles.
.1.
B. York, President; .1. F. Rutherford. Vice
President; C.
Santag, Secretary ami Gen

ll-illl

Spokane \ia Moran, Prairie, Freeman, Mi. Hope
poini in Spring Valley to be
and Waveily Id
known as spring Vallej Junction. At this
point the road will divide into iwo branches, the
east arm extending via Oakesdale and Garfield
to
l'aiouse, and
the
Wesl arm via Rosalia
ami
to
Thornton
a
length
Cdlfax,
total

SOUTHWESTERN (MISSOURI

•SPRINGFIELD

from Spartanburg, S. o., to the North Carolina
state line, where connection will be made with
the South V Western, now under construction
from the coal fields of Kentucky, Tennessee ami

•SPOKANE COLUMBIA

Houston, Bast ^ West Texas
Morgan's Louisiana iV Texas.
Oregon Kiistern.
See San AntOnlO & Cull
See Southern I'aeitie under Mexico
SOUTHERN TRACTION. Proposed electric line
from Altoona, Pa., south through South Al
Beryl,
toona,
Eldorado, Canan
uncansvlllc,
Newry.
McK
ami
i<>
Freedom
Roaring
Springs, with a loop starting from a pi iii
mi
Hie main line ;il Beryl and running east through
Boll 1 day sberg, and thence west to the main line
The work include-.
ai
Duncansvllle.
vet
head crossing and nine small si eel bridges.
F
<;.
Patterson, Pittsburg, Pa., is President, ami
cwiu. ni' Utoona, Pa., chief Engineer.
ii. o,
south SIDE coal & nti>\ COMPANY
iiii
Arkansas company plans to imiid a railroad from
Paris, Arii.. easl i" Da rd one lie, .'is miles, with
miles,
hot nches
aggregat Ing 12
leorge
Locke is vi<e President, Missouri Trust Building)
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EHANNA

NEW
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Yl

IRK

Propo

i

ii om
Ralston,
iter via
itoa ring J
llackhoi se
lie
Bun ej
follows Lycoming creek from Ralston, the
-•in terminus,
b to Roaring crunch, and tnen
at J ii'ii i,\
and thence dov
en ek to hlngiisb
enter, about 20

1

City,

..on

a

£

from Tlmpson

charier

iii,.,i

i

Texas

n

on the Gull

a point

.

i

to

hum

to build

Mexi
CO about 150 miles, and also to a point on the
northern border of the state of r> ta
about 100
miles.
Grading completed from Tlmpson south
Tin- Grlgaby Construction Co
20 miles.
are

under way Cor grade
from Snort Run, Pa., nortueasl

line

eight

reTision on
to Bilenton,

the

miles.

miles.

sylvanla,

I

Mar,
1905,
Ie
tor an extension
rom Long
DOrth to a point near Marsh. III. 17
Mar. 17, 1900

factors,

i

i

i

i

,

,

i

Surve;
View, Tex.,

SUSQUEHANNA CENTRAL.

Chartered in Penn
with $l,uoo,
lapltal, to buijd 100
miles of railroad througn
tearneld, Center ami
Clinton Counties, Pa.
James K. Gardener, of
Ridgcway, Is 1 'resilient.

I

rado
Mai

SAVANN

.v

Chartered

\il

In

:

I

—

NORTHERN

&

(Elec-

i

<

.

NORTHERN

SYRACUSE
porated
in

New

in

with

capital of $1,000,electric railroad from SyraBay, on Oneida Lake, "ami

Yul'K.

an

build

TRACTION.— Incora

cuse and North
Brewerton, Onondaga County, and Bridgeport
and Shakelton*s Point, in .Madison County
rindirectors include
William M. Brown, oi Newcastle, l'a.
W. K. Niver,
L. Waters, of Syracuse.
:

W.

Plump and

II.

I..

has been
filed by this company, which operates 55 miles
of road in the state of Washington, seeking percertificate

mission to build extensions in Pierce and i.e.xis
Counties; one from Park Junction via Kapov,
sin and Eatonvilleno Kibe, seven miles, and one
from a point beyond Park Junction to a point
in section 11', township 14. range 4 east, three
miles.
Contracts reported let.
The work includes a bridge over the Nisquallv. three miles
east of Elbe, with approaches 1,300 ft. long.

— Incorporated
1,000,000.
build

1'ACOMA TRANSIT.
capital

of

to

Washington.

Maine, with

in

state of

the

in

M. W. Baldwin and H. E. Mason,

of Portland, Me., are interested.

•TALLAHASSEE

Contract

to

let

H.

J.

.

NEW MEXICO

SOFTHEASTERN.— See

Sea-

•TALLl'LAH FALLS.

—

Contract let for an extension from Dulards. Ga., to Franklin. N. C., 17
miles.
Seven miles completed.
\\
A. Seymour,
Otto, N. C, is Chief Engineer.
.

TAMPA NORTHERN.— Organized

Florida,

to
arrange-

in

Tampa norm. Financial
to have been made and the first 45
miles of road to be built at once. Contracts are
being let for construction material.
It is believed that the road will cross the state line
into Georgia and form a connection with the
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic.
Benjamin
Thompson, of Tampa, is Chief Engineer.
build from
ments said

PACIFIC—This

&

com-

pany, chartered in Texas, has given the general
contract to the Rock island Construction Co.,
First National Bank Building, Chicago, and is
making surveys for its proposed road. The line
run from McKlnney, In Collin County,
to
Tex., west by northwest through Denton, D
tut'.
Bridgeport,
Graham,
Belknap,
Haskell.
Rayner, Bs]
la, Emma and Lubbock, in Texas,
wesl to Roswell, N. Mrs, about 500 miles. The
company plans to build a number of towns
along the proposed route and grading contracts
will be let as soon as surveys are completed.
There will be six important steel bridges. Jesse
Shaine is President, and M. J. Ih-aly, General
Manager. McKinney, Tex.

OKLAHOMA

•TEXAS,

t

ing

West

in

build from Cecil. Taylor County, on
the Baltimore & Ohio, east to Rowlesburg, Preston County about 20 miles.
The incorporators
include:
J.
Baumgartner, s. McNiel, C. H.
Moran and A. 1:. Stuart, of Baltimore, and G.
II.
!lapp, of Ah. rdeen, Md.
\ irginia to

i

•TENNESSEE

KA'LROAD Contracts let to
Eskridge & Carroll, of Huntsville, Tenn.. and
Burgin. Carson i: Co., of Pioneer. Tenn., for ex
tending this road from Buffalo Creek. Tenn
Smokey Creek, 18 miles.

TENNESSEE-ALABAMA

INTERURRAN.

Per-

-

mission

granted this road to build an electrii
railroad from
Posl
through Chicnmauga
Park to Ducktown, Teun.. via Ringgold and
a
toosa Springs, G
ctlon with the Western
& Atlantic al Ringgold, and also with the LouisNashville giving a short rout,, to Duel
.V
lio
town,
work includes a tunnel at Missionary Ridge.
i

i

•TENNESSEE
a

railroad

Tenn
Spin

win

& ATI,
from
la
I

E.

is

to
Tellico
President, and Sam.
I

P.

tarr.

i

I

Organized, to build

riiu.a u

TENNESSEE

& Gl II'. -The Tennessee Industrial
has changed Its m
e Tenne
ei
Gulf. Road projected from a pol
o the
am
:.,. .,1beri;
the mouth of Harp
To mile
to Clifton. Tenn
hi
ew company
changed the prop
from the Hai
te
peth river to the south sni
ei
o lerland
river, about
miles belovi the former location.
Tin
proposes also to b illd a
branch from the main fine at Lobelville in Perry
ounty, to Nash
fc

I

I

.

-

t

.

TENNESSEE, GEORGIA

A:

SOUTH CAROLINA

(Electric).
Organ
in
-gia.
G
to
build
from Clayton, Rabun County, west through
Union and Fannin counties to Ducktown, Tenn
and thence through Walker County to Chattai

to

be

Merrlll Skinner,
intere ited
Mar
I

Blue
17,

Ridge,

1905

I

Ga.,

said

be

to

t

,

7

1

vice President of the Gii
Fe, are said lo |„- Inten

11

sni THBASTEEN. This company, which
completed Its road from Illboll, Tex..
Hie Naches river, nine miles, is
from the river northwest to Weches, 25
lo

1

•THOMASVILLE

i DENTON.
Contracl reported
E. I.. Probst & c,,., of Charlotte, N. c,
building the flrsl seven miles ,,f this pro
posed road from Thomasvllle, N. ('., south to
Denton, 1.", miles
Milton Jones, of Thomasxille. i- Preside, ,1.
Mar. 17. 1905
to

let

for

TIDEWATER

build

to

000,

4.,"

miles

Chartered

Vlr-

in

proposed to extend this road either to Danville
or Lynchburg.
The directors of the new com-

pany
1..

c.

include T. F. .TefTress, II. \V. And
Lewis, .1. S Elicit and .lames M. Bud. of
Va.

Richmond,

•TIDEWATER RAILWAY.— This

company, which

building a line under the above name from
Norfolk. va., via Roanoke, xvest through the
state ,,f Virginia for 332 miles, and from that
point under the name of the Deepwater for an
additional lis miles to the New river coal regions of West Virginia, has completed about 70
per cent, of the grading from Norfolk xvest to
mile post 103.
From that point grading ha.
been started to mile post 362. and from the
latter point to the end of the Deepwater
450) about 75 P'er cent, of the grading is corn
The entire line. Including the
ed.
p.
water, is under construction and is to be ready
for operation by December, 1907.
Track has
is

The

long.

WESTERN

Powhatan,
ft
which
in
Virs
from Bermuda Hundred to I'annville. wilh a
branch from Coalboro three miles long.
It Is

NORTHWESTERN.—

&

railroad

a

-x.

take over the Farmville
operates '.'-' miles of road

to

[a

proposed line runs from a point on the boundary line between the Chickasaw Nation and
caddo County, in Oklahoma Territory, northwest to a point on the Cimarron river, in Woodward County, traversing th
unties of Caddo.
Custer, D.ewey and Woodward
also an eastern
line through the coun-

I

:

of
ties
Blaine,
Kingand Logan to
fisher
a

n

line through the counties of Roger Mills and

Day.- The directors are
x.
Huston.
II.
Job
Deveraux, Charles See-

and

i..
arpenGuthrie, and
of NewYork.
According to a
despatch from Guthrie,

ley,
ter.

of

'

'.

I

_

Henry Knapp.

dated March 8, grading
has been Degun between

Weatherford

and

Ta-

loga.
by
the
Knapp
Construction Co., whicn
has the contract for

from

Tidew atet and Deepwater Railways.

Weatherford through 'Taloga

been laid from mile post 5 to post 8.5 and from
mile post 'M to post 27 on the Tidewater, and
for 50 miles from Deepwater, W. Va., on the

to

Woodward.

TEXAS ROADS.— John

Kirby, of Houston,
Henry King and otuers, have applied for a charter for a road to run from Burr s Ferry, in Jasper County, to Rockland and Chester, in Tyler
County, 80 miles. This is to form a connecting
link in the so-called loakum System.
Contract
tor the work, it is said, will be given as soon
as surveys are completed.
Application maue by a company in Texas
to build a railroad from Dayton, in Liberty
County, to the oil fields, about eight miles.
M.
Easthum, K. A. Grear, T. H. Bass and R. Silverman, all of Beaumont, incorporators.
Contracts to be let soon for building SO
miles of railroad from Abilene, Tex., norm to
Munday, in Knox County. Major J. D. Beardsley, of Gibsland, La., has made a contract with
the towns of Abilene, Anson, Stamford, Haskell and Munday whereby the road will receive
a bonus of $128,000, also the necessary right

H.

Deepwater.
The work includes a number of
i-cius.rom.
i..
impurtauc bridges and tu-m-.s.
Norfolk, Va., is Chief Engineer.
The contracts
let are as follows
Section A
From Southern
Railway crossing near Hurt, Va., westerly 20
miles, to J. G. White & Co., 43 Exchange place,
New York. Section B From Meherrin, Va.,
easterly 22 miles, to A. & C. Wright & Co. and
W. R. Bonsai & Co., Hamlet, N. C, about 30
moes.
Section D-2
From Brookneal easterly
6% miles, to Butler Bros. Construction Co..
Section E
From
1170 Broadway, New York.
brookneal westerly 20 miles, to Carpenter.
Frazier, Boxley & Co.. Clifton Forge, Va.
Section F
From Southern Railway crossing near
Hurt, Va.. easterly 32 miles, to Lane Bros. Co.,
Esmont, Va.
Section G
F'rom Roanoke easterly 23 miles, to D. A. Langhorne A: Co., Alderson, W. Va.
From
Sections H, 1, J, K, L

of

—

—

—

—

—

A number

mont & Red River Construction

Co.,

which has

given the contract for the lust 40 miles to P. R.
Turuey.
The proposed route is from Houston,
Tex., nortlnast through North Dayton, Perryman, Batson, Saratoga, Kountz, Jasper and
Leesville to Alexandria, La., about 200 miles,
crossing the Sabine river at a point 80 miles
north of the Southern Pacific ami 1"" miles
south of the Houston Basi & West Texas, pass
ing through a rich agricultural sect!)
southeast Texas.
Contracts for the balance of the
route to be let as soon as surveys compl ed
A syndicate of capitalists of Cincinnati, O.,
in connect ion with Mayor T. W. Perkins, of
McKlnney, Tex., is planning to build a railroad from McKinney to Decatur.
Surveys made by William S. Carlysle &
Co., of Chicago, for a railroad from Trinity,
Tex., southeast to Livingston. 82 miles.
under
I'lans
consideration
Captain
bv
Thomas II. Hodge, of Laredo, Tex., for a railroad from Laredo down the valley of the Rio
Grande river to Rio Grande City, about 150
t

miles.

Contracts reported let for an lnterurban
Dublin at the junction of the Texas
and Texas Central southerly to Hammib's.
This road may also be ex

line from
Pacific
ilton, 35

&

—

to Bluestone river. 112 miles, to MacCo. and Arthur F. MacArthur,

Roanoke

way and ground

for stations.
Survey's made.
of northern capitalists are planning to build a railroad from Lometa, Tex., on
the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, southxvest
through San Saba and Menardville to Delrio,
on the Southern Pacific, about 200 miles. Half
of the line will follow the valley of the San
Saba.
Rights of way secured by oi'ton G. Campbell, of Dallas, from Lometa to San Saba, 22
miles.
Possibly a Santa Fe project.
*A road, which has been under consideration for some time, and of which Ed. Kennedyis said to In' a promoter, is to be built at once
under the supervision of" the Houston, Beau-

—

:

'

TAYGARTS & CHEAT RIVER.— Chartered

a'

recently

Chartered in Oklahoma, with capital of $2,500,-

building

board Air Line.

is

miles.

CENTRAL.

Guthrie, and

EASTERN.— A

•TACO.MA

railroad

i

tric!.
Incorporated jn New York, with a capital of {2,250,000, to build a street railroad Iron)
Syracuse to Baldwinsville, lo miles,
ine com
pany is also in take over tiie Syracuse, Lakeside & Baldwinsville roau, wuh-u was n
ntij
bought by tue beebe interests Cor $530,
i in-

road will be improved and probably soon extended north to rulton and possibly to uswego.
lie directors of the new company
ii
s
are
Holden,
M. Warner, A. K. Hiscock, C. L».
Beebe, W. Nottingham, W. A. Holden and W.
K. Pierce, of Syracuse, and C. ii. Benson, <<{
Minetto, N. V.

a

Tex., to San Antonl
w. Gatee and I. .1. Poll

.1

i

•TEXAS,

.

SYRACUSE, LAKE SHORE

that
elasco,

•TEXAS

I

Owens, of Galveston, Tex,, for building the pro
posed extension from Stamford, c
to a point
44 miles west.
The work includes one 75-ft.
bridge
Contracts also let for rails and ties.
Over 90 per cent, of the Hue will he tangent.

Georgia

tu build a railroad from Sylvanla, Ga., east to a
point on the Savannah river, Detween Hutchlns
Ferry and Poor Robin Landing,
n 20
The Incorporators Include: i. A. Mock, 1. li
Hull. m Co., S. S. Wnite and \\
1.
Cooper, of
Sylvanla.

\

Sania

>\;

1

I

•TEXAS

om

11

miles.
meriy First

.

sylvania

.x

Reported

-'-'•'

ol

,

milet

led io Rio 1,1 indi
ire pi
the Laredo
Rio 1; ande, iron,
loo miles, and
Ulo Grande City, from San an

lies,

GULF,

,\:

i

.x.

.

i

all

•TEXAS

i

-Surveys

ei

1

Laredo south
San Antonio

i

i

i

11.

I

1

i

No.

Pacific

.x

'

i

XI...

tended north from Dublin 30 miles
Hon with the Fexaa & Pacific m no
in'"
len, on in,
mam line

i

i

minus

i

IBNTJUS i:i xi
RAIl.RnAH
So
leiiin gsi e .X GUlf.
ENNESSBE RO xi's Electric). \ company Is
i"
o Hied
build
ieel rlc
road from
lluiiiiioint,
I'enii,,
Bouthwesl
through Ala
Maun
Ity.
Brown villi
Phi an
H rlghl and
,1, ei
o
on
ion with
in
ie
road
at
Raleigh, glvini
Mem], in
onne
a
to
m
I

pis nniug

tension from lis
_'•»
Prairie City, aj

SQ1

si

li

i

Vol

Arthur

Bros.

Chicago,
.

111.

The MacArthur Bros. Co. has sub-let part
the work through Virginia and West Virginia as follows
Mason. Hanger. Coleman
Company. Frankfort. Ky., grading and tunnel.
S250.000; P. J. Millett, Paris, Ky., bluff work,
sj.-,o,oiio
ic .1,
McDonald, Aurora. 111., grad
ing.
Mike Elmore, Alliance, Neb.,
.?225,000
grading, tunnel and bluff work, $600,000 Bates
.lames
Rogers, Chicago, masonry, .s.'aio.ooo
A:
Hearn & Co., Ada. W. Va., grading, 65.000 W.
N. Camp & Co., Roanoke, Va., grading. $100.Carpenter & Boxley. Clifton Forge. Va.,
000
grading and tunnel, $377,000: Chill & Purnell.
Eggleston, Va., bluff work, $100,000; J. C.
Co.. Roanoke, Va„ grading. $60,000:
Zobrist
Highs
Shelburne, East Radford. Va., grading,
W.
II.
Johnson, Salem. Va.. part of
$70,000:
section 263, all of section 264 and part of sec
tion 265. grading: Litz & Co.. Graham, Va..
A
sections 350 to 362. grading and tunneling.
contract for bridges and a mile-land trestle has
also been let to the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company.
See Marsh Fork.
of

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

,\;

vX;

TOLEDO & INDIANA

(Electric).—Proposed

elec-

tric road from Bryan. Ohio, via Ilicksville. to
Grading to be beFort Wayne. Ind., 41 miles.

There will he a number of bridges.
gun June 1.
E. Harrow. Toledo. Ohio, is Chief Kngineer.
TOLEDO & ANN" ARBOR (Electric).—This company, which is building an electric road from
Toledo. Ohio, to Ann Arbor, Mich.. 4S miles, has
secured atiout SO ner cent, of the right of way.
Nearly 13 miles of the roadbed has been graded.
TOLEDO & JACKSON (Electric).— Incorporated
in Michigan to build an electric road from Toledo, O., northwest to Jackson, Mich., about 70
miles.
Rights of way and franchises secured.
\

March

L6,
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Want

Arc Yot* In

Our sales confirm the report
of a new engine on your construction work?
are
that the Vulcan Dinkey is becoming more popular every year.
building a Contractors Dinkey that is second to none— one that is backed
up by over fifty-five years
of experience.
have increased our
out-put and are now in a
position to give you very

We

We

prompt

delivery

standard

sizes.

May we

send

on

the

you

our

and specifications?

folders

Asking us questions costs you nothing

Vulcan I*on Wo*ks,

PHILADELPHIA,

B

A

hanufacturers OF

BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
BURNHAM, WILLIAMS &

w
%r

w

f\

CO.

^ C\

/Vl

C\ '

\

V/

p

PA., U. S. A.

BOTH SINGLE EXPANSION AND COMPOUND AND FOR ALL GAUGES OF TRACK

BALANCE

I

1

im I'iiun

I

>

ATI

win

['YPE

LOCOMOTIV1

FOR THE ERII

RAILROAD

Locomotives particularly adapted tor Logging and Industrial purposes.
Locomotives for Mines and Furnaces.
Electric

Locomotives

Electric

Motor and Trailer Trucks for Railway and Suburban Service.

built in conjunction

i.

with the Westinghoiise Electric

AddraM

"Hiii iwin

'

Philadelphia

& Manufacturing

Co.

*^

; 1

.

I
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Bran,

u.

.

w

i

,

1<

1

.

'

Vvyandotci
•

i. ii.

UO

i

in,
in.

Nagle, 8. A.
l\ llllam
r..
luicuu, una Ai. it.
o]
are mteresteu

LIMA

.^

Chicago,

,,i

.".i ece

.

Ids

bi

contract

the

Oi

klyera

&

Buford.
Lookoui to Hanna, "" miles,
Thia
portion "f the work win be the
rosily to
^t
incarried out by the company, the grading
I.' .ii
Medicine liow being unusuuiij heavy.
The
third section is between Rock Springs and Point
of R0Ck8, I'.i miles.
New articles of Incorporation filed in Neir
braska for :in extensl
ledar Rapids
the
branch from lis d or t hern terminus at Spalding.
Neb., northeast for a distance of 150 miles Into
South Dakota.
The proposed line will cro
the Chicago & North Western's Wyoming tine.
r

graulng

toi

'"'"

"'*

»

'».

i

L

E.

(1

liave

and

o ,lei

i

"''

''

'

'

lillU.

•TOLEDO, ANN AEBOH & DETROIT
oledo,
road, from
and via
line
state

ins

i

i

O.,

<

(Electric).
ne iilaii

-

I

i

Lambertvllle, .uilan,
Petersburg and Dundee i" Ann Arbor, &Ilch., 55
mlics. is under contract i" the fatrlcn tilrach

yun

i

muss,

c

oledo.
J.
Building,
(Mar.
president.

inn

.:..

si

,,i

iri'iiiuiii.

I

Agreement reached by
Is
company and
Northern Pacific to lolntly build s railroad
the Clearwater district, Idaho.
The road
win traverse a distance of between 800 ami
."inn mill's, through an undeveloped section. This
project has been a subject of dispute between
ihewo two companies for a number of years. See
Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company.
nh.h Pacific officials have announced thai
all needed terminals hi Seattle. Wash., for an extension "i" the llarrlman Lines to thai cltj are
secured
Surveys on the line '" be built from
Portland m Seattle, under tin- charter of the

•

New

Vnrk.

is

Washington Northern, are being made
possible.
See Vi'iiou

;is

I-

1

See

&

iliiiuus.

\\

M. Newell
U.

h.olb,

TnMii'Aii &

lei

to

is

I'uii'f

Beattj

Mux

i

TIDEWATER.—This

&

companj

is

i

i

Engii

:hief

r.

XONOPAH TERMINAL.—1

irporated in California to build a railroad from Liberty via
Lone
'th end oi
Goldfish Junction and the
Camp
Mountain to Silver l'eak. 10U mile
interested.
Bros., of Philadelphia, are said
Park,
\\
c. Wynkoop is President, and S. u

peka, nan.,

Chief Engineer,

is

i

.Mar.

IT,

1905.)

BRAZOS VALLEY (COLORADO &
SOUTHERN). Contract lei tor extending tins
&

—
from

road south
Mexia ru Houston, rex., and
from Dallas to a poin! near .Mexia. in all about
230 miles, to P. M. Johnston & Co., of Mexia
Grading already begun at three or four places.
The Hues run through a rolling prairie counMaximum grade w ill be 0.5 per cent.
try.

maximum

The work incurvature, 4 degrees.
cludes three steel bridges of about 60 ft. each.
P. G. Burns, Mexia. Tex., is chief Engineer.

TULSA, TEXAS & GULF.— Organized, with

$10,capital, by L. Howard Lee. of Oklahoma City, to build from Matagorda Bay, Tex.,
north to Oklahoma City, Okla. T, and Tulsa,
lnd. T.. aiiout linn miles.
Tlie directors include:

000,000

M.

11.

cost.

homa

Smvtlie.

Tex.: II. V. PenteW. Ilelt and M. S. Lee, OklaD. Merry, ttoswell, N. Mex.,

Gainesville,

Guthrie; .1.
riiv; U.

The
and L. Howard Lee. of Oklahoma City.
promoters say that financial backing tor the
enterprise has been secured and that construcsoon he started.

tion will

TULSA, TURNERSVILLE & TEXAS.— Chartered
Oklahoma

I,Territory, with capital of $:',
build from the northeastern corner of
Indian Territory southwest to Shawnee, Okla.
T., passing
through the Cherokee mid ('reek
Nations mid I'ottawal tomie County, 150 miles.
<
Turner.
The Incorpori
V.
X.
V.
are:
Sayre mid \v. S. 'Harsh, of Muskogee: Joseph
M Neil mid W. N Spin-look, of Guthrie.

In

in

U

UNION PACIFIC.

There

of new branch iii
nOUIlceil as follow

— -•The

aha

been J"l miles
struction officially mi

bave

near Springfield.
President Moffatt, of
Denver, Northwestern A Pacific, is said to
have had a part of the same route surveyed

which

Is

being

built

under the name of the Omaha & Southwestern
from South Omaha, Neb. to Lane, 11.5 miles.

The

estiexisting line is 20.43 miles long.
$2
Substitutes light for
very heavy grades, and double for single track.

mated

i.

•A

main

litle

line

built fl'oiii ll.TslirV oil tile
North Platte, Neb., up the val-

heillsC

near

of
\orth Platte to
ley
the
miles, through the corn belt.
of
ienver, has t he coni ract.

150
Northport,
W. C. Bradbury,

i

under the
hue being
built
Topeka & Northwestern, from ToKansas City
In
line northwest

•Connecting

name
peka

of
ori

the
the

Onaga, Kan.. lO miles, through an agrl
This line connects at Onaga
cultural section.
niui Pacific line to Kmisus City.
With mealier
Kilpmri.i
Bros. ,v Collins, of Beatrice, Neb.,
have Hie com rai
*Abou1 in" miles of Mm. in southern Wyo
secti,,iis
Tin
minu' win i»e double tracked
;ir,.
follows:
Between Hermosa and Ilermosa Junction, two miles, completing the double track between Cheyenne ami Laramie, with
the exception of 25 miles between Hermosa and
erly to

1

i

ii

ago.

\\

i

I

of

$25,000,

in

build

to

Wis<

from

Tinis
building
necting line four
long from the track ol the Wesl side Bell Kailroad one miic east ot Castle Shannon, La., extending to be head .waters ol Thompson's Hun
Into a 2,000-car yard which is being built at
line
ami Monongahela
the junction of this
Soutnern, a subsidiary railroad of the united
Stales sieel
p<»i a ion
Tins iim- will make
connection between the Wabash System ami
ne Homestead, Bessemer and Braddock plants
('.,11>,
|n
ji.u
Of the United St:ites Steel
nection at Clair ton
(Pittsburg]
between the
the
St.
West Side Belt Railroad and
Clair Terminal Railroad of the United states Steel corporation.
way.
under
Work
Incorporated at Springto build
lib. with a capital of $10,000.
field,
80 miles,
from Zeigler north n. Slum.

:'.'.*

corporators

include

:

T.

Ack wor-

Orhison,

\Y.

Ackworthy and

O.

t

'.

Smith.

YAXHALIA.

Reported that this company will
spend ahout $2,000,000 during the year for double-tracking between Indianapolis and the Illinois state line.

t

<

TRACTION.—Contract let to a Pennsylvania
contractor to build line from Vincennes lnd.,
via Jasper to French Lick, at about $2,000,000.
Contracl also given to a Philadelphia company
to build the power plant, either at Pittsburg or
Otwell, for about $300,

WESTERN.—This

company, which

is

line from Vlnita, lnd. T.. north via
Hill and ('enlralia to Cofteyville, Kan.,
."a
miles, has given a font ract to Winter &
Walt for building the first Hi miles, eight miles
of which has
ii
completed.
The work includes a bridge over the Verdegris river.
Contracts for the balance of the road to be let
II. A. Genung,
early in April.
Vinita, lnd. T.,

building a

Timber
i

I

is

Chief Engineer.

—

•VIRGINIA \ CAROLINA COAST. Con tract
lo
<;.
White & Co., of New York, for building
let

proposed road from Mackey's Perry. \ r.
over Pamlico river by ferry, through Hayl>oro
and over tin- Neuse river to Beaufort, N. t\,
Work now under way. The
about US miles.
its

officers

ot

President;
N.

\
\

company are:

the
F.

Bullitt,

E.

R.

T.

Goodell,

Dewey, Genera] Manager, and
Engineer,

Chief

ail

of

Norfolk.

a

VIRGINIA & KENTUCKY.— Surveys made

to

ex

ad ibis line, which runs from Wise, Va., to
Norton, along Blrcbfleld creek ami Crane's Nest
up Lou-'- fork, through Stanley and
river
Yates 'bin and down Holly Creek to CllntWOOd,
Va., 21 miles.
F. M. McClure is Superintend
ent, at Wise, Va,
•VIRGINIA & SOUTHWESTERN, Contracl reported le1 to Walton, Wilson, Rhoades iV Co., of
Knox vide. Term., a
between $5,000,000 and
fnv building 70 miles of its proposed
$6,
road from Cllnchport, Va,
VIRGINIA LIGHT & POWER COMPANY. -Chartered in Virginia with $-jr>. <mo capital to build
an electric railroad from Richmond, Va., north
is miles, to Ashland, and eventually farat
-

I

t

'.

1

t

1

.

t

I

,

|

I

;| |

WABASH SOUTHERN.—

w Act am aw RAILROAD.—

Chartered

North

in

Carolina, with capital of $250,000, to build a
railroad from a point on the Cape Fear river
near Oldtown, Brunswick County, west to Lake
Waccamaw, thence to connect with toe Atlantic
Coast Line al Ho It on, and with the Seaboard
The incorAir Line at Manly ville. 3d miles.
porators include:
E. Nelson, of Detroit; E. S.
J.
llartwell, Chicago
E. Clark. C. E. Clark,
E. IL Sillimaii and W, II. Chadbourn, of Wilmington, all of whom are connected with the
Waccamaw Land & Lumber Co.
;

in

Oregon.

capital, to build from Elgin. Ore.,
Koude to the mouth of tl;e
Wallowa and up that river to the valley of the
same name in eastern Oregon. It is proposed to
extend the road eventually to Joseph, a total
Surveys being made, aud
distance of •"•". miles.
the rights of way reported secured as far as the
Wallowa river.
The Incorporators include t.
S. Hotter. George P. Ileusner and Robert Bell.

down

tirand

the

'

WALLULA PACIFIC—Chartered

in

the state of

to build a railroad from Wallula to
The in* orVancouver, Wash., about 250 miles.
L. (lerlinger, of Portland, and
porators are:
M. Lyons and Joseph Stapleton, of Vancou-

Washington

•VINCENNES. WEST BADEN & LOUISVILLE

•VLXITA &

-i

with $500,1

Green

Hay southwest through Depere, Kaukauna and
Appleton to Menasha, aboul
miles.
The Inthy, K. O'Keefe, R.
all of Appleton.

Bids were

a r for lie o oplel ion oi roadbed and
on. Wabash, lnd.. norl hwest to Roi
mib--.
The original line has been simrti

ii

WALLOWA VALLEY.—Incorporated

<_'ity.

capital

i

.! k

pan v

City, on the Yukon river, 413 miles.
The incorporators include: F. 1>. Pierce V. H.
Huck, John 1>. Fearlake and Kenneth Hose, all
of New York, aud La Grand Bouker. of Jersey
<"ity.
Offices at 1M3 Washington street. Jersey

with

trie

•WABASH-PITTSBURG TERMINAL.

to Eagle

VALLEY RAILWAY. — Incorporated

i

-

i

name.

that

of

l-av

in'

ue iing S

ROCHICSTER TRACTION.

.

ter, 30
ened ami straightened, and new franchises have
v\\ lan,
i".
been granted.
R. s.
'ear born
street, Chicago, hi., has charge of the work.

VALDEZ, MARSHALL PASS & NORTHERN.—
Chartered in New Jersej to build a railroad in
Alaska from Yaldez, on the

& Terminal.

See

i

the

.1.

eut-off.

W
Parkersburg Bridge
Lern
See N\ abasn rlttsburg
See Western Ma > land.

>1

valley,

t

WABASH,

.

yea rs

L.

J.

Valuable mineral ami timber
Dorchester.
property win be reached by tin- proposed lines.

<

I

ami

;\

ami

i

Surveys reported for a railroad from Sail Lake
'it\
Utah, to Portland.
The survey passes rrom Salt Lake City to the
south eud of Salt Lake; theme to VVinnemi]
-Nev., aud thence northwest to Diamond Pass.
through th-' Cascades in Eastern Lane County
SOUtfa of Diamond Peak, ami to the Willamette

severs

Paiiou. Vice-President,
Engineer, Norfolk. \

Capitalists of nig
(Electric)
Va., propose to build l"" miles of
bat
roads, and ll is said
they b;ive
The objective points are Apbegun surveys.
paiachla, Stonega, Norton, Wise, Toms Creek

UTAH RAILROAD.-

—

J.
L.
Jr.,

:

Stone Gap,

Treasurer.

erloo,

i>\

electric

in
at

:

To run from Topeka, Ivan., northwesi through
the Counties of Shawnee, Jackson, PottawatoBemie and Marshall to Frankfort, 60 nines.
wise. ToL.
ginning of work authorized.
P.

•TKIMTV

dent

i

\\';ii

i

TOPEKA, FRANKFORT & NORTHWESTERN

Proposed road to he
The line is from
gasoline motors,
News, Va., through Bethel, Poquoson,
Gratton, Yorktown, Gloucester ami a number
oi
smaller piaces, with a main line 20 miles
Contract ^'ivn
long ami Hi miles of branches.
i..
the Pennsylvania Steel Co. for th'- rails.
Work will In- light, as then- are no grades over
W. A. Post Is Presiper cent, ami no curves.
I

;

.

Sei retary.

irganlzed

t

>.

I

PENINSULA,

Newport

i

i

erested.

operated

t

:

c

ot

Ireek,

i

i

Inl

i

.

Town

from

•VIRGINIA

Marsballtown

building, with us own torces, a roaa u .,,
Valley i" Bullfrog,
;il
low,
via Amaryosa
Thirty iniles have been graded,
Nev., 158 mill's.
and uack is laid for 13.5 miles. 1'he worn is
easy
Maximum grades - per cent, with easy
al.,
i-'.
M. Smith, of Wan Francisco,
curves,
Is
president, and John Ryan, of Stagg, Cal., is

to the Vaughan Coi
place, for building 12 miles

thai

on the \\ Inst on Sah-m
division of the Norfolk & Western, in Henry
County, Va., west to Stuart's Knob, in Patrick
County. Va.
A. Hill ami IL D. Lafferty are

LINE.

wiin capita] OJ $100,000, ami office
Marshalltown, t-- build an electric road from
north to Grundy Center, thence
northeast i" Waterloo. Iowa, and another line
From Marshalltown
south
to
Newton, Iowa,
where connection Is to be mad.' with the Inter«s Moines
urban Kail way Company of
which
is
its
to extend
Ues Moines olfax line from
Colfax to Newton.
The total length will be 7s
miles.
Tin' officers are
T.
lenmead, of
Marshalltown.
.1.
residenl
E. Sedge wick, of
Waterloo, \ ice-President
L. C
NorrTs, of
shall own, Secretary, ami George E. Lichty, <>t

year completed 35 miles oi roau troai fonopan in Uolahetd, Nev., is making surveys tor
lutheasi to
a further extension from Ooldnela
Bullfrog, nu additional SO miles.
lasl

•I'iimU'aii

shout

Iowa

OF

i.\

1

contract

a
ot

Co.,

road

,

TKA< Tit

Iowa,

compauy, which

This

nui.iii'ii'.i.u-

tion

1

.

VIRGINIA Kuahs

Nort hern.

w HEELING

..v

'

i

Engineer.

has given

as rapidly

rk.

Steel *'«». for the superstructure.
The total cosl
of the bridge will be aboul $1,000,000,
Contracts will shortly be lei for grading and also
m for building seven tunnels on the line of the
proposed roud.
J. \'
Thompson, "f Uniontown,
Pa., is Interested.

Healing Springs, Ala., and It.
N.
u..i
ixcensiou.

of

for building a
i'iiii inril.
Ala.,

'a

i

Work begun mi this proposed railroad from
Uniontown, Eayette County, Pa., west to Wheeling, \v. Va., 68 miles.
The company Is building with iis own force the abutments for the
large bridge i" cross the Monongahels river at
McCann's Ferry, ami has let contracts t" the
American Bridge '<< ami the Jones iV Laughlin

Bowling Green & Napoleon
mi, Kim. MARSHALL & NORTHERN. Ai a
meeting ot the stockholders in Marshall, 0.,
the capital stock was increased from $800,000
.Him.
The company Is to begin work
to $2,
on us proposed line from Bay City, Mien.,
o,ii
soutnwesi tnrough ulivet, .vlar&ualj
water to Montpelier, O.

•TOilBIUBEE VALLEY.— Contract

:

'i

;

Aiaiye,

one

si

Washington

MMoNTiiWN

Erie,

I

1

i

President.
•TOLEDO, TOSTORIA & FINDLAY (Electric).
Contract reported lei to cressweii .* Hieininnii. ,,,
lay, tor grading the extension ot
Penmen me,
lius
u ostoria
to
road tr
miles.
Che completion ot .uis extension will
over tne
Toledo
entrance
Into
give the road an
L,aKi- Snore Electric, connection being made be
Lase
ovei
tne
Woodville
and
remberville
tween
hi

.•siruiig.

l»,

II.

1

into

Incorpo
mini iii 'ii iii with capital 01 ¥10,000,000, to
at)
build an electric road (rom Toledo to lllnc
hi
nil. I.,, ii K>KT WAYNE & INUiANAt'OLaS.
from
build
capital
to
$3,000,000
vutu
ganisseu
logins ,, way secured
loieoo in Indianapolis,

XL., No.

mi north
a line from Richmond to Ajhland
would parallel tin- Richmond, Fredericksburg
The Incorporators Include
nv.
& Potomac,
S.
Anderson, Presldenl
Wheelwright, VicePresident, ami i;. It. Williams, Secretary and
Treasurer, of Richmond.
•VIRGINIA ORE ,v LI MHldt COMPANY. This
company, whose head office is at Roanoke, Va.,

tin-

IT.

I'.ni.,

.

Vm.

ti

I

H.

'!

is

TOLEDO, DEFIANCE & SOUTHERN.

w

,

C

ver.

WARREN

&

DE VALL'S BLUFF.— Incorporated

,000, to build
in Aikansas with capital of $1,(
from Warren through Bradley, Cleveland. JefLonoke and Prairie Counties, to I»e
ferson.
The incorporators inYall's Bluff, '.in miles.
clude W. T. Thompson, J. G. Thweat. \Y. R.
Watson. N. McLeod and H. D. Maxwell.
WARREN, JOHKSVILLE & SALINI". RIVER.—
New line chartered in Arkansas with capital of
(00 to build from Warren, Bradley County,
.•*;."( i.(

Pullerton, of St.
S.
II.
southeast 25 miles.
H- Robinson, of St.
Louis, Mo., is President
Louis, Secretary, and J. F. Forsyth, of Warren,
Ark.. Genera] Manager.
;

WASHINGTON,

C

BALTIMORE

&

ANNAPOLIS

Electric).— This company, which has applied
operate
its
suburban
permission
to
cars in the City, has organized a subsidiary
company to be known as the Baltimore Terminal CO. to build a terminal in Baltimore.
President George T. Bishop, Of Cleveland, is
reported as saj ing thai the new company has
$o,000,000 to spend In making these improve
incuts.
The com]. any expects to operate highbetween Baltimore and
cars
electric
speed
Washington, ::i miles, with a branch l-l'.j miles
i

for

long.

WASHINGTON

CENTRAL.

incorporated

in

Washington, with capital of $500,000, to build
near
from a point
Grays Harbor, cbebalis
County, easterly through Chehalis, Lewis. Thurston ami Yakima Counties.
G. E. Long and M.
Ii.
Sayles, of Portland, Ore., and E. V. Bloomtiebl.

of

porators

Centralia,

(Mar.

•WASHINGTON,

Wash., are named as Incor-

17.

1905.)

IDAHO

&

MONTANA.—Con

reported let to Wren & Greenough, of S[ioWash., for building Ibis proposed road
from Palouse, Wash., east 50 miles into Idaho.
trai

i

kane,

.

March
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it!,

1

3

B. WATSON
JOHN
BROKER, ENGINEER
Steam Shovels

Rails, Locomotives, Cars.

Railway and Contractors' Equipment
Bought anil Sold on Commission

DREXEL BLDG.

generally
only

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

RELAYING RAILS
BOUGHT AND SOLD

BLOCK-POLLAK IRON CO.
BANK BLDG.

FIRST NAT'L

Completed from Palouse to Flat Creek, Idaho,
20 tuiles. The road will traverse a rich timber
territory.
F. II. Thatcher, Winona, Minn., is
President, and Arthur B. Clark, Portland, Idaho,
Chief Engineer.

WASHINGTON NORTHERN (UNION

PACIFIC).
company, recently incorporated in tin*
Harriman Lines, in tin' state of
Washington, projects a railroad from Portland
to Seattle and Everett, crossing the Colorado

—This

Interest of the

river

at

The

Kelso.

incorporators

Include:

Jacob Pin tli. .1. C. Trenhome and F. K. sin
verne. through the last named of whom land
has been bought. There have
secured ai a
I

To acres of tide lands
for railroad
ma, Wash., the
a1
Ti
company agreeing to build terminals and warehouses within ilo months.
of

coal

:ii

?1,000,
terminals

i

WASHINGTON ROADS.—The

Eastern Washing
Construction Co., a company organized in
has lin
or
a
Washington with
capital
$500,
isheii .a survey for a railroad from Farmlngton,
Wash., solllhonst to Princeton, Idaho, 'J" miles.
ami has secured most of the rights of way. A
contract has
n made with the town of Farmington to build the road within two years from
Farmlngton to Princeton.
From Princeton the
.1.
II.
road will lie extended to l.elanil. Iilallo.
Abbott is President; W. .1. Nichols, Secretary.
all
of
io.
Engineer,
ami
Tappan Tannatt, Chief
Spokane,
Mar. 17, 1905.
inn

i

i

i

The Hamilton Lyman

Lumber

Inrce tracts of timber lands
to iiuihi n

ralli

I

In

owning

Co.,

valley,

Skagit

from Hamilton mi He

Is

Great

1

Northern west
According

to Sterling, IG miles.
to newspaper reports, Henry ,1.
Pierce, President of the International Traction
uiih
re, of Buffalo, N. v..
lection
Eastern capitalists, win build < railroad through
the valle* of the Cascade mountains in Wash
i

Iuki

ctlng Tacoroa, Seattle and
length to he 162 miles

coi

cities,

veys

the

other

Sur

total

The

made through Cowlitz Pass

office!

B. E, Btra
are
Frank A. Dudley, President
thorn, Vice-President and General Manager, and
A, G, Smith, Secretary and Treai urer, of Buf
a.
\
Kerr, of Seattle
lull,.
v
Jai
N,
Rudkln, of Spokane, are
Fecnter ami John .1
directors,
;

i

;

;

i

WAYNESB1 RG SOUTHERN.

New Hi
hsrtered
Pennsylvania, with capital of $120,000, to
in Green County, Pa., from Waynesburg
south in the state line. 12 miles.
Thomas F.

This comnanj proposes to
town, s. [fak„ west to Lake Km
Hamilton, Watertown,
miles,
c. it

iko

s.

live

Dak.,

is

President.

W>TERVILLE

o\klA\H

Col
(Electric)
p. Gerald, managing director of this company,
f
an elec
has under consideration constructl
trie railroad from Watorvllle south to Augusta
Me., about 26 miles.

WAYNESBURG.

A-

a

WASHINGTON

v

Narrow gage

'jo miles long from Washington, Pa., south
to Waynesburg, is to he changed to standard
xtenslon built south to Dotysburg
gage "iul
surveys for
ana eventually i" West Virginia,
i

II

I

vlellsl

loleleil.

Niles. entering the Mies canyon on the opposite side of the creek from that occupied by the
Southern Pacific.
High grades are averted in

in

build

the eastern ends of Alameda County by building
a 4,000-ft. tunnel from a
point in Niles canyon.
From the ens! portal of the Mies canyon
tunnel tin* route runs to Livermore and then
io a connection with the Al
n^iiin
da and
over which it secures an entrance Into StockPrmn Stockton i" Sacramento the roads
ton.
will run between
he tracks of the Southern
Pacific and the Sacramento river
From Sacramento to uroviiie the road win inn between the
tracks of the Southern Pacific ami the Sacramento river and north of Orovllle will follow
the North Fork of the leather river for a COD
slderable distance, and thence run southeasterly
to Beckwlth Pass.
Maximum grade is to he t
per cent.
Prom the eastern end of Beckwlth
win
run
road
Pass the
to the north of Pyramid
lake, and from (lull point Straight I" W'iune
Prom \\ inneinueea to Wells il will
mucca.
follow the tracks of the Southern Pacific, ami
from Weils io the southern end of Great Suit
Pake, thence to the terminals of the Rio Grande

Barrett, of Pittsburg, is President.
The direct
P. McSweeney, of Pittsburg; A. 1.
ors include:
Cook and I-]. Barrett, of waynesburg.

WEBSTER & VEBLEN.—Incorporated

t

South
in
Dakota with headquarters at Grenvtlle, s. Dak.,
to build from Webster, in Hay County, to Veblen, in .Marshall County, oil miles.
U. IIT
r
ami F. A. Dabney. Grenvllle, S. Dak., are ai
i^
the

(Mar.

Incorporators.

•WESTERN
Lake

17.

ALLEGHENY.

P.111...1

Se,-

Bessemer

&

Brie,

This c
puny has so,
veys under way for loo miles of new road,
Part of this is probably between Unlontown,
W. Va„ and Wheeling, 'is. miles.
•Double tracking line from Baltimore to
Emory Grove.
Contract given to Waller A.
Thorne for widening the roadbed mi the first
section from Pillion station to Walbi
k.
Surveys, il is said, will Shortlj he made for
a low-grade line from some point mi the main
line above Westminster, M.i.. to Wllllamsport.
Two routes ;ne under consideration, One, start
Ing al Westminster, runs direct to Frederick,
thence west i" Catoctln and South mountains,
where ii is proposed io pierce a tunnel about
two miles lor,The other route begins on the
aey and traverses a level
main line near M
ectlon, Btrtklng the South Mountain at about
I

same

he

point

.'is

I

1

her rollle

1

Western

1

1

capital

Is

iih.\

ineui

for

i

\

inn

I

tun
hed on Hie approai
the 0,0
t
De being Imlll on the section between Oro\ II la
and the Nevada Hue. and the 7.800-ft. tunnel
lorden creek to the Middle Foi
fi
Spi Ins
The route al Oakland,
,,r
the Feather river
Cal., runs \ in Third street, following thi
eral direction of the Southern PaclOc as fat
i"'

ini

i

i

I

of

to Uii;
Intentl

'

WEST FORK

ii
io build In

ie

Me "i"w brook on

:'

i

Jenkins

\\

\

i

>

ie

."id

Short

i

Pi

m

W. Joco

J.

i

Falrm

Brownfleld, of
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toi

'
i

Vlr
iiolnl

i

i
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.i

ale

,i

i

poln

.i

ll.

i

West

Incorporated lu
Ian Ison
!" Wi
Vli

glnla

WEST MICHIGAN
ei

i

1

"f
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i

i>

i

,"i.

1
I

'
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il
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Mleli

w EST
trie).)

"in

1
1

lien

K

D

are
II

build

Dow

Josi

Si

and

.

MICHIGAN
m

build
Hart,
i

and

i
1

i"

stock

ii

Michigan

n

Bro« ne

I

in

1.

i

Ptttsbun

I'

Slovens, and A

i

II.

Benton Harl

len in,

si

i

1

dlrectoi

pi

\

u

:i

1

Paw Pnw

The
I

Incol

en

h

lis.

|

i

P.
are Interested
years, hut the i".

i

men nl work, and
in. nun men guaranteeing em
'ai and a half
Work
'J.

i.

i

i

t

R.

Texas,

gelo,

II

has nl
advertising for

to

a GULF
Incorporated with
S500.000, io build from San An
Springs, and i" Stanton,
wiih the
f
ultlmatelj extending the
P II I), ins
road north to Amarlllo, Texas
ton. .1. T. Witt, .nid E. P Speers, all
\\
if B
Plnson
W. P. Edwards end
are Interested.
a

I

now

Providence,
i

I

i

nany

Incorporated

I

Owen,

p,

Nothing done for past w
has not hern abandoned

1.

neis aggregating 66,000 lineal ft.
Part m the
akland, Cttl., eaBl to the Nevada
work fi
State Mm'. 330 miles, and from Sail Lake CltJ Io
in miles. Is under
he west edge ol the desert,
actors
The
Inh
contract i" he follow Ing c
n> miles in
igden,
tah,
o
of
Construct Ion
Utah and 171 miles in California, and i: B &
Grading
A. L. Stone, is."' miles in California
has been completed on about 80 miles, but no
track hns \ei been laid. Additional contract! w
omplete the
tin
everal
not be lei for
tah-Nevodo state line west, to
gap fi
the
The emu
the Nevada-California line. 120 miles.
i

|

''

i

i

Clt

WESTERN TEXAS

PACIFIC. This company, controlled
line
a
is
Interests,
building
Gould
from Suit Lake City, Utah, west via Wells, i:
and Wlnnemuccn, Nev., and Beckwlth, Orovlllc,
;.l
hlarysvuie ami Sacrament^,
to Oakland,
opposite San Francisco, 887 miles.
Construi
iimi work was begun in October of last year
The work Includes the building of about 7:: inn

,

:i

Bay, through Apponaug,
build from Croweset
Cr
pton, Anthony, Hope, North Scltuate, Harlies.
mony, iimi Chepacket i" Burrlllvllle,
Geo, W. Prentice, .Pines s Keayon
Franklin

the

i

Lake

Suit

in

WESTERN RHODE ISLAND.

•WESTERN
by

.

i

WESTERN MARYLAND.

I

COMPANY
WATERTOWN TRANSPORTATION
imihl from Water

CHICAGO

no ii.

elei
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I

IN

RITKHAN

PI

ft ,000 "'"I

w iih

.el

ii

1

1
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Is

I

Muskegon, and

\iiii

are
'

I

norntoi

1

sp.i

irgnnli

R(J

.v

.1

In

i

.in.

.i

I

\

It

Ii

Hart,

A

I"

i

H LWOOD
Penn

Ineei

'

'

i

i"
In

1

miles

it.*

i

K

.1

M

I

stock,
[1

I

Musk

leans 'oiinl v. vln
Rapids,
Cross, Or

I'll

In

capital

.Mi.

CITi

nnln,

i"

i

Elec

hulhi

mi
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'J-2

from Newcastle, south

id

«

u

i

!

i

i

w

i.i

esl

I

'

1

1

buig,

1

Ell-

to

over ihe same
in
Newcastle,
w
,,ii>,
Frank s. nun. James It. Martin, C. II.
Aiken and others, ol Newcastle, ore Interested.
WEST SHORE TRACTION. Organized In Alaan
1,000, to
bama, « 1th apltal ol $
m, road from VIoblle south to Alabama Port,
oj miles.
iii'
company Is Bald to be backed
applied fur
route from

ii

charter to build
Pittsburg to
e
i

I

i

i

bj Nen York
secured.

WEST TEXAS
Texas, with

and

capitalists,

all

WISCONSIN CENTRAL,

miles.

14

hi

Maxwell, G. II Ullg, C. L. Dunham and
Alki
Pittsburg, and C. H
otnei
ol West
Another comNewcastle, Pa., are Interested.
>.. mi
in
us
ihr
Line,
has also
Known
to
be
pany,

Chas A

way

rights ol

Lake

See

Vol..

vol xi;sTow \

Southeastern.

Preliminary surveys made for
an extension from Glamorgan north to a connec
tion wiih the proposed extensi
*i
the Chesapeake A. iibio's Big Sandy branch from pike
ville, K.v.
The new line would open up a rich
eoni mid
Imber dial rid
WORCESTER & PROVIDENCE Electric).— Incor-

i,

I

I

ii

(

Rhode Island

lm iti a Btreet railroad through Norlli Providence, Nuiilhlield.Nol 111
Smlthfteld and Burrellvllle.
The officers an
f. C. iiindes. of Boston, President
F. W. Tillingbast,
Providence, Vice-President;
Charles 3.
"ii-oii. Bos
Secretary and Treasurer,
WYOMING ItoADS.— Plans are being made hv G
L. McFarlane and !•'.
10.
McClure. who repre
senl a number of Pittsburg capitalists, to build
a railroad from Sheridan, Wyo., to Buffalo, about
in

to

l

i

;

,

& NORTHERN.
capital o£ $."

Sled
to build

Charter

,<

•

in

I

Kerr County, north through Kimble,
Mason. Uenard, Concho, Tom Green; Coke, Sterl
Ing, Glasscock, Howard, Martin, Dawson, Lynn,
Lubbock, Hale, Swisher, and Randall counties,
The
to Amarlllo, In Potter County, too miles
Kerrvllle,

50 miles.

vear to the ChamIdaho, for rlghl
20 miles w si
from Hie city, and for to acres as a slle for machine shops lor a railroad from rasper, Wyo.
west through Teton Pass to Bailey, Blaine
County, Idaho, west through the mountains to
ihe South Boise Valley, crossing the Snake
river near Nyssa, through the Malheur Valley lo
Vale, pre., thence wesi i,, the coast at some
point In West Oregon, son miles.
F. L. Evans
of Boise, the Secretary of the Missouri Lincoln

Incorporators Include: 10. P. Sears, J. T. Pinson. .1. W. Pierson, John T. Witt, E. 11. D. GasWill P. HWton. .1. A. Wllhlte, all o£ Dallas;
wards, W. It. Cole, G. L. Brown, s. II. Morris
The offices al Big Springs.
all ol Big Springs.

(WEST VIRGINIA MIDLAND.— Chartered
Viiginla, willi capital

ol'

.("hi,

if."

i"

to build

West
from

Sutton, on the Baltimore & Ohio, southeast via
Webster Springs to Marlinton, about 50 miles.
The incorporators include: Col. John T. Me-

former Congressman C. P.
Graw, o£ Grafton
Dorr and J. E. Weddell, of Webster Springs; G.
Palmer,
and C. D. Elliott, ol
of
A. Hechner,

made

-Application

ber

"I

way

oi

Trust

'"I
for

Co..

i

i

i

I

11.

In

WISE TERMINAL.

pon

NO.

,t
OHIO RIVER,
irporated
Ohio, wiih $10,
capital, to hnii.i b ra
id
connecting x*oungstown with
the
Ohio river.
The southern terminus Is lo he al Cast Llverand b branch to be bum in Salem. <;. W.
inn, M. P. Goodman, C. n. Holland ami other*
are incornom tors.
ifflce al
Leetonla, Ohio.
•YOUNGSTOWN & SOUTHERN.
npany,
inwhich is
team temporarily, is building a
road from Youngstown, O., via Oakland. North
Lima, Columbiana, Leetonla, Salem and Lisbon to East Liverpool, 0., 51 miles.
Sixteen
miles of mad is now completed.
Nn contracts
have been lei for the balance, but it is exs. .[. diii,
pected in lei them early mis spring,
19 Wick, avenue, Youngstown, '>, is Second
and
Manager,
Vice-President
Genera]
and
George Tad, Jr., Is Chief Engineer.
YREKA & SCOTT VALLEY. Incorporated in
California, wiih capital of $750,000, to build
from Yreka, Cal.. Into the Scott Valley. C. II.
Morrison is President and .1. E. Harmon, Secre-

&

Superior

XI...

rce

last

of

Boise,

tary.

10 miles east and

St.

Louis,

is

(.Mar.

YULE

17,

1905.)

CREEK.

Incorporated
Colorado
to
In
Bryant, Garfield County, through
liniiiiison
Counties, following Ihe
l'ilkin
Crystal river to its confluence with Yule creek,
and thence along (his creek to lis source. To
c w. Bowen, s. I. Heyn.
i-ost about sunn.
Pope Clerk. A. E, Davis and Ii. E. Black, Of
Uouen and W It. .Jewell, of
Denver, and J.
Redstone, are Interested.
build

from
ami

I'.,

Interested.

;

•YAZOO & MISSISSIPPI VALLEY.
of this

Farkersburg.

VIRGINIA, PITTSBURG & ATLANTIC company reported incorporated to build
from Rowlesburg, W. Va., to Durbin, 100 miles.
C. W. Mosser and C. E. Mower, Hendricks, W.
H. A. ArmE. D. Baker, Beverly, W. Va.
Va.
strong. Parsons, W. Va., and R. F. Whltner,
This

;

Philadelphia, are incorporators.

•WHEELING & LAKE
ledo,

all

standard

lighter rail
90-lb. section

— Between Jewett,
Wabash-Pittsburg Ter-

ERIE.

Ohio, the junction ol the
miual and the Wheeling
is
;

will

he

built

from

Canada.
-A

new

line

Silver

City In
Yazoo County, on the Tallahatchie branch,
southwesterly through Sharkey County to a
point on the main line at Valley Park, 'in Issaquena County, about 42 miles'
Contract for
grading let to M. Or. Roach & Co., of Memphis,
Tenn.
The entire length of the line will be
within the Mississippi delta, and it will be
nearly level.
There will probably be one drawbridge over the Sunflower river and a steel
bridge over Little Sunflower river.
Grading

WEST

;

road

& Lake Erie, and Tobeing replaced with
the relaying of the tn-

ASHCItoFT. BARKEitVILLE A FORT GEORGE. Application being mad, tor a charter to build a
Asbcroft to
railroad in British Columbia, fi
dies.
C. S.
Fort George, approximately ''
Riley and II. c. Crowe, of Winnipeg, Man., are
inteiested.

ATLANTIC, QUEBEC & WESTERN. -Granted a
charter hv the Dominion Government, also a subsidy of $ti,400 a mile, and a grant of 4,000 acres
of land per mile by the Province of Quebec, to
build from Gaspe Village, southwest to Causapeal
The road
on the Intercolonial, about 170 miles.
is designed to make connection with a fast line
of steamers, to avoid the dangers of the St. Lawruice river, and to gain 24 hours over the presThe same company
ent route from Montreal.
will build south along the Gaspe coast 100 miles
to a connection with the Atlantic & Lake Supe-

completed this year.
*Twenty passing sidings, with a capacity of
80 cars each, are being built on this line, and
as many others extended to the same capacity.
*New 1,000-car yard at South Huron, (lain.

tire line to be

rior.

Contracts already le't lor building a slip 1,400
long and 200 ft. wide, and for four ore conveyors and car dumpers.
See Sugar Creek & Northern.
•WHITE KIVER VALLEY (C, M. & St. P.).— This
company has put in operation the new extension
ol the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, from
Chamberlain, S. Dak., west to Presho, 40 miles.
The road will be extended west an additional
175 miles to Rapid City.

BELLA COOLA & FRASER LAKE.—A.

ft.

WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS —Chartered

•

In

from Wichita Falls, Texas,
The work includes the removal of 250,000 cu. yds. of embankment, one
new station, and a wooden trestle 540 ft. long.
J. W. Field, Wichita Falls, Texas, is Chief Engiprogress on this road
to Bvles, 22 miles.

(Mar.

neer.

WICHITA

17. 1905.)

MOUNTAIN

TRACTION.

— Incorpo-

last fall in Texas, with capital
of $200,000, by Col. Morgan Jones, of Taylor
N. Harding and George Thompson, of
Fort Worth.
B. F. Yoakum and Edwin Hawley,
ol New York, and Frank Trumbull, of Denver.
directors.
It will take over the
Colo., are
Wichita Valley Railway, which extends from

was incorporated
;

The new
Byers to Seymour, Tex., 75 miles.
company has let contracts to J. P. Nelson, of
Seymour, Tex., lor grading, and to E. F. Hopkins, St. Louis, Mo., for bridge work on an extension from Seymour southwest through Knox
and Haskell Counties to Stamford, .tones County.
60 miles.
The road connects with the Fort
Worth and Denver City (Colorado & Southern),
expected that the C. & S. will soon take
control.
Additional contracts for building from
Stamford to Abilene will soon be let.

and

It

Is

WILLAMETTE VALLEY TRACTION.—Grading
begun on this electric road at Salem, Ore. It is
proposed to build north to Portland, 50 miles.
The promoters of the road say that it is being
financed by New York capitalists.
The project
is known under the above name, although it
does not appear that the company has as yet
been incorporated.
WILMAR & SALINE VALLEY.— Chartered in Arkansas to build from Wilmar to Bailey, Drew
County, 13 miles. E. W. Gates, A. II. Gates and
H. C. Rule, ol Wilmar, Ark., are Incorporators.
(Mar. 17. 1905.)
WILSON NORTHERN. Incorporated In Arkansas,
with $100,000 capital, to build from Wilson to
Kelscr. Imili in Mississippi County, 10 miles. M.
J. Blockwell and E. II. Green, Wilson, Ark., and
Charles T. Coleman, Little Rock, are incorporators.
(Mar. 17, 1005.)
WINSTON-SALEM SOUTH BOUND.— Organized
under a charter granted hv the legislature of
North Carolina, to build n connection between
the Norfolk & Western and the Southern on the
north and the Atlantic Coast Line and the Seaboard Air Line on the south, about so miles long
W. T. Brown is President, and .lames S. IMmn
Secretary and Treasurer.

—

|

let

BROCKVILLE, WESTPORT & NORTHWESTERN.

—
This company, which operates about
of railroad
Ontario from Brockviile

a

45 miles
in
to Westhas made a preliminary survey for 100
miles on its proposed extension to Sault Ste.
Marie, about 450 miles.
Final surveys completed for the first 20 miles.
BUFFALO, NIAGARA & TORONTO.— Organized In
Ontario, to build from Niagaraon-the-Lake,
through Niagara Township, rst. Davids village,
Stamford, Y\ illoughby and Bertie townships, ro
Fort Erie, with one branch from St. Davids to
St. Catherines and another from Firt Erie to
Port Colborne and Welland.
Incorporators said
to be residents of St. Catherines, Ont.

Parch-

CAMPBELLFOED, LAKE ONTARIO & WEST-

port,

:

County

Contract

Robertson, of Victoria, B. C, have applied to the
Provincial Legislature for a charter to build a
line from Penticton, B. C, to a point on the
southern
border
of
British
Columbia,
and
branches.

.$25(1.0(10 capital, to

•WICHITA VALLEY RAILROAD. —This company

last fall.

BRITISH COLUMBIA ROADS.— Robertson &

build an electric
railroad from Roosevelt, Okla. T.. cast, traversing Kiowa, Comanche and Caddo counties, to
Apache, 50 miles.
The incorporators include
W. It. McKnight, E. A. McCoulter, C. L. Johnson
and Guv H. Parker, of Roosevelt, and John A.
Office at Hobart.
McKeene, of Hobart.

rated with

—
This company, which
Brandon. Man., south

commenced grading work

;

—Work

BRANDON, SASKATCHEWAN & HUDSON'S BAY.

to Guthrie & Co., of St. Paul, and a sub-contract
Track laid for
to John Bradley, of Brandon.
two miles from the boundary north.
The wort
When
includes a bridge over the Souris river.
completed the line will connect with the Great
Northern at St. Johns, N. Dak.
P. E. Thian, of
Brandon, is Chief Engineer.

:

;

•WICHITA FALLS & RED RIVER.

Lexton

is building a line from
via Minto and Boissewaln
to the United States boundary, about 70 miles,

in Ar-

kansas, to build from Van Buren to Uniontown,
R. P.
The officers include
Ark., 15 miles.
Jas. II. Van Brunt,
Allen, Van Buren, President
J. L. Rea, Van
St. Joseph, Mo., Vice-President
Buren, Secretary, and B. E. Powers, Van Buren,

Treasurer.

P.

and Edgar Dewdney, ol Victoria, B. C, are petitioning lor a charter to build a railroad Irom
the mouth ol the Bella Coola river, B. C, to Fort
George on the Eraser river, approximately too
miles.

Yazoo

&

Mississippi

Valley.

completed for about 20 miles and track laid
for about 10 miles.
'This company is building a branch line
from Philipp, in Tallahatchie County, Miss.
north for 14.ti(> miles into the Delta country.
Contract let to the Hemingway Construction

Company

of Jackson, Miss.

•Track

laying

reported

new branch from Webb,

man, eight miles.

-——•This

under

Miss.,

way on

east

to

company

is
building a line Irom
and north, 12.S miles toward Arnold. Grading is almost completed and
half the track has been laid.
—about
No action yet taken on a projected cut-off
from Etter, Tenn., to Lake View, Miss., G'A
"

Helm,

Miss.,

west

—

——

miles.

(in

the Yarbough-Swan Lake cut-off, about
12 miles of road south from Yarhough Miss
completed.
The line is projected to Swan Lake'
an additional eight miles.

•YELLOWSTONE PARK (UNION PACIFIC).—(.railing

under way on this proposed road,
which has been located from St. Anthony, Idaho,
southeast to Marysvale, Is miles.
The Utah
Construction Co. has the grading contract for
Ins pori ion of the work.
W. II. Bancroft Is
President, and William Ashton. Chief Engineer,
both of Salt Lake City, Utah.
•YELLOWSTONE PARK.— Incorporated last fall
In Montana with a capital of $3,000,000 to
build a railroad from Brldger, Mont., on the
Northern Pacific, southwest to Cooke, in the
northwest corner of the National Park. Frank
A. Hall, of Philadelphia Is President.
Contract
for grading 18 miles of road from Brldger, Carbon County, to the Bear Creek Coal region reported let, also contract for excavation work
to Weast Bros.
Russell Kimball is Engineer
of construction.
This
project has no
connection with the company incorporated under
l

the

same name by the Union

rOSEMITE

SHORT

Pacific.

LINE.— Proposed

GO mile
line from the Sierra Railway to a point In Tuolumne County, CaL, Into Y'osemlte valley, 60
miles, with a branch from Crocker Station to
the Iletehy Helchy valley.
Surveys completed.

—

ERN. New line authorized by the Dominion
Government from Blairton. Ont., on the Canadian Pacific, via Campbellford and Whitby to
Leaside Junction, Ont., on the Canadian Pacific
near Quebec. W. J. Crossen, Cobourg, Ont., said
to be interested.

(Mar. 17, 1905.)

CANADIAN NORTHERN. —This
line

company's main
Ont., on
Edmonton, Alberta, 1,264

now extends from Port Arthur,

Lake Superior, west

to

miles.

*Work under way on a

cut-off

from Vassar

on the main

line east of Winnipeg west to RidgeMan., about 70 miles.
Ridgeville Is the
terminus of a branch 12 miles long east from
Emerson, which is on the International boundary.
This cut-off will make a more direct line
to Port Arthur, and Fort William for grain from
the Canadian Northern lines in the wheat region in Brandon and Lisgar District to make a
direct line between the wheat district and the
lake ports.
By this line the distance will be
shortened about 25 miles.
•Contract reported given to the MacDonaldMacMillen Contracting Co. for the first SO miles
of a proposed line to Hudson Bav.
The survey
leaves the main line of the Canadian Northern at
Etoimami, near Erwood, Sask., and runs northeasterly through The Pas, on the Cedar river,
ville,

;

and Fori Churchill.
The province of Manitoba has voted to guarantee Canadian Northern bonds at the rate of
$10,000 a mile for the construction of branches
as follows
From Brandon, Man., west to the
western boundary of Manitoba. 00 miles; from
Winnipeg, east across the Red river, 25 miles
from a point between Winnipeg and Oak Point
across the Asslnlbolne river to connect with the
St. Charles and Winnipeg line, seven miles.
One
:

;

a

March

ADREON,

E. L.

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

L906.

L6,

E.

Jr.

W.

•33

NIEDERLANDER

HODGKINS

D. R.
Secy, and Treas.

Vice-President

President

ADREON

COMPANY

suid

^INCORPORATED)

General Railway Supplies and Equipment

IRON AND STEEL
SECVRJTY BUILDING

MECHANICAL AND CAR

MISCELLANEOUS

ENGINEERING AND TRACK
Wolhaupter and Q. & W. Tie Plates
Chicago Crossing Alarm
Electric Signals

Cast Iron Smoke Jacks
Dressel Headlights and
Bordo Blow-off Valves

Bond Wires and Channel Pins
New and Relaying Rails
Round Bottom Steel Tanks
Walters Ballast Placers

Bar and Band Iron
Hickory Handles
Shovels and Scoops
Perforated Metals

QUOTATIONS AIND
million dollars of bonds additional has been
guaranteed for terminals at Winnipeg.
Projected extension of tbe Hartney-Virden
line from Virden, Brandon District, Man., its
present terminus, northwest to Kegma, AssiniPlans filed.
boine. about 150 miles.
This company has charters for the following
new lines From Regina, Assin., northwesterly
to a point on the Ued Deer river in Alberta, with
a
branch line west of the Saskatchewan
river and running north to a point in or near
Carlton, on the North Saskatoon river.
From Regina north to Humboldt, theuce
northeasterly down the valley of Carrot Pass
Mission, on the Saskatchewan. From a point on
the main line between Humboldt and the South
:

——
i

Saskatchewan

river, northeasterly to a point at
the crossing of the South Saskatchewan river by
the Prince Albert branch.
Under the name of the Edmonton & Slave
Lake for a line north from Edmonton, Alberta,
for 50 miles, passing through St. Albert.

the
— Double-tracking
Fort William,
Man., east

•CANADIAN PACIFIC.

of

line from Winnipeg,
to
B'oley Bros., Laron Lake Superior, 427 miles.
son & Co., have the general contract which InThe work
cludes a 400-ft. tunnel through rock.
will include a cut-off from Winnipeg, east to
Mouson, Man., about 35 miles.
The whole work

Contracts
is to be completed in three years.
Hoagtand & Sharpe
have been let as follows
for change of line, 4 miles long, at Eagle river
two miles at Cross Lake, to .lohn E. Bostront
two miles at Kilmar, to include a tunnel about
three miles be400 ft. long, to Larson Bros.
:

;
;

;

tween Ostersund and Busteed,

&

to

Fred Peterson

*Work was commenced

June on the
Nicola, Kamloops &, Similkameen, from Spence's
Bridge, P.. c, on the Canadian Pacific southeast
for 40 miles to the coal mine*, and 75 per cent,
Track layof the grading has been completed.
ing is in progress.
The work on the first 15
last

was very heavy, along

the face of a steep
bluff.
Maximum grade 1 per cent., and
maximum curvature, 12 degrees. The line rises
continuously from Spence's Bridge to its terminal at the coal mines, where the elevation Is
about 1,200 ft.
There will be nine Howe truss
bridges on masonry abutments and one tunnel
about 400 ft. long.
Loss, MacDonnoll & Co. are
the contractors.
A. J. Cambie, of Spence's
Bridge, Is Chief Engineer, of the subsidiary road.
'Extension of the Teulon (Man.) branch
from Teulon, the present terminus, northeast to
Glmll on the west shore of Lake Winnipeg, and
north along the shore of Icelandic river
Contract let to J. D. MacArthur, of Winnipeg, for
the first 10 miles.

miles
rocky

—

•Pheasant Hills branch from Klrkelln,

near

the western boundary of Manitoba, northwest
Into Asslnibola, through Llpton, to Slrassburg,
200 miles. On the extension from Btrassburg 12
miles was completed last year.
Work is under
way on a further extension of this line which Is
projected to eventually reach Baltic-ford. Sask.,
crossing the prince Allien branch at Saskatoon,
Foley Bros., Larson & Co., of St. Paul. Minn.,
contractors.
•Work under way on a branch from I.
comb. Alberta, on the Calgary Kdiuontou branch,
lit miles north of Calgary, easl 100 miles, Surveys being
de; 51 miles In operation t" Btettier.
Foley Bros., Larson A Co., contractors
'Br
b from wetasklwln, Alb., on the Cat
gary-Edmonton branch, 152 miles north of Calgary, east to Battleforii, Bask., 250 miles, Whole
line surveyed and located, hi operation In Icivh
bind, 51 miles.
Foley Bros.. Bar ion & Co., have
the general contract
Bub-contract reported lei
to ,j.
MacArthur, of Winnipeg,
•Work under way on Mie Konli-uuv Central
1

a

1.

Canadian

Pacific connecting line from Golden
lain Mm- south to Iranbrook
Contract reported let 1.. Ironside, Rannle
fc I ampbell, of Vancouver.
It
c
for track laving, ballasting and bridging 15 miles of the
pro
B.

<'.,

jecte.i

B.

c

on

1

Nicole branch between S|
on he main line and Nicola

A
.

11

1

new

line

m,

111

'I'm,

mi

•«

Bridge

Lake
Sudbury.

n, to

IINF-QRIVIATIOIN

Fewings Car Replacers
Brake Shoes
"Rea" Brake Control
Cast Steel Knuckles and Pins

Lamps

M. C. B. Couplers
Ajax Diaphragms
Simplicity Bell Ringer

PROMPTLY PURMSHED

Owen
the
with
connection
from
a
branch at Woodbridge through BarBalla,
Parry Sound and Romford. The
rie
$8,000,000,
about
cost
will
entire
line
which will be required for
of
$2,000,000
the 58 miles from Byng Inlet north to Romford, on which the work is extremely rough, and
Work on tnls
there will be much rock cutting.
Ont.,

Sound

section now in progress by contractors, Foley
contract is also reported
Bros., Larson & Co.
let to Geo. S. Deeks & Co., for building the
southern section of this branch between Parry
Bids were asked
Sound and Bolton, 128 miles.
for March 10 for the sections between Romford
and French River Crossing, 40 miles. The maxigrade for the entire line will be 0.3 per

A

mum

and the maximum curvature 6 degrees.
'Contract let to Rogers & Quirk for a line
from the Highlands near Montreal, down the
south side of the Lachine canal to Cote St. Paul,

cent.,

about seven miles.

Improvements to be made to the line. New
tracks from Lethbridge, Alberta, west to KooNew bridges
tenay Landing, B. C, 200 miles.
will be put in, new track and other improvements made.
Projected line from Weyburn. Assin., northerly to Hayward, 100 miles, connecting the
Soiiris and Pheasant Hills branches.
Reported that a loop 20 miles long will be
built around Field. B. C., to overcome several
heavy grades. Estimated cost of the work, which
will be heavy, through rock, is about $1,200,000.
Bids asked for extending the North-Western
branch from the present terminus at Sheho,
Assin., northwest 16 miles and west 27 miles

further.

——

Proposed branch line 122 miles long, from
a point near Wolseley, Assin., on the main line,
southeast to Reston, Man., on the Areola branch,
near the western boundary of Manitoba, 122

-

Co.

LOVIS

ST.

miles.

—

national boundary, north to Enderby, B. C„
about 130 miles.
Application made to the Dominion Parliament by Robertson & Robertson, of British Columbia, for permission to incorporate a company
to build a railroad from the city of Vancouver or
a point on Burrard Inlet to the northern boundary of the province bv way of Lillooet, the
Fraser valley, Talca lake. Stinkine and Teslin
lakes, or by the most feasible route through the

Chilcotin valley.

A number of Chicago and English capitalrepresented by Edward Copps, of Detroit,
are planning to build a railroad from the north
shore of Lake Superior to Hudson Bay.
Application being made for authority to
build a line from Crows Nest, Alberta, east to
also
Lethbridge, and thence to Medicine Hat
for a line from the Montana boundary north to
ists,

;

Lethbridge and Edmonton, with branches to Calgary and Medicine Hat.
CANADIAN YUKON WESTERN.— Bill passed
authorizing this company to issue stock and extending the time for building its proposed road

from the Yukon river to the Pacific coast.
Lamout, Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, said

.1.

II

to be

interested.

CAPE BRETON. — Subsidy

granted this company
S.,
its line from St. Peters, N.
miles.
Lewlsburg.
77
G. E. Johnnortheast to
son, St. Peters, N. S-, is General Manager.
•CENTRAL ONTARIO. Grading work under way
by Little & Culvertson. of Marmora, Ont., on
seven and one-half miles of proposed extension
from Bancroft, Ont., via Mayuooth to Whitney,
Grading from Bancroft completed for
40 miles.
for extending

—

three and one-half miles and track laying finA bridge with
ished to York river, one mile.
span Is being built over this river. Other
J. D. Evans, Treucontracts will he let shortly.
I..11, (int., is Chief Engineer.

100-ft.

Projected line from Golden, B. C, on the
main line, southeast, along the Columbia and
Kootenay rivers, to Jaffray, on the Crow's Nest
Pass branch, 180 mil.
Surveys being made for a new line to
eliminate the heavy grades on the existing line
projected from Austin. Man., west to Carberry.

COPPER RIVER & TELKAWA.—Organised

The new line will
the Grand Trunk

•DAWSON, GUAM' fours & STEWART RIVEH

-

parallel the projected line of
Pacific, being only about 150
distant from the route of that 'road, which
passes about eight miles north of Carberry.
The .-barter of the G
gian Boy & Seaboard
permits the Canadian Pacific to build from a
fl.

Bay between

point on Georgian

Perl Severn

and

Penetanguishonc, southeasterly through Slmcoe,
Ontario, Victoria. Peterborough, Hastings. Lennox, Addlngton. Frontenac and Lanark counties,
loa connection wilh its existing lines, 225 miles.
Plans reported died for branch from Woodstock to Niagara Fails rla Brentford and Hamilton, about 10 miles, reported tinder consideration.

—

Grand Trunk.

Nl the

Plans approved for a Hue from the eastern
boundary of Stratford, Perth County, Ont.,
through North Bfesthope, on the north side ..1'
the Avon river, to the boundary of Waterloo
county.
Ont.,

fr.

on

l.inu

townships

1

of

1

1

1

1

,v
\;t 11:1 linn
See Fsi|ilhn:i
See Georgian Baj «\ Seaboard.
See Guelph .x Goderlcb.
Bee Spokane International, ander
States
CANADIAN ROADS. Application made
1

1

terested.

[MALT .v NANAIMO (Canadian Pacific)
This company plans i" extend its lines through
Coniax north In Campbell river; also Io build
branches from Huii.au 's via he 'm i.-ban valley,
northwest in Albernl and a branch from
polnl near Englishmen's river to Albernl canal,
b
or a branch from Comas via Cumberland b
he Ubern] canal
ndei
w eBterly i"
eratlon bul definite plans not yet decided >""«>

ksi.h

.

Ill:

WO

Vnn<
hull.

I

c.,

by

Tupper

for Incorporation
a railroad from USOyOOS.

ver.

r..

TR1 \K
nut.

in

mi

i

nans, ..nil
New
PACIFIC
in Canada from the Atlantic coast In
miles.
Sew Brunswick to the I':
Tbe 1,800 mil."- imiii Moncton, n B to «

rRUNK

.

Of

ol

a

"I!

company
tbe Inlei

secure

m

nental line

United
the
of

'.'I'll

i

i

the

,11ml

through

Grltfen,

There n

•GRAND

nt

.v

i

|0n '! l, ;,, I.- ;|| S..lllll
better entrance nun
be little .hance ,,t tbe pres
alignment, bul additional tracks ma] be put
Tbe work, Including land damage, Is eatl
,000.
ovei 11,
I

to

Parkdale,

Toronto

,

to

i

i

the Canadian PsclQc.

in

1

Government

'..1111111.01

In

l

I

cut

Plans approved for a line
LIstowel, through the

io

Morulnglon and Kl
ried,
win i.e
Proposed branch, it is
ixi
from the present line near Woodetock, N.B.,
southwest to Bancroft. Me., about 28 miles.
1

- This company, incorporated In England with
a capital of $2,500,000, t.. ..wn ami operate the
Klondike Mines Railway Co., of Canada, has
ram
he emp I.Med road
tiled a mortgime ..11
Klondike City and Dawson i.. sulphur Springs,
ab. ml 30 tulles. This section is to lx> completed
Tbe road is ultiniat.lv
III October of Ibis vcar.
to be extended to 111.' Stewart river. 54 niihs
of Ottawa, Is In11.
McGlverln,
B.
further.

I

Authority grnnted for an additional line
This
through io Georgian Bay from Peterboro
will give tin* company another terminal on the
upper Canadian lakes." Tbe new line would parn!

to
build a railroad from the mouth of tbe Copper
of
mouth
the
river In British Columbia, to the
II. D. I.awson.
Telkwa river. abOUi 210 miles.
E. V. Bouwell and .lames 11. I.awson, all of Victoria. B. C, are Interested.

the

cltj

I

la

of

l.i

II

Quel

iliv

government ol
Trunk Rallw e
I,, me Grand
the ma. Is still under llirvej
the

d

uieiii

nf

cost

ippi

will

the

I

has

>

w

Islon,

tnd

ill

pass

be

luitlt

anadn ami
Thle pari

I

|

PUl
i

rights of

ami for terminals at Quebec ami at Win
From Winnipeg t.> tbe Pacific coast the
nlpeg,
The Pacini
line win be 1,784 miles long

>:n

J
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Prince Rupert, a new porl on
Ian i. about 23 miles south of Port
Simpson, U c.
Tins pari of the Line will be
built at flic rust tit' and owned by the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway, which Is controlled l>j
the '.rami Trunk Railway Company, Besides the
authorised to build
branches s
up below under Grand Trunk
Pacific Branch Lines Company,
The mosl lw
portanl branch,
lm ided In this list, is
be
Lake Superloi bi am b, « blch will run from
ii

i

I

I

i

tractors,
Maximum grade, 1.5 per cent
mai
Imuiii curvature,
degrees T. II White, Bridge
water, x. s.. Chief Engineer.
This Is a Mack
;

.

,

I,/ ie

Mann

Juncl

lor

perlor,

work

is

In

;

iii,

Luke Supe
William, Ont., on Lake Su

-ii

i
i

in division al

210 miles.
In nil actual construction
under way on about 1. 000 miles,

main line
the distance n
Winnipeg to Edmonton, Alberta, is 77:i miles; fr
Edmonton tn the easl
era slo]
t
the mountains, 56] miles, and the
rest of the line to Prince Rupert, 418 miles
a
Poi tage la
Man., which is 58
Prairie,
miles west ni Winnipeg, west to T
hwood
Hills, Assin.. lit.", milt's, surveys have been completed and approved, and the contract tor grad
Ing lei n. ilif MacDonald
MacMllIan Construi
hi

.<

tern

.

portion

of

the

..V

tlon Co., of Westbourne, .Man.
Prom Portage
la Prairie to a point Just west of MacGregor tne
line will parallel the Canadian Pacific; thence It
Will run west tn the Assinil.iiln,. river, with a 14niile branch south Into Brandon, Man.
It
will
then across the Arrow river near Crandall, and
run wesi to the Asslnibolne river near Crewe,
Marquette district, Man., and from there up the
valley ..I the Big Cut Arm creek to a point
a
little north of Sumner, Assin.
This is mostly
level prairie country,
'From tlie Touchwood Hills west tu Edmonton, I. ill miles, the line will crOSS Hie l'rillie Al
Inn branch of tile Canadian Pacini- near Saska
toon.
Contracts for this section have been let
as follows: Prom Touchwood Hills to Saska
toon. Sask.. 14ii miles, to the Canadian White
Company (J. <;. White Co.), of Montreal; from

—

Saskatoon

&

Edmonton, Alberta, :H7 miles

to

Foley Bros.,

I.

arson

tract

,v.

Co., Of

St.

Paul.

to

A

conBros., of Port

lias ais,,
n i,,t t,, Greer
Arthur. Ont., for Tiki. nun ties.
»Tbe Lake Superior branch from Lake Superior Junction mi the main line southeast to
Port William, on Lake Superior, Jin miles, is in
reality one of the most Important ports of the
whole hue. as ii is to form a chief link in the
route for grain to the point of shipment in lake
steamers to the Grand Trunk system in the East
via Lake Huron and Georgian Bay.
This bran, Ii
is also under contract to Foley Bros.. Larson
&
Co., who have given a sub-contract for 1" miles
to Overn vV Olson.
At Fort William the company
has secured terminals, including l.Uilo
acres of land.
The municipality lias contributed
»J(Ki. (Kin and agreed to exempt the company
from
all taxes for 15 years.
Permission has also been
granted to run a track alongside the Canadian
Pacini- track from Port Arthur to Fort William
Specifications for the first Km miles of this
branch show very heavy work. The estimates
include 300,000 yds. of solid rock. 250,000 yds.
of loose rock and 6,
1,000 yds. of earth wink
The company is reported to be negotiating
with the Canadian Northern for the doubletracking of the c. X. line from Winnipeg west to
Portage la Prairie, 59 miles, over which the
Grand Trunk Pacific wishes to secure trackage
rights.
Cnless an agreement is reached the i; T
P. will shortly commence the construction of
i

—

this
line

link of its line, which would be the third
between Winnipeg and Portage la Prairie.
The National Construction Co. is reported

incorporated

Railway

in the interest of the
to build part of the Grand

Grand Trunk

Trunk Pacific
capitalization is $250,000
incorporators include Joseph Iioiison

The nominal

line.

and the

Robert S. Logan and Wennv Walker.
Authority has been asked from the Canadian
Parliament to organize the Grand Trunk Pacific
Branch Lines Co. to build branch lines of the

Grand Trunk Pacific as follows: From Mineton to Halifax; from the main line to St. Jonns,
N. B.
from various points on the main line to
Montreal, to Ottawa and to North Bay
from
the main line on the northeast of Fori William
to a junction with the Grand Trunk north of
Toronto, with the privilege of building a line to
:

:

Sault Sic. Marie or Sudbury; from Winnipeg to
the boundaries of Manitoba
from Brandon to
the Grand Trunk Pacific main line, and to the
international boundary; to Calgary from the
main line; to Vorktowu, Regina, Prince Albert.
Battleford, Dawson City and Hudson Bay; from
Calgarj
to
the
international boundary; from
Vancouver to the Grand Trunk Pacific main line,
and to a Junction of the projected Pacific Northern & Omenlca, whose charter has been bought
by the Grand Trunk Pacific, and which is to run
from Kltamaat. on the Pacific Ocean, north to
the Skeena river; also from the north shore of
Vancouver Island south or southeast along the
wesi side of the island to Victoria.
Tin- Grand Trunk Pacific Railroad Is also
asking authority to operate iis own steamships
:

and hotels, and to develop water power along its
main lit
ml branches.
- I'.iils asked this month (March) at the com-

pany's office in Ottawa, for building a section of
its
proposed road Ir
Winnipeg to Superior
Junction, ami another from Quebec to St. M.m
rice, both to in- completed by September 1, 1907.

GREAT

Mil: TiiEUN OP CANADA.—This comaccording to the Official Guide, has under construct
Contracts reported
to Mulkaney & O'Brien

pany,
miles
let

GREAT NORTHWESTERN TRANSIT—This

com-

pany is
nsolldatlon of the Hudson Bay &
Northwest and the Manitoba & Keewatin, and
proposes to build a line from Winnipeg, Man..
northeast to the eastern boundary of the province and thence east through the district of Kee
watin i" tidewater at the mouth of the River
Severn, with branches to Lake Winnipeg, and to
the main line of the Canadian Pacific.
Howell,
Mathers ,v Howell, Winnipeg;, are interested.
i

i

Mar. 17. 1905

K

bj

\

Nova

Scotia
Mahone Bay,

fl

Halifax
Brldgewater,
I

New

River,

\.
X.

.Mines.

miles long.

2.6

S.,

•Improvement plans for ibis road Include
$1,000,000 tor n.-w simps ai Mono
\ B and
an expenditure of $8,500,000 for betterments on
the whole line. The line from Halifax to Truro,
82 miles, is to be double tracked.
,

JAMES BAY.

Extensions

line

In

southwest through
and Liverpool, to

authorized

To

ft

Ottawa and hence to Mont real
also
from French River to Ottawa and ft
Sudburj
to Port Arthur to connect with the Canadian
ronto

XL.,

No

11.

and the East Richelieu Valley railroads to e
plete the line which the South Shore was an
thorized to build from M.vjn .iiinciion to the International

in

iiiiaiv.

i

secure

terminal

landH

ami wharfs and to opernti
teamers on the si.
Lawrence and Richelieu rivers. This is to be a
Canadian holding company for the Delaware iV
II iiiIsiiii

Work has
a cot
need
Morrison and Alex, Plnlayson. of Sable
S.,
on a branch from North Sydney

i"

i

|

i

Noll belli

KAMI

PS ,V l'ELLOWHEAD PASS. Application made in
he British Columbia Parliament
by Topper \ Griffin, of Vancouver, tor
lorlty

REGINA

New line from a
« III DSON BAY.
Ho- International boundary between the
ami third meridians, to Regina, and
iiieine through Craven northerly to Carrol river
an.
Foil
Cnurchlll.
Incorporated
McGlverln
& Hayden, ot Ottawa, Ont., an- tie solicitors.
Ti
for eon
nclng the work and also for Its
completion extended by act "f Parliament.
point

"ii

ml

I

MAI RICE

•ST

given

Shaw

una.

;

VALLEY.
I

has

Ross.

to

(.'ii'-.

mad from Three
Grading
work includes a sleel deck
miles

pany

This

Meltae ft Chandler, of
lor building its proposed
Rivers to Shaw inigan Falls. -'1
has not yet
n -lulled
The

iniga n Palls,

I

trii-s bridge at Head
long; at the G
-ge crossing of the
Maurice river, a steel bridge 270 fl. long, and

Race, 112
Sl.

ft.

i

build from a point at or near Kamloops,
north, following tin- eallej of the North Thomp
son river, ranm, river and McLennans creek, to
a point at or near T.-t,- .hum.- (ache. British fa.
lumhia.
to

Application has been
made by ibis company for permission to Increase
ils ,-apilal to $5,000,000, and to build extensions
iis follows;
From Midway, B. C, to Medley, In
the siiuiikanieeii
Valley; from Hedley, north
for a distance of '-'" miles to Twenty Mile Creek,
and from ibis extension to Pentlcton. B. C
also
for permission to secure trackage rights over the
Columbia ,v Western between Grand Forks and
Midway and on iis branch lines. Contracts to
he let about April 1 for building 50 miles of road
northerly from Grand Forks. B. C, the present
northern terminus.

PEMBROKE.—Projected line from
Sharhot Lake. Ont., northeast to Carleton Juneon the Canadian Pacific, 4o miles.

KINGSTON

.S;

tlon,

KLONDIKE MIXES. — See

Dawson, Grand Forks £

Stewart River.

•MIDLAND

MANITOBA.— This

OF

company.

chartered to build a railroad from Portage la
Prairie southeast to the United States boundary
line, will probably build its line through Gretna
Man. Contracts for building several miles near
Portage la Prairie have been let and grading" is
under way on this section. Office at Portage la

James Fisher,

Prairie.

of

Winnipeg:

Brown and Charles Anderson,

of

Edward

Portage

la

VERNON.—Organized

,V

to build a rail-

road from Vernon. B. C., to Kamloops and also
to build a branch line from some point on the
company's line to I'enticton. Contracts reported
let.

MONTANA, TABOR & EDMONTON. — Incorpora-

tion asked by L. M. Johnson, of Lethbridge. Alberta, for a company under this name, to build
a number of branch lines from the international

CATHERINES

ST

—

&

TORONTO

(Electric).
Application made by this company,
operating 12 miles of electric roads in Ontario,
for permission to extend its line from Thorold
south to Port Colbome, thence east to Fort Erie
and north to Niagara Falls, from Niagara Falls
north to Niagara-on-the-Lake also from Niagara
Falls to Brantford, and from St. Catherines to
Niagara-on-the-Lake.
Permission will also be
asked to absorb any company having similar
powers.
:

NORTHERN ALBERTA,—Application

made by

A.

Arnold, of Windsor. Ont., to authorize the
Northern Alberta Railway & Coal Co. to build
from Lethbridge via High river and Calgary to
Edmonton, about 500 miles.
NOVA SCOTIA EASTERN. This company, under
new- management, has made arrangements with
J.

—

the Provincial Government of Nova Scotia for
building the projected line from Halifax to
Guysboro. 125 miles. A grant of $5,000 a mile
was given two years ago. but owing to failure
to build, the charter expired.
Sir Montague
Allan, of Montreal, head of the Allan Line, is
interested in the new company. Besides the line
along the eastern shore from Halifax to Guysboro, the charter provides for a branch line from
New Glasgow- to County Harbor.

POWER

ONTARIO

—

DEVELOPMENT

COM-

PANY. This company plans to build an electric
road from .Niagara Falls. Ont.. to Toronto, via
Brantford. London, Paris and Ingersoll to Toronto, about 100 miles.

•ORFORD MOUNTAIN.—This
cently

completed

an

company, which refrom Windsor

extension

Mills. Que., to Kingsbury. 10 miles, is planning
to build an extension of its Bolton branch from
l'otton Springs to a point near Troy, 10 miles.

PORT ANGELES & ol.YMPI A.

-Chartered

Interested.

& LAKE ST. JOHN.—Work Is under
the extension of this road from a point
12 miles wesi of La Tuque Junction, Quebe*
to
St. Maurice Keier, ::* miles.
Joseph Paquet, nl
La Tuque Junction, is the contractor. The com
pany has also projected n road from iis northwest terminal ai Roberval northwest to Chute

•QUEBEC
way on

::o

''."iis,

WARE

&

III

Incorporation asked

for

in

ince.

<

I.

Engineer,

!hlef

Alberta, to build railroads in thai
J. Hill said in be Interested.

miles.

DSON)

prov-

J,

STANDARD COAL

ft

RAILROAD COMPANY,

This company recently organized with capital of
£2,000,000, is making surveys for a linn from
S.,
Truro,
weal to Parrsl.oro. uiul thence
in. nh in Blaccan, in all about su miles.

V

•M:\MSKAMING

& NORTHERN ONTARIO. This
company, which is building 100 miles north «>f
its
present
terminus at Liskeard, Nlplsslng,
Ontario, has su miles graded and 4u mile
track laid.
The grading on the remaining 20
miles will be finished this spring, and it is .-v
pi-. if<l
to have the entire line in operation next
fall

VANCOUVER

ft
NORTHWESTERN. This comwill apply to the legislative assembly of
province of British Columbia for permission

pany
(!)>

to build a railroad from Vancouver eastward to
the i'itt river, thence continuing east to Lillooet
river and to the Stave river, thence '<> the Harrison river and north to a point at or near
Lillooet, via Fort George, on the Eraser river
bj the most feasible mute It. the sixlielb decree
of latitude.

—

ft

EASTERN (GREAT

NORTHERN j. Surveys, it is said, have been
completed by this company for a line from Midway to Hope. B. C. Grading contracts let to Hie
subcontractors from Seims, Shields & Co., general
contractors, through J. W. Stewart, are in si a
tions <.t' 100 ft. each. Contractors and their stations from Midway, B. C, to the international
boundary are as follows: Burns & Jordan. 259
stations
Johnson & Anderson, 97 stations, in
eluding 850-ft. tunnel Johnson & Welch, 142 stations; I>. J. Brown. 58 stations: I>. A. Rankin. »»2
stations: Bole Bros. & Moran. tlt> stations: Ge...
Chew. 104 stations Burns & Jordan. 96 stations.
including 400-ft. tunnel: Johnson & Welch. 82
stations; T. J. Gallagher. 123 stations: K. A.
Carleton. 65 stations: I*. S. Hughes, 144 stations; Gorman & Pierce. 124 stations. The total
distance from Midway to the boundary is 30
miles, the length of the line south of the line is
47 miles, and from the point where it again enters Canada to the Keremeos. 17 miles, and from
Keremeos to Princeton. 48 miles. Plans are now
being made to ask for bids for the line between
Keremeos and Princeton. James H. Kennedy is
Chief Engineer, with headquarters at Midway.
:

SOUTHERN (DELA-

Application made for an
Southern, which
United Counties

thorlty in lake over the Quel
Includes the South Shore, the

:

WESTMINSTER
GREAT NORTHERN).—

VANCOUVER,

&

YUKON

Application to be made
for permission to build branch lines south from
Anderson Lake and Green Lake along Lillooet
Lake to the international boundary.
I

•WINDSOR, ESSEX & LAKE SHORE

—-Chartered

(Electric).

in Michigan to build an electric railroad from Windsor. Ont., through Essex, Kingsville.
Leamington, Wheatley. Tillshury. and
hat ham. with a branch from'Tillsbury to Essex.
Construction work has been commenced by the
Keystone Construction Co.. of Philadelphia,
which has the contract
but no tract has yet
been laid.
Maximum grade to be 2 per cen t.
The work includes one steel bridge.
W. L. Wilson. Port Huron. Mich., is President, and P.
I

(

:

Haseltine, Detroit, Mich.,

is

Manager.

•WOLFE, MEGAXTIC & LOTBINIEKE.— The

comits charter extended, and subsidies
promised for its proposed road from Lime Ridge
in the county of Wolfe, north to Quebec, about
100 miles. Right of way secured and contract

pany has had

to W. G. Orcutt. of Boston.
W. H. Lambv,
Inverness, Que., is Secretary.
(Feb. 23. 1906.
let

In

the
State
Washington, with
of
a
capital
$4,000,000. to build a railroad from Victoria,
B. C, to the northwest
corner of Vancouver
Island, about -7" miles,
Connection to be made
On the SOUtb end with the American shore at
Lester Turner, Jacob
Porl Angeles by
ferry.
Purth, W. Ii Hopkins. A A. Arthur, all of New
Y.,rk. and M. J. Carrigan. of Port Angeles, are
"l

a

SOUTHERN OF ALBERTA.

this year.

I'M
Lb

;

boundary through Alberta.

NIAGARA.

Darey, Three Rivers,

it.-

•VANCOUVER, VICTORIA

Prairie, directors.

•MIDWA1

A,

i.i

Que.,

KETTLE RIVER VALLEY.

QUEBEC, MONTREAL &

I

•HALIFAX & SOUTHWESTERN.

line.

•INTERCOLONIAL.

.'i

Ion b Hi:

i

v.,,.

Barrlngton Passage, 196 miles.
In operation
from Halifax to Liver]
I,
112 miles.
Prom
in Barrlngton Passage, 84 miles, under
Liver]
construction.
Atlantic Contracting Co.,
"ii

i

.1

J

Mexico.

CACAHUAMILPA CAVES EXPLORATION COM-

—

PANY. This company has been organized in
Mexico City, with capital of $400,000. to build
a railroad from the marble deposits at Cacahuamilpa to the Hermosa station of the Cuernavaca division of the Mexican Central.
The officers are:
President;
Senors Carlos Bach,
Emilio Leycegui, E. Fernandez Castello. Javier
Morales t'ortazar. Lie. Gomez Perez and Jose
Nozari.
CANANEA & TOPOLOBAMPO.— Surveys being
made for this proposed line, to be built from
Cananea, state of Sonora, Mexico, to Topolohampo, Sinaloa. 430 miles, giving an all-Mexican route from Cananea to the City of Mexico.
Surveys reported finished from Cananea to Minium. Chihuahua, 223 miles.
W. C. Green. President of the Cananea Copper Co., is interested,
Mn r. 17, 1905.
i

•CANANEA. YAQII RIVER & PACIFIC (SOUTH-

1

Mahcii
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The Cincinnati Equipment Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO,
LOCOMOTIVES
7x12 Porter,
20 9x14 Porter,
1
12x18 Mason
2
11x16 24-ton
3

—

Gage.

36-in.

Baldwin and Vulcans Saddletank.
Forney type.
Baldwin American type.
14x211 2li-tnn Grant American type.
12x18 24-ton Baldwin Mogul.

1
1

1

12x18

1

10x16 15-ton Porter, 4-driver Saddletank.
Climax geared No. 321, 20 tons.
Climax geared No. 195, 18 tons.
Climax geared No. 185, 18 tons.

22-ton

Porter.

6-driver

Saddletank.

A.

S.

1

liix22 35-ton 50-in. centers.
4-driver Switcher, separate tender, 30 tons

1

Marion Center Plow.

1

Marion No.

1

5-T.

U.

STEAM SHOVELS.

with

263,

1%-yd. 45-ton Model "A

pair

trailers.

1
1
1

New
1

1
1

1

1
1

5

1

7

2
3

—

Southern Pacific, down the Pacific coast to
Guadalajara. Track will soon be laid as far as
the delta of the YaquI river, and it is expected
to have the road completed to Torin, in the
Yapui Indian country tliis spring.
The line
will run through Alamos to Mazatlan, and from
It
will probably
that port to Guadalajara.
cross the river at Chumapaco, ten miles above

The bridge to be built over the i'aqul
Torin.
river will take some time to complete, and will
be a cosily structure.
Engineers of the Southern Pacific are also making final survey for a
road which is to be built through Guzman on
the Mexican Central, in the state of Chihuahua,
to Agua, Prlsta, in the state ..t' Sonora, which
will connect with the Cananea, Vatnii Itiver &

1

2

CARS
40 Steel frame K. & J. & Western 6-yard, 4-ft
30 Steel frame Western 4-yard, 36-inch gage
Coaches, Flats and Gondolas.

Extension to the Paunder consideration.
The first work will be from Minnoa, the
west to Ocampo,
present western terminus,
about S7 miles.
const of Mexico

reported

COAIII'II.A COAL.- Surveys made for an exten
sion from Mitzquiz in the Stale of Pueblo to
Paredon, about 14:t miles, to open up large coal
fields.

Locomotive Repair Work

JALISCO

& MICHOACAN (Electric).— Capital
stock Increased from $1,000,000 to $10,000,000.
Construction work to be begun soon in the state
of Miclioacau.
The company is planning to
build several hundred miles of road, and has
been given 11 concession by the Mexican GovWilliam Backus, of Cleveland. Ohio,
ernment.
is Vice President, and J. M. Zermeno is Man-

•Kansas

CITY,
and maps of the

MEXICO & ORIENT.—Profiles
final

survey for

Grading

work

In

progress on this narrow gage line north from
Cordoba, state of Vera Cruz, north through the
COffee-grOWlng district of that state about 75

One

miles.

bridges which is being built
on Mils road will be 108 II.

of the

nyn

over an
long and

above high-water mark.
fit' MEXICO.
This company,

ft.

'2}'.i

GREAT MINERAL

recently organized with capital of $3,000,000, is
planning lo build an extensive system of railroads in northwestern Mexico.
This company
has acquired the Pittsburg San .lose Railroad.
which at present Is buill out of San Jose del
Hltlo for ah.. in 2B miles.
x
This Is to
tended southward to a c.
lion
with the
Kansas City, M.\i... & Orient ami northward
lo the city of I'arral.
The route of the pro

through

•LA DICHA &

PACIFIC. Incorporated in the
City of Mexico, with a capital of $2,000,000
and principal office al I. a Hieha. state of Gu"r
rero, in the Interests of the Mitchell
Mining
Co., of I.a
Dlcha and New York, lo build a
narrow gage road from Ihe company's copper
properties al l.a Dlcha west to Port San Mar
quez, 12 miles south of Acapulco, on Ihe Pacific
coast of ihe state of Guerrero, 76 miles. Mail
mum grades are lo he
per cent.
Work In
progress ami several miles already graded, on
the completl
if
Ihe line
lie company
plans
to erect a 1. (inn ion smelling plain at Port San
n Is said that ihe Mexican Central
Marquee,
win extend lis Cuernavaca line aoutb from ihe
lialsus river lo Ch llpanclngo. lo which place It
Is
the Intention of the La HI. ha & Pacific Company eventually i" extend lis line, therein mak
lug a new through line from the City Of Mexico
1

•COHDOBA & HUATOSCO.

line

a

Ma.lres have been submitted for approval 10 ihe Mexican Government.
The inaxi
mum grade is to he -'_• per cent., and the
maximum curvature s deg. According lo the
survey, ihe road will run for several miles along
the brink of a gorge c.
fi.
deep and a mile
wide.
See same company under united Stales.
the Sierra

<

..

I

I.,
ihe Pacific ...as:
ai
Port San
Marques
George Mitchell, of the Mitchell Mining Co
Is
one of Ihe directors, and It, Iv .Morrison, of lb,.
City of Mexico. Is \ ice I'icsl. lent and General
<

new

tlon.

M.

motor.

line

10.

s

..r

rich mining sec
Pittsburg, Pa., is the pro

gh

Stafford

a

Chief Engli

is

RAILROAD

The

,

Dwlgbt-Furnwa

Mexico. 11
Is
has
Bald,
will extend II
The part
completed 1.. the mines or
San Gregorla Will I"' operated as a mineral load,
anil [he 111:1111 line
In
from Mal'lll lo Ira
puai...
igiia. I..
Ihnigueiieoliia, ,,r Guanajuato,
of

i'o..
.

Place,

I'..

GRESOR1A

tin

is

bought
of

Guanajuato,
ron.l and

this
line

the

already

I':

1

Pi

I

II ti

INTEROCEANIC

City

MEXICO

OF

lo

is.

east

the
is

lo
line

Cruz,
The cos! of
will be about {6,000,000,
lo shorlen Ihe route anil

Vera

straightening the
Including surveys made
lower he grades.
1

.

I

i

I

\

Chief

Is

v

i

I

I

».

hlglllcer.

•MEXICAN CENTRAL.
in

the

'.i.iiiiii

i

in
e\|

8,000
led

men

i.elug constantly
thlB Hue W ill

employed.

plelcl
radio's are llampson .\
Smith, ..r Mexico City,
There arc a number of
Important bridges ami 12 tunnels
Maxli
grade I., he 2 per ..'III and maximum curt at lil'f
degrees
Connections win be made al Collma
with ihe Mexican National
'oni
u< Hoc
o
Railroad, recently bought, which runs to Man
It

IS

gage.

-in.

Solicited.

No Important

& Smith.

Line

bridges.

is

being

built under Mexican Central standards, with 7".
lb. steel rail, stone and iron bridges, sleel water

tanks and stone station buildings.
If the Federal Government modifies the exconcession granted to the National of
Mexico. I., occupy a si rip of country 'Jo miles
wide, bordering the Rio Grande lor -tun miles,
the Paredon line will probably be extended to
San Antonio. Tex., crossing the ltlo Grande at a
Surveys
point about 25 miles above Laredo.
made for ibis further extension.
Tills company's engineers have located the
route for its p reposed Mexico City Tauipleo line.
The gap is from Apulco to Tuxpan. 130 miles.
This would make the distance from Mexico Cltj
to Tainpio. 'Jill miles Instead of 780 miles as at
present over iln' Mexican Central.
The maximum grade will be .'^ per ccni, wiin 6-degree
curves.
Construction work may be started this
clusive

—

year.

Proposed branch
stale

from

line

.Ilinule...

of

Coahuila, Mexico, west
Nothing done
SO miles

about

to

In

Uie

Valardena,

MEXICAN INTERNATIONAL.

An extension of
lo Guadalajara,
this road from Durango, Mex
about loo miles, has been located from Durango
to Chalchihuites. lob miles.
11
Is reported that
construction work on ibis section win soon be
begun.
Surveys for the rest under Waj
Extension BoutnweBt from Durango, slate
of Durango, to the port of Mazntlnn, state of
SurSlnaloa, on the Pacific coast, 226 miles
veys approved bj the Mexican Government bul
.Mar. 17.
authorised.
construction
no!
yel
1003
Extension ..f the Papasqularo Hue to ihe
mining camp "i GuanncevI, in the State ol Du
IV
rang...
Phis would run Ihioilc
ted
.

1007.

llllll

The

of

ihe

I

.•.nil

'.'

I

1

1

I

richest

minim

MEXICAN ROADS

ei

I

lorn

...

Concession

Mexlc.

granted by the
ureno Gonaalel

Mexican Goveri
lo John
nl
lo
build fr
Trovenlnc of Montere.1
laria
to Allende, 7.".
Galnu, in the Btal
miles, where connection can be made with the
I

\ic

construction of

1

early In

1

—

Internal lona

lean

This company

Is actively
ihe Manianllln
extension between Tuxpan, state of Jalisco, ami
ollma, lb.- capital of the state of Collma,
mil."Wort
progressing verj Favorably, from

engaged

i

This company,
Mexican Goveri
111
ays
completing financial iir
rangeinciils to secure funds for changing from
narrow to standard gage. The road rum from

which belongs
icm of mill
.Mexico

I

i

ident.

.

GULF This road, which Is being
ft
•ill from Linares, state of Nuevo Leon, on the
Mexican Central
via
Rio
Conchoa and Ban
Miguel. Sail .lose and
a ma u Ip.i s in Mie
u If
"f Mexico, has track laid lo San .lose al
'I'be
work
Includes
38 miles.
about
II
of
ei
heai
work
miles
Edward

•LINARES

Self

s

.

'ounsel.

I

posed

.

zanillo.
This will give the Mexican Central the
hist line in Mexico to ihe Pacific coast.
*Branch line in the state of Cuahulia, from
Saltilio io Paredon, -it miles.
Expected that
the work will be completed in June or July of
this year.
The work is being done by llampson

ager.

Pacific.

COAIH'ILA & PACIFIC.
cific

1

1

EHN PACIFIC). Work under way on this
road from Batamotal. on the Sonora line of the

.

1

Kix24 35-ton Danforth & Cook American.
19x24 ."id-ton Baldwin Mogul.
18x22 45-ton 10-wheeler.
18x24 53-ton Rhode Island 10-wheeler.
11-18 22-ton Baldwin Saddletank.
14x20 25-ton Porter, 4-wheel Saddletank.
1x24 30 to 35-ton American type.
6-wheel Switchers, 30 to 35 tons.
4-wheel Switchers, 30 to 35 tons.
ltix22 35-ton American type. 56-in. centers.

1

Vulcan No. 664, 45-ton, 1%-yd.
Vulcan No. 525, 75-ton, 3-yd.
Bucyrus No. 589, 70-ton, 2%-yd.
Bucyrus No. 550, 65-ton, 2%-yd.
Marion Model 60.

1

Gage

1903

in

Victor No. 80. 80-ton, 3-yd.
Vulcan. No. 704. 55-ton, 2-yd.
Vulcan Nos. 568, 631, 651, 45-ton, 1%-yd.

1

3

LOCOMOTIVES— Standard

Shovels

road which
Mexico, win

...I

Survi

carios

Romero,

Guadalajara,

<.t

io bis
for the work to be lei soon.
also own
concession which be
n
from the federal government for the
il
ru. Ion
of a
railroad from Ltr.alhui to
lostol Ipa.pifllo. In
be •-.. me si
wilt io in Nlven,
an
American "f Balsas,
i"
State "l '
Mexico, Is organizing a
pany to build a railroad from Balsas down the
\:iiic\ ,.i iii.
Balsas rivet to Cayuca de Catalan.
K'O mites, through a iI.
In
abOUl

build

1

"tn

'

ol

Contracts

inii.es

Mr

raq

io

i;

I

i

'I

I

t

I

mineral

resources
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RIGHTS OF TRAINS ON SINGLE TRACK

RIGHTS OF TBAINS

ON SINGLE TRACK

W. Forman, a train despatcher of 30 years' experience,
has instructed and examined more than 10,000 railroad em-

By H.

who

ployes.

is

It

in

form of a catechism and covers every
under which train rules have to be used
Bound in leather
gilt
edges
pages,
-177

the

imaginable condition

and

interpreted.

;

;

4x7

_.

J. Braniff has obtained a concession
his property in the state of Vera Cruz to
the cities of Leon ami Salamanca.
Hafael Davila and Salvador Cardenas Pena.
of Monterey, have
obtained a concession to
build a railroad between Allende and Zaragoza.
A. H. McKay, who represents Canadian
lumbermen, is applying for a concession to build
a 30-mile railroad from the Bialock colony, state
of Tamaulipas, to connect with the Mexican
Central al Aguelles
A railroad is to be built in the state of
Yucatan by Juan N. Martinez and associates,
from San Ignacio tp Huchucma. Mr. Martinez
obtained a concession from the Federal Government some time ago and is reported to be now
ready to begin work.
A narrow-gage line is projected between
San Geronimo and Juan Felipe, state of Vera
Cruz. 26 miles.
A narrow-gage road is projected from the
Buckeye mine of the Transvaal Copper Mining
Co., to connect with its smelter at Campas,
about 25 miles.
Campas is 36 miles south of
Nacozari, the nearest railroad point.
Preliminary surveys to be made this month.
Arthur
AY. Jenks is Manager of the Transvaal Copper
Mining Co., at Campas, Sonora. Mexico.
Concession has been granted by the Mexican Government to John Henderson to build a
railroad from Port Lobos to the town of CaDorca, in the state of Sonora, 36 miles.
Surveys
to be begun this summer.
Six miles must be
completed by July, 1'90I, and six miles more
completed each year until the road is finished.
Office at Nogales, which is the terminus of the
Guaymas Railroad.
Port Lobos is south of
Guaymas. and Caborca is in the southern section of the Altar district.
The line will be
southeast of and parallel to the Guaymas &
SJogales road.
Concession granted by the state of Oaxaca
to Charles A. Hamilton. President of the San
Juan Taviche Mining Co., and work is to be
started shortly on a narrow-gage railroad from
Ocotlan to San Geronimo Taviche, about 17
miles.
With the exception of five miles the
work will be easy. Surveys completed.
Concession granted by the Mexican Govern-

from

ment

to Rafael Davila and Salvadore Gardenas
Pena, of Monterey, to build a railroad from
Allende in the state of Coahuila north to Zaragoza, about 15 miles.
The proposed line will
connect at Allende with the Mexican International.
The terms of the concession reauire
that the road shall be in operation within two

years.

The Descubridora Mining Co.. which owns
copper mines and the railroad from Conejos station, on the Mexican Centrai, to its mines, in
the state'of Durango. is planning to build an
extension from Conejos to Inde, about 40 miles.
J. F. Stone represents the company.
According to reports from Mexico, the
Royal Trust Co., of Chicago, which is affiliated
with the Swift Packing Co., will build a narrowgage railroad Hon. Toluca to I'oente de Ixtle
and from Toluca to Zecualpan. R. J. Kerr, representing the Royal Trust Co.
Telesforo Garcia, owner of a concession from the Mexican
Government for a parallel line; G. H. T. Shaw;
Joan Henkel. who owns a narrow-gage road
between Toluca and Tenango and Toluca and
San Juan de las Huertoa, about 32 miles long,
and C. V. Tackaberri, of the Los Arcos Mining
Co., are
interested.
Negotiations have been
completed for the purchase of the Henkel road.
This will be the first link.
It is proposed to
issue $3,000,000 gold bonds, which have been
underwritten by the Royal Trust Co. at 90, and
stock to the value of $32,185 a mile of the
;

road's

length

will

Engineer

Chief

issued.

be

for

the

G.

road,

II.

has

T.

Shaw,

commenced

surveys.

A company of Mexican capitalists of Tlachlchilco, state oi Vera Cruz, Is planning to :build
a railroad from that place southeast through La
Perla, Aztecan and Coscomatepec, in the state of
\ era
Iruz, about 75 milea

Price,

$2 so

prepaid.

The

Compania

Mexicana

Cacahuamilpa,

which was organized
win,

last year In the City of
capital, will, it Is rerailroad from Cacahuamilpa to

$400:000

ported, build a
llermosa, on the Mexican Central.
Carlos Bach
is President.
Preliminary surveys for a railroad from
Sierra Mojada, the present terminus of the Mexican Northern, to Cuatro Cienegas, the terminus
of the Mexican International.
Victor Ginther
of Santa Rosalia, is interested.
The Metallurgies Mexican has completed
preliminary surveys for building a road from

——

—

.

::

CHICAGO

LONDON

on tin San Pedro branch of the Potosi
to its mines situated in the San
Pedro district; also to other mines adjacent to
San Luis Potosi.
'The Mexican Flume & Lumber Co. Is building a railroad from Quirio, state of Michoacan.
on the National of Mexico, southeast
. miles
into the timber belt surrounding Las Cue es,
where the company's mills are situated.
Part
of the grading and bridging work has been lmished.
The company's .New York add! ess is 66
Broadway.
a point

& Rio Verde

—

u

1

The government
has granted

a

of the state of Chihuahua
concession to a United Stales

pany to build from Baca, on the main line uf
the Mexican Central, to Sierra de Almelya.
n
der the terms of the concession the road must be
I

completed by 1908.

Projected railroad from Ameca to Banderas
Bay, on the Pacific Coast.
Preliminary surveys
reported completed by F. M. Ames, an engineer representing a syndicate of American
capitalists, headed by A \Y. Geist.
Application made to the government of the
state of Jalisco, by Carlos Romero, of Etazatlau.
for a concession to build a railroad from Orendaiu. on the Mexican Central to Hostotipaquillo.
It is claimed that financial backing has been
provided for and that construction work is to be
commenced as soon as the concession is granted.
Reported that a road will be built by the Laredo Mining Co., from Saltillo. state of Coahuila.
to Galeana, about S5 miles. Several preliminary
surveys made, but route not vet definitely decided.
C. C. Pierce, of Laredo, Texas, may be
addressed.
'Proposed extension of the Mexican Coal &
Coke Co.'s line from its mines at Las Esperanzas, state of Coahuila. to Xogalitas. 24 miles
and eventually to Monterev. 150 miles further'
Surveys finished.
Messrs. Hampson & Smith
City of Mexico, are the contractors.
G \
Stranahan is the engineer in charge.
— A eompany is reported to have been
formed to build a railroad from Tepic territory
of Tepic. west to the port of San Bias on the
Pacific Coast. 30 miles.
The sum of $80C
is reported to have been given as a bonus for
the
enterprise, as well as right of way for the entire

Leon Balch is interested.
railroad 50 miles long is projected which
extend from the San Antonio plantation
near Ocatitlan. state of Vera Cruz, to a connection with the Vera Cruz & Pacific.
R. K. Williams of Seattle, Wash., is reported to be in
charge of surveys.
distance.

A

is

to

Work is soon
from Sandias, state

to be begun on a railroad
of Durango, on the Mexican
Interaational, to Sierra Candela. which is in a
large lumber district.
The lirm of Balsiger
Schuter Sucrs., of Dnrango, is interested.

MEXICAN ROADS

(Electric).— The Jalisco Exploitation Co. is reported incorporated at Guadalajara. Mex., to build a standard gage electric
road from Guadalajara southwest to the port of
Chamela, on the Pacific Ocean, 150 miles.
The
first hnilding to he from Guadalajara to the Soledad ranch, 24 miles, where water power can be
obtained for an electric plant.
M. C. Miller Is
President, and C. H. Wittemore, of Mexico City,

—

General Manager.
Concessions granted to Dwight Furness for
an electric line from Guanajuato, state of Guanajuato, south to Irapuato, 25 miles.
Surveys
reported, and Mr. Furness Is quoted as saving
that the construction work will be begun 'and
the line will be eventually extended to Salamanca, on the National of Mexico.

MEXICO CITY ROADS.—A

syndicate of American

and Mexican capitalists, in which Col. Felix
Diaz and S. S. Neff, formerly General Superintendent of the street railway system in Mexico
City, are interested, has made application to the
Federal government for a concession to build a
system of elevated and subway railroads in that
city to cost about $5,000,000.

<

Mexico,

::
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NEW YORK

—— Oscar

•

inches.

MORELIA

&

TACAMBARO.—This

company,

which has been granted a number of valuable
concessions from the Mexican Government and
the slate of Michoacan. proposes to build a line
from Ira Puata. on the Mexican Central, south
to Tacambaro In the state of Michoacan, thence
west to Arlo, 225 miles. Contracts were to be
let about the first of this year.
The company is
being financed by A. J. Pevton & Co., of New
York, who has underwritten $1,200.(100 of bonds
to provide funds for building the first -.> miles.
D. Knapp, New York, is Vice-President and General

Manager.

NACOZARI
zari.

RAILROAD. — Extension from

state of

To be

miles.

John

si reel.

s

Nacosouth to Montezuma, 5ft

i-a

soon.
James Douglass, 99
(Mar. 17,
York. Is President.

built

New

1905.)

NATIONAL OF MEXICO.— Projected

branch

a

from

Tcziutlan to Fubers to develop the oil
owned by the Oil Fields Company of
Mexico.
Surreys made, and it is said that the
road will soon be built.
Branch from a point on the main line
through the Rio Lerma Valley, in the states of
Guanajuato and Jalisco, east to Guadalajara, 50
tields

Surveys reported. Would parallel
Mexican Central.
(Mar. IT. 1905.)

miles.

the

Reported that application will be made
for
a
concession for an extension of the
state
from
L'ruapan,
of
branch
Morella
Michoacan, west to Colima, 100 miles, and
from Colima to the port of Manzanillo, on the
The harbor improvePacific Coast. 60 miles.
ments at Manzanillo. which have been in progress for several years nnder direction of the
Mexican Government, will soon be completed,
and the Government wishes to exiend its system
of railroads to that place.
(Mar. 17, 1905.)
OAXACA & PACIFIC. Incorporation asked for In
Connecticut, with capital of $40,000,000, to build
and operate railroads in the republic of Mexico.

—

Samuel B. Howard, of Millbrook, N. Y. A. W.
Britton. of East Orange, N. J., and J. D. Baker,
of Yonkers, N. Y., are incorporators.
;

OAXACA RAILROAD. — Application made

by W. G.
Seaver, of New York, for a concession to build a
road to cost $37,000,000, from Mexico City to
Merida, with a branch line to Belize, British
New York capitalists to furnish
Honduras.
funds necessary for this work.
No subsidy from
the Mexican government. Col. James McNaugut,
First Vice-President of the Great Northern of
Canada, it is said, will be the President of the
road, and W. I. Allen, formerly General Manager
of the Rock Island. General Manager.

PALMILLAS

RAILROAD. — Extension

through

Santa Rosalia, Crestones and San
Miguel, in the state of Morelos. Mex.. to connect
with the Aricola Railroad at El Carmin. Projected.
(Mar. 17. 1905.)
Ayapasco,

•PAN-AMERICAN.

—

Operates train service from
San Geronimo, Oaxaca. through Tonala and Chiapas to Pipifiapan, 173 miles.
Contracts let for
construction from Coapa to San Bonita, 125
miles, and surveys being made from San Bonita
An adto boundary of Guatemala, 31 miles.
vertisement offering for sale first mortgage bonds
of the company is as follows
The road starts
at San Geronimo on the National of Tehuantepec, and runs southeasterly through the states
of Oaxaca and Chiapas to a point on the Guatemala border.
At the present time about 200
miles of road are in operation, and construction
work is rapidly progressing on the projected
line, so that within IS months the entire 300
miles of road will be in operation, furnishing a
connection from the City of Mexico to the City
of Guatemala.
PARRAL & DURANGO. This company, which
operates about SO miles of road, is planning to
at once build an extension from its southern,
terminus at Mesa de Sandia to Gunacevi, in the
state of Durango. 50 miles, and it is said the
road will eventually be extended to the Pacific
Coast, 150 miles further.
Surveys completed.
The company is owned by Pittsburg capitalists.
:

—

President, S. E. Gill. Pittsburg. Pa.

PITTSBTJRG-SAN JOSE.

— This

company has com-

pleted its railroad from San Jose del Sitio. Mex..
where the company's offices are located, to Val'ecillos, 16 miles.
Surveys to be made for line
north to a connection with the Kansas City,
Mexico & Orient.
M. B. Place is General Manager.

MADRE & PACIFIC.
road, which is the property of W.C.Greene,,
and runs from El Paso, Tex., southwest to Terrazas, state of Chihuahua, Mexico, 250 miles, has
begun an extension from Terrazas southwest to
the new town of Dedrlck at the junction of the
Arros and Chico rivers, 120 miles.
Work now

•RIO GRANDE. SIERRA
'this

under way.

Concession granted by the Mexican.
for an extension 150 miles further
the port of Guaymas, on the Gulf of Cali-

Government
to

fornia.

MEXICO—

ST. LOUIS, BROWNSVILLE &
Reported that this road will be extended under a
concession, granted over a vear ago, from
Brownsville, Tex., across the Rio Graude river
southward to Tampico. Mex., about 290 miles.

1

M m<
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JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
LUMBER

MILL AHD TIE CAMPS AT FARCO, CLINCH CO., CA.
SONORA RAILWAY. — See Southern
•SOUTHERN PACIFIC. — Accorclinfi

IIOJTSVILLE.

Pacific.

reports this company lms completed nearly in"
miles of the line, which ii is building, under a
concession granted by the Mexican Government.
to J. A. Naugle, Assistani General Manager of
the Sonora Railway, of Guaymas, state of Sonora, through the states of Sonora, Sinaloa, and
nnect
Jalisco, ana the territory of Tepic,
with the Cananea, Yaqui River & Pacific in the
Mexican Central in the
lie
north, and with
south.
The road is to be built 111 tour sections,
the first from some convenient point on the
C, V. I!. & P. (which is controlled bj the Southern Pacific) near the city of Alamosa, Sonora
The secsoutheast to Culiacan and Sinaloa.
ond section is from Sinaloa to Mazatlan, and the
third from some convenient point on the tine
i

—

—

—

between Culiacan and Mazatlan. near San Diego
to Tepic, in the territory of the same name. The
remaining section is from Tepic t<> a point on
the Mexican Central between San Marcos and
Guadalajara, the capital of Jalisco, to which
point the Mexican Central extensi
'eaches.

'

TOLUCA & ZIHUATENA.JO

(Electric) .—Concession asked by Henkel tiros., of Toluca, who own
short lines from Mexico City to San Juan de los
Huertus, and to Tenango, to build an electric
railroad from San Juan to Temascaltepec, Tejup
Ilco and Cotzumala, thence along the valley of
Mm- llalsas river, to a point where it emerges
from the Sierra Madre. thence along lie coasl to
Zihtiatenajo.
Surveys completed and subsidies
granted by the states of Mexico ami Michoacan.
This line would furnish a route from the gold
and silver mines of Sultepec and Temascaltepec,
and the copper country along the balsas,
I

TRIETAS.

&

— Extension

Minns

Crom

Prietas, in the state of Sonora, southeast to a
point on the Yaqui river, to tap the San Murcial
coal fields, which are owned by the Southern Pa-

Plans made.

cific.

(Mar. 17, 1905.)

•TUXPAN VALLEY. — Projected

Mexico
from Tuxpan to a point at or near Jabonera, 70
miles. Surveys completed and grading in progress.
c.
I;.
Games, of St. Louis, is President, and
Geo. W. Delts, of the City of Mexico, General
Manager. (Mar. 17. 1905.
in

line

—

lilac

—
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Springs, will shortly begin the construction of
a large bridge over the Saline river.

VAN BUREN. — The

Fort Smith & Van Buren
Bridge & Traction Co. has been Incorporated,
proposed to
It
is
with $50,000 capital stock.
build a bridge over the Arkansas river ;it Van
Buren.
A bill has been passed by the United
States Senate and is now before Hie Lower
House authorizing this work. II. E. Kelly is
President.

s.-

a

Fl.

The Board of Supervisors is planning
to build a steel bridge over the San Joaquin
river at Pollasky to cost about $l!."i.()00.
IIAVFORK. The Board of Supervisors will build
a bridge 330 ft. lon^ over Trinity river :it I.ewIston.
T. J. Montgomery is County Surveyor.
LOS ANGELES. Plans are being ma-de for recon
cost
structing the West Riverside bridge, al

—

—

about 821,000.
City Engineer Harry I''. Stafford writes us
that a bond election will shortly be held for
raising 8800,000, part oi which will be used to
build proposed bridges :i^ follows:
At Alain street over the Los Angeles rivet
of
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OXNARD.- The Southern Pacific, it Is said, will
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E. J. Kerwin, County Judge, is
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Chairman; Jesse R. Core is County Clerk.
The Queen & Eastern Railroad, which is
building a road between this place and Hot
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work in Benton County.
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ARKANSAS.

Clerk.
a

over the
about {80,000.
BIRMINGHAM
\
new iteel bridge Is 1.. be built
over Warrior river at Jasper's Ford, which will
be the largest in Jeffere
it
win have
lounty.
r
span « in a 1.1 a length of 1; is 11..
K
Ken. hack Is ciiv Bngll
about $100,000.
.1.
r
at

making
existing

Both houses of Congress have passed
authorizing the Campbell Lumber Co. to build
two bridges across the St. Francis river. In
Clay County, Ark.
Lower
In the
A bill has been introdu
House of congress authorizing the Campbell
Fran
a
bridge
over
the
St.
Lumber Co. to Build
In
Clay County.
cis river
The bill authorizing the Rock Island, Ar
Kansas Si Louisiana to build bridges over the
Ouachita river and other navigable waters. In
Arkansas, has
a
passed by both Houses of

ihoi ta

build

the House of
Fine
Bluff
the
authorizing
Representatives
North ami South Railroad Co, to build ;i bridge
over the Arkansas river here.
Commissioner has been appointed for building a combined highway ami railroad bri Ige to
consist of 10 spans, with a total length of 3,200
The
this place.
ft. over the Arkansas river ;ii
appropriation of $20,000 has been made by the
make
soundings.
Count v Court to
Bids will soon be asked by Hi" Bridge Commissioner for building a steel bridge over the
Arkansas river in Jefferson County. The Lower
House of Congress has passed a bill authorizing

River. 310
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The United siairs Senate has passed a nil
authorizing the Alabama S
Western to build
i.ii.i
vei the Blach Warrior river between
In.
ami Mai vn-.i I'. mill les, and over In- Al.i
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iver between Clark and Mom
C
itles,
bill

build

to

plans

PROPOSED.

United States.

Alalia

build

A committee has been appointed to build
the proposed suspension bridge here to cost
$350,000.

t

1

may

river.

structure.

over

lo be built

proposed
Third and Fourth avenues.
introduced
has
been
A bill

:i

—The Arizona & New Mexico
bridge over the San Francisco

CLIFTON.

-

A

Yukon Railway

White Tass &

road and replace

liny of
a recent
the Hoard of Directors of iins road ii was decided to extend its railroad to I. a liana, passing through the towns of Talleres, Arbol Grande
The c
and Dona Cecilia.
pany owns the street
railways in Tampico.
..live power will I...
Tl
either steam or electricity.
Angel S, Trapaga
is
President, at Tampico.

WORK

— The

build three steel bridges on the line of its
many of the present slruclures
with steel structures.
will

a

PINE BLUFF. — Viaduct

ALASKA.

NOME. A bill has been introduced in the Upper
House of Congress, authorizing a free bridge
over the Snake river at this place.

DRBANO HE TAMPICO. —At

BRIDGE

&

Chattanooga

Nashville,

—

i

TORRES

— The

Louis proposes to build a bridge over the
Tennessee river south of Byrd's Bluff. Surveys
completed and the site located.
JASPER. The Commissioners' Court of Walker
County has granted permission to build a steel
bridge, which will be the largest in the county,
over" the forks of the Mulberry and Sipsie rivers
and the creek in the eastern portion of the
county.
an orMONTGOMERY. The Mayor has approved Central
dinance providing for a bridge over the
avenue.
Madison
on
tracks
of Georgia
SHORT CREEK. The Eusley Southern, on its
extension to Parish, in Walker County, will
build two bridges over the Warrior river at a
cost of about ¥200.000.
MOBILE. On January 29 the House of Representatives passed the bill, previously passed by
Mo
tlie United States Senate, authorizing the
bile Railway & Hock Company to build a bridge
h.-tween
Cedar
water
the
across
or viaduct
Point and Dauphin Island in Mobile Hay.
WATERS' FERRY. A bill is before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the
Lower House of Congress authorizing the Commissioners' Court of Baldwin County, Ala., to
build a bridge across the Perdido river at this
St.
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racks will
:

Bpectlvely,
Nortl

up

i" put

idi

san roSE
i

.'i

Bteel via-

PUTNAM

i'A

been

Petl
ii

STOCKTON

-

i

1

"

for a bridge

«

1

ill

being made by tbe
Couin\ Surveyor, A. L. Finny, for building a
concrete bridge to consist of two arches each
Bids will
100 It. long, to vost about $24,500.
be asked as soon as plans are completed.
TBHANA.- The Board of Supervisors has under
consideration the question of building a bridge
over the Sacramento river at this place, to vost
about $50,000.
li;
CKEB Bills, it is said, are wanted until
April I by F. S. Arbogast, County Clerk at Nevada City, for building a trestle bridge over
are

i

Trout creek.
Arrangements have been made by
tbe County Commissioners to raise $50,000 to
be used towards building two bridges, one over
Sespe creek near Fillmore, and tbe other over
the Ventura river at Casistas l'ass.

VENTURA.

—

COLORADO.

ALAMOSA. —A

bridge, it is reported, will be built
T. W. Jaycox
over the Rio Grande river here.
Engineer, Denver.
is State

CANON

—The

CITY.

County Commissioners

will

build a bridge at the lower end of Fruitmere, to
cost about $12,000.
,.
The newspapers sav that a railroad bridge
The bridge
is to be built over the Royal Gorge.
of
bridge
tbe
hanging
above
is to be 2, SOU ft.
the Denver & Rio Grande, and is to be built as
City
from
Canon
railway
electric
a part of an
It is said that tbe line to tbe top
to Florence.
of the Royal Gorge will be in operation this
summer. The cost of all the railroads proposed
will be $50U,000, and the suspension bridge
The
spanning tbe chasm $100,000 additional.
air-line distance from Canon City to the highest
but
a
six
miles,
reach
is
point the road will
tortuous road 10 miles in length will be built.
COLORADO SPRINGS.—The Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe mav build new bridges at Costilla and
Kiowa streets. Plans have been made by the
City Engineer.
Bids will be asked this spring by the Board
of County Commissioners for a bridge 75 ft.
long over Fountain Creek, in El I'aso County.
II.
McAllister is Deputy County Clerk.
DENVER. Plans are reported ready for building
a bridge over Cherry creek at Lawrence street,
to cost about $45,000.
DURANGO. This city is planning to build a
bridge over the Las Animas river, at Main
The proposed bridge will consist of
avenue.
two spans of 60 ft. each, with 34 ft. roadway
and 5 ft. sidewalks. Plans are to be submitted
for a steel or a concrete and stone structure.
,

—

—

—The Denver &
replace many of

FLORENCE.
cided to
over the

Rio Grande has dethe

wooden bridges
Salida and

a

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

voncrete bridge is being built
over Bock Creek on the lines of Connecticut
avenue to cost $S50,000, consisting of Ave
150 ft. spans and two S2 ft. spans; total length,
134] ft. The contractors are the District ConTwo abutments and five 150 ft.
struction Co.

completed; $150,000 has been
requested of Congress to complete the bridge.
A steel bridge is being built over the Anacostia river to consist of six fixed spans of three
hinged plate-girder arches and of one trunnion
lift draw of two leaves, total span of draw 100
This bridge will cost $375,000. Contractors,
ft.
Penn Bridge Company.
Excavation has just started on concrete
bridge with 125-ft. span over Piney Branch
Valley on the line of Sixteenth street exten"
Total cost of bridge $50,000. Contractor,
sion.
Penn Bridge Company.
The Commissioners of the District have
requested an appropriation of $38,000 for building a plate-girder bridge 110-ft. long over Rock
Creek on tbe line of K street.
A bill has been introduced in Congress for
the construction of a $900,000 steel bridge over
the Anacostia river at the foot of Half street.
This bill has been unfavorably reported on by
the Commissioners.
Bids will lie asked this spring for the construction of five concrete-steel bridges, having
Five thouspans varying from nine to 16 ft.
sand dollars is available for the work.
A bill has passed the Senate providing for
the appropriation of $500,000 for building the
Memorial Bridge over the Potomac river. The
proposed structure will be 3,500 ft. long with
approaches, and will consist of six main spans
of 192 ft. each, and one span 159 ft., and a

number

Beach

is building a $100,000
bridge, consisting of three 50-ft.
This
over
the Washington Channel.
bridge is being built by the Penn Bridge Company and will be used when completed on the
approach to the Potomae Highway bridge.
The Baltimore & Ohio, as part of the elimination of the grade crossings on its road in the
District of Columbia, is building a plate girder
The bridge will vonsist of
bridge 600 ft. long.
9-ft. plate girders resting on steel volumns and
All steel work will be
concrete foundations.

New Haven &

i,.i

r,.n

The floor sysin ornamental concrete.
will be of 24-in. I-beams supporting conCost of bridge $175,000. The
crete steel slab.
Pennsylvania Steel Company has the contract
Foundations built by McMullen
for tlie steel.
& McDermott. The contract for encasing steel
tem

work has not been let.
The Baltimore & Ohio

will also build a
four-truss steel bridge over its tracks on the
The foundations for this
line of T street.
Cost of bridge
bridge have not been begun.
W. J. Douglas is Engineer of
$150,000.
Bridges. D. C.
On Jan. 16 the United States Senate passed
the bill authorizing the Memorial bridge across
the Potomae river from the most convenient
point in Washington to Arlington Cemetery, in
The bill limits the cost of the bridge
Virginia.
to $5,000,000. and appropriates $500,000 to secure plans and commence construction work,
15. 1005, n. 192.)

been

Branford and East Haven. The
lias ordered the present struc-

War

„ m
The New York, New Haven & Hartford

,„
will
replace the Connecticut river bridge, a singletrack structure, with a four track bridge, to
Introduction of heavier
cost ;ii... iii .-'1. 200,000.
equipment will require strengthening a number
iii
is Chief EnginIngersoll
M.
Ii
C.
of
eer,

.

New Haven, Conn.
Work will be started early next year on a
Mill river at Humphrey street.
fork. New Haven & Hartford, In ad-

bridge over

FLORIDA.

A bridge Is proposed over St. Andrews Bay
near Grassy Point.
Both Houses of Congress passed the bill
authorizing the building of a bridge over the
navigable watesi of St. Andrews Bay In Florida.
JACKSONVILLE. An ordinance has been passed
to issue bonds for building a bridge over tbe
HUlsboro river, to cost $25,000.

—

The date for receiving bids for the
steel bridge to be built over the Perdldo river,
in
Escambia County, has been postponed to

PENSACOLA.-

i

dition to building about 11 steel overhead bridges
pari of Its four tracking of the cut In this
L
will put up a single-track two-span bridge
13 ft long on Tin Danbury branch at Wlnnipauk
a
viaduct at Fall River. Mass.
single-track bridge 117 ft. long over
the Norwalk river at Norwalki a two-track
a 60-ft. si
bridge at Stonlngton
tt.
track bridge at Branchvllle. on the Danbury
branch, and two bridges, 200 and 125 ft. re,

A. M. McMillan is County Clerk.
Julj 1. 1906.
ST. AUGUSTINE.
A bridge may be built over the
Matanzas river, connecting this place with Ana-

—

;

I

tasla

island.

GEORi

;

;

i

l

The Georgia Northern is planning to
BANT.
build a bridge over the river at a point known
a mile above tbe Atlantic
as tbe Narrows, al
t

i

....-

1

i.ine

bridge.

and

will
long, consisting of
trestle work, 1:1211

kadee creek to replace the

prt

i

nt

ATLANTA. — The

Southern will build a new bridge
from Madison street to the west end of the
present

bridge.
600-ft. steel

A

bridge

will

be built

over

Cbattahoocbe river at Pace's Ferry, nine miles
from Atlanta, between Fulton and Cobb Conn
ties.
i:.
B, Rosser, Chairman Road and Brldgi
Committee.
Residents are agitating the question of
placing the present Bell street bridge with

.

re-

new

structure.
'The Bridge Committee recommends the com
pletion of tbe Magnolia street bridge, al a cost
of $9,000; the completion of the approaches to
the Powell street underpass, to cost $4,260; for
the approaches to the South Boulevard under
i" cost
S14.000, and that a sum of not
less than $25,000, be appropriated to begin work
on the Washington viaduct. Plans for tin* lai
ter were to be completed by City Engineer R.
M Clayton and bids asked this mouth.
i

\i

—

i.i STA.
A steel bridge
river at Center street.

may

be built over tbe

—The War Department
requiring that
bridges

has issued an order
all
over the Savannah
river shall be built with draws not less than

SO-ft.

CARROLLTON. — The

Central of Georgia is put
new steel bridge over the Tallapoosa
near this place, and will build six others
over the Flint. Big Tallapoosa, Etowah, Oosta
ting in a
river

and Chattanooga rivers and Chickamauga

natila

creek to accommodate the heavier rolling stock.

COLUMBUS.

—

Tbe Birmingham, Columbus & St.
Andrews Bay Railway Co.. it is said, will build
a bridge over St. Andrews Bay here.
CONCORD. The Georgia, Florida & Alabama, to
enter this place, may build two bridges over the

—

river.

The Baltimore &
overhead bridge.

GAINESVILLE.

—

Ohio

may

build

a

new-

The County Commissioners have

under eonsideration the question of building a
new bridge over the Chattahooche river at NewBridge, three miles north of this place.
MONTICELLO. Bids are wanted early this
spring by E. H. Jordan for building a steel or
wood bridge. 800 ft. long, over Murder creek,
in Jasper County.
SAVANNAH. Petition has been made for a

—

—

bridge over the Savannah river.
bridges over the Ohoopee
river in Emanuel and Tattnall Counties, that
were carried away bv floods, at a loss of about
$200,000, may he rebuilt.

SWAINSBORO. — Several

IDAHO.
The

bill

authorizing the Spokane

Interna-

tional Railway Co. to build bridges over Pend
d'Oreille
and Kootenai rivers, in Kootenai

County, Idaho, has been passed by both Houses
of Congress and signed by the President.
A bridge is proposed over
the Kootenai river, to cost about $30,000.
COEUR D'ALENE. The plans of the Northern
Pacific for building a bridge over the Spokane
river at this place with a span of 150 ft. and
43 ft. above the surface of the river has been
approved by the Secretary of War.

—
—

BONNER'S FERRY.

PAYETTE..— The County Commissioners,

it is said,

have plans ready for building a steel bridge, to
consist of two spans each 175 ft. long over
Payette river.
WALLACE. The Northern Pacific is planning to
build a bridge over the Columbia river on its
Idaho division, to consist of ten steel spans
About 20 other bridges will also be built by this
company.

—

encased

river

temoved

when

The War Department

be built in one year.

Secretary of

cost

spans

made for a
at Grand avenue.
W. Kelly is City Engineer.
A new drawbridge will be built at Double

C.

will

concrete-steel

—

has

and

earlv this spring.

—

Mill

smaller spans,

The Potomac Highway Bridge built under
the direction of the War Department is practically completed, and will probably be opened

The Court of Common Council is
considering a proposition to abolish the Walnut
building a highway
street grade crossing bv
bridge to carrv Walnut street over the tracks
P. L. Ford is City
of the N. Y„ N. H. ft II.
Engineer.
LYME. The plans for the new bridge of the New
Y'ork, Men Haven ft Hartford over the Connecticut river have been approved by the Federal
authorities, and it is reported that the bridge
over

of

n

completed $5,000,000.

ing double tracks.

drawbridge

have

\]n
brldgi

ft.

teel

em

Commissioners have
bridge over Pannell's branch

WASHINGTON. — A

arc-lies

|

ii

ATHENS. Tbe County Commissioners will build
one ovei Elk river at
two large teel bi Idge
RedusshonI, In tbe northern pan of tbe county,
and the ol her over Limestone creek at toe
b
HuntSVllle iiiul Brown Ferry road. In the s
part of the county.
Tbe Georgia Railway & ElevtrlC Co., It is
reported, will build a combined street car and
highway iron bridge al I.akewood avenue.

—

;

will

'

County

decided to build a
near Chestertown.
Residents of ibis place are agl
tating the question of building a bridge over
the Nantieoke river.
County is reported
WILMINGTON. Newcastle
making plans to spend s.'.iiii.oou for (wo bridges
over the Christiana river, one at Market street.
to cost $250,000, and the other at Fourth street,
to cost a similar amount.
Chief Engineer Theodore A. Leison, of tinwater department, has vompleted plans for build
lng a concrete bridge 335 ft. long with a n; it.
driveway and two 4 ft. sidewalks over the
The vost of the proposed
Brandvwlne river.
structure will be $35,000.

Hartford will build a new four-track drawbridge over the Housatanic river, and three or
more others of the same type one at Cos Cob,
one over the Connecticut river and one over
Shaw's Cove at New London; also a new threespan bridge between Shelton and Derby, carry-

HEW HAVEN. — Petition

i

SHARPTOWN.-

for a drawbridge over East Haven river, to cost $12,000,
to be built jointly by the towns of Branford

HARTFORD.

In

The Kent

DOVER.

CONNECTICUT.
BRANFORD. — Plans are being made

York.

lone;, ovi

DELAWARE.

street, to cost $95,000.

—

Plans are being made for building
over
Saugatuck river at State
the

missed

n

The
County
bridge 102

LI.

Commissioners

I

A resolution, it is reported, has
the Board of Aldermen authoriz
Ing the making of plans for building a bridge
MillU -Heel. tO C08t $12,
ill

—

and East Haven.
Tbe New

bridge

Bteel

ii

one span of 60

widening from
water light

Btreei
I

A.MHKHis.
build

WILLIMANTIC.

—

BRIDGEPORT.

tbe

The Consolidated Railroad has agreed

WESTPORT

A bridge will be built over the
Rio Grande river 150 ft. long.
PUEBLO. The Council has passed an ordinance
appropriating $75,000 for a bridge, including a
viaduct over the Denver ft Rio Grande tracks at
South Main

on

A
proposed on
the
bridge
Is
westerly side of the Raugatuck river over the
HartNow
Haven
York,
ft
New
of
the
tracks

line of its road between
Pueblo with steel structures.

MONTEVISTA.

Colllnsvllle,

ford.

teel

STANISLAUS.—Plans

al

WATERBURT,

soon be

bridge here.

bridges, it Is said, will be
built here, one over the San Joaquin river
above Stockton and the other over Bum's cutStockton, is City Engineer.
li. C. Tumelty,
off,

rwo

built
ion

!

ii

i,

asked

made

be
livl

to shim] a sbar
the cosl of
street, which Includes an overl
bridge to carry four tracks.

street.

Intonlo
Bid
ROS v
for building a

to

'i

i

i

Channel

ii

w

43

illroad

B trei

8

n

pi

,

to

the eli
1,000 ft. long to eai
tracks ovei the Southern ravine

about

duel

widened

be

$12,t

i

Vol, XI... No,

ILLINOIS.

The United States Senate passed the bill,
previously passed by the House of Representaauthorizing the KensiQgton & Eastern
tives,
Railroad to build a bridge over the Calumet
in Cook County. 111.
Plans are being made by M. J. TarEngineer, for two concrete steel bridges,
each 153 ft. long with 60-ft. roadway, to cost
about $50,000.
BELLEVILLE. Plans are being made by L. L.
Harper, City Engineer, for a reinforced concrete bridge over Richland creek, to cost $10,000.
BLOOMINGTON. A bridge SO ft. long will be
built over the Sangamon river at the intersection of Champaign, Ford and McLean Counties.
The cost, $20,000, is to be borne equally by the
three counties.
CHICAGO. Plans of the Bridge Department for
improvements to be carried out during the present year include the building of two new movable
bridges, four new stationery bridges, and the
completion of four bridges now under construcriver,

AURORA.

—

bell,

—

—

—

tion.

The Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific is plan
ning to build several bridges on its main line
between this place and Colorado Springs, and
on the line between Burlington and St. Paul,
also on its southwestern lines.
'This city, it is reported, has plans under
wav for 12 new bridges to vost approxim.i elj
$3,000,000, of which about $1,000,000 will be
Four of the proposed bridges
spent (his year.
are to be fixed spans, over unnavigable R
'There Is to be one double-deck bridge at Kinzie
near the station. This bridge will be
sli
used to carrv ears on one level and wagons and
pedestrians 'on another.
A $300,000 structure
.1.
will iiibuilt at North Halsted street.
M. Patterson is Commissioner of Public works.
t
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-
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36
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"

Columbus " Solid
Drag Scrapers.
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K.
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Steel

Box

Scrapers.

Pressed Bowl

J."

Wheel

Scrapers.
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gauge

Dump

and
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Wooden

Contractors'

Barrows.
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Steel Tray Barrows.
Tubular Barrows.
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Cars.
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Wheel
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gauge

" Solid Steel Drag
Scrapers.

Way
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\\'i,

Co.
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kinds.
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Two-Way Dump Steam

6-yard, Class E,

Write
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Shovel Car.

32 D. Car and No. 34 General Catalogues and Prices.

THE KILBOURNE & JACOBS MFG. CO.
McGrath Pneumatic Flue Welder
Especially adapted for railroad work.
Will weld and swedge a 2 in. or 2-AHue in five seconds, with one heat. Makes a perfect weld. Capacity of
machine limited only by the facilities for heating the Hues.

in.

The

many

following railroads and

others are using this machine

Grand Trunk Railway System.
Baltimore & Ohio u. B.- Co.
Philadelphia & leading R. R, Co.
Michigan Central

Long

It.

Anaconda & Pacific Ry. Co.
Rlcbmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac R. R. Co.
ni or, -01011 ial Ry. of Canada.
Indianapolis Union Ry. Co.
San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt: Lake It, R. Co.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. it.
Daluth, Mlssabe & Northern Rv.
Duluth, South Shore «t Atlantic By.
Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
Butte,
I

k. Co.

isiiimi Ry. Co.

Worth & Denver City R. R. Co.
Atlanta, Knoxvllle & Northern K. It Co.
Brie k. k. Co.
\, « Fork Centra] & Hudson River R. k. Co.
Missouri Pacific ky. Co.
I'.ni

Southern

:

1

Pacific Cn.

i

lanadlan Pacific Ry.
Canadian Northern Rj

McGrath

Pneumatic Locomotive
Turn-Table Motor

The most satisfactory and economical method of operatTwo distinct sources of air supply. Will
ing a turn-table.
turn the heaviest engines.

Some

of the railroads using these Motors
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GALESBURG.
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Bids
urn

i

Knox

ol

tei

seven new
for
be asked bj

bridges in
the Bridge
Board of Super

A.

Counts

iso

HARVEY.

The

Blue

Electric road,

id

reported,

is

ii

Ham-

&

Uiverdale

Island,

will

new bridge over the Calumet river.
The question of building
bridge over the Embarras river, it Is

OAKDALE,

build a

small bridges

—

river al

Illinois

the

Plans reported completed

\

The Baltimore & Ohio Southted planning to put up a steel
Is
re
bridge Mr, ft. long over the Okaw river, to
about
eosl
$80,000.
STERLING. Ii is reported that the War '..pan
has ordered the removal of four bridges
in,. in
over Rock river, which were built without the
authority of Congress.
WAUKEGAN. Plans are being made for building
It
a concrete bridge al South Genesee street.
will consist of three or five arches ami cost

son Township. Knox County, and Washington
Township, Pike County, the plans to be approved by the Chief of Engineers and the Secretary of War.
AUBURN. Bids, it is reported, will soon be
asked for a concrete and steel bridge in this
H. D. Boozer is County Auditor.
county.
BLOOMFIELD. The Indianapolis Southern, on
its new Indianapolis line near this place will
build a viaduct J. son ft. long and (at the high-

—

—

est

i

17.,

CAYUGA.—Bids,

Indianapolis

Chicago.

&

Evansville, ii is said, is locating the site for
building a bridge over the Ohio river at this
place uu its proposed road toward Owensboro,

Ky.
-The Hoard of County Commissioners will build six concrete bridges and one
Harry
Vanderburg County.
steel bridge
in
Stinson is County Auditor.
FORT WAYNE. An appropriation of $17,000 has
been made by the County Council to rebuild the
bridge over the Maiuuee river in Allen County.
Residents bave petitioned the county Commissioners io build a bridge over St. Mary's
between the Wells Street bridge
river midwaj

EVANSVILLE.-

and the Van Buren Street bridge.
A new iron bridge will he built
,,.,,r pium creek
south of this place during the

GERMANTOWN.
present

year.

The City Council has made

INDIANAPOLIS.
propriations

building

for

bridge

a

over

ap-

the

and Broad Wnple, retaining walls to Fall

al

bridge
the

Creek
pair,

Hammond's

at

Wesl

to

Park, and for reStreet bridge

Washington

over White river.

County Commissioners' budget for
submitted to the County Council, asks
appropriation of $190,000 for a new

The
1908,
For

an

White River

bridge.

reported completed by the War Department for a concrete arch bridge at the
The bridge
Armorv Post, mar Indianapolis.
will soan a gullev Inside the main entrance, a
The spau
distance of lis ft. and 35 ft. wide.
between the arches will be 60 ft.
The .ippi'oprialion ,,t sis. nun for building a
bridge ovei Eagle creek a1 Morris street was so
low thai builders refused to bid on the work.
inty to inhas been decided to ask th
It
crease the appropriation for this work.
Plans have been completed by County Engineer II. Klansnian ami accepted by the County
tin'
mi- ,i..n..i
building a bridge at ThirThe proposed
over Fall creek.
tieth
street
structure will be a Melan arch consists
pan
oi concrete, or reinforced concrete
three
Ion
and 40 ft. wide, to cost
291 fl
struct
at
$75,000.
t.\
FAYETTE A bridge may be built by the
(lev,- land. Cincinnati
& St. Louis over
the Wabash river.
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\
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Ken
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.mT,

approved

baa

the railroad bridge lo be built over the
river by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

i

i

Tin- le-ard oi County Commissi
rs will
rebuild the Sardon Avenui
a vote has been pass,-,| to is~n, bond
rebuilding Uu- Melan bridge over the Kansas
river.
Tin

Topeka
..mill

Al.'hisou. Topeka &
Street Railway
Co.
build a VladUCl "V el
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at

91
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..iinly

i
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I
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Idges
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utzmacher

is

'ierk.

I

I'ki

The Cumberland Railroad is
bridge over the Cumberland
W. Stone. Warren. Pa., is President.
Tin- Ashland & [ronton Brld

build

I"

liver,

Iracks of

tile

a

i

KENTI

1

Simla Fe and. the
are planning to

reel

WESTMORELAND.
1

WAGONER.

Kan,

Ity,

Cum

is

,

iiu-

K.iw

1

Interested.
Petition is being mud.- bj residents
for new bridges to be built over the Grand and
Verdigris rivers, at a cost of al.. mi $30,000.

1

-

Smith C

TOPEKA.

and concrete

is

is

sir, -el,

made by

Booker

i

l

ier

Plans have
n
made and funds
have been subscribed to build a bridge between
ibis place and Lexington, at a cost ,,i $30,
.1.
w.
Action will be taken early this spring.

a

Saline County.

in

iu

thl

C.

ASHLAND.

:i

been organized with a capital siock of
to build a bridge over tie- Ohio river,
(l
connecting Asbland with [ronton, Ohio.
E.
Fischer has been appointed Chief Lngi
r, with
office in Cincinnati.
ILnniliou
The Cincinnati.
Dayton is interested in this bridge pro
CANTON. Both Houses of Congress bave passed
the bill
building
by Trigg
authorizing
the
count
of a free bridge over the Cumberland
river, to cost about $£5,000.
LINTON. Hickman County will build four
lias

si, ."e»i.

.v.

IOWA.
The Chicago,

Anamosa

Northern

.v.

will build six targe bridges over the line of
road between this place and Waterloo.

it<

before the Housi
COUNCIL BLUFFS. A
Central
of
authorizing
Representatives
the
Railroad »x Bridge Co. to build a bridge over tinMissouri river at or near this place,
The Supervisors of Pottawattamie ami liar
rison counties bave ordered the establisbn
of a drainage ditch system for the relief of the
Missouri river lowlands in those counties. This
improvement will cost more than $200,000. The
Chicago
Northwestern put in a claim for
s.is.iiiiii for bridges which
it will he compelled
to build, but this claim was reduced to $10,000
by the appraisers.
bill

is

i

,x-

DBS MOINES.

Clans are being made by George
I
Dobson. of this city, for building a Melan
arch over the lies Moines river at Locust
street, to be similar to the one recently built on
».

North Sixtli street.
A concrete arch may be
creek at Frank
Engineer.

street.

The Chicago

S.

built over Indian
L. Etnyre is City

Western, it is reported.
has decided io spend about $300,000 for building concrete bridges between Des Moines and
Kansas city during the coming summer.
A viaduct has been proposed, and plans submitted to the City Council last year, to he
built over the railroad tracks on West Seventh
street
other locations were also suggested, but
John J. Budd is City
nothing has been done.
Engineer.
Plans have been submitted to the City
Engineer for a Melan arch over tin- Des Moines
viaduct over the tracks at Vine street.
IOWA CITY. The State University of Iowa is
making surveys for a large bridge to be built
over the Iowa river at Scales Bend, to consist
of two spans of 135 ft. each.
IOWA FALLS. The Des Moines. Iowa Falls ,X
Northern, ii is reported, will build a bridge
over the Iowa river*, to cost $40,000.
MARSHALLTOWN. Residents are petitioning the
Railroad Commissioners to change the sic- for
the proposed railroad viaduct from Center
to South Third avenue.
MISSOURI VALLEY. -It is reported that work
will soon be started to build three new piers
in the Missouri river .'his,- lo the Chicago, St.
it
Paul, Minneapolis ,x Omaha Blair bridge.
cir,. ;it

;

—

—

the present bridge is to be
enlarged ami double-tracked.
MUSCATINE.-: Pids will be asked early this
spring by lb.' Commissioners of Drury and Eliza
Townships for building three iron bridges. Address Joseph Nussbauin. Muscatine.
SUM S
neei
aj
The Lewis City I
ents Is to
that a 40 ft. bridge on concrete a
be built over Perry Creek.
Plans are being made for building a 3tee]
al
viaduct over the tracks ai Wall sti
1,080 I'L long. Willi a 530 ft. filled approach
stone or concrete wall.
TRAER. Work will be begun at once on a bridge
over the Iowa river six miles west of Solon, to
believed

is

thai

Cm

I

.

-

ai

i

$9,

i

K

v

I

bridges
Clerk.

ws \s,

Plans have been made by County snr
veyor Alva .1. Smith lor building several bridges
in Lvon Countj
a steel bridge ai Badger creek,
\pplrlo Ford, ~" ft. long.
Ional
54 fl
ami a 30 ft. stone arch at Duck creek
city.
The
Kansas
Chicago, Rock island 8 Pa
wo
.•in.
ii
reported, w ill at once pul up a
le
-pan sicd bridge, lach span 300 ft. long, over
the Kiev river. 10 replace He- structure de
I

Btroved

bj

n

Is

In

1903.

A franchise has been i_-i-.it
corporation to build a viaduct

1

i"

over

private
the wesl

a

Ii.

Samuel

County

is

1

FRANKFORT.

Tie- Frankfort & Versailles Tracplanning to build a bridge over the
James M.
near this place.
I'ickrell.' Winchester. Ky.. is General Manager.
GUTHRIE. Bids are wanted by F. M. Duffy for
building an iron bridge 50 ft. long, in Taylor
County.

tion Co.

is

Kentucky

river,

—

HENDERSON. — A

bridge, it is reported, will be
over the Ohio river near Towtiead island.
HICKMAN. A highway bridge 285 ft. long and
It; ft. wide may soon be built.
LAWRENCEBURG. Bids will be asked by the
Fiscal Court for building a steel bridge al
60 ft. long over Salt river between this place
and Anderson. II. S. Wise is County Clerk.
LEXINGTON. The voters have authorized the
T. I'.
issuance of $27,000 of viaduct bonds.
O'Neill is City Engineer.
built

—

—

'

—

—

Both Houses of Congress have p
authorizing the Louisa & Fort Cay
lb.bill
Bridge Co. to build a bridge over the Tug and
Louis forks of the Big Sandy river.

LOUISA.

The Louisville & Nashville is reported to be putting up Ml' new steel bridges on
Kentucky
Central division of its road, which
the
will in future be known as the Cincinnati At-

LOUISVILLE

lanta division.

HCNFORDVILLE.—A

proposed
over
about $40,000.
Indianapolis
&
OWENSBORO. The Chicago,
Evansville is making plans for building a bridge
over
road
the
of
its
Ohio
line
proposed
on tbe

Green river

river

bridge

is

at this place, to eosl

this place.
large number of bridges carried away by
Daviess County may be rebuilt.
Residents are agitating tbe question of putat

A
floods

in

ting up a combined highway and railroad bridge
the Ohio river here.

ova-r

PAINTSVILI.E.
Lima!

for

-

I'.ids

building

are being asked by
iron bridge over

an

Johnson County.
of the County Court.
in

i,

W.

P.

Davis

is

W.

E.

Paint
clerk

LOUISIANA.

A

has been introduced in the I nited
Senate authorizing Caldwell Parish to
build a bridge over tbe Ouachita river.
Tbe United States Senate lias passed a bill
authorizing the Monroe & Lake Providence R.
R, Co. io build a bridge across Boeuf river and
bill

stales

Macon

Bayou

iu

Louisiana.

AVONDALE. — According

to reports plans are being made for building a large bridge over tbe
Mississippi river at this place near N,-w Orleans.
This is reported to be a project of the Southern
'llliflC.

BATON ROUGE.—The
build
I

a
st

BOYCE.
the
al

Central Co. and
Illinois
Pacific Co. will, it is reported,
bridge over tbe Mississippi river here, al
of about $1,000,

Southern

the

:

:

E.

year.

—

I

EMPORIA,

this

The Fiscal Court will probably ask for bids
_'".
ai lis April meeting for a bridge
ft. long.
.1.
A. Porter may be addressed.
DANVILLE. This city bus voted to issue $30,000
of bonds for building a bridge.
II. c. Brydon is
city clerk.

I

.

Iron

County.

MARION.

steel

eported completed lot

missioners win

PURCELL.-

of County Commissioners at Newport,
for the steel superstructure of a highway bridge
H. T. Payne is
over Wabash river at Cayuga.

ENTERPRISE.—The

for a

earls

Surveys, It
reported,
are to
the Rock Island, to locate the site
for a new bridge over the Soul Ii Canadian river
near this plan'

Board

County Auditor.

Setrii

cnicKASllA

wanted by the

are

said,

is

ii

ii.

wanted

Kan

tilnlbe,

Hiu-tridge,

L.

Lids in.- wanted this moot).
Clark, County Clerk, for building a
bridge over the Solomon river al

.

are

i

A.

II

INH1 \\ TERRITORY.

high.

It.

ii.

wamiisa.

INDIANA.

point

by

.in

Bids

i

r.

Cedar

al

..

i

A.

i

singlon,

bridge.

I

congress has passed the bill authorizing
the Southern Indiana Railway to build a drawbridge over the Wabash river, in Vogo County.
-A bill has been passed by both Houses of
West
Vincennes,
the
authorizing
Congress
Baden & Louisiana Traction Co. to build a railriver,
HarriWhile
between
road bridge over

Wayne

in

WASHINGTON.

SPRINGFIELD.

about $70,

Adams

The United States Senate has
passed a bill authorizing the C
ity
Commls
sioners of Vigo County i" build a combined liigb
wa,\
ami electric car bridge over the Wabash
river ai the tool of Washington avenue.

be

western

I'll n

bridges

eosl

ih«.

ISuiliuganie & W,
of plate girder
;"i fl im
be line 01

number

long

SMITH CENTER.

TERRE HAUTE.

Engineer.

sistant

of

to

ami

.1.
Bids no- wanted by
G.
Duncan,
County Clerk, March 20, lot building three steel

lu.'iiluler.

place.
tor n bridge over

The new structure will
the Illinois river here.
have four truss spans, each 142 ft. long. It will
have a bascule or |ackknife draw ill n long
In addition, there will be four 80-ft. girders and
five 40 ft. girders extending from the draw to
W. A. McCuIly, Peoria; is
the wesl shore.

R.

long

SALINA

to pay 60 per
of building a viaduct In Wesl
pass
i
Richmond, so that a new cltj street
beneath Its tracks.
The cltj is to paj the re

I

over

s.

streel

miles

i

duel

The Pennsylvania has agreed

cent,

PEORIA.—The

iliis

bj

lilutr

l'.

.

CrocChief Engl
oil

for

a
new
said, is

under consideral Ion.
Chicago & Alton arid Vandalia
ii
lines
is said, have decided i" withdraw from
their terminal arrangements with the Peoria &
nton, and are planning to build a bridge
Pekin

Lids will be asked

some bridge work, earlj this summer.
RICHMOND. The County Commissioners will
soon give contracts for building a number of

ami

Council dove. Including oni
structure over
be Neosie. river al Coun

large

i

i.'.

PRINCETON

a

II

City,

large

a

and trust bridge
Kansas cm

Engineer.

in

will

streel
to be

Is

Kansas

HI. Villi:

.

'

Sll'i'.'l

Sixth

it
street,
coal $1,750,

will

i

Til.'

from

bottoms

Vim v
report.-.
lo.
planning to
build a
1,000 ti
rest le leading
to the bridge
thai is to span the White river, one mile north
of this city.
Plans for ii
teel bridge over White river
win be ready and nnis asked for early in March.
The new structure will have five spans, one 157
hum and lour, each i".".
n. long and 18 ft.
ft.
wide.
imi,
George A. Thompson, Pete
g,

bridge

irete

i

'i

i

720

uga,

J

aboul

James

are

I'.ui

r

ii

bridge
'

spend

will

i,i-i,|..

i

Wabash

Itl le

i

County

v

II

for

NEWPORT

y.

\\

.

lins

said,

i-
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Both Houses of congress have pa ed
authorizing a bridge over tbe lied river
near this place.

bill
oi-

COLUMBIA.- Tbe Lower

lions,-

of

Congress on

n pre
9 pass,-,i the lull, which had
passed l.v the Senate, authorizing Cnbl
well Parish lo build a bridge over the Ouachita

Januarj
vlollslv

river.
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Polli

Idge, n II
river.

i

i

i

1

1

to n.

o

ii

bai

1'
>

de< Idea

to

roadway, over

'

Plane are being mi
by Acadia
Paris be
h
lolnl [3
build a bridge
long over the Baj ou Seplque.
B.
ii.
Brooks, "i Crowley, La., may be addressed.
.1
a steel bridge over
This cltj Mill
Bayou rerrebonne
H, m. Wallace, Mayor.
.io\i:s\ n.i.i:
\
prop.
bridge ''!'' ft. long
over the Little river between this place and
Trinity.
Address I. E. Mulllns.
MONROE. Two steel bridges will he built over
Bayou Boeuf. C. H. Peevy is a member of the
Police -Jury.
teu
ft.

i

HOUMA.—

i

it

MORGAN city.—The

Southern Pacific has decided to build a steel bridge over the Atchafalaya river at this place to cost $500,000. The
proposed bridge will be built on the nine cylinder concrete piers Just below the present structure, and will consist of six fixed spans 235
ft. 6 in. each, with a draw 272 ft. long, making
a total length of about 1.682 ft. The company
is also remodeling the San Jacinto bridge to
carry heavier rolling stock.
ORLEANS. At a special meeting of the
City Council it was decided to rebuild the Me
tairie bridge, and bids will soon be asked for the

—

NEW

work.
Negotiations

under way with the W.

are

W. Bierce Company. Limited, for the building
of a steel viaduct, 23 ft. high in the clear, over
the tracks of the Southern Pacific. The central
section will be 687 ft. 4 in. long, the eastern
approach ('.75 ft. 0. in., an, the western ap
proach 942 ft. 9 in.
The roadway will be
28 ft. wide, with carrying capacity for a single
electric street ear track, with a i'ootwalk 6 ft.
wide, to cost $54,760.
W. J. Hardee is City
Engineer.
I

SHREVEFORT — The

City Council of Shreveport
preliminary work toward the conbridge over the Red
river, and will make the surveys in accordance
with the direction of the War Department under
the act recently passed by Congress.
John M.
Dortch is City Engineer.

begun

has

struction

of a free traffic

MAINE.

ROXBURY.—The

Portland & Rumford Falls is
building a steel bridge 65 ft. long on concrete
abutments over Noisy brook also one over the
Swift river two miles above Byron.
The eontract for the concrete abutment work has been
given to Metevier & Fisher.
WISCASSET. The towns of Damariscotta and
Newcastle have decided to jointly build a steel
or concrete bridge over the Damariscotta river
between these two places at a cost of about
;

—

$15,000.

YARMOUTH. —The

Portland & Brunswick, on its
proposed extension to this place, is planning to
build a steel bridge over the Royal river, 115 ft.
long.

MARYLAND.

ANNAPOLIS.

— Anne

Arundel County Commission-

ers will build an iron bridge over the Patapsco
river at or near the present wooden structure
known as the Sweetser bridge.

BALTIMORE.— The

Western Maryland, according
to local reports, has given a contract to the
Pennsylvania Steel Co. for rebuilding two bridges
on the West Virginia Central, one over the
Potomac at Gerstell and one at Dawson also
for four on the Western Maryland, one over
Antietam creek west of Edgemont. over Marshyrun east of Hagerstown. over the Conococheague
at Williamsport and over the Little Conco;

cheague.

The Western Maryland

said to be planning to build a bridge over North avenue, at its
Walbrook station, to carry double tracks, replacing the present single-track structure.

CHESTERTOWN. — Bids may
Charles

L.

Dodd.

Clerk,

is

soon

for

be asked bv
building an iron

Kent County.
GERMANTOWN.—The Baltimore
bridge in

& Ohio will
build a new stone bridge over Big Seneca creek,
east of this place.
It will consist of three
65-ft. semi-circular arches.

WILLIAMSPORT. — Plans

are being made by P. J.
Courtenay, of Philadelphia, Pa., for a bridge
over the Potomac river, to cost about $75,000.

-MASSACHUSETTS.
ATLANTIC. -The New York, New Haven & Hart
ford is planning to build a four-track steel
bridge to replace the present wooden structure
over the Neponset river on its Plymouth division between this place and Neponset.
ATTLEBORO. Plans for abolishing grade crossings have been completed and the town is
ready to proceed with the work. The estimated
cost is $800,000.
BARNSTABLE. Bids will soon he asked by the
County Commissioners for building the proposed
bridge over the Bass river.
The bridge is to be
700 ft. long ami cost $20,000.
Alfred Crocketis
Clerk of the County Commissioners.
BOSTON. -Northern avenue bridge over Fort
Point channel has been authorized by the Legislature, subject to the approval of the War De-

—

—

partment.
Estimates bave
D
made for the rebuilding of Congress Street bridge over Fort
Point channel.
$40,000 is provided for the city's share of
the expense of the reconstruction of bridge over
railroad tracks at Norfolk. Harvard, Me.lway and
West Selden streets, Dorche tei
$32,ooo for bridge and tunnel under rail
road tracks at Temple street, West Roxbury,
$5,000 for foot bridge over N. V., N. II. &
I

at Sarsfield street.
$5,000 for foot-bridge over N. v., N. II. &
H. R. R. at Northamoi.,ti street,
$120,000 for Brookllne Sli
bridge across
Charles river at Cottage Farm.
new bridge may be built ai Federal street
ii.

It.

it.

I

A

over Fort Point channel.
Nothing decided.
The Pari Commissioners of Cambridge "rue

Vol. XI.. No. n.

the erection of a

new bridge "" Boylston street.
Arrangements under waj to decide on the kind

Township, the Napier bridge,

of bridge to be built.
be
niie.i
states Senate has
a
pel
tloned to authorize the Harbor and Land Commission i" build a bridge over the Reserve cban
nei in Boston, i" connect
street with Summer
street.
William Jackson Is Cltj Engineer.
t Jackson has plans
City Kn-i
),.
and
approved by the Cambridge Bridge Comml
for a bridge to be bum at Brookllne street be

The Michigan Terminal

i

i

i

I

i

i

Cambridge and Brighton,

tween

io

about

cost

$120,

FALL RIVER. — A

hill

sion

Io build a bridge to replace lb.- present
sla.lo's Ferry bridge.
It is proposed Unit the
.New fork, \ru Haven
Hartford Railroad shall
pay lin per cent, of
cosl. other electric roads
10 per cent., and lb.' habini e In he paiil bv the
City of Fail River, by Bristol iVimlv, and bv
a
number of other towns which will he benefited by the new structure; the remaining 30
to oxe
$.-,(1(1,000.
I"'!' "'Jit. not
The plans of the Joint Hoards of Somerset
and Fall River for the bridge over the Taunton
Great river call tor a bridge 60 ft, wide, with
44-fl. roadway and sidewalks of s ft., with an
opening of 70 ft. on seven piers, each 60 ft
wide.
GLOUCESTER
proposition for building the
I
,v.

,

1

1

>

-

1

Connecticut River bridge, which is to be about
1,200 ft. long, is now under consideration by a
special
mission appoit
at, out a year ago.
No definite action has been taken uoon'the mati

1

ter as yet.

Bids are wanted March 14 bv the County
Commissioners ai Salem for building a rolling
bridge over the canal at Gloucester, Mass.
Hale is Clerk of the County Commission-

J. P.
ers.

LAWRENCE.

The Boston & Maine may build a
steel bridge over the Aunisquam river on its
Gloucester branch.
A bill is before the legislature petitioning
for authorization to build an additional bridge
over the Merrimac river, at a cost of about
$250,000.
LENOX. Bids are wanted May 20 by the Board
of Selectmen for building the superstructure of
a bridge oyer the Ashley river.
H. D. Norton,
Spriugtield, Mass., is Engineer.
LYNN. A bill has been signed by the Governor
authorizing the Haverhill & Roxford to build a
bridge over the Merrimac river.
NEEDHAM. The New Y/ork, New Haven & Hartford, it is reported, will build a bridge over its
tracks at High Rock street.
BEDFORD. Representatives of the various
towns which are to bear a share of the cost of
building the new $1,000,000 bridge over Acushnet river between Fairhaven and New Bedford
are estimating the cost which each town will
pay.
PITTSFIELD.— Plans are ready for building a
new bridge over the Housatonic river at New
West street, at a cost of about $7,500, to be
built jointly by the city and the Pittsfleld Rail-

—

—

—

—

NEW

way

Co.
The Board of Public Works may build an
iron bridge over the Boston & Maine tracks at
Second street, to cost about $15,000.
SALEM. The towns of Salem and Beverly will
shortly ask for bids for building a bridge over
the Danvers river, 1,200 ft. long, with a draw, to
cost $100,000.
James P. Hale, Salem. Mass.,

—

may be addressed.
SPRINGFIELD. The Boston & Albany may

—

build

a steel bridge about 400 ft. long over the Chicopee river on its Athol branch.
Work has been started by the Boston &
Albany on a railroad bridge over the Connecticut river, at a cost of about $225,000. One side
of this bridge has been completed.
A proposition for building the Connecticut
River bridge, which is to be about 1,200 ft. long,
is still under consideration by a special commission appointed about a year ago. No report
has been made and no definite action has been
taken upon the matter as yet.
The Bridge Commission has still under consideration the building of a bridge on the main
line of the New York, New Haven & Hartford
over Cerus Ruin at the southerly end of the city,
to be built in connection with the project to
change the railroad to the west side of the Connecticut river.
Charles M. Slocum is City En-

—

gineer.

—

TAUNTON. The
Grade Crossing Commission appointed by the Mayor of Taunton, Mass.,
it is said, has agreed to the plans made by the
New York, New Haven & Hartford for the elimination of grade crossings at that place.
WATERTOWN. Bids will probably be asked in
July for building a concrete and steel bridge,
special

—

to cost $50,000.
gineer.

—A
Legislature

WORCESTER.
State
sioners

build

to

W.
bill

F.

Learned

is

Town En-

has been introduced

in

the

directing the County Commisa bridge over Lake Quinsiga-

mond, to cost about $125,000.

A

—

river.

concrete bridge

is

proposed over the

Thunder Bay
$12.0011;
in

cosl

of annul

entrance for

BESSEMER

proposed
a bridge over the Ship canal

Its

oilers io build
cost ¥40,000.

t

to

asked by the Town
Bbip Board of Matvniseo In Gogebic County,
over the Presque Isle river.
George Bupp
Bids

may

emer,

will

be

addressed.

be

CALUMET.—The

Board of Commissioners of iron

County has authorized the building

river, near this city, to cost about
also a sleel bridge over the same river

Green Township.

BATTLE CREEK. — The Common

Council has been

petitioned by residents to build a bridge over the
Kalamazoo river ou Barney street.
The City Council may build two cement
Jefferson avenue and the other
arches,
at Monroe street, to cost about $12,000.

—

t

BENTON HARBOR. — The

road, to Ijo j, aid for jointly
ence counties.

of a bridge
Falls-Florence
by Iron and Flor-

DETROIT.—The New

York Central will build a
tunnel under the Detroit river at this placi
cost of the work will be In the nelghh.u
hood of $10,000,000.
The Grand Trunk, it Is reported, will carry
out Its plan of building a bridge over the De-

The

between Windsor and this place.
Board of Public Works is
considering estimates prepared by City engineer
Anderson for building the Ann street bridge.
The City Council has decided to locate the
proposed new Melan concrete bridge at Second
avenue.
Plans are being made by the City En
troit

river,

GRAND RAPIDS. — The

glneer.

—

GROSSE

i

I'OINTE. Residents have voted to issue
$17,000 of bonds for repairing bridges over Fox
and Connors creeks.

KALAMAZOO. — The

City Council recommends the
building of a steel bridge at Gulf street.
The bill authorizing the Township of
Ionia to bond itself for $10,000 for a bridge over
he Grand river has been passed.
LOWELL. Tbe Council has decided to accept the
proposition of the Grand Rapids & Ionia Interurban to build three bridges over Fiat river.
MANITOWOC. A contract is reported let by the
Chicago & North-Western to Greillng Bros., of
Green Bay, at $40,000. for building the substructure of the steel bridge to be built over the
extension of its road.
Tbe total cost of the
work will be approximately $100,000.

LANSING.

—

I

—

—

MT. CLEMENS.

—

Bids, it is said, are wanted, Aug.
7, by William F. Kracht. City Clerk, for putting
up a two-span reinforced concrete bridge with a
total length of 195 ft., and a roadway 50 ft.

wide.

MUSKEGON. — Muskegon

and Newaygo counties
are seeking permission from tbe State Legislature to raise funds for building a bridge over the
Muskegon river at Bridgeton, to connect these
counties.

A new iron bridge will be built over Ryer
son creek, at Wood street. C. S. Gamble Is City
Engineer.
PONTIAC. Bids are wanted by the City Council
June 5 for building seven concrete-steel bridges
over Clinton river.
Joseph H. Thorpe is City
Clerk, and W. J. Fisher, City Engineer.
TORT HURON. Bids are wanted March 30 by
the Common Council for building a new bridge
over the Black river at Military street, to
cost about $65,000.
W. W. Phillips is City
Engineer.
ST. JOSEPH.
The question of building a new
steel viaduct, to cost $50,000, is being considered by the city officials.
SAGINAW. A committee has been appointed by
residents to secure the building of a free bridge
over the Tittabawassee river, at State street.
to cost between $10,000 and $15,000.
TRAVERSE CITY.— This city will issue bonds for
$9,000, to build a steel concrete bridge on West

—

—

—

—

Front

street.

MINNESOTA.

Both

Houses of Congress have passed a
authorizing the Minneapolis. St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie to build a bridge over the Red
river of the North, from Marshall County,
Minn., to Walsh County, N. Dak., the usual
provision as to approval of the plans by the
Secretary of War being included.
On Feb. 7 a bill was introduced in the
House of Representatives and referred to the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
authorizing the Wisconsin & New Duluth Bridge
Co. to build a bridge across the St. Louis river
between the states of Wisconsin and Minnehill

sota.

DULUTH.

—

Two railroad bridges are proposed to
be built over the St. Louis river, one above the
old St. Louis & Duluth structure, and the other
below

it.

The Lake avenue
repaired, at a

vray

is

viaduct, it
cost of $13,000.

is said,

will be

F.

McGil-

T.

City Engineer.

FARIBAULT. — The

Chicago Great Western may
soon rebuild a bridge over its tracks at Eighth
street.

MINNEAPOLIS.

—

An ordinance has been introduced .to authorize the building of three bridges
Southeast Minneapolis, to cost about $350,000.
Hennepin County Commissioners will repair a number of bridges. II. R. Scott is County

in

Auditor.

MICHIGAN.

has been passed by both Houses of
Congress authorizing the Board of Supervisors
of Berrien County to build a bridge over the St.
Joseph river, near its mouth, in Berrien County.
ALLEGAN. Residents have voted to raise $9,000
for building a steel bridge over the Kalamazoo
bill

ALPENA. — A

a

Co., to seen,.
d inio Ibis placi

over Brule river on the Crystal

has been introduced in the
Stale Legislature providing for a new commis-

lift

al

$22. (Mid.

Board

of

has decided to rebuild, jointly with

Supervisors
Si. Joseph

The Great Northern is planning to build a
steel bridge over its tracks at Superior avenue,
to replace the present wooden structure.
This city, it is said, will build a new bridge
Tbe plans for the
over the Mississippi river.

structure have been approved by the War Department.
It will probably take two years to
complete the work.
The Minneapolis. St Paul & Sault Ste.
Marie will build a steel bridge.
The Great. Northern and Minneapolis & St.
Louis railroads will rebuild the llolden street

—
—

and Western avenue

bridges.

Bids have been asked for $215,000 of bonds
build Thirty-second avenue n. bridge over
Mississippi river, and widen Washington Avefor the
nue S. bridge over the rivet, silo,
former and $75,000 for the latter.
A concrete arch will be built over MinnehaK. Ousted is Bridge Enha creek this summer.
to

git

i

M.vucti

Hi.
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A STEEL TANK
Up
That Won't Freeze

100,000 Gallon Tank,

C.

B.

&

Q. Ry. Co.,

East Winona. Wis.

There has been in the past a popular belief that steel tanks
could not be as well adapted to cold climates as wooden ones,
although it is universally admitted that in all other respects the steel tanks are much superior.
<f

careful examination of the construction of our new type
of steel tank will show that the vital parts are better protected against freezing than those of the usual wood tank
with frost boxing around the pipes.
<K

A

The cylinder between the tank proper and the ground,
which takes the place of the usual feed and discharge pipes, is
<H

prevent its freezing up. The pipe
connections being made through the bottom and in the
center of this cylinder cannot be interfered with by ice.
built of

sufficient

size

to

Chicago Bridge
105th and Throop

& Iron Works
Sts.,

Chicago

v

,
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lie
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The North
''ii'

c will

"f

Mi"'

Hi''

"ii

plans

ill,-

proposed

iis

the

for

<

i.
1

-

i

main

mi,

two bridges

i

Portland,
bridge over Hi,'

oft

to

Columbia

river and slough call I'm- 17 spans
total length of 3,540 it.
There « 111 be
spans ol 265 ft, each over Hi,' Col
la
slough mill nin,' spans 169 ft. each over lie
Columbia river on the Washington si. I,', with a
river draw n;.", ft. long, allowing uno ft. chan
nels on each side of the plvol pier.
This bridge
'"'1 'I'
i" span ill,- Willamette will cost

«Mii

ii

six

Both bridges will he double-trac
Willamette bridge will have -1 concrete or

$3,000,000.
'I'll,'

I

stone piers. Including ti
1,1
plvol pier built by
iMnii Pacific in the Columbia river in 188a,
the
which will l„. utilized bj the Northern Pacific
Tli,' large steel bridge :n Bismarck, X. Dak., for
the Northern Pacific bus jusl been completed.
ST. VINCENT.—The Northern Pacific is planning
i,,
build a bridge over Hi,- Red river, between
this place mill Pembina.
l

THIEF RIVER FALLS.— Both

Houses

gress have puss,,! the hill authorizing the Minneapolis, si. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie to build a
railroad bridge over Red Lake river ai Thief
River Falls, the plans ami construction of the
bridge I,, he subject to the approval of the Chief
of Engineers. United Slates Army, and the Secretary Of War.
WARREN. The Minneapolis. St. Paul ,v Sanli
Ste. -Marie may soon ask bids for putting up a
sieel bridge, about 350 ft. long, over the Red
river.
miles west of this place.
1

Mississippi.

A bill has been passed by the United States
Senate authorizing a bridge over the Tombigbee
In Lowndes County.
bill, authorizing Sunflower County, Miss..
t,, imilil a
bridge over the Sunflower river, was
pas-,,
P. ih
l,\
Houses ol {'onmoss. the plans
having
n already approved l,\ the Secretary
river.

—A

I

planning to build

a

Supervisors is
steel bridge over Tailahala
of

creek.

INDIANOLA. — The

Bellefontaine Bridge & Iron
will nut up a bridge and viaducl 360 t'tlong at this place
JACKSON.—The City Council will build a bridge
on Rankin street to cosl $30,000.
MERIDIAN
The railroads entering ibis place are
planning to jointly build an overhead bridge
connecting the city proper with the south side
.Muss POINT. Permission lias been granted to
Co.

—

Denny &

this

of

Co.,

place,

to

build

hri, ige

a

SMITH'S FERRY.— The United Stans Senate

nas
passed the bill authorizing the Pearl & Leaf
Rivers Railroad Co., to build a bridge across the
Pearl river at or near Smith's Ferry, the plans
to be approved by the Secretary of War, and the
bridge is to be used by all railroads desiring
such lis,
Wimii >\ i.i.i;
ai a recent n
ting of the Board
ot
Supervisors a bond issue of so. sun was
authorized for building a steel bridge over Buffalo bayou at
Murray's Ferry, in Wilkinson
|

'Olllll V.

Ml SSi
In

\

II

In,

n

In

-

1

both

lo

Houses of

Congress authorizing the Paragould ,v Memphis Railroad to build a bridge across the Si
Francis river in .Missouri.
BOONVILLE.- Heavy rains and high water in
Cooper County destroyed highway Pride's which
will

osi

about $500,
to replace.
GALLATIN Bids will soon i„. ask,.,i by W.
Honell, of ColTeyhurg. M,,.. for building a steel
bridge lsn ft. long, t,, cost $5,500, over the
Grand river, in Daviess County.
W. R. Barnetl
may be addressed.
GLASGOW. \ l.ill has
n passed by the Lower
lions,- ,,i Congress authorizing the Missouri central io I, nil, a bridge over the Missouri river at
this place, io connect Howard ami Saline counit

i

A

bridge
proposed to l„- built
over Hi,' Mississippi river for the use ,,f ihe new
electric road, to i»- buill between ibis place ami

also

ii.

in'

is

cri j
\
oncrete arch 10 n wide
long is io be imiii here.
Plan ai e
mad,- for a ,011, rete arch mo 1. wide
ion;;.
c. Herring is City
.1.
,

1

and 25

ft.

neer

JOPLIN.
i

"i.

xorth

KANSAS

Tile Kansas
"ill build a
Main street.

'TI

i

i

urn.

\

City Southern,
laducl over iis

is

il
ti

a,

i.

re

ipi

":•

'•'

ill

n

ii

,

pari

i

I

river.

CHARLES. -A

lull
has been passed by the
of Congress authorizing the Mis
Central to build a bridge over Hie Miss,, mi
river I,, connect
Si.
Louis and St. Charles

Lower House

counties.

—

this city.

—
The Council
concrete

lias passed a lull for building
arch bridge mi the Ciayton road in
Forest Park, to cost $12,000.
Plans are under way for building a viaduct
over the Missouri Pacific tracks on Chouteau
avenue, wesr of Grand avenue
Estimated cost
of viaduct, $250,
nm including land dam

—

ll^'v

secure the building
over the Mississippi
Tlie osi of the proposed structure would
he between $3.
.nun and $3,500,000.
-Plans have been tiled by the St. Louis. Kansas city & Colorado f,,r building a number of
bridges over Olive street road. North and South
am! Hanley road, in St. Louis County, on
its
proposed cut-off under construction "from
olivet to the inner belt line of the terminal road.
TROY.- Hids are wanted April (i by the County
curt for building a steel bridge 304 ft. long
over the Cuivre river.
M. R. Long is County
Clerk
to

is a

a
river.

1.

WARRENSBURG.—Bids

will

he asked about Sept.
for building be-

County Commissioners

tlie

tween 35 and 4" steel bridges in
County. C. A. Hoyles is Cunty Clerk
agreement,

reached between

Anaconda

,v-

at

Johnson

MONTANA.

ANACONDA. — An

ii

Is

tlie city

officials

to

jointly

Pacific,

The Northern

has been

said,

and ihe Butte,
build

The

a

steel

city's

share

Pacific

is

—

GREAT FALLS.—The
new bridge over
to

Great Northern will build
the Missouri river ai this

the present
be 1,045

replace

The new bridge
'"-i

will

w
ft.

len

long,

stru

and

will

$100,

NEBRASKA.
Hids win soon be asked by the County clerk
for building nil the bridges That
in
'la le
'mini y for
yea r.
I

I

mm

I

maj

!„•

n

led

l)t

COTESFIELD.—A,
i

ilding

vote has been passed to
idge over ihe North

i:

issue

LINCOLN,
n

in

has been

made

in,i

Hids may s,„,n be asked by ihe County
for building all the bridges thai raaj be
for one year in Lancaster County.

MADISON.

nm

wanted by George
Rich
ardson, county clerk. March 20", for building a
number oj steel bridges in Madison County.
NAPi INEE
Hi, Inm m:,i
Julj 24 io
John
Parker, County Clerk, lor building a two-span
Hi, is

I

l

i

hi
Be Hm lingsourl river, that tills
the Hannibal bridge

•

:

bridge over

Republican river.
NEBRASKA city, rim Countv Commissioners,
ii
is said, will build Ho
sieel bridges in Otoe
steel
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Freehold'

new bridge over
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The pro
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Free
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I

With Son.

I
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HARRISON.
build

in

I

being

are

HACKETTSTOVI v
over

,,l

I'.,,i,i ,1

I"

w

i

nty Board, to

c
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Application

.

\I:i'.

Ic

i"

river al
to ha ve a

railroad
$125,000.
The Public Service fsti
Corporation will be asked to pay one-third of
i

I

of

-I

1,

I

his

si

in

I
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HOBOKEN.

fim road committee ol th, Hoard of
Freeholders has agreed upon th,- prelim
plans 'or Hie viaducl
nneel Hohoken with
Jersey Cltj Heights, which is proposed
1,,
limn ten
lm lorn, of n U
Inn
nil,
in
on Ihe hill.
Each leg IE tO have double eleclrin
oad iranks and si.i, -walks.
Nothing del
has yet
d-um by tin board toward Inn
the proposed new viadin-i.
Recently there was
hill
a
Introduced in the Legislature
I

I

I,

[

,-

.

I

1

appropriation to start ibis work.
Thei
any doubt bul thai the viaducl will be
Final plans not yel decided upon.
Jno
I',
Bgan is clerk Hoard of Freeho
JERSEi CITY The Central Railroad of New
Jersey has petitioned for permission io put up
racks
iis
at
Commun
a
bridge
over
avenue.
MONTCLAIR. A steel viaduct will he hull)
the Lackawanna tracks ai Rlooiniiebl avenue.
The cosl is estimated at $60,000. James Owen.
Count]
ngineer, Montclair.
NEWARK. The Public Service Corpo
n asked by the Boards of Essex ami lln.
Counties i" lm nin whether it will pay one third
of tin- cost of buiding a bridge over
river" at Claj street
The total cost of the structure « ill be $150,
Th,- lain has completed plans and sur
ishing all grade crossings In Moby elevating tlie tracks,
the Newark
ranch and on th,- Greenwood Lake division. The
estimated cosl of Hm work will he $1,500,
PATERSON.—Bids will soon be asked for building a steel bridge lsn ft. long over the Pass
river at Killman street, io cost about $32,000.
PEDRICKTOWN. Plans are being made by
Salem and clou, ester Counties for building a
bridge 165 ft. long over Hid Man's creek. William -M. carter. Engineer, of Woodbury, may
be addressed.
hai-ilu
built.

i

—

i

,

1

,>

I,

—

PERTH AMBOT.

i

lie

—The

New York & Long

Bl

lei
contracts for the new iron drawbridge
consist of IT deck-girder spans on masonry
piers to carry two tracks over the Raritan river
io McMullen, Arthur
McDermott, of New..V
York, for the substructure, and to tlie Pennsylvania Steel Company for the metal work. The
osi ,,f the comolete structure will lie about
$1,000,000.
POINT PLEASANT. The bridge over the Delaware river between Raven Hock ami this place
is to be rebuilt at a cost of about $15,000.
TRENTON. The Pennsylvania Railroad is to
build another bridge across tlie Delaware, between Trenton, N. .1.. and Morrisville. to carry
a freight line which is to run around the city
,,f Trenton.
The proposed location of Hie new
line is south of the present main line stone
arch bridge which was completed a year or two
A bill
since.
Plans not yet in definite shape.
has been introduced in the Lower House of Con1,,

—

umss authorizing this work.
The Board of I'm, 'In, lets has decided to
railroad bridge at
Chambers street.
build a
Frank Epplle is County Engineer.
I,

— Three

new hridg,-. il is reported, will lie
over the Delaware and Raritan canal.
Hids. it is said, will soon be asked

WOODBURY.for a
PL' fl.
Klln-ill

bridge, with a draw. here, and approaches
long.
\\
-M. Carter. Woodbury. N. .!., is
.

'.

NEW

MEXICO.

oILKol

i:
I'lm Atchison, Topeka & Santa
spend about $300,000 for bridges and
(rank in Nnw Mexico and Arizona.
ii,\\
COLUMBUS.- The Colorado, Columbus & Mexican
will out no a steel bridge on its proposed line.
A. o. Bailey, Columbus, N. Mex.. is President.
ROSWELL. The Chicago, Rock Island ,v Pacific,

AI.I'.I

Fe

will

—will build a bridge here.
Counts Commissioners
SANTA FE. — The Hoard
ver the
will build a three-arch
it

is

said,

st,,ue

Santa IV
City

river.

Bngh

is

.1.

L.

is

County and

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. it
new bridge 510 ft. long ai au
water over the

said, will build a

of 45 ft. above high
river at Ibis pin, ,

Aguamore

NEW
ARGYLE.

Washington

pay
over ilm
about -son.
will

:i

this

1

and

Saratoga

A viaducl
io

cosl

inlaw are.

about

I

'

of building a bridge
Hill, to cost

of Hie cosl
Hudson river at

city,

Tim

YORK.

sham

B1NGHAMTOX.
in

bridj

Slmmerman

r.

WATROUS.—The
elevation

,

Clerk

.

,,i

AINSWORTH.- Bids nm wanted June 15
n
Smith. County clerk. f,,r building a bridge "in
Hm Niobrara river in Brown County.
bond

ATLANTIC CIT5

built

reported making
plans for building a stone viaduct over Harrison
avenue to carry five tracks.
BILLINGS. A steel highway bridge is proposed
1,,
I,,,
built over the fellows!
near
river,
Junction.
J. F. Fish is County clerk.
,

bridge

ily.

,

has

— There
movement
free municipal bridge

plan,-,

in

II,.

1

ST. JOSEPH.—The city Council lias under
isid
eration the question "t building a bridge al Hi"
foot of State street,
The Chicago Great Western, ii is said, will
replace many
wooden bridges with concrete
structures between this place and Des -Mm,
ST. LOUIS.
A contract has been given by the si.
Louis Southwestern to the Missouri
\alln\
Bridge Co.. for building the Diers of the new
bridge to he built over ihe Red river, a mile

by

thai

an

if

ihe !'. s. Senate has passed a hill
authorizing the building of a coml
highway
electric railroad bridge over ihe Missouri

1

new

a

,

I

I

and

,,f

pro

I

i

h"!,,w

mild thn

i"

i

rim

RANDOLPH,

a

,,in,

I,,

o

the cost.

ol

hill extending ihe time for the
ihe bridge over Urn Missouri river
ai Parkvllle has been passed by both Houses of
'ongress.

ST

over
a

place

i

planning

,,,,,..

,

i

nm, 'mi

i

th,

ii

plan

i

this

|
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ipleli

,

and 20

long,
.ih oi

a;
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river at this plan.

Qnlncy.

JEFFERSON

.,,

,

ft.

I,

•

tl

river

linn

OMAHA

Mi
I

PARKVILLE — A

I

1,'S.

HANNIBAL.

.

i

I

1

308

bridge over Nevada avenue.
of the cost will be $111. olio.

III

1

passed

L

'

over ih,' Lsiatauba river.
N'ATt'IIKZ.
An iron bridge will be built over the
creek at this place.
John V. Jenkins is Clerk
of the Hoard of Supervisors.

I

1

i

I

of War.

Hoard

,

\l.

SOUl'i

been introduced in Congress
authorizing the Counties of Washington and
Holmes to btiilil a bridge ever the Coldwater
river, and the Counties of in;
mil Holmes to
build a bridge ever the Yazoo river, both in

-The

v

'Hi,

i

in,.

I

have

RG.

i

trestle

"I

1

MISSISSIPPI.

HATTIESBl
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1

Hills
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In

Platte

,<l<-

l

Con

of

o

I
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II
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I

North

Steel

\\ >

Uexlco & Orient win
over Walnul river,
r
'mm,, hm, creek,
and one -'- fl long over he Becond
Walnul river, on the lii
its extensii n
f
i>,tween Eldorado ami Ma
id Green,
m Butler
and
has,. mini les, K.„|
Cltj Engineer \
Harper tells us thai this
city has an agreement pending in council where
by, in con [deration ,,i the vacation ol certain
siroeis and alleys.
I,,
Bell Line Railway will
build four bridges over Its narks at the following street crossings: Kansas ave
Olive
street, Montgall avenue, ami steel approaches
in, in, is ,m
r.i
and
| wa j
•I'lie Chicago,
Rock island & Pacific is planning io build a si,.,-! bridge over the Kaw river
ai
Kansas avenue in Armourdale, plans for
which lone been npp, o\ ed bj Mm War Department.
Plans for building a reinforced
mi, rete
bridge on Gllham road am under consideration
by tin- Lark Commissioners.
The estimated cosl
,,f the structure « in
be $ 10,000.
LEXINGTON. Both ilmisos ,,f Congress have
passed ihe hill authorizing a combined highway
and electric railroad In hi;;,' over In' Missouri
i

s:..ii.

I

;

.

Railway

build

Snelllng and St. Paul.
propi sed si rucl ure w ill

fori

ai

luce

In

rlvei

,

.i-i.l
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Street
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agree
build
„,
duel ami s,,.,.| npp,
I,,
which will cosl about $200,000
The

mis

lorth of

i

placi

ihmI.i

In'

i

eomli

NOR'I

i

d

treel
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I
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Vol. XI... No.

Sandy

proposed
$1,000,000

is

Lackawanna

,v

to lm built

Western

is

reported making surveys to locate the site for
bridge to he built over the Susipiehunna river.
[,,
Bids am. it is said, s
be asked by the

a

,

March
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Absolutely dispensing with shoveling ad placing ballast just
just the amount desired for any given ondition.
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wanted
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v

lowest

con
attun

sis

i

in the acland bridge,
tour trai
and will fcrease the strength of the Iron road
The
trusses, almi add!
161
0.
al
iviins.vii.iiMu
hi
act
tor
c
Steel Co. hn
building nfc bridge.
An oi'llnnnoo is before In Board Of Alder
men to iiutfcrlze the New Yorli Connecting Ballroad to i.illd a vladucl through Long Island
City an, abridge from thai place over the Cast
River. Wail nnd Randall- Islands, to a pomi
in Westchester Countj
Y.

Cukmlnl

Bridge
cepted

In

Beach

[lifts

r

I-,

n

no

Blai kwell

the

of

which « iilprovhie

1

whole bid was

'

—

building
bidder for
tlon with the depreBdivision 0^
was Mllllken Brothers,
lallr
The work Includes the
$550,000.

"

,

ovei
the
for building
railroad lacks In the Bronx.
Ittee,
on be report of the
Inance C
thi
mthorlzed
the
B
i of Aldermen hi

$200.

'I'.

Che

is bridges
the ffi

.

repairing Court Street
S. M. Balrd
$70,000.

tor

I

ad

si

ol

II

I

i

was awarded to See Bros, at $1 L5.0OO.
.. ,.,v\
\ bill lias been Introduced In the State

1

I

Niagara Frontier
legislature to incorporate inc.
building a
Bridle Company for the purpose of
pom, in
r.
over me Magma river >r
,'i
a side.
the
Ca
to
Reservation
theltate Mile

G W.

KnS

and William

C.

EdwarOS,

I

V

£ew

of

NIAGARA

Ontario, and
York and A.
locate the site
are named as a commission to
lias begun the erei
BUFFALO The Lackawanna
bridge over ihe tracks
te.
ian
tlon 01 a 1. .a.
long
,',,'
,,,.
rtage win be S
Lais
tons, it
2nd the superstructure will weigh 3,000
bridges
other
of
aumher
A
wUl cost $250,
in Buffalo are to be strengthe
a 1,111 nas been pa ieu oj toe Assembly and
three successive
for
vetoed by tl". Governor
,i.,oi,s o
iwrte
tne
rears wulcn proviues ,.i.;.i ihoiusolves
lor $100,iniv vote to
i', aiiiiv
and the town oi
u.ai Erie County
,„
railroad bridge
Grand Island may mum. a stee sland.
the est
over Niagara Fails to Grand
at $1,600,000.
placed
is
mated cost of which
, 11 Marshall, ol Buffalo, Is wterested
.,,„,
George C. Dlehl is Counts Engineer, .ark
repress reports state that the Delaware
& Michigan
awauna & Western, the Lake Shore
& St.
Southern and the New Kork, Chicago
extensive immake
jointly
n
am
have
Louis
oi
elevation
a will Inelude.the
provements, S
the building ol 11
a long stretch of track and
T a
aceept the
x hc Aldermen have refused to on
Bridges.
report of the Aldlermauic Committee
for_tne
which voted to readvertise fpr new bids
Bulla h.
the
oyer
'"'ill
lie
1"
proposed bridge
lor a second
river at Ohio street, and have asked
of

Osier,

li.

i

ONEIDA.

.

1

(.

cosl

Hollow

TOWNERS.
ford,

tilled

a,

has been
bill, it is reported
authorizing an issue of $30,000 ot
and
Vernon
bonds to build bridges between Mt.

VERNON.—A

chorages.

Jai

W.

Sievenson

is

Bridge

Com

.oner.
.,
„„
The United States Senate, on April 20.
passed the bill authorizing the Spuyten Duyyll &
to
Com
nil
New
York
Railroad
[•nri
Morris
build a bridge over Spuyten Duyvll creek and
river
Harlem
of
the
north
river
Harlem
the
I

I

pier.

The Board

of

Aldermen has adopted a

reso-

Issue of $1,000,000 of corporate

lution favoring an
,!
Itoci for the proposed Hudson Memorial hi
nect
h, be iiiiin over Spuyten Duj vil creek,
Ing liiwooii Heights, Manhattan, with Spuyten
-

n is Intended to
Duyvll Heights, In he Bronx,
bave the bridge completed for the celebration
n, September
1909, of the 300th anniversary of
the disc, very of the Hudson river
'!
of i:
year has an
Imate In
The B
proved the following appropriations; $2,500,000
for the Commissioner of Bridges to pay tor land
taken for the Williamsburg bridge, and $600,000
for land |,,r the I'.laekwell's Island bridge: also
i

-

I

highway

—

Beaufort

& Western Railway

build a bridse between this place and
R.
F. L Merritt is President
City.
Vice-Presidsnt. and M. Manly, SecFoster.
W.
retary and Treasurer. The plans have been apwill

Co.

;

proved by the

ordinance has been passed by

-

a

l,,\
the
built
to cosl about

Morehead

ft.
build an
mile creek at Burt, to cost about $lo,000.

hattan, to about Fuiton and Gold streets, BrooK
lyn will be a suspension bridge. 1.-W0 ft. long
between towers, with a clear height at the cenThe two anter above high water of 110 ft.
chorage spans will each be about <2o ft. long.
Total length of main structure, 2,920 ft.; total
Including approaches, about y.ooo it.
length,
The Municipal \u Commission has agreed to the
the
oi
wincables in the construction oi
use
The low.r piers have already been combridge
an
for
the
been
let
have
contracts
and
ted

build

Schuyler

and high waters
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BEAUFORT. — The

have decided to
—The town directors
long over Eighteeniron bridge 400

al. oiii

to
at

NORTH CAROLINA.

introduced

Last
The Manhattan bridge to cross the Man
river, from the Bowery and Canal street.

are

river

—

p.s-

Tuscarora.

cost of

Marcy

—

and

i.

and

Petitions for a highway bridge over
the Susquehanna river have been made by resiThe
of
the towns of Vestal and Union.
dents
cost will be about S-10,000.
WATERLOO. The Board of Supervisors has
passed a resolution to petition the Legislature
for a new bridge ,-ver Seneca river, to replace
the free bridge now maintained by Seneca and
Cayuga counties.
Bids will be asked by Superintendent of
Public Works. C. M. Fanchot, at Albany, for
building an iron bridge over the State canal,
about GO ft. long.
H. G. Feehan is County
Clerk.
WATERTOWN. Henry E. Baker. City Engineer.
is reported estimating the probable cost of viaduct bridge, about 850 ft. long and 50 ft. wide.
The matter has been under consideration for
some time, bur* no ileflnite decision has been
reached.

was voted to bond rue low n
build two iron bridges, one over

the Board of Aldlermen appropriating $115,000
Mosholu
for the construction of a bridge over
l'arkway in the Borough of the Bronx.
tram
the
lengthening
Work is under way
platforms of the Brooklyn Bridge, extending
addand
row
Park
over
ihe presold train shed
ing two new plfltforms, each 310 ft. long, at a

citv

bridge is proposed to lie
Shore over Uleecker street,

VESTAL.

MT MORRIS. — It

s::iin.

to

to press reports, the recent heavy
last fall carried away
in
central Newbridges
York.
The loss is' so extensive that state aid
will probably be asked to replace the bridges
Some of these were large structures.
lost.

State Legislature will be
appropriate $30,oou for building

NEW YORK.—An

York. New Haven & Hart
with ils double-tracking 01

According

shortly.

Pelham.

New

the Mohawk
cost ?700,000.

over

street,

rainfall

LYONS FALLS.— The

NI-'WFANE

This

-

bridge

A

The plans have been completed by Engineer Edward A. Byrne, and bids may be asked for

MT.

TH 'A.

about

the Genesee river, between this place and t.
tile. and the other over the Kisequa creek

r

in.

West

—

for $10,000 to

di

$65,000.

heavier.

ot the I.lao:

Snj

iiiio
I

city is planning to put up
plate girder over the Osvvegatchie river
street, to cost about $18,000.
Traction Co. and
JAMESTOWN. The Chautauquabuild
an overhead
the Pennsylvania will jointly
crossing at Valley street, in Mayville, to cost
about $25,000.
city bond issue.-,
LONG ISLAND CITY.— Out of the will
be used to
money, amounting to $175,000,
build a retractile bridge over Dutch Kills creek.

to

1

I,

will
Henry
soon
be
asked by
Schneider, Commissioner of Public Works, for
putting up a steel bridge over the creek at
Winter street, to cost between $6,000 and $10,-

steel

petitioned

1

I

TROY.—Bids

Shore is rebuilding
ihe
the bridge over the Schoharie at this place,
bridge will consist of three spans like the present

an iron bridge over the junction
Moose rivers.

—The

via,

conne.t ion

in

Cambridge,

ol

i

the Highland division, will replace the I.E
ft.
wooden trestle over the vallej (on the Harlem
division of the >.-« York Central) with a Bteel
structure 185 ft. long, and the balance will be

FuRT HUNTER. —The West

Main

Washington County

Is

in over Cotton Factory
being considered, to cost about $20,

is

000.

—

at

$60,000.
u. r. Law,
tut nish
pari iculai

t

SCHENECTAD1 -A

authorities having
falo river, the United States
begun action to compel their removal.
build a steel
may
Erie
The
ENDICOTT N V.
"bridge viaduct, with concrete piers ISO ft. long,
ft. and two
ot
126
one
spans,
three
to consist of
of 30 ft., over its tracks.

a

ai

N. v.. can
of Argyle,

Thc Committee on Wharves and Harbors
has been asked to make a report on the question
over the Bui
of removing the railroad bridges

UOUVERNEUR. — This

—

'

War

Department.

—At a joik meeting the Board
Commissioned aud High Commission,

CHARLOTTE.
,,t

Cotintv

it

was decided

of

to buildlsteel bridges over many
of the large streams inlviecklenburg County.

—The
now

Improvement Co.,
leases tlnJB lantic & North Carowhich
lina Railroad. reportnSjV will build a steel
bridge over Stony crewjiear this place; also

GOLDSBORO.

Howj>nd

one over the stream

Newbern, to replace

r

the present structures.
Bids will be l-.ed early in the summer by the County Coi.H.ssioners for putting
GOO ft.Wbng. over Deep river,
bridge
up a steel
GilbergJcLeod, of Carthage,
in Moore County.
information.
can give
WINSTON. The Kinston l'\ Carolina Railroad,
reports say, will build ;u iron bridge on its
road, 300 ft. long, with a 5t«el draw.
CITY.—The -tlantic & North Carolina is reported to be preparing plans tor a
bridge over Newport rive; at this place, to cost
$200.
WAYNESVILLE. Bids wll be asked this spring
by W. N. Noland for holding an iron bridge
o(i0
ft.
lonjf over Pige.n river, in Haywood

HALLISON

—

1

—

MOOREHEAD

—

County.

WELDON. — Residents

havt petitioned the Board
Aldermen to authorize bonds for the purpose
of building a steel briige over the Roanoke
of

river,

AKRON.—The

„
OHIO.

plans submitted by the Baltimore
Ohio tor a bridge over East North street have
n approved by the Ciy Council.
Plans are reported ready for building the
North Hill viaduct, wiich is to be 2.700 ft.
long, with '-7 fl. roadv-ay and 5 ft. sidewalks,
the cost $215,000, to be jointly borne by the
Northern Ohio Traction & Light Co. and the
,v
I

city

XL,

No. 11.

l.\
Bond! to the amount of $200,000
have been authorized bj the County Commissioners for building the bridge al Ashtabula
Lewis a Amsden is City Engineer.
Harbor,
li 10
III.
are wanted September 11
II
t.i
Bid
Pinto, County Auditor, tor building the
by c. ii
superstructures of two steel bridgee.
ii.,, Ive repairs', II Is reported,
CINCINNATI
are to be made to the Liberty Street viaduct.
.1.
E. I'.ieeii is city Engineer

ASHTAB1

l

I

I

Mayor Flelscbmann, li Is said, haB signed
an ordinance providing $-125.0O0 for building a
Mini
Harrison avenue.
al
Countj Engineer Frank Krugg Is reportecV
making plans for an electrical lift bridge over
ihe canal ai
Lockland, to cost
ttton street,
$24,81 I.
The Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pa,n.
planning to build steel bridges, to include
one of l.ooo ii. over South Fork, one over
Flushing creek 510 ft. long, a viaduct over the
Cumberland river of 800 ft., and a viaduct at
New River Willi a combined length of 1,300 ft.
Repairs will be mad,- to the Central bridge
between ibis nlaeo ami Newport over the Ohio
Address Col.
river, al a cosl of about $100,000.
R. W. Nelson, care Cleveland Trust Co.
is
reported
to
be taking
Pennsylvania
The
Boundlngs to locate the site for a new bridge
over the Ohio river al the easl end of the city.
1

i

i

I'.,

i

The Chesapeake & Ohio

i

reP °

much

a point

by the construction of a vladucl over the New
York, Ontario & Western tracks al Oneida creek.
RENSSELAER.—A bill has been Introduced in the
legislature authorizing an appropriation of $21,ooo for the proposed bridge over the railroad
racks on ThlM avenue.
SANDY HILL Ihe Counties ol Washington nnd
Saratoga, and the Union Bag
I'aper Company,
will build n bridge over the Flud
dver, to

™

structure, but

river al

may

Tim Common C
has authorized
til
the Mayor to present a petition
„ the State
Board of Railroad Commissioners asking for the
elimination of grade crossings al Sei
a avenue

1

.

Marquette

I'ere

build a hrldje over the Niagara
known us Swift I. rill

1

1

The

I'ALL.S.

Voi..

will

build

a

steel

viaduct, In connection with its track elevation,
hr
quarters <.' a mile long, to connect
about
with the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.
CLEVELAND.—This citv will build ihe following
bridges:
A double roller lift bridge at .leffer,,,,
iver the new channel of the Cuyaaven
river, with a clear waterway of 120 ft.
A bridge at West 25th street and the N. Y.
i

i

C.

S

at

Broadway

St.

Ii'.o

L.

Bridges

al

Easl

and

93d
at

street, al

Warner road.

Harvard avenue

in

con-

«iih grade separation work with the
Pennsylvania.
Construction of a concrete Bteel bridge carrying six Hacks of the C, C, C. 4 St. L. over
Clark avenue.
Bond issue has been authorised for a
$2,000,000 bridge connecting the east and west
William .1. Carter is Chief Engineer.
side.
An ordinance is before the City council
asking for an appropriation of $25,000 to build
Ige over the Wheeling & Lake Erie tracks
at Brookalde nark.
The steel viaduct, for which plans have
been made by the Cleveland Short Line, to be
built over the Cuyahoga river, Ohio canal and
B. & Q. tracks, from Xewburg Heights village
to Brooklyn Heights, will be about half a mile
It will have masonry
long and 165 ft. high.
a steel superstrucpiers with steel towers and
work is
the
cost
of
estimated
ture.
The
Date for asking for bids not yet
$1,000,000.
Department.
the
War
approved
by
Plans
fixed.
Plans have been completed for a bridge over
Clark avenue, for the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
G. W. Kittredge, CincinChicago & St. Louis.
nati, is Chief Engineer.
COLUMBUS. Plans reported being made by
County Engineer Walter B. Raun for a twospan bridge to cost about $90,000.
An ordinance has been passed by the City
Council authorizing the Board of Public Service
to pav $03,000 toward building the Fishinger
Mill bridge, the balance to be paid by Franklin
George D. Jones is President of the
County.
City Council.
The County Commissioners, it is reported,
viaduct over the Pennsylvania
will build a
tracks at Reed avenue.
tlon

—

—

Tne Citv Council has passed an ordinance to issue $120,000 in bonds, the proceeds
to be used for building the new Washington
Street bridge over the Great Miami river.
The Board of Public Service has recommended that the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago
& St. Louis be granted permission to rebuild its
bridge over the Cooper Hydraulic at Bainbridge

DAYTON.

street.

Plans are being made by City Engineer I
M. Turner for building a combined highway
and street railroad bridge to consist of a 200-ft.
span steel structure with concrete abutments,
to cost about $300,000.
ELYRIA. Petition has been made to the County
Commissioners to build a bridge over Black
river in Sheffield Township, at a cost of about

—

$200,000, to replace the present structure.

FINDLAY.

—Plans

have

been

completed by

En-

gineer Reigle for a number of steel viaducts on
the line of the Lima, Findlay & Toledo Electric
Railway over the tracks of the Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton.
Hancock County Commissioners have under

consideration the question of building a steel
bridge at Mt. Blanchard. to cost about $10,000.
J. 0. Sutton is County Engineer.
FREMONT. The Lake Erie & Western, which has
been planning for a long time to build a bridge
over the Sandusky river, lias agreed with the
state authorities where it shall be located, and,
it is said, will at once put up the new structure,
to cost $90,000.
GRAFTON. Plans are being made by the Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis for build,1
ine track bridge over the Block river,
to cost about $40,000, to be a single-span structure with concrete abutments and steel super-

—

—

.,

structure.

HAMILTON.

—

Plans have been submitted to the
County Commissioners by the CinNorthern Traction Co. for a combined
bridge over Two-Mile
railroad and highway
creek, to have an 82-ft. span, 58 ft. wide and
cost about $15,000.
HOLMESVILLE. An overhead bridge is proposed

Board of
,11,11:1

1

i

—

over tiie tracks of the Cleveland, Akron & CoWm. Anderson, Millersburg, is Comlumbus.
missioner.
IRON'TON. A contract has been given to the
American Bridge Co., which calls for 12,000
tons of fabricated steel for the new bridge to

—

March
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The Lidgerwood Rapid Unloader
IN

USE

ON

PANAMA CANAL

AND PRINCIPAL AMERICAN RAILWAYS

LIDGERWOOD HOISTING ENGINES

IN

CHICAGO STOCK.

LIDGERWOOD MFC. CO.
WALTER

H.

BALDWIN, SALES MANAGER

OLD COLONY BUILDING, CHICAGO

THE SUN NEVER SETS
On Hartley & Teeter Light
MACHINES ARE

Inspection

Gars

WHICH THESE
USED ARE THE FOLLOWING:

AMONG THE FOREIGN LANDS

IN

ALASKA, CANADA, MEXICO, COSTA RICA,
CUBA, COLUMBIA, VENEZUELA, BRITISH
GUIANA, ECUADOR, BRAZIL, THE SCANDINAVIAN PENINSULA, HOLLAND,
FRANCE, SPAIN, SWITZERLAND, ITALY,

GERMANY, AUSTRO-HUNGARY, ROUMANIA, RUSSIA, TURKEY, EGYPT, TUNIS,
ALGERIA, THE GOLD COAST, UGANDA,
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE, INDIA, SIBERIA,
CHINA, JAPAN, JAVA, BORNEO, AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, AND FIJI ISLANDS.

THE GOLD MEDAL
HAS BEEN AWARDED THESE CARS BY THE
SUPERIOR JURY OF AWARDS AT THE
WORLD'S FAIR AT ST. LOUIS, MO., THUS
DECLARING THEM TO BE THE HIGHEST
TYPE OF LIGHT CARS, AND THEY STAND
WITHOUT AN EQUAL.
Write us for catalogue.

LIGHT INSPECTION CAR CO.
HAGERSTOWN, INDIANA,

U. S. A.

SOUTHWESTERN AGENTS

MESSRS. HAHDLAN-BUCK MFG. CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Plans have been Mi.ni. for bn tiding
viaduct
over the Santa Pa tracks from Noble avenue,
Guthrie, to Sixth street, WeBi Guthrie. The co
of the work will be about si.Mi.nuu,
Work has
nol been started, as the necessary funds are

river between this place
'lncfnnati,
Hamilton <v

over the Ohio
'"! the

I'ulti

and

1

>aj tOD.

-Iver

the

replace

i"

Chicago

&

a bridge over the
present steel 100-ft,

not

tim-

sh

I::ik.-

making Burveys

for

bridge

;i

about

la
Railway
Black river

Electric

over

The Marietta. Columbus & Cleve
four-span Howe
land Railroad will rebuild
To*
truss bridge over Hi" Little Hocking river.
1.
RobertB, President,
tai
i».
length, .'"i ft.
;i

I

Blda are wanted October -i by C* N.
Hips her, Countj Auditor, for building a bridge
lie
Scioto
mperStrUCtuir over
With Q Ste*

*

said,
Is considering
bridgfes

is

the

asked by the County
will
h«>
ami Creen Counties,
of chirk
a steel bridge 189 ft. long, over
Mad river, to cost aboul $8,000. S. VanBird
Supervisor, at Springfield, O. .
is County
CLINTON, The Counts Commissioners will
bultd a steel bridge 225 ft. long, with a 16 ft.
roadway, over Portage river, in Harris town
ship.
Henry Pafenbach is County Auditor.

Bids
Commissioners
for putting up

i

have

completed

been

RAVENNA. — The
ween

bel

READING.
place

this

Amity

in

at

—
both

new

1797, with a

iron

Salem

build a bridge 110

ft.

Railway

will

tial

Southern,

it

&

Shore

this

line into this place.

Pittsburg

&

t

Michigan

A

viaduct is proposed, to be 1,500 ft. long,
to replace the presenl Credll Mobelier bridge, to
cost about $110,000.
Residents of this place are agitating the
one at
question of putting up three bridges
Elm street, one at Belmont avenue, and the
The
Hher on the cast side of Wick avenue.
Belmont avenue bridge is to be 725 ft. long,
including approaches, which will he 95 ft. wide
at the Federal street end.
A bridge is proposed to be built from Federal street to Belmont avenue.
;

•

OKLAHOMA TERRITORY.

ANADARKO. —Three new

bridges are 'to be built
over the Washita river near this pla< e
EL RENO.—The Chicago, Rock faland & Pacific
question of building
a new Iron bridge over the Canadian river near
-

this place.

3 RIB. — The County Commissioners
[ding

wide over the Cimarron

a
river.

are bav-

new bridge SB

—A bridge may be

nty Com ml
loners will build
lonodo
net
eel
ri.e Mei an tile B
UAKLEROl
of tbJs
place, «iii build a bridge from North Cbarlerol
to m ones sen over the Monongahela river
The
plans gall for
be building of four piers and
It
for a bridge 36 ft. wide, to earn two tracks.
is
to be a combined street railroad and highway bridge
COLUMBIA. The Borongl
tncll has requi
ted
the Pennsylvania to make a number of Improve
tins place. Including the building of
in. n( s
bridges al Bridge and at Union streets; also
subways al Walnut and Locusl streets.
DARBY. An ordinance, ii is said, has been introduced In the council for building a bridge at
fU r
58t h si reel
be Baltimore & Washington
Railroad
'o
lime. The Grand Jury has been petitioned by
residents of Greene and Harbor Creek townships
in build an iron bridge 350 ft. long over Pour
Mile creek al Kane.
lYETTEVILLE. The Chambersburg & Gettysburg Electric Railway is planning to build a
bridge over the Cumberland Valley tracks at
West Payettevllle, to cost $10,000.
GLENOLDEN. The City Council has passed an
ordinance tor the new Philadelphia, Baltimore &
a

Tl
bridge oi er

'

;

i

I

i

i

PENNSYLVANIA.

A bill was introduced in the House of Representatives December 19, authorizing the FayCompany to build a bridge over the
Monongahela river from a point in the Borough
of Brownsville. Fayette County, to a point in
the Borough of West Brownsville, Washington
County. Pennsylvania.
Both Houses of Congress have passed a bill
extending the time for beginning construction
of the bridge across the Monongahela river by
the Counties of Washington and Westmoreland,
Pa.

ALLENTOWN. — The

Northampton

County

Com-

Engineer
instructed County
Cooper to prepare plans for a new bridge to be
built over the Saucon creek at Shlmersville.
ALLEGHENY. The Wabash, it is reported, will
build a bridge over the Allegheuy river at this
place, to cosr $1,000,000.
The Council Committee on the Tilgbman
Street bridge reports thai the County Commissioner- agree to pay $24,000 toward the cost,
and he Lehigh valley and the Allentown Teroinal Railroad Co., $18,200.
The Bethlehem Street Bridge Com.
Bl THLEHEM.
tany has been chartered at Karrisburg, Pa., to
nild a bridge to connect Bethlehem with South
Ie1 blehem.
>OMSBl EtG. The viewers on the proposed
tate bridge al Mifflinville have decided to re
M'i
favorably on an overgrade crossing ot the
n-ks
Pennsylvania
Railroadn
The
of
the
Idge will be 1,42] ft. long, 12." ft. of which Is
.."! by the overgrade crossing. It
n ide
n n have a'i't ft. roadwaj and 6 ft. walfe
missioners

have

—

i

—

I

1

i

;i

i

t

i

—

Washington bridge.

GREENSBI

The

RG.-

Monongahela
win pnl up a
Sewicley

West

Jeanette,

Railway

.street

Co/,

bridge oOO

steel

ft.

Haven

&

is reported,
long over Big

It

creek.

IIARRISBURG.

Funds

amounting

to

$200,000

for. and is now available, for
the rebuilding of the Mulberrj streel overhead
bridge.
The structure will probably be 1.50O
under the direction
ft. long, and will be built
oi
the Board of Public Works,
The
Pennsylvania proposes to build a
bridge 800 ft. long and 45 ft. wide over the
tracks at Green wait's crossing.
The Steelton & New Cumberland Bridge Co.
some time ago, with a capital of
Incorpori
$300,000, to build a steel bridge L500 ft. long
over the Susquehanna river at Steelton. has not
done anything as yet toward building this struc-

have been voted

—

I

ture.

Permission will shortly be asked for from
the city by the Philadelphia & Reading, to build

overhead

bridges

some other

at

streets.

Cameron, Hemlock and
M. B. Cowden is City En-

gineer.

The State Hoard of Public Grounds and
Buildings will build a steel bridge over Penn's
Creek, one mile north of Sellinsgrove.
The court has approved the report of viewers recommending the building of bridges by the
state over the Catawissa in Columbia County
Breisch's, $13,500;
at the following places:
catawissa. §20,000; Shermantown, $20,000, and
Packer Mill, $25,000.

11ATBORO.— The County Commissioners have

derided to build a three-arch stone bridge over a
branch of the Pennypack Creek, on Moreland

avenue.

HUNTINGTON. — Blair

and

KENSINGTON.

Counties
the Juniata

Huntington

will jointly build a
bridge
river in Tyrone Township.

over

—

The Pennsylvania, it is said, is
planning to abolish seven grade crossings between Front street and Frankford Junction, the
work to cost about $1,500,000.
LANCASTER. Tbe building of an overhead bridge
in the Twelfth ward is projected.
Lee Masterton is City Engineer.
The Lancaster & Eastern, which is building
an electric line from Lancaster to Christiana,
via Gap. will build bridges over Conestoga creek
near Witmer's, and just east of Leaman Place.
LEWISBTJRG. The Commissioners of Northumberland County have been directed by the County

—

—

Judge to build tbe bridge over tbe Susquehanna
place and Chillisquaqua
river, between
this
Township. The building of this bridge has been
under consideration for a long time. Tbe work
about $100,000.
A resolution has been passed authorizing the City Engineer to make plans for
building an overhead bridge at Poplar street.
A combined highway and electric railroad
bridge is to be built over the Youghiogheny
avenue.
Former Mayor
river at Thirteenth
Robert R. Carnthers is said to be Interested.
MANCHESTER.-—A bridge is proposed to be built
over the Ohio river connecting this place with
Esplen.
MIFFLINVILLE.— Bids will soon be asked for
new State Street bridge at this place, to cost
about $45,000.
MILLHALL. Viewers recommend the building of
an iron bridge 120 ft. long, with 18 ft. roadway,
will cost

built over the T'nia-

river near this place.

ilia

ette Bridge

Lake Erie will

street.

—

place.

UMATILLA.

reported, will build a concrete
long and 55 ft. wide over the

The

its

The Southern Pacific is planning to build a bridge over the Willamette at

build a foot bridge over its tracks. S7S ft. long,
to reach the Yoiin^t«nvn Sheet and Tube Works
F. M. Lillie is City Enin East Youngstown.
gineer.
Petition has been made for an overhead
bridge at the foot of Elm street.
Plans are reported being made by the City
Engineer for an overhead bridge at Ardale

ft.

—

new

is

Vol NGSTOWN.-

Co. has destreets over

above the surface of Willamette river on

SPRINGFIELD.

Lake

1

iREGON.

JOHNS. The Northern Pacific is repotted
making surveys for building a bridge about 180

ft.

will

WILIiOTJGHBY. — "be

it

the

Dills

ST.

Clark County Commis-

sioners have decided to jointly build two bridges.
S. S. Twitchell is a member of the Clark County

arch 153 ft.
stream here.

I

to

Cherry street at $30,000.

be asked by D. J. Tinney.
County Commissioner, at Nil's. O., for building
an iron bridge in Trumbull County. H. C. White
is Couptv Surveyor.

Pacific,

bridge over

the railroad tracks of the terminal yards at a
From Seventh street,
cost of over §200.000.
near Kearney, a structure will be built gradually rising until it reaches Northrup. where it
will intersect a similar structure extending over
that street. At this point it will be 22 ft. above
the tracks.
One branch will follow Seventh
street toward the river, descending gradually to
the Albina ferry. The Northrup street structure
will extend over the terminal company's tracks
and graduallv descend on Front street.
The
total length of the viaducts will be 1.600 ft.

TOLEDO.—City

Board.

steel

Pacific

$10,000.

WARREN.— Bids

a

Northern
Terminal
—The build
cided
a system of elevated

C. J. Peters is

RBANA. — Champaign and

build

piers.

County Surveyor.
TIPTON. -The County Commissioners have under
consideration the question of building an iron
bridge over the Sanduskv river, at a cost of

I

will

——

—

Engineer Consaul has filed a parreport estimating the cost of a Y bridge at
A straight bridge 82
ft. wide, with a draw, will cost $525,000. and
the removal of the present old Cherry Street
bridge to Ash and Consaul streets will cost an
The consent of the Watadditional $200,000.
Department will have to be obtained as to the
form of bridge to be constructed.

The Chicago, Rock island &

;

avenue and Nelson street. No funds have been
provided.
W. H. Sieverling is City Engineer.
bridge is proposed over the
Ohio river, to cost about $80,000.
TIFFIN. The County Commissioners will let contracts during the present year for some bridge
work in Seneca County, to include a bridge 200

—

of

are being made for rebuilding
the bridge on Grand avenue
also for the one
on Williams avenue.
The steel bridge over Union avenue Is to
have a total length of 420 ft. to consist of two
Warren trusses, each 120 ft., and plate girders,
to cost $55,000; and the one at Grand avenue,
a total length of 300 ft., to consist of one War
ren truss of 150 ft. and plate girders to cost
$45,000.
W. C. Elliott is City Engineer.
The Northern Pacific has" given an order
for 20.000 tons of steel for its bridges to be
built over the Columbia and Willamette rivers.
It is planning to have both bridges completed
by 1907.
The plans for the bridge over the
Columbia river and slough call for 17 spans with
a total leDgth of 3,540 ft., with six 265-ft. spans
over the Columbia slough and nine 169-ft. spans
over the Columbia river on the Washington side,
with a river draw 465 ft. long. This bridge and
the one to span the Willamette will cost s:;.
Both bridges will carry two tracks. The
000.
Willamette bridge will have 21 concrete or stone

STEUBENVILLE. — A

long.

ft.

PORTLAND. — Plans

long over the Pennsylvania

tracks, also a trestle about 800 ft. long.
SPRINGFIELD.—The Board of Public Service
adopted a resolution requesting the City Council to provide funds for building a new bridge over
Buck creek on Water street, to replace the
former structure.
Plans reported being made for building a
viaduct across the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis tracks at South Limestone
street, to cost about s250,himi.
The Board of Public Service has under consideration the question of building a new bridge,
to consist of two SO-ft. concrete steel arches, to
cost $27,500. at the intersection of Sherman

ft.

I

a

A bill was introduced In the D. S. Senate
authorizing the Portland, Nehalem & Tillamook
Ry. Co. to build a bridge over the lower Willa
mette river in Oregon, above Elk Rock.
UILLSBORO. Contracts have been let to Wake
Held & Jacobsen for building four bridges on the
line of the fort land, Nehalein & Tillamook.
PENDLETON.—A bridge IS ft. wide, with a cen
tral span of 120 ft., and approaches of 50 ft..
is proposed to be built over the Nolin
river.

this

bridge.

Eastern

Deputy

Commissioners

the Columbia.

Kent.

&

County

were Introduced on December 6 bo
Houses of Congress, authorizing the Portland & Seattle Railway to build a bridge over

by
the

County Commissioners will retwo stone arch at DouglassvIIle,
Township. Berks County, built in

.SALEM.— The

is

W

Pennsylvania will build a bridge

place and

— The
old

the

river

Scioto

Mavis

The Colorado. Oklahoma &
Southeastern will build a trestle 3,500 ft. long
over the smith Canadian river on the line ol its
proposed road between this place and
ward, at a point near Putnam.

ditor.

the

bridges are to be

It.

WEATHERFORD.

PORTSMOUTH JUNCTION.—The Norfolk & West
em is considering the Question of rebuilding the
over

II.

new steel bridge inn
be Canadian river at the foot

reported,

is

Engineer Pratt for building a bridge for
account of Sylvan la and Washington
Townships.
D. F. Davles, Jr., is County Au-

bridge

of steel

South Canadian river here.

joint

present

over

NION

—

PORTSMOUTH. — Plana

A number
Kay County.

llerk.

$15,

iSBORNE.

PORT

i

Robinson street.
Plans are being made by City Engineer
Burke for stone or Bteel approaches to the Choctaw viaduct on Walnut street, to cost about

two

—

In

I

lountj

long

NEW

it

\

have decided to build

t

I

the sit.- known as Newman bridge, to
consist of one span 188 ft. long, to carry a
single track, with a roadway of 16 ft.
PHILADELPHIA. -The Hoard of Count;

<

'ollllt

I

OKLAHOMA city.— The

al

question of building

i

counties.

CARLISLE,

build

TON

bull

MARION

Commissioners,

may

County

new bridges

H

XEWKIKK.

Ohio

ta,

i

-Contracts are to be lei by Charh
Gordon, Chief ot the rnited states Geological
Survey, with headquarters a1 this place, for
building about itO steel bridges in (oinancbe

\\\

South Lorain,

river

The Philadelphia & Beading,
is said, will build four large steel bridges In
It
connection with its double track Improvements'
on be line of its road In York and Cumberland

l

i.

MAUI ETTA.
Marie!

available.

KINGFISHER.—Kingfisher

structure.

lukaln.
al

BOWMANSVILLE

I

j.AUi E
The Cleveland
si. i^mis baa decided to build
Scl
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McKEESPORT.

—

—

over Fishing creek.

—

The Grand Jury recommends the building of a bridge over Brier creek in Washington

MILTON.

Township.

—

A new bridge is to be built by the
state at this place, to cost about $25,000.
AIRY. A bridge is proposed between this
place and Roxborough over the Wissahickon at
Allen's lane, to replace a former structure.
NEWCASTLE. A bridge is proposed over the
Neshannock creek to connect Cunningham and
MORAVIA.

—

MOUNT

—

Water

streets.

NEWPORT. —The

Pennsvlvania Railroad Co. wilt
build an iron bridge over the river at this point,
replacing a covered structure.
NORRISTOWN. The Board of City Surveys has
approved the ordinance for building two bridges,
one over the Reading Railway at Gravers Lane,
Chestnut Hill, and the other at Erie avenue.
PAISLEY". The bridge to be bult over the Monongahela river at MeCaun's Ferry by the Union-

—

—

M
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EtANTON. The Grand Jury is considering a petition for the building of bridges over Aylesworth
creek and over Rushbrook, in Mayfield borough
also over the Lehigh river in riinton Township.
Four important bridges have been pronounced unsafe by an expert appointed to examine them. They are situated at Green Ridge,
;

Elm, Lackawanna and Scranton streets.
It is
recommended that new bridges be built at Scranton and Elm streets.
Plans are being made for building a viaduct from Providence road to Mifflin avenue and
street, to be 865 ft. long and 54 ft.
wide, i" cosl about $120,000.
The City and the Scranton Railroad Co. are
planning to jointly build a bridge over the
tracks and the Lackawanna fiver at the foot of

\

Mulberry

st reet.

The Delaware. Lackawanna & Western

will

Contrad was let last year. The company will
do the masonry work with its own for
Plans are being made by the Lackawanna
to build
Bridge
wanna river at this p
Co.,

bridge over the Lacka-

s

SHAMOKIN

Petition

County

Commissioners

— ThenewBoard
bridge

tt

A bridge
bon Run Creek
>i

Co:

In

i

XH BETHLEHEM
and 50

long

Commissions

Market
I

\

ovi n

STEELTON.

A plan, it
build b steel bridge
river between this pla<
!•>

The Northern Central is planning to build
a steel bridge over Codorus creek.
The York Street Railway Co. will build a
subway 360 ft. lorn;. 30 ft.' wide, and 13 ft.
high, under the Northern Central tracks at
Richland avenue.

BI i'A

.

Nevi

id

usquehanna

The Sunburt

nidge Co

build

bridge o

irte

ed

to

quehanna river from a point near
tarn, In Snyder County,
ok a

aberland.

i

i

rlc

Uallwfl

pa

SWISSVALE.
building two

i

ted.

Co

whh

.

et
this
al

i

(175,000, h in
ectrlc cars with

under way

is

<

'

Sunbui

toe
i

leoi

-<

w

•
i

i

b

be

reported, will

'

Oil

has
^"s

placi

to

Co., it Is
in building

the proposed bridge over the Susquehanna river
at this place, on condition tiny it is permitted
to run a pipe line over the structure.

RHODE ISLAND.
XEWI'ORT.— The Government

will spend $40,000
deepening and widening the channel, and the
spend an additional $100,000 in
new lift drawbridge, with a span of
about 100 ft. at Howland's "Ferry. William H.
Lawton is City Engineer.

in

state
will
building a

—

PROVIDENCE.

Reports state that plans are bemade for building a new bridge over Providence river at Point street to replace the present structure, which is 25 ft. wide, consisting
of two shore spans of 141) ft. each and a draw
ing

250

ft.

The

city

and the New York, New Haven &

Hartford are jointly building the Arthur Avenue
bridge to eliminate grade crossings at Acorn.
Grove and Dyke streets. The plans made by
the City Engineer call for the building by the
railroad of a steel bridge over the tracks from
a point near the junction of Arthur avenue and
Dean street to Harris avenue, at a cost of about
This part of the work is practically
$150,000.
completed. The approaches with retaining walls
of about 1.000 ft., to be built by the city, are
not yet completed.

A resolution has been introduced in the
City Council authorizing the building of an additional bridge over the Woonasquatucket river
at Harrison avenue.
TIVERTON. The General Assembly has passed an
act appropriating $170,000 for the bridge at
Tiverton, to replace the present stone bridge.
WOONSOCKET. Petition is being made for an
appropriation of $11,000 for rebuilding Arnold
John J. Mee, Alderman, may be
Street bridge.
addressed.

—

—

SOUTH CAROLINA.
CHARLESTON. — The Southern Railway
river.

—

Plans have been completed for
ST. GEORGE.
building a bridge over Ashley river, in Dorchester county.

SOUTH DAKOTA.
ABERDEEN—The County Commissioners,
ported, have decided

to erect

it

is

re-

bridges over

ten

The largest
various streams in Brown County.
will be a 300-ft. bridge over the James river.
CHAMBERLAIN. Plans, it is reported, have been
made by the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul for
building a bridge over the Missouri river, to be
about 3,000 ft. long, at this place.
FAIRBURN. Bids are wanted by the County Commissioners at Custer. April 3. tor building a steel
bridge 40 ft. long over French creek, in Custer County.
W. A. Nevin is County Auditor.

—

—

—The

County Auditor.

OACOMA. — An

will
Commissioners
M. P. Kennedy

County

Bad
Ft.

river.

Pierre.

extension of time has been granted
the Federal Railroad Co. for commencing the
construction of the bridge over the Missouri
i.
to January 8. 1908, and for the completl
r
the bridge to January 8, 1008.
RRE. Work will soon be commenced, it is
said, on a new bridge over the .Missouri river at
this place by the Chicago >N North-Western.
OLIVET. Bids are wanted April ::. by J. W. Wipf.
numbet OI
County Auditor, for- putting up
in
Hutchinson County, each from
tee! brldgi
long, over the James river.
Id fi
the
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long in Sumner.
Gallatin.

Harris
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CARTHAGE
organised

spring by

"'Is

k

\

to

bi/.'.d

«t*el

"

company

bridge 5

Is
i.

helne
inm-

the i'ni.ilM-rlal.d river to cost $50,000, Bids
are to be asked for his month.
L. A. Llgon Is

Mayor.

CHATTANOOGA.—Local

Vports

state

that

the

of Georgia will lulld steel bridges at
this place, at Chlckamauga, Big Talapoosa and
Little Talapoosa and two a, Rome, Ga.
The chaitcuoga Company Ltd.. and others.
are agiiatlng the question of building a rail

Central

road bridge over the Tennessee -iver.
Plans are being made for
bridge to be
Line tracki at Eleventh
approprlatioi. of $12,000
has been made.
CLARKSVILLE. A bill was Introdmd In the
Ijower House of Congress on Feb. llauthorizing a bridge across the Cumberland rier at or
near this place.
LARKSVILLE. Plans are under way fo building a bridge over the Cumberland river at rank
lin street, to cost about $150,000.
KNOXVILLE. The Atlanta. Knoxville & Nortbe
will build a bridge over Little River on its pp
posed line between this place and Wetmore.
Plans are bi-ing made for building a viaduct over the railroad tracks ar Asylum avenue
The proposed structure will cost about $35,000
and will be similar to the Clinch Avenue via
duct now nearing completion, which cost $80,000.
.

built over the Belt
street, for wbicli an

—
—

i

—

MARION.

—
A
has been ofTered
of Congress to amend the

in the Lower
act for the
the Tennessee
The amendment provides
river at this place.
that the act shall be void unless work Is commenced by January 1, 1906, and completed
within three years.

House

bill

construction

MARYVILLE.

of

a

—A

bridge

over

committee has been

appointed

to determine when bids shall be asked for building a bridge over Little river, near Rockford, In
Blount County, Tenn. C. F. Broady can give Inclay Cunningham is County Clerk.
formation,

MEMPHIS.

—Thea

Central has plans ready
viaduct over its track at McLemore avenue at a cost of about $G0.000.
NASHVILLE. A bridge is to be built by Davison
County, in the City of Nashville, over the Cumberland river at Jefferson street. The proposition will be voted upon by the residents in August to issue $300,000 in bonds to secure funds
The proposed structo start work at once.
ture will have a channel span of 300 ft. with
shore spans each 200 ft. long, with a west approach 700 ft., and an east approach GOO ft. long.
making a total length of 3.000 ft. The roadway
is to be 30 ft. in the clear, with sidewalks 6 ft.
The proposed structure will he of
each.
No prov
with a reinforced concrete floor.
has as vet been made to lav tracks on the bi
The cost of the bridge will be about
Davison Countv is planning to build a second bridge similar to the above in the southern
end of the city. A bill has been Introduced in the
Lower House of Congress autdorizing these twt>
William W. Southgate is City Em
bridges.
for

Illinois

building

—

gineer.

re-

is

ported making surveys to locate the site for a
new steel bridge to be built over the Hiwassee

|l

A*!

—The Standard
spend about $100,000

Y"ORK FURNACE.

is

reported,
over the

—

river at this place.

build a bridge over

reek.

I

B

rlvt

lo-

York and Lancaster capitalists, it Is reported will build a bridge over the Susquehanna

i

idge 48 ft.
over North-

i

bi

,'

Mil

Meadow

four-track stone arch bridge.

-i,

counl
be

over

built

bi

East Central avenue.
have been appointed to

ARlil.EY .-The high bridge over the Philadelphia & Reading across the Delaware at this
place, it is reported, is to be superseded by a

MIDLAND.

e1

to

wid<

ft.

the

to

a

street.

y

•

at

-

s<

build

to
i\

build a

made

been

has

over Shanii

at

YORK.

Mulberry

use steel girder construction for rebuilding the
Lackawanna river bridge near Bridge street.

',

Co

'"I

ft.

Brook.

—

The County Commissioners are se
ling the site for the 400-ft. bridge to be built
the Schuylkill river, between this place
and Flick's Locks.

man's Run

in

cate the site for a county bridge over

is

over

oi a plate

—The viewers wide
report
favor
girder bridge 42
over Hager-

WOODBURY.—Viewers

Press

si

'"'

i

and North Wllkesbarre.

a bridge over the

tracks.

if

irga,

Wyoming

&

WILLIAMSrORT.

company.

NAXATOGA.

and
Yankton *

n

ui,,nl,„;

a

<

—

reports state that the Pittsburg &
negotiating for a charter to build
Monongahela at Lock No. 4,
between Charleroi and Monessen.
The Select Council has passed an ordinance
providing for the building of a bridge at Washington avenue and Sedgewiek street crossing of
the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago.
The Pittsburg Union bridge is to be reconstructed and raised to a height of 7" ft. over
the Allegheny river.
The bridge is now only
40 ft. over the water line. The change has been
ordered by the Secretary of War.
PITTSTOX. The Warwick Iron & Steel Co. will
build a* steel bridge 600 ft. long on concrete
piers over the Schuylkill river.
ST. CLAIR.— The Schuylkill Electric Railroad Co
will build an overhead bridge 100 ft. long and
25 ft. wide over the Philadelphia & Reading

passed the

e

i

he

;

railroad.

Lake Erie

,

"'

Bills

of

Valley will

bridge over the Susquehanna river between West rittston and Duryea also beti
riyiii
h and Nantlcoke on the new extension
of its road.
- nm.ixio
The Common Council has pa
a
municipal loan ordinance, which provides for an
Item of $25,000 for building a bridge over the
railroad tracks at Butler stn
The Delaware & Hudson and the Jersey Central, it is said, have agreed to jointly build a
bridge over the tracks between the east end

Front street, over the connecting railroad.
Large street, under the Frankford branch
of the Philadelphia & Reading.
Montgomery avenue, near the connecting
Cresson street, over Midvale avenue.
-Willow Grove avenue, over Germantown
avenue.
Bellefield avenue, under the Tabor branch of
the Philadelphia & Reading.
PITTSBURG. Plans are being made for building
u steel bridge over the Ohio river at Legionville
station, about 23 miles south of Pittsburg.
A
charter will be applied for by the Hopewell &
• Harmony
Bridge Co., to build this structure.
William D. Evans, of Pittsburg, represents the
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about

avenue.

lane,

1

hill

pleilng
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ties
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with the land damages, aboui $100,000.
Preliminary work has been started on the
concrete bridge over the Wissahickon creek and
ravine at Walnut Lane.
The plans call for n
structure with a central arch oi 225 ft., 60 ft.
wide and 120 ft. high, with approaches of 45 ft,
at each end.
The cost of the structure will be
aboui $200,000.
Plans have been completed by the Hunan
<>f Surveys for a new bridge on the line of Allegheny avenue to carry eight tracks of the Nev«
York branch of the Pennsylvania over the main
thoroughfare.
The Board of Surveyors is considering the
question of building bridges over the Chestnut
Hill branch of the Beading Railway; also over
the Reading's Port Richmond branch.
The Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington
will build a new bridge in the vicinity of Pasrhalville, near Woodland avenue, to replace the
present structure.
The following bridges mi y be built.

— Over

Uoth

two

Work may soon be commenced on the new
Berwlck-Nescopeck bridge connecting the counoi
'olumbla and Luzerne.
The Grand Jury has iavoraMv reported on
the question of building 30 small bridges cost
Ing from sum to $2,000 each, and ags
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OATES ISLAND. —The

Southern

Railway,

it

Is

planning to build a bridge over the Tennessee river at this place. The work will take
about two years to complete.
PARIS. Two large bridges between this place and
the Louisville & Nashville station, carried away
by heavy rains and floods, may be rebuilt.
ROCKFORD. The Nashville & Maryville Electric
Railway Company will soon ask bids for putting un a combined highway and street railroad
J. T. Anderbridge over Little river in Blout.
son is Deputy Countv Clerk, at Maryville, Tenn.
said, is

—

—

TEXAS.

authorizing the Jasper & Eastern
Raihvin Co. to build and operate a railroad
bridge over the Sabine river, in Texas and Louisiana, has been passed by both Houses of Con-

The

bill

gress.

Vl'STIN.-- The International & Great Northern is
putting in a number of bridges along the line
of its road, including a steel bridge at this place.
Texas & New Orleans and the
city will jointly build a steel bridge over the
at Archer street, to
probably
railroad tracks.'
cost about $30,000.
planning to build a
is
Pacinc
Southern
The
The
viaduct over Its tracks, to cost $50,000

BEAUMONT. — The

,

company agrees
rih

b

to

put up the structure

build the approaches.

BROWNSVILLE. — Announcement
ill

has

been

if

the

made

will
that the St Louis. Brownsville & Mexico
build a bridge over the Rio Grande river, conMetamors
with
ihis
place
ing
has voted to
BI RNET -This county, it Is said,
steel bridges.
build ilii
leading
to Oak Cliff
DALbAS The long bridge
will be repaired, al a cost of $10,
Kansas
Missouri,
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According to reports,
& Texas is planning to put In about 10 new
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of^your time when deciding upon the type of bridge

Company

vou decide

Railway Scherzer Rolling
Bridge anvss Chicago River at State
Street, inicngo, in the open position.
Electri'

in

IVIIIM

your

Highway and

$100,000.00

more

or

*

Company

save your

can

will build if

M0D-

for the

£RN, Scientific, Safe,
Simple and Economical

I.i/i

SCHERZER HILLING

Six-Track Railroad Scherzer Rolling Li-f t
U ridge across Fort Point Channel.
Boston, for the N.Y., X.II. & H.
R. R., in the open position.

FRIDGE

LIFT

--•.

k<>H".s
Scherzer
Bridge, over CuyahofM
River, Cleveland, O., tot
\
& s. S. Ry., in
partly open po-

Double-Track

Bridge over Cuyahoga Ri .Cleveland, Ohio, for N. & S. S. Railway
160-foot Span, ^-^ Track
Longest Simple Truss Span BascuBrldge in the World
This Bridge is Being Duplicated for the Baltl, re & Ohio Railroad at Cleveland

Scherzer Rolling

Lift

More

/Q

thi

swing bridges have already

Lift

sllion.

center-pier

superseded, discarded, scrapped,
replaced by modern
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BRIDGES 01 Rail
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LI'

roa s

,

Rail-

Electric

way and Highways
the United
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and

States

Single

Highway mid

Electric Railway Scherzer Rolling i.m
Bridge across Chicago River al North Hal ted
Street, Chicago, Id the closed position,
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Supervisors of
IX ^xJDRIA.
AIes-'"' l,i:l Countj and the Washington Southern
mav jointly builil a via, lint 30 ft. Vide and 640
f , ..
long over about 56 tracks.
will he asked bv S. F. Porter
chairman, at Wise, for putting up' a small steel
bridge 111 Wise 1'nunt.v at the mouth of Powell's river.
C. A. Johnson is Clerk, Wise, Va.
liiils

BRISTOL. -The
bridges

& Western mav build
yard at Mary and Edmund

Not-folk
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Tl.l'EPER.— A

steel bridge 224 ft. long over the
Rapldan river between Culpeper and Spottsyl-

vanle Counties is to be built.
Residents
have petitioned for a
bridge over the Dan river, to cost about $30,000.
CilLMERTON.— The Norfolk & Western may widen
its bridge over the south branch of the Elizabeth river, and put in a new street draw, at a
cost of about $90,000.
McKENNEY. Bids are wanted by George R.
stone, at Ordsburg, for building an iron bridge
140 ft. long over the Nottoway river for the
joint a.-enimt of Brunswick and Dinwiddie
coun-

DANVILLE.

ties.

Chesapeake & Ohio,

will build a bridge over ibe
place.

it

James

reported,
river at this
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NORFOLK.— The

Norfolk & Western plans have
been approved by the Harbor Board permitting
it to build
two steel bridges over the Elizabeth
river.
The one over the southern branch is to
tie 1 drawbridge with
an opening of 75 ft., with
two tracks, to replace the present
single track
structure, and the one over the eastern branch
is to to a similar
structure, also to have an
opening of To ft., to replace, the present
struc
ture, ivli. .-li bas two 73-ft. openings.
-lfce \..u Department has granted the application of the Norfolk Viaduct Corporation
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permission to build a cantilever electric car
bridge over the
lizabeth river between this
e nd B rkle; "' "" 17S ft above lo w water
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RACINE.- The plans submitted

Ohio.

/

lie built on the line with Main s reet.
approaches are to be of cement, tint, the
of the work will be $07,000.
Tbe City
Council may soon authorize the asking of bias.
for this work.
SUPERIOR. Tbe City Council may build a bridge
over the Nemadji river at Grand avenue.
TWO RIVERS. The Chicago & North-WesteTD
will build a railroad bridge over the Neshofo-

Thi*
cost

1

ige

planning to build

by r.ngineer. John
as ordered by the city, call fur a -wing

Geist.

bridge to

—

—

Adams

river at

WAUPACA. — Bids
tucky.

are being asked t-- H
Shattuck. President of the ParkersbriMari
& Interurban Railway, for buildig' irou
bridge 2.500 ft. long, to carry street c.-jracks
la
over the Little Kanawha river.
<• ollt

PARKERSBURG.— Bids

street.

are wanted January 16 by tbe-,
building a stone arch bridge
river.
C. C. Boyce. Chairman.

Town Board for
over the Waupaca

-

etta

W

County Clerk.

bridge over Wte'?

"'• k

'

proposed.

WILLIAMSON.—A

bill

tbe

in

has been intro«<-

Lower House of Congress authoriz6Wl " lam
Smith and associates to bridge the V Fork of
the Big Sandy river near this pla when' it
forms the boundary between West > lni a and
Kentucky.

WISCONSIN.

CLEVELAND.— A

bridge is proposed*"'^ this
place and Arthur over the Chipi" rlv er. to
cost about $10,000.
CUSHING. A bridge mav be built Sltue Trade
river in Polk Coiiiity.
James Peter| dishing
Wis., can give information.
DARTFORD. Bids will be asked by/* Janes
for building a steel bridge over'/ outlet °f

—
—

Green

lake.

EAGLE POINT. —The

town

bond
Pe "t0 bridge

has

itself for its share of the cost off
to be built jointly with the town jnson, at a
cost of about $7,500.
CLAIRE.—The City Council/11 '""'d a

EAD

steel plate girder
bridge at N? Barstow
street, to cost about $25,000. or ff el concrete

ar.h bridge, to cost about $30.00/

LAC— The

FOND

probably

DTJ
Town Boarf
build a steel bridge over Fond ip ac riTer to
replace the present wooden strilre T"' "' Mihlll'a Corners.
GREEN BAY.— The city will pP ul J' hulld a
bridge over the East river, to coif 0111 $10,000.
LA CROSSB
Plans are being m b 7 ,hl city
authorities to build a steel brl °ver the La
also a steel
Crosse river, to cost !;ia linn
lilroad tracks.
viaduct on liose street o\
bridge will be
is
1
reported
ir Ilokah.
bull! aeruss »'
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\l \\l I'll'
ig
up a bascule
the as
plans which are
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itructure call for
i and 22-ft. road11
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NOLAN
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the Mil
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WHEELING.

pi

over the Fox
is propo
miles from this ..dace.
OSHKOSH.—The ake Superior & Soithern wilt
ask bids early XV., spri,,- for putting up a num" !
of bridges or. its proposed road, from Huron
Bay on the Noi her n Peninsula of Michigan
southwest, via f.ah. Miehigamme.
(Jeorge A.
Young, of Os' liosh. i, ,*.. s Const ructon En-

hela river at this place.
is

Milwau-

in

'"" i:

planning to build a bridse over the A

ing to local reports,
over the Ohio

kee

MONTELLO.—Abridge

—

HUNTINGTON.—The

;

,

present structure, will cost, when com
nearly $400,000.
GRAFTON. Two bridges mav be bull) ,n
Valley river.
L. Kitzmiller is Clerk.

IIOl'LT— The Baltimore &

GraM

on

1

for

la

a

en Bay extension

n

has been

to

let

loll

loners will

work

e

in

ask

Tav

Canada.

Mieneap"

over the Red

will be commenced at once bythe government on a bridge over Bow Marsb
to cost $50,000.
W. H. Cushing can give information.
EDMONTON. The Canadian Pacific will put up a
high-level bridge about 1,150 ft. long over the
river to secure an entrance into this place at
a cost of about $1,000,000.

—

The Canadian Northern is building a
temporary timber bridge over the North Saskatchewan, with approaches 5. -loo ft. long, on
the permanent concrete piers, which will be replaced early next year bv a permanent steel
structure to cost about $1,000,000.
The Provincial Government will take steps
for the construction of a traffic bridge across the
river at Kipp.

LETHBRIDGE.—The

Canadian Pacific has completed the surveys for a 0,000 ft. trestle bridge
this place, to cross Belly River flats.

at

LETHBRIDGE.—The

n

in.io,

lacks.

Pacific,

it

Is

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

NEW WESTMINSTER.— The
be
of
A.

widened by the Canadian

wmk

will be paid
the
E. White. Secretary of

New

Pitt River bridge will
Pacific, but the cost

bv the Government.
Board of Trade,

tlie

Westminster, can give information.

NORTH VANCOUVER.—A
ISO

ft.

span

is to

new- bridge with
be built at Seymour creek.

land

a

—The Northern
and the PortRailway Co. are considering the question

VANCOUVER.
jointly

Pacific

of

building

a double-deck bridge over the
Columbia river, to cost about S3.oOo.000. The
upper deck will be used for electric cars and
the lower one for the steam road.
A by-law has been passed to raise $350,000
tor new bridges and improvements.
A combined traffic and street railroad bridge,
IL'
ft.
wide, will be built over False creek and
Granville streets.
A. L. D. Odium may be addressed
The wooden bridge over tbe Pitt river on
tlie main line of the "Canadian I'acific is to b»
replaced with a steel structure.

—

VICTORIA.

-T.

W. Peterson. M.

of the Board of Trade,
of a steel bridge from
ma inland.

DOMINION

P.. and President
promoting the building
Vancouver Island to the

is

MANITOBA.
CITY.—A combined

railroad
and
lie built over the Red river
reported that the Canadian
pin up the structure if tliis govthem w
ernment agnes to allow a subsidy.
MoltlilS,
The Canadian Northern Railroad bridge

highway
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it
Morris.
i

of $15,000 to

Canadian

making surveys to locate the site for its
proposed bridge to be built over the river here.
The bridge will have to be over a mile long.
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